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I

IXTRODUCTION

This index is a sequel to the 1951-1960 Decennial Cumulative Index of

the Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications. Our
purpose in compiling this 1961-1965 index has been to provide a reference

tool that will make the information contained in Government publications

issued during this period more accessible to the public.

Citations in the index are by year and entry number. The main emphasis

is on subjects. Entries for individual authors were not used until 1968, and

only non-descriptive or "catch" titles are included. Authors, subjects, and

titles are interfiled in one alphabet.

Congressional committee hearings and reports are indexed by subjects

covered. Citations for cumulations of hearings or reports under the indi-

vidual committees have been omitted.

This index was prepared under contract from data recorded by the

Government Printing Office Documents Library during the years covered.





Decennial Cumulative Index

1961—1965

A.A. Humphreys spillway naming of Old River,

La., structures, report (1962) 17208
A.A.L., see Arctic Aeromedical Laboratory.
A-C Trucking Co., Inc., accident (1964) 21378
A.C.LC, see Aeronautical Chart and Informa-

tion Center.
A.E.C., see Atomic Energy Commission.
A.F.A.L., see Avionics Laboratory.
A.F.C.R.C, see Air Force Cambridge Research

Center.
A.F.C.R.L., see Air Force Cambridge Research

Laboratories.
A.F.F.T.C, see Air Force Flight Test Center.
A.F.LT., see Air Force Institute of Technolo-

gy-
A.F.M.D.C., see Air Force Missile Development

Center, Holloman Air Force Base, N.
Mex.

A.F.O.S.R., see Air Force Office of Scientific

Research.
A.F.S.W.C, see Air Force Special Weapons

Center.
A.G.O., see Adjutant (Jeneral's Office.

A.I.D., see International Development Agency.

A.M.C., see Army Materiel Command.
A.M.R.L., see Aerospace Medical Research

Laboratories.

A.M.S., see Agricultural Marketing Service

—

Army Map Service.

A.N. Deringer. Inc., relief (1961) 14222, 18503,
19029

A.P.R.O., see Army Personnel Research Office.

A.R.A., see Area Redevelopment Administra-
tion.

A.R.L., see Aeronautical Research Laboratory.

A.R.S., see Agricultural Research Service.
A.S.A., see School of Aerospace Medicine.
A.S.D., see Aeronautical Systems Division.
AAL, see Arctic Aeromedical Laboratory.
AAS, see American Astronomical Society.
Aase, George, structural clay production in-

dustry in redevelopment area A, north-
west Florida (1965) 7129

AASHO, see American Association of State
Highway Officials.

Aaxico Airlines, Inc., accidents (1964) 11922,
13787

Abaca:
disposal from national stockpile

—

law, (1965) 19154
reports, (1965) 15762, 17900

fiber program, audit report (1961) 6982;
(1962) 2330

stockpiling fibers, questionable need, GAO
report (1964) 21339

Abajo Mountains, geology of area, San Juan
County, Utah (1964) 18132

Abarambo, see Balambo Tribe.
Abarca, Carlos S., relief (1962) 11316, 13571,

16700

Abbeville, Ga., census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities

(1961) 16447
Abbey, P.L., fluid amplifier state of the art,

research, etc (1964) 21725
Abbot, C.G., solar variation and weather

(1963) 21108
Abbott, H.L., Lock, see H.L. Abbot Lock.
Abbott, PYank T., jr., propeller-power-plant

autoprecession boundaries for dynamic-
aeroelastic model of 4-engine turbo-
prop transport airplane (1963) 16381

Abbott Mine, COG Minerals Corp., Lake Coun-
ty, Calif., mining and furnacing methods
and costs (1962) 22480

Abbreviations:
African affairs, glossary (1965) 5004
atomic energy (1965) 5614
Bulgarian, list (1961) 11358
contractions used by FAA, air traffic con-

trol, etc.

—

handbooks (1963) 9641; (1964) 4267; (1965)
132

manual (1962) 12963
definitions and abbreviations. Federal avia-

tion regulations (1965) 6153, 7626, 9080,
14227, 16144

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1964) 8465

Hungarian, selected list (1961) 7914
Latin American press usage, glossary (1963)

12696; (1964) 18542
used in Africa, corrected version (1963) 6806
Yugoslav, selective list (1962) 14407

ABC's of FHA (1961) 515
ABC's of foreign trade, U.S. trade policy in

brief (1962) 3488, 18463; (1965) 1639
Abdellah, Faye G., patients and personnel

speak (1964) 15061
Abdo, Albert N.:

market for U.S. products

—

Kuwait (1963) 8377
Saudi Arabia (1963) 5092

Abdomen, treating injuries to organs of ab-
dominal cavity, USSR study (1965) 988

Abejuro, Jaime, relief (1962) 9205, 11562, 16690

Abel, J.E., narrow-band telemetry of nonrecur-
rent pulses (1963) 11179

Abel, William T., solid-in-gas suspensions as
heat transport mediums (1963) 14520

Abele, Gunars:
correlation of unconfined compressive

strength and ram hardness of processed
snow (1963) 19136

production analysis of cut-and-cover trench
construction (1965) 9064

trafficability in snow trenches (1964) 8512

Abell, Theodore L., offerings and enrollments
in secondary summer school mathemat-
ics (1964) 570

Abell, Tyler, nomination, hearing (1964) 4592

Abendroth, William H., testimony, hearings
(1965) 444

Do not order from index; see indicated entry Page 1



Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., Human Elnjri-

neerinjf Laboratories, technical memo-
randums (1963) 9314

Abernathv, Etlward J., soil survey report, Ste-
phens County, Okia (1965) 5384

Abernethy, Roy F.:

moisture in coal (1964) 13116
phosphorus, chlorine, sodium, and potassium

in U.S. coals (1965)5091
rare elements in coal (1963) 10940

Abies, see Fir.

Abietic acid, use in solvent extraction of coals
at atmospheric pressure (1961) 1230

Abilene, Tex.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18332
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18799

census of population and housing, 1960, cen-
sus tracts in standard metropolitan sta-
tistical area (1962) 4783

Clear Fork, Brazos River, flood control, en-
gineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 404
document edition (1963) 244

Ability:
ability counts

—

contest for 11th- and 12th-grade students,
announcement (1963) 9034; (1964) 11251;
(196.S)9496

program guide for women's groups for the
handicapped (1964) 21665

ability is ageless, guide to action (1961) 6230
evaluation standards for selecting Ist-line

supervisor (1961) 20256
general, test, Federal examination (1961)

20480
human, and natural resources of Nation,

conserve, hearing (1964) 19604
human factors in image interpretation

—

of vertical and oblique photos (1962) 12983
task status report (1963) 11546, 16830

human resources

—

key to development, education, and train-
ing (1964) 8786

training of scientific and technical person-
nel (1963) 2443

urban America (remarks) (1965) 1952
information theory, use for studying, USSR

study (1963) 17622
learning and reacting, USSR study (1962)

1209
mental, psychological characteristics, USSR

study (1962) 10142
mental work, influence of air ionization on,

USSR study (1962) 992
musical, USSR studies (1965) 19714
pupil grouping, does it make difference?

(1963) 8161
scheduling of training conditions for acqui-

sition and transfer of perceptual-motor
skills (1962) 8565

sequential item test technique, exploratory
study (1963) 18559

statistical tests of group differences (1961)
13587

systems research, opportunity and challenge
for measurement research psychologist
(1961)2

technological progress and problem, USSR
study (1962) 7939

uncovering latent talent through testing
and counseling (1962) 13752

see also Aptitude tests.

Ability Counts Contest, see National Ability
Counts Contest.

Ablating materials:
ballistic missiles, Ames atmosphere entry

simulator to determine properties (1963)
11006

char-forming, analysis of performance
(1964) 132.55

chars, hemispherical spectral emittance to
3700''K (1965) 8097

evaluation of thermal protection materials
at moderate heating rates and high to-
tal heat loads (1963) 16382

exposed to low convective heating rates in
arc-jet stream, performance (1965) 5180

graphite, rates and surface temperatures
during reentry, analytical and graphical
prediction (1964) 9974

injected into hypersonic shock layer, ther-
mal radiation from (1963) 181.59

internal temperature measurement by var-
ious thermocouple configurations (1965)
1447A

investigation in electric-arc-heated air jet
(1963) 11019

molded charring ablator, effect of resin
composition and fillers on performance
(1964) .3017

nylon, investigation for ballistic missiles
(1963) 10995

reentry, Trailblazer lib, identified from
spectrograms (1964) 14880

rocket-engine, performance after postrun
cooling at altitude pressures (1963)
12863

silicone-resin and phenolic- nylon, environ-
mental parameters effect on perform-
ance (1965) 2891, 9694

spheres behavior ablating under constant
aerodynamic conditions (1963) 11030

structures and material tests in 6-inch sub-
sonic high-temperature arc tunnel (1963)
11024

subliming and charring, effect of convective
and radiative heat loads (1962) 16055

teflon and polyethylene at convective heat-
ing rates from 25 to 420 Btu/ft2 sec,

effective heats of ablation, measure-
ments (1962) 18277; (1964) 14835

thermal performance and radio-frequency
transmissivity (1964) 21749

Ablation:
aerodynamic, of metal spheres, analysis

(1965) 11571
analytical investigation (1963) 5564
blunt bodies

—

optical radiation measurement from wake,
in flight at speeds up to 10 KM per sec-

ond (1965) 9710
to Mach 13.1, free flight investigation

(1963) 1297
blunted cylinder-flare configuration in free

flight (1964) 18738
investigation to Mach 8.48(1964) 14884

effect of ablation on-gas injection on shock
layer of blunt bodies at Mach 3 and 5
(1965) 16692

effect on meteor flight (1965) 13036
mass addition in stagnation region for ve-

locity up to .50,000 ft. per second (1964)
18795

rate of growth or shrinkage of nonequili-
brium ice sheets (1964) 19651

stone meteors, mode (1963) 14692
Ablators:
charring ablators and 2 chars, thermophvsi-

cal properties (1965) 19917
charring, oxidation effects on performance,

determination (1964) 13256
Abies, Robert J., remarks. May 16, 1963 (1963)

10933

Page 2 I)o not order from index; see indicated entry



Aboriginal cultural development in Latin
America, interpretative review (1963)

14695
Abort:
lunar landing, during powered descent using

manual backup guidance (196.5) 8107
simplified guidance scheme for aborting lu-

nar landings (1965) 2875
T-38A aerodynamic braking refused takeoff

tests (1965) 7072
Abortion, Karl Gustav Carus Obstetrics and

Gynecology Clinic case histories, influ-

ence of maternal and child rights and
protection law, East Germany's solution

to problem (1962) 7873
see also Equine abortion.

Above and beyond call of duty, the Marine
Corps Reserve and the Medal of Honor
(1962) 15997

Abraham, Lewis H.:

space technology, spacecraft systems (1965)

11417
structural research problems for support of

future space missions (1963) 18164
Abraham, Sidney, relationship of excess

weight in children and adults (1964)

13417
Abraham Lincoln Birthplace National Historic

Site, general information (1961) 6441
Abraham Lincoln Brigade, Veterans of, see

Veterans of Abraham Lincoln Brigade.
Abraham Lincoln Sesquicentennial, 1959-60,

final report of Lincoln Sesquicentennial
Commission (1961) 1193

Abramczyk, Czeslaw, see Hill, Chester A.
Abramovich, Arie, relief (1962) 7132, 15131,

18941
Abramowitz, Milton, handbook of mathemati-

cal functions with formulas, graphs, and
mathematical tables (1964) 13267

Abramowitz, Sylvia A., relief (1961) 12189,
16933, 18537

Abrasion, resistance of high-temperature
coaxial cable jacket materials (1961)
20333

Abrasives:
abrasive products

—

current industrial report (1962) 264
industry (1961) 16231
industry, review, outlook (1964) 6021

bonded products industry, outlook and re-

view (1962) 2136
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 3921
coated, products industry, outlook and re-

view (1962) 4666
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9509; (1963) 3658;
(1964) .3476, 12295; (1965) 3378

Federal supply schedule (1961) 6031
grading of grain for grinding wheels, stand-

ard of trade (1965) 13062
materials, minerals yearbook chapter (1961)

17618; (1963) 1196, 18062; (1964) 20464;
(1965) 18425

production, trade, etc., world survey (1963)
13268

wheels, comparison of State safety codes
with ASA. charts (1962) 8317

Abscesses, treatment in children after injec-

tions of medicinals, USSR study (1961)
7583

Absentee-Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma, see
Shawnee Indians.

Absenteeism, suggestions for control (1962)
5119

see also Sick.
Absolute identifications of cutaneous stimuli

varying in both intensity level and dura-
tion (1963) 4502

Absolute intensity measurements in vacuum
ultraviolet (1963) 18121

Absolute judgments of velocity (1962) 16324
Absorbent materials, water-absorbent, as

heat sinks for hypersonic and reentry
vehicles (1962) 18267

Absorbers:
absorber burn-up experiment (1961) 18047;

(1963) 9673
BAK-6/F-27A aircraft arresting barrier

absorber, evaluation (1963) 16773
hydraulic energy, cable and piston drag

parameter investigation for aircraft-
arresting (1962) 91

kinetic energy, employs frictional force be-
tween mating cylinders (1964) 13188

Absorption:
and emission characteristics of diffuse

spherical enclosures (1962) 16046
characteristics of small particles (1965) 8045
corrections for intensity of X-rays scattered

by weakly absorbing polytype-crystal-
line materials (1964) 13131

cross-sections of nitrogen and oxygen in

vacuum ultra-violet (1965) 124
energy, concepts of multiple-impact study

(1965) 16601
gases, by active metals (1963) 18508
glucose, changes in combined radiation inju-

ries, USSR study (1961) 886
infrared radiation in spectrum band by at-

mospheric water vapor, USSR study
(1963) 19545

light by gases during low resolution studies,

USSR (1961) 4611
removing acid gas impurities by agitated

contactor (1961) 7929
self, radiation, transition probabilities and

level population densities determination
(1963) 20303

solar, of spacecraft coatings, dynamic ther-
mal vacuum, technique for measuring
(1963) 9179, 18137

sound in air below 1000 cps (1965) 11411
tables for electron probe microanalysis

(1965) 19916
Absorption coefficients:

air (1961) 8334
atoms in reverse Zeeman effect with arbi-

trary direction of magnetic field (1963)
18170

carbon monoxide (1965) 5555
optical, determination (1964) 9968
propylene and butene-1 in vacuum ultravi-

olet (1963) 19898
X-ray mass, literature survey (1963) 12826

Absorption spectra, see Spectra.
Abstracts, see names of departments, bureaus,

etc., issuing abstracts

—

also subjects.
Abstracts journal, cybernetics (USSR periodi-

cal):

excerpts, translations (1965) 9366, 9442,
11216, 11251, 11265, 14556, 16391

Abu Simbel Temples, preservation from inun-
dation from Aswan High Dam, agree-
ment with UNESCO (1965) 16869-A

Abuse of power, see Despotism.
Abused child, principles and suggested lan-

guage for legislation on reporting physi-
cally abused child (1963) 1.5088

ABWR, see Reactors (atomic).
AC Spark Plug Division of General Motors

Corporation, cost in procurement of
bombing-navigational system compo-
nents manufactured by IBM, GAO re-

port, (1965) 716
Acacia koa. see Koa.

Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Bulgaria:
decrees governing tasks and organization of

Do not order from index; see indicated entry Page 3



Academy of ARrifultural Sciences, Bulgaria

—

Continued

scientific institutes and experiment sta-
tions (1962) 23905

Bulgaria, organization (1964) 12967
Academy of Agricultural Sciences, UkSSR, re-

view of reports at plenary meeting, and
general assemblies (1961) 4646

Academy of Chemical Sciences, Armenian SSR,
new drugs developed by Institute of Fine
Organic Chemistry (1963) 19450

Academy of Foreign Affairs, see National
Academy of Foreign Affairs.

Academy of Medical Sciences, USSR;
activities in Presidium (1961) 810
Burdenko. N.N., Ist President (1965) 11229
Bureau of Department of Clinical Medicine,

1960 activities (1962) 8104
candidates for membership, list (1964) 929;

(1965) 11111
chemotherapy, side effects, application, etc

(1961) 4699
clinical medicine, problems, 15th general

session (1962) 8059
Department of Hygiene, Microbiology, and

Epidemiology

—

general meeting, discussion of reports
(1962) 10050

work (1961) 21010
15th general session (1961) 21022
18th general assembly (1964) 5354
herald, translations (1962) 14084, 19982,

22091; (1963) 2590, 6794, 6994, 8511,
10643, 10675, 12682, 16224, 17768. 19530,
20818

Institute of Cardiovascular Surgery, 8th
scientific session (1965) 9394

joint session with Academy of Sciences, con-
sequences (1963) 2797

list of candidates nominated to be active
nf)embers (1962) 9973

Medico-Biological Bureau work, 1st half
year, 1960, USSR study (1961) 11186

news (1961) 15642
nominations for membership, list (1961)

7619; (1964) 1020. 1097
organization and structure (1962) 22314,

23627
Pharmacology Division of Institute of Ex-

perimental Medicine, work (1964) 9190
research plan (1965) 1508
scientific research of institutes, results

(1961) 15207
12th scientific session of Institute of Thera-

py (1962) 9920
vacancies in institutes, announcement (1964)

18571
vestnik (1964) 2509, 5025, 11018, 12595,

12639, 12771, 14549, 14582, 21519; (1965)
809, 2425

Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, Russian
SFSR:

general convention (1961) 4499; (1965) 16493
Academy of Rumanian People's Republic, stat-

ute on organization and operations,
translation (1965) 12756

Academy of Sciences, Armenian SSR:
Department of Biological Sciences scientific

research institutions, activities (1962)
5726

programs contemplated, interview with pres-
ident (1965) 12769

Academy of Sciences, Azerbaydzhan SSR:
achievenrwnts (1965) 11247
Biological and Medical Sciences Department

reports (1962) 2674
nominations for academicians, etc (1962)

22063

Academy of Sciences, Belorussian SSR:
activities (1962) 6045
Department of Biological Sciences, activities

of academicians and corresponding
members (1962) 5987

nominations of candidates (1962) 5745
yearly general meeting (1965) 16385

Academy of Sciences, Berlin, Germany, Section
of Institute for Plant Biochemistry, ded-
icated May 22, 1960 (1962) 7766

Academy of Sciences. Bulgaria:
activities (1965) 2289
annual meeting (1964) 9292
Atomic Center, research information (1963)

14353
Computer Center, development of general-

purpose digital computer (1964) 12699
development (1962) 7527
development of geodesy (1962) 5496
Geological Institute, services, etc (1964)

5158
Institute of Organic Chemistry, tasks (1964)

7187

new academicians, foreign and correspond-
ing members (1962) 5418

new members (1962) 5629
scientific activities (1962) 12025
Todor D. Pavlov and Lyubomir K. Krustan-

ov, academicians (1963) 14356
20th anniversary of socialist revolution

(1965) 946
Academy of Sciences, China, Sino-Soviet Pa-

leontological Expedition field research
(1962) 2791

Academy of Sciences, Czechoslovakia:
activities (1962) 7577
informational handbook (1962) 23797
work of Institute of Virology (1962) 5574

Academy of Sciences, Estonian SSR:
activity (1965) 11132
general meeting, scientists in ideology (1963)

19692
Academy of Sciences, Hungary:

activities (1961) 10759; (1962) 5378, 5406.
5450, 8058, 10083; (1963) 2932; (1964)
20266

Agricultural Services Department leader-
ship, annual report (1965) 810

associations and societies (1963) 7060
awards (1964) 7032, 16109; (1965) 14485
Chemistry Division activities (1962) 7606
committees, regulation and reorganization,

resolution of presidium (1965) 9435
congress and general assembly (1963) 19453
Division of Biological and Medical Sci-

ences

—

activities (1963) 6760
annual report (1962) 14179

general meeting, 1961

—

organizational tasks following (1962) 6137

proceedings (1962) 6014
Institute of Economics, research and results

(1965) 18374
leadership reports

—

Biological Sciences Department (1964)
7257; (1965) 4930

Mathematics and Physics Departments
(1964) 8915, 12586; (1965) 2298

Medical Department (1964) 21610
Medical Division (1964) 2859

Mathematics and Physics Dept., report of 10
years achievements and future problems
(1962) 7631

miscellaneous information (1964) 10744
new academicians (1964) 12779
presidium, annual report (1964) 21405
presidium resolutions (1965) 976. 6491

Page 4 Do not order from index; see indicated entry



Academy of Sciences, Hungary—Continued
Psychology Committee

—

achievements (1962) 14150; (1965) 4960
organization and tasks (1962) 7569

scientific qualification and degrees, direc-

tive of president (1964) 16054

speeches at plenary session (1965) 14487

Academy of Sciences, Kazakh SSR:
activities (1961) 1051, 10900; (1963) 16034;

(1964) 5198
candidates for academicians and correspond-

ing members, list (1962) 12168
general meetings (1962) 12083, 22017; (1963)

5205; (1965) 16478
Institute of Chemical Sciences, activities

(1962) 1021
Technical Sciences Dept.

—

activities (1962) 12159
work (1962) 5504

Academy of Sciences, Kirgniz SSR, Tien
Shan-High Mountain Station for studies

in physiological geography (1965) 6500
Academy of Sciences, Korea, report (1963)

8893
Academy of Sciences, Latvian SSR:
interview with K.K. Plaude, president (1964)

16499
activities (1963) 6670
awards and greetings (1962) 14238
bulletin (1961) 4463
electronic computer, symbolic programming

(1961) 841
institutes serving agriculture (1963) 10596
investigations (1962) 1079
scientific activity results and introduction of

completed scientific works (1962) 1078
Academy of Sciences, Moldavian SSR:
news (1962) 2931
opening session (1962) 1328
structure and work (1964) 11017

Academy of Sciences, Poland:
activities (1962) 10025
current organization and activities (1962)

7543
five-year and long-range plan of scientific

research of committee of veterinary sci-

ences (1962) 7604
institutes, research plans (1962) 5633
International Federation of Automatic Con-

trol, topics for discussion (1962) 7808
Mathematics Institute, scientific activities

of integral equations section (1963) 8446

new members (1964) 5047
organization of scientific information activi-

ty (1964) 16441
plenary sessions of departments and scien-

tific committees (1962) 15816
scientific research plans (1962) 6121

Academy of Sciences, Rumania:
achievements (1964) 9321
betatron (1963) 8864
electronic computers conference (1962) 7555

Academy of Sciences, Slovakia:
achievements in past 10 years (1964) 10922
activities (1962) 7577
candidates of science at establishments

(1962) 5437
Institute of Machines and Automation, cy-

bernetics research (1963) 6969
Academy of Sciences, Tadzhik SSR:
annual meeting (1965) 11299
discusses future plans (1964) 2717

Academy of Sciences, Turkmen SSR, annual
meeting (1962) 2835

Academy of Sciences, Ukrainian SSR:
activities (1962) 5755; (1963) 863, 8825,

18000
bulletin, translations from Dopovidi Akade-

mii Nauk (1963) 975

Academy of Sciences, Ukrainian SSR—Con.

candidacy report (1964) 18320
candidates for membership, announcement

(1964) 16105
Computer Center, developments in cybernet-

ics (1963) 2703
Department of Technical Sciences institu-

tions, research and introduction plans
for 1960 (1961) 1020

departments, meeting (1962) 1480

election of members (1962) 5770, 5898

general meeting (1962) 5772
opening address (1962) 5773

graduate study admissions announced (1962)

15957
Institute of Botany, scientific activity (1962)

22068
Microbiology Institute, status and prospects

for development of research (1964) 10764

news (1961) 15374, 20891; (1962) 22101
organization activities (1964) 7345, 12966
presidium activities (1962) 940, 5720; (1963)

10572
presidium scientific studies, plans (1962) 916
report of general assembly (1961) 4623
reports (1961) 2247; (1962) 811, 1057; (1963)

12415; (1964) 20305, 21554; (1965) 4947
scientific activity and tasks (1962) 5771
scientific coordinating councils (1962) 14291
technical and scientific progress, intensifica-

tion of efforts (1962) 19755
Technical Sciences Department

—

dissertations defended (1962) 19814
news of joint session with USSR Depart-
ment (1963) 2615

Academy of Sciences, USSR:
activities (1962) 760, 19917, 22216; (1963)

16033; (1964) 10972
addresses of M.V. Keldysh at annual gener-

al meeting (1965) 6451, 9333, 9461, 9488
affiliates, trends in scientific research (1963)

8659
African Institute, research plan (1962) 2673
agricultural translations from bulletin

(1962) 22255
anniversary meeting (1963) 17667
annual meetings (1961) 15102A; (1963) 12659

Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Chemistry of

Physiologically Active Compounds De-
partment, general meeting (1965) 16460

biological investigations (1964) 16237
Biology Department, meeting (1962) 751

biophysics, report (1963) 865
Botanical Institute imeni V.L. Komarov,

work of scientific seminar of section of

geobotany (1964) 12993

candidates for academicians, list (1962)

22132
candidates for active and corresponding

members, list (1964) 18201
Chemical Sciences Department

—

general meetings (1961) 15398; (1962) 5743.

7943; (1963) 5162
news (1961) 10885
session held, proceedings (1961) 943

chemical sciences section, meeting (1962)

1370
coordination conference with Union repub-

lics on development and study of growth
stimulants, etc (1964) 21507

Cytology Institute reports, abstracts (1963)
17576

departments, general meetings (1962) 5685,

18039, 18069
developments in presidium (1965) 11193
dissertations defended in institutions, list

(1963) 12574
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Academy of Sciences, USSR—Continued

ecology and biophysics, reports (1962)

19837
election of academicians and associate niem-

bers (1961) 15253
election of new members in Biological Sci-

ences I)ept (1961) 10829
EntomtiioRical Society activity (1964) 19960

cthnoRraphy. studies (1962) 23901

expanded session of Bureau and general

meeting of Earth Sciences Division

(1965) 7927
functions as affected by recent 22d Party

Congress (1962) 9914
general assemblies of departments (1961)

15202
general assembly (1961) 19667
general assembly report on address, Soviet

science serves the building of commu-
nism (1962) 10197

general information (1961) 4670
general meetings (1964) 16095, 16483
Geodesy and (ieophysics Committee, work in

seismology on earth's interior (1961)

2139
geophysical series news, translations (1963)

2535
herald

—

articles (1961) 2224, 10731, 15259, 17370;

(1962) 919, 15740; (1963) 12373; (1964)

4898, 20299; (1965) 6450, 6461, 6482,

6522, 7934, 16448, 18318, 18361

biology series, translations (1963) 12661

I. V. Grebenshchikov Institute of Silicate

Chemistry, bibliography of works by
scientific personnel (1964) 12994

Institute of Economics, work (1962) 6044
Institute of Oceanology, Black Sea Elxperi-

mental Scientific Research Station, jubi-

lee conference report (1961) 777
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental

Physics (1962) 5956
Institute of World Economics and Interna-

tional Relations, investigations (1962)

10156
institutions, reports on activities, etc (1962)

3002
joint session with Academy of Medical Sci-

ences, consequences (1963) 2797
journal, translations (1964) 20076
new additions (1964) 18521
new departments in operation (1964) 11128
new techniques in beneficiation of useful

minerals, problems pertaining to devel-

opment (1962) 1094
news

—

biology series, translations (1962) 12190,

23728
translations (1963) 6680; (1965) 4972

philosophy seminars, problems of cybernet-

ics (1961) 13035
president A. N. Nesmeyanov's opening

speech (1961) 2329
presidium activities (1962) 5692
presidium decisions regarding activities

(1962) 3001
presidium meeting of May 11, 1962, molecu-

lar biology problem (1963) 2795
radiobiology, reports (1963) 7097
reports (1961) 2942; (1962) 15792, 17732.

19655, 21948; (1963) 5134
results and prospects (1964) 9193
role and activities (1965) 9489
scientific citv near Novosibirsk, progress

and plans (1962) 7601
Scientific Council

—

for Problems of Physiology and Biochem-
istry of Microorganisms, studies and
plans (1964) 16204

Academy of Sciences, USSR—Continued
Scientific Council—Continued

Investigation of earth's crust and upper
mantle (1964) 11020

Scientific Information Institute, organiza-
tion and activities (1964) 12648

seismological investigations of Institute of

Earth Physics (1965) 18381
selected articles, translations (1961) 13064
sessions held by sections (1964) 11109
Siberian Branch, activities (1961) 10740;

(1962) 14147
Siberian Department

—

accomplishments (1963) 15725
news (1961) 1038, 2141, 21094; (1962) 12227

recent events (1962) 10161, 11976
Siberian problems in communist education

of laborer (1962) 139.59

Sino-Soviet Paleontological Expedition field

research (1962) 2791
social sciences, recent reports (1963) 8965
technical cybernetics, news (1963) 19402;

(1964) 2.592, 4962, 8847
Technical Sciences Department

—

general meetings (1962) 745, 2667
news of joint session with UkSSR Depart-
ment (1963) 2615

technical cybernetics news (1965) 12732,
16508

V.G. Khlopin Radium Institute

—

transactions (1961) 8383, 9942, 18020
works (1961) 1694

vacancies, announcement (1964) 11098
various aspects (1962) 8117
vestnik, translations (1964) 16395

Academy of Sciences, Uzbek SSR:
Institute of (ieology and CJeophysics imeni

Kh. M. Abdullayev (1964) 18483
zoologists, research activities (1963) 1112

Acadia (vessel):

documentation and coastwise privileges

authorized—
hearings (1962) 9399
law (1961) 18609
reports (1961) 14603, 18820

Acadia National Park, general information
(1962) 10556; (1963) 5633

Acadia Parish, La., soil survey (1962) 22811
Acala cotton, see Cotton.
Acaricides:
laboratory tests at Brownsville, Tex (1963)

18392"

materials evaluated, Brownsville, Tex (1964)

9932
produced and recommended, USSR list (1962)

6051
Acceleration:
adaptive airplane control system, design and

flight tests (1961) 9598
angular

—

exclusion as cause of visual illusions dur-

ing parabolic flight maneuvers (1964) 79

manipulation of arousal and its effects on
human vestibular nystagmus (1963) 1849

repeated unidirectional, control of arousal

and effects on human vestibular respon-

ses, task (1964) 13731
bibliography (1964) 1798
biomedical research studies, bibliography

(1964) 13732
chronic, studies, small animal centrifuge

(1965) 15224
combined linear and oscillatory, effect on

pilot attitude-control capabilities (1965)

67.50

conducting fluid by traveling magnetic field

(196.5) 18.556

control, choosing suitable sweep rate for

sinusoidal vibration testing (1961) 19946
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Acceleration—Continued

disturbances encountered in MA-7 space-

craft, effect on liquid-vapor interface in

baffled tank during weighlessness (1963)

3152
effect on human body, USSR study (1963)

15979
electromagnetic, of variable-mass plasma

(1964) 21762
gravitational

—

biological effects, USSR study (1964)

18232
plasma nonesterified fatty acids in rats

subjected to acceleration (1964) 16729

high forces, response of squirrel monkeys
(1965) 14730

high sustained, effects on pilots' perform-

ance and dynamic response (1964) 14843

hodograph and its application to space
trajectory analysis, research study

(1963) 19899
human tolerance, dynamic model technique

in analysis (1965) 8092
impact, technology for aviation crash injury

prevention, synthesis (1963) 18353

bibliography (1963) 18354
linear guidance for landing and launch

trajectories in vacuum (1965) 6734

low-cost tape system measures (1964) 14808

low field, hydrostatic stability of liquid-

vapor interface (1964) 1871
maneuver accelerations experienced by

commercial turbojet transport airplane

(1963) 11070
measured, of entry vehicle, determining pla-

netary atmosphere structure (1965) 6720

analysis of errors, (1965) 14859
measurement of displacement, velocity, and

acceleration, bibliography (1962) 10582
mechanism of predetonational flame propa-

gation in rough tubes, USSR study
(1961) 912

motion of liquid-vapor interface in response
to imposed acceleration (1965) 18555

multi-g, effect on nucleate-boiling ebullition

(1963) 11017
negative, preceding subgravity, observation

of elevator illusion (1963) 16791
oscillatory, tolerable limits due to rolling

motions experienced during automatic-
interceptor tests (1961) 9580

physiological effects observed during centri-

fuge study of pilot performance (1961)

4881
pilot tolerance and effects on pilot perform-

ance (1961) 1288
radial, effect

—

adrenalectomy in white rats adapted to

hypoxia on resistance to, USSR study
(1964) 16279

motor-conditioned reflexes, USSR study
(1961) 19652

prolonged, on animal organism, USSR
study (1962) 21990

reactions to acceleration, Soviet studies

(1964) 1162
ships, acquisition and analysis of data, rela-

tive to cargo loads (1964) 7729
ships at sea, unmanned system for recording

(1963) 16556
transverse

—

human tracking performance (1964) 7469
physiological reactions of human orga-

nism, and means of raising resistance to

such forces (1965) 1485
turbine-powered transport airplanes, V-G

data obtained (1965) 8120

Acceleration—Continued
turbojet engines

—

regulating control investigation (1961)
1264

temperature-schedule control (1961) 1265,

9509
AccGlcrstors *

atomic particles, USSR study (1962) 15859
cybernetic, USSR study (1962) 14035
cyclic, Soviet research (1962) 14018
design, principles, etc., use in nuclear re-

search (1963) 20333
electromagnetic, mass theory for achieving

hypervelocities (1961) 11423
electrostatic particle, for particle parameter

selection system (1965) 14747
grid, for electron-bombardment ion thrus-

tors, studies (1963) 16363

grrid tests on electron-bombardment ion

rocket (1962) 8510
high energy

—

electron installations shielding (1964)

14932
international conference, 1961 proceedings

(1962) 14904
possibility of lowering injection energy,

USSR study (1963) 10424
report of panel (1963) 15016

impingement of electron-bombardment ion

rocket, charge-exchange effects (1963)

11040
increasing size opens new research fields for

physicists (address) (1961) 18108
injection of electrons

—

dynamics of injected beam and cent-

ral-shift capture-mechanism (1963) 5936
experimental results (1963) 7699

International Conference on High Energy
Accelerators, proceedings (1965) 1349(),

18953
linear accelerators and nuclear physics,

materials of scientific technical confer-

ence (1964) 15278
linear ion accelerators, basic problem of

theory, etc (1964) 10024
linear steady-flow plasma, with crossed elec-

tric and magnetic fields, theoretical

analysis (1965) 2914
particle, principles, theory, and design,

guide to Soviet literature (1963) 10925

plasma

—

continuous flow induction, characteristics

(1965) 5232
electrodeless, design and operation (1962)

6281
steady-flow, linear, crossed-field, direct-

current, for inviscid, adiabatic, iso-

thermal, constant-area flow (1962) 18303

pulsed plasma, operates repetitively without
complex controls (1965) 6660

single-coil induced-electromotive-force plas-

ma, experimental study of device (1961)

4928
Stanford

—

linear electron, technical background and
financial aspects to projects, report

(1961) 6954
power supply, hearing (1964) 10148

structural designs, USSR study (1961) 4678
traveling-magnetic-wave

—

analysis (1965) 18556
plasma, motion of plasma ring through

(1963) 11031
work with radioactive substances, basic

compulsory sanitary-prophylactic stand-

ards necessary for appraisal of environ-

ment, USSR study (1962) 17892
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Accelerators—Continued
zero gradient synchrotron facility, Argonne

National Laboratory, dedication (re-

marks) (1964) 132
see also Synchrotons—Van de Graaff gener-

ator.

Accelerograph, peak-reading, calibration
study (1962) 16025

Accelerometers:
calibration pulse (1965) 16657
controlled rigid space vehicle, effect of pro-

pellant sloshing on stability behavior
(196:{) 2()98'2

Forest Products Laboratory linear dead-
weight accelerometer calibrator (1962)
17550

linear strain gage accelerometers used in

telemetry, general characteristics (1962)
22617

natural frequencies, techniques for rapid
estimation (1962) 12576

Accelerometric precordial ballistocardiogram
(kinetocardiogram) in hypertension
(1964) 149i;i

Accessions index, lists, etc., see Library acces-
sions.

Accessories (dress), see Clothing.
Accident insurance:

credit, regulate in D.C.

—

law (1962) 20861
reports (1962) 11587, 17054

tax deduction allowance of insurance compa-
nies

—

law (1962) 23190
reports (1962) 15416. 21077

Accident Prevention Advisory Board, estab-
lish, hearings (1962) 7097; (1963) 9939

Accident Prevention Division, PHS, purposes,
goals, current programs (1962) 21818

Accidents:
accident analysis and remedial action, work-

sheet (1965) 9499
accidental death and injury statistics (1964)

15040
accidents and nation's health, accidental

deaths in United States (1965) 6348
appraising safety performance, safety in

industry, instructor outline (1965) 12783
boating, reporting, rules and regulations

(1961) 10116; (1963) 11680
cause analysis,

—

checklist (1965) 6553
safety in industry, instructor outline

(1965) 11333
chemical production, accident prevention

during assembly and repair of pipelines,

USSR translation (1965) 2402
children, causes and prevention (1963) 16915
cost, control, safety in industry, instructor

outline (1965) 11332
coverage, community planning for (1964)

9711
Czechoslovakian rate (1962) 5760
East Germany, work, traffic, and in sports

seen from viewpoint of people's economy
(1962) 5698

fabricated structural steel and metalwork
industries (1963) 11.58

families, on guard against (1963) 20095
farm, in U.S. (1962) 23425
fatal. United States and each State (1962)

6428
Federal employees

—

on-the-job injuries, financial protection
(1963) 16946; (1964) 11945

work injury facts (1963) 8191; (1964) 4655;
(1965) 19.569

fluid-milk industry, causes (1961) 19821

Accidents—Continued
fruit and vegetable canning, causes (1961)

1.5699

fuel industries, minerals yearbook chapter
(1961) 11371

ground accident abstracts (1961) 2896
hazards of health workers (remarks) (1964)

13031
human aspects of accident barrier (remarks)

(1964) 14676
incidents involving AEC shipments of radio-

active materials, 1962 summary (1964)
1778

industrial, in Atomic Energy Commission
facilities, summary (1962) 2092, 6703

international exchange of statistics on occu-
pational accidents (remarks) (1964)
14678

International Symposium on Fission Prod-
ucts Release and Transport under Acci-
dent Conditions (1965) 17089

iron-blast-furnace slag industry (1962)
10440

logg:ing operations, causes (1964) 1373
National Safety CJouncil and Public Health

Service's non-work related accident
facts (remarks) (1964) 13041

nuclear, TNT simulated, response of Enrico
Fermi reactor (1965) 6843

off the job safety as element of total safety
(remarks) (1964) 14681

operational accidents and radiation expo-
sure experience, Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, 1943-64 (1965) 8567

persons injured, by detailed type and class
of accident, U.S. statistics (1962) 22746;
(1963) 5686, 5688

prevention

—

activities and nursing contributions (1962)
18407

handbook. Air Force manual (1963) 4380
nursing homes (1963) 13007
PACAF basic bibliographies (1961) 9912;
(1963) 14916

Public Health Service grants for research
(1964) 1555, 7700; (1964) 7701

Public Health Service responsibility, etc

(1962) 20248
records program of large company (re-

marks) (1964) 14680
research, what it takes, etc (1963) 20090
when teenagers take care of children,

guide for baby sitters (1964) 17118
radiation

—

due to equipment damage or breakdown,
organization of medical countermea-
sures against. East German study (1964)
18324

incidents involving AEC shipments (1963)
139

medical aspects, handbook for physicians,
health physicists and industrial hygien-
ists (1963) 11589

reactor, Spert 1 destructive test studies,

environmental monitoring and research
studies (1965) 5604

sawmills, survey of causes (1963) 16275
using records to prevent accidents (remarks)

(1964) 13035
water, medical aid to victims, USSR study

(1964) 21652
water supply utilities, injury-producing oc-

currences (1961) 1169
why do young people fall? (1965) 18396

see also Aircraft accidents— Injuries

—Marine accidents—Mine accidents

—

Motor vehicle accidents—Railroad acci-

dents—Safety of life.
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Acclimatization:
and training of athletes in mountainous

area, USSR study (1965) 18342
animals acclimatized to high altitude, blood

regeneration following loss of blood,
USSR study (1965) 16444

animals, all-Union conference (1964) 2492
effect to 2''C on host susceptibility to Kleb-

siella pneumoniae challenge (1964) 7981
Far North-
hygienic problems, USSR study (1962)

15815
USSR conference on problems (1962) 2759

fish and food organisms in USSR seas (1961)
17504

fish and invertebrates, USSR studies (1963)
16133; (1964) 1003

fresh water fish, prospects in USSR (1963)
17805

high altitude, pyridine nucleotide oxidases
and transhydrogenase activity (1963)
4410

man to Far North and subtropics of South,
USSR study (1963) 20773

to moderate hypoxia, modified tissular re-

sistance accompanying (1963) 17691
variations at high altitude, USSR study

(1965) 16439
water organisms, abiotic and biotic factors,

significance of environment, USSR study
(1963) 14154

Accomack (bounty, Va., truck crop production
practices (1962) 7257

Accountants:
career guide (1961) 14782
career opportunities, revenue agent, Inter-

nal Revenue Service (1964) 4840
CPA laws and regulations, provisions, sum-

mary (1963) 18555
employment outlook (1962) 10392; (1964)

9382
enrollment requirements before IRS, elimi-

nate

—

hearings (1965) 17936
reports (1965) 17881, 19253

examination announcements (1961) 312,
11995-996, 14005; (1962) 2256, 13097,
14984, 18884; (1963) 1937, 7780, 11659,
11661, 20377; (1964) 207, 8159, 15350,
21052; (1965) 319, 5740, 11965

Federal Credit Unions Bureau, opportunities
(1965)6161

internal revenue agent, professional (1964)
850

machine, 1 & C, Navy training course (1964)
7641

machine, 3 & 2, Navy training course (1963)
11146

pay, survey (1965) 1283

Accounting, see Accounts and accounting.

Accounting machines:
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1802
current industrial reports (1961) 10021,

11885; (1962) 16466; (1963) 11626, 16891;
(1964) 15310; (1965) 18981

electrical, leasing by CJeneral Dynamics As-
tronautics, etc., GAO review (1965) 715

industry outlook for 1963 and 1962 review
(1963) 1862

punched card machines, excessive rental
payments by Federal Aviation Agency,
GAO report (1964) 12489

Accounting Operations Division, Social Securi-
ty Administration:

electronic data processing (1964) 13451
recordkeeping (1964) 13453

Accounting series circular (1963) 635

Accounts and accounting:
accounting and finance manual, DSA (1965)

6087, 9019-20, 14155, 16066, 19534-535
accounting and operating procedures, Money

Oders Center, GAO review (1962) 11869
accounting clerk and technician, examina-

tion announcement, discontinuance no-
tice (1965) 4404

accounting 1, college course, work assign-
ment guide (1962) 11679

accounting practices in small firms (1963)
1483

accounting series circular (1963) 635
accounting series releases, SEC (1961) 3565;

(1962) 3572, 6440; (1963) 3412; (1964)
3209; (1965) 3096

accounting technician and clerk, examina-
tion announcement, amendments (1964)
11933, 15349

acquired properties, manual (1965) 2131
aircraft management cost accounting, FAA

handbook (1963) 19168
analyst, guardianship program, training

guide (1962) 22897
appropriation and fund accounts, reports on

year-end status (1964) 19004-7
Area Redevelopment Administration, im-

provement of system needed, GAO report
(1965) 6280

Army, internal review guide, pamphlet
(1964) 15267; (1965) 7150

certificated air carriers, uniform system
(1961) 16491; (1963) 11651, 15098; (1964)
4108; (1965) 305, 4019, 4383, 8644, 13666,
15333, 17232

code of Federal regulations (1961) 17238;
(1962) 13811; (1963) 1.5502; (1964) 10536;
(1965) 16185

Columbia River Basin accounting system,
proposal, hearing (1965) 19.504

(Communist China

—

accounting for basic construction (1963)
14157

bank accounting, new course (1962) 17938
major operation processes and accounting
statements (1963) 14158

managing commune finance (1961) 2289
cost accounting

—

and control at Calument Division, Calumet
& Hecla, Inc (1962) 10441

for FAA facilities maintenance, handbook
(1964) 649

CPA laws and regulations, provisions, sum-
mary (1963) 18555

disclosure accounting by banks (remarks)
(1965) 19620

economic accounting in industry, (Communist
China report (1962) 14264

electric borrowers of REA, uniform system
(1961) 2698

Federal agencies

—

accounting adjustments between appropri-
ations, authorize

—

hearing (1965) 15811
report (1965) 1.5684

accounting forms, GAO guidance manual
(1961) 10672, 20803; (1962) 7456, 17607;
(1963) 10253; (1964) 10591; (1965) 2183

accounting systems, submissions for GAO
approval, hearings (1964) 17651

illustrative accounting procedures (1962)
23577; (1965) 14384

improvement of financial management,
progress (1964) 4752; (1965) 10944

joint financial management improvement
program, annual reports (1961) 2045;
(1962) 2511; (1963) 586

policy and procedures, GAO guidance
manual (1964) 3553; (1965) 3466
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Accounts and accounting—Continued
Federal agencies—Continui-d

principles and procedures, GAO guidance
manual (1961) 6155. 20798; (1962) 11868.

1955-1: (1964) :^551; (1965) 14382
standardized fiscal procedures, GAO guid-

ance manual (1961) 7503. 9232-33. 10671.

127.50, 17318, 19393-394, 20802; (1964)

2400, 12486
submission of systems for GAO approval,

report (1965) 7442
transportation, GAO guidance manual

(1964) 35.52; (1965) 3465
Federal career opportunities, accounting

technician and clerk, examination an-

nouncement (1964) 1844

Federal credit unions, accounting manual
(1963) 489

Federal Government, biomedical research.

report (1961) 7251
finance and fiscal accounting

—

and reporting, civil works activities, engi-

neers, manual (1962) 17424; (1963) 2209;

(1964) 17955
Engineer Command management system
(1962) 15519

finance service and administration, Army
pamphlet (1961) 18005; (1962) 2012,

12993, 16365, 20502; (1963) 108

financial inventory, supplies, Ordnance
Corps manual (1962) 3443, 12633. 18386,

20232
flow of funds accounts (1965) 583-584

FMC regulatory laws and activities (re-

marks) (1965) 562
frozen food locker and related plants, man-

agement accounting (1961) 20285
helping families manage their finances

(1963) 13168
instant octal accounting, byproduct of for-

est growth studies (1964) 14323
introduction to accounting 2, college course,

work assignment guide (1962) 13713
light industry enterprises, economic prob-

lems (1962) 22225
management audit for small retailers (1964)

20791
military disbursing officers accounts, exami-

nation of fraudulent transactions, GAO
report (1961) 7.507

motor carriers of property, uniform system
(1965) 12.582, 16373

National Institutes of Health property, GAO
review (1961) 10679

natural gas companies uniform system
(1961) 529, 14865-866; (1962) 13798;

(1964) 17984
index (1965) 570

naval shipyards, guide for financial manage-
ment (1961) 21340

Navy comptroller manuals (1961) 5043-44,

6471-72, 8124-25. 9660-61. 11509-510.

13607-8, 15908-909, 17772-773,

21284-287; (1962) 3435-36
nursing homes, etc., suggested system of

uniform expense accounting (1961) 11542

Ordnance command management system.

Ordnance Corps manual (1962) 12638

PACAF basic bibliography (1961) 1668

personnel accounting. Army National Guard
(1965) 13069

poultry processors uniform system, guide

(1961) 13771

public schools

—

property accounting guide, implementing
(1963)" 81 72

pupil accounting, handbook (1964) 21270
staff accounting, handbook (1965) 10750

Accounts and accounting—Continued
public utilities and licensees, uniform system

(1961) 7390. 9108; (1965) 9099

public utility property units, uniform sys-

tem (1962) 15557

publications, price lists (1961) 17786; (1963)

1.395; (1964) 1551; (1965) 6863

quality cost analysis implementation hand-
book (1965) 5558

railroad companies, uniform system (1962)
2.591

interpretations (1963) 635

REA—
ABC's of accounting, etc.. for rural elec-

tric systems (1962) 22773
accounting system requirements for tele-

phone borrowers (1962) 8627
borrowers, accounting records. audit

(1964) 3122
school financial accounting (1963) 19108
and reporting, where to improve (1961)

20682
small business budgeting procedures con-

trol, overhead expenses (1961) 5090
small business investment companies, sys-

tem of account classifications (1961)

6541; (1962) 8636
Social Security Administration

—

electronic data processing (1964) 13451
recordkeeping (1964) 13453

socialist economic accounting problems dis-

cussed among Chinese economists,
Chinese study (1963) 5370

socialist system, divergent views on econom-
ic accounting, Chinese study (1962)

22232
telephone companies, uniform system of ac-

counts, FCC rules and regulations (1961)

5989; (1962) 518, 17462; (1963) 15481;

(1964) 3994; (1965) 3366
telephone plant code and account handbook,

amendments (1961) 8176
United States Government central account-

ing system

—

regulations (1962) 16199-201; (1963) 14757
statement (1962) 16202

USSR-
accounting procedures, improvement.
Council of Ministers, resolutions (1965)

9473
operational, in foreign trade (1961) 4379
operations, planning complete mechaniza-

tion in economy (1961) 17426
wholesale food distributors, improved meth-

ods (1961) 6689
your progress and success in professional

accounting at GAO (1963) 17515
see also for accounts of the several depart-

ments, etc., their names.
Accredited higher institutions (1961) 450
Accumulation of radioactive elements in body

and their excretion (1963) 4469
Ace Doran Hauling and Rigging Ck)., accident

(1963) 17.569

Acenaphthylene polymers, see Polymers and
polymerization.

Acer macrophyllum, see Maple.
Acetates, see names of acetates.

Acetazolamide:
additive effects on A-a Pco2 difference (1962)

14787
carbonic anhydrase inhibitor, ventilatory

effect in man (1961) 3741
Acetic acid:
ammonia-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

solutions, with cation-exchange resin,

elution of copper and neodvmiun. fur-

ther studies (1962) 2047
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Acetic acid—Continued

binary systems, vapor liquid equilibria.

Communist China study (1961) 19484

EDTA and DCTA, hydrogen as retaining ion

for rare-earth separation by ion ex-

change (1963) 3089
excretion with urine of 17-hydroxycort-

icosteriods and 5-hvdroxyindoleacetic

acid in pilots, USSR study (1964) 8881

recovery of EDTA from effluent solutions

(1962) 1642
see also Thiolacetic acid.

Acetone, quantitative changes in sebiagogic

function of sebaceous glands under ef-

fects of acetone, etc., in industrial work-

ers, USSR study (1965) 9397
Acetycholine:
content of blood serum in experimental asca-

riasis, USSR STUDY (1961) 15339

mediatory functions and nature of cholinore-

ceptors, USSR study (1963) 2969
physiological role and search for new medic-

inal drugs, USSR studies (1964) 10856

protective action during interaction of se-

rum cholinesterase with organophospho-
rous inhibitors, USSR study (1965) 821

Acetylene:
acetylene-hydrogen mixtures, catalytic hy-

drogenation and polymerization (1961)

10926
chemistry, Soviet research, evaluation

(1961) 252; (1962) 2161
Acetylsalicylic acid, see Aspirin.
Achievement:

cadets in 1st year at Air Force Academy,
class of 1963, predicting achievement
(1961) 20325

educational motivation patterns of superior
high school students (1961) 12555

scientific, promoting use in Soviet economy
(1965) 4912

Achievement tests:

cadets in 1st year at Air Force Academy,
class of 1963, predicting achievement
(1961) 20325

constructing and using, guide for Navy in-

structors (1961) 20040
types of standardized tests in Project Talent

(1962) 472
Achievements in contemporary biology (USSR

periodical):

translations (1963) 1002
Achilles heel of Soviet economy, agriculture

(1963) 5907
Achilli, Raffaella, relief (1965) 15632, 19076,

19369
Achter, M.R., vacuum effect on creep-rupture

properties of aluminum (1964) 5600

ACIC, see Aeronautical Chart and Information
Center.

Acid-base balance and blood and urine electro-

lytes of man during acclimatization to

carbon dioxide (1965) 1320
Acid-mine-drainage, see Drainage.
Acidosis, respiratory, development of hyaline

membranes and atelectasis in experimen-
tal chronic cases (1965) 1313

Acids:
acid-resistant synthetic fibers and textiles,

individual means of protective apparel,

USSR study (1961) 10938
curing and countercurrent decantation

washing of oxidized copper ore (1961)

2514
dealkylation of tar acids from low-

temperature lignite tar (1965) .5096

electrochemical analysis, by emf conduct-

ance, optical and kinetic methods (1965)

18615

Acids—Continued
fermentation, production, properties & uti-

lization, technical literature & patents

(1961)49
inorganic, properties of common commercial

forms (1964) 18614
obtained from flue-cured tobacco (1961) 5()

see also Organic acids.—also names of acids.

Acipenseridae, see Sturgeons.
Ackia Battleground National Monument:

include in Natchez Trace Parkway, and re-

designate

—

law (1961) 16564
reports (1961) 8798, 14634

Ackley, Hugh G., nomination, hearing (1962)

17311
Acleris, see Moths.
Acme, N. Mex., appraisal of potential ground-

water salvage along Pecos River (1964)

8779
Acoma Reservation, availability of ground

water (1964) 12514
Acome Pueblo, lands hold in trust, report,

(1965) 1.5897

Acorns:
shumard and swamp chestnut oak, test of

arasan-endrin rodent repellent (1963)

12184
yield of Gambel oak in northern Arizona

(1965) 18180
Acoustic flow, see Flow.
Acoustic heating of polar night mesosphere

(1964) 1456
Acoustic projectors, see Projectors.

Acoustic spin-wave branches of class of ferri-

magnets (1962) 12596
Acoustical anemometers, USSR (1961) 10902

Acoustikal insulation, see Insulation.

Acoustics, see Noise—Sound.
Acquiring postal quarters (1962) 24065
Acquisition of probabilistic discrimination

between subsequent alternative events

(1963) 9614
ACR series (1961) 4998, 13586, 20041-42; (1962)

20204; (1963) 7365, 11151, 12945, 18224;

(1964) 18851; (1965) 18674
Acreage allotments, see Agricultural prod-

ucts—aJso names of products.

Acreage limitation policy, study (1965) 4605
Acreage-marketing guides (1961) 11, 5173-75,

13744, 202.57; (1962) 10, 6517-18, 8757,

16239; (1963) 2, 4330, 5779-81, 14814;

(1964) 2, .5784-86, 15181; (196.5) 4-5, 6070,

16052
Acreage marketing guides, what they mean to

potato growers (1961) 18

Acridine dyes, determination of degree of spir-

alization of transport RNA by fluores-

cent properties of complexes, USSR
study (1964) 2889

Acrobats and acrobation, individual differ-

ences in activity of sportsman-acrobat
and their consideration in teaching and
training exercises, USSR study (1965)

2783
Acrolophidae, see Microlepidoptera.

Acrylate, see Polymethyl acrylate.

ACS and other cytotoxic sera and their signif-

icance in medicine, USSR (1962) 1175

ACT 1, see Electronic computers.

Acta agriculturae Sinica (Chinese periodical):

translations (1961) 1.5073, 1.5536, 19534
Acta architecturae Sinica (Chinese periodical):

translations (1963) 801, 908, 14098

Acta astronomica Sinica (Chinese periodical):

translations (1963) 16109

Acta chimica Sinica (Chinese periodical):

translations (1962) 21930
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Acta entorm)lo(fita Sinica (Chinese periodical):

translations (1961) 15078. 19654; (1962)

2909, 5683
Acta focalia Sinica (periodical):

translations (1961) 11143
translations (1963) 8917, 10502, 16084;

(1964) .^021

Acta (jeolo^ica Sinica (Chinese periodical):

translations (1963) 14403
Acta mechanica Sinica (Chinese periodical):

translations (1961) 12893, 15360, 15450,

15452, 1.5462. 19651; (1962) 848. 876,

2690. 5.565

Acta microbiolosrica Sinica (Chinese periodi-

cal):

translations (1961) 19535; (1962) 863
Acta pharmaceutica Sinica (Chinese periodi-

cal):

articles (1961) 11039. 11092, 11094, 11139,
1.5069

Acta phvsica Sinica (Chinese periodical):

translations (1961) 15075; (1962) 994. 2639.

2672. 5490
Acta physiolopica Sinica (Chinese periodical):

translations (1962) 1273
ACTH. see Adrenocorticotrophic hormone.
Actinides. sulfides, crystal-chemical properties,

USSR study (1963) 1061
Actinium, radi©chemistry (1961) 8393
Actinometry:
actinometry and atmospheric optics, USSR

5th interdepartmental conference on
(1964) 7323

airborne actinometric observations in Arc-
tic, USSR study (1965) 2487

atmospheric radiosonde measurements over
Pacific Ocean, USSR study (1965) 2320

observation techniques at sea (1965) 9755
selected articles, USSR (1964) 14909

Actinomycetes:
antibiotic producers, systemization, USSR

conference (1961) 10728
mycobacteria, growth on petroleum and pe-

troleum products. USSR study (1965)

14553
water supplies, isolation and enumeration

(1963) 16532
Actinomycins C. research. Polish study (1962)

7715
Action for older Americans (1965) 6857
Actions at law:
cooperative cases, summary (1961) 3130;

(1962) 4366; (1963) 4220; (1964) 4067
court cases related to administration of

range resource on lands administered by
Forest Service (1964) 15935

Court of Claims pretrial procedures, manual
(1962) 13708

defense of suits against Federal employees,
arising out of motor vehicle operation

—

law (1961) 18649
reports (1961) 8747. 16963

Dona Ana case. Mexican farm labor pro-

gram (1962) 17415
judicial procedures in litigation with inter-

national aspects, improve

—

law (1964) 19427
reports (1964) 2078, 19.562

litigant's role and public interest (address)

(1964) 7593
litigation releases. Securities and Exchange

Commission (1961) 3571; (1962) 4023;

(1963) 3872; (1964) 3686; (1965) 3602
litigation resulting from operation of naval

vessels. Navy's practices in admiralty
claims (1962) 12316

malpractice suits against Veterans Admin.
employees, defense, report (1965) 12115

packers and stockyards act, monthly report
(1961) 2795; (1962) 4155; (1963) .3999

Actions at law—Continued
patent litigation statistics, analysis, report

(1961) 4110
3d party suits based on warranty of seawor-

thiness, limitation of liability for vessel
owners

—

hearings (1961) 18967; (1962) 9402
reports (1962) 9332

U.S. marshals' fees, charges to private liti-

gants, increase

—

law (1962) 18988
reports (1962) 13426, 17222

see also Civil procedure—Criminal proce-
dure—District Courts.

Activated carbon, see Carbon.
Activation analysis, see Radioactivation anal-

ysis.

Activity center for senior citizens, case study
(1961) 20826

Activity coefficients, terbium, thermodynamic
properties of aqueous solutions (1962)
4633

Actomyosin:
medical tests on protein myosin, USSR

study (1963) 6668
use in muscle defect replacement, USSR

study (1963) 17984
Actors:

occupations, employment outlook (1964) 7380

Yugoslavia, advice to young and gifted crea-

tor of cinema (1961) 13242
Actors' Equity Week, see National Actors'

Equity Week.
Actresses, occupations, employment outlook

(1964) 7380
Acts of Congress, see Law.

Actuarial notes (1965) 1615-27, 8275-76,

9921-22, 13265. 16856-858
Actuarial study series (1961) 6548, 9751; (1963)

14696- 697, 18311; (1964) 9769; (1965)

5376. 11685. 20068
Actuarial tables based on United States life

tables (1965) 2996
Actuaries:

cost estimates for hospital insurance

—

act of 1965 and social security amend-
ments of 1965 (1965) 5376

bill (1963) 18311
employment outlook (1962) 8383; (1964) 9403
examination announcement. amendment

(1965)7318
Actuaries. American Academy of, see Ameri-

can Academy of Actuaries.
Actuaries Board, retirement and disability

fund, reports (1961) 12155; (1962) 9196.

15098; (1963) 15187; (1965) 5801
Actuators, use with stepping switch provides

contacts in small space (1964) 13163
Acuity:

auditory, primary abilities in pitch and loud-

ness (1964) .5462

binocular visual, adults. United States,

1960-62 (1964) 13424
compensatory pursuit tracking of loudness

(1962) 12364
hearing, relationship of industrial noise in

controlled population (1961) 21316;

(1962) 1777
scotopic, effect of body position on meri-

odional variations (1965) 1319
sensorineural level, reliability and equiva-

lency of CID W-22 auditory tests, evalu-

ation (1962) 10906
standard of loudness, stability as measured

by compensatory tracking (1962) 12363

visual
binocular, dominant eye, and non-domi-

nant eye. reaction time under 3 viewing

conditions (1965) 1321
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Acuity—Continued
visual—Continued

color discrimination, effect of spectral
bandwidth (1964) 5468

comparison of measurement by sight-

screener and Sloan letter chart (1963)
14673

recovery after high intensity flashes of

light (1962) 10909
Acupuncture:
acupuncture-moxibustion therapy, general

discussion, Communist China (1962) 2619
epileptic patients, effect on encephalograms.

Communist Chinese study (1961) 2182
secret of curative needles, USSR study

(196.5) 14504
treatment of deaf-mutism, (Communist

Chinese study (1962) 1035
Yang, Yin and acupuncture (1965) 2072

Acute conditions, incidence and associated dis-

ability. United States (1963) 14675;
(1964) 13423; (1965) 9897

Acylbenzals, new compounds, preparation
(1961) 9853

Ad Hoc Carrier Committee, review of report
(1962) 2379

Ad Hoc Committee on Federal Office Space, see
Federal Office Space Committee.

Ada, Okla., research and field laboratory for
water pollution control (1964) 11573

Adabelle Lykes (SS):

launching ceremony (remarks) (1963) 3049
Adair County, Ky., soil survey report (1964)

13459
Adair County, Okla., soil survey report (1965)

20081
Adak, Alaska, aircraft accident (1963)13314
Adami, Landford H.:

heats and free energies of formation of sul-

fides of manganese, iron, zinc and cad-
mium (1964) 16644

heats of formation of

—

anhydrous sulfates of cadmium, cobalt,
copper, nickel, and zinc, (1965) 9595

crvstalline hydrates of ferrous sulfate
(1963) 16332

Adams, Alexander B., 1st world conference on
national parks, proceedings (1964) 20665

Adams, Appollonia O., address, Nov. 12, 1963
(1963) 21079

Adams, Bert K., needed, better school financial
accounting (1963) 19108

Adams, CM., jr., solidification and separation
of ice from saline water (1965) 19693

Adams Carl; relief (1962) 16855, 20807, 21354
Adams, Clyde M., jr.:

dynamics of wetting in brazing and solder-
ing (1963) 12966

solidification and separation of ice from sa-

line water (1964) 10677
Adams, Eh-nst W.;

heat transfer in laminar flows of incompres-
sible fluids, etc (1963) .5577

stationary laminar velocity boundary layer
with constant fluid properties and arbi-
trary distributions of pressure and mass
transfer (1965) .5223

Adams, Eva B., nomination, hearing (1961)
19153

Adams, Gary D.:

foreign trade regulations

—

Colombia (1964) 6857
Ecuador (1964) 8832

Adams, Gerard C, economics of national secu-
rity, supply management (1965) 19709

Adams, Hannah M.:
facts and observations about illegitimacy

(1964) 19315

Adams, Hannah M.—Continued
organization for child welfare services

(1963) 11644
Adams, J. Richard, liquid nitrogen fertilizers

for direct application (1965) 11836
Adams, James J.:

measured variation in transfer function of
human pilot in single-axis tasks (1963)
20986

measurements of human transfer functions
(1964) 16705

measuring human transfer functions (1963)
11059

simulator study of

—

active control systems for spinning body
(1963) 3139

satellite attitude control system using in-

ertia wheel and magnet (1963) 19930
space technology, spacecraft mechanical

engineering (1965) 12981
Adams, Joey, and wife, testimony, hearing

(1962) 13514
Adams, John G., nomination, hearings (1965)

12322
Adams, Mildred, diet as factor in length of life

and in structure and composition of tis-

sues of rat with aging (1964) 19080
Adams, R.J., VHF-UHF missile-and space-

research radar with 150-ft. steerable
antenna (1963) 12950

Adams, Robert, technological trends in Ameri-
can industries (1964) 11299

Adams, Robert J.:

Antarctic stress and vitamin requirements
(1963) 7194

closely supervised oral hygiene program
(1963) 7190

Adams, Robert P., fused hafnium carbide
(1963) 19874

Adams, T.W., Army area handbook for Cyprus
(1964) 19210

Adams, Thomas, physiologic evaporative wa-
ter loss measurement (1964) 13727

Adams, Thomas C:
characteristics of sample of logging residue

in eastern Oregon (1964) 12464
economic comparison of relogging and clean

logging in mature hemlock (1965) 16284
high-lead logging costs as related to log size

and other variables (1965) 16283
production, prices, employment, and trade

in Pacific Northwest forest industries

(1965) 3855
value and employment associated with Pa-

cific Northwest log exports to Japan
(1965) 19646

Adams, Walter, strategic importance of West-
ern Europe (1964) 19453

Adams, William G., United States seaports,
Atlantic Coast (1963) 19817

Adams, William E., cropping system studies on
Cecil soil, Watkinsville, Ga., 1943-62
(1964) 11741

Adams, William M., jr., solar radiation pres-

sure influence on orbital eccentricity of

gravity-gradient-oriented lenticular sat-

ellite (1965) 8102
Adams, William Y., Shonto, study of role of

trader in modern Navaho community
(1963) 16812

Adams County, Cx)lo., ground-water resources
of South Platte River basin (1964) 12519

Adams County, Idaho:
reconnaissance petrographic cross-section

of Idaho batholith (1964) 8760
soil survey report (1963) 13054

Adams-Morgan, democratic action to save
neighborhood (1964) 21257
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Adams National Historic Site, general infor-

mation (19«1) 1.H47; (196.S) 31«4
Adaptation, set' Dark adaptation.
Adaptation (bioloKy):

adaptation and genetics, USSR articles

(1962) 199S2
animal organs, USSR studies (1964) 21415
cellular level. USSR study (1962) 60.36

compensatory

—

biological
" aspects, USSR study (1962)

22251
problem, translations from Russian book
(1962) 1069

processes, USSR study (1962) 23648
neuroendocrine regulation of organismic

adaptability, Hungarian review (1962)
7801

organism paradoxical reactions, USSR
study (1962) 12191

raising bodily resistance, USSR study (1962)
.58.57

Adaptations, tunnel diode static inverter to

higher input voltages (1963) 1372
Adaptive dynamic response characteristics of

human operator in simple manual con-
trol (1964) 11395

Adaptive-predictive modeling of nonlinear
processes (1964) 20521

Adaptive programming techniques for circuit

design (1964) 20972
Adcock. Jerry B., experimental investigation

of turbulent boundary layer at Mach 6,

high Reynolds numbers, and zero heat
transfer" (1965) 14837

Addicott, Warren O.. some western American
Cenozoic gastropods of genus Nassarius
(1965) 9274

Addicts, see Narcotic habit.

Addington, Kimie O., relief (1965) 12234, 15611,
17335

Addis, Kay, relief (1961) 8876, 10248, 12064

Addison, III., population, special census (1964)
4350

Addiss, Luise K., job-related expenses of work-
ing mothers (1964) 6053

Additives:
agglomeration, effect of oxidizer particle

size during combustion (1963) 1280
chemical, in foods

—

food, drug and cosmetic act, transitional
provisions, amend

—

hearings (1961) 7141
law (1961) 8607
reports (1961) 7067. 7069, 7231

views of USDA (talk) (1961) .54

confectionery, amend food, drug and cosmet-
ic act

—

hearings (1964) 12147; (1965) 16039
reports (1964) 13981, 15.547; (1965) 12101

consumer acceptance of oranges with and
writhout color added (1962) 14752

control of soot deposition in oil-fired boilers,

tests (1962) 12383
effects of acetazolamide and fat emulsion on

A-a Pco2 difference (1962) 14787
electrophilic, effect on radiolytic products of

organic chain reactions (1964) 10033
feed, needs of dairy cattle (1963) 14837
fibered or reacted, contained by tungsten

composites, studies (1965) 9707
food

—

analysis, determination of residual hydro-
cyanic acid (1964) 763

transitional provisions amendment of
1964—
law (1964) 19433
reports (1964) 17,548, 17610, 19.570

what consumers should know (1961) 7448;
(1962) 19534

Additives—Continued

fuels, for bearing lubrication (1962) 6371

infrared spectra (1963) 20296

motor lubricating oil, test results of samples
701, 711, 711 A, Communist Chinese stud-

y, (1962) ,5436

motor-oil, antioxidation effectiveness (1963)
18513

organo-metallic, in polystyrene, USSR study
(1965) 4998

polar-nonpolar, effect on oil-spreading on
solids, applicable to nonspreading oils

(1964) .5603

poultry and poultry products inspection,

etc., programs approved (1961) 1592

use in meat and meat food products. Meat
Inspection Division responsibilities (ad-

dress) (1961) .55

Address language in computer programming,
USSR (1963) 6979

Addresses (mail matter), see Mail matter.

Addresses, lectures, etc.:

aerospace medicine lectures (1961) 16142,

17961; (1962) 16327; (1963) 16780; (1964)
16999

aging with a future, selected from White
House Conference on Aging (1961) 12807

agricultural products and marketing pro-
grams. National Marketing Service
Workshop, proceedings (1962) 16245

Army Management School, selected speech-
es, 1961- 62 (1963) 115.34

automation, new industrial revolution,
forum lectures broadcast and published
by Voice of America, list (1962) 18.546

Bulgarian Communist Party, 8th congress
(1963) 945

by-
Abies, Robert J (1963) 10933
Adams, Apollonia O (1963) 21079
Aebersold, Paul C (1961) 16229, 18106;

(1963) 18610
Aidit, D. N (1963) 14235
Aiton, E.W (1962) 11766
Alexander, Donald W (1962) 3285, 6221,

6222, 6224, 8447-49, 12359, 12361, 14411,
18171-173, 20063, 22459-460, 23948;
(1963) 10930, 10932, 18059

Allen, John J., jr (1961) 332. 334-335, 1851,
3986

Allen, William G (1962) 3286
Allende, Salvador (1962) 17981
Anderson, R. J. (1961) 1620
Anderson, Robert J (1964) 7692
Andrews, Archie M (1965) 11037
Andriot, J (1961) 18024
Angele, Wilhelm (1961) .5061

Ankeny, Marling J (1962) 12379
Aptaker, Edward (1963) 16312
Arev, Will (1963) .5763

Armistead, N.L (1963) 20665; (1965) 6165
Armstrong, Ellis L (1961) 1450, 5078
Arnow, Philip (1961) 1182
Ashley, E. Everett (1961) 17339
Aspinall, Wayne N (1963) 18947
Atkins, C.H (1963) 1402
Atlas, David (1961) 3747
Aylesworth, Phillip F (1961) 16120
Bachman, Kenneth L (1962) 11695
Bacilek. Karol (1963) 2536
Bahmer, Robert H (1961) 6414
Bailey. Warren R (1962) 9521
Bain, Katherine (1965) 15321
Baker, John A (1961) 8173, 8175, 16092,

17931, 20.305; (1962) 8824, 8859, 12860,
16310, 20399; (1963) 5835, 14888, 14890,
14894. 18443, 20283; (1964) 1718-19,
.5803-6. 16942; (1965) 4101, 8413-14.
10045, 11867
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Addresses, lectures, etc.—Continued
by—Continued
Balderston, C. Canby (1961) 7411; (1962)
7373, 11801, 19494; (1963) 12122; (1964)
6688, 17989, 19705; (1965) 7680, 19623

Ball, George W (1962) 1836, 3487, 3489,

18466; (1964) 20985; (1965) 8308, 13444
Banks. Harvev (1961) 2680
Banta, K. Vernon (1962) 10391, 1.5974

Barnett, Joseph (1961) 17801; (1962) 16147

Barr, Frank (1961) 1421, 2649
Barr, Joseph W (1963) 14760; (1965) 4706,

9980, 11751-752, 15114, 18811-812, 18815
Barrett, Ashton C (1962) 2461; (1963) 2262,

19190; (1964) 12390
Barrett, Leonard I (1961) 700, 6127
Bartley. Robert T (1962) 11754; (1963)

2256; (1964) 2312
Barton, Frank L (1961) 8592; (1962)
6869-70

Barton, Glen T (1961) 1617, 20660
Batt, William L., jr (1961) 17982-984,

20339; (1962) 4568, 6626, 10942, 12977,

20472; (1963) 18531-532; (1964) 5926,
5931-33, 8014, 11819; (1965) 5576, 8503

Beale, Calvin L (1961) 6647
Beck, Clifford K (1962) 221; (1963) 18605
Beckman, Norman (1963) 11423
Begab, Michael J (1963) 18708; (1965)
18998

Behrman, Jack N (1961) 8582; (1962) 4877;
(1963) 18746

Belen, Frederick C (1961) 11518; (1964)
9696; (1965) 16803, 20012, 20014

Belin, G. d'Andelot (1963) 20215
Bell, Charles E., jr (1961) 17235
Bell, David E. (1965) 11042-45
Bellow, Saul (1963) 16303
Beniuc, Mihai (1961) 9344
Benline, Arthur J (1963) 1414
Bennett, Louis L (1965) 18862
Benson, Ezra T (1961) 74, 1621, 1652,

5245-47, 5263, 5279-80
Berg, Norman A (1962) 22803
Berger, Bernard B (1962) 8608
Berkofsky, Louis (1963) 1733
Bertsch, Howard (1961) 17220, 20712;

(1962) 7309, 13764, 15535-536
Bird, Kermit (1965) 479, 6102, 7576, 7578,

9031,
Bishop, Sidney W (1963) 20023
Bisplinghoff, Raymond L. (1965) 14865

Black. James B (1964) 13031
Blackwell, Carl P (1961) 20488
Blew. J. Oscar, jr (1962) 9676
Rlomquist, E.T (1965) 8235
Blumenthal, W. Michael (1962) 6593
Bohst, H.G (1962) 10657
Bodine. John W (1963) 1427
Boehm, Charles F (1961) 9164
Hohlen. (^harles E(1961) 1.5991

Bolster, H. G (1961) 74.50

Bookbinder. Hyman H (1961) 6922, 18435
Booth. Philip (1962) 2422
Bortz, Nelson M (1964) 16576
Bowles. Chester (1961) 13676
Bowles. Gladys K (1961) .5208. 6647
Bovd. Alan S (1961) 1829. .5.506- 8. 6889,

11984-985. 14000. 16488-489, 20472A;
(1962) .304, 22.50, 6833-34, 11189, 13093,
14982, 23093-094; (1963) 1930; (1964)
4364, 6063; (1965) 1920, 4376, 10274.
17292-293, 19043-45

Bozman. William H (1962) 10936
Braderman, Eugene M (1962) 9781-82,
17665; (1963) .5091, 6585, 6623,
10328-329. 14070. 18749. 193.53; (1964)
861. 11968. 11971. 1.5372. 19346; (1965)
4422, 7832, 10320-321

Addresses, lectures, etc.—Continued
by—Continued
Bradlev. George (1962) 6435
Brandt, Allen D (1963) 1424
Brazer. Harvev E(1962) 203.54, 203.58
Breakiron. Philip L (1961) 9847
Breene. Robert G.. jr (1961) 3746
Breimver. Harold F (1962) 8763, 8767A;

(1963) 9529; (1964) 15188
Brenner. Edward J (1964) 16805, 18874,
20715; (1965) IKUl, 18687, 20010

Brensike. V. John (1961) 26, 17167
Brewster, John M (1961) 171.52; (1962)

72.50, 21617
Brezhnev, Leonid I (1963) 17803
Bridwell. Lowell K (1964) 193.58-3.59; (1965)

364, 4441, 7359, 10335-336
Brimmer, Andrew F (1964) 226, 228, 8184,
10128. 193,54. 21064; (1965) 1940. 7344,
8688, 8690, 8704-5, 10324-325, 10341,
11998, 1200.5-6, 13705-708, 13723, 17299,
190.54

Brodv, Leon (1964) 14676
Broullire, John (1963) 10149
Brown, Carl B (1962) 8649, 184.58-459,
22808

Brown, Gerald A (1962) 6314, 12529, 16071,
20182; (1963) 1340, 5631; (1964) 14960;
(1965) 6797

Bruns, Franklin R., jr (1961) 1416
Brv, Gerhard (1962) 14389
Bullitt. John C (1963) 7487; (1964) 1642
Bunker. Ellsworth (1965) 20087
Bunting, Marv I (1965) 204
Burdick, Lawrence T (1962) 14365
Burgess. E.D (1961) .5229. 20275
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Weiss. Harrv (1961) 7885
Weiss. Leonard (1962) 8671. 14.599. 16174;

(1963) 16568
Weitzell. E.C (1961) 6525-26; (1962) 9598
Welch. Frank .1 (1961) 8314. 16096. 17935.

17937; (1962) 4.523. 6.561. 8836. 12847.

12857. 12925. 14746. 16280, 16290
Wells. A.A (1963) 9697
Wells. .Jean A (1963) 14807
Wells. Oris V (1961) 13, 3677, 5186; (1962)

14744
Welsh. Pxiward C (1965) .5975

West nip. .lack (1964) 11305
White. Robert .M (19(54) 13.531; (1965) 8362.
8367

Whittemore. .Mrs. Arthur E(1961) 2669
Whittemore. Reed (1965) 12806
Whitton. Rex .VI (1961) 6513. 17802. 20109.
21327; (1962) 3472. 8616-17. 12671.
22769; (1963) 1433. :53()4, 9367. 20116.
20119. 21099; (1964) 9739; (1965) 16842

Wick, Bradford H (1962) 18299
Wickens. Arvness .1 (1961) 7884
Williams, D.A. (1961) 1472, 6.550,6553, 8197,

8200. 11.567. 13668. 17825. 20143, 20145,
20149, 21373, 21376; (1962) 64.56,

8646-48, 86.50. 8652. 8658. 10650-52.
106.54, 18460, 20281, 22806-807; (1964)
3137

Addresses, lectures, etc.—Continued
by—Continued

Williams, G. .Mennen (1965) 11896,
17037-38

W'illiams, Harold W (1961) 161.58; (1962)

1995-96. 6625. 8909. 10935. 12976. 18672;
(1963) 4432. 11525; (1964) 11829; (1965)

7127. 8.502. 13442
Williams. .James D (1965) 9868
Williams. .Joseph J., jr (19(52) 9603, 13791;

(1963) 8230
Williams. Thomas F (1965) .5333

Wilson, Ralph E (1961) 519. 1971. 4191-92,

1194. .')',)97-99, 7386. 9100, 10.593

Wilson. Robert E (1962) 228; (1963)
184(5-47. 11592. 20329

Winston. Ellen (1964) 16.59, 6832. 8787.

9889, 11712. 11718. 13.534-.535. 13.537.

19028-29; (1965) 3088. 11795. 18846
W'irtz. W. Willard (1961) 9391. 11.331,

1.5693. 17595. 19808-809. 21128; (1962)
1.567-68, 8312. 18122. 22411-412. 22417;
(1963) 1155. 3010-11. 3014. .5426-27. 7136,
902.5-26, 9028, 10883. 12773. 14434,

14436, 16265, 19778; (1964) 13.57-61,

2938-40, 7353, 7357. 7362, 11245,
13029-30, 14661 -(562, 14665-666, 18608,

20425; (1965) 1267-68, .5028-29. 6.546,

7958. 11328. 12781. 14605
Wolfbein, Sevmour L (1961) 1.5694; (1964)

14677. 20428
Wolff. Walter I. (1961) 1.3646

Woolner, Sidney H (1961) 184.59-460,

20.504: (1962) 3.50; (1964) 230
Woozley. F>dward (1961) 2473
Wrather. Stephen E (1961) .39

Wright. Robert B (1965) 1817
Wvman. Thomas G (1964) 171.57; (1965)

13709
York. E.T.. jr (1961) 10.584. 12618. 19297,

20730; (1962) 7333, 959,5-96. 17469. 21732

Younjr. Gladwin E (1961) 2712, 8195
Yu. J-ch'uan (1961) 1072
Yuker, Harold E(1965) 11335
Zajjoria. Sam (1965) 19975

Children's Bureau .50th anniversary celebra-

tion (1963) 7771
Chinese lectures on class struggle in rural

areas, translations (1963) 14426

Commercial Fisheries Bureau, author index
(1965) 607. 14301

delivered at Party Central Committee Plen-

um. USSR (1963) .5267

disarmament, statements, etc. by U.S. offi-

cials (1962) 20489
Edwin A. Link lecture series (1965) .3018

employment of mentally handicapped, panel
(1962) 12337

PVderal Fire Council's speakers directory
for fire safety training programs (1964)

6793
FMC Sp series (1961) 517-519. 1971. 4191-94.

.5997-6000. 7384-87. 9096-9102. 10590-594.

148.56. 19307-308. 20734-735; (1962)
2461-62. 7349. 9606. 11776-777,
1379.5-797. 15556; (1963) .505. 2262-63,

4901. 101.5.5-160. 12112. 19188-191; (1964)

661. 4701. 6638-39. 8.551. 10.522. 12390,

19687, 21298-302; (1965) ,562-565, 4715.

6178, 10809-814, 14251, 16174. 18081-82,

19610
Harmon memorial lectures in military histo-

ry (series) (1961) 5285; (1962) 20429;
(i963) 13194; (1964) 9966; (1965) 13417

Histadrut executive committee session (1962)
8263, 8292

Ho Chih Minh's speech at Nam Dinh Party
chapter conference, translation (1963)

15721

I»aKe 22 Do not order from index; see indicated entry



Addresses, lectures, etc.—Continued

Hungarian Academy of Sciences plenary
session (1965) 14487

Hungarian lectures on current problems in

cell regulation (1904) L'OOS?

improving English skills of culturally differ-

ent youth, excerpts of conference
speeches (1964) 2:274

inaugural addresses

—

George Washington to John F. Kennedy
(196-2) 2306
print additional copies, reports (1962)

9314, 9468
George Washington to Lyndon B. Johnson,

print as House document, etc., reports

(1965) 7418, 8924
John F. Kennedy

—

poster (1964) 1.3920

print as House document in form suita-

ble for framing, reports (1964) 4475,

8421
Presidents of United States, print as

House document, reports (1962) 12291,

14590
Interstate Commerce Commission, 75th anni-

versary observance, exercises (1962)
168.39

print as House document, report (1962)

16941
Israeli Ahdut 'Avodah Convention (1963)

2606
Jessie M. Bierman annual lecture in mater-

nal and child care (series) (1964) 197
MA SF' series (1961) 17615-616, 19838-839;

(1962) 1596, 3285-86, 6220-25, 8447-49,

10428, 12359-361, 14409-411, 18170-173,

20063, 22458-460, 23948; (1963) 3049-.50,

9094-95, 10930-933, 16312, 18059, 19816;
(1964) 2977, 7425. 13097. 14723-724,
186.54-655, 21682; (1965) 1307-8, 5069,

6585, 8012-14, 9529-30, 11368, 12808-809,
18416-420, 19822

military cold war education and speech re-

view, policies

—

hearings, (19(52) 9481. 1.3663, 15429, 17307.

19375, 21.537, 23408; (1963) 2085
print additional copies, reports (1962)

19139, 19296
N'ASA-University Conference on Science and

Technology of Space Exploration gener-
al sessions (1963) 5535

National Committee of Chinese People's Po-
litical Consultative Conference (1961)
971

National In.stitute of Dental Health 15th
anniversary observance (1964) 555()

National People's Congress, Communist
China (1961) 856, 1007. 1112, 2259, 2301,
231 1, 4458, 4523, 7699, 7765, 7820

Navy pui)lic statements (1961) .5048

philosophy of the good life (address) (1962)
1190.5"

Potato Utilization Conference, abstract of

papers (1962)4526; (1964) 7940
presidential campaign of 1960, speeches of

—

Kennedy, John F., reports (1961) 20619;
(19(52) 2351
print additional copies, report (UHil)

20621
Nixon, Richard M.. reports (1962) 409,

2351
l)rint additional copies, report (1961)

2062

1

public papers of Presidents of United
States, announcement and order form
(1964) 15037

public speaking, PACAF basic bibliography
(1961) 9913; (1962) 12945; (1963) 11511;

(1965) 18908

Addresses, lectures, etc.—Continued
river basin planning seminar papers (1963)

20651
role of wheat in world's food supply (1962)

18616
Rumanian Grand National Assembly session

on agriculture (1962) 14172
satellites and space operations problems

(1961) 1369
scientific manpower, papers delivered at

annual conference (1962) 20195; (1963)
16447

2d plenum of Central Committee of Indonesi-
an Communist Party (1964) 8913

space science and physics teacher, papers
presented at University of Maine (1963)

19900
speeches presented by Russian Orthodox

Church leaders at peace conference in

USSr (1965) 18320
tributes to Richard M. Nixon, Vice President

of United States (1961) 4064
Weimar Electrotechnical Conference in East

Germany, measuring techniques (1962)

10143
why a nuclear test ban treaty? (1963) 11530
works for oral delivery, copyrighted (1961)

9001; (1962) 2380,' 19402; (1963) 2107,

20614; (1964) 6528, 15825
Addressing machines, address algorithms,

USSR study (1962) 19832

Aden, Gulf of, sailing directions (1961) 12810;

(1963) 3204; (1964) 11477; (1965) 18648
Aden, see South Arabia, PVderation of

.Adenosine triphosphate, effect of Co-60 on
muscle ATP, USSR study (1965) 7860

Adenoviruses, connection between adenovirus-

es and arthritis (1962) 1141

Adham, Mohammed, relief (1963) 11930, 1.5216,

17008
Adherent protective coatings plated on magne-

sium-lithium alloy 02(1965) 18514

Adhesion:
and abhesion, constitutional effects (1962)

bonding between atomically clean surfaces
(1964) 7547

ice frozen to clean and lubricated surfaces
(1963) 11174

ice on lubricated surfaces, apparatus and
techniques for bulk shear strength
measurements (1962) 6362

Adhesive tape, gunmied and pressure-sensitive,

testing methods. Federal standard (1964)

15907
Adhesives:

classification bulletin (1962) 1752
deceptive labeling and advertising, guides

against (1965) 14272
epoxy bond, stringent cleaning technique

recommended (1964) 14830
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9.508; (1963) 3657;

( 1 964 ) 34 75, 1 2294 ; ( 1 965) 3377
flexible structural, exix'rimental techni(iues

for determining nx'chanical behavior in

timber joints (1965) 9196
heat-resistant formulations for bonding

stainless steel, development (1961) 20762

Metal-bonding, lap-joint strength at elevat-

ed temperatures (1961) 12715
iivtal-to-metal bonding and honeycomb

bonded structiu'es, inspection (1961) 580
military standardization handbook (1964)

10447
new product, French patent (1962) 19995
peel resistance of adhesive bonds accurately

measured (1965) 11445
pioperties of ice (1961) 416(5
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Adhesives—Continued
resistant at hijjh tomperature, progfress re-

p<.rt {I'.tf.n itr.To

resists shock aiui vibration in vacuum envi-
ronnK'nts (19(>r)) /il.JO

sealing metallic and plastic films for use at

lii|uid-hvdroKen temperatures, evalua-
tion (1 ;><•).".) fiicn

testing, ntethods, Federal standard (1963)

use and performance in structural lunihcr
products (19»>1) 2040

use in desijrn of bonded joints, determination
of mechanical properties (19fi4) 2374

Adirondack .Mountains:
forest conditions, snow accumulation and

nx'lt (Um;1) 12733
geolo»ry (19fi3) 2348
observations of snow and frost (1961) 12731
ore deposits of St. Lawrence County, N.Y.,

magnetite district (1964) 1.S947

Adjournment of Congress (1961) 19188
Adjustment Assistance Advisory Board:
create

—

hearings (1962) 17324
law (1962) 23194
reports (1962) 13482, 15221, 21151, 23399

Adjustment Board. National Railroad, see
National Railroad .Adjustment Board.

Adjustment of central-point system by
non-lo'Karithmic method (1961) 11259
.Adjutant General's Office:

.Army Library

—

selected current acquisitions (1963)
4322-23, (1964) 4023; (1965) .3930

selected periodical literature (1963) 9522,
(1964) 4027; (1965) 3933

HFRB technical research notes (1961) 8256.
202.50-255

HFRB technical research reports (1961)
11662. 202.56

PRB technical research notes (1961) 2.

1587-87A
special biblioprraphy (1961) 3656

Adkins, A. \V.. storage servicing, transfer, and
handling of hydrogen (1963) 1742

Adkison, W. L.. geology and coal resources of

Salversville North quadrangle. Kv
(1963) 10274

Adler. Harry F., dysbarism (1964) 13646

Adler, I., absorption tables for electron probe
microanalysis (1965) 19916

Adler. Louis, relief (1964) 6266; (1965) 12072

.Administered prices, .see Inflation (finance).

Administration, see .Administrative manage-
ment.

Administration network analysis svstem
(1963) 13881

Administrative agencies, see Governnient off-

ices.

.Administrative Conference of llnited States:
appropriations. 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10667
law (1965) 13787
reports (1965) 8789. 12261

create

—

hearings (1963) 1.5.392; (1964) 1.5.594

law (1964) 173.58

message from the ['resident (1961) 6996
reports (1963) 20.596; (1964) 1.5489, 15.565

selected reports (1963) 1.5342

print as Senate document, report (1963)
11990

.Statistics and Reports Committee, report,
1961 (1962) 16113

Administrative law, Yugoslavia, judicial pro-

cedure in administrative disputes (1961)
7674

Administrative management:
academic administration in liberal arts col-

lege, case studies (1964) 4616
administration company, airborne, armored,

infantry, and mechanized divisions, field

manual (1962) 460H
administration department, planning and

etjuipping for .50-, 100-. and 200-bed gen-
eral hospitals (1962) 6418

administrative personnel, code of Federal
regulations (1961) 9109

AFSC management conference proceedings
(1963) 11481

Air Force

—

civilian personnel activities, evaluation
guide manual (1962) 8881, 18644

manual (1962) 6595
airports, bibliography (1964) 6609

analyst. Navy Supply svstem, bibliography
(1962)3.524

.Army management, views (speeches) (1963)
11534

.Army Materiel Command management im-
provement program, plowback, improve-
ments reported (1964) 1759, 11838

Army National Guard technical program,
NGB pamphlet (1962) 1706, 10546; (1963)
19955

automation, management decisions (1965)
7961

aviation maintenance, 3 & 2 Navy training
course (1965) 6825

centralized and decentralized management,
bibliography (1964) 6613

changes in .Medicine and Surgery Bureau,
Veterans Administration

—

law (1962) 16799
reports (1962) 9282, 1.5391

civilian personnel, concepts and principles.
Navy applications (1964) 20693

codes. Ordnance Corps manual (1962) .5060

commercial banking industry, management
succession problem, evaluation (1965)
2007

Communist China, translations (1964) 18.599

community relations, guidebook for field sta-

tion management (1961) 6609

continuity of corporate management in

event of nuclear attack (1963) 11652
course for owners of small businesses (1965)

16853
cvbernetics in economic administration,

USSR .study (1962) 1237
data processing in Navy management infor-

mation systems (196"l) 20073
defense traffic management handbook (1964)

6540
dental administration. Navy manual (1965)

5296
departmental training in Interior Dept..

appraisal (1962) 21857
development program, managing (1961)

20369
director committees of farmer cooperatives

(1961) 490
Division of Hospitals, statistical summary

(1965) 1575
East Germany, new system, guidelines (1963)

16097
educational administration decade ahead

(1961) 9031
electronic data processing, functional ap-

proach (1964) (>81

elementary principles in management. Soil

Conservation Service correspondence
study course (1964) 16864

employee-management cooperation policy in

Federal service (address) (1962) 6177

PaRe 24 Ikt not order from index; see indicated entry



Administrative management—Continued

engineering administration, N'avv training

manual (1965) 8202
farmer cooperatives (19(54) ()4()

Federal administrative and management
positions, examination announcement
(1965) 7829

Federal agencies

—

executive branch, improvement, progress
report (1961) 9969

headquarters, staff function of manage-
ment analysis, inventory (1961) 13842

investigation

—

expenses, reports (1961) 5789; (1962) 5031
hearings (1961) 5885
report on findings (1961) 7261; (1962)

11634
personnel system, guide for executives and
supervisors (1961) 323

positions examfnation announcements
(1963) 1949; (1964) 11952

research and improvement projects direc-

tory (1961) .5413

simplifving and speeding up work (I'e-

marks) (1961) 14000
P'ederal Aviation Agency, report on manage-

ment and organization (1961) 11751

Federal Government, cost reduction through
better management (1963) 7723

Federal regulatory agencies, suggested im-

provements, hearings (1963) 13661

Federal service, employee-management coop-
eration, basic training materials (1962)

16612
Forest Service

—

management systems, description (1963)

4984
opportunity in management careers (1965)

8441
forms design, records management handbook

(1961) 4961
functions of forms management office, AFM

manual (1964) 11788
grants by National Institutes of Health,

reexamination of management deficien-

cies, report (1962) 15241
C.SA intern program (1964) 14336

higher education planning and management
data, 1957-58 to 1959-60, financial as-

pects, analysis of changes (1961) 17195
hospital administrative research (1965) 1579

how to study nursing activities in patient
unit, manual to aid hospitals in making
use of personnel (1965) 5349

identification of job types in personnel ca-

reer field (1965) 18910
improvement in Veterans Administration

(1962) 18551
internal structure, organization and man-

agement, institutions of higher educa-
tion (1962) 15491

International Development Agency, person-
nel administration and operations, hear-
ings (1964) 4.569

it's good business to know your men (1961)
8054

Labor Dept. management intern program
(1964) 7355; (1965) .5030

management aids for small manufacturers
(1962) 1805-6, 6447-48, 8631, 10641-642,
14588, 20271, 22784-785.

management course program, topic (1964)
16855, 20782: (1965) 1602, 18752-754,
20061-62

management for supervisors, phase 2 (1962)
7326, 13778

management positions, new civil service
standards, explanation (1961) 17733

Administrative management—Continued
management reading guide, annotated bibli-

ography (1965) 19026
management research summary series

9722-41, 11552, 1365.5-659, 15961; (1962)
1807; (1963) 1446-86

list (1963) 11268; (1964) 3128
managing to sell, administrative manage-

ment course program (1965) 1602
manpower management plans, etc., improve-

ments (1964) 10337; (1965) 12199
manpower procedures handbook. Army pam-

phlet (1963) 14944; (1965) 71.53

Markovian model for projecting movements
of personnel through a system (1965)
11881

military organization, bibliography (1961)
6741

nwtor vehicle administration, highway safe-
ly action program, report (1961) 9699

NASA PERT, program evaluation and re-

view technique handbook (1961) 19920
National Park Service development pro-

gram, plan for the man (1963) 7336
national parks, wildlife manageinent (1964)

12541
national security policies and programs

—

basic issues (1963) 4778
bibliography (1963) 4779
selected papers (1963) 2094

Naval Personnel Bureau, personnel adminis-
tration, functions, etc. (1963) 14631

Navy Department, review (1963) 16471
Navv management review (1961) 3516; (1962)

4109; (1963) 3952; (1964) 3780; (1965)
3696

nursing personnel, using skills to best ad-
vantage (address) (1963) 21079

operations, problem of paramount impor-
tance, USSR study (1962) 5727

ordnance inspection manual (1961) 11514,
20078; (1962) 12637

organization and management in Forest
Service, summary from manual and
handbook (1962) 52,50

organizational effectiveness, studies (1962)
20458

PACAF basic bibliographies (1961) 1669,

17962
management excluding personnel (1962)

18655; (1963) 18492
personnel administration (1962) 10903
personnel management (1965) 17015

packaged disaster hospital, nurses' ward
management guide (1965) 9882

personnel administration and management
in AID. report (1964) 4520

print as Senate document, report (1964)
4538

personnel administration. Federal Aviation
Agency report (1961) 18990

personnel code of Federal regulations (1962)
9621; (1963) (5420; (1964) 12398; (1965)
7661

personnel, dissertations and theses (1963)
6029

personnel information bulletin of VA (1961)
1565. 2736; (1962) 4166; (1963) 4015;
(1964) 3846; (1965) 3763

personnel literature (1961) 3020-21; (1962)
4167; (1963) 4016; (1964) 3847; (1965)
3764

personnel management

—

bibliography (1964) 11(;07

developing good employees (1965) 18753
pay survey, Feb.-Mar."l964. (1965) 1283
|)ublication (.series), (1965) 18246
series (1961) 323; (1963) 151 K!, 18735;

(1965) 327-328
USAFI study guide (1962) 5074
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Administrative muoaKt^nfent—Continued
personni'l nx-thods series (lytU) r>r).'{(), IGnOCi;

(I!>f.2) :{27. •J26(). 11205. I«fil2; (196:})
1;m»: (19«>4) 171:}9

personnel otfioer, position classifier, etc.,

examination announeeinent (lit*)!) 12001
personnel oppurtunities in dynamic chann-

invr society (address) (19(;-l') 2042})
personnel planning, indispensable weapon

(littU) '>;»

personnel relations, common sense about
supervising people (19()1) (WiOT

personnel selection and utilization, supervi-
sor development program, basic course
(I'JCi.S) 4444

personnel, suju'rvisor's role (19(51) 1(5040

PERT, Kuide (19(5.0 19084
PERT, projrram evaluation and review tech-

nique, bibliography (19(54) CCIO
planning and control techni(|ues, PERT,

("PS, etc., t)ibli<)graphv (19(515) 77:59

Post Office Department (address) (19(5,'i) 8222
procurement and contract, DSA civilian ca-

reer program (19(>."i) 1(50(54

program budget management system. Labor
Department (19(5,t) (;.'):59

progress in measuring work, management
bulletin (19(52) 20r>2:?

public' management sources (1961) 2922;
(19(52) 426:5; (1963) 4116; (1964) 3947;
(196.")) :mv.i

public welfare, group services, guides (1964)
1 9(566

public works department management. Navv
Department (1962) 16084

publications of SBA, classification (196,^1)

8269
RDT&E management guide, Navv Dept.

—

appendices (196,S) 20000
organization and procedures (196.")) 18680

records and credit in profitable management,
course program (19(54) 20782

research and development management offi-

cer, job analysis (196.")) 7097
retirement planning, growing employee rela-

tions service (1961) 16.S06

safety policy statements, guide (196.'5) 4928
SBA assistance available to businessmen

(1962) 22788
schools, staff personnel, administration,

practices and issues (1963) 8187
scientific inventory management series

(1961) 7419
scientific personnel, 1st symposium of Feder-

al Council for Science and Technology,
proceedings (1964) 8.S40

scientific research, USSR (1961) 13238
skills of management and supervision, anal-

ysis and inventory (1963) 10103
small business

—

failures, management defects held largely
responsible

—

hearings (1962) 19401
report (1962) 21.'509

human factors, (196.')) 20062
management aids for small manufacturers
(1961) 146;-), ,-)()90-91, 6.")40. 8183-8.">,

1.36.=S3-6.-)4, 201:50-132, 21341-.343; (19(53)

1444-4.S, .^716, 7426
annual compilation (1961) 1.5960; (1962)
20272; (1963) 20127; (1964) 18941

management research summaries, list

(1962) 14.')87

management series (1961) 8189, 13660.

17814; (1962) 3478, 64.'Sl-.52, 10643.
24087; (196.3) 7428; (1964) 5683-84, 13446-
447, 16858. 20790-791; (196.5) 8272

management talent, recruitment (1963)
14.58

Administrative management—Continued
marketers aids, annual compilation (1961)

17817
owners, courses, planning and coordinat-

ing (1961) 8185, 21344
personnel management guides (1961) 8189
plants, scientific research and development

(1961) 146.')

reducing management waste (1962) 6448
small marketers aids, annual compilation

(1962) 20276
starting and managing series (1961) 6544.
20136; (19(52) 10645; (1963) 1491, .3326,

14690; (19(54) 3127. 7731; (1965) 16854
starting and managing vour own business

(1962) 12691
suggested research topics (1961) ,5093;

(1962) 1814
women employees (1962) 3479

Small Business Administration, management
aid for displaced small businesses (1965)
1604

space exploration (1962) 20121
specialist and generalist, bibliograph (1962)

14660
staff development

—

integral part of administration, Spanish
edition (1964) 8525

public welfare agencies— (1963) 16696
public welfare workers, social work con-
cepts (1965) .531

.State public assistance

—

and child welfare plans under social
security act (1965) 16137

under social security act (1964) 12355
supervisor's job (1963) 17539

State agency's responsibility for local oper-
ations in supervision, etc., in public as-
sistance (1965) 4(593

State boards of education, separation of
powers at administrative level (1961)
9043

suggested management guides (1963) 1492

supervisors handbook (1962) 16663
supervisors, managing vour work, training

guide (1961) 13720
systems and procedures, notebook for sys-

tems man (1963) 8373
techniques and policies in changing environ-

ment (speech) (1962) 9602
USSR, Coordinating (^ouncil for Improving

Production Management and Mechaniz-
ing Managerial Work, conference (1962)

1421
i:SSR legal measures on personnel adminis-

tration (1963) 5185
Veterans .Administration statistical methods

in management, analytical guide (1961)

21432
work improvement for maintenance of public

works and public utilities (1961) 6623

work programs, adequate review and anlysis

by staff people (remarks) (1961) 16121

see also configuration management

—

Organization in industry.

Administrative Office of United States Courts,
reports (1961) 13743; (1962) 10795;
(1963) 9.523; (19(54) 9904; (1965) 8384

Administrative personnel see Government
officials and employees Administrative
management

—

.Administrative procedure:
act. amend

—

hearings (1964)6517,(1965)434, 17936
report (1964) 1.5679

act, promotion to Chief Hearing F^xaminer
at increased compensation, opinion of

Attorney General (1965) .5027
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Administrative procedure—Continued
District of Columbia government, pre-

scribe

—

hearing (196")) 15788
report (1965) 15661

Federal Communications Commission, legal

problem (address) (1964) 21294
Government offices, investigation

—

authorization, report (1964) 45.56; (1965)
4557

expenses, report 17807; (1965) 14094
reports (1961?) 80.59; (1964) 6479; (1965)
7516

State administrative rulemaking (1962)
15501

State education organization, separation of

powers at administrative level (1963)
6344

• statistics relating to proceedings conducted
by Federal agencies (1962) 16113

Administrative Procedure Office, report (1961)
2457

Administrative rule making, see administra-
tive procedure,

administrators and related occupations, oc-

cupational outlook (1961) 7900
Air Force Department, civilian career oppor-

tunities (1962) 10893; (1963) 1748
Armv Department, civilian job opportunities

0963) 11531
definition under fair labor standards act

(1965) 15137
guide-
cooperative graduate fello\vshi|) program

(1962) 24023
graduate fellowship program (1963) 11127
local public welfare, training, (19(?5) 4687

scientist

—

examination announcement, amdt (1962)
4853

health, research, and training grants,
examination announcement, amdt (1962)
6843

salary rates, examination announcement,
amendment (1963) 4626

see a/so Hospital administrators.
.\dmiral Wainwright and United States Fleet

(1962) 12624
.Admiral's House and its occupants, 1909-61,

general information (1963) 9260
Admiralty:
and shipping laws, impact of nuclear propul-

sion of ships (address) 517
claims settlement, amend law

—

law (1965) 13797
reports (1964) 15511; (1965) 5901

rules of practice

—

amendments (1962) 12751
proposed amendments, preliminary draft

(1962) 10792
tort claims. Navy's procedure and require-

nwnts for handling (1962) 12316
unification of civil and admiraltv procedure,

amendments (1964) 9903
Admiralty Island, Alaska:
Pybus-Gambier area, stratigraphy and pe-

trography (1965) 2226
reconnaissance geology (1965) 7797

Admire, John, dynamic analysis of multi-
legged lunar landing vehicle to deter-
mine structural loads during touchdown
(1965) 5184

Admixtures, polydispersal, propagation, influ-
ence of turbulent scattering along verti-
cal and in direction of wind (i;)().'i) 1018

Adney, Edv^nn T., bark canoes and skin boats
of North America (1964) 20653

Adolescents, see Youth.

Adolph, Charles F,.:

B-52H performance and stability tests
(1961) 1729

evaluation of data acquisition tests, etc., of
B-52H flight tests (1965) 10104

.Adoption:

adoptions in 1963 (1965) 292
adoptions in United States (1964) 10078
children

—

legislative guides for termination of par-
ental rights and responsibilities (1962)
2248

make certain practices unlawful report
(1962) 19364; (1964) 19572; (1965) 7521

effects on children from institutions (1965)
7290

foreign children, guidance manual for serv-
ice couples, DOD pamphlet (1963) 7660

interprofessional teamwork to safeguard
adoptions (1964) 13778

Negro, why so few (1965) 5720
United States philosophy and team ap-

proach (paper) (1965) 15321
when you adopt a child (1965) 10266
see also Children.

ADP. see Electronic data processing systems.
Adrenal cortex function with experimental

extracorporeal circulation. USSR (1964)
127.59

Adrenal cortical extract:

adrenocortical responses in patients sched-
uled for operative dentistry and impact-
ed surgery (1963) 7639

use of adrenal cortical hormones on individ-
uals exposed to effect of ionizing radia-
tions. USSR study (1963) 10767

Adrenal glands:
and anesthesia, Canadian study (1965) 815
ascorbic acid content of rabbits with athero-

sclerosis, effect of hexonium and dibasol.
USSR study (1961) 10810

catescholamine release from adrenal slices
and rate of respiration (1963) 20311

catecholamine storage granules, number in
adrenal medulla, (1963) 4414

cell proliferation in control and cold exposed
rats (1964) 4247

changes in system under effect of ionizing
radiations upon organism, USSR study
(1962)2914

function, effect of ascorbic acid under influ-
ence of high ambient temperature.
USSR study (1963) 14413

human sympathoadrenal responsiveness in
autumn, winter, and spring (1963) 16804

mice, effect of cold ambient temperature
upon weight (1963) 18475

neural apparatus and its reactive character-
istics. USSR study (1961) 4656

role in relation to action of radiation toxem-
ic factor, USSR study (1961) 11179

significance to heat resistance of organism,
USSR study (1963) 5142

USSR studies (1964) 14620
Adrenalectomy, white rats adapted to hypoxia,

effect on resistance to radial accelera-
tion, USSR study (1964) 16279

.Adrenalin:
cancer patients, connection between para-

doxical action and its effect on cholines-
terase activity, USSR study (1961)
1.5.527

effects on ear vessel in cold- and warm-
adapted rabbits (1963) 18470

Adrenocorticotropic hormone:
activity of peripheral blood of rats, effect of

ionizing radiation, USSR study (1961)
11015
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Adrenocorticotropic hormone—Continued

effect on clinical course of acute radiation

sickness in hvi)<>phvsectomized rats.

I'SSR study (l!tfi2) 1408:{

effect on experimental atherosclerosis (19()1)

109(55

intramuscular test based on parotid fluid

free IT-hvdroxvcorticosteroid levels

(19«4) ITOi:"}

parotid fluid corticosteroid levels at 1 and 2

hours after trradcd doses (UttU) IIMS:!

protective ftfects of pret reatnient in trau-

matic shock (l<tr.:{) UlUit
use on individuals exposed to effect of ioniz-

ing radiations. USSR study (\9(i:i) 107fi7

Adrenocortin, adrenocortical response to oral

surj;ery. effect of time of day on dental

patients underjrointr surpery (1963) 7o

Adrian. Mich., census of housine. 19B0, city

Mocks (1961) 16360
Adsorbents:
immunological activity of antibodies ad-

sorbed, USSR study (1962) 91.5

nonuniformity of surface, adsorbate-

adsorbate, interaction in adsorption

properties of solids, USSR studv (1963)

934
organic contamitiants removal from air by

tvpe 13X molecular sieve (1961) 8094
practical application. USSR studv (1962)

2788
Ukrainian conference on industrial use of

sorbents. USSR study (1961) 19537
Adsorption:

activated, of hydrogen on Ni surfaces,

USSR study (1961) 2369
adsorption and oxidation of carbon monox-

ide on platinum using constant-current
pulses, study (1965) 13122

cesium on clav minerals (1963) 5017
data, linearization (1963) 1229
detecting chemicals as adsorbed films (1965)

13170
electrostatic, of ions. USSR study (1964)

14456
energy calculation (1965) 14703
exchangt^ adsorption of strontium on clay

minerals (1965) 16311
gases and vapors. U'SSR study (1962) 2675
mathematics of dispersion with linear ad-

sorption isotherm (1964) 19785
mechanism of action of certain acid corro-

sion inhibitors, USSR study (1963) 1040

oil-soluble sulfonates at metal/oil interface

(1961) 200.58

oleate on fluorite and barite, effect of fluo-

ride, sulfate, and chloride ions, infrared

studv (1964) 11319
physical, theory, USSR study (1962) 2788
recombination of hydrogen atom in adsorbed

layer, USSR study (1961) 925
strontium sorption by crandallite, studies

(1963)8333
surface-active material at sea/air interface

(1965) 13195
surface potentials and induced polarization

in nonpolar liquids adsorbed on metals
(1965) 13126

tissue adsorptivitv, shifts in acute radiation

sickness, USSR study (1963) 17655
vapor, on adsorbents with heterogeneous

surfaces, USSR studv (1961) 10907,

1.52.52

see a/so Heat of adsorption.
Adult education, see Education—Vocational

education.
Adults:

binocular visual acuity, United States,
1960-62 (1964) 13424

Adults—Continued
civil defense education program (1963) 12055

coronarv heart disease in adults, U.S..

196()-62 (1965) 20054
dental findings, age, race, and sex (1965)

.5360

disabled in childhood, social security benefits

(1963) 13049; (1964) 1588. 16861
educationally deficient, their education and

training needs (1965) 14182
heart disease. United States. 1960-62 (1964)

18926
hvgiene, scientific conference on problems.

USSR (1962) 972
inhabitants of high altitudes, electrocar-

diographic and vectorcardigraphic ob-

servations (1963) 71

overweight, reflection of excess weight in

childhood (1964) 13417
physical fitness (1965) 20015
program for men and women (1963) 16488

speech clinic helps stutterer (1965) 5456
weight, height, and selected bodv dimensions

of adults. United States. 1960-62 (1965)
13247

Advance (organization):
communist vouth organization, activities,

hearing (1961) 12522
.Advanced radar traflic control svstem. .«ee .Air

traffic.

Advanced Research Projects .Agency, research
and development program for detection
of underground nuclear explosions. Pro-

ject VELA (1962) 20478
Advection. temperature in free atmosphere,

nomograph for determining. Hungarian
study (1962) 7881

Adverse action, law and regulations, annotat-
ed (1963) 16949; (1965) 3386

Advertising:
achievement of our national goals of pros-

penity through sales promotion ideas

(remarks) (19()5) 5771
advertising alert (1962) 7382; (1963) 3419;

(1965) 3102
advertising and our national purpose (re-

marks) (1964) 10126
allowances given to retailers by manufac-

turers and wholesalers, nature and pur-

pose, hearing (1964) 8457. 19607
American industrv's challenge in new mass

markets (address) (1963) 9771
broadcasts, prohibit F.C.C. from making

rules rel. length, etc.

—

hearings (1964) 2114
reports (1964) 2080, 4483

cigarettes, regulate

—

hearings (1965) 413, 8982-83, 12190
law (1965) 15447
reports (1965) 10645, 12114. 12140, 13911

contribution to our economic growth (ad-

dress (1962) (i864

deceptive advertising of previously used
lubricating oil. FTC trade regulation

rule (1964) 1.5911

deceptive pricing, guides against (1964) 4726

drugs, provisions of antitrust act, hearings

(1962) 11665, 13693
effective advertising, administrative man-

agement course program (1965) 18754

expenses, allowance and allocation in rene-

gotiation (1963) .3311

fair landmarks (statement) (1963) 4934
report (1963) 17119

local magazine and outdoor advertising, ex-

clude charges in excise tax determina-

tion

—

law (1962) 23170
reports 1962) 153.50, 21076
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Advertising—Continued

misbranding and false, labeling of decora-

tive or simulated hardwood products,

hearing (1962) 13fi69; (1964) 6864, 6,")0()

newspaper, affects retail sales of broilers

and meat (1964) 14171

outdoor, along Federal-aid highways, con-

trol-
hearings (1965) 1773.5. 17957
law (1965) 19160
nK'ssage from the President (1965) 10408
reports (1965) 19219, 192.37

point-of-purchase, and factors influencing

use in supermarkets (1965) 4111

false, in District of Columbia relating to

alcoholic beverages, prohibit

—

hearings (1963) 15306
report (1963) 20489

false and misleading decorative or imitation

hardwood pi-oducts, hearings (1961)

20578
inclusion in marketing orders for celery,

sweet corn, etc., report (1965) 17844
joint ads, FTC advisorv opinion

—

hearings (1963) 9949; (1964) 8457, 19607
prime mover for our economy (address)

(1961)8578
procedures and practices of agricultural

commodity promotion groups (1963) 1703

procurement contracts award by Post Office

Dept. without effective competition. GAO
report (1965) 691

retail stores, bibliography (1963) 14688
role in modern society (address) (1961) 10134

sales promotion

—

ideas to increase shipping in American
vessels (remarks) (1962) 8448 '

pointers for small retailers (1961) 2705
self-regulation, report on operations of pri-

vate enterprise (1964) 11978
.shell homes, FTC guide (1962) 11805
shoe content labeling and advertising, guide

(1962) 21767
small retail stores (1963) 1479
small business opportunities in television

and radio

—

hearings (1962) 17133
report (1963) 2045

Turkish Press-Advertising Agency, law gov-
erning (1961) 7871

volume and expenditures, bibliography
(1963) 18307

workers, emplovment outlook (1962) 8333;

(1964) 9383
"

see also subjects.
Advice to young and gifted creator of cinema

(1961) 13242
Advisory Board of National Capital Airports

Corporation, establish, hearings (1963)

15320 Advisory Commission of

Educational Exchange:
continue

—

analysis of act (1961) 7274
hearings (1961) 8981. 14463

replace-
law (1961) 18647
reports (1961) 12427, 18872

semiannual report (1961) 560(1, 12157
Advisory Commission on Information:

reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 3657; (1962)

8756; (1963) 7525; (1964) 4176; (1965)

8386
document editions (1961) 4037; (1962) 9185;

(1963) 7858; (1964) 4435; (1965) 8744
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental

Relations:
actions taken, summary (1963) 16702
annual reports (1962) 16238; (1963) 4324-25;

(1964) 5782

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations—Continued

appropriations, 1962, general government
matters

—

hearings (1961) 10330. 12501
law (1961) 14125
report (HXU) 124.54

appropriations. 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7081
law (1962) 1(>800

appropriations, 1964. hearings (1963) 7985,

9997
appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) (5341, 12251
law (1964) 17251
reports (1964) 8297, 14048

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 7474, 10667
law (1965) 13787
reports (1965) 8789, 12261

commission report (series), (1963) 14813;

(1964) 7876, 14139, 20894; (1965) 16929
current work program and reports adopted

through Aug. 1, 1963 (1963) 16700
five-year record, future role, hearings (1965)

16024
general information (1963) 1, 18373; (1964)

16929; (1965) 15167
governmental structure, etc., in metropoli-

tan areas, recommendations, etc.

—

commentaries (1962) 4964
report (1961) 14471

problem of special districts in American
government, report (1965) 1732

public employee retirement credit transfera-

bilitv among Government units, report

(1963) 9524
recommendations, to Aug. 1, 1963 (1963)

16701
releases (1963) 4034

report on coordination of State and Federal
inheritance, estate, and gift taxes (1961)

5172
report on investment of idle cash balances

by State and local governments (1961)

9836; (1965) .5493, 16930
report on State technical assistance to local

debt management, (1965) 5492
State legislative programs (1964) 9905;

(1965) 1733. 18861
Advisory Commission on International Educa-

tional and Cultural Affairs:

American studies abroad, special report

(1963) 18374
annual reports (19()4) 19451; (1965) 155,50

establish

—

law (1961) 18647
reports (1961) 12427. 18872, 20555

report on exchange-of-persons program
(19(>3) 18375; (1965) 3

Advisory Committee of Users of Educational
Statistics, reports (1963) 6341; (1964)

6578
Advisory Committee on the Arts:

continue

—

analysis of act (1961) 7274
hearings (1961) 8981, 14463
law (1961) 18647
reports (HXU) 12427, 18872, 20555

report on cultural presentations program
(1965) 9941

.Advisoi-y Committee on Development of Col-

lege-Level Technical Ekiucation:

establish

—

hearings (1963) 9930
message from the President (19(i3) 4720

Advisory Committee on Development of (Jiadu-

ate Education:

establish

—
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Advisory Committee on Development of (Iradu-

ate Eklucation—Continued
establish—Continued

hearinjrs (\W.U WM\
niessaK*' from the Presidi'iit (I'.MilU -IT'JO

Advisory Conimittei- oti Export Promotion.
establish, hearing (i;t(!l) ISIMO

Advisory (\)mmittee on International Organi-
zations:

rept)rt on financial manaKement and United
Nations system (UH>4) lUUS

report on tetiinical cooperation pronram of

I'nittHl Nations System (19f>.S) 20169
startinjr international organizations, report

(1 !»(•,:{) 20168
Advisory Committee on International Rules of

.ludicial Procedure:
establishnx-nt. amend act

—

law (1964) 17:?«1

reports (1964) 2077. 177:<0

extend

—

law (1961) 18714
reports (1961) 16729. 19089 .\dvisory

Committee on Labor-Management
Policy, appropriations. 1966. hearings
(196.1) 10667

Advisory Committee on New Fkiucational Me-
dia:

functions (1961) .'>932

research projects approved fiscal year, 1960,

brief descriptions (1961) 9047."lO.S.56

Advisory Committee on Oceanography, ap-

point, report (1963) l.')262

.Advisory Committee on Older Americans:
establish

—

hearings (1964) 39.S

law (196.5) 1.3803

reports (1964) 12096; (196.=i) 7414, 7461
Advisory Committee on Private Enterprise in

Foreign Aid, report (196.5) 163.59

Advisory Committee on Public Health Service
Personnel Systems, report (1963) 7411

Advisory Committee on Reactor Physics, cur-

rent outstanding reactor physics prob-
lems, report (1961) 9961

Advisory Committee on Standard Budget Re-

search, report (1963) 19805
Advisory Committee on Training of Teachers

of Deaf, establish, report (1961) 16807
Advisory Committee on Training of Teachers

of Exceptional Children, establish, re-

port (1963) 13579
Advisory Committee on Voluntarv Foreign

Aid:

activities of registered agencies (1962)

13916. 15664; (1963) 14074
annual reports (1961) 6213. 10716
commodities and funds (1961) 20863
overseas relief and rehabilitation, partner-

ship of U.S. Government and voluntary
agencies (1963) 122.59

register of agencies (1961) 2069; (1962)

11919. 1.5662: (1963) 14073; (1964) 10710;
(1965) 14462

relief agencies registered, income and ex-

penditures, commodities and funds used,

summary report (1961) 3328. 12826
reports of registered agencies (1964) 10711.

1.5990, 21375; (1965) 4894, 163.58. 16360.
18267

Advisory committees:
farmer, provide for. hearings (1961) 10324.

10495. 12499
organization and effective use (1961) 461

.Advisory Council of the President's Committee
on Fmploynx-nt of Physically Handi-
cappe<l. special report to the President
(1962) 8322; (1964) 20431

.Advisory Council on Employee Welfare and
Pension Plans

Advisory Council on Employee Welfare and
Pension Plans—Continued

establish

—

law (1962) 9160, 1.5975

reports (1961) 16714; (1962) 49.50. 7066
.Advisory Council i>n International Monetary

an<i P'inancial Problems, see National
.Advisory Council on International Mon-
etary and F'inancial Problems.

.Advisory Council on Medical. Dental, and Op-
tometric t^lucation. see National Advi-
sory Council on .Medical. Dental, and
Optometric Ftlucation.

.Advisory Council on Quality Teacher Prepara-
tion, establish, report (1965) 1.5757

.Advisory Council on Social Security, report,
status of social security program and
recommendations for improvements
(1965) 1.5044

Advisory Council on the Arts, see Federal
Advisory Council on the Arts.

.Advisory (Jroup on Future of St. Elizabeths
Hospital, final report (1964) 12531

.A<ivisory groups. Vocational Rehabilitation
.Administration (1963) 14767; (1963)
16908

.Advisory Panel of Users of Educational Sta-
tistics, report (1964) 8494

-Advisory Panel on Federal Salary Systems.
report (1964) 2119

AE-CL series (1961) 11694; (1962) 3667; (1963)
.3510; (1964) .3316; (196.5) .3208

.Aebersold. Paul C. remarks. July 26. 1963
(1963) 18610

AEC. see Atomic Energy Commission.

AEDC, see Arnold Engineering Development
Onter.

Aechminella. and related genera (1962) 9733

.Aegilops. see Wheat.

.Aeration:
and other soil factors, relation to littleleaf

in pines (1961) 17941
extended, in sewage treatment, preliminary

evaluation (1963) 16523
grain in commercial storages (1961) 89
grain, operating systems

—

Central Plains States (1962) .56

Southeast (1961) 20299
.Southwest (1962) 8845

portable recirculation system for fumigat-
ing bulk products in freight cars (1963)
13172

system for bulk-stored pea beans (1961)
13786

Aerial delivery, research activities at Armed
Forces Food and Container Institute,

technical reports and articles, bibliogra-
phy (1963) 9368

.Aerial fish spotting in United States commer-
cial fisheries (1962) 7393

.Aerial mapping:
aerogeophysical diagrams, semiautomatic

apparatus for processing, USSR studv
(1965) 16517

aerotri angulation

—

analytic, technical bulletin (1963) 19.56

image coordinate refinement (1965) 13694
strip adjustnxMit. technical bulletin (1965)
338

.Antarctica mapping program (remarks)
(1961) 7526

A

construction of map with help of aerial pho-
tography in simplest form. USSR study
(1961) li220

electronic computer programs for analytical

aerial triangulation (1965) 15361

ER-55 plotter procedures (1962) 2.531

geologic interpretation of aerial photo-
graphs (1961) 7526
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Aerial mapping:—Continued

li(?ht filters, problem of constructinj; for

surveying (1961) 11247
mutual orientation of photographs by elec-

tronic computer, USSR study (19«1)

lOH.'JT

photogramnietric procedures, planimetric
map compilation with trimetrogon pho-

tographs (1901) 711
photogramnietric rectification instructions

for preparing equivalent vertical prints

from tilted negatives (19fil) 7r)27

photogranimetry

—

East Germany, development (1962) 5528
Hungarv, use in mapping at scales of

1:10,000 and greater (1962) 5.'')49

radar land mass simulation digital tech-
niques (1962) 12.'S63; (1964) 1528. 11489

transfer of aerial photographs of areas with
uniform slope (1961) 11222

vertical image of points of photo map, effect

of ground relief (1961) 4769
Aerial observer training (1962) 6640; (1965)

10146
Aerial penetrometers, see Penetrometers.
Aerial photography:
accuracy of ground point location (19615)

17481
aerial photo basal area tables (1965) 651
aerial surveying methods, principles of their

use, USSR study (1965) 18:557

Arctic meteorology probe (1962) 10497
polarized light experiment (196.'?) 16.'564

azimuth angles, distortion (1961) 4750
bar type micrometer wedge for use when

viewing photos stereoscopicallv (1962)
17560

cloud interpretation from satellite altitudes
(1963) 14900

combined aerial surveying (1961 ) 2446

determination of radial lines on photographs
(1961) 4754

double resection in space, USSR studv (1964)
164.58

East Germany, development (1962) 5528
equipment, installation and maintenance

(1962) 8885; (1964) 13624
error keys as reference aids in image inter-

pretation (1965) 17076
estimating Douglas-fir site qualitv (1962)

9682
estimating slope percent for land nianage-

nx'nt from aerial photos (1965) 653
estimating tree diameters of Arizona ponde-

rosa pine (1961) 691
forests (1962) 11657
geographic studv of terrain, USSR study

(1963) 12514
geologic interpretation and mapping, guide

(1961) 7526
horizons, USSR study (1964) 1286
identifying southern forest types (1961) 4293

image interpretation, value of stereoscopic
viewing (1961) 20253

inland waters, USSR study (1963) 19465
Interdepartmental Commission on Aerial

Surveving, USSR studv (1961) 776
interpretation, USSR textbook (1963) 0850
Kazakhstan steppes, survey (1961) 4767
learning to estimate stand volume from aeri-

al photos (1965) 052
Lebanon, use of photogrammetrv, report

(1902) 7.586

lithographed forest stereograms, evaluation
(1962) 7440

map, status (1965) 25, 15178
material, simplified methods of processing

(19(n) 11246

Aerial photography—Continued
non-rectified, obtaining sketch map (1901)

11257
Novosibirsk institute of aerial surveying,

etc.. 30th anniversary, USSR study
(1963) 19420

panchromatic and color aerial photographs,
identification of tree species (1964)
1.5207

panoramic, optical compensation of linear
displacement, U'SSR study (1903) 2004

parallax wedge for use on photos of moun-
tainous terrain (1962) 17561

photo-interpretation of vegetation, litera-

ture survey and analyses (1901) 9066
photomosaics, use for solution to economic

and industrial problems (1961) 4748
production of theodolite work (1901) 11228
Project Sedan analvsis (1903) 14990
rectifier, description (1901) 11235
revised aerial photo scale-protractor (1962)

17,5(i2

scanning stereo photographic information
(1964) 7646

small-scale aerial surveys, possibilities,

USSR studv (1961) 11277
soil trafficability forecasting (1903) 13885
Soviet aerial siu'veving and geology (1904)

5387
spruce and fir volume killed by spruce bud-

worm in northern Minnesota (1904)
12472

surveying work, time factors and estimates
of planning (1901) 11287

television cloud photographv, meteorological
satellite data, catalog, TIROS (1901)
20246; (1902) 20370; (1903) 11407, 14800;
(1904) 9882, 19026; (1905) 9998,
18840-841

two plot tiansfer devices developed for for-
est insect trend surveys (1964) 14328

use for planetable surveying (1901) 11232
USSR-

aerial surveying and geodesy (1962) 8095
goals for modernizing photographic de-

partment (1961) 11236
volume inventories, test of classifications in

forest management (1963) 13990
volume tables

—

constructing (1963) 6492
Douglas fir in Pacific Northwest (1962)
7442

pinyon-juniper stands (1963) 4983
wide-angle optics, developments and pros-

pects, USSR study (1962) 5957
world atlas from Tiros satellites I to IV

(1904) 20525
see also Aerial mapping.

Aerial pickup, see Air-to-surface pickup.

Aerial prospecting aerogeophysical diagrams,
semiautomatic apparatus for process-

ing, USSR study (1905) 16517

Aerial radiological monitoring system:
aerial-monitoring operations development

(1962) 16409
theoretical analvsis, design, operation (1961)

8389

Aerial radiometric survey, (1963) 14995
.\erial refueling, see .\irplanes.

Aerial spraying, see Sprays and spraying.
Aerial surveys, see .Aerial mapping—Aerial

photography— Radioactivity.
Aerial unloading kit modification KMU-154/E

(1963) 18457

Aerial vehicles, see Aircraft.
Aero reports, David W. Taylor Model Basin

(1961) 13650
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AiTuhatttT-ShiKt'lIii antaK«>nism, survey of
2<)4 Macaca mullata and in vitro studies
of isolates (I'tCD S:V_»H

Aerobee rockets, see Rockets.
Aertulex. Inc., use of former (Jovt surplus

parts without authorization under Armv
IX-pt. contract. (;A() report (19fi3) 20726

.Aerodynamic heating:
ablation n«iterials tested in arc-jet stream

and on spacecraft, performance (196.'>)

ablation of metal spheres, analysis (1965)
nr>7i

alumiinim-allov and stainless-steel panels,

flutter (19(V2) 18281
behavior of beryllium and beryllium copper

in supersonic air jet (1961) 9.')78

conical entry vehicles at speeds in excess of

earth parabolic speed (1964) 5526; (1965)
18.587

convective and radiative heating of shapes
entering atmospheres of Venus and
.Mars (1964) :^026

ccrrunated-stiffened panels, elevated temper-
ature tests (1961) 19924

data for various aircraft components (1961)

6:i:i5

effect on flutter of t^hin flat-plate arrow
winjrs (196.'?) 11064

environmental tests of heat shields (1961)
19951

flat-face-cone and hemisphere cone (1961)

i:?48:?

flat-faced conical nose, heat-transfer meas-
urements at Mach to 14.6 (196:?) 14.5.35

flat-faced cvlinder, free-flight data at Mach
to 10.9 (1963) 145.34

flat single-bay panels, effects of thermal

stress and buckling on flutter character-
istics (1963) 1290

flat windshield canopv on RM-10 research
vehicle (1961) 17687

flutter of streamwise-oriented arrays of

curved panels under compressive loading
and aerodvnamic heating, investigation,
(1965) 14838

free-flight data to Mach 10.4 for modified
Von Karman nose shape (1961) 9606

G loads and heating during atmospheric en-

tries and passes with constant aerody-
namic coefficients (1962) 18263

glass shields of re-entering ICBM, heating
and melting process at stagnation point
(1963)11037

heat transfer

—

and pressures on swept cylinder in vicini-

tv of its intersection with wedge and flat

plate (1964) 16678
measurements on flat plate and attached

fins at Mach of 4.51 and 4.44 (1964)

14873
to blunt conical bodies having cavities to

promote separation (1963) 14590
helium film cooling on hemisphere at Mach

of 10(1963) 1311
high temperature models, nx'asuring tech-

ni<iue. isotherm patterns on (1965) 9718
highly polished hemisphere-cone in free

flight, heat transfer and boundary layer
transition (1961) 6342

magnetohydrodynamics use during high-
speed re-entry (1965) 8043

Mars entry, effects of atmosphere structure
and chemical composition (1965) 5186

mass-transfer cooling on blunt cone (1964)

9588
measurement of radiation from flow fields of

bodies flying at speeds up to 13.4 kilome-

ters per "second (1962) 18249

Aerodynamic heating—Continued
nx'asuring total rates to bodies of arbitrary

shape, experimental technique (1964)
18773

meteor, results from analysis of flight data
(1964) 16680

missile stabilizers, tests (1963) 11002
modifii'd Von Ka'rman nose shape, free-flight

data (1961) 2.565

multiweb wing structures in free jet, alumi-
nunvalloys models, tests (1961) 6364

nose shape in free flight at .Mach up to 6.7

and free-stream Revnolds numbers up to
16 X W (1962) 160(?1

nuPHM-ical analysis of transient response of
advanced thermal protection svstems
for atmospheric entry (1962) 18286

nylon as ablative material for ballistic mis-
siles (1963) 10995

optimum design of

—

insulated compression plates subjected
(1961) 4895

structures protected from (1962) 10498
radiant heater to simulate in wind tunnel

(1961) 1306
radiation emission effects of equilibrium

houndarv layer in stagnation region
(1961) 19969

radiative heating of vehicles entering
earth's atmosphere (paper) (1962) 18299

reduction to nonporous surfaces behind po-
rous leading edge through which coolant
is ejected (1962) 12434

shield calculations (1965) 5236
shield, glass-type re-entering IRBM, abla-

tion at stagnation point (1961) 4905
shielding re(]uirements for manned Mars

landing and return missions (1965) 18478
stagnation-point convective heat loads in

lunar return, formulas (1961) 15783
swept blunt leading edges in free flight

(1962) 12431. 12481
temperature distribution in insulated thick

skin subject to. analysis of equations
(1961)4894.7957

tests, in methane-air combustion products
and in air (1963) 1299

tests on insulating heat shields, experimen-
tal observations (1962) 10.528

thermal protection materials at moderate
heating rates and high total heat loads
(1963) 16382

thermal-shielding performance of phenolic
nylon, effect of weight, density, and heat
load (1964) 13225

thin-skinned bodies, temperature distribu-
tions and streamwise heat conduction
effects (1961) 199.50

unswept cylinder sulijected to incident shock
and flow interference from upstream
body (1961) 19968

water-absorbent materials as heat sinks
(1962) 18267

wing-bodv combinations at 7° angle of at-

tack," etc. (1961) 4864
wing leading edge, influence of internal mod-

ifications on transient temperature rise

(1963) l(i3.54

wing surfaces and wing leading edges at

high speeds (1962) 12419
X-15 airplane, skin and structural tempera-

tures during flight (1963) 18133
Z-function solutions for motion, etc., during

atmosphere entry from equatorial orbits

of rotating planet (1963) 5583
Aerodynamics:
aerodynamic effects of meteorites, specific

case (1961) 1.5822

air loads on man, studies (1964) 13726
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Aerodynamics—Continued
ballistic missile series, AMC pamphlet (1965)

11900
base flow, Saturn-tvpe booster stage (1962)

8485
behavior of spheres ablating under constant

conditions, study (1963) 11030
i)lunt bodies

—

at transonic speeds, aerodynamic charac-
teristics (1963) 10986

shock-layer radiation at reentry velocities

(1964) 9620
spiked in supersonic flow (1961) 16132

boattailed bodies having turbulent boundary
layers, afterbody pressures at Mach
5.98 (1964) 14882"

body in flow field near tip of circular-arc
wing of rectangulai- plan form (1962)
10492

body size and indentation asymmetry influ-

ence on effectiveness of body indentation
in combination with cambered wing, in-

vestigation (1962) 12444
calculated effects of body shape on bow-

shock overpressures in far field of bod-
ies in supersonic flow (1961) 13542

braking of blunt nonlifting vehicles entering
earth's atmosphere at verv high speeds
(1964) 11392

characteristics

—

effect of fin-flare combinations at Mach
1.61 and 2.20, (1965) 6694

full-scale propeller tested with rigid, flap-

ping blades, and cyclic pitch control
(1963) 11054

lenticular and elliptic shaped configura-
tions at Mach of 6 (1965) .5206'

model of 500,000-pound high-subsonic mul-
tijet logistics transport seaplane (1961)
7958

short axisymmetric bodies at Mach of 5 to

15(1965)13024
60° delta wing having half-delta tip con-

trol (1961) 2562
supersonic transport model having varia-

ble-sweep wings, wind-tunnel investiga-
tion (1965) 11491

2 Trailblazer II blunted 9° cone reentry
bodies at Mach 6.8 in air and 21.2 in he-
lium, (1965) 11465

X-15/B-52 combination (1963) 5539
coefficients from Newtonian expressions for

conic and spheric bodies at combined
angles of attack and sideslip (1963)
11089

collected works of K. E. Tsiolkovskiv (1965)
9740

cone configuration at Mach 6.77 at angles of
attack up to 180° (1963) 7265

conical bodies supporting elliptic conical
shock waves at finite angles of inci-

dence, numerical calculation of super-
sonic perfect-gas flow (1961) 1291

contamination induced luminosity ahead of
bkmt body in Langley hotshot tunnel,
study (1964) 18775

damping, relationship between derivatives
nx'asured as function of instantaneous
angular displacement and derivatives
nx'asured as function of oscillation am-
plitude (1965) 13027

effect of cross-section shape on bodies at
Mach from 2.50 to 4.63 (1963) 7275

effectiveness of 3 exit vane cascade ducted
fan configurations for vectoring thrust
(1964) 20575

effects of configuration variables on aeroe-
lastic characteristics of lifting surfaces
(1962) 1677

Aerodynamics—Continued
e<iuati()ns for Newtonian static and dynamic

aerodynamic coefficients for body of
revolution with offset center-of-gravity
location (1963) 14546

evaluation of hypersonic forces, moments,
and stability derivatives for combina-
tions of flat plates including effects of
blunt leading edges by Newtonian im-
pact theory (1962) 10499

evidence of tektites into earth's atmosphere
(1962) 18305

force and moment characteristics of spheres
and cones at Mach 7.0 in methane-air
combustion iiroducts (1965) 11473

force coetlicients of cones, air-helium simula-
tion (1962)22578

ground effect machines

—

dominant characteristics (1965) 1689
experimental studies (1963) 3385
heave stability and heave damping, thick
annular jet and plenum types, final re-

port (1965) 18805
recirculation principle, pi'eliminary design

of research vehicle (1965) 1686
inclined bodies with various cross sections

at supersonic speeds, theoretical and
experimental results (1961 ) 13494

interaction effects ahead of rectangular son-
ic jets exhausting perpendicularly from
flat plate (1963) 11069

lifting cone and cone-cylinder configurations
at Mach of 6.83 and angles of attack up
to 130° (1961) 13513

loads, bodies with elliptical cross sections
and various plan forms, transonic char-
acteristics, errata (1961) 2571

longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of—

blunted cones at Mach of 3.5, 4.2, and 6.0
(1964) 7546

flat-bottom bodies, investigation (1961)
17686

low-wave-drag hypersonic body, effects of
cross-section shape on low-speed aerody-
namic characteristics (1963) 19929

mechanisms for burnishing surfaces, synthe-
sis, USSR study (1964) 9326

N'.\CA63-.A series airfoil sections, effect of
Mach Reynolds numbers and thickness
ratio (19(>"5) 16898

naval aviators; textbook (19()5) 11602
Newtonian

—

aerodynamic characteristics of right ellip-

tical raked-off cones foi- cone thickness
ratios of 0.25 to 3 (1965) 148,56

blunted raked-off circular cones and
raked-off elliptical cones (1965) 11463

parametric study of characteristics of
nose-cvlindei'-flare bodies at Mach of 6.0
(1965) 13026

performance of techniiiues for spike-position
control of blunt-lip nose inlet having
internal contraction (1961) 2553

pi-ediction of penalties caused by ice forma-
tions on various airfoils (1964) 7534

recovery temperature, transition, and heat-
transfer measurements at Mach 5 (1961)
17727

Rumania, 1964 state prizes awarded to re-

search projects in hvpersustentation
(1965) 6443

Saturn 1, Block 1 space flight vehicles, anal-
ysis (1964) 7498

some effects of nose bluntness and fineness
ratio on static longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of bodies of revolution
at subsonic speeds (1961) 6374

space vehicles, papers (1963) 7234
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Aerixlynamics—Continued
static charai'lfristu's

—

Blue Scout Jr. model at Math from 0.4(1 to
!.():{ (i;m;2) i24«;h

hlunt hodies. effects of nose bluntness.
fineness ratio, cone anjjle, etc. (19fiH)

MOM
rocket vehicle contitrurations at Macli
from l.SO to 1. ().•{ {\WVA) Uf.Tit

short hlunt cones, transonic investigation
of effect.s of nose hluntness. etc. (19<).'!)

ir,:?9!t

short hlunt 10° .seniivertex annle cone in
helium (1!»(5:{) 5fi0«

transonic of blunt cone-cvlinder Ijodv with
flared afterbodies (IWO.f) 10994

supersonic

—

bodies of revolution, handbook (19<;2)

183<!2

characteristics of bodies having varia-
tions in fineness ratio and cross-section
ellipticitv (19«4) 1S741

handlx.ok (19fi4) l.'SOOS

miinual (HttW) l,')87fi

flow around bodies, explosive analogy,
USSR study (19<;l') HtiT

three-dimi'iisional sharp- nose shock-detached
bodies, application of Kt*iieralized New-
tonian theory (196.'i)2897

transonic characteristics of

—

bodies havin>r variations in fineness ratio
and cross-sectional ellipticitv (196o)
r>fi9.S

canard airplane confiKurations, effects of
contijjuration K^ometry (19(54) 20.'i95

USSR, Dorodnitsyn. Anatoliv A., biographv
and list of works (19()2) 900

Aeroelasticity:
aerodynamic loading characteristics of

thin-trapezoidal-winjr-bodv combination
(19fi:n lf>:^fi2

characteristics of articulated and ri^id.

hinpeless, helicopter rotor systems, par-

ametric investigation (19(')4) 21907
flutter at very hijih speeds (19('.l) iri79(')

flutter of 2 ()4° delta winjjs with simulated
streamwise rib and orthogonal spar
construction (19()1) 9.t1.')

flutter status of flat and curved panels
(19(51) 1275

lifting surfaces, aerodynamic effects of con-
figuration variables (19(!2) 1(577

svmposium, (lOttingen, Apr. 1()-17, 19r)7

(196:5) 19941
.\eroembolism:
associated with development of pulmonary

cvsts precipitated by decompression
(19(5:5)9104

caisson disease, prophylaxis and treatment
(19(5:5) 12fi80

decompression sickness

—

and its medical management, team ap-
proach to study of aviator's neurocircu-
latory collapse (19fio) r>.")44

anesthetized dogs, circulatory and respira-

tory changes (19(5:5) 9(i:50

cardiorespiratory responses to compres-
sion therapy (1964) 5904

emerging recreational hazard (1965) i:516

etiologv and pathological physiology
(1962) 104:5:5

hyperbaric nitrous oxide anesthesia (1965)
17029

syndrome in historical perspective (1963)
7191

determination of maximum permissible su-

persaturation of body with nitrogen as
criterion of resistance to caisson dis-

ease. USSR study (1962) i:526

Aeroembolism—Continued
gaseous tissue nitrogen of rats exposed to

simulated altitude and high concentra-
tion of nitrogen (196:5) 16790

protection of rapidly decompressed rats by
pharmacologic and physical means
(1961)20:522

(piantitat ive determination of gaseous tissue
nitrogen in animals exposed to various
simulated altitudes (1962) 14784

Aeroflex Corporation, Aeroflex Laboratories
Division, pricing of spare parts under
contract with Navy Dept., GAO review
(196:5) .59:5

Aerographer:
mate, 1 & C, Navy training course (1961)

17755; (1965) 149:51

mate, :5 & 2, Navy training course (196:5)

14(524

Aeroionification, in national economy, transla-
tions from A. L. Chizhevskiy's book,
USSR study (1962)8(59

Aeroionization:
artificial, use to clear air of microflora

(1965) 11207
effects of aeroions

—

of different polarities. USSR studies (1964)
10:51

on experimental bronchospasm of isolated

lung. USSR study (1962) 22168
on organism, USSR studies (196:5) 19602

hygienic significance, USSR report (1962)
10075

industrial hygiene, All-Union conference in

Leningrad (1965) 1125:5

influence of low concentrations of light

aeroions on cardiac activity of rabbits
(1964)5:57:5

PK'dicine, IISSR study (1961) 21008
therapeutic utilization of different methods,

USSR study (1962) 23787
unipolar negative, effect on motor reaction

of human skeletal muscle, USSR study
(19(55) 11174

see a/so Hydroaeroionization.

Aeroions and their use in medicine, LISSR
(1963) 871

.\erojet-General Corporation, electronic data
processing system, excessive costs to

Government in sale and lease-back. De-
fense Dept.. GAO report (1964) 21335

Aerology:
all-weather flight manual, revised pages

(1961) 9657
Central Aerological Observatory, proceed-

ings (1964) 16726
daily aerological cross sections, pole to pole

"along iiH'ridian 7.5°W for IGY (1963)
7506. 9492, 14778; (1965) 11787

daily IGY cross sections pole to pole along
meridian 7.5°\V (1962) 22903

experimental investigation of lower layer of

atmosphere in Azau Valley (1961) 10895
Hungarian history of development (1962)

7595
observatiotial data, analysis conducted with

electronic computer. USSR study (1961)

11124
observations aboard research vessels. A. 1.

Voyeykov and Yu. M. Shokal'skiy. of

characteristics of circulation in north-
ern and central parts of Pacific Ocean
(19(55) 1738

polar regions. USSR studies (1965) 12611
radar use. I'SSR study (1962) 10154
USSR aerological measurement (1963) 2524
USSR studies (1962) 14285
variability of refraction coefficient of atmos-

I'age .54 I)«> not order from index; see indicated entry



Aerology—Continued

phere for ultrashort radio waves, USSR
research (1964) 256fi

AeromaKnetic maps, surveys, etc., see Maps
and charts.

AeromaKietic reconnaissance of Cook Inlet

area, Alaska (1963) 6.'i5;5

Aeromedical evaluation for space pilots (1968)
14897

Aeromedical Field Laboratory, mission, orga-
nization, and track-test programs.
1958-60 (1961) 831.T

Aeromedical Research Institute, see Civil

Aeromedical Research Institute.
Aeromedical reviews, see listings under Air

Force Department in monthly issues.

Aeromonas, bacterial fish diseases (196.3) 49.")6

Aeronautical and associated equipment, .see

.Aeronautical supplies.
Aeronautical and Space Sciences Committee,

Senate:
calendars (1961) 3088; (1963) 3847; (1964)

3661
hearings, see subjects,
investigations and studies

—

activities of Federal agencies, expenses,
report (1961) .5785

aeronautics and space activities, authori-
zation, reports (1964) 4552; (1965) 4.587

authorization, report (1962) 5021
reports, see subjects.

Aeronautical beacons (1961) 1958
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center:

bulletin (1961) 2880; (1962) 3581; (1963) 3420;
(1964) 3215; (1965) 3103

bulletin digest (1963) 14898; (1964) 4222.
15225; (1965)4132

technical reports (1961) 105; (1963) 1731
Aeronautical charts, see Maps and charts.
Aeronautical Electronic and Electrical Labo-

ratory, reports (1961) 13606; (1964) 7659

Aeronautical Engine Laboratory, reports
(1961) 15875; (1962) 6371

Aeronautical engineering:
aircraft performance, reciprocating and

turboprop engine, AF manual (1962)
10890

aviation engineering, USSR translations
(1964) 4982. .5017, 8862

Means, James, and problem of manflight,
1882-1920(1964) 18944

Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1962) 3787
Aeronautical instruments:

aircraft instrument approaches, centers,
facilities, airports (1961) 5963

development of aircraft instruments, parts
and elements, historv, USSR study
(1963)5149

failure to use excess Air Force supply to

satisfy Navy needs, GAO report (1965)
6268

procurement of spare parts under contracts
for related equipment by Air Force
Dept., GAO report (1964) 4766

standards, index (1961) 2898, 3749; (1962) 97

Aeronautical lighting, see Lights and lighting.

Aeronautical Research Laboratories:
ARL series (1961) 20314; (1963) 9594; (1965)

13418
light amplification research, 1952-60 (1962)

10900
mathematical statistical research, histtirv

(1963)4400
technical reports (1961) 6727-28, 8332.

11745; (1962) 6607

Aeronautical research scientist, examination
announcement (1961) 321

Aeronautical supplies:

aircraft specifications (1961) 3131; (1962)
3603; (1963) 3445; (1964) 3242; (1965)
3126

appliances, maintenance, repair and altera-
tion, civil aeronautics manual, supp
(1962) 2443

avionics test equipment, overstated needs.
Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia,
Pa., GAO report (1965) 2190

foreign market surveys

—

Africa (1961) 3891
southwest Asia (1961) 9982

interservice utilization within Defense De-
partment, (;A0 review (1961) 19399

lease air service equipment, agreement with
Federal Republic of Germany (1962)
1844; (1963) 21125

material and process specification (1961)
2903; (1962) 4399

spare parts

—

noncompetitive procurement within

—

Air Force Dept., GAO follow-up review
(1963) 13995-996

Defense Dept., GAO review (1961) 19401
procurement under contracts for related
equipment by Air Force Dept., GAO re-

port (1964) 4"766

requisitioning by N'aval Supply Depot,
Subic Bay, GAO report (1965) 7791

shipment of excess to Oklahoma City air

materiel area by Air Force bases, GAO
report (1965) 16308

unnecessary repair, Oklahoma City air

materiel area. Air Force Dept., GAO
report (1965) 6316

standards, index (1961) 2898, 3749; (1962) 97
see also Military supplies.

Aeronautical Systems Division:
technical documentary reports (1963) 47,

5848-52, 7587-96," 9595-98, 11470-476,
13195-196, 14899, 16767, 18448-449,
20295-300; (1964) 46-50, 4223-26, 5867-69,
7955-59. 11783

technical notes, (1961) 17954-957, 20325-330;
(1962) 90-93. 1969-74. 6608-10. 8896;
(1963) 9599

technical reports (1962) 94-95, 1975-76. 4550,
14774, 16320-321, 20440, 22957-959;
(1963) 56, 1767-68. 4391-94, 5870-74,
7597-7602, 9600-1, 16768; (1964) 4227,
5870

Aeronautics:
accidents, 1959, genei'al aviation, statistical

review (1961) 16490
accident prevention bulletins (1965) 13662-

663
activities in PVderal agencies, investigation,

authoiization, reports (1961) 5785;
(1962) .5021; (19(53) 6238; (1964) 4552;
(1965)4.587

Aeronautical Chart & Information Center

—

bulletin (1964) 3215; (1965) 3103
bulletin, digest (1964) 4222, 15225

aeronautics and space, bibliography

—

adults (1963) 19886
elementary grades (1963) 19884
secondary grades (1963) 19885

aeronautics and space, NASA installations
focus foi- achievement (1964) 7475

aero-space technology career opportunities
at NASA-

examination announcement (1962) 4836,
6839

life sciences, examination announcement
(1961) 1840

physical sciences etc., examination an-
nouncement (1961) 1838

research, etc., examination announcement
(1961) 1839; (1962) 13104
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Aeronautics—Continued
aninn in aviation personnel, medical studv

(1965) 4287
ani-eement with Switzerland (196.'?) 3362

aRricultural, applications, research and de-

velopment, conference report (1965) 23
air carriei- accidents, 1959, statistical re-

view (1962) 309
air commerce, crimes aboard aircraft, amend

law-
hearings (HMil) 14724, 18954
law (1961) 18.592

reports (1961) 14700, 16695
air commerce traffic pattern, scheduled car-

riers, 1961 (1962) 14793
air service

—

laws. Army, Postal and Navv, compilation
(1961)344

modernization with adequate facilities and
schedules (address) (1961) ,5508

airman's jiuide

—

Alaska (1961) 3135; (1962) 3609
F'acific supplement (1961) 3133; (1962)

3(507, 7311; (1963) 3447; (1964) 3245;
(1965) 3129
notices to airmen (1961) 3134; (1962)
3606

Imited States (1961) 3132; (1962) 3605,
21712; (1963) 3448, 3604; (1964) 3244,
3424; (1965) 3128, 3314

airman's information manual (1965) 131,

3130, 101,30

Alaska, general (1961) 5977

amend NASA act

—

hearings (1961) 7146, 10491, 12496, 14504
law (1961) 8614
reports (1961) 7118, 8919, 14330
staff report (1962) 5058

American chronology of science and technol-
ogy in exploration of space, 1915-60
(1961) 15765

arbitration, air transport agreement with
Italy (1964) 20823

Army aviation

—

accident prevention pamphlet (1963) 9658
aircraft descriptions (1961) 1687

digest (1961) 2913; (1962) 4406; (1963)
42.56; (1964) 4111; (1965) 4022

navigation, technical manual (1965) 8532

organizational aircraft maintenance, field

manual (1965) 18934
transport services and units in field army

(1965) 11903
use of meteorology, technical manual

(1961) 3781; (1963) 20327
astronaut John H. Glenn orbits earth for

America, Feb. 20, 1962 (1962) 10478
astronaut M. Scott Carpenter, flight in Au-

rora 7, May '24, 1962 (1962) 16029-30
aviation

—

and air traffic control, agreement w-ith

Canada (1964) 5706
and astronautics conference in Israel,

translations (1963) 12398
cosmonautics (USSR periodical), transla-

tions (1962) 22332
battalion, field manual (1965) 18935
chemical method of exterminating red-

cheeked marmot, USSR study (1962)
7907

communication cable, agreement with
Panama (1965) 1.5069

electronics inspector, examination an-
nouncement, discontinuance notice
(1962) 4844

fixed base operation, starting and manag-
ing (1963) 3326

forecasts, fiscal years 1963-68 (1963) 2241
industry, ceramics for aviation parts

(1964) 8980

Aeronautics—Continued
aviation—Continued
joint financing of air navigation services

in (Jreenland and Faroe Islands, agree-
nx'nt with other (iovernments (1963)
14724, 16591

key to weather reports (1961) 21436;
(1964) 11689

maps, their creation and use. West Ger-
many (1962) 19896

medical examiners, list (1961) 1729; (1962)
16423

military aircraft flights, agreement with
India (1964) 1613

aviation news (periodical) (1961) 7367; (1962)
.3634A; (19()3) .'5474; (1964) .•?452; (1965)
3345

radio services, FCC rules and i-egulations
(1962) 17460, 21726, 23515; (1963) 6399,
12100, (1964) 3991, 8534, (1965) 3363

safety officer, examination announcement,
discontinuance notice (1963) 4622

scheduled services, agreement with .laniai-

ea (1963) 9410
series (1961) 11652

battalion, infantry, airborne, inechanized
and armored divisions, field manual

^ (1962) •200'.'

Beacon studv, recommendations, etc.

(speech) (1962) 2452
bibliography (1962) 3344
cardiology in aviation, 1st international

symposium (1961) 129
challenges of technological change in avia-

tion remarks (1962) 21718
chart updating manual (1963) ,5875; (1964)

.'«14; (1965) 3206
charts and publications of ACIC (1961) 2880;

(1962) 3.581; (1963) .3420

chronology on science, technology, and poli-

cy (1965) 1404, 12985
civil aeronautics act, amend, hearings (1961)

5875
civil aeronautics and C.A.B., promotion (ad-

dress) (1965) 10274.
civil aeronautics manual, see listings under

Federal Aviation Agency in monthly
issues,

civil air regulations, see listings under Fed-
eral Aviation Agency in monthly issues,

special regulations (1961) .504, 3143; (1962)
4347; (1963) 4201; (1964) 4045, (1965)
3952

civil aviation

—

accidents, summary reports (periodical)
(1965) 4386

compilation of laws (1963) 16919
domestic, predictions for future (address)

(1961) 1829
employment outlook (1964) 9442
employment requirements and changing
occupational structure (1964) 16591

(ierman Democratic Republic I'egulations
(1965) 6435

Government publications, price list (1962)
10597; (1963) 20087; (1965) 9867

manpower requirements of industry. Proj-
ect Long Look (1964) 21292

Panamanian national regulations (1964)
18422

USSR civil air fleet (1962) 6031
disaster control planning (1961) 14832
law of July 31, 1963, East Germany, trans-

lation (1963) 17714
world survey

—

Africa (1961) 3891
Asia (1962) 6739
continental Europe and Irelajid (1965)

13.547

Mexico, Central America, and Caribbean
area (1962) 13030
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Aeronautics—Continued
civil aviation—Continued

world survey—Continued
Near and Middle East (1961) 20401
Nordic area (1963) 5985
Oceania (1962) 67:^9

South America (1962) 18771
southwest Asia (1961) 9982
United Kinjjdom (1965) 7182

Coast Guard aviation

—

facility requirements, opportunities for
economies. GAO report (196.S) 15596

story (1964) 6114
code of Federal regulations (1961) 9110,

10.598-599, 14867; (1962) 7.S5.S-56. 9618;
(196.3) 12115. 13926-928; (1964) 6651-52,
(1965) 9104-6. 10825

coilepes, universities, and public vocational
schools with aviation flijjht or ground
school courses approved bv FAA (1962)
21629

contemporarv and future aeronautical re-

search, hearings (1961) 16861
crop dustinpr, problems in aerial application

(1963) 16866
electronic equipment. Communist Chinese

study (1961) 20974
events NASA reports (1962) 17129; (1963)

13669
excessive costs incurred for training activi-

ties at Federal Aviation Agency Acade-
my, GAO report (1965) 6262 .

FAA statistical handbook of aviation (1961)
20723; (1963) 17422; (1964) 10.508; (1965)
4696

Federal aviation act

—

amend

—

hearings (1961) 393, 14724, 16841, 17125,
18954; (1962) 7214, 13527, 19187;
(1963) 12012; (1964) 6.502-3; (1965) 414,
8894

laws (1961) 14089, 18592; (1962) 16754
reports (1961) 10460, 12253, 14694,

14700, 16695. 18854; (1962) 7069,
15234. 19344; (19«i3) 17271; (1964) 4.54,

6288, 10413, 12225
enforcement procedures, FAA regulations

(1962) 5150, 21715; (1963) 13895; (1965)
12423, 14228, 19597

rule-making procedures, FAA regulations
(1962) 21714; (1963) 8219

text (1963) 16919, 18712
Federal aviation regulations

—

.see listings under Federal Aviation Agen-
cy in monthly issues,

.status (1963)" 481, 4884, 12096, 20660;
(19(54) 6622, 12385, 21293; (1965) 4703,
12428

fixed communications, regulations of FAA
administrator (1961) 4179

flying. Air Force manuals (1962) 4534-36
international air services, transport treaty

problems (address) (1961) 11985
general aviation accidents

—

small fixed-wing aircraft, briefs (periodi-
cal) (1965) 4371

statistical review, 1963, (1965) 13665
international language for aviation, review

of Air Force sponsored research, 1952-61
(1962) 16323

international notams (1961) 3138; (1962)
.39.58; (1963) 3798; (1964) .3608; (1965)
3524

international research and development
symposium, proceedings (1962) 11042

international weather schedules, service O,
ATS handbook (1963) 89; (1964) 11812,
19191

jennies to jets (1962) 13777

Aeronautics—Continued
laws and treaties of world (1961) 20586-

(1965) 14119
lease of equipment, agreement with Federal

Republic of Germany (1963) 21125
memorandum for aviators (1961) 3302; (1962)

4046; (1963) .3894; (1964) 3717; (1965)
3634

NASA operations, semiannual report

—

departmental editions (1961) 6363; (1962)
16032, 22592; (1963) 7300; (1964) 1481

document editions (1961) ,5590; (1962)
1510.5. 20966; (1963) 6091 ; (1964) 284

NASA program

—

industry conference (1963) 9143
major activities (1961) 2526

NAS.^ scientific and technical programs,
hearings (1961) 8969

national aviation policy effects on communi-
ty interests (address) (1961) 16488

national collections exhibited bv National
Air Museum (1965) 11521

national goals, report of task force (1961)
19292

naval aviation

—

air controlman, training course (1962)
14.533

chronology, 1910-60 (1961)6470
commemorative stamp (poster) (1961)

15918
50th anniversary, galvano in commemora-

tion

—

law (1961) 10188
reports (1961) 8803, 10440

Government publications, price lists (1962)
10.597; (1963) 20087; (1965) 9867

news (1961) 3515; (1962) 4102; (1963) 3944-
(1964) 3772; (1965) 3688

NROTC cruise manual (1964) 13318; (1965)
9815

-safety review (1961) 3513; (1962) 3620;
(1963) .3460; (1964) 3260; (1965) 3145

San Diego, Calif., recognize officially as
birthplace, report (1961) 16671

United States Navy, general information
(1961) 17754

noise control in aviation, USSR study (1962)
865

notice to aviators (1961) 3306; (1962) 4420;
(1963) 3972; (1964) 3799; (1965) 3718

NROTC aviation cruise manual, 1963 (1963)
11147

operational meteorological requirements for
aviation and ATC, analyses (1961) 17804

PACAF basic bibliographies (1961) 20331;
(1962) 18654

Pacific airman's guide and chart supplement
(periodical) (1965) 3747

Panel on Science and Technology, 6th meet-
ing, report (1965) 7465

plane sense, general aviation information
(1962) 15610, 21789; (1963) 20689

private pilot's handbook of knowledge (1964)
6732

progress and growth (speech) (1961) 10578
radio services, FCC rules and regulations

(1961) 4185, 9088, 12612, 19296; (1962)
2456

relative motion problems (1961) 8086
research and development, report (1961)

18927
research, investigation

—

authorization, reports (1961) 5663; (1963)
6114; (1965) .5884

expenses, reports (1961) .5684; (1964)
12071; (1965) .5913

research, patent policies relating to, hear-
ings (1962) 398, 11474
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Aeronautics—Continued
responsibility for

—

air progress and safety (remarks) (1961)
5982

proficiency, problems faced in Kfit^ral

aviation (address) (1961) 1954
role of government and its relation to avia-

tion (address) (1961) 20472A
rules of practice in economic proceedings,

CAB procedural regulations (1962)
18094: (196:?) 116.50

safety, hearings (1961) 10.508

safety officer for duty in FAA. examination
announcement (1962) 2260

serial publications, world list (1962) 2.'?942

space flight of Soviet cosmonauts (1964)
19951

speaking of space and aeronautics (series)

(1965) 14864-867. 19951
speed as factor in progress, list of records,

1906-61 (196.3)8186
statutes and related material, compilation

(1963) 16919
super'sonic precision aerial demonstration

team. Air Force Thunderbirds flying

North American F-lOO Super Sabres
(1965) 8495

thunderstorms, flying (1961) 11652
toxic hazards in aerial application of pesti-

cides (1962) 16421
transport services, agreement with

—

Bolivia (1964) 7792
Colombia (196.'?) 14720
France (1962) 228.58

India (1965) 8052
Mexico (1964) 7798, 20842
New Zealand (1962) 20.326; (1963) 16.596;

(1964) 18969
United States Naw (1965) 13100
Uruguay (1965) .5401

United States activities, (1961) 5.591; (1962)

4920; (1963) 4719, 7304; (1964) 4434,

.5.537; (1965) 4476. .5246

USSR-
aviation design, new achievements. (1964)

12688
medical aviation, organizational problems

(1962) 2734
VHF communications in air transportation,

Czechoslovakian study (1963) 12570

weather for pilots and flight operations per-

sonnel (1965) 10902

weather schedules

—

ATS manual (1961) 17975
international, ATM manual (1961) 17974

see aiso Aeronautical engineering—Air car-

riers—Air navigation—Aircraft—Flight

—Reconnaissance (aerial)—Telemetry

—

also certain headings beginning Air.

Aeronautics and associated equipment, see
.Aeronautics.

.Aeronautics and Space .Administration, Na-
tional, see National Aeronautics and
Space .Administration.

.Aeronaves de Mexico:
accident (1962) 16.588

amended report (1962) 23095

.Aeroradioactivitv survev and areal geology
(1965) 180.*.5600

.Aeronomv:
articles, USSR (1962) 6089
planetary (1963) 18119-123, 19890-898
scientific works. 1957-59 (1961) 8040
translations from Geomagentizm i aeronomi-

va (1962) 12015
USSR activities, 1960-62 (1963) 19.579

USSR research (1963) 19375

Aerophotography, see Aerial photography.

Aeroradioactivity survey and aeral geology
(1962) 11024, 18704; (1963) 1827, 11552;
(1965) 180

Aeroradioactivity survey and related surface
geology of parts of Los Angeles region,
Calif (1963) .5927

Aerosol generators, air operated, portable,
studies (1964) 7651

Aerosols:
AEC handbook (1964) 8068
aerosols and air ions interaction, dose-effect

relationships (1963) 7197
air-borne contaminants, system for adminis-

tering by inhalation (1962) 89.56

apparatus for

—

automatic counting of bacterial particles,

USSR study (1962) 2947
group electroaerosol therapy and prophv-

laxis, USSR study (1962) 12133
artificial radioactive, study of behavior,

problems of atnwspheric circulation
(1965) 13488

atmospheric observations with searchlight
probing (1965) 109

attenuating components in ultraviolet re-

gion, altitude variation (1964) 19149
bacterial

—

and viral, variable volume chamber design
for. USSR study (1961) 19.5.53

concentration, effectiveness of bacteria
collectors in determining, USSR study
(1964) 7059

polydispersed, USSR study (1965) 9451
use of B. prodigiosum as experimental

model, USSR study (1965) 6430
controlling nx>squitoes in your home and

premises (1962) 16287
green glow diffusion program (1962) 10896,

22960
industrial rhenium, hygienic characteristics,

USSR .study (1964) 18372
insecticidal, use of hexachlorane, USSR

study (1962) 1019
micro-organisms, viability, methodology of

determining. USSR study (1962) 950
natural, results of research over various

regions of USSR (1961) 910
particles

—

concentration distribution according to
altitude and determination of coefficients

of vertical displacement in free atmos-
phere (1961) 2365

organic and inorganic origin, photoelectric
count. USSR study (1961) 17422

precipitation from flow, influence of iner-

tia, USSR study (1965) 14501
studies at Military Institute of Hygiene
and Epidemiology, Poland (1962) 5553

penetration into blind slits, USSR study
(1962) 19910

penetration through filter paper with and
without pinholes (1964) 4297

plutonium. field release, biomedical and aero-

sol studies (1961) 8429
polvdisperse bacterial, experimental study,

USSR (1965) 11287
pulsating unit A.AP-0.5 Mikron, USSR study

(1964) 1038
radioactive background in atmospheric air

in Frunze, USSR, study (1962) 965
radioactive, filter pack technique for classi-

fying by particle size

—

isotopic fractionation with particle size

(1965) 9825
preliminary reports, etc (1965) 9819

radioactive, method of inhalation poisoning
of animals, USSR study (1965) 14528

radiobiological problems, properties and
hazards of radioactive aerosols pro-

duced by atomic technique (1965) 15245
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Aerosols—Continued
scavenging: radioactive particulate matter

and aerosols in connection with nuclear
reactor operation, summarv report
(1962) 14899

smoke and mists, USSR study (19(52) 917

therapy for disinfection in prevention of

aeropenic infections, USSR study (19(51)

19701
toxicity on industrial premises, USSR study

(19(55)9480
treatment of diseases of respiratory organs,

Poland (1962) 7(570

tularemia dust vaccine testing, USSR study
(1964)9195

turbulent diffusion theory, hypothesis of
quasi-stationary surface layer in bound-
ary laver of atmosphere, USSR study
(1961)9.'52

USSR studies (1962) 14195
vaccination method, theoretical and experi-

mental development problems, USSR
study (1962) 5624

water, comparative measurements of concen-
tration and distribution of particles,
USSR study (1961) 4502

Aerospace, see Outer space.

Aerospace biology, see Biology.

Aerospace Corporation:
fiscal and management policy and control

—

hearings (1965) 15777
report (1965) 19297

formation, report (1961) 8764

Aerospace craft, see Spacecraft.

Aerospace Industries Association of America,
Inc.. President's E award for excellence
in exporting (remarks) (1965) 13732

Aerospace maintenance safety (1963) 7603;
(1964) 3216; (1965) 3104

Aerospace Medical Division. Engineering Psy-
chology Branch and Training Psycholo-
gy Branch reports, bibliography (1961)
17958

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories:
Biodynamics and Bionics Division, bibliogra-

phy of research reports and publica-
tions (1964) 11797

memorandum (1965) 5524
technical documentary reports (1963) 7604,

11477, 20301; (1964) 51. 9967, 11784-785
Aerospace medicine, see Medicine.

Aerospace Research Laboratories; cadmium
sulfide, history of semiconductor re-

search (1965) 4191

Aerospace Research Office:

basic research resumes (1963) 7621

chronology (1962) 18653
contribution to programmed instruction

(1965) 4193
index of research results (1962) 12943; (1963)

3981; (1964) 11801, 15230-231, 20969;
(1965) 8484

monograph series (1965) 4193
OAR news (1962) 4137
OAR's research role (1962) 98
OAR series (1962) 10900, 12944, 186.53,

20445; (1963) 4400, 7621, 14195, 16782;
(1964) 67, 7992, 11801, 15230-231, 17001,
19160; (1965) 4190-92, 7095, 8484, 11880,
13425

quarterly index of current research results
(1965) 3727

report 4166
research accomplishments of Air Foice

(1964) 17001
research and other programs (1965) 7095
research efforts, project sequence, list (1964)

7990; (1965) 3.599

Aerospace Research Office—Continued
research objectives '65, physical sciences,

engineering sciences, environmental sci-

ences, life sciences (1965) 11880
research resumes (1964) 7992
research review (periodical) (1965) 18914
scientific information activities (1962) 22653
technical documentary reports, quarterly

index (1962) 4276
Aerospace safety (periodical) (1961) 2882;

(1962) 3.583; (1963) 3422; (1964) 3217;
(1965) 3105

Aerospace science, see Science.
Aerospace vehicles, see Spacecraft.
Aerospacecraft, .see Spacecraft.
Aerotitis media, .see Otitis media.
Aerotriangulation, .see Aerial mapping.
Aerozine, toxicity, effects of arginine, 1-

glutamate, and pyridoxine (1964) 19182
Aesthetics, Rumanian, discussion (1961) 19722
AET:

effect of in-vitro oxidation of glucose by rat
spleen and bone marrow suspensions
(1965) 13436

in combination with pentobarbital, protec-
tive effect against gamma rays (1962)
1964

protective action on radiomimetic effect
caused by oleic acid oxidation products,
USSR study (1963) 16151

radioprotection

—

in primates (1961) 6720
with AET-cysteine in rhesus monkey

(1964) 19179
AETH, see Aminoethylisothiouronium.
AFCRC, see Air Force Cambridge Research

Center.
AFCRL, see Air Force Cambridge Research

Laboratories.
AFDC, see Children—Families—Public assist-

ance.

AFFTC, see Air Force Flight Test Center.
Afghanistan:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1965)

18793
aid in action, fact sheet (1962) 3496
around world with Bob Poage, report on

recent trip to (1963) 2046
background, economic, political, social, etc

(1962) 24096
background notes (1965) 6815
changing position in Asia (address) (1961)

6565
cotton (1965) 14353
economic cooperation informational media

guaranty program, agreement (1961)
11613

economy, basic data (1963) 2420
education (1961) 7329, 12574
commission for educational exchange and

financing programs, agreement (1963)
20189

highway contracts, foreign aid construction
project, hearings (1961) 18950

import tariff system (1962) 21887
information report (1961) 2264, 4477, 4574,

7852. 13080, 13168, 13274, 15119, 15178,
17493; (1962) 1146, 1316, 1542, .3229,

6019. 8207
Iran boundary, .study (1963) 20151
labor conditions (19(53) 18047
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 18449
meteorological service (1962) 8064
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14667
Peace Corps program, agreement (1963) 1538

postal rates (1961) 13263
relief supplies, duty free entry, etc., agree-

ment (1961) 9776
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Afghanistan—Continued

scientific cooperation with Soviets (lit*).'))

.">()!.'1

technical cooperation, agreement (19(il)

!)T74: (l!tr.2) UfiUf); (19(W) 7449; (19(!4)

9809: (191;.")) (;9:{(t, 15074
USSR boundary, study (1964) 7764

AFI. see Armed Forces Institute.

AP^IT, see Air Force histitute of Technology.
AFL-C'IO, see American Federation of I^ab-

or-Congress of Industrial Organization.s.

AFL-CK) Union Industries Show, displays
products of united efforts of labor and
management (address) (1962) 14liiil

AFMDC, see Air Force Missile Development
Center, Holloman Air Force Base.

AFO series (196'2) 2396
AFOSR, see Air Force Office of Scientific Re-

search.
.\frica:

abbreviations used, corrected version (1963)
6806

activities of private U.S. organizations,
hearings (1961) 12.346

Africa and United States, images and reali-

ties, UNESCO background book (1962)
6462

African series, see listing under State De-
partment in monthly issues.

African .studies, serials'(1961) 19836
agricultural production in 28 countries in-

dices (1962) 17380
agricultural situation (1964) 6.").'i7: (196.t)

7.'i72

agriculture, report (1965) 7466
American doctoral dissertations on, list

(1963) 3044
American Negro's opportunity for interna-

tional service (1962) 1811.5

anti-imperialist revolution, results and pros-

pects (1962) 3114, 3118
briefing, hearing (1963) 11897
career opportunities for Negro college grad-

uates (address) (1962) 10378
central and east, new climax in national in-

dependence movements (1961) 2095
Chinese penetration (1962) 19927
civil aviation survey (1961) 3891
colonialism and public health (1962) 14053
colored peoples, Israel as mentor (1961)

13218
Communism, translations (1962) 8175
Communist aims, translations (1962) 3124
contributions to hydrology of Africa and

Mediterranean region (series) (1963)
14037; (1964) 682.3-24; (1965) 2250

criticism of western neo-colonialist economic
policies, USSR study (1965) 19788

current problems and developments, articles
from East German journal (1961) 13308

decisive year of national revolution (1961)

East-
decolonization, translations (1965) 2589
living conditions (1963) 12257
preparing shipments to (1963) 8380

east coast, lights and fog signals, list (1961)

4329, 9273, 19441; (1962) 7483, 21852;
(1963) 9259

economic assistance, U.S. activities (ad-

dress) (1965) 11044
education

—

African women educators project report

(1963) 14072
Africans in Tanganyika (1961) 4145

facing power shift in economic relationships

(1962) 25.58

flight information publication, terminal low
altitude (1962) 3869; (1963) 3709

Africa—Continued

food balances, (1961) 4254; (1965) 7574
foreign operations appropriations. 1963,

hearings (1962) 19169; (1963) 18918
foreign relations of U.S.

—

departmental editions (1963) 13066; (1964)
11619; (1965) 11712

document editions (1963) 11735; (19t)4)

10153; (1965) 10374
French Institute of Black Africa, program

of work, etc. (1962) 10119
French-speaking

—

pharmaceutical regulations (1965) 16.355

States, mining industry (1961) 17484
glossary of abbreviations (1965) 5004
health information for travel (1961) 2663

15931; (1962) 18414; (1963) 16497
international conference on audio-visual

methods (1965) 11305
journey through 5 wars, translations (19(>4)

12768
labor organizations, directory (1962) 23608
languages, fellowships (1961) 19237; (1962)

19433
libraries, book production, and archives,

reading list (1962) 23943
market indicators (1962) 23619
market profiles (1965) 15379
mining industry, transport problems in cen-

tral and south basins, USSR study
(1963) 15870

monetary situation, gold and dollar reserves
(1963) 120.53

music, annotated bibliography (1964) 14715
names and concepts (1961) 5102; (1962) 4569
national liberation movement, USSR study

(1962) 1207
new material useful in teaching (1962) 11704
newspapers received in American libraries

(1962) 10421; (1965) 8009
north

—

active crossroads (1965) 18774
agriculture (1965) 12382
Educational Materials Laboratory report

(1964) 14183
leadership, 2d and 3d generation elites in

the Maghreb (1964) 9804
time of decisions (1964) 19199

north, flight information publication

—

enroute high altitutle (1963) 3690
enroute low altitude (1963) 3694
planning, air traffic control procedures

(1963)3699
northeast, crop insects (1965) 5505
northwest, sailing directions (1962) 2546,

(1963) 14619; (1965) 6819
Pan-African and Guinean events reported in

Guinean Democratic Party daily, Horaya,
Sept. 4-11, 1962(1963)1043

Peace Corps volunteers (1965) 16798
people's independence movement and Com-

munist China (1961) 2178
policy of Communist China (1961) 13220

political divisions (1961) 2714; (1962^ 8660
political, economic, etc.. problems, study

mission report (1961) .5866; (1962) 7219
problems and prospects, bibliography (1963)

103
raw materials, strategic significance in I'.S.

planning (1963) 1776
real issues in unfinished struggle for free-

dom (1963) 7432
refugee problems, hearings (1965) 10695
research studies

—

completed, list (1964) 7756
in progress, list (1961) 1.5982; (1964) 9792

Saharan peoples, changes since 1954, trans-
lations (1963) 7112
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Africa—Continued
sales frontier for U.S. business, internation-

al commerce, supp (1968) 8375
save, Tito's special mission, Albanian study

(1961) 15106
secret of Soviet successes in Asia-Africa,

USSR study (1962) 3094
social, economic, and political ties with U.S.

(remarks) (1964) 19828
social science research studies

—

completed, list. (1965) 8302
in progress, list (1964) 20816

Socialism, Nasser, Ben Bella and the fine

distinction (1964) 2729
south of Sahara

—

bibliography (1961) 211.53; (1964) 11303
international educational, cultural and

related activities (1961) 20171
southeast coast, sailing directions (1961)

4327; (1962) 7482; (1964) 1522; (1965)
9808

southwest coast, sailing directions (1961)

17342; (1963) 7349; (1964) 16777
Soviet handbook, description of Africa

(1964) 9126
students from Africa, West German assist-

ance (1963) 5365
.students, study programs in U.S., report and

hearings (1965) 15722
sub-Saharan

—

agricultural development schemes, bibliog-

raphy (1963) 18053
tribes, translations (1962) 8291. 10076,

10315, 12224, 14336, 15914, 21910
Tanganyika, new force (1962) 2000
tobacco industry (1964) 764
today, general information, Army pamphlet

3779
trade union plot, USSR article (1961) 7865
trade unionism, what is current status?

(1965) 2345
trade with United States, statistical report,

1959-61 (1962)21896
translations, see listing under Joint Publica-

tions Research Service in monthly is-

sues.

tropical and south, national liberation move-
ment and Stalinist theory of colonial
revolution (1961) 17415

U.S. Information Service activities, hearing
(1963) 7996

United States

—

and Africa (1964) 16868
and Canadian publications on Africa

(1962) 10425
foreign aid program, report of study

(1963) 19055
print additional copies, reports (1964)

15682, 17512
foreign operations report (1963) 8021

print as Senate document, report (1963)
6273, 7918

policy (address) (1965) 11896
policy, assistance, etc. (1963) 13060
organizations, African programs, directo-

ry (1965) 1.5050

trade (1961) 4267, 18457; (1962) 11945
USIA operations, hearings (1962) 13515
USSR-

helps countries (1961) 10770
primer (1962) 15819
scientific research conference on coordina-

tion of work (1963) 1037
training programs (1963) 6345

west

—

community development stories (19()3)

12261
international atlas, method and plan

(1962) 100.59

Africa—Continued
west—Continued

ophidioid fish genus. Oligopus, I'eview

(1964) 20656
trade unions in countries (1961) 19589

west coast

—

lights and fog signals (1961) 4330, 12813,
19442; (1962) 665, 19587; (1963) 11140;
(1964) 5578, 16780, 21814; (1965) 1531,
8195, 13096, 19988

tide tables (1961) 16510; (1962) 13116;
(1963) 11674; (1964) 13813; (1965) 10314

western and southern

—

international fishing activities (1965)
10878

tuna fishery, (1965) 10876
workers movement (1965) 18312
working Africa will he united, translation

(1962) 6071
Zanzibar, question mark (1964) 5935
see also Central African Republic—French

West Africa—South Africa—South West
Africa

African Comet (S.S.):

launching ceremony (remarks) (1962) 8449
African horsesickness (1962) 8784
African Institute, Academy of Sciences, USSR,

research plan (1962) 2673
African languages. Foreign Service Institute

basic courses, announcement (1963)
11216

see also Hausa language—Yoruba language.

African Neptune (S.S.):

launching ceremonies (remarks) (1962) 21740

African swine fever (1962) 8783
Africans:
disenchantment with Communist indoctrina-

tion (1962) 22371
in Moscow, disillusionments (1964) 6881

workers, conspiracies of I.F.F.T.U. against
Egyptian study (1961) 1008

Afrormosia, see Kokrodua.
AFSC, see Air Force Systems Command.
AFSCM. see Air Force Systems Command.
AFSOR. see Air Force Office of Scientific Re-

search.
AFSWC. see Air Force Special Weapons Cen-

ter.

After attack, what? national recovery or na-
tional decline (1965) 6125

After college, what? (1961) 6909
After 100 years, yearbook of agriculture

(1962) 12834, 13350

Afterbodies:
afterbody-ejector configurations, effect on

performance at transonic speeds of py-
lon-supported nacelle model having
hot-jet exhaust (1962) 22551

conical and circular-arc boattail, drag at

Mach nos 0.6 to 1.3 (1961) 9517
conical, boattail drag at Mach numbers of

0.6 to 1.26, effect of convergent ejector
nozzles (1961) 4874

cylindrical, with

—

clustered supersonic nozzles, wind tunnel
investigation of net-thrust and base-
pressure characteristics at transonic
Mach numbers (1962) 1674

different nose shapes and nose drag coeffi-

cients in helium, Reynolds number ef-

fects on induced pressures (1964) 1486;
(1965) 9736

extended nozzles, effects of jets on base
drag (1961) 127!t

effect on thrust minus base drag when ex-

changing base area for nozzle overex-
pansion at transonic speeds (1961) 8006

Do not order from index; see indicated entry Page 4
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Afterbodies—Continued

ejector configurations effect on performance
at transonic speeds of pylon-supported
nacelle model with hot-jet exhaust (1961)
17697

exhaust-nozzle combinations, effect of base
bleed and terminal fairinfts on perform-
ance (1961) i:i09

geometry and sting diameter effect on aero-
dynamic characteristics of slender bod-
ies at Mach from 1.57 to 2.86 (1964) 146.T

modifications, effects on aerodynamic char-
acteristics of hodv with and without
vertical tail at Mach of 2.01 (1961) 1277

pressure distributions and external drag on
single-engine airplane model at transon-
ic speeds, hot-jet exhaust effect (1961)

9521
pressures on boattailed bodies of revolution

(1965)9711
pressures on 2-dimensional boattailed bodies

having turbulent boundary layers at

Mach 5.98 (1964) 14882
terminal fairings, effect on pylon-mounted

turbojet-nacelle model (1962) 12432
twin-jet, boattail and base pressures at

Mach 1.91 (1961) 1260
Afterburners:

ejector-nozzle metal temperatures, experi-

mental investigation (1962) 1662
high-temperature, altitude performance in-

vestigation (1961) 1255
high-velocity, flame-holder elements for use

(1961) 19905
louvered-liner, effect of flame-holder design

on altitude performance (1961) 9498
performance with hydrogen peroxide in-

jection for thrust augmentation (1961)
17676

ramjet engine, using gaseous hydrogen as
fuel at Mach 3.0 (1963) 3106

shell temperatures, effects of internal con-
figuration (1961) 19902

use of combined compressor injection and
afterburning in turbojet engine for
thrust augmentation (1963) 5513

wall temperatures, effect of pressure level

(1963) .5.527

Aftereffect, .see Spiral aftereffect.

Afterglow:
air, and thermal radiation of nitrogen perox-

ide, USSR study (1961) 4617
plasma, with application in Nitrogen, inves-

tigation (1963) 21008
spectrum during discharge in water vapor

(1961) 2408
tails of high-density nanosecond arc chan-

nels (1965) 1800"

Afterimages, visual, as source of information
(1964) 16797

Afton, Wyo:
land exchange

—

law (1961) 16600
reports (1961) 14410, 14609

AFVA, see Visual aids.

.Agadir Province. Morocco, demographic, geo-

graphic and economic data (1963) 5299
Agan River, astronomical work in region, de-

scription (1961) 2442
Agana Naval Air Station, aircraft accident

(1962) 16595
Agar, Karl H., relief (19(52) 17168, 20978,

23126
Agassiz, Louis, correspondence with Spencer

F. Baird (1963) 14691
Agate Dam and Reservoir:
construction

—

hearing (1961) 14740
interior Dept. report (1961) 5587

Agate Dam and Reservoir—Continued
construction—Continued

law (1962) 20902
reports (1962) 9428

Agate Fossil Beds National Monument:
establish

—

hearing (1964) 15808
law (1965) 12025
reports (1964) 1.5748; (1965) 8796, 8939

Agba, Gossweilerodendron balsamiferum, for-
eign wood series (1961) 12717

Age:
age-adjusted and age-specific death rates for

malignant neoplasms (1964) 15041
age-hardening characteristics of nickel-

base-heat-resisting alloys, Japan (1964)
12961

age and income distribution (1965) 13266
changes in intensity of radiomethionine in-

corporation in proteins of crystal-line
lens, USSR study (1961) 12965

composition of

—

commercial California bluefin tuna catch
in 1963 (1965) 4736

Pacific sardine, 1932-60 (1961) 17262
determination from scales of marked Ameri-

can shad (1962) 2490
discrimination in employment by Federal

contractors and subcontractors, Elxecu-
tive order against (1964) 14669

discrimination prohibited

—

in private employment, State laws. May
1963 (1963) 14446

under State laws, table (1965) 6550
effects on arterial pressure-volume curve of

human extremity measured in vivo
(1961) 122

farm population, 1960 and 1964 (1965) 16921

functional state of certain analyzers as
function of sex and age, USSR study
(1964) 20413

implications for training and job perform-
ance of air traffic controllers (1962)
16416

Kvichak River red salmon smolts, abun-
dance and age (1962) 5209

limitations for coverage of children by Blue
Cross and Blue Shield plans in U.S. and
Puerto Rico (1962) 16165

limits in appointments to U.S. Park Police,

report (1963) 8064
migration of population by age (series)

(1965) 12383, 14173-177
mobility of population by age (1963) 1878
population trends, national, 1790-1960 (1965)

11796
records in National Archives (1961) 11437
relation to changes in blood and bone mar-

row under influence of cortisone, USSR
study (1961) 4657

relationship to altitude adaptation and work
performance (1964) 13735

size relationships in all-aged northern hard-
woods (1962) 608

USSR, development of speech at early age
(1962) 2610

young men, changes with age in serum lipid

concentrations (1963) 9628
Age (law):

State laws governing age of majority (1964)
9894

you may save time proving vour age and
other birth facts (1965) 16839

Aged:
action for aging

—

bibliography (1963) 23.58

publications (1962) 17634
activity center for senior citizens, case

study (1961) 20826

I»age 42 Do not order from index; see indicated entry



Aged—Continued

aped and chronically ill, residents in institu-

tions, Apr.-June 1963, characteristics

(1965) 18732
aging (periodical) (1961) 3295; (1962) 3584;

(1963) .3423; (196,5) 3106
aging Americans, their views and living

conditions (1961) -10515

print additional copies, report (1961)

12431
aging, in States, organization and action,

handbook (1965) 1711, 10005
aging population, trends 1950-60, projection

1970 (1963) 9505
aging with a future, every citizens concern

(1961) 1965
automobile ownership by aged persons in

U.S. (1964) 20799
beneficiaries under old-age, survivors, and

disability insurance (1961) 5059
bills affecting older persons, introduced 88th

Congress (1963) 9.508-9, 11410,

16693-694; (1964) 5761, 11715, 15168;

(1965) 3087
Blue Cross and other private health insur-

ance for the elderly

—

committee print (1964) 17860
hearings (1964) 14121, 15787

care in Europe, observations, 1960 (1962)

7104
centenarians, by sex and State, 1960 (1963)

9507
community action for older Americans, Sen-

ior Citizens Month, May 1965, (1965) 9843

community craft program (1961) 20827
community dental program (1962) 14567

community health services through project
grants to develop better methods of
providing (1961) 20101; (1962) 1778

community nursing homes (1961) 20824
companion to elderly person, suggested

training program (1964) 15840
Conference of State Executives on Aging,

1962, proceedings (1963) 2359
constant purchasing power bonds, proposal

for protecting income (1961) 19138
cooperative extension service work (1964)

2316
creating opportunities for older persons,

selected papers from 4th annual confer-
ence of State Executives on Aging (1964)
.21923

disabled, rehabilitation, background and
factual information on various problems
(1961) 6614

elderly citizens of our Nation, message from
the President (1963) 6088

employment barriers, etc., research prob-
lems and programs (statement) (1961)
1163

employment opportunities, increasing for
the elderly

—

hearings (1964) 8435, 10409
report (1964) 21236

enriching the added years (1961) 20822
facts on aging series (1963) 5039-40, 9505-

6,11409,20247
farm population, older, 1960-63 (1964) 16922
Federal assistance

—

community health services

—

for chronically ill and aged, PHS project
grants program (1964) 15166

pilot project contracts and cooperative
agreements (1964) 9884

mental health project grants program of

NIMH (1964) 15167
programs (1963) 11411
research and demonstration grant pro-
gram

—

Aged—Continued
Federal assistance—Continued

Education Office (1964) 7849
National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development (1965) 6989

Vocational Rehabilitation Administra-
tion (1964) 78.50

Welfare and Social Security Administra-
tions (1964) 7848

training programs of National Institute
of Child Health and Human Develop-
ment (1965) 11797

Federal legislation affecting older persons,
87th Congress, 2d session (1963) 5041

Federal organizations and programs in ag-
ing (1961) 19432

Federal payments to older persons in need of
protection, survey, etc (1965) 9846

Federal service, older worker (1961) 1963
FHA mortgage insurance on housing (1965)

9096
films and filmstrips on aging, list (1962)

23599
food guide for older folks (1962) 46, 18627;

(1963) 7565
40-plus workers, improving job opportuni-

ties, guide to community action (1961)
6230

foster family care (1965) 180.56

foster homes for older people (1964) 20881

frauds and deceptions affecting, investiga-
tions, findings, and recommendations,
1964, report (1965) 4594

print additional copies report (1965) 12254
friendly visiting program for older people

(1961) 20836
Government publications on various inter-

ests, price list (1963) 11226
health and economic conditions chart book

(1961) 12498
health and economic status of older Ameri-

cans, basic facts, staff report (1961)
12497

health care

—

estimated expenditures (1963) 11409
expand and improve community facili-

ties

—

hearings (1961) 14479, 17140
law (1961) 18764
reports (1961) 14277, 14313, 17049, 18882

financing programs, background facts

(1962) 12694, 13656
Health, Education, and Welfare Dept. pro-

grams for senior citizens in 1962 (1963)
2360

health frauds and medical quackery affect-

ing older citizen, hearings (1963) 8089;
(1964) 14122, 15788, 17862

health insurance

—

benefits act under social security, hear-
ings (1962) 401

comparison of proposals (1961) 10492
information for providers of services,

hospitals, etc (1965) 18763
medical and related aspects of new pro-

gram, questions and answers (1965)

16860, 18764
nongroup coverage for older people under
Blue Cross (1962) 16168

proposals, 1961-62 (1962) 13657
protection and provisions (1961) 17335
quality of coverage, findings of 1963 sur-

vey (1965) 6909
social security amendments of 1965, sum-
mary (1965)" 18767

health needs, highlights of testimony (1961)
20646

hemodynamics, USSR study (1961) 4679
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Aped—Continued
Hodson Day Center, community program for

older persons in public agency (1962)
19577

homemaker services for older people, anno-
tated bibliography (1962) 23598

hospital insurance program, enact, message
from the President (1965) 1982

housing

—

hearings (1962) 17099
law (1962) 20898
reports (1962) 16987. 21392

annotated references (1965) 16335

apartment units, report of recommenda-
tions made to National Capital Housing
Authority (1964) 7894

architect's check list (1962) 10618

census, 1960, final report (1963) 173
announcement and order form (1962)

14919
direct loans (1965) 6357

design guides (1963) 6058
fact sheet (1962) 18917; (1963) 9793
Federal law, excerpts (1962) 650; (1963)

5043
hearings (1962) 17099; (1964) 2232
information (1962) 18918; (1964) 8191
law (1962) 20898; (1963) 20439
management (1962) 6429
reports (1962) 16987. 21392; (1963)

17149. 19024
Federal loans (speeches) (1961) 14985.

19434, 20504
Federal programs, fact sheet (1962) 19579

FHA mortgage insurance fact sheet (1962)

15552
FHA, projects and people (1964) 15893

financing non-profit (paper) (1964) 230
for vou when vou're 62, what FHA does

about it (1961) 17237
general information (1965) 16988
government's role (speech) (1961) 18459

health, welfare, and community participa-
tion needs (1965) 751

mortgage insurance, administrative regu-
lations under National housing act
(1961) 5996

multi-unit, for rural areas, designs (1965)
15185

nonwhite, and his housing (1964) 4827
problems, hearings (1962) 2358, 9473;

(1964) 8434, 12246, 14123
programs, progress report (1962) 15648;

(1965) 752
public program fact sheet (1963) 9363
public project

—

low rent for elderlv, case study (1961)
20835

public, what it has done and is doing
(1962) 3471

reading list for architects (1963) 15627
report of Subcommittee on Housing for

Elderly (1962) 19366
print additional copies, report (1962)
21380

Rochford Terrace dedication (address)
(1962) 647

rural areas, insured loans for rental hous-
ing (1963) 6386; (1964) 10503, 20932

rural areas, insured loans program, ex-

tend

—

law (1964) 13889
reports (1964) 12091, 14058

selected references (1965) 15155
senior housing-golden age center program,

case study (1961) 20837
services (address) (1964) 11718

special text (1964) 194

Aged:—Continued
housing—Continued
Swedish projects offer ideas for Americans

(1963) 14649
what's new (remarks) (1961) 17339

how Government works for older people
(1962) 11759

human aging, biological and behavioral
study (1963) 16424

hypoxia. USSR study (1961) 2379
income

—

elderlv population, statistics (1963) 1.5086,

20247; (1964) 3191, 7854; (1965) 11945
marital status and household relationship

(1963) 14899
retirement income, hearings (1963) 325,
2084

security, measuring, source book of State
and national data (1961) 20141

State variations (1963) 1500; (1964) 3133
innervation of pia mater of human brain in

advanced and old age, USSR studv
(1961) 15515

interstate mail order land sales, hearings
(1964) 19586, 21237

ionizing radiation and aging (1961) 6722
Labor Department older worker program

(1961) 21145
legislation enacted by States. 1963-64, high-

lights (1965) 8369"

legislative and executive actions affecting
senior citizens (1964) 21238

living arrangements of older persons. 1950
and 1961 (1963) 9506

long-term institutional care, hearing (1964)
12247

longevity and aging, ideas of 0. 0. Bogomo-
lets, significance of further developing
study, USSR (1961) 21118

longevity and physiological old age, USSR
study (1964) 19891

marriage trends of older persons, and char-
acteristics of older brides and grooms
(1963) 5040

mechanical quackery (1965) 12479
medical aid for older persons through public

assistance (1965) 4689
medical and hygienic observations, USSR

study (1961) 20963
medical care

—

District of Columbia

—

amend public assistance act, report
(1964) 17752

delay in development and implementa-
tion, of program, GAO review (1963)
13993

expenditures for persons 65 and over

(1963) 7431
Kerr-Mills law. summary (1965) 19325
Kerr-Mills program

—

evaluation report (1963) 20603
performance of States for 18 months

(1962) 15420
M.AA and OAA, 1960-64 (1965) 5473
responsibility of society (address) (1962)

1553
Social security act

—

public assistance (1961) 20088
State characteristics (1965) 6150
State public assistance plans, staff de-

velopment provisions (1964) 12355
social security amendments of 1960 (1961)

19161
social security amendments of 1965

—

actuarial cost estimates (1965) 17747,

19322
analysis (1965) 8985
brief explanation (1965) 15035, 18762
entitlement and benefits available (1965)

17755
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Aged—Continued
medical care—Continued

social security amendments of 1965—Con.

hearings (1964) 17876; (1965) 7495, 10676
law (1965) 15451
reports (1965) 7464, 8792, 13945, 14055
summary (1965) 7496, 12208, 14001,

15836
text and justifications recommended by
HEW (1965) 17921

social security program, hearings (1964)

6371
medical examination of persons 80 years

of age and older, USSR (1961) 4622
medical programs. State action to imple-

ment, report (1961) 10494
meeting medical costs (1961) 20823

meeting needs of older people

—

at community level (address) (1965) 3089
where they live. State's role in community

planning, conference papers (1964) 9887
mental disorders of the aging (1963) 11243

mental illness, problem (1961) 20623

money income sources (1962) 3484

morphological composition of peripheral
blood, USSR study (1961) 15234

national organizations with plans, pro-

grams, services in field of aging, hand-
book (1961) 2756

national population trends (1965) 15152

needs and opportunities of senior citizens

(remarks) (1965) 9853
needs of older population of States, report

of progress, concerns, goals (1961) 2755
new facts on older Americans (1961) 10493

numbers, marital status, etc., . statistics

(1961) 10072
nursing homes

—

and care, publications list (1963) 18282
and related long-term care services, hear-

ings (1964) 12248, 15789
conditions and problems

—

hearings (1962) 11644, 1.5419, 17298;

(1965) 12299, 14108, 15997
study (1961) 4121
dietitian, opportunity to serve (1961)
21325

nutrition and food service, guide (1965)

18707
nutrition nonsense (1965) 12478
OASDI benefits—
and OAA payments, proportion receiving

(1965) 1623
estimated distribution by income class

(1964) 15086
Office of Aging and the many faces of age

(1963) 16695
old age assistance to help needy aged to

maintain themselves with dignitv (1965)
7620

older American

—

act, P.L. 89-73, legislative summary (1965)

19688
Senior Citizens Month, May 1964, guide to

opportunities (1964) 15169
veteran (1964) 15143

older handicapped workers, vocational reha-
bilitation (1963) 13112

on growing older (1964) 21836
opportunities to meet changing work condi-

tions (address) (1961) 11327
organized religion and older population

(1965) 6992
part-time employment for older people

(statement) (l"965) 16922
patients in mental hospitals, report (1961)

4119

Aged—Continued
patterns for progress in aging

—

case studies (1961) 20824-837; (1962) 19577
list (1963) 2358

publications list (1962) 17634
Pennsylvania Conference on Protective

Service for Older People, 1964, proceed-
ings (1965) 19970

physical culture, scientific research prob-
" lems (1961) 15361

physiology, biochemistry, and morphology,
historic descriptions and bibliography,
Russian studies (1962) 6312

planning for later years (1963) 21112; (1965)
9926

President's Council on Aging, annual report
(1963) 11209; (1965) 6857

problems

—

hearings (1962) 2359, 9474, 11645, 13658,

21205
investigation, report on findings (1961)

7238
legislative action proposed, bills pending,

etc., report (1961) 7238
special committee to study, report (1961)

5818
value of Four Freedoms House, Inc. (state-

ment) (1961) 15695

problems, developments, 1959-63

—

hearing (1963) 6193
report (1963) 4771

print additional copies, report (1963)

13768

programs for older people (1961) 1964

programs to help older persons, assistance
to States, etc.

—

compilation (1965) 19517
hearings (1964) 395
law (1965) 13803
reports (1964) 12096; (1965) 7414, 7461

protective services (1964) 6602, 13379
guidelines for professionals (address)

(1965) 18862
recreation, learning, and community service,

Hamilton, Ohio's experimental-demon-
stration approach (1961) 12551

rehabilitating the aging

—

disabled worker, programs (1964) 3185
employment, independence (1961) 21434

relocation of elderly people, hearings (1963)

6287, 8090
reports and guidelines from White House

Conference on Aging, list (1962) 17634
research programs in aging conducted and

supported by NIH (1961) 13556; (1962)

14509, 20180
retirement income hearings (1961) 19139;

(1962) 9475, 15421, 11646, 19367
print additional copies, report (1962) 7204

retirement preparation, Chicago plan (1961)

20828
role of education in field, conference report

(1963) 20249
role of public library in education (1962)

19438
rural countv cares for its aging, story of

Aitkin County, Minn (1964) 11717
selected references on aging (1962) 21844,

23598-599; (1963) 11411, 20248
senior citizens and how thev live, analysis of

1960 census data (1962) 19581; (1964)

4827
senior citizens and Peace Corps (1962) 18386

Senior Citizens Association of Los Angeles,
Inc., case study (1961) 20829

senior citizens center, goals, functions, and
programs (1964) 9704
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Aged—Continued

senior citizens programs, compilation of

materials relevant to message of the
President (1963) 13790

senior citizens service center, case study
(1961) 20833

Senior City, New York State Fair model
communitv for older people, history

(1961)20834
services for senior citizens

—

hearings (1964) 12249
report (1964) 17856

State aid under social security act (1965)

10788
State legislation enacted in 1962, highlights

(1963) 615
studies carried out or supported by NIH,

1960 research highlights (1961) 13555
tax benefits for older Americans (1965) 9303
traffic and senior citizen, bibliography (1965)

15156
university and education program for aging

(address) (1963) 617
veterans, rehabilitation, study, authoriza-

tion, report (1961) 7089
voluntary organizations in field of aging,

directory (1961) 5897
volunteer services for older people, annotat-

ed bibliography (1962) 21844
war on poverty as it affects older Ameri-

cans, hearings (1965) 17903
White House Conference on Aging

—

background studies prepared bv State
committees (1961) 4120, 5896

chart book (1961) 1965
policy and recommendations (1961) 19140
reports

—

aging with a future, selection of papers
defining goals and responsibilities for

current decade (1961) 12807
education for aging (1961) 14978
employment security and retirement of

older worker (1961) 14979
free time activities needs, values and
importance (1961) 14982

impact of inflation on retired persons
(1961) 14980

income maintenance, including financing

of health costs (1961) 14981
local community organization for aging

(1961) 19431
nation and its older people, report of

White House Conference on Aging
(1961) 9267

national voluntary services and organi-

zations (1961) 19433
rehabilitation and aging (1961) 19430
religion and aging (1961) 14983
research in gerontology, biological and

medical (1961) 20838
role and training of professional person-

nel (1961) 14984
significance, purpose, etc (1961) 1575

see also Aging—Gerontology—Old age as-

sistance—Old age insurance.

Agena, see Spacecraft.
Agena. Yasuko. and child, relief (1962) 20993
Agency for International Development, see

International Development Agency.
Agency operated group homes, casebook (1965)

4357
Agenda item, peace (1964) 15261

Agents, rules governing practice before Inter-

nal Revenue Service (1964) 19002
see also Foreign agents—Lawyers

—

Manufacturers

Agey, Wallace W.:
effect of ions common to natural water of

flotation of limestone (1963) 9121

Agey, Wallace W.—Continued

flotation and sintering studies on manganese
ores stockpiled at Deming, N. Mex., and
Wenden, Ariz. (1963) 1242

reduction of seepage losses from canals by
chemical sealants, etc (1965) 6595

Agganis, Cxinstantinos, relief, (1965) 15621,
19078, 19346

Agglomeration:
additive, effect of oxidizer particle size dur-

ing combustion (1963) 1280
MgO dispersion in nickel matrix, variation

effects of hot-pressing temperature
(1962) 10510

Agglutination, see Hemagglutination.
Aggregates:

clay and shale lightweight, expanded, indus-
" try in south-central U.S. (1964) 20478

compaction of graded crushed-aggregate
base course (1964) 641

concrete— , . , /.,.•!
compacted weight as measure of workabil-

ity, tests (1963) 19152
gap-graded, review of available informa-

tion (1962) 9567, 11733
nuclear radiation shielding, literature

survey (1961) 2764
expanded, resources for making in western

Washington and Oregon (1962) 22507
fine grading, influence on properties of con-

crete, laboratory investigation (1963)

466
gradation, simplification, standardization,

and uniform application and evaluation
chart (1962) 16145

lightweight

—

evaluating raw materials for rotary-kiln

production (1962) 23953
plant, using marine clays, York County,

Maine, establishment, (1965) 4232
production from washery refuse (1964)

13125
lightweight, expansion properties of

—

clays, shales, and argillites of Minnesota
(1964) 1434

clays, shales, and pre-Cambrian rocks of

Wisconsin (1962) 3338
Illinois shales and clays, (1965) 9593
Indiana shales, (1965) 5086
Iowa shales, clays, and loess (1964) 9510

manufacture bv nuclear means

—

investigation, (1965) 17124
feasibility (1964) 17959

nondolomitic limestone, reaction in concrete,

(1965) 14216
Aggregation affects color of elm spanworm

larvae (1964) 2383
Aggregation affects color of fall cankerworm

larvae. (1965) 4805
Aggression (international law):

North Viet-Nam, threat to southeast Asia

(1962) 1999
Aggression from the North, record of North

Viet-Nam's campaign to conquer South
Viet-Nam:

departmental edition, (1965) 8306
document edition, (1965) 7408
print as House document, reports, (1965)

7422 8928
special edition, (196.5) 7138

Aggressors:
maneuver enemy

—

language, Esperanto, grammar and vocab-

ulary (1962) 8920
supplies, pamphlet (1962) 8926

Agigea Station for Marine Zoology, Rumania
(1963) 10684

Aging:
action for aging, publication list, (1965)

1712
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Aging—Continued

aging in modern world, bibliography (1964)

9883
aging (periodical) (1964) 3218
aviation personnel, medical study, (1965)

4287
bibliography (1964) 11661, 13491
bills on aging, etc., introduced 88th Cong.,

1st sess (1964) 5761
catalog of exhibits on public welfare, (1965)

11794
chronological and physiological aging as

related to physical work capacity (1964)

5995
council on aging, guide to organizing, (1965)

11623
developments, 1963 and 1964, congressional

actions report, (1965) 7519
diet as factor in length of life and in struc-

ture and composition of tissues of rat

with aging (1964) 19080
Earlham, Iowa, organizes basic services for

its aging (1964) 15171
facts on aging series (1964) 3191, 16922;

(1965) 11796, 15152, 16921

Federal assistance for projects (1964)

7848-50, 9884, 15166-167; (1965) 6989,

11797
films on aging, list, (1965) 16923
Panel of Consultants on Aging, recommenda-

tions and proceedings (1964) 7853
patterns for progress in, case study (series)

(1964)9888,11717
positive view asks much of education (1964)

12325
President's Council on Aging, report (1964)

5640
process, biological aspects, USSR study

(1964)12818
Public Health Service programs (1965) 1586
research utilization, exploration, proceed-

ings, (1965) 9779
selected references, (1965) 15155-156, 16923
Senior Citizens Month, projects and promo-

tion guide, (1965) 8224
see also Aged—Gerontology.

Aging Administration:
establish

—

hearings (1964) 395
law, (1965) 13803
reports (1964) 12096; (1965) 7414, 7461

Aging of farm-cured hams as affected by meth-
od of cutting, curing, and smoking (1964)

7954
Aging Office, activities covered (1963) 16695
Aging population, see Aged.
Aging, Special Committee on, Senate:

activities and accomplishments, report

(1963) 4771
print additional copies, report (1963)

13768
additional expenditures, report (1961) 19058
committee prints, see subjects,

continued authority, etc., reports (1963)

6270; (1964) 6461; (1965) 4573
establish, report (1961) 5818
extend, report (1962) 5022
hearings, see subjects,

reports, .see subjects.

Aging, White House Conference on, see White
House Conference on Aging.

Agitator (USSR periodical):

articles on religion (1961) 13262
Agitators (machinery), see Mixing machinery.
Agnew, Allen F., geology of Platteville quad-

rangle, Wisconsin (1963) 17522

Agnew, 111., railroad accident (1962) 19615

AGO, see Adjustant General's Office.

Agostini, Enrico, and son, relief (1963) 13686;
(1965) 7508

Agourakis, Haralambos, relief (1961) 8871;

(1962) 6908, 6986
Agranulocytosis, cybernetic outline of granu-

locytic reactions caused by sulfathia-

zole, Polish study (1962) 7643
Agrarian reform, see Land reform.
Agreement on tariffs and trade, see General

agreements on tariffs and trade.

Agreements (industrial), see Industrial rela-

tions.

Agressor forces, nuclear play calculator, field

manual (1964) 10001
Agriculturae Sinica (Chinese periodical):

translation (1961) 11040
Agricultural act of 1949, see Farm labor.

Agricultural adjustment act, see Agriculture.
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry Bu-

reau, records, preliminary inventory
(1963) 3170

Agricultural aspects of Economic act of 1964
(1964) 12116

Agricultural chemicals, see Chemicals.
Agricultural chemistry:

aerial work, development of new equipment
(1962) 23835

chemically modified oil products and in-

dustrial uses, 1964 list of publications
and patents, (1965) 10032

chemistry in agriculture, USSR publication
(1964) 16206

developments, USSR study, (1965) 9407
economic effectiveness of introduction of

processes, USSR study (1964) 10819
fertilizers and agrochemistry research,

USSR studies (1964) 16089
organization of service in agriculture, USSR

translation, (1965) 2591
Rumanian agrochemical research (1964)

9235
Southern Utilization Research and Develop-

ment Division, publications and patents
semiannual lists (1962) 4492, 18614
(1963) 14845, 20268; (1964) 5800, 19061
(1965) 8411, 16949

USSR, need for agrochemistry (1964) 18259

Agricultural College, Wroclaw, Poland, science

and scientists in past and in future

(1962) 7758
Agricultural colleges, see Land-grant colleges.

Agricultural commodities, see Agricultural
products.

Agricultural conservation program:
act, amend

—

hearings (1961) 10324, 10495, 12499
law (1961) 16561
reports (1961) 14335, 14342, 14597

appropriations, 1962, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1961) 10325
average size of commodity allotments by

States (1962) 11422
community conservation actions, (1965)

16951"

conservation partnership, how to use, (1965)

18889
handbooks, (1961) 3-10, 1589-91, 3658-59,

20278-279; (1962) 26-30, 1915-26, 4493-95,

6549-51, 8800
information about conservation (1964) 5854
national bulletins (1961) 20279; (1963) 1664
pooling agreement, Colleton County, S.C.,

case history (1962) 10817
reserve contracts, release of land (1963)

13839
sportsman's stake (1964) 5847
statistical summary, (1961) 8257; (1962)

6551; (1963) 9555; (1964) 7903, 20906
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Agricultural conservation proKram—Con.

summary by States (1961) 1591; (1962) 1927;
(1963) 1665; (1964) 5801, 19062

Agricultural credit:

activities of farmers who have received
loans through Farmers Home Adminis-
tration (1962) 12863

adequate services for modern agriculture
(address) (1961) 5962

agriculture and commercial banks (remarks),
(1965) 10836

bank and PCA lending to farmers (1963)
19202

bank examiner looks at agricultural lending
(1963) 15503

code of Federal regulations (1961) 9114;
(1962) 11784; (1963) 13925; (1964) 12399;
(1965) 7644-50, 7662

cooperative farm credit system, functions
and organization (1962) 15531; (1963)
2236, 10098

farm credit act of 1933, amend

—

hearings (1961) 12500, 14439; (1964) 15579;
(1965) 7469, 12301

laws (1961) 18731; (1964) 17387; (1965)
17430

reports (1961) 16793, 16973; (1964) 10239,
17771; (1965) 5929, 15965

farm credit system (excerpts from talk)

(1961) 16102
farm debt

—

as related to value of sales (1963) 6437
data from 1960 sample survey of agricul-

ture, (1965) 2140
picture, a new look (1963) 2273

farm loan act, amend

—

hearing (1965) 7469, 12301
law, (1965) 17430
reports, (1965) 5929, 15965

farm loan system regulated by FCA

—

hearings (1961) 12500
law (1961) 18731
reports (1961) 16793, 16973

farm mortgage debt and farm taxes, report
(1963) 1901

Farmers Home Administration

—

loans, general information (1963) 5839;
(1964) 5842

loans, thumbnail sketch (1962) 4525
record, 1962 (1963) 8209

Federal farm loan act, etc (1963) 213
finance review (1961) 14769
needed adjustments for fighting rural pover-

ty (talk) (1961) 17220
role of agricultural loans in natural disaster

areas in Communist China (1962) 1137
short-term, attitudinal research relating to

use by farmers (1962) 5082
soil and water conservation, financing ap-

proved practices (address) (1962) 15535
what young farm families should know,

(1965) 5509
working together in rural areas development

(address) (1962) 7309
see also Loans—Production credit associa-

tions.

Agricultural economics, see Agriculture

—

Ex-onomic policy.
Agricultural Economics Branch reports, (1965)

5426-27
Agricultural Economics Bureau, farm manage-

ment records (1963) 7309
Agricultural economists, see Ek-onomists.
Agricultural education, sec Agriculture.
Agricultural engineering:
handbook (1961) 11563, 21372
scientific careers in Agricultural Research

Service (1962) 1945

Agricultural engineering—Continued

SCS national engineering handbook (1962)
1816; (1963) 20139

Agricultural engineers, basic knowledge of
agricultural economics needed (1962)
17384

Agricultural experiment stations:
additional facilities, assist States

—

hearings (1962) 13487, 21524
law (1963) 15153
reports (1962) 17044, 19096; (1963) 9884,
13725

development of new and better ways of ad-
ministering scientific research (remarks)
(1962) 11674

elimination, proposal

—

hearings, (1965) 8971
report, (1965) 8945

Federal grants (talk) (1961) 5232
funds for research and development, 1958

(1961) 2616
Hatch experiment station act, administra-

tive manual (1964) 16962
privately-owned nonprofit, extend exemption

from marketing quotas, reports (1962)
11368. 11415

research, future problems (talk) (1961) 3685
State-

agricultural research, questions and an-
swers (1963) 13163

funds for research (1963) 9537, 10025-26;
(1965) 6078

research policy and procedure develop-
ment (talk) (1961) 5240; (1962) 12858

results of 1963 regional cotton variety
tests, (1965) 12

watersheds, selected runoff events (1961)
11689

workers in agricultural subjects (1961) 9868;
(1962) 12838; (1263) 14850; (1964) 7909,
20909

Agricultural extension work, see Agriculture.
Agricultural finance, see Agriculture.

Agricultural geography of China (1963) 2719
Agricultural hydrology, see Hydrology.

Agricultural implements, see Farm implements
and machinery.

Agricultural insurance:
corn crop, general information (1964) 653
cotton crop, general information (1964) 4688
crop insurance,

—

answer to a big if, (1965) 18074

coverage, expand

—

hearings (1962) 23361
law (1964) 19397
reports (1962) 15356, 21087; (1963) 17249;
(1964) 17521

fieldman and supervisor, examination an-
nouncement (1964) 8164

outline, general, (1965) 545
outline, wheat, (1965) 546
statutes, compilation (1961) 1622; (1963)

1683; (1965) 5507
Virginia and Montana, economic impact,

(1965) 10722
FCIC insurance, information for Florida cit-

rus growers (1961) 17233
Federal all-risk crop insurance, why (1964)

20931
feed grain crop insurance program, general

information (1964) 2313
finance review (1961) 14769

investment insurance income for business-
minded farmers (1962) 15546

tobacco crop, protects vour investment (1964)
6627

Agricultural laborers, see Farm labor.
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Agricultural Land Development Corporation,
see United States Agricultural Land
Development Corporation.

Agricultural lands, see Land.
Agricultural loans, see Agricultural credit.

Agricultural machinery, see Farm implements
and machinery—Tractors.

Agricultural market reporters, examination
announcement (1962) 329; (1964) 15348

Agricultural marketing agreement act, see

Agricultural products.
Agricultural Marketing Service:

activities (periodical) (1961) 2769; (1962) 3586;
(1963) 3425; (1964) 3220; (1965) 3108

AMS series, see listings in most monthly
issues

appropriations, 1962, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1961) 8826; (1962) 11430;
(1963) 9921; (1964) 10286

50 years of marketing, commemorative ex-

"hibit (1963) 9528
Fresh Products Standardization and Inspec-

tion Branch progress report, 1960 (1961)

1.598

grain marketing research (talk) (1962) 4468
image we create (remarks) (1962) 20379
marketing research directory (1963) 4335
milestjones in marketing, 50 vears of serv-

ices (1963) 9530
new, changing agency for a changing age

(address) (1962) 6529
news service, direct teletypewriter hook-up

(1963) 13150
periodic reports, lists (1961) 3660
poster (1963) 7535
programs, perspective, problems, and prog-

ress (address) (1962) 12812
recruiting bulletin (1961) 2797
regulations, inspection and certification of

processed fruits and vegetables, etc

(1963) 13153
reports, checklists (1961) 2772; (1962) 3666;

(1963) 3509; (1964) 3315, 4183; (1964)
3207

service and regulatory announcements
(1961) 38, 1602; (1962) 8771; (1963)
9534-35, 18387; (1964) 9, 11739, 19046-47

services for you (1963) 13186
turkey processing plant, activities. Federal

inspection (1962) 12867
veterinarian, student trainee, examination

announcement (1961) 18417
weaknesses in administration of program

for direct distribution of Federal sur-

plus commodities in St. Louis County,
Mo., GAO report, (1965) 6325

Agricultural marketing specialist, examina-
tion announcements (1962) 329; (1963)
16936

Agricultural occupations, employment outlook
(1962) 10393; (1964) 13057

Agricultural outlook, see Agriculture.

Agricultural periodicals, see Periodicals.
Agricultural policy, see Agriculture.

Agricultural products:
abundant production

—

conservation program (address) (1961)

20302
our greatest heritage, theme of National
Marketing Service Workshop (1962)

16245
acreage allotment and marketing quota

summary (1961) 5552
acreage allotments, pooled, release and reap-

portionment to other farms in county

—

law (1961) 10180
reports (1961) 8793, 8917

acreage diversion, statutes, compilation
(1963) 1683

Agricultural products—Continued

adjust supplies, stabilize prices, etc., hear-
ings (1961) 10324, 10495, 12499

Africa, 28 countries, production indices

(1962) 17380
agricultural commodities, agreement with

—

Afghanistan, (1965) 18793
Argentina (1963) 5740
Bolivia (1962) 20301, 20306; (1963) 7440,

9417, 11311, 13080, 13083; (1964) 7775,
9810, 15110; (1965) 6932

Brazil (1962) 18476, 20304; (1963) 14716,

21129; (1964) 5702, 15121
Burma (1963) 3348
Chile (1963) 3345, 7451, 11321, 14723;

(1964) 18979; (1965) 5411
China (1962) 18475, 22622; (1963) 1520,

5732, 9432, 9435; (1964) 15124, 16874;
(1965) 6933, 8313

Colombia (1962) 14616, 20328; (1963)

20175; (1964) 1621, 9833
Congo (Leopoldville) (1962) 20311; (1963)

1528, 1533, 1550, 5734; (1964) 3155-56,

9812, 15107, 21883-884, 21892; (1965)

6925, 6927, 13297
Cyprus (1963) 16604
Dahomev, (1965) 9946
Dominican Republic (1963) 7456, 20172;

(1964) 3148; (1965) 11724
Ecuador (1963) 16.580; (1965) 1662, 18785
Ethiopia (1962) 24100; (1963) 16585; (1965)
20094

Greece (1963) 7444; (1964) 3157, 20824;
(1965) .5403-4, 13298

Guinea (1962) 18508; (1963) 18332; (1964)

5707; (1965) 1657, 5409-10, 6928
Iceland (1962) 14627, 24112; (1963) 11314;

(1964) 9827-28; (1965) 6929, 6943
India (1962) 18504; (1963) 3363, 9408,

11328, 16606, 21128; (1964) 5708, 13473;

(1965) 1658, 6938, 13296, 18790
Indonesia (1962) 20302; (1963) 7452, 16603;

(1964) 20831
Iran (1963) 11319, 20185; (1964) 18964
Iraq (1964) 5705
Iran, (1965) 1660-61, 5405, 6935, 13295
Israel (1962) 14633; (1963) 1515, 1531,

1548, 5733, 11315, 14725; (1964) 5709,

13468, 16877, 18973; (1965) 6936, 15075
Italy (1963) 1532
Ivory Coast (1964) 11641; (1965) 13290
Japan (1963) 16593
Jordan (1964) 11626
Kenya, (1965) 8315, 9955
Korea, Republic (1962) 14615, 20324;

(1963) 3356, 16597, 16609, 20174; (1964)

11636, 16878; (1965) 6939
Mali, (196.5) 20092
Mexico (1963) 1522
Morocco (1962) 14611; (1963) 7447

Pakistan (1963) 5738, 20183; (1964) 9826;

(1965) 5416
Paraguay (1963) 9419; (1964) 9814-15,

21885
Peru (1962) 20329; (1964) 11628
Philippines (1963) 9431; (1964) 15116;

(1965) 13291
Poland (1962) 14643; (1963) 16583; (1964)
9818-19

Portugal (1963) 16612; (1964) 11639
Ryukyu Islands (1963) 1.3073, 14727
Senegal (1964) 16879
Sierra Leone, (1965) 9948, 18781
Sudan (1964) 7782, 11630
Syrian Arab Republic (1962) 14638; (1964)

7784
Tunisia (1962) 14612; (1963) 1558, 21134;

(1964) 7785, 1.3467. 18983; (196.5) 9953
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Agricultural products—Continued

Turkey (1962) 10686, 14624, 20319; (1963)
1553, 7442, 13084, 20170; (1965) 8333

United Arab Republic (1962) 14628, 14636,
20312, 24114; (1963) 9405; (1964) 1611,
15115, 18980, 20836

Uruguay (1962) 18498
VenezAiela (1962) 22823
Vietnam (1962) 10687, 18501, 20315,20322;

(1963) 7454, 11322. 20188; (1964) 7790,
9817, 13474, 20826; (1965) 1663, 6926,
18779

Yugoslavia (1962) 18474; (1963) 1516,
5735, 9407, 16598; (1964) 13476,
15108-109, 15111; (1965) 3054, 9958,
13287, 15077, 18787

Agricultural picture, USSR and USA, com-
parison (1962) 17377

agricultural prices (periodical) (1962) 3588;
(1963) 3427; (1964) 3222; (1965) 3110

agricultural products and Common Market
(addresses) (1962) 13224, 14599

agriculture's success and its problems re-

quire diversity of program approaches
(address) (1962) 8867

allotments by States, average size (1962)
11422

assemblers, census of business, 1958, whole-
sale trade (1962) 2166

barter export program, report from trade to
Secretary of Agriculture (1962) 6562,
13840

bulk purchase of produce from small farm-
ers. East European translations (1962)
22406

canned vegetables and vegetable products,
definitions and standards, (1965) 7707

carload waybill statistics, (1961) 6217;
(1962) 2581, 7514; (1963) 6627, 8427;
(1965) 14467, 18271

CCC monthly sales list (1963) 3502; (1964)
3307; (1965) 3194

commodities, sales under title 4, agreement
with

—

Liberia (1962) 14641
Venezuela (1962) 20310, 22623
Yugoslavia (1962) 18473

Communist China

—

problems of 1960 summer yields (1961)
4545

world trade, trends and developments,
1955-60 (1962) 21618

consumed by factories (1963) 4889
conversion factors and weights and meas-

ures, (1965) 15209
costs of operating exempt for-hire motor

carriers, pilot study in Delaware, Mary-
land, and Virginia (1963) 8152

Cuba shifts trade to Soviet bloc (1962) 11690
demand for farm products in food manufac-

turing, statistical analysis, (1965) 4129
developing workable programs (address)

(1964)5809
directory of Federal-State market news re-

ports (1964) 4184
displaying and handling produce in retail

stores, improved methods (1962) 14757
distribution to needy people (1962) 12913
economic effects of acreage control pro-

grams in 1950's (1962) 21606
efficacy of product promotions (paper) (1962)

9522
European Economic Community, trade and

finance, statistics (1964) 14172, 1.5837
exports

—

affected by Australian policies (1962) 2398
Commodity Credit Corporation transac-

tions, investigation, hearings (1961)
8840

Agricultural products—Continued
exports—Conti nued
expansion (address) (1963) 20273
Europe and Asia take most of U.S. gains,

1960 (1961) 17162
European Common Market countries, poli-

cies, report (1962) 19166
European Ek;onomic Community proposals,
Sept.-Oct. 1960, effects, study mission
report (1961) 4090

fact sheet (1961) ,593; (1962) 2400
farm (address) (1964) 20907

hit record in 1960-61, only Latin American
purchases fall (1962) 13729

importance to balance of payments (1962)
21619

increasing (remarks) (1962) 16289

1960 Government program, percentage
gains (1962) 5087

1961, set record, imports, at 12-year low
(1962) 11693

opportunities for increasing (remarks)
(1961) 74.57

past and present, 1925-60 (1961) 6071
sales to Soviet Union and Eastern Europe-
an bloc countries, opinion of Attorney
General (1964) 5415

special U.S. programs (remarks) (1961)
6075

trade, prospects and problems (remarks)
(1964) 7908

under Food for Peace program, July-Mar.
1960-61 (1961) 17161

under PL 480, monetary effects of financ-
ing (1964) 568

fallout and your farm food (1963) 4368
farm abundance, under trade expansion act

(address) (1962) 9126
farm commodity programs, message from

the President, (1965) 7409
farm enterprise input-output data, publica-

tions, list (1963) 10059
Federal stockpile inventories, report (1961)

3085; (1962) 3577; (1963) 3415; (1964)
3212; (1965) 3099

Florida, prospects for more foreign trade
(remarks) (1962) 7433

food and agriculture act of 1965

—

hearings, (1965) 12155
summary and analysis, (1965) 8864

food processing factories, output for
man-hour (1961) 8313

food products, firms marketing, taxes paid
(1964) 6554

food stamp program, method for sharing our
abundance, (1965) 4118, 13404

foods farm origin, output per man-hour in

distributing, (1965) 8451

foods, prices of intermediate goods and serv-
ices used in marketing (1962) 17372

for-hire trucking of exempt farm products
(196^) 7932

foreign agricultural trade, monthly (1964)
3518; (1965) 3431

foreign markets (address), (1965) 4102
foreign sales agents' commissions on surplus

commodities exported under title 1, pub-
lic law 480, dollar savings available in

financing, GAO report, (1965) 14401

foreign trade

—

building farm markets abroad (remarks)
(1961) 17272

by commodities (1963) 2138; 120504; (1964)
6559, 14176; (1965) 2091, 18000

by countries (1961) 7456, 19214; (1962)
5088, 23430; (1963) 10057; (1964) 569,

10457, 19624; (1965) 7579, 18001
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Agricultural products—Continued
foreign trade—Continued

digest (1961) 3269; (1962) 3875A (1963)

3717
liberalization benefits to producers (ad-

dress) (1964) 16943
market and competition in Venezuela

(1961) 17165
market development in foreign countries
(remarks) (1961) 10647

monthly (1963) 357, 3716
outlook charts, 1961 (1961) 587
problems and policies (remarks), (1965)

16994
statistical reports (1961) 3270, 12550;

(1962) 3875B; (1963) 3718
United States (1961) 586, 20667; (1962)

2399; (1963) 357, 3716
market in Germany (1961) 592

value by countries, 1946-51 (1961) 4255
with European Ek;onomic Community
(1963)2142

see also, above, exports—below, imports.

French West Indies, agricultural production
and trade (1964) 12315

fumigation in freight cars, portable recircu-

lation system (1963) 13172

funds available for- farm operating loans
under Bankhead-Jones farm tenant act,

increase

—

law (1961) 6945
reports (1961) 5688, 7218

grade names used in U.S. standards (1961)

3692; (1962) 20396; (1963) 4346; (1965)

11834
grader, examination announcement, (1965)

19033
grades for food, shopper's guide (1961) 3698

grain price support and storage activities of

CCC, investigation, hearings (1961)

12349
handbook of agricultural charts 1965, (1965)

18875
handling and distribution, concern of Agri-

culture Dept. (remarks) (1962) 10884

handling and processing industries, evalua-
tion of exemptions under fair labor
standards act, data (1962) 8733; (1963)

1590
hauling exempt commodities, operations of

for-hire motor carriers, nature and ex-

tent (1963) 4362
Hawaii, marketing (1961) 19209
imports

—

and exports, impact on American employ-
ment, hearings (1962) 7087

fact sheet (1961) 594; (1962) 7265
regulate, report (1962) 9458, 13481

increase CCC authorization for sale under
trade development and assistance act of
1954—

law(1961)8616
reports (1961) 7093, 8736, 8920

India's trade trends (1964) 6558

Indonesia, marketing products, .and its prob-
lems (1962) 17919

inspection and standardization, AMS prog-
ress report, 1960 (1961) 1598

International aid programs, role of agricul-

ture commodity assistance, (1965) 7573
interstate movement by highways, effects of

regulations (1961) 17918

interstate trucking of exempt agricultural
commodities into and out of California,

(1965) 17993
inventory control systems for produce ware-

houses (1961) 8267

Agricultural products—Continued

Israel, supply and demand projections for

agricultural commodities to 1975, (1965)

17999

Latin America, 20 countries, Jamaica and
Trinidad, indices (1963) 2135

loading out produce in warehouses, 3 meth-

ods (1964) 11773

long-run projections of food processing and
marketing in West, (1965) 12372

long-term mortgages by Federal land bank
associations (1962) 11735

maintaining fresh quality in produce in

wholesale warehouses (1962) 8766

market for U.S. farm products in Japan,
trends and developments (1964) 14174

market potentials from foreign economic
growth, (1965) 9034

market promotion activity of Foreign Agri-
cultural Service, review, report, (1965)
19267

marketing

—

act of 1946, sec. 204(b), administrative
manual (1964) 16962

activities (1961) 2769; (1962) 3586; (1963)

3425; (1964) 3220; (1965) 3108
agreement act of 1937

—

amend, reports 17585, (1965) 17844
compilation (1963) 7558

bulletins (1961) 87-88, 5264, 6686, 9887,

11706; (1962) 8843, 18631, 22936; (1963)

33, 7570, 11456, 13172-173, 18431; (1964)

31, 1705, 4206, 7928, 11768, 15211-213,

20928; (1965) 1880-881
channels, protecting consumer (address)

(1961) 16082
expanding domestic markets (speech)

(1961) 6649
Federal laws, States cooperative adminis-

tration and enforcement

—

law (1962) 20893
reports (1962) 19357, 20893

firms, rising depreciation of assets, some
causes and implications (1964) 4612

in Alaska (1961) 17154
milestones in Agriculture Dept. program

(1963) 14821
new methods and tools for improving. Na-

tional Marketing Service Workshop le-

port (1961) 16070
overseas (address), (1965) 7018
publications, price list (1961) 2659; (1962)

12656; (1963) 11225; (1964) 15036
research reports, see listings in most
monthly issues

spreads, developments (1961) 19205; (1963)
2124

measuring effects of weather on output
(1963) 2125

more credit for agriculture's forgotten fami-
lies (address) (1962) 15536

movement of exempt agricultural commodi-
ties, role of truck brokers (1962) 6575

moving abundance into consumption (1962)
17539; (1965) 9168

Near East, 12 countries, production indices
(1962) 17381

new uses for farm products, picture story
(1962) 10861

New Zealand, marketing and trade policies,

and their bearing on U.S. farm exports
(1963) 17359

Nicaragua, recent shifts in farm output and
trade (1964) 12314

Nigeria, demand, etc., projected level, 1965
and 1975, (1965) 2089
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Agricultural products—Continued
orderly liquidation of stocks of agricultural

commodities held by Commodity Credit

Corporation and expansion of markets
for surplus agricultural commodities
(1964) 13594; (1965) 4115

output, related to exports and imports, 1960
and 1959 (1962) 13088

perishable agricultural commodities act

—

amend

—

hearing (1961) 17115, 18930; (1962) 9367
law (1962) 20900
reports (1961) 16976; (1962) 9339, 21072

fair trading in fruit and vegetable indus-

try (1963) 18382
information for fruit and vegetable grow-

ers (1961) 13750
text and regulations under act (1963)

14830
perishable produce shipping containers af-

forded protection, determination (1961)

128
perishables, pallet containers for transpor-

tation, progress and problems (talk)

(1961) 9847
Philippine supply and demand, implications

for U.S. exports (1964) 2264
policies to expand demand for (address)

(1962) 7434
price support

—

active and announced programs (1961)

3043; (1962) 3575; (1963) 3413; (1964)

3210; (1965) 3097
and storage activities of CCC, investiga-

tion, hearings (1961) 12349
charts and tables (1961) 3041; (1962) 4250
export and surplus removal, etc., statutes,

compilation (1961) 1622; (1963) 1683
prices

—

agricultural prices

—

Louisiana Crop Reporting (1961) 2809
periodical (1961) 2770

annual summary (1961) 13699; (1962)

18513; (1963) 16614; (1964) 15128; (1965)

13303
formation and pricing efficiency in market-

ing (paper) (1961) 10533
new look at price-making machinery (ad-

dress) (1962) 8768
private motor carriers of exempt agricultur-

al commodities, number, length of time
in business, types, and capacity of vehi-

cles, (1965) 7034
processing, fair labor standards act exemp-

tions, interpretative bulletin (1962)

1890; (1963) 18365; (1965) 13329
processing plant, aid in development of ru-

ral areas (1965) 13382
produce packaging at central warehouse,

(1965) 18864
production

—

index numbers by regions, 1939-58 (1961)

3718
projections, studies (list) (1961) 6674
research, (address) (1965) 11831
research reports, see listings in most
monthly issues

response, theoretical approach and under-
standing (1963) 2130

trends, prospects, and programs (1961)

9871
promotion by

—

agricultural groups (1963) 7571
commodity groups, advertising procedures
and practices (1963) 1703

protection bv nontariff trade barriers (1963)

17357
purchase and sales reports (1961) 3056;

(1962) 4271; (1963) 4122

Agricultural products—Continued

purchase reports (1961) 3057; (1962) 4272;
(1963) 4123; (1964) 3953; (1965) 3868

(luality measurements, instrumentation re-

search (1962) 12918

railroad freight rate indexes for farm prod-

ucts, 1957-63, (1965) 8446

retail produce operations, layout principles

(1963) 9578

retail stores

—

customer service for produce departments
(1964) 15211

packaging and price-marking produce
(1961) 87

produce display work methods (1964)

15212
produce sales area arrangement (1964)

15213
sales reports (1961) 3060; (1962) 4318; (1963)

4169; (1964) 4006; (1965) 3915

southeast Asian primary commodities, basic
problems (1962) 17917

stabilization programs with use of market-
ing agreements and orders

—

fact sheet (1962) 4496
questions and answers (1962) 4498

standards, U.S.

—

checklists (1961) 3661; (1962) 4462; (1963)

4331; (1964) 15182

grades of processed fruit, vegetables, etc

(1961) 13747; (1963) 16703; (1964) 19044
stimulating foreign market (1962) 5223
stored-product insects, toxicity of new insec-

ticides (1962) 14756
strengthening research on utilization of ag-

ricultural commodities, report (1963)
17197

surplus

—

commodities sold under title 1, agricultural
trade development and assistance act of

1954, improper payment of Colombian
port charges, Agriculture Dept., GAO
report, (1965) 699

use to establish food reserves in under-
developed countries, amend act, hear-
ings (1961) 7123, 7263

use to promote economic development in

underdeveloped countries, amend act

—

law (1961) 14092
reports (1961) 10451, 12265

wheat and barley, drought relief assist-

ance agreement with, Cyprus (1961)
9770-71

surplus commodities, agreement with

—

Austria (1961) 21400; (1962) 6468, 20325
Bolivia (1962) 3508, 22850
Brazil (1961) 6568, 6572. 16016; (1962)
10678

Burma (1961) 1521, 16005
Ceylon (1961) 1511, 21402; (1962) 1838,

,3500, 22636
Chile (1961) 1495, 8215
China (1961) 1498, 1500, 5131, 5137, 9783.

16014, 21398; (1962) 8676
Colombia (1961) 13695-697; (1962) 10677,

12733
Congo (Leopoldville) (1962) 12710
Cyprus (1962) 14621
Ecuador (1961) 5129, 16013
El Salvador (1961) 21404
Finland (1961) 20189, 21399
France (1961) 5136, 11602; (1962) .3499

Germany, Federal Republic (1962) 1841
Greece (1961) 5123, 11618, 1.3692, 17846;

(1962) .3512, 12724
Guinea (1962) 12720, 22854
Iceland (1961) 11599, 11610, 20204; (1962)

1849, 3509, 6467
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Agricultural products—Continued
surplus commodities, agreement with—Con.

India (1961) 1509, 1536, 5119, 9787
Indonesia (1961) 5120, 5127, 5135, 11597,

21408; (1962) 8673, 12723, 22847
Iran (1961) 1525, 1530, 11607, 16022; (1962)

12711-712, 12727
Israel (1961) 16001, 20199; (1962) 3511,

Italv (1961) 1513, 21394
Korea, Republic (1961) 1507, 6580, 9791,

11589, 16004
Pakistan (1961) 1514, 11608, 13693. 16018,

17847, 20205, 21390; (1962) 3503
Paraguay (1962) 3506
Peru (1961) 6576, 11596, 20207; (1962)
14630

Philippines (1962) 8677
Poland (1962) 8682
Portugal (1962) 8679
Spain (1961) 16015; (1962) 14610
Sudan (1962) 8685
Syrian Arab Republic (1962) 12716
Tunisia (1962) 8674
Turkey (1961) 5125, 9773, 11616, 15999,

20200-201; (1962) 1850, 8696
United Arab Republic (1961) 1510, 9777,

9782, 16008, 17843, 21407; (1962) 1855,
6470, 12719

United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland (1962) 8693

Uruguay (1961) 6569, 9769; (1962) 1852
Viet-Nam (1961) 5140, 11609, 21396; (1962)

8692, 22844
Yugoslavia (1961) 16003, 20198; (1962)

1843, 8695

surplus management (address) (1963.) 17

trade agreement with

—

Brazil (1962) 18511
China, Republic (1962) 14642
Colombia (1962) 18490
El Salvador (1962) 18495; (1963) 14717
Fiji Islands (1962) 14644
Guatemala (1962) 18507
India (1962) 14639; (1963) 14718
Ireland (1962) 14648
Peru (1963) 21132

transactions and value of futures trading,
all contract markets, 1960 and 1961
(1962) 2276

transportation in U.S., selected references,
1949-59 (1961) 13795

tropical products, foreign agriculture circu-
lars (1961) 3274; (1962) 3876; (1963)
3720; (1964) 3520; (1965) 3433

truck usage for movement of farm products,
photo series (1962) 12880

United Kingdom, demand, etc., projected lev-

el, 1965 and 1975 (1962) 5086; (1963)
17356

United States reciprocal negotiations with
EEC (1962) 11843

use for economic development in Republic of
Congo, understanding between United
States and United Nations (1962) 12721

USSR-
agricultural trade, 1955-61 (1963) 15420
farm production, 1963 (1964) 8473
kolkhoz trade, procurement (1961) 19791
retail commodity turnover, principles of
planning (1964) 16200

utilization

—

industrial (talk) (1961) 9862
research, career opportunities (1963)

16723
research, progress report (talk) (1961)
9863

through public food distribution programs
(1962) 7259

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Agricultural products—Continued

value, census of agriculture, 1959 (1962)
20562

vegetable, tariff classification study, explan-
atory and background materials (1961)
1547

water transportation, traffic patterns (1961)
9889

weaknesses in administration of program
for direct distribution of Federal sur-
plus commodities in St. Louis County,
Mo., GAO report, (1965) 6325

West Germany's domestic agricultural as-

sistance program, evaluation (1963)
15421

wholesale warehouses, produce, maintaining
fresh quality (1962) 6528

why we trade abroad (1965) 10081
world agricultural production and trade, sta-

tistical reports (1963) 8290; (1964) 4166;
(1965) 4078

world agricultural situation, 1961 (1961)
2017; (1962) 2401; (1963) 2143; (1964)
4614; (1965) 2090

world markets for American agriculture
(address) (1964) 5866

see also Crops— a^so names or classes of
products.

Agricultural Relations Division, TVA, annual
report, 1960 (1961) 2726

Agricultural research, see Agriculture.

Agricultural Research Center, Beltsville, Md.:
expenditures for converting barn to labora-

tory, GAO report, (1965) 2210
what it is, where it is, etc., information bul-

letin (1962) 18621
Agricultural Research Laboratory, University

of Tennessee, research progress reports
(1961) 18079; (1962) 8979; (1963) 7706,
16851; (1964) 8067; (1965) 1845, 17117

Agricultural research scientists, examination
announcements (1961) 10098; (1962)
14995, 16597 (1963) 15115

Agricultural Research Service:
and agricultural sciences (talk) (1961) 9852
appropriations, 1962, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1961) 8826; (1962) 11430;
(1963) 7979; (1964) 10286; (1965) 8865

ARS-SCS workshop on hydraulics of surface
irrigation, proceedings (1961) 15

ARS series, see listings in most monthly is-

sues
Eastern Utilization Research and Develop-

ment Division, picture story (1962)
10855

foreign agricultural research program
(1962) 14730

imported fire ant eradication program,
weaknesses and problem areas in admin-
istration, GAO report, (1965) 4850

pesticides current research program, hear-
ings, (1965) 6050

picture sheet (1961) 57; (1963) 7551, 18412
policies and progress (talk) (1961) 11686
publications received (1961) 2865
research in news, 1961, picture story (1962)

10879
scientific careers (1961) 16110; (1964) 5839

agricultural engineering research (1962)
1945

animal disease and parasite research
(1962) 1946

plant pest control (1962) 1948
plant quarantine enforcement (1962) 1947
soil and water conservation research

(1962) 1944
utilization research and development, 1962

summary report (1963) 11444
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Agricultural Research Service—Continued

veterinarians

—

career opportunities in ARS (1961) 5270;
(1962) 6578; (1963) 4364-65; (1965) 1767

duties and responsibilities (1963) 14841
student trainee, examination announce-
ment (1961) 18417

Agricultural science review (1964) 547, 3224;

(1965) 3112

Agricultural situation (periodical), (1963)
3429; (1964) 3225; (1965) 3113

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service:

appropriations. Agriculture Dept., hearings
(1962) 17086; (1963) 9921; (1964) 10286;
(1965) 10515

county employees annuity benefits, remove
inequities, hearing (1961) 16848, 17142

electing farmer committeemen to administer
ASCS programs, general information,
(1965) 16990-991

electronic data processing systems, Kansas
City and Evanston offices, inadequacies,
GAO review (1963) 19281

Evanston Commodity Office, unnecessary
costs of leasing rather than purchase of
electronic data processing equipment,
GAO report (1964) 10620

purchase and sales reports (1962) 4271;
(1963) 4122

purchase reports (1962) 4272; (1963) 4123;
(1964) 3953; (1965)3868

rural areas development programs, aids to

ASCS committeemen (1964) 9962
sales reports (1962) 4318; (1963) 4169; (1964)

4006; (1965) 3915
soil bank programs in Hidalgo County, Tex.,

GAO report (1963) 10261

Agricultural statistics, see Agriculture.

Agricultural supplies:
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9508; (1963) 3657;
(1964) 3475, 12294; (1965) 3377

Federal supply schedule (1961) 554, 1990,
6040

major regional cooperatives handling sup-
plies, 1962-63, handbook, (1965) 14225

regional cooperatives handling under $10

million of supplies, 1960-61 (1963) 15463
USSR, new organization of material-

technical supply of kolkhozes and sov-
khozes (1961) 44"38

Agricultural surplus commodities, see Agricul-
tural products.

Agricultural trade development and assistance
act of 1954:

activities under, semiannual report (1961)
8643; (1962) 13359; (1963) 9835, 18805;
(1964) 13923, 19452; (1965) 12045

agriculture, food, fishes, forestry, transla-
tion program, OTS bibliography (1964)
11662

amend

—

hearings (1961) 7123, 7263
laws (1961) 8616, 14092
reports (1961) 7093, 8736, 8920, 10451,

12265
biological sciences, translation program,

OTS bibliography (1964) 11663
cargo preference act, provisions affecting

sale of surplus commodities, opinion of
Attorney General (1963) 20923

contribution to India's economic develop-
ment (1961) 10530

dollar refunds due CCC for adjustments in

amounts financed on cotton exported,
GAO report, (1965) 722

Agricultural trade development and assistance
act of 1954—Continued

dollar savings available in financing foreign
sales agents' commissions on surplus
commodities, GAO report, (1965) 14401

financial procedures under Public law 480
(1964) 12318

fishery amendment, administration, hearing
(1964) 8357

Food for Peace

—

creative use of abundance (1963) 8423
newsletter about activities under PL 480

(1963) 10094; (1964) 3515; (1965) 3428
improper payment of Colombian port

charges, Agriculture Dept., GAO report,
(1965) 699

Library of Congress Public law 480 proj-

ect

—

accessions list

—

India (1963) 7182; (1964) 3590; (1965)
3505

Israel (1964) 14717; (1965) 3543
Middle East (1963) 9089; (1964) 3721;

(1965) 3639
Pakistan (1963) 7186; (1964) 3834; (1965)
3752

newsletter (1962) 14402; (1963) 3866; (1964)
3679; (1965) 3592

monetary effects of financing exports under
titles 1 and 4 (1964) 568

operation and administration

—

GAO compilation of information (1965) 689
GAO summary of organization and proce-

dures, (1965) 723
programs, operations, extend, etc

—

hearings (1961) 12327; (1964) 8356, 17863
laws (1961) 16561; (1964) 21130
reports (1961) 14335, 14342, 14597; (1964)

17545. 17608, 17785, 19464, 21192
science and technology, translation pro-

gram, OTS bibliography (1964) 11664
shipments, excessive ocean transportation

costs, under title 1, GAO report, (1965)
6264

text and amendments, compilation (1963)
209; (1965) 381

transactions under, data compilation (1963)
15297

translation program, P.L. 480, in process,
1964, list (1964) 9854

United Arab Republic

—

assistance under Public law 480 and other
programs (1964) 12316

grant of corn, GAO report, (1965) 14397
use of title 1 authorization, data compila-

tion (1962) 11429
Agricultural workers, see Farm labor.
Agriculture:
accomplishments in past, hopes for future

(talk) (1962) 20381
act of 1938, amend

—

hearings (1961) 16825
laws (1961) 10180, 18631
reports (1961) 8793, 8917, 14301, 16975

act of 1949, amend

—

hearings (1961) 5729, 10324, 10495, 12330,
12499, 18934; (1964) 12115

laws (1961) 6942; (1964) 17388, 19393
reports (1961) 5670, 5697, 7079; (1964)

10244, 17772
act of 1956, amend

—

hearing (1962) 9368
law (1962) 15075
reports (1962) 9329, 9348, 9458, 13481

act of 1961—
enabling, amend, hearings (1961) 20564
hearings (1961) 10324, 10495, 12327, 12499,

14438
law (1961) 16561
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Agriculture—Continued
act of 1961—Continued

reports (1961) 14335, 14342, 14383, 14597
threats to influence testimony, report

(1961) 20622
act of 1962—

digests (1962) 11425-426
hearings (1962) 7074, 9477, 11423
report (1962) 11599

adjusting production to demand (address)

(1962) 12832
advances (remarks), (1965) 10086
Africa and West Asia, situation (1964) 6557;

(1965) 7572
Africa, northern, (1965) 12382
Africa, report, (1965) 7466
agricultural act of 1949, amend

—

explanation, (1965) 19478
hearings, (1964) 12115; (1965) 6037, 13961,

14109
laws (1964) 17388, 19393; (1965) 8725,

15460
reports, (1964) 10244, 17772; (1965) 5945,

8793, 8935, 15654, 15712, 17668, 17859
agricultural adjustment act, amend

—

explanation, (1965) 19478
hearings (1961) 10324, 10495, 12499 (1962)

19167; (1963) 11870, 13635-636, 20493,
20605; (1965) 6037, 7467, 12155,

13961-962; 14109
law (1961) 10184; (1962) 11283; (1963) 9808,

15147, 151.59; (1964) 17328; (1965) 8725,
10364, 15460

report (1961) 8821; (1962) 9345, 9461;
(1963) 7958, 11821-822, 13723, 13780-781;
(1964) 8412, 13930, 17721; (1965) 5945,

7451, 8793, 8935, 10474, 15654, 15712,
15904-905, 17668, 17859

agricultural aspects of Economic opportuni-
ty act of 1964 (1964) 12116

agricultural biological literature exploita-
tion, systems study of National Agricul-
tural Library and its users, report of

task force ABLE, (1965) 13060
agricultural charts, handbook (1963) 16729
agricultural economic report, see listings in

most monthly issues.

agricultural economics periodic reports, lists

(1962) 10846; (1963) 4372; (1964) 4218;
(1965) 1773

agricultural economics research 1961 2768;
(1962) 3585; (1963) 3424; (1964) 3219;
(1965)3107

agricultural economy of United Arab Repub-
lic (Egypt) (1965) 480

agricultural effectiveness of principal types
of mineral fertilizers, USSR study (1964)
9294

agricultural marketing agreement act,

amend, hearings, (1965) 17679
agricultural outlook digest (1962) 3587

(1963) 3426; (1964) 3221; (1965) 3109
agricultural policy (remarks) (1963) 1678

(1965) 16993
agricultural prices (periodical) (1961) 2770

(1962) 3588; (1963) 3427; (1964) 3222,
15128; (1965) 3110

agricultural program of John F. Kennedy
(1964) 11749

agricultural research

—

changing in emphasis and pace (talk)

(1962) 14731
periodical (1961) 2858; (1962) 3589; (1963)

3428; (1964) 3223; (1965) 3111
role in development of grain and livestock
industry (talk) (1962) 12925

strengthening research on utilization of
agricultural commodities, report (1963)
17197

Agriculture—Continued

agricultural revolution in our midst (ad-

dress) (1963) 5841
agricultural science in full development,

Rumanian study (1964) 18236
agricultural science review (1964) 547, 3224;

(1965) 3112
agricultural situation (periodical) (1961)

2771; (1962) 3.590; (1963) 3429; (1964)

3225; (1965) 3113

agricultural use of chemical poisons, USSR
study, (1965) 16466

agriculture and alliance for progress (ad-

dress) (1964) 11750
agriculture and consumer (address) (1962)

8813
agriculture and cybernetics, USSR studies,

(1965) 11169
agriculture and economic growth, report of

study group (1963) 10047
agriculture and its public relations (address)

(1962) 8807
agriculture and related exemptions under

Fair labor standards act (1962) 18561;
(1964) 13511

agriculture and trade of Honduras (1962)

13728
agriculture at crossroads, growth and suc-

cess in past 100 years (address) (1962)
18619

agriculture handbooks, see listing in most
monthly issues

agriculture in United States and Soviet
Union (1963) 19092

agriculture information bulletins, see list-

ings in most monthly issues

agriculture is moving again (address) (1961)
20287-288

agriculture monograph (1961) 13775

agro-climatologists conference report, USSR
(1962) 2998

agronomical problems of Soviet East (1964)

20221
aircraft, use, selected references, (1965)

14868
aircraft, work accomplished, (1961) 17222;

(1963) 473
Albania

—

cooperatives, organizational economic
problems (1961) 13043

laws (1961) 10959, 15286
USSR report (1961) 7726

Algeria's agricultural economy in brief,

(196,5) 16083
All-Union Academy of Agricultural Science

imeni V.L Lenin, meeting of Presidium,
(1965) 14564

American

—

agriculture and international rural devel-

opment (address) (1964) 16949
agriculture looks at Atlantic Community

(address) (1963) 9566
big customer (1962) 21727
books and periodicals, list (1964) 1489
changes (address) (1963) 41

food and agriculture program, problems
(address) (1963) 9.566

in changing world (address) (1962) 14747
industry, message from the President

(1961) 6975
comments by Secretary of Agriculture

(1961) 8292
need for positive effort to sell to public

the truth (address) (1961) 8290
our 100,000 biggest farms, their relative

position (1964) 65.53

way of life, protecting and promoting (ad-

dress) (1961) 20303
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AKrifulture—Continued

animal husbandry and apricultural leader-

ship, developing and improving: in Mon-
golia (1961) 15637

animal science research (lecture) (1962)

15457
Appalachian region

—

economic survey, (1965) 7565
Parker Branch experiment, 1953-62, (1965)

5431
approach to farm questions of new adminis-

tration (summary of remarks) (1961)

6926
atomic energy research program, progress

report (1961) 1715
aviation application, research conference

report, (1965) 23
aviation, superior performance, USSR study

(1964) 21648
balance sheet (1961) 16098, 17239; (1962)

18624, 19487; (1963) 18421; (1964) 20911;

(1965) 15183
Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi, economy

(1962) 9529
beliefs and values as factors in farm prob-

lems (address) (1962) 7250
bibliography (1961) 2879; (1962) 3639; (1963)

3479; (1964) 3041, 3279; (1965) 3165
PL-480 translation program (1964) 11662
serial publications indexed in (1963) 11092;

(1964) 14930; (1965) 14869
biological laws, speech bv T.D. Lysenko,

USSR (1962) 5963
biological science and agricultural produc-

tion, USSR study (1963) 10780
Bolivia, economy (1961) 10528
Brazil

—

cooperative program agreement (1961)

1520
technical cooperation, agreement, (1965)

13299
British Commonwealth, new policies as re-

lated to production and trade (1962)

23429
Bulgaria

—

foreign agricultural trade, (1965) 2088
monthly report (1961) 10755, 19793

Bulgarian Academy of Agricultural Sci-

ences, decrees governing tasks and orga-
nization of scientific institutes and expe-

riment stations (1962) 23905
Cairo Exhibition, U.S. exhibits (1962) 12914
calculation of optimal structure of sown

areas in farm within framework of agro-
technicallv well-founded crop rotation
alternatives, USSR study (1962) 19751

CED farm program, hearings (1962) 21192
census, 1959

—

counties, farms, livestock, etc (1962)

273-278, 2187-92. 4743-46, 9061
drainage of agriculture lands. United

States (1962) 6768
farm facilities and equipment (1962) 18796

farms, livestock, etc (1961) 3940, 5492,

6784, 8526-27. 10041-46, 11890-893,
13926-930, 16322-329, 18153-158,
20456-460

field crops and vegetables (1962) 20560
final reports (1963) 170, 1901-2. 5987. 6008,

11637. 13.305

fruits, nuts, horticultural specialties and
forest products (1962) 20561

general report, statistics by subjects

—

bound volume (1963) 4592
farm labor, use of fertilizers, farm ex-

penditures and cash receipts (1962)

16487
farm operators, age. residence, etc.,

oflF-farm work (1962) 16486

Agriculture—Continued
census, 1959—Continued

farm operators, color, race, and tenure
(1962) 23076

farm size (1962) 18797
farms and land in farms (1962) 16485
farms, economic class (1962) 23077
introduction (1962) 16484
type of farm (1963) 171

irrigation in humid areas (1962) 4747
irrigation of agricultural lands. United

States (1963) 170
leading counties in livestock and products,

crops, etc (1962) 9061
livestock and livestock products (1962)

18798
meaning to agriculture (talk) (1961) 17168
related surveys, data-collection forms and
procedures (1962) 6825

special reports, final volumes (1962) 4747.

16483, 20559
census, 1964

—

computer tapes of preliminary county
data, farms, farm characteristics, farm
products, (1965) 13548

facts about (1964) 17110
preliminary reports, announcement, farms,
farm characteristics, farm products,
(1965) 7183

census publications, price lists (1963) 9334;
(1964) 13389

challenges of future (address) (1964) 1690

changing, conservation needs (talk) (1961)
20143

changing labor trends (address) (1961) 19250

charts, 1964, handbook (1964) 16948
cheddar cheese earns USDA grade mark

(1962) 10877
chemical processes, economic effectiveness,

USSR study (1964) 10819

chemicals, responsibilities for use (talk)

(1961) 59
chemicals in tomorrow's agriculture (talk)

(1962) 14729
chemistry, application, USSR studies (1964)

5145, 18334; (1965) 2351

chemistry, USSR periodical, (1965) 2664
child labor, requirements of fair labor

standards act (1962) 10725
Chile, technical cooperative program, agree-

ment (1961) 5126
chronology of American agriculture.

1790-1965, chart, (1965) 16079

church and agricultural progress (1962)

10827
code of Federal regulations, see listings in

nx)st monthly issues

coke chemistry resources, USSR study

(1961) 17377
colleges, enrollment and degrees (1961) 12563

Communist China

—

agricultural economy

—

crucial period (1962) 13727
Red China's incentive to change com-

mune system (1963) 2133
agricultural policy (1961) 875
new trends and problems (1962) 22128

agricultural problems. 1960 (1961) 4724
agricultural situation and crop prospects

(1964) 21262
agriculture as number one problem (1962)

14164
animal husbandry and materials, transla-

tion (1963) 672
application of biophvsics. translation

(1963) 14360
Army plays role in production (1961)

1.5117
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Agriculture—Continued
Communist China—Continued
basic ideology (1961) 825
Chekiang Province, observation tour re-

port (1961) 7632
combining study with agricultural work

(1961) 13357
communes, technical reform and consolida-

tion (1963) 10410
development of agricultural sciences

(1961) 15658
educational front should consider support

as most glorious task (1961) 2152
foundation in development of national
economy, translation (1963) 14306

geography (1961) 13014
Hunan, Heilungkiang and Honan Prov-

inces (1961) 2130
internal relationship between industrial
and agricultural production (1961) 855

Kiangsu (1961) 9375
meteorology in service of agricultural
production (1963) 15936

methodology of division of regions (1963)
2720

problems, (1961) 9300
cause of emergency food imports (1961)

19591
production (1962) 22192
measures to increase in 1961 (1961)

15394
reforms (1961) 15380
regional division (1963) 14139
report (1961) 21088
sciences, periodicals, bibliography (1961)

1653
scientific research (1961) 15496
development during struggle ' against
drought (1961) 899

scientist I Chin-chu's innovations (1961)
7614

situation and crop prospects, 1963 (1963)
20628

socialist transformation, 1949-57 (1961)
2135

supported and actively helped by medical
clinics (1961) 7678

tax work during last 10 years (1961) 814
technical improvement problems (1961)
2126

translations, see listings in most monthly
issues 1962-65

constructive facts to correct certain falla-

cies, about agriculture and farming (re-

marks) (1961) 11729
contract farming and vertical integration,

list of references (1963) 18182
cooperation of farmers and government in

solving problems (address) (1961) 16089
cooperative State-Federal research (1964)

19065
cooperatives, contributions to agricultural

well-being (1963) 12094
Costa Rica, agriculture and trade, (1965)

2086
crossroads (address) (1962) 8814
Cuban

—

food situation, (1962) 11692
societies, general statutes (1962) 14327

Czechoslovakia

—

estimating agricultural yields per hectare,
problems (1962) 1532

survey (1963) 2132
dangersous gap between technical and scien-

tific progress and social and economic
lag (address) (1961) 9866

decision making in research (talk) (1961)
1615

Agriculture—Continued

decisions (1961) 2876; (1962) 3591; (1963)
3430; (1964) 3226; (1965) 3114

defense against biological warfare and other
outbreaks, guide (1962) 17

demand and price analysis, examples, (1965)
63

demand shifts and tomorrow's farming, in

1960's (talk) (1962) 9520
development

—

aid for undeveloped countries, opinion of

Knud Caesar, West (Germany (1961)
13099

as complex process, Albanian study (1963)
14156

effect of nonfarm employment (paper)
(1961) 19202

opportunities in rural areas, role of Ex-
tension Service (notes) (1961) 12618

schemes in sub-Saharan Africa, bibliogra-
phy (1963) 18053

drought and excess soil moisture in North
and South Dakota (1961) 3715

dynamic capitalism in farming (discussion
notes) (1961) 5252

East Europe

—

situation (1964) 8474; (1965) 7571
translations, see listings in most monthly

issues
structural changes, observations (1964)
7115

East CJerman Peasant Congress, resolution
(1962) 10268

East Germany, agricultural situation (1961)
14773

economic policies in 1960's (1961) 1856
economics, basic knowledge needed by agri-

cultural engineers (1962) 17384
economics of agricultural enterprises, USSR

study (1963) 8800
economics research needs (talk) (1961) 5239
economies of Far East

—

northeast Asia (1962) 11691
southeast Asia (1962) 13726

education

—

best farm program of all (remarks) (1963)
20278

bibliography (1961) 9046; (1963) 388;
(1965) 12392

preparation of teachers, survey (1962) 440
effects of winter and spring, reports (1963)

10530
equality under capitalism (address) (1962)

8827
BXiropean Common Market

—

and U.S. agriculture (1963) 565
countries, policies, report (1962) 19166

European E^conomic Community proposals,
Sept.-Oct. 1960, study mission report
(1961) 4090

expanding and contracting sectors of Ameri-
can agriculture, (1965) 12371

extension work

—

amend Smith-Lever act, hearings (1962)
13489

laws, compilation (1963) 216
extension's contribution to agricultural de-

velopment and economic growth (ad-

dress) (1962) 9595
fair labor standards act exemptions, inter-

pretative bulletin (1962) 1890; (1963)
18365; (1965) 13329

family farm, provide equal opportunity for

economic advancement in rural America
(address) (1962) 8805

Far East-
Asian communist countries, economies

(1961) 2013
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Agriculture—Continued
Far East—Continued
Communist China, Oceania, agricultural

situation, (1965) 6107
economic analysis (1962) 2397
Oceania, economies, notes (1961) 4252

farm cost-price squeeze, study, hearings
(1961) 12329

farm economics, publications currently
available (1961) 3682

farm policy

—

alternatives, papers (1963) 10124
for future (address), (1965) 8425
in years ahead, report, (1965) 29

farm problems and

—

economic solution (address) (1961) 5245
policies (address) (1963) 20275
programs of Federal Government (re-

marks) (1964) 1713, 1715
farm programs

—

and dynamic forces, (1965) 8967
and policies (statement) (1961) 6704
continue and strengthen (statement) (1963)

1724
decisions (address), (1965) 8415
foreign governments, summary (1962)

11428
improvement, hopeful outlook for farmers

(address) (1961) 20311
where do we stand? (1962) 4504

farm relief and agricultural adjustment
acts, compilation (1963) 212

farming economy, total picture (address)

(1961) 9865
farming in U.S.. information bulletin (1961)

20286
farming is big business today (1962) 21728
farming practices, and concentrations of

fission products in milk (1964) 16833
farming terraced land (1963) 5822
farms, farmers and farm policy in an in-

dustrial age (remarks) (1962) 8763
Federal and State programs, past, present,

and future (address) (1963) 20279
fertilization, USSR studies (1964) 14594
Fiji economy (1961) 584
finance outlook (1961) 6668; (1962) 2396,

23426; (1965) 471
finance review (1961) 14769; (1962) 9519;

(1963) 2122. 15411; (1964) 2259. 15836;
(1965) 2082, 17990

fluorescence analysis. USSR study. (1965)

2746
food and agriculture act

—

explanation, (1965) 19478
hearings. (1965) 12155, 13961, 14109
laws (1962) 20878. 23201
reports (1962) 11418. 13459. 16949, 16957,

17224, 19129, 21070. 21134; (1965) 15654,
15712, 17668, 17859

statement of Secretary of Agriculture,
(1965) 15772

summary and analysis. (1965) 8864
food and agriculture program for 1960's

—

aimed at development and utilization of

land resources (address) (1962) 8810
dictated by need (remarks) (1962) 8878

food costs, farm prices, compilation (1964)

10284, 15582; (1965) 13963
foreign agricultural economic reports, see

listings in most monthly issues
foreign agricultural research program,

guide for negotiation (1962) 8787
Foreign Agricultural Service, miscellaneous

FAS-M series-
list, (1965) 4785
see listings in most monthly issues

foreign agricultural trade. Government
financed programs (1963) 6319

Agriculture—Continued
foreign agriculture

—

circulars (1961) 3274; (1962) 3876; (1963)
3720; (1964) 3520; (1965) 3433

economics (1962) 5087, 9528. 11693, 13727,
13729. 15474, 23427; (1965) 2086-88,
16082-83
1960 Government program shipments

total 30 percent of agricultural ex-

ports (1962) 9528
periodical (1961) 3271; (1962) 3875C; (1963)

2305, 3719; (1964) 3519; (1965) 3432
publications, price list (1961) 2659; (1964)

15036
reports (1961) 12688. 17276; (1962) 592.

2503, 5220, 9665. 21794; (1963) 10206;
(1964) 764-765, 15933; (1965) 10908,
16231
list (1965) 4785

foreign aid program (remarks), (1965) 10046
foreign economics, (1965) 7573
foreign governments' policies (1964) 5813
foreign publications, price list (1962) 12656;

(1963) 11225
foreign research program of ARS (1962)

14730
foreign trade of U.S.. calendar year 1961.

statistical report (1962) 13731
foreign trade outlook charts, 1961 (1961) 587
foreign training, annual summary as of

June 30, 1962 (1963) 6475
forestry, agricultural programs (address)

(1964) 13577
future international meetings, world list

(1961) 3418; (1962) 4453; (1963) 4314;
(1964) 4167; (1965) 4079

getting started in farming (1962) 20401
Great Plains, survey of financial and tenure

situations, 1957 (1961) 9899; (1962) 1952
Guam, establish services

—

hearings (1962) 23361; (1964) 6336
law (1964) 19392
reports (1962) 15355; (1964) 502, 17573,
21188

Guatemala, production and trade (1961)

19213
handbook of agricultural charts 1965, (1965)

18875
harmonizing national agricultural policies

with international trade obligations
(address) (1964) 5808

higher education instruction, programs, ac-

tivities, developments (1964) 12323;
(1965) 3482

holding our own through research (talk)

(1962) 16260
Hopeh Province, China (1962) 14149
how United States improved its agriculture

(1964) 8476
Hungary

—

plant protection, scientific conference
(1962) 5902

translations, see listings in most monthly
issues 1961-63

husbandry, sport fishery research, 1961
progress (1962) 11815"

hydroponics use, scientific-methodological
conference, USSR, (1965) 2297

imbalances (address) (1961) 8288
importance in Alliance for progress (ad-

dress) (1962) 16273
importance in American economy (address)

(1961) 16099
importance in international trade (address)

(1963) 1727
improved methods of farming, problems (ad-

dress) (1964) 5811
improving mountain meadow production in

West (1963) 1685
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Agriculture—Continued

income parity standards (1963) 2129
income tax reduction, provisions of signifi-

cance to farmers (1964) 8470
India (1964) 8471
agricultural trade, trends (1964) 6558
economic development under Agricultural

trade development and assistance act of

1954 (1961) 10530
Indiana and foreign trade (remarks) (1962)

9666
indices of agricultural production for Far

East and South Asia, average 1952-54,

and annual 1959-64 (1965) 7577
Indonesia, situation and policy (1962) 7260
industrialization, USSR study, (1965) 7917
institutions of the people (talk) (1962) 16290
intensification of production and problems

of agricultural statistics, USSR studies,

(1965) 965
international agricultural development

—

monthly newsletter to cooperators, (1965)
11036

remarks, (1965) 11868
international agricultural trade, terms used

(1963) 20692
international, problems (address), (1965)

10087
Iraq, agricultural economy, (1965) 17998
isotopes, special sources of information

(1962) 14887
Israel, agricultural economy in brief, (1965)

474
Ivory Coast, agricultural economy (1964)

10456
Japan

—

agricultural economy (1961) 12549
experience, applicability (1964) 5250

Kansas City, Mo., area, agri-business lead-

ership of America (address) (1962) 20393
key to peace and plenty in world of future

(address) (1964) 5807
labor hygiene of persons when using insecti-

cide heptachlor, USSR study (1961) 888
labor productivity calculation, Chinese

study (1963) 967
land and water in U.S., major uses for agri-

culture, summary, 1959 (1962) 17362
large-scale farming in United States, census

of agriculture, 1959, special reports
(1963) 13305

Latin America

—

markets, extension team study report
(1961) 4249

republics, economies (1961) 14774
speech by Cuban delegate at FAO confer-

ence (1963) 2706
Latvian SSR, Academy of Sciences, insti-

tutes (1963) 10596
legislation

—

87th Congress, review (1963) 4751
88th Congress, review, (1965) 4508

life in old days, photos (1962) 12923
losses, 1951-60, (1965) 15180
Malaysia (1964) 21261
manpower in farming and related occupa-

tions (1963) 13845
marketing opportunities for strengthening

service to public (1963) 20290
marketing research, input-output as tool

(1962) 21608
markets, market structure, and institutional

organization of agriculture (lectures)

(1963) 9529
mechanization

—

important means for intensification of
production, USSR (1964) 9047

problems (1963) 20791
Albanian study (1964) 1154

Agriculture—Continued

meeting agriculture's responsibilities (ad-

dress) (1962) 8853
microelements, production and utilization,

USSR study (1962) 2699
migrants, selected films (1961) 17789; (1964)

16843
mint farming (1963) 5815
miscellaneous bills, hearings, (1965) 399
Mongolia

—

agricultural and pastoral development,
translation (1961) 13012

economic relationship between Socialist
countries (1961) 2222

income and incentives (1963) 12757
present achievements and future goals

(1961) 19729
production, status, research (1963) 10680
socialist transformation, USSR study

(1961) 978
studies (1964) 18533

Morocco, programs, etc (1962) 438
mountain farming, rotation, rest-rotation,

and season-long grazing on mountain
range in Wyoming, (1965) 18184

moving force in economic growth (address)
(1962) 14744

National Agricultural Advisory Committee,
report to the President (1961) 1422

national agricultural policy, crisis, adjust
production to demand, remedy (address)
(1962) 10820

National Farmers Organization (remarks),
(1965) 4125

National Grange Convention (remarks),
(1965) 4126

national policy (remarks), (1965) 10088
need for balanced research program (talk)

(1962) 16280
needs trade expansion act (address) (1962)

14745
new challenges, applying research and man-

aging abundance (talk) (1962) 14746
New Zealand, new trade controls for 1962-63

(1962) 15474
Nigeria, agricultural economy in brief,

(1965)476
North Korea

—

agrarian transformations (1961) 4374
Communist Party's agricultural policy

(1964) 11060
successes (1961) 7640

North Vietnam

—

agricultural economy, (1965) 10729
collectivization of agriculture (1961) 7617
developments (1962) 5480

midland regions (1961) 2148
five-year plan outline (1961) 4694
organization, description, etc (1961) 4407
production cooperatives, model constitu-

tion (1961) 10947
production relationships and techniques

(1961) 2237
promotion (1961) 13192
scientific farming, encouragement (1961)
2406

translations (1961) 19616, 19625
nuclear science applications (1964) 136
nuts, domestic tree, industry, economic ap-

praisal (1964) 21259
objectives, policies, goals (address) (1961)

16091
Ohio statistics (1961) 34
organization of agrochemical service, USSR

study, (1965) 2591
outlook

—

agricultural outlook digest (1961) 2808
charts (1961) 12; (1962) 31, 22927
for 1960's (statements) (1961) 5186, ,5214
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Agriculture—Continued
outlook—Continued
for 19t;2 (statement) (1962) 7249
for 1963-68 (1963) 2121
summary of comments (1961) 13

Pakistan ('1965) 14172
policy (1961) 20664

Parapruay (1961) 12548
part-time farming (1962) 1936
past, present and future (address) (1962)

12833
Peace Corps (1962) 16103
people act through community participation

and by \ orking together, exhibit depicts
advances (1964) 1646

pesticides and fungicides, USSR studies,

(1965) 6453
pests, control, USSR study (1964) 10919
Philippines, agricultural economy (1961)

10644
plans for progress in 1960's (address) (1961)

16096
plants and animals, regulatory problems,

research achievements (talk) (1962) 8788
Poland

—

production, (1961) 17456
scientific research in agricultural technol-

ogy, plans (1962) 7544
policy

—

and goals (excerpts of remarks) (1962)
12841

European Economic Community (1964)
1324

expanding job and income opportunities in

rural America (address) (1964) 5802
how formulated (talk) (1962) 12847

politics of agriculture (remarks) (1961) 17931
positive policy (remarks) (1963) 1717
present day research and their implications

for extension (talk) (1961) 5234
prices and income policies (remarks) (1962)

6586
problems

—

and new programs (address) (1961) 5246
in relationship to world peace and freedom

(talk) (1963) 1688
real public understanding of form propos-

als (address) (1963) 1668
responsibilities of citizens (address) (1961)
5279

USSR and USA, contrasts (address) (1963)
20271-272

production

—

and marketing, future organization and
control (paper) (1964) 15188

intensification, USSR study (1964) 7086
projections, studies (list) (1961) 6674
scientific research in Urals, study, (1965)

16422
productivity, measurement and analysis of

change, 1870-1958 (1961) 6709
program for 1960's (1962) 6565
program, message from the President (1962)

4919; (1963) 4721; (1964) 6202; (1965)
4479

programs of past 8 years (talk) (1961) 5247
progress (address) (1961) 6702
progress through exchange of ideas (re-

marks) (1962) 12857
progressive, development of land-grant sys-

tem and its contribution (summary of

remarks) (1962) 13706
project opportunities in rural areas (speech)

(1962) 12924
protection against nuclear attack, guide for

leaders (1962) 16274
public partnership in agricultural research

(address) (1962) 6545

Agriculture—Continued
publications determining need. Agriculture

Dept. report (1962) 4503
public's misunderstanding, its relation to

well being, growth, and even security of

U.S. (address) (1961) 20280
radioisotopes uses, bibliography (1961) 5385;

(1964) 15283
REA's stake in a prosperous agriculture

(remarks) (1961) 17807
recreation in agriculture (address) (1964)

5855
research—achievement sheet (1962) 22926
Agriculture Department and State agri-

cultural experiment stations, questions
and answers(1963) 13163

Agricultural Research Service and agri-
cultural sciences (talk) (1961) 9852

biological processes, basic discoveries
advanced, prospects of greater control,
picture story (1962) 10879

brief review of experiment station partici-

pation (talk) (1961) 5240
evaluation for use of scientists and their
cooperators in Agriculture Dept., de-

tailed analysis (1962) 10808
extension and research, partners in prog-

ress (address) (1961) 10584
importance past and future (talk) (1961)

3685
in 60's (talk) (1961) 17891
livestock, increasing efficiency (1962)

10809
new horizons (talk) (1961) 16081
progress in 1958, picture story (1962)

10858
research achievement sheets (1961)

3688-90, 6673, 8283
research and education in free society

(talk) (1962) 16267
research in the news, 1959, picture story

(1962) 10864
role in managed abundance (address)

(1962) 6587
role in peace and progress (remarks) (1962)

4502

scientific, resolutions on. Communist
China (1961) 17506

seed losses cut, picture story (1962) 10867
serves everybody (talk) (1961) 9851
shapes future (talk) (1962) 12828
statistics, etc., statutes, compilation

(1961) 17902
research stations and lines of research, elim-

ination, proposal

—

hearings, (1965) 8971
report. (1965) 8945

resources and production, graphic summary,
census of agriculture, 1959 special re-

ports (1963) 11637
result demonstration manuals for extension

workers (1962) 6559, 18620
return to unity needed (address) (1963) 1666
role in 1960-1970 decade (1962) 355
role in world progress (address) (1964) .5810

role of economics and statistics in USDA
(1961) 19207

Rumania (1961) 12547
agricultural geography (1962) 12203
agricultural plants, ecological zoning

(1961) 4478
agricultural research institutes, recent

activities, (1965) 9389
combination with industry, translation

(1965) 969
districting plant varieties (1962) 5500
farm output, ways of increasing (1962)

10130
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Agriculture—Continued
Rumania—Continued

Grand National Assembly session, speech-
es (1962) 14172

nuclear technology, application (1965)
6492

research (1964) 20233
science, advances (1964) 10904
scientific research, study (1964) 21399

rural area development (remarks) (1961)
9901

rural development program news (1961) 3555
sample survey, 1960, special reports (1963)

6008
science, technology, and development, papers

prepared for United Nations conference
(1963) 633

sciences, Soviet bloc conferences (1964)
12964

scientific and technological advancements,
etc. (address) (1961) 5280

selenium in soils, toxic effects, etc (1961)
13769

services to foreign areas, importance
(speech) (1961) 3691

sharing our knowledge with other nations,
(1965) 16989

situation and programs (address) (1961) 5282
situation in Erati circumscription of Mozam-

bique district, 1961, (1965) 2717
soil and geography, USSR studies (1964)

11108
sound agriculture is important to business

(address) (1961) 16090
South Africa, agricultural economy in brief,

(1965) 2087
South Korea, economy (1961) 10529
southeast Asian rice bowl and its relation to

U.S. farm exports, (1965) 16084
Spanish, its competitive position (1964)

15838
stabilizing characteristics in American econ-

omy (remarks) (1963) 1689
stabilizing factors on farm economy (re-

marks) (1963) 1667
standardization, experiences, Czechoslovak

study (1963) 17978
State departments, directory (1961) 8258;

(1962) 8759, 16240; (1963) 7529; (1964)
9906

State films, list (1962) 7487
statistical summary (1961) 2798; (1962) 4357;

(1963) 4209; (1964) 4054; (1965) 3961
statistics, (1961) 5248; (1962) 12835; (1963)

9560A; (1964) 4193; (1965) 10049
statistics, career in Statistical Reporting

Service (1963) 7578
statistics, simple methods of estimating non-

linear functions (1963) 18417
stronghold of individualism in changing

world (address) (1964) 20923A
success story, mankind's gain (talk) (1962)

6561
suggestions for strengthening foreign aid

program (address) (1961) 16088
Szechwan and Yunnan provinces, geograph-

ic survey data on industry (1962) 19623
Tanganyika, agricultural economy (1964)

17910
tangible personal property, taxation (1962)

21609
tasks of agricultural science, USSR report

(1962) 5899
technical and scientific progress, five point

program outline (remarks) (1961) 17935
technological breakthroughs and impact on

future (talk) (1962) 16270
Tennessee Valley, profile change, 1949-59,

(1965) 5426

Agriculture—Continued

Tennessee Valley Authority, development,
(1963) 7470; (1965) 5425

Thailand, diversification and economic devel-
opment, case study (1963) 8154

today and tomorrow's goals (address) (1962)
1928

toxicology problems, USSR study, (1965)
16386

trade expansion act to benefit agricultural
economy (talk) 14765

training and services needed (1964) 19091
translating problems into opportunities,

American, Soviet and other countries
compared (address) (1962) 21732

translations from bulletin of Academy of
Sciences, USSR (1962) 22255

Tunisia, organization, production, and trade
(1964) 8472

Turkey, agricultural economy in brief,

(1965) 475
Ukrainian Academy of Agricultural Sciences

review of reports at plenary meeting
and general assemblies (1961) 4646

United States

—

and Russian agriculture, statistical com-
parison, (1965) 16082

background facts (1961) 3701, 9884; (1962)
18630; (1963) 16745; (1965) 11850

books, significant, 1860-1960, list (1962)
20167

fact book (1963) 12242; (1965) 7816
Upper Volta, agricultural economy, notes

(1962) 9534
upswing in rural America (1963) 11469
Uruguay, situation and outlook (1962) 5085

USDA index of total inputs (talk) (1961)
1617

usefulness of polymers in farm fields, USSR
study (1961) 9349

USSR-
Achilles heel of Soviet economy (1963)
5907

agricultural enterprises, administration
(1964) 9029

agricultural equipment, planning need and
use with linear programming and com-
puters, (1965) 1193

agricultural sciences, translations (1963)
8887

all-Union Conference of Agricultural Spe-
cialists, (1961) 2107

animal husbandry, translation (1961) 4448

biological research (1963) 6644
comparison in U.S. and Soviet Union

(1961) 10531
comparison with U.S. production, policies,

etc (1963) 12051
crops and animal husbandry, selected

translations (1961) 7818

development and distribution according to
natural farming areas (1961) 7790

development, importance of scientific re-

search (1963) 12576
development under Communism, state-
ments of N.S. Khrushchev (1963)
17838-842; (1964) 16520

economics and organization of socialist

—

agricultural enterprises (1962) 824
agricultural production (1962) 3043

electric power, poor utilization in produc-
tion, because of insufficient capacity
(1964) 21568

farm machinery, translations (1961) 2225,
2227, 2233, 2252, 2257, 4435, 4493, 7727,
7739, 7785, 9318, 9337, 13091, 13336-337

fertilizers, translations (1961) 4498, 9337
foreign trade, 1962-63, (1965) 9033
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Agriculture—Continued
USSR—Continued
grain and cotton crops, translations (1961)

7759
grain crops and farm machinery, selected

translations (1961) 9318
harvesting machinery, translation (1961)

4450
labor productivity (1963) 6915
labor statistics (1963) 8798
management, poultry, timber (1961) 13028
material and technical supply improved

(1962) 3105
mechanizers, 1929-57 (1961) 17491
microbiology, achievements (1962) 928
news of agricultural sciences (1961) 15500
planning work in Ural'skaya Oblast, com-
bination of rectangular coordinate sys-

tem (1961) 11230
preparing for new season (1962) 12157
production failures, French study (1963)

752
report of 1963 U.S. Agriculture Exchange

Delegation (1964) 2266, 14173
research development (1963) 8708
science and technology, proposal for im-

proved use of advanced methods (1964)

12979
sciences and agriculture, translations

(1962) 12009
Soviet Union and Eastern European coun-

tries agricultural situation, 1961-62

(1962) 21614
specialists criticized, lack of specific as-

signments (1964) 16205
statistical procedures and definitions

(1961) 10979
statistics (1963) 8465
status and prospects of chemization (1964)

19895
tasks of agricultural science, decisions of

central committee of CPSU (1963) 6683
Timiryazev Agricultural Academy

—

doctor of biological sciences degrees
awa rded for 1 960 ( 1 96 1 ) 2098

1

scientific conference, Dec. 1960 (1961)

20977
translations, see listings in most monthly

issues
use of fertilizers, fungicides, and herbi-

cides, (1965) 6456, 6518
virgin and unused lands, resettlement of

military personnel (1961) 13358
virgin lands policy, role of Khrushchev,
French anticommunist analysis (1964)

9092
values in increasingly urban society (ad-

dress) (1961) 17152
vertical coordination in production and

market structure, research needs (1963)

4801
vocational education, farm mechanics in-

struction, training program suggestions
(1964) 15849

water requirements estimated, report (1961)

408
west European countries economy (1961)

7454
West Indies (1961) 4251
Western Europe, 1965 situation, (1965) 6106
Western Hemisphere, 1965 situation, (1965)

6105
western U.S., long-term production pros-

pects (1963) 13838
what we defend, American farmers role (re-

marks) (1962) 16313
workers in agricultural subjects in land-

grant colleges and experiment stations

(1961) 9868; (1962) 12838; (1963) 14850;

(1964) 7909, 20909

Agriculture—Continued
world agricultural production and trade,

statistical reports (1963) 8290; (1964)

4166; (1965) 4078
world agriculture, graphic summary (1964)

19090
world market, changing concepts (address)

(1963) 9557
world situation, (1961) 2017; (1962) 2401;

(1963) 2143; (1964) 4614; (1965) 2090
Africa and West Asia (1964) 6557
Eastern Europe (1964) 8474, 12047
Far East, (Ilommunist China, Oceania,

(1963) 10055; (1964) 8475
related to political and social trends,

comments on paper (1962) 15614
Western Europe, (1963) 10060
Western Hemisphere (1963) 8156; (1964)
6556

world trade and U.S. agriculture (remarks)
(1963) 7586

world's stake in U.S. agriculture (1964) 2317
yearbook

—

departmental editions (1961) 11724; (1962)
12834; (1963) 20291; (1964) 16952; (1965)
15187

document editions (1961) 12142; (1962)

13350; (1963) 20452; (1964) 17450; (1965)
15525

yearbook, 1962

—

reprint, significant books, 1860-1960 (1962)
20167

separate (1963) 14895
yearbooks, authoritative information, list

(1961) 15930; (1962) 8603; (1963) 11229;
(1965) 6868

see also Dry farming—Farm labor

—

Farmers' cooperative organizations

—

Farms—Irrigation—aiso headings begin-

ning Agricultural.

Agriculture Administration Building, histori-

cal study (1964) 13384
Agriculture and Food Organization of United

Nations, see Food and Agriculture Orga-
nization of United Nations.

Agriculture and Forestry Committee, Senate:

calendar (1961) 3089; (1962) 4003; (1963)

3648; (1964) 3662; (1965) 3574
hearings, see subjects,

reports, see subjects,

committee prints, see subjects.

Agriculture, Centennial Film Festival of, see
Clentennial Film Festival of Agriculture.

Agriculture Committee, House:
calendar (1961) 3067; (1962) 3986; (1963)

3829; (1964) 3643; (1965) 3558
committee prints, see subjects,

hearings, see subjects,

investigations and studies, expenses, reports

(1961) 5650, 5672; (1962) 16974; (1963)

4735, 6122, 18878; (1964) 17584; (1965)

4493, 5905, 19272
reports, see subjects.
travel authorization, reports (1963) 7972,

17152; (1964) 13960
Agriculture Department:

acceptance service for poultry and eggs, aid

for quantity buyers (1961) 8261; (1965) 6

activities, facilities, etc. (address) (1963)

11446
after 100 years

—

departmental edition (1962) 12834
document edition (1962) 13350

agricultural research, questions and an-

swers (1963) 13163
Agriculture Department and land-grant col-

leges, 100 years of progress (address)

(1962) 15475
aims, policies, goals (address) (1961) 16092
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Agriculture Department—Continued

alleged threats to influence testimony con-
cerning farm legislation, report (1961)
20622

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8826, 10325, 10496
law (1961) 14112
reports (1961) 10294, 10490, 14309
supplemental proposals (1961) 16623,

18987
appropriations, 1963

—

continuing resolution, reports (1962)
21184, 21515

hearings (1962) 9370, 11430, 13492, 17086,
17801
special reports (1962) 19368

law (1962) 23279
obligational authority (1962) 21238
reports (1962) 16967, 19303, 21066, 21147,
21187

supplemental

—

hearings (1963) 6183, 6289
law (1963) 6062
proposal (1963) 4727
reports (1963) 6116, 6230

appropriations, 1964

—

deficiency, hearings (1964) 10285
hearings (1963) 7979, 9921, 17301-302
law (1964) 1978
reports (1963) 11816, 17294; (1964) 2100
supplemental, proposal (1964) 10162, 14025

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 10286, 15790, 17630
law (1964) 17431
proposal (1964) 15418
reports (1964) 10258, 15771, 17605
hearings, (1965) 7527
law, (1965) 7378
proposal, (1965) 1988
reports, (1965) 4483, 4588, 5879

appropriations, 1966

—

amendments, proposal, (1965) 12221
hearings, (1965) 8865, 10515, 12302, 14111
reports, (1965) 12097, 14070
supplemental, proposal, (1965) 19190

assistance in developing small rural areas
(remarks) (1961) 11722

Assistant Secretaries, additional

—

hearings (1963) 13634
reports (1963) 17146, 18839

Assistant Secretary, nomination of

—

Duncan, John P., jr., hearing (1961) 5844
Ralph, James T., hearing (1961) 5843
Welch, Frank J., hearing (1961) 5844

barter export program, suggested improve-
ments, etc (1962) 6562, 13840

basic documents relating to use of pesti-
cides, hearings, (1965) 6050

budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 6978, 8655
budget, 1963, amendments (1962) 15100
hearings (1962) 17086

budget, 1964, amendments (1963) 4727, 6092
budget, 1965, amendments (1964) 14024-25,

15609
budget, 1966, amendments, (1965) 8751
California growers and USDA (address)

(1964) 5822
career for lawyers (1961) 17922; (1963) 1709
career opportunities (1961) 1637; (1965)

11860
centennial, 1962

—

commemorating (1963) 4378
facts (1962) 6592
effective State-Federal cooperation (1962)

12858
photography exhibit (1962) 10826
recognition

—

law (1961) 16593

Agriculture Department—Continued
centennial, 1962—Continued

reports (1961) 10314, 14687
way back when, photos (1962) 12923

century of service, the 1st 100 years (1963)
9567

child nutrition, aids (1963) 14815
communications, competition and role of

USDA (address) (1964) 7916
conservation policies and programs (ad-

dress) (1961) 17906
Consumer & Marketing Service, general in-

formation, (1965) 13406
consumer expenditure survey reports, (1965)

10038-43, 11825-830, 13373-376, 18867-
870

cotton and cotton linters, classification for
foreign growth, regulations under cot-

ton standards act (1964) 19046
cotton production and exporting problems,

role of Government (address) (1963)
20276

decisions on various problems affecting CCC
storage rates of cotton, GAO review,
(1965) 711

development to meet needs of the people
(talk) (1962) 16290

displacement of commercial dollar sales of
tallow to United Arab Republic, GAO
report, (1965) 14389

donated food, teaching people use of (1962)
16246

donating flour instead of wheat, unnecessary
cost, GAO report, (1965) 6308

employee handbook, (1965) 16954
employees, first aid guide (1962) 22928;

(1963) 18415
employees, planning your retirement, guide

(1963) 16751
equal employment opportunity, progress,

pictorial review (1963) 18266; (1965)
6853

equal opportunity in farm programs, serv-
ices rendered

—

appraisal, (1965) 7316, 8654
summary, (1965) 7317

establish agricultural attache's post to Eu-
ropean '"Common Market (remarks) (1962)
16309

Evanston Commodity Office, Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service,
unnecessary costs of leasing rather
than purchase of electronic data proc-
essing equipment, GAO report (1964)
10620

expenditures for converting barn to labora-
tory, Beltsville Agricultural Research
Center, GAO report, (1965) 2210

facilitate work

—

hearings (1962) 23361; (1963) 17155; (1965)
8863

law, (1965) 13810
reports, (1963) 17138; (1965) 8774, 15907

field manual for research in agricultural
hydrology (1962) 14739

field staff. Foreign Service list (1961) 3598;
(1962) 3886, 14602, 22815; (1963) 1510,
3340; (1964) 3520; (1965) 3437

50 years of marketing service (address)
(1963) 20280

films, catalog (1964) 16944
films for television (1963) 14881
food distribution programs (talk) (1962) 6527
food donation programs, (1965) 13408
food stamp program, method for sharing our

abundance, (1965) 4118. 13404
foreign agricultural research grant program

(1961) 3686
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AKriculture Department—Continued

functions consolidated at one location in

Kansas City (summary of remarks)
(1962) 18641

Gi€neral Counsel, nomination of John C.

Bagwell, hearing (1961) 7262
goals and current policies (address) (1962)

6553
Gold Seal Conservation Award, presentation

(remarks) (1963) 16760
grading service, approved dairy plants, list

(1964) 15184; (1965) 4088, 14145
guide to understanding Agriculture Dept.

(1964) 18875; (1965) 14967
handling of grain storage operations of Bil-

lie Sol Estes, hearings (1964) 14001

handling of pooled cotton allotments of Bil-

lie Sol Estes—
hearings (1962) 21551, 23415; (1963) 330,

4780; (1964) 532
print additional copies, reports (1962)

21127, 21377
report (1964) 19584

history, reminiscences by Henry A. Wallace
(address) (1962) 25

hog cholera research, history

—

1884-1960 (1962) 4499
1903-1953, supplement (1962) 8819

how it serves you (1964) 19100
import-export overtime law, clarify, report

(1964) 15514
improper payment of Colombian port

charges for surplus agricultural com-
modities sold under title 1, Agricultural
trade development and assistance act of

1954, GAO report, (1965) 699
injury compensation guide (1964) 1538
institutional meat purchase specifications

approved

—

fresh beef (1961) 27, 20260; (1965) 19523
fresh lamb and mutton (1961) 28, 20261
fresh pork (1961) 29, 20262; (1965) 14142
fresh veal and calf (1961) 30, 20263
general requirements (1961) 31; (1962) 16

pork products, cured and processed (1963)

16706
integration of research work with land-

grant colleges and universities (address)

(1964) 5865
investigations of watershed areas jointly

with Army Dept.

—

hearings (1961) 18975
law (1962) 19001
report (1961) 16775; (1962) 19305

leaflets, see listings in most monthly issues

Library

—

appropriations, 1962, hearings (1961)

10325
appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962)

11430
Communist Chinese monographs (list)

(1961) 11735
general information (1961) 16128
list (series) (1961) 104, 1653, 11735
Soviet scientific periodicals received (1961)

104

marketing bulletins (1961) 87-88, 5264, 6686,

9887, 11706; (1962) 8843, 18631, 22936;

(1963)33, 7570, 11456, 13172-173, 18431,

20288-289; (1964) 31, 1705, 4206, 7928,

11768, 15211-213, 20928; (1965)
18880-881

marketing research report, see listings in

nx)st monthly issues,

marketing services, .50 years, commemora-
tion, exhibit (1963) 9528

matching fund, marketing service programs,
(1965) 7551

Agriculture Department—Continued

ineat inspection procedures, manuals (1963)

18410; (1964) 20904; (1965) 12357
milestones in marketing (1963) 9530, 14821
miscellaneous publications, see listing in

most monthly issues.

motion pictures, catalog (1961) 9867
new research policies and progress (talk)

(1961) 11686
nursery stock, plant, and seeds quarantine,

proposed amendment, hearings (1963)
6182

100 years of service (1962) 72

opportunity for lawyers (1961) 5275
organization and field activities, 1962, direc-

tory (1962) 6557
organization and service (remarks) (1961)

11729
PA [program aid) series (1963) 14882-887,

16752-755, 18439-442; (1964) 39, 4217,

5842-54, 7937-39, 9957-62, 11776-779,
13595-596, 15216-220, 16964-968,
19100-101, 20931-932; (1965) 49-52,

1771-72, 4116-22, 5521, 7037-38, 8441-42,

10078-85, 13399-409, 11864-866,
15202-207, 16984-991, 18887-894

patent practices, report (1962) 420
photo series (1962) 12863-923
photos, catalog (1961) 7537
policies and programs to help farmers solve

problems (address) (1963) 16728
policy and California agriculture (address)

(1964) .5821

popular publications

—

annual inventory, list (1962) li764
for farmer, suburbanite, etc., list (1962)

19.589

poster (1963) 18440
poultry inspection, consumer's safeguard,

(1965) 18888
processed fruit and vegetable inspection

service (1962) 18604
production research reports, see listing in

most monthly issues.

profiles, careers (1964) 20933
program aid (PA) series. (1961) 1639,

3712-14, 5277-78, 9898, 11717-718,
16118-119, 17930; (1962) 1951, 4525,

6582, 8861-63, 10844, 845, 12862,
16306-307, 20415; (1963) 39, 4367-71,

5836-39, 7580-81, 9586, 1318.5-186

programs affecting beef cattle industry (ad-

dress) (1964) 5823
projections of apple production for 1970,

(1965) 10674
public services (address) (1964) 5860
publications

—

and motion pictures, monthly list (1961)

3316; (1962) 4408; (1963) 3916; (1964)

3741; (1965) 3166
and services available, congressional
guide (1962) 2549; (1963) 2367

distributed by Congressmen, lists (1961)

2064, 7538, 19449; (1962) 7486, 218.56

methods for determining need, report

(1962) 4503
publications available, lists (1962) 2550;

(1963) 17545
rural civil defense, index (1964) 15343
series, purpose, audience contest, etc.

(1961) 20312
purposes (address) (1961) 17934
quality controls to ensure pure food in

U.S.A. (1962) 20418
radiological monitoring handbook (1963)

13162; (1964) 5814
radiological training manual (1961) 16084
REA lending programs (1963) 9585
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Agriculture Department—Continued
recent motion pictures, 1963 cumulative

supplement (1963) 11447
registered agricultural pesticide chemicals,

uses, summary, (1965) 4099, 10037
regulatory activities (address) (1964) 5827
reorganization to consolidate regional off-

ices, etc. (address) (1963) 7556
report, (1961) 3717; (1962) 18639; (1963)

16761
research activities and agricultural re-

search stations, elimination

—

hearings, (1965)8971
report, (1965) 8945

research and development liaison, with
Army Quartermaster Corps, progress
repoVt (1963) 7417

research into health factors in tobacco use,

authorize

—

hearings (1964) 8353
report (1964) 4484

research program, detailed analysis (1962)

10808
review of orders, law, text (1961) 5983
role in improving markets and marketing

practices (paper) (1961) 6656
role of economics and statistics (1961) 19207
salutes canning industry, photo series (1962)

12881
Secretary, nomination of Orville L. FVee-

man, hearing (1961) 4075
Sedimentation Laboratory, research pro-

gram (1963) 1714
service, USDA's report to consumers (peri-

odical) (1964) 18160; (1965) 3940
services and activities of interest to dry

corn millers (address) (1961) 3677
services, consumer's guide (1964) 7936
services, how big should it be? what should

it do? (remarks), (1965) 54
special study on cigar tobacco (1962) 7255
specialized positions, examination announce-

ment (1961) 16498; (1962) 18889; (1963)
18736

States marketing service programs (1961)

13745; (1963) 1615
statistical bulletin, see listings in most

monthly issues.

Statistical Reporting Service, scope, meth-
ods, etc., (1965) 1768

technical bulletin, see listings in most
monthly issues,

telephone directory, (1965) 8453, 17000
tobacco pricing policy, hearings (1963) 17160
Under Secretary, nomination of Charles S.

Murphy, hearing (1961) 5843
USDA, employee news bulletin (1961) 2877;

(1962) 4425; (1963) 4273; (1964) 4128;
(1965) 4039

USDA grades for beef, quality, how well in-

dicated, research study (1961) 17889
USDA grading system, better marketing for

beef (1962) 8761
varied programs serving needs of all people

(address) (1964) 5812
views on food additives amendment of 1958

(talk) (1961) 54
Agrochemistry, see Agricultural chemistry.
Agronomy, see Agriculture.
Agrotechnical methods and world food supply,

USSR, (1965) 14601
Agte, Curt, tungsten and molybdenum (1963)

14592
Agua Caliente Spring, geology and hydrology

(1963) 8346
Aguadilla, P.R., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 18902
Aguilar, Carmen Hernandez, .see Hernandez

Aguilar, Carmen.

Aguilar, Ernest I., relief (1962) 16905, 20818,
21348

Aguinaldo, Pedro, relief (1964) 10197, 14041,
17169

Aguirre, Paul, testimony, hearings, (1965) 7547

Agy, v., solar flare effects and other iono-
spheric disturbances with high frequen-
cy Doppler technique, (1965) 11529

Ah Lung Chang, see Chang, Ah Lung.
Ahalt, J. Dawson, demand for feed concen-

trates, statistical analysis, (1965) 12378
Ahdut 'Avodah Convention, Sept. 1962, speech-

es, etc (1963) 2606
Ahn, Kil Ja, see Kil Ja Ahn.
Ahnfeldt, Arnold L., thoracic surgery. World

War n, (1965) 10163
Ahrends, Eugene, relief (1963) 15202
Ahtanum Valley, geology and ground water

resources"(1962) 13880
Ahtye, Warren F., critical evaluation of meth-

ods for calculating transport coefficients

of partially and fully ionized gases,
(1965) 5209

Ai Ja Kim, see Ast, Kathryn C.—Kim, Ai Ja.

AIB series

see listing in most monthly issues.

AID, see International Development Agency.
Aid in action, how U.S. aid lends a hand

around the world (1961) 13679
Aid in orbit (1962) 8482
AID report (1961) 11357, 13416; (1963) 10925
Aid to disabled (1961) 6491
Aid to families with dependent children, see

Children—Families—Public assistance.
AIDE, see Electronic computers.
Aides, hotel and motel housekeeping, suggest-

ed training program (1964) 15848
see aiso Health aides—Psychiatric aides.

Aidit, D.N.:
invited to World Disarmament Congress

(1962) 12235
lecture. May 11, (1963) 14235
political report to Indonesian Communist

Party (1963) 12400
selected works (1961) 2319

Aids in navigation, see Navigation.
Aids to students (1964) 21365
Aikawa, Shunichi, relief (1962) 714.5, 13392,

15047
Aikin, A.C., effect of auroral bremsstrahlung on

lower inosphere(1963) 21006
Ailerons:

flap-type at 3 locations on sweptbaek-wing-
body, normal force and hinge-noment
characteristics at transonic speeds (1961)

9594

inboard, pressure measurements to determine
load distribution (1961) 9594

outboard, transonic characteristics on
4-percent-thick 30° sweptback wing, in-

cluding effects of trailing-edge thickness
and aerodynamic balance (1961) 6354

source of yaw control on VZ-2 tilt-wing air-

craft (1962) 18287

spoiler-slot-deflector, effects of, aerodynamic
load distribution on sweptback wing, with
leading-edge chord-extensions at transon-
ic speeds (1962) 6259

sweptback, loads due to deflected inboard and
outboard ailerons, at transonic speeds
(1961)4921

tip, on arrowhead wing, transonic flutter in-

vestigation (1961) 4866

tip, semispan modified-delta wings, transonic
flutter investigation (1961) 19916

wing-aileron flutter characteristics of

Vi-scale dynamic model of X-IE airplane
(1961)4859
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Ailerons—Continued

winp loads due to deflected inboard ailerons
on sweptback wing at transonic speeds
(1963)3108

Ailes, Stephen, nomination, hearing (1961) .5848

Aines, Ronald 0., release of land from conserva-
tion reserve contracts, adjustments in

land use, farmers' interest in new
land-retirement contracts (1963) 13839

Ainsworth, Francis, relief (1961) 14226; (1962)
5001,6891

Ainsworth Unit, see Missouri River Basin pro-
ject.

Air:

absorption coefficients (1961) 8334

afterglow and thermal radiation of nitrogen
peroxide, USSR study (1961) 4617

air screens for insect control (1963) 13158
analysis of performance of radial steam

separator models (1962) 14837

aspirator for taking air samples—model 822,
USSR study (1963) 8704

atmospheric

—

hospital installations, zonal distribution
of pathogenic microorganisms, USSR
study (1962) 20001

soluble impurities, determination, USSR
study, (1965) 2740

bacterial contamination, USSR study (1961)
15531

bacteriological investigation at negative
temperatures, new instrument, USSR
study (1961) 15446

below 1000 cps, sound absorpition, (1965)
11411

cleaning system, blast effects. Operation
Plumbbob (1963) 141

convective streams, freely-rising, limiting

principles, USSR study (1961) 2396

currents in Hungary with large-scale weath-
er situations of N- and S-steering (1962)
9834

damping of circular and rectangular plates,
cylinder, and sphere, investigation,
(1965) 8087

data system, flight evaluation of X-15
ball-nose flow-direction sensor, (1965)
14846

detection of type C botulin, Polish study,
(1965) 2337

droplet infections, prevention wdth use of
ultraviolet rays, USSR study (1962)
2839

electron-ion recombination, microwave inter-

ferometer measurements (1962) 8514;
(1964) 1452

enthalpy distribution in steady flow along
axis of direct-current electric arc (1962)
18276

equatorial air currents study, balloon
flights, agreement with India (1963) 3352

equilibrium, constant entropy properties for
approximate model (1961) 4886

equilibrium flow properties in hypervelocity
nozzles, charts (1962) 20136

equilibrium, thermodynamic and transport
property correlation formulas (1962)

22565
expired, oxygen content, electrometric deter-

mining, USSR study (1963) 19446
fission product radioactivity measurements

along 80th meridian, 1959 (1961) 1404
flowing, nickel metal, oxidation kinetics,

(1965) 1455
flutter characteristics of 45° sweptback wing

plan-form measured in Langley transon-
ic dynamics tunnel (1963) 7273

for the benefit of man, (1965) 11384

Air—Continued

fused fluoride coatings as solid lubricants in

(1964) 16686
heat conduction, experimental and theoreti-

cal study (1961) 6389
helium simulation of aerodynamic force

coeflicients of cones at hypersonic
speeds (1962) 22578

high-temperature, vacuum ultraviolet radia-

tion from N + - and + - electron recombi-
nation (1965) 13011

hot rolling molybdenum conditions, USSR
study (1964) 1011

hydrogen mixtures, detonation, USSR study
(1961) 4629

hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of
winged shapes in air and helium, com-
parison (1964) 14866

ideal-gas tables for oblique shock flow pa-
rameters (1964) 9592

injection through porous surface and
through slots, effect on turbulent skin
friction at Mach 3 (1964) 18757

instrument accurately measures extremely
low air densities, (1965) 14785

ionization, all-Union conference, USSR
(1962) 1075

ionization and aerosols interaction,

dose-effect relationships (1963) 7197
ionization, effect on

—

ability to do mental work, USSR study
(1962) 1108

ability to do physical work, USSR study
(1962) 1109

behavior, study (1962) 1982
microflora, USSR study (1962) 1279
micro-organisms suspended therein, USSR
study (1962) 951

therapeutic properties, USSR study (1962)
23787

ionization, in medicine, USSR study (1961)

21008
ionization, Soviet equipment, development

and production information (1963) 12636

management of our air resources (address)
(1964) 5656

methane-air combustion products, aerody-
namic force and moment characteristics
of spheres and cones at Mach 7.0, (1965)
11473

microbes, apparatus for determining, Czech-
oslovakian patent (1963) 936

microbiological methods of studying (1962)
22302

NRL resistance meter, model II, (1965) 11597
oxygen-enriched, underground gasification of

coal (1962) 20107
particles, computing trajectories, (1965)

2438
purity and contaminants, development of

multi-contaminant analyzer for determi-
nation (1962) 1988

quality standards, future outlooks for devel-

opment and application (address), (1965)
' 5340

quest of clean air for Berlin, N.H. (1962)
20257

radionuclides, maximum permissible concen-
trations for occupational exposure
(1963) 18185

radon concentration, determination through
measurement of its solid decay products,
(1965) 13200

rapid helium-air analyzer can measure other
binary gas mixtures (1964) 7491

relative optical mass, new table and approx-
imation formula, (1965) 4679

required to float men crossing streams, phy-
siological basis (1961) 9936
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resistance, dependence of secular variations

of orbit elements (1961) 1324

results of air-water and steam-water tests

on radial vane steam separator models

(1962) 8945
revitalization purposes, synthesis and utili-

zation of low molecular weight ozonides,

(1965) 1399
salt water/air interface, effects of impressed

electrostatic fields (1963) 5050
surface, HASL sampling program, summary

report, (1965) 5603
tabulation of airy functions, (1965) 8146
temperatures

—

and stream flow data. Convict Creek, Calif

(1964) 10577
diurnal amplitudes in USSR, atlas (1963)

2510
relationship with soil frost formation

(1963) 10234
thermal conductivity, effects of uncertain-

ties on convective heat transfer for

stagnation temperature up to 30,000°K,

(1965) 6729
thermodynamic calculations of carbon mon-

oxide-air detonation parameters for ini-

tial pressures from 1 to 100 atmos-
pheres (1963) 1318, 11043

turbulent skin friction at high Mach num-
bers and Reynolds numbers (1961) 8045

see also Air pollution—Atmosphere—Atmos-

pheric pressure.

Air almanacs, see Almanacs.
Air and Space Museum, see National Air and

Space Museum.
Air attack on forest fires (1961) 65
Air bearings, see Bearings (machinery).
Air blasts. Operation Plumbob, instrumenta-

tion of structures (1961) 232
Air brakes, see Brakes.
Air-bubble curtains, fishing gear for Maine

sardines, usefulness and effectiveness of

device (1961) 12665
Air carriers:

^ ,

accidents, statistical review and resume
(1963) 16923; (1965) 304, 4372

adequacy of service, address (1961) 5507
adequacy of trunkline air service to medi-

um-sized intermediate cities, hearings,
(1965) 16012

air cargo field (address) (1962) 23094
air freight's role in developing local econom-

ies (remarks) (1963) 11525
air taxi operators and commercial operators

of small aircraft, Federal aviation regu-
lations (1964) 12384; (1965) 19603

air taxi services, expansion, etc. (address)
(1962) 304

air transport at speeds of 2330 kilometers
per hour in 1963, Rumanian study (1964)
5300

air transport economics in jet age, staff re-

search report (1961) 18391
air transportation and its role in domestic

and foreign commerce (address) (1965)
301

air transportation problems (address), (1965)
11953

airborne ILS glide slope equipment, techni-

cal standard order (1963) 8221
airborne radio marker receiving equipment,

technical standard order (1963) 13903
airborne VOR receiving equipment, techni-

cal standard order (1964) 4684
aircraft carrying military personnel, inves-

tigations

—

hearings (1962) 4958
subcommittee report (1962) 7082

Air carriers—Continued

aircraft certification and operation rules,

etc., civil air regulations (1963) 15466;

(1964) 4678, 8528-29, 10506
airline statistics handbook (1962) 2251;

(1963) 1933; (1964) 15336
Alaska routes, certificated, maps (1962) 306,

23097; (1964) 1831
analytical charts and summaries, including

supplemental air carrier statistics

(1964) 3230
Army maintenance units, field manual (1963)

14937
blind passengers, guides

—

hearing (1964) 10322
reports (1964) 13973, 17541

carriage of cargo in passenger compart-
ments, civil air regulations amendments
(1962)2446,2448

certificate issuance, civil air regulations
amendment (1962) 19461

certificated

—

accounts and reports, uniform system
(1961); 16491; (1963) 11651, 15098; (1964)

4108; (1965) 30.5, 4019, 4383, 8644, 13666,
15333, 17232

airport activity statistics (1963) 11648;
(1964) 1830, 6059, 15334; (1965) 8642,
15331

Alaska routes, map, (1965) 4373
overseas and foreign and within Hawaii
and Alaska, certification and operation
rules, civil air regulations (1962) 9574;
(1963) 6392, 8214-15, 10107, 17419; (1964)
10505, 12367-370, 15880

certification and operation

—

Federal aviation regulations (1965) 6155,
10796, 16154, 19600-601

rules, civil air regulations (1964) 14222
challenges and opportunities for airline in-

dustry (address), (1965) 4369
commercial air service, etc., laws, compila-

tion (1961) 349
commercial operator certification and opera-

tion rules

—

civil aeronautics manual (1962) 17445
civil air regulations (1963) 6391

common ownership by regulated carriers,

hearings (1961) 5875
Communist China, main civil airline routes,

map (1961) 13105
compact air transport (address) (1963) 20371

consolidation, merger, etc., eliminate hearing
requirement, hearings (1961) 393

controversy with their employees, report to

the President (1961) 13623; (1962) 3452
D.C. Government, use of Ist-class accommo-

dations, GAO report (1963) 12203
developing health, vigorous air transporta-

tion industry (address) (1961) 11984
domestic airmail service, map (1963) 5672
economic problems and regulations (address)

(1961) 16489
economic regulation violations, CAB to im-

pose civil penalties, hearings (1961) 393
employment outlook in air transportation

(1962) 8335
fare situation, changes in fare structure,

etc. (remarks) (1964) 4364
Federal aviation act of 1958, amend, hear-

ings (1961) 393
financial statistics, (1961) 3000; (1962) 4279;

(1963) 4127, 20373; (1964) 3230-31
foreign, operations. Federal aviation regula-

tions (1964) 8533; (1965) 16155
foreign, regulations, civil aeronautics man-

ual, (1962) 23502
foreign, transportation, regulations, etc.,

hearing (1962) 19187
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Air carriers—Continued
future of air carpo services (remarks) (1964)

6063
future of scheduled air transportation (ad-

dress) (1963) 1930
Hawaii, local service in retrospect and pros-

pect (address) (1963) 20372
historical statistics of U.S airlines, revised

page (1962) 9108
inspection repuiations, FAA maintenance

bulletins (1963) 19165
international transportation

—

problems, hearing (1961) 19158
rates

—

hearings (1963) 12012; (1965) 8894
reports (1963) 17271; (1964) 454

unification of rules, convention, amend-
ments

—

hearings (1965) 10680
protocol (1963) 20513
protocol, report (1965) 12224

irregular and off-route rules-
civil aeronautics manual (1961) 7371

14830, 20718; (1962) 7314, 11743, 21710;
(1963) 15465; (1964) 647, 3326

civil air regulations amendments (1961)
5970-71, 9080, 19287, 20722; (1962) 2450,
5149. 7320-21, 13771, 19460-461; (1963)
10108

issues and challenges of air transportation
(address) (1961) 20472A

lease of equipment, agreement with Federal
Republic of Germany (1962) 1844

loans for cargo aircraft, guarantee, hear-
ings (1961) 390

loans. Government guaranty, amend act-
hearings (1962) 15274, 17314
law (1962) 23220
reports (1962) 19102, 19144, 19318, 21167

local services

—

operational problems and opportunities
(address) (1961) 13998

selected flight load data by city pair, fre-
quency grouping, aircraft type, 1963,
(1965) 4381

unit costs, 1964, (1965) 4382, 5728, 8643
11955

maintaining public trust in air travel today
(remarks) (1962) 21718

nonstop flight distances, use in preparation
of national airport plan (1961) 5957

objectives of future marketing plans for air-
lines (address) (1962) 13093

operations inspector's handbook (1964)
19668

Pakistan airline, specification and route,
agreement (1961) 16021

passenger tickets, prohibit purchase by
brokers, hearings (1961) 393

passenger traflic forecast in U.S., 1959-65
(1961) 18391

regulatory remedy for airline's poor health
(address) (1962) 2250

responsibility, to provide services to com-
munities (address) (1965) 1920

routes to U.S. authorized to foreign air car-
riers

—

Eastern Hemisphere countries under per-
mit, map, (1965) 4384

Western Hemisphere countries under per-
mit, map, (1965) 4385

sanitation of airlines, standards of sanita-
tion for construction and operation of
commercial passenger aircraft and serv-
icing and catering facilities, handbook,
(1965) 5341

scheduled

—

air commerce traffic pattern (1961) 4170,
14817

Air carriers—Continued
.scheduled—Continued
commercial airliners, unnec-essary costs

for passenger service from Japan and
Korea to U.S., by Defense Dept., GAO
report, (1965) 10973

helicopter, certification and operation
rules

—

civil aeronautics manual (1961) 14831;
(1962) 11744, 19459; (1963) 10105

civil air regulations, amendments (1962)
7322-23, 17450; (1964) 12377

Federal aviation regulations (1964)
21291; (1965) 6156, 12427, 19602

interstate, certification and operation
rules

—

civil aeronautics manual, (1961) 5967,
12604, 19282; (1962) 2445, 7312-13,
21708; (1963) 13892, 19161

civil air regulations amendments (1961)
5968, 9078, 19285, 20720; (1962)
2446-47, 5147, 7316-17; (1963) 10106;
(1964) 10504, 12361-366, 15880

manual (1964) 3325
operations outside continental U.S., certi-

fication and operation rules-
civil aeronautics manuals (1961) 1955

7370, 12605; (1962) 507, 9572, 21709 '

Civil air regulations amendments (1961)
4176, 5969, 9079, 19286, 20721- (1962)
2448-49, 5148, 7318-19

services between U.S. and Caribbean area
agreement wdth Trinidad and Tobago
(1963) 3357

*^

traflic pattern, 1961 (1962) 14793
selling air transportation (address) (1962)

^tjKJtfo

situation, services, etc. (address) (1964) 17122
subsidies as investment in national future

(address) (1962) 6833
subsidy policy for local service airlines etc

hearings, (1965) 2018
supersonic transport, plans and progress

(remarks) (1962) 9589
supplemental, aircraft certification and op-

eration rules, etc., civil air regulations
amendments (1964) 12372-375; (1965)
2118

supplemental, provide for

—

hearings (1961) 16841, 17125; (1962) 7214
law (1962) 16754
reports (1961) 14694, 18854; (1962) 7069

15234
traffic statistics (1961) 2998-99; (1962)

4075-76; (1963) 3436-37, 20373; (1964)
3230, 3232

transatlantic charter trips, CAB regulations
(1961) 299, 8549

transport pilot rating

—

civil aeronautics manual (1961) 4173
examination guide (1962) 19532

transport services, agreement with

—

France (1963) 9430
Indonesia (1961) 21395; (1962) 18477
Italy (1961) 1497
Mexico (1961) 11582; (1964) 20841; (1965)
20093

Netherlands (1961) 20181
New Zealand (1961) 6573, 17842
United Arab Republic, (1965) 5415

transportation of dangerous articles and
magnetized materials. Federal aviation
regulations (1963) 13901

transportation operations in Alaska (ad-
dress) (1962) 16587

transportation services to the public (ad-
dress) (1961) 6889
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transporting mail of foreign countries, un-

necessary interest costs incurred by
advancing funds, GAO report, (1965)

14403
trunkline and local service

—

calendar year, 1964, (1965) 10273
chronological summaries of cities served,

(1965) 5727
trunkline suspensions and deletions at

points served by local service carriers,

historical review

—

1949-63, supplements, (1965) 5726-27,

10273
United States

—

accidents, statistical review (1962) 309
flag, to be used by Government employees
on official business for air travel, re-

ports (1962) 19316, 21071
international routes, maps (1962) 308,

23098; (1964) 1832; (1965) 4377
lists, (1965) 4379-80, 15332
local service routes, certificated, maps

(1962) 310, 23099; (1964) 1833; (1965)

4387
rather than foreign, savings in transpor-

tation costs through utilization. Post
Office Department, GAO report, (1965)
19655

trunkline routes, certificated, maps (1962)
311, 23100; (1964) 1834; (1965) 4388

use for overseas travel and shipment of

unaccompanied baggage of Defense
Dcpt. personnel, GAO review (1962) 5286

Air Cleaning Conference:
AEC, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Oct.

10-12, 1961, papers (1962) 18736
AEC, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oct.

20-23, 1963, proceedings (1964) 8080
Air commerce, see Aeronautics.
Air compressors, see Compressors.
Air conditioners, unnecessary procurement by

Army Dept., GAO report (1963) 15600;
(1964) 4770

Air conditioning:
design and criteria data, AF pamphlet (1961)

9910
emergency construction, design, engineering

manual (1963) 6372
equipment

—

current industrial report, (1961) 18147;
(1962) 265; (1963) 20350; (1964) 17090;
(1965) 1902

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963) 3655;
(1964)3473, 12292; (1965) 3375

foreign countries, production, consump-
tion, trade (1961) 5414

in Govt, buildings, repeal portion of act of
1943—
hearing (1963) 17184
law (1963) 17048
reports, (1962) 17225; (1963) 13715,

17105
industry, outlook (1961) 3857; (1962) 2132;

(1963) 4524
maintenance, FAA handbook, (1965) 7624
selling and servicing, bibliography, (1965)

15032
hospital costs, effects of glazing and build-

ing, orientation, (1965) 18712
industrial and community building, confer-

ence, USSR (1962) 2687
job shop (1965) 1613
mechanical design, engineering manual

(1961) 481; (1964) 620, 4666
operation, maintenance, etc., technical man-

ual (1962) 11016

Air conditioning—Continued

piston driven aircraft cabins using air as
refrigerant (1961) 15875

surgical operating rooms, USSR study
(1962) 5606

Air-conditioning mechanics, see Mechanics
(persons).

Air control man, see Airport control tower op-

erators.
Air-cooled turbine blades with tip cap for im-

proved leading-edge cooling (1961) 17698

Air crews, see Flight crews.
Air-cured tobacco, see Tobacco.
Air cushion vehicles:

Army logistic over shore lots operation,
analysis (1962) 8709

controlled flow phenomena (1963) 5758
Gemini 1-ton, amphibious, off-highway,

air-transportable vehicle concept evalu-
ation program (1964) 21908

M-151 jeep, conversion kit, test and evalua-
tion, (1965) 15105

operational analysis of use in support of

Army's ofF-road logistic mission (1963)
20205

overland air cushion vehicle stability and
control wind tunnel experiments (1962)
22876

state-of-the-art summary (1961) 21419
supplementary lift

—

data analysis (1962) 22877
performance analysis (1962) 22878

see also Ground effect machines.
Air decompression tables and emergency

tables (1962) 18441

Air defense:
artillery missile units, service practice, field

manual (1962) 153
East (Germany

—

civil air defense commanders' manual
(1961) 7811

instruction material against chemical and
biological weapons (1963) 705

Air defense missile crewman, see Missilemen.

Air drop tests, XM 551 Army full tracked vehi-

cle from C-130 aircraft (1965) 93
Air ejectors:

full scale aircraft, with various spacing ra-

tios and correlation with small-scale
tests, flight investigation (1961) 1253

two-stage annular, for use in high-energy
wind tunnels, evaluation (1962) 14470

Air fields, see Aviation fields.

Air filters, see Filters and filtration.

Air flow, see Flow.

Air Force:
achievements in research, (1965) 1806
aerospace team, professional achievement

for dietitians, physical and occupational
therapists (1962) 20444

air base gravity network (1963) 5855
Air Force systems acquisition in the sixties

(address) (1963) 9612

Air Force visual aid series (1963) 18456
Air Force writing (periodical), (1965) 7079
air police law enforcement operations. Air

Force manual (1963) 1746
Air Staff, organization chart (1961) 2886;

(1962) 3599; (1963) 3441; (1964) 3236;
(1965) 3120

aircraft, CAD pyrotechnic and explosive
items in use, survey (1962) 18363

aircraft engines spare parts, reclamation,
GAO review (1962) 15629

airmen

—

classification instruments, suggested com-
position (1961) 5314
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Air Force—Continued
airmen—Continued
classification tests

—

aptitude composite scores from 3 classi-

fication devices (1961) 1676
development (1961) 17955
validation against academic grades in

aviation high school (1962) 90
effectiveness, on-the-job criteria (1962)

1976
enlistment standards, prediction of unfa-

vorable discharge by separate educa-
tional levels (1962) 20447

first-term, prediction of unsuitability from
various information sources (1963)
18495

hierarchical factors in course grades in

aviation high school (1963) 4407
job qualification ratings relation to per-

formance ratings of basic training in-

structors (1964) 20971
morale, dimensions (1961) 143
official journal (1961) 2889; (1962) 3604;

(1963) 3446; (1964) 3243; (1965) 3127
performance prediction by career field

from selection and basic training varia-

bles (1964) 11802
prediction of success from responses to

items of Kelley activity preference re-

port (1963) 64
prediction of technical school success from
homogeneous biographical inventory
scores (1963) 67

qualifying examination

—

development (1962) 20449; (1963) 7622
development and standardization, (1965)

18912
norms for high school seniors and Air
Force training groups, (1965) 15220

performance by regional areas and by
sex, (1965) 11883

use to predict completion of basic train-

ing (1964) 13635
specialties, development of standard list

of work requirement factors (1964) 4256
stability classification test scores (1962)

16330
test items across forms, comparison (1964)
9984

ballistic missile management, report (1961)
8764

band, America's musical ambassadors (1964)
15244

battle streamers presentation to Armed
Services Committee, House, hearing
(1961) 7130

buying aircraft, material procurement,
World War II, special studies (1964)
20462

cargo handling system A/A32H-4, evaluation
(1964) 7971

chaplaincy development, service to Army air

units, 1917-46 (1961) 8322
chaplains, administration and program,

1947-60 (1963) 9606
Chief of Staff, nomination of

—

Curtis E. LeMay, hearing (1961) 12506
John P. McConnell, hearing, (1965) 6040

civil engineer handbook (1962) 20436
civil engineer (periodical) (1961) 2883; (1962)

3596; (1963) 3438; (1964) 3233; (1965)
3117

civilian travel and transportation, temporary
duty, general information, etc., pamphlet
(1964)60

classification tests

—

development, 1963 (1963) 9623
survey of methods (1963) 9624

combat units of World War II, history (1961)
6712

Air Force—Continued
communications-electronics doctrine, manual

(1961) 115-116
comparison of Air Force aptitude indexes

with corresponding talent test compos-
ites (1963) 18496

contribution to programmed instruction,
(1965) 4193

cost of excess proficiency flying, GAO review
(1961) 6162

counseling form, development for use by
supervising officers (1964) 15234

Dare County practice weapons range, acqui-
sition, hearings (1963) 9999

demonstration team (1964) 1735
dental officer, effect of ancillary personnel

on treatment capability (1964) 70
design manual (1963) 11487
drill and ceremonies, manual (1963) 5864
educational and advancement opportunities

offered

—

your daughter (1962) 22973
your son (1962) 22974

educational opportunities for high school
and college students and graduates
(1962) 20441

effect of sorting procedure on accuracy of
ordinal ranking (1964) 7994

employment overseas, pamphlet (1963) 5867
engineers overseas, pamphlet (1963) 5868
enlisted personnel

—

accessions, aptitude data (1963) 65
relief (1961) 8824, 14077, 14536; (1963)

13493; (1964) 1886, 2146
law (1965) 17419
report, (1965) 12104

enlistment of aliens

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 16576
reports (1961) 14276, 14673

facilities constructed in installations. De-
fense Dept. programming and financing,
GAO review (1961) 4304

flight information publication

—

enroute-high altitude

—

Northeastern and Southeastern U.S.
(1961) 2890

Northwestern and Southwestern U.S.
(1961) 2891

enroute-low altitude

—

Alaska, Canada and North Atlantic
(1961) 2895

Caribbean and South America (1961)
2892

Pacific and Far East (1961) 2894
(RFC), Europe (1961) 2893

planning, quarterly check list (1961) 2901;
(1962) 3868B; (1963) 3707

flight surgeon's manual (1962) 14769
general-use hand tools, review of procure-

ment and storage by Cieneral Services
Admin., GAO review (1962) 7460

glossary of standardized terms and defini-

tions, manual (1964) 7973
Government contracts, overpricing, hearings

(1961) 20568
Government publications, price list (1962)

10597; (1963) 20087; (1965) 9867
hangars, pumping station for fire protec-

tion, engineering manual, change (1964)
4667

hospitals, planning and operation (1962)
12956

indispensable weapon, personnel manage-
ment (1964) 59

instructor aptitude test scores compared
with general aptitude indexes achieved
by sample of basic airmen (1963) 4405

instructors' journal (1963) 20308; (1964)
3598; (1965)3511
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Air Force—Continued
intercontinental ballistic missile base con-

struction program

—

hearings (1961) 5731
report (1961) 5692

JAG law review (series), (1965) 12778
job analysis (1961) 11752
leased hotels, need for increased use of

quarters by military personnel on duty
in London, England, (jAO report, (1965)

16301
librarians, employment (1963) 9609
maintenance technical data system study

(1964) 51
materials research and development (1963)

60
medal, presentation to Benjamin D. Foulois,

authorize

—

law (1963) 17037
report (1963) 15208

medical administration, dependents' medical
care program, pamphlet (1962) 18649

medical airman's manual. Air Force manual
(1961) 16131

medical and dental officers, relief

—

law (1964) 8222
reports (1964) 377, 8409

niedical planning for disaster, casualty con-
trol, manual (1962) 16316

medical service, laboratory procedures in

clinical mycology, manual (1964) 1733
methods and foundations of job evaluation

(1962) 4550
newspicture guide, pamphlet (1961) 120
normative distributions of AQE aptitude

indexes for high-school-age boys (1964)
19162

officers

—

career decisions, predictability of initial

intent, (1965) 7098
effectiveness, importance of situational

factors in measurement (1963) 66
effectiveness reports, word picture check-

list, (1965) .5554

erroneously paid uniform allowances, re-

lief-
hearing (1964) 19591
law (1964) 19426
reports (1964) 13934, 17850

grade requirements project, overview,
(1965) 18913

group ratings of importance and obtaina-
bility of selected job characteristics
(1964) 9985

job evaluation

—

factors, study (1963) 18494
in terms of merited pay versus merited
grade (1963) 16785

system, familiarity effects (1961) 3758
versus evaluation of specialties, (1965)

11882
jobs, feasibility of identifying predictors of

success from personnel records, etc

(1963) 4402
leadership (1964) 11789
management, project M, data develop-
ment and analyses in support (1964)
19164

NCO leaders, selection techniques, status,
- June 30, 1962 (1963) 4466
peer nominations, develop self-report tests

to measure personality factors (1962)
1969

peer ratings as predictors of disciplinary
problems (1963) 4462

personality traits, similarity of factors
underlying peer ratings (1962) 1970

precommission screening test-62, develop-
ment (1962) 6609

Air Force—Continued
officers—Continued
promotion, temporary increase in number

of lieutenant colonels

—

hearings (1963) 11884
law (1963) 15142
reports (1963) 13541, 13755

promotion, temporary increase of lieuten-

ant colonels on active duty

—

hearings (1961) 12336, 20624
law (1961) 16606
reports (1961) 12270, 17006

promotion to grades of major, lieutenant
colonel, and colonel, remove inequities

—

hearing, (1965) 19481
law, (1965) 15505
reports, (1965) 10459, 15969

qualifying test, development and stand-
ardization (1964) 11803

relationships between attendance at
squadron officer school and later officer

effectiveness reports (1963) 9626
retirement prediction (1963) 4403
scientific and engineering assignments,

role of education in rated effectiveness
(1963) 4404

scientific and engineering potential, identi-

fication (1962) 12948
selection and classification tests, develop-
ment and use (1962) 6608

training school students, attitudes and
career intentions (1963) 63; (1965) 4195

official world records, (1965) 7096
operating room technician, manual (1963)

18461
organizational effectiveness, studies (1962)

20458
Pacific, PACAF basic bibliographies, see

listings in most monthly issues,

packaging policies and procedures of mili-

tary supplies and equipment, preserva-
tion and intermediate protection out-

lines (1961) 20077
personnel

—

and families, information on Japan (1962)

14770
calibration of selection tests to Project
Talent norms (1962) 20448

civilian, management activities, evalua-
tion guide manual, transmittal sheets

(1962) 8881, 18644
classification, iterative technique for clus-

tering criteria which retains optimum
predictive efficiency (1961) 16151

counterinsurgency duty, psychomet-
ric-clinical approach to selection (1965)

1799
data, exploitation by means of multiple

linear regression model (1961) 9919

effect of amount of job information re-

quired on reliability of work check-list,

reports (1961) 1675
household goods shipments, unnecessary

costs to Government for packing, GAO
review (1963) 8325

houses equipped with air-to-air heat
pumps, electric usage analysis (1962)
18311

incidence of loss of consciousness among
1,980 members, survey (1961) 5294

management, OSCAR system for optimum
selection, classification, and assignment
of recruits (1962) 20450

non-job-noise exposed, hearing threshold
levels (1961) 8327

occupational analysis, use of worker ac-

tivity check lists, development (1961)
3760
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personnel—Continued

personal property shippinK information
(19R1) 3738

prediction of success in technical training
from educational information (1963)

lfi784

restraint systems study, CH-47 Vertol
Chinook, crash injury evaluation (1964)
21905-906

services. Air Force pamphlet (1962) 14770
taxable income and taxes withheld from

pay, erroneous reporting, GAO report
(1964) 2401

tests, computation with use of iterative

item analysis method (1962) 8896
physicians, career opportunities (1962)

12961
pilots, hearing, 1955-62 (1963) 4417
procurement instruction (1961) 1659, 2884;

(1962) 3597; (1963) 3439; (1964) 3234;
(1965) 3118

program to attain and hold aerospace su-

premacy, pamphlet (1962) 20438
recreation specialists, employment (1963)

16777
recruiting strategy with fluctuating availa-

bility and known demand, evaluation
(1963) 4406

register

—

departmental editions (1961) 5290; (1962)

4542, 6600; (1963) 4388-89; (1964)

5888-89; (1965) 5540, 7075
document edition (1961) 5593; (1962) 4905,

6948; (1963) 4712-13; (1964) 6198-99;

(1965) 5795, 7387
remote sites in Alaska, water supply and

waste disposal problems (1963) 13207
remote sites in Arctic, waste disposal system

for small groups (1963) 18472
report to our shareholders, (1965) 5571,

18924
research accomplishment (1964) 17001

research and development management offi-

cer, job analysis, (1965) 7097
research and other programs of OflFice of

Aerospace Research, (1965) 7095
research grant program, development (1963)

14915
research, international language for avia-

tion, and review, 1952-61 (1962) 16323
research objectives (1963) 18464
research on job evaluation procedures (1961)

17957
research resumes, 1963 (1964) 7992
resupply pallet tests (1963) 5861

scientific information activities (1962) 22653;
(1964) 5573

scientific research bibliographv (1961)

20313; (1964) 16986
Scientific Research Office, nuclear physics

program, history (1964) 67
screening and selection tests for women,

development (1962) 1971

seismological observatory, withdrawal from
mineral entry in Tonto National Forest
(1962) 9390

sentry dog programs (1965) 96
sites, engineering weather data, manual

(1963) 16828
sonic booms in Greater St. Louis area, re-

sults of flight program to study commu-
nity responses, (1965) 9696

specialties

—

education requirements, appraisal (1961)

5319
job evaluation, familiarity effect (1961)

5318

Air Force—Continued
specialties—Continued

methods of rating-scale construction
(1961) 5317

stapes mobilization surgery, experience in

hospital (1961) 17950
supply and/or maintenance. Air Force man-

uals (1961) 110-114, 1656, 3728-30
supply warehousing-inspection, airmen ca-

reer ladder, occupational survey (1963)
1773

target detection, visual display enhancement
and techniques of color filter, study
(1964) 9980

terminal facilities guide. Defense Supply
Agency handbook (1962) 21584

Thunderbirds, world's 1st supersonic preci-

sion aerial demonstration team, flying

North American F-lOO Super Sabres,
(1965) 8495

transfer of Coast and Geodetic Survey per-

sonnel, etc., in emergencies, report
(1963) 11966

use of high school record information in

predicting success in electronics train-

ing of airmen, (1965) 13428
USSR, materials on, translations (1961)

1041, 9379
way of life, weight reduction plan (1965)

"7117
weapons system, integrated design for main-

tainability, guide (1963) 1767
weather for aircrews, (1963) 52; (1964) 11792
weather officers, contribution of education

to rated effectiveness (1964) 20970
wing commander's maintenance guide, key to

operational readiness, AFP pamphlet
(1962) 12938

see aiso Armed Forces—Army Air
Force—Military education—Pay allow-

ances, etc.—Retired officers, etc.

Air Force Academy, Colo.:

appointment ot U.S. nationals from Samoa,
Guam, Virgin Islands

—

law (1962) 20838
reports (1962) 19133, 19292

assembly,

—

final report(1961) 3726; (1964) 45
proceedings (1961) 17942; (1962) 16314

cadets

—

bring number to full strength

—

hearing (1962) 15427
report (1961) 14296; (1962) 13625

class of 1964, predicting first year
achievement (1964) 19163

increase authorized strength
hearing (1963) 13641; (1964) 4571
law (1964)6187
reports (1963) 13611, 13621; (1964) 4567

personality traits, physical proficiency,

and cadet effectiveness reports,

relationship between ratings (1961)

20330
predicting achievement (1961) 5316; (1965)

1798
prediction of leadership criteria, regres-

sion analysis, 1961-63 (1961) 179.54

selection variables as predictors of suc-

cess in pilot training (1961) 20329
catalog (1961) 9908; (1962) 12957; (1963)

9593A; (1964) 11782; (1965) 11873
professors, permanent, increase pay, report

(1961) 8779
special bibliographv series (1962) 79; (1964)

20934
Thailand citizen, instruction

—

hearings (1962) 11652, 13500
law (1962) 13315
reports (1962) 11411, 11594
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Air Force Cambridge Research Center:
technical notes (1961) 106-7
technical reports (1961) 108, 5286-87

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories:
AFCRL series (1962) 22947-951; (1963) 49-50,

1732-40, 4379, 5853-55, 760,5-7, 9602-5,
11478-480, 13197-199, 14900-901,
16769-772, 18450-456, 20302-303; (1964)
52-56, 1725-27. 4228-31, 5871-76, 7960-67,
9968-73, 13600-611, 15226, 16975-985,
19106-133; (1965) 64-87, 1775-82, 4134-58,
5526-34, 7050-71, 8454-57, 10097-103

Air Force surveys in geophysics (1962) 4543,
8887-88, 12939, 14773, 18651-652,
22953-954; (1963) 1749-50, 4390; (1964)
7979, 13626-627, 16993, 19139; (1965)
1790, 7067-77

Dectronics Research Laboratories, techni-

cal note (1961) 5302
environmental research papers (1964) 11799,

13628-630, 16995-998, 19149-155,
20958-966; (1965) 102-109, 1794, 4177-85,
5550-53, 7083-91, 8482-83, 10112-114

geodesy and planetary geometry papers,
1962, compendium (1963) 18454

geophysics and space data bulletin (1964)
20967; (1965) 3469

Geophysics Research Directorate

—

annual report, 1960(1961) 16139
geophysical research papers (1961) 1667,
5303, 8334, 11746, 16138; (1962) 10895-
897.22960
GRD research notes (1961) 3746-48
GRD technical note (1961) 5304
GRD technical report (1961) 8335
surveys in geophysics (1961) 121

instrumentation for geophysics and astro-
physics (1962) 4551, 10898, 14775. 20443;
(1963) 59, 5877, 7618, 9616-17, 18490;
(1964) 65-66, 1737-39, 4254

instrumentation papers (1964) 13631-632,
19156-159; (1965) 110-112, 4186-88. 7092

physical sciences research papers (1964)
13636-645. 17003-8. 19165-176; (1965)
113-125, 1800-3. 4197-4205, 5555-57,
7099-7106, 8488, 10116-118

purchase of computer time, questionable
need, GAO report (1965) 16304

report, Jan. 1961-June 1962 (1963) 1735
report on research (1964) 13600
research library, automated routines in

technical services (paper) (1964) 7967
solar eclipse, July 20, 1963, AFCRl work-

shop proceedings (1965) 4218
special reports (1964) 15243, 17016,

19187-189; (1965) 129-130, 1804-5,
4217-21, 5569-70. 7115-16. 8494. 10128

surveys in geophysics (1961) 3735, 8323-24,
11743, 13805; (1962) 20439

technical notes (1961) 8316-17, 11736; (1962)
20430-433

technical reports (1961) 5288, 8318-20, 11737.
16129

Air Force Command and Control Development
Division, electronic scientists, etc.. ex-

amination announcement, amdt (1961)
5532

Air Force Cross:
award to members of Armed Forces for gal-

lantry in cold war incidents

—

hearing (1963) 13638
law (1963) 15156
reports (1963) 13537. 13775

Air Force Department:
AAL technical documentary reports (1963)

1751-66. 11488-503, 13203-206, 14907-912,
18467-483; (1964) 4242-50. 7980-83.
9976-79, 19140-148. 20955-956; (1965)
97-99. 4167-72. .5542-43. 8465-78

Air Force Department—Continued

AAL technical notes (1963) 11504-506. 13207.
14913; (1964) 4251-52. 7984-87

AAL technical reports (1961) 105; (1963)
1731; (1965) 8479, 10108, 17007-10

additional costs resulting from failure to
procure parts used in overhauling spe-
cial air mission aircraft engines directly
from subcontractor, GAO report (1965)
4817

additional costs from procurement of test
equipment as special tooling under con-
tracts awarded Lockheed Aircraft Cor-
poration Missile and Space Division,
GAO report (1963) 15590

administrative practices, Air Force manual
(1962) 6595

AEDC technical documentary reports (1964)
4253, 7988

Aeronautical Research Laboratories, techni-
cal reports (1961) 6727-28, 8332. 11745;
(1962) 6607

Aerospace Research Office monograph series
(1965) 4193

aerospace vehicles, information handbook
(1964) 13625

AF avionics Laboratory, technical documen-
tary report (1965) 4133

AFCRC technical notes (1961) 106-7
AFCRC technical reports (1961) 108, 5286-87

AFCRL series (1962) 22947-951; (1963) 49-50,
1732-40, 4379, 5853-55, 7605-7, 9602-5,
11478-480, 13197-199, 14900-901,
16769-772, 18450-456, 20302-303; (1964)
52-56, 1725-27, 4228-31, 5871-76, 7960-67,
9968-73, 13600-611, 15226. 16975-985,
19106-133, 20935-946; (1965) 64-87.
1775-82, 4134-58, 5526-34, 7050-71,
8454-57, 10097-103

AFCRL technical notes (1961) 8316-17,
11736; (1962) 20430-433

AFCRL technical reports (1961) 5288,
8318-20, 11737, 16129

AFFTC technical documentary reports
(1963) 1741, 5856-63, 7608-9, 9607,
11482-485. 13200-201. 14902-905, 16773,
18457, 20304; (1964) 1728-32, 4232-34.
5877-84, 7968-71, 9974-75. 11786-787,
13612-623, 15227, 16987-988, 19134-135,
20947-948; (1965) 88-94, 1783-85, 5535

AFFTC technical information handbooks
(1963) 12036. 16774; (1964) 7972; (196.5)

1786, 4159
AFFTC technical information memorandum

(1963) 7610
AFFTC technical reports (1963) 1742; (1965)

1787-88, 4160-62, 5536, 7072, 10104-105

AFMDC technical report (1961) 11738
AFOSR report (1961) 16132
AFOSR series (1961) 20313; (1964) 16986
AFOSR technical document (1962) 4539
AFOSR technical notes (1961) 3727, 6710,

8321
AFOSR technical reports (1961) 6711, 11739
AFOSR/DRA series (1962) 12936
AFSWC technical documentary report (se-

ries) (1963) 11487

AFSWC technical report series (1961) 13802
Air Force manuals, see listings in most

monthly catalogs.
Air Force pamphlet, see listings in most

monthly issues.

Air Force regulations (1963) 20307

Air Force surveys in geophysics (1962) 4543,
8887-88, 12939, 14773. 18651-652, 20439,
22953-954; (1963) 1749-50, 4390; (1964)
7979, 13626-627, 16993, 19139; (1965)
1790, 7076-77
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Air Force Department—Continued

aircraft engines, failure to separate acces-

sories from, GAO report (1964) 4767

aircraft spark plugs, uneconomical utiliza-

tion and premature disposal, GAO re-

view (1963) 8324
AMC technical report (1962) 12941; (1963)

18466
appropriations, 1962, military construc-

tion

—

hearings (1961) 12333, 14717

law (1961) 18693
reports (1961) 16813, 16960, 18875, 20545

appropriations, 1963, military construction

—

hearings (1962) 13495, 17088, 19370
law (1962) 20859
reports (1962) 17059, 19341, 21041

appropriations, 1964

—

deficiency, hearings (1964) 10285
military construction, hearings (1963)

15298; (1964) 517
appropriations, 1965, military construction,

hearings (1964) 10291, 12118
appropriations, 1966, military construction,

hearings (1965) 12157
ARC-34 communication equipment spare

parts. Air Force fixed-price contracts
negotiated with Magnavox Company,
pricing examination by GAO (1962) 5281

ARL series (1961) 20314; (1963) 9594; (1965)

13418
ASD technical documentary reports (1963)

47, 5848-52, 7587-96, 9595-98, 11470-476,

13195-196, 14899, 16767, 18448-449,

20295-300; (1964) 46-50, 4223-26. 5867-69,

7955-59, 11783
ASD technical notes (1961) 17954-957,

20235-330; (1962) 90-93, 1969-74, 6608-10,

8896; (1963) 9599
ASD technical reports (1962) 94-95, 1975-76,

4550, 14774, 16320-321, 20440, 22957-959;
(1963) 56. 1767-68, 4391-94, 5870-74,
7597-7602, 9600-1, 16768; (1964) 4227,
5870

Assistant Secretary, nomination of

—

Charles. Robert H., hearings (1964) 523
Flax, Alexander H., hearings (1964) 521
Neil E. Harlan, hearing (1962) 5062
Imirie, Joseph S., hearings (1961) 12507
McMillian, Brockwav. hearings (1961)

12507
Marks. Leonard, jr., hearing (1964) 14127

B-52G airplane

—

assemblies, subcontract negotiated with
Boeing Co., pricing, examination bv GAO
(1962)2513

overstated cost estimates included in target
prices negotiated, Boeing Company,
Wichita Branch, Wichita, Kans., GAO
report (1965) 707

ballistic missile program, survey (1961) 5752
Bomarc A weapon system, overstated cost

estimates included in target prices of in-

centive contracts with Boeing Company,
GAO report (1964) 12492

Capehart housing projects, unnecessary costs
incurred because of administrative negli-

gence and poor design in construction,
GAO review (1963) 20721

careers for civilians, scientists, engineers,
etc.. (1962) 10893; (1963) 1748

claims. Secretary to settle to amount of $10,-

000, report (1962) 17009
contracts with

—

Boeing Co., guidance subsystems for Bom-
arc missile, pricing, GAO review (1962)
21806

Boeing Co., overpricing of target seeking
systems for Bomarc missile, GAO review
(1963)8318
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contracts with—Continued
Boeing Co., procurement of mobile inspec-

tion equipment vans for Bomarc missile

weapon system, GAO review (1962) 21815

Continental Motors Corporation for en-

gines for fire-crash vehicles, pricing, GAO
review (1962) 17610

Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.,

overpricing CAX-r2 aerial reconnaiss-
ance cameras, GAO report (1964) 8729

Servomechanisms, Inc., price increase for

ballistic computers resulting from exces-

sive estimated material costs, GAO report

(1963) 15593
Space Corporation for modification of air-

craft engine test stands, overestimated
costs, GAO report (1964) 4768

Western Hectric Company, Inc., in con-

struction of White Alice communications
system, equipment rentals, GAO examina-
tion (1963) 10260

cost in procurement from CJeneral Motors AC
Spark Plug Division of bombing-navi-
gational components manufactured by
IBM, GAO report (1965) 716

cost of indirect procurement of F-105 aircraft

multiple-ejector bomb-rack assemblies,

GAO report (1965) 16296
cost of maintenance trucks for Minuteman

ICBM, produced bv Boeing Co., GAO re-

port (1965) 7773
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee prime contract, overpric-

ing B-58 electrical power systems pur-

chased from Westinghouse Electric Corp.

by (jeneral Dynamics Corp.. GAO report

(1964)8728
costs from indirect procurement of transmit-

ters from Hamilton Standard Division.

United Aircraft Corp.. GAO report (1965)

717
electrical power system contracts with West-

inghouse, overpricing. GAO report (1964)

8730
electronic data processing equipment, leasing

vs. buying. GAO review (1963) 10266

Electronics Research Directorate, technical

note (1961) 5302
employees at Hickam Air Force Base, Ha-

waii, relief (1964) 324. 6430. 8211

environmental research papers (1964) 11799,

13628-630, 16995-998. 19149-155,

20958-966; (1965) 102-109, 1794. 4177-85,

5550-53. 7083-91. 8482-83. 10112-114
erroneous payments for military pay. leave,

and travel at

—

Charleston Air Force Base, S.C, GAO re-

port (1965) 6259
Hlsworth Air Force Base, S. Dak., GAO
report (1965) 6260

Elmendorf Air Force Base, Alaska. GAO
report (1965) 4822

ESD technical documentary reports (1962)

16323-324. 20442; (1963) 58, 1769-70.

4396. 9614-15, 11507, 14914. 18486-487;

(1964) 63-64, 1736, 5890-91. 7989,

9980-81, 11798, 16994, 20957; (1965)

100-101. 1791-93. 4173-74. 5545-48. 7080.

8480. 10109-111. 11874-877. 15216. 17012

ESD technical reports (1962) 12942; (1965)

4175-76, 5549, 7081-82, 8481, 13424,

17013, 18907

excessive costs

—

incurred in using contractor-furnished
personnel instead of Government per-

sonnel by Pacific region. Ground Elec-

tronics Engineering Installation Agency.
Air Force Logistics Command. GAO re-

port (1964) 8718

see indicated entry



Air Force Department—Continued
excessive costs—Continued
leasing compared with buying electronic
data processing equipment at Kirtland
Air Force Base, GAO report (1964) 4758

result of multiple management of supplies
at Atlantic Missile Range, GAO report
(1964) 8716

excessive payments of living-quarters allow-
ances to civilian employees in Japan,
GAO report (1965) 6265

excessive stocks at selected bases of 5th Air
Force in Japan and Korea, GAO report
(1964) 6766

F-101 airplane, aft fuselage assemblies, con-
tracts for purchasing from Temco Air-
craft Corporation by McDonnell Air-
craft Corporation, pricing examination
by GAO (1962) 21805

failure to consider available Army aircraft
crash fire trucks in planned procure-
ments, GAO report (1965) 6266

failure to utilize available components in

production of aircraft arresting bar-
riers, GAO report (1965) 7770

Falcon missile components, excessive costs
included in prices under negotiated con-
tract purchased from Avco Corp. by
Hughes Aircraft Co., GAO report (1963)
20714

forms management office functions, manual
(1964) 11788

geophysical research papers (1961) 1667,
5303, 8334, 11746, 16138; (1962)
10895-897, 22960

GETTOL research program final report (1963)
21141

GRD research notes (1961) 3746-48
GRD technical note (1961) 5304
GRD technical report (1961) 8335
surveys in geophysics (1961) 121, 3735,

8323-24, 11743, 13805
Government-owned aircraft test engines,

leasing to General Electric Company,
GAO examination (1961) 10675

improper application by Hallicrafters Co.,
Chicago, El., of (iovernment's share of
vendor credits for volume discounts
under AF contracts, GAO report (1965)
6271

increased costs of ammonium perchlorate
for solid-propellant missile motors, GAO
report (1964) 6769

ineffective administration of military leave
at Richards-Ciebaur Air Force Base,
Mo., GAO report (1965) 9229

instrumentation for geophysics and astro-
physics (1962) 4551, 10898, 14775, 20443;
(1963) 59, 5877, 7618, 9616-17, 18490;
(1964) 65-66, 1737-39, 4254

instrumentation papers (1964) 13631-632,
19156-159; (1965) 110-112, 4186-88, 7092

jet aircraft engines, management by Air
Training Command in ground training
programs, GAO review (1963) 592

Judge Advocate General, manual (1961)
17945; (1962) 80

land conveyance to Oroville, Calif.

—

law (1964) 17246
reports (1964) 367, 14114

lunar charts and mosaic series (1962)
4552-55, 10899, 14776-778; (1963) 1771,
5878-79, 7619-20, 9618-19, 11508,
13210-211, 16781; (1964) 1740, 4255,
7991, 15228-229, 17000, 20968; (1965)
4206, 7094, 10115, 11878

Air Force Department—Continued
MADREC electronic system components

manufactured by Midwestern Instru-
ments, Inc., from Lockheed-Georgia Co.,
costs incurred in procurement, GAO re-

port (1965) 18188
missile tooling, pricing under contract with

Boeing Co., GAO examination (1962)
5280

noncompetitive procurement of aeronautical
replacement spare parts, GAO follow-up
review (1963) 13995

OAR series (1962) 10900, 12944, 18653,
20445; (1963) 4400, 7621, 14915, 16782;
(1964) 67, 7992, 11801, 15230-231, 17001,
19160; (1965) 4190-92, 7095, 8484, 11880,
13425

Oklahoma City air materiel area, aeronauti-
cal spare parts, unnecessary repair,
GAO report (1965) 6316

on-the-job training package (1961) 5307,
8339-41, 16143-144; (1962) 20446

overpricing of aircraft identification equip-
ment by Bell Aerosystems Co., division
of Bell Aerospace Corp., Wheatfield,
N.Y., GAO report (1965) 9236

overpricing of B-58 aircraft

—

components under purchase orders issued
to Sperry Gyroscope Co., by Convair,
GAO report (1964) 10611

bomber recording systems by Melpar, Inc.,

on fixed-price purchase order 509 GAO
report (1964) 6775

overpricing of buffer amplifiers purchased
from HRB-Singer, Inc., by Boeing Co.
for B-47 aircraft, GAO report (1965)
2204

overpricing of valves purchased from Gar-
rett Corporation, AirResearch Manufac-
turing Division, by Cieneral Dynamics
Corporation, Astronautics Division, for
Atlas ICBM, GAO report (1965) 6282

overseas commercial air shipments of mili-

tary cargo, GAO review (1961) 19402
pamphlets (1961) 3732-34
payments made for construction of facilities

and installation of equipment negotiated
with Air Products, Inc., Allentown, Pa.,
GAO examination (1962) 7464

Personnel Research Laboratory

—

technical documentary reports (1962)
12948, 16329-330. 20447-450, 22961;
(1963) 63-67. 1772-73, 4401-7, 5882-83,
7622-26, 9622-26, 11512, 13213,
16783-787, 18493-496; (1964) 4256,
7993-94, 9983-85, 11802-803, 13633-635,
15232-235, 17002, 19161-164, 20970-971

technical report (1965) 1797-99, 4194-96,
5554, 7097-98, 8486-87, 11881-883. 13428,
15220, 18910-913

petroleum storage in commercial facilities,

San Francisco area, unnecessary annual
expenditures, GAO report (1963) 15599

physical science research papers (1964)
13636-645, 17003-8, 19165-176; (1965)
113-125, 1800-3, 4197-4205, 5555-57,
7099-7106,8488,10116-118

pricing exanunations by GAO

—

aircraft engines, contract with Allison
Division of Cieneral Motors Corp., Indi-
anapolis, Ind (1961) 4298

coordinate data transmitting sets. Bur-
roughs Corporation (1961) 6158

F-101 airplane wings

—

purchased from Martin Co. by Mc-
Donnell Aircraft Corp. under contract
(1961) 2046
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Air Force Department—Continued
pricing examinations by GA()—Continued

F-101 airplane wings—Continued
subcontract negotiated by MacDonnell

Aircraft Corporation with Martin Co
(1961) 20805

Falcon missiles, contract with Hughes
Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif (1961)
9235

MB-.'? rocket engine propulsion systems
under contract with North American
Aviation, Inc., report (1961) 6160

1,700-gallon unassembled jettisonable fuel

tanks under negotiated contracts with
Beech Aircraft Corporation and Fletch-
er Aviation Corporation (1962) 11871

receiver-transmitters, fixed-price contract
with Radio Corporation of America
(1961) 12756

screwjack assemblies for F-106 airplanes
under Air Force Dept. negotiated
fixed-price subcontracts awarded by
Convair division of General Dynamics
Corp. to Lear, Inc (1962) 21807

spare parts for J-69 turbojet engines, un-
der contract with Continental Aviation
& Engineering Corp (1961) 6159

procurement

—

AN/ARN 21 C TACAN radio components,
unnecessary costs incurred through fail-

ure to accept option offer, GAO report
(1964) 6785

guide for pricing. Air Force pamphlet
(1964) 7975

operating supplies from GSA sources, by
Martin-Marietta Corporation, Denver,
Colo., GAO report (1965) 4838

spare parts under contracts for related
aeronautical equipment, GAO report
(1964) 4766

purchase of computer time by Air Force
Cambridge Research Laboratories, ques-
tionable need, GAO report (1965) 16304

RADC technical documentary reports (1963)
11513, 18497-498; (1964) 4257, 7996,
20972

RADC technical notes (1961) 133, 17964

RADC technical reports (1961) 134, 17965;
(1962) 12949, 18657; (1964) 69

reciprocating engine spare parts procure-
ment and repair requirements, San An-
tonio air materiel area, GAO review
(1961) 9239

replacement equipment, review of manage-
ment, GAO review (1961) 12762

report (1961) 14763; (1962) 19404; (1963)
10038; (1964) 17896

research contracts, negotiation and award,
case study

—

committee print (1964) 8366
hearings (1964) 6343

retention of uneconomical units in Reserve
Officers' Training Corps program, GAO
report (1965) 6289

School of Aerospace Medicine

—

research reports (1962) 10905-919,
14781-790, 18658, 20451-454; (1963) 68

technical documentary reports (1962)
10920-921

Secretary, nomination of Eugene M. Zuck-
ert, hearing (1961) 4078

settle Wichita, Kans., aircraft accident
claims

—

law (1965) 13795
reports (1965) 5919, 14038

shipment of excess aeronautical spare parts
to Oklahoma City air materiel area by
Air Force bases, GAO report (1965)
16308

Air Force Department—Continued

small business participation in Government
procurement, 1963, conference (1964)
12283

special reports of Air Force Cambridge Re-
search Laboratories (1964) 15243, 17016,
19187-189; (1965) 129-130, 1804-5,
4217-21, 5569-70, 7115-16, 8494, 10128

specification bulletins (1961) 2903; (1962)
4399

time discounts loss, payments by Los Ange-
les Contract Management District, GAO
report (1965) 10961

translation series (1961) 5308, 9914, 11747;
(1962) 6613-14, 8899, 12952-955, 16331,
18659, 22972; (1963) 85. 1777-78, 7641-45,
13220-221, 14923, 18508-521, 20314-315;
(1964) 80-82, 4261-63, 5912-17, 8007-8,

9989
travel mileage reimbursements, causes of

overpayments and underpayments to
service members and dependents, review,
GAO report (1965) 19653

turbojet engine parts purchased from Solar
Aircraft Co. by (ieneral Electric Co.,

overstated cost included in price, GAO
report (1965) 2205

uneconomical leasing of motor vehicles for
use in assembly and checkout operations
at Minuteman missile launch sites and
avoidance of congressional controls in

acquisition, GAO report (1964) 19762
uneconomical procurement of electronic

equipment under contract with Grum-
man Aircraft Elngineering Corporation,
GAO report (1964) 2406

uneconomical replacement of vehicles, Fuchu
Air Station, Japan, GAO report (1964)
6783

unnecessary costs

—

by not using surplus stockpiled materials
to satisfy defense contract needs, GAO
report (1964) 10617

in procurement of batteries for aircraft
ground support equipment, GAO report
(1965) 2214

in procurement of subsystems for F-4 air-

craft, GAO report (1965) 9246
through leasing of electronic data process-

ing systems by

—

General Dynamics/Astronautics, Division

of General Dynamics Corp., GAO re-

port (1964) 19764
Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, Lexington,
Mass., GAO report (1965) 6299

unnecessary packaging costs incurred in

procurement of repair kits from Hamil-
ton Standard Division, United Aircraft
Corporation, GAO report (1964) 12499

unnecessary procurement

—

office furniture, GAO report (1964) 2409
radar system components, failures of

Warner Robins Air Materiel Area to use
on new aircraft, GAO report (1965) 2216

resulting from failure to review require-

ments for nonrecoverable spare parts,

GAO review (1964) 8744
unnecessary testing costs included in prices

of Klystron tubes purchased from Radio
Ehigineering Laboratories, Inc., GAO
report (1965) 6317

unreasonably high prices for nickel cadmium
aircraft storage batteries under eon-

tract with Sonatone Corporation, GAO
review (1963) 17514

use of polygraphs, hearing (1964) 10315
use of public lands at Cuddeback Lake Air

Force Range, providing for withdrawal,
etc., for defense purposes

—
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Air Force Department—Continued
use of public lands at Cuddeback Lake Air

Force Range, providing for withdrawal,
etc., for defense purposes—Continued

law (1963) 13420
reports (1963) 9740, 12000

use of unsuitable materials to construct
airfield pavements at Selfridge Air
Force Base, Mount Clemens, Mich., GAO
report (1964) 10628

WADC technical notes (1961) 9915, 17968;
(1962) 100-102

WADC technical reports (1961) 138-142,

3752, 5309-13, 6729-36, 8343-48, 9916-17,
11748-750, 13810-811, 17969-970, 20332;
(1962) 103, 1977-79, 4557-58, 8900; (1963)
9636

WADD technical notes (1961) 143-144,
1675-78, 3753-58, 5314-19, 9918-19,
16150-151, 20333; (1962) 104-109, 10922,
12958

WADD technical reports (1961) 3759-61,
6737, 9920-21, 11751-752, 16152-154,
17971-973, 20334-335; (1962) 110-128,
1980-89, 4559-60, 6616-19, 8901-2,
10923-928, 12959-960, 16332-335; (1963)
86-87, 1779-80, 4424, 5893, 7646-49,
9637-39, 11515-518; (1964) 1750, 5918,
13652

wasteful practices in management of

age-controlled aeronautical spare parts,
GAO report (1964) 8745

Air Force Flight Test Center:
AFFTC real-time range data acquisition and

transmission system (1964) 5878
Baker-Nunn satellite tracking station (1963)

11485
bibliography of technical publications, etc.,

1952-62 (1963) 5863
stability and control of aircraft, handbook

(1965) 1786
technical documentary reports (1963) 1741,

5856-63, 7608-9, 9607, 11482-485,
13200-201, 14902-905, 16773, 18547,
20304; (1964) 1728-32, 4232-34, 5877-84,
7968-71, 9974-75, 11786-787, 13612-623,
15227, 16987-988, 19134-135, 20947-948;
(1965) 88-94, 1783-85, 5535

technical information handbook (1963)
12036, 16774; (1964) 7972; (1965) 1786,
4159

technical information memorandum (1963)
7610

technical reports (1963) 1742; (1965) 1787-88,
4160-62, 5536, 7072, 10104-105

test facilities handbook (1964) 7972
VTOL test stand, evaluation and checkout

(1965) 4161
Air Force installations, see Installations (mili-

tary).

Air Force Institute of Technology, officers

training, career experiences of AFIT
classes (1963) 9625

Air Force Logistics Command:
excessive costs incurred in using contrac-

tor-furnished personnel instead of Gov-
ernment personnel by Pacific region.
Ground Electronics Engineering Instal-

lation Agency, GAO report (1964) 8718
realignment of item management responsi-

bilities pursuant to implementing of
Federal cataloging program, GAO re-

view (1963) 10269
uneconomical use of parts kits to support

depot overhaul activities, GAO report
(1963) 14007

use of proceeds from scrap, salvage, and
surplus property sales for construction
purposes, GAO review (1962) 17615

Air Force Medical Service:
digests (1961) 2904; (1962) 4405; (1963) 4255;

(1964) 4109; (1965) 4020

report (1961) 9922; (1962) 18660; (1964) 4265

Surgeon General, rank of lieutenant Gener-
al-

law (1965) 19163
reports (1965) 10476, 19440

Air Force Missile Development Center, Hollo-
man Air Force Base:

Aeromedical Field Laboratory mission, orga-
nization, and track-test program,
1958-60 (1961) 8315

guidance testing, 1960 (1961) 8336
technical report (1961) 11738

Air Force missions, see Military missions.

Air Force Nurse Corps, see Nurse Corps, Air
Force.

Air Force Office of Scientific Research:
AFOSR series (1961) 20313; (1964) 16986;

(1965) 15212
AFOSR/DRA series (1962) 12936

chemistry program, history (1962) 20445
report (1961) 16132
technical document (1962) 4539
technical documentary reports, quarterly

index (1962) 4276
technical notes (1961) 3727, 6710, 8321
technical reports (1961) 6711, 11739

Air Force Personnel and Training Research
Center, AFPTRC-TR and AFPTRC-TN
series, abstracts, 1954-57 (1963) 5882

Air Force Research Division, technical docu-
mentary reports, quarterly index (1961)
2902

Air Force Reserve:
air reservist (periodical) (1961) 2885; (1962)

3598; (1963) 3440; (1964) 3235; (1965)
3119

aircrew opportunities with flying program
(1962) 22956

officers, promotions to brigadier general and
major general, authorize

—

hearing (1965) 19481
law (1965) 17378
reports (1965) 13958, 15968

officers, promotion to existing unit vacan-
cies, authorize

—

law (1964) 19428
reports (1964) 13940, 17832

recovery, mission for survival (1962) 4556
see also Pay, allowances, etc.

Air Force ROTC, see Reserve Officers' Train-
ing Corps, Air Force.

Air Force Special Weapons Center:
technical documentary report (1963) 11487
technical report (1961) 13802

Air Force supplies, see Military supplies.

Air Force Systems Command:
AFSC management conference proceedings,

1962 (1963) 11481
manual (1965) 7078
PERT handbook (1963) 1774
report (1964) 11796; (1965) 5541
scientific information activities (1963) 12935

Air frames, see Airframes.

Air freight forwarders, see Freight forwar-
ders.

Air heaters:
electric-arc

—

equilibrium sonic-flow method for evaluat-
ing performance (1964) 9574

magnetically rotated, air heater employ-
ing strong magnetic field and copper
electrodes, description and operational
procedures (1964) 1463
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Air inlets (aircraft):

axisymmetric

—

double-cone external-compression inlet in

Mach number range 2.07 to 1.48, per-

formance of Mach no. 3.0 design (1963)

18128
external boundary layer effect on perform-
ance (1961) 19925

internal-compression, flow investigation,
M-2.75 (1961) 8018

internal compression, investigation at

Mach no. of about 3.8 (1961) 11419
translating-double-cone, with cowl

—

bypass at Mach numbers 2.0 to 3.5,

performance (1961) 6320
projected areas 40 and 20 percent (1961)

17678
bypass systems for matching 2-dimensional

variable-geometry Mach 3.0 inlet at

Mach 1.5 and 2.0 (1962) 12422
cascade, performance at free-stream Mach

number of 3.05 and at angles of attack
(1962) 6254

circular internal-compression inlets with
translating centerbodies employing
boundary-layer removal at Mach num-
bers from 0.85 to 3.50 (1963) 10982

circular internal contraction inlet with
translating centerbody at Mach num-
bers 2.00 and 2.35, effects of boundary
layer control on pressure recovery, ex-

ploratory investigation (1962) 6264
conical spike, in combination with vertical-

wedge auxiliary, at Mach no. 1.9, in-

vestigation (1961) 4849
conical supersonic scoop, performance on

circular fuselages (1961) 19907
designed for inlet-engine matching up to

Mach 3, performance at Mach 3.07, 1.89

and (1963) 16355
double cone, axisymmetric, internal-area dis-

tribution, spike translation, and throat
boundary-layer control effects on per-

formance at Mach numbers from 3.0 to

2.0 (1962) 6253
double-ramp side, investigation (1961) 1258
external drag at Mach nos. from 1.50 to 3.00

(1961) 17695
external-internal compression

—

inlet with abrupt internal turning at

Mach nos. 3.0 to 2.0, performance (1961)

6319
performance of turbojet engine in combi-
nation with (1963) 5562

flow distortion effect on compressor stall

and acceleration characteristics of tur-

bojet engine (1961) 6316
flow distortions, factors controlling (1961)

1263
fuselage side, factors affecting performance

and comparison with nose inlets, study
(1961) 4840

guide-vane-angle

—

effect on blade vibration and rotating
stall of 13-stage axial-flow compressor
in turbojet engine (1961) 9503

effect on performance characteristics of

13-stage axial-flow compressor in turbo-

jet engine (1961) 9504
high-flow transonic-compressor inlet stage

(1962) 8484
high-performance top inlet to Mach number

of 2.0 and at angles of attack to 20°,

investigation (1961) 2551
in-flight gains realized by modifying twin

side-inlet induction system (1963) 10978
inlet-to-inlet shock interference tests (1965)

18467

Air inlets (aircraft)—Continued

internal compression designs using fluid

boundaries for obtaining supersonic
compression, investigation (1961) 4870

internal contraction pressure recovery with
use of shock-trap bleed at Mach number
2.0 to 3.0 (1962) 12418

noise studies for axial-flow single-stage
compressor (1965) 6689

nose

—

annular, force and pressure recovery
characteristics at supersonic speeds of

conical spike inlet with bypass (1961)
2541

annular, pressure recovery and mass-flow
performance (1961) 2542

blunt-lip, spike-position control, aerody-
namic performance of techniques (1961)
2553

circular projection at Mach no. 3.85, asym-
metric swept (1962) 1658

isentropic, performance at Mach number
of 5.6 (1963) 14531

symmetric, employing pivoted cone to im-
prove angle of attack of Mach number
1.91 of diffuser (1961) 19903

total-pressure distortion (1961) 2533
performance, effect of cowl visor and inter-

nal-contraction cowl for drag reduction
at Mach numbers 3.07 and 1.89 (1962)
12425

pressure drag of wedge diverters simulating
boundary-layer-removal systems at
Mach nos. 1.88, 3.16, 3.83, investigation
(1962) 1657

ramp-type side

—

ducted effect of fuselage and inlet throat
boundary layer removal on performance
(1961) 1262

effectiveness of boundary-layer removal
near throat (1961) 19904

stabilization techniquest at supersonic
speeds (1962) 1661

screens effect in reducing distortion and
diffusion length for dump diffuser (1962)

12417
shock side-inlet diffuser at Mach 2.75 and

single-shock diffuser, full-scale free-jet

investigation (1961) 2552
supersonic

—

adjustable inlet in combination with J34
engine up to Mach 2.0, investigation

(1962) 1660
aft, effects of internal boundary-layer

control on performance (1962) 6252
computer program for calculating flow

fields (1965) 14832
conical, to reduce inlet flow distortion, use

of rotating rotor at cowl face (1961)

17703
efficient operation over angle-of-attack

using pivoting-cowl-and-spike technique
(1961) 6322

ramp-type side inlet with ram-scoop
throat bleed and varying fuselage
boundary-layer removal Mach no. 1.5 to

2.0, performance (1963) 5523
side inlet diffuser, performance data ob-

tained in full-scale, free-jet investiga-

tion (1961) 9508
speeds of translating-spike inlet employ-
ing steep-lip cowl, investigation (1962)

1659
temperature effect on rotating stall and

blade vibrations in multistage axial-flow

compressor (1961) 6315
temperature transients at inlet of turbojet

engine (1961) 17679
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Air inlets (aircraft)—Continued

trapezoidal and circular side inlets for fight-

er-type airplane, experimental investiga-

tion of performance (1961) 2527
twin-duct side intake system^

—

compression ramp, including modifications

to boundary-layer-removal wedges, etc

(1962) 1655
two-dimensional compression ramps (1962)

1656
two-dimensional double-shock, evaluation

at supersonic speeds (1961) 1256
underslung half-cone performance with com-

pression surface mounted outboard from
fuselage at Mach numbers of 1.5, 1.8,

and 2.0 (1961) 2557
variable- area, variable-internal-contraction

inlet at Mach nos. 2.00, 2.50, and 2.92,

performance and internal flow investiga-

tion (1961) 2535
variable 2-dimensional, designed for eng-

ine-inlet matching (1963) 5521

viscous flows (1961) 1252

Air laws and treaties of world (1961) 20586

Air Line Pilots Association, International,

emergency board reports (1962) 2417-18

Air line sanitation, see Sanitation.

Air lines, see Air carriers.

Air mail:

air postal service laws, compilation (1961)

344
domestic transportation system, map (1963)

5672
foreign countries mail, unnecessary interest

costs incurred by advancing funds to

carriers, GAO report (1965) 14403
savings in transportation costs through uti-

lization of United States carriers rather
than foreign air carriers, Post Office

Department, GAO report (1965) 19655
6-cent precanceled postal card (poster)

(1963) 7388
8-cent stamp, in sheet, coil, and booklet form

(poster) (1963) 1387
8-cent stamped envelope (poster) (1962)

24062
11-cent air letter (aerogramme) sheet (1961)

11520
Air Materiel Command, technical reports

(1961) 8331; (1962) 8895, 12941; (1963)

18466
Air movement of troops and equipment. (1965)

15244
Air National Guard, see National Guard.

Air navigation:
aids planning and operation, Air Force

manual (1965) 4164
Arctic region, Pole Hop 1960 project, envi-

ronmental operation report (1961) 9806
Army aviation, technical manual (1965) 8532

development of methodology for determining
engineered staffing standards for main-
tenance (1965) 4700

facilities, maintenance cost accounting
handbook (1964) 649

facilities, region 1, GAO review (1961) 12758

facilities, U.S. standard flight inspection
manual (1963) 12142; (1965) 16224, 18167

facility outage and equipment failure re-

port, FAA handbook (1964) 12380; (1965)

532
flying training. Air Force manuals (1963)

4381-82, 5865; (1964) 4235
Greenland, Faroe Islands, and Iceland, joint

financing of services, agreement with
other Governments (1963) 14724, 16591

inertial systems, USSR study (1963) 7099

Air navigation—Continued

long distance techniques usable by nonmili-

tary ocean-crossing aircraft, study and
analysis (1963) 11595

manual sextant-sighting task in Ames mid-

course navigation and guidance simula-

tor, investigation (1965) 13022
navigator (periodical) (1961) 2900; (1962)

4107A; (1963) 3950; (1964) 3778; (1965)

3694
non-Federal facilities, FAA regulations

(1964) 19675; (1965) 6157
optimal filtering and linear prediction ap-

plied to midcourse navigation system for

circumlunar mission (1962) 10518; (1965)

14813
practical navigation aids, H.O. publication

(1964) 9676
private aircraft, practical information

(1963) 15476
regulations (1962) 513
semiautomatic flight inspection program of

FAA, unnecessary costs incurred, GAO
report (1964) 8738

services in Greenland and Faroe Islands,

agreement (1961) 20187
sight reduction tables, stars (1962) 5318;

(1964) 14995
spacecraft (1963) 5545
standard facilities flight check manual

(1961) 10642
structures, notice of construction, etc., and

procedures for determination of effect

on use of navigable airspace (1961)

19291
TACAN equipment, maintenance, FAA hand-

book (1965) 10792

TACAN, facilities, establishment, agreement
with Canada (1962) 1846

TACAN radio components, AN/ARN 21C,
procurement costs of Air Force Dept.,

GAO report (1964) 6785

TACAN (tactical air navigation) facts (1963)

9289
three-dimensional navigation and traffic con-

trol in terminal area (1962) 16424
written examination guide, ground instruc-

tor

—

link rating (1961) 17268
radio navigation (1961) 17269

see also Aeronautics.
Air navigation charts, see Maps and charts.

Air navigation equipment, see Aeronautical
supplies.

Air outlets (aircraft):

discharge and thrust characteristics, deter-

mining (1962) 22582
Air pilots, see Aviators.
Air police, see Military police.

Air policeman (sentry dog handler supplement)
(1961) 5307

Air pollution:

Air Cleaning Conference, AEG, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, 0;t. 20-23, 1963,

proceedings (1964) 8080
air, new health frontier (paper), (1965) 8235

air pollution and industrial poisoning in

USSR (1965) 19758
air pollution and purification, bibliography

(1961) 8446; (1964) 1794; (1965) 11985
atmospheric diffusion problems, USSR stud-

ies (1965) 4924
atmospheric emissions from petroleum refin-

eries, measurement and control guide
(1961) 1431

Atomic Eiiergy Commission air cleaning con-

ference, report (1961) 3811
automotive, clean air act (1965) 4536, 15841
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Air pollution—Continued
automotive exhaust pollutants

—

development of depleted-uranium catalysts
for destruction (1963) 4490

effect of lead deposits on catalysts (1963)
14509

motor vehicle emissions and their effects,
conference report (1963) 1412

motor vehicles, and public health (1963)
1413

Baltimore, Md., Mar.-Apr. 1964, measure-
ments (1965) 9869

Berlin, N.H., recommendations for meeting
problem (1962) 20257

bibliography (1963) 3274; (1964) 18892
biometeorology (1963) 1417
by ferrous metallurgical enterprises, pre-

vention, USSR (1963) 7041
carcinogenic air pollutants, analysis, sympo-

sium (1962) 20178
career development for engineers, Public

Health Service (1965) 5332
cause, effect, and control, charts (1963) 3299
Chattanooga, clean air for (1965) 1572
chemical disinfection, Hungarian study

(1961) 19469
clean air

—

abatement of pollution, progress and pro-
grams, hearings (1964) 10434, 15819

steps toward (1965) 443
clean air act

—

amend

—

hearings (1965) 9004, 15820
reports (1965) 10643, 17597, 17641

important new tool in hands of local gov-
ernments (address) (1965) 5333

new response to old problem (1965) 14987
coal industry (address) (1965) 14986
coffee roasting industry (1965) 2988
community air sampling and analysis, U.S.

and territories, register (1961) 11539
community perception of air quality, opinion

survey, Clarkston, Wash. (1965) 18703
control

—

cleaner air through community action
(1963) 1427

community approach, role of officials
(speech) (1963) 3275

coordination of public and private efforts
to achieve better application of tech-
niques (address) (1963) 1424

economic considerations (1963) 1419
engineering knowledge as factor, status

(1963) 1423
environmental health planning guide,

objectives and proceedures (1962) 10599
Federal Government's activities (1963)
3281

Federal (^vernment's role (1963) 1426
field operations manual (1962) 16123
impact of clean air act (1965) 11658
mechanics of legislative and regulatory
action (1963) 1425

meteorological knowledge as factor, status
(1963) 1422

municipality and home (1963) 1414
projects, health services project grants
manual (1965) 16818

research and control, needs (1962) 16124
research programs

—

hearings (1965) 9004, 15820
reports (1965) 10643, 17597, 17641

scientific statesmanship (1965) 1591
sources, effects, programs (1962) 15645

control programs

—

extend, strengthen, etc., hearings (1963)
17330

staff study (1963) 17333
support under clean air act (1964) 11548

Air pollution—Continued
control research and technical assistance,

extend act

—

hearings (1962) 19186; (1963) 11907
law (1962) 23161
reports (1961) 19108; (1962) 19115

criteria and methods of establishing maxi-
mum permissible concentrations of at-
mosphere pollution in USSR (1965) 7956

current research, methods and findings, con-
ference report of 3d Air Pollution Re-
search Seminar (1961) 6497

Czechoslovakia

—

contamination problems (1962) 5401
medical geography in study (1962) 7566

discharges in atmosphere, dispersion, meth-
od for calculations, USSR study (1964)
4912

Duquesne, Pa., Sept.-Oct. 1963, measure-
ments (1965) 9870

dust, protective-adaptive mechanisms of
air-carrying pathways, USSR study
(1962) 23660

effects on crops and livestock (1963) 1418
environmental health planning guide objec-

tives and procedures (1961) 8150
environmental health series (1964) 15047;

(1965) 2987-88, 11647-648, 14992, 18703,
20025

environmental health training program, bul-
letin (1965) 13230

Federal activities, report of Secretary of
HEW to Congress (1965) 6349

Federal installations, facilities, and equip-
ment control act

—

hearings (1965) 7545
report (1965) 7523

films (1965) 1568
fission product radioactivity, along 80th

meridian (west), 1961 (1963) 16461
Cieorgia, statewide survey (1962) 18409
health effects from repeated exposures to

low concentrations of pollutants (1963)
3283

hydrocarbons, chromathermographic method
for separate identification, USSR study
(1962) 20027

Indianapolis, June-July 1963, measurements
(1965) 1569

industrial installations, Soviet standards,
opinion of foreign researcher (1961)
10738

interstate air pollution study, St. Louis
area, air resources management pro-
gram (1965) 6883

kraft pulping industry, bibliography (1964)
15047

laws, compilation (1964) 12144

lead in atmosphere of 3 urban communities,
survey (1965) 11648

let's clear the air (1965) 1581

Lewiston, Idaho, and Clarkston, Wash., in-

terstate region, study (1965) 11647
Louisville, Ky., studv, technical report

(1962) 6422
lung cancer

—

morbidity, USSR study (1963) 5396
relationship (address) (1963) 1416

Lynchburg, Va., appraisal and evaluation of
sources which contribute to problem
(1962) 1768

measurement of air pollutants (1965) 20025
measurements of National Air Sampling

Network, analyses of suspended particu-
lates, 1957-61 (1963) 3269

measuring and monitoring

—

activities, assignments of responsibility
(1963) 1421
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Air pollution—Continued
measuring and monitoring—Continued

atmospheric sulfur dioxide, methods (1965)
2987

programs, needs, objectives, capabilities,
and limitations (1963) 1420

measuring, USSR studies (1965) 16525
motor vehicles, air pollution and health,

report

—

print as House document, report (1962)
19072, 19281

Surgeon General of Public Health Service
(1962) 20961

municipal ordinances, digest (1963) 3278
National Capital area, problems, appraisal

and recommendations (1962) 18410
National Conference on Air Pollution pan-

els

—

applying our control equipment and me-
teorological control know-how (1963)
1422-24

applying our measuring and monitoring
know-how (1963) 1420-21

applying our present know-how in air pol-

lution control (1963) 1425-26
applying our public information and so-

ciological know-how (1963) 1427
industrial, power plant, and municipality

(1963) 1414-19
national problem, major aspects (1963) 3270
need for control action (1961) 8149
needs for research and control (address)

(1963) 3271
New Orleans asthma, preliminary report

(1963) 1400
Ocean Breeze and Dry Gulch diffusion pro-

grams, data, etc (1964) 5871
organic contaminants removal from air by

type 13X molecular sieve (1961) 8094
Pennsylvania, pure air for (1962) 3468
philosophy of establishing air quality criter-

ia as guides for setting control stand-
ards in U.S. (paper) (1965) 2998

Poland

—

industrial region of Upper Silesia (1962)
7683

study (1963) 8814
power industry's part in cause and control

(remarks) (1963) 7409
prevention and control, clean air act

—

hearings (1963) 17330
law (1964) 1935

description (1964) 4825
reports (1963) 13609, 13619; (1964) 382,
465

Providence, R.I., pilot study (1962) 18424
public health hazard (1963) 3272
Public Health Service

—

grants for control programs, general in-

formation (1964) 18919
program (1963) 3273

research, national goals, report (1961) 1445
research, projects 1962, guide (1963) 3282
research, 6-years review (1962) 8612
respiratory diseases, cause (1965) 6869
respiratory health, relationships (address)

(1963) 1415
respiratory irritants, need for control (ad-

dress) (1964) 7688
Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Cen-

ter, publications, list (1962) 18423
role of scientist and citizen (address) (1965)

5355
sanitary protection in USA, Soviet report

(1964) 15062
SOl' for studies, design of instrument and

field testing, final report (1965) 17109
State laws, digest (1961) 9694; (1962) 3469;

(1963) 1404; (1964) 5651, 21845

Air pollution—Continued
sulfur dioxide removal from hot flue gases,

bench-scale experimentation (1961) 7931
sulfuric acid manufacturing processes, emis-

sions (1965) 14992
Tashkent, USSR, ways for its reduction

(1962) 913
Terre Haute, Ind., incident, study plan, etc.

(paper) (1965) 9868
tomorrow is already here (1963) 3298
toxic substances, chemical methods for de-

termining, USSR (1961) 1039
training grants of Public Health Service,

information and instructions (1962)
24012

turbulent diffusion in surface layer of at-

mosphere, USSR studies (1965) 2764
USSR, investigations (1965) 910
woman's viewpoint (speech) (1963) 3300

Air Pollution Control Laboratory, see Federal
Air Pollution Control Laboratory.

Air Pollution Division:
research, (>-years review of grants-in-aid,

contracts, and direct operations spon-
sored by Bureau of State Services (1962)
8612

training grants of Public Health Service,
information and instructions (1962)

24012
Air Pollution, National Conference on, see

National Conference on Air Pollution.
Air power, taming of blue and beyond. Air

Force pamphlet (1962) 20438
Air Products, Inc., Allentown, Pa., payments

made for construction of facilities and
installation of equipment under Dept. of

Air Force contracts, GAO examination
(1962) 7464

Air raid shelters:

atom bomb shelter construction plan (1961)
168

blastproof, specifications (1961) 169
civil defense accelerated program, 1961

—

hearings (1961) 16838
print additional copies, reports (1962)

9310, 9464
report (1961) 20558

earth-covered, evaluation of radiation pro-
tection provided (1962) 11026

fallout, national program

—

building owners, local and State govern-
ments functions and responsibilities,
fact sheet (1962) 11191

fact sheet (1962) 11192
fallout protection

—

construction in Federal buildings, state-
ment by the President (1961) 14001

lithium hydroxide canisters for personnel
shelters (1962) 1902

resolutions adopted by 1961 (jovernors'
conference (1961) 14001

school shelter, approach (1962) 13095
protection standardized series, specifica-

tions and costs (1961) 2701
family protection, wood designs (1961) 305
instrumentation of French underground

shelters (1961) 5403
reconditioning of protective bunkers

—

consolidation work, provisional specifica-
tions (1961) 173

electric high- and low-current systems in-

stallations, provisional specifications
(1961) 172

radiationproof, specifications (1961) 170
ventilating systems (1961) 171
water supply and dewatering (1961) 174

test of underground personnel shelters

—

French (1962) 16407
German (1962) 18749
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Air raid shelters—Continued

troop shelter and equipment, USSR study
(1961) 21106

see also Protective shelters,
artillery tire control crewman, MOS evalua-

tion test aid (1962) 10975
defense, agreement with Canada (1961)

17837
Operation Pointblank, tale of bombers and

fiRhters in World War II (lecture) (1962)
20429

PVO and rocket troops, Soviet military
translations (1962) 12164

surface-to- air missile battalions for air de-
fense, agreement with Japan (1963)
21121

see also Warning systems.
Air Research and Development Command, pro-

fessional development and training op-
portunities (1961) 131

Air reservist (periodical) (1961) 2885; (1962)
3598; (1963) 3440; (1964) 3235; (1965)
3119

Air Route Traffic Control Center, program-
ming IBM 650 RAMAC computer for
data processing, report (1961) 2693

Air routes, see Airways.
Air safety, see Safety of life.

Air seasoning, see Lumber.
Air service, see Aeronautics—Air carriers.
Air space utilization, see Air traffic.

Air speed:
attainment of high lift-drag ratios at hyper-

sonic speeds, (1965) 16694
harmonic drive speed reducers for helicopter

applications, feasibility investigation
(1964) 15137

high, impact attenuation by gas bags, theo-
ry (1962) 12495

high subsonic

—

static lateral characteristics of model air-

plane with highly tapered wing and sev-
eral tail configurations (1961) 17725

static longitudinal characteristics of mod-
el airplane with highly tapered wing and
several tail configurations (1961) 17724

hypersonic—
tor laminar boundary layer (1961) 19987
induced pressure on long bodies of revolu-

tion with varying nose bluntness (1961)
13543

low-wave-drag body, effects of cross-
section shape on low-speed aerody-
namic characteristics (1963) 19929

pressures, forces, and moments acting on
arbitrary bodies of revolution undergo-
ing separate and combined angle-of-
attack and pitching motions, theoretical
evaluation (1961) 11405

semigraphical method of applying impact
theory to obtain aerodynamic character-
istics of arbitrary body at angle of at-
tack and sideslip (1961) 9571; (1962)
20124

low airspeed differential pressure intergrat-
ing system (1965) 14365

low speed characteristics of

—

sideslipping, rolling, yawing, and pitching
of 45° swept-wing fighter type airplane,
wind-tunnel investigation (1961) 6334

transport 4-engine model with large bodies
mounted above fuselage (1964) 9591

low subsonic

—

highly swept delta wing, longitudinal
aerodnyamic characteristics (1963) 1289

static longitudinal stability and control
characteristics of winged reent-
ry-vehicle configuration having wingtip
panels that fold for high-dray reentry
(1962) 12433

Air speed—Continued

minimum flying speed of delta-wing airplane,
demonstrating (1964) 14870

rough air effect on crew performance, simu-
lated low-altitude high-speed surveil-
lance mission (1963) 16398

slow flight sense (1961) 13600
subsonic

—

aerodynamic effects of modifying wing
inboard trailing-edge camber of model
(1963) 12879

effects of horizontal-tail position on verti-
cal-tail pressure distributions of com-
plete model in sideslip (1961) 9527

investigation of longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics at angles of attack -4° to
100° of delta wing reentry configura-
tions (1963) 11010

wing height effects on vertical-tail pres-
sure distributions of complete model in
sideslip (1961) 6343

subsonic and low supersonic, re-entry vehi-
cle with retractable wings, wind tunnel
investigation (1963) 11007

subsonic and supersonic, calibrations of
pressure-type airspeed-altitude systems
of X-15 airplane (1963) 7291

subsonic and transonic, tail buffet employing
dynamic elastic aircraft model, investi-
gation (1962) 20140

supercircular, flight-patch characteristics
for deceleration (1962) 3361

supersonic

—

aerodynamic- influence coefficients for
wings from wind-tunnel data, method of
determining (1961) 9575

airplanes flying produce flow fields, experi-

mental and calculated (1961) 1316

gas flows, USSR study (1961) 10834

normal-force and vortex-wake characteris-
tics of ogive-cylinder body (1962) 12494

slender cone-cylinder bodies at angle of
attack of 8° with one body rotating,
free-flight heat transfer investigation
(1963) 14541

speeds of translating-spike inlet employ-
ing steep-lip cowl, investigation (1962)
1659

transition Reynolds numbers of separated
flows (1961) 2574

wind-tunnel investigation of paraglider
models (1962) 1678

T-37C category 2 performance test (1964)
4234

tables based on latest international values
for atmospheric properties and physical
constants (1961) 15775, 21213

transition flight speeds, longitudinal trim
characteristics of deflected slipstream
V/STOL aircraft (1962) 22566

transition range, four-jet configuration with
various wing planiforms, induced inter-

ference effects (1962) 20153
transonic

—

aerodynamic characteristics of 0.0667
scale model North American X-15 re-

search airplane (1961) 19922
basic pressure measurements of North
American research airplane (1963) 11005

blunt bodies, aerodynamic characteristics
(1963) 10986

effect of leading-edge-flap deflection on
wing loads, etc. of Douglas X-3 research
airplane (1961) 2560

flutter characteristics of swept wing^
(1961) 6332

hinge moment and flutter characteristics
of flap-type control, effect of wing thick-
ness and sweep (1961) 19931
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Air speed—Continued
transonic—Continued

hinge moment data for oscillating control

surfaces on swept, etc., wings (1961)

6333
hot-jet exhaust effect on pressure distribu-

tions and external drag of several after-

bodies on single-engine airplane (1961)

9521
interference effects of jets exhausting
from hull step of model large, wat-
er-based airplane (1962) 10493

investigation of loading over sweptbook
wing having aspect ratio of 3, taper ra-

tio of 0.2 and NACA 65A004 airfoil sec-

tions (1961) 9552
lenticular-shaped reentry vehicle, static

longitudinal aerodynamic characteris-

tics (1963) 11008
unswept-wing-fuselage combination, effect

of leading-edge droop on aerodynamic
and loading characteristics (1961) 1267

wing and aileron loads due to deflected

inboard and outboard ailerons (1961)

4921
wing loads due to deflected inboard aile-

rons on sweptback wing (1963) 3108
transonic and supersonic

—

lift and drag of swept-wing fighter air-

plane (1963) 10983
span loadings due to wing twist (1961)

1274
turbine-powered commercial transport air-

planes operating practices (1961) 8002
wind tunnel tests of full-scale rotor, (1965)

16900
Air-supported tentage (1964) 15265
Air taxi operators, see Air carriers.

Air temperature and gum yields (1962) 5267
Air terminals, see Terminals (transportation).
Air-to-surface pickup:
Fulton air-to-ground system for Caribou

aircraft (1964) 11667
retracting Fulton skyhook yoke on Army

type CV2B (Caribou) aircraft (1963)
20207

Air tools, see Pneumatic tools.

Air traffic:

activities at control facilities (1961) 493
activity, FAA airways system, summaries

(1961) 499, 5975, 17228; (1962) 7324,
21713; (1963) 8216, 17421; (1964) 8530,
17963

activity FAA reports (1965) 6151, 16142
air carriers statistics (1961) 2998-99; (1962)

4075-76; (1963) 3436-37, 20373; (1964)
3230, 3232

aircraft instrument approaches, centers,

facilities, airports, 1960 (1961) 5963
airspace requirements for supersonic trans-

port, simulator study (1963) 18156
commercial pattern (1961) 4170, 14817;

(1962) 8906
control

—

agreement with Canada (1964) 5706
ANDB type 2.3NS9 beacon video storage
tube defruiting equipment development
(1961) 9708

ARTS, advanced radar traffic control sys-

tem, Atlanta facility training manual
(1964) 14221

automatic, analysis of effects of severe
weather factor (1964) 11702

automatic data processing

—

operations, Boston, Mass., and Washing-
ton, D.C. centers, inadequate adminis-
tration by FAA, GAO report (1964)
8723

Air traffic—Continued
control—Continued
automatic data processing—Continued

system for UNIVAC file computer 1 ba-

sic logic, description (1963) 18345
concepts, procedures, etc., EDPDF experi-

mental laboratory for testing (1963)

18344
contractions used by FAA.. (1962) 12963;

(1963) 9641; (1964) 4267; (1965) 132

control and communication mobile system,

AY/TSQ-47, human engineering evalua-

tion (1964) 5890
control in these hands (1963) 6395
development of methodology for determing
engineered staffing standards for main-
tenance (1965) 4700

electronic simulator systems, excessive

costs incurred because of extended con-

tractor-furnished technical services, etc

(1964) 10596
evaluation of terminal radar service area

concept (1964) 4268
facilities maintenance cost accounting
handbook (1964) 649

facility operations, (1961) 145, 1679,

13812; (1962) 4561, 8903-4, 10930, 12964,

16336, 18662-664; (1963) 44?5, 5896,

5898, 9640, 11519, 13223- 226, 18522;

(1964) 1752, 8010, 11810, 15247,

19192-193; (1965) 132A, 7120, 10131,

17032
facility outage and equipment failure re-

port (1964) 12380; (1965) 532
national airspace utilization system, de-

sign, (1962) 22868; (1964) 5717

Operation Pathfinder, feasibility of posi-

tive control on area basis (1961) 11755
procedures, (1961) 2905; (1962) 130, 3600,

12962; (1963) 3442; (1964) 3237, 19190;

(1965) 3121
radar-beacon systems, technical and oper-

ational evaluation report (1961) 5079

report of task force (1962) 2451

simulation study of operational proce-

dures for civil turbojet aircraft (1962)

18757
system effects on operation of simulated

supersonic transport, flight evaluation

(1965) 1451
system requirements (1963) 5894
terms, glossary (1962) 19469
test of bi-directional computer updating
equipment (1963) 5751

three- dimensional, in terminal area (1962)

16424
type 2.3NS10 beacon video defruiting

equipment construction (1961) 9709

weather, international schedules, ATS
manual, revision (1961) 20336

enroute IFR survey, peak day (1962) 13772;

(1963) 17420; (1964) 1751, 4679; (1965)

7622
charts (1964) 1751

flight information publication, planning, con-

trol procedures

—

Canada and North Atlantic (1962) 3867;

(1963) 3702
Europe (1961) 136, 1673; (1962) 3865
Europe and North Africa (1963) 3699
Pacific and southeast Asia (1963) 3703
United States and Alaska (1961) 1672

flow patterns (1962) 20521

holding pattern criteria, FAA regulations
(1963) 4882; (1964) 4680

large display systems, devices, techniques,
catalog (1962) 18756
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Air traffic—Continued

long distance navigation techniques usable
by nonmilitary ocean-crossing aircraft,

study and analysis (1963) 11595
management problems

—

implications of age for training and job

performance of air traffic controllers

(1962) 16416
longitudinal prediction of effectiveness of

air traffic controllers (1962) 16413
prediction of success in air traffic control-

ler school (1962) 16415
pre-employment, etc., experience compared
with aptitude tests in predicting per-

formance of control specialists (1964)

13733
management systems, operational meteorol-

ogical requirements, analyses (1961)

17804
military, patterns IFR and VFR, peak day

flight plans handled (1962) 511
navigable airspace

—

construction or alteration affecting, no-

tice. Federal aviation regulations (1962)

23508
objects affecting, (1965) 14236

North Atlantic region, survey 1962 (1963)

9*55
operations evaluation, ATM manual (1961)

3762
parallel runway spacing, evaluation of test

program (1962) 11043
patterns and community characteristics

(1964) 83
re-establishment of base of continental con-

trol areas, civil air regulations amend-
ment (1961) 7372

rules

—

and air regulations, supplement (1962)

11742, 13765
civil aeronautics manual (1961) 497-498,

12603; (1962) 17442
civil air regulations (1961) 504, 5972-74,

7372, 12603, 17221, 10279, 20714; (1962)
504-505, 5145, 17442, (1963) 4878, 6388,
8211

security control, FAA regulations (1962)

512; (1963) 485, 13899; (1964) 17968;
(1965) 12426, 16153

special rules and airport traffic patterns,
Federal aviation regulations (1963)

13897; (1964) 2306, 4681, 8532, 14229;

(1965) 540-541, 9083, 14239-240, 16152
traffic and service before-and-after trunkline

suspensions and deletions, (1965) 5726
Air traffic control tower operators, see Airport

control tower operators.
Air traffic controllers, flight data processing

duties, unnecessary annual costs in-

curred, GAO report, (1965) 4841
Air Traffic Management Bureau:
communications procedures, manual (1961)

11754
manuals (1961) 145, 1679-80, 3762, 8349,

• 11753, 17974
service A weather schedules, manual (1961)

1680, 8349, 11753, 17975
service O international weather schedules,

manual (1961) 17974
Air Traffic Service:

aircraft accident notification procedures, etc

(1961) 20715; (1963) 10102
ATS fact book (1963) 5895; (1964) 8009;

(1965) 4223
communications procedures, manual, (1962)

131, 1990, 6620, 10929, 14792, 18861;
(1963) 1781, 11520, 13222, 14926, 18525;

(1964) 3345, 4266, 5919, 13654, 15245,

20975; (1965) 3233, 4224, 8496, 13438

Air Traffic Service—Continued

facility operation, manual, changes (1963)

90, 4426. 5897
flight assistance service, manual changes

(1964) 5920, 9990, 13653, 15246; (1965)
7119, 13439

manuals (1961) 13812, 17975, 20336; (1962)
i:i()-13;{. 1990. 4561-63. 6620-21. 8<(()3-.-,.

10929-931, 12963-964, 16336, 18661-668;
(1963) 90, 1781, 4425-26, 5896-99, 9640,
11519, 13222-228, 14924-925, 16809,
18522-524; (1964) 3345, 4266, 5919-20,
9990, 13653; (1965) 1807

service A weather schedules, manuals (1962)
4562, 6621; (1965) 133, 4226, 10132-133,
15226

service C weather schedules (1964) 4271,
20974

service O international weather schedules,
manual (1962) 8905

Air traffic tower control operator, see Airport
control tower operators.

Air Training Command, ATC manual (1961)
3745; (1962) 14792

Air trajectories, see Trajectories.

Air transportation, see Aeronautics—Air car-
riers—Transportation—-Travel.

Air turbine in impacted third molar surgery
(1962) 22968

Air University:
periodical index (1961) 2887; (1962) 3601;

(1963) 3443
quarterly review (1961) 2888; (1962) 3602;

(1963) 3444
review (1963) 18465

research and special studies progress re-

port, Jan. 1, 1960 (1961) 132
School of Aerospace Medicine

—

aeromedical review (1961) 16134,
17947-948; (1962) 1963, 4544, 12940

research reports (1961) 16135-137,
17949-953, 20315-324; (1962) 83-89,

1964-68, 4545-49, 6601-6, 8889-94
School of Aviation Medicine

—

aeromedical reviews (1961) 6716, 8325-26,

16134, 17947-948; (1962) 1963, 4544,
12940

publications (1961) 122-126, 1660-65,

3736-44, 5291-5301, 6717-26, 8327-30,
9911, 11744, 13806-808
index (1961) 3750; (1962) 16326

Air University Library:
index to military periodicals (1963) 16779;

(1964) 3238; (1965) 3122
military periodicals, union list (1961) 17967

Air University review (1964) 3239; (1965) 3123
Air vehicles, see Aircraft.

Air warfare:
anti-air warfare training program, proce-

dures, etc. (1964) 20707
behavioral and operational aspects of tacti-

cal decision making, (1965) 1546
electronic warfare principles. Air Force

manual (1963) 51

ship-borne air defense facilities, USSR
study (1962) 12228

Airborne Division Quartermaster Air Equip-
ment Support Company field manual
(1962) 2005

Airborne ILS glide slope equipment (for air

carrier aircraft) (1963) 8221

Airborne movement of pink bollworm and oth-

er arthropods (1962) 1957
Airborne operations:

brigades, field manual, (1962) 4603; (1965)

11902
cavalry troop, etc., field manual (1962) 6646;

(1964) 15264; (1965) 18936
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Airborne operations—Continued
electronic desig^ier's shock and vibration

guide for airborne applications (1964)
1750

employment of Army forces in joint airborne
operations, field manual (1962) 8921

utility truck delivery by air, delay of Army
in equipping, GAO report on unneces-
sary costs (1963) 12217

World War II and Korean War, USAF (1964)
4264

Airborne ordnance, Navy training manual,
(1965) 6833

Airborne spraying apparatus, see Sprays and
spraying.

Airborne VOR receiving equipment (for air
carrier aircraft) (1964) 4684

Aircarriers, see Air carriers.
Aircraft:
A-4 series, automatic flight control systems,

unnecessary costs incurred in purchase.
Navy Dept., GAO report (1964) 19766

A-4 type, subsystems and assemblies, pro-
curement costs. GAO report (1965) 10971

A-6A type, selected major subsystems, po-
tential savings by direct rather than
indirect purchase by Navy Dept., GAO
report, (1965) 19652

AC-1, depot maintenance manual (1962)
18689

advance payment on claims, report (1961)
14711

aerial application of agricultural chemicals,
(1965) 10052

aerial unloading kit modification,
KMU-154/E (1963) 18457

AFFTC real-time range data acquisition and
transmission system (1964) 5878

agricultural aviation

—

development of new weapon (1962) 23835
superior performance, USSR study (1964)
21648

use, selected references, (1965) 14868
air laws and treaties of world (1961) 20586;

(1965) 14119
air movement of troops and equipment, tech-

nical manual (1961) 165
airborne radio marker receiving equipment,

technical standard order (1963) 13903
aircraft and aircraft engines, current in-

dustrial reports (1962) 3736; (1963) 3574,
7752; (1964) 3390, 8114; (1965) 3273, 8607

aircraft and parts industry

—

review of 1963, outlook for 1964 (1964)
6022

work stoppages, 1927-59 (1961) 6243
aircraft and related products

—

certification, identification, etc., civil aero-
nautics manual (1964) 3321

identification and registration marking
(1964) 8531

aircraft in agriculture (1961) 17222; (1963)
473

aircraft unavailability at overseas location
due to maintenance and supply deficien-
cies, GAO report, (1965) 6292

airworthiness

—

FAA directive, (1961) 502, 3137, 7374;
(1962) 3797, 19470; (1963) 3635, 17427;
(1964) 3247, 3451, 21287; (1965) 3132,
3344, 16148

surplus military aircraft, civil air regula-
tions (1964) 4675-77

altimeters, repeatability, drift, and afteref-
fect of 3 types (1961) 15790

altitude- measuring methods for vertical
separation on airways, survey (1961)
6398

antennas, USSR study, (1965) 18356

Aircraft—Continued

anti-friction airframe bearings for high
temperature use (1961) 16152

application of glass fiber laminates, (1965)
622

appropriations, 1966, military procurement,
hearings, (1965) 14115

aquaplaning, phenomenon (1964) 202
Army

—

aviation descriptions (1961) 1687
aviation organizational maintenance, field

manual, (1965) 18934
aviation transport services and units in

field army, (1965) 11903
crew seat desigrn criteria, crash iniury
evaluation (1963) 13099

inadequate maintenance of aviation units
in Korea, GAO review, (1965) 9227

noise problems associated with operation
(1964) 5949

aspect solution in dynamic radar area meas-
urements, (1965) 13179

automatic flight control theory, USSR study,
(1965)6490

axial-load fatigue tests using loading sched-
ules based on maneuver-load statistics
(1962) 12480

B-47, overpricing of buffer amplifiers pur-
chased from HRB-Singer, Inc. by Boeing
Company, GAO report, (1965) 2204

B-58, bomber recording system, overpricing
by Melpar, Inc., on fixed-price purchase
order 509, GAO report (1964) 6775

BAK-6/F-27A arresting barrier absorber
evaluation (1963) 16773

bird hazard (1961) 9153
body in 2-dimensional flow field of circular-

arc wing, aerodynamic characteristics
(1961)6346

bridle hook-up and arrestation for steam
catapults, aviation training manual
(1961) 15865

bumping, applicability of Richardson num-
ber to diagnosis, USSR study, (1965)
2762

buying, material procurement for Army Air
Forces, World War II, special studies
(1964) 20462

CAD pyrotechnic and explosive items, sur-
veys (1962) 18363, 22678-679

canard configurations, stability and per-
formance characteristics, factors affect-
ing design (1962) 12420

canopy-fuselage configurations, force and
pressure measurements (1963) 5531

cargo, loan guarantee, hearings (1961) 390
Caribou, Fulton air-to-ground pickup system

(1964) 11667
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 3927
certification and operation rules

—

certificated route air carriers, etc., civil

air regulations amendments (1964)
10505, 12366-370

civil air regulations, amendments (1963)
15466; (1964) 14222, 15880

supplemental air carriers, etc., civil air
regulations (1963) 15466; (1964) 648,
4678, 8528-29, 10506, 12372-375; (1965)
2118

certification, identification, etc.

—

civil aeronautics manuals (1961)
10574-575. 14825; (1963) 17418; (1964)
6616

civil air regulations (1961) 4175, 9077;
(1963) 15467, 19162; (1964) 2304, 4676

certification procedures for products and
parts, Federal aviation regulations,
(1965) 535, 14229-230, 16145, 19598
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Aircraft—Continued

circular plan form, with peripheral jet for
lift, thrust and control, wind tunnel
tests (1963) 7245

civil

—

active, by State and county (1961) 14841;
(1964) 4685; (1965) 4704

aircraft register, (1963) 17466; (1964)
6733, 18033; (1965) 6238, 16158

flight plans for flight over Cuba, special
civil air regulation (1961) 504

foreign market survey

—

Africa (1961) 3891
southwest Asia (1961) 9982

radiologrical protection and decontamina-
tion (1963) 562

technical standard order authorizations,
FAA regulations, (1965) 536

United States, statistical study, (1961)
14839; (1964) 10513; (1965) 4702

Coast Guard, authorization for procure-
ment

—

hearings (1964) 6368, 6501; (1965) 5966,
8979

laws, (1965) 10350
reports (1964) 6273, 6278, 6298, 6466;

(1965) 5947, 7446, 8937
Coast Guard repair and supply base, status

of prior recommendations of GAO con-
cerning selected activities, GAO review
(1962) 23584

collision-avoidance trajectory and its per-
formance capability, relationship analy-
sis (1961) 8096

commercial supersonic transport research
program, bibliography (1964) 6614

companies, backlog of orders, current in-

dustrial reports (1961) 2990, 6815; (1962)
3737; (1963) 3575

components and accessories. Federal item
identification gviides for supply catalog-
ing (1962) 9511; (1963) 3660; (1964) 3478,
12297; (1965) 3380

composite construction for flight vehicles,
design procedures, military handbook
(1962) 2389; (1963) 19080

configurations

—

static longitudinal stability at high Mach
numbers and at angles of attach be-
tween and ± °180''

wing warp, effects on lift, drag, and static
longitudinal stability of model having
arrow wing aspect ratio 1.86 at Mach
numbers from 1.1 to 1.7 (1961) 6347

construction, layout for vibration measure-
ments. East German study (1962) 9847

contractor control systems, longitudinal
problems at low and negative damping
and stability with emphasis on effects of
motion cues (1961) 4883

control

—

attitude, requirements for hovering deter-

mined through use of piloted flight simu-
lator (1961) 8023

automatically controlled interceptor, at-
tack phase, aerodynamic and dynamic
representation (1961) 13479

canard configuration with

—

high trapezoidal wing, effect of forebody
deflection (1961) 13488

Mach nos. 0.70 to 2.22, triangular wing
and canard with twin vertical tails

(1961) 11432
trapezoidal aspect-ratio-3 wing, effects

of forebody length (1961) 13495
display integration program (1963) 5876
flow-field effects at high supersonic Mach

Nos. (1961) 19914

Aircraft—Continued
control—Continued

longitudinal and lateral airplane config^u-

ration having wing of trapezoidal plan
form (1961) 19911

longitudinal response, effects of cont-
rol-free configuration (1961) 19953

model supported by 4 ducted fans (1961)
17723

subsonic, X-15 airplane with and without
fuselage forebody strakes (1961) 13496

triangular wing and canard configfuration,
Mach nos. 2.58-3.53 (1962) 12409

unswept wing and unswept horizontal-tail
configuration (1961) 17704

controller, side-located, operating character-
istics, determination by use of ground
simulator (1961) 1280

controls

—

flap-type trailing edge, effect of wing
thickness to chord and wing sweep on
oscillating hinge moment and flutter

characteristics at transonic speeds
(1961) 19931

jet reaction, for use at high altitude, simu-
lator studies (1961) 6325

longitudinal, swept-wing airplane configu-
ration with canard control surfaces
(1961) 6358

oscillating surfaces at transonic speeds,
hinge- moment data (1961) 6333

spoiler-slot-deflector, on 45° sweptback-
wind-fuselage model, aerodynamic char-
acteristics (1962) 10491; (1964) 1464

trailing-edge, effects on aerodynamic char-
acteristics of rectangular wing and body
combination (1962) 1654

wing, NACA research, description and re-

search (1961) 9493
conveyances, validity of titles

—

hearing (1963) 17172
law (1964) 13895
reports (1962) 21373; (1964) 2063, 12223

crash fire trucks in Eiefense Dept., develop-
ment and management, GAO review
(1962) 13859

crimes, hijacking, etc., in air commerce

—

hearings (1961) 14724, 18954
law (1961) 18592
reports (1961) 14700, 16695

current industrial reports (1961) 2989, 8504;
(1962) 11075

CV-2 DeHavilland Caribou, personnel re-

straint system study (1964) 20854
data for aircraft in common use in civil

fleet, airport design, (1965) 11885
Defense Dept.

—

military procurement appropriations,
1962—
hearings (1961) 8835, 8972, 10500, 17117
hearings, index (1961) 14718
laws (1961) 12109, 14118
reports (1961) 8808, 8950, 10265, 10304,

14363, 14367, 14660
military procurement appropriations,
1963—
hearings (1962) 7084, 9482
law (1962) 11273
reports (1962) 7062, 9262, 9449

military procurement appropriations,
1964—
hearings (1963) 6187, 8092, 11873
law (1963) 11720
reports (1963) 6142, 6161, 8073, 9902

military procurement, appropriations,
1965—
hearings (1964) 6344, 8358
law (1964) 8227
reports (1964) 6282, 6289, 6319, 6469
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military procurement appropriations,
1966—
hearings. (1965) 8872
law, (1965) 12028
reports, (1965) 8835, 8934, 10454, 10490

sell owner supplies and services when in

best interest of U.S., report (1961) 14322

design, XV-9A hot cycle research, summary
report, (1965) 20114

disease transmission, (1965) 17017
divergent-shroud aircraft ejectors, perform-

ance (1963) 5519
ducted-fan, parameters related to stability

and control (1961) 1315
dusts and dusting. Piper PA-25 Pawnee dis-

tribution patterns (1963) 18398
earnings, reliet from double taxation, agree-

ment with

—

Iceland (1963) 7453
Mexico (1964) 20834

electric charge, induced and natural, distri-

bution (1961) 9914
electrical systems, standardizing voltage

and frequency (1961) 11472
electrostatic discharge, theoretical analysis,

(1965) 18808
emergency procedures over water (1964)

3240; (1965) 3124
equipment, Soviet and Chinese articles, Eng-

lish abstracts (1961) 8442; (1962) 3788
excessive assignment to Fort Wolters as

result of overstated requirements. Army
Dept., GAO report, (1965) 9218

explosion-proof testing techniques for elec-

trical, etc., equipment (1964) 7957
exports (address) (1964) 19346
extruded shapes and dies used as structural

members, military handbook (1961) 1926
F-4 and other types, unnecessary costs in

procurement of selected subsystems,
etc., GAO report, (1965) 2215

fatigue life, influence of load randomization
and ground-air-ground cycles (1964)
21746; (1965) 6677

fatigue of bolts and bolted joints (1962)
10545

Federal item identification g^iides for supply
cataloging (1962) 9511; (1963) 3660;
(1964) 3478, 12297; (1965) 3380

fiberglass-reinforced plastic, facing sand-
wich structure, strength properties and
relationships, (1965) 18804

filamentary structures, theory and applica-
tions (1963) 3163

fire extinguishing agents, installation and
operation of concentration recorder
(1961) 1456

fire-fighting and rescue operations. Army
technical manual, (1965) 18949

fixed-wing, instrument flying, techniques and
procedures, manual (1961) 1655

flight controllability limits and related hu-
man transfer functions as determined
from simulator and flight, tests (1961)
9558

flight crew compartment doors, closing and
locking, civil air regulations amendment
(1964) 12365

flight paths, parallel runway spacing, evalu-
ation of test program (1962) 11043

- flight vehicles, composite construction, fab-
rication, durability, and repair, military
handbook (1961) 1925; (1963) 12038

flight vehicular structures, metallic materi-
als and elements (1963) 12037; (1964)
12303, 14162, 19615; (1965) 6091

Aircraft—Continued

flying at supersonic speeds, penetration of

thunderstorms (1964) 11705
flying weight of flying apparatus, effect of

changes in weights and aerodynamic
characteristics of construction, USSR
study (1961) 10891

forgings, noncompetitive procurement form
ALCOA, GAO report (1963) 15595

fracture toughness of pressure-vessel mate-
rials, evaluation (1961) 20053

fuel, etc., emergency sales to owner hearings
(1961) 393

fuel-tank design for liquid hydrogen (1963)
10973

futuristic development, hearings (1961)

16861
general aviation inspection aids, summary

(1963) 15475; (1964) 15886; (1965) 16156
general operating and flight rules. Federal

aviation regulations (1963) i:5896; (1964)

6618, 10512, 15884, 19674; (1965) 539,

10795, 12425, 14237-238, 16151, 18069
general operations rules

—

civil aeronautics manual supplements
(1961) 496, 10576, 17223; (1962) 7315,

15537, 21711; (1963) 2242
civil air regulations

—

air-share conferences, general aviation
(1962) 7325

air-share notebook (1961) 20724
air-share summary (1961) 20725
amendments (1961) 9081, 17227; (1962)

9583; (1963) 4880, 10109
(German aerospace industry (1963) 7107
GETTOL configuration, ground effect take-off

and landing feasibility and potential,

research program (1963) 9465
glasses, properties at elevated temperatures

(1963) 9636
Government-owned, review of use by Army

Mobility Command and Army Tank-
Automotive Center, GAO report (1965)

14399
high altitude, calibration of solar cells,

(1965) 5165
high floor, cargo-handling system, design

study (1961) 5312
high strength steels, research and develop-

ment status (1961) 17968
holders of type certificates, issuance, civil

air regulations, amdt (1964) 2304
hot cycle research, preliminary design study

(1963) 14750
hydraulic, arresting energy absorbers, cable

and piston drag, parameter investiga-

tion (1962) 91
hypersonic boost-glide configuration, low-

subsonic flight characteristics (1961)

9607
hypersonic, radiative cooling, theory and

apparatus for measurment of emissivity
(1961) 19991

icing, meteorological condition is As and Ac
clouds, USSR study, (1965) 2485

identification equipment, overpricing by Bell

Aerosystems Co., division of Bell Aero-
space Corp., Wheatfield, N.Y., Air Force
Dept., GAO report, (1965) 9236

identification of pipe, hose, and tube lines,

military standard (1964) 21255
IFR altitudes, Federal aviation regulations

(1963) 15473
imported

—

certificates of airworthiness, agreements
with

—

CJermany (1962) 12731
Japan (1963) 11309
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Mexico (1962) 1850, 12732
Switzerland (1963) 3362

certification and approval

—

civil aeronautics manual (1961) 494,
7369

civil air regulations amendment (1963)
19163

industry

—

job market developments, (1965) 14189
research and development, 1956-61 (1963)

11132
inspection

—

aviation aids. (1961) 17229; (1962) 3909,
17456; (1963) 3753; (1964) 3554; (1965)
3467

aviation mechanics handbook (1963) 17425
interconnecting system components, use of

flat electric cable, evaluation, final re-

port (1964) 7659
isolated shrouded-propeller configuration,

aerodynamic loads (1962) 3359

jet propelled, sound pressures and correla-

tions of noise on fuselage (1961) 15818

KC-135A, heavy weight 3 engine takeoff per-

formance test (1964) 4232
labor market developments (1962) 5121;

(1963) 13874

lag in altitude measuring systems (1964)

4233
large

—

airworthiness directives, summary, (1965)
16157

commercial operators, certification and
operations. Federal aviation regula-

tions, (1965) 6155, 10796, 16154,
19600-601

lateral-directional handling qualities in

landing approach, (1965) 14731

lateral stability and control characteristics
of 4-propeller deflected-slipstream VTOL
model (1961) 4887

lift/cruise fan exhaust system research pro-
gram, (1965) 3066

litter installation, dynamic test, experimen-
tal research (1963) 13098

loan, agreement with Saudi Arabia (1963)
20182

longitudinal characteristics, control friction

and preload effects, analogcomputer
investigation (1961) 9605

maintenance

—

bulletins, FAA handbook

—

large aircraft (1963) 19165
small aircraft (1963) 19166

certification procedures, FAA handbook
(1963) 19164

crews, weather factor effects in Arctic
areas (1963) 18482

electricity fundamentals, Air Force man-
ual (1963) 1743

hoisting equipment, portable, study and
evaluation (1961) 13710

preventive maintenance, rebuilding and
alteration. Federal aviation regulation
(1964) 14228; (1965) 9081, 14234

supervisor's manual (1963) 18556
management cost accounting, FAA hand-

book (1963) 19168
maneuvering, application of acoustic theory

to prediction of sonic- boom ground pat-
terns (1964) 20580

manned free balloons, airworthiness require-
ments. Federal aviation regulations
(1964) 15883

manned nuclear propulsion program of

Atomic Energy Commission and Defense
Department, GAO review (1963) 6534

Aircraft^Continued
manufacturing

—

industry, outlook for 1963 and review of
1962 (1963) 5968

occupations, employment outlook (1962)
10394; (1964) 7392

Marvelette

—

investigation of shrouded propeller pro-
pulsive system, (1965) 1688

obtaining 2-dimensional boundary layer
data on variable-camber high-lift wings,
(1965) 13312

materials

—

ablation rates sensor (1961) 8024
emittance of refractory oxides, cermets
and ceramics, 600° F to 2,000° F (1962)
8489

fatigue damage under varying stress am-
plitudes (1961) 1320

plastics, transparent glazing, nfiilitary

handbook (1962) 9516
metal-to-metal bonding and honeycomb

bonded structures, inspection (1961) 580
military

—

airworthiness certification of surplus air-

craft, civil air regulations amdts (1964)
4676-77

flights, agreement with India (1964) 1613
pertinent characteristics, (1965) 4682

missile-armed, USSR study, (1965) 9341
model with low-aspect-ratio variable-inci-

dence wing, etc., low-speed static longi-

tudinal and lateral aerodynamic charac-
teristics (1962) 22545

naval, design of electric system, technical
manual (1964) 11497

Navy, failure of Navy Dept. to use excess
spare parts and assemblies in produc-
tion, GAO review (1963) 5003

needed parts previously determined to be
Government surplus, failure to recover.
Army Dept., GAO report, (1965) 14392

noise

—

abatement planning (1961) 5958
abatement research, conduct report (1962)

19344
and its problems, bibliography (1964) 6612

citizen's guide (1964) 4674
ground effect, persons and property, inves-

tigation

—

hearings (1963) 6198
reports (1961) 16723, 18837; (1963) 6117

multiple-nozzle geometry effect (1961)

19948
relation to design criteria for high per-

formance vehicles (1964) 11394
sounds of 20th century (1961) 4180

notification procedures and service responsi-
bilities (1961) 20715

nuclear propulsion

—

electric direct-air-cycle program (1962)
23009

3 cycles (1963) 5511
obstruction marking and lighting standards

(1963) 484
ocean-crossing, long distance navigation

techniques, study and analysis (1963)

11595
oil analysis system for operational use in

field, feasibility investigation (1963)

14749; (1964) ;n72
operating personnel, physical fitness assess-

ment, simple field test (1963) 16867

operating problems, conference, Langley
Research Center, May 10-12, 1965, (1965)
16626

operations, research problems (1963) 7261
organizational, aircraft maintenance, super-

visor's manual (1962) 6679
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P-3, unnecessary costs incurred in indirect

procurement of selected subsystems and
accessories GAO report, (1965) 7783

parts supplied by overhaul contractors,
unnecessary costs incurred by Army,
GAO report (1964) 12496

jterformance measurement in flight simula-
tion studies (1964) 14790

personal inspection handbook, (1965) 625
pilot-vehicle system simulation for

low- altitude, high speed flight, (1965)

11469
piston-driven, lightweight air conditioner

system for cabins using air as refriger-

ant (1961) 15875
pitch characteristics of ring-wing-body con-

figurations (1962) 12491
power plant on flexible wind, propeller whirl

flutter, investigation (1964) 18744
pressure distributions on 2-dimensional

sharp-leading-edge flat plates with sweep
angles of attack (1962) 20141

private

—

executive rather than commercial aircraft,

unwarranted charges, Lockheed Missiles
& Space Co., GAO report (1964) 21345

facts of flight, information about opera-
tion (1963) 15472

procurements, utilization, etc., deficiencies.

Federal Aviation Agency, GAO report
(1964) 8711

promising developments of future (speech)

(1961) 10578
propellant actuated devices (1961) 20079
propulsion

—

gas turbines, USSR study (1964) 11169
nuclear powered supercritical-water cycle,

analysis (1963) 7230
purchase loans to air carriers, Government

guaranty, amend act

—

hearings (1962) 17314
laws (1962) 23220
reports (1962) 19102, 19144, 19318, 21167

quickening terms for improved binary angle
of attack display, method for establish-
ment (1963) 11154

radar targets at S-band, doppler spectral
characteristics (1962) 6358

radioactive contamination precautions, FAA
airspace advisory plan, Project Shoal,
(1965) 202

reactive flying machines, collected works of
K. E. Tsiolkovskiy, (1965) 18592

recognition manual (1962) 22955
recognition sense (1961) 9659
rectangular-base model effects of slotted and

round jet exits on lift and pitching mo-
ment characteristics at zero forward
speed (1961) 4936

refractory materials for high-temperature
seals and bearings, friction and wear
behavior, characteristics (1961) 16153

registration. Federal aviation regulations
(1964) 19672

reinforced plastics

—

flight vehicles, military handbook (1964)
14163

military handbook (1961) 439
primary structure (1963) 9467

relative density effects on spin and recovery
characteristics, (1965) 8091

relief from double taxation on earnings from
operation, agreement with Colombia
(1962) 6477

rocket research program, major events and
achievements, 1946-62 (1963) 5862

rotary wing, exploratory development,
(1965) 1682, 5433, 5436, 6961, 8347,
11740, 15098, 15100, 18801, 18803, 20111

Aircraft—Continued

rough-terrain-induced structural landing
loads, (1965) 15103

Rumania, 1964 state prizes awarded to re-

search projects in hypersustentation,
(1965) 6443

runways, foan-covered, fuel-ignition-

suppression capability studies (1961)
1392

scheduled services between U.S. and Carib-
bean area, agreement with Trinidad and
Togabo (1963) 3357

semispan delta-wing VTOL model, aerody-
namic characteristics, interference ef-

fects of ground and deflected jet stream
(1961) 15787

short-haul transport planning (address)

(1964) 15333
slender conical ducted bodies, external drag

estimation at high Mach numbers and
zero angle of attack (1961) 7968

slender, prediction of effects of vortex flows

on loading, forces, and moments (1961)
21250

small

—

air taxi operators and commercial opera-
tors. Federal aviation regulations (1964)

12384; (1965) 19603
airworthiness directives, summary, (1965)

18072
spare parts

—

Defense Dept. action in canceling exces-

sive procurements and redistribution
programed for or delivered to Portugal
under military assistance program, GAO
follow-up review (1964 18088

failure to use excess in production. Navy
Dept., GAO report (1964) 8722

spark plugs, uneconomical utilization and
premature disposal by Air Force Dept.,

GAO review (1963) 8324
special flight permits, civil air regulations

amendment (1963) 19162
specifications (1961) 3131; (1962) 3603; (1963)

3445; (1964) 3242; (1965) 3126
spoiler-type controls on trapezoidal wing

pressure distributions and aerodynamic
characteristics (1963) 3107

static dischargers (1963) 20297
static-pressure systems, calibrations by

ground-camera and ground-radar meth-
ods, test program (1963) 18163

steel tube and fabric, structural analysis of

crash impact configurations (1964) 16893

steels under stress concentration at elevated
temperatures, effect of cadmium plating
(1963) 5893

steep-gradient, characteristics and specifi-

cations technical summary and compila-
tion, Project Hummingbird (1961) 10579

storage of parts and equipment, Pensacola
Naval Station, GAO review (1962) 620

structural failures caused by corrosion, fa-

tigue, and abrasion, engineering survey
(1964) 19001

structural parts, fatigue life, factors in

evaluating (1961) 7988
structural sandwich, etc. components, publi-

cations, list (1961) 6115
subsystems for A-5 type aircraft, unneces-

sary costs incurred in indirect procure-
ment, Navy Dept., GAO report (1965)
12531

supersonic

—

evaluation of synthetic fuel from coal

(1962) 3334
sonic boom overpressures, some considera-

tions (1961) 14838
strength of potentially useful alloys (1965)
5210
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with forebody strakes for improving direc-

tional stability, wind-tunnel investiga-

tion (1961) 1282
supersonic transport

—

airspace requirements, simulator study

(1963) 18156
boom propagation, effects of flight path
and atmospheric variations (1964) 7562

economic aspects, bibliography (1964) 6611

future, and present airports, Rumanian
study (1964) 2510

.

high-speed cruising flight, study with pi-

loted simulators of handling qualities

requirements (1963) 11075

mechanical cycling fatigue behavior of

materials, exploratory studies (1964)

11351
simulated flight evaluation of effects of

air traffic control system on operation

(1965) 1451
supplemental type certificates and replace-

ment parts summary (1961) 3265; (1962)

4367; (1963) 4221; (1964) 4069; (1965)

3976
supply management of high-value repairable

aviation assemblies and equipment with-

in Navy Dept., GAO review (1962) 15633

support equipment, general handling & safe-

ty manual (1963) 11193
supported by ducted fans, stability and con-

trol characteristics (1961) 15789
systems digital simulation, investigation

(1961) 20044
T-33, tests on MA-IA runway overrun bar-

rier (1965) 92
T37C qualitative spin evaluation (1963)

14904
T38A electrical power systems, overpricing

on contracts with Westinghouse, GAO
report (1964) 8730

T39A limited stability and control tests

(1964) 7969
tilt-duct VTOL research, transition and

hovering flight characteristics (1963)

1291
titles and security documents, recording

(1964) 17966
transform equations of motion to standard

form, measure state of system, etc.

(1963) 1316

transport

—

cockpit voice recording (1961) 9714
technique investigation (1962) 11046

commercial, at altitudes up to 40,000 ft

with autopilot in altitude hold, random
deviations from stabilized cruise alti-

tudes (1963) 14587
furnishing Paraguay assistance to in-

crease air transport capability of air

force, agreement (1963) 1543
transportation, maintenance units. Army

manual (1963) 14937
United Kingdom military, use of Wideawake

Airfield in Ascension Island (1962) 24113

United States civil, Dec. 31, 1964, census

(1965) 18061
unswept, tilt-wing of aspect ratio 5.5 and 4

propellers and blowing flaps, tests (1961)

11433

use in weather forecasting

—

instability lines and their environments as

shown by aircraft soundings, etc (1964)

11694
NSSP operations, 1962, analysis of select-

ed data (1964) 11706
squall line investigations, development

1956-60 (1964) 11693
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vertical structure of 3 dry lines as re-

vealed by aircraft traverses (1964)

11698
use of cones as stabilizing and control sur-

faces at hypersonic speeds (1961) 4862

use of Zanderij airport, agreement with
Netherlands (1962) 18478

USSR-
aviation in plant protection, study (1962)

1419
designers, accomplishments, etc (1961)

2149
exports (1962) 23631
recognition guide (1965) 7073, 17001

utilization. Coast (juard opportunities for

economies, GAO report (1963) 15596
vehicular measurements of effective runway

friction (1963) 9456
visual flight investigation of hovering and

low speed VTOL control requirements
(1965) 9731

vortex wakes in relation to terminal opera-
tions (1963) 9185

V/STOI^
aerodynamic characteristics of large-scale

model with high disk-loading lifting fan
mounted in fuselage (1961) 21212

aerodynamic performance, review of basic
principles (1961) 7992

deflected slipstream, flight characteristics

(1962) 22566; (1963) 14575
flight examination of operating problems

(1961) 11420
flying qualities, suggested requirements

(1965) 15109
general information, NASA facts (1964)

16662
handling characteristics, effects of gross

static directional stability (1964) 20603
impact on instrument weather operations

(1965) 6747
noise considerations in design (1961) 7995
nomographic solution of momentum equa-

tion (1961) 9582
operating over level, gravel-covered sur-

face, damage incurred on tilt-wing multi-

propeller (1961) 2578
program, vertical and short takeoff and

landing, hearings (1965) 401
propeller slipstream, effects on perform-
ance and stability (1964) 21911

report of Special Subcommittee on Re-

search and Development (1965) 2005
semispan tilting wing with 0.6-diameter

chord, single slotted flap, and single

propeller rotating up at tip, aerodynam-
ic date (1964) 20571

simulation (1965) 6836
analog computer approach (1964) 5509
analysis reports (1964) 13322, 15005
computational methods analog, study
equations of motion, etc (1964) 21826

computational methods digital, study,

equations of motion, etc. (1964) 21827
equations of motion using analog or dig-

ital computer, summary (1965) 11569
technique for transition (1961) 8013
tilting ducted fan configuration, aerody-
namics (1961) 6403

transport, bibliography (1961) 4922
transport, preliminary study (1961) 4922
wind-tunnel wall effects and wall correc-

tions, study (1965) 14825
wing and flap loads, wind-tunnel investiga-

tion (1963) 11029
wing pressure measurements within pro-

peller slipstream for wind-tunnel model
simulating transition (1963) 20995
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VTOl^
Army-sponsored research, analysis of re-

sults (1961) 6599
attitude control requirements for hovering
determined through use of piloted flight

simulator (1961) 8023
cold jets discharging from exhaust nozzles
designed for downwash suppression,
dynamic pressure and thrust character-
istics (1964) 11397

comparison of handling qualities with
one-man helicopter (1965) 18585

control requirements in hovering deter-

mined from motion simulator study
(1962) 22587

deflected-jet-fixed-wing, varying stability

and control (1965) 6746
downwash impingement symposium papers

(1961) 5152
dual-propeller, downwash effect on ground
environment, investigation (1961) 21231

effects of coupling between pitch and roll

control inputs, on handling qualities

(1962) 10525
fixed-wing, tilt-duct research model, flight

operating problems and aerodynamic
and performance characteristics (1963)
14557

four-jet configuration with various wing
planforms, induced interference effects

in transition speed range (1962) 20153
four-propeller deflected slipstream model,

longitudinal aerodynamic characteris-
tics, including effects of ground proximi-
ty (1961) 1286

four-propeller tilt-wing model with twin
vertical tails, aerodynamic characteris-
tics (1961) 13525

full-scale fan-in-wing model, with nose-fan
pitch control, aerodynamic characteris-
tics and ground effect (1964) 18737

ground interference effects (1961) 7989
gyroscopic cross coupling between pitch
and roll, effect on handling qualities
(1961) 9581

handling qualities, effects of gyroscopic
cross coupling between pitch and yaw
(1961) 21228

height control requirements, piloted simu-
lator and flight study, preliminary
(1962) 8519

hovering jet lift, effects of lateral control
characteristics (1965) 8095

impinging uniform jets (1963) 14753
interference effects on jet and buried-fan,

in transition (1961) 7991
jet-powered low-aspect radio, engines bur-

ied in tiltable wings, low-speed stability
and performance (1961) 4869

jet-powered vertical- attitude hovering
and transition flight tests (1961) 9541

longitudinal stability and control charac-
teristics of 4-propeller tilt-wing model
with programmed flap, flight investiga-
tion (1962) 20149

model of aerial vehicle supported by 2
unshrouded propellers, flight, etc., inves-
tigation (1963) 18157

model supported by 4 unshrouded propel-
lers

—

flight-test investigation (1962) 16527
force-test investigation (1962) 10526

powered by 4 ducted tandem propellers,
transition characteristics (1964) 9603

pressure distributions on surfact of flat

plate induced by cold air jet (1963) 7276
propeller-driven, aerodynamic characteris-

tics (1961) 7990

Aircraft—Continued
VTOL—Continued
propellers in descent, tests (1963) 7292
research, handling qualities (1961) 7994

tilt-duct, flight study of conversion maneu-
ver (1961) 1294

tilt-wing

—

configurations, structural-loads surveys
(1961) 6397

operating near ground, slipstream flow
(1962) 20145

stability and control (1962) 20148
with rigid and flapping propeller blades,

longitudinal stability and control
(1962) 16059

twin-propeller, downwash effect on several
types of ground surfaces, experimental
study (1962) 14472

VZ-2 tilt-wing—
ailerons as source of yaw control (1962)

18287
with full span flap, flight investigation

(1965) 6731
wind-tunnel-wall and scale effects on con-

figuration with fan mounted in fuselage
(1965) 5169

X-22 research and development contract
award, hearings (1963) 15374

VTOL-STOI^
linearized theory of wand-tunnel jet-

boundary corrections and ground effect
(1963) 1322

tables of interference factors for use in
wind-tunnel and ground-effect calcula-
tions, width-height

—

ratio of 0.5 (1962) 6276
ratio of 1.0 (1962) 6275
ratio of 1.5 (1962) 6274
ratio of 2.0(1962)6273

VZ-2 model-
force-test investigation (1964) 16699
stalling in transition, effect of use (1964)

16698
tilt wing, rapid-transition tests (1961)

21219
war risk insurance, extend authority

—

law (1961) 14089
reports (1961) 10460, 12253

weapons system

—

reliability and maintainability techniques,
AFFTC category II/III test concepts
(1963) 16774

trainer instructor station display and re-

cording systems

—

functional requirements (1965) 11568
study (1965) 11567

wing-body combinations with variations in

body wedge angle and height through
angle-of-attack range (1963) 14565

wingless vertical take-off and landing,
wind-tunnel investigation (1963) 5570

zero-lift drag, effects of scale on absolute
values of configurations at transonic
speeds (1961) 4856

see aiso Air carriers—Airplanes—Air-

ships—Automatic light aircraft readi-

ness monitor—Drag (aircraft)—Engines
(aircraft)— Exits (aircraft)—Fighter
planes—Flight—Gliders (aircraft)

—

Lights and lighting—Portable aircraft

condition evaluator recorder—Power
plants—Seaplanes—Sonic boom—Space-
craft—Stability of aircraft—Wings (air-

craft)— aiso names of aircraft parts.

Aircraft accidents:
accident prevention bulletins (1965) 13662-

663
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Aircraft accidents—Continued

advance payments on claims

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 16610
report (1961) 14351

aerial application activities, 1959 (1962) 303
aerospace accident and maintenance review

(1961) 2881; (1962) 3582; (1963) 3421^
air carriers, statistical review and resume

of accidents (1963) 16923; (1965) 304,
4372

air safety hazards, hearings (1961) 10508
airplane penetration into helicopter wake,

potential operational hazard, brief eval-

uation (1962) 8522
altimeter-system accuracy effect on proba-

bility (1963) 9162
Army aviation prevention pamphlet (1963)

9658
birds causing, sonotropic effects of commer-

cial air transport sound (1962) 16417
civil aviation, summary reports (periodical)

(1965) 4386
claims arising out of crash at Midwest City,

Okla., remove $5,000 limitation

—

law (1961) 20528
reports (1961) 18851, 19109

collision prevention devices, symposium
(1963) 9457

crash injury bulletin (1962) 24125
crash injury evaluation

—

crew seat design criteria (1963) 13099
passenger-seat installation, test in H-21

helicopter (1963) 18351
crash injury prevention, synthesis of impact

acceleration technology (1963) 18353
bibliography (1963) 18354

crashworthiness evaluation of energy-
absorption experimental troop seat con-
cept (1965) 11742

dynamic crash test of litter installation

(1963) 13098
evacuation pattern analysis of survivable

commercial aircraft crash (1962) 16422
failure of rearward facing seat-backs (1962)

16420
fatal, general aviation accidents involving

weather, study (1963) 16921
fuel system contamination, general aviation

accident prevention bulletin (1965) 13662
general aviation

—

operations, statistical review (1961) 16490;
(1963) 7774, 11649; (1965) 13665

small fixed-wing aircraft, briefs (periodi-

cal) (1965) 4371
H-13E helicopter accident, Amityville, N.Y.,

crash injury investigation report (1962)
22879

H-23B helicopter accident, Corpus Christi,

Tex., crash injury investigation report
(1963) 20203

helmet design criteria, crash injury evalua-
tion report (1962) 20351

ignition problems, general aviation accident
prevention bulletin (1965) 13663

incident investigation and reporting, hand-
book (1963) 15468; (1965) 6152

investigation authority, clarify

—

law (1962) 23210
reports (1962) 19347, 21124

investigation reports, see entry listings in

Monthly catalog
investigators handbook (1961) 15874; (1963)

9278
lightplane safety, human factors aspects

(1964) 13737
mechanisms of injury in lightplane crashes

(1963) 3384
medical safety training manual (1961) 11473

Aircraft accidents—Continued
notification procedures and service responsi-

bilities (1963) 10102, 15469
ocean search and rescue procedure (1961)

5540; (1962) 16619
personnel restrainsystems study, basic con-

cepts (1963) 11349
plasma and tissue electrolyte changes pro-

duced by hvpercapnia, hvpocapnia, and
hypoxia (1961) 3739

relationship between collision-avoidance
trajectory of aircraft and its perform-
ance capability (1961) 8096

Richmond plane crash

—

hearings (1962) 4958
subcommittee report (1962) 7082

rules of CAB, investigations, etc (1963) 6017
S-2B snow aerial applicator. Phoenix, Ariz.,

Oct. 18, 1961, report (1962) 16963
survival of extreme vertical impact in seat-

ed position (1963) 4504
U.S., 1959, statistical review (1962) 309
Wichita, Kans., Air Force to settle claims

—

law (1965) 13795
reports (1965) 5919, 14038

Aircraft arresting equipment, see Arresting
gear.

Aircraft automatic pilots:

AN/ASW-12, weapon system flight evalua-
tion (1963) 14903

interceptor, supersonic, analog computer
study of filtering, comand-computer and
automatic-pilot problems of attack
phase (1961) 6349

study of pilot's ability to control during
simulated stability augmentation system
failures (1963) 1312

use of electronic computer in study of gyro-
pilot, USSR (1961) 15391

Aircraft bombs, fuzes and associated compo-
nents (1963) 12959

Aircraft carriers:
evolution (1964) 21820
flight deck, hazardous duty, incentive pay

—

hearing (1965) 8974
law (1965) 15497
reports (1965) 7434, 8778, 14107

night landings, utilizing luminescent and
reflective coatings as visual aids (1964)
13328

nuclear, overpricing of steam generators,
GAO report (1964) 6779

rainbow optical landing aid (1965) 13176
Aircraft controllers, see Air traffic controllers.

Aircraft dispatchers:
examination guide (1961) 19280
qualifications for route, civil air regulations

amendment (1961) 4176
Aircraft engines, see Engines (aircraft).

Aircraft fuel, see Motor fuel.

Aircraft instruments, see Aeronautical instru-

ments.
Aircraft materials, see Materials.
Aircraft plates, buckling load, imperfections,

main contributor to scatter (1964) 1900()

Aircraft repair stations:

certificates, Federal aviation regulations

(1962) 17453
FAA certificated, repair stations, consolidat-

ed listing (1965) 4781

Federal aviation regulations (1964) 14230
repair station certificates,

amendment (1963) 480
Aircraft survival equipment, KC-135 and U-2

bailout kit, evaluation (1963) 14913
Aircrews, see Flight crews.
Airdrop of supplies and equipment (1964)

19219-220; (1965) 11907
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Airfields, see Airports—Aviation fields

—

Heliports—Pavements.
Airflow loading patterns for truck shipments

of early potatoes (1965) 7033
Airfoils:

aerodynamic characteristics in nonequili-

brium ambient stream based on linear-

ized theory (1964) 13258
aerodynamic effects of configuration varia-

bles on aeroelastic characteristics (1962)
1677

aspect-ratio-1, with and without end plates,

effect of ground proximity on aerody-
namic characteristics (1961) 21226

asymmetric transonic flow past sharp lead-

ing edge, study (1961) 4957
blast-loading

—

airflow with initial angle-of-attack change
of 28' (1965) 13040

experimental investigation (1963) 7263
body of dolphin as airfoil, USSR study

(1965) 11307
boundary layer momentum thickness, com-

parison of theoretical determination
with full-scale flight experiment (1965)
16899

cephalopod body used as airfoil, USSR study
(1965) 9391

effects of leading-edge bluntness on pressure
and heat-transfer measurements over
flat plate at Mach number of 20 (1965)
18534

ground influence on model with jet-

augmented flap as determined by 2 tech-

niques (1961) 4934
helicopter rotors, hovering characteristics

(1963) 1307
ice formations, prediction of aerodynamic

penalties caused (1964) 7534
leading edge

—

ballast of 45° sweptback wing, effect on
transonic flutter characteristics (1961)
4876

bluntness and sweep, effects on boundary-
layer transition on flat plate (1961) 19976

high speed wing-heating problem (1962)
12419

NACA63-A series sections, effect of Mach
number, Reynolds number and thickness
ratio on aerodynamic characteristics
(1965) 16898

NACA655-424, boundary layer control by
blowing to effect drag reduction,
wind-tunnel investigation (1964) 16692

oscillating, flow at Mach number 7.0 in heli-

um (1962) 3357
sections with thickness from 2 to 21 and 2

to 15% chord, ordi nates and theoretical
pressure distribution (1961) 11435

sharp and circularly blunt-wedge, theoreti-
cal aerodynamic characteristics (1964)
14904

square-planform double-wedge, leading-edge
bluntness, effects on flutter characteris-
tics at Mach no. 15.4 (1962) 23994

swept blunt leading edges in free flight, heat
transfer (1961) 13480

synthesis at supersonic Mach number (1965)
5099

see also Wings (aircraft).
Airframes:

anti-friction bearings for high-temperature
use, developing design criteria (1961)
16152

design and construction, specification bulle-
tin (1961) 1670

design, application of general digital com-
puter analysis of statically indetermi-
nate structures (1963) 1317

Airframes—Continued

fiberglass-reinforced sandwich structure,
research (1964) 20857

lightweight aluminum crates, development
and evaluation (1961) 11748

maintenance and repair, AF manual (1964)
11791

maintenance, repair, and alteration

—

civil aeronautics manual (1962) 2443,
13768; (1963) 476; (1964) 3324

civil air regulation amendment (1962) 9582

mechanics examination guide (1963) 15539
protection, insulated structures, radiant-

heating experiments (1961) 6344
repairman, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)

10988
structural components, Federal item identifi-

cation guides for supply cataloging
(1962) 9511; (1963) 3660; (1964) 12297;

(1964) 3478; (1965) 3380
structures, fabrication of beryllium sheet to

meet requirements (1961) 142

Airglow:
aurorae and airglow

—

IGY program, articles (1964) 13262, 21778
IGY research, results (1964) 9621, 13263
spectral, electrophotometrical, and radar
researches (1965) 18591

calibrations symposium (1965) 8494
dark side of Venus (1963) 19894
data reduction for stable auroral red arcs

observed by Rapid City, S.Dak., IGY
program (1965) 9771

day, (0,0) negative band of N:t observation
(1964) 9600

effect of solar flares on green line of night-

glow (1965) 108
emission. Lord Rayleigh's data, reexamina-

tion (1963) 16771
hydroxyl, attempts to increase artificially

by release of ozone into upper atmos-
phere (1965) 16707

night, spectral, electrophotometric and ra-

dar studies, USSR study (1962) 2654
review of Soviet literature (1961) 5427

rocket spectrophotometer measurements in

far ultraviolet (1964) 14889
spectral, electrophotometrical, and radar

researches (1962) 10533; (1963) 3165
visual observations of nightglow from

manned spacecraft (1964) 1487

Airlift, see Transportation.
Airline employees, craft or class determination

of National Mediation Board (1961)

21263
Airline routes, see Maps and charts.

Airlines, see Air carriers—Airline employees.
Airmail, see Air mail.

Airmat, manufacturing structures for aero-

space applications (1963) 16768
Airmen:
aging studies (1965) 4287
airman's guide

—

Alaska (1961) 3135; (1962) 3609
Pacific supplement (1961) 3133; (1962)

3607, 7311; (1963) 3447; (1964) 3245;
(1965) 3129
notices to airmen (1961) 3134; (1962)
3606

United States (1961) 3132; (1962) 3605,
21712; (1963) 3448, 3604; (1964) 3244,
3424; (1965) 3128, 3314

airman's information manual (1965) 131,

3130, 10130
attitudes and job performance, contribution

of status factors (1962) 6610
carefulness battery, validation against

training school criteria (1964) 13633
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Airmen—Continued

classification instruments, suggested compo-
sition (1961) 5314

classification tests

—

development, 1963 (1963) 9623
survey (1963) 9624

first enlistment retention, mathematical
simulation, analysis of results (1963)

1772

first-term, prediction of unsuitability from
aptitude indexes, high school reference

data, etc (1963) 18495

identification of job types in personnel ca-

reer field (1965) 18910
international notams (1961) 3138; (1962)

3958; (1963) 3798; (1964) 3608; (1965)

3524
morale, dimensions (1961) 143

Navy training course (1963) 1366; (1965)

18655
Negro, Rapid City, S.Dak., discrimination

report before Civil Rights Commission
(1963) 6022

other than flight crewmembers, certification.

Federal aviation regulations (1962)

19467, 23504; (1965) 9082
Pacific airman's guide and chart supplement

(periodical) (1965) 3747
physical standards, medical certificates

—

civil aeronautics manual (1961) 19281;

(1962) 506

civil air regulations (1961) 17226
Federal aviation regulations (1962) 19468;

(1965) 18067
pilot rescue facts (1962) 10577
prediction of unsuitability discharges (1961)

3757
specialties, development of standard list of

work requirement factors (1964) 4256
supply warehousing-inspection career lad-

der, occupational survey (1963) 1773

use of high school record information in

predicting success in electronics train-

ing (1965) 13428
years of education as predictor of technical

training success (1964) 9983
see also Air Force— Aviators—Flight crews.

Airmobile operations. Army field manual
(1963) 18544

AiroU, trafficability tests on organic and min-
eral soils (1961) 20707

Airplane accidents, see Aircraft accidents.

Airplane fabrics:
flight vehicles, fabrication, durability, and

repair of composite construction, mili-

tary handbook (1961) 1925
testing on air pressurizing apparatus (1961)

10908
Airplane mechanics, see Mechanics (persons).

Airplane tires, see Tires.

Airplanes:
adaptive control system employing norm-

al-acceleration command, design and
flight tests (1961) 9598

aerial refueling, FAA handbook (1965) 16143

aerodynamic heating of aircraft components
(1961) 6335

aerodynamic lateral stability characteris-

tics determination from free-flight model
tests (1961) 4956

air attack on forest fires (1961) 65
airworthiness

—

civil aeronautics manual, supp (1961) 7368

normal, utility and acrobatic categories

—

civil aeronautics manual (1961) 14826,
20716; (1962) 17443, 21707; (1963)
8212; (1964) 3322

Airplanes—Continued
airworthiness—Continued
normal, utility and acrobatic categories

—

Continued
civil air regulations amendment (1961)

19284 (1962) 9575; (1963) 2243
flight test report guide, civil aeronautics
manual appendix (1962) 19457

standards, normal, utility, and acrobatic
category (1965) 4698. 14231, 16146

transport categories

—

civil aeronautics manual (1961) 5965,
14827; (1963) 474, 6389; (1964) 3323,
(1965)3213

civil air regulations (1962) 9576; (1963)
2243; (1964) 12359, 14222, 19667

Federal aviation regulations (1965)
4699, 7627, 12424, 14232, 16147

altimeter installation in landing-approach
operations, repeatability of over-all er-

rors (1961) 11426
anniversary of powered flight, observance

(address) (1964) 1853
Army, fundamentals of maintenance, general

information (1964) 21005
attack, buffet tests (1963) 5534
B-52G—

assemblies, subcontract negotiated with
Boeing Co., pricing, examination by
GAO (1962) 2513

negotiated prices, overstated cost esti-

mates included in target prices, by
Boeing Company, Wichita Branch, Wich-
ita, Kans., Air Force Dept., GAO report
(1965) 707

B-52H, category 2 performance and stability

flight tests, evaluation of data acquisi-

tion systems, etc. (1965) 10104
B-58 components, overpricing under pur-

chase orders issued to Sperry Gyroscope
Co., Great Neck, N.Y., by Convair, Fort
Worth, Tex., Air Force Dept., GAO re-

port (1964) 10611
B-58A—
minimum control speed test (1964) 5879
wet runway performance (1965) 5535

barometric leveling by airplane (1961) 4762

Bell X-IE research-
damping in roll, wind-tunnel investigation

(1961) 2564

Bell X-5 research at 58.7° sweepback,
lateral handling qualities (1961) 2558

bomb-bay configuration, effects upon aero-

dynamic characteristics of fuselages
with noncireular cross sections (1961)

17688
bombers

—

B-52H performance and stability tests

(1964) 1729
B-70 program, investigation, report of

subcommittee (1961) 1896
in-flight shock-wave pressure measure-
ments (1963) 20990

patrol, tee-tail, transonic flutter investiga-

tion (1961) 1270
supersonic

—

in altitude range 30,000 to 50,000 ft.,

ground measurements of Shockwave
noise (1961) 15780

swept and unswept wing configuration,

aerodynamic characteristics (1961)

13484
with tiltable wing vertical-take-off-and-

landing, subsonic longitudinal aerody-

namic characteristics (1961) 13485

verticle-take-off-and-landing jet configura-

tions, wind-tunnel investigation (1961)

6340
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Airplanes—Continued

bombing-navigational system components
manufactured by IBM, cost in procure-
ment from AC Spark Plug Division of

General Motors Corp., GAO report
(1965) 716

braking systems, dynamics, tire elasticity

and brake response, effects on, study
(1965) 19945

C-46 nontransport category, cargo opera-
tions, civil air regulations, amendment
(1964) 15880

C-47—
aircrew standardization/evaluation man-

ual (1962) 4535
steep instrument approach capabilities
under manual control, flight investiga-
tion (1965) 2905

C-130—
air drop test of XM551 Army full

tracked vehicle (1965) 93
aircraft ramp unloading kit (1964) 5883
test landings on ice-free land at Polaris

Promontory, results (1961) 13805

C-130B, JC-130B, NC-0130B(BLC), (3-123B,

and VC-124H, take-off and landing capa-
bilities on off-runway surfaces (1963)
11484

C-130E—
category 2 performance tests (1964) 5880
category 2, stability and control tests

(1964) 13615
performance at emergency-wartime-use-
only gross weights (1965) 4160

0131E, crash injury investigation (1964)
13494

C-135B—
category 2 performance tests (1964)

13613-614
limited category 2 stability and control

tests (1964) 13616
canard configuration

—

aerodynamics characteristics at high sub-
sonic speeds (1961) 21234

at Mach nos. 1.41 and 2.01

—

effects of canard surface size on stabili-

ty and control characteristics (1961)
1276

longitudinal and lateral stability and
control characteristics (1961) 1269

canard and outboard-tail model, aerody-
namic characteristics at Mach no. of
2.01 (1961) 13482

delta- wing model with high life surfaces,
low-speed longitudinal and lateral sta-

bility characteristics of variable inci-

dence (1961) 17712
effects of canard planform and wing modi-

fication on low-speed longitudinal aero-
dynamic characteristics (1961) 15799

effects of configuration geometry on tran-
sonic aerodynamic characteristics (1964)
20595

effects on performance and stability (1962)
12410

longitudinal and lateral stability and con-
trol characteristics of various combina-
tions of component parts at Mach num-
bers of 1.41 and 2.01 (1961) 1269, 13493

longitudinal stability and control at Mach
numbers from 0.70 to 2.22 (1961) 13489

split flaps located ahead of wing trailing
edge, etc., on use of canard controls at
low subsonic speeds (1962) 12474

static stability and control at Mach nos.
0.70 to 2.22 (1961) 2532

trapezoidal aspect-ratio-3 wing, effects
of

—

forebody length on stability and control
(1962) 12488

Airplanes—Continued
canard configuration—Continued

trapezoidal aspect-ratio 3 wing, effects of
—Continued
vertical location on stability and control

(1963) 5556
triangular wing, static stability and con-

trol characteristics, Mach nos. 2.58-3.53

(1962) 12409
with high trapezoidal wing, effects of fore-

body deflection on stability and control
characteristics (1961) 13488

with trapezoidal aspect-ratio-.'5 wing effects

of forebody length on stability and con-
trol (1961) 13495

Caribou, retracting Fulton skyhook yoke
(1963) 20207

carrier-type, area-suction and blowing
boundary-layer control on trailing-edge
flaps of 35° swept-wing (1961) 2530

circular cross section body, effects of
bomb-bay configuration on aerodynam-
ic characteristics at supersonic speeds
(1961) 17685

civil turbojet, simulation study of operation-
al procedures (1962) 18757

cockpit voice recorders, installation, civil

air regulations, amendments (1964)
14222

commercial supersonic, U.S. development
program, hearings (1964) 527

commercial turbojet transport, maneuver
accelerations experienced during routine
operations (1963) 11070

complex single- engine and light twin-engine,
pilot transition courses (1964) 12428

configuration having cambered arrow wing
with 75° swept leading edge, aerodynam-
ic characteristics at Mach nos. 2.36 and
2.87 (1961) 6359

configuration having wing of trapezoidal
planform

—

lift, drag, and static longitudinal stability
data at Mach no. 6.86 (1961) 19908

longitudinal and lateral control character-
istics at Mach no. 4.06 (1961) 19911

static lateral stability data at Mach no.

6.86 (1961) 19910
static longitudinal and lateral stability

—

and control data at Mach no. 6.86 (1961)
19912

data at Mach no. 4.06 (1961) 19909
configurations with favorable lift interfer-

ence, aerodynamic performance and
static stability at Mach numbers up to 5

(1963) 1261
control deflections, response and tail loads

measured in service operational flying

(1962) 10480
control, man-carrying ducted-fan vehicle of

flying-platform type, hovering flight

investigation comparing 2 methods
(1961) 13514

Convair YF-102—
lateral stability and control, flight evalua-

tion (1962) 6256
with 2-spool turbojet engine, flight-

determined induction-system and surge
characteristics (1961) 2559

delta-wing

—

body combination, transonic loads charac-
teristics (1961) 11413

configuration flight test at Mach numbers
from 1.23 to 1.62, effect of underwing
propulsive jets on lift, drag, and longitu-
dinal stability (1961) 9514

demonstrating minimum flying speed
(1964) 14870

having violent lateral-longitudinal cou-
pling in aileron rolls, flight experience
(1962) 6255
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Airplanes—Continued
delta-wi ng—Continued

heavy-bomber configuration, with large
store, store interference (1963) 18117

spin-entry characteristics determined by
dynamic model (1965) 6710

descent performance with tilt wing and dif-

ferential propeller thrust, wind-tunnel
tests (1964) 20579

designed for flight at high Mach numbers,
effect of cross-control derivatives on
stability, theoretical investigation (1962)
10521

designs, spin research status (1961) 2593

Diesel engine, Packard model DR-980 of 1928
(1965) 9760

Douglas D-559-II research

—

effects of jet exhaust and Reynolds num-
ber upon flow over vertical stabilizer
and rudder (1961) 6327

surface pressures and aerodynamic load
distribution over swept-wing at Mach
numbers from 0.73 to 1.73 (1961) 13475

Douglas X-3 research, at transonic speeds,
effect of leading-edge-flap deflection on
wing loads, etc. (1961) 2560

drag problem at transonic and supersonic
speeds, assessment (1961) 13476

dynamic response to atmospheric turbulence
(1964) 13257

elastic canard-fuselage configuration, static

longitudinal aerodynamic characteris-

tics as measured in air and in Freon-12
Mach numbers up to 0.92 (1963) 16379

Electra, sounds, effects on birds (1962) 16417

export airworthiness approval procedures
(1965) 18166

external-flow jet-augmented-flap model with
turbojet engines operating, aerodynamic
characteristics, temperature and noise
measurements (1961) 19960

external stores, loads on at transonic and
supersonic speeds (1961) 6331

F-101 airplane aft fuselage assemblies pur-
chased from Temco Aircraft Corpora-
tion by McDonnell Aircraft Corporation,
pricing examination by GAO (1962)
21805

F-101 wings

—

purchased from Martin Ck). by McDonnell
Aircraft Corp. under Air Force contract,
pricing examination (1961) 2046

subcontract negotiated by McDonnell Air-
craft Corporation with Martin Co., pric-

ing, examination by GAO (1961) 20805
F-104a, air launch solid-fuel sounding rock-

ets, use as Ist-stage booster, operation-
al aspects (1963) 5568

fan-in-fuselage model, aerodynamic test data
(1961) 9568

flat-bottom configurations at Mach 3.0 and
3.5, aerodynamic characteristics (1963)
3111

flat-top wing-body model, static and dynam-
ic-rotary stability derivatives, wind-
tunnel investigation (1962) 12442

flexible-wing manned test vehicle, wind-
tunnel investigation (1963) 18152

flight instructor examination guide (1963)
2301

flying at supersonic speeds produce flow
fields, experimental and calculated (1961)
1316

full-scale, effect of distributed roughness on
flight skin drag, investigation (1962)
6265

Airplanes—Continued

fuselage forebody strakes, effect at high
subsonic speeds on static stability and
vertical-tail-load characteristics (1961)
11429

fuselage identation, effect on zero-lift drag
tested in free-flight (1961) 6352

general operating and flight rules. Federal
aviation regulations (1964) 21290; (1965)

538, 6154
high-wing monoplane, use in low level spray

applications, distribution patterns
(1964) 16933

hypersonic flight

—

laminar flow prospects (1962) 12411
pilot-controlled analog computer (1962)

1665
installation and use of flight recorders, civil

air regulations amendment (1961) 9081
instrumented drones for research use in

cloud physics and meteorology, evalua-
tion (1963) 21057

interceptor, automatically controlled super-

sonic, analog computer study of filter-

ing, command-computer and automatic-
pilot problems (1961) 6349

jennies to jets (1962) 13777
jet-

areas to total area, effects of ratio, and of

pressure ratio on lift augmentation of

annular jets in ground effect under
static conditions (1961) 7987

configuration with tail boom at Mach nos.

1.15 to 1.37, lateral stability character-
istics and power effects, rocket-model
investigation (1961) 4927

effects upon longitudinal and directional

stability of general aircraft configura-
tion employing wing-tip-mounted na-

celles, investigation at Mach nos. 1.94

and 2.41 (1961) 9524
equipped with hydro-skis, land-water oper-

ations (1961) 2570
exhaust noise suppressors, ground and

in-flight acoustic and performance char-
acteristics (1961) 15777

petroleum fuels thermal stability re-

search, survey (1963) 1206
routes, establishment. Federal aviation

regulations (1962) 23507; (1964) 2305,

21289
service, 5th anniversary of inauguration

in Houston Tex. (remarks) (1965) 308
tilting-wing verticle-take-off-and-landing
configuration in hovering and transition

flight, investigation (1961) 4873
trainer, response to roughness of runways

(1964) 11390
jet transport

—

4-engine, exhaust ingestion due to thrust
reversal during ground roll, tests (1961)

4941
pilot simulator study of loss of altitude in

go-around from instrument landing ap-

proach (1964) 1471
thrust reversal effect on longitudinal

characteristics (1961) 8019
water-pond arresting (1961) 9556

KC-135B (EC-135C). limited category 2 per-

formance test (1965) 10105
landing mats, experimental T 11 aluminum,

engineering tests (1963) 20653
large

—

multijet cargo, wind-tunnel flutter studies

of sweptback T-tail (1964) 9583
nonasymptotic effects on sonic boom
(1965) 13041
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Airplanes—Continued
large—Continued
proving period, civil air regulations, amdt

(1962) 13771
lateral response to random atmospheric tur-

bulence (1961) 6410
lateral-spread sonic-boom ground-pressure

measurements at altitudes to 75,000 ft.

and Mach numbers to 2.0 (1964) 1461
light-

response to sonic booms (1963) 16405
traversing trailing vortices of heavy
transport airplanes, normal load factors
calculated (1961) 11412

low-speed longitudinal characteristics of

configuration including effects of canard
and wing trailing-edge flap controls

(1962) 20152
low-subsonic speed static longitudinal sta-

bility and control characteristics of

winged-reentry-vehicle configuration
having wingtip panels that fold for

high-drag reentry (1962) 12433
M-wing-body combinations, aerodynamic

characteristics in pitch at Mach num-
bers of 2.40, 260, and 2.86 (1965) 19927

manual control, Russian bibliography (1965)
9614

measuring gravity, using 3 string transdu-
cers with orthogonal axes of sensitivity,

USSR study (1965) 14505
model having wing and canard of trianglar

planform and either single or twin veri-

cal tails, aerodynamic loads at Mach
numbers from 0.70 to 2.22 (1961) 11407,
13506-507

model with highly tapered wing and tail con-
figurations

—

static lateral characteristics at high sub-
sonic speeds (1961) 17725

static longitudinal characteristics at high
subsonic speeds (1961) 17724

model with tail surfaces outboard of wing
tips, static stability and control charac-
teristics (1963) 5557

motions, determining maneuvering loads
from statistical information by Monte
Carlo techniques (1961) 11402

multiengine, pilots flight test guide, class or
type rating (1963) 17465

Navy, V-G records obtained during squad-
ron operations with ten types, analysis
(1961) 9512

noise, aerodynamic, flight-determined envi-

ronment of nose cone (1962) 10509
noise exposure of B-52 and KC-136 mainte-

nance personnel (1962) 8892
North American FJ, with external fuel

tanks, free-spinning-tunnel investiga-
tion (1961) 19917

outboard-tail model, aerodynamic character-
istics at high subsonic speeds (1961)

21234
performance flight testing theory (1965)

4159
Piper PA-18A, spray distribution patterns

(1964) 13566
plane sense, general aviation information

(1962) 15610, 21789; (1962) 20689; (1963)
20689

pricing of screwjack assemblies for F-106
airplanes under Air Force Dept. negoti-
ated fixed-price subcontracts awarded
by Convair division of General Dynam-
ics Corp. to Lear, Inc., GAO examination
(1962) 21807

private pilot, flight training guide (1963)
13978; (1964) 19742

Airplanes—Continued

propeller-driven aspect-ratio-10 straight
wing, with boundary- layer control flaps,

STOL characteristics (1961) 13532
pylon-supported nacelle model, effect of af-

terbody- ejector configurations on per-
formance at supersonic speeds (1961)
17697

radio-controlled models with parawings

—

free-flight investigation (1961) 19957
stalling and tumbling (1964) 14852

RB-47E, results of cyclic load test (1961)
19919

reflection wing model equipped with partial-

span jet augmented flaps, aerodynamic
and flow characteristics at low speed
(1961) 9583

research configurations, transonic lift and
drag characteristics, flight-determined
data, summary (1961) 13486

research, simulator investigation of com-
mand reaction controls (1961) 9510

RM-10 research vehicle, aerodynamic heat
transfer and zero-lift drag of flat wind-
shield canopy (1961) 17687

rocket-propelled model, low 52.5° delta wing
and unswept horizontal tail, aerodynam-
ic characteristics over Mach no. range
of 1.40 to 2.78 (1961) 1278, 9593

scaled-speed elastic swept-wing bomber and
fighter models coupled wing tip to wing
tip, simulated flight investigation (1963)
5532

seats

—

analysis of sitting areas and pressures of

man (1962) 16414
failure of rearward facing seat-backs and

resulting injuries in survivable trans-
port accident (1962) 16420

simulators

—

minimum standards for approval, civil air

regulations, amdt (1963) 10106, 10108
study of longitudinal stability and control

of piloted aircraft in flights to extreme
altitude and high speed (1961) 17672

single-engine, private pilot flight test guide
(1963) 12141; (1965) 624

skewed wing-tip controls effect on highly-
swept arrow wing at Mach number
2.03 (1964) 20582

skid landings on rocker-type fuselages
(1961) 9564

small, certification, delegation option proce-
dures, regulations of FAA administrator
(1961) 5980

Soviet passenger aircraft TU-124, USSR
study (1962) 14251

spin of 1/20-scale model unswept-wing,
twin-engine, observation airplane, inves-

tigation (1963) 5576
Stearman, spray distribution patterns at 50

feet (1963) 14835
STOL, lateral control characteristics of

powered model of twin-propeller deflect-

ed slipstream configuration (1965) 1441
STOL transport-

deflected slipstream transport having 4

interconnected propellers, {performance,
handling qualities, and operational
characteristics (1964) 9594

4-propeller, handling qualities and opera-
tional problems (1963) 5599

large 4-propellered simulator study of lat-

eral-directional handling qualities (1963)
11053

stores components, effects on transonic flut-

ter of cantilevered, aspect-ratio-4.45''

sweptback, untapered wing (1961) 4861
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Airplanes—Continued

subsonic

—

aerodynamic characteristics up to extreme
angles of attack of model having un-

swept wing and high horizontal tail

(1961) 2531
jets, similarity of near noise fields (1961)

19992
supersonic

—

Air Force Thunderbirds, aerial demonstra-
tion team flying North American F-lOO
Super Sabres (1965) 8495

configuration, parawings as auxiliary lift-

ing devices, low-speed longitudinal aero-

dynamic investigation (1964) 14879
effects of secondary-air flow on annular

base force (1963) 5515
hydrorefining coal-oils to fuels (1965) 16592

pilot-escape capsule, separation test

(1965) 14835
simulator investigation of factors affect-

ing design of stick pusher to prevent
pilot from entering pitch-up region

(1961) 13474
twin-duct side intake system (1962)

1655-56
with low-aspect-ratio unswept wing and

tee-tail, flight determined stability and
control derivatives (1963) 14539

supersonic transport

—

airworthiness, operations and mainte-
nance standards (1961) 9155

configuration take-off distances as affect-

ed by rotation during take-off run (1961)

21232
cruising flight, dynamic stability charac-

teristics, pilot evaluation (1964) 18764
effect of runway unevenness on dynamic
response (1964) 21732

effects of airplane and landing-gear fac-

tors on response to runway roughness
(1963) 1292

fatigue behavior of materials (1965) 8048
handling qualities in landing maneuver

(1964) 9602
mechanical properties of superalloys

(1964) 18718
NASA research on materials applicable to

(1964) 20566
radiation exposure of flight personnel and
passengers (1962) 20146

sweptwing

—

blowing and leading-edge slats, static lon-

gitudinal characteristics, low speed
wind-tunnel tests (1962) 12408

calculated responses to continuous turbul-

ence with flight-test comparisons (1961)

9609
effects of differential horizontal tail de-

flection on lateral control (1961) 13478
flap lift effectiveness with use of slotted

and area-suction flaps (1962) 12407
flexibility effects on wing strains in rough

air (1961) 4958
heavy bomber configuration with large

store nacelle

—

lateral forces and pitching moments,
Mach number 1.61 (1963) 14533

lift and drag, Mach number, 1.61 (1963)
12843

Mach number 2.01 (1963) 16358
heavy-bomber configuration with stores of

different sizes, etc., supersonic store in-

terference (1963) 16359
35°

, static lateral and directional stabili-

ty and effective sidewash characteristics
of model at Mach number of 1.61 (1961)

6338

Airplanes—Continued

T-2, first nonstop coast-to-coast flight (1965)
2926

T-37C category 2 performance test (1964)
4234

T-38, aircrew standardization/evaluation
manual procedures (1962) 4534

T-38A—
aerodynamic braking refused takeoff tests

(1965) 7072
performance test (1964) 1731

T-39A, category 2 performance test (1964)
19135

tail-wing fuselage combinations

—

aerodynamic characteristics and bound-
arv-layer transition, effects of distribut-

ed "roughness height (1964) 13245
buffet investigation at high subsonic

speeds, with sweptback wings at various
angles (1961) 4844, 13487

chordwise pressure distributions and inte-

grated loads of complete model in side-

slip at high subsonic speeds, effects (1961)

9527
configuration with 63' sweptback wing and
twin-boom tails, subsonic aerodynamic
characteristics (1962) 12424

configurations, study (1961) 13481
effects of various arrangements of hori-

zontal and vertical tails on airplane
with and without wing at Mach number
4.06, exploratory investigation (1961)
19913

hot-jet exhaust on pressure distributions
and external drag of several afterbodies
or single-engine model at transonic
speeds (1961) 9521

interference effects of jets exhausting
through hull step, evaluation (1962)
10493

lateral control effectiveness of high sub-
sonic speeds of differentially deflected

horizontal-tail surfaces on configuration
having thin highly tapered wing (1961)

9535
lift, drag, and static longitudinal stability

characteristics at Mach numbers from
3.00 to 6.28 (1961) 13471

longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of model having highly tapered, cam-
bered 45° swept wing of aspect ratio 4

at transonic speeds (1962) 1668
longitudinal stability of sweptback-
wing-body configurations with aspect
ratios of 2.67 and 4.00, transonic wind-
tunnel investigation (1961) 9523

longitudinal stability investigation of ver-

tical-take-off-and-landing configuration
with simulated jet intake and exhaust at

Mach nos. of 1.61 and 2.01, investigation
(1962) 1664

low-speed longitudinal characteristics in-

cluding effects of canard and wing trail-

ing-edge flap controls (1961) 13491
pitching-moment contribution of high hori-

zontal tail on unswept-wing and body
combination (1961) 17711

pressure fluctuations on X-15 when carried

by B-52, wind-tunnel investigation
(1962) 14487

side force and yawing moment coefficients

at subsonic speeds, estimation of direc-

tional stability derivatives (1962) 6262
static and dynamic rotary stability deriv-

atives of model having wing and tail

surfaces swept back 45° (1961) 17701
straight-wing, research configuration,

longitudinal and lateral-directional ro-

tary derivatives (1962) 8483
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Airplanes—Continued
tail-wing fuselage combinations—Con.

steady loads due to jet interference (1961)
2567

triangular-wing airplane configuration at

Mach nos. 3.00 to 6.28, lift drag, and
static-stability characteristics, investi-

gation (1961) 4841
unswept wing and high horizontal tail,

stability derivatives (1963) 5538
unswept wing and unswept horizontal tail,

static longitudinal stability and control
(1961) 17704

vertical positions of wing and horizontal
tail, longitudinal aerodynamic charac-
teristics of trapezoidal wing model
(1961) 2568

wing height effects on vertical-tail pres-
sure distributions of complete model in

sideslip at high subsonic speeds (1961)
6343

wing sweep and horizontal-tail height on
static stability of model at transonic
speeds, wind tunnel investigation of

effects (1961) 9525
wing sweep, horizontal-tail configuration,

ventral fin on static stability character-
istics of model with wing aspect ratio 3

at Mach nos. 2.29 to 4.65 (1961) 6355
tailless delta-wing, drag characteristics,

flight investigation compared with wind-
tunnel date (1961) 17705

TB-25N, modified as airtanker for fire fight-
ing, evaluation (1963) 10249

TFX contract investigation, hearings (1963)
10015, 12019, 13809, 15386, 19056; (1964)
4584

3-engine, operation, civil air regulations
amendments (1964) 10504, 10506

transonic, measured surface defects, analy-
sis of drag contribution (1962) 22540

transport

—

automatic gust-alleviation system, flight

investigation (1961) 4897
calibrations of fuselage static-

pressure- vent installations in flight

(1962) 12507
cruising at Mach number 3, dynamic sta-

bility and control characteristics (1964)
20607

eff'ects of vane-controlled gust-alleviation
system on wing and tail loads flight in-

vestigation (1961) 4931
4-engine model with large bodies mounted
above fuselage, low-speed characteris-
tics (1964) 9591

4-engine turboprop, propeller-power-plant
autoprecession boundaries for dynamic-
aeroelastic model (1963) 16381

materials research, progress report (1963)
12875

speeds of 2330 kilometers per hour in

1973, Rumanian study (1964) 5300
sweptback wing jet model with blowing
boundary-layer-control trailing-and
leading-edge flaps, ground effect (1963)
11074

take-off performance of representative
supersonic configurations (1964) 14855

transonic configuration utilizing drag-
reducing debices, wind-tunnel investiga-
tion (1961) 6371

transonic, wing bodies, fences, flaps, and
fuselage addition effects on wing buffet
response (1961) 7966

turbine-powered

—

airspeed operating practices (1961) 8002
commercial transport, operational expe-

riences (1962) 23988

Airplanes—Continued
transport—Continued
turboprop conversions, civil air regula-

tions amdt (1963) 2244
24-hour simulated flight, fatigue effect,

changes in pilot proficiency (1965) 10127

twin-engine turboprop, VG and VGH oper-

ational data, analysis (1963) 14577
wings, fatigue tests with constant and

variable amplitude loading schedules
(1961) 1313

trapezoidal-wing model, effects of vertical

location of wing and horizontal tail on
static lateral and directional stability

at Mach nos. of 1.41 and 2.01 (1961) 1284
turbine-powered

—

transport airplanes, V-G data obtained
(1965) 8120

use of oxygen masks by flight crewmem-
bers, requirements, civil air regulations
amendment (1961) 5968-69, 5971

turbojet and turboprop transports, landing-

contact conditions during routine day-
light operations (1961) 11427

turbojet transport

—

landing-contact conditions during routine
daylight operations at New York Inter-

national Airport, investigation (1962)
23993

random deviations from cruise altitudes
(1961) 8028

twin-duct induction system, flight tests at
Mach number range of 0.78 to 2.07

(1963) 11001
U-2, high-altitude sampling program (1962)

19622
U-lOB—
high altitude takeoff tests (1965) 1788
limited category 2 performance tests

(1964) 9975
unswept-wing model devices to improve stat-

ic directional stability at Mach numbers
from 0.8 to 2.2 (1963) 10984

USAF aerospace vehicles, information hand-
book (1964) 13625

variable-sweep wing construction supersonic
transport models, wind-tunnel investiga-
tion of low speed aerodynamic charac-
teristics (1965) 11491

vibration analysis of AFFTC VTOL test
stand (1964) 20948

V/STOL—
tilting wing with 0.6 -diameter chord

—

Fowler flap, and single propeller rotat-
ing up at tip, aerodynamic data (1964)
7540

single-slotted flap, and single propeller
rotating down at tip (1964) 18747

transport, 4-propeller tilt-wing, stability
and control characteristics (1964) 20590

VTOL—
aerodynamic characteristics of

—

4-duct tandem configuration (1963) 3136
powered semispan tilting-shrouded-pro-

peller in hovering and transition
flight (1962) 3354

2 high disk-loading fans mounted in

wing (1963) 5602
approach methods by use of ground-

controlled approach procedures (1962)
22588

handling qualities, size effects (1965)
20113

height-control requirements, piloted mo-
tion simulator, investigation (1964) 18777

high-disk-loading lifting fan mounted in
fuselage, aerodynamic characteristics in
ground effect (1963) 3149
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Airplanes—Continued
VTOI.—Continued
interference effects of single and multiple
round or slotted jets on model in transi-
tion (1964) 16697

test stand, Air Force Flight Test Center,
evaluation and checkout (1965) 4161

tilt-wing, with articulated rotors, wind-

tunnel investigation (1965) 6682

transport model of vectored-thrust jet,

flight tests (1964) 16681

unswept tilt wing of aspect ratio 5.5, with
stall control devices, wind-tunnel tests

(1964) 7530
variable stability and control X-14A, atti-

tude control power and damping require-

ments for visual hovering task (1962)

12503
VZ-2 full scale wind-tunnel test with refer-

ence to wing stall phenomena (1964) 3014
VZ-2 tilt wing, flight test results (1962)
8488

wing-body-tail combination, effects of coni-
cal wing camber and body indentation
on transonic aerodynamic loading char-
acteristics (1961) 21227

wing-fuselage combinations

—

aspect ratios 3 and 6 yawed wings with
Sears-Haack body, etc., indented for
.Mach no. 1.20, transonic investigation
(1961)2534

blended diamond wing and body combina-
tion (1961) 19929

body contouring effects on aerodynamic
characteristics (1961) 6326

cranked wings with aspect ratio 4.00 to
1.74 in combination with body, aerody-
namic characteristics at Mach nos. 1.41

and 2.01 (1962) 10489
delta-wing bomber with strut-mounted
Siamese nacelles and indented fuselage
at Mach nos. 0.80 to 1.35. free- flight in-

vestigation of drag (1961) 9520
diamond, delta, and arrow plan forms

(1961) 19936
effects of changing indentation design
Mach number on aerodynamic charac-
teristics designed for high performance
(1961) 21217

flat-top, solutions for flow (1963) 5510
having 52.5° sweptback wind of aspect

ratio 3 with conical camber, aerodynam-
ic characteristics (1961) 9585

lift-drag ratios at supersonic speeds (1962)
10479

load distributions of high angles of attack
and supersonic speeds (1961) 4839

low-aspect-ratio cambered delta, pressure
data at transonic speeds (1981) 4871

outboard thickened and blunted leading
edges, effects on wave drag of 45°

swept-wing and body combination (1961)
17710

sideslip angle effects on aerodynamic char-
acteristics (1961) 6377

store interference, origin and distribution
(1963) 12843, 14533, 16358, 18117

store location and body contouring effects
on aerodynamic characteristics (1961)
6248

swept 45°
, effects of external store-pylon

configuration and position on aerody-
namic characteristics (1961) 1283

swept-wing-fuselage model with finned and
unfinned body pylon-mounted beneath
fuselage or wing, transonic aerodynamic
characteristics (1963) 18126

Airplanes—Continued
wing-fuselage combinations—Continued

sweptback, aerodynamic characteristics of

spoiler-slot-deflector control (1962)
10491; (1964) 1464

sweptback, effects of body shape on drag
(1961) 9533

sweptback, 45°
,
pressure-distribution in-

vestigation at Mach no. 2.01 of model at
combined angles of attack and sideslip,

tabulated date (1963) 7232
sweptback, pressure drag, sine-cosine
method for reducing interference (1961)
6345

temperature measurements at 7° angle of
attack, etc (1961) 4864

triangular wing

—

effects of leading-edge slat and trailing-

edge split flap on aerodynamic charac-
teristics (1961) 6307

of aspect ration 2, and body warped to
be trimmed at M-2.24 (1962) 12421

wing-aspect ratio variations, design guide
for pitch-up evaluation (1961) 17709

with cambered and twisted wings with
diamond delta and arrow plan forms at
Mach numbers 0.60 to 3.50, experimental
and theoretical evaluation (1961) 19938

with 2-wing configurations, flight-determined
transonic lift and drag characteristics
(1961) 6323

Wright Brothers National Memorial, hand-
book (1961) 20022

X-IE—
buffeting loads on wing and horizontal

tail, measurements (1961) 4872
static stability at Mach nos. of 2.37, 2.98,

4.01, wind-tunnel investigation (1961)
17706

wing-aileron flutter characteristics, inves-

tigation (1961) 4859
X-15—
aerodynamic and landing measurements,

1st powered flight (1961) 9538
aerodynamic characteristics of 0.0667-

scale model at transonic speeds (1961)
19922

aerodynamic derivative characteristics as
determined from flight tests for Mach
numbers 0.6 to 3.4 (1962) 6288

auxiliary power unit pinion gear wear and
failure problem (1964) 20947

B-52 combination, aerodynamic character-
istics (1963) 5539

base pressure coefficients obtained for

Mach numbers up to 6 (1964) 18752
base pressures obtained at Mach numbers
from 1.1 to 3.2 (1961) 15812

boost, piloting performance during high
altitude (1964) 11412

calibrations of pressure-type airspeed-
altitude systems (1963) 7291

control system, operational experiences
and characteristics (1963) 3128

flight evaluation of ball-nose flow-

directions sensor as air-data system
(1965) 14846

flight informational sensors, display, and
space control for atmospheric and near-

space flight missions (1964) 16712

flight-measured wing surface pressures

and loads at Mach number 1.2 to 6.0

(1965) .5202

flight measurements of stability and con-
trol derivatives to Mach number of 6.02

and angle of attack of 25° (1965) 1476
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X-15—Continued

flight pressure distributions on vertical

stablizers and speed brakes at Mach
numbers 1 to 6 (1965) 18584

flight pressure measurements on forward
fuselage compared with wind-tunnel
data and theory (1964) 5521

full-scale power-off drag for Mach num-
bers 0.7 to 3.1 (1961) 9540

general information (1963) 5616

landing approach and flare characteris-

tics, analysis (1961) 13536
landing-gear loads, aerodynamic and con-

trol-system contributions (1963) 19940
landing loads and dynamics (1963) 11015

launch characteristics determined in flight

(1961) 6393
launch, low-speed and landing characteris-

tics determined from 1st flight (1961)

9536
low-speed stability and control character-

istics, investigation (1961) 1272
measurements, 1st landing (1961) 9537

mission planning and operational proce-

dures (1962) 10508
North American research airplane, basic
pressure measurements at transonic
speeds (1963) 11005

panel flutter tests on lower vertical stabi-

lizer (1962) 22546
pilot-airplane instability experience, anal-

ysis (1961) 21235
pressure distribution (1963) 3116

radio-controlled model, subsonic flight

tests at high angle-of-attack (1961)
13498

reactional control and reaction augmenta-
tion systems, operational experience
(1965) 11508

research aircraft

—

landing-gear behavior during touchdown
and runout for 17 landings (1963) 7241

review of program (1962) 16045
research at edge of space (1964) 7472
research data include aerodynamic heat-

ing, stress on structure, powerplant
behavior, electrical system operation,
stability and control (1962) 1698

research results (1965) 8051
skin and structural temperatures during

flight (1963) 18133
source of errors indicated by total-
pressure tubes in flow field of body
simulating the nose (1962) 10530

spin and recovery characteristics, analyti-
cal investigation and prediction (1963)
7239

stability augmentation system (1962)
10506

static and dynamic-rotary stability deriv-
atives at subsonic speeds (1961) 6312

structural dynamic experiences (1962)
10507

subsonic stability and control characteris-
tics with and without fuselage forebody
strakes (1961) 13496

YLR99-RM-1 rocket engine operating ex-

perience (1964) 14899
YAT-28E limited category—

2 performance, stability and control tests
(1965) 4162

2 systems evaluation (1964) 16988

YAT-37D—
category 2 limited performance tests

(1965) 1785
systems evaluation (1964) 13619

Airplanes—Continued

see also Aircraft—Convertiplanes—Fighter
planes—Hangars—Seaplanes—Sonic
boom—Stability of aircraft (1961)

Airport control tower operators:
air controlman 1 & C, Navy training course

(1963) 14625
air controlman 3 & 2, Navy training course

(1962) 14533, (1965) 2959
air traffic control specialist training materi-

als (1962) 9586
FAA examination guide (1962) 129

specialist, examination announcement (1962)
11196, 14988; (1963) 18729

Airports:
activity statistics of certificated route air

carriers (1963) 11648; (1964) 1830, 6059,
15334; (1965) 8642, 15331

aircraft instrument approaches, centers,
facilities, airports, 1960 (1961) 5963

approach lighting systems, maintenance,
FAA handbook (1963) 477

area airports, desirability (address) (1962)
9105

cargo facilities (1964) 17020

civil, radiation safety (1963) 14929

construction

—

alteration or deactivation, notice, FAA
regulation (1963) 2250

standard specifications, supplement (1961)
7361; (1965) 4701

design, 1961 (1961) 12602; (1963) 7651; (1964)
3246; (1965)3131

aircraft data (1965) 11885
construction, and maintenance, bibliogra-
phy (1964) 6615

development

—

Federal aid to public agencies, FAA regu-
lations (1961) 4178; (1962) 9587

remarks (1962) 21719
directory, airman's guide supplement (1962)

21712; (1963) 3604; (1964) 3424; (1965)
3314

disaster control guide (1963) 1783

disaster control plan (1962) 22975
drainage (1961) 7358
exit taxiway locations, report (1961) 8170
facilities, surface detection equipment

(ASD© maintenance, FAA handbook
(1965) 4694

Federal act, amend

—

hearings (1961) 10353, 14725; (1963) 10006,
11892; (1964) 8452

laws (1961) 18646; (1964) 8219, 13897
reports (1961) 14311, 14356, 14670, 16822;

(1963) 11796, 17246; (1964) 381, 2074,
6297

Federal aid program

—

Federal aviation regulations (1963) 2247,
17423; (1964) 4682, 6621

field operations procedures, FAA hand-
book (1962) 19464

labor standards and enforcement proce-
dures (1962) 15539

policies and programming standards
(1962) 15540

regional, GAO review (1961) 12758
field moisture content investigation (1961)

12597; (1964) 4671
future supersonic transport aircraft and

present airports, Rumanian study (1964)
2510

general aviation

—

administration buildings (1961) 489
economic planning (1961) 7360
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government-owned, under FAA, alteration of

property under lease, etc., hearing
(1964) 21206

grants-in-aid provisions, extend time

—

hearings (1961) 10353, 14725; (1963) 10006
laws (1961) 18646; (1964) 8219
reports (1961) 14311, 14356, 14670, 16822;

(1963) 17246; (1964) 381, 2074, 6297
ground traffic control, use of radio doppler

detectors, report (1961) 9711
lighting equipment, approved list (1963)

19160
lighting. Navy design manual (1962) 8750
lighting systems, maintenance evaluation,

FAA handbook (1962) 19462
location identifiers (1961) 2906; (1962) 134,

4031; (1963) 3878, 14928; (1964) 3693;

(1965) 3610
management, bibliography (1964) 6609
military airfields in theater of operations,

soil stabilization requirements (1964)

2299
national airport

—

evaluation system, contribution to safety
of air travel (address) (1962) 11741

plan, 1965-69 (1964) 19194
National Capital, FAA regulatiors (1962)

21716; (1963) 4883, 17424; (1964) 2307;

(1965) 18070-71
planning

—

data sheet (1961) 5955
guide (1961) 5957
management and operations, safety, bibli-

ography (1964) 17962
national plan (1961) 7359; (1962) 12965

preparation, use of nonstop flight dis-

tances (1961) 5957
requirements 1963-67 (1963) 11521

regional sites, problems of traffic, financ-

ing, etc. (address) (1961) 5508
series, aircraft noise abatement (1961)

5958
series, economic planning (1961) 7360

with or without Federal assistance (re-

marks) (1962) 9588
police, survey for National Capital (1962)

18314
property, release from surplus property dis-

posal restrictions. Federal aviation reg-

ulations (1963) 2249
public

—

acquisition of U.S. lands

—

by public agencies, regulations (1962)

19471
Federal aviation regulations (1963) 2248

affected by agreements with Federal Gov-
ernment, list (1963) 20658

Federal surplus personal property ac-

quirement (1963) 482
regional, concept (remarks) (1961) 20473

runway and taxiway design (1961) 8168
runway length requirements for airport de-

sign (1965) 10134, 17033
site selection, bibliography (1964) 6607
soil strengths, stress-strain curves devel-

oped from laboratory tests (1961) 5952

special traffic rules, regulations of FAA
administrators (1961) 503

surplus disposal program. Federal Aviation
Agency, GAO review (1962) 21817

surveillance radar, ASR facilities mainte-

nance, handbook (1963) 19169
terminal buildings, design guide (1961) 5956

urban area studies, preparation, outline

(1961) 5955
Wake Island code, FAA regulations (1962)

21717

Airports—Continued
see also Air traffic—Aviation fields

—

Pavements— aJso names of places where
located.

Airports Corporation, National Capital, see

National Capital Airports Corporation.
Airships:

dirigibles, collected works of K.E. Tsiolkov-
skiy (1965) 19946

1/20-scale model with stern propellers, wind-
tunnel tests (1962) 6287

Airsickness, see Motion sickness.

Airspace reservations:
Federal Aviation Agency closure

—

Project Gnome (1962) 14867
Project Sedan (1963) 11572

special use airspace. Federal aviation regu-

lations (1962) 23506
Airspace utilization, see Air traffic.

Airspeed, see Air speed.

Airstrips, see Runways (aeronautics).

Airway resistance, measurement with volume
displacement body plethysmograph
(1964) 17010

Airways:
Alaska certificated, map (1962) 23097; (1964)

1831; (1965) 4373
altitude-measuring methods for vertical

separation on airways, survey (1961)

6398
Communist Cliina, main civil airline routes,

map (1961) 13105

controlled airspace

—

and reporting points, designation. Federal
aviation regulations (1962) 23505; (1964)

21288; (1965) 18068
definition, civil air regulations amendment

(1961) 5973
domestic, international and overseas routes,

map (1965) 4389
FAA air traffic activity, summaries (1961)

499, 5975, 17228
ffight inspector, examination announcement

(1961) 3965
flight operations inspector, examination

announcement, discontinuance notice

(1962) 4844
inspection program (1963) 20661
jet routes, establishment. Federal aviation

regulations (1962) 23507; (1964) 2305,

21289
lighting, astronomic time switches and

photoelectric devices, maintenance (1963)
12095

long distance navigation techniques usable
by nonmilitary ocean-crossing aircraft,

study and analysis (1963) 11595

navigable airspace

—

construction or alteration affecting, no-

tice. Federal aviation regulations (1962)

23508
objects affecting (1965) 14236

off-route rules for irregular air carriers, civ-

il aeronautics manual, supps (1961)

14830, 20718
route system, modification (1964) 15249
routes between United States and West In-

dies, agreement (1962) 12726

routes to U.S. authorized to foreign air car-

riers

—

Eiastern Hemisphere countries under per-

mit, map (1965) 4384
Western Hemisphere countries under per-

mit, map (1965) 4385
slant, analysis of 3-dimensional navigation

and traffic control in terminal area

(1962) 16424
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Airways—Continued
transportation system routes, maps (1962)

308, 310-311, 23098-99; (1964) 1832-34;
(1965) 4377, 4387-88

Airways operations specialists, examination
announcement discontinuance notice

(1961) 10105
Airworthiness, see Aircraft—Airplanes—En-

gines (aircraft)—Gliders—(aircraft)

—

Propellers—Rotorcraft.
Aisen, see Aysen, Ch\\e
Aitken, George W.:
ground temperature observations

—

Aniak, Alaska (1963) 12087
Barrow, Alaska (1965) 18023
Big Delta, Alaska (1964) 17940
Galena, Alaska (1964) 17938
Gulkana, Alaska (1965) 18024
Kotzebue, Alaska (1965) 18025
McGrath, Alaska (1964) 17939
Northway, Alaska (1965) 510

Aitkin County, Minn.:
development opportunities (1965) 7126
rural county cares for its aging (1964) 11717

Aiu, Clarence L., and others, relief (1964)

21177; (1965) 15557, 15881, 17331
Ajello, Joseph, probability of collision for

momentum transfer of slow electrons in

nitrogen plasma afterglow (1964) 20526
Ajello, Libero, laboratory manual for medical

mycology (1963) 11241
Ajia keizai jumpo (periodical):

selected translations (1961) 2184
Akasofu, Syun-Ichi:
magnetic field of

—

model radiation field numerically computed
(1963) 1284

quiet-time proton belt (1963) 7284
radiation belt (1963) 12873

Akermanite:
high-temperature heat contents and entro-

pies (1965) 1372
low-temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies at 298.15° K (1964) 5489
Akers, Donald S., national census survival

rates, by color and sex, 1950-60 (1965)
15313

Akers, Floyd D., testimony, hearings (1965)
444

Akers, J. P., geology and ground water in cen-
tral part of Apache County, Ariz. (1965)
6347

Akima, Hiroshi, error rates in FSK systems,
etc (1963) 9212

Akridge, (Hharles M., parametric performance
analysis for lunar orbit braking and
descent (1965) 5224

Akron, Ohio:
Akron-Canton Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly, summary, decennial census
(1963) 21170

buildings for Federal court and post office,

survey, hearings (1964) 2122

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 1774

census of business, 1963, major retail centers,
standard metropolitan statistical area
(1965)17164

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18299
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 20564

censuses of population and housing, 1960
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9077

Akron, Ohio—Continued
district court, waive sec. 142, title 28,

U.S.C—
law (1962) 23233
reports (1962) 19161, 21478

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 17600; (1962)

22435; (1963) 18036; (1964) 18638, (1965)
16559

document edition (1961) 16618; (1962)
20946; (1963) 17063

Akron & Barberton RR. emergency board re-

port (1962) 13745
Akusticheskiy zhurnal (periodical):

translations (1963) 9018
Akyol, Salim, relief (1964) 6259, 10390, 11998
AL, see Avionics Laboratory.
Al Marj, Libya, ground water explorations in

area (1963) 14037
AL series, see NASA AL series.

Alabama:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural conservation program, hand-

book (1961) 1589; (1962) 1915
annual survey of manufacturers, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
18774; (1963) 4569; (1964) 6030

area measurement report (1965) 5632
brown iron ore resources (1965) 11385
census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16274 y

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)
2189

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15302
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 7189
selected services, area statistics (1965)
7200

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7225

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 1892

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas (1962) 4750

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 13872
census of mineral industries, 1958,area re-

port (1961) 18136
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 14955
general characteristics (1961) 11960
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 2201
number of inhabitants (1961) 1813, 16484

censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-
tions (1962) 14966

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6852

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1964) 15154

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
coal-bearing rocks, geology and coal re-

sources (1964) 12508
coals, research and technologic work, bibli-

ography (1963) 19837
coastal area, fishery products, wholesale

dealers, list (1964) 18017
commercial and industrial expansion, pro-

gress, (address) (1965) 13700
congressional districts, 89th Congress (1965)

5713
copper deposits, geology (1964) 800
cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests

(1965) 12
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Alabama—Continued
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 11880, 20440;

(1963) 15053, 18674
district court at Decatur, waive sec. 142, ti-

tle 28, U.S.C—
law (1962) 16785
reports (1962) 11395, 17189

early potatoes, prepackaging at production

points (1963) 4358
electric rate book (1961) 522; (1962) 5169;

(1963) 6406; (1964) 4703, 12395; (1965)

4718
fire cause sampling, TVA study (1962) 6487

fishery products, wholesale dealers, list

(1964) 717
5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 15128
floods of Dec. 1961 (1962) 17624
forests (1964) 8698
labor laws affecting women, summary (1965)

20149
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 6239, (1964) 16571
landings, fish and shellfish (1964) 3248,

12420; (1965) 3133, 14280
landings, fishery products (1961) 3233,

10625; (1962) 3608, 13824; (1963) 3449,

15517
low-flow characteristics of streams in Mis-

sissippi embayment (1965) 732

mica ores, anionic-cationic ^flotation (1965)

6599
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 21180; (1963) 1210, 20952; (1965)

1329, 19849
Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery

products, wholesale dealers, list (1964)

734, 18024
municipal waste facilities inventory (1964)

3104
municipal water facilities inventory (1961)

6504; (1964) 18909
oil productive formations, analysis of brines

(1963) 5493
opportunity for progress (1965) 1810

pine pulpmill possibilities in northern sec-

tion (1964) 16892
pine site index relationships (1961) 5148
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

16882
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)

3492
public school finance program, 1961-62

(1963) 19111
recreation on TVA lakes (1961) 11634
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16645
small business, structure (1963) 1460
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial

census (1962) 10733
tree diameter growth (1965) 10936
truck inventory and use survey (1965) 234

water pollution control and abatement,
hearings (1965) 4521

water resources, etc., layman's look (1963)

10301
western, pre-Selma cretaceous core samples

from outcrop area (1964) 18107
women

—

labor laws, summary (1964) 13543
legal status (1964) 13539
workers, 1960 (1964) 3194

ZIP code directory (1963) 20025
Alabama (U.S.S.):

Panama Canal, permit passage without toll

charges

—

Alabama (U.S.S.):—Continued
Panama Canal, permit passage without toll

charges—Continued
law (1964) 17279
reports (1964) 13977, 15703

Alaiedon, Mich., farmers and urban expansion,
study (1962) 15469

Alameda, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

18160
port (1964) 623

Alameda Creek:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2177
document edition (1963) 2071

Alamo Band of Puertocito Indians, see Navajo
Indians.

Alamogordo, N. Mex.:
streams survey, flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 23490
document edition (1962) 23327

Alaria alata (Dunker's muscle-fluke) experi-

mental transmission to apes. East Ger-
many (1962) 7797

ALARM, see Automatic light aircraft readi-

ness monitor.
Alarm systems:
commercial central station protective sig-

naling system outlook (1961) 1750;

(1962) 4664
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9507; (1963) 3635;

(1964) 3474, 12293; (1965) 3376
intrusion alarm systems (1964) 9901

Alaska:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural land development

—

hearings (1962) 17299, 23361; (1964) 8354
report (1962) 19353; (1963) 13724

Air Force remote sites, water supply and
waste disposal problems (1963) 13207

air routes, certificated, maps (1962) 306,

23097; (1964) 1831
air transportation

—

certification and operations, civil air regu-

lations amendment (1964) 10505
operations (address) (1962) 16587

aircraft control and warning sites, small

group performance under isolation and
stress (1963) 1762-66

airman's guide (1961) 3135; (1962) 3609
annual survey of manufacturers, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large

industrial counties, statistics (1962)

20531; (1963) 5989; (1964) 8104
Arctic, sewage oxidation pond, design criter-

ia (1965) 8474
aviation, general (1961) 5977
beach sands, eastern Gulf of Alaska, recon-

naissance studies (1962) 14431
Beluga River coalfield, subbituminous depos-

it suitable for opencut mining (1963)

19857
bottomfish industry, market research study

(1965) 7130
bryophytes associated with mineral deposits

and solutions (1965) 12534
building with U.S. Army, 1867-1962 (1963)

11545
beryllium deposits, Seward Peninsula (1963)

19306
Cape Spencer to Arctic Ocean, coast pilot

supplement (1961) 5539; (1962) 6857;

(1963)4637
carriers, through routes and joint rates

—

hearings (1961) 5873; (1962) 9486, 13526
law (1962) 18964
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Alaska—Continued
carriers, through routes and joint rates—Con.

reports (1961) 12455; (1962) 13451, 15193,
17229

census of agriculture, 1959, districts (1961)
18157

census of business, 1958

—

selected services (1962) 248, 4705
wholesale trade (1962) 249

census of business, 1959, subject report

(1961) 13870

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 13606
retail trade, area tatistics (1965) 1882

selected services, area statistics (1965)

5661
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)

1888

census of government, 1962, State report

(1965) 4309

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc. (1962)
2193

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 18127

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 11865

census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 14956
general characteristics (1961) 11961
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 280
number of inhabitants (1961) 1814

centennial celebration, U.S. participation,
appropriation, 1965, proposal (1964)
19533

centennial exposition, U.S. participation,
hearing (1965) 17960

centennial, 100th anniversary under Ameri-
can flag, recognize

—

law (1964) 19418
report (1964) 17515

central, human enteric pathogens in dogs
(1965) 99

central waters, shrimp exploration (1961)
9140

certification and operation rules for certifi-

cated route air carriers, civil air regula-
tions (1962) 9574; (1963) 6392, 8214-15,
10107, 17419; (1964) 12367-70

Chamberlin Glacier area, hydrochemistry
and sedimentation (1962) 631

chum salmon

—

Alaska Peninsula, Kodiak Island, etc
(1963) 8280

resources from Bristol Bay to Point Hope
(1963) 4970

clean water, (1965) 18701
climatic summary (1964) 5753; (1965) 16915
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
coals, performance of tables in cleaning

(1962) 22500
coast pilot. Pacific and Arctic Coasts, Cape

Spencer to Beaufort Sea, (1965) 8676
coastal, cone crops, 1960-61 (1962) 17574
coastal warning facilities chart (1962)

16211; (1964) 5755; 11685; (1965) 11785
commercial fisheries, research and services

(1964) 6702
communication services to United States

mainland, loss of revenue from
inadequate negotiations by Army Dept.,
GAO report, (1965) 10960

cone crop report for tree species (1961) 7478
construction grants, report (1964) 15556

Alaska—Continued
construction industry, nonmetallic mineral

resources (1962) 16017
Cook Inlet area, aeromagnetic reconnaiss-

ance of area (1963) 6553
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 13908; (1963)
15055, 18678

district judge, including territoral service in

computing leng^th of service

—

law, (1965) 13800
reports, (1965) 8823, 12269

Dixon Entrance to Cape Spencer, coast pilot,

supplement, (1965) 5752
earthquake grants, authorize

—

law (1964) 12006
reports (1964) 10280, 10404

earthquake insurance, provide, hearings
(1964) 12267

earthquake. Mar. 27, 1964—
effects on communities (series), (1965)

19673
Operation Helping Hand, Armed Forces
react to disaster,

(1965) 6093
postal service after earthquake (address)

(1964) 15022
preliminary geologic evaluation (1964)

10634
report, preliminary (1964) 11959
response to disaster (1964) 19703
seismic seawave, assistance and recovery,

(1965) 11987
subsequent civil defense emergency opera-

tions (1964) 15339
economic geology, contributions to (1963)

19297
economics of milk marketing (1964) 19087
election districts, cities, towns, and villages,

census 1960, map (1961) 16275
electric rate books (1962) 533, 17483; (1963)

19194; (1965) 4719
electric smelting of titaniferous iron ores

(1964) 18681
Eskimos, Indians, and Aleuts of Anchorage

area, information digest (1963) 14661
excavations in frozen ground, 1960-61 (1965)

12403
expanding distribution and warehousing

(1961) 9726
Fairweather Range, geology and petrology

of 2-layered gabbro stocks (1963) 10279
farm, establishing (1962) 3280
fecundity of red salmon at Brooks and Kar-

luk Lakes (1961) 566
Federal-aid highway construction program,

adequacy study

—

hearing (1962) 13541
reports (1962) 11605, 21056

fisheries, annual summaries (1961) 4222;
(1962) 572; (1963) 543, 8264; (1964) 8593;
(1965) 2147

fishery problems, hearings (1964) 10330
5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 15131
flight information publication

—

air traffic control procedures (1961) 1672
enroute (1963) 3688
enroute-low altitude (1961) 2895; (1962)
3859

planning air traffic control procedures
(1963) 3701

planning data (1961) 135; (1962) 3863;
(1963) 3696

foraminifera from Arctic slope Alaska
(1962) 17626

forest fires (1964) 10590
forests, early conditions in interior (1963)

19250
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Alaska—Continued

freight carrying vessels, extend inspection

exemption, hearing (1961) 1903

Frosty Peak Volcano and vicinity, geologic

reconnaissance (1961) 20809
geologic investigations in support of AEC

Project Chariot (1961) 11798
geologic reconnaissance along Alaska High-

way, Delta River to Tok Junction, Alas-

ka, (1965) 7796
geology of

—

Chandler River region (1964) 804
Killik-Etivluk Rivers region (1964) 10636
Killik-ltkillik Rivers (1964) 19781
Shaviovik and Sagavanirktok Rivers re-

gion (1961) 7523
Utukok-Corwin region (1961) 17330
waterpower sites (series) (1962) 11883-885,

13867, 19564; (1965) 9262
(Government quarters, inadequate rental

charges to civilian employees of military

departments, GAO review (1962) 15626
ground-water, use of galleries for develop-

ment of shallow supplies (1964) 18152

Gubik formation of Quaternary age (1964)

10635
hematophagous insects, feeding habits and

potential as vectors of pathogenic orga-
nisms, (1965) 17007

highway program, study, hearing (1962)

9503
hospitalization of veterans, hearing (1963)

8126
hydroelectric requirements and resources,

hearings (1961) 4099
income, supplement to Survey of current

business (1961) 256

income tax, withholding from compensation
of Federal employees

—

agreement (1962) 1870
regulations governing (1964) 15140

Indians, tale of two totems (1964) 2444
interior forested area, seasonal temperature

and precipitation data, (1965) 9187

Juneau Indian village townsite, establish

—

law (1963) 11726
reports (1963) 8074, 9907

Jurassic

—

ammonites from southern Alaska (series)

1964) 18129
Bathonian or early Callovian ammonites

(1962) 5301
Kenai Peninsula, water power resources

(1961) 12805
Kvichak River system, segregation of red

salmon in escapements (1964) 10573
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4783; (1964) 16574

land patented for University of Alaska,
waive limitations on disposal

—

law, (1965) 17417
reports (1965) 15899, 17615

land, public sales act, equitable adjudication
of sales, reports (1963) 13575, 13702

limestone, possible sites for nuclear reaction
experiment (1962) 16402

Lituyapecten, new subgenus of Patinopecten
(1962) 2526

Lost River tin mine area, geology (1964)

8752
magnitude and frequency of floods south of

Yuken River (1965) 9263
mammals, distribution, (1965) 14285
maps, general information (1961) 14962

inset on United States map (1965) 2805
maritime services, radio stations, FCC rules

and regulations (1961) 14846
marketing of farm products (1961) 17154

Alaska—Continued

Matanuska coalfield. Wishbone Hill district

bituminous coal deposits (1962) 10464
Matanuska formation, stratigraphic recon-

naissance (1964) 14339
Matanuska Valley agricultural area, eolian

deposits (1961) 10685
mecury occurrences (1962) 23958
metallic and nonmetallic mineral deposits,

index (1961) 19413
migratory birds. Federal regulations gov-

erning hunting, etc. (1962) 17519; (1964)

15925; (1965) 16211
military departments method of shipping

automobiles of Armed Forces personnel
to and from Alaska, amend United

hearings (1964) 13989, 17866
report (1964) 13943

military personnel in Alaskan Command not
accompanied by dependents, unjustified

cost-of-living allowances paid, GAO re-

port (1963) 15598
military personnel of U.S. Army ordered to,

helpful hints, DA pamphlet (1961) 152,

18002; (1962) 6669; (1965) 168
mineral and water resources (1965) 4607
mineral entries, repeal law relating to ad-

verse claims and suits

—

law (1961) 18651
reports (1961)8822,17111

mineral industry

—

minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 1199;
(1962) 1606; (1963) 19847, 20953; (1965)
1330

trends (1962) 6230

mineral lands for homesteaders, quitclaim
oil and gas rights, hearings (1961) 388

mineral resources (series) (1961) 7514, 12774;
(1962) 2520; (1963) 6545; (1964) 2414,
18101

mosquitoes, handbook (1961) 3693

motor carriers and freight forwarders,
grandfather rights, etc., hearings (1961)

5873
Mount Chamberlin area, quaternary geolo-

gy, (1965) 16315
municipal waste facilities (1962) 3463; (1964)

3109, 18914
national wildlife refuges, region 6, list (1962)

7407
naval petroleum reserve no. 4 and adjacent

areas exploration

—

1944-53 (series) (1964) 10635-636,
19781-782

subsurface geology and engineering data
(series) (1961) 17331

navigable waters commission, create

—

hearing (1965) 17914
report, (1965) 15914

need for development of great industries

based upon resources and jobs to at-

tract the people (address) (1962) 20679
northern

—

Lower Cretaceous megafossils (1962) 5297
Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4 and ad-

joining areas, seismic and gravity sur-

veys, exploration (1963) 5020
northwestern

—

central Kobuk River Valley, surficial geol-

ogy (1964) 18111
geologric aspects of high explosive test at

AEC Project chariot site (1962) 2079
Nushagak district, Bristol Bay, red salmon

runs, statistics, etc (1964) 19737
ocean rate situation (remarks) (1964) 21302
Ogotoruk Creek area, bioenvironmental fea-

tures (1961) 11811; (1963) 4494
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Olsen Creek, Prince William Sound, interti-

dal ecology and life history of pink
salmon (1965) 4771

omnibus act, amend

—

hearing (1964) 14140
laws (1964) 12006, 17310
reports (1964) 10280, 13953, 14067, 15556

100th anniversary of its purchase from
Russia, U.S. to observe

—

hearing (1965) 19490
report (1965) 19276

outdoor recreation potential, ORRRC study
report (1962) 12642

paper birch, cubic-foot volume tables (1961)

7477
participate in Pacific Marine Fisheries

Commission compact

—

hearings (1963) 4757
law (1962) 23166
reports (1962) 17192, 21103

pelagic fur seal investigations (1964) 8622;

(1965) 6226
permafrost investigations, bibliography

(1965) 12556
plane coordinate intersection tables (1961)

5533; (1962) 332, 9121
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

11605
port series report (1961) 21157
ports, survey, (1965) 14657
precipitation

—

and rainfall-frequency, probable maximum
data for areas to 400 square miles, etc

(1963) 16692
changes from proposed Rampart Dam

Reservoir (1965) 10768
2- to 10-day duration for return periods of

2 to 100 years, (1965) 10001
principal electric facilities, map (1962) 562;

(1963) 523, 2266; (1964) 680; (1965) 16184
Project Cold Case, (1965) 8477
public land sales, act

—

amend

—

law (1961) 16580
reports (1961) 14338, 14657

equitable adjudication of sales, law (1963)
15145

public land withdrawal for Army Dept. use

—

hearings (1961) 8843. 17129
laws (1961) 18699, 18710, 18715-716, 18722
reports (1961) 8741-45, 17097-101

public lands selection for community expan-
sion purposes, reduce minimum size

—

law (1963) 18781
reports (1963) 15283, 17266

public school finance program, 1962-63
(1963) 6339

public works act, amend to authorize settle-

ment of claims

—

law (1964) 1958
reports (1963) 17251; (1964) 371

radionuclides in caribou and reindeer,
1962-64, (1965) 6882

railroad freight rates, establish equality,
hearing (1962) 19384

Rampart power market (1963) 2104
reconstruction grants

—

hearing (1964) 14140
law (1964) 17310
reports (1964) 13953, 14067

Red Devil Quicksilver Mine, geology (1963)
15604

retail trade area statistics, census of busi-
ness, 1958 (1961) 11977

rhyolite mercury prospect, Kuskokwim
River Basin, trenching and sampling
(1963) 3096

Alaska—Continued

routes of U.S. air carriers, maps (1962) 308,

23098; (1964) 1832; (1965) 4373, 4377
rural redevelopment areas, statistical profile

(1963) 15137
salaries of white-collar workers, May-June

1963 (1964) 7415
salmon catch statistics, 1951-59 (1961) 10641

salmon tagging experiments along south-
western shore (1965) 4772

seafood recipes (1961) 20751
selected services area statistics, census of

business, 1958 (1961) 20469
selection of mineral lands subject to lease,

etc., amend statehood act

—

law (1964) 8228
reports (1964) 487, 6328

simulated survival trek from confluence of

Anaktuvuk and Colville Rivers to Arctic
Coast (1963) 11504

Siphonaptera, (1965) 17007
snow surveys (1963) 9389; (1964) 4038; (1965)

3404
south central

—

investment opportunities, (1965) 8501
sewage oxidation pond, observations,

(1965) 8472
southeast

—

Bokan Mountain uranium-thorium area,

geology and ore deposits (1964) 6798
coast pilot supplement (1961) 5538
development of forest soil organic layers

in relation to time (1961) 7475
dissolved oxygen content of intragravel
water in spawning streams, variations
(1962) 15604

economic impact of Marine Highway
system (1965) 5582

geology of part of Craig C-2 quadrangle.
Prince of Wales Island (1961) 12774

Mollis area streams variability in pink
salmon escapements estimated from foot
surveys (1962) 15607

inventory and woods utilization standards,
comparison (1963) 12159

investment opportunities, technical study
(1965) 5582

landslides on logged areas (1965) 2177
sapling and pole stands, estimating site

index (1961) 7476
Sumdum copper-zinc prospect (1964) 18101

troll-caught king and coho salmon, stom-
ach content analysis (1961) 17263

waterflow through salmon spawning riffle

(1963) 6463
southern

—

cretaceous stratigraphy of McCarthy A-4
quadrangle (1964) 18110

Jurassic ammonites (series) (1962) 13875
Upper Cretaceous (Campanian and Maes-

trichtian) ammonites (1964) 6806
southwestern, quicksilver deposits, (1965)

18200
Soviet and Japanese fishing activity, 1964

(1965) 14289
spruce seedlings, identification (1961) 7473
Steller sea lion herds, photographic census,

1956-58 (1963) 13973
storm warning facilities chart (1961) 13724
stream catalog

—

southeastern regulatory districts (1963)
13976, 20688

Wood River Lake system, Bristol Bay,
(1965) 7705

surface waters

—

compilation of records, Oct. 1950-Sept.
1960 (1965) 740

quality, (1965) 16332
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Alaska—Continued
surface waters—Continued
quantity and quality (1961) 9266; (1962)
9750

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, ninthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10773

timber, relating outside-to inside-bark diam-
eter at top of first 16-foot log (1962)

17573
townsite laws, disposition of lands valuable

for minerals

—

law (1962) 20917
reports (1962) 17070. 19361

transitional grants

—

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497
law (1961) 14122
reports (1961) 7120, 10455, 14357

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7076, 11648
law (1962) 18954
reports (1962) 9266, 11642

appropriations, 1964
hearings (1963) 6184, 9995
law (1963) 15158
reports (1963) 7939, 11951

appropriations, 1965

—

law (1964) 13904
reports (1964) 8288, 8420, 13951

appropriations, 1966

—

law (1965) 13782
reports (1965) 8960, 12139

transport requirements for growth (1961)

18777
transportation by water, make interstate

commerce act applicable, hearings (1961)

5873; (1962) 9486, 21547
transportation home, etc., of remains of

dependents of military personnel

—

hearings (1961) 14443, 19151
report (1961) 14289

transportation home of remains of Federal
employees (1962) 9405

reports (1961) 12474; (1963) 17282
transportation legislation, hearings (1961)

5873

transportation of private vehicles of Govt,
emplovees in Alaska

—

hearing"(1963) 15311
law (1964) 6177
reports (1963) 18852; (1964) 4547

transportation on Canadian vessels

—

hearings (1961) 1888
law (1961) 12129
reports (1961) 5822, 10320

transportation study, hearings (1962) 9486

transporter, Rolligon Mark 4, subarctic
evaluation (1963) 5754

tree species, interior, equations and tables
for estimating cubic-foot volume (1965)
2167

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 1901

vessels operating to British Columbia
deemed in foreign trade for subsidy
construction, hearings (1961) 1888

volcanoes, investigations (series) (1961)
14945, 20809; (1962) 5292

volume tables for trees (1964) 2375
washability of coals from Matanuska Valley

and Beluga River fields (1962) 16023
water quality problems (1961) 20651

water resources report (1961) 414
waterborne commerce (1961) 4168; (1962)

5137, 19453; (1963) 19150; (1964) 21281;
(1965) 19589

waterfowl, coots, and cranes. Federal regu-
lations governing hunting, etc., 1963-64
(1963) 15535

Alaska—Continued
waterfowl report, 1961 (1964) 2333
waters, experimental harvest of Stellar sea

lion (1961) 9150
wildlife refuges, (1965) 2155
winter flying gloves, experimental design

(1963) 11505
women, labor laws, summary (1961) 2760;

(1964) 20886
wood processing, 1961 (1964) 8695
woods, characteristics (1963) 12186
ZIP code directory (1963) 20026

Alaska (U.S. vessel):

transfer to California

—

hearings (1962) 2339
law (1962) 16801
reports (1961) 14381, 17034

Alaska Airlines, Inc., accident (1962) 23096
Alaska Centennial Commission:

create, report (1963) 15367
United States

—

participation in centennial celebration
hearing (1965) 19490

report (1965) 19276
to cooperate in centennial celebration

—

law (1964) 19418
report (1964) 17515

Alaska Forest Research Center;

biannial report, 1958-59 (1961) 7472
miscellaneous publication (1962) 5227
station paper (1961) 7472
technical notes (1961) 7473-78

Alaska, Gulf of, scallop explorations (1964)
14272

Alaska Highway, Delta River to Tok Junction,
Alaska, geologic reconnaissance (1965)
7796

Alaska International Rail and Highway (Com-
mission, audit report, July 30, 1957-June
30, 1961 (1963) 10254

Alaska railroad:
audit 1960 and 1961, GAO report (1962)

15622
economic regulation under Interstate com-

merce, act, hearings (1961) 5873; (1962)
9486, 21547

employees, relief (1964) 15639, 17488, 21108
encourage collective bargaining, etc.

—

hearings (1962) 15451; (1964) 407
reports (1963) 11998; (1964) 2057

incorporate, hearings (1961) 5873
Alaska Reconstruction Office, establish, hear-

ings (1964) 12267

Alaska Water Laboratory, clean water for

Alaska, mission and functions for re-

search in water pollution control (1965)
18701

Alaskan Air Command:
appropriations, 1965, militarv construction,

hearings (1964) 12118
Arctic Aeromedical Laboratory, technical

notes (1961) 127-128; (1963) 18484
Alatis, James E., our own language barrier,

(1965) 10745
Alaverdi Copper-Chemical Combine, moderni-

zation, USSR industrial development,
translations (1965) 2503

Albacore, see Tuna fish.

Albania:
agricultural cooperatives, organizational

economic problems (1961) 13043
agricultural mechanization problems (1964)

1154
agriculture and finance, laws (1961) 10959,

15286
agriculture, USSR report (1961) 7726
Albania in Yugoslavia's shadow. West Ger-

man study (1962) 21991
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Albania—Continued
Albanian People's Republic makes firm steps

on path toward Socialism, North Viet-

nam view (1965) 4914
animal husbandry (1962) 10225
articles from theoretical journal (1961)

19786
bibliography of social science periodicals

and monograph series, 1944-61 (1962)

11099
church and state under Communism (1965)

7534
development of economy (1961) 9309
economic and military reports (1961) 945,

2417-18, 2420
five-year plan activities of 1963, press infor-

mation report (1963) 17853
gazetteer, official names, list (1961) 9244
governmental and provincial party

personnel, biographic data, etc., list

(1961) 1149
greetings to Chinese People's Republic

(1961) 2243
hostile activity perpetrated by Yugoslav

government (1961) 13370
industry (1962) 8053
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12840
party journal discusses 1960 Moscow decla-

ration (1961) 13160
party organizational work, problems (1961)

2278
pharmaceuticals (1962) 5825
physical and economic survey (1961) 17554
press information report, see entry listings in

Monthly catalog
provocations to cover provocations by Yu-

goslavian revisionists (1961) 17430
rule of people's democracy in our country,

true rule of people, translations (1962)
14110

Sino-Soviet dispute, effect (1963) 6962
temperature and precipitation characteris-

tics (1962) 9832
theorists on international Communist ideolo-

gy (1961) 20939
transportation, postal and telecommunica-

tions systems problems (1961) 20917
U.S. resumption of diplomatic relations, edi-

torial in Liria (1962) 2977
visit of Turkish journalist, report (1962)

5949
Yugoslav relations (1962) 10207

Albanian Workers Party:
loyalty to teachings of Marxism-Leninism

doctrines (1961) 13172
20th anniversary and 44th anniversary of

October Revolution (address) (1962) 5718
Albano, G.A., Chicago receipts of fresh and

frozen fishery products, 1961 (1963) 546
Albany, N.Y.:

aircraft accident (1962) 16593
Albany County Airport, weather observa-

tions hourly, decennial census (1963)
11394

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 5433

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 13549

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16380
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16465
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20565

Albany, N.Y.—Continued
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11160

Federal paperwork jungle, hearing (1964)
12150

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 11344; (1962)

18141; (1963) 12800; (1964) 14695; (1965)
11347

document editions (1961) 10207; (1962)

16818; (1963) 11744
port, (1965) 7613
water resources (1964) 4800
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, or-

ganization (1962) 22939
Albany County, N.Y.:

relief

—

law (1961) 18723
reports (1961) 14361, 19083

Albany County, Wyo., Iron Mountain area,

magnetite and ilmentite resources (1961)

15746
Albany Metallurgy Research Center:

cobalt 60 facility, high-level gamma ray do-

simetry (1964) 14747
progress reports (1961) 1723, 5400; (1962)

14901, 18748; (1963) 140, 9692, 11585,

15018; (1964) 1782, 8088, 13719, 17064;
(1965) 1856, 5620. 11918, 17141

see a/so Mines Bureau.
Albatross (steamer):
Foraminifera of Pacific collections (1965)

5270
Albatross III (M.V.):

cruise, Nantucket Shoals to Cape Hatteras,
report on distribution of fish (1962)

21783
Albaugh, Reuben livestock and meat industry

of Australia (1965) 14350
Albaugh, William A., complaint contesting

Maryland primary election, subcommit-
tee reports (1965) 4623

Albedo:
charged, edge of polar plateau for galactic

cosmic rays (1964) 9599
dependence on height of sun and on cloudi-

ness, Czechoslovak study (1962) 7699
earth reflected solar radiation incident upon

arbitrarily oriented spinning flat-plate

(1963) 14569
earth's surface within territory of Soviet

Union (1965) 9379
re-entrant cosmic-ray albedo (1963) 21020

Albers, James A., pressure-drop investigation
of nonwetting, condensing flow of mercu-
ry vapor in constant-diameter tube in

1-G and zero-gravity environments
(1965) 13019

Albers, John P., geology of French Gulch
quadrangle, Shasta and Trinity Coun-
ties, Calif (1964) 8754

Alberson, David M.:

composting cotton gin waste (1965) 1739
roller ginning American-Egyptian cotton in

Southwest (1964) 4194
Albert, Paul A., cold test evaluation of compo-

nents of NASA Mercury survival kit

(1965) 8478
Alberta, Canada, snow survey and soil mois-

ture measurements (1964) 18950
Alberty, Hsie J., indentification and develop-

ment of talent in students at secondary
school level (1963) 19094

Albin, Donald R.:

geology and ground-water resources of

Bradley, Calhoun and Ouachita Coun-
ties, Ark (1964) 12528
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Albin, Donald R.—Continued
water-resources reconnaissance of Ouachita

Mountains, Ark. (1965) 16329

Albright, Gerald F., developing home grown
industry (1963) 5904

Albritton, Claude C, Jr., geology of Sierra
Blanca area, Hudspeth County, Tex.
(1965) 19669

Albuquerque, N. Mex.:
census of business, 1963, major retail

centers, standard metropolitan statisti-

cal area (1965) 13550
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11926
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 16497

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 289

land conveyance

—

hearings (1965) 17712
report (1965) 12283

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 13124

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 15708; (1962)
20041; (1963) 14470; (1964) 16594; (1965)
12790

document editions (1961) 14136; (1962)
19018; (1963) 13451

Veterans Administration hospital, progress,
1932-62 (1962) 18550

wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-
nization (1962) 14754

Alcantara, Judy J., relief (1962) 16897, 19237,
20713

establish

—

law (1963) 20427
reports (1963) 9864, 19015

report, extend time

—

law (1964) 1955
reports (1964) 2049, 2208

ALCOA, see Aluminum Company of America.

Alcocer, Julio F.D., see Dumas y Alcocer, Julio

F., and Wife.
Alcohol:

alcohol and hypoxia effects on heterophorias
(1964) 7997

alcohol and traffic safety (1964) 5552
aliphatic alcohols and water, tritium ex-

change (1962) 6705
configuration in spherical tanks, effects of

weightlessness (1962) 12460
denatured

—

distribution and use, code of Federal regu-
lations (1964) 12549

formulas, code of Federal regulations
(1962) 684; (1965) 19701

determination of alcohols from their trime-
thylsilyl ethers (1962) 12398

education in institutions of higher learning
(1964) 13280

excessive use, hangovers and reasons, USSR
study (1961) 11047

fluorinated

—

properties of monolayers of w-mono-
halogenated adsorbed on water (1965)
11592

synergistic surface tension effects from
mixtures with conventional wetting
agents (1961) 8092

industries

—

statistics (1961) 6212; (1962) 5327; (1963)
6579; (1964) 4832; (1965) 4883

wastes, manufacture of protein fodder
concentrates, antibiotics, and vitamins,
USSR study (1962) 2756

Alcohol—Continued
infrared spectra between 15 and 35 microns

(1963) 11474
regulations under Federal alcohol adminis-

tration act (1961) 7553
tax-free, distribution and use, code of Feder-

al regulations (1961) 746
transient boiling on horizontal surface

(1965) 5164
vaporization rates of ethanol sprays in

combustor with low-frequency fluctua-
tions of combustion-gas pressure (1962)
22555

Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division, see Inter-
nal Revenue Service.

Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, D.C.:
members, duties, and qualifications

—

hearings (1962) 15264; (1963) 15306
report (1963) 20489

Alcoholic beverages, see Liquors.
Alcoholic, new ways to help him (1965) 13327
alcoholism and neuro-psychiatric diseases,

USSR study (1961) 10946
antialcoholic propaganda in USSR and

capitalist countries, USSR study (1962)
842

bibliography (1964) 14946
chronic

—

clinico-pathophysiological features, USSR
study (1961) 11127

condition in patients, antitoxic function of
liver during periods of acute intoxica-
tion and of abstinence from alcohol,
USSR study (1961) 920

secretory and excretory gastric functions,
USSR study (1961) 11080

women, characteristics and treatment
(1961) 11048

community agency attitudes and their im-
pact on treatment services (1965) 5264

general information (1961) 11534; (1963)
16504; (1965) 16813

hangovers and reasons for excessive use of
alcohol, USSR study (1961) 11047

Health, Education, and Welfare Depart-
ment's role in programs (paper) (1964)
20769

measures for control, USSR study (1962)
5501

preventive approach through programs of
Welfare Administration (1964) 7846

treatment with use of cholinolytic drugs,
USSR study (1961) 11049

USSR book, concluding chapter (1963) 2869
vocational rehabilitation of victims (1961)

2740
Alcoholism Programs, North American Asso-

ciation, see North American Association
of Alcoholism Programs.

Alcorn County, Miss., forest inventory statis-

tics (1962) 16185; (1963) 3379
Alder:
European, promising tree for strip-mine

planting (1961) 19350
interplanting as nurse crop in strip-mine

plantations (1963) 20696
Nepal alder grown in Hawaii, physical and

mechanical properties, limiteid evalua-
tion (1964) 18054

red

—

growth and development compared with
conifers (1961) 12741

management and utilization (1962) 4518
normal yield tables (1961) 4289
20-year growth record (1963) 6491

Alderman, Alice J., volume of dental visits,

United States, July 1963-June 1964
(1965) 20053
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Aldolase:
activity

—

and serum transaminase, clinical signifi-

cance, Communist China (1962) 2869
brain and muscle tissue of rats, effect of

fractional X-ray irradiation, USSR
study (1964) 16308

effect of radiant energy on changes, USSR
study (1961) 12964

Aldon, Earl F., ground-cover changes in rela-

tion to runoff and erosion in west cen-
tral New Mexico (1965) 7739

Aldosterone, and hypertensive disease, USSR
study (1961) 12894

Aldrich, R. C, two plot transfer devices devel-

oped for aerial photographic forest in-

sect trend (1964) 14328
Aldrin:

estimate of residues in soils treated for ter-

mite control (1962) 14726
fate of residues during processing of raw

sugarbeets (1965) 15169
Aleksin, USSR general information (1962)

8094
Aleo, John, snow, etc., removal equipment for

Washington International Airport (1963)
9454

Alert (series) (1963) 5905, 7657-59, 18534;
(1964) 1756

Aleutian Islands:
geologic reconnaissance of Kiska Island

(1961) 14945
geology of Unalaska Island (1962) 5292

Aleutian Islands National Wildlife Refuge,
birds (1963) 15531

Aleuts, Anchorage area, Alaska, information
digest (1963) 14661

AlGwivGS'
firms canning, lists (1964) 743; (1965) 14322,

16216
prespawning and postspawing anadromous,

blood properties (1961) 20749
Alexander, Donald W.:
remarks

—

Mar. 20, 1963 (1963) 9094
Mays, 1963(1963)10930
May 10, 1963 (1963) 10932
Aug. 3, 1963 (1963) 18059

Alexander, (Jeorge J., civil rights, U.S.A., pub-
lic schools, cities in North and West,
1963, Buffalo (1964) 10097

Alexander, Lyle T., laterite in soils (1963) 1730

Alexander, Robert, claim (1963) 15224; (1964)
2164

Alexander, Uhlman S., supervision for quality
education in science (1963) 17395

Alexander, Vida 0., official opinions of Attor-
neys General (1964) 14660

Alexander County, 111., development program,
suggestions for making more effective

(1964) 13660
Alexander Hamilton (U.S.S.):

commissioning (address) (1963) 14754
Alexandria, Va.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

16415
excessive rental costs for postal- facilities,

GAO report (1965) 4828
Alfalfa:
carotene stability as affected by laboratory-

and industrial-scale processing (1961)
1649

dodder control, (1965) 7027
effect on intake rate of Pullman silty clay

loam and grain yields (1965) 15175
haying, dehydrating, milling (1962) 12906
lime response, toxic factors in acid soils of

southeastern U.S. (1964) 5857
pea aphids, how to control (1964) 9946

Alfalfa—Continued
potato leafhopper, control (1963) 9576
relative performance of varieties, variety

crosses, and variety mixtures (1964)
5859

technical conference proceedings (1962)
1911; (1963) 14840

two-clone crosses, perfornriance and
self-pollination problem (1964) 5864

variation in coumestrol content, as related
to location, variety, cutting, year, stage
of growth (1965) 10095

varieties and areas of adaptation (1962)
12849; (1965) 13390

Alfalfa caterpillar, control (1963) 9574
Alfalfa saponins, see Saponins.
Alfalfa silage, see Silage.
Alfala weevils, see Weevils.
Alford, Albert L., nonproperty taxation for

schools, possibilities for local applica-
tion (1964) 589

Alford, William J., Jr., aerodynamic character-
istics of X-15/B-52 combination (1963)
5539

Alfred Nobel Hall of Science, dedication (re-

marks) (1963) 9698
Alfredo Hua-Sing, see Ang, Alfredo H.S., and

wife.

Algae:
and microorganisms interrelation, USSR

study (1963) 8451
Asteromonas gracilis Artari as object of

mass cultivation, USSR study, (1965)
12729

bacteria associated with Chlorella pyrenoi-
dosa TX 71105 in mass culture, (1965)
4216

biochemical investigation, USSR study
(1964) 18359

Black Sea planktonic, grown in cultures,
protein, fat, carbohydrate, and ash con-
tent (1963) 17738

blue-green

—

anabaena variabilis and amorphonostoc
punctiforme proliferating cultures, cell

drying mechanism, USSR study (1963)
12376

role in internal reservoirs, USSR study
(1963) 8571

chlorella as source of organic substance and
oxygen, USSR study (1962) 10031

Clhinese studies (1961) 10744
culture unit, oxygen production, factors

affecting (1964) 5611
cultures, automatic control, USSR study

(1963) 20902
cystoseira in Black Sea, variation in content

of fission products, USSR study (1964)
5028

digestibility, influence of enzyme supplemen-
tation (1961) 20355

Dunaliella salina, carotene potential, USSR
studies (1963) 6950

Ek)cene, from Ishigaki-shima, Ryukyu-retto
(1964) 21353

evaluation of marine algal flagellates for
mass culture (1964) 5902

evolution and nucleic acids, literature data
(1963)18516

feasibility for oxygen production for nuclear
submarines (1964) 5602

fossil and recent, Guam (1964) 10640
growth and culture characteristics of cer-

tain marine algal flagellates for mass
culture (1965) 4212

laboratory evaluation of use in saline water
conversion, final report (1962) 2551

marine, from tropical Atlantic Ocean (1962)
6318
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Algae—Continued
mass culture for oxygen production, studies

(1962) 12580
metropolitan wastes, problems, seminar

transactions (1963) 16524
nutrient requirements, review of literature

(1962) 8889
radioactivity, USSR studies (1963) 8944
respiration and photosynthesis, effect of

high magnetic fields (1965) 13166
single-celled cultivation principle, theoreti-

cal basis. USSR study (1963) 8791
Soviet survey (1964) 5409
unicellular

—

production bases for development, USSR
study (1963) 5313

USSR conference on cultivation (1962)

12014
water supplies of Sao Paulo area, Brazil

(1963) 16528
Algas Industries, Los Angeles, Calif., raising

of President Johnson's E pennant (re-

marks) (1964) 21097
Algebra:

algebraic axioms, programed text for

self-study (1965) 18667
algebraic description of forms in space

(1965) 4787
Boolean (1964) 20681
problems in, USSR study (1963) 8603

development of algebraic theories of auto-

matic mechanisms in Rumania (1965)

6425
of stochastic quantities (1963) 20300
solution of Kepler equation without itera-

tion, Hungary (1962) 7633
Witt's theorem for nonalternating symme-

tric bilinear forms over field of charac-
teristic 2 (1965) 10116

see also Matrices (mathematics).
Algebraic and graphic methods for evaluating

discordant lead-isotope ages (1963) 5022

Algebraic compiler and translator 1 system,
see Electronic computers.

Algebraic structure of N-body problem (1964)

20532
Algeria:

agricultural economy in brief (1965) 16083

Army area handbook (1965) 17065
background notes (1965) 9932
economy, basic data (1965) 15376
educational data (1964) 14182
FLN crisis, Algeria and socialism (1962)

19867
foreign trade regulations (1965) 357
import tariff system (1961) 10061
Israeli committee for free Algeria and reac-

tion by Tel Aviv independent daily, es-

tablishment (1961) 13246
Liby boundary, study (1963) 20146
Mall, the back door to (1961) 13042
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12841
ministries appropriations, 1964 (1964) 7332

move toward independence (1962) 14801

pathology, regional (1965) 9327
Perregaux district, economy, translations

(1963) 12328
post-independence survey, translations

(1963) 12388
rebellion, CP claims larger share in direc-

tion of (1962) 5981
Saharan region, information (1964) 12709
scientific cooperation with USSR (1964) 6987

sending gift packages to (1962) 689

situation, Norwegian writer analyzes (1962)

10094
Socialism under Ben Bella, contrasted with

Egyptian (1964) 2729

Algeria—Continued
special study mission, report (1962) 17109
World Youth Festival—
and International Youth Solidarity Day,
USSR participation (1965) 11200

July 28-Aug. 7, 1965 (1965) 11895
Algermissen, S. T., Puget Sound, Wash, earth-

quake of Apr. 29, 1965 (1965) 15362
ALGOL, see Electronic computers.
Algology, Fott's textbook, USSR study (1964)

5409
Algorithmic structure of active touch, USSR

(1963) 12655
Algorithms, see Arithmetic—Mathematics.
Alhambra, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18161
Ali, M. A., load-bearing characteristics of biaxi-

ally prestressed ceramic plates, (1965)
6633

Alianza para el progreso, see latin America.
Alibates Flint Quarries and Texas Panhandle

Pueblo Culture National Monument:
establish

—

law (1965) 15502
reports (1965) 5946, 15950

Alice, Tex.:
investigation and study of Federal Home

Loan Bank Board

—

hearings (1962) 4965, 9384
report (1963) 13571

Alice (oil screw tug):

admit to American registry, etc (1962) 15186,
18934

Aliceville lock and dam:
naming

—

hearings (1964) 2123
law (1963) 18783
reports (1963) 13704, 18860

Alidades:
determination of eccentricity of alidade and

limb (1961) 11315
profile, new model, description (1961) 11238

Alien enemy property, see Enemy property.
Aliens:

admission into U.S. for temporary
employment, study (1964) 2115

bank credits to foreigners (1965) 9135
children adopted by U.S. citizens

—

birth certificates, where to write for (1965)

20056
facilitate admission (1961) 18550, 18700,

19025; (1965) 12085, 15878, 17344
code of Federal regulations (1961) 4203;

(1962) 9623; (1963) 4906; (1964) 8566;

(1965) 10824
commuter workers, study (1964) 2115
deportation and exclusion orders, judicial

review, report (1961) 12251
deportation proceedings, cancel (1963) 9882
deportation suspension (1961) 12213, 12407,

16945, 18565; (1962) 23345, 23391; (1963)
15344; (1964) 307, 15642, 17506; (1965)
17542

documentary requirements (1961) 6202
employment by Commerce Dept. in scientific

or technical capacity, report (1961)
17029

employment in scientific or technical capaci-
ty-

law (1964) 17407
reports ((1963) 13753; (1964) 17551, 17806;

(1965) 8951
enlistment in Army or Air Force, amend U.S.

Code-
hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 16576
report (1961) 14276, 14673

enlistment in Reserve components of Armed
Forces, amend U.S. code

—
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Aliens—Continued
enlistment in Reserve components of Armed

Forces, amend U.S. code—Continued
hearing 1964) 6496
law (1964) 1965
reports (1964) 329, 2211

foreign and visiting educators from abroad,
welcoming suggestions for schools and
communities (1964) 10476

foreign scholars and visitors on official edu-
cational and cultural exchange pro-
grams, tax advice (1963) 10319

income tax guide (1963) 10320

medical examinations

—

manual (1963) 20106
program of Public Health Service, study

(1964) 2115
nonresident, income tax form 1040B,

preparation, information guide (1963)
10318

number in United States by States, counties,

etc., reported under Immigration and
nationality act of 1965 (1965) 17937

orphans, permit entry as immigrants

—

law (1961) 18692
reports (1961) 16777, 18849, 20608

relatives of U.S. citizens, facilitate entry
into U.S.—

law (1962) 23285
reports (1962) 21185. 21514

relief (1961) 7035, 8674, 10399, 10424, 12054,
12082, 16630, 16632, 18568, 19024; (1962)
13292, 19258, 21293; (1963) 13392; (1964)
17503, 17505; (1965) 19335

residence and business rights in Federal
Republic of Crermany and West Berlin
(1962) 7506

serving in Armed Forces, perrnanent resi-

dence status, reports (1962) 7014, 11558
skilled specialists, facilitate entry into

U.S.—
law (1962) 23285
reports (1962) 21185, 21514

taxpayers, dual-status tax years, guide
(1963) 10316

See also Immigration and emigration.
Alignment charts, see Nomography (mathe-

matics).

Alimentary canal, intoxications and infections,
and their prevention, USSR study (1965)
18355

Alimentary tract, see Alimentary canal.

Aliphatic alcohol, see Alcohol.

Aliphatic compounds:
bibliography (1963) 1869
surface viscosity of monomolecular films of

long-chain aliphatic amides, amines, al-

cohols, and carbolic acids, (1965) 14960
see also Amines.

Alkali metals:
atoms on tungsten

—

adoption of Lennard-Jones atom-atom in-

teraction theory to adsorption (1964)
18759

atom-metal interaction theories, applica-
tion to adsorption (1964) 18758, 18784

chloride fusion purification of hafnium te-

trachloride (1962) 1633
conductance of sulfonates in polar organic

solvents (1965) 11593
fluoroborates, USSR study (1962) 2866
rare, bibliography, USSR book, preface, etc

(1963) 19489
turbine geometry as affected by blade-speed

limitations (1965) 9722
vapors flowing through nozzles, expansion

and condensation behavior (1964) 18789

Alkalies:
accelerated extraction tests effect, evalua-

tion (1961) 7357
dissolution of zinc (1965) 16721
fly ash content, effectiveness in preventing

expansion of concrete (1963) 13890
industry, outlook (1961) 3878; (1962) 6716
molten alkali-sulfate salts, solubility, USSR

study (1965) 6400
sulfonates, solubility (1964) 13334

Alkaline batteries, see Storage batteries.
Alkaline leaching, see Leaching.
Alkalinity, see Water.
Alkaloids:

alkaloid-bearing plants and their contained
alkaloids (1961) 16125

amaryllidaceae, separation by paper chro-
matography, East Germany study (1962)
7792

antitumor, of vinca rosea Linn, USSR study
(1965) 4961

biochemistry and physiology, USSR sympo-
sium (1962) 898

of tropane group, source of galenical
preparations, USSR study (1961) 4672

ratios of acceptable and discount varieties
of fluecured tobacco grown in 1957, stud-
ies (1961) 11681

rauwolfia, effect on renal hemodynamics in

hypertension, USSR study (1961) 955
Vinca herbacea, Bulgarian study (1962) 7775
see a7so Pachycarpine.

Alkyl compounds, alkylating agents, compara-
tive pharmacology, cancer chemothera-
py report (1965) 11533

Alkyl-dithiocarbamic acid amine salts as flota-
tion collectors for sulfide lead slime
(1963) 1232

Alkylene polysulfide, see Polysulfides.
Alkylphosphates:
decomposition in blood and serum, Hungari-

an investigation (1962) 7562
subtoxic doses, changes in serum cholines-

terase activity during administration,
Hungarian study (1962) 5421

Alkylphosphoric acids, see Phosphoric acids.
Alkylpyridines, synthesis, progress, USSR

study (1962) 6112
Alkylthiophenes:

infrared spectra and analytical correlations
(1961) 15751

mass spectra and correlations (1964) 13113
with structure for 14 alkylthiophenes

(1965) 18456
all altitude capability study for radar land

mass simulator system (1963) 12947
Ail-American Canal, Coachella division, reha-

bilitation and betterment program,
hearing (1962) 13684

All-electric homes, annual bills, Jan. 1, 1963,
cities of 50,000 population or more
(1963) 19192

All hands:
Naval Personnel Bureau

—

career publication (1964) 3249; (1965) 3134
information bulletin (1961) 3506; (1962)
3610; (1963) 3450

All-Union:
Note.—For headings beginning

All-Union, see Union of Soviet Social-
ist Republics.

All-weather flight manual (1961) 9657
All-year school (1962) 21621
Allagash National Riverway, proposed estab-

lishment, report of study by Outdoor
Recreation Bureau (1963) 20016

Allan, Philip F.:

autumn olive for wildlife and other conser-
vation uses (1964) 7926
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Allan, Philip F.—Continued
how to plan shooting field in Northeast and

Corn Belt (1964) 20927
Allbright, Charles S., use of tritium tracer

technique in studies of gasoline storage
stability (1964) 7450

Allegheny Airlines, Inc., accidents (1961) 297;
(1963) 15095

Allegheny County, Pa., census of housing,
1960, city blocks, McKeesport, Pa., and
selected places in county (1961) 18321

Allegheny Dam, spillway and sluices, hydrau-
lic model investigation (1963) 10092

Allegheny Mountains:
oak site index on Belmont limestone soils

(1965) 7749
tree planting, current practices (1962) 5244

Allegheny Parkway:
development (1964) 9653
West Virginia, Kentucky, and Maryland,

establish, hearing (1962) 13681

Allegheny Portage Railroad National Historic
Site:

establish

—

law (1964) 17405
reports (1964) 2034, 17783

Allegheny River:
engnneer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 478
document edition (1962) 370

Allen, Donald M., shrimp farming (1964) 6715
Allen, Dorothy S., interior decoration for Vet-

erans Administration hospitals (1964)
16907

Allen, Gabriel, magnetic breakdown in finite

1-dimensional model (1965) 2900
Allen, (jeorge C, broiler and turkey feed fi-

nancing by cooperatives (1963) 20656
Allen, H. Julian:
aerodynamic heating

—

conical entry vehicles (1964) 5526
results from analysis of meteor flight data

(1964) 16680
effect on meteor flight of cooling by radia-

tion and ablation (1965) 13036
Allen, Harrison, jr., ignitability of solid pro-

pellants with chlorine trifluoride (1963)
3144

Allen, Izabel L., relief (1962) 11556, 21297;
(1963) 6227

Allen, J., radioactive pellet trajectory study,
Project Sedan, (1965) 13509

Allen, J.W., lightweight transosonde system
(1964) 18857

Allen, Jerry M., effects of surface emittance on
turbulent skin friction at supersonic
and low hypersonic speeds (1965) 6748

Allen, John, relief (1965) 13851, 17359, 17801

Allen, John L.:

axisymmetric double-cone external-com-
pression inlet in Mach number range 2.07
to 1.48, performance of Mach no. 3.0 de-
sign (1963) 18128

base heat transfer, etc., Saturn model (1963)
11021

pumping characteristics for several simulat-
ed variable-geometry ejectors, etc (1963)
5514

Allen, Kevin J., new whiting products tested at
University of Massachusetts annual
school-lunch conference (1964) 6706

Allen, Margaret F.:

cold pressor test, follow-up study (1963)
4421

serum lipid, etc., concentrations in Military
Academy graduates (1963) 13217

statistical considerations for clinical studies
of dental caries (1964) 15241

Allen, P.J., polarization techniques and compo-
nents for radar and communication sys-
tems (1965) 13137

Allen, R.A., nonequilibrium shock front rota-
tional, vibrational and electronic tem-
perature measurements (1965) 8042

Allen, R.S.:

measurements of radio star and satellite

scintillations at subauroral latitude
(1965) 7086

radio star scintillation over Canada during
July 20, 1963 eclipse (1964) 19153

Allen, Robert L., consultation with staff of
Un-American Activities Committee,
print additional copies, report (1964)
17566

Allen, Robert R., retort-immersion depth on
Gieseler plasticity determinations on
western coals (1965) 1376

Allen, Rufus H., jr., rates and dates of short-
leaf pine seed fall (1963) 20695

Allen, Thomas H., measurement of human body
fat (1963) 16803

Allen, W. K., traveling wave tube re-entrant
amplifier serrodyne system (1964) 14846

Allen County, Kans., in situ combustion pro-
ject and 3 waterflood projects, 1964
(1964) 20480

Allen County, Ohio, soil survey report (1965)
20077

Allen V. Smith, Inc., see Smith, Allen B., Inc.

Allensworth, Don T., public open-space pro-
grams and activities. National Capital
region (1964) 7583

Allentown, Pa.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district statis-

tics (1961) 3893
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 15265

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18316
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20566

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9078

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions '(1961) 9413; (1962)
15978; (1963) 10907; (1964) 13068; (1965)
9513

documents editions (1961) 8639; (1962)
15086; (1963) 9828

Allergy:
general information, health information se-

ries (1962) 10603
mechanisms of allergic reactions, USSR

study (1962) 23786
pest-allergen tests on animals and volun-

teers, Soviet study (1965) 11124
re-examination of histamine flare test as

screening measure for sensitivity (1962)
4544

research progress, highlights (1961) 11446;
(1962) 14504

skin tests for nasal allergy, reliability of

results of testing 100 airmen (1963) 7632

USSR studies (1961) 15549; (1964) 18569
Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National In-

stitute of, see National Institute of Al-

lergy and Infectious Diseases.
AUers, Wilmer, and wife, property rights, re-

lease of United States interests (1964)
12044, 15645, 117204

Alley, C. Edwin, relief (1962) 11335, 20774,
21333
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Alley, John K., synthesis of fibrous silicon

carbide by thermal reduction of sili-

cates, etc (1963) 10953
Alley, Vernon L., method of determining modal

data of nonuniform beam with effects of

shear deformation and rotary inertia

(1965) 18536
Alleys, see Streets.
Alliance for progress, see Latin America.
Alliance of Unitarian Women:
and Association of Universalist Women,

consolidation

—

law (1963) 11711
report (1963) 11948

Alliances, global, backbone, military assist-

ance (1962) 8913
Allied Trades Council, union welfare-pension

funds diversion, hearings (1965) 19497
Alligator juniper, see Cedar.
Allingham, John W., geology of Dodgeville and

Mineral Point quadrangles. Wis (1964)
797

Allison, Don, chronic effects of DDT on cut-

throat trout (1964) 10570
Allison, Franklin E., decomposition of wood

and bark sawdusts in soil, nitrogen re-

quirements, and effects on plants (1965)
10094

Allison, Lewis J.:

interpretation of Tiros radiation data for
practical use in synoptic weather analy-
sis (1965) 11502

quasi-global presentation of TIROS III radia-
tion data (1965) 1401

TIROS II radiation data recorded over New
Zealand at night (1964) 7494

Alloca, Anna I., relief (1962) 9220, 13294, 13604
Allocation:
optimum computerized system development

for Army enlisted personnel (1964) 13687
principle maximizes growers return (address)

(1961)6654
Alloplasty:

aortic arch segment with ostuim and trunk
portion of left subclavicular artery,
USSR study (1962) 2874

esophageal, problem, USSR study (1962) 1254
hernia, with capron, USSR study (1962)

12033
materials

—

problems of application in restorative sur-
gery, USSR study (1961) 15298

used in replacement of vascular defects
with prothesis, USSR study (1962) 2873

repair of small arterial and venous vessels,
experimental, USSR study (1962) 924

resection of liver, USSR study (1964) 10963
thoracic wall defects by means of capron fab-

ric, USSR study (1962) 13971
vascular prostheses, evaluation, USSR study

(1963)18012
with fluoroplast-4 plastic in large postopera-

tive hernias, USSR study (1961) 19758
Allotments (Army), see Pay, allowances, etc.

Allowances, see Cost-of-living allowances

—

Pay, allowances, etc.—Travel.
Alloying effects on tungsten-fiber-reinforced

copper-alloy or high-temperature-allov
matrix composites (1963) 19907

Alloying electric steels (1965) 16417
Alloys:

alloy and

—

alloy-diffused parametric diodes. Commun-
ist China study (1965) 4978

metals, corrosion, USSR studies (1964)
2659

belonging to system Ni-Ti-Cr-Mo-W-Nb,
USSR experimental prediction of ap-
proximate melting points (1962) 17780

Alloys—Continued
carbide hard, product of power metallurgy

(1964) 4914
casing, for high-precision parts, USSR in-

vestigation (1964) 16069
casting properties, effect of vacuum degass-

ing, USSR study (1965) 11163
cobalt-base, consolidated by power metallur-

gy, influence of composition and fabrica-
tion variables on stress-rupture proper-
ties (1962) 18260

chromium-nickel austenite, influence of al-

loying on softening, USSR study (1965)
11285

cryogenic applications, review (1964) 11809
dislocations, interaction with 2d phase par-

ticles, USSR study (1964) 2839
dispersion-hardened, review of U.S. Govern-

ment research reports (1965) 16740
elevated-temperature applications, fatigue

crack growth studies (1965) 8123
fatigue strength effect of environment (1965)

14750
experimental extraction of strategic compo-

nents from S-816 alloy scrap (1961)
11390

Fe-C-N and A 1 Mg 1 internal damping
measurements. East (jerman study
(1962) 9822

Fe-Ni-Al base alloys highly coercive, struc-
ture, magnetic properties and produc-
tion methods, USSR study (1965) 11209

frictional characteristics at elevated
temperatures (1963) 4496

hard, determination of specific area of pow-
ders in production, USSR study (1963)
706

hard, USSR research (1963) 8996
heat-resisting

—

brazing, USSR study (1965) 5000
casting properties, USSR study (1964)

12926
production, USSR study (1965) 4917
research, USSR studies (1964) 5095, 12802
structure and properties, USSR study

(1965) 7857
USSR study (1961) 6773; (1963) 10432

high-temperature

—

alloy scrap, sales by Defense Dept instal-
lations in U.S., GAO review (1962) 23582

casting, production, and refining, USSR
studies (1964) 2704

fatigue and oxidation, USSR study (1964)
12783

thermomechanical treatment, USSR study
(1965) 9446

investment casting, USSR studies (1964)
2543

irradiation effects on magnetic properties
(1962) 6368

mechanical properties at elevated tempera-
tures (1961) 6736

metal, brazing and soldering, USSR studies
(1965) 6474

metallic, anomalies in ductility, USSR study
(1962) 22366

metallic, physical nature of anomalies in

plasticity, USSR study (1965) 1131
metallurgy, USSR studies (1964) 12718
new alloy brazes titanium to stainless steel

(1965) 6658
new steels and alloys, USSR study (1962)

14229
nickel-base, M 252, effect of heat treatment

on mechanical properties, USSR studies

(1964) 14419
nonferrous

—

cross-index of chemically equivalent speci-

fications (1965) 10719
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Alloys—Continued
nonferrous—Continued
phase analysis, USSR study (1963) 10554
production and treatment, USSR study
(1964) 20318

smelting and refining, census of
manufactures, 1958, industry report
(1961) 5466

one-cent piece, eliminate tin

—

hearings (1962) 15262
law (1962) 19005
reports (1962) 15160, 19294

powder-metal titanium, investigation (1962)
23743

precision, translations from pretsizionnyye
splavy (1962) 23799

rare earth

—

elements with transition elements, charac-
teristics (1964) 19233

USSR book (1964) 8049
rare metals, with boron and silicon for radio

and electrical applications, USSR study
(1963) 6832

refractory

—

extrusion, forging, rolling and evaluation
(1963) 13196

high temperature properties (1963) 18582;
(1964) 5971

S-816, high-temperature alloy scrap, re-

claiming (1963) 10963
sheet, fluorine environment influence on

mechanical properties (1963) 9176
solid state diffusion (1964) 11854
special, Soviet research on corrosion, evalu-

ation (1961) 16244
standard stress-strain curves, etc., practical

evaluation (1962) 12640
structural, stress corrosion at room and ele-

vated temperature (1963) 7601
suitable for use as U.S. coinage, report

(1965) 15115
superalloys

—

fatigue-crack propagation (1964) 20587
lower cost turning and milling, review of

Govt, reports (1965) 2933
progress (1964) 20617
use in supersonic transport, mechanical

properties (1964) 18718
superconductivity

—

occurrence, rules (1963) 18306 physics,
USSR study (1964) 20391

superheated steam environments, relative
performance (1964) 10030

supersonic transports

—

potential use, residual strength (1965)
5210

research, progress report (1963) 12875
surface phenomena, problems, USSR studv

(1963) 8513
thermomechanical treatment and strenthen-

ing, USSR study (1964) 12899
Ti-Al-Mo-Fe system, investigation, USSR

study, (1965) 9350
titanium, hot stamping of blanks, USSR

study (1964) 20218
titanium-oxygen, electrorefining (1965) 6598
uranium-base, strengthened by SLIS tech-

niques, fundamental and applied re-

search and development in metallurgy
(1965) 13503

USSR, steels and alloys, handbook (1965)

18285
vaporization at high temperatures (1963)

9638
welding, ceramic flux use (1964) 20167
zirconium-

base, strengthened by SLIS techniques
(1965) 13504

USSR studies (1965) 18359

Alloys—Continued
see aiso Haynes 25 allays— a/so names of

AUport, Henry H., relief (1964) 6422
Allred, D.M., close-in effects of underground

nuclear detonation on small mammals
and invertebrates (1963) 11576

Allsman, Paul T., review of mining technology
(1963) 3105, 14526

Alluviums:
alluvial fans in

—

Death Valley region, Calif, and Nev.
(1965) 6340

western Fresno County, Calif. (1965) 2244
aquifer in northeastern Louisiana, large

source of water (1962) 21842
Arkansas River between Little Rock and

Fort Smith, Ark., ground-water poten-
tial (1964) 823

channels

—

depth-discharge relations, bed roughness
effect (1962) 9743

depth of flow effect on discharge of bed
material (1961) 12796

desert

—

chemical explosive cratering experiment at

Project Pre-Buggy site, Nevada (1963)
16853

seismic effects from high yield nuclear
cratering experiment (1963) 11573

geomorphology of segmented fans in Fresco
County, Calif. (1964) 10637

ground water

—

Kings River Valley, Humboldt County,
Nev (1963) 8348

lower Mississippi Vallev (upper and cen-
tral areas) (1965) 528

lateral turbulent diffusion at surface of

alluvial channel (1964) 18124
Quaternary, specific-yield and particle-size

relations, Humboldt River Valley, Nev
(1963) 14036

sediment transport in alluvial channels (se-

ries) (1963) 19319; (1964) 8il, 6808,
10646, 18136; (1965) 7802, 10989-990

stability of crater slopes, Project Sedan
(1964) 122

streams, depth-discharge relations, discon-
tinuous rating curves (1961) 7528

studies of flow in alluvial channels (series)

(1961) 9257, 12796; (1962) 9743, 15644;
(1963) 10295; (1964) 4799, 10648

tentative classification of alluvial river

channels (1963) 19305
Alma area, Mich., ground-water resources

(1963) 20741
Almanacs, air (1961) 1364, 6455, 13582, 21273;

(1962) 8556, 16083, 24027; (1963) 9253,
16449; (1964) 1518, 3070, 9667, 16772;
(1965) .5280, 8183, 16778

see also Nautical almanac.

Almazan, Diosdado P., relief (1965) 17507,

19380
Almonds, Spanish industry (1965) 14351
Almroth, B.O., influence of edge conditions on

stabilitv of axiallv compressed cylindri-

cal sheHs (1965) 6620
Alnus nepalensis, see Alder.

Alonzi, Giuseppa, relief (1961) 8889, 14209.

16547
Alosa sapidissima, see Shad.

Alouette satellite, see Satellites.

Alpena, Mich.:
harbor improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 19140
document edition (1963) 18807

Alpha decay, natural alpha radioactivity in

medium-heavv elements (1961) 208
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Alpha particles:
energy loss of 5.8 Mev particles passing

through absorber of variable thickness
(1964) 8065

40-Mev—
radiation effect on sodium chloride, deter-

mination by thermoluminescence meas-
urements (1961) 6387

visible radiation damage effects on sodium
chloride crystals (1964) 13243

proton-alpha scattering experiments at 40
Mev (1965) 5227

Rutherford dispersion on atomic nuclei,

Hungarian study (1962) 7632
scattering, application to chemical analysis

(1965) 10166
thermoluminescent spectra of sodium chlo-

ride and hydroxide-free sodium chloride
irradiated with 40-Mev alpha particles
(1963) 9167

Alpha radioactivity, see Alpha decay.
Alpha sources, fabricated plutonium, guide for

preparation of license applications
(1963) 15019

Alpha system, simulation with positive feed-

back loop, USSR experiments (1963)
19678

Alpha waves, see Brain waves.
Alphabet:

Cyrillic, G€rman transliteration of proper
names from Slavic languages (1961)
15034

Cyrillic, Hungarian transliteration of Cyril-
lic words (1961) 15131

Alpine, Ariz., Paleozoic and Cenozoie rocks in

area, stratigraphy and structure (1961)
14950

Alpine forests of southwest China (1963) 15719

Alsea River, basin, Oreg., sedimentation in 3

small forested drainage basins (1965)
2238

Alsike clover, trade agreements escape clause
investigation, report (1961) 16027

Alt, Timothy M., see Carey, Kim.
Alta, Iowa, railroad accident (1962) 19616
Altay region, USSR, seismicity, USSR study

(1963) 6697
Altay tractor plant, USSR, designing motors

(1965) 7874
Altenderfer, Marion E., how medical students

finance their education (1965) 16820
Alter, H.W., fuel reprocessing plant for fast

ceramic reactors (1963) 11556
Alternaria rot following chilling injury of

acorn squashes (1962) 8847
Alternating currents, see Electricity.

Alternators, see Electric generators.
Altimeters:
accuracy effect on collision probability

(1963) 9162
aircraft, repeatability, drift, and after effect

of 3 types (1961) 15790
airplane, installation in landing-approach

operations, repeatability of over-all er-

rors (1961) 11426
display, evaluation, final report (1965) 11601

errors during landing-approach and take-off
operations (1961) 1296

experimental evaluation of 4 types, using
pilot and enlisted men subjects (1965)
11600

Altitude:

above moon, horizon sensor performance in
measuring (1961) 13503

adjustment of relative humidity and temper-
ature for differences in elevation (1962)
5252

Altitude—Continued
arterial oxygen tension, increased by car-

bonic anhydrase inhibition (1965) 127

brightness of sky at various altitudes,
USSR study (1961) 10899

celestial bodies, random errors in measuring
at sea, USSR study (1965) 12620

changes, influence on intestinal iron absorp-
tion (1962) 1967

circular logarithmetic nomogram of differ-
ences in elevation (1961) 11270

commercial transports up to 40,000 ft with
autopilot in altitude hold, random
deviations from stabilized cruise alti-

tudes (1963) 14587
constant altitude variable-pitch reentry

maneuver initiated at velocities up to
escape velocity, longitudinal range at-

tained (1963) 12881
cruise, of turbojet transport, random devia-

tions (1961) 8028
distribution of solar energy in spectrum of

solar rays, USSR study (1961) 10898
effects on resistance of mice to infection with

Klebsiella pneumoniae (1964) 11807
high-

acclimatization, pyridine nucleotide oxi-

dases and transhydrogenase activity
(1963) 4410

acclimatization, variations, USSR study
(1965) 16439

acclimatization, relationshop of age and
work performance (1964) 13735

anesthesia dangers, USSR study (1965)
11313

animals acclimatized, blood regeneration
following loss of blood, USSR study
(1965) 16444

electrocardiographic and vectorcardi-
ographic observations in

—

adolescence and adulthood (1963) 71
newborn, infants, and children (1961)

124
environments, effects on vehicles and
equipment (1962) 101

lag in aircraft altitude measuring systems
(1964) 4233

minimum-wind fields and balloon applica-
tions (1965) 107, 4180

inonitoring vehicle and equipment environ-
ments, instrumentation and techniques,
studies (1962) 100-102

nuclear explosions, effects of test (1964)
20588

probability zone of increased turbulence,
dirunal pattern, USSR study (1963) 985

simulated, vaporizing annular turbojet
combustor performance (1961) 17673

transient changes in arterial lactic acid of
dogs (1964) 9986

U-lOB takeoff tests (1965) 1788
IFR usage, peak day 1960 (1961) 6738
intermittent exposure, influence on

—

organ histology (1961) 125
plasma and tissue electrolytes (1961) 6726

measuring methods for vertical separation
of aircraft on airways, survey (1961)
6398

monthly and annual wind distribution as
function (1961) 15769

national rocket test facilities (1964) 14833
operation of aircraft under IFR, Federal

aviation regulations (1963) 15473

peaks of United States, 14,000 feet, etc., list

(1961)14957
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Altitude—Continued
performance investigation of high-

temperature afterburner (1961) 1255
performance of louvered-liner afterburner,

effect of flame-holder design (1961) 9498
radar land mass simulator system, capability

study (1963) 12947
simulated

—

high concentrations of nitogen, gaseous
tissue nitrogen of exposed rats (1963)
16790

quantitative determination of gaseous tis-

sue nitrogen in exposed animals (1962)
14784

respiratory function studies without hy-
poxia (1963) 16797

tables based on latest international values
for atmospheric properties and physical
constants (1961) 15775, 21213

temperature, temporal changes, as function,
Patrick Air Force Base, Fla. (1961) 4904

tolerance, thyroidal influence (1964) 5908
training for flight crewmembers, civil air

regulations amendment (1961) 5968-69,
5971

trigonometric determination of elevation of
distant and high terrestrial objects
(1961) 11298

United States and its possessions, list (1961)
14956

variation of Rayleigh, aerosol, and ozone
attenuating components in ultraviolet
regions (1964) 19149

wind distributions, Santa Monica, Calif (1963)
5588

Altitude controller, tester, model VPT-lOG, in-

strument calibration procedure, technical
manual (1964) 16804

Altman, James W., design for maintainability
(1963) 11477

Altmeyer, Arthur J., social welfare in U.S.
(1964) 20801

Altobelli, Frank D., handicapped as automo-
bile drivers (1965) 8240

Alton Hospital, 111., railroad accident (1965)
12580

Altoona, Pa.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18317
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18800

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6793

centennial anniversary of Loyal War Gover-
nors' Conference, greetings report (1962)
9271

redevelopment area

—

manpower report (1964) 21275
statistical profile (1962) 9056

Altum, Alfred C, relief (1962) 16847
Aluksne, Latvian SSR, tourist guide to

Aluksne Rayon (1962) 14318
Alum, ammonium alum, 2 processes for produc-

ing alumina from clay, evaluation (1965)
5085

Alumbaugh, R. L., protective coatings for
steel piling, test results (1963) 13135

Alumina:
alpha, thermal expansion (1961) 7946
balls, surface failure due to repeated stress-

es applied in rolling contact at tempera-
tures to 2000° F (1964) 13227

crucibles, fabrication method (1965) 8063
dispersion-hardened nickel alloys electrode-

position (1964) 7665
extraction from ferruginous bauxite by dou-

ble-leach process (1963) 18098
extraction, leach liquor analysis for desilica-

tion tests (1963) 1239

Alumina—Continued

hydrate and dilute fluoride solutions, used in
preparation of aluminum fluoride (1964)
20500

imported for use in producing aluminum,
suspension of duty

—

law (1964) 13910
reports (1964) 8315, 12243

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12813

pressure forming of aluminum oxide (1963)
5500

production from clay

—

evaluation of 2 ammonium alum processes
(1965) 5085

hydrochloric acid processes (1963) 3091
nitric acid process (1964) 11337
potassium alum process (1963) 19862
sulfuric acid processes (1963) 10962
sulfurous acid-caustic purification proc-

ess, methods evaluation (1962) 14440
radar, unnecessary costs in procurement by

Navy Dept., GAO report (1963) 17512
recovery from anorthosite in lime soda sin-

ter process (1963) 18102
characteristics of iron (1963) 1230

recovery with lime-soda sinters, structural
phases, progress report (1961) 2513

reduction cell (1963) 16336

STR. 30-Bl radio, information source for
instrument landing of aircraft, evalua-
tion report (1962) 11045

temporary suspension of duty, continue

—

law (1962) 16793
reports (1962) 13465. 15414

transport phenomena in aluminum oxide
(1965) 9715, 18531

viscosity data from lime soda sinter slurries,

method for evaluating (1961) 1236
wettability by metals of iron group, USSR

study (1962) 23865
whiskers, growth and analysis (1963) 7591

X-ray diffraction and optical microscopic
data on phases in binary systems
CaO-Al203, CaO-Si02, and Naa O-AI2O3
(1964) 11334

see also Rubies—Sapphire.

Alumi nates:
calcium, magnesium, sodium and lithium,

heats and free energies of formation
(1961) 9451

X-ray diffraction and microscopic data
(1964) 11334

see also Calcium aluminates—Monocalcium
aluminates—Soldium aluminate.

Aluminum:
alkali-etching, electroless nickel resist used

(1965) 11435
alloys

—

box beam, residual static strength, crack
propagation studies (1961) 9572

cast, heat resistances, USSR study (1965)
12609

corrosion aspects of selected alloys (1961)
16174

creep behavior under varied loads (1961)
9574; (1962) 3349

creep deflection and lifetime determination
under varied loads at constant tempera-
tures (1962) 14473

creep deflection of extruded and riveted
beams, investigation (1961) 2589

design, handbook data, USSR study (1965)
11270

deterioration in presence of mercury and
cesium (1964) 7470

effects of changing stress amplitude on
rate of fatigue-crack propagation (1961)
19966
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Aluminum—Continued
alloys—Continued

fatigue life, effects of combined prior
stress and atmospheric corrosion (1964)
16688

fusing Teflon, effect on mechanical
properties (1965) 13188

iron magnetic and associated systems, re-

view (1963) 12958
lightweight casting, for cryogenic temper-
atures (1965) 8076

mechanical and electrical properties,
USSR study (1965) 12764

modification, USSR studies (1964) 12584

nickel-chromium-aluminum alloy, crack
propagation in air and in vacuum (1962)
12590

notch-sensitivity and fatigue-crack-prop-
agation characteristics, effects of con-
stituent particles (1962) 12446

plate or sheet, upsetting butt edge in-

creases weld-joint strength (1964) 20560
7075, full-scale wing panels, fatigue inves-

tigation (1961) 9546
shape casting, handbook for foundry
worker (1961) 5308

silicon, use of molton zinc to extract alu-

mifium, progress report (1961) 9476;
(1962) 8463

stress-corrosion cracking, protected
against (1965) 11444

tension panels, fatigue-crack propagation
(1961) 1310

USSR study (1964) 16320

variable-amplitude fatigue tests, effects of

high and low loads (1963) 3147

variable-amplitude loadings effects on fa-

tigue crack propagation patterns (1963)
16380

wetted with liquid zinc amalgam, fracture
characteristics (1963) 20012

wrought products, tolerances (1961) 7414;
(1965) 4724

wrought, unified notch-strength analysis
(1962) 12484

brazing foam aluminum to SAP-1 material
and titanium alloy 0T4, USSR study
(1962) 17874

cellular material for use in energy dissipa-
tion system (1964) 18719

complexometric method of determining, Bul-
garian study (1962) 8103

compounds, recovery from aluminum plant
residues (1961) 9472

corrosion in tropical environments (1965)
9820

crude, refining by subhalide reaction (1961)
9468

cryogenic electromagnets, electrical proper-
ties ( 1964) 18807

crystals, effect of surface-removal on plastic
behavior (1962) 121

deposited on films for passive relay commu-
nications, microwave reflectivity (1961)
6379

determination in zinc-base alloys (1961) 6292

effects of Al and Ti, etc., on mechanical
properties of nimonic 80A, Japanese
study (1964) 12962

electroforming, for solar energy concentra-
tors (1965) 11401

extraction characteristics of calcium alumi-
nates in water, sodium hydroxide, and
sodium carbonate solutions (1964) 20504

extraction from

—

aluminum-silicon alloys, use of molten
zinc, progress report (1961) 9476; (1962)
8463

Aluminum—Continued
extraction from—Continued

2Na20.3Cao.5Al2O3 in water and in solu-
tions of NaOH and Na2C03 (1965) 6603

fabrications—
galvanic corrosion reduced (1965) 9682
Pacific Northwest economic survey (1963)

1201
factbook, BDSA industry growth study

(1964) 6000
fiberglas reinforced, fabrication properties,

report (1963) 4492

finish, high temperature non-reflective ero-

sion resistant (1964) 18869
fluxes and their use in soldering, literature

research (1964) 8070
hard coating of ordnance materiel (1963)

9317
high-purity, obtaining by zone recrystalliza-

tion, USSR study (1964) 11079

imports and exports, impact on American
employment, hearings (1962) 4961

impurities, effects on hot water and steam
corrosion rates of zircaloy-3 (1962) 1630

industry (1961) 1752; (1962) 2153
productivity, output per man hour trends,

etc. (1965) 11358
small business problems (1961) 4040
trends and outlook in Pacific Northwest

(1962) 10442
USSR activities (1964) 2656

ingot and mill products, current industrial
reports (1961) 2989, 6814; (1962) 3736,
9036; (1963) 3574, 13287; (1964) 3390,
19290; (1965) 3273, 10234

ingot shipments, Jan 1962-June 1963 (1964)
160

intermetallic compounds in magnesium-rich
alloys (1964) 18682

lightweight crates, for bulky low density
items, development and evaluation
(1961) 11748

lithium phase diagram (1963) 1834

magnesium alloy plates, welded, mechanical
properties (1963) 20013

material damping by resonant-dwell tech-
nique (1965) 16676

mill products industry, economic trends in

Pacific Northwest (1965) 16586

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
11382

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 19840;
(1962) 22464; (1963) 19821; (1964) 20465;
(1965) 19826

monovalent, role in metallurgical processes,
USSR study (1961) 12946

N-I-, N2 + , and A-i- incident from 0.5 to 4 kev
momentum accommodation (1963) 19932

nickel alloys, friction and wear in vacuum
(1964) 13235

organic derivatives, purification, purity esti-

mation and spectra (1965) 14700

oxide-copper alloy, production propertions,
USSR study (1964) 18303

panels, exposed to random and discrete
noise, acoustic fatigue characteristics,
errata (1961) 21209

parts, epoxy-resin patterns speed shell-

molding (1965) 11449
plant design, USSR studies (1963) 5360

plant, rapid erection of electrolytic build-

ings, USSR study (1962) 23714

plant residues

—

beneficiation (1963) 10952
recovering aluminum and fluorine
compounds (1961) 9472

powder, method of briquetting (1963) 8545
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Aluminum—Continued
powder, sintered

—

brazing and welding, USSR study (1963)
8546

collection of Soviet works (1964) 2587
electron microscopy, USSR study (1962)
22045

heat-resistant material SAP, weldability
by fusion, USSR study (1964) 20322

hiKh-temperature material, USSR study
(1963) 6891

SAP-2, brazing, USSR study (1964) 10975
sheet, stamping problems, USSR study

(1964) 21491
spot welding with D16AT and AMg6 alloys
USSR study (1964) 2790

use in producing heat-resistant material,
USSR study (1963) 17994

primary

—

industry, output indexes per man-hour,
1947-62 (1965) 1296

monthly reports (1961) 3470; (1962) 4252;
(1963) 4105; (1964) 3934; (1965) 3850

products

—

commercial exemption (1961) 20116
1960, preliminary annual data (1961) 2499
preparation for shipment and storage, mil-

itary standard (1964) 562
range-energy relations for protons and elec-

trons in Al (1963) 12952
rocket launcher components, heat fused ce-

ramic coatings (1962) 14547
rolling SAP strip directly from power (1965)

6433
scrap and secondary ingot, mineral industry

survey, monthly (1961) 3430; (1962)
3612; (1963) 4174; (1964) 4014; (1965)
3922

sheet, fire-retardant coating increases fire-

resistance (1961) 12608
single crystals, effect of surface-active

agents on mechanical behavior (1961)
20335

sintered and commercial, creep-rupture
properties, effect of vacuum (1964) 5600

slab, nuclear collision density of primary
galactic protons, Monte Carlo calcula-
tion (1964) 9571

sodium- and calcium-aluminum silicates, low
temperature heat capacities and entro-
pies at 298.15° K (1962) 3321

transverse magnetoresistance (1963) 18254
tubes and rods centrally located in homoge-

neous reactor, criticality effects (1962)
20134

vapor plating on steel (1963) 20298
vectorial reflectance of Explorer IX satellite

material (1964) 16701
welding symposium, minutes (1965) 9610
wire coating, evaluation for concrete mat-

tress reinforcement (1963) 4875
wrought, alloy and temper designation sys-

tem, military standard (1961) 1927,
12544

see a/so names of articles manufactured
from aluminum.

Aluminum alloy castings, see Castings.

Aluminum borates, whiskers, synthesis and
properties (1965) 5087

Aluminum carbide, heat of formation (1964)
11322

Aluminum Company of America:
noncompetitive procurement of military air-

craft forgings, GAO review (1963) 15595
procurement of aluminum caps and cans

without adequate pricing data under
AEC contracts, GAO review (1963)
12211, 14003

Aluminum Company of America—Continued
Rosiclare Fluorspar Works, mining, milling,

etc., methods (1961) 13435
weapons components procured for AEC by

Aluminum Co. of America and ACF In-

dustries, Inc., cost and pricing data not
obtained for determining reasonableness
of prices, GAO report (1964) 21332

Aluminum fluoride:

preparation from

—

alumina hydrate and dilute fluoride solu-

tions
siliceous fluorspar (1962) 20098
wet hydrogen fluoride offgas, research

studies (1961) 15754

Aluminum foil:

converted, current industrial reports (1961)

13910; (1962) 14927; (1963) 11615; (1964)

13750; (1965) 10233
electron transmission and reflection coeffi-

cients (1963) 9217
packaging industry, (1961) 1765; (1962) 2121

Aluminum isotopes, radiochemistry (1961) 9950

Aluminum nitride, thermodynamic properties
(1961) 7927

Aluminum oxide, see Alumina.
Aluminum siding, see Siding.
Aluminum silicate, see Sillimanite.

documentation with full coastwise privi-

leges, report (1964) 17719
Alverez, Robert, accuracy of solution X-ray

' spectrometric analysis of copper base
alloys (1965) 8139

Alveolar pathways during 90-foot breath-hold
dives (1963) 7200

Alverson, Dayton L., spiny dogfish in north-
eastern Pacific (1963)" 19242

Alves, Francisco J., relief (1961) 14177, 16938,
18543

Alvin R. Bush Dam:
change name of Kettle Creek Dam to

—

law (1962) 11271
reports (1961) 12236; (1962) 9454

Alvord, Ray W., project M, data development
and analyses in support of officer man-
agement (1964) 19164

Alvord Mountain quadrangle, San Bernardino
County, Calif., geology (1961) 2050

Alzofon, Frederick E., variational approach to

calculation of charge exchange cross
sections for adiabatic collisions (1963)
12853

AM series, (1965) 209-215, 4287, 7175
Amado, Juliano B., relief (1962) 13564; (1964)

6382
Amado, Manuel S.B., relief (1962) 13564; (1964)

6382
Amador, Calif, soil survey report of area

(1965) 18773
Amalgams:

electrolysis, for cadmium refining (1964)

7434
liquid zinc wetted with aluminum alloys,

fracture characteristics (1963) 20012
radiochemical separations bv amalgam ex-

change technique (1963) 18600
Amargosa Desert, geology of Ash Meadows

quadrangle, Nev.-Calif. (1965) 6331

Amarillo, Tex.:

air terminal, weather observations, hourly
decennial census (1963) 16662

aircraft accident (1963) 178
census of business,* 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13551
census, of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18333
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Amarillo, Tex.—Continued
census of housing, 1960—Continued

standard metropolitan statistical area
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18801

Amaryllidaceae, alkaloids, separation by pa-
per chromatography. East Germany
study (1962) 7792

Amason, Edward V., and wife, relief (196.5)

10414
Amateur television receiver, USSR (1963)

12499
Amazon River, investigations, reconnaissance

measurements of July 196,3 (1964) 6801
Ambassadors:
Ambassador at large, nomination of W. Av-

erell Harriman, hearing (1961) 4094
American ambassador

—

Nation's official representative abroad
(1963) 5905

role in national security, study (1964)
14138

diplomat and consul, USSR study (1965)
11244

nomination of

—

Holmes, Julius C, to Iran, hearings (1961)
8982

Reischauer, Edwin 0., and others, hearings
(1961) 7269

role and problem of coordination of U.S. pol-

icies and operations abroad, study
(1963) 15385, 18967

print as Senate document, report (1963)
17288

Ambergris, source, identification, etc. (1961)
14885

Ambler River, glacial, eolian, and alluvial his-

tory of parts of quadrangle, recon-
naissance study (1964) 181 1

1

Amblyopia ex anopsia robs children's eyesight
(1965) 8236

Ambra, Rudolph, relief (1962) 7136
Ambre, Ago, occupational outlook quarterly

(1964) .3809; (1965) 3728
Ambrose, Mary E.:

accuracy of official method for determining
breading percentages of frozen raw
breaded shrimp (1963) 19229

comparison of picric acid turbidity and Nes-
sler tests with subjective evaluations of
quality of shrimp (1965) 14292

Ambrose, Paul M.:
abrasive materials (1964) 20464; (1965)

18425
corundum and emergy (1965) 9557
diamond, industrial (1965) 9558
fluorine (1965) 9559
fluorspar

—

and cryolite (1964) 20473
in 1963, preliminary report (1964) 5471
production, 1963 (1964) 16623

garnet (1965) 9561
strontium (1965) 9602
sulfur and pyrites (1965) 11397, 19873

Ambrosia, Lake uranium deposit, gamma-ray
log sample data, statistical analysis
(1965) 14709

Ambulances, Red Cross ambulance of 1898 in
Museum of History and Technology
(1965)9785

Amburana acreaana, see Ishpingo.
AMC, see Materiel Command.
Amebiasis:
laboratory diagnosis, self-instructional

course

—

Eintamoeba histolytica, life cycle (1964)
20740

intestinal amebae, indentification (1964)
20741

introduction (1964) 20739
laboratory procedures (1964) 20742

Amelia Island:

beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

department edition (1962) 479
document edition (1962) 373

America:
America as a great power (1964) 11620

America in space, pictorial review (1964)
16657

America is for everybody (1963) 4831

classification, history, Library of Congress
(1965) 16575

destiny in building of world community (ad-

dress) (1963) 11299
goal, community of free nations (address)

(1962) 14606
labor, 1913-63, 50 years of progress (1963)

7137
metropolitan America, bibliography (1964)

19599
modern, Yugoslavian viewpoint (1961) 4722

national wilderness preservation system,
message from the President (1965) 8738

natural beauty of our country, message
from the President (1965) 8737

New World prehistory (1961) 21357
outdoor recreation, report (1962) 6400
private enterprise system, how it operates

(1962) 15532
rare sea mammals (1964) 14274
technical assistance and alliance for prog-

ress with Latin America (address) (1961)
16518

upswing in rural America (1965) 7049
see aiso American republics—Central Ameri-

ca—Latin America—Middle America

—

North America—South America— United
States.

America illustrated (periodical):

Polish language (1962) 3614; (1963) 3452
(1965) 3136

Russian language (1961) 3625; (1962) 3613;
(1963) 3453; (1964) 3252; (1965) 3137

marginal notes on (1961) 13143
American Academy of Actuaries, incorporate,

report (1964) 17756

American Airlines, Inc.:

accidents (1961) 10089, 18392; (1963) 4602,
15096, 20370

proposed merger with Eastern Air Lines,

staff report (1963) 2055
American ambassador, facts for Armed Forces

(1963) 5905
American Association for Advancement of Sci-

ence, 1961 annual meeting, papers deliv-

ered (1962) 20195
American Association of State Highway Offi-

cials:

anniversary, express appreciation of Con-
gress, reports (1963) 13602, 17256

Joint AASHO-NACO Committee 2d progress
report (1964) 13429

American Astronomical Society, symposium on
physics of solar flares (1964) 2()537

American Baptist Home Mission Society, land
exchange (1961) 8689, 14630, 16523

American Battle Monuments Commission:
appropriations, 1962, general matters

—

hearings (1961) 10330, 12501
law (1961) 14125
report (1961) 12454

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 15253, 21525
law (1962) 23243
reports (1962) 16956, 21493

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11874; (1964) 515
law (1964) 1974
report (1963) 11848; (1964) 511
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Amerian Battle Monuments Commission—Con.

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 10288
law (1964) 17386
reports (1964) 10245. 21193, 21233

appropriations, 1966

—

amendment, proposal (1965) 10393
hearings (1965) 10517
law (1965) 15511
reports (1965) 10497, 15929

vesting care of Iwo Jima Memorial on Mount
Suribachi, Volcano Islands report (1963)

17145
American buffalo (1963) 6453

American Ceramic Products, Inc., petition for

adjustment assistance. Tariff Commis-
sion report (1963) 9462

American Ceramic Society:
microstructure of ceramic materials sympo-

sium, proceedings (1964) 11431
systems engineering in ceramics, symposium,

proceedings (1965) 9766, 18606
American Chrome Co., mining methods and

costs in operating Mouat mines (1964)

5475

Anrjerican Commander (S.S.):

launching ceremonies (remarks) (1963) 2263
American Commission for Cultural Exchange

with Italy, experiment in international

understanding, close up of educational
exchange program (1964) 11616

American Committee on Voluntary Foreign
Aid, reports of registered agencies

(1964) 18188

American Corsair (S.S.):

launching ceremonies (remarks) (1963) 2263

American Courier (S.S.):

launching, role in foreign commerce and
keeping the peace (remarks) (1962) 20063

American Cyanamid Co., motor vehicle acci-

dent (1964) 21377
American dream, equal opportunity (1962)

22713
American education (periodical) (1965) 4644

American ephemeris and nautical almanac
(1961) 17753; (1962) 18347; (1963) 18213;

(1964) 18835; (1965) 19986

American E^thnology Bureau:
bulletins (1961) 3763, 11756; (1962) 135,

992-93, 22976; (1963) 93, 4428, 11522,

13230, 16812; (1964) 4272-73, 9992,
11813-814; (1965) 134, 1808, 7121, 17034,

18927
bulletins 1-100, etc., index

—

departmental edition (1964) 4272
document edition (1964) 4427

publications, list and index (1962) 16338
American Ebcport Credit Guaranty Corpora-

tion, create, hearing (1961) 18940
American Falls quadrangle, Idaho, geology

(1963) 10280
American Federation of Government Employ-

ees, electronic data processing equip-

ment use by Federal Government,
manpower problems, hearing (1963)
17182

American Federation of Labor and Congress
of Industrial Organizations:

agreements with Post Office Department
(1963) 9324; (1964) 15025

civil defense policy resolutions (1965) 7313
resolutions, national and State civil defense

policy (1964) 19326
American-flag vessels, see Merchant marine.
American Food for Peace Council, conference

proceedings (1964) 3146

American Guild of Variety Artists,

activities, inquiry

—

hearings (1962) 17331, 19388
report (1963) 13747

American Guild of Variety Artists Week, see

National American Guild of Variety
Artists Week.

American Heart Month:
designate

—

law (1964) 1981
report (1964) 2061

American Historical Association:
reports

—

departmental editions (1962) 136, 1994,

22977; (1963) 16813, 18528; (1964) 11815;
(1965) 1809, 11887, 18928

document editions (1962) 363, 2296, 23304;
(1963) 17058, 18800; (1964) 12017; (1965)

1975, 12040, 19178
American history, see History—Naval history.

American History Month, designate, report
(1961) 14689

American horological industry (1964) 17865
American Hospital of Paris:

charter, amend to remove property value
limitation

—

law (1965) 17424
reports (1965) 17582, 17871

charter, extend

—

law (1962) 20848
reports (1962) 15218, 19323

American Indian calendar (1965) 9291
American Indian Day, establish report (1961)

14685
American Indians, see Indians.
American Instructors of the Deaf, Convention

of, see Convention of American Instruc-
tors of the Deaf.

American labor movement (1964) 20435
American Legion:

badge, patent renewal (1962) 9226, 13608,
15045

convention, 1966, promulgate special regula-
tions

—

law (1965) 10360
reports (1965) 5942, 10638

convention, proceedings (1961) 8640; (1962)

13355; (1963) 17067; (1964) 8244; (1965)
10381

legislative objectives, hearings (1962) 9412,
(1963) 8014; (1964) 10347; (1965) 8909

School Award Medal, patent renewal

—

law (1964) 17256
reports (1964) 10203, 15616

School Award Plaque, patent renewal

—

law (1964) 17255
reports (1964) 10204, 15617

American Legion Auxiliary, badge, patent re-

newal (1962) 9225, 13607, 15044
American Legion Baseball Week, National, see

National American Legion Baseball
Week.

American Legion, Sons of, see Sons of Ameri-
can Legion.

American Library Association, books for lead-

ers who work with children and youth
(1963) 15089

American literature, classification. Library of

Congress (1964) 18650
American Management Association:

briefing session on problems of defense-

oriented companies converting to com-
mercial products (1965) 12355

seminar, international business for small

company (1962) 13705
American Merchant Shipping Hall, opening

(remarks) (1965) 1307
American military insignia, 1800-51 (1963)

14607
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American Motors (Canada), Ltd., production,
etc., under U.S.-Canadian tariff, elimina-
tion agreement, letter of undertaking
(1965) 17917

American Museum of Immigration, see Statue
of Liberty National Monument American
Museum of Immigration.

American National Red Cross:
community involvement in civil defense,

suggestions (1965) 10281
families of personnel, transportation at

Govt, expense, provide, report (1965)
17577

land conveyance in Prince Georges County,
Md., to^

law (1964) 259
reports (1962) 16912; (1963) 11955, 18888

American nationals:
American Samoa, Guam, Virgin Islands,

authorize appointment to Military
Academy, Naval Academy, Air Force
Academy (1962) 20838

reports (1962) 19133, 19292
claims against Poland, settlement, agree-

ment (1961) 597, 5123; (1964) 8630
claims, agreement with Yugoslavia (1965)

9944
compensation for World War II losses

—

law (1962) 23246
reports (1962) 23349, 23351, 23355, 23358

payment of costs before foreign tribunals
by service concerned, report (1961) 8776

radio operators licenses, issuance

—

hearing (1962) 11465
law (1962) 11282
reports (1961) 14606; (1962) 9352

repatriates, temporary assistance (1962)
14591

report (1961) 10444
repatriates, temporary assistance, extend

—

law (1964) 13896
reports (1964) 8345, 12240

Samoans, permit appointment to Merchant
Marine Academy

—

law (1961) 18594
reports (1961) 16676, 17005

scholarships, make available under surplus
property act

—

law (1961) 16586
reports (1961) 8960, 12245

American Nuclear Society:
National Topical Meeting, 1965, nuclear

power reactor siting, proceedings (1965)
13491

topical meeting (1964) 8077
American Numismatic Association:

perpetual succession, grant

—

law (1962) 11270
reports (1962) 9199, 11571

American outdoors, management for beauty
and use (1965) 10077

American Patent System Week:
President to designate

—

law (1961) 18683
reports (1961) 14415, 17082

America policy, see International relations.
American practical navigator, epitome of

navigation (1963) 11136
American President Lines, Ltd., relief (1961)

14179, 16556, 16885
American Printing House for the Blind:

appropriations, remove ceiling, etc.

—

law(J961) 18685
reports (1961) 16806, 18066

children registered in 1960, analysis of de-

gree of vision and mode of reading of
data (1961) 20670

American promise, remarks of the President to
joint session of Congress (1965) 8227

American propaganda:
telling America's story to the world, press

release (1961) 3628
Voice of America, 20th anniversary com-

memoration (1962) 10719
American Ranger (S.S.):

launching (remarks) (1964) 19356
American republics:

Bogota, Conference, Sept. 1960, report

(1961) 5859
convention, final protocol, etc (1962) 6465

Cuba as base for subversion, study (1963) 6302

cultural and scientific interchange program,
hearing (1961) 14461

educational programs at university level,

encourage OAS study, report (1961) 8817

foreign relations of U.S.

—

departmental editions (1961) 11571; (1962)

16176; (1963) 11296; (1965) 6923, 11711
document editions (1961) 10198; (1962)

15085; (1963) 9815; (1965) 5792, 10373
foreign relations of U.S., diplomatic papers,

1941—
departmental editions (1963) 1509; (1964)
3143

document editions (1963) 219; (1964) 1989
in partnership, 75 years of international

cooperation (1965) 13283
Inter-American series (1961) 5108, 6563,

8207-10, 9767, 20168-170, 21384; (1962)

1832, 3492-93, 8667, 10672, 18467,
24093-94; (1963) 1512-13, 7435, 13070-77;

(1964) 1598, 9798, 11621, 18957, 20820;
(1965) 13283, 20087

market profiles (1965) 15387
money orders agreement (1962) 3510
parcel post agreement (1962) 6466
Punta del Este Conference, report to Nation

(address) (1962) 12709
research studies

—

completed, list (964) 7757
currently in progress, list (1961) 15983;

(1964)9793
social science research studies

—

completed, list (1965) 8303
in progress, list (1964) 20817

see also Latin America.
American River division, see Central Valley

project.

American Samoa:
appointment of U.S. nationals to Military

Academy, Naval Academy, Air Force
Academy

—

law (1962) 20838
reports (1962) 19133, 19292

canned fish and byproducts, annual summa-
ry, 1960 (1961) 7429; (1962) 5204

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)
2191

census of population, 1960

—

counts and selected characteristics (1961)
20429

general characteristics (1961) 11973
number of inhabitants (1961) 1826

consitution, text (1961) 5748
disasters, authorizing Federal assistance

—

hearing (1962) 15279
law (1962) 16728
reports (1961) 16984; (1962) 13438

fair labor standards act, wage order proce-
dure (1965) 8360

Federal laws, extend application

—

law (1962) 20863
reports (1962) 9337, 11632, 19114

Federal social security tax guide for employ-
ers (1962) 21859

Geniostoma, description (1962) 3394
Government, transfer of Federal property

—

law (1961) 16591
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American Samoa—Continued
Government, transfer of Federal property

—

Continued
reports (1961) 12476, 14317

Governor, report (1961) 7539, (1962) 11908;
(1963) 19346; (1965) 759

ground water reconnaissance (1963) 17530
industry committee handbook (1965) 1705
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4783; (1964) 16574
look at forests (1965) 4800
permit appointment of U.S. nationals to

Merchant Marine Academy

—

law (1961) 18594
reports (1961) 16676, 17005

plant import requirements (1964) 15201
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

20349
public school finance program, 1962-63

(1964) 4634
radio operator licenses, issuance to U.S. na-

tionals

—

hearing (1962) 11465
law (1962) 11282
reports (1961) 14606; (1962) 9352

reporting labor organizations, register, 1960
(1961) 4783

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 18912

schools in federally impacted areas, federal
assistance in construction and opera-
tion, report (1961) 19036

study mission

—

print as Senate document, report (1961)
14584

report (1961) 14510, 17133
submerged lands, place within jurisdiction of

Government

—

law (1964) 263
reports (1962) 15161; (1963) 9862, 19040

surface water supplv through June 1960
(1963) 2357

wage order procedure, regulations, pursuant
to fair labor standards act (1962) 1892,
16209

American scientists in cancer-virus research,
biblio-directory of current studies (1962)
16068

American Smelting & Refining Co., open-pit
copper mining and concentrating meth-
ods and costs (1963) 9113

American social and economic revolution, for
whose benefit (1964) 18607

American social workers abroad (1964) 11710
American Society for Metals, Materials Cen-

tral-ASM metallurgical educational
lectures (1963) 7592

American Society for Testing and Materials,
coke testing methods, correlation with
Micum test (1964) 16633

American Society of Corporate Secretaries,
Inc., continuity of corporate manage-
ment in event of nuclear attack, special
report to corporate secretaries (1963)
11652

American species of Ormosia (Leguminosae)
(1965) 16764

American spies in space, USSR (1962) 12093
American standard practice for rock-dusting

underground bituminous-coal and lignite
mines to prevent coal-dust explosions
(ASA standard M13. 1-1960, UDC 622.81)
(1961) 4816

American Standards Association, Inc.:

electronic data-processing equipment use
hearing (1963) 15329

national plumbing code, proposed revision
(1964) 9725

safety rules for installing and using electri-
cal equipment in coal mines (1964) 20476

American Standards Association, Inc.—Con.

13th National Conference on Standards, in-

ternational standards increases
American exports and world trade (ad-
dress) (1963) 4645

American Statistical Association, 1961 annual
meeting, papers delivered (1962) 20195

American Stock Exchange, organization, man-
agement, regulation of members con-
duct. SEC staff report (1962) 6441

American Symphony Orchestra League:
incorporate

—

law (1962) 23217
reports (1962) 17261, 21122

American Telephone & Telegraph Co., long
lines department wage chronology,
1940-64, (1965) 14640

-•American Veterans Committee, legislative
program. 1965, hearing (1965) 8909

American Veterans of World War II:

legislative objectives, hearings (1962> 9412;
(1963) 8014; (1964) 10347; (1965) 8909

proceedings, print as House document

—

law (1964) 1953
reports (1964) 2031. 2203

American Viscose Corp.. wage chronology,
1945-63 (1964) 21669

American War Mothers. Inc., property in D.C.,
e.xempt from taxation (1962) 15291

American women, report of President's Com-
mission on Status of Women (1963)
20075

American woods, see Woods.
American workers fact book (1961) 1161
American Zinc Co. of Tennessee. Young Mine,

mining methods and practices (1965)
18434

Americans:
living overseas

—

ethnic origin, education, occupation, and
other social and economic data, census
of population. 1960 (1964) 19308

general information (1965) 13277
meet at home, extend friendship to visitors

from throughout world (1965) 11758
trends in living and outdoor recreation

(1962) 24055
Americas, see Latin America—North America

—

South America.
Americas and Spain, Postal Union of, see

Postal Union of the Americas and Spain.
America's department of natural resources

(1962) 7489
America's lifelines. Federal aid for highways

(1962) 10620
America's showcase abroad, and how it will

help vou sell vour products around
world (1962) 732

America's use of sea mines (1962) 12607
Americus. Ga., and vicinity, census of housing,

1960. special reports for local housing
authorities (1961) 16439

Ames, L.M., monograph of Chaetomiaceae
(1963) 7683

Ames Laboratory, contribution to nuclear re-

search (remarks) (1963) 9693

Ames Reservoir:
Shunk River, flood control, etc., engineer

report

—

department edition (1965) 18041
document edition (1965) 17469

Ames trapezoid illusion, see Distortion.

AMG, see Acreage-marketing guides—Agri-
cultural Marketing Service.

Amharic language:
Foreign Service Institute, basic course

(1964) 1.5094

reader, glossary (1965) 9931
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Amherst County, Va.:
nelsonite deposits (1964) 11335
saprolite ores (1963) 1234
titanium resources (1963) 1234; (1964) 11335

Amides, seePolyamides.
Amidon, Elliot L.:

computer-oriented system for assembling^
and displaying land management infor-

mation (1965) 6250
possible impact of recreation development

on timber production in 3 California
national forests (1963) 6501

Amine salts, oil dispersed, hydrolysis (1965)
13129

Amines:
aliphatic, toxicity on industrial premises,

USSR study (1965) 9480
aromatic, mechanism of effect of fluores-

cence and photochemical oxidation of

anthracene compounds (1963) 10778
buffers use related to blood pH and pC02

homeostasis in chronic respiratory aci-

dosis (1962) 12368
chelating agents in separation of rare-earth

compounds by solvent extraction with
amines (1963) 7226

fatty, monolayers, investigation, by contact
potentials (1963) 11166

liquid-liquid extraction

—

rare-earth elements (1962) 6245
with high-molecular-weight amines (1961)

11791
polyethoxylated, as flotation collectors for

slimed lead minerals (1964) 9509
rare-earth-amine extraction systems, yttri-

um behavior and eff'ect of sequestrants
(1963) 12838

reduction of coal by lithium-ethylenediamine
and reaction of model compounds with
metal-amine systems (1965) 9549

Amino acids:

analyses of lenses following exposure to
cataractogenic agents (1965) 5559

aromatic, biosynthesis stimulation of chlorte-
tracycline by antagonists, USSR study
(1964)9018

automatic analyzers shut-off device, descrip-
tion (1961) 5224

biophysical studies, USSR (1964) 9320
biosynthesis, all-Union conference, USSR

(1965) 7866
composition of autolysate of Aspergillus

terricola, chromatographic analysis,
USSR study (1961) 12845

electron paramagnetic resonance spectra
under gamma radiation and light, USSR
study (1964) 9257

enzymic activated, role of ribonucleic acid,

USSR study (1961) 11118
free, of blood and urine in leucosis, USSR

study (1961) 15525
imbalance in cold exposed rats, metabolic

studies (1964) 4249
imbalances, interrelationships of cold expo-

sure (1963) 11503
metabolism, eff'ect of protein intake and cold

exposure on liver enzymes association
with (1963) 11502

requirement of weanling rat, influence of
dietary protein level (1961) 20358

Amino compounds, labile, spectrophotometric
determination in fresh and seawater by
oxidation to nitrite (1964) 13347

Aminobutyric acid:

effect of oxygen starvation and acceleration
on content in brain tissue, USSR study
(1965) 5017

gamma, metabolism and role in functional
activity of nervous system, USSR study
(1962) 2695

Aminoethylisothiouronium, AETH, used with
dopane, reduced toxicity in experiments
on monkeys, USSR study (1964) 7344

Aminotrate phosphate, effect on tone of large
arterial vessels in patients with angina
pectoris according to rate of propaga-
tion of pulse wave (1961) 916

Amis Construction Co., claim (1961) 14181;
(1962) 5010, 11229

Amistad Dam and Reservoir:
construction, agreement with Mexico (1961)

5128
electric energy generated, transmission, etc.,

report (1963) 11999
market power generated

—

law (1964) 1966
reports (1963) 11804; (1964) 493

project, U.S. section. International Bounda-
ry and Water Commission, U.S. and
Mexico, unnecessary costs incurred in

relocation of highways, GAO report
(1965) 7784

Rio Grande, Mexico and United States, spill-

way, hydraulic model investigation
(1964) 19662

Amity, see Friendship.
Amityville, N.Y., H-13E helicopter accident,

crash injury investigation, report (1962)
22879

Amman, Gene D., insects not cause of

post-emergence chronic tipburn of white
pine in eastern Tennessee (1963) 12182

Ammate, crystals, use for killing cull trees
(1961) 19367

Ammeters:
AC-DC standard volt-amp-milliammeter sen-

sitive research model THACH, instru-

ment calibration procedure, technical
manual (1964) 11510

thermo-milliammeter instruments, 1.0 to

1000 MA full scale, instrument calibra-
tion procedure, technical manual (1964)
11508

Ammonia:
ammonia and mixed-oxides of nitrogen

—

ignition in rocket engines (1961) 2543
propellant combination with several injec-

tion methods in rocket engine (1961)
2544

ammonia and phosphoric acid method of

refining sulphur gases to produce ammo-
phos, USSR (1962) 5643

ammonia-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
solutions, with cation-exchange resin,

elution of copper and neodymium, fur-

ther studies (1962) 2047
cerebral cortex content during dying and

revivification, effect of hypothermia,
USSR study (1962) 1070

distribution in soil and its effect on plant
growth (1964) 12733

excretion during hypotherma (1963) 13215
hydrazine mixture performance in 100-

pound-thrust rocket engine, investigation
(1961)4845

liquid, physico-chemical properties, bibli-

ography (1961) 217
liquid propellant, injector principles in

2400-pound-thrust rocket engine, evalua-
tion (1963) 10987

reactions of

—

disulfuryl fluoride, East (Jerman study
(1962) 7740

oxygen atoms with spectrometric investi-

gations (1965) 5226
sales operations of Billie Sol Estes reports

(1964) 19,509; (1965) 7457
spectrophotometric determination in fresh

and seawater by oxidation to nitrite

(1964) 13347
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Ammonia—Continued

synthetic, plant construction in Ch'ang-
ch'un and other areas (1961) 4363

X-irradiation, preliminary study (1962) 8516
Bajocian, from Cook Inlet region, Alaska

(1962) 13875; (1964) 18129
Haresiceras, cephalopod, possible origin

(1964) 8770
Jurassic

—

(Bathonian or early Callovian), from Alas-
ka and Montana (1962) 5301

southern Alaska (series) (1962) 13875
(1964) 18129

western Sierra Nevada, California (1962)
5302

trachyscaphites, means for correlation of

strata between U.S. and Europe (1964)
18138

upper Cretaceous (Campanian and
Maestrichtian) from southern Alaska
(1964) 6806

Ammonium carbonates, ammoniacal leaching
of manganiferous materials from south-
ern district, Aroostock County, Maine
(1964) 7446

Ammonium chloride, effective heat of ablation,
theoretical and experimental values
(1961) 2581

Ammonium diuranate, thermal decomposition,
reactivity surveys (1962) 16385-386

Ammonium nitrate:

fuel oil mixtures

—

bullet sensitivity, studies (1963) 10945
underground blasting accident (1962)

14433
incendivity of permissible explosives, fac-

tors influencing (1961) 19887
sensitized blasting agents, safety recommen-

dations (1963) 12830
Ammonium perchlorate, increased costs,

purchased for solid-propellant missile

motors, GAO report (1964) 6769
Ammonium salts:

bis-quarternary, synthetic analog, Czecho-
slovakian study (1961) 19794

synthesis of methyldiazyl and methyldipha-
cyl, USSR study (1962) 9885

Ammonium thiocyanates, IFused with rare-

earth elements and their hydrolized ox-

ides, evaluation of separation method,
USSR study (1962) 2753

Ammunition:
artillery, manufacture of metallic compounts

(1964) 17035
engineering design handbook series (1964)

94, 19202
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9511, (1963) 3660;
(1964) 3478, 12297; (1965) 3380

furnishing for test-firing M14 rifles,

unnecessary costs. Army Dept., GAO
report (1964) 8736

interstate traffic, internal revenue regula-
tions (1963) 2379; (1965) 779, 7830

loading terminals (1964) 14206
Marine Corps, overprocurement, GAO report

(1965) 6283
mobile handling equipment (1962) 18364
overpricing components, Honeywell, Inc.,

GAO report (1965) 9237
pallets, inadequate management resulted in

unnecessary procurement actions. Navy
Dept., GAO report (1965) 10957

plastic gears, feasibility memorandum (1964)
17897

reusable containers, procured from United
Kingdom, savings from resale, GAO re-

port (1965) 2209

Ammunition—Continued
service in theater of operations, field manual

(1965) 15236
small arms components purchased for mili-

tary assistance program, unnecessary
transportation costs, GAO report (1965)
2217

supply and preservation

—

general instructions, manual (1962) 14549
technical instructions, manuals (1962)

8587, 14550, 16096
supply facilities

—

Naval Shore Establishment design manual
(1962) 3566

Yards and Docks Bureau design manual
(1963) 1601

USSR, transport and storage of combat,
field conditions (1962) 2945

Amniotic membranes in treatment of thermal
skin burns in children, USSR (1963)
15739

Amobarbital, sleep induced in experimental
burns, USSR study (1961) 15217

Amoebae:
intestinal, identification, self-instructional

lesson (1964) 20741
USSR biological studies (1964) 16409

Amortization, see Mortgages.
Amos, William E., disadvantaged youth, recog-

nizing problems (1965) 502, 2107
Ampere-hour, electronic integrator, accurate

to one percent (1965) 19901
Amphetamines, effect of d-amphetamines on

performance during simulated air mis-
sion (1965) 5567

Amphibia, hypophysis, Soviet experiments
(1962) 22076

Amphibians:
Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1964) 19733
type specimens in National Museum, list

(1961) 8058
vehicles. Fleet Marine Force manual (1965)

12807
Yunnan Province, China, material (1963)

16234
see aiso Cargo carriers.

Amphibious lighter operator's handbook (1965)
7157

Amphibious operations:
amphibious reconnaissance. Fleet Marine

Force manual (1964) 11309; (1965) 14652
amphibious training (1965) 14653
embarkation and loading, field manual (1962)

14814
NROTC cruise manual (1963) 11147; (1964)

13318; (1965) 9815
Operation Steel Pike, merchant marine role,

hearings (1965) 8896
U.S. amphibious forces, manual on poison-

ous snakes of world (1963) 16454
Amphigymnia, see Lichens.
Amphipods:

pelagic, genus Parathemisto in North Pacific

and Arctic Ocean (1961) 1345
west coast of North America, new and unu-

sual species (1964) 7607
Amphissites and related genera (1962) 9733
Ampian, Sarkis G., X-ray diffraction and opti-

cal microscopic data on phases in binary
systems etc (1964) 11334

Amplexopora, ordovician bryozoan genera,
revision (1961) 2707

Amplifiers:
ac, field effect transistor presents high input

impedance (1965) 14796
ac low level, adjustable noise cancellation

and automatic temperature compensa-
tion (1964) 9542
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Amplifiers—Continued

boron trifluoride nuclear detector preampli-
fier uses single-cable connection (1965)

16643
buffer, purchased from HRB-Singer, Inc., by

Boeing Company for B-47 aircraft,

overpricing, GAO report (1965) 2204
decade 220C and Ballantine 220B, test in-

strument calibration procedure (1961)

11479
detuning cavity amplifiers, with change in

temperature, nylon sleeve design (1964)

13166
electrometer, improved by field-effect tran-

sistor (1965) 1420
electometer preamplifier has drift correction

feedback (1965) 16655
electronic control, test set, instrument cali-

bration procedure, technical manual
(1964) 16803

electronic, KIN TEL 204A, Navy calibration
program, technical manual (1963) 9290

fluid amplifications, basic principles (1963)

11197
fluid amplifier

—

handbooks (1963) 9312-13
symbols, nomenclature, and specification

(1965) 5101
fundamentals of electronics (1964) 20686;

(1965) 16780
general radio 1231-BMA, instrument calibra-

tion procedure (1962) 3410
Hewlett Packard calibration (1961) 11480
high-gain amplifier has excellent stability

and low power consumption (1965) 9680
HP 151A or HP 152A, test instrument

calibration procedure (1962) 3421
hybrid circuit achieves pulse regeneration

with low power drain (1965) 19905
hydraulic power, operation (1964) 81
instantaneously-responding expansion,

method and device for signal

enhancement in noisy communication
systems (1964) 16994

KE-8, General Electric part A-502, final test

equipment, technical manual (1962)
16377

Kin Tel 11 IB and lllBF, test instrument
calibration procedure (1962) 3411

logarithmic amplifier uses field effect tran-
sistors (1965) 9687

low noise, for use with solid state detectors
(1961) 222

Mcintosh MI 200A, etc., test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1962) 22681
magnetic

—

application of calculating panel for deter-

mination of characteristics, USSR study
(1962) 1201

basics, trainee's guide for technician
training (1962) 20198

circuits (1961) 138
domain interaction amplification (1962)

106

Mark 121 Mods 1, 2, and 3 overhaul (1963)
11194

microminiature, with thin-film passive parts
(1964) 13371

microwave parametric amplification (1964)
5620

molecular group, design (1964) 7959
operational in electronic delay units,

designing (1962) 868
paramagnetic, for planetary radar, USSR

study (1964) 7244
parametric

—

and upconverters (1965) 13113
test and evaluation (1963) 13201

Amplifiers—Continued
Project Bk:ho 961-Mc lower-sideband up-

converter as preamplifier for satell-

ite-tracking radar (1962) 3372
quadrupole, electron beam interaction in

Cuccia coupler and effect on
performance (1962) 12585

reversible operational, USSR study (1964)

4921
seismic, input, consideration in transient

effects in electrodynamic seismograph,
USSR study (1963) 6686

servomeehanisms, amplification, AMC engi-

neering design handbook (1965) 11899

silicon current, for microampere current
levels (1965) 7093

solid state logarithmic video amplifier for

pulse applications (1965) 13161

Tektronix plug-in preamplifier, instrument
calibration procedure

—

53/54A wide band (1961) 11477
53/54 K fast rise (1961) 11478

tiny biomedical amplifier combines high per-

formance, low power drain (1965) 14767
transistorized

—

high quality carrier developed for electro-

cardiogram (1962) 12958
magnet current amplifier for reactor con-

trol system (1965) 13107
tensometric, USSR study (1965) 12730
wide band 1-F (1962) 10927

traveling wave tube re-entrant serrodyne
system (1964) 14846

tunnel diode, model EK/A-S, etc (1964) 13618

varactor diode parametric, for rawin set

AN/GMD-2, evaluation (1964) 65

video, Hewlett Packard, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1961) 15879
see also Fluid amjJlifiers.—Light ampli-

fiers—Masers.

Amplitude analyzer (1961) 8345
Amplitude-probability distributions for atmos-

pheric radio noise (1961) 1338
Ampoules, filling, improved method at Tallin

Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals Plant,

USSR (1962) 19968
Amputees, above-knee, step into action, guide-

book (1963) 9356; (1965) 3003
AMRA, see Army Materials Research Agency.
AMRL, see Aerospace Medical Research

Laboratories.
AMS, see Agricultural Marketing Service.—

Applied mathematics series—Army Map
Service.

Amsterdam, N.Y., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 13159
Amu-Dar'ya River will flow into Caspian Sea,

USSR (1963) 10791

Amundson, Peggy S.:

legal status of women

—

California (1964) 1662
Connecticut (1963) 7518
District of Columbia (1963) 3403
Massachusetts (1963) 3404
New Mexico (1963) 9512
West Virginia (1963) 3405

Amur Basin, geomorphological characteriza-
tion, USSR study (1965) 2658

Amur River and Valley:
Amur question, USSR book review (1961)

13040
economic resources of area, planned hydro-

power and flood control projects, USSR
study (1962) 23639

Amusements:
Armed Forces song folio and Army hit kit

for soldier shows, index (1962) 12810
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Amusements—Continued

business expenditures, deductibility, testimo-
ny of Commissioner of Internal Revenue
(1963) 8104

Communist infiltration in entertainment in

New York area, hearings, print addi-

tional copies, report (1961) 12285
entertainment, businessmen, income tax de-

duction, questions and answers (1963)
15643

expenses, rules for deductinfj from income
tax (1964) 2448; (1965) 772

recordkeeping: rules for substantiation
(1963) 6584

television quiz shows, investigation, hear-
ings, index (1961) 18958

see also Performing arts.

AMVETTS, see American Veterans of World
War II.

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis:

hereditary, intracellular intrusions, USSR
study (1964) 9297

USSR study (1964) 16056
An Fu Wang Lee, see Lee, An Fu Wing.
Anabiosis, see Cryptobiosis.
Anable, W.E.:
electron-beam

—

melting of yttrium (1965) 18449
purification of hafnium (1965) 1377

Anaconda Co., wage chronology, 1941-58 (1961)
15704

Anacortes, Wash., port (1965) 18035
Anacostia River:
removal of drift in Washington metropolitan

area, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19583
document edition (1965) 19182

Anadromous, fishes, see Fish and fisheries.

Anaerobes, pathogenic, action on tissue cul-

tures, USSR study (1962) 10020
Anagnostopoulos, Angelica, relief (1965)

15599, 19091, 19357
Anagnostou, Elvelyn, effect of ultraviolet irra-

diation on plastic films (1965) 14809
Anaheim, Calif.:

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 17165

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
18162

railroad accident (1962) 7522
Anaktuvuk River, and Colville River conflu-

ence, simulated survival trek to Arctic
Coast (1963) 11504

Analeptics, see Medicine.
Analog computers, see Electronic computers.
.\nalog device simulates physiological wave-

forms (1965) 1418
Analog simulated of pilot-controlled rendez-

vous (1961) 8003
Analog study of descents from lunar orbit

(1963) 3143
Analog study of influence of internal modifica-

tions to wing leading edge on its tran-
sient temperature rise during high-speed
flight (1963) 16354

Analog-to-digital converters:
increased reliability and reduced power

consumption (1965) 12997
nonlinear feedback reduces error (1965)

16665
Analyses of radial separator (1962) 14837
Analysis, see Chemical analysis—Dimensional

analysis—Instrumental analysis—Ra-
diochemical analysis— aiso names of
substances analyzed.

Analysis and Purification Section, National
Bureau of Standards:

services (1964) 11429

Analysis and Purification Section, National
Bureau of Standards—Continued

summary of activities (1965) 18616
Analysts, see Commodity-industry anal-

yst—Digital computer systems anal-
yst—Financial analysts—Manpower
analyst—Research analysts.

Analytic absolute orientation in photogram-
metry (1962) 15006

Analytic aerotriangulation, see Aerial map-
ping.

Analytical and experimental investigation of
forces and frequencies resulting from
liquid sloshing in spherical tank (1962)
18264

Analytical chemistry, see Chemistry.
Analytical investigation of ablation (1963)

5564
Analytical methods in geochemical inves-

tigations of Pierre shale (series) (1961)
20813-814

Analytical notes (1962) 14544
Analytical program compendium (1965) 9051
Analytical quality control service of Division

of Radiological Health, inter-laboratory
study of iodine-131 surveillance meas-
urements in milk (1964) 20743

Analytical reference service training program,
Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering
Center, Cincinnati, Ohio (1965) 13225

Analytical standards for trace elements in

petroleum products (1962) 22606
Analytical theory of stretch yo-yo for de-spin

of satellites (1963) 9169
Analyzers:
amino acid automatic shut-off device, de-

scription (1961) 5224
amplitude, electronic principles and tech-

niques, discussion (1961) 8345
automatic GSR analyzer (1964) 5898
Bendix DA-1 digital differential, methods of

generating functions (1963) 3233
cutaneous and motor analysors in cats,

comparative chemoarchitectonics of
functional groups of proteins in cortical
nuclei, USSR study (1964) 12923

digital tape recorder analyzer (1964) 21748
dissolved oxygen, final report (1965) 8552
distortion, Hewlett Packard 330B or

HOI-330D, instrument calibration proce-
dure, technical manual (1964) 13362

helium, portable (1965) 6607
interplanetary plasma (1964) 7520
man's visual and auditory, factors affecting,

Soviet research (1964) 5049
mass spectrometer, 6-inch radius for isotop-

ic analysis of solids, liquids, or gases
(1963) 9682

prototype, electroanalytical method for de-

termination of carbon and hydrogen in

organic compounds (1962) 1980
vestibular, condition in persons working

with sources of ionizing radiation,
USSR study (1965) 18302

see also Auditory analyzers—Gas analyz-
ers—Optical analyzers—Pulse analyz-
ers.

Anaphragma, Ordovician bryozoan genera,
revision (1961) 2707

Anaphylaxis active and passive in worms
(1964) 9010

Anaplasmosis:
costly disease of cattle (1964) 11740
creation, role in vascular pathology of inter-

nal organs, USSR study (1961) 11172
in cattle control (1961) 6683
interarterial, in patients with congenital

heart defects of cyanotic type, new sur-
gical method, USSR study (1961) 11001
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Anastos, Despina, relief (1962) 19213, 20792,
21006

Anatomo-electrocardiographic parallels in

experimental temporary partial inter-

ruption of coronary circulation, USSR
study (1961) 11056

Anatomo-surgical characteristics of congeni-
tal defects of interauricular septum
(1961) 10850

Anatomo-topographical investigation of ap-
proaches in disease of aortic valves,

USSR (1961) 4684
Anatomy:

archives of anatomy, histology and embryol-
ogy (USSR periodical) (1962) 19776

body functions, effects of gravity, problems
of space flight (1965) 1486

body organs, transplantation (1964) 21541
comparative, of cerebral cortex of mammali-

ans, paleocortex, archicortex, and inter-

stitial cortex, USSR study (1965) 9375
cross-sectional, Macaca mulatta for use in

radiobiologic experiments (1965) 17025
dynamic functions response of some internal

human systems (1965) 11406
effect on body of prolonged exposure to con-

ditions of artifical atmosphere (1965)
1487

effects of microorganisms on human body,
USSR study (1964) 18547

human body

—

angular displacement of jolting nature,
USSR study (1962) 5586

background irradiation, USSR study
(1962) 12019

deceleration, kinematic behavior (1962)
18754

increasing resistance, problem of adapta-
tion, training and other methods, report
on conference, USSR (1962) 2853

theoretical, fundamentals, USSR study
(1964) 20017

hypothalamus and its connections (1963)
11489

insect, contribution toward encyclopedia
(1963) 16561

Navy Hospital Corps handbook (1961) 1194
pathological

—

acute radiation sickness in experiment,
atlas (1964) 4291

work of Soviet scientists (1965) 11080
USSR, translations from Arkiv anatomii,

gistologii i embriologii (1962) 15736
Anatomy Pathologists Society, Polish, see Pol-

ish Anatomy Pathologists Society.
Anaya, Toney, director of labor organizations,

Asia and Australasia (1963) 19364
Anchor Dam, technical record of design and

construction (1963) 7419
Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., President's "E"

award for export excellence (remarks)
(1965) 8701

Anchor worms, parasites of freshwater fishes

(1965) 6223
Anchorage, Alaska:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

10047
consumer expenditures and income, 1959

(1964) 2951
earthquake of Mar. 27, 1964, effects (1965)

19673
electric facilities of area, map (1962) 562;

(1963) 523
Elskimos, Indians, and Aleuts of area, infor-

mation digest (1963) 14661
foreign-trade zone, establish, hearings (1962)

9486
geology and ground-water resources of area

(1964) 15964

Anchorage, Alaska—Continued
hydrology and effects of increased

ground-water pumping in area (1964)
15965

International Airport

—

reception and information center, estab-
lish, report (1962) 9486

weather observations, hourly, decennial
census (1963) 7509

principal electric facilities, maps (1964) 680;
(1965) 16184

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
15026

Anchorage areas:
New York Harbor, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 9068
document edition (1965) 8915

Anchorage of seats for automotive vehicles.

Federal standard (1965) 18108
Anchorages for seat belt assemblies for auto-

motive vehicles. Federal standard (1965)
16189

Anchoring devices systems for prefabricated
membrane surfacing for Army helicop-

ter landing pads, engineering test (1965)
10786

Anchors, surplus marine, sold as scrap, loss of
revenue resulting from practice of
scrapping requirement. Departments of
Commerce, Defense, and Navy, GAO
report (1965) 6278

Anchovies, firms canning, list (1964) 753;
(1965) 14333, 16221

Anchustegui, Carmen Guenaga, see Guenage
Anchustegui, Carmen.

Ancient Arabic Order of Nobles of Mystic
Shrine:

regulations for 1965 convention

—

law (1964) 17245
reports (1964) 6324, 14107

Andalusite:
deposits of Southeastern States (1961) 2054
high-temperature heat contents and entro-

pies (1964) 7448
Anders, Ekiward, chemical fractionations in

meteorites (1965) 16620
Anders, Edward B., digital filters (1965) 2830
Anders, R.B., ground-water geology of Karnes

County, Tex (1963) 8340
Andersen, Harold R., adaptation of gas chro-

matography to problem of physiologic
gas a: :

' >is at high altitude, (1965)
10121

Anderson, Alice V., orientating parents to
clinic for retarded (1964) 11919

Anderson, Arnold M., relief (1961) 7043; (1963)
7901

Andersen, Axel L., dry bean production in

Lake and Northeastern States (1965)
18874

Anderson, Bernhard H.:

behavior of confined fluid subjected to non-
uniform source and wall heating (1964)
1476

nuclear heating of liquid hydrogen (1965)
14852

Anderson, Carl L., alcoholism, selected bibliog-
raphy (1964) 14946

Anderson, Charnel, technology in American
education, 1650-1900 (1963) 6348

Anderson, D.E., physics of electron emission,
etc. (1964) 7995

Anderson, Dale L., principles of layout for

retail produce operations (1963) 9578
Anderson, Donald L., sputtering effects with

hydrogen ions on total hemispherical
emittance of metallic surfaces (1963)
5598
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Anderson, Donald R.:

latent effects of chronic irradiation on
longevity, etc (1964) 73

postirradiation hyperglycemia in primate
(1963) 16800

Anderson, Douglas A., performance of 84°

flat-plate helical inducer and comparison
of performance, etc. (1965) 2899

Anderson, Floyd G., dust-control methods for

continuous mining of coal (1964) 2982
Anderson, George, microminiaturization tech-

niques for equipment (1963) 1768
Anderson, George W., nomination, hearing

(1961) 14720
Anderson, Gerald W., sweetfern rust on hard

pines (1963) 15551
Anderson, Hal E., mechanisms of fire spread

(1964) 12474
Anderson, Harry E., jr., aircraft weapon sys-

tem trainer instructor station display
and recording system (1965) 11567-568

Anderson, Harry R., nomination, hearing,
(1965) 16027

Anderson, Hazel C, properties of compounds
in coal-carbonization products (1963)
9109

Anderson, Henry W.:
managing California's snow zone lands for

water (1964) 8688
model for evaluating wildland management

for flood prevention (1963) 6502
program for watershed management re-

search in Hawaii wildlands (1963) 12164
use of radioactive sources in measuring

characteristics of snowpacks (1963)
19259

Anderson, L.O.:

performance of sandwich panels in FPL ex-

perimental unit (1964) 18080
water repellants improve performance of

drop siding (1963) 19265
wood crate design manual (1964) 5816

Anderson, Maxine, annual digest of State and
Federal labor legislation, 1961-62 (1963)

16268
Anderson, Melvin S.:

buckling of ring-stiffened cylinders under
pure bending moment and nonuniform
temperature distribution (1963) 1305

tension shell structure for entry vehicles

(1965) 6726
Anderson, Neil A.:

Eastern gall rust (1963) 15552
susceptibility of jack pine and lodgepole

pine and their hybrids to sweetfern rust
and eastern gall rust (1965) 9181

white pine root rot at Chittenden Nursery
(1964) 773

Anderson, Peter W., variations in chennical

character of Susquehanna River at

Harrisburg, Pa (1964) 828
Anderson, R. B., kinetics of Fischer-Tropsch

synthesis on iron catalysts (1964) 13103
Anderson, R.V.:
atmospheric electricity measurements (1963)

11175
measurements of atmospheric electric con-

ductivity and field in Shenandoah Nation-
al Park, Va (1964) 5612

NRL semiautomatic atmospheric electricity

station (1963) 3229
Anderson, Ralph E., wiped film evaporator,

economic and technical evaluation (1964)
19815

Anderson, Raymond L., irrigation enterprises
in northeastern Colorado (1963) 15416

Anderson, Richard J., one-trial learning and
quantum psychophysics, synthesis
(1964) 15006

Anderson, Robert B., sulfur poisoning of fixed

beds of iron catalysts in Fischer-
Tropsch synthesis (1965) 9550

Anderson, Robert J., paper, Dec. 3, 1963 (1964)
7692

Anderson, Rodney D.:

foreign trade regulations of

—

Bolivia (1964) 4858
Costa Rica (1964) 6848
Guatemala (1964) 14374
Nicaragua (1964) 14384

Anderson, Sumner M.:
mineral industry of

—

Argentina (1965) 12843
Costa Rica (1965) 12857
Cuba (1965) 12858
Dominican Republic (1965) 12861
Ecuador (1965) 12863
Haiti (1965) 12875
Panama (1965) 12902
Paraguay (1965) 12903
Venezuela (1965) 12933

Anderson, T.W., use of factor analysis in sta-

tistical analysis of multiple time series

(1963) 4419
Anderson, Theodore A., relief (1962) 11537,

13270, 19037

Anderson, Wallace L.:

making land produce useful wildlife (1965)
18876

more wildlife through soil and water conser-
vation (1963) 9564

Anderson, Webster S., pneumatic vibrating-
blade planer operation in phosphate, etc

(1963) 3095
Anderson, William L., tellurium determination

(1963) 7225
Anderson County, Kans., in situ combustion

project and 3 waterflood projects, 1964
(1964) 20480

Anderson-Oxandale Rock Co., methods and
costs of mining and crushing limestone
(1962) 14416

Andersonville, Ga., bauxite deposits of district

(1965) 18201
Andolsek, L. J., nomination, hearing (1963)

10023
Andorra, gazetter, official standard names, list

(1961) 12773
Andreasen, Gordon E., geologic interpretation

of magnetic and gravity data in Copper
River Basin, Alaska (1964) 21352

Andrew Johnson National Historic Site:

change name from Andrew Johnson National
Monument

—

law (1964) 1926
reports (1963) 20574; (1964) 4454

Andrew Johnson National Monument:
change name to Andrew Johnson National

Historic Site

—

law (1964) 1926
reports (1963) 20574; (1964) 4454

general information (1962) 12536; (1965)
6806

Andrews, Archie M., address. May 27, 1965
(1965) 11037

Andrews, C. Dale, shadowgraph study of upper
stage flow field of some Saturn V study
configurations in transonic Mach num-
ber range (1965) 9706

Andrews, David H., Latin America, paperback
books, bibliography (1964) 13090

Andrews, Earl H., jr., exhaust plumes from
supersonic nozzles, (1965) 8093

Andrews, Edith W.:
labor in Indonesia (1963) 20927
labor law and practice in Pakistan (1965)

7966
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Andrews, Mary M., basic religious books and
chaplains' services, (1965) 8485

Andrews, Philip W., acute carbon tetrachloride
hepatotoxicity (1963) 7628

Andrews, Robert S., jr.:

certitude judgments and accuracy of infor-
mation assimilation from visual displays
(1965) 1826

validation of experimental electronics selec-

tion battery (1964) 21008
Andrews, William H., flight determined stabili-

ty and control derivatives of supersonic
airplane, etc (1963) 14539

Andrilenas, Paul A., economic aspects of spe-
cific pathogen free hog production (1964)
8469

Androgenic and myogenic endocrine bioassay
data (1965) 3138

Andros Island, environment of calcium carbon-
ate deposition (1963) 604

Androscoggin River, pollution of interstate
waters conference, proceedings (1963)
3276

Anemia:
causes, symptoms, etc., general information

(1962) 16133
prolonged, effect of cardiac drugs and regi-

mens of artificial circulation on restora-
tion of cardiac activity, USSR study
(1961) 4693

prolonged, restoration of effective cardiac
activity, USSR study (1961) 10950

sickle cell anemia, general information
(1965) 20031

Anemometers:
acoustical, USSR study (1961) 10902
bivane and sonic techniques for measuring

vertical wind component, comparison
test (1965) 4188

fast response, measures dynamic pressure
directly (1964) 20543

hot-wire, heat loss characteristics in subson-
ic continuum and slip flow (1961) 6401

sonic

—

measuring vertical component of wind ve-
locity (1963) 9616

study of turbulent wind loading on mis-
siles (1963) 1740

wind measurement. Weather Bureau, history
(1963) 16668

Anesthesia, see Anesthetics—Electronarcosis.
Anesthesiology:

antihistaminic drugs effectiveness, USSR
study (1964) 1312

cybernetics elements employment, Polish
study (1962) 7668

experimental surgery and anesthesiology
(USSR periodical) (1962) 14009; (1963)
658, 2527

medical gazette (USSR periodical), transla-
tions (1965) 9421

Soviet

—

current developments (1962) 2602, 23765
published literature, 1959-63, survey

(1964) 7293
reports (1962) 2617

USSR-
all- Union conference of surgeons, trauma-

tologists, and anesthesiologists (1962)
23800

modern, medicinal preparations (1962) 892
symposium, transactions (1964) 913

Anesthetics:
adrenals and anesthesia, Canadian study

(1965) 815
anesthesia for operations and painful

changes of dressings, USSR study (1963)
18011

current problems in anesthesia, USSR (1964)
19869

Anesthetics—Continued
dangers of anesthesia at high altitudes,

USSR study (1965) 11313
dental patient with heart disease, anesthesia

(1964) 11549
effect on respiratory reflexes of carotid sin-

us (1962) 2621
experimental decompression sickness from

hyperbaric nitrous oxide anesthesia
(1965) 17029

fluothane, with hypothermia in dry heart
surgery, USSR study (1962) 2841

inhalation type, alterations in basal metabo-
lism in patients, USSR study (1962)
13994

local

—

combination with neuroplegic drugs, use in
surgery on cancer patients, USSR study
(1961) 2350

effect of procedures on stress in dental
patients (1963) 13218

effect on reaction changes of irradiated
organism during various periods of ra-
diation sickness, USSR study (1961)
20947

lung surgery, USSR studies (1963) 17979
nitrous oxide, concerning use, USSR study

(1962) 2876
potentiated anesthesias use in surgical in-

tervention in severe shock, USSR study
(1961) 10953

theory of anesthesia, USSR study (1964)
16471

USSR studies (1964) 1015, 1167
Aneurysms, see Tumors.
Ang, Alfredo H., and wife, relief (1962) 13587,

16715, 16872
Angara River and Valley, industrial develop-

ment (1962) 23733
Angaro-Pitskiy Basin, iron ore, industrializa-

tion problems, USSR study (1961) 2248
Angelillo, Claire, relief (1964) 19542
Angelique, foreign wood, general information

(1965) 4795
Angeloff, Krste, relief (1961) 7189, 12195,

14048
Angina, sore throat, incidence among workers

of Krasnovolzhskiy combine, statistical
data, USSR (1961) 15247

Angina pectoris, see Heart diseases.
Angino, Ernest E., thermoluminescence (1964)

1773; (1965) 5610
Angiussaq Lake, perennially frozen, investiga-

tion (1961) 8324
Angle of attack:
convergence of spinning bodies entering

planetary atmospheres at large inclina-
tions to flight path (1964) 21777

effect of maximum life coefficient (1965)
19884

flow fields about cylinders at zero angle of
attack, parametric study (1964) 14875

initial change of 28°, blast loading on airfoil
in Mach 0.7 airflow (1965) 13040

quickening terms for improved binary angle
of attack display, establishment (1963)
11154

Ranger IV, steady-state characteristics of
differential-pressure system for evaluat-
ing (1964) 1457

Scout heat transfer spacecraft, reentry
flight in atmosphere (1965) 9721

small, supersonic flow around right circular
cones (1964) 14796

Angle of sideslip. Ranger IV, steady-state
characteristics of differential-pressure
system of evaluating (1964) 1457

Angles:
adjusting in transverse nets, problem (1961)

11310
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Angles—Continued

balanced, calculation of mean square error

in triangulation (1961) 11303
combined with beam and plate, tables of

properties, manual (1962) 1595
directional, and base line conditions, adjust-

ment of triangulation network by coor-

dinate adjustment (1961) 11286
horizontal, significance of control telescope

in measurement (1961) 11289
parallactic, method of measuring, symmetri-

cal base Hne(1961) 11275
setting on machine tools speeded by magnet-

ic protractor (1964) 13160
small measurement of microstructure of

fogs, (1965) 9743
solid, tables (1962) 18740
3 point problem, subject (1961) 4772

zenith, search for new empirical formula for

variation of solar radiation intensity

(1965) 5239
Anglin, &nie L.:

aircraft-developed spins, etc (1964) 7541

effects of product of inertia on airplane spin

entries, developed spins, and spin recov-

eries (1965) 9705
Angling, see Fish and fisheries.

Angola:
districts, ministerial decree changing bound-

aries (1962) 22087
economic developments, 1961 (1962) 13935
economy, basic data (1962) 2564
establishing business (1961) 17279
geography, translation (1961) 13136
preparing shipments to (1963) 8419
statutes, program, and memorandum to OAU

summit conference (1964) 20062
see also Portuguese West Africa.

Angolese National Liberation Front, activities

(1964) 14552
Angostura Reservoir quadrangle, S. Dak., ge-

ology (1963) 6544
Angostura unit, see Missouri River Basin pro-

ject.

Angren, Uzbek SSR, seven year plan (1962)

1357
Angstroms, see Wavelengths.
Anguar Island, phosphate mining, effects on

ground water (1962) 2535
Anguilla, nutrition survey (1962) 15654
Angular correlations, measurements, source

and detector corrections (1961) 1384
Anhwei Province, China, population density

and agricultural regions, geographic
study (1961) 15094

Aniak, Alaska, ground temperature observa-
tions (1963) 12087

Anichkov, Nikolay N., 75th birthdav, USSR
study (1961) 15447

Aniello, Giuseppe, relief (1961) 16641; (1962)

9427, 11248, 11328, 13244A
.\nimal Disease Eradication Division:

activities handbook (1962) 33
personnel, manual on livestock ticks (1965)

13368
regulations and laws administered by code

of Federal regulations (1963) 18408
veterinarians, duties and responsibilities

(1963) 14841
Animal fats, see Fats.
Animal glue, see Glue.
Animal husbandmen, public health scientist,

examination announcement (19'^4) 209
Animal husbandry, see Animals.
Animal industry, see Livestock.
Animal Inspection and Quarantine Division,

veterinarians, duties and responsibili-

ties (1963) 14841
Animal oils, see Oils.

Animal products:
carload waybill statistics (1961) 4343; (1962)

5365, 13941; (1963) 6626, 8426; (1965)
14466, 18270

census of agriculture, 1959 (1962) 18798
code of Federal regulations (1961) 4204;

(1962) 7359; (1963) 4907; (1964) 6659;
(1965) 9103

food poisoning, activity mechanism of pro-

teus organism, Yugoslavian study (1962)
7828

home production, historical changes and
future prospects (1961) 6635

marketing livestock products, problem or
profit (address) (1961) 9846

Soviet, translation (1961) 7739
tariff classification study, explanatory and

background materials (1961) 1547
Animal traps:
bamboo, mongoose (1963) 19245
manufacturers (1962) 23564

.Animals:
accelerate growth by means of biostimula-

tors. East (ierman study (1962) 7756
acclimatization, all-Union conference (1964)

2492
acclimatized to high altitude, blood regener-

ation following loss of blood, USSR
study (1965) 16444

Animal Quarantine Station, Clifton, N.J.,

relocation

—

hearings (1964) 6336
law (1964) 19400
reports (1964) 10242, 17768

animal science research (lecture) (1962)
15457

animals and hvbrids, radiosensitivity, USSR
study (1964) 12760

antenatally irradiated with ionizing radia-

tion, characteristics of higher nervous
functions, USSR study (1963) 17673

behavior, USSR studies (1963) 19451
carload waybill statistics (1961) 4343; (1962)

5365, 13941; (1963) 6626, 8426; (1965)
14466, 18270

cells

—

metabolic control mechanisms (1964) 13284

USSR studies (1964) 7201
cerebral cortex, experiments (1963) 19471
code of Federal regulations (1961) 4204;

(1962) 7359; (1963) 4907; (1964) 6659;
(1965) 9103

compensatory hypertrophy of organs of

mammalian animals (1964) 8999
corpses, Bulgarian disposal regulations

(1962) 7641
decorticated organism, morphological analy-

sis of tissue systems, USSR study (1961)

4633
ecology of wild life, role of trouble factor

(1963) 16132
emission, detection and use of ultrasounds,

USSR study (1961) 4671
enzymes, USSR study (1964) 19992
experimental, identification marking (1963)

10229
exposed to radiation

—

care for animals (1963) 10131, 10133
ionizing of space flight, charges in con-
centration of serotonin in blood, USSR
study (1965) 7939

micronecrotic foci of hemopoietic organs,
USSR study (1964) 5229

protection (1963) 10132
flying, dimensional relationships (1962)

10648
fossil

—

all-Union paleontological conference
(1961) 2336
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Animals—Continued
fossil—Continued

all-Union Paleontological Society, 7th ses-

sion (1962) 2816
health-
guardians, veterinarian and FDA (1964)

14286
protection, achievements in Rumania

(1962) 5613
husbandry

—

Albania (1962) 10225
and agricultural leadership, developing
and improving in Mongolia (1961) 15637

chemistry, USSR study (1965) 7945
Communist China, translations (1962)

17840, 17952, 18013, 19626, 19756, 19859,
19943, 22014, 22130, 22400, 23719, 23738,
23770; (1963) 650, 665, 915, 926, 1031,

1101, 2578, 2608, 2640, 2790, 2835, 5376,
6688, 6737, 6871, 6938, 8457, 8530, 8596,

8618, 8668, 8843, 8982, 10448, 10498,
10527, 10689, 10739, 12387, 12396, 12679,
14183, 14242, 14247, 14360, 15755, 15988,
15900, 16091, 16117, 16158, 17757, 17787,

17905, 19384, 19492, 19558, 19663, 19699,

19758, 20795, 20890; (1964) 911, 985,

1108, 1184, 1225, 1340, 2571, 2594, 2609,
2684, 2799, 2926, 4940, 4989, 5057, 5243,
5264, 5390, 6919, 6932, 7036, 7081, 7106,
8940, 9183, 10798, 10951, 11061, 12650,
12822, 13017, 14656

Mongolian production, status, research
(1963) 10680

radioisotopes uses, bibliography (1961)
5385; (1964) 15283

Rumania, scientific research (1964) 14556
immigrants, health inspecting and quaran-

tining (1962) 10874
insects affecting, summary (1962) 16269
interstate transportation, code of Federal

regulations (1963) 18408
laboratory

—

animal facilities and care, guide (1963)

9340; (1965) 14996
automation of unit for study of condi-

tioned reflex activity, USSR study (1965)
12713

normal spatial vector cardiogram and
methods for its recording, USSR study
(1964) 16277

raising mice and rats (1961) 3699
live. Federal item identification guides for

supply cataloging (1962) 9510; (1963)
3659; (1964) 3477; 12296; (1965) 3379

longleaf seed losses to animals on burned
seedbeds (1964) 18075

mechanisms continue to puzzle engineers,
USSR study (1964) 2642

memory, its nature and origin (1965) 5240
neutron irradiated, action of elevated tem-

peratures, USSR study (1963) 16013
newborn, comparative evaluation of activity

of analysers, USSR study (1962) 1018
nucleotide composition of desoxyribonucleic

acid, USSR study (1962) 2682
organism, radiation's gravity effects (1965)

4948
organs, evolution and adaptation, USSR

studies (1964) 21415
orientation and navigation, USSR studv

(1965) 9415
pattern of changes in regenerative capacity

of organs, USSR study (1965) 9452
physiological reactions during flights of

spaceship-satellites, USSR study (1964)
21481

physiology

—

blood in hot climates, USSR studv (1963)
19707

Animals—Continued
physiology—Continued

Rumanian research (1965) 1090
USSR studies (1962) 19883; (1963) 19435;

(1964) 21477
poisoning by inhalation of radioactive aero-

sols, USSR study (1965) 14528
populations, dynamics, USSR studv (1963)

16242
prolonged exposure to pressurized normal

and synthetic atmospheres (1963) 9101
protection from aerial attack, USSR (1962)

1412
psychopharmacology research

—

central nervous system effects, headbook
(1963) 21093

handbook (1965) 13239
quarantine laws, clarify

—

law (1962) 16744
reports (1961) 14612; (1962) 9333

radiation tumors, USSR study (1961) 4632
research in animal science (speech) (1962)

6547
restraints, technique for making (1964)

20545
simulators of behavior, USSR study (1962)

12075
small

—

centrifuge for chronic acceleration studies
(1965) 15224

hyperbaric chamber for, (1965) 4214

societies, from slime molds to man (1961)
21345

Soviet, animal husbandry, translation (1961)
4448, 7818

systemic insecticides, compounds screened at
Kerrville, Tex., 1953-59 (1961) 13757

systems, problems in bionics, USSR study
(1964) 16443

tissue mechanism on adaptation to reduced
oxygen content in environment, USSR
study (1962) 23923

trace elements in life of animals, USSR
study (1965) 16394

tumors

—

results of evaluation of anti-tumor anti-

biotics (1962) 10190
types found by Federal meat inspectors in

8-year survey (1963) 9554
unanesthetized, continuous sampling of ar-

terial blood (1965) 5565
used in research, provide humane treatment,

hearings (1963) 294
wild, free importation

—

hearing (1963) 15383
law (1964) 17341
reports (1961) 12266; (1963) 4742; (1964)

14098, 15544, 21194
see also Disease of animals—Domestic ani-

mals—Food animals—Fur-bearing ani-

mals—Game and game birds^Live-
stock—Marine fauna—Morbidity—Para-
sites—aiso names of animals.

Anion exchange resins, see Resins.
Anions:
anion exchange separation of metal ions in

partially nonaqueous solutions (1962)
4636

anionic-cationic flotation of mica ores from
Alabama and North Carolina (1965)
6599

anionic flotation of silica from

—

goethitic iron-bearing materials, Cuyuna
Range, Minn (1963) 9128

western Mesabi and Menominee Range
iron ores (1964) 9516

Anisotropic effects in helically wound supercon-
ducting solenoids (1964) 3031
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Anisotropy:
constant of nickel, dependence to tempera-

ture and saturation magnetization,
USSR study (1964) 930

cosmic ray (1964) 18746
magnetic anisotropy fields in single-crystal

iron garnets (1965) 7104
magnetocrystalline, ferrimagnetic resonance

relations in cubic crystals (1964) 15243
mode sum for LF, VLF, EILF terrestrial ra-

dio wave fields (1964) 20639
optical, and conformation of molecules of

soluble (transfer) ribonucleic acid
S-RNA, USSR study (1964) 12801

plane wave propagation in nonlinear, inhom-
ogeneous, time-dependent plasma medi-
um (1965) 7102

plasma, semi-infinite, transient reflection
and transmission of plane wave (1964)
19170

potential advantages of anisotropic super-
conductors in force-free solenoids (1964)
21757

spin-wave, in parallel pumping experiments
on YIG (1964) 9970

thermal expansion, and preferred orienta-
tion in rolled zinc alloys containing cop-
per and titanium (1965) 16597

Anklets, see Socks.

Anlauf quadrangle, Oreg., geology (1963) 5015

Ann Arbor, Mich.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13962
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18802

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9079

District Court, eastern district, term to be
held for southern division

—

law (1964) 21119
reports (1964) 15553, 17857

research and field laboratory for water pol-

lution control (1964) 11573

ANNA, see Satellites.

Annapolis, Md., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 16348

see also Naval Academy, Annapolis.
Annealing, thermal, nuclear-reactor-induced

coloration in fused silica, experimental
investigation (1965) 18475

Annelids, Cambarincola genus, revision (1963)
7323

see also Polychaeta.
Annenberg, Solomon, relief (1962) 11340,

15329, 16694
Annett, J., use of cuing in training tasks

(1964) 13323
Annette Island, aircraft accident (1964) 10087
Annosus root rot in eastern pines (1963) 10210
Annual leave, see Leave of absence.
Annual paid man-hours of employment and

annual wages, 1946-54 (1962) 16094

Annuals (plants):

flowering, growing, etc (1963) 16741; (1965)
4105

lespedezas, culture and use (1961) 3697
Annuitants, see Civil service.

Annuities:
Armed Forces

—

based on retired or retainer pay, hearings
(1961) 18335

tables of percentage reduction of retired

pay (1961) 5322; (1962) 10945

Ehstrict of Columbia, retired teachers, ad-
just, reports (1962) 21183, 21482

Annuities—Continued

Federal, forfeiture, limit to cases involving
national security

—

hearings (1961) 12361, 17144
law (1961) 18690
reports (1961) 12228, 12272, 17062

Foreign Service retirement, and disability
system, adjustments

—

hearings (1964) 10311
reports (1964) 2226, 13968, 19465; (1965)

12134, 15966
joint-life immediate annuities based on U.S.

life tables for white persons, 1959-61
(1965) 8275

judges of Municipal Courts of D.C., amend
law, reports (1961) 18822; (1962) 21395

Panama Canal noncitizen retirees, increase
benefits and extend benefits to widows,
reports (1965) 8843

payable under Foreign Service retirement
and disability system, adjustments,
hearing (1963) 2091

railroad employees, reduced

—

hearing (1961) 16843
reports (1961) 16767, 17041

Supreme Court Justices' widows, increase,
reports (1963) 20598; (1964) 15507, 17540

Tax Court judges widows and dependent chil-

dren

—

law (1961) 20520
reports (1961) 8789, 16958, 18873

uniformed services contingency option act,
amend, report (1964) 17847

variable, in retirement income (1963) 3331
widows of Foreign Service officers, provide,

report (1961) 7239
see aiso Civil service pensions—Pensions

—

Retired pay.
Annulment of marriage, see Marriage.
Anomalies:

aeromagnetic, eastern Tennessee and south-
ern Kentucky, interpretation in terms of
fault tectonics, etc. (1965) 739

causation of, and specificity of teratogenic
effect, USSR study (1961) 15235

ductility of metallic alloys, USSR study
(1962) 22366

gravity, basis for calculation of plumb-line
deflections, USSR study (1964) 902

magnetic

—

and gravitational, interpretation using
Ural-1 computer, USSR study (1965)
16516

economic significance in southeastern
Minnesota (1964) 8762

transition region from Asiatic Continent
to Pacific Ocean, USSR study (1964) 969

use in estimation of border depth and field

intensity of rectangular bodies, USSR
study (1965) 18339

physical nature in plasticity of metallic al-

loys, USSR study (1965) 1131
Anomalous remanent magnetization of basalt

(1961) 4310
Anopheles, see Mosquitoes.
Anorthosite:
alumina recovery

—

characteristics of iron (1963) 1230
in lime soda sinter process (1963) 18102

anorthosite and associated rocks in Boehls
Butte quadrangle and vicinity, Idaho
(1964) 805

Anoxia:
and anoxic-ischemic encephalopathy in rats,

cyto-chemistry (1962) 12367; (1963) 7195
tolerance in rabbit as related to changes in

enzyme activities (1961) 20324
ANPP (Army nuclear power program), see

Nuclear reactor power plants.
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ANS, see American Nuclear Society.
Ansley Wilcox House, acquire and preserve as

historic site, report (1964) 2095
Ansonia, Conn.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

16331
four-town redevelopment area, ARA case

book (1963) 20317
Naugatuck River, flood control, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23480
document edition (1962) 23315

ANST, see Army night seeing tester.

Anta, Peru, uranium reconnaissance (1963)
11581

Antarctic Commission, see Richard E. Byrd
Antarctic Commission.

Antarctic regions:
aerology, USSR studies, (1965) 12611
Antarctica report, hearings (1962) 17112;

(1965) 2016, 13988
ascorbic acid plasma levels and gingival

health in personnel wintering over in

Antarctica, dental research program
(1962) 10437

atmospheric radioactivity (1961) 1403
Beacon sandstone of Antarctica, type sec-

tion (1963) 19318
cartographic materials, acquisitions list

(1963) 3337
climatological data for Antarctic stations

(1963) 11380, 14775, 16656; (1964) 5754,

13519; (1965) 11783, 18832-833
confined creep tests on polar snow (1965)

7606
contributions to geology of Antarctica (se-

ries) (1963) 19318; (1965) 12542
dentistry practice, equipment, etc (1962)

10431
diabase sheets of Taylor Glacier region,

Victoria Land (1965) 12542
drill-hole measurements and snow studies,

Byrd Station, Antarctica (1962) 9554
effect on climate of Southern Hemisphere,

USSR article (1961) 15590
environment and gingival health (1965) 1314

1st Continental Expedition, 1955-57, USSR,
translations (1962) 852

introduction to Antarctica (1961) 20658;
(1965) 458

legislation, 1961, hearings (1962) 9388
magnetic results

—

Antarctic peninsular traverse, 1961-62
(1963) 16958

Hlsworth Highland and McMurdo-to-Pole
traverses, Antarctica, 1960-61 (1963)
1951

Filchner Ice Shelf Traverse, 1963-64 (1965)
8671

Mount Gran coal deposits, Victoria Land,
Antarctica (1963) 12834

multilateral treaty

—

measures in furtherance of principles and
objectives, recommendations (1963)
11307
adopted, Canberra, July 24, 1961 (1962)
22825

text (1961) 17837
north of Novolazarevskaya station, results

of geophysical studies of earth's crustal
structure, USSR (1964) 6883

operations, agreement with New Zealand
(1961) 1524

polar mapping-topograhic survey of Army
Transportation Environmental Opera-
tions Group (1962) 12760

problems (USSR periodical), translations
(1964) 5388

Antarctic regions—Continued

seismological bulletin (1963) 3456; (1964)
3256; (1965) 3141

selections from problems of Arctic and Ant-
arctica (1962) 17891

South Pole micrometeorology program, data
presentation (1963) 1435

stress and teeth (1963) 7192
stress and vitamin requirements (1963) 7194
task force 43, 1960-61, final report (1961)

20223
theory of densification of dry snow on high

polar glaciers (1963) 6362
topographic mapping program (remarks)

(1961) 7526A
U.S. Antarctic Projects Officer

—

bulletin (1964) 3285; (1965) 3173
support for science (1965) 2078

undersnow structures, Byrd Station, Antarc-
tica (1965) 7607

United States policy and international coop-
eration in Antarctica (1964) 19447

United States Antarctic Research Program,
general information (1963) 14617

weather at pole, USSR study (1961) 9342
Willett Range coal deposits, Victoria Land,

Antarctica (1964) 2995
see aiso South Pole.

Antarctic Treaty:
ratification, report (1963) 20544
text (1963) 20516

Antarctica, see Antarctic regions.

Antelope, Oreg., geologic reconnaissance of
area (1964) 4778

Antelope Valley, Paleozoic rocks of area
(1963) 10291

Antelopes:
Hart Mountain National Refuge, general

information (1961) 6060
pronghorn, conservation note (1963) 4949

Antenna horns, reduces side lobes, improves
radiation pattern (1964) 11372

Antennariidae, see FYogfishes.

Antennas:
accurate pointing from predicted satellite

positions, interpolation and coordinate
transformation program (1964) 13218

aircraft and space vehicles, USSR study
(1965) 18356

antennas and radio propagation, technical
manual (1963) 11543

beam elevation angle for control of tropos-
pheric interference between space sys-
tem earth terminals and terrestrial sta-

tions (1963) 18192
beam errors, radar reflectivity patterns,

demonstration (1965) 10114
broadband linear array for space surveil-

lance (1964) 16800
circular arrays with typical element pat-

terns, computations (1964) 21753
community antenna television systems, regu-

lation, hearings (1965) 15818
dipole

—

curves of input impedance change due to

ground (1964) 5546
ground proximity loss curves (1963) 11101

directive VLF, for reception of transpolar
sferics, from continental U.S. (1964)
19106

directivity of H.F. and V.H.F. systems, de-

termining balloon technique (1964) 5504
Dolph-Tchebyscheff arrays of many ele-

ments and arbitrary uniform spacing
(1964) 19168

double-helix, and variants, tunable endfire

antennas (1964) 7960
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Antennas—Continued

effective lengths in maKneto-ionic media
(1965) 14953

electrically short, impedance in ionosphere
(1963) 5581

elevated, radiation patterns in lower iono-

sphere over spherical earth (1962) 10541
erectable Yagi disk antennas for

space-vehicle applications (1962) 23989
excitation of electroacoustic waves in iono-

sphere (1963) 12871
experimental, for wide-band microwave

connections (1962) 5543A
frequency steering of beam in antenna ar-

rays, USSR study (1963) 5123
gaussian-shaped radiation patterns, synthe-

sis (1962) 12565
high-frequency spiral, at Naval Radio Sta-

tion, Cheltenham, Md (1963) 11184
Javelin spike, model with nose cone and 4th

stage evaluation (1961) 4906
large, wind-induced torques measured (1961)

9655
microwave, subreflector flange cuts ground

noise (1964) 13168
monopole systems for use on spherical metal

satellites (1962) 8503
mutual coherence and array theorem (1964)

9972
noise-temperature calculation (1962) 12569
parasitic spiral arrays (1961) 1395
pattern distortion

—

due to plasma layer, experimental determi-
nation (1964) 9971

plasma produced (1964) 17008
power transfer between arbitrarily polar-

ized antennas from experimentally mea-
surable parameters (1965) 13190

Project E^cho

—

horn-reflector for space communication
(1962) 3369

steering system description (1961) 19985
radar, 150-ft. steerable, VHF-UHF missile-

and-space research (1963) 12950
radiating within ionosphere, ion sheath ef-

fects (1963) 11049
radiation measurements, vertical test range

(1965) 9704, 14818
radiation pattern control of complex

wide-band antenna with low intensity

side lobes, USSR study (1961) 15564
radio and television towers, limit height,

hearings (1965) 7487
radio antenna systems, possible additional

procurement costs resulting from award
of subcontract on sole-source basis.

Army Dept., GAO report (1965) 12528
radio telescope, reception increased by re-

ducing scattering from supports, USSR
study (1965) 12760

Rawin set AN/GMD-2, modification evalua-
tion technique (1963) 5877

satellite tracking characteristics of X-Y
mount for data acquisition (1964) 13213

slotted-cylinder, equatorial patterns in plas-

ma environment (1964) 7544
source-driven finite cylindrical, radiation

boundary relation theory. Communist
China (1962) 758

space, self-erecting flexible foam structures
(1963) 7267

space vehicles, study (1965) 6618
spiral-grating array (1961) 1396
steerable, receiving system design for array-

ing independently for deep space commu-
nications (1962) 12452

structures, construction, lighting and mark-
ing, FCC rules and regulations (1963) 487,

2257; (1964) 3987, 6624; (1965) 3359

Antennas—Continued
towers, painting, marking, or dismantle-

ment, report (1961) 8948
traveling-wave V-antenna and related an-

tennas, studies (1965) 12977
vertical, influence of sector g:round screen on

fields (1963) 11097
X-Y and elevation-over-azimuth mounts cov-

erage diagrams (1965) 16700
yagi array, modified interelement spacing

improves (1965) 11454
yagi-disk, method for arraying (1965) 6733
zonal arrays, radiation impedance on hard

prolate spheroidal baffle, numerical
computation (1965) 14951

Anthelmintics, change in tolerance when used
in combination, USSR study (1965)
12706

Anthems, National, see National songs.
Anthony, Robert N., nomination, hearing

(1965) 14117
Anthony, Robert R., simulation of helicopter

and V/STOL aircraft, helicopter analy-
sis report (1965) 6836

Anthony, Willis E., structural changes in fed-

erally inspected livestock slaughter in-

dustry, 1950-62 (1965) 19550
Anthracene:
compounds, mechanism of effect of aromatic

amines on fluorescence and photochemi-
cal oxidation (1963) 10778

fragmentation, in electron-bombardment ion
source, (1965) 5192

monocrystal plates, production, Hungarian
study (1962) 7849

Anthracite, see Coal—Coal mines and mining.
Anthracite mines, see Coal mines and min-

ing—Mine drainage.
Anthracnose, walnut, identification and con-

trol (1964) 14299

Anthrax:
cause and prevention, USSR lecture aids

(1962) 753
control. Interdepartmental Scientific Meth-

ods Commission, 6th session (1965) 11249
E^st (jermany, discovery of cases through

bacterial inspection of meat (1962) 7558
epidemiolog:y and clinical correlations,

USSR studies (1965) 9427
human cases, USSR study (1964) 1176
immunity problem, USSR, selected transla-

tions (1961) 15021
infection of intestines, question of recovery,

USSR study (1962) 1277
pathogen, contaminating fodder, decontami-

nation method, USSR study (1962) 2688
USSR-
organization and method of fighting (1963)
2997

study (1963) 19487
Anthrax vaccine, STI live strains used for

subcutaneous, cutaneous, and aerogenic
immunization of human subjects, reacto-

genicity and immunological effectiveness

study, USSR (1962) 942

Anthropological and Ethnographical Society,

International Congress, see Internation-
al Congress of Anthropological and
Ethnographical Society.

Anthropologists:
employment outlook (1964) 9409
social scientists, chart (1963) 1186

Anthropology:
anthropological papers

—

departmental editions (1964) 4273; (1965)

134
document edition (1964) 4428; (1965) 390

factor analysis, USSR study (1962) 1183
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Anthropology—Continued
Montagnard tribes of South Vietnam (1962)

12090
physical, Behavioral Sciences Laboratory

reports, bibliography (1963) 18485
problems

—

presented at conference on history of Sib-

eria and Far East (1961) 15615
use of folklore as historical-ethnographic
source material, USSR study (1961)
15141

studies in Plains anthropology and history

(1965)7815
Tibetan nationalities and ethnic groups in

Communist China (1961) 4460
USSR-

studies (1964) 11104
textbook, based on Rudolph Martin's
work, systematic presentation (1962)

1182
Anthropometry:

bibliography (1964) 9851
nutritional evaluation of normal military

population (1961) 20356
one-handed maintenance actions (1961) 5002
physical development of newborn infants

among native peoples of northern Ob'
region, USSR study (1965) 19736

Antiaircraft artillery, see Artillery—Missiles.

Antiaphthous vaccine, indigenous, behavior in

pigs, Rumanian study (1962) 7747
Antiatherogenic action of cortisone and meth-

ylandro-stendiol in experimental athero-
sclerosis in rabbits, USSR (1964) 12730

Antibiotics:
administered prices, investigation, hearings

(1961) 5882
anticancerous, USSR study (1964) 7301
anti-tumor, results of evaluation on trans-

plantable tumors of animals (1962)
10190

Communist China, achievements (1961)
10996

conferences on, USSR (1961) 2241
congress, Prague, work of medical section,

report (1965) 9365
drugs, regrulations, assay and certification

tests (1964) 18034-35; (1965) 7706
equipment for industrial manufacture of

block antibiotic ice, USSR study (1965)
6445

experimental use in radiation sickness (1963)
19491

failure of therapy of autoinfection in radia-

tion sickness (1964) 4939
fungicides for plant protection, Hungarian

results (1962) 7831
in vitro, resistance of Flexner and Sonne

dysentery bacteria, Bulgarian study
(1962) 9878

lectures, USSR (1961) 4424
manufacture from wastes of alcohol indus-

try, USSR study (1962) 2756
mycerin, new Soviet broad-spectrum (1962)

19721
olivomycin and krutsin, morphological ac-

tion on cells of ascitic form of Ehrlich's
tumor, USSR study (1963) 6704

orally administered, influence on growth and
plasma lipid levels of growing chicks
(1963) 11548

other than penicillin, list of publications and
patents (1961) 13762

producers, actinomycetes, systemization,
USSR conference (1961) 10728

production problems, etc., USSR studies
(1963) 701

radiation sterilization, USSR study (1962)
6078

Antibiotics—Continued
Soviet research (1965) 1189
testimony, hearings (1964) 8445
tetracycline group, translations from Anti-

biotiki gruppy tetratsiklinov (1963)

10671
use for preservation of food products, USSR

study (1962) 8275
USSR-
research (1964) 19835
studies (1964) 1056

see also Cruzin—Oxytetracycline—Penicillin

—Streptomycin.

Antibiotics (Russian periodical):

translations (1962) 21949
Antibiotiki (periodical):

translations (1962) 21949
Antibiotiki gruppy tetratsiklinov, translations

(1963) 10671
Antibodies, see Antigens and antibodies.

Anticholesteremics, and their opposites, NHI
supported research grants (1963) 19961

Anticholinergic substances:
effect on gastric secretion, Czechoslovakian

study (1961) 19468
hallucinogens, psychopathology and bioch-

emistry of psychoses produced, Czecho-
slovak study (1964) 7072

Anticholinesterase:
cholinesterase inhibition, mechanism and

kinetics, USSR studies (1965) 7856
properties of

—

0-ethyl-S-alkylmethylthiophosphinates,
USSR study (1963) 20917; (1965) 4909

0, 0-diethyl-S-[(B-arylmethylamino)-ethyl]-
thiophosphates and their methylsulfom-
ethylates, USSR study (1965) 18330

Anticoagulants:
and their opposites, NHI supported research

grants (1963) 19961
dental surgery during anticoagulant thera-

py (1964) 5650
physiological system and experimental

prothrombin condition of organism,
USSR study (1961) 20954

therapy, laboratory techniques used, manual
(1963) 16511

use in reconstructive operations on occluded
arteries of lower extremities, USSR
study (1961) 11011

Anticorrosives, see Corrosion and anticorro-

sives.

Anticyclones:
geopotential in centers at heights along

wind field, prognosis taking acceleration

into account, USSR study (1962) 12041
subtropical, contribution to formation,

Czechoslovak study (1963) 7066
Antidiscrimination, see Discrimination in em-

ployment—Housing.
Antidoes, see Poisons.
Antidumping duties, see Tariff.

Antietam, Battle of National Guard partici-

pation in reenactment considered
full-time training duty, report (1962)

19335
Antietam Day, designate, report (1962) 15219
Antietam National Battlefield Site:

Dunkard Church, general information (1962)
24016

general information (1961) 13568; (1962)
14521; (1963) 1343

land exchange

—

law (1962) 13311
reports (1962) 9299, 11628

Anti-fatigue drugs, physiological and biochem-
ical evaluation (1963) 7685-87

Antifoam A, purification, for use im pump
oxygenerators (1961) 9937
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Anti-friction bearings, see Bearings (machin-
ery).

Antifungal action of synthetic fibers contain-
ing specific chemical groups, USSR
(1964) 992

Antigens and antibodies:
absorbent disc method for identification and

titration of cytopathic viruses and de-

tection of antibodies resulting from their
infection (1962) 8894

antiantibodies, formation, USSR study
(1961) 11149

antibody formation in chicks following im-
munization with antigen from Ascaridia
galli, effect of vitamin A, USSR study
(1964) 8924

antidiphtherial antibodies, determination
and isolation with aid of antigens fixed

on cellulose. USSR study (1961) 15526
antigen C* and transfusions, Soviet re-

search (1965) 11099
autoimmunization and significance of au-

toantibodies in pathology (1961) 15659
beta-lipoprotein, Hungarian studies (1962)

7891
biosynthesis of antibodies induced by ribon-

ucleic acid from lymphatic nodes and
spleen of immune rabbits, USSR study
(1964) 9114

control mechanisms in antibody formation
in

—

immunity genetics and biochemistry of

abnormal human hemoglobins, USSR
study (1962) 9858

light of data on genetics of immunity, etc

(1964)9006
depression of antibody production after

gamma-irradiation in high doses, USSR
study (1964) 2489

detection of antibodies against Rickettsia
prowazeki by luminescent-serological
method, USSR study (1963) 14140

fluorescent antibodies, USSR studies

—

criteria of specific brightness of bacteria
stained with (1963) 17689

influenza and rickettsial diseases, re-

search (1963) 15845
microbiological research (1963) 16252
microbiology (survey) (1963) 14095

processing bacteriological preparations
(1963) 12494

fluorescent conjugates, purification from
free fluorochrome using ion exchange
resins, USSR study (1963) 15798

formation of antibodies during ionizing ra-

diation, significance of plasma cells,

USSR study (1963) 7073
human A- and B-like, on red cells of marmo-

sets (1965) 4211
immunochemistry of coagulated antigen-

antibody complexes (1962) 8891
immunological activity of antibodies ad-

sorbed on solid adsorbents, USSR study
(1962) 915

isolation of specific active antibody center
from papain-fermented antiserum by
means of cellulose- fixed antigen, USSR
study (1962) 2726

method for accelerated diagnosis of typhoid
fever and paratyphoids, USSR study
(1963) 12492

penicillin, antibodies to, USSR study (1963)
19536

rare, weak A antigens, A3, A4, A5, and Ax,
in man (1964) 21011

specific antigens of cancer of breast, USSR
study (1962) 10049, 22021

specific reactive capacity of antiserum, ef-

fect of vibration and temperature (1962)
10920

Antigens and antibodies—Continued
staining dysenteric bacteria with aid of an-

tibodies marked with fluorescent subst-
ance, Bulgarian study (1962) 7852

therapeutic and cytotoxic effect of antibod-
ies and their role in pathogenesis of ra-

diation sickness, USSR study (1963)
15674

tumor cell membrane, USSR study (1964)
10801

Antigua:
construction actions, hearing (1962) 11437
labor organizations, directory (1964) 21376
plant quarantine import requirements (1962)

8793

Antihistaminic drugs:
effectiveness in anesthesiology, USSR study

(1964) 1312
steroid, therapy in cerebral edema, evalua-

tion (1965) 7107
used in prophylaxis of operative shock,

USSR study (1961) 10954
Anti-influenza vaccine, see Influenza vaccine.
Antilles:

contributions to hydrology of Latin America
and Antilles (series) (1963) 614, 15619

Lesser, algae (1962) 6318

Lesser, sailing directions (1964) 7629
light lists (1961) 3983; (1962) 6858; (1963)

4641; (1964) 6112; (1965) 7336
waterborne commerce (1962) 5135, 19452;

(1963) 19148; (1964) 17958; (1965) 19588
see also Netherlands Antilles.

Antimissiles, see Missiles.

Antimony:
bibliography (1961) 3886
deposits. Flat, Alaska, Yukon River region

(1962) 14435
disposal from national stockpile

—

hearing (1964) 17636
law (1964) 19423
reports (1964) 17528, 17852

mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)
9541

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17619;
(1962) 20067; (1963) 19822; (1964) 20466;
(1965) 18426

primary, mineral industry survey, quarterly
(1961) 3431; (1962) 3617; (1963) 3457;
(1964) 3257; (1965) 3142

with arsenic, rapid determination, USSR
study (1962) 2696

Antimony isotopes, radiochemistry (1961) 9951

Antimony oxides, sesquioxide and tetroxide,

heats and free energies of formation
(1962) 12394

Antimony sulfide:

electric and photoelectric properties of single

crystals, USSR study (1961) 15435

low-temperature heat capacities and entro-
pies at 298.15''K. of sesqui-sulfide (1962)
20105

Antimonytriselenide, electric and photoelectric
properties of single crystals, USSR
study (1961) 15435

Antimycin A, toxicity of fish and other aquatic
animals (1964) 19721

Antioxidants:
action of metals and organometal com-

pounds in fluoroesters and polyphenyl
ethers (1963) 7370

and inhibitor mechanisms at elevated tem-
peratures, studies (1962) 4539

effectiveness of motor-oil additives (1963)
18513

Antipodal image of electromagnetic source
(1964) 13640

Antipoverty program, see Poverty.
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Antiques:
create and establish commission on art and

antiquities of Capitol (1962) 15413
imports exceeding 100 years of age, provide

duty-free entry report (1964) 8306
Antiracketeering, see Racketeering.
Antiradiation properties of arylamides and

arylhydrazides of thiocarboxylic acids,

USSR (1965) 1175
Antiseptics:

biologically active polyvinyl alcohol letilan
fibers, USSR study (1964) 8883

high polymer iodine compounds, USSR study
(1963) 785

Antiserum, see Antigens and antibodies.
Antispasmodics, see Muscle relaxants—Ridol
Antitank guided missile (EINTAC), Army field

manual (1964) 11836
Antitoxins, antitoxin immunity important for

protection of respiratory tract from
bacterial toxins, USSR study (1965)
14581

Antitrust laws, stfe Monopolies—Trusts (in-

dustrial).

Anti-Vietnam agitation and teach-in move-
ment, problem of Communist infiltration
and exploitation (1965) 17939

print as Senate document, report (1965)
19474

Antler Peak quadrangle, Nev.:
geology (series) (1965) 6339, 12543
ore deposits (1965) 12543

stratigraphy and structure (1965) 6339
Antlers, biological activeness of preparations

made from stag antlers, USSR study
(1964) 10968

Antofagasta Province, Chile:
uranium reconnaissance of

—

area (1962) 2075; (1963) 16855
Chanaral-Taltal area (1965) 4265

weather stations, agreement with Chile
(1961) 1519

Antoine, Albert C, effect of pressure on rate
of burning, decomposition with flame, of
liquid hydrazine (1965) 6742

Anton Bruun (research vessel):

trawling results in Bay of Bengal and Ara-
bian Sea (1965) 6213

Antropozoonoses, disease centers, Beskides,
Carpathians region, Poland (1962) 22190

Ants:
control in home and garden (1963) 5820
fire

—

illustrated key to species (1961) 56; (1963)
7550

imported, eradication program

—

and progress (1962) 8782; (1964) 7897

weaknesses and problem areas in admin-
istration. Agricultural Research Serv-
ice, GAO report (1965) 4850

proving ground for weapons against, erad-
ication campaign, picture story (1962)
10860

house-infesting, eastern United States, rec-
ognition, biology, and economic impor-
tance (1965) 10091

town, controlled with mirex baits, (1965)

, 9193
Antunez, H. M., conversion ratio measurement

in uranium-fueled, light-water-moder-
ated, superheater lattices (1965) 15246

Anvil and plow, history of Department of
Labor (1963) 7134

Aoki, Shinko, theory of critical inclination of
close earth satellites (1963) 19914

Aorta:
abnormal, intubation, of Alaskan ground

squirrel (1964) 7987

Aorta—Continued
alimentary atheromatosis, effect of novo-

caine on organism, USSR study (1961)
11103

atherosclerosis, castration effect on blood
cholesterol level, USSR study (1961) 2112

catheterization, puncture of left ventricle of
heart, USSR study (1961) 10864

changes in hypertension, USSR study (1961)
15236

coarctation, surgical treatment problems,
USSR study (1961) 10998

problems connected with surgery, USSR
study (1961) 10999

valves, disease, anatomo-topographical in-

vestigation of approaches in surgical
procedures, USSR study (1961) 4684

Aortic grafts, see Grafting (physiology).
Aortic stenosis, see Stenosis.
Aortic thrombosis, see Thrombosis.
Aoyagi, Koyoshi, ground effect of jet trans-

port (1963) 11074
Apache County, Ariz.:

Alpine-Nutrioso area. Paleozoic and Ceno-
zoic rocks, stratigraphy and structure
(1961) 14950

central part, geology and ground water
(1965) 6347

uranium mining, Lukachukai Mountains
(1961) 4818

Apache Indians:
Jicarilla Apache Tribe, donate land

—

law (1961) 18679
reports (1961) 14620, 16758
to be held in trust

—

law (1962) 20871
reports (1962) 15351, 21039

Apache rocket, see Rockets.
Apanasewicz, Nellie:

education in Czechoslovakia (1963) 10067
educational systems in Poland (1963) 6331
Soviet education, bibliography (1964) 17923

Apartment houses:
family living in high apartment buildings,

report (1965) 18733
impact noise control in multifamily dwell-

ings, guide (1963) 8235
shelter incorporation (1963) 1934
standard, with central hot-air heating sys-

tem, microclimate, USSR study (1965)
14519

Apartment loans by savings and loan associa-
tions, hearing (1962) 21542

APC tablets, qualitative analysis for active
ingredients (1965) 18169

Apertures, geometries, image dissector, and
scan patterns for use in star tracker
systems (1965) 16716

Aphasia:
diagnosis by electronic computers, USSR

study (1965) 9408
language modalities test, development (1962)

12776
Aphids:

foxglove, northeastern United States, biolo-

gy (1965) 15211
spotted alfalfa, how to control it (1965)

10064
see aiso Plant lice.

Aphonia, see Voice.
Aphrodidae, catalogue (1963) 7549
Apiaries, beekeeping equipment, selecting and

operating (1965) 1760, 16966
Aplin, Ransom C, relief (1964) 317, 6436, 8206
Aplite, minerals yearbook chapter (1961)

19845; (1962) 22473; (1963) 18070; (1964)
18664; (1965) 19837

APO, flame retardant treatment for cotton,
improved (1961) 3689
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Apollo Project, see Project Apollo (man-in-
space program).

Apollo Unified S-Band Technical Conference,
proceedings (1965) 19890

Apoplexy, see Cerebral hemorrhage.
Apothecaries, see Pharmacies.
Appalachian Development Corporation:

create

—

analysis of bill (1964) 21213
hearings (1964) 14015, 15818

Appalachian Institute Committee, report
(1965) 10139

Appalachian Mountains, agriculture, Parker
Branch experiment 1953-62; (1965) 5431

Appalachian region:
Appalachia

—

employment unemployment, and low in-

comes, survey (1965) 9030
program in relation to ARA program (ad-

dress) (1964) 11819
report of President's Commission (1964)
9699

rebirth of region (1965) 6540
apple handling and packing (1961) 11711
central, geomorphology and forest ecolog^y

(1961) 7524
development act

—

appropriations, 1965

—

proposal (1965) 5827
supplemental hearings (1965) 7472

hearings (1964) 14015, 15818; (1965) 4620,
5968

law (1965) 8717
reports (1964) 15532, 17607, 17728; (1965)

4549, 5894, 5927
section-by-section analysis (1964) 21213;

(1965) 17739
development challenge for college graduates

(address) (1964) 11965
development plan (remarks) (1965) 4440
economic conditions of area (remarks) (1964)

13827
economic survey, with special reference to

agriculture (1965) 7565
exurban development in selected areas (1963)

12049
froth flotation washability data of various

coals, using timed release analysis tech-
nique (1965) 16590

highway development (remarks) (1965) 13254

housing, quality, rural and urban areas
(1964) 10454

living cull trees, what happens after heavy
cutting in mixed hardwood stands?
(1964) 8648

mine subsidence project, Operation Backfill

(1965) 14719
natural gas pipeline map (1961) 9103

northern, hardwood stands, appraisal of
early reproduction after cutting (1962)
5247

opportunity for progress (1965) 1810

public assistance problems in area (remarks)
(1961) 6832

southern

—

campgrounds and picnic sites, recreation
impact (1963) 6525

chemical control of unwanted hardwoods,
studies (1962) 5265

North Carolina, direct seeding of oak,
tests (1962) 7453

rainfall interception by hardwood forest
litter (1964) 14332

white pine

—

plantations, volume and yield (1963)
6524

provenance study (1963) 12192
yellow-poplar cubic-foot volume tables

(1961) 8669

Appalachian region—Continued
summary report of President's Appalachian

Regional Commission (1965) 2020
wood-using industries, location decision

(1964) 8680
appropriation, 1965, proposal (1964) 19534;

(1965) 5827
establish

—

analysis of bill (1964) 21213; (1965) 17739
hearings (1964) 14015, 15818; (1965) 4620,
5968

law (1965) 8717
reports (1964) 15532, 17607, 17728; (1965)

4549, 5894, 5927
summary report (1965) 2020

Appalachian scale shelter (1962) 11854
facilitate management, etc., hearing (1965)

19502
general information (1964) 4216

Apparatus and techniques for measuring bed-
load (1964) 19797

Apparatus for electrophysiological investiga-
tions, USSR (1965) 2775

Apparatus for forming waterdrop (1963) 1719
Apparatus measures swelling of membranes in

electrochemical cells (1965) 8071
Apparatus tests:

human psychological problems in working
with apparatus and as studed by appa-
ratus, USSR study (1962) 11992

metal tubing, pressure-testing (1965) 9673
Apparel, see Clothing.
Appeal procedures, see Government officials

and employees.
Appeals;
DSA manual (1965) 19531
improvidently taken from courts of ap-

law (1962) 20844
reports (1961) 10312; (1962) 21371

Appendicitis, acute, Communist Chinese arti-

cles (1962) 17949
Appetite depressants, Federal court holds

drug worthless (1965) 14348
Apple cider, see Cider.
Apple juice, superconcentrated, market poten-

tial (1961) 5196; (1963) 5828
Apple scald, chemical control of applies grown

in eastern United States (1962) 12856
Apple tree borers, life history, control, etc.

(1965) 13387
Applefield, Milton, sources of lumber for furni-

ture plants in North Carolina, 1963
(1965) 16291

Apples:
apple clones in U.S. survey (1963) 11433
apples in appealing ways (1964) 11763
automatic pallet-box filler for apples (1963)

34
bin-pallet designs, evaluation (1961) 12723
bitter rot, general information (1964) 1703
blight (1963) 14861
canning and freezing, farm prices, 1951-61

(1963) 12041
commercial, production by varieties, with

comparisons (1961) 22; (1962) 1858;
(1963) 1562; (1964) 1623; (1965) 1667

cooling in pallet boxes (1962) 16298
cooling in storage rooms (1961) 17916
dehydrofrozen slices, potential in selected

markets (1963) 4361
golden delicious, storage with polyethylene

box liners (1961) 6695
grown in eastern United States, chemical

control of scald (1962) 12856
handling and packing in Appalachian area

(1961) 11711
harvesting, handling, storage, and transpor-

tation, literature review (1965) 16938
market your fresh apples (1964) 20928
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Apples—Continued

Mcintosh

—

packing and merchandising, some effects

on quality in New York City (1963) 4334
quality of prepackaged in New York City

retail stores (1962) 1905
marketing

—

research, bibliography, 1945-60 (1961)
11716

review of economic research 1945-60 (1964)
2262

northeastern States, packing, research re-

port (1962) 20407
orchards, young, establishing and managing

(1962) 20400; (1964) 15208
packaging, improved (talk) (1961) 6652
packing and storage houses, layout and de-

sign (1964) 4207
phytosanitary export certification guide

(1965) 8406
prepackaging in shrinkable films at shipping

point (1962) 10839
production

—

in U.S., projections for 1970 (1965) 10674
use, value (1961) 17852; (1962) 18518;

(1963) 18340
red delicious, how color affects their sales

(1964) 4208
shipping in pallet containers (1961) 6659
shipping trays and pads, evaluation (1962)

10838
special promotional programs, effects on

sales (1961) 3705
starking and golden delicious, oxygen and

carbon dioxide levels for controlled-

atmosphere storage (1964) 9949
storage

—

and packing facilities for southern Illinois

(1963) 13176
film permeability requirements (1962) 4532

Washing^ton delicious, sold in (Chicago and
New York City, prices and marketing
margins (1963) 5831

Appliances, see Electric apparatus and appli-
ances.

Application of data smoothing by analog com-
puter (1964) 1681

Application of many-sided logic to theory of

relay circuits, USSR (1962) 1438
Applicators, fertilizer, for experimental plots

(1965) 8439
Applieid geophysics (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 10292
Applied mathematics series (1961) 19998;

(1962) 6306; (1964) 13267
Applied mechanics reviews (periodical):
index (1965) 15212

Applied multiple linear regression (1963) 13213
Applin, Paul L., Comanche series and associat-

ed rocks in subsurface in central and
south Florida (1965) 10987

Appointments, see Civil Service. AJso names of
departments, persons appointed, etc.

Appomattox Civil War Centennial, 5-cent
commemorative postage stamp (poster)
(1965) 6855

Appomattox Court House National Historical
Park, general information (1961) 20015

Apportionments:
civil service announcements, amdt (1962)

2252
State legislatures (1963) 4326
see also Reapportionment.

Appraisal, see Valuation.
Appraisal of Rayleigh (1965) 1804
Appraisers, right-of-way, examination an-

nouncement (1961) 8565; (1964) 1843,
4393

Apprentices:
adequate supply of craftsmen (remarks)

(1963) 5902
apprenticeship

—

and American economy (address) (1965)
11888

and economic change (1964) 4274; (1965)
136

and journeymen training programs as sus-
taining force of economic life (remarks)
(1961) 17977

and training representative, examination
announcement (1961) 310, 12014; (1962)
16598; (1963) 20387; (1964) 13807; (1965)
315, 10302

and unemployment (1964) 11816
careers (1962) 12966; (1963) 14930; (1965)

5572
4-cent commemorative stamp (poster)

(1962) 18387
general information (1961) 20338; (1963)

9644
offers greatest hope of future stable em-
ployment (remarks) (1962) 12968

program (remarks) (1965) 4228
program in California (address) (1962)

10933
role in manpower development. United
States and Western Europe (1964) 10430

tomorrow's pressmen, joint apprenticeship
committee project (1965) 15227

training (remarks) (1964) 87
what it is all about (address) (1963) 94

Apprenticeship and Training Bureau publi-
cations (1963) 18529

apprenticeship and training program
carpentry construction (1962) 2046-461
masonry construction (1961) 11757

apprenticeship and training standards

—

automobile mechanic, body repairman and
painter (1965) 17035

draftsmen (1963) 7652
national roofers (1965) 4227
sheet metal industry (1961) 146, 11758;

(1965) 11889
sign, pictorial display, electric sign and
process industry (1964) 5921

truck mechanics (1965) 8497
apprenticeship standards

—

bricklaying (1961) 17976
carpentry (1961) 11759
operating engineers, 1963 (1964) 5923
painting and decorating (1962) 6622;

(1964) 20978
truck mechanics, national trucking indus-

try (1965) 8499
automotive mechanics, apprenticeship train-

ing programs to meet need of nation
(remarks) (1962) 10934

building and construction trades

—

broaden training program of future
craftsmen (summary of address) (1961)
6238

selected apprenticeship schedules (1961)
1681

carpentry

—

construction apprenticeship program (re-

marks) (1962) 18670
standards (1965) 8498

construction industry

—

dropouts (1963) 13231
satisfying manpower need (remarks) (1963)
4429

electrical and electronic work, sample sched-
ules (1961) 17979

electronic occupations, Raytheon Co. ap-
prenticeship program (1961) 16155
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Apprentices—Continued
employment under Fair labor standards act

of 1938, code of Federal regulations
(1962) 1895, 14683; (1964) 1654

examination, sample questions (1964) 10111
Federal (jovernment's participation in ap-

prenticeship programs (remarks) (1963)
7653

forward look at apprenticeship (remarks)
(1962) 12967

(Government Printing Office, increase num-

hearing (1961) 19189
report (1961) 17085

GPO training series (1963) 12237-238, 17536
industrial plant and equipment maintenance

trades (1962) 8907
joint apprenticeship and training commit-

tees, JATC handbook (1963) 1785
learners, employment, pursuant to Fair la-

bor standards act (1962) 6501; (1963)
16651; (1964) 16916; (1965) 18828

mechanical repair and personal service
trades (1962) 20463

metal working trades, basic requirements
(1962) 137

national apprenticeship program (1962)

22979; (1964) 5922; (1965) 7122
conference observing 25th anniversary,

highlights (1964) 86
25th anniversary commemoration (re-

marks) (1962) 18669
national standards

—

photoengravers, commercial establish-
ments, national standards (1962) 20462

plastering industry, crafts (1965) 7123
new standards and challenges (remarks)

(1963) 14931
number, estimated, 1962 (1964) 85
printing trades, examination announcement

(1961) 20475
programs, equal opportunity, hearings

(1963) 393
programs to solve labor problems (address)

(1961) 21124
reports by State advisory committees to

Qvil Rights Commission (1964) 6076
role of Labor Department in apprenticeship

(remarks) (1962) 6623
skilled trades, past and present, story of

apprenticeship since colonial days (1962)
22978; (1965) 135

stained glass industry, standards (1962)
10932

well-planned and well-operated apprentice-
ship and journeymen training programs
to meet needs of nation (remarks) (1961)
17978

Apprenticeship and Training Bureau:
activities (remarks) (1964) 87
JATC handbook, guide for joint committees

(1963) 1785
organization, legislative history, etc (1962)

14794
publications (1963) 18529
Research Division report (1964) 11817
responsibilities (remarks) (1963) 14931
role and functions (address) (1963) 94
technical bulletin T series (1961) 11757;

(1962) 20460-461; (1963) 5901
technical report (1965) 136

Approach lights, see Lights and lighting.
Approach, naval aviation safety review (1961)

3513; (1962) 3620; (1963) 3460; (1964)
3260; (1965) 3145

Approach to production response (1963) 2130
Appropriation accounting, see Accounts and

accounting.

Appropriations:
authority of Senate to orig^inate appropria-

tion bills (1963) 9959
deficiency, 1964

—

hearings (1964) 10285, 12250
law (1964) 13867
reports (1964) 10257, 12077, 12211

estimates, denial to Appropriations Commit-
tee until after Budget transmittal, hear-
ings (1961) 7125

executive, 1962, supplemental, proposal
(1961) 18985

general government matters, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 10330, 12501
law (1961) 14125

general (government matters, 1962, contin-
ue

—

laws (1961) 14079, 18584
reports (1961) 12279, 12454, 14327, 20542

general (Government matters, 1963, contin-
ue

—

laws (1962) 16739, 16790, 20821, 20899
reports (1962) 15229, 17226, 19330

general (Government matters, 1964, contin-

laws (1963) 13429, 17039, 20443
reports (1963) 13572, 13743

general (Government matters, 1965, contin-
ue

—

laws (1964) 268, 13875, 17347
reports (1964) 14066, 19484

general (Government matters, 1966, contin-
ue

—

hearings (1965) 19479
law (1965) 13788, 15450, 19129, 9133
reports (1965) 13948, 17578, 19221, 19260,

19429
legislation authorizing appropriations and

establishing revolving funds as of
March 1965, print as Senate document
report (1965) 19457

legislative, 1959, amend act

—

law (1965) 15495
reports (1965) 15686, 15939

legislative, 1961, supplemental, proposal
(1961) 18985

legislative, 1962—
hearings (1961) 10332, 12503
law (1961) 16563
reports (1961) 10267, 14378, 14601

legislative, 1963—
hearings (1962) 9372, 17302-303
law (1962) 20905
reports (1962) 9350, 19149, 19284

legislative, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11879, 13791
law (1964) 1976
reports (1963) 11830, 13750; (1964) 337
supplemental (1964) 8256

legislative, 1965^
amend sec. 105(a)

—

law (1964) 21148
report (1964) 19576
amendments (1964) 8256, 10185

hearings (1964) 8365, 15794
law (1961) 17313
reports (1964) 8334, 15557, 15699

legislative, 1966

—

amendments (1965) 10392, 10404
hearings (1965) 10522, 12306
law (1965) 15445
reports (1965) 14071, 12108, 15653

legislative and executive

—

new obligational authority, proposal
(1965) 7398

supplemental, proposal (1964) 282; (1965)
19330

limitations, change for 1962 (1961) 14169
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Appropriations—Continued

86th Cong., 2d sess (1961) 1892
87th Congress, 1st session (1962) 2350
87th Congress, 2d session (1963) 2081
88th Congress, 1st session (1964) 10351
88th Congress, 2d session (1965) 2031

supplemental, 1960, proposals (1961) 5592
supplemental, 1961

—

and prior years, proposal (1961) 14165
hearings (1961) 5733, 7264, 10333, 12504
laws (1961) 6951, 12127
proposal (1961) 5592, 7157-59
reports (1961) 5693, 7105, 7230, 12233,

12440
supplemental, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 16829, 19148; (1962) 9373,
9478

law (1961) 18720; (1962) 16771
proposals (1961) 14165, 14169; (1962) 4923,

16842
reports (1961) 18852, 18922-923, 19133;

(1962) 9341, 11576, 15156, 15359, 16968
supplemental, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 21195, 21532; (1963) 7983,
9996

law (1963) 11717
proposal (1962) 16842; (1963) 4726
reports (1962) 21143, 21521; (1963) 7959,

9888, 9903. 9972
waive points of order, report (1963) 20464

supplemental, 1964, proposals (1964) 12171
supplemental, 1965^
hearings (1964) 17631, 19590; (1965) 7472,
8973

laws (1964) 21127; (1965) 12023
proposal (1965) 5823, 7396
reports (1964) 19458, 19493, 19581; (1965)

8790, 8834, 8955
supplemental, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 17680, 19296, 19480
proposal (1965) 17761, 19187
reports (1965) 19264, 19283, 19464

see also Foreign aid—Government offi-

ces

—

also subjects, or names of depart-
ments, etc., for which appropriations
are made.

Appropriations, Committee, House:
budget process, selected references, list

(1964) 10042
hearings, see subjects,
reports, see subjects.

Appropriations Committee, Senate:
committee prints, see subjects,
expenditures, reports (1961) 14653, 19115
hearings, see subjects,
reports, see subjects.

Approximations:
calculation of hypersonic conical flow pa-

rameters for air in thermodynamic cal-
culation (1964) 7504

Chebyshev, computational methods and
problems with linear real parameters
(1962) 18695

questions in theory of infinite-dimensional
analog of problem of linear program-
ming, USSR study (1962) 5669

successive approximation methods for solv-

ing optimality problems, USSR study
(1963) 6678

Apricots:
canned, standards for grade (1961) 11669;

(1962) 18605
dried, quality, survey in retail markets

(1962) 1942
frozen, U.S. standards for grades (1963)

13154
production, use, value, by States (1961)

11619; (1962) 16180; (1963) 16615; (1964)
15129

APRO, see Army Personnel Research Office.

Aprons, food handler's. Federal standard
(1961) 4213

Aptaker, Edward, remarks, Aug. 14, 1963
(1963) 16312

Aptechnoye delo (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 15876, 17696
Aptitude tests:

Air Force

—

airmen, qualification examination, 1962,
development (1962) 20449; (1963) 7622

airmen, technical school success from
homogeneous biographical inventory
scores, prediction (1963) 67

AQE indexes, normative distributions for
high-school-age boys (1964) 19162

calibration of selection tests to Project
Talent norms (1962) 20448

classification tests

—

development, 1963 (1963) 9623
validation against academic grades in

aviation high school (1962) 90
comparison of instructor test scores and
general indexes achieved by sample of

basic airmen (1963) 4405
enlisted accessions, aptitude data (1963)
65

hierarchical factors in course grades in

aviation high school (1963) 4407

indexes, comparison with talent test com-
posites (1963) 18496

NCO leaders, selection techniques, status,
June 30, 1962 (1963) 4466

new techniques, status, June 30, 1962
(1963) 4465

officer qualifying test, development and
standardization (1964) 11803

officer selection and classification tests,

development and use (1962) 6608
officers with scientific and engineering

potential, identification (1962) 12948
precommission screening test-62, develop-
ment (1962) 6609

stability classification test scores (1962)
16330

Air Force Academy cadets, predicting
achievement (1961) 5316; (1965) 1798

air traffic controllers

—

effectiveness, predicting (1962) 16413
school success, predicting (1962) 16415

airman qualifying examination

—

norms for high school seniors and Air
Force training groups (1965) 15220

performance by regional areas and by sex
(1965) 11883

64 development and standardization (1965)
18912

use to predict completion of basic training
(1964) 13635

airmen

—

classification instruments, suggested com-
position (1961) 5314

classification tests

—

development (1961) 17955
survey (1963) 9624

equivalence of scores from 3 classification

devices (1961) 1676

Armed Forces qualification test

—

AFQT (U) new test structure, evaluation
(1965) 7159

Army school training performance of en-

listed men scoring low (1965) 4249
7 and 8, screening devices for selective

service registrants who fail (1963) 16831

Armed Forces women's selection test, restan-
dardization (1965) 11910

armed services enlisted input, methods for

improving, status report, 1962
(1963) 4464
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Aptitude tests—Continued
Army classification battery

—

attrition reduction task, status report,

June 30, 1962 (1962) 18692
autonwtive information and clerical speed

tests development (1962) 16353
Army filxed-wing battery

—

validation against success in ROTC flight

training (1962) 20250
validation in relation to success in Army

flight training (1961) 20251
Army personnel tests and measurement

(1962) 16370
Army, prediction of unacceptable perform-

ance, enlistment and induction stand-

ards screening techniques (1961) 20252
combat potential, factor analysis of experi-

mental noncognitive measures (1965)

5597
correction of correlation with dichotomous

variable for restriction in range (1963)

7623
enlisted submarine school graduates, fol-

low-up study on attitude, performance,
and achievement levels (1963) 9103

equipercentile conversions as function of

training in technical curriculum (1961)

9918
medical criteria of vocational aptitude of

juveniles, USSR (1965) 1191

motivational aptitude, development of selec-

tion test (1965) 5109
Puerto Rican students, general ability tests,

in elementary and secondary schools

(1961) 19226
merchandising your job talents (1964) 14200
predictors of air traffic control specialists

performance (1964) 13733
real work tests for untestable youth (1964)

14663
types of standardized tests in Project Talent

(1962) 472
validation of common core pattern analysis

and mechanical knowledge tests for

mechanical maintenance courses (1961)

1587
Aquaplaning, phenomenon (1964) 202
Aquarium fishes, see Fish and fisheries.

Aquarium, National Fisheries Center and, see

National Fisheries Center and Aquari-

um.
Aquariums:

care of tropical fishes (1962) 15597; (1964)

15919; (1965) 6222
construction in home workshop (1962) 11829
effect of different pH values of water on

growth and propagation of Eucyclops
serrulatus (1964) 9011

experimental, sea-water systems (1964)

14282
home, aquatic plants, use, list (1962) 11830;

(1963) 15522
National Aquarium, general information

(1961) 561
snails in home aquarium (1962) 21774
turtles, care in home aquariums (1962)

15594; (1963) 19232
see aiso National Fisheries Center and

Aquarium.
Aquatic animals:
antimycin A toxicity (1964) 19721
beryllium chloride influence, USSR study

(1962) 3123
Black Sea fauna, influence of rapana bezoar

linne, USSR study (1963) 20919
radionuclides in estuarine, etc., environ-

ments, symposium (1963) 12990
see aiso Fresh-water fauna—Marine fauna.

Aquatic herbicide data (1963) 1680

Aquatic insects:

chemical elements, build-up factor of ra-

dioisotopes, USSR study (1964) 1288
uptake of radioisotopes, USSR study (1963)

12513
Aquatic life:

acclimatization, significance of abiotic and
biotic factors of environment, USSR
study (1963) 14154

radioactive contamination of aquatic media
and organisms (1963) 1822

transplantation, 1962, USSR study (1965)
9425

see aiso Fish and fisheries.

Aquatic pests on irrigation systems, identifi-

cation guide (1965) 18739

Aquatic plants:
beryllium chloride influence, USSR study

(1962) 3123
control, expanded project, engineers' re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 18028

document edition, (1965) 17460
higher water plants as related to polluted

continental bodies of water, USSR study
(1963) 12341

intracellular and extracellular concentration
of manganese and other elements (1964)
6818

large, effects on iron content of water (1962)
11894

pondweeds and pondweedlike plants of east-

ern North america (1964) 15917
southeastern U.S., guide and key (1963) 6451

use in home aquarium, lists (1962) 11830;
(1963) 15522

see aiso Marine flora—Waterhyacinth

—

Waterweed.
Aquatic sciences, see Science.

Aqueous slurries of coal and granular materi-

als, bibliography (1963) 14497

Aqueous solutions:
dilute clay slurries, electrical dewatering

(1964) 16632
quantitation of ozone (1962) 85

stannous fluoride, shelf life (1964) 5911

see aiso names of substances in solutions,

e.g. (Chlorides.

Aquifiers:
alluvial, northeastern Louisiana, large

source of water (1962) 21842
artesian pressure decline and land subsi-

dence (1964) 10661
artesian, proper spacing of wells in, methods

of determining (1962) 642
artesian, wells penetrating. South Dakota,

progress report (1961) 6185

basalt, artificial recharge of ground water
through well tapping, Walla Walla area,

Washington (1961) 6188
(3enomanian-Turonian, of central Israel,

development and use as storage reser-

voir (1964) 21358
characteristics, municipal well fields, Los

Alamos and Guaje Canyons, N. Mex.,

(1965) 16328
Cretaceous, in Mississippi embayment (1965)

12541
electric analog of 3-dimensional flow (1963)

2353
formula for computing transmissibility

causing maximum possible drawdown
due to pumping (1962) 21834

ground-water, interim report on radioactive
contamination (1962) 2101; (1964) 5991

hydrology of aquifer systems (series) (1965)

9273, 12547
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Aquifiers—Continued
major alluvial, along Columbia River, de-

scription (1964) 12517
Maynard, Mass., area, test in deposits of

glacial outwash (1963) 2354
mechanics of aquifer systems (series) (1964)

14346
melt-water channels along southwest flank

of Des Moines Lobe, Lyon County, Minn.
(1961) 12800

Memphis, Tenn., area systems, hydrology
(1964) 19801

method of aquifer tests (series) (1964) 4806

methods of determining permeability, trans-

missibility and drawdown (1964) 2424
multiacquifer well, constant-head pumping

test to determine characteristics of indi-

vidual aquifers (1962) 21835
nonhomogenous, steady flow, calculation of

resistance and error in electric analog
(1963)5032

salt-water encroachment to major zones.

Savannah area, Ga.-S.C. (1964) 19792
sea water in coastal aquifers (1964) 10653

sedimentary, of Coastal Plain southeast riv-

er basins, yield (1964) 6820
temperature rise within radioactive liquid

wastes injected into deep formations
(1961) 12790

test

—

data, shortcuts and special problems
(1964) 4806

methods (series) (1962) 642
on open-hole artesian wells, microtime
measurements (1961) 19423

theory of tests (1962) 13878

unconfined, water levels near discharging
well (1961) 12798

water in Cretaceous and Pleistocene aqui-

fers (1964) 6816
ARA, see Area Redevelopment Administration.

Arab Republic, United, see United Arab Re-

public.

Arab world and U.S. foreign policy (1962) 6630

Arabian Peninsula, Gazetteer, official stand-
ard names (1961) 17328

Arabian Sea:
northern shore, sailing directions (1961)

2063
trawling results of R/V Anton Bruun, (1965)

6213
Arabs:
Communists criticize Common Market,

translation (1962) 22402
immigration, settlement and minority in Is-

rael (1963) 5354
Israeli Trotskyite movement offers solution

of Israeli-Arab problem (1961) 13170
Marxist theoreticians from Communist par-

ties, conference (1964) 1052
oil battle, political and economic aspects,

translation (1964) 18436
refugees from Palestine, report (1963) 7957

socialism in Sudan, translations (1965) 1201

Soviet-Arab cooperation, growth (1964)
18327

Soviet publications, articles (1961) 4534

workers, conspiracies of I.F.F.T.U. against,
Egyptian study (1961) 1008

Aradidae, subfamily Mezirinae (Hemiptera),
notes of National Museum collection

(1964) 7603
Aral Lake, see Aral Sea.

Aral Sea:
area north of, gerbils, characteristics, etc.,

USSR study (1962) 2898

area studies by Moscow Society of Natural-
ists (1962) 22390

Aral Sea—Continued
bottom deposits and processes of sediment

formation, USSR study (1962) 918
Bubyr caucasicus Berg, naturalization,

USSR study (1965) 11303
bullheads and aterina, fortuitous settlement

and relationship with acclimatized and
native fish species, USSR study (1964)
10804

diaptomus salinus daday population dynam-
ics, USSR study (1961) 10811

fauna and flora, USSR study (1965) 9469
feeding habits of Aral zander, USSR study

(1965) 973
forecasting strong gales, USSR study (1961)

15229
geology of bottom, USSR (1962) 18070
geomorphological characteristics, USSR

study (1963) 702
hydrochemical analysis, 1948, USSR study

(1962) 2758
hydrochemistry, USSR study (1962) 885
major scientific works on, USSR study (1961)

773
natural science research, etc., in region,

USSR studies (1964) 5132
navigation, geography and hydrometeorol-

ogy, USSR study (1961) 15532
northern region

—

ephemeral vegetation characteristics of

desert area, USSR study (1961) 4669
geology and stratigraphy (1962) 993

potato cultivation under irrigation in north
Aral region, USSR study (1965) 7877

salinity, effect on motility of sperm of Chal-
calburnus and Cyprinus, USSR study
(1965) 9328

seiches, model studies, USSR (1962) 5991
shores, changes described, USSR study

(1965) 1070
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge:

birds (1961) 17256
general information (1962) 19512
mammals, list (1963) 4964; (1965) 12466

Arapahoe County, Colo., geology of Littleton
quadrangle (1962) 19567

Arasan, see Thiram.
Arauco Province, Chile, natives recover their

lands (1963) 758
Arberg, Harold W., music curriculum guides

(1964) 19632
Arbic, Richard G., tailless missile configura-

tion (1963) 10979
Arbitration, air transport agreement with Ita-

ly (1964) 20823
see also Industrial relations.

Arboretums, see Botanical gardens—Waiakea
Arboretum

Arbuckle project:
construct, etc.

—

hearings (1962) 11463, 17335
law (1962) 18963
reports (1962) 11366, 11392. 17238

general information (1965) 15024
Interior Dept. report (1962) 4903

Arbuzov, Boris A., biography, USSR study
(1964) 5108

Arc (carbon), see EQectric arc.

Arc (electric) see EHectric arc.

Arc cutters, employment outlook (1962) 8420;
(1964) 7391

Arc-discharge metallurgy, USSR (1964) 13011
Arc furnaces and electronic smelting, USSR

(1964) 12710
Arc-jet thrustor for space propulsion (1965)

13034
Arc light, see EHectric arc.

Arc melting, see Melting.
Arc tunnels, see Wind tunnels.
Arc welding, see Welding.
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Arceo, John A., relief (1964) 15444, 17213,

17675
Arceo, Rolando D., relief (1964) 15444, 17213.

17675
Arceuthobium, see Mistletoe.

Archbold Expedition, 6th, 1959, nwsses of east-

ern highlands. New Guinea (1965) 18634
Archeogastropoda, see Gastropods.
Archeology:

archeological exploration in Mongolia,
1961-62 (1964) 10911

archeological research series (1963) 1344;

(1964) 20660; (1965) 16768
excavations at Fort Raleigh National His-

toric Site (1963) 1344
exploration in Canal Zone, regulate

—

hearings (1965) 417
report (1965) 8842

Hokkaido, Japan, cultural sequences (1961)

1346
inter-agency salvage program

—

departmental edition (1961) 3763; (1962)

135, 22976; (1963) 13220; (1964) 11813
document edition (1961) 3998; (1962) 363A,

23296; (1963) 13443; (1964) 12018
figures (1963) 11522

Latin America, aboriginal cultural develop-

ment (1963) 14695
New World prehistory (1961) 21357
Parita and Santa Maria zones, Panama,

investigations

—

departmental edition (1965) 1808
document edition (1965) 1973

problems presented at conference on history

of Siberia and Far East (1961) 15615
programs and areas, National Park Service,

general information (1963) 12917
publications, price list (1961) 8147; (1962)

16121; (1963) 18279; (1965) 13223
survey, Wetherill Mesa, Mesa Verda Nation-

al Park, Colo. (1965) 16768
upper Missouri River, historic site investi-

gations

—

departmental edition (1961) 3763
document edition (1961) 3998

Viet Nam, Asian crossroad of cultures, trav-

eling exhibition (1961) 11558
Yakutat Bay area, Alaska

—

departmental edition (1965) 7121
document edition (1965) 7384

Arches and burners for oil-fired maple sap
evaporators (1963) 4341

Arches National Monument, general informa-

tion (1962) 8548; (1962) 9237; (1964)

21804
Archipelagoes, South Sea, general informa-

tion. Communist China study (1963) 8783

Archipor, Victor, see Jaanimets, Viktor.

Architect of Capitol:
appropriations, 1962

—

legislative

—

hearings (1961) 10332, 12503
law (1961) 16563
reports (1961) 10267, 14378, 14601

supplemental, proposal (1962) 9183
appropriations, 1963, legislative

—

hearings (1962) 17302
law (1962) 20905
reports (1962) 9350, 19149, 19284

appropriations, 1964—
deficiency, hearings (1964) 10285
legislative

—

hearings (1963) 11879, 13791
law (1964) 1976
reports (1963) 11830, 13750; (1964) 337

appropriations, 1965, legislative

—

hearings (1964) 8365, 15794
law (1964) 17313
reports (1964) 8334, 15557, 15699

Architect of Capitol—Continued
appropriations, 1966, legislative

—

amendment (1965) 10404
hearings (1965) 10522. 12306
law (1965) 15445
reports (1965)12108, 14071, 15653

budget amendments (1961) 8652; (1963) 9838
construct James Madison memorial, author-

ize (1961) 18974; (1962) 21565
employees assigned to House of Representa-

tives, authorize payment of death gratu-
ities to beneficiaries reoirt (1963) 13535

employees retirement benefits, correct inequi-
ty-

hearings (1963) 11913, 17329
law (1964) 6178
reports (1963) 11837; (1964) 2225

report, semiannual (1965) 15847

Senate restaurants, transfer to

—

law (1961) 14082
report (1961) 12437

Architects:
and engineers qualified in fallout shelter

analysis, directories (1962) 9109
architect-engineers

—

AEC projects, list (1961) 8433; (1963)
13252

contracts, how to obtain consideration
with Defense Dept (1963) 6313

career opportunities. Veterans Administra-
tion (1964) 20870

employment outlook (1962) 8338; (1964) 9384
examination announcements (1963) 4621,

4631
housing for aged, reading list (1963) 15627
invitation to attend defense design courses

in fallout shelter analysis, protective
construction, environmental engineering
(1965) 17238

partial list of government publications of
interest to (1962) 17547

planning schools for new media, guide (1962)
21643

publications of interest to. list (1965) 14358

qualified in fallout shelter analysis, directo-
ry (1963) 7777. 18713

shelter development, highlights of activities

(1965) 19011
see also Landscape architects.

Architectural & Engineering Development
Program, Civil Defense Office, highlights
(1964) 11927

Architecture:
Air Force structures, definitive designs.

change (1963) 4384
Army hospitals, interior design (1962) 491

CFA 1964 design awards program (1964)
21099

Communist China (1961) 859
copyright in architectural works (1961) 5884

definitive designs for naval shore facilities

(1963) 9518; (1964) 1669, 11728; (1965)
1729

mobolization structures (1965) 1728
design criteria and construction standards

for NASA facilities (1965) 9608
design of hardened structures to resist nu-

clear eOTlosions (1963) 11487
design qualities, European and American

multi-family housing projects (1963)
13911

development program for civil defense, high-
lights (1964) 15345

fallout shelters

—

building designs (1965) 5736
designs, aboveground clay brick masonry

(1964) 6071
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Architecture—Continued
fallout shelters—Continued

in shopping centers, winning designs
(1965) 19006

field prepared designs for permanent type
Army construction (1962) 23462

FVemont Canyon powerplant and power con-
duit, technical record of design and con-
struction (1963) 11256

guidelines for architectural-engineering
documents for health research facilities

construction grants (1965) 5261
highway bridge plans

—

concrete superstructures (1963) 5701
continuous bridges (1963) 5704
structural steel superstructures (1963)
5702

timber bridges (1963) 5703
typical pedestrian bridges (1965) 8260
housing for

—

elderly, check list (1962) 10618
seasonal farm workers, designs (1965)

8424
housing renovation and brick designs,

Chinese study (1963) 14234
hydraulic design of spillways, engineering

manual (1965) 12412
industrial, fallout shelters (1964) 4372
journal of architecture (Chinese periodical),

translations (1963) 8527
long-term patient facilities, hospital design,

references (1964) 3100
medical education facilities, guide (1964)

13403
mental health facilities. National Clearing-

house for Mental Health Information,
bibliography (1964) 13416

military construction, design policy, regula-
tions (1962) 5133, 11729

miscellaneous, engineering and design man-
ual (1961) 479, 20701

multi-unit retirement housing for rural

areas, design (1965) 15185
multiple-occupancy warehouses for poultry

and egg wholesalers, improved designs
(1964) 7927

Navy design manual (1963) 1597; (1964)
3196, 20889; (1965) 5488

no more architectural barriers for handi-
capped (1965) 9988

North Vietnam, translations (1964) 7034
nursing education facilities, guide (1964)

16839
nursing home plan review (1963) 13017
Palisades Dam and powerplant, design and

construction, technical record (1961)
6520

PHA 1964 honor awards for design excell-

ence (1965) 3007
planning. Communist China, translations

(1964) 7031
Pueblo Bonito, general information (1964)

20793
reinforced concrete structures of

coke-chemical plant, design and erection

(1962) 11972
Saratov hydroelectric power station, new

designs (1961) 15584
standard designs by field office, engineering

and desigri manual (1961) 19268
structural design

—

emergency construction, engineering man-
ual (1963) 19144

spillways and outlet works, engineering
manual (1965) 2111

USSR, city of Grodno, translations (1962)
3096

vocational and technical education facilities,

planning guide (1965) 19552

Archives:
African reading list (1962) 23943
documentation, problems of cybernetics,

USSR study (1964) 20340
microfilm, current research (1965) 9769
Federal, relating to Civil War, guide (1962)

22597
pathology, USSR translation (1961) 15641
see also Records.

Archives assistants, examination announce-
ment (1961) 14007

Archives of anatomy, histology, and embryolo-

gy (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 15736, 19776
Archives of pathology (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 19800, 23184
Archman, spa mineral water, effect on orga-

nism, USSR study (1962) 14141
Arctic Aeromedical Laboratory:
mode of invasion of living tissues by ice,

direct observations (1965) 97
technical documentary reports (1963)

1751-66, 11488-503, 13203-206, 14907-912,
18467-483; (1964) 4242-50, 7980-83,
9976-79, 19140-148, 20955-956; (1965)
97-99, 4167-72, 5542-43, 8465-78

technical notes (1961) 127-128; (1963) 11504-

506, 13207, 14913, 18484; (1964) 4251-52,

7984-87; (1965) 8479, 10108, 17007-10

Arctic char, see Trout.

Arctic Coast, Alaska, coast pilot, Cape Spen-
cer to Beaufort Sea (1965) 8676

Arctic Construction and FVost E^ffects Labora-
tory:

miscellaneous papers (1961) 12584
reports, list (1961) 12584
technical report 12585
translations (1961) 12586

Arctic grayling, see Grayling.

Arctic Institute, Denmark, annual reports
1959, 1960 (1962) 1318

lights and fog signals, list (1961) 4331,
12814, 20849; (1962) 17642; (1963) 1364,
21053; (1964) 11479, 21816; (1965) 5291,
9811, 14928

Navy marine climatic atlas (1963) 12961;

(1965) 5300
pelagic amphipod genus, Parathemisto, role

in economy of sea (1961) 1345
postulated anomalous dissolved atmospheric

gas concentration (1965) 14959
Soviet research (1965) 9420

Arctic-Pacific, Inc., accident (1962) 4824

Arctic regions:
acclimatization and nutrition of people of

Far North, USSR conference on prob-
lems (1962) 2759

aerology, USSR studies (1965) 12611

Air Force remote sites, waste disposal sys-

tem for small groups (1963) 18472

airborne actinometric observations, USSR
study (1965) 2487

airborne ionospheric stations, results of

testing, USSR study (1962) 5923

aircraft maintenance crews, weather factor
effects (1963) 18482

airfields. Project Ice Way, summary report
(1962) 18652

Alaska, sewage oxidation pond, design cri-

teria (1965) 8474
Arctic and subarctic construction, airfields

and heliports, surface drainage design
(1965) 17069

bacterial self-decontamination of soils,

USSR study (1964) 12939
bibliography (1962) 433; (1963) 19073
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Arctic regions—Continued
biology and medicine symposia (1963) 18489
climate fluctuations and circulation of at-

mosphere and solar activity, USSR
study (1961) 17501

climatological data for Arctic stations
(1963) 9490; (1965) 11784

cloud investigations, USSR (1965) 2483
clouds, condensation nuclei and concentra-

tion of cloud droplets, USSR study
(1965) 2484

cold, military problems, review of research,
symposium (1965) 5543

comparative physiology of temperature reg-

ulation, papers (1963) 13209
construction, technical manual (1962) 11015
direct satellite probe measurements of iono-

spheric irregularities in F region and
polar cap (1965) 7084

dry, bubbly glacier ice, densification theory
(1965) 19574

effects on man of partial cold water immer-
sion (1963) 18483

gaging stations, protection of bench marks
by reliable datum point construction
(1961) 12586

geological studies, USSR (1963) 19650
heating of polar upper atmosphere (1964) 7553
helicopter evaluation (1964) 49
hunger in groups, experiment, interim report

(1962) 20262
hygienic problems of acclimatization of

population in Far North, USSR study
(1962) 15815

IGY scientist's work in Antarctica, USSR
study (1963) 20823

measurement of strain rates in deep bore
holes in polar glaciers (1965) 9061

meteorology photo probe (1962) 10497
polarized light experiment (1963) 16364

muskeg, review of research (1963) 1438
northern operations, field manual (1963)

5910
perenially frozen lake in Greenland (1961)

8324
physics of clouds and mists, USSR study

(1962) 1031
polar aurorae, USSR study (1963) 10523
Polaris Promontory, suitability of ice-free

land site for aircraft landings (1961)
13805

problems (USSR periodical) (1964) 5388
Project Pole Hop, 1960, report (1961) 9806
reindeer thermal and metabolic measure-

ments during rest and exercise (1963)
1751

selections from problems of Arctic and Ant-
arctica (1962) 17891

snow densification theory and its engineer-
ing applications (1961) 9063

Soviet conquest (1963) 864
Soviet request, problems (1965) 9317
survival rations (1963) 1761, 11499
use of EMIT in arctic waters, USSR study

(1964) 10914
USSR northern regions, acclimatization of

man (1963) 20773
weather at pole, USSR study (9161) 9342
whitefish feeding habits in bodies of water,

variation and multiplicity (1964) 5006
winter precipitation, preciseness of calcula-

tion, USSR (1961) 10882
see also Greenland—Subarctic regions.

Arctic spoonwort, see Scurvy grass.
Arctiidae, see Moths.
ARDC, see Air Research and Development

Command.
Arden House Conference on Tuberculosis, rec-

ommendations, summary, etc. (1961)
1430

Ardennes, Battle of the Bulge, European thea-
ter of operations (1965) 11381

Ardennes American Cemetery and Memorial,
general information (1963) 16811

Ardizzi, P., flat electric cable for intercon-
necting system components (1964) 7659

Are you related to a diabetic? (1964) 18893
Area Assistance Advisory Board, create, hear-

ings (1961) 5849
Area designation status reports (1962) 138;

(1963) 7655, 11523, 16816; (1964) 1754;

(1965) 3972
Area development aids (1961) 237, 6763
Area development bulletin (1961) 2923; (1962)

3622
Area handbooks:
Algeria (1965) 17065
Brazil (1965) 167
Colombia (1965) 4245
Congo (Leopoldville) (1963) 114
Cyprus (1964) 9210
Ethiopia (1964) 19211
(Germany (1964) 19212
India (1965) 1823
Indonesia (1965) 10156
Japan (1964) 17048
Korea (1965) 7152
Liberia (1965) 4247
Nepal, with Sikkim and Bhutan (1965) 4246
Nigeria (1964) 17054
Senegal (1964) 10016
Sudan, Republic of (1964) 17047
United Arab Republic (Egypt) (1965) 11905
Venezuela (1964) 15273
Vietnam (1965) 1824

Area measurement reports (1964) 17071-77,

(1965) 225-226, 4298-99, 5632-34, 7185-88
Area redevelopment, see Redevelopment (city

planning, etc.)—Rural development.
Area redevelopment act, see Unemployed.
Area Redevelopment Administration:

accelerated public works

—

assistance approved for areas under con-

sideration for termination of eligibility,

GAO report (1965) 6252
funds, inequitable allocation among eligi-

ble areas, GAO report (1965) 10958
accounting system improvement needed,

GAO report (1965) 6280
activities (remarks) (1963) 1788
administrator, nomination of William L.

Batt, hearing (1961) 8975
annual report (1963) 5903; (1964) 5927;

(1965) 7131
ARA area analvsis and economic develop-

ment (addres"s) (1964) 8013
ARA case book series (1963) 20317; (1964)

5924, 9993, 11820, 13656; (1965) 137-139,

1811-12, 7124, 10135, 17036
ARA field reports (1964) 8017, 11821-824,

13657-660, 15250-254, 17022-23,
19196-197,20979

ARA information memo (1962) 3621
ARA program

—

and its role in economic development (re-

marks) (1962) 11216
appraisal and relationship to economic
opportunity and Appalachia programs
(address) (1964) 11819

progress etc. (remarks) (1962) 12977
ARA redevelopment areas, value of prime

contracts awarded, 1963 (1964) 9996
ARA staff studies (1964) 11825-826, 13661,

15255; (1965) 10137-138
ARA's role in community rehabilitation

(Remarks) (1962) 6624
business, share in area gjowth (1962) 10943
create^—
hearings (1961) 5849
reports (1961) 5832. 7097
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Area Redevelopment Administration—Con.

developing homegrown industry (1963) 5904
directories, approved projects (1964) 5925;

(1965) 3146
accelerated public works program (1965)
3095

economic development plans for

—

Pacific Northwest (remarks) (1962) 12973
Pennsylvania (remarks) (1961) 17982

employment opportunities

—

created by ARA projects, inadequate eval-
uation. GAO report (1965) 4831

in federally aided project restricted to in-

dividuals having funds to invest in busi-

ness venture, GAO report (1964) 21333
Federal loan assistance for plant acquisi-

tion and improvement resulted in no new
employment opportunities within redev-
elopment area, GAO report (1965) 9223

Federal participation in unnecessary project
costs resulting from failure to properly
recognize effect of intercorporate owner-
ship, GAO report (1965) 9224

field reports (1965) 140-144, 1813-15, 5574,
7125-26, 10136, 11890-892, 13441,
15228-229

financing operations for industrial and
commercial projects under area redevel-
opment act, guide for local developers
(1961) 17980

how ARA technical assistance programs
work (1963) 11524

imprudent action taken in approving loans
to assist Roustabout Company, Frack-
ville, Pa., GAO report (1965) 700

inadequate analysis of employment oppor-
tunities provided by federally assisted
project, GAO report (1965) 21^97

industrial prospects, information sources
for locating (1964) 15256

lack of compliance with statutory require-
ment for local financial participation,
GAO report (1965) 9231

loan for soybean processing plant, hearing
(1963) 11872

loan to Vineland and South Jersey Coopera-
tive E!gg Auction and Poultry Associa-
tion, Inc., GAO report (1965) 2201

making effective business loan application
(1964) 5928

Michigan Area Redevelopment Conference
(remarks) (1962) 12975

operations, programs, etc. (remarks) (1962)
10937

organic act, extend for 2 months, law (1965)
13785

overall economic development programs,
guidebook for redevelopment area orga-
nizations (1964) 13662

planning for new growth, new jobs, overall
economic development program (1962)
12970

population, labor force & unemployment in
chronically depressed areas, study
(1965) 147

press releases (1962) 4187; (1963) 4037
program and accomplishments (remarks)

(1962) 12972
program, assistance, etc. (remarks) (1962)

12974
program symbolizing economic interdepend-

ence between States (remarks) (1962)
20472

proposals for making development prog^-am
more effective in Jefferson County, 111

(1964) 11824
publications, list (1963) 4431; (1965) 5575
Q & A series (1962) 20465-471

Area Redevelopment Administration—Con.

responsibilities, etc. (remarks) (1962) 4567
river basin planning, relationship to ARA

program (remarks) (1963) 11527
role in area redevelopment (1963) 9381
services for community groups (remarks)

(1962) 4566
statutory provision limiting amount of fi-

nancial assistance to industrial or com-
mercial projects, possible need for clari-

fication, GAO report (1965) 9238
technical assistance

—

cumulative report, quarterly (1964) 11828;
(1965) 3871

iron ore problems (1964) 11826
transfer functions, message from the Presi-

dent (1965) 7402
unauthorized assistance to seemingly nonde-

pressed areas under public works accel-

eration act and area redevelopment act,

GAO report (1965) 6291
unnecessary grant to assist in financing

Keystone Industrial Park, GAO report
(1965) 7789

unneeded grant approved to Laguna Pueblo,
N. Mex., GAO report (1965) 4821

working partnership for new growth, new
jobs (1961) 20340

Area Redevelopment Administrator, appoint-
ment by the President, hearings (1961)
5739

create

—

hearings (1961) 5739, 5849
reports (1961)5832,7097

create

—

law (1961) 8615
reports (1961) 7088, 8737

Area redevelopment bookshelf of community
aids (1962) 12970, 14795; (1963)
14932-933; (1964) 1755, 13662, 15256
(1964) 145

Area redevelopment bulletin (1962) 12971;
(1963) 3462; (1964) 3262

Area redevelopment manpower reports (1963)

17398-402; (1964) 12332-333, 17931-935,
21275; (1965) 6127, 7597, 16096-97

Area resource development (1963) 10123
Area studies, national defense education act,

NDEA language and area centers, 1st 5
years, report (1964) 19634

Area trend series (1961) 237, 6763
Area trends in employment and unemployment

(periodical) (1965) 3148
Area vocational education program series

(1962) 7280
Area wage surveys, see Wages.
Areawide planning for hospitals and related

health facilities (1961) 13629
Areawide planning of facilities for long-term

treatment and care (1963) 7395
Areawide planning of facilities for rehabilita-

tion services, report (1963) 12982
Arecibo, P.R., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 18899
Arend, John L., cordwood heights of mixed oak

growing on Grayling and Rubicon soils

(1963) 12177
Arenstorf, Richard F., restricted 3-body prob-

lem representing analytic continuations
of Keplerian elliptic motions (1963)
11072

Arequipa Department, Peru, uranium recon-
naissance in Rio Tambo area (1962)
14878

Aresco, Sebastian J., analyses of tipple and
delivered samples of coal (1963) 18104;
(1964) 11343; (1965) 11393

Arey, Will, remarks, Feb. 19, 1963 (1963) 5763
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Argentina:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1963)

5740
alliance for progress, United States activi-

ties (1962) 9420
print as Senate document report (1962) 9436

Army mission, agreement (1962) 22829
atomic energy

—

cooperation for civil uses, agreement
(1962) 22853; (1964) 21890

equipment for use at La Plata University
agreement (1964) 7791

background notes (1965) 11703
business machines, market information

(1965) 10327
Commission for Educational Exchange be-

tween United States and Argentina,
agreement (1961) 20179

cotton industry (1962) 13843
declaration on provisional accession to

GATT (1963) 1552; (1965) 8318
defense, military assistance, agreement

(1964) 15127
democracy or dictatorship, background in-

formation for Armed Forces (1962)
16343

economic conditions (1962) 15939
economic developments (1961) 12695; (1962)

13930; (1963) 8411
economy, basic data (1963) 10333
education exchange programs, financing,

agreement (1963) 21127
educational data (1962) 2406
establishing business (1964) 10698
extending declaration on provisional acces-

sion to GATT (1963) 9421
Federal tax system (1962) 5341
fishing industry (1963) 2293; (1965) 4754
foreign trade, 1959-60 (1962) 9797
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14380
import tariff system (1962) 2570; (1963) 8386
labor conditions (1965) 12798
letters concerning expected U.S. action

against Cuba (1961) 13135
livestock and meat industry (1963) 15543
living conditions (1962) 729
loan of destroyers, reports (1965) 17902,

19290
loan of vessels

—

agreement (1961) 6577
extension, agreement (1965) 9956

market for U.S. selected electric housewares
(1961) 20379

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12843

motion pictures, statistics and general infor-
mation (1961) 13857

plant quarantine import requirements (1962)
10810

private investments, guaranty agreement
(1961) 17849

sending gift packages to (1962) 690
shrimp, commercial, principal species (1962)

9656
study mission report (1961) 5708
teachers congresses (1961) 13103
tracking stations, continuation and exten-

sion of cooperative program, agreement
(1962) 22831

trade agreement (1963) 18336
U.S. trade mission, businessmen needed

(1962) 7502
youth publications, articles (1961) 2275

Ar-Glen Corp., motor vehicle accident (1961)
10721

Argillites, expansion properties for light-

weight aggregate production (1964) 1434

Argenine, effects of arginine, 1-glutamate, and
pyridoxine on toxicity of Aerozine (1964)
19182

Argon:
atmosphere, hot rolling molybdenum condi-

tions, USSR study (1964) 1011
critical evaluation of methods for calculat-

ing transport coefficients of partially
and fully ionized gases (1965) 5209

electron-ion recombination, microwave inter-
ferometer measurements (1962) 8514;
(1964) 1452

equilibrium hydrodynamic variables behind
primary and reflected shock waves
(1965) 13053

friction and wear of low-melting binary and
ternary gallium alloy (1965) 6754

K fluorescence yield, determination by pro-
portional-counter spectrometry (1961)
13550

shock tube heat-transfer experiments to
measure thermal conductivity, evalua-
tion (1964) 7522

thermophysical properties from to 300° K,
bibliography (1964) 14941

use of temperature buffered arc in spectro-
graphic trace analysis (1965) 5198

Argonne National Laboratory:
development work on fabrication of CP-5

fuel element tubes, final report (1961)
1714

ground-water conditions, 1948-60 (1963)
19327

zero gradient synchrotron facility, dedica-
tion (remarks) (1964) 132

Arguilles, Armando S., relief (1965) 10579,
13852, 15408

Arias, Alan:
effect of 3 metal additions on grain size of

magnesium oxide after high-temperature
heat treatments (1965) 11490

effects of several metal and compound addi-
tions on grain growth of oxides (1965)
11487

thermal shock resistance of zirconia with
metal additions (1964) 20594

Arica, Chile, uranium reconnaissance in area
(1962) 14879

Ariel, see Satellites.

Arinque, Lazaro L., jr., relief (1962) 19229,
21011, 23135

Aris, Eladio, relief (1962) 13411, 16707, 17163

Aristarchus, LAC 39, lunar chart (1964) 4255
Aristolochia, use in treatment of hypertension

(1962) 2849

Arithmetic:
algorithm for recognition of machine-

written symbols, USSR study (1963) 875

input routine using arithmetic statements
for IBM 704 digital computer (1961)
19983

instructor's guide and lesson plans, USAFI
manual (1964) 553

logical methods for speeding up multiplica-
tion on digital computers, USSR study
(1962) 2728

radiative equilibrium algorithm for
semi-infinite atmospheres (1961) 5304

reasoning tests, measurement of mental
skills employed (1962) 95

review, USAFI study guide (1961) 20656
single synthesis algorithm for abstract au-

tomats, USSR study (1961) 10833
test, exhibit (1964) 6089
see also Ratio and proportion.

Arizona:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural conservation handbook (1962)

1916
alligator juniper, specific gravity (1965)

12506
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Arizona—Continued

annual survey of manufactures, standard
metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties

—

1960 statistics (1962) 18776
1961 statistics (1963) 4571
1962 statistics (1964) 6032

area measurement report (1964) 17071
Arizona v. California, Colorado River basin

water rights controversy, Supreme
Court opinion (1963) 11920

cattle on feed (1961) 2813
census county divisions 1960, map (1961)

16276
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

18156
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15304
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 4300
selected services, area statistics (1965)
5662

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7226

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4310

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
2194

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11842
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 20416
census of population, 1960

—

characteristics (1963) 11606
detailed characteristics (1962) 14957
general characteristics (1961) 6834
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 281
number of inhabitants (1961) 1815

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census county division boundary de-

scriptions (1962) 14967
central, Devonian rocks and paleogeography

(1965) 19667
central, water-table fluctuations, reduced by

removal of tamarisk (1963) 4988
chaparral area, recovery of vegetation fol-

lowing wildfire (1962) 17589
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1964) 15155
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests

(1965) 12
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 10011; (1963)
15054, 18677

desert areas, storage behavior of lemons,
supplement (1962) 54

diabase and granitic soils, experiments with
nitrogen to increase plant growth (1961)
12744

eastern, manganese deposits (1961) 7917
electric rate book (1962) 534, 15558; (1964)

4704; (1965) 4720
erosion and sediment movement following

wildfire in pine forest (1962) 23575
Federal census of territory, excerpts (1965)

5986
print as Senate document (1965) 4576

4-cent statehood commemorative stamp
(poster) (1962) 6405

5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 13364
floods of Apr.-June 1957 (1963) 8352
forest

—

area and timber volume (1965) 10932
effect of logging on vegetation and deer

use (1963) 4987

Arizona—Continued
forest—Continued
use of natural openings by deer, elk, and

cattle (1963) 4986
fresh fruits and vegetables, interstate haul-

ing by rail and truck (1964) 16959
Gambel oak, specific gravity (1964) 14325
Gila River drainage basin, headwater

springs

—

quality of water (1963) 8347
reconnaissance (1963) 8347

Globe-Miami district, geology and ore depos-
its (1962) 15640

highway construction practices

—

hearings (1963) 13668
report (1964) 12111

highways, need for long-range planning
(text of address) (1961) 335

hydrology, analysis and evaluation of data
for San Simon Basin (1963) 10299

Indians on Federal reservations, basic infor-

mation (1961) 8153
iron resources, reconnaissance (1965) 1328
labor organizations, reporting, reg^ister

(1961) 4783; (1964) 16574
lands in trust for Cocopah Indians

—

law (1961) 16583
reports (1961) 14298, 20600

lower chaparral zone, surface runoff and
erosion (1962) 9696

lumber production, 1960 (1965) 4803
mineral industry

—

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 21181;
(1963) 1211; (1964) 1406; (1965) 1331

water requirements and uses (1963) 12824
municipal facilities, inventory

—

waste (1964) 3109
water (1962) 3463; (1964) 18914

natural resources (1964) 842
Navajo Indian Reservation road construc-

tion program, deficiencies in administra-
tion, GAO review (1964) 18087

Nevada boundary compact, approval

—

law (1961) 12106
reports (1961) 7258, 10275

non-ferrous metal refining opportunities,
study (1965) 5581

northeastern, stratigraphy of outcropping
Permian rocks (1962) 630

northern-
acorn yield of Gambel oak (1965) 18180
growth inhibitors in native plants (1962)
612

pinyon-juniper type, phenology of grasses
(1965) 12513

site-index curves for young-growth ponde-
rosa pine (1965) 7742

soil-moisture fluctuations under 2 pondero-
sa pine stands (1965) 7752

soil water storage under natural and
cleared stands of alligator and Utah
juniper (1965) 668

overwintering habits of Ips lecontei Sw., etc.

(1965) 4801
Pinal Creek flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 446
document edition (1963) 249

Pinal Ranch quadrangle, geology (1963)
15603

pinyon-juniper type, effects of grazing, fire,

and tree control (1964) 16969
place statue of Eusebio Francisco Kino in

Statuary Hall

—

law (1962) 18973
reports (1962) 9324, 17280

ponderosa pine

—

determining growth by stand projection
(1965) 16269

effects of burning on fuels and timber
stands, survey (1961) 6146
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Arizona—Continued
ponderosa pine—Continued

estimating past diameters (1963) 17493
estimating tree diameters from aerial pho-
tographs (1961) 691

pole-size, taper table (1963) 17494
pulpwood volume tables (1962) 9693
sawing time for logs (1961) 7493
specific gravity of pulpwood (1961) 7492
susceptible to attack by southwestern

pine beetle, etc. (1961) 20790
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public land

—

sell to Kaibab Lumber Co (1964) 6227,
13863, 14031

transfer by sale, amend act, report (1962)
19358

public school finance program, 1962-63
(1963) 15441

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 16652

snow surveys

—

and water supply forecasts (1961) 3586;
(1962) 3828

measurements, 1938-64 (1964) 18955
southeastern, lower Mesozoic extrusive

rocks, Canelo Hills Volcanics (1965)
2236

southern

—

earth fissures (1964) 18117
forage production and stocking rates on
ranges can be improved (1965) 4804

statue of Eusebio Francisco Kino

—

acceptance, proceedings (1965) 12047
acceptance reports (1964) 17554, 17802
place temporarily in rotunda of capitol
and hold ceremonies, reports (1964)
17553, 17801

proceedings at unveiling, authorize print-

ing, reports (1964) 17560, 17803
sulfur production and consumption (1962)

20080
tellurium resources (1964) 5493
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10734

timber products output, 1962 (1965) 10942
truck inventory and use survey (1965) 239
tungsten deposits (1961) 2511
uranium deposits, reconnaissance study

(1962) 17622
water supply outlook and snow surveys

(1963) 4284; (1964) 4137; (1965) 4049
women

—

labor laws, summary (1961) 1580; (1962)
12796; (1965) 6994, 20150

workers, 1960 (1964) 16928
ZIP code directory (1963) 20027
see aiso Imperial National Wildlife Refuge.

Arizona (U.S.S.):
memorial at Pearl Harbor, construction

—

hearing (1961) 20624
law (1961) 18596
reports (1961) 14303, 16993

Arizona Milling Co., relief (1963) 18990; (1964)
312, 1900

Arizona-Pacific Tank Lines, accident (1962)
7519

Arkansas:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural conservation handbook (1962)

26
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and laree
industrial counties

—

1960 statistics (1962) 18775
1961 statistics (1963) 4570

Arkansas—Continued
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties—Continued

1962 statistics (1964) 6031
carboniferous cephalopods (1965) 4866
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)

277
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-
tics (1965) 15303

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5635
selected services, area statistics (1965)
7201

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7227

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 1893

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc. (1962)
6773

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-
tics (1961) 13873

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1962) 250
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 16549
general characteristics (1961) 10061
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4768
number of inhabitants (1961) 5495

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6853

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1965) 18835

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

coal, washability characteristics of Lower
Hartshorne bed near Clarksville (1962)
22505

costs of electric power and fuel for driers in

cotton gins (1964) 2261
cotton gin power expenses (1962) 8848
cotton gins, effects of electric rates on pow-

er expenses (1961) 11709
cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests

(1965) 12
county business patterns, activities cov-

ered by OASDI program (1961) 13906,
20441; (1963) 13285, 18675

eastern, vicinity of U.S. Highway 70, ground
water resources (1964) 19802

electric rate book (1962) 535, 21744; (1963)
13916; (1964) 10524; (1965) 18084

5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 13363
forests (1961) 6149
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573
land conveyance to Fayetteville, report

(1961) 20605
land transfer to Fayetteville, Ark

—

law (1963) 20431
reports (1963) 6236, 18869

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1962) 1607, 23962; (1964) 1407; (1965)
1332

minor civil divisions, townships, census,
1960, map (1961) 16277

Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery
products, wholesale dealers, lists (1964)
733, 18023; (1965) 10892

municipal waste facilities (1964) 3107
municipal water facilities inventories (1961)

15941; (1964) 18912
pecan production, economic aspects (1964)

17900
pine, estimating specific gravity (1965) 9206
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Arkansas—Continued

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
13274

precipitation data

—

hourly (1961) 3652; (1962) 3925; (1963)
3771; (1964) 3578; (1965) 3492

maximum for 24 hours and under (1961)
1574

public school finance program, 1962-63

(1963) 13857
release restrictions on real property con-

veyed by United States to Arkansas

—

hearings (1963) 18921, 18924
law (1963) 18786
reports (1963) 6235, 18841

rural Arkansas on the march (remarks)
(1962) 16310

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 16651

sawmills, management staffing needs (1963)
1457

south, oil-productive formations, analyses of

brines (1963) 18099
sulfur, resources and production (1964)

20475
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10735

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 267
validation of coverage under old-age, survi-

vors, and disability insurance for cer-

tain State and local employees

—

law (1962) 23278
reports (1962) 19092, 21391

weather stations, decadal census (1963)
16669

women

—

labor laws, summaries (1961) 5168;' (1963)
9511; (1964) 13544

legal status (1964) 19030
workers, 1960 (1964) 9896

ZIP code directory (1963) 20028
Arkansas River and Valley:
and tributaries, flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 12395
document edition (1965) 12052

between Little Rock and Fort Smith,
ground-water potential of alluvium
(1964) 823

conservation program of Basin Association
(remarks) (1963) 14054

Dardanelle lock

—

and dam, hydraulic model investigation
(1961) 4169

intake studies, hydraulic model investiga-
tion (1961) 14815

drainage basin

—

snow courses and soil moisture stations,
list (1962) 16170

snow surveys and water supply forecasts
(1962) 3829

water quality conservation

—

appendix (1965) 14988
report on basic study (1965) 9871

water quality study, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23497
document edition (1962) 23383

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental editions (1963) 397. 2205;
(1965) 10756

document editions (1963) 240, 2076; (1965)
10394

hydrology (1965) 18223
lock and dam no. 6, name David D. Terry

Lock and Dam, reports (1965) 13937
19467

lower, ground water (1964) 8780

Arkansas River and Valley—Continued

navigation channel, development and main-
tenance, hydraulic model investigation

(1962) 21698
navigation, etc., conditions at typical lock

and dam, hydraulic model investigation

(1963) 15457
reconnaissance of ground-water resources

(1964) 2434
spillway for typical low-head navigation

dam (1964) 21282
stability of riprap and discharge character-

istics, overflow embankments (1964)

14212
water supply outlook and snow surveys of

drainage basins (1963) 4285; (1964) 4138;

(1965) 4050
watershed, irrigation guide (1961) 5098

Arkansas River Basin, see Arkansas River
and Valley.

Arkansas, White, Red Basins Inter-Agency
Committee:

meeting (1961) 1243
minutes of joint meeting, 46th meeting (1964)

11347
Arkhiv anatomii, gistologii i embriologii (peri-

odical):

translations (1962) 15736, 19776

Arkhiv pathologii (periodical):

translations (1962) 19800, 23814

Arkley, Rodney J., soil survey, eastern Stanis-

laus, Calif (1964) 21878
ARL, see Aeronautical Research Laboratory.

ARL technical reports (1961) 6727-28, 8332,

11745; (1962) 6607
Arlington County, Va., census of housing,

1960. city blocks (1961) 18352
Arlington Hall Station, Defense Intelligence

Agency building location, hearings
(1964) 12122

Arlington Heights, El., population, special

census (1962) 14942

Arlington National Cemetery:
general information (1964) 5940
Navy funerals, guidance manual (1961) 2618;

(1962) 14534
ARM, see Army Ready Material.

Armament kits:

XM-5, equipment for UH-IB helicopter,

flight evaluation (1964) 13621
XM-6E2, evaluation of UH-ID equipped with

kit (1964) 13620
Armaments, see Munitions—Nuclear arma-

ment.
Armano, Paolo, relief (1964) 6257, 10385, 11993

Armed Forces:
active duty, before you report (1965) 8507
air movement of troops, technical manual

(1961) 165
aliens serving in, grant permanent residence

status, reports (1962) 7014, 11558
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 5732
military procurement hearings (1961) 8835

appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 7075
appropriations, 1964, military procure-

ment

—

hearings (1963) 6187
law (1963) 11720
reports (1963) 6142, 6161, 8073, 9902

appropriations, 1965—
hearings (1964) 6337
law (1964) 17305
reports (1964) 10209, 15533, 15698

appropriations, 1965, military procure-
ment

—

hearings (1964)
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Armed Forces—Continued
appropriations, 1965, military procure-

ment—Continued
law (1964) 8227
reports (1964) 6282, 6289, 6319, 6469

appropriations, 1966, military procure-
ment

—

hearings (1965) 8872, 14115
law (1965) 12028
reports (1965) 8835, 8934, 10454, 10490

Armed Forces song folio (1961) 3105; (1962)
3625; (1963) 3464

bad check offenses, provide statutory au-
thority for prosecution

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 20521
reports (1961) 12268, 14675

before you report for active duty, pamphlet
(1962) 16341, 18674

cash awards program, establish

—

law (1965) 17394
reports (1965) 15710, 17572, 17852

censorship. Army field manual (1964) 8025
chaplains, builders of faith, (1965) 7557
chemical, biological, and radiological protec-

tion of troops in battle (1962) 7581
civic action, military role in nation building

(1964) 4277
civilian employees, general information

(1965) 1816
claims settlement by Federal agencies

—

law (1964) 17416
reports (1962) 7055; (1963) 13581; (1964)

17744
claims settlement by Federal agencies,

amend law

—

law (1965) 19121
reports (1965) 10494, 15980

Coast Guard and military departments per-
sonnel, claims resulting from use of
Govt, property, authority to settle

—

law (1962) 23169
reports (1961) 7116; (1962) 21428

Cochabamba Valley feud necessitates inter-

vention in Bolivia (1963) 2604
code of U.S. fighting man, (1965) 8505
colonels and carpenters, strength of Nation

(address) (1964) 7356
commercial aircraft carrying military per-

sonnel, investigation

—

hearings (1962) 4958
subcommittee report (1962) 7082

constitutional rights of military personnel,
hearings (1962) 17341

summary (1964) 10426
courts martial manual, 1951, addendum

(1963) 4791; (1964) 2250, 21247; (1965)
19527

dairy program, extend, hearings (1961) 8825
decorations and awards (poster) (1963) 18538
defense procurement circular (1964) 6539;

(1965) 3301
defense supply procurement regulation

(1965) 3302
dependents

—

baggage, etc., advance return

—

hearing (1964) 17866
law (1964) 17290
reports (1963) 13540; (1964) 15740

deceased, transportation at (jovernment
expense, provide, report (1964) 10252

evacuation from Panama and Cyrpus,
payment of expenses, authorize

—

hearing (1964) 19591
law (1964) 19421
reports (1964) 13937, 19563

language training, authorize

—

law (1965) 15507
reports (1965) 13928, 17827

Armed Forces—Continued
dependents—Continued
manual for civilian physicians and den-

tists providing care (1964) 2254
medical care program, DoD pamphlet
(1964) 19198

protection against eviction, hearing (1963)
8126

transportation expenses for medical care
not locally available

—

law (1965) 15488
reports (1965) 13889, 17829

digest of opinions of Judge Advocates Gen-
eral (1961) 3106; (1962) 3762; (1963)
3600; (1964) 2253, 3420

disbursing officers to entrust funds to other
officers of armed force, amend U.S.
code

—

hearing (1962) 15427
law (1962) 15067
reports (1961) 16683; (1962) 13620

duty, honor, country (address) (1962) 16342;
(1964) 8020

employees, non-United States citizen, social
security coverage, agreement with Phil-

ippines (1964) 3147
engineer troop organizations and opera-

tions, field manual, changes (1962) 16354
enlisted members

—

cancellation of indebtedness, authorize,
report (1964) 13941

methods for improving, status report,
1962 (1963) 4464

physically unqualified, costs of accept-
ance, GAO report (1965) 7781

enlistments

—

extension etc.

hearings (1961) 17117 (1962) 19373,
21196

laws (1961) 14117; (1962) 20911
reports (1961) 14362, 14659; (1962)

19362, 21052, 21109
oath to support and defend Constitution

of U.S.—
hearing (1962) 19372
law (1962) 20926
reports (1961) 14343; (1962) 21404

excess travel time allowed military person-
nel using privately owned vehicles on
permanent change of station travel,
GAO report (1965) 6261

excessive costs of duplicate automatic tele-

type switching centers, GAO report
(1964) 8719

facts

—

heritage of freedom, origins, etc (1963)
7659

Philippines, lessons learned 1946-53 (lec-

ture) (1963) 18534
role of American ambassador (1963) 5905
Soviet treaty violations, record of broken
promises (1963) 7657

third challenge, unconventional warfare
(1963) 7658

family separation
bers assigned
(1965) 13924

food buyer offers special opportunities to
small business firms (1962) 577

foreign countries, uniforms, insignia and
organization (1961) 147

friendly foreign nation, advance funds

—

hearing (1965) 13987
law (1965) 19142
reports (1965) 13960, 19434

home-buying serviceman, FHA information
(1962) 11770

housing. Navy design manual (1962) 8752;
(1963) 1605

allowance, pay to mem-
CJovt. quarters, report
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indemnity insurance coverage for combat
service

hearing (1965) 16016
law (1965) 17410
reports (1965) 17625, 17841

indemnity or insurance, provide, hearing
(1965) 15834

Indonesia, activities (1961) 7625
integration and Negro officer (1962) 13717
inventions wanted, list (1961) 2603, 13557

20007; (1962) 8542; (1963) 1339, 9230;
(1964) 1506, 5560

it pays to stay in, new uniformed services
pay act of 1963 (1964) 11830

leave, unused accrued, payment to survi-
vors, authorize

—

law (1965) 15499
reports (1965) 13929, 13957, 17828

legislation affecting, hearings, title page,
contents and index

—

86th Cong., 2d sess. (1961) 1881
87th Cong., 1st sess (1961) 20566
88th Cong. 2d sess., hearings (1965) 2004

life insurance, government programs, an-
nual report, 1964 (1965) 11760

mailing privileges, provide

—

hearings (1965) 17729
reports (1965) 19241. 19461

medical journal (1961) 3113
medical rejectees, health referral program,

(1965) 20036
members

—

acceptance of fellowships, scholarships, or
grants, amend law

—

law (1962) 16781
reports (1961) 14321; (1962) 15382

acceptance of foreign decorations for
service in Vietnam

—

hearing (1965) 14116
law (1965) 19134
reports (1965) 8803, 19433

automobiles, transportation at Grovern-
ment expense, amend U.S. code

—

hearing (1965) 14117
law (1965) 15455
reports (1965) 13887, 14008

cash awards program for suggestions or
inventions

—

hearings (1964) 17637, 19591
report (1964) 17530

dependents, deceased, transportation at
(Government expense, amend U.S. Code

—

law (1965) 15498
report (1965) 13885

prohibiting threatening and abusive com-
munications to members and families,
hearing (1965) 19513

retirement in highest grade

—

hearings (1963) 18920, 18924
report (1963) 18842

military personnel

—

imported household and personal effects,

customs requirements (1965) 12361
living in Denver area, evaluation of nutri-

tional status (1961) 20356
maintenance activities, inefficient and une-
conomical utilization. Fort Campbell,
Ky., Army Dept., GAO report (1964)
12491

reporting early for temporary duty as-
signments, unnecessary per diem pay-
ments. Navy Dept., GAO report (1964)
8741

military requirements in Vietnam, additional
appropriation, message from the Presi-
dent (1965) 8752

military symbols, field manual (1961) 13820

Armed Forces—Continued

milk program, extend

—

hearings (1964) 12115
law (1964) 17388
reports (1964) 10244, 17772

National Library week, guidebook for local

observance (1961) 1682; (1962) 1998
Negro officers (1961) 10524
Negro serviceman and family housing (1964)

10099
news style guide (1964) 17030
nonappropriated fund employees, place un-

der longshoremen's compensation act as
extended (1963) 393

nonjudicial punishment, commanding officer's

authority to impose

—

law (1962) 19010
reports (1962) 15154-155, 19306

nontactical construction equipment held on
Okinawa by military services, GAO re-

view (1963) 12208
officer, guide to philosophy, ideals, and prin-

ciples of leadership (1961) 5321
overseas military information programs,

report (1962) 9342
Pacific area, World War II, interservice rela-

tions (1961) 5285
pay, allowances, etc.

—

increase per diem rates

—

hearing (1961) 20627
law (1962) 16726
reports (1961) 16669, 18860, 19071

United States Code, title 37, revise, codify,
and enact

—

law (1962) 20826
reports (1962) 7059, 17291

personal affairs. Defense Dept. pamphlet
(1964) 4275

personal property, tax immunity, broaden
application

—

law (1962) 23171
reports (1962) 17020, 21461

personnel

—

automobiles, military departments meth-
ods of shipping to and from Alaska,
amend United States code

—

hearings (1964) 13989. 17866
report (1964) 13943

dependents medical care program

—

AF pamphlet (1962) 18649
annual reports (1961) 9934; (1962) 18694;

(1963) 18560
DOD pamphlet (1962) 12979

dependents rental limitations, increase,
report (1963) 11961

FHA and home-buying (1965) 9095, 10804
FHA home-buying information (1961)

14853
household goods, unnecessary costs for
temporary storage, GAO report (1964)
2408

labor cost, control, hearings (1964) 17661
military and civilian personnel, domestic

air travel in Ist-class accomodations,
GAO review (1962) 9720

participation in international sports, in-

crease expenditure ceilings
hearing (1964) 6496
report (1964) 328

transportation of remains, etc., of depend-
ents dying in Alaska and Hawaii

—

hearings (1961) 14443, 19151
report (1961) 14289

tri-service conference on selection re-

search, ONR symposium report (1961)
20041

your State and local taxes, troop topics

(1963) 11539
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physicians' appointment and residency con-
sideration program (Berry plan) (1961)
12543

pocket guide (1962) 10948
power for peace, Armed Forces Day, 1965,

report (1965) 9012
President's tribute to Armed Forces (ad-

dress) (1964) 17032
procurement act of 1947, amend

—

hearings (1961) 7129; (1962) 11438, 17304
law (1962) 20828

reports (1962) 19291, 11384, 13431
procurement regulations (1961) 4133, 9007;

(1962) 434, 3626; (1963) 3465, 6311;
(1964) 3264; (1965) 3149

index (1962) 12985
PVO troops, Soviet translations (1962)

22018
qualification test

—

job performance of enlisted men scoring
low (1964) 15276

new structure, evaluation (1965) 7159
quarters allowances, increase

—

hearings (1962) 11433, 13665
law (1962) 16757
reports (1962) 11356, 11402, 13648

reemployment rights of Federal employees
who perform duty (1962) 4852; (1963)

9757; (1964) 15359
reenlistment of undesirable military person-

nel, GAO review (1963) 5006
reimbursement for cross-service medical or

dental care, eliminate

—

law (1965) 19141
reports (1965) 17578, 19438

relief of members erroneously in receipt of

family separation allowances

—

law (1961) 18600
reports (1961) 8752, 169257

retired

—

dual compensation-dual employment laws,
modernize

—

hearings (1963) 17181; (1964) 6523
law (1964) 17307
reports (1964) 331, 6279, 6485
statement of purpose, etc (1964) 12152

serviceman's family protection plan (1962)
1997; (1964) 20982
tables of percentage reduction of retired
pay (1962) 10945

servicemen's survivors, annuity rights,
protect

—

hearing (1964) 17869
report (1964) 17847

retirement pay, validate

—

law (1962) 16763
reports (1961) 8783; (1962) 15380

rocket troops, Soviet military translations
(1962) 22135

Rumania, education of youth (1964) 21521
selling to military, general information

(1962) 2392
settlement of claims against members in-

sured by Brandaris Insurance Co.,

agreement with Germany (1963) 13079
social security for servicemen (1961) 9666;

(1962) 1744; (1963) 7375; (1965) 1630
soldiers' and sailors' civil relief act

—

amended, text (1961) 18981
general information (1962) 8886
selected cases and materials (1962) 11004

song folio and Army hit kit for soldier

shows, index (1962) 12810
Soviet PVO and rocket troops, translations

(1961) 13053, 13253
status irv—

Australia, agreement and protocal (1963)
14729

Armed Forces—Continued
status in—Continued
Japan under treaty of mutual cooperation
and security, understanding with Japan
(1961) 2718

status of forces, NATO treaty

—

agreements with Federal Republic of (Ger-

many (1963) 16577-578; (1964) 1603
criminal jurisdiction

—

hearing (1961) 14721; 21540; (1964) 2230,
17867; (1965) 16004

reports (1961) 19074; (1962) 21427;
(1964) 2227, 14100, 17855; (1965) 17863

surplus personal property, how to buy
(1961) 5916; (1962) 9513

television conference, 1964, report (1965)

8530
transportation allowances for house trailers

of members of uniformed services

—

hearings (1961) 14442, 20627
law (1961) 18752
reports (1961) 12324, 14413, 19095

transportation of house trailers and mobile
dwellings of members of uniformed serv-
ices, increase allowances

—

hearing (1964) 15799
law (1964) 17265
reports (1964) 10250, 12100, 14117

unified action, principles, doctrines, etc.,

governing (1961) 759, 6228; (1962) 19620,
21909; (1963) 12270, 17571; (1964)
4882-83, 6876, 8845

uniformed services contingency option act of

1953—
change name and amend

—

hearings (1961) 10335, 19150
law (1961) 18759
reports (1961) 8784, 19097

conversion tables (1961) 5322

uniformed services retirement pay, election
of annuity for survivors, income tax
treatment, report (1965) 19242

United Nations operations in Korea, Logisti-
cal support, agreement with Australia,
etc (1964) 11627

United States Code-
title 10, amend, codify recent laws, etc.

—

law (1962) 19012
reports (1962) 7060, 17293

title 37, revise, codify, and enact

—

law (1962) 20826
reports (1962) 7059, 17291

unnecessary costs being incurred for main-
tenance and payment of allotments of
military personnel. Department of

Army, GAO report (1964) 18092
USSR-

border troops (1963) 19407
development as part of socialist state

(1963) 19485
history of inter-relationship between na-

tional blood banks and military medical
service (1964) 7064

increased organizational and directive

influence of party, 1956-64 (1965) 7862
military councils and political controls

(1964) 20009
PVO troops, translations (1963) 12615
rocket, PVO, and ground troops, transla-

tions (1963) 1017
rocket troops, translations (1963) 6927
training and indoctrination (1964) 12754

VA-Armed Forces study on chenwtherapy of

tuberculosis (1962) 4278; (1963) 9475
validation of common core pattern analysis

and mechanical knowledge tests for

mechanical maintenance courses (1961)
1587
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Vietnam, North, military personnel that
switch over to other branches, treat-
ment, new regulations (1961) 2191

visiting, criminal jurisdiction over, interna-
tional law studies, (1965) 18679

voting information (1961) 11761; (1962) 4570,
14799; (1964) 1757. 17029

poster (1962) 4571
waiver of collection of erroneous payments,

report (1961) 14376; (1964) 15509
women's selection test, 5 and 6, restandardi-

zation (1965) 11910
see also Life insurance—Pay, allowances,

etc.—Reserve components of Armed
Forces—Retired officers, etc.—Retire-
ment—Veterans

Armed Forces Day:
power for peace

—

Armed Forces report (1965) 9012
manual (1963) 6308
speakers' guide for service spokesmen

(1962) 11685; (1963) 8143; (1964) 8467
Armed Forces Food and Container Institute:

publications issued under earlier name, list

(1963) 9370
technical reports etc., covering aerial deliv-

ery research activities, bibliography
(1963) 9368

Armed Forces Industrial College, see Industri-
al College of Armed Forces.

Armed Forces Information and Eklucation
Office:

DOD pamphlets, see Entry listings in Month-
ly catalog,

for commanders, this changing world (1963)
97

posters, DOD-P series (1962) 4571; (1963)
18538

Armed Forces Institute:

catalogs (1961) 13816; (1963) 20318
correspondence courses offered by colleges,

etc., DOD pamphlet (1961) 17987; (1962)
14800; (1964) 89; (1965) 13443

exercise book, Eiiglish as communication
skill (1964) 10443

introduction to accounting 2, college course,
work assignment guide (1962) 13713

manuals (1961) 4132, 7303, 12540-541, 14764,
17147-148, 20656; (1962) 5074, 11679-680,
13713, 15459, 17354, 19405-407; (1963)
2111, 4792-93, 6309-10, 10032, 12035,
13831-832, 17342; (1964) 553-556, 6537,
8462, 10443, 21248

study guide

—

biology (1963) 2111, 6309
general science (1963) 6310, 13832
Latin American history I (1962) 19406
Latin American history II (1962) 19407
slide rule (1962) 19405
world geography (1961) 12540
writings of American authors (1964) 21248

supply announcements (1962) 2394; (1963)
10046; (1965) 464

supply briefs (1962) 13721; (1964) 10452;
(1965) 14164

supply bulletin (1961) 4141; (1962) 21601;
(1964) 4609; (1965) 7563

supply notes (1961) 19201; (1963) 2120;
(1964) 17899

teacher's guide and key, introductory social
studies and English as communication
skill (1964) 8462

textbook (1964) 557
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology:
catalog of audio-visual educational aids

(1965) 15240
1st century, 1862-1962, general information

(1964) 10021

Armed Forces Institute of Pathology—Con.

Medical Museum

—

first visitors (1965) 2060
general information (1965) 2064
how Museum began (1965) 2061
leaflets (1965) 2052-73
microscope collection, general information

(1965) 2067

Armed Forces Internation Nutrition (Confer-

ence 4th meeting report (1962) 7488

Armed Forces Museum, see National Armed
Forces Museum.

Armed Forces Museum Advisory Board, see
National Armed Forces Museum Advi-
sory Board.

Armed services, see Armed Forces.

Armed Services Committee, House:
additional employees, report (1965) 7426

calendars (1961) 3068; (1962) 3987; (1963)
3830; (1964) 3644; (1965) 3559

Carl Vinson Room in Rayburn House Office

Building, dedication ceremony (1965)
19174

committee prints, see subjects,

employ additional employee, report (1963)
13534

hearings, see subjects,
investigations and studies

—

authorizations and expenses, reports
(1963) 6118

Defense Department procurement pro-
gram, etc. (1961) 5649, 5673; (1963)
6111; (1964) 4473; (1965) 5885, 5904,
15736

organization, hearing (1961) 5735; (1963)
4752; (1965) 5953

reports, see subjects.
Special Subcommittee on Defense Agencies,

report (1962) 17095
Armed Services Committee, Senate:

additional expenditures, report (1961) 16979
calendar (1961) 3090; (1962) 4004; (1963)

3849; (1964) 3663; (1965) 3575
committee prints, see subjects,
hearings, see subjects,

investigations and studies

—

authorization and expenses reports (1964)
6442; (1965) 4580
defense preparedness (1961) 5796, 19129;

(1962) 5042
national defense (1963) 6239
strategic and critical stockpiling (1962)

7193, 13651, 21423; (1963) 6240
cold war menace, use of military personnel
and facilities to arouse the public, au-
thorization, hearings (1961) 10149
print additional copies, report (1961)

19130
preparedness program, reports

—

Cuban military buildup (1963) 13792
military family housing program (1962)

11649
Texas tower no. 4 (1962) 11650

reports, see subjects.

Armed services paper, see Eiitry listings in
Monthly catalog,

title pages, contents and indexes (1961) 1881,
20566

Armed Services Technical Information Agen-
cy:

ASTIA report bibliographies

—

display systems (1963) 4437
explosive forming (1963) 4438
plasma physics and magnetohydrodyna-
mics (1963) 4439

teaching machines (1963) 4440
chemical thesaurus (1963) 1792
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Armed Services Technical Information Agen-
cy—Continued

correlation index of technical reports (1963)
4507

descriptors thesaurus (1963) 1793; (1964)
14165

handbooks, etc., cataloged, report bibliogra-
phy (1964) 14166

maintenance and maintainability, ASTIA
report, bibliography (1962) 11683

PERT, program evaluation and review tech-
nique, bibliography (1964) 93

Armed Services Whole Blood Processing Labo-
ratories, manual (1963) 2112

Armenia, manuscripts in Freer Gallery of Art
(1964) 6752

Armenian Soviet Socialist Republic:
Academy of Chemical Sciences, new drugs

developed (1963) 19450
Academy of Sciences

—

Departnient of Biological Sciences scien-
tific research institutions, activities
(1962) 5726

future programs (1965) 12769
hail phenomena development (1965) 4956
nonferrous metallurgical enterprises, inade-

quate utilization of production capaci-
ties (1964) 16112

public health during last 40 years (1962)
1387

rust-resistant wheat, study (1962) 5527
Armfield, Blanche B., Medical Department

organization and administration in
World War 11(1963) 11550

Armijo, J.S., hydrogen overvoltage and elec-
trochemical potentials of zirconium and
zirconium intermetallics (1963) 18571

Armillaria root rot (1963) 17472
Armine, photocolimetric method of analyzing,

USSR study (1962) 15709
Armistead, N.L.:

addresses

—

Nov. 4, 1963 (1963) 20665
Mar. 9, 1965 (1965) 6165

Armistice, line, Israel-United Arab Republic
(1965) 15061

Armor:
body armor for individual soldier, guide

(1965) 13459
crewman, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)

6655
cavalry (1962) 3288

Armor plate, weld cracking by hindered con-
traction, research report (1962) 18369

Armored cars, M-113 vehicles adaptation kits,

overpricing under Army Dept. contract
negotiated with FMC Corp., San Jose,
Calif., GAO report (1963) 13999

Armored force:

armor and cavalry units of active Army and
Ready Reserve, lineages, honors, etc.,

compilation (1962) 3288
cavalry platoon and troop, air cavalry troop

and divisional armored cavalry squad-
ron, field manual (1962) 6646; (1964)
15264

divisional armored and air cavalry units,
field manual (1965) 18936

use of Davy Crockett weapons system (1962)
6650

Armored vehicle launched bridge (1965) 7154
Armory Board, D.C., see District of Columbia

Armory Board.
Armour and Co., wage chronology, 1941-63

(1963) 20926
Arms, Fred S., soil survey report, Adair Coun-

ty, Ky (1964) 13459
Arms (firearms), see Firearms—Munitions.

Arms control, see Disarmament.
Arms Control Agency, see Arms Control and

Disarmament Agency (1961)
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency:

annual report

—

departmental editions (1963) 9647; (1964)
5938; (1965) 5585

document editions (1962) 4922; (1963) 9833;
(1964) 6207; (1965) 5805

appropriations authorization and security
procedures for contractor employees,

hearings (1963) 10013, 18942
law (1964) 266
report (1963) 11981, 20471, 20483

appropriations, authorization, increase

—

amend act (1965) 1987
hearings (1965) 4518, 6049, 8797
law (1965) 10362
reports (1965) 5880, 5892, 6031

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 15253, 21526
law (1962) 23243
reports (1962) 16956, 21493

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11874; (1964) 515
report (1963) 11848; (1964) 511, 2082

appropriations, 1965^
hearings (1964) 10288, 15791
law (1964) 17386
reports (1964) 10245, 21193, 21233

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings, (1965) 10517, 14112
law (1965) 15511
reports (1965) 10497, 15929

biographic register (1962) 12704; (1964) 1595
economic series (1962) 6637, 16351
establish

—

hearings (1961) 16837, 17127
law (1961) 18688
reports (1961) 16821, 18862, 18898, 18914,
20618

statement of John J. McCloy before For-
eign Relations Committee (1962) 10663

statement of Secretary of State before
Foreign Relations Committee (1962)
10662

text of presidential statement (1962) 4579
general series (1962) 2001, 6638, 10960,

16352, 20489-490
interagency coordination of arms control

and disarmament matters (1962) 20484
organization and functions (1962) 4598
research and studies, report (1964) 11833
research reports (1965) 7139, 18933
review of operations, hearing (1962) 11663
telephone directory (1965) 1648, 8312, 13286,

15066
Arms control, proceedings of 4th United

States Air Force Academy assembly,
Apr. 4-7, 1962(1962)16314

Armstrong, Arthur A., jr., modification of tex-

tile fiber properties by radiation-induced
graft polymerization (1965) 1836

Armstrong, Ella, estate, relief of administra-
tor (1962) 16861

Armstrong, F.E., radioactive tracers in misci-
ble-phase petroleum production opera-
tions, (1965) 4276

Armstrong, Frank C, Bannock thrust zone,
southeastern Idaho (1963) 8336

Armstrong, Gerald R., vibratory compaction
techniques for radioactive source fabri-
cation (1964) 19239

Armstrong, James C, jr., radiochemistry of
rhodium (1965) 13502

Armstrong, William R., testinnony, hearings
(1964) 6526
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Armstrong County, Tex., soil survey report
(1965) 6914

Army:
active, for rapid response to any emergency

situation (1963) 99
administrative organization, bibliography

(1961) 6741
AFQT 7 and 8 failures, literacy screening

scales, development (1963) 14949
Africa today, pamphlet (1961) 3779
air movement of troops and equipment, tech-

nical manual (1965) 15244
aircraft

—

ALARM system application (1963) 18348
CAD pyrotechnic and explosive items in

use, survey (1962) 18363
engines spare parts, reclamation, GAO
review (1962) 15629

noise problems associated with operation
(1964) 5949

jjersonnel restraint systems study, basic
concepts (1963) 11349

parts supplied by overhaul contractors,
unnecessary costs incurred, GAO report
(1964) 12496

airfield-heliport design

—

general provisions and criteria, technical
manual (1965) 8534

rig^d and overlay pavement, engineering
and design manual (1963) 4862

airmobile operations, field manual (1963)
18544

airplanes, fundamentals of maintenance
(1964) 21005

American military insignia, 1800-51 (1963)
14607

Army information digest (1961) 2907
aviation

—

accident prevention pamphlet (1963) 9658
air service laws, compilation (1961) 344
air units, service of chaplains, 1917-46

(1961) 8322
aircraft descriptions (1961) 1687
Army aviation digest (1961) 2913; (1962)
4406

battalion, field manual (1965) 18935
battalion, infantry, airborne, mechanized,
and armored divisions, field manual
(1962) 2002

crash injury research, summary (1964)
13497

digests (1963) 4256; (1964) 4111; (1965)
4022

fixed-wing training program, validity of
battery in relation to success (1961)
20251

navigation, technical manual (1965) 8532
organization aircraft maintenance, field

manual (1965) 18934
standard flying sense (1964) 10005
transport and units in field army (1965)

11903
units of 8th Army Korea, inadequate
maintenance, etc., GAO review (1965)
9227

use of meteorology, technical manual
(1961) 3781; (1963) 20327

Aviation Crash Injury Research, Flight
Safety Foundation, Inc., final report,
Sept. 16, 1961-Dec. 15, 1962 (1963) 20204

chaplaincy, challenge of (1964) 19204
chief of staff, nomination of Harold K. John-

son, hearing (1964) 19592
civilian personnel, dependents traveling to

oversea areas, information, pamphlet
(1963) 18552

claims, information and reference material
for military lawyer, pamphlet (1962)
16363

Army—Continued
classification battery

—

attrition reduction task, status report,
June 30, 1962 (1962) 18692

automotive information and clerical speed
tests, development (1962) 16353

combat performance of BIM with disciplinary
records (1964) 21006

combat vehicles, unnecessary deterioration
of unused rubber tracks, GAO review
(1963) 6540

command information program (1964) 17044
commanders handbook on security (1962)

11007
communications system, Air Force manual

(1962) 18645
communications, troop topics (1964) 13675
Communist China, how officers and men

should study works of Mao Tse-tung
(1964) 12981

contracts of $1 million and over prime con-
tractors, listing (1961) 2910; (1962) 3756;
(1963) 3593

contributions to development of Alaska,
1867-1962 (1963) 11545

crafts program, facility management guide
(1965) 17057

delay in equipping M151 utility trucks for
airborne operations, GAO report on
unnecessary costs (1963) 12217

dental facilities, training civilian volunteer
assistants, pamphlet (1963) 18550

dependents

—

and civilian employees, medical self-help
training program, pamphlet (1964) 106

medical care, administration of prog^ram
by Army Dept., GAO review (1961) 10678

overseas schools, opportunities for educa-
tors (1962) 20499

divisions

—

medical service, infantry, etc., divisions,

field manual, change (1963) 18543
new structure, pamphlet (1963) 7678
organization, etc., field manual (1962)

4615; (1965) 18938
drill and ceremonies, field manual (1964)

17037; (1965) 10148
engineer troop units, organizations and op-

erations, field manual (1961) 11764
enlisted evaluation system, MOS test aid

for

—

armor crewman (1962) 6655
heavy weapons infantrymen (1962) 6654

enlisted men

—

classification techniques

—

new, status (1963) 4465
research to improve (1965) 175

methods for improving (1964) 15277
scoring low on AFQT (U), school training
performance (1965) 4249

enlisted personnel

—

allocation, optimum computerized system
development (1964) 13687

engineer equipment repairman, MOS eval-

uation test aid (1962) 14816
helicopter mechanic, MOS evaluation test

aid (1962) 14817
enlistment of aliens

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 16576
reports (1961) 14276, 14673

enlistment screening test

—

feasibility of abbreviated forms (1964)
15275

simulated branching, preliminary evalua-
tion (1964) 15274

equipment and materiel readiness, prepared-
ness program investigation, hearings
(1965) 16605
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facilities, basic criteria and construction
standards, enjfineering and design man-
ual (1964) 618, 19655; (1965) 4680, 15242

facilities constructed at installations, De-
fense Dept, programnriing and financing,
GAO review (1961) 4304

failure to standardize tropical wool trou-
sers, unnecessary costs incurred, GAO
report (1963) 20722

field-
air delivery of supplies and equipment,

field manual (1964) 20990
and equipment exchange operations, field

manual (1962) 4607
exercises and maneuvers, troop topics

(1965) 7151
support command, field manual (1965)

15237
transportation terminal transfer compa-

ny, field manual (1965) 8514
finance service and administration, panv

phlets (1961) 9928, 16168, 18005, 20345;
(1962) 162-163, 2012, 11005, 12993,
16365, 20502, 22992; (1963) 108

firepower, troop topics (1964) 10006
fixed laundry organization (1965) 17071
food adviser, technical manual (1964) 15272
food irradiation programs, review, hearings

(1962) 13330; (1963) 15164
forces employed in joint airborne operations,

field manual (1962) 8921
forces in depth, partial mobilization, 1961-62

(1962) 20497
general information, career opportunities,

etc., pamphlet (1964) 20995
H-37A and H-37B helicopters, organizational

maintenance instructions (1962) 16378
heritage, pamphlet (1963) 16824
historical program, 1965 (1964) 9492
hit kit for soldier shows, Irving Berlin edi-

tion (1962) 1

index (1962) 12810
home town news material, preparation,

manual (1961) 3772
human factors research and development

10th annual conference, Oct. 1964, pro-
ceedings (1965) 5596

Indonesian national, development and prob-
lems, etc (1963) 12275

information and data systems, pamphlets
(1965) 8515, 10151

information, basic guidance, pamphlet (1964)
15268; (1965) 11904, 17058

information digest 1962 3627; (1963) 3466;
(1964) 3265; (1965) 3150

information, pamphlet (1961) 20347
information program support series (1962)

16369; (1964) 11842
installations and major activities in conti-

nental U.S., list (1961) 158, 9929; (1962)
2013, 14823; (1963) 109, 14943; (1964)
104; (1965) 4244

installations emergency construction, selec-

tion of sites (1963) 434
internal review guide, pamphlet (1964)

15267; (1965) 7150
international commiunism, pamphlet (1965)

17060
interview, pamphlet (1965) 17066
irradiated food wholesomeness program, re-

view (1963) 13246
job i)erformance of enlisted men scoring low

on qualification test (1964) 15276
jobs monitor performance task, status re-

port, June 30, 1962 (1962) 18691
Judge Advocate legal service, pamphlets

—

see Entry listings in monthly catalog,
semi-annual index, Jan. 1-June 30, 1965

(1965) 13464

Army—Continued

Korean people's, provides revolutionary
armed strength of party (1961) 13255

Korean War, south to Naktong, north to

Yalu, June-Nov. 1950 (1961) 11364
laboratory procedure in clinical mycology,

technical manual (1965) 13472
librarian, professional career, general infor-

mation (1962) 4600
library, theses and dissertations in holdings,

list of titles (1961) 3656
line of duty and misconduct determinations

(1965) 8517
maintenance battalion, division support

command, field (1962) 2004
marksmanship, troop topics (1962) 8927,

12995
materiel, life cycle, guide (1965) 13447
measure of readiness, troop topics (1965) 165
medical service, field army (1965) 13455
memorial tablet in honor of troops quar-

tered in Capitol during Civil War, report
(1964) 17555

military civic action (1964) 11844
military justice evidence, pamphlet (1962)

18684
military personnel, dependents traveling to

oversea areas, information, pamphlet
(1963) 18552

military personnel ordered to

—

Alaska, helpful hints (1961) 152, 18002;
(1962) 6669; (1965) 168

Canal Zone, helpful hints (1961) 8360;
(1964) 21000

Caribbean area, helpful hints (1961) 153
Hawaii, helpful hints (1961) 11767; (1962)

156
Puerto Rico, helpful hints (1963) 16825

military reservation (1965) 18942
and navigable waters (1961) 13825

mission agreement

—

Costa Rica (1961) 1528; (1963) 14728
El Salvador (1963) 14726
Panama (1963) 5737

mobility (1964) 11843
monitor systems, research activities on per-

formance (1965) 5598
North Vietnam, youth problems (1961) 4680
nuclear power program (1963) 19129
(X^S, general information for applicants

(1963) 14938
off-road logistic mission, operational analy-

sis of use of air cushion vehicles (1963)
20205

officers

—

career counseling, commander's guide
(1963) 11541

erroneously paid uniform allowances, re-

lief-
hearing (1964) 19591
law (1964) 19426
reports (1964) 13934, 17850

officers' call (1965) 5590
Old Guard, history of Third Infantry Regi-

ment (1961) 13832
one army, troop topics (1965) 164
organization for major missions (1964) 4284
organization of Army and ROTC, manual

(1961) 9932
packaging policies and procedures of mili-

tary supplies and equipment preserva-
tion and intermediate protection out-

lines (1961) 20077
Paraguayan, road construction, etc., capa-

bility, agreement (1964) 9834
pathfinder operations, field manual (1964) 97

peacetime, troop topics (1965) 1821

peer rating stability in changing groups

(1964) 13686
personal affairs handbook (1961) 6746
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personnel

—

anti-tank missile gunners, selection (1963)

4467
correlates of disciplinary record in

wide-range sample (1963) 4463
electronics selection battery validation,

experimental measures (1964) 21008
escorting deceased (1961) 20343; (1965)

11906
learning to live overseas, pamphlet (1964)
13676

reporting for duty in Washington and vi-

cinity, information guide (1962) 13002
retired, handbook (1962) 20504; (1965) 8527
retirement planning, bibliography (1965)
13360

selection and classification tables of civil-

ian-Army enlisted occupational relation-

ships (1962) 14824
tests and measurement, pamphlet (1962)

16370
unit citation and campaign participation

credit register (1961) 13830, 20348-349;
(1962) 8928, 14825

personnel utilization, human factors

—

problems in image interpretation task,

status report (1963) 16830
research in image systems, status report

(1963) 11546
physical fitness program

—

female special staff personnel and TD
organizations (1963) 1800, 14940

specialists and staff personnel (1963) 1799,

7669, 14939; (1965) 5589
women (1965) 8516

procurement

—

law, pamphlet (1961) 9927
legal service, see Entry listing in monthly

catalog,
procedure (1961) 149, 3769-70. 8351-52,

17994; (1962) 6639, 12984; (1963) 5908,
7665, 9648, 14936, 18540; (1964) 4280;
(1965) 11901
index (1962) 12985

small business specialists and advisors by
States, list (1961) 1688

programs, civil works activities, regulations
(1965) 2113

progress (1961) 16171; (1963) 18558
progressive, 1775- 1964 (1964) 10007
publications, price Hst (1961) 13624; (1963)

1394
readiness for combat demonstration. Fort

Bragg, N.C. (1962) 11010
recruiting & career counseling journal

(1963) 4136; (1964) 3965; (1965) 3882
recruiting journal (1961) 2766; (1962) 4288
reenlistment prediction, evaluation of meas-

ures (1961) 8256
register

—

departmental editions (1961) 5335, 8369-70
(1962) 6683, 11018-19; (1963) 7682
9664-65; (1964) 10017-19; (1965) 10161
11909, 13479

document editions (1961) 5577, 8628-29
(1962) 6954, 11293-294; (1963) 7851
9831-32. (1964) 10181-183; (1965) 10378
12042, 13822

Regular, appointment of Ehvight D. Eisen-
hower to former grade in active list

—

hearing (1961) 5737
law (1961) 6940
reports (1961) 5711, 5831

Regular, general officer promotion policy,

hearing (1963) 12006
reimburse New York City for reconstructing

ferry slip 7, etc., authorize

—

law (1962) 9149
reports (1961) 12219; (1962) 11568

Army—Continued
reorganization, hearing (1962) 7083
research and development

—

contractors guide (1961) 16164; (1962) 8916
magazine (1961) 150, 2908; (1962) 3628;

(1963) 3467; (1964) 3266; (1965) 3151
problems guide (1962) 2022. 11020
series (1963) 7683

research task summary, 1961

—

chemistry (1962) 146
electronics, mathematics, operations re-

search, planning (1962) 149
engineering sciences and earth sciences

(1962) 148
index (1962) 10963
life sciences and psychological & social

sciences (1962) 145
materials (1962) 4599
physics (1962) 147

safety, unit management (1962) 20503; (1964)
20999

service club personnel, program projects
from Operation Service Club, manual
(1962) 161

service schools, schedule of classes. NGB
pamphlet (1961) 20005

sites, engineering weather data, manual
(1963) 16828

small business and labor surplus advisors
by States, list (1962) 16371

social work handbook, technical manual
(1962) 6681

soldier on freedom's frontier, troop topics
(1965) 17061

soldier's career, pamphlet (1964) 17042
special warfare, an Army specialty (1962)

16374
staff judge advocate handbook, pamphlet

(1963) 18546
survival sense, pamphlet (1963) 18547
Tank-Automotive Center. Detroit, Mich.,

ineffective repair parts support for
combat vehicles. GAO review (1963) 8315

terminal facilities guide. Defense Supply
Agency handbook (1962) 21582; (1964)
560, 6541

trained enlisted personnel, improper utiliza-

tion, GAO report (1964) 10604
training in emergency medical care, pam-

phlet (1962) 14815
transportation aircraft maintenance units,

field manual (1963) 14937
troop movement guide, technical manual

(1965) 8536
troop topics (1962) 8927, 12995; (1963) 13238,

16824; (1964) 4284, 8033. 10006-8,
11843-844. 13675. 15269. 17041-43; (1965)
164-166, 1821. 7151. 17059-62, 18943

trucks, failure to store in covered space,
GAO review (1963) 10270

United States Army

—

Europe, accumulation and retention of
excess missile spare parts due to inade-
quate supply management practices,
GAO report (1965) 4815

World War II (1961) 6270-71, 13426; (1962)
10439; (1963) 9107, 12819-820; (1964)
9493, 11312, 20462; (1965) 11381, 16582.
19825
master index (1961) 7916

work measurement, how and where to use
(1965) 7145

you and Army R.O.T.C. school year 1962-63
(1962) 18693

you and your community (1964) 17041
your son and ROTC (1962) 8931
see also Armed Forces—Military supplies

—

National Guard—Pay, allowances, etc.

—

Retired officers, etc.—Shooting—Uni-
forms.
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Army Aeromedical Research Unit, report (1964)
5949

Army and Navy Legion of Valor of United
States of America, Inc.:

change name

—

law (1961) 14078
reports (1961) 14275, 14574

Army Area Conference, 1961, proceedings
(1962) 8539

Army Audit Agency:
auditors, examination announcement (1962)

4837; (1963) 11662
bulletin (1962) 13001; (1963) 115, 4249; (1964)

4100; (1965) 4009
career opportunities, professional auditing

(1963) 4468
Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories:
interim reports (1965) 11740, 15098-100,

18801-803, 20111-112
technical reports (1965) 15102-109,

16893-900, 18804-808, 20113-116
Army Ballistic Missile Agency, DG-TR series

(1961) 5061
Army Chemical Center, Md.:
Chemical Warfare Laboratories, CWL spe-

cial publications (1961) 292
maintenance and construction projects, ex-

penditures, GAO review (1961) 6163
Army Cliemical Research and Development

Laboratories, CRDL special publica-
tions (1961) 8547, 20470

Army contracts, see (government contracts.
Army Crafts Program, activities (1962) 1903
Army Dental Corps, preventive dentistry pro-

gram and dental practice (1963) 13247
Army Department:
accumulation of excesses and unnecessary

procurement of missile spare parts, etc.,

at 3d Army Logistical Support (jroup
installations in Florida, GAO report
(1965) 4816

adaptation kits for M-113 vehicles, overpric-
ing under contract negotiated with FMC
Corp., San Jose, Calif., GAO review
(1963) 13999

additional costs resulting from unnecessary
procurement of diesel-eng^ne for 5-ton
military truck, GAO report (1965) 7763

Aerodex, Inc., contract, use of former Ciovt.

surplus parts without authorization,
GAO report (1963) 20726

aeronautical replacement spare parts, non-
competitive procurement, GAO follow-up
review (1963) 13996

air conditioners, unnecessary planned pro-
curement, GAO report (1963) 15600;
(1964) 4770

aircraft engines, failure to separate acces-
sories from spare parts, GAO report
(1964) 6773

appropriations, 1962

—

military construction

—

hearings (1961) 12333, 14717
law (1961) 18693
reports (1961) 16813, 16960, 18875, 20545

public works

—

hearings (1961) 12334, 19144
law (1961) 18718
reports (1961) 16798, 18919

appropriations, 1963

—

foreign aid, report (1962) 21173
military construction
hearings (1962) 13495. 17088, 19370
law (1962) 20859
reports (1962) 17059, 19341, 21041

public works

—

hearings (1962) 13496, 21531, 21534
law (1962) 23280
reports (1962) 17084, 21164, 21457

Army Department—Continued

appropriations, 1964

—

deficiency, hearings (1964) 10285
military construction, hearings (1963)

17161; (1964) 517
public works, hearings (1963) 17162; (1964)
520

appropriations, 1965—
military construction, hearings (1964)

10291, 12118
public works

—

hearings (1964) 12119, 15798
law (1964) 17370
reports (1964) 12098, 15767, 17572

appropriations, 1966

—

amendments (1965) 12060
military construction, hearings (1965)

12157
public works, hearings (1965) 10523, 16000

Army historical program, 1965 (1964) 9492
Army regulations (1961) 1683; (1962)

8914-15, 10961-962; (1963) 13236, 20325;
(1964) 13670, 15263; (1965) 4237, 13453

Assistant Secretary, nomination of

—

Brooks, Robert A., hearing (1965) 19484
Hawkins, Willis Moore, hearings (1964)
523

Ignatius, Paul R., hearings (1961) 12507
Larsen, F.J., hearing (1961) 19151
Luevano, Daniel M., hearing (1964) 14127
Morse, Richard S., hearing (1961) 5848
Pratt, Edmund T., jr., hearings (1964) 521
Schaub, William F., hearing (1961) 5848

Assistant Secretary (Financial Manage-
ment), nomination of W. Brewster Kopp,
hearing (1965) 14116

aviation units of 8th Army, Korea, inade-
quate maintenance, etc., GAO review
(1965) 9227

brake lining kits, improper disposal, GAO
review (1964) 18089

budget, 1963, amendment (1962) 21233
canvas end curtains for cargo trucks, defec-

tive, procurement, GAO review (1963)
10268

charges for depreciation on buildings, Stan-
ford Research Institute, GAO report
(1965) 6319

chiefs and executives, organization chart
(1961) 2765; (1962) 3919; (1963) 3764;
(1964) 3569; (1965) 3483

civil functions, budget, 1963

—

amendment (1962) 15102
increase (1962) 9194

civilian job opportunities (1963) 11531
civilian personnel living and working in

Okinawa, guide (1965) 17067

civilian personnel pamphlets (1963) 4443-50,

5909, 18541; (1964) 5941
claims. Secretary to settle to amount of

$10,000, report (1962) 17009
classified material, commercial protective

service used for shipments, unnecessary
costs incurred, GAO report (1962) 7782

combat and tactical vehicles, development
and procurement, review (1961) 2048

combat capability of vehicles, etc., incurred
from lack of repair parts, GAO report
(1965) 6256

combat readiness of unit at Fort Meade,
impairment for lack of repair parts,

GAO review (1963) 15592
cooperative education program (1963) 18548
Corporal missiles, pricing under negotiated

fixed-price subcontracts with Motorola,
Inc., Phoenix, Ariz., examination by GAO
(1961) 12757
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cost of welding equipment improperly includ-

ed in price redetermination, Ford Motor
Co., GAO report (1965) 6257

costs incurred in

—

failure to competitively procure gasoline
engines for military 5-ton truck, GAO
report (1965) 10966

failure to furnish available parts to con-
tractor engaged in production of 3/4-ton
trucks, GAO report (1965) 10972

premature introduction of new finish for

cotton duck cloth, GAO report (1965)
9217

procurement of ball powder for .30 caliber

blank ammunition from Olin Mathieson
Corp., GAO report (1965) 7768

production of T 208 telescope mounts, re-

sults of inaccurate and incomplete tech-
nical data package, GAO report (1965)
9247

disposal report, Watertown Arsenal, hearing
(1965) 17688

duplicate payments to Westclox Division,
General Time Corp. for artillery fuzes
destroyed in testing, GAO report (1965)
10947

8th Army, Korea, communications and elec-

tronics equipment, unnecessary costs
due to inefficient, etc., supply and main-
tenance practices, GAO report (1964)
10600

electronic spare parts, overpricing under
fixed-price contracts with Burroughs
Corporation, GAO review (1963) 8316

engineer equipment overstated by White
Sands Missile Range, N. Mex., GAO re-

port (1964) 6790
excessive aircraft assigned to Fort Wolters

as result of overstated requirements,
GAO report (1965) 9218

excessive charges for tank components un-
der contract with Chrysler Corporation,
GAO report (1964) 4757

failure of Air Force to consider available
Army aircraft crash fire trucks in its

planned procurements, GAO report
(1965) 6266

failure to collect forfeitures of pay imposed
by court-martial sentences, GAO report
(1965) 7769

failure to recover needed aircraft parts pre-

viously determined to be Government
surplus, GAO report (1965) 14392

failure to use available (iovernment-owned
housing at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.,
GAO report (1965) 6267

fault locating indicators, Nike Hercules
guided missile, procurement, etc., GAO
report (1965) 19654

field manuals, see Entry listings in Monthly
catalog.

field service regulations, operations (1962)
6653

fire extinguisher replacement program, ex-

cessive costs, GAO review (1963) 8314
form and guide letters, how to design and

use (1961) 5326
fuel truck tankers, unnecessary costs in-

curred by use of inadequate interior
protective coating, GAO report (1963)
20723

ineffective military leave administration,
GAO report (1965) 6277

investigations of watershed areas jointly

with Agriculture Dept.

—

hearings (1961) 18975
law (1962) 19001
reports (1961) 16775; (1962) 19305

Army Department—Continued
J-2 gyro magnetic compass components,

unnecessary procurement and repair
costs, GAO report (1963) 20724

lack of proper inspection and effective main-
tenance practices for communication
and electronic equipment in strategic
Army Corps units at Fort Hood, Tex.,

GAO report (1965) 9232
loss of revenue resulting from inadequate

negotiations for communication services
between Alaska and United States main-
land, GAO report (1965) 10960

manpower procedures handbook (1963)
14944; (1965) 7153

meat processing ration issue, technical
manual (1964) 17053

military personnel

—

maintenance, inefficient and uneconomical
utilization, Fort Campbell, Ky., GAO
report (1964) 12491

shipment of household goods improperly
classied as professional items, GAO re-

port (1964) 8732
travel of dependents, improper payments,
GAO report (1964) 6767

missile system, unsatisfactory, development,
procurement, and deployment, GAO un-
classified summary (1964) 6782

officers' call

—

new officer emergency reporting system
(1961) 13829

your soldiers, pamphlet (1962) 2014
operation ARM and integrated equipment

record and maintenance management
system in action (1965) 169

overcharges for long-distance telephone
channels leased by 8th Army, Korea,
GAO report (1965) 2203

overpricing ammunition components from
Honeywell, Inc., GAO report (1965) 9237

pamphlets, see Entry listings in Monthly
catalog.

planned disposals of needed automotive re-

pair parts, GAO report (1965) 4836
poster (1963) 18554
prices for power packs purchased from

Sparton Corporation by prime contrac-
tors, GAO report (1965) 696

procurement

—

combat and tactical vehicles

—

hearings (1961) 1883
report (1961) 1882

costs from award of subcontract for radio
antenna systems on sole-source basis,

GAO report (1965) 12528
defective fuel servicing semitrailers and

school buses, GAO review (1965) 2207
M151 utility truck major assumblies, un-
necessary planning, GAO report (1964)
8743

M405 rocket handling unit, unnecessary
costs incurred, GAO report (1964) 8737

unneeded spare assemblies resulting from
negligence of Raytheon Company, Lex-
ington, Mass., GAO report (1965) 6287

psychology careers, examination announce-
ment (1965) 10292

publications, price lists (1961) 13624; (1963)
1394; (1964) 3093; (1965) 9865

relationships with employee organizations,
supervisor development program (1964)
5941

reorganization, hearing (1962) 7083
report (1961) 14763; (1962) 19404; (1963)

10038; (1964) 17896
retention of

—

high-value land at

—

Fort DeRussy, Waikiki Beach, GAO re-

port (1965) 10975
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retention of—Continued
high-value land at—Continued
Fort Gordon, Ga., GAO report (1965)

9252
obsolete telephone cable, GAO report

(1965) 16306
uneconomical units in Reserve Officers'

Training Corps program, GAO report

(1965) 6289
review of collection of excess-weight costs in

shipping household goods, GAO report

(1965) 14398
review of use of (Jovernment-owned aircraft

by Army Mobility (Command and Army
Tank-Automotive Center, GAO report

(1965) 14399
rocker arm assemblies for combat vehicle

engines from Hawk Tool & Engineering
Co., Clarkston, Mich., defective, procure-

ment, GAO review (1963) 19285
savings resulting from resale of reusable

ammunition containers procured from
United Kingdom, GAO report (1965) 2209

Secretary, nomination of—Resor, Stanley

R., hearing (1965) 14118
Stahr, Elvis J. hearing (1961) 4077

semitrailers, procurement from PYuehauf
Trailer Co., GAO examination (1961)

4300
small business

—

and labor surplus advisors by States, list

(1962) 16371
participation in (iovernment procure-

ment, 1963, conference (1964) 12283
specialists and advisors by States, list

(1961) 1688
special training enlistment program (STEP),

hearings (1965) 4596
statistical data, cost of unnecessary daily

compilation by automatic data process-

ing equipment, GAO report (1965) 2195
supply bulletin (1962) 4601
supply management of end items and repair

parts in Okinawa, GAO report (1965)

2202
supply manuals (1961) 8353; (1962) 18678;

(1963) 18542
technical bulletins (1962) 2018, 11011
technical manual, see Entry listings in

Monthly catalog,
teletypewriters procurement under negotiat-

ed contracts, overpricing by Smith- Cor-

ona Marchant, Inc., GAO report (1963)

14000
terminating procurement of excess missile

spare parts. Army Missile Command,
review of procedures and practices, GAO
report (1965) 16307

trained enlisted personnel, improper utiliza-

tion, GAO report (1964) 10604
transponders for Nike-Hercules guided mis-

sile system, overprocurement, GAO re-

port (1963) 14001
travel mileage reimbursements, causes of

overpayments and underpayments to

Army personnel and dependents, review,

GAO report (1965) 19653
unauthorized use of military personnel, etc.

at Fort (k)rdon, Ga., for activities relat-

ed to Masters Golf Tournament, GAO
report (1965)2211

unavailability of certain aircraft at over-

seas location due to maintenance and
supply deficiencies, GAO report (1965)

6292
Under Secretary nomination of

—

Ailes, Stephen, hearing (1961) 5848
McGiflfert, David E., hearing (1965) 14118
Resor, Stanley R., hearing (1965) 10668

Army Department—Continued
uniform code of military justice, good order

and discipline, committee report (1961)
1690

United States Civil Administration of Ryu-
kyu Islands, activities, review (1961)
2047

unnecessary costs

—

aircraft engine overhaul, etc., contract
without competition, GAO report (1964)
6786

furnishing ammunition for test firing M14
rifles, GAO report (1964) 8736

Government production of M14 rifle repair
parts rather than procurement from
commercial sources, GAO report (1964)
6789

improper retention of overpayments by
Burroughs Corporation, GAO report
(1964) 10623

leasing electronic data processing system
by Chrysler Corporation, GAO report
(1964) 10621

leasing rather than purchasing electronic
data processing equipment, GAO report
(1964) 794

maintenance and payment of allotments of

military personnel, GAO report (1964)
18092

noncompetitive procurement of military
3/4-ton trucks, GAO report (1964) 18093

sole-source procurement of portable radar
sets, GAO report (1964) 21342

tool sets, relating to reassignment of

management responsibility to Defense
Supply Agency, GAO report (1964) 6788

unnecessary disposal of spare components
procured for Hawk air defense guided-
missile system, GAO report (1964) 19768

unnecessary expenditures for

—

exterior storage facilities serving family
housing at Fort Dix, GAO report (1963)
14010

leasing commercial facilities to store
Govt-owned empty steel drums, Los
Angeles, Calif., area, GAO report (1963)
20720

unnecessary procurement

—

cargo transporters, GAO report (1964)
19769

due to failure to identify and utilize avail-

able missile spare parts, 8th Army, Ko-
rea, GAO report (1964) 12500

generators, GAO review (1963) 6541
Hawk and Nike-Hercules missile spare
components because of deficiencies in

requirement computations, GAO report
(1965) 10974

unnecessary transportation costs for small
arms ammunition components purchased
for military assistance program, GAO
report (1965) 2217

unnecessary vacancies in available (iovern-
ment-owned family housing. Fort Knox,
Ky., GAO report (1965) 2218

use of polygraphs, hearing (1964) 10315
weapon production compared to procure-

ment, GAO follow-up review (1965) 6269

Army Distaff Foundation, property in D.C.,

exempt from taxation (1961) 16659;
(1962) 13254, 13557A

Army doctor (1965) 2052

Army Electronics Materiel Agency, rejection

of low bid on procurement of

AN/GRC-19 radio sets, GAO review
(1963) 6536
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Army Engineer Research and Development
Laboratories:

news releases (1961) 3127; (1962) 4188; (1965)
3796

Technical Liaison Office, press releases
(1963) 4097

technical reports, TR series (1964) 10482,
14201

Army Geodesy, Intelligence and Mapping Re-
search and Development Agency, news
releases (1965) 3796

Army hospitals, see Military hospitals.
Army Industrial Fund, activities, techniques

of budgeting, cost control, and perform-
ance evaluation, pamphlet (1961) 6745

Army Library:
catalog of books on American Civil War,

special list (1963) 5777
checklist of periodicals currently received

(1963) 5778, 7524; (1964) 19043
special lists (1963) 5777-78, 7524; (1964)

19043
Army Management School, Fort Belvoir, Va.,

management views (speeches) (1963)
11534

Army Map Service:
activities in space age (1962) 13753
technical report (1963) 20649

Army Materials Research Agency, technical
report AMRA CR series (1964) 7660

Army Materiel Command:
AMC historical studies (1964) 20987
AMC internal, AMC external, and other

higher authority external reports (1965)
153

AMC pamphlets (1963) 1797, 4442, 7664,

13235, 16822, 20321-324; (1964) 95, 4279,
5939, 8024, 10000, 13669, 17034-35,
19201, 20988-989; (1965) 152-154,

4235-36, 5586, 7140, 8512-13, 10143-145,
11897-900, 13447-450, 15235, 17042

AMC publications and blank forms, military
index (1965) 11897

AMC publications, military, index (1964)
17034, 20988; (1965) 7140

AMC safety manual (1964) 15262
contractors guide for civilian agencies seek-

ing business (1963) 16823
directory, installations and activities (1965)

152
first year, review and analysis of activities

(1963) 18539
management improvement program, plow-

back, improvements reported (1964)
1759, 11838

regulations, AMCR (series) (1964) 15262;
(1965) 13451-452

reports, register of approved recurring re-

ports (1965) 5586
safety digest, pamphlet (1965) 10145
safety manual (1965) 13451-452

Army Medical Research and Nutrition Labora-
tory:

Fitzsimons general Hospital, reports (1961)
9935-37, 11775, 20354-359; (1963)
1811-13, 7685-87, 11547-549, 13245-246;
(1964) 110, 8044-45, 19223-224; (1965)
18951-952

report of activities (1961) 3787-88
reports and reprints, bibliography (1964)

13688; (1965) 10162
Army Medical Service:
annual report (1961) 3785; (1962) 16380;

(1964) 17055; (1965) 13481
college students, dietetic interns, qualified

dietitians, educational opportunities
(1964) 21009

hospitals with approved residencies (1962)
2023

Army Medical Service—Continued
medical science publication (1962) 175; (1963)

116
occupational therapy, educational opportun-

ities for students (1964) 1766
Surgeon (General, rank of lieutenant gener-

al-
law (1965) 19163
reports (1965) 10476, 19440

see also Medical Corps, Army.
Army Missile Command:
R(i-TR series (1964) 7662
RT-TR series (1963) 18263; (1964) 7661
terminating procurement of excess missile

spare parts, review of procedures and
practices, GAO report (1965) 16307

Army missions, see Military missions.
Army Mobility Research (Center, trafficability

and mobility research reports, abstracts
(1962) 11718

Army National Guard, see National Guard.
Army Nurse Corps, see Nurse Corps, Army.
Army officers, see Army.
Army Ordnance Center and School:
extension course prospectus (1965) 6844
OSPAM series (1965) 6844

Army Ordnance Missile Command, R&TR se-

ries (1962) 22693
Army Ordnance School, special text ST series

(1963) 12962
Army Organization and Training Division,

Army Area Conference, 1961 (1962) 8539
Army Personnel Research Office:

research publications, 1962, abstracts (1963)
4461; (1964) 21007

USAPRO technical research notes (1962)
12982-983; (1963) 4461-63, 7684, 11546,
14948-949, 16830-831, 18559; (1964)
13685, 15274-276, 21006-7; (1965) 1826,

5597, 7159, 8537, 13480, 17076-77
USAPRO technical research reports (1962)

16353, 18690-692; (1963) 4464-67, 11546;
(1964) 13687, 15277, 21008; (1965) 175,

4249, 5598, 11910
Army posts, see Military posts.
Army rations, see Rations.
Army Ready Material, operation ARM and

integrated equipment record and mainte-
nance management system in action.

Army Department (1965) 169
Army Research Office, reports (1961) 11763,

13818
Army Research Office (Durham):
research in progress (1964) 8036-37; (1965)

8531
Army Reserve:
Army reservist (periodical) (1961) 2909;

(1962) 3629; (1963) 8468; (1964) 3267;
(1965) 3152

disability and death benefits for reservists,

authorize

—

law (1964) 19424
reports (1964) 15542, 19565

forces in depth, one army in action, 1961-62

(1962) 20497
grade of Brigadier General, nomination of

Gene Hal Williams, report (1962) 21261
officers

—

career planning (1963) 11537
promotion to existing unit vacancies, au-

thorize

—

law (1964) 19428
reports (1964) 13940, 17832

1202d Civil Affairs Group (Reinf Tng), re-

lief-
law (1962) 23236
reports (1962) 13416, 23401

realine, by transfer into National Guard,
hearings (1965) 12309, 19299
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Army Reserve—Continued
reemployment rights, briefing sessions and

program (1964) 20994
see a/so Reserve components of Armed

Forces.
Army Signal Research and Development Agen-

cy, technical publications bibliography,
1951-60 (1962) 12685

Army Signal Research and Development Labo-
ratory, technical reports (1961) 9721;
(1962) 1803

Army Stock Fund, illegal transactions, GAO
report (1963) 14013

Army supplies, see Military supplies.

Army Transportation Ehivironmental Opera-
tions Group:

polar mapping-topographic survey of Antar-
tica (1962) 12760

surface traverse aerial survey of Greenland
(1961) 20224

Army Transportation Research Command:
interim reports (1965) 1680-83, 5433-36, 6961,

8347
reports (1962) 14666; (1964) 13493-497

research technical memorandum series

(1961) 8230; (1962) 3544, 6488; (1965)

15101
technical reports see Entry listings in

monthly catalog.
Armyworms, description, control, etc (1961)

11705
Arneman, H.F., soil survey report. Crow Wing

County, Minn., (1965) 11695

Arner, Dale H., wild turkeys on southeastern
farms and woodlands (1963) 20285

ARNG, see National Guard.
Arno, John R.:

soil survey reports, Aroostook County,
Maine

—

northeastern part (1964) 13457
southern part (1964) 20807

Arnold, D. M., proton damage in semiconductor
devices (1964) 11354

Arnold, John E., predictor for remote control

systems operating with signal transmis-
sion delays (1964) 3034

Arnold, Joseph F., pinyon-juniper type of Ari-

zona, effects of grazing, fire, and tree

control (1964) 16969
Arnold Engineering Development CJenter, tech-

nical documentary reports (1964) 4253,

7988
Arnoux, Denise J., see Esccbar, Denise J.

Arnow, Ted, ground-water geology of Bexar
County, Tex (1963) 14029

ARO, see Aerospace Research Office.

ARO reports (1961) 11763, 13818
Aromatic compounds:

bibliography (1963) 1870
ethers, physical properties, literature sur-

vey (1962) 8461
hydroxy-, organic, infrared spectra (1961)

13453
oxidation by bacteria (1962) 18183
see also Hydrocarbons.

Aronow, Morris, and other employees of Post
Office Department, relief (1963) 17090;
(1964) 6434, 8208

Aroostook County, Maine:
ammoniacal-ammonium carbonate leaching

of manganiferous materials from south-
ern district (1964) 7446

manganese deposits, Hodgdon and Linneus
Townships, investigation (1963) 3077

Maple and Hovey Mountains area, geology
and manganese deposits (1963) 6554

potato industry, economic review (1964) 9993

Aroostook County, Maine—Continued

soil survey

—

northeastern part (1964) 13457
southern part (1964) 20807

ARPA, see Advanced Research Projects Agen-
cy.

Arpacioglugil, Yester, relief (1965) 15625
Arranz Rodriguez, Manuel, relief (1962) 7127,

13390, 15046
Array theorem, see Antennas.
Arrest:

authorization for Secret Service agents to

make arrests without warrants, etc.

—

law (1965) 19128
report (1965) 8820, 17872

District of Columbia

—

investigative, Mallory and Durham rules,

amend criminal laws, hearings (1964)

4579, 8443
suspects, holding for investigation with-

out arraigning them, report (1961) 12222
Arresting gear:

aircraft-mounted arresting hook, feasibility

tests (1961) 6522
BAK-6/F-27A aircraft arresting barrier

absorber, evaluation (1963) 16773
BAK-12/E^2A portable aircraft arresting

barrier (1964) 1732
cable pop-up system tests (1962) 1973
production of aircraft arresting barriers,

failure to utilize excess components,
GAO report (1965) 7770

runway barrier systems models 56C and 56D
evaluation tests, report (1961) 8169

Arrhythmia:
auricular, analysis with electrocard-

iographic method, USSR study (1961)
961

drug treatment, NIH supported research
grants (1964) 16743

Arrington, James P., longitudinal characteris-
tics of configurations at hypersonic
Mach numbers in conical and contoured
nozzles (1964) 20612

Arrowgrass, livestock poisoning in Western
States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;
(1964) 20915

Arrowwood National Wildlife Refuge, birds

(1961) 17255
Arruda, Marie S., relief (1962) 16939, 20802,

21314
ARS, see Agricultural Research Service.

Ars orientalis, arts of Islam and the East
(1961) 14940; (1964) 4751

ARS series, see Entry listings in monthly ca-

talog.

Arsenic:
determination in various materials, methods,

review of articles (1962) 17549
mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)

9542
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 13427;

(1962) 18179; (1964) 11313, 13101
oxide, vapor pressure, metal diaphragm

apparatus for measuring (1963) 9136
sulfides, low-temperature heat capacities

and entropies at 298.15 ° K (1964) 18694
Arsenic compounds (organic), see Biological

products.
Arson:

penalize interstate travel and transporta-
tion in aid of arson

law (1965) 13798
reports (1965) 8828, 12290

Art:
and morality interaction, problems in devel-

opment of socialist awareness, Rumania
(1961) 7670
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Art—Continued
arts and National Government report to the

President (1963) 17192
print as Senate document, report (1963)

13763
color materials for education in schools,

standard of trade (1961) 8439
Communist China, development, achieve-

ments, etc., under socialism (1961) 828
create and establish commission on art and

antiquities of Capitol, report (1962)
15413

fine arts

—

education in Soviet Union (1963) 19100
Federal grants to States, etc.

—

hearing (1961) 10343; (1962) 21563
report (1962) 21502

5-cent commemorative postage stamp
(1965) 1556

Library of Congress classification (1962)
18167

stamp, dedication (address) (1965) 2974
grants for encouragement

—

hearings (1964) 13998
report (1964) 2215

instruction, space and facilities (1964) 4645

national arts and cultural development act
of 1964—

law (1964) 17437
reports (1964) 12095, 17544

National (jallery of Art

—

color slides and filmstrips to be borrowed
(1964) 9640

general information (1964) 5551
slide lectures and colored filmstrips, with

text, to be borrowed free of charge
(1965) 11532

traveling exhibits of framed reproductions
(1964) 7584; (1965) 13068

objects importeid for temporary display, ren-
der immune from seizure

—

law (1965) 19136
reports (1965) 17653, 17874

oriental, Islam and the East (1961) 14940;
(1964) 4751

oriental studies (1963) 583; (1964) 6752
recent developments in Soviet bloc, hearings

(1964) 8381
Seth Eastman, painter of Indian life (1961)

21346
socialist-realist, Rumanian study (1962) 1153
Viet Nam

—

Asian crossroad of cultures, traveling ex-
hibition (1961) 11558

North-
ethnic minorities (1961) 870
profession, importance, and 3d Congress

of Party (1961) 13009
visual, graphics, exhibits, displays and sup-

plementary services incidental thereto,
term contract (1961) 20746; (1963) 2283

works and reproductions, catalog of copy-
right entries (1961) 5910, 14759; (1962)
5073, 17348; (1963) 4790; (1964) 2249,
10441, 19609

works of art for decoration of Federal build-
ings within National Capital region

—

hearing (1962) 11671
report (1962) 11578

works of art in United States Capitol, print
as House document, reports (1964)
17569, 17823

see also Paintings—Performing arts.
Art and Antiquities Commission of Capitol,

establish, report (1962) 15413; (1965)
10647

Art shops see Stores.

Artamonov, Nikolai:
relief (1964) 19546; (1965) 10601, 13859,

15417
testimony (1961) 380

Artemia salina, see Shrimps.
Arterial piezography, see Piezography.
Arteries:

catheter for right heart and pulmonary ar-

tery implantation (1964) 8004
effect of calcium and potassium salts on

higher nervous activity and arterial

pressure of dogs with experimental hy-
pertension (1961) 15241

effect of gravitational stress on arterial

wall, USSR study (1965) 4967
extremital nerves, influence of gravitational

overloads, USSR study (1964) 14616
internal carotid, affection of cerebrum in

thrombosis different levels peculiarities

(1961) 11060
internal mammary, bilateral ligation, bio-

chemical shifts in patients with chronic
coronary insufficiency and myocardial
infarction, USSR study (1961) 10997

intraarterial administration of oxygen in

experiments on animals, USSR study
(1961) 11181

intraorgan, anatomy significance in under-
standing pathogenesis of infarction,
USSR study (1961) 20949

intrarenal hemodynamic changes following
acute arterial occlusion (1964) 5997

large, effect of nitranol on tone in patients
with angina pectoris according to rate
of propagation of pulse wave (1961) 916

occluded, lower extremities, anticoagulants
use in reconstructive operations (1961)
11011

peripheral

—

therapy of diseases, USSR study (1961)
11173

vasomotor innervation disorders, deter-

mined with use of arterial piezography,
USSR study (1962) 18050

pressure changes in reserpine-treated hyper-
tensive disease patients during certain
emotions and cold test, USSR study
(1961) 11108

pressure-volume curve of human extremity
measured in vivo, effects of age, arter-
iosclerosis, and oral unsaturated fatty
acids (1961) 122

pulmonary

—

arteriolar, resistance with mitral stenosis,

USSR study (1961) 11007
effect of glyceryl trinitrate (1965) 215
hypertension, effect of resperine, USSR
study (1961) 10968

thrombotic obstruction (1965) 211
smaller, changes in various forms of experi-

mental hypertension, comparative study,
USSR (1961) 11059

surgery, use of hypothermy in regard to

organic, regional, and general extracor-
poreal circulation, USSR (1961) 15302

temporal, development of blood-pressure
transducer (1965) 16617

see also Blood vessels—Coronary arteries.

Arteriography, during endarteritis obliterans,
USSR study (1962) 6153

Arterioplasty, human morphological changes
with lavsan prosthesis, USSR study
(1964) 14612

Arteriosclerosis:
and hypertension, USSR study (1962) 12038
cholesterol uptake in serum in normal and

hospitalized individuals (1962) 10916
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Arteriosclerosis—Continued

coronary, collateral cardiac circulation and
their significance in coronary insuffi-

ciency. USSR study (1961) 11054
effects on arterial pressure-volume curve of

human extremity measured in vivo
(1961) 122

endarteriosis, USSR study (1961) 11005
experiments with vasculat and combined io-

dine-vasculat treatments, Hungarian
study (1962) 5782

hypertension associated, Schizandra chinen-
sis efficacy, USSR study (1962) 2723

mortality and geographic distribution of

arteriosclerotic heart disease (1965)
8246

problems and future research, USSR study
(1961) 2392

scientific research in field, USSR (1961)
11187

with disorder of vasomotor innervation,
problem of determining and diagnosis by
method of arterial piezography, USSR
study (1962) 18850

Artesia, N. Mex., appraisal of potential
ground-water salvage along Pecos River
(1964) 8779

Artesian wells:

British Guiana, coastal basin, ground-water
conditions (1963) 15619

Grand Junction area, Colo., water supply
(1965) 10988

open-hole microtime measurements in aqui-
fer test (1961) 19423

penetrating artesian aquifers. South Dako-
ta, progress report (1961) 6185

Arthritides, and public health in Europe (1965)
1573

Arthritis:
arthritis and rheumatic diseases abstracts

(1965)3153
connection between adenoviruses and arthri-

tis (1962) 1141
control in urban districts, USSR study

(1962) 1082
description (1961) 6499
health information series (1963) 16502
nurse and the arthritic (1964) 13411
research by NIAMD (1961) 6426
selected publications, list (1965) 13245

Arthropoda:
affecting health and comfort of man, classi-

fication and coding systems for compila-
tions from world literature (1963) 1437

airborne movement (1962) 1957
toxicity of N-substituted p-bromobenzene-

sulfonamides to, review of laboratory
tests (1961) 1607

Arthropodborne diseases, other than malaria,
prever\tive medicine in World War II

(1964) 17056
Arthur, Chester A., papers, index (1962) 3284
Artichokes, globe, effects of precooling on

market quality (1963) 20286
Articles and speeches of H. Choybalsan, Mon-

golia (1963) 5249
Articles of Confederation, text (1961) 5765;

(1963) 9953; (1965) 10568
Artificial Climate Laboratory of Timiryazev-

skiy Agricultural Academy, description
and operating experience (1965) 19785

Artifical climate station, USSR (1962) 2921
Artificial earth and weather satellites, USSR

(1962) 22161
Artificial flowers, industry in Puerto Rico

(1962) 12778
Artificial kidneys:
hemodialysis conference, proceedings, NIH

(1965) 16759

Artificial kidneys—Continued

independence of serum and parotid fluid in-

organic phosphate levels during hemodi-
alysis (1965) 17026

model designed at Timisoara Institute of
Medicine, Rumania (1962) 7723

research grants supported by National
Heart Institute, 1949-64 (1965) 16750

Soviet model, description (1964) 8962

Artificial limbs:
distribution and use, statistics (1961) 11536
new prosthetic hand developed in Yugosla-

via (1964) 21400
upper, hydraulic, pneumatic and electrical

devices in prostheses, USSR study
(1964) 5356

see also Prostheses.
Artificial organs, USSR (1962) 1023

Artificial radiation belt made on July 9, 1962
(1963) 9171

Artificial recharge of ground water (series)

(1963) 612
Artificial respiration, see Respiration.
Artificial satellites, see Satellites.

Artillery:

air defense

—

missile battalion, Hawk, field manual
(1962) 6652

missile unit. Hawk, battalion and battery,
field manual (1965) 17050

weapons system, Hawk, field manual (1962)
6651

ammunition, manufacture of metallic compo-
nents (1964) 17035

border troops, Soviet translations (1963)
19407

field-
Army field manual (1965) 4238
artillery support. Fleet Marine Force
manual (1964) 18653

communications (1962) 8918
missile, Sergeant, Army field manual

(1962) 12986
tactics, field manual (1965) 13454
target acquisition (1963) 100

battalion and batteries (1962) 8919

fuzes destroyed in testing, duplicate pay-
ments to Westclox Division, (ieneral

Time Corp., by Army Dept., GAO report

(1965) 10947
meteorological needs of field Army (1962)

16355

MOS evaluation test aid

—

field-
missile fire control crewman (Corporal)

(1962) 10970
missile fire control crewman (Lacrosse)

(1962) 10971
missile materiel crewman (Redstone)

(1962) 10972
light air defense, fire control crewman

(1962) 10975

PVO troops (antiaircraft defense), Soviet
translations (1962) 22018

survey, field manual (1965) 17044
techniques, field manual (1962) 4602
see also Gunnery.

Artists:
and groups, performing, waiver of visa fees,

agreement (1963) 9429
commercial, employment outlook (1962) 8352;

(1964) 9386

Communist China, ideological conflicts (1961)
4527

performing, conditions affecting income and
employment, investigation, hearings
(1962) 7086
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Artists—Continued

performing arts

—

discrimination practices, investigation,
hearings (1963) 7993

economic conditions, investigation, hear-
ings (1962) 7086

employment outlook (1962) 8389
Seth Eastman, painter of Indian life (1961)

21346
Artists' material, oil paints, standard of trade

(1963) 9703
Artley, John L., non-magnetic power supplies

(1965) 1394
ARTS (advanced radar traffic control system),

see Air traffic.

Arts, Advisory Committee on, see Advisory
Committee on the Arts.

Arts and crafts:

Army crafts program, facility management
guide (1965) 17057

community craft program for older people
(1961) 20827

construction and operation of hobby craft
shops (1964) 5582

Ojibwa crafts (1964) 2439
oriental, Islam and the East (1961) 14940;

(1964) 4751
quill and beadwork of western Sioux (1962)

19588
state of arts in America today (address)

(1962) 6182
Arts and Crafts Board, Indian, see Indian

Arts and Crafts Board.
Arts, Federal Advisory Council on, see Federal

Advisory Council on the Arts.
Arts Foundation, National, see National Arts

Foundation.
Arts, National Council on, see National Coun-

cil on the Arts.
Aruba, import tariff system (1962) 21886
Arukian, Hratch S., relief (1962) 7148, 16925,

20742
Arvanates, Marie M., relief (1962) 19231,

20784, 20979
Arvesen, John C, radiation shields for thermal

control of vehicles on moon (1964) 9573
Arvidson, John A., relief (1962) 11521, 15055,

15150
Aryl compounds:
arylamides and arylhydrazides of thiocar-

boxylic acids, antiradiation properties,
USSR study (1965) 1175

benzo-(e)-l,3-thiazine derivatives, chemical
and pharmacological investigations,
Hungarian study (1962) 7823

Arzaga, John L., relief (1961) 14550, 18561
Arzoo, Hasmik, relief (1962) 13409, 16703,

17158
As we go forth, message to graduates in

health professions (1964) 7833
Asai, Gene, Bureau of Mines chromium sup-

plied for research, July 1953-July 1961
(1964) 7429

Asato, Hajime, relief (1961) 7190
Asato, Keum Ja, relief (1961) 8873, 12071,

12168
Asbestos:
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 3921
deposits and bedrock geology, upper Missis-

quoi Valley and vicinity," Vt (1963) 19292

MgO-MgF2-Si02 system at 2 levels of Li20
and Na20 (1962) 22521

mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)
9543

minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 11365,
17620; (1962) 20068; (1963) 18063; (1964)
18657; (1965) 16583

Asbestos—Continued

mining and milling methods and costs, Ver-
mont Asbestos Mines, Ruberoid Co
(1962) 12372

mining methods and costs. Regal mine, Ja-
quays Mining Corp., CJila County, Ariz
(1961) 13433

Mount Ekidy and Shasta View deposits, Sis-

kiyou County, Calif. (1962) 10462
palygorskite, asbestiform mineral, proper-

ties (1962) 22516
production, etc., 1960, preliminary report

(1961) 1227
synthetic asbestiform materials, structural

and optical data (1962) 10451
workers, employment outlook (1964) 9421

Asbestos and insulating workers, employment
outlook (1962) 8388

ASC, see Agricultural Stabilization and Con-
servation Service.

Ascariasis, experimental, cholinesterase activ-

ity and acetylcholine content of blood
serum, USSR study (1961) 15339

Ascaridia, see Nematoid worms.
Ascension Island:

tracking stations, agreement with Great
Britain (1965) 20104

Wideawake Airport, use by United Kingdom
military aircraft, agreement (1962)
24113

Ascites:
E3irlich's carcinoma, effect of sarcolysin on

life cycle (1964) 9322
tumors, Yoshida sarcoma, and hepatoma,

Japanese studies (1965) 1505
Ascorbic acid see Vitamins.
ASCS, see Agricultural Stabilization and Con-

servation Service.

ASD, see Aeronautical Systems Division.
Asepsis, maintenance in hospitals, design fea-

tures affecting (1963) 9343
Ash black, electric moisture meters, calibra-

tion (1961) 12718
Ash (trccV

dieback in the Northeast (1962) 5248
green, provenances in Northeast, 13-year

growth (1964) 8650
white, seedbed, overstory, and understory on

regeneration, effects (1963) 10239
Ash content, see Coal.
Ash-flow tuffs, their origin, geologic relations,

and identification (1961) 6179
Ash Meadows quadrangle, Nev .-Calif., geology

(1965) 6331
Ashby, Cieorge C, jr.:

application of generalized Newtonian theory
to 3-dimensional sharp-nose shock-de-
tached bodies (1965) 2897

parametric study of aerodynamic charac-
teristics of nose-cylinder-flare bodies at
Mach number of 6.0 (1965) 13026

Ashby, W. Ross, British cyberneticist, USSR
interview (1965) 14545

Asheim, Lester, educational television, next 10
years (1965) 14181

Ashely, Wade H., jr., relief (1961) 14258
Asher, William C., squirrels prefer cones from

fertilized trees (1963) 12183
Ashes, coal, semiquantitative spectrochemical

method for analysis (1964) 16645
Asheville, N.C.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18297
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16498

centralized weather activity, scope, func-
tions, etc (1961) 1570
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Ashford, Douglas E., second and third genera-
tion elites in Maghreb (1964) 9804

Ashizawa, Roy Y., mineral industry of Hawaii
(1963) 19848; (1964) 21698

Ashland, Ky.:
area redevelopment manpower report (1963)

17399
census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-

dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 20593
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13178
Ashland, Ohio, hydrogeology of a spring in

glacial terrane (1962) 2536
Ashland, Oreg., motor carrier accident (1962)

13948
Ashland, Wis., port, harbor conditions, etc

(1963) 10089
Ashland Oil & Refining Co., aircraft accident

(1963) 13313
Ashley, E. Everett, 3d:

nonwhite population and its housing (1963)

14041
our nonwhite population and its housing,

changes between 1950 and 1960 (1964)

832
senior citizens and how they live, the aging

nonwhite and his housing (1964) 4827
Ashley, R. L., nuclear power reactor siting,

etc., American Nuclear Society, 1965

(1965) 13491
Ashley, Victor L., relief (1963) 7891; (1965)

5853
Ashley Lykes (S.S.):

launching (remarks) (1963) 3050
Ashlock formation. Upper Ordovician, south-

central Kentucky (1965) 18204
Ashtabula, Ohio:
harbor improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18030
document edition (1965) 17471

port, harbor conditions, etc (1961) 19269
railroad accident (1963) 12267
redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 4655
Ashwood, Oreg., geologic reconnaissance of

area (1964) 4778
Asia:

agricultural exports from U.S., increase in

1960 (1961) 17162
American professors in Asia, selection and

adaptation (1965) 8292
central

—

deserts, geographic explorations (1961)

15388
earth sciences, development, USSR study

(1965) 11122
economic potential (1964) 20327
mountainous areas, fading of centimeter
waves propagating over great distances,

USSR study (1961) 15352
physical geography (1961) 7664
plants (1965) 9468

changing position of Afghanistan (address)

(1961) 6565
civil aviation survey (1962) 6739
colored peoples, Israel as mentor (1961)

13218
Communist aims, translations (1962) 3124
Communist countries, agricultural econom-

ies (1961) 2013
contributions to hydrology of Asia and

Oceania (series) (1962) 2535; (1963)

17530; (1964) 815, 12518, 15955, 21358
countries, economic and political status

(1961) 9310
east

—

monsoon winds, problems concerning
(1963) 14277

Asia—Continued
east—Continued
physical geography of northeastern re-

gion beyond border (1961) 7664
research studies

—

completed, list (1964) 7751
in progress, lists (1961) 15977; (1964)
9787

east and south, Cambodian metallic package
factory, establishment, etc (1962) 19651

emerging nations (address) (1962) 10669
expanded international trade and economic

objectives, U.S. relationship (address)

(1962) 343
French delegation's interview with Mao

Tse-tung and impressions following tour
(1964) 8987

grasses, ekra, khagra, and nal, pulping and
papermaking with sulphate process

(1961) 2039
health centers, education in health (1965)

6378
health information for travel (1961) 1437,

15932; (1962) 18415; (1963) 16498
labor organizations, directory (1963) 19364
languages, fellowships (1961) 19237; (1962)

19433
lights and fog signals, list (1961) 4329, 9273,

19441; (1962) 7483, 21852; (1963) 9259
magnetic anomalies in transition region

from continent to Pacific Ocean, USSR
study (1964) 969

market indicators (1964) 14372
non-Russian peoples, life and mores, USSR

book review (1961) 15613
non-Soviet, public health, USSR translation

(1965) 16503
northeast, agricultural economies (1962)

11691
Pacific Coast, tidal current tables (1961)

16509; (1962) 18893; (1963) 18742; (1965)

339, 19035
population problems, critical decades (1963)

296
refugees from Communism, study, report

(1965) 6019
secret of Soviet successes in Asia-African,

USSR study (1962) 3094
social science research studies

—

completed, list (1965) 8299
in progress, list (1964) 20813

socialist countries, monetary circulation and
credit (1962) 5983

south

—

accession lists (1961) 3416; (1962) 4344
foreign operations appropriations, 1963,

hearings (1962) 19169
foreign relations of U.S., 1944

—

departmental edition (1965) 11712
document edition (1965) 10374

India and Pakistan, crisis (1965) 18930
indices of agricultural production, aver-

age 1952-54 and annual 1959-64 (1965)

7577
market profiles (1965) 15375
research studies

—

completed, list (1964) 7753
in progress, list (1961) 15979; (1964)

9789
study mission, report (1962) 15231
subcontinent, Afghanistan, Oylon, India,

Nepal, Pakistan, background (1962)

24096
U.S. policy, Soviet view (1962) 19892

south and east

—

geographic regions (1961) 20167; (1964)

11617
7 years of reconstruction in Cambodia

(1963) 12457
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Asia—Continued
south and east—Continued

translations (1962) 17896, 17919, 17964,
18010, 18064, 19771, 19882, 19945, 22375;
(1963) 2504, 6769, 10514, 12451, 12506,
12611, 14147, 14301, 15853, 15962, 16060,
16078, 16113, 16143, 16180, 16186, 16212,
17596, 17625, 17661, (1963) 17726, 17789,
17969, 19377, 19458, 19497, 19590, 20789,
20843, 20868; (1964) 1159, 2535, 2602,
2610, 2896, 2913, 5123, 5167, 5284, 7156,
7218. 7232, 7271, 7329, 9050, 12982,
16459, 19842, 19864, 19931, 20078, 20185,
21471; (1965) 878, 905, 1002, 1141, 2271,
2350, 2490, 2556

south, southeast, and east. United States
trade (1961) 650, 18456; (1962) 9798,
19613

southeast

—

agricultural economies (1962) 13726
and Viet Nam, report (1963) 6298
annotated bibliography, western language
sources (1964) 21680

background information (1965) 6045, 16018
Communist challenge (1962) 16345
Communist China and Chinese communi-

ties (1965) 14585
economic assistance, current role of U.S.

(address) (1965) 11043
education, bibliography (1963) 8183
flight information publication

—

enroute Pacific and southeast Asia
(1962) 3862; (1963) 3695

planning, air traffic control procedures
(1963) 3703

planning data (1963) 3698
terminal high altitude (1962) 6611;

(1963) 3708
terminal low altitude (1962) 6612; (1963)
3710

foreign aid program, proposal, message
from the President (1965) 10411, 12573

hunger and poverty, struggle against,
observations (1964) 2730

Indonesia vs. Malaysia, crisis (1964) 5936
market for U.S. soybeans and vegetable

oils (1962) 5219
PACAF basic bibliography (1965) 17016
pattern for peace (address) (1965) 8509,
9940

preserving peace (1964) 17461
primary products trade, basic problems

(1962) 17917
problems, fact sheet (1963) 5725
promote maintenance of international
peace and security

—

law (1964) 17267
reports (1964) 15554, 15770

research studies

—

completed, list (1964) 7752
in progress, list (1961) 15978; (1964)
9788

rice bowl, and its relation to U.S. farm
exports (1965) 16084

situation (address) (1964) 13466
southeast Asia studies (Japanese periodi-

cal), translations (1965) 9467, 12762;
14481, 14530, 14537, 18322

special study mission, Oct. 3-19, 1963, re-

port (1964) 334
study mission, report (1963) 11918

print as Senate document, report (1963)
8076

threat to North Viet-Nam (1962) 1999
United States policy

—

analysis of current situation (1964)
11831

perspective (1965) 8305
United States stake (1965) 13279

Asia—Continued
southeast—Continued
Viet-Nam, free-world challenge (1962)

14600
southwest

—

civil aviation survey (1961) 9982
crop insects (1965) 5505
flight information publication, terminal
low altitude (1962) 3869; (1963) 3709

Soviet Central, Uigur, Tungan, and Korean
minorities (1964) 20069

students from Asia, West German assistance
(1963) 5365

United States

—

Japanese cooperation in Asia (1965) 3041
trade, 1963-64 (1965) 15390

west

—

agricultural situation (1964) 6557; (1965)
7572

food balances (1961) 4254; (1965) 7574
tobacco industry (1964) 8627

workers movement (1965) 18312

Asian economics thrice monthly (Chinese peri-
odical):

translations (1961) 21072
Asiatic rice borer, general information (1963)

14884
Asilidae, see Robber flies.

Askren, William B., jr., bibliography on main-
tenance personnel performance measure-
ment (1965) 5524

ASM, see American Society for Metals.
Asner, Bernard A., jr., analysis of notch net-

works containing synchronously commu-
tated capacitors or RC combinations
(1965) 6695

Asparagus:
canned

—

U.S. standards for grades (1963) 11429
culture (1961) 1624; (1962) 6563; (1964)

1699
Aspartic acid:

salts (Mg and K), effects on performance
of—

men (1963) 7685
rats and dogs (1963) 7686

Aspect ratio, see Wings (aircraft).

Aspen:
bigtooth

—

electric moisture meters, calibration (1961)
12718

promoting spread in Iowa (1961) 14923

Colorado

—

decay associated with Fomes ig^iiarius

sporophores (1963) 17490
volume tables (1962) 613

growth and change in structure of stand
after harvest cutting (1965) 12511

lands, northern Minnesota, evaluating
growth potential (1961) 4280

pulp, semichemical corrugating, bleachabili-
ty (1963) 19267

seasonal growth data, near Fairbanks, Alas-
ka, 1958 (1961) 7474

12-year hybrids, survival and growth com-
pared to native Wisconsin stock (1963)
15569

Aspergilli:

Aspergillus terricola, aminoacid composition
of autolysate chromatographic analysis
of amino acid composition, USSR study
(1961) 12845

cellulose decomposition (1964) 7951
kojic acid production with Aspergillus flavus

(1961) 5223
Asphalt:
epoxy-asphalt concrete paving mixtures,

laboratory and field study (1964) 6598
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Asphalt—Continued
pavement mix design study for very heavy

gear loads (1962) 9565
rock, uranium distribution (1961) 4317
shipments (1962) 16011; (1965) 6610
technology (1965) 18734
water supply potential from asphalt lined

catchment (1965) 19679
see also Roofing—Siding.

Asphyxia:
effect on ECG of puppies and kittens, USSR

study (1965) 11196
mechanical, cause of clinical death, restora-

tion of vital functions, USSR study
(1963) 2960

report of 5 accidents involving asphyxiation
of 6 drivers (1964) 14405

Aspinall, Wayne N.:

addresses, May 24, 1962-Aug. 14, 1963 (1963)
18947

Public Land Law Review Commission, back-
ground and need (1965) 412

Aspirators:
for taking samples of air

—

atmospheric, USSR study (1965) 800
Model 822, USSR study (1963) 8704

Aspirin:
APC tablets, qualitative analysis for active

ingredients (1965) 18169
effects of acetylsalicylic acid on man's skin

temperature in cold environment (1963)
18481

Assassination:
President or Vice President, penalties, pro-

vide

—

hearings (1965) 12194
law (1965) 15489
reports (1965) 12125, 15900

Assassination of President John F. Kennedy,
President's Commission on, see Presi-
dent's Commission on Assassination of

President John F. Kennedy.
Assateague Island, outstanding recreation

values as national seashore (remarks)
(1963) 20751

Assateague Island National Seashore:

hearings (1964) 19601; (1965) 10688, 17713
law (1965) 17391
reports (1965) 14032, 15749

Assay offices:

repeal certain obsolete provisions of law

—

hearings (1961) 14722; (1962) 15262
law (1962) 16760
reports (1961) 16966; (1962) 15158

Assaying:
evaluating low-grade mineral deposits, ap-

plication of simulation (1964) 18685
Florida phosphate data, application of sta-

tistical analysis in evaluating bedded
deposits of variable thickness (1964)
20502

nondestructive assay of nuclear fuels (1965)
17138

oil shale and bituminous materials, use of
Fischer retorts (1965) 19862

phosphoria formation deposits, statistical

analysis of sample and assay data
(1964) 9518

statistical interpretation of sample assay
data from Mi Vida uranium mine. Big
Indian district, San Juan County, Utah
(1964) 21717

uranium ores, gamma-only for disequili-

brium corrections (1961) 3801
Assemblies, see Weapons.
Assessed values for property taxation (1963)

152

Assessments:
repair of alleys and sidewalks in D.C., re-

lieve owners of abutting property

—

law (1962) 20875
reports (1962) 21028, 21368

Assets and liabilities, see Banks and bank-
ing—Capital assets—Federal reserve
member banks—Liquidity (economics).

Assistance, see Public assistance.
Assistance for workers under Trade expansion

act of 1962 (1963) 3013
Assistant secretaries, see for departmental

assistant secretaries, names of depart-
ments or names of secretaries.

Associate training programs in medical and
biological sciences at National Insti-

tutes of Health (1965) 6789
Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc., contract

with Southwestern Power Admin., exces-
sive credits, etc., GAO report (1965)
12522

Association of Rehabilitation Centers:
11th annual workshop, Dec. 1962, selected

papers (1965) 8359
12th annual workshop, Dec. 1963, proceed-

ings (1965) 8359
Association of Universalist Women:
consolidate with Alliance of Unitarian Wom-

en

—

law (1963) 11711
report (1963) 11948

Associations, see Building and loan associa-
tions—Eklucational associations—Trade
associations

—

also subject with which
association has to do.

ASSR, see Komi Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republic.

Assur, Andrew, growth, etc., of sea ice (1964)
21277

Ast, Kathryn C, relief (1964) 15449, 17686;
(1965) 10593, 15416

Asterias forbesi, see Starfishes.
Asteroids:
gaps in distribution (1961) 9749
velocity modification for earth capture of

astronomical body in solar system (1962)
3373

see also names of asteroids.
Asteromonas gracilis artari, see Algae.
Asthma:
general information (1964) 1557
New Orleans, air pollution investigation,

report, preliminary (1963) 1400
ASTIA, see Armed Services Technical Infor-

mation Agency.
ASTM, see American Society for Testing and

Materials.
Astoria formation, see Miocene period.
Astrobiology, see Space biology.
Astrodynamics, consistent system of astrody-

namic constants (1963) 14547
Astronautical Federation, International, see

International Astronautical Federation.
Astronautics:
account of

—

Voskhod flight (1965) 1253
Voskhod-2 flight (1965) 12708

aid in orbit, NASA programs (1962) 8482
American chronology of science and technol-

ogy in exploration of space, 1915-60
(1961) 15765

Apollo terminology (1963) 18131
aviation and astronautics conference in Is-

rael, translations (1963) 12398
aviation and cosmonautics (USSR periodi-

cal) (1962) 22332
bio-astronautics, bibliography (1961) 8350,

9978
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Astronautics—Continued

biological studies under space flight and
weightlessness conditions, USSR (1964)
16522

biotelemetry for medical control over hu-
mans in space flight, USSR study (1962)

949
chronology of events (1961) 5705
chronology on science, technology, and poli-

cy— (1965) 1404, 12985
computer utilization of time-line medical

data from man in space flight (1965)
18530

coordination of man's voluntary movements
under space flight conditions (1965)
16731

cosmic flights

—

and science, USSR study (1963) 15846
effect on seeds of spindle-tree (1965) 18337
of Vostok-5 and Vostok-6, USSR study

(1963) 19440
cosmic navigation and communication, Pol-

ish study (1962) 22313
earth-moon space, trajectories with symmet-

rical free return properties, lunar flight

study series (1963) 12883
ecology of space flight, USSR study (1961)

15513
emergency midcourse navigation procedure

for space vehicle returning from moon
(1963) 7291A

events NASA report (1962) 17129; (1963)
13669

examination of onboard training for extend-
ed space flights (1964) 21761

first flight to moon, USSR (1961) 11322
first manned group flight into outer space,

Aug. 11-12, 1962, USSR study (1964)
14613

first Soviet space flight, articles from Priro-
da (1962) 928

first United States manned suborbital space
flight, conference on results (1961) 13541

flight into space, USSR (1962) 1346
Fridrikh Arturovich Tsander, first engineer,

USSR (1963) 1123
Gagarin flight, congratulatory notes (1962)

2648
goals following manned lunar landing, alter-

native goals for national space pro-
gram, hearings (1965) 19477

higher schools, advanced weapons, space
flight, USSR translations (1964) 7153

human engineering principles of design for
in-space maintenance (1963) 7599

interplanetary flight, USSR study (1965)
12669

interplanetary missions, high-energy chenai-

cal stages performance analysis (1964)
5507

liquid oxygen converter for space flight

(1962) 6619
lunar missions

—

landing, trajectory entry conditions at
lunar sphere of influence applicable to
near-moon trajectory and impact condi-
tions (1963) 14563

prediction of velocity requirements for
minimum time aborts (1963) 11039

man and cosmos, Polish study (1962) 1548
man and space flight, USSR study (1961)

20968
man in space flight, USSR study (1963)

17615
manned orbital flight. Mercury atlas MA-6,

general information (1962) 6250
manned space flights

—

astronaut candidates in training, Hungar-
ian study (1962) 5474

Astronautics—Continued
manned space flights—Continued

display and control requirements (1961)
17971

first U.S. orbital, results (1962) 10535
proceedings of conference on radiation
problems (1961) 2584

Project Apollo (1965) 16623
Projects Mercury and Gemini (1965) 6639
radiation shielding (1961) 13505
U.S. suborbital, results (1962) 6304, 18253;

(1963) 5540
manned space program of NASA, projects

Mercury and Apollo (1961) 19899
masters of space (1964) 21868
membrane strip analysis (1963) 14578
military, report (1961) 8788
n-body code, Fortran code for solution of

space mechanics problems on IBM 7090
computer (1964) 1453

NASA, lunar orbit rendezvous

—

decision, hearing (1962) 17130
news conference, July 11, 1962 (1962)

18248
NASA manned space flight team (1964)
9537

qualifications and training program (1963)
12845

observation under space flight conditions,

USSR study (1965) 5021
optimum low-acceleration trajectories for

interplanetary transfers (1963) 3131
orbital flight of John H. Glenn, jr., hearing,

etc (1962) 7114, 7208
physical training for weightlessness, USSR

studies (1965) 11117
precision circumlunar trajectories for 1968

(1962) 8499
preparation for human space flight, USSR

study (1965) 12660
Project Mercury

—

briefing, hearing (1964) 414
chronology (1963) 19904
second interim report (1961) 12313
summary, including results of 4th flight.

May 15-16, 1963 (1963) 19902
prolonged flight, evaluating state of crew

(1965) 5235
pseudopsychopathology problem under con-

ditions of isolation and sensory depriva-
tion, USSR study (1965) 11137

psychiatric aspects of SAM 2-man cabin
simulator (1963) 18500

psychological research, USSR study (1963)
15805

psychology of cosmic flight, USSR report
(1962) 23810

publications, list (1963) 14652
reactions of cardiovascular and respiratory

systems of cosmonauts under conditions
of orbital flight on spaceship Voskhod-1,
USSR study (1965) 16490

reactive flying machines, collected works of

K.E. Tsiolkovskiy (1965) 18592
research activities in Defense Dept., 1961

review, staff report (1961) 18977
research and development for defense in

Defense Dept., hearings (1961) 7143
response of mammalian gravity receptors to

sustained tilt (1962) 6605
rhythm variations of neurons of reticular

formation during lateral overloads
(1964) 18797

Saturn 1, Block 1 flight test vehicles, aero-
dynamic analysis (1964) 7498

Schirra's flight, Oct. 3, 1962 (1963) 3169
scientific research, cosmic medicine and its

tasks, USSR study (1961) 19649
serial publications, world list (1962) 23942
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Astronautics—Continued

sighting problems associated with sextant
type measurements for space navigation
(1963) 9165

solar proton events and manned space flight
(1961) 7972

Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-
stracts (1961) 8441; (1962) 3784

Soviet development of space travel, transla-
tion (1963) 722

space flight

—

analysis and celestial mechanics (1963)
5543

and physiology, USSR studies (1965) 2760
chromosome rearrangement developing in
microspores of Tradescantia paludosa,
USSR study (1964) 4899

effect on

—

crew of interplanetary vehicle, USSR
study (1965) 7872

various physiological functions, USSR
study (1965) 12678

G. Grissom and Liberty Bell 7 (1961) 19900
investigations, opportunities for partici-
pation (1965) 6767, 16732

medical and biological aspects USSR stud-
ies (1961) 17552; (1963) 761

medical and psychological problems in
flights, USSR study (1965) 7868

medical aspects (1964) 16658
USSR studies (1965) 4913

medical, psychophvsiological, and techni-
cal aspects, USSR studies (1965) 11072

physiology, USSR studies (1965) 7849
problems

—

eff'ects of gravity on body functions
(1965) 1486

securing vital living conditions, USSR
study (1962) 953

USSR study (1965) 11131
simulated

—

experiments, USSR studies (1965) 917
30-day, crew interaction study (1961)

16136
space and economics, USSR study (1962)
8123

USSR (1961) 2262
aspects of training (1964) 1083
report (1962) 17993

space medicine research during flight of
Voskhod, USSR study (1965) 9478
space rendezvous

—

control human pilots' ability to detect an-
gular motion (1963) 1296

eff'ects of displav noise pilot control of
terminal phase (1963) 16365

space transportation systems, long range
planning (1961) 2585

space travel

—

attainability of heavenly bodies (1961)
2590

hypodynamic urolithiasis as hazard dur-
ing weightlessness (1962) 12940

present and future, USSR studies (1963)
17834

starting conditions for nonoscillatory
low-thrust planet-escape (1962) 18292

stations in cosmos, USSR selected articles
(1962) 8137

statistical filter theory application to inter-
planetary navigation and guidance
problem (1965) 6743

structures for space operations (1963) 5553
tandem flight of Soviet cosmonauts, Aug.

1962, results, USSR article (1962) 23692

Tereshkova, Valentina, background of flight
(1964) 20376

Astronautics—Continued
thrusting techniques for soft lunar landings

starting from 50-mile altitude circular

orbit (1962) 8523
time and load factors in space flight, sys-

tems operator proficiency (1961) 13806
triumph of L. Gordon Cooper, jr., May 15-16,

1963 (1963) 16412
velocity, acceleration, weightlessness, USSR

study (1963) 15979
Venus round-trip missions, 3-dimensional

trajectory, analysis (1962) 20133
vestibular apparatus, structure and func-

tion under altered gravitational field

(1965) 1489
will we overcome radiation barrier? USSR

study (1965) 11159
see a/so Bioastronautics—Navigation

—

Telemetry.
Astronauts:

ability

—

detect angular motion with application to
control of space rendezvous (1963) 1296

perform soft lunar landings by using sim-
plified guidance technique, fixed-base-
simulator study (1965) 19918

pilot to control Apollo-type vehicle during
atmosphere entry, study (1964) 18788

attitude-control

—

capabilities, effect of combined linear and
oscillatory acceleration (1965) 6750

maneuvering unit (1965) 8036
behavioral testing during 7-day confinement

(1964) 3010-11
candidates in training, Hungarian study

(1962) 5474
control

—

problems during reentry from lunar mis-
sions (1962) 1679

terminal phase of space rendezvous, ef-

fects of display noise (1963) 16365
diary of pilot-cosmonaut, USSR (1964) 12930

dynamics of emotional-volitional processes
during parachute jumps, USSR study
(1965) 2460

electroencephalogram in selection (1964)

7998
employment outlook (1962) 8350; (1964) 9406
examination announcements (1964) 11942,

13798
examination of onboard training for extend-

ed space flights (1964) 21761
feeding containers, engineering evaluation

phase (1962) 6618
flight instructor, from airplane to spaceship,

notes, USSR (1964) 12617
latitude of location, combined method for

determination (1961) 11261
man-in-space

—

John H. Glenn orbits earth for America,
Feb. 20,1962(1962)10478

life, reason, and capabilities of knowing
universe, USSR study (1961) 20906

M. Scott Carpenter, flight in Aurora 7,

May 24, 1962 (1962) 16029-30
mission (1963) 14536A

NASA manned space flight team (1964) 9537
qualifications and training program (1963)
12845

orbital flight of John H. Glenn, jr., hearing,
etc (1962) 7114, 7208

physiological sensors for use in Project
Mercury (1962) 18255

pilot-control

—

lunar take-off and rendezvous, simulator
study (1965) 9723

orbital docking of attitude-stabilized vehi-

cles, visual-simulator study (1964) 5513
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Astronauts—Continued

pilots' performance, effects of high sus-

tained acceleration (1964) 14843
qualifications for selection and training

—

committee print (1963) 2061
hearings (1962) 19197

radiation shielding for manned space flight

(1961) 13505
retrieval of astronaut from extra-vehicular

assignment, study (1965) 6630
space pilots, aeromedical evaluation (1963)

14897
steroid and catecholamine studies on pilots

during prolonged experiments in space
cabin simulators (1963) 16807

triumph of L. Gordon Cooper, jr., May 15-16,

1963 (1963) 16412
Ukrainian, work (1964) 21593
United States, photographs and biographies

(1964) 420
print as Senate document, report (1964)
470

use of man in rocket guidance and control

(1964) 14789
visual aspects of full-size pilot-controlled

simulation of Gemini-Agena docking
(1965) 6699

what is an astronaut, USSR study (1963)
17909

Astronomic time switches, see Electric switch-
gear.

Astronomical instruments:
graduating engines, automatic, detecting of

errors in toothed disc (1961) 11241
USSR, development (1961) 4362

Astronomical observatories:
orbiting

—

ground operation equipment (1964) 3007
orientation and control (1963) 5604
recoverable conversion of spacecraft de-

signed for manned space flight (1965)
2885

USSR, development (1961) 4362

Astronomy:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet journals (1962) 9874; (1963) 987,
10765, 12361, 15995

acta astronomica Sinica, translations (1963)
16109

astronomic-geodetic highlights from Soviet
Union (1962) 7545

. astronomical-geodetic plumb-line deflections,
determination of interpolation error in

west Bohemia Kraj, Czechoslovakia
(1964) 2906

astronomical papers (1962) 6331; (1963)
7344, 19987; (1964) 16773

astronomical phenomena (1962) 12556; (1963)
11134; (1964) 14989; (1965) 8184

astronomical work in region along Agan
River (1961) 2442

detector for low energy gamma-ray experi-
ments (1963) 9172

direct determination of astonomical-geo-
detical deflection of the vertical, USSR
study (1965) 16432

equalization of USSR astronomic-geodetic
network, problems (1964) 12686

Hilden-Moulton hypothesis of origin of ge-

genschein, communication 6, on present

status of question of existence of Hil-

den-Moulton cluster (1965) 6760
infrared, review (1965) 6676

interpolation errors of astronomical-

geodetical deflections of vertical in

western Czechoslovakia, determination
(1964) 12623

Astronauts—Continued
low-energy charged particles in space, in-

struments for measuring distributions
(1961) 15801

lunar, recent developments, USSR studies
(1964) 19989

magnetic field of Crab Nebula and its cen-
tral star (1963) 1320

Main Astronomical Observatory of Academy
of Sciences, Ukrainian S.S.R., bulletin

(1965) 6757
meteor

—

progress, 1958-61, USSR (1964) 5361
symposium, proceedings, Aug. 28-Sept. 1,

1961, papers (1963) 14693
moon, influence of form on its motion, USSR

study (1964) 6996
neutrino, Hungarian study (1963) 8964
new methods in, USSR studies (1964) 5010
new, world in space (1963) 9141
phenomena (1961) 11465; (1962) 12556
problems of cosmogony, USSR articles (1964)

10880, 12691-692, 12808, 16037
publications, price list (1962) 1763; (1963)

3264; (1964) 1552; (1965) 6865
Pulkovo Observatory, USSR, 125th anniver-

sary (1965) 6511
research in space exploration, papers (1963)

5541
Siberian center for studies, USSR study

(1965) 19744
Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1961) 8441; (1962) 3784, 20524;
(1963) 3627; (1964) 3445

Soviet bibliography (1962) 10074
Soviet bloc research (1961) 11323; (1962)

4346; (1963) 4200; (1964) 4044; (1965)
3949

Soviet cataloging of faint stars in Southern
Hemisphere (1963) 12352

Soviet contribution (1961) 997
Soviet reports (1963) 5247
stellar

—

model of mixed opacity, variations, etc

(1962) 18294
USSR study (1964) 9095

television technique, USSR (1961) 996
theory of variation of astronomical con-

stants, application of Pfaff's method
(1964) 11417

USSR-
conferences and research, translations

(1963) 20885
research (1964) 8932

see aiso Astrodynamics—Distance comput-
ers—Galaxies—Radio astronomy—Sex-
tants.

Astrophysical Laboratory, Pulkovo, USSR,
new, general information (1964) 20298

Astrophysics:
acoustic phenomena observed on rocket-

borne high altitude explosions (1962)
14476

collision phenomena, paper (1962) 6311
cometary, study (1964) 14772
instrumentation for research (1961) 5305-6,

8337-38, 13809, 17960; (1962) 4551,
10898, 14775, 20443; (1963) 59, 5877,
7618, 9616-17, 18490; (1964) 1737-39,
4254

research highlights at NBS (1962) 3387
research papers of Naval Research Labora-

tory presented at 10th International
symposium, Liege, Belgium, July 11-15,

1960 (1962) 6348
serotonin concentration changes in blood of

animals exposed to ionizing radiation
during space flight, USSR study (1965)
7939
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Astrophysics—Continued
piloted entry into earth's atmosphere at

parabolic velocity, simulator study
(1965) 6749

Smithsonian contributions (1961) 6545-47;
9747-49, 11559-560, 15965-966, 20139;
(1962) 8638, 22794-795; (1963) 1496, 9386,
14692-694, 18310, 20131-131; (1964)
13449, 18943; (1965) 9917-18, 13260-261

solar

—

cosmic rays correlation with intense geo-
magnetic storms, statistics (1962) 8492

probe mission, preliminary study (1961)
8017

Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-
stracts (1961) 8441; (1962) 3784

stellar model of mixed opacity, variations,
etc (1962) 18294

USSR-
recent developments (1965) 16513
studies and conferences (1965) 2361

velocity modification for earth capture of
astronomical body in solar system (1962)
3373

ASW, anti-submarine warfare (1961) 1365
Aswan Dam:
Egypt's water supply (1961) 1044
project, progress (1961) 13000
protection of temples, etc. from inundation,

cultural relations agreement with
UNESCO (1962) 10690

ASWBPL, see Armed Services Whole Blood
Processing Laboratories.

Asymptotic form of electron capture cross
section in 1st Born and distorted wave
approximations (1965) 4198

impulse approximation (1965) 4197
Asymptotic solutions, see Mathematics.
At close quarters, FT boats in United States

Navy (1963) 5653
Atabay, Ga\\ H., and daughter, relief (1962)

7019, 11542, 13235
Atacama Province, Cliile:

uranium reconnaissance

—

Chanaral-Taltal area (1965) 4265
Copiapo area (1962) 23049

Atarashii rosen (periodical): translations
(1963) 2800

ATC, see Air traffic.

ATC manual (1961) 3745; (1962) 14792; (1964)
5919-20, 9990, 13653, 20974

Atchafalava River:
floodways and outlet (1964) 7462
Morgan City, La., to Gulf of Mexico, flood

control survey, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2178
document edition (1963) 2006

Atchison, Thomas C:
comparative studies of explosives in granite

(1964) 13114
decoupling effect on explosion-generated

strain pulses in rock (1964) 5481
explosives in limestone (1964) 9512

Atchison, Kans.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

16342
White Clay Creek, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2233
document edition (1963) 2080

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry., accidents
(1962) 7522, 15697; (1963) 6637, 10360;
(1964) 6872, 8842, 10716, 19830; (1965)
6386, 9310, 14476

Atelactasis and hyaline membranes, develop-
ment in experimental respiratory acido-
sis (1965) 1313

Aterina, Aral Sea, fortuitous settlement, and
their relationship with acclimatized and
native fish species, USSR studv (1964)
10804

Atglen, Pa., railroad accident (1963) 10358
Atheism:

art, use for propaganda, USSR study (1961)
1030

atheist's handbook, USSR (1961) 15116
knowledge for every komsomlets, USSR ac-

count of training of youth (1961) 13213
Lithuanian atheists converting Catholics,

methods used (1963) 17679
notions conveyed in Buddhist scriptures.

Communist China study (1961) 2128
program of CPSU and tasks of education,

translations (1962) 23793

USSR-
education, actively conducted (1964) 9234
evaluation of Thomas Cooper's atheistic
materialism (1965) 992

lecturer, comments (1960 18350
military weapons of atheistic propaganda

(1965) 972
new approach to propaganda (1965) 19727
Nov. 1963 session of CC CPSU ideologi-

cal commission (1965) 16536
promoting atheistic propaganda (1965)

2712
scientific

—

bring theory up to level of current re-

quirements (1964) 16071
propaganda and criminal-legal struggle

(1964) 20369
propaganda experience (1961) 4439
propagandizing as honorable task (1963)

17729
work of CPSU, new stage (1964) 9301
Soviet central Asia (1965) 16418

study room (1961) 7677
Athens, Ga.:

area, census of housing, 1960, special re-

ports for local housing authorities

(1961) 16440
population, special census (1963) 15074;

(1964) 4351
research and field laboratory for water pol-

lution control (1964) 11573
Athens, Ohio, redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13196
Athens, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13176
Atheromatosis, alimentary, effect of novocaine

on organism, USSR study (1961) 11103

Atherosclerosis:
A.L. Myasnikov's classification, USSR study

(1961) 7571
adrenal glands, effect of hexonium and diba-

sol on ascorbic acid content, USSR
study (1961) 10810

aorta, castration effect on blood cholesterol

level, USSR study (1961) 2112
aortic thrombosis, USSR study (1961) 851

basal metabolism and thyroid gland func-

tion, data from studies using 1-131,

USSR study (1961) 11114
blood coagulation system in patients

against background of varying diets,

change of certain indices (1961) 15240
cardiac coronary arteries, comparative

morphology, USSR study (1962) 2837
changes in right ventricle of heart, USSR

study (1961) 11053

cholesterol

—

induced, histidine effect on conditioned-

reflex activitv of animals, USSR study
(1961) 12889

"

uptake, micro method for measuring (1963)
70

coronary

—

blood supply to heart, USSR study (1961)
15072
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Atherosclerosis—Continued

cause of sudden death, USSR study (1961)

7571
effect of

—

beta-sitosterol on level of blood lipids,

USSR study (1961) 19633
castration, USSR study (1961) 11058
therapeutic diet upon functional condi-

tion of cerebral cortex, USSR study
(1961) 2384

patients, treatment with linetol, USSR
study (1961) 2378

prolonged ascorbic acid therapy of pa-
tients, USSR study (1961) 11104

diet

—

and lipid metabolism, review of research
grants (1965) 8156

therapy, USSR study (1961) 7591

experimental, effect of butadione and adren-
ocorticotropic hprmone, USSR study
(1961) 10965

hypochlorite and vegetable fat diet effect on
cholesterol, lipoproteins, and protein
fractions of blood serum, USSR study
(1961) 11105

interrelations between structural compo-
nents of plaques and thrombi, Dugijid
theory, USSR study (1961) 12890

occurrence, clinical forms, therapy, Russian
review, translations (1962) 16069

patients

—

changes in blood cholesterol level under
nonspecific stimulant effect, USSR study
(1961) 12895

effect of sex hormones, and vitamin E on
cholesterol level in blood serum, USSR
study (1961) 15347

peripheral vessels, complex therapeutic
method of treatment, USSR study (1961)
10940

Petrozavodsk autopsy data, USSR study
(1962) 13979

predisposition, cholesterol level in blood of

young people as index, USSR study
(1961) 15348

problems

—

conference, USSR (1963) 859, 1074
experimental physiological studies, USSR

(1961) 15309
USSR study (1961) 15303

rabbits, anti-atherogenic action of cortisone
and methylandrostendiol, USSR study
(1964) 12730

role of nervous system, USSR study (1961)
11051

scientific studies on problems, 1961-62,
USSR (1962) 8024

stenosing role of arteries of cardiac conduc-
tive system, USSR study (1961) 11055

treatment with new drug diosponin, USSR
study (1962) 3070

Atherton, Ind., railroad accident (1961) 17357

Athletes:
USSR-
acclimatization and training in mountain-
ous area (1965) 18342

experimental psychological study, with use
of controlograph (1965) 14557

information on sense organs (1965) 823
medical follow-up on training (1964) 7340
methodology of medicopedagogical obser-

vations, selections (1962) 22150
track and field, decompression chamber,

use for training (1965) 9351
Athletic goods see Sporting goods.

Athletics:

amateur, disputes in administration, provide
settlement, report (1965) 17880

Athletics—Continued

athletic exercises and nutritional require-

ments of sportsmen, USSR study (1961)

17509
Scientific-Methodology Athletic Council,

USSR, plenum, results (1964) 20131
training condition evaluation by instrumen-

tal methods, USSR study (1962) 15808

use of automatic training devices, USSR
(1965) 4971

USSR program, analysis (1964) 18373
Athol, Mass., consumer expenditures and in-

come, 1961 (1964) 11269
Atkins, C. H., panel presentation, Oct. 3, 1962

(1963) 1402
Atkins, L. C, & Son, relief (1963) 13507, 19000,

20414
Atkinson, Charles H.:

feasibility of using nuclear explosions to

increase petroleum recovery (1964)

14764
subsurface fracturing from Shoal nuclear

detonation (1965) 1849
Atkinson, J. H., new look at farm debt picture

(1963)2273
Atkinson, Mary C, relief (1961) 14269; (1962)

4997, 6893
Atkinson, William A., comparative seed-tree

and selection harvesting costs in

young-growth mixed-conifer stands
(1964) 2377

Atlanta, Ga.:
aircraft accident (1962) 4825
census of business

—

major retail centers, standard metropoli-
tan statistical area (1965) 15266

standard metropolitan area, central busi-

ness district statistics (1961) 5434
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18238
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)

13061, 14949; (1963) 1903
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,

etc (1962) 18803
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13075

consumer expenditures and income, 1960,

advance reports (1963) 1166, 7151
income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 10912
investigation and study of Federal Home

Loan Bank Board, hearings (1963) 2049
metropolitan centers, outdoor recreation,

present and future (1963) 3248
Municipal Airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1963) 11390
occupational wage survey

—

departmental edition (1961) 15718; (1962)

22428; (1963) 16282; (1964) 18632; (1965)

14636
document edition (1961) 14146; (1962)

20939; (1963) 15173
slum clearance and urban renewal activities,

HHFA, GAO review (1961) 12768
terminal, advanced radar traffic control sys-

tem, facility training manual (1964)

14221
Atlantian (periodical) (1961) 3530; (1962) 3633;

(1963) 3472; (1964) 3271; (1965) 3157
Atlantic alliance (address) (1964) 13465
Atlantic Beach, N.C.:

beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 409
document edition (1963) 265

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21679
document edition (1962) 20950
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Atlantic City, N.J.:

area redevelopment manpower report (1964)

17931
beach erosion control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 15863
document edition (1964) 15411

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16374
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18804

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4784

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 10483
document edition (1964) 10188

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13188
Atlantic City, Wyo., Precambian iron deposits

(1963) 10285
Atlantic Coast:

coast pilots

—

Cape Cod to Sandy Hook (1961) 5535
(1962) 4862; (1963) 7798; (1964) 4406
(1965) 5748

Cape Henry to Key West (1961) 5534
(1962) 4863; (1963) 6037; (1964) 6107
17151; (1965) 5750

Eastport to Cape Cod, supplement (1962

4861; (1963) 4636; (1964) 6105; (1965
5747

Gulf of Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Virgin
Islands (1963) 1957; (1964) 6108; (1965)

7334
Sandy Hook to Cape Henry (1962) 333;

(1963) 6036; (1964) 6106; (1965) 5749
coastal warning facilities chart. Cape Hat-

teras, N.C., to Brunswick, Ga (1963)

11382
Continental Shelf and slope, program for

study (1963) 19307
current tables (1961) 18420
estuaries and coastal areas, ecology, bibli-

ography with KWIC index (1965) 10899

hurricane survey, engineer report, Del.-Md.

line to Gargathy Inlet, Va.

—

departmental edition (1965) 14190
document edition (1965) 13826

light lists

—

Little River, S.C. to Rio Grande, Tex., and
Antilles (1961) 3983; (1962) 6858; (1963)

4641; (1964) 6112; (1965) 7336
St. Croix River, Maine to Little River, S.C.

(1961) 3982; (1962) 4865; (1963) 4640;

(1964) 4408; (1965) 5755
menhaden catch, age and size, composition

(1964) 18029, 19738-739; (1965) 10897
Middle, big bite, commercial fisheries (1965)

18122
Nantucket Shoals to Cape Hatteras, winter

water temperatures and annotated list

of fishes. Albatross HI cruise (1962)

21783
New York City from East Rockaway Inlet to

Jamaica Bay, beach erosion study and
hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14191
document edition (1965) 13836

North America, tidal current tables (1962)

20672; (1963) 18741; (1964) 19342; (1965)

15364
north, longshoring, wage chronology,

1934-61 (1963) 7144
oceanographic observations, 1960 (1963)

13972
port series report (1963) 19817
red crab explorations off northeastern coast

of U.S. (1961) 14881

Atlantic Coast—Continued
sea-surface temperature, monthly anomaly

graphs (1965) 7704
Seattle, Wash.-Norfolk, Va., Explorer ocean-

ographic cruise report, 1960 (1962) 6853
shipyards, Bethlehem Steel Co., 1941-65

(1965) 18403
south

—

crab larvae (Callinectes), in plankton
collections from cruises of M/V Theo-
dore N. Gill, 1953-54 (1964) 4743

oceanic salinities (1962) 11837
physical and chemical composition of bot-

tom sediments (1961) 4245
pompanos, indigenous species, description

(1962) 21771
water temperatures (1962) 586

southeastern, snapper trawling explorations
(1963) 8272

southern New Jersey and Delaware, hurri-

cane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 4676
document edition (1965) 4467

storm warning facilities charts

—

Cape Hatteras, N.C. to Brunswick, Ga.
(1961) 9827; (1962) 18570; (1964) 13520;

(1965) 13339
eastern Florida (1961) 5165; (1962) 14688;

(1963) 3400; (1964) 5756; (1965) 6986
Eastport, Maine to Montauk Point, N.Y.
(1961) 6611; (1962) 14869; (1963) 14776;
(1964) 13521

Manasquan, N.J. to Cape Hatteras, N.C.
and Chesapeake Bay (1961) 9828; (1962)

14690; (1963) 11384; (1964) 13522; (1965)

13341
Montauk Point, N.Y. to Manasquan, N.J.

(1961) 2747; (1962) 18573; (1963) 13116;
(1964) 13523; (1965) 13342

transportation lines (1961) 1950; (1962)

5134; (1963) 6377; (1964) 6596; (1965)

6143
tuna fishery development, review (1965)

10861
waterborne commerce (1961) 7354; (1962)

11730, 21697; (1964) 626; (1965) 525
western north, rudder fishes, development,

etc (1962) 11823, 15590
whiting fishery, review (1961) 4232
see also Atlantic States.

Atlantic Coast Line RR., accident (1963) 2451
Atlantic Community, common hopes and com-

mon objectives (1965) 8307
Atlantic County, N.J., redevelopment area,

opportunities for economic growth
(1965) 10136

Atlantic merchant vessel report (AMVER)
system (1963) 11676

Atlantic Missile Range:
Cape Canaveral, inspection report by Con-

gressman Victor L. Anfuso (1961) 16862;

(1962) 19196
idealized wind profiles applicable for study

of vehicle performance between 60 km
and 80 km altitude (1961) 4903

supplies, excessive costs incurred in multiple

management, GAO report (1964) 8716
Atlantic Ocean:
and modern geophysics, USSR study (1963)

14298
blue crab, preparation of chilled meat (1965)

14310
data on quantitative distribution of bottom

fauna, USSR study (1961) 982
deep turbulent exchange, direct determina-

tion of intensity, results, USSR study
(1964) 12745

Franco-British fishing grounds (1961) 1099
luminescence of waters, USSR (1964) 2619
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Atlantic Ocean—Continued
menhaden catch

—

age and size composition (1961) 7444;
(1964) 19738-739

distribution by purse seine vessels,

1955-59 (1963) 8281
middle

—

chemical composition and laboratory fillet

yield of 13 species (1961) 563
seasonal variations of physical character-

istics and chemical composition (1961)
563

North-
air traffic survey, 1962 (1963) 9455
aircraft accident (1963) 18711
atmospheric electricity measurements

(1963) 11175
bluefin tuna, growth (1961) 2008
dynamic characteristics of sub-polar

front, USSR study (1964) 6885
flight information publication

air traffic control procedures, planning
(1962) 3867; (1963) 3702

enroute-low altitude (1961) 2895
planning data (1961) 135; (1962) 3864;

(1963) 3697
International Ice Patrol (1963) 11678
redfish, serological studies (1962) 2492
station Brave 56° 30' N., 51° 00' W., oceano-
graphic observations (1965) 13695

station Delta, 44°N, 41''W, oceanographic
observations (1964) 13815

station Echo, 35° N, 48° W, oceanographic
observations (1964) 13814

tropical cyclones, tracks and frequencies
of hurricanes and storms, 1871-1963
(1965) 18842

northeast coast, lobster explorations (1961)
2004

northwest

—

development and distribution of short big-

eye (1962) 17506
filefishes, genera and species (1961) 7433
fisheries convention of 1949,

—

amend, report (1962) 7116
amend, text (1961) 16873
multilateral understanding (1963) 16602
protocol (1964) 10361, 14029

Mullidae, development and distribution of
larval and juvenile fishes (1963) 2287

oceanographic data, inventory (1964) 6704
stargazer fishes, specimen data (1961)
8061

tunas in oceanic waters, distribution
(1963) 4952

notice to mariners (1963) 3973; (1964) 3800;
(1965) 3719

planktonic Foraminifera from western north
Atlantic (1965) 6903

problems and trends in Atlantic partnership
(1962) 21230; (1963) 11921

print as Senate document, reports (1962)
21375; (1963) 11989

radio navigational' aids (1962) 21853; (1963)
7354; 14622; (1964) 5579, 14993, 20675;
(1965) 5293, 13097

radio weather aids (1963) 21054; (1964)
13313, 20677; (1965) 6822, 8198

south

—

chemical composition and laboratory fillet

yield of 13 species (1961) 563
humpback whale feeding, periodicity,
USSR study (1963) 8767

oyster industry (1964) 10558
southwestern North, collections by explora-

tory fishing vessels (1965) 19632
Soviet oceanographic research (1962) 9840
strontium-90 in surface waters, USSR study

(1964) 10901

Atlantic Ocean—Continued
tropical, Equalant II

—

data report (1965) 5282
oceanographic observations (1965) 1936

tropical, marine algae (1962) 6318
undersea test and evaluation center, estab-

lishment in Bahama Islands, agreement
with United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland (1964) 1612

weather stations agreement, amendment
(1963) 9433

Atlantic-Pacific Interoceanic Canal Study
Commission:

appropriations, 1965, supplemental proposal
(1964) 15416

appropriations, 1966

—

amendment (1965) 12220
public works, reports (1965) 15967, 19265

members, compensation, etc., report (1965)
17894

report (1965) 15546
Atlantic slope basins, see Atlantic States.
Atlantic States:

bridges over navigable waters (1961) 12591
census of business, 1963, merchandise line

sales, retail trade, statistics

—

Middle Atlantic States (1965) 11933
South Atlantic States (1965) 15301

Coastal Plain, and associated soils in west
Tennessee and adjoining areas, farm
forestry activities, guide to planning
(1965) 18800

cost of transporting freight (1963) 5102
earnings in shellfish processing industry

(1963) 9064
floods, south Atlantic basins, James River to

Savannah River, magnitude and fre-

quency (1964) 12521
Middle-
annual survey of manufactures, 1962, sta-

tistics for States, standard metropolitan
statistical areas, and large industrial
counties (1964) 4343

census of housing, 1960, standard metro-
politan statistical areas, tenure, rooms,
condition and plumbing, etc (1963) 1911

country business patterns, activities, cov-
ered by OASDI program (1961) 11873,
13905, 20433-434; (1963) 13281-282,
18670-671

economic effect of textile mill closings in

selected communities (1963) 11685
fisheries, annual summaries (1961) 1995;

(1962) 570, 21769; (1963) 20685; (1964)
10547, 17996; (1965) 14283

location of manufacturing plants by coun-
ty, industry and employment size, 1958
census (1962) 9027

truck inventory and use survey (1965)
5695

north Atlantic slope basins

—

Maine to Connecticut, floods, magnitude,
frequency (1964) 21359

north, fishery research and services of

Commercial Fisheries Bureau (1964)
2336

surface waters

—

Maine to Connecticut (1961) 717, 20818;
(1964) 14351

New York to York River (1961) 713,

9264; (1962) 11898; (1964) 14352
quality (1961) 715; (1962) 21838; (1965)

744, 7806
northwestern, bluefin tuna, long-line fishing

exploration (1962) 13827
research and field laboratory for water pol-

lution control (1964) 11573
soils of northern coastal plain, conservation

methods (1963) 7559
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Atlantic States—Continued
South-
annual survey of manufactures, 1960,

standard metropolitan statistical areas
and large industrial counties, statistics

(1962) 18773; (1963) 4568; (1964) 6029
census of housing, 1960, standard metro-

politan statistical areas, tenure rooms,
condition and plumbing, etc (1963) 1914

commercial fisheries and their needs (1965)

2148
conservation reserve program in Georgia,

effects in Piedmont and Coastal Plain
areas (1962) 7251

county business patterns, activities cov-

ered by OASDI programs (1961)

11878-879; 20438-439; (1963) 15051-52

fisheries, summary (1961) 4223, 17242;

(1962) 23535; (1963) 20686; (1965) 597,

18114
Gulf Coast, strawberry culture (1961)

17908
location of manufacturing plants by coun-

ty, size, industry, and employment size,

1958 census (1962) 9030
population migration, 1950-60 (1965) 14174

strawberry culture (1963) 1690
truck inventory and use survey (1965)

4339
south Atlantic slope basins

—

surface water (1965) 744, 7806
James River to Savannah River (1961)

19425; (1964) 18142
Ogeechee River to Pearl River (1961)

2057; (1962) 11899; (1964) 10659
southern coastal plains

—

adjacent flatwoods land resource area,

runoff rates. Cypress Creek formula
(1965) 8394

peanut-cotton farms, organization, etc

(1962) 11687
yield of sedimentary aquifers of Coastal

Plain southeast river basins (1964) 6820
Atlantic Union, Atlantic Community, common

hopes and common objectives (address)

(1965) 8307
Atlas, David:
back-scatter by dielectric spheres with and

without metal caps (1965) 113

radar reflectivity of storms containing spon-

gy hail (1964) 19152
Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle, see Spacecraft.

Atlas missile, see Missiles.

Atlas of avian hematology (1961) 13775
Atlas of Fourier coefficients of diurnal varia-

tion of foF2 (1962) 14500
Atlas of monthly mean stratosphere charts,

1955-1959 (1962) 18651; (1963) 4390
Atlases:

agricultural, compilation, USSR (1962)

15922
Belorussian dialects, table of contents (1965)

14525
Bertelmann's great world atlas, Dutch re-

views (1963) 12505
Bulgaria, national atlas, brief description

(1964) 16372
China, provincial (1964) 21558
climatological and oceanographic, for mari-

ners. North Pacific Ocean (1962) 8742
congressional districts, 89th Congress (1964)

19289
copyrighted (1961) 429, 9002; (1962) 2381,

21576; (1963) 10027, 13828; (1964) 4595,

17894; (1965) 4625
cross-sectional anatomy of Macaca mulatta

(1965) 17025
eastern Pacific marine game fishing (1963)

19227

Atlases—Continued

Fourier coefficients of diurnal variation of

foF2, distribution of amplitude and
phase (1965) 8152

geographical, in Library of Congress, list

(1963) 16302

national atlas of United States

—

list (1961) 12789
separate sheets (1961) 1572-73, 2749-53,

11657; (1962) 633-634, 2186, 3562, 11102,
16226-228, 17592, 17676; (1963) 3402,
14801, 21176; (1964) 1657, 7844, 21921

Navy marine climatic, Arctic Ocean (1963)

12961; (1965) 5300
oceanographic climate of Hawaiian Islands

region (1962) 17505
rainfall frequency

—

Hawaiian Islands (1963) 1593
United States (1961) 17880

solar flare effects observed on long VLF
paths during 1961 (1964) 9637

Soviet atlas of airglow spectrum AA 2000-

12400A (1962) 22050
United States congressional districts, Apr.

1, 1960, errata sheet (1961) 8497
USSR, diurnal amplitudes of air tempera-

ture (1963) 2510

West African international atlas, method
and plan (1962) 10059

world atlas of photography from Tiros sat-

ellites I to IV (1964) 20525
X-rays, New Jersey radium cases (1964)

19236
ATM manuals (1961) 145, 1679-80, 3762, 8349,

11753, 13812, 17974

Atmosphere:
absorption

—

cross sections for wavelengths less than
3000 A (1963) 19895

solar HL a radiation, USSR study (1961)
11071

thermal adiation in 9.6 M ozone band re-

gion (1964) 14915
actinometric

—

characteristics, effect of cosmic dust,

USSR study (1961) 11072
radiosonde measurements over Pacific

Ocean, USSR study (1965) 2320
aerosol observations with searchlight prob-

ing (1965) 109

Air Force interim supplemental atmospheres
to 90 kilometers (1964) 7979

air samples, taking, with new aspiratory

apparatus, USSR study (1965) 800

altitude variation of Rayleigh, aerosol, and
ozone attenuating components in ultra-

violet region (1964) 19149
artificial, effect on body of prolonged expo-

sure to conditions of (1965) 1487

atmospheric band absorptions from labora-

tory data, interpolation procedure for

calculating (1963) 12902

atmospheric density

—

horizontal and vertical distributions up to

90 km (1964) 19139
USSR studies (1965) 14502

atmospheric disturbances and weather con-

ditions, lack of correlation between, rea-

sons (1965) 8134
atmospheric emissions from sulfuric acid

manufacturing processes (1965) 14992

atmospheric pollution, Poland (1963) 8814
atmospheric slant path transmission in

15 M CO2 band (1965) 9700
attenuation model, 1964, in ultraviolet, visi-

ble, and infrared regions for altitudes to

50 km (1965) 103
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Atmosphere—Continued
bacterial irradiation produced by natural

ultraviolet radiation under contaminat-
ed atmosphere conditions, USSR study
(1962) 2653

beach-ocean-atmosphere system, interac-
tions, Virginia Beach, Va. (1965) 7603

boundary layer

—

hypothesis of quasi-stationary surface
layer in turbulent diffusion theory of
heavy aerosol, USSR study (1961) 932

semiempirical theory of vertical turbulent
diffusion of homogenous aerosol, USSR
study (1961) 19632

structure, at different latitudes, USSR
study (1965) 2768

brightness of sky up to altitude of 60 kilo-

meters, USSR study (1961) 10899
C-14 concentration, danger, USSR study

(1961) 11031
cancer producing chemical substances in

immediate environment, USSR study
(1965) 6503

carbon-14, measurements, 1953-64 (1965)
8547

chemical reactions, (Jerman study (1963)
19575

circulation

—

artificial radioactive aerosols (1965) 13488
monthly mean aerological cross sections

pole to pole along meridian 75''W (1961)
20247

clear standard model for attenuation in visi-

ble region and infrared windows (1963)
20302

closed space environment, submarine

—

control (1962) 14413
experiences (1963) 7188

cloudless, influence of air humidity on devel-

opment of convective motions, USSR
study (1964) 975

cloudy, radiative transfer (1965) 8128, 18588

computing spectral distribution of bright-
ness of cloudless sky (1965) 9744

contamination, chemicals, detecting as ad-
sorbed films, fundamental factors (1965)
13170

controlled, furnace brazing of metals (1965)
2730

correlations of temperature, pressure, and
density (1965) 7076

cross sections of temperature, pressure, and
density (1963) 11036

daily aerological cross sections, pole to pole
along meridian 75°W for IGY (1962)
22903; (1963) 7506, 9492, 14778; (1965)
11787

densities

—

and temperatures, drag determinations for
artifical satellites (1963) 18310

at extreme altitudes, design of lightweight
inflatable satellite for determination
(1962) 12472

determination of mean atmospheric from
Explorer IX satellite (1965) 14830

distribution, interlevel correlations with
wind (1963) 1750

depth and effective solid angle for radiation
penetrating (1962) 10897

diffusion

—

air pollution problems, USSR studies
(1965) 4924

auroral electrons (1965) 6688
parameters of gases, Czechoslovak study

(1964) 5081
dispersion estimating graphs (1962) 18729
dissemination of admixtures from instanta-

neous point source, USSR study (1962)
2864

Atmosphere—Continued
disturbances, near storm source, detection

(1965) 9756
dynamics of atmospheric processes, effect of

southeast Kazakhstan mountain mas-
sifs, USSR study (1962) 992

earth, circulation, USSR study (1965) 11166
effects on sonic booms, computer program

for study (1965) 6616
electric conductivity and field, measurements

in Shenandoah National Park, Va (1964)
5612

emissions from petroleum refineries, meas-
urement and control guide (1961) 1431

entry analysis, tables of Z functions (1962)
12514

extractional colorimetric determination of
small amounts of thorium, USSR study
(1965) 12693

F region, thermal balance (1963) 1333
fission product radioactivity in air along

80th meridian (west) 1957-62 (1965)
13138

free, aerosol particle concentration, distri-

bution according to altitude and deter-
mination of coefficients of vertical dis-

placement (1961) 2365
helium-oxygen-nitrogen, psychological and

psychophysiological effects of 284-hour
confinement (1965) 11380

hydrodynamic forecasting of pressure fields

in mid-level for entire sphere of earth
considering orography, USSR study
(1964) 6884

industrial buildings, toxicology and hygienic
rating of ethylbenzene, USSR study
(1965) 12696

inert, reducing, oxidizing, effect on friction
and wear of metals (1961) 21240

infrared

—

absorption by carbon dioxide, water vapor
and minor atmospheric constituents
1962) 22950

transmission (1961) 1375
solar spectrum studies (1962) 8888

ionized, interaction with space vehicles,
measurements of sheath currents and
equilibrium potential on Elxplorer VIII
(1961) 13537

ions, combination counter (1961) 9914
jet streams, basic structure (1961) 20068
kinetic energy of atmospheric movements,

USSR study (1961) 10903
lead in atmosphere of 3 urban communities,

survey (1965) 11648
light scattering, integral equation on theo-

ry, numerical solution (1965) 18602
lower

—

geopotential fields, nonadiabatic factors in

short-term forecasting, USSR study
(1964) 20321

layer

—

Azau Valley, aerological investigation,
USSR study (1961) 10895

turbulent mixing, USSR study (1965)
6397

light, forward scattering (1965) 13165
lunar, history (1964) 20625
Mars

—

and Venus, determining characteristics
from gas-dynamic behavior of probe
vehicle (1963) 9184

effects of structure and chemical composi-
tion on entry (1965) 5186

equilibrium thermodynamic properties of 3

engineering models (1965) 19891
experiments from small probe (1964) 3008
NASA engineering models for entry vehi-

cle design (1965) 1472
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Atmosphere—Continued
Mars—Continued

recent determinations of composition and
surface pressure (1965) 18470

some aspects of circulation (1965) 14746
measurements over Kwajalein using falling

spheres (1965) 9617
microbiological methods of testing, USSR

study (1962) 9844
model, contribution towards construction,

USSR study (1961) 11073
movement of large meteoric bodies (1965)

1482
movements, results of radiation measure-

ments from satellites in non-adiabatic
model, USSR study (1964) 6905

near earth's surface, energy distribution of

gamma-ray quanta, USSR study (1961)
909

NOj in Martian atmosphere (1963) 18119
nongray stellar, A and cl> operators of ra-

diative transfer theory (1962) 8638
nuclear meteorology, problems (1962) 12031;

(1964) 8048
nuclear submarine

—

aromatic hydrocarbon content (1965)
13150

catalytic combustion of contaminants
(1965) 13117

decontamination (1963) 11162
hydrocarbon analyzer, development (1964)
"13345

purification and control, status of chemi-
cal research (1961) 1378, 20062; (1963)
11165; (1964) 18863; (1965) 13204

optics, USSR articles (1964) 14909
origin of atmospheric xenon (1963) 5607
oxygen-rich, effect on cerebral lipid perox-

ides (1963) 9106
ozone

—

effects of non-photochemical processes on
meridional distribution and total

amount (1964) 14844
jet streams (1965) 2737
results of IGY work in USSR conference,

Oct. 28-31, 1959, reports and results

(1962) 12092
ozonesonde observations over North Ameri-

ca (1964) 7966
parameters for attenuation in atmospheric

windows for 15 wavelengths (1965) 105
part of space environment (1963) 3125
phenomena, transfer of heat at air-ground

interface, analysis (1961) 12585
physics

—

Hungarian research (1965) 11074
journal of research. National Bureau of

Standards (1963) 3818; (1964) 3631
problems, translation (1964) 7565
scientific work in USSR, 1957-59, report

(1961) 10872
piloted entries into earth's atmosphere for

capsule-type vehicle at parabolic veloci-

ty, fixed-base-simulator study (1962)
22583

planetary

—

continuing bibliography (1965) 14762
determination of structure from accelera-

tions of entry vehicle, analysis of errors
(1965) 14859

equations for isentropic and plane shock
flows of mixtures of undissociated plane-
tary gases (1965) 8131

radiative equilibrium, Venus, application
of strong line absorption law (1964)
18742

role of interplanetary debris (1963) 19893
structure, determining from measured ac-

celerations of entry vehicle (1965) 6720

Atmosphere—Continued
planetary—Continued
tumbling motions of probe vehicles (1962)
23996

planets

—

containing water vapor, settling time of
fixed amount of oxygen (1964) 1480

nitrogen peroxide formation, problems and
explanation (1962) 6291

temperature readings, methods developed
for inversion of radiative transfer equa-
tion (1965) 16686

polar upper, heating (1964) 7553
pressure and density profiles determined

from temperature profiles (1965) 18559
pressure fields, forecasting with hydrody-

namic equations, USSR study (1964) 4960
problems

—

general circulation, USSR scientific con-
ference (1961) 778

turbulent diffusion in surface layer of
atmosphere, USSR studies (1965) 2764

radar range calculation, curves of absorp-
tion loss (1961) 20049

radiation, scattering in visible and infrared
regions (1962) 6340

radio

—

astronomy aspects, bibliography (1963)
11100

noise data, numerical representation of
CCIR report 322 (1965) 16747

star and satellite scintillations measure-
ment (1965) 7086

radioactive background of aerosols in at-

mospheric air in Frunze, USSR (1962)
965

radioactive tungsten, USSR study (1963)
6762

radioactive wastes, USSR study (1962) 9864
radioactivity

—

AEC air cleaning conference, report (1961)
3811

fallout research supported by Division of
Biology and Medicine, AEC (1963) 9689;
(1965) 7168

(Government program, studies (1961) 5395
instruments for sampling air for, USSR
study (1961) 15274

Kodiak and Wales, Alaska (1962) 6360
relationship to meteorological conditions

in Mount Elbrus vicinity, USSR study
(1961) 10904

sampling, by means of balloons, agree-
ment with Australia (1963) 7439

South America and Antarctica (1961) 1403
space and time variations, USSR study

(1961) 1002
Washington, D.C. (1963) 11153

range of density variability from surface to
120 KM altitude for space reentry vehi-
cles (1961) 13504

real, short wave radiation fluxes, theory
(1965) 18600

reference, development for Patrick AFB,
Florida (1961) 7961

refraction

—

correction at NASA minitrack stations
(1962) 18297

radio-frequency electromagnetic waves
(1961) 20052

refractivity model selection for radar
range-height-angle charts (1961) 20061

relationship between atmospheric electric

field and condensation nuclei, USSR
study (1965) 1169

research, modern techniques, USSR study
(1965) 11310

resistance, perturbations of orbits of artifi-

cial satellites (1961) 1323
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Atmosphere—Continued

rhodium-102 high altitude tracer experiment,
stratospheric results (1963) 1732

semi-inifinite, radiative equilibrium algo-

rithm (1961) 5304
solar

—

activity rapid change, radioastronomical
observations, USSR study (1965) 1195

circulation from observational evidence
(1965) 7091

radiation, long wave and reflected, meth-
ods to compute data (1964) 8763

sonic boom propagated from supersonic air-

craft, effects of flight path and atmos-
pheric variations (1964) 7562

space-cabin

—

atmospheres

—

fire and blast hazards (1964) 11358
oxygen toxicity (1964) 20536

gas chromatographic measurement of

trace contaminants (1963) 7293
selecting (1962) 10430
selection, oxygen toxicity (1963) 18162

space density of atmospheric dust in alti-

tude range 50,000 to 90,000 ft (1963)
1496

spacecraft

—

analysis (1963) 11167
effects of prolonged exposure to oxygen at

total pressure of 190 mm.Hg(1964) 71

gaseous environment considerations, etc.,

leading to selection (1965) 5163
spectral attenuation coefficients in visible

and infrared regions (1962) 6356
spectral distribution of outgoing radiation

(1964) 14917
spectral transmittance, variation (1965)

6766
stable and unstable, hydrodynamic calcula-

tion of orographic cloudiness, USSR
study (1963) 10820

stellar, hydromagnetic stability (1965) 2872

structure and its variations in lower ther-

mosphere (1963) 16772
submarine studies aboard USS Sculpin

(1964) 18865
sun relationship changes, possible cause,

USSR study (1961) 970
surface layer

—

influence on diffusion of heavy homogene-
ous admixture from high instantaneous
point source, USSR study (1961) 1001

vertical turbulent exchange, USSR study
(1965) 2769

temperature regime, 25-50-km layer, USSR
study (1965) 4937

temperature stratification, classification to
heights of 45 km (1965) 4939

terrestrial, USSR theory (1962) 18095

thermal radiation of C02(1964) 14916

transmission-
infrared, review (1962) 22954
light signals beyond horizon (1962) 12573
thermal radiation from nuclear detona-

tions (1962) 14773
turbulence

—

measuring (1965) 18593
power spectral measurement in severe
storms and cumulus clouds (1964) 20596

representation and calculation of spectral
density (1965) 2920

use of radioactive isotopes for determina-
tion, USSR study (1961) 979

turbulent

—

diffusion in surface layer of earth's atmos-
phere, USSR studies (1964) 11110

heated streams, trajectories, USSR study
(1965) 6396

Atmosphere—Continued
turbulent—Continued

moment, heat and matter transfer, rela-

tionships among coefficients (1963) 5188
sweptwing airplane, calculated responses
with flight-test comparisons (1961) 9609

U.S. standard atmosphere, 1962 (1963) 7303
upper

—

acoustical methods of investigating, USSR
study (1962) 19740

air data, history and catalogue, 1946-60
(1964) 9881

air density and temperature measurement
by 2 radar-tracked falling spheres
(1964) 9533

atomic nitrogen, chemistry and vertical
distribution (1961) 16138

attempts to increase hydroxyl airglow ar-

tificially by release of ozone (1965)
16707

chemiluminescene from atomic oxygen-
nitric oxide, reaction under pressure con-
ditions (1964) 14780

climatology as related to design and oper-
ation of supersonic aircraft (1963) 11381

density measurements from

—

Air Force satellite (1963) 11480
falling sphere (1963) 11479

density, pressure and temperature meas-
ure by Redhead and Bayard-Alpert vac-
uum gages aboard Explorer XVII (1964)
7533

determination of atmospheric parameters
by use of rocket-borne mass spectrome-
ters (1963) 18123

ion-trap results in exploration with help
of 3d Societ sputnik (1961) 4938

ionic composition, radio-frequency mass
spectrometer for investigation (1961)
4949

joint research, facilities at Fort Churchill,
agreement with Canada (1965) 15085,
18789

layers (1965) 11514
magnesium and calcium ions (1961) 17731
mass spectrometric investigations between

100 and 227 kilometers above Wallops
Island (1963) 16387

measurement by means of pitot-static tube
(1961) 6381

observations from meteor study (1961)
15821

physics, USSR study (1962) 23854
presence of helium ions based on Ebcplorer

satellite data (1962) 16052
processes, relationship to rapid pulsations

of earth's magnetic field (1964) 9359
Project Firefly, 1962-63 (1964) 13630
properties, USSR satellite research (1961)

10896
rocket and satellite investigations, 1964,

Soviet publications, bibliography (1965)
12699

rocket spectrophotometer airglow meas-
urements in far ultraviolet (1964) 14889

sampling radioactivity by means of bal-

loons, agreement with Australia (1961)
13689

seasonal latitudinal and diurnal varia-
tions (1961) 7982

solar-cycle variation, theoretical models
(1962) 18296

sounding rockets, development in Japan
(1963) 7294

Soviet bibliography (1962) 10074
Soviet satellite and space ship explora-

tions (1962) 23643
thermal state (1962) 23997
time-dependent structure (1962) 18295
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Atmosphere—Continued

turbulent diffusion of sodium vapor trails

(1965) 18472
ultraviolet absorption measurements

(1965) 10112
ultraviolet spectroscopy (1964) 14769
USSR bibliography (1964) 14926

USSR-
observations during IGY (1963) 12365
research (1963) 19714

in atmospherology (1964) 1082
Venus

—

exploration by simple capsule (1964) 14839

photochemical problems (1963) 14591
theoretical model (1965) 5166

visual resolution and optical scintillation

over snow, ice, and frozen ground (1964)
12344

water vapor content, spectroscopic method
of integral determination (1964) 14919

Weather Bureau's research toward under-
standing the atmosphere (1963) 21177

see a/so Air—Exosphere—Ionosphere

—

Mesosphere—Stratosphere—Tropos-
phere.

Atmospheric electricity:

electricity in terrestrial atmosphere above
exchange layer (1964) 5518

measurements

—

Elbrus region, USSR study (1963) 20896

Mauna Loa Observatory, results (1963)
5771

North Atlantic for fog forecasts (1963)
11175

NRL semiautomatic station (1963) 3229

potential aircraft fuel tank vent fires and
explosions caused by (1964) 7550

Atmospheric entry:
ablation-gas injection effect on shock layer

of blunt bodies (1965) 16692
ablation materials exposed to low convective

heating rates in arc-jet stream, perform-
ance comparison with test on spacecraft
(1965) 5180

ablative properties of materials in

free-flight ranges, determination (1962)

14481
aerodynamic and rocket braking (1964)

11392
aerodynamic characteristics of 9° cone con-

figuration, etc., at angles of attack up
to 180° (1963) 7265

Ames simulator and its application to deter-

mination of ablative properties of mate-
rials for ballistic missiles (1963) 11006

angle-of-attack convergence of spinning
bodies entering planetary atmospheres
at large inclinations to flight path
(1964) 21777

Appolo

—

entry tracking, shipboard unified S-band
interferometer system (1965) 16675

plasma effects on re-entry communication
(1965)8113

candidate materials for high temperature
fabrics for parachute type devices

(1961) 5311
capsule type vehicle

—

direct and skip entries, guidance with ter-

minal control techniques at parabolic
velocities (1964) 7503

gas properties predicted in shock layer
structure at angles of attack (1962)

22560
cones, towed, used as decelerators, aerody-

namic characteristics at Mach numbers
from 1.57 to 4.65 (1962) 3358

Atmospheric entry—Continued

convective and radiative heat loads, effect

on performance of subliming and char-
ring ablators (1962) 16055

shapes entering atmospheres of Venus and
Mars at suborbital speeds (1964) 3026

corridors and angles, approximate analysis
(1961) 4915

decelerating bodies, melting boundary layers
on, analysis (1962) 16048

effect of lateral and longitudinal-range con-

trol on allowable entry conditions for

point return from space (1961) 13538
energy-absorption devices for soft landing

of space vehicles, survey (1962) 14479
expansion tube for producing high-enthalpy

gas flows (1963) 5614
flight-path

—

angle of reentry vehicle in upper atmos-
phere, approximate solutions (1964)

16696
characteristics for decelerating from su-

percircular speed (1962) 3361
forces and moments on sphere-cone bodies in

Newtonian flow (1962) 1693
frozen boundary layers, regime in stagna-

tion region of blunt reentry bodies

(1961) 9601
G loads and heating during entries and pas-

ses with constant aerodynamic coeffi-

cients, approximate analysis (1962)

18263
glide maneuvers for recovery of winged

first-stage rocket booster (1962) 14477
graphite ablation rates and surface temper-

atures, analytical and graphical predic-

tion (1964) 9974
guidance to reference trajectories for lifting

reentry at supercircular velocity (1964)

13247
heat shielding requirements for manned

Mars landing and return missions (1965)

18478
high drag bodies of revolution, aerodynamic

and boundary-layer transition charac-
teristics at high supersonic speeds

(1961) 13473
hypersonic vehicles, solution for oblique

shock-wave system in real gas including

atmosphere (1961) 6407
ICBM, glass shields, heating and melting

process (1963) 11037
impact characteristics of various materials

obtained by acceleration-time-history
technique applicable to evaluating re-

mote targets (1962) 14474
inertial navigation errors (1963) 11052
inertias, determined by using amplitude de-

cay rate of mechanical oscillating sys-

tem (1962) 14463
interplanetary vehicles, analysis of errors

and requirements of optical guidance
technique for approaches (1962) 3380

IRBM, glass type shield, investigation of

ablation (1961) 4905
landing point, guidance system which can

continuously predict, piloted simulator
tests (1961) 8020

lift-drag ratios modulated to limit decelera-

tions (1962) 22563
longitudinal range attainable by constant-

altitude variable-pitch reentry maneuver
(1963) 12881

magnetohydrodynamics use during high-

speed re-entry (1965) 8043

manned vehicles, effect of lift on entry corri-

dor depth and guidance requirements for

return lunar flight (1961) 8043
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Atmospheric entry—Continued

Mars

—

atmospheric braking for transfer into

Martian orbit (1965) 13018
effects of atmosphere structure and chemi-

cal composition (1965) 5186
motion of short 10° blunted cone (1962)

12501
separation and line-of-sight relay commu-

nication for bus-capsule combinations
(1965) 11499

mass addition in stagnation region (1964)
18795

measurements of radiation from flow fields

of bodies flying at speeds up to 13.4 kilo-

meters per second (1962) 18249
mechanics of coned rotating net (1965) 14735
minimum energy requirements for range-

controlled return of nonlifting satellite

from circular orbit, estimates (1962)

1676
moving cockpit simulator study of piloted

entries for capsule-type vehicle at para-
bolic velocity (1963) 11068

nonlifting, drag modulation to limit deceler-

ation (1961) 19970
nylon as ablative material for ballistic mis-

siles (1963) 10995
optimum design of structures protected from

aerodynamic hearing (1962) 10498
parabolic, reentry guidance and control dur-

ing direct-descent (1962) 1675
paragliders, transonic pressure distribu-

tions on 3 rigid wings simulating (1962)
6284

parawing for recovery of rocket boosters,
loads, etc (1962) 8490

piloted

—

entries into earth's atmosphere for cap-
sule-type vehicle at parabolic velocitv,
fixed-base-simulator study (1962) 22583

into earth's atmosphere at parabolic ve-

locity, simulator study (1965) 6749
reentry from lunar missions, dynamic sta-

bility and control problems (1962) 1679
pilot's ability to control Apollo type vehicle

during atmosphere entry, study (1964)
18788

planetary

—

corridor and guidance requirements for
supercircular entry, analysis (1961) 6406

one-dimensional heat conduction through
skin of vehicle at constant velocity and
entry angle (1962) 22580

pressure distributions on 2-dimensional
sharp-leading-edge flat plates with
sweep angles of attack (1962) 20141

Project Fire, flight parameters and vehicle
performance for flight 1 (1965) 18550

radiation from slotted-cylinder antennas in
reentry plasma environment (1964) 7544

radiative heat transfer (1962) 1682
radiative heating of vehicles entering

earth's atmosphere (paper) (1962) 18299
radio attenuation

—

due to plasma sheath on hypersonic
blunt-nosed cone (1964) 3021

4-stage rocket to measure (1963) 7268
range control, comparison of two maneuvers

(1962) 6301
reentry

—

capability of proportional-type lateral
control system in providing aerodynamic
heading-angle trajectory control (1964)
14876

environment simulators, operating capa-
bilities (1964) 18723

Scout heat-transfer spacecraft trajectory
and angles of attack (1965) 9721

Atmospheric entry—Continued
reentry—Continued

simulated meteor (1964) 11400
static logitudinal characteristics of Pro-

ject Fire (1964) 5515
retrorocket exhausting from nose of blunt

body (1961) 19947
rocket vehicle

—

configurations, static aerodynamic charac-
teristics at Mach numbers from 1.80 to
4.63

for producing artificial meteors (1964)
11401

rotating planet, Z-function solutions for
motion and heating during equatorial
orbits (1963) 5583

space-probe entry under conditions of high
mass loss (1964) 7558

space vehicles, use of finite-thrust engines
for abort during launch (1962) 3348

spacecraft, deployable centrifugally stabi-
lized structures (1964) 14782

spectographic data from reentries of Trail-
blazer lib (1964) 14880

stability of spinning disks, analysis (1962)
12438

stagnation-point convective heat loads in

lunar return, formulas (1961) 15783
static longitudinal stability and perform-

ance of ballistic spacecraft configura-
tions (1962) 18288

tektites

—

aerodynamic evidence (1962) 18305
lunar origin (1963) 5584

thermal protection systems transient re-

sponse, numerical analysis (1962) 18286
thermo-structural design

—

concepts for lifting entry vehicles (1965)
12972

requirements of satellites and space vehi-
cles (1962) 12566

Trailblazer I reentry physics research vehi-
cles, description and flight tests (1964)
11386

trajectory control

—

high drag low-lift vehicle to desired longi-

tude and latitude on rotating earth's
surface (1961) 17726

vehicles entering at small flight-path an-
gles (1961) 15825

tumbling bodies theory, application to probe
vehicles and Australian tektites (1964)
14905

vehicle lift-drag ratio, modulated to limit

deceleration and/or maximum decelera-
tion rates (1962) 1687

voice communication system for use in con-
junction with radar tracking equipment
(1964) 16653

Atmospheric friction layer, see Friction layer.
Atmospheric gases, see Gases.

Atmospheric Optics and Actinometry, Interde-
partmental Conference on, USSR, 5th
conference (1964) 7323

Atmospheric pressure:
airspeed, altitude and Mach numbers based

on latest international values for atmos-
pheric properties and physical constants
(1961) 15775, 21213

calculation of non-adiabatic processes nu-
merical short-range pressure forecast-
ing, USSR study (1964) 20168

cross sections of pressure near 80th meridi-
an west, analyses (1963) 11036

decreased barometric pressure eff"ects on

—

maximum pressure-volume relationships of

respiratory system (1963) 16808
oxygen consumption (1963) 4411

falling sphere measurements (1964) 16998
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Atmospheric pressure—Continued
forecasting by geopotential field of 300 mb

isobaric surface method, USSR study
(1962) 990

height of 700-mb isobaric surface prediction

by means of Ural electronic computer,
USSR study (1961) 4449

helium from 3 to 300° K between 0.5 and 100,

thermodynamic properties (1962) 22620
impact flash at low ambient pressures (1964)

7548
low, influence on organ histology (1961) 125
low, measurement with convection and ioni-

zation manometers, USSR study (1965)

9463
measurement using electrical hypsothermo-

meter, USSR study (1965) 2488
measuring, hypsometers for constant-level

ballons (1961) 5306
mid-latitude biennial oscillation in variance

of surface-pressure distribution (1965)

102
monthly normals, decennial census of U.S.

climate (1965) 3084
normal and synthetic, prolonged exposures

of animals (1963) 9101
pressure profiles determined from tempera-

ture profiles in atmosphere (1965) 18559

problem of forecasting altitude of 300 mb
isobaric surface, USSR study (1962) 995

solvent extraction of coals by abietic acid

(1961) 1230
temperature, pressure and density correla-

tions (1965) 7076
Weather Bureau barometric pressure meas-

urements, history (1964) 13530
Atmospheric temperature, monthly normals,

decennial census of U.S. climate (1964)
19016-25, 20877-878, 21919-920

see also Temperature.
Atmospheric tides, atmospheres of Earth and

Mars (1964) 18722
Atom at Ames, remarks (1963) 9693
Atomenergi Company, Sweden, annual report

(1961) 17481

Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs, World Congress
against, see World Congress against
Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs.

Atomic auxiliary power generator:
fact sheet (1961) 13841
SNAP-8 cold-air investigation of prototype

turbine (1962) 22590
Atomic beam, apparatus, velocity-selected,

preliminary experiments, (1965) 2903

Atomic blasting:
nuclear explosives in development and man-

agement of water resources, potential

applications (1965) 17128
peaceful applications of nuclear explosives,

hearing (1965) 17447
producing hydrocarbons from deposits of oil,

natural gas, oil shale, tar sands in U.S.,

potential of nuclear explosives (1964)

13110

Atomic bombs:
explosions

—

damage to conventional and special types
of residences (1961) 8427

effects on 2 typical 2-story and basement
wood-frame houses (1964) 131

nuclear bomb effects computer (1962) 11040;

(1963)5929
nuclear weapons effects (1962) 11038
sources of gamma-radiation (1962) 187

fallout and winds (1964) 4373
ichiban, dosimetry program for nuclear

bomb survivors of Hiroshima and Naga-
saki (1964) 15279

Atomic bombs—Con.

injuries from explosions, USSR translations
(1963) 16145

neutrons from explosion, USSR study (1962)
,5841

shock wave of atomic explosion, USSR study
(1962) .5800

United States views on ban-the-bomb resolu-

tion (1962) 20477
see also Atomic warfare.

Atomic debris, see Radioactivity.
Atomic energy:

abbreviations and nicknames, handbook
(1965) 5614

access permits, AEC questions and answers
concerning restricted data (1961) 13838

act of 1946, compilation (1962) 23291
act of 1954, amend

—

hearings (1962) 16809; (1964) 15399; (1965)
12034

law (1961) 18599; (1962) 18983; (1964) 8233,
17253, 17348; (1965) 15483, 17406

reports (1961) 16700, 16972; (1962) 15384,
16945, 17037; (1964) 6295, 6470, 13957,
14078, 15548, 15766; (1965) 13893, 14054,
15647, 15743, 15979, 17619

activities, employment outlook (1962) 8339
AEC objectives, actual and alleged, in nucle-

ar power field (remarks) (1963) 20329
AEC program, trends, and new developments

in nuclear power (remarks) (1963) 18604
AEC public safety programs (1964) 10038
AEC special nuclear materials program,

hearings (1964) 8235
aerospace nuclear safety (remarks) (1963)

18602
agricultural research program, progress

report (1961) 1715
Ames Laboratory research, etc. (remarks)

(1963) 9693
application

—

effects on water supply (1961) 422
method of partial separation of variables

to 2 equivalent p-electrons (1963) 11083
nuclear technology in industry, etc., Ru-
mania (1965) 6492

Army nuclear power program (1963) 19129
atom and international cooperation (ad-

dress) (1965) 18955
atomic energy

—

and medical sciences (remarks) (1964)
19257

USSR periodical, translations (1962) 8148
atomic power safety, general information

(1964) 17068
atomic science progress, Bulgaria (1965)

11234
atomic transition probabilities, bibliography

(1962) 18310
biomedical revolution now in progress (re-

marks) (1963) 1845
career opportunities, scientific and technical

professions (1964) 137
challenge of atom to cooperation in science

(remarks) (1965) 17144
civil engineering bibliography on design and

construction of nuclear facilities (1963)

4485
civilian nuclear power program

—

economic benefits from continuing, evalua-
tion (1963) 15000

Nation's future (remarks) (1963) 4499
report to the President (1963) 142, 11586

civilian power reactor program (1962) 16405
coal and nuclear power, prospects (remarks)

(1965) 207
code of Federal regulations (1961) 6004;

(1962) 11786; (1963) 8244; (1964) 6660;
(1965) 7663
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Atomic energy—Continued

community act of 1955, amend

—

law (1961) 16599; (1964) 17253
reports (1961) 10448, 16699; (1964) 13957,

14078
community at Los Alamos, disposal, hearing

(1962) 13329
conditions and limitations on general license

provisions of 10 CFR 150.20, rules and
regulations (1962) 18751; (1964) 13720

continuity of corporate management in

event of nuclear attack (1963) 11652
controlled nuclear fusion (1964) 13723
cooperation for civil uses, agreement with

—

Argentina (1962) 22853; (1964) 21890
Australia (1961) 9784
Belgium (1964) 3149
Berlin (1962) 22839
Brazil (1962) 22840; (1965) 1665
Canada (1962) 22833
China (1962) 22835; (1964) 18986
Colombia (1963) 14714
Costa Rica (1961) 8219
EURATOM and various other countries,
hearing (1963) 1968

Ehjropean Atomic Energy Community
(1961) 8212; (1962) 22834, 24097; (1964)
1615

France (1961) 11586; (1962) 22856; (1964)
20839

Germany, Federal Republic (1962) 22849
Great Britain (1963) 18333
Greece (1961) 21403; (1963) 9414-15
India (1964) 1617
Ireland (1961) 9786; (1964) 7796
Israel (1962) 20321, 24089; (1965) 6937
Italy (1961) 9785
Japan (1964) 11642
Panama (1963) 16592
Philippines, (1965) 1666
Portugal (1962) 22841; (1965) 3049
Sweden (1962) 24108
Switzerland (1961) 5122
Thailand (1962) 22851; (1965) 9951

application of safeguards by IAEA
(1965) 20101

Turkey (1961) 15998; (1965) 16873
United Kingdom, (1965) 5402, 16874
Viet-Nam (1964) 18985

cooperation for mutual defense purposes,
agreement with

Belgium (1963) 1526
hearing (1963) 1968
reports, (1963) 15379, 19073

France (1962) 3507
Italy—
hearing (1961) 5560
reports (1961) 7076, 7217
text (1961) 16010
cooperation, international agreements,

hearings, (1965) 8727
cooperative agreement with Japan, safe-

guards by IAEA, agreement (1963) 21133
Danish Atomic E^nergy Commission activi-

ties, Apr. 1, 1962—Mar. 31, 1963 (1964)
19963

data reduction, Fortran— II program (1962)
11027

development, and tasks of electrical and
machine building industries, Yugoslav
study (1963) 5193

direct energy conversion (1964) 11875
and systems for nuclear auxiliary power
(SNAP), literature search (1962) 20509;
(1963) 7708

devices, literature search (1962) 4643
distortion of atomic-beam velocity distribu-

tions due to classical hard-sphere gas
scattering, (1965) 5212

Atomic energy—Continued

East Cxermany, nuclear research and tech-

nology (1963) 7118
effect of heavy ions on LF propagation, with

special reference to nuclear environment
(1965) 13066

effect of heavy ions on LF propagation, with
special reference to nuclear environment
(1965) 13066

employment and occupational survey, 1960

—

departmental edition (1961) 15727
document edition (1961) 14158

employment opportunities (1962) 11035
end of sacred atomic preserve, atom to be-

come part of mainstream of American
public life (remarks) (1964) 1785

energy absorption and emission by negative
molecular ions of hydrogen and oxygen,
Rumanian study (1962) 7704

energy distribution of gamma ray quanta in

atmospheric layer near earth's surface,
USSR study (1961) 909

energy loss of 5.8 Mev alpha particles pass-
ing through absorber of variable thick-

ness (1964) 8065
engineering materials program, subject

scope, guide (1961) 8409
equipment for use by

—

Institute of Biophysics of University of

Brazil, agreement with Brazil (1963)
14719

La Plata University, agreement with Ar-
gentina (1964) 7791

estimated growth of civilian nuclear power
(1965) 11920

exhibit. South American tour (1961) 13839
field, employment

—

occupational survey 1962 (1964) 8092
outlook (1964) 9439

for space propulsion and auxiliary power,
hearings (1962) 2281

French

—

nuclear policy press reports, etc (1964)

18325; (1965) 951, 2449, 2765, 5019
nuclear power (1964) 12761
nuclear research and developments (1964)

10861
nuclear strategy, installations, etc (1964)

19897
fundamental nuclear energy research, AEC

special reports (1963) 9696; (1964) 4307,

(1965) 5624
future energy needs and role of nuclear

power (paper) (1964) 17066
Glenn T. Seaborg, remarks, at 8th (jeneral

Conference of International Atomic En-
ergy Agency, Vienna, Austria (1965)

1865
guide to nuclear power cost evaluation (1962

14888
heat source for solid-fuel gasification (1963)

11565
high energy physics research, hearings,

(1965) 12033
indemnity act operations, hearings (1961)

18770
indemnity and reactor safety, hearings

(1962) 16810
indemnity legislation, AEC—extension (1965)

15516
selected materials, (1965) 10369

industrial participation in power program
(remarks) (1963) 143

industry, development

—

growth, and state, hearings (1961) 10192;
(1962) 13328; (1963) 6063, 13437

print additional copies, reports (1963)
11867, 11957

USSR translation (1963) 17696
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Atomic energy—Continued
information, exchange with NATO and mem-

ber nations, agreement

—

hearings (1964) 17440
reports (1964) 19457, 19569

international agency's role in developing
nuclear power, U.S. viewpoint (remarks)
(1963) 18609

international atom, peril or promise (re-

marks) (1965) 11922
International Atomic Energy Agency's role

in spreading benefits (remarks) (1962)
20511

international program and American indus-
try (remarks) (1964) 135

isotopic power development, conference (1965)
8557

Israel, developments (1962) 5463
Japanese view of international nuclear

problems (1965) 6521
journal, Soviet, translations (1962)9873
laws, characteristics, problems and develop-

ment (remarks) (1965) 13541
legislation, compilation, through

—

86th Congress, 2d session (1961) 5561
87th Congress, 1st session (1962) 6931
87th Congress, 2d session (1963) 4664
88th Congress, 1st session (1964) 4422
88th Congress, 2d session (1965) 1966

legislation in the South (remarks) (1961)
9967

Lenin atomic icebreaker, USSR articles
(1962) 6072

levels

—

crystals (1961) 6424, 15829
platinum (ID complexes on basis of ligand

field theory (1962) 2056
spectral-line interisities of 70 elements,
experimental transition probabilities
(1962) 18313

ultraviolet multiplet tables (1962)
12515-517

liability and insurance of atomic risk in
European law systems (1962) 4624

literature

—

bibliographies issued or in progress (1961)
215, 5387-88, 8400, 11800, 18088; (1962)
2089-90, 6702, 14883, 18734; (1963) 4487;
(1964) 124, 4299, 13708, 19247; (1965)
1854, 4269, 5609, 10183, 13522, 17132

what's available (1963) 9686; (1965) 5612
materials

—

emission spectrum analysis (1964) 5952
equipment for Radiation Medicine Centre,
agreement with India (1963) 1308

metallic fuel element, aircraft nuclear
propulsion program (1963) 121

raw, Polish-Yugoslav conference, list of
reports (1962) 7728

microparticle impact sensor measures ener-
g>- directly (1965) 6652

naval nuclear propulsion training program,
information (1961) 4997; (1963) 3214

new force, its development and use (1965)
1862

new perspectives (lecture) (1962) 23067
nuclear age, opportunities and responsibili-

ties of earth scientists (1961) 706
nuclear auxiliary power systems (1964)

5989-90
nuclear components, subcontract awarded

by Plant Apparatus Dept of Westing-
house Electric Corp. to another dept of

Westinghouse and charged to Navy,
GAO examination into pricing (1962)
17609

nuclear congress, Rome, Italy, June 20-26,

1960, U.S. papers (1961) 8416

Atomic energy—Continued
nuclear data tables, 1960 (1961) 5410, 6756,

8432; (1962) 8992
nuclear energy

—

direct conversion devices (1961) 9954
Elast Germany periodical, translations

(1963) 2561
next decades (remarks) (1965) 205
potential for desalting (remarks) (1965)

17147
power sources (1961) 8411
U.S. industrial participation (remarks)
(1965) 1871

water desalting (1965) 17146
bibliography (1965) 17131

nuclear industry (1965) 4281
nuclear materials

—

management, AEC and contractors sympo-
sium (1963) 16859; (1965) 197

management meeting, proceedings (1962)
4645

private ownership

—

hearings (1963) 18790; (1964) 15399
law (1964) 17348
reports (1964) 15548, 15766

nuclear 1.0-watt power supply for space
application, final report (1961) 1707

nuclear power

—

and merchant shipping (1965) 4283
and space (remarks) (1961) 20367
and utility systems, location, etc (1962)

18741
costs (1961) 5398
desalination of water and simultaneous
generation of electric power, USSR (ad-

dress) (1964) 20026
development in India (1965) 2710
economics, analysis and comments, 1964

(1964) 19434
engineering, role of plutonium in develop-
ment, USSR study (1962) 19736

for ocean applications (remarks) (1965)
11925

from radioisotopes (1964) 15292
new member of energy team (remarks)

(1965) 8566
sea water distillation plants (1964) 9754,
18936

sources for space programs, safetv as-

pects (remarks) (1961) 1728
supercritical-water cycle for aircraft pro-

pulsion, analysis (1963) 7230
systems, effect of fuel and poison manage-

ment, June 1959-Sept. 1961 (1962) 14855
nuclear propulsion conference, proceedings,

Aug. 15-17, 1962 (1963) 18592
nuclear reactors, general information (1965)

4284
nuclear research and nuclear technology in

Czechoslovakia, East CJerman studv
(1965)6448

nuclear rocket development program

—

hearings (1961) 7144
report (1961) 8805

nuclear theory reference book (1963) 11590,
13250; (1964) 10036

occupations concerned with, U.S. Ehnploy-
ment Service, list (1961) 17198

our atomic world, story of nuclear energry
(1963) 20335

our nuclear future, threat or promise?
(remarks) (1965) 4282

outlook for nuclear energry (remarks) (1965)
8568

peaceful uses

—

atom's promise (remarks) (1963) 1844
energv of atom serves communism, USSR
study (1963) 6967
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Atomic energy—Continued
peaceful uses—Continued

hearing (1962) 19013
information (1961) 8433
international cooperation (remarks) (1965)

17148
international policies and programs of

U.S., background material (1961) 342
Melekess, RSFSR, research center (1964)

7221
nuclear explosions, literature search

(1961) 1716; (1962) 213
private industry participation (remarks)

(1961) 9968
private industry's role (remarks) (1963)

18611
remarks (1961) 6757
research projects supported by lAELA,
number and type (1961) 9963

space exploration, implications (remarks)
(1965) 10195

Tashkent Conference, proceedings (1964)

17057, 19225; (1965) 7161
United Nations international confer-
ence

—

participation of U.S. (statement) (1964)
19265

report of U.S. delegation, 1964 (1965)
7172

summary (address) (1964) 19267
USSR conferences on (1961) 1050
USSR progress (1965) 2543

Plowshare Program activities in fundamen-
tal nuclear energy research, 1963 (1964)
10037

Poland, nuclear energy, translations (1962)
5531

policies relative to foreign reactors (ad-

dress) (1962) 228
power failure incident in small size pressur-

ized water reactor, analysis (1962) 209
products, current industrial reports (1961)

1811, 16266; (1962) 14928; (1963) 158,

15058; (1964) 21028; (1965) 7262, 18983

programs

—

bibliographies (1961) 18083; (1962) 18732;
(1963) 18586; (1965) 4267

major activities (1961) 5408; (1962) 4651;
(1963) 5952; (1964) 8094; (1965) 5625

security officers, statutes of general inter-

est (1965) 7174
properties, transition probabilities, plane-

tary physics expansion method for cal-

culating (1964) 16655
propulsion for aircraft, 3 cycles (1963) 5511

propulsion for space and auxiliary power,
hearings, index (1963) 4665

publications, price lists (1962) 1766; (1963)
9335

radiation, biological effects bibliographies
(1961) 11801; (1963) 132; (1965) 190

radiation protection criteria and standards,
their basis and use, hearings and select-

ed materials. Index (1961) 14126
radioactive materials, shipping, handling,

storage, literature search (1961) 5386
radioisotopes, possible requirements as pow-

er sources (1961) 16222

research

—

Agricultural Research Laboratory, Uni-
versity of Tennessee, progress reports
(1961) 18079; (1962) 8979 (1963) 7706,
16851; (1964) 8067; (1965) 1845, 17117

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences Atomic
Center (1963) 14353

Communist China (1962) 7619
Latvian SSR (1963) 808
life and physical sciences (1961) 3816

Atomic energy—Continued
research—Continued
New Brunswick Laboratory, progress re-

ports (1961) 5373, 18063"; (1962) 14850;
(1963) 5938, 18581; (1964) 5970

philosophy and programs supported by
AEC (remarks) (1961) 8434

role of research (address) (1962) 14905
special report, 1961 (1962) 8988

research and training equipment and materi-
als, grant for procurement, agreement
with

—

Brazil (1961) 11614
Israel (1961) 6579
Korea (1961) 5121
Yugoslavia (1961) 11617

role of Government in energy (remarks)
(1961) 12819

safeguards, application to United States
reactor facilities, agreement with Inter-

national Atomic B}nergy Agency (1964)
18984

safety, USSR rules (1962) 935
San Onofre nuclear generating station, site

dedication ceremonies (remarks) (1964)
19264

science and engineering of Hungary (1963)

798
SNAP fact sheet (1962) 14906
SNAP programs

—

quarterly progress reports (1961) 5366,
8391

SNAP 1—
mercury boiler development (1961) 5359
radioisotope-fueled turboelectric power
conversion system summary (1961)
5361

SNAP lA, radioisotope fueled thermoelec-
tric generator, final safety analysis
(1961) 16200

SNAP 3—
generator fueled with cerium-144, con-
ceptual design (1961) 5364

thermoelectric generator (1961) 5362-63
SNAP reactors, AEC program, hearings

(1964) 8235
SNAP, systems for nuclear auxiliary power

literature search (1964) 17061
Southern Interstate Nuclear Compact,

granting consent of Congress

—

hearing (1962) 9396
law (1962) 16789
reports (1962) 13425, 19280

Soviet nuclear power engineering, informa-
tion on (1964) 5141

space nuclear power application (1961) 5390
hearings (1963) 1970

spacecraft, orbit-launched vehicle design,
etc., for escape and planetary missions
(1963) 12849, 19908

spectra, selected tables (1965) 13063
status of AEC report to the President on

civilian nuclear power and interdepart-
mental energy study (remarks) (1965)
1868

studies of sites for nuclear energy facilities

(series) (1962) 2521; (1963) 2341, 14016,
14018, 17526; (1964) 8753, 12503, 19772;
(1965) 2223, 10979

Swedish development, USSR study (1965)
9354

tables of energy losses and ranges

—

electrons and positrons (1965) 2838
heavy charged particles (1965) 2839

technical meetings, catalog of proceedings
(1962) 225

today and tomorrow (remarks) (1964) 17067
transactions of V.G. Khlopin Radium Insti-

tute (1961) 9942
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Atomic energy—Continued
U.S.-Euratom research proRram, summaries

(1961) 9962
understanding the atom series (1963)

20333-336; (1964) 136-137, 1787, 11875-

876, 13723-725, 15292-293, 17068, 19269;

(1965) 4283-85, 5626, 13542-543, 18961-964

USSR-
conferences (1962) 5872
exploitation (1963) 10775

United Arab RepubUc, developments (1962)

.5470, 5511
United States atomic power program and

National Reactor Testing Station (re-

marks) (1965) 1870
use of nuclear power for production of fresh

water from sea water, hearing (1964)

21159
why nuclear power? (remarks) (1964) 138

Yugoslav nuclear program (1962) 5715, 5529,

19830
Atomic energry (Russian periodical):

translations (1962) 18022
Atomic E}nerg>' Agency, International, see In-

ternational Atomic Einergy Agency.

Atomic Energ>' Commission:
access permits, questions and answers con-

cerning restricted data (1961) 13838
AEC-contractor nuclear materials manage-

ment meeting (1965) 197

AEC controlled thermonuclear reactions re-

search program, summaries (1965) 8554
AEC-EURATOM conference on aqueous cor-

rosion of reactor materials, papers
(1961) 227

AEC-naval reactor program report, hearing
(1963) 208

AEC omnibus bills, 1961, amendments, hear-

ings (1961) 16611
AEC raw materials program, hearings (1962)

6930; (1964) 8235
AEC reactor development program, hearings

(1964) 8235
AEC regulatory problems

—

hearing (1962) 16809
law (1962) 18983
reports (1962) 15384, 16945, 17037

AEC research and development reports

—

available from OTS (1962) 18761
report number series used by OTI in catal-

oging reports (1961) 213
price lists (1961) 5415, 18112; (1962) 6714,

18759; (1963) 4508, 15024; (1964) 4324
AEC superheat criticals, comparison of ex-

periment and theorv on uniform lattices

(1962) 23024
AEC symposium series (1964) 15286
AEC test structures, radiation shielding and

response studies (1964) 5992
Air Cleaning Conference

—

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Oct.

10-12, 1961 (1962) 18736
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oct.

20-23, 1963, proceedings (1964) 8080
analysts, handbook of procedures (1962)

2076
appropriations, 1962

—

authorizing

—

hearings (1961) 10191
law (1961) 18706
reports (1961) 12248, 12273, 12453,

14388, 16784
public works

—

hearings (1961) 12334, 19145
law (1961) 18718
reports (1961) 16798, 18919

appropriations, 1963

—

authorizing

—

hearings (1962) 15079
law (1962) 20876
reports (1962) 15182, 15237, 19162, 19278

Atomic Energy Commission—Continued
appropriations, 1963—Continued

public works

—

hearings (1962) 15258, 21529
law (1962) 23280
reports (1962) 17084, 21164, 21457

appropriations, 1964

—

authorizing

—

hearings (1963) 15162
law (1963) 15151
reports (1963) 13570, 13588, 13740

public works

—

hearings (1963) 18920; (1964) 518
law (1964) 1984
reports (1964) 343, 510, 4458

supplemental

—

hearing (1964) 271
law (1964) 269
reports (1964) 348, 473

appropriations, 1965

—

authorizing

—

hearings (1964) 8235
print additional copies, reports (1964)

8424, 12073
law (1964) 13882
reports (1964) 10212, 10247, 10397

public works

—

hearings (1964) 12119, 15796
law (1964) 17370
reports (12098, 15767, 17572

appropriations, 1966

—

authorizing —
hearings (1965) 8726, 10368
law (1965) 10367
reports (1965) 10478, 10485, 12252

appropriations, 1966

—

public works

—

hearings (1965) 12158, 17906
reports (1965) 13876, 15967, 19265

arms control and disarmament, research and
studies report (1964) 11833

atomic energv act of 1954, amendments

—

law (1961) 18599
reports (1961) 16700, 16972

basic research program in chemistry (on

site), summaries (1965) 191

bervllium corrosion, final technical report
'(1964) 5972

biological, medical, and environmental re-

search program (1965) 18956
Biolog>' and Medicine Division

—

atmospheric radioactivity and fallout re-

search (1961) 11812; (1963) 9689; (1965)

7168
marine sciences research (1961) 218
onsite ecological research, listing of pro-

jects, etc (1963) 1841
blood cell scanner, final report (1962) 2073

Brookhaven National Laboratory, govern-
ment-owned housing, inadequate rental

rates, GAO report (1964) 10605

budget, amendments (1961) 6989; (1962)
13365, 15104; (1963) 9838, 18813

careers, management and professional in-

ternship (1961) 3817; (1962) 223, 23065
cataloging reports

—

corporate author entries (1962) 11033;
(1965) 193

report number series used by Technical
Information Division (1964) 17059;
(1965) 17129

catalogs, subject headings used (1962) 23056;
(1965) 13523

civil defense (remarks) (1961) 8371
civilian nuclear power and interdepart-

mental energy study, status of report to

the President (remarks) (1965) 1868
civilian technology, methods of promoting

growth (remarks) (1963) 18608
communities, hearings (1965) 10368
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Atomic Energy Commission—Continued

community at Nevada Test Site, establish,
hearings (1963) 20446

community support facilities at Los Ala-
mos

—

law (1961) 12108
reports (1961) 10274, 10449

construction services, etc., g:uide for con-
structing (1962) 8989

contracts for procurements of aluminum
caps and cans without adequate pricing
data by

—

ELI. duPont de Nemours Company of Amer-
ica and AJuminum Company of America,
GAO report (1963) 14003

General Electric Co. and Aluminum Co. of

America, GAO review (1963) 12211
cost and pricing data not obtained for deter-

mining reasonableness of prices for
weapons components procured from
Aluminum Co. of America, by Bendix
Corporation and ACF Industries, Inc.,

GAO report (1964) 21332
defense contracts, audits by GAO, hearings

(1965) 15806

deficient administration of spare parts pro-
curement and other deficiencies in con-
tract administration relating to nucle-
ar-powered merchant vessel, NS Savan-
nah, GAO report (1965) 7764

effective collaboration with national labora-
tories and universities (remarks) (1963)
13251

electronic data processing system

—

fire protection, special report (1962) 20513
use, hearing (1963) 17182

employees assigned to Nevada Test Site,

travel allowance

—

hearing (1965) 19310
reports (1965) 19263, 19442

employees' housing, provide mortgage insur-
ance, extend authority

—

law (1962) 18990; (1963) 18774
reports (1962) 15334, 17079; (1963) 17285

engineering materials list (1961) 1718, 5389,
9956, 16213-214; (1962) 2091, 23055;
(1965) 4272

index (1964) 8072; (1965) 4273
engineering materials program, subject

scope, guide (1961) 8409
facilities, industrial accidents, summaries

(1962) 2092, 6703
financial reports (1963) 20331; (1964) 21019;

(1965) 18957
food irradiation programs, review, hearings

(1962) 13330
fuel cycle program, design and fabrication

of basic fuel assemblies (1963) 16835
fundamental nuclear energy research, spe-

cial reports (1963) 9696; (1964) 4307;
(1965) 5624

fusion research programs (1964) 133
genetics research program (1961) 1717

glove box and containment enclosures, de-
sign criteria, report (1962) 18744

Government housing rental rates at Los
Alamos, N.Mex., GAO review (1962) 9722

Hanford project, exchange public domain
lands heretofore withdrawn and re-

served, authorize

—

law (1964 17415
reports (1964) 15576, 17774

Health and Safety Division

—

annual report, 1961 (1962) 18719

Health and Safety Division

—

standard health and safety requirements,
ID manual (1964) 5964

Atomic Energy Commission—Continued
Health and Safety Division—Continued
standard procedures manual (1965) 184,

17116
high energy physics program, background

information, report (1961) 6954
impressions and beliefs of new commissioner

(remarks) (1961) 9966
indemnity act, operations, hearings (1961)

18770
indemnity legislation, extension, hearings

(1965) 15516
indemnity provisions of act of 1954, extend

and amend

—

law (1965) 17406
reports (1965) 15743, 15979, 17619

intern programs for college graduates (1965)
17143

internship and training programs for college
graduates (1963) 18606; (1964) 19259

isotope developments (1964) 3624; (1965)
3541

K-27 tube sheet assemblies, overpricing un-
der cost-type contract procured from
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., by Union Car-
bide Nuclear Company, GAO report
(1963) 19284

laboratories, future role, report (1961) 339
large surface ship reactor, AlW land-based

prototype project, GAO review (1962)
5283

leased automatic data processing system in

use at Sandia Laboratory, savings in

purchasing, GAO report (1964) 10616
licensing guides (1963) 14951-952, 15019-21;

(1965) 11912
liquid- metals corrosion meeting (1964) 13155
lithium hydroxide, monohydrate procurement

contracts, GAO review (1963) 8322
Los Alamos community disposal

—

law (1962) 20894
reports (1962) 17011, 17228, 19148

manned aircraft nuclear propulsion pro-
gram, GAO review (1963) 6534

motion picture film library

—

popular level (16 mm), catalog (1962)
20515-518

professional level (16 mm), catalogs (1962)
2108, 8911, 13015, 20519

motor vehicle maintenance, etc., practices,
GAO review (1965) 14387

NASA-AEC liquid-metals corrosion meeting
(1961) 6400; (1964) 14891

negotiated fijced-price purchase orders issued
to Raytheon Company by Sandia Corpo-
ration and Bendix Corporation, GAO
review (1962) 9724

Nevada Test Site story (1964) 13722
news release index (1961) 3789; (1965) 10164,

17079
nuclear auxiliary power systems

—

evaluation, Jan. 1964 (1964) 5989
report, 1964 (1964) 5990

nuclear materials

—

management meeting, proceedings (1962)
4645

private ownership

—

hearings (1963) 18790; (1964) 15399
law (1964) 17348
reports (1964) 15548, 15766

nuclear power program, trends and new de-
velopments (remarks) (1963) 18604

objectives, actual and alleged, in nuclear
power field (remarks) (1963) 20329

official values for amount of U-235 isotope
in natural uranium (1964) 13716

omnibus bills for 1963 and 1964, hearings
(1964) 12011
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Atomic Energy Commission—Continued
operational accidents and radiation expo-

sure experience, 1943-64 (1965) 8567
opportunities for challenging careers (1965)

206, 18958
philosophy on basic research programs (re-

marks) (1961) 8434
Plowshare Program

—

activities in fundamental nuclear energy
research, 1963, special report (1964)
10037

report. 1963 (1964) 11873
power reactor development program (re-

marks) (1962) 2109
procurement of uranium concentrates from

Western Nuclear Corporation, Rawlins,
Wy., GAO review (1961) 4301

programs

—

impressions after first year as commis-
sioner (remarks) (1964) 11870

major activities (1963) 5952; (1964) 8094;
(1965) 5625

oflF-site research in chemistry, and hoc
panel report (1965) 5616

power-reactor development (1964) 1788
public safety in atomic energy (1964)

10038
Project Dribble, background information

(1964) 19263
Project Gnome, methods and costs of shaft

sinking (1963) 20949
purchase orders issued by Sandia Corpora-

tion under contract with AEC, GAO re-

view (1963) 6538
purchasing offices directory (1961) 8433;

(1963) 13252
purchasing rather than leasing copying

machines, possible savings, GAO report
(1965) 19651

radioactive material shipments, incidents
involving (1963) 139; (1964) 1778

radioisotope customers, with summary of
shipments, list, 1964 (1965) 7171

reactor development program, 1966, hear-
ings (1965) 8726

reactor licensing procedures, etc. (1961)
5562, 10195

regulatory process, improving (1961) 5562,
10195

reports

—

departmental edition (1961) 5405, 5408;
(1962) 4650-51; (1963) 5950; (1964) 8091;
(1965) 5622

document edition (1961) 5764; (1962) 4977;
(1963) 6216; (1964) 8407; (1965) 5983

index (1961) 13840; (1962) 13009; (1963)
11588

nuclear science abstracts, availability
listing (1961) 16212

opinions and decisions, 1956-61 (1962)
18750

25 semiannual, index (1961) 18105
radiation effects research on structural

materials and implications to reactor
design, papers on status (1961) 228

research and development abstracts

—

biology and medicine, progress (1963)
15002

lists (1962) 18752; (1963) 4145; (1964) 3973;
(1965) 3894

research and development in progress, biolo-

gy and medicine (1964) 4301,13711
research and development program, manage-

ment (remarks) (1961) 16227
research in chemistry (off site), summaries

(1963) 15001
research in metallurgy, solid state physics,

and ceramics (1965) 4270

Atomic energy Commission—Continued
research in physics and mathematics, sum-

maries (1962) 215; (1964) 11866
research reports available from OTS (1963)

4552
restricted data or defense information, cri-

teria and procedures for determining
eligibility for access (1962) 16410

rules and regulations (1961) 5406, 11814;
(1962) 222, 2106, 14903, 20512; (1963)
1843, 7718, 13248, 18603; (1964) 3272;
(1965) 3158, 10194

Savannah River plant site, population
status of larger vertebrates (1964) 8086

savings attainable by discontinuing nones-
sential bus transportation services at
Hanford Works, Richland, Wash., GAO
report (1965) 14400

scientific information activities (1964) 1515
selected technical translations (1962) 16411

selling to AEC

—

organization and purchasing program
(1961) 8433

procurement program and organization
(1963) 13252

small power reactor projects, cooperative
program with IAEA (1962) 14895

space electric power program (remarks)
(1962) 14830

States and AEC, growing partnership (re-

marks) (1964) 19266
summaries of basic research programs in

metallurgy, solid state physics and ce-

ramics (1961) 11802
technical books and monographs (1962) 227;

(1965) 17149
technical information bulletins )1961) 5404,

8430; (1962) 2105, 13007; (1963) 4498;
(1964) 4304-6, 8090; (1965) 4279

Technical Information Division, organiza-
tions having publication exchange
agreements (1962) 216

telephone directory, Sept. 1964 (1964) 19268

test-site facilities, blast-resistant structural
design, evaluation (1962) 16408

transfer of regulatory authority and re-

sponsibility over certain atomic energy
materials from Federal government to
Mississippi, agreement (remarks) (1962)
11041

translation title list and cross reference
guide (1961) 11803; (1963) 11582; (1965)
4271, 17133

subject index (1961) 18089
transportation of radioactive materials,

handbook (1965)7173
uneconomical clothing procurement prac-

tices, GAO report (1965) 6294
uranium procurement program

—

GAO review (1962) 9726
hearings (1962) 23286

unwarranted inclusion of tooling costs in

price of case extrusion cylinders pro-
cured from Wyman-Gordon Co., by Ben-
dix Corp. under cost-type contract, GAO
report (1964) 10625

USAEC-EURATOM 2-phase flow meeting,
proceedings (1965) 13492

USAEC, what it is, what it does, general
information (1965) 13544

welding conferences, minutes of annual
meeting (1961) 8413; (1963) 15005

welding forum, papers (1963) 135
zirconium alloy development symposium,

proceedings 1962 (1964) 5961, 10028
Atomic Energy Community, European, see

European Atomic Energy Community.
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Atomic E^nerpy Joint Committee:
committee prints, see subjects,

hearings, see subjects,

membership, publications, etc., through

—

86th Cong., 2d sess (1961) 8620
87th Cong., 1st sess (1962) 11287
88th Cong., 1st sess. (1963) 6064
88th Cong., 2d sess (1965) 5785

reports, see subjects.
Atomic fuel, see Fuel.

Atomic ordnance:
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9511; (1963) 3660;
(1964) 3478, 12297

nuclear ordnance. Federal item identification
guides for supply cataloging, supple-
ments (1965) 3380

project engineers confidence levels and con-
fidence limits in planning and executing
ordnance experimental programs (1961)
8122

Atomic physics, see Nuclear physics.

Atomic piles, see Reactors (atomic).

Atomic polarizabilities, and shielding factors

(1963) 18120
Atomic power, see Atomic energy.
Atomic power plants, see Nuclear power

plants.
Atomic reactors, see Reactors (atomic).

Atomic safety and licensing boards:
conduct of proceedings, outline (1965) 1864
establish

—

hearing (1962) 16809
law (1962) 18983
reports (1962) 15384, 16945, 17037

Atomic Servant (nuclear service vessel):

characteristics, operation, etc .(1961) 1972
Atomic ships, see Nuclear powered ships.

Atomic warfare:
anti-missile warheads, USSR study (1962)

5789
atom bomb shelter, construction plan (1961)

168
atomic biological chemical warfare and de-

fense, Yugoslav anthology (1962) 15867
atomic defense engineering studies (1962)

12809, 18602
children's responses to nuclear war threat

(1963) 16913
damage to livestock from radioactive fallout

(1964) 1734
Davy Crockett weapons system in infantry

and armor units (1962) 6650
emergency repair for damaged housing

(1965) 14437
engineer troop protective construction, tech-

nical manual (1961) 16172
engineering and rescue operations

—

at site of atomic strike, USSR study
(1965) 12740

in nuclear strike zone (1965) 1050
extended survivability test in Minuteman

launch control center (1965) 5563
French military and nuclear developments,

press reports (1964) 14581
individual dosimetry of injured soldiers,

Yugoslavian study (1961) 7562
information, cooperation among parties to

North Atlantic Treaty, multilateral
agreement (1965) 9954

military protective construction, technical
manual (1965) 13470

modern, first aid measures, civil defense
pamphlet, USSR (1964) 20001

national recovery after attack, emergency
planning (1964) 19645; (1965) 6125

Netherlands struggle to prevent, extract
from speech (1961) 2203

nuclear explosive materials (1962) 13969

Atomic warfare—Continued
operational recovery procedures, FAA facili-

ties (1963) 8217
personal preparedness in nuclear age, in-

structor's guide (1961) 6893
protection of agricultural animals, USSR

(1962) 1412
rules of conduct in contaminated area,

USSR study (1961) 974
thermonuclear war and civil defense, respon-

sibilities in statistics (address) (1961)
13397

see also Atomic bombs.
Atomic weapons, see Weapons.
Atomization:
impinging water jets, effect of ambient air

velocity (1964) 7509
jet, theory of process (1963) 21010

Atomneya energiya (periodical):

translations (1962) 8148, 18022
Atomos on accion in Guatemala City, Aug.

28-Sept. 24, 1965 (1965) 13540
Atoms:

absorption coefficient in reverse Zeeman
effect with arbitrary direction of mag-
netic field (1963) 18170

alkali metal atoms on tungsten, adoption of
Lennard- Jones atom-atom interaction
theory to adsorption (1964) 18759

at science fair (1965) 18961
atom and international cooperation (ad-

dress) (1965) 18955
atom and the law (remarks) (1961) 18104
atoms at work (exhibit), 1960-62, South

American tour (1961) 13839
atomas en accion in Guatemala City, Aug.

28-Sept. 24, 1965 (1965) 13540
atoms for peace, conference, 1964, report of

U.S. delegation (1965) 7172
atom's promise (remarks) (1963) 1844
atoms vs. screwworm (1962) 10851, 10859
carbon, configuration interaction (1963)

18174
density measurements by luminescence of

solids (1964) 9530
dissociated, in ternary mixture with diatom-

ic molecules and inert gas, unsteady
diffusion with recombination (1963) 7278

ear to the atom (remarks) (1965) 204
flow diagrams for computation of spatial

locations of chain molecule undergoing
intra- molecular rotations (1965) 8400

heat of adsorption, low coverage (1964)
18758-759,18784

humane, radioisotopes at service of medicine
(remarks) (1964) 11871

hydrogen, theory of 2s and 2p excitation
induced by electron impact (1964) 13220

interaction of atomic particles with surface
of metal (1964) 8047

international atom

—

peaceful uses (remarks) (1964) 21020
peril or promise (remarks) (1965) 11922
report on international conferences on
peaceful uses of atomic energy (1965)
150

ion-atom collisions, lectures (1963) 7313
metallic, adhesion between atomically clean

surfaces (1964) 7547
metastable, studies using beam techniques

(1964) 20935
multivalent, generalization of theory of par-

tial separation of variables (1963) 18173
nitrogen atom surface recombination, effect

of surface preparation and gas flow
(1961) 19982

partition function in interior of plasma,
mathematical problem of determining
eigenvalues of differential equation
(1963) 20977
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Atoms—Continued
I>eaceful atom in medicine, USSR study

(1964) 19949
photoionization (1962) 8536
physics of electron and atom collisions,

all-Union conference, USSR (1965) 19713
power for peace (remarks) (1965) 10193

recombination, taken into account in meas-
urement of temperature of free atmos-
phere (1964) 14922

understanding the atom series (1963)

20333-336; 136-137, 1787, 11875-876,

13723-725, 15292-293, 17608, 19269; (1965)

4283-85, 5626, 13542-543, 18961-964

use in agriculture (1964) 136
see also Matter.

Atranes, new method for synthesis of 1-alkyl-

and arylsilatranes, USSR study (1965)
11275

Atrioventricular block, see Heart diseases.

Atropine:
anti-Parkinson drug, effects on shivering in

cats (1963) 11493
effects on EEG activation response (1963)

5886
reactions of human decentralized and dener-

vated pre- and post-ganglionic denerva-
tion parotid gland, USSR study (1962)
2722

synthetic atropine-like substances, USSR
study (1963) 14159

ATS, see Air Traffic Service.

ATS fact book (1963) 5895; (1964) 8009; (1965)

4223
ATS manuals (1961) 17975, 20336; (1962)

130-133, 1990, 4561-63, 6620-21, 8903-5,

10929-931, 12963-964, 16336, 18661-668;

(1963) 90, 1781, 4425-26, 5896-99, 9640,

11519, 13222-228, 14924-925, 16809,

18522-524; (1964) 4266; (1965) 1807

Attachment:
District of Columbia

—

bond requirements before judgment, amend

law (1965) 15461
reports (1965) 10634, 15658

nonresidents, exemptions, amend act, re-

ports (1963) 18894; (1965) 4505
immunity from garnishment for Panama

Canal Co. employees

—

law (1961) 18644
reports (1961) 14387, 17110

Attack warning devices, see Warning systems.

Attapulgite, see Palygorskite.

Attempts of pro-Castro forces to pervert
American press (1963) 4784

Attention, see Interest (psychology)—Vigi-
lance.

Attenuation:
atmospheric model, 1964, in ultraviolet, visi-

ble, and infrared regions for altitudes to

50 km (1965) 103
atmospheric spectral coefficients in visible

and infrared regions (1962) 6356
calibration, microwaves measurement sys-

tem operation procedures

—

H-band (1961) 8111
J-band (1961) 8108
S-band (1961) 8109
X-band (1961) 8107, 8110

calibrator, Weinschel Engineering BA-5, test
instrument calibration procedure (1962)
22686

clear standard atmosphere model for deter-

mining in visible region and infrared
windows (1963) 20302

Attenuation—Continued
error as function of vane-angle error for

rotary vane attenuators, table (1963)
12901

high-speed-impact attenuation by gas bags,
theory (1962) 12495

natural environmental radiation automobile
(1961)16194

parameters, atmospheric windows for 15
wavelengths (1965) 105

radio, during reentry, rocket to measure
(1963) 7268

rocket measurements, reevaluation of ionos-
phere electron densities and collision

frequencies (1961) 1304
shock-wave, in

—

elastic-rigid foams (1964) 5893
shock tube, nonlinear theory for predict-

ing effects of boundary layers (1961)
15824

spectral coefficients of water, high resolu-
tion, investigation (1961) 20065

switch, effectiveness of utilization on Kurs
type gyrocompass, USSR study (1961)
10958

table, as function of vane angle for rotary-
vane attenuators (1965) 5256

telemetering signals by ionized flow fields

surrounding reentry bodies (1963) 16378
thermal neutron, 2-phase hydrogen density

measurements (1965) 14819
total radiation in upper layer clouds (1965)

9747
voice-frequency loading for trunk cables

(1963
waves, full-scale tank tests (1961) 5151
AF substitution Weinschel CF-1, test instru-

ment calibration procedure (1962) 3423
light, variable source with million-to-one

intensity ratio (1964) 13186
microwave, waveguide test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1962) 3424
rotary vane

—

rotation errors, table (1963) 12901
table of attenuation as function of vane

angle (1965) 5256
Attitude (psychology):

airmen's, relationship to job performance,
contribution of status factors (1962)
6610

and public opinions about mental health
(1963) 19968

attitudes and career intentions of Air Force
Officer Training School students (1963)
63; (1965) 4195

enlisted submarine school graduates, fol-

low-up study on attitude, performance,
and achievement levels (1963) 9103

research relating to farmers' use of short-
term credit (1962) 5082

Attitude control, see Satellites—Spacecraft.
Attitude control requirements for hovering

determined through use of piloted flight

simulator (1961) 8023
Attitude determination for TIROS satellites

(1964)13219
Attitude instrument flying (1964) 19215
Attitude sensor study (1964) 11356
Attix, F.H.
dosimetry by

—

radiophotoluminescence and thermolumi-
nescence methods (1965) 13160

solid state devices (1963) 3227
thermoluminescent dosimeters on recovera-

ble satellites (1964) 7652
Attorney General, see Conflict of interests

—

Justice Department.
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Attorney General's Committee on Poverty and
Administration of Federal Criminal Jus-
tice, report (1964) 7351

Attorneys, see Lawyers—Public defenders.
Attracting new industry (1963) 7656
Attractive substance (attractants), USSR

(1965)9376
Attrition reduction task, status report, June

30, 1962 (1962) 18692
Atwater, Calif., population, special census

(1964) 182
Atwood, John L., testimony, hearings(1964) 6526
Attwood, William, nomination, hearings (1961)

7269
Auburn, N.Y., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13166
Auburn-Folsom South unit, see Central Valley

project.

Auctions:
livestock

—

how packers and stockyards act applies
(1963) 13140; (1964)4179

markets, regulation, hearings (1963) 9918
oral bidding for Federal timber sold in Pa-

cific Northwest, GAO review (1965) 4839
tobacco markets, functions and operations,

hearing (1964) 4486
Audio indicators, audio level indicator, Wein-

schel IN-1, test instrument calibration
procedure (1962) 6381, 22687

Audio oscillators, see Oscillators
Audiology, traineeships for graduate study,

1965-66 (1965) 20136
Audiometers:

calibration, hearing screening programs,
guidelines (1965) 15323

semiautomatic, utilizing pattern adjustment
in 2.5-decibel steps (1965) 13437

Audio-visual education:
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology cata-

log of audiovisual educational aids (1965)
15240

Hawaii, status and needs, survey report
(1961) 1939

improving learning environment, local prep-
aration of visual instructional materials
(1963) 20636

instructional aids program of CGSC (1961)
1849

international circulation of visual and audi-
tory materials, agreement (1963) 20539

international conference in Africa on meth-
ods (1965) 11305

NDEA institutes for advanced study for
educational media specialists, summer
1965 (1965) 7595

new materials useful

—

about Latin America (1961) 17181
about professional literature on education

(1961) 20680
in teaching English as foreign language

(1961) 20679
public schools and library systems, key per-

sonnel, directory (1961) 12568
technology challenges school administrator

(1962) 469
Audiologic findings in unusual case of 8th

nerve lesion (1961) 126
Audiologists:
examination announcement (1962) 11210
grants for training

—

law (1961) 18667
report (1961) 5827

Audiology, test for speech discrimination com-
posed of CNC monosyllablic words
(1963) 7634

Audiometry:
comparative evaluation of auditory meas-

ures (1962) 18658

Audiometry—Continued
intra-aural temporary threshold shift differ-

ences (1961) 20320
parameters, relationship to speech discrimi-

nation of hearing-impaired individuals
in noise (1963) 14918

sensorineural hearing losses, reliability and
equivalency of CID W-22 auditory tests,

evaluation (1962) 10906
Auditing:
automatic data processing systems, guide

(1962) 96
career opportunities with Army Audit Agen-

cy (1963) 4468
defense contracts, by GAO, hearings (1965)

15806
Federal agencies

—

auditing authorizations, policy and proce-
dures, GAO guidance manual (1961)
20799

policy and procedures, GAO guidance
manual (1964) 2398; (1965) 9214

principles and procedures, GAO guidance
manual (1961) 6155, 20798; (1962) 19554;
(1964) 3551

federally chartered corporations, uniform
requirements

—

law (1964) 17363
reports (1963) 9911; (1964) 17740

Government corporation control act,

amend

—

hearing (1964) 10314
law (1964) 17377
reports (1964) 12054, 17746

management audit for small manufacturers
(1963) 7428; (1964) 20791

RELA borrowers, accounting records (1964)
3122

standard method versus observation tech-
nique for measuring retail movement of

fresh produce (1961) 16

tables of probabilities for use in stop-or-go
sampling (1961) 17966

see also for audit reports, names of corpora-
tions, etc.

Auditor (General, Air Force, auditors, examina-
tion announcements (1962) 4837; (1963)
11662

Auditor General, Navy, auditors, examination
announcement (1963) 11662

Auditors:
career opportunities. Housing and Home

Finance Agency (1965) 7811
examination announcements (1961) 312,

11995-996, 14005; (1962) 2256, 4831, 4837,
4845, 6841, 13097, 14984, 18884, (1963)
1937, 7780, 11659, 11661-662, 20377;
(1964) 207, 8159, 13796, 15350, 21052;
(1965) 319, 5740, 11965

pay, survey, Feb.-Mar. 1964 (1965) 1283

Auditory acuity, see Acuity.
Auditory analyzers, behavior in dogs and

monkeys, morphological basis for ine-

quality. USSR study (1962) 2832
Auditory fatigue, see Fatigue.
Auditory perception, see Perception.
Auditory system, see Hearing.
Audubon, John J., 5-cent commemorative

stamp (poster) (1963) 21069
Auer, Bruce M., computer program details for

design of sensible-heat space radiators
(1965) 13021

Auerbach, Stanley L, onsite ecological re-

search of Division of Biology and Medi-
cine at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(1963) 1841

Augason, Gordon C, infrared astronomy re-

view (1965) 6676
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Augers, large-diameter, uses in underground
mining of pitching anthracite beds
(1963) 3092

Augusta, Ga.:
Bush Field, weather observations, hourly,

decennial census (1963) 21157
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18239
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18362
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20567

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4785

high value land retention by Fort Gordon,
GAO report (1965) 9252

Aujeszky's diesease:
infection of cattle, mechanism, Yugoslav

study (1962) 7859
nonvirulent strains obtained by passage

through pigeons, Bulgarian study (1962)
9854

prevention in suckling piglets by use of
globulins from anti-Aujeszky serum,
Rumanian study (1962) 7765

Aukland, Merrill F., plasma physics and mag-
netohydrodynamics, ASTIA reportbillio-
graphy (1963) 4439

Auplopus, see Wasps.
Aurantine, fractions, formation of chemical

and biological properties, USSR study
(1963) 8852

Aurelia, Sister Mary, see Di Ciesu, Chiara.
Auricular fibrillation, electric difibrillation

experience, USSR study (1962) 2986
see also Arrhythmias.

Auricular flutter, see Arrhythmias.
Aurora, Colo., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 11903
Aurora, 111., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 13936
Aurora 7, astronaut, M. Scott Carpenter, flight.

May 24, 1962 (1962) 16029-30
Auroras:
aurorae and airglow

—

IGY program, articles (1964) 13262-263,
21778

results of IGY research (1964) 9621
spectral, electrophotometrical and radar
researches (1965) 18591

auroral echoes at 19.4 megacycles per sec-
ond, study (1964) 20959

bremstrahlung, effect on lower ionosphere
(1963) 21006

data reduction for stable auroral red arcs
observed at Rapid City S. Dak., IGY
program (1965) 9771

electrons, diffusion in atmosphere (1965)
6688

fading correlation bandwidth and short-term
frequency stability measurements on
high-frequency transauroral path (1963)
5620

infrasonic waves from auroral zone (1964)
13216

investigations, USSR (1962) 1384
ionization clouds, causes of irregular mo-

tion, USSR study (1961) 15255
polar, USSR study (1963) 10523
pulsating forms, photoelectric observations,

USSR study (1961) 10804
radar observations accompanied by simulta-

neous photography, USSR study (1961)
2153

review of Soviet literature (1961) 5427
rocket measurements with electron and ion

probes (1965) 1794

Auroras—Continued

spectral, electrophotometric and radar

—

researches (1962) 10533; (1963) 3165
USSR study (1962) 2654

USSR studies (1965) 12647
articles (1962) 6089

aurora borealis. USSR studies (1963) 8635
Ausmus, Norma F., meat packing, labor mar-

ket developments (1965) 16099
Ausmus, Standley L., expendable casting molds

for reactive metals (1964) 18692
Austenite:

A-286, Discaloy and 16-25-6 steels, therm-
al-fatigue crack growth characteristics
and mechanical strain cycling behavior
(1961) 1299

chromium-nickel, influence of alloying on
softening, USSR study (1965) 11285

grrain growth on electroslag welding, kinet-
ics (1964) 10898

Austin, P.L., Medical Department administra-
tion (1964) 2979

Austin, Robert K, lunar mission performance
evaluation procedure for orbit-launched
nuclear vehicles (1964) 11380

Austin, S. Ralph, mineralogy of Cameron area,
Coconino county, Ariz. (1965) 13516

Austin, Tex.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 3894

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 13552

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18334
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18376
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18805

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6794

consumer expenditures and incomes, 1960,
advance report (1963) 7156

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, summary, decennial census of
climate (1963) 14795

Austin County, Tex., transfer from Galveston
division to Houston division of southern
district of Texas

—

law (1964) 8221
reports (1964) 4528, 6284

Austin Junction, Tex., railroad accident (1963)
17570

Australasia, labor organizations, directory
(1963) 19364

Australia:
aerospace disturbances

—

additional facilities for research program,
agreement (1965) 13301

research program, agreement (1964) 7795
agricultural production, etc., affecting U.S.

exports (1962) 2398
amateur alien radio operators, authoriza-

tion to operate, agreement (1965) 16876
around world with Bob Poage, report on

recent trip to (1963) 2046
atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,

agreement (1961) 9784
cast iron soil pipe, determination of no inju-

ry or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry
(1964) 11654

citrus producers and markets (1964) 765
conopid flies, descriptions (1961) 13563
east coast, sailing directions, change (1961)

12811; (1963) 12938; (1965) 5288
economy, basic data (1963) 8384
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Australia—Continued

Educational Foundation and financing of
exchange programs, agreement (1964)
20838

electronic products, market information
(1964) 21066

entrained- bed carbonization of bituminous
coal, tests on Australian coal (1965)
9588

establishing business (1961) 2021; (1963)
19355

exports and imports, licensing and exchange
controls (1962) 17669

foreign trade regulations (1964) 867
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 147
gasification patents, index (1962) 16003
health information for travel (1961) 1437,

15932; (1962) 18415; (1963) 16498
Henbury meteorite craters (1965) 9918
import tariff system (1961) 645; (1963) 5082
interchange of patent rights and technical

information, agreement (1962) 3505
labor conditions (1964) 13078
lights and fog signals, list (1961) 4329, 9273,

19441; (1962) 7483,19586, 21852; (1963)
5652

changes (1963) 5652; (1964) 3074, 13311,
18845; (1965) 2958, 8194, 14927

livestock and meat industry (1965) 14350
livestock industry, trends (1962) 13842
living conditions (1963) 6595
logistical support for UN operations in Ko-

rea, agreement (1964) 11627
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14668
mutual weapons development program,

agreement (1961) 1501
naval communication station, agreement

(1963) 16599
naval matters, furnishing of certain sup-

plies and services to naval vessels,
agreement (1963) 11329

north and west coasts, sailing directions
(1961) 17344

change (1963) 9257; (1964) 18842
plant explorations, ornamentals (1962) 20384
plant quarantine import requirements (1962)

8794; (1963) 5803
Plowshare program, nuclear explosives,

evaluation, for Australian purposes, of
proposed civil engineering and mining
applications (1965) 13482

radioactivity sampling of upper atmosphere,
by means of balloons agreement (1961)
13689; (1963) 7439

selling to Australia (1964) 12557
south coast, sailing directions (1963) 16451
change (1962) 662; (1965) 8191

southeast coast, sailing directions (1961) 733
change (1962) 15650; (1964) 7634

space vehicle tracking stations program,
agreement (1963) 11310

spectrometric research, agreement (1964)
20844

status of U.S. forces, agreement and proto-
col (1963) 14729

tektites, application of theory of tumbling
bodies entering planetary atmospheres
(1964) 14905

tracking stations

—

agreement (1964) 1618; (1965) 9949
transit navigational satellite program
agreement (1961) 16019

trade in beef, veal and mutton, agreement
(1964) 9829

trade mission report, 1964 (1964) 12557
ultraviolet survey of southern skies, agree-

ment (1961) 17834

Austria:
agricultural commodities, use of counterpart

funds for refugee program, agreement
(1962) 20325

anti-dumping legislation (1963) 8416
automatic vending machines, U.S. export

market (1963) 16870
claims of U.S. in World War I, records, pre-

liminary inventory (1962) 22602
Communist Party, revisionism (1964) 2661
consular agreement with Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics (1962) 21914
counterpart fund, Public law 480, barter,

etc., report (1965) 17580
economic cooperation agreement, ERP coun-

terpart settlement (1963) 3343
economic developments, 1960 (1961) 10657
economy, basic data (1963) 2426
educational commission and financing ex-

change programs, agreement (1963)
16608

educational data (1964) 578
educational exchange program, financing,

agreement (1962) 12730
establishing business (1963) 12256
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 9792
feed grain diversions, investigate, hearing

(1963) 17157
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14381
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market in (1963) 13262
gazetteer, official standard names (1962)

17620
labor (1961) 7896
law and practice (1964) 5432

market

—

factors (1965) 15383
for supermarket, food processing, and
food handling equipment (1964) 12560

marking and labeling requirements (1962)
5357

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12844

pharmaceutical regulations (1962) 15685
preparing shipments to (1961) 9201
research on eastern and southeastern Eu-

rope (1961) 15126
return of property, rights, and interests,

agreement-
report (1964) 10365
text (1963) 20515; (1964) 15113

selling in Austria (1964) 19824
sending gift packages to (1962) 691
study mission, report (1962) 15248
surplus agricultural commodities, closing of

accounts and payment of adjustment
refunds agreement (1961) 21400

trade

—

interim agreement relating to GATT
(1962) 20308

mission, report of 1963 (1964) 4864
U.S. reciprocal negotiations, concessions

obtained and granted (1962) 8662
Austrian-American E^ducational Commission

establishment, agreement (1963) 16608
Austrian comments on World Youth Festival

(1962) 19748
Auterman, James L., fading correlation band-

width and short-term frequency stabili-

ty measurements on high-frequency
transaurora! path (1963) 5620

Authors: American, writings, high school
course, USAFI study guide (1964) 21248

author index of publications, addresses, and
translations, 1962, Commercial Fisheries
Bureau (1965) 607

Chinese, physics abstracts, translations
(1961) 15574
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Austria—Continued

Communist China, literary workers go to

production front (1961) 2167
employment outlook (1964) 7379
examination announcements (1962) 20656;

(1963) 9748
futures and features for editors and writers,

summer 1964 (1965) 5472
index-catalogue of medical and veterinary

zoology (1964) 19057
L.C. national union catalog, cumulative lists

(1962) 4098, 18169; (1963) 3941; (1964)
3768; (1965) 1304, 3684, 18410

moral rights under copyright law, index

(1961) 10512
North Korea, scientific publications (1963)

16028
Rumania

—

opportunities for young writers (address)

(1961) 9344
young writers achievements under social-

ism (1961) 7748
Slovak writers conference, Apr. 22, 1962

(1963) 14202
USSR-
struggle against stubborn writers (1963)

12437
young writers, all-Union conference (1963)

17918
writer's experience (1964) 20455

Autoantibodies, specificity in burn sickness,

USSR study (1964) 14473
Autobiography:
John Shaw Billings, autobiographical frag-

ment, facsimile of original manuscript
(1965) 11539

see also subjects of autobiographical sketch-

es.

Autoclaves:
hydrogenation of coal in batch autoclave

(1965) 6588
production of rehenium powder, USSR expe-

riment (1963) 7000
Autocorrelation:

function of structural response measure-
ments (1965) 5181

rainfall and streamflow minimums (1963) 6557

Autogenous bone transplants in treatment of

osseous defects (1964) 15242
Autoignition, see Ignition.

Autoimmunization, see Immunization.
Autoinfection, radiation sickness, failure of

antibiotic therapy (1964) 4939
Auto-instructional devices, see Teaching ma-

chines.

Autoionization effect and its influence on in-

tensity of certain star spectra lines

(1961) 4952
Autoionization spectra of gases observed in

vacuum ultraviolet(1965)4201
Autolysis:
pepsin and trypsin fragments, USSR study

(1964) 7149
tissues, changes after radiation injury,

USSR study (1961) 7610
Automata are parasites and hard workers,

USSR (1963) 2844
Automata, thinking and life (1962) 23688
Automated approach to technical information

retrieval, library applications (1964)
15078

Automated maintenance, theory, practice and
implications for training (1961) 11751

Automatic assembly, see Automation.
Automatic character recognition, state-of-

the-art report (1962) 8535
Automatic control and man, USSR (1962) 2626
Automatic control, cybernetics, and extremum

systems, USSR (1962) 6048

Automatic control of nonstationary parame-
ters and parametric fields, USSR (1963)
6778

Automatic control systems, absolute stability
of nonlinear (1965) 6758

Automatic data processing equipment, see
Electronic data processing systems.

Automatic devices for recognition of visible
two- dimensional patterns, survey of
field (1962) 18442

Automatic devices in microbiological research,
USSR (1965) 11060

Automatic-differentiation program, for BESM
computer, USSR (1961) 908

Automatic escape systems of current USAF
fighter aircraft (1962) 1963

Automatic feeding equipment for livestock and
poultry (1964) 7918

Automatic film density reading system (1963)
11560

Automatic flight control theory, USSR (1965)
6490

Automatic indexing, state-of-the-art report
(1965) 8142

Automatic light aircraft readiness monitor:
applications to Armv aircraft (1963) 18348
phase 2 test program (1963) 18349

Automatic machinery:
development of algebraic theories of auto-

matic mechanisms in Rumania (1965)
6425

device for starting recording rain gage when
rainfall begins (1963) 6510

man among machines, USSR study (1964)
20068

theory and its application, USSR study
(1965) 2275

vending machine industry, growth and devel-
opment (1963) 1856

see also Robots.
Automatic machines, classification in terms of

information parameters, USSR study
(1962) 12001

Automatic measurement of coordinates, USSR
(1964)2752

Automatic model propulsion system for 3-D
terrain (1965) 1547

Automatic pallet-box filler for apples (1963) 34
Automatic pilots, see Aircraft automatic pi-

lots.

Automatic plotting of spin-wave instability
threshold data (1964) 19158

Automatic technology, see Automation.
Automatic threshold control, USSR (1965)

9340 Automatic waterers, see Waterers
(automatic).

Automatic weather station (grasshopper)
(1964) 13327

Automatic welding (USSR periodical):

abstracts (1961) 2924
Automation:

abstract automata and subdivision of free
semigroups, USSR study (1961) 15432

abstracts pertaining to Communist (Jhina in
Soviet journals (1962) 12079, 19879;
(1963) 1032, 8919, 12547-548

adjustment of individual to changes (ad-

dress) (1964) 11964
administration of enterprises, USSR study

(1962) 5732
algorithm for use with digital process-

control computers for determining time
at which blow-out should stop when
given carbon content is reached in Bes-
semer converter (1964) 16440

algorithmic solvability of problem of iso-

morphism for automata, USSR study
(1962) 820
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Automation—Continued

and technological change, Federal Inter-
agency Committee report (1965) 2940

application

—

automatic technology in manufacturing
electronic equipment, case study (1962)
18160

self-adjusting automatic control systems in

continuous production processes, USSR
study (1961) 19886

arc steelmaking furnaces (1961) 19622
automata

—

and events, USSR study (1963) 6948
and human labor, USSR study (1962) 9694
concerning one class, nervous systems,
USSR study (1962) 2784

with programmed control, optimal operat-
ing conditions, USSR study (1963) 10708

automatic control

—

and computer technology, USSR papers
(1962) 12085

automated systems of control by means of

computer equipment facilities, USSR
study (1965) 1072

measuring and regulating instruments,
USSR study (1962) 9894

of structures with variable parameters,
construction of high-quality systems,
USSR study (1962) 23922

measuring and regulating instruments,
USSR study (1962) 9842

regulation systems, mathematical methods
of investigating (1961) 18019

systems

—

development and principles, USSR arti-

cles (1965) 990
theory and practice, USSR articles

(1964) 8887
theory

—

based on frequency methods, USSR
study (1962) 10109

International Federation of Automatic
Control, Polish Academy of Sciences
(1962) 7808

rational scientific-methodical basis for
three modern means of approximate
integration of equations, USSR study
(1962) 2670

USSR studies (1962) 12010, 13991
automatic data processing systems, audit-

ing, guide (1962) 96
automatic merchandising

—

bibliography (1965)15034
industry (1964) 5682

automatic technology studies (1962) 18160
automation

—

cybernetics, USSR studies (1962) 8133,
10336

implications for the handicapped, summa-
ries of reading materials and training

projects (1965) 6533
Library of Congress, survey (1964) 5454
mechanization of metallurgical produc-

tion, USSR study (1964) 18583
other technological developments, implica-

tions, bibliography (1964) 5436
departmental edition (1962) 8435
document edition (1962) 6970

productivity, contribution to economic
growth program (paper) (1964) 5425

recognition models, USSR studies (1965)
14550

society, USSR study 1961) 15040
automatism in living nature and plant hu-

midity from standpoint of cybernetics,
USSR study (1963) 7020

automatons and cybernetics role in produc-
tion (1961) 7604

Automation—Continued

benefits and problems in labor-management
field (1962) 8596

bi-directional computer updating equipment
(CUE), test and evaluation (1963) 5751

bibliography (1961) 13410
biophysics, problems, USSR studies (1965)

2426
blast furnace processes by means of compu-

tors, USSR study (1963) 887
business education, implications (paper)

(1963) 1182
calculations and development of computer

engineering, USSR study (1963) 5240
can cognitive self-learning system determine

moment at which tadpole changes into
frog? USSR study (1964) 894

cement industry problems, USSR study
(1962) 2625

challenges (addresses) (1961) 2606; (1964)
225, 11975, 14662

chemical and pharmaceutical industry,
USSR study (1965) 11148

chemical production, USSR (1962) 1340

classification of automatic machines in

terms of information parameters, USSR
study (1962) 12001

coal development shop, USSR study (1962)
17834

collection and processing of meteorological
information using electronic computers,
problems (1965) 18345

commercial banks (1963) 525
Commission of Rumanian Academy, scientific

session (1963) 14128

complex, control algorithms and controlling

machines, USSR study (1962) 7690
continuous furnaces, USSR studies (1963)

17640; (1964) 14629
control and automated control systems,

USSR study (1965) 7909
control of thermal processes in open hearth

furnaces, USSR study (1962) 7903
control systems

—

calculating entropy of output processes
with use of amplitude characteristics,

USSR study (1963) 12332
chemical, accuracy and reliability, USSR
study (1962) 5751

containing logic devices, hunting in, USSR
study (1962) 1012

control and communication devices in Mari-

insk-Tayshet section, USSR redesigning

(1962) 7879
control processes at classification sta-

tions, USSR study (1962) 19938
designing with nearly optimum transient

conditions, USSR study (1962) 1394
digital, derivation of self-oscillation pa-

rameters (1962) 1014
functioning on combination principle,

USSR study (1962) 2803
relay-type, influence of random noise,

USSR study (1962) 1067
static optimalizing, USSR study (1962) 750

theory, USSR studies (1962) 1003, 5639,
19821

twofold invariance of (1965) 11204
conversion problems, conference of State

Committee of Council of Ministers,
USSR study (1962) 11975

cybernetics

—

and automatic control, USSR studies

(1962) 15745, 22355; (1963) 3006, 6968
and computers in development in USSR

(1961) 15010
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Automation—Continued
cybernetics—Continued

and control theory, USSR study (1963) 836
nature of work, East German study (1963)

10533
of production, USSR study (1962) 853

Czechoslovakia, teaching tasks (1962) 5459
dairy plants, layouts and operating criteria

for processing milk and half-and-half,
etc (1963) 7572, 16746

data processing

—

equipment in Federal government, invento-
ry (1961) 11820; (1962) 20522

glossary (1963) 5956
range vegetation information (1963) 6497
training, services and sources of informa-

tion, directories (1964) 19333; (1965)
17248

development of apparatus for processing of
oceanographic observations, conference,
USSR (1964) 10893

development under capitalism and solialism,
USSR report (1962) 17825

developments, USSR (1961) 7723
digital computers, use of automatic devices

in control units (1964) 9090
discharge-intake nozzle system, static be-

havior. East German study (1962) 11962
discussion concerning cybernetic principles

of technology. East (German study (1965)
2659

document systems, current and future ap-
proaches to information retrieval (1961)
9610

driving systems for farm machinery, study
by simulation, USSR study (1963) 5398

dynamic characteristics of real structures
for high precision automatic regulation,
USSR study (1965) 2733

dynamic programming problem and automa-
ta, USSR study (1962) 2894

economic and social effects, USSR study
(1961) 7662

economic perspective (address) (1963) 18030
educational methods and techniques, USSR

study (1964) 7252
effect of technological change on un- employ-

ment (address) (1961) 19819
effect on education for responsible citizen-

ship (address) (1963) 9028
effects, Soviet criticism of capitalist han-

dling (1962) 5920
electric controls

—

computer techniques, USSR study (1962)
984

pipe-welding mills, self-adjusting system
of automatic control, USSR study (1962)
10008

supply systems of industrial establish-
ments, discussion concerning installa-
tion, USSR study (1962) 1380

structural methods in theory, USSR study
(1963) 10785

electronic, and programming, USSR studies
(1964) 16044

elements in mechanics of investigation of
higher nervous activity, USSR study
(1964) 16539

employment

—

for all American workers during this peri-
od of rapid technological change (ad-
dress) (1962) 22410

of handicapped, effects (paper) (1962)
20052

energy resources and Government, compila-
tion (1961) 1858

engineering and cybernetics problems. East
German study (1965) 2586

Automation—Continued
engineering cybernetics, USSR studies

(1961) 7722; (1963) 2894
Ehigland's level of achievement in research

and techniques, USSR report (1961)
12943

equipment, USSR study (1961) 15081
feature characteristics and 6th feedback

loop, USSR study (1963) 19677
ferrous metallurgy research, speed up rate

of planned operations, USSR study
(1961) 19772

finite automata behavior, USSR study (1963)
839

fish industry, mechanization and automa-
tion, urgent task, USSR study (1963)
10472

full use to increase productivity (excerpts
from remarks) (1963) 12773

games for automata, USSR study (1964)
2887

governmental policy (address) (1961) 1162
health and safety aspects of automation and

technological change, abstracts (1964)
7358

human psychological problems in working
with apparatus and as studied by appa-
ratus, USSR study (1962) 11992

ice cream manufacturing. Midwest (1962) 55
impact of technological change on working

man (address) (1961) 19798
impact on employment

—

hearings (1961) 10345
report (1962) 13511

impact on industry, etc.

—

departmental edition (1961) 2465
document edition (1961) 1878

implications for counseling (1963) 3022
in USSR (1962) 19661
indexing, state-of-the-art report (1965) 8142
industrial

—

and labor hygiene problems, USSR study
(1962) 1547

management, USSR studies (1964) 12929
Soviet, translations (1962) 12116
processes, using computers as base, USSR
study (1962) 3080

information processing

—

machine translation studies, (1965) 6506
operations, USSR study (1964) 6964

instrument making, USSR study (1962)
18110

Internal Revenue Service changeover, man-
power implications (1963) 18040

international congress, Moscow, 1960, trans-
lations (1962) 23871

irrigation systems, use of pneumatic valves
(1965) 15171

labor looks at, seminar on manpower policy
and program (1965) 6542

large remote control systems with multistep
control, USSR study (1965) 14532

learning and logical processes in automatic
equipment, East Cierman study (1963)
10835

libraries

—

conference (1964) 20452
economic feasibility (1964) 5454
technical services routines (paper (1964)

7967
linear-bounded, theory (1962) 1984
long-distance communications facilities,

USSR studies (1965) 6481
machine building

—

determination of level of production,
USSR study (1964) 10902

industry research, USSR study (1962) 3056
magnetic recording, USSR study (1965) 6409
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Automation—Continued

main factors in technical progress, USSR
study (1962) 17692

major reserve for improving industrial man-
agement, USSR study (1963) 2534

man in automatic systems of control, USSR
study (1962) 1034

management decisions to automate (1965)
7961

manpower

—

and automation research sponsored by
Office of Manpower, Automation and
Training (1965) 6535, 18390

automation research notice (1965) 3620
implications

—

address (1965) 5029
papers (1965) 19794

research monographs (1965) 2788, 6536,
7961

technical information work, pilot study
(1965) 6536

measuring devices, USSR studies (1964)
21492

mechanization

—

design for automatic factory, USSR study
(1962) 12189

management work, USSR conferences
(1961) 13256

mechanizing paperwork, source data (1964)
13266; (1965) 13061

metallurgical processes, translations (1962)
8080

methods of adjusting to automation and
technological change (1964) 20734

mine automatics and remote control, USSR
book review (1961) 20916

modelling of automatic control systems,
USSR study (1964) 14438 -

national economy, possibilities of control,
USSR study (1962) 8134

new industrial revolution, forum lectures
broadcast and published by Voice of
America, list (1962) 18546

new trends, Rumanian studies (1965) 12688
numerical control of machine tools, study of

key technological development in metal-
working industries, outlook (1965) 11354

occupational division of labor problem and
automation, USSR study (1961) 2205

of the future, USSR study (1961) 7669
office

—

impact in Internal Revenue Service (1963)
12809

in Federal Government (1961) 1184; (1963)
14479

oil producing enterprises, method for deter-
mining economic effectiveness, USSR
study (1962) 3050

operational reliability of computer systems
used in automatic equipment, determina-
tion of additional indexes, USSR study
(1961) 19687

organized search principle in systems with
automatic optimization, USSR study
(1961) 1.5030

overall, of charge delivery to blast furnaces,
USSR study (1961) 19770

piecewise linear automatic control systems,
determination of dynamic processes
(1964) 9622

pneumatic-
hydraulic, USSR-
new developments (1964) 4884
6th all-Union conference (1964) 7210
seminar on automation (1963) 5347

in Soviet technology, USSR study (1964)
9310

power devices, theory and design, USSR
study (1962) 17682

Automation—Continued
pneumoautomatics

—

elementary principles, USSR study (1964)
12907

new life, USSR study (1965) 7946
pneumoautomation means of developing

USSR industrial production, prospects
(1962) 12207

pneumonics jet pneumoautomatics, descrip-
tion, USSR study (1964) 20275

popularizing, USSR articles (1962) 9843
post office, 1st in U.S. (1961) 6486
prediction of durability of elements and sys-

tems with vectorial determining parame-
ters, USSR study (1962) 2595

predictions regarding automation range far
and wide (address) (1964) 8183

problems of certain functional systems,
USSR study (1963) 19746

processing of experimental data in investi-
gating irregular' ionosphere, USSR
study (1962) 5443

production and deterioration of health of
workers in capitalist countries, USSR
study (1963) 5400

production processes

—

by means of computer equipment, USSR
study (1963) 939

in nonferrous metals, iron and steel indus-
tries, USSR (1961) 15248

use of computer engineering, USSR study
(1961) 17423

productive processes, mathematical methods,
USSR studies (1962) 10253, 13999

programmers of automated instruction,
handbook (1964) 11837

programming development of research,
USSR studies (1964) 19959, 21485

progressive methods in production, USSR
(1961) 10745

pulp and paper industry, impact

—

department edition (1963) 1177
document edition (1963) 282
summaries of studies, 1947-60 (1963) 1185

radioactive control and regulation methods
of industrial processes (1961) 8373

radioelectronics, abstracts pertaining to
Communist China in Soviet journal
(1962) 15780, 19791

radioisotopic methods for automatic control,
reports of all-Union conference (1964)
19228

reading automation designing principles for
universal system, USSR study (1962)
20009

redundant automatic systems, USSR study
(1963) 6669

relationship to productivity and employ-
ment, current developments (paper
(1964) 14713

relay devices and finite automata, symposi-
um, USSR (1963) 12573

reliability, efficiency, USSR study (1963)
2920

research

—

Decision Sciences Laboratory program of
techniques and facilities for automating
(1965) 101

sponsored by Office of Manpower, Automa-
tion and Training (1963) 18015

road to technical progress, USSR study
(1962) 21996

role of speech signals, Rumanian observa-
tions (1964) 9104

Rumanian

—

automatic meteorological station, descrip-
tion (1962) 5833

hydroelectric power plants (1962) 22340
research (1965) 2564
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Automation—Continued

self-adaptive systems computer components,
USSR study (1962) 11987

self-adjusting systen^s, invariance (1965)

11268
self-learning systems, principles of design,

USSR study (1963) 8540
seminars on private adjustments (1965) 5325

sensorimotor skill training (1965) 14947

sizing and packaging eggs (1961) 92

skill development and job training problems
(address) (1962) 8438

small office, bibliographies (1963) 11277;

(1965) 5374
social and economic aspects of (address)

(1961) 21149
social and economic results, USSR study

(1962) 3006
social ramifications (address (1961) 11355

source data, equipment guides (1961) 9664;

(1964) 18801
Soviet development (1962) 17716
Soviet metallurgical industries, problems

(1961) 4555
spacecraft of United States (1963) 19887

specialists, Soviet training program (1961)

8453
standardized system of meters, problem of

designing, USSR study (1962) 13963

streamflow records computation, effects, etc

(1963) 19303
switching curve approximation in optimum

relay systems, Polish study (1962) 7793

symposium on electromechanics, USSR
(1962) 12020

systems

—

application of theory of markoff processes

to analysis of accuracy, USSR study

(1962)1013
classification according to control princi-

ples, USSR study (1963) 8666
control operations and objectival actions,

comparative analysis, USSR study

(1963) 16037

modeling of teaching processes, USSR
study (1964) 1024

theory and application, USSR study (1965)

11186
tanker propulsion system, automatic control

(1962) 8942
teaching machines, research (1961) 9648

technological progress, USSR study (1962)

991
technology

—

East European scientific abstracts (1964)

21393; (1965) 2390
USSR scientific abstracts (1964) 21388;

(1965) 806, 2492
telemechanics in railroad transportation,

present state and method of developing,

USSR study (1962) 5842
transient process analysis in sampled and

quantized control systems, Polish study

(1962) 7807
United States (paper) (1965) 1294

use in lexicography, USSR study (1964) 8850

use of automatic lines and ways to increase

their economic efficiency, analysis,

USSR study (1965) 19762
USSR-

coal and ore mining industries (1962)

23858
control sciences, news (1962) 5723
controlling mathematical machine Stal 1

for laying out without waste (1963)

15978

Automation—Continued
USSR—Continued

development of control systems (1964)
10846

developments (1963) 19507
long-range prospects (1963) 14193
machine building industry (1963) 7130
papers (1964) 9197
publications, series planned (1962) 6091
railroads (1964) 2791
research, popular accounts (1964) 12996
textile industry (1962) 5954, 8072
translations from Avtomatyka (1963)

12608
vending machines and their changing for-

tunes, USSR report (1963) 2844
vocational education act of 1963, report

(1963) 15270
without man, for man, USSR study (1961)

21004
work force adjustments to change, employer

procedures (1963) 6353
Yugoslavia

—

financing projects
(1962) 5526
in development of economy (1965) 11184

see also Linear programming—Optimal proc-
esses.

Automation (Ukrainian periodical):

translation (1965) 16458
Automation (USSR periodical):

translations (1962) 5678; (1963) 6771
Automation and telemechanics (USSR periodi-

cal):

translations (1963) 6840
Automation of instruction, see Teaching ma-

chines.

Automation, Technology, and Economic Prog-
ress, National Commission on, see Na-
tional Commission on Technology, Auto-
mation, and Economic Progress.

Automatons, finite automaton and partner
using mixed strategy in games, theory
and solution, USSR study (1963) 12333

Automats, life, and consciousness, USSR
(1963) 12321

Automobile- body repairmen, apprenticeship
and training standards (1965) 17035

Automobile drivers:
accidents related to driver on main rural

highways (1964) 20774
deaf

—

Denver University symposium, abstracts
(1962) 18553

employability, symposium (1964) 9871
Automobile drivers:
defensive driving (1961) 19325; (1963) 7478

driver education manual (1965) 16075
education courses, challenge for our high

schools (1961) 11543
handicapped (1965) 8240
National Driver Register Service (1963)

20118
State school laws and regulations (1964)

17924
see also Motor Vehicle operators.

Automobile mechanics, see Mechanics (per-

sons).

Automobile painters, see Painters.
Automobile parking, see Parking of vehicles.

Automobile parts, see Automobiles.
Automobile seat belts:

anchorages for seat belt assemblies. Federal
standard (1965) 16189

increase during year of program efforts

(1964) 13407
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Automobile seat belts—Continued
passenger type, installation, Federal stand-

ard amdt (1963) 15511
sold or shipped in interstate commerce, meet

safety standards^
hearing (1962) 21214
law (1964) 1930
reports (1962) 21128; (1963) 11839, 13586;

(1964) 491
you can help to belt America, seat belt use

program, suggestions (1965) 13249
Automobile-service station attendants, see

Service-station attendants.

Automobiles:
accessories, distribution problems affecting

small business, report (1961) 4041
Armed Forces personnel, military depart-

ments methods of shipping to and from
Alaska, amend United States Code

—

hearings (1964) 13989, 17866
report (1964) 13943

attenuation of natural environmental radia-

tion (1961) 16194
automotive parts wholesaling, how fair la-

bor standards act applies (1965) 3080

benefits for disabled veterans of cold war,
authorize grant, reports (1962) 21517;
(1963) 11962

Canada's industry, impact of technological
change (1961) 13406

compact cars in consumer price index (1961)
13408

consumer buying intentions, quarterly re-

ports (1963) 6003, 11635, 16900; (1964)
183, 8132, 11907, 17108; (1965) 285, 5708,
10254, 15317

cotton and other materials purchased for
interiors (1963) 16748

disabled veterans, liberalize provisions,
hearing (1963) 8126

District of Columbia dealers, administration
and enforcement of regulations, report
(1963) 2037

Duryea, 1893 (1964) 21796
engine mechanics course, USAFI study

guides (1961) 7303; (1962) 11680
exemption of excise tax on rebuilt auto

parts

—

law (1964) 21145
report (1964) 15711

exhaust gases, chemical analyses for oxy-
genates (1961) 15755

exhausts, development of depleted-uranium
catalysts for destruction of air pollu-

tants (1963) 4490
(jor'kiy Plant on way to scientific organiza-

tion of labor (1965) 2555
imported in U.S. regulations (1965) 17972
industry

—

employment outlook (1962) 8340
outlook and review (1961) 1740; (1962)

2119; (1963) 4548
information disclosure act, amend, to extend

coverage to Guam, Virgin Islands, and
Puerto Rico, report (1962) 13649

manufacturers price labeling, amend act, to
extend coverage to Guam, Virgin Is-

lands, and Puerto Rico, report (1962)
13649

materials used in 1961 interiors and convert-
ible tops (1963) 3369

ownership by aged persons in U.S., 1962
(1964) 20799

planned disposals of needed repair parts.
Army Department, GAO report (1965)
4836

proposal to lease fleet of automobiles for
rural carriers (address) (1965) 14970

Automobiles—Continued
retailing, profit control (1961) 9723
role in U.S. society, etc. (address) (1965)

7357
spray painting in electrostatic fields, work-

ing conditions, hygiene, USSR study
(1961) 10937

student, controlling use, guide (1962) 15486
USSR-

industrial development, translations (1961)
17553, 17597, 19777, 21110; (1962) 1311,
2963, 3038, 3247, 10041, 10168, 12255,
12288, 14031, 14255, 15775, 20004, 22169,
23874; (1963) 690, 6748, 2806, 8744,
10657, 12737, 14221, 14389, 15669, 15749,
19480; (1964) 1161, 2706, 2928, 5134.
10949, 16160, 16168, 16510
Moskvich, compact car, history (1963)

14314
Ul'yanovsk plant, new vehicle series

(1963) 15826
industry, manpower utilization (1961)

10034
price list (1963) 15804

Automotive air pollution (1965) 4536, 15841
Automotive mechanics, see Mechanics (per-

sons).

Automotive parts, see Repair parts.
Automotive tires, see Tires.
Automotive transportation, see Motor vehi-

cles.

Automotive vehicles, see Motor vehicles.

Autonomic control of circulation during hiber-
nating cyle in ground squirrels (1963)
13204

Autopilots, see Aircraft automatic pilots.

Autoplasty:
cutaneous, experimental use, USSR study

(1961) 15239
materials, used in replacement of vascular

defects with prothesis, USSR study
(1962) 2873

Autoprecession:
propeller-power-plant boundaries for 4-

engine turboprop transport airplane
(1963)16381

propeller whirl-flutter speeds and static-

stability derivations (1963) 18142
Autopsy:
John Paul Jones, reports (1965) 18654
study of adult human breast (1962) 14505

Autoradiography, see Radiography.
Autoxidation, see Oxidation.
Autumn olive for wildlife and other conserva-

tion uses (1964) 7926
Auxier, J.A.:

general correlative studies, operation Bren
(1964) 4294

ichiban, dosimetry program for Hiroshima,
etc., survivors (1964) 15279

Auzis, Kaino H., relief (1962) 20987; (1963)
8031, 13484; (1964) 233

Avalanches:
control in starting zone, guidelines for plan-

ning and design of permanent support-
ing structures (1963) 4990

mud and rock slide on experimental wat-
ershed, case history (1963) 12180

snow

—

along Colorado mountain highways (1965)
681

forecasting and control, handbook (1961)
3696

Avco Corporation, Falcon missile components,
purchased by Hughes Aircraft Co., ex-

cessive costs included in prices, GAO
report (1963) 20714

Avena, morphologic characters, inheritance
(1964) 16974
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Averaging probe reduces static-pressure sen-
sing errors (1965) 9656

Avery, Ivan F.:

carbon black (1963) 18066; (1964) 20468
natural gas (1963) 1227, 20963; (1964) 21707
natural gas liquids (1964) 21708

Avery, James P., crash impact configurations
in steel tube and fabric aircraft (1964)
16893

Avery County, N.C., geology of Spruce Pine
district (1962) 23586

Aves, see Birds.

Avian tumor viruses, international conference,
Duke University, Durham, N.C., Mar.
31-Apr. 3, 1964 (1965) 6792

Aviation, see Aeronautics—Aircraft.
Aviation accidents, see Aircraft accidents.
Aviation cadets, class of 1964, predicting 1st

year achievement (1964) 19163
Aviation Crash Injury Research, Flight Safety

Foundation, Inc., final report, Sept. 16,

1961-Dec. 15, 1962 (1963) 20204
Aviation boatswain's mates. Navy training

courses (1961) 9639; (1962) 8558; (1963)
7357, 19991; (1964) 13314, 16785; (1965)
14932

Aviation electrician's mates. Navy training
courses (1962) 18348; (1964) 5580; (1965)
14933

Aviation electronics technicians, see Electron-
ic technicians.

Aviation engineering, see Aeronautical engi-
neering.

Aviation Facilities Service, aircraft accident
and notification procedures (1961) 20715

Aviation fields:

airfields and heliports in arctic and subartic
regions, surface drainage design (1965)
17069

arctic earth science investigations, north-
east Greenland, 1960 (1963) 1749

Arctic ice-free land sites, Kronprins Chris-
tian Land and Peary Land, Greenland
(1962) 4543

Army airfield-heliport design, general provi-
sions and criteria, technical manual
(1965) 8534

Army, operational and maintenance facili-

ties, engineering and design manuals
(1962) 15521; (1964) 21279

drainage and erosion-control structures for
airfields, engineering and design manual
(1965) 518

drainage structures, subgrades, and base
courses, technical manual (1962) 11014

east Greenland ice-free sites for aircraft
landings, investigations (1962) 8887

equipment for Marine Corps tactical air-

fields, procurement

—

hearing (1964) 8383
report (1964) 21187

lighting. Navy design manual, changes
(1964) 3198

military

—

construction, basic principles (1963) 5919
instrument approach procedure charts

(1965) 3640
notice of proposed establishment, alteration

or deactivation, regulations of adminis-
trator (1962) 513

operational and maintenance facilities, engi-
neering and design manual (1961) 4158,
14798, 19262

pavements

—

and drainage, design, general provisions,
engineering manuals (1961) 4162, 19265;
(1964) 15872

bituminous mixtures, gyratory testing
machine (1962) 11732

Aviation fields—Continued
pavements—Continued
design manual (1962) 12803
evaluation concepts, engineering and de-

sign manual (1961) 478
flexible-
engineering and design manual (1961)

4159, 4161; (1964) 12350
pressures and deflections, investigations

(1961) 5952, 7355-56
homogeneous sand test section (1961) 7356
minimum horizontal dimensions for infinite

slab behavior determination, model
study (1964) 17950

Navy design manual (1964) 3199, 20891;
(1965) 5488

prestressed concrete

—

for taxiway, design and construction
(1962) 7298

test tracks, Sharonville, Ohio (1962) 11728
rigid—
and overlay, engineering and design
manual changes (1961) 4157, 4160,
9058, 10562; (1963) 4862; (1964) 12351

estimating life, method (1962) 15525
evaluation, engineering and design man-

ual (1962) 7295
overlay test tracks, Sharonville, Ohio

(1964) 4670
prestressed

—

repetitive loading model tests (1964)
12352

small scale model studies (1962) 15524;
(1963) 13880

stresses induced by uniform circular loads,

theory (1961) 7355
perennially frozen lake in Greenland, inves-

tigation (1961) 8324
performance of subsurface drains at select-

ed airfields during 1960 frost melting
period (1965) 509

planning, site selection, and design in thea-
ter of operations, technical manual
(1963) 20328

prefabricated surfacing membrane investi-

gation (1963) 2228
sea-ice airfield in Greenland, summary re-

port (1962) 18652
snow stabilization for roads and runways

(1963) 19135
soil compaction investigation, graded

crushed-aggregate base course (1964)
641

structural foundations, pavements, and
drainage facilities, engineering and de-

sign manual (1961) 5949
Aviation fuels, see Gasoline—Installations

(military—Motor fuel—Turbine fuel.

Aviation guided missilemen, see Missilemen.
Aviation Hall of Fame:

incorporate

—

law (1964) 15389
reports (1964) 8301, 15672

Aviation Human Resources Study Board, re-

port on manpower requirements of civil

aviation industry, Project Long Look
(1964) 21292

Aviation machinist's mates. Navy training
courses (1962) 1729; (1963) 11143, 19992;
(1964) 14997; (1965) 1533

Aviation maintenance administrationman 3 &
2 (1965) 6825

Aviation medical examiners (1965) 10197
Aviation Medical Service:

aircraft accident and notification procedures
(1961) 20715; (1963) 10102

civil aeromedical research, responsibilities,

aims, and accomplishments (1963) 4505
Aviation medicine, see Medicine.
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Aviation ordnanceman, Navy training course
(1961) 9640; (1963) 9263

Aviation Organization, International Civil, see
International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion.

Aviation psychology, see Psychology.
Aviation storekeepers. Navy training course

(1961) 6456; (1963) 7358; (1964) 14998;
(1965) 18656

Aviation structural mechanics, see Mechanics
(persons).

Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia, overstat-
ed needs for avionics test equipment,
GAO report (1965) 2190

Aviators:
acceptance of all-weather landing systems

(1964) 11353
Air Force pilot training program, selection

variables as predictors of success (1961)
20329

airline transport pilot rating

—

change of name, replacement of certificate,

civil air regulations amendment (1962)
11747

civil aeronautics manual (1961) 4173
examination guides (1961) 579, 9154; (1962)

19532, 21786; (1965)9167
airplane pilot for duty in FAA, examination

announcement (1962) 2260
discontinuance notice (1963) 4622

all-weather landing, pilot acceptance factors
related to information requirements and
display concepts (1965) 6634

Army fixed-wing aircraft, validation of apti-
tude battery against success (1961)
20250-251

Army helicopter pilot trainees, personality
constructs, development of experimental
selectors (1961) 20254

breathing oxygen, analysis of contaminants
(1961) 5014

challenging role in future of national avia-
tion system (speech) (1961) 20726

commercial pilot

—

examination guide (1962) 19533
single-engine airplane, flight test guides

(1961) 4248; (1963) 2302; (1965) 624
control of reentry vehicle from parabolic

orbit during direct-descent (1962) 1675
dynamic-response characteristics measured

in flight and on nonmoving simulator
(1962) 10523

electronics fundamentals for aircraft navi-
gators. Air Force manual, change (1963)
5866

experimental evaluation of 4 types of alti-

meters using pilot subjects (1965) 11600
flight instructor practical test guide (1964)

21321
flight test guides

—

gyroplane commercial pilot (1962) 2496
gyroplane private pilot (1962) 2497
helicopter private and commercial pilot

(1962) 2498
flying piloted aircraft in flights to extreme

altitude and high speed, simulator study
of longitudinal stability and control
problems (1961) 17672

generalized contact flight simulator to im-
prove visual time-sharing (1965) 14944

glider pilot examination guide (1965) 16223
hearing of Air Force pilots, 1955-62 (1963)

4417
helicopter pilot

—

examination guide (1964) 4748
study of eye movements (1961) 5081

inflight loss of consciousness, case report
(1964) 4318

Aviators—Continued
instrument flight rules landing minimums,

civil air regulations amendments (1961)
9078-80

instrument pilot-examination, guides (1961)
19347; (1964) 10582

flight test, guides (1961) 14894; (1964)
21322

kinetic cueing in simulated carrier ap-
proaches (1965) 13105

lighter-than-air pilot certificates, civil air

regulations amendments (1962) 13770,
17449

man-machine tracking performance with
short-period oscillatory system tran-
sients (1961) 9920

marine, training program (1962) 1593
measured human transfer functions in simu-

lated single-degree-of-freedom nonlinear
control system (1965) 5175

memorandum for aviators (1961) 3302; (1962)
4046; (1963) 8894; (1964) 3717; (1965)
3634

model matching techniques for determina-
tion of parameters in human pilot mod-
els, study (1965) 5098

multiengine airplane, class or type, flight

test guides (1962) 588; (1963) 17465
naval, aerodynamics, textbook (1965) 11602
perception of postural verticality, effect of

flying experience upon reduction of error
(1962) 22967

performance

—

during low-altitude, high-speed flight,

flight simulator study (1964) 7817
effects of secobarbital and d-amphetamine

(1965) 5567
pilot ability to stabilize flexible launch vehi-

cle during first-stage boost (1965) 11477
pilot and instructor certificates, require-

ments, civil air regulations (1961) 495,
20717; (1962) 11745-746

pilot escape capsule, supersonic separation
test (1965) 14835

pilot escape system training (1961) 8087
pilot evaluation of dynamic stability charac-

teristics of supersonic transport in

cruising flight (1964) 18764
pilot performance

—

during extended periods of low-altitude
high-speed flight (1964) 14776

physiological effects of acceleration ob-
served during centrifuge study (1961)
4881

pilot schools. Federal aviation regulations
(1962) 17451

pilot techniques

—

and pilot training, X-15 airplane opera-
tional procedures (1962) 10508

flight controllability limits and related
human transfer functions as determined
from simulator and flight tests (1961)
9558

operational flight trainers and weapon
system trainers. Naval Training Device
(5enter dynamic test program (1961)
20043

pilot training, acceptable representation of
airplane dynamic responses in simula-
tors (1963) 7367

pilot transition courses for complex single-
engine and light twin-engine airplanes
(1964) 12428

piloted motion simulator investigation of
VTOL height control requirements
(1964) 18777

piloting performance during boost of X-15 to
high altitude (1964) 11412
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Aviators—Continued
pilots

—

and flight instructors, certification, Feder-
al aviation regulations (1962) 19465;
(1963) 478, 10112-113; (1964) 650, 10511,
17967, 19673; (1965) 537, 10794, 14235,
16150, 19599

changes in proficiency, fatigue effects in

24-hour simulated transport flight (1965)
10127

determining time-invariant dynamic char-
acteristics (1963) 11078

endurance barrier, USSR (1965) 11227
excretion with urine of 17-hydroxy-

indoleacetic acid, USSR study (1964)
8881

flight evaluation of wide-angle, overlap-
ping monoculars for providing pilot's

field of vision (1964) 9610
flight tests comparing 2 methods of con-

trolling man-carrying ducted-fan vehicle
of flying-platform type (1961) 13514

human transfer functions, measurements
with various model forms (1964) 16705

measured transfer functions during 2-axis
tasks with motion (1964) 9582

measured variation in transfer function in

single-axis tasks (1963) 20986
measuring human transfer functions

(1963) 11059
performance, effects of high sustained

acceleration (1964) 14843
proficiency in high-performance weapons

system, effects of speed stress on over-
load performance (1961) 13806

radio handbook (1962) 17457
terrain-following display, fixed-base simu-

lator evaluation (1965) 1442
visual performance, evaluation of head-
mounted camera for recording eye move-
ments (1961) 9707

private and commercial pilots refresher
courses (1964) 18032

private, use for charity airlifts, civil air
regulations amendments (1961) 17227

private pilot

—

flight training guide (1963) 13978
handbook of aeronautical knowledge

(1964) 6732
single-engine airplane, flight test guide

(1963) 12141
training guide (1964) 19742

relating transfer of training to pilot per-
formance and degree of simulation, ex-

perimental program (1965) 18677
simulator study of ability of pilots to estab-

lish near-circular lunar orbits using
simplified guidance techniques (1965)
6698

slow flight training (1961) 13600
spatial disorientation, current concepts and

aeromedical implications (1963) 20309
standard flying sense (1964) 10005
stress responses of pilots (1963) 4413
student pilot guide (1964) 15932
survival sense, Army pamphlet (1963) 18547
tolerance to oscillatory accelerations of

automatic interceptor (1961) 9580
unsuspected neurologic disease (1965) 210
weather services for pilots (1963) 1594
see a]so Astronauts—Notice to aviators.

Aviatsiya i kosmonavtika (periodical):
translations (1962) 22332

Avifauna, Panama, systematic notes concern-
ing (1962) 16162

Avigation charts, see Maps and charts.
Avila, Maximo B., relief (1962) 7020, 11506,

13251
Avionics equipment, see Aeronautical supplies.

Avionics Laboratory, technical documentary
report (1965) 4133

Avocados:
advertising provisions authorized in market-

ing orders, report (1965) 17844
Florida-

fruit weights and corresponding diameters
(1963) 18381

improved loading methods for truck ship-
ments (1961) 6691

marketing, economic aspects (1963) 14869
ripening and storage (1965) 16974
seasonal changes (1964) 19104

production, use, value (1961) 17852; (1962)
18518; (1963) 18340

Avodire, Turraeanthus africanus, foreign
wood series (1961) 12716

Avondale Irrigation District:
pipelines, replace

—

law (1961) 18680
reports (1961) 14354, 17001

Avondale Shipyards, Inc., overcharges includ-
ed in prices negotiated for change or-
ders issued under fixed-price contracts.
Navy Dept., GAO report (1965) 6281

Avoyelles Parish, La., food stamp program
impact on retail sales (1964) 12309

Avtomaticheskaya svarka (periodical):
translations (1964) 2860

Avtomatika i telemekhanika (periodical):
translations (1963) 6840

Avtomatyka (periodical):

translations (1962) 1492, 5678, 8080; (1963)
6771, 12608; (1965) 16458

Awards (arbitration):
National Railroad Adjustment Board (1961)

1356-57, 6451, 8076-77, 11461, 13576-577,
15851, 17749-750 (1962) 1724, 3400, 6325,
8554, 10563, 12552, 14530, 16081-82,
18342, 20193 (1963) 1356-58, 3190, 7340,
9248, 11126, 14612, 16444, 18211,
19980-982 (1964) 1514, 7615-17, 9663,
11473-474, 14982-986, 20666, 21809-810
(1965) 1521, 5278, 6811-12, 8178, 9804,
14919, 11551, 16775, 19983

Awards (incentive), see Rewards (prizes, etc.).

Awnings, wood, window units, standard of
trade (1965) 6770

Awramik, J., jr., submarine-rescue radio buoy,
electrical, etc., design (1963) 11170

AWTR, see Advanced waste treatment re-

search (series).

Ax, A.F., selection test for motivational apti-
tude (1965) 5109

Ax, Paul, exploration of space (1963) 11510
Axial flow, see Flow.
Axial-load fatigue, see Strains and stresses.

Axial transverse encephalography, new con-
cept in pneumoencephalographic inter-

pretation (1964) 5553
Axilrod, Stephen H., Federal reserve security

transactions (1964) 15903
Axioms, see Mathematics.
Ayacucho, Peru, uranium reconnaissance in

basin (1962) 14877
Ayata, Sedat M., relief (1965) 12231, 15597,

17340

Ayaviri, Peru, uranium reconnaissance of
Cuzco-Ayaviri region (1962) 14871

Aydelott, D. Gray, soil survey report, Wayne
County, Ga. (1965) 9930

Ayers, Louis R. public schools systems, educa-
tion directory (1963) 13843; (1964) 15841;
(1965) 7581

Ayers, Wendell G., luminous efficiency of arti-

ficial meteor at 11.9 kilometers per sec-

ond (1965) 16683
Ayo visits USA (1964) 1645
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Ayres, George S.:

basic data on economy of Afghanistan
(1963) 2420

economic developments in Pakistan, 1962
(1963) 8390

establishing business in Pakistan (1963)

2418
investment in Iran (1963) 6597
Pakistan's licensing and exchange controls

(1963) 2387
Ayrshire cattle, see Cattle.

Aysen, Chile, uranium, reconnaissance, Aisen
area (1965) 17126

Ayvazian, Arthur M., plastic tools as manu-
facturing aids (1963) 11198

Azau Valley, lower layer atmosphere, aerolog-
ical investigation, USSR study (1961)
10895

Azeotropic method of obtaining fish meal,

USSR (1964) 7246
Azerbaydzhan medical journal (USSR periodi-

cal (1963) 3004
Azerbaydzhan Soviet Socialist Republic:
Academy of Sciences

—

achievements (1965) 11247
nominations (1962) 22063
reports of Biological and Medical Sciences
Department (1962) 2674

Bozdag Mountain Ridge area, autumn-win-
ter migration of red-tailed gerbils and
their fleas, study (1964) 12969

chemists, biographies (1962) 7962
Crataegus pentagyna growing in forest

areas, USSR study (1962) 7710
drilling problems of superdeep well for study

of earth's crust (1963) 12354
exploratory well, USSR study (1964) 5344
Institute of Petroleum and Chemistry on

14th anniversary of Soviet Azerbayd-
zhan (1961) 10817

medical specialists, congress, USSR report
(1964) 11094

medical translations (1962) 22171
nutrition in children's homes (1961) 2242
offshore petroleum deposits, comprehensive

development (1962) 9977
oil producers and technical progress (1962)

1371
public health care, USSR studies (1965)

11231
science, development (1962) 835
Scientific- Research Institute of Ophthalmol-

ogy, tumors of eye, study (1962) 15765
scientific research, thunderstorm processes,

study (1961) 7609
Azerbaydzhanskiy meditsinskiy zhurnal (peri-

odical):

translations (1963) 3004
Aztec Ruins National Monument, general in-

formation (1964) 14963
Azimuth:
determination from star observation on

same verticle circle (1961) 11317
device, description (1961) 11251
geodetic long-line, solutions by photogram-

metric techniques (1963) 16769
land marks, tables for determining by F.N.

Krasovskiy method (1961) 11271
long line, from optical observations of

ANNA flashing satellite (1964) 19150
rendering in precise closed traverse (1961)

11266
stations used in helicopter rotor simulation,

feasibility of reducing number, study
(1965) 6836

sun and other celestial bodies of declination
0° to 23° for latitudes extending to 70°

from equator (1965) 6824

Azimuthal equidistant projection, see Maps
and charts.

Azimuthal magnetic field of thick, finite-

length, helical solenoid (1964) 14895
Azobisformamide, from Japan, determination

of injury (1965) 9971
Azotobacter:

agile 21-D nucleic metabolism. X-ray effect

on enzymes, USSR study (1962) 19964
encysting cells, inactivation by ionizing ra-

diation (1963) 16793
Azov, Sea of:

lights and fog signals, list (1961) 4330,
12813. 19442; (1962) 665, 19587; (1963)
11140; (1964) 5578, 16780, 21814; (1965)
1531, 8195, 13096, 19988

salinity, effect on motility of sperm of Chal-
calburnus and Cyrpinus, USSR study
(1965) 9328

Azov and Black Sea Research Institute of
Marine Fisheries and Oceanography,
Indian Ocean Expedition, work summary
(1964) 7170

Azovskoye More, see Azov, Sea of.

Aztec Ruins National Monument, general in-

formation (1961) 4981; (1963) 7333,
12919

Azucena de San Jose', Mother, see Hernandez
Aguilar, Carmen.

Azuma, Nobutaka, relief (1961) 8878, 10250,
12068

B

B.D.S.A., see Business and Defense Services
Administration.

B.L.M., see Land Management Bureau.
B.R.L., see Ballistic Research Laboratories.
B & P Motor Express, Inc., motor vehicle acci-

dent (1961) 10721
B-52G, see Airplanes.
B-52H, see Airplanes.
B-58A, see Airplanes.
B-70 program, report of subcommittee (1961)

1896
Babb, Luella 0., relief (1962) 16933
Babcock, C. D.:

buckling stress of cylindrical shells, effect of

initial imperfections (1963) 16410
effect of end slope on buckling stress of cy-

lindrical shells (1965) 2887
Babcock, Clarence O.:

calcium and calcium compounds (1964) 14733

review of mining technology (1965) 12954
strontium (1964) 14765
surfur and pyrites (1963) 19880; (1964) 20514
sulfur in 1962 (1963) 5503, 18108
sulfur in 1963 (1964) 14766
preliminary report (1964) 5497

Babesiasis, see Piroplasmosis.
Babies, see Infants.
Babington, Wallace K.:

mental retardation program of Health, Eklu-

cation, and Welfare Dept., 1965 (1964)
10666

summary of selected financial assistance
programs in mental retardation of De-
partment of Health, Eklucation, and Wel-
fare (1965) 6354

Babiskin, J., transverse magnetoresistance of

aluminum (1963) 18354
Babitzke, Herbert R.:

columbium and tantalum alloys

—

for elevated-temperature service (1965)
1375

suitable for use at high temperatures
(1964) 7461
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Babitzke, Herbert R.—Continued
columbium and tantalum alloys—Con.

columbiun-hafnium binary alloys for elevat-
ed-temperature service (1963) 1240

Baboons:
isolation of enteroviruses (1963) 5892
Kidney cells, susceptibility to human entero-

viruses (1963) 1775
Baby, see Infants.
Baby carriers, plastic, from Japan, determina-

tion of no injury to U.S. industry (1964)
20849

Babylon, N.Y.:
hydrology of area (1964) 18147
population, special census (1964) 15319

Bacchus Works, Hercules Powder Co., unneces-
sary cost to Government through leas-

ing electronic data processing systems
by Defense Dept., GAO report (1964)
19763

Bacharach Industrial Instrument Co., Presi-
dent's E award for excellence in export-
ing (remarks) (1964) 17159

Bachelor's degrees, see Degrees (colleges, uni-

versities, etc.).

Bachman, Lawrence F., relief (1965) 13850
Bachmann, Joyce C, investment factors in

Republic of Korea (1964) 14382
Bacigalupi. Robert J., surface topography of

single crystals of face-centered-cubic,
body-centered-cubic, sodium chloride,
diamond and zinc-blende structures
(1964) 11404

Bacillary dysentery, see Dysentery.

Bacilli:

Alkalescens-Dispar, research on toxic fac-
tor, Poland (1962) 7724

ozokerite bacillus culture liquid, testing for
toxocity, USSR study (1965) 899

see also Bacillus dysenteriae—Brucella

—

Lactobacillus leichmannii.
see headings beginning Bacillus.

Bacillus breslau:
biological characteristics, effect of gamma-

radiation (1961) 2355
nucleic acid content and composition under

effect of ionizing radiation (1961) 4620
Bacillus dysenteriae:

all-China acute epidemiology conference,
summary on bacillary dysentery (1962)
1274

research reports. Communist China (1961)
10807

staining bacteria with aid of antibodies
marked with fluorescent substance, Bul-
garian study (1962) 7852

Bacillus perfringens, see Clostridium.
Back, William, relation of electrochemical po-

tentials and iron content to
ground-water flow patterns (1965) 9273

Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge, birds, list

(1964) 8607
Backfills, see Hydraulic mine filling.

Background facts on financing of health care
of the aged (1962) 13656

Background irradiation of human body, USSR
study (1962) 12019

Background noise, see Noise.

Background on our Nation's agriculture (1961)
3701, 9884; (1962) 18630

Background on U.S. agriculture (1963) 16745;
(1965) 11850

Backpacking in national forest wilderness, a
family adventure (1963) 16753

Backscatter:
backscattering and secondary-electron emis-

sion from metal targets of various
thicknesses (1965) 9727

Backscatter—Continued
by dielectric spheres with and without metal

caps (1965) 113
sounding of ionosphere

—

Murmansk, RSFSR (1965) 16531
USSR study (1965) 14599

Backup lights, see Lights and lighting.

Backward recurrence method for computing
regular Bessel function (1964) 9577

Bacon, Nathaniel, rebellion, effect in England
and Virginia (1962) 6315

Bacteria and bacteriology:
aerosols, polydispersed, USSR study (1965)

9451
agents of mass destruction, USSR defensive

measures (1961) 12975
air, contamination, detection, USSR studies

(1961) 15531
antibacterial action in synthetic fibers and

B. prodigiosum as bacterial aerosol
model, USSR studies (1965) 6430

antibacterial preparations, 5-nitrofuran de-
rivatives, USSR studies (1964) 21586

anti-bacteriological defense, problems,
USSR studies (1961) 21011

association with wetwood in trees (1961)
17298

bacteria

—

associated with CJhlorella pyrenoidosa TX
71105 in mass culture, studies (1965)
4216

collectors effectiveness in determining
bacterial aerosol concentration, USSR
studies (1964) 7059

concentration in water, effect on reproduc-
tion of water fleas, USSR studies (1963)
12720

contaminated blood, hemotransfusion re-

actions and complications caused by
transfusion, prophylasis and therapy,
USSR studies (1963) 10854

layer waters, oils and rocks of oil deposits
in USSR (1964) 2589

bacterial colonized cathode, experiments
with magnesium seawater cell (1965)
11576

bacterial invasion of human gingival tis-

sues, simulation with carbon particles

(1964) 8000
bacterial irradiation produced by natural

ultraviolet radiation under contaminat-
ed atmosphere conditions, USSR study
(1962) 2653

bacterial kidney disease of salmonid fishes

(1964) 10567

bacterial self-decontamination of soil in far
north, USSR study (1964) 12939

bacterial synergism, studies with simulated
Martian environment (1963) 7638

bacterial viruses, variable volume chamber
design for USSR study (1961) 19553

bactericidal effect of some lactones and lac-

tams, USSR articles (1964) 10845
bacteriologic potability of condensate water

from heat exchangers of pressure suits
(1965) 4213

bateriology and virology section of Hungari-
an Microbiology Society, invitation to
meeting (1965) 7867

blood clearance of bacteria in mice, effect of
low temperature exposure (1964) 4244

chemosynthetic autotropic bacteria impor-
tance to leaching operations at Arizona
copper mines (1961) 4835

clinical bacteriology, laboratory procedures.
Army technical manual (1963) 13243

clinical laboratory procedures, bacteriology
(1963) 9267
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Bacteria and bacteriology—Continued

culture media for Trypanosoma cruzi, use of
hemin and hemoglobin, USSR study
(1964) 2477

cultures

—

autolysate of Aspergillus terricola, chro-
matographic analysis of amino acid
composition, USSR study (1961) 12845

dry, for control of harmful rodents, USSR
study (1961) 15022

from single bacterial cell, USSR experi-
ment in obtaining (1961) 15445

mixed, use of pancreatin to identify Clos-
tridium botulinum toxins, USSR study
(1962) 19752

saprophytic, USSR research (1963) 14085
decane oxidizing bacteria isolated from

depth waters of northern Ciscaucasus,
USSR study (1963) 17700

dehydrated typhoid, paratyphoid and dysen-
tery bacteria, prolonged vacuum preser-
vation (1962) 8056

dry cultures of Lactobacilli, gamma-ray
effect, USSR study (1962) 997

East Germany bacteriological inspection of

meat for anthrax cases (1962) 7558
effect of bactericidal irradiation on viru-

lence of microorganisms, USSR study
(1962) 2652

effect of cold on blood clearance of bacteria
of different virulence (1965) 8470

electrophoretic studies on detection and
identification (1961) 1394

endogenous bacterial invasion of tissues of
Macaca mulatta following lethal Co6« ir-

radiation (1962) 20455
fluorescence and phase-contract bacterios-

copic diagnosis of tuberculosis, effec-

tiveness, USSR study (1963) 12520
food examination for enteropathogens and

indicators, manual (1964) 13396
(1964) 13396

frozen precooked food industry survey
(1963) 2304

genetics in bacteria, USSR studies (1964)
10979

halophile sulfate-reducing bacteria, effect of
freshening strata waters, USSR studies
(1963) 10383

hermetically sealed electronic components,
bacteriologic examination (1962) 6603

heterotrophic, distribution in some seas of
Mediterranean basin, USSR translation
(1963) 17735

hydroaeroionization effect on air microflora,
USSR studies (1962) 1279

hydrocarbon-oxidizing bacteria research.
East Germany study (1963) 8459

hypothermia in management of bacteremic
shock (1961) 17948

influence of cold on host-parasite interac-
tions (1963) 18489

instrument for investigation at negative
temperatures, USSR studies (1961)
15446

intestinal flora of ground squirrels, changes
during hibernation (1963) 11500

intestinal group bacteria, effect of gibberel-
lic acid on growth, USSR studies (1962)
934

intestinal microflora, biocenosis, effect on
development of radiation sickness,
USSR studies (1963) 2967

laboratory methods for tuberculosis bacter-
iology (1961) 11775

laboratory procedures in clinical bacteriolo-
gy (1962) 20437

leaching copper sulfide minerals vdth auto-
trophic bacteria (1964) 11329

Bacteria and bacteriology—Continued

marine microflora, sampling method used for
study, problems, USSR (1963) 20881

Martian simulated environment, survival
(1963) 83

megacin and other bacteriocin-type sub-
stances, Hungarian study (1962) 7811

methane-oxidizing bacteria, literature re-

view (1965) 2811
microflora

—

gamma-irradiated products, USSR study
(1964) 10807

use of artificial aeroionization to clear air
(1965) 11207

mining and metallurgy, use (1961) 19875
oral and intestinal bacteria interchange

between individuals in 2-man space cab-
in simulator, studies (1964) 11806

oxidation of aromatic compounds by bacte-
ria (1962) 18183

pathogenic bacteria in endogenous medium,
detection, USSR studies (1964) 20219

peanut root nodule bacteria, and effect on
fruit yield increase. Communist China
(1962) 5790

photosynthesizing bacteria

—

desoxyribonucleic acid composition and
certain problems in evolution of (1965)
16725

USSR studies (1964) 10939
polydisperse bacterial aerosols, experimen-

tal study, USSR (1965) 11287
possible uses in metallurgical operations

(1961) 13434
procedure for bacteriological examination of

potato flakes (1961) 11682
processing preparations with fluorescent

antibodies, USSR study (1963) 12494
proliferating cultures of blue-green algae

anabaena variabilis and amorphonostoc
punctiforme, USSR study (1963) 12376

recovery from air, water, and soil by use of
new type filter, microfil, USSR studies
(1962) 14014

resistance of mice to bacterial disease, effect
of low ambient temperatures (1963) 1755

role of bacteria in process of electrochemi-
cal steel corrosion in sea water, USSR
studies (1964) 2636

saprophytic microflora, adaptation of indi-
vidual species to gaseous hydrocarbon
oxidation, USSR study (1963) 17701

silver in low concentrations, bacteriological
and chemical behavior (1963) 16522

specific brightness of bacteria stained with
fluorescent antibodies, criteria, USSR
studies (1963) 17689

strontium 89 effect on microflora of biologi-
cal filters, USSR study (1964) 9177

temperature dependence of luminescent bac-
terio-viridin and its state in photosyn-
thetic bacteria, USSR study (1964) 5368

throat cultures, detection of group A strep-
tococci by immunofluorescence (1963)
12987

toxins and toxoids, USSR studies (1962) 3146
Ukrainian SSR sanitary-bacteriological

laboratories, status, etc., USSR studies
(1965) 12673

ultrasound effect on coccidia cocytes of rab-
bit, USSR studies (1962) 17940

viability of microbes in air, effect of humidi-
ty and temperature, USSR studies (1962)
9981

virulent bacteria, producing to control wa-
ter vole (1962) 11991

weapons of mass destruction, protection
against, USSR civil defense study (1962)
22220
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Bacteria and bacteriology—Continued

see also Myxobacteria

—

also names and
classes of bacteria.

Bacterial leaching of manganese ores (1963)

1241
Bacterial warfare:

protection of grain products from radioac-

tive, chemical, and bacterial substances
discussed, USSR study (1964) 14591

see also Biological warfare.
Bactericides:

silver behavior in low concentrations (1963)

16522
see a]so Quaternary ammonium compounds.

Bacteriogenic formations of iron-manganese
concretions in Indian Ocean, USSR
(1963) 15799

Bacteriological warfare:
weapon and methods of protection, USSR

study (1961) 10963
see also Biological warfare.

Bacteriologists:
career opportunities. Veterans Administra-

tion (1961) 13722
examination announcement (1963) 9743;

(1965) 15349
medical, examination announcement (1962)

319
discontinuance notice (1962) 11200

Bacteriology, see Bacteria and bacteriology.

Bacteriophage:
paratyphoid B, antigenic properties (1965)

11207
use of free phage and system phage-bacten-

um in studying primary biological effect

of ionizing radiation, USSR study (1965)

9360
weapon in fight against disease, USSR study

(1961)20988
Baddour, R. F., expanded glassy polymers as

reverse osmosis membranes (1965) 19694
Baden, Noreen J., relief (1962) 13377, 15311,

16685
Badenhoop, Louis E.:

salary structure characteristics in large

firms, 1963(1964)16612
survey of professional, etc., pay, Feb.-Mar.

1964 (1965) 1283
Bader, Henri:
measurement of strain rates in deep bore

holes in polar glaciers (1965) 9061
physics and mechanics of snow as material

(1963) 2190
theory of densification of dry, bubbly glacier

ice (1965) 19574
Badge of honor, see Decorations of honor.
Badger, Kenneth T., impact of technological

change on marketing costs and grower's
returns, potatoes, etc (1963) 1706

Badger Wash Basin, grazed and ungrazed
watersheds, hydrologic and biotic char-

acteristics, 1953-58 (1964) 4804
Badges:

patent renewals

—

American Legion (1962) 9226, 13608, 15045

American Legion Auxiliary (1962) 9225,
13607, 15044

Sons of American Legion (1962) 9224,
13606, 15043

Badlands National Monument:
general information (1961) 9621; (1962)

20186
natural history handbook (1962) 18334

Baffin Bay:
oceanographic observations (1965) 1937
sailing directions, change (1961) 6194; (1962)

11907; (1963) 11138; (1964) 9673; (1965)
8187

Baffles (mechanics):
annular-ring, in spherical tanks, slosh-

suppression, effectiveness (1965) 1470

asymmetrical baffle for fuel-sloshing sup-

pression, tests (1961) 13533

damping of liquid oscillations in cylindrical

tanks (1961) 9553
hard prolate spheroidal, radiation imped-

ance of zonal arrays, numerical compu-
tation (1965) 14951

oblate spheroidal, mutual radiation imped-
ance of circular rings (1962) 12582

spherical, concentric, acoustic pressure dis-

tribution, formulas (1964) 18859

Bagby, Robert H., relief (1963) 17097; (1964)

1906, 2171
Baggage:
Armed Forces members, advance return

—

hearing (1964) 17866
law (1964) 17290
reports (1963) 13540; (1964) 15740

leather, census of manufactures, 1958, in-

dustry report (1961) 277
change (1961) 16253

luggage, briefcases, and personal leather

goods, current industrial reports (1962)

3736; (1963) 3574; (1964) 3390; (1965) 3273
retired personnel of uniformed services,

transportation to homes of selection

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law(1961) 16573
reports (1961) 8775, 14674

unaccompanied, of Defense Dept. personnel,
overseas shipment, use of commercial
air carriers, GAO review (1962) 5286

Bagge, Carl E., nomination, hearings (1965)
12322

Baggett Transportation Co., accident (1964)
14405

Baghdad, Iraq, 6th meeting of lUS, Finnish
student's comments (1961) 2279

Bags:
burlap and multiwall paper, for handling

and storing pea beans (1964) 7884
gas-filled, as deceleration device for soft

landings of vehicles, analytical study
(1961) 6411

paper

—

grocers', recommendation of trade (1961)
11835

industry, outlook for 1961 and review of

1960 (1961) 3846

industry, outlook for 1962, and review of

1961 (1962) 4672
shipping sack industry, outlook for 1962
and review of 1961 (1962) 2137

plastic

—

inflatable, use to measure vapor pressure
(1965) 9678

use in evacuated chamber to make light-

weight gas sampling system (1965)

16652
polyethylene-lined burlap, moisture content

and texture of dried chili peppers stored

(1961) 9840
see aiso Sleeping bags.

Bagwell, John C, nomination, hearing (1961)

7262
Bagworm moths, see Moths.

Bahama Islands:
Atlantic undersea test and evaluation cen-

ter, establishment, agreement with Unit-

ed Kingdom (1964) 1612
economy, basic data (1964) 15983
import tariff system (1961) 14911
new theory identifying locale of Columbus's

light, landfall, and landing (1964) 20794
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Bahama Islands—Continued
periodic variations of temperature and wa-

ter current in tongrue of ocean (1965)

11589
Bahia (Brazilian State):

lead-zinc deposits of Boquira district (1962)

5294, 9729
radioactive manganese occurrences in lower

Rio Itapicurif Valley (1962) 2080
reconnaissance for radioactive rocks in Pau-

lo Afonso region (1962) 4642
uranium reconnaissance in central Tucano

basin (1965) 2229
Bahiman, Hossein, membrane analysis of pres-

surized thin spheroid shells composed of

flat gores, and its application to Echo 11

(1965) 19920

Bahrain, see Bahrein.
Bahrein:
labor conditions (1963) 18051
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12845
Baier, L. A., resistance of barge tows, supple-

ment (1963) 15455
Baig, Mirza T.:

basic data on economy of Singapore (1963)
8383

living conditions in Singapore (1963) 8382
Baig, Shireen, see Siegel, Jennifer R.

Baikal, Lake, biological sequela of level varia-
tions, USSR study (1963) 8742

Baikal, Russian SFSR, registration of Ps
waves in region (1964) 9045

Bail:

constitutional rights. Federal procedures,
summary report (1965) 6058

Federal procedures, improve, hearings (1965)
4614

reform act of 1965, report (1965) 17877
Bailer, Adolf M., relief (1961) 14238; (1962)

11566, 13288
Bailey, Bkigar H.:

geology and quicksilver deposits of New
Almaden District, Santa Clara County,
Calif (1964) 8765

mercury, occurrence, etc. (1965) 6337
Bailey, F. C, acceleration data (1964) 7729
Bailey, G. C, in-pile Hall coefficient and con-

ductivity measurements on zone-refined

P-type silicon (1964) 5591
Bailey, Harry E.:

equilibrium thermodynamic properties of

—

carbon dioxide (1965) 8053
three engineering models of Martian at-

mosphere (1965) 19891
Bailey, James E., jr., relief (1965) 17520
Bailey, John M., lawn and garden services in

eastern farmer co-ops (1963) 6379
Bailey County, Tex., soil survey report (1963)

13057
Bailey Reservoir, seeR. D. Bailey Reservoir.
Bailie, Ann EL, analytic representation of

Musen's theory of artificial satellites in

terms of orbital trude longitude (1963)
3133

Bain, Katherine, paper, Nov. 6-13, 1965 (1965)
15321

Bainbridge, Ross C, NASA PERT time H
(1965) 11507

Bainbridge (U.S.S.):

overpricing by Bethlehem Steel Co., GAO
report (1965) 2194

overpricing, nuclear frigate purchased from
Bethlehem Steel Company, Navy Dept.,
GAO report (1964) 8731

Baird, Spencer F., correspondence with Louis
Agassiz (1963) 14691

Baird, W. P., ornamental hedges for northern
Great Plains (1964) 25; (1965) 10057

Bairdia, paleozoic species and related genera
3^.^^(1961)6176

earthworms (1962) 15593
fish, collection, care, preparation and propa-

gation (1963) 548; (1964) 6713
marine worm, Glycera dibranchiata, changes

in abundance associated with seawater
temperature fluctuations (1965) 605

town ants controlled with mirex (1965) 9193
tuna, rearing tilapia for bait (1962) 11825

Baja California, plankton grid studies, Apr.
1952 (1964) 4740

Bajor, Mieczyslaw, relief (1961) 8685, 10429,
12095

Bak, Chyung Sang, relief (1962) 20970, 21278,
23116

Baker, Albert F., calcined anthracite in found-
ry cupolas (1963) 16339

Baker, C. H., fluid engine power systems (1964)
5978

Baker, Chrisoula, relief (1964) 15454, 15667,
17220

Baker, Dorothy C, mineral trade notes,

monthly inventory (1963) 3902; (1964)
3727; (1965) 3645

Baker, Ernest T., jr., ground-water geology of

Grayson County, Tex (1963) 10300
Baker, Eva, relief (1963) 13472, 16998, 17219
Baker, H. R.:

stabilization of silicone lubricating fluids at
300° to 400° C by soluble cerium com-
plexes (1965) 13167

surface chemical methods of displacing water
and/or oils and salvaging flooded equip-
ment (1965) 11595

Baker, Helen R., ionospheric perturbations,
solar flares, and geomagnetic storms,

correlations observed by oblique long-
range high-frequency probing (1964)
16995

Baker, Howard H., memorial services (1964)
19368

Baker, J. A., geology and hydrology of Hart-
ford Research (Center, CANEL site, Mid-
dletown. Conn. (1965) 10979

Baker, J. B. E., effects of drugs on foetus
(1963) 1923

Baker, J. R., comparison of shock and isen-

tropic heating in light-gas gun compres-
sion (1965) 13125

Baker, James D.:

short-term memory, non-equivalence of

query and message items (1964) 9981
technique for obtaining non-dichotomous

measures of short-term memory (1965)
5549

Baker, John A.:

addresses, etc.

—

Jan. 30, 1963 (1963) 5835
May 21, 1963 (1963) 14894
May 23, 1963 (1963) 14890
June 17, 1963 (1963) 14888
Aug. 5, 1963 (1963) 18443
Sept. 24, 1963 (1963) 20283
Oct. 14-18, 1963 (1963) 1719
Oct. 29, 1963 (1964) 1718
Nov. 1, 1963 (1964) .5806

Nov. 8, 1963 (1964) 5805
Nov. 18, 1963 (1964) 5804
Nov. 21, 1963 (1964) 5803
July 7, 1964 (1964) 16942
Nov. 11, 1964 (1965) 4101
Mar. 17, 1965 (1965) 8414
Mar. 18, 1965 (1965)8413
Apr. 1, 1965 (1965) 10045
May 16, 1965 (1965) 11867

geology and ground-water conditions in

Wilmington-Reading area. Mass (1964)

18141
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Baker, John A.—Continued
ground-water resources of Lowell area,

Mass (1964) 10657
Baker, Melvin H., and wife, relief (1961) 5629,

12406, 14168
Baker, P. S.:

isotopes and radiation technology, review of
recent developments (1963) 20332; (1964)
3625; (1965) 3542

list of AEC radioisotope customers, etc.

(1965) 7171
Baker, R. C, natural sources of salinity in

Brazes River, Tex (1964) 19793
Baker, Ralph C, northern fur seal (1964) 8600
Baker, Robert G.:

financial and business interests, investiga-
tion

—

hearings (1964) 4594, 6526, 8456, 12281,
14156

report (1964) 14104
testimony, hearings (1964) 8456; (1965) 4624

Baker, Roger C, ground-water resources of

lower Rio Grande Valley area, Tex (1964)
14348

Baker project:
upper division, construction, etc.

—

hearings (1962) 13520, 13683
Interior Dept. report (1962) 9178
law (1962) 20881
reports (1962) 15243, 16959, 19342

Bakeries, see Bakers and bakeries.
Bakers and bakeries:
baking industries, review of 1963, outlook

for 1964 (1964) 6007, 15299
bread baking, technical manual (1961) 20353
employment outlook, baking industry (1962)

8341; (1964) 9440
sweeteners used by baking industry (1963)

13837
Bakersfield, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18162
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18806

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13076

consumer expenditures and income, 1961
(1964) 9381

Meadows Field, weather observations, hour-
ly, decennial census (1963) 9493

Bakersville, Mo., railroad accident (1961)
20889

Bakery products:
bibliography (1964) 5679
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1787
supplement (1961) 11858

commercial, freezing, current practices,
problems, and prospects (1964) 19086

definitions and standards, F.D.C. regulations
(1961) 12685

homemade and commercial forms, consumer
quality, preparation time, and yield etc

(1963) 14680
service and self-service departments in re-

tail food stores (1965) 11819
Baking, see Cookery

—

also names of foods
baked.

Bakkala, Richard, salmon, trends and develop-
ments (1965) 6216

Baku, Azerbaydzhan, health zones in city
parks and gardens (1962) 9871

Balaban, Harold S., system reliability alloca-
tion, development of procedures, etc
(1963) 11471

Balambo Tribe, Congo (Leopoldville), cult of
the dead (1964) 16307

Balamuth, Eve, health interview responses
compared with medical records (1965)
15015

Balance (meteorology), see Meteorology.
Balance of payments:

achieving twin goals of external balance and
more rapid domestic growth (remarks)
(1963) 20216

adjustment and international liquidity (re-

marks) (1964) 3175
Advertising Council campaign (address)

(1965) 15393
American problem (address) (1961) 7410
and business (remarks) (1962) 16196
and direct investment (remarks) (1965) 8690
and discriminatory ocean freight rates,

hearings (1963) 17054, 20447; (1964)
6190, 10149, 19435

and international financial cooperation (Re-
marks) (1962) 6489

balancing our international accounts (re-

marks) (1963) 18355
balancing state finance, credit and goods,

Communist China study (1962) 23749
business-
community and balance of payments (ad-

dress) (1965) 7344
cooperation (remarks) (1965) 8688

' responsibilities, increased (address) (1965)
8686

confidence in stability of dollar restored
(remarks) (1962) 22890

deficits

—

and resulting outflow of gold, hearings
(1965) 8976, 16006

corrections, message from the President
(1961) 5604

determination to end in 1965 (remarks)
(1965) 6971

eliminating in 1964 (remarks) (1964) 7823
excerpts (remarks) (1961) 20488
keeping American dollar strong (1965)

17279
relation of international travel^ hearings

(1965) 4510
special message from the President (1963)

13465
direct investment and program in relation to

economy of Western Elurope (remarks)
(1965) 13706

discriminatory ocean freight rates effect-
hearings (1965) 13816, 15520
report (1965) 6017

dollar problems, factfinding trip to England,
France, Switzerland, and Italy, report
(1964) 10412

dollars, gold, and international payments
(remarks) (1965) 4722

ease pressures by reducing customs exemp-
tion for returning American travelers
(statement) (1961) 11640

equilibrium, assuring through banking coop-
eration (remarks) (1962) 22880

financial policies and balance of payments
(remarks) (1963) 13105

financing U.S. payments deficit (1963) 10180
gold situation

—

report (1965) 15671
subcommittee report (1965) 15809

importance of U.S. farm exports (1962)

21619
interest equalization tax on foreign securi-

ties, impose

—

digest of testimony, etc (1964) 10348
hearings (1963) 18962; (1964) 14134; (1965)

14000
laws (1964) 17421; (1965) 17435
President's special message (1963) 15336
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Balance of payments—Continued
interest equalization tax on foreign securi-

ties impose—Continued
reports (1964) 2075, 6302, . 15724, 17592;

(1965) 13925, 15681, 15957, 17618
statement (1963) 21148

international (address) (1961) 17874
accounts, and how they affect our econo-
my, explanation (1964) 15371

and our gold position, review, message
from the President (1965) 5813

banking, liquidity, etc. (remarks) (1965)
13318

financial problems (remarks) (1965) 13320
great liquidity debate (remarks) (1965)

10840
monetary system, functioning and possible
reform hearings (1964) 4424

payments deficit (remarks) (1961) 21425
problems and program (remarks) (1965)

11749
recent developments (remarks) (1965)

11748
maintenance of U.S. economic position (ad-

dress) (1961) 20237
maritime industry's role in improving situa-

tion (remarks) (1963) 11361
monetary policy, effect of recent changes on

problems, hearings (1963) 17166
money flows and balance of payments ad-

justment (remarks) (1964) 20861
perspective on U.S. financial position (re-

marks) (1962) 8711
perspectives and policies (1964) 272
position of U.S. in world market (remarks)

(1962) 12767
problem (addresses) (1965) 5770, 8685
problem, short-term relief and long term

remedy (remarks) (1965) 10837
program

—

guidelines for banks and nonbank finan-
cial institutions (1965) 7676

investment planning, financing abroad
(remarks) (1965) 13708

relation to Canadian economy (remarks)
(1965) 12005

relation to less developed countries (re-

marks) (1965) 12006
revised guidelines for nonbank financial

institutions (1965) 14262
progress and problems (remarks) (1965)

18813
recent developments in international pay-

ments structure (statement) (1961) 11641

reducing deficit by continued efforts for ex-

port expansion (remarks) (1965) 19049
report to the President (1962) 10715
role of dollar in world today, problem of our

balance of payments, its relationship to

world liquidity (remarks) (1965) 18812
Rumania's payments balances, 1919-38

(1965) 11217
solve problem with least impact on freedom

of economic choice (remarks) (1965) 20120
statistical supplement, 1870-1961 (1963) 4559
statistics

—

hearing (1965) 15519
review and appraisal (1965) 8569
United States, report (1965) 13815

strengthening slows rise in foreign dollar
reserves (1961) 17160

task force on travel to meet our payments
problem (remarks) (1965) 11631

tax program

—

balance of payments (remarks) (1963)
14760, 20217

direct relationship (remarks) (1963) 7494
travel abroad and balance of payments (re-

marks) (1965) 8704

Balance of payments—Continued

unfavorable, efforts to restore (remarks)
(1965) 17298

United States

—

background information (1965) 6041
balance of international payments deficit,

study (1961) 5744
Common Market (remarks) (1963) 7487
current problems and policies, hearings

(1963) 17055
deficit, reduce by promoting investment in

corporate securities and increased for-

eign financing for U.S. corporations
abroad (1964) 11538

factors affecting, studies (1963) 1972
1959-60 (1961) 536
1961 (1961) 20744
1961-63 (1964) 685
1962 (1962) 23532
1963-64 (1965) 587

U.S., questions and answers (1961) 15990;
(1962) 18465; (1964) 20819

our unfinished task of improving (re-

marks) (1963) 7495
outlook

—

hearings (1963) 1973
statements by economists, bankers and

others (1963) 20450
policies consistent with domestic objec-

tives of maximum employment and
growth, report (1963) 1975

policies (remarks) (1964) 13503
position strengthens, foreign dollar assets
growth slows (1961) 20665

program for improvement (remarks) (1965)

10341
report (1964) 8414

use of reserved foreign currencies in lieu of

dollars, report (1964) 6482
voluntary agreements, safeguarding U.S.,

position, exemptions from antitrust

laws

—

hearings (1965) 10549, 17938
law (1965) 17381
report (1965) 10495, 15931

voluntary cooperation

—

banking, etc. (remarks)(1965) 11750
business community

—

general information (1965) 17278
remarks (1965) 17299

industry profile (remarks) (1965) 19054
program (remarks) (1965) 7343
progress in perspective (address) (1965)
8705

voluntary program

—

American business (remarks) (1965) 19051
business community (remarks) (1965)

13726
foreign credit restraint by banks neces-

sary (remarks) (1965) 14267
American industry (remarks) (1965) 13699

White House meeting (remarks) (1965) 5766
women's influence (remarks) (1965) 7364

Balance of power:
world, and Khrushchev

—

analysis (196^, 9417
print as Senate document, report (1961)

14652
Balance sheets, see Finance.
Balances, balance case, fabrication instruc-

tions (1961) 15868
Balancing beam, permits safe, easy load han-

dling under overhang (1964) 9561
Balancing Vanguard satellites (1961) 7955
Bald eagle, see Eagles.
Bald Eagle, Minn., railroad accident (1962)

15695
Bald Knob quadrangle. Wash., geology (1964)

18108
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Baldanza, Nicholas T.:

plastics for tooling (1964) 12305
review of nondestructive testing for plas-

tics, methods and applications (1965)
19545

Balderston, C. Canby:
addresses, etc.

—

June 13. 1963 (1963) 12122
Feb. 13, 1964 (1964) 6688
Sept. 15, 1964 (1964) 17989
Sept. 28, 1964 (1964) 19705
Mar. 19, 1965 (1965) 7680
Oct. 25. 1965 (1965) 19623

Balderston, J. Michael, application of inte-

grated circuits to telemetry systems
(1964) 14838

Baldone, Latvian SSR, health resort guide
(1963) 8557

Baldwin, Alan W., quickening terms for im-
proved binary angle of attack display,
method for establishn>ent (1963) 11154

Baldwin, Barrett S., jr., propagation of plane
acoustic waves in radiating gas (1963)
12889

Baldwin, David R., nomination, hearings (1965)
19489

Baldwin, Helene L., primer on ground water
(1964)803

Baldwin, Howard A., telemetry devices for
dental research (1963) 16798

Baldwin, J. L., weekly weather and crop bulle-

tin, national summary (1963) 4302;
(1964) 4153; (1965) 4065

Baldwin, Robert H. B., nomination, hearing
(1965) 14118

Baldwin County, Ala., soil survey report
(1965) 3025

Baler twine, see Twine.
Bailee, Rosa F.. relief (1962) 15300, 20766,

21002
Baling, see Packing.
Balish, Marie F., relief (1961) 8665, 12400,

14044
Balke, Bruno:
simple field test for assessment of physical

fitness (1963) 16867
work capacity as related to chronological

and physiological aging (1964) 5995
Ball, Geroge W.:

addresses, etc.

—

Sept. 18, 1964 (1964) 20985
Mar. 16, 1965 (1965) 8308
June 6, 1965 (1965) 13444

nomination, hearing (1961) 4093
responsibilities of a global power (1965)

1643
U.S. policy toward Cuba (1964) 11621

Ball bearing machines, proposed shipment to
U.S.S.R., report (1962) 13694

Ball bearings, see Bearings (machinery).

Ballard. G. E. H.:

operator variance in determination of plas-
tic limit (1964) 8508

plastic limit as binary packing phenomenon
(1965) 2110

Ballast (electric):

increased junction lead inductance ballasts
high-frequency transistors (1965) 16647

lamp, fluorescent, current industrial reports
(1963) 5995; (1964) 6043

Ballinger, Roy A.:

sweeteners used by

—

baking industry (1963) 13837
beverage industry (1963) 10049
confectionery industry, etc (1963) 12043
dairy industry (1963) 10048
food processing industries (1963) 351;

(1964) 4613
Ballistic missiles, see Missiles.

Ballistic Research Laboratories:
memorandum report (1961) 17776; (1962)

6393
technical notes (1963) 9311

Ballistics:

armament elements, AMC engineering desig^n
handbook (1963) 20322

Army Ballistic Missile Agency DG-TR series
(1961) 5061

atmospheric, in rocket technology (1963)
14567

computers, excessive material costs, under
Air Force Dept. contract with Servome-
chanisms. Inc., GAO report (1963) 15593

engineering design handbook series (1965)
8512

interior

—

design for projection, engineering design
handbook, AMC pamphlet (1964) 19202

guns, engineering design handbook, AMC
pamphlet (1965) 8512

lunar surface, and hazards associated with
spacecraft landing, etc (1963) 7250

reentry vehicle, wingless configuration, non-
lifting, preliminary studies (1962) 8524

tables, 500-lb Mark 82 Mods and 1, with
mechanical impact fuzes (1962) 1738

wounds in World War II and Korean War
(1962) 14829

Ballistocardiography:
analysis of time interrelationships, USSR

study (1961) 962
application in military medicine, USSR

study (1962) 5750
changes in myocardial infarcts. USSR study

(1961) 2394
diagnostic and prognostic value in coronary

insufficiency. USSR study (1962) 7968
digital cardiometer computes and displays

heartbeat rate (1965) 1430
direct rate, analysis of time relationships.

USSR study (1961) 850
dynamics, in patients with hypertonic dis-

ease, USSR study (1962) 7966
experimental investigations on ultra-low

frequency displacement (1965) 2921
hypertensive disease patients, USSR study

(1961) 11199
practical, fundamentals. USSR study (1963)

10668
recording and analyzing ballistocardiogram

rates in valvular heart diseases. USSR
study (1962) 7967

significance in investigation of mitral le-

sions of heart. USSR study (1963) 2968
synchronous recording of electro-, phono-.

and ballistocardiograms by means of
electromagnetic oscillograph. USSR
study (1962) 890

tiphen effect on patients suffering from cor-

onary insufficiency. USSR study (1961)
919

ultra-low frequency, study of health people,
USSR study (1962) 17719

see aiso Kinetocardiography.
Ballistodynamocardiograph type BDKG-01.

USSR study (1962) 14036
Ballons:
applications and high-altitude minimum-wind

fields (1965) 107
errata (1965) 4180

constant-level, hypsometers to measure
atmospheric pressure (1961) 5306

equatorial flights, agreement with India
(1963) 3352

joint Indo-United States flight program,
1961 (1963) 13197

manned free, airworthiness requirements,
Federal aviation regulations (1964)
15883
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Ballons—Continued
method for determining directivity of anten-

na systems (1964) 5504
moored

—

Federal aviation regulations (1963) 13900;
(1964) 6619

operation rules, civil air regulations
(1962) 15538

parachute descent times and impact loca-

tions for high altitude payloads (1963)
18455

pilot balloons with suspended base, experi-

ence using, USSR study (1965) 2742
pilot, horizontal distance tables (1961)

21438; (1962) 1898
radar tracking, measuring detail wind data

(1963) 11022
sampling radioactivity of upper atmosphere,

agreement with Australia (1963) 7439
Soviet use in atomic materials testing (1963)

16054
superstructure, for constant level flight

(1963) 59
wind sensors, dynamic response of rising

and falling with application to estimates
of wind loads on launch vehicles (1963)
20981

errata (1965) 14814
wind-tunnel investigation as towed decelera-

tor (1961) 15788
Ballou, Doyle A., relief (1963) 11781; (1964)

6160, 6405
Ballou, Eleanor F., reference books (1963) 9621

Balog, Ivan, relief (1961) 12409
Balsa, dust, jet-blast effects at low ambient

pressure, exploratory investigation
(1962) 8494

Balsam fir, see F\t.

Baltic Sea:
commercial fish stocks, USSR study (1964)

7171
lights and fog signals, list (1961) 735, 6201,

14991; (1962) 5317, 17643; (1963) 7353,
19990; (1964) 16781, 21817; (1965) 5292,
8196, 14929

sailing directions (1961) 729, 14986; (1962)
2544, 17637; (1963) 7347, 21049; (1964)
16775; (1965) 1528, 11557

Baltic States:
economic region, development of interbranch

balances (1965) 1063
status, report (1965) 12143

Baltimore, Md.:
air pollution measurements. Mar.-Apr. 1964

(1965) 9869
airport use, Baltimore-Washington area

hearings (1965) 2018
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 6785

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 17166

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18247
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)
6772, 14953

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing, etc
(1962) 18807

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6795

consumer expenditures and income, 1960

—

advance report (1963) 7160
supplement (1963) 12786

consumer practices in handling and storing
frozen foods, etc (1963) 16742

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 555;
(1963) 516

Baltimore, Md.—Continued
Friendship International Airport, weather

observations, hourly decennial census
(1962) 18580

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 9066
medical X-ray units, findings of 1963 pilot

survey (1965) 1582
metropolitan area, hurricane survey, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4836
document edition (1963) 4691

occupational wage survey (1964) 7413; (1965)
6559

departmental edition (1961) 7890; (1962)
10404; (1963) 7164

document edition (1961) 6967; (1962) 9167;
(1963) 6075

port, manpower utilization and job security
in longshore industry (1965) 1264

principal electric facilities, map (1963) 2266;
(1964) 673; (1965) 16177

water resources of area (1964) 8775
Baltimore & Ohio RR.:

accidents (1962) 7521, 23625; (1963) 640;
(1965) 791, 11048, 16372

construct railroad siding in vicinity of Tay-
lor St., N.E., DC^

reports (1961) 20549, 20617
veto (1961) 20538

emergency board report (1961) 14792
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co.:

right-of-way purchase from District Train-
ing School, authorize

—

law (1963) 20396
report (1963) 13739

Baltzo, C. Howard, living and working condi-
tions on Pribilof Islands, Alaska (1963)
13964

Balzhiser, Richard E., literature survey on
liquid metal boiling (1964) 46

Bamboo:
description, culture, and utilization in U.S.

(1961) 9869
for fence posts (1962) 616
ornamental, growing, etc (1961) 16104

Bamboo mongoose trap (1963) 19245
Bamer, Jessie, relief (1961) 19032; (1962)

20797,21323
Ban biological weapons! USSR (1961) 7705
Banabas, world production and trade (1962)

11842
Banach spaces, see Topology.
Bananas, packaging at central warehouse

(1965) 18864
Band saws, metal cutting, simplified practice

recommendation (1961) 16243
Band-pass filters, low frequency narrow band

pass active filter for in-flight measure-
ment of blood pressure (1963) 11483

Bandages and bandaging:
anesthesia for painful changes of dressings,

USSR studies (1963) 18011
field manual, change (1965) 17045

Bandayrel, Pedro B., relief (1961) 7054

Banded cucumbebeetles, see Beetles.

Bandeen, W. R.:

radiation climatology in visible and infrared
from TIROS meteorological satellites

(1965) 11462
radiation view of hurricane Anna from Tiros

meteorological satellite (1963) 9177
Bandelier National Monument, general infor-

mation (1961) 1348; (1962) 8549; (1963)
12920; (1964) 9654; (1965) 2951

Banding:
ducklings, distribution of recoveries (1965)

6233
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Banding—Continued
wood duck, program, progress report,

1959-60 (1962) 7420
see also Black duck.

Bands:
paper, imported, marking requirements, re-

port (1964) 10264
rubber. Federal standard (1961) 1983
see also Band saws.

Bands (music):
Coast Guard, administration, provide

—

law (1965) 19125
reports (1965) 13903, 15988

United States Air Force Band, America's
musical ambassadors (1964) 15244

Bandwidth optimization for frequency shift

keying (1965) 18552
Bandwidth switching is transient-free, avoids

loss of loop lock (1965) 2865
Bang, Chang Kyu, see Williams, Henry B.

Bang-bang control, see Control systems.
Bang-Jensen, Povl, case, report (1961) 19175
Bangs, William F., sinusoidal vibration testing

of nonlinear spacecraft structures
(1963) 19910

Bangs disease, see Brucellosis.
Banister, D'Arcy, rock drilling at Silver Summit

Mine (1963) 10937
Bankers:
and soil conservation (talk) (1961) 17825
views on East-West trade, compilation, print

additional copies, report (1964) 19573
Bankhead-Jones farm tenant act, see Agricul-

tural credit.

Banking, see Banks and banking.
Banking and Currency Committee, House:

calendar (1961) 3009; (1962) 3988; (1963) 3831;
(1964) 3645; (1965) 3560

committee prints (1964) 8372, 21202-204;
(1965) 402-405, 12162, 13976, 17689

expenses, report (1961) 5719
hearings, see subjects,
investigations and studies

—

authorization, reports, (1963) 4738; (1965)
19274

expenses, reports (1963) 6123, 6138; (1964)
373; (1965) 7427, 15734, 17586

investigations and studies, housing

—

authorization, reports (1961) 5652; (1963)
4737

expenses, reports (1961) 5674; (1962) 4942;
(1963) 18881; (1964) 12072

travel authorization, report (1963) 7961
legislative activities, summary, 88th (Con-

gress (1965) 403
list of publications, hearings, reports, and

committee prints, 39th-88th Congresses
(1865-1965) (1965) 12162

meetings with department and agency offi-

cials and trade organizations, hearings
(1963)7988

reports see subjects.

Banking and Currency Committee, House re-

ports see subjects.
subcommittee prints (1963) 9926; (1964)

10301. 13997, 15585; (1965) 2007-9,

4512-13, 8875
Banking and Currency Committee, Senate:
calendars (1961) 3091: (1962) 4005; (1963)

3850; (1964) 3664; (1965) 3576
committee prints (1963) 8094-95, 13795;

(1964) 2234, 10412, 14129, 14131, 17872;
(1965)2036,6041

50th anniversary, 63d Congress, 1913, to

88th Congress, 1963 (1963) 9957
hearings, see subjects
history, 1913-63, print as Senate document

report (1963) 6284

Banking and Currency Committee, Senate

—

Continued
investigations and studies

—

authorization, reports (1964) 4553; (1965)
4544. 4550

authorizing expenditures, reports (1963)

6231. 6241,; (1964) 4540

housing, public and private-
authorization, report (1964) 4554
expenses, reports (1962) 5025; (1963)

6233, 6242; (1964) 4541; (1965) 4545,
4551

extension, reports (1961) 5800, 5808

matters within its jurisdiction, authoriza-

tion, reports (1961) 5799, 5805; (1962)

5016, 5044
reports, see subjects

summary of activities

—

87th Congress, 1st session (1962) 2362
88th Congress. 1st session (1964) 4575
88th Congress, 2d session (1965) 2036

Banking Commission, see Federal Banking
(Commission:

act

—

rules of practice and procedure

—

law (1964) 19431
reports (1961) 14336; (1964) 19559

act, amend

—

in regard to reexamining attorney fees,

law (1963) 11709
laws (1962) 20856; (1964) 255

reports (1961) 14291, 18881; (1962)
9357-58, 11371, 11569, 21372; (1963)
6176, 7924, 9964, 20593

rel. to statutory liens and powers of trus-

hearing (1965) 17918
reports (1963) 13576; (1964) 14079;

(1965) 12263, 15668

to facilitate deposit if funds in interest-

bearing accounts

—

law (1963) 11708
reports (1963) 6177, 9967

to limit priority and nondischargeability

hearing (1965) 17918
report (1965) 15669

with respect to notices mailed to credi-

tors

—

law (1965) 15513
reports (1965) 12119, 17835

with respect to part-time referees, report

(1965) 17873

code of Federal regulations (1961) 6004;

(1962) 11786

general orders and official forms

—

amendments (1962) 12749
proposed revision (1962) 10793

laws, compilation (1961) 345; (1965) 4451

statistical tables (1961) 6624; (1962) 8755;
(1964) 5781; (1965)8385

taxes, limit prioritv and nondischarge-
ability, reports (1961) 10319; (1962) 7202;
(1963) 11833; (1964) 14080; (1965) 7514

see also Referees in bankruptcy.
Banks, D.C., geologv of Buckboard Mesa

(1965) 4263

Banks, James R., relief (1962) 11534, 13244,
19034

Banks, Vera J., migration of farm people, bib-

liography 1946-60 (1964) 38

Banks, W., mechanism of desalination by re-

verse osmosis and its relation to mem-
brane structure (1965) 16345
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Banks and banking:
active banks in District of Columbia, nation-

al and nonnational, abstract of reports

(1961) 5554, 10144, 14032, 20505; (1962)

4880, 11225, 16667. 23114; (1963) 4657,

7816
applications received, or acted on by Federal

Reserve System Board of Governors
(1964) 3259; (1965) 3144

applications to merge banks or to form or

expand bank holding company (1962)

3619; (1963) 3459
assets and liabilities

—

oH bsnks
semiannual reports (1961) 3190, 3192;

(1962) 2473-74, 3630, 11796, 21755;
(1963) 3469, 19201; (1964) 3268, 4714,
10542; (1965) 3154

United States and other areas (1964)

21311
commercial and mutual savings banks

(1961) 511, 10583; (1962) 520, 13786;

(1963) 490, 12102; (1964) 654, 10518;
(1965) 2129, 14245

automation at commercial banks (1963) 525
balance in bank regulation (remarks) (1965)

9134
balance of payment program, guidelines for

banks and nonbank financial institu-

tions (1965) 7676
bank and PCA lending to farmers (1963)

19202
bank credit

—

and money in recovery (1961) 14869
and money, 1962 (1963) 6438; (1964) 6685;

(1965) 7677
to foreigners (1965) 9135

bank debits (1962) 3635
bank debits and deposit turnover (1962)

11797; (1963) 3475; (1964) 3274; (1965)
3160

series, revision (1965) 7682
bank holding companies, scope of operations

and stock ownership (1963) 9926
bank holding company legislation, hearings

(1964) 19499; (1965) 8873, 12163
bank merger act, amend by exempting merg-

ers from antitrust laws

—

hearing (1965) 10670
report (1965) 12264

bank mergers. Federal and State laws, com-
pilation (1964) 4715

bank rates on short-term business loans

(1963) 19203
bank savings surge, rose with thorns (re-

marks) (1963) 12122
bank-SBA participation loan plans, guide

(1963) 7425
banking and monetary statistics (1963)

12119; (1964) 12403; (1965) 14263
banking competition, use of concentration

ratios in narrow sense unwise (address)
(1965) 12443

banking concentration and small business,
staff report (1962) 7102

banking for peace (address) (1965) 4706
banking for progress in Latin America (ad-

dress) (1965) 4706
banking occupations, employment outlook

(1962) 8342
banking structure changes, 1953-62 (1963)

19204
banking, then and now (remarks) (1965) 7678

banks and community progress (remarks)
(1963) 6059

banks and monetary system (1963) 2275
borrowing short and lending long (remarks)

(1964) 19705

Banks and banking—Continued

chain banking, stockholder and loan links of

200 largest member banks (1963) 2062
changing world of banking (remarks) (1965)

4721
code of Federal regulations (1961) 6004;

(1962) 11786; (1963) 10165; (1964) 6661;
(1965) 7664

collective investment funds, regulation,
hearings (1965) 4524

combined financial statements

—

member savings and loan association, ad-

vance highlights (1962) 21733; (1963)
15484

members of Federal Home Loan Bank Sys-
tem, assets and liabilities (1962) 21734;
(1963)20664

commercial. Treasury Department tax and
loan accounts, establish more equitable
arrangement with Federal Government,
GAO report (1964) 4760

commercial banks, agricultural financing
(remarks) (1965) 10836

Communist China, accounting, new course
(1962) 17938

comparative regulations of financial institu-

tions, subcommittee print (1964) 2106
consolidated condition statements (1961)

3192; (1962) 3630; (1963) 3469; (1964)
3268; (1965) 3154

consumer installment credit, monthly re-

ports (1961) 3200; (1962) 3706; (1963)
3547; (1964) 3361; (1965) 3248

cooperation in drive toward balance of pay-
ments equilibrium (remarks) (1962)
22880

correspondent banking system, report (1965)
4513

correspondent relations, survey of banker
opinion (1965) 402

credit, seasonally adjusted series (1962)
17495

crimes against banking institutions

—

hearing (1964) 2113
look to your personnel security (speech)

(1965) 550
report (1964) 6291

debits to demand deposit accounts, etc.

(1961) 6021; (1962) 9634; (1963) 6436;
(1964) 6686; (1965) 9136

debits to deposit accounts (1961) 3194
demand deposits, ownership (1961) 9125
deposits

—

country banks (1961) 2869; (1962) 3760;
(1963) 3598; (1964) 3418; (1965) 3308

distribution by counties and metropolitan
areas (1961) 1979; (1963) 2269; (1965)
6198

disclosure accounting by banks (remarks)
(1965) 19620

domestic banks to pay higher interest on
time deposits of foreign governments

—

hearings (1962) 17097, 21543; (1965) 10531
laws (1962) 23227; (1965) 15434
reports (1962) 17051. 19146, 21420, 21470;

(1965) 10492, 14051
economic growth and banking structure (re-

marks) (1962) 11798
engaging in business of personal property

leasing, prohibit, hearings (1964) 10302
examiner looks at agricultural lending

(1963) 15.503

Federal and State banking laws, conflict of

rulings and interpretations, hearings
(1963) 17165

Federal bank supervision

—

real and ideal (remarks). (1964) 8586
analysis of bills (1965) 8875
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Banks and banking—Continued
Federal banking laws and reports, 1780-1912

compilation (1963) 8094
Federal deposit insurance act, amend

—

hearings (1963) 15304; (1964) 19499; (1965)
8873

reports (1964) 4465, 10281
Federal reserve par lists (1961) 20740; (1962)

23630; (1963) 20678; (1964) 21313; (1965)
19622

cumulative supplements (1961 3186; (1962)
3827; (1963) 3673; (1964) 3492; (1965)
3403

Federal savings bank bill, staff analysis
(1964) 21203

federally insured banks, investigation, hear-
ings (1965) 10686, 14122, 19500

foreign assets control regulations (1964)
13500

commodity supplement (1964) 13501
foreign central bank of issue, exempt income

from obligations of U.S.

—

law (1961) 8617
reports (1961) 7068, 7257

foreign countries, economic policies and
practices of central banks, materials
(1963) 18791

foreign operations under Federal reserve
act, regulations (1961) 533; (1963) 19208

Government policy, report of Committee on
Financial Institutions (1963) 10028

growth of institutional savings (1962) 13814
holding company act of 1956, amend

—

hearings (1964) 19499; (1965) 8873, 12163
to remove investment company exemption,

report (1965) 15666
with respect to registered investment com-

panies, hearings (1965) 13974
increased flexibility for financial institutions

hearings (1964) 6346
Indonesia, selected translations (1961) 2289
insured banks

—

deposit insurance, increase maximum cov-
erage for each depositor
hearings (1963) 15304
reports (1964) 4465, 10281

notice of change in control of management
hearings (1964) 17644
law (1964) 19401
report (1964) 17570

offices insured by FDIC, list (1961) 5991;
(1962) 11763; (1963) 6401; (1964) 6628;
(1965) 7632
changes (1961) 3159; (1962) 4022; (1964)

3684; (1965) 9087
supplements (1965) 3600

reports (1961) 7381, 17234; (1962) 7332,
19476; (1963) 17429; (1964) 8542,
19681

interbank relations, equalize opportunities
(remarks) (1963) 10182

interest rates on time deposits

—

mid-Jan. 1962 (1962) 7374
mid-February 1963 (1963) 13935

interlocking directorates under Clayton act,

regulations (1961) 534
international banking in relation to balance

of payments, etc. (remarks) (1965) 13318
is liquidity of your bank still adequate? (re-

marks) (1965) 19623
Korea, law governing Bank of Korea, amdts

(1962) 17733
loans

—

for purchasing or carrying registered
stocks, regulations (1961) 14871; (1962)
9640, 15575; (1964) 683

made on hypothecated bank stock (1965)
2009

participation with SBA, handbook (1963)
21104

Banks and banking—Continued
loans—Continued
SBA's simplified participation plan, expla-

nation, etc (1962) 1804
looking ahead at some of aspects of savings

and loan industry (address) (1965) 14248
management succession problem in commer-

cial banking industry, evaluation (1965)
2007

market for bank stock (1965) 4511

measures of banking structure and competi-
tion (1965) 19624

membership in Federal Home Loan Bank
System (address) (1962) 525

mergers, regulating (remarks) (1961) 12647
miscellaneous bills, hearings (1962) 19380;

(1965) 17907
modern banking (address) (1961) 19324
monetary circulation and credit in Asian

socialist countries (1962) 5983
monetary policy, bank credit, and money

(1962) 17492

monetary statistics (1961) 7407, 12644;
(1962) 13813; (1963) 8257

supplements (1963) 2275-78, 6439; (1965)
19626

money and credit system, defense planning
(remarks) (1962) 5193

mutual deposit guarantee corporation, tax
exemption

—

hearing (1964) 15805
report (1963) 13580

mutual savings accounts, taxation. Treas-
ury Dept. reports, hearings (1961) 12366,
18982; (1962) 15286

mutual savings banks, Federal charter legis-

lation, hearings (1964) 2108
mutuality in thrift institutions, address

(1965) 6167
national banking review (1963) 20393; (1963)

3762
Negroes, banking and community develop-

ment (address) (1964) 21064
nonmember banks that maintain clearing

accounts with Federal reserve banks
(1961) 3189; (1962) 4354, 5196; (1963)
4206, 4927; (1964) 4719; (1965) 3957, 4724

North Korea, banking and currency system
(1961) 12999

North Vietnam, banking and currency sys-

tem (1961) 4412
North Vietnam savings banks, development

(1962) 17750
occupations, employment outlook (1964) 9441

performing nonbanking services, prohibit,

hearings (1964) 10302
proposal for establishment of Federal Bank-

ing Commission (remarks) (1962) 19491

proposal to consolidate Federal supervisory
agencies (remarks) (1965) 6202

prosperity for free men (remarks) (1961)

7409
protecting public interest in bank mergers

(remarks) (1965) 10842
reform in banking (remarks) (1963) 2279
reform of bank supervision, establish new

agency of government to meet growing
needs of economy (remarks) (1962) 11800

reports, window dressing

—

hearing (1964) 402
report (1964) 357

research into banking structure and compe-
tition (1965) 586

role of deposit insurance (1963) 4658
savings accounts, individual investments

(1961) 3170, 5993; (1962) 3968,; (1963)
3807, 12103; (1964) 3618, 8546; (1965)
3535
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Banks and banking—Continued

savings and loan industry in Heller report
(address) (1963) 10150

savings and mortgage lending activity, all

operating savings and loan associations
(1961) 3165

savings and other time deposits, classifica-

tion system (1961) 10605
savings industry, new perspective (address)

(1962) 7336
savings institutions, interest paid on depos-

its, taxable year for deduction, report
(1962) 21177

selected banking services, by bank size,

structure, and location, study (1965) 405
service corporations, invest in

—

hearing (1962) 19380
law (1962) 23256
reports (1962) 16996, 17035, 21162, 21411

Soviet Union ascribes to new international
rules for documentary credit letters

(1964) 20105
structure of banking, recent developments,

consolidations, etc (1962) 9504
Treasury tax and loan account balances, list

of banks holding (1964) 10299
Treasury tax and loan accounts, etc., report

on review of Treasury Department
study (1962) 15096

Treasury tax and loan accounts and related
matters, report (1965) 4727

USSR, Foreign Trade Bank, establishment
(1963) 8836

voluntary foreign credit restraint necessary
for balance of payments program (re-

marks) (1965) 14267
Washington, D.C., area banks, unnecessary

compensation for cashing (Government
checks, GAO report (1965) 6296

years of reform, prelude to progress (1964)
21101

see also Banks for cooperatives—Federal
home loan banks—Federal intermediate
credit banks—Federal land banks

—

National banks—State banks— aiso
headings beginning Federal reserve

—

also names of banks or places where lo-

cated.

Banks for cooperatives:
patronage refunds, pay part in money in-

stead of class C stock

—

law (1964) 17387
reports (1964) 10239, 17771

quarter century of progress (1961) 1951
revolving fund, reduce

—

law (1962) 16720
reports (1962) 11379, 13641

costs of operating and maintaining for rec-

reational purposes are to be nonreim-
bursable, hearing (1965) 17930

costs for recreational purposes to be non-
reimbursable

—

hearing (1964) 10424
report (1964) 6488

Bannerman, Graeme C, nomination, hearing
(1965) 6039

Banning, Lloyd H.:

melting pyrophoric hydrogen-reduced iron
powder for production of steel (1964)
9522

metallurgical investigations of Philippine
nickeliferous ores (1963) 3072

Bannister, Tommy C.:

radiation geometry factor between earth
and satellite (1965) 14817

thermal design and thermal data analysis of
SA-5 payload (1965) 5207

Bannock thrust zone, southeastern Idaho
(1963) 8336

Baptists:
doctrines harmful to Soviet people, USSR

viewpoint (1961) 4401
religious teachings, Soviet criticism (1963)

17678
Bar, see Lawyers.
Bar-Ho IV (vessel):

coastwise trade, permit (1962) 15183, 18930,
19206

Bar horizontal, see Horizontal bar.
Bar type micrometer wedge (1962) 17560
Barad, Morton L., vertical transfer of momen-

tum and heat at and near earth's sur-
face (1965) 130

Baradell, Donald L., lateral range control by
banking during initial phases of super-
circular reentries (1963) 1303

Barahona, Jorge R., relief (1965) 17318, 17786
Barak-Novotny conflict (1962) 14048
Barambo, see Balambo Tribe.
Baranof Island:

Alaska northern, reconnaissance geology
(1963) 10284

proposed powersites at Baranof and Carbon
Lakes, geologic investigations (1962)
11883

proposed powersites, geologic investigations
(1962) 11883

Barany, Ronald:
heat and free energies of formation-
calcium tungstate, etc (1963) 3098
muscovite (1964) 7436

heats of formation

—

anhydrous ferric sulfate and indium sul-

fate (1965) 19867
gehlenite and talc (1963) 14516
goethite, ferrous vanadate, and man-
ganese molybdate (1965) 9596

thermodynamic properties of cuprous and
cupric ferrites (1964) 18696

Baratta, Eklmond J., environmental surveil-
lance laboratory for radionuclide ana-
lyses (1964) 21847

Barbados:
economy, basic data (1964) 15987
meteorological research projects, agreement

(1963)9426
Barbamil, see Amobarbital.
Barbara (oil screw tug):

admit to American registry, etc. (1962)
15186, 18934, 19208

Barbee, Robert D., relief (1962) 19225, 20785,
20983

Barber, A. W., radio astronomy (1963) 9605

Barber, Mildred S., training of workers in

American industry (1964) 11817
Barber, Richard J., (Government patent poli-

cies (1963) 15402
Barber, Robert W., relief (1961) 7066, 16886,

18480
Barber, Robison H., import tariff system of

Egypt (U.A.R.) (1963) 2390
Barberry, bushes spread stem rust to wheat,

etc (1964) 9958
Barbers:
employment outlook (1962) 8343; (1964) 9414
nursing homes, services for residents (1963)

13016

Barbers Point:
harbor, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 6136
document edition (1965) 5820

Barbiere, Robert E.:

electronic designer's shock and vibration
guide for airborne applications (1964)
1750

techniques of physiological monitoring, fun-

damentals (1963) 20301
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Barbiturates:
as addicting drugs (1963) 19959; (1965) 19968

Czechoslovak use of oscillopolarography in

study (1962) 7576
Barbour County, Ala., brown iron ore re-

sources (1965) 11385
Barboursville, W.Va.:
Guyandot River bank protection project,

authorize construction

—

law (1963) 17051
reports (1963) 15247, 17254

Bardin, Alvin, relief (1962) 15113, 19240
Barduhn, Allen J., further properties of hy-

drates and hydrating agents (1964) 8800

Bare Lake, zooplankton, composition, abun-
dance, and depth distribution after fer-

tilization (1963) 6465
Barendsen, Robert D.:

half-work, half-study schools in Communist
China (1964) 10464

Research Section in Japanese Ministry of

Education (1963) 10079
Barger, Raymond L., effects of flight path and

atmospheric variations on boom propa-
gated from supersonic aircraft (1964)
7562

Barger, Roland L.:

new products from low-grade ponderosa pine
timber (1965) 7753

specific gravity

—

of alligator juniper in Arizona (1965)
12506

of Arizona Gambel oak (1964) 14325
Barger, W. R., vacuum precooling, comparison

of cooling of different vegetables (1963)
9582

Barges:
conversion from Liberty ships, authorize

hearings (1961) 10510
report (1961) 10435

Florida, etc., admit to American registry

(1962) 15186, 18934, 19208
lights and fog signals in special vessel an-

chorage areas, amend rules

—

hearings (1963) 13798; (1965) 419
law (1963) 17014
reports (1963) 11829, 11965

tows, channel effects on resistance

—

errata (1961) 17210
supplement (1963) 15455

Bargeski, Albert M.:

data report, Equalant II (1965) 5282
oceanographic vessels of the world (1964)

9672
Barghausen, A. F., tropospheric communica-

tion circuits (1963) 3176
Barham, Richard W., market factors in Iran

(1964) 8811
Barieau, Robert EL, survey of experimental

methods for determining enthalpies of

fluids (1965) 5075
Barite:

flotation concentration of complex barite-
fluorspar ore (1963) 10948

flotation of barite-fluorspar ore from Ten-
nessee (1964) 16641

infrared studies of oleic acid adsorption
(1963) 9130

minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 11366,
17621; (1962) 20069; (1963) 18064; (1964)
18658; (1965) 19627

production, etc., 1960, preliminary report
(1961) 1226

selective flotation of barite-fluorspar ores
from Kentucky (1963) 9120

slurries, friction-head losses during pipeline
transport (1962) 22511

Barium:
crystalline silicates, low temperature heat

capacities and entropies at 298.15' K
(1965) 1373

films, vacuum performance of ball bearings
lubricated with (1964) 13232

mineral fa'-ts and problems chapter (1965)
9544

oilfield waters analysis methods, flame-
spectrophotometric determination (1962)
20112

plasma, measurement of ion concentrations
and electron temperature (1965) 17103

Barium azide, thermal decomposition at pres-

sures up to 45000 KG/CM-^ (196) 10818
Barium disilicic fluormica, see Fluormicas.
Barium oxide, heats and free energies of for-

mation (1963) 5497
Barium titanate:
physical properties, crystal structure, phys-

ical effects (1962) 12599
physicochemical investigations, USSR study

(1961) 20964
price list, bibliography (1965) 1934

Bark:
and its possible uses (1961) 20761; (1965)

9178
black bark as indicator of bird peck defect

in sugar maple (1965) 675
characteristics and fire resistance, litera-

ture survey (1963) 12195
ponderosa pine pulp chips, loosen bark by

use of knife action and storage, (1965)
' 4802

sawdusts, decomposition in soil, nitrogen
requirements, effects on plants (1965)
10094

Bark beetles, see Beetles.

Bark canoes, see Canoes and canoeing.
Barkas, Walter H., tables of energy losses and

ranges of heavy charged particles (1965)
2839

Barker, David G., relief (1965) 19203
Barker, F. B.:

determination of

—

beta activity in water (1963) 8357
radium in water (1964) 14349
uranium in natural waters (1965) 16324

Barker, L. Keith:
application of lunar landing technique for

landing from elliptic orbit established
by Hohmann transfer (1965) 1471

thrust-vector technique during manual con-
trol of lunar landings (1964) 14853

Barker, Margaret, relief (1963) 13470, 16996,
17217

Barker, Richard P., relief (1965) 19203
Barkley, Richard A., releases and recoveries

of drift bottles and cards in central Pa-
cific (1965) 4775

Barkley Lock and Dam, Cumberland River,

Ky., lock emergency gate (1965) 18050
Barley:

classification of varieties grown in U.S. and
Canada in 1958 (1961) 5283

drought relief assistance agreement with
Cyprus (1961) 9770

evolutionary aspects of certain morphologic
characters in World Collection (1963)

7583
stem rust spread by barberry bushes (1964)

9958
stripe-mosaic virus strains and evolution,

biological characteristics (1965) 8449
errara (1965) 16999

Barlow, Frank D., role of agricultural com-
JTiodity assistance in international aid

programs (1965) 7573
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Barmaids, workers, coverage under Fair labor
standards act, extend investigation,
hearings (1963) 7994

Barnacles:
Gorgonolaureus, new genus of ascothoracid

endoparasitic in octocorallia (1962)
14519

Lithoglvptes spinatus, burrowing barnacle
from Jamaica (1961) 4978

Barnes, Arnold A., jr., hourly rawinsondes for
week (1965) 4217

Barnes, Burton V.:

cultural treatments stimulate growth of
western white pine seedlings (1963)
17479

flower induction, etc., in western white pine
(1963) 13989

insect-caused loss to western white pine
cones (1963) 572

juvenile performance of hybrids between
western and eastern white pine (1963)
10214

self- and cross-pollination of western white
pine, comparison of height grovrth of
progeny (1964) 18065

Barnes, Frank, Fort Sumter National Monu-
ment (1963) 5638

Barnes, Ivan:
field measurement of alkalinity and pH

(1964) 4805
geochemistrv of ground water in mine drain-

age problems (1964) 2423
mine waters in northern anthracite field, Pa

(1964) 6810
Barnett, Paul W.:
experimental winter flying glove (1963)

11505
field tests of 2 anti-exposure assemblies

(1963) 1752
Barnett, R. L., prestressed monolithic and

segmented brittle structures (1964)
21728

Barnett, Sally A., relief (1962) 7151, 13395,
15050

Barney, Richard J.:

calculating national fire-danger rating
spread index by computer (1964) 12456

fuel moisture, guide for evaluating severity
of fire seasons (1964) 12455

Barnhart, George E., relief (1961) 14225,
19034; (1962) 6896

Barnhart Island, navigation improvements,
hydraulic model investigation (1961)
17213

Barnhill, Harold E., resource requirements on
farms for specified operator incomes
(1965)466

Barns:
bull barn at Beltsville Agricultural Re-

search Center, expenditures for convert-
ing to research laboratory, GAO report
(1965) 2210

dairy barn fallout shelter, farm building
plan (1963) 20288

3-stall milking plant for 20-40 cows, farm
building plan (1963) 14879

Baroch, C. J.:

AEC fuel cycle program, design and fabrica-
tion of basic fuel assemblies (1963)
16835

design and fabrication of fuel rods with
stainless-steel lined zircatoy-2 (1964)
13695

failed hot gas isostatic pressed fuel rods
(1963) 16842

fuel rods containing low temperature sin-

tered pellets (1963) 16847
Baroch, Charles T.:

thorium (1964) 18710; (1965) 12963, 14721
uranium (1964) 18712; (1965) 12965, 14722

Barometers:
mercurial, used in calibration of aeronautical

equipment, military standard (1965)
14160

mercury, sources of error and method of
correction, errata (1961) 6423

Barometric leveling by airplane (1961) 4762
Barometric pressure, see Atmospheric pres-

sure.

Barometry, manual (1964) 5759
Baron, Frank J.:

California cone crop (1963) 6499, 19263
effects of different grasses on ponderosa

pine seedling establishment (1963) 10227
seed origin and size of ponderosa pine plant-

ing stock grown at several California
nurseries (1963) 15574

seedbed density and pine seedling grades in

California nurseries (1964) 8667
Barone, S. R., resonances for Fabry-Perot las-

er (1963) 7605
Barr, Harry A., testimony, hearings (1965)

4624
Barr, Joseph W.:

addresses, etc.

—

July 18, 1963 (1963) 14760
Oct. 14 and 26, 1964 (1964) 4706
May 4, 1965 (1965) 9980
May 12, 1965 (1965) 11752
June 9, 1965 (1965) 11751
July 31, 1965 (1965) 15114
Sept. 21, 1965 (1965) 18812
Sept. 22, 1965 (1965) 18815
Oct. 5, 1965 (1965) 18811

nomination, hearing (1964) 4574
Barracks and quarters:
basic allowance for quarters, increase

—

hearings (1962) 11433, 13665
law (1962) 16757
reports (1962) 11356, 11402, 13648

excessive payments of living-quarters allow-
ances to civilian employees in Japan,
Air Force Dept., GAO report (1965) 6265

management, utilization, etc., in 1st and
12th districts, Coast Guard, GAO review
(1962) 11873

military family housing, appropriations,
1963, military construction, hearings
(1962) 17088

Navy and Marine Corps troop housing, de-

sign manual (1962) 8752
permanent-type bachelor officers quarters,

construction standards, etc., manual
(1962) 17425; (1965) 13471

troop housing

—

Navy design manual, changes (1964) 3204
Yards and Docks Bureau design manual,
change (1963) 1605

Barras, Martha U., relief (1961) 8867, 12079,

12174
Barrels, steel shipping, current industrial re-

ports (1961) 2989, 6826, 8503; (1962)

3736, 9041, 11074; (1963) 3574, 11629;

(1964) 3390, 8120; (1965) 3273, 10245
Barrena-Villachica, Maria R., relief (1961)

10414
Barrer, Lester A.:

current data from epidemiological follow-up
of New Jersey radium cases (1964)

11862; (1965) 1838
epidemiological follow-up of New Jersey ra-

dium cases (1964) 11683
Barres, H., rooting media for growing pine

seedlings in hydroponic culture (1965)

18179
Barrett, Ashton C:
addresses, etc.

—

Dec. 22, 1962(1963)2262
Oct. 25, 1963 (1963) 19190
May 22, 1964 (1964) 12390
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Barrett, Ashton C.—Continued
addresses, etc.—Continued
nomination

—

hearings (1963) 15378
report (1963) 18970

Barrett, James W.:
dominant ponderosa pines do respond to

thinning (1964) 8658
N.S. Savannah safety assessment (1963)

18596
Barrett, Robert E.:

predicting localized vibratory environments
of rocket vehicles (1963) 19912

statistical techniques for describing local-

ized vibratory environments of rocket
vehicles (1964) 14847

Barrier equipment, see Arresting gear.
Barrier materials, barrier attenuation of

air-scattered gamma radiation (1965)
13489

Barriers and denial operations, Army field

manual (1962) 18679
Barringer, Thomas C, relief (1962) 16856
Barro Colorado Island, phytophysiognomic

reconnaissance (1964) 3130
Barrood, Denise H., relief (1964) 14040, 17484;

(1965) 5999, 12067, 13754
Barrow, Alaska:
ground temperature observations (1965)

18023
pedo-ecological investigations (1965) 10772
sale of gas from South Barrow gas field

—

hearings (1962) 11652, 17306
law (1962) 18968
reports (1962) 15369, 17034, 17076

Barrv, FVank J., jr., nomination, hearing
'(1961) 4100

Barry, Robert 1., testimony, hearings (1965)
' 4624

Barry, Rozanne M., African newspapers in

selected libraries, union list (1965) 8009
BaYs (metal, etc.):

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7239; (1964) 12292

supplements (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473;
(1965) 3375

hot-rolled rail steel bars, produced from
tee-section rails, standard of trade
(1964) 5540

see also names of metals, etc. of which bars
are made.

Barsa-Kel'mes salt swamp, USSR (1965) 16499

Barstow, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18164
Barten, Johanna T.:

employee-retirement systems of State and
local governments (1963) 18642

State payments to local governments (1963)

20342
State reports on State and local government

finances (1963) 16878
Bartenders, workers, coverage under fair la-

bor standards act, extend investigation,

hearings (1963) 7994
Barter export program, report from trade to

Secretary of Agriculture (1962) 6562,
13840

Barth, Delbert S., dairy farm radioiodine
study following Pike Event (1965) 13534

Barth, Erica, relief (1961) 7191, 8695, 12073
Bartholomew, C. A., broadband linear array

for space surveillance (1964) 16800
Bartko, Frank, TIROS low resolution radiome-

ter (1964) 20569
Bartlesville, Okla., waterflood wells, effects of

hydraulic fracturing (1961) 6284
Bartlett, Eugene P., graphite ablation rates,

etc., during reentry (1964) 9974

Bartlett, James D., basic data on economy of

Sierra Leone (1963) 2423
Bartlett, Margaret P., relief (1962) 16922;

(1963) 7907; (1964) 443, 1890
Bartlett, Richard P., jr., peanut moisture me-

ter study, 1962-63 (1963) 18378
Bartlett Ebcperimental Forest:
development

—

old-growth northern hardwoods (1961)
7484

second growth hardwoods, 25 year record
(1961) 20779

Bartlett pears, see Pears.
Bartley, Robert T.:

addresses, etc.—
Dec. 12, 1962 (1963) 22.56

Nov. 11, 1963 (1964) 2312
Bartolo, Calif., railroad accident (1964) 10717
Barton, F. W., brittle fracture initiation in

mild steel (1963) 20124

Barton, Manes:
fall water supply summary for Nevada

(1963) 21115; (1964) 20802; (1965) 18769
summary of snow measurements for Nevada,

California, Oregon (1963) 1502
water supply outlook and snow surveys for

Nevada (1963) 4288; (1964) 4141; (1965)

4053

Barton, William R.:

cement (1964) 20469; (1965) 9552, 18427
columbium and tantalum, materials survey

(1963) 3054
gypsum (1964) 18667; (1965) 12825, 19839
lime (1965) 18437
sand and gravel (1965) 19868
slag, iron-blast-furnace (1965) 12957
stone (1965) 19872

Bartow County, Ga., ground-water geology
(1963) 19326

Bartram, Edwin B., mosses of eastern high-

lands, New Guinea, from 6th Archbold
expedition, 1959 (1965) 18634

Barwich, Heinz, testimony, hearing (1965)

10697
BAS, see Benanserin hydrochloride.
Basalt:

close-in air blast from row charge in basalt

(1965) 17123
seismic effects from nuclear cratering expe-

riment (1965) 11921

Basaltic rocks, see Rocks.

Bascom, Willard D.:

dynamic surface phenomena in spontaneous
spreading of oils on solids (1965) 11573

wetting behavior of epoxv resins on glass

filaments (1965) 13155
Base-flow aerodynamics of Saturn-type boost-

er stage at Mach numbers 0.1 to 2.0

(1962) 8485
Base flow characteristics for several 4-

clustered rocket configurations at

Mach numbers from 2.0 to 3.5 (1962)

1683

Baseball (game):
professional leagues, authorize television

contracts

—

hearing (1961) 18963
law (1961) 18719
reports (1961) 18855, 19111

professional teams, antitrust laws applica-

bility-
hearings (1965) 14127
report (1965) 14085

Baseball Week, National American Legion, see

National American Legion Baseball
Week.

Base-line measurement at Shubin (1961) 4753
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Bases (chemistry):
electrochemical analysis, by emf conduct-

ance, optical and kinetic methods (1965)

18615
Bashkir Republic, analytical chemists, confer-

ence (1961) 10920
Basic and Applied Sciences Branch, activities

report, 1964 (1964) 18891
Basic glider criteria handbook (1962) 2495
Basic magnetic quantities and measurement of

magnetic properties of materials (1962)

14495
Basic military requirements (1962) 3403
Basic music, navy training course (1961)

15858; (1964) 20680
Basic research and national goals (1965) 8905
Basic tasks in development plan for Bulgarian

science and technology 1965 (1965) 9419
Basic theorems in matrix theory, addenda and

errata to accompany (1962) 6306
Basidiomycetes, wood-destroying fungi,

aeration requirements (1961) 19359
Basin quadrangle, Mont., geology (1963) 20729
Basketball:
commemorative stamp (poster) (1961) 21295
professional leagues, authorize television

contracts

—

hearing (1961) 18963
law (1961) 18719
reports (1961) 18855, 19111

professional teams, antitrust laws applica-

bility-
hearings (1965) 14127
report (1965) 14085

Baskets, Alaska Tlingit spruce root basketry
(1963) 15632

Baskey, R. H., fuel bearing fiberglas in alumi-

num-base fuel elements (1963) 4492
Basommatophora, Ripley, Owl Creek, and

Prairie Bluff formations (1964) 18125
Bass, N. Wood, geology of Glenwood Springs

quadrangle and vicinity of northwestern
Colorado (1963) 17524

Bass:
smallmouth, chemical composition of blood

(1962) 5214
striped, tolerance to water changes (1962)

587
Bassett, Raymond C, human factors research

in 3-D data presentation (1965) 18907
Basswood, white, silvical characteristics

(1962) 9699
Bastnaesite, metathesis, and solvent extrac-

tion of cerium (1964) 7457
Basu, Santimay, very low frequency envelope

spectra of solar radio bursts (1965) 4184
Basu, Sunanda, radio star and satellite scintil-

lations (1965) 106
Basutoland, see South Africa.
BAT, see Apprenticeship and Training Bu-

reau.
Bataan Memorial Commission, see Corregi-

dor-Bataan Commission.
Bataeus, see Shrimps.
Batavia, Ohio, redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 15020
Bate, James M., relief of heirs (1962) 16916,

17149, 18940
Bateman, Paul C:
geology and tungsten mineralization of

Bishop district, Calif. (1965) 14415
Sierra Nevada batholith (1964) 810

Bates, Dorothy M., National Science Founda-
tion, general review of its first 15 years
(1965) 1^741

Bates, Robert G.:

aeroradioactivity survey and areal geology
of—

national reactor testing station area, Ida-

ho (1965) 5600

Bates, Robert G.—Continued
aeroradioactivity survey and areal geology

of—Continued
Oak Ridge National Laboratory area

(1963) 1827
electrochemical analysis, studies of acids,

bases, and salts by emf conductance, opti-

cal and kinetic methods, July 1964-June
1965(1965)18615

Bates Field, weather observations, hourly,
decennial census (1962) 18574

Batesville, Ark., manganese resources of dis-

trict, field investigations, Julv 1956-June
1961 (1964) 14760

Batesville district. Ark., methods and costs of

mining and washing manganese ore (1962)
14420

Bath County, Ky., soil survey report (1963)

21116
Bathing suits, knit swimwear industry in

Puerto Rico, findings of fact and recom-
mendations concerning wages (1962)

20368
Batholiths:

Mesozoic, of western U.S., uranium distribu-
tion in rocks and minerals (1961) 12775

Sierra Nevada, recent work across central
part (1964) 810

western, investigation (series) (1961) 12775
see also Coast Range batholith.

Bathonian age, see Jurassic period.

Bathrooms:
house planning aids (1965) 5519
planning for today's homes (1964) 20921

Bathykmograph, depth-time recorder (1963)
6469

Bathymetric charts, see Maps and charts.

Bathyplan for studies in fish breeding, USSR
(1965) 18305

Bathythermographs:
manual for processing data

—

instructions for manually digitizing bath-
ythermograph data (1965) 5284

procedures for processing bathythermo-
graph data in analog form (1965) 5285

Batjer, L. P., fruit thinning with chemicals
(1965) 7024

Baton Rouge, La.:

area, census of housing, 1960, special re-

ports for local housing authorities

(1961) 16448
census of business

—

1958 standard metropolitan area, central

business district statistics (1961) 8455
1963 major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 13553

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11918
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18808

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts, standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 290

consumer expenditures and income, 1961
(1964) 7372

Ryan Airport, weather observations, hourly,
summary, decennial census (1963) 20236

wholesale food-distribution facilities, status
report (1964) 11737

Batostoma, (jrdovician bryozoan genera, revi-

sion (1961) 2707
Bats:

conditional signalization in spatial analysis,

USSR study (1965) 916
control (1962) 23565
free-tailed house (Molossus), bionomics and

chemical control in Trinidad (1961) 4246
thermoregulation, USSR study (1962) 12129
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Batt, William L., jr.:

addresses, etc.

—

Oct. 7. 1963 (1963) 18532
Oct. 19, 1963 (1963) 18531

Feb. 23, 1964 (1964) 5926
Feb. 25, 1964 (1964) 5933
Mar. 1, 1964 (1964) 5932
Mar. 2, 1964 (1964) 5931
Mar. 12, 1964 (1964) 8014
May 26, 1964 (1964) 11819
Jan. 15, 1965 (1965) 5576
May 12, 1965 (1965) 8503

nomination, hearing (1961) 8975
Batteries, see Electric batteries—Electric

cells—Space-batteries—Storage batter-

ies.

Batteries (tests), see Aptitude tests.

Batterson, Sidney A., dynamics of airplane

braking systems as afTected by tire elas-

ticity and brake response (1965) 19945

Battery almement, CL type ship (1962) 16091

Battery alinement, DD type ships (1962) 8577

Battison, Eklwin A., screw-thread cutting by
master-screw method since 1480 (1964)

20654
Battle act, see Exports.
Battle Creek, Mich., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 16361

Battle Mountain Indian Colony, lands for cem-

etery purposes, place in trust status

report (1963) 20577
Battle Mountain mining district, metal depos-

its (1965) 12543
Battle of First Manassas, National Guard

participation considered full-time train-

ing duty (1961) 12335
Battle of Lake &ie, see Lake Erie, Battle of.

Battle of Lake Erie Sesquicentennial Celebra-
tion Commission:

establish

—

law (1962) 23283; (1964) 13878
reports (1962) 21172, 21429; (1963) 15368,

18901
Battle of New Orleans Sesquicentennial Cele-

bration Commission:
appropriation, authorization

—

law (1964) 19399
report (1964) 15747

establish

—

law (1962) 23159
reports (1962) 11627, 19127

Battle of the Bulge, see Ardennes, Battle of

the Bulge.
Battlefields, see names of battles or battle-

fields— also names of certain national
parks, etc.

Battles, see names of battles or places where
fought.

Batzer, Harold 0., forest tent caterpillar

(1964) 12433
Bauer, Donald J.:

metathesis of bastnaesite and solvent ex-

traction of cerium (1964) 7457
napthenic acid solvent extraction of

rare-earth sulfates (1964) 9513
yttrium behavior in rare-earth-amine ex-

traction systems and effect of seques-

trants (1963) 12838

Bauer, Frederick L.:

industry wage survey

—

bituminous coal mining (1963) 19794
electric and gas utilities, July 1962 (1963)

19793
flour and other grain mill products, Nov.

1961 (1963) 1168
men's and bovs' shirts (except work shirts)

and nightwear (1965) 19803

Bauer, Helmut F.:

effect of propellant sloshing on stability of

accelerometer controlled rigid space ve-

hicle (1963) 20982
fluid oscillations in containers of space vehi-

cle and their influence upon stability

(1964) 7560
Bauer, Josephine:

Ehiglish as communication skill (1964) 557
exercise book (1964) 10443

introductory social studies, exercise book
(1963) 12035

teacher's guide and key for introductory
social studies and English as com-
munication skill (1964) 8462

Bauer, S. H., dynamics of cryosorption pump-
ing (1965) 18482

Bauer, S. J.:

rocket pavload for ionospheric studies (1964)
13240'

thickness of helium ion layer (1963) 7286
Bauernschub, John P., jr.:

boom for placing scientific experiment 25 ft.

from spacecraft (1964) 5505
mechanisms for spacecraft optical instru-

mentation (1965) 18558
Baughman, Charles, voluntary contributions

under Civil service retirement act (1965)

1626
Baum, E. A., molybdenum emitter thermionic

power converter (1964) 5869
Baum, Samuel, hired farm working force of

1961 (1963) 12042, 20624
Baum, William 0., communications and elec-

tronics, bibliography (1965) 1795
Baum jigs, see Jigs (mining).

Bauman, Alvin:
employee earnings

—

miscellaneous retail stores, June 1962 re-

tail stores and proprietary stores (1964)

14693
retail apparel, etc., stores (1964) 13059
retail automotive dealers and in gasoline

service stations (1964) 11275
retail building materials, hardware, and
farm equipment dealers (1964) 7398

retail food stores (1964) 9456
retail furniture, home furnishings, and
household appliance stores (1964) 13060

retail general merchandise stores (1964)

9455
retail trade (1964) 1376

Baumberger, J. Percv, oxygen deliverv rate of

human blood (1965) 8489
Baumgartner, D. J.:

color removal from surface waters by

—

carbon filter (1964) 4242
hypochlorite (1964) 20956

determining pollution of surface waters by
eggs of Echinococcus (1964) 19147

treatment of undiluted human waste by acti-

vated sludge process (1964) 19146
water supply and waste disposal problems

at remote Air Force sites in Alaska
(1963) 13207

Bauxite:
census of mineral industries, 1958, industry

report (1961) 8495
deposits

—

Andersonville district, Ga. (1965) 18201

Eufaula district, Ala. (1965)6336
Irwinton district, Ga. (1965) 16314

Margerum district, Ala. (1965) 9260
Mississippi, exclusive of Tippah-Benton

district (1965) 9259
southeastern United States (series) (1965)

726, 6335-36, 9259-61, 12535, 16313-314,

18201-202
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Bauxite—Continued
depo si ts—Continued
Springvale district, Ga. (1965) 12535
Tennessee (1965) 18202
Virginia (1965) 9261
Warm Springs district, Meriwether Coun-

ty, Ga. (1965) 16313
ferruginous, extraction of alumina by dou-

ble-leach process (1963) 18098
geology of southeastern deposits (1965) 726
Hawaiian ferruginous, metallurgical testing

(1962) 16018
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12813
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 11367,

19841;" (1962) 20070; (1963) 19823; (1964)

20467; (1965) 19828
ore, etc., provide suspension of import

duty-
law (1964) 13910
reports (1964) 8315, 12243

production, etc., 1960, preliminary annual
data (1961) 2499

report, quarterly (1961) 3433; (1962) 3637;
(1963) 3477; (1964) 3276 (1965) 3162

temporary suspension of duty, continue

—

law (1962) 16793
reports (1962) 13465, 15414

Tippah-Benton district. Miss. (1965) 6335
Bay Kow Jung, see Jung, Bay Kow.
Bay, Roger R.:

soil moisture and radial increment in 2 den-
sity levels of red pine (1964) 777

soil moisture trends in thinned red pine
stands in northern Minnesota (1964) 776

Bay, Ark., railroad accident (1962) 9807
Bay City, Mich.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16362
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18809

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
9057

section of Saginaw River, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16124
document edition (1965) 15538

Bay-Head Manasquan Canal:
change name to Point Pleasant Canal

—

law (1964) 21140
reports (1964) 17754, 19469

Bay Kow Jung, see Jung, Bay Kow.
Bayard-Alput ionization gages, see Ionization

gages.
Bayesian decision theory, game theory and

group problem solving (1965) 1011()

Bayesian learning processes, see Decision-
making.

Bayfield County, Wis., soil survey (1961) 9756
Baykal, Lake, hydrometeorological regime and

heat balance (1965) 19741
Baylev, Richard W., Precambrian iron depos-

its near Atlantic City, Wyo (1963) 10285
Bayo, Francisco:

joint-life immediate annuities based on U.S.
life tables for white persons, 1959-61

(1965)8275
mortality experience of workers entitled to

old-age benefits under OASDI, 1941-61
(1965)20068

Bayonets, marine training, manual (1965)
16576

Bayonne, N.J.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16375
special reports for locel housing authori-

ties (1961) 16461
Bayou Bodcau Dam and Reservoir project,

general information (1963) 15454

Bayou Bodcau Reservoir:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14192
document edition (1965) 13828

Bayous, see names of bayous.
BayrofF, A. G.:

development of literacy screening scales for

AFQT 7 and 8 failures (1963) 14949
enlisted input, improving (1963) 4464

methods for improving enlisted input (1964)
15277

new test structure for AFQT (U) (1965) 7159

screening devices for selective service regis-

trants who fail AFT 7 and 8 (1963) 16831
Bays, see names of bays.

Bazelon, David L., President's panel on Mental
Retardation, report of task force on law
(1963)21075

BCD circuits, see Circuits.

BDSA, see Business and Defense Services
Administration.

BDSA export potential study (series) (1963)
16870; (1964) 144

Beach, Norman E.:

directory in plastics, knowledgeable Govern-
ment personnel (1963) 17352

Government specifications and standards for

plastics covering defense engineering
materials and applications (1963) 15409

reduction of reflectivity from transparent
materials, techniques applicable to plas-

tic helicopter canopies (1963) 2118
reinforced plastics, defense specifications

and standards (1963) 10044
Beach-area water supplies between Ocean

City, Md., and Rehoboth Beach, Del

(1962) 23596
Beach erosion:
control projects

—

law (1962) 23274
reports (1962) 21141, 21148, 21180, 21190,
21500

see also names of localities.

Beach &osion Board:
abolish

—

law (1964) 252
reports (1963) 13708, 18905

bulletins (1961) 5943; (1962) 5124; (1963)

6356; (1964) 6586
miscellaneous paper (1963) 6357
technical memorandums (1961) 487, 1948-49,

5950-51, 12587-590; (1962) 497-499,

7291-92; (1963) 6358-60, 19130-132
technical report (1961) 19270

Beachem, C. D., electron fractographic study
of mechanisms of ductile rupture in

metals (1963) 11186
Beaches:
beach-ocean-atmosphere system, interac-

tions, Virginia Beach, Va. (1965) 7603
fill, and borrow area

—

behavior at Prospect Beach, West Haven,
Conn (1962) 498

Seaside Park, Bridgeport, Conn, behavior
(1965) 10763

longshore currents on plane beach, experi-

mental study (1965) 10762
natural

—

analysis of observational data (1962) 7292

sand transport by wind, calculation proce-

dure (1964) 12337
New Jersey coast, pictorial history (1965)

7601
profile as affected by vertical walls (1963)

19131
radioactivity, relationship to watershed ge-

ology (1963) 19132
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Beaches—Continued
sand

—

Bristol Bay, Alaska, reconnaissance (1963)

10949
equilibrium characteristics in offshore

zone (1962) 497
errata (1963) 6358

Beacons:
aeronautical (1961) 1958
CW, using Doppler tracking method, experi-

mental results (1964) 9585
flashing, experiment for Mercury-Atlas 9

(MA-9) mission (1964) 16694
radar airborne, catalog prices, GAO exami-

nation (1963) 12200
radar systems, air traffic control technical

and operational evaluation report (1961)

5079
see also Lights and lighting—Radar.

Beale, Calvin L.:

characteristics of U.S. population by farm
and nonfarm origin (1965) 2081

recent population trends in United States,

etc (1963) 4803
Beam, Richard M., liquid layer of uniform

thickness spread over rigid circular cyl-

inder subjected to lateral accelerations

(1964) 18776
Beaman, John E., and wife, relief (1962) 7153,

9228, 11257
Beams:
aluminum alloy, extruded and riveted, creep

deflection investigation (1961) 2589
aluminum-alloy box

—

residual static strength, crack propaga-
tion studies (1961) 9572

subjected to varied loads at constant tem-
perature, creep deflection and lifetime

determination (1962) 14473
behavior of beam-columns in inelastic range

(1963) 9637
colloid thrustor, analysis, design and opera-

tion of quadrupole mass filter (1965)

18578
combined beam and plate using tees, angles,

and flanged plate, tables of properties,

manual (1962) 1595
concrete, post-tensioned, blast load tests

(1962) 6513
continuous timber, design of nailed joints

(1965) 8397
Douglas-fir, stress-strain distribution within

plastic range (1962) 9675
freely vibrating nonuniform beams including

methods of solution and application to

ships, theory (1962) 20269
laser, transmit electric power (1965) 11431
monocoque, cross-sectional deformations,

effects on natural vibration frequencies
(1962) 3355

multiweb, response to static and dynamic
loading, investigation (1962) 12483

nonuniform, method of determining modal
data with effects of shear deformation
and rotary inertia (1965) 18536

prestressed concrete, durability and behav-
ior, investigation (1961) 14816

prestressed laminated wood, comparison, etc

(1964) 8672
reinforced concrete, tensile crack exposure

tests, 1955-063, results (1965) 2115
structural, creep deflections, analytical

study (1961) 4937
techniques for studying metastable atoms

and molecules (1964) 20935
three-span continuous wood laminated,

stress distribution over block supports
(1965) 2166

Beams—Continued
uniform rectangular—cross-section free

—

free sandwich natural frequencies, anal-
ytical and experimental investigations
(1963)20989

vibration analysis, use of higher-order dif-

ference methods (1962) 1673
wood, laminated, stiffness and bending

strength (1961) 6106
see also Balancing beams—Electron beams

—

Ion beams.
Beams (aircraft):

cantilever beams with viscous damping, free

and force vibrations (1965) 13016
Beam, El C, NRL small transponder (1965)

11579

Bean pod borer, see Lima-bean pod borer.

Beans:
aeration system for bulk-stored pea beans

(1961) 13786
canned, green and wax, standards for grade

(1961) 11670
consumption trends and patterns (1961)

13772
diseases, control (1962) 14740
dry-

edible, comparison of bag and bulk ship-

ments (1965) 17

foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;
(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;
(1965) 3433

foreign trade prospects (1961) 10650;
(1962) 11844; (1963) 10208; (1964) 8629

irrigating in West (1962) 51
production in Lake and Northeastern
States (1965) 18874

7th research conference, Dec. 2-4, 1964
(1965) 16942

pea beans

—

handling in country elevators (1961) 11712
maintaining quality during shipment over-

seas (1962) 4516
pea, burlap and multiwall paper bags for

handling and storing (1964) 7884
seed-corn maggot on beans, control (1962)

14750
snap, niarketing costs and grower's returns,

impact of technological change (1963)
1706

see also Castor beans—Soybeans.
Bear Creek Dam:
change name to Francis E. Walter Dam

—

law (1963) 13430
reports (1961) 12239; (1963) 13709

Bear Creek watershed in Alabama and Missis-

sippi forest inventory statistics (1962)

3538
Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge:

birds, general information (1961) 575
general information (1962) 11832

Bear River Refuge, birds (1963) 15529

Bear River Valley:
ground water, availability (1963) 8343
snow survey and water supply forecasts of

basin (1961) 3590; (1962) 3834
water supply outlook and snow surveys of

basin (1963) 4290

Bearden, J. A., X-ray wavelengths (1965) 185
Beardstown, 111.:

flood control project, change name to Sid

Simpson flood control project

—

hearings (1962) 15280
law (1962) 16796
reports (1962) 13435, 17218

Bearings (machinery):
aeronautical antifriction, maintenance hand-

book (1963) 21059
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Bearings (machinery)—Continued
air, types for simulating frictionless envi-

ronments, design (1962) 12455
errata (1963) 7243

aircraft engine, uneconomical procurement
by Navy Department, GAO review (1963)
5009

anti-friction airframe, for high temperature
use, developing design criteria (1961)
16152

anti-friction bearing industry

—

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)
3848

outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
2141

outlook for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
5979

axis, of gyroscope motor, determining aero-
dynamic resistance and friction, USSR
study (1961) 10827

ball-bearing steel, new casting method,
USSR study (1964) 2758

ball bearings

—

at high speed, minimum-oil-flow require-
ments at temperatures to 800° F (1963)
20993

40-millimeter-bore, operating in liquid
oxygen at DN values to 1.2 million, eval-
uation (1965) 5220

torque and fatigue life, approximate deter-
mination of effects of geometry (1965)
11468

used in design of rugged flowmeter (1965)
2849

ball spinning friction, apparatus for study-
ing (1965) 11471

bearing separator materials for use in space
power generation systems (1965) 6714

bearing transmits rotary and axial motion
(1964) 20556

bibliography (1964) 9849
boundary lubrication characteristics of

bearing steel in liquid oxygen (1963)
5589

component differential hardnesses, effect on
residual stress and rolling-contact fa-
tigue (1965) 6715

control of component differential hardness
increases bearing life (1965) 16640

crystallized glass ceramic, rolling-contact
fatigue process (1964) 3030

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7236; (1964) 12289

supplements (1963) 3652; (1964) 3470;
(1965) 3372

frictionless bearing uses permanent magnets
(1965) 11428

gas bearings, elastic orifices for (1965)
18498

gas lubricated

—

description, etc (1962) 12952
elastic orifice automatically regulates

(1964) 14800
slit feeds reduce unbalanced torques (1965)
8081

symposium (1961) 13586
gold plated miniature ball bearings with

various retainer materials and configu-
rations, high speed vacuum performance
(1964) 1478

high pressure thrust, application (1965) 4186
high speed vacuum performance of minia-

ture ball bearings lubricated with com-
binations of barium, gold, and silver
films (1964) 13232

high temperature

—

friction and wear behavior of refractory
materials (1961) 16153

research (1964) 50

Bearings (machinery)—Continued
journal bearings

—

lubricant depletion, ohmmeter senses
(1965) 2848

various materials in low-viscosity fluids,

liquid nitrogen, and liquid oxygen (1965)
1454

lubrication with additive fuels (1962) 6371
miniature ball bearing machines, proposed

export to Russia, hearings (1961) 20641
miniature, lubricated by sonic dispersion

method (1965) 9648
modified gas bearing, adjustable to optimum

stiffness ratio (1964) 20551
oil-flow requirements for 30- and 75-

millimeter-bore (1965) 13055
pneumatic power transmitted through air

bearing (1964) 16674
rolling-contact fatigue life

—

effect of 9 lubricants (1962) 22552
factors affecting, errata (1961) 4955

sliding, for friction in chemical machine con-
struction, investigation of non-metallic
materials (1963) 20315

surface failure of titanium carbide cermet
and silicon carbide balls in rolling con-
tact at temperatures to 2000''F (1964)
18783

technology, advanced (1964) 7477
turbopump, fluid pressure used to test (1965)

5138
vacuum operation retainer material and de-

sign (1962) 14484
Bearpaw Mountains:
Blaine County, Mont., geology of Rattle-

snake quadrangle (1965) 2228
geology-
Cleveland quadrange, Mont (1964) 18104
Lloyd quadrangle (1961) 9246
Maddux quadrangle (1961) 4308

Beas, Robert J., relief (1964) 17493; (1965)
5872

Beasley, Gary P.:

pilot-controlled simulation of rendezvous
between spacecraft and commanded
module having low thrust (1963) 7270

range estimation of familiar targets pre-
sented against black background (1965)
18533

Beasley, W. D.:

direct velocity measurements in low-density
plasma flows (1963) 11060

peak and average heating effects in cas-
cade-arc jets (1965) 6707

Beattie, Ronald H., persons under supervision
of Federal probation system, fiscal year
1964 (1965) 8383

Beatty, Marvin E., effect of 40-Mev protons on
semiconductors as determined with im-
proved method of measuring diffusion
length of minority, carriers (1965) 13013

Beatty, Robert VV., microwave impedance
measurements and standards (1965)
16735

Beaufort, N.C., seasonal occurrence of marine
fishes, 1957-60 (1962) 7416

Beaufort, S.C., see Marine Corps Air Station,
Beaufort.

Beaufort Sea, benthis polychaetous annelids
from, information (1965) 16765

Beaumont, William, observations of digestive
process (1965) 2056

Beaumont, Tex.:

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 15267

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18335
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Beaumont, Tex.—Continued
census of housing, 1960—Continued

standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20568

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6796

occupational wage survey (1964) 18630;
(1965) 14631

departmental edition (1961) 15720; (1962)

20045; (1963) 16278
document edition (1961) 14148; (1962)

19022; (1963) 15169
Beautification:
American outdoors, management for beauty

and use (1965) 10077
community improvement (1965) 10084
highway program

—

hearings (1965) 17735, 17957
law (1965) 19160
message from the President (1965) 10408
reports (1965) 19219, 19237

Beauty in urban environment (1965) 11004
Beauty operators, employment outlook (1961)

"16054; (1962) 8343; (1964) 9414
Beauty shops, nursing homes, services for res-

idents (1963) 13016
Beaver, (ierald, and wife, relief (1962) 13373,

21302 23117
Beaver County, Okla., soil survey (1962) 22810

Beaver County, Pa., coal resources (1964) 2417

Beaver Creek:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 19153
document edition (1963) 18965

physical environment and strip-mining oper-

ations in basin (1964) 4792
strip mining influences on hydrologic envi-

ronment of basin (1964) 10643
Waurika Dam, hearings (1963) 13667
Waurika project, Okla., construction, re-

ports (1962) 2309, 13690
Beaver Creek Watershed:

for evaluating multiple-use effects of wat-
ershed treatments (1965) 16285

snow in natural openings and adjacent pon-
derosa pine stands (1965) 16270

Beaver Rim area, tertiary geologv, Fremont
and Natrona Counties, Wyo. (1965) 2224

Beavers, mountain, review of literature (1964)

10578
Bechuanaland, see South Africa.

Beck, Clifford K., remarks, Sept. 25, 1963
(1963) 18605

Beck, Donald K:
cubic-foot volume tables for yellow-poplar in

southern Appalachians (1964) 8669
yellow-poplar site index curves (1963) 6520

Beck, Fred B., arraying yagi-disk antennas
(1965) 6733

Beck, (ieorge T.:

basic data on economy of Cevlon (1963)

10337
investment factors in India (1963) 6590

Beck, Harold L.:

environmental radiation measurements in

southeastern, central, and western Unit-

ed States, 1962-63 (1964) 21012
spectrometric techniques for measuring en-

vironmental gamma radiation (1965)

11916
Beck, Helen L.:

closed short-term group, treatment adjunct
for parents of mentally retarded chil-

dren (1964) 13776
counseling parents of retarded children

(1965) 8629
Beck, Paul H., relief (1962) 13511; (1965) 10432
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Beck, William A.:

loading, etc., at zinc-lead mines Eagle-Picher
Co (1964) 5477

mineral industry of North Carolina (1963)
20961

Becker, Herbert, measurement of torsional
rigidity of stiffened plates (1963) 16411

Becker, Norwin H.:

cytochemistry of anoxic and anoxic-ischemic
encephalopathy in rats, etc. (1963) 7195

diphtheritis encephalitis in rats, cytochemi-
cal study of Golgi apparatus (1963) 7193

effect of oxygen-rich atmospheres on cere-

bral lipid peroxides (1963) 9106
Becker, Robert J., relief (1964) 15476; (1965)

15584
Becker, Robert M., probability distributions

with special reference to mineral indus-
tries (1964) 9498; (1965) 2815, 9587,
12946

Beckers, J. M., fine structures in solar chro-
mosphere (1964) 20961

Becklev, W. Va., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 6766
Beckman, Norman, address, July 8, 1962 (1963)

11423
Beckman, Robert T., compressive strength

versus length-diameter ratios of potash
specimens (1964) 5486

Beckman, Theodore N., wholesaling (1965)
15033

Beckwith, Ivan E., heat transfer and pres-
sures on swept cylinder in vicinity of its

intersection with wedge, etc (1964) 16678
Beckwith, W. Boynton, analysis of severe

weather factor in automatic control of

air route traffic (1964) 11702
Becoming a citizen series, see listings under

Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Becraft, George E.:

geology and mineral deposits

—

Jefferson City quadrangle, Mont (1964)

4793
Turtle Lake quadrangle, Wash (1963)

12222
Becsey, Jeno, relief (1961) 12063, 12163

Bed disability among chronically limited. Unit-

ed States, July 1957-June 1961 (1964)

18925
Bed springs, see Bedsprings.
Bedbugs, how to control (1965) 15192
Bedding:
current industrial reports (1962) 20543;

(1963) 4583; (1964) 162
products and components recommendation of

trade (1963) 4555
Beddington, Maine, restocking forest lands on

burned-over area (1961) 20772
Bedell, Mary, formal occupational training of

adult workers (1965) 2788
Bedford, Mass., solar eclipse, July 20, 1963,

ionospheric observations (1964) 7964

Bedinger, M. S.:

ground water in lower Arkansas River Val-

ley, Ark (1964) 8780
ground-water potential of alluvium of Ar-

kansas River between Little Rock and
Fort Smith (1964) 823

Bedini, Silvio A.:

Borghesi astronomical clock (1964) 21797
Early American scientific instruments and

their makers (1964) 16758
Bedrest, see Rest.
Bedrock:
geology of

—

Salem quadrangle and vicinity, Mass
(1964) 10631

Tanana lowland and adjacent parts of

Alaska Range and Yukon-Tanana up-

land (1965) 7796
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Bedrock—Continued
geology of—Continued
Tiverton quadrangle, R.I.-Mass. (1964)

15942
Wickford quadrangle, R.I. (1964) 10630

valleys of New England coast as related to

fluctuations of sea level (1964) 19787
see also Rocks.

Bedrooms, planning aids for space, etc. (1965)

18886
Beds:
estimating needs in progressive patient care

hospital (1963) 7403
recommendation of trade (1963) 4555
see also Bedsprings.

Bedsprings, current industrial reports (1961)

2989; (1962) 3736, 13049; (1963) 3574,

13293; (1964) 3390; (1965) 3273, 13623;

(1965) 3273, 13623
recommendation of trade (1963) 4555

Bedsteads, recommendation of trade (1963)

4555
Bee, see Bees.
Bee culture, selecting and operating beekeep-

ing equipment (1965 1760, 16966
Beech:
bark disease (1963) 4981
beech for furniture (1961) 4272
beech utilization series (1961) 4272
preservative treatment (1963) 20693
scale insect (1962) 23569
silvical characteristics (1962) 5246

Beech, Iowa, railroad accident (1962) 13952

Beech River Watershed:
effects of agricultural flood reduction on

most profitable farm organization and
income of flood plain farms (1965) 5427

farms, forestry opportunities, evaluation
(1965) 18799

Beef:
beef and products, industry, investigation

under sec. 332 of tariff act. (1964) 15133

better marketing with new USDA grading
system (1962) 8761

canned, in family meals (1964) 7885
carcass

—

cutability as grade factor (remarks) (1961)
5189

evaluation service (1964) 4185; (1965) 9007

standards for grades (1965) 17965
dual grading system (1962) 10882
dual grading system (remarks) (1961) 24
exports, expand, hearings (1965) 12356
freeze-dehydrated beefsteaks, evaluation for

Navy use (1964) 11652
fresh

—

transporting to European markets, inter-

im report (1965) 7011
USDA institutional purchase specifica-

tions, revised (1961) 20260; (1965) 19523
hanging, transportation by refrigerated rail

cars, and piggyback trailers (1961)
13788

imports, restrict

—

hearings (1964) 10418, 14135
reports (1964) 14098, 15544, 21194

muscle characteristics as related to carcass
grade, weight, and degree of aging
(1961) 11730

price spreads (1961) 6627; (1965) 5520
prices and price spreads, selected markets.

United States and Europe (1962) 7252
prices, farm-retail spread (1962) 17373
producer's stake in dual grading system

(talk) (1962) 14721
purchase specifications requirements ap-

proved by USDA (1961) 27

Beef—Continued
quality, how well do USDA grades measure,

research study (1961) 17889
seasonal demand (1961) 6638, 19211
slaughtering, cutting, and processing on

farm (1965) 15189
trade agreement with

—

Australia (1964) 9829
Ireland (1964) 9830
Mexico (1964) 15120
New Zealand (1964) 9831

U.S. grades (1961) 88
U.S. grades exhibit, descriptive sheet

—

can you pick quality grade (1962) 22924
can you pick yield grade (1962) 22923

Beef cattle, see Cattle.

Beehive coke, see Coke.

Beehler, Clecil C, oxygen and the eye (1964)
11805

Beekeeping, see Bee culture.

Beer:
concentrate, tax treatment, amendments to

internal revenue code, hearing (1964) 417
excise taxes, code of Federal regulations

(1964) 8807
importation, code of Federal regulations

(1961) 2067; (1962) 5335
imported, refund of taxes on exportation

—

law (1964) 17398
reports (1964) 8317, 15702

manufacturing and taxation, permissive ac-

tivities of Alcohol Tobacco Tax Division,

GAO review (1961) 12763
Bees:

ability to distinguish geometric figures,

USSR study (1965) 11068
color perception, USSR study (1965) 16420

culture, general information (1961) 6665;
(1962) 18607

honey

—

orientation in space, physiological mecha-
nism, USSR study (1963) 995

stock lines, relationship between colony
populations and honey production (1962)
1953

honey bee colony, shade and water (1964)
15210

honey bees

—

importation, prohibit

—

hearings (1962) 13487
law (1962) 16765
reports (1962) 9297, 13639, 16951

poison, therapeutic value in lumbo-sacral
radiculitis and neuritis of sciatic nerve,
USSR study (1961) 7572

scale for weighing beehives (1963) 5792

USSR biological studies (1964) 16409

Beesley, Thomas E., soil survey report. Gage
County, Nebr (1964) 16866

Beet leafhoppers, control in southern Idaho by
seeding breeding areas in range grass
(1963) 9450

Beet sugar factories of U.S., chronological
history (1961) 10142

Beetem, W. A., use of cesium-137 in determina-
tion of cation exchange capacity (1963)
599

Beetles:

Alticinae (Coleoptera) from West Indies,

notes on new and old species (1964) 7598

banded cucumber, laboratory tests of com-
pounds for toxicity to larvae (1962)
14725

bark

—

affecting southern pines, review of current
literature (1961) 6150
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Beetles—Continued
bark—Continued

control, protect your pines (1961) 694
ponderosa pine cutting methods in relation

to mortality (1961) 687
preventing metal corrosion from emulsifi-

able, ethylene dibromide packaged for

control (1965) 670
structure and toxicity of insecticide depos-

its for control (1965) 18898
Black Hills, emergence period from pondero-

sa pine in central Rocky Mountains
(1965) 7737

California stored grain, illustrated key to

species (1961) 56; (1963) 7550
carpet

—

black, toxicity of new insecticides to lar-

vae (1962) 14756
description, control, etc (1961) 9878

cigarette, controlling in Tropics (1961) 8264
cockchafer, description, control, etc. (1965)

15205
confused flour, sorption rates and effects of

concentrations of methyl bromide (1962)

6570
Douglas-fir, infestation of green logs, effec-

tiveness of DDT for preventing (1962)

17563
elm bark, general information (1964) 1702
elm leaf, general information (1961) 79;

(1964) 13584
European chafer

—

how we fight it (1965) 16984
in soils, ethylene dibromide for control

(1962) 12821
flour

—

laboratory evaluation of compounds as

repellents to Tribolium spp supplement
(1964) 5832

toxicity of new insecticides (1962) 14756
genus Onthophagus in America north of

Mexico nomenclatorial history (1963)

3183
ips, control with lindane (1961) 681

Japanese

—

control (1961) 72; (1962) 10828; (1963) 9569

control (address) (1961) 20275
grubs, test insect, bioassay of soil con-

taining residues of insecticides (1962)
14766

in United States (1963) 9562
life history and control (1963) 7551
milky disease for control of grubs (1962)

52
Khapra, threat to stored grain, etc., picture

story (1962) 10869
killed spruce stands, planting in (1961)

20786
Lyctus powder-post, effectiveness of dieldrin

in glue line of oak plywood panels in

preventing infestations (1961) 20773
Monterey pine ips, description, control, etc

(1961) 19354
mountain pine

—

attack pattern in sugar pine stands (1965)
12503

broods, intraspecific competition effects

under laboratory conditions (1962) 17564
relationship of diameter to height of at-

tack in lodgepole pine (1961) 668
overwintering habits of Ips lecontei Sw and

Ips confusus (Lee.) in Arizona and New
Mexico (1965) 4801

pine chafer, causes damage in Southeast
(1961) 19382

red turpentine, description, control, etc

(1961) 14925
silver fir, description, control, etc (1961)

19356

Beetles—Continued
southern pine

—

and other bark beetles, artificial diet

(1965) 16273
bibliography (1961) 16915
review of present knowledge (1961) 20795
simple rearing technique for obtaining
eggs (1965) 16272

southwestern pine, etc., attack ponderosa
pine in New Mexico and Arizona (1961)

20790
sugarcane, controlling on corn in Southern

States (1963) 9575
technique for sampling populations of moun-

tain pine beetles (1965) 19643
trogoderma larvae, Coleoptera, Dermestidae,

descriptions, biology, and notes on iden-

tification (1961) 3721
twig-feeding by Scolytus, multistriatus, con-

trol through screening tests of chemical
deterrents, progress report (1961) 20780

watch for cereal leaf bettle (1964) 5843;
(1965) 7037, 18890

western pine

—

and ips, mortality in field trial of lindane

(1961) 6139
survey of damage on Fremont National

Forest (1964) 2395
white-fringed, control (1962) 16295
white-pine cone, description, control, etc

(1964) 18043
white-spotted sawyer, host, damage, con-

trol, etc (1962) 21799
Beets, table, growing (1962) 4510; (1964) 5829;

(1965) 11848
Before the day, 28-minute motion picture

about your social security (1961) 5057
Before you report for active duty (1962)

16341, 18674; (1965) 8507
Begab, Michael J.:

child-welfare service for mentally retarded
(1965) 7288

speech, Sept. 22, 1960 (1963) 18708; (1965)

18998
Begin today to enjoy tomorrow (1961) 2065
Begley, James, inspection of thick polyethyl-

ene sections by radiography and fluo-

roscopy (1964) 13369
Behan, Richard A., pilot acceptance factors

related to information requirements,
etc., for all-weather landing (1965) 6634

Behavior:
animal, present-day simulators, USR study

(1962) 12075
animals, USSR studies (1963) 19451
antisocial, of minor in United States, statisti-

cal aspects (1964) 13783
Army enlisted men with disciplinary records,

combat performance (1964) 21006
Army personnel, correlates of disciplinary

record in wide-range sample (1963) 4463
astronauts, confinement, 7-day testing

—

information processing task (1964) 3010
pattern discrimination (1964) 3011

bats, conditional signalization in spatial

analysis, USSR study (1965) 916
behavioral periodicity, bibliography of litera-

ture pertaining to human beings (1965)
11374

children, influence of breast feeding on, study
(1963) 15094

children's social power and intelligence, ef-

fects on their interpersonal relations
(1961)12556

coping and developmental theory, identify
adaptive modes of behavior (1965) 13429

crew interaction during 30-day simulated
space flight, study (1961) 16136

decision-theoretic analysis (1965) 10109
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Behavior—Continued
dogs, peculiarities of effect of nivaline on

higher nervous activity, USSR study
(1965)908

effects of ionized air, study (1962) 1982
energetics, energy discharge resulting from

induced frustration, individual differ-

ences (1963) 7196
environmental of nitrosylruthenium, radioac-

tivity transport in water (1965) 1844
human

—

optimal strategies in fungus-eater game 4

(1964)11798
quantification of processing of probabilis-

tic (uncertain) data, research and devel-
opment (1965) 11876

human factors research, bibliography (1963)
18487

implications and applications of behavioral
sciences in education (talk) (1962) 17472

insects

—

basic semiconductor circuitry for behavior-
al studies (1964) 15195

influence of larval nutrition on behavior,
USSR study (1964) 2662

mentally retarded, report of President's Pan-
el (1964) 15029

patterns of premature infants (1961) 21306
political behavior, list of current studies

(1963)21119
predicting decision making from personality

and cognitive variables (1965) 5546
purposive systems, theory and application

(1965) 100
errata (1965) 4173

science, logical analysis of structure and
function (1964) 7989

task, procedural constraint ajid performance
(1965) 7082

see ayso Conduct of life—Group behavior

—

Vigilance.

Behavioral research in preclinical psycho-
pharmacology, issues of design and tech-
niques (1962) 22629

Behavioral Sciences Laboratorv, bibliography
of reports (1963) 18485

Behavioral Sciences Subpanel, statement
(1962) 12650

Beheim, Milton A.:

divergent ejectors (1963) 5529
variable 2-dimensional inlet designed for

engine-inlet matching (1963) 5521
Behnke, FVed W., infrared spectra and vibra-

tional assignments for some organome-
tallic compounds (1963) 7590

Behr, E.A., preservative treatment of beech
(1963) 20693

Behrman, Jack N., address, Sept. 16, 1963 (1963)
18746

Behrmann, R. M., horizontal dimensions for

infinite slab behavior (1964) 17950
Bekey, (ieorge A., model matching techniques

for determination of parameters in

human pilot models, study (1965) 5098
sampled data models of human operator in

control system (1963) 5848
Beland, Tina J., relief (1962) 7125, 13287,

13382
Belaya Tserkov, Ukrainian SSR, radon wa-

ters, new information (1962) 22100
Belcher, Louise, Ayo visits USA (1964) 1645
Belen, Frederick C:

addresses, etc.

—

Apr. 6, 1964 (1964) 9696
Sept. 3, 1965 (1965) 16803
Oct. 23, 1965 (1965) 20012
Oct. 27, 1965 (1965) 20014

nomination, hearings (1961) 5902; (1964)
6524

Belgian Congo, labor, survey, 1958-59 (1962)
15988

Belgium:
alien amateur radio operators, authoriza-

tion to operate, agreement (1965) 15088
American military cemeteries, agreement

(1964) 3150
atomic energy

—

cooperation for civil uses, agreement
(1964) 3149

cooperation for mutual defense purposes

—

agreement (1963) 1526
hearing (1963) 1968
reports (1962) 15379, 19073

citizens, instruction at Naval Academy

—

hearings (1962) 11652, 13501
law (1962) 13316
reports (1962) 11412, 11593

communications facilities, agreement (1963)
13090

cybernetics congress, USSR study (1965)
12639

double taxation, convention, protocol, sup-
plementary hearing (1965) 19495

economic developments (1961) 10654; (1962)
13918; (1963) 8412

economy, basic data (1961) 18443; (1964) 8822
education, exchange program financing,

ag:reement (1964) 11644
establishing business (1963) 17557
export controls, report (1962) 9500
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 5354
extradition convention, supplementary

(1964) 14027
extradition treaty (1965) 6931
fishing industry (1965) 4759
foreign trade, 1958-59 (1961) 9206
foreign trade regulations (1964) 8830
forged steel welding fitting and flange indus-

try (1962) 237
friendship, commerce and navigation treaty

(1961) 18995; (1962) 21247; (1964) 1605
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 7737
gasification patents, index (1964) 18660
gazetteer, geographical names (1963) 17518
(Germany boundary, stidy (1963) 20152
import tariff system (1962) 728; (1963) 6604
livestock feeding and feed industry (1961)

588
living conditions (1961) 7467
maritime matters, use of ports and waters

byN. S. Savannah, agreement (1964)5699
market factors (1965) 5759
market for U.S. products. International

commerce, supp (1963) 10327
marking and labeling requirements (1963)

2433
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12846
motion pictures, statistics and general infor-

mation (1961) 13858
mutual defense assistance, agreements

(1961) 8213, 20206; (1962) 8686; (1965)
20099

mutual defense assistance, administrative
expenses, agreements (1963) 7441; (1964)
11635

ornamental plant explorations (1963) 11432
pharmaceutical regulations (1962) 5345
plant quarantine import requirements (1963)

9550
Portland cement, determination of injury to

U.S. industry (1961) 11623
rayon staple fiber, determination of no inju-

ry or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry
(1961) 11626

sending gift packages to (1962) 692
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Belgium—Continued
steel wire rods, determination of no injury

or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry

(1963) 13094
trade mission to (1962) 17563

U.S. compensatory concessions under GATT,
agreement (1962) 18488

visas, waivers, and fees, agreement (1962)

20313
Belgorod, Russian SFSR. nature in Belgorod-

skaya oblast, USSR study (1963) 754
Belgrade, Yugoslavia:

liberation, Oct. 1944 (1963) 8859
mining institute, Yugoslav study (1962) 1472

Belgrade Mining Institute, Yugoslavia, offi-

cially opened (1965) 1172
BeLieu, Kenneth E., nomination, hearings

(1961) 5847; (1965) 6039
Belin, G. d'Andelot, remarks, Sept. 24, 1963

(1963) 20215
Belisle, David I., testimony, hearings (1964)

2244
Belk Stores, 75th anniversary dinner, tribute

to founder (address) (1962) 20682
Bell, Barbara:

solar radio bursts

—

spectral types 2 and 4, their relations to

optical phenomena and to geomagnetic
activity (1963) 9386

type Iv, geomagnetic storms, and polar

cap absorption (PCA) events (1963)

20132
Bell, David K:
addresses

—

Feb. 15, 1965 (1965) 11044
Mar. 11, 1965 (1965) 11042
Mar. 16, 1965 (1965) 11045
May 11, 1965 (1965) 11043

foreign aid program today, answers to 4

basic questions (1963) 19360
nomination, hearing (1963) 4776

Bell, Edwin A., progress report on ground-

water resources of Louisville area, Ky.,

1949-55(1963)15616
Bell, Hbert R., soil survey, Logan County,

Kans (1964) 20805
Bell, Grodon C, defense against chemical

agents (1964) 1395
Bell, Kenneth D., tires and tubes, labor market

developments (1965) 16098
Bell, Kenneth G., uranium in carbonate rocks

(1962) 17529
Bell, Mah Ngim, see Mah Ngim Bell.

Bell, Patricia K., relief (1962) 11523, 15147,

16673
Bell, Rosemond K., chemical analysis of NBS,

copper-base spectrochemical standards

(1965) 19956
Bell, Winifred, demonstration projects in pub-

lic assistance (1964) 15165
Bell County, Ky., redevelopment area, oppor-

tunities for economic growth (1965) 5574

Bell Aerosystems Co.:

award of X-22 (VTOL) contract, hearings

(1963) 15374
division of Bell Aerospace Corp., Wheatfield,

N.Y., overpricing aircraft identification

equipment to Air Force Dept., GAO re-

port (1965) 9236
Bell Telephone Laboratories, participation in

Project Ek-ho and experimental results

(1962) 3367
Belle Pass, La.:

beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 23452
document edition (1962) 23298

Bellehurst, Calif., development, loans made by
Long Beach Federal Savings & Loan
Association, investigate transactions,
hearings (1961) 14470

Bellek, Joseph K., relief (1965) 17516
Belles, Frank EL, concentration, etc., effects on

induction period of hvdrogen-oxygen
reaction (1965) 2888

Belleville Locks and Dam, Ohio River, Ohio
and W. Va., spillway, hydraulic model
investigation (1965) 18049

Bellflower, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18165
Bellingham, Wash., port (1965) 18035
Bellman, Donald R., design and operational

characteristics of lunar-landing re-

search vehicle (1965) 18571
Bellona, N.Y., railroad accident (1964) 875
Bellow, Saul:

lecture

—

Jan. 21, 1963 (1963) 16303
Jan. 27, 1964 (1964) 20455

Bellows, metal, custom-fabricated from tubing
(1965) 11424

Bells, ring on July 4, reports (1963) 11978,

13577
Bells Canyon, Wasatch Mountains, Utah, gla-

ciation (1964) 15950
Bell's palsy, see Facial paralysis.

Belly, Pierre-Yves, sand movement by winds
(1964) 6587

Belmont, A., evaluation of meteorological
rocket data (1965) 2832

Belmont County, Ohio:
area redevelopment manpower report (1964)

17935
geology and coal resources (1963) 19314

Belmont quadrangle. Wis., geology (1964)

18103
Belo Horizonte quadrangle, Brazil, geology

(1964) 10638
Beloit, Wis., population, special census (1963)

164
Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic:

Academy of Sciences

—

activities, 1961 (1962) 6045
Department of Biological Sciences, activi-

ties of academicians and corresponding
members (1962) 5987

nominations, USSR (1962) 5745
yearly general meeting (1965) 16385

cardiovascular system diseases (1962) 1347

dialect atlas, table of contents (1965) 14525
first nuclear reactor, start-up, etc (1962)

21989
fish content in small lakes, effect of polycnl-

orepine, USSR study (1965) 11119
geochemical and biogechemical regions of

territory, conference on study, USSR
study (1961) 10879

health, translations (1962) 12036, 19928;

(1963) 6941
medical care and public health services,

USSR (1961) 4467
medical sciences, news (1961) 10742
medical workers, trade union conference

(1964) 1094
medico-geographic study (1965) 11077
new successes in peaceful communist con-

struction, USSR study (1962) 12042
powder metallurgy, further development and

adoption in industry, USSR study (1965)

7898
public health, articles (1961) 2236
public health protection (periodical), trans-

lations (1965) 9320, 11208
tick encephalitis, clinical forms (1965) 11136
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Belser, Richard B., vacuum evaporated and
cathode sputtered thin films, research
reports (1963) 7646-47

Belt conveyors, for fixed work costing $10,000
or less, engineering handbook (1961)
9675

Belt Railway of Chicago, emergency board
report "(1963) 8190

Belt series in Montana (1964) 4786
Belton Reservoir:

land, reconvey to former owners

—

law (1961) 20522
reports (1961) 16761, 19104

Belts, satellite tape recorders, use of polyester
film (1961) 9547

see also Automobile seat belts.

Beltsville energy-saving kitchen, design (1961)

8298; (1963) 4356
Beltsville, Md., see Agricultural Research Cen-

ter, Beltsville, Md.
Beltsville Research Center, land exchange,

authorize (1961) 14234, 18535, 18996
Beltz, Mrs. William E., convey land to (1962)

17268; (1963) 6096, 8045, 9805
Beluga, see Sturgeons.
Beluga River, fields, washability data on coals

(1962) 16023
Beluga River coalfield, subbituminous deposit

suitable for opencut mining, Alaska
(1963) 19857

Belvoir, Fort
land conveyance (1964) 15458, 17205
river basin planning seminar, May 27-31,

1963 (1963) 20651
water quality and hydrology of area,

1954-55, investigation (1961) 10697
water supply line construction, interest

charges paid, GAO review (1962) 13857
Bemis, Nancy M., community recreation,

PACAF' basic bibliographies (1965)
13426

Benack, R. T., congestive heart failure (1965)
1574

Benanserin hydrochloride:
effect upon resistance of organism to oxygen

insufficiency, USSR study (1961) 4628
hypotensive effect of BAS (l-benzyl-2-

methvl-5-methoxytryptamine) (1961)
17510

Ben Bella, Ahmud, Algerian socialism, fine dis-

tinctions from Egyptian (1964) 2729
Benbrook Reservoir:

land, reconvey to former owners

—

law (1961) 20522
reports (1961) 16761, 19104

Bench marks, protection at polar gaging sta-

tions by reliable datum point construc-
tion (1961) 12586

Benches, hardwood, design (1963) 17478

Bendat, Julius S., random responses, predic-
tion of peaks, fatigue damage, and cata-
strophic failures (1964) 9535

Bending brakes, see Metalforming brakes.

Bending-moment distribution of cambered-
span wing systems having minimum in-

duced drag (1963) 7248
Bending moments, see Moments.
Bending strength and stiffness of plywood

(1965) 4792
Bending tests of large-diameter stiffened cylin-

ders susceptible to general instability
(1964) 9589

Bendix Aviation Corp., South Bend, Ind.,

prices paid for jet engine components
purchased from them by (]^neral Elec-
tric Co. under Air Force contracts, ex-
amination by GAO (1961) 4299

Bendix Corporation, unwarranted inclusion of

tooling costs in price of case extrusion
cylinders procured from Wyman-Gordon
Corp. under AEC cost-type contract,
GAO report (1964) 10625

Bendl, Robert E., leaflet disseminator (1963)
7485

Beneath tumult and shouting (address) (1963)
21037

Benedetti, Louis, relief (1961) 7063, 10401,
12056

Benedict, Adelina, relief (1961) 14239, 18528,
19007

Benedict, Manson pressurized water reactors
fuel cycle costs, effects of changing eco-
nomic conditions (1963) 14990

Benedict, Md., concrete block revetment (1964)
12336

Beneficiaries:

beneficiary studies note (1962) 14545
filing of designation under Federal employees

group life and civil service retirement
insurance act

—

hearing (1965) 10554
report (1965) 12135

old-age and survivors insurance

—

hospital coverage of aged, national survey
(1963)9304

impact of hospitalization costs on aged,
national survey (1963) 9302

mother-child groups, relatives in household,
national survey (1963) 9303

national survey, highlight reports (1963)
9302-4

retired-worker, aged-widow, widowed-
mother, earnings during survey year
(1962) 14545

Beneficiating and smelting Carter Creek, Mont.,
iron ore (1962) 8471

Beneficiating low-grade chromites from Stillwa-
ter complex, Mont (1964) 13124

Beneficiating manganese oxide ores from
Butte-Philipsburg Federal stockpile
(1961)6293

Beneficiating spodumene from pegmatites of

Gaston County, N.C (1961) 6294
Beneficiation and hydrometallurgical treatment

of complex mercury sulfide products
(1965)2819

Beneficiation of aluminum plant residues (1963)
10952

Beneficiation of refractory clay (1963) 3097
Beneficiation of uranium ores (1962) 1646
Benefit series service, unemployment insurance

(1961) 3117; (1962) 3638; (1963) 3478;
(1964) 3278; (1965) 3164

Benefit societies:

fraternal, in D.C., eliminate restriction as to

age limit, etc.

—

law(1962) 23157
reports (1962) 11588, 23356

Benelux, see Belgium—Luxembourg—Nether-
lands.

Benert, Robert, penetration of shaped charges
into frozen ground (1964) 8516

Bengal, Bay of:

sailing directions, change (1961) 17343;

(1963) 3205; (1964) 20673
trawling results of R/V Anton Bruun (1965)

^6213
Bengasi, Libva, ground water resources of area

(1964)6823
Benikosky,Julius, relief (1961) 14227; (1962)

.5003, 6899
Benitez, Jose A., testimony, hearings (1964)

6526
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Benjamin, C. R., micro-organisms, what they
are, where they grow, what they do
(1964) 9955

Benjamin, Jesse:
occupational wage survey

—

Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N.Y. (1963)

12800; (1964) 14695
Baltimore, Md. (1963) 7164; (1964) 7413;

(1965) 6559
New York, N.Y. (1965) 18399
Washingrton, D.C.-Md.-Va. (1964) 7406

Benjamin, Judith G., youth employment pro-

prams in perspective (1965) 20148
Benlevi, Hadji, relief (1961) 7197, 8693, 10151
Benline, Arthur J., panel presentation, Dec. 11,

1962 (1963) 1414
Bennett, A. H.:

hydrocooling peaches (1965) 11837
thermal characteristics of peaches as relat-

ed to hydrocooling (1963) 18447
Bennett, Charles E., testimony, hearings

(1964) 12281
Bennett, Charles F., jr., phytophysiognomic

reconnaissance of Barro Colorado Is-

land, Canal Zone (1964) 3130
Bennett, Donald R., EEC} in aircrew and astro-

naut selection (1964) 7998
Bennett, Edwin and Bruce, payment of reward

to (1963) 11778, 18988, 20409
Bennett, Floyd V., powered-descent trajecto-

ries for manned lunar landings (1964)

18756
Bennett, Frank A., growth and yield of slash

pine plantations (1963) 12191
Bennett, James V., of prisons and justice

(1964) 12166
Bennett, John B., memorial services (1965) 376

Bennett, Louis L., address, Nov. 18-20, 1965
(1965) 18862

Bennett, 0. L., cotton irrigation in southeast-
ern United States (1964) 11753

Bennett, R. V., fatigue performance of visco-

elastic panels at elevated temperatures
(1965)6621

Bennett, Robert H.:

factors affecting flutter characteristics cal-

culated for 2-swept wings by piston
theory, etc (1963) 11067

interstate hauling of California-Arizona
fresh fruits and vegetables by rail and
truck (1964) 16959

propeller whirl flutter of power plant on
flexible wing (1964) 18744

report (1965) 6035
Bensenville, 111., population, special census

(1963) 6000
Benson, Carl S., stratigraphic studies in snow

and firn, etc (1963) 2188
Benson, M. A., floods in Southwest (1964)

12515
Benson, Manuel A., factors influencing occur-

rence of floods in humic region of div-

erse terrain (1963) 2355
Benson, Norman G., equilibrium yield and

management of cutthroat trout in Yel-

lowstone Lake (1963) 17462
Benson, Willmar T., Pine Flat and Diamond

Fiat nickel-bearing laterite deposits, Del
Norte County, Calif (1963) 9132

Bensonitrile, hvdrogenation reactions, Com-
munist China (1961) 19490

Bent, Atwood H., testimonv, hearings (1965)

4624
Bentall, Ray:
methods of collecting and interpreting

ground-water data (1964) 2425
methods of determining permeability, trans-

missibility and drawdown (1964) 2424
shortcuts and special problems in aquifer

tests (1964) 4806

Benthophagous fish, see Fish and fisheries.

Benthos:
distribution in Gulf of Tonkin and South

China Sea, general characteristics
(1963) 12575

ecology of benthonic species (1964) 14342

effect of benthonic fauna on fish supplies,

USSR study (1964) 16493
invertebrate fauna of eastern Bering Sea,

survey (1963) 8279
quantitative distribution in Bering Sea,

mechanisms, USSR studv (1962) 7862
Bentley, N. M., claim (1962) 15111; (1964)

12031; (1965) 5852
Benton, Hilda M., FAA statistical handbook of

aviation (1965) 4696
Benton County, Miss., bauxite deposits (1965)

6335

Benton Harbor Canal:
nonnavigable stream

—

hearing (1963) 13657
law (1963) 17018
reports (1963) 13589, 13777

Bentonite, deposits of northern Black Hills

district (1962) 7467

Benzal chloride, see Benzyl dichloride.

Benzene:
lUPAC samples, calorimetric method of pu-

rity measurement study (1963) 16343
mesidine, toxicology, USSR study (1964)

1054
synthesis, used in radiocarbon dating, am-

bient temperature catalytic chemical
study (1965) 5605

Benzenesulfonic acid, 1, 6-bis trimethylamon-
ium, see Hexonium.

Benzie, John W.:
test of concentrated silvicides on sugar ma-

ple (1964) 6748
test of seeding depth for jack pine and red

pine (1965) 14370
Benzilic acid, pharmacologv of new deriva-

tives, East (German study (1964) 12851

Benzol, see Benzene.

Benzonal, medical gazette (USSR periodical),

translations (1965) 9421
Bennett Place:
commemoration

—

law (1965) 8720
Benzothiazine, aryl (e)-l-3, derivatives, chemi-

cal and pharmacological investigations,
Hungarian study (1962) 7823

Benzotrichloride, comparative toxicity of chlo-

ride derivatives of toluene, USSR study
(1965) 12692

Benzyl analog of serotonin, see Benanserin
hydrochloride.

Benzyl chloride, comparative toxicity of chlo-

ride derivatives of toluene, USSR study
(1965) 12692

Benzyl dichloride, comparative toxicity of

chloride derivatives of toluene, benzal
chloride, USSR study (1965) 12692

Benzyl ether, iron catalyzed hydrogenation
"(1963)7216

Benzylaminopurine, quality and respiration

rates in stock flowers treated (1964)

13560
Bequests, see Inheritance and succession.

Beran, Ivan D., relief (1964) 6241, 12185, 13846

Berard, Paul F.:

iron and steel castings, summary for 1962
(1963) 7758

iron and steel foundries and steel ingot pro-

ducers, 1962, etc (1963) 16897
metalworking machinery, summary for 1963

(1964) 13756
steel mill products, 1962 (1963) 20357
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Berber, John S.:

dealkylation of tar acids from low-temper-
ature lignite tar (1965) 5096

vapor phase oxidation of hydrocarbons in

low-temperature coal tar (1963) 10955
Berberian, George, relief (1961) 7057, 10391,

12046
Berczeller, Jolan, relief (1963) 15199, 20558;

(1964) 234
Berdan, Jean M., Helderberg Group and posi-

tion of Silurian-Devonian boundary in

North America (1964) 6799
Berendt, Raymond D., sound insulation of

wall, floor, and door constructions (1965)
2931

Beresford, Spencer M.:
coordination of foreign scientific policy

(1963) 6202
Geneva Conference on Peaceful Uses of Out-

er Space, 1962 (1963) 6204
scientific and technical manpower, supply,

demand, and utilization (1963) 6208
Berg, H. C, reconnaissance geology of north-

ern Baranof Island, Alaska (1963) 10284

Bergendahl, Max H., geology of northern part
of Tenmile Range (1963) 19300

Berger, C, investigation of inorganic ion ex-

change membranes for electrodialysis
application (1965) 16344

Berger, Edward, relief (1964) 15462; (1965)
5836

Berger, Harold, nondestructive testing (1965)
13543

Berger, John M., 1963 Washington log produc-
tion (1965) 2180

Berger, Lawrence B., safe use of respiratory
protective equipment in work with com-
pressed air, detection and physiological
effects of gases encountered (1964) 18706

Berger, Martin J.:

energy spectra, etc., of electrons transmit-
ted through sapphire foils (1964) 9539

tables of energy losses and ranges of elec-
trons and positrons (1965) 2838

transmission and reflection of electrons by
aluminum foils (1963) 9217

Berger, R. S., laboratory techniques for rear-
ing Heliothus species on artificial medi-
um (1963) 18391

Bergeron, Hugh P.:

measured human transfer functions in simu-
lated single-degree-of-freedom nonlinear
control systems (1965) 5175

measured transfer functions of pilots during
2-axis tasks with motion (1964) 9582

Bergin, M. J.:

bedrock geology of Pen Yan and Keuka
Park quadrangles, N.Y (1964) 12505

coal geology of Seitz quadrangle, Breathitt,
Magoffin, Morgan, and Wolfe Counties,
Ky (1963) 598

Bergman, Arthur J., testimony, hearings (1964)
444

Bergquist, Harlan R., bauxite deposits of
Margerum district, Ala. (1965) 9260

Bering Sea:
benthic polychaetous annelids, from, infor-

mation (1965) 16765
benthos, quantitative distribution, USSR

study (1962) 7862
eastern

—

open halibut fishing to Japanese, hearing
(1963) 8101

survey of benthic invertebrate fauna
(1963) 8279

oceanographic cruise by USCGC Northwind,
July-Sept. 1962, report (1964) 11961

oceanographic observations by USCGT
Redwing (1962) 7414

Bering Sea—Continued
oceanography data, 1959 (1961) 20752
oceanology, USSR studies (1964) 10933
southeast, ichthyofauna distribution, USSR

study (1963) 16257
Berk, Abraham A., Mines Bureau boiler-water

service (1963) 10941
Berkeley, Calif.:

aged, problems, hearings (1962) 21205
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

18166
Berkeley Springs, W. Va., climatic summaries

of resort areas (1963) 9489
Berkenkotter, Richard D.:

application of statistical analysis in evalu-
ating bedded deposits of variable thick-
ness-Florida phosphate data (1964)
20502

diamond-drill sample data from Cebolla
Creek titani-ferous iron deposit (1963)
14508

Berkman, Sigmund S., Appalachia, rebirth of
region (1965) 6540

Berkofsky, Lewis:
effects of periodic heat sources on equatori-

al stratosphere (1965) 104
fall-off with height of terrain-induced verti-

cal motions (1965) 7087
lectures on numerical weather prediction

(1963) 1733
Berkowitz, Joan B., kinetics of oxidation in

Mo-Si system (1963) 7587
Berkowitz, Joseph, initial failures of precision

instrument components (1963) 5659
Berkowitz, Monroe, rehabilitating disabled

worker, platform for action (1963) 20224
Berkshire Hathaway, Inc., wage chronology,

1943-64 (1964) 18628
Berkstresser, C. F., jr., ground-water re-

sources of Waupaca County, Wis (1964)
10656

Berlin, Irving, edition of Army hit kit for soldier
shows (1962) 1

Berlin, (iermany:
Autobahn

—

problem road (1964) 92
US-USSR incident. Carman study (1964)

1331
background, 1961 (1961) 17831, 21382

Berlin in changing European setting, report
(1963) 4774

crisis. President Kennedy's report to Nation,
July 25, 1961 (1961) 17989

crisis (address)

—

departmental edition (1961) 15975A
document edition (1961) 14512

documents on, 1944-61 (1962) 2366, 9490
East-
Jewish Communist communities, political

future (1961) 17487
press service news briefs (1963) 10367

sending gift packages to (1962) 7504;
(1963) 2408

South Korean student's impressions (1962)
5924

Ulbricht's Concentration Camp, East
(^rmany (1962) 22344

visit of SOHYO president Ota (1961) 19326
free world bastion (1961) 17988

Heinrich Hertz Institute of Berlin-Adlershof,
contribution to International Year of
Quiet Sun, East German translation
(1964) 7002

market for U.S. electronic components (1964)
8102

situation, USIA in action (1963) 11365
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Berlin, Germany—Continued

West-
air access sovereiRnty claimed by East
Germany (1962) 5980

atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,

agreement (1962) 22839
economic developments (1961) 12696;

(1962) 9788; (1963) 8396
economic statistics, handbook (1961) 3599;

(1962) 3916; (1963) 3761; (1964) 3564;
(1965) 3477

establishing business (1962) 9787
food regulations (1961) 9187
illusion and reality, Soviet report (1962)

10021
import tariff system (1961) 2025
living conditions (1961) 18448
marking and labeling requirements (1961)

7466
patent licensing agreements with firms

(1962) 19607
plant quarantine import requirements
(1962)10811; (1964) 9924

preparing shipments to (1961) 640; (1963)

5072
residence and business right of aliens

(1962) 7506
sending gift packages to (1962) 7504
sense of U.S. Congress to defend rights

and feeedom, reports (1962) 21156,
21161, 21523

South Korean student's impressions (1962)

5924
what next in Berlin (1963) 97

Berlin, Conference of, 1945:
foreign relations of U.S., diplomatic pa-

pers

—

departmental edition (1961) 9765
document edition (1961) 8626

Berlin, N. H., air pollution situation, recom-
mendations for meeting problem (1962)
20257

Berlin, N.Y., motor vehicle accident (1963)
5106

Berlin University, Chemical Institute, re-

search in inorganic chemistry (1962)
7757

Berlin Youth Rally, Walter Ulbricht's speech,
East Germany, translation (1963) 19695

Bermuda, space vehicles, tracking stations
program, agreement (1961) 9792; (1963)
21135

Bermudagrass, varieties for general-purpose
turf, evaluation (1964) 16947

Bernal, Mexico, geology of area (1962) 625
Bernalillo, N. Mex., Rio Grande, flow resist-

ance and sediment transport (1964)
10648

Bernard, Patrick S., bibliography on snow, ice

and permafrost, with abstracts (1964)
8511

Bernardo, Anthony F., relief (1963) 11780;
(1964) 15624

veto (1964) 17462
Bernardo, N. Mex.:

Rio Grande conveyance channel, stream gag-
ing control structure (1964) 21357

sediment transport parameters, Rio Puerco
(1964) 811

Berndt, A. K., interpolation and coordinate
transformation program providing ac-
curate local antenna pointing from pre-
dicted satellite positions (1964) 13218

Bernett, Marianne K.:

behavior of moonlayers of progressively
fluorinated fatty acids adsorbed on wa-
ter (1964) 5592

hydrophobic and oleophobic fluoropolymer
coatings of extremely low surface ener-

gy (1964) 13341

Bernett, Marianne K.—Continued
prevention of liquid spreading or creeping

(1964) 5604
properties of monolayers of w-monohalo-

genated fatty acids and alcohols ad-
sorbed on water (1965) 11592

Bernhard, Berl I., nomination, hearing (1961)
14749

Bernhard, Rudolf K., shear stress measure-
ments in situ of soils subjected to vibrato-
ry loads (1964) 8513

Bernhardt, G. L. Co., Inc., elections by share-
holders under sec. 333 of internal reve-
nue code of 1954 (1962) 7002, 7167, 11247

Bernier, R. E., solar simulation testing of
earth satellite at Goddard Space Flight
Center (1965) 5211

Bernitz, Alexander:
survey of Czechoslovak agriculture (1963)

2132
West Germany's domestic agricultural as-

sistance program (1963) 15421
Bernot, Peter T.:

longitudinal stability characteristics of sev-
eral proposed planetary entry vehicles
at Mach 6.73 (1965) 9730

pressure distributions on blunt delta wings
at angles up to 90° and Mach number
6.85 (1963) 14588

static stability characteristics of several
raked-off' circular and elliptical cones at
Mach. 6.7 (1965) 19935

Bernstein, Bruce S., upgrading of by-product
polypropylene by radiation techniques
(1965) 17125

Bernstein, Leon:
reducing salt injury to ornamental shrubs in

West (1964) 7921
salt tolerance of

—

fruit crops (1965) 15184
plants (1965) 27

Bernstein, Paul, relief (1961) 7052
Bernstein, Harry, performance of isentropic

nose inlets at Mach number of 5.6 (1963)
14531

Bernstock, William M., bulletin of prosthetics
research (1964) 13506; (1965) 9983, 20123

Berntsen, Carl M., 20-year growth record for 3
stands of red alder (1963) 6491

Berol, Alexander F., relief (1965) 15574, 15880,
17348

Beroza, M., materials tested as insect attract-
ants (1963) 14851

Berrien, Marcia T., education in New Zealand
(1965)6110

Berrien County, Mich, truck crop production
practices (1965) 7567

Berries:
bush berries

—

indicated yield and production (1962)
22860-861

production, use, value, by States (1963)
16615; (1964) 15129

see also names of berries.
Berry, Arthur C, and others, relief (1961)

12208; (1963) 6101; (1965) 10434
Berry, Charles R., breaking dormancy in east-

ern white pine by cold and light (1965)
16271

Berry, Frederick H.:

treat stumps to prevent Fomes annosus in
shortleaf pine plantations (1965) 10920

walnut anthracnose (1964) 14299
Berry, L. Joe:

effect of cold on blood clearance of carbon
and bacteria of different virulence (1965)
8470

effect of exposure to low temperature on
blood clearance of carbon and bacteria
in mice (1964) 4244
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Berry, L. Joe—Continued
enzyme induction and cortisone protection in

endotoxin-poisoned mice (1965) 8467
influence of cortisone on glyconeogenesis,

endotoxin lethality and tryptophan pyr-

rolase induction in cold—exposed mice
(1965) 5542

tryptophan pyrrolase in endotoxin poisoning
(1964) 4248

Berry, Leslie A., computation of Hankel func-

tions (1964) 14940
Berry, Richard M., research and other activi-

ties of private foundations, 1960 (1964)

18834
Berryhill, Henry L., jr.:

geology—
and coal resources of Belmont County,
Ohio (1963) 19314

Ciales quadrangle, Puerto Rico (1965) 6333

Berryhill, Robert V., reconnaissance of beach
sands, Bristol Bay, Alaska (1963) 10949

Berryman, William L., relief (1963) 15207;
(1964) 6415, 8200

Bershad, Max A., tract data compared for
25-percent sample and complete census
(1965) 11949

Bershad, Neil J., optimum design of multipath
signals (1964) 17005

Berthy, Howard P., selected opportunities for

wood industries development in West
Virginia through application of FPL
research (1964) 6744

Bertone, C. M., bibliography of Russian litera-

ture in manual control, etc. (1965) 9614
Bertoni, EXigene A., winter space correlations

of pressure, temperature, and density to

16 km (1965) 5552
Bertram, Michael H.:

calculation of compressible average turbu-
lent skin friction (1963) 5612

Bertram, Mitchel H.:

correlation graphs for supersonic flow
around right circular cones (1964) 14872

correlation of oblique shock parameters for
ratios of specific heats (1964) 11421

pressure and heat-transfer distribution of

delta wing in hypersonic flow (1964)
11418

Bertrandite:
continuous flotation. Mount Wheeler beryl-

lium ores (1964) 9504
flotation from Mount Wheeler, Nev., beryl-

lium ore (1962) 1638
Bertsch, Howard, nomination, hearing (1961)

8970
Berube, Raymond E., jr., relief (1965) 10615,

15423, 15560
Berwick, V. K., magnitude and frequency of

floods in Alaska, south of Yukon River
(1965) 9263

Berwick, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13141
Berwyn, 111., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 13937
Beryl:
continuous flotation from spodumene mill

tailing, Foote Mineral Co., Kings Moun-
tain, N.C. (1964) 14748

deposit, Inyo County, Calif (1962) 14450
flotation from northeastern pegmatites

(1961) 9462
lime-sintered concentrates solutions, purify-

ing experiments (1962) 12386
ore, beneficiating response. North Carolina

(1961) 7942
resources of New Hampshire (1962) 7471
spodumene concentrates containing 10 to 30

percent beryl, treating by fluosilicate

process (1963) 5480
stain, preferential standards (1962) 14451

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Beryl, Utah:
soil survey of Beryl-Enterprise area (1961)

1475
corrected map (1961) 8198

Beryllia, see Beryllium oxide.

Beryllium:
alloys, mechanical properties and phase re-

lationship, preliminary survey (1961)
1712

stability of high temperature beta phase
alloys (1962) 2069

and beryllium alloys, stability of high tem-
perature beta phase (1961) 5374

and its alloys, industrial safety in work,
USSR book (1965) 2617

bearing tuff. Honeycomb Hills, Juab County,
Utah, mineralogical investigation (1964)
9524

behavior in supersonic air jet (1961) 9578
bibliography (1965) 15357
California and Nevada, investigations,

1959-62 (1963) 9114
cladding material, fuel elements, uranium-

silicon, etc (1961) 204
commercially pure, impurity eff"ects, investi-

gation (1961) 18069
concentration in American coals (1961)

12778
corrosion, Atomic Ehiergy Commission, final

report (1964) 5972
crystal chemistry (1964) 6809
depletion rate, extend to all ores

—

law (1964) 17429
reports (1964) 17615, 17748

deposits in

—

Northern Virgin Mountains of Clark coun-
ty, Nev., and Mohave County, Ariz
(1965) 5084

Seward Peninsula, Alaska (1963) 19306
Thomas Range, Juab County, Utah, geolo-

gy (1963) 10286
determination in urine by ion exchange sepa-

ration and fluorimetric measurement
(1963) 14984

effect of adding tungsten filler material to
beryllia magnesia thermal storage mate-
rial in solar thermionic power system
(1965) 18540

electrorefining

—

prototype cell operation (1964) 16639
studies of operating variables (1962)

12385
2-cycle electrolysis (1965) 2820

electrolytic refining, USSR study (1961)
13038

extraction from low-grade ores, anhydrous
methods, studies (1962) 20102

extractive metallurgy research, use of radio-

active tracers (1962) 12400
heat transfer of hemispherical models in air

at stagnation temperatures of 2,000°F
to 3,600''F (1961) 19926

Helen Beryl, Hkhorn and Tin Mountain
pegmatities, exploration (1963) 15608

high purity, spectrochemical analysis (1963)
1246

impurities. X-ray analysis of solubility,

USSR study (1963) 6764
industry, investigation under sec. 332 of tar-

iff act, report (1962) 20336
lattice parameters relation to friction char-

acteristics in vacuum (1965) 6721
Legendre expansion coefticients for angular

distribution of elastically scattered neu-
trons and fast-neutron cross sections
(1961) 18039

license applications for plutonium-beryl-
lium neutron sources for

—

uses other than well logging, guide for

preparation (1963) 15020
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Beryllium—Continued
License applications for plutonium-beryl-

lium neutron sources for—Continued
well logging, guide for preparation (1963)

15021
Lynch Creek prospect, Lander County, Nev.,

sampling (1963) 1252
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9546
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17622;

(1962) 18180; (1964) 14729; (1965) 9545,
14658

minute quantities determination, analytical
techniques development (1964) 1529

moderator with tungsten 184 structural
material and uranium dioxide fuel, reac-
tor-weight study (1962) 22554

Mount Wheeler ores, continuous flotation of
bertrandite and phenacite (1964) 9504

ores, flotation from bertrandite and phena-
cite from Mount Wheeler, Nev (1962)
1638

plates and tubes, hypervelocity imprint
damage characteristics (1965) 18568

production in 1960, preliminary report
(1961) 2487

radiochemistry (1961) 1709
randomly oriented wrought, attempts to

produce and relation to texture develop-
ment (1961) 1710

recovery from

—

Spor Mountain ore by solvent extraction
and caustic stripping (1963) 5499

Utah ore by fluosilicate process (1963)
5483

relation to industrial hygiene, USSR articles
(1964) 21518

rolled, of different purity, deformation and
destruction, USSR study (1964) 18604

safety engineering in working with beryl-
lium, USSR study (1965) 2621

solvent extraction from sulfate solutions by
alkylphosphoric acids (1962) 10456

Spor Mountain, Utah, ore

—

acid leaching (1964) 1440
solvent extraction (1964) 14751

spectrochemical determination in mineral
beneficiation products (1963) 3090

structural sheet, definition, development,
and evaluation (1961) 142

structures, strength, efficiency and design
data (1962) 22959

toxicity

—

literature search (1961) 214
technical engineering report, final (1963)
5874

toxicology, clinical aspects of diseases,
USSR study (1963) 1021

Beryllium chloride, influence on aquatic orga-
nisms, USSR study (1962) 3123

Beryllium fluorides, thermal properties from 8°

to 1,200° K (1965) 18450
Beryllium oxide:

fission neutrons slowing-down and thermali-
zation characteristics, maritime gas-
cooled reactor program (1961) 18034

indium foil with beryllia washer improves
transistor heat dissipation (1964) 11368

irradiation behavior of BeO-UO-' fuel as func-

tion of fuel-particle size (1963) 14970
meeting. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

proceedings (1961) 9959; (1962) 2094
moderator with tungsten 184 structural

material and uranium dioxide fuel, reac-

tor-weight study (1962) 22554
properties and applications (1965) 177
reactor program, experimental, progress

report (1963) 14962
vacuum hot pressing of high grade beryllia

(1961) 175

Beryllium sulfate, thermodynamic properties
from 0° to 900''K (1963) 10967

BES series (1961) 466, 4154, 5941, 7345,
9052-53, 12581, 17198-199, 19249; (1962)
5119-20, 11714, 13749, 15511, 17414.
21672-673, 23450; (1963) 4832, 6353-54,
12084, 13873, 19124-126; (1964) 2292,
4656, 8498, 21276; (1965) 6128, 7598,
19570

Besco, R. 0., manual attitude control systems
(1964) 13150

Bessel functions, expansion of polynomials in
Bessel operators (1965) 18595

Beskides, Carpathians region, Poland, disease
center of antropozoonoses (1962) 22190

BESM, see Electronic computers.

Bessel functions:
computation of Hankel functions (1964)

14940
regular, backward recurrence method for

computing (1964) 9577
Bessemer, Ala.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13931
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18357
Bessemer process, algorithm for use with digi-

tal process-control computers for deter-
mining time at which blow-out should
stop when given carbon content is

reached in Bessemer converter (1964)
16440

Bessler, Michael, relief (1962) 15319, 20791,
21012

Besso, Henry V., Ladino books in L.C. bibl

(1964) 5456
Besterman, Walter M., immigration and na-

tionality act, etc (1964) 15595
Beta decay, tables of radial functions and

tangents of phase shifts for light nuclei
(1964)18804

Beta functions, see Mathematics.
Beta particles, low energy beta counting,

study of feasibility of using scintillating

fibers (1965) 17101*

Beta-ray spectrometer, see Spectrometers.

Beta rays:
beta-radiation

—

at 1st atomic power station, USSR study
(1964) 18371

therapy in ophthalmology, USSR study
(1964) 20206

determination of beta activity in water
(1963) 8357

gross radioactivity of biological and related
samples at Eniwetok proving ground
(1961) 3814

injuries of skin induced by beta-radiation,
effect of cortisone, USSR study (1961)
11013

radiation as hydrogenous catalyst, evalua-
tion, interim technical status report
(1965) 17110

soft radiation, recorded with use of TISS
radiometer, USSR study (1961) 19671

treatment of uranium, summary report
(1963) 18583

Betapropiolactone, use for preservation of

homoplastic skin for treatment of burns,
USSR study (1965) 7933

Betatrons:
biological effect of 25 Mev betatron rays,

USSR study (1962) 1199
equipment for medical purposes, USSR

study (1962) 14177
five-foot-diameter, with external injection,

theory and operation (1962) 22669
Institute of Atomic Physics, Rumanian

Academy of Sciences (1963) 8864
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Betatrons—Continued
irradiation, methodology of using in cancer

of female genital tract, USSR study
(1961) 11033

porcelain toroids, construction and produc-
tion at low operating costs, Rumanian
study (1962) 7678

treatment of brain tumors, USSR study
(1963) 19388

Bethe-Peierls-Weiss approximation and model
for ferromagnetic thin films (1965) 18541

Bethea, Sammie, physical and chemical prop-
erties of shrimp drip as indices of quali-
ty (1965) 12459

Bethel, S. C, Home Demonstration Club, Cci-
gress' greetings and felicitations, extend
reports (1962) 21026, 21432

Bethel Home Demonstration Club, greeting'-,

and felicitations of Congress, extend,
reports (1962) 21026, 21432

Bethlahmy, Nedavia, improved procedure for
calculating stream discharge (1964)
18081

Bethlehem, Pa.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 3893
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 15265

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18318
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20566

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9(J78

occupational wage survey (1964) 13068; (1965)
9513

departmental editions (1961) 9413; (1962)
15978; (1963) 10907

document editions (1961) 8639; (1962)
15086; (1963) 9828

Bethlehem Atlantic Shipyards, wage chronolo-

gy, 1941-62 (1962) 14368
Bethlehem-Sparrows Point Shipyard, leading

U.S. builder of merchant ships (remarks)
(1963) 3049

Bethlehem Steel Co.:

Atlantic shipyards, wage chronology,
1941-65 (1965) 18403

overpricing for nuclear frigate U.S.S. Bain-
bridge, GAO report (1964) 8731

overpricing of U.S.S. Bainbridge, GAO re-

port (1965) 2194
Shipbuilding Division

—

overcharges for overhead costs reimbursed
by Government under cost-type con-
tracts, GAO report (1962) 21810

overcharges, GAO review (1962) 7457
Bethune, James E., pine tip moth damage to

planted pines in south Florida (1963)
17497

Bethune, Mary M.:

memorial in D.C., authority for erection,
extend

—

law (1965) 17388
reports (1965) 15742. 15913

Betio Island, weather stations, agreement with
Great Britain (1962) 1845

Bettendorf, Iowa, railroad accident (1962) 739

Better eating for better health (1962) 17468

Better utilization of resources allocated for
road work (1962) 8293

Bettinger, Cynthia R., university business and
economic research projects (1963) 11280

Beuter, John H., 1961 Washington log produc-
tion (1963) 17503

Beverages:
beverage retailers, number and sales (1965)

12380
census of manufactures, 1958

—

delivery operations (1961) 16252
industry report (1961) 5455

commodity transportation survey, shipper
series (1965) 15306

days' supply

—

in establishments that serve food for
on-premise consumption, civil defense
study (1965) 10070

in warehouses, 1963, civil defense study
(1964) 35

high-calorie and high protein powder ration
supplement for use at forward medical
stations, field test (1961) 20359

industry

—

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)
3855

sweeteners used (1963) 10049
inventory in

—

establishments that serve food for
on-premise consumption (1965) 15193

warehouses, 1962, civil defense study
(1964) 5833

quenching thirst of workers, prolonged ob-
servation under nonworking conditions,
comparative evaluation, USSR study
(1963) 2983

retail stores, estimated number of days'
supply, 1963 (1965) 13395

sold in employee food service, costs, net
margins, and selling prices (1961) 8301

supplies in retail stores, 1962, civil defense
study (1963) 1708

vending machines, sanitation ordinance and
code (1965) 16832

see aiso Liquors.
Bewig, K. W.:
changes in contact potentials of metal

caused by adsorbed monolayers (1965)
13182

investigation of fatty amine monolayers by
contact potentials (1963) 11166

modification of ionization method for contin-
uously recording contact potential dif-

ferences (1963) 18248
surface potentials and induced polarization

in nonpolar liquids adsorbed on metals
(1965) 13126

Bexar County, Tex., ground-water geology
(1963) 14029

Bey, Calvin F., underplanted hardwoods fail to
make merchantable trees (1963) 20694

Beyster, J. R., integral neutron thermalization
(1963) 11553, 14968; (1964) 13692

Bezborod'ko, M. D., effect of composition and
nature of gaseous media on anti-wear
properties of petroleum lubricating oils

(1963) 13221
Bezopasnost' truda v. promyshlennosti (peri-

odical):

translations (1962) 9978
BFS, see Family Services Bureau.
Bhachau area, Kutch, India, ground water in

sandstone (1964) 815
Bhalla, C. P., tables of electron radial func-

tions and tangents of phase shifts, etc
(1964) 18804

Bhasi, Toppil, excerpts from his Recollections
of underground life (1961) 9372

Bhutan, Army area handbook (1965) 4246

Bialoglowski, Stanislaw, relief (1962 19268;
(1963) 6221; (1965) 10583

Bianca, Lino Delia-, see Della-Bianca, Lino.
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Bianchi, Assunta, relief (1962) 11515, 16714,
16882

Biasiotta, Fiore L., relief (1963) 15190, 18976,
20399

Biaxial device for determining modulus of

elasticity of stress-relief cores (1963)
3086

Bibbero, Donald S., aviation fixed base opera-
tions, starting and managing (1963)
3326

Bible:

biblical commandments, teachings, USSR
refutation (1961) 822

reading in public schools

—

proposed constitutional amendments

—

hearings (1964) 17658
print additional copies, reports (1964)

17561, 17818
staff study (1964) 10328

Supreme Court decision, explanation
(1964) 571

Supreme Court opinions, print additional
copies, reports (1964) 4456, 4534

Bibles, see Year of the Bible.

Bibliographic listings of East EXiropean scien-

tific and technical journals (1962) 17923,
18048, 19697. 22380, 23881

Bibliography:
accident "prevention (1961) 9912; (1963)

14916; (1964) 7701
accounting and statistical services (1961)

1668
activation analysis (1963) 16856
administration, specialist and generalist

(1962) 14660
administrative organization, military (1961)

6741
advertising, volume and expenditures (1963)

18307
AEC technical books and monographs (1965)

17149
aerial delivery research activities (1963)

9368
aeronautical and space serials, world list

(1962) 23942
aeronautics (1961) 20331; (1962) 18654
aeronautics and space (1962) 3344

adult aerospace books and materials
(1963) 19886

elementary grades (1963) 19884
secondary grades (1963) 19885

aerospace (1963) 48
adult books and materials (1962) 3344
career and scholarship information (1963)
4824

elementary school pupils and teachers
(1961) 19918

medicine (1961) 4808, 6266, 13415; (1962)
10420

medicine and biology (1963) 9084; (1964)
16668, 18728, 20539, 21744; (1965) 1407,
2841, 6641, 8008, 8060, 9639-40,
14760-761, 16630, 18500, 19894

cummulative index (1965) 8059
medicine and bioastronautics, published in

USSR (1965) 9741
science (1964) 16664; (1965) 9638
secondary school students and teachers

(1961) 21206
selected publications for use in junior high

schools (1962) 11696
AFFTC technical publications, etc., 1952-62

(1963) 5863
Africa (1962) 10425
American doctoral dissertations on (1963)

3044
problems and prospects (1963) 103

Africa south of Sahara

—

introductory list (1961) 21153

Bibliography—Continued
Africa south of Sahara—Continued

selected annotated list of writings (1964)
11303

African libraries, book production, and ar-

chives (1962) 23943
African music (1964) 14715
African studies serials (1961) 19836
age-associated physiology, biochemistry,

and morphology, historic descriptions,
Russian studies (1962) 6312

aging (1963) 2358
aging in modern world (1964) 9883
aging (physiology), includes geriatrics, ger-

ontology, longevity (11661, 13491
aging, selected references (1962) 21844,

23598-599; (1965) 15155-156, 16923
AGO special bibliography series (1961) 3656
agricultural books and periodicals (1964)

1489
agricultural development schemes in sub-

Saharan Africa (1963) 18053
agricultural economics, periodic reports

(1962) 10846; (1963) 4372
agricultural education (1961) 9046; (1963)

388; (1965) 12392
agricultural production projections (1961)

6674
agricultural rents, theory and practice

(1962) 10843
agricultural sciences periodicals, Communist

China (1961) 1653; (1963) 12890
agriculture (1961) 2879; (1962) 3639; (1963)

3479; (1964) 3041, 3279; (1965) 3165
serial publications indexed in (1963) 11092;

(1964) 14930; (1965) 14869
U.S., significant books, 1860-1960 (1962)
20167

Air Force Academy Library series (1962) 79;

(1964) 20934

Air Force scientific research

—

1950-56 (1961) 20313
1957-58 (1964) 16986

air pollution (1963) 3274; (1964) 18892
kraft pulping industry (1964) 15047
purification (1961) 8446; (1964) 1794, (1965)

11985
aircraft in agriculture (1965) 14868
aircraft noise and its problems (1964) 6612
airport management (1964) 6609
airport site selection (1964) 6607

airports

—

design, construction, and maintenance
(1964) 6615
planning, management and operations,
safety (1964) 17962

Alabama coals, research and technologic
work (1963) 1983-7

alcoholism (1964) 14946
aliphatic compounds (1963) 1869
alloys, heat resistant (1961) 6773

American firms, information sources for in-

ternational buyers (1962) 21871

American history

—

departmental edition (1962) 136; (1963)

16813; (1964) 11815; (1965) 11887
document edition (1962) 363; (1963) 17058;

(1964) 12017; (1965) 12040
American women workers (1962) 20373

anthropometry (1964) 9851
antimony, bismuth, gallium, indium, selen-

ium," telluriam (1961) 3886
antitrust legislation, applicability to labor

unions (1962) 17102
apparel and accessories for women, misses,

and children (1961) 11557; (1965) 9915
apple marketing research, 1945-60 (1961)

11716
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Bibliography—Continued

aqueous slurries of coal and granular mate-
rials (1963) 14497

ARA publications (1963) 4431
architects, builders, etc., publications for

(1965) 14358
architecture of mental health facilities

(1964) 13416
arctic grayling of North America (1965)

14287
Arctic regions (1962) 433; (1963) 19073
arms control and disarmament (1964) 17033

periodical (1965) 5065
studies in progress or recently completed

(1963) 18323; (1964) 7773, 15106; (1965)

3046
semiannual report (1965) 13285

Army library theses and dissertations, list

of titles (1961) 3656
atomic energy literature (1961) 215, 5387-88,

8408, 11800, 18088; (1962) 2089-90, 6702,
14883, 18734; (1963) 4487; (1964) 124,

4299, 13708, 19247; (1965) 1854, 4269,

5609, 10483, 13522, 17132
Army Medical Research and Nutrition Labo-

ratory, reports and reprints (1964)

13688; (1965) 10162
aromatic compounds (1963) 1870
aromatic ethers (1962) 8461
astronomy, upper atmosphere, and space

research, Soviet articles (1962) 10074
what's available (1963) 9686; (1965) 5612

atomic energy program (1961) 18083; (1962)

18732; (1963) 18586; (1965) 4267
atomic radiation (1961) 11801; (1963) 132;

(1965) 190
atomic transition probabilities (1962) 18310
automatic merchandising (19.64) 5682; (1965)

15034
automation (1961) 13410
automation and other technological develop-

ments, implications (1964) 5436
departmental edition (1962) 8435
document edition (1962) 6970

automation and some implications for the
handicapped (1965) 6533

aviation basic library, general reference,

cataloging, and book selection titles

(1964) 6608
aviation medical papers and reports (1965)

7175
aviation medicine, 1952, key to subject index

headings (1961) 13418
bakery products (1964) 5679
ball lightning, 1950-60 (1961) 9433
barium titanate (1965) 1934
basic religious books and chaplains' services

(1965) 8485
battered child (1963) 16912; (1964) 196;

(1965) 4359, 18995
batteries (1964) 11659
bearings (1964) 9849
behavioral periodicity in human beings

(1965) 11374
Behavioral Sciences Laboratory, reports

(1963) 18485
beryllium (1965) 15357
bibliographic list. Federal Aviation Agency

(1964) 6607-15, 17962
bio-astronautics (1961) 8350, 9978
bioastronautics (1964) 1795
Biodynamics and Bionics Division research

reports and publications (1964) 11797
biographical sources for U.S. (1961) 17610
biological applications of gamma radiation

(1965) 10182
biological control systems, Soviet research

(1964) 10877
biological sciences (1961) 11833

Bibliography—Continued

biological space research (1961) 4808, 13415;
(1962) 10420

biomedical research studies (1964) 13732
biomedical serials, 1950-60 (1962) 12534
bismuth, lead, and tin tellurides (1965) 15254
black locust trees (1961) 10667
Bonneville Power Administration, 1930-63

(1964) 19271
books for Indian schools (1962) 9762; (1965)

16341
books on magnetic tape (1961) 17611
bookstore operation (1964) 5680
box and crate construction and packaging

data (1963) 12154
British East Africa, official publications

(1961) 2475; (1965) 7184-85, 9090
brittle fracture of steel, 1950-61 (1962) 8953
Bulgaria (1965) 9523
map of our motherland (1961) 2286

business library, basic reference sources
(1963) 3325

business management, etc (1964) 7682
buying for retail stores (1963) 9385
cancer (1964) 16842
cancer film guide, 1963 (1963) 16492
cancer in subhuman primates (1964) 18916
cancer motion picture guide, 1961 (1961)

15835
careers in science, mathematics and engi-

neering (1961) 7316
catering (1962) 18445
ceramics (1963) 1867
cermets (1963) 1868
chemical and petroleum plants, investment

and operating costs (1961) 11379;
(1965) 16585

chemically modified oil products and in-

dustrial uses (1963) 5797
chemistry and physics of important elements

(1962) 18726
children and youth, understanding (1963)

15089
children's books (1965) 6582
Chinese agricultural publications from Re-

public of China since 1947 (1964) 9628
Chinese mainland journals, current NLM

holdings, 1961 (1961) 11453
Chinese mainland science and technology

(1964) 1793
Chinese scientific and technical publications

in L.C (1962) 3283
cicadelloidea (1964) 11744
Civil Aeromedical Research Institute recent-

ly translated material (1964) 139
civil defense (1965) 11977

price list (1965) 13691
civil engineering, design and construction of

nuclear facilities (1963) 4485
civil service, congressional documents

—

19th-84th Congress (1961) 6901
85th Congress (1961) 6902
86th Congress (1961) 6903

Civil War (1965) 9862
battlefield areas, maps (1962) 11888
braille books and talking book records,

list (1961) 13417
motion pictures (1962) 1591
military aspects (1962) 79

classification

—

indexing (1965) 17259
Library of Congress (1965) 16574

classroom facilities planning aids, college

and university (1962) 19422
clathrate hydrates and related topics (1965)

7824
clean room design (1965) 3000
Clearinghouse Exchange of publications of

State departments of education

—
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Bibliography—Continued
elementary education personnel (1963)

17360
secondary education personnel (1963)

17361; (1964) 14179
Clearinghouse of Studies of Higher Educa-

tion, publications (1965) 4660
clinical psychopharmacologv, 1958-60, list

(1965) 16828
cloud chambers, selected references to tech-

nical reports, etc., list (1961) 11805
coal

—

and its products. Mines Bureau investiga-
tions, 1910-60 (1962) 8455

foreign abstracts and translations (1962)
3293

preparation (1962) 3292
coal research (1961) 9442
cobalt (1961) 8447
cobalt in biological metabolism (1961) 18087
coccoidea, supplement (1965) 10074
cod, Gadus morhua and related species

(1963) 12137
college and university campus parking

(1962) 19419
college and university science facilities plan-

ning aids (1964) 14178, 14196
college presidency, 1900-60 (1961) 7323
commercial information on American firms

for international buyers (1963) 17562
commercial supersonic transport aircraft

research program (1964) 6614
communications and electronics (1964) 1741;

(1965) 1795
communications satellites (1964) 14799;

(1965) 9637
communism (1961); (1962) 8599; (1963) 11218,

8144
international developments, periodicals
(1963) 12624

world (1964) 15608
print as Senate document, reports (1964)

8429, 15686
Communist China, ruthless enemy or paper

tiger? (1962) 8922
communities, new, annotated list (1965)

11006
community development abstracts of period-

ical literature, books, etc (1964) 21374
community health services (1963) 11230
community recreation (1961) 16145
PACAF basic bibliographies (1965) 13426

compulsory arbitration, selected references,
1951-65 (1965) 11322

computer research in medicine, human engi-
neering, and learning machines (1961)
18116

computers (1961) 18115; (1961) 11598
literature, 1946-63 (1965) 8140
price list (1965) 17262

concrete and cements (1963) 1866
concrete technology (1965) 14877
consumer credit (1962) 12688
consumer markets, current materials (1963)

13261
containers, packaging^

—

materials handling, storage (1962) 4697
storage (1965) 13690

continuous casting, foreign literature (1963)
7741

contract farming and vertical integration
(1963) 18182

control systems (1963) 1865
controlled fusion and plasma research (1962)

20508; (1965) 5608
controlled thermonuclear processes (1961)

3802
cooling and coolants for electrical and elec-

tronic equipment, turbines and reactors
(1961) 5425

Bibliography—Continued
copper (1961) 8448
core program (1961) 9026; (1963) 17362
correspondence manual (1961) 4305D
corrosion (1962) 6734
corrosion and protection of materials (1963)

10640
cost and time studies in child welfare and

related subjects (1965) 10270
cotton research (1962) 20413
counselor's guide to occupational and other

manpower information (1965) 6557
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Pacific area (1963) 62; (1965) 15218
Pacific silver fir (1965) 7751
painting and decorating (1962) 12689
paper (1964) 149
paraffins and other blocking agents that

interfere with petroleum production
(1963) 7207

parasitology, parasites, and parasitic infec-

tions (1963) 18629
parity prices (1962) 11694
particle accelerators, principles, theory, and

design, guide to Soviet literature (1963)
10925

Peace Corps, Mar. 1961-Mar. 1965 (1965)
16796

peaceful uses of nuclear explosions (1961)
1716

personnel administration (1962) 10903
personal affairs (1963) 5880
personnel literature (1961) 3020; (1962) 4167,

(1963) 4016, (1964) 3847, (1965) 3764
index, v. 18 (1961) 3021

personnel management (1964) 11607
personnel management and training, PACAF

basic bibliography (1965) 17015

PERT (program evaluation and review tech-
nique) (1964) 93

pesticide-wildlife studies (1965) 12458
petroleum products (1963) 1869
phenylketonuria (1964) 4361
photochromism & phototropism (1965) 2935
photogrammetry (1965) 11983
photographic dealers and studios, business

and technical information (1962) 22790;
(1964) 20787

photography (1961) 16148; (1963) 5881,
(1965) 15219

physical sciences, creativity in research and
invention (1961) 21278

physico-chemical properties in liquid ammo-
nia and related solvents (1961) 217

pillowed lavas (1963) 6560
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PL-480 translation program

—

agriculture, food, fishes, forestry (1964)

11662
biological sciences (1964) 11663
science and technology (1964) 11664

planetary atmospheres (1965) 14762
planning (1963) 1855
plasma physics and magnetohydrodynamics

(1963) 4439
plastic coatings (1965) 18611
plastics (1964) 19619; (1965) 14162
health hazards and toxicity (1963) 347
nondestructive testing (1962) 22692
technical conference papers (1963) 1873,

17353; (1964) 564
platinum and allied metals (1965) 15358
plumbing and heating job shop (1961) 9743
plumbing, heating, and air conditioning job

shop (1965) 1613
Plutonium (1962) 6700
polymers, organic (1963) 1871
popular science library, USSR (1964) 16172
poverty in United States (1965) 16762
powder metallurgy (1961) 1768

price list (1965) 1931
power reactor demonstration program (1961)

13837
power reactors (1963) 15003
power supplies (1961) 17993
Presidents of U.S (1964) 5457
price list, selective bibliography of Govern-

ment research reports and translations

(1965) 1931-35, 4412-14, 7331, 8667-70,

10304-307, 11979, 11981-986, 13690-692,

15357-360, 17262-265
printed electronic circuits (1962) 18768
process chemistry and engineering (1962)

23043
processing plant feasibility (1964) 14236
professional literature on education, new

materials useful in teaching (1961) 20680
program evaluation and review technique

(1964) 6610
programmed instruction (1963) 18486
Project SIAT (synthesis of impact accelera-

tion technology) (1963) 18354
propaganda (1964) 20934
protective clothing and other apparel (1962)

2158; (1965) 10306
protective shelters (1961) 18114
psychiatric index for interdisciplinary re-

search, guide to literature, 1950-61

(1964) 19011
psychology (1965) 1796
psychology in dentistry (1962) 16140
psychopharmacology (1965) 13239

central nervous system effects, animal
research (1963) 21093

public health series (1961) 11538, 20102,

21320; (1962) 14578, 16140, 20256; (1963)

1429, 9348, 16517, 18292, 20110, 21093;
(1964) 1562, 9712, 11568, 13416, 16842,

18916-918, 21854; (1965) 3000, 8249, 9890
public health series (1962) 14578, 16140,

20256
public health series (1963) 1429, 9348, 16517,

18292, 20110, 21093
public health series (1964) 1562, 9721, 11568,

13416, 16842, 18916-918, 21854
public health series (1965) 3000, 8249, 9890
Public Health Service

—

numbered publications

—

1950-62 (1964)21854
1963-64 (1965) 20043

public lands (1962) 15992
supp. (1965) 12801

publications of Education and Labor Com-
mittee, House (1963) 11894
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pupil marks and school marking systems

(1963) 19115
pupil transportation (1962) 17406
Quartermaster Corps textile series reports

(1961) 3887; (1965) 8668
radiation effects on mammalian eye (1963)

18591
index (1964) 21015

radiation protection standards (1961) 18086
radiation shields and shielding (1962) 6701
radio (1961) 462
radio astronomy, atmospheric aspects (1963)

11100
radioactive decontamination (1965) 10181
radioactive-fallout (1962) 2084, 18733; (196.5)

10180
radioactive materials, shipping

—

and storage (1963) 18588
handling, storage (1961) 5386

radioactive waste disposal, hazards and pro-
tection 4.00 (1962) 18728

radioactive waste processing and disposal
(1962) 23052; (1964) 19244

radioactivity in water, contamination and
decontamination (1962) 18769; (1965)
11986

radiobiological review articles (1962) 16404
radioecology, terrestrial and freshwater

(1962) 23054; (1964) 125, 15285; (1965)
8553

radioisotopes in

—

agriculture (1961) 5385; (1964) 15283
medicine and physiology (1961) 18084
world industry, selected foreign literature

(1961) 5393, 20362; (1962) 11034; (1963)

134; (1964) 4302, 19248
radiological health (1964) 13413
radionuclides and ionizing radiation in orni-

thology, wild and domestic birds (1963)
7716

radioprotective agents (1965) 13692
radiosterilization of edible fish, mollusks and

crustaceans (1961) 16211
ranges, southern management (1963) 20709
rare alkali metals (1963) 19489
rare earth compounds as high-temperature

refractories (1962) 18193
rare earths and monazite sands, selected

references to technical reports, etc., list

(1961) 11804
reactor containment (1964) 5973
reactor fuel and breeding material, repro-

cessing (1962) 2085
reactor hot channel factor and burnout

(1963) 5944
reactor safety (1961) 16208; (1963) 131,

18587; (1964) 15284
reading for profit, self-improvement books,

etc., for blind (1963) 9091
reading, primary level, research (1963) 19116

reading research for middle grades (1964)

599
real estate and insurance (1962) 22791;

(1964) 20788
recordkeeping systems, small store and serv-

ice trade (1964) 9765, 21867
records managers (1965) 2927
reference books (1963) 9621
reference tools for schools (1961) 12561
annotated list (1962) 15488

refractory materials (1962) 2086
refrigeration and air conditioning, selling

and servicing (1965) 15032
refuse collection and disposal (1961) 20102;

(1963) 18292
reliability and quality control (1963) 18626
reliability literature survey. Air Force

Flight Test Center (1963) 7609
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religious books and chaplain services (1962)

99
relocation in urban areas (1961) 19436
reprocessing irradiated fission reactor fuel

and breeding material (1964) 19245
research on programmed instruction (1964)

14194
research reports (1961) 2947; (1962) 4400;

(1963) 4250; (1964) 4101
reservoir fishery biology in North America

(1965)12468
reservoirs, survey of world literature, USSR

(1963) 6841
residence hall planning aids, college and

university (1965) 10747
restaurants and other eating places (1963)

3324
retail business, operating costs and ratios

(1963) 11273
retail credit and collections (1963) 21106;

(1964) 20786
retail florist (1964) 16857
retail merchandising and promotion (1964)

15080
retail, operating costs and ratios (1965) 9913
retailing (1963) 7427; (1964) 9764
retirement planning (1965) 13360
rheumatic fever, glomerulonephritis, and

streptococcal infections (1964) 1564,
15043, 18918

Rhodesias and Nyasaland, official publica-
tions, 1889-1963 (1965) 18414

Robinson, Edwin Arlington (1963) 9088
rock deformation (1964) 19188
rock physics (1962) 2103, 23063
rocket and satellite investigations of upper

atmosphere and outer space, USSR
(1965) 12699

rubber (1962) 13024
Rumania, guide (1963) 19812
rural areas, cooperation among local gov-

ernments (1964) 5841
rural health (1961) 9896
rural outdoor recreation (1965) 4637
rural recreation as business (1963) 6402
Russian serials translated into English, etc.

(1961) 15737; (1963) 1191
Russian surgical staplers (1962) 1717
safety of chimneys and fireplaces (1964)

3044
safflower (1962) 18306
sales management for manufacturers (1964)

9767
saline water

—

conversion (1962) 2087; (1964) 847
literature (1965) 18254

desalination, membrane technology (1964)
848

salmonella and salmonella infections (1961)
6509

sandwnch construction (1963) 9316
sarcoidosis, 1878-1963 (1965) 6879
school desegragation (1965) 19565
school dropouts (1962) 13741
school health (1961) 21320; (1965) 18719
school lunches, 1952-61 (1963) 5617
school seating (1961) 17192
school supplies and equipment administra-

tion (1963) 4822
science

—

and technology development (1963) 5097
and technology publications of organiza-

tions of higher learning. Communist
China (1961) 19832

books, school text books and reference
books (1961) 9035

elementary, professional literature for
teachers (1963) 19109
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publications, annotated guide to selected

listings (1963) 13863
teaching aids for high school personnel

(1962) 21655
seafood cookery (1965) 13224
seasons and holidays (1963) 12059
secondary education (1964) 4631
security, arms control, and disarmament

(1962) 5077; (1965) 12367
sedimentation. 1959-62 (1965) 758
seed storage and deterioration (1962) 18
semiconductor nuclear radiation detectors

(1961) 3805; (1962) 14884
semiconductors (1961) 5416, 5423
and thermoelectric science (1964) 150

serials, union lists (1964) 20453
services for families living in public housing

(1965) 9284
servomechanisms (1963) 1865
sewage treatment (1963) 20110
shielding against gamma rays, neutrons and

electrons from nuclear weapons (1964)
7577

shorter workweek (1964) 1362; (1965) 6543
shortleaf pine (1963) 8303
Sierra Leone, official publications (1963)

19810
silicon (1961) 3885
social science periodicals and monograph

series

—

Albania (1962) 11099
Bulgaria (1961) 13921
China, mainland (1961) 18151
China, Republic (1962) 4738
Czechoslovakia (1965) 8621
Denmark (1963) 7764
Finland (1964) 186
Greece (1962) 9044
Hong Kong (1962) 13059
Hungary (1964) 6047
Iceland (1963) 1900
Japan (1965) 13644
Korean Republic (1962) 16478
North Korea (1962) 14944
Norway (1964) 8134
Poland (1964) 15324
Rumania (1961) 11888
Soviet Zone of Germany (1965) 13645
Sweden (1965) 17226
Turkey (1964) 8133
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (1965)
7276

Yugoslavia (1965) 8620
small business (1963) 7427, 9385, 11272-275

18307-309, 20128, 21105-107; (1964)
5678-82, 9764-67, 11604-607, 13441-445,
15079-80, 16857, 18943, 20786-789, 21867;
(1965) 1610-14, 5374, 6898-99, 8270-71,
9913-15, 11680-681, 15032-34, 20065-67

Federal Government publications (1962)
10647; (1965) 18757

small office automation (1963) 11277; (1965)
5374

smoking and health

—

1958-63 (1964) 11568
1963-64 (1965) 18720
snow, ice and permafrost (1962) 9559,

17423; (1965) 18022
with abstracts (1964) 8511, 19652
cumulative index (1964) 15866

soap, detergents, cleaning agents (1961)
13860

social security (1965) 9925
soft X-ray spectroscopy (1962) 18312
soil and water conservation (1962) 12823
soil and water conservation (1961) 17893;

(1962) 12823; (1963) 5791, 18396; (1964)
7890, 9916, 15197, 20898; (1965) 5495,
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8392, 10025-26, 11817, 15170
index (1963) 5790

solar energy, applications (1962) 18762

solid film lubrication (1965) 16741

solid state optical and infrared maser mate-
rials (1964) 7956

sources of information on American firms
for international buyers (1965) 16357

southeast Asia (1965) 17016
selected reference, western language
sources (1964) 21680

Soviet abstract journals (1961) 7873

Soviet and Chinese policy towards underde-
veloped countries (1964) 9783

Soviet diagnostic radiology, survey of pub-
lished literature, 1959-63 (1964) 7093

Soviet education, English-language materi-
als (1964) 17923

Soviet military doctrine (1964) 9780
Soviet publications on underground gasifi-

cation of coal (1962) 8459
Soviet science and technology on state of

the art, 1955-61 (1962) 14405
Soviet Union scientific and technical serials,

1945-60 (1963) 19813
soybean protein products (1965) 11822
space (1961) 8342
space communications, theory and applica-

tions

—

coding and detection theory (1965) 14764
information processing and advanced tech-

niques (1965) 16631
modulation and channels (1965) 12987
satellite and deep space applications

(1965) 16632
space environment effects on plastics (1963)

348
space environmental conditions, biological

aspects (1964) 1799
space exploration (1965) 13427
space law. Judge Advocate General activi-

ties, Air Force pamphlet (1962) 1962
space medicine (1964) 1797
space science (1962) 22538
and technology books (1963) 9092

space utilization, college and university
(1962) 19439

space vehicles attitude control systems tech-
niques for analysis (1963) 47

spectrochemical analysis of high-purity
metals (1962) 1603

spinal cord injury, 1940-63 (1965) 11762
sporting goods (1962) 14590; (1965) 6899
State reports on finances of State govern-

ment (1963) 5991
statistics and maps for national market

analysis (1965) 11680
store arrangement and display (1961) 15963;

(1964) 15079
store location (1964) 9766
strip-mine reclamation (1963) 566
strontium and calcium metabolism in man

and animals (1961) 1635
structural sandwich, plastic laminates, and

wood-base components (1964) 18047
student financial aid in higher education

(1961) 1937
student financial aids (1964) 12326
study of Chairman Mao's works (1962) 1111
subcritical assemblies (1964) 1772
suburban shopping centers (1963) 18308
sulfur oxides and other sulfur compounds

(1965) 6880
supersonic transport, economic aspects

(1964) 6611
supervision and leadership (1965) 9047
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synthetic detergents in water and wastes

(1964) 7690
systems for nuclear auxiliary power (SNAP)

(1964) 17061
talc in U.S (1963) 15607
Tanganyika official publications (1963) 9090
tar bases, analysis, production, synthesis,

and utilization (1962) 23955
teaching machines (1963) 4440
and programed instruction (1963) 20644

technical publications, 1949-60 (1961) 1666
technical reports

—

index Jan.-June 1953 (1961) 3883
information retrieval list (1963) 10104

technical translations (1961) 2945; (1962)
4378

index, July-Dec. 1959 (1961) 2946
OTS periodical (1963) 4232; (1964) 4080;

(1965) 3987
periodicals translated in, basic list

(1963) 5957, 15025; (1964) 4325, 18997
television (1961) 462
temperature measurement (1961) 8047;

(1963) 18190
Tennessee Valley Authority (1962) 24120
termites (1962) 3481
terrestrial electricity and electrical pros-

pecting, Soviet works (1962) 10181
textile fabrics and related research (1962)

2157; (1965) 8670
textile fibers (1965) 8667, 8669
thermal degradation, oxidation, and analysis

of high polymers (1964) 4608
thermodynamics of petroleum constitutuents

and related compounds (1961) 21168
thermoelectric materials and fabrication

(1965) 6783
thermoelectricity (1961) 1769; (1962) 14540,

18361, 18766
thermoluminescence (1962) 14885; (1964)

1773, (1965) 5610
thermonuclear reactions (1961) 5384
thermophysical properties of argon from

to 300° K(1964) 14941
tillage and traction (1963) 9; (1965) 1738
timber-products harvesting in eastern Unit-

ed States and Canada (1965) 2158
titanium carbides and compounds (1965)

1933
tool systems, numerical controlled (1965)

10307
toxicity and other hazards of beryllium and

rocket propellants (1961) 214
tourist industry, international (1961) 12690
toys (1965) 11681
trade and industrial education research

(1961) 10535
traffic and senior citizen (1965) 15156
trafficability and mobility research (1964)

12353
training commercial salesmen (1962) 1811;

(1965) 20067
training materials, subject index (1961) 3764
training retail salespeople (1963) 14689
tranquilizers and stimulants (1961) 8445
transducers (1962) 18765
transistors (1962) 20526
transmission of light in water (1961) 11470
transportation (1962) 12947
Transportation and Facilities Research Di-

vision, AMS (1964) 4187
transportation of agricultural commodities

in U.S., 1949-59 (1961) 13795
travel industry publications (1961) 9167
travelers' handbooks and guides (1962) 1881
tree nut production and marketing research,

1945-60 (1961) 11715
tritium (1962) 4644
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tropospheric propagation of radio waves

(1965) 8151
trucking and cartage (1961) 15962; (1964)

13445
TVA—
program (1964) 1629
resource development and economic im-
provement (1961) 17868

tributary area development activities

(1964) 1634
2-year community college, studies and sur-

veys, 1957-61 (1963) 20645
Uganda, official publications (1963) 7185
ultrasonic fabrication (1965) 14878
ultrasonic phenomena, etc (1963) 5473
ultrasonic testing (1965) 14879
ultrasonics (1963) 4554
unconventional power sources (1962) 16443
union security and right-to-work issues, se-

lected references (1965) 9520
United Nations, new materials useful in

teaching (1961) 9036; (1963) 4813; (1964)
6564; (1965) 10752

United States

—

and world energy resources (1961) 14951
books translated into Spanish and Portu-
guese (1964) 1391

marines in Civil War (1963) 16305
national security and communist challenge

(1961) 18001
power reactors, annotated bibliography of

selected literature (1964) 19246
syllabus of American studies, USIA spe-

cial Hst (1963) 18357
university business and economic research

reports, survey (1961) 8192; (1963) 11280

upper layers of atmosphere and space,
USSR (1964) 14926

uranium (1962) 14910
USASRDA technical publications, 1951-60

(1962) 12685
uses of statistics in ecology (1961) 9955
USSR—
and Eastern Europe (1964) 20454
bibliographical centers (1962) 6614
International Geophysical Year, World
Data Center Bl, 1957-58 (1965) 5233

vacuum and low-pressure measurements
(1961) 21255

errata (1964) 13273
variety stores (1964) 13443; (1965) 20065
velocity of sound in petroleum reservoir

rocks and other mediums (1963) 7205
venereal diseases (1961) 3539; (1962) 3738;

(1963) 3410; (1964) 3206; (1965) 3094
Vietnam, Democratic Republic of (1964) 9781

Vietnam, Republic of (1964) 9782
VTOL-STOL transport aircraft, NASA re-

search (1961) 4922
warehousing (1961) 11556
waste treatment and disposal (1962) 23045
water pollution (1962) 18769; (1965) 11986

control (1963) 20110
water purification (1962) 18769; (1965) 11986

water-rights laws, etc (1963) 1715
water supply and pollution control (1963)

14670
water treatment (1963) 20110
water-use data (1962) 2523
watershed management (1961) 12743
weightlessness and acceleration (1964) 1798
welding (1963) 7738
wholesale business, operating costs and ra-

tios (1963) 11275
wholesaling (1962) 1810; (1964) 5681; (1965)

15033
wildlife (1961) 19346

abstracts, 1956-60 (1964) 10581
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information leaflets, list (1965) 18164
refuges (1963) 12140

wing controls (1961) 9493
winter construction, 1940-63 (1965) 14197
Women's Bureau, publications (19(53) 14804
wood chemistry (1964) 18046
wood fiber products research (1965) 14357
wood finishing (1963) 12156
wood, growth, structure, etc (1964) 6741
wood preservation (1963) 12157
woodworking shops (1961) 8188
works by scientific personnel of I.V. Gre-

benshchikov Institute of Silicate Chem-
istry, Academy of Sciences, USSR (1964)
12994

works of Saavedra Miguel Cervantes (1961)
2474

writing (1965) 8229
X-15 research results (1965) 8051
Yemen tribes (1964) 9785
Yugoslavia, education, materials (1962) 468
zirconium (1961) 13859; (1962) 8454
Zostera marina (1964) 10579
see also names of departments, etc., issuing

lists of publications.
Bicarbonate, see Carbonates.
Bicarbonate of soda, see Soda (baking).
Bicelli, L. Peraldo, hydrogen overvoltage on

metallic single crystals; gold (1963)
11473

Bicillin in various types of complex therapy
and prophylaxis of acute radiation sick-

ness in dogs, USSR study (1961) 2113
Bicycles:
from Hungary, determination of no injury to

U.S. industry (1965) 6951
lightweight, tariff classification

—

hearing (1962) 15437
reports (1961) 18907; (1962) 15394

Bid job, not market (1962) 18447
Biddeford, Maine:

Hills Beach, beach erosion control study,
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 420
document edition (1963) 272

Bidding, see Government contracts.
Biddle, Anthony J. D., nomination, hearings

(1961) 7269
Biederman, Charles H., relief of estate (1961)

5632, 14573, 18786
Bieniewski, Carl L.:

mineral industry of

—

Nebraska (1963) 1216; (1964) 1419; (1965)
1347

South Dakota (1963) 1223; (1964)'1423
Bienstock, Daniel:
Fischer-Tropsch oil-circulation process

(1963) 9124
removal of hydrocarbons, etc., from automo-

tive exhaust using uranium catalyst
(1964) 1441

Biermann, L., plasma in interplanetary space
(1963) 19919

Bifano, William J., effect of adding tungsten
filler material to beryllia magnesia ther-
mal storage material in solar thermionic
power system (1965) 18540

Big Bend Dam and Reservoir:
providing payment for Crow Creek Indian

lands in S. Dak. needed for project

—

law (1962) 20910
report (1961) 14397

providing payment for Lower Brule Indian
lands in S. Dak needed for project-

law (1962) 20909
reports (1961) 14396; (1962) 17177, 21369

spillway, hydraulic model investigation
(1962) 17433
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Big Bend National Park, general information
(1961) 1349; (1963) 9238; (1965) 2952

Big Bend Reservoir:
change name

—

law (1963) 17028
reports (1963) 13630, 13706

Big Bend Reservoir, change name to Lake
Sharpe, report (1962) 17210

Big Creek:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 10757
document edition (1965) 10572

Big Creek. Calif.:

electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 559;
(1963) 520, 2266

principal electric facilities, maps (1964) 677;
(1965) 16181

Big Delta, Alaska:
ground temperature observations (1964)

17940
land withdrawal from public domain for

Army Dept. use

—

hearings (1961) 8843, 17129
law (1961) 18716
reports (1961) 8745, 17101

Big Dutchman Automatic Poultry Feeding Co.,

E award for exceptional performance in

export trade (remarks) (1964) 21096
Big Flat Irrigation District:

repayment contract, nx)dification

—

law (1964) 12010
reports (1963) 19028; (1964) 10263

Big Flat unit, see Missoula Valley project.
Big game, see Game and game birds.

Big Game Ridge and vicinity, watershed &
range conditions (1961) 7500

Big Hill Creek Reservoir:
flood control and water supply storage, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 398
document edition (1963) 269

Big Hole Battlefield National Monument:
general information (1963) 1345; (1964)

14964
redesignate and revise boundaries

—

law (1963) 11716
reports (1962) 19363; (1963) 8067, 9875

Big Hole National Battlefield:

designating

—

law (1963) 11716
reports (1962) 19363; (1963) 8067, 9875

Big Horn Canyon National Recreation Area,
see Bighorn Canyon National Recrea-
tion Area.

Big Indian district, Utah, Mi Vida uranium
mine, statistical interpretation of sam-
ple'assay data (1964) 21717

Big Lake National Wildlife Refuge, general
information (1964) 6727

Big Pine Creek:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 8197
document edition (1963) 7860

Big Pine Reservoir:
construction, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12409
document edition (1965) 12215

Big Sandy Rancheria, land exchange (1961)
8689, 146.30, 16523

Big Sandy River:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16103
document edition (1965) 15542

Big Sioux River:
and tributories, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 12334
document edition (1964) 12022

Big South Fork, see Cumberland River and
Valley—South Fork Cumberland River.

Big Stone Lake:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2180; (1964)
10484

document edition (1963) 2004; (1964) 10158
Big trefoil, see Trefoil.

Big Warm Springs unit, see Fort Belknap pro-
ject.

Big Wells, Tex., accident (1961) 20888

Bigelow, Donald N., NDEA language and area
centers, report on 1st 5 years (1964)
19634

Bigelow, Mo., railroad accident (1964) 6868
Biggers, James C, helicopter fuselages, tests,

errata (1963) 7256
Biggs, Archie A.:

fireplaces and chimneys (1963) 16735
housing for seasonal farm workers, designs

and design suggestions (1965) 8424
Bighorn Canyon National Recreation Area:

establish

—

hearing (1964) 14141
reports (1964) 21228; (1965) 6024

Bighorn Mountains, sedimentary rocks and
reserves of coal (1961) 6169

Bighorn National Forest, subalpine sheep
ranges, production and forage prefer-
ence (1961) 7491

Bighorn of Death Valley (1962) 8551
Biglead maple, see Maple.
Bigrtooth aspen, see Aspen.
Bikini and nearby atolls, Marshall Islands (se-

ries) (1962) 5296, 17627; (1963) 19308;
(1964) 15945

Bilbrev, Joseph H., jr.:

cobalt (1963) 18068
iron and steel (1963) 16326, 19840
nickel (1963) 18085

Bile, fecal acid, of rats, effect of dietary pectin
and saponin (1963) 11549

Bile ducts, inflammatory processes, morphol-
ogical changes in hepatic tissues, USSR
study (1962) 5619

Bilello, Michael A., ice prediction curves for
lake and river locations in Canada
(1964) 17937

Bilhorn, D.E., reciprocity in quantum mechan-
ics (1963) 18160

Bill Davis gets a social security card (1963)
7376

Bill of rights, see Constitution of United
States.

Bill of Rights Day, see United States Bill of

Rights Day.
Billboards, see Signs (advertising).

Billings, John S.:

autobiographical fragment, facsimile of

original manuscript (1965) 11539
centennial, National Library of Medicine's

commemorative program and exhibition
(1965) 11540

Billingsastraea, see Corals.
Bills (congressional):

agricultural, committee hearings on miscel-

laneous bills (1962) 13487; (1965) 399
armed services hearings on miscellaneous

bills (1961) 7127-28, 10336-337,
12338-339, 12341-342, 14441. 14444-447,
14449, 16830, 20627; (1962) 11434,
13503-504, 17089, 17091-94, 19173, 19376;
(1963) 7986, 11811, 11885, 13642, 15301;
(1964) 388-391, 10294-295, 10297,
13990-991, 17633-635, 17638; (1965)
7476-77, 8870-71, 10525-526, 10528,
13965-966, 13968-970, 13972, 15779-783,
15785, 17681, 17683, 17685, 17687, 19483

banks, miscellaneous bills, hearing (1962)
19380
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Bills (congressional)—Continued
Coast Guard subcommittee hearing on mis-

cellaneous bills (1963) 2056
digest (1961) 3401; (1962) 3763; (1963) 3601;

(1964) 3421; (1965) 3311
history (1961) 3064; (1962) 3697; (1963) 3537;

(1964) 3351; (1965) 3239
miscellaneous, hearings (1962) 23361; (1964)

6336
see aiso House bills—Senate bills

—

also

subjects of bills.

Bill of lading, shipments of uncrated house-
hold goods, military traffic management
(1962) 10961-962

Billy Black Lamb (1963) 8366

Bilodeau, Eklward A., free association norms
by discrete and continued methods, tech-

nical report (1965) 14942
Biloxi, Miss.:

Coast Guard subsistence allowances, vali-

date—
law (1962) 20865
reports (1962) 17006, 19350

Binaural beat perception, see Perception.
Binary-coded- decimal circuits, see Circuits.

Binary stars, see Stars.
Binary system generates sidereal rate from

standard solar rate (1965) 1425
Bindery workers:
examination announcements (1963) 4616,

11658; (1964) 4378
amendments (1964) 11932; (1965) 10285

woman, examination announcements (1961)
10096; (1962) 320, 13096

Binding, see Bookbinding.

Bindweed, field, control methods (1961) 8299,
20309

Bing, Geoffrey, biographic data<1961) 2240
Binghamton, N.Y.:
Broome County Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourlv, summary, decennial census
of climate (1963) 20239

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16381
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20569

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9080

relief

—

law (1964) 1946
reports (1963) 11806; (1964) 4531

Binkley, Virgil W., comparison of high-lead
yarding production rates in windthrown
and standing timber (1964) 18071

Binocular disparity, depth perception (1964)
4313

Binocular visual acuity of adults. United
States, 1960-62 (1964) 13424

Binoculars, see Field glasses.

Binomials, moments of sampled binomially dis-

tributed variable (1964) 13332
Bins:
apple pallet, designs, evaluation (1961)

12723
evaluation of malathion, synergized pyreth-

rum, and diatomaceous earth as wheat
protectants (1965) 16978

rice storage, use of reflective paints (1964)
9909

Bio-acoustics, see Sound.
Bioassay, see Biological assay.
Bio-astronautics
ASTIA report bibliography (supplement)

(1961) 8350
bibliographic index to USSR literature

(1965) 9741

Bio-astronautics—Continued
bibliography (1964) 1795
biological evaluation of radiation conditions

on path between earth and moon (1965)
1490

biomedical research studies, bibliography
(1964) 13732

data book (1965) 5113
fields, papers (1963) 5546
USSR research (1965) 6508

Biocenology, methodological problems, USSR
study (1964) 2893

Biocenosis, marine, Soviet research (1963)
15961

Biochemical reactions, see Chemical reactions.

Biochemistry:
abnormal human hemoglobins, theories on

control mechanisms for antibody forma-
tion (1964) 9006

abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet abstracts journal (1962) 5662,
8115, 19878, 20020; (1963) 733, 8738,
12545, 14084, 15796, 17975, 19554, 19566,
19600

acoustic and ultrasonic fields effect, Polish
study (1962) 7712

age-associated, historic descriptions and
bibliography, Russian studies (1962)
6312

alkaloids, symposium, USSR (1962) 898
alpine climates (1964) 12971
biochemical laboratory apparatus for use

in space cabins (1965) 5564
biochemistry and physiology, USSR studies

(1962) 19934
Biophysics Institute, Poland, activities, etc

(1962) 5914
blood and metabolism, Soviet studies (1962)

12184
brain, USSR study (1962) 2775
chair, scientific research work, USSR (1961)

2344
chemical bases of virulence and pathogenic-

ity of microorganisms, USSR study
(1964) 21633

Communist China (1963) 5150
achievements (1961) 7690

comparative decay of sweetgum sapwood by
white-rot and brown-rot fungi (1962)
1958

comparative nuclear effects of biomedical
interest (1961) 5344

cybernetics, problems, USSR study (1962)
15823

effusions in aerotitis media (1961) 6721
electron paramagnetic resonance method,

USSR study (1964) 18362
evolution of chemical basis of functions,

USSR study (1961) 15453
functions of cell structures, USSR study

(1962) 2601
heart muscle in myocardial infarcts, USSR

study (1962) 18108
hemoglobin, comparative, USSR translation

(1964) 18517
Hungary, research (1964) 18502
International Biochemical Congress, USSR,

grand meeting (1962) 9970
interrelations of fat-soluble vitamins, ster-

ols, and proteins of blood plasma, USSR
study (1961) 12949

irreversible processes and problems of bio-

genesis, thermodynamic concepts, USSR
study (1962) 12017

nervous and psychic diseases, USSR studies
(1965) 4981

new developments, USSR study (1962) 15732
new manual by D.L. Ferdman, USSR views

(1962) 23828
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Biochemistry—Continued
new tasks in development of biochemical

productions, USSR study (1963) 15675
nutritional evaluation of normal military

population (1961) 20356
psychoses produced by hallucinogens, Czech-

oslovak study (1964) 7072
radiation, elements (1963) 7641
radiation method of food preservation,

biochemical aspects, USSR study (1963)
6640

radiospectroscopy use, USSR study (1962)
22102

regions of Belorussian, Soviet Socialist
Republic, conference on, USSR study
(1961) 10879

research, USSR study (1965) 2657
Soviet developments (1962) 12050
sulfur, USSR study (1964) 4986
translations, USSR studies (1963) 8572
Ukrainian reports (1964) 10784
USSR—

1st all-Union congress, translation (1964)
18367

handbook on endocrine, enzyme, and spe-
cial raw materials and production of
organic preparations, table of contents
(1962) 21976

investigations (1964) 12795
research (1964) 1071
sequential problems (1964) 21550
studies (1962) 14215; (1963) 14397; (1964)

14569
translations (1964) 1276

Biochemists:
career opportunities, Veterans Administra-

tion (1961) 13722
examination announcements (1963) 7790,

9743
amdt (1964) 4375

Volga conference (1964) 9115
Bioclimatology:
human sympathoadrenal responsiveness in

autumn, winter, and spring (1963) 16804
human, USSR conference (1961) 9348

Biocoenology, see Biocenology.

Biocurrents, see Bioelectricity.

Biocybernetics:
information processes, USSR study (1964)

12773
research at Academy of Sciences, Ukrainian

SSR (1965) 12657
seminar, problems, and application of elec-

tronics in biology and medicine, USSR
study (1965) 7940

Bioelectric activity of intestine (electroenter-
ography), Poland (1962) 7611

Bio-electric phenomena, see Electricity.

Bioelectrical control of prosthetic devices,
USSR (1961) 2346

Bioelectricity:
activity of cerebrum, effect of indopane,

USSR study (1964) 2857
activity of nervous system in developing and

diapausing Lepidoptera pupae, USSR
study (1964) 16141

bioelectric currents in gastric stump follow-
ing resection, USSR study (1962) 19746

dynamics of activity during process of dark
adaptation and predormition in patients
with focal diseases of brain, USSR
study (1962) 19954

functional changes in spontaneous activity
of brain during serum sensitization,
USSR study (1963) 15784

metastatic brain tumors, mechanism govern-
ing massive changes in bioelectric activ-
ity, USSR study (1963) 812

Bioelectricity—Continued
muscle activity in occupational neuro-

muscular diseases, USSR study (1963)
17976

nonpolarizing electrodes for detecting slowly
varying biopotentials in internal cavi-
ties (1964) 9627

physico-chemical basis of bioelectric poten-
tials, USSR symposium (1965) 16506

role of metabolism in origin of bioelectric
potentials, USSR study (1961) 4665

spatial distribution of bioelectric activity
in cerebral cortex of man and animals,
USSR study (1961) 19676

tissues, electrical assymetry, possible mech-
anism, USSR review (1965) 12591

Bioelectronics, foundations for human engi-
neering (1963) 11262

Bioenergetics, problems, USSR study (1963)
20793

Bioenvironmental features of Ogotoruk Creek
area. Cape Thompson, Alaska (1961)
11811; (1963) 4494

Biofizika (periodical):

translations (1965) 11113, 11311, 18321
Biogenesis, irreversible processes and prob-

lems, thermodynamic concepts, USSR
study (1962) 12017

Biogeochemical studies with strontium-90, ces-
ium-137 and others (1961) 8379

Biogeochemistry in radiation hygiene prob-
lems, USSR study (1964) 7000

Biographical directory of American Congress,
1774-1961 (1962) 2293

Biography:
Albanian Provincial Party and governmen-

tal personnel (1961) 1149
Azerbaydzhan chemists (1962) 7962
Bulgaria, medical scientists (1963) 8821
Cambodian personalities (1961) 13368
Croatian civil engineers and technicians

(1964) 7033
Czechoslovak industrial leaders (1965) 16416
Czechoslovak physical scientists (1963)

17592
Czechoslovak scientific and medical person-

nel (1962) 5517
Finland, extracts from who's who (1962)

10342
(ierman political figures, Soviet biographies

(1964) 18265
Hungarian chemists (1962) 5509; (1963)

10761
Indonesian

—

army officers (1961) 4391
communist party leaders (1962) 1407
peasant representatives in Gotong-Rojong
Parliament (1961) 7797

personalities (1961) 4522
prominent citizens, translations (1961)
4402

Israeli scientific and technical personalities
(1963) 20899; (1964) 2884

leaders of Czechoslovak industry (1965)
14592

biographic information (1965) 18328
medical scientists, Soviet (1962) 5756
naval, bibliography (1963) 9262
Polish chemists (1962) 5380
Portuguese ministers and secretaries of

State (1961) 17476
Russian scientists (1962) 12084
sources for U.S. (1961) 17610
Soviet

—

aircraft designers (1961) 2149
mathematicians (1962) 999
medical personalities (1961) 4393
medical personnel (1961) 7795, 12864,

13355, 15522, 15569, 17494
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Biography—Continued
Soviet—Continued
medical scientists (1962)23636
scientists (1961) 2127, 4510, 4645, 7587-89,

7800, 7843, 10726, 12858, 13140, 19475,

19541; (1962) 743, 752, 829, 836, 1008,

1032, 1295, 1422, 2613, 2999, 5829, 6145,

6166, 10078, 14143, 14237, 15720, 15737,
17782, 17990, 18083, 19916, 22025, 23826

space scientists and engineers, 1957-61

(1962) 22538
State Dept., biographic register (1961) 5103;

(1962) 12704, 24091; (1964) 1595
Syrian political personalities (1963) 2735
Turkish military and civil personages (1961)

4475
Turkish newly appointed government minis-

ters (1961") 2313
USSR—
from Soviet encyclopedia, 1960 (1963) 2625
information from Great Soviet encyclope-

dia (1963) 6744
scientists (1963) 788, 2930, 6966, 8949,

10652, 16069, 17812; (1964) 2862-63,

7159, 8909, 9163, 12625, 12637, 12678,
14418, 16380, 19909, 20317, 20333, 21539

who's who in Turkey (1963) 16124
women of 87th Congress (1961) 13739
women of 88th Congress (1963) 14808
women of 89th Congress (1965) 11812
Yugoslav engineers and technicians (1962)

21939
see also subjects of biographical sketches.

Bio-instrumentation for control of pressure
chambers (1964) 21825

Biologic control of plant diseases and pests
(1964) 1036

Biological agents, see Biological products.
Biological and Medical Sciences Division,

Hungarian Academy of Sciences, annual
report (1962) 14179

Biological Area, Canal Zone, see Canal Zone
Biological Area.

Biological assay:
and analytical chemistry, 6th annual meet-

ing on, Oct. 13-14, 1960, Santa Fe, N.
Mex (1962) 14889

androgenic and myogenic endocrine bioassay
data (1965) 3138

conference, Oct. 10 and 11, 1963, San Diego,
Calif., proceedings (1965) 194

of soil containing residues of chlorinated
hvdrocarbon insecticides (1962) 14766

warm-water fishes (1963) 2298
Biological characteristics of barley stripe-

mosaic virus strains and their evolu-
tion (1965) 8449

errata (1965) 16999
Biological chemistry, see Biochemistry.
Biological control of insects, see insects.

Biological control systems, critical review and
evaluation, developments in manual con-
trol (1965) 8034

Biological controls for insects and diseases on
agricultural crops, hearing (1964) 4485

Biological formation of flammable atmos-
pheres (1963) 3085

Biological indicators of weak radioactive con-
taminations in northern seas, USSR
(1963) 8992

Biological Laboratory, Beaufort, reports
(1963) 13954; (1965) 6207; (1965) 7695,
16207

Biological Laboratory, Galveston:
fishery research (1962) 7391; (1963) 13955;

(1964) 12424; (1965) 19629
general iiiiormation (1964) 10553

Biological Laboratory, Honolulu:
progress in 1960 (1962) 7389

Biological Laboratory, Honolulu—Continued
progress in 1961-62 (1963) 15518
progress in 1962-63 (1965) 10858

Biological Laboratory, Oxford, programs and
perspectives (1965) 2151

Biological physics:
activities in biophysics and cybernetics,

USSR (1962) 9857
amino acids and proteins, biophysical stud-

ies, USSR (1964) 9320
application of biophysics in agriculture,

Chinese study (1963) 14360
Biochemistry and Biophysics Institute, Po-

land, activities, etc (1962) 5914
Biophysics Section of Moscow Society of

Naturalists, May 1963-Apr. 1964, activi-
ty (1965) 11180

bird flight (1961) 21347
continuous models of excitable media, USSR

study (1964) 10876
dosimetry and technic for irradiation of

biologic samples with heavy ions (1961)
6717

in plant protection, USSR study (1962) 1420
modern, subject and methods, USSR study

(1964) 5144
nerve signaling, biophysics, USSR study

(1962) 17711
photosynthesis and radiative transitions,

USSR studies (1964) 16411
polymers, nucleic acids and brain neurons,

USSR studies (1964) 10881
research reports and publications issued by

Biodynamics and Bionics Division, bibli-

ography (1964) 11797
role in development of medicine, USSR study

(1964) 1220
ultrasonic vibrations in molecular biophys-

ics, USSR study (1964) 16329
ultrasound, powerful potential tool, USSR

study (1962) 2780

USSR-
Academy of Sciences, reports (1962) 19837;

(1963) 865, 5134
current studies (1965) 14529
plant protection through biophysics (1964)
2802

research (1964) 5336, 16330
studies (1963) 10555
translations (1965) 14600

Biological products:
determination of toxic chemicals in sub-

strates (1965) 16384
establishments licensed for preparation and

sale, list (1965) 14888
harmful agents, utilization of enzymes for

detection, USSR study (1964) 18289
judicial review of agency orders, hearing

(1964) 12146
notices of activities of licensed establish-

ments (1961) 2868; (1962) 3640; (1963)
3480; (1964) 3280; (1965) 3167

production, etc., Communist China (1961)
11021

regulations. Public Health Service (1961)

15944, 17798; (1962) 10608; (1964) 11550
see also Drugs.

Biological sciences, see Biology.

Biological Sciences Department, Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, leadership report
(1965) 4930

Biological warfare:
agents, toxicology, army medical course

(1962) 7706
agriculture's defense against, guide (1962)

17
airman's manual, for defense against CBR

attack (1961) 13803
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Biological warfare—Continued

atomic, biological, chemical warfare and
defense, Yugoslav anthology (1962)
15867

bacteriological weapons and defense, Bul-
garian study (1962) 17965

collective protection, engineering manual
(1961) 5948

contaminants, removal from water, methods
(1963) 16520

defense against

—

chemical and biological weapons, transla-
tion (1962) 5392

East (jerman instruction material (1963)
705

Norwegian study (1962) 22244
defense. Navy Hospital Corps handbook

(1961) 15740
disease agents as military weapon. East

CJerman study (1964) 1326
employment of CBR agents (1962) 7584
food contamination, field protection (ad-

dress) (1962) 16259
military protective construction, technical

manual (1965) 13470
protection of troops in battle (1962) 7581
USSR, individual means of protection

against chemicals and radiation (1964)
20103

weapons

—

employment. Army field manual (1962)
8917

potential possibilities, and measures for
banning productions and use, USSR
study (1961) 7705

Biologists:
Bulgaria, Asen I. Khadzhiolov, biographic

information (1963) 10859
employment outlook (1962) 8344
examination announcement, amendment

(1964) 21055
fishery and wildlife

—

careers in Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, brochure (1963) 4940

examination announcements (1963) 11668;
(1964) 10105, 19334; (1965) 10296

fishery and wildlife management, examina-
tion announcement, discontinuance no-

tice (1962) 16606
protecting food and water against chemical-

biological-radiological attack, USSR
translation (1964) 14555

fishery, examination announcement (1962)
16616

Hungary, 5th national session (1963) 6896
public health scientist, examination an-

nouncement (1964) 209
discontinuance notice (1963) 15104

wildlife, examination announcement (1962)
16616

Biology:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet abstracts journal (1962) 2860,
5704, 6069, 6081, 6130, 15725, 19792,
20007, 22036, 22147, 22175, 23706; (1963)

687, 8447, 8723. 15796, 16076, 17975,
19523, 19539, 19554, 19600; (1964) 1080

Academy of Sciences

—

Armenian SSR, Dept. of Biological Sci-

ences, activities

Azerbaydzhan SSR, report of Biological
and Medical Sciences Department (1962)
2674

USSR in Biological Sciences Dept., elec-

tion of new members (1961) 10829
USSR biological investigations (1964)

16237
achievements in biological science, transla-

tions (1962) 938

Biology—Continued

achievements of modern biology (USSR peri-
odical) (1963) 772

achievements of modern biology, transla-
tions (1964) 16331

action mechanism of medicinal substances
as biological problem, USSR study
(1964) 2660

AEC biological research program (1965)
18956

AEC program, hearings (1964) 8235; (1965)
10368

AEC research and development in progress
(1964) 4301, 13711

aerospace, bibliography (1963) 9084; (1964)
16688, 18728, 20539, 21744; (1965) 2841,
6641, 8008, 8060, 9639-40, 14760-761,
16630, 18500, 19894

cumulative index (1965) 8059
original problem, effect of mechanical vi-

brations at cellular level (1965) 19949
agricultural biological literature exploita-

tion, systems study of National Agricul-
tural Library and its users, report of

task force ABLE (1965) 13060
amoebas, ticks, bees and zooplankton, USSR

studies (1964) 16409
and space, USSR study (1961) 20967
application of cybernetics, USSR study

(1965) 16450
application of electronics, USSR study

(1965) 7940
application of radio-electronics, translation

(1962) 2749
applications of space telemetry (1965) 18497
applied, USSR translations (1963) 8565
aquatic

—

books, selected list (1963) 10193
selected references (1963) 20110
symposia (1963) 18489

aspects of compensatory-adaptive processes,
USSR study (1962) 22251

aspects of cybernetics, Rumanian study
(1963) 20897

associate training programs, NIH (1965)
6789

Atlantic menhaden, purse seine fishery, bio-

logical investigations (1965) 18162
B. breslau, biological characteristics, effect

of gamma-radiation, USSR study (1961)
2355

basic discoveries advanced prospects of
greater control of processes, research in

news, picture story (1962) 10873
bibliography

—

atomic radiation, biological effects (1961)
11801; (1963) 132; (1965) 190

bio-astronautics (1961) 8350, 9978
Bio-Assay and Analytical Chemistry Group,

5th annual meeting (1961) 3809
biological action of

—

electromagnetic waves, all-Union confer-
ence on problems, USSR (1961) 2092

neutron radiation, USSR study (1965)
16453

ultrahigh frequencies, USSR (1962) 8067
biological activity of

—

polysaccharides, USSR study (1965) 811
radioactive isotopes, USSR study (1962)
21927

biological and natural compounds, USSR
study (1965) 9319

biological applications of gamma radiation,
bibliography (1965) 10182

biological aspects of aging process, USSR
study (1964) 12818

biological availability of products of nu-
clear explosions in radioactive fallouts,

USSR study (1965) 11284
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Biology—Continued

biological control for southern oyster drill,

studies on Parorchis acanthus (1962)
11826

biological data, coding and keypunching,
manual (1965) 14922

biological effectiveness of ionizing radiation
in space, proceedings of conference on
problems (1961) 2584

biological effects of

—

gamma-radiation and thermal injury
(1963) 19472

gravitational acceleration (1964) 18232
lasers (1964) 20702
radiation, primary and initial processes,
USSR study (1964) 7202

biological fluids, procedures for graphic re-

cording of quantity, USSR study (1965)
14521

biological laws in agriculture, speech by
T.D. Lysenko, USSR (1962) 5963

biological-like structures, USSR study
(1964) 1285

biological mechanisms for application to
instrument design (1964) 16654

biological modeling for solving biological
problems (1965) 11147

biological phenomena, physicochemical
treatment, USSR study (1962) 17968

biological polymers and their role in vital
processes (lecture), USSR study (1961)
20987

biological problems in water pollution,
transactions of 1959 seminar (1963)
16521

biological research on Vostok and Voskhod,
USSR study (1965) 2566

biological sciences

—

agricultural production, USSR study
(1963) 10780

bibliography (1961) 11833
development and strengthening, USSR
study (1963) 19400

life in light of modern achievements of,

USSR study (1965) 19725
reports on developments, USSR study

(1964) 20286
marketing research (1962) 12890
tasks and 22d Congress of CPSU (1962)

12195
USSR studies (1963) 10461
USSR translations (1963) 8450

biological sequela of level variations in

Lake Baikal, USSR study (1963) 8742
biological structures, specific charac-

ter,USSR study (1965) 12625
biological systematics in service of science

and practice, USSR study (1963) 8683
biological trend in scientific work in neuro-

surgery, development, perspectives,
USSR study (1964) 9012

biological wastewater purification installa-
tion of big coking plant of Lauchham-
mer. East Germany (1962) 7844

biologization of man, criticism of theories,
USSR study (1962) 9851

biology

—

and its allies, USSR studies (1965) 7891
and life, scientific principles, USSR study

(1962) 15794
biomedical and aerosol studies associated

with field release of plutonium (1961)
8429

biomedical effects of exposure to electromag-
netic radiation (1962) 4560

biomedical evaluation, escape from ballistic
space vehicles (1961) 6725

Biology—Continued

biomedical research activities of Federal
agencies

—

expenditures, etc., report (1961) 7251
hearing (1961) 4096

Bulgarian study (1964) 5277
Bulgarian, 20 years (1965) 948
bulletin of experimental biology and medi-

cine (USSR periodical), translations
(1965) 9485

cancer cell, biological concept and maligni-
zation, USSR study (1962) 19935
PL 480 translation program (1964)

11663
careers for women in biological sciences

(1961) 2466, 6615, 16051
cellular biology, USSR studies (1965) 16523
central section on methodology of pedagogi-

cal society of RSFSR (1962) 2771
chondrogensis during long bone regenera-

tion, USSR study (1964) 2476
cod, Gadus morhua and related species, bib-

liography (1963) 12137
college, study guide (1963) 4792, 13831
conditioned reflex regulation of immuno-

biological reactions, USSR study (1962)
5434

cutaneous cancer, conference, Apr. 6-11,

1962 (1963) 7315
cybernetic problems, USSR study (1962)

1244
cybernetics

—

biological aspects, USSR studies (1963)
1133, 12727

session of USSR Academy of Sciences,
Dept. of Biological Sciences (1963) 2565

USSR studies (1962) 2790, 22044; (1963)
2945

cysteine, influence on radiation damage to
seed, USSR study (1964) 2515

degrees earned in biological sciences,
1949-60 (1963) 17365

East European journals, abstracts (1963)
778, 964, 1027, 1092, 2542, 2613, 2675,
2727, 2755, 2777, 2875, 2950, 5173, 5207,
5243, 5277, 5309, 6637B, 6672, 6699,
6711, 6796, 6881, 6981, 7088, 8475, 8479,
8522, 8609, 8615, 8775, 8846, 8962,
14109, 14227, 14258, 14291, 14327, 14334,
14370, 14375, 12298, 12300, 12555,
12558-560, 12579, 12664, 12670,
12684-686, 12740, 12744, 12747, 10419,
10454, 10466, 10536, 10547, 10610, 10677,
10720, 10764, 10795-796, 10868, 15696,
15714, 15877, 16014, 16140, 16162, 16166,
16201, 16219, 17590, 17598, 17617, 17621,
17639, 17692, 17791, 17824, 17837, 17897,
17942, 17954, 19428-429, 19540, 19585,
19604, 19623, 19705, 19725, 19747, 19771,
20794, 20840; (1964) 904, 948, 967, 977,
1044, 1084, 1099, 1173, 1261, 1291, 1309,
1347, 1353, 2483, 2633, 2666, 2687, 2726,
2762, 2805, 2853, 2855, 4963, 4976, 5019,
5035, 5105, 5184, 5224, 5249, 5274, 5293,
5317, 5338, 5348, 5353, 5372, 5398, 6880,
6899, 6925, 6949, 6976, 6985, 7008, 7026,
7042, 7112, 7120, 7196, 7205, 7254, 7339,
8890, 8895, 8921, 8950, 8971, 8990, 9052,
9073, 9101, 9131, 9156, 9170, 9206, 9237,
9287, 9306, 9367, 10729, 10754, 10779,
10815, 10871, 10874, 10959, 11041, 11050,
11065, 11089, 11184, 11196, 12587, 12598,
12613, 12636, 12654, 12680, 12719, 12740,
12845, 12856, 12888, 12910, 13008, 14422,
14435, 14470, 14564, 16003, 16010, 16081,
16108, 16122, 16268, 16286, 16318, 16361,
16376, 16444, 16486, 16543, 18214, 18223,
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Biology—Continued
East European journals, abstracts—Con.

18250, 18278, 18312, 18337, 18374, 18387,

18429, 18434, 18455, 18466, 18476, 18490,

18526, 18557, 19927, 19981, 19983, 20125,

20156
East European technical and scientific jour-

nals, abstracts (1962) 10022

eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, biological

observations (1963) 2299

effects of

—

nuclear radiation in primates (1961) 123

radiation on hereditary molecular struc-

tures, USSR study (1964) 1008
ultrasonic waves propagated in air, USSR
study (1961) 7653

electrokinetic phenomena, USSR lectures

(1962) 11986
epistomological problems of biological sys-

tems, modelling, USSR study (1961)

15018

experimental

—

developments, Communist China (1962)

3022

translations from USSR bulletin (1965)

4990
USSR studies (1964) 19910; (1965) 11065

extraterrestrial biomedical experiments,
planning conference (1961) 4946

fishery papers in nongovernment publica-

tions, 1940-56, index (1963) 19226
formulate methodological problems with

greater thoroughness, USSR study

(1965) 6480
foxglove aphid in northeastern United

States (1965) 15211
future of biological science, USSR study

(1962) 1309
gross beta radioactivity of biological and

related samples at Eniwetok proving
ground (1961) 3814

growth of intraspecies biological forms of

Arctic char Safvelinus alpinus of Kam-
chatka, USSR study (1963) 20812

Hawaiian waters, data

—

Jan.-Oct. 1959 (1962) 7418
Jan.-July 1961 (1963) 557

high school course, USAFI study guide

(1963) 2111, 6309
human health and laws, USSR study (1964)

18318
Hungary

—

Biological and Medical Sciences Division,

Academy of Sciences, activities (1963)

6760
Biological Sciences Department, Academy

of Sciences, leadership report (1964)

7257
identification and biological annotation of

insects affecting seed production of

slash and longleaf pines (1964) 8691
information services in biological sciences,

directory (1961) 21338
information sources in U.S. for biological

sciences, directory (1965) 5066
institutions of Soviet Union, activities

(1963) 17799
instruments and apparatus for biological

investigation and medical diagnostics,

USSR study (1964) 18340
isotope techniques, list of references (1965)

13520
Israel, biological research and development

(1962) 14132
job futures for girls (1961) 11661
journal, Communist China, translations

(1962) 866

Biology—Continued
life on other planets, USSR study (1962) 2752

2752
lily of the valley, USSR study (1964) 16153
lima-bean pod borer in southern California

(1965) 8448
lobster, Maine population biological fluctua-

tions check, use of environmental and
economic factor (1963) 4944

luminescence problems, All-Union confer-
ence, USSR (1965) 11165

man's biological future, USSR study (1964)
10782

mathematical methods use

—

in teaching (1962) 8188
cybernetics in (1965) 11290
cancer as problem, USSR report (1962)

19923
molecular

—

biology, ultrasound, USSR study (1965)
19748

microwaves, effect, problems of mechanism,
USSR study (1964) 4894

microwave research, USSR studies (1961)
15534

mental retardation, its biological factors,
hope through research (1964) 18902

menhadens and menhadenlike fishes, bibliog-

raphy (1965) 14276
medico-biological flight conditions and train-

ing, USSR studies (1965) 11073
Medico-Biological Bureau, work, 1st half

year, 1960, USSR study (1961) 11186
mathematics, application, USSR study

(1962) 948
USSR studies (1964) 7020
paths and tasks, USSR study (1962) 19724

principles, genetics and selection of mi-
croorganisms, USSR study (1965) 2763

USSR study (1962) 7742
problems, USSR studies (1963) 2795; (1965)

2750, 6437, 6513, 16369
new problems, USSR study (1962) 1314
nitrogen and phosphorus in water, biological

effects, bibliography (1965) 11661
nuclear radiations in biology, USSR study

(1964) 18481
observations, central North Pacific Ocean,

July-Sept. 1958 (1961) 6063
Odessa Biological Station, USSR, review of

scientific notes (1962) 910
Operation Plumbbob, missile studies with

biological target (1961) 5402
Philippine Archipelago, etc., contributions,

title page, etc (1963) 11114
philosophical reappraisal of problems,

USSR (1965) 16405
physico-mathematical sciences, significance

in development of biology (1965) 11210
polarography in biology, USSR studies

(1965) 868
plant, achievements, Rumania (1965) 4974
Polish institutes, Bulgarian report (1963)

2698
political interference in biological sciences,

USSR (1965) 16512
pollination of non-emasculated flowers, bio-

logical characteristics of hybrids, USSR
study (1963) 5176

population structure change through selec-

tion in case of overdomination, USSR
study (1964) 12811

problems on use of negative exponential
curves (1965) 10122

problems in investigations, USSR study
(1962) 897

problems related to development of chemis-
try, USSR study (1964) 20374
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Biology—Continued
progress, USSR study (1962) 2944
prostate and related tissues (1964) 1502
psychiatric research, need for broadening,

USSR (1963) 16003
radioelectronics application

—

USSR conference (1963) 2467
USSR study (1962) 971

radioisotope techniques for instruction in

biological science (1965) 7169
recordings, improyed electrode for obtaining

high quality wayeforms (1964) 14821
research

—

Hungarian Academy of Sciences, transla-
tions (1964) 18456

gerontology (1961) 20838
training programs of NIH, grants and
awards, information (1962) 1712

reseryoir fishery in North America, bibliog-

raphy (1965) 12468
roles of physics and chemistry in study of

biological problems, USSR (1961) 15265
Rumania

—

activities of Cluj Research Center (1962)
14277

application of nuclear technology (1965)
6492

science and building of communism, USSR
article (1962) 5939

science of life, USSR study (1963) 804
sciences, major principles for general educa-

tion, evaluation, list (1963) 4825
shock tube studies of effects of sharp-rising,

long-duration overpressures on biologi-

cal systems, progress report (1961) 3808
skin homotransplants preserved by various

means, criteria of biological evaluation,
USSR study (1964) 20005

Soviet

—

abstracts (1961) 963, 987, 2385-86, 2390,
2412-13. 4627, 10848, 10939

Academy of Sciences, news, biology series

(periodical) (1962) 23728
biological science of paths toward con-

struction of communist society (1962)
5740

biomedical research (1962) 12003
conferences (1963) 8639
intensified expansion plans, translations

(1962) 3097
news (1962) 1782cT

news of medicine and biology (1962) 1225
recent activities in biological sciences

(1962) 13989
studies (1962) 1474

space research, bibliographies (1961)
4808,13415

spectra of electronic paramagnetic reso-

nance of biological specimens, USSR
study (1965) 4969

state and problems in biological sciences in

Bulgaria (1965) 6504
stored-tobacco insects (1965) 18873
studies under conditions of space flight and

weightlessness, USSR (1964) 16522
subdivisions of biological science, problems

arising from Plenum resolutions, USSR
(1964) 16490

synthesis of biologically active substances
in field of ultrasonic waves, USSR study
(1962) 2783

systemic organization, USSR study (1964)
7290

television microscopy, USSR study (1963)
8658

theoretical, problems of system organiza-
tion, USSR study (1964) 2596

thermodynamics, biological, elements, USSR
study (1965) 6475

Biology—Continued
trace elements in life of plants, animals, and

humans, USSR study (1965) 16394
transistorized direct current millivoltmeter

for research, USSR study (1965) 11301
Ukraine, philosophical problems, summary

of conference activities (1962) 1478-79
ultrasound in biology, USSR study (1961)

10917
use of

—

mathematical methods in, conference
(1962) 12178

optical quantum oscillators, prospects,
USSR study (1964) 5308

radioelectronics, USSR conference (1962)
19919

USSR-
abstract journal, zooparasitology (1964)

2873-75, 9335, 9337
Academy of Sciences herald, translations

(1963) 12661
activities (1963) 7008
articles (1964) 10910
biological sciences in light of November
Plenum of CC CPSU (1964) 10866

conferences (1964) 9000
conferences on medicine and biology (1964)

2498
decree further development of biological

science, etc (1963) 19616
developments in biological sciences (1963)

17885
new course in generally biology for Soviet
middle schools (1965) 18353

periodical, articles (1961) 10775
problems, studies (1963) 12447
research in agriculture (1963) 6644
research on biological control systems,
survey of published literature, 1962-63

(1964) 10877
research, popular accounts (1964) 12996

sciences, development (1964) 1122
scientific abstracts (1963) 14280, 15814,

17587, 17933; (1964) 1335, 2657, 5107,
5283, 7162, 8996, 10940, 14424, 16092,
18194, 19900

scientific reports of higher schools, biolog-
ical sciences, translations (1965) 6428

studies (1963) 14339; (1965) 12744
general biology (1964) 18549

translations from Byuleten' eksperimen-
tal'ney biologii i meditsiny (1964) 16142

translations from Journal of general biol-

ogy (1963) 14188
translations from Uspekhi sovremmennoy

biologii (1963) 1002
works of All-Union Hydrobiological Socie-

ty (periodical) (1963) 8474
Uzbek biological journal (USSR periodical),

translations (1963) 15738
value of axiomatic method in studying direc-

tions of change in living systems, USSR
study (1962) 3081

White Sea, USSR (1962) 22015
book review (1963) 17820

see also Biocenology—Bioclimatology— Life

also Life on other planets—Limnology
Marine biology—Microbiology—Radiobi-
ology—Space biology.

Biology and Medicine Division, AEC:
atmospheric radioactivity and fallout re-

search (1963) 9689; (1965) 7168
biological, medical and environmental re-

search program (1962) 4649
cancer research program (1961) 8424
Marine sciences research (1961) 218
onsite ecological research, listing of pro-

jects, etc (1963) 1841
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Biology and Medicine Division, AEC—Con.

offsite ecological research, terrestrial and
freshwater (1964) 130; (1965) 17137

listing of projects, etc (1961) 20365
research and development abstracts (1963)

15002

Biomedicine:
biomedical amplifier combines high perform-

ance, low power drain (1965) 14767
biomedical aspects of man's first emergence

into outer space, USSR study (1965)

9431
biomedical research studies in acceleration,

weightlessness, etc., bibliography (1964)

13732
biomedical science

—

and its administration, study of National
Institutes of Health (1965) 6858

East EXiropean scientific abstracts (1964)

21396; (1965) 2439, 2478. 2525
biomedical serials, 1950-60, selective list of

serials in National Library of Medicine
(1962) 12534

conductive paste secures electrodes (1965)

5129
directory of biomedical institutions in

USSR(1965) 16763
international biomedical research, 1st Na-

tional Institutes of Health international
symposium, proceedings (1964) 18815

program of scientific cooperation in re-

search and training, agreement with
Ghana (1962) 12714

research laboratories, space planning prin-

ciples (1964) 1563
research resources for biomedical sciences

(1965) 19972
USSR scientific abstracts (1965) 847, 1173,

2680

Biometeorology:
air pollution (1963) 1417
medical, current state and problems of

Czechoslovakia (1961) 7673

Biometrical method in botanical taxonomy,
USSR (1964) 16031

Biometry, statistical methods in biometrics,
USSR study (1965) 12716

Bionics:
applications and theories, USSR study

(1965) 19734
advances in aerospace medicine and animal

systems, USSR study (1964) 16443
application of living systems to technologi-

cal problems, USSR study (1964) 1121
biological modeling for problem solving

(1965) 11147
bionics and fishing, USSR study (1964) 10766

chemical, hopes and possibilities, USSR
study (1965) 16522

engineering art of nature, USSR study
(1963) 5374

methods and results, USSR study (1964)
12928

military technology, USSR study (1964)
18321

new branch of science, USSR study (1965)
6512

research reports and publications issued by
Biodynamics and Bionics Division, bibli-

ography (1964) 11797
research trends, USSR study (1965) 9415
sound signaling of cetaceans, new method

of hunting aquatic animals, USSR study
(1963) 2881

USSR-
research (1964) 5336
studies (1963) 8731; (1965) 2276

Bionics—Continued

views for and against, USSR articles (1965)
16395

what is bionics? USSR study (1964) 16172

Bionomics and chemical control of free-tailed

house bats (Molossus) in Trinidad (1961)
4246

Bionics, new science, USSR (1962) 2774

Biophysics, automation problems, USSR stud-

ies (1965) 2426
see also Biological physics.

Biophysics (USSR periodical):

translations (1965) 11113, 11311, 18321

Biopolymers, biochemistry and electron para-
magnetic spectra, cybernetics, USSR
study (1962) 2886

Biosatellites, see Satellites.

Bio-sciences, English abstracts of selected ar-

ticles from Soviet bloc and mainland
China technical journals (series) (1963)
3626; (1964) 3444

Biosphere:
contamination by products of nuclear tests,

evaluation (1962) 23000
fresh water components radioisotope distri-

bution, USSR study (1964) 1070
Biostimulators for acceleration of growth in

animals. East Germany (1962) 7756
Biostratigraphic separation of bottom sedi-

n»ents at station no. 3802 in equatorial
Pacific, USSR (1964) 7179

Biosynthesis:
amino acids, vitamins, and microbial bio-

mass, USSR all-Union conference (1965)
7866

antibodies, induced by ribonucleic acid from
lymphatic nodes and spleen of immune
rabbits, USSR study (1964) 9114

carbon-14 chamber, design and operation
(1963) 37

chlortetracycline, stimulation by aromatic
amino acid antagonists, USSR study
(1964) 9018

DNA, control mechanism (1965) 16381
human biochemical genetics, translation

(1964) 20106
proteins and nucleic acids, Communist

Chinese study (1963) 15889
Protein, USSR study (1964) 20101
semicontinuous, of streptomycin and oxyte-

tracycline, USSR study (1965) 19754
viruses

—

problems, USSR study (1962) 19933
USSR article (1965) 5005

Biotelemetry:
and space flight, USSR study (1962) 949
cosmic, USSR study (1963) 2471
cynamic, USSR study (1964) 9184
physiologic reactions to use, USSR studies

(1964) 10921
subminiature unit permits remote physiolog-

ical investigations (1964) 20562
USSR study (1962) 5990
see also Telemetry.

Biotic associations of cockroaches (1961) 2708

Biotron research in USSR (1962) 9999, 11984,
22261

Biotron restores the sick, USSR (1961) 19708

Biphenyl, see Diphenyl.

Birch, Maurice E., foreign trade regulations.

New Zealand (1964) 6858
Birch:

collar crack, general information (1964)

21328
nursery selection affects survival and

growth (1964) 778
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Birch—Continued
paper

—

Alaska, cubic-foot volume tables (1961)
7477

electric moisture meters, calibration (1961)
12718

seasonal grrowth data, near Fairbanks,
Alaska, 1958 (1961) 7474

silvical characteristics (1961) 12736
site requirements and yield (1963) 576

regeneration after patch cutting (1965)
12515

seeds will germinate under water-light treat-

ment without pre-chilling (1962) 607
yellow

—

and paper birch seeds germinate well after
4 years' storage (1965) 19642

fungus and insect injury to seeds and seed-
lings (1963) 20707

germination of seed following natural
stratification in upper Michigan (1964)
6746

grows better in mixed-wood stands than in

northern hardwood old-growth stands
(1962) 2510

regeneration on artificially constructed
mounds (1964) 779

root development in humus and sandy loam
(1964) 780

rooting greenwood cuttings (1962) 610
season of logging unimportant in creating
disturbed seedbeds (1961) 14929

seedlings, seasonal height growth patterns
in upper Michigan (1965) 9182

Bird, Alan R., poverty in rural areas of U.S
(1965) 468

Bird, Frederick L., property tax, role of States
in strengthening (1963) 20257

Bird, J.B., world atlas of photography from
Tiros satellites I to IV (1964) 20525

Bird, Kermit:
addresses, etc.

—

July 16, 1964 (1965) 479
Julv 29, 1964 (1965) 7578
Nov. 1964 (1965) 7576
Jan. 1965 (1965) 9031

designing freeze-drying plant, some econom-
ic considerations (1965) 6102

freeze-dried foods (1963) 14870
and frozen food industry (1964) 2267

freeze-drying of foods (1965) 6103
cost projections (1964) 4210
look into future (1963) 19091

Bird, Lawrence K, relief (1963) 7875, 13412,
13687

Bird, Leonard L., radiological mechanisms for
geophysical research, annual report
(1964) 19240

Bird, Ronald, income opportunities for rural
families from outdoor recreation enter-
prises (1965) 7564

Bird houses, homes for birds, principles of
nest-box construction (1962) 15598

Bird traps:
decoy, for blackbirds and starlings (1964)

14275
floodlight trap for capturing at roosts (1964)

6731
trapping starlings (1965) 9166

Birdbanding:
USSR (1962) 17805
USSR, 40 years (1965) 14559

Birds:
Aleutian Lslands National Wildlife Refuge

(1963) 15531
All-Union Ornithological Conference, USSR

(1961) 2234
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

17256

Birds—Continued
Arrowwood National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

17255
attracting (1962) 13819A
Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1964) 8607
Bear River Refuge (1963) 15529

biophysics of flight (1961) 21347

Bitter Lake National Wildlife Refuge (1963)
15527

black bark as indicator of bird peck defect

in sugar maple (1965) 675
Blackwater National Wildlife Refuge (1962)

19520
Bombay Hook National Wildlife Refuge

(1963) 15528
books about, price list (1965) 20016

Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge
(1961) 17257

Bowdoin National Wildlife Refuge (1961)
10636

list (1965) 18133
Brigantine National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1965) 18134
Buffalo Lake National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1964) 15923
Camas National Wildlife Refuge (1963)

19240
Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge

(1963) 15526
Charles M. Russell National Wildlife Range,

list (1965) 18138
Chautauqua National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

7442; (1963) 4960
China, economic fauna (1964) 8904
Columbia National Wildlife Service (1961)

12681
conservation note (1964) 6712
control devices, preventing damage to crops

(1962) 19529; (1965) 6234
Crab Orchard National Wildlife Refuge

(1961) 12675
Deer Flat National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

12677
dimensional relationships for flying animals

(1962) 10648
ecology of wild life, role of trouble factor

(1963) 16132
embryos, measurement of heartbeat (1964)

11364
factor contributing to expansion of range

limits of certain species of ectoparas-
ites, USSR study (1962) 22327

Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge
(1963) 4962

flight, USSR study (1964) 10977
flocks in central Pacific Ocean, 1950-61

(1964) 15930
Hagerman and Tishomingo National Wildlife

Refuges, list (1964) 6723
Hart Mountain National Antelope Refuge

(1961) 12680
Havasu Lake National Wildlife Refuge

(1963) 4959
hazard to aircraft (1961) 9153
hematology, atlas (1961) 13775
hibernation (1964) 4246
USSR studv (1965) 9409

Holla Bend National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1964) 8608
Horicon National Wildlife Refuge (1963)

6459
Imperial National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

17258
Kenai National Moose Range (1963) 15534
Kofa Game Range (1961) 17261
Lacassine National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1964) 6724
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Birds—Conti nued
Laguna Atascosa National Wildlife Refuge

(1963) 6458
locomotor mechanisms (1961) 13665
Loxahatchee National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1964) 6725
McNary National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

10638
Malheur National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

9147, 12676; (1963) 15530
Mattamuskeet and Swanquarter National

Wildlife Refuges (1962) 19516
migration, general information (1963) 6452
migratory

—

protected by Federal law, list (1961) 19345
regulations, 1961-62 (1961) 19329, 19339
treaty act, amend, hearing (1961) 4050

migratory bird treaties (1962) 19530
Minidoka National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

10639
Missisquoi National Wildlife Refuge (1963)

15532
Monomoy National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

12678
Montezuma National Wildlife Refuge (1962)

19519
Moosehorn National Wildlife Refuge (1963)

4961
Morton National Wildlife Refuge (1963)

13970
National Bison Range (1963) 17458

list (1965) 18135
National Elk Refuge (1961) 12679; (1962)

19522
list (1965) 18137

Necedah National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1965) 4767
neotropical, mixed species flocks, organiza-

tion and probable evolution (1962) 8639
Nine-Pipe and Pablo National Wildlife Re-

fuges (1961) 17259
list (1964) 15922

ornithological research, USSR articles

(1964) 10818
Panama, additions to records (1964) 3129
Parker River National Wildlife Refuge

(1961) 14890
protected by Federal law (1964) 2345

list (1965) 18165
radiosensitivity of birds, USSR study (1964)

6945
Red Rock Lakes National Wildlife Refuge

(1963) 15533
reproductivity inhibition, recent findings

(1963) 559
Sabine National Wildlife Refuge (1963)

10197
Sacramento National Wildlife Refuge (1965)

14314
St. Marks National Wildlife Refuge (1962)

19518
Salton Sea National Wildlife Refuge (1963)

6460
San Andres National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

10637
Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge (1962)

19515
Santa Ana National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

4243
Savannah National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1964) 8606
Sheldon National Antelope Refuge (1963)

12138
significance in maintaining foci of tick-borne

central Asian relapsing fever, USSR
study (1961) 7599

sonotropic effects of commercial air trans-
port sound (1962) 16417

Birds—Continued
Souris Loop National Wildlife Refuges

(1962) 19517
Squaw Creek National Wildlife Refuge

(1962) 19521
Stillwater National Wildlife Management

Area (1965) 610
Swan Lake National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

17260
Thailand, checklist (1964) 3059
Turnbull National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1965) 18136
type specimens in National Museum (1961)

6432
Upper Mississippi River Wildlife and Fish

Refuge (1965) 4768
Valentine National Wildlife Refuge, list

(1964) 19732
Waubay National Wildlife Refuge (1963)

17457
Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge (1961)

9148; (1965) 611
Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge (1961)

7441
list (1964) 14279

wild, free importation

—

hearing (1963) 15383
law (1964) 17341
reports (1961) 12266; (1963) 4742; (1964)

14098, 15544, 21194
wild and domestic, radionuclides and ionizing

radiation in ornithology, selected bibli-

ography (1963) 7716
see also Avifauna—Birdbanding Game and

game birds—Water birds

—

also names of
birds.

Birds, Fossil, notes on fossil and subfossil
birds (1962) 16163

Birdsfoot trefoil, see Trefoil.
Birge, (ieorge W.:
carbonizing properties of coals, from

—

Buchanan, Dickerson, Russell, Tazewell,
and Wise Counties, Va (1964) 5496

Hk, Clarion, Jefferson, Clearfield, and
Centre Counties, Pa (1963) 16333

Kanawha County, W. Va (1963) 14510
Wyoming and Mercer Counties, W. Va.

(1965) 9595
carbonizing properties of Letcher County,

Ky., coals (1964) 9528
Birkhead, James W., nontariff barriers to

movement of tobacco in free world coun-
tries (1963) 12148

Birks, L. S., X-ray topography of ruby crys-
tals (1964) 9682

Birmingham, Ala.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 261

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 17167

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18159
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16427
census of housing, standard metropolitan

statistical area, tenure, rooms, condition
and plumbing, etc (1962) 16499

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2208

electric facilities of area, map (1963) 522,
2266; (1962) 561

geologic and hydrologic studies in

red-iron-ore district (1965) 18210
income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 5453
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Birmingham, Ala—Continued
Municipal Airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1963) 11386
northeast hematite ores, flotation (1963)

3081
occupational wage survey (1964) 16596;

(1965) 12788
departmental edition (1961) 11345; (1962)

18143; (1963) 12802
document edition (1961) 10208; (1962)

16820; (1963) 11746
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 679;

(1965) 16183
Birnbaum, Abraham H., human factors re-

search in image systems, status report
(1963) 11546

Birnbaum Z.W., sample surveys to estimate
prevalence of rare diseases (1965) 20049

Birren, James E., human aging (1963) 16424
Birth, G.S., difference meter for measuring

interior quality of foods and pigments in

biological tissues (1965) 18897
Birth:
and survival of newborn, United States,

1950 (1965) 20055
birthplace and country of origin, population

of U.S., census, 1960 (1963) 1876
children born to women 15-44 years old, cen-

sus of population, 1960 (1962) 14922
continuing increase in average number of

children born, 1940-64 (1965) 8613
defects, spina bifida (1963) 16505
facts, you may save time proving your age

(1965) 16839
inborn heart defects (1964) 20753
infants weight at birth and cause of death

in neonatal period, early 1950 (1965)
15019

live births, 1959, general characteristics
(1962) 1785

live, State definitions of (1964) 11579; (1965)
5356

local area, tables, vital statistics of U.S.,
1960 (1962) 20258

natality

—

characteristics, tables, vital statistics of
U.S., 1960 (1962) 18427

statistics, 1960, general summary (1963)
1432

statistics analysis. United States, 1962
(1964) 20771

vital statistics of U.S (1964) 5667-68, 7708;
(1965) 5361

nativity and parentage, social and economic
characteristics of foreign stock by coun-
try of origin, 1960 census of population
(1965) 17230

perinatal mortality, means of reducing,
USSR study (1964) 21587

place of birth, population of U.S., 1960 cen-
sus (1962) 14923

records

—

U.S. citizens born outside U.S. and alien
adopted children, where to write for
(1965) 20056
where to write (1961) 2684; (1962) 10617;
(1964) 20772

State of birth, census of population, 1960
(1963) 13307

Statistics

—

by age of mother, live birth order, 1959
(1961) 17746

by counties, urban and rural areas, 1959
(1961) 20106; (1962) 1783, 8614

1959(1962) 1783,8614
USSR and capitalistic countries, USSR
comparison (1961) 20943

trends (1964) 2436
see a/so Vital statistics.

Birth certificates, and census information,
1950, matched record comparison (1962)
10615

Birth control, reproduction aspects relevant
to problems, scientific research, survey
(1963) 5627, 18198

Biryuzov, S., war memoirs, Izvestiya praises
new book (1963) 19634

Bis (1-guanidoethyl) disulfide:

distribution and chemical forms given orally
in protective doses to mice (1963) 7637

distribution and metabolism in mice (1962)
22965

Biscay, Bay of sailing directions changes
(1961) 6196; (1962) 24030; (1964) 18838

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14193
document edition (1965) 13834

Biscayne Key:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 2179
document edition (1963) 1996

Bishop, C.E., manpower in farming and related
occupations (1963) 13845

Bishop, Daniel M., landslides on logged areas
in southeast Alaska (1965) 2177

Bishop, Dwight R.:

Argentina's livestock and meat industry
(1963) 15543

Uruguay's livestock and meat industry
(1963) 15544

Bishop, Garland G., relief (1962) 21017
Bishop, Sidney W.:
nomination, hearing (1962) 9502
remarks, Oct. 25, 1963 (1963) 20023

Bishop, Walton B., progressive failure predic-
tion (1964) 13642

Bishop, Calif., geology and tungsten minerali-
zation of mining district (1965) 14415

Biskup, Jozefa T., relief (1964) 309, 6153, 6396
Bismarck, N. Dak.:
Municipal Airport, weather observations,

hourly summary, decennial census (1963)
16659

population, special census (1964) 4352

Bismuth:
alloys

—

disposal from national stockpile—hearing
(1965) 19482

reports (1965) 15706, 15962
bibliography (1961) 3886
Legendre expansion coefficients for angular

distribution of elastically scattered neu-
trons and fast-neutron cross sections
(1961) 18039

metal, mineral industry survey, quarterly
(1963) 3481; (1964) 3281; (1965) 3168

metal report, quarterly (1962) 3641
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9547
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 11368,

13428; (1962) 18181; (1963) 14490; (1964)
14730; (1965) 12814

report, quarterly (1961) 3434
tellurides, literature search (1965) 15254

Bismuth chloride, see Bismuth oxychloride.

Bismuth oxide:

IR- transmission glasses formed from oxides

of bismuth and tellurium (1965) 12993
sequioxide, heats of combustion and for-

mation (1961) 6278

Bismuth oxychloride, high temperature heat
contents and entropies (1962) 3322

Bison:
buffalo management, general information

(1965) 14347
general information (1963) 6453
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Bison—Continued
National Bison Range, general information

(1961) 14887
Bisplinghoff, Raymond L., address, Dec. 2,

1964 (1965) 14865
Bissell, Edward E.:

standard telemetry package for Nike-Cajun
and Nike-Apache sounding rockets, cor-

rected copy (1965) 9695
telemetry package for Nike-Cajun, etc.,

sounding rockets (1965) 6718
Bissell, Harold J., Lake Bonneville, geology of

southern Utah Valley, Utah (1963) 5019
Bisson, Edmond E., advanced bearing technolo-

gy (1964) 7477
Bistrita River, fish, Rumanian prospects for

development in Bicaz storage lake (1962)

12122
Biswas, S., hvdrogen, etc., in 1960 solar cosmic

ray event (1963) 11051
Bites and stings, poisonous bites, treatment

and prevention, USSR study (1964)

20236
Bits (tools):

drill bit, and rock stresses under static loads

(1963) 5495
rock bit requires no flushing medium to

maintain drilling speed (1965) 9651
Bitter Lake National Wildlife Refuge;

birds (1963) 15527
general information (1962) 7405

Bitter rot, apples, general information (1964)

1703
Bitterbrush:

antelope, rooting characteristics (1961)

17304
direct seeding, growth of single plants vs.

multiple groups (1962) 13848
grass competition, effects (1964) 8664
seed

—

effect of endrin-Arasan 75 and thiourea
treatments on germination (1961) 17308

germination, effects of gibberellic acid and
cold treatments (1961) 678

spotting on wildlife burns (1962) 17582
seeding in California (1965) 4789
when to plant, spring or fall? (1962) 17586

Bitting, H. Wayne, utilization of wheat for

food (1963) 15423
Bittker, David A., effect of ambient air veloci-

ty on atomization of 2 impinging water
jets (1964) 7509

Bitumens:
decancerogenization of products of shale

treatment, USSR study (1963) 2557
highway construction usage factors (1963)

20l"l7

natural, occurrence, properties, and uses
(1961) 9441

Bituminous coal, see Coal—Coal mines and
mining.

Bituminous concrete, see Concrete.
Bituminous materials, paving mixtures, gyra-

tory testing machine (1962) 11732
Bituminous mines, see Coal mines and mining.
Bituminous sand, tar sands deposits in U.S.,

potential of nuclear explosives as stimu-
lant for hydrocarbon production (1964)

13110
Bitzer, R.A., microwave lens system for plas-

ma diagnostics (1965) 19882
Bixhorn, H., statistical decomposition of mix-

ture of 2 Gaussian populations (1965)

13198

BK-8:
protein blood substitute

—

effect on coagulating blood system after
infusion during surgery, USSR study
(1963) 16157

Blachly, C.H., stabilization of nrwnoethanolam-
ine solutions for submarine carbon diox-

ide scrubbers (1965) 9832
transfusion, change of dog's coagulation
system (1965) 16441

Black, David S., nomination, hearings (1964)
4576

Black, Deane M.:

establishing business in

—

Australia (1963) 19355
New Zealand (1964) 2455

foreign trade regulations of Australia (1964)
867

Black, Douglas F. B., Lexington linrjestone

(Middle Ordovician) of central Kentucky
(1965) 19662

Black, Fred B., jr., testimony, hearings (1964)

6526; (1965) 6067
Black, J.F., organic coolant technology, prog-

ress report (1963) 11559
Black, James A., Romney Federal Credit Union

and its contributions to community
(1964) 6606

Black, James B., remarks, June 23, 1964 (1964)

13031
Black, John W., nomination, hearings (1965)

19489
Black, R.A., geophysical methods of exploring

for buried channels in Monument Valley
area, Arizona and Utah (1963) 597

Black, Ralph J., refuse collection and disposal

(1963) 18292
Black, Robert F., Gubik formation of Quater-

nary age in northern Alaska (1964)
10635

Black, Md., railroad accident (1961) 12836
Black Bayou:

declare portion nonnavigable waterway

—

law (1964) 17263
reports (1964) 10219, 15705

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14192
document edition (1965) 13828

Black body, reference, compact, convenient to

use (1964) 11366
Black Canyon, of the Gunnison, Curecanti plu-

ton, unusual intrusive body (1964) 4780
Black Canyon of Gunnison National Monu-

ment:
general information (1961) 9622; (1964) 9655
today and yesterday, general information

(1965) 14410
Black cherry, see Cherry.
Black duck, pre-hunting season mallard and

black duck banding program, progress
report, 1959-60 (1962) 7421

Black Earth Creek, hydrology of upper basin

(1964) 821
Black grama grass, see Grama grass.

Black grouse, see Grouse.
Black Hills:

bentonite deposits of northern district,

Wyoming, Montana, and South Dakota
(1962) 7467

Calamity Peak, S. Dak., geology of area

(1963) 5018
cloud seeding experiments, 1961 (1963) 2105
forest industries, South Dakota and Wyo-

ming (1961) 20788
geology and pegmatites of Fourmile quad-

rangle (1963) 14020
growth of immature stands of ponderosa

pine (1961) 20789
immature ponderosa pine, stand volume ta-

bles (1963) 17491
nonopaque heavy minerals in sandstone of

Jurassic and Cretaceous age (1964) 4777

oxidized uranium deposit, geologic environ-
ment (1962) 15636
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Black Hills—Continued

ponderosa pine

—

conversion of cubic-foot volumes to cords

(1961) 2043
susceptibility to southwestern dwarfmis-

tletoe (1963) 17487

taper tables for sawtimber trees (1961)
2044

volume tables and point-sampling factors
(1965)4813

sawmill and logging residues from pondero-
sa pine trees (1965) 667

southern

—

diamond drilling (1961) 5381

geology and uranium deposits (series)

(1962) 2519, 15636; (1963) 6544, 10275,

12219, 20727; (1964) 2411-12. 21348

pegmatites and other Precambrian rocks

(series) (1962) 21832; (1963) 15608; (1964)

4783
pegmatites, geology and mineral deposits

(1964) 4783

uplift, Wyo., Mont., and S. Dak., stratigra-

phy and structure of northern and west-
ern flanks (1964) 21354

willows, identification and distribution

(1962) 22945

Black Hills beetles, see Beetles.

Black Hills National Forest:

revise boundary

—

law (1965) 19132
report (1965) 17887

Black locust, see Locust trees.

Black Mountain Golf and Country Club, sale

of public lands in Clark Ck)unty, Nev.,

for use as private golf course (1963)

15317

Black Muslims, see Nation of Islam.

Black oak, see Oak.
Black pine-leaf scale (1965) 638

Black River:
Jonesville Lock filling and emptying system,

hydraulic model investigation (1965)

14218

navigation improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 482
document edition (1961) 383

Black Sea:
cystoseira, variation in content of fission

products, USSR study (1964) 5028
fauna, influence of rapana bezoar linne

(1963) 20919
fish—

diflFerentiating ability, USSR statistical
analysis (1963) 17736

nature of sounds produced, USSR study
(1962) 5764

hydraulic-engineering problems of Ruma-
nian littoral, Ck)nstanta, symposium
(1964) 8859

lights and fog signals, list (1961) 4330,
12813, 19442; (1962) 665, 19587

changes (1964) 16780, 21814; (1965) 1531,
8195, 13096, 19988

planktonic algae grown in cultures, protein,
fat, carbohydrate, and ash content
(1963) 17738

seismic methods to determine basin granite-
free region, USSR study (1965) 7928

storm data may alter design, etc., of mari-
time construction, Rumanian study
(1962) 19805

Black Sea Experimental Scientific Research
Station, Institute of Oceanology of
USSR Academy of Sciences jubilee con-
ference report (1961) 777

Black shale, see Shales.
Black spruce, see Spruce.
Black walnut, see Walnut.
Black Warrior River:
hydroelectric generating facilities, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1963) 12092
document edition (1963) 11752

Blackberries:
controlling diseases (1965) 10060
growing (1961) 6680; (1963) 14857

Blackbirds:
decoy trap (1964) 14275
floodlight trap for capturing at roosts (1964)

6731
winter roosts, distribution in eastern U.S.

(1961) 6069
Blackbody, radiation function, tables for

wavenumber calculations (1963) 1739
Blackburn, G.F., bibliography on ignition and

spark-ignition systems (1964) 1494
Blackburn, Maurice, physical, chemical, and

biological observations in eastern tropi-
cal Pacific Ocean, 3 cruises to Gulf of
Tehuantepec, 1958-59 (1963) 2299

Blackburn, W.E., UH-2 jet-augmented high-
speed research helicopter maneuverabili-
ty and dynamic stability evaluation
(1965) 16896

Blackeye peas, see Cowpeas.
Blackfeet Indian project:
Piegan unit, transfer to landowners within

unit

—

law (1964) 10147
reports (1964) 497, 8322

Blackfeet Indian Reservation:
Meriwether Lewis, exploratory expedition in

Blackfeet Country (1965) 2255
nutrition survey (1965) 7817

Blackflies, see Flies.

Blackfoot Dam and Reservoir:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2181
document edition (1963) 1998

Blackfoot River:
Blackfoot Dam and Reservoir, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 2181
document edition (1963) 1998

Blackhead, control, turkeys and chickens
(1963) 7568

Blackmon, C.A., aerial cone penetrometer field

test studies in fine-grained soils (1964)
643

Blackmore, Donald J.,

wages and related benefits

—

metropolitan areas (1965) 7969, 16554
pt. 1, 82 labor markets, 1961-62 (1963)
3024

pt. 2, metropolitan areas, United States
and regional summaries, 1961-62 (1963)
14462

Blackmore, W. Edward, Detroit wholesale
food-distribution facilities (1963) 14864

Blacks Mountain Ebcperimental Forest:
pine, insect-caused mortality, effects of sani-

tation-salvage cutting, 1938-59 (1963)
6500

ponderosa pine, insect-caused mortality in

relation to cutting methods (1961) 687
Blackshear, W. Thomas:
equilibrium free surface of contained liquid

under low gravity and centrifugal forces
(1964) 20598

solar-system geometric parameters for use
as interplanetary navigation aids, study
(1965) 14827

Blacksmiths, employment outlook (1962) 8367;
(1964) 9428
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Blackstock, Thomas A., hypersonic aerody-
namic characteristics of simple winged
shapes in air and helium (1964) 14866

Blackstone, Bruce I., more teachers for busi-

ness education (1963) 15435
Blackstone River, pollution of interstate wa-

ters (1965) 6884
Blackwater National Wildlife Refuge:

birds (1962) 19520
general information (1961) 6061; (1963)

19239
Blackwell, James A., jr., effects of configura-

tion geometry on transonic aerodynamic
characteristics of canard airplane con-
figurations (1964) 20595

Blackwood, James E.:

long hours and premium pay (1963) 19799
recent trends in employment and hours in

durable goods manufacturing (1963)
14482

Blackwood, Paul E., science teaching in ele-

mentary schools, survey of practices
(1965)6121

Bladder, tumors, comparative evaluation of

mono and biactive electrocoagulation,

USSR study (1962) 8073
see also Urinary organs.

Bladders, inflatable, provide accurate calibra-

tion of pressure switch (1965) 16667

Blade, O.C:
aviation fuels (1964) 9497; (1965) 9581
burner fuel oils (1963) 1228, 18088; (1964)

20495; (1965) 18443
diesel fuel oils (1963) 9117; (1964) 1432;

(1965) 6594
motor gasolines

—

summer 1962 (1963) 5474
summer 1963 (1964) 5479
summer 1964 (1965) 2814
winter 1963-64 (1964) 14741
winter 1964-65 (1965) 14697

Blade valve isolates compartment in pipe,

opens to allow free flow (1965) 1424
Blades:

airloads, effect on helicopter rotor-blade tip

vortex (1963) 11032
alkali-metal turbine geometry as affected by

blade-speed limitations (1965) 9722
and blade-substitutes in potato harvesters

to reduce spill-out losses (1962) 18638
arbitrary quasi-orthogonals for calculating

distributions on blade-to-blade surface
in turbomachine (1965) 11479

axial flow compressor, effect of inlet-

guide-vane-angle on vibration and rotat-

ing stall in turbojet engine (1961) 9503

axial-flow-pump stage designed by
blade-element theory-blade-element data,
investigation of performance (1962) 1685

blade-element performance of axial-flow-

pump rotor (1964) 18790
blade-tip diffusion factor of 0.66 on axial-

flow pump rotor, design and perform-
ance (1965) 18572

hack-saw, recommendation of trade (1962)
4698

helicopter

—

rigid, stand-on type, static stability meas-
urements, errata (1962) 3345

rotor-blade differential pressures, stresses
and motions as measured in flight (1964)
9564
errata (1965) 9690
polvurethane as erosion resistant mate-

rial (1965) 15108

propeller, method for calculating induced
velocities (1961) 9586

Blades—Continued
rotating twisting, determination of frequen-

cy of bending vibrations, USSR study
(1965) 9362

rotor

—

flapping hinges, analysis of flapwise bend-
ing frequencies and mode shapes to re-

duce vibration levels (1961) 2588
flexibility, effects on harmonic airloads

(1965) 15104
helicopter, bending and torsional moments,

effects of selected operating conditions
(1961) 9563

helicopter, fatigue-crack propagation
rates under equivalent-lifetime fatigue
loadings (1962) 8495

protective covers (1961) 5150
ship propeller, determinations of ice load

encountered, USSR study (1964) 18336
speed, effect of increasing on velocity dia-

grams of turbines for engine operation
at constant rotative speed (1961) 2540

strength of screw propeller blades for ships
used in ice navigation, USSR study
(1964) 18239

tail rotor, effect of erosion resistant boots
(1965) 11743

tandem rotor configurations, motion, meas-
urements (1963) 19931

turbine

—

air-cooled, semistrut corrugated for opera-
tion at tip speed of 1300 feet per second,
design and engine evaluation (1961) 2554

air-cooled with tip cap for improved lead-

ing-edge cooling (1961) 17698
corrugated-insert air-cooled, for use in

turboprop engine, cascade investigation
of cooling characteristics (1963) 1268

pulse distortions, investigation using
wave method, USSR study (1965) 9343

temperature control of turbojet engine,

including time constants and starting
characteristics, study (1961) 9505

vibration, USSR study (1965) 9401
twisted rotating and nonrotating, natural

frequencies in coupled bending and tor-

sion (1964) 14778
vibrations, effect of inlet temperature in

multistage axial-flow compressor (1961)

6315
Blaeser, Gustav H., measurement of noise

figure of X-band waveguide mixer with
tunnel diode (1964) 19169

Blaha, John T., helicopter equipped with rock-

et weapon system (1963) 11482
Blaine, R. L., interrelations between cement

and concrete properties, materials, tech-

niques, water requirements, and trace
elements (1965) 16733

Blaine County, Mont.:
geology-
Cleveland quadrange, Bearpaw Mountains
(1964) 18104

Lloyd quadrangle, Bearpaw Mountains
(1961) 9246

Maddux quadrangle, Bearpaw Mountains
(1961) 4308

Rattlesnake quadrangle (1965) 2228
Blair, Edith D., directory of medical libraries

outside United States and Canada (1963)
12913

Blair, Emil, surface immersion hypothermia
(1964)8044

Blair, Montgomery:
commemorative stamp (poster) (1963) 11205
life and work (1963) 11208

Blair, W., manual space navigation computer
program (1965) 14736
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Blair, William M., jr., nomination, hearings
(1961)7269

Blaisdell. Fred W.:
digital point gage recorder (1965) 10028
loss of energy at sharp-edged pipe junctions

in water conveyance systems (1963)
16766

Blake, Doris H., notes on new and old species
of Alticinae (coleoptera) (1964) 7598

Blake, Florence G., open heart surgery in chil-

dren, study of nursing care (1965) 5719
Blake, Henry E., jr.:

fluorine analyses (1963) 20970
preparation of aluminum fluoride from alu-

mina hydrate and dilute fluoride solu-
tions (1964) 20500

Blake, L.V., pulse-radar maximum-range cal-

culation (1963) 12957, 18232
Blake, Rolland L., iron phyllosilicates of Cu-

yuna and Mesabi districts (1964) 9511
Blakeslee, Donald J.M., relief (1965) 17521
Blakley, Earl R., soil survey of Childress

County, Tex (1963) 18321
Blamont, J. E., resonance scattering at Ly-

man-alpha by atomic hydrogen cell

(1964) 13221
Blanch, G., tables relating to radial Matheiu

functions (1963) 84, 4397; (1965) 10129
Blanchard, R.A., temperature and rainfall as

they affect corn earworm damage to
dent corn (1964) 20896

Blanchard, Richard L., emanation system for
determining Ra-226 (1965) 5338

Blanchard, Ulysse J.:

landing characteristics of winged reentry
vehicle with all-skid landing gear having
yielding-metal shock absorbers (1963)
1294

landing-impact tests at simulated lunar
gravity (1965) 6684

lunar landing configuration (1964) 7500
Blanco, Federico Lopez-, see Lopez-Bianco,

Federico.
Bland, Samuel R., propeller whirl-flutter

speeds and static-stability derivatives
(1963)18142

Bland, William M., jr., aerodynamic heating
data on flat-faced cylinder (1963) 14534

Blaney, Harry F., determining consumptive
use and irrigation water requirements
(1963) 46

Blank forms, see Forms, blanks, etc.

Blank spots on map of brain, USSR (1962)
5695

Blanshei, Jack, Soviet anesthesiology, litera-
ture survey (1964) 7293

Blaser, James A., testimony, hearings (1965)
444, 4624

Blasko, John J., new programs in VA psychia-
try and their implications for volunteers
(1964) 9868

Blast:
effects of twin variable-cant rocket nozzles

on visibility during landing on parti-
cle-covered surface (1965) 2874

effects on air-cleaning system (1963) 141
gages, BRL shock tube piezoelectric (1963)

9311
load tests on post-tensioned concrete beams

(1962) 6513
loading on airfoil in Mach number 0.7 air-

flow

—

experimental investigation (1963) 7263
with initial angle-of-attack change of 28°

(1965) 13040
surface effects from aircraft propeller down-

wash and jet- and rocket-engine blast.
Waterways Experiment Station research
capabilities (1964) 639

Blast cleaning machines, dry abrasive type,
operation and maintenance, technical
manual (1961) 13422

Blast effects, see Blast—Explosions—Fires.

Blast furnaces:
census of manufactures, industry, report

(1961) 3922
fuel, anthracite metallurgical briquets

(1964) 7459
fuel oil injection, experimental procedure

(1963) 3103
industrial practice, significance of experi-

mental operations (1961) 9461
iron

—

prereduced iron ore pellets, new raw mate-
rial (1963) 3104

quenched with nitrogen, examination
(1963) 10951

thermochemical model (1963) 10965
developing (1964) 7454

labor market developments, industry man-
power surveys (1961) 12582

overall automation of charge delivery,
USSR study (1961) 19770

processes, automation by means of compu-
tors, USSR study (1963) 887

top gas, gravimetric methods for analyzing
(1963) 5494

Ukrainian operators, socialist competition
(1962) 17821

use of prereduced materials produced in ro-

tary kilns (1961) 4590

see also Slag.

Blasting:
ammonium nitrate agents, sensitized, safety

recommendations (1963) 12830
cratering, effects of mechanical properties

of material (1963) 7223
damages to residences from blasting vibra-

tions (1962) 12390
decoupling and type of stemming, effects on

explosion-generated pulses in mortar
(1965) 19865

devices, permissible, approved before Feb.
28, 1961, list (1962) 12375

efficiency of blasts near ground surface in

seismic prospecting, USSR study (1965)
2727

explosion-generated motion scaling laws va-
lidity, case study (1964) 14754

Iowa limestone quarries, vibrations (1963)
16340

methods of detonating charges, USSR study
(1963) 14428

mine roof rock and roof bolt behavior re-

sulting from nearby blasts (1964) 9501
quarry, photographic observation (1961)

21191
small scale, in mortar (1962) 16021
stumps in coal mines (1962) 23954
underground, with ammonium nitrate-fuel oil

mixture, accident investigation report
(1962) 14433

vibrations

—

from instantaneous and millisec-

ond-delayed quarry blasts (1963) 5479
instrumentation to record, design require-
ments (1964) 14763

see also Explosives.
Blatnik, John A., Lock, see John A. Blatnik

Lock.
Blattoidea, see Cockroaches.

Blastomogenic action of ionizing radiation,
radiation tumors of animals, USSR
(1961) 4632

Blaustein, Albert P., civil rights U.S.A., public
schools, cities in North and West, 1963,
Camden and environs (1964) 6073
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Bleaching, two-stage nonchlorination, of hard-

wood neutral sulfite semichemical pulps

(1964) 18057
Bleier. Max, relief (1961) 8715. 12414, 14051

Blew, J. Oscar, jr.:

comparison of wood preservatives (1963)

12167-168
Mississippi post study (1964) 12441; (1965)

9172
stake tests (1964) 14309

Bley, W. N., nature of high boiler degradation
products from irradiated santowax OMP
(1965) 13500

Blickensderfer, Robert, rolled molybdenum
single crystals, deformation textures,

etc (1964) 20511
Blight, see names of blight or plants affected.

Blind:
agencies for, military supplies purchased

from, inspection and acceptance, DSA
regulation (1964) 12299

aid, under social security act (1963) 2235;

(1965) 9075
baroreception adaptability in normal and

blind people, comparative morphological
data, USSR study (1962) 1200

books for use (1961) 21154
books in Braille

—

Civil War list (1961) 13417
union catalog of hand-copied books, supp

(1961) 11361
Braille transcribing manual (1961) 17613

broadening vista of jobs for blind (1965)

15126
child, home and school programs, develop-

ments and trends (1963) 19121
child in school (1961) 10537

children, degree of vision and mode of read-

ing (1961) 20670
early writings on (1963) 1586

Government employees reading assistants,

employment without compensation

—

examination announcements, general amdt
(1963) 6031

hearing (1962) 13536
law (1962) 18982
reports (1962) 13460, 17284

library of musical scores, establish in Li-

brary of Congress-
law (1962) 23165
reports (1962) 15411, 21032

model reporting area for blindness, statisti-

cal report (1964) 14958; (1965) 13076

opportunities for blind persons and the vis-

ually impaired through vocational reha-

bilitation (1965) 6981

public assistance

—

money payments to recipients, Oct. 1963

(1964) 14215
program facts (1963) 10095; (1964) 12356

State plans under social security act, staff

development provisions (1964) 12355

under social security act (1961) 20088

reading for profit, Braille books, etc., anno-

tated list (1963) 9091

recipients of aid (1965) 11802

salaries for selected occupations in services

for blind

—

departmental edition (1962) 8436
document edition (1962) 6972

State aid under Social security act (1965)

6150, 10788
State aid under social security act

—

characteristics, medical and remedial care

(1962) 7303
general provisions of plans (1962) 21704

Blind—Continued
statistics, model reporting area

—

conference proceedings (1963) 5626; (1964)

11449; (1965) 11535
purpose, development, etc (1963) 11106

talking book program tape recordings, cata-

log (1962) 22454
talking books for near blind, hearing (1963)

18945
totally, guides on air carriers

—

hearing (1964) 10322
reports (1964) 13973, 17541

training, instructional guide for use in voca-

tional schools (1961) 2742
veterans

—

rating for compensation

—

law (1962) 18978
reports (1962) 9275, 17022, 17265

service connected disability, additional
time for vocational rehabilitation train-
ing, amend U.S. Code

—

hearing (1962) 11670

law (1962) 18960
reports (1962) 15392, 17024

vending stands, etc., operated by blinded

veterans in Federal buildings, to receive

such income, hearing (1962) 17333
with loss or lost use of lower limb, grants

for specially adapted housing

—

hearing (1964) 4573
law (1964) 17260
reports (1962) 9276; (1963) 6149; (1964)

15695
volunteer Braille transcribing, student in-

formation (1961) 4811
Blind, American Printing House for, see Amer-

ican Printing House for the Blind.

Blind-made products:
schedules (1961) 1730, 11819
changes (1961) 5411

Blindness:
flash, and photostress

—

aerospace operations (1963) 18507
study (1963) 4422

legal blindness and blindness, interviewing

guides for specific disabilities (1964)

8501
prevent, screen for glaucoma (1962) 16138

Blindness and Neurological Diseases, National
Institute, see National Institute of Neu-
rological Diseases and Blindness.

Blindness Statistics, Model Reporting Area,

see Model Reporting Area for Blindness

Statistics.

Blister rust:

blister rust found on limber pine in northern
Wasatch Mountains (1964) 16935

experimental fungicidal control on sugar
pine in California (1965) 663

see aiso Comandra blister rust—White pine

blister rust.

Blizard, M.A.:
effects of unequal radiation loads on uni-

directional properties of biplanar array
of acoustic projectors (1965) 13186

optimization of back-to-front suppression

and frequency bandwidth relationship

for 3-dimensional acoustic arrays (1965)

13185
BLM. see Land Management Bureau.

BLMR, see Labor-Management Reports Bu-

reau.
BLMR guide (1962) 20034
Bloat in ruminants, current research (1963) 8

Bloch, Joseph W.:
glossary of current industrial relations and

wage terms (1965) 14639
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Bloch, Joseph W.—Continued

health and insurance benefits and pension
plans for salaried employees, spring
1963 (1964) 14704

union contracts, new series of studies (1965)
2802

Block, David L.:

buckling of eccentrically stiffened orthotrop-
ic cylinders (1965) 16698

influence of ring stiffeners on instability of
orthotropic cylinders in axial compres-
sion (1964) 21775

Block caving, see Mines and mining.
Blocking oscillator uses low triggering volt-

age (1965) 2847
Blocks:
forming, speed production of strain gage

grids (1965) 6643
hydraulically-driven aluminum for hauling

crab-pots and long-line gear, develop-
ment (1961) 9141

see also Earth blocks.
Blodgett, Ralph H., Soviet teaching and re-

search in economics (1965) 2102
Blomquist, E.T., paper, Feb. 9, 1965 (1965)

8235
Blomquist, R.F., experiments in gluing south-

ern pine veneer (1964) 12451
Blood:
AEC blood cell scanner, final report (1962)

2073
Alaskan ground squirrel, variations during

hibernation and induced hyopthermia
(1964) 19142

amount in organ determined by electropleth-
ysmography (1963) 11084

analysis, detection of in-flight hyperventila-
tion (1963) 5891

and hemopoietic organs of white rats, effect
of microwaves of varying intensity,
USSR study (1965) 12749

animal and human, technic for obtaining
chromosome spreads (1963) 20310

animals, serotonin concentration changes,
exposed to ionizing radiation during
space flight, USSR study (1965) 7939

anticoagulant therapy, laboratory tech-
niques used in control, manual (1963)
16511

arterial lactic acid of dogs, transient
changes at 21,000 feet (1964) 9986

artificial circulation

—

USSR study (1965) 11242
variation of method, USSR study (1962)
2787

ascorbic acid levels as related to oral health
status (1964) 1746

atherosclerosis

—

cholesterol level

—

blood serum, effect of sex hormones and
vitamin E, USSR study (1961) 15347

changes in patients under nonspecific
stimulant effect, USSR study (1961)
12895

young people as index to predisposition,
USSR study (1961) 15348

coagulation, against background of vary-
ing diets, change of certain indices
(1961) 15240

coronary, blood supply of heart, USSR
study (1961) 15072

avian, atlas (1961) 13775
biochemical changes, Soviet study (1962)

12184
blood structures, USSR studies (1964) 2548
carbon and bacteria

—

clearance in mice, effect of low tempera-
ture exposure (1964) 4244

different virulence, effect of cold on clear-
ance (1965) 8470

Blood—Continued
carbon dioxide, oxygen, and acidity, interac-

tion, effects on breathing, factors in
arterial blood (1965) 10120

cardiac output based on impedance changes,
plethysmographic determination (1964)
9988, 15238

centimeter band radio waves effect on hema-
togenic organs, USSR study (1961)
11126

cerebral pulsation in closed cranial cavity
(1963) 9193

changes in regional circulation in patients
with lesions of main blood vessels of
head (1965) 6761

changes under influence of cortisone, age
peculiarities, USSR study (1961) 4657

characteristics of hematopoiesis in patients
with congenital heart defects of cyanot-
ic type, USSR study (1961) 19634

circulating in human eye, method of photo-
graphing fluorescence (1961) 3738

circulation

—

arrest in deep hypothermia in rat, surviv-
al and tolerance (1963) 13205

artificial, USSR (1965) 9364
cerebral

—

differential manometry, USSR study
(1963) 17893

intracranial hypertension and edema,
USSR study (1961) 12912

clinical physiology, outline (1964) 14912
intracranial, physiology and clinical impli-

cations (1963) 21011
mammalian hibernation (1963) 11488

circulation problems, translations (1962)
23687

clinical hematology laboratory procedures
(1963) 13242

clot dissolution fibrinolytic therapy, current
status (1965) 209

coagulants, use in reconstructive operations
on occluded arteries of lower extremities
(1961) 11011

coagulation

—

changes in burn diseases, USSR study
(1961) 848

condition of system in personnel of X-ray
rooms (1961) 10858

effect of animal and vegetable fats in pa-
tients affected and persons not affected
by arteriosclerosis, USSR study (1961)
4610

followdng mitral commissurotomy and in
thromboembolic pulmonary complica-
tions, USSR study (1961) 10942

coagulation system

—

infusion of protein blood substitute BK-8
during surgery, USSR study (1963)
16157

USSR study (1963) 12309
compatibility testing, Hdon cards (1962)

1378
components, concentration, multiperiodic

changes, USSR study (1965) 12734
content of free fatty acids in radiation sick-

ness, USSR study (1962) 2706
coronary circulation

—

anatomo-electrocardiographs parallels in
experimental temporary partial inter-

ruption of coronary circulation, USSR
study (1961) 11056

humoral isolation of heart as method of
investigating, USSR study (1962) 1253

pharmacology (1965) 16727
correlation of dissolved nitrogen in whole

blood with selected whole blood constitu-
ents (1964) 5903

cosmic factors effect on system, USSR study
(1964) 1118
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Blood—Continued
cross-circulated dogs, effect of irradiation

on ferrokinetics (1965) 7111
determination of DFP as proof of existence

of alkylphosphates, Hungarian investi-

gation (1962) 7562
differences in glucose determinations ob-

tained from plasma or whole blood
(1965) 20024

digital flow, effects of immersion of hand in

cold water (1964) 20955
diseases, systemic, chemotherapy, USSR

study (1962) 896
dogs with acute radiation sickness, humoral

component in effect of bone marrow
transplantation, USSR study (1964)
4905

dynamics in rheumatoid bicuspid valve stric-

tures, research, Communist China (1962)
17789

electrolytes, acid-base balance, of man dur-
ing acclimatization to carbon dioxide

(1965) 1320
erythrocytes

—

average diameter during chronic action of

small doses of ionizing radiation, USSR
study (1963) 10639

biophysics, biochemistry and pathology,
questions, USSR (1963) 10836

volume spectra, calibration of electronic

counter and pulse height analyzer for
plotting (1963) 20337

extracorporeal circulation

—

adrenal cortex function, USSR study
(1964) 12759

apparatus AIK-59, description, etc., USSR
study (1961) 15266

cardiac surgery, USSR study (1961) 12913
mechanism of acute cardiac dilatation,

USSR study (1961) 15422
new method, USSR study (1961) 4683
use in cardiac surgery, hematological

data, USSR study (1961) 15423
use in open-heart surgery (1962) 9946
USSR studies (1965) 14499
with hypothermia, in cardiac surgery,
USSR study (1961) 20951

flow, coronary arterial, flowmeter for meas-
urement (1964) 17011

flow in extremities of man, effects of age,

arteriosclerosis, etc., on pressure-volume
curve (1961) 122

flow in rabbit ear, relation to skin tempera-
ture, influence of ambient temperature
(1963) 14907-

flow, inhibiting stopping, by magnetic field,

USSR study (1965) 12592
flow rate and percentage of oxyhemoglobin,

apparatus for continuous recording,
USSR study (1962) 2727

flow time, determining by oxyhemogram re-

cording on oscillography, USSR study
(1965) 12768

glycogen in mammals after single whole-
body X-irradiation, cytochemistry,
USSR study (1963) 8838

hematologic and cytogenetic evidence for

chimerism in marmoset (1965) 5562
hematologic changes following simple exo-

dontia (1964) 5900
hematologic effects induced by periodic expo-

sure of monkeys to gamma rays (1961)

11744
hematology and blood transfusion

—

problems, USSR studies (1965) 16518
USSR studies (1963) 10665; (1964) 8922.

16055, 16464; (1965) 11276
hematology and therapeutic use of bone

marrow, USSR study (1965) 7895

Blood—Continued
hematology conference in Hungary (1962)

9877
hematology research (1963) 9096
hematology, Soviet practices (1964) 11008
hemodynamics in aged, USSR study (1961)

4679
hemopoiesis

—

effect of electromagnetic energy of centi-
meter waves, USSR study (1961) 15444

effect of intermittent low-level Co-60
gamma irradiation (1962) 20451

patients with brucellosis treated with an-
tibiotics and vaccine, USSR study (1961)
15464

hemopoietic organs of animals exposed to
radiation, micronecrotic foci, USSR
study (1964) 5229

hemopoietic tissue transplantation in radia-
tion injuries, USSR study (1963) 17890

heterogenic, experimental research on prob-
lem of reducing shock, USSR study
(1965)4922

human

—

oxygen delivery rate (1965) 8489
zinc content, growth-related changes,
USSR study (1964) 16042

humans and animals in hot climates, phys-
iology, USSR study (1963) 19707

influence of cosmic factors on blood system,
USSR study (1963) 10661

intracranial circulation

—

action of certain pharmacological agents
used (1963) 9195

mechanism (1963) 9194
regulation, characteristics (1963) 9196

intrarenal hemodynamic changes following
acute arterial occlusion (1964) 5997

irradiated rats treated with homologous
bone marrow, hematological research,
Rumanian study (1962) 7711

kinetics reaction between true cholin ester-

ase of erythrocytes and phosphor-
organic compounds, USSR study (1962)
7870

laboratory procedures

—

Air Force manual, blood banking and
immunohematology (1962) 18647

clinical hematology (1962) 14768
change (1965) 4165

lactate, analysis (1963) 16806
leucosis

—

free amino acids, USSR study (1961) 15525
methods of virological study of blood,

USSR study (1961) 15343
lipid composition in dogs, effect of ionizing

radiation, USSR study (1962) 1071
lipid content changes in hypertensive pa-

tients under reserpine therapy, USSR
study (1961) 852

mammalian acute hematologic radiation in-

jury, dose-response relationships (1965)
18921

medical gazette (USSR periodical), transla-
tions on erythrography (1965) 9421

micro screening for diabetes, rapid automat-
ed technique (1965) 8252

modified sterile thrombin to stop bleeding,

USSR study (1962) 13983
morphological and functional properties

changes and hemodynamics during work
with extracorporeal circulation appara-
tus, USSR study (1964) 5228

mouse peripheral, effect of cold exposure
(1964) 19143

nitrogen dissolved in blood, gas chromato-
graphic determination (1965) 10123

normal rats, determinations of stable iron

and radioiron on cells (1962) 83
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Blood—Continued
oxygen content and capacity, polarographic

determination in single sample (1964)
17014

oxyhemoglobin dissociation curves, measure-
ment and expression (1965) 7110

parasites of man, life cycle charts (1965)

11645
pathology of blood and circulation, USSR

studies (1962) 23729
PCO2, effects of changes on brain oxygena-

tion (1963) 69
peripheral

—

aged persons, morphological composition,
USSR study (1961) 15234

effect of ionizing radiation on adrenocorti-
cotropic activity, USSR study (1961)
11015

elements, chronic irradiation, latent ef-

fects in monkeys (1964) 73

elements in monkey (Macaca mulatta), ir-

radiation effects of chronic low dose
neutron (1961) 1660

experimental radiation sickness, effect of

complex compounds of cobalt salts with
B vitamins, USSR study (1961) 20962

,

rastinon and its effect, USSR study (1961)
15342

pH and pC02 homeostasis in chronic respira-

tory acidosis related to use of amine and
other buffers (1962) 12368

phenylketonuria, newborn infants, screening
at hospital (1965) 10269

plasma

—

biochemical interrelations of fat-soluble

vitamins, sterols and proteins (1961)
12949

cholesterol of growing mice, influence of

dietary factors (1963) 13245
electrolytes, influence of intermittent ex-

posure to simulated altitude (1961) 6726
fatty acid composition as influenced by

dietary protein and cholesterol (1963)
1811

hypercapnia, hypocapnia, and hypoxia, air

crash cause tests (1961) 3739
leucocytes, USSR studies (1965) 7850
levels of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids, effect

of bedrest (1965) 9612
nonesterified fatty acids in rats subjected

to gravitational acceleration (1964)

16729
substitutes, USSR studies (1964) 1164
toxicity for paramecia in healthy and irra-

diated rats after being burned, injured
and starved, USSR study (1962) 2845

toxicity in acute radiation sickness, USSR
study (1962) 2684

Yugoslav program (1962) 6013
platelet count in cancer diagnosis, USSR

study (1962) 2875
polyglucine circulation periods and path-

ways of its excretion, USSR study (1961)
2111

portal venous nitrogen mustard infusion,

effect on liver function and hematopoies-
is with protective agent (1962) 10913

preparation and storage for transfusions,
USSR (1964) 21589

preparations and their use, Rumanian study
(1963) 10703

problems of hematology and blood transfu-
sion (USSR periodical), translations

(1963) 15916, 15931
program in World War II (1964) 21010
properties, prespawning and postspawning

anadromous alewives (1961) 20749

Blood—Continued
protein

—

blood substitutes (LSB and BK-8) func-
tional state of liver following adminis-
tration, USSR study (1962) 1198

changes in acute leukemia, USSR study
(1962) 13982

experimental alimentary hypercholes-
teremia, USSR study (1961) 4635

stenocardia, diagnostic significance of
electrophoretic study, USSR study
(1961) 12896

residual nitrogen and urea content under
conditions of medically induced sleep,

effect of radioactive phosphorus, USSR
study (1962) 2681

proteins ability of polyvinylpyrrolidone to
complex with (1965) 16397

radiosensititivity of lymphocytes in animals
of various genotypes, USSR study (1965)
7885

rat, specific activity of iron containing frac-
tions, effects of intravascular hemolysis
(1962) 14781

rate of propagation of ultrasonic waves,
problem, USSR study (1964) 1029

rats, red cell formation rate at 24°C and S'C
(1963) 13203

red cells of marmosets, human A- and B-like

antigens (1965) 4211
regeneration following loss of blood in ani-

mals acclimatized to high altitude,

USSR study (1965) 16444
renal hemodynamics

—

and renal function, acute and chronic ef-

fects of insecticide endrin (1964) 13728
effect of increased venous pressure (1963)
4503

renal plasma flow during hyperthermia
(1961) 1662

reversible hematuria and oliguria following
elevation of renal venous pressure
(1963) 7721

Rh factor, errata (1961) 9689
sampling, arterial, unanesthetized animals

(1965) 5565
seasonal variations in volume and metabol-

ite levels of Husky dog (1963) 14910
serum

—

age-related levels of cholesterol phospholi-
pids, protein, lipoprotein fractions in

women during menopause and climacteric

neuroses, USSR study (1962) 5632
changes in protein fractions in acute ra-

diation sickness, USSR study (1962)

2683
cholesterol level, lipoproteins, and protein

fractions, atherosclerotic patients, ef-

fect of combined hypochlorite and vege-

table fat diet, USSR study (1961) 11105
cholesterol uptake in normal and hospital-

ized individuals (1962) 10916
cholesterol uptake, measurement (1961)

3742
cholinesterase activity and acetylene con-

tent in ascariasis, USSR study (1961)

15339
Oreactive protein, use in diagnosis of

occupational diseases, USSR study
(1965) 11106

during malignant growth, physico-
chemical properties of proteins, USSR
study (1961) 15204

effect of irradiation on physico-chemical
properties of proteins, USSR study
(1962) 2686
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Blood—Continued
in epidemic hepatitis, electrophoretic
study of fractions of proteins, USSR
study (1962) 2827

increase in enzyme activity due to strong
stimuli, USSR study (1964) 12795

lipid and lipoprotein concentrations, Mili-

tary Academy graduates, 1952-60 (1963)
13217

lipid concentrations, changes with age in

young men (1963) 9628
protein, change, patients with chronic rad-

iculitis during treatment with vibration
baths, USSR study (1964) 14575

protein fractions in chemotherapy of can-
cer, USSR studies (1965) 9462

proteins clinical-chemical analysis, possi-
bilities and problems. East German
study (1962) 7752
electrophoretic changes, USSR study

(1962) 5619
serum proteins, immunological characteris-

tics, USSR study (1961) 20972
serum proteins in hypertensive patients,

electrophoretic investigation, USSR
study (1961) 4609

smallmouth bass, chemical composition
(1962) 5214

state of hemopoietic tissue in acute radia-
tion sickness under conditions of bone
marrow transplantation, USSR study
(1964) 14592

substitute problem, current status, USSR
study (1961) 15246

substitutes and transfusion (1964) 2769
supply to heart, types, USSR study (1961)

19665
system

—

diseases, surgical treatment, USSR study
(1961) 11176

functional state and organic changes,
USSR study (1961) 19492

thermal burns, interrelationship between
plasma loss, hemoconcentration,
changes in circulating blood volume and
blood pressure, USSR study (1964) 14472

transfusion

—

bacteria-contaminated blood, hemotrans-
fusion reac- and complications, prophy-
laxis and therapy, USSR study (1963)
10854

BK-8 protein blood substitute, change of

dog's coagulation system (1965) 16441
blood or plasma, role in complex therapy

of tumor diseases, USSR study (1961)
10856

blood substitutes in burn sickness (1961)
11008

components, effect on antitoxic and pro-
tein-forming functions of liver, USSR
study (1961) 15602

effect of certain blood substitutes and
blood on coronary circulation, and func-
tional state of myocardium under condi-

tions of acute exsanguination, USSR
study (1965) 11235

experimental and clinical study and theo-
retical foundation of operation, USSR
study (1964) 16272

method of determining toleration during
process, Yugoslavian study (1962) 7733

service in Hungary, (1965) 11090
service in Yugoslavia (1961) 15027
therapy of endarteritis obliterans pa-

tients, USSR study (1961) 4641
USSR studies (1964) 10738
utilizable blood previously used for artifi-

cial blood circulation, USSR study
(1964) 1079

Blood—Continued
tumorous lesions of hemopoietic system,

classification, USSR study (1963) 17656
typing-

cattle, repeatability and standardization
tests, results (1961) 11680

Soviet research, USSR studies (1963)
12587

use of indices for control of results of surgi-
cal therapy with mitral stenosis, USSR
study (1961) 10951

venous outflow from cranium, mechanism
(1963) 11085

ventricular fibrillation in experimental dis-

turbance of coronary circulation, USSR
study (1965) 9482

viscosity, in vivo method to measure, and
factors associated with hindrance (1963)
7631

volume, bedrest effect (1965) 8032
volumetric coronary flow rate, methods of

studying, USSR study (1962) 2852
whole, laboratory procedures, ASWBPL

manual (1963) 2112
zinc in children and adolescents at various

stages of physical development, USSR
study (1965) 2703

see also Blood vessels—Hemorrhage.
Blood banks:
and antitrust laws, hearings (1965) 2042
plastic handling equipment, USSR study

(1964) 1338
Soviet inter-relationship with military medi-

cal service, history (1964) 7064
Blood-brain barrier, see Hemato-encephalic

barrier.
Blood circulation, see Blood.
Blood pressure:

adults

—

by age and sex, U.S., 1960-62 (1964) 15071
by race and area, U.S., 1960-62 (1964)

16846
and intraocular tension, USSR study (1965)

9414
antihypertensive drugs, trends in synthesis,

USSR study (1964) 2892
arterial, piezoelectric transducers for meas-

uring, USSR study (1961) 15443
automatic measuring instrument, develop-

ment (1961) 5313
cold pressor test, 20-year follow-up study

(1963) 4421
coronary circulation in hypertension, effect

of reserpine, USSR study (1961) 957
high, health information series (1964) 18899
hypertension

—

accelerometric precordial ballistocard-
iogram (1964) 14913

aldosterone and disease, USSR study
(1961) 12894

aortic changes, USSR study (1961) 15236
aristolochia, use in treatment (1962) 2849
arterial

—

experimental investigations of pathoge-
nesis, USSR study (1962) 1174

hypoxemia in patients, pathogenesis,
USSR study (1961) 15329

USSR study (1962) 10004
arteriosclerosis and hypertension, USSR
study (1962) 12038

artificial arterial, induced by injection of

ganglion-blocking agents, electroence-

phalographic, etc., examinations, USSR
study (1962) 1252

ballistocardiogram in hypertensive dis-

ease, USSR study (1961) 11199
basal metabolism and thyroid gland func-

tion, data from studies using 1-131,

USSR study (1961) 11114
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Blood pressure—Continued
hypertension—Continued

blood serum proteins, electrophoretic in-

vestigation, USSR study (1961) 4609
Bright's disease, role of sodium in genesis,
USSR study (1961) 15330

changes in right ventricle of heart, USSR
study (1961) 11053

chemistry of new hypotensive agents,
USSR study (1962) 17935

Chinese hypotensive medicinals, studies
(1962) 2829

Chinese traditional medicine used in treat-
ment of hypertensive disease, materials
for study, USSR (1962) 875

diet therapy, USSR study (1961) 11198
diffuse cardiac myofibrosis in hypertensive
vascular disease, histotopographical
study, USSR (1961) 4599

effect of calcium and potassium salts on
higher nervous activity and arterial
pressure, USSR study (1961) 15241

experimental model for evaluation of effi-

cacy of Schizandra chinensis in arterios-
clerosis, USSR study (1962) 2723

experimental renal, effect of heparin
(1961) 10964

hereditary factor on course of disease,
USSR study (1961) 11197

heredity role in etiology, USSR study
(1961) 11196

hypertensive vascular disease, effect on
morphological condition of neural ele-

ments of skin (1961) 4598
hypoxia effect (1963) 9629
myocardial arterioles in hypertensive dis-

ease, USSR study (1961) 11052
new medicinal plant, biology of lozhechnit-

sa arktika, USSR study (1962) 15741
pathogenesis, role of renal ischemia,
USSR study (1961) 7577

pathomorphological changes of hypophys-
is in apoplexy and softening of cerebral
tissue, USSR study (1961) 11115

patients

—

effect of reserpine on coronary circula-
tion, clinical observations (1961) 7570

effect of therapeutic sleep on biocur-
rents of brain, USSR study (1961)
4643

lipoproteins and protein fractions,
USSR study (1962) 954

portal, varicose dilatation of esophageal
veins, USSR study (1961) 10874

pulmonary artery, effect of reserpine,
USSR study (1961) 10968

pulmonary circulation in patients with
mitral defects, USSR study (1961) 19683

scientific research in field, USSR (1961)
11187

scientific studies on problems, 1961-62,
USSR (1962) 8024

simulation with large doses of ephedrine
and theophedrine, USSR study (1961)
4662

symptomatic renal, USSR study (1961)
10969

treatment with

—

dicolin, USSR study (1961) 854
reserpine, changes of arterial pressure

in patients during certain emotions
and cold test, USSR study (1961)
11108

various forms, changes in smaller arter-
ies, comparative study, USSR (1961)
11059

hypertensive disease, treatment (1964) 8941
hypertensive patients, changes in lipid con-

tent of blood under reserpine therapy,
USSR study (1961) 852

Blood pressure—Continued
hypertensive vascular disease in young peo-

ple, USSR study (1961) 2380
hypotensive effect of BAS (l-benzyl-2-

methyl-5-methoxytryptamine (1961)
17510

in-flight measurement, low frequency narrow
band pass active filter (1963) 11483

intracardiac investigation, experimental,
USSR study (1964) 18200

measurement

—

human body (1964) 11363

mechanoelectronic pickup, USSR study
(1962) 983

programed notebook for nurses (1965)
2942

normal duration of electric systole in man
(1965) 18598

problems and future research, USSR study
(1961) 2392

pulmonary vasculature, effect of glyceryl
trinitrate (1965) 215

renal hemodynamics in hypertension, effect

of rauwolfia alkaloids, USSR study
(1961) 955

resistance of renal vessels in hypertensive
patients treated with reserpine, USSR
study (1961) 956

thermal burns, interrelationship between
plasma loss, hemoconcentration,
changes in circulating blood volume,
USSR study (1964) 14472

transducer, for temporal artery, develop-
ment (1965) 16617

validity of flight blood pressure data (1965)
17022

vascular permeability in experimental hy-
pertension, USSR study (1961) 2110

Blood transfusion, see Blood.
Blood vessels:
and heart, morphology, all-Union confer-

ence, USSR (1961) 2091
cardiac collateral circulation sources in

connection with study of its revasculari-
zation, USSR study (1961) 11003

cerebral, surgical treatment of multiple
aneurisms, USSR study (1961) 4675

cerebral vascular disease and strokes (1964)
18904

cerebrovascular diseases, research grants
(1964) 18814

diseases, diagnosing by special methods,
USSR study (1963) 2668

effect of G-force on structure of vascular
system (1964) 5270

embryonic, immunological basis for hetero-
plastics, USSR study (1962) 1250

formation of new vascular paths of organs
of small pelvis (1965) 14566

head, changes in regional circulations in

patients with lesions (1965) 6761
mechanical vascular suture in plastics,

USSR study (1961) 15604
peripheral, complex therapeutic treatment

of endarteritis and atherosclerosis,
USSR study (1961) 10940

retinal venous blood oxygen, improved meth-
od for photographic measurement (1962)
22963

small arterial and venous alloplastic repair,
experimental, USSR study (1962) 924

strengthening vitamins, USSR study (1962)
902

suitability of preserved blood vessels kept
under vacuum conditions, problem of

control, USSR study (1961) 20986
surgery

—

application of combined prostheses, USSR
study (1961) 11174
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Blood vessels—Continued
surgery—Continued
Communist China (1962) 818

synthetic vascular prostheses

—

adaptability in prevention of hemorrhage
(1962) 1968

changes in mechanical properties, USSR
study (1963) 9003

vascular defects, replacement with prothesis
prepared from combined auto-alloplastic
and porous alloplastic material, USSR
study (1962) 2873

vascular prostheses, evaluation, USSR study
(1963) 18012

vascular responses during hypothermia
(1964) 9977

vascular system, pathways in evolution of
interoceptive signalization, USSR study
(1962) 22312

venous pressure increased, effect on renal
hemodynamics (1963) 4503

venous tonus, determining, USSR study
(1963) 17934

see also Arteries.
Bloodletting, acute, during radiation sickness,

USSR study (1965) 924
Bloodworms:
Chironomid larvae, semi-commercial raising,

USSR experiment (1964) 2559
marine worm, Glycera dibranchiata, changes

in abundance, associated with seawater
temperature fluctuations (1965) 605

Bloom, Jerome H., impurities in vacuum (1965)
111

Bloom, Justin L., strontium-titanate radioiso-
tope fuel for SNAP 7B thermoelectric
generator (1964) 5968

Bloom, M.C.:
corrosion of steel due to concentration of

alkali in steam generating system (1963)
3231

steel corrosion mechanisms (1965) 11585
Bloom, P.A., flotation conentration of complex

barite-fluorspar ore (1963) 10948
Bloomsburg, Pa., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13141
Blotting paper, Federal standard (1963) 533,

12125
Blow torches, cutting equipment, safe prac-

tices (1962) 14362
Blowdown problems and solutions (1964) 2368
Blowers:
and fans industry, outlook for 1961 and re-

view of 1960 (1961) 3859
current industrial reports (1961) 2990, 6819;

(1962) 3737, 9039, 11077; (1963) 3575,
7754: (1964) 3391; (1965) 3274, 10239

change sheet (1961) 8501
summary, 1963 (1964) 8116

hand-operated, for use with lithium hydrox-
ide canisters in personnel shelters, de-

scription, etc (1962) 1902
industry

—

outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)

4678
outlook for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)

4532
review of 1963, outlook for 1964 (1964)

6009
BLS, see Labor Statistics Bureau.
BLS report series (1961) 1169, 6243-46, 9403,

11336-338, 13396, 15699-704, 19820-822,
21139-142; (1962) 1573, 3262, 8325-30,
14367-369, 15976-977, 18138-140; (1963)
1158-1167, 3023, 5436-37, 7142-60,
9043-50, 10890-893, 14450-461, 16272-275,
18031-32, 19785-791, 20926-927; (1964)
1366-74, 2949-60, 5426-35, 7372-73,
9377-81, 11268-274, 13042-46. 14685-691,

BLS report series—Continued
16586-589, 18621-628, 20432-434,
21666-670; (1965) 1276-80, 2791-92,
5040-44, 6554-56, 7965-68, 9500-2,
11337-344, 12784, 14612-624, 16550-552,
18397-398, 19800-802

list (1961) 19823
Blue, James W., measurement of effects of

fast-neutron radiation on liquid ortho-
and para-hydrogen (1965) 5191

Blue Anchor moves with marketing currents
(1962)11740

Blue collar workers:
real income in Bulgaria (1962) 22359
see also Governmnt officials and employees.

Blue crabs:
Atlantic, preparation of chilled meat (1965)

14310
Chesapeake Bay, effect of DDT upon (1962)

19505
fishery in Chesapeake Bay (1963) 4945
industry, mechanizing

—

measures for immediate relief through
worker specialization (1964) 6705

strengthening industry's economic posi-
tion (1964) 14269

survey of processing plants (1964) 4729
larvae (Callinectes), in plankton collections

from cruises of M/V Theodore N. Gill,

south Atlantic Coast of United States,
1953-54 (1964) 4743

meat, freshness test and spoilage character-
istics (1961) 6052

St. Johns River, Fla. fishery, fluctuation in
yield, 1961-62 (1965) 9165

trawl fishery of (Georgia (1962) 15586
Blue Cross, see Health insurance.

Blue Grass region, see Bluegrass region, Ky.
Blue Knob Development Corp., REIA recreation

loan policy, hearing (1964) 387
Blue-mold cheese, see Cheese.

Blue Mountains, ecology of pea aphid in area
(1963) 18445

Blue Ridge Parkway:
extension into (ieorgia, survey of proposed

national parkway

—

law (1961) 16568
report (1961) 14633

general information (1961) 8062; (1962)
12538; (1963) 14608; (1964) 18824; (1965)
14907

lands and interests, purchase and ex-

change

—

law (1961) 14081
reports (1961) 8739, 12446

Moses H. (Done Memorial Park, general in-

formation (1961) 8068; (1963) 5639
survey of proposed national parkway to

extend, authorize appropriation, report
(1961) 12309

transfer section to Shenandoah National
Park-

law (1961) 12124
reports (1961) 8749. 12444

Blue-sac disease of fish (1963) 13963

Blue Scout, see Rockets.

Blue Shield, see Health insurance.

Blue tongue:
incidence reported in U.S. (1961) 9860; (1962)

18610
sheep, incidence reported in U.S. (1963)

14843; (1964) 19056; (1965) 16946
Blueback salmon, see Salmon.

Blueberries:
growing (1962) 14748
storage and shelf life of packaged units

(1963) 14867
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Bluefield, W. Va., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 6764
Bluefin tuna, see Tuna fish.

Bluegrass region, Ky.:
geochemistry of natural waters (1964) 14350

ground-water resources (1961) 9258
Blueing, king crab (1965) 14308
Blueprint for action, information for post or

chapter employment officers of veterans
organizations (1964) 11252

Blueprint for peace race, outline of basic
provisions of treaty on general and
complete disarmament in peaceful world
(1962) 10960

Blueprint operators, examination announce-
ments (1961) 14008; (1962) 2253

Blueprints:
advantages for field use in forestry, etc

(1963) 17480
reading and sketching. Navy training course

(1964) 1525

Bluestem:
Flint Hills and Osage pasture report, Kan-

sas and Oklahoma (1964) 16881; (1965)
15090

Missouri Ozarks, nutritive quality (1961)
12709

Bluewater Springs area, Mont., geology and
water resources (1964) 15969

Blum, Barton M.:

demonstration of 4 intensities of manage-
ment in northern hardwoods (1963)
15580

excessive exposure stimulates epicormic
branching in young northern hardwoods
(1963) 20702

weeding in 10-year-old northern hardwoods,
methods and time requirements (1963)
10220

Blum, Robert E., analysis of pressurized and
axially loaded orthotropic multicell
tanks (1965) 11472

Blumle, L.J.:

NASA topside sounder program (1963) 20984
satellite observations of equatorial ionos-

phere (1963) 12869
Blunt bodies:

ablating, measurement of optical radiation
from wake, in flight at speeds up to 10
KM per second (1965) 9710

blunt bodies at large angles of attack, shock
envelopes (1964) 3012

computing supersonic flow around, accompa-
nied by detached shock wave (1965) 6762

contamination-induced luminosity ahead of
blunt body (1964) 18775

cylinder-flare configurations

—

ablation (1964) 14884
heat-transfer rates and ablation (1964)

18738
hypersonic magnetohydrodynamics with or

without blunt body (1964) 16656
laminar compressible boundary layer in

stagnation region in axisymmetric flow
(1964) 18734

moving at supersonic speeds in equilibrium
gas, flow properties about blunt bodies
(1964) 16725

nonlifting vehicles entering earth's atmos-
phere at very high speeds, aerodynamic
and rocket braking (1964) 11392

nose bluntness and controlled roughness
effect on flow on 2 hypersonic inlet cen-
ter bodies without cowling at Mach 5.98
(1965) 14834

numerical methods and computer programs
for 2-dimensional and asixymmetric su-
personic flow over blunt-nosed and flared
bodies (1965) 16705

Blunt bodies—Continued
shock layer

—

effect of simulated ablation-gas injection
(1965) 16692

radiation at reentry velocities (1964) 9620
solutions for spheres and ellipsoids in equi-

librium gas mixtures (1965) 9725
support interference on blunt body of revo-

lution, Mach 20 (1965) 8122
three-dimensional flow around

—

by supersonic stream of perfect gas (1965)
5238

with allowance for equilibrium physico-
chemical reactions (1965) 2924

Blycine, diets fed rats, stress studies (1963)
1758

Blyth, Cooper, and wife, successors in interest,
relief (1965) 15556, 19093 19366

Blyth, James D.W., and family, relief (1965)
17512, 19116, 19387

Blyth, James E.:

labor potential for expanding forest indus-
tries in northeastern Minnesota (1963)
6513

labor resource for expanding wood-using in-

dustries in northeastern Minnesota
(1965) 10912

primary wood use by manufacturing firms in
Duluth-Superior, 1962 (1965) 656

Blytheville, Ark., population, special census
(1962) 20558

Board-foot and cubic-foot volume computing
equations for southeastern tree species
(1963) 10243

Board materials from wood residues (1964)
14314

Board mills, see Building board mills

—

Paperboard mills—Pulp mills.
Board of Education of District of Columbia,

see District of Columbia.
Board of Foreign Scholarships, report (1964)

11616
Board of Higher Ekiucation of District of Col-

umbia, see District of Columbia.
Board of Regents of Smithsonian Institution,

see Smithsonian Institution.
Board of Review, Judge Advocate General,

court-martial reports, holdings and deci-
sions (1964) 10445

Board of Trustees of Federal Old-Age and
Survivors, Insurance and Disability
Insurance Trust Funds:

economic assumptions underlying medium-
range projections, 1966-75 (1962) 22797

OASI trust fund, invested funds, average
value, 1962 (1965) 1622

reports (1961) 4030; (1962) 6974; (1963) 7862;
(1964) 8245; (1965) 8739

social security trust funds, status (1963)
18316

Boarding manual. Coast Guard (1962) 13118
Boarding officers training guide (1961) 1845
Boardinghouses, USSR, nwtor tourists guide-

book (1963) 8719
Boards (lumber), see Lumber.
Boards (organizations), see subjects with

which boards have to do., e.g. Industrial
relations—Vocational education.

Boards of health, see Health boards and de-
partments.

Boards of inquiry, military law and boards of
officers, ROTC manual (1964) 1764

Boards of review, Judge Advocates General,
court martial reports, holdings and deci-

sions (1961) 1923; (1962) 2385, 21581;
(1963) 17344; (1965) 6083

Boatbuilding:
and repairing industry, outlook for 1963 and

review of 1962 (1963) 5975
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Boatbuilding—Continued
equipment, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 3928
Boating:

accidents reporting, rules and regulations
(1961) 10116; (1963) 11680

do's and dont's of safe boating for recrea-
tional boatmen. Coast Guard informa-
tion (1964) 15364
outlook for 1962 and review of 1961

(1962) 4681
industry

—

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)
3836

laws and regulations, safety, etc. (1961)
10115; (1962) 15007; (1964) 6113

pleasure, Tennessee industry (1963) 1447
recreational

—

accidents, numbering and related activi-
ties, reports (1962) 2270, 11212; (1963)
9768; (1964) 10119; (1965) 8682

guide, changes (1963) 11677
regulations in national park system (1964)

20661
Boatright, William B., description and prelimi-

nary calibration tests of small
arc-heated hypersonic wind tunnel (1963)
1275

Boats:
developing small boat harbors in 6 Oregon

counties, study (1965) 7134
hulls, molded composite, research report

(1961)6117
inspector's handbook for boats and small

craft, steel hulls (1961) 6537
pollution control, what boat owner can do

for clean waterways (1965) 5334, 20021
skin boats of North America (1964) 20653
transportation, boat operation companies,

field manual (1965) 17051
see also Fishing vessels—Ice breakers

—

Launches—Life boats—Patrol boats

—

PT boats—Ships—Submarine boats

—

Tankers.
Boats (containers):
ceramic coated, chemically inert, provides

good heat transfer (1965) 6661
Boatswain's mates:

1 & C, Navy training course (1963) 18219
3 & 2, Navy training course (1964) 16787

Boatswains, see Aviation boatswain's
mates—Boatswain's mate.

Boawn, Louis C, nitrogen status of corn eval-
uation by tissue tests (1963) 7542

Bobcats, hints on trapping (1962) 2486
Bobwhites, see Quail.
Boccalery, Aida M. S., relief (1962) 7120, 9216

11255
Bocker, Dorothy:
smoking and health bibliography (1964)

11568
supplement (1965) 18720

Bodansky, Harry:
market indicators for Europe (1964) 4850
U.S. share of world markets for manufac-

tured products, analysis of changes
from 1954-61 (1964) 14395

Bodcau Bayou:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14192
document edition (1965) 13828

Bodega Bay, Calif.:

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 7600
document edition (1965) 7393

Bodenstein, Pola, relief (1965) 14014, 15618,
17353

Bodhaine, G.L., magnitude and frequency of
floods. Pacific slope basins in Washing-
ton and upper Columbia River basin
(1964) 10658

Bodies (aerodynamics), see Aerodynamics.
Bodies of revolution:
aerodynamic characteristics

—

effects of simulated retrorockets (1962)
12497

handbook (1962) 18362
blunt

—

correlation study of bow-wave profiles

(1962) 8508
low-fineness-ratio

—

normal-force axial-force, pitching-
moment characteristics, investiga-
tion (1963) 11012

static stability characteristics at Mach
number of 24.5 in helium (1964) 11409

support interference, Mach 20 (1965) 8122
boattailed, afterbody pressures (1965) 9711
boundary-layer separation over, effects

(1961) 9497
decelerating, melting boundary layers on,

analysis (1962) 16048
effects of nose bluntness and fineness ratio

on static longitudinal aerodynamic char-
acteristics at subsonic speeds (1961)
6374

flows past blunt bodies at transonic speeds
(1963) 5561

measurement of heat transfer in free flight

by use of catcher calorimeter (1963)
14574

minimum drag with cross-sectional ellipicity

(1964) 18760
errata (1965) 18529

offset center-of -gravity location, equations
for Newtonian static and dynamic aero-
dynamic coefficients (1963) 14546

ogive-cylinder body at subsonic speeds, nor-
nial-force and vortex-wake characteris-
tics (1962) 12494

oscillating, in supersonic flow expanded to
5th power of frequency, velocity poten-
tial and forces (1962) 12466

slender, unsteady aerodynamic forces in

supersonic flow (1961) 9599
thin cone, flow of relaxing gas around (1965)

16726
thin shells of revolution, geometrical and

inertial properties (1964) 20522
torques induced by magnetic field (1963)

5613
velocity and boundary layer, methods for

computing flow distribution (1964) 7815
with varying nose bluntness at hypersonic

speeds, analytic studv of induced pres-
sure (1961) 13543

zero-lift drag data (1962) 1696
Bodine, John W., panel presentation, Dec. 11,

1962 (1963) 1427
Bodnar, James, report on debate in United

Nations Disarmament Commission, Apr.
21-June 16, 1965 (1965) 18933

Body (human), see Anatomy.
Body composition:
human fat, measurement methods (1963)

16803
techniques for measuring, conference pro-

ceedings (1963) 5645
Body fluids, measurement of steroid responses

to total fasting, Porter-Silber chromo-
gen interference (1965) 128

Body measurements, adults, weight, height,
and selected body dimensions, United
States, 1960-62 (1965) 13247
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Body temperature:
and carbohydrate values in normal and en-

dotoxin poisoned mice exposed to envi-

ronmental temperatures (1963) 1754
dog, reduced set point while exercising (1964)

11785
effect of induced hypoxia on thermoregula-

tion and cardiopulmonary function
(1963) 11495

effects of tranquilizer (1964) 5998
high temperatures and humidity of air, in-

fluence on overheating of human orga-
nism, USSR study (1962) 7882

human digestive tract, radiotelemetric inves-

tigation, USSR study (1963) 19588

reaction of skin during irradiation with mi-
crowaves of low intensity, USSR study
(1964) 7063

rectal temperature of working sled dog
(1964) 4250

regulation

—

rat, effect of resperine (1962) 10914
relationship of shivering (1963) 18469

responses to cold of Peruvian Indians native
to high altitude (1963) 18478

thermal balance, maintaining in man (1963)
11496

thermal flux from different parts of body
surface at different ambient tempera-
tures (1962) 1083

thermal measurements on reindeer during
rest and exercise (1963) 1751

themoregulation of human under transpolar
conditions, USSR study (1961) 2196

see also Hypothermia.

Body weight:
adults, height, and selected body dimensions,

United States, 1960-62 (1965) 13247
and growth rate influence on fasting-induced

changes in nitrogen and electrolyte excre-
tion in rats (1961) 3743

food and your weight (1961) 75; (1964) 19078

Boe, Kenneth N., tractor-logging costs and
production in old-growth redwood (1964)
8689

Boeckel, John H., environmental testing in

exploration of space, satellite reliability

(1963) 16395

Boehls Butte quadrangle, Idaho, anorthosite
and associated rocks (1964) 805

Boeing Company:
Bomarc A weapon system, overstated cost

estimates included in target prices of

incentive contracts, Air Force Dept.,

GAO report (1964) 12492
B-52G airplanes, overstated cost estimates

included in target prices negotiated. Air
Force Dept., GAO report (1965) 707

contract with Air Force

—

guidance subsystems for Bomarc missiles,
pricing, GAO review (1962) 21806

procurement of mobile inspection equip-
ment vans for Bomarc missile weapon
system, GAO review (1962) 21815

maintenance trucks produced for Minuteman
ICBM, increased cost, GAO report (1965)
7773

overpricing of target seeking systems for
Bomarc missile, GAO review (1963) 8318

purchase of buffer amplifiers from
HRB-Singer for B-47 aircraft, overpric-
ing, GAO report (1965) HRB-Singer for
B-47 aircraft, overpricing, GAO report
(1965) 2204

TFX contract investigation, hearings (1963)
10015, 12019, 13809, 15386, 19056

Boeing Company—Continued
unnecessary cost in leasing of electronic

data processing systems, GAO report
(1964) 10618

wage chronology (1961) 19822; (1965) 6555
Boettcher, Arnold J., geology and ground-

water resources in eastern Cheyenne
and Kiowa Counties, Colo. (1965) 742

Bogdan, Leonard:
measurement of radiative heat transfer with

thin-film resistance thermometers (1964)
9532

resistance thermometers for heat transfer
measurement (1964) 9531

Boggess, Durward H., experiments in wat-
er-spreading at Newark, Del (1963) 612

Boggs, Maywood, testimony, hearings (1964)
6526; (1965) 4624

Boggs, Thomas H., private trade barriers and
Atlantic community (1964) 10150

Boggy Creek:

central and southern Florida project, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 399

document edition (1963) 320
Bogner, R.L., double isotope derivative analys-

es for food additives (164) 5974
Bogolyuboy, Nikoloy N.:

asymptotic method for approximate solution
to nonlinear differential equation of 3d
order (1963) 3168

biographical sketch, USSR (1961) 2230

Bogomolets, Aleksandr A.:

birthday commemoration, USSR (1962) 1226
importance of works to endocrinology,

USSR study (1962) 1373
scientific views and works, USSR study

(1962) 1219
Bogomolets, 0. 0.:

ideas on longevity and aging, significance of
further developing study, USSR (1961)
21118

works on serum in prophylaxis and therapy
of radiation sickness, USSR study (1962)
2831

Bogor Botanical Garden, Indonesia, Soviet
field studies, Apr. 2, 1963 - Mar. 28, 1964
(1965) 12617

Bogota, Colombia, Inter-American Ek^onomic
Conference Sept. 5-13, 1960, report
(1961) 5859

Bogue, David L., relief (1964) 12200; (1965)
10611

Bogumill, John P., financial procedures under
Public law 480, emphasis on titles 1 and
4 of Agricultural trade development and
assistance act (1964) 12318

Bohall, Robert W.:
organization of wholesale fruit and vegeta-

ble markets in Miami and Tampa-St.
Petersburg (1963) 7574

packing mature green tomatoes

—

in Lower Rio Grande Valley (1964) 20929
quality, etc., in Lower Rio Grande Valley

of Texas (1963) 20287
Bohannan, Billy, prestressed laminated wood

beams (1964) 8672
Bohemia:

moldavites, Czechoslovakian study (1964)
5530

west, interpolation error determination of
astronomic-geodetic plumb-line deflec-
tions in West Bohemia Kraj, Czechoslo-
vakia (1964) 2906

Bohl, Wayne H., Japanese green and Korean
ring-necked pheasants (1965) 617

Bohner, George E., radiation energy transfer
mechanisms of chemical systems (1963)
9466
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Bohon, Herman L.:

flutter of flat rectangular orthotropic panels

with biaxial loading and arbitrary flow

direction (1963) 19924
flutter results for corrugation-stiffened pan-

els (1964) 11414
Boiler feed-water compound, feedwater condi-

tioning, handbook (1962) 16014

Boiler fuel, see Fuel.

Boiler shops, products industry, outlook for

1963 and review of 1962 (1963) 4518

Boilermakers:
employment outlook (1962) 8420; (1964) 7391

1 & C, Navy training course (1965) 1535

errata (1965) 8203
Boilermen, see Firemen (stokers).

Boilers:
assemblies, air (gas) flow vibrations in tube

clusters, USSR study (1965) 11282

concentrated LiOH effects on steel corrosion

in steam generating systems, laboratory

studies (1963) 3231
feed water. Mines Bureau service (1963) 10941

feedwater conditioning, handbook (1962)

16014
high pressure, hydrodynamics and heat

transfer during boiling (1961) 11780

materials, construction, etc., marine engi-

neering regulations (1961) 8569; (1963)

13336; (1965) 4417
naval, chemistry of high-vanadium oil-ash

deposits (1963) 11182
oil-fired, soot-control additives, effectiveness

(1962) 12383
power

—

industry midyear review and outlook for

1961 (1961) 13856
industry outlook for 1961 and review of

1960 (1961) 1759
industry outlook for 1962 and review of

1961 (1961) 2145
steel, current industrial reports (1961)

6825; (1962) 11086; (1964) 13758; (1965)

13634
ship propulsion, overpricing under contract

with Foster Wheeler Corporation, GAO
report (1964) 6778

steam, high pressure, shutdowns, USSR in-

dustrial development, translations

(1964) 21437
see aJso Slag (in boilers).

Boiling:
critical heat flux, empirical correlation for

channels of various cross sections and
orientation (1963) 14548

flow, photographic study (1964) 8063
heat transfer

—

correlation from nucleation theory (1962)

6707
critical conditions and burnout (1962) 6707

cryogenics, (1965) 12973
oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and helium

(1965) 18617
to liquid hydrogen and nitrogen in forced

flow (1962) 20131
instabilities created in force-flovv material

under subcooled boiling conditions (1965)

11488
liquid metal, literature survey (1964) 46

nucleate-boiling ebullition, effect of multi-g

accelerations (1963) 11017
nucleate

—

forces acting on bubbles under normal and
reduced gravity conditions, errata (1965)

2873
thermal boundary layer and ebullition cy-

cle, study (1961) 9543
errata (1961) 15767

transition from discrete-bubble to multi-

Page 278

bubble regime (1965) 2907
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Boiling—Continued

songs and associated mechanical vibrations
(1961) 11792

transient, subcooled water and alcohol on
horizontal surface (1965) 5164

tubes, hydrodynamics and heat transfer
(1961) 11780

see also Nucleate boiling.

Boiling water reactors, see Reactors (atomic).

Boise, Idaho:
aging, problems, hearings (1962) 11645

Boise Air Terminal, weather observations,
hourly decennial census (1963) 14787

occupational wage survey (1964) 20439
departmental edition (1961) 15709; (1962)

22433; (1963) 16285
document edition (1961) 14137; (1962)

29044; (1963) 15176

Boise National Forest, high-intensity rain-

storms (1961) 6114

Boisseau, Peter C, handling qualities of vehi-

cle in simulated lunar gravitational field

(1965) 6701
Bokan Mountain, uranium-thorium area,

southeastern Alaska, geology and ore
deposits (1964) 6798

Bokelman, W. Robert:
bond sales for higher education (1963)

13842; (1965) 6109
changes in administrative and faculty sala-

ries from 1960-61 to 1962-63 (1964) 573
faculty salaries in universities, etc., 1963-64

(1964) 2278
half-century of salaries at land-grant insti-

tutions (1963) 368
higher education salaries. 1962-63 (1965) 491

new construction, etc., on college campuses
(1963) 17382; (1964) 4630

salaries and fees in land-grant colleges and
State universities (1963) 13862; (1964)

14195
Boksitogorsk, USSR, history and regional

study (1962) 8097
Boland, John V., Construction Ck).. see John V.

Boland (Construction Co.

Boldman, Donald R., performance of multiple-

chamber arc heater with 4 magnetically

spun direct-current arcs (1965) 13049

Boldt, Charles E.:

root development of ponderosa pine trans-

plants at Lincoln, Nebr (1964) 14326
stand volume tables for immature ponderosa

pine in Black Hills (1963) 17491
Boldt, Robert F., optimum computerized allo-

cation system (1964) 13687
Boles, Sara J., pressure forming of aluminum

oxide (1963) 5500
Bolick, Roy, motor vehicle accident (1961)

20889
Bolinder, E. Folke, geometric study of coher-

ence properties of partially polarized
electromagnetic radiation (1964) 17007

Bolivia:
agricultural commodities, agreements (1962)

20301; 20306. (1963) 7440, 9417, 11311,

13080, 13083; (1964) 7775, 9810, 15110;

(1965) 6932
agricultural economy (1961) 10528
aid in action, fact sheet (1962) 3493
air conditioning and refrigeration equip-

ment, production, consumption, trade
(1961) 5414

alien amateur radio operators, agreement
(1965) 11723

aviation transport servi<

(1964) 7792
(Dochabamba Valley feud necessitates inter-

vention of Armed Forces (1963) 2604

agreement



Bolivia—Continued
Communist infiltration in educational sys-

tems, report (1965) 4612
Communist Party, program (1963) 779
Communists incite disturbances in Rio Abajo

(1963) 2662
defense, furnishing articles and services,

agreement (1963) 3347
economy, basic data (1964) 866
educational data (1962) 13734
food regulations (1963) 2430
foreign trade regulations (1964) 4858
investment guaranties, agreement (1964)

11637
investment law (1961) 9177
labor conditions (1965) 7981
labor law and practice (1963) 9044
La Paz riots of Oct. 26, 1962 (1963) 928
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12847
mutual defense assistance, equipment, mate-

rials, and services, agreement (1961)
11593

Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)
20327

peasant leader attacks police, etc (1963)
2857

preparing shipments to (1961) 18445
radio communications, agreement (1962)

6473
sending gift packages to (1963) 2401
Socialist sector suggests reforms to MNR

political committee (1963) 881
study mission report (1961) 5708
sugar imports from Communist Zone,

charges of harm to production, transla-
tion (1963) 2686

surplus agricultural commodities, agree-
ments (1962) 3508, 22850

tin chlorides, volatization from low-grade
ores and concentrates (1961) 13457

Bolivian comments on U.S. aid and freer trade
in Latin America (1963) 1067

Bolivinidae, family, quantitative and qualita-
tive analysis (1963) 12230

Boll weevils, see Weevils.
Boiler, Kenneth H. effect of elevated tempera-

tures on strength properties of rein-

forced plastic laminates (1964) 7955
Boilers, Thomas B., and wife, relief (1963)

20569; (1964) 1899
Bollinger, Loren E., formation of detonation

waves in

—

hydrogen-oxygen, mixtures (1964) 9604
variable geometry tubes (1963) 12887

thermodynamic calculations of carbon mon-
oxide-air detonation parameters (1963)
1318

errata (1963) 11043
Bellman, Wendel, engineering contributions

(1964) 21798
Bollo, Louise E., persons hospitalized by num-

ber of hospital episodes and days in

year (1965) 15018
Bollworms:
corn earworm

—

in sweet corn, control (1961) 13785
resistance in sweet corn inbreds (1962)
8774

Heliothis species rearing on artificial medi-
um, laboratory techniques (1963) 18391

pink

—

airborne movement (1962) 1957
controlling on cotton (1965) 7026
development and control, picture sheet

(1963) 18412
diapause, inducement factors (1964) 7952
kill with improved gin equipment (1963)

13184

Bollworms—Continued
larvae and pupae buried under laboratory

conditions, effects of soil type, etc (1965)
18901

temperature and rainfall as they affect corn
earworm damage to dent corn (1964)
20896

tomato fruitworm, control (1961) 82; (1963)
11453

Bolmer, Robert L., stresses induced around mine
development workings by undercutting
and caving, Climax Molybdenum mine,
Colo (1965) 18451

Bologa, V. L., biography (1963) 8951

Bolometers:
bolometric pyrheliometers, calculation of er-

rors, USSR study (1965) 9746
dielectric, new type of thermal radiation de-

tector (1961) 1303
insertion-loss tester, improved (1964) 14824

Bolometric corrections, see Stars.

Bolsenga, S. J., daily sums of global radiation
for cloudless skies (1965) 4677

Bolshaya medistsinskaya entsiklopediya:
translations (1963) 5168, 5371, 8620, 8773

Bol'shaya meditsinskaya entsiklopediya (Rus-
sian encyclopedia):

translations (1964) 2581, 2806, 2814, 18419,
20136,21599

Bolt, Charles D.:

increasing storage capacity in older cotton

warehouses (1964) 9912
transporting bales of cotton with large

clamp trucks (1964) 20901
weighing bales of cotton at compress (1964)

11736

Bolt, R.O.:

radiation stability of organic fluids, etc

(1963) 4493
radiolysis of organic fluids (1963) 15013

Bolta, Arthur W., relief (1963) 20568; (1964)

17478, 19373
Bolton, Frances P., acceptance of award,

(1965) 17308, 17486, 17783

Bolts (lumber):
cooperage, production and consumption in

Central States (1962) 15616; (1965) 645
cutting short bolts means more wood but

more work too (1961) 6098

Bolts and nuts:

bridge girder assembly by high strength
screw bolt method, Communist Chinese
study (1963) 10489

burnishing technique improves lubrication
of threaded fasteners (1965) 19897

captive nut fastener securely joins brittle

materials (1965) 18501

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5472
change (1961) 11859

chamfered holes, effect on resistance of bolts

to shock loads in shear (1963) 11160

fatigue problems in aircraft applications

(1962) 10545
field testing of explosive-anchored rockbolt

(1965) 6605
laminated Douglas fir bolts used in joints,

performance (1964) 8674
load relations in preloaded rockbolt testing

(1965) 9592
mine roof

—

bolt behavior resulting from nearby
blasts (1964) 9501

in-place support with rock bolts, method
of determining number required, White
Pine Copper Mine, Mich (1961) 7939
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Bolts and nuts—Continued
mine roof—Continued
new nut and sleeve improve flared connec-

tions (1965) 11451
rock bolt anchored by explosive forming

(1963) 14515
Boltz, FYederick W., Z-function solutions for

motion and heating during atmosphere
entry from equatorial orbits of rotating

planet (1963) 5583
Boltzmann equations, see Ekjuations.

Bomarc, see Missiles.

Bomb reactors, see Reactors.
Bombay Hook National Wildlife Refuge:

birds (1963) 15528
general information (1962) 19514; (1963) 6456

Bombers, see Airplanes.
Bombing (aerial), see Air raids-
Bombing airplanes, see Airplanes.

Bombs:
aircraft and fuzes, etc., ordnance pamphlet

(1963) 12959
bomb-bay configuration effects on aerody-

namic characteristics circular cross-

section body at supersonic speeds (1961)

17685
false information, make criminal offense,

clarify law

—

law (1961) 18726
reports (1961) 10281, 19084

500-lb Mark 82 Mods and 1, with mechani-
cal impact fuzes, ballistic tables (1962)

1738
guided, aerodynamic derivatives and per-

formance of control systems (1961) 9511
penetration in underground military instal-

lations in rock (1961) 20702
penetration tests. Fort Churchill, Canada

(1961) 14809
see also Atomic bombs—Hydrogen bombs.

Bombard, Miriam L., palm trees in United
States (1963) 18418

Bonaccorso, Josephine M., see Bowtell, Jose-

phine M.
Bonaire, import tariff system (1962) 21886
Bonavita, Giovanna, relief (1961) 8680, 10428,

12091
Bonavito, N.L.:

determination of mean elements for Vinti's

satellite theory (1964) 13237
differential correction for Vinti's accurate

intermediary orbit (1963) 1283

Bond, Deborah T.:

coverage of agricultural workers under

State and Federal labor laws (1964)

13032
major provisions of State and Federal farm

labor contractor laws (1965) 16547
Bond, Gorman M., geographic variation in

thrush Hylocichla ustulata (1963) 7324

Bond, James, effects of loud sounds on physiol-

ogy and behavior of swine (1963) 5846
Bond, Robert J.:

measuring metropolitan markets (1963) 9705

Western Europe standardizing package di-

mensions (1965) 7180
Bond, Ruth T., travel information offices main-

tained by States, etc (1963) 3389
Bond, Victor R., linear acceleration guidance

scheme for landing and launch trajecto-

ries in vacuum (1965) 6734
Bond paper, see Paper.

Bonde, Olaf S., relief (1962) 13599

Bonded abrasive products industry, outlook

for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962) 2136

Bonded warehouses, cigars manufactured of

imported tobacco, amend Tariff act, re-

port (1964) 8313

Bondelid, R.O., phenomenological characteris-

tics of (p, ) resonances (1964) 5616
Bonding:

business loan, loss from inadequate evalua-
tion of coverage requirements, etc., bv
SBA, GAO report (1965) 7777

District of Columbia requirements in attach-
ment before judgment, amend act

—

law (1965) 15461
reports, (1965) 10634, 15658

excess of $500,000 under welfare and pen-
sion plans disclosure act (1963) 10884

Federal employees, annual report, repeal
requirement, report (1961) 8796

fidelity bonding under welfare and pension
plans disclosure act (1964) 21656

meat packers, hearing (1962) 15422

provisions of Federal labor laws

—

hearings (1964) 4492
report (1964) 15498

provisions of Federal labor laws, amend

—

hearings (1965) 14128
law (1965) 17412
reports (1965) 7445, 10484, 15991

requirements of Landrum-Griffin act, inves-
tigation, hearing (1963) 11891

Bonding materials:
ceramic bonded solid-film lubricants (1962)

114
classification bulletin (1962) 1752

diffusional bonding, progress report, July 1,

1960-June 30, 1961 (1962) 2077-78

metal-bonding adhesives, lap-joint strength
at elevated temperatures (1961) 12715

metal-to-metal, and honeycomb bonded
structures, inspection (1961) 580

metallurgical bonding of plasma-sprayed
tungsten on hot molybdenum substrates
(1965) 1464

new method forms bond line free of voids

(1964) 21745
oxide-fiber (whisker) reinforced metals, bond-

ing (1964) 7660
plasma-sprayed, particle substrate, prelimi-

nary investigation (1963) 18136
stringent cleaning technique assures relia-

ble epoxy bond (1964) 14830
Bonding of flat ice surfaces (1961) 4165

Bonding of materials:
apparatus, classification bulletin (1965) 8213

mechanism, between tungsten and stainless

steel substrate, analysis (1964) 20593
screening technique makes reliable bond at

room temperature (1965) 5119
thermocompression, produces efficient sur-

face-barrier diode (1965) 5122
thermoelectric bonding study, bonding of

PbTe and PbTe-SnTe vnth non-magnetic
electrodes (1965) 16614

Bonding preservative-treated veneers (1961)

4273
see also Bonds of officers, etc.

Bonds:
financing, for industrial development, inter-

governmental relations (1963) 14813;

(1965) 16929
foreign, new issues in U.S. market (1963)

12120
German dollar

—

agreement with Federal Republic of Ger-

many (1961) 5775
report (1962) 21256
validation, agreement (1961) 20183

highway bond financing, analysis 1950-62

(1963) 21097
prices (1961) 3215; (1962) 4145; (1963) 3989;

(1964) 3816; (1965) 3735
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Bonds—Continued
sales for

—

higher education

—

1962(1963)13842
1963(1965)6109
1964 (1965) 10731

public school purposes

—

Julv 1, 1960-June 30, 1961 (1962) 9539
July 1, 1961-Ji ie 30, 1962 (1963) 4807
July 1, 1962-June 30, 1963 (1963) 20630
July 1, 1963-June 30, 1964 (1965) 2093

water and sewer,

—

1962 (1963) 11248
1963 (1964) 16847
1964 (1965) 15021

ship mortgage, sale to noncitizens

—

hearing (1965) 19315
reports (1965) 17858, 19240, 19275

transit revenue bond guarantee act, hear-
ings (1962) 13668

TVA financing for power system (1961)
11629

United Nations, purchase

—

hearings (1962) 7218, 17108, 23414
message from the President (1962) 4917
reports (1962) 9435, 17060, 19095

Virgin Islands general obligation bonds,
authorize issue

—

law (1964) 260
reports (1962) 16992; (1963) 7919, 7947,
20578

water and sewer, sales

—

1960 (1961) 13636
1961 (1962) 22766

Bonds of United States:
bonding packers, hearing (1961) 12328
bonding requirements under LMRDA (1962)

18125
constant purchasing power bonds, examina-

tion of proposal (1961) 19138

employees of Federal Government, bonding
program, GAO review (1962) 9719

Federal employees, report (1961) 20647;
(1963) 336; (1964) 17888; (1965) 6065

Government bonding of Federal employees,
potential savings if discontinued, GAO
report (1965) 2206

interest rate restrictions, opinion of Attorney
General (1961) 11325

retirement plan bonds, purchase, guide (1965)

9302
second liberty bond act, as amended, opinion

of Attorney General (1961) 11325

standards and conditions prescribed (1962)
1869

3 1/2 percent Treasury bonds

—

1980 (1961) 20234
1990 (1961) 20235; (1962) 8718
1998 (1961) 20236; (1962) 8717

3 3/4 percent Treasury bonds

—

1966 (1962) 1872
1968 (1962) 12763; (1963) 7489

3 3/8 percent Treasury bonds, 1966 (1961)
8232

3 5/8 percent Treasury bonds, 1967 (1961)
8233

3 7/8 percent Treasury bonds

—

1968 (1961) 16035; (1963) 20211
1971 (1962) 12766; (1963) 1574, 7491
1974 (1962) 1873; (1963) 7493

4 percent Treasury bonds

—

1961 (1962) 8715
1969 (1961) 1561; (1962) 6491, 20355; (1964)

16897; (1965) 20118
1970 (1963) 14758; (1964) 5730; (1965) 5443
1972 (1962) 22884, 24127
1973 (1963) 20212
1980 (1962) 8716; (1963) 1575, 7492
1988-93 (1963) 13103

Bonds of United States—Continued

4 1/4 percent Treasury bonds

—

1974 (1965) 13316
1975-85 (1964) 5731
1987-92 (1962) 18545; (1964) 16899; (1965)
5445

4 1/8 percent Treasury bonds

—

1973 (1964) 16898
1974 (1965) 5444
1989-94 (1963) 13104, 20213

4 1/2 percent Treasury bonds of 1974 (1964)
11672

see also government securities—guarantees
and sureties—Savings bonds.

Bone marrow, see Marrow.
Bone tumors, see Tumors.

Bones, James T.:

comparing inventory and woods utilization
standards in southeast Alaska (1963)
12159

wood processing in Alaska, 1961 (1964) 8695
Bones:
and cartilage, tumors, pathology (1962)

17355
autogenous transplants in treatment of os-

seous defects (1964) 15242
bone diseases, USSR studies (1964) 10775
cancer, health information (1964) 1559

changes in

—

chronic external irradiation, USSR study
(1961) 15546

osseous system of dogs in radioactive
strontium affection, USSR study (1963)
2959

cryotherapy effect on structure of tissue,
USSR study (1961) 11200

defective articular bone ends replacement
with preserved homotransplants, USSR
study (1961) 15288

dogs, Sr-90 distribution after single and
long-term administration, USSR study
(1964) 1251

electromotor properties of preserved bone,
USSR study (1965) 7863

epiphyseal ossification, monkeys, correlation
with age (1961) 5296

grafting, Soviet studies (1964) 16397
HASL bone program, 1961-64 (1965) 17100
long bone regeneration, observations of

chondrogenesis, USSR study (1964) 2476
mass, and calcium balance, effect of bedrest

(1965) 8033
preserved by freezing, roentgenological

characteristics of results of homotran-
splantation (1961) 20941

radiation sickness, effect on bone tissue
nerves of animals, USSR study (1963)
17662

regenerating method in skull surgery, Soviet
book, conclusions and table of contents
(1962) 19872

regeneration of bones of cranial vault in
dogs as result of transplantation of
bone filings, USSR studv (1961) 15232

strontium-90 in human bone, 1962-63 (1965)
5357

strontium turnover rates in human bones
(1965) 8255

surgery techniques, USSR study (1964) 9123
teleostean fishes (1961) 13664
transplantation

—

experimental application of osseous heter-
ogeneous material preserved by deep
freezing, USSR study (1961) 15290

Soviet research(19fi2) 23829
tubular, regeneration in acute radiation

sickness, USSR study (1961) 12941
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Bones—Continued
vascular grafts, USSR articles (1964) 20175
see aiso Osteoporosis.

Bonfils, Harry F., automatic data processing
in Federal Government, its manpower
requirements (1964) 2942

Bonham pipeline, design and construction,
technical report (1964) 21862

Bonita Creek, geology and availability of wa-
ter in area (1961) 14975

Benito Pueblo, architecture, general informa-
tion (1964) 20793

Bonner, Robert H., spatial disorientation, cur-
rent concepts and aeromedical implica-
tions (1963) 20309

Bonner County, Idaho, ground water (1964)
15968

Bonner quadrangle, Mont., geology (1961)
19412

Bonnerjea, Biren, index to bulletins 1-100,
Bureau of American E}thnology, etc
(1964) 4272

Bonneville Dam:
fish passage report (1961) 1944; (1962) 480;

(1963) 396; (1964) 613, 17936
pool area, fall chinook salmon returns to

hatcheries, 1945-60 (1963) 6468
Bonneville, Lake:
geology-
southern Cache Valley, Utah (1963) 2345
southern Utah Valley, Utah (1963) 5019

isostatic deformation (1963) 20736
Quaternary glaciers relation to rises and

falls (1964) 15950
Quaternary stratigraphy of eastern Jordan

Valley, south of Salt Lake City, Utah
(1965) 19668

Bonneville Power Administration:

appropriations, 1962, public works

—

hearings (1961) 12334
law (1961) 18718
report (1961) 16798

appropriations, 1963, public works

—

hearings (1962) 15258
law (1962) 23280
reports (1962) 17084, 21164, 21457

appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 17162

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 12119
reports (1964) 12098. 15767

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 12158, 17906
bibliography, 1930-63 (1964) 19271
financial statements, 1963, GAO report

(1965) 4823
generation and sales statistics

—

calendar year 1960 (1961) 5412
calendar year 1961 (1962) 8997
calendar year 1962 (1963) 7722
calendar year 1963 (1964) 8098
calendar year 1964 (1965) 7176
fiscal year 1961 (1961) 18110
fiscal year 1962 (1962) 18758
fiscal year 1963 (1963) 18612
fiscal year 1964 (1964) 19272
fiscal year 1965 (1965) 15260

marketing area, define

—

hearings (1963) 13656
law (1964) 17410
reports (1963) 8072, 15245, 17117; (1964)

2089, 17597
power for progress, new program for Pacific

Northwest (1962) 14907
scientific information activities (1962) 3401
Technical Laboratory safety manual (1963)

13255

Bonus (military):

code of Federal regulations (1961) 7402;
(1962) 7369; (1963) 10170

BONUS power station, see Nuclear reactor
power plants.

Bonus system:
code of Federal regulations (1964) 10533;

(1965) 7651
for creating and introducing new techniques,

USSR study (1963) 10402
machine building industry, USSR study

(1964) 6940
see also Recruiting and enlistment.

Booby traps, use, installation, etc.. Army field

manual (1965) 17043
Book lists, see Books.
Book stores, see Stores.
Bookbinders:

apprentice, examination announcement
(1961) 20475

examination announcements (1963) 9763,
18721; (1964) 4396, 19327

amdts (1961) 18400; (1962) 20653; (1965)
19016

Bookbinding:
census of manufacturers, 1958, industry

report (1961) 273
theory and practice (1963) 12237

Bookcases, bookcase section, base and top,
steel. Federal standard (1965) 18103

Booker, Jonathan, intermetallic compounds for
very high temperature applications
(1963) 11518

Bookkeepers, employment outlook (1962) 8345;
(1964) 9415

Bookkeeping:
in planning organizations, USSR study

(1963) 20808
why and what (1965) 20061

Bookkeeping machine operators, employment
outlook (1964) 9415

Bookkeeping service:

mechanization problems, USSR studies
(1963) 16083

starting and managing (1962) 10645
Bookracks, display, (wood). Federal standard

(1965) 9142
Books, Kenneth G., aeroradioactivity survey,

etc., Los Angeles region, Calif (1963)
5927

Books:
about birds, price list (1965) 20016
American agricultural, in print, list (1964)

1489
book of the future, USSR study (1964) 14522
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5461
change (1961) 8490

children's books, 1964, list (1965) 6582
copyrighted, catalog of copyright entries

(1961) 9000; (1962) 11675; (1963) 338,
12031; (1964) 8458; (1965) 448

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 9510; (1964) 12296

supplements (1963) 3659; (1964) 3477;
(1965) 3379

Federal supply schedule (1961) 553
for children and youth, aids for knowing

(1962) 23447
for leaders who work with children and

youth (1963) 15089
for the blind (1961) 21154
law. Federal supply schedule (1961) 9133
Library of Congress

—

author catalog (1961) 3411; (1962) 4098,

18169; (1963) 3941; (1964) 3768; (1965)

1304, 3684, 18410
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Books—Continued
Library of Congress—Con.

annual cumulation (1961) 13420
subject catalogs (1961) 3407, 19831; (1962)

4016, 20062; (1963) 3864; (1964) 3677;
(1965) 3590
cumulative (1963) 19809

market in India (1965) 1943
on many subjects by your Government

(1963) 7391
paperback, industrial technical literature

collections, list (1961) 12825
production, African reading list (1962) 23942
publishing industry

—

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)
3861

outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
2148

outlook for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
4538

Rare Book Division, Library of Congress
guide to its collections and services
(1965) 19816

religious, PACAF basic bibliographies (1962)
99

research, unlocated, L.C. list (1961) 9438
retarded readers, list (1962) 21639
science, school textbooks and reference books,

bibliography (1961) 9035
Soviet and Far East, social sciences, review,

topics of scientific research works,
1959-65, USSR study (1962) 961

space science and technology, 1957-61, bibli-

ography (1963) 9092
stellar astronomy, USSR study (1964) 9095
suggested for Indian schools, annotated list

(1962) 9762; (1965) 16341
tariff classification study, - explanatory and

background materials (1961) 1548
telecommunications, new, USSR, announce-

ment (1964) 21573
USSR, semiconductor thermistors, review

(1962) 8100
United States, translated into Spanish and

Portuguese, bibliography (1964) 1391
see also Reference books—Textbooks.

Books (talking), see Talking books.
Bookshelf of community aids series (1962)

12970, 14795; (1963) 14932-933; (1964)
1755, 13662, 15256; (1965) 145

Boolean algebra, see Algebra.
Boolean functions, see Mathematics.
Booms:
apparatus of small size can be extended into

long, rigid boom (1964) 13167
folding, placing scientific experiments 25 ft.

from spacecraft (1964) 5505
metal strip, rolls up for compact storage

(1964) 13205
why are booms dropped? (1964) 1365

Boone, Maryellen, relief (1964) 8282
Boone, Tony, relief (1965) 13862, 17373, 17824
Boone, W.J. jr., vapor-liquid equilibria for he-

lium-nitrogen-methane svstem (1963)
7215

Boone County, Mo., soil survey (1963) 3335
Boone County, W. Va.:

coal, preparation characteristics (1962) 3340
economic development opportunities (1964)

8017
Booshin, Kim, see Bell, Patricia K.
Boosters (ordnance):
development of large solid propellant boost-

ers, hearings (1962) 21221
large 1/12-scale dynamic radio-controlled,

free-flight investigation of deployment,
dynamic stability, and control charac-
teristics (1963) 18151

Boosters (ordnance)—Continued

rocket, multistage, performance charts
(1961)4912

Boosters (rocket), see Rockets.
Bootlace lenses, see Lenses.
Booton, Richard C, jr., demodulation of

wide-band frequency modulation by
phase-lock technique (1964) 13212

Boots and shoes:
bibliography (1962) 2159, 16160
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1794
Federal supply schedule (1961) 6039
footwear

—

and leather series, reports (1963) 9369;
(1964) 3117

industry, 1947-63, indexes of output per
man-hour (1965) 12796

industry wage survey (1963) 10908
production by manufacturer's selling price

(1963) 20353
general repair, technical manuals (1964)

1765, 11848; (1965) 7155
industry

—

outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
2123

Ukrainian developments, results of work
of Scientific Research Institute (1962)
908

labor market developments, footwear (1962)
21676

leather footwear, comfort factors (1964)
3117

Massachusetts shoe manufacturing, wage
chronology (1962) 3262; (1964) 20432

Navy's refusal to accept standardized offi-

cers' dress shoes, GAO report (1964)
2407

shoe content labeling and advertising, guide
(1962) 21767

shoe-fitting X-ray machines, health hazards
(1964) 18901

shoe industry, outlook for 1961 and review
of 1960 (1961) 1739

shoes and slippers, current industrial re-

ports (1961) 286, 2989, 11886; (1962)
3736; (1963) 1894, 3754; (1964) 167-168,
3390; (1965) 280, 3273

sole leather, rapid tannage using domestic
materials (1963) 9369

Tatar ASSR, conference on footwear indus-
try problems, USSR report (1963) 15881

thermal evaluation of footgear associated
with flying outfit A/P 22S-2 (1965) 17009

Boraria, see Millepeds.

Borates:
borated high temperature water, corrosion

of silver-indium-cadmium (1961) 16224

mining, underground, Kern County, Calif.
(1963) 3073

rare earth, corrosion, compatability, and
radiation effects (1962) 23025

see also Aluminum borates—Fluoroborates.
Borchardt, Narnie, foundation expenditures

for medical and health-related research
and education, 1960 (1963) 3178

Borchers, Raymond V., satellite orbit compu-
tation program, etc (1963) 5578

Borczon, Wieslawa M., relief (1964 10198,
13865, 14043

Bordas, Diego, testimony, hearings (1964) 8456

Bordeaux mixture, copper naphthenate paste
as substitute, USSR study (1962) 6052

Border Patrol, Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service, origin and work (1964) 4828
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Boreholes:
deformation gage

—

determining stress in mine rock, descrip-

tion, etc (1962) 12399
device for placing in horizontal hole (1964)
21714

deformation in rock (1962) 1644
deformation method of stress determination

(1964) 9517
stress field within core stub (1964) 11344
washing and water pumping, Communist

Oiina (1962) 2629
Boren Clay Products Co., relief (1963) 18816;

(1964) 2138, 17234
Bores (tidal phenomena):

selection and design of bore generator, for
Hilo Harbor tsunami model (1965) 14217

Boretsky, Michael, Soviet challenge to U.S.
machine building (1963) 7742

Borghesi astronomical clock (1964) 21797
Borgman, Leon E., statistical distribution of

ocean wave forces on vertical piling

(1965) 18021
Borhani, Nemat 0., recent changes in CVR

disease mortality in California (1964)
11570

Boric oxide, deposition rate on surfaces im-

mersed in exhaust gas stream from
jet-engine combustor theoretical and
experimental study (1961) 6318

Borides:
boride-metal systems, metallurgical stability

(1961) 5351
clad copper matrix dispersion control mate-

rials, fabrication studies (1961) 16189
metal, corrosion behavior (1961) 11786
metallography, technical report (1961) 16191

molten iron, cobalt, and nickel, structure,
etc., USSR study (1965) 14507

powders, fission sintering (1962) 23020
radiation effects (1962) 23020; (1963)

14972-973
rare earth metals (1963) 119
self-bonded, preparation, control rod investi-

gation (1961) 188
transition metals, crystallographic data

(1961) 3727
see also Molybdenum boride—Silicon bor-

ides—Titanium borides—Zirconium bor-

ide.

Boring, turbodrills, geophysical prospecting
for petroleum, and geophysical well log-

ging in Soviet Union (1965) 2728
Boring insects:

old house borer (1962) 53
red oak borer damage silviculturally reduced

(1962) 19537
wood-boring insects, attraction to freshly

cut pulpsticks (1961) 20768
see also names of insects.

Boris Kidric Institute for Nuclear Sciences.
Vinca, Yugoslavia:

biological control of radioactive isotopes for
medical purposes (1965) 2403

producing radioactive colloidal gold, Au-198
(1965) 7881

radioactive isotope production (1965) 12640
radioactive source production (1965) 18332

Bormuth, W.D.:
plants manufacturing dairy products, 1963

(1965) 13306
production of manufactured dairy products

(1963) 16620; (1964) 16885; (1965) 15093
Born approximation:
asymptotic form of electron capture cross

section (1965) 4198
comparison with Gryzinski's semiclassical

theory, for inelastic scattering in atomic
hydrogen (1965) 13052

Borneo:
British, fisheries, 1961 (1962) 21780, 23552
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17623;

(1962) 20071; (1963) 18065; (1964) 18659;
(1965) 19829

North-
Peace Corps program, agreement (1963)
3350

UN activities (1963) 19615
south, southeast and east coasts, sailing

directions (1963) 3206; (1964) 18841
southeast, sailing directions, change (1961)

10703
west coast, sailing directions, change (1961)

14988; (1963) 7351
western and northeast coasts and off-lying

islands, sailing directions, change (1965)
1529

Boron:
compounds and alloys (1963) 118

compressive strength of boron-metal com-
posites (1965) 8039, 11402

determination in various materials, methods,
review of articles (1962) 17549

grain-growth in dilute tungsten alloys (1965)
6704

methods used in preparing (1964) 13132

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12815

minerals, production, etc., in 1960, prelimi-
nary report (1961) 1224

organic derivatives, purification, purity esti-

mation and spectra (1965) 14700

pharmacological properties, Polish study
(1962) 5573

polymer compounds, USSR study (1965) 6403

preparation by fused-salt electrolysis, pre-

liminary study (1962) 3328

rare metal alloys, radio and electrical appli-

cations, USSR study (1963) 6832

refractory material, investigation of physi-

cal properties (1961) 9469

scrap recovery by pyrohydrolysis (1964)

8062
stainless steel control rods, welding (1961)

16175
Boron carbide:

dispersed in nickel by electrolytic co-dep-

osition, investigation for control rod
applications (1962) 18707

filaments, growth parameters involved in

synthesizing (1965) 14737

graphite control-rod materials for HTGR,
development and evaluation (1962) 23016

physiochemical investigations of SiC-B4C
section of Si-B-C svstem, USSR study
(1963) 938

use as nuclear control and poison material,

information (1961) 11787
whiskers produced by vapor deposition

(1965) 16649
Boron filaments, potential applicability in de-

ployment of large radio reflective satel-

lites, reentry structures, etc., pertaining
to space flight, evaluation (1964) 18721

Boron fluoride, nuclear detector preamplifier

uses single-cable connection (1965) 16643

Boron hydrides:
diborane

—

as ram-jet fuel, experimental and analyti-

cal evaluation, preliminary (1961) 1254
thermal reaction with trimethylborane in

fuel preparation (1961) 6321
Boron nitride:

boron nitride housing cools transistors
(1965) 18509
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Boron nitride—Continued
measurement of total normal emittance from

1,200° F to 1,900° F with normal spectral
emittance data at 1,400° F (1962) 16041

refractory "based on USSR study (1963) 697
Boron trifluoride, see Boron fluoride.

Boron triiodide-phosphorus triiodide, new com-
pound (1965) 121

Boros, Maria H. relief (1962) 7172
Borowitz, Joseph L., urinary catecholamines in

motion sickness, etc (1964) 1742
Borrowing:, see Loans.

Borrowman, S. Ralph, solvent extraction re-

covery of thorium and yttrium from sili-

ceous Colorado ores (1964) 13133
Bortz, Nelson M., remarks, Aug. 10, 1964

(1964) 16576
Boschitz, Eklmund T., polarization of protons

from (d,p) reactions at 21 Mev (1965)
2916

Bosnia-Hercegovina, People's Republic:
agriculture, regional aspects (1964) 18352
health legislation (1962) 9825

BOSP series (1963) 16921; (1964) 202

Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge,
birds (1961) 17257

BOSR series (1964) 15335; (1965) 304, 4372,
13665

Bossier Parish, La., soil survey (1962) 20285
Bost, William E:

molten salts, selected references (1963)
18589

radioactive fallout (1965) 10180
Bostick, Edwin M., testimony, hearings (1964)

6526
Boston, Mass.:

air traffic control center, automatic data
processing operations,' inadequate ad-
ministration by FAA, GAO report (1964)
8723

aircraft accidents (1962) 16592. 18878; (1963)
15096; (1965) 1923

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 9987
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15268
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18248
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16452
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)
11143, 14950; (1963) 1904
tenure, rooms, conditions and plumbing,

etc (1962) 16500
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11161

consumer expenditures and income, 1960,
advance report (1963) 1167, 7152

conversion of post office branches to inde-

pendent offices, increased operating
costs, GAO report (1965) 2200

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 555;
(1963) 516, 2266

harbor, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 8522
document edition (1964) 8249

historic preservation in municipality, report
(1961) 12149

housing, civil rights report (1964) 1838
income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 7171
Logan International Airport, weather obser-

vations, hourly, decennial census (1962)
18581

Boston, Mass—Continued

nursing homes, conditions and problems,
hearings (1962) 15419

occupational wage survey (1964) 7405; (1965)
2796

departmental edition (1961) 4793; (1962)
6197; (1963) 5442

document edition (1961) 4011; (1962) 4899;
(1963) 4698

port, manpower utilization and job security in

longshore industry (1965) 1261
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 673;

(1965)16177
property in South Boston to be conveyed to

Massachusetts Port Authority, remove
conditions

—

law (1964) 17420
reports (1964) 17525, 17829

racial imbalance in public schools, report
(1965)4397

real property acquisition practices and ade-
quacy of compensation, hearings (1964)
14016

research and field laboratory for water pollu-

tion control (1964) 11573
services for senior citizens, hearings (1964)

12249
wholesale florist facilities (1963) 35
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, organi-

zation (1962) 4514
Boston and Maine RR., accidents (1961) 9287;

(1963) 19370; (1965) 6389, 9309

Boston National Historic Sites Commission:
audit, GAO report (1961) 12751
final report (1961) 12149

Bostwick Park project:

construction, etc.

—

hearings (1964) 6360, 12137
law (1964) 17426
reports (1964) 15493, 17797

Boswell, E. H., Cretaceous aquifers in Missis-
sippi embayment (1965) 12541

Boswell, Victor R.:

commercial growing of carrots (1963) 13170
growing table beets (1964) 5829; (1965) 11848
pepper production (1964) 5818

rhubarb production, outdoors and in (1963)
5823

Botanic Garden:
appropriations 1962 legislative

—

law (1961) 16563
reports (1961) 10267, 14378, 14601

appropriations, 1963, legislative

—

law (1962) 20905
reports (1962) 9350, 19149, 19284

appropriations, 1964, legislative

—

hearings (1963) 11879, 13791

appropriations, 1964, legislative

—

law (1964) 1976
reports(1963) 11830, 13750; (1964) 337

appropriations, 1965, legislative

—

hearings (1964) 15794
law (1964) 17313
reports (1964) 8334, 15699

appropriations, 1966, legislative

—

hearings (1965) 12306

law (1965) 15445
reports (1965) 12108, 14071

employees retirement benefits, correct inequi-

ty-
hearing (1965) 10557
report (1965) 10479

grounds, vehicular tunnel, locate under cer-

tain parts, authorize

—

hearings (1964) 12280, 15821, 17664
law (1964) 15398
reports (1964) 10224, 12065, 14092
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Botanical and commercial ranpe of red pine in

Lake States (1965) 14368
Botanical Garden, Pacific Tropical, see Pacific

Tropical Botanical Garden.
Botanical gardens:
Chinese, Communist China (1961) 10828
National Tropical Botanic Garden, establish

in Hawaii, study feasibility, report
(1961) 16688

Olustee Arboretum, performance of forest
trees (1963) 19269

Waiakea Arboretum, Hawaii, 5 year measure-
ments of unit 3 (1965) 16261

Botanical gardens of China (1964) 2637

Botanical Institute imeni V. L. Komarov,
Academy of Sciences, USSR, work of

scientific seminar of section of geobo-
tany (1964) 12993

Botanical prospecting, see Prospecting.

Botanists:
Soviet Baltic republics, expedition to Saare-

maa Island, USSR study (1961) 2216
Soviet, in Vietnam (1962) 5687
see also Palynologists.

Botany:
botanical evidence of floods and flood-plain

deposition (1965) 2246
(Communist China, Chinese-Soviet expedi-

tions to southwest, results (1963) 16231
descriptions of 40 artificial pine hybrids

(1965) 18899
evidence of glacier activity (series) (1961)

12791
information on 2 USSR botanical confer-

ences (1961) 12846
Soviet

—

botanical trip to Bogor Botanical Garden,
Indonesia, Apr. 2, 1963-Mar. 28, 1964
(1965) 12617

concerning Soviet botany and mycology
(1962) 2782

palynologists, list (1962) 1360
recent activities in botanical sciences

(1962) 13989
USSR articles (1964) 10910
see also Medical botany—Phytogeography.

Bothnia, Gulf of, lights and fog signals, lists

(1961) 735, 6201, 14991; (1962) 5317,
17643; (1963) 7353, 19990; (1964) 13312,
16781, 21817

change, (1965) 5292, 8196, 14929

Botkin's disease, see Hepatitis.

Botrytis, onion neck rot, relationship of fungi-

cides and field spacings (1964) 20900

Bottenberg, Robert A., applied multiple linear

regression (1963) 13213

Bottero, Alessandro, relief (1961) 16643; (1962)
4994, 6890

Bottles:
drift bottle data, instructions for coding and

keypunching, manual for processing
current data (1965) 14924

drift bottles and cards, releases and recover-
ies in central Pacific (1965) 4775

plastic, current industrial reports (1965)
1904, 8610

Bottling warehouses, taxpaid wine bottling
houses (1962) 2557

Bottom fish survey off Oregon coast (1963)
19228

Botts, Ralph R.:

farmers' handbook of financial calculations
and physical measurements (1964) 7911

insurance facts for farmers (1965) 8426
Botulism:
A-type botulin toxin, complement fixation

test in quantitative determination,
USSR study (1961) 15583

Botulism—Continued
botulinic intoxication with ensilaged food in

horses, Rumanian data (1962) 7746
botulinum pathogen problem in canning in-

dustry, USSR study (1963) 2721
Clostridium, dry nrtedium for diagnosis of

alimentary intoxications, USSR study
(1962) 15711

destruction of labelled preparation of toxin
in body of white mice, USSR study
(1963) 842

detoxifying and disintoxicating properties of
mycering with respect to botulinus toxin
(1962) 10005

Gl. botulinum, USSR study of strains of
types A, B, C, D, and E (1965) 16455

prophylaxis and treatment, USSR study
(1962) 12102

suitability of halazone for inactivating bo-
tulinum toxin, Polish study (1965) 12746

type B CI. botulinum proteinase, isolation,

etc., USSR study (1963) 5109
type C, detection in air, Polish study (1965)

2337
type E poisoning, Polish study (1962) 7702
use of pancreatin to identify Clostridium

botulinum toxin in mixed cultures, USSR
study (1962) 19752

Bouchard, Loyal G., overall view of Soviet
fisheries in 1963, with emphasis on ac-

tivities off United States coasts (1965)
6211

Boudoures, Nick G., relief (1961) 10258, 14066,
14530

Bouland, Heber D.:

preparing engineering drawings for publica-
tion (1965) 8410

selecting best capacity of truck receiving
facilities for country grain elevators
(1964) 13592

selecting dump pits and elevator legs for
country grain elevators (1965) 13367

Boulay, Emilie, relief, (1965) 19196
Boulder, Ck)lo.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
11904

normal phase variations of 18 kc/s signals
from NBA observed (1964) 11436

Boulder batholith, geology of area along west
margin (1963) 20729

Boulder County, Colo., convey certain lands to
W.F. Stover (1964) 6268

Boulder Mountains, Pleistocene ice sheet in

northern part, description (1962) 19569
Boulger, F.W., metallurgical variables effect

in ship-plate steels on transition temper-
atures in drop-weight, etc., tests (1963)
5715

BOUMAC, macro-programming system for sci-

entific computation (1964) 5549
Bouncing, molecular bounce-back, test device

for preventing (1964) 14812
Boundaries:
cloud cover, determination of, USSR study

(1965) 11086
concepts and definitions, geographic report

(1962) 20289
districts of Angola, ministerial decree

changing (1962) 22087
international boundary studies (1963)

20146-167; (1964) 7762-67, 9799-9800,
11622, 15099-101, 18958; (1965) 1644-46;

3044, 5393-95, 8309, 11717, 15060-62
lubrication, characteristics of bearing steel

in liquid oxygen (1963) 5589
map of United States showing historical

boundaries (1965) 2805
shore and sea boundaries, errata (1965) 7333
shore and sea, with special reference to

—

Coast and Geodetic Survey data (1963) 198
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Boundaries—Continued
shore and sea, with special reference to—Con.

interpretation and use of Coast and Geo-
detic Survey data (1965) 337

studies

—

Afghanistan-Iran (1963) 20151
Afghanistan-U.S.S.R (1964) 7764
Algeria-Libya (1963) 20146
Belgium-Germany (1963) 20152
British Guiana-Venezuela (1963) 20166
British Honduras-Guatemala (1963) 20153
Burma-China boundary (1965) 5395
Burma-Laos (1964) 15100
Cambodia-Laos (1964) 15099
Cambodia-Thailand boundary study (1965)
5393

Central African Republic-Sudan (1963)
20161

Chad-Libya (1963) 20148
Chad-Sudan (1963) 20160
China-Hong Kong (1963) 20158
China-Korea (1963) 20162
China-Laos (1964) 15101
China — Viet-Nam boundary (1965) 1646
Dominican Republic-Haiti (1963) 20150
France- Italy (1963) 20149
France-Switzerland (1963) 20156
Germany-Netherlands (1964) 11622
Greece-Turkey (1965) 5394
Honduras - Nicaragua (1965) 1644
Hungary-Rumania (1965) 15062
Indonesia-Malaysia (1965) 15060
Iran-Turkey (1964) 7766
Iran-U.S.S.R (1964) 7763
Iraq-Turkey (1964) 7765
Israel-United Arab Republic armistice line

(1965) 15061
Italy-Switzerland (1963) 20157
Korea, military demarcation line (1963)
20167

Laos-Thailand (1963) 20165
Laos-Viet-nam (1964) 18958
Libya-Niger (1963) 20147
Libya-Sudan (1963) 20155
Malawi - Tanganyika and Zanzibar bound-
ary (1965) 1645

Mali-Mauritania (1964) 9799
Morocco-Spanish Sahara (1963) 20154
Mozambique-Tanzania (1965) 3044
Northern-Southern Rhodesia (1964) 9800
Norway-U.S.S.R (1964) 7762
Rumania-U.S.S.R. boundary study (1965)
8309

Sudan-United Arab Republic, Egypt (1963)
20163

Tanzania-Zambia (1965) 11717
Turkey-U.S.S.R (1964) 7767
U.S.-Russia convention line of 1867 (1963)
20159

Viet-Nam demarcation line (1963) 20164

visual, for immediate perception of vertical
rate of descent (1963) 5591

water, pilotage services on Great Lakes and
St. Lawence River, agreement with Can-
ada (1963) 11320; (1964) 3162

Boundary conditions at surface of contact
between ionized gas and solid (1965)
5237

Boundary effect on gamma-ray transport from
point source (1965) 8545

Boundary layer:

and crystal growth, Hungarian study (1963)
19700

and velocity on bodies of revolution, meth-
ods for computing flow distribution
(1964) 7815

Boundary layer—Continued
area-suction and blowing, control on trail-

ing-edge flaps of 35° swept-wing carr-
ier-type airplane (1961) 2530

aerodynamic

—

heat transfer and boundary-layer transi-
tion on 10° cone in free flight, measure-
ments (1961) 9557

internal, effects of throat control on per-
formance of double-cone axisymmetric

inlet at Mach numbers from 3.0 to 2.0
(1962)6253
laminar flow observation on air-launched

15° cone-cylinder at local Reynolds num-
bers SOxlO*' at peak Mach number of
6.75 (1961) 9507

atmosphere, structure at different latitudes,
USSR study (1965) 2768

atmospheric, semiempirical theory of verti-
cal turbulent diffusion of homogeneous
aerosol, USSR study (1961) 19632

behavior with 100-CPS flow oscillations
(1965) 2879

behind strong shock moving into air (1961)
6366

characteristics on forward parts of 9 fuse-
lages of various cross-sectional shapes
at Mach number of 2.01 (1963) 5533

complete wings, sideslip, aerodynamic char-
acteristics of configuration with blowing
applied over flaps and wing leading edge
(1961) 9529

compressed gas near surface of burning sol-

id, local redistribution of total energy,
USSR study (1962) 10038

compressible turbulent, with gas injection,
relation between skin friction and heat
transfer (1965) 11504

cones at speeds to 24 km/sec (1964) 18786
control

—

by blowing on NACA65.S-424 airfoil to ef-

fect drag reduction, wind-tunnel investi-
gation (1964) 16692

effects of suction on performance of short
annular diffuser with upstream terminal
normal shock (1962) 10529

effects on pressure recovery of circular
internal contraction inlet with translat-
ing centerbody at Mach numbers 2.00
and 2.35, exploratory investigation
(1962) 6264

flight and simulator study of handling
qualities of deflected slipstream STOL
seaplane having 4 propellers (1965)
18538

45° sweptback wing of aspect ratio 2.8
employing high-velocity blowing over
leading- and trailing-edge flaps (1961)
1261

internal-compression air-inlet designs for
obtaining supersonic compression, inves-
tigation (1961) 4870

internal contraction inlets, pressure re-

covery with use of shock-trap bleed at
Mach number 2.0 to 3.0 (1962) 12418

performance of conical supersonic inlets
on circular fuselages (1961) 19907

delta-wing model with midchord control
flaps, wind-tunnel tests (1965) 2898

diverter systems, friction and pressure drag
at Mach no. of 3.0 (1962) 12428

edge leadings, effect on vibration of rectan-
gular plates with various boundary con-
ditions (1965) 11484

effect of single-element roughness on flow

(1961) 6310
equilibrium, in stagnation region, radiation

emission effects (1961) 19969
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Boundary layer—Continued

external, effect on performance of axisymme-
tric inlet (1961) 19925

flow of thin liquid layers on surface of a sol-

id, cinematographic study, USSR study
(1962) 19820

flow, vapor over flat plate, film condensation
with and without body force (1961) 8022

fluid amplifier handbook design (1963) 9313

free-convection flows, stability (1964) 3032

frozen regime in stagnation region of blunt
reentry bodies (1961) 9601

fuselage and inlet throat removal, eff'ect on
performance of supersonic ramp-type
side inlet (1961) 1262

fuselage, removal, evaluation of ram-scoop
throat bleed in combination with
ramp-type side inlet (1963) 5523

heat transfer and pressure distribution on
cone-cylinder-flare configuration with
boundary-layer separation (1962) 22568

hydromagnetic stagnation-point boundary
layer with arbitrary pressure gradient
and magnetic field, analysis (1963) 11044

hypersonic wind tunnel, gas injection to ex-

tend operating range (1965) 14853

integral methods in compressible laminar
boundary layers and their application to

hypersonic pressure interactions (1965)

16608
internal, control effects on performance of

supersonic aft inlets (1962) 6252
laminar

—

and turbulent, around 2-dimensional and
axisymmetric bodies with suction or

blowing, calculation (1964) 21910
binary gas, with high rates of injection,

heat-transfer measurement (1964) 20600
compressible, general solution stagnation
region of blunt bodies in axisymmetric
flow (1964) 18734

compressible, on yawed cylinder with tran-
spiration cooling, errata (1961) 1327

compressible similarity solutions for small

cross flows (1962) 23998; (1963) 11088
displacement effects on hemisphere in heli-

um flow (1964) 9587

heat transfer at reattachment zone (1961)
19977

heat transfer to blunt nose shapes at high
supersonic speeds (1961) 4843

hypersonic speeds (1961) 19987

transition on delta wing with 74° sweep in

free flight at Mach numbers from 2.8 to

5.3 (1961) 15814

laminar, separation

—

at Mach 10.03, effects of ramp span and
deflection angle (1965) 11495

induced by flares on cylinders at zero an-

gle of attack (1963) 9199
induced by flores on cylinders with highly

cooled boundary layers (1965) 5208
melting on decelerating bodies, analysis

(1962) 16048

method for investigation of turbulent re-

gime, using data from accelerograph
records at Pakhta-Aral, USSR study
(1965) 2743

momentum thickness, comparison of theoret-

ical determination with full-scale flight

experiment on porous airfoil section

(1965) 16899
nonlinear equations, satisfaction of asymp-

totic boundary conditions in numerical
solution (1965) 19921

Boundary layer—Continued

ogive cylinder velocity profiles and skin fric-

tion drags due to surface roughness
(1964) 3023

predicting self-induced pressure problem,
solutions (1961) 9573

pressure drag of wedge diverters simulating
removal systems for side inlets at Mach
nos. 1.88, 3.16, 3.83, investigation (1962)
1657

removal at Mach numbers from 0.85 to 3.50

of circular internal-compression inlets

with translating centerbodies (1963)
10982

removal near throat of ramp-type side inlet,

effectiveness (1961) 19904
removal wedges, twin-duct side air-intake

system with 90 compression ramp (1962)
1655

rotating spheres and other axisymmetric
shapes (1964) 20614

separation

—

criteria extension to mach no. 6.5 by uti-

lizing flat plates with forward-facing
steps (1961) 4919

effects on normal force and center of pres-

sure of cone-cylinder model at Mach
numbers from 3.00 to 6.28 (1961) 17671

effects over bodies of revolution with coni-

cal tail flares (1961) 9497
heat transfer to blunt conical bodies hav-

ing cavities (1963) 14590
similar solutions and correlation equations

for laminar heat transfer distribution
etc (1963) 19943

similar solutions of equations for purely
viscous non-Newtonian fluids (1964)
11396, 14849

similar 3-diniensional boundary layers (1961)

8038
stability of 3-dimensional compressible

(1962) 14471
stability, untapered wing at low speeds,

sweep angle effects (1961) 1289
stationary laminar velocity with constant

fluid properties and arbitrary distribu-

tions of pressure and mass transfer
(1965) 5223

steady, calculation for continuous suction
with discontinuously variable suction
velocity (1961) 8037

supersonic turbulent

—

heat transfer measurements on attached
protuberances at Mach numbers of 2.65,

3.51 and 4.44

heat transfer to surfaces and protuber-
ances (1961) 4868

thermal, and ebullition cycle in nucleate
boiling, study (1961) 9543

errata (1961) 15767
transition

—

and heat transfer, effect of controlled sur-

face roughness at Mach numbers of 4.8

and 6.0 (1964) 11378
blunt nose shapes at Mach no. of 2.20

(1961) 15794
characteristics, direct measurement of

unsteady air flows (1965) 9976
characteristics of high-drug bodies of re-

volution at high supersonic speeds (1961)

13473
cone in free flight at supersonic Mach
numbers to 5.2 measurements (1961)

4855
cone, supersonic free-flight measurement

(1961) 15782, 15797
fabrication-type surface roughness effect

(1963) 16400
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Boundary layer—Continued
transition—Continued

flat plate, effects of Mach number, lead-

ing-edge bluntness, and sweep (1961)
19976

heat transfer on 10° cone with low temper-
ature ratio, supersonic free-flight meas-
urement (1961) 6341

hemisphere-cylinder flown at Mach num-
bers to 5.6 "(1961) 17680

highly polished hemisphere-cone in free

flight (1961) 6342, 19963
leading-edge sweep, effects at supersonic
speeds (1961) 19979

nose bluntness effect for cone and hollow
cylinders (1961) 7985

nose shape in free flight at Mach numbers
up to 6.7 and free-stream Reynolds
numbers up to 16 x lO'- (1961) 17692;
(1962) 16061

surface roughness over sphere-ellipsoid

bodies at Mach number 3.0 (1961) 15785
wing-body-tail configuration, effects of

distributed roughness height (1964)
13245

turbulent

—

at Mach 6, high Reynolds numbers, and
zero heat transfer (1965) 14837

effect of flow field over blunted flat plates
(1961) 6391

effects of compressibility and heat trans-
fer on laminar sublayer (1964) 20584

effects of transpiration through angled
slots on development (1964) 21909

energy budget at earth's surface (1963)
16756-757

frequency in formation of cavitation pock-
ets in, USSR study (1962) 1264

heat transfer and recovery factor on
sharp cone with foreign gas injection

(1964) 9593
heat transfer measurements on flat plate
and attached protuberances (1964) 20589

mixing layers, compressibility effects on
fluid entrainment (1965) 1395

noise as related to design criteria for high
performance vehicles (1964) 11394

pressure distributions and wave drag due
to two-dimensional fabrication-type sur-

face roughness on ogive cylinder at
Mach numbers of 1.61 and 2.01

semiempirical method for predicting ef-

fects of incident-reflecting shocks on
(1965) 19923

separated, ahead of sonic jet (1961) 8001
separated flow up to Mach 8.5, free-flight

investigation (1961) 19940
separation induced by flares on cylinders

at zero angle of attack (1962) 8527
skin friction at high Mach numbers and
Reynolds numbers in air and helium
(1961) 8045
effects of spiral longitudinal vortices

(1965) 2837
transpiration-cooling, parameters on cone

(1961) 21223
two-dimensional boattailed bodies after-
body pressures at Mach 5.98 (1964)
14882

wall pressure fluctuations and pres-
sure-velocity correlations (1964) 9614

wall pressure fluctuations in flow of cy-
lindrical pipe, etc (1963) 11263

unsteady action, effect on shock wave atten-
uation in shock tube (1961) 15824

errata (1962) 10537
variable-camber high-lift wings of Marve-

lette aircraft, obtaining 2-dimensional
data (1965) 13312

Boundary value problems:
indefinite class, study (1961) 6728
ordinary differential equation with two turn-

ing points (1961) 6728
singular asymptotic formulae application,

study (1961) 6728
solution on B.G. Galerkin's method (1964)

9626
Bourbon, August J., implementation of cargo

preference laws, report (1964) 6464
Bourbon whiskey, see Whiskey.
Bourbonnais, Anthony, land donation to heirs

(1961) 7060, 12375, 14038
Bourdeau, R. E., Elxplorer VIII satellite meas-

urements in upper ionosphere (1964) 13221

Bourdon gages, see Pressure gages.
Bourke, Roger D., theoretical and experimen-

tal study of superconducting magneti-
cally-supported spinning body (1964)
20529

Bousfield, E.L., Haustoriidae of New England
(Crustacea:amphipoda) (1965) 16766

Bouvier, Joyce M., and daughter, relief (1963)

11934; (1964) 1907
Bovard, K.P., research with beef cattle at

Front Royal Station (1963) 1656
Bovill, Idaho, clay and sand deposit, geology,

etc. (1964) 5480
Bovine mastititis, seeMastititis.

Bovine peritoneum use in treatment of burns,
USSR (1964) 5002

Bowditch, David N., turbojet engine in combina-
tion with external-internal-compres-
sion inlet to Mach 2.88 (1963) 5562

Bowditch, Nathaniel, American practical navi-
gator (1963) 11136

Bowdoin National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1961) 10636

list (1965) 18133
general information (1961) 7440

Bowen, Hugh M., tracking training, effective-

ness of general vehicular research tool

(1963)9272
Bowen, Lee, USAF airborne operations (1964)

4264
Bower, Annie Y., relief (1962) 19050, 20736,

21280
Bower, C. A., diagnosing soil salinity (1964)

1697
Bowers, Alfred W., Hidatsa social and ceremoni-

al organization (1965) 17034

Bowers, Beverly H. (Smith):
relief (1965) 12083

Bowers, R. C:
frictional properties of polyethylenes, etc

(1963) 14633
reduction of polymeric friction by minor con-

centrations of partially fluorinated com-
pounds (1965) 13199

Bowes, John, guides to improving caseworker's
manual (1965) 530

Bowes, William A.:

reconnaissance for uranium in

—

Aisen area, province of Aisen, Chile (1965)

17126
Chanaral-Taltal area, Chile (1965) 4265

Bowie, Fort, National Historic Site, see Fort
Bowie National Historic Site.

Bowie, Md., railroad accident (1961) 12832
Bowles, Chester, nomination, hearing (1961)

4091
Bowles, Gladys K.:

characteristics of population of hired farm-
worker households (1965) 17988

hired farm working force of 1963, etc. (1965)

10723
hired farm working force of 1964, statistical

report (1965) 17987
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Bowles, Gladys K.—Continued
net migration of population, 1950-60

—

East South Central States (1965) 14175
North Central States (1965) 14173
northeastern States (1965) 12383
South Atlantic States (1965) 14174
West South Central States (1965) 14176
Western States (1965) 14177

Bowles, K. L., profiles of electron density over
magnetic equator obtained using incoher-
ent scatter technique (1963) 7312

Bowles, Kenneth J., vapor pressure of sodium
(1965) 11501

Bowles, Oliver:

sandstone as dimension stone (1963) 16324
traprock (1963) 19836

Bowles, Otis R., relief (1963) 18818; (1964)
6164.6411

Bowles, R. E., fluid amplifier handbook (1963)
9312

Bowlsby, Clyde C, soil survey report, Tilla-

mook area, Oreg (1964) 20803
Bowman, Gary H., nylon as ablative material

for ballistic missiles (1963) 10995
Bowman. Howard S., nomogram for computing

ii^, etc (1964) 20643

Bowman, James S., spin-entry characteristics

of delta-wing airplane determined by
dynamic model (1965) 6710

Bowman, Malcolm C, persistence of telodrin

and DDT on sweet corn as determined by
gas chromatography (1964) 13564

Bowman, Paul H., motivations of youth for
leaving school (1963) 19095

Bowman, Raymond T., special report on unem-
ployment statistics, meaning and meas-
urement (1963) 4506

Bowtell, Josephine M., relief (1963) 7903,
13402, 13692

Box beams, see Beams.
Box Creek Basin, water spreading, hydrologi-

cal effects (1962) 2533

Box fillers, see Filling machines.

Boxelder, see Maple.

Boxelder bugs, general information (1965)
10911

Boxes:
construction and packaging data, publica-

tions, list (1963) 12154
fiber, corrugated, single-wall, double faced.

Federal standard (1964) 689

fiber, industry

—

midyear review and outlook for 1961
(1961) 13854

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)
1762

outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
4663

outlook for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
4520

fiber, solid. Federal standard (1964) 2330

fiberboard, etc.. Federal standard (1964)
2329

filled grape, machine for picking up (1963)
12409

folding, paperboard. Federal standard (1964)
1409

glass-faced, construction and use to study
root development of tree seedlings (1962)
17590

pallet

—

for cooling apples (1962) 16298
for handling and storing potatoes (1962)

15; (1965) 5499
paperboard, census of manufactures, 1958

industry report (1961) 271

Boxes—Continued
polyethylene liners for storage of Golden

Delicious apples (1961) 6895
see also Dry boxes.

Boxing:
professional, interstate transmission or tele-

vising, proposed Federal regulation

—

hearings (1965) 15819
report (1965) 17568

professional, undercover activities, monopo-
ly aspects, hearings (1961) 7295, 14750;
(1964) 14150

Boxing Commissioner, Office of National, see
National Boxing Commissioner, Office of.

Boxing, Federal Commission on, see Federal
Commission on Boxing.

Boxley, Robert F., jr.:

owner characteristics and distribution of
land ownership in eastern Great Plains
(1965) 4638

white and nonwhite owners of rural land in

Southeast (1965) 14171

Boy Scouts of America:

(ieorgia-Carolina Council, Inc., convey lands
to (1962) 20813, 21023

report (1961) 16983

military equipment, etc., for 1964 national
jamboree to be held at Valley Forge
State Park, Pa.—

law (1963) 13415
reports (1963) 4733, 11976

military equipment, etc., for world jamboree
to be held in Greece in 1963

—

hearing (1962) 11652
law (1962) 13312
reports (1962) 9360, 11595-596

Philadelphia Council, conservation award,
presentation (remarks) (1963) 16760

reports (1961) 8642; (1962) 11299; (1963)
18797; (1964) 10174; (1965) 8742

soil and water conservation activities (1964)
16964

Boyce, Stephen G., reduce sprouting of pruned
white oak trees with motor oil (1963)
13988

Boycotts:
foreign countries against friendly foreign

countries, amend export control act,

hearings (1965) 12310
restrictive trade practices imposed by for-

eign countries, request for information
or action, etc. (1965) 18263

Boyd, Alan S.:

addresses,

—

Dec. 20, 1962 (1963) 1930
Jan. 22, 1964 (1964) 4364
Feb. 14, 1964 (1964) 6063
Dec. 10, 1964 (1965) 1920
Jan. 28, 1965 (1965) 4376
May 20, 1965 (1965) 10274
Sept. 27, 1965 (1965) 17293
Oct. 1, 1965 (1965) 17292
Oct. 16, 1965 (1965) 19043
Oct. 25, 1965 (1965) 19045
Oct. 26, 1965 (1965) 19044

nomination, hearings (1965) 17913
Boyd, Raymond J., development of young west-

ern white pine plantations (1964) 18063
Boyd, W.K., phenomenon of hot-salt stress-

corrosion cracking of titanium alloys
(1964)21730

Boyer, William D.:

development of longleaf pine seedlings under
parent trees (1964) 8693

longleaf pine seed dispersal (1964) 2387
longleaf seed losses to animals on burned

seedbeds (1964) 18075
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Boyle, James R.:

mineral industry of

—

North Carolina (1964) 21703
Tennessee (1964) 1424; (1965) 1356

mining methods and practices at Young
Mine, American Zinc Co. of Tennessee,
Jefferson County, Tenn (1965) 18434

Boynton Beach, Fla., railroad accident (1962)
9806

Boys:
feasibility of establishing camps on Indian

reservations (1965) 7814
vigor, exercise plan (1964) 11539
what to do this summer? vacation jobs may

be answer (1965) 12394
Boy's clothing, see Clothing—Names or types

of clothing.
Bozman, William R., phototypesetting of com-

puter output, example using tabular
data (1963) 14599

BPL, see Betapropiolactone.
BPR, see Public Roads Bureau.
BPR program (series) (1965) 16840
Brabbs, Theodore A., contact-surface tailoring

in real shock tubes (1965) 18583
Braces, distribution and use, statistics (1961)

11536
Brachipods:

fossils in Ordovician tuffs, northeastern
Maine (1964) 14338

from Eniwetok and Bikini drill holes (1964)
15945

see also Stenoscismatacea.
Brackbill, Arthur H., relief (1962) 16069,

20810, 21319
Bracken, Jerome, minimal weighted radionu-

clide intake, mathematical programming
models for selection (1963) 20093

Bracken fern:

livestock poisoning in Western States, re-

ducing losses (1963) 14856; (1964) 20915
supplemental treatments to aid planted

Douglas-fir in dense bracken fern (1964)
12465

Brackett, James W., projections of population
of U.S.S.R., by age and sex, 1964-85
(1965) 1907

Brackett, Jean C, intercity differences in fam-
ily food budget costs (1964) 2970

Brackett, Joseph A., labor law and practice in

Ecuador (1964) 5433
Braddock, William A., geology of Jewel Cave

SW quadrangle Custer County, S.Dak
(1964) 2411

Braddock Hills, Pa., motor vehicle accident
(1962) 9804

Braden, R.C., development of materials prop-
erty data processing system (1964) 4225

Braderman, Eugene M.:
addresses

—

Jan. 14, 1963 (1963) 5091
Mar. 13,1963(1963)6585
Mar. 15. 1963 (1963) 6623
Apr. 24, 1963 (1963) 10328
May 9, 1963 (1963) 10329
June 17, 1963 (1963) 14070
Sept. 23, 1963 (1963) 19353
Oct. 8, 1963 (1963) 18749
Nov. 25, 1963 (1964) 861
May 20, 1964 (1964) 11971
May 21, 1964 (1964) 11968
July 29, 1964 (1964) 15372
Oct. 6, 1964 (1964) 19346
Jan. 14, 1965 (1965) 4422
Mar. 26, 1965 (1965) 7832
May 17, 1965 (1965) 10321
May 20, 1965 (1965) 10320

Bradford, E.W., defense industry bulletin

(1965) 6084

Bradford, J.N., optical tests on ruby samples
(1964) 13346

Bradford County, Pa., opportunities for eco-

nomic growth (1965) 1814
Bradley, Eklward, geology and ground-water

resources of southeastern New Hamp-
shire (1964) 19794

Bradley, James E., laser materials, tutorial
review with bibliography (1964) 20519

Bradley, James P., relief (1965) 15578
Bradley, Mrs. Johnson, land and improve-

ments, compensation (1963) 13517; (1964)
1919, 2174

Bradley, Nell B., disabling work-injury experi-
ence in oil industry and natural gas in-

dustry in United States (1963) 20944;
(1964) 18663; (1965) 18430

Bradley, Wilmot H., geology of Green River
formation and associated Eocene rocks
in southwestern Wyoming and adjacent
parts of Colorado and Utah (1965) 2247

Bradley County, Ark.
geology and ground-water resources (1964)

12528
soil survey (1961) 9757

Bradley County, Tenn.:
forest inventory statistics (1961) 1557

Bradley Lake:
hydroelectric power, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 421
document edition (1963) 227

potential power and related geographic, cli-

matic, and hydrologic factors (series)

(1961) 12805
Bradley River, geology of waterpower sites

(1962) 11884
Bradley River basin, water power resources

(1961) 12805
Brady, A.H.:

calculation of sunrise and sunset times at
ionospheric heights along great circle

path (1965) 1500
Boulder, Colo (1964) 11436
Frankfurt, Germany (1964) 3052
Maui, Hawaii (1964) 9636

Brady, Dorothy S., age and income distribu-

tion (1965) 13266
Brady, Edward L., national standard reference

data system, plan of operation (1965)
6781

Brady, Hugh M., relief (1964) 12035, 15622,
17181

Brady, W. Gordon, impinging uniform jets

(1963) 14753
Bragdon, John S., nomination, report (1963)

20541
Bragg, Fort, Army's readiness for combat

demonstration (1962) 11010
Braham, Randolph L., education in Rumanian

People's Republic (1964) 10461
Braille system, see Blind.
Brain:

activity during muscular work, USSR study
(1963) 891

affection of cerebrum in thrombosis of inter-

nal carotid artery at different levels,

peculiarities (1961) 11060
and consciousness, USSR study (1963) 15904
and electronic machines, USSR study (1961)

17570
and machine, USSR study (1962) 2961
biochemistry, USSR study (1962) 2775
biocurrents in hypertension patients, effect

of therapeutic sleep, USSR study (1961)
4643

bioelectric activity, effect of imizine, USSR
study (1962) 12047

bioelectrical activity of cerebrum, effect of

indopane, USSR study (1964) 2857
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Brain—Continued

cat, morphological changes following closed
craniocerebral injury associated with
radiation sickness, USSR study (1964)

7320
cerebral excess lactate production during

hyperventilation of anesthetized dogs
(1963) 80

cerebral hypoxia in response to gravity ef-

fects while breathing oxygen, USSR
study (1964) 1238

cerebral proteins under excitation of nerv-

ous activity, changes in physic-
o-chemical properties, USSR study
(1964) 10739

cerebroside activity, USSR study (1965)

2587
cerebrum, man, and automatic control,

(Communist Chinese study (1962) 5533
chemistry of function, USSR study (1964)

10771
conditioned reflex changes in respiratory

gas exchange and bioelectrical activity

of brain and skeletal muscles, USSR
study (1962) 7894

cortical damage, apparatus for spiral after-

effect test (1961) 1661
cortical neurons, possibility of division,

USSR study (1964) 5004
creatine phosphate and adenine nucleotides

content (1961) 16135
decerebration and decortication, effects on

shivering in cat (1963) 11491
degenerative and reparative processes in

cerebrum following radiation injury,

USSR study (1961) 12939
demyelinating lesions and focal vascular le-

sions in cerebral white matter of normal
and irradiated monkeys (1962) 4546

discussions, USSR study (1965) 9411
drug action on, electrophysiological data

(1965) 11075
electroencephalogram and reactivity

changes under conditions of hypercap-
nia, USSR study (1962) 1322

electromagnetic phenomena under intense
psychosensorial activity (1962) 12088

electron microscope study of acute radiation
injury (1962) 6601

electrophysiological research in subcortical
structure in Hungary (1962) 7593

electroplethysmography to investigate cere-

brospinal fluid and blood (1963) 11084
extirpation of cervical lobes, structural

changes in visual analysor, USSR study
(1964) 12757

fatigue in children after school classes,

change in electrical reactivity, USSR
study (1961) 15488

focal diseases, dynamics of bioelectric activ-

ity during process of dark adaptation
and predormition in patients, USSR
study (1962) 19954

functional asymmetry in symmetrical cen-

ters, problems, USSR study (1962) 975
hermetric cavity, pressure fluctuations

(1963) 9197
heuristic activity of man, USSR study (1965)

2313
human, innervation of pia mater in ad-

vanced and old age, USSR study (1961)
15515

hypothermia by esophageal cooling technic

(1963) 13216
insertion of electrodes by use of microma-

nipulator, USSR study (1965) 11076
interaction of afferent systems of cerebel-

lum, USSR study (1962) 7919

Brain—Continued

intracranial circulation

—

action of certain pharmacologrical agents
(1963)9195

mechanism (1963) 9194
physiology and clinical implications (1963)

21011
regulation, characteristics (1963) 9196

its own type of computer, USSR study (1963)
6761

lesions

—

in acute radiation sickness, conclusion of
USSR study (1962) 19760

restoration of speech, USSR study (1962)
1154

USSR studies (1964) 21499
lipid peroxides, effect of oxygen-rich atmos-

pheres (1963) 9106
materialistic principle of structure in study

of higher nervous activity, USSR study
(1962) 1022

memory mechanism versus cybernetic ma-
chines, USSR studies (1962) 5695

metastatic tumors, mechanism governing
massive changes in bioelectric activity,

USSR study (1963) 812
nature of thinking and problem of modeling

it through cybernetics, USSR study
(1963) 16035

neuron excitation, electrophysical, histo-

chemical and cytomorphological indices
USSR study (1963) 6800

neurons, mathematical methods for investi-

gation of impulse activity, USSR bio-

physical study (1964) 10881
ocular movements and their relation to

brain lesions, USSR study (1965) 1198
organ of thought, USSR study (1962) 6150
outlines on structure and function, USSR

study (1965) 2588
oxygenation, effects of changes in blood

PC02 (1963) 69
phospholipids, ionizing radiation influence

on metabolism, USSR study (1962) 2707
plastic materials for replacement of defects

of dura mater, evaluation, USSR study
(1965) 9403

pneumogram and electrocardiogram changes
arising as result of action of weak pulse
currents, USSR study (1962) 2740

probability prognostication in functioning,
USSR study (1963) 16184

protein and water metabolism, influence of
whole-body X-irradiation, USSR study
(1962) 2708

proteins, separation via paper electropho-
resis, USSR study (1962) 2819

pulsation in closed cranial cavity (1963)
9193

pyridoxal phosphate hydrazone as measure
of 1, 1-dimethylhydrazine concentration
in tissues (1962) 10917

rat, effect of central nervous system drugs
on enzyme activity (1961) 5293

reliability of work of brain, USSR study
(1962) 22281

research advances in neurological and sen-

sory disorders (1963) 1338
research and cybernetics, USSR study (1964)

5136
reticular formation, physiology, morpholo-

gy, pharmacology, and clinical picture,

USSR study (1961) 10743
science, popular, Soviet study of (1962)

23896
serum sensitization course, spontaneous

bioelectric activity changes, USSR
study (1963) 15784
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Brain—Continued
softening of cerebral tissue and apoplexy as

result of hypertensive disease, patho-
morphological changes of hypophysis,
USSR study (1961) 11115

squirrel monkey's, stereotaxic atlas (1963)
7318

structures, interaction mechanisms, USSR
study (1964) 9221

study, original school of thought, USSR
(1962) 14216

switching function, mechanism and localiza-

tion, USSR study (1962) 9698
takes a look at itself, USSR study (1962)

2776
thought quanta, news, USSR study (1965)

14602
tissue, effect of fractional X-ray irradiation

on activity of hexokinase and aldolase,

USSR study (1964) 16308
tissue, effect of oxygen starvation and accel-

eration on content of glutamic and
gamma-aminobutyric acids, USSR study
(1965) 5017

tumors

—

and tumorous cysts, cholinesterase activi-

ty, Hungarian study (1962) 5882
biochemical and cytochemical features,
USSR study (1965) 9384

cerebral blood circulation in intracranial
hypertension and edema, USSR study
(1961) 12912

diagnosis with Ural-1 computer, USSR
study (1964) 12716

use of betatron and radioactive gold in

treatment, USSR study (1963) 19388
USSR studies (1962) 10204
see aJso Cerebral cortex—Electroencephal-

ography—Hemato-encephalic barrier

—

Hypothalamus.
Brain waves, alpha rhythm feedback control

unit (1963) 11180
Brainerd, Minn., milkshed, factors influencing

strontium-90 in milk (1963) 3279
Brainwashing, consultation by Un-American

Activities Committee with Edward Hunt-
er, print additional copies, report (1961)
12286

Brake lining, kits, improper disposal. Army
Department, GAO review (1964) 18089

Brakes:
air brake- dynamometer accurately meas-

ures torque (1965) 19904
hydraulic, system for automotive vehicles,

dual operation (1965) 18109
response, airplane braking systems, dynam-

ics, effects on, study (1965) 19945
semitrailer compressed gas system for use

during winching operations (1965) 2858
X-15 airplane, flight pressure distribution on

speed brakes (1965) 18584
see also Metalforming brakes.

Bramlage, William J., gamma radiation of
vegetables to extend market life (1965)
18882

Bramlett, David L.:

estimating sound seed per cone in shortleaf
pine (1964) 18074

pine sawfly larvae destroy shortleaf pine
strobili in Virginia (1965) 9192

shortleaf pine seed production in Piedmont
(1965) 9188

Bramson, M., radiological mechanisms for
geophysical research, annaul report
(1965) 13507

Branan, Paul J., relief (1961) 16905; (1964)
6421,8199

Branchinecta campestris, see Shrimps.

Branchiobdellidae, see Annelids.
Brandaris Insurance Co., settlement of claims

against members of U.S. Armed Forces,
agreement with Germany (1963) 13079

Branded merchandise, uneconomical practices
relating to brand name procurements by
FSS, GAO report (1964) 12494

Brandenburg, Robert, fluidized conveying of
seed (1965) 5523

Brander, Robert, porcupine winter feeding ac-

tivity in merchantable stands of north-
ern hardwood, hemlock (1963) 15563

Brandes, Ely M.:
civilian nuclear power program, economic

benefits from continuing, evaluation
(1963) 15000

selected impact of railroad mergers (1965)
5773

Brandhorst, Henry W., jr.:

calibration of solar cells using high-altitude
aircraft (1965) 5165

radiation damage to cadmium sulfide solar
cells (1965) 14850

Brandly, P.J., types of tumors found by Fed-
eral meat inspectors in 8-year survey
(1963) 9554

Brandt, Allen D., panel presentation, Dec. 11,

1962 (1963) 1424
Brandwein, Robert, Dyna-Soar contract can-

cellation, statistical summary (1965)
15233

Brandweiner, Lenin prize winner, completely
isolated (1962) 1202

Brandywine Creek Basin, relation between
ground water and surface water (1962)
9739

Braniff Airways, Inc., accident (1961) 10090
Brannan, F.T., termite repellents, field evalua-

tion (1963) 11188
Branner, George C, secondary nonferrous

metals industry in California, etc (1963)
5471

Brannigan, Francis L., radiation in perspec-
tive, illustrated text of film lecture
(1964) 4310

Branstetter, J.Robert, formulas for radiant
heat transfer between nongray parallel
plates of polished refractory metals
(1965) 13051

Brantley, F.E., deoxidation of blister copper
by gaseous reduction (1963) 1249

Brasfeild, C.W., selection of optimum plan
for reduction of wave action in Marina
del Rey, Venice, Calif., hydraulic model
investigation (1965) 6145

Brasfield, Ark., motor vehicle accident (1961)
12830

Brasilia, construction standards (1961) 15154
Braskamp, Bernard, prayers offered in House

of Representatives, 87th and 88th Con-
gress (1965) 15527

Braski, David N.:

relative susceptibility of commercial titan-
ium alloys to salt stress corrosion, etc

(1964) 1460
susceptibility of 6 stainless steels to stress

corrosion at ambient and elevated tem-
peratures (1965) 1459

Branan, Paul J., relief (1964) 6225, 6421, 8199
Brass:

scrap, consumers, mineral industry survey,
monthly (1963) 3559; (1964) 3373; (1965)
3259

Brass mills:

industry, outlook for 1963 and review of

1962 (1963) 4535
refined metal and copper scrap use, monthly

report (1961) 3472
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Brass mills—Continued
scrap and metal consumption and stocks-

mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)

3482; (1964) 3284; (1965) 3171
monthly report (1962) 4322

Brassieres, current industrial reports (1962)
4726-27, 14929; (1963) 11618; (1964)
17089; (1965) 15309

Brathwaite, Elaine V., relief (1962) 19053,
20797 21323

Bratton, Ch'erie H., relief (1961) 7167
Braum, Cyril M., national policy for educa-

tional television (1963) 8178
Braun, J.F., parachute clustering (1964) 47
Braum, J.R., military small group performance

under isolation and stress, critical re-

view (1963) 1764
Braun, Kurt, labor law and practice in Colom-

bia (1963) 9043
Braun, Willis H.:

acceleration of conducting fluid by traveling
magnetic field (1965) 18556

boundary layer with arbitrary pressure
gradient and magnetic field, analysis
(1963) 11044

Brave against enemy (1963) 19345
Bravi, Rita M., relief (1963) 7882, 16999, 17220
Bravo (ocean station), see Weather stations.
Brawley, H.W., nomination, hearing (1961)

4125
Brawley, Calif., population, special census

(1962) 11096
Bray, A.P.:

high power density development project
(1963) 7694

interim report, etc (1964) 113
Bray, Richard S., piloted simulator study of

handling qualities of supersonic trans-
ports in landing maneuver (1964) 9602

Brayton cycle:

radioisotope and reactor Brayton-cycle
space power systems, thermodynamic
and turbomachinery concepts (1965)
16703

solar collector design study (1965) 9613
see a^so Turbines.

Brazee, Ross D.:

analysis of particular stochastic differential

equation (1964) 12
data smoothing by analog computer (1964)

1681
particle-size distributions in Brownian mo-

tion (1964) 14

theoretical aspects of

—

droplet impact measurements (1964) 13

soil fumigant diffusion (1964) 15
Brazil:

agrarian reform, articles (1961) 17488
agricultural commodities, agreements (1962)

18476, 20304; (1963) 14716, 21129; (1964)
5702, 15121

agricultural trade, agreement (1962) 18511
agriculture and natural resources, coopera-

tive program agreement (1961) 1520
alliance for progress, United States activi-

ties (1962) 9420
print as document, report (1962) 9436

Army area handbook (1965) 167
assistance program, GAO review (1961)

19395
atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,

agreement (1962) 22840; (1965) 1665
atomic energy, equipment for use by Insti-

tute of Biophysics of University, agree-
ment (1963) 14719

background notes (1965) 3027
Brazil and U.S. policies, report (1962) 7215
coffee industry (1962) 9662
Communist political activity (1963) 2617

Brazil—Continued
contributions to Brazilian geology, nonfer-

rous metals (series) (1962) 5294, 9729;
(1964) 6796

cotton (1964) 10583
defense, military assistance, understanding

(1964) 9836
defense, strategic materials, agreement

(1961) 17835
economic developments (1961) 12698; (1963)

8407
economy, basic data (1964) 18172
education exchange programs, financing,

ag:reement (1963) 20180
establishing business (1964) 4860
experimental communications satellites in-

tercontinental testing, agreement (1962)
8690

exports and imports, licensing and exchange
controls (1962) 7507; (1963) 6607

extradition, treaty (1962) 21245, 21253,
21259

and additional protocol (1965) 5400
report (1964) 424

Fidel and Nasser are gods in the hungry
northeast as is Juliao the prophet, study
(1961) 13322

fishing industry (1963) 19237; (1965)10875
foreign trade (1961) 4268; (1963) 2398
foreign trade regulations (1964) 6844
forests and forest industries (1964) 18048
Francisco Juliao's emancipation letter pro-

claimed to Brazilian peasants (1961)
15092

friendship and economic relationship with
U.S. (address) (1961) 5263

gas appliances, household and commercial,
U.S. market (1962) 16431

gazetteer, official standard names (1963)
17517

geological and geo-economic conditions of

Parana (1965) 16529
grant for nuclear research and training

equipment, etc., agreement (1961) 11614
ground-water provinces (1963) 614
import tariff system (1961) 20869
information for U.S. businessmen (1962)

13917
Janio Quadros, phenomenon (1962) 14100
labor conditions (1965) 6570
labor, employment, wages, etc (1962) 8325
labor union activity (1962) 1413
Latin American giant, general information

(1962) 142
leftist Brazilian priest gives his political

views, interview (1962) 15919
living conditions (1963) 2427
loan of destroyers, reports (1965) 17902,

19290
loan of vessels, agreement (1961) 8214
loan of vessels, extension, agreement (1962)

22845; (1965) 8331
market for selected U.S. electric housewares

(1962) 238
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12848
moths, genus Gonioterma, new and related

species (1964) 7606
northeast

—

economic and social development, agree-
ment (1962) 14635

fishing industry, unexploited opportunity
(1962) 23555

nutrition survey, Mar.-May 1963 (1965)

9292
Peach Corps program, agreement (1962)

8684
peasant leagues of Francisco Giulion (1961)

19784
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Brazil—Continued
peasants primer for union against injustices

(1961) 13306
piranha eradication in inland waters (1963)

13962
Portuguese report on falsified documenta-

tion (1962) 7677
preparing shipments to (1961) 20870
errata (1961) 20871

radio communications between amateur sta-

tions on behalf of 3d parties, agreement
(1965) 15082

radioactive managese occurrences in lower
Rio Itapicuru Valley (1962) 2080

reaction to US criticism of trade with (Com-

munist bloc (1963) 2581
reconnaissance for radioactive rocks in Pau-

lo Afonso region (1962) 4642
rural unionization

—

president of ULTAB suggests new frame-
work (1963) 2583

translation (1963) 2803
Russian scientific expedition in 1820's, for-

gotten records (1964) 7302
scientific cooperation with USSR (1964) 6987
southeastern and northeastern, geographic

studies (1963) 2900
southern

—

flora, origins (1962) 8546
reconnaissance for radioactive minerals

(1962) 2083
strategic materials agreement (1961) 20195;

(1962) 10688
students, adventure of disenchantment be-

hind Iron Curtain (1961) 13129
study mission report (1961) 5708

surplus agricultural commodities, agree-
ments (1961) 6568, 6572, 16016; (1962)
10678

technical cooperation agreements (1964)
9822-23; (1965) 13299

special services (1962) 18502
vocational education, agriculture, natural

resources, etc (1962) 18503
telecommunications, market for U.S. equip-

ment (1964) 4337
United States Educational Commission,

agreement (1961) 5139
unnecessary dollar costs incurred in financ-

ing purchases of commodities produced
in Brazil, Agency for International De-
velopment, GAO report (1965) 6311

uranium at Morro do Vento, Serra de Jacob-
ina (1964) 18113

uranium investigations in Brazil (series)

(1965) 2229
visas, waiver of nonimmigrant visa fees,

agreement (1965) 16879
vocational education, cooperative program,

agreement (1961) 1518, 11580
what are the peasant leagues? Francisco

Juliao's book, review (1963) 2696
Brazilian Petroleum Co., annual report, 1962

(1963) 15709
Brazing, see Solders and soldering.
Brazinsky, Irving, photographic study of liq-

uid hydrogen under simulated zero grav-
ity conditions (1963) 11013

Brazos River and Valley:
chemical quality of surface waters of basin

(1964) 18149
natural sources of salinity (1964) 19793
stratigraphy of Wichita group in north

Texas (1961) 9247
water and land resources development, study

commission report (1962) 19027
watershed improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4870
document edition (1963) 4692

Brazziel, William F., factors in workers' deci-
sions to forego retraining under Man-
power development and training act
(1964) 18610

Bread:
baking

—

Army technical manual (1964) 4289
quality of wheat, making sedimentation

test (1962) 12921
technical manual (1961) 20353

importation, duty treatment reports (1962)
19153; (1963) 4739

recipes, Army technical manual (1964) 13682
white

—

prices, marketing margins, etc., 1947-61
(1962) 22940A

spreads in farm-retail prices (1965) 45
Bread grain, see Grain.
Breadwinners, family, their special training

needs (1964) 7360, 11247
Breakage and damage in grocery warehouses

and retail food stores (1964) 11770
Breakers, see Waves.
Breakfast foods, see Cereals as food.
Breakfasts, eat good breakfast to start good

day (1965) 11846

Breaks Interstate Park:
compact, amendment

—

law (1964) 19410
reports (1964) 15550, 17842

Breaks Interstate Park Commission:
compact, amendment

—

law (1964) 19410
reports (1964) 15550, 17842

Breakthrough, forest research (1965) 7713

Breakthrough, play about social work careers
in public welfare (1965) 18845

Breakwaters:
and navigation entrance, Lorain Harbor,

Lorain, Ohio, hydraulic model investiga-
tion (1963) 13887

engineering and design manual (1963) 13878
Kahului Harbor, repair designs (1964) 8520
Morro Bay harbor, rubble-mound repaid,

design (1961) 14813
offshore discharge, pneumatic wave attenua-

tion waves, full-scale tank tests (1961)
5151

optimum length and location, Superior en-
try, Duluth-Superior Harbor, Superior,
Wis., hydraulic model tests (1963) 4874

rubble-mound, wave forces, stability (1961)
20705

errata (1962) 7301
wave action and breakwater location. Half

Moon Bay Harbor, Half Moon Bay, Cal-
if., hydraulic model investigation (1965)
4684

Breast:
adult human, autopsy study (1962) 14505
cancer (1963) 20097

specific antigens, USSR study (1962)
10049, 22021

carcinoma, therapy data obtained at State
Oncological Institute imeni P.A. Gertsen,
USSR study (1961) 4589

female breast tumor, heterotransplantations
into anterior eye chamber and mammary
gland of guinea pigs, USSR study (1962)
5631

pathological processes, occurrence, effect of
endocrine preparations, USSR study

(1963) 17985
see also Mammography.

Breast feeding, influence on children's behav-
ior (1963) 15094

Breathholding, see Respiration.
Breathing, see Respiration.
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Breathing apparatus:
emergency respirator SP-55M, improve de-

sign, USSR study (1962) 17822
mask and helmet comparison, relationship of

venous pressure to intrapulmonic pres-
sure (1961) 17953

mine rescue apparatus and auxiliary equip-
ment handbook (1961) 15747

more reliable respirators, hasten introduc-
tion, USSR study (1961) 15575

oxygen equipment, continuous functional
testing (1964) 74

protective equipment, safety in industry
(1961) 21133

respiratory devices for protection against
pesticides (1962) 20383; (1963) 9538;
(1964) 15194

respiratory protection program for National
Reactor Testing Station (1962) 18718

safe use of respiratory protective equipment
in work in compressed air detection, and
physiological effects of gases encoun-
tered (1964) 18706

Breathitt Osunty, Ky.:
coal geology of Seitz quadrangle (1963) 598
opportunities for economic growth (1964)

19197
Breckenridge, F.C., United States standard for

colors of signal lights (1964) 18803
Breckenridge, Roger A., damage to germanium

due to 22 and 40 MeV proton bombard-
ments (1965)8110

Breckenridge County, Ky., opportunity for
economic growth (1965) 15228

Breeder reactors, see Reactors (atomic).

Breeding:
for high-quality wood (1965) 650
fur animals, sperm studies as guide (1965)

7013
kaoliang, utilization of male sterility, Com-

munist China study (1965) 842
see also Cattle—Cows—Hybridization

—

Plants—Poultry—Swine.

Breedlove, Caroline H., Billy Black Lamb
(1963) 8366

Breezes, see Winds.

Bregger, John E.:

factory earnings reach $100 a week (1963)
18045

self-employment in U.S., 1948-62 (1965) 5060
Breidenbach, A.W., identification and measure-

ment of chlorinated hydrocarbon pesti-

cides in surface waters (1964) 20758
Breimyer, Harold F.:

addresses, etc.

—

Mar. 11-13, 1963 (1963) 9529
Aug. 17, 1964 (1964) 15188

Bremsstrahlung radiation:
auroral, effect on lower ionosphere (1963)

21006
differential cross section, evaluation of Kac-

ser's 2d order Born approximation
(1961) 17740

electron-Bremsstrahlung differential cross
sections for thin and thick targets
(1965) 6711

produced by electrons incident on Apollo
wall sections, measurements (1965)
18524

Brendemuehl, R.H., sectional pole for measur-
ing tree heights (1965) 9194

Brennan, E.D., Koppers hydrate process for
saline water conversion (1965) 11023

Brennan, John J.:

occupational wage survey

—

Buffalo, N.Y. (1965) 7975
Scranton, Pa (1964) 2964

Brennan, Robert J., longwall mining in Penn-
sylvania anthracite mine, use of steel
props (1964) 7455

Brennau, Robert, chemical quality of surface
waters in Sacramento River basin (1963)
12236

Brenner, Berthold, increase in automobiles
with seat belts during year of program
efforts (1964) 13407

Brenner, Edward J.:

addresses

—

Aug. 3, 1964 (1964) 16805
Aug. 11, 1964 (1964) 18874
Sept. 19, 1964 (1964) 20715
May 25, 1965(1965) 11611
Aug. 7, 1965 (1965) 18687
Oct. 20, 1965 (1965) 20010

Brentari, E.G., boiling heat transfer for oxy-
gen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and helium
(1965) 18617

Brescia, R., decay prediction of 1963-21 using
naval space surveillance system obser-
vations (1964) 20712

Breslin, A.J., Operation Plumbbob, protection
against fallout radiation in simple
structures (1963) 16861

Bress, David G., nomination, hearing (1965)
19510

Bressenden, Ray F., study of human pilots'
ability to detect angular motion with
application to control of space rendez-
vous (1963) 1296

Bressler, Tobia, Negro population. Mar. 1964
(1965) 17224

Bretton Woods agreement, see International
Monetary Fund.

Breuer, Erwin H., thermocouples for forest fire

research (1965) 10930

Brevoortia, see Menhaden.
Brewer, Allen A.:

checking registration of centric relationship
for complete dentures (1963) 77

method for recording deformation in double
processing of denture bases (1963) 78

Brewer, Harley, and wife, relief (1961) 18810;
(1963) 7898; (1964) 2165, 21117

Brewer, Mrs. Harley, relief (1965) 15580,
15858, 17346

Brewer, Thomas K.:

basic data on economy of Honduras (1965)
13712

economy of El Salvador (1964) 4856
trade and invest in Clentral America (1965)

18266
Brewer, Virginia W., treaties and other inter-

national agreements on commercial fish-

eries, etc. (1965) 17916
Brewing industry, USSR, development (1962)

6136
Brewster, Agnes W., State employees' health

benefit programs (1963) 14663
Brewster, Berta M., extending range of child

welfare services (1965) 15326
Brewton, Charles S., nomination (1961) 14720
Brezhnev, Leonid L, speech Feb. 27, 1963

(1963) 17803
Breznyak, E.J., tungsten forging development

program (1963) 7597
Brezza, Umberto, relief (1962) 15134, 18946,

19220
Brian, P.L.T.:
concentration polarization in reverse osmo-

sis desalination with variable flux and
incomplete salt rejection (1965) 19695

temperature distribution in crystallization
of undercooled liquids in cylindrical
tubes (1964) 15974
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Bribery:
sporting contests, prohibit schemes

—

law (1964) 13866
reports (1962) 19349; (1963) 20588; (1964)

2079
strengthen criminal laws, amend U.S. code

—

hearing (1962) 17340
law (1962) 23249
reports (1961) 14331; (1962) 21480

Brice, H.D., floods of Mar.-Apr. 1960 in eastern
Nebraska and adjacent States (1965)

16326
Brice, James C, channel patterns and terraces

of Loup Rivers in Nebraska (1964) 12510
Bricker, William R., relief (1963) 18984
Bricker, Wilmer R., relief (1963) 11770, 20397
Bricklayers:
apprenticeship standards (1961) 17976
employment outlook (1962) 8346; (1964)

13056
Bricklayers Local, 45, Buffalo, N.Y., pension

fund, qualification as trust, effective

date (1962) 19048, 19276, 23122
Bricks:

brick-laying machine, hand crank. Commu-
nist China (1961) 804

housing renovation and brick design,

Chinese study (1963) 14234
stalilized mud, used in Egyptian village

housing, demonstration (1961) 12823
use for shell construction, Kwangtung Prov-

ince, Communist China (1961) 7621
Bridge Canyon Dam, and reservoir, proposed,

relationship to Grand Canyon National
Park and Monument, general informa-
tion (1964) 18929

Bridge grafting and inarching, damaged fruit

trees (1962) 12850
Bridge of understanding (address) (1964) 13821

Bridge to employment, demonstration manpow-
er programs (1963) 19781

Bridgeport, Conn.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 8456
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 15269

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16332
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16432
standard metropolitan statistical area

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16501

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2209

district court, waive sec. 142, title 28,

U.S.C—
law (1962) 16777
reports (1962) 11396, 17187

port (1965) 16122
Seaside Park, behavior of beach fill and bor-

row area (1965) 10763
Bridger Basin, endocranial cast of Bridger

middle Elocene primate, Smilodectes gra-
cilis (1965) 13264

Bridges, D.W., metallurgical application of

solvent extraction, fundamentals of

process (1963) 1205

Bridges, Henry S., memorial services (1962)
13231

Bridges:
armored vehicle launched, technical manual

(1961) 18007; (1965) 7154

bridge girder assembly by high strength
screw bolt method (1963) 10489

Bridges—Continued

Cape Hatteras National Seashore, Interior

Dept. contribution

—

law (1962) 23199
reports (1962) 15167, 21439

commissions, annual audit, etc.

—

hearings (1961) 20584; (1962) 425
law (1962) 11278
reports (1961) 10459, 18838, 19135

construction on Indian reservations, local

government cooperation

—

law (1961) 18673
report (1961) 16781

fixed, military, technical manual (1962)

16375
general bridge act, amend

—

hearings (1961) 8857, 19186
reports (1961) 8773, 12242

highway, standard plans for

—

concrete superstructures (1963) 5701
continuous bridges (1963) 5704
structural steel superstructures (1963)

5702
timber bridges (1963) 5703
typical pedestrian bridges (1965) 8260

international bridge act of 1964, report
(1964) 15759

military floating bridge equipment, technical
manual (1965) 18948

natural disaster damage, Federal assistance
available (1963) 14680

over navigable waters, approve certain nav-
igation practices, hearings (1964) 2235;
(1965) 419

law (1963) 20444
reports (1963) 11836, 19031

over navigable waters

—

Army pamphlet (1961) 13825
Atlantic Coast (1961) 12591
Great Lakes (1961) 19258
Gulf and Mississippi River system (1961)

19257
Pacific Coast (1961) 19259

permits for work in navigable waters (1963)

4867
specialist, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)

10969
specifications for construction on Federal

highway projects (1961) 9702
suspension, technical manual (1964) 13680

waterways, hydraulics (1961) 1451

see aiso names of bridges, or bodies of water
to be bridged.

Bridges (electric), see Electric bridges.

Bridgeton, N.J., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13189

Bridgeville, Ohio, railroad accident (1962) 7521

Bridging utilization engineering development
to industrial use (1963) 1638

Bridle hook-up and arrestation for steam cat-

apults, aviation training manual (1961)

15865
Bridwell, Lowell K.:

remarks

—

Sept. 18, 1964 (1964) 19358
Sept. 28, 1964 (1964) 19359,
Dec. 2, 1964 (1965) 364
Jan. 19, 1965 (1965) 4441
Mar. 18, 1965 (1965) 7359
May 19, 1965 (1965) 10335
May 28, 1965 (1965) 10336

Brief cases, current industrial reports (1962)

3736; (1963) 3574; (1964) 3390; (1965)
3273

Briefs of accidents, U.S. general aviation,

small fixed- wing aircraft, etc. (periodi-

cal) (196.5) 4371
Brienza, Agnese, relief (1964) 2025, 6155, 6398
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Brier, Glenn W.:
rainfall calendericities (1964) 13628
test for period of 18 cycles per year in rain-

fall data (1965) 4179
Briganti, Salvatore, relief (1961) 8868; (1962)

9209, 13275
Brigantine National Wildlife Refuge:

birds, list (1965) 18134
general information (1962) 7406, 19513;

(1964) 18001; (1965) 14313
Briggle, L.W., classification of Triticum spe-

cies and wheat varieties grown in U.S.
(1963) 11467

Briggs, Benjamin R., boundary, etc., of geo-
magnetic field in solar wind (1964) 13253

Briggs, Cieorge E.:

augmented feedback and acquisition and
transfer of skill (1963) 3218

team training in ClC-type task environment
(1965) 1545

training for partial-panel control skills

(1963) 5658
Brighter future through job training (1964)

610
Brightness, see Light.

Brightness of sky, see Sky.

Brightness temperature of Venus at 1.35 cm
(1963) 18252

Brighton Town, N.Y., population, special cen-
sus (1963) 18693

Bright's disease, see Nephritis.

Briley, Earl T., relief (1962) 16923, 20804,
21352

Brill, Daniel H., recent changes in liquidity

(1963) 13937

Brill, G.D., conservation methods for soils of

northern coastal plain (1963) 7559

Brimhall, Pauline N., health for better living,

guide (1965) 15207

Brimmer, Andrew F.:

addresses, etc.

—

Nov. 13, 1963 (1964) 226
Nov. 19, 1963 (1964) 228
Mar. 18, 1964 (1964) 8184
May 15, 1964 (1964) 10128
Sept. 28, 1964 (1964) 19354
Oct. 18, 1964 (1964) 21064
Nov. 20, 1964 (1965) 13707
Dec. 11, 1964 (1965) 1940
Mar. 27, 1965 (1965) 7344
Apr. 20, 1965 (1965) 8690
Apr. 23, 1965 (1965) 8704
May 4, 1965 (1965) 8705
May 5, 1965(1965)8688
May 14, 1965 (1965) 10341
May 15, 1965 (1965) 10325
May 19, 1965 (1965) 10324
June 3, 1965 (1965) 13723
June 14, 1965 (1965) 12006
June 21, 1965 (1965) 11998
June 22, 1965 (1965) 12005
July 8, 1965 (1965)13706
July 15, 1965 (1965) 13708
July 16, 1965 (1965) 13705
Oct. 4, 1965 (1965) 17299
Oct. 19, 1965 (1965) 19054

nomination hearing (1965) 16007
Brines:
from oil productive formations

—

Mississippi and Alabama, analyses (1963)
5493

south Arkansas and north Louisiana anal-

yses (1963) 18099
from oilfields in east Texas, chemical anal-

yses and electrical resistivities (1964)
11328

Bri nes—Continued
ocean, Wilmington, Calif., oil well scale for-

mation in waterflood operations (1965)
18447

oilfield waters, chemical analysis and electri-

cal resistivity of selected California
waters (1961) 6298

oilfield water analysis, modern instrumental
analysis (1961) 6299; (1962) 23980

washing brine from ice crystals (1965) 11026

Bringing them in alive and healthy (1962)
10874

Brining, see names of commodities brined.

Brink, N.O., development and evaluation of
elastic recovery concept for expandable
space structures (1965) 1391

Brinkerhoff, Joris M., radioisotopes use as
source of X-rays to develop Rayleigh
scattering method for analysis of high Z
atoms in low Z media (1964) 19254

Brinks, J.S., evaluation of response to selec-

tion and inbreeding in closed line of

Hereford cattle (1965) 7046

Brinsfield, Kenneth, testimony, hearings (1965)
7547

Brinton Lykes (steamship):
implications of launching (remarks) (1962)

6221
Briquets:
aluminum powder, method of briquetting

(1963) 8545
anthracite metallurgical, blast furnace fuel

(1964) 7459

charcoal, production

—

Lake States (1962) 19552
United States (1964) 2350

from wood residue (1965) 7724
plants in United States in 1959 (1962)
14415

plants in United States in 1960 (1961)
19856

producers (1964) 1401
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 11374,

17629; (1962) 18190; (1963) 16321; (1964)
18665; (1965) 14663

Briscoe, C.B.:
counting tree growth rings moderately diffi-

cult to distinguish (1965) 18178
height growth of mahogany seedlings (1963)

8295
tree diameter growth in dry limestone hills

(1963)8294
Bristles, Rene 41, constriction of wire brush

skids, friction and wear property coeffi-

cients, investigation (1964) 19134
Bristol, Conn.:

industrial park development and adjunct
general aviation airport in area, ARA
case book (1965) 17036

redevelopment area, opportunities for eco-
nomic development (1964) 11821

Bristol Bay:
Alaska, Kvichak River system, spawning

ground, catalog (1965) 616
beach sands, reconnaissance (1963) 10949
oceanographic observations by USCGT

Redwing (1962) 7414
stream catalog of Wood River Lake system,

Alaska (1965) 7705
Bristol-Plainville-Southington area. Conn.,

geology and ground-water resources
(1965) 7805

Bristol Township, Pa., census of housing,
1960, city blocks (1961) 16405

Briszk, Yom T.Y., relief (1961) 14547; (1962)
21299; (1963) 17202; (1965) 14012
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British Borneo, see Borneo.
British Colony of Fiji, see Island.

British Columbia:
coast, trawling operations (1961) 17248
sailing directions (1963) 5648, 21045
changes (1961) 727, 17340; (1964) 18836;

(1965) 6817
snow survey and soil moisture measurement

(1964) 18950
vessels operating to Alaska deemed in for-

eign trade for subsidary construction,
hearings (1961) 1888

British Commonwealth, see Great Britain.

British East Africa:
official publications (1961) 2475
Kenya and Zanzibar bibliography (1963)

7184
Tanganyika, bibliography (1963) 9090
Uganda, bibliography (1963) 7185

British Guiana:
background notes (1965) 18775
ground-water conditions in coastal artesian

basin (1963) 15619
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12849
technical cooperation, program, agreement

with United Kingdom (1964) 18972
translations (1963) 8713
Venezuela boundary, study (1963) 20166

British Guiana, Friends of, see Friends of Bri-

tish Guiana.
British Honduras:
economy, basic data (1964) 14385
Guatemala boundary, study (1963) 20153
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)

24103
plant quarantine, import requirements

(1963) 11443
timber, commercial, present and potential

(1962) 8815
British Isles, see Great Britain.
British Labor Party, see Labor Party (Great

Britain).

British Virgin Islands, economy, basic data
(1964) 21084

Britt, Clarence S., soil and water conservation
research in northeastern States (1965)

4114
Brittain, Clay, child care arrangements of na-

tion's working mothers, 1965 (1965)
10263

Brittin, Wesley E., dynamics of ionized media
(plasmas) (1965) 13418

Brittle fracture, see Fracture of metals.
Brittle materials:
captive nut fastener excellent for securely

joining (1965) 18501
prestressed monolithic and segmented brittle

structures (1964) 21728
Brno Purkinje University, Czechoslovakia,

international congress on ophthalmolo-
gical genetics (1965) 16515

BRL, see Ballistic Research Laboratories.
Broad-band ultraviolet filters (1961) 7980
Broadcasting, see Radio boradcasting—Radio

stations—Telecasting—Television.

Broadened conservation concepts, address
(1962) 20399

Broadfoot, W.M.:
guide for evaluating willow oak sites (1965)

7757
water oak sites (1963) 15585

Broadhead, Kenneth G., radiotracer applica-
tions in electrometallurgical processing
(1963) 9125

Brobst, Donald A., geology of Fanny Peak
quadrangle, Wyo.-S. Dak (1964) 2412

Broccoli:
caterpillar control in South (1961) 1625;

(1964) 9939
frozen, standards for grades (1962) 12818
varieties and culture (1961) 8294;

(1964)19066; (1965) 16962
Brock, Richard R., study of trapezoidal flume

models at San Dimas (1965) 2170
Brockton, Mass.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16350
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16502

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts, standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2210

Brodd, Ralph J., impedance of commercial Le-
clanche dry cells and batteries (1963)
14600

Broder, Jacob D., solar-cell performance at
high temperatures (1965) 1473

Broderick, Ciertrude G., educational AM and
FM radio and educational television sta-
tions (1963) 10068; (1965) 16089

Brodhead Creek, watershed project, hearing
(1961) 19141

Brodie, Henry, commodity agreements, partial
answer to trade problems of developing
countries (1965) 16867

Brody, Leon, remarks, June 25, 1964 (1964)
14676

Broe, Eileen L., relief (1961) 14261

Brogan, Francis A., semiautomatic audiome-
ters utilizing pattern adjustment in

. 2.5-decibel steps (1965) 13437
Brogdon, N.J., stability of riprap, etc., over-

flow embankments, Arkansas River
(1964) 14212

Broilers, see Chickens—Poultry.

Brokaw, Arnold L., mineralization associated
with magnetic anomaly in part of Ely
quadrangle, Nev (1964) 18122

Brokaw, Leiand D.:

prediction of technical school success from
homogeneous biographical inventory
scores (1963) 67

technical training success prediction from
educational information (1963) 16784

Brokaw, Richard S.:

approximate formulas for viscosity and
thermal conductivity of gas mixtures
(1965) 1462

ignition kinetics of hydrogen-oxygen reac-
tion (1965) 2890

transport properties of dilute gas mixtures
(1965) 5183

Broken Bow, Okla.:

Broken Bow Reservoir project, engineer
report

—

departmental edition (1963) 400
document edition (1963) 322

Brokers, truck, role in movement of exempt
agricultural commodities (1962) 6575

Brombacher, W.G., bibliography and index on
vacuum and low pressure measurements
(1964) 13273

Bromides, see aiso bromides by name, e.g..

Methyl bromides—Silver bromide.
Bromine:
induced dissociation in visible spectrum

(1961) 4619
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9548
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 13429;

(1962) 18182; (1964) 13102, 14731; (1965)
12816
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Bromine—Continued

production, etc., 1960, preliminary report

(1961) 1225
turbulent air-bromine coaxial-flow experi-

ment, correlation (1964) 7524
Bromley, Wayne L. testimony, hearings (1965)

4624
Bromobenzenesulfonamides, N- substituted,

toxicity to various arthropods, review of

laboratory tests (1961) 1607
Bromochloromethane, air- mixtures, flamma-

bility limits of methy ethyl ketone and
methyl isobutyl ketone (1961) 1232

Bronas, Christiane A., relief (1964) 10370,

15446, 17193
Bronchi:

aeroions effect on bronchospasm of isolated

lung, USSR study (1962) 22168
bronchial cancer, protracted course, USSR

study (1962) 1140
Bronchitis, chronic, cigarette smoking effects

(1965) 18700
Bronx Borough, see New York City.

Bronze, doors of Library of Congress, descrip-

tion, etc (1962) 3282
Brooders, electric, for pigs, farm building plan

(1961) 17925
Brooding chicks with infrared lamps (1964)

9945
Brooke, M.M., common intestinal protozoa of

man (1964) 15045
Brooke County, W.Va., coal, preparation char-

acteristics (1964) 14746
Brooker, J.R.:

five years of voluntary fishery products
inspection (1964) 8602

weights and measures activities in USDI
fishery products standards and inspec-

tion programs (1965) 4735
Brookhaven, N.Y., population, special census

(1964) 15318
Brookhaven National Laboratory:
AEC, inadequate rental rates for govern-

ment-owned housing, GAO report (1964)

10605
geology (1963) 14018
Medical Research (Center, fallout protection

afforded, evaluation (1962) 2032
sediments from vicinity, physical properties

and mineralogy (1963) 17526
studies of sites for nuclear energy facilities

(series) (1963) 14018, 17526; (1964) 19772

vicinity, Suffolk (bounty, N.Y., water, chemi-

cal quality (1964) 19772
Brooking, Walter J.:

chemical technology, suggested 2-year post

high school curriculum (1964) 21263
scientific and technical societies, pertinent

to education of technicians (1965) 18013
Brookline, Mass., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16351
Brooklyn Borough, see New York City.

Brookover, Wilbur, sociological analysis of

vocational education in U.S. (1963)

13846
Brooks, Charles A., soil survey report, Ellis

C^ounty, Tex (1964) 20808
Brooks, Cuyler W., jr., effects of nose blunt-

ness, etc., on aerodynamic characteris-

tics of blunt cones at angles of attack

to 180° (1963) 16399
Brooks, Gordon L., relief (1964) 6256
Brooks, Howard J., fire blight susceptibility of

Stewart strain of Bartlett pear (1965)

1746
Brooks, J.D., characteristics of continuous-

flow induction plasma accelerator (1965)

5232
Brooks, Jackie L.. relief (1964) 6256

Brooks, Lyman B., training hard-core unem-
ployed (1964) 21274

Brooks, Overton, memorial services (1962)
9140

Brooks, P.T., separation and recovery of co-

balt and nickel by solvent extraction
and electrorefining (1963) 5486, 9118

Brooks, Robert A., nomination, hearing (1965)
19484

Brooks, Sidney, geometrical representation for

high frequency dielectric tensor of tem-
perate plasma (1965) 5159

Brooks, Tony T., relief (1964) 6256
Brooks Lake:
fecundity of red salmon (1961) 566
sockeye salmon and related limnological and

climatological investigations, Alaska,
1957, ecological studies (1964) 21318

Broom rust:

fir, general information (1964) 15936
spruce and fir, effects (1964) 8675

Broome, Margaret M., testimony, hearings
(1965) 4624

Brooms:
broom corn, duty, adjust rates, report (1964)

10266
broomcorn, Tariff Commission report (1962)

3530
Brosa, Julius A., capacity of refrigerated ware-

houses in United States, Oct. 1, 1963
(1964) 18987

Brosnan, Ann P., foreign trade regulations of

Netherlands (1964) 10696
Brotherhood in age of abundance (address)

(1962) 8825
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, emer-

gency board reports (1963) 8190, 12082
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and En-

ginemen, emergency board reports (1963)

12082; (1965) 4668
Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators & Paper-

hangers of America, local unions joint

pension plan, tax exemption as qualified

trust (1962) 7031, 21434, 23120
Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen, emergen-

cy board report (1964) 10478
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, emergency

board report (1963) 12082
Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship

Clerks, Freight Handlers, Ebcpress and
Station Employes, emergency board re-

port (1963) 6351
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, emer-

gency board report (1964) 2290
Brotherhood Week, see National Brotherhood

Week.
Brotherhoods, see names of brotherhoods.
Brothers, Chester A., and wife, relief (1963)

18815; (1964) 19552
Brotman, Herman B.:

income of older people (1963) 20247
older farm population, 1960-63 (1964) 16922
recent national population trends, mid-1964

(1965) 15152
Broughton, J.D., literature survey of environ-

mental factors in Thailand (1965) 16134
Broughton, Marguerite L., relief (1963) 15197,

18980, 20402
Brouillard, Keith D., economic review of Great

Lakes commercial fisheries, 1940-59

(1963) 13952
Broullire, John M., remarks. May 16, 1963

(1963) 10149
Broussalian, Lucine, relief (1964) 10196
Browar, Hliott A.:

occupational wage survey

—

Akron, Ohio (1963) 18036
Canton, Ohio (1963) 14471
Charleston, W.Va (1963) 14468
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Browar, Elliott A.—Continued
occupational wage survey—Continued
Cincinnati, Ohio-Ky (1963) 12801
Dayton, Ohio (1963) 10899
Detroit, Mich (1963) 12794
Louisville, Ky.-Ind (1963) 12795
Muskegon-Muskegon Heights, Mich (1963)

16280
Toledo, Ohio (1963) 12798

Broward County, Fla.:

beach erosion control study and hurricane
survey, engineer work report

—

departmental edition (1965) 6129
document edition (1965) 5819

truck crop production practices (1963) 2126
Brown, A.D., research on high-temperature

bearings (1964) 50
Brown, Aaron S., nomination, hearings (1961)

7269
Brown, B.F., stress-corrosion cracking, etc

(1964) 13342
Brown, Briscoe B., jr., transporter, liquid, roll-

ing-wheel-type, 600-gallon, T-4 (RLT),
final report (1964) 5726

Brown, Clarence A., jr.:

rocket vehicle for producing artificial mete-
ors (1964) 11401

Trailblazer II 3-stage rocket vehicle having
various fin configurations, static aerody-
namic characteristics at low subsonic
Mach numbers and angles of attack up
to 28° (1963) 11062

Brown, Dennis W.:
electric, etc., thrust systems for space sta-

tion drag cancellation (1964) 20578
low-thrust orbit raising in continuous sun-

light (1964) 9567
Brown, Douglas E., fast solid- state ultravi-

olet photodetector (1963) 20299
Brown, Emma E., abstracts of USAPRO re-

search publications (1963) 4461; (1964)
21007

Brown, Ernest A., electrical conductivity and
density of molten systems of uranium
tetrafluoride and thorium fluoride with
alkali fluorides (1964) 18684

Brown, Gerald A.:

addresses

—

Nov. 7, 1962 (1963) 1340
Feb. 1, 1963 (1963) 5631
June 30, 1964 (1964) 14960
Mar. 18, 1965 (1965) 6797

Brown, Gerald V.:

magnetic fields of finite-leng^th solenoids
(1964) 7559

superposition calculation of thick solenoid
fields from semi-infinite solenoid fields

(1964) 20616
Brown, H.E., voltage tunable filter for P-band

communication receivers (1964) 13337
Brown, Harold, nomination, hearings (1961)

12507
Brown, Harry E., canopy camera (1963) 4991
Brown, Ingrid G.S., relief (1963) 18832; (1964)

448, 1867
Brown, Isabel, relief (1961) 12211, 16923,

18521
Brown, J.D., electron probe X-ray spectro-

graph (1963) 3074
Brown, James D., computer program for elec-

tron probe microanalysis (1965) 14712
Brown, James K.:

crown weights in red pine plantations (1963)
15566

hourly variation in fire danger in Lake
States (1964) 12463

Brown, James R., structure of small business
in Alabama (1963) 1460

Brown, Jerry, pedo-ecological investigations,
Barrow. Alaska (1965) 10772

Brown, John N.:

reappointment

—

law (1963) 9809
reports (1963) 6094, 8086

Brown, Kenneth E.:

analysis of research in teaching of mathe-
matics (1963)10061; (1965) 19551

mathematics and science teachers in U.S.
high schools (1963) 8177

Brown, Lawrence W., investigation of dynamic
stability and control characteristics for
transport cruising at Mach number 3
(1964) 20607

Brown, Lester R.:

agricultural diversification and economic
development in Thailand (1963) 8154

food consumption and expenditures, India,
Japan, United States (1963) 2134

man, land & food, looking ahead at world
food needs (1964) 567

Brown, Lester R., jr.:

increasing world food output (1965) 10730
mineral industry of Chile (1965) 12855

Brown, Oliver, relief (1963) 7879, 18993, 20405
Brown, Paul L., legumes and grasses in dry-

land cropping systems (1964) 7934
Brown, R.F., reconnaissance of ground-water

resources in Mississippian Plateau re-

gion, Ky (1963) 12233
Brown, Robert R., chlorination reactions in-

vestigation using C-14 (1964) 9519
Brown, Ronald D.:

enthalpy calculated from pressure and
flow-rate measurements in high-temp-
erature subsonic streams (1965) 18563

subsonic high-temperature arc tunnel (1963)
11024

stagnation-point heat transfer in arc-heated
subsonic stream (1964) 14840

Brown, S.G.:

ground-water resources

—

coastal sand-dune area of north of Coos
Bay, Oreg (1963) 2356

Cow Valley, Malheur County, Oreg (1963)
613

problems of utilizing ground water in
west-side business district of Portland,
Oreg (1963) 5038

Brown, Sidney E.:

increasing broiler sales through offering
additional cut and recipe materials
(1963) 15419

retail sales of broilers and meat as affected
by price, display area, and newspaper
advertising (1964) 14171

fresh grapefruit, packaged and labeled Indi-

an River, sales test (1965) 7569
Brown, Stanley G., U.S. and Russian agricul-

ture, statistical comparison (1965) 16082
Brown, Stephen C, minerals in world economy

(1965) 12935
Brown, Stuart C, electromagnetic systems for

removing momentum stored by satellite

attitude control system (1965) 6741
Brown, Thomas C, occupational mobility

through MDTA training (1964) 16568
Brown, Virginia M.:
nomination

—

hearing (1964) 8442
report (1964) 10367

Brown, W. Herbert:
costs and returns, commercial cotton farms

(1963) 2123, 12046
Brown, W.P., jr., temperature distribution in

spinning spherical shell in solar flux

(1965) 11409
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Brown, Willie M.. relief (1962) 7007, 11527,
13260

Brown iron ore. see Limonite.
Brown-Raymond-Walsh:
Navy contract for Spanish base construc-

tion program

—

conversion from cost-plus-a-fixed-fee basis
to fixed-price basis, examination by GAO
(1961) 4297

Defense Dept. reply, GAO report (1963)
20713

GAO review (1963) 13994
Brown Ck>unty, Kans., soil survey (1961) 1476
Brown County, Tex., Cross Plains quadrangle,

geology (1961) 19410
Brown Swiss cattle, see Cattle.
Browne, F.L., effect of various chemicals on

thermogravimetric analysis of pondero-
sa pine (1963) 19266

Brownian movements, particle-size distribu-
tions (1964) 14

Browning, James C, continuous flotation of
beryl from spodumene mill tailing (1964)
14748

Browning, James S.:

anionic-cationic flotation of mica ores from
Alabama and North Carolina (1965)
6599

concentration of fine mica (1963) 10956
flotation of barite-fluorspar ores from Ken-

tucky (1963) 9120
flotation of California mica ore (1965) 18453

Brownsville, Tex.:

census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-
tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 18810

hourly observations, summary, decennial
census (1962) 16223

laboratory tests of insecticides and acara-
cides (1963) 18392

Browse, see Forage plants.
Brozek, Josef, measuring body composition

conference proceedings (1963) 5645
Bruce, David W., toxicity of rare earth ni-

trates and oxides (1963) 18502
Brucella, ring test, post-vaccination evalua-

tion of immunization effectiveness
against brucellosis of dairy cows. East
(Germany study (1962) 7846

Brucella abortus:
occupational infection in Czechoslovakia

(1962) 7693
strain 19 vaccine, production and standardi-

zation (1961) 1614
Brucellosis:

cattle, spreading on large farms in Vojvodi-
na, Yugoslavia, planned measures for
control and extermination (1962) 5516

cause of decrease in natural resistance of
irradiated animals to live vaccine, USSR
study (1964) 12853

dairy cows, immunization effectiveness with
livebrucella vaccine Dessau, East Ger-
many study (1962) 7846

eradication

—

activities in cooperation with States
(1962) 4365; (1963) 4219; (1964) 4066

animal disease control activities, weak-
nesses, GAO report (1964) 12501

cooperation with States, summary (1962)
4363; (1963) 4217; (1964) 4064; (1965)
3971, 3974

identification of calves vaccinated, guide
(1961) 5226

market cattle testing plan aids, picture
story (1962) 10875

picture story (1962) 10848
recommended uniform methods and rules

(1962) 6540; (1963) 4342

Brucellosis—Continued
eradication—Continued
State-Federal cooperative program

—

charts and maps (1961) 5228
maps (1961) 2860; (1962) 3716; (1963) 3556;

(1964) 3370; (1965) 3256
progress report (1961) 9859; (1962) 12824;

(1963) 9544; (1964) 9921; (1965) 13370
statistical tables (1961) 52; (1962) 4485;

(1963) 14, 20265; (1965) 20
summaries (1961) 2873-75

farm animals, USSR study (1961) 15499
hares and sheep in Poland (1962) 5468
man, clinical aspects, translation (1962)

5762
patients, treated with antibiotics and vac-

cine, toxic effect on hemopoiesis, USSR
study (1961) 15464

Polish tests (1962) 5550
prevention

—

investigation of prevailing meat inspec-
tion regulations (1962) 7563

USSR study (1965) 900
swine

—

and human health (1962) 1780, 6424
how to eradicate (1961) 16119
serum-diagnostics, influence of relations of

antigenic structure and certain bacteri-
a, Yugoslavian study (1962) 7575

validated brucellosis-free herds, list (1964)
15199; (1965) 15174

USSR studies (1964) 2600
vaccine prophylaxis, ways of studying and

obtaining vaccine strains, USSR (1962)
12034

Yugoslavia research (1962) 7679
Brucellosis vaccine:

brucella vaccine Dessau immunization effec-
tiveness on dairy cows against brucel-
losis. East German study (1962) 7846

live, condition of persons inoculated, USSR
study (1964) 20412

Bruces Eddy Dam and Reservoir:
change name

—

law (1963) 17026
reports (1963) 13631, 13705

Bruder, Wallace A., nautical chart manual
(1964) 8170

Brugger, J.E., applications of radioisotopes to
measurements of piston ring wear and
evaluations of engine oils (1964) 1777

Bruising injury of tomatoes (1962) 8846
Brule Tribe of Sioux Indians, see Sioux Indi-

ans.
Brumberg, Abraham, problems of communism

(1965) 3853
Brunken, Elwood, relief (1961) 14557, 18794;

(1962) 6884
Brunner, Ken A., guide to organized occupa-

tion curriculums in higher education,
graduates July 1, 1960-June 30, 1962 and
enrollments Oct. 1962, institutional data
(1965) 9041

Bruno, Elena relief (1962) 15133, 18945, 19219
Bruno, Pietro D., relief (1961) 8675, 10396,

12051
Bruns, V.F., tolerance of certain crops to

aquatic herbicides in irrigation water
(1964) 5863

Brunson, M.H., biossay of toxicity of insecti-

cide residues to codling moth in apple
orchards (1963) 202061

Brunstein, Alan 1., study of fatal general
aviation accidents involving weather
(1963) 16921

Brunswick, Ga.:
hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 482
document edition (1962) 366
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Brunswick Harbor, sediments, source and dis-

tribution (1965) 18020
Brush, E.G., electron beam microprobe studies

of oxidation behavior of iron-chro-
mium-nickel system in high-temperature
steam (1965) 8543

Brush:
chemical control (1961) 20289; (1964) 20918
California reforestation (1963) 6495
pine forests, Oreg (1961) 14938

control picloram, promising chemical (1965)
7740

cover in watersheds, cost of converting to

grass for increased water yield (1963)
17482

equipment for clearing land (1961) 20292;
(1963) 1694

fitting conversion on San Gabriel wat-
ersheds (1962) 9683

ground vegetation behavior after partial
cutting in Douglas fir stands (1961) 6134

hazel, summer fires reduce regrowth (1962)
11862

preplanting treatments for brushy old fields

in southern Illinois (1963) 13986
problems in southwestern Oregon (1961)

12708
roadside control with 2, 4, 5-T on Eastern

national forests (1961) 12739
Brush Beryllium Co., prices awarded for Pola-

ris missile parts, GAO examination
(1963) 10259

Brush fires, see Forest fires.

Brushes:
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9508; (1964) 12294
supplements (1963) 3657; (1964) 3475;

(1965) 3377
Federal standard (1964) 12410

Brushes (electric machinery):
molybdenum disulfide-silver motor brushes

have extend life, improved model (1964)
13191

Bry, Gerhard, nine business cycle indicators
for nine States (1964) 9478

Bryan, Harry C, almond industry of Spain
(1965) 14351

Bryan, J. Ned, talent. State's resource. State's
responsibility (1964) 4651

Bryan, L.W., forest plants in Hawaii, etc.,

check list (1963) 12161
Bryan, Mackay B., board-foot and cubic-foot

volume computing equations for south-
eastern tree species (1963) 10243

Bryan, Robert G.:

occupational wage survey

—

Akron, Ohio (1964) 18638; (1965) 16559
Canton, Ohio (1964) 16597
Cleveland, Ohio (1964) 7400; (1965) 1290
Dayton, Ohio (1964) 11281; (1965) 6563
Louisville, Ky.-Ind (1965) 9507
Toledo, Ohio (1964) 13063; (1965) 11345

Bryan, Washington G.B., relief (1961) 16633,
18526, 19005

Bryan, William Jennings, Bryan the cam-
paigner, biographical sketch (1965) 9783

Bryant, D.A., scintillation counter telescope
for charge and mass identification of
primary cosmic rays (1963) 16377

Bryant, Earl, cooperation in health examina-
tion surveys (1965) 15016

Bryant, Gordon C. and wife, relief (1962) 16860

Bryant, Paul J., extreme vacuum technology
and clean surface studies (1964) 14792

Bryaton cycle, magnetrohydrodynamic power
generation with nonequilibrium conduc-
tivity (1965) 6705

Bryce, Mayo, fine arts education in Soviet
Union (1963) 19100

Bryce Canyon National Park, general infor-
mation (1961) 13566; (1962) 18326; (1963)
16431; (1964) 14965; (1965) 8161

ground water resources (1963) 5027
Bryophytes:
associated with mineral deposits and solu-

tions in Alaska (1965) 12534
element content (1965) 14412

Bryozoa, see Polyzoa.
BSSR, see Belorussian Soviet Socialist Repub-

lic.

BT, see Bathythermographs.
Bubble chambers:

analysis of errors in track measurements
(1965) 13163

for high magnetic field (1962) 4640
hazards in using liquid hydrogen (1963) 20966

Bubbles:
forces acting on nucleate boiling under nor-

mal and reduced gravity conditions
(1964) 16683

errata (1965) 2873
gas, forming at submerged orifice, energy

transfer from liquid (1965) 5168
growth on heating surface initiates cooling

(1964) 11413
inflation in space, dynamics problems (1965)

8040
irradiated uranium, formation process (1962)

23005
Bubyr caucasicus Berg, settlement, etc., in

Aral Sea, USSR study (1965) 11303
Bucci, D.R.:

outlet works, DeGray Dam, Caddo River,
Ark., hydraulic model investigation
(1965) 18047

spillway and sluices

—

Allegheny Dam, etc (1963) 10092
Red Rock Dam, Des Moines River, Iowa,
hydraulic model investigation (1965)
9071

spillway for John Redmond Dam, Grand
(Neosho) River, Kansas (1963) 2227

Buch, John W., hydraulic mining of anthracite,
engineering development studies (1965)
9589

Buchanan, B., silicon current amplifier for
microampere current levels (1965) 7093

Buchanan (bounty, Va., coal carbonizing prop-
erties (1964) 5496

Buchanan, Fort, construction actions, hearing
(1962) 11437

Buchele, Donald R.:

nonlinear-averaging errors in radiation
pyrometry (1964) 16711

radiometer-pyrometer for analysis of gas-
eous combustion products (1964) 16710

Bucher, John F., endodontics (1965) 2963
Buchwald, Laszlo J., relief (1962) 21307; (1963)

8034
Buck, A.D., reaction involving nondolomitic

limestone aggregate in concrete (1965)
14216

Buck, Charles C, winds over wildlands, guide
for forest management (1965) 26

Buckboard Mesa, geology (1965) 4263

Buckets (engine):

turbine

—

cast nickel-base alloys as materials of
turbojet engine tested at 1650° F, per-
formance data (1962) 20132

transient temperature profiles and calcu-
lated thermal strains of turbojet engine
(1961) 13516

Buckhannon, W. Va.:
Buckhannon River flood protection, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2424
document edition (1962) 2349
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Buckles, joins web straps quickly, adjusts eas-
ily (1964) 14827

Buckley, Donald H.:

evaporation rates for organic lubricants in

vacuum (1964) 5517

friction and wear of nickel-aluminum alloys
and some sulfur-modified steel in vacuum
to 10-9 of mercury (1964) 13235

friction, etc., for polymer compositions in

vacuum (1964) 3027

influence

—

crystal orientation on friction character-
istics of titanium single crystals in vac-
uum (1965) 18546

crystal structure

—

on characteristics cobalt base alloys in

vacuum, etc (1965) 2882
on friction characteristics of rare

earths, etc (1965) 1467

entrained gases and halogen additive on
boundary lubrication of 4 oils at tem-
peratures to 1000° F (1965) 6735

microstructural inclusions on friction and
wear of nickel and iron in vacuum to

lO^millimeterof mercury (1963) 11046

order-disorder transformation on friction

characteristics of copper-gold alloys in

vacuum (1965) 16713

polycrystalline and single crystal cobalt

in vacuum, etc (1965) 2881

relation of lattice parameters to friction

characteristics of beryllium, etc., in

vacuum (1965) 6721

structure influence on friction and wear of

titanium and alloys in vacuum (1965)

6722

Buckley, John D.:

deterioration of calcia-stabilized zirconia

(1963) 3154

evaluation of selected refractory oxide mate-

rials for use in high-temperature peb-

ble-bed wind-tunnel heat exchangers
(1964) 20615

Buckling, see Strains and stresses.

Buckman, Robert E.:

5-year progress report in growing stock

density experiments in 60-year-old red

pine (1963) 579

twenty-two year results of precommercial
thinning experiment in jack pine (1964)

18066

Bucks County, Pa., carbonate rocks of
Cambrian and Ordovician age (1965)
2235

Budak, Mardiros and wife, relief (1961) 14243,

14538

Budapest, Hungary:
general information (1962) 12229

Jena photogrammetric course, report (1962)
7899

measuring and instrument conference, inter-

national (1962) 8001
meeting of work committee for coordinating

meteorological research (1965) 11089
7th conference of directors of hydrometeo-

rological services of European socialist

countries (1965) 11088
Zeiss photogrammetry course (1962) 8002

Budapest Technical University:
chemical engineering achievements in past

15 years (1963) 8762
organization and personalities (1961) 15159

Buddhism:
atheistic notions conveyed in Buddhist scrip-

tures, Ck)mmunist China study (1961)
2128

Chinese Buddhists protest persecution in

Vietnam, translation (1964) 1113
Budding, see names of plants affected.

Buddington, A.F., regional geology of St.

Lawrence County magnetite district,

northwest Adirondacks, N.Y. (1963) 2348

Budge, Hamer H., nomination, hearing (1964)
14130

Budget Bureau:
activities, GAO review (1961) 12767
career staff to the President (1963) 1854;

(1965) 7177
censorship and control of independent agen-

cy fiscal matters, etc., staff study (1961)
8844

denial of information to Appropriations
(Committee, hearings (1961) 7125

electronic data processing equipment use,

hearing (1963) 17182
mission to provide direct staff assistance to

the President (1962) 14908; (1964) 4322
Review Committee for Balance of Payments

Statistics, report (1965) 8569
staff reports (1963) 7724-26
statistical evaluation reports (1961) 6762
urban research under Federal auspices, sur-

vey (1965) 6052
user charges policy, staff report (1963) 7726
What it is, what it does (1964) 15295; (1965)

15261
Budget examiners, examination announcement

(1963) 11663
Budget in business, operating tool to increase

profits (1961) 20131

Budget Joint Committee:
create

—

hearings (1963) 8112
reports (1961) 8957; (1963) 8087; (1965)
4542

Budget of United States:
amendments, proposal (1965) 7396
biomedical research, budgeting and account-

ing, reports (1961) 7251
budget in brief (1961) 1734; (1962) 4654;

(1963) 1850; (1964) 4319; (1965) 4288
budgetary policy, etc. (remarks) (1965) 8350
budgetary process, organizing for national

security, study (1961) 20633
contents, format, and concepts (1961) 18111
deficit, solution through increased economic

growth (remarks) (1963) 13106
departmental edition (1961) 1731; (1962)

2111; (1963) 1851; (1964) 4320; (1965)
4289

appendix (1961) 1732; (1962) 2112; (1963)
1852; (1964) 4321; (1965) 4290

District of Columbia

—

amendments (1963) 17196, 18968
departmental edition (1961) 1733; (1962)

2113; (1963) 1853; (1964) 4323; (1965)
4291

document edition (1961) 1867; (1962) 2319;
(1963) 2028; (1964) 4440; (1965) 4462
(1961) 1866; (1962) 2318; (1963) 2027;
(1964) 4439; (1965) 4461
appendixes (1961) 1868; (1962) 2320;

(1963) 2029; (1964) 4441; (1965) 4463
hearings (1965) 5952

economic document

—

hearings (1963) 13438
report (1963) 17241
study (1962) 2283
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Budget of United States—Continued

eliminate detailed estimates for passenger
vehicles and aircraft, amend administra-
tive expenses act of 1946—

hearing (1962) 11454
law (1962) 23174
reports (1962) 11347, 21463

estimates submitted by President

—

86th Cong., 2d sess (1961) 1892
87th Congress

—

1st session (1962) 2350
2d session (1963) 2081

88th Congress

—

1st session (1964) 10351
2d session (1965) 2031

extending date for transmission, law (1965)
5784

Federal aid to State and local governments,
analysis (1961) 3819

Federal credit programs, analysis (1961)
3820

Federal research and development, 1959-61
(1961) 4987

Federal research and development programs,
analysis (1961) 3821

Government-wide general provision, propos-
al (1963) 13463

hearings; (1962) 5059; (1965) 5949
House Appropriations Committee and budg-

et process, references (1964) 10042
improving budget practice, progress,

1953-61 (1963) 7725
joint financial management improvement

program (1962) 2511
legislative branch

—

amendments (1961) 6984, 8651-52, 10368;
(1963) 9838, 11762, 13674

Peace Corps, 1962, increase, amend (1961)
18783

policy process, organizing for national secu-
rity, hearings (1961) 19168

President's message and summary state-
ments (1961) 8436

principal Federal statistical programs, anal-
ysis (1961) 3822

program budgeting, program analysis and
Federal budget, research study (1965)
18965

public works and other construction activi-
ties, analysis (1961) 3818

reduction proposals (1964) 6216
research and development

—

agency coordination study, hearings (1962)
413, 2367

Government contracting, report to the
President (1962) 13554
print as Senate document, report (1962)

13610
revisions, message from the President (1961)

6985
review (1961) 20370
science funds (1962) 8555
tight budget in expanding economy (address)

(1964) 19366
Budgets, see Budget of United States— Budg-

ets (family and personal)

—

also other
headings beginning Budget— also names
of countries. States, etc.— aiso names of
departments, etc.

Budgets (family and personal):
Advisory (Committee on Standard Budget

Research report (1963) 19805
budgeting for family, guide (1965) 18879
city workers' family, notes (1961) 7898
estimating equivalent incomes or budget

costs by family type (1961) 4805
family food budgeting for good meals and

good nutrition (1964) 4204

Budgets (family and personal)—Continued
food cost, intercity differences (1964) 2970
guide for young couple (1964) 16955
helping families manage their finances

(1963) 13168
interim, city worker's family (1961) 1185
retired couple, BLS interim (1961) 9421
USSR, grouping by income, translation

(1962)2934
women workers in New Jersey (1961) 1579

Budny, Jozef, relief (1962) 7142

Budworms:
Heliothis species rearing on artificial medi-

um, laboratory techniques (1963) 18391
damage to spruce and fir in northern Min-

nesota, aerial survey (1964) 12472
spruce

—

adult hymenopterous parasites in Minne-
sota, field key (1965) 657

defoliation

—

causes tree mortality in northeastern
Minnesota (1962) 11863

estimating from undamaged shoots
(1962) 601

northeastern Minnesota decreases in

1963 (1964) 12457
insect enemy of Douglas fir in Montana

(1965) 16292
life history, control, etc., in eastern U.S.

(1961) 17291
nwrtality and top killing of spruce-fir

(1961) 4284
Operation Bugout, 1964, Salmon National
Forest (1965) 16243

Western United States, life history, con-
trol, etc (1961) 9215

tobacco, how to control (1962) 4507
Bue, Conrad D., principal lakes of United

States (1963) 19304

Buehl, R.C., recovery of manganese from
open-hearth slags and selective oxida-
tion (1965) 8019

Buell, Donald A., ground-wind loads on launch
vehicles (1964) 1455

Buffalo, N. Dak. railroad accident (1961) 15009

Buffalo, N.Y.:
Ansley Wilcox House acquisition, etc., report

(1964)2095
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 6786
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16382
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16466, 18372
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)
11148, 16492

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18811

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15270
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11162

communist activities in area

—

hearings (1965) 423
print additional copies, reports (1965)

12129, 14063
consumer expenditures and income, 1960,

advance report (1963) 9050
electric facilities of area, map (1962) 555;

(1963) 516, 2266
harbor improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23465
document edition (1962) 23321
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Buffalo. N.Y.—Continued
income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 9067
International Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census, summary
(1962) 16219

occupational wage survey (1964) 9466; (1965)
7975

departmental editions (1961) 6254; (1962)
10405; (1963) 9057

document editions (1961) 5585; (1962) 9168;
(1963) 7840

port, harbor conditions, etc (1962) 496
post office, dedication ceremonies (address)

(1964) 20719
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 673;

(1965) 16177
public schools, civil rights (1964) 10097

Buffalo, Tex., aircraft accident report (1961)
10090

Buffalo, Wyo., geology and coal resources of
area (1961) 6169

Buffalo Bayou:
and tributaries, eng:ineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 10758
document edition (1965) 10396

Buffalo County, Wis., soil survey (1962) 12700
Buffalo fish, products, extension of shelf life

through use of antioxidants (1965) 14345
Buffalo Lake National Wildlife Refuge:

birds, list (1964) 15923
general information (1963) 8278; (1964)

15924
Buffaloes, American, see Bison.
Buffalofish, see Buffalo fish.

Buffam, Paul E.:

evaluation of western hemlock looper larval
populations within control project
boundaries

—

Clatsop County, Oreg. (1965) 636
southwest Washington (1965) 635

pilot test results of Sevin, Phosphamidon,
and DDT on western hemlock looper in

southwest Washington (1965) 643
results of entomological aspects of 1963

western hemlock looper control project
in southwest Washington (1965) 687

Buffers, use related to blood pH and pC02
homeostasis in chronic respiratory aci-

dosis (1962) 12368
Buffeting loads, see Load (mechanics).
Bugg, FVank M., effects of aspect ratio and

canopy shape on low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of 50.0° swept parawings
(1965) 14845

Buggs Island Lake:
designate

—

hearings (1962) 15280
report (1962) 13434

Buglia, James J., propellant required to main-
tain earth orbital vehicle in useful orbit
between 2 specified altitude limits (1963)
16383

Bugs, see Insects— also names of bugs.
Buhrer, Ekina M., nematology literature list

(1964) 17

Builders:
builder 1 / C, Navy training course (1965)

8201
FHA fact sheet, how to do business with

FHA (1962) 11771; (1963) 502
hardware samples on file in Washington,

D.C., chart (1964) 1648
homebuilders and urban renewal (remarks)

(1962) 1883
partial list of government publications of

interest to (1962) 17547
power machine, branch meeting, USSR

(1963) 7103
publications of interest to, list (1965) 14358

Builder's Concrete Block Co., Inc., accident
(1963) 14077

Builders of faith (1965) 7557
Building:

airports, standard specifications (1965) 4701
supplement (1961) 7361

apartment construction, current problems
(1964) 1212

Arctic construction, technical manual (1962)
11015

builder 1 & C, Navy training course (1965)
8201

Chile, rebuilding for better future (1961)
20168

civil and residential, Novokuybyshevsk
(1962) 12248

code administration for small communities
(1965) 16906

college campus construction and rehabilita-
tion, 1959-61 (1963) 17382

college library building needs (1964) 6829
Communist China

—

materials and techniques (1961) 813
site investigation and building design re-

port (1961) 789

construction

—

and building materials. Federal supply
schedule (1961) 6032

higher education facilities, financial as-

sistance, regulations (1964) 19629
installation, etc., departmental standards
and rates, USSR (1962) 17804

public elementary and secondary schools,
aims, 1959-69 (1963) 6349

construction (Chinese periodical), transla-
tions (1963) 10599

construction loan limitations applicable to

national banks, amend

—

hearings (1961) 18939; (1962) 17098, 19380
law (1962) 20892
reports (1962) 16984, 21384

construction of facilities for health re-

search, etc.. Public Health Service
grants and awards, 1964 (1965) 8159

construction reports

—

building permits (1965) 3241-42, 8603
permits (1962) 18781; (1963) 15047
quarterly, public (1965) 13646, 17229
residential alterations and repairs (1962)

14925; (1963) 15048; (1964) 4346, 17084;
(1965) 8604

construction supervisors safety guide (1965)
6552

contract construction, contracting services,

AEC guide (1962) 8989
contracting for construction and architect-

engineering services, AEC (1965) 17145

design criteria and construction standards
for NASA facilities (1965) 9608

digital computers, application in structural
mechanics, USSR study (1965) 875

engineer construction and construction-
support units, field manual (1961) 8355

engineer troop protective construction, nu-

clear warfare, technical manual (1961)

16172
engineering manual, military construction

(1961) 17206
FAA, safety in construction and alteration

work, handbook (1963) 6393

Federal office, construction, labor require-
ments (1962) 20054

federally financed construction, wage rates

improperly determined in excess of pre-

vailing rates for similar work in New
England areas, Labor Dept., GAO report
(1965) 6323

ferro-cement hyperbolic shell, Communist
Chinese study (1961) 4352
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Building—Continued
finish materials, surface flame-spread test

methods (1962) 21819
glazing and building orientation, effects on

hospital air-conditioning costs (1965)
18712

Government construction contracts, amend
small business act to exempt from SBA
set-aside program, hearings (1962)
19379, 21199; (1963) 18930

hardware, engineer manual (1962) 5129
change (1965) 515
appendix 1, samples on file in D.C. (1962)
5130
changes (1963) 430; (1964) 6592, 19656

home building industry to benefit from trade
expansion act (remarks) (1962) 11221

home construction, publications, price lists

(1961) 9685; (1963) 3267; (1964) 7686
hospitals, engineer in construction sequence

(1963) 7404
housing

—

authorized in individual permit-issuing
places (1964) 6037; (1965) 3241
summary statistics (1965) 3242

new private units authorized in permit-
issuing places (1964) 158, 15307

hydroelectric power plant structures, plan-
ning and design, engineering manual
(1961) 5946

labor and material requirements for private
one-family house construction (1964)
14703

library services and construction act, compi-
lation (1964) 6570

materials

—

electrical, industry outlook for 1962 and
review of 1961 (1962) 4676

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 7239; (1964) 12292

supplements (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473;
(1965) 3375

fiberglass, USSR study (1963) 8739
imports and exports, impact on American
employment, hearings (1962) 7087
print additional copies, reports (1962)

17013, 17282
industry

—

development and construction in Khar-
kov economic region (1961) 19789

North Ossetia (1962) 2930
technological processes control, im-
provement, USSR study (1961) 4605

nonmetallic mineral resources for Alaska's
construction industry (1962) 16017

requirement for public housing construc-
tion (1964) 13072, 20436

Rumanian research (1965) 9359
strong, equal strong buildings (1962) 9679
trade associations and professional socie-

ties (1964) 148
USSR, selected translations (1961) 4690,

10931, 12911, 12977, 15314, 15436, 19697,
21027

military construction

—

design policy, regulations (1962) 5133,
11729

movable partitions, engineering manual
(1963)2211

military protective construction, nuclear
warfare and chemical and biological
operations, technical manual (1965)
13470

milk and milk product equipment, guide for
evaluating sanitary construction (1964)
20764

mint facilities, additional, hearing (1963)
8093

Building—Continued
modern sewage treatment plants, how much

do they cost? guide to estimating con-
struction costs (1964) 20765

new construction and rehabilitation on col-

lege campuses, 1959-60 (1962) 21642
new housing units, authorized by local per-

mits (1962) 3699; (1963) 3539; (1964) 3353
new residential construction, authorized in

permit-issuing places (1962) 3700, 20534;
(1963) 3540; (1964) 3354

permanent-type bachelor officers quarters,
standards and criteria, manual (1965)
13471

permits (1961) 2982-83; (1962) 20534; (1964)
158, 3353-54, 6037, 15307; (1965) 7260,
13618

construction reports, announcement and
order form (1964) 13747

housing authorized summary statistics

(1965) 13618
prefabricated reinforced concrete use in

hydroelectric power-engineering con-
struction, USSR study (1961) 15585

private units authorized, major metropolitan
statistical areas (1965) 7260

protective construction, foreign research
(1964) 7872

public works and construction laws, compi-
lation (1965) 8730

radiological protective construction (1962)
22781

residential design, FHA 1963 honor awards
(1964) 6632

sewage and water works construction, con-
tract awards (1961) 21322; (1962) 22764;
(1963) 13026; (1964) 18922; (1965) 15009

sewage treatment plant construction cost
index (1963) 20111

sewer construction cost index (1964) 11577
Soviet construction and building materials

industry, translations (1962) 854, 1321,
2983, 3210, 6167, 8202, 10352, 12266,
14116, 17778, 19692, 21926, 22010, 23702

spacing of sixpenny and eightpenny wire
nails in Douglas-fir nail joints (1961) 660

specifications, military construction, Engi-
neers Corps manual (1962) 15522

change (1963) 17410
starting and managing small business (1963)

1491
State and local governments construction

expenditures (1965) 13646, 17229
structural engineering

—

Navy design manual, changes (1964) 3197;
(1965) 5488

Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-
stracts (1962) 3787

structural, in shore establishments, Yards
and Docks Bureau, design manual (1962)
10783

structure specialist, MOS evaluation test
aid (1962) 6661

structures, reduction of dead weight. Com-
munist China (1961) 7574

thermoelectric heat flowmeters (1965) 18919
two faces of stability in residential con-

struction (remarks) (1961) 7411
Ukrainian construction, news items, 1959-61

(1964) 1144
underground, structural response and per-

manent displacement measurements due
to nuclear detonations (1961) 1724

USSR-
capital construction, cost, statistical
study (1961) 12873

cities, planning and construction (1961)
17536
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Building—Continued
USSR—Continued

construction and building materials indus-
try, translations (1963) 2596, 6719, 8508,
10705, 10726, 12606, 15920, 16134, 16192;
(1964) 1168, 6952, 8874, 10778, 12820,
16394, 18349, 20128, 20196, 20201, 20324,
21548; (1965) 931, 981, 1126, 2373
large-scale activity in process (1965) 898

construction norms and regulations (1965)
11194

design practices, need for improvement
(1963) 19680

materials industry, translations (1965) 895
military builders, conference (1961) 17446
progress in military construction units

(1963) 12530
United States AID missions, bibliography

(1963) 15626
urban renewal rehabilitation, minimum

property standards (1963) 13913; (1964)
4699

winter construction, bibliography, 1940-63
(1965) 14197

working stresses for structural design, engi-
neering manual (1961) 1946; (1962)
11722; (1964) 4664

Yugoslav research, organization and work
(1962) 7688

see also Construction industry—Instal-
lations (military)— a^so names of certain
reclamation projects.

Building and loan associations:
mutual deposit guarantee corporation, tax

exemption

—

hearing (1964) 15805
report (1963) 13580

tax exemption for nonprofit corporations
providing reserve funds, report (1965)
17660

Building board, seePulpboard.
Building board mills:

census of manufacturers, 1958, industry
report (1961) 5460

change (1961) 8489
industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1963) 1170
document edition (1963) 275

Building communism and upsurge of national-
liberation movement, USSR (1962) 10293

Building for research, health research facili-

ties program of NIH (1965) 2943
Building machinery:
construction equipment operators in Naval

Shore Establishment, testing and licen-
sing (1962) 18603

construction-machinery and equipment (1964)
15297

census of manufacturers, 1958, industry
report (1961) 1799

midyear review and outlook for 1961
(1961) 16238

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)
3838

outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
6733

outlook for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
5978

outlook for 1964 and review of 1963 (1964)
6013

shipments and related data, 1960 (1962)
14912

construction machinery, current industrial
reports (1961) 2990; (1963) 3575; (1964)
3391; (1965) 275, 3274, 18979

quarterly (1962) 3737, 20538
summary 1960 (1961) 11882
summary, 1961 (1962) 14932
summary, 1962) (1963) 15061

Building—Continued
construction machinery, current industrial

reports—Continued
change (1964) 6039

summary 1963 (1964) 17093
enlisted evaluation system MOS evaluation

test aid for construction machine opera-
tor (1964) 20991

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7236; (1964) 12289

supplements (1963) 3652; (1964) 3470-
(1965) 3372

little-used nontactical equipment held on
Okinawa by military services, GAO re-
view (1963) 12208

mobilization reserve stocks, uneconomical
management by Navy Dept., GAO report
(1964) 8734

Soviet industrial development, translations
(1961) 17532, 17574, 21038, 21066; (1962)
2956, 3083, 5826, 5978, 10248, 12239
12282, 14030, 17728, 17862, 17989, 18004
19812, 22315

USSR industrial development, translations
(1963) 670, 789, 860, 961, 1094, 2680,
2770, 6834, 8493, 8602, 8647, 8729, 8868,
10616, 10842, 14130, 15766, 15819, 15903
17670, 17819, 19461, 19568; (1964) 1146
1277, 1311, 2544, 2721, 2817, 2917, 5048
5053, 5071, 7180, 7514, 8958, 9333, 10732,
12784, 16101, 16339, 16426, 18546, 20293;
(1965) 942, 1125, 1156, 2505, 2673

Building materials:
requirements for private one-family house

(1964) 14703
USSR industry translations (1963) 19770-

(1964) 11208
Building materials stores, see Stores
Building of marine aviator (1962) 1593
Building science series (1965) 16733
Building trades:
broaden apprenticeship training program

(summary of address (1961) 6236
employment outlook (1962) 8347; (1964)

7383-85, 9419-24
fair employment and full employment (re-

marks) (1964) 1361
site picketing by construction workers,

amend act, hearings (1962) 2335
skilled, employment in mid-1960 (1963) 1187
union hourly wage scales and employer in-

surance, etc. payment in 100 cities
(1964) 7421

union wages and hours (1963) 12804; (1964)
13071; (1965)7980

departmental edition (1961) 11347; (1962)
14384

document edition (1961) 10214; (1962)
13353

Buildings:
administration facilities

—

Navy and Marine Corps, design manual
(1962)6511

Navy design manual, changes (1964) 3200
Yards and Docks Bureau design manual,
change (1963) 1603

airport terminal, design guide (1961) 5956
blasting agent mix, fire and explosion, Nor-

ton, Va (1962) 10476
brick structure, scattered radiation from

cobalt-60 source (1964) 15236
coating in radioactive locations, USSR

study (1961) 2661
college and university, science facilities

planning aids (1962) 15497
dangerous or unsafe. District of Columbia,

removal, amend act

—

law (1964) 17345
reports (1961) 17010; (1962) 11582; (1963)

18899; (1964) 17715
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Bull dings—Continued
EKstrict of Columbia, Georgetown area,

preserve, regulate height, etc., amend,
report (1962) 19085

Eh-ibble-type structures, test of durability in

nuclear detonation (1965) 1860
electrolytic, rapid erection of aluminum

plant, USSR study (1962) 23714
Foreign Service, additional appropriations

—

hearings (1962) 13513, 19387; (1963) 7995,
10010

laws (1963) 17024; (1964) 17273
reports (1962) 13468, 17012, 19319; (1963)

7955, 7962, 9992, 13598, 15237; (1964)
13969, 15710

heating, performance of Losch anthracite
stoker (1963) 5477

height in D.C., amend act regulating

—

law (1961) 18672
reports (1961) 16811, 17014

higher education facilities, financial assist-

ance, regulations (1964) 19629
Historic American Buildings Survey, general

information (1964) 1513
historic preservation through urban renewal

(1963) 9473
historic sites and buildings, national survey,

colonials and patriots, 1700-83 (1965) 5277
general information (1964) 14975

insanitary, condemnation in D.C., amend act,

reports (1965) 15693, 19417
insanitary, in D.C., condemnations board to

examine, etc., amend act, reports (1961)
20613; (1963) 13782

load assumptions, engineering and design
manual (1963) 4864

maintenance^
electrical (1965) 7^06
furniture and furnishings, Navy policy,

procedures, etc (1964) 15180
plumbing, heating and ventilation (1965)

1727
structures at naval shore activities (1964)

5772
married-student apartment planning aids,

college and university (1962) 19430
masonry construction, engineering and de-

sign manual (1963) 19142
medical school facilities, planning considera-

tions (1962) 1775
architectural guide (1961) 21314

new, with fallout protection (1965) 5736
plastic materials, use in structures, USSR

study (1962) 1292
pole frames, wind stresses (1964) 18061
prefabricated structures. Federal item iden-

tification guides for supply cataloging
(1962) 7239; (1964) 12292

supplements (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473;
(1965) 3375

procedures for foundation design of build-
ings and other structures (1961) 19263

change (1965) 4681
protective structures, shelter design series

(1963) 11655, 13318; (1964) 6071
radiation measurements, above and below-

ground structures from fallout (1964)
5957

Ramseyer rule print of proposed Foreign
Service buildings legislation (1963)
18939

residence hall planning aids, college and
university (1962) 19437; (1965) 10747

residential, dwelling units and room layout,
(Communist China (1963) 12449

safeguarding against termites (1963) 16739
sanitary drainage systems, flow capacities

of plumbing stacks (1961) 13548
SBA disaster loans, types, etc (1961) 20133

Buildings—Continued
shielding, against fallout radiation from

nuclear weapons (1962) 14494
small horizontal displacements, seismic

transducer measures (1965) 6646
small structures, cleaning and maintenance

management (1962) 20240; (1965) 5313
standards providing access to building for

ambulatory handicapped (statement)
(1962) 10391

static structures, classification bulletin
(1965) 18683

structural design, emergency construction,
engineering manual (1963) 19144

USSR-
consolidated cost indices for reevaluation

of basic funds in communications field

(1962) 19663
design standards for production buildings

of industrial enterprises (1965) 11194
see also Apartment houses—Farm build-

ings—Office buildings—Public build-

ings—School buildings—Warehouses

—

also names of buildings.
Bukharin, Nikolai I., Stalin's struggle against,

Chinese translations (1965) 2462
Bukk Mountains, microclimatic measurements

on Great Meadow (1963) 17748
Bulgaria:
academic ranks and degrees, information

(1962) 21925
Academy of Agricultural Sciences

—

decrees governing tasks and organization
of scientific institutes and experimental
stations (1962) 23905

organization (1964) 12967

Academy of Sciences

—

activities, 1963 (1965) 2289
annual meeting (1964) 9292
Atomic Center research information (1963)

14353
(Computer Center, general-purpose digital

computer development (1964) 12699
development (1962) 7527
Institute of Organic Chemistry, tasks
(1964) 7187

new academicians, foreign and correspond-
ing members elected to (1962) 5418

new members (1962) 5629
scientific activities, 1960 (1962) 12025
20th anniversary of Socialist revolution

(1965) 946
animal disposal regulations (1962) 7641
antitubercular medicament no. 17, evalua-

tion of curative effect (1962) 7896
Asen I, Khadzhiolov, biologist, biographic

information (1963) 10859
atomic reactor information (1964) 9154
atomic science, progress (1965) 11234
background notes (1965) 16865
bibliographic guide (1965) 9523
bibliography of social sciences periodicals

and monography series, 1944-60 (1961)
13921

biographies, Todor D., Pavlov and Lyubomir
K. Krustanov (1963) 14356

biology-
cybernetics (1964) 5277
20 years (1965) 948

chemical industry development (1961) 946

chemical science progress (1965) 949

church and state under Communism (1965)
7534

claims, financial matters, agreement (1963)
18331

claims of inhabitants, payment, report
(1965) 19412
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Bulgaria—Continued

Communist Party

—

accountability and election meetings
(1964) 2905

guidance of ideological work (1962) 19627
party-mindedness and its application in

education, translations (1962) 14089
speeches and resolutions of 8th congress

(1963) 945
communists, activities and responsibilities

(1961) 7767
comrades courts, discussion (1961) 13022
Congress of Bulgarian Radiologists and vis-

it to Bucharest (1962) 7568
contemporaneity and artistic justice, criti-

cism of young writers (1961) 9327
contemporary encephalitis, modest achieve-

ments made in study (1962) 6057
Council of Ministers decree on protection

against silicosis (1962) 5466
cultural revolution concept (1961) 4455
Daki Yordanov, academician, life and work

(1965)817
decree on organization and control of radia-

tion protection (1965) 12717
dentistry, long term development (1964) 7237

domestic trade. Socialist transformation and
development (1964) 21428

East European legal journals, abstracts
(1963) 756, 980, 2575, 5342, 8854, 10808,
14381, 17971; (1964) 1026, 5063, 9025,
12663, 14646, 16450, 21535

economic regionalization (1962) 7605
economy, basic data (1965) 15377
endemic nephritis in Bulgaria, USSR study

(1962) 2911
Epidemiology and Microbiology, Scientific

Research Institute, outlines of work
(1962) 10024

financial law (1962) 14156
financing of Central Council of Scientific,

Technical Unions (1965) 12763
first national conference on experimental

medicine, higher nervous activity ques-
tions (1962) 20000

foreign agricultural trade (1965) 2088
foreign trade

—

analysis, 1920-60 (1962) 23612
1955-57 statistical data (1961) 13006

geodesy, role in regional reorganization
(1962) 7661

geographical science, development during 15
years of communist rule (1961) 7841

(Geological Institute of Academy of Science,
services, etc (1964) 5158

geology, success in 20 years of Communist
power (1965) 950

hydrology and hydrogeology tasks (1964)
5266

hydrology and meteorology (1965) 2287
index-digest of decisions, 1949-62 (1964)

19745
industry and agriculture, monthly reports

(1961) 10755, 19793
irrigated areas, regional breakdown on ba-

sis of indices of aridity and natural
water supply (1964) 12951

labor force, characteristics and growth
(1962) 6755

labor specialist physicians, instructions
governing commissions (1963) 2486

lasers (1965) 11173
law governing discoveries, inventions, and

rationalization proposals (1962) 7640
laws governing transition from socialism to

communism (1962) 5777
legal journals, abstracts (1962) 10035, 10237,

10346, 15888, 18058, 19862, 20023, 22118,
22298, 23920

Bulgaria—Continued
legal publications, abstracts and transla-

tions (1961) 13249, 13393, 17468, 21048;
(1962) 1216, 1543, 3180, 5932, 6111, 8213

loyalty of Communist Party to international
communist movement (1961) 13149

Lyubomir Chakalov, biographic information
(1963) 12405

map of our motherland, bibliography (1961)
2286

Marseilles fever and Q fever incidence (1962)
7650

Marxist-Leninist ideological positions (1961)
9341, 15093

mathematical science, status and needs
(1962) 5518

mathematics problems (1962) 5535
medical science and education, planned de-

velopment (1963) 2989
medical scientists, biographic information

(1963) 8821
medicines, new, instructions governing test-

ing (1963) 8468
meteorological information (1962) 5506
microbiological institutes, USSR study

(1962) 2666
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12850
ministerial council order on establishment of

regulations for scientific institutes un-
der the departments (1962) 7537

modern teaching devices (1964) 21605
moral education aims and methods (1961)

7728
national atlas, brief description (1964) 16372

national defense and Army welfare (1964)
5039

neurology (1961) 7563
Nikola Minkov Ivanov, biography, transla-

tion (1962) 7538
obshtina party committees, further enhance-

ment of role (1961) 13150
officials, directory (1965) 11238
okrug local trade union councils, organiza-

tion and tasks (1961) 19599
ordinance for including practicing scientific

workers and distinguished production
specialists in scientific research work in

institutes (1962) 7610
Petur V. Gochev, biographic information

(1963) 7101
pharmaceutics (1962) 5455
physical geography (1964)5040

physicians. Institute for Specialization and
Advanced Study (1963) 5147

physics in 20 years since socialist revolution
(1965) 947

physiological science, development and pres-
ent status (1965) 1174

plans for cooperation with foreign^ acade-
mies of sciences (1962) 5776

plant breeding successes during last 20
years (1965) 933

poisons, production, sale, storage, etc., regu-
lations (1963) 5286

political translations, law and legality

(1962) 18005

productive forces and production relations
and reorganization of state apparatus
in Bulgaria, dialectics (1961) 13021

provincial press, summaries (1961) 1056-58,

1068, 1109-10, 2281, 4472-73, 4492, 4530,

4538, 4547, 4570, 7755, 7788, 7833, 9330,

9339-40, 9366, 13071-72, 13161-162,

13198, 13261, 13276, 13284, 13319-320,

13379, 15140, 15184-185, 17437,

17442-443, 19555-556, 19620, 20912,
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Bulgaria—Continued
provincial press, summaries—Continued

20920, 20922, 20929-930; (1962) 1217,
1298-99, 1395, 1442, 2940, 2953-54, 3034,

3065, 3223, 5779, 5806, 5829, 7980, 8206,

10149, 10173, 10238-239, 10289, 10309,

10337, 10347, 12215, 14046, 14088, 14161,

14207, 14309, 15945, 17930, 18055, 19787,

19895, 22002, 22286, 22372, 22404, 23898;
(1963) 2488, 2567, 2935, 5156, 6647, 6667,

6822, 6940, 8458, 8805, 9012, 10490,

10758, 12337, 12758, 14293, 14364, 15852,

15986, 18004, 19383, 19509, 19767; (1964)

889, 1165, 2658, 4915, 5150, 5325, 6914,

7321, 8856, 9179, 10986,11033, 11206,

12628, 12723, 12884, 12991, 14461, 14571,

19832, 19912, 19925, 19933, 19944, 20208,
20258, 20264; (1965) 1034, 1203, 2655

psychological conference (1964) 2934
psychological sciences, status, tasks and

prospects, conference (1963) 12440
public health services and organization,

planned development (1963) 5209
radar studies of celestial bodies, develop-

ment (1965) 2558
radionavigation map grids (1962) 7629
railroads, new electric locomotives (1963)

15990
real income of blue- and white-collar work-

ers (1962) 22359
regulations governing work with radioactive

substances (1965) 16436
research on medicinal plants (1962) 5452
science and technology, basic tasks in devel-

opment plan, 1965 (1965) 9419
science, decree on improving state leader-

ship (1962) 23704
scientific and cultural cooperation, agree-

ment with Rumania (1963) 10656
Scientific Association of Neurology, Psy-

chiatry, and Neurosurgery, activities

report (1964) 12980
scientific decrees (1962) 5449
scientific development on right path (1965)

11172
scientific pharmaceutical societies, 3d na-

tional conferences (1962) 10085
scientific research. Institute for Plant Pro-

tection, 25th anniversary (1962) 5729
scientific-technical union (1964) 16557
scientific workers, decree on specialization

(1963) 10403
scientists, information (1962) 5448
selected economic translations (1961) 885,

1087, 1123, 1147, 1150, 2288, 2290, 2403,
2435, 4479, 4531, 4542, 4550-51, 4567,
4704, 4707, 4728, 4735-36, 4743, 11041,
11070, 11087

selected military translations (1961) 782,

2138, 4394
selected sociological translations (1961)

1028, 4494, 4543, 4548, 4552, 4566
silicosis, international symposium (1962)

9855
socialism

—

development (1961) 13131
implementation (1961) 13024

socialist development, historical conclusions
and lessons (1962) 10011

soldiers, struggle for combat readiness and
to educate conscientious and ideological-

ly convinced soldiers (speech) (1964)
5026

Stalin Peak mountain laboratory for study
of cosmic rays (1961) 7758

standard of living, development, transla-
tions (1964) 7288

state and problems of biological science

(1965) 6504

Bulgaria—Continued
state committee for science and technical

progress, regulation (1963) 16058
statistical yearbook, 1961 (1963) 953
statistics on foreign trade, 1958-59 (1961)

7862
struggle against

—

bourgeois ideology and tasks of philosophi-
cal front (1961) 15142

hog cholera (1962) 5556
revisionism and dogmatism (1961) 13343

technical progress and labor productivity in

next 20 years (1962) 23736

textile industry, basic trends in development
(1962) 12289

theaters, party organization work (1961)

13151
transition from socialism to Communism

(1961) 13020
topical problems of philosophy (1965) 2554
Turkish minority, report (1962) 19634
under communism. West CJerman view (1961)

19781
USSR aid to fishing industries (1965) 6446
veterinary service, reorganization (1963)

5192
water-borne typhoid fever epidemic (1962)

11978
water development (1962) 5507
water economy and distribution of produc-

tion (1962) 3166
youth, Marxist-Leninist training (1961) 4506

Bulgarian language, abbreviations, list (1961)
11358

Bulgarian Union of Geodesy and Land Organi-
zation, proceedings of constituent con-
gress (1965) 11171

Bulgur, see Wheat.

Bulkley, Robert J., jr., at close quarters, PT
boats in United States Navy (1963) 56.53

Bulkley, Ross V., natural variations in spot-

ting, hyoid teeth counts, and coloration

of Yellowstone cutthroat trout (1963)

19243

Bull, William B.,

alluvial fans and near-surface subsidence in

western Fresno County, Calif (1965)
2244

geomorphology of segmented alluvial fans in

western Fresno County, Calif (1964)
10637

Bull Dog Creek:
survey flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23496
document edition (1962) 23320

Bull Run, 1st Battle, 1861:
National Guard members participation,

full-time training duty

—

law (1961) 14083
reports (1961) 10313, 10441

Bullards Bar:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12396
document edition (1965) 12051

Bulldoze or disk to regenerate shortleaf pine
in Kentucky (1964) 2388

Bulletin of experimental biology and medicine
(USSR periodical):

translations (1965) 7878, 9485

Bulletin of Scientific Medical Council (USSR
periodical), see Scientific Medical Coun-
cil bulletin (USSR periodical).

Bulletins, see Farmers' bulletins— aiso names
of departments, etc., issuing bulletins

—

also subjects.

Bullets, see Projectiles—Shotguns.
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Bullfrog Hills, caldera, ore deposits (1964)

18133
Bullfrog quadrangle, Nev.-Calif., geology

(1964) 18133
Bullheads, Aral Sea, fortuitous settlement,

and their relationship with acclimatized
and native fish species, USSR study
(1964) 10804

Bullis, Harvey R., jr., collections by explorato-
ry fishing vessels in southwestern North
Atlantic (1965) 19632

Bullitt, John C:
remarks

—

Mar. 19, 1963 (1963) 7487
Nov. 18, 1963 (1964) 1642

Bullock, J. Bruce, price spreads for beef (1965)
5520

BULLPUP, see Missiles.

Bullrushes, see Bulrushes.

Bulls:
daughters of AI sires in U.S., tabulation of

DHIA records (1962) 4476-83, 6539

DHIA sire summary list, Ayrshire, Guern-
sey, etc (1964) 13568, 20899; (1965) 4090,
10029, 16936

registered progeny of AI sires, DHIA cow
index Hst (1964) 9917

Bulrushes, bulrushes and bulrushlike plants of
eastern North America, field identifica-

tion (1965) 14288
Bulski, Stanley, relief (1961) 7193, 8700, 10157

Bultman, J.D.:

force-area study of mixed films of catalase
and ovomucoid (1963) 12956; (1964)
20710

protein monolayers, structure and surface
properties (1963) 18245

Bump, Gardiner:
black francolin and gray francolin (1964)

15931
summary of foreign game bird propagation

and liberation, 1960-63 (1964) 10580
Bumpers:

meteoroid, single aluminum, effectiveness

(1963) 11061
spacecraft, means of reducing projectile

penetration, investigation (1961) 8025
standard heights for automotive vehicles.

Federal standard (1965) 16194
Bunch, D.F., Spert 1 destructive test series

environmental monitoring and research
studies (1965) 5604

Bunche, Ralph, world servant, biography
(1964) 5735

Buncombe County, N.C., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1962) 18534
Bundy, William P., nomination, hearing (1964)

522
Bunge Corp., relief (1961) 7065
Bunker, Ellsworth, statements, excerpts, Apr.

30- May 21, 1965 (1965) 20087
Bunker Hill Air Force Base, and vicinity,

ground-water geology and hydrology
(1963) 19323

Bunker oil, see Fuel oil.

Bunkers, see Air raid shelters.

Bunsen flame, see Flames.
Buntin, J.L., fresh fruit and vegetable unloads

in midwestern cities (1964) 5791
Bunting, Mary I., remarks, Dec. 2, 1964 (1965)

204
Buoys:
exploratory fishing and gear research buoy

(1965) 14290
navigational, measurements using polariza-

tion instrumentation radar (1962) 12589
radio, seismo-acoustic, for studying earth's

crustal structure in Indian Ocean area,

USSR study (1963) 8784

Buoys—Continued

spare lighted-type bodies, excess inventory,
by Coast Guard, GAO report (1965)
10949

submarine-rescue radio transmitting buoy

—

electrical and radio design (1963) 11170
mechanical design considerations (1962)

12595
unattended light, strontium-90 fueled gener-

ator, safety analysis (1962) 8962
Burack, W.R., number of catecholamine stor-

age granules in adrenal medulla (1963)
4414

Burbank, Jeanne:
lead calcium battery, comparison of lead

calcium and lead antimony cells in float

(1965) 11584
morphology of Pb02 in positive plates of

lead acid cells (1964) 15007
X-ray diffraction studies of working silver

electrodes (1965) 6841

Burbank, Paige B.:

heat-transfer and pressure measurements on
flat-face

cylinder, etc (1963) 5554
surface, etc (1963) 3124

meteoroid environment for near-earth, cislu-

nar, and near lunar operations (1965)
8124

Burbank, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
18167

Lockheed Air Terminal, weather observa-
tions, hourly, decennial census (1962)
18575

Burch, Neil R., automatic GSR analyzer (1964)
5898

Burch, William R., jr., observation as tech-
nique for recreation research (1965)
4790

Burchett, Max E., air pollution in interstate
region, Lewiston, Idaho, and Clarkston,
Wash (1965) 11647

Burchinal, Lee G., Cooperative Research and
Demonstration Grants Program (1964)
20880

Burden, William A.M.:
appointment

—

law (1962) 16743
reports (1962) 13652, 15196

Burdenko, N.N., Academy of Medical Sciences
USSR, 1st President (1965) 11229

Burdick, D.C., target capability versus pre-

sumed intention as basis for decision in

combat information (1965) 13174
Burdick, L.A., jr., ventilated clinging flow

phenomen (1963) 20206
Burdick, Yeng, relief (1963) 11939, 13407,

13480

Burdock quadrangle, S.Dak., geology (1963)
10275

Burgess, David, structure and propagation of

turbulent Bunsen flames (1963) 1197

Burgess, Dent L., soil survey of Roger Mills

County, Okla (1963) 18317
Burgess, John, mineral industry of Peru (1965)

12904
Burgess, Rhea G., relief (1962) 11536, 13269,

19036
Burgett, Norman T., and others, relief (1961)

12422, 14255, 18472

Burggraf, O.R., axisymmetric, rotating, pres-

surized filamentary structures (1963)
11081

Burggraf, Odus R., dynamics problems of in-

flation of bubbles in space (1965) 8040
Burial:
preneed service, hearing (1964) 19587
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Burial—Continued
veterans, allowances, amend law

—

law (1964) 13907
reports (1963) 18868; (1964) 14065

veterans of Mexican border service, 1911-17,

provide flag

—

law (1961) 18632
reports (1961) 14419, 17021
pay expenses when discharge changed
from dishonorable

—

law (1963) 7822
reports (1962) 9277; (1963) 4731, 6276

Burial grounds, see Cemeteries.
Burk, Sanger M., jr.:

deployment, dynamic stability, etc., of
1/12-scale dynamic radio- controlled
large booster and parawing, free-flight

investigation (1963) 18151
low-speed free-flight stability and drag char-

acteristics of radially vented parachutes
(1964) 9612

Burke, Harold J., relief (1963) 17099; (1964)
2163

Burke, J. Henry:
Australia and New Zealand, citrus produc-

ers and markets, etc (1964) 765
citrus industry of Turkey (1965) 16231

Burke, John:
statue, acceptance

—

print proceedings, report (1963) 13529
proceedings (1964) 2131

statue, place in Statuary Hall, reports
(1963) 8085, 9871, 13528

Burke, Idaho, Star Mine, stress directions,
determining through rock joint analysis,
etc (1964) 11320

Burket, Lester W., medicine and dentistry, in-

terdependent professions (1965) 15124
Burkhardt, Robert J., nomination, hearing

(1961) 5902
Burkhead, C.E., field and seed crops, usual

planting and harvesting dates, by
States, in principal producing areas
(1965) 7023

Burkser, Ye. S., meteoritics (1964) 14906
Burlap:

bags, for handling and storing pea beans
(1964) 7884

treated burlap bags, use for shipping wool,
appraisal (1963) 12048

Burleson, W.E., mineral industry of New Mexi-
co (1965) 1349

Burley Irrigation District:
electric power contract

—

law (1962) 13324
reports (1962) 11362, 11612

Burley tobacco, see Tobacco.

Burlington, Iowa, see Iowa Ordnance Plant
Reservation.

Burlington, N.J.:

bridge construction across Delaware River,
use of funds

—

hearing (1963) 300
law (1962) 19006
reports (1962) 17008, 19304

Burlington, Vt.:

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 9502

occupational wage survey (1964) 13064;
(1965) 11346

departmental edition (1961) 11346; (1962)
14381; (1963) 12797

document edition (1961) 10209; (1962)
13345; (1963) 11741

Burlington County Bridge Commission:
use of funds acquired by owners of bridges

across Delaware River

—

hearing (1963) 300
law (1962) 19006
reports (1962) 17008,19304

Burma:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1963)

3348
China boundary, study (1965) 5395
economic cooperation agreement (1961) 1533
economic development (1962) 17791
economy, basic data (1964) 4861
educational data (1965) 14180
fact sheet (1963) 16573
import tariff system (1963) 5077
labor conditions (1963) 19797
labor law and practice (1964) 16587
Laos boundary, study (1964) 15100
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14669
mutual security in action, fact sheet (1962)

1828
people and land, fact sheet (1961) 6558
season and crop report, fiscal year 1958

(1961) 13235
sending gift packages to (1962) 693
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 1521, 16005
today, general information (1965) 16540
United States Educational Foundation,

agreement (1961) 21401
Burmeister, Harry L., mining and milling

methods and costs. Eastern Magnesia
Tale Co., etc (1963) 3057

Burner, Clifford J., Pacific salmon (1965) 2153
Burner fuel oil, see Fuel oil.

Burners, see Gas burners—Oil burners.
Burnett, Earle S., method of compressibility

determinations, application to multi-

phase fluid mixtures (1963) 14524
Burnett, Maria L. relief (1965) 15606, 15863,

17332
Burnett, W.M., nuclear theory reference book,

1957-58 (1963) 11590
Burnham, W.L., hydrogeologic reconnaissance

of San Nicolas Island, California (1963)

6562
Burning, see Combustion—Flames.
Burning does not control young hardwoods on

shortleaf pine sites in Cumberland Pla-

teau (1964) 14308
Burning of land:

Arizona ponderosa pine, intentional burn
survey (1965) 12507

Douglas-fir in Oregon Cascades, occurrence
of shrub and herbaceous vegetation
(1961) 680

effects on coastal plain forest soil (1962)

5273
effects on fuels and timber stands of ponde-

rosa pine in Arizona (1961) 6146
forage response to month of burning (1965)

2172
grasses and forbs for seeding chaparral

burns, comparison (1963) 17492
pine regions of southern New Jersey and

eastern shore of Maryland (1961) 20775
prescribed for understory hardwoods control

in loblolly pine stands of Coastal Plain

(1961) 7496
reduction of litter and shrub crowns by

planned fall burning of oak-mountain-
mahogany chaparral (1965) 18181

(1965) 18181
south Florida range, effect of burning (1963)

10244
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Burning of land—Continued
summer fires reduce hazel brush regrowth

(1962) 11662
wind directions for prescribed burning in

southeastern U.S (1962) 5271
Burning velocity, see Flames.
Burnishing, see Grinding and polishing.
Burnout conditions for single rod in annular

geometry, water at 600 to 1400 psia
(1964) 5960

Burns, Alfred J., apple marketing, review of
economic research 1945-60 (1964) 2262

Burns, CD.:
laboratory and field study of epoxy-asphalt

concrete (1964) 6598
total thickness, etc., for flexible pavements

to be subjected to channelized traffic

(1963) 2229
Burns, Clecil D., test of aluminum landing mat

(1965) 16133
Burns, Jay, strong field focusing for signal

generating image tubes (1965) 6744
Burns, Rowland K, ascent from lunar surface

(1963) 12852; (1965) 16674
Burns and scalds:
anesthesia for painful changes of dressings,

USSR study (1963) 18011
autoimmunization factors of body in burns,

USSR study (1963) 17891
barbamil-induced sleep therapy (1961) 15217
biochemical changes, USSR study (1963)

15932
biological effects of thermal injury, USSR

study (1963) 19472
blood coagulation system changes, USSR

study (1961) 848
burn disease, pathogenesis, clinic, and treat-

ment, report on 1st International Con-
ference on problem of Burns (1962) 3010

burn injuries, various aspects, USSR studies
(1964) 934

burn injury, USSR study (1963) 10401
burn radiation sickness, therapy with sera

from burn convalescents in combination
with early necrectomy, USSR study
(1961) 11043

burn shock

—

and cybernetics, USSR study (1965) 11242
therapy and prevention, USSR study

(1961) 19662
burn sickness

—

autoantibodies, specificity, USSR study
(1964) 14473

pathogenesis and treatment, USSR study
(1964) 10958

training for hypoxia, effect, USSR study
(1964) 1253

burn treatment, USSR studies (1964) 2548,
8938

central nervous system changes, USSR
study (1961) 887; (1963) 17983

changes in some internal organs during
burn trauma, USSR study (1962) 6151

chemical burns

—

stomach and their treatment, USSR study
(1963) 12496

surgical treatment, USSR experience
(1962) 12043

cutaneous plastic surgery by implantation in

extensive burns, USSR study (1961)
15426

deep thermal burns, surgical treatment,
USSR study (1963) 893

dogs after thermal burn

—

change in interstitial water balance, prob-
lem, USSR study (1964) 14474

toxic and antitoxic properties of serum
utilization method of tissue culture,
USSR study (1961) 11044

Burns and scalds—Continued
dosed thermal burn in laboratory animals,

instrument for inducing (1961) 11045
effect of lysing substances on necrotic sec-

tions of tissue in deep burns, USSR
study (1962) 7815

energy metabolism changes, USSR study
(1963) 19537

functional condition of kidneys and toxic
properties of sera of animals after re-

peated thermal trauma, USSR study
(1964) 14468

impairment of excretory function of kidneys,
use of urea for treatment, USSR study
(1964) 18231

1st International Congress on Problems of
Burn Sickness (1962) 9899

inflammation, cortisone effect, USSR study
(1962) 19907

irradiated rabbits, histological changes in

skin following homoplasty, USSR study
(1963) 2539

model of burns in rabbits with isolated heat-
ing of skin, USSR study (1963) 17892

modern therapy, USSR study (1962) 7985
necrotomy effect, USSR study (1961) 15492
organization of work of specialized depart-

ment for treatment of patients, USSR
(1962) 2820

pathogenesis of burn disease, role of auto-
imunization in pathology, USSR study
(1965) 11141

renal function change in patients suffer-

ing from burn disease during transfu-
sion of polyvinylpyrrolidone, USSR
study (1962) 5653

research and treatment of severe burns,
Chinese study (1962) 14262

shock in dogs and effect of neuroplegic
substances, USSR study (1961) 847

sickness, transfusion of blood and blood sub-
stitutes (1961) 11008

skin homoplasty in

—

burned, USSR study (1962) 978, 2987
treatment of burns, clinical results, USSR
study (1961) 19661

skin surface loss, effect on lethality, patho-
genesis, principles of treating burn sick-

ness, USSR study (1962) 19976
surgery in burn cases, USSR studies (1963)

17883
surgical intervention in injuries, USSR stud-

ies (1964) 1167
surgical treatment of deep thermal burns,

USSR study (1963) 2499
surgical treatment, USSR studies (1964)

9068, 9207
thermal and electric burns, USSR study

(1963) 5166
thermal and electrical injuries to children,

causes and treatment, USSR study
(1962) 10082

thermal burns

—

and burn disease, general information,
USSR (1962) 21986

cadaverous bone marrow and serological
response to, USSR study (1963) 8993

interrelationship between plasma loss,

hemoconcentration, changes in circulat-

ing blood volume and blood pressure,
USSR study (1964) 14472

thermal injuries, complications, USSR study
(1965) 9321

thermal, problems discussed at 27th
all-union conference of surgeons, USSR
study (1961) 11154

thermal skin burns in children, amniotic
membranes in treatment, USSR study
(1963) 15739
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Burns and scalds—Continued

thyroid hormone role in healing burns,
USSR study (1963) 9016

treating burns and burn complications,
USSR study (1963) 951

treatment

—

burns

—

polychlorvinyl films, USSR study (1963)

19506
USSR study (1961) 15296; (1962) 22222
certain controversial problems, USSR
study (1961) 1013

deep burns, use of proteolytic enzymes,
USSR study (1964) 20004

oxygenation, USSR study (1961) 15557
surgical

—

possibilities, USSR study (1961) 15238
results, USSR study (1961) 15626

use of homoplastic skin, preserved by be-

tapropiolactone, USSR study (1965)
7933

with preserved intestinal grafts, USSR
study (1961) 17511

use of bovine peritoneum in treatment,
USSR study (1964) 5002

USSR translations (1962) 1521
Burns Creek Dam, construction, etc., hearings

(1961) 7280; (1962) 4966
Burns Creek Dam and Reservoir:
construction project, hearings (1963) 17183
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4837
document edition (1963) 4763

Burns Waterway, harbor improvement, hear-

ings (1965) 17734
Burns Waterway, Ind.:

harbor improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 20650
document edition (1963) 20455

Burnstan, Rowland, nomination, hearing
(1961) 4107

Burpo, F.B., effect of erosion resistant boots
on tail rotor blades (1965) 11743

Burr, James J., protective services for older

persons (1964) 6602
Burr, Mildred P.:

basic data on economy

—

Ecuador (1964) 18171
Paraguay (1964) 6854
Peru (1965) 15381
Uruguay (1964) 4859

Burroughs, Edward R., jr., flow meter for mea-
suring ground water seepage from road
cuts (1964) 10589

Burroughs, L.C., panel presentation, Dec. 11,

1962 (1963) 1420
Burroughs Corporation:

prices negotiated for coordinate data trans-
mitting sets under Air Force contracts,
GAO review (1961) 6158

unnecessary interest costs incurred by Gov't
because of retention of overpayments,
GAO report (1964) 10623

Burrows, Marshall C:
radiation processes related to oxygen-

hydrogen combustion at high pres-
sures (1965) 2889

relation of emitted ultraviolet radiation to

combustion of hydrogen and oxygen at
20 atmospheres (1965) 2895

Burrows, Roger E., accumulated excretory
products on hatchery-reared salmonids,
effects (1965) 2156

Burson, Z.G.:

barrier attenuation of air-scattered gama
radiation (1965) 13489

fallout protection of structures in Los Ange-
les area (1963) 5928

Burson, Z.G.—Continued

measurements of fallout radiation in above-
ground and below-ground structures
(1964)5957

mobile radiological measuring unit, descrip-
tion and operating information (1965)
8541

Burstein, Harvey, relief (1962) 7154, 9230,
11259

Burt County, Nebr., bridge across Missouri
River, refinancing, authorize, reports
(1965) 19259, 19466

Burundi:
gazetteer, official standard names (1965)

4855
import tariff system (1963) 6599

Bury, Richard L., estimating past and current
attendance at winter sports areas (1964)
12467

Busboom, Herbert J., influence of grain bound-
aries on high temperature strength of

polycrystalline solids (1964) 1527
Busby, Mark W., yearly variations in runoff

for conterminous United States, 1931-60

(1964) 2433
Buses, see Motorbuses.
Bush, Alda R.:

developmental plan for emergency welfare
services (1965) 12419

plan para el desarroUo de servicios de bi-

enestar en situaciones de emergencia
(1965) 19594

Bush, E^dgar G., use of solid circuits in satel-

lite instrumentation (1964) 14836
Bush, John W., nomination, hearing (1965)

10672
Bush, Joseph C:
industry wage survey

—

cigar manufacturing, Apr.-May, 1964 (1965)
11353

communications (1964) 5438; (1965) 2794
synthetic textiles (1964) 20438

Bushmen, Kalahari, thermal and metabolic
response to moderate cold exposure at

night (1964) 4243
Bushnell, David, history of Ofl[ice of Research

Analyses (1963) 16782
Bushnell, 0. A., proceedings of Cholera Re-

search Symposium (1965) 16758
Bushwaller, William J., foreign trade regula-

tions of Tunisia (1965) 15388
Busia, K. A., testimony (1963) 13816
Business:

activities of Commerce Dept. (address) (1961)

8573
administration, occupational outlook brief

(1965) 8001
Administration's attitude toward business

and free enterprise (address) (1962)

12325
administrative management course program,

topics (1964) 16855, 20782; (1965) 1602,

18752-754, 20061-62
agricultural marketing firms, rising depre-

ciation of assets, some causes and impli-

cations (1964) 4612
. aids, overseas investment (1963) 8424; (1964)

19827
aids to expansion. Business and Defense

Services Administration (remarks)
(1963) 11683

American

—

and Post Office Department, partners in

progress (address) (1965) 5314
broadened responsibilities (address) (1965)

10317
comprehensive program to sustain eco-

nomic growth rate (address) (1961) 10126
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Business—Continued
American—Continued

firms, sources of information for interna-

tional buyers (1962) 21871; (1963) 17562;

(1965) 16357
private enterprise system, how it operates

(1962) 15532
served by Patent Office (address) (1962)

20235
area development bulletin (1961) 2923; (1962)

3622, 12971; (1963) 3462; (1964) 3262

balance of payments and business (remarks)

(1962) 16196
balance of payments, voluntary cooperation,

general information (1965) 17278

BDSA publications, list (1965) 17152

business abroad in a changing world, prog-

ress in trade and investment (address)

(1965) 10320
business and American economy (address)

(1965) 13699
business and government have entered into

a new era of responsible cooperation

(remarks) (1965) 13731
business and government, partners in mar-

keting in Free World (address) (1963)

7806
business community and consumer affairs

program (address) (1964) 11967

business has never been better (address)

(1964) 19352
business report of Department of Commerce

(1961) 11823-824; (1963) 4509-10

census, 1958

—

advance report (1961) 2972
area reports, announcement (1961) 18120

area statistics volumes, announcement
(1962) 244

central business district (1962) 246. 2164

central business district statistics bulle-

tins (1961) 261-264, 1774-81, 3893-3903,

5433-51, 6785-6804, 8455-83, 9987-90,

13868-869

final publications and contents (1963) 4573

link of establishment data and IRS corpo-

ration Data (1964) 19306

preliminary area reports (1961) 2973

preliminary reports (1961) 2974

public warehousing, revenue, etc (1962)

14964
Puerto Rico (1963) 13303
retail trade area report

final volume (1961) 11977
retail trade area reports (1961) 265,

1782-83, 6805-6, 8484-85, 11839, 13870,

16242
retail trade area statistics. United States

errata (1962) 11184
summary, errata (1961) 1782

selected services area reports (1961)

266-267, 1784-86, 3904-6, 5452, 8486-87,

9991-92,20405-6
final volume (1961) 20469

selected services

—

subject reports (1962) 247-248, 2165,

4703-5
summary statistics (1962) 14965
United States summary, errata sheet

(1961) 266, 1784
subject reports announcement and order

form (1961) 5432
summary statistics

—

bound volume (1962) 14963
volumes, announcement (1962) 9018

wholesale trade

—

area report (1961) 11840
area statistics (1962) 4820

Business—Continued
wholesale trade—Continued

subject reports (1961) 11841, 13871,
18124-125, 20407; (1962) 249, 2166;
(1963) 16877

summary statistics (1962) 14964
census, 1963

—

advance area reports, announcement
(1964) 21023

final area reports, announcement (1964)

21024
hearings (1964) 8391

major retail centers

—

announcement and order form (1965)

10200
area statistics (1965) 10203, 11930-931,

13549-600, 15265-298, 17164-190

manual of industry and product classifica-

tion (1964) 6036

merchandise line sales, announcement and

order form (1965) 11928

publication program (1965) 1880-81, 17163

Puerto Rico (1965) 17198

retail trade area statistics (1965) 227-230,

1882-85, 4300-8, 5635-60, 7189-99,
10205-219, 11932, 13601-605, 17191-197
advance reports (1965) 3197

retail trade subject statistics (1963) 10220,

11933, 13606, 15299-304, 18969
selected services area statistics (1965)

1886-87, 5661-70, 7200-24, 8574-87,
10221-226, 13607-614, 17199-203
advance reports (1965) 3198
United States summary (1965) 13607

subject reports, retail, wholesale, services

announcement (1965) 18968
wholesale trade area statistics (1965)

1888-89, 5671-75, 7225-55, 8588-8600,
10227-230, 13615-616, 17204
advance reports (1965) 3199
subject reports (1965) 17205

census publications, price lists (1963) 9334;

(1964) 13389
challenges to American business (address)

(1961) 1850
close cooperation with (jovernment for re-

sponsibilities of future (remarks) (1961)

21426
COBOL, programming language for comput-

ers (1961) 19194
extended specifications (1963) 2113

Commerce Department

—

aids (remarks) (1965) 7347
as partner in advancing prosperity of

Nation (address) (1962) 11219
field offices help business (1965) 1950

community and balance of payments (ad-

dress) (1965) 7344
company executives, assistance available to

them through Area Redevelopment Ad-
ministration (1962) 10943

comprehensive planning, bibliography (1963)

1855
conditions, national summary (1961) 3214;

(1962) 4097; (1963) 3940; (1964) 3767;

(1965) 3683
construction work, protecting trees from

damage (1964) 20910
cooperation between business and education

(address) (1965) 7340
county business patterns

—

employment, taxable payrolls, etc.

—

announcement and order form (1963)

11604
Mountain States (1963) 15054
New England States (1963) 11614
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Business—Continued
county business patterns, GBP series (1965)

18974-978
county business patterns, OASDI program

(1961) 10011, 11872-880, 13905-908,

16264, 18146, 20432-443; (1963)
13281-286, 15049-55, 16889, 18669-678

employment, payrolls, etc., announcement
and order form (1961) 13867

U.S. summary (1961) 16264; (1963) 16889
creates jobs in America (address) (1961)

15692
credit and assistance, code of Federal regu-

lations (1961) 6004; (1962) 11786; (1963)

10166; (1964) 6662; (1965) 7665
current business reports (1965) 17211
current expansion in historical perspective,

technical paper (1965) 11929
cycle developments

—

reports (1961) 20404; (1962) 3646; (1963)

3487; (1964) 3292; (1965) 3179
technical paper (1965) 11929

cycle indicators for

—

9 States (1964) 9478
States and regions (paper) (1962) 14389

data gap, value of economic information
(address) (1963) 13345

depreciation expenses (1961) 15964
depreciation reform in tax administration

(remarks) (1962) 16203
development, Commerce Department func-

tions (address) (1961) 5546
District of Columbia, business corporation

act, amend

—

law (1963) 17041
reports (1963) 9859, 13735

doing business in

—

Greece, report of 1962 U.S. Trade and In-

vestment Development Mission (1963)

5057
Japan, report of 1962 U.S. Machinery
Trade Mission (1963) 5058

Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda (1964) 6861
Spain, report of 1962 U.S. Machinery
Trade Mission (1963) 5059

doing business with

—

Federal (jovernment, guide (1963) 531,

8326
National Park Service (1964) 13299

downtown section of Washington, D.C., ur-

ban renewal, hearings (1964) 6349
Blast German economic planning, new sys-

tem, guidelines (1963) 16097
economic assistance for growth and expan-

sion (address) (1961) 12022
economic conditions, agricultural contribu-

tions (address) (1961) 16099
economic growth. Commerce Department

contributions (text of address) (1962)
9132

economic impact of highway improvements,
guide for studies (1962) 18432

economic performance (address) (1965) 17272
economic planning

—

rural south central Kentucky, application
of activity analysis to regional develop-
ment planning, case study (1965) 8452

USSR, new 5-year plan, problems of devel-

opment (1964) 18564
education, growth pattern 1955-59 (1961)

17182
electronic data processing

—

peripheral equipment occupations, sug-
gested curricula (1964) 19631

suggested techniques for determining
courses of study (1964) 8481

enterprise, profits, and availability of in-

vestment funds (remarks) (1965) 11998

Business—Continued
enterprise statistics, 1958 (1963) 9727; (1964)

184, 19306
announcement and order form (1963) 9710;

(1964) 153

enterprise system, how Commerce Dept.
promotes greater economic development
(address) (1961) 14027

equipment industry in free economy (ad-

dress) (1961) 20501
establishing in

—

Angola (1961) 17279
Argentina (1964) 10698
Australia (1961) 2021; (1963) 19355
Austria (1963) 12256
Belgium (1963) 17557
Brazil (1961) 4860
Colombia (1963) 17555
Denmark (1964) 8825
Egypt (1961) 9184
Ethiopia (1963) 5081

Federation of Nigeria (1962) 19602
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

(1962) 17667
France (1962) 21878
German Federal Republic and West Berlin

(1962) 9787
Ghana (1964) 8820
Greece (1963) 2392
Honduras (1962) 23615
Hong Kong (1964) 8817
India (1965) 13717
Ireland (1962) 5339
Israel (1962) 11924
Kuwait (1963) 10338
Lebanon (1963) 5080
Liberia (1962) 17666
Libya (1963) 19356
Luxembourg (1961) 6083
Malaysia (1964) 18175
Mexico (1962) 11942; (1964) 18179; (1965)

19042
Morocco (1962) 11921; (1965)8692
Netherlands (1961) 633; (1964) 8813
Netherlands Antilles (1962) 21879
New Zealand (1964) 2455
Nigeria (1965) 8696
Norway (1962) 15668
Pakistan (1962) 11931; (1963) 2418
Peru (1963) 2421
Philippines (1961) 4259; (1964) 8819
Portugal (1962) 2561
Republic of South Africa (1965) 13713
Spain (1961) 7464; (1964) 4852
Sudan (1962) 5343, 11920
Sweden (1965) 17286
Switzerland (1962) 11933; (1965) 5760
Taiwan (1962) 11925
Thailand (1963) 6605
Turkey (1962) 11935
Union of South Africa (1961) 9174
United Kingdom (1962) 11932, 19601;

(1964) 12554
Uruguay (1962) 17668
Venezuela (1965) 4431

establishments, trade and service, capital

expenditures, 1963, current business
reports (1965) 17211

ethics

—

application in business world (address)

(1962) 22892

challenge to leaders (address) (1963) 20391

challenges (address) (1963) 13342
commerce and business (address) (1962)

6865
importance (address) (1963) 1958
remarks (1962) 2273
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Business—Continued
ethics—Continued

problems today (address) (1961) 10121
statement and call for action (1962) 13140

expansion, national policies (remarks) (1962)
22886

expenditures, deductibility, testimony of
commissioner of internal revenue (1963)
8104

export expansion program (remarks (1964)
11977

farm business analysis, guidelines for sug-
gested management (1964) 21265

Federal activities, fallacies and dangers of
proposed Liberty amendment (1964) 4519

print as Senate document, report (1964)
4537

FHA fact sheet, message to builders (1962)
11771; (1963) 502

fifty ways BDSA serves (1961) 20376
financing expansion (remarks) (1962) 7379
firms, decision-making on research and de-

velopment (1964) 9664
foreign

—

investments in United States (1962) 20530
opportunities (1961) 6078
organizations for promotion, directory

(1961) 9162
tax effects of conducting through foreign

countries (1962) 19199A
future role on Negroes (remarks) (1964) 226
general, Armed Forces Institute study guide

(1961) 17148
Government and business relationships (ad-

dress) (1962) 15012
government speaks to business (address)

(1964) 13828
growth and prosperity (address) (1961) 8596
growth, challenges and obligations (address)

(1963) 9777
guide for businessman doing business with

Federal Government (1961) 10621
guide to current business data (1962) 3914;

(1963) 3759; (1964) 3561
home businesses, bibliography (1963) 11272,

21105; (1964) 18943
how SBA helps small construction firms

(1965) 1605
how's business and what can we do to im-

prove it (address) (1962) 20683
importance of agriculture (address) (1961)

16090
importance of world trade expansion to U.S.

(address) (1961) 6918
income tax returns

—

selected financial data, statistics 1960-61
(1962) 19597

statistics (1961) 12822; (1962) 9773, 19596;
(1963) 2376, 14067; (1964) 2449, 12548;
(1965) 773, 18261, 19700

indexes (1961) 3195; (1962) 3647; (1963) 3488;
(1964) 3293; (1965) 3180

industrial prospects, information sources
for locating (1964) 15256

industry and business, new frontiers (re-

marks) (1962) 13135
information and assitance available at Co-

operative Offices, Commerce Dept (1963)
7807

innovation in individual firms (1962) 18343
international

—

balance of payments of U.S., 1870-1961,
statistical supplement (1963) 4559

publications, checklist (1963) 2380, 19352;
(1964) 4847, 14369; (1965) 2261, 14459

international trade, essential factor in eco-
nomic health and security of our nation
(address) (1964) 6119

Business—Continued
inventory fluctuations and economic stabili-

zation, papers (1962) 2284, 16814
investments in foreign countries (1961) 257

Kansas City, Mo., area, agri-business lead-

ership of America (address) (1962) 20393

large firms, salary structure characteristics,
1963 (1964) 16612

larger facilities, SBA loan policies, etc., to
small manufacturing, retail, service and
wholesale firms (1961) 20129

leadership, and Neighborhood Youth Corps
(1964) 21658

library, basic reference sources, bibliogra-
phy (1963) 3325

loan loss from inadequate evaluation of bor-
rower's bonding coverage requirements,
etc., by SBA, GAO report (1965) 7777

Maine vacation industry (1961) 9734

management aids for small manufacturers
(1961) 1465, 5090-91; (1962) 22784-785

management, sales, etc.. Government publi-
cations available (1961) 17784; (1964)
7682

managemept, worker participation (1962)
15268

moral strength in business (address) (1963)
6049

national goals (address) (1962) 15011

new frontiers (address) (1961) 18428
new frontiers in Government-business rela-

tionships (address) (1963) 18751
news reports (1962) 3648; (1963) 3489; (1964)

3294; (1965) 3181
QBE series (1961) 2954
opportunities (remarks) (1964) 19278
opportunities in

—

8 new West African Republics, report of
93d Dept. of Commerce Trade Mission
(1961) 14896

Nigeria (1962) 7500
outlook for business activity (remarks)

(1962) 11218
overseas business reports (1963) 2383-2400,

5061-90, 6586-6621, 8378-8420, 10330-344,
12253-257, 15647-652, 17554-566, 19355-
358, 20756-757; (1964) 862-868, 2454-62,
3827, 4850-62, 6844-60, 8811-33, 10691-

706, 12552-556, 14372-390, 15983-987,
18169-187, 19824, 21066-92; (1965) 353-

362, 1942-47, 3745, 4423-36, 5759-63, 7349-

55, 8691-96, 10326-333, 11999-12003,
13711-718, 15373, 391, 17282-291, 19042

planning failure, chemical machine building
plant, USSR study (1963) 10494

planning for industrial development (re-

marks) (1961) 17985
private. Government competition, report

(1961) 4067
problems, special responsibility of (Govern-

ment (address) (1962) 20685
profits and Government programs (abstracts

of remarks) (1963) 9776
programs to improve profits and investment

opportunities (address) (1963) 13340
programs to promote economic growth

(1961) 18431
publications, price lists (1962) 10596; (1963)

5682; (1964) 7684
recent expansion reflects stable national

economy (address) (1965 11997
relationship with government (address)

(1964)6117
relocation of concerns from urban renewal

areas (1965) 15119
relocation, unequal treatment of businesses

displaced by governments (1965) 10022
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Business—Continued

responsibility to Nation (address) (1965)
8686

rights and obligations of businessmen (ad-

dress) (1965) 11994
role in public affairs (address) (1965) 13698
role of government in economy (address)

(1962) 20686
SBA disaster loans (1964) 20785
SBA's local development company loans,

economic growth, job creation (1964)

18940; (1965) 8267, 18755
SBA's role in area redevelopment (1963)

9381
seasonal adjustment. Census Bureau's meth-

ods, tests and revisions (1963) 16906
service checklist

—

guide to Commerce Dept. publications,

weekly (1965) 3182
weekly (1961) 3037; (1962) 3649; (1963)

3490; (1964) 3295
services offered by Commerce Department to

businessmen (addresses) (1962) 336, 340,

6862
single units and multiunits, retail trade,

census of business, 1958 (1961) 8485
small business

—

act, amend

—

hearings (1965) 12161, 12164, 12313,

19302, 19486
reports (1965) 12102, 19277, 19427

act, amend to exempt Government con-
struction contracts from SBA set-aside

program, hearings (1962) 19379, 21199;
(1963) 13793, 18930

act, amend to increase amount for loans

—

hearings (1962) 11654, 13508; (1963) 12007
laws (1961) 18593; (1962) 16776

reports (1962) 13633, 16947
act, amend to provide additional disaster

assistance

—

hearings (1965) 8975, 12161
law (1965) 13789
reports (1965) 10482, 10633

act, amendments of 1961

—

hearings (1961) 8976
law (1961) 18696
reports (1961) 16824, 17019

act of 1958, amend

—

hearings (1964) 2109
law (1964) 6175
reports (1964) 467, 4464

act of 1958, survey findings on tax depre-

ciation practices and opinions (1961)

5153
act, text as amended (1962) 426; (1963)

12029; (1965) 17962
activities and recommendations. White
House Committee on Small Business
progress report to President (1962)

16111
administrative management course for

owners (1965) 16853
administration management, publications,

classification (1965) 8269
administrative managements planning

and coordinating (1961) 8186, 21344
advertising and growth opportunities in

television and radio report (1963) 2045
advertising opportunities in television and

radio, hearings (1962) 17133
AID circulars (1961) 9775; (1963) 3433;

(1964)3228; (1965) 3115
AID memo (1962) 3594; (1963) 3434; (1964)

3229; (1965)3116
aluminum industry problems, report (1961)
4040

and labor surplus area specialists. De-
fense Dept. list (1965) 6095

Business—Continued
small business—Continued

and union-wide bargaining (1963) 1470
Army Dept

—

advisors by States, list (1962) 16371
specialists and advisors by States, list

(1961) 1688
banking concentration, staff report (1962)

7102
better communications (1962) 6451
bibliographies (1963) 7427, 9385,

11272-275, 14687-689, 18307-309, 20128,
21105-107; (1964) 5678-82, 9764-67,
11604-607, 13441-445, 15079-80, 16857,
18943, 20786-789, 21867; (1965) 1610-14,

5374, 6898-99, 8270-71, 9913-15,
11680-681, 15032-34, 20065-67

budgeting procedures control overhead
expenses (1961) 5090

bulletins (1961) 8188, 9743-45, 11554-557,
15962-963; (1962) 1810-12, 6449,
12688-689, 14589-590, 16160, 18444-445,
22790-791, 24085; (1963) 1488-89,
3323-25, 11276-277

businessman's stake in President's tax
proposals (remarks) (1963) 11362

census information available (1961) 20134
checklist for going into business (1961)
20135

committee to study problem, creating, re-

port (1961) 5644
concerns interested in performing re-

search and development, lists (1962)
1808; (1963) 11270

construction of pollution treatment works,
assistance, hearings (1963) 13824
print additional copies, reports (1964)

2101, 2199
contributions, problems, role of Federal
Government (1962) 14562

conversion problems, 1964, defense spend-
ing shifts, etc., impact, hearings (1965)
6069

corporation life insurance (1961) 21342
cost control problems (1961) 9724
dairy industry problems, reports (1961)

4039; (1963) 2039
development centers, waging war on pov-
erty through economic opportunity
loans for small business (1965) 11682

displaced, economic injury disaster loans,

management and technical aid (1965)
11676

distribution problems, hearings (1965)
17941

economic injury disaster loans (1965)
1603-4, 18756

economic injury disaster loans for small
firms

—

natural disasters (1964) 21865
product disasters (1964) 21866

education for leadership (1963) 1448
effective advertising, administrative man-
agement course program (1965) 18754

effective space utilization (1962) 6453
electronics industry

—

manag'ement problems (1963) 1486
study (1962) 10646

enterprises of Negroes in Tennessee (1963)
1464

export marketing, manual (1963) 13042
exporting for profit (1961) 6540
exports and world market, 1960

—

hearings (1961) 5907
report (1961) 7234

failures, management defects held largely
responsible

—

hearings (1962) 19401
report (1962) 21509
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small business—Continued

Federal Government publications, survey
(1962) 10647; (1965) 18757

Federal handbook prog^rams in Govern-
ment agencies (1962) 22782

Federal income tax reductions (1961) 20783
Federal tax dates for small plants (1963)
5716

finance, handbooks (1962) 3478, 24087;
(1965) 8272

financial analysis (1961) 13659
financing facts (1961) 9731
financing on reasonable terms (1962) 18443

financing problems, report (1962) 21137
financing, short and long term needs (1965)

18752
firms, accounting practices (1963) 1483
food distribution problems, report (1961)
4042

foreign trade opportunities

—

hearings (1963) 20506
report (1963) 2042

getting money for long-term growth (1962)
10641

Government contract claims, primer (1962)
2378

Government contracts and subcontracts
work, how to obtain (1962) 22783

Government patent policies in meteorology
and weather modification, effect, hear-
ings (1962) 15456

(Government procurement practices and
programs, hearings (1964) 12155; (1965)
422
report (1965) 1993

Government procurement, report (1963)
2036

Government publications, list (1963) 20085
Government research and development

(1962) 10643
opportunities (1962) 20274

growth-mindedness building into your
business (1961) 13653

health checklist (1961) 13654
health maintenance programs (1964) 13447
how to obtain government contracts and
subcontract work (1964) 1579

how urban renewal projects affect (1961)
9722

human factors (1965) 20062
impact of dual distribution and related

vertical integration, hearings (1963)
15333; (1964) 415, 6370, 8401, 12156
appendixes (1965) 2021
report (1965) 1999

impact of lack of competition in military
procurement, report (1961) 5781

impact of tax exempt foundations and
charitable trusts, hearings (1965) 2023

impact on building and maintaining sound
community relations (1961) 17814

increase authority of SBA to make loans,
report (1961) 20550

insurance and risk management (1964)
5684

insurance authority of SBA to make
loans, report (1962) 15164

insurance management in retail firms
(1963) 1481

interbusiness financing, economic implica-
tions (1962) 18446

intra-industry management program
(1964) 3125; (1965) 15031

investment act, as amended, text, explana-
tion, etc. (1965) 9006

investment act of 1958, amend, hearings
(1963) 12007, 19045

Business—Continued
small business—Continued

investment act, amendments of 1961

—

hearings (1961) 14453, 17119
law (1961) 18729
reports (1961) 16745, 16823, 17018
text, explanation, etc (1961) 20652

investment act amendments of 1962, hear-
ings (1963) 13644

investment act text, addenda (1963) 12030
investment act with amendments, compila-

tion (1962) 361; (1965) 387
investment companies

—

account classification system (1962) 8636

conflict of interest problems, hearing
(1963) 19045

financing (1965) 5373
licensed by SBA (1962) 6450, 12690,

24086; (1963) 11278, 20129; (1964)
1581

operations, report (1963) 9977
program (1962) 12687
review of operations, hearings (1962)

19400
SBA loans, increase authority
hearings (1965) 12164, 12313
law (1965) 15433
reports (1965) 10481, 12102, 14048

investment companies act of 1958, amend-
iDGrits

hearings (1964) 2109
law (1964) 6184
reports (1964) 466, 2097, 4482, 19571,
19579

investment program

—

hearings (1964) 14018
report (1965) 1990

joint advertising by retailers, FTC advi-
sory opinion, hearing (1963) 9949

leases. Federal guarantees, 1961

—

hearings (1962) 5072
report (1962) 13624

loans

—

activities of SBA, need for better super-
vision and administration, GAO report
(1964) 6772

limited, participation plan (1963) 20126
through local development companies,
communities benefited, list (1963)
11267

management aids for small manufacturers
(1961) 6540, 8183-85, 13653-654, 20130-
132, 21341-343; (1962) 1805-6, 6447-48,
10641-642, 14588, 20271; (1963) 1444-45,

5716
annual compilation (1961) 15960; (1962)
20272; (1963) 20127

management and research assistance
available (1962) 22788

management research summaries (1961)
9722-41, 11552, 13655-659, 15961; (1962)

1807; (1963) 1446-86
lists (1962) 14587; (1963) 11268
supp (1964) 3128

management series (1961) 8189, 13660,
17814; (1962) 3478, 6451-52, 10643, 24087;
(1963) 7428; (1964) 5683-84, 13446-447,
16858, 20790-791; (1965) 8272

managerial skills and experiences availa-
ble from SCORE (1965) 11678

managing to sell, administrative manage-
ment course program (1965) 1602

manufacturers, problems and needs (1961)
9739

manufacturing firms in New Hampshire
(1963) 1446

marketing channels, need for checking
(1961) 5091
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Business—Continued
small business—Continued

measuring your growth pattern (1962)

14588
meeting competition, pointers (1962) 1806

meeting risks of change (1961) 9746
national small business week (address)

(1965) 10561
New Hampshire development (1963) 1465
objectives, techniques and procedures of

rehabilitating severely disabled people,

final report (1962) 8729
opportunities in eastern Oklahoma lake

region (1961) 9740
opportunities in planned shopping centers

(1961) 9738
organization patterns (1961) 9733
overlapping sales taxes, effects (1961)

9736
owners, new product introduction (1961)

13660
participation in (jovernment procurement,

1963, conference (1964) 12283
participation in NASA research and devel-

opment programs (1961) 20588
patent policies, economic aspects, hearings

(1963) 12028
pattern bargaining (1963) 1450
payroll savings help (1961) 20132
personnel management guides (1961) 8189
petroleum imports problems, hearings

(1962) 9410
print additional copies, reports (1962)

15210, 15409
petroleum imports problems, report (1963)

2041
petroleum industry problems, report (1961)

4041
planning, forecasting (1961) 15961
pooling for defense production, and re-

search and development (1963) 11279
poultry industry problems, hearings (1962)

400, 2342
print additional copies (1962) 9313,
23394

poultry industry problems, report (1963)

2040
problems (1963) 1454
and opportunities confronting Negroes

(1963) 6050
problems, investigations

—

authorization, reports (1961) 4073;

(1963) 6269; (1965) 4572
expenses, reports (1961) 5685; (1962)

5028; (1963) 2043; (1964) 6460
problems of small firm growth and surviv-

al during first 2 years of existence
(1961) 17815

procurement program of administration

—

hearings (1961) 10521; (1962) 21574
report (1961) 10464

products list circulars (1961) 3581; (1962)
4258; (1963) 4111; (1964) 3940
new products development (1965) 3856

profit opportunities of international busi-
ness seminar (1962) 13705

profitable plant layout (1964) 20790

programs to establish business through
franchising (remarks) (1965) 17294

providing management talent (1963) 1458

purchasing, getting most from your dollar
(1961) 8184

qualifying for Government contracts and
subcontracts (1964) 3126

reducing management waste (1962) 6448

reducing transportation costs, suggestions
(1962) 10642

Business—Continued
small business—Continued

refiners, impact of oil import allocations,

hearings (1965) 447
relocation assistance, hearings (1965)

19501
rented tools can improve efficiency (1962)

12692
research reports, surveys (1961) 8192;

(1963) 11280
research series (1961) 2704, 17815; (1962)

18446; (1965) 6900
retail, operating costs and ratios, bibliog-

raphy (1963) 11273; (1965) 9913
Rocky Mountain area, problems (1963)

1473
role in Government procurement, 1964,
hearings (1964) 21244

sales promotion pointers for retailers

(1961) 2705
SBA business loans

—

policies, etc (1961) 8187; (1962) 22786
types, etc (1961) 20133

SBA lending and procurement assistance
programs, hearing (1965) 16051

SBA loan approvals, 1964, supplement
(1965) 8268

SBA loans

—

at work (1962) 22787
credit requirements, loan policies, etc

(1962) 20784; (1965) 20064
policies, etc (1963) 11271

SBA publications on programs and serv-

ices (1963) 13043
SBA's principal lending programs key fea-

tures (1963) 9382
SBA's small loan program (1965) 1607
selling to U.S. Government (1965) 3016
service firms, effective salesmanship (1961)

6543
small business and foreign trade, report

(1964) 8330
small firms, $700 million food buyers offers

special opportunities (1962) 577
small manufacturing firms, equity and
long-term financing, sources (1963) 1477

small marketers aids (1961) 2705, 5092,

6543, 8190-91, 9746, 13661, 15964, 17816,
20134-135; (1962) 1813, 3479, 8634-35,

10644, 18447. 20275-276, 22792; (1963)

1490, 5718
annual compilation (1961) 17817; (1962)

20276
softwood lumber standards, impact

—

hearings (1964) 21214
report (1965) 1992

sole proprietorships, income tax returns,

financial data, statistics 1960-61 (1962)

19597
specialists. Defense Dept. list (1962)

21600; (1963) 10045
specialized help (1962) 8634
squeeze-out in ownership (1961) 9728
starting and managing series (1961) 6544,

20136; (1962) 10645, 12691; (1963) 1491,

3326, 14690; (1964) 3127, 7731; (1965)
16854

starting and managing small building
business (1963) 1491

starting and managing your own, func-

tional aspects (1962) 12691
status of retail trade, 1948-58, staff report

(1961) 4051
strengthening (1962) 16159
structure in Alabama (1963) 1460
subcontracting operations, proprietary

rights and data, report (1961) 4038
success and failure cases (1963) 1468
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Business—Continued
small business—Continued

success and failure factors, course pro-
gram (1964) 16855

success in world trade, hearing (1962)
17347

suggested management guides (1963) 1492
suggested research topics, management

(1961) 5093
operation and finance (1962) 1814

superhighway building program, economic
effects (1961) 9727

suppliers and large buyers, survey of rela-

tions (1963) 1459
suppliers in changing market (1963) 1478
tax guide (1961) 744; (1962) 681; (1963)

2377; (1964) 858; (1965) 775
tax proposals of administration, impact

—

hearings (1963) 13825
report (1963) 17242

taxation, not as corporation, extend period
for spouse of shareholder to consent,
report (1961) 7257

technical aids for small manufacturers
(1961) 20137; (1962) 18448, 27793; (1963)

7429
tomato industry problems

—

hearing (1961) 14505
reports (1962) 9290-91
trade regulation and small business (1961)

13661
transportation function, organization and
planning (1961) 9737

urban areas, problems, hearings (1965)
2022

use of outside information (1963) 1466
use of trade association programs (1963)

1484
using combination export management

firms, advantages, etc (1962) 8631
using weather services (1961) 5092
U.S. concerns with Puerto Rico affiliates,

tax treatment, hearings (1964) 17892
vocational rehabilitation opportunities

(1963) 16644
wage hour law in small firms (1963) 5718
waging war on poverty through loans for

small business, small business develop-
ment centers (1965) 11682

what kind of money do you need? (1963)
7426

wholesale businesses in New Jersey (1961)
13657

wholesale, operating costs and ratios, bib-

liography (1963) 11275
why national concern (address) (1961)

17819
women employees, management (1962) 3479

workshops for prospective owners, an-
nouncement (1963) 21103

biennial edition (1961) 16246; (1964) 152
Federal reserve chart book (1961) 3185;

(1962) 4826; (1963) 3672; (1964) 3491;
(1965) 3402
historical supplement (1961) 20739;

(1962) 21756; (1963) 20677; (1964)
21312; (1965) 18094

weekly (1961) 2951; (1962) 3650; (1963)
3491; (1964) 3296; (1965) 3183

success and government intertwined, etc.

(address) (1961) 14029
survey of current business

—

monthly (1961) 2953; (1962) 4369; (1963)
4223; (1964) 4071; (1965) 3978

weekly supplement (1961) 2951; (1962)
3650; (1963) 3491; (1964) 3296; (1965)
3183

taxes paid by firms marketing farm food
products (1964) 6554

Business—Continued
technical aids for small manufacturers

(1961) 5094, 17818; (1962) 6453, 8637,
12692

three challenges, modernization, markets,
and Marxism (address) (1962) 16664

USSR, cybernetics and planning (1961) 7567
United States faces tougher competition and

more opportunity (address) (1962) 1563
U.S., sales frontier for Africa, international

commerce, supp (1963) 8375
unrelated, income tax exemption, report

(1962) 13446
unrelated taxable income, amend Internal

revenue code

—

law (1964) 15397
reports (1964) 8344, 14068

Washington Channel waterfront, urban re-

newal hearings (1965) 19304
see also Budget in business commercial

practices—Competition—Mail-order bus-
iness—Retail trade—Service establish-

ments.
Business accounting, see Accounts and

accounting.
Business accounts, see Accounts and account-

ing.

Business analyst, curriculum for computer
programmers (1963) 6332

Business and Defense Services Administra-
tion:

aids to business expansion (remarks) (1963)
11683

business services, industrial economics, etc

(1962) 8998
commodity, industry, and trade information,

listing of services (1962) 8999
CTR series (1962) 9000, 14910

Business and Defense Services Administra-
tion:

delegations (1961) 2948
emergency delegations (1961) 2948
ER series (1961) 247, 1736-66, 3825-82; (1962)

235, 2117-53, 4661-93, 6716-33; (1963)
146, 1859-62, 4514-15, 5963-82, 7732-33;

(1964) 4326-34, 6002-25, 8099-8101, 15299

fifty ways BDSA serves business (1961)
20376

MR series (1961) 13849-856, 16237-239
notices (1961) 2948
official texts (1961) 2948; (1964) 3277; (1965)

3163
orders (1961) 2948
press releases (1965) 3784
publications, list (1962) 230; (1964) 11878;

(1965) 17152
regulations (1961) 2948
releases BD series (1961) 2950; (1962) 4190;

(1963) 4039; (1964) 3871
reorganization (address) (1963) 200
reporting delegations (1961) 2948
what it does, etc. (address) (1962) 14909

Business and public administration

—

BPA notes (1963) 363
notes (1963) 3486; (1964) 3291; (1965) 3178

Business climate under the frontier (address)
(1961) 8579

Business consolidations:
applications to merge banks or to form or

expand bank holding company (1962)
3619; (1963) 3459

bank merger movement (remarks) (1961)
12647

bank mergers, exempt from anti-trust

laws

—

hearing (1965) 10670
report (1965) 12264

bank mergers. Federal and State laws, com-
pilation (1964) 4715
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Business consolidations—Continued

cooperative, mergers as a lawyer sees them
(1962) 11739

merger of Eastern Air Lines and American
Airlines, proposal, staff report (1963)

2055
mergers

—

economic concentration in Douglas-fir

lumber industry (1964) 14331

for stronger cooperatives (1961) 10573
superconcentration, acquisitions of larg-

est industrial and merchandising firms,

staff report (1963) 305
motor carriers

—

law (1965) 15448
reports (1965) 13867, 14079

prior notification of mergers and acquisi-

tions, hearings (1961) 14486
role of merger in progressive transportation

policy (remarks) (1963) 18756
see also Banks and banking.

Business consultants, see Consultants.
Business Ek;onomics Office:

news reports (1962) 3648; (1963) 3489; (1964)

3294; (1965) 3181
press releases (1962) 4191; (1963) 4040;

(1964) 3872; (1965) 3785
releases and news reports, OBE series (1961)

2954
Business education:
automation, implications for (paper) (1963)

1182
business and public administration notes

(1963) 363, 3486; (1964) 3291; (1965) 3178

National Conference on Office Education,
report, guide for action (1961) 9039

teachers, increases in courses and gradu-
ates, 1955-61 (1963) 15435

see also Distributive education.
Business Equipment Manufacturers Associa-

tion electronic data-processing equip-

ment use, hearing (1963) 15329
Business insurance, life, for small manufac-

turers (1961) 21341
Business International Roundtable, Washing-

ton briefing (address) (1965) 347
Business machine mechanics, see Office ma-

chine servicemen.
Business machines, see Office furniture and

equipment.
Businessmen:

confidence in growing America campaign
(remarks) (1961) 5547

Defense Dept

—

small business and labor surplus area
specialists designated to assist, list

(1965) 6095
small business specialists designated to

assist, list (1962) 21600; (1963) 10045
diet and health characteristics (1962) 18608
directory of national associations (1961)

246, 9973
doing business in

—

Greece, report of 1962 U.S. Trade and In-

vestment Development Mission (1963)
5057

Japan, report of 1962 U.S. Machinery
Trade Mission (1963) 5058

Spain, report of 1962 U.S. Machinery
Trade Mission (1963) 5059

ethical dilemmas, regeneration of ethical

and moral behavior (address) (1962) 9130
Federal Government specifications and

standards, guide (1962) 11804
foreign and U.S., contacts through trade

missions (1961) 630
how to do business with

—

Defense Supply Agency (1963) 343; (1964)
6543

Businessmen—Continued
how to do business with—Continued

SCORE (1965) 11678
income tax deductions for travel, entertain-

ment, and gift expenses, questions and
answers (1963) 15643

industrial civil defense management course
(1965) 15337

industry and opportunity in Italy, report of

1962 U.S. Industrial Automation Mission
(1963) 5060

information on Brazil (1962) 13917
occupy a strategic role in life of a nation

(remarks) (1965) 13319
opportunities as suppliers of Army's pur-

chases (1961) 1688; (1962) 16371
recognizing export capabilities of U.S. firms

(address) (1964) 4410
role in modernization of business and indus-

try (address) (1964) 8180
role in politics (address) (1961) 5068
small businessman's stake in President's tax

proposals (remarks) (1963) 11362
small, retirement plans (1962) 6447
State Dept. guide to key officers of Foreign

Service posts (1964) 9801; (1965) 3550
United States and Asia

—

preparation for active participation in

changing international economy (1962)
343

views on East-West trade, compilation, print

additional copies, report (1964) 19573
volunteers needed for trade missions to Ar-

gentina and Germany (1962) 7502
Business names:
misuse to indicate District of Columbia gov-

ernment agency, prohibit—
law (1962) 23237
reports (1962) 11589, 21046

Business recession:
copper, lead and zinc in 3 recessions follow-

ing World War II (1962) 3294
Federal fiscal behavior, 1957-58 (1963) 7724

Business Research Advisory Council:
directory, fiscal 1962 (1962) 6203
minutes (1961) 1183

Businessmen, see Business men.
Busoni, Rafaello, relief of estate (1963) 13497;

(1965) 5840
Bustillos, Carma P., relief (1961) 16920
Butadiene:

effect on experimental atherosclerosis,

USSR study (1961) 10965
industry, water requirements (1963) 12231

Butanone:
flammability in

—

air of solvent mixtures (1962) 20113
bromochloromethane-air mixtures (1961)

1232
Butenes, butene-1, absorption and photoioni-

zation coefficients in vacuum ultraviolet

(1963) 19898
Butler, Charles, progress report on develop-

ment of international food standards
(1965) 2152

Butler, G. G., milk production, disposition, and
income (1963) 11388; (1964) 11650; (1965)
9966

Butler, Johnny A., spiny lobster explorations
in Pacific and Caribbean waters of Re-
public of Panama (1965) 19631

Butler, Lillian I., insecticide residues on and in

tomatoes (1965) 8389
Butler, Rex G., prices received by farmers for

chickens, turkeys, and eggs. United
States and by States, 1909-63, ninthly
and annual average prices (1965) 10089

Butler, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13146
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Butler County, Ala.:

brown iron ore resources (1965) 11385
opportunities for economic growth (1964)

17022
Butler County, Kans., waterflooding projects

and pressure-maintenance project, 1963

(1963) 12829
Butler County, Pa., carbonizing properties of

coals (1962) 8473
Butsko, J., recirculation principle for ground

effect machines (1963) 7484
Butson, Keith, climate of Florida (1963) 3399
Butt, B. A.:

laboratory tests of candidate insecticides

and acaricides at Brownsville, Tex.,

1956-63 (1963) 18392
materials evaluated as insecticides and

acaricides at Brownsville, Tex (1964)

9932
Butte, Mont.:
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

6760
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-

nization (1962) 14754
Butte Valley, geology and ground-water fea-

tures of region, Calif (1961) 6184
Butter:

analysis for chemical indicators of spoilage

(1965) 18171
futures trading and open contracts (1961)

3050-51; (1962) 3906-7; (1963) 3749;

(1964) 3547-48
lowa-Minnesota-Wisconsin, reporting, de-

scription and analysis (1961) 11707
New York City, wholesale market facilities

(1963) 1701
price-support program, additional costs,

etc., GAO report (1965) 10945
Butter fat:

content of milk, increase, measures taken by
kolkhoz and sovkhoz farms (1965) 2609

milk, sampling and testing experiments, se-

lected problems (1961) 11713
price supports, continue, hearings (1962)

9476, 13487
sampling and testing problems, 9 market

study (1965) 13415
Butterfat, see Butter fat.

Butterfish, New England, proximate analysis

(1961) 9143
Butterflies:

metamorphosis (1961) 21367
pine, description, life history, control (1962)

600
Buttermilk, dairy plants processing, layouts

and operating criteria for automation
(1963) 16746

Buttermilk Channel:
navigation improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 13453
document edition (1962) 23331

Buttes Dam and Reservoir, Interior Dept. re-

port (1963) 17069

Button Bay State Park:
Girl Scouts encampment, Secretary of De-

fense to lend equipment

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 16582
reports (1961) 14320, 14677

Buttons:
blanks, definition for tariff purposes, report

(1965) 12113
industry in Puerto Rico (1962) 12779
marine pearl shell, firms manufacturing

(1965) 14337
Butts, Sarah A., casework services in public

assistance medical care (1965) 18053
Butyric acids, binary systems, vapor liquid

equilibria, Communist China (1961)

19484

Butz, J. S., jr., weather in space (1963) 19947
Butz, William T., long-distance shipment of

market milk (1964) 7931
Butze, Helmut F., chemical regeneration of

surfaces in thermionic diodes (1963)
16392

Buyers, see Purchasing agents.
Buying, see Purchasing.
Buzas, Martin A.:

distribution and abundance of Foraminifera
in Long Island Sound (1965) 11683

Foraminifera from Late Pleistocene clay
near Waterville, Maine (1965) 6902

BW, see Biological warfare.
BWR (boiling water reactor), see Reactors

(atomic).

Byelorussia, see Belorussian Soviet Socialist

Republic.
Byerly, John R., relationship between wat-

ershed geology and beach radioactivity
(1963) 19132

Byers, David C, heavy molecule propellants in

electron-bombardment thrustor (1964)
16709

Bykovskiy, Valeriy, new cosmic tandem, USSR
study (1963) 20905

Byphenyl, see Diphenyl.
By-products, see Waste products.
Byrd, Huger S., soil survey, Oconee County,

S.C. (1963) 13053
Byrd Antarctic Commission, see Richard E.

Byrd Antarctic Commission.
Byrd Arctic Expedition, 1926:
medals to members, present

—

hearings (1962) 15260
report (1962) 16955

Byrd Station, Antarctica:
magnetograms and hourly values (1962)

13112, 23108
undersnow structures (1965) 7607

Byrd Station Magnetic Observatory, magneto-
gram and hourly values (1965) 4415

Byrer, T.G., development of magnesium-
lithium alloys for structural applications
(1964)13154

Byrnes, Joseph B., Operation Upshot-
Knothole, effects of atomic explosion on 2

typical 2 story and basement wood-frame
houses (1964) 131

Byuleten' eksperimental'ney biologi i meditsi-

ny (periodical):

translations (1964) 16142; (1965) 4990, 7878,

9485
Buylleten' Soveta po seymologii, problemy

tsunami (periodical) (1965) 12742
ByuUeten'uchenogo meditsinskogo soveta (pe-

riodical):

excerpts (1962) 15877
Byurakan Observatory, radio telescope pro-

posed (1965) 16481

Byzantine literature, classification. Library of

Congress (1965) 1302

C-47, see Airplanes.
C-130E, see Airplanes.
C;-135B, see Airplanes.
C.A.B., see Civil Aeronautics Board.

C. & B. Livestock Co., Inc.:

and Oregon, land exchange between

—

law (1963) 18773
reports (1963) 12002, 15294

C&MS, see Consumer and Marketing Service.

C. & O. Canal National Historical Park, see

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal National
Historical Park.

C.C.C, see Commodity Credit Corporation.
C.C.I.R., see International Radio Consultative

Committee.
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C.C.L., see Coating and Chemical Laboratory.
G.E.D., see Economic Development Committee.
C.E. Dant (steamship):
launching ceremony (remarks) (1962) 18173

C.E.R.C., see Coastal Engineering Research
Center.

C.F.A., see Community Facilities Administra-
tion.

C.F.S. series, see listings under Fish and Wild-
life Service in the monthly issue.

C.I.S.C, see International Federation of Chris-
tian Trade Unions.

C.P.S.U., see Conununist Party of Soviet Un-
ion.

C.R.P.L., see Central Radio Propagation Labo-
ratory.

C.R.R.E,L., see Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratory.

C.S.E.S.S. series (1963) 10025-26
C.W.L., see Chemical Warfare Laboratories.
CA series (1961) 11683-684, 15968, 20273;

(1962) 4487-88, 8786; (1963) 9547, 13157;
(1964) 11743, 20903; (1965) 7012-13, 8405

CAA, see Civil Aeronautics Administration.
CAB, see Civil Aeronautics Board.
Caballo Reservoir, N. Mex.:

recreational facilities, establish

—

law (1962) 16768
reports (1961) 16995; (1962) 15166

Cabbage:
caterpillar control in South (1961) 1625;

(1964) 9939
fresh, from grower to retailer, general infor-

mation (1963) 33
insects, control

—

field experiments (1964) 13563
home garden (1961) 17913; (1963) 7566

market diseases (1961) 17900
Cabello, Angela Casanova, see Casanova Ca-

bello, Angela.

Cabeza Prieta Game Range:
general information (1962) 11835
mammals, list (1964) 10569

Cabigas, Osmundo, relief (1963) 11776; (1965)
17555

Cabin, frame, slab-on-grade construction
(1963) 7577

Cabinet Committee on Small Business, 3d
progress report (1961) 2654

Cabinets, bioclimatic, for simulating variable
temperature, etc., design and operation
(1964) 19051

see also Filing cabinets—Medicine cabinets.
Cabins:
A-frame, building plan (1965) 47
rigid frame, from hardwood lumber (1965)

6247

Cable, C. Curtis, jr.:

changes in quality and value of cotton bales
and samples during storage (1964) 5837

comparison of mechanically drawn samples
with cut sam.ples for evaluating cotton
quality (1964) 9950

utilization and cost of labor for ginning cot-

ton (1965) 9028

Cable, Dwight R., forage production and
stocking rates on southern Arizona
ranges can be improved (1965) 4804

Cables:
drag parameter investigation for hydraulic

aircraft-arresting energy absorbers
(1962)91

Federal item identification giaide for supply
cataloging (1962) 7238; (1964) 12291

supplements (1963) 3654; (1964) 3472;
(1965)2374

spring loaded beaded cable makea efficient

wire puller (1965) 5141

Cables—Continued
tension, of parawing and spacecraft combi-

nation, low-speed investigation (1963)
14584

see also Electric cables—Hawsers— Sub-
marine cables—Telephone cables.

Cableways:
tramways and suspension bridges, technical

manual (1964) 13680
Wyssen cable system (1961) 655

Cabotage, laws, amend, hearings (1962) 21546
Cabrillo National Monument, general informa-

tion (1964) 11458
Cacace, Alessandro A.R., relief (1963) 18983;

(1964) 4451, 6143
Cacao:
and allies, taxonomic revision of genus

Theobroma (1964) 16759
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;
(1965) 3433

Cacciani, Giuseppe, relief (1964) 6384, 8203
Cache County, Utah, Paradise quadrangle ge-

ology (1964) 19778
Cache Creek:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18039
document edition (1965) 17464

Cache la Poudre River, lower basin, ground
water investigations (1964) 6821

Cache National Forest:
extend boundaries

—

hearings (1964) 6336
law (1963) 17029
reports (1963) 13720, 15252

Cache Valley, Utah, geology (1963) 2345
Cachoeira do Campo quadrangle, Brazil, geolo-

gy and ore deposits (1963) 602
Cactus, cane, controlling with 2,4-DP (1964)

12468

CAD, see Cartridge actuated devices.
Caddis flies, see F'lies.

Caddo Dam:
replacement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14194
document edition (1965) 14003

Cadmium:
corrosion of silver-indium-cadmium in berat-

ed high temperature water (1961) 16224
disposal from national stockpile

—

hearings (1963) 6188, 6190; (1964) 10293
laws (1963) 7827; (1964) 13869
reports (1963) 6166, 6274; (1964) 10253,

12207 .

materials for possible reactor application,
survey (1961) 192

method for determination in zinc-base alloys
(1961) 6292

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12817

mineral industry survey, quarterly (1963)
3492; (1964) 3297; (1965) 3184

minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 13430;
(1962) 18184; (1963) 14494; (1964) 14732;
(1965) 14661

plating, effect on stressed steels at elevated
tem.peratures (1963) 5^93

refining by amalgam electrolysis (1964) 7434
reports, quarterly 0961) 3435; (1962) 3651
silver-cadmium batteries (1962) 122
development program (1964) 20520

stockpile investigation, hearings (1962)
17305

Cadmium sulfate, anhydrous, heat of forma-
tion (193c^ 9595

Cadmium sulfide:

heats and t.ee energies of formation (1964)
16644
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Cadmium sulfide—Continued

recovery from zinc concentrates by batch
and fluid-solids roasting, extraction
studies (1962) 3326

semiconductor research at Aerospace Re-
search Laboratories, history (1965) 4191

solar cells

—

radiation damage (1965) 14850
thin-film, thermal cycling and heat damage

tests of (1965) 18579
Cadmium telluride, recombination radiation

during excitation, USSR study (1964)

16022
Cady, W.M., bedrock geology and asbestos

deposits of upper Missisquoi Valley and
vicinity, Vt (1963) 19292

Caemmerer, H. Paul, (Commission of Fine Arts,

1910-63, brief history (1964) 17993
Cafferty, Michael J., address (1963) 20371
Cages, insect and plant research, design (1963)

9539
Cagle, Caroline H., interest rates on time de-

posits (1963) 13935
Cagley, Edagar M., general network simula-

tion model (1965) 4669
Caguas, P.R., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 18900
Cahn, Frances, United States experience in

planning for needs of children, etc (1964)

7856
Cain, Stanley A., nomination, hearing (1965)

8980
Cain, Stephen M.:

cerebral excess lactate production during
hyperventilation of anesthetized dogs
(1963) 80

increase of arterial oxygen tension at alti-

tude by carbonic anhydrase inhibition

(1965) 127
transient changes in arterial lactic acid of

dogs at 21,000 feet (1964) 9986
Caira, Palmerina, and children, relief (1964)

15650
Cairo, Salvatore, relief (1961) 19010, 16640
Cairo, E^ypt:
Agriculture Exhibition, U.S. exhibits (1962)

12914
conference, 1943, diplomatic papers

—

departmental edition (1961) 13675
document edition (1961) 12151

East bloc influence (1961) 15194
OAU summit conference (1964) 20062

Cairo, Dl., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13204
Caisson disease, see Aeroembolism.
Cajamarca Department, Peru:

Sayapullo Mine area, uranium reconnais-
sance (1963) 16854

uranium reconnaissance in Clhota and Hual-
gayoc provinces (1962) 14876

Cajun rocket, see Rockets.
Calamine quadrangle. Wis., geology (1964)

18103
Calamity Peak, geology of area (1963) 5018
Calandi, Anthony J., relief (1962) 20989; (1963)

11787, 16989, 17232
Calanoida, calanoid copepods from equatorial

waters of Pacific Ocean (1962) 5207
see aiso Pseudocyclops.

Calanus, see Copepods.
Calaveras River:
Mormon Slouth, flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 4866
document edition (1963) 4686

Calcasieu River and Pass:
channel improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 470
document edition (1961) 356

Calcasieu River and Pass—Continued

salt water barrier system

—

construct, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4838
document edition (1963) 4688

cost sharing, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 614
document edition (1964) 280

Calcia, see Calcium oxide.

Calcines:
nickel-cobalt-copper, disposition

—

hearing (1961) 5738
law (1961) 6950
reports (1961) 5704, 20599

pyrrhotite, sintering (1964) 1435
Calcite:

infrared studies of oleic acid adsorption
(1963) 9130

P-T univariant equilibria of reaction forster-
ite -t- calcite-monticellite + periclase +
CO2, experinrtental studies on Bowen's
decarbonation series, II (1963) 16385

ratio to dolomite in mineral mixtures. X-ray
analysis (1961) 6173

Calcium:
absorption during alterations in environ-

mental temperature (1963) 18484
balance and bone mass, effect of bedrest

(1965) 8033
calcium and calcium compounds, minerals

yearbook chapters (1961) 13431; (1962)

18185; (1963) 16319; (1964) 14733; (1965)
12818

deficiency

—

and excess, effects on transmembrane po-

tentials in frog heart (1962) 20457
symptoms of loblolly and Virginia pine

seedlings (1962) 5249
desulfurization improves properties of cast

steel (1962) 3447
ferrites and aluminates, heats and free ener-

gies of formation (1961) 9451
flow rate on ability of parotid fluid to bind

calcium effect of (1965) 7114
high-calcium limestone, preliminary results

of survey for thick deposits (1962) 16402
infant diets (1965) 8253
ions in earth's upper atmosphere (1961)

17731
metabolism

—

effect of prolonged exposure to 15% car-

bon dioxide (1962) 10438
in man and animals, bibliography (1961)

1635
mineral

—

excretion in arm and total body sweat,

comparison (1964) 19223
facts and problems chapter (1965) 9576

monotungstates, low-temperature heat ca-

pacities of entropies at 298.15K (1961)

13448
preparation by dissociation of calcium car-

bide (1961) 8386
rental regulation, weightlessness implica-

tions (1965) 15221
requirements of Virginia pine (1962) 23570
solid solubility in magnesium, effect of in-

dium (1963) 5496
Calcium aluminates:
aluminum extraction in water, sodium hy-

droxide, and sodium carbonate solutions

(1964) 20504
hydrated, formation in lime-soda sinter proc-

ess (1964) 5482
Calcium carbide, dissociation, in preparation

of calcium (1961) 8386
Calcium carbonates:
environment of deposition west of Andros

Island. Bahamas (1963) 604
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Calcium carbonates—Continued
saturation in standard ground water analys-

es (1961) 9259
Calcium chloride:

and calcium magnesium chloride, production,
etc., 1960, preliminary report (1961)
1228

effect on higher nervous activity and arteri-

al pressure of dogs with experimental
hypertension, USSR study (1961) 15241

Calcium fluoride:

additions to chlorination reactions (1962)
8469

ceramic-bonded, coatings on nickel-base al-

loys, lubricating properties (1962) 8513
coatings, improved ceramic-bonded, for lu-

bricating nickel-base alloys in air at
temperatures from 500' to 1700° F (1965)
6736

Calcium isotopes:
Ca-40, nuclear electric monopole transitions

(1961) 184
radioactive, distribution, and excretion from

bodies of healthy and lead-poisoned
animals, USSR study (1964) 20417

Calcium molybdate, heats and free energies of

formation (1963) 3098
Calcium monomolybdate, low temperature heat

capacities and entropies at 298.15'K
(1963) 3101

Calcium niobate, fersmite, rare calcium-
columbate mineral from Montana (1961)
2519

Calcium oxide, stabilized zirconia, deteriora-

tion (1963) 3154
Calcium phosphorus metabolism in man during

acclimatization to carbon dioxide (1965)
1317

Calcium tungstate, heats and free energies of

formation (1963) 3098

Calcium vanadates:
heats and free energies of formation (1962)

20114
low-temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies at 298.15' K (1962) 6247

Calculating devices:
inhibitor circuits, rate control devices and

compilers, USSR studies (1964) 9329
nuclear bomb effects computer (1962) 11040

including slide-rule design and curve fits

for weapons effects (1963) 5929
Calculating machine paper, tape. Federal

standard (1963) 19211

Calculating machines:
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1802
computing

—

and calculating machines, USSR study
(1962) 1416

current industrial reports (1961) 10021,
11885; (1962) 16466; (1963) 11626, 16891;
(1964) 15310; (1965) 18981

labor market developments, industry man-
power surveys (1961) 7348

integration of equations, 3 modern means in
theory of automatic control, rational
scientific-methodical basis, USSR study
(1962) 2670

mathematical machines, USSR study (1962)
19832

operations, planning complete mechaniza-
tion in USSR economy (1961),17426

Setun, small automatic digital* computer,
USSR studies (1962) 7904, 22211

use for analysis of indexes of work, USSR
study (1961) 21089

USSR equipment (1964) 16113
see also Cybernetics—Electronic computers.

Calculation of ephemerides from initial values
(1963) 1277

Calculations, see Numerical calculations.
Calculators:

nuclear play, agressor forces during tactical

exercises, Army field manual (1964)
10001

veterans benefits (1963) 308; (1965) 2027
additional copies, reports (1962) 9311, 9463
print additional copies, reports (1964)

6313, 10395
Calculi, see Dental calculus—Urinary calculi.

Calculus:
differential, of vector valued functions, and

uniqueness theorems for ordinary differ-

ential equations in linear normed space
(1962) 10575

multi-value calculi, relationship to logic,

USSR book review (1964) 5142
transformational, in Russian language

(1964) 20169
Caldera, see Craters.
Calderwood, David, use of reflective paints on

rice storage binds (1964) 9909
Caldor, Selina, market indicators for Latin

America republics (1965) 13714
Caldwell, Donald M., recovery of lunar vehi-

cles-geometric constraints on trajecto-
ries (1964) 5881

Caldwell, Melba G., larval and juvenile fishes

of family Mullidae (1963) 2287
Caldwell, Oliver J.:

liberal arts in revolutionary world (1963)
10073

Moscow in May 1963, education and cyber-
netics, interchange of Soviet and Ameri-
can ideas (1964) 17918

Caleca, Vito A., training giudes in motivation
for vocational rehabilitation staff (1964)
7834

Calendar of events in

—

areas administered by National Park
Service (1963) 18201

Library of Congress (periodical) (1963)
7181; (1964) 3298; (1965) 3185

Calendar pads. Federal standard (1963) 12127;
(1964) 687; (1965) 590

Calendar stands, Federal standard (1963)
12127; (1964) 687; (1965) 590

Calendars:
American Indian (1965) 9291
international music (1961) 8142
United States music (1961) 9679

Calendars (executive), see Senate.
Calendars (of business), see Court of Claims

—

House of Representatives—Senate.
Calf, see Calves.
Calhoun, John B., ecology and sociology of

Norway rat (1963) 21032
Calhoun, S. FVed, fretting corrosion reduction

of greases (1964) 9688
Calhoun, Willis A., flotation of siegenite in

complex sulfide table middling from
southeast Missouri (1963) 5475

Calhoun County, Ala., soil survey (1961) 21374
Calhoun County, Ark., geology and ground-

water resources (1964) 12528
Calhoun County, Miss., soil survey report

(1965) 20082
Calhoun County, S.C, soil survey report

(1963) 20140
Calibration:

accelerometer pulse (1965) 16657
accuracy in measurements and calibrations

(1965) 16745
accurate, of pressure switch, provided by

inflatable bladder (1965) 16667
Air Force selection tests to Project Talent,

norms (1962) 20448
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Calibration—Continued

aircraft static-pressure systems by ground-
camera and ground-radar methods, test

program (1963) 18163
airglow, symposium (1965) 8494
arc-heated, hypersonic, low-density wind

tunnel (1962) 20126
audiometers, hearing screening programs,

guidelines (1965) 15323
BUWEPS-BUSHIPS progranv—
engineering circulars (1963) 3236, 9276
fabrication instruction series (1961)

11474-475, 13595, 15866-873
laboratory practices notebook (1961)

17763
modification instruction series (1962)

8571-73
procedure change notice book (1962) 22677

procedures at Standards Laboratory
(1961) 5018-41, 8099-8121, 11474-506,

13601-605, 15877-907, 17764-771,

20069-72; (1962) 3410-32, 6374-83,

12610-623, 14542, 22681-689; (1963)

9281-85, 9288, 16466-469
technical manual TDO series (1961) 11507

calibration and test services of National
Bureau of Standards (1964) 1493; (1965)

19955
contractor's system, evaluation handbook

(1964) 19616
dynamic, pressure transducers (1964) 3046
electric moisture meters for

—

jack and red pine, etc (1961) 12718
some wood species grown in Hawaii (1965)

4793
electronic counter and pulse height analyz-

er for plotting erythrocyte volume spec-

tra (1963) 20337
field, of neutron-scattering soil moisture

meter (1961) 20767
floating shock platform at San Francisco

Naval Shipyard, operations and instru-

mentation study (1965) 11582
fuselage static-pressure-vent installations

for transports in flight (1962) 12507
gas-composition-sensitive pressure gages in

condensible vapors (1965) 5174
gauge, in extreme high vacuum, study (1965)

6625
gravity model for any size urban area (1963)

14679
impedance pneumograph, thoracic cage

measurements (1963) 16801
infrasonic hydrophones by null method

(1963) 8801
instrument calibrates low gas-rate flowme-

ters (1965) 9679
instrument systems, precision, etc., evalua-

tion (1964) 1496
interference comparator for calibrating

wires (1961) 11245
laboratory procedures in lOOA to 300A

range, determination of absolute photon
fluxes (1965) 16677

Langley 12-inch hypersonic ceramic-heated
tunnel (1965) 8096

liquid-in-glass thermometers (1965) 6779
low-pressure mercury arc for ultraviolet cal-

ibration (1963) 21023
mercury strain gauge (1964) 19148
miniature transducers with metal diaphragm

(1965) 6657
Navy instrument, series available through

CFSTI, list (1965) 11980
Navy program

—

technical manual series (1963) 3239,
9290-9300, 14636, 18256-262, 20002-9,

21060-61; (1964) 1530, 5623, 11497-525,

13355-366, 16802-804

Calibration—Continued
Navy program—Continued

technique at Standards Laboratory, Naval
Weapons Bureau (1963) 9286-87; (1964)
13351-354

neutron moisture meter curves, method for
determining slopes (1963) 8302

nuclear soil moisture and density measuring
equipment (1965) 7718

optical, of Naval Space Surveillance System
(1962) 20218

peak-reading accelerograph, study (1962)
16025

potentiometers, practical method (1963) 9214
preparation of primary standard gas mix-

tures for analytical instruments (1965)
18457

procedures, direct-current resistance appa-
ratus (1962) 8530

raster linearity of video cameras calibrated
with precision tester (1965) 2850

seismographs (1962) 14448
self-calibrating electrical measurement sys-

tem, design, study (1964) 9687
semiconductor detector pulse-height re-

sponse to protons (1963) 11514
solar cells, with high altitude aircraft (1965)

5165
standards, selected papers (1961) 6419,

11439- 440
tests

—

arc-heated hypersonic wind tunnel (1963)
1275

Langley hotshot tunnel, description (1964)
5511

thermal, of high-temperature X-ray diffrac-
tion cameras and diffractometers, plati-

num expansion values (1962) 20081
Tiros II meteorological satellite radiation

data, user's manual (1962) 1697
universal ratio sets, modifications (1964)

18808
vibration transducers at amplitudes up to

20g (1964) 20547
viscometers, calibrating liquids, etc (1963)

3174
volt-ampere converters (1963) 11102
volume ratio system for calibration of ther-

mal-conductivity vacuum gage in range
of 10-4 to 1 Torr lower limits (1963)
12865, 3006

watershed by using climatic data (1964) 8679
X-15 flight data for pressure-type airspeed-

altitude systems (1963) 7291
Calibrators:

attenuation, Weinschel Engineering BA-5,
test instrument calibration procedure
(1962) 22686

crystal controlled, model L.R. and hetero-
dyne frequency meter, test instrument
calibration procedure (1961) 11483

Forest Products Laboratory linear dead-
weight accelerometer calibrator (1962)
17550

hydrophone (1963) 21058
range, TS-102/AP and TS-102A/AP, test in-

strument calibration procedure (1962)
12619

California:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural growers and USDA (address)

(1964) 5822
agriculture and USDA policy, relationship

(address) (1964) 5821
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

20531; (1963) 5989; (1964) 8104
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California—Continued
anti-lightning operations to suppress forest

fires, evaluation (1961) 4290
area burned by wildfire in watersheds (1964)

8666
area measurement report (1965) 7185
Arizona v., Colorado River basin water

rights controversy, Supreme Court opin-

ion (1963) 11920
Bartlett pears, modified protective services

for shipment to New York, tests (1961)
11710

beryllium investigations (1963) 9114
bitterbrush seeding (1965) 4789
black oak, utilization study (1962) 9677
bluefin tuna catch in 1963, commercial, age

composition of (1965) 4736
California and nation, problems of abun-

dance (address) (1963) 14854
carboniferous cephalopods (1964) 15951
cattle on feed (1961) 2813
Cledar Grove and Tehipite Valley areas, in-

clude within Kings Canyon National
Park-

law (1965) 15459
reports (1965) 12105, 15901

census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)
16278

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)
2190

census of business, 1958, selected service
trades, errata sheet (1961) 1785

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade (1965)
13606

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5636,
10204, 13601, 17191

selected services^ area statistics (1965)
8574, 10221, 13608

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7228

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 1894

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas (1962) 13065

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11843
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1962) 251
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20624
general characteristics (1961) 10062
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 11158
number of inhabitants (1961) 6838, 11975

censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-

tions (1962) 16566
geographic identification code scheme
^ (1961) 6854

central

—

drive-in dairies, development, organization
and operation (1964) 1707

sale of milk and milk products from
drive-ins (address) (1961) 6657

cetacea, observations (1965) 6229

chemicals for brush control in reforestation
(1963) 6495

climatic summary (1964) 15152; (1965) 3084

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
coast pilot (1964) 1850
supplements (1961) 5537; (1962) 4864;

(1963) 6038; (1965) 5751

coastal basins, comparison of methods used
in flood-frequency studies (1965) 18217

coastal dunes, reconnaissance (1963) 6357

California—Continued

Communist Party

—

northern District, organizational struc-
ture, objectives and leadership hearings
(1961) 4052
print additional copies, reports (1961)

12290. 14588
southern District, united front tech-

nique

—

hearings (1963) 17188
report (1963) 15269

cone crop (1961) 20784: (1963) 6499, 19263
co-op

—

creamery sets fast pace in membership
service (1961) 10572

forest insect detectio.i reports (1961) 6142
cotton ginning costs at single-gin and 2-g:in

plants (1964) 5835
cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests

(1965) 12
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 13906, 20443;
(1963) 15055, 18678

CVR disease mortality, recent changes
(1964) 11570

deer habitat research needs (1965) 16237
delinquency research projects, experiments

with alternates to institutionalization

(1963) 15091
desert areas, storage behavior of lemons,

supplement (1962) 54
diseases of Monterey pine (1964) 19750
drought effects along Pacific Coast (1964)

808
earthquake history (1961) 20486
earthquake zone, statistical forecasting of

annual seismicity in advance (1964)

10913
electric rate books (1962) 536, 23524; (1964)

664, 14246; (1965) 14252
electronic data processing codes for wildland

plants (1964) 8661
experimental fungicidal control of blister

rust on sugar pine (1965) 663
Federal aid highway program, rights-of-way

activities of Public Roads Bureau, legis-

lative and policy requirements, GAO
review (1964) 6771

fire weather

—

brings near-record losses (1963) 6494
severity (1961) 6136

fish hatcheries, mycobacteria in returning
salmonid fishes (1963) 19244

fishery products, wholesale dealers, lists

(1964) 721, (1965) 9155, 18151
flowering and seed dispersal of dwarfmistle-

toe (1965) 16266
fluorspar ores, experimental treatment

(1961) 7943
forest diseases, problems, etc (1962) 5262
forest pest conditions (1961) 654
Forest Service region 5, timber sales con-

tracts, award, etc., GAO report (1964)

19752
forest tree seed lot information, system for

recording (1963) 17486
fresh fruits and vegetables, interstate haul-

ing by rail and truck (1964) 16959
geologic features and g^round-water storage

capacity of Sacramento Valley (1961)
19421

geologic investigations of southern deserts
(series) (1961) 9250

geology of Ash Meadows quadrangle (1965)

6331
health survey, methodology (1963) 13024
hunters, forest fire prevention knowledge

(1964) 8690
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California—Continued

Indian affairs, review hearing (1964) 403
Indian lands, rancherias and reservations,

distribute, amend act

—

law (1964) 17278
reports (1964) 8332, 15721

Indians on Federal reservations, basic infor-

mation (1961) 8153
interstate trucking of exempt agricultural

commodities (1965) 17993
labor organizations, reporting, registers

(1961) 4783,; (1964) 16574
land conveyance by Central Pacific Ry

—

and Southern Pacific Co., validate hear-

ings (1961) 18952
to Edna Rhodes, validate, hearings (1961)

18952
land conveyance to Needles, Calif.

—

law (1962) 20927
reports (1962) 17005, 21442

land exchange in Monterey County

—

law (1964) 17432
reports (1964) 17526, 17827

land subsidence in Santa Clara Valley, prog-
ress report (1962) 11896

land treatment, effect on streamflow after

fire (1962) 9686
landings, fish and shellfish (1961) 3235;

(1962) 3652; (1963) 3493; (1964) 3299;

(1965) 3186
legal status of women (1964) 1662
lemons

—

experimental storage in controlled atmos-
pheres (1962) 12815

shipments to Germany, tests (1962) 57
lettuce, shipped by rail, effects of delayed

initial salting on transit temperatures
(1961) 5185

littoral studies near San Francisco using
tracer techniques (1963) 6359

Lituyapecten, new subgenus of Patinopecten
(1962) 2526

livestock marketing cooperatives (1961)

17215
lower conifer zone, watershed management

research program (1961) 688
mica ore, flotation (1965) 18453
middle and lower Ordovician formations

(1965) 2227
mineral fillers for pesticide industry (1965)

9571
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ters (1961) 1200; (1962) 3299; (1963)

3060; (1964) 2984; (1965) 1333
mineral rights in land, convey to

—

law (1964) 1945
reports (1963) 15281; (1964) 2190

minerals for chemical manufacturing, sup-
ply and demand (1965) 5074

moderate grazing pays on annual ranges
(1961) 80

municipal waste facilities, inventory (1964)
3109, 18914

national forests, timber production, possible
impact of recreation development (1963)
6501

northern

—

Coast Ranges, stream hydrology related
to optimum discharge for king salmon
spawning (1964) 14357

logging for water quality (1964) 8662
surface-water hydrology of coastal basins

(1964) 12526
northwestern

—

Douglas-fir production and dispersal

(1961) 6143
seed spotting with endrin-treated Doug-

las-fir seed (1962) 7447

California—Continued

nurseries, seedbed density and pine seedling
grades (1964) 8667

offshore islands, travel expenses of Navy
Dept. employess assigned to duty

—

hearing (1964) 17649
law (1964) 17397
reports (1964) 15528, 17747

oil well scales, instrumental techniques for
rapid analysis (1965) 6609

oilfield waters, chemical analysis and electri-

cal resistivity (1961) 6298
orange and lemon carton loads, protective

services for shipment (1962) 6576
ore deposits, experimental extraction of gold

and silver (1961) 11392
Pacific Northwest disaster relief act of

1965—
hearings (1965) 9005, 12202
law (1965) 13772
reports (1965) 8859, 8954, 10480, 12123,

12262, 13869
veto (1965) 12218

peaches

—

packing costs (1961) 3703
production, forecast (1963) 16622

police-minority group relations, civil rights
report (1964) 1839

population 1960, characteristics (1963)
18647

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652, (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

precipitation, probable maximum (1962) 3560
processing turkeys, photo series (1962)

12886
property conveyed to, remove restriction,

reports (1965) 19224, 19452
proposed Whiskeytown- Shasta-Trinity na-

tional recreation area, report (1964)

1535
psychological inventory for WAF perform-

ance (1961) 1678
public school finance program (1963) 6338
radiostrontium in milk (1965) 20044
raisin industry, returns, economic adjust-

ments (1962) 21602
range vegetation, annual-type, then and

now, changes in (1964) 8663
rangeland drill used in reforestation (1961)

682
recreational areas, judging hazard from na-

tive trees, guide for professional forest-

ers (1963) 15583
redevelopment area 5B, statistical profile

(1963) 11694, 15129
relief, report (1962) 19158
rice stocks and movement reports (1961)

2811; (1962) 3653; (1963) 3494; (1964)

3300
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16654
sea lions, aerial census (1962) 583
secondary nonferrous metals industry (1963)

5471
Sierra Nevada metamorphic belt, stratigra-

phy and structure (1965) 7800
slum clearance and urban renewal projects,

overallocation of public facility costs,

GAO report (1965) 16299
snow survey, 1910-61, measurements (1963)

1502
snow zone lands, managing for water (1964)

8688
southern

—

broadcast spraying chamise sprouts,
fuel-break fire control program (1962)
17585
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California—Continued
southern—Continued

cistus suggested for watershed plantings
(1961) 684

fire weather severity (1962) 17580
geologic investigations of deserts (series)

(1961) 2050; (1963) 10276
geology and oil resources of eastern
Puente Hills area (1964) 10641

grasses for fuel-breaks (1962) 5255
green-fuel moisture and soil moisture

trends (1961) 685
humidity patterns at middle elevations of

coastal mountains (1961) 6138
industry (address) (1964) 6115
lima-bean pod borer, biology and control

(1965) 8448
outdoor recreation facilities demand, im-

pact of growth of Los Angeles, 1976 and
2000 (1963) 3249

potato growers, sources and uses of mar-
keting information (1962) 17371

ryegrass for fuel-breaks, use (1962) 7443
Ventura area of coast, cooperative beach

erosion control study, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 405
document edition (1963) 229

water loss natural, and recoverable water
in mountain basins (1965) 6338

stored grain, trogoderma and dermestids
commonly encountered, illustrated key
to species (1961) 56; (1963) 7550

storms

—

hydrologically critical, meteorology (1963)
7515

3-dimensional wind flow and resulting pre-

cipitation in northern area (1963) 20246
Sunkist Growers, Inc., adventure in agricul-

tural cooperation (1961) 1952
surface water of Pacific slope basins

—

records (1965) 16320
supply (1961) 2060
survival of fire-damaged trees, guidelines

(1962) 5257
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10736

transfer U.S. vessel Alaska to

—

hearings (1962) 2339
law (1962) 16801
reports (1961) 14381, 17034

transit temperatures of cut flowers shipped
(1962) 4465

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 254
Truckee River flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 23493
document edition (1962) 23314

U.S. oil and gas lease no. Sacramento
037552-C, reinstate and validate, reports
(1963) 15279; (1964) 1868, 2162

water utilization and conservation by petro-
leum refineries (1965) 18435

watersheds, research and land management
model (1961) 17307

weather stations, decadal census (1964)
15156

white pine blister rust, spread from Ribes to
sugar pine (1961) 20310

wildlife land withdrawals hearing (1961)
14476

women

—

family and property law (1961) 11660
labor laws, summaries (1961) 8249, 11658;

(1962) 12797; (1965) 8375
workers (1963) 3408; (1965) 5486

wood charcoal production (1963) 15557
ZIP code directory (1963) 20029

California—Continued

see aiso Central Valley project—Clear Lake
National Wildlife Refuge— Imperial Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge—Los Angeles-San
Gabriel River Basin project—Lower
Klamath National Wildlife Ref-
uge—Pala Reservation—Tule Lake Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge.

California black oak, see Oak.
California Forest and Range Experiment Sta-

tion, see Pacific Southwest Forest and
Range Experiment Station.

California Forest Pest Control Action Council,
report (1961) 654

California Fruit Ebcchange, Blue Anchor moves
with marketing currents (1962) 11740

California oakworm, forest pest leaflet (1962)
19541

California red fir, see Fir.

California red scale:

insecticides, screening tests (1961) 13759
screening tests (1963) 18394

California Western RR, accident (1965) 14474
Caligoida:
genus Dentigryps (1964) 9652
Hawaiian acanthurid copepods, parasitic on

fishes (1964) 7602
Calipers, micrometer calipers, outside diame-

ter to 12 inches, instrument calibration
procedures, technical manual (1964)
11525

Calking:
and sealing, engineering manual (1965) 516
compounds, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 276
Callaghan, Edmund E.:

anisotropic eff'ects in helically wound super-
conducting solenoids (1964) 3031

azimuthal magnetic field of thick, finite-

length, helical solenoid (1964) 14895
potential advantages of anisotropic super-

conductors in force-free solenoids (1964)
21757

Callahan, James E., geologic reconnaissance of
West Creek damsite near Skagway,
Alaska (1965) 9262

Callahan, Joseph T., yield of sedimentary
aquifers of Coastal Plain southeast riv-

er basins (1964) 6820
Callahan, Philip S., basic semiconductor cir-

cuitry for ecological and behavioral
studies of insects (1964) 15195

Callahan County, Tex., Cross Plains quadran-
gle, geology (1961) 19410

Callas, Alexandra, relief (1962) 11498, 15130,
16679

Callichthyidae, see Catfish.
Callinectes, see Blue crabs.

Callovian age, see Jurassic period.

Calloway, Susan G., Army area handbook for

Indonesia (1965) 10156
Calloway Creek limestone, see Limestone.
Caloosa Experimental Range, plants (1965)

682
Caloric cost and fluid and electrolyte balance

in simulated subarctic survival situa-

tions (1964) 19140
Caloric engines, performance on ship Ericsson,

operating conditions (1961) 6434

Caloric nystagmus, see Nystagmus.
Calories, salmon diets, calorie levels, feeding

studies (1962) 19528; (1964) 8623
Calorimeters:

calorimetric evaluation of 60 in. electro-

formed nickel solar concentrator (1965)
18562
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Calorimeters—Continued

construction for measurement of absorbed
dose (1963) 1334

electrical, integrating device (1963) 11159
ice

—

construction, calibration, operation (1961)
19873

for precise measurement of heat content
from 0° to 1,500" K (1962) 18226

improved gradient layer animal calorimeter
(1964) 19185

low-temperature adiabatic, construction,
calibration, operation (1962) 12396

measurement of heat transfer in free flight

by use of catcher calorimeter (1963)
14574

purity measurement using benzene lUPAC
samples (1963) 16343

servo, measures material heating rate (1965)
16636

solution, construction and operation (1965)
5095

throttling, use for liquid-metal vapor quali-

ty measurements (1965) 9733
Calorimetry:

all-Union conference, USSR (1962) 5706
determination of bath temperature in elec-

troslag process, USSR study (1964) 2754
efficiency of split-rib umbrella-type parabo-

loidal solar energy concentrator (1964)
7499

heats of combustion and formation of cer-

ium sesquioxide and bismuth sesquioxide
(1961) 6278

hot-wrire, theory and application to ion rock-

et research (1961) 21249
low temperature, using n- heptane as refer-

ence substance (1961) 19842
precision combustion, of organosilicon com-

pounds (1961) 6710
Caltagirone, Librande P., relief (1962) 16920,

19263, 20734
Calumet and Hecla, Inc.:

cost accounting and control at Calumet Di-

vision (1962) 10441
Flexonics Division, excessive labor costs

charged to Government, GAO review
(1965) 9219

Calumet Harbor, 111., railroad accident (1961)
755

Calumet Harbor and River:
improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2199
document edition (1963) 2005

Calumet Skyway, see Chicago, HI.

Calvert formation, fossil marine mammals
from Miocene Calvert formation of

Maryland and Virginia (1965) 18633
Calverton, N. Y., aircraft accident (1961)

10089

calf crops (1961) 6644, 17850; (1962) 10693,
18514; (1963) 9439, 18338; (1964) 9839;
(1965) 8334, 16881

Louisiana Crop Reporting Service (1961)
5188
supplement (1961) 6660

dairy

—

nutrition (1961) 9858
raising (1961) 20291; (1962) 16284; (1965)

16964
meat products, USDA institutional purchase

specifications (1961) 30, 20263
on feed

—

Arizona and California (1961) 2813; (1962)
3660; (1963) 3501; (1964) 3306

selected States (1961) 3719
prices received by farmers, U.S. and States

(1961) 17938

Calves—Continued

shrinkage under auction market conditions
(1965) 11857

tilting table, wood frame, for handling
(1965) 8440

vaccinated against brucellosis, identification
guide (1961) 5226

veal, pooling, improved marketing through
grading and commingling (1963) 16747

weight trends on mountain summer range
(1963) 10222

Cam-duong mines, working conditions, etc.,

improvements (1961) 2121
Camanche Reservoir:
Mokelumne River flood control, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1963) 401
document edition (1963) 224

Camas County, Idaho, Camas Prairie,
ground-water resources (1962) 21841

Camas National Wildlife Refuge, birds (1963)
19240

Cambarincola, see Annelids.
Cambeis, Lillian, Project SIAT (synthesis of

impact acceleration technology) (1963)
18354

Camber (aircraft):

bending-moment distribution of cambered-
span wing systems having minimum
induced drag (1963) 7248

conical, effects on lift, drag, and pitching
moment of aspect-ratio-2 triangular
wing with leading-edge flaps (1961) 9526

design of surfaces of supersonic wings with
arbitrary planforms, numerical method
(1964) 14874

effects

—

of camber and twist on aerodynamic char-
acteristics of parawings (1963) 3118

on aerodynamic characteristics of 3 swept
wings having same planform (1961)
15793

highly swept arrow wings employing, off-

design aerodynamic characteristics
(1963) 7277

low-aspect ratio delta wing-body combina-
tion, pressure data at transonic speeds
(1961) 4871

74° swept arrow wings, aerodynamic charac-
teristics at Mach numbers 1.6 to 2.8

(1961) 19921
wings

—

and body, effectiveness in reducing drag
due to lift at trim at supersonic speeds
(1962) 12421

conical, and body indentation effects on
aerodynamic loading characteristics of

wing-body-tail combination at transonic
speeds (1961) 21227

inboard trailing-edge, of model at high
subsonic speeds, aerodynamic effects

(1963) 12879
monocoque and multiweb, flutter charac-

teristics (1964) 1482
twisted cambered, with 75° swept leading
edge (1965) 19924

with cambered span having minimum in-

duced drag, aerodynamic design (1964)
7556

Cambodia:
aid in action, fact sheet (1962) 3490
background notes (1965) 3028
Cambodian-Soviet friendship hospital regu-

lations (1961) 2228
commingling of U.S. and communist foreign

aid

—

hearings (1962) 13516
report (1962) 15207

communications developments (1961) 4573
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Cambodia—Continued

economy, basic data (1962) 719; (1965) 8694

electric power

—

plants and water works, description (1962)

7630
shortage, end near (1962) 14306

fact sheet (1963) 14706
first 5-year plan (1961) 12892
foreign trade regulations (1965) 5761
gazetteer, official standard names (1963)

17519
ground defenses, organization study (1961)

7761

household and commercial gas appliances,
U.S. market in (1962) 16432

import tariff system (1963) 6621
industrial development (1961) 7805
industrial plants built by Communist China

(1961) 9347
labor conditions (1964) 1384
Laos boundary, study (1964) 15099
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 18453

medical institutions, description (1962) 5469
metallic package factory, establishment, etc.

(1962) 19651
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14670
ministries and departments, organization

and functions, recent developments
(1961) 7636

municipal water facilities inventories (1962)

3463; (1964) 18914
narcotics and dangerous drugs, abuse, hear-

ings (1963) 8123
national cooperative land and wildlife man-

agement areas, establish, hearing (1961)

14476
national forest campgrounds, evaluation of

conditions and needs for research (1963)

17483

newly built Soviet hospital, description
(1961) 4565

official journal, translations (1961) 13175,
13230-231, 13252, 13321, 13330, 15118,
15162, 15395, 15411, 17458, 19566, 19588

people and land, fact sheet (1961) 6557

personalities, biographic information (1961)

13368
port highway, foreign aid construction pro-

ject

—

hearings (1961) 18950
report (1961) 18902

relations with its neighbors, analysis by
Norodom Sihanouk (1963) 8896

rubber industry (1961) 7615
7 years of reconstruction (1963) 12457
Soviet-supported hospital (address) (1963)

20789
specialists from USSR at Khmero-Soviet

Friendship Hospital at Phom-Penh
(1964) 2602

Thailand boundary, study (1965) 5393
translations (1962) 17896
U.S.—
foreign policy and operations, 1961 report

(1962) 7111
military operations and mutual security

programs overseas, report (1961) 19147
reciprocal negotiations, concessions ob-

tained and granted (1962) 16175
urban development projects (1961) 7812

Cambrea, Rocco, relief (1962) 9203, 11559,
13238

Cambrian period:
carbonate rocks of Cambrian and Ordovi-

cian age, Northampton and Bucks Coun-
ties, eastern Pennsylvania, and Warren
and Hunterdon Counties, western New
Jersey (1965) 2235

Cambrian period—Continued

rocks of Pioche mining district, Nev. (1964)
19789

see also Trilobites.

Cambridge, Ohio:
consumer expenditures and income (1964)

11272
redevelopment area, opportunities for eco-

nomic growth (1964) 11822
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13206
Cambridge, Mass., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18249
Cambridge, Md., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13195
Cambridge division, see Missouri River Basin

project.
Camden, N.J.:

aerial radiobiological measuring survey,
ARMS-2, of area (1964) 111

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
18262

public schools, civil rights (1964) 6073
relocation of elderly people, hearings (1963)

6287
Camellias, growing (1963) 28; (1965) 18878
Camelsback Reservoir:

Gila River flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2197
document edition (1963) 2070

Cameramen, television, MOS evaluation test

aid (1962) 10998
Cameras:

action aboard TIROS I obtaining meteorol-
ogical satellite data, catalog (1961)

20246
automatic fixed-camera orientation proce-

dures (1961) 17715
Baker-Nunn, for satellite tracking (1963)

11485
canopy camera, description, operation, etc.

(1963) 4991
CAX-12 aerial reconnaissance, overpricing

by Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corp., Syosset, N.Y., under Air Force
Dept. contract, GAO report (1964) 8729

color motion picture transmitter with
3-vidicon camera, USSR study (1961)
11046

electromechanically operated shutter (1964)

9545
fixed-crystal, photographic X-ray fluores-

cence data (1965) 11591
fluorescence (1965) 6837
FT-2 panoramic, USSR (1962) 14222
ground cameras

—

and photo lab equipment (1964) 20949
method for calibrations of aircraft static-

pressure systems (1963) 18163
head-mounted, for recording pilots' eye

movements, development and evaluation
of use (1961) 9707

high-speed image shutter unit (1961) 17972
image converter camera for 0.5 to 10,000

microsecond photographs (1965) 10172
image intensifier symposium, Oct. 24-26,

1961, proceedings (1962) 22537
motion picture cameras, stereoscopic filming

of rapid processes (1965) 16728
photo, on conveyors (1964) 5914
planetary control improves microfiche pro-

duction (1965) 18523
remote controlled underwater photographic

surveillance system (1965) 4774
shutter actuated by electrical signal (1965)

1409
solid state, sequential trigger circuits (1965)

13015
spectrograph, system selects framing rate

(1965) 8070
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Cameras—Continued
television

—

automatic picture transmission (APT) sys-
tem for meteorological satellites (1963)
20985

detector circuit compensates for vidicon
beam current variations (1965) 14776

TV lens-
components, electron radiation effect

(1965) 16678
system Mark 2 Mod O, description, opera-

tion and maintenance (1962) 24045
35 mm and roll-film, portable, with stereo-

photography to record geological and
graphical field surveys, USSR study
(1961) 20905

time microscope, USSR study (1961) 19546

video, raster linearity calibrated with preci-

sion tester (1965) 2850
X-ray diffraction, platinum expansion values

for thermal calibration (1962) 20081
Zeiss fundus, simple beam splitter (1961)

1664
Cameron, A.G.W.:

collapse phase of early solar evolution
(1963) 3159

formation of sun and planets (1963) 21015
origin of atmospheric xenon (1963) 5607

Cameron, Donald B.:

acquisition of probabilistic discrimination
between subsequent alternative events
(1963) 9614

post-discrimination gradients around stimuli

with differential rates of occurrence in

discrete response tasks (1963) 4396
Cameron, R.A., jr., radiation shielding and

response studies of AEC test structures
(1964) 5992

Cameron, Winifred S., effect of refraction on
setting sun as seen from space in theory
and observation (1963) 12862

Cameron, Ariz., mineralogy of area (1965)
13516

Cameron, La., aircraft accident (1961) 10093
Cameron County, Tex., truck crop production

practices (1963) 15415
economic developments (1962) 15670
economic, technical, and related assistance,

agreements (1961) 20185; (1962) 14619
economy, basic data (1962) 5338
foreign trade regulations (1964) 21073
French, official publications 1946-58, guide

(1964) 11306
gazetteer, official standard names (1962)

13865
investment law (1963) 5074
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12851
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1962)

12702
Peace Corps program, agreement (1963) 1540
sending gift packages to (1963) 2402
training Camerounian terrorists in Commu-

nist China (1962) 7954

Camille Dreyfus Laboratory, Research Trian-
gle Institute, dedication (address) (1962)
335

Cammisa, Generoso B., relief (1963) 17085;
(1964) 1866, 2156

Camouflage:
aluminum finish, high temperature non-

reflective, erosion resistant (1964) 18869

deceptive pricing, guides against (1964) 4726
Camp, Dolph:
guidance workers

—

certification requirements (1963) 15431
State Department of Education (1965) 490

Camp, F.W., determination of diffusivity and
solubility in 2 phase systems (1963) 4481

Camp, John D., calorimetric efficiency of
split-rib umbrella-type paraboloidal so-

lar energy concentrator (1964) 7499
Camp, Paul R., properties of ice (1964) 12345
Camp, Ruth D., Bureau of Ships Technical

Library thesaurus of descriptive terms
and code book (1964) 20779

Camp, Thomas H., motortruck operating costs
of farmer cooperatives (1964) 12358

Camp, Wallace J., soil survey, York County,
S.C. (1965) 13270

Camp Century movement record (1964) 6588
Camp Fire Girls, stamp, ceremony (remarks)

(1961) 1416
Camp grounds, see Camps.
Camp Lejeune, N.C.:

retrocession of jurisdiction to N.C. of N.C.
highway 24 and U.S. highway 17

—

law (1961) 18582
reports (1961) 14672, 16668

Camp McCoy Military Reservation:
adjust leg^islative jurisdiction

—

law (1965) 15492
reports (1965) 13886, 15952

Camp Ripley Military Reservation, geology
and ground-water conditions (1964) 4813

Camp Three, Calif., railroad accident (1965)
14474

Campaign Cbsts, President's Commission on,

see President's Commission on Cam-
paign Costs.

Campaign expenditures:
legislative recommendations of President's

Commission on Campaign Costs (1963)
337

reporting, revise laws

—

hearings (1962) 11459
report (1961) 17070

Campaign Expenditures, Special Committee to

Investigate, House:
1960—
hearings (1961) 4044
report (1961) 4044

1962—
expenditures, pay from contingency fund,

report (1962) 19140
reports (1962) 17049; (1963) 2044

1964—
appoint, report (1964) 15483
expenditures, pay from contingent fund,

report (1964) 17509
hearing (1965) 2010
report (1965) 4482

Campaigns (political), see Elections.

Campanian age, see Cretaceous period.

Campbell, Arthur B., geology and mineral de-

posits of Twin Crags quadrangle, Idaho
(1963) 6550

Campbell, Benjamin E., relief (1961) 7048,
8898, 10168

Campbell, Edward C, relief (1961) 12180;
(1963) 7890

Campbell, J. Duncan, American military insig-
nia (1963) 14607

Campbell, John D.:

costs of grinning cotton by cooperatives at
single-gin and 2-gin plants, California
and Texas (1964) 5835

Oklahoma cotton cooperatives (1963) 6380
Campbell, Lowell E., standby electric power

equipment (1965) 7032

Campbell, Proctor, training and services need-
ed in agriculture (1964) 19091

Campbell, R.E., electrorefining uranium in

chloride electrolyte (1965) 11395
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Campbell, R.S., selected bibliography on
southern range management (1963)
20709

Campbell, Robert A.:

grading features in southern pine logs and
trees (1963) 8304

overruns, southern pine logs (1963) 6523
southern pine lumber g^rade yields (1963)

6522
Campbell, Robert D., information system for

urban planning (1965) 18820
Campbell, Roy E., strawberry insects, control

(1965) 5510, 16965
Campbell, Thomas T., reducing vanadium com-

pounds in bomb reactors (1964) 7451
Campbell, William J., thermal expansion of

magnesium oxide, etc. (1963) 3076
Campbell College, salute to (address) (1962)

13137
Campbell Creek:

public land in area, reservation for Army
Dept. use

—

hearings (1961) 8843, 17129
law (1961) 18699
reports (1961) 8743, 17098

Campers, family, using Huron-Manistee Na-
tional Forests, characteristics (1965)
19645

Campgrounds, see Camps.
Camphor, physico-chemical properties of brain

colloids during excitation of nervous
activity, USSR study (1964) 10739

Camping:
backpacking in national forest wilderness, a

family adventure (1963) 16753
facilities in areas administered by National

Park Service (1961) 9623; (1962) 12539;
(1963) 12921; (1965) 14908

facilities of natiohal forests and grasslands
(1962) 12862

Indian reservations, publications for sale by
Superintendent of Documents, price list

(1965) 14982
publications, list (1964) 9707; (1965) 9863

Campobello International Park, see Roosevelt
Campobello International Park.

Campobello Island, highway bridge to Lubec,
Maine, construction, extend time, report
(1962) 5047

Campos, Maria 0., relief (1962) 16862, 19236,
20712

Camps:
campgrounds for many tastes (1963) 19268
central Rocky Mountains, forest camp-

grounds, summer recreational use (1964)
12480

day, for mentally retarded (1965) 8630
evaluating ecological trends on camp-

grounds (1963) 19262
feasibility of establishing boys' and girls'

camps on Indian reservations (1965)
7814

Indian reservations, guide to campgrounds
and tourist attractions (1965) 11012

national forest campgrounds

—

and picnic areas, California, evaluation of
conditions and needs for research (1963)
17483

estimating number of visitors (1964) 12470
nature program, suggestions for counselors

(1961) 1350
naturecraft projects, list (1961) 13570
of proved desire and known delight, remarks

(1962) 20233
public camp and picnic areas in northern

region national forests, directory (1965)
2160

southern Appalachian campgrounds, recrea-
tion impact (1963) 6525

Camps—Continued

unsupervised, numbers of campers, estimat-
ing (1965) 677

USSR, motor tourist guidebook (1963) 8719
working drawings of basic facilities for

campgrounds, self-help suggestions for
rural areas development (1962) 16277

see aiso names of camps.
Cams, cam-operated limit switch features

safe fuse replacement (1965) 19913
Can you afford installment selling? (1962) 8635
Can you talk the language of aerospace age

(1963) 13208
Canada:

air defense and related cooperation, agree-
ment (1961) 17837

Alaska highway program, study, hearing
(1962) 9503

Alouette, 1st satellite (1963) 3110; (1964)
20534

atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,
agreement (1962) 22833

automobile industry, impact of technological
change (1961) 13406

automotive products, tariff elimination,
agreement

—

hearings (1965) 6044', 17923
implementing

—

hearings (1965) 10566
law (1965) 19158
reports (1965) 12145, 15748, 19415

message from the President (1965) 7405
text, vsith related data (1965) 17917

aviation air traffic control, agreement (1964)
5706

background notes (1965) 5385
barley, classification of varieties (1961) 5283
boundary waters. Saint Lawrence Seaway,

reimposition of tolls on Welland Canal,
agreement (1964) 9811

Canadian waterfowl breeding area inspec-
tion tour, report (1965) 420

Canol project, agreement (1961) 5134
carbon steel bars and shapes, determination

of injury (1964) 18991
chicken meat production tests (1962) 20387;

(1963) 9542
Columbia River basin water resources, coop-

erative development, treaty

—

and related agreements (1964) 21881
hearing (1961) 5860
report (1961) 5780
text (1961) 5774

commerce between two good neighbors (ad-
dress) (1961) 18429

continental radar defense system, agreement
(1964) 15123

coordination and use of radio frequencies
above 30 megacycles per second, agree-
ment (1965) 18783

defense, civil emergency planning, agree-
ment (1964) 3159

dental public health trends (1964) 9730
double taxation convention

—

report (1962) 21263
text (1961) 5778; (1962) 14640

economy, relationship of U.S. balance of
payments program (remarks) (1965)
12005

egg production tests (1964) 1686; (1965) 1745
establishment of long range aid to naviga-

tion (Loran-C) station in Newfoundland,
agreement (1964) 21888

experimental communications satellites, in-

tercontinental testing, agreement (1964)
9808

fishing industry (1962) 19510
flight information publication

—

enroute-low altitude (1961) 2895
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Canada—Continued
flight information publication—Continued

planning, air traffic control procedures
(1962) 3867; (1963) 3702

planning data (1961) 135; (1962) 3864;
(1963) 3697

foreign trade (1962) 2574
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market in (1962) 20525
gasification patents, index (1962) 16003
Great Lakes fleets, steam and motor ships

(1961) 11362
groundfish industries, comparative economic

analysis (1961) 17247
Gut Dam, claims, agreement

—

hearing (1965) 16020
text (1965) 12222

heavy water-organic cooled reactor pro-
gram, Canadian-U.S. cooperation
(speech) (1965) 10196

hydrology and sedimentation, annotated bib-

liography (1962) 23594
ice prediction curves for lake and river loca-

tions (1964) 17937
imports

—

certificate and other requirements (1961)
9198

tariff system (1963) 5087
improvements in continental air defense sys-

tem, agreement (1962) 1848; (1964) 13480
ionospheric research, agreement (1964)

15112
labor conditions (1965) 6571
labor offices, directories (1962) 6185; (1964)

9375
light lists and other marine aids, Great

Lakes (1961) 5542; (1962) 6860; (1963)

6041; (1964) 8172; (1965) 8679
livestock and meat industry (1961) 6072
loan of long range aid to navigation (Loran-

A) equipment, agreement (1965) 15083
loan of vessel, agreement (1961) 1526
market profiles (1965) 15374
marking and labeling requirements (1962)

5356
meteorological satellite system, agreement

(1963) 9418
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12852
multipurpose development of Saint John

River (remarks) (1962) 14798
nepheline syenite, determination of no injury

or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry
(1961) 11625

north Pacific fisheries conventions, amend-
ments (1962) 14637; (1963) 16607

northern, sailing directions, changes (1961)
6193, (1962) 7480; (1963) 7345; (1964)
7628; (1965) 8186

peat moss, determination of no injury or

likelihood thereof to U.S. industry (1964)
9847

permafrost, history of investigations (1965)
12556

pilotage services on Great Lakes and St.

Lawrence River, agreements (1961)
21393; (1963) 11320; (1964) 3162

political subdivisions, motor fuel taxation
compact, consent of Congress, reports
(1964) 17733; (1965) 7512

population trends (1963) 11909
postal convention agreement (1961) 13698
preparing shipments to (1962) 23618
principles for partnership with U.S. (1965)

16868
pulpwood imports drop to all-time low while

Lake States production increases (1963)
15570

Canada—Continued
pumping stations on Haines-Fairbanks pipe-

line, agreement (1962) 18493
radio frequencies above 30 megacycles per

second, agreement (1963) 5729
radio star scintillation over Canada during

July 20, 1963 eclipse (1964) 19153
recreation picture (remarks) (1962) 19591

research studies

—

completed, list (1964) 7758
in progress, list (1964) 9794

Roosevelt Campobello International Park,
establish

—

agreement (1964) 20830
law (1964) 13911
reports (1964) 12085, 12245

St. Lawrence Seaway

—

channel improvements in Lake Erie (Pelee
Passage), agreement (1962) 3515

dredging Wolfe Island Cut, agreement
(1962) 6464

suspension of tolls on Welland Canal,
agreement (1962) 22846; (1964) 11640

tariff of tolls, agreement (1964) 18971
sea scallop industry (1964) 2338
sea scallop production (1965) 14296
seismic observations, underground nuclear

explosions, project Vela Uniform, agree-
ment (1965) 15089

sending gift packages to (1961) 598; (1962)
694; (1963) 2403

social science research studies in progress,
lists (1964) 20814; (1965) 8300

social security contribution rates (1962)
16167

steel reinforcing bars, determination of like-

lihood of injury (1964) 9848
tactical air navigation facilities, establish-

ment, agreement (1962) 1846
technical vanillin, determination of no inju-

ry or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry
(1963) 9459

timber-products harvesting, bibliography
(1965) 2158

tobacco, production and trade, 1962 survey
(1963) 10207

torpedo test range, establishment, etc.,

agreement (1965) 15072
trade

—

interim agreement relating to GATT
(1962) 18483

manufactured products (1964) 14392-394
transport requirements for growth of

Northwest North America (1961) 18777
excess property, disposal, agreement

(1961) 21406
reciprocal negotiations, concessions ob-
tained and granted (1962) 8662

upper atmosphere research at Fort Church-
ill, agreement (1965) 15085, 18789

use of Haines cutoff road, agreement (1962)
14632

vessels, transportation, Alaskan ports

—

hearings (1961) 1888
law (1961) 12129
reports (1961) 5822, 10320

wheat marketing (1962) 17538
winter maintenance of Haines Road, agree-

ment (1964) 11632; (1965) 5414
Canada thistles, see Thistles.
Canada-United States Interparliamentary

Group:
background and accomplishments (1961)

20575
House delegation reports

—

4th meeting (1961) 7117
5th meeting (1962) 4951
6th meeting (1962) 16977
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Canada-United States Interparliamentary
Group—Continued

Housing delegation reports—Continued

7th meeting (1964) 15540
8th meeting (1965) 17669

Senate delegation reports

—

4th meeting (1961) 7164, 7270
5th meeting (1961) 14514, 19162
7th meeting (1964) 12265
8th meeting (1965) 17760

Canadian border to Eureka, Calif., and Alas-
ka, coastal warning facilities chart
(1961) 13724; (1962) 16211; (1964) 5755,

11685; (1965) 11785
Canadian Pacific Air Lines, Ltd., accident

(1963) 16920
Canadian River, Okla., Ehifaula Dam Spillway,

hydraulic model investigation (1961)

19273
Canadian River project:

general information (1963) 21100
recreational facilities at Sanford Reservoir

area, construct, operate, and maintain

—

law (1964) 17395
reports (1964) 332, 17779

Sanford Dam, Tex., designating lake to be
formed by waters impounded, as Lake
Meredith-

law (1965) 15501
reports (1965) 7436, 15947

Canadian-United States, Joint Committee on
Trade and Economic Affairs, see United
States-Canadian Joint Committee on
Trade and Ek:onomic Affairs.

Canadian Universal and International Exhibi-
tion:

United States participation, appointment of

commissioner general, authorize

—

law (1964) 19394
reports (1964) 15708, 17520

Canal Point, Fla., railroad accident (1961)
17358

Canal Zone:
archeological exploration, regulate

—

hearings (1965) 417
report (1965) 8842

Barro Colorado Island, phytophysiognomic
reconnaissance (1964) 3130

census of population, 1960

—

counts and selected characteristics (1961)
20429

general population characteristics (1961)
16483

number of inhabitants (1961) 1827
citizenship certificates, authorize issuance,

reports (1962) 9328; (1963) 9870; (1965)
19258

code

—

amend

—

hearings (1963) 9944
report (1963) 11824

corrections and improvements, hearings
(1965) 417

Federal regulations (1961) 4205; (1962)
5186; (1963) 4920; (1964) 6677; (1965)
9127

text (1963) 2268
Federal wage and hour law, application

(1963) 9485
geology and paleontology (1964) 6803
insurance business reports (1961) 13864);

(1962) 14918; (1963) 11602

labor organizations, reporting, registers
(1961) 6238; (1964) 16573

laws, codify and revise

—

law (1962) 23245
reports (1962) 9327, 19288

map, United States, inset (1965) 2805

Canal Zone—Continued
medical officers with Federal Government,

opportunities (1962) 18772
military personnel of U.S., ordered to, help-

ful hints, DA pamphlet (1961) 8360;
(1964) 21000

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ters (1962) 1620, 22492; (1963) 19852;
(1964) 20491; (1965) 18441

Miraflores Dam, spillway modifications
(1965) 4683

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
20349

prisoner transfer to Attorney General's cus-
tody, authorize

—

hearings (1965) 417
law (1965) 19144
reports (1965) 8839, 19432

public school finance program (1964) 4635
reporting labor organizations, register

(1961) 4784
shipping services, duplication, unnecessary

costs incurred by Defense Dept., GAO
report (1965) 7785

Canal Zone Biological Area:
appropriation authorization, amend act

—

hearing (1964) 12282
law (1965) 19155
reports (1964) 15691; (1965) 8844, 17892

Canal Zone Government:
annual report, 1960

—

departmental edition (1961) 18119
document edition (1961) 18780

annual report, 1961

—

departmental edition (1962) 11063
document edition (1962) 11313

annual report, 1962

—

departmental edition (1963) 11603
document edition (1963) 11765

annual report, 1963

—

departmental edition (1964) 49281
document edition (1964) 19449

audit by GAO (1961) 10673
audit report, 1960 (1961) 10222; (1962) 13855,

20956; (1963) 11757
budget, 1963, amendments (1962) 16838
budget, 1964, amendments (1963) 13463
delinquent accounts receivable due from

Republic of Panama at Nov. 30, 1963,
GAO report (1964) 12488

employees, compensation claims appeals

—

law (1964) 17367
reports (1964) 15517, 17731

motor-vehicle operator's licenses, reciprocal
recognition, agreement with Panama
(1961)11604

personnel, air accomodations, 1st class, GAO
report (1964) 10598

rules and regulations governing navigation
of Panama Canal and adjacent waters
(1961) 3892, 5431, 9983, 13865; (1962)
4701-2, 6741, 16445; (1964) 6026

tort claims, expand authority to settle, re-

port (1963) 11823; (1965) 8838

China (1965) 11108
hydroelectric power stations, method of en-

gineering and economic calculations,
USSR study (1962) 7868

irrigation

—

and drainage, chemical of waterweeds
(1964) 1677

linings, lower cost program (1963) 16547
second canal connecting Atlantic and Pacif-

ic, site for construction, determine

—

departmental reports (1964) 19519
hearings (1964) 8440
law (1964) 19417
reports (1964) 8417, 15552
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Canals—Continued

seepage losses, reduction by chemical seal-

ants (1965) 6595
transitions for small canals, hydraulic de-

sign (1964) 11593
Canary Islands, gazetteer, official standard

names, list (1961) 12773
Canas, Leopoldo R., relief (1962) 16940. 21316,

23136
Canaveral, Cape:

calico scallop bed, interim report (1962) 2487

hope of free world, inspection report by
Congressman Victor L. Anfuso (1962)

19196
Ocean Breeze diffusion program, wind data,

etc (1964) 5871
wind and shear data (1 through 80 KM) for

use in vehicle design and performance

studies (1962) 16043
Canaveral Harbor:
proposed improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2182

document edition (1963) 2074

Cancer:
adaptive-dystrophic theory of development,

USSR study (1961) 768
adrenalin, connection between paradoxical

action and its effect on cholinesterase

activity, USSR study (1961) 15527

American scientists in cancer-virus re-

search, biblio-directory of current stud-

ies (1962) 16068
anticancerous antibiotics, USSR study

(1964) 7301
bone, health information (1964) 1559

breast (1963) 20097
specific antigens, USSR study (1962)

10049, 22021
bronchial, protracted course, USSR study

(1962) 1140
Brown-Pearce carcinoma, effect of antirhon-

idase serum on metastatic process,

USSR study (1962) 880
cancer-producing chemical substances in

immediate environment, USSR study

(1965) 6503
cancerogenic properties of some radioactive

compounds at remote period of their ac-

tion, USSR study (1962) 18018, 23626
carcinogenesis abstracts (periodical) (1963)

12983; (1964) 3304; (1965) 3191

carcinogenicity of N, N-2, 7-fluorenylene-

bisacetamide (1961) 13554

carcinoma of esophagus, clinical studies in

Communist China (1962) 17817

cause and prevention (1962) 22730
cells

—

antibiotic cruzin reaction, USSR study

(1963) 19626
biological concept and malignization,

USSR study (1962) 19935
radiation effect on RNA and RNA metabo-
hsm (1964) 14574

review of E. V. Cowdry's monograph,
USSR (1961) 15566

cervical, socioeconomic distribution in rela-

tion to early marriage and pregnancy
(1965) 9891

chemotherapy

—

abstracts (periodical) (1964) 18813; (1965)

3187
blood serum protein fractions, USSR stud-

ies (1965) 9462
present status of problem, USSR (1964)

7216
research, USSR study (1965) 6502
reports (periodical) (1962) 1707-8, 3654;

(1963) 3495; (1964) 3301; (1965) 3188
index (1962) 1707
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supplement (1965) 11533
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Cancer—Continued
chemotherapy—Continued
urgent problems. USSR study (1965) 16492

Chinese traditional method used in treat-

ment, materials for study, USSR (1962)

875
colon and rectum (1965) 14997
combating, provide assistance

—

hearings (1965) 6064, 15821
law (1965) 17432
reports (1965) 12296, 17607, 17640

control

—

and tasks it involves, USSR study (1962)

22126
Estonian SSR (1962) 21974
international encouragement of scientific

research, USSR study (1961) 791
mechanisms of carcinogenesis, analysis,

USSR study (1962) 2799
Moldavian SSR, organizational problems,
USSR study (1961) 10934

senior clinical traineeships (1965) 14989
socio-hygienic problems, USSR study

(1963) 656
United Nations prize established for peri-

odic award, Soviet initiative, USSR
study (1961) 976

creating cancerolytic preparations of direct-

ed action, USSR study (1961) 11142

cutaneous, biology, conference (1963) 7315
cytochemical analysis of nature of relation

between ribonucleic acid and proteins in

cells of normal tissues and malignant
tumors, USSR study (1962) 5584

Dade County. Fla., community demonstra-
tion project (1962) 22732

decancerogenization of products of bitumi-
nous shale treatment, USSR study
(1963) 2557

economic costs (1965) 11651
end results

—

and mortality trends (1961) 21258
evaluation program, general information

(1964) 20649
esophagus, role of cytological method in

diagnosis, USSR study (1961) 2348
female genital tract, methodology of using

inhibiting betatron irradiation, USSR
study (1961) 11033

film guide (1963) 16492
5-cent crusade against cancer commemora-

tive postage stamp (poster) (1965) 6856

gastric, patients, oncological help. USSR
translations (1963) 6792

hair follicles, cyclic changes and their role

in experimental carcinogenesis, USSR
study (1963) 9015

immunochemistry of malignant change in

tissues, USSR study (1961) 788
immunological aspects, USSR study (1965)

19772
incidence in USSR, experience in expedition-

al study of regional characteristics
(1961) 15310

induction, and control of cell division, sym-
posium (1964) 13285

internal organs, translation from Russian
book (1962) 1027

larynx (1965) 9879
lung—
and air pollution (1963) 1416
and cigarette smoking, note (1962) 3464
Czechoslovak report on experiments on
cause (1962) 5414

early recognition, USSR study (1961)
15328

familial aggregation among hospital pa-
tients (1963) 12991

health information (1964) 18903



Cancer—Continued
lung—Continued
morbidity in relation to air pollution,

USSR study (1963) 5396
problem of prompt diagnosis, USSR study

(1961) 10855
pulmonary, lobectomy, USSR study (1963)

16118
malignant degeneration of benign tumors,

USSR study (1961) 11000
malignant neoplasms

—

age-adjusted and age-specific death rates
(1964) 15041

disease and death rate of USSR popula-
tion (1963) 830

comparative studies of transaminase ac-

tivity, USSR study (1962) 2915
drugs for treatment, USSR study (1961)
2217
heterotransplantation, conclusions from
USSR article (1962) 9631

physiological mechanisms, conclusions and
table of contents, USSR booklet (1962)
21934

treatment, use of apparatuses, which are
sources of high energy, symposium on
USSR study (1961) 11035

mammary glands

—

hormone therapy, USSR study (1961) 4644
therapy data obtained at State Oncologi-

cal Institute imeni P.A. Gertsen, USSR
study (1961) 4589

mammography guide (1964) 16836
manual for public health nurses (1963)

20091
metastatic brain tumors, mechanism govern-

ing massive changes in bioelectric activ-

ity, USSR study (1963) 812
mortality patterns among U.S. uranium

miners and millers (1964) 15044
molecular biology problem, USSR report

(1962) 19923
motion picture guide (1961) 15835
national program to conquer, reports (1965)

2978, 9861
nervous system, changes, Soviet book review

(1963) 2460
nucleic acids in differentiation and malig-

nant degeneration, USSR studies (1964)
4904

oral

—

and occupational health (1964) 20766
can you answer these questions? (1964)

18894
exfoliative cytology

—

interim report of Veterans Administra-
tion (1961) 16039

Veterans Administration study (1964)
7828

smoking and oral cancer (1964) 16845
platelet count in diagnosis, USSR study

(1962) 2875
portal venous nitrogen mustard infusion,

effect of protective agent (1962) 10913
prostate (1965) 20032
proteins of blood serum, physico-chemical

qualities, USSR study (1961) 15204
radiation as possible cause of carcinogene-

sis, USSR study (1963) 10832
rates and risks, general information (1964)

20646
reading on cancer, annotated bibliography

(1964) 16842
regional characteristics of distribution, and

health education, USSR study (1962) 841
related to suicides in VA hospital patients

(1963) 9478

Cancer—Continued
research and related prog^rams conducted

and supported by Public Health Service,
progress (1961) 11448; (1962) 14506

research facilities, construction 1962
funds. Public Health Service (1963)
11109

research program. Division of Biology and
Medicine (1961) 8424

science and cancer (1965) 1511
smoking and cancer (1965) 1512
services, facilities and programs in United

States (1964) 3096
skin, health information (1964) 15050
statistics and regional pathology of malig-

nant tumors, USSR study (1965) 975
stomach (1965) 2993
remote results of treatment of polyposis,
USSR study (1961) 10994

subhuman primates, bibliography (1964)
18916

surgery, use of local anesthesia in combina-
tion with neuroplegic drugs on patients,
USSR study (1961) 2350

Tadzhik SSR, fight against, problems (1962)
1365

therapy

—

end results, international symposium
(1964) 21792

intratumoral deposition of radioactive col-

loids and suspendoids, Czechoslovakian
study (1962) 7867

limits of surgical interference, USSR
study (1961) 2347

USSR studies (1963) 16150; (1965) 12615
uterine

—

cervical, achievements in combating.
Communist China (1962) 17808

cervix, articles from Laboratornoye delo,

USSR (1961) 10747
USSR study (1964) 18249

uterus (1963) 20099; (1965) 18709
virology and immunology (USSR periodical)

(1963) 6946
virus research (1964) 11453
viruses, causative agents of cancerous dis-

eases (1961) 12880
what to know, what to do about it (1961)

2665; (1962) 22744
see also Cells—Oncology.

Cancer Institute, see National Cancer Insti-

tute.

Cancer Progress Year, 1962:
designate

—

law (1962) 13317
report (1962) 11619

Candela:
as unit of luminous intensity, establish

—

hearing (1963) 18958
law (1964) 245
reports (1963) 13754, 18903

Candlepower, see Candela.
Candler, Marguerite L., laboratory techniques

in control of anticoagulant therapy,
manual for clinical laboratory personnel
(1963) 16511

Candles:
chlorate candle oxygen, filtration of salt

smoke (1965) 13192
chlorate, fabrication by hot pressing (1962)

20214
Candy, see Confectionery.
Cane, Mark, quadrature formulas for and op-

erators of radiative transfer (1965) 5189
Cane sugar, see Sugar.
CANEL, see Connecticut Advanced Nuclear

Engineering Laboratory.
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Canelis, Michael, guidelines for stroke rehabil-

itation program with model plan for

community action (1964) 13399, 20749
Canelo Hills Volcanics, southeastern Arizona

(1965) 2236
Canker (disease of plants):

fusiform, growth on young slash pine (1961)

19385
Canine crops, see Dogs.
Canini, Benjamin A., relief (1963) 11925, 13489,

16979
Canisters, lithium hydroxide, for personnel

shelters, description, etc (1962) 1902
Canker (disease of plants):

Phomopsis, on western larch (1965) 10035
rust, threat to central Oregon lodgepole pine

(1965) 7733 see Nectria canker.
Canker sores and other oral ulcerations (1965)

18710
Cankerworms:

fall cankerworm larvae, aggregation affects

color (1965) 4805
general information (1965) 11845

Cann, W.W.P., composition and surface pres-

sure of atmosphere of Mars (1965) 18470

Cannaday, Francis X., modules of elasticity of

rock determined (1964) 21709
Canned foods:

Agriculture Department salute to canning
industry, photo series (1962) 12881

botulinum pathogen problem in canning in-

dustry, USSR study (1963) 2721
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5454
commodity transportation survey, shipper

series (1965) 17208
fruit and vegetable canning industry (1963)

4514
report (periodical) (1961) 2956; (1962) 3655;

(1963) 3496; (1964) 3302; (1965) 3189
strontium-90 in foods at intermediate stages

of preparation (1964) 20770
see also names or classes of foods canned.

Cannelton, Ind., aircraft accident (1961) 8548
Canneries:
botulinum pathogen problem in canning in-

dustry, USSR study (1963) 2721
deciduous fruit canning industry of Spain

(1961) 17274
firms canning, lists

—

alewives (1964) 743; (1965) 14322, 16216
anchovies (1964) 753; (1965) 14333, 16221
caviar and fish roe (1964) 746; (1965) 14325
clam products (1964) 748; (1965) 14327
crab meat (1964) 750; (1965) 14329
fish and shellfish specialties (1964) 745;

(1965) 14324
food for animals from marine animal prod-

ucts (1965) 14330
groundfish flakes (1965) 14331, 16219
mackerel (1964) 742; (1965) 14321, 16215
ovsters (1964) 747; (1965) 14326, 16218
salmon (1964) 737; (1965) 14316
sardines, Maine (1964) 738; (1965) 14317
sardines, Pacific (1964) 739; (1965) 14318,

16212
shad (1964) 744; (1965) 14323, 16217
shrimp (1964) 749; (1965) 14328
squid (1964) 752; (1965) 14332, 16220
tuna (1964) 740; (1965) 14319, 16213
tunalike fish (1964) 741; (1965) 14320,

16214
Canney, F. C, geochemical prospecting inves-

tigations in copper belt of Vermont
(1965) 14411

Canning and preserving:
can-drainage device to aid sample inspection

(1964) 6709
home, helpful Government publications, list

(1963) 11213

Canning and preserving—Continued
industry wage structure. Federal wage-hour

law application (1963) 20229
sweeteners used by food processing indus-

tries (1963) 351
see also names of commodities canned or

preserved.
Cannon, Clarence A., memorial services (1965)

374
Cannon, Helen L., geochemistry of rocks and

related soils and vegetation. Yellow Cat
area. Grand County, Utah (1964) 21351

Cannon, gunnery, Army field manual (1965)

4238
Cannon's procedure in House of Representa-

tives (1963) 9829
print additional copies

—

law (1961) 18713
reports (1961) 16801, 17093

Canoes and canoeing, bark canoes of North
America (1964) 20653

Canol project, agreement with Canada (1961)

5134
Canopies (aircraft):

flat windshield, aerodynamic heat transfer
and zero-lift drag (1961) 17687

force and pressure measurements on cano-
py-fuselage configurations (1963) 5531

helicopter, plastic, reduction of reflectivity

from transparent materials, techniques,
evaluation (1963) 2118

paraglider, with inflation at Mach no. 6.6,

aerodynamic characteristics (1962)

10501
shape, effects on low-speed aerodynamic

characteristics of 55° swept parawing
with large-diameter leading edges (1965)

1478

Canopus (United States ship):

transfer right, etc., to Philippine Govern-
ment, agreement (1963) 1537

Canopy camera (1963) 4991
Cans:
aluminum, procurement without adequate

pricing data by

—

E.I.du Pont de Nemours of America from
Aluminum Company of America under
AEC contract, GAO report (1963) 14003

General Electric Company from Aluminum
Company of America under AEC con-

tracts, GAO review (1963) 12211
metal

—

census of manufactures, 1958, industry
reports (1961) 5468-69

current industrial reports (1961) 2989,

10020; (1962) 3736, 14935; (1963) 3574,

13294; (1964) 3390, 19294; (1965) 3273,
13264

industry (1961) 1766, 16237; (1963) 4541
milk dispensing, sanitary standards for

handling, military standard (1962) 7245
Cantaloupes, see Muskmelons.

Cantilever beams, see Beams (aircraft).

Cantilever springs maintain tension in ther-

mally expanded wires (1965) 11423

Canton, China:
general iriformation (1963) 900, 8654
nitrogen fertilizer plant construction, sup-

port (1961) 7716
technical reform exhibition (1962) 8230

Canton, Ohio:
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central

business district statistics (1961) 6787

19fi3, major rftai! centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (196,5) 13554

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18300
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Canton, Ohio—Continued
census of housing, 1960—Continued

standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 20570

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9081

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 6253; (1962)
18146; (1963) 14471; (1964) 16597; (1965)
14627

document editions (1961) 5584; (1962)
16823; (1963) 13452

Canton Island:

aircraft accident (1963) 7772
airport. Federal aviation regulation (1963)

2252
space vehicles, tracking stations program,

agreement with Great Britain (1961)
11606

tracking station, agreement with Great
Britain (1964) 1609

Canton Junction, Mass., railroad accident
(1962) 21901

Cantrell, (ieorge K., psychometric- clinical

approach to personnel selection for
counterinsurgency duty (1965) 1799

Cantwell, John A., market factors in Austria
(1965) 15383

Canvas, general repair for canvas and web-
bing. Army technical manuals (1964)
17052, 21004; (1965) 17070

Canyon County, Idaho, southern, effect of irri-

gation on ground water (1962) 13879
Canyon de Chelly National Monument, general

information (1962) 1718; (1964) 13296
Canyonlands National Park:

establish

—

hearings (1962) 11664, 13689; (1963) 12021;
(1964) 15592

law (1964) 19398
reports (1962) 21426; (1963) 15354; (1964)

17598, 17624
Capabilities, Waterways Experiment Station

(1964) 628-640
Capacitance:

calibration

—

direct method measurement system opera-
tion procedure (1961) 5027-29

0.001 to 1 uF direct substitution method
decade type 1000 cps, measurement sys-
tem operation procedure (1961) 15903

substitution method, measurement system
operation procedure (1961) 5025-26

extrapolating 1 kc values of secondary
standards to higher frequencies (1964)
1498

influence, some properties, in impulse cir-

cuits of millimicrosecond range, USSR
study (1965) 2734

Capacitance bridges, see Electric bridges.
Capacitors:

capacitor-type micrometeoroid detectors,
study on electron irradiation effects

(1965) 18481
coaxial

—

2-terminal conical, analysis (1962) 12520
used to determine fluid density (1965)

18516
decade, Cornell-Dubilier CDA-5, instrument

calibration procedure, technical manual
(1964) 13356

electrostatically driven dynamic capacitor
employs capacitive feedback (1965)
18513

5-kilojoule, ignitron-switched, fast-capacitor
bank, electrical characteristics (1965)
11478

Capacitors—Continued

fixed, general radio, test instrument calibra-

tion procedure (1961) 8099
general radio standard, 509, 1409,1401 se-

ries, cross-check procedure (1961) 13601

integrator, solid-state switching used to

speed up input and output (1965) 11432
metallized teflon, subminiature, 200° C (1963)

9601

manufacturing methods, final report (1963)
18449

synchronously commutated, or RC combina-
tions, contained by notch networks,
analysis (1965) 6695

Capacity (industrial), see Industrial capacity.

Cape, see name of cape except when occurring
as first word of town, etc.

Cape Canaveral, Fla.:

idealized wind profiles applicable for study
of vehicle performance between 60 km
and 80 km altitude (1961) 4903

inspection report by Congressman Victor L.

Anfuso (1961) 16862
monthly and annual wind distribution as

function of altitude (1961) 15769
temperature, temporal changes as function

of altitude (1961) 4904
wind magnitude and shear characteristics to

10 to 14 kilometer altitude region (1961)
4900

Cape Cod National Seashore:

hearings (1961) 5747, 8986
law (1961) 16559
reports (1961) 12314, 12441, 14375

general information (1962) 14522, 18327;
(1963) 16432; (1964) 18825

Cape Cod to Sandy Hook, coast pilot, supple-

ment (1965) 5748
Cape Fear River:

basin, flood control

—

construction of New Hope Dam, etc., hear-
ings (1963) 10024, 13667

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 402
document edition (1963) 246

development, and flood control, hearing
(1962) 9366

lock and dam no. 3, designate as William 0.

Huske Lock and Dam

—

law (1965) 17383
report (1965) 13935

navigation project, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18019
document edition (1965) 17461

Cape Girardeau, Mo., retirement income of
aging, hearings (1962) 19367

Cape Hatteras, N.C., to Brunswick, Ga., coast-
al warning facilities chart (1961) 9827;
(1962) 18570; (1963) 11382; (1964) 13520;
(1965) 13339

Cape Hatteras National Seashore, general
information (1963) 7325; (1964) 18826;
(1965) 9788

Cape Hatteras National Seashore Recreation-
al Area:

bridge. Interior Dept, contribution

—

law (1962) 23199
reports (1962) 15167, 21439

land, disposal

—

law (1961) 18704
reports (1961) 16738, 19073

Cape Henry Memorial, general information
(1962) 1719; (1964) 14966

Cape Henry to Key West:
coast pilot (1964) 17151
supplements (1963) 6037; (1964) 6107;

(1965) 5750
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Cape jasmine, see Gardenias.
Cape Lookout National Seashore:

establish

—

hearing (1965) 14124
report (1965) 15910

Cape May, N.J., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13192
Cape May County, N.J., redevelopment area,

opportunities for economic growth
(1965) 10136

Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1963) 15526
general information (1964) 697

Cape Spencer to Arctic Ocean, United States

coast pilot (1961) 5539; (1962) 6857;

(1963) 4637; (1964) 8171
Cape Spencer to Beaufort Sea, coast pilot

(1965) 8676
Cape Verde Islands, gazetteer, official stand-

ard names (1961) 12772
Capehart housing projects, see Housing.
Capehart military family housing (1961) 10499

CAPERTSIM (Computer Assisted Program
Evaluation Review Techniques Simula-
tion) (1965) 9013, 10715

Capillaries:
classical, transport of chemically reacting

species (1964) 3025
lymphatic, senile changes, USSR study

(1961) 11084
pelescope methods of studying micro-

organisms, USSR (1962) 22098
pulmonary-capillary pressure in patients

suffering from mitral valve defect, diag-

nostic importance, USSR study (1961)
2351

vasodilators effect on permeability, Hunga-
ry (1962) 7876

Capillarimeters, interfacial tension, use for
measuring wetting tendencies of crude
oils (1961) 7944

Capital:
adequate working, SBA loan policies, etc., to

small manufacturing, retail, service, and
wholesale firms (1961) 20129

basic, of kolkhozes and sovkhozes, USSR
study (1963) 8454

construction

—

cost, statistical study, USSR (1961) 12873
pecularities and statistics, Mongolia

(1961) 19608
European markets, description and analysis

(1964) 6191
fixed, indices of utilization, USSR (1961)

7732
flows and international payments (1962)

9636
getting money for long-term growth (1962)

10641
interest rates in capital markets (1965)

18096
markets

—

and debt management (remarks) (1962)
22881

in 1961, list (1961) 19322
long term debt management (1965) 11744

operating costs in packing mixed feeds with
emphasis on labor and capital (1964)

9953
requirements by feed manufacturers for

ingredient handling (1965) 13396
requirements for processing feed ingredients

(1965) 18883
stock requirements of companies doing busi-

ness in D.C., amend act, report (1965)

15692
USSR-

agriculture, reducing expenditures (1965)
2528

Capital—Continued
USSR—Continued

light industry enterprises (1963) 8712
working, of kolkhozes, USSR study (1963)

19603
see also Investments.

Capital Airlines, Inc., accidents (1961) 18393;
(1965) 5722

Capital assets, sales reported on individual
income tax returns (1962) 19595

Capital of United States:
airports, FAA regulations (1962) 21716;

(1963) 4883, 17424; (1964) 2307; (1965)
18070-71

careers, this is Washington, general infor-

mation (1964) 9373
Federal activities, decentralization criteria,

recommended by President's Ad Hoc
Committee, report (1962) 21119

National Capital area

—

air pollution problems, appraisal and rec-

ommendations (1962) 18410
plans for year 2000, report (1961) 20002

National Park Service welcomes you to Na-
tion's Capital (1965) 8172

places of historic interest, factual informa-
tion (1962) 4974; (1963) 15341

subdivisions of region, joint contracting
program with District of Columbia, au-

thorize report (1965) 19430
transit program for region, development

—

hearings (1963) 17167; (1965) 7481, 16015
hearings, supplement (1964) 394
law (1965) 17379
reports (1964) 2039; (1965) 12144, 12149,

15971
transportation

—

facilities, planning for region, authorize
D.C. participation, report (1965) 19251

National Capital region, finance and orga-
nization recommendations (1963) 1335

see also District of Columbia.

Capital punishment:
executions (1961) 11526; (1962) 12652; (1963)

11212; (1964) 18883; (1965) 11635
mandatory, abolish for 1st degree murder in

D.C:
law (1962) 9163
reports (1961) 12428, 14282

Capital stock tax. State taxation of interstate
commerce, reports (1965) 12154, 17601

Capital Transit Lines, Inc., relief (1964) 313;

(1965) 17556
Capitalism:
age of imperialism cannot last very long,

Communist Chinese article (1961) 4357
anti-imperialist struggle, (Communist China

study (1961) 2085

Communist China's

—

bourgeoise and proletariat, questions on
formation (1961) 1006

capitalists reform, Japanese study (1961)

10867
concerning industrial, technical and social

revolutions, myth and reality, USSR
study (1962) 8274

countries, automation of production and
deterioration of health of workers,
USSR study (1963) 5400

equal privileges for agriculture (address)

(1962) 8827
exploitation of proletariat in capitalist

countries, USSR study (1965) 6499
imperialist countries, new developments in

contradictions, Communist China study

(1961) 4369
impoverishment of proletariat, USSR study

(1961) 4453
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Capitalism—Continued
Italian Communist Party development and

theoretical crisis (1962) 19944
Lenin on principle of peaceful coexistence of

capitalism and socialism (1961) 1042
modern, revolutionary movement under

(1962) 8155
new crisis and class struggle in Hungary,

present development (1962) 1302
public opinion, compared with under social-

ism, Soviet analysis (1962) 18036
propaganda of clerical reformism, USSR's

apology (1961) 4356
quantitative relationship between 2 main

kinds of social production, Communist
Chinese study (1963) 816

Rumania, role of capital investments in cre-
ation and development of technical and
material basis of socialism (1965) 2726

socialist and capitalist societies develop-
ment, USSR study (1964) 21508

State, in underdeveloped countries, problem
(1961) 13265

struggle with Communism in new nations
(address) (1962) 339

versus Marxist-Leninist historical dialecti-
cal method. Communist China's view-
point (1961) 7564

Capitol:
The Capitol, revised edition, print as House

document report (1965) 12090
extension, budget increase, 1962 (1961) 8652
factual information (1963) 15341

revised edition (1962) 4974
print as Senate document reports (1961)

7223, 12295
grounds

—

long-range land use plan, formulate, etc.,
hearing (1965) 19521

power- actuated tools employing explo-
sives, permit use

—

hearing (1963) 2057
law (1962) 16797
reports (1962) 13440, 17217

vehicular tunnel, locate under certain
parts, authorize

—

' hearings (1964) 12280, 15821, 17664
law (1964) 15398
reports (1964) 10224, 12065, 14092

history, pictorial story (1963) 18795
print additional copies, reports (1961)

17094, 18831
print as House document, report (1965)

14096
memorial tablet in honor of troops quar-

tered in Capitol during Civil War report
(1964) 17555

our Capitol, print as Senate document, re-

ports (1963) 6281, 7935
pages, residence

—

hearing (1964) 546
report (1964) 14087
staff report (1964) 10436

planning a visit to Nation's capital? (1963)
11219

police

—

employ additional personnel, report (1964)
12069

longevity benefits, preserve, report (1964)
17508

Prayer Room, origin, etc.. House document,
print additional copies, reports (1962)
15209; (1965) 15719, 15995

west central front, condition and proposed
extension, hearing (1965) 13813

works of art in Capitol, print as House doc-
ument, reports (1964) 17569, 17823

Capitol Art and Antiquities Commission, see
Art and Antiquities of Capitol Commis-
sion.

Capitol Page Facilities Board, create, hear-
ings (1964) 17646

Capitol Page School:
construction

—

hearings (1964) 17646
reports (1964) 15530, 17575

Capitol Reef area, Utah, geology (1963) 20732
Capitol Reef National Monument:
general information (1962) 22641; (1963)

18202; (1965) 9789
water supply possibilities (1962) 2532

Capitol Theater, use as municipal theater in
D.C., report (1963) 17121

Capitol, United States, Commission for Exten-
sion of, hearing (1965) 13813

Caplin, Mortimer M.:
new depreciation guidelines, realistic and

flexible (1963) 1445
nomination, hearing (1961) 5856
testimony (1963) 8104

Capone, Benjamin R., magnetostatic modes for
measuring saturation magnetization of
ferrimagnetic materials (1964) 9973

Capons and caponizing, general information
(1961) 9883

Caporaso, A. P., forest area and timber vol-
ume in western South Dakota (1964)
14320

Capp, John P., underground gasification of
coal, 1945-60, bibliography (1964) 5472

Capparaceae, see Capparidaceae.
Capparidaceae, specimens in Florida Keys

(1963) 21041
Capps, Hahn W., keys for identification of

some lepidopterous larvae frequently
intercepted at quarantine (1963) 13155

Capron:
fabric, alloplasty of thoracic wall defects,

USSR study (1962) 13971
hernia alloplasty, USSR study (1962) 12033

Caps:
aluminum, procurement without adequate

pricing data by

—

E. 1. du Pont de Nemours of America from
Aluminum Company of America under
AEC contract, GAO report (1963) 14003

Cieneral Electric Company from Aluminum
Company of America under AEC con-
tracts, GAO review (1963) 12211

suction, self-positioning for collection of
parotid fluid, modification (1965) 4215

Capstan for deep sea hoists (1963) 16462
Capsules:
exploration of atmosphere of Venus (1964)

14839
joint, electrophysiological and histological

characteristics of receptors, USSR study
(1962) 5582

reentry, with torus-shaped air bag for load
alleviation, landing characteristics
(1961) 1318

see also Escape capsules.
Captive European nations (1962) 21206; (1963)

9880, 18940
Capture, artificial satellites (1965) 2833
Capulin Mountain National Monument:

boundaries, revise to acquire additional
lands

—

law (1962) 18997
reports (1962) 15366, 17062

general information (1961) 9624; (1965) 9790
Capurro, Luis R.A., oceanographic vessels of

the world (1964) 9671
Caradec, Bernard J.G., relief (1961) 8668,

10400, 12055
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Caraiscou, Constantina, relief (1962) 11497,
16927, 18936

Carapa, crabwood, foreign wood, information
(1962) 17555

Caravallano, R.I., notes on hydromagnetics
and plasma physics (1964) 9969

Carbamic acid, carbamate compounds as sys-

temic insecticides, evaluation (1965)

13363
Carbaugh, Carol C:
category 2 limited performance tests of

YAT-37D aircraft (1965) 1785
KC-135A heavy weight 3-engine performance

test (1964) 4232
Carbazole, hydrogenation reactions, Commu-

nist China (1961) 19490
Carbides:
cemented products, standard shapes, sizes,

grades, designations, simplified practice
recommendation (1961) 9980

dies, USSR study (1962) 1092
hard alloys, product of powder metallurgy

(1964) 4914
iron catalysts in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis

(1963) 19824
metal, phase equilibrium relations deter-

mined at high temperatures, research
study (1962) 112

of 65 elements, thermodynamic properties

(1963) 16318
reactive metal carbides, chemical reactions

in electric arc (1962) 10465
reactor fuel compounds, metallography

(1961) 18037
thorium-uranium, reaction rates in moist

air, apparatus and procedure for meas-
uring (1961) 18036

wettability by metals of iron group, USSR
study (1962) 23865

see also Aluminum carbide—Boron car-

bide—Chromium carbide—Manganese
carbide—Molybdenum carbide— Niob-
ium carbide—Plutonium carbide—Silicon

carbide—Tantalum carbide—Titanium
carbide—Tungsten carbide—Uranium
carbide— Vanadium carbide.

Carbocernaite, newrare earth carbonate,
USSR study (1962) 1062

Carbohydrates:
content of some mass Black Sea planktonic

algae grown in cultures (1963) 17738
gain, cortisone effect (1961) 3740
liver constituents in rats fed high-

carbohydrate diets (1963) 11499
metabolism in

—

endarteritis obliterans, USSR study (1962)

7623
nervous system, USSR study (1962) 2709

values and body temperature in normal and
endotoxin poisoned mice exposed to en-

vironmental temperatures (1963) 1754
variations of intake by rats, effect on char-

acteristics of growth (1964) 9976
Carbon:

activated, containing adsorbed hydrocar-
bons, ignition and combustion properties
(1965) 13134

aromatic, hydroaromatic, and tetrahedral
structures. X-ray diffraction data (1965)
19830

blood, clearance

—

effect of cold (1965) 8470
in mice, effect of low temperature exposure

(1964) 4244
burning in evolution of massive stars after

hydrogen exhaustion (1964) 9613
chlorination, catalytic effect of ionizing ra-

diation (1962) 14438

Carbon—Continued
CO -t-03, flame radiation and mechanism of

reaction (1961) 10831
compounds, chemistry, classification bulletin

(1963) 20017
configuration interaction in atom (1963)

18174
content of mild steel, effect on dynamic

strength properties (1962) 8630
determination of less than 10 parts per mil-

lion in tungsten (1964) 21754
electrodes

—

electrochemical demineralization of water
(1965) 18253

fuel cell properties, experimental (1963)
4393

porous, demineralization of saline water
by electrically-induced adsorption on
(1962) 13900; (1964) 8802, 10676

experimental techniques in investigation of

carbon-graphite materials at 20-3200''C,

USSR (1964) 21584
explosibility of carbonaceous dusts (1965)

6606
fast action and heavier ions on biologic

materials produces inactivation of dried

enzymes (1961) 6718
filter for color removal from surface waters

(1964) 4242
formation in very rich hydrocarbon-air

flames (1962) 18220
hemispherical spectral emittance to 3700° K

(1965) 8097
high-energy neutron-induced changes (1963)

4477
in organic compounds, electroanalytical

method for determination (1962) 1980
iron-carbon alloys, surface properties (1964)

3037
Legendre expansion coefficients for angular

distribution of elastically scattered neu-
trons and fast-neutron cross sections

(1961) 18039
metabolism experiments, automatic compu-

tation and summarization (1964) 9919
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9551
particles

—

simulation of bacterial invasion of human
gingival tissues (1964) 8000

spectral and total transmissivities, experi-

mental determination (1962) 22553
polytype-crystalline materials, absorption

corrections for intensity of X-ray scat-

tering (1964) 13131
pyrolytic

—

production, structure, and properties,

USSR study (1965) 7875
use for sealing porous materials, USSR
study (1965) 9355

radiochemistry (1961) 5372
reduction of niobium pentoxide (1962) 2053
resistors for cryogenic liquid level measure-

ment (1963) 21030
saturated, fatty acids detergency (1963)

12963
single and multi-component crystalline per-

sistors, Hungarian research (1962) 7692
state in titanium, tantalum, and tungsten

(1965) 1483
steam-carbon reaction, suspended specimen

method for determining rate (1962)
14443

tantalum-hafnium, at 2050° C, ternary sys-

tem (1965) 9717
vacuum induction melting in iron (1961) 5009
vanadium alloys, properties (1965) 12947
see also Graphite.
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Carbon arc, see Electric arc.

Carbines, see Rifles.

Carbo, Frank, undercover boxing activities,

investigation, hearings (1961) 7295
Carbon bisulfide, see Carbon disulfide.

Carbon black:
acid-base surface properties (1962) 2055
finely dispersed, recovery by use of acoustic

coagulation, USSR study (1962) 1261
mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)

3497; (1964) 3303; (1965) 3190
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 17625;

(1962) 18186; (1963) 18066; (1964) 20468;
(1965) 16584

report, monthly (1961) 3436; (1962) 3656
Carbon County, Mont., Bluewater Springs

area, geology and water resources (1964)
15969

Carbon County, Pa., soil survey (1963) 1505
Carbon dioxide:

acclimatization

—

calcium phosphorus metabolism in man
(1965) 1317

to acid-base balance and blood and urine
electrolytes of man (1965) 1320

added to oils and gas-condensate fluids, ef-

fect on cricondenbar and other
phase-boundary pressures (1962) 8470

administration of carbon dioxide with oxy-
gen at 39,000 feet altitude, effects on
brain oxygenation, etc (1963) 69

atmospheric slant path transmission (1965)
9700

carbon dioxide

—

and nitrogen mixtures behind norjnal
shock wave, thermodynamic properties
(1963) 7257
and steam reactions with coke, kinetic
analysis (1962) 12370

chemical relaxation behind shock waves in-

cluding interdependent dissociation and
ionization processes (1964) 7529

control in

—

air-supported plastic greenhouse (1964)
7891

submarine atmosphere, especially with use
of amine buffers (1962) 12368

dissociation rates behind shock waves (1965)
6624

effects on

—

breathing, factors in arterial blood (1965)
10120

electric properties of smooth muscle,
USSR study (1965) 12739

equilibrium

—

and frozen flows across plane shock
waves, charts (1965) 16627

and frozen nozzle-flows, charts (1965)
14757

flow properties in hypervelocity nozzles
(1965) 8054

thermodynamic properties (1965) 8053
flow properties of thermally perfect carbon

dioxide and nitrogen mixtures, tables
(1964) 11361

gaseous, thermodynamic and transport
properties (1961) 5345

high concentrations, effects on urinary ex-

cretion of steroids and catecholamines
(1963) 18505

infrared absorption (1962) 22950
levels for controlled- atmosphere storage of

apples (1964) 9949
liquid, refrigeration in frozen food trailer,

test (1964) 8
meter, Ringrose, modification (1965) 9829
nonequilibrium flow field behind normal

shock waves (1963) 14571

Carb9n dioxide^Continued
optico-acoustic gas analyzers, description

and instructions for assembling and
operation, USSR study (1965) 6410

prolonged exposure, effect on calcium and
phosphorus metabolism (1962) 10438

removal

—

from occupied airtight enclosures by gas
diffusion cell (1965) 2860

from submarines, dry chemical system
(1961) 8095

sulfate cycle laboratory scale operation
(1962) 20210

with hot-carbonate process, pilot-plant
studies (1962) 6227

removable well in reaction flask facilitates
CO2 collection (1965) 19907

respiratory acclimatization (1965) 1318
scrubbers, stabilization of monoethanolam-

ine solution for submarines (1965) 9832
space cabin atmosphere (1962) 10430
stagnation point heat transfer, ballistic

range measurements (1961) 8014
sulfate cycle, removal and oxygen genera-

tion aboard submarines <1964) 13340
thermal radiation of CO2 in atmosphere

(1964)14916
triple tolerance limits concept based on

chronic toxicity studies (1962) 10436
see also Dry ice.

Carbon dioxide acidosis, see Acidosis.
Carbon disulfide:

flame, spectroscopic investigation, USSR
study (1961) 10909

low-temperature flame zone of carbon bisul-
fide, distribution of CS radical, USSR
study (1961) 10930

Carbon isotopes:

C-12 (n,n; 7 ) C-12 reaction, inelastic neutron
gamma angular correlation (1962) 12587

C-14—
absorption and secretion by fish, USSR
study (1964) 8878

danger of increased concentration in at-
mosphere, USSR study (1961) 11031

dating, preparation of water sample (1964)
802

measurements in atmosphere (1965) 8547
use in hydrobiological research, USSR
study (1963) 16248

use in investigating chlorination reactions
(1964) 9519

radiation dating, ambient temperature ca-
talytic benzene synthesis, chemical
study (1965) 5605

radioactive, role in mechanism of photosyn-
thesis, Rumanian studies (1963) 8997

radiocarbon dating, stratigraphy and chro-
nology of late interglacial and early
Vashon glacial time in Seattle area.
Wash (1965) 4862

Carbon Lake, proposed powersites, geologic
investigations (1962) 11883

Carbon monoxide:
absorption coefficients in 1006-600-A wave-

length (1965) 5555
accumulation and elimination by adult hu-

man beings, fundamental parameters
influencing system (1961) 20357

adsorption and oxidation on platinum using
constant-current pulses (1965) 13122

catalytic reduction with hydrogen (1964)

14773
gaseous and liquid, thermodynamic property

values from 70 to 300° K with pressures
to 300 atmospheres (1964) 3050

hazard to longshoremen (1962) 15972
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Carbon nwnoxide—Continued
ignition limits, disturbance with small addi-

tions of hydrogen, USSR study (1961)
4719

light-induced, in closed environments of
space vehicles (1963) 18506

optico-acoustic gas analyzers, description
and instructions for assembling and
operation, USSR study (1965) 6410

physiological effects, USSR studies (1965)
12719

poisoning, effect of adrenocortical insuffi-
ciency and hyperfunction on sensitivity
of rats and mice, USSR study (1965)
11195

removal from automotive exhaust using
promoted uranium catalyst (1964) 1441

thermodynamic calculations of carbon mon-
oxide-air detonation parameters for ini-

tial pressures from 1 to 100 atmos-
pheres (1963) 1318, 11043

Carbon paper, in-office reproduction methods
using GSA supplies (1963) 539

Carbon steel, see Steel.

Carbon sulfide, preparation during photodisso-
ciation of CS2 and COS (1961) 10928

Carbon tetrachloride, hepatotoxicity, current
concepts (1963) 7628

Carbonaceous material:
explosibility of dusts (1965) 6606
incendivity of permissible explosives, fac-

tors influencing (1961) 19887
Carbonaceous rocks, see Rocks.
Carbonates:
bicarbonate excretion during hypothermia

(1963) 4415
corrosion study of hot-carbonate system

(1962) 14428
impurity in surface region of sodium chlo-

ride crystals (1964) 18762
ions, determining in surface of crystalline

solids by means of mass spectrometric
gas analysis (1965) 9714

mineralogy, Eniwetok Atoll (1963) 19308
phosphotungstate method, adapted for de-

termination of uric acid in rat urine
(1962) 10911

rapid rock analysis (1962) 21827
rocks, uranium in (1963) 17529
solutions used for electroreduction of urani-

um (VI) compounds, Polish study (1962)
7805

see also Calcium carbonates—Potassium
carbonates.

Carbonatites, rare metal masses, magnetome-
try for studying, USSR (1964) 18294

Carbone, Aldo F., relief (1962) 16877, 21296
Carbonic anhydrase:

inhibition

—

effect in exercising rats (1963) 14921
in man, ventilatory effect (1961) 3741
increase of arterial oxygen tension at alti-

tude (1965) 127
Carboniferous period:
Arkansas cephalopods (1965) 4866
California cephalopods (1964) 15951
formations and faunas of central Montana

(1962) 13874
Lower, deposits of middle Tien Shan and

Talas-Fergana fault, USSR study (1964)
5166

Carbonitrides, iron catalysts in Fischer-

Tropsch synthesis (1963) 19824

Carbonization:
carbonizing properties of Letcher County,

Ky., coals (1964) 9528
coal

—

Butler County, Pa (1962) 8473

Carbonization—Continued
coal—Continued
Buchanan, Dickenson, Russell, Tazewell,
and Wise Counties, Va (1964) 5496

correlation of Fischer-Schrader assay and
BM-AGA test methods (1961) 9475

Dk, Clarion, Jefferson, Clearfield, and
Centre Counties, Pa (1963) 16333

entrained-bed, bituminous, tests on Aus-
tralian coal (1965) 9588

Kanawha County, W. Va (1963) 14510
low temperature assays and relation of

yields to analysis (1962) 3336
Perry County, Ky (1962) 6246
Pittsburgh, oxidizing effect of processing
temperature and time (1963) 14522

products, properties of compounds (1963)
9109

role of fluidity (1961) 4829
U.S. (1965) 5079
Wyoming (1961) 6295
Wyoming and Mercer Counties, W. Va.

(1965) 9594
hot-carbonate process for removing carbon

dioxide and hydrogen sulfide, pilot-plant
studies (1962) 6227

low-temperature

—

lignite and subbituminous coal, effect of
hydrogen atmosphere to 1,000 pounds
pressure (1961) 13451

pulverized bituminous coals in fluidized

bed. Communist China (1961) 19494
steam-fluidized carbonization of high

splint bed coal and thermal cracking of
tar vapors in fluidized bed (1965) 12945

tests with Tuscaloosa oven

—

factors influencing apparent specific grav-
ity (1961) 7937

hardness of cokes from blends containing
added inerts (1962) 6238

pushing pressures (1961) 13454
Carbonyls:
cobalt and iron, chemistry and catalytic

properties (1962) 16005
identification in cigar smoke by hydrozone

exchange gas chromatography (1961)
13763

Carboxyl, thiocarboxylic acids, antiradiation
properties of arylamides and arylhydra-
zides, USSR study (1965) 1175

Carboxylic acids, synthesizing, new way for
production of high polymers, USSR
study (1961) 2339

Carburizing and heat treatable steels, DI-2,
DI-3, DI-3A (EP-176) and DI-4. USSR
(1964) 21446

Carcass cutability as grade factor (remarks)
(1961) 5189

Carcharhinidae, see Sharks.

Carcinogenesis, see Cancer.

Carcinogens, air pollutants, analysis, symposi-
um (1962) 20178

Carcinoma, see Cancer—Tumors.
Card, Michael F., bending tests of large-

diameter stiffened cylinders susceptible
to general instability (1964) 9589

Card writers (machine operators):
MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 10994

Carden, Huey D.:

technique for simulation of lunar and plane-
tary gravitational fields (1964) 21774

vibration reduction on Nimbus spacecraft
(1964) 18751

Cardenas, Ricardo M., see Navarro-Paz, Fran-
cisco.

Cardia, carcinoma, clinic and surgical treat-

ment problems, USSR study (1961) 11002
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Cardiac, see Heart.
Cardiac activity, see Heart.
Cardiac defibrillator, portable with universal

power supply, USSR study (1962) 921
Cardiac diseases, see Heart diseases.
Cardiac massage, see Heart.
Cardiac output, see Blood.
Cardiac surgery, see Surgery.
Cardiography:
polycardiographic investigations of children

with mitral disease, USSR study (1965)
9445

use of polycardiography in sports medicine,
USSR study (1965) 4927

Cardiology:
digital-output cardiotachometer measures

rapid changes in heartbeat rate (1965)
9685

dynamocardiography, USSR study (1964)
14914

hormones and enzymes, USSR study (1965)
19726

in aviation, 1st international symposium
(1961) 129

physiological analysis of transverse dyna-
mocardiogram, USSR study (1962) 2725

recent advances, USSR (1964) 9085

synthetic electrocardiology, studies (1964)
12972

USSR-
advances (1965) 11056
periodical, excerpts (1962) 17759
research (1965) 11274, 16411
study (1964) 21509

Cardiometers, digital, computes and displays
heartbeat rate (1965) 1430

Cardiopulmonary consequences of pyrogen-
induced hyperpyrexia in man (1965) 212

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (1963) 5887,
16960

Cardiosclerosis, compensatory cardiac
changes, USSR study (1961) 2393

Cardiovascular-renal diseases:
coronary insufficiency, therapeutic action of

gangleron (1961) 853
CVR disease mortality in California, recent

changes (1964) 11570
morbidity among adult population, observa-

tions in Chernovtsy, USSR study (1964)
2643

synthesis of antihypertensive drugs, main
trends, USSR study (1964) 2892

treatment substances, 1st international con-
ference, USSR (1961) 7573

Cardiovascular system:

autonomic control of circulation during hi-

bernating cycle in ground squirrels
(1963) 13204

bedrest effect on cardiac tolerance to pas-
sive tilt (1965) 8031

cardiac collateral circulation sources in
connection with study of its revasculari-
zation, USSR study (1961) 11003

changes in regional circulation in patients
with lesions of main blood vessels in
head (1965) 6761

circulatory system, guide (1964) 9710

clinical changes during ionizing radiation
treatments, USSR study (1961) 977

condition in people working with radioactive
compounds, USSR study (1964) 6998

diadynamic currents for treatment of neuro-
sis associated with pain syndrome,
USSR study (1965) 12735

diseases

—

among people of Kuybyshev, RSFSR
(1962) 22212

changes in serum lipid concentrations with
age in young men (1963) 9628

Cardiovascular system—Continued
diseases—Continued

conference on control, USSR (1961) 2338
diagnosing by special methods, USSR
study (1963) 2668

economic costs, 1962 (1965) 11651
factors affecting condition in USSR (1961)

15663
field study in Evans County, Ga (1964)

11551
hygienic knowledge and behavior of popu-

lation in relation to prophylaxis, USSR
study (1961) 15375

hypertensive vascular

—

diffuse cardiac myofibrosis, histotopo-
graphical study, USSR (1961) 4599

effect on morphological condition of

neural elements of skin, USSR study
(1961) 4598

young people, USSR study (1961) 2380
in Belorussian SSR (1962) 1347
indices of organization of out-patient

service, USSR study (1961) 4626
means of preventing, USSR study (1961)
2119

medicinal preparations for treatment,
USSR study (1962) 3069

mortality, 1960 data on national and State
experience (1964) 5647

national conference, nursing and summary
papers (1965) 13235

neurogenic origin, nomenclature, etc.,

USSR study (1964) 11043
nursing services for patients outside hos-

pital (1962) 9345
organization of control, USSR (1961)

15416
pathology problems, USSR study (1962)
2615

problems of medical care for patients af-

flicted, USSR study (1961) 10752
radioactive iodine in diagnosis therapy,
USSR study (1961) 798

research, training, fellowships, and com-
munity programs, PHS grants and
awards (1962) 10551

strophanthin sensitivity, USSR study
(1961) 12897

terms used (1962) 6426
EEC changes and artificial circulation dur-

ing cardiac surgery comparison with
postoperative neurological picture
(1964) 11234

effects of

—

intravascular antifoam A, physiologic
(1961) 5295

liver on circulatory processes, study
(1962) 9992

microwaves, on healthy person, USSR
study (1963) 18009
norepinephrine thermogenesis in warm-
and cold-acclimatized rats (1963) 13206

performance of periodic Flack maneuvers
on preventing cardiovascular decondi-
tioning of bedrest (1965) 14729

refeeding stress following starvation
(1964) 7984

vitamin Bis on resistance to hypoxia
(1962) 19753

evaluation of single-visit examination (1962)
6417

functional state, and blinking conditioned
reflexes, simultaneous study, USSR
(1964) 12924

glutamic acid effect on oxidation in cases of
circulatory insufficiency in patients with
rheumatic valve defects, USSR study
(1961) 4607

internal human system, dynamic response
(1965) 2835
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Cardiovascular system—Continued

introceptive reflexes from pericardium and
pleura in ontogenesis, USSR study
(1962) 2737

morbidity among workers at industrial en-

terprises, experience gained in analysis,

USSR study (1961) 15338
pathology

—

internal organs, role of creation of organ-
ic anastomoses, USSR study (1961)

11172
of organs, hygienic aspect of preventive
measures, USSR study (1961) 15632

reactions of cosmonauts under conditions of

orbital flight on spaceship Voskhod-1,
USSR study (1965) 16490

research, Israel (1964) 20647
surgery

—

Institute of Cardiovascular Surgery,
Academy of Medical Sciences, USSR, 8th
scientific session (1965) 9394

Soviet literature survey (1964) 9267
symposium on analysis of data using com-

puter methods (1965) 14756
use of flow-through oxygenometer type

PO-01 in artificial blood circulation sys-

tem (1962) 9951
vascular permeability in experimental hy-

pertension, USSR study (1961) 2110
vitamin Bi effect upon coronary circulation,

experimental study, USSR (1961) 11057
Cards, social security, how to obtain and use

(1963) 16562
see also Catalog cards—Guide cards— Iden-

tification cards.

Cardus, D.:

bedrest effect on physiological function,

cardiac response, etc. (1965) 8030
effect of bedrest on plasma levels and uri-

nary excretion of 17-hydroxycortico-

steroids (1965) 9612
Cardwell, G.T., geology and ground water in

Russian River Valley areas, etc., Son-
oma and Mendocino Counties, Calif.

(1965) 18216
Cardwell, William D.E., ground-water geology

and pump irrigation in Frenchman
Creek basin, Nebr (1963) 15615

Career compensation act of 1949, see Pay, al-

lowances, etc.

Career Development, University-Federal Agen-
cy Conference on, see University-
Federal Agency Conference on Career
Development.

Career guidance, see Guidance.
Career Planning Board, establish, hearings

(1961) 14735
Career staff to the President (1962) 14908;

(1964) 4322; (1965) 7177
Career staff to the President, opportunities

for secretaries (1963) 1854
Careers, see Civil service—Occupations.
Carefulness, test battery, validation against

training school criteria (1964) 13633
Caretakers, National Guard civilian, etc., em-

ployment, amend U.S. Code report (1961)

14347
Caretto, Albert A., jr., nucleon 2 nucleon reac-

tion cross sections at energies above 100
mev, literature survey (1964) 19241

Carey, Kim relief (1962) 7173, 13394, 15049
Cargo, see Shipments—Shipping—Ships

—

Unlading and lading.

Cargo carriers:
amphibious

—

lighter operator's handbook (1965) 7157
Ml 16, Husky, tropical evaluation (1962)
20345

Cargo carriers—Continued

desert evaluation, transporter, Rolligon
Mark 4 (1963) 5755, 5757

Dinah

—

subarctic evaluation (1962) 24122
tropical evaluation (1962) 14663

flexible wing air cargo glider delivery sys-
tem (1965) 15111

lighter, amphibious, resupply cargo, 15-ton,

engineering report (1964) 11666
Marsh screw amphibian, traflficability tests

on coarse and fine grained soils (1964)
6600

Muskox, subarctic evaluation (1962) 24124
Nodwell

—

desert evaluation (1962) 3543
subarctic evaluation (1962) 3542, 22875
tropical evaluation (1962) 16188

overland train, Mark 1, phase 2, Yukon Ter-
ritory evaluation (1962) 20346

rolling liquid transporters

—

emergency repair kit for tubeless tires

(1964) 5722
rolling- wheel-type, 600-gallon, T-4 (RLT),

final report (1964) 5726
trailer kit, evaluation (1963) 7483

subarctic evaluation

—

Trackmaster (1963) 1571
transporter, Nodwell (1963) 1572
transporter, Rolligon Mark 4 (1963) 5754,
5756

terrain dynamometer vehicle (Terrapin),
tropical evaluation (1962) 16189

tracking mechanisms and couplings for car-

go resupply train concept (1963) 21143
traflficability tests with 5-ton GOER on fine-

and coarse-grained soils (1962) 11731
transporters

—

purpose, description, etc., manual (1962)

170, 11017
unnecessary procurement. Army Dept.,

GAO report (1964) 19769
United States certificated, domestic, interna-

tional and overseas routes, map (1965)

4389
Wagner, subarctic evaluation (1962) 24123

Cargo dropping installation for DeHaviland
Beaver DHC-2 seaplane (1962) 11865

Cargo handling:
Air Force system A/A32H-4, evaluation

(1964) 7971
fresh approach to problem (remarks) (1964)

20457
GEM jack Conex mover, cost, etc (1963)

20208
rigging cargo gear (1962) 18129

instruction handbook for stevedores (1962)

20037
safe practices of rigging and using gear,

summary (1962) 14366
ship's wing, portable, for cargo transfer by

helicopter (1962) 14665
system for high-floor aircraft, design study

(1961) 5312
Cargo services, see Air carriers.

Carhart, H.W., chemical research in atmos-
phere purification and control on nucle-

ar-powered submarines (1964) 18863
Cari amici, informazioni sulle norme sanitarie

per coloro che si recano negli Stati Uniti

(1963) 7396
Caribbean area:

aviation, scheduled services by U.S. and
Trinidad and Tobago airlines (1963)

3357
British territories, labor conditions (1965)

12799
civil aviation survey (1962) 13030
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Caribbean area—Continued

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

college and university public education
(1962) 7269

communist threat to U.S., hearings (1961)
1907, 14744, 19177; (1962) 23418

print additional copies, reports (1962)
11573; (1963) 9985

demographic position (1963) 13663
flight information publication, enroute

(1961) 2892; (1962) 3854, 16325; (1963)
3689

French departments, labor conditions (1965)
6576

health information for travel in (1961) 2664,
15933; (1962) 16130; (1963) 16500

instrumentation (1961) 16235
islands, geographic report (1965) 11716
military personnel of U.S., helpful hints, DA

pamphlet (1961) 153
Peace Corps activities, hearing (1965) 17699
timber, commercial, present and potential

(1962) 8815
Caribbean Commission:
agreement establishing, termination

—

hearings (1961) 8839, 14732
law (1961) 12126
reports (1961) 8815, 20601

staff memorandum (1961) 18948
Caribbean forester (periodical): (1961) 3278;

(1962) 3657; (1963) 3498; (1964) 3305
Caribbean Organization:
agreement for establishment, acceptance by

U.S.—
hearings (1961) 8839, 14732
law (1961) 12126
reports (1961) 8815, 20601
staff memorandum (1961) 18948

agreement, with annexed statute, France,
Netherlands, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland (1962)
3504

giant Upper Cretaceous oysters (1965) 736
spiny lobster explorations in waters of Re-

public of Panama (1965) 19631
Caries, see Teeth.

Carlo, Salvatore, relief (1961) 18564

Carleton, Nathaniel P., metastable atoms and
molecules, studies using beam tech-
niques (1964) 20935

Carley. Dale H.:

flexibility of operation in dairy manufactur-
ing plants, changes (1964) 21258

long distance shipment of milk, marketing
practices of buyers and sellers (1965)
14169

Carley, Verna A., African women educators
project report (1963) 14072

Carlile quadrangle, Wyo., geology and mineral
deposits (1961) 9248

Carlin, Ernest J., relief (1965) 17551. 19408

Carload waybill statistics, see Freight-
Railroads.

Carloading, military supplies, course outlines
(1962) 9515; (1964) 6546

Carloni, Q. C, Dynapak extrusion of I & E
fuel elements, etc (1963) 18565

Carlsbad, N. Mex., seismic measurements by
Geological Survey during Pre-Gnome
high explosives tests (1961) 5383

Carlsbad Caverns National Park:
general information (1961) 9625; (1963) 7326;

(1965) 8162
revise boundaries

—

law (1964) 1977
reports (1963) 17267; (1964) 4455

Carlson, Harry W.:
correlation of sonic-boom theory with

wind-tunnel and flight measurements
(1965) 2915

numerical method for design of camber sur-
faces of supersonic wings with arbi-
trary planforms (1964) 14874

swept-wing heavy-bomber configuration with
large store (nacelle), Mach number 2.01
(1963) 16358

Carlson, L.D., maintaining thermal balance in
man (1963) 11496

Carlson, R.G., helicopter rotor blade response
in variable inflow environment (1965)
20116

Carlson, Robert W., technique for sampling
populations of mountain pine beetle
(1965) 19643

Carlson, Theodora E.:

American education (1965) 4644
school life, official journal of Office of Educa-

tion (1965) 3917
Carlson Creek, geologic investigation of pow-

ersites in Alaska (1962) 19564
Carlston, Charles W., drainage density and

streamflow (1963) 17528
Carlton, Paul F.:

prestressed rigid pavements for military
airfields, single wheel loadings on
pre-tensioned and post- tensioned slabs
(1963) 13880

repetitive loading model tests of prestressed
rigid pavement on low strength sub-
grade (1964) 12352

Carlton, Robert G., newspapers of east central
and southeastern E}urope in Library of
Congress (1965) 18413

Carlyle Dam and Reservoir:
flood control, water supply, etc (1961) 12592
hydraulic model investigation (1961) 12600

Carmel-by-the-Sea, Calif., census of housing,
1960, city blocks (1961) 18168

Carnahan, O.R., extrusion, etc., of refractory
alloys (1963) 13196

Carnations:
production and sales, etc (1962) 18516; (1965)

11730
quarantine import requirements of Denmark

(1964) 20905
Carnegie, Andrew, commemorative stamp cere-

mony (talk) (1961) 1415
Carney, Charles B., North Carolina hurri-

canes, descriptive listing of tropical cy-
clones which have affected State (1963)
9503

Carney, Samuel M., preliminary keys to water-
fowl age and sex identification by means
of wing plumage (1964) 18030

Carney, Terrance M., energy-optimal trajecto-
ries in 3 dimensions for terminal phase
of satellite rendezvous (1964) 13251

Carolin, V.M.:
eradicating European pine shoot moth in

commercial nurseries with methyl bro-
mide (1963) 15582

testing partial atmospheric fumigation for
eradicating European pine shoot moth
on baled and bagged pine seedlings
(1965) 7731

Caroline, P.R., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1963) 15135

Carolina Beach, N.C.:
and vicinity, beach erosion control and hur-

ricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23454
document edition (1962) 23310

Carolina Charter, 5-cent commemorative post-
age stamp (poster) (1963) 7387
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Carolina Power & Light Co., real property,
convey to (1961) 16637; (1962) 2339,
15053, 15294

Carolinas, see North Carolina—South Caroli-
na.

Carolinas Virginia tube reactor, see Reactors
(atomic).

Caroline County, Md., soil survey report (1964)
15091

Caroline Islands:
east geology and petrography of volcanic

rocks of Truk Islands (1963) 8338
free-living Copepoda (1964) 14961
surface water supply (1963) 2357

Carosiello, D., mechanical properties of welded
aluminum-magnesium alloy plates (1963)
20013

Carotene:
fungi Mucorales, special reference to Cho-

anephoraceae, carotenoids (1961) 13800
potential of algae Dunaliella salina, USSR

studies (1963) 6950
stability in alfalfa as affected by laborato-

ry- and industrial-scale processing
(1961) 1649

vitamin A formation, effect of thyroid hor-
mone, USSR study (1961) 12948

Carotid sinus, effect of anesthetics on respira-
tory reflexes (1962) 2621

Carp:
Azov and Aral Chalcalburnus and Cyprinus,

sperm motility in sea water of varying
salinity, USSR study (1965) 9328

parasitofauna, effect of pond-raising condi-
tions, USSR study (1964) 4917

toxicity of force-fed chemicals (1964) 6729
Carp Lake River, downstream movement of

lampreys and fishes (1961) 19343
Carpathian Mountains, plant and animal king-

dom, study, conference (1962) 899
Carpathian Ruthenia, Ukrainian SSR, moun-

tains, tourist handbook and guide (1963)
12675

Carpenter, Albert J.:

nomination, hearings (1964) 4576
Carpenter, Arthur E., health professions edu-

cational assistance act of 1963, summa-
ry (1963) 19335

Carpenter, E. La Ree S., relief (1961) 14270;
(1962) 21289, 23119

Carpenter, Eugene M.:
Lake States wood-product imports and ex-

ports via St. Lawrence Seaway (1963)
6511

transportation facilities for developing
wood-using industries in northeastern
Minnesota (1965) 9211

Carpenter, Harry C:
desulferizing residual fuel oil (1963) 7212
hydrocracking low-temperature tar from

North Dakota lignite (1963) 10966
Carpenter, James S., Gulf of Mexico red snap-

per fishery (1965) 18116
Carpenter, Kenneth S., halfway houses for de-

linquent youth (1964) 4359
Carpenter, Lloyd:

analysis of high-purity

—

columbium by optical emission spectrogra-
phy (1964) 11321

hafnium (1964) 7460
vanadium by optical emission spectrogra-
phy (1963) 7218

computation of general planetary perturba-
tions, comparison of components (1965)
11503

planetary perturbations, pt. 1 (1963) 16394
Carpenter, M. Scott, astronaut, earth-orbiting

flight in aurora (1962) 16029-30, 18253

Carpenter, Malcolm S., visual observations of
nightglow from manned spacecraft
(1964) 1487

Carpenter, Raymond L., thermoelectric proper-
ties of enargite-type compounds (1963)
9129

Carpenter, Robert J., portable rubidium-vapor
frequency standard (1964) 11439

Carpenter, Stanley B., five-year measurements
of unit 3, Waiakea arboretum, Hawaii
(1965) 16261

Carpenter, Walter H., jr., small business and
pattern bargaining (1963) 1450

Carpenters, employment outlook (1962) 8349;
(1964) 9419

Carpenters and Joiners of America, United
Brot>i<^rh!>od, see United Brotherhood of
Carpenters and Joiners of America.

Carpenter's Hall, general information (1961)
8063; (1964) 5565

Carpenterworm, description, control, etc (1962)
598

Carpentier, Fred, accident (1965) 16369
Carpentry:

apprenticeship and training in building con-
struction industry (1962) 20460

summary (1962) 20461
apprenticeship standards (1961) 11759,

(1965) 8498
construction apprenticeship program (re-

marks) (1962) 18670

engineered performance standards

—

formulas (1962) 22915
handbook (1962) 22916

Government publications, lists (1961) 21302;
(1962) 18397; (1964) 11542; (1965) 8230

Carpet beetles, see Beetles.
Carpets:

carpets and carpeting, current industrial
reports (1963) 18685; (1964) 15311;
(1965) 13630

industry aided by Federal programs (ad-
dress) (1963) 6044

literature references, 1940-63, list (1965)
13362

Wilton, Brussels, etc.

—

supplemental report on escape-clause in-

vestigation (1962) 3535
Tariff Commission reports (1961) 16030;

(1963) 18347; (1964) 18996; (1965) 16891

Carquinez Strait, port (1964) 623
Carr, Ira A., Lake Erie explorations (1964)

14273
Carr, James K., nomination, hearing (1961)

4101
Carr, James N., market information on busi-

ness machines in Argentina (1965) 10327

Carr, Paul H., harmonic generation of micro-
wave phonons in quartz (1965) 7099

Carr, Wilfred J., geology of American Falls
quadrangle, Idaho (1963) 10280

Carr, Francis, Powerhouse, see Judge Francis
Carr Powerhouse.

Carrese, Marinao, relief (1963) 17088; (1964)
1881, 2155

Carriages:
towing, for use in

—

University of Michigan's ship model tank,
free entry

—

law (1961) 18652
reports (1961) 12243, 20616

Virginia Polytechnic Institute, free entry,
law (1962) 18971

Carrier, Neil A., responses of bright, normal
and retarded children to learning tasks
(1965) 19554
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Carriers:
Alaska and Hawaii, ICC permits, through

routes and joint rates

—

hearings (1961) 5873; (1962) 9486, 13526
law (1962) 18964
reports (1961) 12455; (1962) 13451, 15193,

17229
bonded merchandise

—

designate certain contract carriers

—

law (1962) 23254
reports (1962) 19097, 21174, 21414

designate certain freight forwarders

—

law (1962) 18967
reports (1961) 18897; (1962) 15336

common

—

carrier services, applications, FCC (1961)

3154; (1962) 3689; (1963) 3646; (1964)

3464; (1965) 3357
key to transportation policy (text of ad-

dress) (1961) 10123
property, tax assessments, hearing (1964)

21208
role in development of national transpor-

tation policy (address) (1961) 20490
connecting, filing schedules of charges,

amend communications act, hearing
(1965) 19487

decline of regulated common carriage, hear-

ings (1962) 2363
interstate commerce act, amend

—

hearings (1962) 21548; (1963) 8001, 10005;

(1964) 6502-3; (1965) 8893, 19488
laws (1965) 15441, 17376
reports (1962) 19118; (1963) 11982, 13545;

(1964) 6288; (1965) 8817, 8833, 10461,

12092, 12094, 14053, 14077, 15723
interstate, quality of drinking water sup-

plies (1963) 16494
interstate, water supplies, by States and

Public Health Service regions, inventory
(1964) 7698

notices to be filed with Defense Dept.

—

hearings (1965) 17716, 19487
report (1965) 14100

passenger travel between U.S. and foreign

countries, monthly reports (1961) 737
regulated transportation, effect of Federal

Government competition hearings (1962)

2373
shipment of property moving in interstate

or foreign commerce, penalties for de-

struction

—

hearing (1961) 14484
law (1961) 18613
reports (1961) 14810, 17031

transportation act of 1963, hearings (1963)

15319, 17176
water, land and air, role in export control

(1963) 12252; (1964) 860; (1965) 11038
see also Air carriers—Aircraft carriers

—

Cargo carriers—Communications—Mo-
tor carriers—Pipe lines—Railroads

—

Shipping—Telegraph—Telephone—wa-
ter carriers.

Carrigan, Anne L., geophysics and space data
bulletins (1964) 20967; (1965) 3469

Carriker, William R., role of school in preven-
tion of juvenile delinquency (1963) 8181

Carroll, Dorothy:
mineralogy of selected soils from Guam

(1963) 19316
petrography of some sandstones and shales

of Paleozoic age from borings in Florida
(1963) 15613

Carroll, Jane, relief (1962) 7000, 7182, 11243
Carroll, S. N., analytical determination of

transfer functions for RC commutated
networks (1965) 16690

Carroll County, Ohio, oilfields (1965) 5078

Carroll Transport, Inc., motor vehicle accident

(1962) 9804
Carrots:
commercial growing (1963) 13170
explosion puffed dehydrated, estimated cost

of commercial production using short-

ened cycle (1965) 16940
frozen, standards for grade (1962) 4470

Cars, see Freight cars—Passenger cars

—

Railroad cars—Refrigerator.

Carson, Concetta C, relief (1965) 19080, 19347
Carson, Peter, relief (1963) 15228, 20559;

(1964) 235
Carson, R.H., drop-outs in magnetic tape sys-

tems (1963) 3220
Carson County, Tex., soil survey (1962) 16172
Carson Desert, southern, geology (1964) 10639
Carson, Fort, airstrip, construction, report

(1964) 353
Carson National Forest:
adding lands

—

hearings (1962) 21191
law (1962) 20823
reports (1962) 15367, 16998

Carstoiu, John, hydromagnetic wave propaga-
tion in constant dipole mangetic field

(1963) 3160
Cartagena, Colombia, fisheries, conditions

affecting development, survey (1965)

4757
Carte turistiche, scoprite un nuovo mondo/

visitate gli Stati Uniti (1965) 5446
Cartels, see Trusts (industrial)

Carter, Albert, relief, (1965) 17552
Carter, C. Robert:

effect of rearward body strakes on transonic
aerodynamic characteristics of un-

swept-wing fighter aircraft (1965) 18561
transonic aerodynamic characteristics of

Saturn IB-ApoUo launch vehicle with
various upper-stage configurations,

(1965) 14821
Carter, Genevieve W.:

address (1964) 11711
public welfare research, etc. (1964) 20882

Carter, George J., beneficiation studies of Ore-
gon coastal dune sands for use as glass
sand (1964) 16635

Carter, Howard S., water-film cooling of cone
at Mach number 2 for airstream, etc.

(1963) 21000
Carter, J. P., convey land to (1961) 14545
Carter, J.R., floods in Wyoming, magnitude

and frequency (1964) 6800
Carter, John P., stress corrosion cracking of

vanadium, molybdenum, and titani-

um-vanadium alloy (1965) 19866
Carter, Marshall S., nomination, hearing

(1962) 11651
Carter, Mary E., arthritis and rheumatic dis-

eases abstracts (1965) 3153
Carter, Oliver R., soil survey, area de Valle de

Lajas, Lajas Valley Area, Puerto Rico
(1965) 11699

Carter, Phyllis G., procedural report on 1960
censuses of population and housing
(1964) 1827

Carter, R.W., automation of streamflow rec-

ords (1963) 19303
Carter, W.D., Geyser Creek Fanglomerate

(Tertiary)La Sal Mountains, Western
Utah (1965) 18205

Carter, William A., relief (1962) 20816, 21339
Cartes-touristiques, decouvrez un nouveau

monde, visitez les Etats-Unis (1965) 5447

Cartographers:
examination announcements (1961) 8563;

(1964) 10112
discontinuance notice (1964) 4385
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Cartographers—Continued
USSR National Council of Cartographers,

activities (1965) 16485
Cartographic aide, examination announce-

ment, discontinuance notice (1965) 11970
Cartographic draftsmen, see Draftsmen.
Cartographic technicians:
examination announcements (1965) 13688
discontinuance notice (1965) 11970

Cartography, see Maps and charts.
Cartons:

California oranges and lemons, protective
services for shipments (1962) 6576

folding, industry (1961) 3844, 16239; (1962)

2126: (1963) 4516; (1964) 4328
2-piece telescoping device for forming (1963)

7

vented, effect on lemon shipments (1962) 57
Cartridge actuated devices, pyrotechnic and

explosive items in U.S. aircraft, survey
(1962) 18363, 22678-679

Cartridges:
casings, effect on velocity of detonation,

USSR study (1961) 4714
metallic, recommendation of trade (1962)

241; (1963) 11599
Cartwright's Moving & Storage, Inc., accident

(1963) 637
Carvallo, E^ladio A., see Aris, ESadio.
Carver, John A., Jr.:

nomination, hearing (1961) 4102; (1965) 4606
remarks (1965) 18245

Carver County, Minn., mineral interests, con-
veyance to Christmas Lake, Inc., etc

(1963) 11996, 17010, 17076
Carver Memorial Library, establish, hearing

(1961) 20570
Carvers Harbor:
improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 403
document edition (1963) 315

Gary, John P., flight evaluation of X-15
ball-nose flow-direction sensor as
air-data system (1965) 14846

Cary, William L., nomination, hearing (1961)
5853

Casa Grande Ruins National Monument, gen-
eral information (1962) 1720; (1964) 3060

Casals Pons, Flora, relief (1961) 10414, 14204,
16546

Casanova Cabello, Angela, relief (1961) 10414,
14204, 16546

Cascade:
air-cooled turbine rotor blades, tempera-

tures and coolant pressure losses (1963)
5528

arc jets, peak and average heating effects,

experimental investigation (1965) 6707
inlet, performance at free-stream Mach

number of 3.05 and at angles of attack
(1962) 6254

investigation of cooling characteristics of

corrugated-insert air-cooled turbine
blade for use in turboprop engine (1963)
1268

multicomponent theory, application (1962)
14898

transonic-cascade program, experiments and
results (1963) 10999

Cascade Creek, geology of waterpower sites

(1962) 11885
Cascade Range:
Douglas fir and associated species, natural

regeneration using modified clear-
cutting systems (1963) 20708

Douglas squirrels cut Pacific silver fir cones
(1965) 661

geology, central and northern parts, Oregon
(1965) 733

Cascade Range—Continued
Oregon

—

occurrence of shrubs and herbaceous vege-
tation after clear cutting old-growth
Douglas-fir (1961) 680

snow accumulation and melt in strip cut-
tings on west slopes (1965) 16254

Cascade showers, see Cosmic rays.
Cascarino, Maria, relief (1961) 8678, 10413,

12089
Case, Carl T., transient reflection and trans-

mission of plane wave normally incident
upon semi-infinite anisotropic plasma
(1964) 19170

Case, Clifford P., testimony, hearings (1964)
12281, 14156

Case, Francis H., memorial services (1963) 206
Case, Fred E., Los Angeles growth impact on

demand for outdoor recreation facilities

(1963) 3249
Case, J.E., regional geophysical investigations

in La Sal Mountains area (1963) 2346
Case, Francis, Lake, see Francis Case Lake.

Case recording in rehabilitation report (1964)
20874

Case workers, see Social workers.
Casebook on campus planning and institution-

al development (1962) 17390
Casein:

imported, transfer to free list

—

law (1962) 18974
reports (1962) 13464, 17250

Cases, see Brief cases—Flashlight cases.
Cases adjudged see names of courts.
Caseville Harbor, Mich.:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 483
document edition (1962) 365

Casework in probation and parole, some con-
siderations in diagnosis and treatment
(1964) 10076

Caseworkers, see Social workers.

Casey, Helen L., standardized diagnostic com-
plement fixation method and adaptation
to micro text (1965) 15007

Casey, John G., anglers' guide to sharks of

Northeastern U.S., Maine to Chesapeake
Bay (1964) 10557

Casey, Louis S., first nonstop coast-to-coast
flight, etc. (1965) 2926

Cash, B.L., comparison of gamma irradiation
facilities (1963) 7600

Cash planning in small manufacturing
companies (1961) 2704

Cash transactions, see Finance.
Cashiers:
employment outlook (1964) 13054
Crovernment, regulation relating to cash

held at personal risk including imprest
funds, department circular (1962) 10714,
14669

Treasury Department regulations, cash held

at personal risk, amdt. (1965) 15113

Casimir Pulaski (nuclear submarine):
commissioning ceremony (address) (1964)

16809
launching (remarks) (1964) 5633

Casings:
alloys for high-precision parts, USSR inves-

tigation (1964) 16069
explosives, effect on stability of detonation

and its action, USSR study (1961) 4714
rocket motor, resistance to crack propaga-

tion of high-strength sheet materials
(1963) 3224

Caskie, Georgette D., relief (1964) 8281, 15631,
17190

Casmalia, Calif., railroad accident (1964) 6867
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Casner, Maurice, and wife, relief (1962) 16924;
(1963) 7889

Casola, Concetta, relief (1961) 14551
Caspari, Max E., investigation of physical

properties of semiconductors (1963) 1779
Casper, Wyo., Casper Air Terminal, weather

observations, hourly, summary, decenni-
al census of climate (1963) 14798

Caspero, N.A., underground combustion
oil-recovery experiment in Venango
First sand (1963) 19875

Caspian Sea:
fauna reconstruction, USSR study (1964)

7178
Shores, changes described, USSR study

(1965) 1070
Cass, Lewis S., homestead entry, reinstate

(1962) 15295; (1963) 6095, 8044, 9804
Cass, Millard, addresses, etc. (1963) 14435;

(1964) 7356, 13028, 20426
Cass, T.R., oxide bonding and creep-rupture

strength of nickel (1963) 11163
Cassandro, Ido E., relief (1961) 8718, 12397,

14040
Cassel, Hans M., some fundamental aspects of

dust flames (1965) 1370
Cassell, John W., relief (1964) 15468; (1965)

10422
Cassiduloida, see Sea urchins.
Cassin, S.:

effect of carbonic anhydrase inhibition in

exercising rats (1963) 14921
effect of hypoxia on rate of oxygen consump-

tion of mice at various environmental
temperatures (1963) 14917

Cassinian domes, elastic stress distributions
in Cassinian domes (1963) 16370

Cassiopeia-A:
spectrum of discrete cosmic radio emissions

at frequencies below 30 mc, USSR study
(1962) 931

tracking by NASA 108-MC Minitrack system
(1962) 10504

Cassiterite, gold placer deposits, occurrence
and exploitation, Tofty tin belt, Manley
Hot Springs district, Alaska (1961) 7514

Cast iron:

continuous casting, foreign literature, bibli-

ography (1963) 7741
current industrial reports (1961) 2989; (1962)

3736; (1963) 3574, 7758; (1964) 3390;
(1965) 3273

gray iron and malleable iron foundries, cen-
sus of manufacturers, 1958, industry
report (1961) 1797

pig iron

—

mineral market report I.S.P. (series) (1961)

3446
prerefining with vortex cone (1964) 9506

vanadium removal in converter with
injection of pulverized oxidizers, USSR
study (1961) 2354

white —
methods for chemical analysis (1965)

14873
spectrochemical standards, NBS, prepara-

tion (1964) 14935
see also names of manufactured articles.

Castagna, Michael, design and operation of
tray rack for study of oysters (1965)
6217

Castellani, John G.:

occupational wage surveys

—

Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N.Y. (1965)
11347

Newark and Jersey City, N.J. (1964)13066
Washington, D.C.-Md.-Va. (1965) 5048

Castelli, John P.

lunar thermal emission measurements (1963)
50

radio measurements of 2 total eclipses (1963)
1738

scintillations of radio star at zero to 5 de-
grees of elevation (1965) 10113

Castillo de San Marcos National Monument:
general information (1961) 6443; (1963) 7327;

(1965) 9791
property condemnation, authorize

—

law (1964) 17354
reports (1964) 15746, 17557

Casting, see Castings.
Casting molds, see Molds (forms).
Castings:
aluminum

—

and magnesium alloys, handbook for
foundry worker (1961) 5308

casting alloy for cryogenic temperatures
(1965)8076

crystallization during continuous casting,
radioactive isotope study, USSR (1963)
12462

development with high impact strength at
low temperatures (1964) 13151

high strength, application (1961) 11516
ball-bearing steel, new casting method,

USSR (1964) 2758
copper, production of cast shapes by use of

vacuum arc (1963) 14519
ferrous, industry (1961) 3869; (1962) 2122;

(1963) 4528; (1964) 6016
high-melting-point metals, laboratory fur-

nace for study (1961) 6291
high temperature alloy casting, etc. (1964)

2704
intricate investment casting (1964) 2877
iron

—

consumable-electrode vacuum-arc-melted
electrolytic, preparation and properties
(1963) 18251

current industrial reports (1961) 2989,
6822; (1962) 3736, 11081; (1963) 3574,
5996, 7758, 13289; (1964) 3390, 10054;
(1965) 3273, 8609

mechanical properties

—

cast metal, USSR studies (1964) 16215
increasing by thermal treatment of metal

in liquid state (1964) 5913
metalwork, bibliography (1961) 8451
molds, expendable, for reactive metals (1964)

18692
nonferrous, current industrial reports (1961)

2989; (1962) 3736, 20545; (1963) 3574;
(1964) 3390; (1965) 3273, 13626

press, defects, methods for prevention (1964)
80

investment and chill casting, problems,
USSR studies (1964) 14476

investment, USSR studies (1964) 2543
properties of alloys, effect of vacuum de-

gassing, USSR study (1965) 11163
properties of heat-resisting alloys, USSR

study (1964) 12926
refractory metal, effect of individual fea-

tures of technological process, USSR
study (1964) 5378

refractory metals, USSR study (1965)4921
squeeze casting of thin-wall parts, USSR

study (1964) 12728
steel

—

continuous casting

—

and open-hearth computer controls,
USSR studies (1964) 9291

2 years experience, USSR study (1963)
2829
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Castings—Continued
steel—Continued
current industrial reports (1961) 2989,

6822; (1962) 3736, 11081; (1963) 3574.
5996, 7758, 13289; (1964) 330, 10054;
(1965) 3273, 8609

desulfurization by calcium inoculation
improves properties (1962) 3447

mechanization of transport in shops,
USSR (1961) 19771

samples from shops delivered mechanical-
ly. USSR study (1961) 19774

USSR shop (1964) 2710
work. Communist China (1961) 2160
see also Die castings—Molds (forms).

Castings Week. International, see Internation-
al Castings Week.

Castle, R.A. simulation of helicopter and
V/STOL aircraft, computational meth-
ods analog (1964) 21826

Castle, Stephen S., trucking and cartage
(1964) 13445

Castle Clinton National Monument:
commemorative medal, liberty series

—

law (1964) 6173
reports (1964) 460. 2094

Castleman, L.S., fundamentals of diffusional

bonding, 7th annual progress report,

July 1. 1961-June 30, 1962 (1963) 129
Castor-beans:
considerations in industries (speech) (1962)

9537
production (1961) 71
production in U.S. increases (1963) 12050

Castor oil, production in U.S. increases (1963)
12050

Castration:
effect upon

—

atherosclerosis of coronary arteries of

heart, USSR study (1961) 11058
blood cholesterol level and alimentary

atherosclerosis of aorta, USSR study
(1961) 2112

hogs, general information (1965) 10065
Castrillo, Guillermo, relief (1965) 12229, 19096,

19198
Castro, Fidel:

Castro-Communist subversion in Western
Hemisphere

—

hearings (1963) 6194
reports (1963) 6195, 7956

Castro's network in United States, Fair
Play for Cuba Committee, hearings,
(1963) 10019, 12022, 15393, 19062; (1964)
538

print additional copies, report (1963)
17289

cold route to power (1964) 2728
denounces sectarianism in Matanzas speech

(1962) 14316
interview by Eugene Evtushenko, Russian

poet (1963) 2791
pro-Castro forces, attempts to pervert

American press, testimony of Carlos
Todd, hearing (1963) 4784

pro-Castro propaganda activities in U.S.,

hearings (1963) 17189; (1964) 416. 2127;
(1965) 5976

print additional copies, reports (1965)
12131. 14065

regime in Cuba (1963) 11293
speech to bus workers on July 17, 1962,

Cuba (1962) 19733
television interview, excerpts (1962) 14093
L'Unita reporter interviews (1961) 7801

Casualties, see Chemical warfare—Marine ac-

cidents.

Casualty insurance:
act of D.C., amend relative to false state-

ments

—

law (1963) 13431
reports (1962) 19110; (1963) 6157, 13731

District of Columbia rate regulation laws,
amend, hearings (1963) 17308; (1964)
10417

cat cry syndrome (1965) 18996
Catalase:
and ovomucoid mixed films, force-area study

(1963) 12956
films, force-area study (1961) 1391

Catalina Properties, Inc.:

relief (1962) 16918, 21359; (1963) 20459;
(1964) 8408

veto message (1964) 17463
Catalog cards:
Library of Congress

—

annual cumulation (1961) 13420; (1962)
18169

books, authors (1961) 3411, (1962) 4098;
(1963) 3941; (1964) 3768; (1965) 1304,
3684. 18410

books, subjects (1961) 3407, 19831; (1962)
4016, 20062; (1963) 3864, 19809; (1964)
3677; (1965) 3590

motion pictures and filmstrips (1961) 3408;
(1962) 4017; (1963) 3865; (1964) 3678;
(1965) 3591

music and phonoreeords (1963) 18057;
(1964) 14718. 18651; (1965) 12803, 14648

National Library of Medicine (1962) 14404;
(1963) 12815

Cataloging:
Atomic Energy Commission reports

—

corporate author entries (1962) 11033;
(1965) 193

report number series used by Technical
Information Division (1964) 17059;
(1965) 17129

cataloging handbook, H series (1962)
9507-12; (1963) 4794, 15407, 17343,
19074; (1964) 558-559, 2251, 3497-99,
12288-297; (1965) 450-452, 2048, 3408-10,
4628, 6085. 19530

cataloging manual M (series) (1961) 14765,
17149; (1963) 8137-38. 10034; (1964)
10444. 21249; (1965) 453. 7558, 17973

Defense Department programs, hearing
(1961) 14467

descriptive, (Government scientific and tech-
nical reports, standard (1964) 9756

faint stars in Southern Hemisphere. USSR
study (1963) 12352

Federal program implementation, realign-
ment of item management responsibili-
ties in Air Force Logistics Command,
GAO review (1963) 10269

Library of Congress

—

catalog cards, new method of distribution
explored (1961) 9434

descriptive cataloging rules for

—

motion pictures and filmstrips (1964)
11307

phonoreeords (1964) 11307
limited cataloging service, discontinuance

(1963) 18056
proofsheet service (1962) 20061

memorandum (1962) 18166
notes for medical catalogers (periodical),

(1965) 14903
rules, LC and ALA, additions and changes

(1963) 18055
service, bulletins (1961) 9434; (1962) 18166,

20061; (1963) 18054-56; (1964) 2975;
(1965) 3192
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Cataloging—Continued

supply cataloging, Federal manual-
format, content, and preparation (1965)

17973

operating procedure (1963) 8137; (1964)

21249
supply classification (1965)453

Cataloging Division, Defense Logistics Serv-

ices Center, Federal catalog system pub-
lications (1962) 19409

Catalogs:
Air Force Academy, Colo., (1961) 9908; (1962)

12957; (1963) 9593A; (1964) 11782
air traffic control, large display systems,

devices, techniques (1962) 18756
American Civil War

—

books in Army Library, special list (1963)

5777
centennial exhibition (1961) 19828

Armed Forces Institute (1961) 13816; (1963)

20318
Atomic Energy Commission

—

engineering materials lists (1961) 1718,

5389; (1965) 4272
indexes (1962) 23055; (1964) 8072; (1965)

4273
motion picture film library

—

popular level (16-mm) (1962) 20515-518
professional level (16mm) (1962) 2108,

8991, 13015, 20519
proceedings of technical meetings (1962)

225
subject headings used (1962) 23056; (1965)

13523
audio-visual educational aids. Armed Forces

Institute of Pathology (1965) 15240
automatic data processing systems, commer-

cially available auxiliary equipments.
Army pamphlet (1962) 16359

captioned films for deaf (1964) 572, 12320
Census Bureau (1965) 3174
census industrial statistics program guide

(1961) 20454
census publications (1961) 2957; (1962) 3658;

(1963) 3499; (1964) 3286
monthly supplements (1961) 2958; (1962)

3659, (1963) 3500; (1964) 3287; (1965)

3175
charts, Great Lakes and connecting waters,

etc. (1961) 4807
civil defense

—

display (1965) 13669
motion pictures (1963) 18715; (1965) 15339

Civil Rights Commission publications (1965)

314
Civil War photographs (1961) 9435
Coast and Geodetic Survey, nautical charts

and related publications (1963) 7795;

(1964) 11957
Coast Guard Academy (1961) 18422; (1962)

20677; (1963) 7804; (1965) 19036
Coast Guard films (1965) 11992

Commerce Department publications, supple-

ments (1963) 18760; (1964) 17164

copyright entries, see listings under
Copyright Office in the monthly issues.

DCSC procurement estimates, 1966 (1965)

12364

defense logistics management training
(1965) 4629, 14150, 19528

diptera of America north of Mexico (1965)
13380

emergency health preparedness publications
(1964) 18905

exhibits on public welfare (1965) 11794

fakes and svnndles in health field (1963)

19248; (1964) 19743

Catalogs—Continued

Federal aids to State and local governments
(1964) 10421

print additional copies, reports (1964

15681, 17859, 19480, 21189; (1965) 8929,

12091, 15741, 15945
supplement (1965) 10684

Federal stock number reference catalog

(1965) 16202
Federal system, NASA indoctrination charts

(1963) 12841
films

—

Agriculture Department (1964) 16944
Interior Department (1964) 12540
Public Health Service, 1964-65 (1965) 8250

Government publications, monthly catalogs

(1961) 3536; (1962) 4064; (1963) 3907;

(1964) 3731; (1965) 3649
Homoptera (1963) 1646-51, 7549, 16715;

(1965) 4092-94
hourly meteor rates (1965) 9917
Housing and Home Finance Agency Library,

subject headings used (1962) 23601
index-catalogue of library of Surgeon (iener-

al's Office (1961) 13562, 15836
Indian miniatures, from Archer collection

(1964) 3055
Industrial College of Armed Forces (1961)

9290; (1962) 2592, 11957; (1964) 2467,

12575; (1965) 12583
interference shielding for internal combus-

tion engines (1963) 9521
Interior Department films (1961) 20854;

(1963) 8368
investment opportunities, index (1965) 4892

Joint Publications Research Service, current
publications (1964) 883, 10718; (1965)

6393
Labor Statistics Bureau publications

(1964)16614; (1965) 5056, 14642
lacebugs of world (1965) 6803
Library of Congress

—

books, subjects (1961) 3407, 19831; (1962)

4016; (1963) 3864, 19809; (1964) 3677;

(1965) 2806, 3590
cumulatives (1961) 3407-8, 13420, 19831,

21155; (1962) 20062
motion pictures and filmstrips (1961) 3408;

(1962) 4017; (1963) 3865; (1964) 3678;

(1965) 3591
music and phonorecords (1961) 11359,

21155; (1962) 15995, 18168; (1963) 18057;

(1964) 14718; 18651; (1965) 12803, 14648

national union catalogs (1961) 3411; (1962)

4098; (1963) 3941; (1964) 3768; (1965) 3684
annual cumulations (1961) 13420; (1962)

18169; (1965) 1304, 18410
manuscript collections, 1963-64 (1965)

18411
Russian publications, 18th century (1962)
6218

subject headings, monthly supplements
(1961) 3417; (1962) 4361; (1963) 4214;
(1964) 4061; (1965) 3968

talking book program, tape recordings
(1962) 22454

Lincolniana collection of Alfred W. Stern in

L.C (1961) 7913
lithographs of Childe Hassam (1962) 18325
Medical Acadmey of Erfurt (1962) 19991
medical and veterinary zoology (1961) 9861;

(1962) 12826; (1963) 16716, 18409; (1964)
19057

meteorological satellite data, television cloud

photography

—

TIROS 1(1961)20246
TIROS II (1963) 14800
TIROS III (1962) 20370
TIROS IV (1963) 11407
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Catalogs—Continued
meteorological satellite data, television cloud

photography—Continued

TIROS V (1964) 9882, 19026
TIROS VII (1965) 9998, 18840
TIROS VIII (1965) 18841

Military Academy, West Point (1962) 18178;
(1963) 16317; (1964) 16621; (1965) 18423

National Bureau of Standards, standard
materials (1965) 18607

National Collection of Fine Arts

—

Turner watercolors from British Museum
(1964) 3056

Venetian drawings from Correr Museum
(1964) 3054

National Exhibition of Prints held at Li-

brary of Congress (1961) 1190; (1963)

10927
National Library of Medicine (1961) 9437;

(1962) 14404; (1963) 12815; (1964) 13092;

(1965) 12804
subject headings used (1961) 3499; (1962)

4044; (1963) 3892
Naval Academy, Annapolis (1961) 11464;

(1962) 14532; (1963) 12936; (1964) 13307;

(1965) 18645
Naval Reserve officers school (1962) 3404
Navy films for public and television show-

ings (1961) 21290
occupational health, films and filmstrips

(1962) 22761
old-age and survivors insurance, public

information materials (1962) 1740;

(1963) 1375
packaged disaster hospital materials, illus-

trated catalog and guide for distribution

(1965) 18711
phonograph records, folk music. United

States and Latin America (1965) 1303,

19815
Polish agricultural machinery (1961) 4385
protective equipment, USSR (1965) 16468
Public Health Service

—

films (1961) 21308; (1962) 14570
numbered publications (1964) 21854; (1965)

20043
published concert music by American com-

posers (1965) 3071
rules for cataloging, LC and ALA, additions

and changes (1963) 18055
shelter components (1963) 4607, 16935
spawning ground catalog, Kvichak River

system, Bristol Bay, Alaska (1965) 616
stock number reference catalog (1964) 4725
stores stock catalogs (1961) 1994, 7418,

14874, 19328; (1962) 17498; (1963) 17443;
(1964) 4059, (1965) 592, 3966

hand-tool (1965) 14269-270
special information on availability of

items (1963) 4932
standard forms supplement (1961) 14873;

(1962) 17497; (1963) 15513; (1964) 21315
supplements (1962) 7380, 13819, 21766;

(1963) 6442; (1964) 690, 6694
strains, virus, USSR translation (1965)

18354
Surgeon (ieneral's Office library. National

Library of Medicine (1961) 13562
teaching aids, medicine, lantern and micro-

scopic slide sets (1963) 18549
technical reports, CTR series (1962) 9000,

14910
technical reports, OTS (1961) 5416
television films (1962) 32
union catalog of hand-copied books in

Braille, supp (1961) 11361
upper air data, history and catalogue,

1946-60 (1964) 9881
USDA photos (1961) 7537

Catalogs—Continued
Victorian American, lithographs from Harry

T. Peters collection (1961) 9750
visual binary orbits (1964) 9669
Voice of America programs (1963) 14761
water resources research (1965) 9295, 19696
Western Training Center courses, 1964

(1964) 4374
Catalysis:

catalytic combustion of nuclear submarine
atmospheric contaminants (1965) 13117

catalytic hydrocracking of polyphenyl sys-

tems for use in reclamation of organic
nuclear reactor coolant (1964) 8059

catalytic reduction of carbon monoxide with
hydrogen (1964) 14773

decomposition of hydrazine over nickel

sulfide and its solid solutions, USSR
study (1961) 15258

heterogeneous

—

catalytic oxidation of organic compounds,
Riga conference, USSR study (1962)
12113

problems, USSR study (1963) 7002
Kinetics of catalytic reactions, Soviet re-

search (1963) 16873
research, Austrian report (1962) 7583
stereo-specific for preparing new polymers,

synthesis and evaluation (1962) 103
technology of producing liquid parahydro-

gen, problems, USSR study (1962) 1046
thermal explosions in autocatalytic reac-

tions, USSR study (1961) 2374
vapour-phase hydrogenation catalytic activ-

ity, evaluation. Communist China (1961)
19489

Catalysts:
automotive exhaust, effect of lead deposits

(1963) 14509
beds for 98-percent-concentration hydrogen

peroxide (1963) 14558
cobalt and iron carbonyls (1962) 16005
effect of ionizing radiation on chlorination

of mixtures of rutile and carbon (1962)
14438

formation for destructive hydrogenation,
USSR study (1961) 10925

hot-gas-recycle process, developments (1965)
8026

hydrocarbons, catalytic oxidation (1963)
3051

hydrogenation, for beta radiation, evalua-
tion, interim technical status report
(1965) 17110

inorganic, bibliography (1963) 1872
iron

—

carbides, nitrides, and carbonitrides in

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (1963) 19824
chemical changes during coal hydrogena-

tion (1961) 4823
Fischer-Tropsch oil circulation process,
experiments (1963) 9124

kinetics of Fischer-Tropsch synthesis

(1964) 13103

self-generated carbon-expanded for syn-

thesis of methane (1964) 11331
sulfur poisoning of fixed beds in

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (1965) 9550

isotopes in, all-Union conference, USSR
(1962) 14050

metallic, interaction with cyclohexane,
USSR study (1964) 14456

molybdenum impregnated and mixed, for

coal hydrogenation, relative activity

(1962) 14453
organic, bibliographies (1963) 1869-71

plated nickel wire mesh makes superior ca-

talyst bed (1965) 19912
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Catalysts—Continued

platforming reactions of hydrocarbons us-

ing dual properties, Communist China
(1961) 19478

principles of modleing biocatalysts, USSR
study (1964) 18386

uranium

—

depleted, development for destruction of

air pollutants in automobile exhaust
(1963) 4490

use for removal of hydrocarbons and car-

bon monoxide from automotive exhaust
(1964) 1441

Catapults, steam, use of bridle hook-up and
arrestation system, aviation training
manual (1961) 15865

Cataracts:
extraction, corneal-muscular suturation fol-

lowing, USSR study (1965) 11129
formation, amino acid analyses of lenses,

etc., following exposure to cataractogen-
ic agents (1965) 5559

hope through research (1961) 8151; (1964)
1558

radiation, initial symptoms and classifica-

tion (1962) 12048
Catarrh, acute, of upper respiratory tract,

dispensary treatment problems, USSR
study (1963) 19438

Catecholamines

:

excretion in heat-acclimatized men (1963)
9634

number of storage granules in adrenal med-
ulla (1963) 4414

release from adrenal slices and rate of respi-

ration (1963) 20311
spectrofluorometric estimation, combination

spectra dispersion, USSR study (1964)

12795
studies on pilots during prolonged experi-

ments in space cabin simulator (1963)

16807
urinary

—

excretion, effect of high concentrations of

carbon dioxide and diet (1963) 18505
in motion sickness and turbulent flight

(1964) 1742
Caterers and catering:

airlines catering facilities, sanitation stand-
ards, handbook (1965) 5341

bibliography (1962) 18445
organization of services for schoolchil-

dren, USSR translations (1965) 2666
Caterpillars:

control on cabbage, etc., in South (1961)

1625; (1964) 9939
metamorphosis (1961) 21367
oak leaf, control (1962) 2508
see aJso names of caterpillars.

Catfish:
channel, ictalurus lacustris punctatus,

movement in Savannah River within
AEC operations area, study (1965) 15256

South American callichthyid genus Corydor-
as, new species and redescriptions (1964)
20658

Cathartes aura, see Vultures.
Cathcart, James B.:

economic geology of

—

Chicora quadrangle. Fla. (1963) 20730
Keysville quadrangle, Fla (1963) 10282
Lakeland quadrangle, Fla (1964) 19775
Plant City quadrangle, Fla (1964) 799

Catherine, John J., torsional vibration charac-
teristics of Saturn SA-1 (1965) 9701

Catheters:
catheter-tip flowmeter for measurement of

blood flow (1964) 17011

Catheters—Continued

continuous sampling of arterial blood of

unanesthetized animals (1965) 5565
right heart and pulmonary artery implanta-

tion (1964) 8004
Cathey, Henry M.:
growing flowering annuals (1963) 16741;

(1965) 4105
indoor garden for decorative plants (1965)

11844
Cathode-anode couples, new, for secondary

batteries using molten salt electrolytes,

investigation (1963) 14899
Cathode ray tubes:
CRT printer, subroutines for NORC (1961)

5016
opaque and transparent phosphors

—

luminance required (1961) 1399
target detectability (1961) 1373

screens, USSR study (1963) 8721
Cathode rays, irradiation, effects on rice wee-

vil in wheat (1962) 8851
Cathodes:

bacterial colonized, experiments with magne-
sium seawater cell (1965) 11576

cathodic pretreatment effects on behavior of

platinum electrode (1965) 14961
cold tube application, development, USSR

study (1963) 8538
corrosion control by cathodic protection,

maintenance of subsurface metal struc-
tures (1965) 5487

hot tungsten, preliminary studies on L-2
device and plasma source (1962) 16392

impregnated, translation (1963) 1778
large, use in magnetic photomultiplier for

extreme ultraviolet radiation measure-
ment (1961) 8337

oxide-coated

—

brush, in electron-bombardment ion thrus-
tors, preliminary operation (1965) 13005

wire winding to increase lifetime (1965)
6648

physical bases of cathode electronics confer-
ence, USSR, proceedings (1964) 16849

protection by use of depleted uranium anode
(1963) 18101

reaction of polystyrene, with colloidal lead
particles at instant of formation at
cathode, USSR study (1965) 2782

sputtered thin films, research (1963) 7646
tantalum, improves electron-beam evapora-

tion (1965) 11447
thermionic properties (1962) 6359
titanium diaphragm makes excellent

amplitron cathode support (1965) 18518
Catholic War Veterans of United States of

America, confer Federal charter, report
(1963) 15369

Catholicism:
contemporary, USSR study (1961) 2123
political and ideological adaptation of Cath-

olic Church, USSR study (1964) 16192
responsibility for leadership in battle

against obscenity (address) (1961) 2651
Salazar and leaders of Catholic Church in

Portugal (1965) 19780
USSR sees Chile in power of Leftist Catho-

lics (1965) 4936
Vatican under new Pope, USSR study (1964)

11019
Cation-exchange, see Ion exchange.
Cations, see Ions.

Cativo, Prioria copaifera Gris. (1965) 10922
Cato Bros., Inc., relief (1961) 5631
Cato Sells Mine, ore deposit, mineralogy and

paragenesis. Monument Valley area
(1963) 12220
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Catoctin Mountain Park:
general information (1961) 15847; (1965)

18636
Hog Rock nature trail (1961) 9628

Catoe, Lynn El:

material sciences papers (1963) 57

space science and technology books, 1957-61

(1963) 9092
Cats:

action potentials of vestibular neurons,

USSR study (1964) 18199
brain, morphological changes following

closed craniocerebral injury associated

with radiation sickness, USSR study

(1964) 7320

caloric nystagmus following rotary habitua-
tion (1964) 4315

cutaneous and motor analysers, compara-
tive chemoarchitectonics of functional

groups of proteins in cortical nuclei,

USSR study (1964) 12923
decorticated, habituation to caloric vestibu-

lar stimulation, studies (1963) 20312
effects on shivering of

—

decerebration and decortication (1963)
11491

septal and hypothalamic lesions (1963)

11494
atropine and reserpine (1963) 11493

nystagmus responses to rotation and direc-

tionally equivalent and non-equivalent
stimuli after unilateral caloric habitua-
tion (1964) 1790

observations on elicitation of secondary and
inverted primary nystagmus by
unilateral caloric irrigation (1963) 16865

scratch disease, results of complement-

fixation and skin tests (1961) 16137

unanesthetized, septal and hypothalamic
stimulation (1963) 11490

used for research, etc., regulate transporta-
tion, sale, and handling, hearings (1965)

19292
vagrant, how to control (1962) 7425

Catsup, see Tomato catchup.

Cattails, control in drainage channels and
ditches, studies (1963) 13190

Cattell, James M., papers in Library of Con-
gress, register (1962) 10422

Cattermole, J.M., geologic effects of high-

explosive tests, Nevada test site (1963)

5021
Cattle:
anaplasmosis

—

control (1961) 6683
costly disease (1964) 11740

beef

—

and USDA (address (1964) 5823
cattle breeding (1964) 19064
commercial feedlots, improved methods
and facilities (1962) 12853

corral and feed lots, farm building plan
(1962) 8854

evaluation and use of performance records
(talk) (1961) 17235

exhibit of proposed new yield grades, de-

scriptive sheet (1962) 22923
feeding pelleted rations (1963) 4375
feedlot and ranch equipment (1963) 1691
female, influence of total feed and protein

intake on reproductive performance
through 2d calving (1965) 4128, 7044

imports and cattle industry (remarks)
(1964) 7914

imports, hearing (1964) 8355
muscle characteristics as related to car-

cass grade and weight (1961) 11730

Cattle—Continued
beef—Continued
research at Front Royal Station, progress

report (1963) 1656
blood typing, repeatability and standardiza-

tion tests, results (1961) 11680
brucellosis

—

eradication

—

market testing plan aids, picture story
(1962) 10875

market testing program (1962) 4365
weaknesses in animal disease control

activities, GAO report (1964) 12501
planned measures for control and extermi-
nation in Vojvodina, Yugoslavia (1962)
5516

crosses, Sindhi-Jersey and Sindhi-Holstein,
comparison with purebreds (1961) 3724

dairy

—

cattle breeds (1962) 4505; (1965) 4103
DHLA proved sire lists

—

Holstein sires (1961) 47
Jersey, Brown Swiss, Milking Shor-

thorn, Red Dane and Red Poll cattle

(1961) 48
DHLA sire summary list, Ayrshire, Guer-

nesy, Holstein, Jersey, Brown, Swiss,
Milking Shorthorn, and Red Poll sires,

etc. (1962) 20; (1963) 1637, 4340, 9543,
18402; (1964) 5798, 9918, 13568, 20899;
(1965) 4090, 10029, 16936

feeding (1962) 20403
feeding practices, preliminary survey

(1964) 9720
foreign trade prospects (1963) 8628
importance in breeding and management

(1961) 5284
interstate movement, selected States

(1963) 9444; (1964) 9842
loose-housing system (1961) 17920; (1965)

8438
prospects for foreign trade (1962) 5221;

(1963) 8289
selected States, interstate movement

(1961) 9799; (1962) 12744
dipping vat, farm-building plan (1961) 97
economics of segmenting hides (1965) 6104
face fly population, estimating (1963) 1625
feeder cattle grades, official standards,

(1965) 9008
feeder pooling, improved marketing through

grading and commingling (1963) 1702
feeding industry along North and South

Platte Rivers, changes 1953-59 (1963)

10052
feeding shelter, building plan (1964) 19099
fever tick eradication activities, 1962 (1963)

1657
finishing beef cattle (1964) 5826
forage and management in long leaf-slash

pine forests (1964) 13583
gruards, farm building plan (1961) 1636
hay wagon, self-feeding, building plan (1962)

68
Hereford, selection and inbreeding in closed

line, evaluation of response (1965) 7046
hides, curing at lower costs and greater

efficiency, guide (1964) 12308
horn flies, how to control (1961) 11704;

(1963) 14862; (1965) 8435
improving distribution on western moun-

tain rangelands (1965) 18877
infection with Aujeszky's disease, mech-

anism, Yugoslav study (1962) 7859
killing-floor systems and layouts (1964) 9952

lice, control methods (1961) 84; (1965) 16972

liver flukes, general information (1961) 9886

lumpy sTiin, highly infectious foreign dis-

ease, general information (1965) 13403
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Cattle—Continued
market, testing program, brucellosis eradi-

cation activities (1961) 2874; (1963)
4219; (1964) 4066; (1965) 3974

mineral feeders, farm building plan (1961)
17924

nutrition affected by cobalt deficiency in

soils and forages (1961) 6684
nutritive quality of little bluestem in Mis-

souri Ozarks (1961) 12709
on feed (1965) 3193
Arizona and California (1961) 2813; (1962)

3660; (1963) 3501; (1964) 3306
selected States. 1955-59 (1961) 3719

response to grazing, northern plains (1962)
1956

scabies eradication activities report (1961)
42, 16073; (1963) 1620; (1964) 10; (1965)
1736

self-feeding fences, farm building plan (1961)
8304

situation, current and prospective (1963)
13164

slaughtering plants

—

improved methods and facilities in South-
west (1961) 5266

Federally inspected establishment, special
release (1965) 16882

sold for slaughter, selected markets (1962)
3660; (1963) 3501; (1964) 3306; (1965)
3193

stocker and feeder, shipments (1961) 2848;
(1962) 4337; (1963) 4190, 9448; (1964)
4034; (1965) 3941

tuberculosis

—

control in Soviet Union (1962) 5523
eradication and control (1961) 11674;

(1962) 8841
U.S. exporters' guides (1961) 13773; (1963)

1679
use of natural openings in Arizona pine for-

est (1963) 4986
watering trough, continuous flow, farm

building plan (1962) 8856
see aiso Calves—Cows—Livestock.

Cattle grubs, how to control (1964) 5831;
(1965) 1763

Cattle ranches, see Ranches.
Cattle ranges, see Range lands.
Cattle scab, itch mite reported in New Mexico

and Texas (1964) 16937
Cattle ticks:

eradication activities, 1962 (1963) 1657
fever-tick eradication program, picture sto-

ry (1962) 10850, 10871
fight against fever ticks (1964) 9961

Cattlemen, marketing challenge (comments)
(1962) 8767

Cattlemen's associations, cattlemen, competi-
tion, and USDA (address) (1964) 7915

Cattoir, Francis R.:

fused-salt electrolysis of tungsten (1963)
5481

molten-salt electrorefining of uranium (1964)
18690

Caucasus:
coastal resorts, guide book, USSR (1963)

14160
decane oxidizing bacteria isolated from

depth waters of northern Ciscaucasus,
USSR study (1963) 17700

North, need for reorganization of agricul-
tural machine-building (1965) 14518

northern, hydroelectric plants, USSR study
(1962) 10007

photo-theodolite survey in 1925 (1961) 11208
railroad guide, Moscow-Caucasus (1963)

15847

Caudill, Arley T.:

foreign trade regulations of Spain (1964)
14375

selling in Spain (1965) 11999
Cauliflower:

caterpillar control in South (1961) 1625;
(1964) 9939

market diseases (1961) 17900
prepackaged vacuum-cooled, effect of chemi-

cal treatment on quality (1963) 13148
varieties and culture (1961) 8294; (1964)

19066; (1965) 16962
Caulking, see Calking.
Causality as basis of cosmology (1962) 9952
Causation of anomalies and specificity of tera-

togenic effect

(1961) 15235
Causative factors in movements of business

inventories (papers) (1962) 2284
Causes and prevention of failure of septic

tank percolation systems (1964) 14240
Causeways, inflatable, prototype, design, etc.

(1962) 3570
Caustic poisons, see Poisons.
Caustic soda, see Soda (caustic).

Cavallaro, Joseph A., froth flotation
washability data of various Appalachi-
an coals using timed release analysis
technique (1965) 16590

Cavalry (armored), see Armored forces.
Cavanaugh, Joseph A. highlights from survey

of psychiatric aides (1964) 11447
Caves:

conical cavities, directional therm-
al-radiative properties (1965) 14836

underground, factors influencing stability,

evaluation (1961) 3793
Caviar, see Sturgeons.
Caviris, Maria, relief (1963) 15209
Cavitation:
and eff'ective liquid tension of nitrogen in

tunnel venturi (1964) 7510
and noncavitation performance of 80.6°

flat-plate helical inducer (1963) 1281
cause of pump vibration (1962) 16331
damage of mechanical pump impellers oper-

ating in liquid metal space power loops
(1965) 14728

detection and location tests (1963) 4480
drag coefficient of parabolic bodies of revo-

lution at zero number (1961) 21246
frequency in formation of pockets in turbu-

lent boundary layers and satellite flows,

USSR study (1962) 1264
incipient

—

ethylene glycol in tunnel Venturi (1965)
6755

freon-114 in tunnel Venturi (1965) 6713
naval hydrodynamics symposium (1961) 4998
new phase, theory of formation, USSR study

(1961) 10840
super, hydrofoils operating near free water

surface, investigation (1962) 1695
venturi flow, effects of air content and water

purity on liquid tension (1963) 9146
visual observations in rotating machinery

(1965) 13007
Cavities, see Caves.
Cavity chambers, see Ionization chambers.
Cavity frequency meters 2.60 through 26.50

GC(KNC) (1962) 22688; (1964) 13365
Cavity reactors, see Reactors (atomic).
Cavity resonators, see Resonators.
Cawthorn, Joel W., soil survey report, Iredell

County, N.C. (1964) 18954
Caya, Albert, Jr., economic developments in

Federal Republic of C^ermany, 1962
(1963) 8396
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Cayce, S.C., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 11937
Cayuse Indians, general information (1965)

1517
CBR, see Biological warfare—Chemical war-

fare—Radiological warfare.
CBR Defense School, see Chemical, Biological,

Radiological Defense School.

CCC, see Chlorocholine chloride—Commodity
Credit Corporation.

CCIR, see International Radio Consultative
Committee.

CCL, see Coating and Chemical Laboratory.
CCP, see Communist Party of China.
CCR special publications (1965) 4396, 7315,

8654, 19012
CD newspictures (1963) 3502A; (1965) 3195
CDC, see Communicable Disease Center.

Ceanothus:
deerbrush, Lemmons, aud wedgeleaf, seeds,

planting depth (1962) 9687
mountain whitethorn, defoliation effects of

Great Basin tent caterpillar (1963)
12162

Cebetox, insecticide toxicity, experimental
data, Rumanian study (1962) 7571

Cebolla Creek:
titaniferous iron deposit

—

diamond-drill, sample data statistical

analysis (1963) 14508
Gunnison County, Colo. (1961) 1231

Cecal eoccidiosis, see Coccidiosis.

Cechovic, Vsevold, biographic data (1962) 5430

Cecil soil, see Soils.

CED, see Economic Development Committee.
Cedar:

alligator juniper

—

and Utah juniper in northern Arizona, soil

water storage under natural and cleared
stands (1965) 668

in Arizona, specific gravity (1965) 12506
sulfate pulping (1962) 9674

hydrologic influences of cabling juniper
(1961) 20787

pinyon-juniper type

—

Arizona, effects of grazing, fire and tree
control (1964) 16969

phenology of grasses of northern Arizona
(1965) 12513

stands, aerial volume tables (1963) 4983
red, shingles, current industrial reports

(1964) 11900
Spanish, general information (1965) 7725
Utah juniper, 20-year growth in Arizona

(1962) 17588
western redcedar shingle tow, toxic effects

on Douglas-fir seedlings (1964) 8656
white, effects of low thinning (1961) 4286

Cedar Bayou:
flood control survey, authorize

—

law (1964) 15392
reports (1963) 15249; (1964) 14089

Cedar Breaks National Monument:
adjust boundary by exchange of lands with

Dixie National Forest

—

law (1961) 12133
reports (1961) 8799, 12447

general information (1962) 12540; (1965)
8163

Cedar Hill Meteorological Research Facility,

information guide for users (1961) 17960

(Dedar Mesa-Boundary Butte area, San Juan
County, Utah, geology (1965) 9257

Cedar Mountain, quadrangle, geology and coal
resources, Iron County, Utah (1962)
15642

Cedar Rapids, Iowa:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11912
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 20571; (1963) 16907

consumer expenditures and income (1963)
10890, 14455

Cedar River:
flood control, Iowa and Minn., engineers re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 12406
document edition (1965) 12049

Cedar River, Mich.:
harbor engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16104
document edition (1965) 15544

Cedartown, Ga., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 6762
Cederstrom, Dagfin J.:

geology and ground-water resources of An-
chorage area, Alaska (1964) 15964

ground-water resources of Fairbanks area,
Alaska (1963) 8344

Cedrela, see Cedar.
Celebes, sailing directions (1963) 3206; (1964)

)8841
Celestial background radiation (1964) 13626
Celestial mechanics, see Three-body problem.
Ceilings, panel-type construction (1964) 18
Ceilometer computers, see Electronic comput-

Celani, Laura, relief (1961) 19027
Celebes, sailing directions, change (1961)

10703
Celery, advertising provisions authorized in

marketing orders, report (1965) 17844
Celestial bodies:

altitude measurements at sea, random er-

rors, USSR studv (1965) 12620
azimuths, 1964 (1965) 6824
radar studies, Bulgarian development (1965)

2558
Celestial geodesy (1962) 10505
Celestial mechanics, see Three-body problem.
Celestial navigation, see Navigation.
Cell Culture Collection Committee, animal cell

lines registry (1964) 11571
Cell drying mechanism in proliferating cul-

tures of blue-green algae anabaena var-

iabilis and amorphonostoc punctiforme,
USSR (1963) 12376

Cells:

adaptation, cellular level, USSR study
(1962) 6036

analytic culture, symposium (1962) 10549
animal

—

lines certified by (Dell Culture Collection
Committee, registry (1964) 11571

metabolic control mechanisms, symposium
(1964) 13284

cancer

—

antibiotic cruzin reaction, USSR study
(1963) 19626

biological concept and malignization,
USSR study (1962) 19935

review of E. V. Cowdry's monograph,
USSR (1961) 15566

cellular biology, USSR studies (1965) 16523
chemistry problems, USSR study (1964) 1234

connection of nucleolus with chromosomes,
USSR study (1964) 16473

cybernetic system. East (Jerman study
(1965) 6483

cytology and histology, problems, USSR
study (1962) 9869

effects of sound and nucleic elements on,

USSR study (1964) 20241
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Cells—Continued
electrochemical, use to analyze high-purity

iron 1963 7219
evolutionary morphology in light of data

from electron microscopy, USSR study

(1962) 17976
histochemical and ultrastructural changes

of receptor cells of utricle, altered grav-

itational field, USSR study (1964) 9111

human malignant tumor, radiation effect on
RNA and RNA metabolism (1964) 14574

irradiated, role in energy metabolism in res-

toration, USSR study (1963) 20911

irradiation, Ehitch experiments (1961) 15107

living

—

excitation as disturbance of steady state

of open systems, USSR study (1963)

19399
in cosmic space, USSR study (1962) 878

mast cells of nervous system, USSR study

(1961) 15273

medullary, processed for preservation, some
postmortem morphological and
functional examinations, USSR study

(1965) 16428

mitotic division, USSR study (1962) 5811

multiplication and growth of hydroid polyps,

USSR study (1963) 8652
normal and tumoral, fluorchromized with

acridine orange at different pH values,

USSR study (1964) 7074
nucleic acid content in nerve cells in various

functional states, USSR study (1963)

17810
nucleus, electron miscroscopy, USSR study

(1961)4664
oncological relations of mechanics of cellu-

lar growth, USSR study (1965) 9330
optimal self-adaptation of metabolic proc-

esses in cell, USSR study (1965) 14577
partial irradiation, development of appara-

tus (1963) 16796
proliferation in adrenal of control and cold

exposed rats (1964) 4247
proteins

—

role of nucleic acids in synthesis, USSR
study (1962) 945

synthesis, nucleotide code and regulation,

USSR study (1963) 6884
prototype, operation in electrorefining beryl-

lium (1964) 16639
radioisotopes use, research and development

program (remarks) (1961) 6758
radiosensitivity of inherited structures of

cells of mammalia in vitro, USSR study
(1964) 5033

reaction to effects of extreme conditions,

USSR studies (1964) 4927
regulation, current problems, Hungarian

lectures (1964) 20087
standard, unsaturated, cross-check proce-

dure, technical manual (1964) 13355
structures, biochemical functions, USSR

study (1962) 2601
substance, changes from injury and excita-

tion, USSR data (1964) 1148
tissue culture, interaction with Sendai virus,

luminescent microscopy study during
initial phase, USSR (1963) 12491

transport of chemically reacting species in

classical capillary (1964) 3025
tumor membrane, antibodies to specific anti-

gen, USSR study (1964) 10801
ultrastructure characteristics of nucleolus

in cell nuclei of Brown-Pearce tumor,
USSR study (1963) 19508

ultraviolet luminescence, USSR study (1964)

11225

Cells—Continued
see also Blood—Cytochemistry—Cytology

—

Epithe Hal cells—Histochemistry—Plas-

ma cells.

Clells (electrolytic), see Eilectrolytic cells.

Cellular aluminum for use in energy dissipa-

tion system (1964) 18719
Cellular materials:

cellular bases and neurohumoral regulation
of immunogenesis, USSR study (1961)
7630

metal, lightweight, new type (1962) 6397
Cellular metals, intriguing materials concept

(1962) 11047
Cellular oxygen consumption at low oxygen

tensions (1964) 5896
Cellulose:
decomposing myxobacteria, species and vari-

eties, description, USSR study (1963)
12493

decomposition

—

by Aspergilli (1964) 7951
resulting from cellulose-destroying fungi
Chaetomiaceae, monograph (1963) 7683

electron microscopy, USSR study (1964)

2524
mesophilic activated sludge, effects on mis-

cellaneous wastes (1964) 15240
CEMA, see Council for Economic Mutual Aid.

Cement:
and pozzolan requirements, engineering

manual (1961) 1945
automation and man, USSR study of produc-

tion problems (1962) 2625
bibliography (1963) 1866
calcined shale pozzolan concrete, abnormal

stiffening, investigation (1962) 17431
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1795
chemistry, symposium, proceedings (1962) 20

169; (1963) 5619
construction of 18M ferro-cement hyperbolic

shell. Communist Chinese study (1961)

4352
grout fluidifiers, testing, procedures (1965)

14215
Haiphong plant renovation. North Vietnam

(1961) 7859
highway construction usage factors (1963)

20117
hydraulic, sampling, inspection, and testing,

standard (1961) 558
industry

—

Indonesia (1961) 1062
Rumania, development (1961) 19788
Ukraine in 7-year plan (1962) 3198

interrelationship with concrete properties,

materials, techniques, water require-

nients, and trace elements (1965) 16733
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9552
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 21158;

(1962) 22467; (1963) 19825; (1964) 20469;

(1965) 18427
North Vietnam factory, expansion (1963)

7017
plants, labor hygiene, USSR studies (1964)

20220
Portland

—

and other hydraulic cements, production,

etc., 1960, preliminary annual figures

(1961) 2486
causes of variation in chemical analyses
and physical tests (1961) 9613

concrete, pozzolans and special cements
for use in, engineering manual (1961)

20699
determination of injury to U.S. industry
from

—
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Cement—Continued
Portland—Continued

Belgium (1961) 11623
Dominican Republic (1962) 12753; (1963)
9458

Portugal (1961) 21411
Sweden (1961) 11624

distribution, fuel consumption, etc.,

monthly reports (1961) 3466; (1962) 4173
plastic fibrous reinforcement (1964) 14201
production, shipments, and stocks, month-

ly report (1961) 3467; (1962) 4172; (1963)
3503; (1964} 3308; (1965) 3196

use of radioisotopes in determination of
uniformity of mixing for various mixing
times (1965) 1853

white, from Japan, determination of no
injury to U.S. industry (1964) 15134

technological equipment in plants, industrial
assembling methods, USSR study (1963)
15950

Clement masons, see Masons.
Clemeteries:
American military, agreement with Belgium

(1964) 3150
drainage systems, military construction,

engineering manual (1965) 519
see also National cemeteries

—

also names of
cemeteries, or places where located.

Cena, Ricaredo B. Dela, see Dela Cena, Ricare-
do B.

(Denozoic era:

echinoids from Trinidad and Venezuela
(1961) 15967

geology-
Lake Lahontan basin, one of late

Pleistocene lakes of Western U.S. (1964)
10639

Mammoth area, Pinal County, Ariz. (1963)
8332

part of area inundated by late Pleistocene
lake (1963) 2345

northeastern Montana and northwestern
North Dakota, history (1961) 4313

rocks in Alpine-Nutrioso area, Apache Coun-
ty, Ariz., stratigraphy and structure
(1961) 14950

sedimentary rocks in Salinas Valley, stra-
tigraphy and structure, study (1964)
12506

western American gastropods of genus Nas-
sarius (1965) 9274

Censorship:
Armed Forces, Army field manual (1964)

8025
independent agency fiscal matters, etc., by

Budget Bureau, staff study (1961) 8844
laws, extend application

—

law (1961) 20519
reports (1961) 10298, 19079

military cold war education and speech re-
view policies

—

hearings (1962) 9481, 13663, 15429, 17307,
19375, 21537, 23408
index (1963) 2085

hearings and report, print additional cop-
ies, reports (1962) 19139, 19296

Census:
agriculture, 1959

—

final reports (1963) 170, 1901-2, 6008,
11637, 13305
announcement (1963) 5987

general reports (1963) 171
statistics by subjects, bound volume (1963)
4592

agriculture, 1964, facts about (1964) 17110
business, 1958

—

retail trade area reports (1964) 21026
wholesale trade, subject reports (1963)

16877

Page 362

Census—Continued

business, 1963

—

major retail centers, area statistics, (1965)
10203, 11930-931, 13549-600, 15265-298,
17164-190
announcement and order form (1965)

10200
merchandise line sales, announcement and
order form (1965) 11928

publication program, (1965) 17163, 1880-81

retail trade area statistics (1965) 227-230,
1882-85, 4300-8, 5635-60, 7189-99,
10205-219, 11932, 13601-605, 17191-197
advance reports (1965) 3197
retail trade subject statistics (1965)
10220, 11933, 13606, 15299-304, 18969

selected services area statistics (1965)
1886-87, 5661-70, 7200-24, 8574-87,
10221-226, 13607-614, 17199-203
advance reports (1965) 3198

wholesale trade area statistics (1965)
1888-89, 5671-76, 7225-55, 8588-8600,
10227-230, 13615-616, 17204
advance reports (1965) 3199

wholesale trade subject reports (1965)
17205

civil aircraft, Dec. 31, 1964 (1965) 18061
data use for urban renewal purposes (1962)

18548
decennial, climate, United States, see list-

ings under Census in the separate issues

of the monthly catalog.
climatic summary, supp. for 1951-60, no-

tice (1965) 11781
daily normals of temperature and heating

degree days, notice (1965) 11779
heating degree day normals, notice (1965)

11778
monthly averages for State climatic divi-

sions, 1931-60, notice (1965) 11780
monthly normals of temperature, precipi-

tation and heating degree days, notice

(1965) 11776
principal data-collection forms and proce-

dures, announcement and order form
(1962) 9023

summary of hourly observations, notice

(1965) 11777
dental programs in local health

departments, 1962 (1964) 16830
economic

—

censuses, 1963, hearings (1964) 8391
take one year earlier starting in 1968,

amend U.S. code

—

hearings (1962) 19194; (1963) 8007
law (1964) 17391
reports (1962) 21045; (1963) 7953; (1964)

17793
expenditures data, response errors in collec-

tion by household interviews (1965) 5715
FOSDIC equipment for processing (1961)

15828
governments 1962

—

announcement and order forms (1964)
4340, 11884-885, 19282-283; (1965) 4294
final reports (1963) 5990, 15035, 16878,
20342; (1964) 4344. 15305, 11889-890,
19285-287; (1965) 1890-91

announcement and order form (1965)
5629

finances of county governments, announce-
ment and order form (1965) 11885

governmental organization, announcment
and order form (1963) 5986

preliminary reports (1963) 152-154, 5991
publication program, list (1964) 13771
State reports (1965) 1892-96, 4309-35,

5677-94, 7256-57
announcement and order form (1965)
5630
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Census—Continued
governments 1962—Continued

topical studies (1964) 19287; (1965) 231

announcement and order form (1963)

20341
graphic summary, announcment and

order form (1965) 224
housing, 1960

—

components of inventory change (1963)

1903-8, 4593-94, 7769, 11638
final reports (1963) 173, 13272-273,

15036-38, 18643-646, 20343-347; (1964)

1806
metropolitan housing (1963) 1909-18,

15080-81, 16879-880, 16907
announcement and order form (1963)

18638
States and small areas (1963) 1919-20,

18699
United States summary (1963) 15082

Indonesia preparations (1961) 1022

industrial statistics program guide and find-

er catalog (1961)20454
information for small businesses (1961)

20134
interim report, hearing (1961) 10357

laws, confidentiality of voluntary reports,

opinion of Attorney (General (1962)

12319
leading programs, tabular summary, publi-

cations (1965) 1908

machine-readable data

—

and selected special tabulations available,

inventory (1965) 8623
and special tabulations available, invento-

ry (1964) 17112
available, inventory (1964) 13769

manufactures, 1958

—

industry reports (1964) 1807
manufacturing plants, location by indus-

try, county, and employment size

—

announcement and order form (1961)

13866
apparel and related products (1961)
13891

chemicals and allied products (1961)

13894
food and kindred products (1961) 13890
furniture and fixtures (1961) 13892
instruments and related products (1961)

13898
leather and leather products (1961)

13891
lumber and wood products (1961) 13892
machinery (1961) 13897
miscellaneous manufactures (1961)
13895

paper and allied products (1961) 13893
petroleum and coal products (1961)13894

primary metal industries and fabricated
metal products (1961) 13896

printing and publishing (1961) 13893
rubber and plastics products (1961)

13894
stone, clay, and glass prodiicts (1961)

13895
textile mill products (1961) 13891
tobacco products (1961) 13890
transportation equipment (1961) 13898

subject reports (1963) 5992
manufactures, 1963

—

alphabetic list of manufactured products
(1964) 4339

numerical list of manufactured products
(1964) 11911

subject reports (1964) 11891, 17078
mid-decade census, hearings (1962) 4968,

13539

Census—Continued
mineral industries, 1963, preliminary reports

(1965) 3201
North Vietnam, 1960, official report (1961)

4488
one hundred seventy-five years ago today,

first time Uncle Sam counted his flock

(1965) 13710
population, 1790-1890, price list of micro-

film copies of schedules (1965) 11522
population, 1960

—

characteristics of population (1963)

16605-613, 13274-279, 15039-46,

16882-886, 18647-668, 20348-349; (1964)

6035, 8105
final reports (1963) 11639-640, 13307,

15083-86, 16908, 18700-705, 20363
(1964) 192-193, 1826, 8140, 10074,

11913-915, 13773-774, 15326, 17114,

19308; (1965) 17230
announcements (1964) 15300
supplementary reports (1963) 1876-86,

4575-76, 7747; (1964) 6033-34, 8106-7;

(1965) 17207
population and housing, 1960

—

county division boundary descriptions

(1962) 14966-970, 16566-578
enumeration time and cost study (1963)

16909
Puerto Rico (1964) 1808
United States

—

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 11978

processing the data (1962) 13090
announcement and order form (1962)

18875
quality control of preparatory opera-

tions, microfilming, and coding (1965)

18993
population, unemployment, and housing,

mid-decate census in 1966, etc., hearings

(1965) 12200
post office resources, use to improve

coverage of censuses, tests (1965) 18994
Providencia, case study in economic census-

es (1964) 15325
records, your name is somewhere (1962)

16581; (1965) 1912
special censuses

—

conducted by Census Bureau (1962) 20553
summary (1961) 5487, 8519, 13920

statistical briefs from around world (period-

ical) (1965) 3958
statistics, relation of census statistics on

governmental finances to original

sources (1965) 5711
tract conference, papers (1965) 13653, 13655

tract data compared for 25-percent sample
and complete census (1965) 11949

tract memo (1962) 2173; (1963) 1887; (1964)

8108; (1965) 3202
transportation, 1963

—

advance and/or preliminary reports

—

passenger transportation survey (1964)

17079-81, 21027; (1965) 232, 1897-1901,

7258
truck inventory and use survey (1964)

17082-83; (1965)233-270, 4337-40,

5695-5700, 8601
announcement and order form (1964)

19284; (1965) 4297
summary report, announcement and

order form (1965) 10202
preliminary reports, commodity transpor-

tation survey, shipper series (1965)

15305-306, 17208-210, 18970-973

announcement and order form (1965)

15264
see also subjects.
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Census Bureau:
bulletins (1961) 18838; (1962) 13033; (1963)

9712; (1964) 15303; (1965) 17162
career opportunities for majors in various

fields (1963) 7746
commemorative postal card (poster) (1965)

16800
description of its work (1962) 245
Director, nomination of

—

A. Ross Eckler, hearing (1965) 16046
Richard M. Scammon, hearing (1961) 8997

duties of enumerators, etc., amend U.S.
Code-

hearings (1962) 19194; (1963) 8007
law (1964) 17389
reports (1962) 21044; (1963) 11834; (1964)

17792
enumerators, reimbursement for telephone

tolls and charges, authorize

—

hearing (1964) 10335
law (1964) 17394
reports (1964)10261, 17791

fact finder for Nation (1965) 8573
facts about America selected from recent

surveys (1964) 11908
industrial classification, comparison of U.S.

and international standards (1965)
13648

leading census programs, tabular summary,
publications (1965) 1908

machine-readable data, etc., available, in-

ventory (1964) 13769, 17112; (1965) 8623
manufacturers' orders and inventories se-

ries, descriptions and procedures (1964)

17109
maps (1961) 16274-320
methodology and scores of socioeconomic

status, description of CB measures used
in 1960 census program (1963) 16911

population and housing, 1960 censuses, pro-

cedural report (1964) 1827
press releases (1961) 2992; (1962) 4192;

(1963) 4041; (1964) 3873; (1965) 3786
publications

—

catalogs (1961) 2957; (1962) 3658; (1963)

3499; (1964) 3286; (1965) 3174
monthly supplements (1961) 2958; (1962)

3659; (1963) 3500; (1964) 3287; (1965)
3175

(Governments

—

annual reports scheduled 1962, list

(1961) 18123
recurrent reports scheduled (1963)

15034; (1964) 15304; (1965) 10258
program for 1960 census of housing
(1961)6831

program for 1960 census of population
(1961) 6832

records, preliminary inventories (1964)
20634

redistricting congressional districts, hear-
ings (1961) 18962

reimbursements between appropriations,
authorize

—

hearing (1961) 16856
law (1962) 15076
reports (1961) 14416; (1962) 13631

reports, filed on confidential basis, safe-

guard, amend U.S. Code

—

hearings (1962) 19193A
law (1962) 23213
reports (1962) 21086, 21139, 21485

schedule B (1965) 3916, 8602
schedule P (1965) 1910
schedules, see listings under Census Bureau

in the separate issues of the monthly
catalog,

seasonal adjustment methods, tests and revi-

sions (1963) 16906

Census Bureau—Continued
special censuses, lists (1962) 20553; (1963)

9726; (1964) 176, 179, 8129-30. 10066;
(1965) 5707, 8618-19

special services performed, machine-
readable data available, inventory (1964)
13769

statement relating to 18th decennial census
of population (1961) 4022

technical papers (1963) 7768, 11636, 13304,
16906; (1964) 1825; (1965) 1911, 5715,
10261, 13648, 15319

working papers (1962) 16580; (1963) 6009,
16910-911; (1964) 1827, 6052; (1965) 5717,
10262, 11949, 13653-655, 18994

Census Tract Conference, papers presented
(1962) 16580; (1963) 6009; (1965) 13653,
13655

Cent:
alloy, eliminate tin

—

hearings (1962) 15262
law (1962) 19005
reports (1962) 15160,19294

Centaur program:
hearings (1962) 13545
report (1962) 15242

Centedrin, effects on central nervous system,
Hungarian study (1962) 7835

Centenarians:
America's, social security beneficiaries who

have lived to 100 (1964) 18946; (1965)
11686

sex and State, 1960 (1963) 9507
Centennial Film Festival of Agriculture, you

are invited to take part in motion-
picture first (1962) 4533

Center concept and changing curriculum
(1962) 21624

Center for Cultural and Technical Interchange
between East and West, see Cultural
and Technical Interchange between East
and West Center.

Center for Southeast Asia Studies, Kyoto
University, Japan, report (1965) 4928

Center of gravity, see Center of mass.
Center-of-pressure, cones, sharp, right circu-

lar models, at hypersonic speeds, study
(1964) 11410

Center of mass, determination of centers of
gravity in man (1962) 23068

Centipedes:
cephalic nervous system, gross and micro-

scopic anatomy (1961) 1466
lithobimorphic, plectrotaxy as systemic cri-

terion (1962) 16073
CENTO see Central Treaty Organization.
Centolanzi, Frank J., heat transfer to blunt con-

ical bodies having cavities to pro-
mote separation (1963) 14590

Central Aerological Observatory, USSR:
investigations of tungsten properties (1961)

10897
proceedings (1964) 16726

Central African Republic:
economic, technical and related assistance,

agreement (1963) 11313
economy, basic data (1964) 6853
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 11940
foreign trade regulations (1964) 21073
gazetteer, official standard names (1962)

17618
investment guaranties, agreement (1965)

9943
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12853
newly independent nation, general informa-

tion (1962) 10660
Sudan boundary, study (1963) 20161
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Central America:
civil aviation survey (1962) 13030
cotton production (1964) 2348
east coast, sailing directions, changes (1962)

659; (1963) 7346; (1965) 1526
genus Spherocera Latreille (Diptera, sphero-

ceridae), contribution to study (1965)
9787

health information for travel in (1961) 2664,
15933; (1962) 16130; (1963) 16500

industrial development laws (1961) 7554
infectious diseases, Middle America Re-

search Unit (1965) 14892
instrumentation (1961) 3884
new land snails (1962) 14518
population growth (1963) 13663
pulping and papermaking experiments on

pines (1961) 17299
recent Foraminifera off Central America

(series) (1963) 12230; (1964) 14342
trade and invest (1965) 18266
trade with U.S., change, challenge, and com-

petition (address) (1965) 13704
water striders, subgenus Stridulivelia (1962)

14517
west coast, sailing directions, changes (1962)

9759; (1963) 21047; (1965) 11555
Central and Southern Florida Project:

Shingle Creek Basin, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2183
document edition (1963) 2073

Central Arizona project:
authorize, construct, and maintain

—

hearings (1963) 20610; (1964) 14142; (1965)
4522

report (1964) 17708
Central Black Earth region, USSR, extracts

from Tsentral'no-Chernozemnyy Rayon
(1962) 14109 ,

Central City, Colo.:

district, geology of Precambrian rocks
(1965) 6344

economic geology of district (1963) 19311
joints in precambrian rocks (1961) 6181
petrography and origin of xenotime and

monazite concentrations (1961) 10680
Central Committee of Trade Union of Commu-

nications, Motor Transport and High-
way Workers, USSR, meeting and reso-
lutions of 2d plenum (1964) 18287

Central Council of Scientific and Technical
Unions, Bulgaria, financing (1965) 12763

Central facility for recording and processing
transient-type data (1963) 3121

Central force laws for elliptic orbit (1964)
13636

Central Institute of Meteorology, Hungary,
general information (1962) 5701

Central Intelligence Agency:
deputy director

—

nomination of Marshall S. Carter, hearing
(1962) 11651

nomination of Richard Helms, hearing
(1965) 8974

director

—

nomination of John A. McCone, hearing
(1962) 5062

nomination of William F. Raborn, jr.,

hearing (1965) 8974
employees, improved retirement and disabili-

ty system

—

hearings (1963) 18923-924; (1964) 6346
law (1964) 21135
reports (1963) 18844, 18902; (1964) 19566

Central Institute for Nuclear Physics, see
Germany.

Central Management Office, Food Services
Dept., expenses, appropriation of public
money, reports (1962) 17251; (1963)
13784

Central nervous system, see Nervous system.
Central of Georgia Ry., accidents (1962) 738,

2587
Central Organization of All- Indonesian Labor,

information (1961) 10873
Central Pacific Ry.:

land conveyance in California

—

to Edna Rhodes, validate, hearings (1961)
18952

validate (1961) 18952
Central Physics Research Institute, Hungary:
data (1962) 5383
Solid State Physics Laboratory, work, etc.

(1962) 10144
Central Radio Propagation Laboratory:
CRPL series D (1961) 3487; (1962) 3636;

(1963) 3476
CRPL series F (1961) 3488; (1962) 3731
ionospheric predictions (1964) 3310; (1965)

3203
based on numerical methods of mapping,
handbook (1963) 3172

Central Scientific Research Institute of Geode-
sy, Aerial Surveying, and Cartography,
USSR, works (1962) 9860, 17760

Central States:
charcoal production, 1961 (1963) 6504
commercial fisheries, research and develop-

ment (1963) 13953
cooperage logs and bolts, production and

consumption (1962) 15616; (1965) 645
cooperage logs, consumption, 1964 (1965)

16250
Corn Belt, commercial farms, costs and re-

turns, 1962 (1963) 8146
cost of transporting freight (1961) 6220;

(1963) 5102, 8430, 10353 10355; (1964)
8837

drought of 1950's with special reference to
midcontinent (1965) 18224

East North-
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
16449; (1963) 4566; (1964) 6027, 6030

census of business, 1963, merchandise line

sales, retail trade, statistics (1965)
15299

census of housing, 1960, standard metro-
politan statistical areas, tenure, rooms,
condition and plumbing, etc. (1963) 1912

county business patterns, activities cov-
ered by OASDI programs (1961)
11874-875, 18146, 20435; (1963) 13283,
15049, 18672

location of manufacturing plants by coun-
ty, industry and employment size, 1958
census (1962) 9028

truck inventory and use survey (1965)
5696

East South

—

annual survey of manufactures, standard
metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
18774; (1963) 4569

census of business, 1963, merchandise line

sales, retail trade, statistics (1965)
15302

census of housing, 1960, standard metro-
politan statistical areas, tenure, rooms,
condition and plumbing, etc. (1963) 1915

county business patterns, activities cov-
ered by OASDI program (1961) 11880,

20440; (1963) 15053, 18674

location of manufacturing plants by coun-
ty, industry, and employment size, 1958
census (1962) 9031

population migration, 1950-60, (1965)
14175
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Central States—Continued
East South Central division, truck inventory

and use survey (1965) 5698
fallout facilities and fuels on farms (1963)

13092
forest planting practice (1964) 1694
forest tree improvement guides (1965) 7746
handle log consumption. 1962 (1965) 10919
log-making costs, estimating (1965) 10938
North-

eggs, cost of handling and labor output of
selected cooperatives (1961) 4171

grain transportation (1961) 13790
ground-water levels, 1957-61 (1964) 21363
maximum water equivalent of March snow
cover, frequency (1964) 21922

national wildlife refuges (1962) 7411;
(1965) 12464

population migration, 1950-60, (1965)
14173

rural nonfarm areas, consumer expendi-
tures and income, supp. (1965) 11338

sugar beet culture (1964) 5825
transportation changes used by country
grain elevators,1958-63 (1965) 15198

urban places, consumer expenditures and
income (1964) 13044; (1965) 14614

north central region

—

rural farm population consumer expendi-
tures and income, 1961 (1965) 11826,
18868

urban and rural, consumer expenditures
and income, 1960-61 (1965) 14619-620

principal electric facilities, maps (1962) 557,
560; (1963) 518,521; (1964) 675, 678;
(1965) 16179

pulpwood consumption and harvest, 1964
(1965) 16251

pulpwood, production and consumption, 1960
(1961) 19351; (1962) 15617; (1963) 6482;
(1965) 646

radiation measurements, environmental,
1962-63 (1964) 21012

sandy soils, management (1964) 27
small cities in north central region,

consumer expenditures and income
(1964) 11272

South—
ground-water levels (1963) 610
principal electric facilities, map (1965)

16182
South and North, nonmetropolitan areas,

employee earnings (1963) 14480; (1965)
1281

veneer-log production and consumption, 1960
(1962) 15618; (1965) 6246

wages in nonmetropolitan areas (1961) 9427,
19820

West North-
annual survey of manufactures, standard
metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
16450; (1963) 4567; (1964) 6028

census of business, 1963, merchandise line

sales, retail trade, statistics (1965)
15300

census of housing, 1960, standard metro-
politan statistical areas, tenure, rooms,
condition and plumbing, etc. (1963) 1913

county business patterns, activities cov-
ered by OASDI program (1961)
11876-877, 20436-437; (1963) 13284,
15050, 18673

location of manufacturing plants by coun-
ty, industry and employment size, 1958
census (1962) 9029

West South Central division, truck invento-
ry and use survey (1965) 5699

Central States Forest Ebcperiment Station:
forest pest observer (1961) 3280
miscellaneous releases (1961) 2036, 6097,

10667; (1963) 566
publications, lists (1961) 6097; (1965) 10913,

12499
reports (1961) 6096; (1962) 7436; (1963) 8300;

(1964) 14031
technical papers (1961) 4274, 9214,12709,

14924, 17289, 19351; (1962) 595, 5229-30,
11846-847, 15617-618; (1963) 567, 4979,

6482, 8291
station notes (1961) 6098, 7479, 14920-923,

17288, 19350; (1962) 5228, 15616,
19537-539; (1963) 6481

Central Tennessee Conference on Industrial
Modernization, report (1965) 217

Central Treaty Organization:
economic development projects for assist-

ance to CENTO for AID, State Dept.,
GAO report on examination (1964) 8712

rail link between Turkey and Iran, U.S. as-

sistance, GAO follow-up examination
(1965) 9225

Ontral Utah project, Steinaker Dam, design
and construction (1964) 3120

Central Valley project:

American River division, general informa-
tion (1963) 16544

Auburn-Folsom South unit

—

construct, etc.

—

hearings (1962) 9496; (1964) 4585, 14008;
(1965) 8891, 10689

law (1965) 15508
reports (1962) 17278; (1964) 15745,

17600; (1965) 8855, 12275
Interior Dept. reports (1962) 13351; (1964)
6195

Friant division, general information (1963)
13034

history and achievement (1963) 21101

Nimbus Dam, design and construction, tech-
nical record (1961) 1453

reports (1961) 9705; (1962) 12672; (1963)
13033; (1965) 18740

San Luis unit

—

general information (1961) 20115; (1962)
20264; (1965) 3011

Westlands water district for construction
of water distribution etc., system, hear-
ing (1964) 19603

Shasta Dam keystone, general information
(1963) 16551

Tehama-Colusa Canal, questions and an-
swers (1962) 20263

Tracy FHsh Collecting Facility, efficiency

evaluation (1961) 6515
Trinity River division, general information

(1962) 3474; (1963) 16552

Central Water Supply Co. of Laos, establish-
ment (1961) 770

Central Wisconsin Motor Transport Co., acci-

dent (1965) 14468
Centralia, 111.:

center of population, 18th decennial census,
1960 (1961) 20453

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
13190

([Centralization or decentralization of economic
growth (1965) 4229, 10137

Centralized control of technological processes,
USSR (1962) 17715

Centre County, Pa., coal carbonizing proper-
ties (1963) 16333

Centreville, El., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 13938
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Centrifugal creep test machine, evaluation
program, final report (1961) 18028

Centrifugal force:

creep testing machine, engineering investi-

gations (1962) 6687
equilibrium free surface of contained liquid

(1964) 20598
survival of isolated embryonic chick heart

when exposed to gravitational stresses

(1961) 6724
Centrifugal pumps, see Pumps.
Centrifuges:
atomic engineering materials list (1964)

21017
isotope separation, gas centrifuge technolo-

gy, AEC report (1961) 1726
separation project, developments (1961) 3806

small animal, for chronic acceleration stud-

ies (1965) 15224
ultra centrifuges

—

in science and engineering, increase revo-

lutions per second, Hungarian study
(1962) 7818

separation of isotopes, Poland study
(1962) 7536

USSR development (1963) 8970
using for float-and-sink testing fine coal

(1961) 7934
Century, Camp, glaciological studies (1965)

10766
Century of service, the 1st 100 years of De-

partment of Agriculture (1963) 9567
Century of valor (1962) 16369
(jentury 21 Exposition:

looking ahead (address) (1962) 13790
U.S. science exhibit, press releases (1961)

3038; (1962) 4193
Cepero Bonnila, Raul, speech, Nov. 20, 1962

(1963) 2706
Cephalopods:
Arkansas carboniferous (1965) 4866
body as airfoil, USSR study (1965) 9391
California carboniferous (1964) 15951
cuttlefish, octopuses, squids, description, etc.

(1962) 7401
multinodose scaphitid, from Pierre Shale

and equivalent rocks (1964) 18138
Philippine Islands (1963) 19974
sight, colorimetric investigation, USSR

study (1962) 5763
see also Ammonites—Squids.

Ceponis, Michael J.:

effects of heat-tunnel temperatures on quali-

ty of shrink-film-wrapped lettuce (1964)

36
some effects of packaging and merchan-

dising on quality of Mcintosh apples in

New York City (1963) 4334
Ceramals:

beryllium-clad uranium-silicon, etc., as reac-
tor fuel elements (1961) 204

bibliography (1963) 1868
cermet materials for X-20A nose gear skid,

friction and wear properties (1964) 5877
electroplated cermet coatings for oxidation

protection of substrates in excess of
2000° F (1963) 86

machine building, properties and use of me-
taloceramic products, USSR study
(1962) 22008

nondestructive tests (1961) 9917
rare earth cermets, USSR studies (1965)

2752
refractory, total emittance measurements

obtained over temperatures 600° F to
2,000° F (1962) 8489

slip casting, applications of ultrasonic ener-

gy (1962) 8971

Ceramals—Continued
titanium- and chromium-carbide-base cer-

mets, investigating hardness (1963) 2845
titanuim carbide cermet, surface failure in

rolling contact at temperatures to

2000°F (1964) 18783
USSR study (1961) 4602

Ceramic-coated boat is chemically inert, pro-
vides good heat transfer (1965) 6661

Ceramic fibers, see Fibers.
Ceramic flux in welding some alloys, USSR

(1964)20167
Ceramic insulation, see Insulation.
Ceramic tile, see Tiles.

Ceramics:
and glass in USSR (196'") 12115
aviation parts (1964) 8980
bibliography (1963) 1867
census of mineral industries, 1958, industry

report (1961) 6811
ceramic-bonded calcium fluoride coatings on

nickel-base alloys, lubricating proper-
ties (1962) 8513

ceramic materials, bibliography, (1965)
17264

ceramic-metal seals for high-power tubes
(1963) 18498

coated base gate valves, operates at high
temperatures (1964) 16670

crystallized glass, electron and light micro-

scopy techniques suitable for studying
fatigue damage (1962) 1691

development of new and improved materials,
USSR report (1961) 7579

fast reactor fuels, sodium logging (1965)
8542

fuels, irradiation testing

—

progress report (1962) 23015
summary reports (1963) 18566; (1964) 8051

glass and ceramics (USSR periodical), ab-
stracts (1961) 2932

heat fused coatings for aluminum compo-
nents of rocket launchers (1962) 14547

high temperature ceramic structures (1963)
9279

high temperature research, bibliography
(1961) 6774

hollow multipartitioned structures, studies

(1965) 2836
homogeneous fuels, development and testing

(1961) 18032
honeycomb, refractory inorganic materials

for structural application (1961) 17969
in machine building, importance (1961) 11747

lead oxide, makes excellent high-temperature
lubricant (1964) 20555

made from sinterable oxide powders, investi-

gation (1963) 9639
materials

—

microstructure, proceedings of symposium
(1964) 11431

reacting with water and high-pressure
steam, USSR study (1965) 12754

stability at temperatures to 2000° C (1962)

10925
surface and environmental effects (1962)

16320
mechanical behavior of crystalline solids,

symposium proceedings (1963) 9207
non-clay, ultrasonic extrusion, reduction in

vehicle and plasticizer requirements
(1962) 8974

nondestructive tests (1961) 9917
physical, summaries of AEC research pro-

grams
(1961) 11802

plates, biaxially prestressed, load-bearing
characteristics (1965) 6633
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Ceramics—Continued

products and processes, Government-owned
inventions available for license (1961)

8590
purified by experimental method (1965) 16658

reactor-fuel

—

materials, effect of nuclear radiation

(1964) 5982
particles coated, symposium proceedings

(1963) 15008
pellets, application of ultrasonic vibration

to cold pressing (1962) 8973
powders, ultrasonic filling of tubular
cladding (1962) 8972

refractory

—

total emittance nfieasurements obtained
over temperatures 600° F to 2,000° F
(1962) 8489

wide usage, low fabrication cost (1964)

11375
slip casting, applications of ultrasonic ener-

gy (1962) 8971

Soviet

—

articles (1963) 2620
industry, recent news (1961) 15031

Soviet (Jeorgia, industry since War II (1961)

19614
summaries of AEC basic research programs

(1964) 5984; (1965) 4270
systems engineering in ceramics, proceed-

ings of symposium (1965) 9766, 18608
technology (1963) 18520
thermal protection materials, evaluation at

moderate heating rates and high total

heat loads (1963) 16382
thermal shock studies (1964) 13338
tube types, adaptation into military elec-

tronic equipment (1961) 141
ultrasonic hot pressing (1962) 8975
uranium dioxide fuel elements made by hot

isostatic pressing (1961) 11796
uranic fuel elements, summary report on

development (1962) 14900
see also Pyroceram.

Ceratophyllidae, see Fleas.

CERC see Coastal Engineering Research Cen-
ter.

(3erceris, see Wasps.
Cereal leaf beetles, see Beetles.

Cereals, see Grain.
Cereals as food:
breakfast foods industry, changes in market

structure (1963) 16749
recipes. Army technical manual (1964) 13682

Cerebellum, see Brain.
Cerebral arteriovenous differences in metabol-

ic substrates during hyperthemia (1964)
17015

Cerebral cortex:
ammonia and glutamine content during

dying and revivification, effect of hy-
pothermia, USSR study (1962) 973

animal, experiments (1963) 19471
bioelectric activity, effect of pentagynous

hawthorne, USSR study (1962) 17720
comparative anatomy of cerebral cortex of

mammalians, paleocortex, archicortex,
and interstitial cortext, USSR study
(1965) 9375

comparative chemoarchitectonics of func-
tional groups of proteins in cortical nu-
clei of cutaneous and motor analysors in

cats, USSR study (1964) 12923
dynamics and spatial processes, electroence-

phaloscopy method of studying, USSR
study (1962) 886

functional condition, effect in therapeutic
diet in patients with coronary
atherosclerosis, USSR study (1961) 2384

Cerebral cortex—Continued

higher cortical functions of man, USSR
study (1963) 14400

inhibition of evoked activity of neurons dur-

ing action of sound stimulus, USSR
study (1965) 14580

injuries, pathogenesis problem of diseases of

internal organs, USSR study (1962) 2830

man and animals, special distribution of

bioelectric activity, USSR study (1961)

19676
regulation of water and electrolyte balance,

USSR study (1964) 2891
structural organization of neuron interrela-

tionships, USSR study (1962) 12027
tolerance to anoxia and development of cere-

bral succinic dehydrogenase and cyto-

chrome oxidase activities in rabbit
(1961) 20324

USSR studies (1963) 16121
vitamin B6, importance in ensuring normal

activity in animals with different types
of central nervous system, USSR study
(1961) 12950

work, experimental study of rules and regu-

lations (1962) 10045
Cerebral hemorrhage:
edema

—

intraveous hypertonic urea, evaluation
(1964) 15237

steroid antihistaminic therapy, evaluation
(1965) 7107

pathomorphological changes of hypophysis
in apoplexy and softening of cerebral

tissue as result of hypertensive disease,

USSR study (1961) 11115
Cerebral hypoxia in response to gravity ef-

fects while breathing oxygen, USSR
(1964) 1238

Cerebral pulsation in closed cranial cavity

(1963) 9193
Cerebral tumors, see Tumors.
Cerebral vascular disease, see Blood vessels.

Cerebrovascular system:
changes in vascular conditioned and uncon-

ditioned reflexes in man in relation to

typological peculiarities of nervous sys-

tem, USSR study (1965) 7854
diseases with mental disorders, treatment

with use of new drugs, USSR study
(1962) 15796

progress in cerebrovascular disorders, sum-
mary (1964) 9646

Cerebrum, see Brain.
Ceremonies (military), see Military ceremonies,

honors and salutes.

Ceremonies (naval), see Naval ceremonies,
honors and salutes.

Ceres (asteroid):

rectangular coordinates, 1960-80 (1963) 7344

CJeria, see Cerium oxides.

Ceric oxides, high temperature heat contents

and entropies (1961) 13447
Cerium:
complexes, soluble, stabilization of silicone

lubricating fluids at 300° to 400°C (1965)

13167
group metals, electrowinning (1961) 21198
heat of solution in hydrochloric acid (1963)

3100
hydrocarbon-soluble, preparation and prop-

erties (1962) 12564
ion exchange properties of cerium (FV) com-

pounds (1965) 5557
metal

—

continuous electrowinning from cerium
oxides (1964) 7441

electrical resistivity from 4° to 300°K (1964)

14761
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Cerium—Continued
nitride, preparation, USSR study (1963)

10620
radiotracer studies of distribution in steel

(1963) 14521
salts, pyrolysis (1962) 18227
solvent extraction, metathesis of bastnae-

site (1964) 7457
spectrographic analysis by carrier distilla-

tion technique (1963) 1231

stabilization of silicone lubricating liquids

above 200° C (1961) 1383

Cerium dioxide, seeCeric oxides.

Cerium isotopes:

Ce-144—
cells, beta-emitting radioisotope sources,

analysis (1963) 21003
determination in vegatation and soil

(1964) 13696
gastro-intestinal tumors induced, USSR

study (1963) 15844
SNAP 3 generator fueled with, conceptual
design (1961) 5364

radiocerium solutions, physico-chemical
state and metabolic path, research
study (1963) 4470

Cerium oxides:

continuous electrowinning of cerium metal

from cerium oxides (1964) 7441
physical properties of ceria powders derived

from 5 salts (1964) 7452
sesquioxide, heats of combustion and forma-

tion (1961) 6278
Cerium sesquioxide:

high temperature heat contents and entro-

pies (1963) 14513
low-temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies at 298.15''K (1963) 14511
Cermets, see Ceramels.
Cerous chloride, high temperature heat con-

tents and entropies (1962) 3322
Cerrito, Ambrose A., relief (1963) 11780; (1964)

15624, 17462
Cerro Gordo, Calif., mining district, Inyo

County, geology (1964) 4788
Certificated air carriers, see Air carriers.

Certificates:

certification procedure, regulations of ad-

ministrator (1961) 5979
employment and age. State agencies and

local officials responsible for issuance,

directory (1964) 9376
see also types of certificates, or subjects

involved.
Certificates of indebtedness, see Treasury cer-

tificates of indebtedness.
Certification of air carriers, see Air carriers.

Certitude judgments and accuracy of

information assimilation from visual

displays (1965) 1826
Cervantes, Saavedra M., works in Library of

Congress (1961) 2474
Cervical lobes, see Brain.
Cervix uteri:

cancer, articles from Laboratoraoye delo,

USSR a961) 10747
cytologic examination, clinical procedures

for nurses, handbook (1961) 2661
Cesium:

adsorption on clay minerals (1963) 5017
coated ion-thrustor electrodes, thermionic

emission (1963) 19916
cesium ions in cesium vapor, differential

scattering cross section with charge
exchange, calculation (1964) 18791

coatings on tungsten, thermal desorption
and surface diffusion, field-emission in-

vestigation (1964) 5500

Cesium—Continued
concentration, effect on accumulation in

plants (1964) 4970
deterioration of some aluminum alloys in its

presence (1964) 7470
diode, discharge effects (1963) 9597

extracting from pollucite ores, dissolution

and roasting techniques (1964) 9505
field test (1961) 2512
high temperature properties (1965) 13191

ion beams, high-vacuum condenser design
(1962) 18258

ion thrustor, field-enhanced thermionic emis-

sion from electrodes, (1965) 5219
ions, research on volume recombination

(1963) 7482
final report (1964) 5725

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9553
oilfield waters, analyzing for (1965) 14705

removal from nuclear waste solutions by
foam separation (1961) 8405

reverse-feed ion engines, theoretical per-

formance (1961) 15778

seed ions and electrons, three-body colli-

sional recombination in high-density

plasmas with argon carrier gas (1964)

21752
thermionic diode, application of study of

zero-field electron work function of met-

al immersed in gas (1964) 14886
thermionic vapor converters for nuclear

applications, research program (1964)

14786

thermodynamic properties up to 1500° K
(1965) 13054

vapor

—

compatability with selected materials at

temperatures to 1200° F (1963) 16369
effects on Bayard-Alpert ionization gages

(1964) 9609
pyrometer correction due to dimer absorp-

tion (1964) 5876

Cesium chloride, thermodynamic properties

(1963) 5484
Cesium hydroxide, electrolytes, comparison

(1962) 6351

Cesium iodide:

crystals fused to vacuum tube faceplates

(1964)13190
thermodynamic properties (1963) 5484

Cesium isotopes:
accidental releases during shipment, conse-

quences (1962) 23033

CS-137—
and potassium in Finnish Lapps and their

diet (1964) 13392
biogeochemical studies (1961) 8379
marine fishes, accumulation and retention

(1962) 23538

migration in human organism from con-

sumption of marine animals, USSR
study (1965) 4995

milk from dry-lot and pasture-fed cows in

Fort Collins, Colo., during 1963 (1965)

9872
new source of radiation for radiac detec-

tors (1961) 1377
radiation protective action guides (1965)

10821
rate of uptake in rat (1961) 17963

self-purification from reservoir water,

USSR study (1964) 18359
use in determination of cation exchange,

capacity (1963) 599
radiochemistry (1961) 9953
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Cetacea:
California, Oregon, and Washington, obser-

vations (1965) 6229
dolphins, application of study of living sys-

tems to technological problems, USSR
study (1964) 1121

significance to science in bionics, USSR
study (1963) 2881

urogenital system, certain features, USSR
study (1965) 2354

Ceylon:
aid in action, fact sheet (1962) 3497
around world with Bob Poage, report on

recent trip (1963) 2046
background, economic, political, social, etc.

(1962) 24096
background notes (1965) 3029
economy, basic data (1963) 10337
education exchange program financing,

agreement (1963) 16595
educational data (1963) 375
educational foundation and financing of ex-

change programs, agreement (1964)
20840

foreign trade regulations (1964) 21090
labor conditions (1963) 18050
labor law and practice (1963) 7142
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 9199
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14671
needs peace (1964) 6965
newly independent nations, fact sheet (1961)

21383
Peace Corps program, agreement (1963) 9411
preparing shipments to (1962) 11943
plant quarantine import requirements (1964)

9923
Radio Ceylon facilities, agreement (1962)

18491
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 1511, 21402; (1962) 1838,
3500, 22836

CF, see Complement-fixation tests.

CFA, see Community Facilities Adminis-
tration.

CFSTI, see Clearinghouse for Federal Scientif-
ic and Technical Information.

CGIL views on current labor problems, Italy

(1962) 23825
CGS series (1961) 3029; (1962) 4196; (1963)

4044; (1964) 3876
CGSC, see Command and General Staff Col-

lege.

CH-47, see Helicopters.
Ch'ang-ch'un, China, synthetic ammonia

plants, construction in areas (1961) 4363
Ch'i-lien Mountains:

geological gazetteer, Communist China
(1963) 14104; 14279

paleontological description, Communist
China study (1963) 14279

Cha Mi Hi, relief (1965) 15612, 17323
Chace, Milton A., relief (1961) 7066, 16886,

18480
Chace, William G., Jr.:

bibliography of electrically exploded conduc-
tor phenomenon (1963) 5854

October test shipment of Florida grapefruit
from Tampa to Hamburg, (Germany
(1963) 9533

Chaco Canyon National Monument, general
information (1964) 13297; (1965) 8164

Chad:
economic developments, 1961 (1962) 11936
economy, basic data (1964) 14377
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 11940
foreign trade regulations (1964) 21073

Chad—Continued
gazetteer, official standard names (1962)

17619
household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market (1962) 14915
investment guaranties, agreement (1965)

15079
Libya boundary, study (1963) 20148
mineral industry, mineral year book chap-

ter, (1965) 12854
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1963)

9393
Sudan boundary, study (1963) 21060

Chadam, J., turbulent diffusion theory (1963)
7607

Chadwick, Donald R.:

presentation (1963) 1401
public health role in radiation health prob-

lem (1965) 13240
Chaetomiaceae, cellulose-destroying fungi,

taxonomy, monograph (1963) 7683
Chafers, see Beetles.

Chaghaghi, Simeen H., relief, amend act of
May 13, 1960 (1962) 15152, 18947, 19218

Chagnon, Clharles W., joint Indo-United States
balloon flight program, 1961 (1963)
13197

Chagrin River and Valley:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12397
document edition, (1965) 12219

Chai-ho Hay Chu, see Chu Chai-Ho Hay.
Chaiken, Edward:
occupational wage survey

—

Chicago, El. (1965) 16556
Indianapolis, Ind. (1965) 6562
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn., (1965) 9505
Sioux Falls, S. Dak. (1965) 2795
Wichita, Kans. (1965) 1288

Chain banking, stockholder and loan links of
200 largest member banks (1963) 2062

Chain drive, see Chain gear.
Chain gear, chain friction system gives posi-

tive, reversible drive (1964) 11367
Chain of Rocks, dam over Mississippi River

(1961) 15762
Chain stores, see Stores.
Chains:

Federal item identification guide for supply
cataloging (1962) 7238; (1964) 12291

supplements (1963) 3654; (1964) 3472;
(1965) 3374

Chairs:
bentwood. Federal standard, cancellation

(1961) 12649
classification bulletin (1961) 13618
easy, executive office. Federal standard

(1962) 5199
rotary

—

and straight, wood, general office. Federal
standard (1963) 12129

steel, tubular (special purpose). Federal
standard (1965) 9143

rotating, electrically driven, duty-free entry
(1965) 17526, 19104, 19396

steel, general office, Federal standard (1963)
12128

student, wood, Federal standard (1965) 9145
wheel, distribution and use, statistics (1961)

11536
see also Wheelchairs.

Chakalov, Lyubomir, biographic information
(1963) 12405

Chalcalburnus, see Carp.

Challenge and change, brief history of U.S.
Department of Labor (1963) 7135

Challenge Ebcperimental Forest:
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Challenge Experimental Forest—Continued
ponderosa pine

—

reproduction in relation to seed supply
(1963) 10226

seedling mortality, effect of advance
growth (1963) 19257

reproduction losses from slash disposal

(1963) 19261
Challenge facing unemployment insurance

system (1961) 9054
Challenge of change (1965) 14148
Challenge of jobless youth (1963) 9327
Challenge of next decade (address) 1962) 16344

Challenges and opportunities in expansion of

U.S. exports (address) (1964) 19353
Chalmette National Historical Park:

acquire lands

—

law (1962) 23159
reports (1962) 11627, 19127

general information (1961) 20016; (1965)
8165

Chamber devices, expansible, classification
bulletin (1963) 16476

Chamber geometry in multi-stage flash
evaporators (1964) 19816

Chamberlin Glacier area, Alaska, hydrochem-
istry and sedimentation (1962) 631

Chambers, Cecil W., bacteriological and
chemical behavior of silver in low con-
centrations (1963) 16522

Chambers, (3eorge O.:

contested election, investigation

—

hearing (1961) 8842
reports (1961) 10311, 12226

Chambers, Justice M., nomination, hearing
(1962) 11652

Chambers, W.M., Truck Line Inc., accident
(1961) 4350

Chambers of commerce, see names of places
where located.

Chamise:
broadcast spraying of Ist-year sprouts,

tests to determine effectiveness of
sprays (1963) 10228

fuel moisture and flammability compared
with cistus (1961) 684

regrowth, broadcast spraying in southern
California fuel-break fire control pro-
gram (1962) 17585

2,4-D spraying of 2d-year sprouts (1961)
6137

Chamiza, see Saltbush.
Chamizal tract:

solution of problem

—

convention with Mexico (1964) 2137, 7799
implement

—

hearing (1964) 4580-81, 8378
law (1964) 10143
reports (1964) 4521, 4566, 6332, 8342

settlement with Mexico, appropriations,
1964, supplemental (1964) 10358

Champaign, EL:
census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc. (1962) 20572

consumer expenditures and income, 1960
(1963) 12790, 14459

Champion, Kenneth S.W.:
atmospheric structure and its variations in

lower thermosphere (1963) 16772
paper (1964) 16998

Champlain, Lake, catalog of charts (1961)
4807

Champlin, Jerry B.F., rapid determination of
permeability in porous rock (1963) 1238

Chan, Saifook, relief (1961) 16944; (1962) 6921,
6996

Chan, Yat-Yung, integral methods in com-
pressible laminar boundary layers and
their application to hypersonic pressure
interactions (1965) 16608

Chanaral, Chile, uranium reconnaissance of
Chanaral-Taltal area, (1965) 4265

Chance distribution in inconsistent response
patterns in paired comparison and mul-
tiple ranking designs (1963) 7625

Chancelleries:
foreign, in D.C.

—

authorize use of certain property, hearing
(1965) 13980

location in business districts

—

hearings (1962) 19387; (1963) 7995
report (1962) 19319

location in residential districts, prohibit

—

hearings (1963) 13800, 20497
law (1964) 21151
reports (1963) 13776; (1964) 15573, 21196

regulate location, amend act, report (1965)
15700

Chanceries, see Chancelleries.
Chancroids:
management guide for physicians (1961)

21317
management in general practice (1964) 16840

Chandler, Craig C, mass fires and conflagra-
tions (1964) 2379

Chandler, Henry P., industrial diamonds, mate-
rials survey (1964) 11314

Chandler, Maria N., relief (1962) 21269; (1963)
9961; (1964) 2022, 6138

Chandler, Ted, stroke and its victims (1965)
6980

Chandler, Tex., railroad accident (1963) 8434
Chandler River, geology of region (1964) 804
Chandra, S., electron density distribution in

upper F-region (1963) 9181
Chaney, C.L., spectrochemical analysis of so-

lutions, use of carrier-precipitation, etc.

(1963) 14514
Chaney, Lucien W., infrared interference spec-

trometer, its evaluation, test and cali-

bration (1964) 14774
Chang, Ah Lung, relief (1965) 12243
Chang, ELsu-shiang, see Chang, Shu Hsien.
Chang In Wu, see Wu, Chang In.

Chang, P. K., analysis of aerodynamic abla-
tion of metal sphere (1965) 11571

Chang Peng-Keng, see Chang, Perkins P.K.
Chang, Perkins P.K., relief (1961) 10420
Chang Sheng, see Sing, Jeung.
Chang, Shu Hsien, relief (1964) 17673; (1965)

10592, 17326, 17498
Chang, Stephen S., relief (1962) 13583, 16869,

18938
Changes in structure of Federal debt (1963)

8258
Changing faces of our land, USDA photogra-

phy exhibit (1962) 10826
Changing shipping patterns on St. Lawrence

Seaway (1963) 14873
Changing status of women (1963) 1784
Changing world of banking, remarks, (1965)

4721
Channel catfish, see Catfish.
Channel Islands National Monument, general

information (1963) 11116; (1965) 8166
Channels:
communication (1963) 10062
patterns and terraces of Loup Rivers in

Nebraska (1964) 12510
spiraled, improve heat transfer between

fluids (1965) 18511
Chansler, John F., overwintering habits of Ips

lecontei Sw, etc., (1965) 4801
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Chanslor-Western Oil & Development Co., GSA
to sell part of Cheli Air Force Station,

Bell, Calif., by negotiation to, report
(1964) 4543

Chao Fu, defector from Communist China,
testimony, hearing (1963) 334

Chao Hua-Hsin, relief (1962) 20771, 21022,
21306

Chao Yao Koh, see Koh, Chao Y.
Chaparral:
oak-mountainmahogany, reduction of litter

and shrub crowns by planned fall burn-
ing (1965) 18181

recovery of vegetation following wildfire

(1962) 17589
seeding burns, comparison of 16 grasses and

forbs (1963) 17492
sprouting by Dec. after wildfire in July

(1962) 5260
Chapelle, Howard I., Fulton's Steam Battery,

blockship and catamaran (1965) 1513
Chapin, Arthur A., addresses, etc. (1963) 9021,

19775; (1964) 16575, 21653
Chaplains:

Air Force

—

administration and program, 1947-60
(1963) 9606

service to Army air units 1917-46 (1961)

8322
Armed Forces, builders of faith, (1965) 7557
Army

—

challenge of chaplaincy (1964) 19204
mission, status and functions, field manual

(1964) 17036
House, prayers, 87th and 88th Congresses

(1965) 15527
print as House document, report, (1965)

7423
ministry to hospital patients. Army pam-

phlet (1962) 4616
Senate, prayers

—

85th-86th Congresses (1961) 1893
87th and 88th Congresses (1965) 428

print as Senate document, report (1964)
19575

of Peter Marshall, reprint, reports (1965)
4574, 7424

services, PACAF basic bibliographies (1962)

99; (1965) 8485
Chapman, A.L., migrant health project in

Pennsylvania, 1963 (1965) 1583
Chapman, Andrew J.:

ablation materials investigation (1963)
11019

effect of weight, density, and heat load on
thermal-shielding performance of phen-
olic nylon (1964) 13225

thermal protection materials at moderate
heating rates and high total heat loads
(1963) 16382

Chapman, D.G., critical study of Pribilof fur
seal population estimates (1965) 14293

Chapman, Dean R., lunar origin of tektites

(1963) 5584
Chapman, Gary T.:

aerodynamic characteristics of short axi-

symmetric bodies (1965) 13024
laminar convective heat transfer, etc., on

cones at speeds to 24 km/sec (1964)
18786

measurement of heat transfer in free flight

by use of catcher calorimeter (1963)
14574

Chapman, Janet G., consumer in Soviet Union
and United States (1963) 9062

Chapman, Robert M., geology of Killik-Eitivluk

Rivers region, Alaska (1964) 10636

Chapman, Sydney, meteor geomagnetic effects

(1965) 13261
Chapman, Velma J., fruits, consumer quality

characteristics, yield, and preparation
time of various market forms (1965)

13386
Chapman, W.E., jr., comparative performance

of saw and roller gins on Aeala and
Pima cottons (1965) 11853

Chapman-Ferraro problem, stability of bound-
ary of geomagnetic field (1965) 9737

Chapman, Nebr., proposed waterfowl refuge
area, ground water conditions (1964)

15966
Chapogas, Peter G., prepackaging lettuce at

shipping point (1964) 13591

Characidae, South American, subfamilies Lebi-

asininae, Erythrininae, subtribe, Nan-
nostomina, osteology, etc. (1964) 20659

Character:
recurrent personality factors based on trait

ratings (1962) 94
training of will and character, USSR study

(1961) 10764
validation of personality tests as measures

of trait-rating factors (1962) 22961
Character guidance, see Guidance.

Characters (graphic symbols):
alphanumeric characters, etc., legibility,

index and bibliography (1965) 1497
automatic character recognition, state-

of-the-art report (1962) 8535
Charcoal:

hydrogasification (1963) 3083
production

—

Ontral States, 1961 (1963) 6504
Lake States, 1961 (1962) 19552
stack drafts provide optimum ignition and
coaling conditions (1962) 11661

United States, 1961 (1964) 2350
wood-charcoal, California (1963) 15557

Charcoal briquettes, see Briquets.

Charczenko, Nickolai:
aerodynamic characteristics of towed

spheres, etc. (1963) 11065
jet effects on base and afterbody pressures

of missile (1964) 1467
nozzle hinge moments of Saturn C-1 model

(1963) 20988
Charge-exchange effects on accelerator im-

pingement of electron-bombardment ion

rocket (1963) 11040
Charge transfer studies with time-of-flight

mass spectrometer, cross section for N 2

on N2 at 2650 electron volts (1964) 54

Charges, see Explosives.
Charges required by prescribed Government

policies not assessed against receipients

of Government services, GAO report

(1964) 8708
Charitable contributions, see Charities.

Charitable institutions:

District of Columbia, provide for incorpora-
tion of non-profit organizations

—

law (1962) 16795
reports (1961) 16739 (1962) 11991

judicial reform, deduction of contributions
for income tax purposes, report (1962)

21030
postage rates for educational and nonprofit

organizations, reduced rates, hearing
(1961) 18972

social security

—

how it works for nonprofit organizations
and their employees (1962) 6387; (1963)

13046
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Charitable institutions—Continued
social security—Continued

message for nonprofit organizations and
their employees (1961) 5058; (1962) 6387;

(1963) 13046
tax exempt foundations

—

their impact on our economy (1963) 2063,

18960; (1964) 8402
print additional copies, reports (1964)

368-369, 2201-2

print hearings, report (1964) 19482
their impact on small business, hearings

(1965) 2023
Charitable trusts:

tax exempt, their impact on our economy
(1963) 2063, 18960; (1964) 8402

print additional copies, reports (1964)

368-369, 2201-2
print hearings, report (1964) 19482

Charitas, Rev. Mother, see Moscato, Susanna.
Charities:

contributions

—

limitation on tax deductions, amend inter-

nal revenue code

—

law (1962) 23258
reports (1961) 8810, 14614; (1962) 21175,
21415

unlimited tax deductions, amend internal

revenue code, report (1961) 8823
District of Columbia charitable solicitation

act, amend

—

hearings (1964) 12124
reports (1964) 6325, 8285

fund raising within Federal service for vol-

untary health and welfare agencies,
manuals (1963) 11666, 20382; (1964)
17136

Chariton River:
and tributaries, Iowa and Mo., engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 16105
document edition (1965) 15536

Charles, Robert H., nomination, hearings
(1964) 523

Charles City, Va., aircraft accident (1961)

18393
Charles County, Md.:
preservation and protection of certain lands

in area by National Capital Parks

—

law (1961) 18743
reports (1961) 16749, 19107

Charles J. Cleary awards for papers on mate-
rial sciences (1963) 57

Charles M. Russell National Wildlife Range,
birds, list (1965) 18138

Charles University, Institute of Geography,
Prague, Czechoslovakia, general
information (1965) 9490

Charleston, S.C:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11938
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 18812

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4786

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census of climate
(1963) 14793

port^
harbor conditions, etc. (1962) 5132
history (remarks) (1965) 10810

principal electric facilities, maps (1962) 561;
(1963) 522; (1964) 679; (1965) 16183

Charleston, W.Va.:
area redevelopment manpower report (1964)

17932

Charleston, W. Va.—Continued

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13983
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 20573

Kanawha Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 13127

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 15707; (1962)
18145; (1963) 14468; (1964) 14699; (1965)
14630

document editions (1961) 14135; (1962)
16822; (1963) 13449

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
9047

Charleston Air Force Base, S.C, erroneous
payments for military pay, leave, and
travel, GAO report, (1965) 6259

Charlotte, Mich.:
motor carrier accident (1964) 6870
railroad accident (1964) 6870

Charlotte, N.C.:

census of business

—

major retail centers, standard metropoli-
tan statistical area (1965) 13555

standard metropolitan area, central busi-

ness district statistics (1961) 1775
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16387
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 16503

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4787

Douglas Municipal Airport, weather obser-
vations, hourly, summary, decennial
census (1963) 21166

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 15705; (1962)
18144; (1963) 14465; (1964) 14697; (1965)

12789
document editions (1961) 14133; (1962)

16821; (1963) 13446
Charlotte Lykes (SS):
launching ceremonies at Bethlehem-

Sparrows Point (remarks) (1963) 10933
Charlottesville, Va., aircraft accident (1961)

10092
Charlton, John W., relating climate to eastern

white pine blister rust infection hazard
(1964) 6742

Charring ablators, see Ablators.
Chart book of basic health economics data

(1964)7693
Charter Creek, iron ore, beneficiating and

smelting (1962) 8471
Charter Day address (1961) 11578

alliance for progress (1961) 20170
District of Columbia charter act, hearings

(1962) 11658
Federal

—

consideration, authorization, report (1964)
6452

investigation, authorization, reports
(1961) 5807; (1962) 5035; (1963) 6253;
(1965) 4560

mutual savings banks, legislation,

hearings (1964) 2108
National Mortgage Association charter

act, secondary market for housing mort-
gages, Federal laws (1965) 4716

International Finance Corporation, amend-
ment to permit investment in capital

stock

—

agreement (1962) 6475
hearings (1961) 10339, 14734
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Charters—Continued
International Institute for Unification of

Private Law (1965) 20090
reports (1962) 11622, 19077

Naval Sea Cadet Corps, confer

—

law (1962) 20830
law (1961) 18586
reports (1961) 10309. 14695

United Nations

—

amendments

—

articles 23, 27, 61, adopted by General
Assembly (1965) 20097

hearings (1965) 10682
message from the President (1965) 8917

enforcement of art. 19 as to payment by
members of assessments in arrears, ex-

pressing sense of Congress, reports

(1964) 17535, 17799-800
Chartiers Creek:

basin, flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 12335
document edition (1964) 12029

Charts:
airborne radar observations for refraction

by terrestrial atmospheres, corrections

(1963) 7596
Atlantic coast stations, sea-surface temper-

ature, monthly anomaly graphs, (1965)

7704
atmospheric dispersion estimating graphs

(1962) 18729
Commodity Credit Corporation, operations,

graphic summaries (1962) 2275; (1963)

11700
design for open-channel flow (1961) 17803

equilibrium and frozen nozzle flows of car-

bon dioxide (1965) 14757
graphic presentation of Federal employment

(1963) 9752
graphical prediction technique incorp-

orating ageostrophic effects (1965) 7085

(1965) 7085
graphs and transportation problems, USSR

study (1963) 15930
handbook of agricultural charts 1965 (1965)

18875
hired farm workers, in U.S., chart book

(1961) 17199
isentropic exponent as function of enthalpy

for various gases in equilibrium (1965)

18494
Labor Statistics Bureau, wall charts (1962)

14399, 22447-450; (1963) 1186-88
mathematical functions with formulas,

graphs, etc., NBS handbook (1964) 13267

metric system of measurement (1961) 9611
nuclear reaction graphs (1961) 5410
number of graphs and networks within

branches, asymptotic evaluation, USSR
study (1962) 2729

Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Bureau,
wall chart (1961) 3442

prices, chartbook

—

departmental edition (1963) 7168
document edition (1963) 6079
supplement

—

departmental edition (1963) 18039
document edition (1963) 17065

radiation hazards in fire service, charts to

accompany basic course (1961) 19245

rotary wing performance in hover and at

high forward speeds (1965) 1389, 6614
scale interpolator facilities reading of

graphs (1965) 6668
sold by Superintendent of Documents, price

lists (1961) 17788; (1962) 16122; (1963)

12981; (1964) 20738

Charts—Continued
vertices, reducing problem of memory alloca-

tion during program compiling to prob-
lem of coloring, USSR study (1962)
14056

see also Maps and charts—Organization
charts— aJso special subjects.

Chase, Clarence D., forest type areas by coun-
ties, Minnesota, 1962 (1965) 659

Chase, Helen C, white-nonwhite mortality
differentials in United States (1965)
14432

Chase, John L., doctor's degrees awarded by
all U.S. institutions

—

by States, and by institutions (1965) 483
1950-51 through 1959-60 (1963) 2154
1961-62 (1964) 19636

Chase, William W.:
basic planning g^uide for vocational and

technical education facilities (1965)
19552

planning urban school facilities (1964) 8491
problems in planning school facilities in

metropolitan centers (1963) 6337
Chashniki, Belorussian SSR, magnetic anom-

aly (1961) 1154
Chass, Robert L., panel presentation (1963)

1423
Chassahowitzka National Wildlife Refuge,

general information (1962) 23560
Chatelain, William L., relief (1964) 21179;

(1965) 5847, 10605, 12019
Chatham, Mass., line-trawl fishery for cod and

haddock (1963) 17450
Chattahoochee River:
Columbia lock and dam, navigation condi-

tions, hydraulic model investigation
(1961) 17212

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2185
document edition (1963) 2000

Walter F. CJeorge Lock and Dam, engineer
report

—

departmental edition (1962) 19451
document edition (1962) 19203

Chattanooga, Tenn.:
census of business

—

major retail centers, standard metropoli-
tan statistical area (1965) 15271

standard metropolitan area, central busi-

ness district statistics (1961) 262
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16412
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 20574

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts, standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2211

clean air (1965) 1572
Lovell Field, weather observations, hourly,

decennial census (1963) 21175
occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 2464; (1962)

1579; (1963) 3033; (1964) 1382; (1965)
1287

document editions (1961) 1877; (1962) 378;

(1963) 2020
principal electric facilities, maps (1962) 561;

(1963)522; (1964) 679; (1965) 16183
Chattanooga shale, see Shale.
Chau, Ming Chup, relief (1965) 10612, 15607,

17341
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen, and Helpers of

America, International Brotherhood of

Teamsters, see International Brother-
hood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Ware-
housemen, and Helpers of America.
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Chauncey, Howard H.:

enzyme activity analysis as method for eval-
uation of action of oral preparations
(1964) 72

hypotheses concerning regulation of electro-

lyte composition of human parotid sali-

va (1965) 18915
Chautauqua National Wildlife Refuge:

birds, general information (1961) 7442;
(1963) 4960

general information (1965) 4763
mammals, list (1965) 18139

Chaves County, N. Mex., saline ground water
in Roswell Basin, 1958-59 (1963) 8341

Chavez, Dennis:
memorial services (1963) 16969
statue, acceptance

—

authorize, report (1965) 19244
hold ceremonies, and print proceedings,

authorize, report (1965) 17862
proceedings, print as Senate document,
report (1965) 19245

statue, place in capitol rotunda, authorize,
report (1965) 19243

Chayes, Abram, nomination, hearing (1961)
4094

Che-hsueh Yen-chiu (periodical):

Communist China, philosophy research,
articles (1961) 17395

translations (1962) 1331
Che Moy York, relief (1961) 16943
Cheat River:

multiple-purpose dam and reservoir

—

departmental edition (1965) 18036
document edition (1965) 17458

Chebyshev, P.L., approximation, computation-
al methods and problems with linear
real parameters (1962) 18695

Chechen- Ing^Jsh Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republic, oil industry in 1960 and goals
for 1961 (1962) 1369

Checklists:
business service (1961) 3037; (1962) 3649;

(1963) 3490; (1964) 3295; (1965) 3182
Commerce services (1963) 6048
directories in science and technology (1964)

5455
Education Office publications (1964) 574
Federal supply schedules (1961) 3224; (1962)

3842; (1965) 3411
international business publications,

overseas business reports (1963) 8422
international trade publications. Bureau of

International Programs, etc. (1962)
9784, 21873

periodicals currently received in Army Li-

brary, special lists (1963) 5778, (1964)
19043

renovation-expansion (1962) 20271
State laws and regulations affecting mental-

ly retarded (1964) 15067
State publications, monthly (1961) 3409;

(1962) 4065; (1963) 3908; (1964) 3732;
(1965) 3650

see also Government publications

—

also
names of departments, etc., issuing
check lists—aiso subjects.

Check valves, see Valves.
Checks:
and warrants, Government, delivery to ad-

dresses outside U.S., regulations (1963)
13102, 16636; (1965) 3067

clearing and collection, regulation (1962)
21760

amendment (1964) 17988
dishonored, District of Columbia Commis-

sioners to prescribe penalties for han-
dling and collection

—

law (1965) 17404
reports (1965) 10635, 15657

Chec ks—Continued

drawn in favor of banks, etc., for credit of
Federal employees' accounts, authorize
hearings (1964) 19508; (1965) 15805,
17907

law (1965) 15493

reports (1965) 15672, 15917
forged. Government, issued at Parks Air

Force Base, Calif., relief of persons in-

volved in negotiation

—

law (1964) 1951

reports (1961) 12220; (1963) 11769; (1964)

2207
Government

—

salary, obtained fraudulently by former
superintendent of House folding room
and negotiated by Sergeant at Arms,
adjust, report (1962) 11421

unnecessary compensation to Washington,
D.C., area banks for cashing, GAO re-

port (1965) 6296

social security (1962) 8585; (1963) 9309;

(1964) 11610; (1965) 6906

Cheddar cheese, see Cheese.

Chee Shee Lee, see Lee, Chee Shee.

Cheektowaga, N.Y., population, special census
(1964) 15320

Cheese:
and cheese products, definitions and stand-

ards (1962) 10203; (1964) 4749
blue-mold and Cheddar, Tariff Commission

report (1961) 17861
bulk, packaging at store and central ware-

house (1965) 16976
buying guide for consumers (1961) 9887
Cheddar, earns USDA grade mark (1962)

10877
cottage

—

making in home (1961) 11684
marketing in Kans., Mo., Okla (1962) 61
production cost in diversified milk plants,
Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma (1963)
14872

home preparation time, yield and composi-
tion of various market forms (1965)
15191

imports and exports, impact on American
employment, hearings (1962) 7087

print additional copies, reports (1962)
17013, 17282

laws and regulations affecting industry,
summary (1964) 4195

making cheddar and process cheese (1962)
12904

mites, effects of temperature and humidity
on (1963) 9581

New York City, wholesale market facilities

(1963) 1701
standards, changes (1965) 12473

Chehebar, Gabriel, and family, relief (1962)
16907

Cheka, J. S., distribution of weapons radiation
in Japanese residential structures (1965)
17084

Chekiang Province, China:
agriculture and industry, observation tour

report (1961) 7632
hydrological work (1961) 9293
soil conditions (1961) 19618

Chelan County, Wash., forest statistics,

1959-60 (1963) 15587

Chelan division, see Chief Joseph Dam project.

Chelates, removing ions from sea water by
chelation (1961) 12820

Chealting agents in separation of rare-earth
compounds by solvent extraction with
amines (1963) 7226
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Cheli Air Force Station, Bell, Calif., GSA to

negotiate sale to Chanslor-Western Oil

& Development Co., report (1964) 4543
Chelsea River:

modification of project, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23455
document edition (1962) 23301

Cheltenham, Md., see Naval Radio Station,
Cheltenham.

Chemical analysis:
activation analysis, low cost neutron gener-

ation (1962) 23038
alpha-particle scattering, application (1965)

10166
aluminum, complexometric method of deter-

mining, Bulgarian study (1962) 8103
analytical services of NBS Analysis and

Purification Section (1964) 11429
antimony with arsenic, rapid determination,

USSR study (1962) 2696
APC tablets, qualitative analysis for active

ingredients (1965) 18169
artificial coloring used on oranges, detecting

and identifying (1965) 18170
automatic chemical process control, accura-

cy and reliability, USSR study (1962)

5751
biochemical laboratory apparatus for use in

space cabins (1965) 5564
brines from oilfields in

—

east Texas (1964) 11328
south Arkansas and north Louisiana

(1963) 18099
butter, analysis for chemical indicators of

spoilage (1965) 18171
cleaning and sanitizing materials, CEC fact

sheet (1964) 11742
electron probe microanalysis of diffusion

system, B-titanium-vanadium, B-titan-

ium-niobium, and chromium-vanadium
(1965)13156

high Z atoms in low Z media, use of radio-

stopes as source of X-rays to develop
Rayleigh scattering method (1964) 19254

microanalysis methods (1963) 18706
NBS copper-base spectrochemical standards

(1965) 19956
nondestructive, instrument performs, data

can be telemetered (1965) 19908
nondetrital siliceous sediments (1963) 2351
Pierre shale

—

mineralogical composition, quantitative
interpretation (1964) 18127

selected minor elements (1961) 20813
polarography, oscillographic, method for

ultramicro-analysis in clinical laborato-
ry. East German study (1962) 3165

preservative-treated wood, method of deter-
mining specific elements, review of arti-

cles (1962) 17549
radiometric methods for industrial process

control (1961) 8426
rainwater as agent of geologic processes, re-

view (1962) 17632
rivers and lakes, geochemistry data (1963)

6558
sandstones, geochemistry data (1963) 2350
stable elements and radionuclides determina-

tion in environmental samples (1965)
2990

strontium, occurrence and distribution in

natural water (1963) 5029
subsurface waters, geochemistry data (1963)

2349
surface waters—

U.S. and Puerto Rico, 1961 inventory
(1964) 6827

West Branch Susquehanna River basin.
Pa, quality (1964) 4824

Chemical analysis—Continued
Susquehanna River at Harrisburg, Pa.,

chemical quality variations (1964) 828
synthetic color additives to food, identity

(1965) 18172
tipple and delivered samples of coal (1962)

22525; (1963) 18104
volcanic emanations (1963) 8339
writing in ink (1962) 7531
see also Electrochemical analysis—aiso

names of substances analyzed.
Chemical and biological action of ultrasonics,

USSR (1963) 20882
Chemical and physical beneficiation of Florida

phosphate slimes (1963) 5490
Chemical, Biological, Radiological Defense

School, general information (1961) 11991
Chemical bionics, hopes and possibilities,

USSR (1965) 16522
Chemical bond, see Valence.
Chemical Corps, Army:

instruction manuals for inspection aids, in-

dex (1961) 10086
reference handbook, field manual (1962) 6641

specifications and standards

—

chemical-biological-radiological, list (1962)

20641
index (1961) 18387

specifications, index, cumulative quarterly
supplements (1961) 2996; (1962) 3933

Chemical effects of radiation (1961) 8321
Chemical elements:

analysis of natural radioelements (1963)

5921
atomic transition probabilities, bibliography

(1962) 18310
build-up factor of radioisotopes in aquatic

insects, USSR study (1964) 1288
chemistry and physics of important ele-

ments, bibliography (1962) 18726
coals of northern (ireat Plains coal prov-

ince, study (1961) 14949
comparison of glassy and crystalline volcan-

ic rocks (1965) 10984
content of bryophytes (1965) 14412
distribution in sedimentary rocks of Colora-

do Plateau (1962) 21824
distribution of minor elements in coal beds

of eastern interior region (1965) 725
entropies (1961) 15741
experimental transition probabilities for

spectral lines of 70 elements (1962)

18313
first 18, thermodynamic properties to

6000°K for 210 substances (1963) 19903
intracellular and extracellular concentration

by aquatic organisms (1964) 6818
man-made elements beyond uranium (lecture)

(1962) 11039
minor, in Pierre shale

—

determination (1961) 20813
spectrographic analysis (1961) 20814

natural alpha radioactivity in medium-
heavy elements ( 1 96 1 ) 208

Pierre shale of Great Plains region, investi-

gation (1962) 9737
radiation biochemistry (1963) 7641
rare

—

and trace determination in soils, plants
and water (1963) 18510

high-melting compounds, conference on
production and application, USSR (1962)
5758

in engineering, USSR studies (1965) 11318
stable elements and radionuclides, determi-

nation in environmental samples (1965)

2990
superconductivity occurrence, rules (1963)

18306
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Chemical elements—^^Continued

tables of spectral-line intensities (1962)
12519

thermodynamic properties (1963) 16318
tables (1965) 18614

transition, alloying characteristics with
rare earth elements (1964) 19233

water, occurrence (1961) 12785
X-ray-

fluorescence data, tables (1965) 11591
mass absorption coefficients, literature
survey (1963) 12826

see also Fission products.
Chemical engineering:
and equipment, scientific research work,

goals of development, USSR study
(1962) 798

Hungary-
reform of training and demands of nation-

al economic planning (1962) 9928
training (1962) 5569

Hungary, achievements of Budapest Techni-
cal University in past 15 years (1963)
8762

mass transfer unit operations, Soviet re-

search and development (1961) 251
physical-chemical properties of loess useful

for engineering purposes (1961) 6517
report (1965) 9973
scientific and technological research for fu-

ture supply of clean water (address)

(1961) 7544
simultaneous least-squares fitting of heat

capacity, enthalpy, and entropy (1961)
9566

systems, effect of strong magnetic fields

(1961) 18056
technicians, training for medical industry,

USSR (1963) 19639
TVA activities, general outline (1965) 9973
utilization, bridging development to in-

dustrial use (1963) 1638

Chemical equilibrium, see Equilibrium.
Chemical fibers, see Fibers.

Chemical films, see Films (chemical).
Chemical fractionations in meteorites (1965)

16620
Chemical industries, see Chemicals.
Chemical kinetics, see Chemical reactions.
Chemical light meter for forest research (1963)

10221
Chemical milling:

industrial preparedness measure (1962)
10584

parts, protected with reuseable neoprene
jacket (1965) 12990

Chemical prophylaxis of radiation sickness,
USSR (1962) 5884

Chemical reactions:
affinity and kinetic behaviour, observations

(1965) 13039
basic differences in reaction mechanism of

chemical modifications and mutations,
USSR study (1961) 20970

biochemical changes resulting from irradia-
tion, high temperature, burns, poliomye-
litis, USSR study (1963) 15932

biochemical methods of differentiation of
Enterobacteriacae (1962) 20250

chemical equilibria and rates of manganese
oxidation (1963) 8354

chemical milling process, capabilities, limita-
tions, etc (1962) 10584

CO + Os, flame radiation and mechanism
(1961) 10831

concentration of N-15 isotope exchange,
Czechoslovakian study (1962) 9813

control, USSR study (1962) 2920

Chemical reactions—Continued

CS radical in low-temperature flame zone of

carbon bisulfide, USSR study (1961)
10930

diffusion of metals, exchange reactions
(1962) 16383

dual reactivity and tautomerism, USSR
study (1961) 15260

electric arc (1962) 10465
high temperature, bond dissociation ener-

gies, etc (1963) 12874
ignition of combustible mixtures by laminar

jets of hot gases (1963) 19865
in atmosphere, German study (1963) 19575
inorganic, high gamma radiation flux (1964)

7458
interdependent, graphic analysis of kinetics

of system, Polish study (1962) 7738
kinetics

—

catalytic reactions, Soviet research (1963)
16873

gas (1962) 14832
homogeneous reactions, tables (1962) 1703;

(1964) 14936
kinetics of hydrogen and oxygen reactions

on platinum electrode in acid solution,

investigations using pulse and decay
techniques (1965) 6839

Kr-85 clathrate analytical techniques to

measure oxidation-reduction products in

liquid state, development (1963) 18594
mass spectrometric investigation of reac-

tions of oxygen atoms with hydrogen
and ammonia (1965) 5226

microcircuit elements, formation (1964) 7996
monoethanolamine chemistry, review (1963)

3222
ozone decomposition and explosion, USSR

study (1962) 2608
parameters for information retrieval system

for chemical processes (1961) 9674
propellant tank material and rocket fuels or

oxidizers when impacted by small
high-velocity projectiles (1963) 16393

radiation

—

problems, kinetics and mechanism, USSR
study (1962) 5598

mechanism, USSR study (1963) 14278
radicals in chain reactions, USSR study

(1961)764
rates, resonance theory, USSR study (1964)

1151
reversible in gases, effect on propagation of

shock waves, USSR study (1961) 4659
shock waves, method for obtaining rec-

ord-high temperatures, USSR study
(1961) 922

similarity to chemical processes, USSR
study (1962) 747

surface, kinetics, USSR study (1961) 2106
tetramethyldisilazane and related com-

pounds, East German study (1962) 7739
three-dimensional flow around blunt bodies

with allowance for equilibrium physico-
chemical reactions (1965) 2924

time-of-flight mass spectrometer adapted for

kinetic study (1964) 66
titanium and titanium subchlorides, reaction

rate in molten sodium chloride (1963)
5489

topochemical, kinetics, USSR study (1961)

4600
types of kinetic curves of chain reactions,

USSR study (1961) 10913
uranium recovery, metallic reactions (1963)

4484
Chemical Research and Development Labora-

tories, see Army Chemical Research and
Development Laboratories.
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Chemical rocket propulsion, papers (1963)
5547

Chemical warfare:
agents

—

analysis of El 7 gas identification training
sets (1965) 9831

effect on organism, etc., booklet, USSR
translation (1964) 12767

M6A1 detector paper for small airborne
drops, effectiveness (1965) 11572

airman's manual for defense against CBR
attack (1961) 13803

atomic biological chemical warfare and de-

fense. Yugoslav anthology (1962) 15867
casualties, treatment (1961) 3783
chemical weapons and principles of anti-

chemical defense, USSR study (1962)

19855
collective protection, engineering manual

(1961) 5948
contaminants, removal from water, methods

(1963) 16520
decontaminating solution DS2, field decon-

tamination studies (1965) 13178
defense against chemical agents, Navy

handbook (1964) 1395
East (Jermany, soldiers of chemical service,

handbook, excerpts (1964) 20294
employment of CBR agents (1962) 7584
food contamination, field protection (ad-

dress) (1962) 16259
medical defense against, Bulgarian study

(1962) 17922
military protective construction, technical

manual (1965) 13470
pathology, clinical picture and therapy in

affections with toxic and radiological

agents, USSR study (1965) 12722
protection of

—

food and water against chemical-bio-
logical-radiological attack, USSR (1964)
14555

grain products from radioactive, chemical,
and bacterial substances discussed,

USSR (1964) 14591
public water supplies from chemical

agents (1965) 16816
troops in battle (1962) 7581

psychochemical warfare, new concept (1964)

12958
USSR, individual means of protection

against chemicals and radiation (1964)

20103
weapons employment. Army field manual

(1962) 8917
Chemical Warfare Laboratories, (TWL special

publications (1961) 292
Chemical Warfare Service, Army, from labora-

tory to field, U.S. Army in World War II

(1961)6270
Chemical weapons, see Weapons.
Chemicals:
additives in food

—

amend food, drug and cosmetic act, law,
transitional provisions, amend

—

hearings (1961) 7141
law (1961) 8607
reports (1961) 7067, 7069, 7231

amendment of 1958, views of USDA (talk)

(1961) 54
adsorption, fundamental factors in detecting

as films (1965) 13170
agents of mass destruction, USSR defensive

measures (1961) 12975
agricultural

—

aerial application (1965) 10052
hydraulic agitation of wettable powders,
progress report (1962) 4474

pesticide problems and improvements,
hope through research (talk) (1962) 8788

Chemicals—Continued
agricultural—Continued

pesticide residues, facts for consumers
(1963) 20691; (1965) 628

registered pesticides, summary of uses
(1965) 4099
supplements (1962) 1914, 12830, 18617;

(1964) 19, 9927; (1965) 10037
scope and responsibility of government in
development and regulation (talk) (1962)
12829

soil and plant protection, USSR study
(1961) 10777

tolerances and consequences (talk) (1961)
1606

use for control of scald on apples grown
in eastern U.S. (1962) 12856

uses, Agriculture Department's responsi-
bilities (talk) (1961) 59

USSR drive for greater output (1964) 2883

USSR status and prospects (1964) 19895
anti-radiation protection of man in inter-

planetary flights, USSR study (1965) 4999
aryl-benzo-(e)-l, 3-thiazine derivatives, Hun-

garian study (1962) 7823
automation in industry, USSR study (1965)

11148
Bulgaria

—

chemical science progress (1965) 949
industry development (1961) 946

burns

—

stomach and their treatment, USSR study
(1963) 12496

surgical treatment, USSR experience
(1962) 12043

character of water, Englishtown Formation,
N.J. (1965) 12547

chemical degradation on opposite flanks of
Wind River Range, Wyo. (1961) 10696

chemical enterprise, solving production con-
trol problem, USSR study (1962) 12278

chemical evaluation and control fact sheet
MID-CEC (series) (1964) 11742

chemical fundamentals of magnetic water
treatment, USSR study (1964) 16472

chemical machine construction, non-metallic
materials for sliding bearings (1963)
20315

chemical method for estimating phosphorus
pentoxide content of phosphate ores
(1961) 15759

chemical-pharmaceutical industry in Ukrain-
ian SSR, development (1965) 16437

chemical plants investment and operating
costs, bibliographies (1962) 18199; (1965)
16585

chemical science in higher educational insti-

tutions, USSR (1964) 16210
chemical synthesis and reactions of complex

compounds, USSR studies (1965) 11155
chemical transmission of neural excitations,

USSR study (1965) 16380

chemicals and allied products

—

census of manufactures, 1958, special re-

port (1961) 13894
industries (1961) 3860; (1962) 6720; (1963)
4521

manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)
18132

research and development, 1956-61 (1963)
19986

chemicals and chemical products

—

classification terms. Federal standard
(1962) 5200

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 9508; (1963) 3657;
(1964) 3475, 12294; (1965) 3377
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Chemicals—Continued
Federal supply schedule (1961) 550, 1986,

7416, 9130, 10618
Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1961) 6766; (1962) 3785
tariff classification study, explanatory and
background materials (1961) 1550

chemicals and food, picture story (1962)
10870

classification bulletin (1962) 1752
coal, minerals yearbook chapter (1961)

19844; (1962) 22470; (1963) 20942; (1964)
21686

coal tar industry tasks, USSR study (1961)
4712

Communist bloc, accelerated production
planned, USSR translation (1963) 17695

Communist China

—

industry (1961) 877, 1060, 2159, 2283
scientific-technical achievements (1961)
9297

technology (1961) 17365
translations from Hua-hsueh Kung-yeh

(1961) 10739, 11130
composition-
grades of flue-cured tobacco, analysis

(1961) 103
snow in northern Sierra Nevada and other
areas (1964) 15954

compounds

—

approved for use under poultry and poul-
try products inspection and grading
programs, list (1963) 4333, 16704; (1965)
607A, 19524

protective effect against radiation, USSR
study (1964) 20371

use as agents acting on plants, USSR
study (1962) 6085

computer systems for searching chemical
information (1961) 8049

continuous regeneration of surfaces, analyt-
ical study (1962) 8517

control of

—

bigleaf maple trees and stump sprouts
(1961) 6128

brush and trees (1961) 20289; (1964) 20918
brush in California reforestation (1963)
6495

brush in pine forests, Oregon (1961) 14938
weeds in crimson clover grown for seed

production (1964) 7950
dry chemical fire extinguishers, vacuum

pueumatic process for filling (1963) 18253

East Cierman students training in economics,
questions (1962) 7839

economics

—

and organization of production, USSR
study (1961) 19486

USSR industry (1964) 10900
effects

—

of ionizing radiation on enolase, inactiva-
tion and chemical protection (1965)
17020

of penetrating radiation and certain chem-
ical protective agents on physical endur-
ance of animals, USSR study (1961)
10967

on earthworms (1964) 8624
on living matter, USSR study (1964) 9324
on thermogravimetric analysis of pondero-

sa pine (1963) 19266
enterprises, USSR studies in safety engi-

neering (1965) 14568

environmental and chemical hazards series
(1961) 2461, 21133; (1962) 18130; (1964)
5419, 18614

fertilizer industry, outlook and review (1961)
3834; (1962) 2144

Chemicals—Continued
fire retardants

—

testing and evaluating in laboratory
(1962) 5256

use in fireproofing roadside vegetation
(1964) 2378

firefighting, new weapons for fire suppres-
sion crew (1961) 19375

fish control, screening (1964) 19721
fish farming, how to determine quantities

for chemical treatments (1965) 18163
forest fire retardant effectiveness, laborato-

ry tests (1962) 13850
fruit thinning with chemicals (1965) 7024
gas masks for plant workers, USSR study

(1965) 19782
gum, wood, and agricultural, census of man-

ufactures, 1958, industry report (1961)
5464

heat treatment of steel, theoretical bases,
USSR study (1964) 16199

household

—

food, drug, and cosmetic act, FDS encorce-
ment and compliance (1963) 6472

read labels, FDA publication (1961) 17271;
(1963) 19246

Hungarian chemical institutes mark 15th
anniversary (1965) 2736

Hungarian Chemical Society, spectroscopic
section conference report, excerpts
(1962) 7594

immunobiological specificity of chemically
modified proteins, USSR study (1961)
15529

imports and exports, impact on American
employment, hearings (1962) 7087

impurities, influence on mechanical damping
(1965) 12399

industrial, inorganic and organic, census of
manufactures, 1958, industry report
(1961) 5463

industry

—

analytic control, modern methods, USSR
scientific-technical conference (1962)
2824

Communist China, translations (1962) 840,
5530

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(1964) 5195

development decisions of central commit-
tee, CPSU(1961) 7611

effective use of capital investment, USSR
(1965) 2779

employment outlook (1962) 8373; (1964)
7393

health problems resulting from expansion,
USSR study (1964) 20123

industry reports (1961) 2933; (1962) 3941;
(1963) 3511; (1964) 3317; (1965) 3209

Kazakhstan higher schools program for
workers (1964) 16498

Lithuanian SSR, mechanizing and auto-
mating (1964) 5094

occupational skin diseases, USSR study
(1965) 2644

Rumanian

—

interregional conference on health prob-
lems (1962) 5422

new sub-branches (1962) 7989
toxic chemicals and labor hygiene, USSR

studies (1964) 5359
Ukraine (1962) 2851
use of granulated wastes for combatting
weeds, USSR study (1962) 1289

USSR (1962) 1157, 1459, 10340
USSR—

all-Union conference on theory and
practice of rectification (1962) 1000,
5439
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Chemicals—Continued
industry—Continued

expanding industry and public health
(1964) 5335

technological progress and industrial

hygiene (1964) 5045
Uzbekistan, development (1964) 21462

inflammation, cortisone effect, USSR study
(1962) 19907

influence on conditioned reflex activity,

USSR study (1964) 7062
inorganic

—

current industrial reports (1961) 2989,

20446; (1962) 3736, 9037; (1963) 1890,

1892, 3574, 7757; (1964) 163, 3390, 10053;

(1965) 276, 3273
Hungarian achievements in research over
past decade (1962) 5568

insect attractants, materials tested (1963)

14851
laboratory evaluation of compounds as re-

pellents to flour beetles supplement
(1964) 5832

list, compounds authorized for use under
poultry and poultry inspection pro-

grams (1964) 7878, 19045
machine building

—

effectiveness of using computers in plan-

ning, USSR study (1965) 2729
producing high quality equipment, USSR
study (1965) 2504

minerals for manufacturing, supply and
demand in California and Nevada (1965)

5074
miscellaneous

—

manufacture, earnings, summary release

(1961) 9426
products, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 3918
petroleum-and-gas chemical societies, meet-

ing, USSR study (1961) 7580
petroleum-base, specialties, etc., Federal

supply catalog (1962) 15461-464, 19411
plants, investment and operating costs, bib-

liographies (1961) 11379; (1963) 12831;

(1964) 13109
poultry and poultry products inspection,

etc., programs approved (1961) 1592,

8262; (1962) 6520, 16242
processing plants, analytical methods used

by control laboratory, supplement (1963)

14986
production

—

accident prevention during assembly and
repair of pipelines, USSR translation
(1965) 2402

introducing mathematical methods, USSR
study (1962) 1439

processes in Communist China (1962) 2656
products and processes. Government-owned

inventions available for license (1961)

8587
prophylaxis of radiation injuries, USSR

study (1965) 858
protection against, in industry, USSR stud-

ies (1964) 2522
protection of mammals from ionizing radia-

tion, USSR study (1963) 10619
protective overgarments, behavior of liquids

on various cords for seams (1964) 11590
purification services of NBS Analysis and

Purification Section (1964) 11429
radiation and chemical protection (1965) 178

radioactive waste area, accumulation and
cycling during early vegetational suc-

cession (1963) 127
radiobiological effects, USSR studies (1962)

9826

Chemicals—Continued
radioprotective substances, Japanese study

(1964) 16311
rare elements and national economy, USSR

study (1962) 943
read labels, FDA publication (1965) 10904
registered agricultural pesticide, summary

of uses, supp. (1961) 16083; (1963) 1663,
13161

reprocessing plant for nuclear fuels, hearing
(1964) 6188

research reports, Communist China (1962)
825

safe use by field crop producer (1965) 19085
safety in industry series (1961) 2461, 21133;

(1962) 18130; (1964) 5419, 18614
sanitary chemical defense, USSR, transla-

tion (1962) 2755
screening tests of deterrents to control

twig-feeding by Scolytus multistriatus,
progress report (1961) 20780

sealants, use to reduce seepage losses from
canals (1965) 6595

smoke trails for wind-shear measurements,
rocket-vehicle production, evaluation as
agents (1964) 20586

Soviet industrial development, selected trans-
lations (1961) 10974, 11024, 11042, 11141,
11156, 11193, 12927, 15272, 15334, 15427,
17560, 17576, 19716, 20965, 21084-85

statistics directory (1964) 15296
structure and antihelminth activity, USSR

study (1964) 18495
surface techniques of displacing water or

oils in salvaging flooded equipment
(1962) 6366; (1965) 11595

tests for assessing storage life of iced calico

scallops (Pecten gibbus), comparison
(1965) 14291

thermodynamic properties

—

of hydrocarbons and related substances
(1961) 19842

selected values, tables, etc., 1st 23 ele-

ments and compounds (1965) 18614
thesaurus, ASTIA (1963) 1792
3-way advance against insect pests, picture

story (1962) 10857
thrust systems for space station drag can-

cellation (1964) 20578
toxic

—

determination in biological substrates
(1965) 16384

hazards in aerial application (1962) 16421
personal protection (1962) 10256
to carp in forced feeding (1964) 6729
to marine borers (1961) 1586

transformations of dialkoxytitanium oxide
(1961) 17499

transport problems, USSR studies (1964)
5069

treatment, effects on quality of prepackaged
vacuum-cooled cauliflower (1963) 13148

TVA development (1963) 7470; (1965) 5425
Turkmenistan industry prospects bright

(1965) 2502
Ukraine, chemical machine building, re-

serves for lowering production costs

(1965) 18363
use

—

cotton production, extent and cost (1964)
12313

dwarfing plants (1961) 5215
ecological implications to man (paper)

(1964) 7692
killing mussels and other oyster competi-

tors (1961) 12666
releasing confers. Lake States (1961) 3694
tomorrow's agriculture (talk) (1962) 14729
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Chemicals—Continued
use—Continued
western irrigation and drainage canals to

control waterweeds, report (1964) 1677
USSR-

bloc institutions, Hungarian chemists visit

(1963)12623,14115
chemical reconnaissance (1962) 2762
chemical machine building

—

see listings under Union of Soviet So-

cialist Republic, industrial develop-

ment, chemical machine building in

monthly issues 1963-65
industrial development, translations—see

listings under Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics, industrial development in

monthly issues 1962-65.

low-tonnage compounds, critical shortages
(1963) 10584

plant pest control, Kiev conference (1962)
6050

plant protection, produced in 1961, list

(1962) 6051
translations (1962) 1455

vitamins of technical progress, USSR study
(1962) 754

water quality

—

Brookhaven National Laboratory vicinity,

Suffolk County, N.Y. (1964) 19772
Frenchman Creek basin, Nebr (1963) 15615

waterweed control on farms and ranches
(1962) 6564; (1965) 13383

wood, source of raw material for utilization

(1961) 19362
Yugoslavia industry, summary (1961)

21069-70
see also Industrial chemistry—Inorganic

compounds—Organic compounds.
Chemicopharmaceuticals, see Drugs.
Chemiluminescence, see Luminescence.
Chemism of photosynthetic phosphorylation,

USSR (1964) 18482
Chemistry:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet journals (1962) 1515, 5662, 5805,
5972, 5974, 6140, 7930, 14058, 14194,
19744, 19874, 22218, 22320; (1963) 733,
10766, 19566; (1964) 1080, 2579, 2672,
2820, 2830, 2866

abstracts from Referativnyy zhurnal-
kimiya, USSR (1962) 14074

Academy of Sciences, Kazakh SSR, activi-
ties (1962) 1021

acetylene, Soviet research, evaluation (1961)
252; (1962) 2161

AEC basic research program (on site), sum-
maries (1965) 191

AFOSR program, history (1962) 20445
agriculture, USSR studies (1964) 5145,

18334; (1965) 2664
alchemist's dream, today's reality (remarks)

(1965) 8563
analytical

—

and bio-assay, 6th annual meeting on, Oct.
13-14, 1960, Santa Fe, N. Mex (1962)
14889

Bashkir conference, USSR (1961) 10920
conference, Oct. 10 and 11, 1963, San Die-

go, Calif., proceedings (1965) 194
Feed Materials Production Center, Nation-

al Lead Company of Ohio, manual (1965)
7167, 10185-186, 13524-529

general methods, insoluble solids through
zirconium (1965) 10185

instrumental (1965) 10186
kinetic methods of analysis, USSR study

(1962) 2632
nuclear reactor technology, conference
proceedings (1961) 11808; (1962) 18737

Chemistry—Continued
analytical—Continued
ORNL master manual of methods, index
and supplements (1961) 18091; (1962)
23057; (1964) 5985, 13712-713; (1965)
8555, 10184

Plutonium (1962) 7850
progress in 1959, USSR study (1961) 15013
samples from sampling plant (1965)

13524-529
animal husbandry, USSR study (1965) 7945
application in agriculture, USSR articles

(1965) 2351
applied, summaries of conference papers and

reports. West (Jermany study (1962)
5451

Army research task summary, 1961 (1962)
146

articles from journal of general chemistry,
USSR (1962) 13975

Atomic Energy Commission program of

off-site research

—

ad hoc panel report (1965) 5616
summaries (1963) 15001

Bio-Assay and Analytical Chemistry Group,
5th annual meeting (1961) 3809

cells, problems, USSR study (1964) 1234
cement, symposium, proceedings (1962)

20169; (1963) 5619
Chamberlin Glacier area, observations on

hydrochemistry (1962) 631
chemical synthesis of nucleic acids, USSR

(1963) 12495
chemical technology, curriculum (1964)

21263
chemistry and other sciences, research ca-

reers (1965) 1769
chemistry and technology of citrus, citrus

products, and byproducts (1962) 20395
chemistry and surgery, USSR study (1965)

12681
chemistry for safety man (1965) 11330
China, translations from Jan-liao Hsueh-pao

(Acta focalia Sinica) (1961) 11143
clinical, in pediatrics, USSR study (1965)

9445
clinical, laboratory procedures (1962) 16317
cobalt and iron carbonyls (1962) 16005
competition for best works of Central Board

of All-Union Chemical Society, results,

USSR (1962) 7869
complex compounds, 9th-all-Union confer-

ence, USSR, report (1964) 20243
cosmic flights, USSR study (1962)3090
cybernetics in chemistry, USSR study (1964)

4959
development, related biological and medical

problems, USSR (1964) 20374
diabase sheets of Taylor Glacier region,

Victoria Land, Antarctica (1965) 12542
direct conversion of chemical energy into

electrical, USSR study (1962) 21931
documentation available (1961) 15541
earth's crust, USSR study (1964) 2593
East European journals, abstracts (1963)

940, 1048, nil, 2495, 2647, 2726, 2878,
2948, 5175,5276, 5308, 5383, 6717, 6879,
6911, 7089, 8476, 8608, 8776, 8886, 10396,
10428, 10453, 10537, 10609, 10712, 10794,
12301, 12418, 12439, 12528, 12668, 12732,
12742, 14086, 14225; (1963) 15715. 15744,
15924, 15983, 16141, 16207, 16218, 17718,

17792, 17876, 19395, 19527, 19647, 19723,
20763, 20841; (1964) 1034, 1063, 1087,

1125, 1129, 2523, 2632, 2804; (1964) 4964.
4975, 5110, 5149, 5162, 5254, 5275, 5326,
6882, 6948, 7111, 7121, 7198, 7262, 7337,

8892, 9015, 9078, 9168, 9327, 9351, 9370,
10814, 10864, 11062, 11090, 12589, 12645,
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Chemistry—Continued
East European journals, abstracts—Con-

tinued
12837, 12857,
14600, 16004,
16275, 16446,

12892, 12957, 13009, 14431,
16045, 16082, 16120, 16219,
16526, 18213, 18273, 18380,

18423, 18492, 20008, 20065, 20127, 20392;
(1965) 2419

eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, chemical ob-
servations (1963) 2299

FDA chemistry project (series) (1965)
18169-172

fiber quality, USSR study (1961) 21099
Fitchville quadrangle. Conn., petrochemistry

(1964) 18109
Fourier synthesis of crystals and their ap-

plication in chemistry (1962) 22998
fundamentals, brief text for safety man

(1961) 2461
Georgian SSR, contribution of Georgian sci-

entists to development (1962) 998
gravimetric method for analyzing blast fur-

nace top gas (1963) 5494
gravimetric research, USSR study (1961)

10847
HAYSTAQ, mechanized system for search-

ing chemical information (1965) 19960
helping to build socialism in Rumania, 15

years of achievement (1962) 7627
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, research,

translations (1964) 18456
Hungary, development and achievements in

chemical sciences (1962) 5453
hypotensive agents, USSR study (1962)

17935

important elements, bibliography (1962)

18726
infrared spectrometry, Bulgarian study

(1962) 7708
invasion of chemotrons, USSR study (1965)

12745
irradiation effects, USSR translations (1961)

4404
iron in natural water (series) (1962) 11894

journal of research. National Bureau of

Standards (1961) 3489, 6420, 11441;
(1962) 3974; (1963) 3815, 9203, 12894;
(1964) 3628, 13269; (1965) 3546, 14870

macromolecular, international symposium,
Moscow, RSFSR, papers, etc (1962) 183,
5694

major principles for general education, eval-
uation list (1963) 4826

manganese in natural water (series) (1963)
8354; (1964) 6817-18; (1965) 14418

medical, recent Soviet work (1962) 14206
medical, USSR translations (1962) 873, 1280
memory, chemical theory, USSR study (1965)

12608
methods for determining toxic substances in

air, USSR (1961) 1039

Navy Hospital Corps, handbook (1962) 16001
nuclear reactor, conference, report (1961)

16217; (1962) 18735; (1963) 15006; (1964)
128

nutrition, scientific and practical ramifaca-
tions, Polish study (1962) 19983

organophosphorus compounds, USSR study
(1962) 22069; (1963) 14335

peroxide compounds, synthesis, mechanism
of formation, etc., USSR studies (1965)
1096

petrochemistry, Soviet developments (1962)
23641

petroleum, Communist China, status (1961)
10729

petroleum industry program. East Germany,
achievements (1962) 7760

Chemistry—Continued

petroleum refining, economic effectiveness of
chemical methods, data (1962) 12077

pharmaceutical. Communist China (1961)
15076

physico-chemical analysis, 4th all-Union
conference (1962) 10198

physico-chemical properties in liquid ammo-
nia and related solvents, bibliography
(1961) 217

physicochemical properties of glass fibers,

USSR study (1963) 10823
physico-chemical research, USSR studies

(1964) 7030
physico-chemical state and metabolic path

of radiocerium solutions, research study
(1963) 4470

Poland, development prospects from Druzh-
ba oil pipeline (1964) 5157

polymer, in Communist China (1964) 10909
polymeric materials for manufacture and

protection of chemopharmaceutical
equipment, USSR study (1965) 11191

problems in control of processes of chemical
technology, USSR study (1965) 2676

process, and engineering, bibliography
(1962) 23043

processing chemical data from oceanograph-
ic stations, coding and keypunching
(1965) 5283, 11554

professional opportunities, examination an-
nouncement (1965) 19028

programmed teaching, USSR (1964) 5044
public health problems in Turkmenistan,

USSR study (1965) 2677
radioactive and stable isotopes use, all-

Union conference (1962) 2026
radioactive isotopes, removing from the

organism (1963) 10476
research and development, opportunities,

examination announcement (1964) 11949
research, isotope utilization (1962) 16412
role in development of biology (1965) 11210
role in development of medicine, USSR study

(1964) 1220
role in study of biological problems, USSR

(1961) 15265
Rumania, research achievements (1965)

11316
silicate industry, technological development,

USSR report (1961) 7578
Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1961) 6766; (1962) 3785; (1964)
3440

strontium in natural water (series) (1962)
636, 9742; (1963) 5029

structural

—

problems at Riga Conference, USSR (1962)
14073

radiospectroscopy use, USSR study (1962)
22102

surface, glass-fiber-reinforced plastics (1965)

13130
surface waters of Pennsylvania (1963) 6566
surface waters qualitv, Brazos River basin,

Texas (1964) 18149
synthetic poisons, effects and military sig-

nificance. East German study (1964)
8955

synthetics, high polymer research (1962)

7567
technologies, determining courses of study

in vocational education (1962) 19442
translations of V. G. Khlopin Radium Insti-

tute (1961) 9942
uranium and transuranium elements (1964)

19229
uranium, USSR symposium (1965) 7162
USAF air base gravity network (1963) 5855
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Chemistry—Continued

USSR-
agricultural (1965) 861
all-Union Chemical Society

—

report (1962) 5744
report and election meeting (1961) 10918

work of rubber section (1961) 10919
chemical sciences, translations (1963)

8847
conference on chemistry of complex com-
pounds of nickel and cobalt (1961) 19488

conferences, reports (1962) 744, 22072
courses for educating and developing in

students dialectic-materialistic world
outlook (1963) 17580

Department of Chemical Sciences

—

meetings (1961) 15398; (1962) 5743;

(1963) 5162
news (1961) 10885

large-scale development (1964) 14533
low tonnage chemicals, critical shortages

(1963) 10584
new achievements (1963) 897
nomenclature (1962) 7646
physiological tasks in light of communist
program (1962) 15716

problems of medical chemistry (periodical)

(1963) 970, 2764
rare earth elements, all-Union conference

(1963) 774
research, popular accounts (1964) 12996
scientific abstracts (1963) 17611, 17947,

19629; (1964) 1197, 2697, 5042, 6972,

8973, 9372, 12690, 13015, 14577, 16391,

18376, 20166, 21430; (1965) 837, 2681
Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1963) 3622
translations (1962) 1007, 1009, 1043, 1045,

1047, 1049-53,- 1061, 2809, 7809, 7851,

15731; (1963) 5195
wood, publications lists (1961) 6100; (1964)

18046
Yugoslavia, chemical institutes, reorganiza-

tion study (1963) 17745

see also Agricultural chemistry — Biochemis-
try — Chemical engineering — Cosmo-
chemistry — Cytochemistry — Geochem-
istry— Histochemistry — Inorganic
chemistry — Organic chemistry — Ohtoc-
gemistry — Physical chemistry — Radi-
ochemistry— also names of chemicals.

Chemistry Division, Hungarian Academy of

Sciences, activities, reports (1962) 7606;
(1964) 21458

Chemistry world (Cinese periodical):

translations (1961) 11144

Chemists:
Azerbaydzhan, biographies (1962) 7962
career opportunities. Food and Drug Admin-

istration positions (1962) 15612
employment outlook (1962) 8350; (1964) 9406

examination announcement, discontinuance
notice (1963) 15104

Hungarian, biographic information (1962)
5509

Hungarian chemists journal, translations
(1963) 12588

Hungarian, visit Soviet bloc chemical insti-

tutions (1963) 12623, 14115
industrial hygiene, syllabus for short cours-

es (1965) 20039
Kamay, Gil'm K., biographic sketch (1962)

1368
marine, role in ship repair safety (1965)

7964

pay, survey, Feb.-Mar. 1964 (1965) 1283
Polish biographies (1962) 5380

Chemists—Continued
public health scientist, examination an-

nouncement (1964) 209
research opportunities, examination an-

nouncements (1961) 3969-70; (1964) 8156
Rumanian, Costin D. Nenitescu, biographic

information (1963) 2492, 10623
USSR, I. L. Knunyants, biographic informa-

tion (1964) 19876
USSR, Pavel Trofimovich Danil'chenko, obit-

uary (1964) 9200
Chemoreception of insects and ticks, USSR

study (1964) 9199
Chemotherapy:
cancer abstracts (periodical) (1964) 18813;

(1965) 3187
cancer, blood serum protein fractions, USSR

studies (1965) 9462
cancer, present status, USSR (1964) 7216
cancer reports (periodical) (1962) 1707-8,

3654; (1963) 3495; (1964) 3301; (1965)
3188

index (1962) 1707
supplement (1965) 11533

cancer, USSR research (1965) 6502, 16492
cytostatic substances, USSR studies (1964)

18550
nervous and psychic diseases, USSR studies

(1965) 4981
oncology symposium, USSR (1962) 9975
psychiatry, transactions of research confer-

ence on cooperative studies (1961) 9815;
(1962) 1884

side effects, application, etc., Academy of

Medical Sciences, USSR (1961) 4699
systemic blood diseases, USSR study (1962)

896
treatment of radiation sickness, further

experiments, USSR study (1965) 851
tuberculosis, conferences 1946-60, transac-

tions, index (1961) 8241
tuberculosis, VA-Armed Forces cooperative

study

—

handbook of laboratory methods (1963)
9475

quarterly progress report (1962) 4278
tumors, USSR study (1964) 14617
USSR achievements and prospects (1961)

7590
USSR studies (1965) 2451
viral diseases, USSR study (1962) 8075

Chen, Francis F.:

bibliography on magnetic diffusion and drift

instabilities (1965) 1835
excitation of electrostatic oscillations in

magnetic field (1964) 13698
Chen, James Y. P., effects of cold exposure

upon action of therapeutic drugs (1965)

8475
Chen Liu Shui, see Liu Shui Chen.
Chen, Min-Sun, relief (1961) 10371, 14206
Chen, Su-Fen, relief (1962) 13558, 16870, 20740

Chen. William Kwo-Wei. relief (1961) 7211,

10249, 12067
Cheng-fa yen-chiu (periodical):

translations (1963) 8816
Cheng Loh, Gene J., of nationalist China visits

Montevideo, Uruguay (1961) 4432
Chengtu Geological Institute, instruments,

raise in utilization rate (1961) 4650
Chennault Air Force Base, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census (1962)

18578
Chenoa, 111.:

motor carrier accident (1965) 19707
railroad accident (1965) 19707

Chenoweth, Alice D., children with congenital
heart disease served in regional centers,
1952-56 (1965) 293
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Chenoweth, Paul L., flight evaluation of

wide-angle, overlapping monoculars for

providing pilot's field of vision (1964)

9610
Chenzoff, Andrew P.: guidelines for training

situation analysis (TSA) (1965) 18676

review of literature on task analysis meth-
ods (1964) 18855

Chepil, W. S.:

deep plowing of sandy soil (1963) 1720
management of sandy soils in central United

States (1964) 27
mulches for wind and water erosion control

(1963) 13156
Cheplo, Nandor J.:

basic data on economy of British Pacific Is-

lands (1964) 6846
basic data on economy of Cambodia (1965)

8694
basic data on economy of Laos (1964) 21079
foreign trade regulations of Cambodia

(1965) 5761
foreign trade regulations of Viet-Nam (1964)

12556
ChernikofT, R., experimental evaluation of 4

types of altimeters using both pilot and
enlisted men subjects (1965) 11600

Chernoff, L., photometry of projectors at Na-
tional Bureau of Standards (1964) 3049

Chernosky, E. J., equatorial loci of earth's

magnetic field and cosmic ray parame-
ters (1964) 11799

Chernovitskaya Oblast, USSR, general infor-

mation (1962) 12173
Chernovtsy, Ukrainian SSR:
cardiovascular morbidity among adult popu-

lation (1964) 2643
guide book (1962) 19763

Cherokee County, S.C, soil survey (1962)

18461
Cherokee Indians:

culture, symposium

—

departmental edition (1961) 11756
document edition (1961) 12140

Eastern Band of North Carolina, lands in

trust

—

law (1962) 16745
report (1962) 13456, 15352

judgment funds, disposition

—

law (1962) 23175
lands, conveyance

—

law (1964) 17320
reports (1963) 13595; (1964) 15718

rabbit goes duck hunting, Cherokee Indian

legend (1962) 17649
Cherokee National Forest:
transfer lands for Foothills Parkway

—

law (1964) 17274
reports (1964) 503, 15516

Cherries:
black, effect of pre-germination treatments

on seed (1963) 17498
brined, analytical and quality control meth-

ods (1962) 1909; (1963) 14839
canned red tart pitted, standards for grades

(1964)9914
frozen red tart pitted, standards for grades

(1964) 9915
growing, east of Rocky Mountains (1962)

16285
production, France (1964) 12429
production, use, value (1961) 11619; (1962)

16180; (1963) 16615; (1964) 15129
sour, crop production reports (1961) 13701;

(1962) 14659; (1963) 14737; (1964) 15131;

(1965) 13305
sweet, storage in controlled atmospheres

(1964) 9908

Cherries—Continued

tart cherry industry, Great Lakes States,
production costs (1964) 14170

tart, electric sorting machines for, perform-
ance studies, 1963 (1964) 19053

Cherrix, Caroline C, women telephone workers
and changing technology (1963) 20254

Cherry, William R., solar cell radiation dam-
age (1964) 7513

Cherry:
black cherry germination, survival, and

Ist-year growth under various seedbed
and supplemental treatment (1965) 9184

black, silvical characteristics (1961) 12734
trees, leaf spot and control (1961) 6685

Cherry blossoms, see Japanese flowering cher-
ry.

Cherry Grove Beach, S.C:
hurricane survey, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21679
document edition (1962) 20950

Cherrybark oak, see Oak.
Cherryman, Rexford R., relief (1962) 16854,

20762, 21286
Chers amis, renseignments a I'usage des voya-

geurs se rendent aux Etats-Unis (1963)
7397

Chert:
nondetrital siliceous, geochemistry data

(1963) 2351
popouts on concrete surfaces. Wolf River

floodwall, observations (1962) 2441
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, general informa-

tion (1961) 20017
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal National Histori-

cal Park:
establish

—

hearing (1961) 10506
report (1961) 14664

Chesapeake and Ohio Ry., accidents (1962)

23624; (1964) 4878, 4880
Chesapeake Bay:

additional bridge across

—

hearings (1964) 17663
report (1964) 13954

basin project for water supply and water
quality management (1965) 11642

blue crab fishery, types of fishing gear, etc

(1963) 4945
crab industry (1965) 6214
crab pot. modification (1963) 13957
eastern side, in and near Choptank River,

erosion and sedimentation survey (1961)

10113
effect of DDT upon blue crab (1962) 19505
fisheries, annual summaries, 1959 (1961)

1996; (1962) 571; (1963) 544; (1964) 695,

19720
fishing harbors economic study, Maryland

and Virginia (1961) 14796
hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 2294
document edition (1964) 1991

oyster industry (1964) 10558
sharks, anglers' guide (1964) 10557
shoreline, hurricane survey, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1964) 17957
document edition (1964) 17469

south shore, Hampton Roads to Little Creek,
Va., hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 6595
document edition (1964) 6203

storm warning facilities charts (1961) 9828;

(1962) 14690; (1963) 11384; (1964) 13522;

(1965) 13341
Upper region, waterfowl populations (1963)

15536
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Cheshire, Wilfrid M., relief (1961) 14266; (1962)
20759, 21279

Chesky, Edward J., doing business with Com-
mon Market (1963) 8379

Chest:
roentgenographic examination of unanesthe-

tized primates, restraint apparatus
(1964) 1749

surgery in World War II (1963) 5920
thoracic cage impedance measurements

—

cancellation of respiration effects on
transthoracic impedance (1964) 5906

calibration of impedance pneumograph
(1963) 16801

cardiac output (1964) 9988, 15238
dynamic characteristics of impedance
pneumograph (1964) 5907

tissue resistivity (1964) 9987
Chester, John W., noise from pneumatic rock

drills (1964) 13126
Chester, Pa., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18319
Chester County, Pa., soil survey report (1963)

13056
Chester County, S.C, Woods Ferry Recreation

area dedication (remarks) (1965) 11867
Chester County, Tenn., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1963) 3379
Chestnut blight:

data (1965) 9170
description, etc., (1965) 30, 5508

Chestnut extract:
disposal from national stockpile

—

law 20895
reports (1962) 17046-47, 21402-403

Chestnut oak, see Oak.
Chestnuts:

blight resistant, descriptions, etc. (1965) 30,
5508

cooperative test plots produce some promis-
ing Chinese and hybrid chestnut trees
(1965) 7730

Chetco River:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 10760
document edition (1965) 10571

Cheuk, Yuk-Kan, relief (1961) 13580, 19038,
20743

Cheung, Tom Pon Ma, see Shee, Tom Pon.
Chew Chi Yan, relief (1961) 10415
Chew Ho, Koon, see Ho, Koon Chew.
Chew Sheung Tai, relief (1961) 16635
Cheyenne, Wyo.:

land transfer, reports (1965) 8851, 19473
trees for windbreaks, spacing distance, etc.,

experiments (1963) 20294
Cheyenne County, Colo., geology and ground-

water resources (1965) 742
Cheyenne Indians:
Northern Cheyenne Tribe of Tongue River

Reservation, judgment funds disposi-
tion

—

law (1964) 17417
reports (1964) 15775, 17579

Northern, grant minerals on reservation to
tribe-

law (1961) 18678
reports (1961) 14623, 16757

Cheyenne River, hydrology, upper basin (1961)
14972

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, see Sioux Indi-

ans.
Chi, Chien Chen, relief (1961) 7169
Chi-ehr (Chi-ning to E^hr-lien) Railroad, Com-

munist China (1963) 2661
Ch'i-hsiang Hsueh-pao (periodical):

articles (1961) 10822
Chi-King Leung Chou, see Leung Chi King.

Chi-Ping, Tung, see Tung Chi-Ping.
Chi Yan Chew, see Chew Chi Yan.
Chi-chou Huang, see Huang, Chi-chou.
Chiang, C. L., index to health, mathematical

models (1965) 9896
Chiantella, A. J., filterability of distillate fuels

(1964) 5610
Chicago, 111.:

aircraft accidents (1961) 10094; (1963)
1931-32; (1965) 5723

board of trade, futures trading and open con-
tracts in wheat, corn, etc (1961) 3053;
(1962) 3908A; (1963) 3752; (1964) 3550;
(1965) 3464

census of business, 1958, standard metropoli-
tan area, central business district statis-
tics (1961) 8457

census of business, 1963, major retail centers,
standard metropolitan statistical area
(1965) 15272

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13939
standard consolidated area, components of
inventory change (1962) 11144, 16490;
(1963) 1905

standard metropolitan statistical area,
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20575

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 16561

Chicago Skyway toll bridge, operate as free-

way

—

hearings (1963) 17185
report (1963) 18872

civil rights, public schools, 1962 (1963) 181
climatic guide (1962) 18569
consumer expenditures and income, 1960,

advance report (1963) 1165, 7150
electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 556;

(1963)517,2266
Federal paperwork jungle, hearing (1964)

14014
Federal reserve member banks, condition,

weekly statement (1962) 17491; (1963)
3535; (1964) 3349; (1965) 3237

fresh fruit and vegetable prices, 1964 (1965)
8447

harbor and river, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23466
document edition (1962) 23333

Hyde Park-Kenwood urban renewal area re-

habilitation, ineffective administration,
HHFA, GAO report (1964) 19757

Illinois State Employment Service office,

uneconomical use of Federal funds in re-

organization and expansion, GAO report
(1965) 14402

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 5454
Lake Calumet Harbor, welcome to St. Law-

rence Seaway (1962) 12882
mercantile exchange, futures trading and

open contracts in eggs, onions, potatoes
and butter (1961) 3050; (1962) 3906; (1963)
3749; (1964) 3547; (1965) 3461

metropolitan centers, outdoor recreation,
present and future (1963) 3248

mid-decade census, hearings (1962) 4968

Midway Airport, weather observations, hour-
ly, decennial census (1962) 16217

occupational wage surveys (1964) 16599;
(1965) 16556

departmental editions (1961) 15712; (1962)
16824; (1963) 16276

document editions (1961) 14140; (1962)
18147; (1963) 15167
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Chicago, 111.—Continued
Chicago Skyway toll bridge operate as free-

way—Continued
O'Hare International Airport, weather obser-

vations, hourly, decennial census (1963)
11391

port, harbor conditions and facilities (1962)
17427

principal electric facilities, maps (1964) 674;
(1965)16178

public schools, de facto racial segregation,
investigation, hearings (1965) 15794

railroad accident (1962) 15696
receipt of fresh and frozen fishery products,

1961(1963)546
retirement preparation plan (1961) 20828
water pollution control and abatement in

area, hearings (1965) 4521
see also World Economic Progress Assembly

and Ebcposition.

Chicago and Eastern Illinois R.R., accidents
(1961) 17357; (1963) 8435

Chicago and North Western Ry.:

accidents (1961) 754; (1962) 19615; (1963)
12266; (1964) 879, 6869, 12572

emergency board report (1962) 19447
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy RR, accidents

(1961) 6224; (1964) 6868; (1965) 6385,
12580

Chicago Helicopter Airways, accident (1961)
18394

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific RR:
accidents (1961) 751; (1962) 11954, 15696,

15700, 21903
emergency board report (1962) 2415

Chicago Newspaper Publishers' Association,
wage chronology, 1939-61 (1962) 12340

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific RR:
accident (1961) 2078; (1962) 13952; (1964)

2290
Chicago, South Shore & South Bend RR., acci-

dent (1961) 755
Chichagof Island:

aerial photographs, recognition criteria of

rock types (1964) 6795
geology of Freshwater Bay area (1963) 6545
reconnaissance geologic mapping, strati-

graphic and structural study (series)

(1963) 10284
Chicherin, Georgiy V., letter to Lenin, USSR

study of markings (1961) 13052
Chick, Bruce, ultrasonic methods in study of

fatigue, etc., in crystals (1964) 4223
Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Mili-

tary Park:
Chickamauga Battlefield (1961) 4962
general information (1965) 11542

Chickasawhay River:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2186
document edition (1963) 1992

Chicken mites, poultry mites, how to control
(1962) 16294; (1964) 19084; (1965) 4108

Chicken plague, see Fowl pest.

Chickenpox, health information (1962) 16132
Chickens:

blackhead, control (1963) 7568
broilers

—

carcass weight related to weight, etc., of

parts (1963) 11459
chicks placed in 22 States (1961) 13753;

(1962) 12737; (1963) 11330; (1964) 13483
chick report, Louisiana Crop Reporting

Service (1961) 2810
commercial farms, 1964, Maine, Delmarva,
and Georgia, costs and returns (1965)
17991

commercial production, etc (1961) 6646,
9795, 9906; (1962) 10694; (1963) 9440,
11331, 11645, 13484; (1965) 9961, 9963

Chickens—Continued
broilers—Continued
eviscrated, water absorption during wash-

ing and chilling (1964) 93
feed financing programs used by coopera-

tives (1963) 20656
fryers, homemakers' opinions and prefer-

ences (1965) 13308
increasing sales through offering addition-

al cut and receipe materials, report
(1963) 15419

industry, vertical integration (1961) 13656
mechanized weighing and packing to exact
weights (1965) 13393

procurement, production and selling pro-

grams for processors, evaluation study
(1962) 4515

production, technology, impact on feed
conversion and marketing weight (1965)
17996

pullet chicks for hatchery supply flocks

(1961) 2843
seasonal demand (1961) 6638, 19211

brooding chicks with infrared lamps (1964)
9945

caponizing, general information (1961) 9883
cecal coccidiosis, how to control it (1961) 9881

egg production tests, records of stocks en-

tered in performance tests in U.S. and
Canada (1962) 4475; (1963) 1636; (1964)

1686; (1965) 1745
farm production, disposition, cash receipts

and gross income by States (1961) 9795,
9906; (1962) 12738; (1963) 11331; (1964)
11645; (1965) 9961

frozen cut-up, specified shrink films for pre-

packaging, evaluation (1964) 11772
fryer, effects of sodium polyphosphates on

weight during chilling (1963) 11460
frying, price spreads and prices, selected ci-

ties, 1956-61 (1962) 13724
hatcheries, economies to size (paper) (1962)

17369

hematology, atlas (1961) 13775
home flock (1962) 6569
immunized with antigen from Ascaridia gal-

li, effect of vitamin A on antibody for-

mation, USSR study (1964) 8924
improved methods for eviscerating, agricul-

tural marketing (1963) 5782
intestinal coccidiosis, control, etc (1964)

11765
layers and egg production (1961) 9843;

(1962) 12739; (1963) 11332; (1965) 9962
layers and rate of lay, etc., Jan. 1960-Mar.

62 (1962) 12741; (1963) 11334
Leucocytozoon caulleryi, history and diagno-

sis (1965) 19
live, handling and hauling from farms to

processing plants, reducing costs (1962)

17375
management in subtropical, semiarid climate

(1963) 1718
marketing spreads for frying chickens, U.S.

and cities (1963) 8149
meat production tests (1961) 13760; (1962)

20387; (1963) 9542
methods and equipment for eviscerating

(1962) 20409
monthly egg production, 1955-59 (1961) 8309

national poultry improvement plan, breed
distribution (1961) 1610, 17894; (1963)

11; (1964) 16; (1965) 13

number raised, preliminary estimates (1961)

17851; (1962) 18515; (1965) 16883
on farms, by States (1961) 9795; (1962)

12738; (1963) 11331; (1964) 11645
prices received by farmers. United States

and by States, 1909-63 (1965) 10089
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Chickens—Continued
pullet chicks for broiler hatchery supply

flocks (1962) 4270; (1963) 4120; (1964)
3951; (1965) 3866

quick-fattening, Chinese studies (1961) 10744

random sample egg production tests, 1959-60
summaries (1961) 11679

ready-to-cook fryer, processing, photo series

(1962) 12885
tested by official State agencies, monthly

reports (1961) 2854; (1962) 4398; (1963)

4248; (1964) 4099; (1965) 4008
Chicopee, Mass.:
census of business major retail centers,

standard metropolitan statistical area
(1965) 17184

census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-
tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-

dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 16539
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9098

Chicopee River Basin:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 471
document edition (1961) 355

Chicora quadrangle, Fla., economic geology
(1963) 20730

Chicory:
duty, suspension, continue

—

law (1963) 13423
reports (1963) 11849, 13745

Chidester, Alfred H.:

petrology and geochemistry of selected
talc-bearing ultramafic rocks and adja-
cent country rocks in north-central
Vermont (1963) 603

talc resources of U.S. (1964) 10632
Chief Joseph Dam project:
Chelan division

—

construct, etc., Manson unit

—

hearings (1964) 8450; (1965) 6056
reports (1964) 14052; (1965) 6021

Interior Dept. report (1964) 13921
construction feasibility, Oroville-Tonasket

unit, Okanogan-Similkameen division

—

law (1962) 23162
construction feasibility, Oroville-Tonasket

unit, Okanogan-Similkameen division

—

Interior Dept., report (1961) 4001
reports (1961) 17105; (1962) 19089

Okanogan-Similkameen division

—

construct, etc., Whitestone Coulee unit

—

hearing (1964) 10425
law (1964) 19407
reports (1964) 6487, 17527

irrigation water supply, Whitestone Cou-
lee unit. Interior Dept. report (1964)
8243

Chief Medical Director, see Medicine and Sur-
gery Department, Veterans Administra-
tion.

Chief of Staff, Air Force, see Joint Chiefs of
Staff.

Chieh-fang-chun i-hsueh tsa-chin (periodical):
translations (1965) 18378

Chien-chu (periodical):

translations (1963) 10599
Chien-chu hsueh-pao (periodical):
translations (1963) 801, 908, 8527, 14098

Chieh-fang Jih-pao (periodical):
articles (1961) 2140

Chien, Sze-Foo, relief (1961) 8885, 12080, 12175

Chiggers, how to fight them (1962) 1939; (1963)
9572

Child care, see Children.
Child development, see Children.
Child health, see Children.

Child Health and Human Development, Nation-
al Institute, see National Institute of

Child Health and Human Development.
Child labor:

agricultural employment-
eliminate fair labor standards act exemp-

tion

—

hearings (1961) 5898, 8995, 16835
hearings, pt. 1, print additional copies,

reports (1961) 12296, 12435
extend child labor provisions of fair labor
standards act, reports (1961) 14702;
(1963) 11970

bulletins (1962) 6499, 10725. 18562; (1964)
9874

employment of minors between ages 14 and
16, regulations (1962) 18563; (1964)
21918

fair labor standards act provisions

—

extend to agricultural employment, re-

ports (1962) 19071, 21108
guide (1962) 6499, 18562; (1964) 9874
requirements in agriculture (1962) 10725

laws, compilation (1962) 2289; (1965) 4452
laws, questions and answers (1964) 11255;

(1965) 1272
laws. State, summary (1964) 11254; (1965)

5035
regulations (1962) 18563; (1964) 21918
State standards, summary (1961) 1164
teenagers can be hired (1965) 14611
work injuries experienced by minors (address)

(1962)6213
Child life, see Children.
Child placing:
dependent children, State agency responsi-

bility, report (1964) 6215
District of Columbia, foster home care for

dependent children, report (1965) 14043
foster care for delinquent girls (1963) 1924

foster care in private institutions. Federal
payments, extend period

—

law (1964) 21133
reports (1964) 8328, 17834

foster parents, use of group methods (1964)
8146

improving quality of foster care by use of
group methods with foster parents
(1963) 9733

responsibility under social security act, ex-
tend present provision

—

laws (1963) 13422; (1964) 13894
reports (1963) 11850, 13744; (1964) 8327,

12237
training of child welfare workers for place-

ment responsibilities (1963) 4601
Child Research Center, National Institutes of

Health, building, construction, hearings
(1964) 17629

Child study, see Children.
Child welfare, see Children.

Child welfare institutions:
cost analysis project (1964) 6056, 13781;

(1965) 1916, 10270, 15328
effects of adoption on children from institu-

tions (1965) 7290
institutional care and treatment of older

hyperaggressive delinquent children
(1965) 15325

public institutions for delinquent children,

statistics (1963) 6015, 15092; (1965) 7295

what houseparents should know about prob-
lem of children in their care (1964) 11921

Child Welfare League of America:
establishment of joint project on cost analy-

sis in children's institutions (1964) 6056
project on cost analysis in children's institu-

tions (1964) 13781; (1965) 1916
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Childbirth, emergency service in civil defense
planning (1965) 2986

Childhood, see Children.
Childhood Education, early. World Organiza-

tion, see World Organization for Early
Childhood Education.

Children:
abused

—

battered child, bibliography (1963) 16912
identification from multiple bone injury

histories (1963) 20365
identification of abusive parents helps
prevention (1964) 11920

principles and suggested language for leg-

islation (1963) 15088
protective casework (1964) 4363

accidents, causes and prevention (1963)
16915

adopted aliens, birth certificates, where to

write for (1965) 20056
adoption, legislative guides for termination

of parental rights and responsibilities

(1962) 2248
age characteristics of child's insurance ben-

eficiaries under OASDI (1965) 8276
agency operated group homes for unserved

or poorly served children (1965) 297
alien, adopted by U.S. citizens, facilitate ad-

mission (1961) 18550, 18790, 19025:
(1962) 11315, 18950, 19209; (1965) 12085,
15878, 17344

amblyopia ex anopsia robs eyesight (1965)
8236

articles from Pediatriya (1961) 10751
basal metabolism, evaluation of data (1962)

48
battered child, bibliography (1964) 196;

(1965) 18995
behavior, influence of breast feeding on,

study (1963) 15094
blind, degree of vision and mode of reading

(1961) 20670
Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans, age limi-

tations for coverage in U.S. and Puerto
Rico (1962) 16165

books for (1962) 23447; (1963) 15089
born to women 12-44 years old, census of

population, 1960 (1962) 14922
Botkin's disease (infectious hepatitis), USSR

conference (1963) 19474
brain fatigue after school classes, change in

electrical reactivity, USSR study (1961)
15488

cat cry syndrome, congenital condition
(1965) 18996

catalog of exhibits on public welfare, child

health and welfare (1965) 11794
child care

—

arrangements of nation's working mothers,
1965(1965)10263

birth to middle teens. Government publica-
tions, list (1962) 24071; (1964) 16829

expenses, income tax deductions in case of
woman deserted by husband

—

law (1963) 7823
reports (1962) 21113; (1963) 4744, 6277

in community fallout shelters (1963) 11642

publications for parents (1961) 11981
retarded child, therapy and prognosis

(1965) 10271
Uncle Sam's top sellers, announcement

(1961) 2660
child-centered program to prevent tuberculo-

sis (1965) 11643
child development, impact of theories (1962)

14976
child feeding program, continuation, agree-

ment with Italy (1963) 1532

Children—Continued
child health and crippled children's pro-

grams, specialized nursing, study (1965)
7296

child health services, statistics (1961) 11982;
(1965) 11952

child health services research grants (1965)
8631

program, announcement (1965) 15322
child-rearing and family relationship pat-

terns of the very poor (1965) 6987
child spacing, Aug. 1959, population charac-

teristics (1961) 13915
child welfare

—

agencies, staff losses, study (1961) 3955
programs (address) (1964) 11712
programs of Federal government (1961)

13995
programs, problems and services (1963)

13311
redirections (1962) 20643
research, conference report (1961) 11980
reports (1962) 18877
role in mental retardation (speeches)

(1963) 18708; (1965) 18998
services (1963) 18707
services for mentally retarded (1965) 7288
services in public and voluntary programs

(1962) 6831
services, one-county pilot project, extend-

ing range (1965) 15326
services, organization in States (1963)

11644
social security act amendments of 1960

(1961) 19161
social security act amendments of 1962

—

hearings (1962) 7106, 13676
law (1962) 16769
reports (1962) 7065, 7070, 13654, 16963
summary, etc (1962) 13674

statistics (1961) 13997; (1962) 20646;
(1964) 13784

traineeships, institutions offering pro-
grams, 1965-66 (1965) 8627

world-wide frontiers (1962) 18877
child with a speech problem (1964) 21039
childhood mortality trends, 1961 (1965)

21045
children, and neglect, hazardous home condi-

tions, AFDC program to protect (1963)
19155

Spanish edition (1965) 6149
children and poverty (1965) 7289
children of veterans, educational assistance,

amend laws, hearing (1965) 12207
children of veterans with wartime total disa-

bility, educational assistance

—

hearing (1964) 542
law (1964) 13909
report (1964) 513

children's books, 1964, list (1965) 6582
Children's Bureau history, 5 decades of ac-

tion (1962) 9103; (1963) 11645, 20366;
(1964) 21042

city child, preparing him for his school,
school-home cooperation in low-income
neighborhoods (1964) 15854

collagen diseases, USSR study (1962) 18002
coming before courts, work with (1961)

11983; (1962) 16586
communist movement in Czechoslovakia, his-

tory (1961) 2294
congenital heart defects of blue type, gas

metabolism changes in physical stress,
USSR study (1961) 11117

consumer information, price list (1964) 21842

continuing increase in average number ever
born, 1940-64 (1965) 8613
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Children—Continued
cost and time studies in child welfare and

related subjects, bibliography (1965)
10270

creative drama and theater (1961) 457
creative life (1963) 4597
crippled, services for (1964) 11917
Cuban refugees, care away from home, ob-

servations of reporter (1963) 6013;
(1964) 13779

deaf, educating (1965) 12384

deaf, talk, talk, talk (1965) 10751

deceased veterans', increased payments

—

law (1963) 11713
reports (1963) 6144, 9974

decrease morbidity and mortality of early
childhood, USSR study (1962) 2677

define the term child for civil service pen-

sions, lump-sum payments-
hearing (1963) 8006
reports (1963) 7954; (1965) 5878

demonstration project using child develop-
ment as focus for community interaction

with local health department (1962)
14974

dependent

—

aid programs, improve, message from the

President (1962) 4921
aid to families

—

AFDC in reivew 1936-62 (1964) 7845
coordination in location of absent par-

ents, report on meeting (1964) 4672

eligibility sampling, Jan.-Apr. 1963 (1963)
20746
State public assistance plans under so-

cial security act, staff development
provisions (1964) 12355

family aid (1963) 20654

4 in every 100 get AFDC (1963) 20655

implications of AFDC eligibility review
(address) (1964) 13534

of unemployed parents, aid to families

(1963) 3435; (1964) 4105; (1965) 4014

of unemployed parents, Federal aid (1961)
17783
hearings (1961) 5758
law (1961) 8619
reports (1961) 5669, 5698, 7259, 8754

public assistance to families, money pay-
ments to recipients, Oct. 1963 (1964)
14215

public assistance to families, program
facts (1963) 10095; (1964) 12356

public assistance for education, AFDC
survey (1964) 11714

public assistance, monthly cost standards
for basic needs used by States (1964)

10496; (1965) 18055
public assistance under social security act

(1961) 20088
monthly cost standards used by States,

Jan. 1961 (1963) 3328
State aid under social security act

—

general provisions of plans (1962) 21704
medical and remedial care (1962) 7303

unemployed parents

—

aid (1962) 3595
impact on general assistance caseloads

of extending AFDC (1962) 22798
statistical summary of aid (1962) 7305

deprivation in childhood, its relation to cycle
of poverty (1965) 13346

disadvantaged

—

education in primary years (1965) 19557
of America (address) (1965) 13656
series (1965) 19557

Children—Continued
District of Columbia public assistance law,

clarify, hearing (1965) 10675
District of Columbia, uniform gifts to mi-

nors act

—

law (1962) 23221
reports (1962) 17025, 17242

disturbed, role of drugs in treating (1965)
5721

doctor and handicapped child (1965) 13657
education, deny Federal assistance to insti-

tutions which practice racial discrimina-
tion

—

hearings (1963) 17168; (1964) 2110
report (1963) 18908

education for all children, what we can learn
from England, hearings (1962) 19168

print additional copies, report (1962)
21496

education for young children, selected refer-

ences, list (1963) 8162
education in disaster areas, financial assist-

ance, provide, hearings (1964) 17884
education in federally affected areas

—

amend law as to Puerto Rico, etc.

—

law (1965) 15432
reports (1965) 7428, 12274

annual reports (1961) 5919; (1962) 5092;
(1963) 4806; (1964) 6560; (1965) 2092

broaden assistance, hearings (1964) 19502
extend and amend law

—

hearings (1961) 7133, 8836; (1963) 11896;
(1964) 396, 17884

report and recommendations (1965) 17947
reports (1961) 10291, 16763; (1962) 4937;

(1963) 13607; (1964) 15732, 19483
educational assistance to children of veter-

ans with wartime total disability, report
(1963) 15289

educationally deprived, school programs,
basic facts for school administrators
(1965) 19558

educationally disadvantaged program, con-
ference on teaching (1963) 15439

effects of maternal employment, personal
and family factors (1964) 8144

effect of ultrahigh frequency electric field on
change of reactivity of children in treat-

ing sepsis in newborn, USSR study
(1962) 14012

electrocardiograms, USSR study (1962)
21978,22299

elementary schools, guidance (1963) 13852
emotional problems of children facing heart

surgery (1965) 13658
epilepsy (1962) 301
epilepsy, what hope for child? (1965) 8639
exceptional

—

assistance in training teachers, etc

—

hearings (1961) 18942; (1962) 11449
report (1962) 16944

education, etc (1962) 9542, 21632; (1963)
385; (1964) 4646

exceptional children and youth, publica-
tions, list (1963) 20084

professional preparation for educators,
financial aid and sources of information
(1964) 6580

publications list (1964) 590
qualifications and preparation of teachers

(1961) 19242
recent enrollments in local public schools

(1961) 5928
research programs, studies in progress

(1961) 296, 10088; (1962) 6832; (1963)
176, 11647; (1964) 17120; (1965) 17231

special education enrollments in public
day schools (1961) 19231
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Children—Continued
exceptional—Continued

special education, enrollments statistics,

1962-63 (1965) 10748
special education, statistics 1957-58 (1964)

2268
State education agency publications (1963)

13847
teacher training, extend program, report

(1963) 13579
facts about children (1964) 10078

facts and figures about (1965) 15330

family group therapy, method for psycholog-
ical treatment (1961) 20103

farm and nonfarm, age-grade school prog-
ress, 1960 (1963) 17354, 20625

fateful months when life begins, nationwide
collaborative mother-child study (1962)
10601

feeding program, agreement with Italy

(1961) 1513
films on child life, list (1963) 1927

first six grades, auditory perception of musi-
cal sounds, development (1961) 19228

food for families with school children (1961)
13780; (1962) 8831, 22933; (1963) 16737

food for family with young children (1961)
17912; (1962) 18625; (1963) 4353

for young children in changing world, notes
on 10th World Assembly, World Organi-
zation for Early Childhood Education,
OMEP, Stockholm, 1964 (1965) 6112

14 years of age or over. State laws right of

minor to nominate own guardian (1964)
21928

gains for children in 1963 (1963) 20366

gifted and talented, State department of

education personnel concerned with pro-
grams, directory (1963) 372

gifted. Talent Development Project, 1964
(1964) 6582

gifted, trends and needs in educating (1965)
6120

graduate fellowship program for leadership
preparation in education of mentally
retarded children (1963) 10071

grouping for instruction in elementary
schools, conference points way (1964)
6569

grouping in elementary school, research and
implications, selected references (1963)
17376

guide for public health nurses (1961) 18390

handicapped

—

education grant program for preparation

of professional personnel, purpose, poli-

cies, and procedures (1965) 16094

education, grants-in-aid program for re-

search and demonstration projects

(1964) 6568

education, hearing (1965) 10699

education in residential schools (1965)
10749

education, preparation of professional

personnel, program (1964) 19637

facilities and equipment, selected refer-

ences (1963) 20642
grant program for preparation of profes-

sional personnel in education (1964) 6567

handicapped child and doctor (1962) 20642
organization and implementation of pro-
grams for 1964 (1964) 17920

public law 88-164, purposes, etc., grant-
in-aid program for research and demon-
stration projects (1965) 6116

special education programs (1965) 10749

Children—Continued
handicapped—Continued

special services (1963) 13111
teacher shortage (1965) 4666

hard of hearing, services for, program devel-

opment guide (1963) 16917
head start child development program, how

to apply (1965) 19548
health care of very young, USSR brochure

(1961) 7626
health in developing regions (1965) 4358
health of school age children (1964) 19313
health, promoting through research and

stepped-up programs for better school-

ing (remarks) (1962) 9755
health provisions of Medicare act (1965)

20147
health services for mothers and children,

view (1965) 8640
health services, grants to combat mental

retardation

—

comments (1964) 2128
law (1963) 20437
reports (1963) 15275, 17118, 19017

health, teachers contribute to (1962) 13742
heart disease, congenital, service in regional

centers, 1952-56 (1965) 293
heart disease, screening with portable tape

recorder (1965) 13243
highlights of symposium on child welfare

(1965) 4361
hospital experience, constructive uses (1965)

10264
how can we apply our knowledge of child

growth and development (1965) 10267
how child care workers are trained in Eu-

rope (1965) 7292
how children learn to read (1964) 21266
how they develop intellectually, implications

of changing ideas (1964) 13777
hygiene problems, all-Russian congress of

hygienists and sanitation physicians
(1961) 15490

hygiene, scientific conference on problems,
USSR (1962) 972

illness, data from national health survey
(1963) 20367

Indian, elementary education, basic goals
(1965) 11011

Indonesia, Dawn of Hope Pioneer Organiza-
tion, basic regulations (1961) 4464

infections, evolution, USSR study (1962)
12099

intercountry adoption, guidance manual for

service couples, DOD pamphlet (1963)
7660

interdisciplinary journal for professions
serving children (1961) 2997; (1962)
3668; (1963) 3512; (1964) 3318; (1965)
3210

intrathoracic surgery, electrocardioscopy,
USSR study (1962) 19686

iodine 131 in thyroids from environmental
exposure (1965) 20027

keep them in school for basic education
(1963) 12781

learning difl[iculties, short-term treatment
(1963) 16788

Lebanon story, programs to carry out rec-

ommendations of White House Confer-
ence (1962) 2249

living in low-rent public housing dwellings,
services furnished (1962) 22768

maintenance by divorced father in D.C., re-

port (1961) 17078
maternal and child health services, 1960,

statistics (1963) 4599
mental development, problems, USSR study

(1964) 10929
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Children—Continued
mental health for parent and child, reading

list (1962) 10552
mental health in child health conference,

attitude study project, evaluation (1964)
17117

mental retardation report (1965) 5475
mentally retarded

—

automated teaching, summary comparison
of 2 procedures (1964) 12321

child health projects, role of social worker
(1963) 6010

child-welfare service programs (1962)

13092
classroom programs (1961) 19230
clinical programs, listing (1962) 14971;

(1963) 16914; (1965) 8628
closed short-term group as treatment ad-

junct for parents (1964) 13776
conference on implications of report of

President's Panel on Mental Retardation
(1963) 16918

counseling parents (1965) 8629
feeding, guide for nurses (1964) 10079
guide for public health nurses (1964) 11918

guide to services of social agencies (1963)

13312
health services, progress report, 1956-60

(1962) 2246
higher nervous activity characteristics of

oligophrenic children, USSR study
(1961) 21116

historical perspective during decade
1954-1964 (1965) 298

institute on nutrition programs (1964)
1829

nurse in home training programs (1962)

2247
nutrition services guide (1962) 16582
orienting parents to clinic for group meet-

ings (1962) 20644
parents and physician's role (1964) 6055
prevention through improved service, so-

cial security act amendments (1964) 8143
selected reading suggestions for parents

(1965) 8637
migrant agricultural employees, educational

opportunities

—

hearings (1961) 8836
migrant, education, general information

(1963) 10084
migrant, education, problems and trends

(1963) 20639
migrant, education, questions and answers

(1962) 11703
migrant families and their children, report

(1962) 2360
migratory farmworkers', improve education-

al opportunities

—

hearings (1962) 19179; (1963) 10021
reports (1961) 14703; (1962) 15245; (1963)

11971
minor. State laws governing natural guardi-

anship and support (1964) 19037
modern foreign languages and your child

(1965) 494
modern science for development of new

knowledge and skills (1963) 19105
mongoloid, families of (1963) 7770
more able in grades 4-6, educating (1961)

5926
native to high altitudes, electrocardio-

graphic and vectorcardiographic varia-
bility observations (1961) 124

needs, U.S. experience in planning and pro-

viding for (1964) 7856
new programs for children, 1964 (1964)

21042

Children—Continued
normal and children gifted musically, per-

ception of music symbols in music read-
ing (1961) 12558

nutrition, Agriculture Dept. aids (1963)
14815

nutrition education, conference proceedings
(1962) 22942

nutrition, use of hydrolysin L-103, USSR
study (1963) 5220

of veterans who are U.S. citizens, naturali-
zation benefits (1961) 9275

of working mothers (1962) 16169
open heart surgery, study of nursing care

(1965) 5719
organization of catering services for school

children, USSR translations (1965) 2666
pediatrics, current problems, USSR study

(1963) 12307
pediatrics, scientific research, 1960 and 1961

and future tasks (1963) 2733
pediatric survery, course of development,

USSR study (1964) 18319
phenylketonuria, inventory findings (1962)

16583
phenylketonuria, group guidance for par-

ents (1964) 13780
physical abuse, mandatory reporting by

physicians, etc., in D.C.

—

hearing (1965) 15792
report (1965) 19421

physical development, influence of chronic
diseases and school health measures,
USSR study (1962) 5599

picnic table for (1964) 8636
police work with, perspectives and principles

(1963) 175
poliomyelitis sequelae, training and treat-

ment at special boarding schools, USSR
study (1962) 3158

polycardiography and clinical chemistry in

pediatrics, USSR study (1965) 9445
preschool

—

eyes, care, safety precautions, etc (1964)
21041

highlights of U.S. experience in meeting
needs (1965) 10268

influenza virus vaccine strains, react-

ion-producing and immunogenic proper-
ties observed, USSR study (1965) 11145

intensive immunization programs designed
to protect against poliomyelitis, etc.,

hearings (1962) 13523
sensory training, convention, USSR (1962)

14244
vision screening, (1965) 4364, 8634

progress in collaborative perinatal research,
nationwide mother-child study, summary
(1964) 16752

project grants to provide comprehensive
health services (1965) 15327

public welfare services, staff training pro-

ject (1964) 7852
publications concerning, price lists (1962)

18405; (1963) 14656, 16489

rates of birth, census of population, 1960
(1964) 11914

receiving aid, absent-father problem in ADC
program (1961) 1423

receiving services from public welfare agen-
cies, characteristics, 1959 (1961) 3957

reciprocal rights and obligations of child in

relation to parents (1962) 2248
refrigerator entrapment, prevention (1965)

8248, 11644
research and informed judgment on grouping

children, guide (1964) 14186
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Children—Continued
research programs, studies in progress

(1961) 296, 10088; (1962) 6832; (1963)
176, 11647; (1964) 17120; (1965) 17231

research relating to special groups (series)

(1962) 11187
reponses of bright, normal and retarded

children to learning tasks (1965) 19554
responses to nuclear war threat (1963) 16913
rheumatic

—

blood serum cholinesterase activity, USSR
study (1962) 2916

incidence in school age, USSR study (1962)
1249

inter-attack periods and its sanitary-
health resort treatments, USSR study
(1962) 7940

USSR conference, proceedings (1963)
20912

Richmond, Ind., and Woonsocket, R.I., dental
health, 5 years after completing school
care programs (1965) 6872

routine checkup, physicians visit, interval of
visits. United States, July 1963-June
1964 (1965) 16835

school census, amend D.C. act, report (1963)
13783

school children, transportation in D.C,
fares, pav difference to carriers

—

hearing (1961) 10341; (1962) 11440
law (1962) 16733
report (1961) 17073; (1962) 11375

school children undergraduates, work rou-
tine in industrial training, USSR study
(1962) 2766

school children's physical and emotional
responses, USSR studies (1964) 10994

school dental care in community with fluori-

dation (1964) 11576
school dental care services, Woonsocket, R.I.

study (1964) 13421
school enrollment, fall 1964 (1965) 5702
school, health and nutrition, USSR studies

(1965) 19767
school health program, outline for school

and community (1961) 11540
school health the world over (1961) 10553
school library services for culturally de-

prived (1964) 601
services under title 5 of social security act,

fact sheet (1964) 6057
6-11 years, health examination survey (1964)

13400
slum, help through headstart project (1965)

10739
smoking, health, and you, facts for teenag-

ers (1964) 19312
social power and intelligence, effects on

their interpersonal relations (1961)
12556

social security benefits, inadequacies in

selection of recipients to administer
their payments, GAO report (1965) 6273

social security benefits under old-age, securi-
ty, and disability insurance program
(1962) 6389

social security childhood disability benefits
(1963) 13049; (1964) 1588, 16861

social services for, increasing needs due to
tensions of our age (1962) 14978

social worker takes a case into court, re-

sponsibilities, etc (1962) 16586
State child welfare plans, staff development

provisions (1965) 16137
State committees for, patterns of organiza-

tion (1962) 6830
State committees for children and youth,

how-to-do-it (1963) 6012

Children—Continued
State laws governing emancipation of mi-

nors

—

by marriage (1964) 13551
permitted by court order (1964) 9895

talented

—

educating in elementary schools (1962)
2.3437

effects of special training on achievement
and adjustment (1962) 7270

Tax Court judges dependents' annuities

—

law (1961) 20520
reports (1961) 8789, 169.58. 18873

teaching young children to read (1964) 10474
teenage children and smoking (1964) 17119
thermal and electrical injuries, causes and

treatment, USSR study (1962) 10082
training, USSR study (1964) 18388
underprivileged, reading unreadiness (1964)

6577
use of copper-iontophoresis in treatment of

inflammatory processes of lungs and
respiratory tract, USSR study (1962)
10081

USSR-
boarding schools, psychological study

(1962) 12155
cardiovascular pathology of present status

(1962) 1251
health protection, constant improvement,

translation (1962) 2796
hygiene problems in school reorganization

(1962) 12005
maternal and child care, report of medical
exchange mission (1962) 18318

pediatrics problems (1965) 9346
venereal diseases (1961) 15945
venereal diseases, immediate treatment of

minors upon their own consent bv Public
Health Department of D.C—

hearing (1963) 10008
law (1963) 20426
reports (1962) 19111; (1963) 6159, 13786

visually handicapped, directory of special
school programs, fall 1964 (1965) 4645

visually handicapped, home and school pro-
grams, developments and trends (1963)
19121

when teenagers take care of children, guide
for baby sitters (1964) 17118

with excess weight, tendency to become over-
weight adults (1964) 13417

with special health problems, preparation
and qualification of teachers (1961)
19242

voung, feeding, health education of tropical
mother (1964) 10080

young, functional schools (1961) 9034
your child and health examination survev

(1963) 9362; (1964) 9736
your child from 1 to 3 (1965) 1917
your child from 1 to 6 (1962) 9101
your children and their gangs (1961) 3956
zinc in blood at various stages of physical

development, USSR study (1965) 2703
see also Adoption—Child labor— Child plac-

ing—Children's homes—Cripples—Day
care of children—Families—Juvenile de-

linquency—Orphans.
Children and Youth, Interdepartmental Com-

mittee on, see Interdepartmental Com-
mittee on Children and Youth.

Children and Youth, White House Conference
on, see White House Conference on Chil-

dren and Youth.
Children and Youth, Joint Conference on, see

Joint Conference on Children and Youth.
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Children's Bureau:
conference with

—

PubHc Health Service, etc., 1960, proceed-
ings (1961) 9693

conference with Public Health Service, etc.,

1963, preliminary report of actions
(1964) 5662

conference with State and territorial dental
directors and PHS, 1961 proceedings
(1961) 21319

conference with State and territorial health
officers, proceedings (1962) 14577; (1963)
18290

current program (1964) 10083

establishment of joint project on cost analy-
sis in children's institutions (1964) 6056

50th anniversary celebration, addresses

(1963) 7771
first 50 years, 1912-62, script for filmstrip

(1962) 23092
folder series (1961) 293; (1962) 301; (1963)

16915; (1964) 11917, 21039-41; (1965)

10266, 13659
headliner series (1961) 16486; (1963) 4597

history, 5 decades of action (1962) 9103;

(1963) 11645, 20366; (1964) 21042
infant care, bestseller publication, story of

development (1963) 15093
procedure regarding inventions and patents

(1965) 18997
program (1962) 9102
project on cost analysis in children's institu-

tions (1962) 1916, 10270, 15328; (1964)

13781

public health advisor and health analyst,
examination. announcement (1965) 13687

publications for parents (1961) 11981
publications, lists (1961) 295; (1964) 10085,

21044
publications, 1912-May 1964, index (1964)

15329
publications, 1912-Feb. 1965, index (1965)

5718
publications, price lists (1962) 18405; (1963)

14656; (1964) 21840
statistical series (1961) 11982, 13996-997,

20472; (1962) 20646; (1963) 1929,
4599-4600, 6015, 15092; (1964) 199-200,

4362, 13784, 17121, 21045; (1965) 4368,

7295, 11952
Children's clothing, see Clothing— also names

or types of clothing.
Children's homes:
agency operated group homes, casebook

(1965) 4357
nutrition, Azerbaydzhan SSR (1961) 2242

Children's Hospital, D.C., rates, adjustment to

costs, appropriation (1964) 17667
Children's Institute, Inter-American, see In-

ter-American Children's Institute.

Children's literature, classification. Library of

Congress (1964) 18650
Children's Theater and Art Center, National,

see National Children's Theater and Art
Center.

Children's vehicles, see Vehicles.
Childress County, Tex., soil survey report

(1963) 18321
Childs, Charles B.:

delineation of tracks of heavy cosmic rays
and nuclear processes within large sil-

ver chloride crystals (1963) 7255
low-pressure mercury arc for ultraviolet cal-

ibration (1963) 21023
Childs, Rex E., mechanized weighing and pack-

ing of broiler parts to exact weights
(1965) 13393

Childs, T. W., dwarf mistletoe control oppor-
tunities in ponderosa pine reproduction
(1964) 6739

Chile:

agricultural commodities, agreements (1963)

3345, 7451, 11321, 14723; (1964) 18979;
(1965) 5411

Allende outlines tasks of people's govern-
ment (excerpts from speech) (1962) 17981

alliance for progress. United States activi-

ties (1962) 9420
print as document, report (1962) 9436

central and south, fisheries (1965) 4748-49
central, neotropical Microlepidoptera, spe-

cies of genus Proeulia, synopsis (1964)

21802
Christian Democrats comment on Commun-

ist party plenum (1963) 714
Communist penetration (1962) 19781
Congress, 150th anniversary. House of Rep-

resentatives congratulations, extend
report (1961) 12267

earthquake, 1960, earth's free oscillations

data (1962) 14482
economic developments (1962) 13932; (1963)

8408
economy, basic data (1965) 4428
education (1964) 6563
education. Exchange Commission and financ-

ing of program, agreement (1962) 14623
elections, Soviet appraisal (1964) 20229
elections, Soviet report (1964) 21032
emergency relief assistance, agreements

(1961)6575; (1962) 1851
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 15673
fisheries (1962) 23548
food regulations (1962) 5355
foreign trade regulations (1964) 10692
guaranty of private investments, agreement

(1961) 11595
import tariff system (1962) 9794
military missions, agreement (1965) 3053
labor conditions (1965) 6572
labor, employment, wages, etc (1962) 14369,

15796
letters exchanged by Luis Corvalan of

Communist Party and Raul Ampuero of

Socialist Party (1963) 2623
loan of vessels, agreement, (1961) 1522, 6567
market for selected U.S. electric housewares

(1961) 20380
market for U.S. products (1962) 5344
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12855
mortality, recent trends (1964) 9732
national assembly of popular action front,

nine basic objectives in program (1963)

2464
natives of Arauco recover their lands (1963)

758
north, fisheries (1965) 10869
Pablo Neruda replies to pastoral letter of

bishops (1963) 6637A
Peace Corps program, agreement (1963) 3349
plant quarantine import requirements (1962)

22925
political situation, aspects (1965) 7907
rebuilding for better future (1961) 20168
reconstruction and rehabilitation assist-

ance, appropriation

—

hearings (1961) 7125, 8971
law (1961) 10186
message from the President (1961) 5621
proposed supplemental (1961) 5619
reports (1961) 8735, 8935

Salamanca area, Coquimbo Province, urani-
um reconnaissance (1961) 211
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sending gift packages to (1961) 599; (1962)

695
study mission report (1961) 5708
surplus agricultural commodities, agreement

(1961) 1495, 8215
technical cooperative agriculture and live-

stock program, agreement (1961) 5126
tracking station in Magallanes Province,

agreements (1961) 5130, 16007; (1962)

12734
uranium reconnaissance in

—

Atacama Province (1962) 23049
Chanaral-Taltal area (1965) 4265
Magallanes Province (1962) 16401
San Pedro de Atacama and Laco areas

(1963) 16855
Tarapaca Province (1962) 8981-82, 14879

USSR sees power of Leftist Catholics (1965)

4936
weather stations, agreements (1961) 1519;

(1962) 3501
Chilean student leaves Communist China

(1962) 12124
Chileans, popular action front, nine basic

objectives in program (1963) 2464
Chili peppers, see Peppers.
Chili Town, N.Y., population, special census

(1963) 18694
Chillicothe, Ohio:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

18301
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13207
Chilman, Catherine S.:

child-rearing and family relationship pat-

terns of the very poor (1965) 6987
helping low income parents (1963) 15090

Chilocco Indian Industrial School:
land, no longer needed, disposal

—

law (1961) 18675
reports (1961) 14625, 20552

Chilopoda, see Centipedes.
Chilton, C. J., atlas of solar flare effects (1964)

9367
Chimaeras, general information (1961) 20748
Chimerism in marmoset, hematologic and cyto-

genetic evidence (1965) 5562
Chimney Rock National Historic Site, general

information (1964) 11459
Chimneys:
and fireplaces (1963) 16735
safety, literature survey (1964) 3044

Chimpanzees:
clinical management, observations (1965)

5560
comparison of trace imitation with condi-

tioned trace reflexes, USSR study (1964)

16170
kidney cells, destruction by sera from pa-

tients with acute infectious hepatitis

(1962) 10912
Project Mercury ballistic and orbital flights,

results (1964) 5501
Chin, J., graphite-matrix fuels development for

AVR, final report (1964) 13693
Chin-Bing, Nora, relief (1964) 14039
Chin-chi yen-chiu (periodical):

translations (1963) 12641
Chin-chu., see I Chin-chu.
Chin Pang Yong, see Pong Yong Jin.

Chin-Ying, Lee Ma, see Lee Ma Chin-Ying.
China:
Burma boundary study (1965) 5395
canals (1965) 11108
cartography, history, USSR study (1962)

2763
cities of mainland China (1964) 10068

China—Continued
coast, sailing directions (1961) 734; (1962)

17639; (1964) 5577
communism, translations from Hung Ch'i

(1961) 1067, 2292, 4561, 7834, 11159,
12982, 12986, 13055, 13081, 13335, 13338,
13395, 15172, 15357-358, 17376, 17450,
19516, 19561, 19577, 19615, 19629, 21055,
21073, 21113

Communist

—

abstracts from Soviet journals (1963)
17761, 17767, 19564-565; (1964) 1043,
1048, 1064, 2525, 2618, 2651
astronomy (1963) 987, 10765, 12361,

15995
automation and radioelectronics (1963)

1032, 8919, 12547-548
biochemistry (1963) 733, 8738, 12545,

14084, 15796, 17975, 19554, 19566,
19600

biology (1963) 687, 8447, 8723, 15796,
16076, 17975, 19523, 19539. 19554.
19600

biology, chemistry and mathematics
(1964) 1080

chemistry (1963) 733, 8448, 10766, 19566;
(1964) 2579, 2672. 2820. 2830. 2866

electrical and power engineering (1963)
1032, 8655, 12726

electrical, power, radio engineering, tele-

communications and electronics (1963)
12546, 14377

geodesy and geology (1964) 1248
geography (1963) 847, 8848, 12544,

14405. 15995, 17620
geography and geodesy (1963) 12366
geology (1963) 753, 847. 12362. 14405,

17620
geophysics (1963) 12733. 17620, 17740,

17766, 17977
machine building (1963) 963, 8939. 12726.

19567
mathematics (1963) 744. 854, 12417,

12672, 14349, 16006; (1964) 2495
mechanics (1963) 987, 10481
mechanics and machine building (1964)
2513

metallurgy (1963) 10766, 12360, 14273,
19567; (1964) 2692

mining (1963) 9632, 10434; (1964) 1081,

2692
pharmacology (1963) 19600
physics (1963) 987, 8681, 12367. 12734;

(1964) 2868
plant growing (1963) 19554
soil science (1963) 17740

Academy of Sciences. Sino-Soviet Paleon-
tological Expedition field research (1962)
2791

accomplishments in geological science

(1961) 11067
accounting for basic construction (1963)

14157
accounting of major operation processes
and accounting statements (1963) 14158

achievements in antibiotics (1961) 10996
achievements in medical treatment of

schistosomiasis and malaria (1962) 755
activities of prominent Chinese communist

personalities (1961) 1085. 2297, 4496,
4549, 7753, 9365, 12981, 13317, 13328,
13333-334, 15098, 15104. 15188. 17490;
(1962) 1112. 1471. 3074. 5942, 6000, 6124,
6161, 8042, 8129. 8185, 8282. 9988, 10140,
10217, 10267, 10343. 12087, 12151, 12223,
12274, 12304, 14041, 14204, 14284, 14364,
15783, 15952, 15956, 17724, 17758, 17888,
17980, 18074, 19673, 19769, 19809, 19868,
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19981, 20024, 22082, 22201, 22264, 22395,

23762, 23841, 23926; (1963) 729, 759, 841,

1153, 2624, 2724, 2804, 2970, 5291, 5395,

6745, 6873
administrative divisions, handbooks (1961)

21033; (1962) 22080; (1964) 20235; (1965)

18323
African people's movement (1961) 2095,

2178
African poUcy (1961) 13220
agricultural economy, crucial period (1962)

13727
agricultural geography (1961) 13014;

(1963) 2719
agricultural loans, role in natural disaster

area (1962) 1137
agricultural policy, new trends and prob-

lems (1962) 22128
agricultural production (1962) 22192
agricultural regional division

—

methodology (1963) 2720
principles and standards (1963) 14139

agricultural sciences development

—

during struggle against drought (1961)

899
some questions (1961) 15658

agricultural sciences, periodicals, bibliog-

raphy (1961) 1653; (1963) 12890
agricultural situation, 1963 (1963) 10055,

20628; (1964) 8475; (1965) 6107
agricultural situation and crop prospects

(1964) 21262
agricultural tax work during last 10 years

(1961) 814
agriculture

—

and animal husbandry, scientific re-

search (1961) 15496
and veterinary medicine, articles (1961)

15219
animal husbandry, and materials, trans-

lations see listings under China, Com-
munist, in the monthly issues, 1962-63.

Army plays role in production (1961)

15117
basic policy (1961) 825
combining work with study (1961) 13357
Hunan, Heilungkiang and Honan Prov-

inces (1961) 2130
number one problem (1962) 14164
policy (1961) 875
probfems (1961) 4724, 9300
production measures to increase in 1961

(1961) 15394
products, problems of 1960 summer

yields (1961) 4545
reforms (1961) 15380
report (1961) 21088
technical improvement, problems (1961)

2126
transformation, 1949-57 (1961) 2135

Albania's greetings to Chinese people
(1961) 2243

ambitions and realities (1964) 15258
Amur boundary question, USSR book re-

view (1961) 13040
analysis of prices (1961) 18027

anniversary of Chinese People's Republic,
Soviet press commentary (1961) 2244

anti-imperialist struggle (1961) 2085
architecture (1961) 859
Asian economic thrice monthly, transla-

tions (1961) 2184

astronomy and geodesy, Soviet abstracts
journal (1962) 9874

atmospheric circulation and weather re-

gime during summer months, perennial
mean characteristics (1961) 15325

China—Continued
Communist—Continued
atomic research (1962) 7619
attitude on Cuba (1961) 783
attitudes on physical and mental labor

(1961) 2151
attitude toward Soviet literature, criti-

cism (1964) 6907
automation and radio electronics, Soviet
abstracts journal (1962) 12079, 19791,

19879
automation, radioelectronics, electrical

and power engineering geophysics,
transport, Soviet abstracts journal

(1962) 15780
bacillary dysentery, all-China acute epide-

miology conference, summary (1962)

1274
background notes (1965) 6916
bank accounting, new course (1962) 17938
bibliography of social sciences periodicals

and monograph series, 1949-60 (1961)

18151
biochemistry achievements (1961) 7690
biochemistry developments (1963) 5150
biochemistry, Soviet abstracts journal

(1962) 8115, 19878, 20020
biologicals, production, etc (1961) 11021
biology, Soviet abstracts journal (1962)

2860, 5704, 6069, 6081, 6130, 15725,

19792, 20007, 22036, 22147, 22175, 23706
blood dynamics in rheumatoid bicuspid
valve strictures, research (1962) 17789

border treaty with Mongolia (1963) 10431,

12369
botanical gardens (1961) 10828; (1964)
2637

bourgeoisie and proletariat, questions on
formation (1961) 1006

broadcasting industry (1962) 15842
brotherly inviolable friendship (1962) 1165

burns, severe, achievements in research
and treatment (1962) 14262

building construction advances (1961) 1083

building materials and techniques (1961)
813

building of industrial plants in Cambodia
(1961)9347

Canton nitrogen fertilizer plant construc-
tion support (1961) 7716

carcinoma of esophagus, clinical studies

(1962) 17817
care and breeding of livestock, directive

(1961) 966
casting work (1961) 2160
Ch'ang-ch'un telephone equipment plant,

technical reforms (1961) 4384
changes around Fu-hsing Gate (Peking)

(1963) 1137
changing population policy (1961) 13086
chemical fertilizer equipment production

acceleration problems (1961) 4376
chemical industry (1961) 877, 1060, 2159,

2283; (1962) 840, 5530
scientific technical achievements (1961)
9297

chemical production processes (1962) 2656
chemical research reports (1962) 825
chemistry, Soviet abstracts journal (1962)

1515, 5662, 5805, 5972, 5974, 6104, 7930,
14058, 14194, 19744, 19874, 22218, 22320

ch'i-kung therapy, supplements treatment
of gastric and duodenal ulcers (1962) 2797

children's education (1962) 19966
Chilean student leaves Communist China

(1962) 12124
China and United Nations (1961) 17991
Chinese Communist Party leadership and

succession to Mao Tse-Tung, appraisal
of tensions (1964) 9802
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Chinese mainland journals, current NLM
holdings, 1961 (1961) 11453

chronic diseases, treatment by combined
use of Chinese and western medicine
(1961) 7635

chronology of domestic and foreign events
(1962) 17771

Chuang nationality (1963) 14382
city construction and maintenance prob-

lems (1963) 14430
civil law, basic problems (1961) 19500
class struggle, Yang Hsien controversy of

uniting 2 into 1 and splitting 1 into 2

(1965) 1151
climate (1962) 12162
climatology atlas (1963) 853
coal and electrical industries (1961) 933
coal and iron industries, Japanese studies

(1961) 19733
coal industry (1962) 17994
coastal waters, relationship between wind
and surface currents (1963) 15665

commerce, administrative structure (1962)
5810

commercial and financial work, articles

(1961) 2122
commercial finance (1963) 14100
commercial workers improve services

(1961) 19581
common medicines (1961) 15371
communes

—

agricultural technical reform and con-
solidation (1963) 10410

city observations of Indonesian editor
(1961) 13144

economic plans and geography (1963)
6864

finance managing (1961) 2269
incentive to change system (1963) 2133
industry, characteristics (1961) 7624
managing problems (1961) 11091
organization of public health (1961)
10975

strengthen financial administration,
promote consolidation, etc (1961) 809

support, etc (1961) 2318
urban commune industry support by

finance and trade (1961) 4364
urban people's (1961) 937, 10821

communications, postal service, and tele-

communications, development (1963)
2975

Communist developments (1963) 6817
communities of southeast Asia (1965)

14585
comparison of terms of trade with USSR
with that of free underdeveloped coun-
tries and USSR (1961) 15561

competes for foreign support with Russian
Communists (1964) 21241

comprehensive use of wood (1961) 1023
conditions of engineering geology of Mei-
huashan Tunnel, Kweichow Province
(1962) 2850

conduct (1963) 18934
constitution, studies (1963) 12273
construction industry (1961) 10806
construction industry, economic study
under socialism, objectives (1962) 22228

cooperation between plants and rural
communies (1961) 7665

cotton growing, development (1961) 7660
crime and punishment, Paris Yiddish
communist daily, report (1961) 13259

criminal court procedures (1961) 10757
criminal law, lectures (1962) 10317
cultural and educational problems (1961)

964

China—^Continued
Communist—Continued
defector, testimony of Chao Fu, hearing

(1963) 334
desert regions

—

coordinated research, reports (1963)
8537, 9017

sand control research (1963) 14395,
17880

development of revolutionary spirit of
doing it by oneself (1961) 4358

dialectical materialism or cyclical theory?
(1961) 2105

diatomaceous earth mine, operating (1961)
2098

digests, see listings under China in the
separate issues of the monthly catalog,

disease control subjects, Jen-min pao-chien
translations (1961) 10809

diversified management and merging of
enterprises, translation (1961) 19592

down-to-countryside movement of Com-
munist cadres (1961) 11098

dwelling units and room layout in residen-
tial buildings (1963) 12449

East, types of karst (1964) 9208
economic aid and exchange rate (1963)
5405

economic and political subjects, transla-
tions (1961) 860, 968, 2382

economic construction, successes, under
socialism (1961) 7679

economic development problem (1964) 7200
economic developments (1961) 2267; (1963)
6904

economic fauna, birds (1964) 8904
economic geography

—

East (1962) 3035
Northeast (1962) 22026
South (1962) 19715
Southwest (1963) 8438
T'ang-shan (1962) 1390
economic growth, analysis (1961) 1126

economic growth and industrial indices,
analyses (1962) 5959

economic information, translations (1961)
4414, 4526, 4544, 7786, 7849, 7854,
9350-51, 12990, 13062, 13082, 13116,
13154, 13159, 13177, 13202, 13216,
13227-228, 13248, 13260, 13285-287,
13295-298, 13305, 13307, 13344, 15100,
15111, 15127, 15133, 15179, 15196, 17433,
19560, 20925; (1962) 1096

economic materials, serial reports JPRS
publication notice (1964) 12578

economic plan, 1960, Kirin Province (1961)
872

economic policy, German article (1965)
7924

economic studies (1961) 2161
economic subjects

—

Jen-min Jih-pao articles (1961) 15572
Ch'ang-chiang Jih-pao articles (1961)
827

economization of foodstuffs in Kweichow
Province (1961) 2277

economize on cotton (1961) 2318
economy (1963) 6828
problems (1962) 11966

education

—

approach (1961) 9017
articles (1963) 2985
survey (1965) 486

education policies, penetrating for better
and more thorough implementation
(1961) 2099

educational front should consider support
of agriculture as most glorious task
(1961)2152

educational system (1962) 1116
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electric power (1963) 10831
electric power

—

engineering, Polish article (1962) 14331
plants of small capacity (1961) 19518
regionalization problems, USSR study

(1962) 14068
stations, USSR study (1961) 9311

electrical and power engineering, Soviet
abstracts (1962) 10044

electronics education (1961) 926
electronics research and development,

status (1961) 254
employment, nonagricultural, mainland

China, 1949-58 (1965) 7279
emergency import of food due to agricultur-

al problems (1961) 19591
engineering sciences (1961) 17371
enterprise economic activity, analysis
(1961)834

epidemic encephalitis B, research (1962)
17786

erecting concrete truss in 1 unit by jack lift-

ing method (1961) 803
ethnography and national minorities (1963)

960
ethnological information on South China
(1963)664

evaporation distribution, application of
meteorological records in economic struc-
ture, study (1961) 2207

experimental biology, developments (1962)
3022

farm records system and method of experi-

mentation for peoples communes (1961)
15533

farming innovations and method of fertile

soil formation (1961) 7614
fertilizer, rural areas' struggles against
shortage (1962) 1136

fiscal laws, etc., 1958-60 (1963) 12589
fiber-board, producing by indigenous meth-

od, several goals fulfilled by building and
installation enterprises in 1959 (1961)
2090

fiber yielding plants (1962) 14301
finance (1961) 835
financial accumulations of state enterpris-

es, distribution (1961) 15033
financial planning, review (1962) 19671
fishery production and policy (1962) 6129
fishing industry (1962) 3053
fishing industry, development (1961) 15675
food and agriculture (1964) 16295, 16423,

18208, 18399, 18474, 19941, 20155, 20177,
20395, 21467, 21526; (1965) 843, 1017,
1144, 1161, 2270, 2385, 2417, 2518, 2569,
2636, 2692

food industry (1962) 14263
food situation, analysis (1961) 4700
forage plants, illustrated manual (1963)
8853

foreign trade arbitral jurisdiction (1961)
15130

foundry production (1962) 19824
forestry developments (1961) 13059
40 years of Communist Party (1961) 21101
fourteen months in Peking (1961) 13196
freight cars overhaul, regulations (1961)

15517
freight shipments to, international regula-

tions, Austrian study (1963) 19421
friendship with Soviet Union

—

indissoluble (1961) 1029, 1036
stronghold of peace and security of na-

tions (1961) 7683
from small native group to combined enter-

prise (1961) 808
fuels research, developments (1962) 1469

China—Continued
Communist—Continued
gazetteer, geographical names (1963) 10273
gazetteer, Hunan Province (1963) 916
geodetic network, basic regulations (1961)

17400
geographic sciences, development (1961)

15166
geographical studies (1961) 11027
geography-

forest plant (1963) 14294
Northwest (1962) 986
regional economics (1963) 14274
Soviet abstracts journal (1962) 5973,

9846, 10228-229, 12154, 19731, 19865,
22277, 23856

Szechwan, Kirin, and Tsaidam areas
(1962)2885

translations from Acta geographica Sini-

ca (1963) 8694, 10592, 14093, 15753,
15815,16085,20916

translations from Chung-kuo hsin-wen
(1964)7334

geohydrology and engineering geology
(1962) 837

geology (1963) 12299

geology of coal deposits in Shantung,
Ninghsia, and Hunan Provinces (1962)
15874

geology, Soviet abstracts journal (1962) 60
11, 7993, 10262, 12060, 19074, 19876,
22289, 23689, 23705

geophysical prospecting (1964) 9361
geophysics, Soviet abstracts journal (1962)

9902, 22263
grain consumption in rural areas, effective

provisions (1961) 799

great leap backward, mainland China's
economic problems (1962) 20474-476

half-work, half-study schools, experiments
with self-supporting educational institu-

tions (1964) 10464
handicraft industry in socialist reorgani-

zation (1962) 12146
Harbin Industrial University, ten years
development (1961) 15668

health services urban and rural communes
(1961) 4400

heart and vascular surgery (1962) 818

heat and moisture balances, charac-
teristics (1961) 4601

highway maintenance and improvement,
advanced experience (1962) 3218

historical sketches (1962) 10052
hog raising methods (1962) 15832
hookworm disease (1962) 15843
Hong Kong boundary, study (1963) 20158

housing units, problems and design (1963)
671

how officers and men of China's army
should study works of Mao Tse-tung
(1964) 12981

hunger and poverty, struggle against,
observations (1964) 2730

hydraulic methods of mining coal (1961)
15087

hydrobiology studies (1963) 15673
hydroelectric resources and their

utilization (1961) 17527
hydrogeologic exploration methods, Karst

coal field, southeastern Szechwan (1962)
5711

hydrogeology and engineering geology

—

institute growth since establishment of
country (1962) 766

hydrogeology and engineering geology,
translations (1961) 17368; (1962) 767,
1020, 2593, 2596, 2600, 2611, 2623, 2980;
(1962) 5851
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hydrological survey work of lead mine in
Yunnan Province (1961) 7575

hydrological testing results (1961) 10861
hydrological work (1961) 7639. 11026
hydrology (1962) 1100
ichthyology (1963) 15664
ideological conflict

—

with USSR (1961) 13268
within artists and medical workers

(1961) 4527
ideological subjects, articles (1961) 969
ideologies, similarity of existence and er-

rors in (1961) 2163
India and Pakistan, crisis in South Asia
(1965) 18930

industrial construction, selected transla-
tions (1961) 1066

industrial geography (1962) 5775
industrial machines

—

brick-laying, hand crank (1961) 804
reinforcement binding (1961) 804

industrial subjects, translations (1961)
1135, 2361

industrial workers, number and wages
(1962)3172

industries, successful adjustment (1962)
15915

industry and materials (1964) 16293,
16421, 16482, 18398, 18475, 18600, 19857,
19998, 20176, 20313, 21469; (1965) 862,
943, 1122, 1149, 1249, 2391, 2416, 2517,
2689

industry, mining, fuels and power (1964)
910, 1102, 1213, 1339, 2603, 2611, 2723,
2787, 2929, 4933, 4958, 4988, 5077, 5235,
5265, 6918, 6933, 7031, 7104, 7154, 7281,
8936, 8970, 10796, 12642, 12830, 14412,
14537, 14643

infectious and parasitic diseases, control
(1962) 12000

infectious hepatitis, study (1962) 17761
infiltration into Latin America, hearing

(1965) 17944
Inner Mongolia, achievements in economic
and cultural construction, statistics

(1963) 2760
inquiry into calculating quantity of value
under socialism (1963) 5302

intellectual freedom, testimony, hearings
(1962) 21223

internal medicine, achievements (1962)
15882

international Communist movement (1963)
6953

international developments (1963) 6931,
7001, 7077

investments by overseas Chinese, meas-
ures and opportunities (1962) 22308

iron and steel industry (1961) 858
iron ore deposits, present status (1962)
5400

journey without adventure and fantasy,
USSR book (1964) 14451

Kansu Province, 1959 final accounts and
1960 draft budget, report (1961) 794

Kirin Province

—

production and procurement (1961) 2383
transportation (1961) 821
work report (1961) 790

know writings of revolutionary leaders
(1961) 802

Korea boundary, study (1963) 20162
Kwangtung Province, brick shell construc-

tion (1961) 7621
Kweichow of fatherland (1962) 1260
labor and bourgeois rights, equal-value

relationship (1962) 22293
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labor conditions (1964) 9475
labor, plans, organization, etc (1961) 936
labor, transformation of complex into

simple (1963) 5177
landforms in Shensi, Heilungkiang, and
Yunnan provinces (1962) 1341

language reform, spot report (1961) 1071
Laos boundary, study (1964) 15101
law of proportionate development is law

of development of production (1963) 845
laws and regulations, compendium (1962)

15906, 15912, 19624
laws and regulations compendium table of
contents (1961) 4360

laws, miscellaneous directives and regula-
tions (1963) 2955

leaders, condemned in book, published by
Pravda, USSR (1964) 8852

leaders ideas parallel those of Western
militarists, Soviet press opinion (1963)
19633

leadership of cadres must be concrete
(1961) 895

left-wing Japanese views (1961) 13341
legal science, organizational questions on
development (1961) 12856

Lei Feng campaign, pictorial report (1963)
16071

Lhasa's handicraft industry, growth of
new force (1961) 878

Liang-Shan, I Nationality Autonomous
Chou (1963) 781

Liao-ning Province during last decade
(1963) 2979

Lien-shan Chuang and Yao Nationalities
Autonomous County, establishment
(1963) 2475

light industry (1962) 14335, 14337, 15770,
15904, 15942

light industry

—

Chunking, achievements (1961) 824
technical accomplishments (1961) 826

Lin Yutang interview on present regime
(1962) 8124

literary criticism of some writers' view-
points (1961) 857

literary workers go to production front
(1961)2167

living standards of workers and farmers
(1962) 3219

Loess Plateau (1961) 19578
loess region, soil erosion classification

(1962) 2627
low frequency seismic work in Tsaidam
Basin (1961) 2164

machine building industry (1961) 1009,
7836

machine building, Soviet abstracts journal
(1962) 5874, 6012, 7994, 9921, 9967,

12078, 19688
machine-tool building, development (1961)
2134

machine tool construction development
(1963) 6827

machine translations, problems (1964)
6981

main civil airline routes, map (1961) 13105

mainland, mineral industry, minerals year-

book chapter (1965) 14679
malaria prevention and treatment, re-

search (1962) 17706

man-made fiber plant built by self regener-
ation (1961) 2116

management, trade and finance (1964)
16061, 16131, 16214, 16287, 16476, 16555,
18396, 18426, 18448, 19856, 19995, 20338,
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management, trade and finance—Con.
20401, 21475, 21520; (1965) 987, 1019,

1202, 2374, 2415, 2570, 2637, 2691
Manass River reclamation district (1963)

2843
manpower utilization (1961) 1133
Mao Tse-tung

—

leadership of revolution, interview with
Anna Louise Strong (1961) 7647

military thought (1961) 1119
selected works, articles on 4th volume

(1961) 4575
writings dealing with improving world

outlook (speech) (1961) 4417
Maoism at home and aboard (1965)

18931-932
marine biology (1962) 1481
marine hydrobiology (1963) 6682
Marxist-Leninist doctrine and humanitari-
anism(1961) 2183

mathematical and mechanical research
(1962) 5713

mathematics, selected translations (1961)
15518

mathematics, Soviet abstracts journal
(1962) 1186, 9922, 12061, 17710, 19701,
19875

mechanics, Soviet abstracts journal (1962)

9897, 12046, 12213
medical and zoological progress, transla-

tions (1961) 11160
medical microbiology progress, and pre-

vention of bacillary dysentery (1961)
10972

medical practices (1961) 19552
medical research (1963) 16251
medical science achievements, collections

of theses (1962) 17763, 18081, 19665,
19894, 22121

medical sciences, papers (1961) 863
medicine traditional, achievements in per-

petuating and promoting, Communist
aspects (1961) 12872

metallurgical industry, development (1961)
861, 967, 1078, 4413

metallurgy, electronic and power engineer-
ing, Soviet abstracts journal (1962)
22065

metallurgy, Soviet abstracts journal
(1962) 3145, 6060, 6104, 9923, 15719

meteorological elements

—

and circulation during winter months
(1961) 15323

perennial variation, recurrence of ty-

phoons, etc (1961) 15326
meteorology in service of argiculture

(1963) 15936
meteorology, recent developments (1963)
909

microwave techniques, new application
(1961) 4430

military radio communications (1962) 1204
millet, biological and economic character-

istics, etc., USSR study (1962) 2697
mineral technology, selected translations

(1961) 2245
mining, fuels and power industry (J962)
3220, 6127, 9948, 15717, 17775, 17920,
17970. 18029, 19772, 19942, 19880, 21951,
22056, 22180, 22184, 22388, 23709, 23791;
(1963) 651, 914, 1030, 1102, 2553, 2699,
2792, 2913, 6739, 6870, 7044, 8456, 8482,
8533, 8842, 8983, 10440, 12347, 12724,
14135, 14181, 15966, 16089, 19382, 19560,
19667, 19742, 20861, 20913

mining industry (1961) 880
minorities, mistreatment, Kazakh study

(1963) 20822
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minority nationalities, (1963) 14350; (1964)

20392; (1965) 2309, 2458, 2474
mobilize forces for attack on grain and

steel production (1961) 13003

monographs in USDA Library (list) (1961)

11735
monsoons, views on nature (1961) 15324

monthly wage payment system, evalua-
tion, etc (1961) 4363

Mukden Aluminum-Magnesium Design In-

stitute, revolutionary methods and ac-

tivities (1961) 4370
National Committee of Chinese People's

Political Consultative Conference,
speeches (1961) 971

national defense and socialist construc-
tion, etc., studies (1964) 5114

National People's Congress, speeches
(1961) 856, 1007, 1112, 2259, 2301, 2311,
4458, 4523, 7699, 7765, 7820

nationalities and class struggle, study
(1964) 16188

native versus modern technological
methods, evaluation (1961)878

natural regions (1961) 9375. 15089

natural resources, transformation (1963)
6706

navigation and construction of boundary
rivers, agreement with USSR (1961)
13392

neotectonics conference, USSR report
(1963)14217

neurology achievements attained by stud-

ying Soviet experience (1961) 4415
neuropsychiatry (1961) 19545

news agency office in Prague, Chinese pro-

tests on closing (1963) 19443
nitrogen fertilizer equipment, accelerate
manufacture (1965) 956

North, geographic characteristics. Air
Force pamphlet (1963) 13202

North, grasslands and meadows (1963)
15708

Northeast, forest resources (1962) 22187
northwest, geographical articles (1961)
19619

northwest loess, soil engineering tests,

summary (1962) 1275
nuclear explosion (1965) 149

nuclear explosion, Japanese evaluation
(1965) 6441

nutrition, translation (1962) 2637
nutritional survey of students (1962) 1167
observation patrol in ice and snow of

T'ien Shan (1961) 15086
observations by Hakan Hedberg (1961)

13078
obstetrics, achievements (1962) 15801
officials and leaders of People's organiza-

tions, directory (1965) 2563
opposition to American intervention in

Laotian domestic afTairs (1961) 2094
opposition to test ban treaty, USSR arti-

cle (1964) 974
organizations of higher learning and their

publications, selected guide (1961) 19832
organizing railway transportation (1965)
6447

paddy rice cultivation (1962) 14199
Party—
and cadre education (1963) 2980
committee organs, translations (1961)
2220 2300

history (1961) 17448
organization work, questions and an-

swers (1961) 4638
pathology, progress (1961) 2211
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Peiping Electronic Tube Factory, produc-

tion plans, achievements, etc (1961) 4370
Peiping-Moscow dispute, Red China's view

(1962) 6629
Peiping post offices (1962) 1208
Peking-Pankow ideological axis (1961)

13066
Peking University information (1961)
19519

penetration of

—

Africa (1962) 19927
Laos (1962) 19674

People's handbook, 1962 (1963) 8813
peoples livelihood, Japanese study (1962)
21915

periodicals

—

China youth, articles (1961) 2193
Rang T'ieh extracts (1961) 779,781
liberation daily, articles (1961) 2140
masses daily, selected translations

(1961) 892
physics bulletin, articles (1961) 2172
steel, extracts (1961) 780
Tibet Jih-pao, selected translations

(1961) 891
translations (1962) 1205, 2955, 2978,

3029, 3068, 5787, 5799, 5982, 6070,
8159, 8246, 9989, 10098, 10218, 10325,
14290, 15960

workers daily, articles (1961) 2143
personnel organizational and supervisory
work (1963) 2995

petroleum (1963) 814

petroleum

—

chemistry and technology, status (1961)
10729

industry (1962) 10278
synthetic petroleum and coal industries

(1961) 862
pharmaceutical chemistry and medical
botany (1961) 15076

pharmacology (1962) 850
philosophy and ideology, study (1961) 1005

philosophy journal, translations (1961)
17492

philosophy, USSR book review (1961)
15151

physical geography (1963) 16022
physicians unite Chinese and western me-

dicinal practices (1961) 15085
physics abstracts, translations (1961)

15574
physics research (1961) 15079
physics, Soviet abstracts journal (1962)

1073, 12131, 15779, 19877, 22219
physiological studies (1961) 10878

piece work system

—

conducting capital construction opera-
tions (1962) 23727

progress, discussion (1962) 23726
Po-I-Po distorts facts, USSR article (1964)
14518

policy towards underdeveloped countries,

list of publications (1964) 9783
political and sociological information

(1962) 17839, 17953, 17991, 18007, 18035,
19632, 19680, 19739, 19741, 19761, 19914,
19994, 20013, 22053, 22156, 22160, 22178,
22259, 22346, 22389, 23642, 23666, 23723,
23812, 23840, 23924; (1963) 783, 806, 962,
1034, 1100, 2502, 2526, 2555, 2572, 2636,
2851, 2884, 2899, 2923, 2992, 5127, 5182,

5222, 5232, 5321, 5327, 5338, 5363, 5414,
6689, 6718, 6743, 6815, 6838, 6845, 6929,
6936, 6998, 7025, 7047, 7069, 7131, 8517,
8642, 8667, 8703, 8727, 8732, 8752, 8813,
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8829, 8833, 8894, 8915, 8956, 8977, 10840,
10876, 12468, 12640, 12736, 12755, 14153,
14206, 14233, 14250, 14382, 14423, 14426,
15748, 15759, 15929, 15960, 16073, 17631,
17801, 17959, 19376, 19561, 19641, 19674,
19681, 19757, 19765, 20822, 20855, 20895;
(1964) 899, 912, 981, 989, 1046, 1100,
1113, 1138, 1189, 1223, 1281, 1297, 1307,
1320, 1342, 2579, 2614, 2709, 2739. 2759,
2793, 2885, 2931, 4897, 4930, 4997, 5066,
5117, 5191, 5242, 5280, 5303, 5330, 6907,
6934, 6990, 7007, 7068, 7096, 7129, 7299,
7311, 9056, 9147, 9284, 9311, 10797,
10827, 10946, 11046, 11181, 12666, 12751,
12849, 12873, 12886, 12976, 14413, 14529,
14557, 14655, 16001, 16065, 16125, 16138,
16166, 16193, 16224, 16258, 16292, 16305,
16325, 16469, 16475, 16485, 16508, 16517,
16554, 18203, 18225, 18300, 18365, 18394,
18446, 18529, 18593, 18603, 19848, 19886,
20046, 20137, 20160, 20187, 20314, 20399,
21527, 21549, 21609; (1965) 940, 1018,
1045, 1103, 1146, 1160, 1181, 1205, 2272,
2305, 2377, 2466, 2495, 2511, 2535, 2553,
2576, 2618, 2638, 2682, 2695, 2702

political information, translations (1961)
4540, 9336, 9352, 9357, 12989, 13074,
13083, 13100, 13153, 13178, 13190, 13212,
13229, 13247, 13290-292, 13300, 13304,
15102, 15105, 15128, 15164, 17432, 17486;
(1962) 793

political situation after war with Japan
(1961) 7733

politico-military relationships (1964) 9803
polymer chemistry (1964) 10909
popularization of higher education (1964)
2277

population, size, composition, and growth
(1961) 13923

position of trade unions (1961) 4529
post and telecommunication services

(1961) 890
postal service agreement with Cuba (1962)

15784
preventive medicine, articles (1961) 15595;

(1962) 895
price policy (1961) 19767; (1962) 8200
principles of unified and struggle nature

of contradiction (1961) 4359
production funds, recent problem (1963)
2926

production, industrial and agricultural
internal relationship (1961) 855

professional manpower and education
(1961) 9633

propaganda activities in Europe (1963)

17868
provocation on Soviet border, USSR studv

(1964) 955
provincial atlas (1964) 21558
public health (1961) 7672
public health and medicine (1961) 929
public mess halls (1961) 2180—
urban, consolidation and improvement

(1961) 7693
public health and national education

(1962) 8143
radio factory meetings and telecommuni-

cations plant, production efforts (1961)

7658
radio industry (1961) 2190
Radio Peking attacks on Soviet, USSR

criticism (1964) 1196
radioactive isotopes, use in industry (1961)

900
railroads

—

Chi-ehr RR (1963) 2661
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construction experience in desert areas
(1962) 3224

1st electrified AC line (1963) 2811
information (1963) 8452
local (1961) 879
Pao-ch'eng railroad construction (1963)
2740

passenger timetables (1961) 13104;
(1964) 1217

successes (1962) 1401
transport successes (1961) 4377
transportation, articles (1961) 2295
use of low alloy rails with increased sili-

con content (1963) 14284
raw materials, utilization (1961) 874

Red China and USSR, State Department
briefing (1963) 9398
refugee problem in Hong Kong and
Macao, hearings (1962) 21560

regional soil subdivision, principles for
purpose of development of rural econo-
my (1962) 858

regional stratigraphic table (1963) 8898

regulations on handling demobilized na-
tional servicemen (1961) 7876

relationship between dormancy of winter
wheat and meteorological conditions
(1961) 12838

religion, translations (1961) 1073

repatriation and resettlement, articles

(1961)829
report of capitalists, Japanese study

(1961) 10867
reports by Italian journalist (1961) 2436
research

—

in parasitic diseases for decade (1962)
2869

pharmacology as applied to basic medi-
cine (1961) 10802

reports on bacillary dysentery (1961)
10807

reservoirs, USSR studies (1964) 5043
revolution in rice cultivation (1962) 14272
revolutionary ideology and strategy (1962)

10355
rheumatoid heart diseases, incidence rate

(1962) 17776
rotation of wheat in Wu-kung area, eco-
nomic results, investigation (1962) 22322

rural electrification (1961) 7682

Russian-Chinese machine translation sys-
tems, comparison of old and new pro-
grams (1963) 8691

ruthless enemy or paper tiger? biblio-
graphic survey (1962) 8922

sand-pile construction on large scale
(1961) 2089

schistosomiasis prevention problems
(1961) 11161

science and technology, achievements
(1961) 2195

science and technology, bibliography
(1964) 1793

science and technology, news briefs (1961)
12854, 19491. 20924

science and technology, translations, see
listings under China in the monthly
issues, 1962-65

scientific abstracts (1964) 5030, 5087,

5091, 5101, 5106, 5126, 5146, 5151, 5165,
5175, 5256, 5276, 5294. 5310, 5324, 5337,

5345, 6953, 7045, 7065, 7092, 7095, 7119,
7140, 7164, 7192, 7208, 7239, 7255, 7289,
8894, 8933, 8992, 9014, 9027, 9046, 9074,
9096, 9129, 9169, 9223, 9249, 9314, 9338,
9362, 10730, 10753. 10903. 10960, 11150,
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11158, 11175, 11194, 12891 14447, 14566,
14653, 16232, 16251, 16280, 16447, 16542,
18212, 18263, 18525, 18539, 19882, 19915,
19921, 19937, 19976-977, 20336, 20342,
21482; (1965) 883, 2399

scientific activities (1963) 2971
scientific and technical information (1961)
9292

scientific and technical progress (1962) 794
scientific and technological items (1962)
2646

scientific techniques development, under
socialist conditions, of production by
foreign and native methods (1961) 1016

sea kale cultivation (1963) 14415
seedling control, rapidly implement (1961)
2098

self-reform movement (1961) 15108
semiconductor refrigeration applications

(1961) 17421
shallow sea bordering, hydrographic in-

vestigations, problems (1962) 2802
Shanghai, Nanchang and Tientsin, de-

scriptions (1963) 992
Shih-San-Ling Reservoir basin (1961) 9376
shipbuilding (1964) 10742
shipbuilding development (1961) 2308
shipment of dangerous freight, regula-

tions (1961) 15521
signal-centralization-blocking and commu-

nications achievements (1961) 4365
Sinkiang and North, ethnological informa-

tion (1962) 23859
Sinkiang- Uighur Autonomous Oblast of

People's Republic, Kirgiz population,
ethnographical information (1964) 11192

Sinkiang Uighur Autonomous Region, gen-
eral information (1961) 10862

Sinkiang Uighur Autonomous Region,
natural conditions (1963) 10390

Sino-Indian conflict

—

information for commanders (1963) 1789
Swiss comment (1963) 2768
K'o Chieh-Lang River area (1963) 5146

Sino-Soviet agreement on friendship (1961)

13045
Sino-Soviet assistance to undeveloped

areas, analysis and prognosis (1961)

7643
Sino-Soviet bloc. United States trade,

(1963) 17559; (1964) 18181; (1965) 13715

Sino-Soviet conflict, implications, report
and hearings (1965) 10539, 13845
print as House document, report (1965)
12127

Sino-Soviet dispute

—

analysis of points of issue (1961) 4585
class struggle on world scale (1964) 2731
effect on Albania (1963) 6962
French CP documents (1963) 6851
information for commanders (1963) 4435
Italian press articles (1963) 16260
key issues (1963) 11529
Peking's provocative polemic against
Moscow (1964) 9113

Peking's version (1964) 1332
Uigur worker speaks out (1963) 20843

Sino-Soviet economic cooperation (1961)
2371; (1962). 15916

Sino-Soviet relations

—

friendship indestructible, 11th anniver-
sary of signing of pact (1961) 9307

ideological dispute and Moscow confer-
ence (1961) 11097

selected translations (1961) 4536
site investigation and building design re-
port (1961) 789
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social production, some questions relating
to laws on development (1963) 666

social security (1962) 3237
socialist and handicraft industries (1961)

2282
socialist art and literature, development
(1961) 828

socialist construction speed up by organiz-
ing people's economic life (1961) 7692

socialist transformation of country (1961)

13068
sociological, educational, cultural informa-

tion, translations (1961) 4572, 7855,

13015, 13030, 13142, 13147, 13232, 13294,
13299, 13385, 15101, 15197, 19604

soils

—

and natural environment (1961) 990
conditions in Chekiang and Shensi prov-

inces (1961) 19618
improvement and utilization (1961)
20984

studies (1962) 1206
solidarity and friendship with Soviet Un-

ion (1961) 13354
south, natural geography (1961) 20928
South Sea archipelagoes (1963) 8783
southern, ethnic minorities, list of refer-

ences (1964) 9779
southern, morphology and development of

kegelkarst (1963) 17772
Southwest, alpine forests, study (1963)
15719

Southwestern, Chinese-Soviet zoological-

botanical expeditions, results (1963)

16231
Soviet attitude toward war and peace de-

fended against Chinese charges by Army
colonels (1965) 6436

spare parts for farm machinery, spur pro-

duction and distribution (1961) 2181
spare-time education for workers (1964)

15856
specialization in higher technological edu-
cation (1963) 8185

spectroscopy developments (1961) 20909
staffing procedures and problems (1963)

12018
Stalinist controversy with Soviet, Italian

study (1962) 15769
Stalin's struggle against Trotskyism and
Bukharinism (1965) 2462

start winter irrigation early to prevent
drought (1961) 11088

standard control of medicines and work on
pharmacopeia, review (1962) 5488

State finances, nature, problems (1962)

22257
steel industry (1961) 894
storm fortress of science and technology

(address) (1962) 8096
stratigraphy conference, USSR report on

results (1961) 837
strengthen guidance to establish collective

welfare enterprises (1961) 808
successes (1961) 19507
sugar industry (1961) 19470
sugar producing crops, distribution (1962)

14217
sugar refining industry (1962) 1526
supply and demand of durable consumer
goods (1962) 8132

surgery

—

achievement (1962) 17714
heart and great vessels (1962) 17816
surgery journal, excepts and tables of

contents (1963) 912
treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis

(1962) 17815
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sweet potato disease, experience in

eliminating (1961) 12903
tax system (1963) 6758
tea processing, results of new Soviet
method (1961) 12996

teacher training (1961) 5939, 7331
technical reform exhibition (1962) 8230
technological innovation (1962) 5491
technology

—

education, developments (1961) 2187
newspaper articles (1961) 11190, 15455
reforms (1961) 12905
revolution, articles (1961) 1134

tectonic movement and its effect on physi-
cal geography (1961) 19568

telecommunications

—

articles (1961) 2326
service, agreement with Cuba (1962)

15781
summaries (1962) 843
technological revolution and reform

(1961) 15619
teleprinter and facsimile equipment devel-

opment (1961) 239
textile industry (1961) 830, 4419, 9359
three guarantees and one reward system

(1962) 22398
Tibetan Autonomous Region, budgets,

report (1961) 871
Tibetan nationalities and ethnic groups

(1961) 4460
Tientsin workers, review of movement of

theoretical study in past 2 years (1961)
7691

Ti-Tsang and Hsiang-Lin nunneries
achievements under Communist Party
(1961) 4355

towns of Ya-Tung and Kao-ch'an (1963)

6638
tractors and machine tools, production

(1962) 1132
trade developments and foreign relations,

selected articles (1961) 934

trade, finance, transportation, and commu-
nications translations (1962) 17841,
17950, 17895, 17972, 18008-9, 18030,
18062, 19654, 19690, 19716, 19818, 19941,

22013, 22125, 22155, 22174, 22213, 22401,
23668, 23720, 23737, 23771, 23790; (1963)

652, 913, 1033, 2577, 2621, 2641, 2837,

2886, 5375, 6740, 6869, 6937, 6984, 7092,

8455, 8532, 8599, 8844, 8984, 10439,

10529, 12699, 14182, 14241, 14367, 14378,
15754, 16015, 16090, 16189, 17685, 17754,

17816, 17903, 19374, 19462, 19488, 19666,

19702, 19738, 20799, 20877; (1964) 914,

939, 986, 1110, 1185, 1222, 2575, 2613,

2722, 2794, 2838, 2927, 4934, 4957, 4991,

5061, 5241, 5262, 5352, 5391, 6946, 6988,

7029, 7050, 7105, 7312, 8944, 9142, 9319,

10906, 12602, 12659, 12744, 12826, 13019,

14531, 14548, 14641
trade unions (1963) 19511
traditional medicine

—

translations (1962) 762, 2607
use in treatment of hypertensive dis-

ease, nephritis, diabetes, and cancer,

materials for study, USSR (1962) 875

training Camerounian terrorists (1962)

7954
training skilled workers (1961) 13032
transition to socialism, characteristics,

USSR study (1961) 2194

transportation and communications (1964)

16316, 18397; (1965) 1015, 2387
transportation and water conservancy

(1961) 13245
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transportation, Soviet abstracts journal
(1962) 9875

transportation system, translation (1961)
7671

travel in western South China (1962)
10200

trichomoniasis vaginitis, achievements in

prevention (1962) 14252
trip by Harry Hamm, German articles

(1965) 7918, 7924, 7851
Tsaidam region

—

development under Mao Tse-tung's theo-
ry (1961) 793

notes on trip (1961) 20940
Tsinghai-Tibetan Plateau, frozen earth,

preliminary studies (1963) 8870
Tsinghai work report (1961) 935, 2173
Tsingtao work report (1961) 869
tumor research work (1961) 21092
tung oil, production and export (1962)

14196
underground water (1961) 12991
United States policymaking, problem

(1965) 11709
urban and rural population distribution,

1953, and 1958 (1961) 10037
use of han-yu p'in-yin system for Latin

letters (1962) 2649
utilization of water, translation (1962)
2636

viewpoints and attitudes prior to

Sino-Soviet talks (1963) 19454
views on new developments in contradic-

tions among imperialist countries (1961)
4369

violent rainstorms, research on distribu-
tion (1963) 2810

vocational education progress (1961) 1005
wages, monthly advanced payment (1961)
864

wandering Yellow River (1962) 12312
war and peace, 2 different lines on ques-

tion, comment on open letter of CPSU
(1964)4971

water and soil conservation (1963) 2850
water and vehicle transportation (1961)
2129

water conservation work (1961) 10863
water transportation (1963) 7012
weather control experiments, trends and

evaluation (1961) 240
weaving and comprehensive utilization of

wild plant fibers (1961) 797
welding theory and practice (1961) 2137
wheat crop management on saline-alkaline

soil (1961) 12906
winter production of chlorella and wheat

(1961) 20904
women (1961) 2133
women cadres work, improvement needed

(1963) 6681
world outlook, statements, public record of

militant ideology, handbook (1962) 22814
world trade in farm products, trends and
developments, 1955-60 (1962) 21618

Yangtse River Basin (1961) 12992
Yellow and East China Seas, oceanology

(1961) 10813
Yugsolav sailor's 6 years in Chinese pri-

son (1964) 20272
Yunnan work report (1961) 1072

economic-geographic sketch (1961) 2256

foreign relations of United States, 1943

—

departmental edition (1962) 10670
document edition (1962) 9165

history, problems discussed at 25th congress
of orientalists (1961) 15135

China—Continued
loan of vessels, extension, agreement, (1965)

9957
monsoons, problems concerning characteris-

tics (1961) 10812
Morgenthau diary (1965) 6060-61
northeastern, USSR survey (1965) 4910
petroleum (1961) 20895
physical geography (1965) 18298
People's Republic, see, above, Communist.
Republic

—

agricultural commodities, agreements
(1962) 14642, 18475, 22822; (1963) 1520,
5732, 9432, 9435; (1964) 15124, 16874;
(1965) 6933, 8313

agricultural publications since 1947 in

National Agricultural Library (1964)
9628

atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,
agreements (1962) 22835; (1964) 18986

background notes (1965) 13273
bibliography of social science periodicals
and monograph series, 1949-61 (1962)
4738

combined military exercises, agreements
(1964) 16875; (1965) 8317

cotton textiles trade, agreement (1965)
9945

economic cooperation agreement (1962)
20316

education, exchange program, financing,
agreement (1964) 13478

interest loss on U.S.-owned foreign curren-
cies, GAO report (1965) 703

investment guaranties, agreement (1964)
7794

loan of vessels, agreements (1961) 2719,
9778; (1962) 1837, 24115; (1965) 15648,
17571

mutual defense assistance, disposition of
equipment and materials, agreement
(1964) 18970

nutrition survey of armed forces (1962)
5321

plant quarantine import requirements
(1962) 8797

revolving funds, organization in State
enterprises (1961) 21057

scatter wave control facility, construc-
tion, agreement (1963) 1546

scatter wave radio facility, construction,
agreements (1963) 1544-45

science and technology (1961) 5424
journals, list (1961) 4810

Sino-American Fund, economic and social
development, agreement (1965) 16870

surplus agricultural commodities agree-
ments (1961) 1498, 1500, 5131, 5137,
9783, 16014, 21398; (1962) 8676

trade in cotton textiles, agreements (1964)
7776, 11638; (1965) 15086

United States Educational Exchange
Foundation, agreement (1961) 11601

United States military operations and
mutual security programs overseas,
report (1961) 19147

Russo-Chinese treaties and agreements re-

lating to Sinkiang, 1851-1949 (1964)
12863

seaports (1965) 932

scientific information report (1961) 2995

southwest, folk religion (1961) 21365
southwestern, soils, formation patterns and

vertical-zonal distribution in tropical
and subtropical regions, USSR study
(1961) 19657

United Nations rules out change in repre-
sentation (1962) 10674

Viet-Nam boundary, study (1965) 1646
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China Bar, Wash., Richland-China Bar area,

Columbia River bank storage, evalua-
tion (1961) 12801

China Lake, Calif.:

Naval Ordnance Test Station, land convey-
ance to Kern County, Calif.

—

law (1964) 17359
reports (1964) 364, 15727

China news (Chinese periodical):

translations on geography (1963) 14093
translations (1964) 9109

China Sea:
littorals, USSR article (1961) 17394
see also South China Sea.

China youth (periodical):

articles (1961) 2193
Chinaware, see Tableware.
Chinch bugs, control on corn, sorghum, small

grains (1964) 19083
Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge, gener-

al information (1962) 23559
Chindgren, Carl J., bomb reduction of vana-

dium oxide (1963) 18100
Chinese:

battle Yugoslavs inside French Communist
Party (1962) 23722

illegal entry in Venezuela (1963) 2584
in Thailand (1961) 13173
overseas, education in Indonesia, minority

group schooling in Asian context (1965)

16093
overseas, education in North Vietnam (1961)

15510
peasants standard of living, Japanese study

of Communist China (1961) 9356
peasants struggle, relationship with reli-

gions doctrines. Communist China (1961)

4397
Chinese chestnuts, see Chestnuts.
Chinese farmers bulletin, translations (1963)

1118
Chinese in United States, social and economic

statistics, census of population 1960
(1963) 18702

Chinese language:
automatic recognition of characters,

linguistic problems, USSR study (1964)

16147
Communist terms, standard translations,

JPRS handbook (1963) 19689
dictionary, Chinese-English, modern Com-

munist China usage (1963) 17846
glossary of current reading texts (1961)

21380
mainland journals, current NLM holdings,

1961 (1961) 11453
pictorial structure of Chinese characters

(1965) 5257
problems of linguistics at 25th Congress of

Orientalists (1961) 19570
scientific and technical serial publications in

L.C. (1962) 3283

Chinese lemon, see Schisandra chinensis.
Chinese literature:
development, achievements, etc., under so-

cialism (1961) 828
problem of themes, discussion (1961) 19506
recent perspectives (lectures) (1961) 19834

Chinese People's Republic, see China.

Ching, Anna M., see Tham, Anne M.K.
Ching-chi yen-chiu (periodical):

translations (1962) 15927, 15932, 23656,
23744, 23775, 23862, 23866, 23893-894,

23918; (1963) 2786, 2897, 10385, 10416,

12433, 15816, 17835, 17921, 19749; (1964)
884, 1294, 2925, 5260, 7052, 11221, 12610,
12887, 16064, 16132, 18568, 19907, 20329;
(1965) 2463, 4962, 6408, 12612

Ching Heing Yen, and wife, relief (1963) 17086;
(1964) 1873, 2145

Ching Liu Lai, relief (1961) 16648, 18539,
19012

Ching Liu Sze, see Liu Shui Chen.
Ch'ing-Nien Pao (periodical):

articles (1961) 2193
Ching Zai Yen, see Yen, Ching Zai, and wife.

Ching River, Ching Chiang flood dispersion.
Communist China (1963) 5316

Chingas, Andreas, and others, relief (1964)
19547; (1965) 6001

Chinn, Herman L, research and development
activities of Economics Ministry, (ier-

many (1964) 5572
Chinn, Salwyn S.W., water-supply potential

from asphalt-lined catchment near Holu-
aloa, Kona, Hawaii (1965) 19679

Chinook salmon, see Salmon.
Chinyanja language, see Nyanja language.
Chiovelli, Marcello, relief (1962) 15318
Chip-bud method of propagating vinifera

grape varieties on rootstocks (1962)
16297

Chipman, Robert A., earliest electromagnetic
instruments (1964) 21799

Chippewa County War Memorial Hospital:
free entry of steel for

—

law (1962) 13308
reports (1962) 9255, 9452

Chippewa Indians:
judgment funds, disposition

—

reports (1964) 17838, 21155
Minnesota Chippewa Tribal lands

—

convey to Little Flower Mission (1962)
11609, 15051, 15108

on Fond du Lac Reservation, convey to

SS. Mary and Joseph Church (1962)

15052, 15107, 15293
Ojibwa crafts (1964) 2439

Chips and other food items from deep-fat fried

mushrooms (1965) 18

Chirchik (periodical):

translations (1964) 1256
Chiricahua National Monument:

availability of additional water supply
(1962) 9741

general information (1962) 12541; (1963)

5634; (1964) 11460; (1965) 19976
Chironomid midges, see Flies.

Chironomus dorsalis, see Flies.

Chiropody:
podiatrists, employment outlook (1962)

10400; (1964) 9398
podiatry, regulating practice in B.C., amend

act, report (1964) 6326
regulating practice of podiatry in D.C., amend

act, report (1965) 4502
Chiropractors:
employment outlook (1962) 8351; (1964) 9392
Federal employees' compensation act amend-

ment to permit services, hearings (1962)

13695; (1964) 17885
Chisholm, L. J., report of 49th National

Conference on Weights and Measures,
1964 (1965) 5248

Chittenden Nursery, white pine root rot situa-

tion (1964) 773
Chiu-ch'uan, Kansu Province, China, western,

hydrogeological conditions for

Hua-hai-tzu Basin, future surveys (1962)

5746
Chiu, Hong-Yee, supernovae, neutrinos, and

neutron stars (1964) 14845
Chkhaidze, L. V., coordination of man's volun-

tary movements under space flight con-

ditions (1965) 16731
Chleck, David, development of krypton-85 as

universal tracer (1964) 19235
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Chloracizin, new spasmolytic agent, USSR
study (1962) 7915

Chloralose, scopolamine mixture to obtain
hypnosis, psychological and therapeutic
interest, USSR study (1965) 9412

Chlorate candle, oxygen, filtration of salt

smoke (1965) 13192
Chlorate-candle fabrication by hot pressing

(1962) 20214
Chlorobutin, central nervous system, side-

effects, *JSSR study (1965) 11213

Chlordane, estimate of residues in soils treat-

ed for termite control (1962) 14726
Chlorella:

bacteria associated with Chlorella pyrenoi-
dosa TX 71105 in mass culture, study
(1965) 4216

Communist China winter production (1961)
20904

mutations, USSR studies (1963) 16243
respiration, participation of phosphopyri-

dine nuclestides, USSR study (1963) 12638

source of organic substance and oxygen,
USSR study (1962) 10031

Chloride volatization process, tin chlorides
from Bolivian low-grade ores and con-
centrates (1961) 13457

Chlorides:

blood serum or parotid fluid, relation to den-
tal caries (1961) 17952

columbium and tantalum, metallic reduction
(1962) 23976

electrolyte, electrorefining uranium (1965)
11395

filter-press method of extracting water
samples for chloride analysis (1962) 641

fixed processes, use in recovering manganese
(1963) 10938

parotid fluid, concentration at low rates of
flow (1962) 89

rare earth, in aqueous solution

—

physical properties (1962) 2052
thermodynamic properties (1962) 23035

reagent for galena and sphalerite chloridiza-

tion (1963) 20967
see also chorides by name, e.g. Calcium chlo-

ride.

Chloridization of certain mineral sulfides

(1962) 22498
Chloridizing sulfides of lead, zinc, and copper

(1962) 3329
Chlorinated hydrocarbons, see Hydrocarbons.
Chlorination:
and electrolysis of galena, recovery of lead

and sulfur (1965) 1371
extraction of tantalum and columbium from

ores and concentrates (1965) 12952
extraction of tungsten from ore concen-

trates (1965) 9591
fluidized bed processes, titaniferous slags

and ores (1964) 1436
galena and sphalerite by contact with chlo-

rides (1963) 20967
ilmenite, Idaho (1961) 9459
kinetics of germanium, silicon, iron, tung-

sten, molybdenum, columbium and
tentalum (1965) 14713

mixtures of rutile and carbon, catalytic ef-

fect of ionizing radiation (1962) 14438
reactions, investigation using C-14 (1964)

9519
reactions with and without calcium fluoride

(1962) 8469
titaniferous slags, study of moving bed tech-

nique (1962) 14429
water supplies, engineering manual (1962)

17426

Chlorindan, production, problems relating to

industrial hygiene and state of health of

personnel, USSR study (1961) 4431
Chlorine:

accident on Mississippi River, Mar. 23, 1961
(1964) 5663

content in U.S. coals (1965) 5091
determination in various materials, methods,

review of articles (1962) 17549
handling in stevedoring operations (1962)

18130
industry, outlook and review (1961) 3878;

(1962) 6716
liquid, charge-level control, application of

gamma radiation barriers. East German
study (1962) 11960

production techniques, scientific and techni-
cal conference, USSR (1962) 1288

replacement of chlorine by trialkylsil-

ylphenyl in preparation of mono-and
di-substitution products (1962) 1985

Chlorine trifluoride:

compatibility with materials (1962) 120
ignition of solid propellants (1963) 3144
use for ignition of hydrogen-oxygen rocket

combustor (1961) 7976
Chlorites (minerals):

interpretation of composition and classifica-

tion (1962) 2529
water content (1964) 12512

Chlorocholine chloride, used for cereal grain
damping-off, USSR study (1965) 7690

Chloroethylphosphonic acid, dichloroanhy-
dride of, see Dichloroanhydride of B-

chloroethylphosphonic acid.

Chlorophos, insecticidal properties, USSR
study (1962) 19984

Chlorophyll:
and its analogues

—

formulation of pheophytines from, in

darkness and upon illumination (1964)
5912

paramagnetic properties, USSR study
(1964) 21402

Chlorpromazine:
effect on content of adenine nucleotides and

creatine phosphate in brain (1961) 16135
effects on EEG activation response (1963)

5886
Chlortetracycline, biosynthesis stimulation by

aromatic amino acid antagonists, USSR
study (1964) 9018

Chmielewski, Anna C, relief (1963) 15191,

18978, 20400
Cho, Betty Tin-Sang Chan, relief (1965) 10606
Cho, Byung Yong, relief (1962) 19211
Cho, S.H., kinetics of thermal decomposition of

lithium nitrate (1965) 13499
Cho Dien zinc mine. North Vietnam, descrip-

tion (1961) 7858
Choanephoraceae, carotenoids (1961) 13800
Choate, Grover A., forests of Wyoming (1964)

12482
Chocolate, products, definitions and standards

(1962) 17532
see also Confectionery.

Chocolate Bayou, Tex.:

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16106
document edition (1965) 15530

Chocolate Mountain Aerial Gunnery Range:
land withdrawal

—

law (1963) 17049
reports (1963) 11805, 17264

Choctaw County, Ala., Tallahatta diatomite
(1963) 16341

Choctaw Indians:
property disposition, amend act

—
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Choctaw Indians—Continued
property disposition, amend act—Continued
laws (1962) 18977; (1965) 13811
reports (1962) 17004, 17295; (1965) 12107,

15898
Choctawhatchee Bay:

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 10488
document edition (1964) 10159

Chodes, M., bio-instrumentation for control of

pressure chambers (1964) 21825
Choi, Helen, see Bratton, Cherie H.
Choi, Moonee, relief (1962) 19211
Choi, Ok Nyu, relief (1961) 12395, 18492
Choi Sun Hee, see Lerke, Susan H.
Choi, Tai Ung, see Tai Ung Choi.
Chokecherry, livestock poisoning in Western

States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;
(1964) 20915

Cholak, J., toxicity of beryllium (1963) 5874
Cholera, research symposium, proceedings

(1965) 16758
see also Hog cholera.

Cholesterol:
blood level, changes in atherosclerosis pa-

tients under nonspecific stimulant effect,

USSR study (1961) 12895
blood level of aorta, castration effect, USSR

study (1961) 2112
blood serum of atherosclerotic patients,

effect of

—

combined hypochlorite and vegetable fat
diet, USSR study (1961) 11105

sex hormones and vitamin E, USSR study
(1961) 15347

content of various species of shellfish (1965)
14284

Cholesterol:
dietary influence on fatty acid composition

of plasma and liver lipid components
(1963) 1811

fractions of blood serum, age-related levels

in women during menopause and
climacteric neurosis, USSR study (1962)
5632

influence on determination of serum glycer-
ides (1961) 9935

level in blood of young people as index of
predisposition to atherosclerosis, USSR
study (1961) 15348

liver and lung cholesterol exchange, USSR
study (1965) 7914

novocaine effect on blood cholesterol and le-

cithin, USSR study (1961) 11103
plasma effect of high fat diet (1963) 1761
plasma, of growing mice, influence of dietary

factors (1963) 13245
serum concentrations, Military Academy

graduates, trends from 1952 through
1960 (1963) 13217

serum, effect of beta-sitosterol on level,

USSR study (1961) 19633
uptake in serum of normal and hospitalized

individuals (1962) 10916
uptake, micro method for measuring (1963)

70
uptake by serum (1961) 3742

Choline:
cholinergic processes in pathology, USSR

study (1964) 5046
protein-choline deficiency, experimental tu-

mors of liver under, USSR study (1961)
15454

Cholinesterase:
active centers, investigation with aid of

organophosphorus inhibitors, USSR
study (1962) 23873

activity, connection between paradoxical
activity of adrenaline in cancer pa-
tients, USSR study (1961) 15527

Cholinesterase—Continued
activity, determination, toxicology of organ-

ics-phosphor substances. East Germany
study (1963) 6687

activity of blood serum in experimental as-
cariasis, USSR study (1961) 15339

activity of brain tumors and tumorous
cysts, Hungarian study (1962) 5882

anticholinesterase properties of some
0-ethyl-S-alkylmethylthiophosphonates
(1963) 20917

chemical structure and biological activity of
organophosphorus inhibitors, USSR
study (1962) 1056

inhibitors, mutation, activity (1961) 2093
organophosphorus inhibitors, chemical

structure and biological activity, USSR
study (1963) 10573

reactivation and experimental therapy of
mercaptophos poisoning, USSR study
(1961) 15442

reactivators, protective effect in animals
poisoned by organic phosphorus insecti-

cides, Yugoslav study (1962) 7732
serum activity, changes during administra-

tion of subtoxic dosages of alkyl phos-
phates, Hungarian study (1962) 5421

serum, changes with combined mustard-gas
and organic phosphorus poisoning,
USSR study (1963) 6765

serum, interaction with organophosphorus
inhibitors, protective action of acetyl-

choline, USSR study (1965) 821
true, and phosphor-organic compounds, ki-

netics of reaction between, USSR study
(1962) 7870

see also Anticholinesterase.
Cholinesterase inhibitors, see Anticholines-

terase.
Cholinolytic drugs:

central cholinolytics, application in practi-

cal medicine, USSR study (1962) 17753
pharmacology, USSR studies (1965) 11123
use in treatment of alcoholics, USSR study

(1961) 11049
Chong, Kam Yung, relief (1961) 14517
Choosing a career, economic framework (1964)

7397
Choptank River, shoreline, erosion and sedi-

mentation survey (1961) 10113
Choreography, copyright in choreographic

works (1961) 5884
Chorionepithelioma, see Tumors.
Chorisia, corisa, Chorisia insignis, foreign

wood (1961) 7483
Choristoneura fumifera, see Spruce budworms.
Chou, Pei Chi:
decay of strong plane shocks in ideal gas

(1964) 20528
propagation of cylindrical and spherical

elastic waves by method of characteris-
tics (1965) 5225

Chou Shen, see Shen Chou.
Choun Seem Kim, see Kim, Choun Seem.
Chow, Bacon P.:

absorption of calcium, iron and vitamin B12
during alterations in envirnmental tem-
perature (1963) 18484

effect of cold on protein metabolism (1964)
4251

Chow Chui Ha, relief (1961) 14539, 16657;
(1962) 11328, 11485, 11545, 13244A

Chow, Frank S., relief (1964) 15643; (1965)
5998, 13856, 15412

Chow, Man-Yeh, relief (1961) 7166
Chow, W. L., flow structure within constant

pressure compressible turbulent jet mix-
ing region (1963) 11076

Chowchilla, Calif., vincinity, motor carrier
accident (1962) 21899
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Chowchilla River Basin project:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23456
document edition (1962) 23381

Choy-Sim Mah, see Mah, Choy-Sim.
Choybalsan, H., articles and speeches (1963)

5249
Christ, Richard H., computation of sub-

satellite points from orbital elements
(1965) 13009

Christal, Raymond E.:

JAN [judgment analysis], technique for ana-
lyzing group judgment (1963) 9622

keying self-report test items (1965) 1797
Christensen, D., engine operating problems in

space (1965) 18468
Christensen, Earl M., bibliography of Engel-

mann spruce (1965) 19638
Christensen, Edward L., drug stores (1965)

1610
Christensen, Glen C, common Indian sand-

grouse (1965) 618
Christensen, L. M., improved methods, etc., for

producing steel extrusions (1963) 9613,

18488
Christensen, Raymond P., how United States

improved its agriculture (1964) 8476
Christenson, Lyle M., characteristics of fish

populations in upper Mississippi River
backwater areas (1965) 14286

Christian, J. G., catalytic combustion of nu-
clearsubmarine atmospheric contami-
nants (1965) 13117

Christian Church, see Christianity.
([Christian trade unionism in Americas (1963)

2525
Christian Trade Unions, International Federa-

tion of, see International Federation of

Christian Trade Unions.
Christiana Securities Co., divestiture of Gener-

al Motors common stock tax aspects,
hearings (1965) 8986

Christianity:
church-related boards responsible for higher

education (1965) 482
cooperation with Islam, movement in French

West Africa (1961) 13115
sacred scriptures, Soviet critique (1963)

5424
Trubnikova's attack on Christian sect in

Oktyabr' and its aftermath, USSR arti-

cles (1965) 12603
Christiansted National Historic Site, general

information (1962) 16074
Christie, J. R., controlling nematodes in home

garden (1963) 7561; (1965) 16963
Christmas:

4-cent commemorative stamp (poster) (1962)

22709
5-cent commemorative stamp

—

dedication (address) (1965) 20011
posters (1963) 20020; (1964) 21831; (1965)

18690
Christmas Island:

radionuclide content of oceanic fish, plank-
ton, and water. Mar.-Aug. 1962 (1965)
11919

use of facilities for nuclear tests. White
House statement (1962) 10956

Christmas Lake, Inc., conveyance of mineral
rights (1963) 11996; 17010, 17076

Christmas quadrangle, Ariz., geology (1964)
19774

Christmas trees:

cultural practices for growing in Pacific

Northwest (1964) 2363
harvesting and marketing for Pacific North-

west growers (1964) 2366

Christmas trees—Continued
harvesting and marketing regulations, Ore-

gon and Washington (1964) 10586
Montana shipments (1961) 9218; (1962)

19545; (1963) 20698; (1964) 21326
selecting good area for growing in Pacific

Northwest (1964) 2362
sheared, European pine shoot moth damage

reduced (1961) 673
Christopher, Joe F.:

estimating specific gravity of south Arkan-
sas pine (1965) 9206

Louisiana forest industry statistics, 1962
(1963) 19273

Mississippi forest industry statistics, 1962
(1964) 8699

pulpwood chipping installations in midsouth
(1963) 12194

pulpwood price trends in Midsouth, 1937-63

(1964) 18078
southern pulpwood production, 1964 (1965)

14380
Christopher Lykes (S.S.):

launching ceremonies (remarks) (1963) 2262
Christou, Evanthia, relief (1963)15213,17006,

20548
Chromatograms

:

radioassay, blueprints of automatic zonal
scraper and sample collector (1965) 4261

thin layer, radioassay, blueprints for zonal
scraper (1964) 11864

Chromatographic analysis, petroleum por-
phyrin aggregates (1961) 19878

Chromatographs, mass, spectrometer-gas,
duty-free entry (1965) 17532, 19405

Chromatography:
apparatus for repeated automatic extrac-

tion of porous solids with hot solvent
(1963) 16802

continuous analysis of helium in natural gas
(1962) 1636

determination of ascorbic acid in plant
juices, USSR study (1961) 12998

electron-capture gas, use in identification

and measurement of chlorinated organic
pesticides in water (1965) 16331

gas-
adaptation to physiologic gas analysis at
high altitude (1965) 10121

analysis of polypheny] radiolysis prod-
ucts (1963) 5948

determination of small volumes of nitro-

gen dissolved in blood (1965) 10123

measurement of solubilization of methanol
by soap micelles in toluene (1962) 6353

measurement of trace contaminants in

space cabin (1963) 7293
operable at temperatures up to 1000°C,

description, etc., of instrument (1962)
127

persistence of telodrin and DDT on sweet
corn (1964) 13564

submarine application for analysis of dis-

solved gases in sea water (1965) 14958

techniques for determination of dissolved
gases in sea water (1962) 20220

thermal oil-recovery test, applicability of

gas chromatographic analysis (1965)
11392

gas-liquid of basic nitrogen compounds
(1961) 9463

helium analyzer, portable (1965) 6607
hydrozone exchange gas used in identifica-

tion of carbonyls in cigar smoke (1961)
13763

method for separate identification of hydro-
carbons in air, USSR (1962) 20027
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Chromatography—Continued

paper chromatographic techniques in radi-

ochemistry (1962) 16393
paper, used for separation of amaryllida-

ceae alkaloids, East Germany (1962)

7792
silicic acid, used to separate serum lipids

into 4 major components (1961) 20323
solubilization of polar species by Mic-

elle-forming soaps in nonpolar solvent

(1965) 13144
use of hydrogen-flame ionization detector,

Communist Chinese study (1963) 15996

Chromic oxide, and conventional methods,
comparison in digestion trials using

steers fed pelleted rations (1964) 19105
Chromite:

beneficiating low-grade chromites from Still-

water complex, Mont (1964) 13124
beneficiation of ores from western U.S. in

production of ferrochromium (1962) 3332

chemical grade, disposal from supplemental
stockpile

—

law (1965) 17439
reports (1965) 15765, 17897

concentrates, Montana, electric smelting

(1961) 9470
mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)

3513; (1964) 3319
mining methods and costs, Mouat mine

(1964) 5475
offgrade, pyrometallurgical beneficiation

and production of ferrochromium (1962)

16020
reports, monthly (1961) 3437; (1962) 3669

Piedmont Upland, Md. Penn. and Del., ser-

pentine rocks (1961) 10683
Chromium:

alloys

—

electroslag remelting effect on plasticity,

USSR study (1964) 1014
iron, binary, high temperature oxidation

in water vapor, preliminary study (1961)

5004
iron, properties of arc-melted (1962) 8479
nickel-chromium-aluminum alloy, crack
propagation in air and in vacuum (1962)

12590
oxidation mechanism (1961) 8039
ternary platinum-rhodium-base, contain-

ing chromium, cobalt, ruthenium, electri-

cal characteristics (1961) 9602
chromite report, monthly (1962) 3669
chromium and derived alloys, mechanical

properties (1964) 21731
chromium and iodine vapor, reaction process

investigation, USSR study (1962) 22142
chromium gadolinium system, analyses of

alloys to determine probability of com-
ponents alloying (1964) 18687

chromium-nickel austenite, influence of al-

loying on softening, USSR study (1965)

11285
chromium-rhenium and derived alloys, me-

chanical properties (1964) 21731
disposal from supplemental stockpile

—

law (1965) 17443
reports (1965) 8807, 17895

effect on grain size of magnesium oxide after

high-temperature heat treatment (1965)

11490
electron beam welding, USSR study (1965)

9438
electrorefining (1961) 1234
evaluate use as metallic binder for zirconi-

um diboride (1965) 1369
influence of impurity elements, structure,

and prestrain on tensile transition tem-

perature (1961) 8033

Chromium—Continued
iron-chromium-nickel system, oxidation be-

havior in high-temperature steam, elec-

tron beam microprobe studies (1965)

8543
materials survey (1962) 9009
metallic and magnesium oxide composite,

mechanical properties, etc (1963) 14555
microstructure investigation, USSR study

(1963) 1104
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9554
mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)

3513; (1964) 3319; (1965) 3211
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17626;

(1962) 20072; (1963) 18067; (1964) 20470;
(1965) 18428

pentavalent complexes, investigated by
means of electron-spin resonance (1964)

14622
quantitative analytical procedure for deter-

mining in tanning solutions (1963) 7547
radiochemistry (1965) 4260
research. Bureau of Mines, July 1953-July

1961 (1964) 7429
vacadium-chromium diffusion system, elec-

tron probe microanalysis (1965) 13156
Werner type complexes, chemical modifica-

tion of feather filling materials (1963)

11253
Chromium boride, pseudobinary system

TiB2-CrB2, corrosion resistance (1964)

11324
Chromium carbide:

alloys, properties, application, etc., USSR
study (1963) 5167

titanium- and chromium-carbide-base cer-

mets, investigating hardness (1963) 2845
Chromium compounds, poisoning, prevention,

USSR studies (1964) 20297
Chromium diboride, see Chromium boride.

Chromium steel, see Steel.

Chromosomes:
connection with nucleolus, USSR study

(1964) 16473
disease study, effect of radiation upon hu-

man heredity, USSR investigation (1962)

5858
electron microscopy, USSR study (1961)

4664
giant, RNA variations of Chironomus dorsa-

lis during metamorphosis, USSR study

(1964) 4980
human chromosomal diseases, USSR study

(1964) 5333
preparation from human and animal peri-

pheral blood leukocytes (1963) 20310
rearrangement in microspores of Tradescan-

tia paludosa under factors of space
flight, USSR study (1964) 4899

role of heredity and chromosomal diseases in

analysis of genetic effects of radiation,

USSR study (1965) 16400
studies on irradiated leukocytes in vitro

(1962) 14783
USSR studies (1965) 19730

Chromosphere, see Sun.
Chronic diseases, see Diseases—Screening

tests.

Chronic Diseases Division:

mental retardation program (1964) 15059;

(1965) 8245
research grants programs (1965) 11663

Chronology 1912-62, Dental Corps of United

States Navy (1962) 16000
Chronology of domestic and foreign events,

Communist China (1962) 17771

Chronometers, rhythmic, designed as device

supplying rhythmic signals (1961) 11233
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Chronoreflexometers, electronic instrument for
determining speed of reflex reactions in

several subjects simultaneously, USSR
study (1962) 13967

Chrysanthemums:
production and sales, etc. (1962) 18516;

(1965) 11730
quarantine import requirements of Denmark

(1964) 20905
Chrysler Canada, Ltd., production, etc., under

U.S.-Canadian tariff, elimination agree-
ment, letter of undertaking (1965) 17917

Chrysler Corporation:
Defense Operations Division, leasing of elec-

tronic data processing system, unneces-
sary costs, GAO report (1964) 10621

Redstone and Jupiter missiles, purchases of

certain major components, GAO exami-
nation (1962) 21808

tanks, excessive charges, GAO report (1964)
4757

wage chronology (1961) 13396; (1965) 5040
Chrzastowski, Eugenia, relief (1961) 18999;

(1962) 6910, 6987
Chu-Chai-Ho-Hay, relief (1965) 12069
Ch'u-fou Normal College, Shantung, opera-

tions research, application and discus-
sion. Communist China (1961) 2215

Chu-Ili Mountains, impregnated-streaked semi-
metallic mineralization in granites
(1963) 2763

Chualar, Calif., railroad accident (1964) 6866
Chub, smoking, experimental, preliminary re-

port (1965) 6209
Chucks, self-aligning fixture used in lathe

chuck jaw refacing (1965) 14766
Chudnoff, M., preservative treatments and

service life of fence posts in Puerto Rico
(1965) 18183

Chugg, Boyd A., agriculture in southeast
Asian rice bowl and its relation to U.S.
farm exports (1965) 16084

Chukchi, Russian SFSR, gold-mining (1963)
8711

Chukchi Sea:
benthic polychaetous annelids from, infor-

mation (1965) 16765
oceanographic cruises by USCGC North-

wind

—

July-Sept. 1962, report (1964) 11961
Aug.-Sept. 1963, report (1965) 11993

Chul Soo Yoo, see Yoo Chul Soo.

Chuman, Hideo, relief (1961) 12161, 16911,
18509

Chun, Arlene Wu, relief (1961) 8677, 10398,
12053

Chun, Henry Wu, relief (1961) 8677, 10398,
12053

Chun Soo Kim, see Kim, Chun Soo.
Chun Yoon Nuy, see Zehr, Melynda K.
Chun, Yoo Sei, relief (1964) 298, 1895
Chung, Ja Son, see Son Chung Ja.

Chung K. Won, see Won, Chung K.
Chung, Lee Shue, see Lee Suey Jom.
Chung, Tae Soo, relief (1961) 7178
Chung family (Korean orphans):

reUef (1961) 7198, 10228, 12033
Ch'ung-ch'ing, China, general information

(1961) 15620
Chung-hua Nei-k'o Tsa-Chih (Chinese periodi-

cal):

translations (1961) 10814, 15470, 15538,
20966

Chung-Huang Tang Kao, see Kao, Chung-
Huang Tang.

Chung-hua shen-ching ching-shen k'o tsa-chih
(periodical):

translations (1962) 787

Chung-hua i-hsueh tsa-chih (periodical):
translations (1962) 1162, 5645

Chung-hua wai-k'o tsa-chih (periodical):
table of contents (1962) 19754

Chung-kuo ch'ing-kung-yeh (periodical):
translations (1962) 15904

Chung-kuo Ch'ing-nien (periodical):
Communist China, translations (1961) 17404,

20997
Chung-kuo hsin-wen (periodical): (1963) 14093;

(1964) 7334, 9109
Chung-kuo lin-yen (periodical):

translations (1963) 6975
Chung-kuo nung-pao translations (1963) 1118
Chung-kuo-ti-chih (periodical):

translations (1963) 15944
Chung-shan Hospital, Communist China, scien-

tific research (1961) 7678
Chungking, China:

budgets, 1959 final and 1960 draft (1961)
7718

light industry, achievements (1961) 824
Chunky Creek:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2186
document edition (1963) 1992

Chura, Nicholas J., wildlife abstracts, 1956-60
(1964) 10581

Church, James D., Navaho missile and booster
(1963) 7237, 10990

Church, T. W., jr., survival and growth of
12-year hybrid aspen compared to na-
tive Wisconsin stock (1963) 15569

Church, Warren W., evaluation of Radiation
Surveillance Network external gamma
radiation data, 1959-63 (1965) 5339

Church Point, La. census of housing, 1960,
special reports for local housing author-
ities (1961) 11946, 13988

Churches:
and agricultural progress (1962) 10827
church and state under Communism

—

Cuba (1965) 17940
Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia (1965)
12336

Poland (1965) 16030
Rumania, Bulgaria, Albania (1965) 7534
USSR (1965) 436, 12337, 18386
Yugoslavia (1965) 8997

church-related boards responsible for higher
education (1965) 482

churchgoers and sectarians, scientific-
atheistic propaganda and criminal-
legal struggle against crimes of, USSR
study (1964) 20369

interest and participation in programs for
the elderly (address) (1965) 751

role in urban renewal (address) (1961) 19435
Soviet Union, status of religion and reli-

gions groups, Dutch view (1963) 15892
see also names of churches.

Churches of Christ:
world assembly in Puerto Rico, permit for-

eign-flag vessels, etc., to transport pas-
sengers

—

hearings (1965) 10551, 17910
report (1965) 10463

Churchill, Malcolm H., Indonesian law on for-
eign exchange transactions (1965) 14458

Churchill, Winston:
5-cent commemorative postage stamp (post-

er) (1965) 9838
honorary citizenship

—

law (1963) 7825
reports (1963) 6093, 8053

memorial addresses and tributes in Congress
(1965) 19177

print as House document, reports (1965)
7419, 8925
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Churchill County, Nev., Sand Springs Range,
possible site for project Shoal, seismicity,

geology, and hydrology evaluation, pre-

liminary (1962) 14881
Churchill, Fort, upper atmosphere research

agreement (1965) 15085, 18789
Churchill Research Range, history of its ac-

quisition and management by Air Force
(1965) 13425

Churchward, P. EL, sources and recovery meth-
ods for rhenium (1963) 12839

Churn drilling, sampling from San Manuel
copper mine, Ariz., statistical analysis
(1963) 18093

Chusovoy, Russian SFSR, city of Ural metal-
lurgists (1963) 2658

Chute, A. Hamilton, retail merchandising and
promotion (1964) 15080

Chvung Sang Bak, see Bak, Chyung Sang.
CI series (1964) 1591
CIA, see Central Intelligence Agency.
Ciacco, Heni B., relief (1965) 17501, 19389
Ciales quadrangle, Puerto Rico, geology (1965)

6333
Cianciulli, Edvige, relief (1962) 4934, 7175,

11235
Ciardiello, Higio, relief (1965) 15622
Cicadellidae, see also Cuerna—Leafhoppers.
Cicadelloidea:
bibliography (1964) 11744
catalogues (1963) 1646-51, 7549, 16715;

(1965) 4092-94
Ciccotelli, Elvira, relief (1962) 11493, 21296;

(1963) 8035
Cicero, 111., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 13940
Cicolani, Luigi S.:

orbits returning from moon to specified geo-
graphic landing area (1963) 11038

return trajectories from moon (1964) 7527
Cider, apple, making and preserving (1964)

9940
Ciepluch, Carl C:

effect of composition on combustion of solid

propellants during rapid pressure de-

crease (1963) 1314
spontaneous reignition of previously extin-

guished solid propellants (1964) 9580
Gierva, Juan de la, theoretical analysis of air-

craft electrostatic, discharge (1965)
18808

Cifelli, Richard, planktonic Foraminifera from
western north Atlantic (1965) 6903

Cigar tobacco, see Tobacco.
Cigarette beetle, see Beetles.
Cigarette tobacco, see Tobacco.
Cigarettes:

blended, flavor contribution of Turkish to-

bacco (1964) 13571
factors affecting demand (1962) 21616
industry, outlook and review (1963) 4543;

(1964) 6008
labeling and advertising, bills regulating

—

hearings (1965) 413, 8982-83. 12190
law (1965) 15447
reports (1965) 10645, 12114, 12140, 13911

leaf suitability, affects of maleic hydrazide
(1961) 11695

papers and tubes

—

code of Federal regulations (1962) 7499
exportation without payment or drawback

of tax, regulations (1962) 11915
regulations (1962) 5336
removal without payment of tax, regula-

tion (1962) 21868
smoking, chronic bronchitis & emphysema

(1965) 18700
taxes, State-Federal overlapping (1965) 2

Cigars:
imported, paper bands and labels, marking

requirements, report (1964) 10264
manufactured of imported tobacco in bonded

warehouses, amend tariff act, report
(1964) 8313

manufacturing, industry wage survey (1965)
11353

departmental edition (1962) 8433
document edition (1962) 6966

smoke, carbonyl components identified by
hydrazone exchange gas chromatogra-
phy (1961) 13763

see also Tobacco.
Ciliary muscle, see Muscles.
Cimarron County, Okla., soil survey (1961)

1478
Cimarron River and Valley, channel widening,

etc., in southwestern Kansas (1963)
19310

Cincinnati, Ohio:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5435
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17168
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16398
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16469
standard metropolitan statistical area,
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20576

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9082

community improvement program, weakness-
es in administration, GAO review (1964)
10626

consumer expenditures and income, 1960
(1963) 18031-32

electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 556;
(1963) 517, 2266

Greater Cincinnati Airport, Boone County,
Ky., weather observations, hourly, de-

cennial census (1963) 9500
ice in Ohio River, 1874-1964 (1965) 5470
income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 7172
occupational wage surveys (1964) 14700;

(1965) 11350
departmental editions (1961) 15706; (1962)

15982; (1963) 12801
document editions (1961) 14134; (1962)

15090; (1963) 11745
principal electric facilities, maps (1964) 674;

(1965) 16178
profile of youthpower (1964) 10480
streets and roads, Queensgate 1 urban re-

newal project, excessive allocation of

costs by U.R.A., GAO report (1965) 7766
Cinema, see Motion pictures.
Cinematography, see Photography.
CIO, see American Federation of Labor and

Congress of Industrial Organizations.
Cipher and telegraph codes, idealized and

practical pandemonium, USSR study
(1963) 5312

CipoUone, Teresa D. V., relief (1961) 16647
Circles, tables for integral of circular bivar-

iate normal frequency function (1963)
14562

Circuit Courts of Appeals:
appeals improvidently taken to Supreme

Court

—

law (1962) 20844
reports (1961) 10312; (1962) 21371
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Circuit Courts of Appeals—Continued

interlocutory relief, reasonable notice

—

law (1961) 18617
reports (1961) 8733, 17039

second circuit judge, nomination of Thur-
good Marshall, hearings (1962) 19391

see also Judges.
Circuit judges, see Judges.
Circuit switches latching relay in response to

signals of different polarity (1964) 13194
Circuits:

a.c. and d.c, mathematics applicable

—

instructor's manual (1965) 11563
trainee's guide (1965) 16786
worksheets (1965) 16787

auxiliary to improve carbon arc ignition

(1965) 5132
balanced mixer, added diodes increase output

(1965) 16664
bandwidth switching is transient-free (1965)

2865
block circuits and theory of sequences, Sovi-

et reports (1963) 5378
circuit detects errors in address currents for

magnetic core arrays (1965) 6651
communication, tropospheric, transmission

loss predictions (1965) 11527-528
concentrating device to make use of free

intervals on CELTIC telephone circuits,

French study (1962) 22092
converting AM signals to FM for magnetic

recording (1965) 5116
correction circuit reduces distortion of FM

modulator (1965) 11426
design, adaptive programming techniques

(1964) 20972
digital circuitry, used for frequency correc-

tion device (1965) 18521
electric

—

controls transients in SCR inverters
(1964) 14815

design methods for power reduction in

logical systems, illustration (1965)
18575

efficient circuit triggers high-current,
high-voltage pulses (1964) 14820

reliability boosted by soldering disconnect
pins to sockets (1964) 9563

voltage, adjustable, with linear tempera-
ture variation (1964) 9560

with ferrite for producing high-voltage
nanosecond pulses (1964) 20309

electrical and electronic symbols, military
standards (1962) 7242; (1963) 17348

electromagnetic circuits and devices (1964)
20691; (1965) 18660

electron tube circuits. Navy aeronautical
equipment handbook (1964) 9683

electronic, bibliography (1962) 18768
electronic circuit analysis, AF manuals

(1964) 19136-137
electronics, handbook (1965) 11675
etched circuits, preparation for laboratory

use (1962) 14839
field-effect transistor replaces bulky trans-

former in analog-gate circuit (1965)
18504

fire control radar special circuits, trainee's
guide (1964) 20683

frequency discriminator for PFM signals
(1965) 8082

hybrid circuit achieves pulse regeneration
with low power drain (1965) 19905

improved circuit minimizes generation time
of pseudonoise check bits (1965) 16663

improvement produces monostable multivi-
brator with load-carrying capability
(1965) 5125

Circuits—Continued

impulse, of millimicrosecond range, some
properties of capacitance influence,

USSR study (1965) 2734
inexpensive, to measure heart rate (1965)

5124
integrated, application to telemetry systems

(1964) 14838
integrated devices for electronic equipment

handbook (1965) 18750
integrated, review of U.S. Govt, research

reports (1965) 9767
logic, exhibits, optimum performance (1965)

12996
logical, using galvanomagnetic switches,

possibilities, USSR study (1965) 1132
low-power transistorized circuit provides

staircase waveform (1964) 14818
magnetic amplifier circuits (1961) 138
maintain digital decision threshold at preset

level (1965) 16669
mathematical simulation and electric cir-

cuits (1964) 9315
method of manufacturing by pressing cop-

per powder (1962) 12954
microcircuit elements, chemical formation

(1964) 7996
microelectronic, examination of applicability

to telemetry and command subsystems
of several applications spacecraft (1965)
11407

microminiature, packaging techniques, re-

view of U.S. Govt, research reports
(1965) 16738

micropower logic description (1965) 11420
microwave circuit applications (1964) 20690;

(1965) 16783
monostable circuit with tunnel diode has

fast recovery (1964) 14816
novel circuit provides pulse stretcher with

NOR gate (1964) 20557
oscillator, measures liquid level in tanks

(1965) 14773
oscilloscope circuit applications (1964)

20689; (1965) 16782
phase detector circuit synthesizes own refer-

ence signal (1965) 8065 pneumatic design
and pure fluid control devices, USSR
study (1963) 19387

pneumatic switches, synthesis of circuits

constructed on, USSR study (1965) 2424
printed

—

compact coaxial connector adds reliability

(1964) 13207
front and back layouts presented on single

sheet (1965) 1412
hand tool bends component leads accurate-

ly (1965) 11452
manufacture of high-reliability boards,
application of nuclear techniques (1964)
13718

modular chassis simplifies packaging and
interconnecting of circuit boards (1964)
13165

use of photographs speeds inspection of

boards (1964) 16672
receiver circuit applications (1964) 20688;

(1965) 18659
relay circuits, application of many-valued

logic to theory, USSR study (1962) 1438
reliable electronic circuitry, energy source

requirements (1965) 7105
reliability and redundant circuitry (1964)

21737
sealed module circuitry, tear ring use per-

mits repair (1965) 5128
simple

—

BCD, accurately counts to 24 (1965) 14789
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Circuits—Continued
simple—Continued

for continuously monitoring thermocouple
sensor (1964) 20546

positions film frames in projector (1965)
9674

produces high-speed, fixed duration pulses
(1965) 14792

pulse counting, computes sum of squares
(1965) 16648

reduces transistor switching time (1965)
14798

simultaneous recording of millivolt and ther-
mocouple outputs (1963) 6517, 17505

solid state, sequential camera trigger cir-

cuits (1965) 13015
solid, use in satellite instrumentation (1964)

14836
stepping motor drive circuit designed for

low power drain (1965) 5140
symbolic notation applied to unbalanced

ladder networks (1965) 10117
symbols, reference designations (1962) 13719
terms and definitions (1961) 19199
transistorized and printed circuits, servicing

techniques, guide (1964) 15001
transistorized, clamps voltage with 0.1 o/o

error (1965) 9660
transistorized trigger circuit is frequency

controllable (1964) 13197
transistors and printed circuits-
information, experiments, and applications

(1962) 20202
maintenance technician training, instruc-

tor's guide (1962) 20203

transmitter circuit applications (1964) 20687
(1965) 16781

traveling-wave tube, simplifies microwave
relay (1965) 9669

tunnel-diode, features zero-level clipping
(1965) 5117

Circular EC series (1963) 4839; (1964) 2295-96
Circular saws, see Saws.
Circulars, see names of departments, etc., issu-

ing circulars—aiso subjects.

Circulation, see Pulmonary circulation.
Circulation of blood, see Blood.
Circulation of money, see Money.
Circulatory system, see Cardiovascular sys-

tem.
Cirincione, Paul A., biological effects of lasers,

ocular damage (1964) 20702
Cirrhitidae, see Hawkfishes.
CISC, see International Federation of Chris-

tian Trade Unions.
Ciscoes, see Chub.
Cistus, fuel moisture, and flammability (1961)

684
Citellus, see Ground squirrels.
Cities and towns:

accelerated public works program and em-
ployment (1962) 20473

activity center for senior citizens, case
study (1961) 20826

agriculture in increasingly urban society
(address) (1961) 17152

air pollution

—

and its control (1963) 1414
control, role of officials (speech) (1963)
3275

needs control action now (1961) 8149
ordinances, digest (1963) 3278

alternative approaches to governmental
reorganization, metropolitan areas
(1962) 20376, 20378

Americans-at-Home, volunteer program of
local communities (1965) 11758

Cities and towns—Continued
annexations and growth of population,

1950-60, census 1960 (1962) 9034
area development bulletins (1961) 2923;

(1962) 3622, 12971; (1963) 3462; (1964)
3262

area redevelopment, HHFA aids to communi-
ties (1962) 19580

arterial streets, police power and planning
controls (1961) 2687

beauty in urban environment. Federal aids
(1965) 11004

blight, selecting areas for conservation re-
newal treatment (1961) 1563

bulletins, census of business, 1958 (1961)
261-264, 1774-81, 3893-3903, 5433-51,
6785-6804, 8455-83, 9987-90, 13868-869;
(1962) 246, 2164

can America build the Great City (address)
(1961) 11643

census, 1962, local government, metropolitan
areas (1965) 1891

announcement and order form (1965) 4294
central city and its suburbs, problems and

future, message from the President
(1965) 5824

central school lunch kitchens in urban
areas, establishing, problems and costs
(1965) 10721

characteristics of urban depressed areas
(1964) 7416

China, mainland cities (1964) 10068
city and village, overcoming differences,

USSR study (1962) 1405
city area maps, list (1961) 14967
city blocks, announcement and order form,

final reports, census of housing, 1960
(1961) 6780

city child, preparing him for his school,
school-home cooperation in low-income
neighborhoods (1964) 15854

city government finance, 1963-64 (1965)
10231

city of future being created today, USSR
study (1964) 20324

civic invention and urban change (address)
(1965) 4878

clean water, needs and obligations of munic-
ipalities (address) (1961) 2676

cleaner air through community action (1963)
1427

climatic guide, notice (1965) 11773
code administration for small communities,

ordinances regulating private property,
etc. (1965) 16906

communities in action, war on poverty (1965)
12369

community and economic development (1964)
11827

community attack on chronic unemployment,
Hazelton, Pa., case study (1961) 243

community craft program for older people
(1961) 20827

community development, conference on con-
ference planning (1962) 13913

community development in urban and
semi-urban areas (1962) 13910

community development series (1961) 243
community economic structure, role of irri-

gation development. Grand Valley, Colo.,

trade area (1963) 13035
community environmental health planning

guide, evaluation study (1961) 8150
community growth, everyone's business (ad-

dress) (1961) 16515
community health services and facilities act

of 1961—
hearings (1961) 14479, 17140
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Cities and towns—Continued
community health services and facilities act

of 1961—Continued
law (1961) 18764
reports (1961) 14277, 14313, 17049, 18882

community improvement under administra-
tion of Fort Worth regional office, pro-

grams for (1963) 2333
community improvement, workable program

(1961) 12808; (1962) 13888
community improvement, workable pro-

gram

—

program guide

—

answers on financing (1965) 11008
citizen participation (1965) 755

community meets migrant worker, programs,
etc (1961) 2460

community mental health advances (1964)

11444
community nursing home, case study (1961)

20824
community planning in public assistance

programs, policies, etc. (1965) 16136
community planning, public health nurse for

mentally retarded (1961) 18388
community problem of special employment

opportunities and obstacles (address)

(1963) 19776
community psychiatry, framework for train-

ing (1965) 14890
community renewal program, policy (1964)

3182
construction and maintenance problems,

Chinese studies (1963) 14430
consumer expenditures and income, detail

(1964) 18624-625
consumer expenditures and income,

1960-61—
north central region (1965) 14619-620

cross-classification of family character-
istics (1965) 14614

northeastern region (1965) 14617-618
cross-classification of family character-

istics (1965) 14613
southern region (1965) 12784

cross-classification of family character-
istics (1965) 16550

southern region, supp. (1965) 14621
United States, cross classification of fami-

ly characteristics (1965) 14616
western region (1965) 14622-623

cross-classification of family character-
istics (1965) 14615

crisis, the press and community awareness
(remarks) (1965) 19055

Cyprus, administrative changes based on
municipalities law (1963) 6857

data book, 1962—
departmental edition (1962) 23070
document edition (1962) 23326
errata sheet (1963) 4577, 4673

design for action to mobilize resources to

help youth enter world of work (1963)
3017

I

disabled workers under OASDI, disability

beneficiaries and workers with disability

freeze in 8 metropolitan areas, 1960
survey (1965) 5379

economic opportunity, challenge to communi-
ty (address) (1965) 5479

elementary schools, conference report (1963)
19098"

emergency health manpower planning (1964)

13402; (1965) 5346
emergency health preparedness, community

(1964) 20755
employment program developments in 1961

(1963) 394
Estonian SSR, industry (1963) 5332

Cities and towns—Continued
expenditures and income, 1960-61, total U.S.

(1965) 11342
fair housing laws, summaries of text (1965)

6355
family food budget costs, intercity differ-

ences (1964) 2970
family income in metropolitan areas, 1960

(1964) 6034
family surveys in conservation areas for

renewal treatment (1961) 2733
farm taxes on rural-urban fringe, Fairfax

County, Va., case study (1963) 10053
farmers and urban expansion, Michigan

township study (1962) 15469
Federal aids to communities-
handbook (1963) 14932
handbook and checklist (1961) 13814

Federal Government role in metropolitan
areas, hearings (1963) 6300

Federal services to help communities plan
with youth (1964) 5846

Federal statistics for metropolitan areas,

information report (1963) 1613
Federal wage-hour law operation, general

information (1963) 20228; (1964) 20876
Federal water pollution control programs of

construction assistance, etc., of river

basin planning (1963) 7398
federally impacted areas, assistance

—

law (1962) 18996
reports (1962) 13612, 19075

finances (1961) 13904, 16263; (1962) 16456,

18789; (1963) 16887-888; (1964) 19288;
(1965) 273, 10231

summary, 1961 (1962) 16456
summary, 1962 (1963) 16887

finances of municipalities and township gov-
ernments, census of governments, 1962
(1964) 15305

announcement and order form (1964) 21025
focus on clean water, action program for

community organizations (1964) 13397
future of metropolitan planning (remarks)

(1965) 12563
government in metropolitan areas, stake of

rural people (1961) 16115
governmental organization for metropolitan

areas, (paper) (1964) 15971
governmental structure, etc., in metropoli-

tan areas, advisory commission recom-
mendations on problems, report (1961)
14471

grant applications

—

local review

—

hearings (1963) 17313
report (1964) 4542

metropolitan planning effectiveness (1964)

17877
national survey (1964) 4583

growth and economic health, boost economy
program (address) (1961) 10124

growth problems (address) (1961) 17336
health and psychological aspects (speech)

(1965) 2992
health program, research opportunities

(1964) 9722
health workers, community's interest in

health and safety of (remarks) (1964)
14672

helping people to help themselves, overall
economic development program (1963)
4352

highway improvement impact on urban
areas (paper) (1961) 8159

highway transportation planning in urban
areas, hearings (1964) 411

highways, quarter century of financing,
1937-61 (1964) 18928
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Cities and towns—Continued
housing and urban development act of

1965—
hearings (1965) 8874
highlights, analysis, history (1965) 13976
law (1965) 15465
reports (1965) 12098, 13943, 14044, 15643

correction of misleading statements
(1965) 17689

summary of main provisions (1965) 14441
how to locate industrial prospects for your

community (1961) 9977
human relations and future of metropolitan

community (remarks) (1965) 13737
human resources in urban America (re-

marks) (1965) 1952
Hungary

—

new features in settlements (1962) 10297
problems in industrial sphere (1962) 12202

implementing conservation for renewal
treatment (1961) 2732

industrial site survey, how to make (1964)

1755
interior drainage of leveed urban areas,

hydrology, engineering and design man-
ual (1965) 16117

labor surplus areas, advantages for plant
locations (1961) 6778

lead in atmosphere of 3 urban communities,
survey (1965) 11648

levels of living, 1960 (1965) 14167
manufacturing employment diversification

indexes, analysis (1964) 237
mass transportation act of 1963

—

hearings (1963) 6290, 7990, 8099
law (1964) 13913
reports (1963) 7964, 8049-50; (1964) 12057

mass transportation. Federal aids available,

fact sheet (1963) 2364
measuring metropolitan markets, guide to

use of Government data (1963) 9705
medium-sized intermediate, adequacy of

trunkline air service, hearings (1965)
16012

meeting needs of older persons, State's role

in community planning and action (1964)
9887

meeting needs of older people at community
level (address) (1965) 3089

metropolis in transition, local government
adaptation to changing needs (1964) 831

metropolitan America, bibliography (1964)

19599
metropolitan areas

—

estimates of population (1965) 13641

Federal Government role in New York
metropolitan region, hearings (1963)

19053

fluid milk distribution, photo series (1962)
12878

governmental structure, etc., advisory
commission recommendations on prob-
lems report, commentaries on (1962)
4964

governmental structure, etc., suggested
action (1965) 11815

growth, 1960-63, current population re-

ports (1964) 17104

health organization and staffing (1964)
3110

individual income tax returns, data, statis-

tics, 1959-61 (1965) 6374

land-use projects, approval of HHFA,
hearings (1963) 17313

legal problems of planning (1963) 3292
occupational earnings and wage trends,

1964-65 (1965) 16568
open space action, report (1962) 18376

Cities and towns—Continued
metropolitan areas—Continued

outdoor recrection needs, resources, etc

(1963) 3248-49, 7382
pattern for construction safety program
(remarks) (1964) 13036

planning and development, scope and pur-
pose in U.S. (paper) (1961) 19437

planning for land use and transportation
(1961) 5069

population migration, 1950-60 (1965)
12383, 14173-177

school facilities planning problems (1963)
6337

structural adaptability to changing condi-
tions. States' concern (paper) (1963)
7527

supplementary wage benefits, 1959-60
(1961) 13407

supplying with fruits and vegetables, pho-
to series (1962) 12875

type of place, demographic, etc., data for
States by urban-rural and metropoli-
tan-non-metropolitan residence, census
of population, 1960 (1964) 17114

voter reactions to governmental reorgani-
zation, summary (1965) 18860

wage indexes, long-term trend data for
selected occupations (1965) 7970

wage trends for occupational groups
(1962) 23941; (1963) 19806; (1964) 20448;
(1965) 16571

wages and related benefits. United States
and regional summaries, 1961-62

—

departmental editions (1962) 22427;
(1963) 14462

document editions (1962) 20938; (1963)
13444

wages and related benefits. United States
and regional summaries, 1962-63 (1964)
16590

wages and related benefits, 1963-64 (1965)
7969, 16554

work stoppages, 1952-61 (1963) 3023,
16272

metropolitan housing, census of housing,
1960, announcement and order form
(1962) 16446

metropolitan planning, career development
for engineers. Public Health Service
(1965) 5332

metropolitan planning, effectiveness (1964)
17877

metropolitan planning, national surveys
(1964) 4583; (1965) 6051

Middle Atlantic States, economic effect of

textile mill closings (1963) 11685
milk sanitation programs, impact of ship-

ment trends (1962) 18418
modern sewage treatment plants, how much

do they cost? guide to estimating con-
struction costs (1964) 20765

mortgage foreclosures in 6 metropolitan
areas (1964) 10669

Negro's journey to city (1965) 14644
new communities, annotated reading list

(1965) 11006
North and West, civil rights, public schools,

Buffalo, N.Y. (1964) 10097
North Vietnam, urban areas, translations

(1961) 19763
occupational earnings and wage trends in

metropolitan areas, 1964-65 (1965) 5064,
11357

officers and employees, make Hatch act in-

applicable

—

law (1962) 20928
report (1962) 7203

100 largest cities in United States, public

water supplies, 1962 (1965) 743
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Cities and towns—Continued
open space land acquisition, Federal law

(1962) 651
our communities in economic transition (ad-

dress) (1961) 7884
paying for urban growth (remarks) (1963)

19207
planned norms for expansion of emergency

aid, USSR study (1965) 4952
planning grants. Federal law (1962) 652
Poland, urban development and geodesy,

problems (1962) 15905
population

—

areas annexed and new incorporations
after decennial census (1961) 5487, 8519,
13920

by States, 1960 and 1950 (1961) 10009
cities of 25,000 or more, 1960 (1961) 11869
rank of cities of 100,000 or more, 1960

(1961) 11868
urbanized areas, 1960 and 1950 (1961)
10010

preserving urban open space (1963) 11368
public facility loans and grants. Federal

laws (1962) 655; (1963) 6573; (1965) 7813
purchasing power of income, 1955 (1961)

19208
residential property

—

conservation standards (1961) 8238
surveys in conservation areas (1961) 6604

Rumania, data relating to cities (1962) 5499
rural areas, establishment of commission on

problems, report (1961) 10443
rural fringe and urban expansion, Prince

Georges and Montgomery Counties, Md.,
case study (1963) 19089

rural residents and urban expansion (1963)
20626

Russian, case of injustice, USSR study
(1965) 6431

school facilities, planning, problems (1964)
8491

school-home partnership in depressed urban
neighborhoods (1964) 10471

schools. State aid, new hope (1962) 15502

senior citizens service center, case study
(1961) 20833

sewage treatment facilities, financing prob-
lems (1962) 3465

size of place, social and economic data by
size of urbanized area, etc., census of
population, 1960 (1964) 11913

small business problems in urban areas,
hearings (1965) 2022

small cities, consumer expenditures and in-

come, 1961

—

north central region (1964) 11269
northeastern region (1964) 11269
western region (1964) 11271

small town organizes basic services for its

aging (1964) 15171
smaller communities program in operation

(1964) 4660
social and economic disparities, intergovern-

mental relations in central cities and
suburbs (1965) 8387

social aspects or urban development, semi-
nar (1964) 7855

social problems of development and urbani-
zation (1963) 2439

soil surveys, urban areas, authorization,
report (1964) 17536

solving problems of urban slum dweller (ad-

dress) (1965) 12008
sonic-boom exposures during FAA communi-

ty-response studies over 6-month period,
Oklahoma City area (1965) 1477

space exploration effects on urban life, con-
ference proceedings (1964) 3004

Cities and towns—Continued
standard metropolitan statistical areas

(1961) 3823
family money income, per capita and medi-

an, census of population, 1960 (1965)
17207

housing census analytical data

—

Abilene-Corpus Christi, Tex (1963) 15036
Dallas, Tex.-Kalamazoo, Mich (1963)
15037

Kansas City, Mo.-Kans.-New Orleans,
La (1963) 15038

Newport News-Hampton, Va. - Santa
Barbara, Calif (1963) 16879

Ponce-San Juan, P.R. (1963) 18646
Savannah, Ga.-Youngstown-Warren,
Ohio (1963) 16880

United States and division (1963) 13272
housing characteristics, 1960 census, ad-
vance reports (1962) 3661; (1963) 3504

individual income tax returns, 1959-61
(1962)21887

journey to work, commutation streams, etc
(1964) 1826

list, revised Dec. 1963 (1964) 1821
population counts, 1960 census, prelimi-
nary reports (1961) 2980

population estimates (1964) 8127, 19300;
(1965) 5703, 11940

population mobility, 1960 census of popu-
lation (1963) 18703

population, 1960 and 1950, supplementary
report to 1960 census (1961) 6812

population trends 1950-60, changing mar-
kets (1962) 4657

social and economic data, 1960 census of
population (1963) 18700

titles and definitions (1964) 11877
U.S. and Puerto Rico, 1963, defined by
Bureau of Budget, map (1964) 13775

summary of special censuses, population of
areas annexed (1962) 271, 6752-53,
14940, 23072; (1963) 4590-91

town comes to life, with help of SEA (1963)
16559

traffic assignment and distribution for small
urban areas (1965) 18738

transportation

—

calibrating and testing gravity model with
small computer (1964) 5669

comprehensive planning, Governments
program of encouragement (remarks)
(1963) 9784

Federal aid available, fact sheet (1962)
19582

Federal assistance in planning improve-
ment, hearings (1961) 14454

in densely populated regions of country
(remarks) (1965) 19046

looking ahead (remarks) (1962) 1790
metropolitan mass transportation, inter-
governmental responsibilities (1962) 4

transportation planning, role of economic
studies (1965) 18736

urban planning (remarks) (1962) 8616
urban problem (remarks) (1962) 1791

unemployed, out of school youth, problem in

labor market (address) (1961) 11350
unemployment rates in larger cities, ARA

staff study (1964) 15255
United States, highest and lowest eleva-

tions, 50 largest cities, list (1961) 14958
urban affairs and housing, coordinated pro-

grams (1962) 21847
urban development and the law (address)

(1962) 7479
urban development, evaluation of soils and

use of soil surveys for engineering pur-
poses (1964) 2319
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Cities and towns—Continued
urban dispensary service, USSR study

(1965) 1254
urban expansion, problems and needs, con-

ference papers (1963) 14042
urban functions, local and areawide per-

formance (1964) 15783
urban growth and water regimen (1961)

14976
urban growth, effect on streamflow regimen

of Permanente Creek, Santa Clara
County, Calif (1964) 18139

urban growth problems (address) (1961) 9270

urban planning assistance program, reports
(1961) 3630; (1962) 4294, 10721; (1963)

4141; (1964) 3971; (1965) 3892
urban problems, new solutions (address)

(1963) 11423
urban renewal, questions and answers (1963)

11369
urban research under Federal auspices, sur-

vey (1965) 6052
urban water supply and sewerage systems,

State and local authority to provide
orderly development (1964) 11578

urbanization, impact on education, summary
report of conference, 1962 (1962) 21636

urbanization in America, fact and fiction

(1961) 2315
USSR, regulations and norms for planning

and construction (1961) 17536
USSR, urban medical districts, problems of

organization, etc., translation (1963)

17935
water-

algae and metropolitan wastes, seminar
transactions (1963) 16524

facilities, communities of 25,000 popula-
tion and over (1963) 5697; (1965) 16823,
20047

facilities inventory 1958, statistical sum-
mary (1963) 18293

future requirements for municipal use,

report (1961) 402
problem (1961) 1639
supply and sewage disposal, intergovern-
mental responsibilities in metropolitan
areas (1963) 4327

west coast, movements of shell eggs into
retail channels, study (1961) 20663

what handicapped workers are contributing
to my community, 1966 report theme
contest, 11th and 12th grade students,
announcement (1965) 9496

youth employment, design for community
action (1962) 22426

youth work programs, mobilizing (address)

(1961) 1943
Yugoslavia, changes in settlements (1962)

3089
zoning law, highway transportation criteria

(1961) 2687
see also Redevelopment (city planning,

etc.)—Suburbs

—

also names of cities and
towns—also subjects.

Citizen Advisory Committee on Food and Drug
Administration, report (1963) 6474

Citizens' Advisory Council on Status of Wom-
en, progress report on status of women,
1964 (1965) 6360

Citizens Band of Potawatomi Indians of Okla-
homa, see Potawatomi Indians.

Citizens Commission on NATO, see United
States Citizens Commission on NATO.

Citizens Committee for Constitutional Liber-

ties:

communist front organization, manipulation
of public opinion, report (1962) 2332

additional copies, reports (1962) 9317, 9465

Citizens committees for better schools (1964)
17912

Citizens Committee for Historic Capitol Hill,

create, report (1961) 14434

Citizen's guide to aircraft noise (1964) 4674

Citizens of United States:
abundance and liberty for all as national

goal, blueprint for action (address) (1964)
15024

citizens abroad, tax guides (1962) 682; (1963)
2378; (1964) 859; (1965) 2259

facts, from recent Census Bureau surveys
(1964) 11908

obligation and capability of private citizens

to further public good (remarks) (1965)
4439

participation in community improvement,
program guide (1965) 755

participation in social welfare policy (1963)
20364

responsibilities to society (address) (1961)
9385

see also American nationals.
Citizenship:
and education in public school system of

Puerto Rico, interim report (1963) 11893
becoming a citizen series

—

our American way of life (1964) 12535
our Government (1964) 18157
our United States (1964) 14360
teacher's guide (1964) 12536

Canal Zone, authorize issuance of certifi-

cates, reports (1962) 9328; (1963) 9870:
(1965) 19258

citizenship in action (notes for address)
(1961) 1623

diversity, eliminate jurisdiction of Federal
courts under direct action statutes

—

law (1964) 17298
reports (1964) 6329, 10208, 21229

duties and obligations in a democracy (re-

marks) (1964) 11974
education for citizenship in modern world

(address) (1964) 9805
Federal textbook on citizenship (1961)

10706-708, 19446, 20850; (1962) 669-671,

2548, 21854; (1963) 620-622, 8360-65,
14043-45, 15628-630, 17542-543, 19343;
(1964) 12535-536, 14360, 18157-158.

19810; (1965) 9290, 1109-10, 12565,
18238, 19690

gateway to citizenship, manual of principles

and procedure (1962) 21855
obligations for adults (remarks) (1963) 11358

our citizenship, troop topics, DA pamphlet
(1964) 17043

privileges and responsibilities of Negro in

emerging culture (address) (1964) 15366
publications, price lists (1961) 17787; (1963)

3266; (1964) 18888
records in National Archives (1961) 11437

responsibility of individuals and non-gov-
ernment groups in solving current prob-
lems (remarks) (1965) 7366

see also Naturalization.

Citizenship Day, bulletins (1962) 17644; (1963)
17541; (1964) 14359; (1965) 14442

Citric acid, metabolism in radiation sickness,
effect of vitamins Bl and PP, USSR
study (1962) 2685

Citrus fruit:

Australia and New Zealand, producers and
markets (1964) 765

California, transit temperatures in truck
shipments (1962) 10801

chemistry and technology, products and
byproducts (1961) 20395
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Citrus fruit—Continued

consumer purchases of fruit, juices, drinks,

and other products (1964) 3364; (1965)

3251
Florida

—

freeze damage report (1962) 10698
fresh, coordinated marketing, Florida
shippers (1961) 16109

growers, FCIC information on crop insur-

ance (1961) 17233
marketing (1962) 12900
piggyback transportation, problems, etc.,

interim report (1962) 14716
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;

(1965) 3433
Haines City, Fla., story (1963) 2240

improved place-packing station (1961) 11665
industry

—

Italy (1962) 9665
Mexico (1962) 21794
Spain (1961) 17276
Turkey (1965) 16231

juices, consumer purchases (1962) 3711;

(1963) 3551
by family characteristics (1963) 353

polyethylene film bags, filling with fruit

(1963) 13146
prices received by farmers, 1944-58 (1962)

20423
production in Turkey (1961) 9346
production, use, value by States (1961)

17940, 20208; (1962) 22862; (1963) 20192;
(1964) 20846; (1965) 18796

rind breakdown, factors affecting (1963)

7576
south Texas, freeze damage report (1962)

10706
spoilage, biphenyl control, influence of time,

temperature, and carton venting (1964)
7930

trailer shipments, better loading pattern
(1965) 16977

Citrus trees, pests, burrowing nematode (1963)
18442

City of Clinton Bridge Commission:
creating, etc., reviving act

—

hearings (1964) 17663
reports (1964) 10210; (1965) 13932

City of industrial chemistry (USSR periodi-

cal):

translations (1964) 1256

City of New Orleans (vessel):

admit to American registry and permit use

in coastwise trade

—

hearings (1962) 17313, 21218; (1963) 8098,

15382
report (1962) 17227

City of Refuge National Historical Park, gen-

eral information (1963) 16433; (1962)

18328
City planners:

career opportunities, community planners.

Urban Renewal Administration (1961)

6603

employment outlook (1964) 9413
examination announcements (1961) 8559;

(1964) 217, 21063
urban planners, examination announcement

(1961) 8566; (1963) 11660
City planning, see Redevelopment (city plan-

ning, etc.).

Ciudad Juarez, Mexico:
relocation of Rio Grande, convention with

Mexico (1964) 2137, 7799
hearings (1964) 4580-81, 8378
law (1964) 10143
reports (1964) 4521, 4566, 6332, 8342

Civic action in Colombia (1963) 1066
Civic action, military role in nation building

(1964) 4277
Civic Affairs, Youth Councils on, see Youth

Councils on Civic Affairs.
Civics:

instruction, financial assistance guidelines
under NDEA (1965) 9042

National defense education act, title 3

—

grants to strengthen instruction, ques-
tions and answers (1965) 7591

loans to private nonprofit schools for
equipment (1965) 12389

Civil Aeromedical Research Institute:

bibliography of recently translated material
(1964) 139

reports (1962) 16413-422, 18754, 23068-69;
(1963) 1849, 4502-5, 5955, 7721, 15022,
16865-868, 20337; (1964) 1789-91,
4312-18, 5994-99, 13726-737

resume' and index, 1961-62 (1964) 4312
technical publication (1964) 139

Civil aeronautics, see Aeronautics.
Civil Aeronautics Administration:

technical development report (1961) 12608
title listing of CAA publications (1964)

17970
Civil Aeronautics Board:

air safety activities, hearings (1961) 10508
air safety responsibilities (address) (1962)

20648
air transport economics in jet age staff, re-

search report (1961) 18391
anniversary (remarks) (1963) 13315

annual reports (1961) 11986; (1962) 4826;
(1963) 6016; (1964) 6060; (1965) 5725

applications, etc., filed with CAB (1961)
3001; (1962) 3618; (1963) 3458; (1964)
3258; (1965) 3143

appropriations, 1962, hearings (1961) 8833,
12502

appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 13494,
19369

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 18919
supplemental, proposal (1964) 12170

appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964) 10290
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 8869
CAB charged with safety promotion, acci-

dent prevention etc. (remarks) (1964)
19317

clarify authority to investigate aircraft ac-

cidents

—

law (1962) 23210
reports (1962) 19347, 21124

comments on Hector memorandum (1961)
18396

continuation, test of 1958 act (1963) 18712
delegations and review of action under dele-

gation, non-hearing matters (1962) 6836
economic regulations (1961) 299, 3002, 8549;

(1965) 4375

efficiency and economy in operation

—

hearing (1963) 2050
report (1964) 4452

foreign air transportation, regulations, etc.,

hearing (1962) 19187
function and activities, answers to Nov.

1957 questionnaire (1961) 10352
guarantee of loans to air carriers for pur-

chase of cargo aircraft, hearings (1961)
390

impose civil penalties for air carrier viola-

tions of economic regulations, hearings
(1961)393

member, nomination of John S. Bradgon,
report (1963) 20541

nominations, hearings (1961) 4108, 8993
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Civil Aeronautics Board—Continued

orders, economic. E series (1961) 3004; (1962)

4153; (1963) 3997; (1964) 3825; (1965)
3743

organization regulations (1962) 6836
participation in court proceedings involving

its action, hearings (1961) 393
press releases (1962) 4194; (1963) 4042;

(1964) 3874; (1965) 3787
problems, responsibilities, etc. (address)

(1961) 5506
processing service cases, problems, responsi-

bilities, etc. (address) (1963) 9734
promote efficient, fair, and independent oper-

ation, hearings (1961) 14481
promotion of civil aeronautics and C.A.B.

(address) (1965) 10274
publications, list (1965) 4378
regulations (1964) 4365; (1965) 306-307, 3884,

5729, 7302-4. 10275-276, 17233-235
economic, ER series (1962) 3773; (1963)

3610; (1964) 3429; (1965) 3322
procedural, PR series (1961) 3005; (1962)

4256, 13094; (1963) 4110, 11650; (1964)

3938
revisions (1964) 6062, 10088, 11924, 13791,

15337-338, 17124-126, 19318
releases (1961) 3003
reorganization

—

hearings (1961) 10351, 10504; (1962) 2365
message from the President (1961) 8653
plan 3 of 1961, reports (1961) 12224, 12467

reports

—

cumulative index-digest (1963) 15097

economic and safety enforcement cases
(1961) 298, 11987, 13999; (1962) 307,

11188, 20650; (1963) 4603, 16922; (1964)

6061, 8147, 17123; (1965) 4374. 19001
sundry nominations, hearings (1963) 2090
United States air carriers list (1965)

4379-80, 15332
weekly summary of orders and regulations

(1961) 3006; (1962) 4442; (1963) 4301;

(1964) 4152; (1965) 4064
workload, personnel, etc., comparative oper-

ating data for 1949 and 1959 (1961) 8846

Civil affairs:

military civic action, troop topics (1964)

11844
operations, field manual (1962) 12987
Ryukyu Islands (1961) 1, 16069
soldiers become governors, World War II,

special studies (1964) 9493
Civil air fleet. USSR (1962) 6031
Civil Air Patrol:

accident (1961) 10091
air reservist (periodical) (1961) 2885; (1962)

3598; (1963) 3440; (1964) 3235; (1965)
3119

Civil air regulations, see Aeronautics.
Civil aircraft, see Airplanes.
Civil airways, see Airways.
Civil and Defense Mobilization Office:

abolish and transfer functions, hearing
(1961) 14736

annual report, 1960 (1961) 5511
appropriations, 1962, hearings (1961) 10331,

12502
Assistant Director, nomination of

—

Brewton, Charles S., hearing (1961) 14720
Cosgrove, John E., hearing (1961) 19152

Deputy Director, nomination of Edward A.

McDermott, hearings (1961) 12507
Director, nomination of Frank B. Ellis, hear-

ing (1961) 4079
Federal contributions program, GAO review

(1962) 2515
information bulletins (1961) 3007

Civil and Defense Mobilization Office—Con.

instructor's guide IG series (1961) 6893

leaflets (1961) 303-304, 5512. 11991

miscellaneous publications, MP series (1961)
305,3958-59

name change

—

hearing (1961) 20626
law (1961) 18687
reports (1961) 16684, 17051

national and regional officials and advisory
committees, directory (1961) 301. 6891,
11990

news releases (1961) 3008
newsfeature page (1961) 3009
newspictures (1961) 3010
press releases (1961) 3011
progress, statistical report 307, 8552
public booklet PB series (1961) 3962
publications, index (1961) 302
report, 1961 (1962) 13748
Staff College, courses and facilities (1961)

3958
statistical report, 1961 (1962) 313
student manual, SM series (1961) 5514
surplus property administration, GAO re-

view (1962) 23581
Civil aviation, see Aeronautics.

Civil aviation disaster control planning, see

Aeronautics.
Civil Aviation Organization, International, see

International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion.

Civil aviation personnel, see Airmen.

Civil defense, see Civilian defense.

Civil Defense Office:

amend act establishing, report (1961) 17046

annual statistical reports (1963) 7775; (1964)

6064; (1965) 7306
appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 13494,

19369
appropriations, 1965. hearings (1964) 10290

appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 8869
Architectural & Engineering Development

Program, highlights (1964) 11927
budget estimate, highlights, 1964 (1965)

10282
civil defense, 1965, general information

(1965) 8653
fact sheets (1962) 11191-192
Federal guidance for State and local civil

defense FG series (1963) 7777, 18713;

(1964) 6065, 8151-53, 13793, 17127
Federal Radiological Fallout Monitoring

Station directory (1965) 313
FG series (1965) 313, 1925, 5734, 7312. 11956.

19003-5
handbook for emergencies (1963) 11653

handbook series (1962) 4828, 6837; (1963)

13317; (1964) 10094, 17128; (1965) 8651,

10281, 15336, 19006
information bulletins (1962) 3948; (1963)

3786, 6019; (1964) 3594; (1965) 3507
instructor's guide IG series (1963) 4606,

11654, 18714; (1964) 6067, 8154, 13794;

(1965) 19007-8
leaflets (1962) 23101; (1963) 6020; (1964)

15342; (1965) 8652. 11960, 15338, 17238
miscellaneous publications MP series (1963)

15100, 18715; (1964) 6069, 10095-96,

15343; (1965) 4393, 8653, 11961, 13669,

15339-341, 17239
professional manual PM series (1965) 5735
publication indexes (1963) 15100; (1964)

6069, 15343; (1965) 4393, 17239
report 1962—
departmental edition (1963) 6018
document edition (1963) 6086
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report, 1963 (1964) 11925
report, 1964 (1965) 5730
student manual SM series (1962) 9110; (1963)

11656, 13319; (1965) 19009-10

technical memorandums (1965) 4394-95, 7314
technical report (1962) 13095; (1963) 9740,

20376; (1964) 4372-73, 15344-346, 21048;
(1965) 5736, 15343, 19011

Civil effects exercise evaluation of fallout,

protection afforded by Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory, Medical Research
center (1962) 2032

Civil engineering:
Air Force manual (1961) 6714; (1962) 6591
basic criteria, design manual (1962) 12801;

(1963) 1599; (1965) 16927
bibliography on design and construction of

nuclear facilities (1963) 4485
Coast Guard reports (1963) 18743

index (1963) 18743
design, construction, and maintenance of

airports and heliports (1964) 6615
electrical facilities safe practices handbook.

Air Force pamphlet (1965) 18906
family housing construction at Air Force

installations, standard guide specifica-
tions for engineering work, manual
(1961) 6714

military construction programming, Air
Force manual (1962) 6596

Navy design manual, changes (1964) 3199
Plowshare program, use for nuclear explo-

sives, evaluation, for Australian purpos-
es (1965) 13482

Soviet and Chinese articles, B>iglish ab-
stracts (1962) 3787

technicians, determining courses of study in

vocational education (1963) 6346

Civil Engineering Laboratory, see Naval Civil

Engineering Laboratory.

Civil engineers:
Air Force (periodical) (1961) 2883; (1962)

3596; (1963) 3438; (1964) 3233; (1965)
3117

Air Force handbook (1962) 20436

career opportunities. Veterans Administra-
tion (1964) 20870

Navy (periodical) (1961) 3654; (1962) 4108;
(1963) 3951; (1964) 3779; (1965) 3695

Civil law. Communist China (1961) 19500

Civil liabilities.

Soldiers and sailors civil relief act

—

amend

—

law (1962) 23171
reports (1962) 17020, 21461; (1963) 11961

and amendments, compilation (1962) 362
as amended

—

selected cases and materials (1962)
11004

text (1961) 18981
general information (1962) 8886

Civil procedure:
District Courts, rules

—

amendments (1962) 12750; (1963) 4717,
7857

as amended (1962) 397; (1963) 13662
as amended (1963) 13662
proposed amendments (1962) 2, 10791;

(1964) 9903
imparting or conveying false information,

reduce existing penalty

—

law (1965) 13794
report (1965) 8827

Civil procedure—Continued
investigations of enforcement of antitrust

laws, compel production of documentary
evidence

—

hearings (1961) 12521
law (1962) 20839
reports (1961) 19113; (1962) 7051, 9257,

15189, 19131
judiciary and judicial procedure, D.C. code of

laws

—

revise, codify, enact

—

law (1964) 1970
reports (1963) 11838; (1964) 509

text, revision notes, etc. (1964) 4503
unification of civil and admiralty procedure,

amendments (1964) 9903
see aiso Removal of causes.

Civil rights:

act of 1963—
hearings (1964) 4502, 4507
reports (1964) 351, 4479

act of 1964—
amend, hearings (1965) 15796
appropriations to support programs au-

thorized, supplemental, proposal (1964)
15405

hearing (1964) 14017
importance (address) (1964) 21653
law (1964) 13900
public school systems, assurances of com-
pliance (1965) 14178

report (1964) 13959

role of Community Relations Service in

implementing (addresses) (1964) 15377,
17166, 21100

services rendered by Community Relations
Service, (address) (1964) 17165

sex discrimination in employment (1965)
15163

Southern Regional Council, Atlanta, Ga.
(remarks) (1965) 368

summary (1964) 17129

title 6—
analysis (1965) 4396
applied to HHFA programs, questions
and answers (1965) 11007

general statement of policies, respecting
desegregation of elementary and sec-
ondary schools (1965) 10738

title 7, repeal, report (1965) 15680

to further realization of national goals
(remarks) (1964) 15035

acts of 1957, 1960, 1964, texts (1965) 13991
America is for everybody (1963) 4831
apprenticeship reports by State advisory

committees (1964) 6076
Camden and environs, public schools (1964)

6073
change in responsibilities, effective civic

progress demands more of us (remarks)
(1965) 13733

civil rights and cybernation (remarks) (1965)
15396

civil status of women (1965) 18853
conference, schools in transition from educa-

tor's viewpoint (1961) 10095
continuing struggle for human rights, (ad-

dress) (1965) 19038
demonstrations, as part of historic world

struggle for human dignity (address)
(1963) 19777

education conference, problems of segrega-
tion, etc (1962) 16596

employment in Maryland, report (1964) 6075;
(1965) 17240

enforceable anti-discrimination laws (ad-
dress) (1962) 12320
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enforcement responsibilities of police (ad-

dress) (1964) 15376
equal employment opportunity, challenge for

business (address) (1963) 13342
equal employment opportunity program in

Post Office Department, summation (ad-

dress) (1964) 15028
50 States report (1961) 16494
freedom to the free, 1863 century of emanci-

pation 1963 (1963) 4609
goals of Nation, human dignity, profits, re-

sponsibility (remarks) (1965) 8707
housing in Boston, report (1964) 1838
housing in Washington, D.C. (1962) 20651
hearings before Civil Rights Commission

(1962) 14983
human rights and attainment of peace (ad-

dress) (1964) 13025
human rights and struggle against world

poverty, international implications (lec-

ture) (1965) 7837
human rights at home and abroad, struggle

(remarks) (1964) 11250
Human Rights Day and Week observance,

suggestions (1962) 8666; (1965) 16869
human rights in law and religion, recent

developments in Soviet bloc, hearings
(1964) 8381

human rights in U.S., matter of equal oppor-
tunity (address) (1962) 22888

human rights, some next steps (address)

(1964) 1599
labor, seminar on manpower policy and pro-

gram (1965) 6542
literacy tests and voter requirements, hear-

ings (1962) 11668
message from the President (1963) 6089,

13458
miscellaneous bills, hearings (1963) 18952

print additional copies, reports (1963)

20486, 20601
Mississippi, administration of justice, report

(1964) 8155
Negro citizens' advance toward equality

within protections of human right (ad-

dress) (1961) 19807
new administration's campaign on behalf of

human rights and equal employment
opportunity (address) (1962) 6179

new frontier's accomplishments and goals
(address) (1961) 20695

New Orleans school crisis, Louisiana State
Advisory Committee, report (1961) 16495

newspaper editor's duty and challenge to

leaders (remarks) (1965) 8706
North Carolina equal protection of laws.

North Carolina State Advisory Commit-
tee report (1963) 6021, 18719

police-community relations, Minnesota State
Advisory Committee, report (1965) 19014

police-minority group relations, California,

Advisory Committee report (1964) 1839
policies under Hill-Burton program (1965)

7315
President's program, need for enactment to

meet crisis (address) (1963) 14434
President's program, 1963, hearings (1964)

6514
public accomodations, eliminate discrimina-

tion, hearings (1963) 17304-305; (1964)
4577,6514

report (1964) 6465
public education, Civil Rights Commission

staff reports (1964) 11931, 21049
public schools

—

cities in North and West (1963) 181

Buffalo (1964) 10097

Civil rights—Continued
public schools—Continued

segregation and desegregation conference,
synopsis (1964) 6074

Southern States, 1962 (1963) 1935; (1964)

10098, 15347
report, 1961, excerpts (1962) 4829
rights of the people

—

citizenship reader (1963) 8364
teacher's edition (1963) 8365

role of Community Relations Service in imple-

menting (remarks) (1965) 4444; 4446
role of Federal government in assuring equal-

ity for everyone (address) (1965) 11633
school desegregation, changing policies and

practices, list of materials (1965) 19565
struggle, need for involvement by everyone

(remarks) (196.5) 15395
teaching about human rights (1963) 10081
voting in Mississippi (1965) 10283
Washington progress report (address) (1963)

16481
women, report of Committee on Civil and Po-

litical Rights (1964) 13381

see also Privacy.
Civil Rights Commission:

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 10329
law (1961) 18655
reports (1961) 10288, 16820, 16959

appropriations, 1963^
hearings (1962) 15253, 21526
law (1962) 23243
reports (1962) 16956, 21493

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11874; (1964) 515
law (1964) 1974
report (1963) 11848

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 10288
law (1964) 17386
reports (1964) 10245, 21193, 21233

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10517, 14112
law (1965) 15511
reports (1965) 10497, 15929

catalog of publications, 1964 (1965) 314

civil rights digest, special bulletin (1964)

17129
extend

—

hearings (1963) 15394; (1964) 4502, 4507,

6514, 14017
law (1964) 13900
reports (1961) 16711; (1964) 351, 4479,

13959
general information (1965) 19015
hearings (1961) 1832, 11994, 14004; (1962)

14983, 18882; (1963) 11657, 13320; (1965)

11962
members, nomination

—

Freeman, Frankie M., hearing (1964) 17881

Patterson, Eugene C, hearing (1964) 17881

Negro airmen, discrimination report before
Civil Rights Commission (1963) 6022

nominations, hearings 14749
report, 1961

—

education (1962) 315
employment (1962) 316
excerpts (1962) 4829
housing (1962) 317
justice (1962) 318
voting (1962) 314

report, 1963 (1963) 18718
special publications (1965) 4396, 7315, 8654

19012
staff director, incompetence, report (1961)

12452
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Civil service:

act of 1883, amend to extend apportionment
requirement to summer employment,
hearing (1961) 18969

adverse action, law and regulations, FPM
manual supplement (1963) 16949; (1965)

3386
annuitants, survey of income (1965) 17732
appointments, analysis, public assistance

caseworkers and employment security
interviewers (1963) 20745

apportionment requirement for temporary
summer employment

—

hearings (1963) 9947; (1964) 4591; (1965)

10556 17955
reports '(1962) 19141, 21519; (1964) 338;

(1965) 13871
career opportunities

—

accountants. Federal Credit Unions Bu-
reau (1965) 6161

after college, what? (1961) 6909
agricultural research in utilization (1963)
16723

agricultural statistics (1963) 7578
auditors (1965) 7811

Budget Bureau (1965) 7177

Census Bureau (1963) 7746

Coast and Geodetic Survey (1963) 13333

environmental health (1964) 5652
Federal service entrance examination and

its management intern option, questions
and answers (1965) 5034

Federal service for college students (1964)

4388
Federal service for prospective graduates
(1962)9117

Interior Department, directory for college

students (1963) 623
Internal Revenue Service (1964) 4833;

(1965) 4884
Labor Dept. management intern program

(1964) 7355; (1965) 5030
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (1965) 11518

National Center for Health Statistics

(1963) 14657; (1964) 7691; (1965) 13226
National Park Service (1964) 5566; (1965)

5275
professional, in social security (1965)

11692
resource management, forestry, adminis-

tration, minerals, etc.. Land Manage-
ment Bureau (1964) 18649

safety officers. Army Department and oth-

er Federal agencies (1964) 8162, 19328

science and engineering (1965) 8664

scientific careers in Agricultural Research
Service (1961) 16110; (1964) 5839

suspension notice (1965) 7328

social work as correctional treatment spe-

cialist (1965) 14979
State Department positions in Washing-

ton, D.C. (1963) 16570
trades and crafts (1964) 13805

wage-hour investigator in Labor Dept.

(1962) 10724; (1963) 20226

water supply and pollution control (1963)
9336

women (1961) 5528; (1964) 21061

careers, scientific

—

agricultural engineering research (1962)
1945

animal disease and parasite research
(1962) 1946

entomology research (1962) 1949
plant pest control (1962) 1948

Civil service—Continued
careers, scientific—Continued
plant quarantine enforcement (1962) 1947
soil and water conservation research

(1962) 1944
challenges and rewards of Government serv-

ice (address) (1964) 11936
civil service and Nation's progress (1963)

1940; (1965) 326
civil service journal (1961) 3013; (1962) 3671;

(1963) 3515; (1964) 3327; (1965) 3214
collective bargaining agreements in Federal

service, late summer 1964 (1965) 16564
congressional documents, bibliography

—

19th-84th Congress (1961) 6901
85th Congress (1961) 6902
86th Congress (1961) 6903

cooperative work-study positions, opportuni-
ties for college students (1965) 318

employee-management cooperation

—

basic training materials (1962) 16612
policy (address) (1962) 6177

employment opportunities, thinking about
your first job? (1963) 9754

equal employment opportunity (1965) 7327
examination announcements

—

accountant (1961) 312, 11995-996, 14005;
(1962) 2256, 6841, 13097, 14984, 18884;
(1963) 7780, 11659, 11661; (1964) 207,

15350; (1965) 319
accountant and auditor (1963) 1937, 20377;

(1964) 8159, 21052; (1965) 5740, 11965
accounting technician and accounting

clerk (1964) 1844, 11933, 15349; (1965)
4404

actuary, amendment (1965) 7318
administrative and management positions

(1963) 1949
aeronautical research scientist (1961) 321
aerospace technology (1961) 1838-40;

(1962) 4836, 6839, 11194, 13104; (1964)
17130

agricultural commodity grader

—

fruit, etc. (1963) 18722; (1964) 15361
meat (1963) 4615, 7784, 18723; (1965)

8659, 13672, 19032
tobacco (1962) 2269

agricultural economists (1961) 10097

discontinuance notice (1963) 9751

agricultural market reporters (1962) 329;
(1964) 15348

agricultural marketing specialist (1962)
329; (1963) 16936

agricultural research scientist (1961)
10098; (1962) 14995, 16597; (1963) 15115

agricultural statistician (1963) 9762

air traffic control specialist (1962) 11196,

14988; (1963) 18729

airplane pilots (1962) 2260; (1963) 4622

airways flight inspector (1961) 3965

airways operations specialist, discontinu-

ance notice (1961) 10105

analytical and survey statisticians (1963)

20381
apportionment, amdt. (1962) 2252

apprentice, printing trades (1961) 20475
apprenticeship and training representa-

tive (1961) 310, 12014; (1962) 16598;

(1963) 20387; (1964) 13807; (1965) 315,

10302
architect (1963) 4621, 4631
archives assistants (1961) 14007

assistant State veterans employment rep-

resentative (1964) 17142
astronomer in Federal agencies in Wash-

ington, D.C. area (1964) 11942, 13798
audiologist (1962) 11210
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auditor (1961) 312. 11995-996. 14005;
(1962) 2256, 4831, 4837. 4845, 4837.
13097. 14984, 18884; (1963) 7780, 11659,
11661-662; (1964) 207, 13796, 15350; (1965)
319,11965

aviation safety officers (1962) 2260; (1963)
4622

bacteriologist (1963) 9743
bacteriologist, medical (1962) 319, 11200
bacteriologist-serologist (1965) 15349
bindery woman (1961) 10096; (1962) 320.

13096
bindery worker (1963) 4616. 11658; (1964)
4378. 11932; (1965) 10285

biochemist (1963) 7790, 9743; (1964) 4375
biologists, microbiologists, and phy-

siologists, amdt (1964) 21055
bookbinders (1961) 18400; (1962) 20653;

(1963) 9763, 18721; (1964) 4396, 19327;
(1965) 19016

budget examiner (1963) 11663
cartographer (1961) 8563; (1964) 4385,

10112
cartographic aid (1965) 11970
cartographic draftsman (1965) 11970

cartographic technician (1965) 11970
chemistry, engineering, mathematics, me-

tallurgy, physics (1965) 19028
chemistry, mathematics, metallurgy, phys-

ics (1964) 11949
city planner (1961) 8559
clerical positions (1963) 193. 7783; (1964)

17143; (1965) 7330
coal mine inspector (1961) 5516, 10109;

(1963) 16937; (1965) 5739
commodity-industry analyst (1962) 13108;

(1965) 4402
communications cryptographic coding

clerks (1961) 18418; (1964) 4387
communications specialist (1961) 326,
20484; (1965) 13686. 19031

cooks (1961) 18416; (1962) 4855
cooperative work-study positions, oppor-

tunities for college students (1964)
17132; (1965) 7324

correctional officer, discontinuance notice
(1961) 10104; (1963) 194, 9745; (1964)
6087

correctional social worker (1962) 16614
corrective therapist (1962) 2258, 23102;

(1963) 187; (1965) 19020
cotton technologist (1964) 4386
counseling psychologist, vocational reha-

bilitation and education (1962) 11202;
(1963) 9744; (1965) 15348

crop insurance fieldman and supervisor
(1964) 8164

current (1961) 318-320. 1833, 3966, 5520,
5524-25. 6904-67 8558. 10103. 12007-8.
14006, 14009, 16500-501, 16505,
18407-409, 20478; (1962) 323, 2261-62,
4840-41. 6845. 9115-16, 11197-199, 13100.
4989-990. 16602-603. 20658-659; 23103
(1963) 184-185. 1941-42. 4619-20, 7786,
9749-50, 13324-325, 15103. 16942.
18725-727; (1964) 1841-42, 4381-83,
6084-85, 8165-66, 11937-941, 13799-802,
15354-355, 17133-134. 19329-332; (1965)
323-324. 1928, 4400-1. 7320-21, 8656-57,
10293, 295. 11969. 13675-676. 15346-347.
17244-247, 19024

custodial laborer (1961) 10101
cylinder pressman (1961) 16496, 16507;

(1962) 20652; (1963) 18720; (1964) 4398

design patent examiner (1964) 21056
dietitian (1962) 16604; (1963) 4611; (1964)

4399; (1965) 331, 1926, 13671. 15344

Civil service—Continued
examination announcements—Continued

dietitian and public health nutritionist

(1962) 16615; (1965) 330
digital computer programer, digital com-

puter systems analyst, digital computer
systems operator (1965) 320, 7319

economists (1961) 5517, 11998; (1962)

14987; (1963) 9751, 9764; (1964) 13808
education assistant (1961) 5522
education research and program specialist

(1962) 14999. 14991; (1964) 6086
education specialist, supervisory educa-

tion specialist and education officer

(1962) 9111. 16600; (1963) 4614
educational therapist (1961) 6898
electronic engineers (1961) 5532. 18412;

(1962) 4842
electronic scientists (1961) 308. 5532;

(1962) 4842
electronic technician (1961) 18403-404;

(1962) 16605
elementary teacher (1961) 311; (1962) 4835
elementary teachers. Indian Affairs Bu-
reau (1963) 1943; (1965) 7325

employee development officer (1963) 16940
employment service adviser (1961) 10100;

(1963) 6027. 11667, 20378; (1965) 316-317
engineer and scientist positions (1965)

19017
engineering aids (1961) 18402; (1962) 9112,
13107

engineering and science trainee (1964)
19338

engineering and scientific technician (1965)
13688

engineering technician (1961) 18403
engineers (1961) 308, 1841, 14012. 14014;

(1963) 1944-45; (1964) 10100. 13806.
13810

engineers with Reclamation Bureau (1961)

18405; (1965) 17243, 17255
equipment specialists (1963) 9742; (1964)

210
entomologist and plant pathologist (1961)

14020
exhibits technician and specialist (1962)

321; (1963) 15101
exhibits technician, exhibits specialist

(1964) 6079; (1965) 7323
farm management supervisor (1963) 16956;

(1965) 17254
farmer lead foreman, discontinuance no-

tice (1961) 18411
farmers (1965) 4410
Federal administrative and management
positions (1964) 11952; (1965) 7329

Federal service entrance examination
(1961) 3964, 14013. 16503; (1962) 16607,

18888; (1963) 15111, 18736; (1964) 15358;

(1965) 17251
financial analyst (1962) 4856; (1964) 10113.
21057

fireman (1961) 314. 1834; (1963) 6025. 9747;

(1964) 11935; (1965) 7322
fishery and wildlife management biologist,

disontinuance notice (1962) 16606
fishery biologist (1962) 16616; (1963)

11668; (1964) 10105. 19334; (1965) 10296
fishery marketing specialist (1962) 329;

(1965) 19019
fixed industrial equipment operators 1961)

3971; (1962) 4839
flight operations and airworthiness inspec-

tor (1961) 3965; (1962) 4844
food and drug officer. Food and Drug Ad-

ministration (1964) 13803
food and drug officer. Food and Drug Ad-

ministration, suspension notice (1965)
4408
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food service aides (1961) 18416; (1962)
4855

food service workers (1961) 18416; (1962)
4855

food supervisor lead foreman (1961) 6912,
18411; (1964) 11955

foreign language specialists (1961) 8555;
(1962) 2255, 14985

foresters (1963) 15112; (1964) 211, 11946
freight traffic examiner (1962) 322, 16599
general and custodial laborers (1961) 6911
geodetic aid (1965) 11970
geodetic technician (1965) 11970

. geologists (1961) 8556, 18414; (1962) 13110,
13102, 20665; (1963) 183, 16955; (1964)
4397, 19339; (1965) 17258

hand compositor, amdt (1961) 10099; (1962)
2268, 13099; (1964) 4400, 138116; (1964)
4398, 6082, 10303

historian (1965) 332, 10301
hospital recreation specialist 1962) 2267,

6840, 11195; (1963) 18728
hydrology, professional positions (1964)
21060

illustrator (1965) 17242
immigration patrol inspector (1961) 12006;

(1962) 20657; (1964) 208; (1965) 11968
Indian health program, nurses (1961) 6913
industrial hygienist (1963) 16938; (1964)
6081

information and editorial positions, visual
(still) (1963) 9741

labor management relations examiner
(1964) 17144; (1965) 13678

laboratory and clinical technicians in

health research, NIH (1963) 13330;
(1964) 4394

landscape architect (1965) 5741, 5743
librarian (1961) 8557; (1962) 9113, 11201,

13098; (1964) 1840, 21053
librarians. Veterans Administration in-

stallations (1963) 1938; (1964) 8160;
(1965) 19021

library assistants (1961) 14007
locomotive inspector (1961) 12016
management analyst (1963) 11663
manpower development specialist (1965)

19032
manpower analyst (1965) 19032

manual arts therapists (1961) 6898; (1962)
11203

maritime safety officer (1961) 12017; (1962)
328

mathematical statistician (1961) 12000,
12011; 1963) 6028; (1965) 19025, 19027

mathematics aids (1961) 18402; (1962) 9112

mathematics technician (1961) 18403;
(1964) 15362

medical illustrator (1964) 15360; (1965)
13684

medical microbiologist (1963) 15104

medical officer (1962) 2254, 4850; (1963)
6026, 16944, 16954; (1965) 4376, 13795

medical photographer (1964) 15356; (1964)
15360; (1965) 13684

medical record librarian (1961) 12018;
(1964) 11944, 11953

medical radiologist (1962) 13109
medical technical assistant (1962) 6846;

(1965) 8666
medical technician, medical X-ray techni-
cian (1961) 309

medical technologist (1962) 2257; (1964)
6103, 8158; (1963) 15114; (1964) 4395,
21062

Civil service—Continued
examination announcements—Continued

messenger (1963) 16941
metallurgists (1961) 308, 1841, 14014
meteorological technician (1963) 15105
meteorologist 1964) 19340
microbiologist (1965) 15345
microphotographer, photostat operator,

etc (1961) 14008; (1962) 2253
mineral specialist (1965) 4411
minimum pay amendment (1962) 4830;

(1963) 1936, 7779; (1964) 6077
museum aid (1961) 6899
museum specialist and technician (1965)
8655

navigation specialist (1965) 4403
navigational scientist (1964) 15351, 21051
occupational therapist (1961) 5515; (1962)

2258, 23102; (1963) 187-188, 195, 13321;
(1965) 19020

oceanographer (1964) 6080; (1965) 13679,
17241

office assistant, clerical and office machine
operators (1965) 15351

offset pressman (1965) 19018
operators research analyst (1961) 14021,

15000; (1962) 11193; (1963) 196; (1964)
214, 17145

patent adviser (1965) 17249, 17257
patent aid (1963) 1950; (1964) 1847; (1965)
4409

patent examiner (1962) 330; (1964) 213,
11943, 11954

personnel officer, position classifier, etc
(1961) 12001; (1963) 15102

pharmacist (1961) 14018; (1962) 20654;
(1964) 4392; (1965) 329

pharmacologists, salary adjustments
(1962) 4854; (1963) 6035; (1964) 6099,
21059

photographers (1961) 16497; (1965) 11976
physical science aids (1961) 18402; (1962)
9112

physical science technician (1961) 18403
physical therapist (1961) 5515; (1962)

2258, 23102; (1963) 186-187, 192, 13322;
(1965) 19020

physicists (1961) 308, 1841, 5532m 14014;
(1962) 4842

plant pest control inspectors (1963) 1947
plant quarantine inspector (1963) 1947
policeman (1962) 20655; (1963) 6023, 7785;

(1964) 10101; (1965) 5737, 11964, 13677,
15355

policewoman (1963) 6024, 9746; (1965)
10286

positions at certain grades (1963) 7778;
(1965) 10284

postmaster (1961) 12002-5; (1962) 9114,
16601; (1963) 1939, 13323 (1964) 13797,
15352-353, 21054

press operator, offset duplicating (1964)
17131

pressman, cylinder, and lithographic offset

(1964) 17131
printer hand compositor (1962) 4843,

13099; (1964) 11934
printer, monotype keyboard and slug ma-
chine operator (1961) 10099; (1962)
13099, 16617; (1964) 11934, 17131; (1965)
11963

printer, monotype keyboard operator,
printer-hand compositor, printer-proof-

reader, amdt (1965) 11967
printer proofreader, amdt (1961) 10099;

(1962) 13099; (1964) 8169, 11934
printing plant and lithographic trainee
(1961)313
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Civil service—Continued
examination announcements—Continued

printing plant worker (1961) 20476; (1965)
10267

prison mechanical supervisor (operating
engineer) (1961) 18411

professional opportunities in Education
Office (1964) 6100

psychologists (1965) 10289-292, 15348
public health advisor and analyst (1961)

14019; (1964) 21050; (1965) 13680, 13687
public health biologist, medical entomolo-

gist, chemist, discontinuance notice
(1963) 15104

public health educator (1963) 15117
public health nutritionist, amdt. (1965)
13671

public health scientists (1964) 209
quarantine inspector trainee (1962) 11209;

(1963) 20386
radio broadcast technician (1962) 14986
radio engineer (1961) 8560
readers for the blind (1963) 6031
recreation resource specialists. Outdoor
Recreation Bureau, etc (1963) 13331

recreation specialist (1961) 12015, 18401;
(1962) 18886, 20664; (1963) 4613, 13326

rehabilitation adviser (1965) 321
research opportunities in chemistry, math-
ematics, metallurgy, physics (1961) 3970

research psychologist (1965) 15348
research scientists (1961) 3969; (1964) 8156
resident in hospital administration, amdt

(1963) 4610; (1964) 6078
right-of-way appraisers (1961) 8565; (1964)

1843, 4393
safety and service agent (1963) 7791
safety inspector (1961) 12009, 12019;

(1963) 7792
savings and loan examiners (1964) 10102
scientific aid, cotton (1961) 14010
scientific illustrator, medical, discontinu-
ance notice (1964) 15356

scientist administrator, grants, etc., in

health agencies (1962) 4853, 6843; (1963)
4626

securities investigator (1964) 215, 17146
serologist (1963) 9743
sex of eligibles (1962) 18883
social administration adviser (1963) 11667,
20378; (1965) 316-317

social insurance adviser and social insur-

ance research analyst (1961) 10100;
(1963) 6027, 11667, 20378; (1965) 316-317

social workers (1961) 315-316, 322, 11997;
(1963) 7781, 18724; (1964) 8163; (1965)
13670, 13674
correctional (1963) 9761
public assistance adviser, etc (1964)

4379; (1965) 1927, 4399
rehabilitation advisers, public welfare
research analysts (1961) 317

Veterans' Administration (1965) 322
specialized positions in Departments of

Agriculture and Interior (1961) 16498;
(1962) 18889, 20660

speech pathologist (1962) 11210
State and assistant State veterans em-
ployment representative (1962) 4857,
14998, 23107

State veterans employment representative
(1961) 8564, 12020
assistant (1961) 325, 3973, 12020

statistician and survey statistician (1963)
18737; (1965) 19025, 19030

stenographers and typists (1961) 3972,
11999, 16508; (1962) 4834; (1963) 191,
7794, 18738, 20379; (1964) 206, 6102;
(1965) 8665

Civil service—Continued
examination announcements—Continued

student trainees (1961) 18410, 18415;
(1962) 23105; (1964) 205, 4384
veterinarian (1961) 18417 (1962) 23106

supervisory jobs in steamfitter, mason and
laundryman trades (1964) 6088

surveying aid and technician (1961) 3974,
10110; (1963) 4612, 7782; (1965) 15354

tabulating equipment operators (1961)
20477

teachers (1961) 5531; (1962) 13101
technical aids in science and engineering

(1965) 13685
technologist (1961) 8554
telephone operator (1961) 10111
teletypist (1961) 10102
television operations and maintenance
technicians (1964) 17147

tobacco inspector's aid (1962) 2269
trades and crafts, supervisory jobs in

Federal penal institutions, discontinu-
ance notice (1961) 16502

training instructor electronics, discontinu-
ance notice (1961) 5521

training officer, military sciences, closing
amendment (1961) 5519

transmitter and receiver operator and
maintenance technician (1962) 13111;
(1963) 182; (1964) 8157

urban planners (1961) 8566; (1963) 11660;
(1964) 217, 21063

veterinarian (1962) 4833, 6838; (1963)
16943, 16957, 20385; (1964) 4377, 19337;
(1965) 19029

veterinary medical officer (1965) 11966
warehouse examiner (1962) 18885; (1963)

16939; (1964) 13809
welfare and pension plans specialist (1964)

216, 6083; (1965) 10300
wildlife biologist (1962) 16616; (1963)

11668; (1964) 10105, 19334; (1965) 10296
writing and editing positions (1962) 20656;

(1963) 9748
examinations

—

currently open to high school students
(1961) 6907; (1962) 6842

Federal office assistant, stenographer,
typist, etc., what it is and how it is giv-

en (1964) 1845
Federal service entrance, sample questions

(1962) 16613
instructions to applicants

—

postmasters, 4th class (1962) 14992;

(1963) 4624m 20384; (1964) 11947;
(1965) 17252

rural carriers (1961) 3968; (1962) 14993;
(1963) 6033; (1964) 21058; (1965) 10297

military service or civilian service over-
seas, special filing privileges (1963) 1948

nursing equipment, background for han-
dling, sample questions (1962) 20663

places where held (1961) 12013, 16499;

(1962) 4832, 4838, 11206, 20661-662;

(1963) 9759; (1964) 8168, 17140; (1965)

4406, 11975
postmaster and rural carrier, sample
questions (1961) 1843

sample questions and directions (1962)

11207, 14997, 18891; (1963) 4630, 7789;

(1964) 17141; (1965) 1930, 8663, 17256
apprentice (1964) 10111
answer sheet (1964) 6090
clerical abilities test (1964) 6091
copying from plain copy (1964) 6092
dexterity and perceptual test (1964) 6096

letter series test (1964) 6097
practice dictation transcript sheet

(1964) 6093
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Civil service—Continued
examinations—Continued

simplified typing test (1964) 6095
stenographer and typist (1964) 212
transcript booklet, dictation test (1964)
6094

verbal abilities and arithmetic test

(1964) 6089
stenographer and typist, what it is and
how given, general abilities test (1961)
20480; (1962) 324

10-point veteran preference, special filing

privileges (1963) 1948
Federal, appointment and promotion of

women, opinion of Attorney General
(1962) 20031

Federal career service at your service (1961)
5526; (1963) 6030; (1965) 4405

Federal, 80th anniversary press sheet (1963)
1946

Federal jobs overseas (1964) 4391; (1965)
5745

Federal merit promotion program (1965)
17250

Federal pay structure, June 30, 1960 (1961)
14017

Federal personnel, fund raising for volun-
tary health and welfare agencies, man-
ual (1963) 11666, 20382; (1964) 3705,
17136; (1965) 3623, 8661, 11971

Federal personnel manual (1963) 16947;
(1965) 3383

supplements (1963) 15107-110, 16948-950,
20383; (1965) 3384-91

system, letters, bulletins, and installments
(1961) 3016; (1962) 3818; (1963) 3664;
(1964) 3482

transmittal sheet (1961) 3017
Federal personnel system. Federal merit

system of interest to Federal scientist
and engineer (1964) 6101

Federal workforce outlook, fiscal years
1965-68 (1965) 5742

handbook of occupational groups, etc (1961)
3018; (1962) 3917; (1963) 3762; (1964)
3566; (1965) 3479

handbook X-118 (1961) 3012; (1962) 4273;
(1963) 4124; (1964) 3954, 19336; (1965)
3869, 3870, 19022

hours of duty, pay and leave, FPM supp
(1963) 20383

investigation, authorization, reports (1962)
5020, 5049; (1963) 4769; (1965) 4538, 4570

investigation, expenses, report (1964) 4545
job opportunities-

local and regional examinations (1961)
1837, 5527, 8561, 12010, 16504, 20481;
(1962) 2264, 6844, 11204, 14994, 16609,
23104; (1963) 6034, 7788, 11665, 15113,
18731; (1964) 1846, 4390, 10106, 11948,
17137, 19335; (1965) 325, 5744, 8662,
11973, 15350, 17253

persons entitled to 10 point veterans serv-
ice (1961) 6908, 18413; (1962) 4847

way to job in Government (1963) 4629
laws. Executive orders, rules and regula-

tions, FPM, supplement (1963) 16950;
(1965) 3390

Libyan law no. 36, 1956 (1962) 19670
management analysis and management tech-

nician series, standards, explanation
and discussion (1961) 17733

medical certificates, reviewing and acting on
(1963) 16948; (1965) 3385

opportunities for returning Peace Corps
volunteers (1963) 13329; (1964) 11951

pay structure of Federal civil service (1965)
15353

Civil service—Continued

position classification-
principles and operation (1961) 6900
standards (1961) 3022; (1962) 4174; (1963)
4022; (1964) 3853; (1965) 3770

position classifiers manual (1963) 12241
procedures, etc., investigation, authoriza-

tion, report (1961) 4070, 4072
processing personnel actions (1963) 15107;

(1965) 3384
publications providing useful information on

working for Uncle Sam (1963) 11228
qualification standards (1961) 3012; (1962)

4273; (1963) 4124
classification act positions (1964) 3954;

(1965) 3869
wage board positions (1964) 19336; (1965)

3870, 19022
recruiter (periodical) (1961) 3014; (1962)

3672; (1963) 3516; (1964) 3328; (1965)
3215

salary rate for positions in Government
under general schedule, amendment
(1963) 189; (1964) 4389, 15357

supergrade positions, increase limitation

—

hearings (1961) 17143; (1965) 19519
reports (1961) 17108; (1965) 17847

supervisor's role in selective placement of
the handicapped (1962) 11208

thinking about your first job? remember
Uncle Sam (1961) 14016; (1964) 10107;
(1965) 15352

training needs and progress, assessing and
reporting (1962) 2266

veterans preference

—

benefits for disability in line of duty, re-

port (1965) 10452
in employment, handbook for counselors

(1962) 14996
job opportunities (1961) 6908, 18413;

(1962) 4847
your civil service veteran preference (1962)

326; (1963) 9756; (1965) 13682
Washington Agencies Recruiting Confer-

ence, proceedings (1963) 7793
women, equal opportunity and equal pay

(1964) 13542; (1965) 8374
working for U.S.A., applying for jobs, etc

(1961) 1842; (1962) 13105; (1963) 9753;
(1964) 11950; (1965) 10299

see also Civil service pensions—Classi-
fication—Government officials and em-
ployees.

Civil Service Commission:
activities in promoting jobs for qualified

handicapped citizens (address) (1963)
18730

ADP training, services and sources of infor-
mation, directories (1964) 19333; (1965)
17248

appropriations, 1962, hearings (1961) 8833,
12502

appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 13494,
19369

appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 18919
appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964) 10290
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 8869
commissioner, nomination of

—

Andolsek, L. J., hearing (1963) 10023

Commissioner, nomination of

—

Hampton, Robert E., hearing (1961) 14753
Macy, John W., jr., hearing (1961) 5900

cost-of-living allowances for Federal em-
ployees in nonforeign areas, terminate,
analysis (1965) 421

current workforce data as of June 1964
(1965) 8658
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Civil Service Commission—Continued

efficiency and economy in operation

—

hearing (1963) 289
report (1963) 11795

electronic data processing equipment use,

hearing (1963) 17182
excessive cost-of-living allowances paid to

Federal employees in Puerto Rico and
Virgin Islands, GAO report (1965) 7767

Executive Seminar Center, Kings Point,

N.Y., general information (1965) 1929
Federal career outlook letter to prospective

graduates (1962) 9117; (1964) 4388
Federal employees' group life insurance

program, operations, GAO review (1962)

13858
health benefits programs of Federal employ-

ees, need to curtail overinsurance, etc.,

GAO report (1963) 12207
hearing committee members conducting

hearings on employee appeals, guide
(1963) 190; (1964) 17139

interagency training programs (1961) 1836;

14015; (1962) 4849, 16608; (1963) 4625,

13328; (1964) 6098, 13804; (1965) 10298
loss of revenue to Federal Employees' Group

Life Insurance Fund from improper
premium rate for D.C. teachers, GAO
report (1965) 6279

offices, lists (1961) 16499; (1962) 4838
pamphlets (1961) 1842, 5528-29, 6909-10,

8562, 10108, 12012, 14016-17, 20482-483;
(1962) 326, 2265, 4851-52, 9119,
13105-106, 14996, 16610-611; (1963)
4627-29, 9753-58, 13329, 16953,
18732-734; (1964) 4391, 10107-110,
11950-951, 13805, 15359, 17138, 21061;
(1965) 326, 5745, 7327, 10299, 11974,
13682-683, 15352-353

press sheet, 80th anniversary (1963) 1946
report, 1960—
departmental edition (1961) 5518
document edition (1961) 5574

report 1961

—

departmental edition (1962) 2259
document edition (1962) 2317

report, 1962—
departmental edition (1963) 4617
document edition (1963) 4709

report, 1963—
departmental edition (1964) 8161
document edition (1964) 8254

report, 1964

—

departmental edition (1965) 5738
document edition (1965) 5796

role in Federal employment (1963) 18732
training of Federal employees, report (1962)

17126
universal key to CSC issuance system, FPM

supplement (1962) 2263
Civil service pensions:

act, amend, hearing (1961) 17142
annuities, increase

—

hearings (1962) 19195; (1965) 12198, 17952
law (1965) 17401
reports (1962) 21059; (1965) 13878, 13933,

17848, 19228, 19423
annuities of reemployed annuitants, redeter-

mination, report (1965) 19217
annuity increase legislation, clarify

—

hearing (1964) 10336
report (1964) 10232

ASC employees, remove inequities, hearings
(1961) 16848, 17142

credit Federal-State service for retirement
purposes

—

hearings (1962) 15277, 15452
reports (1962) 17296. 19135

employees. Department of Agriculture, plan-
ning your retirement, guide (1963) 16751

Civil service pensions—Continued
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation as-

sumption of costs, hearing (1964) 400
Federal employee facts, retirement system

(1963) 15106
Federal retirement law, questions and an-

swers (1961) 20482; (1963) 16953
filing designation of beneficiaries, reports

(1965) 12135
folding room of House of Representatives

temporary employees coverage, report
(1964) 352

Government counterclaims, permit recov-
ery-
hearing (1963) 9948
report (1963) 9883

hazardous duty, increased annuity, hearing
(1962) 2376

information for annuitants (1963) 6032

laws, compilations (1961) 348; (1963) 215;
(1964) 21161

rates, etc., planning for later years (1963)
21112; (1965)9926

report, 1964 (1965) 4407

retired Federal employees to accept position
as teachers in D.C. without loss of re-

tirement pay, report (1961) 19040
retirement act

—

amend, hearing (1965) 10554
amend as to basis of payment of annuity

to secretaries of Federal judges

—

hearing (1965) 13996
report (1965) 17575

amend relative to Architect of Capitol
employees

—

hearings (1963) 11913, 17329
law (1964) 6178
report (1963) 11837; (1964) 2225

amend relative to Botanic Gardens em-
ployee coverage

—

hearings (1965) 10557
report (1965) 10479

amend relative to Panama Canal ship pi-

lots, hearing (1962) 13534; (1963) 9946;
(1965) 12197

amended (1961) 18406; (1963) 4618

amendments to disability retirement provi-
sions, hearing (1961) 12529, 14495

lump-sum payment, define the term child

—

hearing (1963) 8006
reports (1963) 7954; (1965) 5878

voluntary contributions (1965) 1626
retirement and disability fund-

adjust interest rate on money borrowed

—

hearings (1961) 14497, 19185
law (1961) 18737
reports (1961) 12485, 16698, 18894

computing interest on moneys borrowed
by Treasury Dept., change method, hear-
ing (1961) 12531

financial condition, improve, hearing
(1963) 20613

increases in annuities, make permanent

—

law (1961) 14114
reports (1961) 8804, 14596

refunds vs. deferred annuities, actuarial
analysis (1965) 1616

reports (1961) 12155; (1962) 9196, 15098;

(1963) 15187; (1965) 5801
retirement benefits

—

amend act relative to annuities to surviv-
ing spouses without deduction from orig-

inal annuities, hearings (1964) 19520
extend to certain legislative employees,
hearing (1964) 408

increase, legislation, clarify

—

hearing (1965) 7543
law (1965) 12024
report (1965) 12251
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Civil service pensions—Continued
retirement benefits—Continued

report (1964) 19463

increase, report (1964) 19463
liberalization

—

hearings (1962) 13700
report (1962) 17273

retirement credit and fringe benefits for

Federal-State service, hearings (1964)

15601
retirement, FPM supplement (1963) 15108;

(1965) 3387
retirement program, liberalize, hearing

(1964) 17887
retirement report, 1962 (1963) 9760
retirement systems Federal employee facts

(1964) 10104; (1965) 13681
social security coverage, possible adjust-

ments (1965) 19324
survivors' annuities in additional cases,

hearings (1962) 15277
survivorship benefits of children in school,

increase maximum age under retirement
act, report (1962) 17274

thirty-year retirement

—

hearings (1961) 12534; (1963) 13820; (1964)
406

report (1961) 17092
see also Retirement.

Civil service retirement and disability fund, see
Civil service pensions.

Civil service retirement and disability fund,
see Civil service pension.

Civil strife, duties and rights of states in

event of civil strife, report (1963) 20533
Civil War, 1861-65:
background information (1964) 218
Bennett Place commemoration

—

law (1965) 8720
report (1965) 6035

braille books and talking book records, list

(1961) 13417
catalog of books in Army Library, special

list (1963) 5777
centennial, current list of planned observ-

ances through 1965 (1963) 18739
centennial exhibition, catalog of exhibit

(1961) 19828
Emancipation centennial, 1962, preliminary

proclamation, anthology (1962) 20668
explosive ordnance, identification text (1961)

1407
Federal archives relating to, guide (1962)

22597
Government publications relating to, list

(1961) 5071; (1962) 8602; (1965) 9862
impact series, announcement (1965) 333
maps

—

battlefield areas, bibliography (1962)
11888

Library of Congress, annotated list (1962)
6217

National Archives (1964) 16735
reproduced from originals (1962) 11211

military aspects, bibliography (1962) 79
motion pictures, bibliography (1962) 1591
naval chronology (1961) 20037; (1962) 8557;

(1963) 7356; (1964) 14996; (1965) 9812
naval history, U.S. fleet during post-Civil

War years, graphic account (1962) 12624

our women of 1860's (1963) 11669
photographs, catalog of copy negatives

(1961)9435
pictures, 1861-1961, chronological list (1961)

19829
Richmond battlefields, historical information

(1961) 13569
troops quartered in Capitol, memorial tablet

to honor (1964) 17555

Civil War, 1861-65—Continued
U.S. marines, bibliography (1963) 16305
United States on eve of Civil War, as de-

scribed in 1860 census (1964) 10114
Union uniforms, regulations (1961) 13666

Civil War Centennial, commemorative postage
stamp (posters) (1961) 6484; (1962) 8591;
(1963) 14642; (1964) 9697

Civil War Centennial Commission:
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497
law (1961) 14122
reports (1961) 7120, 10455, 14357

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7076, 11648
law (1962) 18954
reports (1962) 9266, 11642

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 6184, 9995
law (1963) 15158
reports (1963) 7939, 11951

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 6338, 8436
law (1964) 13904
reports (1964) 8288, 8420, 13951

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 5950, 8972
law (1965) 13782
reports (1965) 8773, 8960

100 years after, newsletter (1961) 3023;
(1962) 4144; (1963) 3988; (1964) 3815;
(1965) 3734

Civil works, see Public works.

Civilian agencies, see Government offices.

Civilian defense:
accelerated program, 1961, hearings, print

additional copies, reports (1962) 9310,
9464

act of 1950, amend

—

hearings (1961) 20626; (1964) 10292, 14127
laws (1961) 20525; (1964) 15383
reports (1961) 16632, 17050; (1964) 10269

12102, 14070

act of 1950 extend standby authority of the
President

—

law (1962) 16727
reports (1962) 13413, 15339

adult education course

—

illustrations (1963) 20635
miniature (1964) 588
personal and family survival, student
manual (1963) 11656

teacher's manual (1963) 20643
adult education program (1963) 12055

adult education programs, Hawaii, New
Mexico, South Carolina to join States
conducting (1961) 7322

appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 13494
appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 18919

atomic strike, engineering and rescue opera-
tions, USSR study (1965) 12740

basic rescue course, instructor's guide (1963)

18714
bibliography (1962) 20527
CBR Defense School, general information

(1961) 11991
CD newspictures (1963) 3502A; (1965) 3195
civil defense

—

accelerated program, 1961

—

hearings (1961) 16838
report (1961) 20558

an American tradition, winning essays
(1961) 6892

general information, 1965 (1965) 8653
meaning (address) (1965) 7307

civil defense and the nurse (1963) 6020
civil defense and standby military reservist,

program, qualifications, etc. (1965) 15338
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Civilian defense—Continued

civil defense in minerals and solid fuels in-

dustries (1964) 16622
Civil Defense's national fire study, Federal

Fire Council, minutes of meeting (1965)
16309

civil effects exercise, test operations (1961)
13836

civil emergency planning program and prob-
lems (address) (1961) 11988

civilian defense and AEC (remarks) (1961)
8371

civilian defense against agents of mass de-
struction, USSR study (1961) 12975

communications facilities, penalties for
damaging

—

hearing (1961) 12524
law (1961) 18697
reports (1961) 12461, 16702-703,18863

communications industry, criteria (1961)
4135

community and family service for civil de-

fense, handbook (1964) 10094
community emergency health manpower

planning (1964) 13402; (1965) 5346
community involvement, suggestions by

American National Red Cross (1965)
10281

Conelrad, 640 or 1240 kilocycles (1961) 5512
congressional testimony and actions taken,

89th Congress, 1st session (1965) 15340
continuity of corporate management in

event of nuclear attack (1963) 11652
Czechoslovakia, technical questions (1962)

6119
display catalog (1965) 136C9
District of Columbia, more adequate prepa-

ration for emergencies, report (1961)
17046

East Germany, civil air defense commanders'
manual (1961) 7811

emergency

—

childbirth service in civil defense planning
(1965) 2986

broadcast system (BBS) plan (1964) 8153
clothing program (1965) 19004
community facilities related to housing, in

event of attack upon United States
(1965) 14434

conversion of non-dwelling structures for
use as dwelings (1965) 14435

economic stabilization (1961) 1831
health care, family guide (1962) 312; (1963)
4605
reference guide for students of medical
self-help training course (1965) 17236

hospitals

—

central supply section (1964) 11559
custodians handbook (1964) 15053
equipped and prepositioned in communi-

ties, etc (1962) 18411
establishing (1963) 21083
laboratory section (1964) 21851
operation of generators (1964) 20756
plans and training (paper) (1963) 21080
pre-positioned and training, storage

locations (1964) 15052
storage structures (1964) 5654
X-ray section (1964) 7695

housing construction (barracks) and relat-
ed community facilities in event of at-

tack upon United States (1965) 14439
management manual, policies, procedures,
and guidance for use by Federal, State,
and local governments (1965) 14436

operating centers, professional guide
(1964) 6070

operations in great Alaskan earthquake
disaster (1964) 15339

Civilian defense—Continued
emergency—Continued

planning program and its relationship to
civil defense (address) (1962) 15508

planning program, Hawaii (address) (1962)
5117

plans of Government, concern of farmers
(1963) 10140

preparedness program. Executive orders
prescribing responsibilities of Federal
Government (1963) 13872

repair of damaged housing (1965) 14437
social services (1965) 19003
welfare services for civil defense (address)

(1965) 11795
engineering skills, mobilizing in nationwide

program (address) (1963) 6019
evaluation and plans (address) (1961) 18397
fallout facilities and fuels on farms in Cen-

tral and Southern States (1963) 13092
fallout shelter

—

analysts, national directory (1965) 19005
guidelines for care of

—

infants and children (1963) 11642
newborn infants and mothers (1963)

11643
program

—

hearings (1963) 11882, 15300, 17163
reports (1962) 13445; (1963) 17133-134
space justified (address) (1962) 11190

farm emergency action planning steps (1963)
10144

Federal civil defense act of 1950, as amended
(1963) 16924

Federal civil defense guides (1964) 203,
1835-37, 4366-70, 8148-50, 10089-93,
11926, 15340-341, 19319-325; (1963)
9737-38, 13316, 16924-933, 20374-375;
(1965) 309-312, 1924, 5731-33, 7308-11,
8645-50, 10279, 13667-668, 15334-335,
19002

Federal contributions available to State and
local governments (1964) 15342

Federal credit unions, emergency prepared-
ness, guidelines (1964) 652

Federal guidance for State and local civil

defense, FG series (1963) 7777, 18713;
(1964) 6065

Federal stockpile inventory, reports (1961)
3085; (1962) 3577; (1963) 3415; (1964)
3212; (1965) 3099

Federal surplus personal property acquisi-
tion (1962) 9754; (1963) 6570

FG series (1964) 6065, 8151-53, 13793, 17127;
(1965) 313, 1925, 5734, 7312, 11956,
19003-5

fire aspects (1964) 15346

food and agriculture, protection against
nuclear attack, guide for agricultural
leaders (1962) 16274

food and beverage supply, estimated number
of days' supply in retail stores, 1963
(1965) 13395

food and beverages in establishments that
serve food for on-premise consumption,
inventories (1965) 10070

food industry, management guide (1964) 20

food products and beverages in warehouses,
inventories (1964) 35, 5833

supplement (1965) 15193
food and medical stockpile, appropriations,

1962, supplemental, proposal (1961)
16623

functions and emergency planning structure
for nation-wide preparedness (address)
(1962) 11713

Governors' conference special committee
report, etc (1961) 14001
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Civilian defense—Continued

guides for inventory and use of existing

stocks of tents and trailers (mobile

homes) for emergency housing (1965)

16334
handbook for emergencies (1963) 11653;

(1965) 15336
have you earned your home preparedness

award (1961) 303
health aspects, medical self-help training

program for you and your community
(1963) 21089; (1965) 16821

highlights of 1964 budget estimate (1965)

10282
highway signs for survival (1964) 6066
home defense for peace in nuclear age (ad-

dress) (1961) 8550
homemakers' estimates of how long food on

hand could be made to last, study (1964)

15215
houses, reducing vulnerability (1963) 18716
importance of railroads (address) (1961)

11989
incorporation of shelter into schools (1963)

9739
industrial civil defense management, special

instruction for executives (1965) 15337
information bulletins (1961) 3007; (1962)

3948; (1963) 3786; (1964) 3594; (1965)

3507
instructions for filling water-storage con-

tainer (1962) 18880
key to national recovery is effective local

and State emergency planning (speech)

(1961) 20694
labor and postal worker, training course

(1965) 11957
labor participation in civil defense (1964)

11928
labor's supporting role, training course

(1965) 11958-959
law and order training for emergency

—

instructor guide (1965) 19007-8

student manuals (1965) 19009-10
local emergency housing service, and com-

munity facilities aspects of post-attack
conditions (1965) 14438

maps, description and uses, manual for plan-

ning and operational purposes (1961)

6895
medical, against atomic, bacteriological, and

chemical warfare, Bulgarian study
(1962) 17922

medical material, quality control guide
(1962) 6421

medical stockpile, weaknesses in manage-
ment of vaccines stored. Public Health
Service, GAO report (1965) 14404

meetings, successful, on civil defense, guide
(1964) 17128

meetings that move, handbook (1965) 8651
miscellaneous bills, hearing (1961) 20626
motion picture catalogs (1963) 18715; (1965)

15339
national and State, policy resolutions of

AFL-CIO organizations (1964) 19326;
(1965) 7313

National Defense Executive Reserve, Mari-
time Administration unit, directory

(1965) 9531
national emergency alarm repeater system

(NEAR)—
indoor attack warning, information (1961)

304
questions and answers (1961) 6894

national plan, authorities, extend

—

hearing (1964) 10292, 14127
law (1964) 15383
reports (1964) 10269, 12102, 14070

Civilian defense—Continued
national plan, authorities, extend—Con.

communications, frequency allocation plan
for radio amateur civil emergency serv-

ice (races), appendix (1961) 14002
emergency use of resources, priority guid-

ance (1961) 3961
explosive ordnance reconnaissance, prepa-

rations (1961) 6897
Federal delegations and assignments

(1961) 6896
health manpower (1961) 3960
leadership aspects (address) (1961) 300
organization, responsibilities, etc., change

(1961) 8551
procedures for warning points. State and

local warning operations manual (1961)

1830
radiological defense, monitoring stations
and personnel, appendix (1961) 14003

national program, improvements in status
(address) (1963) 7776

national recovery after attack, emergency
planning (1964) 19645; (1965) 6125

national, regional. State officials, etc., direc-

tory (1961) 6891, 11990
national warning system (NAWAS) opera-

tions manual (1964) 8152
news releases (1961) 3008
newsfeature page (1961) 3009; (1962) 13715
newspictures (1961) 3010
nondiscrimination in civil defense program

(1965) 11961
nonmilitary emergency preparedness effort

of Federal Government and mobilization
of resources (address) (1963) 392

Norway, defense against biological warfare
(1962) 22244

nuclear and coal-fired power plants coni-

pared as to nuclear defense capabilities

(1963) 4476
Oklahoma, financial contributions, ap-

prove

—

hearing (1961) 20626
law (1961) 18633
reports (1961) 14344, 17052

organization and future plans (address)

(1961) 16492
package disaster hospital materials, illus-

trated catalog and guide for distribution

(1965) 18711
personal preparedness in nuclear age

—

instructor's guide (1961) 6893
student manuals (1961) 5514; (1962) 9110

petroleum and gas industries emergency
planning (1965) 4390

police, auxiliary, basic training, instructor
guide (1961) 6890

preparedness guidelines for emergency sav-
ings and loan operations (1965) 10801

prepositioned federally-owned hospitals,

inspection and maintenance program
(1962) 8607

price list, bibliography (1965) 13691
program, fact sheet (1962) 4827
program, highlights (1963) 15099
program, 1962, hearings (1962) 9382
programs, reviewed (address) (1961) 5510
progress and plans in Federal government

(remarks) (1961) 11993
progress reports, statistical (1961) 307, 8552
protecting rural population against radioac-

tive contamination USSR pamphlet
(1964)21517

publications index (1964) 15343
publications, price lists (1962) 1766; (1963)

9335
RACES emergency communications, general

information (1962) 23101
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Civilian defense—Continued

radioactive fallout on farms (1961) 6679;
(1964) 19068

radiological defense textbook (1963) 13319
radiological monitors in shelters, etc., hand-

book (1963) 16934
reorganization, documents (1961) 16493
reorganization of Federal programs (ad-

dress) (1961) 18398
report bibliography (1965) 11977
rescue skills and techniques (1964) 4371
rescue training, light duty course, instruc-

tor's guide (1964) 6067
research in manpower (address) (1961) 13397

rural civil defense

—

carried through home economics programs
(1963) 10126

4-H, club leader's guide (1963) 10125
knowledge for survival, newsletter to ex-

tension program leaders (1963) 8227;
(1964) 3633

you can survive, fact sheets (1963)
10128-147

rural fire defense preparation for survival
(1963) 4370

rural youth program, leaders guide (1961)
3959

schools and civil defense (1964) 10095
school boards plan for civil defense (1965)

15341
science for survival (exhibit) (1965) 8652
shelter management plan (1964) 6072
shielding symposium Oct. 31-Nov. 1, 1960,

proceedings (1961) 8182
Soviet military translations (1961) 1045,

1079-80, 7775, 13057-58, 13121
State and regional defense airlift planning

(1964) 17969
State civil defense directors, list (1965)

15342
State salary ranges (1964) 10667, 19807;

(1965) 9285
student manual, SM series (1961) 5514;

(1962) 9110; (1963) 11656, 13319; (1965)
19009-10

studies in atomic defense engineering (1962)
12809, 18602

study of food and beverage supplies in retail
stores, 1962 (1963) 1708

surplus property, administration by OCDM,
GAO review (1962) 23581

surplus property utilization, hearings (1965)
15807

training for emergencies, (XDDM Staff Col-
lege, courses and facilities (1961) 3958

training literature available, list (1964)
15051

transportation industry services (address)
(1961) 306

activities, translations (1962) 10271-274,
10282-283, 23645-646; (1963) 6872, 10415,
12616-617, 17751; (1964) 18267

anti-aircraft defense manual (1961) 1084
civil defense and DOSAAF, translations

(1964) 2529, 9069
first aid measures in modern warfare

(1964) 20001
handbook (1963) 6958
how to protect yourself from weapons of
mass destruction (1962) 22220

individual means of protection against
chemicals and radiation (1964) 20103

military translations (1964) 10944, 11011,
14478, 18392, 20188; (1965) 1027, 2534

training villages, what they should look
like (1964) 14517

welfare institutions, fallout protection,
manual (1965) 1925

Civilian defense—Continued
welfare service, voluntary agencies' role

(1963) 21178
Western Training Center, 1964 catalog of

courses (1964) 4374
what's ahead (address) (1961) 18399
you and civil defense, guide for teachers,

administrators, and school board mem-
bers (1964) 10096

Yugoslavia, atomic biological chemical war-
fare and defense, anthology (1962) 15867

see aiso National Security.
Civilian employees, see Armed Forces—De-

fense Department—Government officials

and employees.

Civilian marksmanship firing for clubs and
schools enrolled with Director of Civil-

ian Marksmanship (1962) 20491
Civilian-Military Liaison Committee, abolish,

hearings (1961) 14504
Civilian nuclear power, report to the Presi-

dent, 1962 (1963) 142, 11586
Civilian personnel qualifications inventory

and referral system (1963) 17345
Civilian power reactor program (1961) 5397;

(1962) 16405
Civilians:

Army Department, living and working in
Okinawa, guide (1965) 17067

civilian personnel pamphlets (1963) 4443-50,
5909, 18541; (1964) 5941

Defense Dept., permanent change of stjition,

travel and transportation regulations
(1963) 20305

experienced, labor force

—

industry, census of population, 1960, sup-
plementary reports (1963) 1881

occupations, census of population, 1960,
supplementary reports (1963) 4575

going back to civilian life, facts you should
know (1965) 5583

industrial technology program in textiles

(1964) 13822
overstaffing of manpower at Naval Ammuni-

tion D-apot, Hawthorne, Nev., unneces-
sary costs, GAO review (1965) 706

travel and transportation, temporary duty,
general information, etc.. Air Force
pamphlet (1964) 60

Civilization:

early civilizations. Educational Materials
Laboratory report (1964) 21264

western, history, study guides (1961) 12541,
14764

Cladding:
clad stainless steel production, USSR study

(1964) 11042
fuel element, plastic strain due to UO2 ther-

mal expansion (1962) 2041
fuel, stainless steel tubing, evaluation (1963)

5933
materials, permeability to inert gases (1961)

8392

materials, superheat, microstructural evalu-
ation (1965) 17096

metal-clad fuel elements for high-temper-
ature gas-cooled reactor (1962) 192

nuclear superheat fuel, remarks concerning
materials (1963) 5932

stainless steel clad swaged powder fuel as-

sembly, failure (1964) 10031
stainless steel, from cold-swaged and rolled

fuel rods, examination of metallurgical
and mechanical properties (1963) 7695

stainless steels, USSR study (1965) 18291
tubular, ultrasonic filling with ceramic fuel

powders (1962) 8972
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Cladding—Continued

ultrasonic tube drawing with niobium, zirca-

loy-2, and copper, phenomena involved
in extrusion process (1962) 8976

vacuum, refractory metals, USSR study
(1963) 19546

zirconium 1.5 w/o niobium, evaluation
boiling water reactor environment
(1963) 9677

Cladocera, see Water fleas.

Claffey, J. B., improved experimental unit for

recovery of volatile flavors (1965) 10034
Clagett, Helen L., church and state under

Communism, Cuba (1965) 17940
Sept. 17, 1963 (1963) 18030

Clague, Ehvan:
addresses, etc.

—

Nov. 28, 1962 (1963) 1184
Jan. 10, 1963 (1963) 10911
Jan. 19, 1963 (1963) 5461
May 16, 1963 (1963) 16293
June 11, 1963 (1964) 2973
Sept. 27, 1963 (1963) 20932; (1964) 7373
Apr. 10, 1964 (1964) 14708
May 8, 1964 (1964) 11267
July 6-9, 1964 (1965) 1294
July 20-24. 1964 (1965) 1299
Apr. 26, 1965 (1965) 14643
May 25, 1965 (1965) 16551

job vacancy statistics in England and Israel

(1964) 11288
major economic problems of future, employ-

ment, etc (1964) 1386
Claiborne County, Miss., soil survey report

(1963) 18320
Claiborne Group, western Tennessee, geology

and hydrology (1965) 18226
Claims:

admiralty, settlement, amend law

—

law (1965) 13797
reports (1964) 15511; (1965) 5901

aircraft or missile accidents, advance pay-
ji^n^g

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 16610
reports (1961) 14351, 14711

Alaska mineral entries, repeal law relating

to adverse suits

—

law (1961) 18651
reports (1961) 8822, 17111

Alaska public works act, settlement

—

law (1964) 1958
reports (1963) 17251; (1964) 371

bankruptcy, creditors, filing, amend act

—

law (1964) 255
reports (1962) 9357; (1963) 7924, 20593

Brandaris Insurance Co., settlement against
members of U.S. Armed Forces, agree-
ment with Germany (1963) 13079

Civil War claims, records relating to U.S.
and Great Britain, preliminary invento-
ries (1962) 16064

claims and judgments against United States,
proposed appropriation to pay (1962)
20964, 21241

collisions between vehicles

—

liability

—

hearings (1962) 13670; (1963) 15379
report (1962) 15345-46

Congressional reference case, special juris-

diction, amend U.S. Code, report (1965)
10457

Czechoslovakian claims program, comple-
tion, report (1964) 10584

damages to property, etc.

—

aircraft crash at Midwest City, Okla.,

remove $5,000 limitation

—

law (1961) 20528
reports (1961) 18851, 19109

Claims—Continued
damages to property, etc—Continued

military personnel, authority to settle

—

law (1962) 23169
military personnel, authority to settle,

reports (1961) 7116; (1962) 21428
munitions truck explosion between Smith-

field and Selma, N.C. (1962) 15115, 21267,
23115

proposed appropriation to pay (1961)
7162, 16625, 18989; (1962) 9424; (1963)
7866, S956; (1964) 1993, 2135. 10190.
12168-69. 17466; (1965) 19331

proposed supplemental appropriation to
pay (1964) 19531; (1965) 7397. 8916,
17479

defects in FHA insured homes, payment,
hearings (1964) 2233

Federal agencies, general procedures, GAO
guidance manual (1961) 9229-30,20801;
(1963) 584; (1964) 6753-54

financial matters, agreement with Bulgaria
(1963) 18331

Foreign Claims Settlement Commission, pro-
grams administered, memorandum (1963)
8109

resulting from raising water level of Lake
Ontario, investigate

—

law (1962) 18956
reports (1962) 17206. 21027

Government counterclaims, set off of moneys
in civil service retirement fund

—

hearing (1963) 9948
report (1963) 9883

Gut Dam. agreement with Canada

—

hearing (1965) 16020
text (1965) 12222

heirless property under trading with the
enemy act. payments for relief and reha-
bilitation of needy victims of Nazi per-
secution, report (1962) 16970

information and reference material for mili-

tary lawyer. Army pamphlet (1962)
16363

inhabitants of area flooded by Rio Grande,
result of construction of Falcon Dam,
settlement

—

law (1964) 17306
reports (1964) 2033, 17705

international claims settlement act

—

amend

—

hearings (1965) 16020
amend relative to claims against Cuba

—

hearing (1965) 13984
law (1965) 19139
reports (1965) 15674, 15993, 17855, 19412

amend to determine amount of U.S. nation-
als' claims against Cuba

—

hearing (1964) 17647
law (1964) 21158
reports (1964) 17538, 17837

digest of decisions 1949-62 (1964) 19745
excerpts (1961) 597

Japanese-American evacuation claims act,

awards received, exempt from taxation,
report (1962) 19106

Klamath and Modoc Tribes and Yahooskin
Band of Snake Indians, judgment funds,
disposition

—

hearings (1965) 17711
law (1965) 17418

land scrip, lieu selection, and similar rights,
provide satisfaction

—

hearings (1965) 2040, 17935
law (1964) 17404
reports (1964) 8298, 17773

livestock, packers and stockyards act pro-
vides assistance (1964) 5844
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Claims—Continued

longshoremen, limitation of liability for ves-

sel owners in 3d party suits based on
warranty of seaworthiness, hearings
(1961) 18967; (1962) 9402

report (1962) 9332
maritime damage claims, understanding with

Japan (1961) 2718
military departments. Secretaries to settle

to amount of $10,000, report (1962)
17009

member, nomination, hearings

—

Adams, John G. (1965) 12322
Murphy, Charles S. (1965) 17913

mutual waiver of certain claims, agreement
with Vietnam (1965) 11721

nationals, against Poland, determination,

report (1965) 17855
payment of judgments of State and foreign

courts and compromise settlements

—

law (1961) 18587
reports (1961) 10276, 16961

Ryukyu Islands, inhabitants, payment

—

hearing (1965) 15801, 16020
reports (1965) 15770, 15933, 19238

shipowners, limit liability, hearings (1963)
15379

small claims actions in D.C. court, time for
hearing

—

law (1963) 17015
reports (1963) 13624, 13732

social security benefits, right to question
decision (1963) 11284; (1964) 20798

subcontractors', conference with Defense
Dept. representatives, etc (1964) 2248

tort, arising in foreign countries, adminis-
trative settlement by VA, reports (1965)
8822, 19446

tort, basic principles for accident investiga-
tors, factors of safety (1961) 9280

tort. Canal Zone Government, expand au-
thority to settle, report (1963) 11823;
(1965) 8838

tort, civil actions, venue of District
Courts

—

law (1964) 1963
reports (1963) 11846, 20595

tort claims act, amend, reports (1963) 11823;
(1965) 8838

tort. Navy's procedures and requirements
for handling (1962) 12316

Trust Territory of Pacific Islands resi-

dents

—

law (1964) 17344
report (1962) 16993; (1963) 7914; (1964)
21226

uniformed services and civilian employees of

U.S., settlement

—

laws (1964) 17416; (1965) 19121
reports (1962) 7055; (1963) 13581; (1964)

17744; (1965) 10494, 15980
U.S. nationals, agreement with Yugoslavia

(1965) 9944
United States, against Central Powers in

World War I, records, preliminary inven-
tory (1962) 22602

United States and Mexican commissions,
records, preliminary inventory (1962)
18307

United States, for postwar economic assist-
ance, settlement, agreement with Ger-
many (1961) 13687

United States nationals, settlement agree-
ment with Poland (1961) 5132

veterans

—

independent medical review by Board of
Veterans Appeals

—

law (1962) 20846
reports (1962) 9272, 17264

Claims—Continued
veterans—Continued

judicial review of decisions of Board of
Veterans Appeals, hearings (1962) 9411
print additional copies, reports (1962)

15211, 15410
war claims act

—

administration, investigation

—

expenses, reports (1961) 5812; (1962)
5053 11597

extension, report (1963) 6262; (1964)
4562; (1965) 4567

reports (1961) 7242; (1963) 8075; (1964)
10398
hearings (1961) 20579
laws (1962) 18984, 23246
reports (1961) 19134; (1962) 15171,

17205, 23349, 23351, 23355, 23358
war damage

—

agreement with Italy (1961) 20182
Philippine, payment

—

hearing (1961) 14464; (1962) 17328
law (1962) 20820; (1963) 17024

reports (1961) 16747; (1962) 4949; (1963)
13598

war hazards compensation act, increase
death and disability benefits

—

law (1961) 18758
reports (1961) 16778, 19102

Wichita, Kans., aircraft accident. Air Force
to settle claims

—

law (1965) 13795
reports (1965) 5919, 14038

see also Government contracts—Un-
employment insurance

—

also names of
claimants.

Clair Engle Lake:
designating

—

law (1964) 21154
reports (1964) 17626, 17844

Clairvoyance, Ebrtrasensory perception.
Clamator, see Cuckoos.

Clamps, align large rocket cases (1964) 7487
Clamps:
clamping devices, Polish study (1963) 8610
electrical cable connector-clamp has smooth

exterior surface (1965) 13002
power-unit, failure to obtain competition for

procurement resulted in unnecessary
costs, by Coast Guard, GAO report
(1965) 7786

remotely operated clamping tool has posi-

tive grip (1965) 18502
Clams:

certified shippers (1961) 3538; (1962) 3663;
(1963) 3506; (1964) 3311; (1965) 3204

eggs and larvae, effects of some pesticides
(1962) 7394

Fall River clam dredge equipped with bri-

dles and accumulators, increases effec-

tiveness in deep water, developments
(1961) 6055

farms, development, problems (1961) 21360

firms canning clam products, list (1964) 748;
(1965) 14327

juvenile soft-shell, feeding and growth (1965)
14298

soft-shell clam (1964) 10554
soft-shell, industry of Maine (1961) 17243

soft-shell Mya arenaria, in Maryland, sea-

sonal gonadal cycle of male (1965) 6232
soft-shell, shucked, estimating residual shell

(1965) 7698
soft-shelled, effects of sub-sterilization doses

of radiation on storage life extension,
final summary (1963) 4486

soft-shelled, sub-sterilization doses of radia-
tion, effect on storage life (1964) 5988
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Clapp, Norman M.:
addresses, etc.

—

Jan. 15, 1963 (1963) 9375, 13038
1963 (1964) 13434
Mar. 10. 1964 (1964) 11597
Oct. 1965 (1965) 20059

nomination, hearing (1961) 5842
Clapp, Ramond F., cost of drugs, progress

report (1964) 13532
Clapp, Roger E., directive VLF antennas for

reception of transpolar sferics (1964)
19106

Clapp, William, tribute for his part in making
Columbia Basin project a reality (re-

marks) (1961) 12818
Clapp, William F., marine borers, bibliography

(1963) 12945
Clarahan, Dwight W., relief (1962) 16896,

20752, 21284
Clarendon oil reservoir, hydraulic fracture

treatments (1964) 14753
Clarinda, Iowa, airport, permit leaving of por-

tion of property, report (1965) 17893
Clarion County, Pa., coal carbonizing proper-

ties (1963) 16333
Clarity in technical reporting (1964) 16667
Clark, A.B.J., static and dynamic properties of

photoelastic materials (1964) 5596
Clark, Ann:
brave against enemy (1963) 19345
little herder in autumn (1965) 18240
little herder in spring (1965) 18241
little herder in summer (1965) 18242
little herder in winter (1965) 18243
sun journey, story of Zuni Pueblo (1963)

10308
young hunter of Picuris (1964) 839

Clark, Bruce J., breakup of liquid jet in trans-
verse flow of gas (1964) 18755

Clark, Chung J., relief (1965) 15619, 17327,
17767

Clark, Dale A.:

apparatus for repeated automatic extrac-

tion of porous solids with hot solvent
(1963) 16802

changes in serum lipid concentrations with
age in young men (1963) 9628

extraction apparatus for determination of
total serum lipids (1963) 4420

micro method for measuring cholesterol up-
take (1963) 70

Clark, Edgar W.:
artificial diet for southern pine beetle and

other bark beetles (1965) 16273
simple rearing technique for obtaining eggs

or young larvae of southern pine beetle
(1965) 16272

Clark, F. Bryan, micro-organisms and soil

structure affect yellow-poplar growth
(1964) 8671

Clark, Frank L.:

lifting reentry configurations (1963) 11004
real-gas hypersonic-nozzle flow parameters

for nitrogen in thermodynamic equilibri-
um (1963) 20997

Clark, Harold F., economic and social back-
ground of vocational education in U.S.
(1963) 13846

Clark, John B., sea-water systems for experi-
mental aquariums (1964) 14282

Clark, John W.:
financing, short and long term needs (1965)

18752
managing to sell, administrative manage-

ment course program (1965) 1602
Clark, Leonard V., vacuum effect on penetra-

tion characteristics projectiles into fine

particles (1963) 3140

Clark, Lenwood G., geometric shape factors
for planetary-thermal and planetary-
reflected radiation incident upon spin-

ning and nonspinning spacecraft (1965)
11497

Clark, Lorin D.:

bauxite deposits of Springvale district, Ga.
(1965) 12535

stratigraphy and structure. Sierra Nevada
metamorphic belt, Calif. (1965) 7800

Clark, Louis E., Langley hypersonic ceramic-
heated tunnel (1965) 8096

Clark, Marilyn W., overseas Chinese educa-
tion, minority group schooling in Asian
context (1965) 16093

Clark, P. M., power conversion, unit study
(1963) 14977

Clark, R. M., relief of estate (1964) 19549;
(1965) 6007, 10413, 13749

Clark, Ramsey, nomination, hearings (1961)
5893; (1965) 7537

Clark, Raymond G., jr., relief (1964) 21221;
(1965) 10613, 15407, 15559

Clark, Ronald K., effects of environmental
parameters on performance of low-
density silicone-resin and phenolic-
nylon ablation materials (1965) 2891

Clark, W. W., alkaline battery evaluation
(1963) 7594

Clark, William B., naval documents of Ameri-
can Revolution (1965) 8199

Clark, Willie E., index to conferences abstrat-
ed in nuclear science abstracts (1964)
4300, 13709; (1965) 17134

Clark Brick Co., clay deposit at South Wind-
sor, Conn., examining and testing for
lightweight aggregate use (1964) 18668

Clark Canyon Dam, waters impounded, desig-
nate Hap Hawkins Lake, reports (1962)
17209; (1963) 13711

Clark County, Ky., soil survey report (1965)
1637

Clark County, Mont., northern Boulder Moun-
tains, pleistocene ice sheet, description
(1962) 19569

Clark County, Nev.:
beryllium deposits in northern Virgin Moun-

tains (1965) 5084
public lands, sell for use as privately owned

golf course, report (1963) 15317
withdrawal of public lands for defense pur-

poses

—

law (1961) 18701
reports (1961) 8759, 17104

Clark County, Wash., geology and ground-
water conditions, with description of

major alluvial aquifer along Columbia
River (1964) 12517

Clark Fork quadrangle, geology (1963) 17523
Clark Hill Reservoir:
convey lands to Georgia-Carolina Council,

Inc., Boy Scouts of America

—

law (1962) 20813, 21023
report (1961) 16983

Clark National Forest, Ozark Scenic River-
ways, establish, hearings (1961) 18929

Clarke, James W.:
bibliography of North American geology,

1961 (1965) 19661
geophysical abstracts (1965) 3468

Clarke, H. G., jr., structural integrity of ship-
ping containers for radioactive materi-
als, etc (1963) 5941

Clarke, J. F. Gates:
Gonionota melobaphes Walsingham (1964)

9650
neotropical Microlepidoptera, genera Orso-

tricha Meyrick and Palinorsa Meyrick
(1964) 21803
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Clarke, James W.:
bibliography of North American geology

(1964) 18114
geophysical abstracts (1963) 3754; (1964)

3555
Clarke, Joan:

labor law and practice in

—

New Guinea (1964) 20434
United Arab Republic (Egypt) (1965) 7967

Clarke, Katherine G., health studies of human
populations (1963) 1429

Clarke County, Ala., Tallahatta diatomite
(1963) 16341

Clarke spheroid, latitude functions, technical
manual (1961) 5331

Clarkem, J. F. Gates, microlepidoptera of Juan
Fernandez Island (1965) 14905

Clarkia, Idaho, metamorphism of Belt series in

area (1964) 4784
Clarksburg, W. Va., redevelopment area, sta-

tistical profile (1962) 13153
Clarkston, Wash., air pollution study (1965)

11647
Clarksville, Mo.:

Mississippi River navigation project, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 435
document edition (1963) 264

Clary, Robert R., natural frequencies of uni-

form rectangular-cross-section free-free
sandwich beams (1963) 20989

Clasen, Raymond A.:

evaluation of steroid antihistaminic therapy
in experimental cerebral edema (1965)
7107

intravenous hypertonic urea in cerebral
edema (1964) 15237

Class, Norris E., licensing responsibility in

public welfare (1965) 7293
Class struggle:
Communist China, Yang Hsien controversy

of uniting 2 into 1 and splitting 1 into 2

1151
Hungary and new crisis of capitalism, pres-

ent development (1962) 1302
on world scale, Soviet-Chinese dispute (1964)

2731
Classification:

act, amend to increase quota of supergrade
positions

—

hearing (1965) 19519
report (1965) 17847

opt Q^ 1949 SITIGIIQ

hearings '(1961) 8853, 10358, 16854, 17143;
(1962) 17122

laws (1961) 18712. 18748
reports (1961) 12261, 14403, 17108, 18847,

18912, 19051; (1962) 19119
act of 1949, and related provisions, compila-

tion, report (1962) 11354
act of 1949, as amended, text (1961) 5707
Air Force personnel, iterative technique for

clustering criteria which retains opti-

mum predictive efficiency (1961) 16151
area labor supply criteria (1963) 19123
Army enlisted personnel, new techniques,

status, June 30, 1962 (1963) 4465
Army enlisted personnel, techniques, re-

search to improve (1965) 175
books, etc.. National Library of Medicine

(1964) 11457
crime, logical forms, USSR study (1964)

14452
classification in a nutshell (1961) 6900
curriculum guides and related publications

(1963) 8171
decimal, additions, notes and decisions (1961)

3402; (1962) 3753; (1963) 3589; (1964)
3409

Classification—Continued
Federal positions, basic training course

(1961) 5530
Government publications available to depos-

itory libraries (1961) 11530; (1962)
12653; (1964) 11543; (1965) 9864

hierarchical grouping procedure applied to
problem of grouping profiles (1962) 1972

hierarchical grouping to maximize payoff
(1961) 16150

House of Representatives, equitable system
for certain positions

—

law (1964) 21144
reports (1964) 17549, 19486

Library of Congress

—

additions and changes, quarterly lists

(1961) 3406; (1962) 3978; (1963) 3820;
(1964) 3634; (1965) 3551

class A, general works, polygraphy (1963)
9086

class B, religion (1962) 23944
class C, auxiliary sciences of history

(1961) 15736
class E:-F, history, America (1965) 16575
class H, social sciences (1965) 9524
class J, political science (1961) 17612
class M, music and books on music (1963)

10928
class N, fine arts (1962) 18167
class P

—

subclass PA supplement, Byzantine,
Greek and Latin literature (1965) 1302

subclass PG, Russian literature (1965)
9525

subclass PQ, Italian, Spanish and Por-
tuguese literatures (1965) 14647

subclass PT, Dutch and Scandinavian
literature (1965) 16573

class P, P-PA philology, linguistics, classi-

cal philology, classical literature (1964)
9484

class PN, PR, PS, PZ, literature, general
etc (1964) 18650

class Q, science (1963) 9087
class T, technology, supp. (1965) 9526

class Z, bibliography and library science
(1965) 16574

Library of Public Documents Division,
G.P.O., explanation of system (1963)
9329

NASA publications, change notices (1963)
14537; (1964) 3761; (1965) 3674

Navy

—

enlisted personnel, classification codes,
manual (1961) 15860; (1962) 18351;
(1963) 7361, 16455; (1964) 7642, 16791;
(1965) 6832, 16785

officer system (1962) 18352
officers, manual (1964) 3081; (1965) 1540,

19991
cross-reference index (1964) 11481;

(1965) 5295
position classifiers manual (1963) 12241
positions, handbook for supervisors and

employees of naval establishment
(1961) 4334

President's Committee on Equal Employment
Opportunity, document filing manual
(1963) 18271

principles and policies, positions in Federal
service (1963) 15116; (1965) 328

report bibliography (1965) 17259
scheme for elementary and secondary school

textbooks (1963) 12060
Educational Materials Laboratory report

(1964) 15842
in educational materials centers (1962)

17399
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Classification—Continued

ship man, on various problems of immediate
interest to (1961) 20126

standard industrial use in distributive edu-

cation (1963) 17394
unemployment terminology and classifica-

tion (1962) 2287
universal decimal classification, abridged

tables, USSR study (1965) 4933
universal decimal system, possibilities of

using list of UDC numbers for coordi-

nate indexing, translation (1965) 19789
see also Government officials and employ-

ees— aiso names of substances, objects,

etc cl&SSlI16Q<

Classification bulletin, Patent Office (1961)

1413, 2641, 6481, 8137, 13618; (1962)

1753-54, 6401-2, 12643, 22706; (1963)

1381-82, 7383, 14638, 16475-477, 20017;

(1964) 7669-70, 9691-92, 15018-19, 20716;

(1965) 2969, 6846-47, 8213, 11607,
18682-683

index (1965) 18682
Classification tests, see Aptitude tests.

Classified matter, see Confidential material.

Classifying rangelands for conservation plan-

ning (1963) 21

Classrooms:
facilities planning aids, college and universi-

ty (1962) 19422; (1964) 14178
management, teacher influence, pupil atti-

tudes, and achievement (1965) 6122
Clathrate compounds, see Molecular com-

pounds.
Clatsop County, Oreg., western hemlock looper

larval populations within boundaries of

1962 control project, evaluation (1965)

636
Clausen, C. P., biological control of oriental

fruit fly (Dacus dorsalis Hendel) and
other fruit flies in Hawaii (1965) 7045

Clausen, Knud E.:

nursery selection affects survival and
growth of birch (1964) 778

yellow and paper birch seeds germinate well

after 4 years' storage (1965) 19642
Claxton, H. Dean, computer system for infor-

mation revision and manuscript, assem-
bly (IRMA) (1965) 16262

Clay, Cassius, boxing activities, investigation,

hearings (1964) 14150
Clay, Eleanor W., bimonthly list of publica-

tions and motion pictures (1965) 3166
list of available publications of Agriculture

Department (1963) 17545
monthly list of publications and motion pic-

tures (1963) 3916; (1964) 3741
Clay, J. W., soil survey report, Mathews Coun-

ty, Va (1963) 1504
Clay:
associated with low-rank coals in coal clean-

ing processes, properties (1962) 10472
beneficiation, hydrocyclone application

(1963) 16345
Bovill deposit, Latah County, Idaho, geolo-

gy, etc (1964) 5480
census of mineral industries, 1958, industry

report (1961) 6811
construction products, current industrial

reports (1961) 2989, 10013; (1962) 3736,
13043

construction products, current industrial
reports (1963) 3574, 11620; (1964) 3390,
10049; (1965) 3273

deposits of eastern Washington State and
northern Idaho, investigations (1961)
10684

dilute slurries, electrical dewatering (1964)
16632

Clay—Continued

examining and testing clay from Hartford
County, Conn, for lightweight aggregate
use, Clark Brick deposit at South Wind-
sor (1964) 18668

expansion properties for lightweight aggre-

gate production (1964) 1434, 9510
halloystic. Pacific Northwest, physical and

chemical properties (1963) 10947
lightweight aggregates, expansion proper-

ties of selected Illinois clays (1965) 9593
lightweight aggregate industry, expanded, in

south-central United States (1964) 20478

marine, use in lightweight aggregate plant,

York County, Maine (1965) 4232
methods for producing alumina with sulfur-

ous acid-caustic purification process,
evaluation (1962) 14440

methods for producing alumina with 5 hy-
drochloric acid processes, evaluation
(1963) 3091

minerals

—

adsorption of cesium (1963) 5017
exchange adsorption of strontium (1965)

16311
facts and problems chapter (1965) 12819
in Morrison formation of Colorado Pla-

teau (1963) 600
in Triassic rocks of Colorado Plateau

(1963) 19296
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 21159;

(1962) 22468; (1963) 19826; (1964) 21685;
(1965) 19832

mining, processing, and utilization, methods
and practices, Kraftile Co., Fremont,
Calif (1964) 1404

nitric acid process for producing alumina
from clay (1964) 11337

paper-coating grade, production by attrition

grinding of coarse Georgia kaolins

(1961) 6279
producing alumina from clay, evaluation of

2 ammonium alum processes (1965) 5085
products

—

census of manufactures, 1958, special re-

port (1961) 13895
manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)

20413
refractory

—

beneficiation feasibility (1963) 3097
deposits of Utah (1964) 13106

Haldeman and Wriglev quadrangles, Ky
(1963)5016

removing quartz and other impurities by
mineral dressing methods (1961) 9454

Wyoming deposits (1961) 6276

sediments, removal of water and rearrange-
ment of particles during compaction
(1964) 14346

soils, reinforcement with synthetic polymers,
structuration processes, USSR study

(1965) 9315

structural, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 1795

structural products industry, redevelopment
area A, northwest Fla., feasibility study

(1965) 7129

structural products industry wage survey
(1965) 19804

tax treatment for years beginning before
Dec. 14, 1959—

laws (1961) 18703, 18711
reports (1961) 16687, 17087

use in producing alumina, potassium alum
process, evaluation (1963) 19862

use in producing alumina, sulfuric acid proc-

esses (1963) 10962
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Clay—Continued

see also Kaolin—Montmorillonite

—

also
names of articles manufactured from
clay.

Clay Committee, see Strengrthen Security of
Free World Committee.

Clay County, N.C., land conveyance to Henry
Mosteller and wife, hearings (1962)
23361

Clay County, Tex., oil recovery from wat-
er-injection projects (1965) 8021

Clay County Hospital relief (1962) 6979; (1963)
7912; (1964) 1914, 2168

Clayrocks, refractory, of Dakota group, Colo-
rado, stratigraphy (1961) 12779

Clays Ferry formation, Ordovician,
south-central Kentucky, new map unit
(1965) 18203

Clayton, J. E.:

contamination of cotton by lubricants from
mechanical harvesters (1965) 16935

mechanical picker attachments for harvest-
ing cotton research plots (1964) 4191

Clayton, L. Yvonne, homemakers' use of and
opinions about selected fruits and fruit

products, summary report, preliminary
(1965) 13307

Clayton, Larry B., completely launderable
all-wool apparel, potential market (1965)
1766

Clayton, Rebecca K., relief (1963) 15201; (1964)
6433, 8207

Clayton act, see Monopolies.
Clean air act, see Air pollution.
Clean air, hearings (1964) 10434, 15819
Clean blue water, what boat owner can do for

clean waterways (1965) 5334, 20021
Clean grain notes for cooperators in clean

grain program (1962) 5155
Clean room and work station requirements,

controlled environment, Federal stand-
ard (1964) 4723

Clean rooms, design, classified list of selected
references, 1955-64 (1965) 3000

Clean water (1963) 12985
Clean water, challenge to the nation (1961)

5074
Clean water, chart book of America's water

needs (1961) 1434
Clean water is everybody's business, filmstrip

and speaker's guide (1964) 13420
Clean water, national resource (1961) 1435;

(1962) 12659
Cleaner air through community action (1963)

1427
Cleaners (mechanical):

Federal supply schedule (1961) 1989
fibers, burnishing, ribboning, and cleaning,

description (1961) 8272
seed-cleaning equipment (1961) 5250
seed cotton cleaner without moving parts

(1965) 1741
Cleaning:

activities, Post Office Dept., phases of man-
power requirements, GAO review (1961)
19404

Alaska coals, performance of tables (1962)
22500

cleaning and maintenance management in

smaller structures (1965) 5313
contract services, summer 1961, industry

wage survey

—

departmental edition (1962) 14387
document edition (1962) 13364

equipment and supplies. Federal item identi-

fication guides for supplv cataloging
(1962) 9508; (1963) 3657; (1964) 3475,
12294; (1965) 3377

Cleaning—Continued

equipment, storage, house planning aids
(1965) 13397

laboratory-industrial, techniques and mate-
rials (1964) 14167

materials, CEC fact sheet (1964) 11742
services, industry wage survey (1964) 16607
windows, comparison of State safety codes

with ASA, chart (1963) 16269
see also Dry cleaning—Laundry and laun-

dries.

Cleaning compounds:
detergents and cleaning preparations, cen-

sus of manufactures, 1958, industry
report (1961) 275, 8492

detergents, cleaning agents, bibliography
(1961)13860

detergents for home laundering (1961) 13782;
(1963) 18424; (1965) 8428

detergents to comply with standards of de-
gradability, requirements

—

hearings (1963) 13824; (1964) 8395
print additional copies, reports (1964)
2101 2199

reports (1964) 4530, 17627
economic potential of detergents made from

fats and oils (1964) 10455
effects of miscellaneous wastes of mesophilic

activated sludge (1964) 20973
HLB of nonionic additive influence on deter-

gency of alkaline cleaners containing
anionic surfactant (1964) 9686

laboratory-industrial cleaning techniques
and materials (1964) 14167

synthetic detergent industries, outlook and
review (1961) 3865; (1962) 6732; (1963)
4542; (1964) 4329

synthetic detergent, industry, potential of
radioisotopic methods (1961) 221

synthetic detergents, test method, standard,
change (1961) 10620

synthetic detergents in water and wastes,
including analytical methods and phy-
siological effects, bibliography (1964)
7690

Cleaning machine, see Cleaners (mechanical).
Clear Creek:
powerhouse, name Judge Grancis Carr Pow-

erhouse

—

law (1964) 17413
reports (1964) 10220, 17780

Clear Creek County, Colo.:

altered wallrocks in central part of Front
Range mineral belt (1964) 4795

geology and ore deposits (series) (1961)
10680, 14946

Clear Fork:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 404
document edition (1963) 244

Clear Lake National Wildlife Refuge:
administration

—

hearings (1963) 10017
law (1964) 17425
reports (1963) 13757; (1964) 2093, 17595

Clearfield, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1962) 13147

Clearfield, Utah, see Naval Supply Depot,
Clearfield.

Clearfield County, Pa., coal carbonizing prop-
erties (1963) 16333

Clearing of land:
equipment for clearing brush (1961) 20292;

(1963) 1694
hardwood sprout development on cleared

sites (1962) 5274
tamarisk stands, use of root plow (1961) 692
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Clearinghouse Ebcchange:
publications of State departments of educa-

tion

—

elementary education personnel (1963)

17360
secondary education personnel (1963)

17361; (1964) 14179
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Tech-

nical Information:
dedication (remarks) (1965) 4438
general information (1965) 13689
Navy instrument calibration series, list

(1965) 11980
press releases (1965) 3788
purpose and function (1965) 16309
scientific documentation sponsored by NSF,

price list (1965) 2928
special announcements concerning research

reports (1965) 3951
Clearinghouse for Research in Child Life

(1962) 6832; (1963) 176, 11647; (1964)
17120; (1965) 4359, 17231, 18995

Clearinghouse of Studies of Higher Eklucation,

publications (1965) 4660
Clearwater County, Idaho:

Idaho batholith (1964) 4785
western, metasomatic metamorphism (1962)

15641
Cleary, Ansel R., address, Nov. 29, 1962 (1963)

94
Cleary, Charles J., awards for papers on mate-

rials sciences (1963) 57
Cleary, Joseph W.:
experimental and theoretical investigation

of pressure distribution and flow fields

of blunted cones at hypersonic Mach
numbers (1965) 16704

theoretical aerodynamic characteristics of

sharp and circularly blunt-wedge air-

foils (1964) 14904
Cleaver, Joe M., productivity in primary alu-

minum industry (1965) 11358
Clegg, Arthur, organic matter important in

field analysis of soil texture (1963) 12174

Clemens, Howard P., bioassay and use of pitui-

tary materials to spawn warm-water
fishes (1963) 2298

Clemens, Thomas D., research grants and con-

tracts, programed learning and self-

instructional media (1964) 2287
Clement, Wendell E., use and promotion of

dairy products in public eating places

(1963) 18433
Clemmons, Dewey L., jr.. Echo I inflation sys-

tem (1964) 13224
Clergy:
employment outlook

—

Protestant clergymen (1962) 8400; (1964)

9385
rabbis (1962) 8404; (1964) 13047
Roman Catholic priests (1962) 8409; (1964)

13048
prohibit examination in D.C. courts concern-

ing information obtained in professional
capacity

—

law (1961) 18709
reports (1961) 10300, 17022

reformism, USSR's apology for capitalism
(1961) 4356

social security coverage guides (1961) 2628
social security, elect coverage, extend time,

amend act

—

law (1964) 21142
reports (1964) 8316, 17833
general information (1963) 18313; (1964)
9771

working abroad, social security coverage
(1963) 10317

Clerical workers, see Clerks.

Clerks:
Army course, evaluation of tests to predict

success (1963) 14948
clerical abilities test, sample questions

(1964) 6091
clerical occupations, occupational outlook

(1961) 7902
clerical occupations for women, today and

tomorrow (1964) 20884
clerical occupations, occupational outlook

brief (1965) 8002
curriculum for manpower development and

training program (1963) 2161
examination announcements (1963) 193,

7783; (1964) 17143; (1965) 7330, 15351
MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 10989
office clerical, pay, survey, Feb.-Mar. 1964

(1965) 1283
see also Communications coding clerks

—

Disbursing clerks—Postal clerks

—

also names of departments, etc., where
employed,

see also Law clerks—Postal clerks

—

also
names of departments, etc., where em-
ployed.

Clesner, Herschel F., patent practices of De-
partment of Interior, preliminary report
of Subcommittee on Patents, Trade-
marks, and Copyrights (1963) 331

Cleveland, Grover, papers, index (1965) 12805
Cleveland, Harlan:

addresses, etc.

—

May 8, 1963 (1963) 14710
Dec. 1, 1963 (1964) 7769
July 23, 1964 (1964) 20821
Dec. 13, 1964 (1965) 8311

Cleveland, Merrill L., evaluation of polybu-
tenes as miticides (1963) 1624

Cleveland, Ralph B., relief (1961) 8711, 12098,
20596A

Cleveland, Mont., quadrangle, geology, Bear-
paw Mountain, Blaine County (1964)
18104

Cleveland, Ohio:
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15273
census of housing

—

city blocks (1961) 18302

standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)
11149, 16493

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20577

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11163

challenge to Cleveland (address) (1964) 8014
Communist Party activities, hearing (1962)

19199
consumer expenditures and income, 1960

(1963) 12787-788

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 556;

(1963) 517, 2266
Erieview urban renewal project I, large

scale demolition, premature approval by
Urban Renewal Administration, GAO
report (1963) 14002

harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 413
document edition (1963) 254

Hopkins Airport, weather observations,
hourly decennial census (1962) 16220;
(1963) 1592, 9501

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 9068
neighborhood improvement program (1961)

16037
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Cleveland, Ohio—Continued

nursing homes, conditions and problems,
hearings (1965) 14108

occupational wage survey (1965) 1290
departmental editions (1961) 2463; (1962)
6194; (1963) 5441

document editions (1961) 1876; (1962) 4896;
(1963) 4697; (1964) 7400

population, special census (1965) 18989
port, harbor conditions, etc (1962) 7299
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 674;

(1965) 16178
Cleveland Heights, Ohio, census of housing,

1960, city blocks (1961) 18303
Cleveland, Tenn., consumer expenditures and

income, 1960 (1963) 14460
Clevenson, Sherman A., characteristics of en-

vironmental test equipment (1965) 14810
Cliff, Edward P., remarks, Oct. 28-30, 1963

(1964) 10588
Cliff, Rodger A., coding analog variable for

constant percentage error (1964) 9605
Cliff Walk, Newport, R.I.:

beach erosion control study

—

departmental edition (1965) 16107
document edition (1965) 15533

Clifford, Elizabeth, relief (1961) 7194, 8701,
10158

Clifford Davis Bridge, designate, report (1964)
8347

Clifton, G. L., relief (1964) 17687
Clifton, John P., building success in small

manufacturing industries (1963) 1462
Clifton, NJ.:
Animal Quarantine Station, sale and reloca-

tion

—

hearings (1964) 6336
law (1964) 19400
reports (1964) 10242, 17768

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business statistics

(1961) 8472
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15291
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18263
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18847

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6813

occupational wage surveys (1964) 16595;
(1965) 16555

departmental editions (1961) 15719; (1962)
22429; (1963) 16287

document editions (1961) 14147; (1962)
20940; (1963) 15178

Clifton, Tex., railroad accident (1965) 9311
Clifton quadrangle, Wyo. and S. Dak., geology

(1963) 20727
Clifty Creek Reservoir:

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12410
document edition (1965) 12062

Climate:
agro-climatologists conference report, USSR

1962) 2998
Alaska, summary, 1922-52 (1964) 5753
Alpine, biochemistry (1964) 12971
application of synoptic climatology and

short-range numerical prediction to

5-day forecasting (1965) 20145
artificial control of large and small areas,

USSR study (1963) 10846
artificial station, Phytotron, Moscow, USSR

(1961) 21017
artificial, USSR study (1962) 2921

Climate—Continued

California, summary 1931-52 (1964) 15152
Chinese climatology atlas (1963) 853
climatic conditions effects on chronic irra-

diation by superhigh-frequency energy,
USSR study (1965) 14527

climatic factors affecting regimes of rivers
of USSR (1964) 20048

climatography, Florida (1963)3399
climatography, Hawaii (1961) 8245
climatography of United States

—

Chicago, 111. area guide (1962) 18569
climates of States (1961) 8245; (1962) 3559;

(1963) 3399; (1965) 11774, 11782
climatic guide for cities, notice (1965)

11773
climatic guide series (1961) 8244; (1962)

16210, 18569
climatic summaries of report areas (1963)

9489, 14774, 18367; (1965) 11771, 13338
climatic summary of United States, sup-
plements for" 1931-52 (1961) 1569,
2743-46; (1964) 1656, 5753, 13517-518,
15152; (1965) 11770

decennial census

—

Jailv normals of temperature and heating
degree days, notice (1965) 11779

heating degree day normals, notice
(1965) 11778

monthly averages for State climatic di-

visions, 1931-60, notice (1965) 11780
monthly normals of temperature precipi-

tation, and heating degree days, notice
(1965) 11776

summary of hourly observations, notice
(1965) 11777

supplement for 1951-60, notice (1965)
11781

decennial census of U. S. climate (1962)
10733-775, 12785-786, 14691, 16213-225,
18574-592; (1963) 1592, 7507-14, 9493-
9502, 11386-406, 13118-127, 14779-798.
16658-666, 20233-234, 21155-175; (1964)
15154-155, 19016-25, 20877-878, 21919-920
(1965) 3084, 5465-69, 9993-95, 11788-789,
13343-344, 15142-146, 16913-917, 18835-
839,20144

hourly observations summary, notice

(1965) 11772
Houston-Galveston, Tex., area, guide

(1962) 16210

precipitation data from storage gage sta-
tions, notice (1965) 11775

Seattle, Wash, and adjacent Puget Sound
area, guide (1961) 8244

climatography, Virgin Islands (1962) 3559
Washington State (1965) 11782

climatological data

—

Antarctic stations (1963) 11380, 14775,
16656; (1964) 5754, 13519; (1965)
18832-833
notice (1965) 11783-784

Arctic stations (1963) 9490
by States, etc. (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
local (1963) 3876
national summaries (1961) 3640; (1962)

3674; (1963) 3518; (1964) 3330; (1965)
3217

climatological field services of Weather Bu-
reau (1965) 15139

climatological knowledge, role of voluntary
weather observers (1961) 5166

climatological record books, history (1961)
1571

climatology of heat balance, USSR study
(1964) 9198

climatology of selected harbors (1961) 16047
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Climate—Continued

climatology work of centralized weather ac-

tivity. Asheville, N.C. (1961) 1570
Communist China, climatic regions (1962)

12162
Communist China, heat and moisture bal-

ances (1961) 4601
contrails forecasting manual (1965) 2967
control methods, USSR study (1964) 5112
deacclimatization processes in men, urine

excretion trends (1961) 17949
forming processes and changes, USSR study

(1965) 2778
Hawaii, climatologic observations, types,

histories, locations, resume (1961) 21437
history of climatological record forms 1009

and 612-14 (1963) 14799
hot, effect on functions of digestive organs,

USSR study (1963) 20771
hot, physiology of blood of humans and ani-

mals, USSR study (1963) 19707
Hungary, Bukk plateau, microclimatic meas-

urements on Great Meadow (1963) 17748
illness and treatment in various climatic

conditions, USSR (1964) 20228
influence on survival of airborne microor-

ganisms, Netherlands study (1962) 5428
introduction to physical climatology, volume

2, systematic climatology, USSR book
review (1965) 2325

Kwangsi Province, Communist China (1963)
1117

local climatological data (1964) 3691; (1965)

3608
Washington, D.C. (1961) 3643-44; (1962)
4028

mariners atlas. North Pacific Ocean (1962)

8742
modification, conference, USSR (1962) 10009

modification, report (1965) 16919
monthly data for the world (1961) 3646;

(1962) 4066; (1963) 3909; (1964) 3733;
(1965) 3651

Navy marine atlas, Arctic Ocean (1963)
12961

Nevada (1961) 2743
North Dakota (1961) 2744
Polish climatological research (1964) 2737
past climatic trends in advance and retreat

of glaciers, botanical evidence (1961)
12791

Peiping, China (1965) 14569
probability function in regard to precipita-

tion, Hungarian study (1962) 7826
propagation of climatic energy over Hunga-

ry (1962) 7773
published data sources prepared by Weather

Bureau, guide (1963) 20245
radiation climatology in visible and infrared

from TIROS meteorological satellites

(1965) 11462
radio refractive index for U.S. and world,

charts and data (1961) 4967
relationship to eastern white pine blister

rust infection hazard (1964) 6742
sockeye salmon and related limnological and

climatological investigations. Brooks
Lake, Alaska, 1957, ecological studies
(1964) 21318

Soviet conferences on climatology and accli-

matization (1961) 20897
State climatic divisions, monthly averages,

1931-60, decennial census (1963) 14781;
(1965) 11780

summary 1931-52

—

Michigan (1961) 1569
Tatar Strait vicinity, possibility of chang-

ing (1961) 15384

Climate—Continued
temperate, formation of lake ice (1964) 8507
Texas and adjacent Gulf waters (1964) 15151
therapy, conference of Crimean physicians,

USSR study (1962) 2711

upper air climatology as related to design

and operation of supersonic aircraft

(1963) 11381
Utah (1961) 2745

Virginia (1964) 1656
Washington State (1961) 2746

Weather Bureau climatological record forms
for observations, history (1964) 13529

see also Bioclimatology—Weather
Climatic atlases, see Atlases.

Climatic Laboratory, temperature tests of

YHU-ID helicopter, category 2, evalua-
tion (1963) 11476

Climatography, see Climate.

Climatological observers, see Meteorological
observers.

Climatology, see Climate.

Climax Molybdenum Co., mine development
workings, stresses induced by undercut-
ting and caving (1965) 16591, 18451

Climax Molybdenum Mine, stresses around
underground opening, determination
(1963) 3094

Clinch River, radionuclides released to surface
stream (1965) 18207

Cline, Denzel R.:

geology and ground-water resources of Dane
County, Wis. (1965) 12555

hydrology of upper Black Earth Creek ba-
sin. Wis (1964) 821

Clinical CJenter, National Institutes of Health:

current studies and patient referral proce-
dures (1962) 12522

description (1963) 19960

diet manual (1963) 12904; (1965) 14889
normal volunteer program (1961) 17742;

(1964) 1504
nursing (1963) 11108; (1964) 14949
patient admission procedures (1961) 21257;

(1963) 11103
people with a purpose, normal volunteer

patients (1965) 2946
studies and patient referral procedures

(1961) 8053
Clinical laboratory procedures, bacteriology

and mycology (1963) 9267
Clinical medicine (USSR periodical):

translations (1963) 5348; (1965) 6426, 9342,
11225

Clinical-immunological and biochemical meth-
ods for determination of rheumastism
activity, USSR study (1961) 2342

Clinical observations on effect of reserpine on
coronary circulation of hypertension
patients (1961) 7570

Clinical physiology, see Physiology.

Clinical picture and therapy of intoxication by
pesticides, USSR (1963) 17669

Clinical programs for mentally retarded chil-

dren (1965) 8628
Clinical psychologists, see Psychologists.

Clinical psychopharmacology, see Psychophar-
macology.

Clinical Research Center, agreement with
Thailand (1963) 14722

Clinical Spinal Cord Injury Conference, scien-

tific session, proceedings (1962) 3551,

20363; (1964) 7829; (1965) 9984
Clinical studies on typhoid and paratyphoid

fever. Communist China (1962) 17765
Clinical thermometers, see Thermometers.
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Clinics:

community, for mentally retarded (1965)
7298

hospital outpatient services, surveying pro-
cedures guide (1964) 9718

hospital, teaching experience, USSR study
(1962) 2823

medical, actively support and help agricul-
ture, Communist China (1961) 7678

medical, design manual for Naval Shore
Establishment (1962) 3567

out-patient, care of population, USSR study
(1965) 12694

outpatient psychiatric services in U.S.,
1961—

patients data (1963) 9221
staff and man-hours data (1963) 9222

polyclinical and outpatient psychiatric serv-
ices in Croatia (1962) 5878

prenatal, in Hawaiian rural area (1965) 1915

psychiatric-
adolescent outpatient, statistical report,

1962 (1964) 13287
in United States, Staff and man-hours
data (1965) 9777, 13072

outpatient, community services activities,

States and U.S., 1962 (1964) 13286;
(1965) 16757

outpatient, data by State economic areas,

1961 (1964) 13282
outpatient, demographic and psychiatric

characteristics, 1961 (1963) 16427
outpatient, directory, 1963 (1964) 14948
outpatient services in U.S., 1962, patients
data (1964) 5554

reporting outpatient services, instructions
(1963) 11104

services, mentally deficient child and psy-
chotic adult. State and total U.S., spe-

cial statistical report, 1963 (1965) 18625
services. States and total U.S. (1965)

14893
retarded children, orienting parents to at-

tend group meetings (1962) 20644; (1964)
11919

scientific research, 1944-64, Bulgarian study
(1965) 2725

speech clinic helps adult stutterer (1965)
5456

therapeutic, methods used in treatment of

terminal states (1963) 8803
treatment problems of cardia carcinoma,

USSR study (1961) 11002
see also Dental clinics.

Clinton, Iowa:
bridge across Mississippi River

—

hearings (1964) 17663
reports (1964) 10210; (1965) 13932

Clinton, N.C., district court term, reports
(1962) 19164; (1965) 17654; 19462

Clinton County, Ohio, soil survey (1962) 24088

Clipperton Island, Eastern Pacific Ocean,
non-brachyuran decapod crustaceans,
description (1962) 20185

Clips, see Paper clips,

elites, P. G., vacuum arc melting and casting
of copper (1963) 14519

Cliver, Ruth, relief (1962) 21292

Clocks and watches:
Borghesi astronomical (1964) 21797
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5474
dutiable status of imports from insular pos-

sessions, amend tariff schedules, report
(1965) 17658

horological industry, importance to national
defense, hearing (1964) 17865

Japanese industry (1965) 10330

Clocks and watches—Continued
radium dial-painters, cytogenetic study

(1963) 13214
radium-painted dials, health hazards (1964)

18901
stop watch

—

laboratory. Federal standard (1964) 19712
solenoid permits remote control and as-
sures restarting (1964) 13161

watch movements. Tariff Commission re-

ports (1961) 16029; (1962) 18533; (1963)
16628; (1965) 6953

watch repairmen, employment outlook (1962)

8419; (1964) 9437
watches, watch movements, etc. Tariff Ckim-

mission report (1964) 21896
Clones:

fruit, survey. United States (1964) 15196
survey of stone fruit in United States (1964)

1676
two-clone crosses in alfalfa, performance

(1964) 5864
Clonorchiasis, research on clonorchiasis sinen-

sis, Communist China (1962) 17701
Close, Kathryn:
Cuban children away from home (1963) 6013;

(1964) 13779
giving babies healthy start in life (1965)

18999
Close, Marion C, remarks, May 13, 1963 (1963)

11526
Close, R. T., digital computer studies, of elec-

tron guns (1965) 9828
Closed circuit TV system for passive use at

night (1961) 8093
Closed loop television system, mark 2 mod 2,

description, operation and maintenance
(1964) 13350

Closer relation between science and practice,

USSR (1962) 10254
Closets, see (Jlothes closets.

Clostridium:
Clostridium perfringens

—

dry medium for diagnosis of alimentary
intoxications, USSR study (1962) 15711

type B, activity of aerobic variants under
effect of X-rays, USSR study (1961) 4621

Closures:
for glass containers and crowns, current

industrial reports (1961) 2989
for containers, current industrial reports

(1962) 3736, 20537; (1963) 3574, 13291;
(1964) 3390, 10050; (1965) 3273, 10236

Cloth, see Textiles

—

also names of textiles.

Clothes closets, planning aids (1965) 18886
Clothes moths, description, control and pre-

vention (1961) 9878
Clothespins:
spring. Tariff Commission report (1961) 1546;

(1962)3534
standard. Tariff Commission report (1962)

6485
Clothing:
and furnishings. Federal Supply schedule

(1961) 6039, 9134, 12655
anti-exposure assemblies, field tests (1963)

1752
apparel and accessories, women, misses and

children, bibliography (1965) 9915
apparel and apparel-related products, im-

ports and exports, impact on American
employment, hearings (1962) 4961

print additional copies, reports (1962)
17013, 17282

apparel and related products, census of

manufactures, 1958, special report
(1961) 13891

apparel, statistical data, principal sources,

list (1964) 17069
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Clothing—Continued

apparel survey, current industrial reports
(1961) 3934, 8499, 20444; (1962) 13040;
(1963) 1889, 13288; (1964) 1809, 13751;

(1965) 17213
arctic, accumulation of static electricity

(1963) 14912
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 3913
chemical and biological protective overgar-

ments, behavior of liquids on various
cords for seams (1964) 11590

clothing, and individual equipment. Federal
item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 9510; (1963) 3659;
(1964) 3477, 12296; (1965) 3379

clothing and related manufactures, U.S.
imports compared to production and
exports, 1957-61 (1962) 21894

cold weather

—

Air Force (1965) 8477
Army(1965( 173

completely launderable all-wool apparel, po-
tential market (1965) 1755

consumer information, price list (1964) 21842
current industrial reports (1961) 8499, 20444;

(1964) 1809
emergency clothing, civil defense program,

manual (1965) 19004
employment outlook in apparel industry

(1962) 8336; (1964) 9438
garment industry labor irregularities and

discrimination, investigate, hearings
(1963) 2048

general repair, techniques, Army technical
manual (1963) 9663

individual protective materials, decontamina-
tion, USSR study (1964) 20419

laundering, cleaning or repairing establish-
ments, fair labor standards act, interpre-
tative bulletin (1963) 11378; (1965) 11767

leisure and work clothing industry, trends
and outlook (1961) 5422

maintenance specialist, suggested training
program (1964) 15839

market for men's and boys apparel in Western
Europe (1965) 216

men's and boys

—

apparel industries, outlook for 1961 and
review of 1960 (1961) 3862

bibliography (1961) 9745
men's apparel, current industrial reports

(1961) 2989; (1962) 267, 3736; (1963) 3574;
(1964) 3390; (1965) 3273

miners, Arctic, investigation of thermal insu-
lating properties, USSR study (1962) 964

miscellaneous apparel and accessories, cen-
sus of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1790
physically handicapped homemaker, with fea-

tures suitable for all women (1961) 9879
protective

—

bibliography (1962) 2158
clothing and other apparel, bibliography
(1965)10306

equipment (1962) 1571
worn in chlororganic insecticide produc-

tion, degassing, USSR study (1965) 19750
retail apparel, etc., stores, employee earnings

(1964) 1.3059

departmental edition (1963) 3029
document edition (1963) 2013

selected, production, by State and county,
current industrial reports (1962) 11083

simplified construction (1965) 16968
soldiers, individual care and use, field manual

(1961) 17996; (1962) 6647
special purpose. Federal supply schedule

(1961)12655

Clothing—Continued
standardizing design in CEMA countries

(1964)20325
Tatar ASSR, conference on sewing industry

problems, USSR report (1963) 1.5881

thermal properties of ready-made, on instru-

mented model, USSR study (1962) 9931
uneconomical procurement practices by

Atomic Energy Commission, GAO report
(1965)6294

women's and children's undergarments, cen-
sus of manufactures, 1958, industry
report (1961) 5459

women's and misses' dresses, industry wage
survey (1964) 9469

women's

—

apparel, current industrial reports (1961)

2989; (1962) 3736; (1963) 3574; (1964)
3390- (1965) 3273

attitudes toward cotton and other fibers

(1961)13792
misses and children, bibliography (1961)

11557
work industry wage survey (1965) 16561
departmental edition (1962) 10413
document edition (1962) 9182

work, union contract provisions

—

departmental edition (1961) 11339
document edition (1961) 10200

young people's use and appraisals of natural
and competing fibers used in wearing
apparel, preliminary report (1965) 1672

see also names or types of clothing.

Clothing fabrics, see Textiles.

Clots, see Blood.

Cloture:
amendments to rule 22 (1962) 2377
Senate, amend rules, report (1961) 17069
Senate, by majority vote

—

hearings (1965) 7548
report (1965) 6032

Senate, by 3/5 vote

—

hearings (1965) 7548
report (1965) 6033

Senate, present rules, history, etc (1963)
17194

Cloud, Preston E., jr., environment of calcium
carbonate deposition west of Andros
Island, Bahamas (1963) 604

Cloud chambers:
production and nuclear capture of K mesons

observed in cloud chamber (1962) 769
selected references to technical reports, etc.,

list (1961) 11805
Cloud modification, see Weather control.

Cloud radiation, see Radiation.

Cloud seeding, see Weather control.

Clouds:
and mists, physics, USSR study (1962) 1031
Arctic

—

condensation nuclei and concentration of
cloud droplets, USSR study (1965) 2484

USSR investigations (1965) 2483
whiteout modification experiments on
Greenland, 1960 (1962) 15518

As and Ac, meteorological conditions for
aircraft icing, USSR study (1965) 2485

base surge and cloud formation from nucle-

ar explosion (1965) 17121
convective

—

computation of growth of droplets and
spherical ice particles using Ural-1
computer, USSR (1965) 1182

precipitation influence on rising currents
(1965) 1184

cover, determination of boundaries, USSR
study (1965) 11086
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Clouds—Continued
cover, vortex structure according to weather

satellite data (1964) 16730
cumulus

—

power spectral measurement of atmos-
pheric turbulence (1964) 20596

structure of temperature field (1965) 5010
study of pulsating growth (1961) 11746

effect on albedo, Czechoslovak study (1962)

7699
formation, role of vertical temperature gra-

dients, USSR study (1961) 15377
frontal, and flight conditions in them, USSR

book review (1965) 2321
heights, AIDE altitude integrating electron-

ic device for computing and displaying
information to airfield weather observ-
ers (1961) 8338

high altitude chemical plasma, generation
and properties (1965) 4178

interpretation from satellite altitudes (1963)

14900
liquid water content, problem of recording,

USSR study (1965) 2486
measuring humidity and water content,

USSR study (1961) 7644

mists serve man, USSR study (1962) 5774

modification, effectiveness for increasing

precipitation, USSR study (1965) 4955
noctilucent

—

USSR studies (1961) 15353; (1963) 32009;
(1964) 12927, 12968

visibility, photometric conditions, USSR
study (1961) 19642

orographic cloudiness in stable and unstable
atmosphere, hydrodynamic calculation,

USSR study (1963) 10820
orographically induced, observed by TIROS

satellites, identification and significance

(1964) 20966
physics, research use of instrumented

drones, evaluation (1963) 21057
precipitation, USSR study (1964) 7183

radar apparatus for polarization investiga-

tions, USSR study (1965) 2469
radiative transfer in cloudy atmosphere

(1965) 8128, 18588
refractive index studies, cumulus climatolo-

gy.(1962) 10895
satellite Nimbus pictures

—

errors in goegraphic referencing (1964)

5520
geographical grid (1964) 9576

spectral reflectivity (1965) 9753

storm, vertical motions, USSR study (1963)

17898
supercooled, crystallization (1963) 20787

television photography, meteorological sat-

ellite data, catalogs

—

TIROS II (1962) 14800
TIROS III (1962) 20370; (1963) 14800
TIROS IV (1963) 11407
TIROS V (1964) 9882
TIROS VI (1964) 19026

TIROS VII (1965) 9998, 18840
TIROS VIII (1965) 18841

turbulence, some results of experimental
investigation of structural-energy char-

acteristics, USSR study (1965) 2744
upper layer, attentuation of total radiation

(1965)9747
warm, rain formation, statistical theory of

micro-physical mechanisms, Chinese
study (1964) 945

whiteout seeding procedures, investigation

(1963)19134

Clough, Nestor, significance of photographic
meteor data in design of meteroid protec-
tion for large space vehicles (1965) 16696

Clover, Persian, culture, uses, etc (1961) 86

see also Alsike clover—Crimson clover—Red
clover—Sweet clover—Trefoil—White
clover.

Clovis, N. Mex.:
investigation and study of Federal Home

Loan Bank Board

—

hearings (1962) 15270
report (1962) 21129

Cloyd, D.R., handling hazardous materials
(1965) 19892

Clubs, educational programs (1961) 17180
see also 4-H clubs—Service clubs.

Clutches (machinery):
quick-acting, disengages idle drive motor

(1964) 20549
Clutter, see Radar.
Clyne, Patrick J., relief (1964) 17697, 19384,

21176
CM series (1965) 4782, 6239, 12471-491, 14348,

19635
Coachella Valley County Water District, reha-

bilitation and betterment contract, hear-
ing (1962) 13684

Coagulation:
acoustic, use for recovery of finely dispersed

carbon black, USSR study (1962) 1261
mono and biactive electrocoagulation of

bladder tumors, comparative evaluation,
USSR study (1962) 8073

see also Blood.
Coal:
Alabama, research and technologic work,

bibliography (1963) 19837
American, beryllium content (1961) 12778
analyses of tipple and delivered samples of

coal (1961) 13449; (1962) 22525; (1963)
18104; (1964) 11343; (1965) 11393

analysis, application of nuclear techniques,
annual report (1965) 1855

anthracite

—

agglomerating for metallurgical fuel

(1961) 19877
calcined, use in foundry cupolas (1963)

16339
effect of gamma radiation (1964) 9508
metallurgical briquets as blast furnace

fuel (1964) 7459
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9540
oxidation with

—

concentrated nitric acid (1961) 9477
nitric acid, products obtained (1964)
20509

distribution (1961)
Pennsylvania

—

distribution (1961) 4821, 21189; (1963)

3052, 20945; (1965) 1326
mineral industry surveys, weekly (1963)

4012; (1964) 3843; (1965) 3761
minerals yearbook chapters (1961)

19843; (1963) 1198; 19827; (1965) 9555,
19833

production

—

monthlv preliminary estimates (1961)
3468;" (1962) 4185; (1963) 4013; (1964)

3844
weekly reports (1961) 3478; (1962) 4434

relation of density and porosity data to

structural features (1965) 16593
uses of large-diameter auger in under-

ground mining operations (1963) 3092
ash

—

effect of sulfur retention (1962) 8476
rapid methods for analyzing (1962) 20101
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Coal—Continued
ash—Continued

slag, measurement and significance of flow
properties (1964) 9495

bituminous

—

and lignite mining, census of minerals,
1958, industry report (1961) 20428

destroying caking quality by thermal and
oxidative treatment in fixed bed on pilot

plant scale (1965) 8023
entrained-bed carbonization, tests on Aus-

tralian coal (1965) 9588
gasification with oxygen (1964) 7443

in pilot plant equipped for slurry feed-
ing (1963) 1251

high in volatile matter content, rapid pre-
heating, Communist China (1961) 19493

high-volatile A, hydrogasification (1964)
7453

mineral facts and problems, chapter (1965)
11383

Matanuska coalfield deposits (1962) 10464
minerals yearbook chapter (1962) 22469
pressure carbonization to produce
high-BTU gas (1964) 11330

pulverized, low temperature carbonization
in fluidized bed, (jommunist China (1961)
19494

technological change and productivity in
industry

—

departnrwntal edition (1962) 3266
document edition (1962) 2323

bituminous and anthracite, hydrogasifica-
tion (1963) 3083

bituminous and lignite-

distribution (1962) 12380-381, 18209; (1963)
14492, 14491; (1964) 3282; (1965) 3169

and marketing, changing patterns,
1960-62 (1963) 12822

gasification using nuclear heat (1963)
11565

minerals yearbook chapter (1962) 1600;
(1964) 1399; (1965) 1322

thickness of seams mined in 1960 (1962)
18200

carbonization—

hydrogenation of pitch (1963) 3082
in U.S., 1900-62 (1965) 5079
low temperature assays, and relation of

yields to analysis (1962) 3336
products, properties of compounds (1963)
9109

role of fluidity (1961) 4829
carbonizing properties

—

Buchanan, Dickenson, Russell, Tazewell,
and Wise Counties, Va (1964) 5496

Butler County, Pa (1962) 8473
Elk, Clarion, Jefferson, Clearfield, and
Centre Counties, Pa (1963) 16333

Kanawha County, W. Va (1963) 14510
Letcher County, Ky (1964) 9528
Perry County, Ky (1962) 6246
Wyoming (1961) 6295
Wyoming and Mercer Counties, W.Va

(1965) 9594
catalyst for vapor-phase hydrogenation of

oils (1965) 5083
chemicals

—

mineral industry survey, monthly (1961)
3440; (1962) 3679; (1963) 3522; (1964)
3336; (1965) 3223

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 19844;
(1962) 22470; (1963) 20942; (1964) 21686

classifying brown coals and lignites, appli-
cation of international system to Ameri-
can coals (1961) 4826

Coal—Continued
cleaning

—

Alaska coals, performance of tables (1962)
22500

processes (1962) 10472
coal

—

and nuclear power, prospects (remarks)
(1965) 207

and products, Mines Bureau investiga-
tions, 1919-60, bibliography (1962) 8455

chronicle, recently published items, sum-
maries (1963) 16320; (1964) 3331; (1965)
3218

Communist China

—

geology of coal deposits in Shantung,
Ninghsia, and Hunan Provinces (1962)
15874

hydrogeological conditions in southwest,
fields, discussion (1962) 2993

industry (1962) 17994
coking properties, comparative evaluation

(1961)4817
consumption, thrift incentive plan (1962)

23725
conversion to fluid fuels, abstracts of Ger-

man patents (1962) 6231
distribution of minor elements in coal beds

of eastern interior region (1965) 725
drying, fire and explosion hazards in flui-

dized-bed thermal dryers (1965) 9569
electrolytic reduction (1962) 10458
field description and sampling of beds (1961)

6172
filter-cake moisture, using radiant heat to

reduce (1961) 17653
fine

—

cleaning, performance of dense-medium
cyclone (1961) 7930

screening, sieve bend cleaning process
(1961) 4828

using centrifuge for float-and-sink testing
(1961) 7934

flash irradiation (1963) 14523
flotation

—

and float sink separations, selectivities
(1961)2518

effect of

—

temperature, laboratory investigation
(1961) 19883

selected operating variables (1962)
14434

foreign

—

literature, abstracts and translations,
guide (1962) 3293

market potential for U.S. coal (1964) 219,
4401

trade reports (1961) 2993; (1962) 4409;
(1963) 4258; (1964) 4113; (1965) 4024,
5716

free-swelling and grindability indexes (1961)
21167

froth flotation washability data of various
Appalachian coals using timed release
analysis technique (1965) 16590

future markets (address) (1962) 12379
gasification

—

by hot recycled helium in laboratory-scale
exchange-type gasifier (1962) 16016

design and initial operation of slagging,
fixed-bed, pressure pilot plant (1962)
23979

hydrogenation to hydrocarbons (1962)
18225

in place, estimated costs, etc (1961) 11377
in presence of gamma rays (1964) 7442
of coal-water slurries in metallic tube coil

(1961) 4833
patents, index (1962) 16003
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Coal—Continued
gasification—Continued

pilot plant

—

for feeding slurry to pressure gasifier
(1961)6287

using pulverized coal and oxygen (1962)
12384

pressurized for production of synthesis
gas (1961) 19485

suspended specimen method for determin-
ing rate of steam-carbon reaction (1962)
14443

underground

—

bibliography (1964) 5472
experiment in preparing path through
coalbed by hydraulic fracturing (1961)
13455

operation of multiple-path system (1962)
17652

with oxygen-enriched air (1962) 20107
geology, Seitz quadrangle, Ky (1963) 598
Haldeman and Wrigley quadrangles, Ky.,

resources (1963) 5016
heat content and specific heat of coals and

related product (1965) 8025
hydraulic hoisting, developing lock-hopper

feeder (1964) 7431
hydrogenating unconventional methods

(1964) 13108
hydrogenation

—

at short retention times (1962) 3339
coal tar and related materials, low-
temperature (1962) 3291

in batch autoclave (1965) 6588
relative activity of impregnated and mixed
molybdenum catalysts (1962) 14453

hydroxyl content, determination by forming
trimethylsilyl ethers (1963) 9110

imports and exports, impact on American
employment, hearings (1962) 4961

print additional copies, report (1962) 9309
industry

—

Communist China (1961) 862
Japanese studies (1961) 19733
Mongolia, wage regulations for under-
ground workers (1961) 4408

international trade, monthly inventory
(1961) 3426; (1962) 3957; (1963) 3796;
(1964) 3604; (1965) 3519

irradiated, hydrogenation (1962) 18222
long range research into production and uti-

lization (remarks) (1961) 10712
mass spectrometric techniques, advances

(1964) 1437
materials inhibitory to growth of microor-

ganisms (1963) 18097
microbiology of coal (1962) 16008
Mines Bureau research and technologic

work (1962) 14422, 18201; (1963) 14498,
20947; (1964) 21691

minor elements in American coals (series)

(1961) 14949; (1965) 725
moisture, influence of processing variables

on determination (1964) 13116
Mongolian resources (1962) 15788
Mount Gran deposits (1963) 12834
Nation's expanding energy market, supply

and demand (1961) 19890
neutron-moderation moisture meter applica-

tion (1964) 19231
New Mexico, hydrogenation at short resi-

dence and high temperature (1964) 14752
northern Great Plains coal province, geo-

chemistry of minor elements (1961)
14949

optical activity in oils derived from coals
(1964) 20501

oxidation, effect on coal flotation (1965)
11391

Coal—Continued

performance of screw-type, classifier-cyclone
combination (1963) 1247

phosphorus

—

chlorine, sodium, and potassium in U.S.
coals (1965) 5091

determination, evaluation of methods
(1961)7936

pilot-scale fluidized feeder utilizing zone flui-

dization (1964) 16638
Pittsburgh-bed coal, oxidizing effect of proc-

essing temperature and time (1963)
14522

plastic

—

agglutinating, and free-swelling proper-
ties (1963) 7204

layer of coals, studies of thickness, deter-
mination and significance (1965) 2818

Pocahontas no. 3 coalbed, longwall mining
with German coal planer (1963) 19863

Polish deposits, geology (1962) 1319
preparation, aqueous slurries, bibliography

(1963) 14497
preparation characteristics

—

Boone County, W.Va (1962) 3340
Brooke County, W.Va (1964) 14746
Fayette County, W. Va (1965) 16596
Hancock County, W. Va (1964) 14746
Harrison County, W. Va (1961) 15752
Kanawha County, W. Va (1963) 19867
Marshall County, W. Va (1964) 14746
Mercer County, W. Va (1963) 10960
Ohio County, W. Va (1964) 14746
Nicholas County, W. Va (1963) 3093
Russell County, Va (1964) 5488
Tazewell County, Va (1963) 19868
Preston County, W. Va (1961) 6288

preparation, list of publications (1962) 3292
products

—

census of manufactures, 1958, special re-

port (1961) 13894
manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)

18133
production of coronene from coal (1965) 1380
pulverized

—

coal-fired furnace, process development in

removing sulfur dioxide from hot flue

gases (1963) 20964
particle-size reduction by attrition in

tube (1961) 17649
particles, rapid determination of size dis-

tribution by sedimentation (1961) 17657
rare elements in coal (1963) 10940
reduction by lithium-ethylenediamine and

reaction of model compounds with met-
al-amine systems (1965) 9549

report, weekly (1961) 3479; (1962) 3675;
(1963) 4293; (1964) 4147; (1965) 4059

reserves, Eastern Kentucky (1963)5014
research in meeting industry's needs (re-

marks) (1961) 12021
research organizations, activities and publi-

cations (1961) 9442
resources—coal-bearing rocks
Alabama (1964) 12508
Beaver County, Pa (1964) 2417
Belmont County, Ohio (1963) 19314
Buffalo-Lake DeSmet area, Wyo (1961)
6169

Cedar Mountain quadrangle. Iron County,
Utah (1962) 15642

Lawrence County, Pa (1964) 19771
Salyersville North quadrangle, Ky (1963)

10274
Trinidad coal field, Huerfano and Las
Animas Counties, Colo (1962) 627

United States, Jan. 1, 1960 (1961) 17329
western Pennsylvania (series) (1964) 2417,

19771
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Coal—Continued

Roslyn-Cle Hum field, Wash., amenability of

coals to production of high-ash boiler

fuel (1965) 11394
Roslyn, Wash, steeply pitching coalbed, hy-

draulic mining research (1963) 18095

slurry pipeline, land acquisition, amend in-

terstate commerce act, hearings (1962)

15433
solvent extraction by abietic acid at atmos-

pheric pressure (1961) 1230
spontaneous heating, effects of hydraulic

fluids (1963) 10954
steam-fluidized low-temperature carboniza-

tion of high splint bed coal and thermal
cracking of tar vapors in fluidized bed

(1965) 12945
structure, densimetric method in studying

(1963) 19858

subbituminous

—

containing bentonitic clay, from Lewis and
Thurston Counties, Wash., cleaning
trials (1961) 9483

low-temperature carbonization, effect of

hydrogen atmosphere to 1,000 pounds
pressure (1961) 13451

subbituminous deposit. Beluga River coal-

field, Alaska (1963) 19857
testing, correlation of Fischer-Schrader

assay and BM-AGA carbonization,

yields (1961) 9475
ultrathin sections, preparation (1961) 21199
United States, general information (1962)

11889
uraniferous, Parana, Brazil (1962) 2082

uranium-bearing, in Great Divide Basin,

Sweetwater County, Wyo. (series) (1962)

7468,21823
USSR-

gasification underground

—

economic analysis (1962) 8459
stations (1962) 14079

industry (1962) 10202
utilization, survey of opportunities to stimu-

late (1962) 20669-670

wGstGrn
blends, coking-rate study (1963) 19861

coking, bulk density studies on commercial
blend (1964) 18686

effects of retort-immersion depth on Giese-
ler plasticity (1965) 1376

Willett Range deposits (1964) 2995
see also Anthracite—Ashes—Coke—Lignite

—a^so headings beginning Coal.

Coal balls, occurrence and significance of ma-
rine animal remains (1962) 9735

Coal beds, see Coal.
Coal Canyon, petrology of Meade peak phos-

phatic shale member of Phosphoria for-

mation (1961) 6173

Coal carriers, see Shipbuilding.
Coal chronicle (periodical) (1963) 16320; (1964);

3331; (1965) 3218
Coal Creek, Preeambrian quartzite-schist se-

quence, relationship to Idaho Springs
Formation, Front Range, Colo (1964)

18135

Coal dust:
control methods for continuous mining of

coal (1964) 2982
explosibility

—

in atmosphere containing low percentage
of methane (1961) 13460

of carbonaceous dusts (1965) 6606

Coal dust—Continued

explosions

—

American standard practice for rock-

dusting underground bituminous-
coal and lignite mines (1961) 4816

dust flames, fundamental aspects (1965)

1370
experimental (1964) 5490

water neutralizes hazard (1962) 14424

float coal hazard in mines, progress report

(1965) 5093
float dust deposits in return airways (1963)

7208
ignition, preventing by inerting (1964) 21713

methane-air mixtures, ignition, etc (1964)

7447
removal with drill-dust collectors, system

approved by Mines Bureau (1961) 15745
rock-dust disseminator used in return air

currents, Koehler Mine, Kaiser Steel

Corp., Koehler, N. Mex. (1965) 6590
Coal fields, see Coal.

Coal gasifiers, see Gasifiers.

Coal lands, leasing by railroads, repeal limita-

tions, report (1962) 17194
Coal mine inspectors, examination announce-

ments (1961) 5516, 10109; (1963) 16937;

(1963) 16937; (1965) 5739
Coal mines and mining:
abandoned mines, controlling acid mine

drainage, committee print (1964) 410
abandoned mines, seal and fill voids

—

hearings (1962) 9389; (1964) 8395
law (1962) 23218
reports (1962) 7052, 16960, 21454

accident prevention, handbook for super-

visors (1962) 12371
anthracite

—

census of mineral industries, 1958, indus-

try report (1961) 6810
longwall mining in Pennsylvania (1964)
7455

mine-spoil areas, screen and cover olant-

ing of trees, guide (1965) 4807
mining industry, wage chronology, 1930-59

(1964) 14689
bituminous

—

coal mining, labor market developments
(1964) 4658

costs of mining under bolted or timbered
roof (1961) 13436

underground and surface, industry wage
survey (1963) 19794

blasting stumps (1962) 23954
burning refuse banks, survey (1964) 7428
census of mineral industries, 1958, industry

report (1962) 2170
coal dust explosion, dust flames, fundamen-

tal aspects (1965) 1370
(Communist China

—

hydraulic methods (1961) 15087
industry (1961) 933
Karst coal fields, Szechwan Province, hy-
drogeologic exploration methods (1962)

5711
drill-dust collectors for rock drilling equip-

ment, system approved by Mines Bureau
(1961) 15745

electric trailing cables, prevailing practices

in splicing (1962) 14419
escapeways and other emergency measures

(1963) 1202
examination records, proposed standardiza-

tion (1962) 8462
explosibility of

—

carbonaceous dusts (1965) 6606
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Coal mines and mining—Continued
explosibility of—Continued
coaldust in atmosphere containing low
percentage of methane (1961) 13480

explosives

—

gallery variables affecting probability of
ignition by, statistical analysis (1961)
7947

relative efficacy of stemming materials
(1961) 19886

research and technologic work, 1955-56
(1961) 4815. 6273

Federal coal-mine safety act

—

administration (1961) 21170; (1962) 23959;
(1963) 19838

amend

—

hearings (1961) 7137; (1964) 6351; (1965)
8881

report (1961) 8751
Federal safety act and codes, interpreta-

tions and applications (1963) 9111
government research, achievements and

problems (remarks) (1961) 9279
hazards caused by electrolysis (1962) 14418
hydraulic coal mining research

—

equipment and preliminary tests (1962)
6240

tests in steeply pitching coalbed, Roslyn,
Wash (1963) 18095

hydraulic

—

hoisting of coal, developing lock-hopper
feeder (1964) 7431

mining of anthracite, engineering develop-
ment studies (1965) 9589

hydrologic influences of strip mining (series)
(1964) 4792, 10643

industry

—

and air pollution (address) (1965) 14986
role in power production (address) (1963)

10309
safety organization and activities of
award-winning companies (1964) 16625

injuries and employinent, monthly report
(1961) 3438; (1962) 3676; (1963) 3519
(1964) 3332; (1965) 3219

injuries, analysis of safety factors, etc
(1961) 9446

injury experience, analysis of safety factors,
etc (1962) 6232; (1963) 1207; (1964) 2983,
20477

Kizel basin, role of microbiological factors
in increasing corrosiveness of mine wa-
ter, USSR study (1964) 2580

leases of public land, raise limitation, etc.

—

law (1964) 17385
report (1964) 15560, 17784

microfilming maps of abandoned anthracite
mines, (1965) 19843

opencut mining, subbituminous deposits.
Beluga River coalfield, Alaska (1963)
19857

passageway, sealing through borehole, prog-
ress report (1964) 13129

Pennsylvania, bituminous strip mine spoils,
2d year results of hybrid poplar test
plantings (1964) 14321

pneumatic vibrating-blade planer, test oper-
ation (1963) 3095

pressure changes during mining, hydraulic
device for measuring (1965) 2821

pyrites, oxidation (1963) 14512

removing methane (degasification) from
Pittsburgh coalbed (1962) 10475

roof at intersections, controlling (1962)
20083

safety precautions for active coal stockpil-
ing and reclaiming operations (1965)
6592

Coal mines and mining—Continued
safety rules for installing and using electric

equipment (1964) 20476
sieve bend testing in fine screening of coal

(1961) 4828
strip-mining

—

operations, Beaver Creek basin, Ky

—

description of physical environment
(1964) 4792

influences on hydrologic environment
(1964) 10643

predicting outslopes of spoil banks (1964)
772

USSR-
mechanization and antomation (1962) 23858
Pechora deposits, development, reserves,

etc (1962) 5984

West Virginia spoil banks, poor growth of
poplar (1963) 20700

Wilkeson area. Wash., study (1964) 5498
see also Mine accidents—Mine explo-

sions—Mine fires—Mine ventilation.

Coal Research Office:

annual reports (1963) 11670; (1964) 11956;
(1965) 10308

function (remarks) (1963) 11671

press releases (1962) 4195; (1963) 4043;
(1964) 3875; (1965) 3789

problems for investigation (remarks) (1961)
9279

research and development reports (1962)
20669-670; (1964) 219, 4401

Coal tar:

chemical industry tasks, USSR study (1961)
4712

extracting tar acids with monoethanolam-
ine (1961) 6280

imports of products, 1960 (1961) 13706;
(1962) 16182; (1963) 16625; (1964) 16888

intermediates

—

industry, outlook for 1961 and review of

1960 (1961) 3876
products industry (1964) 6003

low-temperature

—

bituminous, identification of distillable tar
acids and tar bases (1961) 11369

vapor phase oxidation of hydrocarbons
(1963) 10955

phenols in, determination by forming trime-
thylsilyl ethers (1963) 9110

see aiso Creosote—Tar.

Coal washing:

cleaning trials. Pierce County, Wash., wash-
ability studies (1964) 21711

deposits from Matanuska Valley and Beluga
River fields, Alaska (1962) 16023

equipment

—

concentrating tables, performance charac-
teristics (1963) 12836

sand cones, performance characteristics
(1965) 8024

fine, unsized, cleaning in dense-medium cy-
clone pilot plant (1963) 16344

refuse, use for production of lightweight
aggregate (1964) 13125

Rocky Mountain coals, performance of
Baum jigs (1964) 2992

subbituminous coal containing bentonitic
clay from Lewis and Thurston Ck)unties,
Wash (1961) 9483

use of sieve bend and scalping deck with
vibrating screen in dewatering and
draining dense medium from fine coal
(1963) 20968

washability characteristics

—

Lower Hartshorne (Spadra) bed near
Clarksville, Ark (1962) 22505
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Coal washing—Continued
washability characteristics—Continued

Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast States
coals (1962) 3337

washery performance, evaluation (1962)
22477

Coalition warfare problems, military alliance
against Napoleon, 1813-14 (1965) 13417

Coals, see Coal—Coal tar.

Coanda effect, shape of thrust-augmenting
surfaces in conjunction with Coanda-
deflected jet sheets (1965) 6962, 15110

Coast and (ieodetic Survey:
budget, 1963, amendment (1962) 21235
charts and publications, catalog (1963) 7795
charts, sell for not less than cost

—

law (1964) 17300
reports (1964) 12224, 15538

commissioned officers

—

act of 1948, amend

—

hearing (1961) 17122; (1962) 9399
law (1961) 18625
reports (1961) 14385, 14639

authorize ROTCi; graduates to serve

—

law (1962) 16762
report (1961) 14350; (1962) 15381

crediting military service in computing
Reserve retired pay

—

law (1964) 21128
reports (1964) 15504, 17854

dependents, manual for civilian physicians
and dentists providing care (1964) 2254

Commissioned Officer Corps, scientific ca-

reers (1963) 20389; (1965) 11990
director and deputy director, appoint from

civilian life, authorize report (1964)
12205

function as central depository for geomag-
netic data, etc.

—

hearings (1963) 4756
report (1962) 21092

hydrographic manual (1961) 3978; (1963)
11673

its products and services (1965) 5746
legislation, hearing (1963) 12009
magnetic hourly values HV series (1962)

6847-48; (1964) 1848-49
magnetograms MHV series (1961) 3975-77;

(1962) 331, 6849-52, 9120, 13112, 15001-3,
18892, 23108; (1963) 197, 4633-34, 7796,
9765, 11672, 15118, 16959, 20388; (1964)
4402-4, 6104, 10115-116, 11958, 17149,
19341; (1965) 335-336, 4415, 7332,
8672-73, 10309, 11988, 13693

members serving with Air Force, provide
same status as those serving in Army
and Navy, report (1965) 13901

nautical chart manual (1964) 8170
nautical charts and related publications,

catalog (1964) 11957
nominations, hearings (1961) 4108
one-day program in photogrammetry for

engineering students (1963) 1952
operations, etc., GAO review (1961) 9237
personnel

—

dependents, quarters allowances, in-

crease

—

hearing (1962) 13665
reports (1962) 11356, 11402, 13648

retired, medical care

—

hearings (1965) 419
law (1963) 15150
report (1962) 19199; (1963) 11828, 11967

transfer to Air Force in emergencies, re-

port (1963) 11966
press releases, CGS series (1961) 3029;

(1962) 4196; (1963) 4044; (1964) 3876;
(1965)3790

Coast and Geodetic Survey—Continued
publication notices (1961) 3030; (1962) 4266;

(1964)3950
publication series (1961) 327-328, 3978-79,

5533, 8567-68, 10112, 14022-24, 18419,
20486-87; (1962) 332, 4859-60, 9121,
15004; (1963) 198, 1953-54, 7797, 11673,
13332; (1964) 8170; (1965) 337, 5746,
7333; 10310-311

radio navigation charts, sell for not less

than cost, hearing (1964) 2236
reorganization,

—

hearings (1965) 15813
message from the President (1965) 10399

serve and explore (1963) 13333
shore and sea boundaries, interpretation

and use of surveys and charts, etc.

(1965) 337, 7333
special publications (1963) 1955, 4635; (1965)

15363
surveying aid and technician, examination

announcements (1961) 3974, 10110
Technical bulletins (1961) 1844, 3980, 6914,

10113; (1962) 13114, 15005-6, 20671;
(1963) 1956; (1964) 4407; (1965) 338,
7335, 13694

tide observations manual (1965) 10310
see also Pay, allowances, etc.

Coast Guard:
activities

—

and missions (1962) 23110
review, hearings (1965) 419

aircraft repair and supply base, status of
prior recommendations of GAO concern-
ing selected activities, GAO review
(1962) 23584

appropriations, amendment (1965)10574
appropriations for vessels, etc., authoriza-

tion

—

hearings (1964) 6368, 6501; (1965) 5966,
8979

laws (1964) 8220; (1965) 10350
reports (1964) 6273, 6278, 6298, 6466;

(1965) 5947, 7446, 8937
appropriations, merger

—

hearings (1965) 419
report (1963) 11835

appropriations, require authorization

—

law (1963) 13419
reports (1962) 21091; (1963) 6115, 11975

assistant commander, nomination of William
D. Shields, hearings (1965) 430

Atlantic merchant vessel report (AMVER)
system (1963) 11676

aviation facility requirements and aircraft
utilization, opportunities for economies,
GAO report (1963) 15596

aviation story (1964) 6114
band, administration, provide

—

law (1965) 19125
reports (1965) 13903, 15988

boarding manual (1962) 13118
boarding officers, training guide (1961) 1845

career

—

for licensed officers of merchant marine
(1963) 4638

opportunities, after college, (XHS (1964)
6111

civil engineering reports (1963) 18743
index (1963) 18743

Auxiliary, vessel examiners guide (1961)
3984

reservist (1961) 3031; (1962) 3677; (1963)
3520; (1964) 3333; (1965) 3220

commemorating 175th anniversary

—

law (1965) 13807
report (1965) 14074
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Coast Guard—Continued
commemorative postal card (poster) (1965)

14972
communications manual (1961) 10117; (1962)

20678; (1963) 11681; (1964) 8177
court martial cases, report, 1961 (1962)

13712; (1963) 8134; (1964) 8461; (1965)
6082

directives, publications, and reports index
(1961) 3981

electric engineering regulations (1961) 6916;
(1965) 342

electrical equipment for merchant ships,
approved list (1962) 16620; (1964) 19345

enlisted members, relief

—

law (1962) 20865
reports (1962) 17006, 19350

enlisted personnel, retirement

—

percentage limitation, remove

—

hearing (1963) 13798; (1964) 6367
law (1963) 17044
reports (1963) 11974, 15254, 17120

provisions, unusual aspects, GAO review
(1963) 5005

equipment lists (1963) 4639: (1965) 5754
excess inventory of spare lighted-type buoy

bodies, GAO report (1965) 10949
expansion of functions, amend United States

Code, report (1961) 10263
extend application of laws relating to mili-

tary services

—

hearing (1962) 13671
law (1962) 16752
reports (1962) 13621, 15188

facilities, State-by-State listing (1964) 10329

films, catalog (1965) 11992
Florida, inspection report (1964) 14012
high-endurance vessels, overstated require-

ments for replacement, GAO report
(1965) 4835

history of its battles in Rum War, 1920-35
(1964) 10122

International Ice Patrol (1963) 11678
land and buildings, management, utilization,

etc., GAO review (1962) 11873
legislation, hearings (1961) 10510; (1963)

12009
manual, national search and rescue (1962)

20674; (1964) 222; (1965) 10147
amendment (1963) 7800

marine investigation regulations, etc (1964)
1851

merchant marine officers, opportunity in
(1963) 199

miscellaneous hearings (1965) 419
nautical schools, rules and regulations

(1963) 11679
nominations

—

hearings (1961) 4108
of James D. Craik, Louis M. Thayer, jr.,

and Albert J. Carpenter, hearings (1964)
4576

objectives and mission (1964) 10123
oceanographic observations, tropical Atlan-

tic Ocean, Equalant II (1965) 1936
oceanographic reports (1964) 11961,

13814-815; (1965) 1936-37, 11993, 13695,
17269

oceanographic research, authorize

—

hearings (1961) 10355, 10509
law (1961) 18765
reports (1961) 10456, 12439, 18869

officers

—

and cadets, register (1965) 7338
promotion system, establish

—

hearings (1963) 15380; (1964) 6367
law (1963) 18777
reports (1963) 15244, 17274

Coast Guard—Continued
officers—Continued

registers (1962) 20675; (1963) 18744; (1965)
343

temporary appointments and promotions,
continue (1961) 18648

reports (1961) 16741, 17055
operations, review, hearing (1962) 13533
organizational manual (1963) 4643
origin, responsibilities, relationships, and

direction (1963) 4644
passenger vessels, rules and regulations

(1964) 13816
patrol boats deployed to Vietnam, replace-

ment construction

—

hearing (1965) 12317
law (1965) 10356
reports (1965) 10456, 10636

personnel, utilization in district offices and
certain military pay functions, GAO re-

view (1961) 12759
Philippine nationals enlistment, inquiry

(1964) 2115
programs and purposes (remarks) (1965)

11751
public information services (1961) 14026

publications, price list (1961) 15929; (1963)
1398; (1964) 7685; (1965) 14985

rear admiral, nomination of

—

Murphy, Charles P., hearings (1965) 430
Scullion, Joseph R hearings (1965) 430

roles and missions

—

report sections (1963) 15120
study sections (1963) 15121

rules and regulations

—

for numbering undocumented vessels and
reporting of boating accidents (1963)
11680

military explosives and hazardous muni-
tions, transportation on vessels (1962) 20
676

rules covering anchor lights and fog signals
in special anchorage areas, amend

—

hearings (1963) 13798; (1965) 419
law (1963) 17014
reports (1963)11829, 11965

subcommittee bills, hearing (1963) 2056
sundry nominations, hearings (1963) 2090

unnecessary costs from failure to obtain
competition for procurement of power-
unit clamps, GAO report (1965) 7786

validate per diem allowances

—

to members assigned to Reserve Training
Center, Yorktown,Va (1964) 17294
reports (1964) 12062, 21230

to members engaged in establishing cer-

tain loran stations in Mediterranean
area

—

law (1962) 23216
reports (1961) 12221; (1962) 21433

welcome aboard, general information (1964)
15364

Coast Guard Academy, New London:
cadet profile, classes of 1964-66 (1963) 13335
catalogues of courses (1961) 18422; (1962)

20677; (1963) 7804; (1965) 19036
counselor's handbook for advising students

applying for appointment (1961) 8571;
(1962) 11213

information for candidates (1963) 6043;
(1964) 8176; (1965) 8683

information leaflets (1963) 9769; (1964) 8175
physical examination instructions and re-

quirements for candidates for appoint-
ment as cadets (1963) 9767

75th commencement (address) (1962) 14667

take a look at your future (1962) 16621
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Coast Guard Reserve:
certificates of honorable discharge to tempo-

rary members

—

hearings (1962) 9399
law (1962) 20879
reports (1961) 14386; (1962) 19329

enlisted members, retirement

—

law (1965) 17396
reports (1965) 13906. 15989

know your service (1962) 23110
register of officers (1961) 8570; (1962) 9123;

(1963) 7801; (1964) 8174; (1965) 7337
training methods, activities, etc (1961) 5544

Coast Guard stations:

construction of shore and offshore establish-

ments, appropriation authorization

—

hearings (1964) 6368, 6501; (1965) 5966,

8979
laws (1964) 8220; (1965) 10350
reports (1964) 6273, 6278, 6298, 6466;

(1965) 5947, 7446, 8937
Coast Guard vessels, see Ships.
Coast Guard Women's Reserve:
granting constructive service, July 25,

1947-Nov. 1, 1949—
hearing (1962) 13671
law (1962) 15069
reports (1962) 9267, 13622

Coast pilots:

Alaska, southeast, supplement (1961) 5538
Gulf Coast, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands,

supplement (1961) 5536
manual (1964) 15363
Pacific coast, Alaska, Dixon Entrance to

Cape Spencer (1962) 13117
United States coast pilot (1961) 5535; (1962)

333; (1963) 1957; (1964) 1850, 17151;

(1965) 8676
supplements (1961) 5534, 5537, 5539; (1962)
4861-64, 6857-57; (1963) 4636-37, 6036-49,

7798; (1964) 4405-6, 6105-8, 8171; (1965)
5747-52, 7334

Coast Range batholith, western margin, cop-
per-zinc deposits (1964) 18101

Coast Ranges:
California, mineral composition of stream

waters, geologic control (1961) 6187
northern California, stream hydrology relat-

ed to optimum discharge for king salmon
spawning (1964) 14357

Coastal Engineering Research Board:
establish

—

law (1964) 252
reports (1963) 13708, 18905

Coastal Engineering Research (Denter:

bulletin and summary report of research
progress (1965) 14195

establish

—

law (1964) 252
reports (1963) 13708, 18905

miscellaneous papers (1964) 12336-338;
(1965) 2108, 7601-2

summary of capabilities, mission of re-

search, etc (1964) 12338
technical memorandums (1964) 6587,

12339-342; (1965) 2109, 7603-5,
10762-763, 18020-21

Coastal plain, see Atlantic States.
Coastal warning facilities charts:
Canadian border to Ehareka, Calif., and Alas-

ka (1961) 13724; (1962) 16211; (1964)
5755, 11685; (1965) 11785

Cape Hatteras, N.C. to Brunswick, Ga.
(1961) 9827; (1962) 18570; (1963) 11382;
(1964) 13520; (1965) 13339

eastern Florida (1961) 5165; (1962) 14688;
(1963) 3400; (1964) 5756; (1965) 6986

Eastport, Maine to Montauk Point, N.Y.
(1961) 6611; (1962) 14689; (1963) 14776;
(1964) 13521; (1965) 15140

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Coastal warning facilities charts—Continued

Eureka to Point Conception, Calif. (1961)

13725; (1962) 18571; (1963) 11383; (1964)

11686; (1965) 13340
Hawaiian Islands (1961) 11653; (1962) 18572;

(1964) 5757, 11687
Manasquan, N.J. to Cape Hatteras, N.C. and

Chesapeake Bay (1961) 9828; (1962)
14690; (1963) 11384; (1964) 13522; (1965)
13341

Montauk Point, N.Y. to Manasquan, N.J.

(1961) 2747; (1962) 18573; (1963) 13116;
(1964) 13523; (1965) 13342

Morgan City, La. to Apalachicola, Fla.

(1962) 22902; (1963) 5770; (1964) 9879;
(1965) 16912

Morgan City, La. to Brownsville, Tex. (1961)

11654; (1962) 12783; (1963) 14777; (1965)
8363

Point Conception, Calif, to Mexican border
(1961) 11655; (1962) 12784; (1963) 9491;
(1964) 13524; (1965) 9992

Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands (1961) 11656;
(1962) 16212; (1963) 11385; (1964) 13525;
(1965) 11786

Coasting trade. Virgin Islands, nonapplicabil-

ity of foreign dredge act, opinion of

Attorney General (1963) 19774
Coasts:

facilities design. Yards and Docks Bureau
manual (1962)14699; (1963) 1600

facilities. Navy design manual, changes
(1964) 3201, 20893; (1965) 5488

Coated fabrics, see Textiles.

Coates, John B., jr.:

internal medicine in World War II

—

infectious diseases (1963) 9666
neurological surgery of trauma (1965) 1191

1

preventive medicine in World War II

—

communicable diseases, arthropodborne
diseases other than malaria (1964) 17056

malaria (1963) 11551
surgery in World War II, activities of surgi-

cal consultants (1964) 10022
thoracic surgery in World War II (1963)

5920
Coates, Neil H., centrifugal compressor for

high-temperature helium (1963) 16342
Coating and Chemical Laboratory, reports

(1963) 12963, 18264, 21064; (1964) 9686
Coating materials:

activities of technology committee of Feder-
ation of Chemical-Industry Unions, East
Germany (1962) 7794

adherent protective coatings plated on mag-
nesium-lithium alloy (1965) 18514

coating method enables low-temperature
brazing of stainless steel (1965) 16639

coatings for concrete (1964) 14208

deposition of vacuum coatings by means of

electron bombardment (1963) 18180
development and improvement program

(1962) 92
electroplated coatings, cermet, for oxida-

tion protection of substrates in excess
of 2000''F (1963) 86

emittance and solar absorptance, apparatus
for measuring (1965) 5185

fire-retardant coatings

—

laboratory study (1961) 6622
on aluminum and magnesium sheet in-

creases fire-resistance (1961) 12608

fluidized-bed coatings with plastics (1964)
6551

frictional characteristics at elevated tem-
peratures (1963) 4496

fused fluoride coatings as solid lubricants in

liquid sodium, hydrogen, vacuum, and
air (1964) 16686
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Coating materials—Continued

gas-flame coatings, structure and properties,
USSR study (1963) 2602

glass reinforced plastic for propeller shaft-
ing, Navy instruction manual (1964)
9763

inorganic, NASA technology (1965) 5114
laboratory installation for coating fabrics

(1961) 15683
luminescent and reflective, as visual aids for

night aircraft carrier landings (1964)
13328

organic coating using fluidized bed tech-
nique (1963) 20014

oxidation resistant

—

graphite and molybdenum, tested in two
arc-powered facilities (1961) 13512

molybdenum alloy

—

diffussion effects at 2,500*^ (1964) 18732
sheet (1964) 18733

tantalum alloys and other metals (1964) 48
protection of

—

niobium against oxidation at elevated
temperatures, research (1961) 3752

reinforcing steel (1964) 14207
protective

—

ablative, for radomes against heat (1962)
10926

decontamination, USSR study (1964) 20419
for magnesium alloys (1965) 13188
high temperature, for columbium alloys,

development and evaluation (1962) 92
inadequate interior coating for fuel truck
tankers, unnecessary costs incurred by
Army Dept., GAO report (1963) 20723

refractory metals (1961) 6733
for high temperature service (1961)

8090, 8097; (1962) 6349, 6354
reinforced porous ash concrete items,

USSR study (1963) 6910
steel piling, test results (1963) 13135

radioactive locations, building structures,

USSR study (1962) 2661
solder flux leaves corrosion-resistant coat-

ing on metal (1964) 20564
surface diffusion saturation of metals and

coatings seminar, USSR (1964) 10785
titanium nitride, oxidizable coating for

high-temperature protection of graphite
(1961) 6392

tungsten, preparation of thick coatings

(1964) 13130
use for minimizing changes in moisture con-

tent of wood (1961) 665
see aiso Aluminum—Ceramics—Poly-

ethylene.

Coats:
fitting coats and suits (1963) 13167
men's and boys' industry wage survey (1965)

6558
women's and misses', industry wage survey

(1963) 14477
Coats, Robert R., geology of Jarbridge quad-

rangle, Nev.-Idaho (1964) 4775

Coaxial cables, see Electric cables.

Coaxial capacitors, see Capacitors.

Coaxial directional couplers, Narda 3003-10,
-20, -30 (1963) 9300, 14636, 21061

Coaxial plasma gun, exhaust, transient electri-

cal characteristics (1965) 5177
Coaxial waveguides, see Waveguides.
Cobalt:

alloy (L-605), embrittlement, effect of varia-

tions in silicon and iron content (1965)
16715

alloys

—

high-temperature strength, etc., in vacuum
(1964) 9555

Cobalt—Continued
alloys—Continued

hydrogen effect on stress-rupture and fa-
tigue properties, preliminary investiga-
tion (1963) 1287

nickel-cobalt, electrochemical recovery
from superalloy scrap (1964) 13121

bibiliography (1961) 8447
boride, molten, structure, etc., USSR study

(1965) 14507
carbonyls, chemistry and catalytic proper-

ties (1962) 16005
Ck)-60, effect on muscle ATP and inorganic

phosphorus (1965) 7860
conference on chemistry of complex com-

pounds, USSR (1961) 19488
content in some soils in European part of

USSR (1964) 18343
corrosion in air and oxygen (1963) 10964
crystal structure, influence on characteris-

tics in vacuum

—

alloys (1965) 2882
polycrystalline and single (1965) 2881

deficiency in soils and forages, how it affects
cattle and sheep (1961) 6684

determination in tungsten by combined ion
exchange X-ray spectrographic method
(1963) 20965

elevated temperature diffusion in Nb-Zn sys-
tem(1961)5010

flame, investigation, USSR study (1961) 4652
hysteresis loop of cobalt-nickel ferrites

(1963) 20314
in biological metabolism, literature search

(1961) 18087
industry, investigation under sec. 332 of

Tariff act, report (1962) 18530
materials survey (1962) 14423
metallic binders (1963) 16334
mineral

—

facts and problems chapter (1965) 18429
industry survey, monthly (1963) 3521;

(1964) 3334; (1965) 3221
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17627;

(1962) 18187; )1963) 19069; (1964) 18661;
(1965) 19834

nickel-copper-cobalt calcines and matte, dis-

position

—

hearing (1961) 5738
law (1961) 6950
reports (1961) 5704, 20599

production, etc., 1960, preliminary report
(1961) 4819

radiochemistry (1962) 202
reclaiming S-816 high-temperature alloy

scrap (1963) 10963
recovering from southeastern Missouri sul-

fide ores (1961) 7933
report, monthly (1961) 3439; (1962) 3678
S-816, vacuum effect on fatigue and

stress-rupture properties at ISOOT
(1965) 13050

salts compounds, effect with B vitamins on
peripheral blood in experimental radia-
tion sickness, USSR study (1961) 20982

separation and recovery by solvent extrac-
tion and electrorefining (1963) 5486, 9118

solubility in liquid potassium (1965) 8115
substituting for nickel, effects on tensile

properties and hardness of stainless

steel (1964) 11333
substitution for nickel, effects on corrosion

resistance of stainless steel (1965) 6601
ternary platinum-rhodium-base alloys con-

taining chromium, cobalt, ruthenium,
electrical characteristics (1961) 9602

wettability of aluminum oxides and carbides
by metals of iron group, USSR study
(1962) 23865
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Cobalt isotopes:
Co-60—
Albany facility, high-level gamma ray do-

simetry (1964) 14747
gamma radiation

—

effect of massive doses on serum enzyme
levels of whole-body irratiated pri-

mates (1965) 17021
scattering in air ducts (1961) 1339

intermittent low-level irradiation effect on
hemopoiesis (1962) 20451

irradiated grain, hygienic study, USSR
(1961) 2377

radioactive, use in treatment of carcinom
portionis vaginalis uteri (1965) 16408

scattered radiation source in brick struc-

ture (1964) 15236
standard source of radiation for radiac

detectors, extension of range of expo-
sure (1961) 1377

gamma ray and proton irradiation of seed,

influence of cysteine on damage, USSR
study (1964) 2515

irradiation, endogenous bacterial invasion
of tissues of Macaca mulatta following
lethal dose (1962) 20455

new collimators snd isodoses of apparatus
gamma GUT-Co-400-1, Czechoslovakia
(1962) 5847

Cobalt sulfate, anhydrous, heat of formation
(1965) 9595

Cobban, William A.:

late Cretaceous cephalopod Haresiceras
Reeside and its possible origin (1964)

8770
multinodose scaphitid cephalopods from

lower part of Pierre shale, etc (1964)

18138
Coble, Catherine M., guide to nutrition and

food service for nursing homes and
homes for the aged (1965) 18707

COBOL, see Electronic computers.
Coca leaves, regulatory taxes (1965) 2827
Coccidia, oocytes of rabbit, bacterial effect of

ultrasound, USSR study (1962) 17940
Coccidiosis:

cecal, of chickens, how to control it (1961)
9881

intestional, of chickens, control, etc (1964)
11765

Coccoidea, see Scale insects.

Cochabamba Valley feud necessitates inter-

vention of Armed Forces (1963) 2604
Cochise County, Ariz.:

availability of additional water supply
(1962) 9741

Dragoon quadrangle, geology and ore de-

posits (1965) 2243
tungsten deposits (1961) 2511

Cochiti Pueblo:
lands in trust

—

law (1961) 18623
reports (1961) 14619, 16755

lands in trust, correct land description er-

rors in Public law 231, 87th Congress

—

law (1962) 20862
reports (1962) 11607, 21038

Cochiti Reservoir:
make water available for pool recreation

—

law (1964) 8232
reports (1963) 11997; (1964) 6331

Cochran, Andrew A.:

autoradiography of carbon and sulfur in

titanium steels (1963) 3080
radiotracer studies of cerium and sulfur dis-

tribution in steel (1963) 14521
Cochran, Roger W., scattered radiation from

cobalt-60 source in brick structure
(1964) 15236

Cochran County, Tex., soil survey report
(1964) 15092

Cochrane, Willard, nomination, hearing (1961)
7262

Cochlearia arctica, see Scurvy grass.
Cockchafers, see Beetles.

Cocke, Joseph B., one-bale capacity seed cot-

ton container for use at cotton gins

(1963) 18401
Cocke County, Tenn.:

transfer national forest lands for Foothills
Parkway

—

law (1964) 17274
reports (1964) 503, 15516

Cockpits (aircraft):

displays for

—

all-weather landings, control-display inte-

gration program (1963) 5876
pilot control during hypersonic lifting

reentry (1963) 5859
helicopters, visibility requirements, study of

pilot's eye movements (1961) 5081
Cockrell, Capers R., computations for large,

uniform circular arrays with typical
element patterns (1964) 21753

Cockroaches:
biotic associations (1961) 2708
control, description, etc (1963) 30
control in naval hospitals (1965) 2808
how to control them (1964) 16956; (1965)

13389
neotropical genus Macrophyllodromia, syn-

opsis (1962) 20183
Cockroft, Lindon U., developing and market

testing improved looseleaf tobacco pack-
age (1965) 472

Cocks, Charles A.:

minutes, 131st meeting of Missouri Basin
Inter-Agency Committee (1964) 3000

Missouri Basin Inter-Agency Committee
meetings (1963) 9137, 16351, 20975

Cocoa, products, definitions and standards
(1962) 17532

Cocoa beans, see Cacao.
Coconino County, Ariz.:

ground water, Wupatki and Sunset Crater
National Monuments (1962) 15643

House Rock Valley area, stratigraphy and
structure (1961) 7515

mineralogy of Cameron area (1965) 13516
Coconino sandstone, see Sandstone.

Coconut oil:

duties on importation, alteration

—

hearings (1965) 17748
report (1965) 17634

processing tax, permanent suspension

—

law (1962) 23259
reports (1962) 19091, 21408

Cocopah Indians:
lands in trust

—

law (1961) 16583
reports (1961) 14298, 20600

Cocuzza, Leonarda, relief (1961) 12393

Cod-liver oil, and other liver oils, source (1962)
11831

Codd, A.R., water supply outlook and Federal-
State-private cooperative snow sur-

veys for Montana and northern Wyo-
ming (1963) 4287

Code administration for small communities,
ordinances regulating private property,
etc (1965) 16906

Code of conduct for Armed Forces, see Con-
duct of life.

Code of Federal regulations (1961) 1978,
4198-4208, 6003-17, 7391-7406, 9109-16,
10598-603, 12631-640, 14867-868, 13810;
(1962) 5175-90, 7352-71, 11783-795,
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Code of Federal regulations—Continued

13805-811, 15571-572; (1963) 4904-25,
6410-35, 8242-55, 10165-170, 12114-117,
13925-931, 15501-502; (1964) 2325, 3335,
4710-13, 6644-83, 8554-78, 10529-539,
12397-401, 14255, 21310; (1965) 3222.
6184-94, 7643-75, 9101-32, 10822-835,
12442, 14258, 16185

publication techniques, improve

—

law (1964) 270
reports (1963) 6152, 9965

titles, see listings under Federal Register
Office in most of the monthly issues,

see also for titles, chapters, etc., of the code
printed separately, subject involved.

Code of law. United States, 1964 edition (1965)
8711

Code of professional conduct for labor media-
tors (1965) 566

Code words, selection of code names for com-
munication systems (1963) 1770

Codeless ethics, Poland (1962) 19853
Codella, Assunta D., relief (1963) 9854, 13401,

13691
Codes:

arithmetic function having application in

coding theory, USSR study (1965) 11268
Bose-Chaudhuri error-correcting codes, ap-

plication (1964) 18858
code and sequencing system for automatic

weather stations (1965) 11588
coding

—

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
quality control (1965) 18993

of signals with multiplex phase-difference
manipulation, USSR study (1965) 4980

of work meanings according to symbols of

objects expressed by them (1964) 8914
updated alpha-numeric information in in-

dividual and group displays (1965) 8537
constructive optimal coding methods for

noisy channels, USSR study (1964) 9363
converting multidigit to one digit code,

method (1963) 8817
digital command system for satellites (1962)

8502
discrete communications system, testing,

USSR studies (1965) 6481
item management coding manual (1965)

26065
optimal binary, for small rates of transmis-

sion of information, USSR study (1962)
17831

radiosonde, manual (1964) 3188
systms properties, USSR study (1962) 7834
see aiso Codes of law—Radio codes

—

also
names of departments, etc., issuing
codes— aiso headings beginning Code

—

aiso subjects.

Codes of law:
Canal Zone, revise, report (1962) 9327
citations, howto find, pamphlet (1964) 6365
District of Columbia, amend

—

hearings (1961) 5740, 10502
laws (1961) 12115, 18638; (1962) 6929,

9163, 20869
reports (1961) 7082, 10301-302, 10484,

12249, 12428, 14282, 14284, 14433, 17009,
17026, 18905, 18918; (1962) 4954, 17057,
21399, 21412; (1964) 15567

District of Columbia, 1961 edition (1962) 396
supplements (1962) 9397; (1963) 6200;

(1964) 8389; (1965) 4526
Mongolia, civil code (1963) 12430, 12593
United States

—

editions (1965) 7373, 10345, 12012, 13741,

15398, 17301, 19056-57

Codes of law—Continued
United States—Continued
cumulative supplements (1961) 8601; (1962)

6879, 11226; (1963) 7818, 9798, 16970;
(1964) 11986, 13838, 15379, 17167

index (1961) 8601
revised statutes, amend with respect to
land granted to States, report (1965)
13954

revision and codification, study

—

authorization, report (1961) 5792; (1963)
6261

resume' of activities (1963) 9971; (1964)
8410; (1965) 4593

study, expenses, report (1964) 4561,
17814

study, authorization, report (1965) 4585
titles

compilation (1962) 23379; (1964) 21215
index (1961) 10512
law (1962) 19008, 19012, 20826
text (1961) 1908-9, 5884, 7290-91, 9676;

(1962) 7059-60, 17291-293, 21428,
21494; (1965) 15752

statutes of United States, revision and codi-

fication study, reports (1962) 7183, 11629
see also subjects.

Codfish:
biology of Gadus morhua and related spe-

cies, bibliography (1963) 12137
line-trawl fishery, Chatham, Mass (1963)

17450
New England, proximate analyses (1961)

9143
Pacific cod fillets, defrosted, composition of

drip (1965) 14294
Codling moths, control in apple orchards,

comparative effectiveness of insecticides

(1963) 20261

Coefficients:

accumulation data of radioactive isotopes in

marine organisms, USSR study (1964)
10847

aerodynamic, from Newtonian expressions
for conic and spheric bodies at combined
angles of attack and sideslip (1963)
11089

attenuation, spectral of water, high resolu-

tion, investigation (1961) 20065
base pressure, obtained from X-15 airplane

for Mach numbers up to 6 (1964) 18752

calculation of values of polynomials of sin-

gle variable with preliminary process-
ing, USSR study (1962) 2893

coefficients, and resistivity, Seebeck, system
for measuring (1964)20711

directional correlation attenuation coeffi-

cient tables for combined magnetic di-

pole and randomly oriented electric

quadrupole interactions spin of interme-
diate nuclear state (1963) 7712-13

doppler, calculation for large fast oxide re-

actor (1961) 18049

arag, parabolic bodies of revolution operat-
ing at zero cavitation number and zero
angle of yaw (1961) 21246

electron backscattering, empirical equations
(1965) 13056

force and moment, correlations and
air-helium simulation (1965) 1448

Fourier analysis of diurnal variation of

foF2, atlas (1962) 14500
Fourier, diurnal variation of foFa, atlas

(1965) 8152
Fourier series operating package (1962)

3360
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Coefficients—Continued

friction and wear

—

for skids made of metals on concrete, as-

phalt, and lakebed surfaces (1962) 6279
property of wire brush skids constructed
with Rene 41 bristles (1964) 19134

graphic determination of coefficients of part
and multiple correlation in 3-variable
problems (1962) 1974

heat transfer, film boiling, obtained with
hydrogen, nitrogen and freon 113 in

forced flow, correlation study (1964)
13230

in-pile Hall, conductivity measurements on
zone-refined P-type silicon (1964) 5591

infrared radiation, and differences in param-
eter T =(kpc)-l/2 for seas and continents
on moon's surface, USSR study (1964)
20050

linear expansion on invar wires of Jaderin-
Guillaume apparatus, determination
(1961) 11221

numerical procedure for shock and Fourier
analysis (1963) 3225

product moment correlation, empirical ef-

fects on nonnormality upon sampling
distribution (1962) 5096

resistance, smooth rectangular channel
(1961) 12804

Seebeck, for resistance measurement of semi-
conductors, instrument development
(1962)22672

spectrometric method for determination of
permeability (1965) 13175

tables of X-coefficients and A factors for
triple angular correlation analysis
(1964) 18780

thermal expansion of recrystallized rods
(1961) 18014

thorium doppler, reactivity oscillation meas-
urements in critical facility (1962) 2036

thrust coefficients of low-thrust nozzles
(1965) 19936

see aiso Transport coefficient.

Coelidiidae, catalogue (1965) 4093
Coen, Betty L., personnel management and

training, PACAF basic bibliography
(1965) 17015

Coen, Carleen, relief (1965) 10582, 13855, 15411

Coeur d'Alene district, Idaho:
bleached rock (1964) 15948
economic aspects of silver production (1964)

5476
geochemical studies (1961) 7517
geology of quadrangle at southwest corner,

descriptive report (1963) 6550
ore deposits, Shoshone County (1964) 15948

Cofer, Eloise, family food plans and costs
(1963) 1698

CoflFee:

Brazil's industry (1962) 9662
consumption in U.S., 1920-65 (1961) 6764
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;
(1965) 3433

international agreement

—

hearings (1963) 8107; (1964) 6505; (1965)
4602, 17750

law (1965) 10358

reports (1963) 18969; 20478, 20484; (1964)
6490, 17581; (1965) 4589, 8816, 10453

text (1962) 21255; (1964) 9816
producing countries, situation, programs

and policies (1963) 13981
roasting industry, air pollution (1965) 2988

Coffee—Continued

soluble and instant, provide duty-free impor-
tation

—

law (1964) 13886
reports (1964) 8309, 12233

Coffee County, Tenn., forest inventory statis-

tics (1961) 13709
Coffee, John, Memorial Bridge, see John Coffee

Memorial Bridge.
Coffin, Frank M.:

nomination, hearing (1961) 4094
remarks, Sept. 11, 1963 (1964) 4869

Coffman, Franklin A.:

factors affecting survival of winter oats
(1965) 18900

inheritance of morphologic characters in
Avena (1964) 16974

COG Minerals Corp., Abbott Mine, Lake Coun-
ty, Calif., mining and furnacing methods
and costs (1962) 22480

Cogan, Edward, separation and determination
of rare earth metals in zirconium-rare
earth alloys (1964) 11336

Coggins, James L., discharge effects in cesium
diode (1963) 9597

Cogle, B. A., transfer of land title in Marengo
County, Ala (1963) 13468

Cognition, see Consciousness.
Cohan, Henry H., relief (1963) 13514
Cohany, Harry P.:

collective bargaining agreements in Federal
service, late summer 1964 (1965) 16564

disciplinary powers and procedures in union
constitutions (1963) 18038

unaffiliated local and single-employer unions
in United States, 1961 (1963) 1178

Cohee, (ieorge V., changes in stratigraphic
nomenclature by Geological Survey,
1963 (1965) 6334

Cohen, Allan J.:

backscattering and secondary-electron emis-
sion from metal targets of various
thicknesses (1965) 9727

nuclear electrogenerator cells that use cer-

ium 144 beta-emitting radioisotope
sources (1963) 21003

Cohen, Bernard, salinity of Delaware estuary
(1963) 611

Cohen, Daniel M., ophidioid fish genus Oligo-
pus from West Africa (1964) 20656

Cohen, George:
chemical modification of feather filling mate-

rials with Werner type chromium com-
plexes (1963) 11253

Tan-0-Quil-QM process for chemical modifi-
cation of feathers (1963) 11252

Cohen, H.J., permselective membranes, test

manual (1964) 8798
Cohen, Ira:

non-destructive measurement of U-235 re-

tained in absolute air filters (1964)
13704

theory of spherical electrostatic probes in

slightly ionized, collision-dominated gas
(1963) 18577

Cohen, M., planetary physics, expansion meth-
od for calculating atomic properties
transition probabilities (1964) 16655

Cohen, Manuel F., nomination, hearing (1961)
19154

Cohen, Nathan M., library science disserta-
tions, 1925-60 (1963) 17380

Cohen, Nathaniel B., boundary layer similar
solutions and correlation equations for

laminar heat-transfer in equilibrium air,

etc (1963) 19943
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Cohen, Philip:

hydrogeologic investigations in valley of

Humboldt River near Winnemucca, Nev
(1964) 15963

hydrogeology and hydrogeochemistry of

Truckee Meadows area, Washoe County,
Nev (1964) 18151

specific-yield and particle-size relations of

Quaternary alluvium, Humboldt River
Valley. Nev (1963) 14036

Cohen, Sheldon S., nomination, hearing (1965)

4603
Cohen, Wilbur H., poverty in United States

(1964) 8788
Cohen, Wilbur J.:

address, Sept. 29, 1965 (1965) 19684
grants-in-aid and other financial assistance

programs administered by Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare Dept (1963) 17537

library services (1963) 2160
medicare, social security amendments of

1965 (1965) 18230
new approaches to mental retardation and

mental illness (1964) 18155
1963, year of legislative achievements in

education (1964) 6831
nomination, hearings (1961) 7267
social security act. 1935-65 (1965) 14430
10th anniversary of Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare (1963) 12239
Coherent radiation, see Radiation.
Cohn. Stanley H.. gross national product in

Soviet Union, comparative growth rates

(1963) 7734
Coils:

coiled spring makes self-locking device for

threaded fasteners (1965) 9677
form on mandrel, collar positions strip stock

used (1965) 9672
spiral heater coils hand-formed with fixture

(1965) 12995
toroidal gating, magnetometer uses, im-

proved (1965) 8083
see aiso Electric coils.

Coin-operated machines, see Jukeboxes.

Coinage, Joint Commission on:

establish

—

hearings (1965) 12311, 13975
law (1965) 15436
message from the President (1965) 12059
reports (1965) 12136, 12150. 12279

Coins:
alloys suitable for use as U.S. coinage, re-

port (1965) 15115

coin shortage, hearings (1964) 17648
coinage act of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 12311. 13975
law (1965) 15436
message from the President (1965) 12059
reports (1965) 12136. 12150. 12279

commemorative

—

issuance, compilation of laws (1965) 8729
legislation, hearing (1963) 11887

domestic, manufactured by U.S. mints (1962)

23985; (1964) 21723
retention of 1964

—

hearing (1964) 15803
law (1964) 17438
reports (1964) 15535. 15697. 17550

shortage, preceding Treasury's crash pro-

duction program, report (1965) 7455

shortage. Treasury's crash program

—

silver relation to production

—

hearings (1965) 8888
report (1965) 7456

status, hearings (1965) 12159
Treasury staff study, silver and coinage

(1965) 13321

Coi ns—Conti nued
uncirculated, proceeds from sale, reimburse

expenses of manufacture

—

law (1962) 19005
reports (1962) 15160 19294

see aiso Cent—Half dollar—Silver (money).
Coit. Hisabeth. family living in high apart-

ment buildings (1965) 18733
Coke:
ASTM and Micum test methods, correlation

(1964) 16633
automation of coal development shop, USSR

study (1962) 17834
biological wastewater purification installa-

tion of big coking plant of Lauchham-
mer, East Germany (1962) 7844

carbonizing tests with Tuscaloosa oven
(1961) 7937

changing trends in use in U.S. (1962) 14421
chemical by-products, developing production

in USSR (1961) 10922
chemistry, resources for agriculture, USSR

study (1961) 17377
coking bases expanded in Democratic Peo-

ple's Republic of Korea (1961) 786
hardness from blends containing added in-

erts, carbonizing tests with Tuscaloosa
oven (1962) 6238

mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)

3522; (1964) 3336; (1965) 3223
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 19844;

(1962) 22470; (1963) 20942; (1964) 21686
oven and beehive, distribution (1965) 1324-25

petroleum coke on west coast of United
States, production, etc. (1965) 9570

phosphorus determination, evaluation of

methods (1961) 7936
plants in United States, Dec. 31, 1960 (1961)

19857
produced by BM-AGA industrial methods.

comparison of properties (1964) 7435
producers in U.S.. 1961 (1962) 20073
reactions with carbon dioxide and steam.

kinetic analysis (1962) 12370
report, monthly (1961) 3440; (1962) 3679
structure, densimetric method in studying

(1963) 19858
see aiso (Joal.

Coke ovens:
plants in U.S.. 1959 (1961) 17631
Tuscaloosa, carbonizing tests

—

factors influencing apparent specific grav-
ity (1961) 7937

hardness of cokes from blends containing
added inerts (1962) 6238

pushing pressures (1961) 13454
Coking-rate study on commercial blend of

western coals (1963) 19861
Colacicco. Maria F.. relief (1961) 12185. 16917,

18515
Colandro, Marie R.. relief (1964) 12040, 15461
Colbert (Ilounty, Ala., forest inventory statis-

tics (1962) 16186; (1963) 3379
Colburn, Evelyn W., apparel survey, 1961

(1963) 1889
Colby, Bruce R.:

discharge of sands and mean-velocity rela-

tionships in sand-bed streams (1964)
18136

effects of water temperature on discharge of

bed material (1965) 7802
fluvial sediments, source, transportation,

deposition, and measurement of sediment
discharge, summary (1963) 19301

scour and fill in sand bed streams (1964)
6808-

Cold:
absorption of calcium, iron and vitamin B12

during exposure (1963) 18484
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Cold—Continued
acclimatization, effects on

—

liver di- and triphosphopyridine nucleotide

(1963) 11498
pulmonary function of rats during norepi-

nephrine calorigenesis (1963) 18474
acclimatized rates, cardiovascular effects of

norepinephrine (1963) 13206

agglutinins and cryoglobulins in dermatoses
associated with effects of cold, USSR
(1962) 15729

breaking dormancy in eastern white pine
(1965) 16271

combined with ultraviolet irradiation, build-

ing up resistance, USSR study (1963)
14120

cryotherapy, effect on structure of bone tis-

sue, USSR study (1961) 11200
effects

—

acetysalicylic acid on man's skin tempera-
ture in cold environment (1963) 18481

adrenal weight of mice (1963) 18475
blood, clearance of carbon and bacteria of

different virulence (1965) 8470
blood volume and metabolite levels (1963)

14910
host-parasite interactions (1963) 18489
output of epinephrine and norepinephrine

(1963) 16804
resistance of mice to Coxsackie virus

infection (1963) 14911
environment, interrelationship to immunity

and resistance to infection (1963) 14908
exposure

—

alterations of cytochrome c levels (1963)
18480

animals, alterations in protein metabolism
(1963) 11501

cell proliferation in adrenal of rats (1964)
4247

composition of gains during protein reple-

tion (1965) 8471
effect of low temperature on isolated

hearts of Citellus lecurus and C. Mohav-
ensis (1964) 4245

effect on

—

action of morphine in rats and mice
(1964) 7980

blood clearance of carbon and bacteria
in mice (1964) 4244

resistance to Ehrlich ascites tumor
(1964) 7982

some aspects of protein metabolism
(1964) 4251

effects upon action of therapeutic drugs
(1965) 8475

exposure and protein intake, effect on liv-

er enzymes associated with amino acid
metabolism (1963) 11502

interrelationships of amino acid imbal-
ances (1963) 11503

Kalahari Bushmen at night, thermal and
metabolic response (1964) 4243

metabolic studies of amino acid imbalance
in rats (1964) 4249

mice, source of secondary invading sta-

phylococci (1963) 14909
mouse, effect on formed elements of peri-

pheral blood (1964) 19143
potentiation of endotoxin in mice (1963)

18477
responses of cold- and warm-adapted dogs

to infused noradrenalin and acute body
cooling (1965) 10108

heat and cold effects, control (1964) 11569
histochemical responses of guinea pig tis-

sues (1965) 8468
hypoxia, induced, effect on thermoregulation

and cardiopulumonary function (1963)
11495

Cold—Continued
local application effect in cases of inflamma-

tory hyperemia, USSR study (1963) 986
post cold behavior of riboflavin deficient rats

(1963) 1760
relationship upon biological properties pe-

culiar to influenza virus, etc (1964) 4252
Salmonella infection in mice, virulence as

factor (1963) 18467
sensitivity, pathological reactions, USSR

study (1962) 943
thermal and metab6lic responses of Peruvi-

an Indians native to high altitude (1963)

18478
transpolar conditions, themoregulation of

human organism, USSR study (1961)
2196

Cold (disease):

common cold, transmittal, treatment, etc

(1963) 3284
see also Catarrh.

Cold (weather):
arctic regions, military problems, review of

research, symposium (1965) 5543
clothing and sleeping equipment. Army

(1965) 173
cold test evaluation of components of NASA

Mercury survival kit (1965) 8478
Project Cold Case (1965) 8477

Cold-air evaluation of 2-stage sodium vapor
turbine (1965) 5229

Cold Bay, Alaska:
airport. Federal aviation regulations (1963)

2251
airport, weather, observations, hourly, de-

cennial census (1963) 7510
Cold Case Project, see Project Cold Case.
Cold facts about home food protection (1965)

6874
Cold pressor test, 20-year follow up study of

123 subjects (1963) 4421
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Labo-

ratory:
research reports (1962) 9552-53, 15514-517

17421-422, 23457; (1963) 2188-89
4840-42, 6362, 19133-134; (1963) 2188-89
4840-42, 6362, 19133-134; (1964) 8507-10
10485-486, 12343-346, 14202-203, 15865
17937, 19649-651, 21277; (1965) 506-508
2110, 4677-78, 6130-32, 7606, 9059-63
10764-767, 12399-401, 14196, 16108-110
19574-577

list (1962) 9014
science and engineering

—

engineering (1963) 19138; (1965) 6134,
10773

physical science (1963) 2190; (1964) 19653,
21278

special reports (1965) 509, 14197
technical reports (1962) 9555, 15518, 17423,

23458; (1963) 4843-44, 12086-87,

19135-137; (1964) 6588, 8511-16, 10487,

15866, 17938-941, 19652; (1965) 510-511,

4679, 6133, 7607, 9065-66, 10768-772,
12402-403, 18022-25

Hst (1962) 9015
translations, list (1962) 9016
whiteout studies, summary (1965) 10771

Cold storage:
air door for houses (1962) 1904
facilities

—

engineering and design, manual (1961)

10563
mechanical refrigeration and ventilation,

engineering and design manual (1961)

14799; (1965) 517
frozen food locker

—

and freezer provisioningindustry, high-

lights and trends (1961) 13787; (1962)

18632
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Cold storage—Continued
frozen food locker—Continued

cooperatives, appraisal (1963) 19158
co-op improves rural living (1961) 17218

management accounting for frozen food
locker and related plants (1961) 20285

regional holdings, summaries (1961) 5211;
(1962) 10708; (1963) 9450; (1964) 9846;
(1965) 8341

report (periodical) (1961) 2773; (1962) 3680;
(1963) 3523; (1964) 3337; (1965) 3224

supply facilities

—

design manual for Naval Shore Establish-
ment (1962) 3566

Yards and Docks Bureau design manual
(1963) 1601

see also names of commodities stored.

Cold war, see International relations.

Cold ward bill(1963) 12026
Cold war veterans' readjustment assistance

act, see Veterans.
Cole, Allen E.:

density distribution, interlevel correlations
and variation of wind (1963) 1750

horizontal and vertical distributions of at-

mospheric density, up to 90 km (1964)
19139

supplemental atmospheres (1964) 7979
temperature, pressure and density correla-

tions (1965) 7076
Cole, Charles B., jr., flexibility in undergradu-

ate curriculum (1963) 6336
Cole, Elizabeth R., public education, 1963 staff

report (1964) 11931
Cole, Henry A., jr.:

detection of flow-field instability in presence
of buffeting by partial-mode model tech-
nique (1965) 6737

dynamic response of hammerhead launch
vehicles to transonic buffeting (1963)
19934

Cole, Hugh M., Ardennes, Battle of the Bulge
(1965) 11381

Cole, John W.:
barite (1965) 19827
carbon (1965) 9551
graphite (1965) 9565, 14664

Cole, P.T., application of modularization con-

cept to satellite tape recorders (1963)

1285
Cole, R.H., high-strength ternary and quater-

nary thorium-uranium base alloys (1963)

5922
Cole, W. Starrs, Tertiary larger Foraminifera

from Guam (1963) 10289
Cole, William A.:

soil survey

—

Jackson County, Miss. (1964) 15093
Warren County, Miss (1965) 11696

Coleman, James P., nomination, hearings
(1965) 14125

Coleman, O.H., Rio, new disease-resistant vari-

etv of sweet sorghum for southern Unit-
ed' States (1965) 13365

Coleman, Warren F., jr., relief (1965) 17807
Coleman County, Tex., Cross Plains quadran-

gle, geology (1961) 19410
Colemanite:

disposal from supplemental stockpile

—

law (1965) 17438
reports (1965) 15767, 17898

Coleoptera, see Beetles.—Weevils.
Coles, Harry L., civil affairs, soldiers become

governors (1964) 9493
Coli group, see Coliform organisms.
Coliform organisms:
membrane system in E.coli cells, USSR

study (1964) 20255

Coliform organisms—Continued
paraagglutinating E. coli strains ability to

stain by fluorescent sera of different

specificity, USSR study (1963) 12370
reduction by water treatment processes

(1962) 14569
used in disinfectant control, preservation of

phenol resistance, USSR study (1962)
2815

Colket, Meredith B., jr., guide to genealogical
records in National Archives (1964)
14931

Coll, Blanche D., deprivation in childhood, its

relation to cycle of poverty (1965) 13346
Collagen, synthesis by fibroblasts during

connective tissue growth, USSR study
(1964) 16345

Collapse phase of early solar evolution (1963)
3159

Collapse tests of pressurized membrane-like
circular cylinders for combined compres-
sion and bending (1965) 11483

Collar crack of birch (1964) 21328
Collar positions strip stock to form coil on

mandrel (1965) 9672
Collards, caterpillar control in South (1961)

1625; (1964) 9939
Collagen:

diseases

—

basic and disputed problems in theory
(1962) 14063

children, USSR study (1962) 18002
experimental modelling in pathogenesis,
USSR study (1962) 1333

immunological methods of study, USSR
book (1962) 19897

diseases and connective tissue, physiological
system, progress of study of A. A. Bogo-
molets, USSR (1962) 1178

Collagenmucoproteinase, Hungarian study,
results (1962) 7898

Collbran project, Bonham and Cottonwood
pipelines and Molina powerplants, de-

sign and construction, technical report
(1964) 21862

Collecting of accounts:
agencies, misuse of names, emblems, or in-

signia to indicate District of Columbia
government agency, prohibit

—

law (1962) 23237
reports (1962) 11589, 21046

erroneous payments to civilian and military
personnel, waiver, report (1964) 15509

Federal credit unions, effective procedure
(1961) 12615; (1965) 16167

guides against debt collection deception
(1965) 14271

judgment collection practices and policies of

Justice Department

—

hearing (1964) 15587
report (1964) 15531

retail credit and collections, bibliography
(1963) 21106; (1964) 20786

Collective bargaining:
agreements

—

and practices outside railroad industry
(1962) 16114

escalator clauses (1961) 15732; (1963) 3035

in Federal service, late summer 1964
(1965) 16564

Alaska R. R. and its employees, encourage

—

hearings (1962) 15451; (1964) 407
reports (1963) 11998; (1964) 2057

antidiscrimination provisions in major con-

tracts 1961
departmental edition (1962) 20048
document edition (1962) 19026
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Collective bargaining—Continued
application to constantly changing patterns

of employer-employee relations (address)

(1962) 12527
best possible safeguard for preservation of

freedom is exercise of responsibility (ad-

dress) (1962) 12322
collective bargaining and

—

industrial peace, today's challenge (ad-

dress) (1962) 14357
technological change, recent approaches

to problems (1964) 13046
war against poverty (address) (1964) 7591

compulsory arbitration, selected references,
1951-65 (1965) 11322 consequences of

NLRB action on good faith bargaining
(speech) (1964) 13291

coverage in factory employment, 1958 (1961)

9414
duty to bargin in 1962 (address) (1962) 22635

duty to bargain, fact and fallacy (remarks)
(1965) 6798

duty to bargain in non-compulsory society

(remarks) (1961) 2605
effects of foreign trade (speech) (1961) 1182
employers and unions entering into relation-

ship for 1st time, information (address)

(1963) 11113
facts, figures and comments in South (ad-

dress) (1964) 7594
fishermen's and fish shore workers' union,

voice in ex-vessel sale of fish, hearings
(1963) 4773, 19046

future of (address) (1961) 15693
future strengthening of economy and gov-

ernment assistance (address) (1963) 5427

health and insurance plans

—

digest of 100 selected, winter 1961-62—
departmental edition (1962) 18152
document edition (1962) 16833

life insurance and accidental death and
dismemberment benefits— (1961) 15726
departmental edition
document edition (1961) 14157

major medical expense benefits

—

departmental edition (1961) 13404
document edition (1961) 12152

surgical and medical benefits

—

departmental edition (1961) 4789
document edition (1961) 3999

health benefit plans (1964) 7739
in free society (address) (1963) 1340
labor mediators, professional conduct, code

(1965) 566

major agreements (1965) 14626
expirations and reopenings (1961) 2470;

(1962) 3274; (1963) 3037
grievance procedures (1965) 2793
severance pay and layoff benefit plans

(1965) 9503
major contracts, paid leave provisions,

1961—
departmental edition (1962) 23935
document edition (1962) 23339

major, subcontracting clauses in agree-
ments

departmental edition (1961) 19825
document edition (1961) 18787

major union contracts. United States, 1961
(1963) 5449

make more efficient instrument for achieving
economic growth and full employment
(excerpts from remarks) (1963) 12773

manpower utilization, job security problems
and role of government (address) (1963)
5426

multiemployer association bargaining

—

hearings (1965) 8879
report (1965) 8878

Collective bargaining—Continued

multiemployer pension plans, spring 1960

—

departmental edition (1962) 15984
document edition (1962) 15093
preliminary release (1961) 7907

negotiated pension plans, changes (1962)
14396

pension plans, late 1964, digest (1965) 9516
pension plans, spring 1961, digest

—

departmental edition (1962) 8431; (1962)
10411; (1963) 10894

document edition (1962) 6955
pension plans, retirement provisions

—

departmental edition (1961) 7887
document edition (1961) 6964

profit sharing, savings, and stock purchase
plans, winter 1961-62, digest

—

departmental edition (1962) 14386
document edition (1962) 13363

report by President's Advisory Committee
on Labor-Management Policy (1962)
14559

resources and procedures for enhancing
effectiveness of labor relations (address)
(1963) 3010

responsible unionism and constructive
collective bargaining, reconcile economic
might and human right (remarks) (1964)
11245

scope (address) (1963) 9231
small business and

—

pattern bargaining (1963) 1450
union-wide bargaining (1963) 1470

statistics for use in collective bargaining
(remarks) (1964) 5452

industry, study (1961) 4780
strikes and bargaining abroad (1961) 6261

survivors benefits in pension plans, winter
1960-61—

departmental edition (1962) 22437
document edition (1962) 20955

today, as seen at N.L.R.B. (address) (1965)
6797

union contracts, rest periods, washup, work
clothing and military leave provisions

—

departmental edition (1961) 11339
document edition (1961) 10200

United Steelworkers, unionwide bargaining
(1961) 6263

see also Industrial relations.

Collective farming, Tung-Kuo Brigade of

Ling-ch'eng commune, translation (1963)
672

see a/so Collectives.

Collective processes and shock waves in rare-
fied plasma (1965) 13484

Collectives:

basic capital of kilkhozes, USSR study
(1963) 8454

Communist China, people's economic life,

organize to speed up socialist construc-
tion (1961) 7692

evaluation of labor consumption of kolkhoz
workers in cost of output, USSR study
(1963) 924

farms, material incentives, USSR study
(1963) 2723

Leninist principle of collectivism, restora-
tion, etc., in party leadership, 1953-63,
USSR study (1964)" 19994

measures taken by kolkhoz and sovkhoz
farms to increase butterfat content in

milk (1965) 2609
Rakhva Vyyt kolkhoz, Estonian SSR, pro-

duction increased through use of fertil-

izers (1964) 8885
USSR-

credit for bankrupt kolkhozes? German
study (1964) 8875
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Collectives—Continued
USSR—Continued
development of production ties (1961)

19760
economic effectiveness of cash wages on
kolkhozes (1961) 17374

hygiene and practice of sanitization of

kolkhoz villages, problems, USSR study
(1962) 2792

hygienic evaluation of various working
routines for school undergraduates at

farm camps (1961) 21042
interkolkhoz production units, manage-
ment (1961) 19707

kolkhoz trade, procurement of agricultur-

al products and raw materials (1961)
19791

kolkhozes leadership by rayon executive
committee (1962) 1475

kolkhozes, methods of raising labor pro-

ductivity (1961) 19584
new organization of material-technical
supply of kolkhozes and sovkhozes
(1961) 4438

planning kelkhoz production (1962) 3073

Soviet novelist describes kolkhoz life

(1963) 10488
state and collective farms, material incen-

tives system(1963)2468
State management of kolkhozes (1962)

6131
working capital of kolkhozes, USSR study

(1963) 19603
Collectors and collecting, duck stamp data

(1961) 19332; (1965) 7693
College, Alaska:
normal phase variations of 18 kc/s signals

from NBA observed (1965) 18613
research and field laboratory for water pol-

lution control (1964) 11573
College Magnetic Observatory, magnetograms

and hourly values (1962) 331, 9120;

(1963) 7796; (1964) 6104, 17149; (1965)
13693

College students, see Students.
Colleges and universities:

A.I.D. and universities, strengthening part-
nership (1964) 12561

accredited higher institutions, 1960 (1961)

450
administrative and faculty salaries, changes

from 1960-61 to 1962-63 (1964) 573
admission centers (1962) 2405
advance planning to meet needs, studies

1956-59 (1961) 1928
AEC's program for interdependence of na-

tional laboratories and universities (re-

marks) (1963) 13251
agriculture, enrollment and degrees (1961)

12563
aid to strengthen and improve quality of

teacher training programs, communica-
tion from the President (1965) 15541

aids for Indian young people (1963) 5045
alcohol education in institutions of higher

learning (1964) 13280
American, courses offered in marine sciences

(1965)2125
Argentina and alliance for progress, study

mission (1962) 15267
Army R.O.T.C, school year 1962-63 (1962)

18693
attendance

—

farm and nonfarm high school graduates,
related factors, 1960 (1962) 14943

related factors (1961) 20681
aviation flight or ground school courses

approved by FAA (1962) 21629

Colleges and universities—Continued

basic student charges, tuition and fees,

board and room (1965) 4650, 16091
biology, study guide (1963) 4792, 13831
bond sales for higher education (1963)

13842; (1965) 6109, 10731
borrowing for college, guide for students

and parents (1965) 16086
buildings, assignable area, by facilities cate-

gory, etc (1963) 13841
campus

—

parking, bibliography (1962) 19419
planning and institutional development,
casebook (1962) 17390

campuses, new construction and rehabilita-

tion, 1961-62 (1964) 4630
career and traineeship information for grad-

uate study in rehabilitation counseling
(1965)20218

Clenter for Southeast Asia Studies, Kyoto
University, Japan, report (1965) 4928

child welfare traineeships, 1965-66 (1965)
8627

church-related boards responsible for higher
education— (1965) 482

classroom

—

facilities

aids (1962) 19422
planning aids (1964) 14178

teacher education, 5th year programs,
survey report (1962) 23442

teaching, institutions offering 5th-year
degree programs, list (1961) 10543

clearinghouse of Studies on Higher Educa-
tion

—

publications (1965) 4660
reporter (1962) 2412, 21653; (1964) 598;

(1965) 10746
closer bonds of science and universities with

life, USSR study (1962) 2620
college

—

applicants, entrants, dropouts, study
(1965) 19553

Information Center series (1962) 9544
Communist China

—

higher technological specialization (1963)

8185
organizations of higher learning in science

and technology and their publications,

selected guide (1961) 19832
popularization of higher education (1964)

2277
communist infiltration in Latin American

educational systems, report (1965) 4612
cooperative

—

education program with Army Dept (1963)

18548
projects (1961) 19227

correspondence

—

courses through USAFI, DOD pamphlet
(1961) 17987; (1962) 14800

or directed home study couses, information
(1963) 2149; (1964) 10460

counseling and guidance training institutes,

announcement (1961) 4148
criteria for establishment of 2-year colleges

(1961) 1929
Cuba, reform (1962) 8121, 22078
curricula

—

in oceanography 1963-64 (1964) 8538
in radiological health (1961) 5077
organized occupational, enrollment, etc.

(1961) 9040; (1965) 9041
social gerontology (1965) 10008

debate topics, preparation and printing of

compilations of materials

—

law (1964) 4420
reports (1964) 2102, 2200
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Colleges and universities—Continued

degrees

—

conferred, summary (1963) 6347, 10080;
(1964) 17926; (1965) 7594

honorary and earned, U.S., directory
(1961) 449

desegregation, equal protection of laws
(1961) 3963

directory (1962) 453, 7273; (1963) 373, 12056;
(1964) 2270 8480; (1965) 2095, 10735

District of Columbia

—

plan 2 public collegs, message from the
President (1965) 7400

public higher education, recommendations
of President's Committee (1964) 16821

doctoral study, fellowships and capacity of

graduate schools (1961) 14781
duty-free entry of certain articles (1964)

8310, 14049, 17230, 17580
earned degrees

—

awarded 1901-62, comparison with projec-

tions to 2000 (1964) 7618
by field of study and level projected to

1975 (1964) 14181
conferred, 1961-62 (1963) 15426

economics of higher education (1962) 17396
education

—

explosion, commencement exercises, Wis-
consin State College (address) (1964)
13376

for scientific revolution (remarks) (1963)
5951

Office publications on higher education,
1963, bibliography (1964) 8495

versus athletics (address) (1961) 10119
educational

—

grants for mineral research, hearing
(1963) 20611

institutions and Peace Corps overseas
projects (1962) 24057

engineering

—

enrollments and degrees, 1960 (1961) 5920,
12562; (1962) 5093 (1963) 6320, 6333;
(1964) 8478; (1965) 9035, 19559-560

scientists and engineers employed, 1961
(1963) 21044

technology programs, ECPD accredited
(1963) 13870; (1964) 4619

3-2 plan, directory of collaborating col-

leges (1961) 19243
transfers to (1961) 10557

enrollment

—

advanced degrees (1961) 12564; (1963)
12063; (1965) 2098

analytic report (1962) 460
fall (1961) 12570, 17169; (1962) 461, 19444;

(1964) 591, 10459; (1965) 495, 5702
home economics majors (1965) 6111
in higher education (1964) 19626
institutional data (1961) 1936; (1963) 379
resident and extension (1964) 21272
United States, to 1980, illustrative projec-
tions (1961) 11887

equal opportunity, in scholarship awards
and teaching positions (remarks) (1965)
8226

expenditures and manpower for scientific

research and development (1963) 9251
extension education, promote

—

hearing (1961) 8837; (1962) 17344
reports (1962) 13441; 21477

facilities

—

construction and rehabilitation on cam-
puses

—

1959-60 (1962) 21642
1959-61 (1963) 17382

construction assistance, message from the
President (1961) 5608; (1962) 6971

Colleges and universities—Continued
facilities—Continued

construction, etc., Federal aid

—

hearings (1961) 7132;, 17139
reports (1961) 10286, 16764, 19098;

(1962) 4946, 11393, 21084; (1963)
11798, 15280, 19021, 20474, 20492

expenditures planned, 1961-65 (1962) 19425
financial assistance for construction, reg-

ulations (1964) 19629
motion picture production, survey report

(1963) 12068
non-residential buildings, gross area by

facilities category (1963) 12064
survey (1964) 10459
progress in construction, etc., detailed and
trend analysis, 1951-59 (1962) 23445

faculty

—

and other professional staff (1962) 5111;
(1963) 17373; (1964) 608, 12372; (1965)
4648

members, changes in number in same 1058
institutions of higher education, by rank
and length of contract, 1960-61 and
1962-63 (1964) 17911

salaries, 1963-64, preliminary report
(1964) 2278

status and career orientation, 1962-63,
survey (1963) 2171

students and degrees, statistics, 1957-58
(1963) 2144

farm and nonfarm youths, educational
status, college plans, Oct. 1959 (1961)
16273

Federal aid, digest of laws (1963) 9929
Federal Government should guarantee op-

portunity to all qualified high school
graduates, 1963-64 national college de-

bate topic (1963) 20456
print as House document, reports (1963)

17128, 17291
Federal research programs, conflicts with

goals for higher education

—

academic communities, etc., responses to
inquiry (1965) 13986, 17703

hearings (1965) 17702
report (1965) 17676

federally financed student loans, fellowships,
career training programs in higher edu-
cation, directories (1962) 11444; (1964)
4493

finance series (1962) 19441; (1963) 368,
13842, 13855, 13862; (1964) 573, 10458;
10475, 14185, 14195, 17911; (1965) 10731,
10742, 14179

financial aid (1965) 16333
financial assistance for students, hand-

books (1965) 442, 15838
print as Senate document report (1965)

12256
financial assistance for undergraduates

(1962) 9544
and first-professional degree students,

directory (1965) 10736
financial statistics

—

preliminary report (1963) 15437
receipts, expenditures, and property (1965)
489

summary report (1962) 21659
financing

—

graduate education (1964) 14184
higher education (1964) 14185

findings and recommendations for congres-
sional action. Advisory Group on Higher
Education (1962) 17103

5th-year programs of classroom teacher edu-
cation, education courses (1961) 12560

fitness for leadership (1964) 18881
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ColleKes and universities—Continued

5-year programs, teacher preparation (1963)
13868

flexibility in undergraduate curriculum
(1963) 6336

food services provided to students, 1961-62

(1963) 13855
foreign

—

cr^ential service of Comparative re-

search branch (1965) 19562
institutions of higher education, decree on
acceptance of diplomas issued, Hungary
(1964) 7251

freshman mathematics, entering levels and
courses (1963) 17371

graduate

—

academic facilities program, announce-
ment (1965) 6108

education, annotated bibliography (1962)
455

educational grants in aquatic sciences,

academic year, 1965-66 (1965) 7699
fellowship program (1963) 10071
schools of social work, field instruction,

guides (1963) 13044
study in extension education in land-grant

colleges and universities (1962) 17471
work and study patterns, 1960 survey

report (1963) 16448
graduation, median age, 1960 and 1950

(1964) 1820
granting degrees in home economics,

1961-62, list (1963) 369
grants

—

educational research, hearings (1963)
13645

graduate science facilities, NSF (1965)

8179
institutes for advanced study for elemen-
tary and secondary teachers, etc., hear-
ings (1963) 13645

professional nurse education program,
hearings (1964) 10325

training teachers of deaf, report (1961)
16807

training teachers of exceptional children,

report (1963) 13579
guide to prospective students from other

countries (1964) 10469
higher education

—

act of 1965—
hearings (1965) 12344, 13981, 14131
reports (1965) 13938, 17576, 17849, 19271

directory, 1960-61 (1961) 459
facilities act, law (1964) 1933
Federal programs, survey, summary (1962)

21662
4-cent commemorative stamp (poster)

(1962) 24064
Hungary, articles (1961) 19527
Indonesia (1961) 7642
instruction in agriculture, programs, ac-

tivities, developments (1964) 12323;

(1965) 3482
periodical (1961) 3114; (1962) 3921; (1963)

3767; (1964) 3572; (1965) 3486
Poland, statistics, 1945-58 (1961) 1093

home economics, theses, titles (1961) 3714;

(1962) 6582; (1963) 5838
honors programs for superior undergradu-

ate mathematics students (1963) 19102
housing act of 1961, summary (1961) 17338
housing construction, labor and material

requirements (1965) 12792
housing loans

—

Federal, fact sheet (1963) 23113
Federal law (1962) 649; (1965) 6356
increase amount of authorization, hear-

ings (1961) 10338

Colleges and universities—Continued
housing loans—Continued

program of Community Facilities Adminis-
tration (remarks) (1961) 18460

housing program, information (1963) 6057
Hungary

—

activities (1962) 5465
electrical engineering, achievements (1963)
6913

future development of technical higher
education (1962) 5409

news and activities (1962) 5374
organization of scientific research at Bu-
dapest Technical University (1965) 6479

recent statutes governing higher educa-
tion (1963) 6702

report of interview (1963) 6716
research, evaluation, organization and
planning at technical universities, prob-
lems (1963) 991

importance of college education (address)
(1961) 10118; (1963) 11682

improving quality of education available to

students, whatever their race (remarks)
(1964) 16820

in-service institutes for science and mathe-
matics teachers, 1961-62 (1961) 8079

institutional manual, title 2 of higher educa-
tion facilities act, graduate academic
facilities program (1965) 12386

institutions

—

granting bachelor's or higher degrees in

home economics (1964) 4623, 17915
with programs preparing students for
work abroad, survey, report (1961) 7154

instructional staff, projections, 1970-71
(1963) 15432

instrumentation technology, suggested
2-year post high school curriculum
(1965) 492

inter-American

—

cultural and technical interchange cen-

ters, hearing (1961) 14461
educational programs, encourage, OAS

study, report (1961) 8817
internal structure, etc., institutions of high-

er education (1962) 15491
International Teacher Development Pro-

gram, report, 1961-62 (1963) 20637
inventory of higher education physical facil-

ities (1962) 7274
key educational media, personnel, directory

(1963) 17379
language and area study programs in Amer-

ican universities, directories (1962)

22818; (1965) 6924
large, key audiovisual personnel, directory

(1961) 12568
Latin American university, study mission

(1962) 15267
liberal arts

—

colleges, academic administration (1964)
4616

graduates, 5th-year preservice programs
(1962) 19426

in revolutionary world (1963) 10073
language of free men (remarks) (1963)

18607
libraries, analytical statistics

—

1959-60 (1963) 4816
1961-62 (1965) 4653

library

—

building needs (1964) 6829
facilities planning aids (1962) 13736
services act, hearings (1962) 21204
statistics (1961) 4147, 17189; (1962) 9545;

(1963) 12066; (1964) 4625; (1965) 4654
married-student apartment planning aids

(1962) 19430
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Colleges and universities—Continued
mathematics

—

advanced standing programs (1963) 19110
graduate and undergraduate programs,
survey (1965) 18008

medical education facilities, planning consid-

erations and architectural guide (1964)

13403
Midwest Regional Water Pollution Control

Laboratory, cooperation between Feder-
al government and midwest colleges,

guidelines (1964) 9724
milestones in education, what 88th Congress

did for American schools and colleges

(1965) 493, 7586
supplement (1965) 4656

NASA—
and universities on science and technology

of space explorations (addresses) (1963)
5535

services to college and university summer
sessions (1965) 12979

University Conference on Science and
Technology of Space Exploration, pre-

liminary program and abstracts of pa-
pers to be presented, announcement
(1962) 22534

university program

—

nature and scope (1965) 12982
review conference, summary report

(1965) 12983
national defense education act of 1958

—

counseling and guidance training insti-

tutes

—

announcements (1962) 5103; (1964) 4628

basic facts (1965) 4658
policies and procedures manual (1962)

19435; (1965) 14184
program, 1965-66 (1965) 4659
program, policies and procedures man-

ual (1964) 14191

extend and amend law

—

hearings (1964) 17646
law (1964) 21157
report and recommendations (1965)

17947
reports (1964) 15530, 15732, 17575, 19483

graduate fellows, addresses, and fields of

study, list (1963) 10074

institutes, counseling and guidance train-

ing-
announcements (1962) 5103; (1964) 4628

institutes for teachers of English, etc.,

preparing proposals, manual (1964)
21267

institutes under title 11, preparing propos-
als, manual (1965) 10744

language and area center program, center
concept and changing curriculum (1962)
21624

NDEA and higher education (periodical)

(1962) 21641; (1963) 3954; (1964) 3782
NDEA language and area centers program

in non-western language (1964) 19633
status report, June 1960 (1961) 7136
student loan program

—

basic facts (1962) 13738
borrowers' needs and resources (1962)
7279

distribution of Federal funds, 1959-64
(1963) 19106

1961-62 (1962) 5105
summary report of operations (1961)
7336

national defense student loan program par-
ticipating institutions, list (1963) 17381

Colleges and universities—Continued
Negro

—

employment opportunities for graduates
in international field (address) (1962)
10378

future role as educational institutions
(remarks) (1965) 9847

new dimensions in higher education (1961)
460, 4150, 9038, 19239; (1963) 6336, 8179,
17383
advanced standing (1961) 9038
credit system (1961) 19239
quest for quality (1961) 4150
study abroad, status of programs (1961)
460

North Korea, admission requirements and
curricula (1962) 1514

North Vietnam, developing quickly and
strongly (1961) 13019

NSF institutional grants program for sci-

ence, 1963 (1963) 3192
NSF undergraduate instructional scientific

equipment program grants, 1962-63
(1963) 11133, 14616

nuclear education, interrelated role of uni-

versities and Federal agencies, confer-
ence proceedings (1964) 11867

offering 2 and 4 year degree programs in

policing, list (1963) 1926
Olga Poblete speech at international sympo-

sium for higher education in Moscow
(1962) 23763

opportunities for research in industrial de-

velopment (address) (1963) 7805
origins of land-grant colleges and State uni-

versities (1963) 18740
outlook for future in higher education (ad-

dress) (1962) 13137
Peace Corps liaison officers, guidelines

(1962) 24058
personal and family characteristics of per-

sons enrolled, etc (1964) 8140
Phillipines, higher education (1962) 5098
physical facilities series (1962) 7274, 13736,

15497, 17409-410, 19425, 21628, 21658;
(1963) 13841, 17392; (1964) 4630, 14178,
14196; (1965) 10747

physics 2, USAFI study guide (1963) 17342
placement services for personnel in higher

education (1961) 20688
planning and management data financial

aspects, analysis of changes (1961)
17184, 17195

Poland

—

admissions rules, student activities, and
curriculums in higher education (1964)
14187

organization and administration of higher
education (1963) 8189

preparation in personnel work, programs,
etc., 1963-64 (1963) 13854

presidency, 1900-60, annotated bibliography
(1961) 7323

project grants to strengthen teacher educa-
tion

—

hearings (1962) 11448, 13698
report (1962) 13443

public education in Caribbean (1962) 7269
public higher education and national good

(1963) 9699
publications, list (1963) 20085
racial segregation practiced, eliminate Fed-

eral contributions

—

hearings (1962) 13512, 17106
report (1962) 17107

radio and television courses, directory,
1961-62 (1962) 17995
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Colleges and universities—Continued

radiological health, curriculums and fellow-

ships (1964) 18923
ratio of equipment investment to building

investment (1963) 17392
regular-year scholarship programs availa-

ble for summer-session students, list

(1962) 19436
rehabilitation of deaf training programs,

1965-66 (1965) 20131
research and development

capital expenditures, 1958 (1961) 13580

contracts of Federal Government, pay-
ment of indirect costs

—

hearings (1962) 9385
law (1962) 19000
reports (1962) 9304, 17254

indirect costs, 1960 (1962) 12553
research grants

—

Air Force program, development (1963)
14915

limitation on indirect costs, hearing (1962)
17132

research participation for college teachers
of science and mathematics, summer
1963 (1962) 24024

resident

—

and extension enrollment in institutions of

higher education, fall 1963 (1965) 18012
and migration of college students, fall,

1963 (1964) 21271
hall planning aids (1962) 19437; (1965)
10747

role of Public Employment Service (remarks)
(1963) 17405

Rumania, higher education

—

current problems (1964) 8951
health field (1964) 16080
recent statutes governing higher educa-

tion (1963) 7127
rich content of ideas (1964) 5358

rural and urban students, study of progress,
Iowa State University, 1955-59 (1962)
15466

sabbatical leave, origin, etc (1963) 4821

safety education credit courses (1961) 537

salaries

—

and fees, 1962-63 (1963) 13862
and student charges, 1963-64 (1964) 14195

1961-62 (1962) 17402
1962-63 (1965) 491
1963-64 (1965)6113

scholarships established for American Indi-

an youth (1964) 2440
science

—

and engineering professional manpower
resources, 1961 (1963) 3194

doctorates of 1958-59, numbers, character-
istics, and employment (1961) 1358

education, financing (1965) 9805
facilities planning aids (1962) 15497;

(1964) 14196
graduate enrollment, etc., in selected fields

at leading schools, 1960-62 (1963) 19969
scientific progress and Federal Government,

report of President's Science Advisory
Committee (1961) 2655

scientists and engineers

—

employed in 1,712 institutions, 1961, sur-
vey, final, report (1965) 18644

employed, 1958, preliminary report (1961)
13581

engaged in research and development,
1958 (1961) 9634

selective service qualification test, bulletin
of information (1961) 5086; (1962) 6443;
(1963) 3319

Colleges and universities—Continued

smaller colleges, modified centralized pur-
chasing (1965) 10742

space utilization, bibliography (1962) 19439
special education for handicapped, assist-

ance in training teachers, etc

—

hearings (1961) 18942; (1962) 11449
report (1962) 16944

staffing and physical facilities, 10-year
objectives, 1960-61 through 1969-70
(1963) 6350

standards of quality, study report (1963)
17383

State land-grant. Extension Service review
(periodical) (1962) 3796; (1963) 3634;
(1965) 3343

State legislation, survey (1961) 10554; (1962)
15505; (1963) 2167, 17396; (1964) 4650;
(1965) 2103

State universities, faculty salaries (1965)
7583

student accommodations, 1960-61 and
planned for 1965-66—

instructional facilities (1962) 17409
residential facilities (1962) 17410

student assistance act of 1964

—

hearings (1964) 14151
report (1964) 17804

student charges (1962) 19427
student charges, 1962-63 (1963) 19101
student charges at institutions in National

Association of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges, 1964-65 (1965)
14179

student loan program, report (1962) 4937
student trainees, cooperative and vacation

work-study programs, examination an-
nouncement (1962) 23105

students enrolled for advanced degrees,
summary reports on surveys (1961)
20691; (1963) 4827; (1964) 609

students. Federal assistance, report (1965)
1989

students, financial assistance (1961) 12565
bibliography (1961) 1937

students, junior-year science, mathematics,
and foreign language, survey, 1962
(1964) 10467

subcritical reactors research, proceedings of
conference (1962) 4646

summer

—

course offerings in personnel work (1961)
12576

institutes for science, mathematics and
engineering teachers (1963) 1363

summer session

—

1960 (1964) 4649
offerings, directory (1962) 21660
travel programs sponsored by institutions

of higher education (1962) 19445
talent and tomorrow's teachers, honors ap-

proach (1963) 8179
teacher preparation, 5 targets for next 10

years (1964) 8496
teachers

—

amend national defense education act to
permit partial cancellation of student
loans, report (1962) 21469; (1963) 20585

annual demand between 1960 and 1970,
chart (1962) 22449

teaching

—

about United Nations in United States,
1960-1963, report (1964) 14199

factors influencing choice as career, ex-

ploratory study (1961) 12557
faculty 1962-63, primary teaching areas

arid contract salaries (1964) 6575
technical institute programs, ECPD ac-

credited curriculums (1962) 5116
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Colleges and universities—Continued
traineeships

—

occupational therapy (1965) 20139
physical medicine and rehabilitation,

1965-66 (1965) 20132
physical therapy, 1965-66 (1965) 20140
prosthetics and orthotics, 1965-66 (1965)
20141

psychology, 1965-66 (1965) 20133
recreation, 1965-66 (1965) 20134
rehabilitation nursing (1965) 20142
social work, 1965-66 (1965) 20135
specialized areas (1965) 20138
speech pathology and audiology, 1965-66

(1965) 20136
trends in graduate enrollment and Ph.D.

output in scientific fields at 100 leading
institutions, 1961-62 and 1962-63 (1964)
20651

tuition, etc., charges to undergraduates

—

denominational institutions, 1962-63 (1964)
10475

1958-63 (1964) 10458
2-year college series (1962) 5116; (1963)

13870
accredited technical institute programs,

list (1961) 9048
State directors of junior colleges and coor-
dinators of State systems, conference
proceedings (1962) 7284

two-year, public. State formulas for support
(1963) 386

Turkey, expulsion of 147 professors, views
(1961) 15679

university and education program for aging
(address) (1963) 617

university teachers, participation in polit-

ical parties (1961) 13269
undergraduate programs in mathematics,

guide (1962) 21634
unions, planning aids (1962) 21628
universities in Soviet Union and Hungary,

cooperation (1965) 14542
university, government and human problems

(1965) 8256
university-government cooperation in policy

research (address) (1965) 366
USSR-
advances of mathematical and technical

sciences applied in specialized higher
education (1965) 7921

catalog (1963) 7132
conference of institutions of higher learn-

ing dealing with problems in logic and
methodology of science (1961) 13158

conferences (1962) 1265
contributions of scientists to theory and

practice (1961) 19503
current problems in higher education

(1965) 7913
evening and correspondence courses im-

portant part of higher education (1961)
1046

herald of higher schools (periodical) (1965)
7908, 7942

higher education (1962) 17105
higher education (1964) 583
higher education, innovations (1965) 9325
higher education, miscellaneous studies

(1965) 16462
higher educational institutions

—

chemical science (1964) 16210
hydrometeorological transactions, 1959

(1961) 15319
1965, handbook (1965) 18329

higher educational institutions, news

—

instrument building (1963) 8988, 10369,
10522, 10644, 12276, 15855, 17956;
(1964) 2847, 5178, 5347

Colleges and universities—Continued
USSR—Continued

radio engineering (1961) 845, 867, 984,
2162, 7685, 10845-846, 12887, 15071,
20903; (1962) 786, 1377, 1458, 5719,
11998, 13995, 14111, 17723, 22111;
(1963) 745, 6671, 10753, 12490, 14345,
20796; (1964) 2500, 7021, 7308, 9209

radiophysics (1961) 991, 7686, 10841-844,
15070; (1962) 996, 1036, 5484, 9906,
10063, 13986, 14174, 17797, 22151,
22363; (1963) 2725, 10524, 12406,
19628; (1964) 1123; 5236, 7212, 8863

higher schools, activity (1965) 2423

higher schools, programmed instruction,
studies (1965) 9368

improving higher scientific education
(1965) 14535

institutions approved for post-graduate
training, list (1963) 8937

institutions of higher learning, awards
(1963) 15740
Moscow State University, faculty mem-
bers and activities, 1955-56 (1962)
3091

news of higher schools, programs, re-

search, etc (1965) 11098
Novosibirsk State University, Russian
SFSR, translation of pamphlet (1964)
5003

scientific reports, biological sciences,
translations (1965) 6428

selections from Vestnik vysshev shkoly
(1963) 4987; (1964) 4987

technical and engineering, proposed revi-

sion of curriculum (1962) 5731

visiting scientists, 1961-62, programs (1961)
21270

white and Negro, faculty (1965) 11000
Yugoslavia, developments (1962) 12250 see

also Dissertations—Junior colleges

—

Land-grant colleges— also names of
colleges and universities.

Colleton County, S.C., ACP pooling agreement,
case history (1962) 10817

Collette, Bruce B., preliminary field guide to
mackerel- and tuna-like fishes of Indian
Ocean (1963) 16430

Collier, Charles R.:

influences of strip mining on hydrologic en-

vironment of parts of Beaver Creek ba-
sin, Ky., 1955-59 (1964) 10643

sediment characteristics of small streams in

southern Wisconsin (1963) 8355

Collier, Ellen C, expropriation of American-
owned property in 20th century, report
(1963) 18935

Collier Creek:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 8197
document edition (1963) 7860

Collimators:
and isodoses of apparatus gamma GUT-

Co-400-1, Czechoslovakia (1962) 5847

attachment converts microscope to point
source autocollimator (1964) 14829

Collin County, Tex., hydrologic studies of wat-
ersheds. Honey Creek basin, 1953-59

(1964) 15967
Collins, A. Gene:
analyzing oilfield waters, cesium and rubi-

dium (1965) 14705
oilfield waters, methods of analyzing selen-

ium and tellurium (1964) 14756
Collins, Dennis, F., jr., launch vehicle with lim-

ited thrust vectoring control in presence
of winds (1963) 16409
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Collins, F. H., coordinate transformation
(1964) 3083

Collins, CD.:
comparative study of PuC-UC and PuO'-UOa

as fast reactor fuel (1963) 14975
fabrication cost estimate for UO2 and mixed

PuOj-Ua2 fuel (1964) 8053
Collins, George J.:

condition of public school plants (1965)
16087

national inventory of school facilities and
personnel, spring 1962 (1964) 6572

physical achievement and schools (1965)
9044

school shelter guide (1963) 4608
schoolhousing in 1963, USOE survey begins

next month (1964) 602
Collins, Herbert R.:

political campaign torches (1965) 5272
Red Cross ambulance of 1898 (1965) 9785

Collins, James F.:

addresses

—

June 4, 1964 (1964) 11880
Mar. 25, 1965 (1965) 7178

Collins, Jeff, frozen king crab meat, effect of
processing conditions on fluids freed
upon thawing (1965) 14303

Collins, John J., jr., air embolism precipitated
by decompression (1963) 9104

Collins, Joseph W., jr.:

employment trends and manpower require-
ments in Government (1963) 14438

training needs in correctional institutions
(1965) 18391

Collins, Leroy:
addresses, etc.

—

July 27, 1964 (1964) 15377
July 27, 1964 (1965) 1952
Aug. 7, 1964 (1964) 15376
Aug. 18, 1964 (1964) 17166
Oct. 11, 1964 (1964) 19367
Oct. 19, 1964 (1964) 21100
Nov. 14, 1964 (1965) 1951
Nov. 20, 1964 (1965) 368
Dec. 5, 1964 (1965) 367
Jan. 26, 1965 (1965) 4445
Jan. 28, 1965 (1965) 4444
Jan. 30, 1965 (1965) 4442
Feb. 2, 1965 (1965) 4446
Feb. 11, 1965 (1965) 5777
Mar. 10, 1965 (1965) 5776
Apr. 1, 1965 (1965) 8710
Apr. 15, 1965 (1965) 8706
Apr. 26, 1965 (1965) 8709
Apr. 29, 1965 (1965) 8708
May 8, 1965 (1965) 8707
May 24, 1965 (1965) 10344
May 25, 1965(1965)10343
June 11, 1965 (1965) 12008
June 19, 1965 (1965) 13738
July 1, 1965 (1965) 13737
July 14, 1965 (1965) 13732
July 30, 1965 (1965) 13733
Aug. 4, 1965 (1965) 15395
Oct. 4, 1965 (1965) 17298
Oct. 19, 1965 (1965) 19053
Oct. 26, 1965 (1965) 19052

nomination, hearings (1964) 14132; (1965)
19489

Collins, Lucille, relief (1961) 12179, 18563,
19009

Collins, Michael J., relief (1961) 7025, 7187.
8603

Collins, Ralph T., remarks. Mar. 14, 1963
(1963) 9042

Collins, Richard C, relief (1962) 13398, 21362
Collins, Theodore C, market for semiconductor

devices in West Germany and Italy
(1964) 13740

Collins, W.T. effect of water on concentration
of cycloheximide in fuel oil (1965) 10929

Collins, William E.:

caloric nystagmus of cat following rotarv
habituation (1964) 4315

Civil Aeromedical Research Institute, bibli-

ography of recently translated material
(1964) 139

manipulation of arousal and its effects on
human vestibular nystagmus induced by
caloric irrigation and angular accelera-
tions (1963) 1849

nystagmus responses of cat to rotation, etc

(1964) 1790
secondary and inverted primary nystagmus

from cat by caloric irrigation (1963)
16865

task, control of arousal and effects of re-

peated unidirectional angular accelera-
tion on human vesticular responses
(1964) 13731

Collins, William F., testimony, hearings (1964)
6526

Collins Radio Co.:

failure to recover unpaid royalties. Defense
Dept., GAO report (1965) 2192

Navy Dept. procurement of AN/PRC-41 ra-

dio sets, hearings, etc (1962) 15259
Collision boundary between 2 separating

stages of SA-4 Saturn vehicle (1961)
15768

Collision integrals for modified Stockmayer
potential (1961) 4889

Collisions, see Aircraft accidents—Marine ac-
cidents—Motor vehicle accidents—Rail-

road accidents.
Collisions of liquid drops with liquids (1961)

15831
Colloids:

Colloid journal (USSR periodical), abstracts
(1961) 2925

mettalic, field emission charging (1964) 5516
producing radioactive colloidal gold, Au-198,

in Boris Kidric Institute at Vinca, Yu-
goslavia (1965) 7881

radioactive, cancer therapy by means of in-

tratumoral deposition, Czechoslovakian
study (1962) 7867

soil, swelling, Chinese Communist study
(1962) 2847

Colombia:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1962)

12733, 14616, 20328; (1963) 20175; (1964)
1621, 9833

agricultural trade, agreement (1962) 18490
aid in action, fact sheet (1962) 10672
atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,

agreement (1963) 14714
aviation transport services, agreement

(1963) 14720
background notes (1965) 3030
civic action, translations (1963) 1066
Commission for Educational Ebcchange,

agreement (1963) 7443
Communist and pro-Communist activity

(1963) 827, 2582, 2710, 2818
cotton industry (1961) 9158
cotton textiles, trade agreement (1965) 18782
economic assistance agreement (1961) 11600
economic developments, 1960 (1961) 14899
economic, technical, and related assistance,

agreement (1963) 1518
economy, basic data (1964) 10700
establishing business (1963) 17555
food donated by U.S., improper payment of

port charges on shipments, by Interna-
tional Development Agency, GAO report
(1965) 10955

foreign trade, 1958-60 (1961) 10665
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Colombia—Continued
foreign trade regulations (1964) 6857
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1962) 16433
import tariff system (1961) 2023; (1962)

15688
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

3358
labor conditions (1965) 7982
labor, employment, wages, etc. (1962) 12341,

15976
labor law and practice (1963) 9043
loan of vessel, agreement (1961) 1503
market for selected U.S. electric housewares

(1961) 20381
market for U.S. products, international

commerce, supplement (1964) 10690
military equipment, materials, and services,

agreement (1961) 13690
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12856
peso devaluation in connection with border

smuggling, Ek-uadorian comments (1963)
1005

plant quarantine import requirements (1965)
4095

radio communications between amateur sta-

tions on behalf of 3d parties, agreement
(1964) 7777

relief from double taxation on earnings from
operations of ships and aircraft, agree-
ment (1962) 6477

study mission report (1963) 9863
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 13695-697; (1962) 10677
surplus agricultural commodities sold under

title 1, agricultural trade development
and assistance act of 1954, improper
payment of Colombian port charges.
Agriculture Dept., GAO report (1965)
699

U.S. Army area handbook (1965) 4245
weather stations, cooperative meteorological

program, continuation, agreement (1964)
18968

youth activity. Communist press comments
(1963) 2887 Colombo, Annunziata, relief

(1963) 18825; (1964) 452, 1904
Colombo, LAC 79, lunar chart (1963) 11508
Colon (anatomy):
cancer (1965) 14997

Colonial Beach, Va.:
hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23459
document edition (1962) 23324

Colonial National Historical Park:
Cape Henry Memorial, general information

(1962) 1719
Colonial Parkway, general information

(1963) 1346
Yorktown Battlefield, general information

(1963) 16443
Colonial period:

historical statistics of United States, coloni-
al times to 1957, continuation to 1962
and revisions (1965) 5710

Near East and Africa, criticism of western
neo-colonialist economic policies, USSR
study (1965) 19788

Colonials and patriots, historic places com-
memorating our forebears, 1700-83
(1965) 5277

Colonialism and public health in Africa (1962)
14053

Colonie Town, N.Y., population, special census
(1964) 13766

Colonies:
apologists of neocolonialism. Communist

Chinese views (1964) 1086

Colonies—Continued
breakdown of colonial system, USSR article

(1961) 13289
British policy, Soviets criticize, Lancaster

House is arena of hypocrisy (1964)
16564

revolution and decolonization, French leftist

view (1962) 21950
Color:

binocular color mixture (1962) 12366
color sorter, description (1965) 13065
color vision, USSR studies (1964) 14525
consumer acceptance of oranges with and

without color added (1962) 14752
coordinated identifications for industry

(1963) 1332
discrimination, effect of spectral bandwidth

(1964) 5468
discrimination of hue, effect of surround and

stimulus luminance (1965) 11379

discrimination, psychophysical methods and
sensitivity as function of determining
spectral wavelength

discrimination, sensitivity as function of

spectral wavelength (1965) 9539
electrical insulation, limits for, military

standard (1964) 10449
fall cankerworm larvae, affect of aggrega-

tion (1965) 4805
filtering, visual display enhancement and

techniques of target detection, study
(1964) 9980

food, consumer protection (1965) 16229
induced, factor affecting perception (1964)

5464
materials for art education in schools,

standard of trade (1961) 8439
notation systems, handbook (1963) 9314

perception, and related subjects (1965) 4222
perception in bees, USSR study (1965) 16420

psychological dimensions (1965) 9537
rainbow optical landing aid, design equa-

tions (1965) 13181
removal from surface waters by hypochlo-

rite (1964) 20956
field tests on water at Kotzebue Air Force

Site (1965) 8473
shared spectrum display enhancement (1965)

5547
signal lights. United States standard for

colors (1964) 18803
use to stimulate sales (1963) 1490

Color blindness, spectral sensitivity of retina
receivers in experiments with dichro-

mates, USSR study (1963) 2858 Color
filters, see Light filters.

Color motion picture television transmitter
with 3-vidicon camera, USSR (1961)
11046

Color of man:
estimates of components of population

change, for States, 1950-60 (1962) 9043
migration of population by color (series)

(1965) 12383, 14173-177
occupation by earnings and education, by

color (1963) 1,5084

Color photography, camera filters, selection

(1964) 14934
Color-printing, color separation procedures

for perparing topographic map manu-
scripts by scribing on coated plastic

sheets (1961) 19419
Color-separation procedures (series) (1961)

19419
Color television, see Television.
Colorado:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
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Colorado—Continued
agricultural conservation handbook (1961)

3; (1962) 27
annual survey of manufacturers, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics

—

1960 (1962) 18776
1961 (1963) 4.571

1962 (1964) 6032
area measurement report (1965) 225
aspen, decay associated with Fomes igniar-

ius sporphores (1963) 17490
aspen, volume tables (1962) 613
census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16279
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

13929
census of business, 1963—
merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics, (1965) 15304
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 4301
selected services, area statistics (1965)

5663
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
8588

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4311

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc. (1962)
4751

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 13874
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 20417
census of population, 1960

—

characteristics (1963) 11607
detailed characteristics (1962) 16550
general characteristics (1961) 10063
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 282
number of inhabitants (1961) 5496

censuses and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary de-

scriptions (1962) 14968
geographic identification code scheme

(1961) 6855
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1964) 19016
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
congressional districts, 89th (Congress,

(1965) 7284
Ck)stilla Creek compact, amendment

—

law (1964) 1927
report (1963) 18864; (1964) 492

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1963) 15054, 18677

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 10011; (1963)
15054, 18677

early season snow report (1962) 3485
electric rate book (1962) 537, 21745; (1963)

19195; (1964) 10525; (1965) 10817
Engelmann spruce lumber grade recovery

(1963) 12190
family and property law, summary (1965)

15160
fer berite ores, froth flotation and chemical

processing (1962) 1632
forest area and timber volume (1964) 6745
forest resource (1965) 684
Front Range

—

geology of uranium deposits (1964) 18106
influences of timber cutting on snow accu-
mulation (1961) 12745

geology of northwestern North Park area
(1965) 10981

Glenwood Springs quadrangle and vicinity,

geology (1963) 17524

Colorado—Continued

Green River oil shale, physical structure
(1963) 7220

Harold D. Roberts tunnel, sinking large-

diameter, concrete-lined access shaft
(1962)6228

Kansas River flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 423
document edition (1963) 317

La Sal Mountains area, regional geophysi-
cal investigations (1963) 2346

labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573
lodgepole pine, volume tables and

point-sampling factors (1964) 12481
lodgepole pines, taper tables, bark thick-

ness, and diameter relationships (1965)
7736

mineral and water resources (1965) 4608
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 1201; (1962) 3300; (1963) 3061;
(1964) 1408; (1965) 1334

minerals, 100-year record (1961) 20810
mountain highways, snow avalanches (1965)

681
mountain-meadow cattle ranches, forage

programs and cattle systems (1963) 8147
municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory

(1964) 3108
municipal water facilities inventory (1961)

6506; (1964) 18913
national forests, permit development of

mineral resources, report (1965) 7437
natural resources (1964) 2441
non-ferrous metal refining opportunities,

study (1965) 5581
northeastern, irrigation enterprises, organi-

zation, etc. (1963) 15416
northeastern, South Platte and Republican

River watersheds, irrigation guide
(1961) 1471

northwestern, tertiary geology and oil-shale

resources, of Piceance Creek basin
(1961) 12776

ponderosa pine ranges, infiltration studies

(1961)19381
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public shool finance program, 1962-63 (1964)

593
rare-earth-metal and thorium resources,

technological and economic problems
(1963) 3055

redevelopment area 5B, statistical profile

(1963) 13356-357
refractory clayrocks of Dakota group along

northern front range, stratigraphy
(1961) 12779

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16640
siliceous ores, solvent extraction recovery of

thorium and yttrium (1964) 13133
snow measurement, how and why (1961) 8196

snow reports (1961) 11562, 11565-566; (1962)
12697; (1963) 11288

southeastern, Arkansas River watershed,
irrigation guide (1961) 5098

southeastern, expanding program of rural
electrification (remarks) (1962) 10631

sulfur production and consumption (1962)
20080

tellurium resources (1964) 5493
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10737

thorium recovery from ores (1962) 6241
timber products output, 1962 (1965) 9199
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Colorado—Continued Colorado River and Valley—Continued

titaniferous sandstone, reconnaissance
(1962) 6236

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 255
uranium reconnaissance in Uinta Basin

(1961) 5380
water supply outlook and snow surveys,

special report (1965) 11700
water supply outlook and special snow re-

port (1964) 13460
water supply outlook, early season snow

report (1963) 3336; (1964) 3141; (1965)
3026

west central, pulp-and papermaking op-

portunities (1963) 4992
western, hydrologic and biotic characteris-

tics of grazed and ungrazed watersheds,
Badger Wash Basin (1964) 4804

western, irrigation guide (1961) 5099
women, labor laws, summary (1962)

women, labor laws, summary (1962) 12798;

(1965) 6995
women workers, 1960 (1964) 1664
Yampa Canyon in Uinta Mountains, geolog-

ic study (1962) 17628
zinc deposits, oxidized (1964) 21349
ZIP code directory (1963) 20030

Colorado-Big Thompson project, story (1963)

5709
Colorado formation, see Cretaceous period.

Colorado Front Range, study of early gully-

control structures (1961) 6147
Colorado National Monument, general infor-

mation (1962) 3396; (1963) 11117; (1964)

11461
Colorado Plateau:

botanical prospecting for uranium (series)

(1962) 17621
clay minerals in

—

Morrison formation (1963) 600
Triassic rocks of Colorado Plateau (1963)

19296
geology and petrology of Ute Mountains

area (1965) 9268
sedimentary rocks

—

chemical composition (1962) 21824
transmissive character and uranium dis-

tribution (1962) 23587
uranium deposits, distribution of elements,

preliminary report (1963) 15605
uranium mining methods, etc. (1961) 19853

Colorado River and Valley:
basin, surface water quality (1965) 748
basin surface-water records to Dec. 31, 1963,

index (1965) 12538
bedrock and structural features of area

between Lake Mead and Davis Dam
(1963) 15610

bridge near Needles, Calif, transfer from
Reclamation Bureau to San Bernardino
County, Calif., and Mohave County,
Ariz

—

law (1961) 16589
reports (1961) 14360, 14645

drainage basin, snow courses and soil mois-
ture stations, list (1962) 16170

drought effects in basin (1963) 20733
Flaming Gorge Dam, general information

(1961) 15950
flood control works, joint construction, etc.,

with Mexico, conclusion of agreements

—

hearings (1964) 14000
law (1964) 17270
reports (1964)10407, 13975, 17543

hydroelectric projects below Glen Canyon
Dam, preserve jurisdiction of Congress
over construction

—

hearings (1964) 12271, 14009
law (1964) 17350
reports (1964) 10407. 13975, 17543

Do not order from index;

increasing precipitation in basin by artifi-

cial means, hearing (1964) 14146
Lake Powell, jewel of the (T-olorado (1965)

11671
lower basin

—

precipitation, runoff and water loss (1965)
737

storage project, etc.. States water rights,
adjustment of claims (1963) 11920

summary of snow survey measurements,
1938-64 (1964) 18955

water resources development, future plans
(1963) 8000

Lower Colorado River land use plan (1964)
14364

lower, recreation and reclamation (1961)
15952

Mexico, delivery of water to, special studies

(1964) 15077
Navajo Indian project and San Juan Chama

project

—

construct

—

hearings (1961) 7282, 14475
law (1962) 15070
reports (1961) 7228, 12322; (1962) 11353

construction feasibility, Interior Dept.
report (1961) 4000

radioactivity in waters and sediments of
basin, 1950-63 (1965) 6881

reclamation projects on lower river, general
information (1963) 14682

snow survey and water supply forecasts of
basin (1961) 3590; (1962) 3828-29 3834

snow survey measurements, 1919-63 (1964)
15090

storage projects

—

Crystal Dam, etc., segment of Curecanti
unit, economic justification (1963) 11751

Curecanti storage unit (1965) 3009
general information (1964) 9741; (1965)
8261

Glen Canyon unit, land exchange with
Navajo Indians, amend act, hearing
(1961) 1899

report, 1964 (1965) 5984
San Juan-Chama unit, make water availa-

ble for pool for recreation at Cochiti
Reservoir

—

law (1964) 8232
reports (1963) 11997; (1964) 6331

Savery-Pot Hook, Bostwick Park and
Fruitland Mesa reclamation projects
construction

—

hearings (1964) 6360, 12137
law (1964) 17426
reports (1964) 15493, 17797

upper basin storage project, etc.

—

reports (1961) 5766; (1962) 2418; (1963)
8020; (1964) 10354
print as Senate documents (1963)

8046; (1964) 8426; (1965) 4578
statement of positions, hearings (1961)

17132
surface water quality of basin (1961) 19422;

(1964)6811,15961
surface waters, quality of lower basin (1961)

19422
surface water supply of basin (1961) 719,

20820
surface water supply of upper basin (1961)

20821
upper basin, water resources, technical re-

port (1965) 19666
upper, water resources, basic data (1964)

19786
water and land resources development, study

commission report (1962) 19027
water impounded in Lake Mead, release for

sluicing purposes, hearing (1962) 15442
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Colorado River and Valley—Continued
water resources of lower Colorado River-

Station Sea area (series) (1965) 737
water supply outlook and snow surveys of

—

drainage basins (1963) 4284-85; (1964)

4138; (1965) 4050
lower basin (1964) 4137; (1965) 4049

watershed conditions affecting water supply
(1961) 3553; (1962) 3983; (1963) 3825;
(1964) 3639; (1965) 3554

see a/so Lower Colorado River Basin pro-

ject.

Colorado River Basin, see Colorado River and
Valley.

Colorado River Commission of Nevada, see
Nevada.

Colorado River Indian Tribes, see Colorado
River Reservation.

Colorado River Reservation:
fixing beneficial ownership

—

law (1964) 10145
reports (1963) 20581; (1964) 8331

leases of tribal and assigned lands, amend
law

—

law (1962) 18993
reports (1961) 8945; (1962) 17065

Colorado Springs, Colo,
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11905
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16504

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 291

Peterson Field, weather observations, hour-
ly, summary, decennial census of climate
(1963) 21155

see also Air Force Academy, Colo.
Colorado State University, Craig countercur-

rent distribution apparatus, duty-free
entry (1965) 17525, 19395

Colorado Transportation Co.:

land in exchange for certain property in

Rocky Mountain National Park

—

law (19'61) 16579
reports (1961) 12305, 14631

Coloration, nuclear-reactor-induced, in fused
silica, investigation of thermal anneal-
ing (1965) 18475

Colorimetry:
determination of phenarsazine chloride, Hun-

garian study (1962) 7804
determination of rhenium (1962) 3324
extractional, determination of small

amounts of thorium in atmosphere,
USSR study (1965) 12693

fluorescent color specification by means of

Beckman model DK-2 spectrophotometer
(1964) 5593

sight in cephalopoda, USSR study (1962)
5763

Coloring matter in food:
detecting and identifying artificial coloring

used on oranges (1965) 18170
identity of synthetic color additives in foods

(1965) 18172
modification of glutathione in liver and

spleen and of liver vitamin A content in

rats fed on diets containing synthetic
food dyes, Rumanian study (1962) 9816

Colors, see Color.
Colquitt County, Ga., truck crop production

practices (1963) 2127
Colthurst, Robert J.:

occupational wage survey

—

Denver, Colo., (1965) 6564
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif., (1965) 7976

Colton, John B., Jr., history of oceanography
in offshore waters of Gulf of Maine
(1965) 6227

Coltrane, R.I., economic survey of Appalach-
ian region, with special reference to agri-
cultural (1965) 7565

Columbia, Mo., census of housing, 1960, spe-
cial reports for local housing authori-
ties (1961) 16457

Columbia, S.C:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11939
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 18813

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6797

Columbia Airport, weather observations,
hourly, summary, decennial census of
climate (1963) 14794

Palmetto Quarries Co. methods for produc-
ing crushed granite (1962) 8460

Columbia Basin Inter-Agency Committee,
meeting (1961) 1243

Columbia Basin project:
accounting system, proposal, hearing (1965)

19504
act, amend as to repayment contracts, etc.

—

hearings (1962) 19389
law (1962) 20903
reports (1962) 17064, 17289, 19348

Banks Lake and Potholes Reservoir project,
recreational costs to be nonreimburse-
able—

hearing (1964) 10424
report (1964) 6488

Banks Lake, recreational costs to be non-
reimbursable, hearing, (1965) 17930

continue delivery of water in certain irriga-

tion districts

—

law (1961) 16597
reports (1961) 14643, 16692

general information (1962) 1793; (1965) 8263
review of present and past history (remarks)

(1961) 12818
third powerplant, construct, operate, and

maintain Interior Dept. report (1965)
19173

Columbia County, Wis., truck crop production
practices (1961) 6667

Columbia Drainage and Levee District:

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2192
document edition (1963) 1987

Columbia lock and dam:
navigation conditions, hydraulic model in-

vestigation (1961) 17212
spillway and stilling basin (1962) 2440

Columbia National Wildlife Service, birds

(1961)12681
Columbia Plateau, western Idaho, Columbia

River basalt, characteristics (1963) 2342
2342

Columbia Plaza project:

terminate, report (1964) 12113
urban renewal in D.C, hearings (1964) 6349

Columbia River and Valley:
and tributaries, engineer reports

—

departmental editions (1963) 4845, 6363-64,
8193-94

document editions (1963) 4672, 6067-68,
7832-33

bank storage evaluation, Richland-China
Bar area. Wash. (1961) 12801

basalt, storage of g:round water behind sub-
surface dams (1962) 2528
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Columbia River and Valley—Continued

base flows at selected gaging stations in

basin, Nov. 1, 1962 (1963) 2338
basins, surface water quality (1965) 748
below Vancouver, Wash., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2191
document edition (1963) 1978

blueback salmon, reproductive potential,
influence of early maturing females
(1962) 11821

fish passage report

—

Bonneville, The Dalles and McNary Dams,
1959 (1961) 1944; (1962) 480; (1963) 396;
(1964) 613, 17936

Rock Island Dam (1962) 5215, 19526; (1963)
6464; (1964) 21319; (1965) 9164, 10900

fishery program (1965) 9148

flood control project, hearings (1962) 21566
flood season flow, near the Dalles (1961)

7521; (1963) 4212; (1964) 4058; (1965)
3965

geology and ground-water conditions of
Clark County, Wash., with description
of major alluvial aquifer along Colum-
bia River (1964) 12517

inter-agency archeological salvage pro-
gram

—

departmental edition (1962) 135
document edition (1962) 363A

John Day Lock and Dam, modification, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12407
document edition (1965) 12214

landslides, northeastern Washington (1962)
5300

lower basin

—

floods, magnitude and frequency (1964)
4818

surface water quality (1964) 6811; (1965)
4871

surface water records, Oct. 1950-Sept.
1960 (1964) 4822

surface water records to Dec. 31, 1963,
index (1965) 12540

lower, radiological survey, Jan. 1962-July
1963 (1964) 21855

modification of project, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2425
document edition (1962) 2303

monthly mean discharge at gaging stations
and change of storage in lakes, etc.

(1961) 3291; (1962) 4073; (1963) 4212;
(1964) 4058; (1965) 3965

precipitation and temperature, monthly
(1962) 22907; (1963) 3918

seismic surveys (1962) 5300
snow survey and soil measurements for drain-

age in Canada (1964) 1,5089; (1965) 18770
snow surveys and water supply forecasts for

basin (1961) 3587-88; (1962) 3830-31

snow survey measurements, 1919-63 (1964)
15090

storage in major power reservoirs, monthly
report (1963) 4212; (1964) 4058; (1965)
3965

surface water supply of lower basin (1962)
646

surface water supply of upper basin (1961)
721

upper basin

—

floods, magnitude and frequency (1964)
10658

surface water records, Oc. 1950-Sept. 1960
(1964) 14354

upper Columbia salmon runs, 1956-57 (1961)
2009

Columbia River and Valley—Continued
water resources, cooperative development,

treaty and related agreements with Cana-
da (1964) 21881

hearing (1961) .5860

report (1961) 5780
text (1961) 5774

water supply and water quality management
in basin (1964) 11552

water supply outlook and snow surveys (1963)
4286-87, 9392; (1964) 4145; (1965) 4057

Columbia River Power System, and related
agencies, audit report 1960 (1961) 2049;
(1962) 619; (1963) 588

Columbiana County, Ohio, oilfields (1965) 5078
Columbium, see Niobium.
Columbium carbide, see Niobium carbide.
Columbium dioxide, see Niobium oxides.
Columbus, Christopher, light, landfall, and

landing, new theory identifying locale

(1964) 20794
Columbus, Ga.:
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1964) 13556
census of housing, 1960-

city blocks (1961) 18240
special reports for local housing, authori-

ties (1961) 18363
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 20578

censuses of population and housing, 1960
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2212

Columbus, Inc., population, special census
(1963) 11634

Columbus, Ohio:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5436
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 15274
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18304
standard metropolitan statistical area,
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 20579

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11164

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 9406; (1962)
14373; (1963) 7167; (1964) 7414; (1965)
2798

document editions (1961) 8632; (1962)
13337; (1963) 6078

Port Columbus Airport, weather ob-
servations, hourly, decennial census
(1963) 11396

railroad accident (1965) 18282
Columbus Bend project:

construct, operate, and maintain, hearings
(1964) 15590; (1965) 19311

Interior Dept. project

—

hearings (1963) 2052
report (1962) 2308

Columbus Day:
make legal holiday

—

hearing (1964) 19515
report (1964) 17757

Columnists, financial, talk about U.S. savings
bonds (1961) 8177

Columns:
arc, measurement of very high temperatures

(1961) 4950
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Columns—Continued
behavior of beam-columns in inelastic range

(1963) 9637
diflfusion column reactions, quantitative

analyses (1962) 10907
extendible, can be stowed on drum (1965)

12994
steel spirals for concrete reinforcement,

standard of trade (1963) 18632
strength of long piles (1962) 6514
wood, short and intermediate lengths, exper-

imental and analytical methods for eval-

uating strength (1964) 12448
Colusa County, Calif., Wilbur Springs-Elgin

Mine area, ammoniated thermal waters
(1961) 6186

Colville Reservation:
(Donfederated Tribes

—

Federal supervision over property and
affairs, termination, hearings (1962)

17111; (1964) 6512; (1965) 10690
reports (1964) 17763; (1965) 15895

judgment funds, disposition

—

hearings (1961) 20636; (1962) 17111;

(1964) 6512
law (1961) 18689
reports (1961) 18817, 19094

per capita distribution from funds

—

law (1964) 17409
reports (1964) 2188, 17578

use of funds arising from judgment in

favor of Nez Perce Indians

—

law (1961) 8612
reports (1961) 7102, 7246

Colville River, and Anaktuvuk River conflu-

ence, simulated survival trek to Arctic

Coast (1963) 11504
Colwell, Robert C, address, May 16, 1963

(1963) 10306
Colwick, Rex F., preserving quality of mechan-

ically harvested cotton, etc. (1963) 11455

Comanche series and associated rocks in sub-

surface in central and south Florida

(1965) 10987
Comandra blister rust:

disease of hard pines, general information

(1961) 17293
in central Rocky Countains, reports of out-

breaks (1963) 6515
Comar, Cyril L., fallout from nuclear tests

(1964) 1787
Combat:
Army demonstration of readiness, Fort

Bragg, N.C. (1962) 11010
information centers, target capability ver-

sus presumed intention as basis for deci-

sion (1965) 13174
performance of enlisted men with discipli-

nary records (1964) 21006
potential, factor analysis of experimental

noncognitive measures (1965) 5597
readiness (1964) 21001
readiness of combat and combat support

equipment, 2d Marine Division and force

troops. Camp Lejeune, N.C, GAO report

(1965) 18195
service, indemnity insurance coverage

—

hearings (1965) 15834, 16016
law (1965) 17410
reports (1965) 17625, 17841

training of individual soldier and patrolling,

field manual (1962) 4610
see also Military art and science.

Combat (fishing vessel):

southwestern North Atlantic exploratory
collection made, 1956-60 (1965) 19632

Combat areas:
ammunition service in theater of operations,

field manual, 1965) 15236

Combat areas—Continued

firefighting and rescue, in theaters of opera-
tions, technical manual (1965) 18949

military roads and airfields, soil stabiliza-

tion requirements (1964) 2299
signal operations, theater of operations,

field manual (1963) 9651
transportation services in theaters of

operations, field manual (1962) 154
Combat ships, see Warships.
Combat vehicles, see Motor vehicles.

Combination export managers, see Managers.
Combined case instructions, cases 1-50 (1963)

14627
Combined chisel-air turbine technic for im-

pacted mandibular third molar surgery
(1962) 22970

Combined lineal list of officers on active duty
in Marine Corps (1963) 9093

Combined radiation and forced convection for
flow of transparent gas in tube with
sinusoidal axial wall heat flux distribu-

tion (1962) 23991
Combines (harvester-threshers), see Harvest-

ing machinery.
Combres, Harry, see Zoetmulder, Hendrikus.

Combs, Jerry W., jr., demographic changes in

Eastern Europe (1964) 2115
Combs, Mary A., relief (1961) 5626, 10386, 12041

Combustion:
activated carbon containing adsorbed hydro-

carbons (1965) 13134
ammonia and mixed oxides of nitrogen

—

ignition in rocket engines (1961) 2-543

several injection methods in rocket engine

(1961) 2544
chamber walls of liquid reaction engine,

stress determination, USSR study (1962)

7945
cyanogen-oxygen, composition and thermo-

dynamic properties of products (1964)

18753
detonation spin theory, USSR study (1961)

923
driver, improving opening of main dia-

phragm (1965) 8116
elevated pressures in spherical vessel (1962)

3331
flame-holder elements for use in high-

velocity afterburners (1961) 19905
fuel-valve chamber, calculation of processes,

USSR study (1961) 10894
gasdynamics. USSR study (1964) 21779

gaseous hydrogen fuel in ram-jet engine
(1961) 9501

heated drivers for shock-tunnel application,

wire ignition, note (1965) 19938
human waste and product recovery (1964)

7986
hydrocarbon, theory, USSR study (1961)

10914
hydrogen and oxygen at 20 atmospheres,

related to ultraviolet radiation (1965)

2895
in situ project, Allen, Anderson, and Wilson

Counties, Kans., 1964 (1964) 20480
influence of process on stability (1965) 16695

instability limits determined by nonlinear

theory and 1-dimensional model (1962)

22556
instability, rocket motor, relationship of 2

phase detonation (1965) 16600
internal configuration, effects on after-

burner shell temperatures (1961) 19902
North Dakota lignite in domestic heaters

(1961) 1233
oscillatory, liquid-oxygen jet with gaseous

hydrogen (1965) 8127
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Combustion—Continued
oxygen-hydrogen, at high pressures, in rela-

tion to radiation processes (1965) 2889
oxygen-jet behavior during combustion inst-

ability in 2-dimensional combustor
(1965) 8108

pentaborane performance in 9.75-ineh-
diameter ram-jet engine in connected-
pipe altitude facility (1961) 1259

powder, heating up of surface, USSR study
(1961) 10915

powders, mechanism, USSR study (1961)

15256
process of natural and emulsified liquid fuels

(1965) 5234
products, methane-air, aerodynamic force

and moment characteristics ot spheres
and cones at Mach 7.0 (1965) 11473

products, of sulfur-containing fuel distil-

lates, influence on construction materi-
als of gas turbines (1963) 18512

propagation in heterogeneous exothermal
systems, relaxation mechanism, USSR
study (1961) 2362

resonant, applications of jet breakup by
shock waves (1964) 18754

rocket engines

—

fuel-nitric acid systems, effects of chemi-
cal and physical factors (1961) 17682

hydrocarbon fuels with red fuming nitric

acid, thermodynamic data (1961) 17683
mixing model (1965) 13044

rockets, determination from acoustic meas-
urements in combustor and comparison
with overall performance (1962) 8515

rockets, 200-pound-thrust JP-4-nitric acid,

low-temperature chemical starting using
3-fluid propellant value (1963) 5517

scientific and technical problems (1965)
19747

solid propellant, effect of oxidizer particle

size on stability (1965) 9699
solid propellants, effect of composition dur-

ing rapid pressure decrease (1963) 1314
supersonic streams, optical techniques for

temperature and concentration measure-
ments (1964) 18769

tests, oxygen-hydrogen-helium mixtures at
loading pressures up to 8,000 pounds per
square inch (1963) 19918

theory of gun powder and explosives, USSR
study (1961) 2897

thermodynamic transport and flow proper-
ties of combustion products of hydrocar-
bon fuel mixture burned in air with re-

sults for ethylene-air and methane-air
mixtures, calculation (1962) 6272; (1965)
11461

turbojet annular combustors, performance
at high-altitude supersonic flight (1963)
14530

turbojet engines and small-size monocham-
bered units, evaluation of characteris-
tics of fuel, USSR study (1961) 15223

see aiso Flames—Heat of combustion.

Combustion Engineering, Inc., overpayments
of nuclear submarine components, GAO
report (1964) 6774

Combustion gases, see Gases.

Combustors:
annular turbojet

—

combustion performance at high-altitude
supersonic flight (1963) 14530

effect of fuel injectors and liner design on
performance with vapor fuel (1963)
14529

fuel rich hydrogen combustion system, per-
formance (1963) 10977

Combustors—Continued

gaseous-hydrogen-liquid-oxygen, effect of

contraction ratio and chamber pressure
performance (1961) 4878

heptane-oxygen, effect of nozzle convergence
length on performance (1961) 4911

hydrogen-oxygen rocket, ignition with chlo-

rine trifluoride and triethylaluminum
(1961) 7976

length, throat diameter, etc., effect on rocket
combustor efficiency, errata (1961) 1287

one-dimensional model, instability limits de-

termined by nonlinear theory (1962)
22556

oxygen-jet behavior during combustion inst-

ability in 2-dimensional combustor
(9165) 8108

ram-jet and turbojet engines, boric oxide

deposition rate on surfaces immersed in

exhaust gas stream (1961) 6218
ram-jet, can-type flame holder, altitude in-

vestigation (1963) 5512
rocket, effect of gas flow transients on heat

release on burning liquid drops (1963)
9153

rocket, effect on performance of interchang-
ing propellants with coaxial injection

(1964) 7536
rockets, acoustic measurements, de-

terminations of combustion conditions,
and comparison with overall performance
(1962)8515

short turbojet, performance with hydrogen
fuel in quarter-annulus duct, etc. (1963)
10976

single fuel-vaporizing, with injectors

adapted for gaseous hydrogen, perform-
ance (1963) 10975

turbojet engines, weight-flow and thrust lim-

itations (1961) 4850
turbojet, vaporizing annular performance at

simulated high altitudes (1961) 17673
vaporization rates of ethanol sprays in

combustor with low-frequency fluctua-

tions of combustion-gas pressure (1962)
22555

Comeau, James, relief (1962) 16932, 20809, 21357

Comecon, see Council for Mutual Ek^onomic
Assistance.

Comella, Lawrence J.:

basic data on economy of British Virgin Is-

lands (1964) 21084
food regulations of Bolivia (1963) 2430
industrial development law of Ecuador

(1963) 5064
living conditions in Ecuador (1963) 6602

Comer, Elden R., relief (1964) 6233; (1965)
5838, 13757, 14028

Comets:
astrophysics study (1964) 14772
distant, characteristics (1963) 7283
interplanetary plasma, observations, experi-

ments, etc. (1963) 19919
Comfort, Elizabeth, nuclear radiation g:uide

(1964) 9967
Comito, Michelangelo, see Nati, Michelangelo

C.
Command (military):

administration company, airborne, armored,
infantry, and mechanized divisions, field

manual (1962) 4608
field command procedures, maintenance

management (1964) 13683
military leadership, field manual (1961)

11765
support, and division logistics, field manual

(1962) 4614
your command information program, DA

pamphlet (1964) 17044
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Command and General Staff College, audio-
visual instructional aids program (1961)
1849

Command signals, see Signals.
Command systems, see Satellites.

Commander's guide for career counseling.
(1963) 11541

Commanders handbook on security (1962)
11007

Commemorating 50th anniversary of Federal
Trade Commission (1965) 7686

Commemorative coins, see Coins—Half dollar.

Commemorative models, see Medals.
Commemorative stamps, see Postage stamps.
Comments on control of ornithosis. East

Germany (1962) 7847
Commerce:

activities under trade development and as-

sistance act of 1954, semiannual reports
(1961) 8643; (1962) 13359

Africa sales frontier for U.S. business (1963)
8375

agricultural export trade, prospects and
problems (remarks) (1964) 7908

agricultural products, protection by nontar-
iff trade barriers (1963) 17357

agricultural trade development and assist-

ance act of 1954, Library of Congress
project newsletter (1962) 14402; (1963)

3866; (1964) 3679; (1965) 3592
agriculture and trade of West Indies (1961)

4251
agriculture needs trade expansion act (ad-

dress) (1962) 14745
American merchant marine, where does it

stand in future? (remarks) (1962) 18170
American worker's stake in foreign trade

(1962) 12330
Argentina, declaration on provisional

accession to GATT (1963) 1552
Australian trade policies affecting U.S. farm

exports (1962) 2398
boycotts or other restrictive trade practices

imposed by foreign countries, request
for information on action, etc. (1965)
18263

British Commonwealth, new policies as re-

lated to agricultural trade (1962) 23429
businessmen to sell BP's in Philippines, 2d

U.S. Trade Mission program (1962)
13906

challenge of change (remarks) (1965) 350
challenge of international trade (addresses)

(1964) 11968; (1965) 4422
challenge of new era in world trade (re-

marks) (1962) 8712
underground oil-recovery experiment in

Venango First sand, Warren County,
Pa. (1963) 19875

challenges of international competition (ad-

dress) (1962) 15013
changing political and economic climate in

world trade (remarks) (1964) 13830
commerce and foreign trade, code of Federal

regulations (1961) 10603; (1962) 9624;
(1965) 9107

Commerce Department field offices help busi-

ness (1965) 1950
commercial projects, financial assistance,

possible need for clarification of statu-
tory provision limiting amount, Area
Redevelopment Administration, GAO
report (1965) 9238

communist bloc, new look at trade policy
(1962) 2285

Communist China

—

finance (1963) 14100
trade developments, selected articles

(1961) 934

Commerce—Conti nued
Communist China, translations (1962) 17841,

17850, 17895, 17972, 18008-9, 18030,
18062, 19654, 19690, 19716, 19818, 19941,
22013, 22125, 22155, 22174, 22213, 22401,
23668, 23720, 23737, 23771, 23790 (1963)
652, 913, 1033, 2577, 2621, 2641, 2837,
2886, 5375, 6740, 6869, 6937, 6984, 7092,
8455, 8532, 8599, 8844, 8984, 10439,
10529, 12699, 14182, 14241, 14367, 14378,
15754, 16015, 16090, 16189, 17685, 17754,
17816, 17903, 19374, 19462, 19488, 19666,
19702, 19738, 20799, 20877; (1964) 914,
939, 986, 1110, 1185, 1222. 2575, 2613,
2722, 2794, 2838, 2927, 4934, 4957, 4991,
5061, 5241, 5262, 5352, 5391, 6946, 6988,
7050, 7312, 7029, 7105, 8944, 9142, 10906,
12602, 12659, 12744, 12826, 13019, 14531,
14548, 14641, 16061, 16131, 16214, 16287,
16476, 16555, 18396, 18426, 18448, 18599,
19856, 19995, 20338, 20401, 21475, 21520;
(1965) 987, 1019, 1202, 2374, 2415, 2570,
2637, 2691

see also listing under Joint Publications Re-
search Service in the separate issues of

the Monthly Catalog.
Communist China, workers improve services

(1961)19581
Communist China's world trade in farm

products, trends and developments,
1955-60 (1962) 21618

Communist economic warfare, consultation
by Un-American Activities Committee
with Robert Loring Allen, print
additional copies, report (1964) 17566

comparison of terms of trade between China
and USSR with that of free
underdeveloped countries and USSR
(1961) 15561

Cuba shifts trade in farm products to Soviet
bloc (1962) 11690

Department of Commerce programs in new
frontier (remarks) 1961) 16516

developing world understanding through
trade (remarks) (1962) 13131

development of trade and friendly relations
between Iran and U.S. (address) (1965)
11037

domestic oceanborne and Great Lakes, 1959
(1961) 19837; (1962) 22457; (1963) 12817;
(1964) 7424; (1965) 11366

domestic, vessel construction program to aid

domestic trades, hearings (1964) 19594
East-West trade

—

background documents (1965) 8987
background study (1965) 10678
Battle act, new times (1962) 10671
Battle act, report (1964) 3144; (1965) 5391
compilation of views of businessmen,
bankers and academic experts, compila-
tion (1965) 6047

expansion and U.S. participation (re-

marks) (1964) 13828
hearings (1964) 10419; (1965) 10679
Iron Curtain 18 years later (address) (1965)
1817

Soviet oil, hearing (1962) 19394
views of businessmen, bankers, and aca-
demic experts, compilation, print addi-

tional copies, report (1964) 19573
economic growth through expanded United

States-Asian trade (address) (1962) 343
effect on export expansion (remarks) (1961)

331
ethics in commerce and business (address)

(1962) 6865
Eluropean Economic Community

—

and U.S. trade policy (address) (1962)

14597
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Commerce—Continued
European Economic Community—Continued
EEC, Great Britain, and U.S., comparative
wage costs and trade advantage (1964)
10305

private trade barriers, description and
analysis (1964) 10150

expanded trade and commerce for our coun-
try (remarks) (1964) 6639

expanding our export trade (remarks) (1963)
7809

expanding world markets through effective

communications (address) (1965) 11040
export expansion program, improving and

expanding facilities, etc. (remarks)
(1963) 19190

export market development (address) (1965)
7018

export of zipper chain from Japan, under-
standings, agreement (1963) 21126

export trade and small manufacturer (1963)
1480

export trade, participation of small firms
can be increased (address) (1965) 15369

external trade, economic effectiveness, USSR
study (1964) 21479

Far East trade, American know-how (re-

marks) (1965) 17298
Florida agriculture, prospects for more for-

eign trade (remarks) (1962) 7433
food in relation to foreign trade and foreign

policy (address) (1962) 8829
foreign agricultural trade

—

by commodities

—

calendar year 1962 (1963) 12054
calendar year 1963 (1964) 14176
calendar year 1964 (1965) 18000
fiscal vear- 1962-63 (1964) 6559
fiscal year 1963-64 (1965) 2091

by countries

—

calender year 1962 (1964) 569
calendar year 1963 (1964) 19624
calendar year 1964 (1965) 18001
fiscal year 1962-63 (1964) 10457
fiscal year 1963-64 (1965) 7579

calendar year 1960 (1961) 19214
calendar year 1961 (1962) 23430
calendar years 1946-51 (1961) 4255
digest (1961) 3269; (1962) 3875A; (1963)
3717

fiscal year 1959-60 (1961) 586, 7456
fiscal year 1960-61 (1962) 2399, 5088
fiscal year 1961-62 (1963) 2138, 10057
foreign trade and American farmers (re-

marks) (1962) 8830
monthly (1963) 357, 3716; (1964) 3518;

(1965) 3431
outlook charts, 1961 (1961) 587
policy, foreign agriculture circulars (1961)

3274; (1962) 3876
statistical reports (1961) 3270, 12550;

(1962) 3875B, 13731; (1963) 3718
with European Economic Community

(1963) 2142
foreign and domestic, strengthen by promot-

ing international travel

—

hearings (1961) 5877
law (1961) 12118
reports (1961) 5821, 10322

foreign commerce and its effect on port of
New York (remarks) (1965) 19610

foreign commerce of U.S. promote

—

hearings (1961) 17120
foreign commerce of U.S.

—

quarterly summaries (1962) 4280; (1963)
4131; (1964) 3958

foreign commerce weekly (1962) 3880
foreign market potential for U.S. coal (1964)

219, 4401

Commerce—Continued
foreign markets essential to U.S. economic

growth (address) (1962) 9800
foreign organizations for trade promotion,

directory (1961) 9162
foreign, studies, final report (1961) 5881

print additional copies, report (1961)
10487

report (1961) 12458
foreign trade

—

ABC's of foreign trade (1962) 3488
ABC's, U.S. trade policy in brief (1962)

18463; (1965) 1639
agriculture's stake in export markets

(address) (1962) 6556
America's competitive status (address)

(1961) 6917
antitrust laws, hearings (1965) 438, 12338
areas, code classification, etc. (1961) 8524;

(1962) 6758; (1964) 6050
Argentina, 1959-60 (1962) 9797
balance of payments (1961) 536, 20744
Bulgarian, 1955-57, statistical data (1961)
13006

business opportunities (1961) 6078
changes in presentation of import statis-

tics (1964) 11910
code of Federal regulations (1963) 12116;

(1964) 10530
competition in world market (address)

(1962) 20680
Czechoslovakia, 1948-62 (1964) 6859
Czechoslovakia and Polish, 1965 (1961)

7666
development in member states of CEMA in

1960 (1962) 15734
developments, 1960 year-end review (1961)

6924
dollars and sense in foreign trade policy

(address) (1962) 9782
East Europe, translations, see listings

under Joint Publications Research in the
separate issues of the Monthly Catalog,

expansion policy, how serious are we
about this (1962) 14802

expansion problems (remarks) (1963) 10155
expansion goals (remarks) (1963) 9786
export trade by customs district, 1961-64

(1965) 13650
exporting, how-to-get-started handbook

(1963) 632, 6624
foreign commerce of U.S., quarterly sum-
mary (1961) 2970

foreign commerce weekly (1961) 3276
foreign trade and collective bargaining

(speech) (1961) 1182
foreign trade and electrical industry (ad-

dress) (1962) 6176
foreign trade and role of freight forward-

er (remarks) (1963) 10156
foreign trade and shipping statistics

reports, policy in regard to release
(1962) 4739

FT reports (1961) 2960-66; (1962)
300, 3889-90, 16479-480A, 18793; (1963)
3727-37; (1964) 3526-35, 4110, 4113-22,
13768; (1965) 3439-49, 4021, 4024-33,
11946-947, 13649

has helped port of San Diego, Calif, (re-

marks) (1964) 21298
import trade by customs district, 1961-64

(1965) 13651
importance for U.S. economic growth (ad-

dresses) (1962) 13121; (1964) 8182
importance to American business (re-

marks) (1964) 11969
meeting challenge of trade (address) (1964)

15372
Mexico, 1959-60 (1962) 731
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Commerce—Continued
foreign trade—Continued

North Vietnam (1961) 4698
opportunities for U.S. business in world

markets (remarks) (1963) 4654
opportunity and challenge (address) (1962)

344
participation of principal national flags in

U.S. oceanborne foreign trade (1961)

17617
policy (address) (1964) 6120
Peru, 1958-60 (1962) 730
policy, economic and business aspects,

opportunities of Common Market (ad-

dress) (1962) 2271
President Kennedy's new foreign trade

program

—

departmental edition (1962) 6463

document edition (1962) 4913
message, analysis and summary of act

(1962) 9413
problems, hearings (1962) 17317
prospects (address) (1961) 5545
prospects in oilseeds and oilseed products

(1963) 6480
prospects in wheat, rice, feed grains, etc.

(1963) 10208
regulations

—

Algeria (1965) 357
Argentina (1964) 14380
Australia (1964) 867
Austria (1964) 14381
Belgium (1964) 8830
Bolivia (1964) 4858
Brazil (1964) 6844
Cambodia (1965) 5761
Cameroon (1964) 21073
Central African Republic (1964) 21073

Ceylon (1964) 21090
Chad (1964) 21073
Chile (1964) 10692
Colombia (1964) 6857
Congo (Brazzaville) (1964) 21073

Congo (Leopoldville) (1964) 15985
Costa Rica (1964) 6848
Denmark (1965) 12001
East Europe, translations (1961) 15047,

17389, 17398, 17408, 17414, 19508,

19514, 21061, 21100; (1962) 1212, 1329,

1402, 1424, 1501, 2995, 3093, 3169,

3203-4, 5828, 5901, 5985, 6041, 6090,

6164, 7960, 8074. 8078, 8193-94, 8279,

10158, 10187, 10276, 10338, 10344,

12082, 12109, 12169, 12262, 12272,

12309, 12315, 14097, 14235, 14334,

15840, 15895, 15924, 15968, 17927,

17974, 18066, 18086, 19764, 22107,

22138, 22166, 22329, 23745, 23863,

23870; (1963) 692, 889, 1019, 1026,

2609, 2630, 2653, 2784, 2914, 5131,

5133, 5229, 5293, 5330, 5337, 5410,

6733, 6786, 6818, 6875, 6964, 7018,

7124, 8467, 8568, 8592, 8619, 8724,

8756, 8790, 8820, 8912, 8998, 10475,

10558, 10581, 10601, 10666, 10827,

12279, 12346, 12469, 12477, 12543,

12602, 12639, 12660, 12753, 14229,

14312, 14361, 14390, 15717, 15907,

16030, 16147, 16199, 17708, 17848,

19431, 19495, 19577, 19636, 19644,

19679, 19764, 20852; (1964) 960, 1104,

1272, 2569, 2654, 2678, 2718, 2903,

4925, 4972, 5186, 5258, 5362, 6935,

7027, 7228, 7233, 7292, 9067, 9118,

9305, 9365, 11070, 11092, 11144, 11178,

11241, 12626, 12672, 12694, 12789,

12823, 12920, 14415, 14540, 16000,

16097, 16123, 16228, 16317, 16358,

16390, 16424, 18246, 18413, 18501,

18587, 19877, 19924, 20207, 20253,

20276, 20348, 20360, 21514, 21528;

Commerce—Continued
foreign trade—Continued

(1965) 856, 991, 1013, 1187, 1240, 2328,

2372, 2396, 2467, 2562, 2599, 2693
Ecuador (1964) 8832
El Salvador (1963) 15650
Equatorial Customs Union (1964) 21073
Finland (1965) 1946, 4423
France (1965) 1947
Gabon (1964) 21073
Germany, Federal Republic (1964) 14379
Ghana (1964) 2457
Greece (1964) 15986
Guatemala (1964) 14374
Haiti (1964) 2454
Honduras (1964) 8828
Hong Kong (1964) 18174
Iceland (1964) 21081
India (1963) 20757
Indonesia (1964) 12552; (1965) 4433
Iraq (1965) 1945
Ireland (1964) 14386
Israel (1964) 8833
Italy (1965) 4429
Jamaica (1965) 7355
Japan (1965) 7351
Jordan (1964) 21089
Korea, Republic (1964) 10693
Lebanon (1965) 7353, 13711
Liberia (1964) 18185
Libya (1965) 10333
Luxembourg (1964) 8830
Malagasy Republic (1964) 2462
Malaysia (1965) 8693
Mexico (1964) 8831; (1965) 361
Morocco (1963) 15651
Netherlands (1964) 10696
New Zealand (1964) 6858
Nicaragua (1964) 14384
Nigeria (1964) 862
Norway (1965) 4427
Pakistan (1965) 12000
Panama (1963) 20756
Paraguay (1964) 4855
Peru (1964) 21074
Philippines (1964) 2460
South Africa, Republic of (1964) 18187
Spain (1964) 14375
Sweden (1965) 7354
Switzerland (1965) 15373
Syrian Arab Republic (1965) 15384
Taiwan (1964) 18184
Thailand (1964) 14378
Trinidad and Tobago (1965) 12002
Tunisia (1965) 15388
Turkey (1964) 14376
United Arab Republic (1964) 4854
United Kingdom (1964) 8821
Uruguay (1964) 4853
Venezuela (1964) 18170
Viet-Nam (1964) 12556
West African Customs Union (Dahomey,

Ivory Coast, Mali, Mauritania, Niger,
Senegal, Upper Volta), and Togo
(1964) 14383

Yugoslavia (1965) 13718
reports prepared by Foreign Service,

available to business, list (1964) 4868
sell your products through U.S. trade mis-

sions overseas (1964) 869, 19825; (1965)
18265

small business participation, report (1964)
8330

stable and uniform rates and regular and
reliable services for overseas trade (re-

marks) (1962) 7349
statistics, collection and publication,
amend U.S. Code

—

hearing (1961) 16853
law (1962) 23226
reports (1961) 16817; (1962) 21484
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statistics, country designation, code clas-

sification (1962) 13091; (1964) 4353, 8109;

(1965) 4353
statistics notes (1961) 2967
summary reports (1961) 2993, 16485;

(1962) 4409-18, 18876; (1963) 4258-67
threshold of new trading world (address)

(1962) 3487
tobacco's role, past and present (remarks)

(1962) 13220
trade and aid in a troubled world (re-

marks) (1964) 1724
United Kingdom, London Center facilities

open to users of trade contract survey
(1961) 20496

United States (1963) 2397, 5090, 6615,

10343, 15652, 17558, 19357; (1964) 2458,

4862, 8829, 10705, 14390, 18186, 21076
(1965) 358, 362, 5716, 8695, 10326

United States, 1957-64 (1965) 17285
United States leading commodities (1961)

12705; (1962) 15693; (1964) 14389
United States oceanborne, contribution of

Federal aid programs 1959-62 (1964)

16620
United States, readjusting, implementing
Trade expansion act (excerpts from ad-

dress) (1963) 16568
USSR in 1959 (1961) 1031
USSR, international payments and credit

(1962) 17975
USSR, 1960, statistical survey (1962)
12040

USSR, operational accounting (1961) 4379
value of trade expansion program to mer-
chant marine (remarks) (1962) 13795

waterborne, statistics, Jan.-Dec. 1960
(1962) 2245

with European Economic Community
(1964) 18178

foreign traders, highlights of export con-

trols (1965) 16352
free trade and future of America (address)

(1962) 2272
free trade for Western Hemisphere, excerpts

and selected references (1962) 23340
Geneva United Nations conference on trade

and development, conclusions and les-

sons (1965) 1011
(jerman Democratic Republic, economics of

domestic trade (1962) 12243
growth of U.S.-Japanese trade (address)

(1965) 7832
Hawaiian trade (remarks) (1965) 10809
improving commercial relations with Philip-

pines (remarks) (1963) 9785
improving our trade through expansion act

of 1962 (address) (1962) 9125
increase world trade for peace and prosperi-

ty, challenge of sixties (remarks) (1965)
10814

international agricultural trade expansion,
importance to U.S. (speech) (1964) 7945

international agricultural trade, terms used
(1963) 20692

international, Austria, market for super-
market, food processing, and food han-
dling equipment (1964) 12560

international, Belgium, market for U.S.
products (1963) 19327

international commerce, weekly (1962)
15014; (1963) 3797; (1964) 3605; (1965)
3520

index, quarterly (1964) 4848; (1965) 3521
supplements (1963) 17563-565; (1964)

4865-66, 6861, 10690, 10707, 12557-559,
14370; (1965) 9304, 11039, 18266

Commerce—Continued
international meetings, world list (1961)

3419; (1962) 4454; (1963) 4315; (1964)

4168; (1965) 4080
international, Nigeria, market for U.S. prod-

ucts (1964) 6843
international outlook, prospects for Ameri-

can business abroad (address) 1963)
19353

international trade

—

and economic development (addresses)
(1962) 13221; (1963) 15122

checklist (1962) 9784
encouragement, convention with

—

Israel, text (1961) 5773
United Arab Republic, text (1961) 5772

expansion (addresses) (1961) 8574; (1963)

202
one of blessings of peace (address) (1962)

6861
opportunities (addresses) (1961) 6080, 9169,
19458

promotion (address) (1962) 16622

interstate

—

automobile seat belts safety standards-
hearing (1962) 21214
report (1962) 21128

establishment of fair labor standards in

employments (1964) 7837
exempt trucking of fishery products, fresh

and frozen (1962) 11816, 19499
laws (1962) 360
mail-order firearms in interstate traffic,

hearings (1964) 539; (1965) 4615
mail-order firearms, juvenile delinquency

investigation, report (1964) 21231
mail order land sales, hearings (1964)

19586, 21237
publications, price list (1961) 6494; (1962)

18404; (1963) 14655; (1964) 20737
State and local regulations, effects on
movement of agricultural products
(1961) 17918

State taxation of activities income of mer-
cantile and manufacturing corporations,
hearings (1962) 7098

State taxation of activities, investiga-

tion

—

authorization

—

law (1961) 8605
reports (1961) 7077, 7232

expenses, report (1961) 7070; (1963)

6120, 18877; (1964) 12070; (1965) 5911
extend time for filing reports

—

laws (1962) 11272; (1963) 13416; (1964)
8225

reports (1962) 7035, 9459; (1963)
11807, 11987; (1964) 6296, 6486;

(1965) 12154, 17601
State taxation of activities, sales and use

taxes, hearings (1962) 19190
steel containers labeling

—

hearing (1964) 4501
reports (1964) 13983, 15545

wagering paraphernalia, interstate trans-

portation, prohibit

—

law (1961) 18610
reports (1961) 18816, 20606

interstate and foreign, regulate by prevent-
ing unfair or deceptive methods of pack-
aging or labeling, hearing, (1965) 17912

interstate commerce act

—

amend

—

hearings (1961) 5873, 5875; (1962) 2364,
15433, 21546; (1963) 17306; (1964)
10413, 21207-208; (1965) 414, 432, 4598

reports (1964) 12225, 15677
supplementary acts, etc. (1961) 7559
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interstate commerce acts annotated, ad-

vance bulletins (1963) 17568; (1964) 3213;
(1965)3100

Japan-Korea trade in 1st half of 1962, eco-

nomic report (1963) 10452
Japanese-Soviet, current status, transla-

tions (1962) 19882
Japan's postwar recovery spurs boom in

trade with U.S. (1962) 9774
jewel bearings, U.S. trade, 1960 (1962) 6737
keeping America competitive (summary of

address) (1962) 13133
lake, American and Canadian canals at

Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan and Ontario,
statistics (1961) 9072; (1962) 9561

local financial participation in area redevel-

opment projects, lack of compliance with
statutory requirements. Area Redevelop-
ment Administration, GAO report (1965)

9231
London trade center, U.S. to establish (1961)

2020
lumber in intercoastal trade, Secretary of

Commerce to suspend until Jan. 31, 1964,
requirement for exclusive use of U.S.
vessels, report (1962) 19285

lumber shipments to Puerto Rico, Secretary
of Commerce to suspend for 2 years
requirement for exclusive use of U.S.
vessels, report (1963) 20573

maritime resources for security and trade
(1963) 15123; (1964) 10333

maritime, surface effect craft (paper) (1962)

6223
new era in foreign trade (remarks) (1964)

11775
new frontiers for trade abroad (address)

(1961) 10128
New Orleans, major transportation gateway

of world for movement of international
trade and commerce (remarks) (1965) 563

new support for foreign traders (address)

(1961) 20498
new trade and travel frontiers (address)

(1961) 18430
New Zealand introduces new trade controls,

1962-63 (1962) 15474
Oakland, artery of world commerce (re-

marks) (1964) 21300
oceanborne foreign trade of U.S., participa-

tion of U.S. and foreign ships (1962)

10427
one world, one market (addresses) (1963)

6585; (1964) 11971
overseas, sample display service, new way to

find agents and distributors (1965) 783,

16356
Pacific Northwest forest industries, trade

(1965) 3855
Pacific trade patterns, hearings (1963) 329,

19048
Paraguay (1961) 12548
Philippine agricultural trade, trends (1961)

12546
political stakes in East-West trade, report

(1962) 4892
problems relating to finances of Soviet trade

(1964) 12882
program for trade expansion (remarks)

(1965) 18420
profits and power through trade (speech)

(1964) 21094
publications, price list (1962) 10596; (1963)

5682; (1964) 7684
regional trade groupings, effect on U.S. (ad-

dress) (1961) 18424
relating national agricultural policies to

expanding trade (address) (1964) 5808

Commerce—Continued
Rumania's trade and payments balances,

1919-38(1965) 11217
selling America in changing world of trade

(remarks) (1962) 21870
small business, opportunities in foreign

trade

—

hearings (1963) 20506
report (1963) 2042

small business success in world trade, hear-
ing (1962) 17347

Socialist countries and world trade (1964)
19929

Socialist domestic trade, formula for man-
agement, Polish study (1963) 16163

Soviet foreign agricultural trade, 1962-63
(1965) 9033

statistics, country designation, code classifi-

cation (1963) 11641
stimulating export expansion (address)

(1964) 4409
successful American merchant marine as

foundation for U.S. trade (address)
(1962) 13128

sugar and international trade (address)
(1963) 1727

support for Communist China urban com-
munes (1961) 4384

task for 1962, free world community (1961)
20534

threshold of new trading world (address)
(1962) 1836

together we are strong, U.S. foreign trade
(1962) 8661

total export and import trade of U.S. (1961)
2034, 4270, 6094, 7471, 9210-11, 12704,
14917, 17287, 20878, 20881; (1962) 2573,
2578, 5363, 7513, 11947, 15690, 15692,
19612, 21895, 23621; (1963) 2386

trade adjustment in theory and practice
(1962) 358

trade, agreement with

—

Iceland (1965) 3056
Japan (1963) 2035
Paraguay (1963) 21124
Switzerland (1963) 18335
United Arab Republic (1963) 11326
United Kingdom (1963) 2035

trade and aid, essentials of free-world lead-

ership (address) (1962) 14605
trade and Atlantic partnership (1965) 5398

trade and invest in Central America (1965)
18266

trade and our economic goals (remarks)
(1962) 10716

trade and rising tide (remarks) (1965) 13734
trade barriers and export opportunities (ad-

dress) (1962) 20699
trade between Spain and U.S., advantages

(remarks) (1962) 349
crade expansion

—

act of 1962—
addresses (1962) 6871, 13139, 14598
agricultural economy to benefit by pro-

gram (talk) (1962) 14765

appropriations, 1963, to carry out func-
tions, proposal (1962) 21237

assistance for workers laid off as result

(1963) 3013
description, etc. (1962) 16174
digest of testimony (1963) 2066
hearings (1962) 11481, 17324, 19386
implementing (address) 1963) 4650
law (1962) 23194
President's proposals (1962) 10379
proposals (address) (1962) 8671
questions and answers (1962) 14595
reports (1962) 13482, 15221, 21151, 23399
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trade expansion—Continued

act of 1962—Continued
role in opening foreign markets (ad-

dress) (1963) 18759
summary (1963) 5724

challenge and Pensacola, Fla. (address)
(1963) 5091

challenge of merchant marine (remarks)
(1963) 10157

importance to U.S. (address) (1963) 6046

program, America's biggest selling job

(addresses) (1964) 4409-10

program and port growth (address (1963)
204

trade, interim agreement with

—

Canada (1962) 18483
Denmark (1962) 14650
European Economic Community (1962)
16178

Finland (1962) 14651
Haiti (1962) 18500
Iceland (1964) 18962
India (1962) 18486
Israel (1962) 18485
Japan (1962) 18484
New Zealand (1962) 14652
Norway (1962) 14653
Pakistan (1962) 14654
Peru (1962) 20300
Portugal (1962) 14649
Spain (1963) 11305
Sweden (1962) 22857
Switzerland (1962) 18487
United Kingdom (1962) 16179

trade matters, activities of Commerce Dept.
(address) (1961) 8573

trade missions abroad, businessmen needed
(1962) 7502

trade mission to

—

Australia (1964) 12557
Austria (1964) 4864
Belgium (1963) 17563
France (1963) 15653
Germany (1964) 10707
Kong Kong (1964) 4865
Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda (1964) 6861
Malaysia (1964) 4866
Mexico (1963) 12258
Netherlands (1963) 14069
New Zealand (1964) 12558
Norway & Denmark (1963) 17564
Philippines (1964) 14391
Sweden (1963) 17565
Switzerland (1964) 4867
Venezuela (1964) 12559

trade missions, centers, and fairs as new
marketing devices (address) (1963) 14070

trade missions overseas, questions and an-
swers for prospective members (1964)
4863

trade regulation and small business (1961)
13661

trade restraints in Western Community,
study paper (1962) 2286

trade, supplementary concessions to GATT,
agreement with Japan and New Zealand
(1963) 18337

trade with Poland on rise, etc. (1961) 4258

transportation's importance (remarks)
(1963) 13352

United States aid and freer trade in Latin
America, Bolivian comments (1963) 1067

United States and Common Market nations,
survey of trade relations (1962) 9421

print as Senate document, report (1962)
11570

Commerce—Continued
United States and world trade

—

basic objectives and major issues (1961)
20150

challenges, etc. (address) (1961) 10138
United States future trade, President Ken-

nedy's address of May 4, 1962 (1962)
14596

U.S. goods sell everywhere (1965) 784
United States merchant marine role in world

trade (remarks) (1963) 10159
United States trade and investment develop-

ment mission

—

doing business with Israel and Cyprus,
report (1962) 21869

Nigeria, Sept. 16-Nov. 4, 1961, report
(1962) 7500

Pakistan, Nov. 6- Dec. 16, 1961, report
(1962) 7501

United States trade and payments in 1963
(1964) 10545

United States trade, changing patterns
(1965) 6584

United States trade missions abroad (1961)
630

United States trade with

—

Africa (1961) 4267, 18457; (1962) 11945,
21896

Asia, 1963-64 (1965) 15390
Central America, changes, etc. (address)

(1965) 13704
Cuba, 1960-63 (1964) 10706
East European countries and Soviet Union
(1965) 11634

European Economic Community and Unit-
ed Kingdom (1962) 9799

European Free Trade Association, 1959-63
(1964) 21077

Japan (1962) 2576; (1963) 2400

Latin America (1961) 14916; (1962) 5364,
19611; (1965) 356

major world areas (1961) 2035, 9205,
17286, 20879; (1962) 5362, 21893, 23620;
(1963) 5089, 10344, 19358; (1964) 2461,
12555, 21092; (1965) 1944, 12003

Near East (1961) 2030, 18458; (1962)
11946; (1963) 2435

Puerto Rico and U.S. possessions, monthly
reports (1961) 2966; (1962) 3894; (1963)
3737; (1964) 3535; (1965) 3449

Sino-Soviet bloc (1962) 19609; (1963)
17559; (1964) 18181; (1965) 13715

southern, southeastern and eastern Asia
(1961) 650, 18456; (1962) 9798, 19613

Spain (address) (1965) 4418
Western Europe (1961) 647, 14918; (1962)

5360, 19610
USSR, consumer goods and domestic trade,

translations (1961) 13085, 13092, 17362
USSR, foreign trade, 1963, statistical review

(1965) 7902
waterborne

—

annual reports for calendar years (1961)
4168, 7354, 9073, 14812; (1962) 300,
5135-37, 11730, 13759. 15527, 17430,
19452-453, 21697; (1963) 465, 4873, 8198,
19148-150; (1964) 626, 6597, 10494,
17958, 19661, 21281; (1965) 525, 2114,
16130, 19588-89
supplements (1965) 7616-17

foreign (1962) 6829; (1963) 13309; (1964)
15328

foreign. Great Lakes area, 1959 (1961)
291; (1963) 15087; (1965) 18992

national summaries (1961) 9073, 14812;
(1962) 15527; (1963) 465, 4873, 8198;
(1964) 627, 6597, 10494; (1965) 2114
supplements (1965) 7616-17
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western EXirope, Japan, Pakistan lead liber-

alization of dollar imports (1961) 20503
why we trade abroad (1965) 10081
world trade

—

and international economic affairs (ad-

dress) (1962) 13797
at crossroads, Kennedy round of GATT
negotiations (1964) 8022

challenges and opportunities for U.S.,

final report (1961) 5881
print additional copies, report (1961)

10487
report (1961) 12458

expansion, importance to United States
and U.S. business (address) (1961) 6918

fishery industries, aspects of interest

(1963) 547
grain, 1959-60, 1962-63 (1965) 10907
importance (remarks) (1962) 13218
importance of merchant marine (remarks)
(1961)9101

importance to our economy and relations
with other nations (address) (1965)
10316

information service

—

economic reports (1961) 631-634, 2021-22,
4259-60, 6081-84, 7463-65, 9170-85,
10652-660, 12694-701, 14897-909,
17279-282, 18438-444, 20866; (1962)
719-722, 2561-64, 5338-44, 7505-6,
9786-89, 11920-938, 13918-936,
15665-672, 17666-668, 19600-605,
21875-879, 23609-617; (1963) 2418-26

operation reports (1961) 635-645,
2023-29, 4261-66, 6085-92, 7466-70,
9186-9204, 10661-664, 12702,
14910-911, 17283-285, 18445-455,
20866A-877; (1962) 723-729, 2565-71,
5345-59, 7507-12, 9790-95, 11939-943,
13937-938, 15673-689, 17669,
19606-608, 21880-892, 23618; (1963)
2427-34

statistical reports (1961) 646-650,

2030-35, 4267-70, 6093-95, 7471,
9205-11, 10665, 12703-705, 14912-919,
17286-287, 18456-458, 20878-881; (1962)
730-731, 2572-78, 5360-64, 7513,
9796-99, 11944-947, 15690-693,
17670-671, 19609-613, 21893-896,
23619-621; (1963) 2435

one-market world (lecture) (1965) 17281
looking ahead (remarks) (1964) 19687

marts, 50 countries represented (1962)
687A

opportunities for

—

export (address) (1962) 15661
southern industries (address) (1962)
17665

problems and opportunities (address)

(1965) 1948

remarks (1965) 55

review, economic developments in last half

of 1960 and prospects in 1961 (1961)

10666
rice, varieties and grades, U.S. official

standards, analysis (1961) 6694
U.S. agriculture (remarks) (1963) 7586
with Cuba, 1961-62 (1964) 10704

World Trade Fair, demonstrating strength
of free nations (address) (1962) 11214

World Trade Week observance (address)

(1965) 10318
world traders, import, exchange permit rules

(1964) 11970
worldwide opportunities (address) (1961)

10140

Commerce—Continued
see aiso Exports^Imports—Tariff—Trade

routes

—

also names of countries and
places— aiso names or classes of articles
of commerce—aiso certain headings
beginning Commercial.

Commerce business daily (1965) 3226
Commerce City, Colo., accident (1964) 14405
Commerce Committee for Alliance for Prog-

ress, report (1963) 9783
Commerce Committee, Senate:

activity report, 88th Congress (1965) 6042
calendars (1963) 3851; (1964) 3665; (1965)

3577
committee prints (1963) 2088; (1965) 6042-43,

10674, 17915-916, 19491
designate, report (1961) 7255
hearings, see subjects.
investigations and studies, authorization

and expenses, reports (1961) 12430;
(1962) 5050; (1963) 6279; (1964) 4555;
(1965) 4590

reports, see subjects.
Commerce Department:
acceptance of gifts and bequests by Secre-

tary of Commerce, authorize—
law (1964) 19419
reports (1964) 10403, 17628

activities (1962) 13225
activities in matters of business and trade

(address) (1961) 8573, 8575
activities in promoting opportunities for

Negroes in business (address) (1963)
18748

agencies, work, etc. (summary of remarks)
(1961) 5550

agency of business, promotes economic
growth, guidebook (1965) 17276

aids to business community (remarks) (1965)
7347

appropriations, 1962

—

general government matters

—

hearings (1961) 10330, 12501
law (1961) 14125
reports (1961) 12454, 14327, 20542

supplemental, proposals (1961) 18784;
(1962) 6978

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 15254, 21525-526
law (1962) 23243
reports (1962) 16956, 21179, 21493
supplemental, proposals (1962) 21237,
21242

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11875; (1964) 515
law (1964) 1974
reports (1963) 11848; (1964) 511, 2082

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 10289, 15791
law (1964) 17386
proposal (1964) 19533
reports (1964) 10245, 21193, 21233

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10517-518, 14112, 15511,
17680

supplemental

—

hearings, (1965) 17680
proposal (1965) 17482
reports (1965) 10497, 15929, 17579

area redevelopment

—

administrator, appointment

—

law (1961) 8615
reports (1961) 7088, 8737

program (remarks) (1961) 20339
Assistant Secretary, additional, authorize

—

hearings (1961) 12508, 14478
law (1962) 6926
reports (1961) 10437, 14427, 16725
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Assistant Secretary for Administration, nom-

ination of David R. Baldwin, hearings
(1965) 19489

Assistant Secretary for Domestic and Inter-

national Business, nomination of Alexan-
der B. Trowbridge, hearings (1965) 12322

Assistant Secretary for E)conomic Develop-
ment, nomination of Eugene P. Foley,
hearing (1965) 17958

Assistant Secretary for International Af-
fairs, nomination of Rowland Burnstan
hearing (1961) 4107

Assistant Secretary, nomination of

—

Andrew F. Brimmer, hearing (1965) 16007
Richard H. Holton, hearings (1963) 8096

Association Oflfice can stimulate business
(speech) (1965) 15394

budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 6991, 10223
budget, 1963, amendments (1962) 4925, 17142,

21235
checklist of services for you (1963) 6048
(Commerce Department and industry, new

partnership (address) (1961) 10129
contributions to long-range development of

economy (address) (1961) 14027
cooperative offices, business information and

assistance available (1963) 7807
cooperative offices, business information

available (address) (1964) 17157
direct services to business (address) (1962)

11219
economic development administrator and As-

sistant Secretary, appoint

—

law a965) 15484
economic development administrator, ap-

point

—

compilation of documents (1965) 14137
hearings (1965) 10702, 12205
highlights, legislative history, etc (1965)

17736
message from the President (1965) 8743
reports (1965) 10644, 12146, 15691

economic growth activities (address) (1961)

10140
efficiency and economy in operation

—

hearing (1962) 21211
report (1963) 13578

employment of aliens, reports (1961) 17029;

(1965) 8951
export expansion program development (ad-

dress) (1961) 20862
export services program (remarks) (1961)

9164
field offices help business (1965) 1950
field offices, low cost marketing aids for high-

er export profits, services available
(1962) 23112; (1963) 19354

field offices, selected publications available,
list (1961) 6776

General Counsel, nomination of Robert E.

Giles, hearing (1961) 5880
general information (1964) 11979
helps you progress through patents, promot-

ing economic growth (1965) 1552
international affairs, press releases (1962)

4214; (1963) 4063; (1964) 3896
international marketing services (address)

(1962) 2559
International Travel and Tourism Office, es-

tablish

—

hearings (1961) 8848
reports (1961) 8763, 8814

list of currently essential activities for use by
Selective Service System as guide for de-

ferment, etc (1961) 20495; (1962) 21678;
(1965)10755

loss of revenue resulting from practice of
requiring that surplus marine anchors be
sold as scrap, GAO report (1965) 6278

Commerce Department—Continued
Maritime Evaluation Committee, final report

(1963) 15123; (1964) 10333
maritime functions, reorganization

—

hearings (1961) 14473, 14494; (1962) 2365
message from the President (1961) 10227

national economy and travel promotion pro-
gram (address) (1961) 10122

nominations, hearings (1961) 4108, 8993
patent practices, report (1962) 421
policies and procedures (address) (1965) 10321
policy for growth (address) (1961) 8591
press releases (1961) 3039; (1962) 4197; (1963)

4045; (1964) 3877; (1965) 3791
press releases and other informational mate-

rial, uneconomical practices relating to

distribution, GAO report (1964) 21341
primary business development functions (ad-

dress) (1961) 5546
procure services of experts and consultants,

report (1961) 10476
programs adapted to challenge of changing

conditions (remarks) (1965) 350
programs in new frontier (remarks) (1961)

16516
programs relating to transportation prob-

lems (address) (1963) 9773
programs to help promote growth of our econ-

omy etc. (address) (1961) 14028
promote foreign commerce of U.S.

—

hearings (1961) 17120
report (1961) 16970

publications for use in marketing and distri-

bution (1962) 4700
publications, list (1961) 6923; (1962) 18914;

(1963) 18760; (1964) 17164
reimbursement between appropriations, au-

thorize, report (1965) 8946
reorganization to meet challenges of chang-

ing world economy (address) (1961) 20860

reports (1961) 3985; (1962) 4869; (1964) 4411,
10127; (1965) 4420

reports prepared by Foreign Service, export
information, list (1964) 4868

research and development in high-speed
ground transportation

—

hearings (1965) 13990, 16008
law (1965) 17415
reports (1965) 15729, 15746, 19212

research contracts in field of meteorology,
clarify authority of Secretary, report
(1961)5819

responsibility (address) (1961) 5545
role in national security affairs (address)

(1961)10135
role in news, etc. (address) (1961) 8585
scientific information (1961) 1361-62
scientific information, handling (address)

(1965) 346
Secretary, nomination of

—

John T. Connor, hearing (1965) 4601
Lewis L. Strauss, report (1962) 15290
Luther H. Hodges, hearing (1961) 4106

selling around world, how Commerce helps
(1963) 7810; (1964) 19364

services in helping our economy (remarks)
(1964) 1857

services offered (address) (1962) 6863
services through bureaus (remarks) (1961)

5549
services to business (address) (1961) 10125
sundry nominations, hearings (1963) 2090

supervisors handbook (1962) 16663
staiT reports (1964) 6123
telephone directories (1964) 6125; (1965) 365,

12007
transportation research activities (remarks)

(1963) 20392
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Commerce Department—Continued

Under Secretary for Transportation nomina-
tion of

—

Alan S. Boyd, hearings (1965) 17913
Clarence Daniel Martin, jr., hearing (1961)
4107

Under Secretary, nomination of

—

Edward Gudeman (1961) 4107
Franklin D. Roosevelt, jr., hearings (1963)
8096

LeRoy Collins, hearings (1965) 19489
value to business (address) (1962) 6862

Commercial artists, see Artists.
Commercial aviation, see Air carriers.
Commercial banks, see Banks and bank-

ing—National banks.

Commercial fisheries, see Fish and fisheries.

Commercial Fisheries Bureau:
Alaska's commercial fisheries, research and

services (1964) 6702
author indexes of publications, addresses,

and translations (1965) 607, 14301
Biological Laboratory, Beaufort, reports

(1963) 13954; (1965) 7695, 16207
Biological Laboratory, Oxford, programs

and perspectives (1965) 2151
Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Mass.,

1885-1958, story (1962) 21770

Economics Branch, report on (1964) 6703
fur seal operations and administration of

Pribilof Islands, GAO review (1961)

12760
North Atlantic region, research and services

(1964) 2336
Pacific Northwest Region, research activi-

ties, etc. (1965) 12456
Pacific region, research activities, etc. (1961)

20747
program, conservation has gone to sea

(1963) 4951
programs and activities (1962) 9655
Radiobiological Laboratory, Beaufort, N.C.,

1963 report (1965) 12454
region 2, exploratorv fishing and gear re-

search, report 1963 (1965) 7694

reports (1961) 12659; (1962) 15600, 23563;
(1963) 556, 2296, 20687; (1964) 14281;
(1965) 12467

research and development in Great Lakes
and Central region, long-range program
(1963) 13953

research, development, and services, long
range report (1963) 19225

research vessel George B. Kelez

—

activation (1964) 4731
salmon research cruise in western North

Pacific (1965) 9150

survey of fishery resources of U.S., author-
ize, report (1964) 17787

Technological Laboratory, Gloucester,
Mass., report (1965) 599

Technological Laboratory, Seattle, Wash.,
report 1962 (1965) 4734

Technology Branch, publications, 1955-59,
index (1964) 14277

Technology Branch publications, 1960, bibli-

ography (1962) 17514
transportation research and service activi-

ties, 1961, report (1963) 10194

Commercial growing of sweet corn (1961)
17909

(Commercial law:
other commercial transactions, code for

D.C., enact—
law (1964) 17368
reports (1964) 15485, 15764

Commercial law—Continued

uniform commercial code for D.C., enact

—

hearing (1964) 8375
law (1964) 1972
reports (1963) 7977; (1964) 475

Commercial pilot, examination guide (1962)
19533

Commercial policy:

foreign governments, trade policies affecting
agriculture (1964) 5813

President's program for expanding trade
(remarks) (1962) 8719

program for 1960's (1962) 2288
trade expansion act^

benefits to every American from healthier
economy (remarks) (1962) 11221

domestic and foreign objectives of United
States (address) (1962) 11214

questions and answers (1962) 14595
trade policies for new trade world

(addresses) (1962) 4878, 6872
trade policy for sixties (address) (1962) 4879
U.S. trade policy, challenge and opportunity

(address) (1962) 6479
U.S. trade policy in brief, ABC's of foreign

trade (1965) 1639
Commercial policy series (1961) 2716, 8204,

13674, 15972, 20150; (1962) 1827,
3487-88, 6463, 8661-63, 14595-598,
16174-175, 18463, 24090; (1963) 5724,
11294, 16568; (1965) 1639, 16866

Commercial practices:

code of Federal regulations (1961) 7394;
(1962) 7360; (1963) 6423; (1964) 6663;
(1965) 7666

commodity promotional programs, guides for
improving (1962) 15473

unfair activities, civil remedies to persons
damaged, provide, hearings (1964) 17656

Commercial production of tomatoes (1963)
4349

Commercial products:
balance sheet of production and distribution

between departments. Communist China
study (1963) 850

balancing of state finance, credit and goods.
Communist China study (1962) 23749

boiler shop products industry, outlook for

1963 and review of 1962 (1963) 4518
bonded merchandise

—

designate certain contract carriers as
carriers

—

law (1962) 23254
reports (1961) 18897; (1962) 15336

designate certain freight forwarders as
carriers
law (1962) 18967
reports (1962) 19097, 21174, 21414

bound for Alaska, railroad freight rates,

establish equality, hearings (1962) 19384

bulk commodity exemption on Mississippi
River system, amend act

—

hearings (1962) 5064
report (1961) 17042

census of business, 1963, merchandise line

sales

—

announcement and order form, (1965)
11928

retail trade, statistics

—

East North Central States (1965) 15299
East South Central States (1965) 15302
Middle Atlantic States (1965) 11933
Mountain States (1965) 15304
New England States (1965) 10220
Pacific States (1965) 13606
South Atlantic States (1965) 15301
West North Central States (1965) 15300
West South C^entral States (1965) 15303
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Commercial products—Continued

commodity-line sales, census of business,

1958, wholesale trade (1962) 2166

commodity standards, what they are, why
they are used, etc. (1961) 11831

commodity transportation survey shipper

series, preliminary reports (1965)

15305-306, 17208-210, 18970-973

announcement and order form (1965) 15264

consumer goods and services, imports and
exports, impact on American employ-
ment, hearings (1962) 7087

print additional copies, report (1962)
17013-282

consumer price indexes for selected items
and groups (1965) 9517, 16567

daily spot market price indexes and prices

(1961) 9403
decentralization of planning in consumer

goods industries, USSR study (1965)
5919

defense-oriented companies, planning to

meet shifts in defense programs, briefing

session (1965) 12355
demand for and supply of goods in socialist

society, USSR study (1961) 7743
directory of combination export managers

(1962) 9780
durable goods manufacturing, employment

and hours, trends (1963) 14482
employee earnings in retail general mer-

chandise stores

—

departmental edition (1963) 3026
document edition (1963) 2010

excessive costs incurred by purchasing from
commercial sources rather than utilizing

General Services Administration supply
sources, Panama Canal Company, GAO
report (1965) 12523

exporting to various countries. Meat Inspec-
tion Division regulations, appendix
(1962) 6534

exports

—

airborne, foreign trade reports (1962)

16480A, 18793; (1963) 3735-36; (1964)

3533; (1965) 3447-48
foreign trade reports (1961) 2963-65;

(1962) 3891-93; (1963) 3732-34; (1964)
3531-32, 3534; (1965) 3445-46

statistical classification

—

schedule B (1961) 1809, 16262; (1962)
262, 16476; (1964) 4007, 13748, 13770,

(1965) 289, 3916, 8602
schedule Q (1962) 2185
schedule S (1962) 4741
schedule X (1962) 6759

ferrous metallurgy, new technical specifica-

tions, USSR study (1962) 14142
growing market for U.S. products in India

(1963) 5088
hot goods, written assurance of compliance

under Fair labor standards act, general
statement (1962) 10727; (1963) 16649;
(1964) 16914; (1965) 11768

identified merchandise, equalize rights in

distribution, hearings (1961) 7287; (1963)
328

import duties (1963) 11641
imports

—

airborne, foreign trade reports (1962)
16479-480; (1963) 3730-31; (1964)
3529-30; (1965) 3443-44

duties, 1962 (1962) 13091
foreign trade reports (1961) 2960-61;

(1962) 3888-89; (1963) 3727-28; (1964)
3526-27, 13768; (1965) 3439-41
changes in presentation of statistics

(1964) 11910

Commercial products—Continued
imports—(Continued

free and dutiable goods, average rates of

duty (1961) 4269; (1962) 5361; (1963)
2399

Puerto Rican, shipments, commodity clas-

sification, (1965) 1910
statistical classification

—

schedule A (1961) 5480; (1962) 9035,

18779; (1963) 7748, 9729
schedule A, commodity numbers, revi-

sions, 1962 (1963) 9729
schedule P, change (1962) 2184; (1965)

7259
schedule T, changes (1963) 7749, 9713;

(1964) 4354
schedule Y (1962) 4742, 14924; (1964)

4355, 10046
industry and product reports, 1958 census of

manufactures (1961) 2978
informal entries of imported merchandise in

shipments of low value (1961) 8755
Kuwait market (1963) 8377
leading commodities in U.S. foreign trade,

1960 (1961) 12705; (1962) 15693; (1964)

14389
manufactured products

—

alphabetic list, census of manufactures,
1963 (1964) 4339

numerical list, census of manufactures,
1963 (1964) 11911

manufacturers' export sales and orders of

durable goods, summary 1963 (1964)

8119
market for U.S. products in

—

Belgium (1963) 10327, 17563
Chile (1962) 5344
Colombia (1964) 10690
Hong Kong (1964) 15982
Liberia (1965) 9304
Malaya (1961) 6084
Morocco (1964) 19823
Nigeria (1961) 9173; (1964) 6843
Philippines (1965) 11039
Peru (1961) 18444
Sweden (1963) 17565
Thailand (1962) 11938
Venezuela (1964) 14370
Vietnam (1963) 2419

marketing, USSR (1961) 2441
new product development and sale, bibliog-

raphy (1964) 5678
new product introduction for small business

owners (1961) 13660
new products and processes, recent technical

reports from Federal agencies (1963)

14933
new products, finding for small manufactur-

ers (1963) 1463
output, related to exports and imports, 1960

and 1959 (1962) 13088
planning state and cooperative commercial

commodity fund of Mongolian People's

Republic (1963) 2807
prices, 1964 (1965) 19802
products list circular (1961) 3581; (1962)

4258; (1963) 4111; (1964) 3940; (1965)

3856
purchases by AEC, lists (1961) 8433; (1963)

13252
quality and price stabilization, hearings

(1962) 19383
quality of consumer goods should be con-

trolled, USSR article (1964) 21425
selected consumer goods, trade of United

States, Western Europe, Canada and
Japan, 1961-62(1964) 14394

sell through U.S. trade missions overseas
(1964) 869, 19825; (1965) 18265
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Commercial products—Continued

sell U.S. goods in Norway & Denmark (1963)
17564

selling consumer products in France (1963)
15653

Southeastern vegetable processing industry,
raw product procurement, 1960 (1962)
16302

specified, miscellaneous and nonenumerated,
tariff classification study, explanatory
and background materials (1961) 1553

standardization of commodity reserves and
reduction of turnover time in trade with
consumer goods (1965) 1165

stored, insect control (1962) 12898
supply and demand of durable consumer

goods in Communist China (1962) 8132
tariff treatment of articles assembled

abroad of products of U.S., report (1965)
19230

trade in manufactured products, 1961-62,
United States, Western Europe, Canada
and Japan (1964) 14392-394

trade-mark information for tourists (1961)
9006; (1962) 13710

U.S. goods sell everywhere (1965) 784
United States share of world markets for

manufactured products, analysis of
changes from 1954-61 (1964) 14395

USSR consumer goods and domestic trade,
translations (1961) 7756, 7814, 13085,
13092, 15136. 17362, 17386; (1962) 789,
1281, 3052, 5904, 8265, 14077, 15763,
19660, 22122, 22241, 22350, 23740; (1963)
834, 873. 910, 978. 5258. 6787, 6819, 8449,
8693, 10374, 10386, 10400, 12384, 15872,
16159. 17574. 17612, 19385, 19673; (1964)
994, 2703, 2900, 2930, 7124, 7270, 9210,
9279, 10731, 10863. 11028, 11054, 12882,
12948. 14651, 16248, 18356, 18411, 19945,
20010, 20172, 20190, 20326, 21488; (1965)
825. 827, 996. 1121, 1165, 2331, 2606,
2632, 2666 see also listings under Joint
Publications Research Service in the
separate issues of the Monthly Catalog.

USSR, retail commodity turnover, principles
of planning (1964) 16200

water carrier bulk commodity exemption,
amend act, hearings (1962) 13528

worktime required to buy (1962) 10417;
(1963) 7179

Commercial standards, see Standards and
standardization—aiso names of prod-
ucts.

Commercial treaties:

commodity agreements, partial answer to

trade problems of developing countries
(1965) 16867

Cuban trade and payments agreement with
Mali (1963) 2864

establishment, convention with France

—

report (1963) 20546
text, protocol, and joint declaration (1963)
20521

establishment, treaty with Belgium (1964)

1605
friendship and commerce, agreement with

Pakistan (1961) 8220
friendship, commerce, and navigation agree-

ment with
Belgium (1961) 18995; (1962) 21247
Denmark (1961) 21391
Italy (1961) 11584
Luxembourg (1962) 21250. 21264; (1963)
11323

Vietnam (1961) 18995; (1962) 21249
how a trade agreement is made (1962) 1827

Commercial treaties—Continued
implementing Trade expansion act, read-

justing U.S. foreign trade (excerpts from
address) (1963) 16568

reciprocal trade agreement act of 1934, with
amendments, compilation (1963) 211

reciprocal trade agreement

—

termination agreement with Honduras
(1961) 8218

termination, agreement with Iran (1961)
1515

with Switzerland, modification (1963)
11302

reciprocal trade agreements program

—

departmental edition (1962) 6463
digest of testimony (1963) 2066
document edition (1962) 4913
hearings (1962) 11481. 17324. 19386
law (1962) 23194
President's message with analysis and
summary of trade expansion act (1962)
9413

reports (1962) 13482. 15221. 21151, 23399
Senegal, laws and decrees governing trade

agreements (1964) 2534
trade agreements

—

and adjustment assistance programs, code
of Federal regulations (1964) 4710;
(1965) 7660

reports (1961) 1543-44, 2722, 6589, 8224,
8226, 8228, 9802-3, 11622, 11628, 16030,
21412; (1962) 3532, 12752; (1964) 5718

July 1958 - June 1959 (1961) 2723, 13707,
16628

trade agreements program

—

operations, July 1959-June 1960 (1963)
7468

operations, July 1960-June 1962 (1964)
18992

operations, July 1962-June 1963 (1965)
13309

operations, reports (1963) 4718, 20458;
(1964) 21166; (1965) 5319

trade agreements with—
Argentina (1963) 18336
Austria (1962) 20308
El Salvador (1962) 22826
Eluropean Economic Community (1962)
18482

European Economic Community, United
Kingdom. Norway, and Sweden, text,

schedules, etc. (1962) 11297
supplementary report (1962) 11296

Great Britain (1962) 22852
Iceland (1964) 1607
Japan (1962) 16177
Paraguay (1962) 14645; (1963) 1561, 13082
Venezuela (1964) 7789

trade agreements escape clause investiga-
tions

—

outcome or current status of investiga-
tions instituted by Tariff Commission,
report (1961) 9805

trade expansion act of 1962

—

and Kennedy Round (address) (1965) 16208
assistance for workers (1965) 2785
effect on small business, report (1964) 8330
negotiations, articles to be considered, etc.

(1963) 21117
Tariff Commission reports

—

clinical thermometers (1963) 11342;
(1964) 11653; (1965) 11734

household china tableware and kitchen-
ware (1963) 9461

iron-ore mine workers (1963) 14741
softwood lumber (1963) 5752
whisky, except Irish, Scotch, etc. (1963)
11347
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Commercial treaties—Continued
treaty with

—

Muscat and Oman, text, report (1963)

20527
Pakistan

—

report (1963) 20546
text, protocol, etc (1963) 20520

what trade expansion act means to U.S.
industry (address) (1963) 18746

see aiso General agreement on tariffs and
trade.

Commercial watermelon growing (1962) 18623
Commissaries:
meat market operations, stores. Army tech-

nical manual (1962) 18688
military, failure to curtail operation where

adequate commercial facilities are avail-

able, GAO report (1964) 10627
stores, grocery department operations, tech-

nical manual (1963) 16829
stores, meat market operations. Army tech-

nical manual, changes (1964) 10014,

19218
supplies authorized for issue and sale

—

Army and Air Force regulations (1963)

20325
list (1962) 4601

Commissary stores, see Commissaries.
Commissarymen:
Navy, baking handbook (1962) 8701
1 & C, Navy training course (1964) 16788
3 & 2, Navy training courses (1963) 11144

Commission for Acquisition of Official Resi-

dence for the Vice President, establish

hearing, (1965) 17959
Commission for Cultural Exchange between

United States and Spain, agreement
(1965) 8320

Commission for Educational Eixchange be-

tween United States and Afghanistan,
agreement (1963) 20189

Commission for Educational Exchange be-

tween United States and Argentina,
agreement (1961) 20179

Commission for Ekiucational Exchange be-

tween United States and Chile, agree-
ment (1962) 14623

Commission for Educational Ebcchange be-

tween United States and Colombia,
agreement (1963) 7443

Commission for Educational Eixchange be-

tween United States and Cyprus, agree-
ment (1962) 12715

Commission for Educational Ebcchange be-

tween United States and Ek;uador,

agreement (1962) 3514; (1964) 1610
Commission for Educational Ebcchange be-

tween United States and Ethiopia,
agreement (1962) 8680

Commission for Elducational Exchange be-

tween United States and Federal Repub-
lic of CJermany, agreement (1964) 9820

Commission for Ekiucational Exchange be-

tween United States and Ghana, agree-
ment (1962) 10691

Commission for Ekiucational Ebcchange be-

tween United States and Iran, agree-
ment (1964) 1622

Commission for Ekiucational Ebcchange be-

tween United States and Malaya, agree-
ment (1963) 9436

Commission for Ekiucational Ebcchange be-

tween United States and Nepal, agree-
ment (1962) 1839

Commission for Ekiucational Exchange
between United States and Paraguay,
agreement (1961) 20194; (1965) 1664

Commission for Educational Exchange
between the United States and Peru,
agreement (1965) 20098

Commission for Ekiucational Ebcchange be-
tween United States and Portugal,
agreement (1961) 16622; (1964) 9838

Commission for Ekiucational Ebcchange be-
tween United States and Spain, agree-
ment (1961) 5116

Commission for Ekiucational Ebcchange be-
tween United States and Tunisia,
agreement (1964) 7786

Commission for Ekiucational Ebcchange be-

tween United States and Turkey, agree-
ment (1961) 16011

Commission for Ekiucational Ebcchange be-

tween United States and Uruguay,
agreement (1961) 16622

Commission for Educational Ebcchange be-

tween United States and Yugoslavia,
agreement (1965) 3058

Commission for Ebctension of United States
Capitol, see Capitol, United States,
Commission for Ebctension of.

Commission, International Rules of Judicial
Procedure, see International Rules of

Judicial Procedure Commission.
Commission on Civil Rights, see Civil Rights

Commission.
Commission on Crime in District of Columbia,

see President's Commission on Crime in

District of Columbia.
Commission on Determination of Absolute Age

of Geological Formations, USSR, see
Determination of Absolute Age of Geo-
logical Formations Commission, USSR.

Commission on Disposition of Alcatraz Island,

see Alcatraz Island, Commission on Dis-

position of.

Commission on Law Enforcement and Adminis-
tration of Justice, see President's Com-
mission on Law Ebiforcement and Admin-
istration of Justice.

Commission on Money and Credit, report,

hearings (1961) 18773
Commission on Noxious and Obscene Matters

and Materials, see Noxious and Obscene
Matters and Materials Commission.

Commission on Political Activity of Govern-
ment Personnel, see Political Activity of

Government Personnel Commission.
Commission on Presidential Office Space, see

Presidential Office Space Commission.

Commission on Problems of Small Towns and
Rural Counties, see Problems of Small
Towns and Rural Counties Commission.

Commission on Status of Women, 15th session,

report (1961) 13737
Commissioned Officer Corps, C&GS scientific

careers (1963) 20389; (1965) 11990

Commissioned Officer Student Training and
Extern Program, learn and earn with
vacation-time jobs offered by PHS (1962)

6420

Commissioned officers, see Army Reserve

—

Coast and Geodetic Survey—
(3oast Guard—Coast Guard Reserve

—

Marine Corps—Navy—Public Health
Service.

Commissioner of Railroads, records, pre-

liminary inventory (1964) 5538

Commissioners:
Ck)urt of Claims, increase, reports (1962)

21121, 21418; (1963) 9968; (1964) 2090
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service,

employment opportunities (1963) 12113
see also United States commissioners.

Commissioners of District of Columbia, see

District of Columbia.
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Commissions:
bridge, annual audit, etc.

—

hearings (1961) 20584; (1962) 425
law (1962) 11278
reports (1961) 10459, 18838, 19135

regulatory, investigation

—

comparative operating data for 1949 and
1959 (1961) 8846

report (1961) 4045
staflF report (1961) 8847

see also names of commissions.
Commissions on Organization of Executive

Branch of the Government, see Organi-

zation of Ebcecutive Branch of the Gov-
ernment Commissions.

Commissurotomy:
mitral, blood coagulation in patients follow-

ing (1961) 10942
mitral, electroencephalographic data on

functional condition of brain, USSR
study (1961) 15381

USSR, translations (1962) 5741
Committee on Tidal Hydraulics:

reports (1965) 9070, 12415
research activities sponsored to develop so-

lutions to tidal hydraulic problems
(1963) 13877

technical bulletin (1961) 17202; (1963) 13877

Committee on Water Resources Research, see

Water Resources Research Committee.
Committee reporter (1964) 7677; (1965) 3232
Committees:

citizens, for better schools (1964) 17912

county ASC, extend benefits to employees-
hearing, (1965) 10558
report (1965) 10491

county ASC, stabilize and improve system

—

law (1964) 17393
reports (1964) 17523, 17769

director, farmer cooperatives, use and effec-

tiveness (1961) 490
Education Office, public advisory commit-

tees. (1965) 7589
hospital utilization review committee, se-

lected references (1965) 18727
State migratory labor, directory (1964) 2948
see also Advisory committees—Congres-

sional committees— aiso names of com-
mittees.

Commodities, see Agricultural products—Ex-
ports—Imports—aiso names of commodi-
ties

Commodity Credit Corporation:
additional costs incurred for farm storage

of grain, GAO report (1965) 16294
appropriations, 1962, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1961) 10325
appropriations, 1963

—

Agriculture Dept., hearings (1962) 17086
supplemental. Agriculture Dept., hearings
(li963)6183

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1965) 4509
supplemental, proposal (1965) 1988

appropriation, 1966, supplemental, proposal
(1965) 19190

assets and liabilities, annual appraisal by
Secretary of Treasury, repeal require-

ment

—

law (1961) 16588
reports (1961) 14333, 14576

audit reports (1961) 5594, 14156; (1963)
11749; (1964) 4753, 10164, 19442

butter purchasing costs, GAO report (1965)

10945
continue authorization for sale of agricul-

tural commodities under trade develop-

ment and assistance act of 1954, report
(1961) 7093

Commodity Credit Corporation—Continued
cotton export financing (1962) 17537; (1963)

15542; (1964) 14289
cotton price-support program, opportunity

for reducing Federal expenditures and
effecting savings by deterring movement
of cotton over long distances prior to its

placement under price-support loan,
GAO report (1964) 19760

cotton storage, various problems affecting
rates, GAO review (1965) 711

dollar refunds due for adjustments in

amounts financed on cotton exported
under Public Law 480, GAO report
(1965) 722

financial condition and operations (1961)
3042; (1962) 4291; (1963) 4138; (1964)
3967; (1965) 3889

financial statements, 1964, GAO examina-
tion

—

departmental edition (1965) 4824
document edition (1965) 4471

foreign sales agents' commissions on surplus
agricultural commodities exported under
title 1, public law 480, dollar savings
available in financing, GAO report
(1965) 14401

funds for school lunches

—

hearing (1961) 20572
report (1962) 7053

increase authorization for sale of commodi-
ties under agricultural trade develop-
ment and assistance act of 1954

—

law (1961) 8616
reports (1961) 8736, 8920

insufficient amounts claimed from foreign
governments for recovery of ocean
transportation costs financed under ag-
ricultural trade development and assist-

ance act of 1954, GAO report (1965)
14395

investigation, hearings (1961) 12349
investigation of export transactions, hear-

ings (1961) 8840

members of Board of Directors, nominations
Charles S. Murphy, and others (1961)
7262

operations, graphic summary, charts (1962)

2275; (1963) 11700; (1964) 6126; (1965)
7368

price support program, moving agricultural
abundance into consumption (1962)
17539; (1965) 9168

programs (address) (1965) 10087
purchase of processed grain food products

for domestic and foreign purposes, per-
mit

—

law (1964) 17408
reports (1964) 17764, 21191

report, 1964 and 30 years operations sum-
mary (1965) 10342

reports (1961) 3989; (1962) 6873; (1963) 4656;

(1964) 13832
revised comparative financial data, 1953-61

(1963) 1961
sale of feed for maintenance of foundation

herds, penalties for misuse

—

law (1964) 19393
report (1963) 13721

sales list, monthly (1963) 3502; (1964) 3307;

(1965) 3194
statutes, compilation (1961) 1622; (1963)

1683; (1965) 5507
surplus foods donation for use by colleges in

home economics training

—

law (1961) 18581
reports (1961) 12491, 14423
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Commodity Credit Corporation—Continued

surplus grain, emergency feeding of

—

birds and other wildlife

—

law (1961) 16585
reports (1961) 12491, 14329

livestock

—

law (1961) 16560
reports (1961) 14334, 14580

surplus nonfat dry milk disposition, GAO
report (1965) 4851

understatement of claims against United
Arab Republic and Yugoslavia for re-

covery of excessive ocean transporta-
tion costs, GAO report (1964) 8733

unlimited sales agencies under 1959 and
1960 cotton purchase programs, GAO
review of operations (1962) 15628

warehousing operations under 1959 and 1960
cotton purchase programs, GAO review
(1963) 5010

Commodity data summaries (1965) 14662
Commodity Exchange Authority:

appropriations, 1962, Agricultural Dept.,

hearings (1961) 10325
appropriations, 1963, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1962) 11430
appropriations, 1964, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1963) 9921
appropriations, 1965, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1964) 10286
appropriations, 1966, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1965) 10515
Commodity exchanges:

act, amend, explanation of principal provi-

sions (1965) 19294
act as amended (1961) 14031; (1963) 18761
code of Federal regulations (1961) 6005;

(1962) 5177; (1963) 6424; (1964) 10531;

(1965) 7667
commodity futures markets, need to

strengthen regulatory practices, etc..

Commodity Exchange Authority, Agri-
culture Dept., GAO report (1965) 14396

commodity futures statistics (1961) 1646;

(1962) 6588; (1963) 1726; (1964) 41; (1965)

59
futures trading volume, etc., 1960 and 1961

(1962) 2276
Irish potato futures trading, prohibit

—

hearings (1963) 9920, 20604
reports (1963) 18846; (1964) 8411

New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange, fu-

tures trading (1964) 10301
soybean futures market, 1960-61 (1962) 9133
wool and wool top futures, hedging and oth-

er operations, analysis (1962) 1960
Commodity-industry analyst examination

announcements (1962) 13108; (1965) 4402
Commodity list. Army Mobility Equipment

Center (1964) 11834
Commodity Stabilization Service:

appropriations, 1962, Agriculture Dept.,
hearings (1961) 10325

legislation administered by, compilation
(1961) 1622

program responsibilities (remarks) (1961)
12024

purchase and sales reports (1961) 3056
purchase reports (1961) 3057
sales reports (1961) 3060

Common approach (address) (1962) 19477
Common carriers, see Carriers—Commu-

nications—Motor carriers.

Common Market, see European Ek:onomic
Community.

Common names of fish, USSR (1963) 10709

Common sense about supervising people, key
points in personnel relations (1961) 6607

Common shipping faults and their remedies

(1964) 1635

Commoner, Barry, scientific statesmanship in

air pollution control (1965) 1591

Commonwealth Edison Co. of Chicago:
wage chronology

—

1941-61 (1961) 21142
1945-63 (1964) 13042

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association:
conference, Kingston, Jamaica, Nov. 16-21,

1964, report of U.S. delegation (1965)
12326

conference, Lagos, Nigeria, Nov. 9-10, 1962,
report of U.S. delegation (1963) 8105

meeting, London, Sept. 25-30, 1961, report of

U.S. delegation appointed to attend
(1962) 7110

print as Senate document, report (1962)
7192

Senate observers attendance at meeting,
reports (1964) 14102, 15687; (1965) 7520,
8920

Senate to send observers to meeting, reports

(1963) 13758, 13769
U.S. congressional delegation to attend

meeting, Lagos, Nigeria, Nov. 1962, re-

ports (1962) 19320, 21374
U.S. Congressional delegation to attend

meeting, London, Sept. 1961, authorize,

reports (1961) 12459, 14586
Communes:
Communist China

—

agricultural technical reform and consoli-

dation (1963) 10410
economic plans and geography (1963) 6864

finance managing (1961) 2269
health services, urban and rural (1961)

4400
incentive to change system (1963) 2133

industry, characteristics (1961) 7624

managing, current situation and problems

(1961) 11091
organization of public health (1961) 10975

records system and experimentation (1961)

15533
rural, cooperation with plants (1961) 7665
rural household subsidiary industry under

socialist system, report (1962) 22275

strengthen financial administration, pro-

mote consolidate, etc. (1961) 809
support, etc. (1961) 2318
three guarantees and one reward system

(1962) 22398
urban (1961) 937, 10821
urban industry support by finance and

trade (1961) 4364
urban, observations of Indonesian editor

(1961) 13144
USSR, communal livestock raising, growth

(1964) 1057
Communicable Disease Center:

amebiasis, laboratory diagnosis, self-

instructional course (1964) 20739-742

training guide, insect control series (1962)

16129, 16137. 16143, 18413; (1963) 14668,

20109
training program (series) (1961) 1432, 1436,

20099
Communicable diseases, see Contagion and

contagious diseases—Diseases of ani-

mals.
Communication (psychology):
improvement through effective writing, IRS

course (1961) 20855; (1962) 675, 21861

methods in small business (1962) 6451

Communications:
accomplishments in past year (address)

(1962) 21721
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act of 1934—
amend

—

hearings (1961) 392, 10520. 12354, 14755;
(1962) 9392, 1164-465, 11655, 13521,
19182, 21545, 23411; (1963) 17307,
19049; (1964) 2114, 10320, 10323.
10326, 17653; (1965) 12189, 15818,
17716, 19487

law (1961) 16605; (1962) 11276.
11281-282, 16755, 23195, 23211; (1964)
12001-2, 12008; (1965) 15469, 19145

reports (1961) 5820, 8925, 8948, 10477,
14306. 14379. 14606-607, 16712; (1962)
9352, 9354-55, 11348, 11365, 13619.
15181, 19100, 19145, 19279, 21123,
21492; (1963) 19007-8, 19025; (1964)
2080, 4483, 10225-227, 10267; (1965)
12103, 14099-102, 17636

amendments (1962) 13779; (1963) 2254;
(1965) 7630

remove requirement that Western Union
divest itself of its international tele-

graph operations

—

hearing (1962) 19385
report (1962) 19334

suspend equal time provisions

—

address (1965) 7629
hearings (1963) 9940
reports (1963) 11820, 11843; (1964) 12050

suspension of equal opportunities require-
ments, operation, preliminary report,
hearings (1961) 7289

with amendments and index, text (1961)
5983

aerial lines, spiral-quad communication ca-
ble with cord-paper insulation state
standard 5008-49, USSR study (1962)
17792

agencies, analysis of economic activity,
USSR study (1962) 12166

Anhwei Province, realization of plans. Com-
munist China (1961) 774

area chief, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)
6664

Army, Navy, and commercial systems. Air
Force manual (1962) 18645

Army, troop topics (1964) 13675
automatic, devices in Mariinsk-Tayshet sec-

tion, USSR, redesigning (1962) 7879
aviation communications cable, agreement

with Panama. (1965) 15069
Cambodia, developments (1961) 4573
career opportunities, State Department,

(1965) 8295
carriers, discontinuance of service, FCC

rules and regulations (1961) 7380; (1964)
3995; (1965) 3367

channels (1963) 10062
circuits, tropospheric transmission loss pre-

dictions (1965) 11527-528
civil or military defense facilities, penalties

for damaging

—

hearing (1961) 12524
law (1961) 18697
reports (1961) 12461. 16702-703, 18863

Coast Guard manual (1961) 10117; (1962)
20678; (1963) 11681; (1964) 8177

code-names, selection (1963) 1770
commercial systems. Air Force manual

(1962) 18645
common carriers

—

and affiliates, reports, FCC rules and regu-
lations (1961) 7380; (1964) 3995; (1965)
3367

connecting, filing of schedules, hearings
(1964) 17653

Communications—Continued
common carriers—Continued
miscellaneous rules, FCC rules and regula-

tions (1961) . 7380; (1962) 519; (1963)
10121; (1964) 3995; (1965) 3367

new or revised charges, etc., hearings
(1964) 17653

preservation of records, FCC rules and
regulations (1961) 7380; (1964) 3995;
(1965) 3367

regulatory authority of FCC, hearings
(1964) 17653

communication and national purpose (re-

marks) (1965) 7345
communication satellites and international

law, USSR study (1965) 6438
communication systems. polarization

techniques and components (1965) 13137
communications-electronics officer, theater

of operations, field manual (1962) 10968;
(1963) 9651

communications equipment industry, man-
power for technical information work,
pilot study (1965) 6536

Communist China, rapid development (1963)
2975

Communist China, translations, see listings
under Communications in the monthly
issues.

concurrent repetition of word flow, intelligi-

bility factors and scores (1963) 9099
Congo, survey (1965) 1091
constructive optimal coding methods for

noisy channels, USSR study (1964) 9363
contractions used by FAA in air traffic con-

trol, etc., handbook (1963) 9641; (1964)
4267

control center handbook (1964) 21286
cosmic navigation, Polish study (1962) 22313
cybernetics, USSR study (1964) 6963

data, terminal equipment gudie (1962) 20226

deep space optical communications systems
study (1964) 16652

direct link, memorandum of understanding
with USSR (1963) 14734

discrete systems, elements, USSR study
(1964) 16352

dynamics of America's economic future (ad-

dress) (1961) 20489

Echo I—
antenna steering system, description

(1961) 19985
communications for peace, commemorative
stamp (poster) (1961) 1418

possibilities for commercial purposes
(1961) 19897

economics, USSR textbook (1962) 10314
electrical communications (USSR periodical),

abstracts (1961) 2930
electrical equipment and communication

industry, research and development,
1956-62 (1965) 8181

electroencephalography (1965) 1805
electronic equipment, military standardiza-

tion handbook (1965) 459. 2074. 12366
electronics doctrine

—

commercial services for Air Force, manual
(1961) 115; (1964) 5886

terminology, etc., listing. Air Force
manual (1961) 116

electronics navigational aids planning and
operation, Air Force manual (1965) 4164

electronics, principles and applications of

mathematics, technial manual (1962) 172
English language exercises for developing

skills. USAFI book (1964) 10443
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equipment

—

ARC-34 spare parts, Air Force fixed-price

contracts negotiated with Magnavox
Company, pricing examination by GAO
(1962) 5281

current industrial reports (1961) 2990,

10014; (1962) 3737, 13044; (1963) 3575,

16892; (1964) 8391, 17092; (1965) 3274,

8606, 13620
Federal item identification guides for sup-

ply cataloging (1962) 9507; (1964) 12293
supplements (1963) 3656; (1964) 3474;

(1965) 3376
Federal supply schedule (1961) 12651
including radio, TV, and electronic compo-

nents, etc., census of manufactures,
1958, industry report (1961) 1804, 6808

lack of proper inspection and effective

maintenance practices in certain stra-

tegic Army Corps Units at Fort Hood,
Tex., Army Dept., GAO report (1965)

9232
manufacturing industry, outlook and re-

view (1961) 3825; (1962) 4662; (1963)

4539
microminiaturization (1963) 1768
nuclear explosions effects (1961) 197

systems, and devices, Soviet and Chinese
articles, English abstracts (1961) 8442;

(1962) 3788
unnecessary costs due to inefficient and
uneconomical supply and maintenance
practices, 8th United States Army, Ko-
rea, Defense Dept., GAO report (1964)

10600
exploring processes in farmer cooperative,

case study (1961) 14824
facilities, agreement with Belgium (1963)

13090
facilities at long range proving ground, con-

tinued operation, agreement with Domin-
ican Republic (1963) 1534

facilities, development of methodology for

determining engineered staffing stand-

ards for maintenance (1965) 4700
Federal regulation (statement) (1964) 2310
field artillery (1962) 8918
fleet marine force manual (1962) 1594; (1965)

16578
freedom of communications, presidential

campaign, 1960

—

hearings before Freedom of Communica-
tions subcommittee, report (1962) 2352

radio and television network newscasts,
report (1962) 5014

recommendations, report (1962) 11567
speeches, reports (1961) 20619; (1962) 409,

2351
print additional copies, report (1961)

20621
history of communications-electronics in

U.S. Navy (1965) 3015
industrial defense criteria (1961) 4135
industry

—

in Pureto Rico (1962) 12780
wage surveys (1964) 5438; (1965) 2794
departmental edition (1962) 3267; (1963)

1171
document edition (1962) 2324; (1963) 276

international, problems and techniques,
hearings (1964) 4497

journal of research. National Bureau of

Standards (1963) 3818; (1964) 3631
modern theories (1964) 4360
modulated carrier wave systems, classifica-

tion bulletin (1962) 22706
national plan for civil defense mobilization,

appendix (1961) 14002

Communications—Continued
naval

—

general information for officers (1965)
5297

general knowledge for officers (1962) 8562
Naval station, agreement with Australia

(1963) 16599
Navy design manual (1962) 8750; (1964) 3198
Nimbus spacecraft system (1963) 5571
noise immunity of systems with error cor-

recting feedback, USSR study (1964)
16531

noisy systems, single enhancement with in-

stantaneously-responding expansion am-
plifier (1964) 16994

PACAF basic bibliographies (1964) 1741;

(1965) 1795
procedures

—

ATM manual (1961) 11754
ATS handbook (1964) 13654, 15245, 20975;

(1965) 3233, 4224, 8496, 13438
revisions (1962) 131, 1990, 6620, 10929,

14792, 18661; (1963) 1781, 11520,
13222, 14926, 18525; (1964) 3345, 4266,
5919

products and parts, commodity transporta-
tion survey, shipper series (1965) 18972

Project

—

Advant, satellite program, hearings (1962)

21222
Echo-

Bell Telephone Laboratories participa-

tion experiment (1962) 3367
system calculations (1962) 1686

Syncom (1965) 16621
publications, price list (1961) 5073; (1962)

18406; (1963) 16491; (1965) 18699
radiation standard for equipment (1965) 591

radio science, journal of research, National
Bureau of Standards (1965) 3549

reports of communication common carriers

and certain affiliates (1962) 17463
retrometer, light-beam system, description

(1964) 11362
S-10-60 equipment for multichannel long-

distance systems, USSR study (1965)

5014
sctivitiGs

reports (1963) 4722, 18883; (1964) 6210;
(1965) 5816

activities, review, hearings (1964) 14002,
17650

hearings (1962) 9471
incorporators of Communications Satellite

Corporation, nominate, hearings (1963)

8088, 8100
report (1962) 9453

satellites

—

address (1963) 18115
bibliography (1964) 14799; (1965) 9637
commercial, hearings (1962) 23376
commercial system (address) (1962) 15544
commercial system (paper) (1963) 10116
Echo A-12, buckling (1964) 16687
Europe and space, French study (1964)
1133

experimental, intercontinental testing,

agreement with Canada (1964) 9808
FCC rules and regulations (1963) 4887,

8224; (1964) 10516
general information (1964) 11348
hearings (1961) 18976

history and international aspects (ad-

dress) (1965) 19951

intercontinental testing, agreement with

—

Brazil (1962) 8690

Denmark, Norway and Sweden (1964)
1604 Great Britain (1961) 11592
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Italy (1963) 3359
Japan (1963) 3360
Spain (1965) 9947

law, part of 3d National conference on
peaceful uses of space, proceedings
(1964) 13157

military-civil roles and relationships

(1964) 19510
report (1965) 7441

military, program, hearing (1963) 11904
non-linear noise analysis in FDM tele-

phony transmission (1964) 14892
passive, with Lambertian surfaces (1963)

18144
peaceful use for free exchange of ideas

(address) (1963) 486
Project Relay, 1st space satellite experi-

ment designed to link 3 continents (1963)

5536
supplement (1963) 5537

Project Syncom

—

global network (1963) 14538; (1964) 1449
randomly spaced

—

determination of required number (1961)

4920
required number (1962) 8496

Syncom I, range and range rate system and
data analysis (1964) 13217

Syncom II, television tests (1965) 14839
system, agreement with other govern-
ments (1965) 3047

technical, economic, and international
developments (1962) 7207

technical progress report, hearings (1963)

8097
science, technology, and development, papers

prepared for United Nations conference
(1963) 634

services

—

between Alaska and United States main-
land, loss of revenue resulting from in-

adequate negotiations by Army Dept.,

GAO report (1965) 10960
Federal, Washington, D.C. area, additional

costs resulting from failure to consoli-

date by GSA, GAO report (1964) 12487
space age regulation (address) (1964) 15888
space communications

—

center, visit to, USSR (1964) 12854
organization, networks, etc (1963) 5611
reentry voice system for use in conjunc-

tion with radar tracking equipment
(1964) 16653

space, hearings (1962) 412
space, receiving system design for arraying

independently steerable antennas for

deep probes (1962) 12452
space satellite system

—

antitrust problems, hearings (1962) 13691,
15444

commercial applications, report (1961)

20561
experiments, report (1963) 286
legislation, hearings (1962) 9471
ownership and control

—

hearings (1961) 19190; (1962) 2379, 9393,

11466, 11656, 17326
print additional copies, reports (1963)

8079, 11864
law (1962) 18991
reports (1962) 9453, 11382, 11387, 13650,

17290, 19187
specialists, examination announcement, sus-

pension notice (1965) 19031
speech

—

communication systems, meter for measur-
ing performance (1965) 5548

signal, USSR study (1965) 2735

Communications—Continued
speech—Continued

systems, psychoacoustic evaluation (1965)
7080

statistics, common carriers (1961) 9089;
(1962) 9593; (1963) 8225; (1964) 4687;
(1965)6158

systems, USSR studies (1964) 18572

technician

—

A 1 & C, Navy training course (1962)
22656

A 3 & 2, Navy training course (1962) 3405;
(1965) 18657

M 3 & 2, Navy training course (1961) 20039;
(1965)13101
3 & 2 (1963) 3210

T 3 & 2, Navy training course (1962) 8560
Telstar 1, space activities summary (1962)

20163
theory, Wiener-Hopf equation, solving meth-

od (1965) 7100
U.S. railroad signaling and communications,

Soviet report (1962) 9909
Ulan Bator City, Mongolia, brief instruc-

tions on using of communications and
telephone directory (1963) 14211

use of FAA systems, FAA regulations (1962)
13774

USSR-
channels (1965) 18373
development (1961) 2263, 15359
equipment (1964) 16113
industry, new equipment, economic effi-

ciency (1964) 2679
installations consolidated cost indices for
reevaluation of basic funds (1962) 19663

long distance (1963) 6728
translations, see listings under Communi-

cations in the monthly issues.

VHF link systems, FAA handbook (1963)
15471

see aiso Electric lines—Military communica-
tions— Radio communication— Sig-
nals—Space communications—Subma-
rine cables—Telecommunications—Tele-

graph — Telephone — Television—Wire
communication.

Communications cable (USSR publication):
excerpts (1961) 838

Communications coding clerks, cryptographic,
examination announcement (1961) 18418;
(1964) 4387

Communications Satellite Corporation:
activities and accomplishments

—

report (1964) 6210
review, hearings (1964) 14002, 17650

activities, memorandum (1963) 4722
crciitc

hearings (1962) 17326
law (1962) 18991
reports (1962) 9453, 11382, 11387, 13650,

17290, 19287
incorporators, nominate, hearings (1963)

8088, 8100
member of board of directors, nomination of

Frederic G. Donner, hearings (1965)
12322

opinion of Attorney (General (1963) 18013
report, 1st year (1963) 18883

Communications specialist, examination an-
nouncements (1961) 326, 20484; (1965)
13686

Communism:
activities in peace movement, hearings

(1963) 9950
Africa

—

Chinese, penetration (1962) 19927
disenchantment for Africans (1962) 22371
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Africa—Continued
translations (1962) 8175

Albanian Workers Party and October Revo-
lution (address) (1962) 5718

anti-Communist

—

manifesto of W. W. Rostow, book review
(1962) 5865

program, new drive against hearing (1961)
17136

anti-imperialist revolutionary movements,
views of Mao Tse-tung (1961) 7647

antireligious activities in Soviet Union and
in Eastern Europe, hearings (1965)
12171

appeal to youth aided by new organizations,
hearing (1961) 12522

Arab parties, conference of Marxist theore-
ticians (1964) 1052

Asia and Africa, communist aims (1962) 3124
atheistic propaganda, promoting, USSR

study (1965) 2712
attitudes on physical and mental labor

(1961) 2151
Baltic States, status, report (1965) 12143
basic

—

attitude of Communists on peace move-
ment (1962) 22096

economy, price an important weapon,
USSR translation (1963) 16105

Belorussia, new successes in development
(1962) 12042

Berlin, Communist pressures, USIA in ac-

tion (1963) 11365
Bolivia, La Paz riots of Oct. 26, 1962 (1963)

928
Brazil, Fidel and Nasser are gods in hungry

northeast as is Juliao the prophet, study
(1961) 13322

Brazil, political activity (1963) 2817
building

—

and upsurge of national-liberation move-
ment (1962) 10293

ideology through biological science (1962)
5939

of Communism, reflections, USSR (1962)
13960

social sciences development problems,
USSR study (1963) 6955

Bulgaria

—

Marxist-Leninist ideological developments
(1961) 15093

struggle against

—

bourgeois ideology and tasks of philo-

sophical front (1961) 15142
revisionism and dogmatism (1961) 13343

transition from socialism

—

economic and legal problems (1961)
13020

laws governing (1962) 5777
West German view (1961) 19781

Bulgarian communists, activities and res-

ponsibilities (1961) 7767
Caribbean threat to U.S., hearings (1961)

1907, 14744, 19177; (1962) 23418
print additional copies, reports (1962)

11573; (1963) 9985
Castro-Communist subversion in Western

Hemisphere

—

hearings (1963) 6194
reports (1963) 6195, 7956

Castro regime in Cuba (1963) 11293
Castro's network in United States, Fair

Play for Cuba Committee, hearings
(1963) 10019, 12022, 15393, 19062; (1964)
538

print additional copies, report (1963)
17289

changes in class structure during transition
from socialism, USSR study (1962) 11965

Communism—Continued
character of contemporary epoch, USSR

study (1961) 4433
Chile-
Pablo Neruda replies to pastoral letter of
bishops (1963) 6637A

penetration of South America (1962) 19781

China

—

activities, articles from Jen-min Jih-pao
(1961) 13390

class education in K'ang-Chiang Middle
School (1963) 14250

communist

—

attitude on new climax in national inde-
pendence movements in central and
east Africa (1961) 2095

digest (1961) 1000, 1025, 1106, 2302,
4541, 4563, 7763, 7794, 7815, 7857,
9329, 13037, 13075, 13225, 13310,
13353, 13361, 13373, 17435, 17457,
19623, 21051

communities of southeast Asia, political
aspects (1965) 14585

defector, testimony of Chao Fu, hearing
(1963) 334

improving world outlook by studying Mao
Tse-tung's writings (speech) (1961) 4417

international affairs, articles (1961) 13371
know writings of revolutionary leaders

(1961) 802
translations from

—

Hua-hsueh Shih-chieh (1961) 11144
Hung-Ch'i (1961) 1067, 2292, 4561, 7834,

11159, 12982, 12986, 13055, 13081,
13335, 13338, 13395, 15172, 15357-358,
17376, 17450, 19516, 19561, 19577,
19615, 19629, 21055, 21073, 21113

Chinese

—

and Russian Communists compete for for-
eign support, staff conference (1964)
21241

Communist

—

terms, standard translations, JPRS
handbook (1963) 19689

world outlook, statements, public record
of militant ideology, handbook (1962)
22814

church and state under Communism

—

Cuba (1965) 17940
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia (1965) 12336
Poland (1965) 16030
Rumania, Bulgaria, Albania (1965) 7534
USSR (1965) 436, 12337
Yugoslavia (1965) 8997

Colombia

—

Communist and pro-Communist activity,
translation (1963) 827, 2582, 2710, 2818

youth activity. Communist press com-
ments (1963) 2887

communism

—

and history of resistance to Naziism, etc.,

Belgium study (1963) 15880
and liberty, ideas in conflict, DOD pam-
phlet (1962) 6628

and overall development of personality,
USSR study (1961) 15498

and science, USSR (1962) 815
and Trotskyist activity within Greater
Los Angeles Chapter of Fair Play for
Cuba Committee, report and testimony
(1962) 23377
additional copies, report (1963) 11857

attitude toward work, trends in develop-
ment, USSR study (1963) 14323

challenge in southeast Asia (1962) 16345
espionage patterns

—

house document, print additional copies,
report (1961) 12287

report, additional copies, report (1963)
11855
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ideology

—

Albanian theorists on international
movement (1961) 20939

print additional copies, reports (1961)

14279, 14589
man of the future is being trained to-

day, USSR viewpoint (1963) 1000
International, commemorating 45th anni-

versary (1964) 9350
parties in Near East (1963) 5425
Party plenum, Chilean Christian Demo-

crat's comments (1963) 714
Party's cold war against congressional
investigation of subversion, report

(1963) 307
print additional copies, report (1965)

12133
philosophy, USSR (1962) 23850
underground activities, conspiracy
against freedom in Federal Republic of

Germany (1961) 9377
concerning industrial, technical and social

revolutions, myth and reality, USSR
study (1962) 8274

conference of communist and workers' par-

ties, Moscow, Nov.-Dec. 1960, analysis of

manifesto, testimony of Jay Lovestone
(1961) 5883, 18984

print as Senate document, report (1961)

20611
Congress of CPSU—

rich source of teachings for communist
movement (1962) 8144

review by Ulbricht (address) (1962) 1551
construction of Communism and social sci-

ences, USSR (1963) 3005
contemporary

—

communist movement, problems and 7th
(Congress of Comintern, Bulgarian study
(1961)2212

problems and objectives of Marxist-
Leninist philosophy, USSR study (1964)
20394

contradictions, report (1965) 437
CPSU draft program as stimulus to Estoni-

an SSR (1962) 1363
creation of Leninist genius, USSR study

(1961) 7754
Cuba-
base for subversion in America, study

(1963) 6302
Communist movement, (Jerman report

(1962) 9883
embassies to aid in infiltrating spies among
workers (1963) 720

Latin America and communism (address)

(1964) 1598
revolutionary training schools and train-

ing of cadres (1962) 9823
road to Communism, West Germany (1961)

13098
truth, seen from two sides, open letter to

Cuban Charge D'Affaires in Denmark
(1961) 13193

Uruguayan view (1962) 6039
Cuban aftermath, red seeds blow south, im-

plications for U.S. of Latin American
Conference, hearing (1962) 417

current threat, statement (1962) 23419
cybernetics role in communist society,

Czechoslovak discussion (1962) 7721
cybernetics service, USSR study (1962)

17865; (1965) 11120
Czechoslovakia-

children's communist movement, history
(1961) 2294

educating toward socialistic patriotism
and proletarian internationalism (1961)
4434

Communism—Continued

dangers, remarks made by Gene J. Cheng
Loh (1961) 4432

decline in Middle East (1964) 1758

Denmark, issues of our times (1962) 3088

development

—

contributions of Soviet biological science
(1962) 5740

from socialist construction, role of Mon-
golian youth (1961) 765

East bloc propaganda activity in Mali (1965)
16476

East Germany, SED Central Committee,
14th plenum (addresses) (1962) 5724

Eastern Europe

—

conditions in Baltic States and in other
countries (1965) 12172

nationalistic tendencies, winds of change
(1965) 7136

winds of change (1965) 8508
economic

—

offensive through 1960, DOD pamphlet
(1962) 140

reevaluations, winds of change in Eastern
Europe (1965) 4234

warfare, consultation by Un-American
Activities Committee with Robert Lor-
ing Allen, print additional copies, report
(1964) 17566

education for survival in struggle against,
symposium (1962) 9498

print as Senate document, report (1962)
11641

enemy agents and you (1961) 159
energy of atom serves communism, USSR

study (1963) 6967
entertainment in New York area, infiltra-

tion, hearings, print additional copies,

report (1961) 12285

EXirope

—

Eastern, activities (1962) 3115
Western, and leftist activities (1962) 3222

facts

—

ideology, print additional copies, reports
(1961) 14279, 14589; (1963) 11859, 13766

Soviet Union, print additional copies, re-

ports (1963) 11859, 13766
Fair Play for Cuba Committee activities,

hearings (1961) 7292, 14746, 20642
Federal Republic of Germany, Soviet terror-

ism in free Germany, hearing (1961)

1916
Feng Ting's Communist life philosophy, re-

view (1964) 20199
fertilizers role in creating material-technical

basis of Communism, USSR study (1964)
10757

Finland, international growth of movement
(1962) 5809

record of signs of our times (1961) 13070
Finnish dissident Communist views (1962)

14294
forgeries, hearing (1961) 10511

print additional copies, report (1965)
14066

print translations into Spanish, French,
and Italian languages, reports (1961)
18884, 19060

France

—

communist-socialist ideologistic polemic,

articles (1962) 14328
Congress of Communist Party (1962) 3087
dissident communist views (1962) 12241

free world (1962) 3177
general and particular in society develop-

ment, USSR study (1961) 17383
Ghana, is U.S. money aiding another Com-

munist state, hearing (1963) 13816
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humanistic socialism, Leninism and Soviet
foreign policy as viewed by Social Demo-
cratic Party of West Germany (1962)
17977

Hungary, communist in workers' paradise,
consultation with John Santo (1963)
8013
print additional copies, report (1964)

17568
conflict between Moscow and Peking (1961)

13268
print additional copies, report (1961)

12284
ideology and psychology, USSR study (1964)

998
important

—

event in history of international Commu-
nist movement, USSR study (1965) 19763

stage in development of socialist democra-
cy, USSR report (1962) 23848

in communist manner, USSR study (1961)
15026

India, communist reflections on 13th year of

independence (1961) 7770
Indonesia, theses on explanations of Mar-

haenism (1961) 884
infilitration

—

and exploitation, in anti-Vietnam agita-

tion and teach-in movement, problem,
staff study (1965) 17939
print as Senate document, report (1965)

19474
in Latin American educational systems,
report (1965) 4612

in nuclear test ban movement, hearings
(1961) 4114

internal security

—

act, etc., administration, investigation,
authorization and expenses, reports
(1961) 5788, 19057; (1962) 5038

manual (1961) 5763
international

—

developments, translations, see listings

under Agriculture in the monthly issues.

differences in world movement (speech)
(1964) 1283

education of workers, Intervuz scientific

conference on activity of CPSU (1961)
15110

general information (1965) 17060
in western Hemisphere, express sense of

House of Representatives

—

hearings (1965) 17698
report (1965) 17614

International

—

Federation of Teachers' Trade Unions in

service of Soviet policy (1961) 4436
movement

—

and peaceful coexistence, French Com-
munist evaluation (1963) 5283

defeat of dogmatism needed to unify
(1963) 6906

monolithic unity (1961) 13149
reinforce solidarity and unity (1963)

10757
revolutionary platform, Czech editorial

(1963) 809
West German press items (1963) 10378
U.S. policy toward (1964) 5937

revolutionary movement of working class,

USSR study (1965) 11107

irrationality, consultation with Gerhart
Niemeyer, print additional copies, report
(1964) 17567

Israeli

—

leaders statements (1964) 5405
Trotskyite movement offers solution of

Israel-Arab problem (1961) 13170

Communism—Continued
Italian Communist

—

views on Marxism (1963) 2946
youth and international Communist con-

flict (1964) 2808
Italian

—

delegation frustrated at Moscow WFTU
congress (1962) 9862

Youth Congress, Serri's report to (1963)
2752

Japan Socialism Reform Movement, Prepa-
ratory Council comments (1963) 1038

Japan, translations from Atarashii rosen
(1963) 2800

Jewish communities of East Berlin, confer-
ence (1961) 17487

Das Kapital, structure and significance.
Communist Chinese view (1962) 23664

Kark Evang and Communism, Norwegian
comments (1961) 15181

Khrushchev speech of Jan. 6, 1961, analysis,
testimony of Stefan T. Possony

—

hearings (1961) 12520, 16872
print as Senate document, report (1961)
20610

Khrushchev's brand, and historical lessons,
Chinese comment (1964) 18314

Kremlin's espionage and terror organiza-
tions, testimony of Petr S. Deriabin,
print additional copies, report (1961)
12283

Kurdish activities as reflected in organ of
Democratic Party of Iraqi Kurdistan
(1961) 2104, 13089

labor and principle of self-interest in transi-
tion from socialism, USSR study (1963)
12765

language as Communist weapon, print addi-
tional copies, report (1961) 14278

Laos, Chinese Communist elements (1962)
19674

Laos, Communist threat, U.S. policy, etc

(1963) 11528
Latin America

—

Communist offensive in (1963) 7661
documentation of Communist penetration,
hearing (1965) 4613

hearings (1961) 376; (1965) 8884
meeting Communist threat (1963) 7662
hearings (1961) 376
report (1965) 8801
translations (1963) 8981

legislative bodies, new role in communist
conspiracy for world revolution (1962)
4969

Leninism is our victorious arm, Albania
(1962) 9936

Leninist principles for cadre training, USSR
study (1963) 6650

Lenin's

—

comprehensive plan for construction
(1961) 903

Party norms, Czechoslovakian study
(1962) 6087

Party statutes, Czech editorial (1962) 3147
let your conscience decide, brochure of NTS,

anti-communist organization (1961) 7637
management challenge of the sixties (ad-

dress) (1963) 4399
Maoism at home and abroad (1965)

18931-932
Marxism

—

and concrete sociological research, USSR
study (1964) 2747

Leninism, principles in Soviet scientific

theory, USSR study (1965) 14491
Revolt (Swedish periodical), translation

(1962) 18059
suffers from sclerosis. Prof Havemann's
views (1965) 2641
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Marxist

—

and revisionist conception of peaceful co-
existence, Czechoslovakian study (1961)
2221

dialectics and contemporary revisionism,
USSR (1961) 4483

Leninist

—

doctrine, Albanian Workers Party ever
loyal (1961) 13172
gnosiology and problem of sign and
meaning, USSR study (1964) 5139

ideas on dialectical materialism or cyclical
theory. Communist China study (1961)
2105
ideological positions in Bulgaria (1961)
9341

training of Bulgarian youth (1961) 4506
methods in Soviet scientific research

(1964) 11182
political economy and bourgeois political

economy, Communist Chinese study
(1963) 5213

sociology and sociological research, USSR
study (1963) 8700

viewpoint cannot be said as physiocratic
viewpoint. Communist Chinese study
(1962) 22294

material and technical base

—

progress, etc., USSR study (1963) 8624
USSR study (1962) 15825

methods of combatting in U.S. (1961) 9384
Minneapolis, Minn., area activities

—

hearings (1965) 2024
print additional copies, report (1965)

12132
Mongolia

—

Party education (1961) 12994
progress under invincible banner of Lenin-
ism (1963) 14204

Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party,
review of 40 years achievements (1963)
868

Moscow declaration of communist and work-
ers' parties, 1960, Albania party jour-

nal, discussion (1961) 13160
mounting Communist economic offensive

(address) (1961) 8580

National Conference of Chiefs of Organiza-
tion and Organ Paper Departments,
Secy. Gen. Miyamoto's conclusion (1962)
22396

national democratic state

—

and its historic role (1963) 824
establishing, Bulgarian study (1963) 718

new man in Communist society (1963) 2868

nonmilitary and noneconomic aspects of
world crisis, hearing (1962) 21208

North Korea, education and language (1961)
11132

North Vietnam general's views on morality
(1964) 9021

North Viet-Nam's communistic efforts to
conquer South Viet-Nam, threat to
peace (1962) 1829-30

Organization of American States combined
reports of Communist subversion (1965)
14126

organizations, prohibit members from apply-
ing for NSF scholarships and fellow-
ships

—

hearings (1961) 16859
law (1962) 23235
reports (1961) 16737; (1962) 21422

Panama, rebellion of Tute Mountains, failure
of revolutionary undertaking (1961)
13315

Communism—Continued
Peking's

—

importance greater to Moscow than Bel-
grade's (1961) 13097

provocative polemic against Moscow
(1964)9113

penetration

—

and exploitation of free press, study (1962)
23417

of radio communication facilities

—

hearings (1961) 379
report (1962) 391

Peruvian communists and military junta
(1963) 2833

philosophy

—

and ideology, study in Communist China
(1961) 1005

discussions by Adam Schaff (1961) 12980,
13049, 13076, 13112

plot against free world police, expose of
crowd-handling methods, testimony of
Lyman B. Kirkpatrick (1962) 416

Poland-
active members and candidates in industri-

al enterprises, characteristics (1961)
12852

Communist Party, members and candi-
dates, numerical data and distribution
(1961) 13359

political propaganda

—

and use of mails, hearings (1961) 12523,
18979
print additional copies, report (1962)
9315

exclusion from U.S. mails, hearings (1963)
15327

political

—

vigilance is duty of party member (1962)
19884

warfare, aspects (remarks) (1961) 7156,
7216

Pravda attacks Italian Socialist leader
Nenni for anti-Communist policy (1963)
876

pro-Castro

—

forces, attempts to pervert American
press, testimony of Carlos Todd, hearing
(1963) 4784

propaganda activities in U.S., hearings
(1963) 17189; (1964) 416, 2127; (1965)
5976
print additional copies, reports (1965)

12131, 14065
problems

—

(periodical) (1961) 3626; (1962) 4255; (1963)
4108; (1964) 3937; (1965) 3853

of education and science of psychology,
USSR study (1964) 1328

propaganda and truth about conditions in

USSR, hearing (1962) 15283
print additional copies, report (1963)

11858
propaganda

—

notification of dissemination through mail,

reports (1961) 18814, 19127
protect postal patrons, hearings (1964)

2118, 10340
property concept, shift from Socialist, lay-

ing ideological groundwork, USSR study
(1963) 16225

psychological warfare, brainwashing, con-
sultation by Un-American Activities
Committee with Eklward Hunter, print
additional copies, report (1961) 12286

publications, official lists (1961) 8144; (1962)
8599; (1963) 11218

Red Chinese infiltration into Latin America,
hearing (1965) 17944

refugees in Asia, study, report (1965) 6019
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riots against Un-American Activities Com-
mittee in San Francisco, Calif., report-

print additional copies (1961) 18833; (1962)

15215, 15408
supplemental, reports (1961) 20560; (1962)

2331
role of state in building communism and so-

cialism, USSR (1962) 14101
Rostow, W. W., and reality of social prog-

ress, Rumanian study (1962) 3136
Rumania

—

Marxist-Leninist solution of national
problem (1962) 5945

party policies, development (1961) 15134
party propaganda at level of present
tasks (1961) 11030

state plan for 1962, 3d year of 6-year plan
(1962) 14028

workers' party organization and activity

in plants (1962) 3121
science as weapon for building communism,

USSR study (1963) 2709
scientific

—

and historical materialism, USSR study
(1962) 15721

and technical progress, USSR study (1963)

12597
basic principles of course, USSR (1963)

2711
principles and structure, USSR problems

(1964) 4929
Siberia and Far East productive forces,

progress and distribution, embodiment
of Leninist ideas, USSR study (1961)

20985
Siberian Academy of Sciences on problems

of education of laborer (1962) 13959
Sino-Soviet controversy, key issues (1963)

11529
social

—

and technical development, USSR report
(1962) 17825

problems in building, USSR studies (1962)
14069

progress and philosophy, USSR study
(1964) 8879

science and Communism, USSR book re-

view (1964) 5140
South Vietnam, political-military organiza-

tions (1965) 11317
Soviets charge Fourth International and

Communist Party of Chinr with
Trotskyism (1963) 19759

Soviet-Chinese dispute, class struggle on
world scale (1964) 2731

Soviet

—

plans for USSR and Western Europe
(1961) 15640

propaganda techniques, study (1965) 12341
total war, symposium, print additional

copies, reports (1961) 12288, 14613

Stalin anniversary book by Chinese, effect

on controversey with Soviet, Italian

study (1962) 15769

Stalinist theory of colonial revolution and
national liberation movement in Africa

(1961) 17415
standard translations of North Korean

terms, JPRS handbook (1964) 18540

State Department security, administration,
investigation, hearings, etc (1962)

21561-562, 23421

subversion in Western Hemisphere (state-

ment) (1963) 7435

successes of Bulgarian geology in 20 years
of Communist power (1965) 950

tactics among unemployed, staff study (1961)
19178

Communism—Continued
tax abolition, manifestation of Communist

Party concern for people (1961) 2084
technical material base, cost indices of plan

to increase efficiency, USSR study (1964)
2748

theories, organ of Congolese teachers union
gives critical analysis (1961) 2218

thoughts of Lenin's genius, USSR study
(1964) 8876

top-level maneuvers among former soldiers

and prisoners of war (1961) 13326
transition to world-communism, discussion

by Soviet writer (1963) 661
Trotskyism, struggle with CPSU in 1923-24

(1965) 16396
Turkey, present day, Turkish (Communist

view (1964) 9240
Turkistan role in USSR's sovietization

plans for Orient (1961) 7717
underground life of Indian Communist, ex-

cerpts from book (1961) 9372
United States

—

national security and communist chal-

lenge, spectrum of East-West conflict,

bibliography (1961) 18001
Soviet propaganda outlets in U.S., hear-

ings (1963) 306
print additional copies, reports (1963)

11861, 13771
testimony of Alexander Orlov (1963) 333

unity, content and forms, Polish study (1962)

8005
unity-criticism-unity policy, Chinese study

(1962) 6109
USSR-

achievements, glorious jubilee, translation

(1962) 2812
agricultural development, statements of

N. S. Khrushchev (1963) 17838-842;
(1964) 16520

building, economic science (1962) 9939
building of, services of Soviet science

(1962) 10197
conference on ideology (1963) 15670
de-Stalinization, new moves. West CJerman

analysis (1963) 1011
facts (1961) 1889

print as House document, reports (1961)

5721, 7225
text (1961) 8644

goals and achievements, challenge to U.S.

(1964) 1756
indoctrination and medical training of

doctors (1964) 9196
Izvestiya censures worker's economic ma-
nipulations (1963) 19632

Komsomol youth and foreign students,

Soviet press reports tension between
(1963) 10807

Marxist-Leninist teaching on war, elimi-

nate dogmatism and distortions (1963)

19698
material-technical base (1962) 797
problems in planning long-run increase in

level of living (1961) 4474
role of scientific and engineering personnel

in raising labor productivity (1963)
19503

science (1962) 10176
scientific

—

and technical research and achieve-
ments, public inspection of plan ful-

fillment (1963) 5281
atheist propaganda (1963) 17729

Soviet

—

Communist broadcasting, 1948-59, re-

port (1962) 20359
methods against Finland unmasked

(1962) 9985
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theoretical problems of building (1961)
15614

trade while building a Communist society
(1963) 861

transition from capitalism during 20th
century, report (1962) 17793

translations from Kommunist (1961) 1077,
2304, 2306, 4554, 7787, 9369, 9381, 12882,
12983, 13226, 13239, 13273, 13372, 13378,
13389, 15045. 17384, 19765, 19790; (1962)
1161. 1361, 1476, 3004, 5934, 6043, 8110,
8280, 10290, 10369. 12055. 12136, 12258,
14039, 14265, 15824, 17854, 17985. 19998,
23667, 23672; (1963) 708, 1062, 2457,
2779, 6773, 8705. 8980. 10625. 12344.
12595, 14253. 15694. 16081. 17874. 19467;
(1964) 1078. 1224. 2682. 4968, 5289, 7038,
8902. 9105. 9356, 11024, 12591, 13000,
16332. 19866, 20143, 21439; (1965) 2584

West German comment (1961) 13381
Venezuelan University's School of Journal-

ism exposed as Marxist Indoctrination
Center by LaEsfera newspaper (1963)
2695

Vietnam Lao Dong Party, congratulatory
messages to (1961) 4593

vitality of revolutionary theories. Vietnam-
ese editorial (1963) 8989

Western movement, current topics (1962)
15869

withering away of state and law. Yugoslav
view (1961) 10736

wordmanship. semantics as communist weap-
on, study (1962) 2375

world

—

achievements, challenge to U.S. (1964)
1756

communism, bibliography (1964) 15608
print as Senate document, reports (1964)

8429, 15686
education for survival in struggle against,
symposium (1962) 13553

world movement

—

effectiveness of governmental organiza-
tion and procedure in contest, investiga-
tion, authorization, report (1961) 5804

new victories (address) (1961) 5769
selective chronology, 1818-1957 (1961)

20539; (1964) 8403, 17472
print additional copies report (1961)

18832
print as House documents reports (1961)

17095, 20539; (1964) 17565. 17821
world

—

strength of Communist party organiza-
tions (1961) 9794; (1962) 12736; (1963)

7458

Youth Festival

—

Algiers (1965) 11895
Helsinki (1962) 10947. 14165, 19748,

22001, 22022, 22373
hearings (1963) 2065

print additional copies, report (1963)
11856

youth groups target for communist infiltra-

tion and agitation tactics

—

pts. 1-3, hearings, print additional cop-

ies, reports (1961) 5723, 7227, 12289.

14587, 16804, 19045

Yugoslavia

—

administrative organization in people's

councils (1961) 7750
critical study of its socioeconomic, legal,

and political aspects (1961) 20645
ideological report, 3d plenum (1962) 5737
Marxist sociology, selected translations

(1961) 15046
translations (1961) 13204

Communist bloc, see Soviet bloc.

Communist China, see China.
Communist economic warfare, print additional

copies, report (1964) 17566
Communist guerrillas:

threats against Venezuelan peasantry
(1963)2859

training Camerounian terrorists in Commun-
ist China (1962) 7954

Communist International, youth and student
apparatus (1963) 17317

Communist Party:
activities in free world (1962) 3085, 3162
organization work in Bulgarian theaters

(1961) 13151
Communist Party of Albania:

dossier (1962) 3149
French dissident Communist views (1962)

12094
party organizational work, problems (1961)

2278
Communist Party of Algeria, claims larger

share in direction of rebellion (1962)
5981

Communist Party of Austria, revisionism
(1964) 2661

Communist Party of Belgium:
discussion forum, contributions (1963) 8786
French dissident Communist views (1962)

12094
preparations for 14th congress. Easter 1963

(1963) 6707, 6921
Communist Party of Bolivia:

activities (1963) 2818
program (1963) 779

Communist Party of Bulgaria:
control commissions, better work (1962) 7977
criticism, powerful and tested weapon (1962)

3174
ideological work, certain problems in guid-

ance (1962) 19627
party accountability and election meetings

(1964) 2905
speeches and resolutions of 8th congress

(1963) 945
village territorial party organization (1962)

3161
Communist Party of Chile:

first national assembly of professionals and
technicians (1963) 757

letters exchanged with Socialist Party
(1963) 2623

Communist Party of China:
Central Committee, letters exchanged with

CPSU (1964) 12885
comment on Khrushchev's Communism

(1964) 18314
education (1963) 2980
French and Italian attacks published by

Jen-min jih-pao (1963) 9014
French dissident Communist views (1962)

12094
history (1961) 17448
leadership and succession to Mao Tse-Tung.

appraisal of tensions (1964) 9802
organization work, questions and answers

(1961)4638
polemic with Italian Communists, transla-

tions (1963) 19662
policy clash with Soviet Communist Party,

German view (1963) 17970
revolutionary ideology and strategy, trans-

lations (1962) 10355
story of 40 years (1961) 21101
translations from Party committee organs

(1961) 2220, 2300
Trotskyism charged by Soviet, Estonian

study (1963) 19759
war and peace question, comment on open

letter of CPSU (1964) 4971
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Yenan period revolutionary spirit (1961)

9354
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia:

all-State conference (1961) 999
central committee meeting

—

Novotny speech (1962) 3103
report (1962) 5917

reactions to 22d CPSU congress (1962) 3184
responsibility for research (1962) 23759

Communist Party of Denmark, 21st Congress,
pre-Congress discussion, etc (1963) 2518

Communist Party of East (iermany, economic
system, result of creative party work,
translation (1963) 15758

Communist Party of Finland:
conducts secret purge (1964) 12852
reviews 22d CPSU congress (1962) 3230

Communist Party of France:
and polycentrism (1962) 23813
attacks on Chinese Communist Party (1963)

9014
crosscurrents of opinion with Chinese and

Yugoslavians (1962) 23722
declaration and Thorez speech at Moscow

conference, Nov. 1960 (1962) 17883
dissident views on Chinese, Belgian, and

Albanian Communist parties (1962)

12094
documents relating to Sino-Soviet controver-

sy (1963) 6851
propagandizing against deGaulle's constitu-

tional proposal, translation (1962) 23637
proposals on immigrant labor problem in

France (1964) 11151
17th Congress, proceedings and comments,

translations (1964) 16059
Communist Party of Guatemala, condemns

Carlos Manuel (1963) 2866
Communist Party of India:

identification of some members (1961) 15114
translations (1962) 5867

Communist Party of Indonesia:
activities (1961) 7648
Aidit's political report (1963) 12400
Central Committee plenary session (1961)

13200
changes in constitution (1961) 7628
forty years old, history (1961) 13145
leaders, biographic sketches (1962) 1407
Moslem group demands dissolution (1961)

7596
performance praised by Italian Communists

(1964) 4906
policies and statements (1961) 13382
2d plenum of Central Committee

—

resolutions (1964) 8956
speeches (1964) 8913

support for 1945 constitution and guided
democracy (1961) 15123

whither national front? (1961) 7655
Communist Party of Israel:

activities (1964) 5305, 20310; (1965) 18368
policy statements (1963) 794
proceedings of meetings and policy state-

ments (1961) 13329
Communist Party of Italy:

attacks on Chinese Communist Party (1963)
9014

central committee and central control com-
mission meeting, proceedings (1965)
11153

communique on CPSU congress (1962) 3231
debate (1962) 3116; (1965) 12601
debates international Communist unity

(1964) 11096
features articles from new bimonthly review

(1963) 8782
Gramsci Institute lecture series on morals

and society, translation (1964) 21476

Communist Party of Italy—Continued

international Communist movement, surveys
(1964) 1033

Italian Communist youth

—

and international Communist conflict

(1964) 2808
view their party and Moro government

(1964) 4926
member expelled for doctrinaire and ex-

tremist views (1963) 2627
national conference on organization, Naples,

Mar. 12-15, 1964 (1964) 9296
polemic with Chinese Communists, transla-

tions (1963) 19662
praise performance of Indonesian (Commu-

nist Party (1964) 4906
statements of delegation to conference of 81

communist and workers parties (1962)
8060

10th Congress, Panjetta's reply to Chinese
(1963) 2742

theoretical crisis and development of capi-
talism (1962) 19944

theses for 10th Congress (1962) 22306
Togliatti's report to 10th Congress (1963)

1128
views

—

on peace, etc (1963) 2946
on socialism, translation (1962) 3127

Communist Party of Japan:
attacks dissident Communists (1962) 15799
attitude toward Soviet nuclear testing

(1962) 23698
crisis in structural reform theory and plots

of anti-Party elements (1963) 14189
defectors form new organization (1962) '.'892

fourth central committee plenum presidium
report by Secretary General Miyamoto
(1963) 2734

National Activist Conference, Secretary-
General Miyamoto's concluding remarks
(1963) 5152

objections to Socialist Party handbook
(1962) 15970

Party literati who signed anti-Party state-
ments (1963) 2912

questions to Party (1962) 15875
reply of Japanese Communist Party Central

Committee to Apr. 18, 1964 letter of
Central Committee of (Communist Party
of Soviet Union (1964) 20421

resolution of 4th Central Committee plenum
(1963) 682

united front advancement (1962) 19767
urgent movement to expand the party (1962)

23794
Communist Party of Mexico, proposed pro-

gram (1962) 22095
Communist Party of Mongolia:
functions and activities (1963) 12504
history (1964) 14565

Communist Party of the Netherlands, state-
ment of principles and constitution
(1961) 7821

Communist Party of North Korea:
advisory material for party staff (1961)

11129
agricultural policy (1964) 11060
factional rivalry, history (1964) 8929
Public Procurator, duties and functions

(1962) 22073
revolutionary armed strength of party pro-

vided by Korean People's Army (1961)
13255

Communist Party of North Vietnam:
artillery chapter struggles against fraud

and falsification (1964) 9264
protect party organization by good manage-

ment of cadres and party members
(1963) 10487
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Communist Party of Norway, discussion of
Soviet anti-semitism by 2 Norwegian
Communists (1963) 10880

Communist Party of Poland, decentralization,
truth (1963) 15902

Communist Party of Portugal, Portuguese
opposition (1964) 10991

Communist Party of Soviet Union:
accomplishments and goals (speech) (1963)

17803
biological sciences, development, decree of

November Plenum of Central Committee,
CPSU (1964) 10866

central committee

—

decisions on development of chemical and
silicate industry (1961) 7611

decisions, tasks of agricultural science
(1963) 6683

letters exchanged with CCP (1964) 12885
November Plenum, resolutions for more

effective construction (1963) 6835
plenary session, July 13-16, 1960 (1961)

13234
speeches delivered at plenum (1963) 5267

Chilean Christian Democrat's comments on
Communist Party plenum (1963) 714

Communist Party and Soviet science (1962)
19864

cybernetics in control of economy (1962)
1276

decree further development of biology prac-
tice (1963) 19616

ideological commission session on atheistic
education of Nov. 1963 (1965) 16536

ideology and psychology (1964) 998
increased influence in USSR armed forces,

1956-64 (1965) 7862
international worker and national liberation

movement, problems in historical re-

search (1963) 1130
Intervuz conference on activity in interna-

tional education of workers (1961) 15110
Kremlin shakeup, background information

and interpretation(1965) 148
labor payments, raising and perfecting in

period of full-scale building of commu-
nism (1962) 5793

leftist experts answer 8 questions on 22d
congress (1963) 1097

Leninist principle of collectivism, restora-
tion, etc., in party leadership, 1953-63,

USSR study (1964) 19994
Lithuania's acceptance of new program

(1962) 1087
local and economic organs face new tasks

(1961)4459
new 5-year plan, problems in working out

planned economy (1964) 12881
party educational work in Frunzenskiy

Rayon of Moscow (1964) 20122
pedagogical science, new program and prob-

lems (1964) 5363
Peiping reply to letter (1963) 15783
plan of program (1962) 6097
planning commissar, post is precarious one

(1962) 19726
Plenum of Central Committee, role in nation-

al production goals, report (1964) 1120
policv clash with Chinese Communist Party,

German view (1963) 17970
political vigilance is duty of party member

(1962) 19884
pre-election appeal to Leningrad voters

(speech) (1963) 8880
problems of party work (1961) 2296
program

—

and education of younger generation,
USSR study (1963) 5119

as stimulus to Estonian SSR (1962) 1363

Communist Party of Soviet Union—Continued
program—Continued
as viewed by rightists socialists (1962)
21940

in relation to research (1962) 8102
in science field (1962) 14137
on religion and tasks of atheistic educa-

tion, translations (1962) 23793
propaganda effort (1962) 5611

public health program (1964) 19965
role in

—

postwar restoration of Ukrainian econo-
my, USSR study (1965) 18340

preventing expenditures for social and
cultural measures (1963) 12425

scientific-atheistic work, new stage in ad-
vancing, USSR .study (1964) 9301

struggle against Trotskyism in 1923-24
(1965) 16396

successful fulfillment of program in field of
public health (1964) 18516

training new Soviet man (1962) 7952
22d congress

—

activities, etc., review (1961) 20341
analysis (1962) 144
attention to medical research (1962) 14086
convene, greet in worthy manner (1962)
2770

Czechoslovak party reactions (1962) 3184
Czechoslovak report (1962) 5917
decisions affecting

—

biological science (1962) 17829
USSR Academy of Sciences functions

(1962) 9914
discussed by Soviet scientists (1962) 6092
Finnish Communist Party, review (1962)
3230

hydrogen bomb, probable detonation of 50
megaton device, excerpt from Khrush-
chev's report (1962) 4585

Italian Ckimmunist Party comments (1962)
1502, 3231

philological

—

sciences, tasks (1962) 15934
chemistry tasks adopted (1962) 15716

resolutions, protection of natural re-

sources in light of (1963) 16049
role of State in building socialism and
communism (1962) 14101

socialist competition in honor of CPSU
undertaken by enterprises in caoutchouc
and rubber industry (1962) 2604

studying socialist construction in light of

decisions (1962) 15917
tasks, bases for renovation (1962) 17823
tasks of biological sciences (1962) 12195
unity in ranks, struggle, USSR study

(1965) 12613
Communist Party of Spain, party militants,

Secretary-Cleneral's speech, Apr. 19,

1964 (1964) 19942
Communist Party of Sweden, controversv

within (1963) 14162
Communist Party of Syria, Central Commit-

tee, statement (1964) 16470
Communist Party of Tunisia, banning of ac-

tivities, Soviet reaction (1963) 6649
Communist Party of Ukraine, 20th Ebctraordi-

nary Congress, delegates, list (1962)
3225

Communist Party of United States:
assistance to foreign Communist govern-

ments, hearings (1963) 4759, 13672
print additional copies, reports (1963)

11862, 13772
assistance to foreign Ckimmunist parties,

hearing (1964) 2126
Buffalo, N.Y., Communist activities, hear-

ings (1965) 423
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Communist Party of United States—Con.

print additional copies, reports (1965)
12129, 14063

Cleveland, Ohio, communist activities, hear-
ing (1962) 19199

cold war against congressional investigation
of subversion, report (1963) 307

print additional copies, report (1965)
12133

history, etc (1961) 9384

manipulation of public opinion by organiza-
tions under concealed control of Com-
munist Party, report (1962) 2332

additional copies, reports (1962) 9317, 9465

members failing to answer questions, forbid,
employment on merchant vessels, etc.,

report (1961) 5666
Northern California District, organizational

structure, objectives and leadership,
hearings (1961) 4052

additional copies, reports (1961) 12290,
14588

party line, analysis (1961) 18992, 19176
additional copies, report (1962) 5043
print as Senate document, report (1961)

19131
Southern California District, united front

technique

—

hearings (1963) 17188
report (1963) 15269

structure and organization, hearings (1962)
15284

print additional copies, reports (1962)
19138, 21378

what it is, what it does, handbook for Ameri-
cans, print additional copies, report
(1963) 6283

youth program, hearings (1965) 16031

Communist Party of Uzbekistan, 40th anniver-
sary, speeches at session of Central
Committee CP of Uzbekistan and Su-
preme Soviet UzSSR (1965) 2622

Communist Party of Venezuela, anti-terrorist
faction drafts manifesto (1963) 2832

Communist youth activities (1963) 2065
Communist Youth Federation, Italian, see Ital-

ian Communist Youth Federation.
Communities, see Cities and towns—Rede-

velopment (city planning, etc.—aiso
names of communities.

Communities in action (periodical) (1965) 12369
Community action for older Americans, Senior

Citizens Month, May 1965 (1965) 9843
Community colleges, see Junior colleges.
Community Development Office, establish,

hearings (1965) 12330
Community development programs:
accomplishments, plans, etc (1962) 21872
art of building a community. Post Office ded-

ication program, instruction booklet
(1961) 9677

banks and community progress (remarks)
(1963) 6059

career opportunities (1964) 19808
case studies (1963) 12261
community action means opportunity (1965)

2080
community development abstracts (1964)

21374
community development and social change,

training material (1962) 13911
community development review (1961) 3323;

(1962) 3690; (1963) 15654; (1964) 2463
special issue (1962) 21872

community improvement through beautifica-
tion (1965) 10084

community organization for employment
development (1965) 7599

Community development programs—Con.

dental care for chronically ill and aged
(1962) 14567

economic, information and guidance for re-
development areas (1961) 13815

economic redevelopment in 8 northeastern
communities, case book studies (1963)
16817

extension and village AID synthesis, train-
ing material (1962) 13912

Federal aids handbook (1963) 14932
Federal grant assistance for community

renewal (1964) 1647
grants for community action programs,

guide

—

financial instructions (1965) 14166
instructions for applicants (1965) 9024

Hamilton Senior Citizen Center, recreation,
learning, and services for and by older
persons (1961) 12551

Haverhill, Mass., business seminar (re-

marks) (1961) 18433
homes, etc., publications, price lists (1963)

3267; (1964) 7686
housing, chronology of major Federal ac-

tions, July 1892 through 1963 (1964)
15972

introduction to CD for village workers,
training material (1962) 13908

locating industrial prospects (1961) 9977
making council meetings more successful,

training material (1962) 13909
manual for leaders in community feeding

programs (1963) 5093
medical self-help training (1963) 21089
Mingo County, W. Va., opportunities (1965)

141
physical fitness elements in recreation, pro-

gram suggestions (1962) 24066
poverty and undereducation, what school

and community can do (1965) 9519
price list (1961) 9685
SBA loans (1965) 20063

at work, supporting development (1962)
22787

to help your community, prescription for
progress (1963) 5717

smaller communities program in operation
(1964) 4660

social welfare's place in process of develop-
ment (1965) 5476

training material (series) (1962) 13908-914
village AID worker and democratic program

planning, training material (1962) 13914

West African stories (1963) 12261

work and training under public welfare
amendments of 1962 (1964) 8526

workable program for community improve-
ment (1961) 12808; (1962) 13888

fact sheet (1965) 754
program guide (1965) 755, 11008

Community development series (1961) 243

Community effort in boll weevil control (1963)
4338

Community facilities:

agency attitudes and their impact on treat-
ment services for alcoholism (1965) 5264

air traffic patterns and community charac-
teristics (1964) 83

Alaska, reduce minimum public land selec-

tion

—

law (1963) 18781
reports (1963) 15283, 17266

centers, site planning. Engineers Corps
manual (1962) 13754

design manual for Naval shore facilities

(1962) 10789
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Community facilities—Continued
emergency construction in event of attack

upon United States (1965) 14439
emergency, related to housing, in event of

attack upon United States (1965) 14434
federally aided public housing programs,

planning for health, education and wel-
fare services (1963) 19339

health, education, and welfare, goals for
planning services (1963) 19333

health services for chronically ill and aged,
PHS project grants program (1964)
15166

hospital and health facilities, facts for
Hill-Burton applicants (1965) 11641

importance for migrant farm workers (ad-
dresses) (1961) 9393, 17201

laws relating to, amend

—

hearings (1965) 8874
highlights, etc., of law (1965) 13976
law (1965) 15465
reports (1965) 12098, 13943, 14044, 15643
summary of main provisions of act (1965)

14441
low-rent public housing program, services

furnished children living in neighbor-
hoods (1962) 22768

Navy design manual, changes (1964) 3204
public, Federal loans, fact sheet (1962) 18916
public works planning. Federal advances,

fact sheet (1962) 18915
recreation and public domain (1963) 17547
service programs for public housing (1964)

21861
sewerage systems, minimum design stand-

ards (1963) 15489
status of women. President's committee,

report (1964) 5638
Yards and Docks Bureau design manual,

change (1963) 1606
Community Facilities Administration:
design awards, program, 1964 (1964) 21099
news releases (1961) 3061; (1962) 3691; (1963)

3531; (1964) 3878; (1965) 3792
program (1962) 9134
program under housing act (speech) (1962)

350
public works planning programs, inadequate

collections procedures, etc., GAO report
(1964) 4764

what it is, what it does (1962) 15647

Community health, see Health.

Community health services, see Health.

Community Health Services Division, research
grants program, focus (1963) 16496

Community life:

aging, local organization of programs in
aging, reports from White House Con-
ference on Aging (1961) 19431

Army, troop topics (1964) 17041
community conservation actions (1965)

16951
community involvement in civil defense,

suggestions by American National Red
Cross (1965) 10281

Federal textbook on citizenship (1963) 19343
gaining acceptance in community (talk)

(1962) 9597
Houston residents working together for

neighborhood improvement (1965) 1914
how organizations can advance their com-

munity civil defense program, handbook
(1964) 10094

improving conditions for agricultural mi-
grants (1963) 14447; (1964) 18613

National Citizens Committee for Community
Relations new community resource
(1965) 17300

Community life—Continued
older Americans in your community, how to

help (1965) 11623
recreation, PACAF basic bibliographies

(1961) 16145; (1963) 18491; (1965) 13426
war on poverty, hometown fight (1965) 6100
welcoming visiting educators from abroad,

suggestions (1964) 10476
Community medicine, American concept of

comprehensive care (1963) 12986
Community mental health advances (1964)

11444
Community planning for accident coverage

(1964) 9711
Community relations:
and school systems, partners in common

enterprise (1962) 17405
community action for human resource devel-

opment (1965) 15206
Community Relations Service activities (re-

marks) (1965) 15395
field station management guidebook (1961)

6609
important ingredient of small business suc-

cess (1961) 17814
police-community relations in Minneapolis

and St. Paul, civil rights report (1965)
19014

Community Relations Service:
background (remarks) (1965) 8708
director, nomination of LeRoy Collins, hear-

ing (1964) 14132
duties (remarks) (1965) 8709
establish

—

hearings (1963) 17304-305; (1964) 6514,
14017

law (1964) 13900
facts about CRS as provided under 1964

Civil rights law (1964) 17158
remarks (1965) 4442

goals, etc. (address) (1964) 15377
organization, activities, and programs (re-

marks) (1965) 4443
press releases (1965) 3793
purpose (address) (1965) 367
role in implementing civil rights law (ad-

dresses) (1964) 17166; (1965) 4444, 4446
role in rights of Negro citizens (address)

(1965) 7341
services rendered on request or on own mo-

tion (address) 17165
Community renewal program guide CRP (se-

ries) (1963) 14764
Community services and family relocation

(1965) 2079
Community surveys:

air quality perception, opinion survey,
Clarkston, Wash (1965) 18703

wages (1961) 1181; (1963) 1181; (1964) 5440,
21676; (1965) 19810

Community therapy in institution for delin-
quent girls (1965) 294

Community War Services Office, records, pre-
liminary inventory (1961) 4959

Commutators:
brushless DC motor uses electron beam

switching tube as commutator (1965)
14801

electronic, transistorized

—

2-segment, for direct-current machine
(1961) 8348

4-segment, for direct-current machine
(1961) 13810

pulsed frequency modulation decommutator
(1962) 16047

static, technical report (1963) 5871
synchronously commutated capacitors, or

RC combination, contained by notch
networks, analysis (1965) 6695
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Commutators—Continued
time sharing switch for spacecraft telemetry

systems (1962) 8511
Commuting to farm jobs, day-haul program,

suggested standards and practices
(1962) 23930

Comobabi Mountains, Mesozoic Formations,
Papago Indian Reservation, Ariz. (1965)
19660

Comoro Islands:

economic situation in archipelago, Madagas-
car study 18306

guide to official publications (1965) 18409
Compact air transport (address) (1963) 20371
Compacts (interstate), see Interstate agree-

ments.
Companies:

acceptable as sureties on Federal bonds,
lists (1961) 13711; (1962) 16198; (1963)

16635; (1965) 15112
defense-oriented, planning to meet major

shifts in defense programs, briefing ses-

sion (1965) 12355
filing annual reports with SEC, directories

(1961) 20123; (1962) 10637; (1963) 9377;

(1964) 9758; (1965) 6896
franchise company data (1965) 10323, 15372
mortgage insurance. Federal Home Loan

Bank Board inquiry, statement (1964)
14238

small, employee suggestion system (1964)

16858
Companion to elderly person, suggested train-

ing program (1964) 15840
Company-union agreement pension system, see

Pensions. '

Comparative education, selected textbooks,
and general secondary references (1965)
19566

Comparative Research Branch, Education
Office, foreign credential service (1965)
19562

Comparators:
determining length of Finnish invar wires

by means of Moscow comparator (1961)
11283

electrical, precise measurements of current,
voltage and power, USSR study (1965)
7919

FPL show-through, for furniture panels
(1961) 666

interference, for calibrating wires (1961)
11245

RPM, unnecessary costs incurred by Navy
Dept., in procurement, GAO report
(1963) 14008

transistor voltage, performs own sensing
(1965) 6645

see also Power comparators.

Compasses:
and magnetic poles (1962) 4858
used for magnetometric investigations 4775
see also Gyrocompass.

Compatibility:
rare earth oxides and rare eath borates

(1962) 23025
tests of plastics and elastomers with sodium,

potassium, and rubidium (1962) 10531

Compensation, see Employer's liability and
workmen's compensation—Pay, allow-
ances, etc.—Pensions—Salaries—Wages.

Compensatory adaption processes, USSR
(1962) 23648

Competition:
cattlenien and USDA (address) (1964) 7915
competitiveness on the sea lanes (remarks)

(1964) 18655

Competition—Continued
dual distribution and related vertical inte-

gration impact upon small businesses,
hearings (1963) 15333; (1964) 415, 6370,
8401, 12156

hearings, appendixes (1965) 2021
report (1965) 1999

economic

—

between 2-world systems, conference re-

port (1962) 3122
between USSR and U.S., system of indica-
tors (1961) 9355

East-West in underdeveloped countries,
Soviet press comments (1962) 17799

foreign, effect upon domestic employment,
hearings (1962) 4961, 7087

print additional copies, reports (1962)
9309, 17013, 17282

Government competition with private enter-
prise (1963) 13807

Government with private business, report
(1961) 4067

grain market of Western Europe (1962)
13845

livestock marketing, equalize, hearings
(1964) 4487

meeting, pointers for small businessmen
(1962) 1806

safeguarding (talk) (1963) 7538
Soviet scientific competitions, results (1964)

20230
sustaining national economy (address) (1961)

10139
socialist, in Cuba (1962) 23796
unfair commercial activities in commerce,

civil remedies to persons damaged, pro-
vide, hearings (1964) 17656

world raisin markets (1962) 13844
Compher, Stanley C, market information on

material handling equipment and auto-
mated warehousing systems in Sweden
(1965) 17291

Complaints:
employment discrimination in Federal Gov-

ernment, guide to investigation of proce-
dures (1962) 6409

Federal seed act, 11 cases reported (1961)
11666

Complement fixation tests:
in quantitative determination of A-type bot-

ulin toxin, USSR study (1961) 15583
standardized diagnostic complement fixation

method and adaptation to micro test
(1965) 15007

Complexation reactions in uranium technolo-

gy, USSR (1965) 4934
Complexometric method of determining alumi-

num, Bulgaria (1962) 8103
Component feasibility test report for AMF

on-power refueling system for Douglas
Point Plant (1963) 120

Composers, American, catalog of published
concert music (1965) 3071

Composing Division, Government Printing
Office, wage adjustment appeal, hearing
(1961) 7151

Composite plans for raising labor productivi-
ty, USSR (1963) 6741

Composites, alloyed tungsten fiber, elevated-
temperature tensile properties (1965)
19942

Composition and thermodynamic properties of
reacting gas mixtures under high pres-
sure using Lewis and Randall rule (1965)
5200

Composition of American honeys (1962) 8880
Composition (printing), see Typesetting.
Composition of gum turpentines of pines

(1961) 11731
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Compositors, see Printers.
Compost:
cotton gin waste (1965) 1739
preparing (1964) 20903

Compounds:
complex, chemistry of, 9th all-Union confer-

ence, USSR report (1964) 20243
effects of alkaline phosphate solutions at

elevated temperatures on compounds
prepared at room temperature (1963)
11185

natural and biologically active compounds,
USSR study (1965) 9319

physiologically active, biochemistry, bio-

physics and chemistry, general meeting
of Academy of Sciences, USSR depart-
ment (1965) 16460

superconductivity occurrence, rules (1963)
18306

vaporization at high temperatures (1963)
9638

see also names or classes of compounds, or
purpose for which used.

Comprehensive export schedules (1961) 7461;
(1962) 9568; (1963) 8376; (1964) 8809;
(1965) 782

Comprelli, F. A.:

materials for superheated fuel sheaths
(1964) 10030

microstructural evaluation of superheat
cladding materials (1965) 17096

stability of high-nickel alloys in superheated
steam (1965) 13497

Compress, weighing bales of cotton at com-
press (1964) 11736

Compressed air:

corroded units performance of pneumatic
systems, investigation, USSR study
(1963) 5145

gases encountered at elevated pressures,
physiological effects, safe use of respi-
ratory protective equipment (1964) 18706

new opportunities for pneumatic devices,
USSR study (1964) 7128

pneumatic logical systems, USSR study
(1962)23640

Compressed gas cylinders, see Cylinders.
Compressed gases, see Gases.
Compressibility:
Burnett method of determinations, applica-

tion to multiphase fluid mixtures (1963)
14524

collapse tests of pressurized membrane-like
circular cylinders for combined compres-
sion and bending (1965) 11483

effects on fluid entrainment by turbulent
mixing layers (1965) 1395

effects on laminar sublayer of turbulent
boundary layer (1964) 20584

factors for helium and helium-nitrogen mix-
tures (1961) 19879

rapidly heated metals, predicted behavior
(1961) 2594

Compressible flow, see Flow.
Compression syndrome (literature survey),

USSR (1965) 12733
Compression wood, see Lumber.
Compressors:

air compressor plants, operation and main-
tenance (1965) 1730

axial-flow

—

aerodynamic design (1965) 9635
hub-tip radius ratio rotor designed for 40
pounds per second per square foot with
design tip diffusion factor of 0.20, investi-

gation (1963) 5559
in turbojet engine, inlet-guide-vane angle

effect on

—

blade vibration and rotating stall (1961)
9503

Compressors^Continued
performance characteristics (1961) 9504

multistage, effect of inlet temperature on
rotating stall and blade vibrations
(1961) 6315

pressure ratio design, effect on perform-
ance of hypothetical two-spool nuclear-
powered turbojet engines (1962) 6251

rotating stall and rotor-blade vibration
survey (1961) 9499

rotor with contracted exit annulus, tran-
sonic investigation (1961) 6351

rotor with hub-tip ratio of 0.75 and blades
having NACA A2 I8b mean lines, tran-
sonic investigation (1961) 6350

single-stage, inlet noise, studies (1965)
6689

single-stage noise studies of inlet-

guide-vane-rotor interaction (1965) 18537

13-stage, effects of interstage air bleed on
performance characteristics (1961) 9506

transonic inlet rotor, high performance
designed for 37.5 pounds per second per
square foot of frontal area (1961) 2561

transonic, rotor designed for sonic inlet

velocity with inlet hub-tip radius of 0.35
(1961) 4854

transonic, rotor with inlet hub-tip radius
ratio of essentially zero, design and in-

vestigation (1962) 10483
use of single turning vane to eliminate

flow separation in space-limited 90° in-

take elbow (1965) 16671
centrifugal, for high-temperature helium,

performance characteristics (1963)
16342

compressors and related explosions (1963)
18075

current industrial reports (1962) 11084,
20546; (1963) 13295; (1964) 19297; (1965)
17219

design-point analysis of one-spool turbojet
engines, to ascertain limitations imposed
(1961) 4847

earnings in manufacture (1962) 8440
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7239; (1964) 12292
supplements (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473;

(1965) 3375
high-flow transonic, investigation of inlet

stage (1962) 8484
industry, outlook and review (1961) 3859;

(1962) 4678; (1963) 4532; (1964) 6011
shaft seals for gas-cooled reactor applica-

tion, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
proceedings (1961) 11807

stall and acceleration characteristics of
turbojet engine, effect of inlet flow dis-

tortion (1961) 6316
temperature transients at inlet of turbojet

engine (1961) 17679
transonic cascade and test results for 4

blade sections (1963) 10999
turbine stator adjustment required for de-

sign-point operation in high Mach num-
ber supersonic turbojet engines (1961)
4846

Compto-i, Dale L.:

free flight measurements of

—

drag and static stability for blunt-nosed
10° half-angle cone at Mach no. 15 (1963)
5566

stagnation-point convective heat transfer
at velocities to 41,000 ft/sec (1965) 13035

Compton,- W. Dale, experimental investigation
of radiation effects in semiconductors
(1964) 14891

Compton, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 18169
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Comptonia peregrina, susceptibility of jack
pine and lodgepole pine and their hy-
brids to sweetfern rust (1965) 9181

Comptroller General, see Greneral Accounting
Office.

Comptroller of Currency:
authority over trust powers of national

banks

—

by both SEC and Comptroller of Curren-
cy-
hearing (1963) 13648
report (1963) 13553

hearings (1962) 19175, 19380
law (1962) 20897
reports (1962) 19107, 21385

authority over voluntary disclosure or re-

cords pertaining to Office of Comptroller
of Currency, opinion of Attorney Gener-
al (1965) 5026

nomination of James J. Saxon, hearing
(1962) 7210

regulation series (1962) 20704
reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 20506; (1963)
205, 16966; (1965) 369

document editions (1961) 20535; (1963) 225,
17074; (1965) 391

Comptroller of Foreign Propaganda Office:

establish

—

hearing (1961) 18979
report (1961) 8756

Comptrollers, DSA civilian career program
(1965) 9015

Compulsory measured feeding of insects (1965)
19766

Computations, see Numerical calculations.
Computer Center, National, see National

Ck)mputer Center.
Computer literature bibliography, 1946-63

(1965) 8140
Computers:

application to heat flow and cost analysis in
furnace wall design (1964) 18699

automatic control and computer technology,
USSR papers (1962) 12085

bibliographies (1961) 18115; (1963) 11598
research in medicine, human engineering,
and learning machines (1961) 18116

computer-analyzers, use in sociolog^ical in-

vestigation of criminals, USSR study
(1965) 11267

computer mathematics and engineering,
USSR study (1964) 20247

cybernetic and computer techniques, appli-
cation to psychology, USSR studies
(1965) 12755

decoding digit-to-angle converter with inter-
mediate conversion, USSR study (1963)
20845

development and computer technology, Sovi-
et systems (1964) 10758

engineering, probability theory and mathe-
matical statistics, abstracts, USSR
study (1965) 12721

equipment in industry, USSR (1962) 771
experiments with one-dimensional plasma

models (1963) 18576
inhibitor circuits, rate control devices and

compilers, USSR studies (1964) 9329
keyboard desk, input-output data problems,

USSR study (1965) 12685
manual space navigation computer program

(1965) 14736
mathematical problems of cybernetics and

computer technology, USSR study (1964)
20269

mathematical simulation and electric cir-

cuits (1964) 9315
mathematics and computers, practical appli-

cation, Rumanian study (1963) 17948

Computers—Continued
mathematics, complex information organiza-

tion, etc., USSR study (1964) 18316
mechanization of engineering calculations

with use of industrial computing ma-
chine stations, USSR study (1962) 2801

method for using to work out consolidated
labor norms, USSR study (1964) 16561

operational reliability of systems used in
automatic equipment, determination of
additional indexes, USSR study (1961)
19687

orbit, for satellite position display (1961)
20059

price list, bibliography (1965) 17262
program, USDA LP/90, linear programming

and related calculations, guide (1965)
4642

programs for chemical information search-
ing (1961) 8049

semiautomatic apparatus for processing
aerogeo-physical diagrams, USSR study
(1965) 16517

Soviet digital, use (1963) 712
Soviet equipment (1965) 12599
specialists, Soviet training program (1961)

8453
technology, use in statistical work, USSR

study (1964) 10755
topographic, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)

10995
use for modelling neurons and memory proc-

ess, USSR study (1965) 11215
use in planning need and use of agricultural

equipment, USSR (1965) 1193
see also Calculating devices—Distance com-

puters—Electronic computers—Percep-
tron.

Computing machine paper, see Calculating
machine paper.

Computing machines, see Calculating ma-
chines—Electronic computers.

Computing ore reserves by triangular method
using medium-size digital computer
(1963) 7213

Computing tables, see Mathematics.
COMSAT (communications satellite), see Satel-

lites.

Comstock, G. L., shrinkage of coast-type
Douglas-fir and old-growth redwood
boards (1965) 16280

Comstock, Hazel B.:

magnesium (1963) 12833
magnesium and magnesium compounds

(1963) 19839, 19844
magnesium in 1962, preliminary (1963) 3059

Comstock, Kim Hyung In, relief (1962) 15132,
18949, 19217

Conakry, Guinea:
World Conference of Teachers

—

participation by Latin American Congress
of Teachers (1961) 4354

trade-unionism in service of Soviet policy
(1961) 4436

Conant, Louis C, bauxite and kaolin deposits
of Mississippi (1965) 9259

Conaway, C. L.:

minutes, meetings of Missouri Basin Inter-
Agency Committee (1964) 1447, 5499,
7464, 11347, 16649-650

Concentrated foods, see names or classes of
foods.

Concentrating device to make use of free in-

tervals on CELTIC telephone circuits,
France (1962) 22092

Concentration (metallurgy):
deep iron ore process is making slow prog-

ress, USSR study (1964) 18408
fine mica (1963) 10956
foam concentration of scandium (1962) 10457
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Concentration (metallurRy)—Continued
iron ores, USSR study (1961) 2327
Korshunovskiye ores, industrial flow chart,

USSR study (1961) 4587
pollucite ores (1962) 10455
rhenium volatilization in molybdenite con-

centrates, USSR study (1963) 14331
Concentration method for spectrochemical

determination of minor elements in wa-
ter (1961) 12803

Concentration tables, coal washing equipment,
performance characteristics (1963)
12836

Concentrators:
aluminum solar, 60-inch stretch-formed

(1964) 13144
solar energy, electroforming aluminum for

(1965) 11401
solar energy, rigidized inflatable (1965)

14740
solar, in space, predistributed azide base

polyurethane foam applicable for rigidi-

zation (1965) 12971
umbrella-type erectable paraboloidal solar,

for generation of spacecraft auxiliary
power, study (1962) 18284

Concepcion, Jaime E., relief (1961) 8670, 12086,
12386

Concept of thought and cybernetics, USSR
(1961) 12847

Concerning some classes of finite automata,
USSR study (1963) 839

Concerts, catalog of published music by Amer-
ican composers (1965) 3071

Concessions:
fishery tariff, GATT negotiations, 1960-61

(1962) 19502
Ckivernment improvements, maintenance and

repair

—

law (1962) 18976
reports (1962) 15208, 17231

Mount Rainier National Park facilities, rev-

enues due (jovt. illegally expended for
rehabilitation, etc., GAO report (1964)
21340

national park areas, deficiencies in con-
tracts, GAO report (1963) 12199

National Park Service policies, establish

—

hearings (1964) 12139
law (1965) 17441
reports (1964) 12060; (1965) 13915, 15714,

17886
potential new funds for recreation facilities

(1962) 18374
Washington National Airport

—

increase periods for agreements, hearing
(1964) 21206

operation, amend act, hearings (1962)
13524

Concord-Lexington Battle Road, see Boston
National Historic Sites Commission.

Concrete:
aggregates, gap-graded, review of available

information (1962) 9567, 11733
asphaltic

—

deflection of moving tires, tests (1961)
20709

overlay test track, Sharonville, Ohio
(1964) 4670

beams, post-tensioned, blast load tests

(1962) 6513
bibliography (1963) 1866
bituminous, use of radioisotopes in determi-

nation of uniformity of mixing for var-
ious mixing times (1965) 1853

block revetment near Benedict, Md (1964)
12336

calculation of stress from strain (1962)
10625

Concrete—Continued
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5465
compacted weight as measure of workabili-

ty, investigation

—

aggregate tests (1963) 19152
preliminary tests (1962) 13760

concrete and concreting materials exposed
to natural weathering

—

performance, investigations (1961)
19275-276; (1962) 15529; (1964) 2300-1,
21281

containing calcined shale pozzolan, abnor-
mal stiffening, investigation (1962)
17431

durability in freezing and thawing, effect of
duration of moist curing (1962) 23498

epoxy-asphalt mixtures, laboratory and field

study (1964) 6598
expansion prevention, influence of alkali

content on fly ash effectiveness (1963)
13890

exterior construction, Brecksville, Ohio,
Veterans Administration hospital, addi-

tional costs resulting from deficiencies

in contract administration, GAO report
(1965) 6258

finishing formed surfaces (1961) 5954

gravity prototype structure for civil works
projects, instrumentation for measure-
ment of structural behavior, engineering
manual, change (1964) 19654

heat-resistant, theoretical foundations, de-
velopment, etc., USSR study (1962) 2605

high-compressive-strength, development of
mixtures (1964) 11804

horizontal construction joints, methods of
preparing (1963) 17414; (1964) 6601

interrelations between cement and concrete
properties, materials, techniques, water
requirements, and trace elements (1965)
16733

laboratory freezing and thawing tests (1965)
10783

lightweight and normal-weight, creep and
drying shrinkage (1964) 9634

manual (1964) 1572

mattresses

—

aluminum-coated wires as reinforcement
(1963) 4875

stainless and copper-clad steel wires, gal-

vanic effect (1964) 14214
military structures, engineering and design

manual (1961) 5947, 9059; (1962) 490
multipurpose prefabricated check dam (1965)

12517
nuclear radiation shielding, literature sur-

vey (1961) 2764
pavements, standard practice, Engineer

Corps, Army (1964) 2295-96
plants and shops, realization of healthier

working conditions (1962) 2768
pore pressure measuring instruments inves-

tigation, literature review, etc (1964)

19665
porous, corrosion of reinforcement steel,

USSR study (1963) 6701
portland-cement, using pozzolans and spe-

cial cements, eng^ineering manual (1961)

20699
precast, mine supports, progress report

(1963) 10943
prefabricated, reinforced, reducing cost of

hydroelectric power-engineering con-

struction, USSR study (1961) 15585
prestressed

—

beams, durability and behavior, investiga-

tion (1961) 14816
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Concrete—Continued
prestressed—Continued
current industrial reports (1961) 10023

pavement for Taxiway T-3, Biggs AFB,
Texas, design and construction (1962)

7298
products industry (1961) 13861
rigid pavements for military airfields,

small scale model studies (1963) 13880

rigid pavement on low strength subgrade,

model tests (1964) 12352
test tracks, Sharonville, Ohio (1962) 11728

Project Dugout, concrete, grout, and shot-

crete support (1965) 13514
properties, influence of fine aggregate grad-

ing on, laboratory investigation (1963)

466
protective coatings (1964) 14208
reaction involving nondolomitic limestone

aggregate (1965) 14216
reinforced

—

beams, tensile crack exposure tests,

1955-63, results (1965) 2115
plastic, application in building construc-

tion, USSR, seminars (1962) 1293

porous ash items, protecting, USSR study
(1963) 6910

stressed containers, construction assembly
for petroleum products, USSR study
(1963) 2865

structures of coke-chemical plant, design
and erection (1962) 11972

reinforcing steel, protection from corrosion
(1964) 14207

repairs and utilities, technical manual (1964)
4288

redded and vibrated cylinders, comparative
compressive strength (1962) 9564

standard practice, engineering and design
manual (1964) 4665

sulfate-resistant, literature review (1961)
12601

technology, review of U.S. Government re-

search report (1965) 14877
training guide and reference text, Army

technical manual (1965) 170
use on farm (1965) 10059
Waterways Experiment Station research

capabilities (1964) 630
water-reducing admixtures, investigation

(1962) 9566
see also Masonry—aiso names of manufac-

tured articles.

Concrete mixers:

gasoline engine driven, etc., operation and
maintenance (1961) 13423

16-cu.-ft. laboratory, evaluation (1965) 6144

test method for performance, development
(1961) 9075

Condemnation of land, see Condemnation of

property.

Condemnation of property:

insanitary buildings in D.C., amend act, re-

ports (1963) 13782; (1965) 15693, 19417
laws, with amendments, compilation (1965)

8730
procedural guide for acquisition of real

property by governmental agencies
(1965) 6532

see also Eminent domain.

Condensation:
behavior, of alkali-metal and mercury va-

pors flowing through nozzles (1964)

18789
determining velocity of average-size conden-

sate drop in flow of saturated vapor
(1965) 13058

dropwise, bibliography (1965) 9294

Condensation—Continued
high-vacuum condenser design, experimental

effects from cesium and mercury ion

beams (1962) 18258
laminar film, boundary-layer flow of vapor

over flat plate (1961) 8022
mercury, research and development in space

power systems. Government-industry
symposiums (1962) 6299

nonwetting, condensing flow of mercury
vapor in 1-G and zero-gravity environ-
ments, pressure-drop investigation

(1965) 13019
nuclei, relationship with atmospheric elec-

tric field (1965) 1169
water vapor from stationary steam-gas mix-

tures, USSR study (1962) 15713
wetting and nonwetting mercury condensing

pressure drops (1965) 1468
Condensation trails:

contrails forecasting manual (1965) 2967
contrails, USSR study (1964) 7183

Condensed milk, see Milk.

Condenser tubes, see Tubes.
Condensers (electric), see Capacitors.
Condensers (vapor and gases):

jet condenser for space power (1965) 19930
Condensing pressure drop by improved Lock-

hart-Martinelli method (1964) 21729
Condit, P. M., investigation of dynamic insta-

bility of winged GEM (1965) 6963
Condition of housing units by size of place

(1963) 11370
revised table (1963) 18358

Conditioned corrective and conditioned switch-

ing functions of feedbacks, Bulgaria
(1962) 7774

Conditioned reflex changes in respiratory gas
exchange and bioelectrical activity of

brain and skeletal muscles, USSR (1962)

7894
Conditioning loblolly pine stands in eastern

Maryland for regeneration (1964) 787
Conditions and limitations on general license

provisions of 10 CFR 150.20 (1962)

18751
Conduct of life:

adolescent conformity and deviation, socio-

psychological study (1961) 12573
Armed Forces officer (1961) 5321
character guidance, field manual (1961) 8358
code of U.S. fighting man (1965) 8505
conduct and discipline, FAA handbook (1964)

12379
duty, honor, country

—

addresses (1962) 16342; (1964) 8020
character guidance discussion topics

(1962) 14818; (1963) 7668, 18545
goals for all men, friendly American (1964)

9684
North Vietnam general on Communist mo-

rality (1964) 9021
standards of conduct, part of officer's code

(1965) 5590
trends in American living and outdoor recre-

ation (1962) 24055
see also Ethics.

Conductance, see Electrochemistry.

Conductance of alkali-metal sulfonates in po-

lar organic solvents (1965) 11593

Conduction of heat, see Heat transfer.

Conductivity (electric), see Electric conductivi-

ty.

Conductors (electric), see Electric conductors.

Conduits, effects of conduits and adjacent
structures, wind-tunnel study of

ground-wind loads and launch vehicles

(1965) 13048
see also Electric conduits.
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Condylarthran mammals, see Mammals.
Cone, Clarence D., jr.:

aerodynamic design of wings with cambered
span having minimum induced drag
(1964) 7556

bending-moment distribution of cambered-
span wing systems (1963) 7248

induced lift, etc., of nonplanar lifting sys-

tems (1963) 11090, 18168
sailplane design for thermal soaring (1964)

7502
Conelrad:
new dimension (address) (1962) 11754
operation for national defense

—

hearings (1961) 379
report (1962) 391

purpose and operation (1961) 5512
Cones:
aerodynamic

—

characteristics at Mach no. 6.77 of 9° con-
figuration, etc., at angles of attack up
to 180° (1963) 7265

damping moments with different centers of

rotation (1963) 7292A
force and moment characteristics at Mach

7.0 in methane-air combustion products
(1965) 11473

force coefficients, air-helium simulation at
hypersonic speeds (1962) 22578

angle, Mach number and nose blunting ef-

fects on transition at supersonic speeds
(1961) 4926

a.xisymmetric double-cone external-com-
pression inlet in Mach number range 2.07

to 1.48, performance of Mach no. 3.0 de-

sign (1963) 18128
blunt cone-cylinder body with flared after-

bodies, transonic static aerodynamic
characteristics (1963) 10994

blunt-nosed model, effects of nose cone angle
and base cone angle on static aerody-
namic characteristics (1962) 12502;
(1963) 3122

blunt-nosed 10° half-angle, free-flight meas-
urements of drag and static stability at
Mach no. 15 (1963) 5566

blunted

—

base contour changes effect on damping in

pitch (1964) 1472
frustum-cylinder model, upwash character-

istics at several stations at Mach num-
bers from 1.60 to 4.65 (1962) 1666

induced pressures and shock shapes in

hypersonic flow (1964) 9584
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics

at Mach nos. of 3.5, 4.2, and 6.0 (1964)
7546

mass-transfer cooling to Mach no. of 10.6,

free-flight investigation (1964) 9588
pressure distribution and flow fields, at
hypersonic Mach numbers (1965) 16704

raked-off circular and raked elliptical,

Newtonian aerodynamics (1965) 11463
stability investigation (1962) 1670
static stability

—

characteristics of low-fineness-ratio bod-
ies of revolution at Mach number of

24.5 in helium (1964) 11409
tests at Mach no. of 20 (1963) 1301

10° half-cone body (semidisk), pressure and
heat transfer measurements on flat face
(1963) 11028

with flared cylinder afterbody, stability at
Mach numbers from 0.30 to 2.85 (1962)
23995

bluntness effect on transition (1961) 7985
cavities, directional thermal-radiative prop-

erties (1965) 14836

Cones—Continued
cone-cylinder-flare

—

bodies, effects of jet plumes on flow, ex-

ploratory tests (1962) 6280
configuration, free-flight measurements of

aerodynamic heat transfer (1961) 9588
cones as decelerators at Mach nos. 1.57 to

4.65, aerodynamic characteristics (1963)
11065

delta-wing—half-cone combinations, lift-

drag ratios (1965) 9712
80° total angle, water-film cooling at Mach

number 2 for airstream total tempera-
tures up to 3,000° R (1963) 21000

elliptic, with various semiapex angles, longi-

tudinal force and moment data at Mach
numbers from 0.60 to 1.40 (1962) 1690

elliptical, lathe attachment used to machine
(1965) 11440

entry vehicles, aerodynamic heating at

speeds in excess of earth parabolic
speed (1964) 5526; (1965) 18587

15°, cylinder air launched at local Reynolds
numbers to 50x106 at peak Mach num-
ber of 6.75 for observation of laminar
flow (1961) 9507

finite thin, magnetic field by use of Legendre
polynomials (1964) 16708

flank losses, effects in theory of space-probe
entry under conditions of high mass loss

(1964) 1469
flat-face and hemisphere, heat transfer and

pressure distributions (1961) 13483
flow of relaxing gas around thin cone of rev-

olution (1965) 16726
free flight at Mach numbers up to 5.2, aero-

dynamic heat transfer and boundary-
layer transition, measurements (1961)

4855, 15782
free vibrations of conical shells (1965) 6717

heat transfer

—

and pressure distribution on cone-
cylinder-flare configuration with bound-
ary-layer separation (1962) 22568

to blunt conical bodies having cavities to

promote separation (1963) 14590
hemisphere, highly polished, heat transfer

and boundary layer transition at Mach
numbers up to 3.14 and Reynolds num-
bers up to 24 X 106 (1961) 19963

laminar convective heat transfer and bound-
ary-layer characteristics at speeds to 24
km/sec (1964) 18786

laminar flow on blunted cone-cylinder in free
flight, observations (1961) 17675

lifting and cone-cylinder configurations,
aerodynamic characteristics at Mach
number of 6.83 and angles of attack up
to 130° (1961) 13513

measuring flow angularity at supersonic and
hypersonic speeds (1961) 19965

modified half-cone reentry vehicle, low-

subsonic stability and control character-
istics (1963) 14545

Monte Carlo calculations of neutron number
spectra and build-up factors in infinite

conical configurations (1962) 20157

right circular, for supersonic flow

—

at small angle of attack, tables (1964)

14796
at zero angle of attack, tables (1964)

11360
at zero yaw in air as perfect gas, correla-

tion graphs (1964) 14872
right elliptical raked-off, Newtonian aerody-

namic characteristics for cone thickness
ratios of 0.25 to 3 (1965) 14856
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Cones—Continued
semivertex angle 12.5°, cooling by ejection of

hydrogen and helium from its apex at

Mach 7, experimental results (1964)

20604
sharp and blunt-

—

5° and 15°-half-angle, at Mach no. 3.86 and
angles of attack to 100", pressure meas-
urements (1961) 6399

15° half-angle, at angles of attack up to
90°, laminar heat-transfer and pressure
measurements at Mach no. of 6 (1961)
21221

sharp, measurement of heat-transfer and
recovery temperatures of turbulent
boundary layer with foreign gas injec-

tion (1964) 9593
sharp, right circular models, stability and

location of pressure at hypersonic
speeds, study (1964) 11410

short blunt

—

effects of nose bluntness, fineness ratio,

etc., on static aerodynamic characteris-
tics for planetary probes (1963) 16399

10° semivertex angle, static aerodynamic
characteristics (1963) 5600

spherically blunted, force-coefficient and
moment-coefficient correlations and air-

helium simulation (1965) 1448
spring-mounted configurations, flutter and

divergence at supersonic speeds (1962)
12451

static stability characteristics of several
raked-off circular and elliptical cones at
Mach 6.7 (1965) 19935

supersonic, 10° in free flight, aerodynamic
heat transfer and boundary-layer tran-
sition, measurements (1961) 9557

10°, low temperature ratio, heat transfer
and transition measured from superson-
ic free-flight (1961) 6341, 15797

10°, rocket-propelled, limited heat-transfer,
drag, and stability results at Mach
numbers up to 9 (1961) 17690

10° semivertex angle blunted, static and
dynamic stability characteristics, wind-
tunnel investigation (1962) 3377

thin-walled, conical frustum shells, vibra-
tional characteristics (1965) 8111

torques induced by magnetic field (1963)
5613

towed, used as decelerators, aerodynamic
characteristics at Mach numbers from
1.57 to 4.65 (1962) 3358

use as stabilizing and control surfaces at
hypersonic speeds (1961) 4862

vortex, prerefining pig iron (1964) 9506

see a/so Conifers

—

also names of conifers.

Confectionery:
additives, amend food, drug, and cosmetic

hearing (1964) 12147; (1965) 16039
reports (1964) 13981, 15547; (1965) 12101

candy and other confectionery industry, re-

view of 1963, outlook for 1964 (1964)
6012, 15299

candy, commodity transportation survey,
shipper series (1965) 15306

confectionery and chocolate products, cur-
rent industrial reports (1961) 10015

current industrial reports (1961) 2989; (1962)
3736; (1963) 3574; (1964) 3390, 11893;
(1965) 3273, 10237

including chocolate products, current in-

dustrial reports, summaries (1962)
14931; (1963) 11621

industry, candy and other products, outlook
for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963) 5973

Confectionery—Continued

sales and distribution (1961) 9971; (1962)
14911; (1963) 11596; (1964) 11879

sweeteners used by industry, competitive
position in U.S. (1963) 12043

Confederacy, United Daughters of the, see
United Daughters of the Confederacy.

Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of
Flathead Reservation, see Flathead Indi-

ans.
Confederated Tribes of Colville Reservation,

see Colville Reservation.
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs Reser-

vation, see Warm Springs Reservation.
Confederation of Cypriot Workers, constitu-

tion (1961) 4537
Conference and practice requirements (1962)

17660
Conference committees' reports, see subjects.
Conference lines, see Shipping conferences.
Conference on Adult Ekiucation in Developing

Nations, report, June 14-15, 1962 (1962)
21652

Conference on Biology of Cutaneous Cancer,
proceedings, Apr. 6-11, 1962 (1963) 7315

Conference on Meteorological Support for
Aerospace Testing and Operation pro-
ceedings, July 1963 (1964) 13158

errata (1964) 14795
Conference on New Technology, Lewis Re-

search Center, general information
(1964) 21743

Conference on Non-Linear Processes in Iono-
sphere, Dec. 16-17, 1963, papers (1964)
11438

Conferences, congresses, etc.:

conference and practice requirements, Inter-
nal Revenue Service (1962) 17660; (1964)
10688

convention proceedings, printing as House
documents, discontinue, report (1965)
15760

employee field conferences, Old-Age and Sur-
vivors Insurance Bureau, policies, etc.,

GAO review (1962) 17613
future international meetings, world list

(1961) 3418-19; (1962) 4453-54; (1963)
4314-15; (1964) 4167-68; (1965) 4079-80

future national and international events,
selected list of calendars 1962) 1592

international, list (1961) 3601, 21385
international meetings of interest to women,

1965, notes on agendas (1965) 11808
international organization and conference

series, see listings under State Depart-
ment in the monthly issues.

international participation of United States
Government (1962) 8669

National Clearinghouse for Mental Health
Information conference report series

(1965) 9779
regional conferences, OEP summary report

(1962) 21670
scientific-practical conferences as form of

sharing new achievements of medical
institution, USSR (1962) 9975

Soviet bloc (1963) 14137; (1964) 1182, 7258,
11173, 14595, 16534, 20035; (1965) 944,
2590

JPRS serial publication notice (1964) 1354
technical meetings, catalog of proceedings

(1962) 225
union conventions, lists (1961) 9429; (1962)

10416; (1963) 14484; (1965) 12800
USSR university conferences (1962) 1265
White House Regional Conferences, Nov.

1961, report (1964) 13383
see also names of conferences, etc.—also

subject of conference.
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Confidential material:
commercial protective service used for ship-

ments by Army, unnecessary costs in-

curred, GAO report (1965) 7782
defense information, equipment, etc., securi-

ty, agreement with Sweden (1961) 9780
internal security act, amend, hearings (1962)

11476
protection of information released to indus-

try, reports (1962) 11400, 15230
safeguarding, industrial security manual

(1961) 9012; (1962) 2387; (1963) 4796;
(1964) 10446; (1965) 4631

safeguarding of classified information,
agreement with Italy (1964) 20828

safeguarding official information in inter-

ests of U.S., status of Executive order
10501, report (1962) 21105

safeguarding reports filed with Clensus Bu-
reau, amend U.S. code

—

hearings (1962) 19193A
law (1962) 23213
reports (1962) 21086, 21139, 21485

Configuration management, definition and
acquisition phases, Air Force manual
(1965) 7078

Configurations:
airplanes having tail surfaces outboard of

wing tips (1961) 13481
blunt cylinder-flare, heat transfer rates and

ablation in free flight (1964) 18738
blunt delta, with 75° sweepback, subsonic

aerodynamic characteristics (1963)
18134

blunted cylinder-flare, ablation, investiga-
tion to Mach number of 8.48 (1964)
14884

canard airplane, effects of configuration
geometry on transonic aerodynamic
characteristics (1964) 20595

clustered or scalloped cylinders, conformal
mapping to determine apparent addi-

tional mass (1962) 20142
concept in machine translation and informa-

tion processing, USSR study (1965) 9402
current aircraft, effects of relative density

on spin and recovery (1965) 8091
delta, 79° clipped, rolling motions with

wing-tip fins (1963) 20996
effects of thickness on supersonic perform-

ance of wing-body configuration employ-
ing warped highly swept arrow wing
(1965) 19926

factors for exchange of radiant energy be-
tween axisymmetrical sections of cylin-

ders, cones, and hemispheres and their

bases (1961) 21218
forebody shape, effects on flow pattern of

wing (1963) 11035
free-flying model of thick 70° delta reentry

configuration, low-subsonic stability and
control (1961) 19954

gravitating, hydromagnetic stability (1965)
11467

heat transfer and pressure distribution on
cone-cylinder-flare configuration with
boundary-layer separation (1962) 22568

hypersonic Mach numbers in conical and
contoured nozzles, longitudinal charac-
teristics (1964) 20612

jet-canard, asymmetric penshape nozzles for
attitude control (1963) 19906

landplane and floatplane, U-lOB perform-
ance tests (1964) 9975

lenticular and elliptic shaped, aerodynamic
characteristics at Mach number 6 (1965)
5206

lift-drag ratios of delta-wing—half-cone
combinations (1965) 9712

Configurations—Continued

multiple-jet, effects of boattailing and nozzle
extension on thrust-minus-drag (1961)
13523

nose-cylinder-flare bodies, aerodynamic char-
acteristics (1965) 13026

plasma-sheath, for electron-bombardment
ion thrustor (1965) 13012

project fire, aerodynamic load distributions
at Mach numbers from 0.25 to 4.63

(1965) 5204
pyramidal reentry, with cambered variable-

sweep wings and longitudinal controls,
transonic investigation (1964) 3019

real time flight test display, feasibility

study of data presentation (1963) 14905
Saturn V, upper stage flow fields in transon-

ic Mach number range, shadowgraph
study (1965) 9706

short axisymmetric bodies at Mach numbers
of 5 to 15, aerodynamic characteristics

(1965) 13024
stiffened sheet containing sharp central

notch, static strength prediction method
(1963) 16407

supersonic lateral-directional characteris-
tics of 45° swept wing-body-tail model
with various body cross-sectional

shapes (1964) 16693
supersonic transport, take-off performance

(1964) 14855
thin shells of general type, geometrical and

inertial properties (1965) 16599
3 exit vane cascade ducted fan, thrust vec-

toring effectiveness (1964) 20575
tilting-wing and tilting propeller models,

effects of wing-chord propeller-diameter
ratios at transition speeds (1963) 14560

toroidal-space-station, inflatable, packaging
and deployment characteristics (1965)
9691

toroidal, space structure, structural and
materials investigation of model (1965)
6706

transonic-transport, utilizing drag-reducing
devices, wind-tunnel investigation (1961)
6371

traveling at supersonic speeds, theoretical
prediction of aerodynamic forces acting
on stores attached (1962) 6258

upper-stage, transonic aerodynamic charac-
teristics of Saturn IB-Apollo launch
vehicle (1965) 14821

variables, effects on store loads at superson-
ic speeds (1961) 6329

VTOL, with fan mounted in fuselage,
wind-tunnel-wall and scale effects (1965)
5169

wing-fuselage, flutter study at Mach no.

15.4, etc (1965) 19931
wing-fuselage-store, origin and distribution

of supersonic store interference (1963)
16359

wing, XF-102 airplane, transonic lift and
drag characteristics (1961) 6323

Confinement, behavioral testing in space cap-
sule (1964) 3010-11

Confinement facilities, see Disciplinary bar-

racks.

Confirmation of various laws by Supreme So-

viet RSFSR (1964) 20120

Conflict of Federal and State banking laws
(1963) 17165

Conflict of humanisms (1962) 2889, 5935, 6099

Conflict of interests:

avoiding in defense contracting and employ-
ment, report (1964) 354
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Conflict of interests—Continued

Federal Communications Commission com-
missioners, employees, etc., financial in-

terests, amend law

—

hearings (1965) 17716, 19487
report (1965) 14102

grain price support. Commodity Credit Cor-
poration, investigation hearings (1961)
12349

preventing on part of

—

advisers and consultants to Government
(1962) 14560

special (]Iovernment employees (1963)
14650

private citizen and national service, study
on modernizing laws (1961) 7278

problems in SBIC's program, hearing (1963)
19045

statutes, applicable to intermittent consult-
ants or advisors, opinion of Attorney
General(1962) 12317

statutes, revision, message from the Presi-
dent (1961) 8648

strengthen criminal laws

—

hearings (1961) 14485; (1962) 17340
law (1962) 23249
reports (1961) 14331; (1962) 21480

Conformal maps, use to determine apparent
additional mass of scalloped or clustered
cylinder configurations (1962) 20142

Confucius, Mao Tse-tung due to replace, Ger-
man articles (1965) 7918

Confused flour beetles, see Beetles.
Confusion of the West, analysis of certain

aspects of Communist political warfare
(remarks) (1961) 7156, 7216

Congdon, C. C, control of cell division and
induction of cancer (1964) 13285

Congenital malformations, see Deformities.
Conger, Paul S., new species of marine pen-

nate Diatom from Honolulu Harbor
(1964) 21871

Congested Production Areas, Committee for,

records, preliminary inventories (1961)
2595

Congestive heart failure, etiology, prevention,
management (1965) 1574

Congestive heart failure, g^ide for patient
(1963) 20098

Congo:
African focal point (1961) 13817
background material, staff memorandum

(1961) 12347
health problems and resources, study (1961)

1447
Katanga and communists, translation (1961)

17449
shadow of the Cross over Congo (1961) 2150
socio-economic and political situation, P.

Lumumba's observations (1961) 12850
United Nations operations, hearing (1961)

10349
United States policy (1962) 3486, 6631

Congo (Brazzaville):
continued application of treaties concluded

between United States and France,
agreement (1963) 1530

economic developments, 1961 (1962) 13931
economy, basic data (1965) 353
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 11940
foreign trade regulations (1964) 21073
gazetteer, official standard names (1962)

13866
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

1551
investment law (1963) 5062
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12908

Congo (Brazzaville)—Continued
new labor code (1965) 880
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1963)

11291

Congo (Leopoldville):
agricultural commodities, agreements (1962)

20311; (1963) 1528, 1533, 1550, 5734;
(1964) 3155-56, 9812, 15107, 21884,
21892; (1965) 6925, 6927, 13297

agricultural commodities, agreement be-
tween United States and United Nations
(1964) 21883

agricultural economy

—

in brief (1965) 10728
of Belgian Congo (1962) 9529

Army area handbook (1963) 114
background notes (1965) 6917
Ck)ngo realities and U.S. policy (addresses)

(1965) 17037-38
continuing problem (1963) 4434
cult of dead among Balambo (1964) 16307
defense, furnishing of equipment, materials,

and services, agreement (1964) 9832
economy, basic data (1965) 15382
exports and imports, licensing exchange con-

trols (1962) 21880
fact sheet (1963) 18322
foreign trade regulations (1964) 15985
gazetteer, official standard names (1964)

18099
immediate and future problems, hearing

(1963) 9934
import tariff system (1963) 8417
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

11325
industry, power and water resources, survey

(1965) 1092
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12909
realities and United States policy (1965)

15049
sending gift packages to (1963) 2404
surplus agricultural commodities

—

agreement (1962) 12710
use for economic development, understand-

ing between United States and United
Nations (1962) 12721

transportation and communications, survey
(1965) 1091

veterans, by-laws of national federation
(1962) 15759

visit to native king (1963) 12567
Congregation Emanual of Denver, Colo., free

entry of stained glass (1965) 19207
Congress, A. Eugene, relief (1962) 13283,

13574, 20972
Congress, Joint Committee on Organization of:

establish

—

hearings (1963) 17334
report (1963) 17297

hearings (1965) 10370, 13814, 15517, 17448,
19170

report (1965) 14073

Congress of United States:
adjournment dates, establish, hearing (1961)

19188
hearing (1961) 19188

biographical directory, lst-86th, 1774-1961
(1962) 2293

code of Federal regulations (1961) 17238;

(1962) 13811; (1963) 15502; (1964) 10536;
(1965) 16185

congressional record

—

authorize study by Joint Committee on
Printing to improve format, etc., report
(1962) 17014

daily (1962) 3696; (1963) 3536; (1964) 3350;
(1965) 3238
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Congress of United States—Continued
congressional record—Continued

daily index (1962) 3697; (1963) 3537; (1964)
3351; (1965) 3239

distribution to former Members

—

law (1961) 6939
report (1961) 5816, 7072

86th Cong. 2d sess., bound volumes (1961)
5555-57, 6927-32, 8598-8600, 10145-146
daily digest (1961) 12026
index (1961) 12025

86th Cong. 2d sess. daily (1961) 3063
index (1961) 3064

87th Cong., 1st sess., bound volumes (1962)
4881, 6875-78. 9135-38, 13228, 15029-33,
18920
daily digest (1962) 18919
index (1962) 20705

87th Cong., 2d sess., bound volumes (1963)
9795-96, 11701-704, 13381-386, 16967-968,
18762-764
daily digest (1963) 18766
index (1963) 18765

88th Cong., 1st sess., bound volumes (1964)
6127-30, 8192-95, 10135, 11981-985,
13833-836, 15378
daily digest (1964) 21102

88th Cong., 2d sess., bound volumes (1965)
371-373, 1953-61, 7369-71, 12009-10,
13740
daily digest (1965) 13739
index (1965) 370

increase distribution to include Federal
judiciary

—

law (1961) 14085
report (1961) 8932, 12294

congressional review of Federal grants-
in-aid, hearings (1961) 16839

Congressmen who cheat, article appearing
in Parade, magazine, hearing (1963)
7998

date of meeting

—

87th Congress, 2d session, law (1961)
20511

88th Congress, 1st session, law(1962)
23264

88th Congress, 2d session, law (1964) 1975
89th Clongress, 1st session, law (1964)
21141

directory

—

official editions

—

87th Cong., 1st sess (1961) 6933
87th Cong., 2d sess (1962) 4882
88th Cong., 1st sess (1963) 7817
88th Cong., 2d sess (1964) 1858
89th Congress, 1st session (1965) 7372

pocket editions

—

87th Congress (1961) 3990
88th Congress (1963) 4659
89th Congress (1965) 5779

District of Columbia representation, amend
Constitution, hearings (1962) 15445

extent of control of executive (1962) 19182

integrity, promote public confidence, hear-
ings (1964) 14156

legislative record

—

87th Congress, 1st session, digest (1961)
20594

87th Congress, 1st and 2d sessions, digest
(1962) 23390

88th Congress, 2d session, digest (1964)
21217

legislative reorganization act, amend

—

hearing (1961) 14756; (1963) 8112
report (1961) 8957; (1962) 13702; (1963)

8087; (1965) 4542
major legislative actions

—

87th Congress (1961) 6957, 8623, 10196,
12137, 14131, 16613, 18774

Congress of United States—Continued
major legislative actions—Continued

87th Congress (1962) 11288, 15083, 16816,
19014, 20936, 23292

88th Congress (1963) 9813, 11733, 13441
15165, 17056, 18792; (1964) 273, 4425,
8240. 10151, 13917, 15401, 17443.
19436-437

89th Congress (1965) 5790. 10371. 12037.
13819, 15522, 17453, 19172

Members

—

effectiveness. Pageant magazine article,
hearing (1965) 2010

issuance of identification cards to spouses,
report (1964) 6316

travel outside U.S., per diem allowances
and transportation costs, limit, reports
(1963) 13527, 13531

memorial addresses and tributes in eulogy of
the late President John F. Kennedy
(1964) 15606

print as Senate document, report (1964)
4476, 4535

memorial addresses and tributes in eulogy of
Winston Churchill (1965) 19177

print as House document reports (1965)
7419, 8925

organization

—

hearings (1965) 10370, 13814, 15517, 17448,
19170

report on suggested reforms, etc. (1965)
14073

organization and operation, report (1963)
8048

periodic review of Federal grants-in-aid

—

hearings (1964) 6511
report (1964) 12219

personal view of Joseph W. Barr (address)
(1965) 18815

radio stations construction permits where
Members of Congress are involved, hear-
ings (1963) 19049

reports to be made to Congress

—

discontinue or modify requirements, report
(1965) 15927

list (1961) 4006; (1962) 2321; (1963) 2032;
(1964) 6223; (1965) 1978

Republican report

—

87th Congress, 1st session (1961) 20593
87th Congress, 2d session (1962) 21244
88th Congress, 1st session (1964) 2133
88th Congress, 2d session (1964) 19536
supplement (1964) 21218

89th Congress, 1st session (1965) 19333
summary of 3-year Kennedy record and di-

gest of major accomplishments, 1961-63
(1964) 4516

war and emergency powers, laws in effect,

compilation (1962) 9398
what 88th Congress did for American

schools and colleges (1965) 493, 7586
supplement (1965) 4656

women of

—

87th Congress, biographies (1961) 13739
88th Congress, biographies (1963) 14808
89th Congress, biographies (1965) 11812

see also Congressional documents—House of
Representatives—Senate.

Congressional committees:
authorizing committees to sit through morn-

ing hour, report (1963) 19010
hearings, index Jan. 7, 1959-Jan. 3. 1963,

supp (1963) 13387
investigating staffs, payment of compensa-

tion, authorize, report (1965) 4484
Senate

—

committee staffing (1963) 9958
meeting during sessions, hearings (1963)

17334
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Congressional committees—Continued

standing and select, payment of employees'
compensation, provide, report (1965)

5916
witnesses, omitting names from reports

—

law (1964) 21148
report (1964) 19576

Congressional directory, see Directories.

Congressional districts:

atlas, Apr. 1, 1960, United States, errata

sheet (1961) 8497
atlas, 89th Congress (1964) 19289
data book

—

88th Congress, supplements, redistricted

States, 89th Congress, (1965) 43551,

5712-14, 7283-84, 10260
statistical abstract supplement

—

87th Congress

—

departmental edition (1961) 11871

document edition (1961) 12154
88th Congress supplement

—

departmental edition (1964) 4345
document edition (1964) 4430

88th Congress, identification of counties and
selected places (1963) 13302

89th Congress

—

identification of counties and selected
places (1965) 4352

map (1965) 4356
redistricted States, data book supp. (1965)
4355

map, July 1, 1962 (1962) 16457
population for 88th Congress, Apr. 1, 1960

(1962) 16455
redistricting

—

by Census Bureau, hearings (1961) 18962
proposals, hearings (1964) 17657
standards, establish, reports (1965) 5941,
5948

see also subject involved.
Congressional documents:
numerical lists and schedule of volumes

—

68th Congress, 2d session, index, errata
(1965) 5326

75th Congress, 2d and 3d sessions, errata
(1965) 8231

85th Congress, 2d session, errata (1961)

9681; (1962) 22717; (1963) 9330; (1965)
5327

86th Congress, 1st session, errata (1965)
8232

86th Congress, 2d session (1961) 9682
errata (1962) 6411

87th Congress, 1st session (1962) 10593
errata (1962) 22718

87th Congress, 2d session (1963) 11218
88th Congress, 1st session (1964) 11544
88th Congress, 2d session (1965) 8233
errata (1965) 11638

relating to civil service, bibliography

—

19th-84th Congress (1961) 6901
85th Congress (1961) 6902
86th Congress (1961) 6903

select list of committee prints, staff studies,

reports, and documents, 80th-86th con-

gresses, 1947-60 (1962) 5065
Congressional guide to information services.

Agriculture Department (1962) 2549;
(1963) 2367

Congressional list (series) (1961) 2064, 7538,

19449; (1962) 7485-86, 17651-653, 19589,
21856; (1963) 17545; (1964) 4830

Congressional Medal of Honor, see Medal of
Honor.

Congressional Medal of National Honor, bes-

towal upon Henry J. Kaiser, issuance of

gold medal, authorize, report (1961)
10254

Congressional Office of Science and Technolo-
gy, establish, hearing (1964) 4499

Congressional record, see Congress of United
States.

Congressional Reorganization Commission,
establish, hearings (1963); 17334; (1965)

6068

Congressional serial set:

schedule of volumes

—

see listings under Congress in most issues

of the Monthly catalog.

68th Congress, 2d session, index, errata

(1965) 5326
75th Congress, 2d and 3d sessions, errata

(1965) 8231
85th Congress, 2d session, errata (1961)

9681; (1962) 22717; (1963) 9330; (1965)

5327
86th Congress, 1st session, errata (1965)

8232
86th Congress, 2d session (1961) 9682
errata (1962) 6411

87th Congress, 1st session (1962) 10593

errata (1962) 22718
87th Congress, 2d session (1963) 11217
88th Congress, 1st session (1964) 11544
88th Congress, 2d session (1965) 8233

errata (1965) 11638

Congridae, see Eels.

Conifers:
California cone crop (1961) 20784; (1963)

6499, 19263
cone crop report for Alaska tree species

(1961) 7478
cone crops in coastal Alaska, 1960-61 (1962)

17574
cones from fertilized trees, squirrel prefer-

ence (1963) 12183
cutting in mixed swamps, upper Michigan

(1963) 15579
direct seeding in Lake States (1963) 12188
growth and development compared with red

alder (1961) 12741
insects, identification by type of tree injury.

Lake States (1962) 19548
jack pine stands, Minnesota, seed stored

(1963) 6514
logging costs and production rates for

group-selection cutting method (1965)

16258
mixed type, deer habitat, effect of timber

overstory (1961) 683
nursery practice in prairie-plains (1965)

10050
releasing with chemicals, Lake States (1961)

3694
seedling identification. Pacific northwest,

guide (1962) 7438
stands in Mountain States, composite aerial

volume tables (1963) 20697
toxicity of herbicides (1961) 20782
westside mixed, slash weight tables (1961)

689
white-spotted sawyer, damage, control, etc

(1962) 21799
wood density and growth of conifers intro-

duced to Hawaii (1964) 19749
young-growth mixed conifer timber, board

foot volumes (1961) 19377
young-growth mixed stands, seed-tree and

selection, harvesting costs, comparison
(1964) 2377

see also Fir—Germination.

Conklin, Maxwell R., address, Jan. 9, 1959

(1964) 11912

Conley, John T.:

AFFTC real-time range data acquisition and
transmission system (1964) 5878

test and evaluation of 2200 Mc. parametric
amplifier (1963) 13201
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Conley, Thomas D., sunrise effects on
east-west ionospheric propagation paths
(1964) 13629

Conley Motor Elxpress, Inc., motor carrier ac-

cident (1963) 8431
Conlogue, Robert M., costs of procurement and

assembly of eggs in 3 Midwestern States
(1963) 2128

Conn, Joseph H., vibration isolation of satel-

lite tape recorders (1964) 7492
Conn, Stetson, guarding United States and its

outposts (1964) 11312
Connally, John B., jr., nomination, hearing

(1961)4080
Connally, N. Thomas, jr., conference on hemo-

dialysis (1965) 16759
Conneaut, Ohio:
harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23467
document edition (1962) 23308

harbor, navigation improvement, hydraulic
model investigation (1963) 6378

port, harbor conditions, etc. (1961) 19269
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1963)

4655
Connecticut:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural conservation handbook, 1962

(1962) 1917
annual survey of manufactures, 1960, stand-

ard metropolitan statistical areas, and
large industrial counties, statistics

(1962) 16447
annual survey of manufactures, 1962, stand-

ard metropolitan statistical areas, and
large industrial counties, statistics

(1964) 4342
bus taxation proration compact, consent of

Congress reports (1965) 17595, 19454
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

8526
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tic (1965) 10220
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5637
selected services, area statistics (1965)

8575
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)

7229
census of governments, 1962, State report

(1965) 4312
census of housing, 1960, State and small

areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
4752

census of manufactures, 1958, area report
(1961) 9993

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 11860
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 16551
general characteristics (1961) 11962
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 2202
number of inhabitants (1961) 3942

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6856

coastal and tidal areas, hurricane survey,
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 10774
document edition (1965) 10386

commuter transportation study (1961) 20638
congressional districts, 89th Congress (1965)

10260
country business patterns, activities cov-

ered by OASDI program (1961) 11872;
(1963) 11614, 18669

county business patterns 1964 (1965) 18974

Connecticut—Continued
district court at Bridgeport, waive sec. 142,

title 28, U.S.C—
law (1962) 16777
reports (1962) 11396, 17187

District Court, term to be held at New Lon-
don, report (1965) 17656

eastern, Putnam group (1964) 19780
electric rate book (1961) 19312; (1962) 15559;

(1963) 15492; (1964) 10526; (1965) 10818,
16175

export potential, increasing (address) (1964)
223

Farmington River basin flood control, engi-
neer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 472
document edition (1961) 360

fishery products, wholesale dealers, lists

(1964) 705, 18006; (1965) 18145
floods, magnitude and frequency (1964)

21359
four-town redevelopment area, ARA case

book (1963) 20317
labor organizations, reporting, registers

(1961) 9401; (1964) 16570
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ters (1961) 19859; (1962) 22486; (1963)
20954; (1964) 20487; (1965) 18439

minor civil divisions, towns, census 1960,
map (1961) 16292

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3101

municipal water facilities (1964) 18906
municipal water facilities inventory (1961)

15938
New York-Connecticut Rail Authority, con-

sent to compact, hearings (1965) 12316
north central, ground water resources (1964)

8782
Northeast Rail Authority act, hearings

(1965) 12316
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18648
public school finance program, 1961-62

(1963) 12073
summary of 65 extended health insurance

plan (1962) 18455
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10753

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 256
waste water disposal by industries (1965)

water pollution control and abatement,
hearings (1965) 4521

weather stations, decadal census (1964)
15161

women, labor laws, summaries (1962) 6504;
(1965) 6996

women, legal status (1963) 7518
ZIP code directory (1963) 20031

Connecticut Advanced Nuclear Engineering
Laboratory, site, geology and hydrology
(1965) 10979

Connecticut Beverage Co., Inc., relief (1964)
15453, 19537, 21105

Connecticut State Conference on Industrial

Modernization, report, Oct. 20, 1964
(1965) 218

Connector for vacuum-jacketed lines cuts tub-
ing system cost (1964) 13181

Connectors (electric):

cable connector clamp has smooth exterior

surface (1965) 13002
coaxial cable, cutter and stripper reduces

connection time (1965) 9643
compact coaxial connector for printed cir-

cuit reliability (1964) 13207
development (address) (1961) 5061
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Connectors (electric)—Continued
electrical probe or pin connector ensures re-

liable contact in socket (1965) 14779

flat cable, design and development (1964)

7662
gage measures connector-pin retention force

(1965) 5143

hand soldering, quality requirements (1964)

21740
indexing device ensures proper mating of

electrical connectors (1965) 16651

lightweight coaxial cable connector reduces
signal loss (1965) 16634

modified rf coaxial connector ends vacuum
chamber wiring problems (1964) 13204

moisture and corrosionproof, inexpensive
(1965) 12999

plastic molds reduce cost of encapsulating
cable (1965) 1411

reliable electrical connections, technology
handbook (1964) 7478

thermocouple-to-instrumentation (1965)
16635

type N, fabrication instructions, calibration
procedure (1961) 11475

type N, voltage standing wave ratio, 3/8"

coaxial, measurement system operation
procedure (1963) 9288

use in thermocouple circuits, design (1964)
11377

voltage standing wave ratio 3/8" coaxial,

type N connector (500 to 4000 MC),
measurement system operation proce-
dure (1961) 11502

Connectors (pressure gage):
improved solderless connector easily discon-

nected (1965) 14765
new nut and sleeve improve flared connec-

tions (1965) 11451
Connellsville, Pa., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 13175
Connelly, Donald, testimony, hearings (1965)

7547
Conner, Fox, eff'ect of angle-of-attack rate on

maximum lift coefficient (1965) 19884
Connolly, John M., protective effects of pre-

treatment with adrenocorticotrophic
hormone in traumatic shock (1963) 14919

Connor, Franklin G., management reading
guide (1965) 19026

Connor, John T.:

addresses, etc.

—

Jan. 27, 1965 (1965) 4438
Feb. 17, 1965 (1965) 5772
Feb. 18, 1965 (1965) 5766
Feb. 23, 1965 (1965) 5767
Mar. 1, 1965 (1965) 5774
Mar. 4, 1965 (1965) 5765
Mar. 15,1965(1965)7364
Mar. 25, 1965 (1965) 7364
Apr. 2, 1965(1965)7363
Apr. 3, 1965 (1965) 7340
Apr. 5, 1965 (1965) 7341
Apr. 8, 1965 (1965) 7342
Apr. 16, 1965 (1965) 8685
Apr. 28, 1965 (1965) 8686
Apr. 29, 1965 (1965) 8697
May 8, 1965 (1965) 13698
May 10, 1965 (1965) 8687
May 17, 1965 (1965) 10338
May 19, 1965 (1965) 10318
May 26, 1965 (1965) 10317
May 27, 1965 (1965) 10319
June 5, 1965 (1965) 11994
June 9, 1965 (1965) 11995
June 16, 1965 (1965) 11997
June 22, 1965 (1965) 11996
June 15, 1965 (1965) 13700
July 21, 1965 (1965) 13728

Connor, John T.—Continued
addresses, etc.—Continued

Aug. 2, 1965(1965)15371
Aug. 13,1965(1965)15393
Sept. 19, 1965 (1965) 17273
Sept. 20, 1965 (1965) 17275
Sept. 23, 1965 (1965) 17271
Sept. 27, 1965 (1965) 17274
Oct. 1, 1965 (1965) 17272
Oct. 10, 1965 (1965) 17297
Oct. 15, 1965 (1965) 19039
Oct. 18, 1965 (1965) 19047-49
Oct. 19, 1965 (1965) 19038
Oct. 21, 1965 (1965) 19050
Oct. 28, 1965 (1965) 19051

nomination, hearing (1965) 4601
Connor, Jon J., geology of Angostura Reser-

voir quadrangle, S. Dak (1963) 6544
Connors, Mary M.:

effect of surround and stimulus luminance
on discrimination of hue (1965) 11379

relative red-green sensitivity as function of

retinal position (1963) 9102
Conopidae, see Flies.

Conops, see Flies.

Conover, C. S., geology, etc., of Valle Grande
and Valle Toledo, Sandoval County, N.

Mex (1963) 19325
Conover, Helen F., Africa south of the Sahara,

selected, annotated list of writings
(1964) 11303

Conover, John H.:

cloud interpretation from satellite altitudes

(1963) 14900
identification and significance of orographi-

cally induced clouds observed by TIROS
satellites (1964) 20966

Conrad, C. Eugene, automatic data processing
of range vegetation information (1963)
6495

Conrath, Barney J., survey of methods devel-

oped for inversion of radiative transfer
problem for planetary atmosphere
(1965) 16686

Consciousness:
and brain, USSR study (1963) 15904
automats and life, USSR study (1963) 12321
incidence of loss in 1,980 Air Force person-

nel, survey (1961) 5294
photically induced electroencephalographic

disruption effects on cognitive function-
ing (1961) 5292

Conscription:
currently essential activities and critical

occupations used in considering defer-
ments, lists (1961) 20495; (1962) 21678;
(1965) 10755

draft cards, destruction or mutilation, pro-
hibit—

hearing (1965) 15778
law (1965) 15500
reports (1965) 15702, 17831

draft provisions of military service and
training act, extend

hearings (1963) 6186, 8091
law (1963) 7821
reports (1963) 6139, 6160, 6272

exemption of sole surviving son whose fa-
ther died as result of military service

—

hearings (1963) 13640; (1964) 6496
law (1964) 13908
reports (1963) 13603; (1964) 2210, 14069

historical background of selective service
(1961) 5085

legal aspects of selective service (1963) 9378
local board memorandums (1961) 3579; (1962)

4027; (1963) 3875; (1964) 3690; (1965)
3607
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Conscription—Continued

screening devices for selective service regis-

trants who fail AFQT 7 and 8 (1963)

16831
selective service (periodical) (1961) 3578;

(1962) 4334; (1963) 4187; (1964) 4031;

(1965) 3937
selective service act, compilation (1962)

23295
selective service college qualification test,

bulletin of information (1961) 5086;

(1963) 3319
selective service regulations (1962) 4335;

(1963) 4188; (1964) 4032; (1965) 3938
Consen, Ewald J., relief (1964) 2017, 6152, 6395

Conservation, see Natural resources—Soil

conservation— also subjects.

Conservation-education needs of Fish and
Wildlife Service, summary of survey
(1961) 562

Conservation farming, see Soil conservation.
Conservation has gone to sea (1963) 4951
Conservation information, SCS-CI series

(1961) 1470; (1963) 13050
Conservation irrigation, see Irrigation

Conservation notes (1963) 2286, 4949, 6452-53;

(1964) 6712, 12425-426, 14274; (1965)

4737, 6218, 18122
Conservation partnership, how to use agricul-

tural conservation program (1965) 18889

Conservation research report (1965) 15175,
16943-945

Conservation's golden decade (1962) 5324
Conserving nutritive values in food (1963)

16740; (1965) 16970
Conserving our national resources (1964)

11778; (1965) 11864
Consolazio, C. Frank:

aspartic acid salts evaluation as anti-

fatigue drugs effect on men (1963)

7685
dermal excretion of minerals (1963) 1813
excretion of lipid and lipid substances in

human sweat (1964) 8045
octacosanol, etc., as anti-fatigue drugs, ef-

fect on swimming rats (1963) 7687
report on environmental temperature and

energy expenditure (1963) 116
sweat excretion of nitrogen (1963) 1812
trace mineral losses in sweat (1964) 19224

Consolidated Coppermines Corp., Tripp pit,

open pit operations, Kimberly, Nev
(1962) 23956

Consolidated Forwarding Co., Inc., motor vehi-

cle accident (1962) 5370
Consolidated index-digest of reports of Inter-

state Commerce Commission involving

—

motor carrier operating rights (1963) 2447,
12264

rates and practices (1963) 2448, 6631
Conspicuity coding of updated symbolic infor-

mation (1965) 13480
Conspiracies:
organize, definition under Smith act, amend

U.S. Code-
law (1962) 15073
reports (1961) 8732; (1962) 11623

Constant amplitude, variable phase filters

(1965) 9708
Constant-feed direct-current arc (1961) 12777
Constant-head pumping test of multiaguifer

well to determine characteristics of indi-

vidual aquifers (1962) 21835
Constant purchasing power bond, proposal for

protecting retirement income (1961)

19138
Constantelias, loannis, suspension of deporta-

tion, rescission (1962) 13586, 23344

Constellation (U.S.S.):

electronic equipment, fire damaged, etc., sur-

face chemical methods for salvaging
(1962) 6366

Constitution Day, proclaim 17th of September
each year, reports (1962) 19297; (1963)
11979

Constitution of United States:
amending. State applications, asking Con-

gress to call convention (1961) 18965
amendments

—

District of Columbia representation in
Congress, hearings (1962) 15445

equal rights, questions and answers (1963)
6213
print as document, report (1962) 21499
reports (1962) 21471; (1964) 17858

guarantee State's rights to apportion one
house of legislature on factors other
than population

—

hearings (1965) 12340
report (1964) 19460

House of Representatives, filling vacan-
cies during emergency

—

hearing (1961) 20582
report (1962) 11025

investigation

—

authorization and expenses, reports
(1961) 5795; (1962) 5033; (1963) 6251;
(1964) 6450. 17809; (1965) 4583

report on findings (1961) 7240

nomination and election of President and
Vice President

—

hearings (1961) 14748, 19181; (1963)
17318

hearings, appendix and index (1961)

19181
poll tax and property qualifications for

electors in Federal elections, abolish

—

hearings (1962) 13529
report (1962) 13485

Presidential inability, hearings (1963)

15397
Presidential inability and succession to

office of Vice President

—

hearings (1964) 14148; (1965) 6062, 7488
message from the President (1965) 4475
reports (1964) 17727; (1965) 6026, 8771,

8783, 13884
proposed

—

69th-87th Congress, list (1963) 6212
list, print additional copies, report

(1962) 13615
87th Congress, reports (1962) 9441;

(1963) 6286
proposed, 87th Congress, report (1963)

6286
88th Cong., reports (1964) 10401; (1965)

14082
school prayers, etc

—

hearings (1963) 4787; (1964) 17658
print additional copies, reports (1964)

17561, 17818
study of proposals (1964) 10328

taxes on income, inheritance, and gifts,

study (1961) 4063
print additional copies, report (1962)

13618
voting qualifications

—

hearings (1961) 14748, 17137, 19181;

(1962) 5070
appendix and index (1961) 19181

authority of Senate to originate appropria-

tions, etc (1963) 9959

Bill of Rights Day, observance, etc (1962)

8666; (1965) 16869
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Constitution of United States—Continued

constitutional rights

—

American Indians

—

hearings (1964) 6515
summary report (1965) 6059

enforce right to vote, hearings (1964) 6514

Federal bail procedures, summary report
(1965) 6058

investigation, authorization, reports
(1963) 6252; (1964) 6451, 17810; (1965)
4559

mentally ill

—

civil aspect, hearings (1961) 14745
print additional copies, reports (1962)

11639, 15212
criminal aspect, hearings (1961) 20639

print additional copies, reports (1962)
11639, 15212

D.C.—
hearings (1963) 17320
law (1964) 19405
reports (1964) 6476, 21195

military personnel, hearings (1962) 17341
summary (1964) 10426

study

—

authorization and expenses, report
(1961) 5791; (1962) 5034
hearings, appendix (1961) 5894

subcommittee activities, reports (1961)
7260; (1962) 11630; (1963) 9979; (1964)
10400; (1965) 15903

Subcommittee, list of publications (1963)

19064
copyright clause, meaning of writings, index

(1961) 10512
enforcing 15th amendment

—

court decisions pertinent to bill (1965)
13994

hearings (1965) 7538, 8895, 8999
law (1965) 15458
messages from the President (1965) 5830,
12044

reports (1965) 7525, 8950, 10507, 13899,
15679

individual rights, layman's guide (1962)
11666

Liberty amendment proposals, abolish Fed-
eral income tax, dispose of all Federal
business activities and limit treatymak-
ing powers, fallacies and dangers (1964)
4519

print as Senate document, report (1964)
4537

observance of 175th anniversary

—

basic freedom documents of our country
(1962) 21229

report to Congress, extend time for filing

—

law (1961) 10179
report (1961) 8926
payment of certain expenses from con-
tingent fund of House of Representa-
tives, report (1962) 4945

our Constitution and Government, Federal
textbook (1961) 19446; (1962) 21854;
(1963) 621, 15629-630, 17543; (1964)
18158, 19810; (1965) 9290, 12565

our Constitution lives and grows. Federal
textbook (1961) 20850; (1962) 671; (1963)
622, 2365

rights of accused persons in D.C., insure
protection, report (1961) 12222

rights of American Indians, hearings (1963)
2098 4785 12023

text (1961) 5567, 5765, 12642; (1962) 15573;
(1963) 6080, 9953, 13934; (1964) 14256;
(1965) 5794, 10568, 14261, 15528

pocket-sized edition, print as House docu-
ment, reports (1965) 10458, 10648

print as House document, report (1961)
12281

Constitution of United States—Continued
text—Continued

print copies, report (1962) 21522
with analysis and interpretation. Supreme
Court decisions to June 22, 1964

with analysis and interpretation. Supreme
Court decisions to June 22, 1964 (1965)
5982

with analytical index and unratified
amendments (1961) 18779; (1963) 11758

with Declaration of Independence, etc

(1964) 17447
print as House document, reports (1964)

6315, 8423
with historical notes, revised edition

(1961) 20592
print as Senate document, report (1961)

14582
with index, etc., print as House document,

reports (1963) 7933, 8084
wiretapping and eavesdropping legislation,

hearings, print additional copies, re-

ports (1962) 11639, 15212
wiretapping, eavesdropping, and Bill of

Rights, hearings (1961) 1918, 19184
Constitution Week, bulletin (1962) 17644;

(1963) 17541; (1964) 14359; (1965) 14442
Constitutional Convention of 1787, summary

and analysis of debates with special ref-

erence to Senate authority to originate
appropriations (1963) 9959

Constitutional rights, see Constitution of
United States.

Constitutions:
State, restrictions upon structural, etc.,

powers of local government (1963) 4329
States, amendment to assure continuity of

government, explanation (1964) 19646
see also China—Dominican Republic—Ger-

many—Syria—Turkey

—

also names of
organizations.

Construction, see—Building trades—Construc-
tion industry—Earthwork and structures
—Installations (military)—Laminated
construction—Underground construc-
tion.

Construction (Chinese periodical):
translations (1963) 10599

Construction Aggregates Corp., sand and
gravel operations and costs (1962) 12376

Construction equipment, see Building machin-
ery.

Construction grants for mental retardation
research centers (1964) 21790

Construction industry:
apprentice dropouts (1963) 13231
apprenticeship schedules, selected from

building and construction trades (1961)

1681
Brasilia, construction standards (1961)

15154
broaden apprenticeship training programs

(summary of address) (1961) 6236
carpentry, apprenticeship and training

(1962) 20460
new residential building permits (1961)

1810
summary (1962) 20461

Communist China (1961) 10806
accounting for basic construction (1963)

14157
advance in operations (1961) 1083
economic study under socialism, objectives

(1962) 22228
industrial construction, selected transla-

tions (1961) 1066
construction activity, reports (1961) 2984;

(1962) 3701; (1963) 3541; (1964) 3355;

(1965) 3243
announcement and order form (1964) 13747
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Construction industry—Continued

construction and building materials indus-

tries, national trade associations and
professional societies, list (1964) 148

construction authorized, Washington, D.C.
area (1961) 2981; (1962) 3698; (1963)
3538; (1964) 3352; (1965) 3240, 8603

construction reports (1961) 1810, 2981-85,

20431; (1962) 3698-3703, 14925, 20534;
(1963) 156, 3538-44, 15048; (1964) 158,

3352-57, 4346, 6037, 15307, 17084; (1965)
3240-45, 7260, 8604, 11934, 13618

announcement and order form (1964) 13747

construction review (1961) 2926; (1962) 3704;
(1963) 3545; (1964) 3358; (1965) 3246

contract, work stoppages, 1927-60 (1962)
8326

control methods for home builders (1961)
11552

Czechoslovakia, must improve methods
(1962) 14273

East Kazakhstan, production lag (1962)
18026

economic challenges of future (address)

(1965) 348
economic situation and housing construction

outlook, 1965 (remarks) (1964) 19354
expanding economy, 1960-2000 (1961) 20374

Federal office buildings, labor require-
ments

departmental edition (1962) 20047
document edition (1962) 19025

foreign aid, building a better world (address)
(1965) 11045

hospital, labor requirements

—

departmental edition (1962) 23934
document edition (1962) 23338
errata sheet (1963) 14463

housing authorized in individual permit issu-

ing places, annual summary, 1962 (1963)
15047

how SBA helps small construction firms

(1965) 1605
Hungarian, 1961-63, translation (1964) 21625
increasing growth under tax reform pro-

gram (remarks) (1963) 7498
Kharkov economic region, development

(1961) 19789
metropolitan area safety program, patterns

for (remarks) (1964) 13036
Mongolia

—

40 years (1963) 6725
socialist construction (1961) 19621

National labor relations act, administration,
problems (address) (1963) 5630

new housing units authorized by local build-

ing permits (1961) 20431; (1962) 18781
new residential construction authorized in

permit-issuing places (1961) 2983
North Vietnam

—

necessity of avoiding waste (1961) 800
state industries, construction (1961) 7631

outlook and review (1961) 247; (1963) 146
permits

—

housing (1962) 3699; (1963) 3539; (1964)

158, 3353, 6037, 15307; (1965) 3241
major metropolitan statistical areas,

1964 (1965) 7260
summary statistics (1965) 3242

residential construction, new (1962) 3700,
20534; (1963) 3540; (1964) 3354

pioneers for new frontier (text of address)
(1961) 5548

projects, common situs picketing

—

hearings (1965) 17691
report (1965) 17646

radioactive isotopes and construction indus-

try (1964) 1768

Construction industry—Continued

reduce costs by decreasing overhead expen-
ses, USSR (1962) 8187

Rumanian research (1965) 9359
safety codes. State compared with ASA

—

excavation, chart (1964) 2947
scaffolds, chart (1961) 21135

small business set-asides, amend act, hear-
ings (1963) 13793

southern Florida, report (1963) 1451
trades, occupational outlook (1961) 7901
USSR-

capital construction in Ukrainian SSR
(1964)

capital construction, statistical collection
(1962) 17873

capital construction, statistics and ac-
counting (1961) 4576

economics (1961) 7842
organization of planning (1963) 16108
new techniques, plan for research, plan-

ning, and experimentation (1962) 5794
schedules and priorities, calculation with

aid of electronic computers (1963) 14170
socio-economic statistics (1961) 7817

wage and hours provisions, fair labor stand-
ards act, coverage (1962) 3554, 10726;
(1963) 18364; (1964) 11678

see also Building—Building trades.
Construction labor, see Labor.
Construction machinery, see Building machin-

ery.

Construction mechanic

—

'

1 & C(1961) 21274
3 & 2 (1964) 13315

Construction of Building for Museum of Histo-
ry and Technology for Smithsonian In-
stitution Joint Committee, reports (1961)
10473; (1962) 15399; (1963) 20509; (1965)
2034, 17759

Construction of Military Hospital Facilities,
Special Subcommittee, hearings (1964)
17640

Construction reserve funds, see Shipbuilding.
Construction set-aside amendments, hearings

(1962) 19479, 21199; (1963) 18930

Constructionman, Navy training courses
(1962) 22658

Constructive theory of functions (1961) 18022
Consular and Migration Affairs Bureau:
naming

—

law (1964) 1934
reports (1963) 15282, 15292, 20584; (1964)

384
Consular service, see Consuls.

Consuls:
consular affairs (1963) 14704
convention with

—

Japan (1964) 18966
Korea, text, etc (1963) 8024; (1964) 5700
Republic of Korea (1964) 5700
Russia, text, etc (1964) 14028
Soviet Union, hearings (1965) 16019

fees for services to American vessels and
seamen, authorize, report (1961) 7233

foreign consular offices in U.S. (1961) 15973;
(1962) 20287; (1963) 11295; (1964) 7749,

11615; (1965)8297
treaty with Muscat and Oman, text, report

(1963) 20527
USSR study (1965) 11244

Consultant Group of Nursing, see Surgeon
Generals' Consultant Group on Nursing.

Consultants:
and advisers to Government, preventing

conflict of interest (1962) 14560
employment and compensation, guide for

Federal executives (1965) 327
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Consultants—Continued

labor, reporting requirements under labor-
management reporting and disclosure
act (1963) 12777; (1964) 16577

medical, in State vocational rehabilitation
program, handbook (1963) 9482

role of consultation in postal policy making
(address) (1965) 20014

selecting for urban renewal project planning
(1961) 2730, 8237

small business, specialized help (1962) 8634
surgical, activities in World War II (1962)

14828; (1964) 10022
workshop, selected papers (1965) 11951

Consultative approach to safety (1961) 4785
Consumer acceptance of Florida oranges with

and without color added (1962) 14752
Consumer Advisory Council report, Oct. 1963

(1963) 20615
Consumer Affairs, Office of Special Assistant

to the President for, see Special Assist-
ant to the President for Consumer Af-
fairs, Office of.

Consumer and Marketing Service:
appropriations, 1966, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1965) 10515
C&MS series (1965) 6071-75, 7352, 9007,

10705-708, 16053-55
general information (1965) 13406
service and regulatory announcements

(1965) 6077, 7549-50, 9008, 12358-359,
14145, 16058-59, 17995, 19524

Consumer bulletins (1965) 10805, 16172
Consumer credit, see Credit—Installment cred-

it.

Consumer finance companies, see Finance
companies.

Consumer goods, see Commercial products.
Consumer income, see Consumers—Income.
Consumers:
American consumer, king or pawn? (address)

(1964) 13820
message from the President (1964) 6208

baked products, quality, composition, yield
and preparation time of various market
forms (1963) 14860

business community and consumer affairs
program (address) (1964) 11967

buying indicators, series (1964) 8132, 11907,
17108; (1965) 285, 5708, 10254, 15317

buying intentions, automobiles, etc (1963)
6003, 11635, 16900; (1964) 8132, 11907,
17108; (1965) 285, 5708, 10254, 15317

buying intentions, series (1963) 6003, 11635,
16900; (1964) 183

buying intentions, surveys (1961) 531, 6023,
10606, 14870; (1962) 565, 7378, 13816,
17493; (1963) 529

buying motives and intentions, new indica-
tors (speech) (1963) 11688

cheese buying guide (1961) 9887
citrus and other juices, purchases (1961) 1597;

(1963)353.3551
cooperatives, USSR strict control over fi-

nancial activities (1964) 11054
cosmetics, protection under law (1962) 590;

(1963) 17467
consumer education for persons with limited

incomes, panel, report (1965) 11624
consumer income, series (1965) 10253
consumers all, yearbook of agriculture,

1965—
departmental edition (1965) 15187
document edition (1965) 15525

consumers and farmer, agricultural market-
ing, vital link (1965) 18881

credit, quick guide (1964) 16950
era of cooperation and abundance (remarks)

(1965) 11869

Consumers—Continued
excise tax reduction, questions and answers

(1965) 13317
expenditures and income

—

Anchorage, Alaska 2951
Athol, Mass (1964) 11269
Atlanta, Ga (1963) 1166, 7151
Austin, Tex (1963) 7156
Bakersfield, Calif (1964) 9381
Baltimore, Md (1963) 7160, 12786
Baton Rouge, La (1964) 7372
Boston, Mass (1963) 1167, 7152
Buffalo, N.Y. (1963) 9050
Cambridge, Ohio (1964) 11272
Cedar Rapids, Iowa (1963) 10890, 14455
Champaign-Urbana, 111 (1963) 12790, 14459
Chicago, 111 (1963) 1165, 7150
Cincinnati, Ohio (1963) 18031-32
Cleveland, Ohio (1963) 12787-788
Crookston, Minn (1964) 11272
Dallas, Tex (1963) 10892, 14457
Dayton, Ohio (1963) 19788-789
Denver, Colo (1964) 1368-69
Detroit, Mich (1963) 7145-46
Durham, N.C. (1964) 2956, 5427
Eureka, Calif (1964) 11271
Fairbanks, Alaska (1964) 1366
Florence, Ala (1964) 11270
Gainesville, Tex (1964) 11270
Gallup, N. Mex., Klamath Falls, Oreg

(1963) 16274
Green Bay, Wis (1964) 2957, 5428
Hartford, Conn (1963) 19790-791
Honolulu, Hawaii (1964) 1370-71
Indianapolis, Ind (1963) 7154, 14452
Ketchikan, Alaska (1964) 1367, 5426
Lancaster, Pa (1964) 2952-53
Las Vegas, Nev (1964) 9379-80
Logansport, Ind (1964) 11272
Los Angeles, Calif (1963) 12789, 14458
low-consumption families, patterns (paper)

(1965) 18398
Mangum, Okla (1964) 11270
Manhattan, Kans (1964) 11272
Martinsville, Va (1964) 11270
Menasha, Wis (1964) 11272
Millville, N.J. (1964) 11269
Nashville, Tenn (1963) 19786-787
New Jersey, northern (1963) 7157, 12784
New York, N.Y. (1963) 1164, 7149
Okmulgee, Okla (1964) 11270
Orem, Utah (1964) 11271
Orlando, Fla (1963) 10891, 14456

Philadelphia, Pa (1963) 5437, 12782
Pittsburgh, Pa (1963) 7155, 14453
Portland, Maine (1963) 7158, 14454
rural farm population

—

north central region (1965) 11826, 18868
northeastern region (1965) 11825, 18867
southern region (1965) 18827, 18869
United States (1965) 11829, 18870
western region (1965) 11828

rural nonfarm areas

—

north central region, supp. (1965) 11338
northeastern region (1964) 18626; (1985)

11337
southern region (1964) 18627; (1965)

11339
United States (1964) 16586; (1965) 11341
western region (1964) 14687; (1965)

11340
St. Louis, Mo (1963) 7159, 12785

San Francisco, Calif (1963) 7147-48
Seattle, Wash (1963) 7153, 12783

Sebring, Fla (1964) 11270
Southbridge, Mass (1964) 11269

small cities in southern region, Cleveland,
Tenn., Griffin, Ga., etc (1963) 14460
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Consumers—Continued
expenditures and income—Continued

tables to be used with supp. 3 to BLS re-

ports 237-84 to 237-88 (1965) 7965
urban and rural

—

north central region (1965) 14619-620
northeastern region (1965) 14617-618
southern region (1965) 12784. 14621
United States (1965) 11342
western region (1965) 14622-623

urban places in

—

North Central region (1964) 13044;
(1965) 14614

northeastern region (1964) 13043, 18621;
(1965) 14613

southern region (1964) 13045; (1965)
1277, 16550

western region (1964) 14686, 18622;
(1965) 14615

urban United States (1964) 11268,
18623-625; (1965) 14616

Washington, D.C. (1963) 1163, 14451, 16273

Wichita, Kans (1964) 2954-55
FDA information materials, lists (1963)

17468; (1964) 6735; (1965) 12492
FDA memo for consumers, CM (series) (1965)

4782, 6239, 12471-491, 14348, 19635
general information (1965) 12471

financial survey, 1963, characteristics (1964)
8587

food additives, facts (1965) 627
food standards, requirements to promote

fair dealing, etc (1962) 589; (1963) 19247;
(1965) 626

foods, cost of convenience and home pre-
pared foods, comparisons (1963) 14865

foods, drugs, and cosmetics, FDA protection
(1961) 6070; (1962) 5217

fruit and juice purchases

—

by family characteristics (1961) 17153
monthly report (1961) 2774
Quarterly report (1961) 2775

helpful information and facts, list of publica-
tions (1963) 18276

household, acceptance of instant sweetpota-
to flakes (1964) 13588

how consumer may report to FDA (1965)
4782

income, average family, 1964 (1965) 10253
information, price list (1964) 21842
interests, protection (address) (1964) 20732
loans, monthly estimates (1961) 3201; (1962)

3707
markets, current materials, list (1963) 13261
milk consumption, relation to trends in fluid

milk marketing (1962) 15471
nonmarket, restrictions on purchase of

goods in retail trade, Czechoslovakia
(1963) 1078

nutrition and consumer-use research, publi-

cations, list (1962) 1913; (1963) 20269;
(1965) 7014

older and younger, impact of rising prices
(remarks) (1963) 18046

packages and shipping containers for peach-
es, evaluation (1962) 12854

poultry inspection, safeguard (1965) 18888
practices in handling and storing commer-

cially frozen foods, two cities, two sea-
sons (1963) 16742

preferences for frozen french-fried potatoes,
effect of size of pieces (1962) 4513

price index (1961) 3374; (1963) 3548; (1964)
3362; (1965) 3249

and food distribution changes (1964) 7419
by individual city and commodity (1962)

3709; (1963) 3549
conversion to 1957-59 standard reference
base period (1963) 10909

monthly release (1962) 3708

Consumers—Continued
price index—Continued

revised city sample (1961) 4802
revised, statistical structure (1964) 20447
seasonal factors, June 1953-May 1961

(1963) 14474
selected items and groups (1961) 3375;

(1962) 3710; (1963) 3550; (1964) 3363;
(1965) 3250, 9517, 16567

short description (1963) 9063; (1964) 21675
prices and living conditions, statistical

needs and resources, conference report
(1964) 13085

protection

—

activities

—

agencies, report (1961) 18895

hearings (1962) 23368

message from the President (1962) 9187

State governments, reports (1963)

13569; (1964) 358
by FDA, science working through law

(1963) 12146; (1965) 10903
fair packaging and labeling in interstate
and foreign commerce, hearings (1965)
17912

from pesticide residues (1963) 20691;
(1965) 628

packets, packet A, foods, packet B, drugs,
cosmetics, price list (1965) 18694

through marketing channels (address)

(1961) 16082
protective service, purity and quality con-

trol of food in U.S.A. (1962) 20418
publications, lists (1962) 17653, 19589; (1964)

4830
purchases of citrus and other juices (1962)

3711
purchase of citrus fruit, juices, drinks, and

other products (1964) 3364; (1965) 3251
retailers' share in Administration program

(address) (1964) 8189
role in Nation's economy (address) (1962)

22438
role of consumer in the American economy

(address) (1964) 16817
service, 1964 prices (1965) 19802

service, USDA's report (periodical) (1964)
18160; (1965) 3940

shopping, publications, list (1964) 15038

Soviet Union and United States (1963) 9062

tax cut and expansion of demand (text)

(1964) 19365
USDA consumer expenditure survey reports

(1965) 10038-43, 11825-830, 13373-376,
18867-870

USDA marketing programs and services
operating today (address) (1964) 5865

USDA provides multiple services for con-
sumers (remarks) (1964) 11781

USDA services, guide (1964) 7936

warning from Federal Trade Commission,
look for that label: it contains plain
facts about furs and fabrics you buy
(1965) 2143

what consumers should know about food
additives (1961) 7448; (1962) 19534

Wichita, Kans., acceptance of Redi wheat,
new canned cooked bulgur (1963) 4359

younger and older, impact of rising prices

(1964) 5429

Consumers' Advisory Council, create (1962)
9187

Consumers Cooperative Association:
opportunity to meet challenge to help hun-

gry people of developing nations (ad-

dress) (1962) 6555
publications, no uncertain aims (1961) 492
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Consumption (economics):

census of manufactures, 1958, selected mate-
rials consumed (1962) 4711; (1963) 5992

changing patterns (paper) (1965) 16551
consumption-expenditure ratios among low-

income families, charts (1961) 6671

Hungary, blue and white collar workers' and
peasants' households in 1958 (1961)

20931
model, compiling and analyzing, USSR study

(1963) 2754
USSR, planning of public funds (1963) 767
vegetables, trends and patterns (1961) 13772

see a^so food—also names or classes of

commodities.
Contact lenses, wettable surfaces produced by

chemical formation of inorganic films,

method (1961) 13807
Contact-surface tailoring in real shock tubes

(1965) 18583
Contact transformations, see Transformations

(mathematics).
Contactless magnetic devices for control sys-

tems, USSR (1961) 906
Contacts (electric), see Electric contacts.
Contagion and contagious diseases:

child infections, evolution, USSR study
(1962) 12099

communicable, transmitted through contact
or by unknown means, prevention and
control in World War II (1961) 11776

conference in Leningrad, RSFSR (1962) 1077

Czechoslovak Ministry of Health directives
on inoculation against contagious dis-

eases (1962) 5429
dangerous irifectious diseases, etc., USSR

studies (1963) 20767
disease transmission by aircraft (1965)

17017
District of Columbia, prevent spread, amend

hearing (1963) 10008
law (1963) 20426
report (1962) 19111; (1963) 6159. 13786

early differential diagnosis of infectious dis-

eases, USSR study (1963) 849
experimental studies on infectious diseases,

USSR (1964) 21414
immunological and epidemiological studies in

infectious diseases, USSR (1964) 2627
infectious diseases

—

Chinese People's Republic, control (1962)
12000

control, role of immunization (1961) 12973
dangerous and rarely encountered and

their prophylaxis (1962) 976
dangerous, natural focalization and epide-

miology, USSR study (1962) 13974
7-year plan for control, USSR study (1961)
954

specialists, all-Union congress, USSR
(1965) 11130

Ukraine, results and tasks of control,
USSR study (1962) 9998

USSR all-Union conference (1962) 12052
infectious pathology in Mongolian People's

Republic, scientific studies (1965) 9406
man's struggle against disease (1961) 4528
microbiology, symptomatology and epide-

miology of communicable diseases,
USSR handbook (1965) 1032

Middle America Research Unit, general in-

formation (1965) 14892
morbidity and mortality weekly report

(1961) 3501; (1962) 4088; (1963) 3931;
(1964) 3754; (1965) 3669

occupational nature of certain infections
with natural foci, USSR study (1961)
10737

Contagion and contagious diseases—Continued

parasitic and infectious, international con-

ference on eliminating, USSR report

(1962) 10051
prophylaxis, evaluation of effectiveness of

measures, USSR study (1965) 959
prophylaxis of infectious diseases and its

improvement, USSR study (1963) 2607
prophylaxis of infectious diseases in USSR,

(1965) 7897
prophylaxis of infections with live vaccines,

USSR study (1961) 15559
publications, price list (1962) 1764; (1963)

1397; (1964) 5643; (1965) 14984
research progress, highlights (1961) 11446;

(1962) 14504
salmonella, salmonella infections, bibliogra-

phy (1961) 6509
survival of airborne microorganisms, Neth-

erlands study (1962) 5428
USSR, control (1962) 2712

World War II—
arthropodborne diseases other than ma-

laria (1964) 17056
infectious diseases (1963) 9666

see aiso Diseases of animals—aJso names of

diseases

Containers:
articles imported in containers, marking

requirements

—

hearing (1963) 8103
reports (1963) 4750, 11988; (1964) 2065

bibliography (1962) 4697; (1965) 13690

cargo, disbursements from capital reserve
fund

—

law (1961) 18662
report (1961) 16681

closures, current industrial reports (1962)
3736, 20537; (1963) 3574, 13291; (1964)
3390, 10050; (1965) 3273, 10236

concrete, reinforced stressed construction
assembly for petroleum products, USSR
study (1963) 2865

CONEX-type, development of free breather
to protect cargo from humidity (1962)
16192

distilled spirits, traffic in, code of Federal
regulations (1962) 683

empty cargo, etc., exempt from coastwise
trade laws

—

hearing (1965) 10552
law (1965) 17390
reports (1965) 10468, 17851

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7238; (1963) 3654;
(1964) 12291, 3472; (1965) 3374

feeding, aluminum, individual, for astro-

nauts, engineering evaluation phase
(1962) 6618

glass

—

closures and crowns, current industrial

reports (1961) 6816
current industrial reports (1961) 2989,

6821; (1962) 11080; (1963) 9716; (1964)

8118; (1965) 7265
industry, outlook and review (1961) 1763,

13849; (1962) 4674; (1963) 4522; (1964)

4330
industry reports (1961) 2934; (1962) 3942;

(1963) 3552; (1964) 3365; (1965) 3252

insert, loading (1964) 13681

insulated, for transport of materials having
critical thermal tolerances to heat (1961)

127

loading insert, purpose, description, etc.,

manual (1962) 170, 11017
change (1962) 11017
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Containers—Continued

metal, damaged, judge volume reduction
from photographs of complex, irregular
shapes (1963) 11351

multiquart milk, packaging and handling
costs in selective cooperatives (1961)
10571

one-bale seed cotton, use at cotton gins
(1963) 18401

packaging and packing supplies. Federal
supply schedule (1961) 6038

pallet

—

for transportation of agricultural perish-
ables, progress and problems (talk)

(1961) 9847
shipping apples (1961) 6659

paperboard, census of manufactures, 1958,
industry report (1961) 271

pear packaging 1960-61 trends (talk) (1961)
11668

performance of fasteners subjected to static
and dynamic withdrawal (1965) 16279

pesticides, safe disposal (1965) 1755
requirements under agricultural marketing

agreements, continue, report (1965)
17585

reusable, ammunition, procured from United
Kingdom, savings resulting from resale,

GAO report (1965) 2209
reusable metal, unnecessary costs in pro-

curement for BULLPUP missile by
Dept. of Navy, GAO report (1965) 6305

sea disposal of radioactive wastes

—

design requirements study (1962) 18742
strength tests of prototype, final report

(1962) 6706
self-closing, squeeze-type coin purses (1962)

12757
shipping

—

cantaloupes (1961) 6693
development and evaluation of lightweight
aluminum crates for bulky low density
items (1961) 11748

peaches, evaluation (1962) 12854
perishable produce, protection, determina-

tion (1961) 128
radioactive materials, testing program,

report of conference (1962) 23059
short hauls of icepacked poultry (1963)
5830

structural integrity for radioactive mate-
rials, study of transport operations, etc

(1963) 5941
trays and pads for pears and apples, eval-

uation (1962) 10838
standard act of 1928, amend

—

hearings (1964) 2124
law (1964) 17375
reports (1964) 2037, 17749

steel

—

labeling

—

hearing (1964) 4501
reports (1964) 13982, 15545

marking to indicate country of origin of
steel, hearing (1965) 10547

shipping, industry outlook (1961) 3845;
(1962)2147

uneconomical-size, for paint products, un-
necessary costs resulting. Defense De-
partment, GAO report (1964) 18094

unnecessary procurement for 2.75 inch rock-
ets, GAO report (1965) 6315

unnecessary transportation costs incurred
because available government-owned
containers were not used for movement
of household goods, Defense Dept., GAO
report (1965) 4848

water-storage, civil defense instructions for
filling (1962) 18880

Containers—Continued

wooden, census of manufactures, 1958, in-

dustry report (1961) 3917
see also types of containers.

Contamination:
air and water problems in Czechoslovakia

(1962) 5401
areas, rules of behavior of population,

USSR study (1961) 974
catalytic combustion of nuclear submarine

atmospheric contaminants (1965) 13117
contamination and self-purification of River

Oka, USSR study (1964) 20217
controlled, to develop sterilization proce-

dures for sealed components of space-
craft (1964) 77

environmental, off-site, from nuclear explo-
sives, Nevada Test Site, Sept. 15,

1961-Sept. 15, 1962 (1963) 18599
fallout, radiological assessment and recov-

ery of areas (1961) 182
nuclear accident radiological control (1964)

11835
nuclear submarine atmospheres, analysis

and removal of organic contaminants
(1963) 11162

prevention, extraterrestrial bodies, studies

(1962) 6603
radiation control, procedures, etc., relating

to nuclear weapons (1961) 2700
radioactive

—

environment, public health action, report
(1962) 18422

external environment (1964) 10023
isotopes, diagnosis and treatment, USSR
study (1964) 4924

materials used in scientific research (1961)
18060

outer space, hygienic problems, USSR
study (1964) 7060

protective measures for milk and dairy
products (address) (1962) 4491

seas and oceans, USSR study (1964) 18305
radioisotope, postmortem discovery in man,

USSR study (1963) 17930
soils

—

radiation hazards (1963) 10135
reclaim (1963) 10136

water, radiological, biological, and chemical,
methods of removal of contaminants
(1963) 16520

Contemporary revisionism, USSR (1961) 1049

Contested elections:

congressional, Mississippi, dismissal, etc.

—

letter from Clerk, House of Representa-
tives (1965) 17480

report (1965) 17630
J. Bklward Roush v. George 0. Chambers,

investigation

—

hearing (1961) 8842
Maryland Republican primary, 1964, sub-

committee report (1965) 4623
Odegard vs Olson, notice of dismissal, etc.

(1963) 4725
hearing (1963) 9938

Peterson vs Gross, dismissal, etc.

—

document (1965) 17473
report (1965) 17672

Roush vs Chambers, reports (1961) 10311,

12226
Senate, compilation, 1789-1960 (1962) 7109

print as Senate document, report (1962)

5052
Contests^ Ability Counts Contest, announce-

ment (1963) 1157
see also names of contests, or subjects in-

volved.
Conti, Maria C, relief (1962) 7146
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Continental Air Lines, Inc., accidents (1962)

16589; (1963) 178; (1964) 13788
Continental Aviation and Engineering Corpo-

ration, leasing electronic data proces-

sing system, unnecessary costs, GAO re-

port (1964) 10622
Continental Congress, Sept. 5, 1774-Oct. 21,

1788, biographical directory (1962) 2293
Continental Hosiery Mills, Inc., relief (1961)

10421
Continental Motors Corporation, pricing of

space engines, for fire-crash vehicles,

GAO review (1962) 17610
Continental Shelf:

and slope, Atlantic Coast, program for

study (1963) 19307
law of the sea, convention adopted by UN

conference, Cieneva, Apr. 29, 1958 (1964)
15114

outer Continental Shelf lands act, as extend-
ed (1963) 393

Contingency option act of 1953, see Armed
Forces.

Continuing overall economic development pro-
grams (1964) 13662

Continuity of your State and local government
(1963) 4829

Continuity tester screens out faulty socket
connections (1964) 13210

Continuous operative-productive planning
method, USSR (1964) 16143

Continuous wave, see Radio waves.
Continuous zone-refining apparatus (1965) 110

Contour projectors, modified, makes excellent
contour densitometer (1965) 8068

Contourators:
SAM, model B, instrument for measuring

changes of surface contours (1963) 74
study of surface contour changes after

tooth extraction (1963) 7640
Contract Administration Services:

military buyers, information (1965) 9021
production manual (1965) 4630

Contract Appeals, Corps of Engineers, Board
of, see Engineers Corps Board of Con-
tract Appeals.

Contract farming and vertical integration
(1963) 18182

Contracting-out procedures (1961) 20565
Contractions, see Abbreviations.
Contractor report NASA CR (series) (1963)

18119-123, 19889-899; (1964) 1448, 5500,
7468-71, 9530-36, 11349-356, 13139-154,
14767-792, 16652-656, 18717-723
20519-532, 21725-738; (1965) 1387-99,
2829-37, 5098-5109, 6613-37, 8028-48,
9611-27, 11401-414, 12970-977, 14728-753,
16599-620, 18464-483, 19879-886

Contractors:
Army research and development, guides

(1961) 16164; (1962) 8916
civilian agencies seeking business from

Army Materiel Command, guide (1963)
16823

Defense Dept., air accommodations, use of
Ist-class, GAO report (1963) 17506

farm labor, major provisions of State and
Federal laws (1965) 16547

farm labor, registration (1965) 504
appropriation, 1965, proposal, report

(1964) 19527
hearings (1963)
hearings (1963) 10021, 11895
law (1964) 19390
reports (1963) 11819, 11972

guide to equal employment opportunity
(1965) 7634

manual for acquisition and maintenance of
government property (1965) 19793

Contractors—Continued

prime. Navy, selling to (1961) 15912; (1963)
11196

reports for NASA

—

preparing repro typing and layout (1964)
16665

preparing technical illustrating (1964)
16666

small business. Government research and
development opportunities, guide (1962)
20274

space system, quality program provisions
for (1963) 1264

Veterans Administration medical research
and development, indemnification

—

law (1964) 17292
reports (1963) 18862; (1964) 15753

see also Government contracts.

bid job, not market (1962) 18447
cleaning services, summer 1961, industry

wage survey

—

departmental edition (1962) 14387
document edition (1962) 13364

contract report. Waterways Experiment
Station (1963) 19151; (1965) 12418,
14214, 18044

contract terms and conditions for purchase
of fruit and vegetable products (1965)
14139

electric transmission construction contract,
labor and materials (1963) 1441, 11257,
14683; (1964) 18932

farm lease (1961) 11699
franchising agreements, effect on small busi-

ness hearings (1965) 17941
large power, REA bulletin (1961) 13645
Midwest feed programs, gains and losses for

manufacturers, etc (1963) 8150
REA distribution line extension, construc-

tion contract (1963) 3313; (1964) 7722
regulations governing reports on obliga-

tions (1963) 11353
union, new series of studies (1965) 2802
see also Collective bargaining—Government

contracts.
Contradiction, unified and struggle nature of.

Communist China's principles (1961)
4359

Contrails, see Condensation trails.

Contraption that rivals Mount Palomar (1962)
2960

Contribution, Woods Hole Oceanographic In-

stitution (series) (1962) 5207

Contributions from Museum of History and
Technology (series) (1961) 4977, 8059,
17745, 20011, 21264; (1962) 6315-17, 8545

Contributions to data on theoretical metallur-

gy (1961) 15741
Contributions to military sociology (series)

(1962)20458

Control (vehicle, see Aircraft—Aircraft auto-
matic pilots—Airplanes—Helicopters

—

Motor vehicles—Remote control—Rock-
ets—Satellites—Spacecraft.

Control algorithms and controlling machines
for complex automation, USSR (1962)

7690
Control areas and zones, see Airways.

Control augmentation critical experiments
(1964) 10026

Control lines, maintenance, FAA handbook
(1963) 8218

Control mechanisms in radiation sickness,
USSR (1962) 9887

Control methods for home builders (1961)
11552
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Control monitors, test set AN/ASM-106 and
C4298/ASW-20, instrument calibration

procedure, technical manual (1964)

16802
see a/so Selective information filter terminal.

Control of Cell Division and Induction of Can-
cer, International Symposium, see Inter-

national Symposium on Control of Cell

Division and Induction of Cancer.

Control of direct sunlight for comfort (1965)

16981
Control of electromagnetic radiation, see Co-

nelrad.
Control rods:

B4C-graphite materials for HTFR, develop-

ment and evaluation (1962) 23016
B4C-Ni electro dispersions, investigation for

applications (1962) 18707
borides use, corrosion behavior (1961) 11786
boron carbide as nuclear control and poison

material, information (1961) 11787
boron stainless steel, welding (1961) 16175
intercomparison measurements (1961) 16193
lifetime of B4C-in-tubes, determination

(1962) 2042
materials

—

economic comparison (1961) 56181
research and development program, status
report (1961) 16182

nuclear reactors

—

new cadmium materials for more effective

and economical elements (1961) 192
theory and comparisons with experiment,

analysis of methods (1962) 23026
parametric study of effects on prompt neu-

tron decay constant in multiplying me-
dia, experimental (1962) 23028

self-bonded borides preparation (1961) 188

T7 tanker locking piston control rod drive

scram, analysis (1961) 18044
Control surfaces, see Missiles.

Control systems:
active, for spinning body

—

analog computer study (1961) 13526
simulator study (1963) 3139

adaptive, employing normal-acceleration
command, design and flight tests (1961)

9598
adaptive flight, using sinusoidal test signal

(1961) 13528
application of time-optimal control theory to

launch vehicle regulation (1963) 11077
attitude

—

control of space-vehicle upper-stage, use
of rotating-solid-rocket system (1964)

16689
for finned-vehicle, analytical study of ef-

fects of compensating networks on sys-

tem characteristics (1963) 7266
magnetic, of rigid, axially symmetric, spin-

ning satellites in circular earth orbits

(1965) 19880
satellite, using wheels and magnet, simula-

tor study (1963) 19930
automated

—

by means of computer equipment facili-

ties, USSR study (1965) 1072
USSR study (1965) 7909

automatic

—

calculating entropy of output processes
with use of amplitude characteristics,
USSR study (1963) 12332

classification according to control princi-

ples, USSR study (1963) 8666
containing digital computer, USSR study

(1962) 1015
containing logic devices, hunting in, USSR
study (1962) 1012

Control systems—Continued
automatic—Continued
control of structures w^ith variable param-

eters, construction of high-quality sys-

tems, USSR study (1962) 23922
control operations and objectival actions,

comparative analysis, USSR study
(1963) 16037

control theory

—

application to nuclear rocket dynamics
and control (1965) 8035

USSR studies (1962) 12010, 13991; (1963)

8486
cybernetics, and extremum systems, USSR
study (1962) 6048

digital, derivation of self-oscillation pa-

rameters, USSR study (1962) 1014
discontinuous, analytical approach to de-

sign (1961) 7965
driving systems for farm machinery, study
by simulation (1963) 5398

flight, for A-4 series aircraft, unnecessary
costs incurred in purchase, GAO report

(1964) 19766
for control of terminal phase of satellite

rendezvous (1963) 1323
linear, with variable parameters, possibili-

ty of generalizing invariance principle,

USSR study (1962) 1066
monitoring vehicle performance, compari-
son of displays (1962) 12586

nonlinear, sufficient criterion for stability,

USSR study (1962) 22331
piecewise linear, determination of dynamic

processes (1964) 9622
redesigning in Mariinsk-Tayshet section,

USSR study (1962) 7879
regulation systems, USSR study (1962)

11970
Soviet research (1962) 19821
theory and practice, USSR articles (1964)

8887
threshold control, USSR study (1965) 9340
twofold invariance (1965) 11204
USSR studies (1962) 1003, 22393; (1964)

14438
variable structure for controlling objects

whose parameters vary, USSR study
(1964) 2711

with nearly optimum transient conditions,

designing, USSR study (1962) 1394
bang-bang

—

application to 2 spinning space vehicles

(1965) 5196
path control for reentrv vehicle, feasibili-

ty study (1964) 1468

bibliography (1963) 1865
biological

—

investigation of continuous models on elec-

tronic computer, USSR study (1964)

10876
manual control developments (1965) 8034

Soviet research, survey of published litera-

ture, 1962-63 (1964) 10877
combination automatic with variable struc-

tures, principles for building, USSR
study (1964) 12724

constant linear dynamical systems with
bang-bang controller, synthesis tech-

nique (1964) 16724
contactless magnetic devices, USSR study

(1961) 906
continuous

—

models, investigation on electronic com-
puter, USSR study (1964) 9138

optimalizing, dynamics

—

based on gradient method, USSR study

(1962) 10058
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Control systems—Continued
continuous—Continued

in presence of random scanning signals,

USSR study (1962) 10036
self-adjusting, statistical theory, USSR
study (1963) 6893

contactor, 3d order, with zeros in their

transfer functions, investigation (1961)

4942; (1963) 11016
control systems and man's health, USSR

study (1965) 11164
cybernetics and theory of control systems,

USSR studies (1963) 773, 14269
doubling actuating elements

—

USSR study (1964) 14573
with dry friction, USSR study (1965) 2713

electromagnetic attitude, study (1964) 11349
electronic control computers, USSR articles

(1965) 2489
extremal, USSR study (1963) 2648
fast reactor control mechanisms, proceed-

ings of meeting (1965) 10191
feel, for in-flight research on response feel

(1961) 4925
flywheel, use of magnetic damping for satel-

lite vehicle, comments (1961) 9559
flight, Liapunov direct method application,

guide (1965) 11404
guided bombs, aerodynamic derivatives and

performance (1961) 9511
high-quality control of some nonlinear ob-

jects with variable parameters, USSR
study (1962) 22386

homing missile, to reduce effects of radome
diffraction (1961) 19939

indirect control system, USSR study (1962)
22231

inventory, for produce warehouses (1961)
8267

kinesthetic and airplane-type stick, flight test

methods of controlling man-
carrying ducted-fan vehicle of plat-

form type (1961) 13514
lags and man-machine system performance

(1964) 14791
logic and pneumatics, USSR study (1962)

23640
manual coi.trol methodology (1965) 1392
manual, inverse optimal control problem

(1965) 8044
modern control system theory and human

control functions (1965) 14742
modes (1963) 1315
modified roll-command system, effects on

flight-path stability and tracking accu-
racy of automatic interceptor (1961)
6308

multi-dimensional nonstationary, determina-
tion of dynamic characteristics by ma-
trix method, USSR study (1965) 6495

nonlinear

—

adaptive systems with storage (1964)
14777

attitude, techniques for analysis for space
vehicles (1963) 47

closed-loop, with stationary stochastic
inputs, method for analyzing (1963)
19939

electrical machines, Polish study taking
magnetization characteristics into con-
sideration (1962) 7790

processes, adaptive-predictive modeling
(1964) 20521

simulated single-degree-of-freedom, meas-
ured human transfer functions (1965)
5175

normal acceleration automatic longitudinal
in fighter airplane, flight investigation
(1961) 9534

Control systems—Continued
numerical controls, review of U.S. Govern-

ment research and development reports
(1965) 14881

on-off—
for rotating manned spacecraft (1965)
8109

reaction, application of describing func-
tion analysis, study (1961) 4933
simulator studies of manual control of

vehicle attitude using (1964) 1473
systems for precise satellite attitude con-

trol, predicted performance (1961) 15803
optimal control of interial objects in pres-

ence of perturbations, USSR study
(1961) 15433

optimum control

—

numerical method of solving problems,
USSR study (1964) 16314

theory, problems, USSR studies (1962)

18078; (1964) 9346
parawing utility model flight characteris-

tics, low-speed wind-tunnel investigation
(1962) 20127

popularizing, USSR (1962) 9843
process-control instrument industries, out-

look for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
5981

processes in living organisms, USSR study
(1961) 4686

program, functioning on combination princi-

ple, USSR study (1962) 2803
proportional-type lateral, capability of

providing aerodynamics heading-angle
trajectory control during reentry (1964)
14876

radio control, USSR study (1962) 22019
ram-controlled system, developed by Nation-

al Bureau of Standards (1964) 9639
reaction controls, simulator investigation

(1961) 9510
reactor, transistorized magnet current am-

plifier (1965) 13107
relationship of retinal-gain index to system

performance (1961) 5013
relay, stability analysis via direct method of

Lyapunov (1965) 19883
rocket booster, plants containing deriva-

tives of control variable (1964) 13145
roll, characteristics, possible application to

fin-stabilized ammunition (1962) 10482
sampled and quantized, transient process

analysis, Polish study (1962) 7807
sampled data human operator models, inves-

tigation (1963) 5848
satellites, precise attitude, using inertia

wheels, evaluation study (1961) 7977
selection of parameter correlations com-

posed of 3 aperiodic links, USSR study
(1962) 5739

self-adjusting automatic control systems in

continuous production processes, USSR
study (1961) 19686

self-learning systems, principles of design,

USSR study (1963) 8540
self-oscillating systems with logical devices,

USSR study (1962) 23628
solar orientation, for space vehicles (1962)

20128
spinning vehicle, pitch control during flight

test (1963) 14576
structural methods in theory of control and

electric automation, USSR study (1963)

10785
surface-to-air missile weapon control, engi-

neering design handbook, ORD pamphlet
(1963) 3245

tape drive and radial drive, development
program (1962) 4630
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Control systems—Continued
theory

—

problems, USSR studies (1964) 14632
USSR study (1961) 10935

3-axis fixed simulator investigation of ef-

fects on precision of various ways of

utilizing rate signals (1961) 4896
track firing programmer and control system,

modification (1963) 5857
transient processes in extremal system with

modulating signal, USSR study (1962)

22387
transistorized, for information storage de-

vice using piezoelectric substances,
USSR study (1963) 5211

turbojet engine, temperature-scheduled with
speed and used on acceleration control

(1961)9509
USSR-
automation of control processes at classi-

fication stations (1962) 19938
centralized control of technological proc-

esses (1962) 17715
USSR development (1964) 10846

X-15 airplane, reaction and reaction aug-
mentation systems, operational experi-

ence (1965) 11508
X-15 flight, operational experiences and

characteristics (1963) 3128
YAT-28E limited category II (1965) 4162
see also Feedback control systems.

Control tower operators, see Airport control

tower operators.
Controlled environment facilities, survey

(1963) 16526
Controlled fusion and plasma research, litera-

ture search (1962) 20508
Controlled nuclear fusion (1964) 13723

Controlled temperature oil baths for saturated
standard cells (1962) 22615

Controlled thermonuclear research in USSR
(1961) 244

Controller design for nonlinear and time vary-

ing plants (1965) 5106

Controllers, see Air Traffic controllers—Alti-

tude controller—Electric controllers.

Controlling insects on flowers (1964) 19063

Controlling radioactive fallout contamination
(talk) (1962) 20388

Controls (aircraft), see Aircraft.

Controverted cases. New York State work-
men's compensation (1964) 16909

Convalescence:
after surgery, July 1960-June 1961 statistics

(1963) 14676
mentally ill, leave from hospitals, public

assistance agreements, etc, guides (1964)

8524
Convallaria, see Lilies-of-the-valley.

Convallatoxin:
comparative therapeutic evaluation with

strophanthin, USSR study (1961) 11110

therapy for cardiac insufficiency, USSR
study (1961) 958

Convection currents, see Air.

Convection of heat, see Heat transfer.

Convection stack, device for ridding pit toilets

of bad odor (1963) 10218

Convenience foods in grocery basket (1962)

18631
Convention of American Instructors of the

Deaf:
proceedings

—

40th meeting (1963) 17198
print as Senate document, report (1961)

18883, 19043

Convention of American Instructors of the
Deaf—Continued

proceedings—Continued
41st meeting

—

print as Senate document, reports (1964)
15680, 19475

report (1965) 4534
42d meeting, print as Senate document,

reports (1965) 17891, 19282
Conventions, see Conferences, congresses, etc.

Conventions and treaties, see subject.

Convents and nunneries, Ti-Tsang and
Hsiang-Lin nunneries achievements un-

der Communist Party (1961) 4355
Convergence in splitting method for radiation

transfer equation, USSR (1965) 11283
Convergent-divergent nozzle, see Nozzles.
Conversion (industrial):

experimental conversion of hematite to

magnetite with solid reductants (1964)

5485
problems conference for automation and

machine-building. State Committee of

Council of Ministers, USSR (1962) 11975

Conversion of Gauss-Kriiger plane rectangu-
lar coordinates of one zone into coordi-

nates of another adjacent zone (1961)
2455

Conversion ratio measurement in uranium-
fueled, light-water-moderated, super-
heater lattices (1965) 15246

Conversion tables for use with national
fire-danger rating system in intermoun-
tain area (1964) 12454

Converters:
ALGOL-60, USSR study (1964) 9229
hyperbolic coordinate, description, etc (1961)

1455
liquid oxygen, design study (1962) 6619
magnetic core voltage-to-frequency convert-

er (1963) 5606
oxygen for producing steel, USSR report

(1962) 10170
semiconductor binary coordinate, descrip-

tion, etc (1961) 9653
tape-to-plotter (1965) 11915
see also Analog-to-digital converters

—

Hectric current converters—Thermi-
onic converters.

Convertiplanes, tilting-rotor, dynamic stabili-

ty, flight study (1961) 9567
Conveyances:

aircraft, validity of titles

—

hearing (1963) 17172
law (1964) 13895
reports (1962) 21373; (1964) 2063, 12223

Conveyers:
fluidized conveying of seed (1965) 5523
Kiev Tochelektropribor Plant, assembly of

electric measuring sets, USSR study
(1963) 16193

photo cameras on conveyor (1964) 5914
poultry processing, dual track system (1964)

9948
see also Belt conveyers.

Convict Creek, air, water temperatures, and
stream flow data (1964) 10577

Convulsions, UDMH, activity in monkeys, in-

fluence of large doses of pyridoxine hy-
drochloride (1962) 4549

Conway, Jack T., seminar on manpower policy

and program, labor looks at automation
and civil rights (1965) 6542

Conway, Ark., population, special census

(1962) 2182
Conway, S. C, redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13211
Cook, A. Clinton, Mexican winter vegetable

production, survey (1964) 14288
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Cook, Allan F., ablation of stone meteors
(1963) 14692

Cook, Anthony M., large-scale wind-tunnel
investigation of low speed, etc. of su-

personic transport model, etc (1965)

11491
Cook, Harlan, measurements of efflux patterns

and flow rates from cylindrical tubes in

free-molecule and slip flows (1964) 20606
Cook, James M., relief (1961) 7044, 16892,

18483
Cook, Warnilla A.:

demographic, etc., characteristics, patients

in, outpatient psychiatric clinics (1963)

16427
outpatient psychiatric clinics, community

service activities, State and total U.S.

(1964) 13286; (1965) 16757
Cook, William R., relief (1962) 13400, 20776,

21328
Cook Inlet:

aeromagnetic reconnaissance of area (1963)

6553
Alaska, late Bajocian ammonites, description,

etc (1962) 13875
Bradley Lake, hydroelectric power, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1963) 421
document edition (1963) 227

king salmon, inventory study (1963) 13974
glacial history (1964) 10644
middle Bajocian ammonites (1964) 18129

Cooke, Julian P.:

small animal centrifuge for chronic acceler-

ation studies (1965) 15224
sound transmission in helium and various

gases at low pressures (1964) 19180
Cooke, William C, ecology of pea aphid in

Blue Mountain area, etc (1963) 18445
Cooke County, Tex., oil recovery, effects of

water injection (1963) 9135
Cookery:
baked products, consumer quality, prepara-

tion time, yield, etc (1963) 14860
baking handbook (1962) 8701
changes in strontium-90 content of food

products after cooking, USSR study
(1964) 10759

commercial baking equipment in Japan, for-

eign market survey (1965) 17154
dried eggs, suggestions for use (1962) 12915
fish and shellfish

—

over the coals (1965) 12470
publications, list (1965) 13224

nonfat dry milk for needy families (1962)

12916
outdoor fish cookery (1961) 12671; (1964)

17997
pork and its products,- cook thoroughly

(1963) 1644
publications, price lists (1961) 20090; (1963)

1393; (1965) 11639
vegetables, glamorizing (1961) 5184
see a/so Recipes.

Cooking, see Cookery.
Cooking appliances, current industrial reports

(1961) 2989, 16267; (1962) 3736, 6744;
(1963) 3574, 9717; (1964) 3390; (1965)
1903, 3273, 17216

Cooking utensils, see Kitchen utensils.

Cooks, examination announcements (1961)

18416; (1962) 4855
Cookson, John A.:

Army area handbook

—

Nigeria (1964) 17054
Sudan (1964) 17047

Coolants:
and fuel element technology for organic re-

actors, status report (1962) 14897

Coolants—Continued
ejected, heat reduction to nonporous sur-

faces behind leading edge (1962) 12434
electrical and electronic equipment, etc., bib-

liography (1961) 5425
flow, behavior in Yankee reactor following

loss of power (1962) 14902
fluids, for gaseous nuclear rockets, thermo-

dynamic properties (1965) 8046
integral channels are simply made by

melt-out method (1964) 14807
lubricant fluids in cutting metals and tech-

nique of their application (1964) 82
organic materials, in-pile loop irradiation

studies (1965) 13501
organic reactor

—

essential data, 4th quarterly report, Jan.
1-Mar. 30, 1962 (1963) 5934

irradiation loop studies (1963) 14991
technology, progress report (1963) 11559

organic, summary report (1965) 8549
reactor

—

fog flow, behavior (1963) 5949
gas-suspension project (1961) 18030
petroleum refinery streams suitability
thermal stability investigations (1961)
1721

radiolysis of organic fluids, annual report
(1963) 15013

reclamation, catalytic hydroeracking of

polyphenyl systems (1964) 8059
wet steam, investigation (1963) 5949
wet steam under fog flow conditions, inves-

tigation (1963) 4497
solid-in-gas suspensions as heat transport

mediums (1963) 14520
use of combined compressor injection and

afterburning in turbojet engine for
thrust augmentation (1963) 5513

vaporization effects important to fast reac-
tor safety (1962) 23062

see also names of coolants.
Cooley, John H., site requirements and yield of

paper birch in northern Wisconsin
(1963) 576

Cooley, William C, space-radiation effects on
solar-cell power systems, handbook
(1963) 18130

Cooley Fund lending under AID (1962) 11916

Coolidge, Calvin, papers, index (1965) 8010

Cooling:
afterburner-wall temperatures, effect of

pressure level (1963) 5527
agents for metal cutting, scientific-technical

conference, USSR (1962) 7597
air-cooled turbine blades with tip cap for

improved leading-edge cooling (1961)
17698

aircraft ejectors having short cylindrical
shrouds, performance characteristics
(1963) 10972

apples and pears in storage rooms (1961)
17916

biphenyl liquid heat transfer, etc., studies
(1964) 10032

by radiation and ablation, effect on meteor
flight (1965) 13036

engineered performance standards

—

formulas (1962) 14704, 22917; (1964) 7870
engineered performance standards, hand-

books (1961) 13741; (1962) 1901, 22918;
(1964) 7871

equipment for cooling your home (1964)
20922; (1965) 15190

farmhouse design and equipment for summer
(1963) 9563

fastener used in high-temperature environ-
ment (1965) 5147
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Cooling—Continued

film, used on blunt bodies by gas injection

near stagnation point, analysis (1961)
19949

formulation and numerical evaluation of set

of 2-phase flow equations modelling cool-

down process (1965) 5259
gas exchange in rats of different ages under

influence of overcooling, USSR study
(1962) 1325

gaseous-film, of rocket motor (1963) 19935
helium film, on hemisphere at Mach no. of 10

(1963) 1311
hot-wire transducer, prolongs life (1964)

14804
hydrazine (1965) 13149
hydrocooling

—

peaches, determining cooling requirements
and times (1965) 11837

vegetables, guide (1964) 1708
hypersonic and reentry vehicles, wat-

er-absorbent materials as heat sinks
(1962) 18267

initiation due to bubble growth on heating
surface (1964) 11413

insulation accelerates rate of cooling with
cryogenic fluid (1965) 14804

internal, increases range of immersion-type
temperature probe (1965) 11430

large electronics packages (1962) 14546
liquid hydrogen, ground facility require-

ments (1962) 16044
mass-transfer, on blunt cone to Mach no. of

10.6 free-flight investigation (1964) 9588
milk on farm, equipment (1962) 1935
moderator wall, of gaseous nuclear rocket

engines (1965) 8047
natural methods, electronic equipment, de-

sign manual (1962) 16158
nozzle, at high heat fluxes, by forced-

convection nucleate boiling of water
(1962) 12464

nuclear-rocket nozzle, analysis (1961) 1300
obtaining stationary magnetic fields in coils

cooled by liquid hydrogen (1961) 8372
phenomenon applied in science and industry

(1965) 11308
physical, cardiac activity changes in pa-

tients operated with physical cooling,

USSR study (1961) 10952
potatoes in Long Island storages, evaluation

of methods (1961) 13793
power plants, analysis of sub-ice heat sink

(1961) 1947
precooling, effects on market quality of

globe artichokes (1963) 20286
radiation, nuclear-rocket nozzle, analysis,

etc. (1962) 3351
radiative

—

effect on built-up roofing (1964) 3053, 7581
hypersonic aircraft, measurement of emis-

sivity (1961) 19991
regenerative and radiation, effects on elec-

trothermal thrustor performance (1963)
20979

reservoirs, hydraulic design, USSR study
(1964) 18364

restricted areas from isothermal site, influ-

ence on galvanic skin response (1963)
20313

semivertex angle cone by ejection of hydro-
gen and helium from its apex at Mach 7,

experimental results (1964) 20604
small air-cooled turbine rotor blades, tem-

peratures and coolant pressure losses

(1963) 5528
strongly heated surfaces, certain regulari-

ties in the process of heat and mass
exchange during evaporation cooling
(1961) 10893

Cooling—Continued

thermal characteristics of hydrocooled
peaches (1963) 18447

transpiration, cone in turbulent boundary
layer (1961) 21223

turbines, air-cooled, operating in turbojet
engine at turbine inlet temperatures
up to 2500°F 1961) 15806

turboprop engine, use of corrugated-insert
aircooled turbine blade, cascade inves-

tigation (1963) 1268
undersnow camp (1962) 15517
vacuum-cooling lettuce in commercial plants

(1962) 14712
vacuum precooling of different vegetables,

comparison (1963) 9582
water-film, total-angle cone at Mach no. 2

for airstream total temperatures up to
3,000° R (1962) 6263; (1963) 21000

zero-flow shutdown test, for bonus type su-

per-heater elements (1961) 18052
see also names of commodities.

Cooling appliances, see Refrigeration and re-

frigerating machinery.
Cooling systems:

air, hydraulic design for multi-stage gas
turbines by using electric models (1963)
11082

cryogenic, procurement for fighter air-

craft

—

hearings (1965) 12182
report (1965) 19261

ejector-nozzle afterburner metal tempera-
tures, experimental investigation (1962)
1662

electronics packages, size limitations, com-
parison of cooling methods (1962) 14546

room-temperature shear and compression
tests of stiffened panels with integral or

attached cooling circuits (1963) 9148
Coombs, Charles A., Treasury and Federal

reserve foreign exchange operations
(1963) 8261, 19209; (1964) 8588, 17990;
(1965) 9138

Cooper, Anna Grossman, see Grossman-
Cooper, Anna.

Cooper, Annie E., Project SHARP (ships anal-

ysis and retrieval project information
storage and retrieval system, computer
aspects and programs (1965) 6897

Cooper, David B.:

forced circulation, Croloy 9 M mercury loop,

operation to study corrosion product
separation techniques (1965) 9616

operation of forced circulation Haynes alloy

25, mercury loop to study corrosion
product separation techniques (1965)

14732

Cooper, Elisabeth A., magnetohyrdodynamic
waves in plasma slab (1965) 16605

Cooper, Glenn A.:

design for hardwood bench (1963) 17478
picnic table for children (1964) 8636
spindle guard makes shaper safer, more

efficient (1963) 13984
use red oak and hickory for picnic tables

(1963) 17500
wood brick strip paneling, new way to deco-

rate (1963) 17477

Cooper, Hilton H., jr.:

ground-water movements and bank storage
due to flood stages in surface streams
(1963) 19322

sea water in coastal aquifers (1964) 10653

Cooper, Irving B., nomination, hearings (1962)

19390

Cooper, Jack B., testimony, hearings (1964)

8456
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Cooper, James D.:

abrasive materials (1963) 1196, 18062
clays (1964) 21685 (1965) 12819, 19832
feldspar, nepeline syenite, and aplite (1964)

18664
kyanite and related minerals (1963) 14502;

(1964) 14739; (1965) 12832-833
talc, soapstone, and pyrophyllite (1964)

18709
Cooper, John R., geology and ore deposits of

Dragoon quadrangle, Cochise County,
Ariz. (1965) 2243

Cooper, Kenneth H., monitoi electrocard-
iograms on actively exercising subject
(1964) 19178

Cooper, L. Gordon, jr., flight May 15-16, 1963
(1963)16412

Cooper, Marcus F., remarks, Dec. 19, 1962 (1963)
4408

Cooper, Maurice R.:

fineness price differentials for Texas High
Plains cotton (1963) 17358

recent developments in testing and pricing
cotton for fineness and strength (1965)

7035
Cooper, Sophia:

labor force projections for 1970-80 (1965)
7999

paper, Dec. 30, 1965 (1965) 6578
Cooper, Thomas, atheistic materialism, Soviet

evaluation (1965) 992
Cooper, W. Clark, estimating occupational dis-

ease hazards, etc. (1963) 9339
Cooper, W.E., specification guidelines for nu-

clear pressure vessels (1965) 1842
Cooperage:

logs and bolts, production and consumption
in Central States (1962) 15616; (1965)
645

logs, consumption in Central States (1965)
16250

Cooperation, see International cooperation.
Cooperation in forestry, 1962 yearbook. De-

partment of Agriculture, Forest Serv-
ice, Intermountain Region (1964) 14297

Cooperativa Federal de credito, estatuto (1965)
16166

Cooperative education program, Department
of Army (1963) 18548

Cooperative farm credit system, functions and
organization (1963) 10098

Cooperative housing, see Housing.
Cooperative projects among colleges and uni-

versities (1961) 19227
Cooperative research monograph series (1961)

5937, 12566, 14778, 17174, 20677;
(1962) 451; (1963) 8181, 10076; (1964)
21274; (1965) 6122

Cooperative research program. Education
Office (1961) 12555-558, 12573, 17175,
19226, 19228-229; (1963) 15424

application instructions for research con-
tracts (1963) 15424

newsletter (1961) 5933
Cooperative State Ebcperiment Station Serv-

ice:

appropriations, Agriculture Dept., hearings
(1962) 11430; (1963) 7979; (1964) 10286

CSESS series (1963) 10025-26
goals for better and closer planning of sci-

entific research and its coordination
(remarks) (1962) 11674

Cooperative State-Federal research in agricul-
ture and forestry (1964) 19065

Cooperative State Research Service:
appropriations, 1966, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1965) 8865
CSRS series (1965) 6078

Cooperative weather observer (1961) 5166
Cooperatives:
Albanian agricultural, organizational eco-

nomic problems (1961) 13043
bibliography, dissertations and theses, bibli-

ography (1965) 18060
county agent's manual (1965) 16958
directors and their wives, good member rela-

tions team (1965) 18059
farm credit system, functions and organiza-

tion (1962) 15531; (1963) 2236
Foreign assistance act of 1961, implementa-

tion of Humphrey amendment (1962)
17144

reports (1964) 10355, 21219
print as Senate document, report (1964)

19574
frozen food lockers, appraisal (1963) 19158
great society's challenge (address) (1965) 31
India, general information (1961) 7364
Indonesia, development (1961) 1014, 1088
lead unconditional war on poverty in rural

America (remarks) (1964) 7917
meeting challenge of future (address) (1963)

11468
new frontiers and wider horizons (address)

(1961) 17929
nonprofit, exempt from FPC jurisdiction,

clarify

—

hearings (1965) 12320
report (1965) 14067

nonprofit, jurisdictionof FPC, amend act

—

hearings (1964) 15804
report (1964) 17712

North Korea, agrarian transformations
(1961) 4374

North Vietnam

—

agricultural, developments and party dis-
cipline (1961) 1101

agricultural production, model constitu-
tion (1961) 10947

supply and production centers, Hanoi, reg-
istration (1961) 2120

peasant working cooperatives, (SRZ'S), de-
velopment (1964) 9057

principles and practices, etc. (1961) 20710

producers', Soviet Union, organization, em-
ployment, etc. (1961) 10032

programs, plant pest control, western re-

gion, 1961 (1963) 7552
relationship to American private enterprise

system (1962) 15532
rural. United States, general information

(1963) 19363
self-help programs for Puno, Peru and Pon-

tianak, Indonesia (1962) 15534
serving rural families with low incomes,

loans (1965) 10085
Southeast regional, seed transportation and

handling (1962) 13763
USSR consumer's, stricter control over fi-

nancial activities (1964) 11054
word, world rallying point (1965) 16141

see also Banks for cooperatives—Farmers'
cooperative organizations

—

also kinds of
cooperatives—also names of commodi-
ties

—

also names of cooperatives.

Cooperman, Irene G.:

employment adjustment of veterans with
histories of psychosis and psychoneuros-
is(1963) 11372

they return to work, job adjustment of psy-
chiatrically disabled veterans of World
War II and Korean conflict (1963) 9481

Coordinated color identifications for industry
(1963) 1332
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Coordinates:
adjustment of triangulation network by ad-

justment given directional angle and
base line condition (1961) 11286

artificial earth satellite, determining by
method of reference stars, problems in

timing photography, USSR study (1965)
12726

automatic measurement, USSR study (1964)
2752

barycentric, use for solving some computa-
tional problems, USSR study (1965) 2757

calculation of, of first order triangulation
stations, geometric method of deriving
complete Schreiber formulas (1961)
11213

coordinate-transformation equations for
piloted flight simulator with several
degrees of freedom (1962) 6292

correction finding with aid of grid of similar-

ity (1961) 4774
elliptic rectangular, tables X and Y (1964)

16773
Gauss-Kruger

—

coordinate system (1961) 2451
non-logarithmic calculation procedure in

calculating correction terms (1961)
11255

plane rectangular, conversion of one zone
into coordinates of another, adjacent
zone (1961) 2455

geodesy, table of corrections (1961) 11239
geodetic space, transformation to 3-dimen-

sional rectangular coordinate system
(1961) 6914

Kruger method application to problem of

successive adjustment of trigonome-
tric networks (1962) 11267

limited phase, optimal control processes,
USSR study 1962) 2612

nomogram for computation of corrections
for increases (1961) 11313

optimum-rate processes with bounded phase,
USSR study (1961) 15017

plane

—

State plane coordinate intersection tables
(1961) 327-328, 3979, 5533, 8567-68,
10112, 14022-24; (1962) 332, 4859, 9121

trigonometry network calculation, report
in Iran (1961) 11321

program for calculating coordinates and
elevations of survey stations located by
intersection (1962) 12392

rectangular

—

calculation, more about perfection Gauss
tables (1961) 4756

on ellipsoid sphere and plane (1961) 2454
spherical system, numerical forecast of

weather, USSR study (1965) 2540
State plane coordinate projection tables

(1963) 4635; (1965) 10311
State plane coordinate systems, interpreta-

tive statement (1964) 17150
three-point problem (1961) 11248
transformation (1964) 3083
Zoldner, finding spherical corrections (1961)

4758
Coordination Ck)uncil on Problem of Foot-

and-Mouth Disease, expanded session,
USSR study (1965) 16519

Coordinator's scoreboard, review of what's
new in placement of handicapped (1965)
19023

Coos Bay, Oreg.:
coastal sand-dune area, ground-water re-

sources (1963) 2356
port (1964) 15876

Coots, hunting, possession, transportation,
importation. Federal regulations,
1965-66 (1965) 16211, 18141

see also Rails (birds).

Cope, Dana S., construction of space environ-
ment simulator (1964) 7495

Cope, Oliver B., cutthroat trout, bibliography
(1964) 21317

Copeland, Mark I.:

chromiun-gadolinium system (1964) 18687
nickel-gadolinium phase diagram (1965) 2816
stainless steel-gadolinium alloys (1965)

14701
Copeland, W. Latham, inlet noise studies for

axial-flow single-stage compressor (1965)
6689

Copeland, William L., employment of scientific

and technical personnel in State govern-
ment agencies, 1962 (1964) 14705

Copenhagen University, (Geographical Insti-

tute of, see Geographical Institute of
University of Copenhagen.

Copepods:
calanoid, from equatorial waters of Pacific

Ocean (1962) 5207
Calanus finmarchicus and Calanus glacialis,

fat consumption, USSR study (1963)
16136

caligid genus Dentigryps (1964) 9652
free-living, Ifaluk Atoll in Caroline Islands

(1964) 14961
Hawaiian acanthurid caligoids, parasitic on

fishes (1964) 7602
National Museum bulletin, title page, etc.

(1963) 11114
planktonic

—

from Bahia Fosforescente, Puerto Rico
and adjacent waters (1965) 16767

procedure for calculating production,
USSR study (1964) 1055

see also Harpacticoidea.
Coping, behavior pattern analyzed by coping

and developmental theory (1965) 13429

Copernicus, LAC58, lunar chart (1962) 4552

Copiapo, Chile, uranium reconnaissance in

area (1962) 23049

Copilu, Stefan, relief (1962) 15297

Copley, John S., American painting, 5-cent
commemorative stamp (poster) (1965)
16801

Copolymers, see Polymers and polymerization.

Copper:
alloys

—

accuracy of solution X-ray spectrometric
analysis (1965) 8139

liquid copper-nickel, activity of copper
and nickel (1964) 9526

manganese-copper, fatigue properties
(1961) 21194

aluminum oxide-copper alloy, production
properties, USSR study (1964) 18303

Arizona mines, chemosynthetic autotrophic
bacteria importance to leaching opera-
tions (1961) 4835

base alloys, spectrochemical standards,
chemical analysis (1965) 19956

base, spectrochemical standards, NBS prep-
aration (1964) 20638

beryllium, behavior in supersonic air jet

(1961)9578
bibliography (1961) 8448
blister, deoxidation by gaseous reduction

(1963) 1249
block-caving mining methods and costs at

Miami mine (1965) 19841
cement-copper precipitate, electric smelting

and gaseous refining (1962) 3333
content in some soils in European part of

USSR (1964) 18343
copper, and copper base alloy mill prod-

ucts

—

Federal standard (1961) 543
tolerances, Federal standard (1961) 6026
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Copper—Continued
copper-gold alloys in vacuum, influence of

order-disorder transformation on fric-

tion characteristics (1965) 16713
copper-nickel alloys, mechanical properties

at elevated temperatures (1963) 6810
deferrals, stockpile investigation, hearings

(1962) 15428, 17305
deposits

—

Kasaan Peninsula (1962) 624
low-grade, drill-hole grid spacings for
evaluating (1965) 12951

polynomial surface fitting using sample
data from underground (1964) 18704

western margin of Coast Range batholith
(1964) 18101

determination in tungsten metal and tungs-
tic oxide (1963) 16346

disposal from national stockpile, hearing
(1965) 7528

East Shasta copper-zinc district, Shasta
County, Calif. (1962) 7470

electrolytic deposition from sulfate and
cyanide electrolytes, effects of ultrason-
ics (1962) 3325

elution from cation-exchange resin with
ammonia-ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid solutions, further studies (1962)
2047

fabricating industries, review of 1963, out-
look for 1964 (1964) 6023

filaments, impact into aluminum targets at
velocities to 16,000 ft. per second (1964)
7496

geochemical prospecting techniques (1961)
7517

geology of deposits, N.C., Va., and Ala.
(1964) 800

heat transfer of hemispherical models in air

at stagnation temperatures of 2,000° F
to 3,600° F(1961) 19926

impurities, effects on hot water and steam
corrosion rates of zircaloy- 3 (1962) 1630

industry

—

in 3 recessions following World War II

(1962) 3294
mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)
3558; (1964) 3372; (1965) 3257

outlook and review (1961) 3841; (1962)
6722

report, annual (1961) 9972; (1962) 13020,
16429; (1963) 11597; (1964) 15298; (1965)
15262

report, quarterly (1961) 2935; (1962) 3943;
(1963) 3557; (1964) 3371; (1965) 3258

USSR (1964) 1792, 2656
water requirements (1961) 14970

iontophoresis, use in treatment of inflamma-
tory processes of lungs and respiratory
tract of children, USSR study (1962)
10081

manganese-copper alloys, damping (1965)
8017

materials survey (1965) 6589
metabolism in hepatolenticular degenera-

tion, USSR study (1964) 16343

method for determination in zinc-base alloys

(1961) 6292
Michigan, leaching with acidified ferric sul-

fate (1962) 8472
mill and foundry products, current industri-

al reports (1961) 2990; (1962) 3737,
11076; (1963) 3575, 11622; (1964) 3391,
11894; (1965) 3274, 7263

mineral facts and problems (1965) 9556

minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 11370,
21160; (1962) 22471; (1963) 19828; (1964)
21687

Copper—Continued
mining methods and costs. Inspiration Con-

solidated Copper Co., open-pit mine, Gila
County, Ariz. (1963) 7210

mining methods and practices, Miami Copper
Co. (1961) 2479

mining, milling, smelting, San Manuel Cop-
per Corp., Pinal County, Ariz. (1962)
23951; (1963) 3053

N + ,N2 + , and A+ incident from 0.5 to 4 kev,
momentum accommodation (1963) 19932

nickel-cobalt-copper calcines and matte, dis-

position

—

hearing (1961) .5738

law (1961) 6950
reports (1961) 5704, 20599

nickel sulfide ores, flotation tests (1961) 9482

open-pit mining and concentrating methods
and costs, American Smelting & Refining
Co. (1963) 9113

ores

—

and concentrates, marketing in U.S. (1964)
13105

census of mineral industries, 1958, indus-
try report (1961) 20427

effects on ecology of lagoon (1961) 20750
oxidized, acid curing and countercurrent
decantation washing (1961) 2514

segregation by direct-firing methods (1963)
10950

oxidation and irradiation effects, study
(1963) 14964

porphyry deposits, San Manuel area, Pinal
County, Ariz. (1965) 6341

powders, preparation from leach solutions
after precipitation with iron (1964)
16637

precipitator dust, laboratory smelting (1964)
5483

production, etc., 1960 (1961) 2483

products, commercial exemption (1961) 20116

radiation, quadratic functions (1962) 3296

radiochemistry (1961) 8400

reaction with fluorine from 800° to 1200°F
(1961)8011

recovering from uranium ore, Polish study
(1962) 5703

recovery from segregation-flotation concen-
trates by ammoniacal-ammonium car-
bonate leaching (1961) 15757

refined metal and scrap at brass mills (1961)
3472

release from national or supplemental stock-
pile, law (1965) 8722

removing from copper-clad steel by oxida-
tion (1965) 14711

report, monthly (1961) 3441; (1962) 3717
reverberatory slags

—

from White Pine, Mich., study (1962) 10468
smelting to recover iron of low copper and

sulfur content (1964) 14762
scrap consumers report, mineral industry

surveys (1961) 3442; (1962) 3718; (1963)
3559; (1964) 3373; (1965) 3259

secondary, methods for producing (1961)
7919

sintered, powder, technology (1961) 11434
spark planing damage (1965) 18619
stabilization of silicone lubricating liquids

above 200° C (1961) 1383
stainless steel and copper-clad steel wires,

reinforcement for concrete mattresses,
galvanic effect (1964) 14214

thermal expansion anisotropy and preferred
orientation in rolled zinc alloys (1965)
16597

tolerance of wood-rotting fungi (1961) 19361
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Copper—Continued
traces in tungsten metal powder, spectro-

photometric determination (1961) 4836

transfer from national stockpile to Bureau
of Mint

—

law (1965) 17442
reports (1965) 15764, 17896

tungsten-fiber-reinforeed composites, stress-

strain behavior (1963) 19917
tungsten-nickel ternary alloys for high-

temperature applications (1965) 18565

ultrasonic tube drawing, phenomena in-

volved in extrusion process (1962) 8976
vacuum arc melting and casting (1963) 14519

Vermont belt, geochemical prospecting in-

vestigations (1965) 14411
volatilizing agents in segregation process,

use of various salts (1962) 20109
see also names of articles manufactured

from copper.
Copper ferrite, cuprous and cupric, thermo-

dynamic properties (1964) 18696

Copper Mills, industry, outlook for 1963 and
review of 1962 (1963) 4535

Copper naphthenate, paste, substitute for

Bordeaux mixture, USSR study (1962)
6052

Copper River, basin, geologic interpretation of
magnetic and gravity data (1964) 21352

Copper sulfate:
anhydrous, heat of formation (1965) 9595
report, monthly (1961) 3443; (1962) 3719;

(1963) 3560; (1964) 3374; (1965) 3260
Copper sulfide:

chloridizing (1962) 3329
minerals, leaching with autotrophic bacteria

(1964) 11329
oxidation leaching in acidic pulps (1963)

7224
Copperweed, livestock poisoning in western

States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;

(1964) 20915

Coppola, Angelo, relief (1964) 2175

Copra:
duties on importation, alteration

—

hearings (1965) 17748
report (1965) 17634

Copyright:
architectural works (1961) 5884
catalog of copyright entries (1961) 428-430,

4126A, 5908-10, 7301, 9000-3, 12536,
14758-759; (1962) 427-428, 2380-82, 5073,
7229-30, 11675, 17348, 19402, 21575-576,
23423; (1963) 338-339, 2107-10, 4790,
10027, 12031, 13826, 19070-71, 20614;
(1964) 550, 2249, 4595, 6528-30, 8458,
10441, 12285, 14158, 15825, 17893-894,
19609-610; (1965) 448, 2047, 4625-26,

6079, 7554
study (1961) 1910

choreographic works (1961) 5884
code of Federal regulations (1961) 4807;

(1962) 5187; (1963) 4922; (1964) 8576;
(1965) 10833

decisions of courts (1961) 20654; (1964) 549
deposit of copyrighted works, study (1961)

1910
enactments, U.S. laws 1783-1962 (1963)

15403
fair use of works, photoduplication of mate-

rial by libraries, etc. (1961) 1908
general information (1963) 19072
history of duration in U.S., etc. (1961) 7290
infringement, liability, studies (1961) 1911
Japan, protection, laws, etc. (1965) 15386
law of United States (1964) 548

Copyright—Continued
law, revision

—

background studies (1961) 1908-11, 5884,
7290-91
index (1961) 10512

damage provisions, studies (1961) 1911
general revision, report (1961) 14492

discussion and comments (1963) 8002;

(1965) 19314
history, 1901-54, index (1961) 10512
preliminary draft, discussions and com-
ments (1964) 17660; (1965) 415

Register of Copyrights, report on 1965 bill

(1965) 10550
laws, investigation

—

authorization and expenses, reports (1961)

5798; (1962) 5041; (1963) 6259; (1964)

6454; (1965) 4565
reports (1961) 7252; (1963) 8058; (1964)

10402; (1965) 7515
protection, extend duration

—

hearings (1962) 19191
laws (1962) 20843; (1965) 15490
reports (1962) 13437, 19295; (1965) 12100,
15930

protection of

—

unpublished works (1961) 7290
works of foreign origin (1961) 7291

protection, U.S. Territories and possessions

(1961) 7291
registration, etc. (1961) 1909
renewal provisions of present law (1961)

7290
unauthorized duplication of sound record-

ings (1961)5884
vested interests, amend Trading with the

enemy act

—

law (1962) 23261
reports (1961) 19088; (1962) 23350, 23352

Copyright Office:

bulletins (1961) 29653. (1963) 15403; (1964)
548-549

circular (1961) 19191; (1963) 19072
description of organization and functions

(1961) 9004
fees, increase, reports (1965) 17594, 19444

publications, list (1961) 19191
reports (1961) 4126; (1962) 9505; (1963)

10926; (1964) 14157; (1965) 9009
Corals:
Devonian colonial genus Billingsastraea

(1964) 4798
fossil, from Eniwetok Atoll (1964) 15945
Gorgonolaureus, new genus of ascothoracid

endoparasitic in Octocorallia (1962)
14519

Lockport dolomite in New York, redescrip-
tion of 3 species (1963) 6555

Mississippian, from well ceres of Madison
group, Williston Basin (1961) 4307

Paleozoic species from western U.S., revi-

sion (1965) 18214
Silurian, from Maine and Quebec (1963) 6556

Coralville Reservoir:
inter-agency archeological salvage pro-

gram

—

departmental edition (1962) 135
document edition (1962) 363A

Corbett, Cora L.F., relief (1964) 21183; (1965)

10435
Corbett, Eklward S., ponderosa pine reproduc-

tion in relation to seed supply at Chal-

lenge Experimental Forest (1963) 10226
Corbett, William J., pigment particle size sepa-

ration (1964) 14787
Corbin, Ky., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 9053
Corchoroside, see Glycosides.
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Cord:
behavior of liquids on various cords for

seams of chemical and biological protec-

tive overgarments (1964) 11590

tire and fabrics, current industrial reports

(1961) 8513
see also Twine.

Cordage, stockpiling fibers, questionable need,

GAO report (1964) 21339
Cordaro, Joseph T., controlled contamination

approach for developing sterilization

procedures for spacecraft (1964) 77

Cordierite:
high-temperature heat contents and entro-

pies (1965) 1372
low-temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies at 298.15 °K (1964) 5489
synthetic, research and development (1961)

15742
Cordilleran foreland, central, relation of ura-

nium deposits to tectonic pattern (1961)

14948
Cordova, Robert M., reconnaissance of

ground-water resources of Arkansas
Valley region. Ark. (1964) 2434

Cordova, Alaska, geologic reconnaissance and
test-well drilling (1964) 827

Cordwood, see Wood.
Core drilling:

core holes in carbonate rocks of Nevada test

site, hydrologic significance (1962) 18731

core tests, Simpson area, Alaska (1964)

19782
oil yields from core and drill-cutting sam-

pling of Green River oil shales (1963)

19870
pre-Selma cretaceous core samples from

outcrop area in western Alabama (1964)

18107
stress field within core stub in borehold

(1964) 11344
test well cores analyses, Barrow area, Alas-

ka (1961) 17331
Core materials:
honeycomb, sandwich constructions affected

by size of cells (1964) 12446
reactor, review of recent developments

(1961) 2918; (1962) 4285
Core-parameter studies for selected reactor

types (1962) 16405
Core program:

selected references (1961) 9026; (1963) 17362
unpublished research 1956-62 (1963) 17363

Coregonus, see Whitefish.
Coregonus artedi, see Herring.
Corelli, John C, radiation damage to semicon-

ductors by high-energy electron and
proton radiation (1964) 14775

Cores (magnetic):
circuit detects errors in address currents for

magnetic core arrays (1965) 6651
ferrite cores for memory devices, USSR

study (1964) 16154
logical elements of transistors and tape-

wound cores, USSR study (1964) 19957
new sintering process adjusts magnetic val-

ue of ferrite cores (1964) 13202
transfluxor circuit amplifies sensing current

for computer memories (1964) 9550
voltage-to-frequency converter (1963) 5606

Cores (reactors), see Reactors (atomic).

Corey, Richard C, measurement and signifi-

cance of flow properties of coal-ash slag

(1964)9495
Coriell, Sam R., calculations of potential and

effective diffusion constant in polyelec-

trolyte solution (1963) 14602
Coriolis stimulation:

effect of Coriolis acceleration on human
organism, USSR study (1965) 12701

Coriolis stimulation—Continued
motion sickness, resistance through repeat-

ed exposure (1965) 7112
threshold of vestibular coriolis effect and its

significance to aircrew (1965) 17031

Corisa, Chorisia insignis HBK (1961) 7483
performance as thermal protection material,

free-flight test results (1964) 18766
stoppers, temporary suspension of duty

—

law (1963) 11724
reports (1962) 19103; (1963) 4743, 9976

Corkboard:
insulation, temporary suspension of duty

—

law (1963) 11724
reports (1962) 19103, 21389; (1963) 4743,

9976

Corkern, Ray, kenaf, bibliography (1964) 6555

Corlett, William A., effect of Ist-stage geome-
try on aerodynamic characteristics in

pitch of 2-stage rocket vehicles from
Mach 1.57 to 2.86 (1965) 8099

Corley, Joseph R., analysis of grain transpor-
tation in Northwest (1965) 2085

Corliss, William R.:

direct conversion of energy (1964) 11875
neutron activation analysis (1963) 20334
power reactors in small packages (1964)

15293

Corliss, Pa., railroad accident (1965) 6390

Corn:
advertising provisions authorized in market-

ing orders, report (1965) 17844
agriculture services and activities of inter-

est to dry corn millers etc. (address)

(1961) 3677
AID grant to United Arab Republic, GAO

report (1965) 14397
allotment programs, effect on income and

resource use in southern Iowa (1961)

8307
applying fertilizers, USSR study (1964) 9222

artificially dried, stress cracks (1961) 6639;

(1964) 34
chinch bug control (1964) 19083
composition of commercial grades (1964)

13570
corn stunt disease (Achaparramiento) and

its insect vectors (1965) 8388
dent, temperature and rainfall as they affect

corn earworm damage (1964) 20896
diseases in U.S. and their control (1961)

20281
drying by dryeration process, progress re-

port (1964) 9910

ear, drying by mechanical ventilation (1963)
5834

Federal crop insurance, general information
(1964) 653

futures

—

commitments of traders (1962) 3688; (1963)

3530; (1964) 3344; (1965) 3231
market, 1961-62 (1963) 6056
trading and open contracts (1961) 3053;

(1962) 3908A; (1963) 3752; (1964) 3550;

(1965) 3464
handling and storing soft corn on farm

(1965) 7025
harvesting, data on practices (1965) 60, 4127

high yields at minimum expense, Soviet agri-

culture, translations (1964) 20268
livestock feed, crop insurance program, gen-

eral information (1964) 2313
nitrogen status, evaluation by tissue tests

(1963) 7542
oil and protein content of inbred lines (1964)

7895
selection, USSR study (1964) 6939
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Corn—Continued
smut, TMTD used against, USSR study

(1962) 2881
soft, handling and storing on farm (1961) 69
southern corn rootworm, control (1961) 1630
Southern States, controlling sugarcane bee-

tle (1963) 9575
stocks, Oct. 1, 1960 (1961) 36
storing for long haul, photo series (1962)

12879
sweet

—

commercial growing (1961) 17909
earworm, control (1961) 13785
earworm resistance in inbreds (1962) 8774
Florida, harvesting (1962) 12891
persistence of telodrin and DDT as deter-
mined by gas chromatography (1964)
13564

topping, effect on field drying and harvest-
ing (1961) 46

trade agreements with European Economic
Community and member states (1962)
14656

transportation, changing patterns (speech)
(1961) 6645

two ears instead of one, USSR study (1962)
941

yields in Corn Belt, 1929-62, effect of weath-
er and technology (1965) 14168

see aiso Corncribs—Hominy grits—Popcorn.
Corn Belt:

commercial farms, costs and returns (1962)
17367; (1963)8146; (1965) 17992

effect of weather and technology on corn
yields, 1929-62(1965)14168

how to plan a shooting field (1964) 20927
Corn borer, see European corn borer.
Corn cribs, see Corncribs.
Corn earworms, see BoUworms.
Corn grits, see Grits.
Corn meal, see Meal.
Corn rootworms, see Southern corn root-

worms.
Corncribs, pole, farm building plans (1961)

6697
Cornea:

aseptic inflammation course under influence
of B-particles from radioactive thallium,
USSR study (1964) 12893

epithelial cells, study of mitotic cycle by
means of tritium-tagged thymidine,
USSR (1963) 16153

mouse, effect of suprarenal hormones on ra-

diation sensitivity of chromosomal appa-
ratus of epithelial cells, USSR study
(1964) 2890

Cornelius, Edward G., pleasure boating indus-
try in Tennessee (1963) 1447

Cornelsen, Leroy A., economics of training
unemployed (1965) 2094

Corneo-muscular sutures, see Sutures.
Cornish, Joseph J., Ill, device for direct meas-

urement of unsteady air flows, etc.

(1965) 9976

Cornog, D.Y., legibility of alphanumeric char-
acters and other symbols, permuted title

index, etc. (1965) 1497

Cornus florida, see Dogwood.

Cornwall, Henry R.:

geology of Bullfrog quadrangle and ore de-

posits related to Bullfrog Hills caldera,

Nye County, Nev. and Inyo County,
Calif. (1964) 18133

mineral and water resources of Nevada
(1964) 17668

Cornwall Island, navigation improvements,
hydraulic model investigation (1961)
17213

Corona (electricity):

positive, for electrical precipitation at high
temperatures and pressures (1964) 9514

Corona (solar), see Sun.
Coronado, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18170
Coronado National Memorial:
general information (1964) 16761
Spanish edition (1964) 3061

Coronary arteries:

anatomo-eleetrocardiographic parallels in

experimental temporary partial inter-

ruption of coronary circulation, USSR
study (1961) 11056

atherosclerosis

—

cause of sudden death, USSR study (1961)
7571

effect of beta-sitosterol on level of blood
lipids, USSR study (1961) 19633

prolonged ascorbic acid therapy of pa-
tients, USSR study (1961) 11104

atherosclerotic changes of cardiac conduc-
tive system, USSR study (1961) 17055

blood flow, flowmeter for measurement (1964)
17011

circulation, pharmacology (1965) 16727
effect of reserpine on circulation of hyper-

tension patients, clinical observations
(1961) 7570

experimental atherosclerosis, comparative
morphology, USSR study (1962) 2837

heart, effect of castration upon atheroscle-
rosis, USSR study (1961) 11058

sclerosis, collateral cardiac circulation and
their significance in coronary insuffi-

ciency, USSR study (1961) 11054
vitamin Bi effect on coronary circulation,

experimental USSR study (1961) 11057
Coronary diseases, see Heart diseases.

Coronary occlusion, scientific research in field,

USSR (1961) 11187
Coronene, production from coal (1965) 1380
Corpacius, Alexander, relief (1961) 12413
Corporate author entries used by Technical

Information Division in cataloging re-

ports (1962) 11033
Corporate Pension F\inds and Other Private

Retirement and Welfare Programs, Pres-
ident's Committee on, see President's
Committee on Corporate Pension Funds
and Other Private Retirement and Wel-
fare Programs.

Corporate profits and national goals (remarks)
(1962) 10713

Corporations:
banking and financing, foreign operations

under Federal reserve act, regulations
(1961) 533; (1963) 19208

collapsible, tax laws, provisions, amend

—

law (1964) 17343
reports (1964) 8335, 15701

continuity of management in event of nucle-

ar attack (1963) 11652
corporate reorganization releases, SEC

(1961) 3566; (1962) 3720; (1963) 3561;
(1964) 3375; (1965) 3261

District of Columbia, Business corporation
act, amend

—

law (1963) 17041
reports (1963) 9859, 13735

District of Columbia income and franchise
tax act, amend, hearing (1965) 13979

dividend information on IRS returns, free

use of mails for reporting, hearing
(1965) 17728

doing foreign banking or financing that
maintain reserve accounts with Federal
reserve banks, list (1962) 5196; (1963)

4927; (1964) 4719; (1965)4724
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Corporations—Continued
federally chartered, uniform audit require-

ments

—

law (1964) 17363
reports (1963) 9911; (1964) 17740

foreign, tax effects of conducting foreign
business (1962) 19199A

Government control act, certain audit provi-

sions, amend

—

hearing (1964) 10314
law (1964) 17377
reports (1964) 12054, 17746

income tax rate, extension

—

hearings (1962) 13678; (1963) 13801
law (1961) 12125; (1962) 16734; (1963)

13426; (1964) 15384
reports (1961) 10296, 10303, 10478; (1962)

13433, 13450, 15222, 15347, 15358; (1963)
11831, 11840, 13718; (1964) 12083, 12089,

13955, 14057
income tax, reduction, hearings (1963) 20607;

(1964) 529
tax bill in perspective (remarks) (1964)

1643
income tax returns, statistics (1961) 6211,

12822; (1962) 5333, 9773, 19596-597,

21866; (1963) 630, 2376, 14067, 15644;
(1964) 857, 2449, 12548, 18166; (1965)

773, 6376, 18261, 19700
interlocks in corporate management, staff

report (1965) T489
lenders from jurisdictions outside D.C. mak-

ing loans secured by D.C. property, clar-

ify status under Income and franchise
tax act, report (1961) 14433; (1962) 21412;
(1964) 15567

life insurance, applicable to small business
(1961) 21342

manufacturing, quarterly financial report
(1963) 4125; (1964) 3955; (1965) 3873

mercantile and manufacturing. State income
taxation, hearings (1962) 7098

qualify as real estate investment trusts,

permit, report (1965) 12122
regulated transportation systems, net oper-

ating loss carryovers

—

law (1962) 20885
reports (1962) 19104, 21387

sales, profits, and dividends (1961) 3218;
(1962) 4317; (1963) 4168; (1964) 4005;
(1965) 3914

small, not taxed as corporation, extend peri-

od for spouse of shareholder to consent,
report (1961) 7257

Corporations Department, D.C, establish,

hearing (1965) 19303

Corpus, Consuelo A., relief (1965) 17314, 17792

Corpus Christi, Tex.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 8458

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 11930

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18336
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16474
standard metropolitan statistical area

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 18814

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6798

Coast Guard subsistence allowances, vali-

date

—

law (1962) 20865
reports (1962) 17006, 19350

Corpus Christi, Tex.—Continued
H-23B helicopter accident, crash injury in-

vestigation report (1963) 20203
International Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly decennial census (1963)
11402

Corpuscular solar radiation on descending
curve of solar activity cycle (1965) 1480

Corpuscular theory of light, corpuscular
streams related to solar M-regions
(1965) 11466

Correcting circuits, synthesis in nonlinear
systems, USSR study (1962) 22385

Correction factor for 4-point probe resistivity

measurements on thin circular semicon-
ductor samples (1964) 9635

Correctional industries fund:
establish for D.C. government

—

law (1964) 19430
reports (1963) 13737; (1964) 19456

Correctional institutions, see Reformatories.
Correctional Manpower and Training, Nation-

al Advisory Council on, see National
Advisory Council on Correctional Man-
power and Training.

Correctional officers:

assault on, making felony offense in D.C.

—

law (1965) 19152
reports (1965) 17674, 17842

examination announcements (1961) 10104;
(1963) 194, 9745; (6087)

Correctional rehabilitation, see Rehabilitation
of criminals.

Corrective therapists, see Exercise therapists.

Corregidor-Bataan Memorial Commission:
activities, reports (1961) 1879; (1963) 4715;

(1964) 17473
appropriations, authorizing

—

law (1964) 1969, 13904
reports (1963) 17111, 18857; (1964) 2218,

8288, 8420, 13951
appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 6338, 8436
law (1964) 13904
reports (1964) 8288, 8420, 13951

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 5950, 8972
law (1965) 13782
reports (1965) 8773, 8960, 12139

Correlation (statistics):

analysis of alkylthiophenes (1961) 15751
ASTM and Micum coke test methods (1964)

16633
correction of correlation with dichotomous

variable for restriction in range (1963)
7623

correlation methods, USSR study (1965)
6457

interlevel and intralevel, of wind compo-
nents for 6 geographical locations (1961)
2582

multipoint-multitime correlations and diffu-

sion in decaying homogeneous turbul-

ence, analysis (1961) 21248
population, proportion of obtained coeffi-

cients within critical region (1962) 5096
procedure for augmenting hydrologic data

(1965) 730
thermodynamics and transport property

correlation formulas for equilibrium air

(1962) 22565
use to improve estimates of mean and vari-

ance of streamflow (1963) 5023
Correlation and foraminifers of Monmouth

Group, Upper Cretaceous, Long Island,

N.Y. (1965) 9270
Correlation between intensity of regeneration

of parenchymatous elements and connec-
tive tissue, USSR study (1962) 23868
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Correlation function definition of spectral res-

olution (1962) 16051
Correlation graphs for supersonic flow around

right circular cones at zero yaw in air

as perfect gas (1964) 14872
Correlation method for recognizing patterns,

USSR (1963) 5274
Correlation of oblique shock parameters for

ratios of specific heats from 1 to 5/3
with application to real gas flows (1964)
11421

Correlation of turbulent air-bromine coaxial-
flow experiment (1964) 7524

Correlation study of bow-wave profiles (1962)
8508

Correlations of temperatur, pressure, and den-
sity, to 30 kilometers (1965) 7076

Correlometer, apparatus for correlative anal-
ysis of physiological processes, USSR
study (1963) 10600

Correspondence:
aids, CA series (1961) 11683-684, 20273;

(1962) 4487-88, 8786; (1963) 9547, 13157;
(1964) 11743, 20903; (1965) 7012-13, 8405

form and form letter management at field

stations, VA pamphlet (1963) 20222
form and guide letters, how to design and

use (1961) 5326
manual

—

foreword, contents, bibliography, etc.

(1961) 4305A, 4305B, 4305C, 4305D
preparation (1961) 4305A, 4305C
preparation of special documents (1961)
4305C

style practices (1961) 4305B
Correspondence schools and courses:

Industrial College of Armed Forces, course
on economics of national security (1964)
12574; (1965) 7847

application information (1963) 14082,
20759

general information (1962) 21907-908
information booklets (1963) 19372; (1965)
4906

information on schools, courses, etc. (1963)
2149; (1964) 10460

Naval Dental Corps extension education
program for nonresident instruction
(1962) 23949

Navy medical officers, clinical laboratory
procedures (1963) 9267

Navy, training manuals and correspondence
courses, Hsts (1962) 8561, 24037; (1963)
7360, 19995; (1964) 7640, 20694; (1965)
9813, 19990

Soil Conservation Service, elementary prin-
ciples in management (1964) 16864

USAFI offerings by colleges, etc., DOD pam-
phlet (1961) 17987; (1962) 14800; (1964)
89; (1965) 13443

Correspondent banks, see Banks and banking.
Corridon, Geraldine A.:

aircraft in agriculture, list of selected refer-
ences (1965) 14868

freeze- drying of foods, list of selected refer-
ences (1963) 14593

Corrosion and anticorrosives:
acid corrosioninhibitors, adsorption mecha-

nism, USSR study (1963) 1040
advanced test reactor, corrosion behavior of

materials of construction (1965) 10169
aircraft structural failures caused by corro-

sion, engineering survey (1964) 19001
all-Union scientific and technical confer-

ences, USSR (1962) 1284, 1287
alloys, Soviet research, evaluation (1961)

16244
aluminum and its alloys

—

corrosion aspects of selected alloys (1961)
16174
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Corrosion and anticorrosives—Continued
aluminum and its alloys—Continued

fatigue life, effects of atmospheric corro-
sion (1964) 16688

protected against stress-corrosion crack-
ing (1965) 11444

titanium alloys, modification, USSR stud-
ies (1964) 12584

bibliographic index of USSR works on corro-
sion and protection of materials (1963)
10640

biocorrosion of underground pipelines,
USSR studv (1962) 10056

borides, behavior (1961) 11786
capillary fluted aluminum tubes, corrosion

characteristics (1965) 11019
concentrated LiOH effects on steel corrosion

in steam generating systems, laboratory
studies (1963) 3231

corrosion

—

biblio- graphy (1962) 6734
prevention and control (1965) 10019
research in Soviet Union, visit to Soviet
corrosion chemistrv institutes (1963)
7717

resistance of stainless steel, effects of
substituting cobalt for nickel (1965)
6601

studies, high temperature (1964) 7439
corrosion and irradiation, USSR study

(1964) 18323
corrosion and wear, bibliography (1965)

14763
corrosion control

—

by cathodic protection, subsurface metal
structures, engineering operation and
maintenance (1965) 5487

engineers manual (1962) 21684
corrosion of

—

metallic materials by uranium hexafluor-
ide at high temperature (1965) 4250

metals and alloys, USSR studies (1964)
2659

cushioning materials, corrosivity (1962) 6483
diborides in pseudobinary system TiB2-CrB2

(1964) 11324
electrochemical steel corrosion in sea water,

role of bacteria, USSR study (1964) 2636
enzymatic deoxygenation for corrosion pre-

vention (1964) 1533
forced circulation, Croloy 9 M mercury loop,

operation to study corrosion product
separation techniques (1965) 9616

galvanic corrosion reduced in aluminum fab-
rications (1965) 9682

general corrosion of materials for nuclear
superheat applications (1965) 17097

high temperature corrosion studies (1963)
10964

hot-carbonate system corrosion study (1962)
14428

hydraulic and pneumatic systems corroded
units performance, USSR study (1963)
5145

inhibitors—
to protect inside surfaces of tanks in oil

tankers, USSR study (1963) 6602
volatile corrosion (1965) 6782

liquid metals, NASA-AEC meeting, Dec.
14-15, 1961, proceedings (1962) 14891;
(1964) 13155

papers (1961) 6400
metals in tropical environments (1961) 2623;

(1965) 9820
mine water of Kizel coal basin, microbiologi-

cal factors in increasing corrosiveness,
USSR study (1964) 2580

mobile tanks for petroleum products,
anti-corrosion protection, USSR study
(1963) 6824
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Corrosion and anticorrosives—Continued

multi-grounded rural electric lines, relieving

underground corrosion (1963) 14684
multipurpose corrosion inhibitor for brake

fluid (1963) 21064
operation of forced circulation Haynes allow

25, mercury loop to study corrosion
product separation techniques (1965)

14732
preventing metal corrosion from emulsifiable

ethylene dibromide packaged for bark
beetle control (1965) 670

rare earth oxides and rare earth borates
(1962) 23025

reactor materials

—

aqueous corrosion, AEC-EURATOM con-

ference papers (1961) 227
articles (1963) 1818

reinforcement steel corrosion in porous con-

crete, USSR study (1963) 6701

reinforcing steel, protection (1964) 14207
return-line corrosion in Federal heating sys-

tems (1962) 8474
salt-stress-corrosion

—

cracking of residually stressed Ti-8A1-
IMo-IV sheet (1965) 8086

titanium alloys at 550° F (1964) 1460
silver-indium-cadmium in borated high tem-

perature water (1961)16224
sodium mass transfer, cflrrosion sample data

(1963) 18570
screening test data and analysis (1964)

10027
solder flux leaves corrosion-resistant coat-

ing on metal (1964) 20564
Soviet anti-corrosion works (1962) 22252
stainless steels

—

stress corrosion mechanism (1962) 23010
type 304, in simulated superheat reactor
environments (1962) 18711, 23021

steel

—

corrosion mechanisms in high-temperature
water as affected by sodium hydroxide
additions (1965) 11585

high-strength, stress-corrosion cracking,
etc. (1964) 13342

in 40 percent sodium hydroxide solution at
316° C (1962) 10574

pilings in soils (1962) 24008
sheet piling, corrosion survey (1961) 9835

stress corrosion for structural alloys at
room and elevated temperatures (1963)
7601

sulfur, power reactor study (1961) 11782
superheat reactor corrosion facility, simu-

lated (1962) 4628
susceptibility of 6 stainless steels to stress

corrosion at ambient and elevated tem-
peratures (1965) 1459

thin metal films as corrosion indicators
(1961) 13811

titanium alloys, hot-salt stress-corrosion
cracking phenomenon (1964) 21730

titanium and its alloys, corrosion properties
(1964) 11222; (1965) 2809

underwater metal structures of hydroelec-
tric power stations, USSR study (1963)
10813

uranium and its alloys, USSR study (1965)
16425

vanadium, chemical and galvanic corrosion
(1962) 16015

welded joints of lKhl8N9T steel, influence of

heat ':reatment on corrosion resistance,
USSR study (1963) 5241

zircaloy-3 corrosion rate in hot water and
steam, effects of aluminum, nitrogen,
manganese, and copper impurities (1962)
1630

Corrosion and anticorrosives—Continued

zirconium and alloys, corrosion mechanism
(1963) 14978

zirconium in cupric and ferric chlorides
(1962) 10460

Corrosives, materials, hot, filler device for

handling (1964) 20561
Corruccini, R.J.:

electrical properties of aluminum for cry-
ogenic electro-magnets (1964) 18807

refractive index and dispersion of liquid

hydrogen (1965) 19964
surface tensions of normal and para hydro-

gen (1965) 18620
Corrupt practices act, see Political corruption.

Corsa, Kejen P., relief (1961) 10230, 12416,
14053

Corsets, current industrial reports (1962)

4726-27; (1963) 11618; (1964) 17089;
(1965) 15309

Corson, Ekiward M., analysis of 5-year physics
program at Moscow State University
(1963) 8174

Corte, Arturo E.:

desiccation cracks in soil (1965) 10764
frost behavior of soils, etc. (1963) 2189
vertical migration of particles in front of

moving freezing plane (1963) 4842
Corte Madera Creek:

flood control survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2193
document edition (1963) 1989

Cortex, computer-based system for aiding deci-

sion making (1965) 4176
Cortez quadrangle, Nev., geology (1965) 18198

Cortical activity and cognitive functioning
(1961) 5292

Cortical fibers in retina of monkeys, USSR
(1964) 10961

Corticosteroids:
in human parotid fluid following oral hydro-

cortisone dosage (1963) 9631
parotid fluid

—

identification and significance (1964) 5901
levels at 1 and 2 hours after graded doses

of ACTH (1964) 19183

Corticotropin, doses, graded, parotid fluid ster-

oid responses (1963) 14922
Cortisone:

administration and under conditions of star-

vation, incorporation of methionino S35
in proteins of rat's liver, USSR study
(1962) 2901

anti-artherogenic action in experimental
atherosclerosis in rabbits, USSR study

(1964) 12730
effect on

—

composition of blood and bone narrow, age
peculiarities, USSR study (1961) 4657

development of processes of exudation and
emigration in chemical and thermal in-

flammation, USSR study (1962) 19907

injuries of skin induced by betaradiation,

USSR study (1961) 11013
metabolism of ribonucleic acid and its nu-

cleotides in liver development (1964)

16732
protein loss and carbohydrate gain (1961)

3740
influence on glyconeogenesis, endotoxin le-

thality and tryptophan pyrrolase induc-

tion in cold-exposed mice (1965) 5542
oral glucose tolerance responses (1964)

19186
protected mice, iron metabolism and trypto-

phan pyrrolase activity (1965) 17010
protection in endotoxin-poisoned mice at 25° C

compared with that at 5° C (1965) 8467
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Cortland County, N.Y., soil survey (1961)

13670
Cortright, Edgar M.:

automated spacecraft of United States

(1963) 19887
space exploration, why and how (1965) 18484

unmanned spacecraft of U.S. (1964) 14793

Corundum:
and emery, mineral facts and problems chap-

ter (1965) 9557
sintered, properties, literature data (1963)

18519
Corvallis, Oreg., research and field laboratory

for water pollution control (1964) 11573

Corydalis, pharmacological actions, studies,

Communist China (1962) 2614

Corydoras, see Catfish.

COSATI subject category list (1965) 6894

Cosenza, Benjamin J., simple device for dehair-

ing insect egg masses (1963) 10232
Cosgrove, John E., nomination, hearing (1961)

19152
Coshocton, Ohio, hydrology of small wat-

ersheds, 1938-57 (1962) 4531
Cosino, Amina Y., relief (1961) 12178, 12426,

14074
Cosio Knob quadrangle, Calif., geology (1964)

12506
Cosemetics:

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 275, 8492
consumer protection packets, B, price list

(1965) 18694
F.D.C. regs. (1961) 9156-57, 10643, 12685,

20754; (1962) 17532-534, 19535; (1963)

4975, 10203, 12143-145; (1964) 4749;

(1965) 631, 4749, 4975
Food, drug, and cosemetic act

—

enforcing (1965) 7711
enforcement

—

bibliography (1965) 16226
regulations (1961) 19349

enforcement and compliance (1962) 5217;

(1963) 6472
FDA role (1961) 6070
report, monthly (1961) 3268; (1962)

4295A; (1963) 4143; (1964) 3463; (1965)

3356
notices of judgement (1963) 15541; (1964)

18039
requirements, guide for foreign manufac-

turers, etc. (1961) 17270; (1964) 18037
text (1961) 19348; (1963) 4976
text and enforcement regulations (1964)

762, 14287; (1965) 16225
food, drug, and cosemetic laws, State offi-

cials enforcing, directory (1963) 13979
import detentions, report (1963) 12147;

(1964) 3968, 12147; (1965) 3889A
industry, outlook and review (1961) 3866;

(1962) 4693; (1963) 4519
lip, hair and face preparations, flammability

in presence of 100% oxygen (1964) 13729

notices of judgment (1962) 591, 21791
read labels, FDA publication (1961) 17271;

(1963) 19246; (1965) 10904
USSR physiotherapy methods (1964) 2792
what consumers should know (1962) 590;

(1963) 17467
Cosmic biology, see Biology.
Cosmic dust:
bombardment of lunar surface (1964) 3033
effect on certain actinometric characteris-

tics of atmosphere, USSR study (1961)

11072
Elxplorer VII micrometeorite penetration

experiment (1963) 9180
falling on the earth, USSR study (1964)

12968

Cosmic dust—Continued
importance in providing recombination sur-

face for ions and electrons in D-region
and interplanetary surface (1961) 15766

interplanetary debris, role in planetary
atmospheres (1963) 19893

interplanetary dust

—

bibliography (1961) 11560
direct measurements of particles in vicini-

ty of earth (1962) 3376
distribution of small particles in vicinity

of earth (1962) 16054
measurements of distributions (1963)
21016

meteroic flux and density fields about infini-

tesimal attractive center generated by
stream monoenergetic and monodirec-
tional at infinity (1965) 5178

showers, direct measurements (1963) 3146
space density of atmospheric dust in alti-

tude range 50,000 to 90,000 ft (1963)
1496

space study, beginning of new era, USSR
study (1962) 8046

stratospheric sampling (1961) 15966
see also Micrometeoroids.

Cosmic flights and science, USSR (1963) 15846
Cosmic medicine and its tasks, USSR (1961)

19649
Cosmic mineralogy, new branch of science

(1963) 18177
Cosmic navigation and communication, Poland

(1962) 22313
Cosmic necklace for our planet (1962) 13977
Cosmic rays:
and earth storm, Goddard Space Flight Cen-

ter contributions to 1961 Kyoto confer-

ence (1962) 16034
and nuclear processes within large silver

chloride crystals, delineation of tracks
(1963) 7255

and terrestrial corpuscular radiation, inves-

tigation in rocket and satellite flights,

USSR study (1961) 10816
anisotropy (1964) 18746
Bulgarian mountain laboratory on Stalin

Peak for study (1961) 7758
collisions in space (1965) 5102-5

conference in Jaipur, USSR report (1964)

21592
cosmic factors, influence on blood system,

USSR study (1963) 10661
cosmic radiation, USSR studies (1965) 11190
detectors, lightweight, recoverable film

badge dosimeter (1962) 14785
earth parameters, equatorial loci (1964)

11799
effect on blood system, USSR study (1964)

1118
energy spectrum Ebcplorer XII instrumenta-

tion for study (1963) 12856
equator at 170° west longitude (1965) 4182,

7083
extensive showers at depths equivalent to 40

meters of water, Hungarian investiga-

tion (1962) 7848
galactic, edge of polar plateau and their

charged albedo (1964) 9599
hazards in solar system (1965) 5105
intensities and variations prior to and dur-

ing magnetic disturbances, USSR pa-

pers (1964) 14908
intensity

—

fluctuations in stratosphere caused by
solar processes, USSR study (1964)

16319
variations (1961) 15820, 19986

living cells in space, USSR study (1962) 878
low energy protons from collisions in space

(1965) 5104
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Cosmic rays—Continued
low frequency power spectrum variations

during IGY (1963) 9170
micro-lesions in animal tissues, simulation

by X-ray micro-beams (1961) 5291
nuclear components, investigations made on

Soviet satellites and rockets (1964)
12986

origin in supernovae and other sources
(1965) 13110

physics research investigations (1962) 6064
primary radiation

—

Cerenkov-scintillation counter measure-
ments of nuclei (1963) 16375

charge and mass identification by scintil-

lation counter telescope (1963) 16377
its properties and origin, USSR study

(1962) 2871
salient features (1963) 18241

pulse-height analyzer for space physics
applications (1961) 4939

radiation research, results in Hungary
(1962) 22158

re-entrant albedo (1963) 21020
solar

—

as inferred from correlation with intense
geomagnetic storms, statistical analysis
(1962) 8492

cosmic ray event 1960 (1963) 3157
hydrogen, helium, and heavy nuclei (1963)

11051
particles, prediction aspects of events,
study (1961) 9550

source of high energy gamma rays from col-

lisions in space (1965) 5103
stable and radioactive nuclides induced in

meteorites (1963) 14570
sun, USSR study by satellites and rockets

(1961) 12947
use of penetrating cosmic radiation for de-

termination of mean rock-density val-

ues, USSR study (1964) 14445
USSR articles (1964) 14907
USSR study (1963) 1056
variations

—

of cosmic rays and solar corpuscular
streams (1965) 18589

under ground, at sea level, and in strato-
sphere (1961) 10805

USSR study (1965) 11219
Cosmic tellurometer, USSR (1961) 21090
Cosmochemistry:
impact characteristics of various materials

obtained by acceleration-time-history
technique applicable to evaluating re-

mote targets (1962) 14474
nitrogen peroxide formation in planets at-

mospheres (1962) 6291
radiation measurements from Tiros III me-

teorological satellite, .preliminary re-

sults (1962) 12504
stellar model of mixed opacity, variations,

etc. (1962) 18294
Cosmogony, see Universe.
Cosmology:

causality as basis (1962) 9952
cosmic electrodynamics, fundamentals (1964)

962-^

zero density models of universe and their
applicability (1965) 5201

Cosmonautics, see Astronautics.
Cosmonauts:
cosmonaut steps out of spaceship, USSR

article (1965) 12682
diary of a pilot-cosmonaut, USSR (1964)

12930
from airplane to spaceship, notes of astro-

naut flight instructor, USSR (1964)
12617

Cosmonauts—Continued
man in outer space, USSR study (1964)

16503
new cosmic tandem, Valeriy Bykovskiy and

Valentina Tereshkova, USSR study
(1963) 20905

physiological reactions during action of

G-loads, etc., USSR study (1964) 9191
program, USSR translations (1964) 11199
reactions of cardiovascular and respiratory

systems under conditions of orbital
flight on spaceship Voskhod-1, USSR
study (1965) 16490

Soviet

—

pilot G.S. Titov's record flight, additional
data (1962) 18659

space flight (1964) 19951
story (1964) 19899
training (1964) 20291
training for space flight, some aspects

(1964) 1083
state of weightlessness, USSR study (1962)

13970
tandem flight, Aug. 1962, results, USSR

(1962) 23892
trainable for 100-hour orbits and longer,

USSR study (1964) 10928
training, USSR study (1962) 14247
USSR, training, drills, etc. (1963) 15734
Voskhod 1 flight, experiments (1965) 9329
voyage of Vostok-3, activities during flight

(1963) 19448, 20761

COSPAR, see Space Research Committee.

Cossairt, K., recirculation principle for

ground effect machines, investigation of

improvements by major modifications to

MCTV (1963) 18352
Cost:

analysis, application of computers in fur-

nace wall design (1964) 18699
capital construction, statistical study,

USSR (1961) 12873
construction, reduce by decreasing overhead

expenses, USSR (1962) 8187
control problems of small manufacturers

(1961) 9724
cost analysis

—

Cylburn, 1963 (1965) 15328
project in children's institutions (1964)

13781; (1965) 1916, 10270
establishment of joint project (1964)

6056
cost and price formation in industry, USSR

study (1964) 16182
crop production by size of farm, central cot-

ton-tobacco area of N.C. (1962) 21603
cutting through work measurement (1961)

8191
data, relation to military procurement, hear-

ing (1963) 11886
data used in negotiation of contract prices,

certification as to accuracy and com-
pleteness obtained by military procure-
ment agencies etc., GAO review (1962)

21813
Defense Department cost reduction program,

report (1963) 17347; (1964) 15828, 17347;

(1965) 14149, 17974
memorandum (1965) 17974

distribution cost analysis (1965) 1611

estimates for project improvements and site

preparation (1962) 14672
farm

—

commercial, by type, size, and location
(1961) 9870; (1962) 22930; (1963) 16731;
(1964) 13582; (1965) 15182

commercial, costs and returns, study
(1962) 1954
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Cost—Continued
farm—Continued

cost-price squeeze

—

hearings (1961) 12329
report (1962) 11427

cost situation (1962) 13730; (1964) 566;
(1965) 477, 566, 13730, 23428

cut costs that cut profits (1961) 11698;
(1964) 1700, 11698

farm costs and returns (1963) 2123, 8146,
10050, 12045-46; (1965) 12373-375,
15412-413, 16080-81, 17991-992

commercial broiler farms, Maine, Delmar-
va and Georgia (1965) 17991

commercial corn belt farms (1962) 17367;
(1963) 8146, 17367; (1965) 17992

commercial cotton farms (1963) 2123,
12046; (1965) 16081

commercial dairy farms. Northeast and
Midwest (1962) 12375; (1965) 12375

commercial egg producing farms. New Jer-

sey (1962) 17365; (1963) 10050
commercial tobacco farms

—

coastal plain, N.C. (1965) 12374
North Carolina (1962) 17364; (1963)
12045

commercial tobacco-livestock farms, Ken-
tucky (1962) 17366; (1965) 12373

commercial wheat farms, Pacific North-
west, Northern and Southern Plains
(1962) 17368; (1963) 15413; (1965) 16080

functions from cross-section data, fact or
fantasy? (1961) 20662

geographic mobility (1964) 13663
handling groceries from warehouse to retail

store shelves, study (1961) 9891
indirect, allowances under certain research

project grants awarded and adminis-
tered by Public Health Service, inade-
quate determination, GAO report (1965)
4830

industrial output, USSR study (1964) 21503

low, marketing aids for higher export profits

(1964) 19822
machinery cost, profitability and prices,

dynamics in connection with technical
progress, USSR study (1965) 18297

NASA PERT and companion cost system
handbook (1963) 1262

production, methods of reducing, USSR arti-

cles (1964) 14437
rail cost finding procedures and principles,

explanation (1964) 873
reduction actions by major defense contrac-

tors (1965) 12363
reduction report. Defense Dept (1964) 3376;

(1965) 3262, 3376
reduction through better management in

Federal Government (1963) 7723
reductions. Veterans Administration (1965)

16907
scientific research, Hungary (1962) 5697

unit costs of local service air carriers (1965)
4382, 5728, 8643, 11955

see a/so Accounts and accounting

—

also
names of commodities, e.g. Eggs—aiso
subjects.

Cost accounting, see Accounts and accounting.

Cost and standard of living:

adjustments in star route contract prices,
hearings (1965) 8898, 16049

Bulgarian development, translations (1964)
7288

Communist China

—

collective welfare enterprises, strengthen
guidance for establishing (1961) 808

peasants, Japanese study (1961) 9356

peoples livelihood, Japanese study (1962)
21915

Cost and standard of living—Continued
workers and farmers (1962) 3219

conditions in

—

Argentina (1962) 729
Australia (1963) 6595
Belgium (1961) 7467
Brazil (1963)2427
Costa Rica (1962) 2567
East Africa (1963) 12257
Ecuador (1963) 6602
Federal Republic of Germany and West

Berlin (1961) 18448
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

(1962) 11941
France (1961) 6087, 9186
Great Britain (1963) 2432
Greece (1963) 6592
Guatemala (1963) 6601
Haiti (1961) 18450
Hong Kong (1961) 18452; (1963) 12254
India (1961) 4519
Ireland (1962) 5353
Japan (1963) 10341
Libya (1963) 5063
Malaya (1962) 5348
Mexico (1961) 2026
Morocco (1963) 10336
Netherlands (1961) 638
Netherlands Antilles (1963) 6610
Nicaragua (1962) 7511
Nigeria (1963) 8381
Paraguay (1961) 9200
Peru (1962) 11939
Singapore (1963) 8382
Sweden (1963) 2389
Switzerland (1962) 727
Thailand (1962) 5346
Turkey (1961) 2024
Venezuela (1962) 15677

conditions of repatriated in North Korea
(1963) 19562

cost-of-living indexes in developing coun-
tries, computation (1964) 21670

family living in high apartment buildings,
report (1965) 18733

farm operator level-of-living indexes for
counties, 1950-59 (1962) 18640

farmers, prices paid for commodities and
services, 1910-60 (1962) 16312

Krakow, Poland, 1949-58 (1962) 14059
low-income families, suggestions for im-

provement (1963) 10304
Spanish edition (1965) 14427

marked improvement in income of midd-
le-income families (address) (1963) 20932

prices and living conditions, statistical
needs and resources, conference report
(1964) 13085

public assistance, simplified methods for
determining needs (1964) 6605

Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands, require sur-
vey before reducing Federal employees'
allowances, report (1965) 17665

urban and rural levels (1965) 14167
USSR population (1964) 7166
problems in planning long-run increase
(1961)4474

ways to increase national well-being of
Soviet people (1962) 3051

Washington, D.C. (1962) 9118
Cost ascertainment report, see Postal service.
Cost-of-living allowances:

excessive, paid to Federal employees in

Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands, Civil

Service Commission, GAO report (1965)
7767

Federal employees in nonforeign areas, ter-

minating

—

analysis (1965) 421
hearings (1964) 10342; (1965) 17726
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Cost-of-living allowances—Continued
Federal employees in nonforeign areas, ter-

minating—Continued
purpose, justification, and analysis of leg-

islation (1965) 17731
Federal employees in Puerto Rico and Virgin

Islands, require survey before reducing
report (1965) 17665

Cost of maritime shipping, USSR (1962) 18101

Costa, Antonio da, relief (1962) 17170
Costa, Caterina, relief (1963) 17207; (1965)

12237
Costa, Sister Maria C, see Costa, Caterina.
Costa Rica:

agriculture and trade (1965) 2086
alliance for progress programs, report on

study mission (1963) 8023
print as S. Doc, report (1963) 20571

amateur alien radio operators, authoriza-
tion to operate, agreement (1964) 20843

Army mission, agreement (1961) 1528; (1963)
14728

atomic energy cooperation for civil uses,
agreement (1961) 8219

background notes (1965) 1638
defense, furnishing articles and services,

agreement (1963) 1536
economic developments, 1960 (1961) 9179
economic, technical, and related assistance,

agreement (1963) 1524
economy, basic data (1964) 8812
foreign trade, 1959-61 (1962) 17671
foreign trade regulations (1964) 6848
household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market (1962) 11048
import tariff system (1962) 15684
Inter-American Highway program, unneces-

sary costs resulting from

—

deficiencies in construction activities. Pub-
lic Roads Bureau, Ck)mmerk Dept., GAO
report (1965) 6306

inadequacies in administration of
right-of-way activities, Public Roads
Bureau, Commerce Dept., GAO report
(1964) 12498

Inter-American Highway section, unauthor-
ized expenditures for repair, etc. Public
Roads Bureau, GAO report (1965) 19657

labor conditions (1965) 6573
labor law and practice (1963) 9045
leather tanning industry (1961) 15002
living conditions (1962) 2567
military mission, agreements (1961) 17848
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12857
Peace Corps program, agreement (1965)

13288
sending gift packages to (1963) 2405
study mission report (1963) 9863
telecommunications, market for U.S. equip-

ment (1962) 11056
Costan, Robert C, four-dimensional derivation

of electrodynamic jump conditions, trac-
tions, and power transfer at moving
boundary (1965) 6691

Costello, T.J., field techniques for staining-
recapture experiments with commercial
shrimp (1965) 614

COSTEP, see Commissioned Officer Student
Training and Extern Program.

COSTEP, Public Health Service (1964) 18895;
(1965) 6871

Costilla Creek:
compact, amendment

—

law (1964) 1927
compact, amendment, reports (1963) 18864;

(1964) 492
Costly time lag between discovery and use of

medical knowledge (1961) 6498

Coston, Dean W., Ek-onomic opportunity act of

1964 (1965) 749
Costrell, Edwin S., United States policy and

international cooperation in Antarctica
(1964) 19447

Costrell, Louis, standard nuclear instrument
modules (1964) 19255

Costs, Campaign, President's Commission on,

see President's Commission on Cam-
paign Costs.

Costume jewelry, see Jewelry.
Costumers, wearing apparel, wood, general

office. Federal standard (1965) 10844
Cots, see Beds.
Cottage cheese, see Cheese.
Cottage parents, position and cottage work

situations, theoretical study (1962)
16584

Cotter, Carl H., relief (1961) 10242, 16890,
18482; (1962) 21116, 21364, 23149

Cotter, Perry G.
Hme (1964) 21696
lime and calcium (1965) 9576
sand and gravel (1963) 19877; (1964) 21719;

(1965) 12956
slag, iron-blast-furnace (1963) 18106; (1964)

18708
stone (1963) 19879; (1964) 21721; (1965)

12959
Cotter, R.D.:

ground and surface water in Mesabi and
Vermilion Iron Range area, northeast-
ern Minnesota (1965) 19676

water resources in vicinity of municipalities

on

—

central Mesabi Iron Range, northeastern
Minn. (1965) 18221

east-central Mesabi Iron Range, north-

eastern Minn. (1965) 18222
eastern Mesabi and Vermilion Iron
Ranges, northeastern Minn. (1965) 19677

west central Mesabi Iron Range, north-
eastern Minnesota (1965) 18220

western Mesabi Iron Range, northeastern
Minn. (1965) 18219

Cottington, R.L., effect of polar-nonpolar addi-

tives on oil-spreading on solids (1964)

5603
Cotton:
Acala and Pima, saw and roller ginning,

comparison (1965) 11853
acreage allotments, transfer from one farm

to another in case of natural disasters

—

laws (1963) 9808
reports (1961) 8821; (1962) 9345, 9461;

(1963) 7958
Afghanistan (1965) 14353

agreement with Republic of Congo (1964)

3155
American bale package and our foreign

markets (1961) 17159

American-Egyptian

—

in Southwest, roller ginning (1964) 4194
quality relationships between selected

measures of quality and fiber, yarn, and
processing properties, 1956-60 (1965)

8423
American, raw, traffic pattern of shipments,

1961-62 (1965) 10069
bales

—

transporting with large clamp trucks
(1964) 20901

weighing at compress (1964) 11736
bales and samples, changes in quality and

value during storage (1964) 5837
Brazil (1964) 10583
broad woven fabrics, current industrial re-

ports (1964) 8115
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Cotton—Continued
broad woven goods

—

current industrial reports (1961) 2990;

(1962) 2175; (1963) 3575, 20352; (1964)

3391, 21031; (1965) 3274
industry, outlook for 1961 and review of

1960 (1961) 3858

CCC storage, various problems affecting

rates, GAO review (1965) 711

classification (1965) 4112
under cotton futures legislation, regula-

tions of Agriculture Department (1963)

9535
cloth-

prices of cloth, raw cotton, and mill mar-
gins (1961) 2842; (1962) 4251, 16249;

(1963) 4104, 16707; (1964) 3933, 15190;

(1965) 3849, 16057
U.S. imports, perspective on problem

(1962) 5218
clothing fibers, women's attitudes (1961)

13792
Colombia industry (1961) 9158

commercial farms, costs and returns (1963)

2123; (1965) 16081
Communist China

—

crop yields, development (1961) 7660
everyone should economize on cotton yarn
and cotton cloth (1961) 2318

Huang Ho area, spring soil conservation,

methods and practices (1961) 17503

competition with man-made fibers in West-
ern Europe (1961) 12688

consumption, seasonally adjusted daily aver-

age, current industrial report (1962)

20548; (1965) 8611
contamination by lubricants from mechani-

cal harvesters (1965) 16935

costs of production by size of farm, central

cotton-tobacco area of N.C. (1962) 21603

cotton and cotton linters

—

foreign growth classification, regulations

under Cotton standards act (1964) 19046

standards (1964) 19047

cotton and other materials purchased for

car interiors (1963) 16748

cotton and related data, statistics, 1925-62

(1963) 9588
1963 supplement (1964) 1721
1964 supplement (1964) 19102

cotton fiber and processing tests, regula-

tions of Agriculture Department (1964) 9

cotton situation (1961) 2777; (1962) 3727;
(1963) 3568; (1964) 3383; (1965) 3269

cultivation and trade, Palembang, Indonesia
(1961) 812

defoliation, effect on yield and quality (1961)

3716
detecting, etc., mechanical picker lubricants

on cotton (1963) 1631

differential harvesting (1963) 1630

domestic fiber consumption in equivalent
pounds, estimates (1961) 6640

domestic, price equalization

—

hearings (1963) 6181
research program, etc

—

hearings (1964) 6491
law (1964) 10140
reports (1963) 11827, 15253; (1964) 6467

economic outlook, hearings (1961) 16825
economics of delinting cottonseed to low re-

sidual linters at oil mills (1965) 15196
El Paso area, season 1960-61, effects of de-

foliation, harvesting, and ginning prac-

tices on Micronaire reading, fiber prop-
erties, manufacturing performance, and
product quality (1965) 4110

Cotton^Continued
equalization payments and domestic acreage

allotments with modifications, hearings
(1965) 13962

exported under Public law 480, dollar re-

funds due CCC, GAO report (1965) 722
extra long staple, sale and disposal

—

hearings (1962) 11439, 15423
law (1962) 16774
reports (1962) 11413, 17181

facts (1963) 9573
farms

—

coastal plain of North Carolina, cost of

production (1961) 100
San Joaquin Valley, 1947-59, organization,

etc (1962) 5080
Southern Coastal Plains, organization,

etc (1962) 11687
Federal crop insurance, general information

^, (1964) 4688
fibers

—

length determination by electrical resist-

ance measurements (1963) 7573
length distribution and yarn quality, ef-

fects of gin drying and cleaning (1964)
13589

quality, preserving in ginning (1963) 18422

science, growth in U.S. (1961) 21352
spinning properties, study of Calif, gin-

ning practices (1961) 13789
fiber and processing test results (1961)

2776; (1962) 3721; (1963) 3562; (1964)

3377; (1965) 3263
flame retardant treatment, improved (1961)

3689
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;
(1965) 3433

foreign trade prospects (1961) 10648; (1962)

9667; (1963) 6479
formaldehyde wet finishing process for

wash-wear fabrics (1962) 22926
futures

—

commitments of traders (1961) 3046; (1962)

3687; (1963) 3529; (1964) 3343
trading and open contracts (1961) 3048-49,

3053, 3464; (1962) 3904-5, 3908A, 16666;

(1963) 3747-48, 3752; (1964) 3545-46,

3550; (1965) 3459-3464
trading, monthly (1961) 3044; (1962) 4389;

(1963) 4240; (1964) 4088
harvest mechanization, effect on seasonal

hired labor (1962) 15511
imports of manufactures, foreign trade re-

ports (1961) 2962; (1962) 3890; (1963)

3729; (1964) 3528; (1965) 3442
industry, Argentina (1962) 13843
insects, control, report of panel of Presi-

dent's Science Advisory Committee, 1965

(1965)9845
Iran (1964) 14292
irrigation in southeastern United States

(1964) 11753
Japanese textiles, arrangement between U.S.

and Japan (1962) 8683
Kiangsu Province, F\isarium oxysporum F.

vasinfectum (Atk.) Snyder et Hansen,
occurrence and control (1965) 7852

laminated plastics, future in (1963) 14871

legislation, hearings (1963) 2047

long staple, consumption and stocks, current

industrial reports, supp. (1962) 4730
Louisiana Crop Reporting Service report

(1961) 2817
lygus bugs, control methods (1962) 8840

man-made fiber staple, and linters, current

industrial reports (1961) 2989, 5481;

(1962) 3736, 4728; (1963) 3574; (1964)

3273, 3390; (1965) 3273
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Cotton—Continued

cost of services (1961) 10526; (1962)

12903, 15468
summaries (1963) 4581; (1964) 6040; (1965)
4342

mechanically harvested, how producers can
preserve quality (1963) 11455

Mexico, trends and outlook (1965) 633
micronaire

—

fiber readings, new service for producers
(1963) 11427

service of USDA aids producers (1963)

11428
Mississippi Delta variety, cotton ginning

practices, effects on market quality,

1958-59 (1963) 4360
moisture

—

control by multipath drying at cotton gins

(1962) 20386
relationship to quality preservation at

gins (1965) 1740
restoration at gin, effects on fiber and
spinning properties (1965) 15194

monthly cotton linters review (1964) 3734;
(1965) 3652

multiple lint cleaning at gins, effects on bale
value, etc (1963) 11457

need for balanced research program (talk)

(1962) 16280
new program for upland cotton (1964) 11746
Oklahoma cooperatives (1963) 6380
Pakistan (1964)2347
Peru industry (1961) 20755
pima, genetic basis for varietal improve-

ment (1962) 12822
pink bollworm, controlling (1965) 7026
plant, how it grows, etc (1965) 18872
pooled allotments of Billie Sol Estes, Agri-

culture Dept. handling, hearings (1962)
21551, 23415; (1963) 330; (1964) 532

print additional copies, reports (1962)

21127,21377
report (1964) 19584

price statistics, monthly (1961) 2815; (1962)
3725; (1963) 3566; (1964) 3381; (1965)
3267

price support programs

—

and acreage allotments, hearings (1963)

12003; (1964) 6491
opportunity to reduce Federal expendi-
tures and effecting savings by deterring
movement of cotton over long distances
prior to its placement under price-

support loan, Commodity Credit Corpo-
ration, GAO report (1964) 19760

prices, spot quotations (1961) 2849; (1962)
4350; (1963) 4204; (1964) 4048; (1965)
3954

where and how quoted (1962) 16301
problems (address) (1961) 11691

problems of proposed legislation (address)

(1963) 14849
production

—

and distribution (1961) 11838; (1962)

13033; (1963) 9712; (1964) 15303; (1965)
17162

and exporting problems, role of Agricul-

ture Dept. (address) (1963) 20276
Central America (1964) 2348
crops (1962) 14926, 16458; (1963) 13280;

(1964) 7801, 13280, 13749; (1965) 15307
extent and cost of using chemicals (1964)

12313
monthly releases (1961) 2816; (1962) 3726;

(1963) 3567; (1964) 3382; (1965) 3268
Soviet Union, report of U.S. technical
study group, addendums (1962) 6585;
(1963) 13187

Spain, trends and prospects (1964) 15933

Cotton—Continued
products

—

report to the President on investigation of

Agricultural adjustment act (1962)

20337
Tariff Commission report (1961) 17862

program

—

modification, message from the President
(1962) 8123; (1963) 4721

new proposals (address) (1962) 12861
1965, general information (1965) 4119

purchase programs, 1959 and 1960 Commodi-
ty Credit Corporation

—

unlimited sales agencies, GAO review of

operations (1962) 15628
warehousing operations, GAO review

(1963) 5010
quality

—

evaluating, mechanically drawn samples
compared with cut samples (1964) 9950

interrelationships among 5 factors, etc

(1965) 10067
relationships, 1946-60

—

multiple statistical relationships (1962)
8822-23

simple correlations, means, and stand-
ard deviations (1962) 8823

survey, fiber and processing tests from se-

lected production areas, summaries (1961)
6677; (1962) 6560, 6677, 14743; (1963)
11451; (1964) 5819, 9937; (1965) 8422

raw, trash content and grade standards
(1962) 4464

regional variety tests (1965) 12

reports for ginning (1961) 2801; (1962) 4407;

(1963)4257; (1964) 4112
research, annotated bibliography (1962)

20413
response to 2, 4-D and related phenoxy her-

bicides (1963) 18446
seed cotton

—

cost of storing (1965) 11855
multiple lint cleanings at gins, effect on
grade, price and bale value (1962) 7256

storage in trailers (1964) 7941
sheeting, workers' petition for adjustment

assistance. Tariff Commission report
(1963) 14740

short fiber content in relation to other quali-

ty measurements (1962) 6524, 16250
sold for export, organization and financing

of U.S. trade, foreign buying practices,

etc (1962) 17537; (1963) 15542; (1964)
14289

sources of moisture in mechanically harvest-
ed seed cotton and its effects on cotton
quality (1965) 62

southeastern, crop of 1960, effects of certain
drying treatments in ginning on fiber

properties and spinning performance
(1965) 53

Soviet crops, translations (1961) 7759
spider mites, control (1962) 4512
spinning performance test, evaluation (1963)

1617
spot quotations, relation to spot values and

average differentials (1964) 19089
statistics and related data (1961) 20306
storage capacity in older warehouses, in-

creasing (1964) 9912
supply function in Imperial Valley, Calif

(1963) 8155
technologist, examination announcement,

discontinuance notice (1964) 4386
testing and pricing for fineness and

strength, recent developments (1965)

7035
testing service, tests available, equipment

and techniques basis for interpreting
reports (1964) 4178
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Cotton—Continued
Texas High Plains, fineness price differen-

tials (1963) 17358

textile cycle, nature and trend (1963) 11684

textile industry and consumption, prospects
in EEC (1964) 21323

textiles

—

industry wage survey (1964) 20437

international arrangements. Commerce
Dept. activities (remarks) (1963) 18754

international trade, agreement with other
Governments (1962) 3516; (1963) 7446

multilateral agreements, hearing (1962)
9368

trade agreement with

—

China (1964) 7776, 11638; (1965) 9945,
15086

Colombia (1965) 18782
Greece (1964) 18981
India (1964) 13470; (1965) 1653
Israel (1964) 7780
Jamaica (1963) 21136; (1964) 13471
Japan (1963) 20177; (1965) 15071
Korea (1965) 8326
Pakistan (1965) 9950
Philippines (1964) 9821
Portugal (1965) 8323
Spain (1963) 21131; (1964) 18963; (1965)
3050, 8330

Turkey (1964) 18982
United Arab Republic (1964) 7787
Yugoslavia (1965) 1656

wage structure (1961) 15700

Thailand (1965) 18173

thrips on cotton, how to control (1963) 32

topping to prevent lodging and improve
mechanical harvesting (1962) 14728

Turkmen SSR, shortcomings in cotton grow-
ing, USSR study (1963) 15954

United States

—

domestic and foreign, supply and distribu-

tion, current industrial reports (1962)

18789; (1964) 17101; (1965) 15312
exhibit at 28th official International Sam-

ples Fair, Barcelona, Spain (1961) 596

upland, grade and staple (1961) 2819; (1962)

3790; (1963) 3628
USSR production, report of U.S. technical

study group, addendums (1963) 11465;
(1964) 13597; (1965) 11871

varieties planted (1961) 9844, 13755; (1962)

14718, 16247; (1963) 13151, 14825; (1964)

13561, 15186; (1965) 14140
variety tests, regional, results (1961) 20266;

(1964)4190
warehouse, compressing and storing, layout

and design(1962) 20408
weed control, planter-sprayer equipment for

precision placement of herbicides (1963)

18400
weekly cotton linters review (1961) 2804;

(1962) 4435; (1963) 4294
weekly cotton market review (1961) 2805;

(1962) 4436; (1963) 4295; (1964) 4148;

(1965) 4060
weekly report of on call positions and trans-

actions in spot cotton (1961) 3054; (1962)

4440; (1963) 4298
world situation and outlook for 1962-63

(1962) 17541
woven goods finished, current industrial

reports (1961) 20445; (1962) 20540;
(1963) 18680; (1964) 13753

Yazoo-Mississippi Delta, fiber and spinning
properties of cotton as affected by cer-

tain harvesting and ginning practices,

1959-60 (1964) 13587

Cotton—Continued
yields with recommended and experimental

insecticides, 1928-58 (1962) 12935
see also names of manufactured articles and

materials.
Cotton boll weevil, see Weevils.
Cotton carding machinery, granular card cuts

cotton card waste in half (1961) 8283
Cotton cloth, see Cotton.
Cotton Council, see National Cotton Council.
Cotton County, Okla., soil survey report (1964)

5696
Cotton gins and ginning:
American-Egyptian cotton in Southwest,

roller ginning (1964) 4194
charges (1961) 10526; (1962) 15468
composting cotton gin waste (1965) 1739
consolidated cotton report (1961) 2986;

(1962) 3722; (1963) 3563; (1964) 3378;
(1965) 3264

cooperative gins, farm supply operations in

Texas (1961) 14820
costs of electric power and fuel for driers in

cotton gins, Arkansas and Missouri
(1964) 2261

costs of ginning cotton by cooperatives at
single-gin and 2-gin plants, California
and Texas (1964) 5835

cotton ginnings

—

by counties (1961) 2987; (1962) 3723; (1963)
3564; (1964) 3379; (1965) 3265

by States (1961) 2988; (1962) 3724; (1963)
3565; (1964) 3380; (1965) 3266

practices, effects on market quality of cot-

ton (1963) 4360
reports (1961) 2801; (1963) 4257

drying and storage (1962) 12933
handling (1963) 5840
quality affected by ginning process, prog-

ress report (1965) 1742
effects of

—

electric rates on power expenses, Arkan-
sas, Oklahoma, and Texas study (1961)
11709

ginning practices on cotton yarn proper-
ties, etc (1964) 9951

ginning practices on Micronaire reading,
fiber properties, manufacturing per-

formance, and product quality of El

Paso area cotton, season 1960-61 (1965)
4110

equipment (1961) 13754; (1962) 14717; (1963)

14824; (1964) 15185; (1965) 16056
improved, pink bollworm kill (1963) 13184

gin drying and cleaning of cotton, effects on
fiber length distribution and yarn quali-

ty (1964) 13589
handbook (1964) 7912
increasing efficiency of power used for mate-

rials handling in southwestern cotton
gins (1964) 12312

labor cost and utilization for ginning cotton
(1965) 9028

laboratory gin, evaluation (1963) 18399
moisture

—

relationship to cotton quality preserva-
tion (1965) 1740

restoration to cotton at gin, effects of

fiber and spinning properties (1965)

15194
multipath drying for controlling moisture in

cotton (1962) 20386
multiple lint cleaning at gins, effects on bale

value, etc (1963) 11457
power costs, effects of oversized motors

(1965) 4639
power expenses by types, Arkansas, Okla-

homa, and Texas study (1962) 8848
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Cotton gins and ginning—Continued
preserving fiber quality in cotton for maxi-

mum returns (1963) 18422
reports on cotton ginning (1962) 4407; (1964)

4112; (1965) 4023
San Joaquin Valley, effect of certain prac-

tices (1961) 13789
saw and roller gins, performance on Acala

and Pima cottons (1965) 11853
seed cotton and multiple lint cleanings, ef-

fect on grade, price and bale value
(1962) 7256

trash collecting systems (1962) 8776
use of one-bale capacity seed cotton contain-

ers (1963) 18401
Yazoo-Mississippi Delta

—

effects of certain practices on fiber and
spinning properties of cotton, 1959-60
(1964) 13587

power requirements for high-capacity cot-

ton gins (1964) 7892
Cotton machinery:
mechanical picker attachments for harvest-

ing cotton research plots (1964) 4191
spindle-nwistening agents for mechanical

pickers, evaluation (1962) 20385
Cotton pickers:

mechanical, hexadecyl alcohol as spindle
moistening agent (1965) 8398

trash deposits effects in cotton picker bas-
kets (1965) 11818

Cotton seed:

crushing cooperatively (1962) 9570
drying and storage at cotton gins (1962)

12933
economics of delinting to low residual linters

at oil mills (1965) 15196
handling at gins (1963) 5840
oil content, rapid determination, evaluation

of method (1964) 1723
one-bale capacity container for use at cot-

ton gins (1963) 18401
presowing treatment with protista irradiat-

ed with gamma-rays of Co-'" (1964) 1250
production, 1962 (1964) 7801
protein for animal and man, proceedings of

conference (1963) 1655
quality (1961) 17888; (1963) 18383; (1964)

15187; (1965) 14141
affected by ginning process, progress re-

port (1965) 1742
scale trailer for research plots, portable

(1962) 10806
seed cotton cleaner without moving parts

(1965) 1741

Cottonseed meal, futures trading and open
contracts (1961) 3052; (1962) 3908; (1963)
3751; (1964) 3549; (1965) 3463

Cottonseed oil:

futures, commitments of traders (1963) 3529;
(1964) 3343; (1965) 3230

futures trading and open contracts (1961)
3048-49; (1962) 3904-5; (1963) 3748;
(1964) 3546; (1965) 3560

margarine manufacture, marketing returns
(1962) 60

stored, predicting quality (1962) 6573

Cottonseed oil mills:

economics of delinting cottonseed to low re-

sidual linters (1965) 15196
operating procedures and labor utilization,

1961-62 season (1964) 17905

Cottonwood:
improvement system for commercial plant-

ers (1964) 18076
veneer cutting and drying properties (1964)

18058

Cottonwood pipeline, design and construction,
technical report (1964) 21862

Cottonwood Wash, Ariz., use of water by ri-

parian vegetation, progress report
(1961) 2052

Cottonwood Wash, Utah, uranium-vanadium
deposits (1962) 2074

Cotton-worms, Egyptian, description, control,
etc. (1965) 15203

Coughlin, Takako, relief (1962) 16937, 20747,
21276

Coulee Dam National Recreation Area, general
information (1961) 13567; (1963) 1347,
18203; (1965) 11543

Coules, John:
human engineering evaluation of mobile air

traffic control and communication sys-
tem (1964) 5890

observer tolerance of form transformation
as function of form complexity (1963)
14914

selection of code-names for communications
systems (1963) 1770

Coulomb potential, effects of shielding on Cou-
lomb T matrix (1965) 9726

Coulombs, coulomb approximation oscillator
strengths of spectral lines from light
and medium elements (1965) 11586

Coumestrol, content of alfalfa, variation, as
related to location, variety, cutting,
year, stage of growth, and disease (1965)
10095

Councell, Clara E., recent mortality trends in
Chile (1964) 9732

Council area, Idaho, ground water (1964) 8783
Council Bluffs, Iowa, geology (1965) 6342
Council for Economic Mutual Aid, survey by

East European periodicals (1962) 23863
Council Economic for Mutual Assistance:

difficulties viewed by Italian radical group
(1962) 20017

growing cooperation raises benefit of inter-

national socialist division of labor
(1964) 2569

organizational principles in network of sci-

entific-information institutions in mem-
ber nations (1965) 12630

recent developments, USSR study (1963)
8556

regulations (1961) 19510
rules governing railroad freight car pool

(1964) 16410
scientific-technical cooperation, develop-

ment, USSR study (1963) 8696
standardizing design of clothing in CEiMA

countries (1964) 20325
steroid research problems, coordination con-

ference (1964) 16129
structural shifts in economies of members

(1964) 21636
survey of activities, translations (1964)

12694
Council for Planning and Coordination of Med-

ical Science, order concerning. East
Germany (1963) 12308

Council of Economic Advisors:
advise the President regarding effect of

importation of petroleum and products
on employment in U.S., require hearing
(1965) 17701

annual report

—

departmental edition (1962) 6407; (1963)
3258, 6407

document edition (1962) 4909; (1963) 2034
law establishing, text (1965) 1968
member, nomination of

—

Hugh G. Ackley, hearing (1962) 17311
John P. Lewis, hearing (1963) 10002
Otto Eckstein, hearing (1964) 17871
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Council of Economic Advisors—Continued
members, nominations (1961) 4087
reports

—

departmental edition (1964) 5635; (1965)

5320
document edition (1964) 4442; (1965) 4464

salary appropriations, increase-
hearings (1961) 8978, 10350
law (1961) 12105
reports (1961) 8765, 8785, 8955

Council of Manpower Advisers, create, hear-

ings (1961) 4124
Council of National Economy, USSR, legal

problems in organization (1961) 19601

Council of producers within Yugoslavia Com-
mune (1961) 1048

Council of State Governments, report on sug-
gested legislation for 1945, excerpt
(1964) 17150

Council on Coordination of Scientific Activity,

USSR, examination of Academies of Sci-

ences of Union's Republics (1962) 5689

Council on Seismology, USSR, bulletin, prob-
lems of tsunamis, translations (1965)

12742
Counseling:

able students, State programs, regulations

(1965) 7585
Army recruiting & Career counseling jour-

nal (1963) 4136; (1964) 3965; (1965) 3882
automation, its implications for counseling

(1963) 3022
basic supervisory training course (1964)

15082
college graduates, training program for

youth centers (1965) 10753
commitment to youth, progress under na-

tional defense education act, 1958-63,

report (1964)17913
develops stronger schools (1964) 607
form for use by supervising officers, develop-

ment (1964) 15234
help for disabled through vocational reha-

bilitation (1962) 8731; (1963) 9484
national defense education act of 1958

—

institutes, basic facts (1965) 4658
institutes, program, 1965-66 (1965) 4659

policies and procedures manual (1965)

14i84
NDEA and higher education (periodical)

(1962) 3937; (1963) 3954; (1964) 3782
provisions and impact of title 5 (1961)

7334
suggestions for evaluation of programs
under title 5-A (1961) 17183

training institutes

—

announcement (1961) 4148; (1962) 5103;

(1964) 4628
program, policies and procedures man-

ual (1962) 19435; (1964) 14191
parents of retarded children (1965) 8629
psychologist vocational rehabilitation and

education, examination announcement,
discontinuance notice (1965) 15348

psychologists, examination announcement
(1965) 10291

recent trends. Education Office survey, re-

port (1962) 7283
report of President's Commission on Status

of Women and report of Committee on
Education, excerpts (1965) 13351

service for youth (1963) 4833
services in elementary school (1963) 376
State department of education personnel,

directory (1961) 9029; (1963) 19096
uncovering latent talent through testing

and counseling (1962) 13752
vocational program for older workers (1961)

20830

Counselors:
career guide for demand occupations (1965)

4670
counselor educators, directory (1963) 2151;

(1965) 10732
education in regular session institutes, eval-

uation (1965) 9038
facts for counselors, trained dental assist-

ants (1962) 8613
guidance, needed for career and employment

decisions by women (speech) (1965) 18854

guide to occupational and other manpower
information, annotated bibliography
(1965) 6557

handbook for advising students applying for
appointment to Coast Guard Academy
(1961) 8571; (1962) 11213

meaning of manpower development and
training act of 1962 (1963) 14440

mental heaoth, pilot project in training
(1965) 6796

rehabilitation, career and traineeship infor-

mation for graduate study (1965) 20128
school counselors, employment outlook

(1962) 10402
school, rehabilitation, vocational, employ-

ment outlook (1964) 9387
vocational, and guidance for skilled workers

in U.S. (address) (1961) 15694
see also Guidance.

Count your benefits (1965) 15123
Countercurrent distribution apparatus, see

Craig countercurrent distribution appa-
ratus.

Counterfeits:
phonograph records, criminal penalties

—

hearings (1962) 15276
law (1962) 23173
reports (1962) 13449, 21436

purchase, permit retention by Secret Service
of funds recovered

—

law (1962) 23191
reports (1962) 19126, 21435

see also Forgeries.
Counterinsurgency, psychometric-clinical ap-

proach to personnel selection (1965)
1799

Counterline-screenline equipment, Post Office

procurement practices, GAO report
(1964) 8725

Counterpart funds, for agricultural confer-
ences, make available, hearings (1963)
13635

Counters:
arbitrary length digital, procedure for de-

sign and analysis (1965) 14955
combination, for atmospheric ions (1961)

9914
fluid flip flops and counter (1963) 16472
see also Electric counters—EPUT meters
—Pulse counters—Radiation detection
instruments—Ring counters—Scintilla-
tion counters.

Counties:
agricultural committee system, extend bene-

fits to employees

—

hearing (1965) 10558
law (1964) 17393
reports (1964) 17523, 17769; (1965) 10491

agricultural, ranking in livestock and prod-
ucts, crops, etc., census of agriculture,
1959(1962)9061

county business patterns, CBP series (1965)
18975-978

county business patterns, employment, taxa-
ble payrolls, etc

—

announcement and order form (1961)

13867; (1963) 11604
Mountain States (1963) 15054
United States summary (1963) 16889
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Counties—Continued
county list of post offices (1961) 15920;

(1962) 18390; (1963) 16484
data book

—

departmental edition (1962) 23070
document edition (1962) 23326
errata sheet (1963) 4577, 4673

food supplies available in case of national
emergency (1964) 17902

governments, finances, census of govern-
ments, 1962 (1964) 11890

governments, governing boards, 1965 (1965)
8625

low-income, family income and related char-
acteristics (1964) 21926

mental hospitals, U.S., 1964, provisional
patient movement and administrative
data (1965) 5263

outline maps (1961) 282-283
population migration, 1950-60 (1965) 12383,

14173- 177
population of voting age, 1960, and votes

cast for President, 1964 and 1960 (1965)
8615

State and county mental hospitals, patient
movement data (1964) 21794; (1965)
13073

see also subject involved.
Counting devices:

dig^ital system and laser light source, com-
bined with interferometer (1965) 11434

electromechanical fishing and counting fence
used in Ireland (1964) 14267

pneumatic traffic counters for recreation
visits and use estimates, instructions
for using (1963) 12193

portable, utilizing decatrons, USSR study
(1961) 2197

Countries, see Foreign countries.
Country life:

home economics extension around the world,
ways to better rural living (1962) 5157

metropolitan government, stake of rural
people (1961) 16115

population, facts and trends (papers) (1963)
2259

rural fire defense, preparation for survival
(1963) 4370

special districts, functions and finances
(1961) 1616

Country Music Week, see National Country
Music Week.

Countryman, Clive M., electronic fire weather
station (1964) 8659

Counts, Harlan B., salt-water encroachment,
etc.. Savannah area, Ga.-S.C. (1964)
4808

County agents, see County agricultural
agents.

County agricultural agents, county agent's
manual on cooperatives (1965) 16958

County business patterns, reporting units,
etc., under OASI program (1961) 10011,
11872-880, 13905-908, 16264, 18146,
20432-443; (1963) 11614, 13281-286,
15049-55, 16889, 18669-678

County government, see Government.

Coup in South Viet-Nam (1964) 91

Coupled dynamic response of tank partially
filled with liquid and undergoing free
and forced planar oscillations (1963)
16408

Couplers (directional):

coaxial, Narda 3003-10, etc.. Navy calibra-
tion program, technical manual (1963)
9300, 14636, 21061

elastic coupling phenomena of high speed
rigid rotor systems (1964) 18999

Couplers (directional)—Continued
J-band, waveguide size, instrument calibra-

tion procedure (1962) 3428
to 30 db coupling, 2.60 through
26.50Gc(kMc), Navy calibration program
technical manual (1963) 20008

waveguide, H & X band to 30 db coupling,
technical manual. Navy calibration pro-
gram (1963) 20006

X-band, instrument calibration procedure
(1962) 3427

Couplings:
cargo resupply train concept (1963) 21143
co-axial between rectangular and circular

waveguide or cylindrical cavity resona-
tor thru aperture, Communist China
study (1961) 19473

compensates for shaft misalignment (1965)
6674

device disconnects several couplings simul-
taneously (1965) 11436

quick-disconnect coupling provides safe
transfer of hazardous fluids (1965) 13003

two-part valve acts as quick coupling (1965)
2851

Courses of study, see Curriculum.
Court of Claims:

associate judges, provide for 2 additional
report (1965) 17865

cases, calendar (1961) 3103; (1962) 3729;
(1963) 3570; (1964) 3385

cases decided

—

July 1-Oct. 31, 1958 (1961) 431
Nov. 1, 1958-Jan. 31, 1959 (1961) 12538
Feb. 1-May 31, 1959 (1962) 430
June 1-July 15, 1959 (1962) 7231
July 15-Dec. 31, 1959 (1962) 13707
Jan. 1-31, 1960 (1962) 17349
Feb. 1-May 31, 1960 (1962) 21577
Aug. 1-Dec. 31, 1960 (1963) 8130, 15404,

17336
Apr. 1-May 31, 1961 (1964) 551
June 1-July 19, 1961 (1964) 552
July 19-Dec. 31, 1961 (1964) 6531
Jan. 1-Mar. 31, 1962 (1964) 12286
Apr. 1-June 30, 1962 (1964) 12287
July 1-Oct. 31, 1962 (1964) 19611
Nov. 1-Dec. 31, 1962 (1965) 449
Jan. 1-Feb. 28, 1963 (1965) 9011
Mar. 1-May 31, 1963 (1965) 10712
June 1-July 31, 1963 (1965) 17971
index (1963) 8130; (1965) 9011

commissioners, increase, reports (1962)
21121, 21418; (1963) 9968; (1964) 2090

judge, nomination of James R. Durfee, re-

port (1963) 20538
judgments rendered, list (1961) 4062; (1962)

4978; (1963) 4764; (1964) 4517; (1965)
2032

judiciary and judicial procedure, congression-
al reference cases, special jurisdiction,
amend U.S. Code, report (1965) 10457

pretrial procedures, manual (1962) 13708
rules (1964) 6532

Court of Customs and Patent Appeals:
cases adjudged (1961) 3622; (1962) 4394, 7232,

11676; (1963) 4245, 6306; (1964) 4094;
(1965) 4004

customs cases adjudged (1963) 10029; (1964)
6533; (1965) 6080, 10029

patent cases adjudged (1964) 6534; (1965)
6081

representation on Judicial Conference of
United States

—

law (1961) 20507
reports (1961) 12317, 17083

Court of General Sessions, D.C.:
Traffic Branch, establish, report (1965)

15959
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Court of General Sessions, D.C.—Continued

transfer functions from U.S. District Court,
report (1965) 15973

Court of Military Appeals:
court-martial reports, holdings and decisions

(1961) 1923; (1962) 2385, 21581; (1963)

17344; (1964) 10445; (1965) 6083
citators and index (1962) 15460

general information (1965) 16073
judges to hold office during good behavior

—

hearings (1963) 11883
reports (1963) 13538, 13587

reports (1962) 15458, 13712; (1963) 8194;
(1964) 8461; (1965) 6082

ten-year chronology, 1951-61 (1963) 4799
Court of Veterans Appeals:

establish, hearings (1962) 9411
print additional copies, reports (1962)

15211, 15410
Court reporters, see Reporters and reporting.

Court reporting system in United States Dis-

trict Courts, 1960 (1962) 16237
Courter, Joseph A., remarks, June 23, 1964

(1964) 13036
Courtesy (military), see Military ceremonies,

honor and salutes.

Courtesy (naval), see Naval ceremonies, hon-
ors, and salutes.

Courts:
Bulgaria, comrades courts, discussions

(1961) 13022
District of Columbia, exempt from paying

fees

—

law (1961) 18736
reports (1961) 10481, 18877

family court, sociolegal problems (1964) 8142

Lebanon, text of proposed bill for organiz-
ing (1961) 13101

Mongolian People's Republic, judicial struc-

ture (1963) 12430, 12593
North Vietnam, Supreme People's Court,

jurisdiction, etc (1961) 19505
traffic court, highway safety action pro-

gram, report (1961) 9704
Yugoslavia, constitutional court, problem

(1962) 5855
see aiso Courts of United States—District

Courts—Names of courts—removal of

causes—State courts.

Courts martial and courts of inquiry:

Judge Advocates General board of review
and Court of Military Appeals reports

—

holdings and decisions (1961) 1923; (1962)

2385, 21581, 15460; (1963) 17344; (1964)

10445; (1965) 6083
manual, 1951 (1963) 4791; (1964) 2250, 21247;

(1965) 14527
naval supplement (1961) 4134, 5914, 7305

military justice handbook

—

guide for summary court-martial trial

procedure (1965) 158
jurisdiction of courts-martial (1965) 17056
trial counsel and defense counsel (1963)

4452
trial guide for presidents and members

(1963) 3215
trial guide for special court-martial presi-

dent (1962) 20500; (1965) 15238
trial procedure (1964) 19208

review, pamphlet (1962) 16364
Courts of inquiry, see Courts martial and

courts of inquiry.
Courts of United States:

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8832, 10327
law (1961) 18655
reports (1961) 10288, 16820, 16959
supplemental, proposal (1962) 9423

Courts of United States—Continued
appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 15257, 21525-526
law (1962) 23243
reports (1962) 16956, 21179, 21493
supplemental, proposal (1962) 16842

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11878; (1964) 515, 10285
law (1964) 1974
reports (1963) 11848; (1964) 511

appropriations, 1965—

-

amendments (1964) 8256
hearings (1964) 8364, 15791
law (1964) 17386
reports (1964) 10245, 21193, 21233
supplemental, proposal (1964) 19528

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10517, 10521,14112
law (1965) 15511
reports (1965) 10497, 15929, 17579

bail practices, revise reports (1965) 17877
budget, 1963, amendment (1962) 17143
copyright decisions (1961) 20653; (1964) 549
decisions pertinent to proposed voting

rights act of 1956 (1965) 13994
district judges representation on judicial

councils, reports (1961) 14305, 17084;
(1962) 21419; (1963) 13701

Federal judicial system, study

—

authorization, report (1962) 5036; (1963)
6254; (1964) 6453; (1965) 4561

expenses, report (1961) 5793
report (1961) 8916; (1962) 11633; (1963)
9970; (1964) 10399; (1965) 10661

Federal preemption doctrine, establish rules

of interpretation

—

bearing (1962) 9395
report (1962) 13484

handbook (1964) 285
print as House document, report (1964)
370

having jurisdiction in naturalization pro-
ceedings, directory (1964) 8793

include in distribution of congressional re-

cord)
law (1961) 14085
reports (1961) 8932, 12294

judicial councils, powers and responsibili-

ties, report of Judicial Conference of
U.S. (1961) 12158

judicial review or orders concerning biologi-

cal products, hearings (1964) 12146
jurisdiction and work (1965) 4527

defining, report (1964) 17577
legal counsel for indigent defendants in Fed-

eral courts, study (1961) 19180
register, 1962 (1962) 18114
witness' fees in habeas corpus cases and

forma pauperis proceedings, payment by
U.S. marshal, report (1963) 11810

witnesses, increase per diem, mileage and
subsistance allowances, report (1962)
21407

see also Circuit Courts of Appeals—District
Courts—Names of courts.

Coutsoubines, Olga G., and son, relief (1961)
10418, 16655, 18498

Coventry (Center quadrangle, R.I., bedrock
geology (1963) 19298

Cover, Margaret A., relief (1963) 17238
Cover crops, growing summer cover crops

(1962) 4508
Coverage diagrams for X-Y and elevation-

over-azimuth antenna mounts (1965)

16700
Covers:

pillow. Federal standard (1961) 4214
protective for helicopter rotor blade (1961)

5150
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Covington, Ky., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 16346

Covington County, Miss., soil survey report
(1965) 9929

Cow Creek:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 406
docunient edition (1963) 258

Cow Creek Grazing Unit, ground water (1961)
17334

Cow Valley, Oreg., ground-water resources
(1963) 613

Cowan, G. A., symmetry of neutron induced
U235 fission at individual resonances
(1964) 5980

Cowbirds, parasitic, host relations (1963)
12915

Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory, improve-
ments (1965) 641

Cowhig, James D.:

age-grade school progress of farm and non-
farm youth, 1960 (1963) 17354

correction notice (1963) 20625
characteristics of school dropouts and high

school graduates, farm and nonfarm,
1960 (1965) 470

school dropout rates among farm and non-
farm youth (1963) 19088

urban and rural levels of living, 1960 (1965)
14167

Cowley County, Kans., waterflooding projects
and pressure-maintenance project, 1963
(1963) 12829

Cowling, steep cowl-lip angle of translating-
spike inlet at supersonic speeds, investi-

gation (1962) 1659
Cowpeas, frozen black-eye peas, U.S. stand-

ards for grades (1961) 11671
Cowrpens National Battlefield Site:
general information (1961) 1351; (1964)

11462
Cows:

dairy

—

brucellosis immunization effectiveness

with live-brucelle vaccine Dessau, East
Germany study (1962) 7846

concentrate rations fed (1961) 5197; (1964)

11649; (1965) 13304
DHIA records of daughters of AI sires,

tabulations (1962) 6539
feed additives, minerals and vitamins for

dairy cattle (1963) 14837
feeding (1961) 73, 9872
housing and methods of milking (1961)

19206
lactation averages by breed, etc., 1959,

DHIA record (1961) 20269
milk cows on farms (1961) 20211; (1962)

18522; (1963) 16618; (1964) 16882
milk production by months (1961) 3671,

11727; (1962) 6481; (1963) 5748; (1964)

5712; (1965) 5420
roughage fed

—

summer feeding season (1963) 1564;

(1964)3163; (1965) 1670
winter feeding season (1961) 13700; (1962)

14658; (1963) 16617; (1964) 13485; (1965)

11732
udder diseases (1961) 5255

dry-lot and pasture-fed, Cs-137 in milk in

Fort Collins, Colo. (1965) 9872
heifers, raising (1961) 20291; (1962) 16284;

(1965) 16964
iodine-131 concentration in bovine thyroids,

measurement (1964) 7697
milk

—

concentrate rations fed, 1962 (1963) 11337
3-stall milking plant, farm building plan

(1963) 14879
number on farms (1965) 15091

Cows—Continued
weight trends on mountain summer range

(1963) 10222
see aiso Dairy-herd-improvement associa-

tions.

Cox, Archibald, nomination, hearing (1961)

4112
Cox, Charles M., relief (1962) 23141, 23392

Cox, Dale W., jr., ultra thin gauge polymeric
films for space applications (1965) 16602

Cox, E. F., thermoelectric heat pumps research
(1964) 846

Cox, John T., relief (1964) 2008, 12186, 13847

Cox, Kenneth A., nomination, hearings (1963)
6291

Cox, Leslie 0., claim (1962) 16902, 20783, 21358

Coxsackie viruses:
B infection, effect of zymosan and endotoxin

treatment (1964) 7983
B virus on cold-stressed mice, effect of dif-

ferent routes of challenge (1965) 4171
low temperature influence on resistance of

infected mice (1963) 14911
Coykendall, Kenneth F., relief (1964) 15463;

(1965) 5843, 13758, 14022, 15463
Coyner, Mary S.:

Costa Rica, agriculture and trade (1965) 2086

Nicaragua, recent shifts in farm output and
trade (1964) 12314

Coypou:
nutria feeding, effect on Louisiana marsh

vegetation (1962) 17528
nutria in United States (1963) 4973

Cozart, Larry C, market for photographic
products in United Kingdom and France
(1964) 19279

Cozza, Maria C, relief (1961) 14201
CPR, see China.
CPSU, see Communist Party of Soviet Union.
CR series (1964) 17
Crab Creek:

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23460
document edition (1962) 23318

Crab meat, blue-crab, freshness test and spoil-

age characteristics (1961) 6052
Crab Nebula, magnetic field of Nebula and its.

central star (1963) 1320
Crab Orchard National Wildlife Refuge, gener-

al information (1961) 12675; (1964) 8605,
12675, 23960

Crab Orchard Stone Co., Inc., dimension stone,

methods for producing (1962) 23960
Crab pots:
Chesapeake Bay commercial, modification

(1963) 13957
hydraulically-driven aluminum power block

for hauling, development (1961) 9141
Crabbs, Mary F., relief (1965) 17509, 19068,

19360

edible, of United States (1964) 8604
firms canning crab meat, list (1964) 750;

(1965) 14329
industry of Chesapeake Bay and the South,

industry in transition (1965) 6214
Pacific, application of radiation-pasteur-

ization processes (1963) 18595; (1964)

19250; (1965) 13530
red, explorations off northeastern coast of

U.S. (1961) 14881
soft-crab industry (1962) 11818
see also Blue crabs—King crabs.

Crabwood, see Carapa.

Crack depth leakage flux, characteristics in

ferromagnetic materials (1961) 9671

Crack detection niethod is safe in presence of

liquid oxygen (1965) 9649
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Crack propagation in low-cycle fatigue of mild
steel (1963) 14686

Crack propagation tests of high-stength sheet
materials (1961) 1401

Crack toughness of 2 high-strength sheet

steels (1963) 11192
Cracking, see Fracture of metals.

Cracking of metals, see Fracture of metals.

Cracking plants, see Petroleum refineries,

Cracking process, radiation thermal, of hydro-
carbons (1963) 18517

Cradle of robots, USSR (1962) 17684
Craft (nautical):

pleasure, boating laws and regulations, etc

(1961) 10115
pleasure craft, safety suggestions, etc (1962)

15007; (1964) 6113
shallow-draft plastic launch, USSR study

(1964) 9060
small. Federal item identification guides for

supply cataloging (1962) 9511; (1963)

3660; (1964) 3478, 12297; (1965) 3380
surface effect craft in maritime commerce

(paper) (1962) 6223
Crafts, Edward C:

rGmsrlcs—

—

Nov. 16, 1962 (1963) 1379
Jan. 19, 1963 (1963) 3247
Feb. 2, 1963 (1963) 5665
Feb. 20, 1963 (1963) 7380
Mar. 13, 1963 (1963) 7381
June 12, 1963 (1963) 12967
Oct. 28, 1963 (1963) 21065
Nov. 11, 1963 (1964) 1534
Feb. 5, 1964 (1964) 5629
Feb. 15, 1964 (1964) 7666
Mar. 6, 1964 (1964) 7668
Apr. 2, 1964 (1964) 9690
Sept. 14, 1964 (1964) 18870
Sept. 24, 1964 18871
Apr. 1, 1965 (1965) 7826
Apr. 3, 1965 (1965) 7823
Apr. 8, 1965 (1965) 7821
May 25, 1965 (1965) 11606
Oct. 21, 1965 (1965) 20008

Crafts, see Arts and crafts.

Crafts, protective and custodial employees, see
Government officials and employees.

Craftsmen, see Labor.
Craig, Gordon A., problems of coalition war-

fare, military alliance against Napoleon,
1813-14 (1965) 13417

Craig, Richard A., tides in atmospheres of

Earth and Mars (1964) 18722
Craig, Roger A., thermal radiation from abla-

tion products injected into hypersonic
shock layer (1963) 18159

Craig countercurrent distribution apparatus,
duty-free entry (1965) 17525, 19395

Craig quadrangle, Alaska, geology of area

(1962) 2520
Craik, James D., nomination, hearings (1964)

4576
Grain, Dorothy L., teaching machines and

programed materials in mathematics
(1963) 2172

Cramblit, D. C, lunar surface ballistics and
spacecraft landing, etc (1963) 7250

Cramer, Earl H.:

identifying overly anxious patient in impact-
ed 3d molar surgery (1963) 72

psychiatric aspects of SAM 2-man space
cabin simulator (1963) 18500

Cramer, Owen P., fire season in Pacific North-
west (1963) 8292; (1964) 14304

Crammatte, Alan B., guidelines for establish-

ment of rehabilitation facilities for the

deaf (1965) 18825
Crampon, L. J., use of outside information in

small firms (1963) 1466

OrHnbdTiGS'
indicated production (1961) 20209; (1962)

28333; (1963) 18339; (1965) 16884
production, use, value (1961) 17852; (1962)

18518; (1963) 18340
Crandall, Stephen H., scaling laws for materi-

al damping (1963) 3132
Crandallite, strontium sorption studies (1963)

8333
Crandell, Dwight R., surficial geology and

geomorphology of Lake Tapps quadran-
gle, Wash (1964) 809

Crandell, H. C, geology and ground-water re-

sources of Southold, Suffolk County,
N.Y. (1963) 20742

Crane, Alpo F., relief (1961) 7171, 8696, 10153
Crane, Billy W., sr., relief (1962) 15120, 19239,

20715
Crane, Harold L., preliminary evaluation of 2

jet-transport simulators for investiga-
tion of landing-contact conditions (1963)
1293

Crane, J.:

development of uranium carbide as nuclear
fuel (1964) 21018

uranium carbide as nuclear fuel (1963) 15017
Crane Company, unsupported costs of nuclear

submarine valves purchased by West-
inghouse, GAO report (1965) 2219

Crane-shovels, see Shovels.
Cranes (birds):

hunting, etc., regulations

—

Alaska (1962) 17519
Federal (1962) 21782

hunting, possession, transportation, impor-
tation, Federal regulations, 1963-64
(1963) 15535, 17461; (1964) 15925, 19734;
(1965) 16211, 18141

sandhill crane hunting season in New Mexi-
co during Jan. 1961, study (1962) 7424

whooping cranes, general information (1964)
19722

Cranes, derricks, etc.:

comparison of State safety codes with ASA
(1962) 18133

overhead cranes, safe practices (1962) 18136
power cranes and shovels, standard of trade,

amendment (1961) 13844
rough terrain crane, 20-ton, description, etc

(1962) 5127
speed-sensing device aids crane operators

(1965) 1414
USSR cranes and derricks, study (1963)

14142
Cranium, see Skull.

Cranston, R. L, census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 11930
Crary, J. H.:

calculations of great circle paths and sun-

rise-sunset times (1965) 8150
normal phase variations of 18 kc/s signals

from NBA observed at College, Alaska
(1965) 18613

Crash fires, see Fires.

Crashes, see Aircraft accidents.

Crassostrea virginica, see Oysters.

Crataegus pentagyna, see Hawthorn.
Crater depth in fluid impacts (1963) 11516
Crater Lake, geology of water power sites

near Juneau, Alaska (1962) 13867
Crater Lake National Park, general informa-

tion (1962) 18329; (1963) 7329; (1964)

16762; (1965)13081
Crater-Long Lakes division, see Snettisham

project.

Craters:
apparent crater studies (1965) 17122
Bullfrog Hills caldera, ore deposits (1964)

18133
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Craters—Continued
crater measurements, Nevada test site,

Project Pre-Schooner (1965) 13512

Henbury meteorite (1965) 9918

Island Park caldera of rhyolite and basalt,

geology and petrogenesis (1965) 12550

lunar, energy necessary to create, Hungar-
ian study (1962) 8057

measurements, and emplacement of high-

explosive charges, Nevada test site.

Project Pre-Buggy (1965) 10178
mechanical properties of material, effects on

cratering (1963) 7223
Project

—

Pre-Buggy II apparent craters (1965)

13511
Pre-Buggy chemical explosive experiments

(1963) 16853
Pre-Schooner, stem design and shotcrete,

etc. (1965) 17120
Project Sedan

—

nuclear excavations, results in dimensions,
fallout, air blast, etc (1965) 17119

slopes, stability (1965) 187
Nevada test site, Project Sedan (1964)

122
Craters of the Moon National Monument, gen-

eral information (1961) 20018; (1963)
12922; (1964) 21805

Crates:
construction and packaging data, publica-

tions list (1963) 12154
lightweight aluminum, for bulky low density

items, development and evaluation
(1961) 11748

sheep shipping, farm building plans (1961)

16111
sheep weighing, farm building plan (1961)

17923
wood design manual (1964) 5816

Craven, C. J., our atomic world, story of nucle-

ar energy (1963) 20335
Crawfish, Lithuania, interspecies relations of

crayfish in eastern lakes, USSR study
(1964) 13004

Crawford County, Wis., soil survey (1962) 8656

Crawford, Davis H.:

heat transfer in regions of separated and
reattached flows (1963) 10980

laminar-boundary-layer displacement on
hemisphere in helium flow (1964) 9587

Crawford, George W.:
calibration of semiconductor detector

pulse-height response to protons (1963)

11514
radiation detectors, radiobiologic problems

(1963) 16795
Crawford Task Force on Federal Scientific and

Technological Information Problems,
scientific and technological communica-
tion in the Government (1963) 18275

Crayfish, see Crawfish.

Crayons and related art materials for school

use (1963) 9709
CRDL special publication (1961) 20470
Cream:

dairy plants processing, layouts and operat-

ing criteria for automation (1963) 16746

definitions and standards (1962) 19535
fluid-
consumption in selected marketing areas,

1950-59 (1962) 10888
milk and cream monthly report (1961)

2823; (1962) 3873; (1963) 3713; (1964)

3513; (1965) 3426
sour, market distribution practices and pro-

cedures, survey (1961) 3707
Creameries, California co-op sets fast pace in

membership service (1961) 10572
Creasey, Saville C, geology of San Manuel

area, Pinal County, Ariz. (1965) 6341

Creation of a scientist, remarks (1962) 6710

Creation (literary, artistic, etc.):

physical science, creativity in research and
invention, annotated bibliography (1961)
21278

training mind for creative process, USSR
study (1963) 12650

Creative organs, see Generative organs.

Creativeness, creative life for your children

(1963) 4597
Creativity, see Creation (literary, artistic,

etc.).

Credenza, Antonio, relief (1964) 431, 6248, 8201

Credit:
aid to freezer provisioners (1962) 15533
balancing of state finance, credit and goods.

Communist China study (1962) 23749
bank credit and money (1963) 6438; (1964)

6685
in recovery (1961) 14869

bank credit to foreigners (1965) 9135
between Peoples' Democracies (1962) 3160
brokers, dealers, and members of

—

national securities exchanges, regulation,

supp (1961) 12646; (1962) 15574; (1964)

682; (1965) 9137
code of Federal regulations, business credit

(1961) 6004; (1962) 11786
Communist countries, prohibit extension by

Govt, agencies

—

hearings (1964) 524
report (1964) 485

consumer credit

—

banking and monetary statistics, supple-

ment (1965) 19626
bibliography (1962) 12688
trends (remarks) (1961) 6024
statistics, revision (1962) 5194

consumer's quick credit guide (1964) 16950
credit and monetary developments (1965)

14265
department store (1961) 3202; (1962) 3758;

(1963) 3596; (1964) 3416; (1965) 3306
economic and credit conditions (statement)

(1962) 19488
expansion relations between industry and

State bank of Democratic Republic of

Vietnam (1963) 2732
export, purposes and prospects of our volun-

tary restraint efforts (remarks) (1965)

7681
Federal programs in 1962 budget, analysis

(1961) 3820
Federal programs, study (1964) 8372
Federal reserve banks, amend law as to se-

curity acceptable

—

hearing (1965) 17907
report (1965) 15923

FHLBS credit mechanism in 3 perspectives

(address) (1965) 9089
fishing industries in various countries, gov-

ernmental aid (1962) 2489
florists, problems in 4 Iowa cities, marketing

flowers (1965) 8437
helpful or destructive? Army pamphlet

(1964) 11842
housing, code of Federal regulations (1961)

6007; (1962) 13805; (1963) 6426; (1964)

8568; (1965) 10826
international currency and credit relations

of USSR (1961) 805
lending standards and quality (remarks)

(1965) 7680
life, accident, and health insurance in Dis-

trict of Columbia, regulate, reports
(1962) 11587, 17054

markets, economic expansion and monetary
policy (remarks) (1962) 19489

monetary and credit developments (1964)

15904
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Credit—Continued
monetary policy, bank credit, and money

(1962) 17492
mortgage study, problems of private hous-

ing, recommendations of Federal agen-

cies (1961) 8977
North Korea, credit and monetary circula-

tion (1961) 4518
recent changes in liquidity (1963) 13937
recent trends in U.S. economy (remarks)

(1965) 4723
reports, increased costs incurred by Govern-

ment purchase, rather than insistence

that lenders submit, GAO report (1965)

14394
sales finance companies operations, monthly

report (1961) 3217; (1962) 4316; (1963)

4167; (1964) 4004; (1965) 3913
savings and price and quality of (remarks)

(1963) 10183
truth in lending act, hearings (1964) 6498
USSR-
bankrupt kolkhozes, German study (1964)

8875
development of credit relations (1964)

20283
system, development for internal trade

(1965) 2606
voluntary home mortgage credit program

(1962) 21848; (1963) 19342
see aiso Agricultural credit—Banks and

banking—Farm credit—Installment cred-

it—Production credit associations—Re-
tail credit.

Credit insurance:
export and guarantee programs (1963) 14071

programmes d'assurance et garantie de cred-

it applicables aux exportations des
Etats Unis (1964) 13824

Credit Programs Committee, see Federal Cred-
it Programs Committee.

Credit unions:
District of Columbia, repeal act

—

law (1964) 17254
report (1963) 18898; (1964) 14105

Federal, effective collection procedure (1961)
12615

Government policy, report of Committee on
Financial Institutions (1963) 10028

group life insurance contracts, exclude from
certain standard provisions of D.C. life

insurance act

—

law (1962) 20915
reports (1962) 15344, 21047

group life insurance contracts, issue to cred-

it unions

—

law (1961) 18641
reports (1961) 12257, 17017

nature and role in Puno, Peru and Ponti-

anak, Indonesia (1962) 15534
rural

—

keys to effective organization (1962) 7306
Midwestern and Great Plains States (1961)

14822
State chartered, 1962 (1964) 3135
see aiso Federal credit unions.

Creditors:
claims, filing, amend bankruptcy act, law

(1964) 255
reports (1962) 9357; (1963) 7924, 20593

nonreporting, non-real-estate farm debt
owed to, etc., revised estimates, 1949-64
(1964) 17906

notices mailed, amend bankruptcy act

—

law (1965) 15513
reports (1965) 12119, 17835

Credits (school), see School credits.

Credle, Kenneth L., effects of glazing and
building orientation on hospital
air-conditioning costs (1965) 18712
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Creede district, Colo., geology and structural
control of ore deposition (1965) 19671

Creeds, American credo commemorative post-

age stamps series (poster) (1961) 1417
Creek Indians, Tribe, of Oklahoma, land con-

veyance (1965) 15403
Creep and drying shrinkage of lightweight and

normal-weight concretes (1964) 9634
Creep of ice at low stresses (1961) 9064
Creep-of-metals:
aluminum, creep-rupture properties, effect of

vacuum (1964) 5600
behavior under varied loads, with applica-

tion to 2024-T3 aluminum-alloy sheet

(1961)9574
errata (1962) 3349

centrifugal creep testing machine, engineer-
ing investigations (1962) 6687

columbium alloy, FS-85, high-temperature
creep behavior (1965) 13047

deflection

—

aluminum alloy extruded and riveted

beams, investigation (1961) 2589
aluminum-alloy box beams under varied

loads at constant temperatures (1962)

14473
structural beams, analytical study (1961)

4937
effect of oxygen on creep-rupture of niobium

(1965) 13135
effect of purity and structure on creep prop-

erties of arc-melted tungsten (1964)

21776
nickel

—

anomalous fracture (1962) 12592
base alloys creep-rupture properties re-

vealed by overtemperature exposures
(1962) 20135

creep-rupture

—

controlled environments (1963) 11187
oxide bonding effect (1963) 11163

optimization of time-temperature parame-
ters for creep and stress rupture, appli-

cation to German program (1965) 16710
polycrystalline solids, influence of grain

boundaries on high temperature
strength (1964) 1527

sintering and diffusion of metalloceramic
bodies, USSR study (1961) 4603

titanium-alloy, tensile and compressive
creep, of 6A1-4V sheet and methods of

estimating minimum creep rate (1961)

8026
Creep of snow, confined creep tests on polar

snow (1965) 7606
Crenshaw (bounty, Ala., brown iron ore re-

sources (1965) 11385
Crenshaw, Miss., railroad accident (1963)

12268
Creosote, resin solutions and distillation frac-

tions, evaluation in marine borer control

(1961) 1400
Crescent Beach, S.C.:

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21679
document edition (1962) 20950

Crescent City, Calif.:

harbor improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18026
document edition (1965) 17466

Crescent Lake National Wildlife Refuge, gen-

eral information (1961) 6059
Crescent Valley, gravity (1965) 12544
Crescent Valley, Nev., ground water potential-

ities (1961) 14974
Cressman, Earle R.:

geology of Georgetown Canyon-Snowdrift
Mountain area, southeastern Idaho
(1964) 12504

nondetrital siliceous sediments (1963) 2351



Cressman, Earle R.—Continued
stratigraphy and petrology of Permian

rocks of southwestern Montana (1964)

15946
Crest gates, see Gates.
Crest^ wheatgrass, see Wheatgrasses.
Cretaceous period:

Alaska Arctic slope Foraminifera (1962)

17626
ammonites from southern Alaska (1964) 6806
aquifers in Mississippi embayment (1965)

12541
Archeogastropoda, Mesogastropoda, and

stratigraphy of Ripley, Owl Creek, and
Prairie Bluff formations (1961) 6177

cephalopod Haresiceras, possible origin

(1964) 8770
Comanche series and associated rocks in

subsurface in central and south Florida

(1965) 10987
echinoids from Trinidad and Venezuela

(1961) 15967
gastropods from Coffee Sand (Upper Creta-

ceous) of Mississippi (1964) 18126
gastropods in Tennessee and Mississippi (se-

ries) (1964) 18125-126
late-
Cretaceous gastropods in Tennessee and

Mississippi (series) (1961) 6177
mineralogical and stratigraphic studies of

lower part of Pierre shale (1965) 19665
Lower, megafossils from northern Alaska

(1962) 5297
Meeker and Loyd sandstone members of

Mancos shale, Moffat and Rio Blanco
Counties, Colo. (1965) 2233

Middle and Late Turonian oysters of Lopha
lugubris group (1965) 18759

neogastropoda, opisthobranchia and basom-
matophora from Ripley, Owl Creek, and
Prairie Bluff formations (1964) 18125

nonopaque heavy minerals in sandstone,
Black Hills, Wyo. and S. Dak. (1964)

4777
pre-Selma cretaceous core samples from

outcrop area in western Alabama (1964)

18107
stratigraphy of McCarthy A-4 quadrangle,

southern Alaska (1964) 18110
Upper Cretaceous

—

Monmouth Group, Long Island, N.Y., cor-

relation and Foraminifera (1965) 9270
strata, correlation between U.S. and Elu-

rope by means of ammonites (1964)

18138
uppermost, stratigraphy and geologic histo-

ry in Wind River basin, Wyo. (1965)

18212
water in aquifers, Nassau and Queens Coun-

ties, N.Y. (1964) 6816
Crete, sailing directions (1964) 7632
Creveling, C. J.:

automatic data processing (1963) 21017
signal-to-noise ratios in magnetic recording

(1965) 14857
Crevicular depth of 2d molar in impacted 3d

molar surgery (1963) 82
Crew interaction during 30-day simulated

space flight (1961) 16136
Crew leaders, social security information

(1964) 20797
Crews, see Flight crews—Spaceship crews

—

Submarine crews.
Crichlow, W. Q., quarterly radio noise data

(1963) 9209, 12900; (1964) 13274, 16740,
18806; (1965) 1499, 8144, 16744

Crickets, see Mormon crickets.

Cricketsonde rocket, see Rockets.
Crier-law clerks, see Law clerks.

Crigler, John L., noise studies of inlet-

guide-vane-rotor interaction of single-

stage axial-flow compressor (1965) 18537

Crime and criminals:
aircraft in flight, hijacking, etc., penalties

—

hearings (1961) 14724, 18954
law (1961) 18592
reports (1961) 14700, 16695

application of cybernetics to criminology.
East German translations (1963) 12412

bad check offenses, provide statutory au-
thority for prosecution of military per-
sonnel

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 20521
reports (1961) 12268, 14675

bail reform act of 1965, report (1965) 17877
Communist China, Paris Yiddish communist

daily report (1961) 13259
crime

—

classification, logical forms, USSR study
(1964) 14452

detection with aid of script analysis,
Switzerland (1962) 7524

its prevalence, and measures of preven-
tion, message from the President (1965)
5826

prevention, role of expert criminology es-

tablishments, USSR (1963) 16259
crimes against banking institutions

—

hearings (1964) 2113
reports (1964) 6291

criminal disclaimer provisions of national
defense education act of 1958, eliminate,
report (1965) 10500

criminal justice act of 1963

—

hearings (1963) 13815, 15322
reports (1963) 13762, 20472; (1964) 378

criminal justice act of 1964

—

law (1964) 17314
report (1964) 15555

criminalistics and legal expertise, USSR
studies (1965) 4977

criminological analysis of documents, USSR
study (1963) 8914

cybernetics

—

and computer-analyzers in sociological
investigation of criminals, USSR study
(1965) 11267

in detection of crime, USSR study (1965)
14484

District of Columbia

—

crime and criminal procedure bill

—

hearings (1965) 12324, 16014
print additional copies (1965) 19278,

19475
report (1965) 7439, 17833

print additional copies (1965) 19278,
19475

legislation
hearings (1963) 11888; (1964) 4579, 8443
reports (1963) 15240; (1964) 14101

mental disorders as defense, amend D.C.
code, report (1961) 12249

situation in, hearings (1961) 12344
situation increasingly serious, hearing

(1963) 6292
documents, criminological investigation,

USSR study (1964) 21407
electronics in criminology, USSR study

(1962) 14197

Federal bail procedures, improve, hearings
(1965)4614

Federal firearms act, amend

—

law (1961) 18730
reports (1961) 10472, 18876

Federal offenders in United States District

Courts, 1964 (1965) 5491
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Crime and criminals—Continued

Federal youth corrections act, amend

—

law (1961) 18724
reports (1961) 10279, 19081

financial institutions, look to your personnel
security (speech) (1965) 550

fugitive felon act, amend

—

hearings (1961) 17135, 20581
law (1961) 20518
reports (1961) 14372. 14412, 14615

gambling and organized crime

—

hearings (1961) 20632; (1962) 414, 2368
reports (1962) 9445

Indians, crimes committed in Indian country,
amend U.S. code, report (1965) 15683

international bibliography on crime and de-

linquency (periodical) (1965) 3518
interstate law enforcement compacts, permit

Guam to enter

—

law (1962) 6927
report (1961) 10280; (1962) 5055

investigation of document materials, USSR
study (1962) 1429

joint offenders under espionage act, place of

indictment and trial, amend U.S. Code,
report (1961) 16721

juvenile and young adult criminality, illegal

narcotics traffic and effect, hearings
(1963) 8123, 12024

laws, compilation (1961) 347

material evidence, photographic and physi-
cal methods for investigating, USSR
study (1963) 5164

mental diseases, responsibility for criminal
conduct, amend law, hearings (1961)
12344

Mongolia, crime prevention (1963) 12461

Mongolian People's Republic, criminal code
(1962) 6128

offenses not committed in any district, place
of indictment and trial

—

law (1963) 11719
reports (1963) 6175, 9966

organized crime and illicit traffic in

narcotics

—

hearings (1964) 533, 2239, 19600, 21239;
(1965) 433
index (1965) 12332
print additional copies, reports (1964)

325, 455

reports (1965) 7511
organized crime, legislation relating to,

hearing (1961) 20581
PACAF basic bibliographies (1961) 16149;

(1962) 18656; (1963) 13212; (1965) 18909

palmistry, significance in criminology, USSR
study (1961) 17500

penalties for destruction of property moving
in interstate or foreign commerce

—

hearing (1961) 14484
law (1961) 18613
reports (1961) 14310, 17031

persons under supervision of Federal proba-
tion system, report (1964) 13556; (1965)
8383

presentence investigation report (1965)
11814

prevention, control, and treatment, current
projects (1965) 9774, 13070

publications, list (1961) 6493; (1962) 18403;
(1963) 20086; (1965) 13222

Soviet criminology

—

in course of investigation, translations
(1962) 23635

some aspects (1964) 10842
Soviet developments in criminology (1963)

5324

Crime and criminals—Continued

television violence and crime programs ef-

fects on young people, hearings (1963)
8122

print additional copies, reports (1963)

13633. 13767
testimony in investigations of violations of

Hobbs act and Taft-Hartley act, compel
and grant immunity to witnesses, amend
U.S. Code-

hearings (1961) 17135
report (1961) 14616

uniform crime reporting, handbook (1962)

23509; (1965) 9084
uniform crime reports, U.S. (1961) 14842;

(1962) 15541; (1963) 15477; (1964) 14232;
(1965) 16159

uniform reporting, quarterly release (1961)

3144; (1962) 4404; (1963) 4254; (1964)

4107; (1965) 4018
USSR, system of reporting crime statistics

(1965) 14555
value of handwriting examination, USSR

study (1964) 6956
violence and crime portrayed on television,

effects on young people, hearings (1965)

19509
weapons aboard aircraft in interstate air

commerce, amend law, hearing (1961)
14724

see also Arson—Criminal law—Criminal
procedure—Prisons and prisoners

—

Rehabilitation of criminals.

Crime in District of Columbia, President's
Commission, see President's Commission
on Crime in District of Columbia.

Crimea, Russian SFSR, guidebook (1963) 15710

Criminal jurisdiction:

arrangements, military bases in Philippines,

agreement (1965) 18795
status of forces agreement, operation

—

hearing (1961) 14721; (1962) 21540; (1964)

2230, 17867; (1965) 16004
reports (1961) 19074; (1962) 21427; (1964)

2227, 14100, 17855; (1965) 17863
troop topics (1965) 18943

visiting Armed Forces, international law
studies (1965) 18679

Criminal Justice Administration and Poverty,
Attorney General's Committee on, see

Attorney General's Committee on Pover-
ty and Administration of Federal Crimi-

nal Justice.

Criminal law:
authorization for Secret Service agents to

make arrests without warrants, etc

—

law (1965) 19128
reports (1965) 8820, 17872

code of RSFSR (1961) 15466-467
Communist China, lectures on general prin-

ciples (1962) 10317
criminal-legal struggle against crimes of

churchgoers, etc., USSR study (1964)

20369
criminal legislation on protection of social-

ist property in Mongolian People's Re-

public (1965) 19756
Czechoslovakian, criminal judicial procedure

(1962) 14010
District of Columbia laws, amend

—

hearings (1965) 12324, 16014
reports (1964) 17755; (1965) 15958, 17673

Hungarian penal code (1962) 10240
Hungary, harsher political justice (1963)

14129
Mongolian People's Republic, code (1962)

1527
sections of code relating to broadcasting,

text (1961) 5983
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Criminal law—Continued
spectrophotometer analysis, use in foreign

criminal law, literature survey, USSR
(1963) 15666

study, authorization, report (1965) 19458
tax violations, criminal aspects under U.S.

laws (1963) 15635
Yugoslav on execution of criminal penalties

(1964) 10892
Criminal procedure:

code. West Germany (1964) 10816
Communist China, courts (1961) 10757
District Courts, rules, proposed amendments

(1963) 14812; (1964) 7875
District of Columbia

—

courts, admission of confessions and state-

ments as evidence

—

hearings (1961) 12344
reports (1961) 12222
crime and criminal procedure bill

—

hearings (1965) 12324, 16014
reports (1965) 7439, 17833

mental disorders as defense, amend D.C.

Code, report (1961) 12249
imparting or conveying false information,

reduce existing penalty

—

law (1965) 13794
report (1965) 8827

judiciary and judicial procedure, D.C. code of

laws

—

revise, codify, enact

—

law (1964) 1970
report (1963) 11838; (1964) 509
text, revision notes, etc. (1964) 4503

legal counsel for indigent defendants in Fed-
eral courts, study (1961) 19180

Morocco, code (1962) 14038
rules for District Courts, as amended (1962)

11468
Soviet developments in criminology (1963)

5324
study, authorization, report (1965) 19458
USSR-

investigative inspection, etc., of docu-
ments (1962) 21975

Soviet criminology in course of investiga-
tion (1962) 23635

see also Indictments.
Criminals, see Crime and criminals.
Criminology, see Crime and criminals.
Crimpers, screw locking cups quickly and

neatly crimped (1965) 5154
Crimson clover:

chemical control of weeds grown for seed
production (1964) 7950

growing, information (1961) 1632
Criner, J. H., hydrology of aquifer systems in

Memphis area, Tenn (1964) 19801
Crippen, John R., natural water loss and re-

coverable water in mountain basins of

southern California (1965) 6338
Cripples:

children

—

increase in services, comments (1964) 2128
law (1963) 20437
reports (1963) 15275, 17118, 19017

nursing positions and personnel in pro-
grams, analysis (1965) 7296

program trends in crippling conditions,
1950-60 (1963) 1929

qualification and preparation of teachers
(1961) 19242

services for children (1964) 11917
children's program, statistical highlights

(1964) 199, 17121
children's program, statistics (1961) 13996
children's services research grants (1965)

8631
program, announcement (1965) 15322

Crisconi, Anna C, relief (1962) 19042, 20749,
21277

Crisis in talent, address (1962) 14558
Cristal, Raymond E., officer grade require-

ments project, 1, overview (1965) 18913
Criteria for coding Naval Reserve officer

training (1962) 22659
Criteria for evaluating dairy cooperatives

(1962) 21705
Critical assemblies:
dimensions of systems containing U-235,

Pu-239 and U-233 (1964) 17062
Peach Bottom HTGR, activation measure-

ments of Th-232 resonance captures
(1963) 7689

reactor parameters measurements (1963)

11562
subcritical assemblies, compilation of refer-

ences (1964) 1772
Critical inclination problem in satellite orbit

theory (1963) 7302
Critical materials, see Strategic materials.

Critical occupations, see Occupations.
Critical path scheduling, preliminary litera-

ture search (1962) 2088, 23053
Critical point, choking 2-phase flow literature

summary and idealized design solutions

for hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and re-

frigerants 12 and 11 (1963) 18191
Critical view of SAL test (1962) 20456
Criticality:

two-dimensional calculations for Plum
Brook reactor (1964) 21767

two-dimensional calculations of gaseous-core
cylindrical-cavity reactors (1963) 7260

Criticality, bibliography of unclassified litera-

ture (1962) 212
Criticality effects of centrally located tubes

and rods of aluminum, iron, and tung-
sten in homogeneous reactor (1962)

20134

Criticism, see Critiques.

Critiques:

Christian, Jewish and Moslem scriptures,

Soviet criticism (1963) 5424
Islamic beliefs and teachings (1965) 19779
literary criticism, questions, Bulgaria (1962)

8145

literature on brazing, USSR study (1964)

18339
Rumanian literary theory textbook (1961)

19724
western neo-colonialist economic policies in

Near East and Africa, USSR study
(1965) 19788

Crittenden County, Ky., geology and fluorspar

deposits (1962) 21826

Crittenden, Max D., jr., isostatic deformation
of Lake Bonneville (1963) 20736

Crivella, Bart, salad dressing mayonnaise &
related products (1964) 17070

Croatia:
industry, ionization radiation, Yugoslavian

study (1963) 12635
Northern, reptiles, translation (1961) 7826
polyclinical and outpatient psychiatric serv-

ices (1962) 5878
Croatian Civil Engineers and Technicians

Association, biographies of honorary,
etc., members (1964) 7033

Croatian language, see Serbo-Croatian lan-

guage.
Crocker, Laird:

acid leaching of beryllium ore from spor
Mountain, Utah (1964) 1440

recovery of beryllium from Spor Mountain
ore (1963) 5499
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Croft, Cora D., fluctuations in railroad freight
traffic compared with production, class 1

line-haul railroads, 1958-60 (base year
1947) (1963) 6633

Croft, M. G., geology and ground-water re-

sources of Bartow County, Ga (1963)
19326

Croft, M. W., advanced test reactor burnout
heat transfer tests (1965) 10171

Croft-Murray, Edward, Turner watercolors
from British Museum (1964) 3056

Croker, Thomas C, jr., two H-C furrow seeders
(1964) 14327

Crokos, George, relief (1963) 17235, 18822,
20419

Croloy, see Steel.

Crompton quadrangle, R.I., bedrock geology
(1963) 19299

Cronartium comandrae, see Comandra blister
rust.

La Cronica (periodical):

labor problems in Peru (articles) (1963) 2828
Cronin, Eugene H., halogeton glomeratus con-

trol (1965) 7047
Cronin, J. G., summary of occurrence and de-

velopment of ground water in the south-
ern high plains of Texas (1964) 8781

Cronin, James G., geology and ground-water
resources of Hale County, Tex (1963)
6563

Crook, Charles B.:

abstracts of material on soil and water con-
servation (1963) 5791, 18396; (1964)
1679, 7890, 9916, 15197, 20898; (1965)
10025

index (1963) 5790
Crook County, Oreg., ground water in Prine-

ville area (1963) 8349
Crook County, Wyo.:
geology—
and mineral deposits of Carlile quadrangle

(1961) 9248
Inyan Kara Mountain quadrangle (1963)
8331

Nefsky Divide quadrangle (1963) 8330
Upton quadrangle (1964) 19776

ground water resources and geology (1964)
19795

Crooked mirror of rightist socialists, USSR
(1962) 21940

Crooked River project:
extension

—

law (1964) 19406
reports (1962) 6962, 19090; (1964) 14072,

17556
Prineville Dam, design and construction

(1963) 13036
Crooker, T. W.:
low cycle fatigue crack propagation charac-

teristics of monel 4()0 and monel K-500,
alloys (1965) 13194

metallurgical characteristics of high
strength structural materials (1965)
13180

Crooks Gap, Wyo., geology and uranium de-
posits (1964) 14337

Crookston, Minn., consumer expenditures and
income, 1961 (1964) 11272

Croom, Delwin R., effects of canopy shape on
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics
of 55'' swept parawing with large-
diameter leading edges (1965) 1478

Crop insurance, see Agricultural insurance.
Crop lands, see Land.
Crop plants, see Plants.
Crop reporter, how crop and livestock reports

help you (1965) 20106
Crop Reporting Board, 1965 reports (1965)

6946

Cropper, Harry H., testimony, hearings (1964)
6526

Cropping, see Rotation of crops.
Crops:
acreages of cropland used for crops, and its

components, cropland harvested, crop
failure, and summer fallow, for each
farm production region, 1939-64, supple-
ment (1965) 16997

agricultural, utilization of organic fossils to
increase yield, USSR study (1964) 16078

air pollution effects (1963) 1418
biological controls for insects and diseases,

hearing (1964) 4485
Burma, season and crop report, fiscal year

1958 (1961) 13235
census of agriculture (1961) 3940, 5492,

8526-27, 10041-46, 11890-893, 13926-930,
16322-329, 18153-158, 20456-460; (1962)
273-278, 2187-92, 4743-46, 9061, 20560

final report, announcement (1961) 6784
ranking counties (1962) 9061

century of progress in protection and re-

search (talk) (1962) 16258
commercial fertilizer used on crops and pas-

ture in United States, 1959 estimates
(1964) 16971

costs of production by size of farms, central
cotton-tobacco area of N.C. (1962) 21603

crop production (periodical) (1961) 2778;
(1962) 3730; (1963) 3571; (1964) 3386;
(1965) 3270

Crops Protection Field Day, Beltsville, Md.
(talk) (1962) 16258

crop-share-cash farm lease (1961) 9895
effect of crop sequence on intake rate of

Pullman silty clay loam and grain yields

(1965) 15175
fallout from nuclear attack, effects (1963)

4367
Federal projects, 1964 crop report, statisti-

cal appendix (1965) 16846
Federal reclamation projects, report (1965)

16845
statistical appendix to (1964) 16850

field-
acreage, yield, production (1961) 11728
and seed, production, farm use, etc. by

States (1963) 11333; (1964) 11646; (1965)
11731

labor used to produce estimates by States
(1964) 9965

production, safe use of chemicals (1964)

19085
regional analysis of production adjust-

ments, historical and prospective, spa-
tial linear programing (1964) 1722

seeds, acreage, yield, etc., crop years
(1962) 14657; (1964) 7803; (1965) 6947

usual planting and harvesting dates, by
States, in principal producing areas
(1965) 7023

field and seed, production, farm use, etc., by
States (1961) 9796; (1962) 10887, 12740

field seeds, acreage, yield, etc., crop years
1951-62 (1963) 3365

field, zinc deficiency in West (1962) 49

foreign crops and markets

—

periodical (1961) 3272-73; (1962) 3881-82;
(1963) 3722; (1964) 3519; (1965) 3432

announcements (1961) 2016; (1962) 2507
Great Plains, shelterbelt influence on (1962)

20417

index numbers of farm production

—

for each farm production region, 1939-64,
supplement (1965) 16996

per man-hour, for each farm production
region. 1939-64, supplement (1965) 16998
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Crops—Continued
insecticide recommendations (1961) 5249;

(1962) 6558; (1963) 7557; (1964) 7910,
15205; (1965) 10053

insects of northeast Africa and southwest
Asia (1965) 5505

Louisiana

—

annual summary, 1960 (1961) 1600
general crop report (1961) 2825
weekly weather and crop bulletin (1961)
2830

management, newly irrigated lands in Dako-
tas (1961) 11719

migrant labor demand areas by month (1962)
2421

Mississippi Delta area, production practices
and costs, 1957-58 (1963) 352

Mississippi weekly weather-crops bulletin
(1961) 2832

new industrial, some economic considera-
tions (1962) 17361

new, list of publications for 1964 (1965)
11820

new, publications and patents, list (1962)
16257

1962 outlook in communist countries (1962)
23427

North Vietnam, bumper mua crop (1965)
2388

Ohio agricultural statistics (1961) 34
oilseed, research. Northern Regional Re-

search Laboratory, publications,
1936-61, list (1963) 5799

patterns in U.S., 1959, national atlas sheet
(1962) 2186

plant exploration in South Africa, 1964
(1965) 10036

planting, prospective (1961) 5191; (1962)
10695; (1963) 9442; (1964) 9840; (1965)
8335

predicting regional production, application
of recursive programming (1965) 10093

prospects. Communist China (1964) 21262
proteins, age changes in intensity of radio-

methionine incorporation, USSR study
(1961) 12965

radiation effect (1963) 10134
related, harvesting, data on practices (1965)

60. 4127
reports, content and dates of release (1961)

23; (1963) 5746; (1965) 6946
reports, how crop reporters help you (1965)

20106
requiring seasonal hired workers, by agri-

cultural reporting area (1961) 20696
research, developments. Communist China

(1961) 17424
research in Soviet Union, report of U.S.

technical study group (1961) 17936
Research Institute for Grains and Industrial

Crops, Rumania, activities (1964) 9124
research, scientific careers (1963) 1710
residues, use on soils of humid area (1961)

5256
seed crops

—

acreage, yield, etc. (1961) 5206, 13798;
(1962) 10703; (1963) 3368; (1964) 7807;
(1965) 3059

forecast reports rated most useful by
C.R.B. (1961) 6636

forecast (1962) 4326; (1963) 4178; (1964)
4018; (1965) 3927

periodical (1961) 2847
prices (1962) 4327; (1963) 4179; (1964)
4019; (1965) 3926

stocks report (1962) 4328; (1963) 4180;
(1964) 4020

seeds, identification (1963) 9561, 20277
Soviet, selected translations (1961) 7818

Crops—Continued
tolerance to aquatic herbicides in irrigation

water (1964) 5863
values, season average prices, value of pro-

duction (1961) 5193; (1962) 10697; (1963)
3364

Virginia crops and livestock (1961) 2803;
(1962) 4429; (1963) 4279

weather and crop bulletin (1961) 3649; (1962)
4443; (1963) 4302; (1964) 4153; (1965) 4065

world summaries of statistics release dates,
announcements (1963) 2308; (1964) 2349;
(1965) 2157

yield probabilities as Markov process (1962)
17376

see also Rotation of crops—Strip crop-
ping— aiso names of crops.

Crops Research Division, CR (series) (1964) 17

Crosby, David, forest insect conditions (1963)
17471

Crosby, Jesse J., vapor plating of aluminum
on steel (1963) 20298

Crosby, John S., model II Michigan sand cast-
er (1963) 13987

Crosby, Robert L.:

determination of part of magnesium-
zirconium liquidus (1965) 19860

indium effect on solid solubility of calcium
and silicon in magnesium (1963) 5496

intermetallic compounds in magnesium-rich
magnesium-aluminum-zirconium alloys
(1964) 18682

Crosby, Sara J., directory of International
Federation of Christian Trade Unions
(1963) 15657

Cross, J. L., reduction of data for piston gage
pressure measurements (1963) 12898

Crossbreeding, see Hybridization.

Cross-Florida Barge Canal, Silver Springs
lock, rename R. N. Bert Dosh Lock, re-

port (1965) 13936
Cross Plains quadrangle. Brown, Callahan,

Coleman, and Eastland Counties, Tex.,

geology of area (1961) 19410
Cross pollination, see Fertilization of plants.

Cross-reference index to manual of Navy offi-

cer classifications (1964) 11481; (1965)
5295

Cross-references within Internal revenue code
as of Jan. 1, 1962 (1962) 9414

Cross-resistance and filament reversal studies

of hexachlorophene-resistant mutant of

Escherichia coli B/R (1961)5299

Crosset, Ark., timber management laboratory
(1964) 8701

Crossley, Frank A., stress corrosion for struc-

tural alloys (1963) 7601

Crosthwaite, E. G., ground-water reconnaiss-
ance of Sailor Creek area, Owyhee, El-

nwre, and Twin Falls Counties, Idaho
(1964) 15944

Croswell, William F., effects of dielectric cov-
ers over shunt slots in waveguide (1965)
2878

Croton Creek, salinity in basin (1964) 19793

Crounse, David R., Hughes microminiaturized
instrumentation system (1964) 1728

Crouse, James E.r

axial-flow-pump rotor performance (1964)
11415

blade-element performance of axial-flow-

pump rotor with tip diffusion factor of .43

(1964) 18790

Crout, Jack D., soil survey of Jefferson Coun-
ty, Tex. (1965) 16861
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Crow Creek Reservation:
Federal land, donate to and place in trust

status

—

law (1961) 18757
reports (1961) 7099, 10474

providing payment for individual and tribal

lands in S. Dak. required for Big Bend
Dam and Reservoir project-

law (1962) 20910
reports (1961) 14397; (1962) 21369

Crow Creek Tribe of Sioux Indians, see Sioux
Indians.

Crow Reservation, land conveyances, ratify,

report (1964) 2185
Crow Wing County, Minn., soil survey report

(1965) 11695
Crowder, G. A., infrared spectra of 27 com-

pounds in regions 15-35 and 15-200 mi-

crons (1965) 14699
Crowe super conductive memory elements,

USSR (1964) 16326
Crowley, La., census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities

(1961) 16449
Crowley County, Colo., southern part, geology

and occurrence of ground water (1965)
18223

Crowley County, Colo., water in Dakota and
Purgatoire formations (1963) 17532

Crown glass, see Glass.

Crown transit Bus Lines, accident (1962) 2586
Crown weights in red pine plantations (1963)

15566
Crownvetch, soil conserving legume and poten-

tial pasture and hay plant (1963) 11436
Crowther, Harold K, United States fishing

industry and European Common Market
(1963) 8273

CRP, community renewal program, what it is,

how it may be used (1964) 1647
CRPL, see Central Radio Propagation Labora-

tory.

CRREL, see Cold Region Research and Engi-
neering Laboratory.

CRS, see Community Relations Service.

CRT, see Cathode ray tubes.
Crucibles, alumina, fabrication method (1965)

8063
Crude oil, see Petroleum.
Crude petroleum, see Petroleum.
Cruelty to children, see Children.
Cruikshank, Stewart S., oxygen determination

in fluorine-containing compounds (1963)

18706
Cruises:

operators, require to file evidence of finan-

cial security, etc.

—

hearings (1965) 17723
report (1965) 17663

Crumbly, Kenneth H., spectrographic data
from reentries of Trailblazer lib (1964)

14880
Crumlish, Brian J., reducing vulnerability of

houses (1963) 18716 '^

Crusade against accidental injuries (1965)

2985
Crusade for Safety Day, designate Sept. 3,

1965, report (1965) 19469
Crushed stone, see Stone.
Crushing cottonseed cooperatively (1962) 9570
Crushing machinery:
new methods of crushing of rocks (1963) 85
oilseed, census of manufactures, 1958, indus-

try report, supp. (1961) 13889
Crustaceans:

caligid copepod genus Dentigryps (1964)

9652
Eucyclops serrulatus, growth and propaga-

tion in aquariums at different pH values
of water (1964) 9011

Crustaceans—Continued
fossil decapod, from Marshall Islands (1964)

15945
Haustoriidae of New England (Crustacea:

amphipoda) (1965) 16766
Hawaiian acanthurid caligoid copepods,

parasitic on fishes (1964) 7602
neuron activity, electrophysiological and

cyto-chemical indicators, relationship,

USSR study (1965) 16431
non-brachyuran decapods of Clipperton Is-

land, description (1962) 20185
paleozoic ostracode genera, revision (series)

(1962) 9733
paleozoic species of Bairdia and related gen-

era (1961) 6176
radiosterilization, literature search (1961)

16211
Theriosynoecum wyomingense, possible

guide ostracode to Salt Wash Member of
Morrison formation (1963) 2344

see also Decapods-Mysidacea—Shrimps

—

Trilosites.

Crutcher, Harold L., climatology of upper air,

etc. (1963) 11381
Crutcher-Rolfe-Cummings, Inc., President's E

award for export excellence (address)
(1964) 19349

Crutchfield, James:
Pacific halibut fishery (1963) 10190
report to Bureau of Commercial Fisheries on

Branch of Economics (1964) 6703
Crutcho Creek:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16111
document edition (1965) 15845

Cruz, J. E., data reduction for stable auroral
red arcs observed at Rapid City, S.

Dak., IGY program (1965) 9771
Cruzin:

antibiotic, mechanism of its action on cancer
cells, USSR study (1963) 19626

hemin and hemoglobin, use in culture media
for Trypanosoma cruzi, USSR study
(1964) 2477

Cry, CJeorge W., tropical cyclones of North
Atlantic C)cean, tracks and frequencies
of hurricanes and tropical storms,
1871-1963 (1965) 18842

Cryer, J. D., variance of number of zeros of

stationary normal processes (1965)
14744

Cryogenics:
aluminum casting alloy for cryogenic temper-

atures (1965) 8076
automatic thermal switch accelerates cool-

ing-down of cryogenic system (1965) 6666

boiling, heat transfer, data (1965) 12973

carbon resistors for cryogenic liquid level

measurement (1963) 21030
cooling system, procurement for fighter air-

craft

—

hearings (1965) 12182
report (1965) 19261

cryogenic materials data handbook (1961)
19999

elastomers evaluation for potential use
(1964) 15017

electrical properties of aluminum for elec-

tromagnets (1964) 18807

filter method produces super-pure helium
and helium isotopes (1964) 9547

fluids

—

experimental saturation properties, bibli-

ography (1965) 9772
hazardous, transfer safely with quick-dis-

connect coupling (1965) 13003

integrated hot wire-stillwell liquid level

sensor system (1964) 1474
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Cryogenics—Continued
fluids—Continued
transfer by expulsion-bag technique (1961)
8034

heat transfer from solid surfaces to cryogenic
fluids, literature survey (1963) 9210

hydrogen, heat-transfer characteristics
from 1000 to 2500 psia flowing upward
in uniformly heated straight tubes
(1965) 16711

inert gas spraying device aids in repair of

hazardous systems (1965) 9657
insulation accelerates rate of cooling with

cryogenic fluid (1965) 14804
liquids, behavior of liquid-vapor interface

during weightlessness (1965) 5228
magnetometers applications, Hall effect de-

vices (1964) 11402
materials data handbook supplements (1962)

3382, 8528, 14493; (1963) 7617
metals and alloys applications, review (1964)

11809
performance of electrical-resistance strain

gages at cryogenic temperatures (1963)

7280
physical equilibria and related properties of

systems, bibliography (1962) 8534
plastics and related materials at cryogenic

temperatures, properties (1965) 16071
pressure vessels, filament-wound glass-

reinforced plastics and liners investiga-
tion (1965) 8121

price list, bibliography (1965) 17265
• propellant feed systems for electrothermal

engines (1964) 13153
propellants, storage in space, performances

of solar reflectors (1965) 1463
refrigeration systems, Joule-Thomson proc-

ess (1965) 6784
solutions and solubilities in liquid fluorine

(1964) 14850
strength comparison of flawed single-layer

and multilayer AISI 301 stainless-steel
pressure vessels at cryogenic tempera-
tures (1965) 19914

systems, composite, vacuum-jacketed tubing
replaces bellows (1964) 14806

temperatures, apparatus permits flexure
testing (1965) 9671

tensile and impact properties of structural
materials at temperatures from 20 to
300^ K (1963) 14598

tensile coupon tests of cryoformed AISI
stainless steel pressure vessels at cry-
ogenic temperatures (1964) 21763

waveguide window sealed with plastic foam
(1964) 14817

Cryolite:
low-silica, recovery from siliceous fluoride

off gases (1963) 7222
Crylite, minerals yearbook chapter (1961)

21165; (1962) 20077; (1963) 19832; (1964)
20473; (1965) 18432

olivine shear strength at high pressure and
room temperature (1964) 19155

synthetic stockpile investigation, hearings
(1962) 17305

Cryopumping of hydrogen in vacuum cham-
bers is aided by catalytic oxidation of

hydrogen (1964) 14803
Cryostats, low-cost insulation system elimi-

nates need for vacuum (1964) 13180
Cryotherapy, see Cold.
Cryptobiosis:

anabiosis and general problem of life, USSR
(1963) 14396

anabiotic flight into outer space, USSR
study (1965) 1171

studies in hypothermia and anabiosis, USSR
(1964) 16328

Crystal City, Tex., census of housing, 1960,
city blocks (1961) 18337

Crystal Dam and Reservoir, Curecanti unit,
Colorado River storage project, econom-
ic justification (1963) 11751

Crystal diodes, logic systems in nonlinear
function generators, practical applica-
tions, Polish remarks (1962) 7776

Crystal is small but powerful, USSR (1963)
5237

Crystal lattices:

friction characteristics of beryllium, etc.,

relation of lattice parameters in vacuum
(1965) 6721

lattice energies of complex crystals with ap-
plication to oxides of molybdenum, meth-
od for calculation (1962) 18302

Pade approximant calculation of singularity
in magnetic susceptibility of Ising square
lattice (1965) 11489

price list, bibliography (1965) 17263

Crystal mixers, experimental Ka-band mixer
(1964) 5594

Crystal structure, price list, bibliography
(1965) 17263

Crystalline lens:

morphogenesis, problems, USSR study (1964)
16152

proteins, age changes in intensity of radiome-
thionine incorporation, USSR study
(1961)12965

Crystalline rocks of Potomac River gorge near
Washington, D.C. (1963) 19317

Crystalline rocks of South Carolina (1965)
9256

Crystalline solids, see Solids.

Crystallization:
ingots during arc melting with consumable

electrode, USSR study (1964) 5370
microcrystallization materials with mica-

ceous structure, production, research,
USSR study (1965) 12753

undercooled liquids in cylindrical tubes,
temperature distribution (1964) 15974

Crystallography:
aluminum crystallization during continuous

casting, radioactive isotope study,
USSR (1963) 12462

borides and silicides of transition metals
(1961) 3727

changes in irradiated borides (1963) 14973
computers use in study, USSR study (1962)

17913
crystal growth and boundary layer, Hungar-

ian study (1963) 19700
crystallography and technology, USSR

study (1963) 7067
dislocation

—

etch pits on sodium chloride, evaluation of

etchants and techniques used to produce
(1964) 13242

structures in single-crystal AI2O3 (1964)
19173

structures, USSR investigations (1964)

1330 5295
studies, USSR (1964) 7285

effects of purity and structure on recrystal-

lization, grain growth, ductility, tensile,

and creep properties of arc-melted tung-
sten (1964) 21776

electron theory of crystals, research (1963)
7688

glass crystal materials made from slag,

USSR study (1963) 655
high density graphite recrystallized by hot

forming (1964) 13652
interaction with 2d phase particles, USSR

study (1964) 2839
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Crystallography—Continued
magnetization in transparent magnetic crys-

tals (1961) 21364
mechanical behavior of crystalline solids,

symposium proceedings (1963) 9207
modifications and phase transformation

rates of 5 rare-earth sesquioxides (1965)
11389

rare earth sulfides and actinide sulfides,

USSR study (1963) 1061
rare earths and related metals, influence of

crystal structure on friction, character-
istics (1965) 1467

rate of crystallization processes at decreas-
ing concentration of crystallizing subst-
ance in homogeneous phase, USSR study
(1961) 2101

recrystallization processes of titanium, zir-

conium, molybdenum borides, and titan-
ium, tungsten carbides, roentgenographic
investigation, USSR study (1962) 23887

spark planing damage in copper (1965) 18619
spatial distribution of precipitates on crys-

tallization of mutually diffusing sub-
stances, USSR study (1961) 10808

supercooled clouds, recrystallization (1963)
20787

surface topography of single crystals of

face-centered-cubic, body-centered-cubic,

sodium chloride, diamond, and zinc-

blende structures (1964) 11404
vacancy formation in gold under high pres-

sure (1964) 14894
x-ray diffraction, quadratic functions for

copper radiation (1962) 3296
see aiso Crystals.

Crystals:
aluminum single

—

effect of surface-active agents on mechani-
cal behavior (1961) 20335

effect of surface-removal on plastic behav-
ior (1962) 121

atomic energy levels (1961) 6424, 15829
bibliography (1965) 17264
brittle fracture theory of initiation of

cracks formed, USSR study (1963) 5419
cesium iodide, fused to vacuum tube face-

plates (1964) 13190
Cr content of Al203-Cr203, spectrometric de-

termination (1962) 7927
crystal chemistry of beryllium (1964) 6809
cubic crystal study, spherical model pro-

vides visual aid (1965) 6663
cubic, magnetocrystalline anisotropy, ferri-

magnetic resonance relations (1964)
15243

exchange-coupled, normal spin-wave modes
(1965) 11581

fatigue and deformation, ultrasonic methods
in study (1964) 4223

ferrite, growth, spontaneous and forced
direction in growing, German study
(1962) 7716

Fourier synthesis, application in chemistry
(1962) 22998

graphite single, lubrication studies (1962)
1981

growing and kinetics of formation, USSR
study (1963) 8616

growth and boundary layer, Hungarian
study (1963) 19700

growth and characterization research at
NBS (1963) 9216; (1964) 9638, 21787;
(1965) 9768

holder protects, during high acceleration
and impact (1965) 5146

hydrogen overvoltage on single metallic
crystals, research (1962) 10928; (1963)
11473

Crystals—Continued
ice, nucleation and growth (1965) 11025
ice, washing brine from (1965) 11026
ionic, ductile bending mechanism (1964) 5527
ionic single, mechanical resonance disper-

sion and stress-strain behavior (1965)
5173

ionic single, non-Hookean, premacroyield
stress-strain behavior (1965) 2893

iron, effect of substructure on cleavage
(1962) 6444

iron single, dislocations and plastic behavior
(1962) 123

magnesium silicide. Hall coefficient and re-

sistivity from 4°K to 300''K (1961) 16197
magnesium single, internal friction as func-

tion of orientation (1965) 14706
measures short-term, large-magnitude forces

(1965) 11458
migration of energy, USSR study (1962)

9853
molecular, physical properties (1962) 108
piezoelectric, driving element for flow modu-

lator (1961) 15779
piezoelectric, stress history measurements,

Project Gnome (1962) 14861
price list, bibliography (1965) 17263
quartz, electronic grade, minerals yearbook

chapter (1961) 17647; (1962) 18218;
(1963) 16329

quartz, mineral facts and problems chapter
(1965) 9584

quartz, stockpile investigation, hearings
(1962) 15428

ruby. X-ray topography (1964) 9682
semiconductor technology, USSR study

(1963) 5237
silver chloride, delineation of tracks of

heavy cosmic rays and nuclear process-
es (1963) 7255

single, method for electrocutting of metals
and electropolishing exposed crystalline
face (1965) 4187

single rolled molybdenum, deformation tex-
tures, etc (1964) 20511

single uranium oxide deformed in compres-
sion at temperature 700°C to 1900''C
(1961) 205

slag, glass crystal materials made from
slag, USSR study (1963) 655

structure

—

influence on friction and wear of titanium
and alloys in vacuum (1965) 6722

ferrimagnetic materials (1962) 12596
Fortran programs for analysis (1963)

18237
research, USSR study (1963) 5254, 5402

struvite, and canned seafood (1965) 12481
titanium in vacuum, influence of orientation

on friction characteristics (1965) 18546
two-plate crystal light modulator (1963)

18169
see aiso Crystallography.

CS, see Carbon sulfide.

CS series (1961) 241-242, 3824

CSC, see Civil Service Commission.

CSESS series (1963) 10025-26

Csorba, Julius J., harvesting of corn, small
grains, and related crops, data on prac-
tices (1965) 60

CSRS series (1965) 6078
CTR series (1962) 9000

Ctenopharyngodon, productivity, USSR study
(1963) 16233

Cuatrecasas, Jose, cacao and its allies, taxon-
omic revision of genus Theobroma (1964)
16759
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Cuba:
activities of Institute for Study of Higher

Nervous Activity (1965) 16399
agriculture and food situation (1962) 11692
agriculture and livestock societies, general

statutes (1962) 14327
betrayal of Cuban revolution, etc. (1961)

8209
budget, 1961-62 (1962) 23766
Castro-Communist subversion in Western

Hemisphere

—

hearings (1963) 6194
reports (1963) 6195, 7956

Castro denounces sectarianism in Matanzas
speech (1962) 14316

Castro regime (1963) 11293
Castro's speech to bus workers on July 17,

1962 (1962) 19733

Che Guevara's speech at Punta del Este,

Aug. 1961 (1964) 1289
church and state under Communism (1965)

17940
claims against, amend international claims

settlement act, hearing (1965) 13984
claims of U.S. nationals against

—

determine

—

hearings (1964) 17647
law (1964) 21158
reports (1964) 17837-838

claims of U.S. nationals, amend act

—

law (1965) 19139
reports (1965) 15674, 15993

cold route to power, notes on Castro's Cuba
(1964) 2728

comments on socialism by West Germans
(1962) 2912

communism, Cuban aftermath, red seeds
blow south, implications for U.S. of Lat-
in American Conference, hearing (1962)
417

communism, hearings (1961) 376
consequences of 1962 crisis (1964) 1323
Cuba and Soviet medicine, USSR study

(1964) 1270
Cuba, Latin America and communism (ad-

dress) (1964) 1598
Cuban crisis, 1962 (1962) 22983
developments, questions and answers

(1962) 24094
USLA in action (1962) 24129

Cuban-Czechoslovak scientific and cultural
collaboration plan for 1961 (1962) 14163

Cuban people set glorious example, Chinese
Communist attitude (1961) 783

Cuban Women's Federation, reports (1962)
23764

economic and sociological advances of revo-
lution (1963) 2529

economic developments, 1960 (1961) 14902
economic highlights, 1961 (1962) 6073
economic regionalization, preliminary

scheme (1965) 16445
economy

—

creation of state sector, USSR study
(1963) 713

translations (1962) 17966
education in revolutionary regime, Bulgari-

an study (1963) 2826
educational data (1963) 13848
embassies abroad, aid in infiltrating spies

among workers (1963) 720
expected U.S. action against, Argentine let-

ters (1961) 13135
export-import affairs (1963) 649
Bbcpropriation of U.S.-owned nickel plant,

report (1962) 9298
finances under Castro government (1963)

2891
fisheries (1965) 2723
fishery research center (1964) 12621

Cuba—Continued
flight plans for flight of civil aircraft, spe-

cial civil air regulation (1961) 504
food rationing (1962) 10330
foreign and internal affairs (1962) 18025
foreign travel restrictions, violation, hear-

ing (1963) 18953
forests and flora (1962) 22214
gazetteer, official standard names (1963)

19289
important lesson, translation (1962) 1541
industrial tasks of Cuban revolution in fu-

ture years (1962) 14296
information (1962) 23761; (1963) 2569
insufficient development and economic pau-

perization (1962) 17795
Japanese Socialist committee protest U.S.

policy (1963) 2688
labor and social security (1962) 22199
labor conditions (1965) 6575
laws and decrees (1965) 2697
liquidation of assets blocked in accordance

with Cuban assets regulations, July
1963, proceeds to reimburse U.S. for
expenses incurred, etc.

—

law (1964) 21158
reports (1964) 17837

livestock raising (1963) 724
military buildup, report (1963) 13792
military government records, preliminary

inventory (1962) 24003
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12858
ministry of public health, decree 7 (1962)

15918
miscellaneous information (1963) 2605
missile bases. President Kennedy's report to

the people on protecting the peace (ad-

dress) (1963) 1577
new resistance, Italian articles (1961) 15191
OAS reevaluation of role in inter-American

affairs, expressing sense of Congress,
report (1961) 8818

on Kremlin path, German report (1962) 9883
ophthalmological services, USSR evaluation

(1965) 6418
organizational changes and State measures

for economic progress, 4-year plan
(1962) 8172

party methods, criticism (1962) 21982
Polish friendly relations (speech) (1962)

21981
postal service agreement with China (1962)

15784
pro-Castro forces, attempts to pervert

American press, testimony of Carlos
Todd, hearings (1963) 4784

products, tariff treatment

—

law (1962) 13309
reports (1962) 9259, 9263, 9451

prohibit shipment of imports in interstate or
foreign commerce

—

hearings (1961) 18961
reports (1961) 18857

provisional government records, preliminary
inventory (1962) 24004

public health (1964) 7173
pulp and paper industry (1962) 18068
Punta del Este Conference, Jan. 1962, report

(1962) 17329
rayon staple fiber, determination of no inju-

ry or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry
(1961) 13704

refugee student assistance program

—

hearing (1961) 8838
reports (1961) 8817

revolution

—

forensic medicine (1964) 21606
instructors role, Fidel Castro's speech

(1962) 17900
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Cuba—Continued
revolution—Continued

prospects, translations (1962) 6084
training, new development (1962) 22238
training schools and training of cadres

(1962) 9823
Uruguayan view (1962) 6039
victorious advance, Czechoslovak article

(1961) 19617
road to communism (1961) 13098
scientific information development, transla-

tions (1965) 9357
shadow of the Cross over Cuba (1961) 2150
shrimp conservation convention

—

implement, hearings (1961) 378
text, report (1963) 20529

situation

—

hearings (1962) 21550
law (1962) 20908
questions and answers (1962) 22981
reports (1962) 21110, 21416
statement (1963) 1577

social and economic developments transla-

tions (1961) 21114
socialism, fundamental principles (1962)

19664
socialist competition in, translations (1962)

23796
Socialist, public health (1963) 2627
Soviet military buildup of offensive weap-

ons

—

U.S. action against (remarks) (1962) 22891

US. charges (1963) 1513
U.S. response, President Kennedy, report

to the people (1962) 24093
statistics, 1963, summary (1964) 18441
statistics, plans for national service (1962)

8211
subversion base in America, study (1963)

6302
sugar cane derivatives, industrialization of

production moves ahead in 1962 (1962)

18102
sugar industry difficulties (1962) 22342
sugar, loose storage and transportation

(1963) 2892
sugar purchases, limitation, authority of the

President, extend

—

hearing (1961) 7268; (1962) 13490. 15438
laws (1961) 6952; '1962) 16761, 16765
reports (1961) 5716, 7106, 7235; (1962)

15163,15165, 15240,15371
sugar. United States supply (address) (1961)

5553
sugar workers' assembly, speech (1962)

19810
tax law, principal provisions of (1962) 9960
telecommunication service agreement with

China (1962) 15781
television interview with Fidel Castro, ex-

cerpts (1962) 14093
tourist industry, regulations, etc., of nation-

al institute (1962) 22062
trade and payments agreement with Mali

(1963) 2864
trade in farm products, shift to Soviet bloc

(1962) 11690
trade union movement and the revolution,

speech by Lazaro Pena at National
Congress of CTC-R (1962) 22248

trade. United States trade, 1960-63 (1964)

10706
translations, see listings under Cuba in the

monthly issues.

United Nations Special Fund, hearing (196S)

6297

United States-Cuban relations, events,
1957-63 (1963) 8106

United States policy toward Cuba (1964)

11621

Cuba—Continued
United States policy toward present govern-

ment, analysis of current situation

(1964) 11832
university reform (1962) 8121, 22078

Uruguayan communist visit, report (1962)

21998
work regulations (1962) 22054

world trade, 1961-62 (1964) 10704

Cuba City quadrangle. Wis. and HI., geology

(1965) 2222
Cuba, Fair Play (Committee, see Fair Play for

Cuba Committee.
Cuba, Medical Aid to. Committee, see Medical

aid to Cuba Committee.
Cubans:

refugee children, care away from home
(1963) 6013; (1964) 13779

refugee problems

—

hearings (1962) 7223; (1963) 4786, 19063;

(1964) 2242, 6516
report (1962) 9462
report to the President (1961) 6489

refugee program (1964) 7847
appropriations, 1966, supplemental hear-

ings (1965) 17680
refugees

—

contracts for resettlement in U.S., weak-
nesses in negotiation etc.. Welfare Ad-
ministration, HEW, GAO report (1965)

7793
ineligible in Miami, Fla., area, financial

assistance provided, GAO report (1965)

2193
selection, security screenings, etc., for

resettlement in U.S. (1964) 2115
U.S. policy concerning (1963) 16820

Cubbage, James M., jr.:

effect of multiple-jet exits on base pressures
of wing-body combination, etc. (1963)

5555
effect of nose bluntness and controlled

roughness on flow on 2 hypersonic inlet

center bodies without cowling at Mach
5.98 (1965) 14834

exhaust backfiow from simulated cluster of 3

wide-spaced rocket nozzles in near-space
environment (1965) 18566

Cubbison, Robert W., asymmetric penshape
nozzles in jet-canard configurations for

attitude control (1963) 19906
Cucciati, Livia, see Sernini, Livia.

Cuckoos, Clamator, evolutionary trends (1964)

21869
Cucumber beetles, see Beetles.

Cucumbers:
for pickles, acreage, yield, production, etc.,

1951-60 (1963) 45
market diseases (1961) 17900
pickleworm control (1961) 1631; (1964) 11766

Cucurbits, pickleworm control (1961) 1631;

(1964) 11766
Cuddeback Lake Air Force Range:

public lands, withdrawal and reservation for

use of Air Force Dept.

—

law (1963) 13420
reports (1963) 7940, 12000

Cuerna, revision of genus (Homoptera, Cica-

dellidae) (1965) 4130
Cues, see Cytology.
Cuffe, Stanley T., atmospheric emissions from

sulfuric acid manufacturing processes
(1965) 14992

Cuing techniques:
automation of sensorimotor skill training

(1965) 14947
use in training tasks (1964) 13323

Culbertson, James K., fluvial characteristics

and hydraulic variables, middle Rio
Grande, N. Mex. (1964) 4799
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Culbertson, William C:
geology and coal resources of coal bearing

rocks of Alabama (1964) 12508
papers in Library of Congress, register

(1964) 5458
Culicine, see Mosquitoes.
Culicoides, see Flies.

Culkouski, Walter M., deposition and washout
computations based on generalized
Gaussian plume model (1964) 117

Cullen, T. M.:
mechanical properties of inconel 718 sheet

alloy (1965) 14751
superalloys for use in supersonic transport

(1964) 18718
Cullen, William C:

effects of thermal shrinkage on built-up

roofing (1965) 8141
solar heating, radiative cooling, and thermal

nwvement, their effects on built-up roof-

ing (1964) 3053
Cullman County, Ala., soil survey (1962) 18462

Cullom, Richard R.:

experimental investigation of 90° flat-plate

magnetic triode for direct energy con-
version (1963) 1309

heat-transfer analysis of thermal-energy
storage for solar direct-energy-con-
version systems (1964) 9569

Cult of personality and economic sciences,

USSR (1962) 23659
Cultural and Technical Interchange:
between East and West Center

—

programs, operations, hearings (1962)

4963
study, report (1962) 16994

Cultural Center Week, National, see National
Cultural Center Week.

Culture:
Bulgaria, cultural revolution concept (1961)

4455
Bulgarian-Rumanian scientific and cultural

cooperation agreement (1963) 10656
Cherokee and Iroquois, symposium

—

departmental edition (1961) 11756
document edition (1961) 12140

Communist China

—

information (1961) 4572, 7855, 13015,
13030, 13142, 13147, 13232, 13294, 13299,
13385, 15101, 15197

problems (1961) 964
cross-cultural education, research on foreign

students and trainees, bibliography
(1965) 15052

Cuban-Czechoslovak scientific and cultural
collaboration plan for 1961 (1962) 14163

cultural relations agreement with

—

Iraq (1963) 20179
Rumania (1961) 6570; (1963) 13085; (1965)
8321

UNESCO (1962) 10690
United Arab Republic (1962) 20314
USSR (1962) 22042; (1964) 15118

cultural relations, preservation of Abu Sim-
bel Temples from inundation from As-
wan High Dam, agreement with UNES-
CO (1965) 16869-A

culturally different youth, improving Eng-
lish skills (1964) 2274

educational and cultural diplomacy, 1962
(1964) 3145; (1965) 5396

educational and cultural exchange programs
of State Department

—

American grantees, lists (1963) 16572;
(1965) 15096

reports (1963) 1514, 18327
establishments in Gor'kiy, RSFSR (1965)

11263

Culture—Continued
exchange-of-persons program, report (196?)

18375; (1965) 3

exchange program

—

agreement with
Liberia (1964) 15122
Spain (1965) 8320

educational & cultural diplomacy (1962)
3494, 24095

planning and development, key contacts,
interagency directory (1964) 15098

State Dept., educational and cultural
special report on American studies
abroad (1963) 15186

special study of effectiveness, report
(1963) 9836

exchanges. State Dept. foreign visitor pro-
grams, objectives, etc. (1964) 7768

Indonesia, economic development and part
played by science and learning (1961)
19525

Indonesian national cultural conference,
necessity for expansion (1961) 7657

influence on children

—

research programs, studies in progress
(1961) 296, 10088; (1963) 176, 11647;
(1964) 17120; (1965) 17231

in life of youth, USSR study (1961) 15028
in technological age (remarks) (1964) 843
inter-American program for interchange,

establish centers, hearing (1961) 14451
international affairs, national effort (1961)

15993
international exchange-of-persons programs

(1961) 6564, 15992, 20172; (1963) 147CJ
international information and cultural se-

ries (1961) 6564, 15992-993, 20172; (1962)
3494-95, 24095; (1963) 1514, 14709,
18327; (1964) 3145, 7768; (1965) 5396,
9941

international meetings, world list (1961)
3419; (1962) 4454; (1963) 4315; (1964)
4168; (1965) 4080

Latin America, aboriginal development
(1963) 14695

materials, importation agreement

—

report (1963) 20536
text (1963) 20514

Mongolia, cultural organizations, present
shortcomings and future tasks (1961)
7808

Mongolian People's Republic, development,
1921-58 (1961) 19705

mutual educational and cultural exchange
act of 1961—

analysis (1961) 7274
hearings (1961) 8981, 14463; (1962) 13514
law (1961) 18647
reports (1961) 12427, 18872, 20555

national cultural development act of 1964,
amend

—

law (1965) 15473
report (1965) 5944, 8794, 14105

North Ossetia, development under Soviet
rule (1962) 6040

North Vietnam, opinion on work (1963)
15999

objects imported for temporary display, ren-
der immune from seizure

—

law (1965) 19136
reports (1965) 17653, 17874

palace of, and church, USSR (1961) 13025
postage rates for educational materials,

clarify and make uniform law, report
(1961) 14404

presentations program of State Department,
report (1965) 9941
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Culture—Continued

social climates in high schools, influence on
students' academic achievement (1961)

5937
state of the arts in America today (address)

(1962) 6182
sub-cultural factors, relation to pseudo men-

tal retardation (1961) 17175
United States Commission for Cultural Ex-

change with Iran, agreement (1961)

20202
United States cultural and artistic ex-

changes, hearings (1964) 2112
USSR, preventing inefficient expenditures

(1963) 12425
Uzbekistan in 5th year of 7-year plan (1963)

12702
see also civilization.

Culture media:
use of Alaskan ground squirrel cell cultures

for virus propagation (1965) 8469
use of Asteromonas gracilis Artari as object

of maas cultivation, USSR study (1965)

12729
see also Bacteria and bacteriology.

Culvert pipe, see Pipe and pipe fittings.

Culverts:
circular, hydraulic analysis, electronic com-

puter program (1965) 16840
guilty control structures in Wisconsin (1963)

7541
highway, capacity charts for hydraulic de-

sign (1965) 9902
highway, hydraulics (1962) 1789
tainter valves, new lock no. 19, Mississippi

River (1961) 12598
Cumberland, Md.:
evaluation of promotional materials on

home delivery milk routes (1962) 9524
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

15018
Cumberland County, N.J., redevelopment area,

opportunities for economic growth
(1965) 10136

Cumberland County. Tenn.. dimension stone,

methods for producing. Crab Orchard
Stone Co., Inc. (1962) 23960

Cumberland Gap National Historical Park:
additional land, acquire

—

law (1961) 14111
reports (1961) 12308, 14577

general information (1961) 20019; (1963)

11118; (1965)9792
Cumberland highlands (1965) 4882

Cumberland overthrust block, formations of

central part (1963) 6551
Cumberland Plateau, burning does not control

young hardwoods on shortleaf pine sites

(1964) 14308

Cumberland River and Valley:

Big South Fork, dam and reservoir construc-

tion

—

engineers reports

—

departmental edition (1962) 2423
document edition (1962) 2300

hearings (1963) 13667
floods, magnitude and frequency (1964) 4816
surface water records of basin, Oct.

1950-Sept. 1960 (1964) 15959
surface water supply of basin, 1960 (1961)

14977
tests of structure orientation spillway, and

lock emergency gate, Barkley Lock and
Dam (1965) 18050

upper basin, Martins Fork Reservoir, engi-

neers report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16120
document edition (1965) 15540

Cumings, Roy E., electrorefining of columbium
(1964) 18689

Cummings, Larry L., personnel management
(1964) 11607

Cummings, W. V.:

examination of 304 stainless steel cladding
from cold-swaged and rolled fuel rods

(1963) 7695
radiation effects in borides, crystallographic

changes (1963) 14973
Cummins, David E.:

commercial dairy farms, northeast and mid-
west, 1964 (1965) 12375

Cummins, Joseph F., soil survey report, Wase-
ca County, Minn. (1965) 16863

Cummins, Robert, jr., snapper trawling explo-

rations along southeastern coast of

USSR (1963) 8272
Cumulus clouds see Clouds.
Cunniff, P. F.:

graphical-numerical method for transient
response of nonlinear systems (1963)
3228

normal mode theory for 3-directional motion
(1965) 13171

Cunningham, Francis S., use of price indexes

in escalator contracts (1963) 19803
Cunningham, Fred G.:

earth reflected solar radiation incident

upon

—

arbitrarily oriented spinning flat-plate

(1963) 14569
spherical satellites, etc (1963) 9147

power input to small flat plate from diffusely

radiating sphere with application to

earth statellites (1963) 5580
Cunningham, Robert E.:

evaluation of ball bearings operating in

liquid oxygen (1965) 5220
journal bearings of various materials in

low-viscosity fluids, liquid nitrogen, and
liquid oxygen (1965) 1454

Cunningham, Jon, economic time series, spec-

tral analysis (1963) 16910
Cuppels, Norman P., geology of Clifton quad-

rangle, Wyo.-S. Dak. (1963) 20727
Cupps, Cecil Q., areal variation in reservoir

oil characteristics, etc., Wyo. (1964) 9507

Cupric chloride, corrosion of zirconium (1962)

10460
Cupric ferrite, see Copper ferrite.

Cups, disposable industry as related to area
redevelopment (1964) 11825

Curacao, import tariff system (1962) 21886
Curare, alkaloid vii, synthetic analog, Czecho-

slovakian study (1961) 19794
Curative sleep, USSR (1963) 7074
Curcio, J. A.:

forward scattering of light in lower atmos-
phere (1965) 13165

transmission of ruby laser light through
water (1964) 5597

Curculionidae, see Weevils.
Curecanti pluton, unusual intrusive body in

Black Canyon of the Gunnison, Colo.

(1964) 4780
Curecanti storage unit (1965) 3009
Curie point, displacement wath pressure, USSR

study (1961) 763
Curing of food, see Ham.
Curium isotopes:

Cm-242—
fuel for generators for lunar and space

missions, safety analysis (1961) 3799
use as source of power for thermoelectric

generator (1961) 5360
Curl, Peter V., American foreign policy, cur-

rent documents (1963) 14701; (1964)

11614; (1965) 15051
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Curie, Lawrence D., soil survey report, Yadkin
County, N.C. (1963) 1506

Curlew quadrangle. Wash., geology (1965) 6330
Curley, Thomas J.:

copper industry report

—

annual (1963) 11597; (1964) 15298
quarterly (1965) 3258

Curlin, J. W., response of hardwood seedlings
to inorganic fertilizer (1963) 7471

Currants:
dried, U.S. standards for grades (1965) 17967
white pine blister rust, spread from Ribes to

sugar pine in California and Oregon
(1961) 20310

Currency, see Money.
Current, see EHectricity.

Current business report (1965) 17211
Current challenges to farmer cooperatives

(1963) 10101
Current construction reports, announcement

and order form (1964) 13747
Current discharge at selected stations in Pa-

cific Northwest (1961) 3290; (1962) 3734;
(1963) 4212; (1964) 4058; (1965) 3965

Current events, USSR (1961) 15471
Current expansion in historical perspective

(1965) 11929
Current export bulletin (1961) 3275; (1962)

3735; (1963) 3573; (1964) 3389; (1965)
3272

Current fishery statistics, C.F.S. series, see
listings under same in monthly issues.

Current housing reports (1965) 3275
Current industrial reports

:

announcement and order form (1965) 10243
see listings under current industrial reports

in the monthly issues.

Current labor market conditions for engineer-
ing, scientific, and technical personnel
(1961) 3118

Current limiters, see EHectric current limiters.

Current population reports (1961) 10027-30;
(1965) 3276

Current projects on economic and social impli-

cations of scientific research and devel-

opment, 1960 (1961) 8078; (1962) 10564;
(1963) 9250; (1964) 14987; (1965) 19984

Current regulators, see Electric curreny regu-
lators.

Current retail trade reports (1963) 13301;
(1964) 3292-94, 13767; (1965) 3277

Currents, see Air—Electric currents—Ocean
currents.

Curriculum:
advanced standing program of college level

courses available in high school (1961)
9038

Army service schools, schedule of classes,

NGB pamphlet (1961) 20005
chemical technology, post high school (1964)

21263
classing guides and related publications

(1963) 8171
Coast Guard Academy catalogue of courses,

1965-66 (1965) 19036
colleges and universities

—

cooperative and work-study programs,
examination announcement (1962) 23105

oceanography 1963-64 (1964) 8538
safety education credit courses (1961) 537
summer session subject field offering,

directory (1962) 21660
study abroad, status of programs (1961)
460

undergraduate, flexibility, new dimensions
(1963) 6336

electrical and electronic technologies, deter-
mining courses of study (1964) 10466

Curriculum—Continued
electronic data processing in engineering,

science, and business, suggested tech-
niques for determining courses of study
(1964) 8481

electronic data processing, post high school
(1963) 6332

export trade education program, planning,
etc., guide (1963) 15436

5th-year programs of classroom teacher
education, education courses (1961)
12560

high school subjects, offerings and enroll-

ments, 1960-61, summary (1964) 14198
industrial arts, analysis of 39 State guides,

1953-58 (1961) 17185
industrial arts courses, grades 7-12 (1964)

17916; (1965) 7592
industrial arts need (1964) 4652
industrial arts. State guides, bibliography

(1962) 19440
instrumentation technology, suggested 2-

year post high school (1965) 492

kindergarten, guides (1961) 12559
language and area study programs in Amer-

ican universities, directory (1962) 22818
manpower development and training pro-

gram

—

clerical and record keeping occupations
(1963) 2161

electronic business data processing peri-

pheral equipment occupations (1964)
19631

stenographic-secretarial occupations
(1963) 2162

materials for trade and industrial education,
list (1962) 452; (1964) 8479

mathematics, conference of State supervi-
sors, preliminary report (1962) 5106

mechanical technology, courses of study,
techniques for determining (1962) 7275

mechanical technology, 2 year post high
school programs in mechanical design
and production (1963) 2163

music, guides (1964) 19632
organized occupational, at institutions of

higher education, enrollments, etc., 1958
(1961) 9040

organized occupational in higher education,
graduates July 1961-June 1962, enroll-

ments Oct. 1962, institutional data
(1965) 9041

patterns in technical education programs
(1962) 7280

practical nurse education, report of confer-
ences (1961) 9028

radiological health, universities (1961) 5077
science courses, written materials, films,

mathematics, science, engineering, stud-

ies supported by National Science Foun-
dation (1964) 20668

science courses, written materials, films,

studies supported by National Science
Foundation (1963) 1361

short-term training courses under profes-
sional nurse traineeship program of

PHS (1963) 5695
State, industrial arts guide, preparation and

characteristics (1962) 7281
university, social gerontology (1965) 10008
vocational education programs techniques

for determining courses of study (1962)

19442; (1963) 6346
see aiso Core program.

Curry, Paul R., suggested requirements for

V/STOL flying qualities (1965) 15109
Curry, R. L.:

grout fluidifiers (1965) 14215
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Curry, R. L.—Continued
manufacturing aggregate by nuclear meth-

ods (1964) 17959
Curtains:

defective canvas end curtains for cargo
trucks, procurement by Army, GAO re-

view (1963) 10268
flexible, shields, equipment from intense heat

fluxes (1965) 6650
Curtis, E. S., balanced jets in ground proximi-

ty (1964) 3174
Curtis, H. Allen, illustration of design methods

for power reduction in logical systems
(1965) 18575

Curtis, Henry B., apparatus for measuring
omittance and absorptance and results

for selected materials (1965) 5185
Curtis, James D., what do you mean, site prep-

aration (1964) 14318
Curtis, Marjorie, relief (1962) 16921; (1963)

20463; (1964) 14046
Curtis, Willie R.:

device for automatically starting recording
rain gage when rainfall begins (1963)
6510

flow characteristics of 2 types of springs in

southwestern Wisconsin (1963) 6508
Curtiss-Wright Corporation, overhauling spe-

cial air mission aircraft engines, addi-

tional cost resulting from failure to

procure parts used in overhauling di-

rectly from subcontractor, GAO, report
(1965) 4817

Curved jet flows (1965) 15106
Curves of ground proximity loss for dipole

antennas (1963) 11101
Curves (drafting):

CBR design set, developing (1961) 19272
Cushing, E. M.:
general geology of Mississippi embayment,

(1964) 12511
water resources and Mississippi embayment

project (1963) 12226
Cushioning materials:

corrosivity (1962) 6483
cut shapes and forms, Federal standard

(1965) 18104
for harvesting and handling fruits and vege-

tables (1964) 13567
Cushman, R. L., evaluation of aquifer and well

characteristics of municipal well fields

in Los Alamos and Guaje Canyons (1965)

16328
Cushman, Robert V.:

ground-water resources of north-central
Connecticut (1964) 8782

present and future water supply for Mam-
moth Cave National Park, Ky. (1965)
14416

water resources of Hartford-New Britain
area, Cmnn (1964) 10649

Custer Battlefield National Monument general
information (1962) 24015; (1964) 13298

Custer County, S. Dak.:
Beecher no. 3-Black Diamond pegmatite,

diamond-drilling exploration (1963)

14019
beryllium exploration (1963) 15608
Burdock quadrangle, geology (1963) 10275
geology of Calamity Peak area (1963) 5018
Jewel Cave SW quadrangle, geology (1964)

2411

Custis-Lee Mansion, Robert E. Lee Memorial,
general information (1962) 18331; (1963)
1348

Custodians:
custodial laborer examination announcement

(1961) 10101

Custodians—Continued
handbook, civil defense emergency hospital

(1964) 15053
handbook, packaged disaster hospital (1965)

9881
of public records (1962) 1886
school plants, administration of efficiently

managed program (1961) 5936
Customers, neglected sales force? (1962) 20275
Customhouse, Long Beach-Los Angeles Har-

bor area, hearing (1962) 15453
Customs, see Tariff.

Customs Bureau:
deficiencies in customs control over unload-

ings of bulk petroleum, GAO report
(1964) 10595

reorganization plan

—

hearings (1965) 8889, 10687
message from the President (1965) 7401
reports (1965) 8860, 10649

Customs Court:
cases adjudged

—

Customs Court reports (1961) 1922, 4131;
(1962) 13711, 21580; (1963) 8133, 15406;
(1964) 8460, 21246; (1965) 7555, 12362

Treasury decisions (1961) 3622; (1962)

4394; (1963) 4245; (1964) 4094; (1965)
4004

Customs districts:

by continent, U.S. airborne foreign trade,

summary report (1964) 4110; (1965) 4021,
13649

code classification, schedule D (1961) 8522;

(1962) 6756, 13091; (1963) 11641; (1965)

289
Customs Service:
construction authority, Guam and Virgin

Islands

—

law (1965) 15442
reports (1965) 8953, 13914

facilities for enforcement of customs laws
along Canadian and Mexican borders,

increase cost limitation, report (1962)

9361
175th anniversary (remarks) (1964) 7822

Customs Year, see United States Customs
Year.

Cut-and-cover trenches, see Excavation.
Cutaneous plastic surgery by method of im-

plantation in extensive burns, USSR
(1961) 15426

Cuthbert, F. P., jr., southern potato wireworm,
how to control it on Irish potatoes
(1965) 5515

Cutler, Sidney J., end results of cancer thera-

py (1964) 21792
Cutler Drain, Fla.:

Ontral and Southern Florida project, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 407
document edition (1963) 318

Cutler formation, early Permian vertebrates
of Placerville area, Colo. (1965) 16323

Cutlery, census of manufactures, 1958, indus-

try report (1961) 5468-69
Cutouts, see Electric cutouts.
Cutright, Clara H., transportation, bibliogra-

phy (1964) 9982
Cutter and stripper reduces coaxial cable

connection time (1965) 9643
Cutters (hand tools):

selective cutting, classification bulletin

(1961) 2641
Cutthroat trout, see Trout.
Cutting, Windsor C, guide to drug hazards in

aviation medicine (1963) 13253
Cutting of metals, see Metal cutting.

Cutting tools:

metal, shipments, 1959-62 (1963) 9706
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Cutting tools—Continued

metal, value of shipments, 1947-61, current
industrial reports (1963) 159

metalworking, bibliography (1961) 8450;
(1962) 13023

titanium-boride base alloys, cutting proper-
ties, USSR study (1963) 737

Cutting torches, see Blowtorches.
Cuttings, see Reproduction.
Cutts, Warren G.:

phonics in beginning reading (1963) 12071
reading unreadiness in the underprivileged

(1964) 6577
research in reading for middle grades, anno-

tated, bibliography (1964) 599
teaching young children to read (1964) 10474

Cuvette for nephelometric measurements with
high angular resolution in region 5 to
175° (1965) 9752

Cuyahoga County, Ohio:
relief

—

law (1962) 23244; (1964) 17361
reports (1962) 7034, 23402; (1963) 13582;

(1964) 6475
Cuyuna Range, Minn:

anionic flotation of silica from goethitic
iron-bearing materials (1963) 9128

flotation of unoxidized manganiferous mate-
rial (1961) 9487

geology and ore deposits of North range
(1963) 20734

. iron phyllosilicates (1964) 9511
manganese resources, evaluation by sulfa-

tizing (1962) 1648
Cuzco, Peru:
uranium reconnaissance (1963) 11581

of Cuzco-Ayaviri region (1962) 14871
Cuzco-Anta-Urubama area, Cuzco Department,

Peru, geology (1965) 17127
Cuzon du Rest, R., films on oceanography

(1965) 14921
CVTR, see Reactors (atomic).

CW, see Chemical warfare—Radio waves.
CWL, see Chemical Warfare Laboratories.
CWL special publications (1961) 292
Cyanite, see Kyanite.
Cyanogen:
composition and thermodynamic properties

of products of cyanogen-oxygen combus-
tion (1964) 18753

compounds, radiation protecting action,
USSR study (1964) 20416

premixed stoichiometric cyanogen-oxygen
flame, stability limits (1962) 22584

Cybernetics:
abstracts journal (USSR periodical), ex-

cerpts (1965) 9442
accelerator, USSR study (1962) 14035
all-Union conference on experiment plan-

ning, USSR (1965) 12635
and agriculture, USSR study (1965) 11169
and automatic control, USSR studies (1963)

3006, 6968, 14269
and computers in USSR (1961) 15010
application of certain propositions to power

system control problems, USSR study
(1963) 17777

application to

—

criminology and jurisprudence, East Ger-
man translations (1963) 12412

social sciences, USSR study (1963) 10485
Soviet press, articles (1965) 2432

applications in

—

medicine, USSR study (1964) 9128
science, technology and biology, USSR
study (1965) 16450

psychological and medical problems, USSR
study (1965) 18369

Cybernetics—Continued

applied to teaching research, East German
study (1963) 8908

applying in psychiatry, USSR study (1964)
12716

approach to

—

educational theory, USSR study (1963)
6965

problem of image, USSR study (1964)
16439

aspects of statistics, East German study
(1963) 8938

automata, thinking and life, USSR study
(1962) 23688

automatic control

—

cybernetics, and extremum systems, USSR
study (1962) 6048

USSR study (1962) 15745
automation of production, USSR study

(1962) 853
automation, USSR study (1962) 8133, 10336

automats, life, and consciousness, USSR
study (1963) 12321

biochemical, problems, USSR study (1962)
15823

biochemistry and electron paramagnetic
spectra of biopolymers (1962) 2886

biological and technical aspects, Rumanian
study (1963) 20897

biological aspects

—

session of USSR Academy of Sciences,
Dept. of Biological Sciences (1963) 2565

USSR study (1963) 1133, 12727
biological problems solved by bionics (1965)

11147
biology and medicine, USSR study (1962)

1244, 2790; (1965) 2945
biology, USSR study (1962) 22044

brain and electronic machines, USSR study
(1961) 17570

brain and machine, USSR study (1962) 2961

brain is its own type of computer, USSR
study (1963) 6761

Bulgarian study (1964) 5277

burn shock and cybernetics, USSR study
(1965) 11242

cell as cybernetic system, East German
study (1965) 6483

cerebrum, man, and automatic control.
Communist Chinese study (1962) 5533

chemical, simulation and control, USSR
study (1964) 18331

civil rights and cybernation (remarks) (1965)
15396

classroom role, USSR studies (1964) 7004
clinical, courses offered, Hungary (1965)

16472
communications theory and school, USSR

study (1963) 2917
Communism

—

role in society, Czechoslovak discussion
(1962) 7721

service, USSR study (1962) 17865
comparative analysis of psychic control and

regulation in automata, USSR study
(1963) 10801

complex systems, problems, USSR study
(1964) 11015

conferences and symposia, USSR study
(1965) 18335

congress, Belgium, USSR study (1965) 12639
contemporary scientific knowledge develop-

ment, USSR study (1964) 2664
control methods for complicated systems,

USSR study (1962) 14002
control of economy, USSR study (1962) 1276;

(1963) 17627
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Cybernetics—Continued
control of reversible hypothermy process,

USSR study (1964) 11124
control systems theory, USSR study (1963)

773, 836, 8486
cybernetics

—

and anti-religion, USSR study (1964)
20259

automation role in production, USSR
study (1961) 7604

control theory, USSR study (1962) 22355
development of sciences, USSR study

(1964) 16392
dialectics, development, USSR study (1965)

16446
economic management, Czechoslovakian
study (1964) 20302

electronic computer technology, USSR
study (1964) 5113

experience of solution of certain legal
problems, USSR study (1965) 6494

in chemistry, USSR study (1964) 4959
inside man (1963) 828
interrelationship of sciences, USSR study

(1963) 12463
man, USSR, interview with Professor
Wiener (1961) 1054

medicine, USSR study (1964) 2557
natural science, USSR study (1961) 2407
nervous system, Rumanian study (1964)
7010

pedagogy, USSR study (1963) 2550
physical training, USSR study (1965)

12631
planning, USSR study (1961) 7567, (1963)

5344
problem of purpose, USSR study (1965)

12776
psychical research, Czechoslovakia study

(1965) 12707
reliability, USSR study (1964) 7051
religion, USSR study (1964) 20418
socialist management. East Germany

(1965) 7930
sciences, engineering and economy. East
German study (1964) 5245

thought, and life, USSR study (1965) 9418
Czechoslovakia (1964) 954
conference (1964) 2767

development problems, USSR study (1964)
6908

developments in Ukraine (1964) 2713
devices, for information processing, confer-

ences on use, USSR (1965) 12590
devices, possibilities in perfecting, USSR

study (1962) 15778
diagnosis of disease, use in development,

USSR study (1963) 19726
discussion concerning cybernetic principles

of automation technology, East German
study (1965) 2659

East European scientific abstracts (1964)
21393; (1965) 2390

East (Jerman publications (1965) 6516
economic administration, USSR study (1962)

1237
economic, use in USSR industrial adminis-

tration (1965) 19723
economics, USSR study (1963) 14205
education and automation. East (ierman

study (1963) 10533
education, USSR study (1963) 14346
electronic diagnostic machines, development

and experience in formulating diagnosis,
USSR study (1962) 3240

employment in anesthesiology, Polish study
(1962) 7668

engineering, USSR study (1961) 7722; (1963)
2894

Cybernetics—Continued
Elngland's level of achievement in research

and techniques, USSR report (1961)
12943

essays, USSR study (1964) 7330
feedback concept, philosophical significance,

USSR study (1961) 19471
fishing industry, problem, USSR study

(1965) 7935
foundations, USSR (1961) 13139
functional-element systems, capacity, USSR

study (1962) 1038
future developments, USSR study (1962)

5752, 7948, 17911
granulocytic reactions caused by sulfathia-

zole. Polish study (1962) 7643
helper of human mental activity, USSR

study (1962) 22381
hereditary information, analysis of struc-

ture, USSR study (1963) 19390
heuristic activity of man, USSR study (1965)

2313
higher order of cybernetic machines, USSR

study (1964) 18230
human information processing, some pecul-

iarities, USSR study (1963) 6876
Hungarian investigations (1962) 7534
image, mental reflection in light of ideas of

cybernetics, USSR study (1964) 7146
information control, USSR study (1962)

19811
informational concepts, Rumanian study

(1964) 5031
in medicine, USSR study (1965) 16419
interrelationship of sciences, USSR study

(1962) 14338
interview with W. Ross Ashby, British cy-

berneticist, USSR (1965) 14545
invasion of chemotrons, USSR study (1965)

12745
law

—

formulation of legislation, USSR report
(1962) 17948

use in, USSR study (1962) 19728
linguistics

—

Czechoslovak work in applied linguistics

(1962) 7698
Hungarian study (1962) 5403

machine and mind, USSR study (1962) 813
machine tools with program control, USSR

study (1962) 13976
machines and

—

artificial reasoning, USSR study (1962)
12045

compute, USSR study (1962) 13965
man, USSR study (1962) 10212
prospects and possibilities in perfecting,

USSR study (1962) 19723; (1963) 8437
USSR study (1962) 5725

man in automatic systems of control, USSR
study (1962) 1034

mathematical linguistics, Rumanian study
(1963) 10762

mathematical problems of cybernetics and
computer technology USSR study (1964)
20269

mathematical problems, USSR study (1964)
7053

mathematics

—

conference on computational mathematics
and techniques and cybernetics semi-

nars, Moscow University (1962) 2918
mathematics-logic ideas, development as
factor paving way, USSR study (1962)
12002

modern, problems (1962) 23837

principles of learning and logical proc-
esses in automatic equipment. East
German study (1963) 10835
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Cybernetics—Continued
medical, USSR (1965) 9456
medicine, autodidactic diagnostic process in

mathematical machines, evaluation,
USSR study (1962) 13962

memory mechanism versus cybernetics ma-
chines, USSR studies (1962) 5695

methods in pedagogical research, USSR
study (1962) 17712

methods, using in law, USSR study (1963)
5148

military application, USSR study (1964)
7100

military applications. East German study
(1963) 15977

military, origin in foreign countries, USSR
study (1964) 18360

modeling of thought processes, USSR study
(1963) 10574

models, description (1964) 1061
modern computing machines and psychic

activity of man, USSR study (1961) 4655
Moscow in May 1963, education and cyber-

netics (1964) 17918
natural, the artificial and cybernetics, USSR

study (1963) 14112
nature, man, and technology, article from

Polish-language publication Red flag

(1962) 17725
nature of thinking and problem of modeling

it, USSR study (1963) 16035
nature, USSR study (1962) 17769

• nervous system, USSR study (1963) 16263
new economic system, long-range planning

as systematic cybernetic process, East
German study (1965) 11081

new look at, USSR study (1961) 19684
new science, philosphical analysis, USSR

study (1964) 16429
occurring in municipal transportation. East

German study (1963) 8955
pedagogy and communications, USSR study

(1964) 6963
philosophical and sociological problems,

USSR study (1964) 5128
philosophical aspects of information theory,

USSR study (1963) 16098
philosophical problems (1962) 3067, 5747,

23662
conference, USSR (1963) 6666, 6843
Czechoslovakia study (1965) 14586
discussion, USSR study (1965) 16520
USSR study (1965) 6452

philosophical questions of cybernetic model-
ing, USSR booklet (1965) 6497

philosophy and cybernetics, Czechoslovaki-
an study (1962) 13980

physiology interrelationship, philosophical
problems, USSR (1964) 5374

physiology of activity, control processes in

living organisms, USSR study (1962)
10029

planning and production management, USSR
study (1963) 15733

planning and social progress, USSR study
(1964) 18366

plant community, USSR study (1962) 5876
Poland-

totality, development, and dialectics

(1962) 19636
translation (1962) 23630

possible and impossible in, USSR study
(1964) 18504

powerful factor in scientific technical prog-
ress, USSR report (1963) 2879

principles applied in education and econom-
ics, USSR study (1965) 14511

Cybernetics—Continued
problems

—

East German study (1965) 2586
in field of archives documentation, USSR
study (1964) 20340

philosophical, USSR study (1961) 7661
philosophy seminars at Academy of Sci-

ences, USSR (1961) 13035
scientific notes, USSR study (1961) 953
translations, USSR (1961) 7729
USSR anthology (1965) 14503
USSR studies (1963) 2847, 17732, 19750;
(1964) 8974, 19870; (1965) 1071

psychology, application, USSR studies
(1965) 12755

queue with impatient clients and variable
serving time, linearly dependent on time
of stay of client in queue (1962) 2923

raises questions, USSR study (1962) 7937
recognition of patterns by correlation meth-

od, USSR study (1963) 5274
reflection and information concepts, USSR

study (1963) 10777
regular expressions, USSR study (1965)

14588
regulations of vital functions, diagnosis, etc.

(1965) 7905
relationship to new lines in development of

physiology, USSR study (1963) 2918
relay devices and finite automata, symposi-

um, USSR (1963) 12573
reliability of electronic brain, USSR study

(1965) 11160
research at Institute for Machines and Au-

tomation of Slovak Academy of Sci-

ences, Czechoslovakia (1963) 6969
role in studying workings of brain, USSR

study (1964) 5136
Rumanian book review (1963) 8585
Rumanian developments (1965) 18290
safeguards health, USSR study (1962) 9994
science of great promise, USSR study (1962)

5875
science of optimum control, USSR study

(1964) 20110
scientific conference on learning automatic

machines and information processing, in

organisms, West GJermany (1963) 7071
scientific-technical progress. East German,

report (1963) 8929
self-learning systems, principles of design,

USSR study (1963) 8540
service of communism, USSR study (1965)

11120
significance in molecular biology, and theory

of perception (1965) 11290
significance in science, technology and econ-

omy in Cierman Democratic Republic
(1963) 5343, 7085, 10506

Soviet Bloc conference (1965) 19781
Soviet ideas on interrelationship of people

and machines (1964) 10850
Soviet military translations (1963) 10418
speech signal, USSR study (1965) 2735
standpoint on automatism in living nature

and plant humidity, USSR study (1963)
7020

stochastic linear programming and optimum
metabolism, USSR study (1965) 14604

surgery, USSR study (1962) 22354
synthesis of R-networks, USSR study (1962)

2715
systems components, USSR study (1965)

14513
teaching machines and programmed instruc-

tion (1964) 12890
teaching machines, use, Bulgarian study

(1964) 18196
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Cybernetics—Continued

technical, Academy of Sciences, USSR, news
(1965) 12732, 16508

technical

—

developments, USSR study (1964) 2556,

2592, 11156
problems of application in power engineer-

ing, USSR study (1965) 9443
USSR, news (1963) 19402; (1964) 4962,

8847, 14510
USSR studies (1965) 928, 6394, 6486, 11264

theory of communication and the school,

USSR study (1962) 10260
thinking processes, USSR study (1962) 17914

thought and cybernetics, USSR study (1963)

8661
thought concepts, USSR study (1961) 12847

thought functions, possibility of modeling,

USSR study (1964) 2553
transfer matrix functions of multi-loop au-

tomatic systems, USSR study (1962)

2913
transportation, USSR study (1961) 15399

Ukrainian developments, translations (1963)

2703
use in detection of crime, USSR study (1965)

14484
uses in medicine

—

and physiology, USSR (1964) 2745, 9023

present and future, USSR study (1964)

4961
USSR study (1965) 18362

use in military affairs, USSR study (1965)

11202
uses in road construction, prospects, USSR

study (1963) 2759
uses in sociological investigations of crimi-

nals, USSR study (1965) 11267 '

uses in Soviet legal practice, present status

and problems (1965) 16390
uses of techniques in Soviet pharmacies

(1965) 9428
USSR-

abstracts, journal, excerpts (1965) 11216,

11251, 11265, 14556, 14584, 16391

abstracts, translations (1965) 9386
activities (1962) 9857
control sciences, news (1962) 5723
current problems (1962) 17699
cybernetics and control of national econo-

my (1965) 16498
development (1962) 2746, 9937
military, translations (1962) 17835, 12101,

21961
research developments (1965) 12748
scientific abstracts (1964) 21388; (1965)

806, 2492
studies (1963) 5239, 14099, 16120, 16208;

(1965) 12744
technical aspects (1963) 15688
technical progress (1962) 5877
translations (1962) 909
use in research and education (1962) 21928

variation problems and fluctuation escape,

Soviet papers (1964) 16430
vievqjoint of relationship of causality and

teleology, German study (1962) 7647
what does it really mean? (1963) 8928
what is it? USSR study (1962) 1126
what is the letter A, USSR study (1962)

11967
work psychology, problem, USSR study

(1962) 15879
see also Biocybernetics—Neurocybernetics.

Cybernetics (SSR periodical):

translations (1965) 11292, 14490
Cybernetics Institute of Polish Academy of

Sciences, activities (1962) 5471

Cybulski, Ronald J., experimental performance
of ion rocket engine using rectangu-
lar-slab-porous-tungsten emitter (1963)

1272
Cyclic intermediates industry, outlook for

1963 and review of 1962 (1963) 5965
Cycling, see Thermal cycling.

Cycling plants, see Gasoline.
Cyclogenesis, see Cyclones.
Cyclohexane, interaction with surface of me-

tallic catalyst, USSR study (1964) 14456

Cycloheximide, concentration, in fuel oil, effect

of water (1965) 10929
Cycloidal cam transmission, phases 2 and 3

(1965) 15102
Cyclone coal washer:
performance of dense-medium cyclone, in

cleaning fine coal (1961) 7930
performance of screw-type classifier-cyclone

combination, on sizes of coal (1963) 1247

Cyclone processes, see Metallurgy.
Cyclones:
geopotential in centers at heights along

wind field, prognosis taking acceleration

into account, USSR study (1962) 12041

low level and anticyclones, forecasting evo-

lution (1961) 15376
scale of non-adiabatic heating as factor in

cyclogenesis (1962) 14780
tropical, analysis and forecasting their

movements by use of numerical methods,

USSR study (1965) 2434

see also Hurricanes.
Cyclotron, first large cyclotron in Poland

(1962) 7582
Cygnus A, tracking by NASA 108-MC Mini-

track system (1962) 10504

Cylburn, cost analysis, project (1965) 15328

Cylinder glass, see Glass.

Cylinder pressmen, see Pressmen.
Cylinders:

air damping, investigation (1965) 8Q87

aluminum, rotating in magnetic field, experi-

mental evaluation of deceleration (1961)

9559
bare, effective multiplication factors (1962)

23031
blunt

—

cone-cylinder body with flared afterbodies,

transonic static aerodynamic character-

istics (1963) 10994
pressure distributions in air at hypersonic

speeds (1963) 20991
blunt-nosed, hypersonic flow fields, parame-

tric study (1964) 14875
blunted cylinder-flare configuration, abla-

tion, flight investigation to Mach num-
ber of 8.48 (1964) 14884

buckling, influence of prebuckling and
stresses (1964) 7561

case extrusion, procured from Wym-
an-Gordon Co. by Bendix (Dorp, under

AEC cost-type contract, unwarrented
inclusion of tooling costs in price, GAO
report (1964) 10625

circular

—

blunt-nosed in axial hypersonic flight, cal-

culation of flow fields from bow-wave
profiles for downstream region (1962)

1689
lifting, effect of groundboard height on
aerodynamic characteristics (1961)

21225
shock impingement effect on distribution

of heat-transfer (1961) 4930
with longitudinal stiffening, structural

behavior and compressive strength

(1962) 12478
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Cylinders—Continued

clustered or scalloped configurations, con-
formal mapping to determine apparent
additional mass (1962) 20142

compressed gas, procurement and disposal
by Corps of Engineers, GAO review
(1961) 12764

coaxial permeable, calculating motion of

electrically conductive gas in magnetic
field (1964) 20628

cone

—

air-launched test vehicle at local Reynolds
numbers to 50x10^ at peak Mach num-
ber of 6.75, observation of laminar flow

(1961) 9507
cone, and lifting cone configurations, aero-
dynamics characteristics at Mach num-
ber of 6.83 and angles of attack up to

ISO" (1961) 13513
configuration at Mach no. 1.98, yaw effects

on heat transfer (1961) 9528
flare configuration, free-flight measure-
ments of aerodynamic heat transfer
(1961) 9588

20°, free flight heat transfer measure-
ments at Mach numbers from 1.3 to 4.9

(1961) 6317
eccentrically stiffened orthotropic, buckling

(1965) 16698
filament-wound, buckling strength under

axial compression (1965) 14749
. flares at zero angle of attack,

laminar boundary layer separation results

(1963) 9199
turbulent boundary layer separation re-

sults (1962) 8527
flares on, laminar boundary-layer separa-

tion induced (1965) 5208
flat-faced, aerodynamic heating data (1963)

14534
flow over spiked-nose hemisphere-cylinder at

Mach number of 6.8, errata (1961) 6365
frame-reinforced shells, analysis, loads and

stresses, applications, errata (1961)
7950

heat transfer and pressure

—

distribution on cone-cylinder-flare con-
figuration with boundary-layer separa-
tion (1962) 22568

measurements on flat-face cylinder at
Mach number range of 2.49 to 4.44
(1963) 5554

heated vertical surfaces, effects of dissolved
gas evolution, thesis (1961) 5392

hemisphere, free-flight test model, determi-
nation of boundary layer transition and
heat transfer at Mach numbers to 5.6

(1961) 17680
hollow, nose bluntness effect on transition

(1961) 7985
honeycomb sandwich, subjected to bending,

structural behavior and buckling
strength (1965) 14848

laminar flow on blunted cone-cylinder in free
flight, observations (1961) 17675

mating, kinetic-energy absorber employs
frictional force between surfaces (1964)
13188

multiple body concentric configurations,
neutron self-shielding factors (1964)
20572

ogive

—

and conical nose flow phenomena at high
angles of attack at Mach number of 2.01
(1961)9513

boundary-layer velocity profiles and skin
friction drags due to surface roughness
(1964) 3023

Cylinders—Continued

orthotropic, instability in axial compression,
influence of ring stiffeners (1964) 21775

plastic instability of cylindrical shells with
rigid end closures (1965) 4258

pressurized

—

correlation of buckling strength in com-
pression or bending with structural
parameters, errata (1963) 5567

membrane-like circular, collapse tests for
combined compression and bending
(1965) 11483

ring-stiffened

—

buckling under pure bending moment and
nonuniform temperature distribution
(1963) 1305

combinations of temperature and axial
compression required for buckling (1962)
10522

rodded and vibrated, comparative compres-
sive strength (1962) 9564

sandwich construction, classical buckling in

axial compression (1964) 8639
sandwich, having orthotropic facings, com-

pressive buckling curves (1961) 659
shell, liquid-filled, equations of axially sym-

metric vibrations (1964) 14924
shells, axially compressed, influence of edge

conditions on stability (1965) 6620
slotted antennas equatorial patterns in

plasma environment (1964) 7544
stiffened, large-diameter, susceptible to gen-

eral instability, bending tests (1964)
9589

thick wall, subjected to radial pressures and
axial strain (1964) 16640

thick-walled, strain-hardening material,
elastic-plastically strained by internal
pressure, stress and strain distributions
(1965) 16687

thin-walled pressurized

—

stress distributions near abrupt change in

wall thickness (1962) 14468
vibration characteristics of circular type,
NASA report (1963) 19946; (1964) 7555

torques induced by magnetic field (1963)
5613

vibration tests of pressurized thin-walled
cylindrical shells (1965) 19940

vibrational characteristics of thin-walled
shells (1965) 8111

wall pressure fluctuations in turbulent pipe
flow, etc (1963) 11263

yawed, heat transfer and recover tempera-
ture at Mach no. 4.15 and high Reynolds
nos (1962) 12513

Cylindrical reactors, see Reactors (atomic).

Cylindrocopturus eatoni, see Pine reproduc-
tion weevils.

Cypress, survival and height growth, affected
by seedling size (1961) 17313

Cypress Bayou:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14192
document edition (1965) 13828

Cypress Creek formula, runoff rates, estimate,
southern coastal plain and adjacent
flatwoods land resource areas (1965)
8394

Cyprinus, see Carp.
Cyprus:

administrative changes based on municipali-
ties law (1963) 6857

agricultural commodities

—

agreement (1963) 16604
school lunch program, agreement (1962)
14621

Army area handbook (1964) 19210
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Cyprus—Continued
Commission for Educational Exchange,

agreement (1961) 12715
Confederation of Cypriot Workers, constitu-

tion (1961)4537
deck unions, constitution (1962) 10236

economy, basic data (1963) 6598

emigration of workers to Germany, FLO
position (1961) 7864

evacuation of dependents of Armed Forces,

payment of expenses, authorize

—

hearing (1964) 19591

law (1964) 19421
reports (1964) 13937, 19563

Free Pan-Cyprian Federation, constitution

(1961) 4465
income tax act of 1961, foreign persons

(1963)846
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

16586
labor, etc (1963) 14461

laws (1961) 9343
laws, translations (1963) 5143

Loel Company, information (1961) 17489

market for soybean oil, soybeans and soy-

bean meal (1962) 21793
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12910
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1963)

9400
Peace Corps program, agreement (1963) 1535

sailing directions (1964) 7632

sending gift packages to (1962) 696

surplus agricultural commodities-
wheat and barley, drought relief assist-

ance agreement (1961) 9770

wheat, drought relief assistance agree-

ment (1961) 9771
surplus agricultural products, wheat,

drought relief assistance, agreement

(1962)12717
technical cooperation, agreement (1961)

17845
U.S. trade and investment development mis-

sion, doing business, report (1962) 21869

visas, nonimmigrant, waiver of fingerprint-

ing requirements, agreement (1963) 9423

Cysteinamine, protective action on radiomi-

metic effect caused by oleic acid oxida-

tion products, USSR study (1963) 16151

Cysteine:
, , • j-

influence on damage to seed during irradia-

tion, USSR study (1964) 2515

radioprotection with AET-cysteine in rhesus

monkey (1964) 19179

Cystic fibrosis, see Fibrosis.
. .

Cystine, electron parametric spectra arising

after mechanical and thermal processing

of natural cystine-containing polymers,

USSR study (1963) 19587

Cvsts: -^ ^ J u
pulmonary, development, precipitated by

decompression (1963) 9104

tumorous, cholinesterase activity, Hungari-

an study (1962) 5882

Cytochemistry:
analysis of nature of relation between ri-

bonucleic acid and proteins in cells of

normal tissues and malignant tumors,

USSR study (1962) 5584

anoxic and anoxic-ischemic encephalopathy

in rats (1962) 12367; (1963) 7195

blood glycogen in mammals after single

whole-body X-irradiation, USSR study

(1963) 8838
cytochemical properties of interphase cell

nuclei with different physiological func-

tions, USSR study (1964) 988

Cytochemistry—Continued

cytochemical study of neuronal Golgi appa-

ratus in experimental diphtheritis en-

cephalitis in rats (1963) 7193
electrophysiological and cytochemical indi-

cators in Crustacea neuron activity, re-

lationship, USSR study (1965) 16431

frog oocytes, quantitative data, USSR study

(1963) 17922
marine organisms, early stages, USSR stud-

ies (1964) 4901
mucopolysaccharides in normal and pathol-

ogical connective tissue, USSR study

(1965) 6424
nucleic acid content in nerve cells in var-

ious functional states, data from quanti-

tative investigations, USSR study (1963)

17810
problems, conference reports, USSR (1961)

15362
problems, USSR study (1962) 5691

Cytochrome oxidase, enzyme activities, devel-

opment in rabbit as related to tolerance

to anoxia (1961) 20324

Cytochromes, rat tissue cytochrome c levels,

alterations by chronic cold exposure

(1963) 18480
Cytogenetic study of some radium dial-

painters and their progeny (1963) 13214

animal and plant cells, USSR studies (1964)

7201
cell resistance, pharmacological regulation

problems, scientific conference, USSR
(1964) 21401

cell substances, changes after injury and

excitation, USSR data (1964) 1148

cervical cytologic examination, clinical pro-

cedures for nurses, handbook (1961)

2661
control of cell division and induction of can-

cer symposium (1964) 13285

courses given in Hungary (1965) 4935

developments, USSR study (1962) 1117

effusions in aerotitis media (1961) 6721

intracellular inclusions in hereditary amy-

otrophic laterial sclerosis, USSR study

(1964) 9297
intra-vitam staining of cells, USSR study

(1964) 12675 ^^^^
luminescence methods, USSR study (1963)

19659

nerve cells, nuclear membrane potential,

USSR study (1964) 11227

oral exfoliative—
. , • . x-

interim report of Veterans Administration

(1961) 16039
Veterans Administration cooperative stu-

dy 1962(1964)7828 ^^^^
organ and cell, problems, USSR study (1962)

9869
radiosensitivity of tissues of mammals,

USSR study (1964) 5092

role in development of medicine, UbbK study

(1964) 1220
role in diagnosis of carcinoma of esophagus,

USSR study (1961) 2348

Saccharum robustum and related sympatric

species and natural hybrids (1965) 13416

scientific world outlook, USSR study (1964)

5333
Soviet journal, report from editorial board

(1964) 21466
teaching in USSR medical institutes, im-

provement (1965) 12711

television microscopy in eytopathology

(1964)3114
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Cytology—Continued

USSR-
Institute of Cytology, conference reports,

abstracts (1963) 17576
recent studies (1964) 7248, 16102; (1965)

12687
scientific council, proceedings of 1st ses-

sion (1964) 14538
translations (1961) 11018, 11028, 11194,

15463; (1962) 3015. 3060, 6079, 9818,
9905

Cytology (USSR periodical):

translations (1963) 10792
Cytomorphological study of female gonads of

Coelenterate polypodium hydriforme,
USSR (1964) 1153

Cytomorphosis, index of brain neuron excita-

tion, USSR study (1963) 6800
Cytoplasm, cytoplasmic inheritance, USSR

study (1965) 16456
Cytotoxins:
ACS and other sera and their significance in

medicine, USSR study (1962) 1175
antireticular serum, use in prophylaxis and

therapy of radiation sickness, USSR
study (1962) 2831

cytostatic substances in chemotherapy,
USSR studies (1964) 18550

Czarnecki, K. R.:

boundary-layer velocity profiles and skin
friction due to surface roughness on
ogive cylinder (1964) 3023

• effects of compressibility and heat transfer
on laminar sublayer of turbulent bound-
ary layer (1961) 20584

reduction in turbulent skin friction on flat

plate by means of air injection through
discrete slots (1965) 1446

Czechoslovakia:
academic ranks and degrees, information

(1962) 21925
Academy of Sciences

—

activities (1962) 7577
informational handbook, 1962 (1962) 23797
prizes and awards, 1958 (1961) 21121
work of Institute of Virology (1962) 5574

accident rate (1962) 5760
agriculture, survey (1963) 2132
air and water contamination problems (1962)

5401
background notes (1965) 6918
Barak-Novotny conflict (1962) 14048
bibliography of social science periodicals

and monograph series, 1948-63 (1965)
8621

biology and medicine, activities (1963) 7008
civil defense, technical requirements (1962)

6119
claims program, completion, report (1964)

10584
closing of New China News Agency office,

Chinese protests (1963) 19443
combatting cardiac infarction, report (1962)

7658
communism, children's communist movement,

history (1961) 2294
communism in our time (1962) 9983
construction industry must improve its

methods (1962) 14273
construction of Orlik hydraulic development

(1965) 12710
Cuban-Czechoslovak scientific and cultural

collaboration plan for 1961 (1962) 14163
cybernetics (1964) 954
conference (1964) 2767

definition of Polish-Czechoslovak border
(1961)2274

development of economic geographic zones
(1961) 21117

Czechoslovakia—Continued

development of socialist system (1962) 1457
directives of State Commission for Scientific

Degrees (1962) 18037
Dutch visitor's impression (1963) 5140
East European legal journals, abstracts

(1963) 7076; (1964) 907, 1193, 4893, 5404,
9151, 10831, 10974, 12937, 16091, 16270,
18497, 20164

economic and political conditions, report
(1965) 17580

economic equalization between Czech krajs
and Slovakia, indicators (1961) 12902

economic-geographic review of krajs (1962)
3182

economic-technical information (1963) 7058
economics of new krajs, review (1961) 766
economy, basic data (1963) 6586
economy in 1963 (1964) 2640
educating toward socialistic patriotism and

proletarian internationalism (1961) 4434
education (1963) 10067
electrical engineering specialists, biographic

data (1962) 19901
electron tubes, miniature, report (1962) 7673

Endocrinological Institutes

—

Bratislava, 10-year program (1962) 14278
Lubochna, 10 years of activity (1962) 7814

epidemic situation, reports 1960-61 (1962)
5590

estimating agricultural yields per hectare,
problems (1962) 1532

eulogy for Jiri Kot'atko on his 60th birth-

day (1962) 7540
financing agricultural enterprises in State

agricultural sector and uniform agricul-

tural cooperatives (1964) 10857
following Lenin's path (1962) 5844

food hygiene, scientific congress, Oct. 1960
(1962) 5413

foreign trade, 1948-62 (1964) 6859
fuel industry workers, 1st meeting (1961)

1104
geodesy

—

and cartography activities of Central
Administration (1961) 19785

role in regional reorganization (1962) 7661

gravimetry work (1963) 8625
housing, future trends (1961) 2310
index-digest of decisions, 1949-62 (1964)

19745
industrial leaders, biographic information

(1965) 16416
industry, biographic information on leaders

(1965) 14592
insecticide developments (1962) 5757
intrabloc, foreign trade to 1965 (1961) 7666
J. Ev. Purkyne medical society, conference

of sections (1962) 7578
Janos Ladik's study tour (1963) 17651
jet streams, study (1962) 5551
labor force, scope and concepts (1964) 10070
law on judicial criminal procedure (1962)

14010
leaders of industry, biographic information

(1965) 18328
legal journals, abstracts (1963) 980, 1103,

1121, 2554. 8891, 10702, 12556, 14337,

16088; (1965) 937, 2294
legal publications, abstracts and transla-

tions (1961) 17392, 20933; (1962) 1315,

2842, 3020, 8007, 8009, 9949, 10061,
10117, 12103. 14167, 17780, 17899, 17983,
18058, 19972. 20023, 22298. 23890

machine design, developments, 1956, transla-

tions (1961) 17444
machine tools, directives for modernization

(1961) 1108
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Czechoslovakia—Continued

mathematics and medical diagnosis, report
(1962) 5803

medical biometeorology, problems (1961)
7673

medical geography, role in study of air, wa-
ter, soil pollution (1962) 7566

medical research (1962) 5433
medical sciences and public health, research

plan, 1964-65 (1964) 1203
medicine and health care in 1965, research
meteorology (1962) 5386

plan (1965) 19745
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12859
Ministry of Health, direction on inoculation

against contagious diseases (1962) 5429
moldavites from Bohemia and Moravia,

study (1964) 5530
morbidity of population (1962) 5636
narcotics, directives on management, and

medicine, quality control (1962) 5666
national economy

—

culture, etc., development plans. Commu-
nist Party conference (1961) 999

planned management, improvement, recom-
mendation of principles (1965) 816

problems of planned administration,
translation (1965) 808

nuclear research and nuclear technology.
East German study (1965) 6448

nuclear specialists training program (1962)
7561

occupational infection by Brucella abortus
(1962) 7693

pharmaceutical services (1962) 5976
plan for long range development (1962)
7572

pharmacological symposium (1962) 7525
physical scientists, biographic data (1963)

17592
Politburo members reports on CPSU con-

gress, meeting of Czechoslovak Party's
Central Committee (1962) 5917

postgraduate medical training and medical
personalities (1962) 14186

postgraduate medical training development
in Slovakia (1964) 20232

powder metallurgy, developments (1963)
15925

provincial press, summaries see listings
under Czechoslovakia in monthly issues.

psychiatry, articles (1961) 15622
public health

—

5-year plan (1962) 5404
tasks (1962) 7533
translations (1962) 5393

radioactivity measurement at water works
laboratories compared with foreign
measurement technology (1963) 8750

radioisotopes, prospects for use (1962) 5441

railroad personnel, medical care (1961) 4687
research, responsibility of communists

(1962) 23759
retail trade, restrictions on purchase of

goods by nonmarket consumers (1963)
1078

rocket research in nations other than US
and USSR (1962) 9910

science, development since World War II

(1965) 11112
scientific and medical personnel, biographic

data (1962) 5517
scientific and technical development manage-

ment (1962) 23632
scientific cooperation with USSR (1964) 6987

scientists, information (1963) 17659

Czechoslovakia—Continued

selected economic translations (1961) 885,
1123, 1136, 1140, 1150-51, 2403, 2411,
2423, 2433, 2435, 2440, 4478, 4676-77,
4704-5, 4707, 4716, 4728, 4730, 4735,
4738, 4743, 11138

selected military translations (1961) 823,
2138

selected sociological translations (1961)
1105, 4543, 4566

sending gift packages to (1961) 12691
sheet glass, determination of no injury or

likelihood thereof to U.S. industry (1963)
1568

Slovak Academy of Sciences achievements in
past 10 years (1964) 10922

Slovak Geographical Society

—

activities (1962) 5708
East Slovak Branch, establishment (1962)
5495

Slovak Institute for Postgraduate Medical
training

—

annual report, 1960 (1962) 5635
doctors who acquired special qualifica-

tions, list (1962) 5634
Slovakia

—

Academy of Sciences, activities (1962)
7577

candidates of science at establishments
(1962) 5437

Postgraduate Medical Institute, program
and personalities (1962) 7697

scientific development (1962) 5435
social role of science and its outlook (1962)
8099

theatre, discussion concerning (1963) 784
socialist patriotism and proletarian interna-

tionalism (1961) 4426
Socialist Slovakia, development (speech)

(1963) 2536
Soviet and Czech scientists, cooperation

(1964) 7227
Soviet soldiers recall comradeship with

Czech partisans during world War II

(1965) 12659
spectroscopy and metrotechnology (1965)

16528
state and economic institutions (1963) 12320
State Planning Commission, goals (1961)

17555
teaching tasks in automation (1962) 5459
topographic mapping techniques (1962) 5610
tuberculosis as cause of disability (1962)

5827
turbine equipment in hydroelectric power

plants, characteristic features (1961)
1047

use of oscillopolarography in study of food
contamination and barbiturates (1962)
7576

visas, issuance of re-entry visas to diplo-

matic personnel, agreement (1963) 9416
window glass, determination of no injury to

U.S, industry (1965) 1676
writers conference, Apr. 22, 1963 (1963)

14202
Czernopolsky, Johann, relief (1961) 14560,

18557

D
DAP, see Diammonium phosphate.
D.A.R., see National Society of Daughters of

American Revolution.
D.A.S.A., see Defense Atomic Support Agency.
D.C. Transit System, Inc.:

franchise act, amend

—

law (1964) 1941
reports (1964) 380, 481
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D.H.I.A., see Dairy herd improvement associa-

tions.

D.O.D., see Defense Department.
D.O.F.L., see Diamond Ordnance Fuze

Laboratories.
D.R.A., see Research Analysis Directorate.

D.S.A., see Defense Supply Agency.
Daane, J. Dewey:
nomination, hearing (1964) 525
remarks (1963) 13105; (1964) 19704, 19707;

(1965) 2139, 10840, 18093, 18097
Dackow, Roman, relief (1961) 10375
Dacus dorsalis Hendel, see Flies.

Dade County, Fla.:

cancer demonstration project (1962) 22732
Inter-American Cultural and Trade Center,

U.S. participation, provide

—

hearing (1965) 17697
reports (1965) 17610, 17626, 19476

Engineer reports

—

south, central and southern Florida pro-

ject—
departmental edition (1963) 2184
document edition (1963) 2072

southwest

—

departmental edition (1965) 10759
document edition (1965) 10570

Dag Hammarskjold Memorial Redwood Grove,
designate, report (1965) 8815

Dagestan, USSR, industry, development (1961)

12877
Dahl, W.D., alpha rhythm feedback control

unit (1963) 11180
Dahms, Walter G.:

dispersal of lodgepole pine seed into

clear-cut patches (1963) 19254
gross and net yield tables for lodgepole pine

(1964) 8686
rust cankers, threat to central Oregon

lodgepole pine? (1965) 7733
silvical characteristics of mountain hemlock

(1963) 12160
Dahomey:

agricultural commodities, agreement (1965)

9946
business opportunities, report of 93d Dept.

of Commerce Trade Mission (1961) 14896
defense, furnishing military equipment, ma-

terials and services, agreement (1962)
20320

economic, technical and related assistance,
agreement (1962) 14634

economy, basic data (1964) 10701
fisheries survey reports (1962) 23554
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14383
gazetteer, official standard names (1965)

14408
import tariff system (1963) 2393
investment guaranties, agreement (1965)

16877
investment law (1963) 17554
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

15971
Daiboch, Alfred F., Foreign trade regulations

of Equatorial Customs Union and Came-
roon (1964) 21073

Dairy and Poultry Market News Service what
it is, what it does, etc. (1961) 5178;
(1963) 4

Dairy cattle, see Calves—Cattle—Cows.
Dairy farms, see Dairying.
Dairy herd improvement associations:
AI sires, tabulations of records of daughters

(1962) 4476-83, 6539
DHIA—
cow index list, registered progeny of AI

sires, July-Nov. 1963 (1964) 9917, 13569
cow performance index list, registered
progeny of DHIA sires, Aug. and Nov.
1964 (1965) 5498

Dairy herd improvement associations—Con.

DHIA—Continued
lactation averages, 1959 record (1961)

20269
records pay, picture story (1962) 10856

national cooperative program (1961) 2862;

(1962) 3747; (1964) 3403, 3747
dairy-herd-improvement letter (periodical)

(1963) 3583
handbook (1965) 8420
handbook for extension workers (1963)

18416
letter (1965) 3297

proved sire list

—

Ayrshire, Guernsey, Jersey, Brown Swiss,

Milking Shorthorn and Red Dane sires

(1962) 20
Holstein sires (1961) 47, (1962) 21

Jersey, Brown Swiss, Milking Shorthorn,

Red Dane and Red Poll cattle (1961) 48

sire summary lists (1963) 1637, 4340, 9543,

18402; (1964) 5798, 9918, 13568, 20899;

(1965) 4090, 10029, 16936
supervisor's manual (1963) 20

Dairy industry, see Dairying.

Dairy plants, see Dairying.
Dairy products:
Armed Forces and veterans programs, ex-

tend, hearings (2961) 8825
census of manufacturers, 1958

—

delivery operations (1961) 16251
industry report (1961) 3907

class 3, New York milkshed, precessors' deci-

sions on utilization (1961) 5269
commodity transportation survey, shipper

series (1965) 15305
contamination, protective measures against

radioactivity (address) (1962) 4491
demand measurement by time series analysis

(1961) 10525
Federal and State standards (1962) 12837;

(1965) 16955
foreign trade prospects (1961) 7458; (1962)

5221; (1964) 8628
frozen marketing in Kans., Mo., Okla (1962)

61
handling in retail food stores (1964) 16957
industry, fair labor standards act, applica-

tion (1965) 3079
in family diets (address) (1962) 8792
manufactured, products (1961) 16024; (1962)

22864; (1963) 16620; (1964) 16885; (1965)
15093

market information and prices, explanation
of Dairy and Poultry Market News
Service (1961) 5178; (1963) 4

market statistics (1961) 6707; (1962) 8874;
(1963) 5845; (1964) 7948; (1965) 7043

marketing, costs, etc., bibliography (1965)
9032

marketing margins (1961) 6628
milk and dairy products, health of people

and economic future of dairying (ad-

dress) (1962) 8811
new programs, to achieve balance between

production and demand, message from
the President (1962) 4919; (1963) 4721

over productivity and dropped consumption
(statement) (1962) 8869

plants manufacturing, by production-size
groups and geographic distribution,
1963 (1965) 13306

price supports, reduce Govt, expenditures,
hearings (1963) 9993, 11869, 12004

prices, costs and margins (1962) 9526
prospects for foreign trade (1963) 8289
purchases and utilization under price sup-

port programs, 1964-65 (1965) 16953
soft-frozen desserts, information for pro-

spective operators (1961) 11554
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Dairy products—Continued

standard specifications for veterans hospi-

tals, etc. (1961) 5158; (1965) 20126

statistical summary (1961) 5198; (1962) 8699;

(1963) 7462; (1964) 7805; (1965) 6948

surplus, used by Veterans Administration,

change monthly reports to semiannual-

law (1962) 16721
reports (1962) 11376, 13642

use and promotion in public eating places

(1963) 18433
see also Milk— a/so names of products.

Dairy Stabilization Advisory Committee, cre-

ate, hearings (1962) 7074, 11423

^commfrcial dairy farms. Northeast and

Midwest, costs and returns (1962) 116b6;

(1965) 12375
cooperatives

—

criteria for evaluating (1962) 21705

impact on Federal order milk markets

(1963) 15462
use of multiquart containers, packaging

and handling costs (1961) 10571

dairy farm radioiodine study following Hike

Event (1965) 13534

dairy farmer (address) (1962) 16282

dairy-herd-improvement letter, national co-

ooerative improvement program (1962)

3747; (1963) 3583; (1964) 3403; (1965)

3297
dairy industry and fallout problem (speech)

(1962) 12825
dairy plants—
approved for USDA grading service, lists

(1964) 4181, 15184; (1965) 14145

manufacturing dairy products, by produc-

tion-size and geographic distribution,

1963 (1965) 13306
.

surveyed and approved, inspection and

grading of manufactured or processed

products, regulations, list (1963) 14822

dairy program to increase income of dairy

farmer (address) (1963) 1672

dairy situation (periodical) (1961) 2779;

(1962) 3748; (1963) 3584; (1964) 3404;

(1965)3298
, ^ .

dairymen's class 1 base plan, hearings

(1965) 10514 ,., • J ,

drive-in dairies in central California, devel-

opment, organization, and operation

(1964) 1707
Federal milk orders, significance in economy

(talk) (1962) 6552

Federal orders as they affect current prob-

lems (talk) (1961) 25
„^oxoio,

five-year projections, 1962-67 (1963) ^131

flexibility of operation in dairy manufactur-

ing plants, changes, 1944-61 (1964)

21258
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;

(1965)3433 ,
,

future of dairy industry in Northeast (pa-

per) (1961) 6651
legislation, hearings (1963) 11869 ,_.„.
loose-housing system for cattle (1961) 1 /y^u;

(1965)8438 ^ nQfi•^^
milk protection after nuclear attack (19b,i)

10138
, ^ .

national cooperative dairy herd improve-

ment program

—

handbook (1965) 8420
handbook for extension workers (19b3)

18416
national cooperative Improvement program

(1961)2862

outlook for dairy industry (talk) (1962) 8806

Dairying—Continued
pasture season (1961) 21409; (1963) 1563;

(1964) 1624; (1965) 1669

plant equipment industry

—

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)

1753
outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)

plants processing milk and half-and-half,

layouts and operating criteria for auto-

mation (1963) 7572, 16746

publications, price list (1962) 3454; (1963)

5681; (1964) 9709; (1965) 18697

situation (address) (1962) 12833

small business problems, report (1961) 4039;

(1963) 2039
statistics, 1963-64 (1965) 13412

statistics through 1960 (1962) 6589

supp (1964) 1720
sweeteners used by dairy industry (1963)

10048
see also Dairy products.

Dairymen, see also Dairying.

D'Aiutolo, Charles T., micrometeroroid satel-

lite. Explorer XIII (1961 Chi), collected

papers on design and performance (1965)

1456
Dakan, Norman E.:

intelligence, PACAF basic bibliography

(1965) 15217
intelligence, supp. 1, PACAF basic bibliogra-

phies (1964) 5892

Dakota, Lake, geology and ground ^vater re-

sources of Lake Dakota plain area,

South Dakota (1963) 8342

Dalap Island, occupancy, compensation, Court

of Claims to adjudicate claims, reports

(1962) 16988; (1963) 9861

Dalata, Sonja, relief (1964) 15448

Dalaynor, Lake, zoobenthos and nutrition of

benthophagous fish, Chinese Peoples

Republic (1964) 5001

Dale, Edgar:
stories worth knowing (1964) 554

workbook, know your English (1964) 555

Dale, Fred H., bobwhite, propagation and

management (1965) 6235

Dale, Laura H., State anti-injunction laws,

major provisions, discussion (1963) yu,ib

Dale, Martin E., interplant alder to increase

growth in strip-mine plantations (19b3)

20696 . „
Dale R.H., story of ground water in ban Joa-

quin Valley, Calif (1964) 18115

D'Alelio, G.F., effect of ionizing radiation on

series of saturated polyesters (196o)

1403
Dales, Sophie R.:

benefits and beneficiaries lender Public em-

ployee retirement systems (19b3) iv^ai,

(1965) 11694
Federal grants, 1963-64 (1965) 6908

Federal unemployment tax receipts and Fed-

eral allocations to States for employ-

ment security administration, 1960-61

and 1961-62 (1963) 3329

D'Alesandro, Thomas, Jr., nomination, hear-

ings (1961) 7267

Dalev, Dimitur, biographic sketch (1962) 8153

Dalgarno, A.:
, , • ,j- * 4.

atomic polarizabilities and shielding factors

(1963) 18120
electron and ion temperatures in ionosphere

(1963) 18122
. . , , .

planetary physics, photoionization of atomic

oxygen (1964) 14779
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Dallas, Tex.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 8459
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13557
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 20465
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18377
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory, change (1962)
11145, 13062; (1963) 7769

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18815

censuses of population and housing, 1960
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9083

consumer expenditures and income, 1960

—

advance report (1963) 10892
supplement (1963) 14457

electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 560;
(1963) 521, 2266

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 7173
Love F^eld, weather observations, hourly,

decennial census (1962) 18586
occupational wage survey (1964) 7404; (1965)

5054
departmental edition (1961) 4799; (1962)

8423; (1963) 7162
document edition (1961) 4017; (1962) 6940;

(1963) 6073
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 678;

(1965) 16182
Veterans Administration regional office

move, GAO report (1964) 2404
wholesale fruit and vegetable market,

organization (1962) 18635
Dallavalle, Q. FVancis, farm mortgage debt

and farm taxes (1963) 1901
The Dalles Dam, fish passage report (1961)

1944; (1962) 480; (1963) 396; (1964) 613,
17936

Dalrymple, Dana G., processing plant feasibil-

ity, bibliography (1964) 14236
Dalrymple, Glenn V.:

atlas of cross-sectional anatomy of Macaca
mulatta for use in radiobiologic experi-
ments (1965) 17025

edema, delayed complication of total-body 32
mev proton irradiation (1965) 18922

effects of

—

irradiation on ferrokinetics of cross-
circulated dogs (1965) 7111

massive doses of 32-Mev protons and Co60
gamma radiation on serum enzyme lev-

els of whole-body irradiated primates
(1965) 17021

2 Mev X-rays on whole-body irradiated
primates, radiations of space (1965)

13430
whole-body 32 Mev proton irradiation of

primates, radiations of space (1965)
18918

primate phantom for use in radiobilogy
(1965) 5568

Dalrymple, Paul C, South Pole micrometeorol-
ogy program (1963) 1435

Dalrymple, Tate, flood peak runoff and asso-
ciated precipitation in selected drainage
basins in U.S. (1965) 18229

Dalton, Beverly J., application of least
squares to PVT data on gases (1964)
16626

Dalton, Charles C., tolerance limits for meteo-
roids hazard to space vehicles (1964)
7497

Dalton, Leonard M., relief (1964) 6242, 13848

Dalton Gardens Irrigation District:

pipelines, replace

—

law (1961) 18680
reports (1961) 14354, 17001

Dalzell, John F.:

midship bending moments

—

Mariner type ship (1964) 7726
summary of investigation (1964) 7728
tanker and destroyer (1964) 7727

Damage control assistant's handbook (1961)
13583; (1965) 2961

Damage controlman, 1 & C, Navy training
course (1962) 6332; (1965) 14934

3 & 2, Navy training course (1965) 6826
Damages, incurred on tilt-wing multipropeller

VTOL/STOL aircraft operating over
level, gravel-covered surface (1961) 2578

see Claims.
D'Amico, Kathleen J., statistical summary of

mineral production (1963) 1256, 20973;
(1965) 1385, 19871

D'Amico, Louis A.:

basic student charges

—

higher education, 1963-64 (1963) 19101;
(1965) 4650, 16091

institutions of National Association of
State Universities and Land- Grant Col-
leges, 1964-65 (1965) 14179

changes in number of faculty members in

same 1058 institutions of higher educa-
tion, by rank and length of contract,
1960-61 and 1962-63 (1964) 17911

changes in tuition charges to full-time un-
dergraduate students, 1958-63 (1964)
10458

financing higher education (1964) 14185
higher education salaries, 1963-64 (1965)

6113
provision of food services to students in col-

leges and universities, 1961-62 (1963)
13855

variations in tuition and fees charged, de-

nominationally affiliated institutions,
1962-63 (1964) 10475

D'Amico, Margherita F., relief (1961) 14554,
18555

Damon, Samuel R., collection, etc., of diagnos-
tic specimens (1963) 9337

Dampers:
passive design, for manned rotating space

station, feasibility study (1965) 6622
shock isolator, synthesis (1964) 13149

Damping:
aerodynamic

—

and buffet response of aeroelastic model of

Saturn I block II launch vehicle (1965)
8100

derivatives of launch vehicle vibrating in

free-free bending modes at Mach nos.

from 0.70 to 2.87 and comparison with
theory (1962) 22548

moments of cones with different centers of
rotation (1963) 7292A

relationship between derivatives measured
as function of instantaneous angular
displacement and function of oscillation
amplitude (1965) 13027

Saturn SA-1 model vibrating in 1st

free-free bending mode (1963) 19926

angular motions of spinning space vehicles
with use of inertia sphere (1963) 1324

characteristics of liquid oscillations in ob-
late spheroidal tank with and without
baffles, experimental investigation (1961)
13508

heave damping of ground effect machines,
thick annular jet and plenum types,
final report (1965) 18805
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Damping—Continued

in pitch

—

blunted cone, effect of changes in base
contour (1964) 1472

in roll

—

Bell X-IE research airplane, wind-tunnel
investigation (1961) 2564

cruciform triangular wing-body combina-
tions (1962) 12406

internal measurements of Fe-C-N and A 1

Mg 1 alloys, East CJerman study (1962)
9822

liquid oscillations in cylindrical tanks with
baffles (1961) 9553

liquids

—

oscillations in spherical tanks

—

by positive-expulsion bags and dia-
phragms (1962) 18273

effectiveness of positive-expulsion bags
and diaphragms (1963) 12860

right-circular cylindrical tanks including
effects of time-variant liquid depth, in-

vestigation (1962) 18283
errata (1964) 3005

longitudinal electron oscillations in thermal
plasmas (1963) 12867

manganese-copper alloys (1965) 8017
material damping of aluminum by reso-

nant-dwell technique (1965) 16676
material, scaling laws (1963) 3132
mechanical, influence of chemical inpurities

(1965) 12399
oscillations in set of bars with wire and

tubular fastening ties, USSR study
(1965) 7950

passive, artificial satellites (1965) 2833
viscous, liquid sloshing in spherical tanks

(1964) 1459
Damping of vibration, see Vibration.
Dams:
areas at Nan-chin Pass in San-hsia, hydro-

geological conditions. Communist China
(1962) 2829A

automatic devices to take water samples and
raise trash screens (1961) 12727

construction, conference of Institute for
Water Economy, Berlin (1962) 15706

embankment-shaped weirs, discharge char-
acteristics (1964) 6813

filter, for small streams (1961) 6120
fish weir, construction (1965) 18120
flooding of Indian lands, prevent before

provision made for relocation of Indians
report (1964) 15502

for reclamation (1961) 21331
multipurpose prefabricated concrete check

dam (1965) 12517
permits for work in navigable waters (1963)

4867
plywood cutoff walls for temporary weirs

(1961) 17288
rockfill, stability analyses, engineering

manual (1961) 7351
change (1962) 11723

small, design techniques, errata (1964) 1573
studies of flow of water over dams and weirs

(series) (1964) 6813
Turkish, developments and problems (1961)

13133
U.S.S.R., large dams (1963) 17191

print as Senate document, report (1963)
13765

see also names of dams or bodies of water.
Dana Point, Calif.:

harbor, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2194
document edition (1963) 1985

Danaho Refining Co., petition for adjustment
assistance (1964) 18994

Dancers, occupations, employment outlook
(1964) 7380

Dancing:
Iroquois music and dance

—

departmental edition (1964) 9992
document edition (1964) 10154

Dandekar, B.S., effect of solar flares on (01)
green line of nightglow (1965) 108

Dane County, Wis., geology and ground-water
resources (1965) 12555

Danford, M. Bryan, problems on use of nega-
tive exponential curves in biology (1965)
10122

D'Angelo, N., plasma losses in Q-device (1965)
10174

Danger areas:
Pacific Ocean danger areas, DAPAC (1962)

19584; (1963) 21051; (1964) 18844
Dangerous articles, see Hazardous substances.

Dangers of nostalgia (address) (1965) 8308
Dania Reservation:

Indian lands, longer term leases

—

law (1961) 18753
reports (1961) 7103, 19093

Daniel, Alexa, relief (1964) 17482; (1965) 5995
Daniel, Margaret R., relief (1961) 16651, 16935,

18540
Daniel, W.J.B., relief (1965) 10618
Daniel, William P., nomination, hearing (1961)

7283
Danielian, Vagharshag H., relief (1962) 19052;

(1963) 9850, 16995, 17215
Daniells in India (1963) 3327
Daniels, C. Franklin, testimony, hearings

(1964) 4624
Daniels, Draper:
remarks (1963) 6054, 9786

Danielson, L.L., survey of extent and cost of
weedcontrol and specific weed problems
(1965) 16932

Danil'chenko, Pavel T., obituary (1964) 9200
Danish writer discusses foul play in cold war

(1961) 13126
Danko, Joseph C, thermoelectric heat exchan-

ger demonstration unit (1964) 8089

D'Anna, Philip J., self-sealing structures for
control of meteoroid hazard to space
vehicles (1964) 21733

Dannenberg, R.O., beryllium solvent extrac-
tion of Spor Mountain, Utah, Ore (1964)

14751
beryl-spodumene concentrates containing 10

to 30 percent beryl, treating by fluosili-

cate process (1963) 5480
recovery of beryllium from Utah ore by

fluosilicate process (1963) 5483
Dannenberg, Robert E.:

helium film cooling on hemisphere at Mach
no. of 10(1963) 1311

improving opening of diaphragm in conbus-
tion driver (1965) 8116

Dannett, Sylvia G.L., our women of the sixties

(1963) 11669
Dansby, William L.:

occupational wage survey

—

Atlanta, Ga. (1965) 14636
Birmingham, Ala (1963) 12802; (1965)
12788

Charlotte, N.C. (1963) 14465
Dallas, Tex (1965) 5054
Forth Worth, Tex. (1965) 7971
Greenville, S.C. (1963) 16279; (1965) 14634
Jacksonville, Fla. (1963) 10902
Little Rock—North Little Rock, Ark (1964)
1380

Lubbock, Tex (1963) 16283
Memphis, Tenn (1964) 11276; (1965) 7978
New Orleans, La (1965) 11348
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Dansby, William L.—Continued
occupational wage survey—Continued

Norfolk-Portsmouth and Newport News-
Hampton, Va (1963) 16285

Raleigh, N.C. (1964) 2963
Richmond, Va (1963) 5446
Savannah, Ga (1963) 14467; (1965) 14629

Dante Alighieri, commorative postage stamp
(poster) (1965) 13217

Danville, Ky., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13183
Danyluk, A. Paul, food balances for 8 East

European countries, 1959-61 (1965)
12381

Danzig, Poland, Medical Academy (1962) 5460
Daoust, Charles F., automatic vending ma-

chine industry, its growth and develop-
ment (1963) 1856

DAPAC messages, danger areas in Pacific

(1962) 19584; (1963) 21051; (1964) 18844
Daqahliyah Province, education program

(1965) 2386
D'Aquanno, Guiseppa, and children, relief

(1964) 15424, 17218, 17680
Darbro, Blanton, and wife, relief (1964) 15629,

17185
Darcy equation, see Ekjuations.
Dardanelle lock and dam:
hydraulic model investigation (1961) 4169
intake studies (1961) 14815

Dare, Virginia, birth, 375th anniversary, joint
committee to commemorate, reports
(1962)11352,11618

Dare County, N.C:
convey property to

—

law (1965) 15494
reports (1965) 7452, 12282

Navy-Air Force range, acquisition, hearings
(1963) 9999

Darien, Isthmus of, see Panama, Isthmus of.

Dark adaptation, eye behavior, effect of glare
during growth and blackout conditions
(1961) 20055

Darkfield microscopy for detection and identi-

fication of Treponema pallidum (1963)
5683

Darling, Eugene M., jr.:

errors in geographic referencing of Nimbus
cloud pictures (1964) 5520

geographical grid for Nimbus cloud pictures
(1964) 9576

Darling, Richard C, testimony hearings (1964)
6526

Darling, Richard L.:

elementary school libraries, selected bibliog-
raphy (1963) 4814

public school library statistics, 1962-63
(1964) 21269

school library services for culturally de-
prived child (1964) 601

school library supervision in State and local

school systems (1963) 4823
survey of school library standards (1964)

17927
Darrow, George M.:
strawberry culture (1963) 1690
strawberry varieties in United States (1964)

20912
Darwin quadrangle, Inyo County, Calif., geolo-

gy and ore deposits (1963) 2347
Data, see subjects.
Data acquisition from spacecraft (1963) 5544
Data communications terminal equipment

guide (1962) 20226
Data processing, see Electronic data process-

ing systems.
Data reduction for stable auroral red arcs

observed at Rapid City, S. Dak (1965)
9771

Data storage and retrieval systems, see Infor-
mation storage and retrieval systems.

Data systems technicians 3 & 2 (1965) 18658
Data transmission system:
coordinate data transmitting sets, prices

negotiated with Burroughs Corporation
under Air Force contracts, GAO review
(1961) 6158

switching circuits, calculation and design,
USSR study (1962) 12106

weather data, evaluation of control monitor
AN/GGA-11 prototype (1962) 4551

Dates (fruit):

Federal marketing order,activities and ac-
complishments (1965) 7570

production, use, value (1961) 17852; (1962)
18518; (1963) 18340

Dating, see Carbon isotopes.
Dattoli, Pietro, relief (1962) 13406, 20745,

21271
D'Attorre, Amelia A., relief (1961) 12159,

16881, 18475
Dauel, Margaret J., relief (1961) 8888, 16645,

18476
Daugherty, Jack W., chlorinated hydrocar-

bons, effects on substrate-linked phos-
phorylation (1963) 16866

Daugherty, John W., jr., relief (1965) 12239,
15595, 17339

Daughters of American Revolution, National
Society of see National Society of
Daughters of American Revolution.

Daughters of the Confederacy, United, see
United Daughters of the Confederacy.

Dauman, Alexander:
basis data on economy of France (1964) 8818
economic developments in Switzerland, 1962

(1963) 8398
market factors in Switzerland (1964) 10699

Dauphinais, Modesta P., relief (1961) 7055,
10385, 12040

Da Veiga, Clarinda, relief (1961) 12382
Davenport, Edwin E.:

transition characteristers of VTOL aircraft
powered by 4 ducted tandem propellers
(1964) 9603

wind-tunnel-wall effects and scale effects on
VTOL configuration with fan mounted in

fuselage (1965) 5169
Davenport, EHizabeth, calculating nutritive

value of diets (1964) 20902

Davenport, Monty E., effect of transverse
temperature gradients on heat transfer
and friction for laminar flow of gases
(1963) 15011

Davenport, Paul B., orientation, etc., of orbit-
ing astronomical observatory (1963)
5604

Davenport, Iowa:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11913
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20580

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9084

corrected pages (1962) 18874
occupational wage survey (1964) 7401; (1965)

5050
departmental edition (1961) 4794; (1962)

6198; (1963) 5445; (1965) 5050
document edition (1961) 4012; (1962) 4900;

(1963) 4701

Davenport, Rock Island, & North Western Ry.,
accident (1962) 739

Davenports, executive office. Federal standard
(1962) 5198
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Davens, Exlward:
report of task force on prevention, etc.,

President's Panel on Mental Retardation
(1963) 18273

view of health services for mothers and chil-

dren (1965) 8640
Davey, J.E.:

germanium heated to temperatures in evapo-
ration range (1964) 5607

source contamination effects on epitaxy of

Ge films on Ge (1965) 13168
structure in textured gold films (1965) 13143

Davey, Lycurgus M., evaluation of bicaloric

test of vestibular function (1965) 11372
Davey, Stuart P., effects of chemicals on

earthworms (1964) 8624
David, Lily M., recent collective bargaining

and technological change (1964) 13046
David D. Terry Lock and Dam, name, reports

(1965) 13937, 19467
David W. Taylor Model Basin:

aero report (1961) 13650
reports (1961) 13651; (1962) 1800, 20269;

(1964) 13438
Davidson, D.F., selenium in uranium deposits

(1963) 6552
Davidson, Donald R., impact of dairy coopera-

tives on Federal order milk markets
(1963) 15462

Davidson, Elaine, employer record check (1965)
7275

Davidson, John:
O130E category 2 performance test (1964)

5880
H-21B sideward takeoff test (1964) 7970

Davidson, John R., environmental problems of

space flight structures, etc (1963) 3137
Davidson, Katherine H.:

preliminary inventory of records of Smaller
War Plants Corporation (1964) 20633

records of Bureau of Census (1964) 20634
Davidson, M.T., design of hardened structures

(1963) 11487
Davidson, Robert B., rotating galactic arms

and leading-edge shock waves in H-III

(1965) 11480
Davidson, Walter B., relief (1963) 20462; (1964)

450, 1885
Davies, Kenneth, ionspheric radio propagation

(1965) 11525
Davies, Myron 0.:

mechanism of formation of metastable peaks
noted on cycloidal focusing mass spec-
trometer (1965) 13006

transport phenomena in aluminum oxide

(1965) 9715
Daviess County, Mo., soil survey report (1964)

16865
Davis, Albert, oriental tobacco in changing

world of tobaccos (1965) 14352
Davis, Albert B., tobacco production and mar-

keting in Southern Rhodesia, Northern
Rhodesia, and Nyasaland (1964) 14291

Davis, Alice T., training syllabus for social

services in emergency conditions (1965)
18057

Davis, C.S., jr., universal helicopter transmis-
sion test stand (1963) 7481, 16631

Davis, Cerelda J.:

dairy statistics

—

1962 supp (1964) 1720
1963-64 (1965) 13412

Davis, Chester P., jr., farmhouse design and
equipment for summer comfort (1963)
9563

Davis, Clarence E.. relief (1965) 15601, 19073,
19337

Davis, Dan A., ground-water reconnaissance
of American Samoa (1963) 17530

Davis, Dempsie A., HU-l/SS/ll/AN/ASW-12
weapons system flight evaluation (1963)
14903

Davis, Don D., buffet tests of attack-airplane
model (1963) 5534

Davis, Donald R., bagworm moths of Western
Hemisphere (1964) 13295

Davis, Edwin A.:

mechanism of fenuron injury to plants
(1965) 18182

picloram, promising brush control chemical
(1965) 7740

Davis, G.H., use of ground-water reservoirs
for storage of surface water in San
Joaquin Valley, Calif (1964) 6814

Davis, Grant, second-year results of hybrid
poplar test plantings on bituminous
strip mine spoils in Pennsylvania (1964)
14321

Davis, Harry E., digest of 50 selected health
and insurance plans for salaried employ-
ees, spring 1963 (1964) 9454

Davis, Harry E., digest of 50 selected pension
plans for salaried employees, spring
1963 (1963) 20929

Davis, Hugh T., soil survey report Spalding
County, Ga (1964) 21879

Davis, J.R., use of hf lunar reflection circuit in

study of ionospheric electron density
(1964) 5609

Davis, James B., DAP fire retardants (1964)
2376

Davis, James E., energy and mass transfer in

partial-pressure distillation (1965) 11027
Davis, James R., intentional burn in Arizona

ponderosa pine (1965) 12507
Davis, James W., polar material in distillate

fuel (1963) 19869
Davis, Jeanne M.:

farm vacation enterprises in Ohio (1964)
14168

New England farm vacation businesses,
characteristics and owners' experiences
(1964) 19620

Davis, Jesse L., joint apprenticeship commit-
tees and training in new processes for
compositors, etc (1963) 5901

Davis, L.E.:

mineral industry of

—

California (1963) 3060; (1964) 2984; (1965)
1333

Nevada (1963) 1217; (1964) 11317; (1965)
1348

Davis, L.R., rocket observations of solar pro-

tons (1963) 21014
Davis, Paul L., rind breadkown of citrus

fruits, factors affecting (1963) 7576
Davis, R.L., feedlot and ranch equipment for

beef cattle (1963) 1691
Davis, Robert E., geology and uranium depos-

its of Strawberry Hill quadrangle, Wvo
(1963) 2340

Davis, Robert T.:

safety organization and activities of award-
winning companies in coal-mining indus-
try (1964) 16625

water supply outlook and Federal-
State-private cooperative snow sur-

veys for Washington (1963) 4291; (1964)

4144; (1965) 4056
Davis, Rogers F., mobile diesel-powered equip-

ment for noncoal mines approved by
Bureau of Mines, 1951-62 (1963) 18074

Davis, Theodore F.:

nuclear materials management, annotated
bibliography of selected literature

(1965) 17130
radioactive waste processing and disposal

(1964) 19244
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Davis, Theodore F.—Continued

shipping and storage of radioactive materi-

als (1963) 18588
Davis, Thomas C, purification, purity estima-

tion, and spectra of some organic deriv-

atives of fluorine, silicon, boron, and
aluminum (1965) 14700

Davis, Thomas C, jr., structures in upper
snow layers of southern dome, Green-
land ice sheet (1965) 506

Davis, Walter V., effect of ancillary personnel
on treatment capability of USAF dental
oflicer (1964) 70

Davis-Bacon act, see Government contracts.

Davis-Bacon Appeals Board, create, hearings
(1964) 21205

Davis Dam:
general information (1963) 5705; (1964)

13431
geological reconnaissance between Lake

Mead and Davis Dam (1963) 15610
Davis Dam powerplant, general information

(1963) 5705; (1964) 13431

Davis Strait, sailing directions

—

change (1961) 6194; (1962) 11907; (1963)

11138; (1964) 9673; (1965) 8187
Davison, Elmer H., micrometeoroid satellite

(Explorer XVI), stainless-steel penetra-
Davison, Richard A., ventilation of middle ear

(1963) 4409
tion rate experiment (1964) 18772

Davison, Verne E., waterweed control on
farms and ranches (1965) 13383

Davy Crockett weapons system in infantry
and armor units (1962) 6650

Dawe, Clyde J., organ culture symposium etc

(1963) 9225
Dawn of Hope Pioneer Organization, Indone-

sia, basic regulations (1961) 4464
Dawsey, J.V., jr.:

flood-control tunnel 10, Fort Randall Dam
(1963) 13866

prototype hawser-force measurements, Jack-
son Lock, Tombigbee River, Ala (1965)
18048

Dawson, David H., guide for selecting superior
trees for shelterbelts in Prairie Plains
(1965) 674

Dawson, J.H., controlling dodder in alfalfa

(1965) 7027
Dawson, John, plasma instabilities in one-

dimensional plasma (1963) 7701
Dawson, Walker M., inheritance of intelligence

and temperament in dogs (1965) 16937
Dawson County.'Ga.:

geologic and hydrologic investigation at site

of Georgia Nuclear Laboratory (1965)
2223

Georgia Nuclear Laboratory, infiltration

and permeability of weathered crystal-

line rocks (1964) 8753
Dawson County, Tex., soil survey (1961) 1482

Day, C. Godfrey, oceanographic observations,
17948, 19036

Day, J.D., deep underground shock measure-
ments (1965) 13513

Day, J. Exiward:

Feb. 25, 1963 (1963) 5670
nomination, hearing (1961) 4125

Day, James V.:
nomination, hearings (1965) 17913
remarks (1963) 8237, 10159, 10160; (1965)

10810
Day, John, Waterfowl Management Area, see

John Day Waterfowl Management Area.

Day, Richard E., civil rights U.S.A. public
schools. Southern States, 1963, North
Carolina (1964) 15347

Day, Richard H.:

approach to production response (1963) 2130
estimating nonlinear functions with empha-

sis on agricultural data (1963) 18417
linear programming and related computa-

tions, guide to USDA LP/90 (1965) 4642
Day, Robert E., jr., selling in Germany (1965)

17288
Day camping for mentally retarded (1965)

8630
Day care of children:

centers and their clientele, pilot study (1965)
8635

children's year, 1965 (remarks) (1965) 11826
day care for other people's children in your

home (1964) 19311
District of Columbia, provide public serv-

ices, report (1965) 14043
educating children in nursery schools (1965)

485
fees for services (1964) 4357
determining (1964) 15331

food for groups of young children, selection,

preparation, etc (1961) 294
guides to State welfare agencies for develop-

ment of services (1965) 1913
in migrant families, report (1962) 2360
licensed facilities (1962) 9100
migrant children health needs, Kansas pro-

gram (1964) 9717
migrant workers (1965) 8241
migratory farm workers', assist

—

hearings (1963) 10021
report (1963) 11968

National Conference on Day Care for Chil-

dren, report (1962) 4823
national need (address) (1964) 8787
nation's working mothers and need for day

care (address) (1965) 10018
nurseries for newborn in general hospitals,

planning, design equipment (1962) 24077
nursery school, criteria, etc., for a good one

(1963) 20646
public welfare's role (1962) 16585
services, bibliography (1965) 8636
services, information (1961) 293
what is good day care? general information

(1964) 21040
what it is, importance (1961) 17882
working mothers and day care services in

U.S. (1962) 14973
your child in family home (1964) 21043

Day-haul practices, see Farm labor.

Day of Recognition for firefighters, report
(1965) 17868

Daylight saving:
uniform dates for commencing, etc.

—

hearing (1965) 12319
report (1965) 10657

Days, estimating trading-day variation in

monthly economic time series (1965)
10261

see also names of special days.
Daytime broadcast stations, hearings (1962)

13521
Dayton, R. W., reactor materials, review of

recent developments (1964) 3961; (1965)
3878

Dayton, Ohio:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 6788
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13558
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18305
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20581
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Dayton, Ohio—Continued

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9085

consumer expenditures and income, 1961
(1963) 19788-789

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 21171

occupational wage survey

—

departmental edition (1961) 9408; (1962)

14371; (1963) 10899; (1964) 11281; (1965)

6563
document edition (1961) 8634; (1962) 13335;

(1963) 9820
Daytona Beach, Fla.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18227
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16435
retirement income of the aging, hearings

(1963) 325
DB-8 (barge):

admit to American registry (1962) 15186,

18934, 19208
DC motors, see Electric motors.
DCA, see Defense Communications Agency.
DCSC, see Defense Construction Supply Cen-

ter, Columbus, Ohio.

DCTA, see Acetic acid.

DDT:
and DDE residues in soil of aerial test circle

(1964) 14329
chronic effects on cutthroat trout (1964)

10570
controlling mosquitoes in your home and

premises (1962) 16287
effect upon Chesapeake Bay blue crab (1962)

19505
effectiveness for preventing infestation of

green logs by Douglas-fir beetle (1962)

17563
effects of chronic exposure on guppy and

brown trout (1962) 13834
effects of spray, special scientific reports

(1901) 19344
persistence on sweet corn as determined by

gas chromatography (1964) 13564
pilot test results on western hemlock looper

in southwest Washington (1965) 643
residues in fatty tissues of big game animals

in Idaho and Washington in 1962 (1965)

15168
spray for control of ponderosa pine tip moth

(1965) 10935
Deacon, Laura M. Goditiabois-, see Goditia-

bois-Deacon, Laura M.
Dead:

deceased personnel

—

escorting. Army pamphlet (1961) 20343;

(1965) 11906
identification, technical manual (1964)

8042
dependents of military personnel dying in

Alaska and Hawaii, transportation of

remains, etc.

—

hearings (1961) 14443, 19151
report (1961) 14289

Federal employees dying in Alaska and
Hawaii, transportation of remains

—

hearing (1962) 9405
reports (1961) 12474; (1963) 17282

hospitalization data collection method (1961)

2667
shipment at Government expense of private-

ly owned vehicles of deceased or missing
personnel

—

law (1965) 19148
reports (1965) 15711, 19437

Dead—Continued
tissue donations for banks in D.C.

—

law (1962) 20831
reports (1961) 17028; (1962) 16964

transportation of deceased dependents of
members of Armed Forces

—

law (1965) 15498
reports (1964) 10252; (1965) 13885

veterans, transporting bodies to place of
burial, amend U.S. code

—

law (1961) 14099
reports (1961) 10285, 12482

see also Burial—Funeral rites and ceremo-
nies.

Deadband, about desired perigee, effect on guid-

ance of space vehicle approaching earth
(1963)5597

Deadmore, Daniel L.:

ternary system tantalum-hafnium-carbon at
2050"^ C (1965) 9717

vaporization of tantalum-carbide-hafnium-
carbide solid solutions at 2500" to 3000° K
(1965) 1466

Deaf:
acupuncture in treatment of deaf-mutism,

Communist Chinese study (1962) 1035

All-Russian conference on problems of hear-

ing disorders (1961) 7600

captioned films

—

available under loan service law, list (1961)
9020

for deaf, catalog (1964) 572, 12320

program expand

—

hearings (1965) 17948, 19306
law (1965) 19135
reports (1965) 17644, 17845

program for training purposes

—

hearings (1962) 17343, 19178
law (1962) 20890
reports (1962) 17287, 21051

research activity report, 1965 (1965) 9036
Conference on Collection of Statistics of Se-

vere Hearing Impairments and Deafness
in U.S., 1964(1964)20650

deaf driver, Denver University symposium,
abstracts (1962) 18553

driving and employability, symposium (1964)
9871

educating deaf children (1965) 12384
Federal programs (1964) 10463
hard of hearing child, services needed, pro-

gram development guide (1963) 16917
hearing loss, hope through research (1964)

11557
national workshop on improved vocational

opportunities, University of Tennessee,
Oct. 18-22, 1964, proceedings (1965) 15128

people and their difficulties (1964) 5747, 16910
rehabilitation

—

facilities, guidelines, for establishment
(1965) 18825

training programs, 1965-66 (1965) 20131
service-connected disability of deafness in

both ears, additional compensation to

veterans

—

law (1963) 11712
reports (1961) 5715; (1963) 4730, 11947

social workers, orientation to problems of
deaf persons (1965) 3077

specially trained teachers

—

law (1961) 18667
reports (1961) 5827, 16807

speech discrimination of hearing-impaired
individuals in noise, relationship to other
audiometic parameters (1963) 14918

talk, talk, talk to children (1965) 10751
teachers, specially trained (1963) 10082
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Deaf—Continued

training teachers, grants-in-aid program
(1962)23443

vocational rehabilitation opportunities
(1962) 18559

Deaf, Convention of American Instructors, see
Convention of American Instructors of

Deaf.
Deaf, International Congress on Education of,

see International Congress on Eklucation

of the Deaf.
Deaf, National Technical Institute for, see

National Technical Institute for the
Deaf.

Deafness, see Deaf—Meniere's disease—Otos-
clerosis.

Dealers:
automobiles in District of Columbia, admin-

istration and enforcement of regula-

tions, report (1963) 2037
automotive, employee earnings (1964) 11275
commercial seed and planting stock, directo-

ry (1964) 791

Giovernment securities market study, materi-
als (1961) 3994

household appliances, control methods (1963)
1452

livestock, how packers and stockyards act
applies (1963) 13141; (1964) 5788

poultry, national improvement plan, partici-

pation (1961) 5221; (1965) 8399
supplements (1961) 9857, 17895

retail, liquor laws and regulations (1965)

767, 12570
subject to certain sections of title 1, Nation-

al housing act, lists (1963) 8232; (1964)
4692

tobacco materials, code of Federal regula-
tions (1962) 685

turkeys, national improvement plan, partici-

pants (1961) 6669; (1962) 6538; (1963)
4339, 11438; (1964) 5797

Dealkylation of tar acids from
low-temperature lignite tar (1965) 5096

Dean, Arthur H.:

address, Aug. 18, 1964 (1964) 17165
statement on disarmament made in commit-

tee 1 of United Nations, Nov. 6, 1962
(1963) 1796

Dean, Gerald W., supply functions for cotton
in Imperial Valley, Calif (1963) 8155

Dean, J.W., Joule- Thomson process in cry-

ogenic refrigeration systems (1965) 6784
Dean, John W., tabulation of thermodynamic

properties of normal hydrogen (1963)
1331

Dean Karl C:
dissolution and roasting techniques for ex-

tracting cesium from pollucite ores
(1964) 9505

economic and technical evaluation of magne-
sium production methods (1965) 18446

flotation of calcareous scheelite ores (1964)
9503

Dean, Stuart E.:

nongraded schools (1964) 19635
public elementary school approval and ac-

creditation (1964) 14192
Deane, J. Dewey, remarks, Oct. 15, 1965 (1965)

18099
Deans, Edwina:
elementary school mathematics

—

library, selected bibliography of recent
titles (1963) 358

new directions (1963) 17370
space-oriented mathematics for early ele-

mentary grades (1964) 19625
Dear friends, health information for travelers

to U.S.A. (1962) 8604

Dear Mr. Clergyman (1961) 2628
Dearborn, Mich., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16363
Deardorff, Donald K., hafnium-vanadium sys-

tem (1965) 6604
Death:

accidental death in United States (1965)
6348

accidental, statistics (1964) 15040
age-adjusted and age-specific rates for ma-

lignant neoplasms (1964) 15041
age-adjusted rate, standard error, selected

studies (1961) 20108
arteriosclerotic heart disease mortality, etc

(2965) 8246
cancer, aend results and mortality trends

(1961) 21258
cancer mortality patterns, uranium miners

and millers, 1950-62 (1964) 15044
cardiovascular disease, 1960 data on nation-

al and State experience (1964) 5647
cause, in neonatal period and infants weight

at birth, early 1950 (1965) 15019
causes

—

international statistical classification,

revision considerations (1964) 9727
leading. United States, Puerto Rico, Vir-
gin Islands, 1959 national summaries
(1961) 11454

change in mortality trend in United States
(1964) 7705

Chile, recent mortality trends (1964) 9732
clinical

—

caused by mechanical asphysia, restora-

tion of vital functions, USSR study
(1963) 2960

reviving organism, USSR study (1964)
1267

(JVR disease mortality in California, recent
changes (1964) 11570

early childhood, task of decreasing, USSR
study (1962) 2677

early infant, Zhukovskiy, RSFSR (1964)

21552
fingerling silver salmon, effect of electrical

parameters and water resistivities on
mortality (1962) 21772

infant and childhood mortality trends, 1961

(1964) 21045
infant and perinatal mortality in U.S. (1965)

20051
infant mortality, lags in reducing (1964)

13536
infants. United States, each State (1963)

13031
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands (1962) 1787

maternal. United States, 1959 (1962) 1786
morbidity and mortality weekly report

(1961) 3501; (1962) 4088; (1963) 3931;

(1964) 3754; (1965) 3669
mortality

—

among men 20-64 years of age

—

by industry and cause of death (1963)

20114
analysis and summary statistics, 1960

(1963) 13029
by occupation and cause of death (1963)

20113
by occupation and industry, title page and
contents, v. 53, nos. 1-5 (1964) 3116

by occupation level and cause of death
(1963) 20115

mortality statistics

—

by counties, urban and rural areas, 1959
(1961) 20106

by occupation and industry among men
20-64 years of age (1962) 24081

chronic pulmonary insufficiency (1963)

3280
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Death—Continued
mortality statistics—Continued

comparability for 5th and 6th revisions of

International lists of diseases and caus-
es of death (1964) 1568, 7710

from each cause, United States, 1957-59
(1961)9619

1958, comparability for 6th and 7th revi-

sions of International lists of diseases
and causes of death (1965) 9900

selected causes, 1959, by age, race, and sex
(1961) 20107

United States (1961) 21323
United States, and each State (1961) 13564

from selected causes (1961) 13565
Hawaii, etc (1961) 15846

mortality tables, amend District of Colum-
bia life insurance act

—

law (1962) 20913
reports (1962) 15198, 21400

mortality, U.S.

—

compared with western Europe (1965) 1618

trends, 1900-60 (1965) 1620
USSR and capitalistic countries, USSR
comparison (1961) 20943

multiple causes of death (1965) 16837
neonatal, analysis of causes, (Communist

China study (1962) 17694
paid leave provisions on death in family in

major contracts, 1961

—

departmental edition (1962) 23935
document edition (1962) 23339

perinatal mortality, means of reducing,
USSR study (1964) 21587

records

—

U.S. citizens, outside U.S., where to write
for (1965) 20056

where to write (1961) 2684; (1962) 10617;
(1964)11586,20772

State employee benefit systems, withholding
for National Guard

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 18616
reports (1961) 14346, 14712

statistics (1962) 8614; (1963) 14677, 20094,

21094; (1964) 3115, 9735, 7707, 7709;

(1965) 6886-87
statistics, selected (1965) 20028
sudden, from atherosclerosis of coronary

arteries, USSR study (1961) 7571
white-nonwhite mortality differentials in

United States (1965) 14432
workers entitled to old-age benefits under

OASDI, 1941-61 (1965) 20068
see aiso Vital statistics.

Death camas, livestock poisoning in Western
States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;

(1964) 20915
Death certificates, conditions coded (1965)

16837
Death duty, see Inheritance and transfer tax.

Death gratuities, see Gratuities.

Death penalty, see Capital punishment.
Death Valley National Monument:
bighorn, research study (1962) 8551
Furnace Creek area, water rights and relat-

ed matters

—

hearings (1965) 5958
report (1965) 7454

general information (1962) 1721
geologic and hydrologic reconnaissance of

Furnance Creek Wash, Calif (1964) 21361

Death Valley region, Calif, and Nev., alluvial

fans (1965) 6340
Deaver, George G., step into action, guidebook

for above-knee amputee (1963) 9356;

(1965) 3003

DeBald, Paul S.:

Minnesota's timber volume (1964) 12461
timber volume in Illinois (1965) 6245

Debate, limitation of, see Cloture.

Debates and debating:
college topic 1964-65, selected excerpts and

references (1964) 19450
high school and college annual topics, prepa-

ration and printing of compilations of

materials

—

law (1964) 4420
reports (1964) 2102, 2200

high school

—

debate on medicare, 1963-64, excerpts
print as Senate document, reports (1963)

13698, 17130; 1964-65 (1964) 12167
topic 1965-66, selected excerpts and refer-

ences (1965) 12216
open scientific debate at Moscow Institute of

National Economy Imeni G. V. Plekhanov
(1965)2453

Senate debates, germaneness

—

hearings (1963) 17334
report (1963) 17299

De Bias, Domenic A., thyroidal influence on
altitude tolerance (1964) 5908

Debits, see Banks and banking.

DeBlois, Eleanor N., U.S. agricultural exports
under (Jovernment-financed programs
(1963) 6319

DeBoer, Lloyd M.:
marketing research procedures (1963) 11274
national directories for use in marketing

(1963) 14687; (1964) 13441
Debrecen, Hungary, 9th congress of Hungari-

an physicists, meeting, 1962 (1963) 8923
Debris, see Drift.

Debt:
collection deception, guides against (1965)

14271
enlisted members of Armed Forces and Re-

serve components, permit cancellation,

report (1964) 13941
farm

—

debt, technical appraisal of 1960 sample
survey estimates (1965) 2083

mortgage debt (1964) 2265
by States (1963) 12052; (1965) 478

real estate debt (1962) 439
foreign debts owned U.S. Government & cer-

tain international organizations, Dec.

31, 1962 (1965) 2262
German external, agreement (1961) 5114

home mortgages and financing activity

(1961) 3168; (1962) 3791; (1963) 3629;

(1964) 3446; (1965) 3335
limitation, amend Puerto Rican Federal rela-

tions act

—

law (1961) 14121
reports (1961) 5713, 14621

long-term. State and local governments
(1963) 154

management and capital markets (remarks)

(1962) 22881
and long-term capital market (1965) 11744

non-real-estate farm debt owed to nonre-
porting creditors, etc., revised estimates

(1964) 17906
State technical assistance to local debt

management (1965) 5492
see also Agricultural credit—Public debt

de Burgh, Juanita C, relief (1965) 17544

De Bustillos, Carma P., relief (1961) 12186,

18518
DeButts, Henry M., address, Aug. 11, 1964

(1964) 15333
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DeByle, Norbert V., intermountain precipita-
tion storapre gage (1965) 10933

Decade boxes:
megohm, Shallcross 980, test instrument cal-

ibration procedure (1961) 17769
power resistor, clarostat, 240C (1961) 15899

Decade of chemical research, history of

AFOSR chemistry program (1962) 20445
Decade of technical assistance (1962) 19423
De Camp Jet., 111., Mine 14 Switch, railroad

accident (1961) 754
Decane oxidizing bacteria isolated from depth

waters of northern Ciscaucasus, USSR
study (1963) 17700

Decapods:
marine crustaceans of the Carolinas (1965)

18123
non-brachyuran decapods of Clipperton Is-

land, description (1962) 20185
Decarbonation, P-T univariant equilibria of

reaction forsterite + calcite-monticellite

+ periclase + CO2, experimental studies

on Bowen's decarbonation series, II

(1963) 16385
Decarburization, effect on notch sensitivity and

fatigue-crack propagation rates in

stainless steel (1961) 21222
DeCarlo, J.A., coke and coal chemicals (1963)

20942; (1964) 21686
DeCarlo, Vincent J., cometary astrophysicis

(1964) 14772
Decatrons, used in portable counting device,

USSR study (1961) 2197
Decatur, Ala.:

district court, waive sec. 142, title 28,

U.S.C—
law (1962) 16785
report (1962) 11395

Decatur, 111., census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13941
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20582

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11165

Decatur County, Ga., ground water resources
and geology (1965) 19680

Decatur-Truxton Naval Museum, see Truxton-
Decatur Naval Museum.

Decay (physics):
artificial radiation belt decay factors, com-

puter program to calculate (1965) 13038
correction factors, tables (1965) 14993
measurement, determination of radon con-

centration in air (1965) 13200
satellite launch 1963-21, prediction, using

naval space surveillance system obser-
vations (1964) 20712

Decay (radioactive):
neutron decay constant in multiplying me-

dia, effects of control rods, parametric
study (1962) 23028

new type, USSR study (1964) 9270
nuclear decay scheme studies on short- lived

nuclides (1961) 16220
radioactive decay curves, Fortran II pro-

gram for analysis (1962) 22571
errata (1963) 7246

see also Beta decay.
Decay (timber):

associated with Fomes igniarius sporop-
hores in Colorado aspen (1963) 17490

in tree, list of publications (1964) 6740
Merulius lacrymans growth, effects of envi-

ronmental conditions (1961) 14937
Decay of strong plane shocks in ideal gas

(1964) 20528
Deceased, see Dead.

Decedents' estates:
District of Columbia code, pt. 3, enact

—

law (1965) 19119
reports (1964) 15484; (1965) 8799, 15955

Deceleration:
atmospheric entries with spacecraft lift-

drag ratios modulated to limit decelera-
tions (1962) 22563

human survivability of extreme impacts in

free-fall (1964) 1791
kinematic behavior of human body during

(1962) 18754
peak, effects on range sensitivity for modu-

lated-lift reentry at supercircular
speeds (1963) 18154

plasma expanding in vacuum in presence of

magnetic field (1964) 16733
Decelerators:

inflatable, towed, aerodynamic drag and
stability at supersonic speeds (1963)
9157

rotornet, high-performance hypersonic decel-

erator for planetary entry (1965) 12974
use of towed spheres, conical rings and

cones as models at Mach nos. 1.57 to

4.65, aerodynamic characteristics (1963)
11065

Decell, Henry P., jr.:

application of generalized matrix inversion
to sequential least squares parameter
estimation (1965) 11494

generalized inverse of arbitrary complex
matrix (1965) 8125

Deception, see Camouflage.
Decerebration, see Brain.
Dechaene, R., low-stress brittle fracture in

mild steel (1964) 5677
Deciduous fruits, see Fruit.
Deciduous tamarisk, see Tamarisk.
Decimal classification, see Classification.
Decision-making:
Bayesian

—

decision theory, game theory, and group
problem solving (1965) 10110

effectiveness of information retrieval sys-
tem in relation to data file size (1965)
13424

learning processes (1964) 64
Cx)rtex, computer-based system for aiding

(1965)4176
estimation, subject probability distributions

in sequential decision task (1965) 10111
judgment analysis, technique for analyzing

group judgment (1963) 9622

modifiability of decisions made in changing
environment (1965) 4175

optimal strategies and human behavior in

fungus-eater game 4 (1964) 11798

predicting behavior from personality and
cognitive variables (1965) 5546

procedural constraint and task performance
(1965) 7082

psychological study (1961) 13590

purposive systems, theory and application
(1965) 100, 4173

quantification of processing of probabilistic
(uncertain) data, research and develop-
ment (1965) 11876

sequential information seeking

—

effects of number of terminal acts, etc

(1965) 11875
optimal strategy, etc (1965) 11874

tactical

—

action selection as function of track load,
etc (1963) 11507

in anti-air warfare and anti-submarine
warfare, behavioral and operational
aspects (1965) 1546
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Decision-making—Continued
target capability versus presumed intention

as basis for decision in combat informa-
tion (1965) 13174

theoretic and empirical, probabilistic dis-

crimination learning situation (1965)
10109

training aspects (1961) 13589
utility, induced utilities and small worlds

(1964)63
with free operant responses (1965) 1791

Decision problems, see Statistical decision.

Decision Sciences Laboratory:
biennial progress report, July 1962-June

1964 (1964) 20957
program of techniques and facilities for

automating research (1965) 101
Decisions, see Courts of United States—aiso

names of courts, etc., rendering deci-

sions— aiso subjects.

Deckert, Wallace H., large-scale wind-tunnel
tests of descent performance of airplane
model with tilt wing and differential

propeller thrust (1964) 20579
Decks, roof decking design, engineering man-

ual (1962) 2431
Declaration of Independence:
observe anniversary by ringing bells, re-

ports (1963) 11978, 13577
text (1961) 5765; (1963) 9953; (1964) 17447;

(1965) 10568
print as House document, report (1961)

8423
Declination, moon, 1961-71, for use in trajecto-

ry consideration (1961) 15786
Decoders:

digit-to-angle converter with intermediate
conversion, USSR study (1963) 20845

number of directional elements in decoding
systems of complementary type, Polish
study (1962) 7778

on class of decoding systems, Polish study
(1962) 7779

Decoding, parallel decoding, USSR study
(1965) 18333

Decomposition:
alkylphosphates in blood and serum, Hun-

garian investigation (1962) 7562
cellulose by Aspergilli (1964) 7951
cellulose-decomposing myxobacteria, species

and varieties, description, USSR study
(1963) 12493

D-xylose in sulfuric acid, sodium 2, 4 dime-
thylbenzenesulfonate, water solutions
(1965) 9195

thermal

—

barium azide at pressures up to 45000
KG/CM2 (1961) 10818

human waste, gross chemical changes
(1964) 7985

linear perfluoroalkanes (1963) 14552
lithium nitrate, kinetics (1965) 13499
praseodymium, neodymium, and samarium

salts (1962) 22506
uranouranic oxide reactivity changes, re-

lationship to condition of preparation of
source materials, survey (1962) 23003

uranyl nitrate, ammonium diuranate and
uranium peroxide, reactivity survey
(1962) 16385-386

viscous fuel film in air (1965) 9757
wood and bark sawdusts in soil, nitrogen

requirements, and effects on plants
(1965) 10094

Decompression:
prolonged exposure of animals to pressur-

ized normal and synthetic atmospheres
(1963) 9101

rapid, learning set performance of squirrel
monkeys to vacuum (1965) 4209

Decompression chamber, track and field ath-
lete, use for training, USSR study (1965)
9351

Decompression sickness, see Aeroembolism.
Decontamination:
and recovery of precious metals (1962) 8969
civil aircraft exposed to radioactive fallout

(1963) 562
Federal civil defense guide (1963) 20375
field studies with chemical warfare decon-

taminating solution DS2 (1965) 13178
fodder contaminated with anthrax pathogen,

USSR study (1962) 2688
individual protective materials and protec-

tive coatings, USSR study (1964) 20419
monitoring, personnel protection procedures,

etc., against tritium (1965) 11378
radioactive, bibliography, annotated (1965)

10181
spacecraft, problems and techniques, pro-

ceedings of meeting (1961) 4945
UFA water system by ultraviolet irradiation

from AKKh apparatus, USSR study
(1961) 941

waste waters from radiochemical laborato-
ries, etc., USSR study (1964) 20366

DeCook, Kenneth J., geology and ground-water
resources of Hays County, Tex (1963)
14030

Decorating:
apprenticeship and training standards

(1962) 6622; (1964) 20978
bibliography (1962) 12689
interior, bibliography (1961) 17813
wood brick strip paneling, new product for

walls, etc (1963) 17477
Decoration and ornament:
glass plastics and plasticized wood, USSR

industrial development (1964) 16252
industry in Puerto Rico (1952) 12778

Decorations of honor:
Academy of Sciences, USSR (1965) 11193
Armed Forces decorations and awards (post-

er) (1963) 18538
foreign, acceptance by Armed Forces mem-

bers for service in Vietnam

—

hearing (1965) 14116
law (1965) 19134
reports (1965)8803, 19433

foreign, acceptance by retired U.S. govern-
ment personnel, reports (1962) 11579;
(1964) 17474, 21235

laws, compilations (1965) 8729
Yugoslavia, law on changes and supple-

ments to law on decorations (1964) 12933
De Corpus, Consuelo A., relief (1964) 6265
Decortication, see Brain.
Decoy trap for blackbirds and starlings (1964)

14275
Decree on ensuring purity of waters, Hungary

(1962) 5398
Decsey, Jeno, relief (1961) 8891
Decubitus ulcer of small intestine from tube

introduced to feed patient after gastrec-
tomy (1962) 9938

Dedetsinas, Michael A., relief (1962) 19136,
20796, 21310

Deductibility of accrued vacation pay:
law (1963) 20434
reports (1963) 11851, 17286

Deductions, see Income tax.

Deeds:
commissioners of deeds, abolish in D.C.

—

law (1962) 20869
reports (1962) 17057, 21399

deeds of trust, appointment of new trustees

—

by agreement of parties, report (1963) 6154

in D.C, reports (1965) 4497, 15982
real estate. District of Columbia, recordation

tax, reports (1961) 18905; (1962) 4954
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Deep Creek Mine, methods and costs (1963)
14500

Deep FVeeze 1962 operations, hearing (1962)
17112

Deep Freeze 1963-64 operations, hearings (1965)
2016

Deep plowing of sandy soil (1963) 1720
Deep-sea domestic waterborne traffic (1962)

23622; (1964) 4874, 14400; (1965) 18279
Deep-sea fishes, USSR (1963) 8792
Deer:
browse plants

—

loblolly and water oak-gum types of Pied-

mont Georgia (1962) 17595
southern forests (1963) 4980

browse resources of north Georgia (1964)
8697

browsing

—

hardwoods in Northeast (1965) 12516
ponderosa pine seedlings, effectiveness of

repellents (1963) 19256
enclosures, construction, effectiveness, etc

(1961)4281

forage habitat of mixed conifer type, effect of

timber overstory on understory (1961)
683

habitat research needs in California (1965)
16237

metabolism of phosphorus and iodine (1963)
18562

Northeastern Pennsylvania exclosure stud-
ies, results (1961) 19368

use of

—

Arizona pine forest, effect of logging (1963)
4987

natural openings in Arizona pine forest
(1963)4986

Deer Flat area, Utah, geology, ore deposits, and
exploratory drilling (1963) 12223

Deer Flat National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1961) 12677
general information (1961) 12674

Deerbrush, see Ceanothus.
Deering, Hmer C, bond sales for public school

purposes (1963) 4807, 20630; (1965) 2093

Dees, Lola T.:

Fish and Wildlife Service papers on physical
and chemical oceanography, 1940-62, list

(1964) 18000
index of fishery biological papers by Fish

and Wildlife Service authors, etc (1963)
19226

list of Special scientific reports and Special
scientific report, fisheries, of Fish and
Wildlife Service (1963) 8276

Defects of press castings and methods for
their prevention (1964) 80

Defenders, see Public defender.
Defense, see Civilian defense—Installations

(military)—National defense.
Defense agencies, see Government offices.

Defense Atomic Support Agency:
organization and background (1965) 19708
technical analysis report (1962) 19622

Defense communications, see Military commu-
nications.

Defense Communications Agency, DCA circu-

lars (1963) 17340-341; (1964) 6536; (1965)
7556, 10714

Defense Construction Supply Center, Colum-
bus, Ohio, procurement estimates catal-
og, 1966 (1965) 12364

Defense contracts, see Government contracts.
Defense Department:

action in excessive procurements and redis-
tributing aircraft spare parts pro-
gramed for or delivered to Portugal
under military assistance program, GAO
follow-up review (1964) 18088

Defense Department—Continued
additional costs incurred in procurement of

dress raincoats with expensive back
vents, GAO report (1965) 9215

aeronautical replacement spare parts, non-
competitive procurement, GAO review
(1961) 19401

agencies subcommittee

—

hearings (1962) 19172
report (1962) 17095

air accomodations, use of Ist-class, GAO
report (1963) 17506

aircraft crash fire trucks, development and
management, GAO review (1962) 13859

aircraft engines, management and utiliza-

tion, GAO review (1962) 13861
appropriations, 1961, supplemental proposal

(1961) 10224
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 5732, 8827, 10326, 19142
law (1961) 16577
reports (1961) 12260, 14417, 14669

appropriations, 1962, military construc-
tion

—

amendments (1961) 14166
hearings (1961) 12333, 14717
law (1961) 18693
reports (1961) 16813, 16960, 18875, 20545

appropriations, 1962, military procure-
ment

—

hearings (1961) 8835, 8972, 17117
addendum (1961) 10500
index (1961) 14718

laws (1961) 12109, 14118
reports (1961) 8808, 8950, 10265, 10304,

14363, 14367, 14660
appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7075, 9371, 11431, 13660
reports (1962) 11355, 13647, 16978
law (1962) 18953

appropriations, 1963, proposed provision
(1963) 8022

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 7980, 9922, 11873, 17303;
(1964) 2104

law (1963) 20432
reports (1963) 13563, 18886, 19009

appropriations, 1964

—

deficiency, hearings (1964) 10285
hearings (1963) 6187, 8092
law (1963) 11720
reports (1963) 6142, 6161, 8073, 9902

public works

—

law (1964) 1984
reports (1964) 343, 510, 4458

supplemental, proposal (1964) 10162
appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 6337, 8358, 10287, 14125
law (1964) 17305
reports (1964) 10209, 15533, 15698
military procurement

—

hearings (1964) 6344
law (1964) 8227
reports (1964) 6282, 6289, 6319, 6469

appropriations, 1965, supplemental

—

hearings (1965) 10524
southeast Asia, military operations

—

hearings (1965) 10666
law (1965) 10353
reports (1965) 8848, 10632

appropriations, 1966

—

amendment (1965) 15844
hearings (1965) 7470, 8866, 10516, 15998
law (1965) 17409
reports (1965) 13877, 15960, 17628

appropriations, 1966, military procure-
ment

—

hearings (1965) 8872, 14115
law (1965) 12028
reports (1965) 8835, 8934, 10454, 10490
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appropriations, 1966, public works, reports
(1965) 13876, 15967, 19265

architect-engineer contracts, how to obtain
consideration (1963) 6313

arms control and disarmament, research and
studies, report (1964) 11833

Assistant Secretary, nomination of

—

Bundy, William F., hearing (1964) 522
Fubini, Eugene G., hearings (1964) 521
Horwitz, Solis, hearing (1964) 14127
Paul, Norman S., hearing (1962) 17308
Pittman, Steuart L., hearing (1961) 20627
Rubel, John R., hearings (1961) 12507

Assistant Secretary, nomination of, Antho-
ny, Robert N., hearing (1965) 14117

Enthoven, Alain C, hearing (1965) 14117
Assistant Secretaries, nominations, hearings

(1961) 4076, 4084
budget, 1962—
amendments (1961) 6988
military, amendments (1961) 10223, 14163,

14511
recommendations, message from the Presi-
dent (1961) 6987

budget, 1963, military, amendment (1962)
9193

budget, 1964, amendment (1963) 11763
cataloging and standardization program

—

hearings (1961) 14467
semiannaul reports (1963) 18927-928;

(1964) 10298; (1965) 2006, 7478
cataloging handbook H series (1961) 3107-12,

5912-13, 7304; (1962) 3812, 3837-41,
7234-40, 9507-12; (1963) 3650-3660,
3674-78, 4794, 15407, 17343, 19074;
(1964) 558-559, 2251, 3468-78, 3493-95,
3497-99, 12288-297; (1965) 450-452, 2048,
3370-80, 3405-6, 3408-10, 4628, 19530

supplement (1962) 3813
cataloging manual M (series) (1961) 14765,

17149; (1963) 8137-38, 10034; (1964)
10444, 21249; (1965) 453, 7558, 17973

CD news feature page (1962) 13715
civil defense program, fact sheet (1962) 4827
civilian travel and transportation regula-

tions (1963) 20305
common carrier notices to be filed

—

hearings (1965) 17716, 19487
report (1965) 14100

contract with Lockheed Missiles & Space
Co., use of private executive rather than
commercial aircraft, unwarranted
charges, GAO report (1964) 21345

contractor employees, cost of morale and
recreation benefits

—

committee print (1964) 21200
hearings (1964) 17632

contractors

—

equal employment opportunities

—

hearings (1964) 8394
report (1964) 8336

leasing of electrical accounting machines,
GAO review (1965) 715

relocation costs incurred for recruiting
salaried personnel, etc., GAO review
(1963) 6537

contracts, insurance on inventories held by
contractors, unnecessary costs, GAO
review (1964) 19767

contracts with Martin Marietta Corpora-
tion, annalog computer systems, exces-
sive cost to Government, GAO report
(1963) 19280

cost reduction program, reports (1963)
17347; (1964) 15828; (1965) 14149

memorandum (1965) 17974
cost reduction report (1964) 3376; (1965)

3262

Defense Department—Continued

defense contracts, audits bv GAO, hearings
(1965) 15806

defense industry bulletin (periodical) (1965)
6084

defense logistics management training cat-
alog (1965) 4629, 14150, 19528

departmental public information offices, ex-
cessive costs resulting from separate
operation, GAO report (1964) 8720

Deputy-Secretary, nomination of Roswell L.
Gilpatric, hearing (1961) 4083

Director of Defense Research and Engineer-
ing, nomination of Brown, Harold, hear-
ings (1961) 12507

Foster, John S., jr., hearing (1965) 19484
disparities in transporting overseas person-

nel to and from work, GAO report (1965)
14388

DOD pamphlets (1961) 147-148, 1682,
3765-67, 5321-22, 11761-762, 13816

educational activities, donation of surplus
personal property, hearing (1962) 19180

electric lamps, supply management, GAO
review (1963) 8323

electronic data processing equipment use,
hearings (1963) 15329, 17182

erroneous dislocation allowance payments to
military personnel who moved their
house trailers at government expense,
GAO report (1965) 12521

excess and surplus personal propertv utili-

zation, GAO review (1962) 19559

excess cost and inequities due to furnishing
flight meals without charge to certain
personnel of military services, GAO re-

port (1965) 10948

excess travel time allowed military person-
nel using privately owned vehicles on
permanent change of station travel,

GAO report (1965) 6261
excessive

—

cost to Government in sale and leaseback
of electronic data processing system by
Aerojet-CJeneral Corporation, Sacramen-
to, Calif., GAO report (1964) 21335

costs of duplicate automatic teletype
switching centers, GAO report (1964)
8719

payments of temporary lodging allow-

ances to uniformed personnel on Oahu,
GAO report (1965) 10951

prices negotiated for storage of petrole-

um, GAO report (1964) 19755

relocation payments to employees trans-
ferred from one company location to

another by Lockheed Missiles & Space
Co., Sunnyvale, Calif., GAO report
(1964) 12490

expense of transhipping privately-owned
vehicles between U.S. ports, GA(3 report
(1965) 6318

expensive operation of mountain recreation
facilities at Armed Forces recreation
center, Kilauea Military Camp, Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park, GAO report
(1965) 697

facilities, construction authorization, 1966,
hearings (1965) 12308

failure to

—

curtail operation of commissary stores,

GAO report (1964) 10627
effectively utilize excess U.S. owned for-

eign currencies to pay international air

travel ticket costs being paid in dollars,

GAO report (1965) 10953
recover unpaid royalties from Collins Ra-

dio Co., GAO report (1965) 2192
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failure to—Continued
use Air Force excess aeronautical instru-

ments to satisfy Navy needs, GAO re-

port (1965) 6268
use available warehouse platform trailers

to avoid unnecessary procurements of

similar equipment, GAO report (1965)

9222
fallout shelter program (1964) 21046; (1965)

10278
Federal budgeting for research and develop-

ment, hearings (1962) 413
Federal manual for supply cataloging, for-

mat and content (1963) 10034; (1964)

10444; (1965) 17973
follow-up review of action to obtain reim-

bursement from foreign countries for

administrative expenses under military

assistance program, GAO report (1964)

8721
freight description guide (1963) 19075
General Counsel, nomination of John T.

McNaughton, hearing (1962) 21539

Government information plans and policies,

hearings (1963) 13650, 17169
gyroscopes purchased from Honeywell, Inc.,

Aeronautical Division, unreasonable
prices, GAO report (1965) 4849

handbook DSAH series (1962) 21582-584;
(1963) 2114, 19075; (1964) 560, 4598,
6540-42; (1965) 454, 6085, 9014,
10716-717, 17975

handbook H series (1963) 10039
history, organization, etc (1963) 95
illegal use of operations and maintenance

funds for rehabilitation and construc-
tion of family housing, etc., GAO report
(1963) 17508

impact of military and related civilian sup-
ply and service activities on economy,
hearings (1964) 13916

incentive contracting guide (1964) 6544;
(1965) 6088

increased costs due to failure to obtain com-
petition in procurement of electronic
parts on Qualified Products Lists, GAO
report (1965) 4833

ineffective interservice utilization of air-

craft jet engine parts, GAO report
(1965) 9230

ineffective utilization of supply items result-

ing from deficiencies in Federal catalog
system, GAO review (1963) 12204

installations in U.S., sales of high-
temperature alloy scrap, GAO review
(1962) 23582

interservice utilization of aeronautical
equipment and supplies, GAO review
(1961) 19399

inventions not disclosed and confirmatory
royalty-free licenses not obtained

—

Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., GAO re-

port (1965) 702
under contracts with certain divisions of
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc., GAO
report (1965) 701

jet aircraft engines, overprocurement of se-

lected accessories by military services,
GAO report (1964) 2402

Lockheed procurement of operating supplies,
savings through use of GSA sources,
GAO report (1965) 10967

Logistic Research Conference

—

cost effectiveness models and evaluation
(1965) 19542

government, industry, development and
production (1965) 19539

Defense Department—Continued
Logistic Research Conference—Continued
logistics

—

information systems (1965) 19541
planning elements (1965) 19538
simulation (1965) 19544

maintenance and repair concepts (1965)
17982

measurement of logistics performance,
effectiveness (1965) 19543

practical inventory theory (1965) 19540
professional papers

—

abstracts (1965) 19537
loss of revenue resulting from practice of

requiring that surplus marine anchors
be sold as scrap, GAO report (1965) 6278

lost, etc., property, disposition

—

law (1965) 15491
reports (1965) 13888, 17830

manned aircraft nuclear propulsion pro-
gram, GAO review (1963) 6534

manpower utilization in financial manage-
ment functions, report (1964) 12079

manual DSAM series (1963) 13833, 15408,
17345; (1964) 4600, 12298, 21252; (1965)
455, 2050, 4630, 6086-87, 9015-20, 10718,
14151-155, 16064-66, 17976-977,
19531-535

manufacturers part and drawing numbering
systems (1965) 4628

medicine in national defense, final report of
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health
and Medical) (1962) 435

Military Affiliate Radio System (MARS),
general information (1963) 13835

military and civilian personnel

—

domestic air travel in Ist-class accommo-
dations, GAO review (1962) 9720

labor cost, control, hearings (1964) 17661
military assistance program, Korea, over-

procurements resulting from ineffective
supply management, GAO report (1965)
10965

military budget local currency support pro-
gram for Korea, GAO review (1963) 2327

military construction and family housing,
appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 15795, 12118
law (1964) 17434 .

reports (1964) 12059, 12061, 15772, 17604
military construction and family housing

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 13964, 15999
law (1965) 17398
reports (1965) 15696-697, 15956, 17639

military construction appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 13495, 17088
military construction appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1964) 517
military construction authorization

—

conference report (1962) 19202
hearings (1961) 5736, 7265; (1962) 9374,

13664
law (1961) 12112; (1962) 16780
reports (1961) 5695, 7078, 8934, 10305;

(1962) 9351, 9363, 15340, 16950
military construction authorization, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11880, 19043
law (1964) 254
reports (1963) 11809, 11818, 19032, 20490

military construction authorization, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 6345, 12252
law (1964) 17249
reports (1964) 6334, 8289, 14053, 15487

military construction authorization, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10529
law (1965) 19124
reports (1965) 10496, 10509, 14036, 17603
veto (1965) 17474
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military handbooks (1961) 439, 1925-26;

(1962) 436. 2388-89, 9516, 17357; (1963)
344-346, 4797, 12037-38, 19080, 20617;

(1964) 561, 4604. 10447, 12303,
14162-163, 19615-617; (1965) 459, 2074,
6091-92, 7561, 9022, 10719, 12366

military pay and allowances, causes of over-

payment, GAO review (1963) 8313
military procurement appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7084
law (1962) 11273
reports (1962) 7062, 9262, 9449

military procurement, relation of cost data,

hearing (1963) 11886
military reserve posture, annual review

—

hearings (1962) 19170
report (1962) 19171

military standards (1961) 440-448, 1927,

4137, 5917-18, 7307, 9013-15, 12544,
19198- 200; (1962) 437, 2390, 5076,

7242-48, 11684, 13719, 17358-360, 19412,
21598-599; (1963) 2115-17, 10042-43,
17348-350, 19081-83, 20618-623; (1964)
562-563, 4606-7, 6547, 8466, 10448-450,

12304, 14164, 15823, 21255; (1965)

460-462, 2075, 14159-160
Military Subsistence Supply Agency, man-

agement of food supply, GAO review
(1962) 2517

NASA and DOD relationship, report (1965)

4530
need for increased use of quarters in Air

Force-leased hotels by military person-
nel on official duty in London, England,
GAO report (1965) 16301

noncombat vehicles maintenance costs and
manpower, GAO review (1963) 589

organization and funtions, brief (1963)
8135-36

organizing for national security, review of

program, hearings (1961) 19168
overseas teachers pay, correct inequities

—

hearings (1965) 12201, 16048
reports (1965) 13873, 15650

patent practices, report (1961) 19182
patent royalty costs improperly charged for

use of auxiliary fuel tank invention de-

veloped under government contracts
with Lockheed Aircraft Corp., GAO re-

port (1965) 12527
payments to Army and Air Force reserve

officers on annual active duty training
for days on which no training or travel

was performed, GAO report (1964) 10612

Personnel

—

administer military assistance program,
inefficient utilization in advanced west-
ern European countries, GAO report
(1964) 8724

overseas travel and shipment of unaccom-
panied baggage, use of commercial air

carriers, GAO review (1962) 5286
petroleum procurement program. Attorney

General's report (1961) 7266
petroleum storage

—

excessive interest expense, price negotiat-

ed with New England Tank Industries of

New Hampshire, Inc., GAO report (1964)

6765
in commercial facility, Plattsburg, N.Y.,
unnecessary expenditures, GAO report
(1963) 14011

in new commercial facilities, examination
of costs to Government under negotiated
contracts, GAO review (1963) 6532

photographic supplies and equipment man-
agement, GAO review (1962) 5285

Defense Department—Continued

potential savings through

—

procurement of office furniture from GSA
sources by Lockheed Missiles & Space
Co., GAO report (1965) 9239

reducing packing requirements for mat-
tresses shipped, GAO report (1965)
16302

use of Government-owned housing in Jack-
sonville, Fla., area, GAO report (1965)
10968

use of Government-owned housing to meet
military requirements in

—

Orlando, Fla., area, GAO report (1965)
7778

Tampa, Fla., area. GAO report (1965)

9240
procurement

—

by non-appropriated fund activities,

agreement with Israel (1965) 18786
changing patterns (1962) 17356
circular digest, value engineering contract

clauses (1965) 465
impact on economy, hearings (1961) 18771;

(1963) 11731
information on guided missile programs,

etc (1961) 17151
of air passenger service on commercial

airliners from Europe to U.S., GAO re-

port (1965) 12532
of foreign made drugs (1962) 21210
of goods and services, agreement with Is-

rael (1965) 16878
procurement and supply

—

background material on economic aspects
(1963) 7829

economic aspects, report (1961) 343
management, unnecessary costs for elec-

tronic items, GAO review (1964) 19758
procurement, personnel, etc., investigation

—

authorization, report (1965) 5885
expenses, reports (1965) 5904, 15736

procurement practices, contracting-out pro-

cedures, hearings (1961) 20565
procurement program. Attorney General's

report (1961) 20628
procurement program, etc., investigation

—

authorization, report (1961) 5649
expenses, report (1961) 5673

procurement, small business proprietary
rights and data, report (1961) 4038

production equipment, idle, review of man-
agement, GAO review (1961) 12761

programming, 1965, hearings (1965) 4596
programming system (1963) 4798
purchase of leased automatic data process-

ing components, GAO report (1964)
radar equipment, overstatement of target

cost under fixed-price incentive con-
tracts with General Electric Co., Heavy
Military Hectronics Dept., GAO report
(1965) 708

regulations DSAR series (1962) 21585; (1963)
10036-37, 17346; (1964) 12300; (1965)
7559, 15156

rehabilitating equipment donated under mili-

tary assistance program, excessive
costs, GAO report (1963) 12202

reports (1961) 14763; (1962) 19404; (1963)
10038; (1964) 17896

rotation of civilian employees assigned to
duties outside United States, hearings
(1965) 17730

satellite communications, military-civil roles

and relationships (1964) 19510
schools program in London, England, incon-

sistant practices, GAO report (1965)
9228
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scientific and astronautic research and de-

velopment

—

hearings (1961) 7143
1961 review, staff report (1961) 18977

scientific information activities (1965) 1523
secretaries to settle claims for damages by

military personnel

—

law (1962) 23169
reports (1961) 7116; (1962) 21428

Secretaries to settle to amount of $10,000,
report (1962) 17009

Secretary, nomination of McNamara, Robert
S. hearing (1961) 4082

selling to military, general information
(1962) 2392; (1963) 19086; (1965) 9023

small business and labor surplus area spe-

cialists, list (1965) 6095
small business specialist, list (1962) 21600;

(1963) 10045
sole source procurement, hearings (1962)

392; (1963) 6191
space launch vehicle program, hearings

(1965) 8965
space organization and relation to national

space program, hearings (1961) 8861
space projects directive, report (1961) 8788
specifications and standards, index (1961)

438, 7306, 19195-197; (1962) 21594-596;
(1963) 19079; (1964) 19614; (1965) 16069

notice (1963) 8140
supplement (1962) 3935; (1963) 3779;

(1964) 3586; (1965) 3501
standardization documents, supply classifi-

cation listings (1963) 19078; (1964) 3496,
19613; (1965) 3407, 16067

standardization manual M (series) (1961)
436-437, 5915, 9009, 10523, 17150, 20657;
(1962) 13716, 23424; (1963) 10035, 20616;
(1964) 2252, 4049, 15827, 21250-251;
(1965) 3955, 19529

standardization policies, procedures, etc.,

manual (1962) 13716
notices (1961) 436-437, 5915, 9009, 10523,

17150; (1962) 13716. 23424; (1963) 10035,
20616; (1964) 2252, 4049, 15827,
21250-251; (1965) 3955, 19529

stock funds and related consumer funds,
GAO review (1963) 2334

supply management, material utilization
progranr)

—

hearing (1961) 14468
report (1961) 18887

supply management reference book (1965)
14163

surplus personal property

—

classes sold (1964) 6538; (1965) 2049
how to buy (1963) 10040; (1964) 15831

technical manuals, military/industry specifi-
cation standardization program (1963)
8139

teletype equipment leasing, unnecessary
costs, GAO review (1964) 12495

TFX contract investigation, hearings (1963)
10015, 12019, 13809, 15386, 19056; (1964)
4584

travel regulations, civilian personnel (1965)
12365, 17978-981, 19536

uneconomical management of commercially
available items, GAO report (1964) 2405

uneconomical use of facilities by Hawaii
National Guard, GAO review (1965) 714

United States Code, title 10, amend, codify
recent laws, etc.

—

law (1962) 19012
reports (1962) 7060,17293

unjustified cost-of-living allowances paid in
Alaskan Ckimmand to military personnel
not accompanied by dependents, GAO
report (1963) 15598

Defense Department—Continued

unnecessary costs

—

acceptance of physically unqualified en-
listed members, GAO report (1965) 7781

entry into military supply system of items
identical or similar to items previously
eliminated or to standard items that
were retained, GAO report (1965) 9248

excessive rentals for electronic data proc-
essing equipment at Lockheed Missiles
& Space Co., GAO report (1965) 2212

failure to promptly record decisions to

eliminate unneeded items from supply
system, GAO report (1965) 9250

leasing electronic data processing systems
by-
Aerospace Division, Martin Marietta
Corporation, GAO report (1964) 8735

Bacchus Works, Hercules Powder Com-
pany, GAO report (1964) 19763

Boeing Company, GAO report (1964)
10618

(Continental Aviation and Engineering
Corporation, GAO report (1964) 10622

Defense Electronic Products, RCA (1965)
2213

General Electric Co.

—

Light Military Hectronics Dept., GAO
report (1964) 18095

Missile and Space Division, Valley
Forge, Pa (1965) 6297

Lear Siegler, Inc., Instrument Division,

Grand Rapids, Mich (1965) 6298
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. (1965)
4842

McDonnell Aircraft Corporation (1965)
4847

Westinghouse Defense and Space Cen-
ter, GAO report (1965) 7788

modernization of combat tanks, GAO re-

port (1965) 9245

Navy's refusal to accept standardized
dress shoes, GAO report (1964) 2407

purchase and use of paint products in

uneconomical-size containers, GAO re-

port (1964) 18094
shipping services to Panama Canal Zone,

duplication, GAO report (1965) 7785

transportation costs incurred because
available government-owned containers
were not used for movement of house-
hold goods, GAO report (1965) 4848

unnecessary procurement

—

air passenger service on scheduled com-
mercial airliners from Japan and Ko-
rea to U.S., GAO report (1965) 10973

Sidewinder missile training systems under
military assistance program, GAO re-

port (1964) 8740

use of contractor personnel

—

hearing (1965) 15830
report (1965) 5931

use of contractor technical services, GAO
decision, report (1965) 7450

utilization and marketing handbook, (1964)
12301, 21253-254

winning cold war, U.S. ideological offensive,

hearings (1964) 8382

Defense disposal manual (1964) 4600; (1965)
9018, 14154, 17977

Defense Documentation (Denter, scientific in-

formation activities (1965) 1523

Defense Electronic Products, unnecessary cost

to Government through leasing of elec-

tronic data processing systems, GAO
report (1965) 2213
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Defense Electronics Supply Center:
costs due to failure to obtain competition in

precurement of electronic parts on Qual-
ified Products Lists, etc., GAO report
(1965) 4833

service activity code index and supply man-
agement data and price list (1962) 21592

Defense facilities, see Plants (industrial).

Defense Fuel Supply Center, excessive prices
negotiated for storage of petroleum,
GAO report (1964) 19755

Defense functions of organisms, USSR (1962)
23679

Defense housing, see Housing.
Defense industry bulletin (periodical) (1965)

6084
Defense Information School, Fort Slocum,

N.Y., mission (address) (1964) 20984
Defense Intelligence Agency, building location

at Arlington Hall Station, hearings
(1964) 12122

Defense Lending Office, audit reports (1961)
4027; (1962) 6956; (1963) 2320, 7844

Defense Logistics Services Center, DSA-DLSC
handbook (1964) 12301, 21253-254

Defense materials, see Materials.
Defense materials system, DMS regulations

(1961) 2948
Defense of Southeastern United States Special

Subcommittee, report (1962) 19174
Defense procurement circular (1964) 6539;

(1965) 3301
Defense production, see Production.
Defense production act, see Production.
Defense Production Joint Committee:
annual reports (1961) 1855, 1894; (1962) 5018
committee print (1961) 1855
joint committee print (1962) 6932
reports (1962) 5018; (1963) 4766; (1964) 4462;

(1965) 2003
Defense scrap yard handbook (1963) 2114
Defense Supply Agency:
appeals and grievances, manual (1965) 19531
civilian career program for

—

comptroller (1965) 9015
procurement and contract administration

(1965) 16064
property disposal (1965) 455
quality control and inspection (1963)

15408
trainee program (1963) 13833
transportation (1964) 21252

civilian personnel qualifications inventory
and referral system (1963) 17345

DSA-DLSC handbook (1964) 12301,
21253-254

equal employment opportunity (1964) 14160

general information (1962) 11682, 13718,'

21597; (1963) 10041
handbook DSAH series (1962) 21582-584;

(1963) 2114, 19075; (1964) 560, 4598,
6540-42; (1965) 454, 6085, 9014,
10716-717, 17975

headquarters, organization, missions, and
functions (1964) 4602; (1965) 16068

house trailers, regulation (1963) 10037

how to do business with DSA (1963) 343;

(1964) 6543
HQM series (1964) 4602; (1965) 16068

index of publications, forms, etc (1965) 19530

introduction to, general information (1964)
4603; (1965) 6090

investigation and study

—

hearings (1962) 13517
report (1962) 21089

item management coding manual (1965)
16065

Defense Supply Agency—Continued
manual DSAM series (1963) 13833, 15408,

17345; (1964) 4600, 12298, 21252; (1965)
455, 2050, 4630, 6086-87, 9015-20, 10718,
14151-155, 16064-66, 17976-977,
19531-535

MILSTRIP, military standard requisitioning
and issue procedures, manual (1964)
10451, 12300, 19618, 21256

changes (1965) 463, 4633-34, 17985

pallets, unnecessary procurements from fail-

ure to modify size, GAO report (1965)
9221

procurement regulation (1962) 11681
revision (1963) 3590; (1964) 3411; (1965)
3302

provisioning technical documentation and
procedural requirements for procured
equipment (1965) 17976

quality assurance program manual (1965)
9017

regulations DSAR series (1962) 21585; (1963)
10036-37, 17346; (1964) 12300; (1965)
7559, 15156

small business participation in Government
procurement, 1963, conference (1964)
12283

traffic management handbook (1964) 6540;
(1965) 454

transportation and traffic management,
change (1965) 10716

uncrated household goods traffic, regulations
(1963) 10036, 17346; (1965) 7559

Defense traffic management handbook (1964)
6540; (1965) 454

Defense Traffic Management Service, responsi-
bilities, etc.. Defense Supply Agency
regulations (1962) 21585

Deferment from military service, see Conscrip-
tion.

Defiance uplift, stratigraphy and correlation
of Permian rocks (1962) 630

Defibrillators, see Cardiac difibrillator.

Deficiency diseases, potassium, etc., deficiency
systoms of loblolly and Virginia pine
seedlings (1962) 5249

Definitive designs for naval shore facilities

(1963) 9518; (1964) 1669, 17728
Deflection:

aircraft shells, thin, general theory (1961)
8031

angle, effects on laminar boundary-layer
separation (1965) 11495

characteristics of 20-ft.-diameter laminated
wood ring subjected to compressive load-

ing along diameter (1961) 6099
creep of aluminum-alloy box beams under

varied loads at constant temperatures
(1962) 14473

creep of structural beams, analythical study
(1961) 4937

moving tires, center-line studies (1965) 10785

N.S. Savannah reactor vessel model and
attachments, model test (1962) 2072

static aeroelastic loads and deflections of
thin 45° delta wing in supersonic flow
(1961) 21229

static, inflatable fabric plate behavior tests
(1961) 19958

Deflectors:
launch deflector design criteria and applica-

tion to Saturn (3-1 deflector (1963) 9145
spoiler-slot, control on

—

45° sweptback wing at Mach nos. 1.61 and
2.01, aerodynamic characteristics (1961)
4860
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Deflectors—Continued
spoiler-slot, control on—Continued

variable-wing-sweep configuration with
outer wing panels swept back 75° at Mach
number 2.01, aerodynamic characteris-
tics (1962) 12441

spoiler-slot controls eflFectiveness on as-

pect-ratio-4 wings at transonic speeds,

wind-tunnel investigation of wing sweep
and taper ratio (1961) 6361

Defluorination of fluorspar:
preparation of aluminum fluoride from sili-

ceous fluorspar (1962) 20098
pyrohydrolysis at 1,500° C (1962) 20099

Defluorination of siliceous fluorspars at ele-

vated temperatures (1961) 13456
Defoliants:
and desiecants, USSR study (1962) 19702
development and study, USSR conference,

report (1964) 21507
effects on Micronaire reading, fiber proper-

ties, manufacturing performance and
product quality of H Paso area cotton,
season 1960-61 (1965) 4110

include in Federal insecticide, fungicide, and
rodenticide act, law, transitional pro-
visions, amend—hearings (1961) 7141

laws (1961) 6947, 8607
reports (1961) 5899, 7067, 7069, 7219, 7231

Deformations (mechanics):
bending deformations of solid plates, calcu-

lating (1961) 1308
biaxial, testing device subjects elastic mate-

rials to (1965) 12992
borehole deformation gage, device for plac-

ing in horizontal hole (1964) 21714
buckled rectangular plates (1961) 1326
collision of deformable bodies and modeling

of process, USSR study (1964) 20028
columbium, effects of strain rate and hydro-

gen content on low temperature behav-
ior (1962) 118

cylinders, influence of prebuckling deforma-
tions and stresses (1964) 7561

deformation modes of single crystal uranium
dioxide from 700 °C to 1900 °C (1961) 205

determination in flexible plates and shells by
method of photoelastic coatings (1961)
14925

displacement of deformable body in acoustic
medium, USSR study (1964) 2712

effect of cold work on strength and struc-
ture of steel (1961) 20050

effects of shear deformation and rotary iner-

tia, method of determining modal data of
nonuniform beam (1965) 18536

effects on superconducting metals (1961)
16196

elastic, of geodetic standards, effect on accu-
racy of their measurements (1961) 11263

folding, in expandable structures, applica-
tion to toroidal shells (1963) 3161

isometric, screw surfaces (1963) 11079
measurement of stresses induced around

mine workings by undercutting and cav-
ing (1965) 18451

metal deforming, definitions, classification
bulletin (1965) 6846

metals, in relation to temperature, USSR
studies (1964) 20072

plastic deformation, physico mechanical
foundations (1961) 15251

plasticity, physicochemical theory (1961)
15387

plates and shells, flexible, theory, survey of
investigations, 1941-57 (1963) 21012

requirements, civil air regulations amend-
ment (1964) 19667

Deformations (mechanics)—Continued

rock deformation apparatus, application of

induction heating to (1964) 13631
Rumanian research on deformable solids

(1965) 2455
speed, influence on strength, properties of

mild steel (1961) 6534
studies in mechanics of deformable solids at

Al.I. Cuza University of lasi (1965) 2615
thermal deformations oi machine units, ef-

fect on machining accuracy (1963) 13220
zirconium at 77= K, 300°K, 575' K, and 1075° K

(1961) 18070
see also Plasticity.

Deformities:
congenital cardiac defects, pathological

anatomy of complications following sur-
gical therapy. USSR study (1961) 11184

congenital defects of interauricular system,
anatomo-surgical characteristics, USSR
study (1961) 10850

congenital heart defects (1964) 20753
Degasification:
degassing clothing worn in chlororganic in-

secticide production, USSR study (1965)
19750

removing methane from

—

Pittsburgh coalbed in northern West Vir-
ginia (1962) 10475

Pocahontas coalbed in southern West Vir-
ginia (1964) 1443

vacuum, effect on casting properties of al-

loys, USSR study (1965) 11163
De Gaulle, Charles:

international policies, Aleksander Kawal-
kowski's article (1963) 8806

Reynaud book on De Gaulle foreign policy,
French review (1964) 11005

De Gaulle—Adenauer pact (1963) 7129
Degenerative and reparative processes in cere-

brum following radiation injury, USSR
(1961) 12939

DeGray Dam, outlet works, hydraulic model
investigation (1965) 18047

Degrees (colleges and universities, etc.):

advanced

—

fall enrollments (1961) 12564; (1963) 12063;
(1964) 8482
final report (1965) 2098
summary (1961) 20691; (1963) 4827;
(1964)609,15857

Bulgarian candidates, list (1962) 21925
conferred summary (1962) 5112; (1963) 6347,

10080; (1964) 17926; (1965) 7594
statistics, 1957-58 (1963) 2144

Czechoslovak State (Commission for Scientif-
ic Degrees, directives (1962) 18037

diplomas issued by foreign institutions of
higher education, decree on acceptance,
Hungary (1964) 7251

doctor's degrees awarded, by all U.S. institu-
tions, by States, and by institutions
(1965) 483

doctor's degrees awarded 1950-60 (1963) 2154
earned

—

and honorary, U.S., directory (1961) 449
by field of study and level projected to

1975 (1964) 14181
degrees conferred (1961) 7325; (1962)

23436; (1963) 15426; (1964) 2269; (1965)
18004

1901-62, comparisons with projections to

2000 (1964) 7618
engineering

—

advance reports (1961) 5920; (1962) 5093;
(1963) 6320; (1964) 8478; (1965) 9035

1961-62, and enrollments, fall 1962 (1965)
19559
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Degrees (colleges and universities, etc.)—Con.
engi neer ing—Continued

1963-64 (1965)19560
graduate degrees awarded by land-grant

institutions, 1958-59, statistical analysis
(1962) 21656

home economics (1961) 10541; (1964) 4623
Hungarians awarded candidates and doc-

tor's degrees, Oct. 1963, list (1964) 8849
Hungary

—

doctors and candidates of science, list

(1962) 5407, 5412, 7556, 12095, 13964,
15803, 15865; (1963) 7036

new doctors and candidates, list (1963)

17811; (1964) 12913, 16223; (1965) 2381,
7855, 7901, 18366

legal. Judge Advocate General's School to

confer

—

hearing (1962) 13498
report (1962) 11408

North Korea, academic, conferred (1962)
5559

offered for language and area study programs
in American universities, direc-

tory (1962) 22818
ophthalmology dissertation themes, USSR,

list (1965) 16421
Ph. D. output in

—

scientific fields

—

at leading institutions, 1961-62 and
1962-63 (1964) 20651

1959-60 to 1963-64 (1965) 14898
selected science fields at leading schools,

1960-62 (1963) 19969
science and mathematics, to be conferred in

1961-62, summary (1962) 15479
science doctorates of 1958-59, numbers char-

acteristics, and employment (1961) 1358
sciences, mathematics, and engineering,

1949-60 (1963) 17365
undergraduate degree programs in mathe-

matics, guide (1962) 21634
United States institutions, 1961-62, number

and kinds of earned doctor's degrees
awarded (1964) 19636

USSR, decisions of Higher Certification

Commission (1962) 1002, 2658
Yugoslav science doctorates in 1959-60,

changes in law (1962) 7663
Yugoslavia, doctorates in sciences (1963)

12578; (1965) 11161
De Groot, Paul, differences in World Commu-

nist movement, international (1964) 1283
DeHuff, Gilbert L.:

Columbian and tantalum (1964) 18662
ferro alloys (1964) 20472; (1965) 12824, 18431
manganese (1963) 19845; (1964) 20485; (1965)

9578, 19848
silicon (1964) 18707 vandaium (1964) 18713;

(1965) 9606, 14723
Dehumidifiers, containers, cargo, dehumidified,

reusable (1962) 16192
Dehydrated foods, see Dried foods—aiso names

or classes of foods dehydrated.
Dehydration:
compression of dehydrated foods, review of

literature (1961) 11544
food products having piece or block confir-

mation, vapor removal systems (1962)
22771

ration, digestibility and acceptability (1961)
20354

thermal and vibration disease, USSR trans-
lations (1963) 8935

see also names of commodities.
Dehydrofrozen apple slices, their potential in

selected markets (1963) 4361

Dehydrogenase:
cerebral succinic, development in rabbit as

related to tolerance to anoxia (1961)
20324

effects of diet on HMP dehydrogenase and
malic (TPN) dehydrogenase in rat (1965)
4172

histochemistry, of human gingiva, reductase
activity and sulfhydryls (1965) 126

Deismology, see Earthquakes.
Deissler, Robert G.:

effect of uniform longitudinal strain rate on
weak homogeneous turbulence in com-
pressible flow (1965) 9732

unsteady viscous vortex with flow toward
center (1965) 18574

Deits, Glenn C, and others, relief (1964) 6247,
15644, 17203

Deitz, V.R., gas/solid interaction at various
degrees of surface coverage (1965) 14954

Dekat, Cleo A., relief (1962) 9234, 20800, 21345
Dekazos, Athanasia, relief (1962) 6982, 7178,

11240
Dekon, Indonesian economic declaration and

conditions for its implementation (lec-

ture) (1963) 14235
Dela Cena, Ricaredo B., relief (1961) 10232,

12418, 14069
de la Cierva, Juan, high-performance electro-

static discharger for helicopters (1964)
13493

De Laguna, Frederica:
archeology of Yakutat Bay area, Alaska

—

departmental edition (1965) 7121
document edition (1965) 7384

de Laguna, Wallace:
chemical quality of water, Brookhaven Na-

tional Laboratory and vicinity, Suffolk
County, N.Y. (1964) 19772

geology of Brookhaven National Laboratory
and vicinity (1963) 14018

deLaittre, John,:
addresses, etc (1963) 493, 20667; (1965) 550,

4708, 6167, 9089, 10800
nomination, hearing (1962) 17312

Delaney, William F.:

labor law and practice in

—

Iran (1965) 1280
Turkey (1964) 5430

Delaware:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural conservation program, hand-

book (1962) 4493
annual survey of manufacturers, 1960,

standard metropolitan statistical areas,

and large industrial counties, statistics

(1962) 1877S
annual survey of manufacturers, 1961,

standard metropolitan statistical areas,

and large industrial counties, statistics

(1963) 4568
annual survey of manufacturers, 1962, sta-

tistics for States, standard metropolitan
statistical areas, and large industrial

counties (1964) 6029
Atlantic Coast, hurricane survey, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1965) 4676
document edition (1965) 4467

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

13928
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, sta-

tistics (1965) 15301
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5638,

7190, 10205
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Delaware—Continued
census of business, 1963—Continued

selected services, area statistics (1965)
7202

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7230

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4313

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
9066

census of manufacturers, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11844
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 20419
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 18871
general characteristics (1961) 6835
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4769
number of inhabitants (1961) 1816

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961)6857

climatic summary 1951-60, decennial census
(1964) 20877

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

compact to establish Delaware River and
Bay Authority, consent of Congress

—

hearing (1962) 19193
law (1962) 20853
reports (1962) 16954, 19321

convey lands of Fort Miles Military Reser-
vation by quitclaim deed to, hearing
(1963) 18922

costs of operating exempt for hire motor
carriers of agricultural commodities,
pilot study (1963) 8152

county business patters, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11878, 20438;
(1963) 15051

Delaware River Basin water resources com-
pact, approval

—

hearings (1961) 8850, 17145
law (1961) 18717
reports (1961) 8757, 12275, 17056, 19049,

19065
electric rate book (1961) 12626; (1962) 11780;

(1964) 4705; (1965) 571
fishery products, wholesale dealers, list

(1964) 709, 18010; (1965) 18149
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 9401; (1964) 16570
land conveyance within Fort Miles Military

Reservation

—

hearing (1964) 6496
law (1964) 1957
reports (1964) 2071, 2209

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1961) 19860; (1962) 20089; (1963) 18080;
(1964) 20488; (1965) 19850

minor civil divisions, election districts, cen-
sus 1960, map (1961) 16291

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3102

municipal water facilities (1964) 18907
inventory (1961) 15939

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
15039

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

redevelopment area 5B, statistical profile

(1963) 13377
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 12785

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 257

Delaware—Continued

weather stations, decadal census (1963)
16673

women

—

labor laws summary (1961) 1581; (1962)
16232; (1964) 11723; (1965) 20151

legal status, addendum (1964) 9890
workers, 1960 (1964) 7866

ZIP code directory (1963) 20032
Delaware (fishing vessel):

trawling off New England coast, 1961, prog-
ress report on studies (1963) 8270

Delaware & Hudson RR, accidents (1963) 639;
(1964) 4877

Delaware Bay:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 2435
document edition (1962) 2302

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 17942
document edition (1964) 17467

ocean fisheries survey, supplemental report
1954-57(1961)576

toll crossings construction, amend act

—

law (1962) 20919
report (1962) 19156

Delaware County, Pa., soil survey report
(1963) 13056

Delaware River:
and tributaries, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4846-52, 6365-
67 8195

document edition (1963) 4674-80, 6069-71,
7834

bridges construction, use of funds

—

hearing (1963) 300
Delaware River and Bay Authority:
compact establishing, consent of Congress

—

hearing (1962) 19193
law (1962) 20853
reports (1962) 16954, 19321

Delaware River and Valley:
aerial radiobiological measuring survey,

ARMS-2, of Camden-Delaware Valley
area (1964) 111

bridges construction, amend act

—

law (1962) 20919
report (1962) 19156

bridges construction, use of funds

—

law (1962) 19006
reports (1962) 17008, 19304

estuary, comprehensive project for water
pollution control (1965) 20022

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 17942
document edition (1964) 17467

salinity of estuary (1963) 611
Streamflow characteristics and environment

in region (1964) 2422
tidal flow in river, observations (1962) 21840
water pollution control and abatement in

basin, hearing (1964) 17652
water quality

—

Bristol to Marcus Hook, Pa., Aug. 1949-
Dec. 1963 (1965) 16330

Trenton, N.J (1964) 19803
water resources compact, approval

—

hearings (1961) 8850, 17145
law (1961) 18717
reports (1961) 8757, 12275, 17056, 19049,

19065
water resources of basin (1965) 7799
water supply characteristics of streams in

basin (1964) 824
Delaware iliver Basin Commission:

appr*" priations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 13496
law (1962) 23280
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Delaware River Basin Commission—Continued
appropriations, 1963—Continued

reports (1962) 17084, 21164, 21457
appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 17162
law (1964) 17370
public works

—

law (1964) 1984
reports (1964) 343, 510, 4458

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 12119
reports (1964) 12098, 15767, 17572

appropriations, 1966, public works

—

hearings (1965) 10523
reports (1965) 13876, 15967, 19265

budget, 1963, amendment (1962) 11307

compact establishing, approval

—

hearings (1961) 8850, 17145
law (1961) 18717
reports (1961) 8757, 12275, 17056, 19049,

19065
water resources program (1965) 19547

Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission:

compact, consent of Congress to supplemen-
tal agreement

—

hearings (1965) 2043
report (1964) 346

compact establishing, consent of Congress,
hearing (1963) 17174

Delaware River Port Authority:
compact concerning, consent of Contress—
hearing (1964) 4505
law (1964) 13870
reports (1964) 2087, 2187, 12210

Delaware Valley National Recreation Area,
establish, report (1965) 10487

see also Delaware Water Gap National Rec-
reation Area.

Delaware Water Gap National Recreation
Area:

establish

—

law (1965) 15506
report (1965) 17832

Delay circuits, see Electronic circuits.

Delay lines:

electro-sonic, for navy space surveillance
system (1965) 13109

pickup, gapped toroid provides infinite reso-

lution (1965) 16646
Del Baglivo, Anna, relief (1964) 2018
Delegates, see House of Representatives.

DeLeon, Wilfredo L., relief (1964) 15423, 17217,
17679

Delfinus delphis, see Dolphins.
Del Frate, Pietrina, relief (1964) 451, 6251;

(1965) 6005
Delgarno, A., electron temperatures in ionos-

phere (1963) 19892
Del Grosso, V.A., systematic errors in ultra-

sonic propagation parameter measure-
ments, effect of free-field diffraction
(1965) 11580

Delic, Mico, relief (1961) 7196, 8692, 10150
Delicatessen fish products (1964) 2329
Delina, Giuseppe, relief (1965) 8758, 14023
Delinquency, see Juvenile delinquency.
Delinquent children, see Juvenile delinquency.
Delivery of goods:
beverages, census of manufacturers, 1958

(1961) 16252
dairy products, census of manufacturers,

1958 (1961) 16251
Delivery service, see Postal service.

Della-Bianca, Lino, hydrologic properties of

soils in Piedmont forest (1963) 6519
de Llano, M., jr., group theoretic model inter-

actions, 2s-ld shell nuclei, level struc-
ture of fluorine-20 (1965) 13205

Dellner, Lois T., optimized printer plotting
system (1964) 11383-384

Delmarva Peninsula, commercial broiler
farms, 1964, costs and returns (1965)
17991

Del Norte County, Calif., Pine Flat and Dia-
mond Flat nickel-bearing laterite depos-
its (1963) 9132

Delsey Corporation, accident (1962) 16590
Delsordo, James D., protective casework for

abused children (1964) 4363
Delta (ocean station), see Weather stations.
Delta Air Lines, Inc., accidents (1962) 4825,

16591; (1965) 302
Delta Creek, geolog^y of waterpower sites

(1962) 11885
Delta wings, see Wings (aircraft).
Deltotaria, see Millepeds.
DeLuca, Carlo, relief (1965) 12084
DeLucia, Vincenzo, and wife, relief (1963)

17206
Demagnetization, apparatus titers position of

objects (1965) 1435
Demale, Fred A., convective and radiative

heating of shapes entering atmospheres
of Venus and Mars (1964) 3026

Demand, see Supply and demand.
Demaree, Robert G., experimental program for

relating transfer of training to pilot

performance and degree of simulation
(1965) 18677

Demars, Clarence J., predicting insect-caused
damage to Douglar-fir seed from samples
of young cones (1964) 18072

De Medeiros, Leonor do Rozario, relief (1964)
8272, 15669. 17225

Demele, Fred A., subsonic aerodynamic charac-
teristics of disk re-entry configurations,
etc (1963) 11014

Demeter, Joseph J., self-generated carbon-
expanded iron catalyst for synthesis of
methane

Demetropoulou, Tasia, relief (1962) 13597,
20765, 20997

Demineralization by transport depletion (1963)
20752

Demineralization of saline water, see Water.

Demineralization of saline water by electrical-

ly-induced adsorption on porous carbon
electrodes (1962) 13900

Demineralizers, see Minerals—Osmionic demi-
neralizers.

Deming, Frederick L.:

nomination, hearing (1965) 4603
remarks (1965) 9978, 11744, 11748, 11749,

13318, 20119
Deming, N. Mex., flotation and sintering stud-

ies on stockpiled manganese ores (1963)
1242

Demmerle, Alan M.:
on frequency measurements and resolution

(1965) 2870
resolution of frequency measurements in

PFM telemetry (1965) 2871
Demobilization, see Discharge.
Democracy:
American, understanding, USAFL studv

guide (1962) 17354
and freedom, products of ideas and labors of

all people (address) (1961) 9391
and legislative matters (address) (1963) 4890

democracy and independence, anti-com-
munism is enemy, USSR (1962) 14248

education for democratic-scientific society

(remarks) (1962) 23066
full partnership of women (1962) 12647
Latin America, democracy vs. dictators,

what U.S. can do (1964) 20820
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Democracy—Continued

national unity to advance goals of American
self-government (address) (1962) 12323

on way to democracy, citizenship reader for

use in public schools by candidates for

naturalization (1963) 620, 8363
role of education in creating social responsi-

bility (address) (1964) 7353
Yugoslav discourse (1961) 15312

Democratic Party:
platform, 1964 (1964) 19438
programs, helpful to nation (remarks) (1965)

11632
Democratic Party of Kurdistan, Iraq, 6th con-

gress, general information (1964) 20121
Democratic process of rule-making (1965)

19636
Democratic Republic of Congo, see Congo

(Leopoldville).

Democratic Republic of Vietnam, see Vietnam.
Demodulators: demodulation system for vector

measurements from spinning satellite

(1965) 18528
wide-band phase-lock, description (1964)

13212
Demography:
changes in Eastern Europe (1964) 2115
demographic characteristics of persons

married between Jan. 1955-June 1958,
age and order of marriage, etc. (1965)
9899

Moroccan Provinces, data (1963) 5299
nations, peoples, and countries in U.S.S.R.

(1965) 416
Demolition, see Wrecking.
Demolition and clearance practices (1963) 1579

Demonstration notes, experimental and demon-
stration manpower programs (series)

(1964) 13024, 14663-664; (1965) 1260,
2786, 19791

Demonstration projects, see Recreational
areas and demonstration projects.

Demonstration team (1964) 1735
Demonstration Work, Farm see Farm Demon-

stration Work.
Demyelinating lesions and focal vascular le-

sions in cerebral white matter of normal
and irradiated monkeys (Macaca mulat-
ta) (1962) 4546

De Narra, Honorata, A. V., relief (1964) 15620,
17489

De Nauw, Lois J.:

foreign trade regulations of

—

Japan (1965) 7351
Republic of Korea (1964) 10693

living conditions in Japan (1963) 10341
Dendroctonus frontalis, see Beetles.
Dendroctonus monticolae, see Mountain pine

beetles.

Dendy, William T., relief (1962) 13376, 20746,
21273

Dengler, Robert P., chemical reaction between
propellant tank material and rocket
fuels or oxidizers when impacted by
small highvelocity projectiles (1963)
16393

Denham, Margaret, nursing care outside hos-
pital for cardiovascular disease patients
(1963) 9345

Denial and probabation orders currently af-

fecting export privileges (1961) 9161,
12689; (1964) 6842; (1965) 4890

Denial of export privileges (1963) 14068
Denison, Barbara, library statistics of col-

leges and universities, 1959-60 analytic
report (1963) 4816

Denison, Tex., census of housing, 1960, special
reports for local housing authorities
(1961) 16475

Denison Reservoir, wave observations (1963)
6360

Denke, Paul H., general digital computer anal-
ysis of statistically indeterminate struc-
tures (1963) 1317

Denman, Gary L., automatic recording dila-

tometer for thermal expansion measure-
ments to 2000 "F (1963) 20295

Denmark:
Ambassador, nomination of William M.

Blair, jr., hearings (1961) 7269
Arctic Institute, annual reports, 1959, 1960

(1962) 1318
Atomic Energy Commission activities,

1962-63 (1964) 19963
bibliography of social science periodicals

and monograph series, 1945-61 (1963)
7764

civil aviation, survey (1963) 5985
communications satellites, intercontinental

testing, agreement (1964) 1604
communism and issues of our times, transla-

tion (1962) 3088
communist criticism of Socialist People's

Party (1962) 8178
Communist Party, 21st Congress (1963) 2518
Denmark Day at New York World's Fair

(remarks) (1964) 11973
economic developments (1961) 10660; (1962)

9789; (1963) 8395
economy, basic data (1963) 17556
education foundation and finance of ex-

change programs, agreement (1962)
18510; (1965) 9960

educational data (1963) 8165
electronic products, market information

(1964) 21069
establishing business in (1964) 8825
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 13938
fisheries, trends (1963) 19233; (1965) 4742
fishing industry, 1964 (1965) 16210
foreign trade regulations (1965) 12001

friendship, commerce and navigation treaty
(1961) 21391

gazetteer, official standard names (1961)
17327

import tariff" system (1961) 7468; (1962)
21890

licensing and exchange controls (1961) 641

livestock feeding and feed industry (1961)
589

maritime matters, use of ports and waters
by N.S. Savannah, agreement (1964)
18975

market for selected U.S. electric housewares
(1961) 20382

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12860

mutual dfefense assistance, agreement (1961)
20178

mutual defense assistance, redistributable
and excess property, agreement (1961)
1505

outdoor recreation survey (1963) 1380

plant quarantine requirements (1964) 15202,
20905

preparing shipments to (1963) 6587
report of mission to. President's Panel on

Mental Retardation (1963) 14651
sovereignty, etc., geographic report (1962)

20295
"

trade, interim agreement relating to GATT
(1962) 14650

trade mission to, 1963 (1963) 17564

United States-Danish Committee on Green-
land Projects, establishment, agreement
(1961) 6581
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Denmark—Continued

U.S. reciprocal negotiations concessions
obtained and granted (1962) 8662

Dennard, John S., ideal-gas tables for ob-
lique-shock flow parameters in air (1964)
9592

Dennis, David H. aerodynamic performance
and static stability at Mach numbers up
to 5 of 2 airplane configurations with
favorable lift interference. (1963) 1261

Dennis, Margaret A., improving coordination
of welfare and medical services (1965)
13661

Dennis, P. E3don, ground-water provinces of
Southern Rhodesia (1965) 2250

Dennis, P.R.:

plasma jet technology (1965) 19893
reliability and redundant circuitry (1964)

21737
Dennis, Richard, Operation Plumbbob, blast

effects on air-cleaning system (1963) 141

Dennis, William, A., United States coast pilot

7, Pacific Coast, California, Oregon,
Washington, and Hawaii (1964) 1850

Denny, Charles S.:

alluvial fans in Death Valley region, Calif.

and Nev. (1965) 6340
geology of Ash Meadows quadrangle,

Nev.-Calif. (1965) 6331
surficial geology and soils of Elmira-

Williamsport region, N.Y. and Pa (1963)
19313

Densi metric method in studying coal and coke
structure (1963) 19858

Densitometers:
contour, made with modified contour projec-

tor (1965) 8068
measurement of crown intercept above line

transect (1961) 7486
Density:

aircraft configurations, effects on spin and
recovery characteristics (1965) 8091

atmospheric

—

density profiles determined from tempera-
ture profiles (1965) 18559

falling sphere measurements (1964) 16998
horizontal and vertical distributions, up

to 90 km (1964) 19139
atom, measurements by luminescence of sol-

ids (1964) 9530
bulk density studies on commercial blend of

western coking coals (1964) 18686
cross sections near 80th meridian west, ana-

lyses (1963) 11036
determination of mean atmospheric densities

from Explorer IX satellite (1965) 14830
determination of reservoir sediments in situ

with gamma probe (1962) 14727
distribution, interlevel correlations and var-

iation with wind (1963) 1750
drainage basins, investigation (1963) 17528

electron distribution in upper F-region
(1963)9181

fluid, coaxial capacitor used to determine
(1965) 18516

invert sugar, aqueous solutions (1963) 12897

low, influence of opposing slits on molecular
flow from isothermal enclosure at (1965)
18545

maximum, of explosives, relationship with
value of charge diameter, USSR study
(1961) 4713

measurements with rocket grenade experi-
ment, 1960-63 (1964) 20621

errata (1965) 2913
of planetary exosphere (1961) 15805
probe, radioactive sediment, development

and tests (1961) 1949

Density—Continued

profile for flow of 2-fluid single phase gas
mixture, establishment (1965) 19886

red pine

—

growing-stock experiments in Minnesota
(1962) 19547

stand influences stem taper (1961) 14931
rocks close to surface, determining by gravi-

metric prospecting, USSR study (1965)
2410

scandium and rare earths, properties (1962)
4635

sediment density meter (1965) 4262
sodium aluminate solution (1965) 5094
temperature, pressure and density correla-

tions (1965) 7076
theory of continuous zone refining via

zone-transport method (1965) 1801
theory of densification of dry snow on high

polar glaciers (1963) 6362
upper-air, measurement (1964) 9533
variability range from surface to 120 KM

altitude for space reentry vehicles
(1961) 13504

Density function see Probabilities (mathemat-
ics).

Density trace made with computer printout
(1965) 13001

Denson, Norman M. uranium-bearing lignite

and carbonacerous shale in Williston
Basin (1965) 7803

Dental administration. Navy manual (1965)
5296

Dental assistants:
ancillary personnel effect on treatment cap-

ability of USAF dental officer (1964) 70
civilian volunteers, training for Army facili-

ties, pamphlet (1963) 18550
trained, facts for counselors (1962) 8613
training program, organizing (1965) 9043

Dental calculus, remineralization and mineral-
ization in vitro (1965) 7108

Dental care, see Dentistry.
Dental caries, see Teeth.
Dental clinics:

dental programs in local health depart-
ments, 1962 (1964) 16830

design manual for Naval Shore Establish-
ment (1962) 3567

State programs, 1961, digest (1962) 3455
Dental Corps, Navy:
chronology, 1912-62 (1962) 16000
extension education program for nonresi-

dent instruction (1962) 23949
Dental diseases, see Teeth.
Dental health, see Teeth.
Dental hygienists:
congress, 2nd all-Russian, in Kemerovo

(1965) 11211
District of Columbia license, waive theoreti-

cal examination

—

law (1964) 17319
report (1963) 13628; (1964) 15786

employment outlook (1961) 16055; (1962)
8355: (1964) 7376

Dental instruments and apparatus:
air-turbine-driven handpiece, miniature air-

bearing-supported, design (1962) 8890
apparatus for removal of dental calculus

with ultrasound, USSR study (1964)
1252

Federal item identification guides for supplv
cataloging (1962) 9508; (1964) 12294

Dental instruments and apparatus:
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging, supplements (1963) 3657;
(1964) 3475; (1965) 3377

measuring horizontal tooth mobility (1963)
18504
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Dental instruments and apparatus—Continued

SAM contourator, model B, instrument for
measuring changes of surface contours
(1963) 74

shanks used in dental handpieces, Federal
standard (1965) 10845

see also names of instruments, etc.

Dental laboratories, dental laboratory techni-

cians, employment outlook (1964) 9393
Dental officers, see Dentists.

Dental prothesis, see Dentistry.
Dental Public Health Personnel Service intro-

ducing (1963) 7406
Dental research:
Antarctic environment and gingival health

(1965) 1314
cortisone oral glucese tolerance responses

(1964) 19186
horizontal tooth mobility, instrument for

measuring (1963) 18504
neutron-induced dental fragility (1965) 10124
NIDR research career and research career

development awards (1964) 9644
telemetry devices (1963) 16798

Dental Research, National Institute, see Na-
tional Institute of Dental Research.

Dental Schools:
expand facilities and program for training

—

hearings (1962) 9394; (1963) 6199, 17326
law (1963) 18776
summary (1963) 19335

reports (1962) 9307, 21152; (1963) 6180,
7945, 17283

grants for program improvement and
scholorships

—

hearing (1965) 17946
law (1965) 19165
reports (1965) 17565, 17583, 19422

NIDR research training activities (1964)
9644

planning guide (1962) 22733
Dental service corporation, organization and

development (1965) 13227
Dental specialists, technical procedures in

dentistry, reference manual for on-the-
job training. Army technical manual
(1965)172

Dental supplies:
census of manufacturers, 1958, industry

report (1961) 3929
dental surpak program and results through

Dec. 1963 (1965) 20023
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9508
supplements (1963) 3657; (1964) 3475;

(1965) 3377
Federal supply schedule (1961) 547-548

Dental technicians:
general. Navy training course (1965) 11562
Navy taining course (1962) 12557
prosthetic. Navy training course (1963)

12941
repair, Navy training course (1964) 7637

Dentifrices:
enzyme activity analysis as method of eval-

uation of action of oral preparations
(1964) 72

evaluation of prophylaxis pastes and topical
applications prepared with X-14 stan-
nous fluoride solution (1964) 5910

stannous fluoride

—

effect of addition of pyrophosphates (1963)
79

low concentration aqueous prophylaxis
pastes (1963) 73

Dentigryps, caligid copepod genus (1964) 9652
Dentin, see Teeth.

Dentistry:
air turbine technic in removal of impacted

teeth carried out on 3d molar cases
(1962) 22968

and medicine, interdependent professions,
general information (1965) 15124

anesthesia for patient with heart disease
(1964) 11549

Armed Forces, reimbursement for cross
service care, eliminate

—

law (1965) 19141
reports (1965) 17578, 19438

Bulgaria, long term development (1964) 7237
chisel-air turbine combined technic in remov-

al of impacted teeth carried out on man-
dibular 3d molar cases (1962) 22970

community dental program for chronically
ill and aged (1962) 14567

conference of State and territorial directors
with PHS and Children's Bureau, 1961
proceedings (1961) 21319

control of dental diseases, provide Federal
grant program, report (1962) 19300

costs resulting from excessive dental serv-
ices to hospital patients at general hos-
pitals, Veterans Administration, GAO
report (1965) 4844

dental administration, Navy manual (1965)
5296

dental care plans, 1963, digest (1964) 16832
dental care services for school children,

Woonsocket, R.I. study (1964) 13421
dental expenses

—

income tax deductions (1965) 16348
increase limitations on tax deductions,
amend internal revenue code

—

law (1962) 23263
reports (1962) 21031, 21188, 21513

United States, July-Dec. 1962, statistics,

etc. (1965) 18731
dental fluorosis and dental caries, effects of

fluoride drinking waters (1962) 12661
dental health status of children 5 years af-

ter completing school care programs,
Richmond, Ind., and Woonsocket, R.I.

(1965) 6872
dental personnel in State health depart-

ments, salaries, 1962 (1963) 9354
dental program of ILWU-PMA, report of

first 3 years (1962) 8611
Dental Public Health Personnel Service,

general information (1963) 7406
Dental Service Corporation, Oregon, report

(1962) 6414
dental service corporation, organization and

development (1965) 13227
dental services for Indians, annual reports

(1962) 22734; (1964) 21844
dental support, Fleet Marine Force manual

(1964) 9486
dental surgery during anticoagulant thera-

py (1964) 5650
dental visits, July 1963-June 1964, U.S. sta-

tistics (1965) 20053
District of Columbia practice, amend act

—

law (1964) 17319
reports (1963) 13628; (1964) 15786

electronic instrumentation, monitoring de-

vices (1965) 8490
family expenditures, development of ques-

tionnaire (1963) 14674
fees, selected schedules. United States (1964)

1565
fees, selected schedules, U.S.
and territories (1961) 17799

group practice facilities, financing, hearings
(1965) 8892
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Dentistry—Continued

identifying overly anxious patient in impact-
ed 3d molar surgery (1963) 72

Indian Health Division presentations to
Ck)uncil of Federal Dental Services
(1963) 9349

Indians as dental patients (1962) 12669
laboratory technicians, employment outlook

(1962) 8356
little strokes in dental patients (1965) 20040
local health departments, dental programs,

census, 1962 (1964) 16830
maxillofacial and oral health, military re-

search (1964) 11850
medical care in public assistance, guides, etc

(1963) 8200
Naval Dental Corps extension education

program for nonresident instruction
(1962) 23949

NIDR reports on dental research (1964)
21793

number of dental visits, U.S., July 1963-June
1964, current estimates (1964) 21859

operative

—

advanced speeds (1963) 12940
and impaction surgery, adrenocortical
responses in patients (1963) 7639

patients, stress

—

effect of local anesthetic procedures (1963)
13218

effect of time of day on adrenocortical
response ot oral surgery (1963) 75

patients stress patterns

—

effect of local anesthetic administration
upon serum free 17-hydroxycortico-
steroids (1962) 10919

serum and urine 17-hydroxycorticosteroid
responses in impaction patients (1962)
14790

periodontal examination systems, study
(1964) 15239

practice in Antarctic, equipment, etc (1962)
10431

prepayment, experiment, Naismith dental
plan (1963) 5684

preventive

—

effect of whole saliva on performance of

0.1% stannous fluoride mouthwash
(1965) 17030

exposing stannous fluoride-treated enamel
surfaces to whole saliva, effect (1965)
17023

performance of topical application solu-

tions prepared from aging stannous
fluoride concentrate (1965) 11884

program and Army dental practice (1963)
13247

psychology in dentistry, selected references
and abstracts (1962) 16140

public health

—

introduction (1964) 15057
U.S. and Canada, trends (1964) 9730

Public Health Service grants for research in

dental health (1964) 1555
recording deformation in double processing

of denture bases (1963) 78
restorative, treatment capability of Air

Force dental officer (1964) 70
resuscitation equipment etc., for emergen-

cies (1961) 18010
school dental care in community with fluori-

dation (1964) 11576
State dental health programs, 1961, digest

(1962) 3455
State radiological health activities as to

X-ray machines (1963) 9357
student loan program (1965) 16817
students, grants for scholarship program,

hearings (1965) 13989

Dentistry—Continued

third molar impaction surgery, measurement
of responses (1963) 16792

vacuum adaptation of baseplate materials
(1964) 19184

veterans, outpatient care where discharges
were corrected

—

law (1964) 17289
reports (1964) 10277, 15752

X-ray-
physical survey manual (1964) 20767

volume of visits, U.S. statistics, July
1960-June 1961 (1962) 22747

see also Endodontics,
see aJso Exodontia—Teech.

Dentists:
Air Force dental officers

—

effect of ancillary personnel on treatment
capability (1964) 70

relief

—

law (1964) 8222
report (1964) 377, 8409

and patient, radiation protection (1962) 6413

care of vour teeth and prevention of dental
disease, message (1964) 21682

civilian care of dependents of uniformed
services, manual (1964) 2254

dental personnel in State health depart-
ments, salaries, 1962 (1963) 9354

employment outlook (1962) 8357; (1964) 9394

income from private, self-employment prac-
tice, 1960-62 (1965) 15038

internships, Public Health Service hospitals
(1961) 9686; (1962) 20249; (1964) 16831

naval, Antarctic day (1962) 10431

opportunities for dentists in Veterans Ad-
ministration (1965) 13323

opportunities in Veterans Administration
(1962) 14674

professional public health personnel, in-

crease opportunities for training

—

hearings (1962) 9394; (1963) 6199, 17326
law (1963) 18776
summary (1963) 19335

reports (1962) 9307, 21152; (1963) 6180,
7945, 17283

Public Health Service, program (1961) 5075

role of dentist in national disaster (1964)
15063, 21852

services, expenditures, per capita, by region
and State (1965) 5378

student loans, amend Public Health act to
permit partial cancellation for practic-
ing in shortage areas reports (1964)
4533, 17582, 17609; (1965) 4548

Veterans Administration, participation on
fee basis, instructions (1965) 1699

Denton, Robert E., larch casebearer in western
larch forests (1965) 14356

Denton, Thomas C:
mineral industries of

—

Basutoland, Berhuanaland, and Swaziland
(1965) 12839

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland
(1965) 12867

Ghana (1965) 12911
Kenya, Tanganyika, and Uganda (1965)

12886
Liberia (1965) 12890
Sierra Leone (1965) 12918
South Africa (1965) 12912
South-West Africa (1965) 12924

Dentures, see Teeth.
Denudation and orogeny rates, disparity be-

tween (1963) 15614
Denver, Ck)lo.:

aircraft accident (1962) 16594
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Denver, Colo.—Continued
bedrock and surficial geology of area at

south edge (1962) 19567
census of business, standard metropolitan

area, central business district statistics

(1961) 5437; (1965) 13559
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11906
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16431
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16505

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2213

consumer expenditures and income, 1961
(1964) 1368-69

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 9069
nursing homes, conditions and problems,

hearings (1965) 15997
occupational wage survey (1964) 9467; (1965)

6564
departmental edition (1961) 6251; (1962)

10408; (1963) 10897
document edition (1961) 5582; (1962) 9171;

(1963) 9818
post offices mail-flo systems, feasibility and

effect of systems upon operating costs,

GAO report (1963) 20717
Stapleton Airfield, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1963) 11388
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, organ-

ization (1962) 14754
Deoxidation of blister copper by gaseous re-

duction (1963) 1249
Deoxyribonuclease, USSR studies (1964) 1304
Deoxyribonucleic acid, see Desoxyribonucleic

acid,

de Oyarzabal, Mrs. Antonio, relief (1965)
13864, 17368, 17814

Department stores, see Stores.
De Pass, Rudolph E., fish consumption by food

stamp and related low-income families

(1963) 13958
Dependent children, see Children.
Dependents:

illegitimacy and dependency (1964) 21366
Navymen, rights and benefits (1964) 13319
retired officers of uniform services, trans-

portation to homes of selection

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 16573
reports (1961) 8775, 14674

see also— Armed Forces—Army—Pay, al-

lowances, etc.—Pensions—Veterans.
Deployable centrifugally stabilized structures

for atmospheric entry from space (1964)
14782

de Polo, Taber:
clays (1963) 19826
feldspar, nepheline syenite and aplite (1963)

18070
mineral industry of

—

Libya (1965) 12891
Nigeria (1965) 12900
Spain (1965) 12920

Deportation:
and exclusion orders, judicial review, report

(1961) 12251
cases suspended (1961) 12213, 12407, 16945,

18565; (1962) 23345, 23391; (1963) 15344;
(1964) 307, 15642, 17506; (1965) 17542

Constantelias, loannis, suspension, with-
draw (1962) 23344

final orders, judicial review

—

law (1961) 18692
reports (1961) 16777, 18849, 20608

Deportation—Continued
proceedings, cancel (1963) 9882

De Porte, Paul V., scientific research plan,
USSR, 1961-62 (1965) 1508

Deposit Insurance:
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, op-

erations, report (1961) 7381
role in bank regulation (remarks) (1963)

4658
Deposition and sedimentation, erosion and

sedimentation in semiarid environment
(series) (1964) 10637

Deposition and washout computations based
on generalized Gaussian plume model
(1964) 117

Depository libraries, see Libraries.
Depot maintenance manual, AC-1 aircraft

(1962) 18689
Depots, see Military depots & Storage.
Depreciation:

buildings unreasonable charges to govern-
ment cost-type contracts by Stanford
Research Institute, GAO report (1965)
6319

costs

—

effect on business operations (1961) 15964
equipment under conditions of optimal uti-

lization, USSR study (1965) 16407
electric utility practices, 1961, classes A
and B privately owned companies (1964)
6641

Federal tax treatment (remarks) (1962)
20356

guidelines

—

1962 revision (remarks) (1962) 20358
guidelines and rules for tax purposes (1962)

15659, 21860
revenue procedure 62-21, 1964 (1964) 21371
tables for applying revenue procedure

(1962) 17659
natural gas companies practices (1963)

19193
new guidelines, realistic and flexible (1963)

1445
policy, Treas. Dept. survey findings on prac-

tices and opinions (1961) 5153
reform and investment credit, spur to Ameri-

can business (remarks) (1962) 16203

tax, property accounting (remarks) (1965)
6969

Depressions, experience, proposals and pro-

grams (1965) 4619
Deprived Adolescent Girls, Work Conference,

see Work Conference on Deprived Ado-
lescent Girls.

Depth charges, see Ebcplosives.

Depth perception, see Perception.

Depth perception apparatus, bathykymo-
graph, depth-time recorder (1963) 6469

Der, James J.:

airfoil characteristics in nonequilibrium
ambient stream based on linearized
theory (1964) 13258

supersonic 2-dimensional and axisymmetric
nonequilibrium flow (1964) 13250

Derby, Conn.:
four-town redevelopment area, ARA case

book (1963) 20317
Naugatuck River, flood control, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23480
document edition (1962) 23315

Deremo, Susanne R., relief (1961) 19000; (1962)
6917 6992

Deri, Renee, relief (1961) 16888, 18554

Deriabin, Petr S., testimony, print additional
copies, report (1961) 12283
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Derivation of formula for area of polygon by
lengths of lines and by angles (1961) 4773

Dermacentor pictus, see Ticks.

Dermatitis, see Skin disease.

Dermatoses, see Skin diseases.

Dermatology, USSR, present status, etc.

(1965) 11178, 16515
Dermatomycoses, see Skin diseases.

Dermestids, see Beetles.

Dermo-optical sense, see Tactile sensitivity.

Der Nersessian, Sirarpie, Armenian manu-
scripts in Freer Gallery of Art (1964)

6752
Derricks, see Cranes, derricks, etc.

DeRusso, P.M., adaptive- predictive modeling
of nonlinear processes (1964) 20521

DeRussy, Fort, retention of high value land by
Army, GAO report (1965) 10975

Der Simonian, Nishan, relief (1961) 10410,
16656, 18551

Desa in national development, Indonesia (1961)
13195

Desai, U.D., Explorer XII instrumentation for

study of energy spectrum of cosmic rays
(1963) 12856

Desalination, catalyst of international cooper-
ation remarks (1964) 21369

Desalting of sea water, see Sea water.
Desantis, Rosa D., relief (1965) 17360, 17502,

17815
DesarroUo del personal como una parte inte-

grante de la administracion (1964) 8525
deSavigny, Richard A., aerodynamic charac-

teristics in ground-effect of model with
high disk-loading lifting fan mounted in

fuselage (1963) 3149
Deschin, Celia S. teenagers and venereal dis-

ease (1963) 177
Deschler, Lewis, Construction, Jefferson's

manual, and rules of House of Repre-
sentatives (1963) 6080; (1965) 5794

Describing-function analysis of stability of

launch vehicle with nonlinear thrust vec-

toring (1965)19939
Descriptive cataloging, see Cataloging.
Descriptors, see subject headings.
Desegregation in education, see Race problems.
De Selm, H.R.:
accumulation and cycling of organic matter

and chemical constituents during early

vegetational success on radioactive
waste area (1963) 127

vegetation studies related to movement of

radioactive wastes, etc (1963) 1836
Desert Center, Calif, motor vehicle accident

(1961) 6223

Desert Game Range, mammals (1963) 4967

Desert Lands:
Communist China

—

coordinated research on desert regions,
reports (1963) 8537, 9017

sand control research (1963) 14395

survey methods on shifting sand topogra-
phy (1963) 2482

desert land act in mid-twentieth century
(1964) 12310

extend time for final proof of development

—

law (1964) 21137
reports (1963) 13574; (1964) 19580

geologic investigations of Southern Califor-
nia deserts (series) (1961) 2050

Desert operations, Army field manual (1964)
8026

Deserts:
central Asia, geographic explorations (1961)

15388
convoy, environmental report on motor vehi-

cle operation (1962) 8707

Deserts—Continued

transporter, Rolligon Mark 4 desert valua-
tion (1963) 5755, 5757

see also names of deserts.

Desiccants:
and defoliants, USSR study (1962) 19702
include in Federal insecticide, fungicide, and

rodenticide act, law, transitional provi-
sions, amend

—

hearings (1961) 7141
laws (1961) 6947, 8607
reports (1961) 5699, 7067, 7069. 7219, 7231

Design (industrial):

safety design considerations for layout of
facilities placement of equipment, and
production processes (remarks) (1964)
14682

Design and calibration of arc-heated, hyper-
sonic, low-density wind tunnel (1962)
20126

Design and construction of desalination pilot

plant (reverse osmosis process) (1964)
6836

Design and development, ABWR quarterly
progress reports (1962) 14834, 23014

Design and economic evaluation of fixed blan-

kets for fast reactors (1964) 10025
Design charts for open-channel flow (1961)

17803
Design criteria for portable seismographs

(1961) 6282
Design, fabrication, and irradiation of super-

heat fuel element SH-4B in VBWR
(1962) 8946

Design features affecting asepsis in hospital

(1963) 9343
Design for maintainability (1961) 4999, 5002
Design for national airspace utilization sys-

tem, summary of 1st edition (1962) 22868

Design handbook for liquid and gaseous heli-

um handling equipment (1964) 5870
Design manual DM series (1963) 1597, 1606;

(1964) 3196, 3204, 20889-893; (1965) 5488,

8382, 10020-21, 16927, 18858, 20157-159
cumulative index (1965) 10021

Design manual for joining of glass reinforced
structural plastics (1962) 16157

Design manual of natural methods of cooling
electronic equipment (1962) 16158

Design objectives in urban renewal documents
(1965) 18819

Design of clean rooms (1965) 3000

Design of sailplanes for optimum thermal
soaring performance (1964) 7502

Design of shock-and vibration-resistant elec-

tronic equipment for shipboard use
(1962) 20270

Designating areas under area redevelopment
act (1962) 20467

Designing principles of universal reading au-

tomation (1962) 20009
Designs (aircraft):

high performance vehicles, turbulent bound-
ary layer noise relation (1964) 11394

procedure, military handbook (1962) 2389;

(1963) 19080
XV-9A hot cycle research, summary report

(1965)20114
Designs (architectural), see Architecture.

Designs (decorative):

index of American design, traveling exhibi-

tions and color slides (1965) 2941
protection act

—

hearings (1962) 418
reports (1962)17182; (1964) 2186

Designs (industrial):

contracts for research and design work,
USSR (1963) 16183
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Designs (industrial)—Continued

design for export market (address) (1962)
20698

designing for higher profits (1961) 17818
designs of electric systems for naval air-

craft and missiles, technical manual
(1964)11497

drilling, experimental work, USSR study
(1962) 2664

engineering manuals (1964) 619
fluid amplifier handbook components (1963)

9313
Japan, protection, laws, etc. (1965) 15386
lens performance from design data, predic-

tion, spot diagram analysis (1965) 18610

machines, economic efficiency, evaluation,
USSR study (1964) 9062

mechanical design considerations in primary
nuclear piping (1965) 17095

methods for power reduction in logical sys-
tems, illustration (1965) 18575

modularization concept, application to satel-

lite type recorders (1963) 1285
moleculer amplifier group (1964) 7959
motors, at Altay tractor plant, USSR (1965)

7874
protection of industrial property, conven-

tion (1962) 12713
report (1963) 20545
text (1963) 20518

splice plate design assures structural sepa-
ration by mild explosive (1965) 11439

structures to resist effects of atomic weap-
ons

—

engineering and design manual (1961) 9061
principles of dynamic analysis and design
(1961) 7353

transmission line manual (1961) 11549
USSR-
experimental design work, legal aspects

(1963) 17997
obstacles face technical designers (1963)

721
practices, need for improvement (1963)

19680
Designs (patents):
examiner, examination announcement, dis-

continuance notice (1964) 21056
in official gazette (1961) 3518; (1962) 4139;

(1963) 3983; (1964) 3810; (1965) 3729
Designs (printing), see Printing.

Desilication of caustic leach liquors contain-
ing alumina (1963) 1239

De Simone, Use M.B.M., relief (1962) 11552,
15145, 16671

Desks:
flat top, steel, conference type. Federal

standard (1965) 9144

savings resulting from elimination of re-

quirement that general office desks be
equipped with locks. Federal Supply
Service, GSA, GAO report (1965) 19656

DeSmet, Lake, geology and coal resources of
area (1961) 6169

Des Moines, Iowa:
census of business, standard metropolitan

area, central business district statistics

(1961) 8460; (1965) 15275
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13961
standard metropolitan statistical area

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20583

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2214

Municipal Airport, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 13120

Des Moines, Iowa—Continued
North High School, work-study program for

educable mentally retarded (1964) 612
occupational wage survey (1964) 13061;

(1965) 9512
departmental edition (1961) 9410; (1962)

14374; (1963) 10904
document edition (1961) 8636; (1962) 13338;

(1963) 9825
Des Moines River:
dam and reservoir, designate as Red Rock

Dam, etc

—

law (1963) 17047
reports (1963) 15259, 17252

de Socarraz, Miguel, relief (1964) 15438, 17229,
17685

De Socio, Ralph S., jr., relief (1965) 15573,
19388

de Soepkez, Marguerite, relief (1962) 11324,
15307, 16681

Desorption:
desalination (1965) 18250
desalination by electrosorption and desorp-

tion (1964) 18163
helium, drastic reduction of warm-up rate

within Dewar system (1964) 13639
thermal, cesium coatings on tungsten (1964)

5500
De Soto, Hernando, Week, see Hernando de

Soto Week.
DeSoto, Kansas, railroad accident (1964) 6872
De Soto, Mo., railroad accident (1962) 15698
De Soto National Memorial, general informa-

tion (1963) 1349
De Soto National Wildlife Refuge, general in-

formation (1963) 17460
De Soto Parish, La., water resources (1965)

2252
Desoxyribonucleic acid:

and desoxyribonucleoproteins, induce gene-
trie variations in animals, USSR study
(1962) 1029

biosynthesis, control mechanism (1965)

16381
composition and certain problems in evolu-

tion of photosynthesizing bacteria

(1965) 16725
distribution in testicles of rats after gam-

ma-irradiation with Co^", histochemical
characterization, USSR study (1964)
1271

duck embryos and frog eggs, USSR transla-
tions (1964) 2597

electron microscope study of DNA, USSR
study (1962) 15739

ionizing radiation biological effect, use of

free phage, etc., in studying, USSR
(1965) 9360

light absorption of solution orientated in

electric field, USSR study (1962) 7986
molecule flexibility, USSR study (1964) 10876
nucleotide composition in various animal

breeds and strains of same species,

USSR series (1962) 2682
participation of both strands of DNA in

transfer of genetic information, USSR
study (1964) 16355

rat spleen and bone marrow, eff'ect of tot-

al-body irradiation on DNA synthesis in

vitro (1965) 10125
Soviets debate genetic role of DNA (1962)

19825
stability of functionally heterogenous por-

tions to ionizing ratiations, USSR study
(1964) 14623

transport, spiralization degree determina-
tion by fluorescent properties of com-
plexes with acridine dyes, USSR study
(1964) 2889
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Desoxyribose nucleic acid, see Desoxyribonu-
cleic acid.

Des Plaines, 111. population, special census
(1962) 14941; (1965) 11943

Despotism:
discrimination and abuse of power in USSR,

study (1965) 16036
print additional copies, report (1965)

14058, 15718
Des Hosiers, Paul E., jr., low-cost sanitation

systems (1963) 19141
Desserts, frozen, production cost in diversified

milk plants, Kans., Mo., and Okla (1963)
14872

Destroyers (warships):
battery alinement, DD type ships (1962)

8577
midship bending moments (1964) 7727
United States Naw, history 1902-62 (1963)

9261
Desulfurization by calcium inoculation im-

proves properties of cast steel (1962)
3447

de Talleyrand, Anna Gould:
estate, computing

—

law (1964) 17412
report (1964) 17616

Detecting of errors in toothed disc of automat-
ic graduating machines (1961) 11241

Detection and location of cavitation (1963)
4480

Detection of fatigue damage with Rayleigh
waves (1961) 6727

Detection of pathogenic bacteria in endoge-
nous medium (1964) 20219

Detective agencies:
employees prohibited employment in any

Government service, repeal portion of

act of Mar. 3, 1893, report (1963) 17247
misuse of names, emblems, and insignia to

indicate District of Columbia govern-
ment agency, prohibit

—

law (1962) 23237
reports (1962) 11589, 21046

Detectors:
BF'^ nuclear, preamplifier uses single-cable

connection (1965) 16643
capacitor-type micrometeoroid, study on

electron irradiation effects (1965) 18481
detector circuit compensates for vidicon

beam current variations (1965) 14776
fast solid-state ultraviolet, development

(1963) 20299
gas leak, portable thermistor-bridge (1961)

20066
in-core power monitoring, instrument devel-

opment program (1963) 16846
instruments for toxic gases, vapors, and

dust. East German translation (1964)
1025

interplanetary plasma (1964) 7520
investigation for 8-15 and 100-4000 micron

regions (1965) 13112
micrometeoroid velocity (1963) 19933
mount, S-band, test instrument calibration

procedure (1962) 6382
null, general radio 1231-BMA, instrument

calibration procedure (1962) 3410
oxygen level, fuel cell serves (1965) 6664
pin and lid, fabrication, research and devel-

opment (1965) 5619
pyroelectric detection techniques and mate-

rials (1964) 11355, 14770
radiation, radiobiologic problems (1963)

16795
radio doppler for airport ground traffic con-

trol, report (1961) 9711
semiconductor nuclear radiation, bibliogra-

phy (1961) 3805; (1962) 14884

Detectors—Continued
semiconductor, pulse-height response to pro-

tons, experimental calibration (1963)
11514

semiconductors fission, silicon wafer series

technique for increasing sensitivity

(1961) 15810
solid state, low noise amplifiers for use with

(1961) 222
spectrally selective photodetectors for mid-

dle and vacuum ultraviolet (1963) 12870
threshold, produces narrow pulses at high

repetition rates (1965) 19903
ultraviolet photodetectors, characteristics

and applications (1963) 16366
underwater detection based on use of mag-

netic and electrical phenomena, USSR
study (1964) 7267

vacuum ultraviolet photoionization (1963)

7288
wave, standing, PRD 219, technical manual,

Navy calibration program (1963) 20007
see also Leak detectors—Phase detector.

Detergency of 12 to 18 carbon saturated fatty
acids (1963) 12963

Detergents, see Cleaning compounds
Deterioration, microbiological, of wood, some

methods used in studying (1965) 648
Determinants, recursion relation associated

with certain special type determinant
(1963) 9144

Determination of Absolute Age of Geological
Formations Commission, USSR, bulletin

(1961)3791
Determination of beta activity in water (1963)

8357
Determination of diffusivity and solubility in 2

phase systems (1963) 4481
Determination of oxide solubility in molten

fluorides (1962) 1641
Determination of radium in water (1964) 14349
Determination studies of common platinim and

rare-earth metals, USSR (1965) 9404
Determining age of young haddock from their

scales (1962) 11822
Detonations:
carbon monoxide—air parameters thermo-

dynamic calculations for initial pres-
sures from 1 to 100 atmospheres (1963)
1318

errata (1963) 11043
formation in hydrogen-oxygen mixtures from

0.2 to 2 atmospheres initial pressure in

54-meter long tube (1964) 9604
two phase, as it relates to rocket moter

combustion instability (1965) 16600
waves, formation in stoichiometric hydro-

gen-oxygen mixture, high-speed photo-
graphic investigation (1964) 11393

see aiso Explosions—Explosives—Nuclear
explosions.

Detonators, methods of detonating charges,
USSR study (1963) 14428

Detoxifying and disintoxicating properties of

mycering with respect to botulinus and
staphylococcal toxins (1962) 10005

Detroit, Mich.:
area redevelopment manpower report (1963)

17398
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 6789; (1965) 15276
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18256
standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)

9062, 14951; (1963)4593
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,

etc (1962) 18816
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Detroit, Mich—Continued

census of population and housing, 1960, cen-

sus tracts in standard metropolitan sta-

tistical area (1962) 11166
City Airport, weather observations, hourly,

decennial census, summary (1962) 16218
consumer expenditures and income, 1960,

advance report (1963) 7145
supplement (1963) 7146

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 556;

(1963) 517, 2266
FDA district headquarters (1963) 6471
guaranties under Mutual security act of 1954,

as amended, opinion of Attorney General
(1961) 11324

land purchased for low-rent housing project,

transfer for urban renewal purposes

—

law (1963) 18782
reports (1963) 17103, 17300

occupational wage survey (1964) 11284;
(1965) 9508

occupational wage survey

—

departmental edition (1961) 9405; (1962)
14370; (1963) 12794

document edition (1961) 8631; (1962) 13334;
(1963) 11738

port, harbor conditions and facilities (1962)
13757

principal electric facilities, map (1964) 674;
(1965) 16178

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
13149

. wholesale food- distribution facilities, re-

search study (1963) 14864
wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-

nization (1962) 22939
world's fair, 1972, hearing (1964) 6353

Detroit Area Conference on Industrial Mod-
ernization, report, Apr. 21, 1965 (1965)
11926

Detroit Arsenal, Ordnance Tank Automotive
Command, Land Locomotion Research
Laboratory reports (1961) 2632-39

Detroit River, and tributaries, pollution, re-

port, etc. (1965) 9894
DeTurck, John E., body temperature and car-

bohydrate values in normal and endotox-
in poisoned mice exposed to lowered en-
vironmental temperatures (1963) 1754

Deuel County, Nebr., soil survey report (1965)
16862

Deurbrouck, Albert W.:
coal-washing equipment, concentrating ta-

bles (1963) 12836
performance characteristics of coal-washing

equipment, sand cones (1965) 8024
preparation characteristics of coal from

—

Fayette County, W. Va (1965) 16596
Hancock, Brooke, Ohio, and Marshall

Counties, W. Va (1964) 14746
Mercer County, W. Va (1963) 10960
Russell County, Va (1964) 5488
Tazewell County, Va (1963) 19868

Deuser, Werner G., distinction of rock types
on basis of their mass spectra, with spe-
cial reference to lunar-surface applica-
tions (1965) 18480

Deuterium:
deuterium-air flames, composition and ther-

modynamic properties (1961) 11391
heavy hydrogen isotope, properties, etc.,

USSR study (1963) 20779
hydrogen exchange in heterogeneous phase

through ion exchange, Hungarian study
(1962) 9814

ideal gas thermodynamic functions and iso-

tope exchange functions for diatomic
hydrides, deuterides and tritides (1961)
11442

Deuterium—Continued

Legendre expansion coefficients for angular
distribution of elastically scattered neu-
trons and fast-neutron cross sections

(1961) 18039
palladium-deuterium system between 4.2°

and 300° K, anomalous electrical resis-

tivity (1965) 2908
plasma, toroidal discharge investigation in

strong magnetic field (1961) 8376
pure plasma, toroidal apparatus with strong

magnetic field, Tokomak-2 (1961) 8375
water analysis (1961) 5337

Deuterium oxide, see Heavy water.
Deutsch, Morris, ground water contamination

and legal controls in Michigan (1963)
19331

DeVaney, Will E., low-temperature phase equi-

libria of natural gas of low helium con-
tent (1964) 18683

Devaris, Angeliki, relief (1963) 18829; (1964)
1878

Developing and market testing improved loose-

leaf tobacco package (1965) 472
Developing self-guiding trail in national for-

ests (1964) 19092
Development, see Underdeveloped areas.

Development (economics), see Economic policy.

Development and Resources Corporation, ac-

tivities in Iran, hearing (1962) 11660
Development assistance, see Foreign aid.

Development Loan Committee:

hearings (1961) 14462, 14733
law (1961) 16607
reports (1961) 14395, 14640, 16663, 16779
print additional copies, report (1961)

18835
Development Loan Fund:

abolish

—

draft legislation (1961) 18943
reports (1961) 14395, 16663

print additional copies, report (1961)
18835

audit by GAO (1961) 7504; (1962) 15623
audit reports (1961) 6990; (1962) 20958
biographic register (1961) 5103
budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 14163
foreign assistance act of 1961

—

hearings (1961) 14462, 14733
law (1961) 16607
reports (1961) 14640, 16779

guaranties under Mutual security act of

1954, as amended, opinion of Attorney
General (1961) 11324

improper retention of dollar collections on
loans, GAO report (1965) 6272

loan commitments, report, July 1 - Dec. 31,

1960 (1962) 2314
loan for construction of water supply sys-

tem in Saigon, Vietnam, GAO review
(1963) 17510

managing director, nomination of Frank M.
Coffin, hearing (1961) 4094

program operations appropriations, 1962,
hearings (1961) 14440

Development of high-temperature strain gages
(1961)8046

Development of lunar and solar disturbing
functions for close satellite (1962) 3366

Development research digest (1964) 14396;
(1965)3310

Devenney, John H., BOUMAC programming
system (1964) 5549

DeVezin, Howard G., jr., computation of opti-

mum orbital elements derived from sin-

gle coincident observation by 2 receiv-

ing stations of naval space surveillance
system (1965) 9827
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Device for forming 2-piece telescoping cartons

(1963) 7

Devices:
airborne collision prevention, symposium

(1963) 9457
automatic

—

for recognition of visible two-dimensional

patterns, survey of field (1962) 18442

in microbiological research, USSR study

(1965) 11060
to take water samples and raise weir

trash screens (1961) 12727

azimuthal, description (1961) 11251

control, senses solar position (1965) 6659

decreasing of volume containing classical

components. East German viewpoints

(1962) 23902
emergency distress signaling (1965) 13197

enables measurement of moments of inertia

about 3 axes (1965) 11448
measures curved surface finish on gear teeth

(1965) 6662
measuring excess reactivity in reactor, Pol-

ish study (1962) 7806
mechanical dehairing, for insect egg masses

(1963) 10232
nuclear direct energy conversion devices

(1961) 9954
pure fluid control, and design of printed

pneumatic circuits, USSR study (1963)

19387
read labels, FDA publication (1961) 17271;

(1963) 19246; (1965) 10904
relay, terminology (1965) 11516

safety, refrigerator doors, progress, hearing

(1964) 4500
self-locking, made with coiled spring for

threaded fasteners (1965) 9677
self-positioning for collection of parotid

fluid—
from isolated human subjects (1964) 8003

modification (1965) 4215
*

technical, discussion of efficiency, USSR
study (1965) 16387

universal assembly devices at Moscow enter-

prises, USSR study (1963) 14215

Devils Jump Dam and Reservoir, construction,

hearings (1963) 13667
Devils Lake Sioux Tribe of Fort Totten Indian

Reservation, see'Sioux Indians.

Devils Postpile National Monument, general

information (1962) 8550; (1963) 12923;

(1964) 14967
Devils Tower National Monument, general in-

formation (1963) 12924
Devine, Edward J., rolling element slip rings

for vacuum application (1964) 9608
Devitrification of vacuum-melted glasses of

lithium metasilicate-silica compositional

series (1965) 16589
Devlin, Maurice, relief (1961) 5636, 8897, 10166

Devoe, Donald B., integration of concurrent

visual and auditory messages (1965)

17013
De Voe, James R.:

application of distillation techniques to ra-

diochemical separations (1963) 16849
radiochemical analysis, activation analysis,

instrumentation, radiation and radioiso-

tope techniques (1964) 16741

Devon, North, pottery and its export to Ameri-

ca in 17th century (1961) 2609
Devonian period:

black shales uranium content, central mid-

continent area (1962) 13869

coral genus Billingsastraea (1964) 4798

Helderberg Group and position of Silurian-

Devonian boundary in North America
(1964) 6799

Devonian period—Continued

Middle and Upper, lithologic and geologic

maps of rocks. Finger Lakes region, N.Y
(1964) 12505

north-central Maine, Matagamon sandstone,
new formation (1965) 4860

plant spores and other microfossils from
Upper Devonian rocks of Ohio (1962)

19571
rocks and paleogeography of central Arizo-

na (1965) 19667
rocks in

—

west-central Maine (1961) 7518
Williston Basin, central Montana, and

north-central Wyoming, distribution and
thickness (1962) 11886

southern Montana and northern Wyoming,
nomenclature and correlation of litho-

logic subdivisions (1965) 4861
Dew, importance in watershed-management

research (1965) 7729
Dew point:
humidity-temperature measuring set,

AN—TMQ-11, error analysis (1963)

18490
maximum persisting 12-hour 1000-mb,

monthly and of record, national atlas

sheet (1961) 2749
measurement, method and analysis of errors,

USSR study (1965) 2773
temperature-humidity measuring set

AN/TMQ-11(A), modification and testing

(1964) 7961
Dewan, Edmond M.:

ball lightning, explanation (1965) 5556

communication by electroencephalography
(1965) 1805

Dewar flask, helium desorption, drastic reduc-

tion of warm-up rate within system
(1964) 13639

Dewaxing of petroleum, see Petroleum.

Dewey, A. Warner, jr., decompression sickness,

emerging recreational hazard (1965)

1316
Dewey County, Okla., soil survey report (1964)

7746
Dewey quadrangle, Wyo.-S. Dak., geology

(1962) 2519
DeWitt, L.G., Inc., see L.G. DeWitt, Inc.

DeWitt, Richard L., liquid-fluorine system
(1963) 12864

DeWitt, Robert B., relief (1961) 5633, 10406,

12061
DeWitt, Wallace, bedrock geology of Evitts

Creek and Pattersons Creek quadran-
gles, Md., Pa., and W. Va. (1965) 2225

DeWolfe, Mildred R.:

for-hire motor carriers hauling exempt agri-

cultural commodities, nature and extent

of operations (1963) 4362
hay in United States, quantities grown in

normal year, surplus and deficit areas

(1964) 15222
DeWoody, Robert T., noise from pneumatic

rock drills, muffler designs (1964) 5491

Dexterity and perceptual test, exhibit (1964)

6096 ^, ,

Dextran, radiolysis of dextran-derived blood-

plasma substitute, USSR study (1965)

7860
DeZur, R.S., contact transformations and

theory of optimal control (1965) 19879

Dezzani, Peter H., evaluation of UH-IB with
60-gallon external fuel tanks (1964)

13623
DFP, see Diisopropyl fluorophosphate.

DG-TR series (1961) 5061
DHEW, see Health, Education, and Welfare

Department.
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DHIA, see Dairy herd improvement associa-
tions.

DIA, see Dulles International Airport.
Diabase sheets of Taylor Glacier region, Vic-

toria Land, Antarctica (1965) 12542
Diabetes:
are you related to a diabetic? facts (1964)

18893
care, diet, etc (1963) 13028
Chinese traditional method used in treat-

ment, materials for study, USSR (1962)
875

diabetes mellitus, guide for nurses (1962)
14568

fact book (1962) 6415
foot care for diabetic patient (1964) 11556
general information (1964) 13401
glucose tolerance test standardization sim-

plified by urinary ketone testing (1965)
11650

help diabetic live with diet (1962) 22748
now is time for detection (1962) 10606
nurse and diabetic (1964) 13412
prevalence and results of glucose tolerance

test, by age and sex. United States,
1960-62 (1964) 11585

rapid automated micro screening (1965) 8252
selected publications, list (1965) 13245
source book (1964) 15046

Diacarb, diuretic action, USSR study (1961)
10859

Diagnosing soil salinity (1964) 1697
Diagnosis:
aphasia by electronic computers, USSR

study (1965) 9408
autodidactic diagnostic process, mathemati-

cal machines evaluation, USSR study
(1962) 13962

by apparatus, USSR study (1962) 2700

cybernetics, use in development, USSR study
(1963) 19726

development of diagnostic process by means
of mathematical machines, USSR study
(1962) 5801

early differential, of infectious diseases,
USSR study (1963) 849

electronic diagnostic machines, evaluation
and possibilities, USSR study (1962)
3240

enzymatic, of myocardial infarction, USSR
study (1965) 11103

functional, of kidneys, USSR study (1964)
20059

increase accuracy by combining medicine
and engineering, USSR study (1962)
10030

instruments and apparatuses, USSR study
(1964) 16156

isotopic myelography, use in neurosurgery,
USSR study (1963) 16112

lesions of oral mucous membrane (1965) 2962

machine diagnostics, USSR study (1965)
16491

medullary syndrome following irradiation,
experimental study (1961) 13833

microwave lens system for plasma diagnos-
tics (1965) 19882

nervous diseases, use of electronic digital
computer USSR study (1964) 11235

radioactivity, clinical uses, USSR studies
(1963) 19582

solution to problems by electronic machine,
USSR study (1962) 9895

specimens, collection, handling, and ship-
ment (1963) 9337

standardized diagnostic complement fixation
method and adaptation to micro test
(1965) 15007

Diagnosis—Continued

syndrome of decompression sickness in his-

torical perspective (1963) 7191
ultrasonics use (1962) 5674
use of electronic computers for substantia-

tion (1965) 9430
USSR practices (1964) 9211
valuable diagnostic indicator, USSR (1961)

19690
X-ray apparatus, problems during use,

USSR studies (1964) 9204
X-ray dose load on reproducing organs,

Hungarian study (1962) 7829
see also Radiodiagnosis— aiso names of dis-

eases.

Dialectical materialism, see Materialism.
Dialectics, see Reasoning.
Dialects, see Language and languages.
Dialkoxytitanium oxide, chemical transforma-

tions, USSR study (1961) 17499
Dialysis:

electrodialysis application of inorganic ex-

change membranes (1965) 16344
electrodialysis process adapted for computer

methods for water desalination plants,

engineering evaluation (1965) 16343
pepsin and trypsin fragments during elec-

trodialysis, USSR study (1964) 7149
Diamesinae, see Flies.

Diamines, synthesizing, new way for produc-
tion of high polymers, USSR study
(1961) 2339

Diaminocyclohexanetetraacetic acid, see Ace-
tic acid.

Diammonium phosphate, DAP, viscous solu-

tions as fire retardants, operational
tests (1964) 2376

Diamond, Arnold H., comparative regulations
of financial institutions (1964) 2106

Diamond, Isabella S., early writings on blind

(1963) 1586
Diamond, Norene M.:
State-
labor legislation enacted in 1964 (1965)
5039

workmen's compensation laws (1965) 1271

workmen's compensation enactments in

1963(1964)7422
Diamond, W.G.:
clay and shale lightweight aggregate indus-

try in south-central U.S (1964) 20478
mineral industry of

—

Kansas (1965) 1339
Missouri (1963) 1215; (1964) 1417

Diamond drilling:

Beecher no. 3-Black Diamond pegmatite ex-

ploration, Custer County, S. Dak (1963)
14019

estimating metal content and tonnage of ore
body from data (1964) 9502

sampling from San Manuel copper mine,
Ariz., statistical analysis (1963) 18093

southern Black Hills, Fall River County, S.

Dak (1961) 5381
studies (1964) 1442

Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, techni-

cal reports (1961) 8130, 13613; (1962)
6394-96, 10582, 14546; (1963) 11197,
14637, 16472

technical review (1962) 3769
Diamond powder, grading in sub-sieve sizes,

standard of trade (1964) 3042
Diamonds:

artificial, in Ukrainian industry (1964) 5223
industrial

—

bibliography (1963) 7740
materials survey (1964) 11314
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
9558
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Diamonds—Continued
industrial—Continued

patents, U.S. list (1964) 11314
stockpile investigation (1962) 15428

mineral-satellites, genetic conditions in kim-

berlites of Yakutia, USSR study (1961)

15456
polycrystalline aggregates, data, USSR

study (1961) 15458
properties, etc. (lecture) (1961) 21348

surface topography of crystals (1964) 11404

tools, difficulties in manufacture (1964) 5038

Diapause, pink bollworm, inducement factors

(1964) 7952
Diapheromera femorata, see Walkingstick.

Diaphragms:
burst diaphragm protects vacuum vessel

from internal pressure transients (1965)

14800
eliminates leakage in cryogenic fluid duct

coupling (1965) 14791
grafts for plastic purposes, USSR study

(1961) 11113
improved fluid control valve extends dia-

phragm life (1965) 9689
improving opening of diaphragm in large

combustion driver (1965) 8116
metal

—

for measuring vapor pressures of arsenic

(III) oxide (1963) 9136
hemispherical, for single-cycle liquid-metal

positive expulsion systems, development
(1965) 13046

technique for measuring vapor pressure
on tungsten (VI) chloride and hafnium
(IV) iodide (1964) 9500

used to calibrate miniature transducers
(1965) 6657

separation disturbances of Scout 4th-stage,

flight investigation (1965) 5193
sulfate cycle electrolytic cell (1964) 5615
titanium diaphragm makes excellent ampli-

tron cathode support (1965) 18518
Diarrhea, field procedures for bacteriological

studies of diarrheal diseases (1964)

21848
Diary of a pilot-cosmonaut, USSR (1964)

12930
Diaspore, low-temperature heat capacities and

entropies at 298.15° K (1961) 19872
Diathol compounds, see Dimercaptopropanol.
Diatomaceous earth:

diatomite, minerals yearbook chapter (1961)
13432

mine, operating, Communist China (1961)

2098
production, etc., 1960, preliminary report

(1961) 1219
Tallahatta diatomite, Ala (1963) 16341
wheat protectant against insect damage in

small bins (1965) 16978
Diatomic molecules, see Molecules.
Diatomite:

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12822
minerals yearbook chapter (1962) 18189;

(1963) 14495; (1964) 14734; (1965) 12821
Diatoms:

ideal gas thermodynamic functions and iso-

tope exchange functions for diatomic
hydrides, deuterides, and tritides (1961)

11442
new species of marine pennate from Honolu-

lu Harbor (1964) 21871
Diazotype paper, sheet sizes. Federal standard

(1961) 10609
Dibasic acids, synthesizing, new way for pro-

duction of high polymers, USSR study

Page 604

(1961) 2339

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Dibasol:
application in prophylaxis of operative

shock, USSR study (1961) 10955
effect on ascorbic acid content in adrenal

glands of rabbits with atherosclerosis,

USSR study (1961) 10810
Dibble, Dean L., roadside hazard reduction

with fire retardant chemicals (1964) 2378
Dibenamine, effect on histamine shock, Hun-

garian study (1962) 7928
Diborane, see Boron hydrides.
Di Carlo, Elizabeth R., relief (1961) 14192;

(1962) 13279, 13568
Di Censo, Giuseppe, relief (1964) 14035, 17483,

19377
Di Chiro, Giovanni, axial transverse encepha-

lography, new concept in pneumoence-
phalographic interpretation (1964) 5553

Dichloroanhydride of B-chloroethylphosphonic
acid:

producing, USSR study (1961) 19497
separation of lanthanide series and yttrium

using phosphonic and iminodiacetic acid
resins (1964) 18693

Dichloriodic derivatives of salicylanilide and
monohaloid salicylanilides, new synthet-
ic antimicrobial substances, USSR
(1963) 977

Dichlore-diphenyl-trichloro-ethane, see DDT.
Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid:

effect on water quality after spraying treat-

ment (1965) 2171
response of cotton to 2,4-D and related phen-

oxy herbicides (1963) 18446
spray drift as cause of boxelder leaf blight

(1964) 18069
spraying 2d-year chamise sprouts (1961)

6137
Dichromates, determination of spectral sensi-

tivity of retina receivers, USSR study
(1963) 2858

Dichter, Earnest, color can stimulate sales

(1963) 1490
Di Ciccio, Joseph relief (1963) 17100; (1964)

17238, 17674
Dickey, Harold P., soil survey of Seward Coun-

ty, Kans. (1965) 20079
Dickinson, Philip P., master planning of NASA

installations (1965) 7431
Dickinson County, Mich.:

central area geology (1961) 20812
Groveland Mine, open-pit iron mining, mill-

ing, and costs (1963) 14501
Dickenson County, Va., coal, carbonizing

properties (1964) 5496
Dickey, Harold P., soil survey, Morton County,

"Kans (1964) 5694
Dickite:

heat of formation and free energies (1961)
17650

low-temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies at 298.15° K (1961) 19872
Dickson, Archie L., jr., relief (1964) 2177, 4449,

8215
Dickson, Jean, teaching as a career (1963)

13869
Dickson, Tenn., ground-water geology of area

(1964) 19799
Dicolin, treatment of hypertension, USSR

study (1961) 854
Dicorynia guianensis, see Angelique.
Dictation:
Dictating is an easier way, VA handbook

(1962)22898
Dictators, Latin America, democracy vs. dicta-

tors, what U.S. can do (1964) 20820
Dictionaries:
Apollo Project terminology (1963) 18131

cataloged by ASTIA, bibliography (1964)

14166



Dictionaries—Continued

Chinese-English, modern Communist Chinese
usage (1963) 17846

Esperanto (1962) 8920
Federal supply schedule (1961) 553
foreign language and English in physical

sciences and engineering (1964) 16737
military terms for joint usage (1961) 758;

(1962) 11958, 19619; (1964) 6875; (1965)
2267

naval fighting ships (1963) 18218
Ukrainian-Russian and Russian-Ukrainian,

proper names (1962) 5948
see also Lexicography.

Dideriksen, Raymond I., soil survey of Adams
County, Iowa (1963) 13054

Didot, Horace A., relief (1962) 15137
Didriksen, Knud E., relief (1961) 10374, 14207,

16527
Didymium nitrate, improves nickel-cadmium

cell (1965) 8067
Die castings:

fiberglass dies speed forming of large metal
sheets (1965) 14774

zinc-base scrap, use for zinc recovery (1964)
11323

Die makers, tool and die industry, outlook for
1962 and review of 1961 (1962) 4667

Diebold, John, automation, its implications for
counseling (1963) 3022

Diedrich, James H.:

damage to brittle materials by impact with
high-velocity projectiles (1965) 8105

hypervelocity impact damage characteris-
tics in beryllium and graphite plates
and tubes (1965) 18568

Dieldrin:

effect in glue line of oak plywood panels in

preventing Lyctus beetle damage (1961)
20773

fate of residues during processing of raw
sugarbeets (1965) 15169

Dielectric bolometer, new type of thermal ra-

diation detector (1961) 1303
Dielectrics:

ferromagnetic and paramagnetic, effect of

electron magnetic resonance on optical
properties of, USSR study (1962) 2718

films in microelectronics, review of U.S.
Govt, research reports (1965) 14882

high frequency dielectric tensor of temper-
ate plasma, geometrical representation
(1965) 5159

high-frequency heating, use in seasoning of
wood (1961) 12713

inorganic solids, infrared spectra (1965)
1802

materials

—

synthesis and purification (1961) 11750
transient effects caused by electron irra-

diation (1965) 19925
measurements of compliant electrode proper-

ties (1961) 17777
molecular interactions of 2-component liquid

systems, Polish studies (1963) 6914
properties from pressing materials, USSR

study (1962) 2867
spheres, back-scatter with and without met-

al caps (1965) 113
synthesis and purification of dielectric mate-

rials (1962) 4558
USSR study (1963) 12609

Dienbienphu, North Vietnam, commemorating
10th anniversary of battle (1964) 12850

Dierks, Henry A. developing lock-hopper feed-
er for hydraulic hoisting of coal (1964)
7431

Dies, see Taps and dies.

Dies (metal working):
aircraft extruded dies used as structural

members, military handbook (1961) 1926
carbide dies, USSR study (1962) 1092
extrusion die development, titanium and

steel (1961) 8331
extrusion eliminates straightening opera-

tion, guide (1965) 1415
Diesel engines:

airplane, Packard model DR-980 of 1928
(1965) 9760

emission of pollutants, control

—

hearings (1965) 9004, 15820
reports (1965) 10643, 17597, 17641

mechanics, employment outlook (1962) 10395
mobile diesel-powered equipment for noncoal

mines approved by Mines Bureau (1963)
18074

procurement for military .5-ton truck, result-

ing in unnecessary additional costs.

Army Department, GAO report (1965)
7763

Diesel fuel, see Fuel oil.

Diesel mechanics, see Mechanics (persons).
Diet:

artificial

—

for rearing Heliothis species, laboratory
techniques (1963) 18391

for southern pine beetle and other bark
beetles (1965) 16273

atherosclerotic patients, influence on blood
coagulation system, change of certain
indices (1961) 15240

bedrest effect, dietary requirements (1965)
18465

business and professional men, characteris-
tics (1962) 18608

calculating nutritive value, manual of in-

structions for use of punch cards for
machine tabulation (1964) 20902

cardiovascular effects of refeeding stress
following starvation (1964) 7984

Clinical Center manual (1963) 12904
revised page (1965) 14889

conditioning for nutrient restriction in hu-
mans (1963) 1753

effects on

—

HMP dehydrogenase and malic (TPN) de-

hydrogenase in rat (1965) 4172
urinary excretion of steroids and catecho-
lamines (1963) 18505

Finnish Lapps, cesium-137 and potassium
content (1964) 13392

food you eat and heart disease (1963) 18285
glycine, fed to rats, stress studies (1963)

1758
help diabetic live with diet (1962) 22748
hospital diets, technical manual (1965) 13473
infants, strontium-90 and calcium (1965)

8253
influence of dietary factors on plasma cho-

lesterol of growing mice (1963) 13245
Jewish religious regulations rel. to food fish-

es with fins and scales (1962) 11831
lipid metabolism, and atherosclerosis, review

of research grants (1965) 8156
metabolic response of young women to

standard diet (1962) 8834
minimal weighted radionuclide intake, math-

ematical programming models for selec-

tion (1963) 20093
older households, dietary levels (1965) 7030
strontium 90 content of total diets in U.S.,

summary of available data (1961) 194
therapeutic, effect upon functional condition

of cerebral cortex in patients with coro-
nary atherosclerosis, USSR study (1961)
2384
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Diet—Continued
therapeutics diet recipes, Air Force manual

(1962) 6597
therapy in

—

atherosclerosis (1961) 7591
hypertensive disease, USSR study (1961)

11198
way of life, weight reduction plan (1965)

7117
see also Food.

Dieter, W. E., stainless steel fume hood for
safety in use of perchloric acid (1964)
14755

Dieterich, J. H., litter fuels in red pine planta-
tions (1963) 12179

Dietetic interns, see Dietitians.

Dietetics, see Diet.

Diethyl ether, see Ethers.
Diethylamide of lysergic acid, see Lysergic

acid diethylamide.
Diethylamine, reaction of disulfuryl fluoride,

East German study (1962) 7740
Dietics, see Diet.

Dietitians:
educational opportunities, college students,

etc (1964) 21009
employment outlook (1961) 13729; (1962)

8371; (1964) 9395
examination announcements (1962) 16615;

(1964) 4399; (1965) 330-331, 1926, 13671,
15344

amdt (1963) 4611
discontinuance notice (1962) 16604

interns, Veterans Administration (1961)
5159

internship. Public Health Service hospital,
Staten Island, N.Y (1962) 22735; (1965)
18702

opportunity to serve aged persons (1961)
21325

place for professional achievement on aero-

space team. Air Force (1962) 20444

Veterans Administration

—

career opportunities (1961) 5161; (1963)
11374; (1964) 16905

interns (1964) 13507
Dietrich, Raymond A., Texas-Oklahoma meat

industry, structure and marketing prac-
tices (1963) 12044

Dietz, R. S., Soviet oceanography, 1964 trip
report (1965) 10312

Dietzman, W. D., heavy crude oil reservoirs in
United States, survey (1965) 9573

Difference meters, measures interior quality of
foods and pigment in biological tissues
(1965) 18897

Difference method for numerical calculation of
discontinuous solutions of hydrodynamic
equations, USSR (1961) 2400

Differential equations, see Equations

—

Harmonic functions—Stochastic differ-
ential equations.

Differential harvesting of cotton (1963) 1630

Differential neutron thermalization (1962)
2037; (1963) 7690; (1964) 8052; (1965)
5602

Differential sulfatizing process for recovery of
ferrograde manganese (1963) 5487

Differential sulfatization of Georgia mangani-
ferous iron ore (1962) 20111

Differentiation (biology):
role of nucleic acids, USSR studies (1964)

4904
Differentiation of conditioned space stimuli,

USSR (1961) 2188
Diffraction:
electromagnetic waves in plane metal grat-

ing with screen, USSR study (1963)
19631

Diffraction—Continued
electron study of garnierite (1961) 19874
ground wave propagation problems, USSR

studies (1964) 20016
high-temperature X-ray

—

diffraction and diffractometer techniques,
analysis (1961) 6300

diffraction cameras and diffractometers,
platinum expansion values for thermal
calibration (1962) 20081

plane hydroacoustical wave, at boundary of
elastic plates, USSR study (1963) 17923

radio waves, path integrals for low and very
low frequencies, numerical values (1965)
18618

radome, homing missile control system to
reduce (1961) 19939

theory, computation of modified Fresnel inte-

gral by variable screen (1964) 21784
ultrasonic propagation parameter measure-

ments, freefield effect and systematic
error (1965) 11580

wave diffraction and propagation problems,
USSR studies (1964) 21612; (1965) 7936

wave on wedge, transverse diffusion (1965)
18375

X-ray-
analysis of stresses appearing during
machining of metals, USSR study (1964)
2674

carbon structures, data (1965) 19830
data reduction program for IBM 704 and
7090 (1962) 20216
addenda (1963) 9273

form and structure of uranouranic oxide
powder particles, reactivity survey
(1962) 23002

phases in binary systems CaO-AkOa, CaO-
SiOz, and NazaAl 2O3 (1964) 11334

powder patterns (1962) 8529; (1963) 11096,
20941; (1964) 16739

research, USSR studies (1964) 7286
silver electrode studies (1965) 6841

Diffractometers, neutron, automatic, single-
crystal, design (1962) 20219

Diffusers:
annular, with upstream terminal normal

shock, effects of suction boundary-layer
control on performance (1962) 10529

dump, effect of screens in reducing distor-

tion and diffusion length (1962) 12417
flxed-and variable-area rocket exhaust, per-

formance evaluation using single and
clustered nozzles with and without grim-

baling (1962) 18271
force and pressure recovery characteristics

at supersonic speeds of conical spike
inlet with bypass (1961) 2541

in-flight gains realized by modifying twin
side-inlet induction system (1963) 10978

inlet performance, effect of cowl visor and
internal-contraction cowl for drag re-

duction (1962) 12425
internal boundary-layer control effects on

performance of supersonic aft inlets

(1962) 6252
performance

—

and internal flow of variable-area, varia-
ble-internal-contraction inlet at Mach
nos. 2.00, 2.50, and 2.92 (1961) 2535

of Mach 6 open-jet tunnel and model-

blockage effects at stagnation temper-
ature to 3,600"^ (1964) 16700

of variable 2-dimensional inlet designed
for engine-inlet matching (1963) 5521

pressure, direct control on 16-inch ram-jet
engine, investigation (1961) 1261

rocket exhaust, for altitude simulation, per-
formance measurements, comparison
(1961) 19928
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Diffusers—Continued
subsonic

—

aerodynamics handbook (1964) 15008
annular, effects of shock-boundary-layer

interaction on performance (1961) 17694
data summary (1963) 16360
full-scale free-jet investigation (1961) 2552
inlet-bypass systems for matching
2-dimensional variable-geometry Mach
3.0 inlet at Mach 1.5 and 2.0 (1962)
12422

internal-compression air-inlet designs us-

ing fluid boundaries for obtaining super-
sonic compression, investigation (1961)
4870

performance and internal flow of vari-

able-area, internal-contraction inlet at

Mach nos. 2.00, 2.50, and 2.92 (1961)
2535

pivoted cone to improve angle of attack at

Mach number 1.91 (1961) 19903
pressure recovery and mass-flow perform-
ance of annular nose inlets (1961) 2542

side-inlet, performance data obtained in

full-scale, free-jet investigation (1961)
9508

translating-double-cone axisymmetric in-

lets with cowl projected areas 40 and 20
percent (1961) 17678

viscous flows in inlets (1961) 1252
Diffusion:
atmospheric, and air pollution problems,

USSR studies (1965) 4924
auroral electrons in atmosphere (1965) 6688
barriers for refractory mentals, investiga-

tion (1963) 13195
blade-element performance of rotor with tip

diffusion factor of .43 (1964) 18790
blade-tip diffusion factor of 0.66 on axial-

flow pump rotor, design and perform-
ance (1965) 18572

B-titanium-vanadium, B-titanium-niobium
and chromium-vanadium system, elec-

tron probe microanalysis (1965) 13156
coefficients, nonpolar gases and gas mix-

tures at low density (1961) 8044
columbium rich columbium-titanium alloys

(1965) 13196
column reactions, quantitative analyses

(1962) 10907
creep of metalloceramic bodies, USSR study

(1961) 4603
diffusivity determination in 2 phase systems

(1963) 4481
distillation in 3-phase polydispersed system,

USSR study (1962) 2855
double, preservative process for treating

fence posts (1961) 20763
downwind from line sources, operational

prediction (1964) 13627, 16993
electron, in turbulent plasma (1962) 14480
elevated temperature, in systems Nb-Pt,

Nb-Se, Nb-Zn, Nb-Co, Ni-Ta, and Fe-Mo
(1961) 5010

progress report (1962) 2077, 2078; (1963)

129
gaseous

—

moderate flow rates in circular conduits
(1962) 200

role in oxidation of metal forming volatile
oxide, errato (1962) 3346

gases in atmosphere, determination of pa-
rameters, Czechoslovak study (1964)
5081

green glow program (1962) 10896, 22960
heavy homogeneous admixture from instan-

taneous point source, influence of sur-

face layer of atmosphere, USSR study
(1961) 1001

Diffusion—Continued
hydrogen

—

and uranium, high-temperature mixtures
(1965) 11405

in carbon steels, effect of carbon content,
USSR study (1964) 11003

impurity process for silicon semiconductors
(1965) 19896

lateral turbulent, at surface of alluvial
channel (1964) 18124

magnetic, and drift instabilities, bibliogra-
phy (1965) 1835

metals, exchange reactions (1962) 16383
multi-group methods (1963) 1835
nine-group equations for cylindrical reac-

tors, computer program for solving,
analysis and discussion, errata (1961)
21208

nonlinear, with homogeneous recombination
and time-varying boundary conditions,
numerical predictions (1964) 7526

Ocean Breeze and Dry Gulch programs
(1964) 5871

potential and effective diffusion constant in

polyelectrolyte solution, calculations
(1963) 14602

radioactive clouds, method of estimation of
population dose, population, and surface
area covered (1962) 179

separation of uranium isotopes (1961) 1692
solid state, in metals and alloys (1964) 11854
studies of oxidation resistant coatings on

Mo-0.5 Ti molybdenum alloy at 2,500 F
(1964) 18732

surface

—

cesium coatings on tungsten (1964) 5500
diffusion saturation of metals and coat-

ings seminar, USSR (1964) 10785
theoretical discussion of diffusion and drift

in F2 region (1962) 12951
thermal

—

diffusivity measurements on finite disk
(1963) 124

gases in porous media, negative concen-
tration effect, USSR study (1963) 8539

metals, determination at high tempera-
tures (1961) 6538

neutron, length measurements in light

water from 20° C to 90° C (1963) 9674
saline water conversion, investigation

(1965) 11020
transverse, in saturated isotropic granular

media (1961) 12794
turbulent

—

in surface layer of

atmosphere, USSR studies (1965) 2764
Earth's atmosphere, USSR studies

(1964) 11110
of heavy aerosol in boundary layer of
atmosphere, hypothesis of quasi-
stationary surface layer, USSR study
(1961)932

sodium vapor trails in upper atmosphere
(1965) 18472

theory (1963) 7607
unsteady, with recombination, in ternary

mixture of diatomic molecules, dissociat-
ed atoms, and inert gas (1963) 7278

vertical turbulent, of homogeneous aerosol
in boundary layer of atmosphere, semi-
empirical theory, USSR study (1961)
19632

Diffusion welding, see Welding.
Digby, Margaret, Plunkett Foundation offers

overseas co-op courses (1963) 8208
Digestion:
analysis of electrogastrogram and its var-

iants in healthy persons, USSR study
(1964) 1179
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Digestion—Continued

enzyme supplementation influence on digesti-

bility of algae (1961) 20355
starch, action potentials of Ranvier nerve

fiber nodes and in vivo-in vitro compari-
son, USSR study (1964) 16501

trials using steers fed pelleted rations, com-
parison of chromic oxide and conven-
tional methods (1964) 19105

Digestive system, Beaumont's observations of

digestive process (1965) 2056
functions of organs in hot climate, USSR

study (1963) 20771
human, radiotelemetric investigation of

temperature, USSR study (1963) 19588
organs, USSR study (1962) 22064

Digests, see Index-digests— aiso names of de-

partments, etc., issuing digests— aiso
subiects.

Di Gesu, Chiara, relief (1962) 9206, 11563,
13255

Di Giacomo, Francesco, relief (1963) 11789,
17000, 17221

Digger pine, see Pine.

Digging frozen ground (1961) 9069
Digrital analysis of liquid propellant sloshing

in mobile tanks with rotational symme-
try (1965) 11408

Digital cardiometer, see Cardiometers.
Digital command system for satellites (1962)

8502
Digital computer systems:

analyst, examination announcement (1965)

320, 7319
operator, examination announcement (1965)

320, 7319
Digital computers, see Computers—Electronic

computers.
Digital counters, see Counters.
Digital:

filters, background theory (1965) 2830
logic elements provide additional functions

from analog input (1964) 14822

ohmmeter (1964) 21751
output cardiotachometer measures rapid

changes in heartbeat rate (1965) 9685
point gage recorder (1965) 10028
readout

—

of oscilloscope sweep delay times (1965)

112
technic applicable to laboratory and
aerospace medical monitoring of phy-
siologic data (1963) 7635

solar aspect sensor (1961) 19974
system accurately controls velocity of elec-

tromechanical drive (1965) 8079
tape recorder analyzer (1964) 21748

Dihedral angle, sideslip derivatives of swept-
back-wing-body combinations, effects at
supersonic speeds (1961) 6356

Diisopropyl fluorophosphate:
contribution to therapy for DFP poisoning,

Yugoslav study (1962) 7737
determination of DFP in blood and serum,

Hungarian investigation (1962) 7562
Dike-Eaton mining area, geology and fluorspar

deposits (1962) 21826
Dilatometers, thermal expansion measure-

ments to 2000''F (1963) 20295
Dill, D.B., work tolerance, age and altitude

(1964) 13735
Dilldown Watershed, calibrating by using cli-

matic data (1964) 8679
Dille, J. Robert:

central nervous system effects of chronic
exposure to organophosphate insecti-
cides (1964) 5999

flammability of lip, face and hair prepara-
tions in presence of 100% oxygen (1964)
13729

Diller, Jesse D.:

chestnut blight (1965) 9170
cooperative test plots produce some promis-

ing Chinese and hybrid chestnut trees
(1965) 7730

Dillon, Douglas:
addresses, remarks, statements (1963) 1576,

3387, 5760, 7494-95, 7497, 9468, 11356-57,
11359-60, 13106, 14754, 18355, 20214-17,
21146, 21148-49; (1964) 1638-41, 3177,
7822-24, 9859, 13503-04, 16901, 19008-09,
20862, 21913-14; (1965) 6971, 8350-51

nomination, hearing (1961) 4088
Dillsburg, Pa., motor carrier accident (1965)

18280
Dilweg, LaVern R., nomination, hearings

(1961) 7294
Dimantopoulou, Fotini, relief (1964) 6389,

21109
Dimeff, John, reduction of fold-over errors in

flux-gate magnetometers (1964) 21758
Dimension stone, see Stone.

Dimensional:
analysis, theory and application to model

study of fluid displacements in petro-
leum reservoirs (1965) 1368

relationships for flying animals (1962) 10648

Dimensioning and tolerancing, military stand-

ard (1964) 10448

Dimensions of airman morale (1961) 143

Dimercaptopropane, British anti-lewisite, ef-

fect on toxicity of oxygen at 6 atmos-
pheres' pressure on white male rats

(1965) 8493

Dimethylamidoethoxyphosphorylcyanide, see
Tabun.

Dimethylhydrazine:
convulsigenic activity of UDMH in monkeys,

influence of large doses of pyridoxine
hydrochloride (1962) 4549

tissue analysis of UDMH concentrations in

brains of rats pyridoxine-treated and
untreated (1962) 10917

X-irradiation (1964) 18778
Dimethylsiloxane, physiologic effects produced

in cardiovascular system (1961) 5295

Dimethylsystox, see Cebetox.

Dimitroff, Athanos Z., rock-dust disseminator
used in return air currents, Koehler
Mine, Kaiser Steel Corp., Koehler, N.

Mex (1965) 6590
Dimitropoulos, Tasia, see Demetropoulou, Tas-

ia.

Dimmick, Forrest L., psychological dimensions
of color (1965) 9537

Dimock, D.L., magnetically compressed plas-

mas in stellarator (1963) 7700
Dimock, Edward J., II:

Hemlock Experimental Forest guide (1963)
19252

supplemental treatments to aid planted
Douglas-fir in dense bracken fern (1964)

12465
Dimolybdenum carbide, see Molybdenum car-

bide.

Din, Suraj, relief (1962) 15136, 17171, 18926
Ding Lam Tam, see Tam Ding Lam.

Ding Yun Tam, see Tam Ding Yun.
Dinger, C, computer programs in oceanogra-

phy (1964) 21811
Dinger, J.E., spectra of ocean waves and mi-

croseisms as related to storms at sea

(1963) 11164
Dingman, Robert J., geology and ground-water

resources of Pica area, Tarapaca Prov-
ince, Chile (1965) 16312

Dings, McClelland G., geology, etc., Metaline
zinc-lead district. Wash. (1965) 9271
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Dingus, Ky., geology of area (series) (1963)
10274

Dingwell, Andrew G.F., optimization of sili-

con-germanium thermoelectric modules
for Transportation Corps silent boat
design (1963) 16633

Dinh Khon Ngo, see Ngo, Dinh Khon.
Dining cars, railroad sanitation, construction,

operation, etc., handbook (1964) 9715
Dining rooms, areas, house planning aids

(1964) 16960
Dinitrophenol, chemical poisons in feces, deter-

mination, USSR study (1965) 14493
Dinkins, Clarence M., patent practices of Fed-

eral Communications (Commission, pre-
liminary report (1963) 332

Dinnerware, see Tableware.
Dinosaur National Monument, general infor-

mation (1961) 20020; (1962) 22642; (1964)
16763

Dinwiddie, George A., availability of ground
water in parts of Acoma and Laguna
Indian Reservations, N. Mex (1964)
12514

Diocese of San Diego Education & Welfare
Corp.:

land conveyance

—

law (1961) 10182
reports (1961) 7059, 8946

Diodes:
added diodes increase output of balanced

mixer circuit (1965) 16664
alloy-diffused parametric diodes. Communist

China study (1965) 4978
average power dissipated in diode swept

along its reverse characteristics (1964)
11441

cesium

—

discharge effects (1963) 9597
thermionic, application of study of

zero-field electron work function of met-
al immersed in gas (1964) 14886

digital-to-analog conversion technique (1963)
18230

injection-luminescent, modification increases
light output (1965) 5121

mounting, provides efficient heat sink (1965)
1438

plasma, effects at cathode as model of mag-
netogas dynamic energy conversion,
USSR study (1963) 12498

point-contact, technical silicon carbide as
material, USSR study (1962) 7897

power, generation of alternating current
(1965) 11460

semi-conductor

—

manual, USSR study (1961) 15378
optical arrangement increases useful light

output (1965) 5134
thermionic

—

chemical regeneration of surfaces (1963)
16392

noise, emission stabilization of sources
(1962) 24011

placed in autonomous discharge plasma,
properties, USSR study (1965) 12750

system for large nuclear-electric power-
plants in space vehicles (1962) 3365

thermocompression bonding produces effi-

cient surface-barrier (1965) 5122
tunnel

—

amplifiers, model EK/A-S, etc (1964) 13618
application in high speed computers,
USSR study (1964) 16046

circuit features zero-level clipping (1965)
5117

constant current regulator improves
threshold-detector performance (1965)
16670

Diodes—Continued
tunnel—Continued
converter performance, analysis (1962)

12603
diode binary counter for satellite applica-

tions, description (1962) 14483
incorporated in monostable multivibrator

circuit (1964) 14816
static inverter, adaptation to higher input
voltages (1963) 1372

with X-band waveguide mixer, noise figure
measurement (1964) 19169

varactor diode parametric amplifier for ra-
win set AN/GMD-2 (1964) 65

zener

—

function generators, require no external
reference voltage (1965) 5127

starter for transistor-regulated power
supply (1965) 5156

variable voltage supply uses as reference
(1965) 8080

see also Crystal diodes.
Diorite, unweathered Virginia ores, flotation

of ilmenite (1963) 5498
Diosponin, new drug for treatment of athero-

sclerosis patients, USSR (1962) 3070
Dioxolanes:

derivatives, and their action on central
nervous system, pharmacological stud-
ies, East Germany (1962) 7783

pharmacologic studies on mechanism of ac-
tion, East Germany (1962) 7992

Diphenyl:
control of

—

citrus spoilage, influence of time, tempera-
ture, and carton venting (1964) 7930

lemon spoilage (1963) 1704
heat-transfer studies on forced convection

loop with monoisopropylbiphenyl (1961)
1371

liquid heat transfer and vapor deposition
studies at 700° and 800°F (1964) 10032

treatment effect on lemon shipments (1962)
57

7-Diphenyl pteridine, transition metal com-
plexes (1965) 120

Diphenylalkoxyacetic acid, esters, analgesic
and antitussive action, USSR study
(1964) 7266

Diphenylthioacetic acid 2-diethyl aminoethyl
ester, see Tiphen.

Diphtheria:
antidiphtherial antibodies, determination

and isolation with aid of antigens fixed
on cellulose, USSR study (1961) 15526

diphtheritis encephalitis in rats, cytochemi-
cal study of Golgi apparatus (1963) 7193

experimental study of polydisperse bacterial
aerosols, USSR (1965) 11287

general information (1963) 11234
vaccination assistance act

—

law (1962) 23268
reports (1962) 15169, 15191, 19302

Diphyllobothriasis, distribution in Yenisey
River, USSR study (1964) 9180

Diphyllobothrium latum, role of lake fish in
infestation of humans on lower reaches
of Yenisey River, USSR study (1964)
9180

Diplomacy:
diplomat and consul, USSR study (1965)

11244
educational and cultural (1965) 5396
new diplomacy (address) (1965) 13444

strategy of diplomatic war, USSR study
(1965) 4965

Diplomatic and consular service, see Foreign
Service.
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Diplomatic list (1961) 3596; (1962) 3764; (1963)

3603; (1964) 3423; (1965) 3313
Diplomatic papers, see International relations.

Diplomatic relations, see International rela-

tions.

Diplomats:
Vienna convention on diplomatic relations

—

hearing (1965) 17924
report (1965) 17764

see also Ambassadors.
Dipole antennas, see Antennas.
Dipole moments, halogenpolynitroalcanes,

USSR study (1961) 1116
Dipropionitrile, see Nitrile.

Dips, protecting bulk-piled green lumber (1961)
6109

Diptera, see Flies.

Direct communications link, memorandum of

understanding between U.S. and USSR
(1963) 14734

Direct current machinery, see Machinery.
Direct energy conversion, see Ehiergy conver-

sion.

Direct energy conversion:
devices (1961) 9954
literature abstracts (1962) 18354

Direct reaction calculation (1964) 7537
Direction finding, see Radio direction finding.

Directional behavior of emitted and reflected

radiant energy from gray, asymmetric
groove (1963) 16390

Directional stability, see Stability of aircraft.

Directories:
accelerated public works program, approved

projects (1963) 7654; (1964) 3207
ADP training, services and sources of infor-

mation (1964) 19333; (1965) 17248
AEC purchasing offices (1961) 8433; (1963)

13252
African programs of U.S. organizations

(1965) 15050
Agricultural Marketing Service, marketing

research (1963) 4335
Agriculture Department, organization and

field activities (1962) 6557
airports and seaplane bases, airman's guide

supplement (1962) 21712; (1963) 3604;
(1964) 3424; (1965) 3314

American

—

Congress, 1774-1961, biographical (1962)

2293
scientists in cancer-virus research (1962)
16068

architectural, engineering and consulting
firms with certified fallout shelter ana-
lysts (1964) 6065; (1965) 11956

architects and engineers qualified in fallout
shelter analysis (1962) 9101; (1963) 7777,
18713

Area Redevelopment Administration, ap-
proved projects (1964) 5925; (1965) 3146

accelerated public works program (1965)

3095
Army Materiel Command, installations and

activities (1965) 152
aviation medical examiners (1961) 1729,

8435, 11818, 16230; (1962) 229, 16423;
(1963) 13254; (1964) 10041; (1965) 10197

biomedical institutions in USSR (1965) 16763
BLS—
reports on wage developments, etc (1962)
14390

studies in industrial relations (1963) 1180;

(1964) 11286
Bulgarian officials (1965) 11238
Business Research Advisory Council (1962)

6203
careers in Interior Department for college

students (1963) 623

Directories—Continued

chemical statistics (1964) 15296
Chinese Communist officials and leaders of

People's organizations (1965) 2563
civil and defense mobilization officials (1961)

6891
changes (1961) 301, 11990

college courses in radio and television,
1961-62 (1962) 17395

combination export managers

—

food, feed and fertilizers (1962) 9776
fuel (1962) 9777
machinery and vehicles (1962) 9779
miscellaneous and unclassified (1962) 9780
raw materials and semi-finished products

(1962) 9778
commercial dealers in seeds and planting

stock for trees and shrubs (1964) 791
community wage surveys (1961) 1181; (1963)

1181; (1964) 5440, 21676; (1965) 19810
Ck)ngress of United States

—

official edition (1961) 6933; (1962) 4882;
(1963) 7817; (1964) 1858; (1965) 7372

pocket edition (1961) 3990; (1963) 4659;
(1965) 5779

counselor educators (1963) 2151; (1965)
10732

courts having jurisdiction in naturalization,
proceedings (1964) 8793

church-related schools (1964) 15841; (1965)
7581

counties and cities, education (1961) 7326
education (1961) 458-459, 5927, 7326
education associations (1961) 5927; (1962)

11702; (1963) 12057; (1965) 2096
Federal government and States, education

(1961) 458; (1963) 15427
higher education (1961) 459; (1962) 7273;

(1963) 12056; (1964) 8480; (1965) 10735
supplement (1962) 453; (1963) 373; (1964)

2270' (1965) 2095
public school systems (1962) 7272; (1963)

13843; (1964) 15841; (1965) 7581
State governments (1962) 7271; (1963)

2155; (1964) 6562; (1965) 10734
Employees Compensation Bureau, district

offices and deputy commissioners (1965)
9053

engineering education 3-2 plan, collaborat-
ing colleges (1961) 19243

engineers graduated from electrical engi-
neering faculty of University of Bel-

grade, Yugoslavia, 1923-56 (1964) 2499
fallout shelter analysts (1964) 17127
Federal Aviation Agency field facility (1963)

15474; (1964) 3506; (1965) 3418, 10797
Federal

—

career, college students (1963) 4623, 16945
careers in sixties, college students (1961)

1835
Radiological Fallout Monitoring Station,
(X:D (1965) 313

statistical directory (1963) 13256; (1965)
17151

statistics for metropolitan areas (1963)
1613

federally financed student loans, fellowships
and career training programs in field of

higher education (1962) 11444; (1964)
4493

financial assistance for college students
(1965) 10736

fire safety training and speakers. Federal
Fire Council (1964) 6793

fish hatcheries, national, managers, address
list, 1961 (1961) 7434

foreign

—

manufacturers of farm machinery and
equipment (1961) 245
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Directories—Continued
foreign—Continued

organizations for trade and investment
promotion (1961) 9162

freeze-drying, 1964 (1965) 7576
Government purchasing, specifications and

sales (1963) 1493; (1965) 16855
revision sheet (1961) 5095

guidance, counseling, and testing personnel
in State Departments of Education
(1963) 19096

Health, Education, and Welfare Dept., field

directory (1961) 7531; (1962) 13882;
(1963) 14039; (1964) 12530; (1965) 7810

health units, local (1962) 22736; 1964 20746
homemaker services (1964) 11553

agencies in U.S. (1962) 16126
important labor areas (1965) 18017
Indian Affairs Bureau (1961) 3311; (1962)

3765; (1963) 3605; (1964) 3425; (1965)
3315

industry wage and union scale studies (1961)

15731; (1962) 14391; (1963) 19796; (1965)
5057

information resources in U.S.

—

physical and biological sciences, and engi-
neering (1965) 5066

social sciences (1965) 19814
interagency, planning and development, edu-

cational, cultural, scientific and techni-

cal exchange programs, key contacts
(1964) 15098

Interior Department, career opportunities
for college students (1965) 18246

International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions (1964) 4870

International Federation of Christian Trade
Unions (1963) 15657

international mail (1961) 13621; (1963) 5671;

(1965)9840
changes (1962) 3766; (1963) 3606; (1964)

3426; (1965) 3316
quarterly changes (1961) 3521

international trade union organizations
(1961) 12827

interservice supply support, coordinators
and contact points (1965) 14157

Job Corps conservation centers (1965) 17986,
19549

key-
audiovisual personnel in public schools
and library systems (1961) 12568

educational media personnel in public
schools and library systems (1963) 17379

personnel in U.S. Government audiovisual
programs (1963) 2158

labor

—

market areas, supplement (1961) 4155;
(1962) 11715; (1963) 20648

offices in U.S. and Canada (1962) 6185;
(1964) 9375

labor organizations

—

Africa (1962) 23608
Asia and Australasia (1963) 19364
Europe (1965) 18268-269
Portugal (1965) 18268
Western Hemisphere (1961) 7556-57
Antigua, Grenada (1964) 21376
Haiti (1965) 2265

labor unions in U.S.

—

additions, corrections, and deletions (1963)
9051; (1964) 16605

departmental edition (1962) 10412
document edition (1962) 9181

language and area study programs in Amer-
ican universities (1962) 22818; (1965)
6924

library education (1965) 12387
directory (1964) 4624

Directories—Continued

local Employment Service and claims offices

(1963) 19127; (1965) 501
low-income housing demonstration program,

projects (1964) 19809; (1965) 18236
mailing list houses (1963) 18309

Maritime Administration executive reserv-
ists (1965) 9531

market news reports, Federal-State (1964)
4184

medical

—

groups (1961) 6507
libraries outside U.S. and Canada (1963)

12913
mental health. State and national agencies

(1965) 2944

Missouri Basin Inter-Agency Committee,
1962 (1961) 15763

National and Regional Export Expansion
Councils, 1965-66 (1965) 17280

national

—

associations of business men (1961) 246,

(1961) 9973
for use in marketing (1963) 14687; (1964)

13441
National Institutes of Health, scientific per-

sonnel (1961) 11538; (1962) 14578; (1963)
9348; (1964) 9721; (1965) 8249

organizations for recreation (1963) 18221;
(1964) 16789

wildlife refuges (1963) 4974; (1965) 10901
naval fighting ships, errata (1963) 16453
Naval Weapons Bureau (1963) 3484; (1964)

3289; (1965) 3176
noninstitutional facilities for mentally re-

tarded. Army Medical Service (1965)
15239

nonpublic secondary schools, 1960-61 (1963)
4820

OASI service area directory (1964) 1590;
(1965) 3022

Ohio's private outdoor and forest recreation
enterprises (1963) 15556

outdoor recreation, Federal and State agen-
cies (1963) 9319

physical and biological sciences, information
services (1961) 21338

plastics, knowledgeable Government person-
nel (1963) 17352

poison control centers (1962) 22737; (1965)
8238

post offices (1961) 15921; (1962) 18391; (1963)
14646

bv States and counties (1961) 15920; (1962)
18390; (1963) 16484

national Zip Code directory (1965) 13218
with ZIP code numbers (1964) 20727;

(1965) 14976
primary wood industries of Kentucky (1964)

14307
production equipment

—

D series (1962) 7247
welding, heat cutting and metallizing
equipment (1962) 7247

projects, management research and improve-
ment (1961) 5413

psychiatric clinics (1964) 14948
public camp and picnic areas in northern

region national forests (1965) 2160
Public Health Service, public advisory

groups (1961) 6511, 13633; (1962) 10612;
(1963) 9352; (1964) 11575; (1965) 11664

public training schools serving delinquent
children (1964) 198

qualified fallout shelter analysts (1965)
19005

refrigerated warehouses in United States
(1963) 16623
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Directories—Continued

regional manpower advisory comnuttees,
membership (1965) 18389

school and college personnel work, pro-
grams, etc., 1963-64 (1963) 13854

science and technology, checklist (1964) 5455
Securities and Exchange Commission, com-

panies filing annual reports (1962)
10637; (1963) 9377; (1964) 9758; (1965)
6896

small business concerns interested in per-
forming research and development, list

(1962) 1808; (1963) 11270
special education

—

enrollments in local public schools (1962)
2413

personnel in State departments of educa-
tion and Division of Handicapped Chil-

dren and Youth, Office of Education
(1965) 7580

special school programs for visually handi-
capped children, fall 1964 (1965) 4645

specialists of parent education (1964) 1828
standardization

—

Federal supply classification and area as-

signments (1961) 9016; (1962) 2393,
19413; (1963) 2119, 6314, 12039, 19087;
(1964) 2256, 6552, 12306, 17898; (1965)
2077

SD series (1961) 9016; (1962) 2393, 19413;
(1963) 2119, 6314, 12039, 19087; (1964)
2256, 6552, 12306, 17898; (1965) 2077

standards Laboratories in United States
(1964) 20636; (1965) 1494, 11523

State-
agencies and local officials responsible for
employment and age certificate issuance
(1964) 9376

and territorial health authorities (1961)
13630; (1962) 16127; (1963) 14659; (1964)
18897; (1965) 16809

departments of

—

agriculture (1961) 8258; (1962) 8759;

(1963) 7529; (1964) 9906
revisions, Apr. 1962 (1962) 16240

education personnel

—

directly concerned with programs for
gifted and talented (1963) 372

guidance, counseling, and testing
(1961) 9029

mental health personnel and regional of-

fices of Health, Education, and Welfare
Dept (1964) 16742, 20648
revised pages (1965) 5260

merit systems (1962) 11904; (1963) 15621
migratory labor committees (1964) 2948
officials enforcing food, drug, etc., laws

(1963) 13979
outdoor recreation administration (1962)
22702

supervisors of

pupil transportation (1962) 5109; (1963)
2170; (1964) 4647; (1965) 7593

trade and industrial education (1964)
4617

surplus property directors (1961) 19428;
(1962) 9751; (1963) 8358; (1964) 10662;
(1965) 7809

summer session offerings in institutions of
higher education (1962) 21660

Surplus Property Utilization Division (1961)
19428; (1962) 9751; (1963) 8358; (1964)
10662; (1965) 7809

teacher

—

placement information, major sources
(1964) 12328

trainers of trade and industrial education
(1961) 10540; (1964) 4618

Directories—Continued
telephone

—

Agriculture Department (1965) 8453. 17000
Atomic Energy Commission (1964) 19268
Commerce Department (1964) 6125; (1965)

365, 12007
defense mobilization organization (1962)
6932

Goddard Space Flight Center (1965) 1492,
11520

House of Representatives (1961) 6956,
14130; (1962) 6935; (1963) 7830; (1964)
12014; (1965) 13820

Labor-Management Reports Bureau (1961)
9402

National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (1963) 16353; (1964) 7467, 18724;
(1965) 8049, 11416

Senate (1961) 5761; (1962) 407, 11483;
(1963) 310, 8017, 18963; (1964) 8405;
(1965) 2029, 7498

State Department, International Develop-
ment Agency, Arms Control and Disar-
mament Agency (1965) 1648, 8312, 13286,
15066

Ulan Bator City, Mongolia, brief instruc-
tions for using (1963) 14211

trade and industrial education

—

State supervisors (1963) 2152
teacher trainers (1963) 2153

trade and industrial training program for

pubHc schools, 1961-62 (1962) 21644
traffic safety services national organiza-

tions (1963) 16543
urban planning assistance program, pro-

jects (1961) 2734, 8240; (1962) 12771,
22894, 24132; (1963) 11371, 13108, 18359;
(1964) 3183, 9865, 16904; (1965) 5450,
15117

urban renewal (1965) 4036
demonstration grant program project

(1965) 1697
projects (1961) 3634; (1962) 4424; (1963)

4272; (1964) 4125
Vil'nyus, Lithuanian SSR, short directory

and reference book (1962) 12058
Vocational Rehabilitation Office, workshops

for handicapped, 1961 (1962) 12777
voluntary organizations in field of aging,

report (1961) 5897
wage chronologies (1963) 18043; (1965) 5058
wildlife refuges (1961) 4247

national, managers, address list, 1961
(1961) 7446

Yugoslav Federal, Republic, and regional
government officials (1964) 9130

Zagreb, Yugoslavia, government organs,
institutions, and organizations (1962)
19628

ZIP code-
Alabama (1963) 20025
Alaska (1963) 20026
Arizona (1963) 20027
Arkansas (1963) 20028
California (1963) 20029
Colorado (1963) 20030
Connecticut (1963) 20031
Delaware (1963) 20032
Florida (1963) 20033
(ieorgia (1963) 20034
Hawaii and Pacific Islands (1963) 20035
Idaho (1963) 20036
Illinois (1963) 20037
Indiana (1963) 20038
Iowa (1963) 20039
Kansas (1963) 20040
Kentucky (1963) 20041
Louisiana (1963) 20042
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Directories—Continued
ZIP code—Continued

Maine (1963) 20043
Maryland (1963) 20044
Massachusetts (1963) 20045
Michigan (1963) 20046
Minnesota (1963) 20047
Mississippi (1963) 20048
Missouri (1963) 20049
Montana (1963) 20050
Nebraska (1963) 20051
Nevada (1963) 20052
New Hampshire (1963) 20053
New Jersey (1963) 20054
New Mexico (1963) 20055
New York State (1963) 20056
North Carolina (1963) 20057
North Dakota (1963) 20058
Ohio (1963) 20059
Oklahoma (1963) 20060
Oregon (1963) 20061
Pennsylvania (1963) 20062
Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands (1963)

20063
Rhode Island (1963) 20064
South Carolina (1963) 20065
South Dakota (1963) 20066
Tennessee (1963) 20067
Texas (1963) 20068
Utah (1963) 20069
Vermont (1963) 18270
Virginia (1963) 20070
Washington State (1963) 20071
West Virginia (1963) 20072
Wisconsin (1963) 20073
Wyoming (1963) 20074

Zip code information, publications for sale

by Superintendent of Documents, price

list (1963) 20089; (1964) 18890
Directors, cooperatives, and their wives, good

member relations tea, (1965) 18059
Dirigibles, see Airships.
Dirksen, Everett M., record of press confer-

ence statements for joint Senate-House
Republican leadership (1961) 20595;
(1962) 21243; (1964) 2136, 19535; (1965)
19334

Republican report

—

88th Congress (1964) 2133, 19536, 21218
89th Congress (1965) 19333

Dirksen, Thomas R.:

determination of lipids in dentin (1963) 7629
lipid constituents of whole and parotid sali-

va (1963) 81
Disability days. United States (1961) 17793;

(1963) 20112
Disability insurance:
aged beneficiaries and older workers fact

book (1961) 5059
benefits

—

farm families, questions and answers
(1961) 20075

increase

—

hearings (1961) 7150, 10503
law (1961) 12119
changes made (1961) 15917

reports (1961) 7110, 7119, 12278, 12438
under social security

—

law (1961) 15915
program

—

cost estimates, summary (1965) 1617
don't guess about your rights (1963)

11286
changes

—

in social security disability benefits, brief

explanation (1965) 18761
under social security amendments of 1961

(1961) 13667, 17775

Disability insurance—Continued

county business patterns (1961) 10011,
11872-880, 13905-908, 16264

full retroactivity for disability determina-
tions, amend Social security act

—

law (1964) 21142
reports (1964) 8316, 17833

how disabled must you be (1961) 5053; (1962)

8582; (1964) 1584; (1965) 6905
if you become disabled, social security bene-

fits (1961) 2627; (1962) 8581; (1963) 9307;
(1965) 8280

interviewing in social security, as practiced
in administration of OASDI (1961) 6476

patient asks for medical report (1962) 10579;
(1963) 18312

population aged 65 and over receiving pay-
ments (1961) 9752

program, administration investigation, re-

port on findings (1961) 20589
rights and responsibilities of recipients of

social security disability benefits (1965)
8286

social security

—

benefits for children (1962) 6389
handbook, supplement, explains changes
made by amendments of 1960 (1961) 8129

laws (1961) 8127
program, facts and figures (1962) 24047;

(1963) 13045; (1964) 1585, 15083; (1965)
11688

provisions, general information (1965)
8281

social security rulings (1961) 3585; (1962)
4341; (1963) 4195; (1964) 4040; (1965)
3945

temporary

—

laws, comparison (1962) 17414
significant data (1961) 5941

trust fund, facts (1961) 2629
veterans

—

disability ratings in effect 20 or more
years, preservation, law (1964) 17304

non-service disabled, new insurance (1965)
11764
service-disabled rated and non-service
disabled (1965) 9985

what if you're disabled? social security disa-

bility benefits (1961) 15914
what you need to know about social security

disability benefits (1963) 21109; (1964)
21873

your social security, etc (1962) 6388, 12629;
(1963) 11281; (1964) 3131, 9772, 21874

Yugoslavia, disability compensation as spe-
cial form of protection under law (1964)
2901

see aiso Old age, survivors, and disability
insurance.

Disabled:
acute conditions, incidence in U.S., statistics

(1961) 1440; (1962) 16136
adults whose disabilities began in childhood,

social security benefits (1963) 13049;
(1964) 1588, 16861

applicants for social security benefits (1964)
13450, 16860; (1965) 8277

benefits for reservists, authorize

—

law (1964) 19424
reports (1964) 15542, 19565

Central Intelligence Agency improved disa-

bility system

—

hearings (1963) 18923-924; (1964) 6346
law (1964) 21135
reports (1963) 18844, 18902; (1964) 19566

chronic conditions causing limitation of ac-

tivities, U.S. statistics (1962) 24075;
(1965) 9898
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Disabled—Continued

disability days

—

due to injury, U.S. statistics, July
1959-June 1961 (1963) 5687

U.S (1964) 9733, 21859
disability separation, facts for your future

(1964) 20981
duration of limitation of activity due to

chronic conditions, statistics (1962) 3461
help needy disabled, general information

(1964) 14216
help through vocational rehabilitation

(1965) 20129
impairments due to injury, July 1959-June

1961 (1964) 5666
interviewing guides (1961) 14795; (1964)

2293, 8501-2
labor force, disability by employment

status, U.S., July 1961-June 1962 (1964)

7706
measuring capacity to work, seminar report

(1964) 7734
permanent and totally

—

aid. State public assistance plans under
social security act, staff development
provisions (1964) 12355

public assistance under social security act
(1961) 20088

recipient rates and average payments in

counties of U.S., June 1960 (1964) 10498
State aid under social security act

—

general provisions of plans (1962) 21704
medical and remedial care (1962) 7303

persons injured in home and associated disa-

bility, U.S. statistics, July 1959-June
1961 (1963) 5686

persons, operation of motor vehicles in in-

terstate commerce hearing (1964) 21207
physically, history of treatment (1962) 10387

police and firemen of D.C.

—

relief or retirement compensation of for-

mer members and their widows, widow-
ers, and children, increase

—

law (1962 18970
reports (1961) 17058-59; (1962) 17053
veto (1961) 18991

retirement and disability act, amend to

create additional category of service-

connected disability

—

law (1962) 23257
reports (1961) 14432; (1962) 21510

public assistance

—

money payments to recipients, Oct. 1963
(1964) 14215

program facts (1963) 10095; (1964) 12356
selected impairments, by etiology and activi-

ty limitation, U.S. statistics, July
1959-June 1960 (1962) 18417

social security laws disability provisions
administration, reports and recommen-
dations of Medical Advisory Committee
(1961) 1468

State aid under social security act (1965)
6150, 10788

information folder (1961) 6491
State employee benefit systems, withholding

for National Guard

—

hearing (1961) 19151
law (1961) 18616
reports (1961) 14346, 14712

types of injuries, incidence and associated
disability, July 1957-June 1961 (1964)
11583

what if you're disabled? social security disa-

bility benefits (1961) 15914
what you need to know about social security

benefits (1963) 21109; (1964) 21873

Disabled—Continued

worker under OASDI, disability beneficiaries
and workers with disability freeze in 8
metropolitan areas, 1960 survey (1965)
5379

working with sick and disabled, sketches
(1963) 19157

see also Civil service pensions—Disability
insurance—Handicapped—Pensions—Re-
habilitation of the disabled—Veterans.

Disabled American Veterans:
legislative objectives, hearings (1962) 9412;

(1963) 8014; (1964) 10347
legislative program, hearing (1965) 8909
report

—

conventions (1961) 6972; (1962) 1979;
(1963) 6084; (1964) 4444; (1965) 4468
addendum (1965) 10380

authorize printing report (1965) 12088
Disadvantaged children series (1965) 19557
Disadvantaged youth, see Youth.
Disarmament:
adequate inspection in regard to prepara-

tions for nuclear testing, excerpts from
President's press conference of Feb. 7,

1962 (1962) 10953
and nuclear weapons tests

—

text of Soviet aide-memoire (1961) 20160
UN prepares to take stock (1961) 17990

arms control

—

objectives which guide U.S. policy (ad-

dress) (1962) 16350
proceedings of 4th Air Force Academy
assembly, 1962 (1962) 16314

State Department briefing, Jan. 14, 1963,
television transcript (1963) 1794

within U.S. Government, John J. McCloy's
letter to the President, and President
Kennedy's reply (1962) 4583

arms control and disarmament

—

bibliography (1964) 17033; (1965) 5065
hearings (1962) 23407
questions and answers (1963) 18938
research and studies by Government agen-

cies, report (1964) 11833
research studies in progress or recently
completed, semiannual report (1963)

18323; (1964) 7773, 15106; (1965) 3046,
13285

atmospheric nuclear tests, Soviet reply to

proposal to ban, Sept. 9, 1961 (1962)
10666

bibliographies (1962) 5077, 10668; (1965)
12367

blueprint for peace race, outline of basic
provisions of treaty on general and
complete disarmament in peaceful world
(1962) 10960

briefs (1961) 20153
complete, in peaceful world, freedom from

war, U.S. program (1961) 20165
composition of multilateral negotiating fo-

rum, memorandum (1962) 4576
conference deliberations

—

interim progress report to UN Disarma-
ment Commission (1962) 20488

report to UN Disarmament Commission
(1962) 16348

conference procedure, statement by State
Dept (1962) 14809

continuing search (address) (1962) 16352
debate in United Nations Disarmament

Commission, Apr. 21-June 16, 1965, re-

port (1965) 18933
developments

—

address by Dean Rusk (1962) 14807
State Department press release (1962)

10952
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Disarmament—Continued

disarmament and nuclear testing-
address by President Kennedy (1962) 6638
excerpts from the President's press con-

ferences. Mar. 7 and 14, 1962 (1962)
14804-805

Soviet memorandum (1962) 4581
U.S. reply of Sept. 13, 1961 to Japanese
note of SeDt. 6. 1961 (1962) 4574
document series (1961) 20154-164; (1962)
4574-97, 6633-36, 10661-667, 10949-959,
14803-813, 16346-350, 20477-488,
22984; (1963) 1795-96, 20320

series (1961) 15974, 17830, 20165, 21381;
(1962) 10668

documents (1961) 15975; (1962) 18677; (1963)

20320; (1964) 19200
East Germany, economic consequences (1961)

17480
economic

—

and social consequences (1962) 16351;
(1964) 13668

impacts (1962) 6637
survey of medals (1965) 15234

effective agreement, excerpts from Presi-

dent's press conference of Feb. 14, 1962
(1962) 10959

excerpt from Secretary Rusk's news confer-
ence, May 31, 1962 (1962) 16349

general and complete

—

discontinuance of nuclear and thermonu-
clear weapons tests

—

Soviet draft agreement (1962) 4596
text of USSR note on resumption of

talks (1962) 4594
in peaceful world, principles that should
govern negotiations (1962) 4576

measures contributing to, Soviet memo-
randum (1962) 4580

negotiations, statement (1962) 10950
remarks by Dean Rusk at 60th plenary

session of 18-Nation Disarmament
Committee (1962) 20481

under effective international control, U.S.
views (1962) 20477

Geneva test ban negotiations (1961) 2717
benefits, Polish article in Izvestia (1962)
12308

history and analysis (1961) 21381
statement by Dean Rusk, Mar. 27, 1962

(1962) 14808
U.S. Note to USSR on resumption of con-
ference (1962) 4593

increase prospects of success at forthcoming
meetings, text of message from the Pres-
ident and Harold MacMillan to Nikita
Khrushchev (1962) 10955

issues and prospects (address) (1961) 20154
joint statement of agreed principles (1962)

4275

McCloy-Zorin exchange of letters (1962)
4577

national strategy, security, and arms con-
trol (1964) 4276

negotiations-
excerpts from

—

Secretary Rusk's news conferences of
Apr. 26 and July 12, 1962 (1962) 16346,
20479

the President's news conference of Aug.
1. 1962 (1962) 20482

on ending nuclear weapons tests, Sept.
1961-Sept. 1962 (1962) 22985

US-USSR joint resolution submitted to

United Nations (1962) 4597
new negotiations

—

message from Khrushchev to the Presi-

dent and Harold MacMillan (1962) 10957

Disarmament—Continued
new negotiations—Continued

text of messages from the President to

Khrushchev (1962) 10958, 14803
new U.S. initiative (1962) 20489
nuclear-test ban

—

Soviet Union's refusal to negotiate, ex-

cerpts from President's conference of

June 28, 1961 (1961) 20161
treaty efforts, excerpts from the Presi-

dent's address (1961) 20158
nuclear weapons test ban

—

negotiations

—

and disarmament, hearing (1963) 8110

etc., report, U.S.-USSR exchange of

views (1962) 4584
renewed at Geneva conference, hearings

(1963) 4777
proposals, technical aspects, hearings

(1963) 9812
treaty, why, U.S. policy, statements, etc

(1963) 11530
urgent need for t~eaty under effective in-

ternational control

—

joint U.S.-United Kingdom draft resolu-

tion (1962) 4582
resolution adopted by United Nations
General Assembly (1962) 4592

resumption of negotiations, U.S. state-

ment (1962) 4595
policy and related matters, interagency co-

ordination (1962) 20484

positions of U.S., allied powers, and Soviet
bloc (1961) 15988

President Johnson's peace proposals at Ge-
neva conference, elaboration (1964)

15261
problems, report of NPA Special Project

Committee (1961) 385
program, two approaches, comparison of

U.S. and USSR proposals (1962) 2001
progressive zonal inspection (1963) 7663

race launched by imperialists, excerpts from
speech by Krushchev (1961) 20157

risk and security (address) (1963) 4441
rushing arms race, statement by Adlai E.

Stevenson in plenary session (1962)
22984

search for

—

agreement (1962) 22982
effective agreement to end nuclear arms

race, William C. Foster's communication
to Washington Post (1962) 10954

Soviet policy, 1922-31 (1965) 7139
statement by

—

Arthur H. Dean, Nov. 6, 1962 (1963) 1796
Dean Rusk at plenary meeting of 18 na-

tion Disarmament Committee, Mar. 15,

1962 (1962) 14806
United States

—

efforts, past and present, summary (1962)
20490

proposal, excerpts from the President's
UN General Assembly address (1962)
4578

Disarmament Administration:
transfer

—

hearings (1961) 16837, 18862
law (1961) 18688
reports (1961) 16821, 18898, 18914, 20618

Disarmament Agency, see Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency.

Disarmament Agency for World Peace and
Security, see Arms Control and Disar-
mament Agency.

Disarmament and Peace, World Congress for,

see World Congress for Disarmament
and Peace.
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Disarmament Commission, United Nations, see
United Nations Disarmament Commis-
sion.

Disaster insurance:
study by HHFA, authorize

—

hearing (1965) 13978
reports (1965) 4547, 15655

Disaster:
acute radiation injuries in disaster situa-

tions (1965) 2982

aircraft emergency procedures over water
(1964) 3240; (1965) 3124

airport disaster control

—

guide (1963) 1783
plan, Wold-Chamberlain Field (1962) 22975

alerting devices, national emergency alarm
repeater system (NEAR), questions and
answers (1961) 6894

appropriations, 1962, supplemental proposal
(1962) 9188

Army resources, employment, engineer man-
ual (1961) 19261

ashore and afloat. Navy's control plans
(1965) 1538

austere medical care

—

reference manual for allied health workers
and selected trained laymen (1965) 1578

suggested course guide (1965) 16815
broadcast system (BBS) plan (1965) 5734

casualties, income tax deductions (1962)
11910

casualty control, medical planning. Air
Force manual (1962) 16316

civil aviation disaster control planning
(1961) 14832

civil defense, light duty rescue course, in-

structor's guide (1964) 6067
community

—

emergency health preparedness (1964)
20755

involvement in civil defense, suggestions
by American National Red Cross (1965)
10281

continuity of government, constitutional
amendment, explanation (1964) 19646

cotton acreage allotments in area, trans-
fer

—

law (1961) 10184
report (1961) 8821

divers, air decompression tables and emer-
gency tables (1962) 18441

donated foods, guide for State and local

officials (1965) 13402

economic, authorize loans under consolidated
FHA act, hearing (1964) 15581

economic injury loans for small firms

—

natural disasters (1964) 21865
product disasters (1964) 21866

economic stabilization, regional conference
(1962) 19448

elementary and secondary schools in areas,
financial assistance

—

hearings (1965) 15795, 17950
reports (1965) 13912, 19416

emergencies, civil defense handbook (1963)
11653

emergency

—

aid, planned norms for expansion, USSR
study (1965) 4952

broadcast system

—

(EBS) plan (1964) 8153
interim plan (1963) 15478

clothing, civil defense program, manual
(1965) 19004

health preparedness publications catalog
(1964) 18905

Disaster—Continued
emergency—Continued

loans to oyster planters, amend act

—

hearing (1962) 17300
law (1962) 23232
report (1962) 9320, 21486

manual (1965) 1925
operating centers, professional guide

(1964) 6070
planning programs (address) (1962) 13747
procedures, Navy handbook (1965) 12811
rescue, survival. Air Force manual (1962)

12937
welfare services

—

developmental plan, guide for local pub-
lic welfare department (1965) 12419
Spanish edition (1965) 19504

establishing packaged disaster hospital
(1965) 5345

Farmers Home Administration emergency
loans, defer payments (1965) 12300

Federal

—

assistance handbook for State governors
(1965) 500

assistance to

—

Guam, American Samoa, and Trust Ter-
ritory of Pacific Islands

—

hearing (1962) 15279
law (1962) 16728

Federal assistance to Guam, American Sa-
moa, Trust Territory of Pacific Islands,

authorize

—

reports (1961) 16984; (1962) 13438
credit unions, emergency preparedness

guidelines (1964) 652
financial assistance to victims, study
methods

—

hearing (1965) 13978
report (1965) 4547

filling vacancies in House of Representa-
tives, constitutional amendment

—

hearing (1961) 20582
report (1962) 11625

fire emergency plan for farms (1963) 14896
first aid guide for use in emergencies by

USDA employees (1962) 22928; (1963)
18415

flooded areas, etc., permit farmers to comply
with acreage reduction agreements

—

law (1965) 15460
report (1965) 14088

Florida, emergency loans to

—

nurserymen (1963) 6384
vegetable growers (1963) 6385

food supplies available in case of national
emergency (1964) 17902

handbook for emergencies (1965) 15336
hay harvesting from conservation reserve

acreage

—

laws (1961) 12117, 16560; (1962) 16747
reports (1961) 12264, 12449, 14334, 14580;

(1962) 13635, 15235
health materiel and facilities, planning

guide (1965) 20033
health service preparedness, check list

(1965) 11653
highway emergency relief, increase limita-

tion, reports (1965) 13919, 13934
highway traffic regulation in emergency

(remarks) (1964) 15375
Hurricane Carla, Sept. 3-14, 1961, evacua-

tion, etc., civil defense report (1963) 180
Hurricane Dora, 1964, emergency actions,

information etc., civil defense report
(1964) 21047

hurricane victims, additional aid by increas-

ing SEA revolving fund, hearing (1965)
19302
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Disaster—Continued

income tax deduction rights (1962) 5328
key to national recovery is effective local

and State emergency planning (speech)
(1961) 20694

hearings (1964) 2109
law (1964) 6175

reports (1964) 467, 4464
loans under small business act, broaden and

extend program

—

hearings (1965) 8975, 12161
law (1965) 13789
reports (1965) 10482, 10633

major, additional assistance for areas suf-

fering

—

hearings (1965) 14138
report (1965) 15889

medical self help training

—

course, student handbook (1961) 20474
for you and your community (1963) 21089;

(1965) 16821
program, Army pamphlet (1964) 106

motor transport emergency preparedness
(1963) 14078

national

—

nurse's role (1965) 11656
pharmacist's orientation manual on pre-
paredness (1965) 16827

pharmacist's role (1965) 5348
plan for emergency preparedness (1965)
2105
basic principles, and index of authorities

(1964) 12330
index (1965) 14188

role of

—

dentist (1964) 15063, 21852
veterinarian (1964) 18921; (1965) 5347

warning system (NAWAS) operations
manual (1964) 8152

nationwide natural disaster warning system
(1965) 19593

natural

—

Communist China, role of agricultural
loans, USSR study (1962) 1137

economic injury loans for small firms

(1965) 18756
Federal assistance available for damages

to roads, etc (1963) 14680
Federal relief manual, committee print

—

(1963) 17312
print additional copies, reports (1963)

19022, 20468
Yards and Docks Bureau manual (1962)
6512; (1963) 16699

nuclear attack, national recovery in period
following, emergency planning (1964)
19645; (1965) 6125

nursing preparation in

—

basic professional programs (1965) 9880
hospital nursing service (1965) 11654

Pacific Northwest disaster relief act of
1965—

hearings (1965) 9005, 12202
law (1965) 13772
reports (1965) 8859, 8954, 10480, 12123,

12262, 13869
veto (1965) 12218

packaged disaster hospitals

—

component listing and storage data (1965)
14999

custodian's handbook (1965) 9881
facts and figures (1965) 15005
materials, illustrated catalog and guide

for distribution (1965) 18711
nurses' ward management guide (1965)
9882

petroleum and gas industries, civil defense
and emergency planning (1965) 4390

Disaster^Continued
practical nursing program, disaster nursing

preparation (1965) 11655
RACES emergency communications, general

information (1962) 23101
relief funds appropriations

—

message from the President (1965) 8750
1964, supplemental (1964) 10187
law (1964) 10139

response to disaster, Alaskan earthquake.
Mar. 27, 1964 (1964) 19703

road program, amend U.S. Code

—

hearing (1964) 15820
law (1964) 21150
reports (1964) 17720, 19488

SBA loans

—

at work, aiding disaster areas (1962)
22787

for business, for homes, types, etc (1961)
20133

to restore or replace businesses and homes
(1964) 20785

social services in emergency conditions,
training syllabus (1965) 18057, 19003

Southeast hurricane disaster relief act of

1965, report (1965) 19266
training in emergency medical care, Army

pamphlet (1962) 14815
wage and salary stabilization programs in

post-attack emergency (1964) 12331
what is your job in war disaster (address)

(1964) 14219
White Fleet to render emergency assistance

to other nations, report (1961) 10453
see also Mine accidents—Relief work.

Disbursements:
administrative procedure (1962) 1869
advance funds to members of armed force of

friendly foreign nation

—

hearings (1965) 13987
law (1965) 19142
reports (1965) 13960, 19434

House of Representative, detailed statement
(1962) 9386-87; (1965) 5961-62, 17710

Disbursing clerks, Navy training course (1961)
8082; (1963) 5654

Disbursing officers:

Armed Forces, entrust funds to other officers

of armed force

—

hearing (1962) 15427
law (1962) 15067
reports (1961) 16683; (1962) 13620

Government, regulation relating to cash
held at personal risk including imprest
funds, department circular (1962) 10714,
14669

military, examination of fraudulent transac-
tions relating to accounts, GAO report
(1961) 7507

Navy disbursing system, comptroller manual
(1961) 6473-74

Treasury Department

—

regulations (1964) 15139; (1965) 6966
cash held at personal risk (1965) 15113

Disbursing offices. Navy disbursing system,
comptroller manual (1961) 1410, 5045-47,
6473-74, 8126, 11511, 13609, 17774,
21288; (1962) 3438

Disbursing specialists, MOS evaluation test

aid (1962) 6665
Disc plows, see Plows.
Discharge:
adverse action, law and regulations, FPM

manual supplement (1963) 16949; (1965)
3386

airmen

—

enlistment standards, prediction of unfa-
vorable discharge by separate educa-
tional levels (1962) 20447

prediction of unsuitability (1961) 3757
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Discharge—Continued
Communist China, regulations on handling

demobilized national servicemen (1961)
7876

conditional, benefits for veterans, report
(1963) 18870

correction, consider good conduct in civilian

life, report (1961) 12227
parolees from supervision, grant D.C. Parole

Board discretionary authority

—

law (1965) 10359
reports (1963) 18896, (1965) 4496, 8963

veterans, effective time

—

law (1961) 14101
reports (1961) 10284, 12481

Discharge behavior in vacuum arc melting
(1961) 9452

Discharge certificates:

Coast Guard Reserve temporary members

—

hearings (1962) 9399
report (1961) 14386

Discharge clean up in E!tude stellerator (1961)
5355

Discharge effects in cesium diode (1963) 9597
Discharge ratings for streams at submerged

section controls (1964) 18150
Discharges (electric), see Hectric discharges.
Disciplinary barracks, confinement of military

prisoners, field manual (1962) 151
Disciplinary boards:

Chief Medical Director of VA to act on rec-

ommendations-
hearing (1964) 542
law (1964) 1936
reports (1963) 15290; (1964) 2192

Discipline:

conduct and discipline, FAA handbook (1964)
12379

disciplinary powers and procedures in union
constitutions (1963) 18038

Disciplining emotions, USSR study (1965)
12757

District of Columbia schools

—

suspension or dismissal of unruly pupils,
report (1963) 9899

use of reasonable force, report (1963) 9900
see also Military discipline.

Disconnect plugs, see Plugs.
Discount companies, food retailing by discount

houses (1962) 17370
Discounts:
discount retailing, bibliography (1963) 1489;

(1964) 11605
functional, to wholesalers, amend Clayton

act, hearing (1962) 4967
time discounts loss, payments made by Los

Angeles Contract Management District,
GAO report (1965) 10961

Discoverer, see Satellites.
Discrimination, see Race problems.
Discrimination in auditory and visual patterns

(1963) 9100
Discrimination in employment:
age-

basis by Federal contractors and subcon-
tractors, Executive order against (1964)
14669

discrimination prohibited in private em-
ployment. State laws. May 1963 (1963)
14446

discrimination prohibited under State
laws, table (1965) 6550

report of Secretary of Labor to Congress
(1965) 14607

research materials (1965) 12782
State laws against, summary (1965) 1273

antidiscrimination as contribution to nation-
al welfare (address) (1961) 11329

Discrimination in employment—Continued
antidiscrimination provisions in major con-

tracts, 1961—
departmental edition (1962) 20048
document edition (1962) 19026

appointment of women to govt, clerkships at
discretion of department head, repeal

hearings (1965) 15825, 17956
law (1965) 19138
reports (1965) 15708, 19428

Army Department National Conference on
Equal Employment Opportunity, pro-
ceedings (1963) 4460

better training and education for today's
needs, increased employment opportuni-
ties, and elimination of racial and color
discrimination (address) (1964) 830

celebration of Emancipation Proclamation
(address) (1963) 14434

Chicago Regional Community Leaders' Con-
ference (1964) 16818

civil rights under Federal programs, analy-
sis of title 6, civil rights act of 1964
(1965) 4396

company attitude and government contracts,
community race relations (remarks)
(1965) 14978

contractors, equal opportunities in military
services

hearings (1964) 8394
report (1964) 8336

contractor's guide to equal employment op-
portunity (1965) 7634

deficiencies in use we make of our people
(remarks) (1965) 6860

denial of opportunities (address) (1961) 6234

Eastern Regional Community Leaders' Con-
ference (1964) 20733

economics of full employment (1965) 1940
elimination through equal opportunities for

all (address) (1961) 19807
employment practices in performing arts,

investigation, hearings (1963) 7993
Employment Security Bureau mission (re-

marks) (1965) 4673
equal employment in Post Office Department

(1963) 11207
equal employment opportunity

—

hearings (1963) 17323, 18931; (1965)
15796

reports (1962) 7047; (1963) 15233 (1964)
4565; (1965) 15680

addresses (1964) 1543-44, 9702, 15034
for Negroes (addresses) (1964) 224, 228
in Defense Supply Agency (1964) 14160
in Federal employment (1964) 17138
remarks, etc. (1965) 1562, 5323, 6861, 9848,

9850-51, 9854, 10017, 14977
through better education (remarks) (1965)

9847, 9855, 9857
equal employment policies, training services

program (1964) 20795
equal job opportunities, report of Communi-

ty Leaders' Conference sponsored by
President's Committee on Elqual Employ-
ment Opportunity (1962) 22713

equal opportunity

—

for everyone, legacy of Herbert H. Leh-
man (address) (1965) 11633

in apprenticeship programs, hearings
(1962) 393

fair employment and full employment

—

greater economic growth, (remarks) (1965)
8699

(remarks) (1964) 1361
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Discrimination in employment—Continued
farm programs, equal opportunity, services

rendered by Agriculture Dept. agen-
cies

—

appraisal (1965) 7316
excerpts (1965) 8654
summary (1965) 7317

Federal employment, equal opportunity

—

community centered study. May 15,

1963-June 30, 1964 (1965) 8660
complaint procedure (1965) 9844
pamphlet (1965) 7327
speech (1965) 11622
USDA progress, pictorial review (1965)
6853

Federal programs, hearings (1964) 6514
Federally-assisted programs, equal opportu-

nity, (remarks) (1965) 5324
Government employment-

eliminate discrimination from (statement)
(1961) 9397

equal opportunities for all (remarks)
(1961) 10133

fair employment is good business (remarks)
(1965) 13728

government policy against inequality and
for realization of human rights (ad-

dress) (1962) 6179
handicapped (remarks) (1962) 12336
HHFA supervisor and equal employment

opportunity policy (1964) 8791
hospitals and health facilities, equal oppor-

tunity (1965) 7315
irregularities in garment industry, investi-

gate, hearings (1963) 2048
Labor Dept. program to eliminate (address)

(1963) 9021
manpower services for equal employment

opportunity (address) (1964) 15862
Maryland, employment report (1964) 6075;

(1965) 17240
National Conference of State Minority

Groups Representatives, digest of pro-
ceedings, 1960 (1961) 1941

Negro and employment (remarks), 1940
(1965) 8225, 8708-9

negroes

—

equal job opportunities, problems (ad-
dress) (1963) 16265

equal opportunity in America (address)
(1961) 14793

new frontiers (address) (1961) 11332
North Carolina equal protection of laws.

North Carolina State Advisory Commit-
tee report (1963) 6021

errata (1963) 18719
problems (address) (1961) 9392
prohibit

—

equal pay for equal work

—

hearings (1962) 11445, 13510, 19395
reports (1962) 13418, 134.58; (1963) 11801

proposed Federal legislation, hearings
(1962) 4960, 9376

public policy to eliminate (address) (1962)
1565

State laws against, summary

—

fair employment practice acts (1964) 11259

older workers (1964) 11260, 16582
unemployment and underemployment (ad-

dress) (1965) 5028

vibrotactile warning signal potential, com-
parative evaluation (1963) 1769

wage rates based on sex, suggested lan-

guage for State act to abolish (1965)
3093, 5484

memorandum (1965) 3092

war against poverty is simultaneously war
against disability (remarks) (1965) 9859

Discrimination reaction:
pattern discrimination during 7-day confine-

ment (1964) 3011
post-discrimination gradients around stimuli

with differential rates of occurrence in

discrete response task (1963) 4396
reaction time under 3 viewing conditions,

binocular, dominant eye, and non-
dominant eye (1965) 1321

Discriminators, phase lock technique, demodu-
lation of wide-band frequency modula-
tion (1964) 13212

Diseases:
acute conditions, incidence and associated

disability in U.S., statistics (1961) 1440;
(1962) 14573; (1962) 16136

aerosols in treatment and differentiation of
diseases of respiratory organs (1962)
7670

agents as a military weapon. East German
study (1964) 1326

allergic, diagnosis and therapy, current
methods, USSR (1961) 15556

avian tumor viruses, international confer-
ence, Duke University, Durham, N.C.,
Mar. 31-Apr. 3, 1964 (1965) 6792

bacterial, resistance of mice to, effect of low
ambient temperatures on (1963) 1755

cat scratch disease, results of complem-
ent-fixation and skin tests (1961) 16137

cause

—

decrease in natural resistance of irradiat-
ed animals to live brucellosis vaccine,
USSR study (1964) 12853

society's role, USSR study (1965) 4982
chronic

—

community health services for chronically
ill through project grants to develop,
etc., better methods of providing (1962)
1778

conditions

—

and activity limitation. United States,
statistics (1965) 9898

causing limitation of activities, U.S.
statistics (1962) 24075

countrywide screening programs (1964)
13395

duration of limitation of activity, statis-

tics (1962) 3461
genetics and epidemiology (1965) 9876
health interview compared with medical
records (1961) 11537; (1965) 15015

health survey statistics (1961) 6500, 8152
influence on physical development of chil-

dren, USSR study (1962) 5599
Public Health Service grants for research

(1964) 1555
screening tests, principles and procedures

in statistical evaluation of sensitivity,

etc (1962) 3466
research grants program. Chronic Diseas-

es Division, PHS (1965) 11663
services to chronically ill (1965) 15008
treatment by combined use of Chinese and
western medicine (1961) 7635

chronically ill, community health services
through project grants to develop, etc.,

better methods of providing (1961) 20101

control, Jen-min Pao-chien translations

(1961) 10809
cybernetics, use of in diagnosing symptoms

of diseases, etc. (1965) 7905
diagnosis, use of cybernetics, USSR study

(1963) 19726
food-borne

—

disease investigation, analysis of field

data, training lesson (1964) 16835
from hand to mouth, precautionary meas-

ures (1961) 17790
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Diseases—Continued
histidinemia (1964) 19309
human chromosonal, USSR study (1964)

5333
incidence among population of certain rural

areas, USSR study (1961) 2176
internal, hormonal therapy, all-Russia con-

ference of therapeutists (1961) 9296
internal organs, pathogenesis during cere-

bral injuries, USSR study (1962) 2830
international classification (1963) 3289-90
international statistical classification, revi-

sion considerations (1964) 9727
major, combating, provide assistance

—

hearings (1965) 6064, 15821
law (1965) 17432
reports (1965) 12296, 17607, 17640

medical research, costly time lag between
discovery and use of medical knowledge
(1961) 6498

medical sciences, research highlights, Na-
tional Institutes of Health, 1960 (1961)
6428, 11449

medical statistics

—

Navy (1963) 18061; (1965) 9535
report of Surgeon General of Navy (1961)

11363; (1962) 20064
microwave treatment results, USSR study

(1964) 18341
natural focalization, and parasitiology

problems, USSR studies (1962) 12100
natural foci

—

article in competition for Lenin prize

(1965) 9383
international symposium, USSR report

(1965) 885
methods for developing study in USSR and
abroad, USSR study (1964) 12815

USSR conference (1962) 1269
nervous system

—

diagnositics using electronic digital com-
puter, USSR study (1964) 11235

USSR studies (1964) 16007
occupational, and labor hygiene, USSR stud-

ies (1965) 6467
parastic and transmissive in Karelia (1965)

14565
prevention and control. Navy Hospital

Corps handbook (1962) 18176
prevention and immunization (address)

(1965) 13228
publications, price list (1961) 1427; (1962)

1764; (1963) 1397; (1964) 5643; (1965)
14984

rare, design of sample surveys to estimate
prevalence, 3 formulas (1965) 20049

resistance

—

adaptation, training and other methods of
raising, USSR study (1962) 5857

building with cold air and ultraviolet irra-

diation, USSR study (1963) 14120
respiratory, chronic. Public Health Service

activities (1965) 13241
survey in Yugoslavia (1962) 5473
transmission by aircraft (1965) 17017
tropical diseases in countries situated in

torrid zones, USSR study (1965) 6463
use of food in treatment. Navy Hospital

Corps handbook (1962) 22461
use to kill plant insect pests, research prog-

ress report (1961) 20265
veterinary, research, USSR (1961) 15530
vibration, and thermal dehydration, USSR

translations (1963) 8935
see also Contagion and contagious diseas-

es—Diseases of animals—Diseases of
plants—Occupational diseases— a/so
names or classes of diseases.

Diseases of animals:
Animal Disease Eradication Division, hand-

book (1962) 33
animal morbidity reports

—

calendar years (1961) 11673; (1962) 16251
(1963) 18388; (1964) 7889; (1965) 10023

fiscal years (1961) 16071; (1962) 20382
(1963) 18389; (1965) 10

monthly report (1961) 2867; (1962) 3615
(1963) 3454; (1964) 3253; (1965) 3139

control

—

and eradication, Federal-State cooperative
administration and enforcement

—

law (1962) 20893
reports (1962) 19357, 21064

measures, agreement concerning coopera-
tion. East Germany and other countries
(1962) 5616

Rumanian achievements (1962) 5613
cooperative control and eradication, code of

Federal regulations (1963) 18408
ecological peculiarities of fleas of rhombo-

mys opimus at sites of endemic plague
epizootics, USSR study (1965) 4944

elimination, Bulgarian animal disposal regu-
lations (1962) 7641

farm animals, USSR (1962) 6154
infectious, German Democratic Republic,

summary charts (1962) 10125
interstate movement of diseased animals
hearings (1962) 23361
law (1962) 23163
reports (1962) 15357, 21078

Plum Island Laboratory research on foreign
diseases of animals (1963) 14878

prevention, control, and eradication in U.S.
(speech) (1961) 1620

radiation sickness, results of bone marrow
administration (1962) 1375

saving forest and related wildlife (1965)
13407

scientific careers in Agricultural Research
Service (1962) 1946

wild, epidemiology of transmissible diseases
affecting man, complexes of combined
natural and intrapopulation foci, USSR
study (1962) 9850

see also names of diseases, or animals af-

fected.

Diseases of fish:

freshwater fish diseases, caused by Aero-
monas and Pseudomonas (1963) 4956

lymphocystis disease of fish (1964) 6717
parasitofauna of pond-raised carp, USSR

study (1964) 4917
publications

—

in English, basic list (1964) 15921
on fish parasites and diseases, 330 B.C.

A.D. 1923 (1964) 8621
warm-water, symptons, diagnosis, etc (1961)

17244
see also names of diseases or fish affected.

Diseases of plants:
agricultural plants, predicting appearance

of pests and diseases, problem, intrabloc
(1961) 7566

biologic control, Rumanian study (1964) 1036
biological controls for insects and diseases

on agricultural crops, hearing (1964)
4485

Chinese journal of phytopathology (1962)
968

control

—

in home orchards and vineyards (1962)
4488; (1963) 9547

in home vegetable garden (1961) 11701;
(1963) 11452

pecan (1963) 11448
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Diseases of plants—Continued

control and eradication, Federal-State coop-
erative administration and enforcement

law (1962) 20893
reports (1962) 19357, 21064

disease potential of wind-thrown timber,
summary report (1964) 2396

diseases in Southeastern forest nurseries
and their control (1962) 17602

enemies of forests (1962) 5231
foreign diseases of forest trees of world, list

(1961) 16095
forest

—

disease research in the northeast, guide
(1964) 769

diseases in California, problems, etc (1962)
5262

Lake States (1961) 9221
Northern Great Plains, survey (1962)

19549
immunity, general theory and principles of

radioselection for resistance to infec-

tious diseases, USSR study (1962) 1017
intercepted plant pests, list (1961) 11685;

(1962) 8789; (1963) 9548; (1965) 11823
laws of natural immunity to infectious dis-

eases, USSR study (1961) 20958
leafhopper vectors of plant viruses, synon-

ymical list (1962) 16253
market diseases (1961) 17900
Monterey pine (1964) 19750
northern hardwoods, pattern of defact asso-

ciated with stem stubs (1965) 14375
plant disease reporter (1961) 2864; (1962)

4169; (1963) 4019; (1964) 3850; (1965)
3767

plant pathology of Soviet East, USSR study
(1964) 20221

plant protection (USSR periodical) (1962)
15858

saving forest and related wildlife (1965)
13407

simple weather instrument shelter for inves-
tigations (1963) 15565

Soviet abstracts (1961) 2412-13
Soviet conferences and studies (1962) 5903
sugarcane culture (1962) 1929
see also names of diseases or plants affect-

ed.
Diseases of poultry, public health aspects,

involving man, review for epidemiolo-
gists, errata (1961) 9687

see also names of diseases.
Diseker, E.G., roadbank erosion and its control

in Georgia (1963) 20262
Disenchantment for Africans (1962) 22371
Disher, John H., pentaborane fuel in ram-jet

engine (1963) 5518
Dishong, Paul H., Project ANNA optical obser-

vations (1965) 8483
Disinfection and disinfectants:
aerogenic infections, prevention and uses of

aerosols for disinfection therapy, USSR
study (1961) 19701

chemical disinfection of air, Hungarian
study (1961) 19469

control, preservation of phenol-resistance of

coli cultures and staphylococcus, USSR
study (1962) 2815

disinfection service in Yugoslavia and plans
for improvement (1962) 7771

motorcycle-mounted disinfecting unit, USSR
study (1965) 18326

nursing home environmental health factors
(1963) 13013

simple methods of disinfection, USSR study
(1962) 5712

water disinfection with application of ultra-
sonic waves, experimental investigation,
USSR study (1962) 1193

see also names of disinfectants.

Disinfestation, medical, utilization of agricul-
tural sprayers, dusters and aerosol gen-
erators (1964) 2688

Disk plows, see Plows.
Disks:
double conical sandwich, natural frequencies

and mode shapes, investigation (1963)
16404

elliptic cross sections and thickness-
diameter ratios from 0.225 to 0.425, sub-
sonic longitudinal aerodynamic char-
acteristics, use as re-entry vehicles

(1961) 8021
finite, thermal diffusivity measurements

(1963) 124
flat spinning, in-plane vibrations, corrected

copy (1963) 1269
spinning, stability during atmospheric reen-

try, analysis (1962) 12438
unbaffled rigid, acoustic radiation proper-

ties, review (1961) 5012
uniform-stress spinning filamentary disk

(1964) 20527
Disking to convert hardwood-loblolly pine

stands to pine in eastern Maryland
(1965) 678

Dislocations:
equations of motion, USSR study (1963)

5351
shoulder, modification of tenosuspension

operation, USSR study (1962) 1257
theory, Soviet studies (1963) 17650

Dislocations of crystals, see Crystallography.
Dismukes, Edward B., high-temperature trans-

ference numbers in pure and mixed
aqueous electrolytes (1964) 8799

Dispatchers, see Aircraft dispatchers,
design manual for Naval Shore Establish-

ment (1962) 3567
urban service, USSR study (1965) 1254
USSR, treatment of all the population on

dispensary level, study (1963) 17944

Dispensers, see Cans.

Dispensing opticians, see Opticians.

Dispensing system eliminates torsion in de-

ployed hoses (1965) 11456

Dispersion:
analysis of optical reflectivity (1965) 4200
dispersion-hardened metals and alloys, re-

view of U.S. CJovernment research re-

ports (1965) 16740
ground-water motion, extending Darcy's

concept (1965) 728
liquid hydrogen (1965) 19964
mathematics of dispersion with linear ad-

sorption isotherm (1964) 19785
particles emitted by continuous source, de-

pendence on duration of experiment,
USSR study (1965) 2771

spread of dye stream in isotropic granular
medium (1965) 2242

Dispersion and damping of longitudinal oscil-

lations in thermal plasmas (1963) 12867

Dispersion in ground water flowing through
heterogeneous materials (1963) 10288

Dispersion relations of plasma oscillations

(1961) 18015
Dispersion systems:
atmospheric estimating graphs (1962) 18729
B4C-Ni electro dispersions for control rods

(1962) 18707
boride, metallurgical stability (1961) 5351
longitudinal, solution of diflferential equa-

tions in porous media (1961) 12793
Displaced persons, relocation, unequal treat-

ment of people displaced by govern-
ments (1965) 10022

Displacement:
deformable body in acoustic medium, USSR

study (1964) 2712
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Displacement—Continued

small horizontal, seismic transducer meas-
ures (1965) 6646

Displacement of Curie point with pressure,
USSR (1961) 763

Display of merchandise:
affects retail sales of broilers and meat

(1964) 14171
London trade center, U.S. to establish (1961)

2020
making most of show windows (1961) 8190
produce departments, retail, study (1962) 58
produce in retail food stores, improved meth-

ods (1962) 14757
retail stores, produce display work methods

(1964) 15212
sample display service, new way to find

agents and distributors overseas (1965)
783, 16356

supermarkets, increase customer count (ad-

dress) (1961) 5187
Display panels:

illuminated, easily changed (1965) 5118
portable, has wide use, etc (1964) 9558

Display racks, book, (wood). Federal standard
(1965) 9142

Display systems:
air traffic control, large display systems,

devices, techniques, catalog (1962) 18756
aircraft weapon system trainer instructor

station display and recording systems
functional requirements (1965) 11568
study (1965) 11567

all-weather landing, pilot acceptance factors
(1965) 6634

alpha-numeric, information assimilation,
amount and density presented (1964)
13685

bibliography (1963) 4437
binary angle of attack, method for estab-

lishment of quickening terms (1963)
11154

cockpit

—

for pilot control during re-entry (1963)
5859

X-15 airplane for atmospheric and
near-space flight missions (1964) 16712

coding updated alpha-numeric information
in individual and group displays (1965)
8537

display sharing through color filtering

(1963) 58
effect of observer elevation on moon illusion

(1965) 17028
electroluminescent screen, computer activat-

ed, application of light and image inten-
sification techniques (1965) 6835

floating-point numbers, training (1965) 5218
integretion of concurrent visual and audito-

ry messages (1965) 17013
monitoring, effects of visual display nx)de

(1964) 17012
noise effects on pilot control of terminal

phase of space rendezvous (1963) 16365
pilot's terrain-following display, fixed-

base-simulator evaluation (1965) 1442
quickened and unquickened, for monitoring

of vehicle performance under full auto-
matic control (1962) 12586

rainbow optical landing aid, design equa-
tions (1965) 13181

real time flight test display, feasibility
study of data presentation (1963) 14905

satellite position display, shipboard, design
(1962) 6352

shared spectrum display enhancement (1965)
5547

solid-state self-scanning display device
(1963) 18497

Display systems—Continued

target detection, visual display enhancement
and techniques of color filter, study
(1964) 9980

visual, certitude judgments and accuracy of
information assimilation (1965) 1826

see also latron tubes.
Displays, see Exhibits.
Disposal of refuse, see Refuse.
Disposition of nuclear fallout debris, annual

report (1961) 5379
Disputes, see Industrial arbitration.
Dissemination of admixtures from instanta-

neous point source, USSR study (1962)
2864

Dissertations (academic):
Africa, list of American doctoral disserta-

tions (1963) 3044
Air University research and special studies

progress report, Jan. 1, 1960 (1961) 132
and theses on cooperatives, bibliography

(1965) 18060
classification scheme for elementary and

secondary school textbooks in education-
al materials centers (1962) 17399

Czechoslovakian candidates, list (1962)
21925

degrees in science and engineering in USSR
institutions, list (1961) 913

home economics, etc., titles (1961) 3714;
(1962) 6582; (1963) 5838

Hungarian physicists (1962) 5572
library science, 1925-60, annotated bibliog-

raphy of doctoral studies (1963) 17380
Marhaenism (1961) 884
Technical Sciences Department of Academy

of Sciences, UkrSSR, 1960 (1962) 19814
theses and dissertations in Army library,

list of titles (1961) 3656
theses on personnel management (1963) 6029
United States Senate, 1787-1801, first 14

years of upper legislative body (1962)
4975

print as Senate document, report (1961)
19136

USSR-
Academy of Sciences, 1962, list (1963)

12574
virology, microbiology, and pathology

(1964) 20141
Yugoslav doctorate in science in 1959-60,

changes in law (1962) 7663
Dissociation:
bond energies, for molecules found in

high-temperature chemical reactions,
tabulated values (1963) 12874

calculation of transport properties and
heat-transfer parameters of dissociating
hydrogen (1962) 23990

errata (1963) 7244
carbon dioxide

—

and components, dissociative relaxation
behind normal shock waves (1963) 14571

dissociation rates behind shock waves
(1965) 6624

chemical relaxation behind shock waves in

carbon dioxide (1964) 7529

constants of chlorophenol red, paranitro-
phenal and phenol red (1962) 4545

correlation of dissociation energies of gas-
eous molecules and heats of vaporiza-
tion of solids, homonuclear diatomic
molecules (1963) 9638

effect on exhaust-nozzle performance (1963)
16356

energies of SOa and SO (1963) 19890

molecular oxygen, measurements of rate
(1962) 20164
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Dissociation—Continued
ternary mixture of diatomic molecules, disso-

ciated atoms and inert gas, unsteady
diffusion with recombination (1963) 7278

see also Ion dissociation—Predissociation.
Dissolution and roasting techniques for ex-

tracting cesium from pollucite ores

(1964) 9505
Distaff Foundation, see Army Distaff Founda-

tion.

Distances between ports (1964) 9675
Distance computers:

radial, of moon, 1961-71, for use in trajecto-

ry considerations (1961) 15786
visual, design and evaluation testing pro-

gram (1961) 5305
Distance measuring equipment, determining

distances to points lying on surface of

water (1961) 11276
see also Odometers.

Distances:
between U.S. ports (1961) 20485
electrical measurement. East German report

(1962) 10001
shock standoff ahead of general stagnation

point, estimate (1961) 15807
Distillation:

application of techniques to radiochemical
separations (1963) 16849

creosote fractions, evaluation in Marine
borer control (1961) 1400

desalination systems, multi-phase ejectors

study (1964) 10680
diffusion, in 3-phase polydispersed system,

USSR study (1962) 2855
extracting neutral low-temperature lignite

with dipropionitrile solvents (1961) 7935
low fractional, spectrochemical analysis of

rock and mineral samples by d-c arc
methods (1961) 12777

metals, vacuum, gas-fired retort (1961) 9460
partial-pressure, energy and mass transfer

(1965) 11027
Point Loma plant, scale control in sea water

evaporators (1965) 12568
polar material in distillage fuel, separation

and characterization (1963) 19869
process, engineering evaluation of long-tube

vertical falling-film (1965) 11029
sea water, by large nuclear powered plants

(1964) 9754
appendices (1964) 18936
conversion, absorption-multistage flash

distillation process (1963) 20753
current status of problem, USSR (1965)

14554
tar acids and tar bases from low-temper-

ature bituminous coal tar, procedures, etc
(1961)11369

vacuum, removing volatile metals from lead
and zinc (1961) 4832

wiped film evaporator, economic and techni-
cal evaluation (1964) 19815

Distillation units, thin-film sea water unit, for
marine and shore base application, eval-
uation (1963) 6577

Distilled liquors, see Liquors.

Distilled spirits, see Liquors.

Distinguished Flying Cross:
present to Benjamin D. Foulois

—

hearing (1961) 19150
report (1961) 16971

Distinguished Service Cross:
award to members of Armed Forces for gal-

lantry in cold war incident

—

hearing (1963) 13638
law (1963) 15156
reports (1963) 13537, 13775

Distortion:
analyzers, Hewlett Packard 330B or

HO1-330D, instrument calibration proce-
dure, technical manual (1964) 13362

antenna pattern, plasma produced (1964)
17008

patterns, recognition by correlation method,
USSR study (1963) 5274

perception

—

distance and perspective in Ames trape-
zoid illusion (1964) 21828

experimental approach to illusion (1963)
1371

pulse distortions of turbine blades, investi-
gation using wave method, USSR study
(1965) 9343

type in speech intelligibility, interactions
among bandwidth, center frequency
(1965) 11377

Distribution (economics):
Alaska, potential for expansion (1961) 9726
Commerce Dept. publication for use in mar-

keting and distribution (1962) 4700
cost analysis, bibliography (1965) 1611
distribution data guide (1961) 2928

indexes (1961) 2928; (1962) 3767
dual distribution and related vertical inte-

gration, impact upon small business

—

hearings (1965) 2021
report (1965) 1999

labor and bourgeois rights, equal-value rela-
tionship, Communist China (1962) 22293

making sales figures talk (1964) 5683
output per man-hour in distributing foods of

farm origin (1965) 8451
problems affecting small business, hearings

(1965) 17941
selected industries, northeast Minnesota and

northern Wisconsin (1965) 1811
see also names of commodities.

Distribution-free statistical tests (1961) 17973
Distributive education:

distributive education series (1961) 14779,
17180; (1963) 8160, 15436

export trade program, curriculum guide
(1963) 15436

guide to practical research (1963) 8160
information sources, guides (1961) 9974
standard industrial classification use (1963)

17394
teacher education programs, guidelines

(1962) 21635
training food service personnel, programs

and facilities (1961) 20678
training for students in food industry (1961)

14780
Distributors, see Markets and marketing.
Distributors (apparatus):
Craig countercurrent distribution appara-

tus, duty-free entry (1965) 17525, 19395
distribution equipment. Federal item identi-

fication guides for supply cataloging
(1962) 9507; (1964) 12293

supplements (1963) 3656; (1964) 3474;
(1965) 3376

overprocurement for reciprocating aircraft
engines by Navy Dept., GAO review
(1963) 13998

steady state distribution machine, duty-free
entry (1965) 17523, 19114, 19404

District Courts:
Alabama, northern district, waive sec. 142,

title 28, U.S.C—
law (1962) 16785
reports (1962) 11395, 17189

Alaska district judge, including territorial

service in computing length of service

—

law (1965) 13800
reports (1965) 8823, 12269
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District Courts—Continued
civil procedure rules

—

amendments (1962) 12750
amendments adopted by Supreme Court

(1963) 4717. 7857
as amended (1962) 397; (1963) 13662
proposed amendments (1962) 2,10791; (1964)
9903

Connecticut

—

term to be held at New London, report
(1965) 17656

waive sec. 142, title 28, U.S.C—
law (1962) 16777
reports (1962) 11396, 17187

court quarters and accomodations, G.S.A. to
provide

—

hearing (1962) 11671
law (1962) 23164
reports (1962) 11603, 19160

court reporters furnish transcripts, report
(1963) 11845

criminal procedure rules

—

as amended (1962) 11468
proposed amendments (1963) 14812; (1964)
7875

eliminate diversity jurisdiction under direct
action statutes

—

law (1964) 17298
reports (1964) 6329, 10208, 21229

Federal offenders (1965) 5491
Florida, middle district, create

—

law (1962) 16788
reports (1961) 16968; (1962) 15250

grand and petit jurors' fees, increase

—

law (1965) 15512
reports (1963) 11808; (1965) 5900, 17838

judiciary and judicial procedure, D.C. code of

laws

—

revise, codify, enact—
law (1964) 1970
reports (1963) 11838; (1964) 509

text, revision notes, etc (1964) 4503
jurisdiction and venue in

—

actions against Government officials

—

law (1962) 20923
reports (1961) 10318; (1962) 19340

interstate river pollution compact cases

—

hearing (1962) 7100
law (1962) 23230
reports (1962) 11414, 21479

jurisdiction to provide injunctive relief

against discrimination in public accom-
modations, hearings (1964) 6514

jurisdiction to recover fees, etc., for official

services over actions

—

law (1964) 17378
limitation, increase, amend Tucker act,

report (1965) 19411
reports (1964) 15501, 17734

jury commissioners, increase fees, reports
(1961) 14663; (1965) 5936

jury commissions, duties, compensation, etc.,

report (1965) 8825
Louisiana, western district, waive sec. 142,

title 28, U.S.C—
law (1961) 18725
reports (1961) 16776, 19064

Michigan, eastern district

—

terms to be held at Ann Arbor for south-
ern division

—

law (1964) 21119
reports (1964) 15553, 17857

transfer (ienesee and Shiawassee Counties
to southern division

—

law (1964) 21119
reports (1964) 15553, 17857

Missouri, judicial districts, county trans-
fers

—

law (1962) 13314
reports (1962) 11394, 11617

District Courts—Continued
New York, southern district, nomination of

Irving Ben Cooper, hearings (1962)
19390

North Carolina, eastern district

—

term at Clinton, report (1962) 19164
term to be held at Clinton, reports (1965)

17654, 19462
North Dakota, terms of court of Williston,

N. Dak., additional place, reports (1964)
17735; (1965) 14081

Ohio, waive sec. 142, title 28, U.S.C—
law (1962) 23233
reports (1962) 19161, 21478

Oklahoma, eastern and western districts,

transfer of counties, report (1965) 17659
use sound recordings to record

—

law (1965) 15510
proceedings-
sound recordings use to record, reports

(1963) 13614; (1965) 8845, 17840
Puerto Rico, judges, life tenure and retire-

ment rights, report (1961) 12321
reporting system (1962) 16237
South Carolina, eastern and western dis-

tricts, consolidate into single judicial
district

—

law (1965) 17434
reports (1965) 12268, 19220

South Dakota, terms to be held at Rapid
City, report (1965) 17876

Tennessee, eastern district, waive sec. 142,

title 28, U.S.C—
law (1962) 16779
reports (1962) 11397, 17188

Texas

—

eastern district, waive sec. 142, title 28,

U.S.C—
law (1962) 16786
reports (1962) 11398, 17190

eastern division, inclusion of Hopkins
County within Paris division

—

law (1964) 17371
reports (1964) 6285, 17738

redesignate Jefferson as Marshall division
law (1961) 20512
report (1961) 19101

transfer Austin, Fort Bend, and Wharton
Counties to Houston division

—

law (1964) 8221
reports (1964) 4528, 6284

to be open at all times for certain business,

etc., amend code

—

law (1963) 20428
reports (1962) 19163; (1963) 6173, 19016

transcripts furnished by court reporters,

U.S. payment

—

law (1965) 15514
reports (1965) 5935, 17839

uniform rules of evidence, preliminary re-

port (1962) 6515
venue in civil actions on tort claims

—

law (1964) 1963
reports (1963) 11846, 20595

Vermont, to be held at Montpelier and St.

Johnsbury

—

law (1964) 12007
reports (1963) 9969; (1964) 10240

Washington State, eastern district, southern
division constitute Richland as place for

holding court

—

law (1962) 20874
reports (1962) 17191, 19159

Wisconsin, eastern judicial district, inclusion

of Menominee County

—

law (1962) 16798
reports (1962) 9251, 17207

see also Judges.

District judges see Judges.
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District of Columbia:
acquisition and conveyance of property by

GSA—
hearing (1962) 15261
law (1962) 16778
reports (1962) 15226, 17179

Adams-Morgan area urban renewal, hear-

ings (1964) 19501; (1965) 2011
Adams-Morgan, democratic action to save

neighborhood (1964) 21257
administrative procedures for D.C. govern-

ment, prescribe

—

hearing (1965) 15788
report (1965) 15661

aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
airport use, Baltimore-Washington area,

hearings (1965) 2018
airports, operation, hearings (1963) 15320
air traffic control center, automatic data

processing operations, inadequate ad-

ministration by FAA, (IIAO report (1964)

8723
alcoholic beverage control act

—

amend by increasing tax rate, report
(1962) 4954

amend to permit service to customers
waiting for tables in restaurant

—

law (1962) 13322
reports (1961) 16740; (1962) 11585

hearings (1962) 15264; (1963) 15306
report (1963) 20489

alcoholic beverage taxes, collection by re-

porting, amend alcoholic beverage con-
trol act

—

hearing (1961) 12343
law (1961) 18630
reports (1961) 14431, 20615

American Legion national convention, 1966,
promulgate special regulations

—

law (1965) 10360
reports (1965) 5942, 10638

annual survey of manufactures, standard
metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

18773; (1963) 4568; (1964) 6029
antidiscrimination regulations re sale or

rental of private property, hearing
(1963) 7991

appropriations, 1961, supplemental, propos-
als (1961) 5592, 7157

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings 11961) 12332, 17116
law (1961) 18656
reports (1961) 12323, 18870, 19056
supplemental, proposal (1962) 4923

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 13493, 21527
law (1962) 23267
reports (1962) 15206, 21181, 21449
supplemental, proposals (1962) 16842,

19030; (1963) 4726
appropriations, 1964

—

deficiency, hearings (1964) 10285
hearings (1963) 13637, 20606
law (1964) 4421
reports (1963) 13600, (1964) 2081
supplemental, proposals (1964) 6212, 10162

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 6339, 15792
law (1964) 17338
reports (1964) 6303, 15707, 17514
supplemental, proposals (1964) 17465,

19528; (1965) 4481, 5823, 5829
appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 12303
law (1965) 13805
reports (1965) 7447, 12289, 13894
supplemental, proposals (1965) 15551,

17483

District of Columbia—Continued
Army Distaff Foundation, exempt certain

property from taxation (1961) 16659;
(1962) 13254, 13557A

atmospheric radioactivity (1963) 11153
automobile liability policies, make uninsured

motorist coverage required part
hearings (1965) 15790, 19492
report (1965) 15695

banks, abstracts of reports (1961) 5554,

10144, 14032, 20505; (1962) 4880, 11225,

16667, 23114; (1963) 4657, 7816
Board of Education

—

school teachers, temporary, health and life

insurance benefits, extend

—

hearings (1963) 11910; (1964) 6522
law (1964) 21123
reports (1963) 11841; (1964) 17794, 19461

separate budget, hearings (ld63) 12()14

Board of Podiatry Elxaminers, regulating
practice of podiatry, amend act, report

(1964) 6326
bond requirements in connection with at-

tachment before judgment, amend act
law (1965) 15461
reports (1965) 10634, 15658

borrowing authority, increase, report (1962)

17247; (1963) 13561
bridge over Washington Channel, designate

Francis Case Memorial Bridge
law (1965) 17399
reports (1964) 15782; (1965) 10637

budget, 1962—
amend proposal (1961) 16871
amendments (1961) 8647, 10225
departmental edition (1961) 1733
document edition (1961) 1867

budget, 1963—
amendments (1962) 9192, 11309, 17141
departmental edition (1962) 2113
document edition (1962) 2319

Budget 1964—
amendments (1963) 17196, 18968, 20510
departmental edition (1963) 1853
document edition (1963) 2028

budget, 1965—
amendments (1964) 6212, 17667
departmental edition (1964) 4323; (1965)
4291

document edition (1964) 4440; (1965) 4462
budget, 1966—
amendments, proposals (1965) 5829, 10573
hearings (1965) 5952

builders' hardware samples on file, chart
(1964) 1648

buildings, dangerous or unsafe, removal,
amend act

—

law (1964) 17345
reports (1961) 17010 (1962) 11582; (1963)

18899; (1964) 17715
buildings, height, amend act regulating

—

law (1961) 18672
reports (1961) 16811, 17014

business corporation act, amend

—

hearing (1965) 19303
law (1963) 17041
reports (1961) 14433; (1962) 21412; (1963)

9859, 13735; (1964) 15567
business patterns, activities covered by

OASDI program (1961) 16264
careers, this is Washington, general infor-

mation (1964) 9373
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 8483
census of business, 1963

—

major retail centers, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area (1965) 13596
merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15301
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District of Columbia—Continued
census of business, 1963—Continued

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5639,
10206

selected services, area statistics (1965)
8576. 13609

wholesale trade, area statistic (1965)
10227

census of governments, 1962 (1965) 5693
census of housing, 1960

—

standard metropolitan statistical area

—

components of inventory change (1962)
4749, 13064

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20620

States and small areas, tenure, rent,
plumbing, etc (1962) 6774

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-
tics (1961) 13875

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 20419
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 23085
general characteristics (1961) 8528
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 6783
number of inhabitants (1961) 5497

censuses of population and housing, 1960
census tracts in standard metropolitan

statistical area (1962) 11182
geographic identification code scheme

(1961) 6857
chanceries location in

—

business districts

—

hearings (1962) 19387; (1963) 7995
reports (1962) 19319

residential areas, prohibit

—

hearings (1963) 13800, 20497
law (1964) 21151
reports (1963) 13776; (1964) 15573, 21196

chanceries, permit use of certain property

—

hearing (1965) 13980
report (1965) 15700

charitable solicitation act, amend

—

hearings (1964) 12124
reports (1964) 6325, 8285

charter act, elected mayor, city council, etc.,

hearings (1962) 11658
cherry blossoms, general information (1963)

7328
chief judges of Municipal Court, Municipal

Court of Appeals, Juvenile Court, desig-
nation to be made with consent of Sen-
ate, clarify law

—

law (1962) 18965
report (1962) 17270

children, day care services and foster home
care, report (1965) 14043

Civil Defense Office, amend act establishing,
report (1961) 17046

climatic summary 1951-60, decennial census
(1964)20877

code of law

—

amend to abolish appointments of commis-
sioners of deeds

—

law (1962) 20869
reports (1962) 17057, 21399

amend to abolish mandatory capital pun-
ishment for 1st degree murder, reports
(1961) 12428, 14282

annotated, 1961 edition (1962) 396
decedents' estates and fiduciary relations,

law (1965) 19119
reports (1964) 15484; (1965) 8799, 15955

judiciary and judicial procedure, revise,
codify, enact

—

law (1964) 1970
reports (1963) 11838, (1964) 509

District of Columbia—Continued
code of law—Continued
judiciary and judicial procedure, text, revi-

sion notes, etc (1964) 4503
marital property rights amendments of

1961
law (1961) 18638
reports (1961) 14284, 17026

1961 edition (1963) 6200
supplements (1962) 9397; (1964) 8389;

(1965) 4526
other commercial transactions, enact

—

law (1964) 17368
reports (1964) 15485, 15764

(Columbia Plaza project

—

hearings (1964) 6349
terminate report (1964) 12113

commissioner, nomination of Frank D.
Reeves, hearing (1961) 20630

Commissioners

—

delegate function of approving con-
tr&cts
law (1962) 23202
reports (1961) 10483; (1962) 21050

lease public parking space under and in

vicinity of 10th St., S.W., authorize,
report (1962) 15342

locate vehicular tunnel under parts of
Capitol and Botanic Gardens, authorize
hearings (1964) 12280, 15821, 17664
law (1964) 15398
reports (1964) 10224, 12065, 14092

communicable diseases, prevent spread,
amend act

—

hearing (1963) 10008
law (1963) 20426
reports (1962); (1963) 6159, 13786, 19111

community services and family relocation
(1965) 2079

condemnation of insanitary buildings, amend
act, reports (1965) 15693, 19417

condemnation of Insanitary Buildings
Board, amend act, report (1963) 13782

congressional representation, amend Consti-
tution, hearings (1962) 15445

constitutional rights of mentally ill, care,
treatment, hospitalization, etc

hearings (1963) 17320
law (1964) 19405
reports (1964) 6476, 21195

construction authorized (1961) 2981; (1962)
3698; (1963) 3538; (1964) 3352; (1965)
8603

monthly reports (1965) 3240

consumer expenditures and income, 1960
(1963) 14451

advance report (1963) 1163
supplement (1963) 16273

Clorporations Department, establish, hearing
(1965) 19303

correctional industries fund, establish
law (1964) 19430
reports (1963) 13737; (1964) 19456

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11878, 20438;

(1963) 15051, 16889
courts

—

admission of confessions and statements
as evidence

—

hearings (1961) 12344
report (1961) 12222

exempt D.C. from paying fees

—

law (1961) 18736
reports (1961) 10481, 18877

prohibit examination of clergy concerning
information obtained professionally

—

law (1961) 18709
reports (1961) 10300, 17022
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District of Columbia—Continued
credit life, credit accident, and health insur-

ance, regulate

—

law (1962) 20861
reports (1962) 11587, 17054

credit unions act, repeal

—

law (1964) 17254
reports (1963) 18898; (1964) 14105

crime and criminal procedure bill

—

hearings (1965) 12324, 16014
print additional copies, reports (1965)

19278, 19475
reports (1965) 7439, 17833

print additional copies, reports (1965)
19278, 19475

crime legislation

—

hearings (1963) 11888; (1964) 4579, 8443
report (1963) 15240; (1964) 14101

crime situation, hearings (1961) 12344
crime situation increasingly serious, hearing

(1963) 6292
criminal laws, amend

—

hearings (1965) 12324
reports (1964) 17755; (1965) 15958, 17673

criminal penalties for making certain tele-

phone calls, report (1965) 17675
criminal statute covering assault on police,

extend to other employees

—

law (1965) 19152
reports (1965) 17674, 17842

Daughters of American Revolution compo-
nent, exempt from real estate tax (1965)
15589

deeds of trust, appointment of new trustees
by agreement of parties, reports (1962)
17056; (1963) 6154; (1965) 4497, 15982

dental hygienists, waive theoretical exami-
nation

—

law (1964) 17319
reports (1963) 13628; (1964) 15786

detailing employees from field positions into
D.C., repeal law prohibiting, report
(1965) 12272

disability compensation, increase for certain
employees

—

law (1961) 18727
reports (1961) 16805, 19067

dishonored checks, prescribe penalties for
handling and collection

—

law (1965) 17404
reports (1965) 10635, 15657

District Training School, see below. Forest
Haven,

divorce, legal separation and annulment
laws, amend

—

law (1965) 17413
reports (1961) 17078; (1964) 13972; (1965)
4504,15972

dogs, authorize commissioners to regulate
keeping and running at large

—

law (1961) 18619
reports (1961) 10301, 17009

downtown Washington urban renewal, hear-
ings (1964) 6349

earnings in selected industries, 1962 (1963)
5452

Education Board, salaries, increase

—

law (1964) 17433
reports (1964) 15568, 17613, 17716

elected mayor, city council, and nonvoting
delegate to House of Representatives

message from the President (1965) 4478
report (1965) 14047

elections

—

delegates to national political conven-
tions, regulate, report (1961) 18917

regulate choosing of presidential electors,
etc.

—

law (1961) 20524
reports (1961) 14435, 17068

District of Columbia—Continued
electric facilities of area, map (1962) 555;

(1963) 516, 2266
electric rate book (1961) 525; (1962) 542,

19482; (1964) 4707
employment agencies, private, regulate

—

hearings (1962) 17322
report (1962) 21508

employment opportunities for the elderly,
increase, hearings (1964) 8435

excessive rental costs for postal facilities,
GAO report (1965) 4828

Federal communications services, additional
costs resulting from failure to consoli-
date by GSA, GAO report (1964) 12487

Federal paperwork jungle, hearings (1964)
14014, 15599

Federal payment and borrowing authority

—

hearings (1963) 12014
increase

—

hearings (1965) 12165
message from the President (1965) 4477

Federally owned civil airports in vicinity,
operation, hearings (1961) 1906, 16842;
(1962) 13524

fire and casualty act, amend

—

hearings (1965) 15790, 19492
reports (1961) 20614; (1965) 15692,

15694-695

fire and casualty insurance rate regulation
laws, amend, hearings (1963) 17308;
(1964) 10417

firefighting agreements with Md. and Va.
communities, amend act

—

law (1964) 17332
reports (1963) 7976; (1964) 15785

Firefighting Division of Fire Department,
reduce workweek

—

law (1961) 18767; (1962) 20872
reports (1961) 16809, 17072; (1962) 11583,

16966

fireman (firefighter), examination announce-
ments (1961) 314; (1963) 6025; (1964)
11935

discontinuance notice (1961) 1834

fish and wildlife regulations (1964) 14276

fishery products, wholesale dealers, list

(1964) 711, 18012; (1965) 18150

Forest Haven

—

sale of right-of-way, authorize

—

law (1963) 20396
report (1963) 13739

voluntary admission of mental patients,
report "(1965) 4503

voluntary admission of patients, report
(1962) 17243; (1963) 17122

fraternal benefit associations, eliminate re-

strictions as to age limit, etc.

—

law (1962) 23157
reports (1962) 11588, 23356

gambling, law, amend

—

law (1961) 18650
reports (1961) 12255, 17057

General Sessions Court

—

establish Traffic Branch, report (1965)
15959

transfer functions from U.S. District
Court, report (1965) 15973

geology and ground-water resources (1964)
12527

George Washington University Hospital

—

authorizing grant and extending time in
which grant may be made

—

law(1961) 12131
reports (1961) 12237, 12456
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District of Columbia—Continued
authorizing grant for expansion and reno-
vation of facilities

—

law (1962) 13313
reports (1962) 11314, 11580

Georgetown area, preservation of buildings,
regulate height, etc., amend, report
(1962) 19085

gift enterprise law, repeal

—

law (1961) 18658
reports (1961) 17065, 20547

g:ifts to minors, uniform act

—

law (1962) 23221
reports (1962) 17025, 17242

Glover-Archbold Parkway, transfer to Na-
tional Capital Parks system

—

hearings (1962) 13673, 19176
report (1962) 15341

Government

—

air accommodations, use of Ist-class, GAO
report (1963) 12203

Department of Occupations and Profes-
sions, administrative functions, GAO
review (1963) 8312

health and medical activities, need to re-

align organization pnd management
structure, GAO report (1964) 8726

inadequate supervision of payroll activi-

ties, GAO report (1965) 14393
names, emblems or insignia, misuse, pro-
hibit—
law (1962) 23237
reports (1962) 11589, 21046

officers, salaries, increase, hearing (1964)
8374

organization, etc., investigation

—

authorization, report (1965) 4490
expenses, report (1965) 5902

payment of U.S. toward expenses, increase
authorization

—

law (1963) 17034
reports (1963) 13562, 13787, 17107

unclaimed moneys held in trust, mainte-
nance of perpetual accounts, eliminate
law (1964) 1940
reports (1964) 479, 2038

healing arts practice act, amend

—

law (1961) 18640
reports (1961) 17015, 20548

Higher Education Board, establish, message
from the President (1965) 7400

highways

—

accelerated program and one-way street
plan, hearings (1962) 15263

and Traffic Dept., operations, GAO review
(1961) 9242

financing by loan authorization and motor
vehicles fuel tax increases, hearings
(1964) 12125

home repair tax incentives, hearings (1963)
20497

home rule

—

hearings (1965) 8984, 15789
print additional copies, report (1965)

19279
message from the President (1965) 17462
referendum on establishing, provide proce-

dure, report (1965) 15759
report (1965) 14047

home rule bills, hearings (1964) 19500

hospital center, extend time during which
appropriations may be made

—

law (1962) 18962
reports (1962) 15343, 17246
veto message (1962) 17140

hospital facilities, increase authorization

—

law (1962) 16737
reports (1962) 11581, 15200

housing

—

report on civil rights (1962) 20651

District of Columbia—Continued
Housing and Home Finance Agency, office

building

—

hearing (1962) 11671; (1963) 2057
report (1962) 11602

housing and living costs (1962) 9118
housing code regulations, enforcement and

administration, report (1963) 2037
housing in Washington

—

hearings before Civil Rights Commission
(1962) 14983

housing problems of the elderly, hearings
(1964) 8434

income and franchise tax act, amend

—

as to foreign corporations, hearing (1965)
13979

reports (1961) 14433; (1962) 4954, 21412;
(1964) 15567

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 9077
indecent publications law, amend, reports

(1961) 12256, 17047; (1962) 21160
information guide. Army personnel report-

ing for duty in Washington and vicinity

(1962) 13002
injuries caused by firearms, etc., mandatory

reporting, provide, reports (1965) 15699,
19420

insanitary buildings, condemnation board to
examine, etc., amend act, report (1961)
20613

institution for rehabilitation of older, more
aggressive juvenile delinquents, report
(1961) 19039

insurance acts, amend relative to false
statements

—

law (1963) 13431
reports (1962) 19110; (1963) 6157, 13731

insurance companies capital stock require-
ments, report (1965) 15692

insurance premium finance companies, licen-

sing and regulation, report (1965) 15694
John P. Sousa home, provide for restoration,

report (1961) 14434
joint contracting program for supplies, etc.,

authorize, report (1965) 19430
judges, retired, increase retirement salaries,

reports (1964) 15572; (1965) 4501
judges' retirement act, amend

—

law (1964) 21136
reports (1963) 18897; (1964) 17786

Juvenile Court, additional judges

—

law (1962) 9153
report (1961) 17045

Juvenile Court Branch within Municipal
Court

—

additional judges

—

hearings (1961) 18941
report (1961) 16746

create

—

hearings (1961) 18941
report (1961) 16746

labor organizations, reporting, register
(1961) 9401; (1964) 16571

legislation, summary reports (1964) 10303;
(1965) 4514

liens on motor vehicles and trailers, elimi-

nate alphabetical file

—

law (1963) 17019
reports (1962) 17244; (1963) 13625, 13733

life insurance act, amend

—

laws (1961) 18637, 18641; (1962) 20913,
20915 23255

reports '(1961) 12257-259, 17016-17, 17044,
20614; (1962) 15198, 15344, 17055, 21047,
21400, 21506

veto (1961) 18788
life insurance companies, amend act

—

eliminating recordkeeping, etc.

—

law (1964) 17317
reports (1963) 13627; (1964) 15774
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District of Columbia—Continued
life insurance companies, amend act—Con.
increasing capital stock requirements, etc.

—

reports (1962) 21042, 21507
relative to annual statements

—

law (1964) 1922
reports (1963) 18838; (1964) 477

relative to capital stock

—

law (1964) 17414
reports (1963) 20466; (1964) 17751

local climatological data (1961) 3643
supplement (1961) 3644

mail routes, schedule for Washington reg^ion

(1962) 16109
Marine Corps in Washington, D.C., general

information (1962) 15999
Matomic Building, acquisition by GSA, hear-

ing (1962) 424
medical assistance for the aged program,

delay in development and implementa-
tion, GAO review (1963) 13993

medical care for the aged, amend public as-

sistance act, report (1963) 17752
memorial to Woodrow Wilson, commission to

formulate plans

—

law (1961) 18745
reports (1961) 16977, 18886

mental disorders as criminal defense, amend
D.C. code, report (1961) 12249

metropolitan police force canine corps, ex-

pand, reports (1962) 11350; (1963) 6156
Metropolitan Police Relief Association, in-

corporate

—

law (1962) 16749
reports (1962) 15138, 15292

milk, ice cream, etc., packaging sizes, amend

law (1964) 17264
reports (1963) 18893; (1964) 14106

minimum wage law, amend

—

hearings (1964) 6347, 6504; (1965) 8876,
16013

reports (1964) 17805; (1965) 19453
minimum-wage status (1963) 14805; (1964)

13549
motor fuel taxation, etc., D.C. to enter com-

pact

—

law (1965) 8724
reports (1965) 5917, 8777

motor vehicle parking facility act, amend to
transfer fees to highway fund

—

hearings (1961) 10502
law (1962) 6929
reports (1961) 7082, 12493, 18905, 18918;

(1962) 4954
motor vehicle safety responsibility act,

amend

—

hearings (1965) 15790, 19492
report (1965) 15695

motor vehicles

—

annual inspection act, amend, report
(1963) 13738

Govt.-owned, savings by elimination of
registration, etc., requirements, GAO
report (1965) 6285

Municipal Court

—

judges, retirement pay, amend law, report
(1962)21395

jurisdiction in civil actions, increase and
change name

—

laws (1962) 23273; (1963) 13434
reports (1962) 17030, 17241; (1963) 6163,

13734
Municipal Court, jurisdiction over counter-

claims and crossclaims

—

law (1961) 18634
reports (1961) 12316, 17013

Municipal Court Small Claims and Concilia-
tion Branch, amend act

—

law (1961) 18598
reports (1961) 10485, 16733; (1962) 21048

District of Columbia—Continued

Municipal Courts, judges, retirement pay,
amend law, report (1961) 18822

municipal theater, use of

—

Belasco Theater, report (1962) 21097
Capitol and Keith theater buildings, re-

ports (1962) 21106; (1963) 17121

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3103

municipal water facilities inventory (1961)
6503; (1964) 18908

museums, Washington and nearby area,
guide (1964) 13448

National Capital region, policies plan for
year 2000 (1961) 20002

National Fisheries Center and Aquarium,
authorize construction

—

hearing (1962) 15454
law (1962) 23158
reports (1961) 16734; (1962) 17219, 21140

naval history, sources, Washington area,
etc. (1965) 8200

new southwest, erect statue of Maine lobs-
terman, report (1962) 21094

nonprofit corporation act, amend, hearing
(1965) 19303

non-profit organizations, provide for incor-
poration

—

law (1962) 16795
reports (1961) 16739; (1962) 11591

nonresidents, exemptions from attachment,
amend act, reports (1963) 18894; (1965)
4505

nurses

—

practical, licensing, etc., amend act, re-

ports (1963) 15370, 20488
registration, lower minimum age limita-

tion

—

law (1963) 15160
reports (1962) 21095; (1963) 6155, 13785

occupational wage survey (1964) 7406; (1965)
5048

departmental edition (1961) 6247; (1962)
8421; (1963) 5443

document edition (1961) 5578; (1962) 6938;
(1963) 4699

one-way streets planning, report (1965) 2002

opportunities for typists and stenographers
in Washington, D.C. (1964) 11566

parking facility, offstreet, report (1963)
13736

parking, report (1965) 2002

Pennsylvania Avenue

—

develop as national historic site, message
from the President (1965) 19188

report of President's council (1964) 13378

physical abuse of children, mandatory re-

porting by physicians, etc.

—

hearing (1965) 15792
report (1965) 19421

physical therapy, regulate practice

—

law (1961) 18671
reports (1961) 16808, 17027

physicians, liability in good Samaritan cas-
es, relieve, reports (1965) 15698, 19419

pistols, registration, require, hearings (1965)
12324

podiatry, regulating practice, amend act,
report (1965) 4502

police and firemen

—

medical care for all injuries and diseases

—

law (1962) 20883
reports (1962) 17058, 23398

restrictions on residence, repeal

—

law (1964) 17376
reports (1964) 13976, 17717
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District of Columbia—Continued
police and firemen—Continued

retirement and disability act, amend to

create additional category of service-

connected disability

—

law (1962) 23257
reports (1961) 14432; (1962) 21510

salary act of 1958, amend

—

laws (1962) 23282; (1964) 17433

reports (1962) 21170; (1964) 15569,

17613, 17716
police canine corps, expand, report (1965)

4499
police, firemen, etc.

—

compensation for overtime work

—

hearings (1965) 12324
law (1965) 19157
reports (1965) 19248, 19426

relief or retirement compensation

—

increase, report (1962) 21098
former members and their widows, wid-

owers, and children, increase

—

law (1962) 18970
reports (1961) 17058-59; (1962) 17053

veto (1961) 18991
police force members, increase

—

law (1961) 12115
reports (1961) 10302, 10484

population

—

estimates, July 1, 1963, with preliminary

estimates for July 1, 1964 (1964) 17105

1960, characteristics (1963) 15040
practice of law, hearing (1965) 15791
premarital examinations, require, reports

(1964) 17617; (1965) 4506, 19418
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 673;

(1965) 16177
prisoners, work release program, authorize,

report (1965) 8962
property loans by corporations outside D.C.,

clarify status of lender under income
and franchise tax act, reports (1961)

14433; (1962) 21412
property of American War Mothers, Inc.,

exempt from taxation (1962) 15291
property owned by District in Prince Wil-

liam County, Va., authorize sale

—

law (1962) 13327
reports (1962) 11584, 21024

proposed physical development policies for

Washington, D.C., 1965-85 (1965) 18621

public assistance act of 1962, amend, hear-

ing (1965) 10675
public assistance applicants, Unemployment

Compensation Bd. to advise D.C. Wel-

fare Dept. as to status (1964) 17373

reports (1963) 13626; (1964) 17718

public assistance, improve administration

—

law (1962) 23207
report (1961) 17048; (1962) 21096

public buildings act, repeal section limiting

area

—

hearings (1962) 11671
law (1962) 15063
report (1962) 11604

public colleges, establish, message from the

President (1965) 7400
Public Health Department-
hospital and medical care programs, ad-

mission and collection practices, GAO
review (1961) 7508

mental health followup project, report

(1963) 12040
venereal diseases, immediate treatment of

minors upon their own consent

—

hearing (1963) 10008
law (1963) 20426
reports (1962) 19111; (1963) 6159, 18786

public higher education, recommendations of

President's Committee (1964) 16821
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District of Columbia—Continued

public school

—

finance program, 1962-63 (1964) 4636
food services act, amend, reports (1962)

17251; (1963) 13784
public schools educational employees on

leave, increase partial pay

—

law (1964) 17331
reports (1963) 18895; (1964) 17714

Public Utilities Commission reports (1961)
12545; (1962) 2395; (1963) 350; (1964)
2258; (1965) 4635

public works act, amend, report (1962) 4954

publications, lists (1961) 6493; (1962) 18403;
(1963) 20086; (1965) 13222

radio communications, authorize foreign
governments to construct and operate

—

hearings (1962) 19188, 21545
law (1962) 23195
reports (1962) 19100, 19145, 19279, 21492

real estate deed recordation tax, reports

(1961) 18905; (1962) 4954
real property, horizontal property act

—

hearing (1964) 4578, 8373
laws (1964) 1947, 17334
reports (1963) 9901; (1964) 484, 15496,

21232
recruiting conference for Federal agencies

(1963) 7793
redevelopment act, amend to include nonresi-

dential areas, reports (1962) 21104;

(1963) 13729
redevelopment act of 1945, amend

—

hearings (1964) 6349; (1965) 19304
report (1964) 12099

regulation of securities sales

—

hearings (1964) 6348, 12259
law (1964) 17362
reports (1964) 4469, 17722

regulations rel. loaning of money on securi-

ties, exempt life insurance companies,
etc.

—

law (1964) 1920
reports (1962) 15199; (1963) 9898; (1964)

476
relocation costs made necessary by action of

D.C. govt.—
law (1964) 21121
reports (1964) 478, 15570

relocation of elderly people in Washington,
D.C, hearings (1963) 6287

repair of sidewalks and alleys, relieve own-
ers of abutting property from certain

assessments

—

law (1962) 20875
reports (1962) 21028, 21368

reporting labor organizations, register

(1961) 9401
retrocede portion to Maryland, report (1965)

15759
revenue act of 1947, amend

—

law (1963) 17034
reports (1963)13562, 13787, 17107

revenue act of 1965, hearings (1965) 12165
revenues, providing additional, report (1965)

19251
rural residential recreation subdivisions

serving area, 1963 (1964) 15835
sales and use taxes, exempt House of Repre-

sentatives majority and minority rooms,
report (1964) 17618

sales tax act

—

amend

—

hearings (1961) 5740, 10502
law (1962) 6929
reports (1961) 7082, 12493, 18905, 18918;

(1962) 4954; (1965) 4500
exempt Washington Terminal Co.

—

law (1964) 17422
reports (1964) 15495, 17750
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District of Columbia—Continued

school census, amend act, reports (1961)
20612; (1963) 13783

school children transportation fares, pay
difference to carriers

—

hearings (1961) 10341; (1962) 11440
law (1962) 16733
reports (1961) 17073; (1962) 11375

school discipline

—

hearings (1963) 7992
suspension or dismissal of unruly pupils,

report (1963) 9899
use of reasonable force, report (1963) 9900

schools. Federal aid in operation and main-

hearings (1962) 17346, 23363
report (1962) 21501

securities regulations, hearing (1962) 13525
services for senior citizens, hearings (1964)

12249
sick leave benefits for police and firemen,

U.S. Park Police, and White House Po-
lice

—

law (1964) 17330
reports (1964) 6323, 15773

sidings construction by Baltimore and Ohio

reports (1961) 20549, 20617
veto message (1961) 20538

sidings construction by Philadelphia, Balti-
more & Washington RR

—

law (1961) 20509
reports (1961) 18843, 20620

Small Claims and Conciliation Branch of
Court of General Sessions, amend act

—

law (1963) 17015
reports (1963) 13624, 13732

southwest area lands, transfer of title, re-

ports (1965) 15662, 19459
southwest area project B, urban renewal,

hearings (1964) 8376
southwest project area C, urban renewal,

hearings (1965) 2011
stadium

—

construction, investigation, hearings
(1965) 444, 4624, 6067, 7547, 12351

failure to construct in accordance with
financial plan submitted to Clongress,
GAO report (1965) 2191

standard metropolitan area, air pollution
problems, appraisal and recommenda-
tions (1962) 18410

State Department career in Washington,
D.C. (1963) 16570

state of nation's capital, report to Congress
(1961) 14767-68

streets, etc., within urban renewal plan,
expedite closing, report (1963) 13730;
(1965) 19424

Supreme Court Building, acquisition of addi-
tional grounds

—

hearings (1964) 2122
reports (1962) 17211; (1963) 13623, 13714;

(1964) 349
tax

—

and other revenue collection activities of
Finance Office, GAO review (1962) 15634

exempt

—

United Supreme Council. Scottish Rite
Freemasonry (1964) 15450, 15671,
17209

Woodrow Wilson House

—

law (1964) 17329
reports (1964) 17507, 17709

tax legislation proposals, hearing (1961)
5741

teachers pensions, increase, report (1965)
19250

District of Columbia—Continued

teachers, retired, to accept positions with
Federal Government without reduction
of teachers retirement pay, report (1961)
19040

teacher salaries, increase

—

law (1964) 17433
report (1964) 15568, 17613, 17716

teachers salary act of 1955, amend, etc.

—

law (1962) 23281
reports (1962) 21168, 21183, 21482

technical and skilled wgrkers, employment in
metropolitan Washington, estimates of
future demand (1964) 611

10th St., S.W., use of space under and over
for Federal office building

—

law (1962) 16807
reports (1962) 16969, 17213

tissue banks, license in D.C.

—

law (1962) 20831
reports (1961) 17028; (1962) 16964

tour map, memorials, Capitol, White House,
Mall, and Visitor Center (1962) 24020

traffic act

—

amend to authorize fees upon restoration
of motor vehicle operators' permits
law (1962) 20920
reports (1962) 11586, 21093

amend to increase fee for learners' per-
mits

—

law (1962) 20912; (1964) 8226
reports (1961) 10479, 18879; (1964) 480,
6322

amend to require report of motor vehicle
collisions to police, reports (1962)
17023; (1963) 6158; (1965) 4498

traffic safety compacts, consent of Con-
gress

—

law (1964) 17325
report (1964) 12228

traffic violations, increase allowable penal-
ties, report (1961) 10482

transportation for region, participation in
planning, authorize, report (1965) 19251

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 236
trust funds, legal investments, lists (1961)

4142, 14766; (1962) 5078, 19414; (1964)
15834; (1965) 4636

unemployment compensation act

—

amend

—

hearing (1961) 17126
law (1962) 11262
reports (1961) 16744, 17077, 18915;

(1962) 9294
amend

—

as to rate of constributions of nonprofit
institutions

—

law (1962) 20880
reports (1962) 21043, 21397

uniform commercial code, enact

—

hearing (1964) 8375
law (1964) 1972
reports (1963) 7977; (1964) 475

uniform limited partnership act, apply

—

laws (1962) 20884, 20891
reports (1962) 17027-28, 21393-394

United Spanish War Veterans Memorial,
authorize to erect

—

law (1964) 19420
reports (1964) 17552, 19577

United States attorney for D.C, nomination
of David G. Bress hearing (1965) 19510

urban renewal program

—

hearings (1961) 7131; (1963) 11890; (1964)
6349, 8376, 19501; (1965) 2011, 19304

reports (1963) 2037; (1965) 2002
urban renewal status (remarks) (1961) 9271
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District of Columbia—Continued
used car dealers, administration and en-

forcement of regulations, report (1963)

2037
Veterans of Foreign Wars to rent property

(1965) 5873, 10577, 12017
Virginia Avenue, NW., plan for improve-

ment. National Capital Planning Com-
mission report (1965) 11530

visiting school groups, NPS special pro-

gram, general information (1961) 6442
Washington, D.C.—
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

10050
metropolitan area, hurricane survey, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 15877
document edition (1964) 15408

Washington channel waterfront

—

hearings (1963) 11890
priority holders, amend act, report (1965)

19249
report (1963) 2037
urban renewal hearings (1965) 2011, 19034

Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge over Po-
tomac River, maintenance and opera-
tion

—

law (1961) 18740
reports (1961) 12429, 18878

work stoppages, 1927-62 (1964) 2959
workmen's compensation act (1963) 393
workmen's compensation insurance, hearing

(1961) 12525
Washington Gallery of Modern Art, exempt

from real estate tax, report (1965) 15590
Washington looks at transportation (re-

marks) (1963) 9792
Washington metropolitan area

—

inauguration of ABCD mail service (ad-

dress) (1963) 5670
Potomac and Anacostia Rivers, removal of

drift, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19583
document edition (1965) 19182

Washington National Airport, weather ob-

servations, hourly, decennial census
(1962) 16225

Water Sports Center, general information
11459

wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-
nization (1962) 6574

wills, add properties to existing trusts

—

law (1964) 1921
reports (1963) 7975; (1964) 483

Wisconsin Avenue, increasing traffic-

carrying capability, study (1962) 14581
appendixes (1962) 18431

women, labor laws summary (1961) 1582;

(1962) 12799; (1965) 1716
women, legal status (1963) 3403
women workers (1964) 19039
see also Capital of United States.

District of Columbia Armory Board:
failure to construct D.C. stadium in accord-

ance with financial plan submitted to

Congress, GAO report (1965) 2191
members, increase, reports (1962) 19112;

(1963) 6162
District of Columbia Committee, House:
calendars (1961) 3070; (1962) 3989; (1963)

3832; (1964) 3646; (1965) 3561
committee prints (1964) 10303; (1965) 4514
expenses, report (1961) 5718
hearings, see subjects,

investigations and studies

—

expenses, report (1963) 6124
organization, etc. of government of D.C,

authorization, reports (1963) 6113;

(1965) 4490
expenses, report (1965) 5902

District of Columbia Committee, House—Con.
investigations and studies—Continued
reports, see subjects.

District of Columbia Committee, Senate:
calendars (1961) 3092; (1962) 4006; (1963)

3852; (1964) 3666; (1965) 3578
hearings, see subjects,
reports, see subjects.

District of Columbia Council:
create

—

message from the President (1965) 4478
report (1965) 14047

District of Columbia Court of Appeals:
naming

—

laws (1962) 23273; (1963) 13434
reports (1962) 17030, 17241; (1963) 6163,
13734

retirement act, amend, report (1963) 18897
District of Columbia (iourt of (General Ses-

sions:

naming

—

laws (1962) 23273; (1963) 13434
reports (1962) 17030, 17241; (1963) 6163,

13734
retirement act, amend, report (1963) 18897

District of Columbia (General Hospital, control
over drugs and other property, weak-
nesses, GAO report (1964) 12502

District of Columbia Redevelopment Land
Agency:

inadequate policies and practices relating to
relocation of families from urban renew-
al areas, GAO report (1964) 19756

proceeds, improperly retained from sale of
land, GAO report (1965) 6286

southwest area lands, transfer of title, re-

ports (1965) 15662, 19459
status of findings and recommendations in-

cluded in prior report on audit, GAO
report (1965) 713

District of Columbia Teachers College, Junior
College Division, establish, reports
(1961) 17011; (1964) 482

District of Columbia Youth Correctional Cen-
ter, juvenile division, establishment
within or in connection, report (1961)
19039

District Training School, see Forest Haven.
Districts, see Soil conservation—Special dis-

tricts.

Disturbance of ignition limits of carbon mon-
oxide with small additions of hydrogen,
USSR (1961) 4719

Disulfides:

bonds in proteins, cleavage, effect on ma-
cromolecular size, USSR study (1964)
16018

symmetrical, chemical thermodynamic prop-
erties (1962) 3289

Disulfuryl fluoride, see Pyrosulfuryl fluoride.

Ditch, W. E., government and science, fiscal

trends in Federal research and develop-
ment (1965) 5970

Ditches:
drainage, control of common cattail, studies

(1963) 13190
farm, lining materials, etc. (1962) 38

Dittemore, William H., jr., soil survey, Yoakum
County, Tex. (1964) 9777

Dittmann, Laura L., infant care (1963) 13310

Diuretics, action of diacarb, USSR study
(1961) 10859

Diurnal variation, see Terrestrial magnetism.
Divers:

air decompression tables and emergency ta-

bles (1962) 18441
man under water, selections, USSR study

(1962) 7921
Navy diving manual (1963) 20125
errata (1964) 1578
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Divers—Continued

physiological bases of man's survival under
conditions of increased pressure in gas
medium, USSR study (1962) 7946

Diversification of manufacturing employment
for States and metropolitan areas (1961)
237

Dividends, see Corporations—Life insur-

ance—Stocks.
Dividers, see Voltage dividers.
Diving:
alveolar pathways during 90-foot breath-

hold dives (1963) 7200
deep-sea duty special pay, amend law

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 16578
reports (1961) 8777, 14678

deep sea, neon solubility determination in

water and extracted human fat (1964)
13650

Korean women, physical insulation (1963)
1759

Navy manual, errata (1964) 1578
skin diving underwater sport, USSR articles

(1964) 12940
Diving boards, laminated, how to make (1965)

9175
The division, field manual (1962) 4615
Division of Foreign Labor Conditions, see

Foreign Labor Conditions Division.
Division of Hospitals, PHS, facilities, manage-

ment data statistical summary, 1964
(1965) 1575

Di Vito, Carmela C, relief (1963) 7874, 13399,
13689

Divorce:
District of Columbia act, amend, report

(1961) 17078
District of Columbia laws, amend

—

law (1965) 17413
reports (1964) 13972; (1965) 4504, 15972

laws, July 1, 1964 (1964) 19032
records, where to write (1962) 3470, 18428;

(1964) 11587, 18927
statistically oriented studies, bibliography

(1963) 16512
statistics (1961) 15840; (1962) 8614; (1965)

3005, 15020
by counties (1961) 15842
divorce-registration area (1961) 15844
improving (1962) 16144

Dix, Fort, housing, unnecessary expenditures,
for exterior storage facilities, GAO re-

port (1963) 14010
Dixie National Forest: /

adjust boundary by exchange of lands with
Cledar Breaks National Monument

—

law (1961) 12133
reports (1961) 8799, 12447

Dixie project:
construct, operate, and maintain

—

hearings (1963) 13810; (1964) 19513
law (1964) 17423
reports (1963) 20575; (1964) 15571

water resource development report (1963)
15181

Dixon, G. Ervin, remarks, Sept. 12, 1963 (1963)
18754

Dixon, H. Roberta, Putnam group of eastern
Connecticut (1964) 19780

Dixon, Sidney C:
effects of differential pressure, thermal

stress, and buckling on flutter of flat

panels (1964) 3022
experimental investigation at Mach number

3.0 of effects of thermal stress and buc-
kling on flutter characteristics of flat

single-bay panels of length-width ratio
0.96 (1963) 1290

Dixon, Sidney C.—Continued

transtability concept, application to flutter

of finite panels and experimental results

(1963) 18153
Dixon Entrance to Cape Spencer, coast pilot,

supplements (1963) 6039; (1964) 4405;

(1965) 5752
DLF, see Development Loan Fund.
DLSC, see Defense Logistic Service Center.

DM&S, see Medicine and Surgery Department,
Veterans Administration.

DMS regulations (1961) 2948
DNA, see Desoxyribonucleic acid.

Dneiper River:
Dnepr River, battle. World War II, role of N.

S. Khrushchev, USSR study (1963) 20847

geodesy in Dnepr construction project (1961)
11258

Dnepr River, see Dneiper River.
Dnepropetrovsk Oblast, Ukrainian SSR:
nature and economy (1962) 21977
science and technology, USSR study (1962)

17999
Dnepropetrovsk, Ukrainian SSR, tire factory

mechanization and automation processes
of receiving, etc., components of rubber
mixtures, USSR study (1962) 5638

Do Biblical commandments teach us to be
good? (1961) 822

Do miracle cures exist? (1961) 818
Do not judge things merely by appearance.

Communist China (1961) 873
Do you have question about reclamation?

(1963) 16545; (1964) 7718; (1965) 15025
Do you know your economic ABC's

—

patents, spur to American progress (1965)
19040

profits and American economy, simplified

explanation of profit incentive and how
it stimulates economic growth (1965)

10322
Do you measure up to Air Force ROTC (1962)

16322
Do you need a will? (1961) 742; (1963) 16733
Doar, John, nomination, hearing (1965) 7535
Dobbins, Claude E.:

livestock and meat industry

—

France (1963) 6477
West Germany (1963) 6478

Dobriansky, Lev. E., nations, peoples, and
countries in U.S.S.R. (1965) 416

Dochinger, Leon S., artificial defoliation of

eastern white pine duplicates effects of

chlorotic dwarf disease (1964) 8635
Dockens, Elaine B., public lands bibliography,

supp. (1965) 12801
Dockhorn, Jean M., use of social work assist-

ant in Veterans Administration (1965)

13322
Docking, George, nomination, hearing (1961)

4087
Docking (spacecraft), see Spacecraft.
Docks:

floating. Federal item identification guides
for supply cataloging (1962) 9511; (1964)

12297
supplements (1963) 3660; (1964) 3478;

(1965) 3380
maintenance of waterfront facilities (1965)

18859
waterfront operational facilities, design

manual for Naval Shore Establishment
(1962) 12605

Doctor, Powrie V., proceedings of Internation-
al Congress of Education of the Deaf,
etc. (1965) 4534

Doctor P. Phillips Foundation, convey phos-
phate rights to (1962) 15106, 19274,

20750
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Doctor's degrees, see Degrees (colleges, uni-

versities, etc.).

Doctors, see Physicians.
Documentary films, see Motion pictures.

Documentary stamp tax regulations under
Internal revenue code of 1954 (1962)
11911

Documentation available in chemical field

(1961) 15541
Documentation, International Federation, see

International Federation for Documen-
tation.

Documents, see Congressional documents

—

(jovernment publications—Numerical
lists and schedule of volumes of reports
and documents—Records

—

also subjects
of documents.

Documents Office, see Public Documents Divi-

sion.

DOD, see Defense Department.
DOD pamphlets (1962) 140-141, 1997-98,

4569-70, 6627-28, 10944-945, 12978-979,
14799-800, 16340-342, 18673-674, 22981;
(1963) 95-96, 7660, 20318; (1964) 89-90.

1757, 4275, 8020-21, 11830, 17029-30,
19198, 20981-983; (1965) 1816, 5583,
8504-7. 10140, 13443, 15231, 18929

DOD poster (1963) 18538
series (1962) 4571

Dodd, Arthur V., mesoclimatic temperature
differences in Fort Greely, Alaska, area
(1963) 1436

Dodd, Aubrey 0., Health and Safety Division,
National Reactor Testing Station re-

port, 1963 (1965) 1834
Dodder, control in alfalfa (1965) 7027
Dodds, Harold L., jr., effect of high-velocity

fluid flow on bending vibrations, etc., of
pipe (1965) 14823

Doddy, Cesira, relief (1964) 15435, 17221,
21225

Dodecyl, phosphoric acid, kerosine solvent,

extraction and separation of rare-earth,
elements and yttrium (1965) 6608

Dodge, Darold A., soil survey report. Ford
County, Kans. (1965) 20076

Dodge, Harold R., Douglas-fir tussock moth
(1961) 14300

Dodge, Natt N., Organ Pipe Cactus National
Monument, Ariz. (1965) 1518

Dodge City, Kans.:
Arkansas River flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 397
document edition (1963) 240

Dodge County, Minn., soil survey (1961) 20147
Dodgeville quadrangle, Wis., geology (1964)

797
Doell, Richard R., measurement of remanent

magnetization of igneous rocks (1965)
4863

Doering, H.:

brightness and two-color pyrometry applied
to electron beam furnace (1965) 13124

effect of electron bombardment heating on
surfaces of tungsten (1965) 9822

Doerr, Robert M.:

high temperature corrosion studies of nickel

and cobalt in air and oxygen (1963)
10964

sensitive volumetric apparatus for determin-
ing gas-solid reaction kinetics (1964)
7439

DOFL, see Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laborato-
ries.

Dogfish, spiny, northeastern Pacific area, con-
trol, etc (1963) 19242

Doggett, Robert V., jr., aeroelastic model ap-
proach for prediction of buffet bending
loads on launch vehicles (1963) 20998

Dogs:
acute radiation sickness

—

humoral component in effect of bone mar-
row transplantation, USSR study (1964)
4905

prevention and treatment with sodium gal-
late, USSR study (1963) 12359

acute sarin intoxication, treatment with an-
tidotes, electrocardiographic changes,
Bulgarian study (1965) 16465

air policeman (sentry dog handler supple-
ment), training package (1961) 5307

anesthetized

—

cardiorespiratory responses to compres-
sion therapy following decompression
sickness (1964) 5904

decompression sickness, circulatory and
respiratory changes (1963) 9630

effect of glyceryl trinitrate on pulmonary
vasculature (1965) 215

central Alaska, vectors in human enteric
pathogens (1965) 99

cold- and warm-adapted, responses to in-

fused nonadrenalin and acute body cool-

ing (1965) 10108
coronary arterial blood flow, flowmeter for

measurement (1964) 17011
cross-circulated, effect of irradiation on fer-

rokinetics (1965) 7111
development of tissue hypoxia during pro-

gressive hyperthermia (1963) 18501
District of Columbia

—

canine corps, expand report (1965) 4499
commissioners, regulate keeping and run-

ning at large, authorize

—

law (1961) 18619
reports (1961) 10301, 17009

functions of digestive organs in hot climate,
USSR study (1963) 20771

higher nervous activity, peculiarities of
effect of nivaline, USSR study (1965) 908

homeostatic reaction during hypoxic hypox-
ia at various ages, USSR study (1965)
6466

Husky, seasonal variations in blood volume,
etc (1963) 14910

hyperthermia and its dependence on body
water during muscular exercise at high
environmental temperature, USSR study
(1963) 17690

hypothermia, elimination by means by high
frequency currents, USSR study (1965)
12731

inhaling oxygen, changes in respiration and
reflex excitability of respiratory center,
USSR study (1965) 12594

inhibitions

—

differentiated, limits, USSR study (1965)
7953

interaction between supraliminal and ex-
ternal forms, USSR study (1965) 7952

intelligence and temperament, inheritance
(1965) 16937

lethal thermal burn, change in interstitial
water balance, problem, USSR study
(1964) 14474

mechanism of autoregulation in intact kid-
ney (1964) 13734

medical research, dog care standards (1961)
9616

metropolitan police force canine corps, ex-

pand, reports (1962) 11350; (1963) 6156

morphological basis for inequality of audito-
ry and optical analyzers in their behav-
ior, USSR study (1962) 2832

nomogram relating P02, pH, temperature,
and hemoglobin saturation (1965) 18916

performance, effects of aspartic acid (1963)

7686
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Dogs—Continued
reduced set point temperature in exercising

dog (1964) 11785
regulation of extracellular potassium in

hypothermia (1963)16794
repellent, use by postal employees, questions

and answers (1964) 20730
seeing eye, guide for totally blind on air

carriers

—

hearing (1964) 10322
reports (1964) 13973, 17541

Soviet studies in physiology (1964) 8886
strontium-90 distribution in skeleton after

single and long-term administration,
USSR study (1964) 1251

surface immersion hypothermia, studies,
summaries (1964) 8044

transfusion of BK-8 protein blood substi-
tute, change of coagulation system
(1965) 16441

transient changes in arterial lactic acid at
21,000 feet (1964) 9986

USAF sentry dog program (1965) 96
used for research, etc., regulate transporta-

tion, sale, and handling, hearing (1965)
19292

water and solute shifts between blood and
intraperitoneal glucose infusate (1965)
17018

working sled, rectal temperatures (1964)
4250

Dogrwood:
flowering, growing, general information

(1963) 4354; (1964) 9944; (1965) 11842
growth, effect of fertilizer (1963) 7472

Doherty, Ellen M.:
education in Scotland (1964) 2271, 8484
educational data, Portugal (1964) 19627

Doherty, Richard M.:
economic study of sea scallop production in

U.S. and Canada (1965) 14296
sea scallop industry of Canada (1964) 2338

Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR, excerpts from
reports of Academy of Sciences, USSR
(1962) 15792, 17732, 21948

Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR (periodical)-
translations (1963) 5134, 15787, 15865

Dolan, C. M., elastomeric thermal shield mate-
rials (1965) 6631

Dolan, Dorothea L.:

digest, progress reports on State mental
health planning, 1964 (1964) 21791

State mental health planning grant propos-
als, 1963 (1964) 5555

Dolan, Rosemary, medical care of veteran, bib-
liography (1963) 9479

Dolata, Sonja, relief (1961) 14562; (1962)
21297; (1963) 17199; (1964) 17196

Dolby, John R., relief (1964) 10372, 15440
17200

Dolch, W. L., protective coatings for concrete
(1964) 14208

Dolezal, Henry, magnesium reduction of rutile
(1965) 8020

Dolkas, Constantine B., effect of combined lin-
ear and oscillatory acceleration on pilot
attitude-control capabilities (1965) 6750

Doll, Raymond J., farm debt as related to val-
ue of sales (1963) 6437

Dollar, Clara W., relief (1965) 17494, 17775,
19064

Dollar, Marie K., relief (1962) 15331
Dollar value of U.S. imports of merchandise

for consumption, TSUS schedule by part
by item, 1961 (1964) 1823

Dollars:
and gold reserves, foreign (1963) 2139, 12053
and gold transfers, 1960 (1961) 7408

Dollars—Continued
dollar collections, improper retention on

loans made by corporate Development
Loan Fund, Agency for International
Development, GAO report (1965) 6272

dollars, gold, and international payments
(remarks) (1965) 4722

foreign gold and dollar reserves (1964) 12319
keeping American dollar strong (1965) 17279
outflow, new security issues (remarks) (1965)

6971
problem, factfinding trip to England

France, Switzerland, and Italy, report

purchasing power based on wholesale price
index, annual averages, 1890-1963 (1964)

role in expanding world markets (remarks)
(1964) 4718

silver, special hearing (1965) 12159
unnecessary dollar costs incurred in financ-

ing purchases of commodities produced
in Brazil, Agency for International De-
velopment, GAO report (1965) 6311

Dolls, current industrial reports (1962) 268
Dolomite:

Lockport, N.Y., redescription of 3 species of
corals (1963) 6555

ratio to calcite in mineral mixtures, X-rav
analysis (1961) 6173

Dolph, Robert E., jr., western pine beetle dam-
age on Fremont National Forest (1964)
2395

Dolph-Tchebyschefi" arrays of many elements
and arbitrary uniform spacing (1964)
19168

Dolphins:
body of dolphins as an airfoil, USSR study

(1965) 11307
^

commercial fishing, USSR study (1965) 2532
dolphin language, pros and cons of its exist-

ence, USSR studies (1965) 11232
general information (1965) 16209
Procaena phocaena, humoral factors of nat-

ural immunity, comparative characteris-
tics, USSR study (1965) 14552

reproductive cycle in female, determining

.
(te)l'2'58r"''

^"^^"' "'"^ ''''''

signals, sonic pressure at point of reception

fli^J^*'^^' method of determination,'
USSR study (1965) 11259

ultrasonic and sonic detection characteris-
tics, USSR study (1963) 17980

see also Cetacea.
Dom Bosco quadrangle, Brazil, geology and

ore deposits (1963) 602
Domain structure of uniaxial ferromagnetic

films, USSR (1962) 5915
Dombrowski, Elizabeth A., relief of children

(1963) 13495; (1965) 5835, 15421, 17770
Domenech, Jose, relief (1963) 13499, 18994,

Domestic animals, estrous cycle control con-
ference proceedings (1965) 15201

Domestic coins manufactured by mints of
United States (1964) 21723

Domestic commerce, see Commerce.
Domestic oceanborne and Great Lakes com-

merce of United States, 1959, with sum-
mary 1951-59 (1961) 19837

Domicile:
policemen and firemen of District of Colum-

bia, repeal restrictions on residence-
law (1964) 17376

reports (1964) 13976, 17717
Domingues, Louis P., physical properties of

ceria powders (1964) 7452
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Dominican Customs Receivership, records, pre-

liminary inventory (1963) 1328
Dominican Republic:

agricultural commodities, agreements (1963)
7456, 20172; (1964) 3148; (1965) 11724

alien amateur radio operators, agreement
(1965) 9952

American intervention prevents all-out
bloodbath (1965) 12690

background information (1965) 16017
background notes (1965) 9933
capsule facts for Armed Forces (1965) 8504
crisis (address) (1965) 10141
crisis, the hemisphere acts (statements)

(1965) 20087
defense, military assistance, agreement

(1964) 15125
Dominican situation and international law

(address) (1965) 15232
economic developments (1963) 8409
economic, technical, and related assistance,

agreement (1962) 10685
economy, basic data (1964) 18177
foreign trade, 1958-59 (1961) 648
guaranty of private investments, agreement

(1962) 18471
Haiti boundary, study (1963) 20150
import tariff system (1961) 4264; (1962)

21889
labor conditions (1965) 6574
mapping, cooperative program, agreement

(1964) 21893
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12861
new constitution (1963) 14300
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)

18472
Portland cement, determination of

—

likelihood of injury (1963) 9458
no injury to U.S. industry (1962) 12753

proving grounds, communications and other
facilities, operation, agreement (1963)
1534

radio communications, amateur, agreement
(1963) 16584

sending gift packages to (1962) 697
20th century tale of unnamed village (re-

marks) (1965) 10343
weather stations, cooperative meteorological

program, agreement (1963) 5730
Dominy, Floyd E., water resources develop-

ments in Spain (1965) 15840
Domitz, Stanley, direct-current low-pressure

plasma source (1963) 9166
Domjam, Ferenc, and others, relief (1961) 5641,

16884, 18479
Don McAden Company, see McAden, Don,

Clompany.
Dona Ana case, Federal court looks at Mexi-

can program (1962) 17415
Donabedian, George, Medical Department sup-

port to Fleet Marine force, chap. 12,

Handbook of Hospital Corps, Navy
(1963) 7187

Donahue, John F., value of prime contracts
awarded by Federal agencies in ARA
redevelopment areas (1964) 9996

Donald, James R., demand for textile fibers in

U.S. (1964) 44
Donaldson, Erie C, subsurface disposal of

industrial wastes in U.S. (1964) 11315
Donaldson, James G.:

chloridization of galena and sphalerite by
contact with chlorides (1963) 20967

recovery of lead and zinc from slimes (1963)
16335

Donaldson, Ralph J., jr.:

antenna beam errors in radar reflectivity
patterns (1965) 10114

visual observations beneath developing tor-

nado (1964) 19187

Donat, George:
addresses, remarks, etc. (1964) 10043, 13741,

19274, 19275, 19276, 19278; (1965) 4293,
8572

Donbass, USSR, see Donets Basin, USSR.
Donegan, Donald L., testimony, hearings

(1964) 6526
Donets Basin, USSR, Donbass (1963) 2559
Dong, Fong Kai, see Fong Kai Dong.
Donley, David E., tuliptree scale (1965) 4788
Donn, Bertram, characteristics of distant

comets (1963) 7283
Donna, Tex., bridge across Rio Grande, con-

struct, report (1962) 21067, 21516
Donnelly, Charles H.:

index to U.S. defense policies from World
War n through 1963 (1964) 21169

material relating to U.S. defense policies,

1962 (1963) 18808
national security management review, 1964

(1965) 19710
United States defense policies (1964) 19433;

(1965) 17481
print as House document, reports (1963)

17129; (1964) 17510
Donnelly, George R.:

development of Japanese photographic prod-
ucts, industry, 1962 (1964) 6001

Japanese photographic industry, develop-
ment, 1961 (1963) 145

market information on photographic prod-
ucts in Japan (1965) 4434

United States foreign trade in photographic
goods, 1963 (1965) 222

Donnelly, Warren H., nuclear power and mer-
chant shipping (1964) 13724; (1965) 4282

Donner, FVederic G., nomination, hearings
(1965) 12322

Dooley, Thomas A., HI:
gold medal, posthumous award

—

law (1961) 10187
reports (1961) 8802, 8954

Door latch, see Latches.
Doorkeeper of House of Representatives, see

House of Representatives.
Doors:

air, for cold storage houses (1962) 1904
aircraft hangar

—

commercial standard (1961) 3824
errata (1961) 13846

full group power-operated horizontal slid-

ing type, standard of trade (1963) 7728
partial group power operated horizontal

sliding type, standard of trade (1963)
7727

power-operated unbraced-canopy type,
standard of trade (1963) 7729

steel frame, commercial standard (1961)
11829

bronze, Library of Congress, description,
etc. (1962) 3282

flight crew compartment, closing and lock-
ing, civil air regulations amendments
(1964) 12365, 12370, 12375

glass, accidents, health departments, survey
in 16 communities, Jan.-June, 1963 (1963)
21084

hardwood veneered, standard of trade (1962)
18760

amendment (1962) 9003
lighter door to ease strain for potato ware-

housemen (1964) 7886
old growth Douglas fir, etc., commercial

standard (1961) 16232
ponderosa pine, standard of trade (1962)

16426
sound insulation (1965) 2931, 19957
standard stock commercial, steel, standard

of trade (1962) 9004
Doorway toward the light, story of special

Navajo education program (1962) 17646
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Dopane, toxicity reduced with aminoethy-
lisothiouronium (AETH) in experiments
on monkeys, USSR study (1964) 7344

Dopovidi Akademii Nauk Ukrainskoi RSR (pe-

riodical):

translations (1963) 975, 12415; (1964) 21554
Doppler coefficients, see Coefficients.

Doppler effects:

detection of Doppler shift by monochroma-
tor wavelength modulation (1963) 14989

equation for bistatic doppler shift and rate

of change of doppler shift of dark satel-

lite observations (1961) 20057
large fast ceramic reactors, calculations

(1963) 14981
single station doppler-interferometer rocket

tracking technique (1963) 3123
spectral characteristics of aircraft radar

targets at S-band (1962) 6358
studies of solar flare effects and other iono-

spheric disturbances with high frequen-
cy Doppler technique (1965) 11529

tracking method using simple CW beacon,
experimental results (1964) 9585

Doppler integrals, tabulation (1965) 8561
Dopudja, Danica, relief (1961) 6997, 8895,

10164
Dora, Hedwig, relief (1961) 7024
Dorchester Bay:
harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23461
document edition (1962) 23387

Dorchester County, Md.:
proposal for making economic development

program more effective (1965) 144
soil survey report (1963) 16565

Dorcic, Dinko, relief (1962) 19222, 20976, 23124
Dorf, Erling, petrified forests of Yellowstone

National Park (1964) 18832
Dorland, Wade D., transistorized instrumenta-

tion system for acoustical data acquisi-
tion (1964) 20608

Dorman, Hsie S., employment service review,
journal of Federal-State employment
service programs and operations (1965)
3331

Dormancy in plants, breaking dormancy in

eastern white pine by cold and light

(1965) 16271
Dormitories, higher education planning and

management data, 1957-58 to 1959-60,
financial aspects, analysis of changes
(1961) 17195

Dorn, Harold F., international statistical clas-

sification revision (1964) 9727
Dorodnitsyn, Anatoliy A., biographical sketch

and list of works (1962) 900
Dorodnitsyn's integral method, application to

nonequilibrium flows over pointed bodies
(1963) 16406

Dorr, John V. N., 2d, geology and ore deposits
of Itabira district, Minas Gerais, Brazil
(1963) 15609

Dose-response relationships in mammalian
acute hematologic radiation injury
(1965) 18921

Dosh, R. N. Bert, Lock, see Cross-Florida
Barge Canal.

Dosimeters:
chemical, studies to estimate exposure to

prompt and residual radiations from
nuclear detonations (1961) 8428

determination of radiation exposure from
overexposed AgPOs microdosimeter
(1965) 5561

film badge, lightweight recoverable cosmic-
ray detectors (1962) 14785

solid state devices, applications (1963) 3227
thermoluminescent, on recoverable satellites

(1964) 7652

Dosimeters—Continued
use in sanitary practice, USSR study (1962)

1332
Dosimetry:
absorbed dose

—

measurement, construction of calorimeters
(1963) 1334

neutrons and mixtures of neutrons and
gamma rays (1961) 6417

absorbed doses in external and internal irra-
diation, measurement and computation,
USSR study (1965) 1158

all-Union scientific conference on applica-
tion of radioactive and stable isotopes
and radiation, etc (1961) 18027

chemical, of ionizing radiation, USSR stud-
ies (1964) 19892

clinical, recommendations of International
(Commission on Radiological Units and
Measurements (1963) 16417
insert (1964) 1491

control on atomic ships (1963) 2530
dose rate of penetrating electrons of outer

belt, USSR study (1964) 10719
gamma/neutron detection systems, survey

(1961) 3954
high-level gamma-ray, Albany cobalt 60 fa-

cility (1964) 14747
ionization chambers, dosimetric examina-

tions for soft X-ray radiation, USSR
study (1961) 15307

irradiation of biologic samples with heavy
ions, techniques (1961) 6717

measurements in work with radio-active io-

dine, USSR study (1964) 2487
methods and problems, Hungary (1962) 5615
neutron flue produced by neutron generator,

measurements (1963) 9633
nuclear bomb survivors of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki (1964) 15279
radiation

—

aboard spacecraft of 8th Mercury-Atlas
mission (1964) 18731

protection, USSR studies (1965) 1166
radioactivity and dosimetric control, USSR

study (1965) 1256
radiobiological, recommendations of Interna-

tional Commission on Radiological Units
and Measurements (1963) 11095

radiophotoluminescence and thermolumi-
nescence methods (1965) 13160

soldiers injured in atomic attack, Yugoslavi-
an study (1961) 7562

solid state devices (1963) 3227
spatial distribution of dose in air-over-

ground geometry (1965) 181
systems, organometallic radiation (1965)

17111

Doss, Mildred A., index-catalogue of medical
and veterinary zoology, Trematoda, etc.

(1963) 16716; (1964) 7898; (1965) 21,

18866

Doty, Maxwell S.:

Conference on Primary Productivity Meas-
urement, Marine and Freshwater, pro-

ceedings, 1961 (1963) 16858
marine primary productivity bibliography

(1964) 126

Double gamma-ray spectrometer to search for
positrons in space (1962) 22574

Double jeopardy and waiver in juvenile delin-

quency proceedings (1964) 10077

Double resection in space, USSR (1964) 16458

Doublea,Ariz. railroad (1964) 19830

Doucette, C. F., narcissus bulb fly (1963) 11454

Doud, Bobbie, education associations, directo-

ry (1963) 12057; (1965) 2096
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Dougall, Richardson, historical summary of
United States-Korean relations, with
chronology of important developments,
1934-1962 (1963) 1508

Dougherty, Arthur B., watershed program
evaluation. Plum Creek, Ky. (1965)
17995

Dougherty, H. T.:

fading on microwave line of sight tropos-
pheric propagation paths (1965) 8149

tabulation of airy functions (1965) 8146
Dougherty, Joseph L., establishing business in

Republic of South Africa (1965) 13713
Dougherty, Lloyd G., relief (1963) 11926
Doughery County, Ga., geology and ground

water resources (1963) 12232
Doughty, Penny K., see Oh Wha Ja.
Douglas, F. C, thermal annealing of colora-

tion in fused silica (1965) 18475
Douglas, John R., jr., fertilizer summary data

by States and geographic areas (1964)
13492; (1965) 5428

Douglas, John W., nomination, hearing (1963)
8124

Douglas, Nora L., relief (1962) 20988
Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc., Navy Dept

contracts awarded, GAO examination of
selected aspects (1962) 17611

Douglas airplanes, see Airplanes.
Douglas County, Colo.:

geology of—
Kassler quadrangle, Jefferson and Doug-

las counties, Colo, (series) (1963) 10290,
14025

Littleton quadrangle (1962) 19567
Douglas County, Ga., soil survey (1962) 1821
Douglas County, Oreg., geology of Anlauf and

Drain quadrangles (1963) 5015
Douglas County, Wash., forest statistics

(1963) 15587
Douglas County, Wis., redevelopment area,

opportunities for economic growth
(1964) 15251

Douglas fir, see Fir.

Douglas-fir beetles, see Beetles.

Douglas fir tussock moth, see Tussock moths.
Douglass, Bernard S.:

Christmas tree harvesting and marketing
(1964) 2366

cultural practices for growing Christmas
trees (1964) 2363

Douglass, D. L., corrosion mechanism of zirco-

nium and alloys, etc (1963) 14978
Douglass, Frederick:
home, establish as part of park system in

National Capital

—

law (1962) 20825
reports (1962) 17072, 17184

Douglass, James E., determining slope of neu-
tron moisture meter calibration curves,
etc (1963) 8302

Doumani, George A., relief (1963) 20553
Dounis, Joannis, relief (1962) 19267
Dounis, John, see Dounis, Joannis.
Douslin, D. R., inclined-piston deadweight

pressure gage (1963) 5478
Dousopoulos, Demetrios, relief (1964) 297,

6167, 6420
Douty, Agnes M., address, Oct. 24, 1964 (1965)

1713
Douty, H. M., note on British National In-

comes Commission (1963) 19804
Doves, see Pigeons.
Dovydenas, Suzanne, current projects on eco-

nomic and social implications of science
and technology (1964) 14987; (1965)
19984

Dow Air Force Base, Maine, administration
deficiencies of Government quarters,
messing facilities, and military leave,

GAO report (1964) 6763
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Dow aluminum pyrometallurgical process
(1961) 18094

Dow Chemical Co.:

construction of bridge across Rio Grande
near Heath Crossing, Tex.

—

law (1962) 16751
report (1962) 15377

Dow, D. G., research on electrostatically fo-

cused klystron (1965) 18471
Dow, Marvin B.:

ablation materials exposed to low convective
heating (1965) 5180

effects of oxidation on performance of char-
ring ablators (1964) 13256

measurements of internal temperatures in
ablation material by thermocouple con-
figurations (1965) 1447A

room-temperature shear and compression
tests of stiffened panels with integrated
or attached cooling circuits (1963) 9148

thermal performance, etc., of ablation mate-
rials (1964) 21749

Dow, Norris F., evaluations of filament-
reinforced composites for aerospace
structural applications (1965) 11403

Dow, Robert L.:

changes in abundance of marine worm, Gly-
cera dibranchiata, associated with sea-
water temperature fluctuations (1965)
605

fluctuations in Maine shrimp landings (1963)
15519

lobster, Maine population biological fluctua-
tions check, etc. (1963) 4944

method of predicting fluctuations in sea
scallop populations of Maine (1963) 4946

supply, etc., Maine lobster resource (1965)
6212

Dowd, Patrick J.:

chronically implanted electrode for record-
ing nystagmus (1963) 7630

factors affecting quality of electronystag-
mograms in vestibular stimulation
(1965) 18923

induction of resistance to motion sickness
through repeated exposure to Coriolis
stimulation (1965) 7112

responses of habtuated vestibule-ocular re-

flex arc to drug stress (1965) 7109
Dowell, Robert L., market for U.S. product in

Morocco (1964) 19823
Dowels, chamfered holes, effect on resistance

to shock loads in shear (1963) 11160
Dowler, Dellarose J., relief (1961) 14221, 14518,

16528
Dowling, Bernice D.:

census of governments, 1962

—

compendium of government finances (1964)
19286

finances of school district (1964) 4344
finances of municipalities and township gov-

ernments (1964) 15305
historical statistics on governmental fi-

nances and employment (1964) 19287
Down, see Feathers.
Down with rejects, up with profits (1961) 6054
Downey, John J., detention and shelter care of

delinquent children in Washington Coun-
ty, Oreg. (1965) 295

Downey, Mona M., relief (1962) 15330, 20764,
20984

Downey, Robert L., jr., ratings by officer

groups of importance etc. of job charac-
teristics (1964) 9985

Downey, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18171
Down's syndrome, see Mongolism.

Downs, William T., treatment of delinquent
begins with hearing and calls for order
in court (1964) 8145



Downwash (aircraft):

arbitrary, time-dependent, for thin, flexible

wings, calculating aerodynamic forces,

errata (1962) 22539
from VTOL aircraft and helicopter, effect on

ground environment, investigation
(1961) 21231

general time-dependent lift and downwash
distributions on finite wings in subsonic
flow, integral equation (1963) 3141

helicopter, blast effects study (1965) 529
impinging uniform jets, theoretical and ex-

perimental studies (1963) 14753
twin-propeller VTOL aircraft, effect on sev-

eral types of ground surfaces, experi-

mental study (1962) 14472
VTOL—
dynamic pressure and thrust characteris-

tics of cold jets discharging from ex-

haust nozzles designed for suppression
(1964) 11397

impingement symposium papers (1961)
5152

Doyel, W. W., ground water resources of Ben-
gasi area, Libya (1964) 6823

Doyle, Clyde G., memorial services (1964) 4415
Doyle, Donald V.:

performance of

—

bolted joints in Douglas-fir (1963) 15577
joints with bolts in laminated Douglas-fir

(1964) 8674
nail-glued joints of plywood to solid wood

(1964) 18056
Doyle, Louis J., nomination, hearing (1961)

8998
Doyle, Patrick J., mental retardation re-

sources for pediatrician (1965) 18233
Doyle, William C, relief (1963) 11771, 18991,

20403
Dr. Sommerfeld equations, see Equations.
DRA, see Research Analysis Directorate.
Draft (military), see Conscription.
Drafting:
Apollo program facilities, manual (1965)

2828
color-separation procedures for preparing

topographic map manuscripts (1961)
19419

general. Army technical manual (1963) 1807
technician, examination announcement

(1965) 13688
Drafting scales, see Scales (measures).
Draftsmen:
apprenticeship and training standards

(1963) 7652
cartographic, examination announcement,

discontinuance notice (1965) 11970
employment outlook (1962) 8359; (1964) 9412
patent, guide (1961) 13620
pay, survey, Feb.-Mar. 1964 (1965) 1283

Drag (aerodynamics):
afterbody pressures on boattailed bodies of

revolution (1965) 9711
airplane configuration having wing of trape-

zoidal plan form (1961) 19908
approach and landing investigation at

lift-drag ratios of 3 to 4 utilizing delt-

a-wing interceptor airplane (1963) 10997
arrow wing having 80° of sweepback (1961)

17707
at Mach numbers from 4.5 to 13.5 of conical

Venus-entry body (1965) 11492
attainment of high lift-drag ratios at hyper-

sonic speeds (1965) 16694
blunt-nosed 10° half-angle cone at Mach no.

15, free flight measurements (1963) 5566
boattail, of 16° conical afterbody at Mach

numbers of 0.6 to 1.26, effect of conver-
gent ejector nozzles (1961) 4874

Drag (aerodynamics)—Continued
body shape effects, 45° sweptback-wing-body

configuration (1961) 9533
characteristics

—

airplane-like configurations at Mach num-
bers from 3.00 to 6.28 (1961) 13471

dynamic stability in descent of rotary
parachute tested in vertical tunnel
(1962) 18290

research airplane configurations, flight-
determined data, summary (1961) 13486

wings with arrow and modified-diamond
plan forms combined with several differ-
ent bodies (1961) 6362

coefficient of parabolic bodies of revolution
operating at zero cavitation number and
zero angle of yaw (1961) 21246

conical and circular-arc boattail afterbodies
at Mach nos. 0.6 to 1.3 (1961) 9517

contribution of measured surface defects of
transonic airplanes (1962) 22540

delta-wing bomber with strut-mounted Sia-
mese nacelles and indented fuselage at
Mach nos. 0.80 to 1.35, free-flight inves-
tigation (1961) 9520

determinations for artificial satellites (1963)
18310

device measures fluid drag on test vehicle
(1965) 12998

due to lift of delta wings at Mach nos. up to
2.0(1961) 1312

electric drag on spherical satellite models,
experimental investigation (1965) 5213

external, of slender conical ducted bodies at
high Mach numbers and zero angle of
attack, method of estimation (1961) 7968

falling sphere, upper atmosphere density
obtained from drag measurements (1963)
11479

free-flight measurements of 10° blunted cone
(1962) 12496

friction, due to streamwise injection of heli-

um, reduction study (1961) 4880
full-scale airplane, effect of distributed

roughness on flight skin drag (1962)
6265

helicopter fuselage models, drag and static

stability characteristics, wind-tunnel
investigation (1962) 16057

inlet models at Mach nos. from 1.50 to 3.00

(1961) 17695
lift and drag of swept-wing fighter airplane

at transonic and supersonic speeds

(1963) 10983
lift-drag ratios for

—

arrow wing with bodies at Mach number 3

(1961) 13492
wing-body combinations at supersonic

speeds (1962) 10479
lightweight M2-F1 lifting body, flight-

determined characteristics (1965) 18569

low L/D subsonic approach and landing per-

formance of F-106A modified with drag
plates (1965) 89

low-subsonic speed static longitudinal sta-
bility and control characteristics of
winged reentry-vehicle configuration
having wingtip panels that fold for
high-drag reentry (1962) 12433

maximum lift-drag

—

ratio characteristics of rectangular and
delta wings at Mach 6.9 (1965) 16680

ratios of delta-wing—half-cone combina-
tion, Mach no. 20 (1965) 9712

minimum drag bodies with cross-section el-

lipticity (1964) 18760
errata (1965) 18529
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Drag (aerodynamics)—Continued

minimum induced

—

aerodynamic design of wings with cam-
bered span (1964) 7556

of nonplanar lifting systems (1963) 11090
errata (1963) 18168

modulation to limit deceleration during non-
lifting entry (1961) 19970

nose, various shapes, induces pressures at

Mach numbers of 17 and 21 (1962) 12490
ogive cylinder, boundary-layer velocity pro-

files and skin friction due to surface
roughness (1964) 3023

parachutes

—

radially vented (1964) 9612
ribless guide surface to produce low lift to

drag ratios, flight qualification (1964)

5882
paraglider models at supersonic speeds,

wind-tunnel investigation (1962) 1678
problem at transonic and supersonic speeds,

assessment (1961) 13476
projectiles, investigated at Mach number of

8.6 and Reynolds number of 17 million

(1961) 17670
reduction

—

at Mach numbers 3.07 and 1.89, effect on
inlet performance of cowl visor and in-

ternal-contraction cowl (1962) 12425
boundary layer control by blowing on
NACA 655-424 airfoil, wind-tunnel inves-

tigation (1964) 16692
space station drag cancellation, electric and

chemical thrust systems (1964) 20578
swept-wing heavy-bomber configuration with

large store (nacelle), Mach number, 1.61,

store interference, origin and distribu-

tion (1963) 12843
tailless delta-wing airplane, flight investiga-

tion compared with wind-tunnel data
(1961) 17705

10° cone, rocket-propelled, limited results

determined at Mach numbers up to 9

(1961) 17690
towed spheres, conical wings, and cones used

as decelerators at Mach nos. 1.57 to

4.65, aerodynamic characteristics (1963)

11065
trailing-edge spoilers at Mach numbers 2.2

and 5.0, drag and rolling-moment effec-

tiveness (1961) 6306
transonic-transport configuration utilizing

drag-reducing devices (1961) 6371
wave drag

—

outboard thickened and blunted leading

edges effects, 45° swept-wing and body
combination (1961) 17710

pressure distributions due to two-
dimensional fabrication-type surface
roughness on ogive cylinder at Mach
numbers of 1.61 and 2.01 (1961) 13511

wing-body combination leading-edge sweep,
effects of spanwise variation (1964) 9596

X-15, full-scale power-off, for Mach numbers
0.7 to 3.1 (1961) 9540

zero-lift

—

bodies of revolution (1961) 1696
drag at Mach 1.42, 1.83, and 2.21, wings
with variations of thickness ratio and
chord (1965) 11481

effects of scale on absolute values of air-

craft configurations at transonic speeds
(1961) 4856

fin-stabilized body of fineness ratio 10 at

Mach numbers between 0.6 and 10, ex-

perimental investigation (1961) 6305

flat windshield canopy on RM-10 research
vehicle (1961) 17687

Drag (aerodynamics)—Continued
zero-lift—Continued

free-flight effects of simulated sonic turbo-
jet exhaust of twin-jet boattail bodies at
transonic speeds (1961) 6337

fuselage indentation effect on 52.5° swept-
back-wing-body configuration tested in

free-flight at Mach numbers from 0.8 to
1.5 (1961) 6352

swept wing, due to trailing edge wedges,
experimental investigation (1961) 6309

Dragoon quadrangle, Ariz.:

Abrigo formation, fauna and age (1965) 2243
geology and ore deposits (1965) 2243

Dragovich, Alexander, counts of red-tide orga-
nisms, Gymondinium breve, etc., Florida
west coast, 1960-61 (1964) 4745

Drain pipe, see Pipe and pipe fittings.

Drain quadrangle, Oreg., geology (1963) 5015
Drainage:

acid mine drainage, water supply pollution
report (1964) 410

agricultural lands, U.S., census of agricul-
ture, 1959 (1962) 6768

airfields, design provisions, engineering
manuals (1961) 4162, 19265; (1964) 15872

airports (1961) 7358
areas other than airfields, engineering man-

ual (1965) 519
basins

—

density and streamflow (1963) 17528
Sierra Nevada west-side zone, terrain fea-
tures (1962) 5261

United States, flood peak runoff and asso-
ciated precipitation (1965) 18229

channels and ditches, control of common
cattail (1963) 13190

designing coal-haul roads for good drainage
(1965) 16238

drainage and infiltration in uniform sands
(series) (1961) 12792

economics and financing (paper) (1962) 18458

extent of acid mine pollution in U.S. affect-

ing fish and wildlife (1964) 17998
facilities, structural foundations, airfield

and heliport pavements, engineering and
design manual (1961) 5949

from loess soil, duration of percolation
(1964) 12458

gravity mechanism and its relation to specif-

ic yields of uniform sands (1961) 12792
ground water, specific yield, column drain-

age and centrifuge moisture content
(1964) 819

infiltration and drainage in uniform sands
(series) (1964) 6805

interior

—

drought effects in basins (1964) 807
leveed urban areas, hydrology, engineer-
ing and design manual (1965) 16117

Middle Snake River, water temperature
studies for 1958 (1963) 8284

postglacial, evolution and stream geology in

Ontonagon area, Mich. (1965) 12549
plumbing, stacks, flow capacities in sanitary

systems for buildings (1961) 13548
principles, SCS national engineering hand-

book (1961) 21372
publications, price lists (1961) 20091; (1963)

3263, 18277; (1965) 16805
roadside channels, design (1965) 13250
roof products, commercial standard (1962)

9005
SCS national engineering handbook (1961)

21372
sedimentation in small drainage basins (se-

ries) (1964) 21364
specific yield effect of time on column drain-

age, laboratory experiments (1965)
14417
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Drainage—Continued

structures

—

for airfields and heliports, engineering and
design manual (1965) 518

subgrades, and base courses, technical

manual (1962) 11014
subsurface drain performance at selected

airfield during 1960 frost melting period

(1965) 509
sugarcane, efficient system (1963) 18395
systems, western, weed control (1961) 43

see also Mine drainage—Reclamation of

land.

Drains, horizontal, in plumbing systems, in-

vestigation of hydraulics (1965) 1498
Drake, Avery A., jr., carbonate rocks of

Cambrian and Ordovician age, Nor-
thampton and Bucks Counties, eastern
Pennsylvania, and Warren and Hunter-
don Counties, western New Jersey (1965)

2235
Drake, Carl J.:

American species of lacebug genus Acalypta
(hemiptera, tingidae) (1964) 7605

lacebugs of world, catalog (1965) 6803
Drake, Harold J.:

barite (1964) 18658
graphite (1964) 18666

minerals year book chapter (1963) 14496
talc, soapstone, and pyrophyllite (1963)

18109
Drake, M. K., techniques for activation meas-

urement of resonance integrals (1963)

14963
Drake, Mayo, and family, land conveyance

(1962) 11317, 13640, 15042
Drakes formation. Upper Ordovician, south-

central Kentucky (1965) 18204
Draley, E. J., visit to Soviet corrosion chemis-

try institutes, June 25-July 4, 1962
(1963) 7717

Drama:
catalog of copyright entries (1961) 428,

9001; (1962) 2380, 19402; (1963) 2107,

20614; (1964) 6528, 15825; (1965) 6079
with and for children (1961) 457

Drane, Charles J., jr., Dolph-TchebyschefF ar-

rays of many elements and arbitrary
uniform spacing (1964) 19168

Draskoczy, P. R., catecholamine release from
adrenal slices and rate of respiration

(1963) 20311
Drawbacks, tax on nonbeverage distilled spir-

its (1964) 4846
Drawings:
campgrounds, basic facilities, self-help

suggestions for rural areas development
(1962) 16277

engineering

—

general drawing practice, military stand-
ards (1964) 4605

materials lists (1961) 1718, 5399
AEC, index (1962) 23055; (1964) 8072;

(1965) 4273
preparing for publication (19650 8410
sizes and format, military standard (1961)

440; (1964) 6547
standardization requirements (1962) 11686
types, definitions and requirements, mili-

tary standard (1964) 15832
instrument landing system installation

drawings (1963) 10110
manufacturers part and drawing numbering

systems (1965) 4628
military construction, Army and Air Force,

engineering manual (1962) 11727, 21687;

(1963) 6374
naval design manual (1962) 10784
changes (1964) 3196; (1965) 5488, 20157

Drawings—Continued
reference. Federal item identification guides

for supply cataloging, supplements,
weekly (1961) 3108; (1962) 3813

revision of, military standard (1964) 4606
scientific and technical, catalog of copyright

entries (1961) 5910, 14759; (1962) 5073,
17348; (1963) 4790; (1964) 2249, 10441,
19609

transmission voltages, line construction
(1963) 11257, 11259, 14685; (1964) 18932

insert (1963) 14683
Venetian, from Correr Museum, catalog of

exhibition (1964) 3054
Drawings and pharmacy in al-Zahrawi's 10th

century surgical treatise (1961) 20012
Drayson, S. Roland, atmospheric slant path

transmission in 15/:iC02 band (1965) 9700
Dredges, Fall River clam, equipped with chain

bridles and accumulators increases ef-

fectiveness in deep water, developments
(1961) 6055

Dredging:
coding and keypunching geological informa-

tion form for core, grab, and dredge
samples, instructions, manual (1965)
14923

foreign dredge act not applicable to Virgin
Islands, opinion of Attorney General
(1963) 19774

Drees, J. M., second harmonic feathering de-

vice on UH-IA helicopter (1963) 16632
Dreher, Robert C, landing gear loads obtained

during simulated landing tests, etc.

(1965) 6738
Dreifuss, Philip, hospital engineer in construc-

tion sequence (1963) 7404
Dreisbach, R. R., new species of spider wasps,

genus Auplopus (1963) 9234
Dreissena, see Mollusks.
Drellishak, Kenneth S., partition functions

and thermodynamic properties of high
temperature gases (1964) 7988

Drennan, Henry T.:

library research in progress (1963) 12065
statistics of public libraries, 1962, serving

populations of 35,000 and above (1965)
14187

Drennan, Lorin H., testimony, hearings (1964)
6526, 8456

Dresses:
First Ladies of White House, collection in

First Ladies Hall (1962) 3480
inaugural gown of Mrs. John F. Kennedy,

National Museum exhibit (1964) 1583
women's and misses

—

industry wage survey (1964) 9469
wage structure (1961) 15702

Dressings (sterile), see Bandages and bandag-
ing.

Drevdahl, John E., etiology and development
of creative personality (1965) 19555

Drever, Carol A., economic developments in

Federation of Malaya, 1962 (1963) 8405

Drewes, Harold, geology of Funeral Peak
quadrangle, Calif, etc (1963) 14024

Dried foods:
food dehydration's evolution to promising

peace time industry (address) (1965) 479
freeze dried

—

industry (1964) 2267
palatability tests (1963) 14870

freeze-drying cost projections (1964) 4210
vapor removal systems in dehydration of

food products having piece of block con-
firmation (1962) 22771

see also names or classes of foods dried.

Driers, see Dryers (industrial).
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Drift:

removal in Washin^on metropolitan area,

Potomac and Anaeostia Rivers, engineer
report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19583
document edition (1965) 19182

Drift bottles, see Bottles.
Drill (military), see Military drill.

Drilling:

deep interior of earth, problem of super deep
drilling, USSR study (1962) 12149

exploration, Tri-State zinc-lead district

(1961) 1197
exploratory, for ground water, Mountain

Iron-Virginia area (1961) 9260
scientific research and experimental-design

work, USSR study (1962) 2664
USSR, oil and natural gas, prospects of

super deep drilling (1962) 1163
see also Core drilling—Diamond drilling

—

Rock drilling—Well drilling.

Drills (marine snails), see Oyster drills.

Drills (tools):

noise from pneumatic rock drills

—

shape and exit noise of exhaust muffler

(1964) 13126
testing muffler designs (1964) 5491

pneumatic rock drills, noise, measurement
and significance (1963) 5491

rock bit requires no flushing medium to

maintain drilling speed (1965) 9651
rock drilling equipment in coal mines with

integral dust-collecting systems ap-
proved by Mines Bureau (1961) 15745

rotary drilling variables, laboratory studies

(1963) 3087
turbodrilling in USSR (1965) 2728

Drinking places, industry wage survey (1964)

16606
Drinking water, see Water.
Dripping Spring quartzite formation, south-

eastern, Arizona (1964) 8758
Drischler, Joseph A.:

integral equation relating general time-

dependent lift and downwash distri-

butions on finite wings in subsonic flow

(1963) 3141
time-depended air forces on wings, etc (1963)

3135
Driscoll, Edward J., remarks (1964) 19317

Driscoll, Richard S., repellents reduce deer
browsing on ponderosa pine seedlings

(1963) 19256
Drissel, W. E., attitude control system for as-

tronaut maneuvering unit (1965) 8036

Drive (electromechanical):
digital system accurately controls velocity

(1965) 8079
Driver, Cornelius, static stability and control

characteristics of airplane model with
tail surfaces outboard of wing tips, etc

(1963) 5557
Driver, William:

flag of U.S., display at grave, report (1965)

19257
nomination, hearing (1965) 4603

Driver education manual, Job Corps safety
program (1965) 16075

Drivers, see Automobile drivers—Motor vehi-

cle operators—Motortruck drivers.

Drivers (tools):

elongated-member-driving apparatus, classi-

fication bulletin (1965) 6847
Driving systems, see Control systems.

Droge, John H.:

economic feasibility of radiation-pasteuriz-
ing fresh strawberries, etc (1963) 19090

radiation-pasteurizing fresh strawberries.
etc. (1965) 13531
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Drogoszewski, Wojceich A., relief (1962) 11517
Drones, see Airplanes.
Drooz, A. T.:

aggregation affects color of

—

elm spanworm larvae (1964) 2383
fall cankerworm larvae (1965) 4805

elm spanworm head-capsule measurements
(1964) 2382

source of elm spanworm egg parasites (1965)
4806

Drop tests, see Air drop tests.

Dropouts, see High schools—School attend-
ance.

Drop-outs in magnetic tape systems (1963)
3220

Drop-weight test, see Brittle fracture.
Droppleman, LeAnn, interpolation procedure

for calculating atmospheric band ab-
sorptions from laboratory data (1963)
12902

Drops:
droplet impact measurements, theoretical

aspects (1964) 13
shattering, critical conditions (1961) 6384
suspended in gas streams, apparatus meas-

ures concentration (1965) 2852
see also Clouds.

Drosophila melanogaster, see Flies.

Dross, see Slag.
Droughts:

agricultural and excess soil moisture in

North and South Dakota (1961) 3715
basins of interior drainage, effects (1964)

807
effects

—

along Pacific Coast in California (1964)
808

Colorado River basin (1963) 20733
Pecos River depletion in New Mexico

(1963) 5037
Rio Grande Basin (1963) 8335
Southwest, general summary (1963) 14022
Texas, central and south (1963) 19312

ground water in ancient river beds, (Com-

munist Chinese study (1962) 1267
hurt less with rest-rotation management

(1962) 17584
low flow probability distribution, analysis

(1963) 10293
meteorological, climatological aspects (1965)

8368
1950's, with special reference to midconti-

nent (1965) 18224
relief assistance, agreement with Cyprus

(1961) 9770-71; (1962) 12717
scientific and technical development of agri-

cultural sciences during struggle. Com-
munist China (1961) 899

Shantung Province trade and finance units

help alleviate conditions (1961) 4353
soil and water conservation (1962) 12843
Southwest

—

meteorologic phenomena (1963) 605
1942-56 (series) (1963) 605, 8335, 14022,

19312, 20733; (1964) 807-808, 4787
DRS, see Research Services Division, National

Institutes of Health.
Drug Abuse, President's Advisory Commission

on Narcotic and, see President's Advi-
sory Commission on Narcotic and Drug
Abuse.

Drug addiction, see Narcotics habit.

Drug Safety Commission, interagency coordi-

nation on drug research and regulation
hearings (1964) 19598; (1965) 2039

Drug stores, see Stores.
Druggists, see Pharmacists.
Drugs:
abuse

—

control amendments of 1965



Drugs—Continued
abuse—Continued

fact sheet (1965) 18168
hearings (1965) 5963
law (1965) 13804
reports (1965) 5932, 5939

President's Advisory Commission

—

interim report (1964) 3087
report (1964) 5636

proceedings of conference (1963) 9510
acetylcholine, new medicinal and physiologi-

cal role, USSR studies (1964) 10856
acting on central nervous system analysis

using animal experiments, association
and dissociation between EEG and be-

havior, Japanese study (1965) 4951
advertising, provisions of Antitrust act,

hearings (1962) 11665, 13693
amendments, 1962 (1965) 12476
American Revolution, supplies (1961) 8059
and heart disease, review of research grants

by National Heart Institute (1963)
19961-962

and kidneys, review of research grants by
National Heart Institute (1963) 19962

and related products, regulation by States
and local governments report (1963)
13569

antibiotics, regulations, assay and certifica-

tion tests (1964) 18034-35; (1965) 7706
anti-depressant, psychiatric and non-

psychiatric use (1961) 1566
antihypertensive, synthesis, main trends,

USSR study (1964) 2892
anti-radiation, USSR studies of effects

(1965) 16494
antitrust act, hearings (1961) 20640
automation in chemical and pharmaceutical

industry, USSR study (1965) 11148
aviation medicine, guide to hazards (1963)

13253
Bulgarian antitubercular medicament no. 17,

curative effect, evaluation (1962) 7896
cardioplegic, effect on restoration of cardiac

activity after prolonged anemia, USSR
study (1961) 4693

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 274
central nervous system, effect on enzyme

activity of rat brain (1961) 5293
cheaper, generally equivalent, filling VA

prescriptions, GAO report (1965) 6290
chemical transformations for quantitative

measurements (1962) 9659
China

—

articles from Acta pharmaceutica sinica
(Yao-hsueh Hsueh-pao) (1961) 11039,
11092, 11094

articles from Yao-hsueh Hsueh-pao, Acta
pharmaceutica Sinica (1961) 15069

code of Federal regulations (1961) 9116;
(1962) 11788; (1963) 10167; (1964) 12401;
(1965)9110-11

Communist China, pharmaceutical chemistry
and medical botany (1961) 15076

companies, physician ownership, hearings
(1965) 4616

consumer protection packets, B, price list

(1965) 18694
containing mercury, control by means of

organic mercaptan reagent, Rumanian
study (1962) 7707

control, microscopic-analytical methods

—

errata (1961) 582
index (1962) 13838

cost, progress report (1961) 13532

dangerous, abuse in California, hearings
(1963) 8123

dental emergencies (1961) 18010

Drugs—Continued

District of Columbia General Hospital,
weakness in control of, GAO report
(1964) 12502

drug

—

and heart disease, review of research
grants by National Heart Institute
(1964) 11445, 16743

and driving, precautions for highway safe-
ty (1962) 13836

from stag antlers, USSR study (1964)
10968

reactions, doctor report (1965) 12493

effect of metabolism, USSR study (1963)
20764

effects on foetus (1963) 1923
electric potential of stomach in ulcer pa-

tients, USSR study (1961) 15451
emergencies, communication on, testimony,

hearings (1964) 8445
F.D.C. regs (1961) 9156-57, 10643, 12685,

20754; (1962) 17532-534, 19535; (1963)
4975, 10203, 12143-145; (1964) 4749;
(1965) 631, 7707

facts about pharmaceuticals, USSR (1962)
15746

first facts about drugs (1964) 6734; (1965)
629

5-nitrofuran derivatives, antibacterial prep-
arations, USSR studies (1964) 21586

food and drug law history (1963) 19249
food, drug, and cosmetic act

—

amendments of 1962

—

FDA conference on Kefauver-Harris
drug amendments and proposed regu-
lations, proceedings (1963) 8288

hearings (1962) 21215
law (1962) 23181
summary (1963) 564
reports (1962) 17200, 19283, 21112.
21115, 21159

amendments of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 5963
law (1965) 13804
reports (1965) 5932, 5939

enforcement, bibliography (1965) 16226
enforcement and compliance (1961) 6070;

(1962) 5217; (1963) 6472
monthly report (1961) 3268; (1962) 4395A;

(1963) 4143; (1964) 3463; (1965) 3356

enforcement regulations (1961) 19349
enforcing (1965) 7711
notices of judgment (1961) 3266; (1962)

591, 4131, 21791; (1963) 3975; (1964)
3802; (1965) 3721

requirements, guide for foreign manufac-
turers, etc. (1961) 17270; (1964) 18037

text (1961) 19348; (1963) 4976
text and enforcement regulations (1964)

762, 14387; (1965) 16225

food, drug, and cosmetic laws. State officials

enforcing, directory (1963) 13979
foreign-made, defense procurement (1962)

21210
French-speaking Africa, pharmaceutical

regulations (1965) 16355

gastobamat, Hungarian study (1962) 7800
habit forming (1965) 7708
hypotensive agents, chemistry, USSR study

(1962) 17935
import detentions, report (1963) 12147;

(1964) 3968; (1965) 3889A
industry, administered prices

—

hearings (1961) 394, 4109, 5882
report (1961) 12460

additional copies reports (1962) 7196,
9265
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Drugs—Continued
industry antitrust act, hearings (1962) 5068,

7224, 11665, 13693, 19192
influence on brain, electrophysiological data

(1965) 11075
interagency coordination in research and

regulation, hearings (1963) 4781, 10014,
19054; (1964) 844.S, 19598; (1965) 2039

Japan, manufacture and export (1965) 11087

literature, factual survey (1963) 17311
mail order, use care in handling (1965) 12477
manufacture, earnings of workers (1962)

1584
manufacturing prepared remedies, current

status and problems, USSR study (1962)

6077
mental illness, testimony, hearings (1964)

8445
Moldavian SSR pharmaceutics, development

(1965) 11240
new

—

developed by Armenian institute (1963)

19450
FDA approval, facts for consumers (1963)

15540; (1965) 4783
use for treatment of cerebrovascular dis-

eases with mental disorders, USSR
study (1962) 15796

patent provisions of antitrust act, hearings

(1962) 5068
pharmaceutical affairs (USSR periodical)

translations (1962) 15876
pharmaceutical industry

—

outlook for

—

1961 and review of 1960 (1961) 3864

1962 and review of 1961 (1962) 6731

1963 and review of 1962 (1963) 5963

Poland and Italy (1965) 16443
reviewed, USSR study (1964) 10867

pharmaceutical preparations except biologi-

cals, shipments, current industrial re-

ports (1964) 1817, 21033

pharmaceutical regulations

—

Austria (1962) 15685
Belgium (1962) 5345
France (1961) 6092; (1962) 5352
Mozambique (1961) 9193
Netherlands (1962) 9793
Nicaragua (1961) 9192
South Africa (1962) 15675

pharmaceutical sciences in Poland, informa-

tion on attainments (1962) 5912

pharmaceutical services

—

Albania (1962) 5825
Bulgaria (1962) 5455
Czechoslovakia (1962) 5976

plan for long range development (1962)

7572
guides and standards for public assistance

(1963) 13891
Hungary, 15-year development (1962) 5388

Poland (1962) 9848

pharmacodynamics of psychic functions of

central nervous system, Czechoslovak
study (1963) 12424

pharmacologic preparations for treatment
of parkinsonism, USSR study (1962)

2795

pharmacological characteristics of prepara-

tions, USSR studies (1964) 20174

physiological effects of certain Soviet phar-

maceutical preparations (1964) 9066

preclinical psychopharmacology, behavioral
research, issues of design and tech-

niques (1962) 22629

prescriptions of nature, USSR study (1965)

7903

Drugs—Conti nued
problems, testimony and exhibits, including

correspondence, hearings (1964) 8445
proceedings of National Conference on

Pharmaceutics held in Bucharest, Bul-
garia (1964) 5076

psychopharmacology handbook (1965) 13239

publications, price list (1961) 2657; (1962)
18402; (1963) 14654; (1965) 2981

read labels, FDA publication (1961) 17271;
(1963) 19246; (1965) 10904

regulatory analysis, introduction (1962)
2499, 9659

research

—

Hungary, history (1962) 5444
manpower in pharmaceutical industry,

1959-61 (1962) 24014
Polish Pharmacology Institute (1962) 5641

residues from medicated feeds, keep out of

poultry, meat and eggs (1964) 6737
role in treating disturbed children (1965)

5721
Rumania, creation and judicious use of sup-

plies (1964) 2800
Rx legends, FSA manual for pharmacists

(1961) 7449; (1962) 13839
Russian index (1961) 8057
safety, hearings (1965) 408
side effects (1965) 7710
specialized, testimony and exhibits, includ-

ing correspondence hearings (1964) 8445
stress, responses of habituated vestibulo-

ocular reflex arc (1965) 7109
surgical techniques, instruments, and other

surgical studies, USSR (1964) 6898
testing, testimony, hearings (1964) 8445
therapeutic, effects of cold exposure (1965)

8475
therapeutic guide for pharmaceuticals in

packaged disaster hospital (1965) 20034
trade of United States, Western Europe,

Canada, and Japan in pharmaceutical
products, 1961-62 (1964) 14392

Ukrainian SSR, chemical-pharmaceutical
industry development (1965) 16437

use for treatment of malignant tumors,
USSR study (1961) 2217

USSR-
administration, improvements needed

(1963) 19534
biography (1965) 12645
chemicopharmaceuticals, all-Union Scien-

tific-Research Institute works, review of

activity, 1920-57 (1962) 15766
development in pharmaceutics (1965)

16470
industry, achievements (1962) 9900
pharmaceutical research (1965) 11126
pharmaceutical scientific research in 1963,

implementation of plan (1965) 1154
pharmacopoeia, 10th edition, preparation,

etc. (1965) 18307
prospects of development of chemicophar-
maceutical industry (1964) 16313

research (1964) 16364
variations in sensitivity of Trichomonas

vaginalis, Rumanian study (1962) 7885
veterans, assist in obtaining needed drugs

and biologicals hearings (1963) 15334
violations of price reductions clause in Fed-

eral supply schedule contracts for pur-

chases, GSA and VA, GAO report (1965)

6322
Yugoslav Pharmaceutical Center, tasks and

goals (1962) 5628
see also Anti-fatigue drugs—Pharmacology

Psychopharmaca Psychotoxic drugs

—

Antihistaminic drugs Narcotics— Phar-
macies — Stimulants — Tranquilizing
drugs

—

also names of drugs.
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Drums (containers):

steel

—

empty, Govt-owned, unnecessary annual
expenditures by Army and Navy Depts.
for leasing commercial facilities to

store, GAO report (1963) 20720
shipping, current industrial reports (1961)

2989, 6826, 8503; (1962) 3736, 9041,
11074; (1963) 3574, 11629; (1964) 3390,
8120; (1965) 3273, 10245

Drums (test):

Micum revolving drum coke testing method,
correlation with ASTM test (1964) 16633

Drum Mountain, manganese deposits (1961)
14947

Drunkenness:
development of methods of expertise of alco

hoi intoxication (1961) 11050
intoxicated persons boarding air carrier air-

ivil air regulations amdts (1961)craft, civi

20720-721

Drury, 111.:

bridge across Mississippi River

—

hearings (1964) 17663
reports (1964) 10218; (1965) 8852

Dry batteries, see Electric batteries.

Dry beans, see Beans.
Dry boxes, double gloves reduce contamination

of atmosphere (1965) 9659
Dry cargo service and area report (1963) 3048

Dry cells, see Hectric batteries—Hectric cells.

Dry cleaners and dyers:
census of business, 1958, cleaning and

dyeing plants (1961) 20406; (1962) 2165
fair labor standards act, interpretative bul-

letin (1963) 11378; (1965) 11767
minimum wage, survey (1962) 8735
wage structure (1961) 6245
wage survey, textile dyeing

—

departmental edition (1962) 3269
document edition (1962) 2329

Dry cleaning:
cleaning services, industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1962) 18153
document edition (1962) 16834

coin-operated and nonautomatic, bibliogra-
phy (1965) 6898

plants, design and construction, engineering
manual (1962) 21686; (1963) 12089

Dry Creek:
geology and ground-water resources of area

(1963) 8345
Russian River flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 2221
document edition (1963) 1990

Dry face of naval stores pine (1961) 2037

Dry farming, legumes and grasses in cropping
systems in Northern and central Great
Plains (1964) 7934

Dry Gulch Project, diffusion program, data,

etc (1964) 5871
Dry ice, whiteout dissipation techniques (1965)

9066
Dry kilns, see Kilns.

Dry medium for diagnosis of alimentary intox-

ications due to Clostridium botulinum
and Clostridium perfringens, USSR
(1962) 15711

Dry peas, see Peas.

Dryden, Franklin B., nomination, hearing
(1964) 17866

Dryden, Hugh L., lecture, Oct. 21, 1964 (1965)

14867
Drydocks:

facilities. Navy design manuals (1962)

12807-808, 14700-702; (1964) 3202; (1965)

5488

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Drydocks—Continued
mobile launch capability, report (1961)

14293
release of facilities at U.S. Naval Station,

Trinidad, agreement (1965) 8319
wing wall railings for shipyards (1962) 8318

Dryer, Murray, aerodynamic characteristics
of several flat-bottom configurations at
Mach 3.0 and 3.5 (1963) 3111

Dryer, William R.:

life history of lake herring in Lake Superior
(1965) 14304

movements, growth, and rate of recapture of
whitefish tagged in Apostle Islands area
of Lake Superior (1965) 14307

Dryeration, corn drying process, progress
report (1964) 9910

Dryers (industrial):

costs of electric power and fuel in cotton
gins, Arkansas and Missouri (1964) 2261

fluidized-bed thermal coal dryers, fire and
explosion hazards (1965) 9569

Drying:
air, Robusta eucalyptus lumber (1965) 664
equipment. Federal item identification guides

for supply cataloging (1962) 7239; (1964)
12292

supplements (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473;
(1965) 3375

Drying, see names of substances dried.
Drying and storage shed, farm building plan

(1961) 5272
D series (1962) 7247
DSA, see Defense Supply Agency.
DSA-DLSC handbook (1964) 12301, 21253-254.
Dual distribution, see Competition.
Duback, Harold W., temperature-salinity char-

acteristics of Persian Gulf (1965) 5281
Dubas, Floyd J., basic data on economy of

Malaysia (1964) 10694
Dubbs, Carbon P.:

estate, computing

—

law (1964) 17412
reports (1964) 15700, 17616

Dubendorf, Justine M., relief (1963) 13501,
18987, 20408

Duberg, John E., standard atmosphere, 1962
(1963) 7303

Dubin, Maurice:
direct measurements of cosmic dust showers

(1963) 3146
interplanetary dust measurements (1963)

21016
nrteteoroid effects on space exploration (1963)

20983
Dubins, Josephine, relief (1961) 14259; (1963)

7902
Dublin, Ga., census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities
(1961) 16441

Dubna, Russian SFSR:
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research

—

Czechoslovak scientists activities (1962)
5410

proceedings of working conference on slow
neutron physics, 1961 (1963) 18563

scientific activities, Bulgarian study
(1965) 19731

visit (1962) 15768
school of protein and nucleic acid research

(1965) 14594
Dubois, Jules, testimony, hearing (1965) 4613
DuBois, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13147
DuBridge, R. A.:

detectors for in-core power monitoring, etc
(1963) 16846

full-range in-reactor-core neutron monitor-
ing system employing ion chambers, etc.

(1965) 1831
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DuBridge, R. A.—Continued
in-core power monitoring of nuclear reactors

(1963) 7692
Dubuisson, A. U., combat performance of EM

with disciplinary records (1964) 21006

Dubuque, Iowa, census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 11914
Dubuque North quadrangle, geology (1963)

10281
Dubuque quadrangle, Iowa-Ill., geology (1961)

12780
Ducassi, Enrique R., relief (1965) 15873

Duck Creek Pass quadrangle, geology (1963)

12221
Duck stamp data, information for collectors

(1965) 7693
Duck (textile):

new finish for cotton duck cloth, premature
introduction, costs incurred by Army
Department, GAO report (1965) 9217

Duckart, A. C, in-core instrumentation, telem-

etering (1963) 4478
Ducks:
bandings of ducklings, distribution of recov-

eries (1965) 6233
duck-wing collection in Mississippi Flyway,

1959-60, results (1961) 10640
farm, source of ornithosis infections of

humans. East Germany (1962) 7618
identification

—

field guide for hunters (1961) 14878
guide (1963) 17451

processing, Long Island, N.Y. (1962) 12873
stamp data, background and technical infor-

mation for collectors (1961) 19332
waterfowl

—

age and sex identification by means of

wing plumage, preliminary keys (1964)

18030
management, 1965, hearing (1965) 17721

wetlands must be saved for wild ducks (re-

marks) (1961) 13414
see also Black duck—Mallards—Wood duck.

Duckworth, W. Donald:
Brazilian moth of genus Gonioterma with

notes on related species (lepidoptera,

stenomidae) (1964) 7606
neotropical microlepidoptera, IV, new gen-

sus of Stenomidae, etc (1964) 18822
North American moths of genus Swammer-

damia, lepidoptera yponomeutidae (1965)

13078
North American Stenomidae (1964) 20657

Ducted fans:
full-scale 1.1 pressure ratio lift cruise,

wind-tunnel test (1965) 1458
vectoring thrust, effectiveness of exit vane

cascade configurations (1964) 20575
Ductile rupture, see Metals.
Ductility:

arc-melted tungsten effects of purity and
structure (1964) 21776

bend, refractory metal weldments, study
(1965) 11509

bending in ionic crystals, mechanism (1964)

5527
E-steel, exhaustion caused by prestrain and

aging (1964) 16853
metallic alloys, anomalies, USSR study

(1962) 22366
randomly oriented wrought beryllium, tex-

ture development (1961) 1710
steel, restoration by heat treatment (1965)

9912
Ducts:

duct closure valves for hot cycle rotor sys-

tem (1963) 14751
investigating ionospheric ducting with OR-

BIS beacon (1964) 5875

Ducts—Continued
propagation in trade-wind region (1962) 6347

supersonic aerodynamics handbook (1964)
15008

Dues:
prepaid income of certain membership orga-

nizations, include in gross income for
taxable years applicable

—

law (1961) 14109
reports (1961) 8809, 14594

Dugan, Duane W., parametric study of
mass-ratio and trajectory factors in

fast manned Mars missions (1965) 5161
Dugan, James F., jr., rotating-stall limits in

supersonic turbofan engine (1963) 5525
Dugan, John V., jr.:

molecular ion propellants and survey of
molecular plasma collision processes
(1964) 7493

three-body collisional recombination of ces-

ium seed ions and electrons in

high-density plasmas with argon carrier
gas (1964) 21752

Dugger, Roy W., training for job under MDTA
(1963) 12081

Dugout project, see Project Dugout (plowshare
program).

Duisberg, Walter H., relief (1961) 18811; (1962)
21366, 23147

Duk Man Lee, see Lee, Duk Man.
Duke, Angier B., nomination, hearing (1965)

6048
Duke, Benjamin C, educational media research

in Far East, instructional uses and re-

search direction (1963) 15449
Duke, George B., effects of close-row spacings

on peanut yield, etc. (1964) 4220
Du Large Bayou:

flood control survey, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2178
document edition (1963) 2006

Dulcan, Mward S.:

remarks (1965) 8699, 17294
Duller, Charles E., flow visualization tech-

niques in helium (1963) 9183
Dulles, John F.:

memorial postage stamp

—

ceremony (talk) (1961) 1420
poster (1961) 1419

Dulles International Airport:
annual reports (1963) 9218; (1964) 13278
financial and administrative activities relat-

ing to development and construction,
GAO review (1962) 9721

flights routed to, instead of Friendship Air-
port, hearings (1965) 2018

general information (1963) 4881
operation, transfer responsibility, hearings

(1963) 15320
police, survey (1962) 18314
press release (1961) 3140
snow, ice, slush removal and disposal equip-

ment, evaluation (1963) 9454
Duluth, Minn.:
area redevelopment manpower report (1964)

12332
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16372
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16455
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 23078

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4788

Duluth-Superior Harbor wave action and
breakwater location, hydraulic model
tests (1963) 4874

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 557
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Duluth, Minn.—Continued
motor carrier accident (1964) 10715
port, harbor conditions, etc (1963) 10089
primary wood use by manufacturing firms,

1962 (1965) 656
principal electric facilities, map (1963) 2266;

(1964) 675; (1965) 16179
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13156
research and field laboratory for water pol-

lution control (1964) 11573
wholesale fruit and vegetable markets, orga-

nization (1964) 5838
Williamson-Johnson Airport, weather obser-

vations, hourly, decennial census (1963)
13123

modifying project to abandon 21st Avenue
West Channel

—

law (1961) 18763
reports (1961) 19105, 20553

Dumaplin, Faustino G., jr., relief (1963) 17208;
(1965) 10580

Dumas, Ark., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 10049
Dumas y Alcocer, Julio F., and wife, relief

(1965) 14027
Demlijan, Zlata, relief (1961) 7185
Dunajec River, economic utilization problems

in Poland (1962) 5536
Dunaliella salina, see Algae.
Dunavant, James C, heat transfer to delta-

wing-half-cone combination (1964)
7545

Duncan, John P., jr.:

addresses, etc. (1963) 17, 1668, 16728
nomination, hearings (1961) 5844, 7262

Duncannon, Pa., motor carrier accident (1962)
11951

Duncan-Peters, Stephen:
Libya

—

living conditions (1963) 5063
market for U.S. products (1963) 2382

Duncombe, R. L., nonlinear analysis of physi-
cal librations, 1, new formulation and
equilibrium orientations deduced from
integral of motion (1965) 6626

Dundy County, Nebr., soil survey report (1963)
9390

Dunegan, John C, apple bitter rot (1964) 1703
Dunes:
bedload equation (1965) 10990
coastal

—

California, reconnaissance (1963) 6357
near Florence, Oreg., ground water supply

in area (1963) 5031
Oregon sands for use as glass sand, bene-

ficiation studies (1964) 16635
sand, stabilizing with woody plants. Pacific

Coast (1962) 6580

Dunham, Charles L., remarks (1964) 19257

Dunham, J. T., thermal expansion anisotropy
and preferred orientation in rolled zinc
alloys containing copper and titanium
(1965) 16597

Dunham, R. S., herbicide manual for noncrop-
land weeds (1965) 7021

Dunham, Ralph E.:

faculty and other professional staff in insti-

tutions of higher education, 1st term,
1961-62 (1965) 4648

teaching faculty in higher education
1962-63, etc (1964) 6575

Dunis, Demitrios, relief (1962) 13385, 15057,
15304

Dunkard Church, Antietam National Battle-
field Site, general information (1962)
24016

Dunkelman, Lawrence:
spectrally selective photodetectors for ul-

traviolet (1963) 12870
ultraviolet photodetectors (1963) 16366

Dunkirk, N.Y., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1962) 13162

Dunlap, John C, bauxite deposits of Tennessee
(1965) 18202

Dunlop, Jean L., relief (1962) 4989, 7015, 11230

Dunn, Halbert L., positive view of aging asks
much of education (1964) 12325

Dunn, Henry A., cotton boll weevil (1965) 1770
Dunn, J. H., NRL services in development of

tri-service missile range radar instru-
mentation (1963) 12954

Dunn, James E., esophageal cooling as technic
of selective brain hypothermia (1963)
13216

Dunne, Roger C. Y., relief (1961) 12410, 14247,
16538

Dunning, Robert S., guidance scheme using
approximate solutions of trajectory
equations to control aerodynamic skip
flight of reentry vehicle (1963) 16397

Dunsmuir House Conference, see Space, Sci-

ence and Urban Life Conference.
Duodenal ulcers, see Ulcers.
Duodenum, mucosa, restorative processes fol-

lowing radiation injury, USSR study
(1964) 2644

Duoplasmatron ion source with auxiliary
magnetic field. East Germany (1962)
7676

Duoplasmatron vacuum untraviolet light
source (1963) 19896

Duplicating machines, copying machines, pos-
sible savings through purchasing rather
than leasing. Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, GAO report (1965) 19651

Duplicating paper, see Paper.

Duplicating processes:
information retrieval and reproduction,

USSR study (1965) 11151
in-office reproduction methods using GSA

supplies (1963) 539
repro typing and layout, for contractor re-

ports for NASA (1964) 16665

Duplicating services, see Letter services.

Duplicators, see Duplicating machines.

Du Pont de Nemours, E. 1., & Co., divestiture
of General Motors common stock tax
aspects, hearings (1965) 8986

Du Pont de Nemours, E. L, Company of Ameri-
ca, procurement of aluminum caps and
cans without adequate pricing data un-
der AEC contracts, GAO report (1963)
14003

Dupre, Louis K., relief (1961) 14188, 14541,
16524

Duquesne, Pa., air pollution measurements,
Sept.-Oct. 1963 (1965) 9870

Dura mater, see Brain.

Durable goods, see Commercial products.

Durante, Joseph, relief (1965) 13860, 19074,
19342

Durfee, James R., nomination, report (1963)
20538

Durfor, Charles N.:

chemical quality of surface waters of Penn-
sylvania (1963) 6566

public water supplies of 100 largest cities in

U.S., 1962 (1965) 743
water requirements of styrene, butadiene

and synthetic-rubber industries (1963)
12231
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Durham, David L.:

geology

—

and oil resources of eastern Puente Hills

area, southern California (1964) 10641

Cosio Knob and Espinosa Canyon quad-
rangles, Monterey County, Calif (1964)

12506
Jolon and Williams Hill quadrangles, Mon-

terey County, Calif. (1965) 9255
Reliz Canyon, Thompson Canyon, and San
Lucas quadrangles, Monterey County,
Calif (1964) 4776

upper Miocene and Pliocene marine stratig-

raphy in southern Salinas Valley, Calif.

(1965) 2231
Durham, Monte, Court of Appeals rule, amend

criminal statutes of D.C., hearings
(1964) 4579, 8443

Durham, N.C.:

Bennett Place commemoration

—

law (1965) 8720
report (1965) 6035

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16388
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16467
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,

etc (1962) 16506
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan

statistical area (1962) 2215
consumer expenditures and income, 1961

(1964) 2956, 5427
Durkee, William P., address (1965) 7307
Durra stalk borers, description, control, etc.

(1965) 15202
Durrett, John C, vibration analysis of AFFTC

VTOL test stand (1964) 20948
Durum wheat, see Wheat.
Dury, G. H.:

principles of underfit streams (1964) 18130

subsurface exploration and chronology of

underfit streams (1964) 18131
theoretical implications of underfit streams

(1965) 9266
Duryea automobile, 1893 (1964) 21796

Dussia, genus of Leguminosae family, descrip-

tion, etc. (1964) 1512

Dust:
air pollution, protective-adaptive mecha-

nisms of air-carrying pathways, USSR
study (1962) 23660

concentration measurement on Army over-

land train Mark 11 (1964) 16894
control, emergency construction, engineering

manual (1965) 520
control in mining, tunneling, quarrying

(1961) 9444; (1962) 23957
control measures at Long Island, Port Isa-

bel, Tex., authorize

—

hearings (1964) 17663
law (1964) 13876
reports (1964) 10223, 12214

copper precipitator, laboratory smelting

(1964) 5483
detectors. East German translation (1964)

1025
dustproofing of soils (1963) 17413
elimination problems in nonferrous metallur-

gy enterprises, USSR report (1962)

22139
explosibility of carbonaceous dusts (1965)

6606
flammable materials, lecture demonstration

(1961) 15744
formation control in industry, USSR study

(1965) 14593
ignition, preventing by inerting in mines and

industry (1964) 21713

Dust—Continued
lunar surface, USSR study (1963) 15801
permissible level of noxious substances in

air of industrial installations, Soviet
standards, opinion of foreign researcher
(1961) 10738

plastics industry, explosibility (1962) 12393
pressure development in laboratory dust

explosions (1965) 1378
setting up of standards for maximum per-

missible concentrations of industrial

dust, USSR study (1965) 9395
see also Coal dust—Cosmic dust—Pneumo-

coniosis—Silicosis.

Dust storms, Great Plains (1961) 6682
Dusting apparatus:

medical disinfestation, use of agricultural
sprayers, dusters, etc. (1964) 2688

primary production at L'volvselmash plant,

USSR report (1962) 6095
Dusts and dusting:

aerial application, problems (1963) 16866
agricultural dusts, explosibility (1961) 9453
farms, 1958 (1962) 12929
Piper PA-25 Pawnee distribution patterns

(1963) 18398
see also Sprays and spraying.

Dutch Dissident Communist Trade Union, rela-

tionship with World Federation of Trade
Unions (1962) 12307

Dutch elm disease:
control (1964) 9935
methoxychlor, substitute for DDT (1962)

19539
with use of chemical deterrent to discour-
age twig-feeding by Scolytus multistria-

tus (1961) 20780
Dutch experiments in irradiation of cells,

1940-43 (1961) 15107
Dutch literature, classification. Library of

Congress (1965) 16573
Dutch visitor's impression of Czechoslovakia

(1963) 5140
Dutcher, L. C:

geologic, etc., features of San Bernardino
area, Calif. (1964) 8774

geology and hydrology of Agua Caliente
Spring, Palm Springs, Calif (1963) 8346

Duthie, Richard E. C:
engineering materials lists (1963) 16857;

(1964) 1774-75, 8071, 8073, 13710,
21016-17; (1965) 192, 4272, 7166

index (1961) 8072; (1965) 4273
Duties, see Tariff

—

also names or classes of

articles imported.
Dutton Creek Formation, Laramie basin,

north part, Wyo. (1965) 2234
Duty, see Ethics.

Duty, honor, country (address) (1962) 16342;

(1964) 8020
Duty, honor, country (character guidance dis-

cussion) (1963) 102
Duty to bargain in 1962 (address) (1962) 22635

Duva, James S., display sharing through color

filtering (1963) 58

Duval County, Fla.:

beach erosion control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 18027
document edition (1965) 17475

Duvall, Wilbur I.:

instrumentation to record vibrations pro-

duced by blasting (1964) 14763
vibrations from

—

blasting at Iowa limestone quarries (1963)

16340
instantaneous and millisecond-delayed
quarry blasts (1963) 5479

Ehvarf fruit trees, selection and care (1961)

9882
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Dwarf mistletoe, see Mistletoe.
Dwellings, see Housing.
Dwight D. Eisenhower Library, general infor-

mation (1964) 11427
Dworshak, Henry C, memorial services (1963)

1963, 9797
Dworshak Dam and Reservoir:
naming

—

law (1963) 17026
reports (1963) 13631, 13705

Dworsky, Leonard B., address (1964) 5648
Dworzanski, Anna, see Smal, Anna.
Dworzanski, Jan, see Smal, Jan.
Dwoskin, Philip B., market test of instant

sweetpotatoes (1963) 5827
Dyal, R. S., preparing potted mediums and

composts, plant growing mediums (1964)
20903

Dybwad, Gunnar, dynamics of mental retarda-
tion, overview (1965) 6878

Dyer, Emmett P., relief (1961) 7006
Dyer, Cape, defense agreement with Canada

(1962) 1846
Dyers, see Dry cleaners and dyers.
Dyersburg, Tenn., census of housing, 1960,

special reports for local housing author-
ities (1961) 16471

Dyes and dyeing:
aggregation of dyes, effect on photo-current

carrier sign, USSR study (1965) 1029
dyes, etc., from fluorine compounds, USSR

study (1964) 927
mesidine, toxicology, USSR study (1964)

1054
textile industry, earnings (1961) 17602
textiles, except wool fabrics and knit goods,

census of manufactures, 1958, industry
report (1961) 5457

see aiso Acridine dyes.

Dynamic programming problem and automata
(1962) 2894

Dynamic response of airplanes to atmospheric
turbulence including flight data on input
and response (1964) 13257

Dynamic stability, see Stability of aircraft.

Dynamic stress concentration factors (1963)
18265

Dynamic test of experimental troop seat Av-
CIR 62-5 (1962) 20350

Dynamics:
airplane braking systems as affected by tire

elasticity and brake response, study
(1965) 19945

analysis and design principles, structures to
resist effects of atomic weapons (1961)
7353

atmospheric processes, effect of southeast
Kazakhstan Mountain massifs, USSR
study (1962) 992

bioelectric activity during process of dark
adaptation and predormition in patients
with focal diseases of brain, USSR
study (1962) 19954

clinical studies with radioisotopes (1964)
15286

continuous optimalizing control systems
based on gradient method, USSR study
(1962) 10058

cyrosorption pumping (1965) 18482
determination of dynamic processes in piece-

wise linear automatic control systems
(1964) 9622

dynamic biotelemetry, USSR (1964) 9184
fluid amplifier, characteristics, analytical

investigation (1965) 14733-734
fluid, response of long hydraulic line, experi-

mental determination (1961) 2583
gas, in space exploration (1963) 5551

Dynamics—Continued
glycogen distribution in regenerating skele-

tal muscle during postembryonic devel-
opment in rats, USSR study (1962) 5593

inflation of bubbles in space (1965) 8040
machines, modern, basic USSR problems

(1962) 12059
missile and spacecraft structural dynamics

research problems, 1961 (1962) 12493
model, spin-entry characteristics of delta-

wing airplane (1965) 6710
multi-legged lunar landing vehicle to deter-

mine structural loads during touchdown
(1965) 5184

physical-chemical systems in mammals
(1964) 21738

pilots' response to effects of high sustained
acceleration (1964) 14843

plasma loop stabilization (1961) 3792
problems of a dynamical theory in statisti-

cal physics (1961) 5303
real structures for high precision automatic

regulation (1965) 2733
rotating cylindrical space station (1965)

8126
severe convection storms (1964) 11699
slideout, of vehicle equipped with tricycle

skid-type landing-gear system (1963)
11071

errata (1963) 19911
soil. Waterways Experiment Station re-

search capabilities (1964) 637
spin, of manned space stations (1964) 11419
stability, and controllability of towed model

of modified half-cone reentry vehicle
(1965) 6681

structural

—

high speed flight, symposium proceedings
(1961) 20042

numerical procedure for shock and Fourier
analysis (1963) 3225

rotor aircraft, studies (1961) 7996
sub-polar front in North Atlantic, USSR

study (1964) 6885
systems response of some internal human

systems (1965) 2835
test

—

aircraft litter installation, experimental
research (1963) 13098

program, survivability seat design (1965)
18807

theoretical aspects of vehicle systems (1965)
14214

tissue changes in rheumatism, USSR (1962)
2836

touchdown analysis of spacecraft for soft
lunar landing (1964) 5510, 14842

variation problems and fluctuation escape,
Soviet papers (1964) 16430

vehicle ride dynamics aspect of ground mo-
bility, study (1965) 14214

visco-elastic solids determining by employ-
ing forced vibration (1964) 8510

viscous fluid, towards constructing, USSR
study (1961) 15336

wetting in brazing and soldering (1963)
12966

see also Aerodynamics—Hydrodynamics —
Magnetohydrodynamics—Thermodynam-
ics.

Dynamite, critical depth shots of 100 and 500
lb-charges in Fort Churchill frozen
ground, explosion tests (1961) 14810

Dynamocardiography (1964) 14914
Dynamometers:

air brake-dynamometer accurately measures
torque (1965) 19904

terrain dynamometer vehicle (Terrapin),
tropical evaluation (1962) 16189
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Dynamos, see Electric generators.
Dynapak extrusion of I & E fuel elements

(1962) 23012; (1963) 18565
Dyna-Soar contract cancellation, statistical

summary (1965) 15233
Dyni, John R., Meeker and Loyd sandstone

members of Mancos shale, Moffat and
Rio Blanco Counties, Colo (1965) 2233

Dysbarism:
pathogenesis, review of 35 cases with thera-

peutic suggestions (1961) 8326
various aspects of symptoms and signs

(1964) 13646
Dysentery:

bacillary. Communist China, prevention
(1961)10972

bacteria, resistance of Flexner and Sonne
strains to antibiotics and sulfathiazol in

vitro, Bulgarian study (1962) 9878
dehydrated bacteria, prolonged vaccum pres-

ervation (1962) 8056
diagnosis with use of luminescent serum,

USSR study (1963) 14122
see a/so Amebiasis.

Dysentery bacilli, see Bacillus dysenteriae.
Dysprosium:

nitrate-erbium nitrate-nitric acid-tributyl

phosphate systems, equilibrium distribu-

tion studies (1962) 2049
oxide, thermal expansion (1963) 7217
physics changes of electric resistance under

pressure of up to 250,000 kg/cm, USSR
study (1962) 1090

Dysprosium sesquioxide, high temperature
heat contents and entropies (1963) 14513

Dzerzhinskiy, F. E., papers on China (1962)
1381

Dzhambulskaya oblast (USSR book):
excerpts (1962) 14175

Dzhekazgan, SSR, industrial region, develop-
ing productive strength, USSR study
(1961) 21096

Dzungaria, minerals (1961) 15037
Dzungaria Basin, hydrogeological conditions

of Karamei and Wu-erh-ho area. Com-
munist Chinese study (1962) 5682

E

El Brooke Matlack, Inc., see Erie-Lackawanna
RR.

E.E.C., see European Economic Community.
E.E.G., see Electroencephalography.
E.L.K. Oil Co., relief (1963) 15211, 16991
E.R.S., see Economic Research Service.

E.S.D., see Earth Sciences Division—Elec-

tronic Systems Division.

Eads, Mabel L., economic developments in Ja-
pan, 1962 (1963) 8406

Eagan, Charles J.:

calibration of mercury strain gauge (1964)
19148

rectal temperature of working sled dog
(1964) 4250

Eagan, Patrick E., relief (1964) 17690
Eagle (periodical) (1961) 3531; (1962) 3770;

(1963) 3608; (1964) 3427; (1965) 3320
Eagle-Picher Co., zinc-lead mines, loading, etc.

(1964) 5477
Eagle Rock, N.C., railroad accident (1964)

12571
Eagles:

bald eagle, 6-cent air mail postage stamp
(poster) (1963) 12969

golden, protection

—

hearings (1962) 11470, 17321; (1964) 10282
law (1962) 23284
reports (1962) 9269, 19338

Elagleson, P.S., thermistor probe for measur-
ing particle orbital speed in water
waves (1964) 12340

Eakin, John L.:

foaming agents for removing problem liq-

uids from gas wells (1965) 18448
removal of waterblocks from gas-producing

formations (1965) 18458
review of well stimulation and techniques to

prevent formation damage in oil and gas
production (1964) 21690

Eakin, William J.:

glass-resin interface, patent survey, patent
list and general bibliography (1965)

2076
studies of hollow multipartitioned ceramic

structures (1965) 2836
Ear:

aerotitis media, biochemistry of effusions,

comparison with findings for fluids of

nonbarotraumatic origins (1961) 6721
central factor in pure tone auditory fatigue

(1964) 4317
rabbits

—

effects of adrenaline and noradrenaline on
peripheral vessels (1963) 18470

influence of ambient temperature on rela-

tion between skin temperature and blood
flow (1963) 14907

sensitivity to unidirectional frequency mod-
ulation (1964) 5463

ventilation of normal and blocked middle ear

(1963) 4409 ,.

see also Meniere's disease—Vestibular appa-
ratus—Otolaryngology.

Ear to the atom, remarks (1964) 204
Earhart, Amelia, 8-cent air mail postage

stamp (poster) (1963) 14644
Earl, Edward O., lands in Pima County, Ariz.,

convey to (1964) 15480
Earl, Kenneth M., manganese deposits,

Aroostook County, Maine (1963) 3077
Earle, F.R., oil and protein content of corn

inbred lines (1964) 7895
Earlham, Iowa, organizes basic services for

its aging (1964) 15171
Early American medical imprints 1668-1820

(1962) 1716
Early Childhood Education, World Organiza-

tion, see World Organization for Early
Childhood Mucation.

Early chronology of solar system (1962) 20159
Early contributors to medical history (1965)

2059
Early County, Ga., redevelopment area, oppor-

tunities for economic growth (1964)

20970
Early writings on the blind (1963) 1586
Earn, learn, serve. Neighborhood Youth Corps

(1965) 6534
Earned degrees conferred, bachelor's and high-

er degrees (1962) 23436; (1964) 2269;

(1965) 18004
Earning opportunities forum (1961) 13728
Earnings, see Salaries—Wages.
Earphones, see Headsets.
Earth:
a look at the world in year 2000 (1962) 10189

accretion of interplanetary dust particles,

measurement (1962) 3376
albedo of surface within territory of Soviet

Union (1965) 9379
astrodynamic constants (1963) 14547
atmosphere-entry aerodynamics of tektites,

evidence (1962) 18305
biological evaluation of radiation conditions

on path between earth and moon (1965)

1490
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Earth—Continued

boring or penetrating, classification bulletin
(1961)6481

cosmic dust, USSR study (1964) 12968
cosmic necklace for our planet, USSR study

(1962) 13977
crust

—

character of temperature change with
depth in upper layers, USSR study
(1965) 19774

deep zones, 8th session of International
Association on Study (1965) 7926

investigation of physical parameters,
USSR (1965) 16534

seismic data, USSR study (1965) 9455
structure in Sea of Japan (1964) 2596
upper mantle

—

investigation, USSR study (1964) 11020
project and its influence on development,
USSR study (1965) 1030

stratification, USSR study (1964) 5200
crustal structure

—

Antarctic north of Novolazarevskaya sta-
tion, results of geophysical studies,
USSR study (1964) 6883

area of Indian Ocean, application of seis-

mo-acoustic radiobuoys for studying,
USSR study (1963) 8784

chemistry, USSR study (1964) 2593

Siberia and Far East according to data of
regional geophysical investigations,
USSR study (1964) 6909

transition zone from Antarctic Continent
to Indian Ocean, geophysical investiga-
tion, USSR study (1964) 5202

vertical movements as indicated by data
on European isostatic anomalies, USSR
study (1964) 6879

zone of transition from Asian continent to
Pacific Ocean, USSR study (1963) 12657

deep drilling as method of studying earth's
crust, USSR study (1963) 14289

deep interior, problems of super deep drill-

ing, USSR study (1962) 12149
deformation from nuclear explosion in salt

(1962) 11029, 18730
development, cyclic nature, USSR study

(1964) 12927
earth scan analog signal relationships in

Tiros radiation experiment and their
application to problem of horizon sen-
sing (1962) 14486

ellipicity of equator from observation on
drift of Syncom II satellite (1965) 9709

energy budget at earth's surface (1963)
16756-757

equator, long period effects of ellipticity on
motion of artificial satellites (1962)
14467

farmer's world, yearbook of agriculture,
1964—

departmental edition (1964) 16952
document edition (1964) 17450

figure determining through gravity anom-
alies, USSR study (1963) 15801

first-order error statistics for 3- and
4-station hyperbolic fixes on surface of
sphere (1964) 19166

fissures, in southern Arizona (1964) 18117
fourth order gravity field effects on drift of

24-hour equatorial satellite (1964) 7515
free oscillations

—

observations and interpretations (1962)
14482

study (1963) 7301
geoid and world geodetic system based on

combination of gravimetric, astro-
geodetic, and satellite data (1961) 9551

Earth—Continued
geologic history traced through present-day

fishes, hypotheses, etc., USSR study
(1964) 7325

gravitation, etc., determination contributing
to knowledge of nature of planets (1964)
9616

gravitational field (1962) 18261
ground measurements of shock-wave noise

from supersonic bomber airplanes in al-

titude range from 30,000 to 50,000 ft

(1961) 15780
ground-wind loads on launch vehicles includ-

ing effects of conduits and adjacent
structures, wind-tunnel study (1965)
13048

heat exchange at ground surface (1964)
19653

heating of earth's interior during formation
(1965) 6765

horizon, radiometric observations from alti-

tudes between 300 and 600 kilometers
(1965) 2884

hydrodynamic forecasting of pressure fields

in mid-level of atmosphere for entire
sphere considering orography, USSR
study (1964) 6884

imagination in modern world, 3 lectures

(1962) 23945
infrared horizon (1963) 18146
interior, scientific work in seismology,

1957-59, USSR report (1961) 2139
ionosphere waveguide for VLF radio waves,

characteristics (1965) 5258
Kyoto conference on cosmic rays and earth

storm, Goddard Space Flight Center
contributions (1962) 16034

lunar flight study series, trajectories in

earth-moon space with symmetrical free
return properties (1963) 12883

magnetic field, satellite attitude control
(1961) 15815

materials, hydraulic properties (series)

(1964) 819; (1965) 14417
middle ultraviolet radiance of earth and its

limb (1964) 14885
mode conversion in earth-ionosphere wave-

guide (1962) 22618
moon system, considerations of small body

in vicinity of stable liberation points
(1964) 7557

moon trajectories, geometrical characteris-
tics of lunar orbits (1963) 11057

motion measurements

—

from underground detonations (1961)
18102

intermediate range detonations (1964) 119
in salt beds (1962) 11031

neutral hydrogen in environs (1964) 2699
oblateness and relative sun motion, determi-

nation of orbit for Nimbus meteorologi-
cal satellite (1961) 13535

observing, analyzing, and forecasting state
of ground (1965) 12418

orbits, high eccentricity, prelaunch analysis
(1965) 1474

penetration in depth, USSR study (1963)
8489

periodicals related to international under-
standing (1965) 487

radiation-
experimental determination, USSR study
(1963)6677

experimentally determined by measuring
power input to small flat plate from a
diffusely radiating sphere (1961) 15772

power input to small spinning flat plate,

application to satellite (1963) 5580
radiation belt, USSR study (1962) 2871
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Earth—Continued
radiation—Continued

reflected solar

—

incident upon spherical satellites in gen-
eral elliptical orbits (1963) 9147

upon arbitrarily, oriented spinning
flat-plate (1963) 14569

rediscovering, to find out why 196 million

square miles of land and water are the
way they are (1965) 12391

reflected solar radiation input to spherical
satellites (1961) 21239

rendezvous orbits, influence of precession on
lunar mission requirements (1963) 1304

sciences. Army research task summary
(1962) 148

seismic sounding of earth's crust, conference
on problems (1962) 1229

shape and dimension, use of satellites for
determining cosmic tellurometer, USSR
study (1961) 21090

shells, origin (1963) 18178
short-period pulsations of electromagnetic

field (1965) 18590
sodium in earth's atmosphere (1963) 19893

solar flux incident for spectral region 50 A
to 3000 A for top of atmospheres of
neighboring planets (1963) 19861

space

—

accuracy of navigation with various com-
binations of onboard optical measure-
ments (1964) 18774

photography of earth from sounding rock-
ets and satellites, review (1965) 1444

stability analyses, engineering manual
(1961) 7351

change (1962) 11723
structure

—

F-layer and reasons for convection in

core, USSR study (1963) 15817
research, Soviet progress in magneto-

telluric methods (1964) 7324
subsurface heat, utilization, USSR study

(1964) 924
surface

—

kinematic equations of motions of coordi-
nate trihedron with its axes stabilized in

inertial space, USSR study (1962) 5431
layer, wind velocity and temperature

fields, USSR study (1963) 19445
snow and ice (1964) 21278
solar proton impact zones (1962) 14475

strontium-90, summary and interpretation
of world-wide soil sampling program
(1961) 8410; (1963) 1842

thermal springs of United States and other
countries of world, summary (1965)
18211

thermosphere, effect of thermal escape on
distribution of neutral hydrogen (1965)
18547

tides

—

in atmosphere (1964) 18722
USSR study (1965) 7899

under ground

—

cosmic-ray variations (1961) 10805
shock measurements for Project Dugout

(1965) 13513
U.S. and world energy resources, bibliogra-

phy (1961) 14951

upper mantle

—

mineral analogues, shear deformation
(1964) 19151

project, hearings (1963) 13664, 18954
USSR study (1962) 9663
viewed from satellite (1962) 20671
world

—

economics, development, important prob-
lems, USSR study (1963) 2663

Earth—Continued
world—Continued

major political entities (1962) 20290
maps, list (1961) 14964

worldwide space triangulation network,
plan, USSR study (1965) 14562

see also Satellites
—

"Terrestrial magnetism.
Earth blocks, use in farm construction (1964)

7953
Earth currents, vertical component of

short-period variations, new experimen-
tal data, USSR study (1961) 13044

Earth movements, see Subsidences (earth
movements).

Earth satellites, see Satellites.

Earth sciences, see Geophysics—Meteorology

—

Science.
B^rth Sciences Division:

special reports (1963) 1434
technical reports (1963) 1435-38

Earthenware, see Pottery.
Earthquakes:
Alaska, 1964—
Anchorage, Alaska, effects (1965) 19673
assistance and recovery (1965) 11987
civil defense emergency operations (1964)

15339
effects on communities (series) (1965)

19673
grants, authorize

—

law (1964) 12006
reports (1964) 10280, 10404

Operation Helping Hand, Armed Forces
react to disaster (1965) 6093

preliminary geologic evaluation (1964)
10634

Prince William Sound, Mar.-Apr. 1964,
report, preliminary (1964) 11959

provide insurance, hearings (1964) 12267
reconstruction grants

—

hearings (1964) 14140
law (1964) 17310
reports (1964) 13953, 14067, 15556

response to disaster (1964) 19703
Altay, seismicity, USSR study (1963) 6697
Chile, 1960, earth's free oscillations data

(1962) 14482
Coast and Geodetic Survey as central depos-

itory of data

—

hearings (1963) 4756
report (1962) 21092

epicenters

—

determination on electronic computer,
USSR study (1963) 17896

determining by polar and sliding
rectilinear epicentrals (1964) 9044

determining direction from Love and Ray-
leigh surface waves, USSR study (1964)
6891

Far East, seismic dislocations patterns,
USSR study (1965) 12616

foci, peculiarities from energy attenuation,
USSR study (1964) 6904

frequency, selected areas in western United
States, 1945-59 (1962) 14880

Hebgen Lake, Mont.

—

Aug. 17, 1959 (1964)8769
guide to Madison River Canyon earth-
quake area (1962) 16304

hisotry. United States (1961) 20486
investigation, in U.S. (1965) 15363
mechanism, generalization of data, USSR

study (1961) 9321
nuclear reactors and earthquakes (1963)

20330
physics of seismology, USSR studies (1963)

16099
Puget Sound, Wash., Apr. 29, 1965, seismo-

logical and engineering report (1965)
15362, 17266
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Earthquakes—Continued

registration of Ps waves in Baykal region

(1964) 9045
seismic surface waves, USSR study (1961)

15080
seismology, publications, list (1964) 9768

shear deformation of upper mantle mineral
analogues (1964) 19151

Skopje, Yugoslavia, U.S. aid allocation,

hearing (1964) 286
statistical forecasting of annual seismicity

of Kuril-Kamathatka and California
zones in advance (1964) 10913

time interval between 2 consecutive earth-
quakes (1962) 13114

United States

—

investigation (1963) 1955
1959 (1962) 334
1960 (1962) 20673
1961 (1964) 220
1962 (1965) 340

USSR (1963) 1826; (1964) 16084

worldwide collection and evaluation of data,
final report of 1960 seismicity (1964)
17016

Earths:
fluid movement in earth materials (series)

(1961) 12793-794; (1962) 11891, 21833;
(1964) 4789

manual, guide to use of soils as foundations,
etc (1964) 5672

see also Rare earths.
Earthwork and structures:
construction inspection, SCS national engi-

neering handbook (1965) 15046
design of structures to resist effects of

atomic weapons, engineering and design
manual, change (1963) 6370

earth manual, guide to use of soils (1964)
5672

engineering capabilities of Waterways Ex-
periment Station (1964) 631

reinforcement of clay soils with synthetic
polymers, structuration processes,
USSR study (1965) 9315

soil mechanics and earth structures (1961)
9834

soil mechanics, foundations, and earth struc-
tures, design manual (1962) 12802; (1964)
3197; (1965) 20158

Earthworms:
chemicals, effects on (1964) 8624
for bait (1962) 15593
relation to soil productivity (1964) 11743

Earwigs, see European earwigs.
Earworms, see BoUworms.
Eason, Warren W., population of U.S.S.R.

(1965)416
E^ast, John H., jr., oil shale mining, Rifle, Colo.,

1944-56 (1964) 21684
East (Far East):

agricultural economies (1961) 2013
agricultural situation (1963) 10055; (1964)

8475; (1965) 6107
agriculture, economic analysis (1962) 2397
cartographic work (1961) 4749
Educational Materials Laboratory report

(1964) 6565
educational media research, survey (1963)

15449
ethnography, archeology and anthropology

problems (1961) 15615
Far East Symposium on Nutrition, transac-

tions (1965) 11014
Far Eastern series (1961) 1485-88, 5104,

6557-59, 8205, 9764, 15987, 20167, 21383;
(1962) 1828-30, 3490, 10669, 14600,
22814; (1963) 1508, 5725, 9396, 13062-65,
14706, 16573, 18326; (1964) 3142, 11617,

East (Far East)—Continued
Far Eastern series—Continued

13462; (1965) 3040-41, 8305-6, 9940,
11709-710, 13279, 15053-55

flight information publication, enroute

—

low altitude (1961) 2894
Pacific and Far East (1962) 3861

food balances, 1959-61 (1964) 17909
foreign operations appropriations

—

1963, hearings (1962) 19169
1964, hearings (1963) 18918

foreign relations of U.S.—
departmental editions (1962) 12705; (1964)

1596; (1965) 11712
document editions (1962) 11290; (1964) 275;

(1965) 10374
future of tourism (1961) 20492
geophysical research (1963) 12353
indices of agricultural production, average

1952-54 and annual 1959-64 (1965) 7577
longevity problem, USSR study (1965) 938
maintenance, etc., of Army equipment fur-

nished under military assistance pro-
gram, GAO review (1962) 19560

management of spare parts for Army equip-
ment provided under military assistance
program, GAO review (1961) 20807

market indicators (1961) 6095
market profiles for Far East (1965) 7352
notes on agricultural economies of Far East

(1962) 11691, 13726
Oceania, agricultural economies, notes

(1961) 4252
oriental arts, Islam and the East (1961)

14940; (1964) 4751
plant cover, scientific coordination confer-

ence report (1964) 2558
political and economic trends and their rela-

tion to U.S. foreign policy, study report
(1961) 5865

political, economic, etc., problems, study
mission, report (1961) 5861

productive forces, progress and distribution,
embodiment of Leninist ideas, USSR
study (1961) 20985

science and engineering history, transla-
tions from Russian book (1962) 821

seismic dislocations, patterns, USSR study
(1965) 12616

situation, Soviet comments (1962) 10151
social sciences, topics of scientific research

works, 1959-65, book reivew, USSR
study (1962) 961

Soviet fisheries expansion (1965) 6210
Soviet, southern part, tin and gold minerali-

zation relationship to main structural
elements (1965) 12718

sovietization, USSR's plans, role of Turkis-
tan (1961) 7717

soybeans, uses as food, farming practices,
etc. (1961) 17896

special study mission report (1961) 5745
structure of earth's crust, geophysical in-

vestigations, USSR study (1964) 6909
study mission, report (1962) 15231
trade, American know-how (remarks) (1965)

17298
tsunamis in Soviet territory (1965) 14500
USSR Far East, basic nonmilitary informa-

tion (1963) 14906
USSR shipping, history (1963) 12487

East (Middle East):
accessions list. Library of Congress Ameri-

can Libraries Book Procurement Center,
Cairo (1963) 9089; (1964) 3721; (1965)
3639

civil aviation survey (1961) 20401
communism's decline (1964) 1758
consumption capacity of people, transla-

tions (1963) 19457
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East (Middle East)—Continued
economic challenge of Middle East (address)

(1963) 13347
indefinable region, geographic nomenclature

problems (1964) 15102
Near and Middle Eastern series (1961)

1489-94, 6565, 15994, 21386-387; (1962)

1833, 3496-98, 24096; (1963) 9400, 18329;

(1964) 1602, 15102, 18961
oriental arts, Islam and the East (1961)

14940; (1964) 4751
pocket guide (1962) 18676
political, economic, etc., problems, study

mission, report (1961) 5861
research studies

—

completed, list (1964) 7755
currently in progress, list (1961) 15981
in progress, list (1964) 9791

social science research studies

—

completed, list (1965) 8301
in progress (1964) 20815

study mission, report (1962) 15231
translations (1962) 17818, 17872, 18003-6,

18076, 19713, 19773, 19829, 20014, 22048,

22052, 22093, 22153, 22188, 22351,

23776; (1963) 793, 925, 932, 2478, 2780,

5266, 5368, 5415, 6738, 6833, 6983, 7049,

8460, 8600, 8832, 8841, 8862, 9010, 10515,

10645, 10719, 10869, 12476, 12538, 14203,

14236, 14311, 14322, 15692, 15878, 15947,

16025, 16095, 16190, 16206, 17606, 17636,

17710, 17854, 17924, 17937, 18007, 19397,

19718, 20788; (1964) 928, 937, 1117, 1284,

1300, 2526, 2607, 2624, 2696, 2916, 4952,

5120, 5163, 5305, 5405, 6903. 6968, 7071,

8943, 9017, 9087, 9102, 9240, 10735,

10776, 12755, 16249, 16558, 18235, 18436,
18500, 18594, 19885, 19955, 20015, 20084,
20094. 20119. 20146, 20161, 20193, 20310,
20363, 21473, 21495, 21582, 21611; (1965)

804, 906, 1000, 1047, 1135, 1201, 1218,

1223, 2348. 2386. 2428. 2459, 2516, 2592
tricontinental hub, strategic survey (1965)

8526
United States

—

and Middle East (1964) 18961
foreign aid program, report of study

(1963) 19055
print additional copies, reports (1964)

15682, 17512
East (Near East):
agricultural production in 12 countries, in-

dices (1962) 17381
civil aviation survey (1961) 20401
(Communist parties (1963) 5425
criticism of western neo-colonialist economic

policies, USSR study (1965) 19788
Educational Materials Laboratory report

(1964) 14183
foreign operations appropriations

—

1963, hearings (1962) 19169
1964, hearings (1963) 18918

foreign relations of U.S., 1942

—

departmental editions (1963) 13066; (1964)

11619; (1965) 11712
document editions (1963) 11735; (1964)

10153; (1965) 10374
market profiles (1965) 15375
Near and Middle Eastern series (1961)

1489-94, 6595, 15994, 21386-387; (1962)

1833. 3496-98. 24096; (1963) 9400, 18329;

(1964) 1602, 15102, 18961
oriental arts, Islam and the East (1961)

14940; (1964) 4751
United States trade (1961) 2030, 18458;

(1962) 11946
statistical report, 1959-61 (1963) 2435

East (U.S.):

annosus root rot in pines (1963) 10210
apples grown, chemical control of scald

(1962) 12856
cities, fresh fruit and vegetable unloads by

commodities. States, etc (1961) 20259
cost of transporting freight (1963) 5101.

10352-353
fire danger, spread index for Elastern States,

derivation (1965) 4814
fresh fruit and vegetable unloads in eastern

cities by commodities, States, etc (1964)
5789, 7879; (1965) 6072

house-infesting ants, recognition, biology
and economic importance (1965) 10091

instrument approach procedure charts and
airport obstruction charts, dates of

—

latest editions (1964) 3407
latest prints (1961) 3025; (1962) 3751;

(1963) 3587
instrument approach procedure charts, in-

cluding airport obstruction charts and
turbine data sheets (1965) 3512

irrigation of forage crops (1962) 16308
log cabins, rustic work and unseasoned

wood, protection from insects (1963)
1692

measurement of secular temperature change
(1961) 16049

national park system, invitation to visit

(1961) 9630; (1962) 12546
parasites of oriental fruit moth (1962) 20424
seasonal farm work areas guide (1962) 15513

spruce budworms, life history, control, etc

(1961) 17291
strawberry culture (1961) 5253; (1964) 16951
stream gaging stations, low-flow frequency

curves (1963) 14035
sulfur and sulfuric acid industry (1965) 8018
timber-products harvesting, bibliography

(1965) 2158
using crop residues on soils of humid area

(1961) 5256
veneer log production and receipts, by State

and species. 1963 (1965) 7745
water problems in East (address) (1961) 8314
wheat production (1962) 8820. 18622

E^st Aden Protectorate, mineral industry.
minerals yearbook chapter (1965) 14672

East Africa, see Africa.
East Asia, see Asia.
East bloc influence on Cairo (1961) 15194
East Boston Laboratory, research in fishery

technology, report (1961) 560
East Brunswick, N.J., motor carrier accident

(1965) 4901
East Central States, see Central States.
East Chicago, Ind.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 6791

census of business, 1963 major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17170
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13954
standard consolidated area, components of
inventory change (1962) 16490

standard metropolitan statistical area,
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20589

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4792

East China Sea, oceanology data (1961) 10813
East Coast Memorial, New York City, general

information (1964) 19195
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East Coast, see Atlantic Coast.
East Europe, see Europe.
East Fork Watershed:
Trinity River, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4854
document edition (1963) 4681

East Germany, see Germany.
East North Central States, see Central States.

East Orange, N.J., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18264
East Pass Channel:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 10488
document edition (1964) 10159

East Point, Ga.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18241
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16442
East Point, La.:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 12347
document edition (1964) 12021

East Providence, R.I., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 11931
East St. Louis, 111., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 13942
East St. Louis, 111.:

East Side Levee and Sanitary District, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 17943
document edition (1964) 17459

East Siberian Sea, oceanographic cruise by
USCGS Northwind, Aug-Sept. 1963, re-

port (1965) 11993
East South Central States, see Central States.

East Tintic district, Utah, geothermal gra-
dients in drill holes less than 60 feet

deep (1963) 15606
East Tintic mining district, productive parts,

study (1964) 8755
East Tintic Mountains, see Tintic Mountains.
East-West Center, see Cultural and Technical

Interchange between East and West
Center.

East-West competition in Nasser's domains
(1961) 13221

East-West trade, see Commerce.
East Willow Creek Watershed:

pilot project, organization appraisal (1961)
5243

watershed program evaluation (1965) 12376
Eastaboga, Ala., railroad accident (1963) 8433
Eastern Air Lines, Inc.:

accidents (1962) 16592; (1963) 20368; (1965)
1922

American Airlines staff report (1963) 2055
emergency board report (1962) 13744

Eastern Carriers' Conference Committee,
emergency board report (1964) 10478

Eastern Cherokee Indians, see Cherokee Indi-

ans.
Eastern Europe, see Europe.
Eastern Florida coastal warning facilities

chart (1963) 3400
Eastern Greyhound Lines, motor vehicle acci-

dent (1962) 5371
Eastern Hemisphere, see Hemisphere, Eastern.

Eastern Magnesia Talc Co., mining and milling
methods and costs (1963) 3057

Eastern Panhandle area, W. Va., tourist and
recreation potential (1965) 5301

Eastern Shawnee Indians, see Shawnee Indi-

ans.
Eastern Shore, Md., prescribed burning in pine

regions, summary (1961) 20775
Eastern Shore (Va.):

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2195
document edition (1963) 2016

Eastern Siberia, see Siberia.
Eastern Stanislaus area, Calif., soil survey

report (1964) 21878
Eastern States, see East (U.S.).

Eastern tent caterpillars, general information
(1964) 19082

Eastern Utilization Research and Development
Division:

career opportunities, you and utilization
research (1963) 16723

laboratories and functions (1963) 20266
picture story (1961) 10855
proteins, basic research (1963) 11442
publications and patents, lists (1961) 5236,

11688; (1962) 8799, 10816, 18613; (1963)
5805, 16719; (1964) 4192, 15204; (1965)
4098, 13372

Eastern, Western, and Southeastern Carriers'
Conference Committees:

emergency board report (1963) 12082
Akron & Barberton Belt RR (1962) 13745

Eastern white pine, see Pine.

Eastlake, Mary G., relief (1964) 2159, 4450,
6144

Eastland County, Tex.:
Cross Plains quadrangle, geology (1961)

19410
Wayland qaudrangle, geology (1965) 10983

Eastman, Seth, art (1961) 21346
Easton, Pa.:

census of

—

business, 1958, standard metropolitan
area, central business district statistics
(1961) 3893

business, 1963, major retail centers, stand-
ard metropolitan statistical area (1965)
15265

housing, 1960, standard metropolitan sta-
tistical area, tenure, rooms, condition
and plumbing, etc (1962) 20566

population and housing, 1960, census
tracts in standard metropolitan statisti-

cal area (1962) 9078
occupational wage surveys (1964) 13068;

(1965) 9513
departmental editions (1961) 9413; (1962)

15978; (1963) 10907
document editions (1961) 8639; (1962)

15086; (1963) 9828
Eastport, Maine to Montauk Point, N.Y., 1961,

coastal warning facilities chart, 1961
(1961) 6611; (1962) 14689; (1963) 14776;
(1964) 13521; (1965) 15140

Eastport to Cape Cod, coast pilot, supple-
ments (1964) 6105; (1965) 5747

Eating places, see Restaurants, lunch rooms,
etc.

Eaton, Esther M.:
evaluation and testing in teaching modern

foreign languages (1963) 4815
selection, etc., of library materials for mod-

ern language programs (1964) 6579
source materials for secondary school teach-

ers of foreign languages (1963) 2169,
8157

Eaton, Fred, paper, Feb. 19, 1964 (1964) 8015
Eaton, William W.:

addresses, remarks, etc. (1963) 18758; (1964)
10129, 13831, 21065; (1965) 7347, 10334,
13719

Eave, Hilda M., relief (1964) 8264

Eaves, Cieorge N., iron metabolism and trypto-
phan pyrrolase activity in endotoxin-
poisoned and cortisone-protected mice
(1965) 17010

Eavesdropping:
investigation

—

hearings (1961) 1918
summary-report (1963) 2102
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Eavesdropping—Continued
legislation

—

Attorney General's program, 1962, hear-
ings (1963) 4788

hearings (1961) 19184
print additional copies, reports (1962)

11639, 15212
Ebel, Bernard H., insects affecting seed pro-

duction of slash and longleaf pines
(1964) 8691

Eberle, A. M., cloud seeding in Black Hills

(1963) 2105
Eberle, A. R., boron scrap recovery by pyrohy-

drolysis (1964) 8062
Eberle M. Smith Associates, Inc., incorpora-

tion of shelter into schools, interim edi-

tion (1963) 9739
Eblan, Joseph, basic data on economy of So-

mali Republic (1965) 5762
EBR, see Reactors (atomic).
Ebreo, Valeriano T., relief (1964) 310, 6156,

6400
EBS, see Warning systems.
Ebullition:

cycle and thermal boundary layer in nu-
cleate boiling, study (1961) 9543, 15767

nucleate-boiling, effect of multi-g accelera-
tions (1963) 11017

Eby, Harry J.:

disposal of poultry manure and other waste
(1964) 16932

manure disposal lagoons (1963) 16713
EC-135C, see Airplanes.
ECG, see Electrocardiograms.
Echinococcias, see Tapeworms.
Echinoderms, polyspermy-blocking mechanism,

USSR study (1964) 4978
Echinoids, see Sea urchins.
Echo (ocean station), see Weatherstations.
Echo A-12, see Satellites.

Echo 1, communications for peace, commemo-
rative stamps (poster) (1961) 1418

Echo satellites, see Satellites.

Echols, Hamp W., town ants controlled with
mirex baits (1965) 9193

Echols, W. H., portable air-operated aerosol
generators (1964) 7651

Ek^kerd, James W., anthracite metallurgical
briquets as blast furnace fuel (1964)
7459

Eckerson, Louise O.:

guidance in elementary school (1963) 376
pupil personnel services (1964) 5450

Eckert, James B., automation at commercial
banks (1963) 525

Eckler, A. Ross, nomination, hearing (1965)
16046

Eckstein, Otto, nomination, hearing (1964)
17871

E)clampsia, prevention achievements in Shang-
hai (1962) 17773

Eclipses:

factor for elliptical satellite orbits, calcula-
tion (1962) 16053

lunar occupations of 2 discrete radio
sources, 1963-64 (1963) 21029

occultations, application to geodesy (1963)
20649

radio star scintillation over Canada, July
20, 1963 (1964) 19153

solar

—

flux measurements, July 20, 1963 (1964)
4231

ionospheric behavior, July 20, 1963, Bed-
ford, Mass (1964) 7964

July 20, 1963, AFCRL workshop proceed-
ings (1965) 4218

temperature measurements at 15 and 35
Gc (1965) 7103

Eclipses—Continued
solar—Continued
USSR, Feb. 15, 1961 (1962) 822

sun, total, radio measurements (1963) 1738
Ecology:

air humidity as ecologic-physiological fac-
tor, USSR study (1962) 6063

benthonic species (1964) 14342
bottom communities of invertebrates of Sea

of Okhotsk, USSR study (1963) 5403
estuaries and coastal areas of eastern U.S.

bibliography with KWIC index (1965)
10899

forest, central Appalachian mountain region
(1961) 7524

geochemical, USSR study (1964) 12935
Gulf of Mexico commercial sponges and its

relation to fishery (1964) 14283
implications to man of use of chemicals (pa-

per) (1964) 7692
insects, basic semiconductor circuitry for

ecological studies (1964) 15195
intertidal, of pink salmon at Olsen Creek,

Alaska (1965) 4771
lagoon, effects of copper ore (1961) 20750
land and marine, USSR, translations (1963)

8876
lily of the valley, USSR study (1964) 16153
Norway rat (1963) 21032
offsite terrestrial and freshwater research

of Biology Medicine Division, AEC, list-

ing of projects, etc. (1961) 20365

onsite research of Biology and Medicine Di-
vision, AEC, listing of projects, etc.

(1963) 1841
pea aphid in Blue Mountain area (1963)

18445
peculiarities of fleas of Rhombomys opimus

at sites of endemic plague epizootics,
USSR study (1965) 4944

pedo-ecological investigations, Barrow,
Alaska (1965) 10772

Phaeocystis pouchetti, USSR study (1964)
1145

radioecology, terrestrial and freshwater,
bibliographies (1962) 23054; (1964) 125,
15285; (1965) 8553

Rumania, zoning of agricultural plants
(1961) 4478

Savannah River Laboratory, Biology and
Medicine Division, research (1965) 15255

sea, USSR studies (1964) 18269
sea mammals, USSR study (1963) 6900
shrews (genus Sorex) of western Siberia,

USSR study (1963) 7031
sockeye salmon and related limnological and

climatological investigations. Brooks
Lake, 1957, studies (1964) 21318

Soviet

—

research (1963) 12586
studies (1963) 10479
marine inhabitants (1964) 7107

space flight, USSR study (1961) 15513
statistical usage bibliography (1961) 9955
tentative ecological provinces within true

fir-hemlock forest areas of Pacific

Northwest (1965) 16282
terrestrial and freshwater, offsite research

of Biology and Medicine Division, AEC
(1964) 130; (1965) 17137

treads, evaluating on campgrounds (1963)
19262

trouble factor, effect on wild life (1963)
16132

USSR Academy of Sciences, reports (1962)
19837

White Oak Creek and Lake, limnology sur-
vey (1963) 11566
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Ecology—Continued
White Oak Creek, ecological survey, 1950-53

(1963) 9684
White Oak Lake and environs, vertebrate

fauna survey (1963) 11567
Ex;onomic aid, see Foreign aid.

Economic analysis in designing of maritime
vessels, USSR (1962) 14269

Ek;onomic analysis of Far Eastern agriculture
(1962) 2397

Economic and legal problems of Government
patent policies, report (1963) 15402

Ex;onomic and social consequences of disarma-
ment (1962) 16351; (1964) 13668

Ekionomic and sociological advances of Cuban
revolution (1963) 2529

Economic aspects of Government patent poli-

cies, hearings (1963) 12028
Ex-onomic assistance, see Foreign aid.

Ek;onomic assumptions underlying medium-
range projections of Federal Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance and Disability In-

surance Trust Funds, 1966-75 (1962)
22797

Economic benefits from public health services,

objectives, methods, etc (1964) 21846
Economic concentration, hearings (1965) 2044,

16032, 19507
pt. 1, print additional copies, reports (1965)

14057, 15717
Economic conditions:
accounting in industry. Communist China

report (1962) 14264
advances possible through new proposals

(address) (1964) 15172
advancing toward prosperity (address)

(1964) 15367
aeroionification in national economy, trans-

lations from A. L. Chizhevskiy's book,
USSR study (1962) 869

affect world leadership (address) (1965)
13701

aged, chart book (1961) 12498
agriculture, moving force in growth (ad-

dress) (1962) 14744
American business and developing countries

of Asia, outlook for continued expansion
of trade (address) (1962) 343

American economy, restore momentum, mes-
sage from the President (1961) 5602

American labor and management, challenge
of cooperation for progress (address)
(1961) 21125

American social and economic revolution,
for whose benefit? (address) (1964) 18607

America's capacity for growth (address)
(1961) 16519

apprenticeship and economic change (1965)

136
automation in control of national economy,

possibilities, USSR study (1962) 8134
balance sheet of production and distribution

of products between departments, Com-
munist China study (1963) 850

boost economy program for community
growth (address) (1961) 10124

business cycle indicators

—

for 9 states (1964) 9478
for States and regions (paper) (1962)

14389
business outlook, etc. (address) (1962) 11215
business prosperity essential to attain full

employment (address) (1961) 19808
census, 1963, hearings (1964) 8391
census of population, 1960

—

social and economic data by size of urban-
ized area and size of urban place (1964)
11913

State economic areas (1963) 11639

Ek;onomic conditions—Continued
challenges of industrial progress (remarks)

(1962) 12768
challenges of problems in changing economy

(address) (1961) 19798
climate for 1961 (address) (1961) 3987
Commerce Dept., agency of business, pro-

motes economic growth, guidebook (1965)
17276

construction in expanding economy,
1960-2000 (1961) 20374

continued development of international econ-
omy (text of address) (1962) 9132

current expansion in historical perspective
(1965) 11929

current situation and short-run outlook,
hearings (1961) 3992

data, value of economic information (ad-
dress) (1963) 13345

defense procurement impact, hearing (1961)
18771

disarmament impact, survey of economic
models for analysis (1965) 15234

domestic and worldwide problems and their
impact on trade (address) (1961) 8577

domestic economy, programs to improve (ad-
dress) (1961) 7883

domestic growth rate and social equality
(address) (1962) 14354

domestic strength, key to internation compe-
tition (address) (1961) 20491

economic and credit conditions (statement)
(1962) 19488

economic development of our country (re-

marks) (1965) 4440
economic expansion (remarks) (1965) 9858
economic factors influencing educational

attainments and aspirations of farm
youth (1964) 10453, 12307

economic forces in United States (1964) 2962
economic growth

—

and recovery under the frontier (address)
(1961) 8579

challenge and opportunity (address) (1961)
12537

in Puerto Rico (address) (1965) 8684
of United States, past, present and future

(speech) (1962) 20688
economic indicators (1961) 3065; (1962) 3772;

(1963) 3609; (1964) 3428; (1965) 3321
historical and descriptive supplement

(1961) 1859
supplements (1963) 1974; (1965) 5789

economic information, methods of improving
effectiveness, USSR study (1964) 9336

economic issues, goals, etc. (address) (1962)
14355

economic opportunity, challenge to communi-
ty (address) (1965) 5479

economic outlook (remarks) (1963) 17435
economic reports (1962) 6716-33; (1963) 4514-

51, 5963-82, 7732-33; (1964) 4326-34, 6002-
25,8099-8101,15299

economic series 6637, 16351
economic and public welfare patterns (ad-

dress) (1963) 20932
effectiveness of use of radioactive isotopes

(1965) 1827
effects and hotel industry (address) (1961)

6233
efforts to increase investment (remarks)

(1962) 14670
employment, production, etc.. Government

policies to improve, hearings 20935
print additional copies, reports (1962)

21126, 21376
expanding opportunity for improving social

and economic well-being (address) (1965)
13378
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Bx;onomic conditions—Continued
expansion

—

and contraction, role of inventory changes
(1962) 15082

role of sales promotion (address) (1961)
8594

factors in accelerating economy (address)
(1962) 341

facts about economy today (address) (1962)
14352

farm problems and economic solution (ad-

dress) (1961) 5245
farm, publications currently available (1961)

3682
farmers role in development of national

economy (address) (1962) 21617
Federal aid stimulates growth of economy

(dedication speech) (1962) 13130
Federal budget as economic document

—

hearings (1963) 13438
report (1963) 17241
study (1962) 2283

Federal-State employment service role in

American economy (1965) 5956
fostering economic growth (address) (1961)

10125
full employment and economic growth (re-

marks) (1962) 347
Government goals of maximum employment,

production, etc., in 1962 (text of address)
(1962) 9012

Government's foreign and domestic financial
policies, how they affect Nation's eco-

nomic strength (address) (1961) 20226
growth

—

American achievement, through coopera-
tion of business, labor and Government
(address) (1964) 13817
report of study group and agriculture

(1963) 10047
based on moderation and cooperation (re-

marks) (1964) 19363
challenges and prospects (remarks) (1962)
6493

expansion, elements and problems (re-

marks) (1964) 8187
exploiting technology, (Commerce Dept.

aids to business community (remarks)
(1965)7347

extension's role (address) (1961) 20730
foreign market potentials for U.S. agricul-

tural products (1965) 9034
from stimulus of President's tax program
(remarks) (1963) 9470

full equality of opportunity, etc. (address)
(1962) 1552

improved statistics, compendium of views,
etc. (1965) 13818

in United States (paper) (1965) 1294
inflation (address) (1963) 10181
interagency studies program (remarks)

(1964) 13076
inventory fluctuations and price level

changes (1962) 15080
labor market policy (1963) 19783
measuring and analyzing (1963) 17437
patent system (remarks) (1965) 10334,
13719

productivity, strengthening (address)
(1961) 15688

program (remarks) (1962) 139
projections to 1976 and 2000 (1963) 3250
rate (address) (1961) 21423
rate and methods to improve (address)

(1961) 10136
resulting from Federal programs (re-

marks) (1964) 8185
technical resources for growth (address)

(1963) 18758

Economic conditions—Continued
growth—Continued
through effective use of technology (ad-

dress) (1963) 15138
through research, plant modernization,

etc. (address) (1963) 18631
what we have done and must do (address)

(1962) 342
healthy state of economy (remarks) (1964)

19358
higher level of economic growth needed to

assure employment opportunities, etc.

(address) (1962) 6868
highways and economic and social changes

(1965) 5364
housing construction outlook for 1965 and

economic situation (remarks) (1964)
19354

impact of

—

defense procurement, hearings (1963)
11731

disarmament (1962) 6637
Federal procurement

—

compilation (1965) 8728
hearings (1965) 12036
report (1965) 13817

Federal supply and service activities, re-

port (1964) 17441
Great Lakes low water level, hearing

(1964) 19595
military and related civilian supply and

service activities on economy, hearings
(1964) 13916

military supply and service activities

(1963) 13439
tax-exempt foundations and charitable

trusts (1963) 2063, 18960; (1964) 8402
print additional copies of study reports

(1964) 368-369, 2201-2
print hearings, report (1964) 19482

implications of current developments (re-

marks) (1962) 13817
improvement in economic and social condi-

tions increases opportunities for all

(remarks) (1965) 13738
improvements in past few years, role of

Commerce Department (remarks) (1964)
1857

Indonesia, development (1961) 849
influence on children, research programs,

studies in progress (1961) 296, 1088;
(1963) 176, 11647; (1964) 17120; (1965)
17231

inseparable domestic and foreign policies

(address) (1961) 17874
inventory fluctuations and economic stabili-

zation, papers (1962) 2284, 16814
investment means national growth (address)

(1961) 8584
investments to aid growth (address) (1961)

10127
Italy, developments, 1961 (1962) 11934
keeping America competitive (summary of

address) (1962) 13133
keeping the economy in balance (address)

(1965) 17271
legislative achievements and announced

objectives of present (government (ex-

cerpts from address) (1961) 19811

liberated countries economy, growth, etc.,

methods of developing, USSR study
(1962) 19645

long-term outlook (address) (1962) 13126

loss to economy through inadequate educa-
tion and opportunity for minorities (ad-

dress) (1965) 5318

major national problems, relation of chronic
low farm incomes (address) (1962) 7263
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Economic conditions—Continued

mathematics for national economy, USSR
study (1962) 14094

means of economic progress (statement)
(1962) 7375

measures taken to increase economic growth
(remarks) (1962) 20357

meeting problems of structural unemploy-
ment caused by changes in technology
(address) (1963) 19778

methodology and scores of socioeconomic
status, description of CB measures used
in 1960 census program (1963) 16911

Midwest economy, growth, problems and
potentials (text of address) (1961) 16517

mobility and worker adaptation to economic
change in U.S. (1963) 18016; (1964) 5418

mobilization of economic power through
improved manpower utilization (re-

marks) (1965) 5317
national economic development problems

(address) (1961) 18425
national economy

—

Administration goals (address) (1962) 1564

impact of pension funds (remarks) (1965)
10841

industry, and Commerce Department (ad-

dress) (1961) 10129
travel promotion program (address) (1961)

10122
use computer technology to control, USSR
study (1964) 16327

national needs, domestic and international
(address) (1962) 4868

national situation and goals (address) (1961)
11639

nation's economy, consumer role (address)
(1962) 22438

need for expanded and improved training
and retraining programs (address)
(1961) 15689

new economic system for undeveloped econ-
omies (1961) 13096

new era of economic opportunity (address)
(1963) 7808

nonwhite workers, status 1955-62 (1963)
19801

our changing economy (address) (1964) 8547
outlook

—

1961 and year-end review, 1960 (1961) 6919

1962, and year-end review, 1961 (1962)
4871

1964, and year-end review 1963 (1964) 1855

1965, and year-end review 1964 (1965) 1941
recovery and growth (remarks) (1961)
13713

performing arts, investigation, hearings
(1962) 7086

planned economy (Russian periodical) (1962)
22011

planning for economic growth (address)
(1961) 6920

policy for growth (address) (1961) 8591

population growth and economic conse-
quences (address) (1965) 13722

postwar economy and concept of full em-
ployment (1965) 9002

problems in planning national economy, use
of mathematical computers, USSR study
(1962) 2917

prospects for our economy (address) (1962)
14909

Providencia,case study in economic censuses
(1964) 15325

publications, price list (1961) 17786; (1963)
1395; (1964) 1551; (1965) 6863

recent business expansion reflects stable
national economy (address) (1965) 11997

Economic conditions—Continued

recent expansion, monetary policy, and cred-

it markets (remarks) (1962) 19489
recovery, etc (addresses) (1962) 1555, 1559
recovery, plans for stimulating (address)

(1961) 12022
regional, Soviet industrial development,

translations (1962) 10334
report of the President to Congress

—

departmental editions (1961) 2652; (1962)

6407; (1963) 3258; (1964) 5635; (1965)

5320
document editions (1961) 1874; (1962) 4909;

(1963) 2034; (1964) 4442; (1965) 4464
extending date for transmission, law

(1965) 5784
hearings (1961) 8622; (1962) 6933; (1963)

6065; (1964) 6192; (1965) 7380
print additional copies, reports (1963)

8080, 11865
reports (1961) 8768; (1962) 7064; (1963)

6285; (1964) 6481; (1965) 7438
print additional copies, report (1965)

12089
role of government in business economy (ad-

dress) (1962) 20686
role of science and technology in stimulating

economic progress (address) (1965) 345
science, technology, tax policy, and economic

growth (remarks) (1963) 7500
situation and outlook, 1961

—

hearings (1961) 8622
report (1961) 8768

solar system and national economy on inti-

mate terms, USSR study (1962) 10157
some aspects of current scene (remarks)

(1963) 11359
Soviet bloc, cooperation and mutual aid

amongst, USSR study (1965) 11168
Soviet bloc developments, hearings (1964)

8381
state of American economy (address) (1963)

9788
strengthen economy and allow business to

prosper (address) (1961) 8596
strengthening America's position in increas-

ingly competitive world (address) (1961)

10139
tax policy and

—

economic growth (address) (1962) 8721
U.S. economic prospects (remarks) (1963)

11363
technological change, problems, etc. (ad-

dress) (1962) 13125
technology, role and effect, hearings (1963)

17335; (1964) 19608
technology's role in economic growth and

development (remarks) (1963) 4647
Ukrainian SSR, economic administrative

regions (1962) 8071
unemployment problems, etc. (address) (1961)

19799
United States

—

economy in 1963 (address) (1963) 5461
increase rate of growth, etc. (address)

(1962) 1876
Yugoslavian viewpoint (1961) 4722

upswing in rural America (1963) 11469
upward trends of growth (address) (1961)

10126
use of large-scale maps in research, USSR

(1961) 15552
USSR, cybernetics and control of national

economy (1965) 16498
waging war on poverty through economic

opportunity, loans (1965) 11682
we have so much to do (address) (1962) 20702
what can be done to stimulate faster rate of

national economic growth (address)

(1962) 9128
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Economic conditions—Continued

world economic situation and outlook
(speech) (1962) 6593

world trade information service (1961)

631-634, 2021-22. 4259-60, 6081-84,

7463-65, 9170-85, 10652-660, 12694-701,

14897-909, 17279-282, 18438-444, 20866;

(1962) 719-722, 2561-64, 5338-44, 7505-6,

9786-89. 11920-938. 13918-936. 15665-672.

17666-668. 19600-605. 21875-879.

23609-617; (1963) 2418-26

see aiso Depressions—Negroes— aiso names
of countries. States, etc.

Economic considerations in air pollution con-

trol (1963) 1419
Ex;onomic controls, see Stabilization.

Economic Conversion Commission, see National
Economic Conversion (Commission.

Economic cooperation, see Foreign aid

—

also

names of countries with which agree-

ments are made»
Economic cooperation series (1961) 6556;

(1962) 3489
Economic costs of cardiovascular diseases and

cancer, 1962 (1965) 11651
Economic development, see Economic policy

—

Foreign aid.

Economic Development Administration, aims
and purposes (address) (1965) 17270

Economic Development Committee, farm pro-

gram, hearings (1962) 21192
Economic disaster loans, see Loans.
Economic effects of acreage control programs

in 1950's (1962) 21606
Economic effects of U.S. grades for lamb

(1963) 6316
Economic evaluation of hide curing methods

(1963) 4804
Economic geography, see Geography.

Economic indicators (1961) 3065; (1962) 3772;
(1963) 3609; (1964) 3428; (1965) 3321

historical and descriptive supplement (1961)

1859; (1963) 1974; (1965) 5789

USSR-
annual statistics (1964) 6189
current statistics (1965) 12035

B^conomic indicators relating to equal pay.
1962 (1962) 22913; (1963) 20255

Economic inquirv into food marketing (1963)

13944
Economic Joint Committee:

act establishing and rules (1965) 1968
appropriations, 1962, legislative, hearings

(1961) 12503
funds

—

law (1964) 21153
report (1964) 19567

hearings, see subjects.

publications (1961) 18772; (1962) 23289;

(1964) 8238; (1965) 7379
supplements (1963) 4667; (1965) 15518

reports, see subjects.
review of report of Commission on Money

and Credit, hearings (1961) 18773
Ex?onomic opportunity act and public welfare

report on work experience and training

projects, papfer (1965) 15151

Ek;onomic Opportunity Office:

appropriations, 1965, proposal (1964) 17464
community action programs (1965) 2080,

12369
8th Interfaith Consultation, minutes

(1965) 18234
guides (1965) 9024, 14166

director, nomination of Robert S. Shriver,

hearing (1964) 17886
. establish

—

compilation of materials relevant to bill

Ec-onomic Opportunity Office—Continued
establish—Continued

print as Senate document report (1964)
15684

hearings (1964) 10306, 12126, 14152
law (1964) 17311
message from the President (1964) 8246
reports (1964) 14120, 15482, 15523

establishment, amend act

—

hearings (1965) 16042
law (1965) 17444
reports (1965) 12106, 12148, 15953, 17623,
17652

JCH series (1965) 17986, 19549
manpower management, hearing (1965)

15828
press releases (1965) 3794

Economic orders. Civil Aeronautics Board
(1961) 3004; (1962) 4153; (1963) 3997;
(1964) 3825; (1965) 3743

Bx;onomic planning, see Business.
Elconomic poisons, see Pesticides.

E>:onomic policy:

addresses (1964) 1854, 5933, 7674, 13504.
16901, 17163, 19008, 19351, 21914; (1965)

9979
administration's effort to stimulate economic

growth (remarks) (1963) 6052
agriculture in 1960's (1961) 1856
Appalachian Institute Committee, report

(1965) 10139
application of activity analysis to regional

development planning, case study of

economic planning in rural south central

Kentucky (1965) 8452
Bogota' Conference, Sept. 1960, report

(1961) 5859
bookkeeping in planning organizations,

USSR study (1963) 20808
British Commonwealth new policies as relat-

ed to agricultural production, etc. (1962)

23429
centralization or decentralization of econom-

ic growth

—

address (1965) 4229
ARA staff study (1965) 10137

changes in recent decades (remarks) (1965)

11628
Communist China

—

economic development problem (1964) 7200

enterprise economic activity, analysis
(1961)834

German article (1965) 7924
communist offensive, DOD pamphlet (1962)

140
community and economic development (1964)

11827
comprehensive planning, bibliography (1963)

1855
Cuba-
economic regionalization. preliminary
scheme (1965) 16445

insufficient development and economic
pauperization (1962) 17795

cybernetic character of new system, etc..

East German study (1965) 11081
cybernetics and economic management,

Czechoslovakian study (1964) 20302
cybernetics and planning, USSR study

(1963) 5344
Czechoslovakia

—

national economy, planned management,
improvement on recommendation of

principles (1965) 816
planned administration of economy, prob-
lems of new system, translation (1965)
808

East-West competition in underdeveloped
countries. Soviet press comments (1962)
17799

Page 660
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Economic policy—Continued
economic development

—

by allocation of national resources, bal-
ance of payments, etc (remarks) (1965)
18811

opportunities in Boone County, W. Va
(1964) 8017

program for redevelopment areas, infor-

. mation and guidance (1961) 13815
through science and technology (address)

(1965) 17274
economic developments (remarks) (1965)

19621
economic growth and sound business activi-

ty (remarks) (1962) 13219
through proper utilization of revenues
(remarks) (1965) 1691

economic issues that affect well-being of our
free enterprise system and economic
strength of our nation in world (address)
(1963) 16963

economic opportunity act

—

address (1964) 21653
adult basic education, State plan, guide

(1965) 10740
agricultural aspects, hearing (1964) 12116
antipoverty program in New York City
and Los Angeles, investigation of condi-
tions, hearings (1965) 15793

appropriations to finance programs, 1965,
proposal (1964) 17464

ARA program relationship (address) (1964)
11819

central focus of new approach to main
causes of poverty (address) (1965) 11805

compilation of materials relevant to bill

(1964) 15610
print as Senate document, report (1964)

15684
examination of facts, hearings (1965)

10533
expand programs, etc

—

hearings (1965) 16042
law (1965) 17444
reports (1965) 12106, 12148, 15953,

17623, 17652
hearings (1964) 10306, 12126, 14152
law (1964) 17311
legislative summary (1965) 749
reports (1964) 14120, 15482, 15523

economic opportunity program, appropria-
tions, 1966, supplemental, hearings
(1965) 17680

economic outlook, present and future (re-

marks) (1962) 13222
economic policies and practices

—

central banks in foreign countries, materi-
als (1963) 18791

European capital markets (1964) 6191
European Economic Community (1964)
10150

European social security systems (1965)
17449

prices in key industries, foreign govern-
ment policies (1963) 20448

subsidies to shipping, U.S. and foreign
countries (1964) 15400

Sweden, unemployment programs (1964)
12012

economic tools of your government (re-

marks) (1965) 5758
elasticity of food consumption associated

with changes in income in developing
countries (1965) 7575

Europe, Eastern, organization and manage-
ment (1961) 19752

EXiropean Communist countries, development
of economic relations (1961) 1102

Finland, national defense and national plan-
ning (1961) 15174

Ek;onomic policy—Continued
foreign

—

basic reexamination, hearings (1962) 4891
economic policies of administration (ad-

dress) (1961) 8582
Japan's position (1962) 357
new U.S. look in light of cold war and ex-
tension of Common Market in Europe
(1961) 20532

political stakes in East-West trade, report
(1962) 4892

report for 1960's (1962) 4890
goals (remarks) (1962) 6492
and program (address) (1962) 4877

Hungarian regulations for cooperation with
other Socialist countries (1965) 11139

Hungary, scientific research and economic
development (1965) 4986

in-put output analysis, applications in poli-

cy decisions (remarks) (1965) 10325
increasing economic growth through produc-

tivity, competitiveness and profits (ab-
stract of remarks) (1963) 9776

Indonesia

—

culture, function in part played by science
and learning (1961) 19525

overall development and State enterprises
(1961) 19525

industrial research and development funds
in relation to other economic variables
(1965) 5279

role in maintaining our national security
(remarks) (1962) 22887

international trade and economic develop-
ment (address) (1963) 15122

Italian Socialists present their policy (1964)
1062

labor surplus areas in Western Europe, pro-
grams (1961) 3993

liquidity and public policy (1961) 20741
Middle America, policies and programs, re-

port (1963) 4666
migrant and economic opportunity act, ex-

planation of assistance available (1965)
9025

national economic goals (addresses, etc.)

(1961) 8234; (1965) 8353
national economy based on agriculture and

led by industry, Communist China,
translation (1963) 14306

Near East and Africa, criticism of western
neo-colonialist, economic policies, USSR
study (1965) 19788

New Deal and Great Society (remarks)
(1965) 7365

new era of economic challenge (remarks)
(1964) 4412

new indicators to consumer and industrial
buying motives, etc. (speech) (1963) 11688

organization and management. Eastern Eu-
rope, translations (1961) 17564, 21020

overall economic development program, re-
development areas guide (remarks)
(1962) 10939

plans for progress, report (1965) 1560
Poland, current central industrial plan, ten-

tative optimization (1964) 9112
policies to ensure U.S. products competitive

place in world markets (1963) 18272
policy in months ahead, commercial manage-

ment program, (Columbia University
(remarks) (1965) 582

of expansion (remarks) (1964) 21093
President's tax and expenditures control

program (remarks) (1963) 5759
problems and prospects (remarks) (1963)

11359
for U.S. programs (remarks) (1965) 8352

regional impact studies, progress and prob-
lems (address) (1964) 13825
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Economic policy—Continued
regional theory (remarks) (1965) 8702
social and economic justice as goals of free

society (address) (1962) 14356
Socialist countries, determination of level of

economic development (1964) 2718
South America, policies and programs, re-

port (1962) 4888
Soviet system, translations (1962) 10243,

12121, 12230, 14148, 14343, 17783, 17869,

17905, 18038, 18071, 18073, 19711, 19762,

19851, 19961-962, 20012, 21923, 21999,

22097, 22108, 22236, 22334, 22358, 22376,

23718, 23882
stages of economic growth, non-Communist

manifesto, Polish criticism (1962) 1041

States

—

expenditures on planning and develop-

ment, 1960 (1961) 6763
model economic development program (re-

marks) (1963) 4432
technology and national needs (talk) (1964)

8190
three faces, monetary, fiscal, and structural

(remarks) (1963) 6440
tight budget in expanding economy (address)

(1964) 19366
toward less developed countries, study (1962)

353
trade adjustment in theory and practice

(1962) 358
trade and our economic goals (remarks)

(1962) 10716
trade restraints in Western Community,

study paper (1962) 2286
United States and Europe, policy in evolu-

tion (1963) 9395, 9646
United States and new crossroads in world

economy (address) (1961) 6556
USSR-
analyzing information on operational and
production planning(1963) 2814

draft program (1962) 3005
international economic relations, transla-

tions (1963) 20833
international economic relations, transla-

tions (1964) 1041, 5168, 5402, 6923, 8975,

9263, 11039, 11078, 11214, 12954, 14518,

16466, 19852, 19929, 19938, 20032, 20105,

20325, 21479, 21636; (1965) 832, 935,

1011, 1145, 2274, 2292
mathematical methods in research and
planning (1961) 2226

national planning, problems in improve-
ment (1961) 13217

optimal planning problems (1964) 10727
organization of Socialist agricultural

production, translation (1962) 3043
plans for 1964-70, adequate foundation
needed (1963) 12663

retail commodity turnover, principles of

planning (1964) 16200
science and technology, proposals for im-

proved use of advanced methods (1964)

12979
Socialist economic management and pro-

duction planning (1964) 11086
sovnarkhoz carries out preventive inspec-

tion (1964) 10747
system, translations (1963) 888, 947, 1093,

2609, 2677, 2915, 5161, 5217, 5260, 5271,

5295, 5317, 5359, 6768, 6803, 6856, 6939,

6990, 7011, 7048, 7105, 8491, 8555, 8597,

8646, 8827, 8861, 8943, 8953, 9005, 10427,

10460, 10495, 10544, 10563, 10615, 10629,

10653, 10711, 10727, 12287, 12312, 12386,

12566, 12612, 12663, 12702, 12745, 14088,

14101, 14185, 14239, 14384, 15668, 15775,

15827, 15860, 15913, 15941, 15991, 16024,

Economic policy—Continued
USSR—Con.
system, translations—Continued

17663, 17741, 17774, 17940, 17965, 19459,
19477, 20765, 20774, 20800, 20816, 20858;
(1964) 916, 940, 947, 1205, 1226, 2469,

2485, 2647, 2785, 2880, 4956, 5018, 5034,

5291, 5385, 6992, 7229, 8908, 9238, 9355,

10727, 10832, 10971, 10993, 10999, 11069,

11086, 11101, 11133, 12651, 12706, 12881,

12922, 14450, 14533, 16075, 16110, 16136,

16247, 16369, 16414, 16454, 18233, 18279,

18309, 18506, 18564, 19902, 20013, 20038,

20283, 20357, 21556, 21577; (1965) 826,

871, 915, 1042. 1063, 1164, 1210, 1219,

1247, 2392, 2453, 2582, 2635
West Germany, regional economic policy,

need for guide lines (1961) 1075
Yemeni Arab Republic, development (1964)

20140
Yugoslav development in 1963 (1965) 2302
Yugoslavia, economy in 1963 and plans for

1964 (1965) 874
Economic Progress Assembly and Exposition,

see World Economic Progress Assembly
and Exposition.

Ek;onomic Progress, technology, and Automa-
tion, National Commission on, see Na-
tional Commission on Technology, Auto-
mation, and Ek;onomic Progress.

Economic regulations, Civil Aeronautics Board
(1961) 299, 3002, 8549; (1962) 3773; (1963)
3610; (1964) 3429; (1965) 3322, 4375

Ek;onomic research (Chinese periodical):

translations (1962) 15927, 15932, 23656,
23744, 23775, 23862, 23866, 23893-894,

23918; (1963) 2786, 2897, 10385, 10416,

12433, 12641, 15816, 17835, 17921, 19749;

(1964) 1294, 2925, 5260, 7052, 11221,
12610, 12887, 16064, 16132, 18568, 19907,

20329; (1965) 2463, 4962, 6408, 12612
Economic research (North Korean periodical):

translations (1963) 6889
Economic research (North Vietnam periodical):

translations (1961) 19743; (1964) 5272
Ek;onomic Research Service:
AFO series (1962) 2396
agricultural economic reports (1961) 20659;

(1962) 5079-81, 7248, 9518, 11687-688,
15465-466, 17361-362, 21602-606, 23425;
(1963) 351-352, 4801-3, 6315-17, 8154,
10047-49, 12041-44, 13837-840, 17354,
19088-89, 20624-625; (1964) 565, 4611-13,
6553-54, 8468, 10453-455, 12307-309,
15835, 17900-902, 19620, 21258-259;
(1965) 466-470, 2081, 6101, 7564-65,
9028-30, 10721-724, 12371-372, 14167-168,
16078, 19550

agricultural economics periodic reports
(1964) 4218

appropriations. Agriculture Dept. hearings
(1962) 11430; (1963) 9921; (1964) 10286;
(1965) 8865

ERS-foreign series (1961) 10528-531,
12546-549, 14773-774, 17160-162, 19213,
20664-665; (1962) 5085-87, 7260, 9528-29,
11690-693, 13726-728, 15474, 17377,
21614-615, 23427; (1963) 2132-35,
15420-421, 17357, 19092; (1964) 2264,
6556-57, 8471-76, 10456, 12314-316,
14172, 15837, 17907-910, 21261; (1965)
474-476, 2086-89, 6106-7, 7572-74, 9033,
10728-729, 12381-382, 14172, 16083,
17998-999

ERS series (1961) 10525-527, 14771-772,
17154-159, 19203-212, 20661-663; (1962)
438, 5082-84, 7251-59, 9523-27, 11689,
13723-725. 15468-473, 17370-376,
21607-613; (1963) 354-355, 2124-31,
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Economic Research Service—Continued

ERS series—Continued
8147-53, 10051-53, 12048-51, 15415-419,

17356, 19090-91, 20626; (1964) 2260-63,

6555, 8469-70, 12310-313, 14168-171,

17903-906, 19621, 21260; (1965) 472-473,

2083-85, 4637-40, 6103-5, 7566-70,

12376-380, 14169-171, 17994-997

Farm Economics Division, publications re-

ceived (1962) 4269
Federal date marketing order, activities and

accomplishments (1965) 7570
foreign agricultural economic reports (1961)

17165, 20666; (1962) 2397-98, 7262,

21618-619, 23429; (1963) 17359, 20628;

(1964) 567-568, 2266, 4614, 6558,

14173-174, 15838, 19623, 21262; (1965)

480, 2090, 7575, 9034, 10730, 16084,

17987-989
Marketing Economics Division, program and

organization (1961) 19217
periodic reports, list (1962) 10846; (1963)

4372; (1965) 1773
reports, checklist (1961) 11694; (1962) 3667;

(1963) 3510; (1964) 3316; (1965) 3208
world food research, present status and

goals (talk) (1962) 11695
Ex;onomic security, see National security.

Economic setting for vocational guidance
(1963) 20931

Economic, social, and demographic character-
istics of Spanish-American wage work-
ers on U.S. farms (1963) 8144

B^conomic stabilization:

consumer credit statistics, materials pre-

pared for use in hearings on S.1740
(1962) 15430

economic

—

assist by disclosure of finance charges,
hearings (1964) 6498

emergency (1961) 1831
emergency, regional conference (1962)

19448
fiscal policy issues of coming decade,
statements (1965) 5788

inventory fluctuations

—

hearings (1962) 20934
papers (1962) 2284, 16814

lead and zinc mining industry

—

hearings (1964) 536
report (1964) 2195

promotion by requiring disclosure of fi-

nance charges in connection with exten-

sions of credit, hearings (1961) 19156;
(1962) 19382

quality and price, hearings (1962) 19383
self-help programs with use of marketing

agreements and orders

—

fact sheet (1962) 4496
general explanation (1962) 10844
questions and answers (1962) 4498

tobacco price support program, hearing
(1961) 12330

wage and salary programs in post-attack
emergency (1964) 12331

Economic Stabilization Agency, records, pre-

liminary inventories (1961) 1333

Ex;onomic study of U.S. potato industry (1962)

9518
Economic-technical information in Czechoslo-

vakia and GDR (1963) 7058
Ek:onomics:
Academy of Sciences, Hungary, Institute of

Economics, research and results, 1954-64

(1965) 18374
accounting problems in light industry enter-

prises (1962) 22225
activities of industrial enterprises, problems

of analysis (1962) 23665

Economics—Continued
agricultural enterprises, USSR study (1963)

8800
air transport in jet age, staff research re-

port (1961) 18391
American economic progress, the bar and

patent system (addresses, etc.) (1964)

16805, 20715
application of mathematical methods in in-

vestigations, USSR study (1962) 7890
apprenticeship and economic change (1964)

4274
ARA research program (1964) 13664
automation, perspective (address) (1963)

18030
building communism, USSR articles (1962)

9939
business, advertising aspects (text of ad-

dress) (1961) 8578
capital repair of equipment, problems of

efficient organization, USSR study
(1965) 18371

CEMA members, structural shifts in econom-
ies (1964) 21636

challenges of 1963 (address) (1963) 201
communications economics, USSR textbook

(1962) 10314
Communist China

—

articles (1961) 827
studies (1961) 2161

consensus of discontent (address) (1965) 7958

cybernetic principles applied, USSR study
(1965) 14511

cybernetics

—

control of economy, USSR study (1963)

17627
economics, USSR study (1963) 14205
use in USSR industrial administration

(1965) 19723
Czechoslovak krajs

—

economic-geographic review (1962) 3182
review (1961) 766

data gap, problems in overcoming (address)

(1963) 18752
development in member states of CEMA in

1960 (1962) 15734
do you know your economic ABC's?

—

explanation of gross national product and
how it mirrors our economy (1963) 13346

patents, spur to American progress (1965)

19040
profits and American economy, etc (1965)

10322
U.S. balance of payments, explanation of

international accounts and how they
affect our economy (1964) 15371

East-West competition, Soviet press com-
ment (1962) 17880

economic change and analysis (1963) 19205
economic forces in United States (1964) 2962

economic forecasts, role in urban transpor-
tation planning, evaluation (1965) 1595

economic-political ideas of European social

democrats, 1964 (1964) 7250
economic proportions and material incen-

tive, USSR study (1965) 14563
economic redevelopment research (1964)

13663-664, 17024-25; (1965) 146-147,

11893
economic reports (1961) 247, 1736-66,

3825-82; (1962) 235, 2117-53, 4661-93;

(1963) 146, 1859-62
economics and politics in transport policy

making (address) (1961) 1851
economics and public welfare, paper (1964)

7373
economics of higher education (1962) 17396
education project of raising level ofveconom-

ic literacy (address) (1962) 15010
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Ex-onomics—Continued
effectiveness of capital investment in irriga-

tion construction, USSR study (1963)
8879

estimating trading-day variation in monthly
economic time series (1965) 10261

foreign agriculture (1965) 7573
forestry economics, U.S. and Canada,

1960-62, bibliography (1965) 18885
geo-economic conditions of Parana, Brazil

(1965) 16529
geographers' rayon research problem, Hun-

garians debate (1962) 7573
Harian rakjat articles (1961) 2166
health, grants for research and research

training (1965) 20030
health series (1963) 5685. 14663; (1964) 7693,

16837; (1965) 11651
indices, comparison of USSR and USA, con-

ference reports (1963) 17663
industrial, BDSA publications, lists (1962)

230; (1964) 11878
Jen-min Jih-pao translations (1961) 15572
Kiev administrative region, specialized and

overall development (1964) 5023
knowledge and Government responsibility

(remarks) (1963) 527
Korea, Republic, administrative areas, sta-

tistics (1964) 20098
major problems of future, employment, labor

force growth, and productivity (1964)
1386

marketing, research publications, list (1965)
10725

Marxist political economy and bourgeois
political economy. Communist Chinese
study (1963) 5213

material incentive efficiency, cost indices of
plan to increase, USSR study (1964)
2748

material-technical supply, USSR (1962)
13998

minerals in world economy, minerals year-
book chapter (1965) 12935

national progress through economic stabili-

ty (address) (1964) 19350
national security

—

correspondence course offered by Industri-
al College of Armed Forces

—

application information (1962) 21907;
(1963) 14082, 20759; (1964) 12574;
(1965) 7847

information booklet (1962) 21908; (1963)

19372; (1965) 4906
orientation in transportation field (1962)

11956
supply management (1965) 19709

nuclear power, analysis and comments, 1964
(1964) 19434

of delinting cottonseed to low residual lin-

ters at oil mills (1965) 15196
of industry, USSR study (1965) 19729
optimum, criterion, USSR study (1964) 18570
personality and economic sciences, USSR

study (1962) 23659
plans and geography of people's communes.

Communist China (1963) 6864
Poland, role of technical sciences in develop-

ment of national economy, translation
(1964) 18443

political, USSR (1961) 19603

Portuguese Guinea, economic organization,
USSR study (1962) 22207

potentials of irrigation in North Carolina
(1965) 2084

price and value in Socialist economy, USSR
study (1964) 16024

private economy, output per man-hour,
1947-63, indexes (1964) 7417, 20445

Economics—Continued
problems, formulation of probability, USSR

study (1963) 2560
progress, programs for our entire country

(address) (1962) 337
questions of economic laws (Mongolian peri-

odical) (1962) 15872
raw materials in United States economy,

1900-61 (1964) 6052
announcement and order form (1964) 8103

reactionary theory of W. W. Rostow which
serves U.S. ruling clique. Communist
China (1961) 13171

relationship between science and economic
progress, USSR study (1962) 3137

research reports, surveys (1961) 8192; (1963)
11280

resources, intelligent use within and by the
family as contribution to national econ-
omy (1963) 13846

retirement decision, exploratory essay (1965)
15041

science of economics and economics educa-
tion, development, USSR study (1965)
2654

Shanghai Economic Society, problems dis-

cussed, 1961 meeting (1962) 22274
shaping socialistic reproduction with use of

mathematics, USSR study (1962) 2840
socio-economic theory and its application,

USSR studies (1965) 12751
Soviet system, structure and policy transla-

tions (1962) 10243, 12121, 12230, 14148,
14343, 17783, 17869, 17905, 18038. 18071,
18073, 19711, 19762, 19851, 19961-962,
20012, 21923, 21999, 22097, 22108, 22236,
22334, 22358, 22376, 23718, 23882

space, space flight, and economics, USSR
study (1962) 8123

strategy and economics, USSR study (1963)
14102

strength of present recovery (address) (1962)
15011

survey, aluminum fabrication in Pacific

Northwest (1963) 1201
system of indicators for competition be-

tween USSR and U.S. (1961) 9355
theory and application of mathematics,

USSR study (1961) 4568
training of East German chemical students

in economics, questions (1962) 7839
training unemployed (1965) 2094
United States economic system (address,

French language) (1963) 5429
urban economic development (address) (1963)

10306
urban transportation planning, role of eco-

nomic studies (1965) 18736
use of mathematical methods for economy

research, etc., as exemplified by one
branch of industry, Hungarian study
(1965) 2382

use of mathematics, USSR conference (1965)
2312

USSR—
and new technology, USSR study (1961)
975

chemical industry (1964) 10900
iron and steel (1962) 15742
irrigated agriculture, translation (1964)

18468
mathematics and computer technology

(1965) 7886
publication of manuals, articles and in-

structional aids (1962) 8118
system

—

appraisal of production in interbranch
balance (1964) 20013

coordination of research, new form
(1963) 19637
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E}conomics—Continued
USSR—Continued
system—Continued
current developments, translations

(1963) 19731, 20774, 20870; (1964)

1035, 1124, 1215, 1319, 2508, 2621,

2744, 2870, 4885, 4984, 5103, 5210,

5321, 7005, 7130, 7217, 7327, 8917,

9058, 9152, 9269, 10723, 10854, 10942,

11031, 11134, 11231, 12665, 12792,

12909, 13005, 14489, 14639, 16051,

16103, 16186, 16276, 16365, 16467,

18192, 18335, 18487, 18544, 19847,

19920, 20114, 20189, 20351, 21410,

21489; (1965) 849-850, 945, 1064, 1235,

2336, 2395, 2542, 2627, 2715
structure and policy, translations (1963)

888, 947, 1093, 2609, 2624, 2677, 2915,

5161, 5217, 5260, 5271, 5295, 5317,

5359, 6768, 6803, 6856, 6939, 6990,

7011, 7048, 7105, 8491, 8555, 8597,

8646, 8827, 8861, 8943, 8953, 9005,

10427, 10460, 10495, 10544, 10563,

10615, 10629, 10653, 10711, 10727,

12287, 12312, 12386, 12566, 12612,

12663, 12702, 12745, 14088, 14101,

14185, 14239, 14384, 15668, 15775,

15827, 15860, 15913, 15941, 15991,

16024, 17663, 17741, 17774, 17940,

17965, 19459, 19477, 20765, 20800,

20816, 20858; (1964) 916, 940, 947,

1205, 1226, 2469, 2485, 2647, 2785,

2880, 4956, 5018, 5034, 5291, 5385,

6992, 7229, 8908, 9238, 9355, 10727,

10832, 10971, 10993, 10999, 11069,

11086, 11101, 11133, 12651, 12706,

12881, 12922, 14450, 14533, 16075,

16110, 16136, 16247, 16369, 16414,

16454, 18233, 18279, 18309, 18506,

18564, 19902, 20013, 20038, 20283,

20357, 21556, 21577; (1965) 826, 871,

915, 1042, 1063, 1164, 1210, 1219, 1247,

2392, 2453, 2582, 2635
teaching and research (1965) 2102

Vietnam socialist economy achievement
campaign (1964) 2720

vulgar factors, criticism of Marx and its re-

listic significance. Communist China
(1963) 5273

watershed protection and flood prevention,
guide (1964) 11611

wheat program for 1964, analysis (1963)

5847, 7585, 9593
world, development, important problems,

USSR study (1963) 2663
world food economics (summary of remarks)

(1961) 7460
see a^so Competition—Industry—Production.

Elconomics Branch, Commercial Fisheries Bu-
reau, report on (1964) 6703

Ek?onomies in National Government:
bonding of Federal employees, potential sav-

ings if discontinued, GAO report (1965)

2206
Defense Dept. cost reduction program

—

reports (1963) 17347; (1964) 15828
memorandum (1965) 17974

space program, effecting economies, hearing
(1963) 304

view of strengths and weaknesses in general
economy for 1962 (address) (1961) 18437

war on waste (1965) 8570
Economies to size in hatching chickens (paper)

(1962) 17369
Eiconomists:

agricultural, examination announcement
(1961) 10097

career opportunities in Agriculture Depart-
ment (1962) 16281; (1963) 1686

Economist s—Continued
Chinese, differ over Engels statement that

value is relation of production expense
to utility (1963) 5369

employment outlook (1964) 9409
examination announcements (1961) 5517,

11998; (1963) 9764; (1964) 13808
amendment (1962) 14987
discontinuance notices (1961) 5523; (1963)

9751
handbook, USSR (1961) 13254
of other countries, 1965-66 labor and price

statistics training program, Washing-
ton, D.C., Sept. 1965-Aug. 1966 (1965)

5059
recruitment, retention and retraining in

Federal Government (remarks) (1965)

13723
social scientists, chart (1963) 1186
USSR, mathematics and electronics at serv-

ice of (1964) 1093
ECPD, see Engineers Council for Professional

Development.
Ek;toparasites, see Parasites.
Ecuador:

agricultural commodities, agreements (1965)

1662, 18785
agricultural products, agreement (1963)

16580
air conditioning and refrigeration equip-

ment, production, consumption, trade

(1961) 5414
background notes (1965) 3031, 13274
budget-support loans made by AID, ques-

tionable aspect, GAO report (1965) 9242
Commission for Educational Exchange be-

tween United States and Ecuador, agree-

ment (1962) 3514
economic assistance, agreement (1961) 17844

economic, technical, and related assistance,
agreement (1962) 14647

economy, basic data (1961) 2022; (1964)

18171
education. Commission for Educational Ex-

change and financing programs, agree-
ment (1964) 1610

educational data (1963) 6327
exports and imports licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 7508
fisheries, 1962-63, 1st qtr. 1964 (1965) 4756
foreign trade regulations (1964) 8832
import tariff system (1962) 2571
industrial development law (1963) 5064
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

21130
Jambeli culture of south coastal area (1964)

18820
labor conditions (1965) 7983
labor law and practice (1964) 5433
living conditions (1963) 6602
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12863
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)

24110
preparing shipments to (1962) 15674

sending gift packages to (1962) 698

smuggling operations and government con-
trol (1963) 2690

study mission report (1963) 9863

surplus agricultural commodities, agreement
(1961) 5129, 16013

telecommunications, market for U.S. equip-
ment (1962) 13021

tracking stations, agreement (1965) 13300

US role in, unfavorable criticism (1963) 2674
visas, nonimmigrant, issuance, agreement

(1963) 16579
Ecumenical Council, Soviet report (1965) 18324
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Eddy, C. Roland, flow diagrams for computa-
tion of spatial locations of atoms of

chain molecule undergoing intramolecu-
lar rotations (1965) 8400

Eddy, John A., lunar occultations of 2 discreet

radio sources, 1963-64 (1963) 21029
Eddy, John J.:

basic data on economy of Spain (1964) 6850
market factors in Greece (1965) 4435

Eddy, William H., flotation of barite-fluorspar

ore from Tennessee (1964) 16641
Eddy County, N. Mex.:
Nash Draw quadrangle, surface geology

(1963) 6549
saline ground water in Roswell Basin,

1958-59 (1963) 8341
Eddy, Mount, asbestos deposits (1962) 10462
Edelberg, Robert:
electrophysiologic characteristics and inter-

pretation of skin potentials (1964) 5905
influence of cooling of adjacent areas on

GSR and base resistance of an isother-

mal site (1963) 20313
Edelman, Sidney:

legal problems of planning in metropolitan
areas (1963) 3292

paper, June 1964 (1964) 15971
cerebral blood circulation in intracranial

hypertension, USSR, study (1961) 12912
cerebral intravenous hypertonic urea, evalu-

ation (1964) 15237
cerebral, steroid antihistaminic therapy,

evaluation (1965) 7107
delayed complication of total-body 32 mev

proton irradiation (1965) 18922
Eden Valley project:

operations and maintenance charges, defer

—

law (1964) 8230
reports (1963) 19030; (1964) 6330

water supply problems, hearings (1962) 7221

Edgar, Alfred E., shell ventilation systems for
potato storages (1963) 5826

Edgar, Bart B., relief of estate (1963) 13502;
(1965) 5851

Edgemont, S. Dak.:
area, opportunities for economic growth

(1965) 140
geology of—
NE quadrangle (1963) 12219
quadrangle (1964) 21348

Edgerton, Curt D., jr., water utilization and
conservation by petroleum refineries in

California (1965) 18435
Edgeworth, Pa., railroad accident (1965) 18281

Edin dzasag erhiyn asuudal (Mongolian peri-
odical) (1962) 15872

Bxlison Home National Historic Site:

redesignate, etc

—

law (1962) 18994
reports (1962) 17073, 17183

Edison Laboratory National Monument:
redesignate, etc.

—

law (1962) 18994
reports (1962) 17073, 17183

Edison-Maricopa area, Calif., geology and
ground water (1964) 15957

E^dison National Historic Site:

general information (1963) 7330; (1964)
11463

naming

—

law (1962) 18994
reports (1962) 17073. 17183

B>iison Township, N.J.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16376
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 11954

Edith Nourse Rogers Memorial Veterans Hos-
pital, designate, reports (1964) 10273,
15543

Ekiiting, Armed Forces news style guide (1964)
17030

Exlitorial specialists, examination announce-
ment (1963) 9741

Editorials:

broadcast editorializing, hearings (1964)
6363

use in labor relations, authoritative voice
through informed reporting (address)
(1961) 11452

Editors:
examination announcements (1962) 20656;

(1963) 9748
futures and features for editors and writers,

summer 1964 (1965) 5472
Ekliyn Dzasgiyn asundlund (periodical):

translations on Mongolia (1963) 5318
Ekllund, Vernal E., smelting copper reverbera-

tory slags to recover iron of low copper
and sulfur content (1964) 14762

Eklman, Victor G.:

prices and marketing margins for Washing-
ton Delicious apples, etc (1963) 5831

prices and spreads for fresh fruits and vege-
tables sold in selected markets, 1956-62
(1964) 7947

Edmunds, Wash.:
navigation improvements of harbor, engi-

neer report-
departmental edition (1963) 19139
document edition (1963) 18803

Edon Central Secretariat, Greece, activities,

report (1961) 13313
EDPDF, see Experimental Data Processing

and Display Facility.

EDPS, see Hectronic data processing systems.

Edquid, Ralph T., relief (1965) 17546

EDTA, see Acetic acid.

E)ducation:
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, RSFSR,

general convention (1965) 16493
achieved by teaching machines, USSR study

(1963) 12596
achievement, prediction of success in techni-

cal training from information (1963)
16784

activities of Defense Dept., donation of sur-
plus personal property, hearing (1962)
19180

activities under agricultural trade develop-
ment act, limit use of foreign currencies
during 1961, hearings (1961) 7123, 7263

acts of 1963, selected, compilation (1964)
4590

adult

—

basic education act
hearings (1962) 11441
reports (1962) 9344; (1963) 15276

basic, interim guide for development of

State plan under title 2-B of economic
opportunity act of 1964 (1965) 10740

civil defense course

—

illustrations (1963) 20635
illustrations, miniature (1964) 588
student manual (1963) 11656
teacher's manual (1963) 20643

civil defense program (1963) 12055
dimensions and necessities (1963) 20629
educationally deficient adults, their educa-

tion and training needs (1965) 14182
extension home economics program for

homemakers (1965) 10082
home economics programs, studies (1961)

1938
industrial migrant (1961) 9030
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Education—Continued
adult—Continued
literacy and basic elementary education,
bibliography (1962) 2409

opportunities (1962) 15489
pedagogical-psychological problems in
Hungary (1962) 9815

public schools, statistics, 1958-59 (1962)
466

report of conference in developing nations,
June 14-15, 1962 (1962) 21652

social security explanation (reader) (1963)
7376

aerospace

—

education series (1962) 21629
selected publications for use in junior high

schools, bibliography (1962) 11696
Afghanistan (1961) 7329, 12574
African countries south of Sahara, interna-

tional educational, cultural and related
activities (1961) 20171

African students, U.S. study programs, re-

port and hearings (1965) 15722
African women educators project report

(1963) 14072
aging, role of public library (1962) 19438
agricultural migrants, selected references

(1963) 6343
agriculture, bibliography (1961) 9046; (1963)

388; (1965) 12392
airman specialties, appraisal of require-

ments (1961) 5319
airmen, enlistment standards, prediction of

unfavorable discharge by separate edu-
cational levels (1962) 20447

American, present condition, comments
(1961) 8829

American education

—

background readings (1965) 16085
periodical (1965) 4644

American professors who went to India,
Pakistan, and Korea under Fulbright-
Hays program during 1962-63 (1965) 8292

American system, message from the Presi-
dent (1961) 5608

answer to human obsolescence (remarks)
(1964) 10035

application of cybernetics to pedagogy,
Rumanian study (1964) 5031

Argentina (1962) 2406
around the world

—

information (1961) 7335, 17186; (1962) 458,
5100, 11706, 13734, 17403, 23439; (1963)
375, 383, 6327-29, 6331, 8164-70, 8174,
8182, 8185, 10079, 13848, 15428, 20633;
(1964) 578-580, 597, 14182, 19627-628

newsnotes (1964) 3795
associations, directories (1963) 12057; (1965)

2096
attainment

—

population of U.S., 1960 (1963) 1884
years of school completed by age, ethnic

origin, etc (1963) 18704
automation in educational methods and tech-

niques, USSR study (1964) 7252
benefits to Korean veterans, GAO reviews

(1961) 4303; (1962) 7458
best farm program of all (remarks) (1963)

20278
better school financial accounting (1963)

19108
biennial survey (1961) 10536; (1962) 7266,

17387; (1963) 2144
blind child in school (1961) 10537
Bolivia (1962) 13734
bond sales for public school purposes,

1960-61 (1962) 9539
Burma, present system (1965) 14180
business, growth pattern, 1955-59 (1961)

17182

Education—Continued
challenge in attacking causes of juvenile de-

linquency (speech) (1964) 5762
change in a generation (1964) 19298
changing roles of youth in the developing

nations (1965) 8296
children in federally affected areas

—

amend law as to Puerto Rico, etc

—

law (1965) 15432
reports (1965) 7428, 12274

annual reports (1961) 5919; (1962) 5092;
(1963) 4806; (1964) 6560; (1965) 2092

broaden assistance, hearings (1964) 19502
extend and amend law

—

hearings (1961) 7133, 8836; (1963) 11896;
(1964) 396, 17884

law (1964) 21157
report and recommendations (1965)

17947
reports (1961) 10291, 16763; (1962) 4937;

(1963) 13607; (1964) 15732, 19483
children in nursery schools and kindergar-

tens (1965) 485
children of veterans who have wartime total

disability

—

hearing (1964) 542
law (1964) 13909

children of veterans who have wartime total
disability, reports (1963) 15289; (1964)
513

children, research programs, studies in prog-
ress (1961) 10088; (1963) 176, 11647;
(1964) 17120; (1965) 17231

Chile (1964) 6563
China, survey (1965) 486
Chinese communist approach, basic princi-

ples (1961) 9017
Chinese in North Vietnam (1961) 15510
civil rights conference, problems of schools

in transition from educator's viewpoint
(1961) 10095

civil rights report, 1961 (1962) 315
commencement is time for summing up (ad-

dress) (1964) 2939
Communist, of younger generation and

CPSU program, USSR study (1963) 5119
Communist, problems and science of psychol-

ogy, USSR study (1961) 1328
Communist China

—

children (1962) 19966
class education in K'ang-Chiang Middle

School (1963) 14250
electronics (1961) 926
information, translations (1961) 4572,

7855, 13015, 13030, 13142, 13147, 13232,
13294, 13299, 13385, 15101, 15197

new system (1962) 1116
party and cadre education (1963) 2980
policies, penetrating for better and more
thorough implementation (1961) 2099

problems (1961) 964
relationship to technological development
(1961)9633

science and technology, need to strengthen
training in fundamental techniques
(1964) 4936

spare-time education for workers (1964)
15856

teacher training (1961) 5939, 7331
translations (1961) 19604; (1963) 2985,

14423
comparative, studies (series) 5938-39, 7331,

12575; (1962) 467-468; (1963) 6345, 8163,
8189, 10067, 15430, 15451; (1964) 6563,
6566, 14187, 17923; (1965) 2097, 2102,
16093, 19556

computers for education, USSR study (1963)
12654

conditions and programs, reference, facts
(1964) 8789; (1965) 6353
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Eklucation—Continued
congressional pages

—

committee to study, create, report (1964)
19454

hearing (1965) 5978
study, report, recommendation for further
study (1965) 2001

conservation, needs of Fish and Wildlife

Service, summary of survey (1961) 562
consumer education for persons with limited

incomes, panel, report (1965) 11624
contemporary issues, consultants' papers

for White House conference (1965) 18003

continuing crisis (remarks) (1962) 224
contribution to rated effectiveness of weath-

er officers (1964) 20970
cooperation between business and education

(address) (1965) 7340
cooperative in U.S. (1961) 7324
cooperative program. Army (1963) 18548
cooperative research act, broaden, hearings

(1963) 13645
cooperative research monograph series

(1961) 14778, 17174, 20677; (1962) 451;

(1963) 10076
cooperative research program

—

automated teaching for retarded children

(1964) 12321
newsletters (1961) 5933; (1962) 3715; (1964)

3369
cooperative research programs (1961)

12555-558, 17175, 19228; (1962) 5096,

7270; (1963) 19094-95
cooperative research projects

—

1961 (1963) 370
7 year summary, July 1, 1956-June 30,

1963 (1964) 14180
crisis of our times in developing and con-

serving human intelligence (address)

(1964) 13377
cross-cultural, research on foreign students

in U.S., etc., bibliography (1965) 15052
Cuban schools under revolutionary control,

Bulgarian study (1963) 2826
culturally deprived pupil, one who is core of

dropout problem (1963) 8173
culturally different youth, improving Eng-

lish skills (1964) 2274
approach, USSR study (1963) 6965
principles applied, USSR study (1965)

14511
cybernetics

—

and pedagogy, USSR study (1963) 2550
East German study (1963) 10533
in pedagogy and communications, USSR

study (1964) 6963
use, USSR study (1963) 14346

Czechoslovakia (1963) 10067
educating toward socialistic patriotism
and proletarian internationalism (1961)

4434
Daqhaliyah Province, program (1965) 2386
data

—

Algeria (1964) 14182
Austria (1964) 578
Ceylon (1963) 375
Cuba (1963) 13848
Denmark (1963) 8165
Ecuador (1963) 6327
England and Wales (1963) 20633
Federal Republic of Germany (1963) 8164
Finland (1964) 580
Greece (1963) 6329
Iceland (1964) 12322
India (1964) 579
Iraq (1963) 6328
Ireland (1963) 8167
Lebanon (1963) 8166
Netherlands (1964) 585

Education—Continued
data—ontinued

Northern Ireland (1964) 584
Portugal (1964) 19627
Saudi Arabia (1963) 8168
Spain (1964) 586
Sudan (1963) 15428
Switzerland (1964) 19628
Turkey (1963) 8169
United Arab Republic, southern region
(1963)8170

deaf children

—

educating (1965) 12384
talk, talk, talk (1965) 10751

democratic-scientific society (remarks) (1962)
23066

dietitians, educational opportunities (1964)
21009

directories (1961) 458-459, 5927, 7326; (1963)
373, 2155, 12056-57, 13843, 15427; (1964)
2270, 6562, 8480, 15841; (1965) 2095,
7581, 10734-735

counties and cities (1961) 7326
Federal Government (1963) 15427
Federal Government and States (1961) 458
higher education (1962) 453, 7273; (1963)

12056
public school systems (1962) 7272
State governments (1962) 7271; (1963)
2155

disadvantaged children and youth, confer-
ence on teaching (1963) 15439

discrimination, UNESCO documents against
(1962) 21665

distributive education series (1961) 14779,
17180; (1963) 8160

driver courses, challenge for our high
schools (1961) 11543

Eastern Europe

—

Educational Materials Laboratory report
(1963) 15429

party-mindedness and its application in

education, translations (1962) 14089

economic factors influencing educational
attainments and aspirations of farm
youth (1964) 10453, 12307

education and

—

AFDC financial aid through public assist-

ance to families with dependent children

(1964) 11714
development of human technology (1962)

15487, 19424
educational psychology, USSR studies

(1964) 18197
engineer (remarks) (1964) 1784
Federal Government (1963) 18810
public health. Communist China (1962)

8143
training

—

bridge between man and his work (1965)

9280
key to development of human resources

(1964) 8786
legislation, enactments of 1961 and is-

sues of 1962, report (1962) 13697

education briefs (1962) 11701; (1963) 8158;
(1964) 14186, 14192, 19635

education for

—

aging, reports from White House Confer-

ence on Aging (1961) 14978

all children, what we can learn from Eng-
land, hearings, print additional copies
report (1962) 21496

citizenship in modern world (address)

(1964) 9805
freedom and world understanding, report

of committees of conference (1962) 13733
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Education—Continued
education manuals (1961) 4132, 7303,

12540-541, 14765, 17147-148, 20656;
(1962) 5074, 11679-680, 13713, 15459,
17354, 19405-407; (1963) 2111, 4792-93,
6309-10, 10032, 12035, 13831-832, 17342;
(1964) 553-556, 6537, 8462, 10443, 21248

educational administration, revolutionary
changes in decade ahead (1961) 9031

educational aid (1962) 15532
posters (1963) 4950-51

educational and cultural diplomacy, 1963
(1965) 5396

educational attainment

—

by age and race, Mar. 1964 (1965) 10250
of workers (1965) 6565, 19811
population characteristics (1963) 4586

educational guidance in space age, confer-
ence proceedings (1965) 6638

educational institutions in Gor'kiy, RSFSR
(1965) 11263

educational media program (1964) 4620
educational media research in Far East,

survey (1963) 15449
educational opportunities survey, fact sheet

(1965) 18007
educational program, message from the

President (1962) 6971
eliminate unemployment and poverty

through education (remarks) (1964)
14665

excellence and expansion, demands for world
leadership (address) (1963) 9770

exceptional children

—

enrollment in public schools (1961) 5928
financial aid for professional preparation

of educators (1964) 6580
program, progress, problems (1962) 21632

exceptional children and youth (1963) 385
State education agency publications (1963)

13847
exceptional children and youth, special edu-

cation

—

personnel in State departments, Sept. 1963
(1964) 4646

statistics 1957-58 (1964) 2268
exchange programs

—

agreements with

—

Afghanistan (1963) 20189
Argentina (1961) 20179; (1963) 21127
Australia (1964) 20838
Austria (1962) 12730; (1963) 16608
Belgium and Luxembourg (1964) 11644
Brazil (1961) 5139; (1963) 20180
Burma (1961) 21401
Ceylon (1963) 16595; (1964) 20840
Chile 14623
China (1961) 11601; (1964) 13478
Colombia (1963) 7443
Cyprus (1962)12715
Denmark (1962) 18510; (1965) 9960
Ecuador (1962) 3514; (1964) 1610
Ethiopia (1962) 8680
Finland (1961) 5118
Germany, Federal Republic of (1964)
9820

Ghana (1962) 10691
Great Britain (1965) 15073
Greece (1961) 9790; (1964) 7779; (1965)

17671
Iceland (1963) 16576; (1964) 11631
India (1963) 16601
Iran (1964) 1622
Israel (1961) 13694; (1962) 22628
Japan (1963) 20190
Korea (1961) 16622; (1963) 16588
Liberia (1964) 15122
Malaya (1963) 9436
Nepal (1962) 1839
Norway (1964) 11634

Education—Continued
exchange programs—Continued

Pakistan (1962) 22838
Paraguay (1961) 20194; (1965) 1664
Peru (1962) 18499; (1965) 20098
PhiUppines (1963) 13081
Poland (1961) 5138
Portugal (1961) 16622; (1964) 9838
Spain (1961) 5116; (1965) 8320
Sweden (1963) 21122
Thailand (1961) 20197; (1963) 14732
Tunisia (1964) 7786
Turkey (1961) 16011
United Arab Republic (1963) 21120
Uruguay (1961) 16622
USSR (1962) 22842; (1964) 15118
Yugoslavia (1965) 3058

American grantees, lists (1963) 16572;

(1964) 15096
American studies abroad, report (1963)

15186, 18374
budgeting and financial reporting for cer-

tain activities, loose management, State
Dept., GAO report (1965) 10959

educational & cultural diplomacy (1962)

3494, 24095; (1964) 3145
exchange-of-persons program, reports

(1963) 18375; (1965) 3

foreign scholars and visitors, income tax
advice (1963) 10319

immigration aspects, report (1961) 14304

international exchange-of-persons pro-
grams (1961) 15992, 20172

Italy, experiment in international under-
standing (1964) 11616

mutual educational and cultural exchange
act of 1961—
analysis (1961) 7274
hearings (1961) 8981, 14463; (1962) 13514

law (1961) 18647
reports (1961) 12427, 18872, 20555

planning and development, key contacts,
interagency directory (1964) 15098

report of Advisory Commission, semian-
nual reports (1961) 5606, 12157

State Dept.—
foreign visitor programs, objectives, etc

(1964) 7768
operations report, 1960 (1961) 16622
report (1963) 1514
report to the citizen (1963) 18327
special study of effectiveness, report

(1963) 9836
teacher development, reports (1961) 12567;

(1963) 2157
teaching opportunities (1961) 12577,

19241; (1962) 17411, 19443; (1963) 17397

U.S. cultural, artistic, student and leader
exchanges, hearings (1964) 2112

expenditures, public and private, estimates
for 1961-63 (1963) 3330

extension

—

development around world, guidelines for

building extension organizations and
programs (1962) 5156

graduate study in land-grant colleges and
universities (1962) 17471

facts and figures, grants, etc (1962) 21843;
(1964) 829, 18153; (1965) 14423

failure in developing social consciousness in

citizens (address) (1964) 7353
family-life, contribution to national economy

(1963) 13846
farm and nonfarm youth

—

age-grade school progress (1963) 17354,
20625

school dropout rates (1963) 19088
status (1961) 16273
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Education—Continued
Federal activities

—

coordinated with housing and welfare
(1963) 12058

list (1961) 19232
Federal aid programs

—

hearings (1961) 7133. 8836
reports (1961) 10291, 16763; (1962) 4937

Federal aid to States

—

and localities and institutions of higher
education, digest of laws (1963) 9929

bibliography (1961) 14513
print additional copies, report (1961)

19117
history of legislative proposals (1961)

10344; (1963) 9929
major bills, chronological summary and
description (1961) 375

proposed, pro and con excerpts (1961)

14513
print additional copies, report (1961)

19117
Federal assistance, deny to institutions

which practice racial discrimination

—

hearings (1963) 17168; (1964) 2110, 6514
report (1963) 18908

Federal assistance to States

—

constitutionality in its various aspects
(1961) 10366
print as Senate document, report (1961)
8931

hearings (1961) 8996
report (1961) 8952

Federal funds

—

fields, levels, recipients, 1959 and 1960
(1962) 17400, 23441

for education and related activities (1963)

17374; (1965) 16090
for education and training (1965) 9040
1958-59 and 1959-60 (1961) 19233

Federal Government and education (1963)
18810

print additional copies, report (1963)

15235, 17127
print as House document, report (1963)

17290
Federal interest in educational problems

(1962) 15266
Federal organization for conduct of pro-

grams, bibliography (1964) 141

Federal role, historic and current, report
(1962) 15450

Federal surplus personal property acquisi-

tion (1962) 9754; (1963) 6570
Federal surplus real property acquisition

(1962) 9754; (1963) 6570
finances

—

local government. State sources of data
(1962) 11068

State Government, reports, bibliography
(1963) 5991

financial aid for

—

students in environmental science and en-

gineering, listing (1963) 18284
undergraduate students, sources of infor-

mation (1962) 454
financial assistance

—

beyond high school, handbooks (1965) 442,

15838
print as Senate document, report (1965)
12256

for undergraduate and first-professional

degree college students, directory (1965)
10736

for undergraduates, 1959-60 directory

(1962) 9544
financial management of Federal-State pro-

grams (1962) 17401

Education—Continued
financing undergraduate education (1965)

10737
fine arts, in Soviet Union (1963) 19100
fish and wildlife conservation publications,

list (1965)613
for-

all children, what we can learn from Eng-
land, hearings (1962) 19168

changing world of work, report of Panel
of Consultants on Vocational Education
(1963) 10066, 13844-846; (1964) 2289

home and family living (1963) 13846
our age of science (remarks) (1962) 8990
responsible role in free society facing in-

creased automation (address) (1963) 9028
world leadership (address) (1965) 13701
young children, selected references, list

(1963)8162
foreign credential service of C>)mparative

Research Branch (1965) 19562
foreign languages in Soviet schools (1961)

7332
foreign understanding and interpretation of

U.S. education, conference report (1964)
6566

France (1964) 577
frontiers past 60 in Hamilton, Ohio, study

(1961) 12551
Fulbright awards and U.S. income tax (1963)

10314, 12248
Fulbright-Hays act, projects related to Na-

tional defense education act (1964)
17917; (1965) 18009

general university extension, promote

—

hearings (1961) 8837; (1962) 17344
reports (1962) 13441, 21477

gifted children

—

effects of special training on achievement
and adjustment (1962) 7270

research trends and needs (1965) 6120
goals for

—

community services, planning (1963) 19333

higher education, conflicts with Federal
research programs

—

academic communities, etc., responses to
inquiry (1965) 13986, 17703

hearings (1965) 17702
report (1965) 17676

1965 (1965) 8877
Government officials and employees, varia-

tion of 40-hour week workweek for edu-
cational purposes, report (1965) 12273

graduate

—

annotated bibliography (1962) 455
financing (1964) 14184

grants for research and experimentations in

new educational media under Public law
85-864. title 7, program manual (1963)
17375

guidance, counseling, and testing personnel
in State Departments of Education,
directory (1963) 19096

handicapped

—

special education and vocational
rehabilitation legislation

—

hearings (1961) 18942; (1962) 11449
report (1962) 16944

handicapped children—
and youth, organization and implementa-

tion of programs (1964) 17920
grant program for preparation of profes-

sional personnel (1964) 6567
purpose, policies, and procedures (1965)

16094
hearing (1965) 10699
in residential schools (1965) 10749
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preparation of professional personnel,
program (1964) 19637

purposes, policies, and procedures, re-

search and demonstration projects,

grants-in-aid program (1965) 6116
research and demonstration projects,

grants-in-aid program (1964) 6568
special programs (1965) 10749

headstart for children in slums (1965) 10739
health education

—

Asian Health Conference material (1965)

6378
of workers (1965) 8242
research foundation expenditures, 1960

(1963) 3178
directories (1963) 373; (1965) 2095, 10735
instruction in agriculture, programs, ac-

tivities, developments (1965) 3482
highway safety action program, report

(1961) 9698
hired farm working force

—

education, skill level, etc (1963) 6317
1960 (1962) 12840

horizons and functions of education in our
massive technological revolution (ad-

dress) (1965) 787
how medical students finance their educa-

tion, survey (1965) 16820
Hungary, health affairs, 15-year develop-

ment in higher and secondary schools
(1962) 5387

ideological, current problems in Yugoslavia
(1961) 9325

impact of urbanization on education, sum-
mary report of conference, 1962 (1962)
21636

impact on women (address) (1963) 9515
importance in solving employment problem

(address) (1963) 9022
importance of

—

educated people today (address) (1961)
10119

non-weapons aspects of United States in-

ternational endeavors (remarks) (1962)
226

importance, school or what else? (1962)
18137

improving quality to help teachers and chil-

dren (remarks) (1962) 9755
India, selected bibliography of books and

pamphlets on (1963) 8182
Indian

—

cross-cultural enrichment (1965) 14445
Indian education (periodical) (1961) 17346;
(1962) 15653; (1963) 14048; (1964) 12538;
(1965) 12566

questions and answers (1961) 6204; (1962)
17645

statistics (1961) 738; (1963) 2366; (1964)
836; (1965) 757

indicators (1961) 3296; (1962) 3920; (1963)
3765; (1964) 3570; (1965) 3484

Indonesia

—

advanced schools, general studies (1961)
4509

Dawn of Hope Pioneer Organization,, basic
regulations (1961) 4464

Indonesian publications, translations
(1961)897

industrial arts, issues and problems identi-
fied at conference (1961) 5930

influence of urban renewal (address) (1962)
21637

information, determining needs (1962) 5097
innovation and experiment (1964) 9701
instructional materials, guidelines to regula-

tions (1965) 19561
instructional technology, 1650-1900 (1963)

6348

Eiducation—Continued

international affairs, national effort (1961)
15993

international exchange, bibliography (1961)

19235
international exchange-of-persons programs,

opportunities (1961) 6564; (1963) 14709
international, publications (1963) 8180;

(1964) 2285
International Teacher Development Pro-

gram, report, 1961-62 (1963) 20637

Iran (1963) 8163

Israel, statistical report (1962) 5640

Italian, progress and trends (1964) 8492
Japanese Ministry of Education, Research

Section, survey and research work
(1963) 10079

keep children in school for greater job secu-
rity (1963) 12781

Korean conflict veterans, repeal obsolete
provisions of law

—

hearing (1965) 12207
report (1965) 12118

Latin American, current situation (1963)
17364

legal problems, research and reporting ac-

tivities (1961) 10550
legislation

—

approved 1961-65 (1965) 17693
enacted, etc., 88th Congress (1964) 21242
enactments of 1963 and issues of 1964,

report (1965) 4515
hearings (1963) 15399, 17322

legislative achievements, 1963 (1964) 6831 ^

legislative landmarks

—

highlights, 88th Congress, Oct. 1963-Feb.
1964 (1964) 12324

highlights of selected acts (1964) 6573
librarians

—

and teachers, need for school library ad-
ministration, etc., conference proceed-
ings (1963) 19117

continuing, conferences, workshops, and
short courses 1965-66 (1965) 9037

for modern school (1962) 23438
library education directory, 1964-65 (1965)

12387
Libya (1961) 9032

lifetime advantage (1964) 11287
literature of profession (1962) 21633; (1965)

7582
Educational Materials Laboratory report

(1964) 581
low income groups, new programs (1965)

14428, 19687
materials, importation agreement

—

report (1963) 20536
text (1963) 20514

mathematical and cybernetic methods in

pedagogical research, USSR study
(1962) 17712

mentally retarded children, graduate fellow-

ship program for leadership preparation
(1963) 10071

mentally retarded, report of President's
Panel (1963) 21074

migrant children

—

questions and answers (1962) 11703
selected State programs (1963) 19118

migrant education, problems and trends
(1963) 20639

migrant, general information (1963) 10084
migratory agricultural employees, grants,

hearings (1961) 8995
migratory farmworkers and their children,

improve opportunities

—

hearings (1962) 19179; (1963) 10021
reports (1961) 14703; (1962) 15245; (1963)

11971
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milestones, what 88th Congress did for

American schools and colleges (1965)

493,4656,7586
ministries, function and organization, in-

cluding 69 foreign governments (1962)

19431
money value, relationship of schooling to

earning capacity (1963) 3036
more able children in grades 4-6 (1961) 5926

Morocco (1962) 17398

motivation patterns of superior high school

students who do and do not achieve
(1961) 12555

motivations of youth for leaving school

(1963) 19095
musical treasure hunt (1965) 10743
NASA-
educational publications, lists (1962)

18246; (1963) 1258, 9139; (1964) 3002,

11357, 20533; (1965) 9628, 19887
educational services (1962) 18247

opportunities for professional growth and
career advancement (1964) 3003

programs and services, general informa-

tion (1965) 9609
hearings (1964) 4568

National defense education act

—

amend

—

hearings (1961) 7132, 17139; (1963) 9930;

(1964) 398, 19506; (1965) 8880
law (1962) 23235
message from the President (1963) 4720

amend

—

reports (1962) 21422
and recommendations (1965) 17947

authorize granting of fellowships, etc

—

hearings, etc (1961) 10516, 12345, 12526,

14458-459
reports (1961) 14281, 14668

counseling and guidance institutes

—

basic facts (1965) 4658
evaluation of counselor education (1965)

9038
program (1965) 4659

program, policies and procedures man-
ual (1965) 14184

counseling and guidance training insti-

tutes

—

announcement (1961) 4148
program, policies and procedures man-

ual (1962) 19435; (1964) 14191

educational media specialists, institutes

for advanced study, manuals (1964)

21267; (1965) 10744

elementary school foreign language teach-

ing technique, development, etc., final

report (1963) 20632

English teachers, institutes for advanced
study, manual (1964) 21267

extend and amend law

—

hearings (1964) 17646
laws (1961) 18732; (1964) 21157
reports (1964) 15530. 15732, 17575, 19483

Federal grants, inadequacies in adminis-
tration. GAO report (1964) 4763

foreign language fellowships, postdoctoral
awards, 1964-65 (1963) 12069

foreign languages in elementary school,

references (1961) 4151

graduate fellows, addresses, schools, and
fields of study, list (1963) 10074

graduate fellowships

—

graduate programs (1964) 2275; (1965)
2100

Education—Continued
National defense education act—Continued
graduate fellowships program

—

activity, reports (1962) 21645-648
manual for participating graduate
schools (1962) 15495

1961-62 (1961) 1935
1962-63 (1962) 2411
two-year report (1962) 2410

your national defense graduate program
(1964) 10477

guidance, counseling, and testing program
evaluation under title 5-A, suggestions
for (1961) 17183

guidance, counseling, and testing, prog-
ress 1958-63, report (1964) 17913

guidance workers certification require-
ments, etc (1963) 15431

institutes for advanced study

—

modern foreign languages, English
(1965) 4665

proposals, manual (1965) 10744
institutions with programs preparing stu-

dents for work abroad, survey, report
(1961) 7154

language and area centers

—

1st 5 years, report (1964) 19634
language and area study programs in

American universities, directory (1962)
22818

language development programs

—

research and studies (1963) 4819; (1965)
2101
projects initiated (1962) 7278
report (1961) 4146

research completed, etc., lists (1964)
2276; (1965) 4657

language institutes

—

announcement (1961) 4149
program (1964) 4629
manual (1963) 12070

language laboratory facilities, technical
guide (1963) 10072; (1964) 2272

librarians' role in formulating title 3 pro-

jects (1962) 15494; (1963) 2159
loans to private nonprofit schools (1965)

19563
loyalty oath and criminal disclaimer pro-

visions, eliminate, report (1965) 10500
modern foreign language fellowships

—

programs (1963) 19104; (1964) 17917;
(1965) 18009

report (1961) 9037
NDEA—
and higher education (periodical) (1962)

21641; (1963) 3954; (1964) 3782
at a glance, student loans, strengthen-
ing instruction in critical subjects, etc

(1965)6115
languages and area centers program in

non-western languages (1964) 19633
new educational media, research reports
under title 7 (1965) 6123

new educational media program (1961)

5932; (1962) 13739
news and reports (1961) 9047, 10555-556,

17194; (1962) 15506; (1963) 15452;

(1964) 17928
projects (1962) 11710; (1963) 382; (1964)

21268
projects initiated under title 7, new educa-

tional media (1964) 6576
school library services (1965) 14186
science, mathematics, and foreign lan-

guage instruction, etc

—

financial assistance

—

guidelines (1964) 8488; (1965) 9042
regulations (1963) 19099, 20634; (1965)

7584
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status report (1961) 7136
student loan fund, terms

—

law (1961) 18768
report (1961) 18840

student loan funds, raise Federal pay-
ments, etc., reports (1962) 21150, 21458

student loan program

—

administration, GAO review (1965) 721
borrowers' needs and resources (1962)
7279

collection, report (1965) 7542
distribution of Federal funds, 1959-64

(1963) 19106
including list of participating institu-

tions (1963) 377, 10075, 17381; (1965)
7588

partial cancellation for teachers, re-

ports (1962) 21469; (1963) 20585
summary of programs administered by
Education Office, reports (1961) 10549;
(1963) 13861; (1965) 6118, 9045
summary report of operations (1961)
7336

title 3—
nonprofit private schools loans for
equipment (1965) 12389

questions and answers (1964) 15855;
(1965) 7591

titles 3 and 5-A

—

impact on schools (1964) 607
provisions and impact (1961) 7334

national defense graduate fellowship pro-
gram, your national defense graduate
fellowship (1962) 11708

national defense program for strengthening
instruction, private non-profit schools,
basic facts on loans for equipment
(1962) 21640

National education improvement act of 1963,
compilation, proposed changes under S.

580 (1964) 10429
national goal of full educational opportuni-

ty (remarks) (1965) 9855, 9857
National improvement act of 1963, proposed

legislation, review and analysis (1965)
440

national trends (1965) 4872
Navajo education program (1962) 17646
Navajo Indians, problems (1961) 20851
Navy and Marine Corps personnel depend-

ents scholarship information (1962) 1732
need for comprehensive educational plan-

ning (1963) 378
needs and opportunities in our society for

educated women (1964) 21927
neighborhoods (1963) 5453-57, 7171-77,

9066-77, 10912-921; (1964) 2966-68
Nepal, development (1965) 19556
new dimensions in higher education (1961)

460, 4150, 9038, 19239; (1963) 6336, 8179,
17383

new directions, current and emerging issues,
background papers (1963) 15622

new educational media, public school and
library system, key personnel, directory
(1963) 17379

new image, prospectus for future (1962) 7088
new imperatives, or, how to succeed by real-

ly trying (address) (1965) 11924

new media for instruction (series) (1963)
6348, 10072, 15449; (1964) 2272

New Zealand (1965) 6110
newsnotes on education around world (1962)

4124; (1963) 3968; (1964) 3795; (1965)
3714

North Korea

—

Communist education and language (1961)
11132

Education—Continued
North Korea—Continued

People's educational system revision
(1961) 7680

politics and education (1961) 10943
North Vietnam

—

opinion on work (1963) 15999
technical educational facilities, articles
(1961)4381

occupational therapy students. Army oppor-
tunities (1964) 1766

office, programs, resources (1961) 10551
opportunities

—

for all (remarks) (1964) 20862
for students in Army Nurse Corps (1963)

1815
in Air Force for high school and college
students and graduates (1962) 20441

out-of-school youth, Feb. 1964, survey (1965)
5061

overseas Chinese in Indonesia, minority
group schooling in Asian context (1965)
16093

parents

—

and family life, extension publications, list

(1962) 15547
specialists, directory (1964) 1828
versus children's crowds, clubs, gangs

(1961) 3956
pedagogical science, CPSU, new program

and problems (1964) 5363
pedagogical tasks in pioneer sections dis-

cussed, USSR study (1964) 14554
pedagogy, USSR news (1965) 11199
people act through community participation

and by working together, exhibit depicts
advances (1964) 1646

Peru (1965) 2097
Poland

—

educational systems (1963) 6331
statistics, 1945-58 (1961) 1093

poliomyelitis sequelae, training children at
special boarding schools, USSR study
(1962) 3158

political, academic year preparation, USSR
study (1962) 5611

positive view of aging asks much (1964)
12325

post-Korean readjustment assistance

—

hearings (1961) 12527
report (1961) 16953

post-Korean veterans readjustment assist-

ance act of 1963

—

hearings (1963) 12026
report (1963) 13761

postage rates for educational and nonprofit
organizations, reduced rates, hearing
(1961) 18972

postage rates for educational materials,
clarify and make uniform law, report
(1961) 14404

poverty

—

and undereducation, what school and
community can do (1965) 9519

target for education (address) (1964) 6574
problems of segregation and desegregation

of public schools, conference (1962)
16596

professional literature, new materials useful
in teaching (1961) 20680

program for reduction of unemployed (re-

marks) (1964) 14666
program, message from the President (1965)

1983
programs

—

for gifted and talented. State resources
and responsibilities, conference report
(1964) 4651

needed to meet Nation's needs (remarks)
(1963) 4646
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project of raising level of economic literacy

in U.S. (address) (1962) 15010

projections of educational attainment in

United States, 1965-85 (1965) 7272

psychiatry for non-psychiatric physicians,
survey of courses, list of facilities pro-

viding (1965) 11537
psychology, research in East Germany,

Hungarian report (1962) 5416
public

—

Civil Rights Commission staff reports

(1964) 11931, 21049
elementary and secondary schools, staffing

and constructing, aims in education,

1959-69 (1963) 6349
Government films for use (1964) 17929

International Conferences (1962) 464;

(1964) 597
recommendations (1963) 383
summary (1961) 5931

school systems, directories (1963) 13843;

(1964) 15841; (1965) 7581
trends in financing, 1929-60 (1962) 471

United States

—

progress, 1959-60 (1961) 12571-572;

(1962) 21650-651; (1963) 15440; (1964)

17921
publications

—

Education and Labor Committee, House,
selected bibliography (1963) 11894

list (1963) 20084
price lists (1962) 16118; (1964) 3094; (1965)

13221
Puerto Rico, education and citizenship in

public school system (1963) 11893
quality, important to our country's future

(remarks) (1965) 7356
race with catastrophe (address) (1963) 11686

radio and television stations, surplus proper-
ty donation, clarify law

—

law (1962) 23186
reports (1962) 21082, 21465

relationship to unemployment problem (ad-
dress) (1963) 9026

research

—

cooperative program, application instruc-
tions for contracts (1963) 15424

Norway in 20th century (1963) 15430
projects, cooperative research program,
5-year summary (1962) 9548

research and program specialist^
examination announcement (1962) 14991,

14999
discontinuance notice (1964) 6086

retarded child, classroom programs (1961)
19230

role in

—

field of aging, State leadership, conference
report (1963) 20249

national development in political, econom-
ic and social progress (1963) 19107

plans for progress and equal employment
opportunity (remarks) (1965) 1563

rated effectiveness of Air Force officers in

scientific and engineering assignments
(1963) 4404

RSFSR-
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, general
meeting (1961) 4499

1st congress of pedagogical society (1961)
4368

Rumania (1964) 10461
youth in armed forces (1964) 21521

rural problem areas, need for better schools
(1962) 7253

school life (periodical) (1961) 3115; (1962)
4319; (1963) 4170; (1964) 4008; (1965)
3917

Eklucation—Continued

school or else, employment opportunities
aided by education (1965) 16101

school programs for educationally deprived
children, basic facts for administrators
(1965) 19558

school reform in Sweden (1962) 467

school-related activities of farmer coopera-
tives (1962) 5144

science

—

in schools of U.S., report of National Sci-
ence Foundation (1965) 12206

programs

—

1961-62, Naval Research Laboratory
(1961) 17761

1964, special projects announcement
(1963) 7341

science as way of life (1961) 7342
science education in space age, conference,

proceedings (1965) 11519
scientific

—

effect on economy of U.S. (remarks) (1963)
9695

USSR problems (1965) 12702
scientific and technical societies pertinent to

education of technicians (1965) 18013

scientific revolution, needed changes (re-

marks) (1963) 5951
scientific workers and training of scientific

pedagogical cadres in USSR (1962)
21984

Scotland (1964) 2271, 8484
selected references (1962) 5108, 23437; (1963)

8162, 17372, 17376, 19109; (1964) 14193;
(1965) 9046-47

service to retarded as social work (1965)
1919

services for families living in public housing
community (1963) 19339

shared-time program, proposed Federal
promotion, digest of literature

—

and summary of pro and con arguments
(1963) 15400; (1965) 12212

print as Senate document, report (1965)

12255
Siberian Academy of Sciences on problems

in Communist education of laborer

(1962) 13959
small business leadership (1963) 1448

sources of information on educational media
(1963) 15447

Southeast Asia, bibliography (1963) 8183
Soviet Union (1961) 15661

scientific and medical, developments, 1962
(1963) 5399

special

—

directory of enrollments in local public
schools (1962) 2413

education-rehabilitation cooperation on
prevocational programs for handicapped
young adults, conference proceedings
(1963) 20225

enrollment in public day schools, excep-
tional children and youth (1961) 19231

enrollments and number of teachers, sta-

tistics, 1962-63 (1965) 10748
personnel in State departments of educa-

tion and Division of Handicapped Chil-

dren and Youth, Office of Education,
directory (1965) 7580

personnel in State education departments
(1963) 385; (1964) 4646

services for deaf,etc.

—

law (1961) 18667
report (1961) 5827

services for handicapped children, etc

(1963) 13111
teacher shortage (1965) 4666
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specialist, supervisory specialist and officer,

examination announcements (1962) 9111,
16600; (1963) 4614

staff personnel policies, extended leave pro-
visions (1962) 9549

standard educational terminology, critical

need (1962) 15500
State educational records and reports series

handbook (1965) 10750
State governments, directory 1963-64 (1964)

6562
State plans for improving statistical serv-

ices (1961) 20690
State records and reports series, handbook 5

(1964) 21270
implementing handbook 3 (1963) 8172

State, structure and organization (1965)
4661

statistical summary, 1957-58 (1962) 17387

digest (1962) 21631; (1963) 371, 17367;
(1964) 17914; (1965) 16088

in U.S., 1958-59 series (1962) 5110
projections to 1973-74 (1965) 497

strengthen and improve quality

—

hearings (1963) 9930
message from the President (1963) 4720

summer session programs (series) (1962)
19436

supervision for quality education in science

(1963) 4828
surplus property utilization

—

hearings (1962) 13518; (1965) 15807
report (1962) 15228

survival in struggle against world commu-
nism, symposium (1962) 9498, 13553

print as Senate document, report (1962)
11641

system in United States (1961) 1934
Talent Development Project, 1964 (1964)

6582
Tanganyika

—

education for Africans, preliminary sur-

vey (1961) 4145
educational developments (1961) 17191

Task Force Committee report (1961) 7134
teacher exchange opportunities (1964) 15859;

(1965) 18015
teacher preparation

—

5 targets for next 10 years (1964) 8496
5-year programs (1963) 13868

teacher, systematic 5-year programs, study
(1961) 17193

teachers education series

—

fifth-year preservice programs for gradu-
ates of liberal arts colleges (1962) 19426

fifth year programs of classroom, survey
report (1962) 23442

teaching by machine (1961) 14787
technical assistance program (1962) 19423
technical assistance training program,

1961-63 (1965) 9049
television

—

facilities act of 1962, explanation (1963)
12062, 13849
construction. Federal grants

—

hearings (1961) 5876, 12354
law (1962) 11284
reports (1961) 5837, 16715; (1962)

7054, 11357
rules and regulations (1963) 14038

program

—

instructional manual (1963) 13850
program bulletin (1965) 3323
public notice (1965) 3324

national policy, recommendations by Eklu-

cational Media Study Panel (1963) 8178
transmission apparatus, performance
standards (1963) 13851

Education—Continued
trade and industrial education series (1961)

14788; (1962) 470, 21664
trade and industrial, national leadership

development conference (1961) 20685
training activities under Manpower develop-

ment and training act (1964) 8786; (1965)
9280

trends (1961) 10698; (1962) 19576; (1963)
19334

State data and rankings (1965) 14425
type needed in world of change (address)

(1961) 11815
Uganda (1965) 4646
underachiever with superior ability, guid-

ance (1962) 456
undergraduate, financing (1964) 8485
Uruguay (1962) 23439
USSR-

articles (1962) 3113
education and professional employment

(1962) 6326
English-language materials, bibliography

(1964) 17923
improving various areas (1964) 8868
mathematics and computer technology

(1965) 7886
methods and aims (1964) 7284
Moscow in May 1963, education and cyber-

netics, interchange of Soviet and U.S.
ideas (1964) 17918

new methods (1965) 4923
organization of educational process (1965)

7912
party educational work in Frunzenskiy
Rayon of Moscow (1964) 20122

pedagogy (1962) 14140, 15920
physiological research on programs (1961)
15350

pre-school education methods (1964) 12860
programs, foundations, curriculum, etc

(1961) 463
recent meetings (1961) 17583
reorganization (1962) 3251
science, translations (1961) 22357
scientific (1965) 11054, 11221
developments (1962)14324

scientists (1965) 11183
significant aspects (1965) 9048, 12385
social problems (1962) 1441
structure and decision-making (1964) 6581
translation (1964) 5176
value of cybernetics (1962) 21928

values in club programs (1961) 17180

Venezuela, development (1963) 10065

veterans and children, amend laws, hearing
(1965) 12207

veterans serving between Jan. 31, 1955 and
July 1, 1967, assistance

—

hearings (1965) 9000, 17746
print additional copies, report (1965)

19472

visually handicapped child, home and school
programs, developments and trends
(1963) 19121

War orphans assistance act

—

amend

—

hearing (1962) 11670
laws (1961) 18755; (1962) 16772, 23219
reports (1961) 12451, 14420; (1962) 9274,

15389-390, 21459
GAO reviews (1961) 4303; (1962) 7458
Philippine resident children of deceased

U.S. veterans, extend report (1961)
14418

war orphans assistance program

—

extend eligibility to period prior to Sept.
1940, report (1965) 15937
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Education—Continued
war orphans assistance program—Con.

increase allowances

—

hearings (1965) 12207, 16045
law (1965) 17416
reports (1965) 12116, 15938

war orphans educational assistance pro-
gram, approval of courses by State
agencies

—

hearings (1963) 12026
law (1963) 20423
reports (1963) 20465, 20572

war orphans, pamphlet (1961) 6608
Western Hemisphere, bibliography (1962)

11711
White House Conference on Education mile-

stone for educational progress (1965)
17951

why continuing programs for women? (1964)
5770

women

—

Committee on Education, report (1964)
7679

educational attainment (1965) 5485
workers' educational attainments (1963)

16295, 20938
World Assembly of World Organization for

Early Childhood Education, OMEP,
Stockholm, 1964, notes, for young chil-

dren in changing world (1965) 6112
years, as prediction of technical training

success (1964) 9983
young adults and their fathers, 1960, popu-

lation characteristics (1961) 13917
youth employment act, education challenge

(address) (1964) 1363
Yugoslavia

—

bibliography of materials (1962) 468
school system and the new reform (1963)

17369
see also Audio-visual education—Business

education—Colleges and universities

—

Comparative education—Core pro-
gram —Culture—Curriculum—Distribu-
tive education—Home economics

—

Hementary education—Extension work

—

High schools—Indian schools—Junior
colleges—Military education—Moral
education—Naval education—Person-
nel services in education—Physical edu-
cation and training—Programmed
instruction—Religious education

—

School buildings—Schools—Secondary
education— Students — Teaching—Tech-
nical education—Training—Vocational
education—aJso subjects taught.

Education and Labor Committee, House:
activities and accomplishments, 87th Con-

gress (1962) 17101; (1964) 10304
calendars (1961) 3071; (1963) 3833; (1964)

3647; (1965) 3562
committee prints (1963) 9929, 11893-894,

18932; (1964) 4493, 10304-305, 10307-309;
(1965) 406, 4515, 5956, 7482, 8877-78,
15797, 17692-693

hearings, see subjects.
investigations and studies, authorization or

expenses, reports (1963) 6112, 6141,
17123, 18910; (1964) 6306, 17585-586,
17591; (1965) 5883, 5903, 15737, 19234

matters within its jurisdiction, authoriza-
tion or expenses, reports (1961) 5664,
5675

legislation concerning education and train-
ing considered 1961-65 (1965) 17693

publications with major emphasis upon edu-
cation, selected bibliography (1963)
11894

Education and Labor Committee, House—Con.
travel authorization, reports (1963) 7965,

9896
see subjects.

Eklucation assistants, see Teachers.
Education Board of District of Columbia:

budget, separate from remainder of munici-
pal govt, hearings (1963) 12014

employees, salaries, increase

—

law (1964) 17433
reports (1964) 15568, 17613, 17716

retired Federal employees to accept posi-
tions as teachers without reduction of
Federal retirement pay, report (1961)
19040

Eklucation by radio, see Radio broadcasting.
Education by television, see Television.
Eklucation Committee, President's Commission

on Status of Women, report (1964) 7679
Exlucation, National Advisory Council on Med-

ical, Dental, Optometric, and Podiatric,
see National Advisory Council on Medi-
cal, Dental, Optometric, and Podiatric
Education.

Education of the Deaf, International Congress
on, see International Congress on Edu-
cation of the Deaf.

Eklucation Office:

annual report

—

administration of laws granting Federal
aid to schools (1961) 5919; (1962) 5092;
(1963) 4806; (1964) 6560; (1965) 2092

technical assistance training program in

education (1962) 11697
appropriations, 1965, supplemental, propos-

al (1964) 19529
budget, amendments (1961) 6995; (1964) 8255
bulletins

—

1960 (series) (1961) 451-456, 4143, 19218
1961 (series) 1929-30, 5921-24, 7313-15,
9018-19, 10538, 12552, 17170-171, 19219-
222, 20671-673; (1962) 442-445, 2402,
5094, 13732, 19415

1962 (series) (1962) 7267, 9540, 11698,
15480-482, 17388-389, 19416-417, 23431;
(1963) 359-361, 4808, 6321

1963 (series) (1962) 19418, 21622-623;
(1963) 15430, 15449, 17364, 17367,
17369-370, 17380, 17395, 19107, 19116,
19118-119, 19121, 20631, 20645; (1964)
577, 583, 599, 603, 2273, 4616, 4644, 4651

1964 (series) (1963) 17384, 17397; (1964)
589, 600, 2271, 6561, 6581, 10461, 10464,
10470-472, 10474, 14181, 14187, 14194,
14199, 17914, 17918, 17923, 19630, 19632,
19634, 19642, 21266, 21270; (1965) 2097,
2099, 4646, 6110, 14181

1965 (series) (1965) 2102, 4649, 6119-20,
9048, 10750, 14186, 16088, 18014, 19551,
19553

1966 (series) (1965) 16085, 18003
careers, handbook (1963) 17377

circulars, see listings under Education Office

in the monthly issues,

civil rights educational activities, appropri-
ations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10517
law (1965) 15511
reports (1965) 10497, 15929, 17579

Commissioner

—

nomination of Sterling M. McMurrin,
hearing (1961) 7299

nomination of Francis Keppel, hearing
(1963) 8127

conference. Mar. 7-8, 1963 (1964) 19630

cooperative research monograph series

(1963) 8181; (1964) 21274; (1965) 6122
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Education Office—Continued
cooperative research program (1963) 2148

newsletters (1961) 5933; (1962) 3715; (1964)
3369

cooperative research program contracts,
application instructions (1963) 15424

cooperative research programs in aging
(1964) 7849

cooperative research projects (1961) 17176;
(1963) 370, 20631

7 year summary, July 1-1956-June 30, 1963
(1964) 14180

distributive education series (1961) 14779,
17180; (1963) 8160

education briefs (1962) 11701; (1963) 8158;
(1964) 14186, 14192, 19635

financial assistance programs administered
(1964) 582; (1965) 14183

future organization and structure report of
Committee on Mission and Organization
of Office of Education (1961) 9033

graduate academic facilities program, an-
nouncement (1965) 6108

handbook, organization and activities (1963)
17377

higher education publications, 1963, biblio-
graphy (1964) 8495

information on education around the world
(1961) 7335, 17186; (1962) 458, 5100,
11706, 13734, 17403, 23439; (1963) 375,
383, 6327-29, 6331, 8164-70, 8174, 8182,
8185, 10079, 13848, 15428, 20633; (1964)
578-580, 597, 14182, 19627-628

international education, publications (1963)
8180; (1964) 2285

miscellaneous series (1963) 4817; (1964)
4626-27, 6572, 17924; (1965) 4661, 16087

miscellany series (1961) 10544-546; (1962)
5102, 7276, 19432; (1963) 6335; (1964)
10466; (1965) 18011

new dimensions in higher education (1961)
460, 4150, 9038, 19239; (1963) 6336, 8179,
17383

oflftcial journal (1962) 4319; (1963) 4170;
(1964) 4008

pamphlets (1961) 7337; (1962) 9546; (1963)
13869; (1965) 7596

personnel exchange with State educational
boards and departments. Federal grants,
rules and regulations (1965) 19685

professional careers (1965) 18005, 18010
professional opportunities, examination

announcement (1964) 6100 (1962) 21649;
(1964) 2279

progress of education in United States, re-
ports (1961) 12571-572; (1962) 21650-651;
(1963) 15440; (1964) 17921

public advisory committees (1965) 7589
publications (1961) 5935; (1962) 7282; (1964)

4644
articles on libraries (1963) 17391
exceptional children and youth (1964) 590
secondary education (1964) 4631
student financial aids (1963) 2168

regulations, policies, etc., relating to Feder-
al grants, to school construction, GAO
report (1961) 12766

Research Bureau, new organizational frame-
work, announcement (1965) 18002

research grants and contracts, programed
learning and self-instructional media
(1964) 2287

school life, official journal (1965) 3917
schoolhousing survey, 1963 (1964) 602

selected publications, check list (1964) 574
concerning public administration and re-

lated fields (1963) 8184
selected references (1962) 5108, 23437; (1963)

8162, 17372, 17376, 19109; (1964) 14193
14197; (1965) 9046-47

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Exiucation Office—Continued
special publication (1964) 4645; (1965) 12388,

19552
statutes administered by, delegating author-

ity to, etc., compendium (1965) 17692
student loan program, administration, GAO

review (1965) 721
studies in comparative education (1961)

5938-39, 7331, 12575; (1962) 467-468;
(1963) 6345, 8163, 8189, 10067; (1964)
6563, 6566, 14187, 17923; (1965) 2097,
2102, 16093, 19556

Talent Development Project, goals and ac-
tivities, 1964 (1964) 6582

Educational aid posters (1963) 4950-51
Eklucational and Cultural Affairs Bureau, for-

eign visitor programs (1964) 7768
Eklucational associations:
directory (1961) 5927; (1962) 11702; (1963)

12057; (1965) 2096
organizations designated by Commissioner

of Education as nationally recognized
accrediting agencies and associations
(1964) 15853

Educational boards and departments:
compensation for school board members

(1962) 21630
local school boards, organization and prac-

tices (1962) 19429
planning schools for new media, guide (1962)

21643
school boards plan for civil defense (1965)

15341
State-
administrative level, separation of powers

(1963) 6344
administrative rulemaking (1962) 15501
Clearinghouse Ebcchange of publications

—

elementary education personnel (1963)
17360-361

secondary education personnel (1964)
14179

directors of programs for gifted and tal-
ented, conference report (1964) 4651

directory of personnel directly concerned
with programs for gifted and talented
(1963) 372

Federal grants, rules and regulations
for

—

personnel interchange with Office of
Education (1965) 19685

strengthening (1965) 19686

Ekiucational boards and departments:
guidance, counseling, and testing person-

nel, directory (1961) 9029
guidance worker (1965) 490

separation of powers at administrative level
(1961) 9043

special education personnel (1962) 9542;
(1963) 385; (1964) 4646;
directory (1965) 7580

teachers negotiate with their school boards
(1964) 19642

Educational Commission, Austrian-American,
see Austrian-American Educational
Commission.

Educational Ebcchange, Advisory Commission
on, see Advisory Commission on Educa-
tional Exchange.

Educational Exchange between United States
and Afghanistan, Commission for, see
Commission for Educational Exchange
between United States and Afghanistan.

Educational Exchange between United States
and Argentina, Commission for, see
Commission for Educational Exchange
between United States and Argentina.
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Educational Exchange between United States
and Colombia, Commission for, see
Commission for Educational Exchange
between United States and Colombia.

Educational Exchange between United States
and Ecuador, Commission for, see Com-
mission for Elducational Ebcchange be-
tween United States and Ecuador.

Ekiucational Elxchange between United States
and Ethiopia, Commission for, see
Commission for Educational Exchange
between United States and Ethiopia.

Educational Exchange between United States
and Ghana, Commission for, see Commis-
sion for Educational Exchange between
United States and Ghana.

Educational Exchange between United States
and Iran, Commission for, see Commis-
sion for Educational Exchange between
United States and Iran.

Educational Exchange between United States
and Malaya, Commission for, see Com-
mission for Educational Exchange be-
tween United States and Malaya.

Educational Ebcchange between United States
and Nepal, Commission for, see Commis-
sion on Educational Ebcchange between
United States and Nepal.

Educational Exchange between United States
and Paraguay, Commission for, see
Commission for Educational Exchange
between United States and Paraguay.

Educational Exchange between United States
and Turkey, Commission for, see Com-
mission for Educational Exchange be-
tween United States and Turkey.

Educational Foundation in Burma, see United
States Educational Foundation in Bur-
ma.

Educational Foundation in China, see United
States Educational Foundation in China.

Eklucational Foundation in Denmark, see
United States Educational Foundation in

Denmark.
Educational Foundation in Thailand, see

United States Educational Foundation in

Thailand.
Educational institutions, see Colleges and uni-

versities—Schools
Educational leave, see Leave of absence.
Eklucational Materials Laboratory:
general information (1963) 19097
programs and services, 1965, report. Divi-

sion of International Studies and Serv-
ices (1965) 19564

report

—

classification scheme for elementary and
secondary school, textbooks (1962) 17399

facts and figures on Laboratory (1962)
13735

report on new materials, annotated lists

(1961) 12561, 17181, 20679-680; (1962)
11704, 15488; (1963) 374, 4813, 8171,
10069, 12059-61, 15429; (1964) 581, 6564-
65, 14183, 15842

Educational Media Branch, Education Office,

program and publications (1963) 6330;
(1964) 4620

Eklucational Media Study Panel, recommenda-
tions regarding national policy for edu-
cational television (1963) 8178

Eklucational programs & services (NASA)
(1962) 18245

Educational Statistics, Advisory Committee of
Users of, see Advisory Committee of
Users of Educational Statistics.

Educational Statistics, Advisory Panel of
Users, see Advisory Panel of Users of
Educational Statistics.

Eklucational television, see Television.
Eklucational therapists:
examination announcement (1961) 6898
Veterans Administration, career opportuni-

ties (1961) 5160
Educators:
counselor, directories (1963) 2151; (1965)

10732
employment opportunities overseas (1965)

1818
programmed instructional materials

—

guide (1963) 17384
guide to programs (1962) 11709

public health, examination announcement
(1963) 15117

visiting from abroad, welcoming suggestions
for schools and communities (1964)
10476

see also Teachers.
Edwards, Alton G., relief (1965) 17515, 19087,

19358
Edwards, Ann W., relief (1961) 14268; (1962)

4993,6889
Ekiwards, (Dorwin D., cartelization in Western

Europe (1964) 16872
Ekiwards, George C, jr., nomination, hearings

(1964) 2243
Edwards, George G., subsonic aerodynamic

characteristics of some blunt delta con-
figurations with 75° sweepback (1963)
18134

Ekiwards, J. J., fast reactor fuel cycle costs
and temperature coefficients of reactivi-
ty for Pu02-SS and PUO2-UO2 (1963)
18564

Edwards, Margaret H., arthritides and public
health in Europe (1965) 1573

Edwards, Paul K., problems of small business
1963) 1454

Edwards, Richard, field of stones, study of art
of Shen Chou, 1427-1509 (1963) 583

Ekiwards County, Tex., ground-water geology
(1963) 12235

Edwin A. Link lecture series (1965) 3018
EEC, see European Ek^onomic Community.
EEG, see Electroencephalograms—Electro-

encephalography.
Eel River and Valley:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14198
document edition (1965) 13844

Elelgrass, Zostera marina, bibliography (1964)
10579

E^ells, Walter C, sabbatical leave in American
higher education, origin, etc (1963) 4821

Eels, Paraconger, new genus (1961) 4980
E^elworms, see Nematoid worms.
Elffective advertising, administrative manage-

ment course program (1965) 18754
Effective Revenue writing (1962) 675, 21861
Elfferent nerves, see Nerves.
Efficiency ratings:
job qualification ratings relation to perform-

ance ratings of basic training instruc-
tors (1964) 20971

maintenance personnel performance meas-
urement bibliography (1965) 5524

performance appraisal, supervisor develop-
ment program, basic course (1963) 4446

work team system, introduction and opera-
tion, Korean study (1963) 17964

Efficiency reports. Army Department, new
officer efficiency reporting system (1961)
13829

Efficient use of radio spectrum (1962) 22622
Effigy Mounds National Monument:

additions of lands

—

law (1961) 10189
reports (1961) 8750. 10438
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Effigy Mounds National Monument—Con.

general information (1962) 24017; (1964)
16764

Effingham, S.C, railroad accident (1963) 2451

Elfflux of thermal radiation from cylindrical

cavity irradiated from external source
(1962) 16049

Effusion of gases, see Gases.

EFTA, see European Free Trade Association.

Efthimiadis, Byron K., relief (1961) 14172,
16919, 18517

Egan, Robert L., guide to mammography
(1964) 16836

Egbert, Alvin C, regional analysis of produc-
tion adjustment in major field crops
(1964) 1722

Egbert, Wyo., railroad accident (1964) 8843
EGCR (experimental gas-cooled reactor), see

Reactors (atomic).

Eggplant, growing, etc. (1962) 10833
Eggs:
anatomy of proposed marketing orders

(talk) (1962) 13722
and egg products

—

definitions and standards (1962) 17534
amendment (1963) 12145

grading and inspection (1961) 16097
automatic sizing and packaging (1961) 92
business, Federal wage-hour law application

(1964) 7838
commercial egg-producing farms. New Jer-

sey, 1961 costs and returns (1962) 17365;
(1963) 10050

commercial grading and packing plants, de-

signs (1961) 3702
dried

—

cooking suggestions (1962) 12915
quantity recipes (1961) 5278; (1963) 7580
using in family meals, suggested demon-

strations (1961) 11664
farm production, disposition, cash receipts,

gross income

—

by States (1961) 9906, 9795; (1962) 12738;
(1963) 11331; (1964) 11645

foreign agriculture circular (1961) 3274;
(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;
(1965) 3433

fresh fancy or grade AA, quality control
program (1964) 1705

frozen, futures trading (1962) 2277
futures trading and open contracts (1961)

3050-51; (1962) 3906-7; (1963) 3749;
(1964) 3547-48; (1965) 3461

grading and packaging (1962) 12917
grading manual (1961) 13767; (1964) 11751
handling

—

cost and labor output of selected coopera-
tives (1961) 4171

why costs vary in selected cooperatives
(1962) 18633

household market in U.S. (1961) 6632
in family meals, guide for consumers (1965)

8430
industry problems, hearings (1962) 17085
interior quality, recommended standards for

scoring (poster) (1963) 7535
keeping drug residues out when using medi-

cated feeds (1964) 6737
marketing orders or quotas work on eggs?

(talk) (1962) 9532
marketing spreads, U.S. and cities (1963) 8149
measuring effects of marketing orders (talk)

(1962) 9533
moving into commercial trade channels, im-

prove reporting, research (1961) 14772
multiple-occupancy warehouses for whole-

salers, improved designs (1964) 7929
New York City, wholesale market facilities

(1963) 1701

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Eggs—Continued
outlook in 1961 (talk) (1961) 5200
plants operating under inspection and grad-

ing programs, lists (1962) 12813; (1963)
11424; (1964) 4177, 13557; (1965) 6077

poultry and egg situation (1961) 2796; (1962)
4181; (1963) 4028; (1964) 3859; (1965)
3773, 10727

price spreads and prices

—

selected cities, 1956-61 (1962) 13724
selected markets. United States and Eu-
rope (1962) 7252

prices

—

hearings (1965) 10512
in Iowa and Minnesota, reporting at ship-

ping points (1961) 3704
received by farmers. United States and by

States, 1909-63 (1965) 10089
pricing problem (paper) (1961) 6648
procurement and assembly, 3 Midwestern

States, costs (1963) 2128
production

—

farm production, disposition, cash re-

ceipts, and gross income, 1963-64, by
States (1965) 9961

home chicken flock (1962) 6569
monthly (1961) 8309, 9843; (1962) 12739;

(1963) 11332; (1965) 9962

1959-60 (1961) 6670
records of stocks entered in performance

tests in U.S. and Canada (1962) 4475;
(1963) 1636

United States and Canada, reports
(1964) 1686; (1965) 1745

products

—

liquid, frozen, solid production (1961)

2818; (1962) 3774; (1963) 3611; (1964)
3430; (1965) 3325

present and potential use in food manu-
facturing industry (1963) 13175

quality at 4 grading plants (1962) 6571
random sample egg production tests, 1959-60

summaries (1961) 11679
shell and frozen, futures, commitments of

traders (1963) 3530; (1964) 3344; (1965)
3231

shell-
egg grading and inspection of egg prod-

ucts (1964) 11768
washing compounds approved (1961) 1592
west coast cities, movements into retail

channels, study (1961) 20663
southern pine beetle, simple rearing tech-

nique for obtaining (1965) 16272
standards proposed for whole egg and yolk

products and egg white products, amend-
ments (1965) 19635

statistical series, selected, through 1964
(1965) 10727

statistics (1961) 1644; (1962) 8873
table, nationwide marketing orders, hear-

ings (1965) 17679
USDA acceptance service for quantity buy-

ers (1961) 8261; (1965) 6
see also Spawn.

Eglin Air Force Base:
land conveyance to Fort Walton Beach, Fla.,

change designated use

—

law (1964) 17247
reports (1964) 366, 14113

Eglin Air Force Base, Fla.:

legislative jurisdiction, adjust

—

hearing (1962) 21538
law (1962) 18998
reports (1962) 13474, 19310

Egypt:
Aswan Dam and water supply (1961) 1044
economic developments, 1960 (1961) 14897
establishing business (1961) 9184
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Egypt—Continued
fats and oils market, analysis (1961) 4253

household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market (1962) 11049
I.F.F.T.U. conspiracies against African and

Arab workers (1961) 1008

import tariff system (1961) 18447
police force, organization, etc. (1961) 2284

sending gift packages (1961) 600
socialism, views of Soviet journalist (1962)

18056
United States military operations and mu-

tual security programs overseas, report

(1961) 19147
village housing, use of stabilized mud brick,

demonstration (1961) 12823
see aiso United Arab Republic (Egypt).

Egyptian Army, military training information
(1961) 2298

Egyptian cottonworms, see Cotton-worms.
Ehlers, Janet G., Fortran program for comput-

ing principal moments of inertia of rigid

molecule (1964) 7508
Ehrenspeck, H. W., double-helix antenna, etc

(1964) 7960
Ehrlich tumors, see Tumors.
Eichers, Theodore R., cooperative bulk fertiliz-

er blending in upper Midwest (1964)

15879
Eicke, W.G., jr., helicopter battery service

simulator (1964) 18810
Eide, Donald G., variation of pitch motion of

vehicle in space environment due to fuel

sloshing in rectangular tank (1964)

14869
Eielson Air Force Base:
land withdrawal from public domain in area

for Army Dept. use

—

hearings (1961) 8843, 17129
law (1961) 18715
reports (1961) 8744, 17100

Eiffel Tower, elevator systems of 1889 (1961)

6433
Eigen oscillations of bound plasma (1961) 9938

Eigenfunctions:
calculation in problem of stability of plane

Poiseuille flow (1964) 16717
Fortran code for calculation of eigenvalues

and eigenfunctions in real potential

wells (1962) 22623
mathematical treatment of determining ei-

genvalues associated with partition

function of atom in interior of plasma
(1963) 20977

tables of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of

Hamiltonian describing combined static

magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole
interaction of nuclear level (1963) 138

Eigensolutions, see Eigenfunctions.
Eigenvalues, see Eigenfunctions.
Eighteenth century Venetian drawings from

Correr Museum (1964) 3054
Eighth materials review (1961) 8547
8th World Conference Against Atomic and

Hydrogen Bombs, significance and direc-

tion (1962) 19710
Eiland, J.C:
production labor requirements in southern

rice mills (1965) 10072
spreads in farm-retail prices of white bread

(1965) 45

Eilertsen, Donald E.:

beryllium (1964) 14729; (1965) 9545-46, 14658

cesium (1965) 9553
gallium (1965) 9560
hafnium (1965) 9566
lithium (1964) 13111; (1965) 9577, 12835
rubidium (1965) 9597

Eilertsen, Donald E.—Continued
scandium (196.5) 9598
zirconium (1965) 12968
and hafnium (1964) 16648

Eilertsen, Nils A.:

mineral industry of Maryland (1964) 1414,

21700
mining methods and costs, Kimballton lime-

stone mine. Standard Lime and Cement
Co., Giles County, Va (1964) 13107

Einstein, Albert, and religion, USSR article

(1961) 2291
Einstein, Thomas H., radiant heat transfer to

absorbing gases (1964) 1483-84

Einstein functions, see Mathematics.
Eisele, J.G., extraction and separation of

rare-earth elements and yttrium with
dodecyl phosphoric acid, kerosine sol-

vent (1965) 6608
Eisenberg, Leon, role of drugs in treating dis-

turbed children (1965) 5721
Eisenhart, Churchill:

precision and accuracy of instrumentcali-

bration systems (1964) 1496
tables describing small-sample properties of

mean, median, standard deviation and
other statistics in sampling from var-

ious distributions (1963) 14601
Eisenhauer, Charles, engineering method for

calculating protection afforded by struc-

tures against fallout radiation (1964)

14938
Eisenhower, Dwight D.:

appointment to former grade in active list

of Regular Army

—

hearing (1961) 5737
law (1961) 6940
reports (1961) 5711, 5831, 20541

public papers of the President (1961) 9118
see also President of United States.

Eisenhower, Dwight D., Library, see Dwight D.

Eisenhower Library.
Eisenhower trophy, NGB, announcement of

winners, pamphlet (1964) 20645
Eisenhuth, H.P.:

surface water records to Dec. 31, 1963

—

Colorado River basin (1965) 12538
Great Basin (1965) 16319
Hawaii and other Pacific areas (1965)

16321
lower Mississippi River basin (1965) 12537

Missouri River basin (1965) 16317
Pacific slope basins

—

in California (1965) 16320
in Oregon and lower Columbia River
basin (1965) 12540

Snake River basin (1965) 12539
western Gulf of Mexico basins (1965)

163.18

Eisenlohr, William S. jr., discharge ratings for

streams at submerged section controls

(1964) 18150
Eisenman, Harry J., history of mathematical

statistical research at Aeronautical
Research Laboratories (1963) 4400

Eitel, Sally, relief (1964) 21172; (1965) 5856,

13753, 14009
Eitel, Van E.:

characteristics of farm mortgages recorded

Jan. 1-Mar. 31, 1963 (1965) 4640
farm mortgages recorded (1963) 17355

Ejectors:
afterbody-ejector configurations, effect on

performance at transonic speeds of py-

lon-supported nacelle model having

hot-jet exhaust (1962) 22551

aircraft cooling, having short cylindrical

shrouds, performance characteristics

(1963) 10972
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Ejectors—Continued
configurations, characteristics at free-

stream Mach nos. to 2.0 (1961) 17708
divergent, ofF-design performance (1963)

5529
divergent-shroud

—

aircraft, performance characteristics
(1963) 10974

internal-performance evaluation (1961)
4943-44

exhaust nozzles, thrust and pumping charac-
teristics (1963) 5516

external-stream effects on gross thrust and
pumping characteristics (1961) 2548

fixed divergent, installed in single-engine
fighter model investigation at transonic
speeds (1962) 6260

gas, divergent-shroud aircraft ejectors, per-
formance (1963) 5519

hypersonic, 2-foot facility at Langley Re-
search Center, description (1961) 19959

multiphase

—

for distillation desalination systems, study
(1964) 10680

for freezing process desalination systems,
study (1965) 11021

nozzle metal temperatures, experimental
investigation (1962) 1662

variable-geometry, for hot and cold primary
flow, pumping characteristics (1963)
5514

EKG, see Hectrocardiograms.
Ekra, Asian grasses, pulping and papermak-

ing with sulphate process (1961) 2039
Ekren, Einar B., geology and petrology of Ute

Mountains area, Colo. (1965) 9268
EUtsperimental'naya khirurgiya i anesteziolo-

giya (periodical):

excerpts (1962) 14009
translations (1963) 658, 2527

Eksperimental'naya khirurgiya zhurnal (peri-

odical) (1961) 12962
Elastase, Hungarian study, results (1962) 7898

Elastic constants for bending and twisting
corrugation-stiffened panels (1964)
20618

Elastic materials, testing device subject to
biaxial deformations (1965) 12992

Elastic orifice automatically regulates gas
bearings (1964) 14800

Elastic orifice for gas bearings (1965) 18498

Hastic strain, see Strains and stresses.

EUastic structures, see Tissues.

Elasticity:

deformations of geodetic standards, effect on
accuracy of their measurements (1961)
11263

development and evaluation of elastic recov-
ery concept for expandable space struc-
tures (1965) 1391

dynamic constants of rock, in situ determi-
nation (1962) 3323

elastic properties of processed snow with
reference to internal structure (1962)
15514

mathematical analysis, complex Poisson's
ratio and dilatation constants from
forced vibration of sphere (1965) 9063

rock, modules determined by 4 methods
(1964) 21709

soils, determined by field vibratory tech-
niques, procedures (1963) 13883

spherical shock wave, propagation and re-
flection from free boundary in elastic
medium, USSR study (1962) 856

spherical waves in viscoelastic media (1965)
10767

Elasticity—Continued
stress-relief cores, biaxial device for deter-

mination (1963) 3086
tire, and brake response, effects on dynamics

of airplane braking systems, study
(1965) 19945

ultrasonic determination of elastic con-
stants at room and low temperatures
(1961) 2640

visco-elastic materials, vibration of sphere
for determining dilatational constants
(1964) 10486

viscoelastic sphere, dilation constants and
complex ratio from forced vibration
(1965) 6132

yttrium and rare-earth metals, elastic con-
stants, calculation (1962) 2046

see also Deflection.
EHastomers:
bonded to metal surfaces to seal electro-

chemical cells (1964) 20554
compatibility with sodium, potassium, and

rubidium (1962) 10531
materials, use in aerospace systems, design

data handbook (1963) 4391
molded, provides compact ferrite-core holder,

simplifies assembly (1965) 1416
potential use at cryogenic temperatures,

evaluation (1964) 15017
surface friction, reducing, studies (1963)

18246
thermal shield materials, development study

(1965) 6631
zinc-oxide-pigmented methyl silicone elasto-

mer properties of white paints for appli-
cation to inflatable spacecraft. (1965)
11496

Elateridae, see Wireworms.

Elbrus, Mount:
first ascent, Alpine station, etc. USSR study

(1962) 9996
radioactivity of air in vicinity, relationship

to meteorological conditions, USSR study
(1961) 10904

Elbrus region, USSR, atmospheric electric
measurements (1963) 20896

El Centro, Calif.:

joint parachute test facility, USAF 6511th
test group (parachute) and US naval
parachute facility, description (1963)
12036

population, special census (1961) 5488-89

El Cerrito, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 18172

EUder, James L., technology and use of lignite
(1963) 12825

Elder, John A., soil survey report, Saunders
County, Nebr (1965) 5382

Ellder, John H., jr., soil survey report, Nor-
thumberland and Lancaster Counties,
Va (1963) 13058

E3derly people, see Aged.

E^ldon cards for complete compatibility testing
(1962) 1378

El Dorado, Ark.:
local 706, United Association of Journeymen

and Apprentices of Plumbing and Pipe-
fitting Industry of United States and
Canada, improper activities, investiga-
tion report (1961) 5815

Plumbers & Steamfitters Union, local 706,
misuse of funds, etc., hearings (1961)
4097

E^leanor Roosevelt Memorial Foundation:
incorporate

—

law (1963) 9807
reports (1963) 6178, 7970, 8056
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Hections:
Armed Forces voting information

—

1960, change (1961) 11761
1962—
pamphlet (1962) 4570, 14799
poster (1962) 4571

1964, pamphlet (1964) 1757, 17029
BLMR union elections guide (1962) 22419
broadcasting, equal time, amend act, hear-

ings (1961) 10520. 14755
Bryan, the campaigner, role in evolution of

presidential campaign techniques (1965)
9783

campaign expenditures investigations

—

hearings (1961) 4044
reports (1961) 4044; (1962) 17049; (1963)
2044

campaign expenditures, 1964, report of spe-
cial committee to investigate (1965) 4482

campaign information (1962) 9415
campaign information, factual (1964) 8404A,

14021, 19524
Chilean, Soviet reports (1964) 20132, 20229
conducted by NLRB

—

employee representation reports (1963)
3935

glossary (1965) 6799
information to voters (1963) 3180

District of Columbia, regulate choosing of

presidential electors, etc.

—

law (1961) 20524
reports (1961) 14435, 17068, 18917

electing farmer committeemen to administer
ASCS programs, general information
(1965) 16990-991

electoral college

—

and proposals for its reform of abolition
(1962) 21554

operation and effect of pending proposals
(1962) 7225

reform or abolition, hearings (1963) 17318
employee representation, conducted by

NLRB—
reports (1962) 10554; (1964) 3759

glossaries (1962) 10553; (1963) 18200
Federal contributions, hearings (1961)

10520, 14755
Federal corrupt practices and political ac-

tivities acts, as amended, revised text
(1962) 13552; (1964) 10357

print as Senate document, reports (1962)

13611; (1964) 8430
Federal elections act of 1960, hearing (1961)

1886
Federal, poll tax, abolish

—

hearings (1962) 13529
report (1962) 13485

Federal preservation of evidence, hearings
(1961) 17146

prevent corrupt practices

—

hearings (1961) 10520, 14755; (1962) 11459
report (1961) 17070

financing presidential campaigns, report of
President's Commission on Campaign
Costs (1962) 10590

investigations, expenses, report (1961) 5813;
(1962) 5046; (1963) 6268; (1964) 6459;
(1965) 4591

labor union officers, rules, etc (1961) 15696;
(1962) 22421

law guidebook (1962) 13550; (1964) 10356
print as Senate document, reports (1962)

11574; (1964) 8431
literacy tests and voter requirements, hear-

ings (1962) 11668
local union officers, analysis (1965) 14609
Mongolian People's Republic, to rurals of

peoples deputies, statutes (1962) 6037
Nov. 20, 1960 general election in Japan,

summary (1961) 13191

Elections—Continued
Panama, electoral code (1962) 19782
political campaign torches (1965) 5272
political campaigns, broadcasting, communi-

cations act regulations (address) (1965)
7629

population of voting age, 1960, and votes
cast for the President, 1965 and 1960
(1965) 8615

President and Vice President

—

delegates to conventions, etc., laws, etc.,

analysis (1964) 8404B
financing transition period between admin-

istrations

—

hearings (1962) 23369; (1963) 9937
law (1964) 8216
reports (1962) 21081; (1963) 9914, 15238;

(1964) 4526, 6292
method of electing, constitutional amend-

ments, hearings (1961) 14748, 17137,
19181; (1962) 5070
appendix and index (1961) 19181

nominating conventions be held not prior
to 1st Monday in Sept. of year of presi-
dential election, report (1961) 16980

presidential campaign, 1964, suspend
equal time provisions of communications
act, report (1964) 12050

President of United States, electoral college
abolition, proposed constitutional
amendment

—

hearing (1965) 6062
message from the President (1965) 4475

presidential campaign, 1960, suspension of
equal opportunities requirements of
communications act, operation, prelimi-
nary report, hearings (1961) 7289

presidential campaign, 1964, suspension of
equal opportunities requirements of

communications act

—

hearings (1962) 23411; (1963) 9940, 17307
reports (1963) 11820, 11843

register-vote commemorative 5-cent postage
stamp

—

dedication (address) (1964) 16810
poster (1964) 16814

scnool bond and tax, influence of voter turn-
out (1961) 12566

Soviet electoral system (1962) 10010
statistics of Nov. 8, 1960 election (1961)

8624
Turkey

—

laws, consideration by Turkish Parliament
(1961) 13108

Turkish electoral law, comment (1961)
7838

voter participation in national election,

Nov. 1964 (1965) 18985
see aiso Contested elections.

EHectoral college, see Elections.
Electrets:

bibliography (1964) 7663
meteorological instruments, use in, USSR

study (1965) 11260
Electric activity and physical exercise, USSR

(1962) 12076
Electric analog of 3-dimensional flow to wells

and its application to unconfined aqui-

fiers (1963) 2353
engineered performance standards, hand-

book (1961) 13740; (1964) 5773
Electric apparatus and appliances:
airborne equipment, explosion-proof testing

techniques (1964) 7957
alloys of rare metals with boron and silicon,

applications, USSR study (1963) 6832
component parts, testing apparatus, mili-

tary standard (1962) 11684, 19412
construction material industry, outlook for

1962 and review of 1961 (1962) 4676
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Electric apparatus and appliances—Con.
consumer information, price list (1964) 21842
cooling and coolants, bibliography (1961)

5425
electrical construction material industry,

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960
(1961) 1758

electrical-electronic supplies, etc.. Federal
supply catalog (1962) 21593

electrical equipment and communication
industry, 1956-62, research and develop-
ment (1965) 8181

facilities safe practices handbook, Air Force
pamphlet (1965) 18906

products and supplies, commodity transpor-
tation survey, shipper series (1965)
18973

equipment

—

and supplies industry, work stoppages,
1927-60 (1962) 8330

components. Federal item identification

guides for supply cataloging (1962)
9507; (1963) 3656; (1964) 3474, 12293;
(1965) 3376

low voltage, safe practices (1962) 18134
merchant vessels, Coast Guard approved

list (1962) 16620; (1964) 19345
Ganz electrical works, Hungary, product

development, 1964 (1965) 12761
Government-owned inventions available for

license (1961) 10130
high temperature research, bibliography

(1961) 6774
hospital, list (1963) 14666
industrial, census of manufactures, industry

report (1961) 280
in-pile electrical measuring apparatus, tech-

niques in radiation effect on strain gage
insulation components (1962) 12572

maintenance, repair, and alteration, civil

aeronautics manual (1964) 3324
manufacturing industry, price fixing and bid

rigging, hearings (1961) 14743, 17134
market for selected U.S. electric house-

wares

—

Argentina (1961) 20379
Brazil (1962) 238
Chile (1961) 20380
Colombia (1961) 20381
Denmark (1961) 20382
Hong Kong (1961) 20383
Japan (1961) 20384
Mexico (1961) 20385
Netherlands (1961) 20386
Philippines (1961) 20387
Sweden (1961) 20388
Switzerland (1961) 20389
United Kingdom (1962) 2154

net impact of foreign trade (address) (1962)
6176

porcelain electrical supplies, census of man-
ufactures, 1958, industry report (1961)
1796

preventive maintenance for electrical facili-

ties (1964) 11847, 21003
safety rules for installing and using equip-

ment in coal mines (1964) 20476
soldering application, Navy technical

inspection, manual (1962) 16092
Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1961) 8442; (1962) 3788
Soviet industrial development, translations

(1961) 17581, 19723, 21026, 21028, 21034,
21036; (1962) 904, 1115, 1342, 1393, 1410,
1518, 1545, 2965, 3208, 6075, 8131, 12283,
17688, 17721, 17729, 17830, 19789, 19841,
22039, 23886

T38A power systems, overpricing of con-
tracts with Westinghouse, GAO report
(1964) 8730

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

EHectric apparatus and appliances—Con.
USSR electrical appliances, power consump-

tion, etc. (1963) 17919
USSR industrial development, translations

(1963) 750, 966, 1003, 1053, 2589, 2896,
2944, 5179, 8526, 8552, 8595, 8612, 8627,
8684, 8828, 8918, 8975, 10679, 10716,
10802, 10814, 12416, 12549, 12648, 14124,

14168, 14210, 14264, 14302, 14359, 14372,
14411, 15727, 15756, 15886, 15894, 16017,
16079, 16128, 16217, 17588, 17594, 17632,
17652, 17742, 17760, 17875, 17889, 17960,
19437, 19719; (1964) 1109, 2521, 2715,
2760, 5062, 5109, 5118, 5302, 5401, 6938,
7015, 7047, 7256, 14652, 16121, 16428,
16512, 16530, 18577, 20184, 21607; (1965)
2279, 2640, 2665, 2678

weather- and explosion-proof electrical prod-
ucts, temperature rise measurements by
means of thermo-elements. East German
study (1962) 9829

see aiso certain other headings beginning
Electric—aiso names of special appara-
tus and appliances.

Electric arc:

air heater

—

equilibrium sonic-flow method for evaluat-
ing performance (1964) 9574

magnetically rotated, employing strong
magnetic field and copper electrodes,

description and operational procedures
(1964) 1463

arc-discharge metallurgy, USSR transla-
tions (1964) 13011

carbon arc

—

ignition improved by simple auxiliary cir-

cuit (1965) 5132
rod holder has long life, etc. (1965) 8078

cascade-arc jets, peak and average heating
effects (1965) 6707

chemical reactions (1962) 10465
constricted-arc supersonic jet, evaluation

(1964) 7506
direct-current, enthalpy distribution of air

in steady flow along axis (1962) 18276
early arc light, development and technology

in 19th century (1962) 22640
high-current metallic arcs (1965) 14659,

19831
high density nanosecond channels, afterglow

tails and stability (1965) 1800
magnetic field controls carbon arc tail flame

(1965) 9650
magnetically spun, electrode configurations

for wind-tunnel heater incorporating
(1962) 10520

performance of multiple-chamber arc heater
with 4 magnetically spun direct-current
arcs (1965) 13049

profile of are column (1963) 9594
properties, effectiveness of water-stabilized

arc plasmatron for investigating, USSR
study (1962) 23757

reentry environment simulators, operating
capabilities (1964) 18723

shape of magnetically rotated column in

annular gap (1964) 21756
spectrometric measurements of gas tempera-

tures in arc-heated jets and tunnels
(1963) 20987

use of temperature buffered argon arc in

spectrographic trace analysis (1965)
5198

vacuum arc melting, discharge behavior
(1961) 9452

Electric batteries:
battery pack

—

calibration procedure, technical manual
(1961) 11507

fabrication instructions (1961) 15866
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Electric batteries—Continued

bibliography (1964) 11659
distribution problems affecting small busi-

ness, report (1961) 4041

dry cell

—

current industrial reports (1961) 8505,

13911; (1962) 13045, 14930; (1963) 15063;

(1964) 1817
deceptive use of leakproof, guaranteed

leakproof, etc., as decriptive, FTC trade

regulations rule (1964) 12413
Federal supply schedule (1961) 10616

electrochemical cell, history and technology

(1962) 6317
fuel cells

—

and related research, bibliography (1961)

6771; (1962) 13022
Apollo condenser, operating stability

(1965) 13004
carbon electrode properties, experimental

(1963) 4393
continuous feed system (1964) 5918

dual membrane and osmotic still, develop-

ment (1964) 13141
flow-through porous electrodes for redox

couples (1964) 7664
problem, current status, USSR study (1964)

2516
regenerative, molten-salt, thermoelectric
system (1964) 18768

serves as oxygen level detector (1965) 6664

status reports (1961) 13818; (1963) 9380;

(1964) 3124
systems (1961) 133
USSR study (1961) 4451

fused salt voltaic cells, bibliography (1961)

5017
helicopter battery service simulator (1964)

18810
impedance of commercial Leclanche dry cells

and batteries (1963) 14600
manufacture, employees earnings, Jan. 1962

(1963) 3041
nx)dular thermoelectric cell is easily pack-

aged in various arrays (1965) 13000
nickel-cadmium (1963) 7588
paperlined magnesium type (1961) 6539
sea-water battery plus tunnel diode convert-

er as power source (1964) 5606

silver-cadmium (1962) 122

silver-cadmium battery development pro-

gram (1964) 20520
space batteries (1964) 9540
theoretical design of primary and secondary

cells, further studies of battery dis-

charge equation (1965) 6838
thermal cell, long-life, description (1965)

14841
see also Storage batteries.

Electric breakdown, see Electric discharges.

Electric bridges:
capacitance-inductance-resistance, instru-

ment calibration procedure, technical

manual (1964) 13364
high resistance Mueller bridge, instrument

calibration technique (1964) 13353

impedance electro-measurements 250 DA
AN'/URM-gO, TS-460C/U, instrument
calibration procedure, technical manual
(1964) 13363

impedance, electro measurements, 250 DA
and AN/URM-90, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1962) 3422
NRL thermistor-bridge gas leak detector

and its sensitivity (1963) 3232
power, universal, type 650-A & 650-B, test

instrument calibration procedure (1962)

3429

Electric bridges—Continued
precision guarded Wheatstone

—

calibration technique (1963) 9287
instrument calibration technique (1964)

13351
thermistor bridge for use with null balance

recorders (1963) 6516
Wenner bridge (1964) 1531
Wheatstone bridge type of combustible gas

indicator, operation, etc., safety data
(1964) 18616

Hectric brooders, see Brooders.
Electric cables:

aviation communications cable, agreement
with Panama (1965) 15069

coaxial

—

cutter and stripper reduces connection
time (1965) 9643

high-temperature, abrasion resistance of

jacket materials (1961) 20333
rigid, heat transfer, method of improving

(1962) 12591
connector-clamp has smooth exterior surface

(1965) 13002
fittings. Federal standard (1963) 13941
flat, evaluation for interconnecting system

components, final report (1964) 7659
flexible coaxial cable (1964) 13343
high-current underground, new point locat-

ing system, German study (1962) 7549
lightweight coaxial cable connector reduces

signal loss (1965) 16634
power, rubber insulated, general purpose.

Federal standard (1963) 15512
printed, development (address) (1961) 5061
shipboard, cable comparison guide (1961)

6536; (1965) 15030
spiral-quad communication cable with

cord-paper insulation state standard
5008-49, USSR study (1962) 17792

thermoplastic insulated, general purpose,
Federal standard (1963) 6446

trailing, splicing in coal mines, prevailing

practices (1962) 14419
trawl, experiments utilizing (1961) 14879
voice-frequencv loading for trunk cables

(1963) 3315
see also Submarine cables.

Electric capacity, see Capacitance.

Electric charges, see Space charges.

Hectric circuits, see Circuits.

Electric coils:

magnetic field intensity along axis of circu-

lar cylindrical coils (1962) 12450
magnetic test field coils are temperature

compensated (1965) 9642
tilting confining field coils for C stellarator

(1961) 1702
Electric communications, see Telecommunica-

tions.

Electric conductivity:
atmospheric, measurements in Shenandoah

National Park, Va. (1964) 5612
critical evaluation of methods for calculat-

ing transport coefficients of partially

and fully ionized gases (1965) 5209
electrical conductance hay moisture meter

(1965) 16

electron spectrum of superconducting com-

pounds, special features (1964) 4902

flow of fluid in plane magnetohydrodynamic
channel (1964) 20630

fused salts (1962) 2059
in D-region and interplanetary space, rocket

measurement technique (1961) 15766

influence of sector ground screen on field of

vertical antenna (1963) 11097
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Electric conductivity—Continued
in-pile Hall coefficient and conductivity

measurements on zone-refined P-type sil-

icon (1964) 5591
local soil conductivity, distribution on USSR

territory, USSR study (1963) 19730
method for sintering of oxides, USSR study

(1963) 8709
modified filter prevents conduction of micro-

wave signals along high-voltage power
supply leads (1964) 13162

molten systems of uranium tetrafluoride and
thorium fluoride with alkali fluorides

(1964) 18684
movement of fluid in plane channel (1964)

20629
nonequilibrium, Brayton cycle magnetohy-

drodynamic power generation (1965)
6705

paste secures biomedical electrodes (1965)
5129

polymers with conjugated bonds, USSR
study (1961) 7569

specific, changes of minerals and rocks with
their age, USSR study (1964) 12917

specific conductance of sodium aluminate
(1965) 5094

super conductivity among elements, alloys,

and compounds, rules for occurrence
(1963) 18306

transport phenomena in aluminum oxide
(1965) 9715, 18531

unitary vertical conduction current and
worldwide thunderstorm activity, inves-
tigation of relationship between, USSR
study (1965) 1170

see also Hectric resistance—Electro-
chemistry.

Electric conductors:
antenna conductor, radiation boundary rela-

tion theory. Communist China (1962) 758
bibliography of electrically exploded conduc-

tor phenomenon (1963) 5854
components, standardization, international-

ly and position of East Germany (1962)
7700

exploding, final report (1964) 13333
hot line ties (1965) 9907
semiconductor devices

—

circuits, Navy aeronautical electronic
equipment handbook (1962) 20222

in computer engineering, USSR study
(1962) 7925

research and development. Communist
China work report (1961) 254

semiconductors

—

bibliographies (1961) 5416, 5423
conference on theory (1961) 10838
general survey (1962) 22619
in outer space, USSR study (1962) 3197
manganese silicides, USSR study (1962)
7888

materials and techniques (1962) 20430
materials, new high-temperature research
(1961)6737

nuclear radiation detectors, bibliography
(1962) 14884

organic
studies (1962) 8900, 16332
USSR study (1961) 15548

polymers, USSR study (1961) 10754; (1962)
2599

production, consumption, trade, foreign
countries (1961) 248

resistance measurement for Seebeck coef-
ficient, instrument development (1962)
22672

solid solutions, heat conductivity, USSR
study (1961) 10881

EHectric conductors—Continued
thermoelectric power (1962) 12457
triodes and diodes, manual, USSR study

(1961) 15378
United States production and trade (1961)
6777

uses in present and future engineering,
USSR (1961) 13166

USSR, work studies (1962) 2678
superconducting metals, deformation effects

(1961) 16196
see aiso Semiconductors—Superconductiv-

ity—Superconductors.
Electric conduits:

flexible metal, fittings. Federal standard
(1963) 13941

metallic system junction box, etc., Federal
standard (1962) 568

E3ectric connectors, see Connectors (electric).

ELectric contacts:
changes in contact potential of metal caused

by absorbed monolayers (1965) 13182
electrical probe ensures reliable contact in

socket (1965) 14779
property of contacts, USSR study (1961)

2157
wear resistance, USSR investigations (1963)

10627
EHectric controllers:

automatic, of electrical measurements, con-
ference, USSR (1961) 833

defective, for vertical gyro indicating sys-
tems, from Summers Gyroscope Compa-
ny, procurement examination, GAO re-

view (1962) 19556
static optimalizing, properties, USSR study

(1962) 750
EHectric current converters:
analog to digital converter for S-57

ion-chamber experiment (1965) 13014
dc to ac converter operates efficiently at low

input voltages (1965) 11450
frequency converter, Hewlett Packard, test

instrument calibration procedure (1961)
11482

high power static, optimization study (1964)
13140

low-power, low-level analog-to-digital con-
verter for space vehicles (1965) 14842

transisterized, for nondissapative regulation
(1965) 2857

tunnel-diode converter performance, analy-
sis (1962) 12603

volt-ampere, calibration (1963) 11102

Electric current limiters, high-speed square-
wave current limiter operates efficiently

(1965) 14797

Electric current regulators, constant-current
regulator improves tunnel diode thres-
hold-detector performance (1965) 16670

Electric currents:
ac, measurement system operation procedure

(1961) 11500
ac or dc (60 cps), indicating instruments,

Navy calibration program, technical
manual (1963) 16467

application during zone refining (1963) 4424
current balance and establishment of stand-

ard volt, USSR study (1961) 7769
current sheath dynamics and magnetosonic

oscillations in magnetoplasmas (1965)
18479

dc ampere full scale, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1961) 11489
dc current-interrupter unit, improved design

(1961) 1382
dc test instruments 1.0 to 200 amperes cali-

bration procedure (1961) 5023
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Electric currents—Continued
diadynamic currents for treatment of car-

diovascular neurosis associated with
pain syndrome, USSR study (1965) 12735

direct, basic, fundamentals of electronics

(1965) 16779
direct-current, 2 methods used in plasma

production for magnetic mirror experi-

ments (1965) 11506
electric current abroad, tabulation (1963)

15646
electrochemical cell, history and technology

(1962) 6317
high, electropneumatic rheostat for regulat-

ing (1965) 19895
high frequency, eliminates hypothermia in

dogs, USSR study (1965) 12731
instrument for electronic differentiation of

current-voltage characteristics (1964)

21760
linear steady-flow plasma accelerators with

crossed electric and magnetic fields, the-

oretical analysis (1965) 2914
radial-flow Hall current magnetohydro-

dynamic generator, analysis (1965) 16708
switching devices for very high currents

(1961) 13809
transistorized direct current millivoltmeter

for biological research, USSR study
(1965) 11301

unitary vertical conduction current and
worldwide thunderstorm activity, inves-

tigation of relationship between, USSR
study (1965) 1170

very low currents, measuring, sensitive elec-

trometer features digital output (1965)

14770
weak pulse, action on brain, changes in

pneumogram and electrocardiogram as
result, USSR study (1962) 2740

Electric cutouts, surface pressure and turbu-
lent airflow in transverse rectangular
notches (1965) 1461, 9692

Hectric discharges:
electrical breakdown in vacuum, facts and

observations (1962) 12570
high-performance electrostatic discharger

for helicopters (1964) 13493
initiation of electrical breakdown in vacuum

(1964) 5599
intense gamma irradiation effects on electric

breakdown in helium (1961) 224
microwave and Langmuir probe techniques

for investigation, comparison (1961)

1380

Hectric energy, see Electricity.

Hectric engineering:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet abstracts journal (1963) 1032,

8655, 12726, 14377
Communist China, abstracts pertaining to,

in Soviet journal (1962) 10044, 15780
computer use in design and exploitation of

power systems, scientific-technical con-

ference, USSR study (1961) 2102
Czechoslovak specialists, biographic data

(1962) 19901
East European scientific abstracts (1964)

21416; (1965) 2418
Hungary, achievements of- Budapest Univer-

sity (1963) 6913
Navy design manual, changes (1964) 3198

power engineering in Chinese People's Re-

public, Polish-language article (1962)

14331
regulations (1961) 6916; (1965) 342

shore establishments, Yards and Docks Bu-
reau, design manual (1962) 14698

Electric engineering—Continued
Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1962) 3787; (1963) 3625; (1964)
3443

units and constants, as adopted by NBS
(1965) 14874

USSR scientific abstracts (1964) 21389,
21490; (1965) 845, 2284, 2611

Yards and Docks Bureau design manual,
change (1963) 1598

Electric engineers:
career opportunities. Veterans Administra-

tion (1964) 20870
training technological engineers for field of

precision-mechanics optics and for elec-

tric industry. East (Germany (1962) 7615
Yugoslavia, graduated from electrical engi-

neering faculty of University of Bel-
grade, directory, 1923-56 (1964) 2499

Electric equipment, see Electric apparatus and
appliances.

Electric fans:
circulating

—

bracket and desk-type. Federal standard
(1962) 15577; (1963) 12126; (1964) 19711

column, rigid blades, non-oscillating, Fed-
eral standard (1963) 13940

current industrial reports (1964) 1812, 15308
atmospheric

—

measurements in Shenandoah National
Park, Va (1964) 5612

relationship with condensation nuclei

(1965) 1169
directional correlation attenuation coeffi-

cient tables for combined magnetic di-

pole and randomly oriented electric

quadrupole interactions, spin of inter-

mediate nuclear state

—

1-1 and 1-2 (1963) 7712
1-3/2 and 1-5/2 (1963) 7713

Explorer VHI satellite, development of me-
ter (1962) 12453

high-frequency, effects on certain species of

stored-grain insects (1961) 6690
interaction of charged particles, USSR

study (1962) 10111
ionization method modification for continu-

ously recording contact potential differ-

ences (1963) 18248
ionized gas, transport (1964) 11406

light absorption of solution orientated in

electric field, USSR study (1962) 7986
measuring at sea, USSR study (1964) 12946

ultra high frequency

—

effect on course of experimental echinococ-

cus, USSR study (1962) 877
treatment of pustulous skin disease, USSR
study (1965) 7922

Electric furnaces:

arc steelmaking, mechanization and automa-
tion (1961) 19622

brightness and two-color pyrometry applied

to electron beam furnace (1965) 13124

cost of producting ferrosilicon, USSR study
(1961) 4454

remelting steel in slag bath, USSR study
(1961) 13188

smelting

—

for producing silicomanganese (1962)

22508
high-iron manganiferous materials for

producing ferromanganese (1963) 10958
offgrade domestic manganese ores and
concentrates (1963) 3078

synthesis of spinel in dusting slags (1961)

17654
Electric gages, BRL shock tube piezo-electric

blast gages (1963) 9311
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E3eetric generators:
bus reactor for regulation of generator volt-

age, USSR study (1965) 18289
coupled disk dynamos, paleomagnetic type,

field reversals (1963) 11189
DC, Polish study of nonlinear electrical

machines in control systems taking
magnetization characteristics into spe-

cial consideration (1962) 7790
development and technology in 19th century

(1962) 22640
generator industry, outlook for 1963 and

review of 1962 (1963) 4517
Hall generators sensitivity indices (1964)

7582
magnetohydrodynamic

—

optimizing operation, USSR study (1963)
6894

vortex type (1963) 18161
marine self-exciting synchronous genera-

tors, USSR study (1963) 5144
measurements and instrumentations, stand-

ardization handbook (1963) 344
nonlinear function generators, practical

application of logic systems, Polish
remarks (1962) 7776

nuclear cells that use cerium 144 beta-
emitting radioisotope sources, analysis
(1963) 21003

operation in civil defense emergency hospi-
tal (1964) 20756

overpricing B-58 electrical power systems
purchased from Westinghouse Electric
Corporation by General Dynamics Cor-
poration under cost-plus-a-fixed-fee

prime contract, Air Force Dept., GAO
report (1964) 8728

repair (1965) 171
sets, engine driven

—

tests and inspection, military standard
(1963) 20623

tests and instructions, military standard
(1965) 462

Sunflower turboalternator, CSU I-3A,

4329-hour-test summary report (1965)
9611

synchronous, voltage regulation problems
and concepts, Polish study (1962) 7780

time mark tektronix, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1961) 8101, 15886
unnecessary procurement by Army Depart-

ment, GAO review (1963) 6541
see also Hectric power plants—Thermo-

electricity—Pulse generators—Thermi-
onic converters.

E3ectric goods, see Electric apparatus and
appliances.

EHectric heating:
classification bulletin (1964) 15018
high-frequency dielectric, use in seasoning

wood (1961) 12713
hotbeds (1962) 8838; (1965) 1762
insulation for electrically heated and cooled

houses, proceedings of conference (1964)
15198

Electric heating elements:
heating equipment with electric heating ele-

ments, current industrial reports (1962)
2176

thin plastic film, takes minimum space (1965)
9665

Hectric insulation, see Insulation.
Electric lamps:
current industrial reports (1961) 6818; (1962)

9038; (1963) 7753; (1964) 6041
earnings in manufacture (1962) 8439
fluorescent, ballasts, current industrial re-

ports (1961) 2990, 5483; (1962) 3737;
(1963) 3575, 5995; (1964) 3391; 6043;
(1965) 3274, 8608

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Electric lamps—Continued
light bulbs imported in sets, excise tax, re-

port (1964) 8318
low-pressure mercury arc for ultraviolet cal-

ibration (1963) 21023
mercury vapor lamps, igniting system pro-

tects transistorized sustaining supply
(1964) 16669

production, current industrial reports (1961)
2990; (1962) 3737; (1963) 3575; (1964)
3397; (1965) 3274, 10238

shipments, current industrial reports (1961)
2989; (1962) 3736; (1963) 3574; (1964)
3390; (1965) 3273

supply management within Defense Depart-
nient, GAO review (1963) 8323

technical physical research, economic signif-
icance, Hungarian study (1962) 7637

EHectric lighting, see Electricity.
Electric lines:

AC power transmission lines for 1500-3000
KM, USSR study (1963) 6942

construction

—

specifications and drawings (1962) 22774
for transmission voltages (1963) 11257,

11259, 14683; (1964) 18932
electrical transmission

—

and distribution equipment industry out-
look for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)
3851

and distribution equipment industry, out-
look for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
4679

distribution and industrial apparatus,
census of manufactures, industry report
(1961) 280

fundamentals for aircraft maintenance. Air
Force manual (1963) 1743

Government-owned, Indian Affairs Bureau
administration, permit sale, etc

—

law (1961) 18670
reports (1961) 14628, 20551

installation and maintenance of electric
supply and communication lines, safety
rules (1961) 21254; (1963) 9202

intercity communications lines of civil agen-
cies, costs resulting from failure to con-
solidate leasing, GAO report (1964)
21343

maintenance evaluation of electrical sys-
tems, FAA handbook (1962) 19463

multi-grounded rural, relieving underground
corrosion (1963) 14684

Electric lines:

Pacific Northwest and Southwest intertie,
construction, etc., report (1965) 6038

power system communications (1965) 9908
RF transmission lines and fittings, military

standardi7ation handbook (1962) 17357
rural lines (periodical) (1961) 3561; (1962)

4309; (1963) 4161; (1964) 3998
specifications and drawings, line construc-

tion (1963) 14685
transmission

—

and distribution plant, operation and
maintenance survey (1962) 12677

construction contract, labor and materials
(1963) 1441, 11257, 14683; (1964) 18932

high power characteristics of 2 ferrite
geometries (1962) 22671

line manual, mechanical design (1961)
11549

tropospheric communication circuits, equip-
ment characteristics and their relation
to system performance (1963) 3176

Electric machinery, see Machinery.

Electric measurements:
atmospheric, in Elbrus region, USSR study

(1963) 20896
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Electric measurements—Continued
automatic control and methods conference,

USSR (1961) 833
comparators for precise measurements of

current, voltage and power, USSR study
(1965) 7919

conference on automatic control and meth-
ods of electrical measuring, USSR study
(1964) 19948

distances. East German report (1962) 10001
measuring information systems for geophys-

ical research, USSR studies (1965) 11223
measuring natural electrical field at sea,

USSR study (1964) 12946
microvoltages (1963) 9276
non-electric quantities, USSR study (1961)

839
self-calibrating system, design, study (1964)

9687
Electric measuring instruments:

fiber length determination of cotton by elec-

trical resistance measurements (1963)
7573

industrial plant equipment handbook (1965)
10717

six-dial universal ratio set, instrument cali-

bration techniques (1964) 13352
standardized system of meters, problem of

designing, USSR study (1962) 13963
used for measurement of non-electric quanti-

ties principles of design (1961) 839
Hectric meters:

dc or ac voltage or current indicating in-

struments. Navy calibration instru-
ments (1963) 18261

electric field meter, development for Explor-
er VIII satellite (1962) 12453

electronic meters, AC volts, DC volts, DC
amperes, and ohms, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1961) 17768
Hewlett-Packard 430C and 430B-95B and

Sperry Microline 31A1 microwave power
meters, instrument calibration proce-
dure, technical manual (1964) 1152()

Hewlett-Packard 434A calorimetric power
meter. Navy calibration program, tech-
nical manual (1963) 18259

radio frequency wattmeter, AN/URM and
AN/URM-43B, test instrument calibra-
tion procedure (1961) 11490

RF wattmeters, single-ended to 50 watts.
Navy calibration program, technical
manual (1963) 18260

TS-230/AP, TS-230A/AP, TS-230B/AP fre-

quency power meters, instrument calibra-
tion procedure, technical manual (1964)
11522

watthour meters, application guide (1964)
9752

wave and power meter set, TS-107A/TPM-1,
Navy calibration program technical
manual (1963) 9294

see aiso Volt-ammeter—Voltmeters—Wave-
meters

—

also names and types of electric

meters.

Hectric motors:
asynchronous, brazing short-circuited ro-

tors, USSR study (1965) 4997
building maintenance (1965) 7006
dc brushless

—

motor uses electron beam switching tube
as commutator (1965) 14801

rotor position sensor switches currents
(1965) 11425

satellite application (1964) 7517
design development and fabrication (1965)
9627

sealed motor, development (1965) 11486
functions. Communist China (1961) 7668

Electric motors—Continued
industry, outlook for 1963 and review of

1962 (1963) 4517
integral horsepower

—

electric motor industry, outlook for 1962
and review of 1961 (1962) 4677

midyear review and outlook, 1961 (1961)
13855

magnetic-shift-register circuit controls step
motor operation (1965) 14790

maintenance for small plants (1962) 18448
oversized, effects on power costs in ginning

cotton (1965) 4639
repair (1965) 171
single-phase, for farm use (1961) 17911;

(1964) 19070
Soviet electric spindle making, study (1962)

5514
world survey, 1955-59 (1961) 11836

Hectric networks:
complex, mathematical representation of

connections, USSR study (1965) 12709
constant amplitude network, variable phase

filters (1965) 9708
distributing, calculation with aid of Minsk

digital computer, USSR study (1963)
14196

notch networks containing synchronously
commuted capacitors or RC combina-
tions, analysis (1965) 6695

optimal, control and configuration, USSR
study (1965) 2646

RC commutated, analytical determination of
transfer functions (1965) 16690

RC, unity-gain complex-zero, svsnthesis
(1964)'ll495

rural, linear programming in study, USSR
(1963) 6812

USSR-
contact, equivalent transformations (1962)
7786

digital computer programs for calculating
transient processes with periodically
varying parameters (1962) 5734

power distribution districts, effect of local

factors on economic characteristics
(1962) 2854

R-networks, synthesis (1962) 2715
relay, equivalent transformations, USSR

study (1962) 906
single-sideband modulation using phase
networks (1962) 5699

Electric pin connectors, see Connectors (elec-

tric).

EQectric plants, see Electric power plants.
Hectric potential, see Electromotive force.

Hectric power, see Hectricity.
Hectric power distribution, see Hettricity.
Hectric power plants:
Cambodia, description (1962) 7630
capacity of electric generating plants, world

power data, 1963 (1965) 9100
central heating and steam electric generat-

ing plants, Navy manual (1965) 13357
Chinese People's Republic small capacity

plants (1961) 19518
Communist China, construction inforn^ation,-

USSR study (1961) 9311
complex systems, general algorithms of

computing and controlling electronic

digital computer for optimum economic
planning, USSR study (1962) 177^4

construction of Orlik hydraulic deyelopftient

in Czechoslovakia (1965) 12710
controlling power system under emergency

conditions, application of propositions
of cybernetics, USSR study (1963) 17777

conventional, steam

—

capital and energy costs study (1961) 8421
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Electric power plants—Continued
conventional, steam—Continued

capital and steam production costs study

(1961)8423
Czechoslovakia, turbine equipment, charac-

teristic features (1961) 1047

dispersion of discharges in atmosphere,

method for calculations, USSR study

(1964) 4912
hydroelectric

—

construction cost and production expenses

(1963) 13915; (1965) 6181
corrosion and epibiosis of under water
metal structures, USSR study (1963)

10813
Kremenchugskaya station, USSR study

(1963) 10825
plant construction costs and production

expenses (1961) 520; (1962) 2463

projects

—

Colorado River below Glen Canyon Dam,
preserve jurisdiction of Congress over
construction

—

hearings (1964) 12271, 14009
law (1964) 17350
reports (1964) 10407, 13975, 17543

Saratov station

—

construction, reducing cost by use of

prefabricated reinforced concrete,

USSR study (1961) 15585
new designs (1961) 15584

station structures, mollusk overgrowth,
USSR study (1963) 10774

USSR plants (1963) 17191
print as Senate document, report (1963)

13765
USSR, Vakhsh River projects (1963) 5333

North Korea (1962) 3061

REA financed generating plants, 1965 (1965)

9909
retirement units, standard list for use in

connection v^fith Uniform system of ac-

counts (1962) 16152
Rumanian hydroelectric, automation (1962)

22340
St. Croix River, dispute, hearings (1965)

4621
solar stations, USSR study (1963) 2519

steam-electric plants, construction costs and
production expenses (1961) 20736; (1963)

2265; (1965) 569

structures, planning and design, engineering
manual (1961) 5946

traveling-wave electromagnetic pump of

annular design (1965) 9735
USSR-
Amur River, planned installations (1962)

23639
fixed assets, problems of calculating in-

dices of utilization (1962) 22278
heat-power electric station employment of

computing machine for calculation of

optimum distribution of loads among
different.-type units (1962) 17767

hydroelectric

—

V
in northern Caucasus (1962) 10007
power stations (1961) 2144
stations, canals, method of engineering
and economic calculations (1962) 7868

Mjngeohaur hydroelectric station, descrip-

<- tion (1961") 4482
organization of construction of hydroelec-

tric stations (1962) 1417
prospects of fuel balance in power genera-

tion in next 20 years (1962) 14173
selection of established power of groups of

stations in consolidated power systems
(1962) 5921

Electric power plants—Continued
USSR—Continued

Soviet power stations, translations (1962)
23752

thermal stations and power grids, prob-
lems in further development (1962) 7664

translations (1961) 2309
see a/so Nuclear reactor power plants.

Electric probes, electrical probe ensures relia-

ble contact in socket (1965) 14779
Electric propulsion, see Propulsion.
Electric propulsion for spacecraft, papers

(1963) 5550
Electric pulses, see Pulses.

Electric railroads:
first AC line, Communist China study (1963)

2611
socialist countries, USSR (1962) 2321
transport statistics (1961) 19465; (1963) 641;

(1964) 2466; (1965) 4905
Electric relays:
R-networks, synthesis, USSR study (1962)

2715
radioactive, parameters, Polish study (1962)

7802
relays and industrial controls, current in-

dustrial reports (1963) 15070; (1964)

1819, 17102
schemes, aid for mathematics modeling of

linear optimal rapid-actions (1962) 1151
stability analysis of relay-control systems

via direct method of Lyapunov (1965)

19883
switching curve approximation in optimum

relay systems, Polish study (1962) 7793
Electric resistance:
and temperature, relationship (1962) 6394
anomalous, palladium-deuterium system

between 4.2° and 300° K (1965) 2908
apparent resistivity of single uniform over-

burden (1961) 2055
brines from oilfields in east Texas, resistivi-

ties (1964) 11328
calibration

—

DC^
measurement system operation proce-

dure

—

0.001 to 1.0 ohm (1961) 5038
0.1 ohm to 100 megohms (1961) 5037
10 ohms to 1,000,000 megohms (1961)
5036

cerium metal from 4° to 300°K (1964) 14761
direct-current resistance apparatus, calibra-

tion procedures (1962) 8530
fiber length determination of cotton by elec- •

trical resistance measurements (1963)
7573

four-point probe resistivity measurements
on semiconductor samples, correction
factor tables (1964) 9635

glacier ice near Thule, Greenland, electrical

D-C resistivity measurements (1963)
4843

Hall coefficient and resistivity of Mg2Si sin-

gle crystal from 4''K to SOCK (1961)

16197
high resistance Mueller bridge, instrument

calibration technique (1964) 13353
high-temperature strain gages, development

(1961) 8046
measurement of bulk^ resistivity of semicon-

ductor materials for electron devices,

bibliography (1964) 21785
measurements on rectangular bar-shaped

semiconductor samples, comparing
2-point and 4-point probes (1964) 13276

natural waters in solution of geological
problems, measurement, USSR study
(1965) 11134
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Hectric resistance—Continued
oilfield waters, California (1961) 6298
palladium and palladium nickel alloys con-

taining absorbed hydrogen, low temper-
ature dependence (1961) 1387

physics changes in praseodymium, dyspro-
sium, erbium, and ytterbium under pres-

sure of up to 250,000 kg/cm, USSR study
(1962) 1090

precision guarded wheatstone bridge, instru-

ment calibration technique (1964) 13351
resistive instabilities and microinstabilities

in inhomogeneous plasmas, relationship
(1965) 17102

rocks at high temperatures, USSR study
(1964) 903

six-dial universal ratio set, instrument cali-

bration techniques (1964) 13352
tissue resistivity, thoracic cage impedance

measurements (1964) 9987
transverse magnetoresistance of aluminum

(1963) 18254
ultra-high, measurements in plastics (1961)

13614
well logging, application to ground-water

hydrology (1963) 14028
EHectric resistors:

carbon resistors for cryogenic liquid level

measurement (1963) 21030
decade

—

box, power, clarostat 240C, test instru-

ment calibration procedure (1961) 15899
1.0 to 100,000 ohms per step, test instru-

ment calibration procedure (1961) 17770
test instrument calibration procedure

(1961) 5024
precision resistor test fixture, fabrication

instructions (1961) 15872
semiconductor resistive element, report

(1963) 13041
single and multi-component crystalline car-

bon resistors, Hungarian research
(1962) 7692

Sorenson VRS-AC-751, modification instruc-

tions (1962) 8571
standard, cross-check calibration procedure

(1961) 5019, 11476
thin-film, used in functional electronic blocks

(1965) 19899
voltage controlled resistors, use of field ef-

fect transistors (1965) 1421
Electric resolvers, applications of electrical

resolvers, military standardization hand-
book (1963) 346

Electric rheostats, electropneumatic system,
regulates high current (1965) 19895

Electric shock:
control of hazards in workplaces (1961)

19814
hazards, control (1963) 5432
much-misunderstood hazard (1963) 9039

Electric slip rings:
miniature, contact stresses calculated (1965)

9644
rolling element, for vacuum application

(1964) 9608
EHectric sorting machines for tart cherries

(1964) 19053
Electric sounding by method of extraction of

fields, USSR study (1963) 6696
EHectric storms, see Lightning—Thunder-

storms.
Electric switchgear:
astronomic time switches and photoelectric

devices for airways lighting, mainte-
nance (1963) 12095

attenuation switch, effectiveness of utiliza-

tion on Kurs type gyrocompass, USSR
study (1961) 10958

Electric switchgear—Continued

bandwidth switching is transient-free,
avoids loss of loop lock (1965) 2865

cam-operated limit switch features safe fuse
replacement (1965) 19913

circuit switches latching relay in response
to signals of different polarity (1964)
13194

coincident switch reduces error in motor-
driven timer (1965) 2843

current industrial reports (1963) 15070;
(1964) 1819, 17102

double-throw device switches 2 lines quickly
(1964) 7485

galvanomagnetic switches, possibilities of
using in logical circuits, USSR study
(1965) 1132

ignitron, 5-kilojoule, fast capacitor bank,
characteristics (1965) 11478

liquid switch is remotely operated by low dc
voltage (1964) 13201

master switch requirements, civil air regula-
tions, amendment (1963) 2243, 2245

photoelectric semiconductor switch operates
with low level inputs (1965) 5142

power silicon gate controlled switch, devel-
opment (1964) 18720

remote control system has 1000-output cap-
ability (1965) 19909

reversing-transfer switch, fabrication in-

structions (1961) 15867
rotor position sensor switches currents in

brushless d.c. motors (1965) 11425
solid-state switching used to speed up capa-

citive integrator (1965) 11432
stepping switch with simple actuator pro-

vides many contacts in small space
(1964) 13163

switching devices for very high currents
(1961) 13809

threshold techniques for digital computers
(1963) 5851

Electric transformers:
double-tuned transformer development at

NBS (1964) 9639
installation and operation, etc., application

guide (1961) 17808
multiple core, use with variable frequency

transistor inverters (1965) 9661
power and distribution

—

production consumption and trade in se-

lected foreign countries (1962) 13027
transformer industry, review of 1963, out-

look for 1964 (1964) 4331
power, distribution

—

and specialty industry, outlook for 1963
and review of 1962 (1963) 4515

Federal standard (1963) 15510
R-F and I-F, miniaturized, for transistors,

wide band I-F amplifiers (1962) 10927
Electric units:

systems (1962) 22607
errata (1963) 7311

Electric utilities:

atomic weapons, effects (1965) 13539
depreciation practices, 1961, classes A and B

privately owned companies (1964) 6641
electric utility system loads (1961) 3177
industry

—

output indexes per man-hour, 1932-62
(1965) 1295

wage survey (1963) 19793
occupations in industry, sample apprentice-

ship schedules (1961) 17979
sales, revenues and income (1961) 3181
State commission jurisdiction and regulation

(1961) 19311
statistics

—

classes A and B

—
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Electric utilities—Continued
statistics—Continued

privately owned companies (1961) 521;

(1962) 2464; (1963) 4902; (1964) 8552;

(1965) 7639
publicly owned systems (1961) 4195;

(1962) 9608
statistics, publicly owned systems (1964)

663, 19690; (1965) 18083

systems classified as public utilities under

Federal power act, list (1964) 12393

work of Elektroinstitut, institute for electric

management in electric industry, Lju-

bljana, Yugoslavia (1965) 7896
EHectric waves:

brain, electromagnetic phenomena under
intense psychosensorial activity (1962)

12088
calibration, voltage standing ratio

—

J-band, measurement system operation
procedure (1961) 8116

S-band, measurement system operation
procedure (1961) 8117

3/8" coaxial, type N connector, measure-
ment system operation procedure (1961)

8118
X-band instruments, measurement system
operation procedure (1961) 5039

centimeter, effect of electromagnetic energy
on hemopoiesis, USSR study (1961)

15444
diffraction of electromagnetic waves in

plane metal grating with screen, USSR
study (1963) 19631

electromagnetic

—

dispersion on nucleons, USSR study (1961)

2198
penetration into ionized gases (1962) 6344

propagation in cold, collisionless atomic
hydrogen plasma (1964) 11379

propagation in magneto-ionic environment
(1965) 9824

scattering

—

cross sections modification in resonant
region, symposium record (1964) 19189

on uneven surfaces, USSR study (1963)

6641
shock tube for generating strong shocks

in air, evaluation (1963) 19925
frequency ranges for existence in cold, colli-

sionless hydrogen plasma (1964) 11403

industrial hygiene and biological action of

electromagnetic waves, all-Union scien-

tific conference on problems, USSR
(1961) 2092

interaction of waves in waveguide systems
with long electron flows, nonlinear ef-

fects and parametric regeneration,

USSR study (1963) 10752
millimeter, electromagnetic, use for determi-

nation of plasma temperature and elec-

tron density distributions (1965) 14828
modulated carrier wave communication sys-

tems, classification bulletin (1962) 22706
nonlinear interaction of electromagnetic

wave with time-dependent plasma medi-
um (1964) 13638

plane electromagnetic waves passing
through isotropic inhomogeneous plas-

ma slab at arbitrary angles of inci-

dence, generalized treatment (1964)

14901
power of invisible waves, USSR study (1964)

980
propagation in modified contra-wound heli-

cal coil placed in cylindrical waveguide,
USSR study (1961) 20894

Electric waves—Continued
radio-frequency electromagnetic waves,

atmospheric refraction (1961) 20052
scattering of electromagnetic waves by con-

ducting cylinders, computation (1965)

16606
stability of non-linear traveling waves in

cold plasma (1961) 5356
stable square-wave output from variable

frequency magnetic multivibrator (1965)

9666
statistical theory of electromagnetic waves

in fluctuating medium, mathematical
basis of analogies to quantum field theo-

ry (1965) 2932
vertically polarized plane electromagnetic

waves, interaction with plasma (1964)

20602
wave method for investigation of pulse dis-

tortions of turbine blades, USSR study
(1965) 9343

see also Radio waves.
Electric-welded steel pipes with spiral seam,

USSR (1962) 17918
Electric wire and wiring:

devices and supplies, current industrial re-

ports (1961) 20450; (1962) 13055; (1963)

13298; (1964) 15313, 19291
electrical wiring equipment, symbols for

ships' plans, military standard (1962)

7243
electrically exploded wires, experiments and

theory, progress report (1961) 21283
equipment, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 3926
exploding conductors, final report (1964)

13333
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9507; (1963) 3656;

(1964) 3474, 12293; (1965) 3376
figure 8 multipair distribution wire, RELA

specification (1962) 1796
figure 8 l-pair distribution wire, REA speci-

fication (1962) 1795
high-temperature

—

insulating inorganic coatings (1961) 8343
insulation (1961) 5309

icing and snow accretion on electric wires

(1965) 6131
Podol'sk microwire plant, USSR (1963) 2781
rubber insulated wire, general purpose. Fed-

eral standard (1963) 15512
symbols for architectural and electrical lay-

out drawings, military standard (1962)

7244
thermoplastic insulated, general purpose,

Federal standard (1963) 6446
underwater shock waves formed by explod-

ing wires (1963) 18242
Electric wire distribution, see Electricity.

Electric wiring, see Electric wire and wiring.

Electrical, see headings beginning Electric.

Electrical communications (USSR periodical),

abstracts (1961) 2930
Electrical energy, see Electricity.

Electrical equipment, see Electric apparatus
and appliances.

Electrical oxygen-temperature meter for fish-

ery biologists (1962) 19527
Electricians:
aviation electrician's mate

—

1 & C, Navy training course (1964) 5580
3 & 2, Navy training course (1965) 14933

aviation mate 3 & 2, Navy training course
(1962) 18348

construction

—

electrician's mate. Navy training courses
(1962) 22657
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Electricians—Continued
construction—Continued

employment outlook (1962) 8353; (1964)

7383
3 & 2, Navy training course (1964) 5581

electrical systems repairman, MOS evalua-
tion test aid (1962) 6663

I.e. 2, Navy training course (1962) 6334
I.e. 3. Navy training course (1961) 4995
interior communications and chief, Navy

training courses (1963) 9268
maintenance

—

employment outlook (1962) 8382; (1964)

9434
mate 3 & 2, Navy training course (1964)

11482
MOS evaluation test aid (1962) 10980
Navy training course (1965) 6827
sample apprenticeship schedules (1961)

17979
Hectricity:

ac and dc, mathematics applicable

—

instructor's manual (1965) 11563
trainee's guide worksheets (1965) 16787

Alaska, hydroelectric requirements and re-

sources, hearings (1961) 4099
all-electric homes, annual bills (1963) 19192;

(1965) 2138
alternating current

—

rotating bodies, synchronization (1961)

11471
supplies, operation of electron-bom-
bardment ion rocket (1963) 1286

temperature oscillations in wall heated by
(1962) 18266

aluminum for cryogenic electromagnets,
electrical properties (1964) 18807

Amistad Dam project, market power gener-

ated

—

law (1964) 1966
reports (1963) 11804, 11999; (1964) 493

basic

—

direct current, fundamentals of electronics

(1965) 16779
electricitv and electronics training series

(1965) i536-37
fire control technicians, trainee's guide

(1965) 1534
fundamentals of electronics (1964) 20685

alternating current (1965) 14936
Navy training course (1961) 6457

Bonneville Power Administration, define

marketing area

—

hearings (1963) 13656
law (1964) 17410
reports (1963) 8072, 15245, 17117; (1964)

2089, 17597
Bonneville power generation and sales sta-

tistics (1961) 5412, 18110; (1962) 8997,

18758; (1963) 7722, 18612; (1964) 8098,

19272; (1965) 7176, 15260
boundary conditions at surface of contact

between ionized gas and solid (1965)

5237
building maintenance, electrical (1965) 7006

Burley Irrigation District and Minidoka Irri-

gation District electric power contract

—

law (1962) 13324
reports (1962) 11362, 11612

Cambodia, power shortage end near (1962)

14306
capacity of electric generating plants and

production of electric energy, world
power data, 1963 (1965) 9100

characteristics of ternary platinum-rho-

dium-base alloys containing chromium,
cobalt, or ruthenium (1961) 9602

Columbia River power system and related

activities, audit report 1960 (1961) 2049

Electricity—Continued
Communist China

—

electric power (1963) 10831
electrical industry (1961) 933
power industry (1963) 914

comparators for precise measurements of

current, voltage and power, USSR study
(1965) 7919

consumption in low-rent housing projects,

PHA, unnecessary equipment for meas-
uring, GAO report (1963) 12205

cooperatives

—

Arkansas, progress and plans (remarks)
(1962) 16310

secure source of power (remarks) (1961)
11550

costs for driers in cotton gins, Arkansas and
Missouri (1964) 2261

deposition and behavior of electric energy
through circuits, exploding wire process,
progress report (1961) 21283

development of technology in 19th century
(1962) 22639-640

direct conversion

—

of chemical energy into electrical energy,
problem (1964) 5531

USSR study (1965) 2580
direct energy conversion, literature ab-

stracts (1962) 18354
East Germany, technology articles, transla-

tions (1962) 7666
effects of electric rates on power expenses of

cotton gins, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and
Texas study (1961) 11709

effects of oversized motors on power costs in

ginning cotton (1965) 4639
electric energy consumed, census of manu-

factures, 1958, subject report (1962)

4710
electric light and power occupations, em-

ployment outlook (1962) 8360; (1964)

9443
electric power

—

and electrotechnical industries of USSR,
development (1964) 5000

distribution systems, operation at naval
shore facilities (1964) 11733

engineering in Chinese People's Republic,

Polish-language article (1962) 14331

facilities, leasing by Goddard Space Flight

Center, etc., GAO report (1965) 6309
generation systems for space applications

(1965) 11418
industry

—

guidelines for growth (1965) 579
advisory reports (1965) 580
USSR, 1959-65, production, etc. (1961)

7828
management

—

standard for spacecraft, etc. (1965)

14759
survey manual for spacecraft, etc.

(1965) 18499
station construction, shortcomings in

planning, USSR (1961) 1132
statistics (1961) 12623; (1962) 3775; (1963)

3612; (1964) 3437; (1965) 3326
electric signal actuates camera shutter

(1965) 1409
electric sleep treatment, effectiveness in cer-

tain occupational diseases (1964) 966

electrical phenomena in organism, USSR
study (1965) 2585

electrical systems, interior, emergency con-

struction, engineering and design man-
ual (1963) 17409

electrical technology in 19th century, devel-

opment (1962) 6317
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Hectricity—Continued

electrically induced sleep, treatment of dis-

orders of nervous system, USSR study

(1965) 14547
energy production and consumption in U.S.,

analytical study (1961) 13462
energy source requirements for reliable elec-

tronic circuitry (1965) 7105
explorations, principles of, USSR study

(1964) 6983
facilities, etc., prohibit abandonment with-

out consent of FPC, report (1961) 14679
Federal power act

—

amend, report (1961) 14679
Nov. 1, 1959, insert sheet (1961) 12624
regulations (1961) 1976; (1962) 2470,

13803, 19485-486; (1964) 12396; (1965)

3885, 7641, 19617
Federal power policy, statements by Presi-

dent Kennedy and Secretary Udall

(1961) 9277
fishing with electric field and otter-trawl net

(1965) 18121
fuel consumption for production (1961) 3176
fuels and electric energy consumed in manu-

facturing industries, 1962 census of

manufactures, 1963 (1964) 17078
fuels and energy used

—

annual survey of manufactures, 1960
(1962) 16451

by industry groups, annual survey of

manufactures, 1961 (1963) 4572
fundamentals

—

alternating current, technical manual
(1961) 5333

study guide (1962) 15459
generation of alternating current by power

diode (1965) 11460
generation of electric power and simultane-

ous desalination of water by nuclear
power, USSR (address) (1964) 20026

geothermal power, economic evaluation
(1964) 18670

Government periodicals and subscription
services, announcement and order form
(1962) 22719

Government publications, list (1961) 1428;

(1962) 20244
gunners mates, trainee's guide (1962) 18353
Hanford new production reactor power

—

conversion studies, report (1961) 6955
proposed arrangements for electric gener-
ating facilities, hearing (1963) 1969

utility proposal for powerplant addition,

hearings, etc. (1962) 16811-812
high-gain amplifier has excellent stability

and low power consumption (1965) 9680
hospital facilities (1961) 6501; (1965) 6877
how to keep it from killing you, dangers

aboard ship (1961) 20127
hydroelectric power

—

and industrial developments in Norway
and Sweden, report (1961) 20649

development in European Socialist coun-
tries (1965) 12723

projects

—

continue use of lands in Sequoia Nation-
al Park
law (1963) 13421
reports (1963) 7926, 12001

licensing provisions of Federal power
act, exempt small companies

—

hearing (1962) 15273
law (1962) 19009
reports (1961) 14680; (1962) 19093

pumped storage, bibliography (1963) 7474
resources of U.S. (1961) 19309
developed and undeveloped, Jan. 1, 1964

(1965) 7638

Hectricity—Continued
hydroelectric power—Continued

sale by Interior Dept. at rates not ap-

proved by FPC, GAO report (1965) 712

hydroelectric resources and their utilization

in Chinese People's Republic (1961)

17527
Indonesia, development projects (1961) 866

induced and natural, charge on surface of

aircraft, distribution (1961) 9914

insufficient power supply cause of poor utili-

zation in Soviet agricultural production

(1964) 21568
interconnections mean more power for all

users (1963) 11255
judging your electric power needs (1963)

7429
laser beam transmits electric power (1965)

11431
local electric systems, jurisdiction of FPC,

amend act

—

hearings (1964) 15804
report (1964) 17712

low-trust propulsion systems for fast inter-

planetary missions (1961) 6413
magnetic and electric forces for rotating

shaft suspension, investigation (1963)

7593
magnetohydrodynamic energy conversion,

one-dimensional analysis (1961) 6386

national electric rate book (1961) 522-528,

1974-75, 10596-597; 12626-629,

14857-864, 19312-318; (1962) 533-554,

2465-68, 5169-71, 11780-782, 13799-802,

15558-566, 17483-486, 19482-483,

21744-753, 23524-528; (1963) 508-515,

6406-8, 13916-922, 15492-500, 17432,

19194-199, 20672-675; (1964) 664-672,

2322-24, 3764, 4703-9, 10524-527,
12394-395, 14246-251, 15894-899,

17980-983, 19691-701, 21305-309; (1965)

571-578, 3678, 4718-20, 10817-818, 12441,
14252-257, 16175-176, 18084-92, 19612-616

naval aircraft power systems, determining
characteristics with increase in system
voltage (1961) 11472

naval shore activities, maintenance of elec-

tric power distribution systems (1963)

11419
nonprofit cooperatives, exempt from FPC

jurisdiction, clarify

—

hearings (1965) 12320
report (1965) 14067

North Korea—electric power industry,

status (1962) 19706
water power resources and their utiliza-

tion (1961) 4485
nuclear energy development, tasks of indus-

try, Yugoslav study (1963) 5193
organization of communication between

traffic control point of power system and
computer center, USSR study (1965)

9444
Pacific Northwest consumers preference

—

hearings (1962) 13688; (1963) 8119
reports (1962) 17204; (1964) 6376, 15546

Passamaquoddy project and upper Saint
John River hydroelectric power develop-

ment

—

authorize

—

hearing (1964) 17890
appendix material (1964) 17889

report by study committee (1963) 15633
summary (1963) 15634

Passamoquoddy tidal power project, values
(remarks) (1964) 844

Poland, increasing capacity (1963) 2704
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Electricity—Continued

power activities, International Boundary
and Water Commission, United States

and Mexico, GAO review (1961) 12765

power and distribution equipment

—

Federal item identification guides for sup-

ply cataloging (1962) 9507; (1963) 3656;

(1964) 3474, 12293; (1965) 3376

power contract between Associated Hectric

Cooperative, Inc., and Southwestern
Power Administration, excessive credits,

etc., GAO report (1965) 12522

power distribution, accomplishments of Fed-

eral agencies (address) (1964) 840

power

—

for future (remarks) (1962) 18434

for progress, new program of Bonneville

Power Administration for Pacific North-

west (1962) 14907
for spacecraft (1963) 5549

in relation to Nation's water resources

reports (1961) 405
production, role of coal industry (address)

(1963) 10309
requirements for high-capacity cotton

gins in Yazoo-Mississippi Delta (1964)

7892
sources, new types used in Hungarian tele-

communications (1962) 5548
power supply

—

and distribution

—

emergency construction, engineering and
design manual (1963) 6371

engineering manual (1963) 431; (1964)

6593, 15871
planning needed to spread benefits of Fed-

eral development (remarks) (1962) 16154

precision measurement and calibration

standards, selected papers (1961) 6419,

11439-440
principal electric facilities, maps

—

Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico (1962) 562;

(1963) 523
Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Virgin Is-

lands (1964) 680; (1965) 16184

Great Lakes region (1962) 556; (1963) 517;

(1964) 674; (1965) 16178
North Central region (1962) 557; (1963)

518; (1964) 675; (1965) 16179

Northeastern region (1962) 555; (1963)

516; (1964) 673; (1965) 16177
Northwestern region (1962) 558; (1963)

519; (1964) 676; (1965) 16180

South Central region (1962) 560; (1963)

521; (1964) 678; (1965) 16182

Southeastern region (1962) 561; (1963) 522;

(1964) 679; (1965) 16183
Southwestern region (1962) 559; (1963)

520; (1964) 677; (1965) 16181

United States (1963) 2266
production in U.S. (1961) 3179

propulsion of ordnance land vehicles (1961)

13613

publications, price lists (1961) 4073; (1962)

18406; (1963) 16491, 27076; (1965) 18699

purchased by REA borrowers (1962) 12676;

(1964)9751; (1965) 3012

Rampart power market (1963) 2104

REA electric borrowers, uniform system of

accounts (1961) 2698

regulated linear transformer-rectifier power

supplies (1961) 1393

retail prices and indexes (1961) 1189, 3383;

(1962) 4299; (1963) 4150; (1964) 3978;

(1965) 3898

Rumania, electrotechnical industry, transla-

tions (1964) 19841

Electricity—Continued

rural

—

accounting ABC's for REIA-financed sys-

tems (1962) 22773
audit of REA borrowers' accounting re-

cords (1964) 3122
borrowers

—

general funds, levels as related to ad-

vances and accelerated payments,
REA bulletin (1964) 18933

statistical report (1964) 5675; (1965)
16850

Chinese People's Republic (1961) 7682
co-operatives

—

financial planning and forecasting
(1961)2697

management (address) (1961) 6527
materials acceptable on systems of REA
borrowers, supps (1962) 4020

middle road (remarks) (1961) 11547
new role for cooperatives (remarks)
(1961)9717

REA financing and growth (remarks)
(1962) 6436

RELA power for southern Maryland,
achievements (remarks) (1962) 18435

responsibility in time of change (re-

marks) (1962) 10635, 14585
stake in a prosperous agriculture (re-

marks) (1961) 17807
farms electrified with central station serv-

ice (1961) 5083, 21335; (1962) 24084;

(1964) 20777; (1965) 18744
financing for future (remarks) (1965)

20059
financing, hearing (1964) 15578
forward look to future (remarks) (1964)

11597
framework for future (remarks) (1961)

9715
keeping rural electric systems strong and

financially sound (remarks) (1961) 17806
large power rates and contracts and sales

for resale, REA bulletin (1961) 13645
mapping electric systems for REA borrow-

ers, guide (1963) 21102
materials acceptable on electrification

systems of REA borrowers (1961) 15957;

(1962) 20265; (1963) 3869, 5713, 16553;

(1964) 7723, 16852; (1965) 3597, 5370,

18743
new frontiers (talk) (1961) 8173
program for growth (remarks) (1964)

13434
publications, price list (1963) 11225; (1964)

15036
REA—
challenges of future (address) (1961)

21334
distribution line extension, construction

contract (1963) 3313; (1964) 7722
Federal expenditures under electric loan
program, possibilities for reducing,

GAO report (1964) 2403
financed cooperatives, encroachment by
private power companies (remarks)
(1961)21336

financed generating plants, 1965 (1965)

9909
pattern (1963) 9374
programs

—

freedom to grow in Indiana (remarks)
(1962) 12674

help build sound economy (remarks)

(1961) 17805
success achieved through co-ops (ex-

cerpts of remarks) (1961) 6523
recreation loan policy, hearing (1964)

387
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retail rates and service rules handbook
(1961) 1457

retirement units, standard list (1962)

16152
review of the past quarter of century and

a hard look at the future (excerpts of

remarks) (1961) 2696
rural development pays big dividends

(notes used in address) (1961) 5281
rural electrification

—

expanding program in southeastern Col-

orado (remarks) (1962) 10631
guide for establishing continuing prop-

erty records for use by electric bor-

rowers (1962) 12678
how to support (address) (1961) 6528
keeping America a nation of abundance

(excerpts from remarks) (1961) 6529
operation and maintenance survey of

transmission and distribution plant

(1962) 12677
publications, price list (1961) 2659;

(1962) 12656
re-energizing (remarks) (1962) 16153
transmission construction contract, la-

bor and materials (1963) 1441
Rural electrification act

—

amend

—

text (1963) 3314
to bring up to date definition of tele-

phone service (1962) 15425
hearing (1962) 15425
law (1962) 23262
reports (1962) 11369, 11416, 21488

rural lines (periodical) (1961) 3561; (1962)

4309; (1963) 4161; (1964) 3998
statistical bulletins (1961) 3557; (1962)

4082; (1963) 3925; (1964) 3748; (1965)

3663
quarterly supplements (1961) 3559;

(1962) 4082A
strength for future (addresses) (1963)

9375, 13038
time for positive action (remarks) (1962)

22777
sales of electric energy by States and geo-

graphic divisions (1961) 3180
sales statistics

—

T.V.A.—
monthly report (1961) 3614A
retail distribution (1962) 3776; (1963)

3613; (1964) 3432; (1965) 3327
shipboard systems. Navy (1963) 1369
Siberia, hydroelectric power development

(1964) 21420
single power system, USSR translation

(1963) 12314
southeastern power system, etc., audit,

1961-63, GAO report (1965) 12519
standby electric power equipment for farm

(1965) 7032
Stanford accelerator power supply, hearing

(1964) 10148
stimulation of heart-

in atrio-ventricular blocks, USSR study
(1964) 12731

stimulation of heart
USSR study (1964) 9357

systems of units (1962) 22607
errata (1963) 7311

tax, on surplus commodity housing, agree-
ment with France (1964) 16876

technologies, job descriptions and techniques
for determining courses of study (1964)

10466
testing operation of tubular dischargers in

lightning protection systems of rotary
machines connected to overhead power
line (1965) 2749

Electricity—Continued
therapeutic application of electro-sleep,

USSR study (1965) 16464
thrust systems for space station drag can-

cellation (1964) 20578
transient characteristics of exhaust of

self-crowbarred coaxial plasma gun
(1965) 5177

TVA—
municipal and cooperative distributors,

reports (1963) 5753; (1964) 3771; (1965)

5430
power (1962) 18537; (1964) 21902
annual reports (1962) 1866; (1965) 6958
quarterly report (1961) 11637

valley of light, 1933-1963 (1964) 21904
typical bills, residential, commercial, in-

dustrial services (1961) 19310; (1962)

21473; (1964) 4702; (1965) 6180
usage in Air Force House equipped with

air-to-air heat pumps (1962) 18311

used in mineral industries, census of mineral
industries, 1958 (1962) 4722

USSR-
bioelectric activity of brain, effect of imi-

zine (1962) 12047
chemical energy, direct conversion to elec-

trical (1962) 21931
electric power, translations (1961) 2253,

7713, 7745, 7784, 13008, 13224, 15152,

17393, 17401, 19480; (1962) 1500, 1512,

2644, 3195-96, 5871, 12165, 12296-297,

15856, 22152, 22162, 22239, 23657, 23699,

23839, 23867; (1963) 799, 1088, 2637,

2654, 5263, 6752, 8716, 10635, 12409,

12564, 15680, 17836, 19378, 20849; (1964)

2533, 2626, 4945, 5088, 6912, 8928, 12605,

12769, 14427, 16267, 18469, 20089, 20280,

21420, 21450, 21568; (1965) 865, 971,

1046, 1076, 1159, 2608, 2660
electrical supply systems of industrial

establishments automation and remote
control, discussion concerning installa-

tion (1962) 1380
electricity from gas jet (1962) 9627
hydroenergetics, results and prospects of

development (1962) 11969
power

—

electrical appliances, power consump-
tion, etc. (1963) 17919

engineering, growth rate and progress
(1962) 12279

recent developments, U.S. delegation
tour report (1963) 5048

regionalization problems, on example of

Chinese People's Republic (1962) 14068
system uses digital computer (1962)

19633
properties of macromolecules (1962) 7965

voltage regulators, flyback, used in satel-

lites (1965) 5216
vulnerability of electric power systems to

nuclear weapons (1963) 349; (1965) 6096
Yellowstone National Park elecric power

contract, hearings (1961) 1884
Yugoslavia, investments in electric power

sources, etc., in relation to needs for

power and energy, translation (1965)

1067
see also Atmospheric electricity—Lights and

lighting—Thermoelectricity

—

also head-

ings beginning Hectric and Electro.

Hectroacoustic waves, excitation by antennas
in ionosphere (1963) 12871

Electroaerosols, see Aerosols.
Hectrocardiograms:

analysis of auricular arrhythmias, USSR
study (1961) 961

auxiliary circuit enables automatic monitor-
ing of EKG's (1965) 9684
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Electrocardiograms—Continued
changes arising as result of action of weak

pulse currents on brain, USSR study
(1962) 2740

changes in QRS complex in myocardial in-

farction, USSR study (1961) 960
children, USSR study (1962) 21978
dynamics, in patients with hypertonic dis-

ease, USSR study (1962) 7966
effect of asphyxia on ECG of puppies and

kittens, USSR study (1965) 11196
electric systole in man, normal duration

(1965) 18598
electrocardioscopy in intrathoracic surgery

of children (1962) 19686
injured rat heart after simulation of regen-

eration process with certain biologi-

cals, USSR study (1962) 1327
monitoring actively exercising subjects,

simple, inexpensive way (1964) 19178
observations in adolescence and adulthood

of influence of high altitudes on electric

activity of heart (1963) 71

observations in newborn, infants, and chil-

dren native to high altitudes (1961) 124
synchronous recording of electro-, phono-,

and ballistocardiograms by means of

electromagnetic oscillograph, USSR
study (1962) 890

transistorized high quality carrier amplifier

developed (1962) 12958
use on children, USSR study (1962) 22299
see also Vectorcardiograms.

Electrocardiographs:
oscilloscopic attachment, USSR study (1961)

12955
parallels in experimental temporary partial

interruption of coronary circulation,

USSR study (1961) 11056
six-channel (6 NEK-1-F2) model, description.

East German study a963) 10560
Electrocardiography:
acute sarin intoxication, dogs, treatment

with antidotes, electrocardiographic
changes, Bulgarian study (1965) 16465

examinations during artificial arterial hypo-
tension induced by injection of gan-
glion-blocking agents, USSR study
(1962) 1252

fabricating electrodes for in-flight monitor-
ing (1962) 10921

in sports medicine, USSR study (1964) 2876
teleelectrocardiographic device, USSR study

(1962) 5676
use in evaluating ability to work, USSR

study (1961) 2395
Electrocardiology, see Cardiology.
Electrocardioscopy in intrathoracic surgery of

children, USSR (1962) 19686
EHectrochemical analysis, emf conductance,

optical and kinetic methods (1965) 18615

Electrochemical Analysis Section, National
Bureau of Standards, progress report,

1965 (1965) 18615
Electrochemical cells, see Cells.

Electrochemical fluorination of organosilicon
compounds (1961) 19981

Electrochemistry:
demineralization of water with carbon elec-

trodes (1965) 18253
electrical technology in 19th century, devel-

opment (1962) 6317
electrochemical potentials and iron content

relation to ground-water flow patterns
(1965) 9273

galvanostagometry, technique based on
negative pressure of liquids for investi-

gating phenomena at electrode (1964)

5894

Electrochemistry—Continued
oxidation of titanium diboride (1964) 16715
recording of tissue oxygen in vivo, use of

gold-iron electrode pair, USSR study
(1965) 12661

recovery of cobalt-nickel alloy from superal-
loy scrap (1964) 13121

reduction of coal (1962) 10458
research in East Germany and Hungary

(1963) 7035
scandium and rare earths, properties (1962)

4635
technical exploitation of electrochemical

phenomena under seawater conditions,
USSR study (1964) 18370

terbium, thermodynamic properties of

aqueous solutions (1962) 4633
see also Electrochemical analysis.

EHectrocution, see Capital punishment.
Electrodeposition:
molybdenum (1964) 13120
molybdenum, tungsten, and vanadium in

organic solvents (1963) 19873
nickel-A1203 alloys, dispersion-hardened

effects (1964) 7665
radiochemical determination of uranium in

environmental media (1965) 13231
zinc (1963) 19871
see also Electroplating.

Electrodes:
applying electrodes of implanted electric

stimulator, USSR study (1964) 1163
auxiliary silver, eliminates 2-step voltage

discharge characteristic of silver-zinc

cells (1964) 14826
biactive, use in gastro-exophagojejunodu-

odeno-plasty (1962) 9971
biomedical, secured by conductive paste

(1965) 5129
carbon

—

electrochemical demineralization of water
(1965) 18253

fuel cell properties, experimental (1963)
4393

porous, demineralization of saline water
by electrically-induced adsorption on
(1962) 13900; (1964) 8802

cesium-coated ion-thrustor, thermionic emis-
sion (1963) 19916

coaxial system, magnetic ignition of pulsed
gas discharges in air of low pressure in

plasma gun (1961) 13529
compliant, used for dielectric measurements

(1961) 17777
configurations for wind-tunnel heater incor-

porating magnetically spun electric arc
(1962) 10520

consumbale, electroslag melting, USSR
study (1964) 10989

demineralization mechanism (1965) 11024

design and space-charge-flow theory for elec-

trostatic rocket engines (1963) 1288
dual membrane fuel cell and osmotic still,

development (1964) 13141
ECG, for in-flight monitoring, technics for

fabricating (1962) 10921
EEG, for in-flight monitoring (1965) 15223

electrochemical phenomena investigated
with galvanostagometry, new technique
based on negative pressure of liquids

(1964) 5894
field-enhanced thermionic emission from elec-

trodes of cesium ion thrustor (1965) 5219

flow-through porous, for redox couples

(1964) 7664
glass, properties, theory (1961) 15406
gold, hydrogen overvoltage, research (1963)

11473
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Electrodes—Continued
gold-iron pair, use for electrochemical re-

cording of tissue oxygen in vivo, USSR
study (1965) 12661

implantation into nervous system, recording
of splanchnic nerve action currents,
USSR study (1961) 11182

implanting in animal for recording nystag-
mus (1963) 7630

improved electrode gives high-quality bio-

logical recordings (1964) 14821
insertion into brain by use of micromanipu-

lator, USSR study (1965) 11076
materials for thermionic converters, study

(1964) 11496
non-magnetic, thermoelectric bonding study,

bonding of PbTe and PbTe-SnTe (1965)
16614

nonpolarizing, for detecting slowly varying
biopotentials in internal cavities (1964)
9627

phenomena, electrolytic cell for X-ray dif-

fraction studies (1965) 13118
platinum

—

behavior, cathodic pretreatment effects on
(1965) 14961

potential at low partial pressures of hy-
drogen or oxygen (1965) 13203

porous carbon, demineralization of saline
water by electrically induced adsorption
(1964) 10676

porous graphite, feasibility of demineraliza-
tion of saline water by electrically-

induced adsorption (1961) 6207
porous metal, use of stiff paste in electroly-

tic preparation (1962) 8568
processes by microscopy, investigation

(1962) 8569; (1963) 7369
processes, survey, 1956-61 (1962) 16088
rugged pressed disk electrode has low con-

tact potential (1965) 19911
sheath near plane electrode bounding colli-

sionless plasma in magnetic field (1963)
19936

shielded, response on noninvaded thin beds,
oil well logging tests (1961) 9481

silver

—

increasing discharge capacity (1963) 18247
X-ray diffraction studies of oxides on

(1965) 6841
slag composition effect on melting of elec-

trode of large cross section in electros-
lag process, USSR study (1964) 1237

spherical, eliminates high-voltage break-
down (1965) 9681

thermoelectric elements diffusion-bonded to
tungsten electrodes (1965) 19902

Electro-dewatering tests of Florida phosphate
rock slime (1964) 13127

Electrodialysis, see Dialysis.
Electrodialyzer, ion-exchange membrane treat-

ment of radioactive waste disposal
(1962) 18701

Electrodynamic mercury pumps, see Pumps.
Electrodynamics:
cosmic, fundamentals (1964) 9624
jump conditions, tractions, and power trans-

fer at moving boundary, 4-dimensional
derivation (1965) 6691

large angle pair production (1963) 125
magneto-ionic environment (1965) 9824
see also Quantum electrodynamics.

Electroencephalograms

:

aerospace medicine, EEG in aircrew and as-
tronaut selection (1964) 7998

brain, change in electroencephalogram and
reactivity under conditions of hypercap-
nia, USSR study (1962) 1322

Electroencephalograms—Continued
EEG electrodes for in-flight monitoring

(1965) 15223
human

—

effects of epinephrine, atropine, chlor-
promazine on EEG activation response
(1963) 5886

local reaction to light, USSR study (1962)
914

Electroencephalography:
alpha rhythm feedback control unit (1963)

11180
characteristics of appearance of activation

reaction of EEG under action of light,

USSR study (1963) 20814
communication (1965) 1805
current methods of encephalographic analy-

sis, USSR study (1964) 8864
EEG changes during cardiac surgery under

conditions of artificial circulation and
comparison with postoperative neuro-
logical picture (1964) 11234

epileptic patients, effect of acupuncture.
Communist Chinese study (1961) 2182

examinations during artificial arterial hypo-
tension induced by injection of gan-
glion-blocking agents, USSR study
(1962) 1252

functional condition of brain during mitral
commissurotomy, USSR study (1961)
15381

hospital electroencephalographic suite, de-
sign, layout, etc. (1963) 14667

human, glossary of terms, USSR study
(1965) 9324

new born, techniques, USSR study (1963)
1082

observations in artificial hibernation, USSR
study (1962) 1256

photically induced disruption on cognitive
functioning, effects (1961) 5292

state-of-the-art, and role in manned space
flight (1965) 18527

statistical electroencephalograph model,
USSR study (1965) 955

USSR studies (1965) 2318
Electroencephaloscope, apparatus for multi-

ple-projection recording of brain diseas-
es and injuries, USSR study (1962) 886

Electroencephaloscopy, method of studying
dynamics and spatial processes in cere-
bral cortex, USSR study (1962) 886

Electroerosion machining of metals (1964) 8007
review of Soviet literature (1961) 11357

Electro-erosion machining, USSR (1965) 12597
Electrofishing boat with variable voltage pul-

sator for lake and reservoir studies
(1965) 2150

Electroforming:
aluminum for solar energy concentrators

(1965) 11401
ellipsoidal optical reflectors (1964) 20544
high purity, superior metal models yielded

(1964) 7480
nickel solution prepared for precision elec-

troforming (1965) 19898
analysis of electrogastrogram and its var-

iants in healthy persons during diges-
tion, USSR study (1964) 1179

bioelectric currents in gastric stump follow-
ing resection, USSR study (1962) 19746

Electrokinetic phenomena in biology (1962)
11986

Electrokymography:
cardiac activity, USSR study (1961) 19656
healthy individual, USSR study (1961) 15479
literature survey, etc., USSR study (1962)

2838
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Electrokymopraphy—Continued

method used in mechanical activity of heart,
analysis, USSR study (1961) 12898

Hectroluminescence, use of luminescence in

microbiological tests, USSR study (1963)
15871

see also Luminescence.
Electrolysis:
amalpam refining of cadmium (1964) 7434
amalgam, used for recovery of zinc from

dross and tin from hardhead (1961)
157ri8

building of aluminum plant, rapid erection,
USSR study (1962) 23714

cause of coal mine hazards (1962) 14418
cerium-group and yttrium-group metals,

electrowinning (1961) 21198
combined chlorination and electrolysis of

galena, recovery of lead and sulphur
(1965) 1371

continuous electrowinning of cerium metal
from cerium oxides (1964) 7441

conversion of saline and brackish waters,
investigation and development (1962)
5326

electrolytic separation processes (1962) 5326

electrowinning molten uranium metal from
uranium oxide, technical feasibility
(1963) 10959

electrowinning molybdenum, preliminary
studies (1961) 9484

formation of porous metal plates (1962) 6369
fused-salt

—

for preparing boron, preliminary study
(1962) 3328

of tungsten, experiments (1963) 5481
lanthanum, electrowinning from lanthanum

oxide (1962) 22520
manganese concentrates, electrolytic recov-

ery from solution (1964) 13118
molten salt electrolysis of metals, infrared

analysis of gases produced (1964) 14758
molybdenite to dimolybdenum carbide (1965)

6600
production of rhenium powder, USSR experi-

ment (1963) 7000
reaction of polystyrene with colloidal lead

particles at instant of formation at
cathode, USSR study (1965) 2782

titanium electrorefining, electrolytic meth-
ods of preparing cell feed (1963) 5488

two-cycle, electrorefining beryllium (1965)
2820

uranium dioxide to uranium metal in fluoride
melts (1964) 11340

see also Ellectrochemical analysis—also Elec-
trochemistry.

Electrolytes:
acid, dual membrane fuel cell and osmotic

still, development (1964) 13141
aqueous

—

pure and mixed, high-temperature trans-
ference numbers (1964) 8799

uni-univalent, thermal properties (1965)
8143

caloric cost and fluid and electrolytic bal-

ance in simulated subarctic survival
situations (1964) 19140

chloride, electrorefining uranium (1965)
11395

composition of human parotid saliva hy-
potheses concerning regulation (1965)
18915

ductile niobium production from electrolytic
powders, USSR study (1962) 23891

effect of impurities on mechanical properties
of electrolytic titanium (1961) 4830

E]lectrolytes—Continued
excretion by rats during fasting, influence of

body weight and growth rate on physio-
logic changes (1961) 3743

excretion rhythms in patients suffering from
rheumatic disease of heart and circula-
tory insufficiency, USSR study (1961)
4606

molten bromide, electrorefining vanadium in

(1965) 12949
molten salt, used for new cathode-anode

couples for secondary batteries, investi-

gation (1963) 14899
plasma and tissue, influence of intermittent

exposure to simulated altitude (1961)
6726

properties (1962) 6351
purification for deposition of high-purity

nickel (1962) 14437
sulfate and cyanide, effects of ultrasonics on

electrolytic deposition of copper and
zinc (1962) 3325

sulfate, ultrasonic effects on electrolytic
deposition of manganese and manganese
dioxide (1962) 22518

see also Polyelectrolytes.
Electrolytic cells:

contactless magnetic devices for control
systems, USSR study (1961) 906

controlled temperature oil baths for satu-
rated standard cells (1962) 22615

fuel cells

—

status report (1961) 13818; (1963) 9380;
(1964) 3124

USSR study (1961) 4451
lead acid, morphology of Pb02 in positive

plates (1964) 15007
lead calcium and lead antimony cells in float,

comparison (1965) 11584
leakproof sealing with elastomers bonded to

metal surfaces (1964) 20554
magnesium seawater, incorporating bacteri-

al colonized cathode, experiments (1965)
11576

osmionic operation, theoretical studies with
aqueous solutions of mixed electrolytes
(1963) 14061

primary and secondary theoretical design
(1963) 18244

primary, silver oxide- zinc alkaline capacities
(1962) 6351

silver-zinc, 2-step voltage discharge elimi-

nated with auxiliary silver electrode

(1964) 14826
small portable, durability in lead calcium

battery (1962) 12606
standard, their construction, maintenance

and characteristics (1965) 5251
sulfate cycle, diaphragms for (1964) 5615
swelling of membranes in electrochemical

cells, measuring apparatus (1965) 8071
titanium-refining cells, development (1964)

11338
X-ray diffraction studies of electrode phenom-

ena (1965) 13118
BUectrolytic method of producing tantalum,

USSR (1963) 6811
Electrolytic refining of beryllium, USSR (1961)

13038
Electrolytic separation processes:

ductile niobium production from electrolytic

powders, USSR study (1962) 23891
manganese and manganese dioxide deposi-

tion from sulfate electrolytes, ultrason-
ics effects (1962) 22518

tungsten from western scheelite (1964) 18695
Electrolytic tank analog for 2 dimensional

analysis of optics (1965) 11474
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Electromagnetic acceleration of variable-mass
plasma (1964) 21762

Electromagnetic attitude control system study
(1964) 11349

Electromagnetic current meter, use in arctic

waters, USSR study (1964) 10914
Electromagnetic fields:

combined action of high-frequency field and
X-ray in industry, USSR study (1962)

920
combined effect of high-frequency field and

X-ray under industrial conditions, USSR
study (1963) 17814

earth's rapid pulsations and processes in

upper atmosphere (1964) 9359
earth's short period pulsations (1965) 18590
electron gas theoretic techniques (1964)

11437
in industrial premises harboring equipment

for high-frequency heating, USSR study
(1961) 16936

liquid metals, USSR study (1964) 19988
near apex of wedge surface, calculations

(1964) 3051
public health research in RSFSR, USSR

(1962) 14021
temperature differentials, transducer meas-

ures accurately (1965) 8073
ultra-high frequency, use in medicine, USSR

study (1962) 849
wave zone of horizontal low-frequency elec-

trical dipole for 3 layer medium, USSR
study (1965) 9385

Electromagnetic pumps, see Pumps.
Electromagnetic radiation:
biomedical effects of exposure (1962) 4560
light nuclei, intermediate image pair spec-

trometer measurements (1961) 183
nuclear electric monopole transitions in

0-16, Ca-40, Cie-72, and Zr-90 (1961) 184
polarized, partially, coherence properties,

geometric study (1964) 17007
satellite environment

—

radio waves (1962) 20139
thermal to X-radiation (1962) 20138

Electromagnetic waves, see Electric waves.
Electromagnetism:

accelerator employing electromagnetic force
for achieving hypervelocities (1961)

11423
air survey, USSR study (1962) 2659
antipodal image of electromagnetic source

(1964) 13640
attitude control system study, addendum

report (1964) 11350
Czechoslovakia, translations (1963) 7065
earliest electromagnetic instruments (1964)

21799
electromagnetic circuits and devices (1965)

18660
electromagnetic profiling in geological map-

ping, USSR study (1965) 6471
galvanomagnetic switches, possibilities of

using in logical circuits, USSR study
(1965) 1132

induction as basis for thunderstorm theory,
Austrian study (1963) 17628

physical necessity for covariance in electro-

magnetic theory (1965) 4221
systems for removing momentum stored by

satellite attitude control system (1965)
6741

Electromagnets:
cryogenic, electrical properties of aluminum

resistivity (1964) 18807
degradation effects in short samples of hard

superconductors (1964) 14878
history and technology of electromagnetism

(1962) 6317

Electromechanical drive, see Drive (electrome-

chanical).
Electromechanical flowmeter accurately mon-

itors fluid flow (1965) 16661
Electromechanically operated camera shutter

provides uniform exposure (1964)9545
Ellectrometallurgy:
electrowen tungsten powder, evaluation

(1965) 5090
minerals in U.S., report (1962) 21381
processing, radiotracer applications (1963)

9125
Electrometers:

amplifier, improved by field-effect transistor

(1965) 1420
electrometer has automatic zero bias control

(1965) 14806
preamplifier has drift correction feedback

(1965) 16655
sensitive electrometer features digital out-

put (1965) 14770
simplified, excellent operating characteris-

tics (1965) 9667
use for determining oxygen content of ex-

pired air, USSR study (1963) 19446
vibrating-membrane, high conversion gain

(1965) 9641
Electrometry in medicine, USSR (1965) 11150

Electromigration, techniques in radiochemis-
try (1962) 16393

Electromotive force:

electrochemical analysis by emf conduct-
ance, optical and kinetic methods (1965)

18615
nuclear membrane potential of nerve cell,

USSR study (1964) 11227
skin potentials, electrophysiologic charac-

teristics, etc. (1964) 5905
stomach in ulcer disease patients, effect of

certain pharmacological agents on elec-

trical potential, USSR study (1961)

15451

Electromyograph:
human skeletal muscle tone in normal and

pathological state (1964) 5096
investigation of Bell's palsy victims, USSR

study (1964) 1172
pickup unit, small capacity, modified method

for recording muscle contractions (1964)

19836
use in

—

pharmacological investigation. East Ger-
many study (1962) 7917

studying bioelectrical activity of muscles
in occupational neuro-muscular diseases,

USSR (1963) 17976

Electromyograph using miniature tubes,

USSR (1961) 15218

Electromyographic analysis of stability of

posture of riflemen under conditions of

training and competition, USSR (1962)

15883

Electron beams:
all-purpose laboratory device for smelting

and zone-refining metals (1963) 10848

deflection controlled by digital signals (1965)

18503
furnaces, brightness and 2-color pyrometry

applied (1965) 13124
hardening steels, USSR study (1965) 9439
industrial application of electronic-beam

welding, USSR study (1965) 16497
industrial use, USSR study (1965) 9484
interaction

—

in Cuccia coupler and effect on quadrupole
amplifier performance (1962) 12585

with plasma, investigation (1961) 179
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Electron beams—Continued
melting

—

niobium alloys produced, properties, USSR
study (1965) 11116

of yttrium (1965) 18449
system for metals (1964) 7430
USSR study (1964) 20420

microprobe studies of oxidation behavior of
iron-chromium-nickel system in high-
temperature steam, trace interpretation
techniques (1965) 8543

probe oT 1-foot hypersonic-arc-tunnel air-

stream, spectrographic analysis (1965)
1479

purification of hafnium (1965) 1377
welding-

fabrication of ultra high strength steel

rocket motor cases, evaluation (1963)
9277

in industry, USSR study (1964) 14512
its industrial potential, etc. (1963) 5983
of chromium, USSR study (1965) 9438
role in special weldments, USSR study

(1963) 8849
techniques (1963) 11199

Electron bombardment:
improves vacuum chamber efficiency (1965)

16668
ion sources, performance correlation (1965)

18582
strengthening steel by electron bombard-

ment, USSR study (1965) 18294
Electron capture:

cross section, asymptotic form

—

in 1st born and distorted wave approxima-
tions (1965) 4198

in impulse approximation (1965) 4197
gas chromatography, identification and

measurement of chlorinated organic pes-
ticides in water (1965) 16331

Electron diffraction study of garnierite (1961)
19874

Electron gas, magnetized, quantum field theo-
retic techniques and electromagnetic
properties (-1964) 11437

Electron guns:
digital computer studies (1965) 9828
measurements in stellarator with helical

stabilizing windings (1961) 198
pulse modulator to supply pulse power

(1965) 13127
Electron heating:

effect of electron bombardment heating on
surfaces of tungsten (1965) 9822

seeding and ion slip effect in magnetohydro-
dynamic generator (1964) 7523

Electron microscopes:
carbon replicas for measuring Knoop hard-

ness indentations (1963) 9119
duty-free entry

—

law (1961) 14095
reports (1961) 12232, 12472

form and structure of uranouranic oxide
powder particles, reactivity survey
(1962) 23002

injuries occurring in objects studied, under
action of electrons, USSR study (1963)
15782

inorganic fibers, micrographs (1962) 14452
sunflower seeds and accumulation of reserve

substances study, USSR (1964) 987
tariff treatment, reports (1962) 21053; (1963)

4746
techniques suitable for studying fatigue

damage in crystallized glass ceramic
(1962) 1691

Electron microscopy:
all-Union conference (1964) 2811
cell nucleus and chromosomes, USSR study

(1961) 4664

Eleetron microscopy—Continued
cellulose, USSH study (1964) 2524
chondrogenesis during long bone regenera-

tion, USSR study (1964) 2476
fractographic study of mechanisms of duc-

tile rupture in metals (1963) 11186
interneuronal synapses, USSR study (1962)

21952
problems of evolutionary morphology of

cells in light of data, USSR study (1962)
17976

sintered aluminum powder, USSR study
(1962) 22045

study

—

of acute radiation injury of rat brain
(1962) 6601

of DNA, USSR study (1962) 15739
EHectron probe microanalysis, absorption ta-

bles (1965) 19916
Electron probe microanalyzer, description,

techniques, report, July 1964-June 1965
(1965) 19962

Electron probe X-ray spectrograph, see Spec-
trographs.

Electron spin, see Spin (atomic).

Electron tubes:
adaptation of ceramic tube types (1961) 141
brushless DC motor uses electron beam

switching tube as commutator (1965)
14801

circuits, Navy aeronautical electronic equip-
ment handbook (1964) 9683

cold "cathode tube application, development,
USSR study (1963) 8538

cross index and type identification, military
standardization handbook (1964) 4604

emission stability (1962) 10924
Hickok 539A tester. Navy calibration pro-

gram, technical manual (1963) 16468
industry, review 1963, outlook for 1964

(1964) 6024
microwave, tabulation of data (1962) 1700,

3383
miniature, Czechoslovak report (1962) 7673
negotiated fixed-price purchase orders under

AEC contracts issued to Raytheon Com-
pany by Sandia Corporation and Bendix
Corporation, GAO review (1962) 9724

pricing under Navy Dept. contracts with
Raytheon Company, GAO examination
(1962) 2514

production, consumption, trade, foreign
countries (1961) 248

receiving, data on, tabulation (1963) 12893
semiconductors, etc.. Federal supply sched-

ule (1961) 546
technology and electron emission, physics of

(1964) 7995
t-GSt sets

TV-7/U,TV-7A/U,TV-7D/U, instrument cal-

ibration procedure, technical manual
(1964) 11518

TV-IOA/U, instrument calibration proce-
dure, technical manual (1964) 11517

traveling wave, unnecessary costs, noncom-
petitive procurement, GAO report (1965)
6304

see a/so Klystrons.
Electronarcosis:

use during post-operative period, USSR
study (1961) 15379

USSR studies (1965) 12741
Electronic amplifiers, see Amplifiers.

Electronic brain in service of man, USSR
(1962) 14000

Electronic calculators, see Cybernetics.
Electronic circuits:

acoustic pickup depth meter for relaying wa-
ter measurements, USSR study (1962)
9841
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Electronic circuits—Continued

analysis, AF manual (1963) 1744, 4383

basic,AN/GSQ-T2A trainer, instructor's

guide. Air Force manual (1961) 17943

classification and evaluation (1962) 115

electrical and electronic symbols, military

standard (1962) 7242; (1963) 17348

electromechanics, USSR symposium (1962)

12020
engineer's estimates of circuits and system

maintainability (1961) 5001

Hungarian miniature and transistor circuit

components, development and production

(1962) 5547
infrared signal processing circuitry, elec-

tronic simulated signal and noise volt-

ages for experimental development
(1962) 22693

magnetostrictive-delay-line storage unit

with intermediate readout of code, USSR
study (1961) 907

microminiaturization techniques (1963) 1768

potential-pulse forms, integration, USSR
study (1962) 1068

preferred. Navy aeronautical equipment
handbook, supplement (1961) 20067

printed circuits, bibliography (1962) 18768

pulse-forming circuitry for explosives re-

search (1962) 14430
semiconductor device circuits. Navy aero-

nautical electronic equipment handbook
(1962) 20222; (1963) 16465

solid-state phenomena and effects for per-

formance of circuit functions, scientific

research and findings (1962) 124

symbols, reference designations (1962) 13719

transistorized building blocks for data in-

strumentation (1963) 9213
see also Circuits.

Electronic computers:
Academy of Sciences, Latvian SSR, symbolic

programming (1961) 841
activated electroluminescent display screen,

application of light and image intensifi-

cation techniques (1965) 6835
aerotriangulation strip adjustment (1965)

338
AIDE, altitude integrating electronic device

for computing and displaying cloud-

height information, description, etc.

(1961) 8338
Air Force personnel data, exploitation by

means of multiple linear regression
model (1961) 9919

ALGOL-60 converter, USSR study (1964)

9229
algorithm for

—

organization of information, USSR study
(1963) 2937

solving large systems of normal equations
by means of multigroup method, USSR
study (1963) 1085

use with digital process-control computers
for determining time at which blow-out
should stop when given carbon content
is reached in Bessemer converter (1964)

16440
algorithms that can be effectively realized

by computer systems, USSR study
(1965) 2547

analog

—

analysis of flood runoff (1965) 7804
analytical method for consumers research
and development physics (1961) 16187

and digital, simulation of helicopter and
V/STOL aircraft, equations of motion,
summary (1965) 11569

approach to V/STOL simulation employing
variable-stability helicopter (1964) 5509

Electronic computers—Continued
analog—Continued

calculation of resistance and error of

steady flow through nonhomogeneous
aquifers (1963) 5032

computing systems, principles of design

and work, USSR study (1962) 18032
design and operation for investigation of

heat transfer at airground interface

(1961) 12585
digital, for real-time simulation (1962)

12560
electric model and ground water system

study (1964) 18119
excessive costs to Government for leasing

instead of purchasing for use under de-

fense contracts by Martin Marietta
Corporation, Defense Dept., GAO report

(1963) 19280
fundamentals (1965) 1536

investigation of effects of friction and pre-

load on dynamic longitudinal character-

istics of pilot-airplane combination
(1961) 9605

NS Savannah upgrading analysis (1963)

5924
phase-channel combiner MOD II, radio-

interferometer, for space angle meas-
urements in Navy space surveillance

system (1965) 13111
photoresistance analog multiplier has
wide range (1965) 18507

pneumatic system unit, Hungarian studv
(1962) 7574

procedures for processing bathythermo-
graph data (1965) 5285

quickening demonstration, design (1963)

11156
role in communications, Czechoslovak re-

port (1962) 7720
simulation of helicopter and V/STOL air-

craft, study, equations of motion, etc.

(1964) 21826
smoothing of electricals signal data by

filtering (1964) 1681

study of

—

active control system for spinning body
(1961) 13526

filtering, command-computer and auto-

matic-pilot problems connected with
attack phase of automatically con-

trolled supersonic interceptor (1961)

6349
synthesis method of higher order func-

tions (1963) 11171
synthesis of constant linear dynamical
systems with bang-bang controller, tech-

nique (1964) 16724
systems for T7 flux trap core, evaluation
"(1961) 16188
use in extremal problems, USSR study

(1963) 12334
use in forecasting rain floods, USSR study

(1961) 15316
variable coding for constant percentage

error (1964) 9605
Apollo digital up-data link description (1965)

18525
applicability of Kotel'nikov's theorem to

discrete measurement equipment, USSR
study (1962) 2982

application

—

as teaching machine, learning to identify

nonverbal sounds (1962) 16087
in historical research (1962) 1452
of computing machines in historical sci-

ence, USSR study (1962) 23921
applications to nuclear and radiochemistry

(1963) 9681
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Electronic computers—Continued
arrangement of intermediate information

when computing on nonerasing Turing
machines (1964) 4922

automata with programmed control, optimal
operating conditions, USSR study (1963)

10708
automated systems of control by means of

computer equipment facilities, USSR
study (1965) 1072

automatic activation analysis, computer-
coupled (1965) 4266

automatic coding systems, USSR study
(1961) 10987

automatic control theory, USSR study
(1963) 8486

automatic data processing activities region-

al offices. General Services Administra-
tion, GAO review (1962) 23580

automatic data processing equipment in

Federal government, inventory (1961)

11820; (1962) 20522
automatic programming device for investi-

gating motor defensive conditioned re-

flexes. USSR study (1963) 2801
automation of

—

blast furnace processes by means of com-
puters, USSR study (1963) 887

calculations and development of computer
engineering, USSR study (1963) 5240

electric controls, computer techniques,
USSR study (1962) 984

production processes, USSR study (1963)
939

sensorimotor skill training (1965) 14947
basics (1965) 1536-37
Bendix DA-1 digital differential analyzer

methods

—

for solving simultaneous equations and
implicit functions (1962) 22675

of generating functions (1963) 3233
BESM, automatic-differentiation program,

USSR studv (1961) 908
BESM-2—

for numerical solution of tide hydrody-
namic equations for Pacific area, USSR
study (1965) 11079

tidal component for Pacific Ocean water
area, USSR study (1964) 957

bi-directional updating equipment (CUE),
test and evaluation (1963) 5751

BLS seasonal factor method (1964), applica-
tion (1965) 5045-46

BOUMAC, macro-programming system for
scientific computation (1964) 5549

Burroughs D825 modular data-processing,
NABUR, NAREC assembler (1964) 20708

calculating national fire-danger rating
spread index (1964) 12456

calibrating and testing gravity model (1964)
5669

CAPERTSIM (Computer Assisted Program
Evaluation Review Technique Simula-
tion

—

instructor guide (1965) 9013
player manual (1965) 10715

ceilometer computer design and operation
(1961) 4969

chart vertices, reducing problem of memory
allocation during program compiling to
problem of coloring, USSR study (1962)
140.56

circuit maintains digital decision threshold
at preset, level (1965) 16669

computation of sub-satellite points from
orbital elements for launch interference
purposes (1965) 13009

computer-aided learning of sound identifica-
tion, experiments (1964) 15003

Electronic computers—Continued
computer aspects and programs. Project

SHARP, information storage and re-
trieval system (1965) 6897

computer components, self-adaptive systems,
USSR study (1962) 11987

computer engineering for automation of
production, USSR study (1961) 17423

computer methods for water desalination
plants, electrodialysis process adapted,
engineering evaluation (1965) 16343

computer-oriented system for assembling
and displaying land management infor-
mation (1965) 6250

computer program

—

for solving 9-group diffusion equations for
cylindrical reactor, analysis and discus-
sion, errata (1961) 21208

used for coordinates and elevations of
survey stations located by intersection
(1962) 12392

computing and controlling digital machine,
general algorithms for optimum econom-
ic planning of operating modes of com-
plex power systems, USSR study (1962)
17764

construction, recent Soviet trends (1962)
14241

control systems, continuous models of excit-
able media, USSR study (1964) 10876

control, USSR translations (1965) 2489

controller design for nonlinear and time
varying plants (1965) 5106

controls in open-hearth and continuous cast-

ing, USSR studies (1964) 9291
convergence and ultimate reliability of it-

erated neural nets (1965) 116

coordinate converter, characteristics and
functions (1961) 1455

Ck)rtex, computer-based system for aiding
decision making (1965) 4176

DACICC-1, Rumania (1965) 11250
data processing machines, German Demo-

cratic Republic, development of produc-
tion (1965) 9400

Decision Sciences Laboratory program for

automating research (1965) 101

density trace made with computer printout
(1965) 13001

designing principles of universal reading
automation (1962) 20009

determination of stability derivatives from
flight test data by means of high speed
repetitive operation analog matching
(1964) 11786

determining high-frequencv phase stability

(1964) 14813
development, USSR studies (1965) 1114

diagnosis of aphasia, USSR study (1965)
9408

analysis (1965) 1537
analysis of statically indeterminate struc-

tures applicable to airframe design
(1963) 1317

digital

—

and their units, USSR study (1965) 1049
application in structural mechanics, USSR
study (1965) 875

Bendix G-15D, data handling system (1965)
13159

calculation of—
distributing networks with aid of Minsk

machine, USSR (1963) 14196
dynamic processes in control systems,

Polish study (1962) 7807
COBOL, common business oriented lan-

guage for programming (1961) 19194
extended specifications (1963) 2113
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digital—Continued

coding of hydrogen properties for applica-

tion to heat transfer and fluid-flow com-
putations (1963) 12854

computer for training purposes (ENC),
USSR study (1964) 11118

computing systems, domestic, 3d survey
(1962) 6393

EGCR temperature and neutron transient

analysis ETTNATA (1964) 15280
examination announcements, programmer,
systems analyst, systems operator
(1965) 320

execution of LGP-30 machine-language
codes on NAREC computer (1964) 13325

floating-point display of numbers, training

(1965) 5218
general-purpose, development at Computer

(3enter of Bulgarian Academy of Sci-

ences (1964) 12699
ground-to-slant converter for operations

central AN/MSQ-18 and coder-decoder
group OA-1593/MSQ-18, technical man-
ual (1961) 5334

high-speed, input and output of informa-
tion, USSR study (1961) 2189

history, operation, and use (1961) 21349
instructions for manually digitizing bath-
ythermograph data (1965) 5284

logic elements provide additional functions

from analog input (1964) 14822
logic redundancy improves system reliabil-

ity (1965) 5139
logical machine construction principles,

Ukrainian study (1962) 19722
M-2, report on use, USSR study (1961) 924

magnetostrictive-delay-line storage unit

with intermediate readout of code, USSR
study (1961) 907

mathematical modeling of some technologi-

cal processes (1964) 5355
multiplication, speeding up, USSR study

(1962) 2728
ore grade and tonnage factors (1963)

19864
ore reserves computed by

—

polygonal method (1962) 10466, 23975
triangular method (1963) 7213

parameter model, analysis of unsteady
flow in liquid-filled lines (1965) 9734

point gage recorder, description (1965)

10028
principle of movable block systems in

building, USSR study (1961) 15506
probabilities associated with F statistic,

estimation techniques (1963) 16783
programmer, systems analyst, systems
operator, examination announcement,
amendment (1965) 7319

programs for calculating transient proc-

esses in networks with periodically

varying parameters, USSR study (1962)

5734
prolate radial spheroidal wave functions,

NAREC code for calculating (1964)

13326
pump impellers, method for design (1963)

3150
recognition of visual images, USSR study

(1963) 8485
simulation of-—

aircraft systems, investigation (1961)
20044

helicopter and V/STOL aircraft study,
equations of motion, etc (1964) 21827

spheroidal wave functions eigenvalues and
expansion constants, calculating (1964)

13324

Hectronic computers—Continued
digital—Continued

storing and retrieving information
(AI-2048), excerpts from USSR book
(1964) 5244

studies of electron guns (1965) 9828
synthesis of

—

graph-diagrams of algorithms, USSR
study (1965) 2446

tracking systems using method of loga-
rithmic amplitude characteristics,

USSR study (1962) 1024
teaching to assist in making decisions

(1963) 11512
technique

—

and computing devices, USSR study
(1961) 10901

application of semiconductor devices,

USSR study (1961) 930
techniques for radar land mass simula-

tion (1962) 12563; (1964) 1528, 11489
investigation (1961) 9649

threshold switching techniques (1963) 5851

tracking system for automatic reader
(1964) 11056

UNrVAC-60, for solution of system of non-
linear algebraic balance equations of

gas-mixture, Yugoslavian study (1962)
7832

use

—

in diagnostics of nervous diseases,

USSR study (1964) 11235
in forming trains, compilation of plan,

USSR study (1964) 12978
of automatic devices in control units

(1964) 9090
USSR (1963) 712

with calculation of quantization by levels,

closed systems containing, USSR study
(1962) 1015

digital-to-analog, diode conversion technique
(1963) 18230

direct-current power sources, USSR study
(1961) 2169

East European scientific abstracts (1964)

21393; (1965) 2390
effect on mathematics, modeling recognition

process, USSR studies (1965) 16435
effectiveness of using in planning, USSR

study (1965) 2729
electronic conversationalist, USSR study

(1963) 2540
elements, Soviet patents (1965) 2450

engineering

—

development and introduction in national
USSR economy (1961) 7676

problems, USSR studies (1963) 1016
semiconductor devices, USSR study (1962)
7925

FATT, transient temperature computer pro-

gram for EGCR core (1964) 11858
Federal Government developments and use,

GAO review (1961) 4302
field artillery digital automatic computer

FADAC (1965) 5593

flow diagrams for computation of spatial

locations of atoms of chain molecule
undergoing intramolecular rotations

(1965) 8400
for determining linear transformations of

signals, USSR study (1962) 2870

foreign developments, translations

—

information technology (1963) 19748
organization, application of computers in

coding and machine translation (1964)

1018
FOSDIC, new equipment for enumeration of

1960 census (1961) 15828
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Electronic computers—Continued

freely vibrating nonuniform beams, includ-

ing methods of solution and application
to ships, theory (1962) 20269

GAMLOG computer program (1965) 15251
geologist's companion, USSR study (1964)

7023

GIFTI machine, programming, USSR study
(1961)9320

gnosiological nature of information model-
ing (1964) 2886

graphics, use in community renewal, manual
for professionals in urban analysis and
related fields (1963) 14764

HAYSTAQ, mechanized system for search-
ing chemical information (1965) 19960

high density optical memory drum (1964)
11783

high speed

—

calculating machines used in designing
industrial and public buildings, USSR
study (1962) 7914

generation of random correlated quantity
(1961) 2170

memories, USSR study (1964) 16038
tunnel diodes, application (1964) 16046

use for analyzing mixtures of organopho-
rus compounds by infrared spectra,

USSR study (1965) 982
Hungarian study (1965) 12747

hybrid computer technique yields random
signal probability distributions (1965)
14772

hydraulics use, USSR seminar (1964) 10885

IBM coded, plotting circles of constant over-

pressure around targeted points, pro-

gram (1964) 21786
IBM 650 or UNWAC solid state 8(), comput-

ing average log values for timber ap-

praisals (1961) 17309
IBM 704—
and 7090, X-ray diffraction data reduction
program (1962) 20216; (1963) 9273

computer program

—

available for constructing streamflow
rating tables (1962) 5259

use of consistent P 1 analysis of

aqueous uranium-235 critical assem-
blies (1962) 1684

digital computers, input routine using ar-

ithmetic statements (1961) 19983
Monte Carlo studies of gamma-ray and
neutron transport in infinite homogene-
ous media (1961) 21214

or 7090 computer program for computa-
tion of chemical equilibrium composi-
tions, rocket performance, and Chap-
man-Jouguet detonations (1962) 23992;
(1963) 7247, 19909

IBM 1620, preselect address unit (1964)

11859
IBM 7090—
highway form B, 6-62, ICC explanation of

automatic cost data processing proce-

dure for motor carriers (1962) 21898

n-body code, Fortran code for solution of

space mechanics problems (1964) 1453

procedure for Vinti's theory of accurate
intermediary orbit (1962) 10513

program for inospheric mapping by nu-

merical methods (1964) 3048

in planning and accounting, Rumanian study

(1962) 7599

industry outlook for 1963 and review of 1962

(1963) 1862

EHectronic computers—Continued
infinite-dimensional, analog problem of line-

ar programming and its application to
certain questions in theory of approxi-
mations, USSR study (1962) 5669

information capabilities, USSR study (1961)
10778

input, factors influencing design of origin-

al-document scanners (1964) 18811
input-output procedures in ALGOL-60 lan-

guage, USSR study (1965) 2759
investigation of continuous models of con-

trol systems, USSR study (1964) 9138
IRMA, system for information revision and

manuscript assembly (1965) 16262
jet-pluming interference by computer simu-

lation of measured flight motions of 2

RAM A 4th stages (1964) 3016
keying self-report test items (1965) 1797
LGP-30 digital computer compiler, encores

for ACT 1 system (1962) 16089
linear programming—
bibliography (1963) 18627
establishing labor norms, USSR study

(1963) 8715
problems, USSR study (1963) 19746
studv of rural electrical network, USSR

(1963) 6812
literature bibliography, 1946-63 (1965) 8140
logic circuit will fit on single silicon chip

(1964) 14809
logical designs of computers with semicon-

ductor components (1961) 980
M-2, tape-drive unit for magnetic tapes,

USSR study (1964) 20025
machine tools with program control, USSR

study (1962) 13976
magnetic elements of computer engineering

equipment, USSR study (1962) 19666
management of automatic data processing

in Federal Government
GAO report (1965) 16300
report to the President (1965) 5987

mathematical

—

data, inconsistent response patterns,
chance distribution in paired compari-
son and multiple ranking designs (1963)

7625
methods of investigating automatic regu-

lation systems (1961) 18019
planning and economic calculations on
wages, income, and consumption, USSR
study of workers (1961) 17379

problems in development of diagnostic
process, USSR study (1962) 5801

representation of connections in complex
electrical networks, USSR study (1965)

12709
simulation, retention of 1st enlistment

airmen, analysis of results (1963) 1772
theory of self-learning computers, USSR

study (1965) 14489
mathematics, problems, USSR study (1961)

7697
meteorological and aerological data, USSR

study (1961) 11124
microgrammars, prerequisite to utility

(1965) 8147
mine transportation problems, complex auto-

mation of haulage, USSR study (1962)

17882
mineral industry, high-speed data reduction

and processing (1962) 12377
Mk 118 and Mk 119, pricing of repair parts

under Navy contract wth Ford Instru-

ment Company, GAO review (1962) 19555

modeling differential equations with bounda-

ry conditions, Ukr SSR study (1963)

12653
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modification reduces time of performing iter-

ative division (1965) 5120
more and more used to process office records,

solve scientific, engineering, and busi-

ness problems, control industrial proc-

esses, chart (1962) 14399
motor transport planning, USSR study

(1963) 17864
multiple correlation and regression equa-

tions, one dependent and up to five inde-

pendent variables (1962) 4466
NARE(3—

floating-point interpretive programming
system (1965) 14950

generating pseudo-random numbers, tests

on multiplicative congruence method
(1965) 13193

program for least square error curve fit-

ting (1963) 3230
satellite launching trajectory calculations,
program (1961) 5005

tables of integrals related to Planck func-

tion used in checking machine code
(1961) 9652

NASA PERT, program evaluation and re-

view technique handbook (1961) 19920
Neliac program

—

prolate radial spheroidal wave functions
(1965) 13139

spheroidal wave function eigenvalues and
expansion constants, calculation (1965)
13140

nonlinear processes, adaptive-predictive
modeling (1964) 20521

NORC CRT printer, subroutines (1961) 5016
numerical

—

analysis of nuclear electrogenerator cells

that use cerium 144 beta-emitting ra-

dioisotope sources (1963) 21003
method for solving optimal control prob-

lems, USSR study (1962) 17898
treatment of Orr-Sommerfeld equation for

case of plane Poiseuille flow (1964) 16717
occupations in electronic computing systems

(1965) 18018
ocean, specialized, USSR study (1965) 11095
octal codes, accounting program developed

as byproduct of forest growth studies
(1964) 14323

OMNIFORM 1, general purpose machine
program for calculation of tables of
functions given explicitly in terms of
one variable (1962) 14497

operating personnel, employment outlook
(1962) 8361; (1964) 9415A

optimal control, coding, and programming,
USSR studies (1965) 12705

optimized printer plotting system, 7090
(FORTRAN) and 1401 (SPS) subrou-
tines

—

instructions for users (1964) 11383
systems programmers manual (1964) 11384

optimum computerized allocation system
development (1964) 13687

optimum distribution of loads among differ-
ent-type units of heat-power electric
station, calculation, employment of
computing machine, USSR study (1962)
17767

organization—
and application in coding and machine
translation, USSR studies (1963) 17802

of communication between traffic control
point of power system and computer
center, USSR study (1965) 9444

OSCAR, optimum selection, classification,
and assignment of recruits (1962) 20450

outdoor recreation surveys, length-of-stay,
etc., correction by computer (1965) 19641

Electronic computers—Continued
PERT system-
mechanization (1962) 6372
NASA-PERT B computer systems manual

(1963) 14543
NASA-PERT C computer systems manual

(1964) 18725
network analysis system, ER regulation

(1963) 13881
network consistency testing (1962) 6373
Polaris management (1963) 3238

phototypesetting output, example using
tabular data (1963) 14599

physical and chemical systems, simulation
and control, USSR studies (1964) 18331

pilot-controlled analog computer, study of
exit phase of flight of very high altitude
hypersonic airplane (1962) 1665

Placebo IV, rules, concordance, sample com-
puter generation (1965) 6785

planning for automatic data processing
equipment, Washington, D.C., regional
office. General Services Administration,
GAO review (1962) 19558

Pogoda, means of determining analogy be-
tween fields of meteorological elements,
USSR study (1961) 4710

Polish automatic calculating machines for
interpretation of gravimetric and mag-
netic photos (1962) 7557

popularizing, USSR articles (1962) 9843
power systems, design and exploitation, sci-

entific-technical conference, USSR study
(1961) 2102

practical application in Hungary (1962) 7990
pressure transducer system, force-balanced,

digital output (1965) 11446
PRESTO, program for rapid earth-to-space

trajectory optimization (1965) 6617
probability theory and mathematical statis-

tics and computer engineering ab-
stracts, USSR study (1965) 11309

processing oceanographic information,
USSR study (1965) 11092

program library

—

memorandum (1961) 3544
Public Roads Bureau (1964) 7713; (1965)

16841
program schemes, some transformations,

USSR study (1961) 10986
programmed

—

education, USSR study (1963) 12654
learning, survey of industry, 1962 (1962)
21663

materials in mathematics (1963) 2172
programming

—

adaptive techniques for circuit design
(1964) 20972

address language, USSR study (1963) 6979
analysis and design of welded steel girders

(1964) 13426
analytical aerial triangulation (1965)

15361
analytical program compendium, NREC
technical manual (1965) 9051

automation, USSR studies (1964) 19959,
21485

bibliography (1961) 20396; (1963) 18628
calculate artificial radiation belt decay

factors (1965) 13038
calculating flow fields in supersonic inlets

(1965) 14832
courses for engineers, USSR article (1962)
23904

design of sensible-heat space radiators
(1965) 13021

distribution moments with reference to
mineral industries (1965) 9587

dynamic, deriving and optimizing method,
USSR study (1964) 18576
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electron probe microanalysis (1965) 14712
fitting surfaces to assay and other data
bv regression analysis (1964) 18691

glossary for NAREC users (1963) 11155
hydraulic analysis of circular culverts

(1965) 16840
meteorology, USSR study (1964) 20222
needs for automated laboratory for psy-

chological research (1964) 1736
NELIAC-N tutorial report (1964) 5610A
oceanography (1964) 21811
simplify optical system analysis (1965)
8077

solution of geometric-analogy intellig-

ence-test questions (1965) 4199
statistical decomposition of mixture of 2

Gaussian populations (1965) 13198
2-dimensional and axisymmetric superson-

ic flow over blunt-nosed and flared bod-
ies (1965) 16705

programs

—

calculating neutron interaction between
cylindrical storage containers (1963)
11557

gravity model trip distribution formula
for any size urban area (1963) 14679

library (196^) 9364
USHL no. 2, water surface profiles for

spatially varied flow in natural channels
(1965) 10027

project PERT—
contractor reporting personnel meetings,
summary minutes (1961) 6468-69

coordination task group meetings, pro-
ceedings (1961) 6467

data processing lesson plan handbook for
technicians (1961) 6464

Polaris management (1961) 9658
summary report

—

phase 1 (1961) 1406
phase 2 (1961) 6466

purchase of time by Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories, questionable
need, GAO report (1965) 16304

quadrature formulas for and operators of

radiative transfer (1965) 5189
quality typography from computer data

(1963) 16480
quantification of processing of probabilistic

(uncertain) data, research and develop-
ment (1965) 11876

railroad centers system and remote control
transmission of information, USSR
study (1962) 3042

RAMC, programming IBM 650 for data
processing, report (1961) 2693

real time computers utilizing counting tech-
niques, design (1965) 19928

reliability of manufacture, USSR study
(1964) 20216

rental of automatic data processing equip-
ment at military installations within
Defense Dept., administration of con-
tracts, GAO review (1962) 15627

research in computer sciences, general sur-
vey (1965) 7116

response and feedback techniques for auto-
mated training of visual identification
skills (1964) 20703

retrieving legal information, USSR study
(1965) 18292

Rumanian Academy of Sciences, conference
(1962) 7555

Rumanian national economy, benefits from
production and use of devices (1962)
23650

Electronic computers—Continued
scientific conference on learning automatic

machines and information processing in

organisms. West Germany (1963) 7071
seasonal adjustments, (Census Bureau's

methods, tests and revisions (1963)
16906

self-learning systems, principles of design,
USSR study (1963) 8540

semiconducter binary coordinate converter,
characteristics and functions (1961)
9653

sharing plan, Philadelphia, Pa., regional
area (1964) 140

simulation of

—

Alpha system with positive feedback loop,

USSR experiments (1963) 19678
missile environment shipping development

(1962) 8708
simulation system, programming design

manual (1964) 11490
simulator study of 2 digitally-controlled in-

strument serves (1961) 2622
solution of simple problems in matrix alge-

bra by means of computer systems con-
taining L machines, USSR study (1965)
2548

source data automation systems, mechaniz-
ing paperwork (1964) 13266

Soviet

—

ideas on interrelationship of people and
machines (1964) 10850

power system uses digital computer (1962)
19633

translations (1962) 909
256-channel time analyzer with memory

unit, USSR study (1962) 18088
Strela, universal computer, USSR study

(1962) 7833
switching network, improved circuit mini-

mizes generation time of pseudonoise
check bits (1965) 16663

switching theory, computer program (1962)
1984

symposium on analysis of central nervous
system and cardiovascular data using
computer methods (1965) 14756

synthesis of optimal correcting devices,

USSR study (1961) 15322
technology

—

and cybernetics, USSR study (1964) 5113
Crowe memory elements, super conductive,
USSR study (1964) 16326

fundamentals (1965) 16729
in national economy, USSR study (1963)
19439

mathematical problems, USSR study
(1964) 7053

use to control national economy, USSR
study (1964) 16327

technology, USSR study (1962) 1170
traffic assignment manual for application

with large, high speed computer (1964)
15073

transfluxor circuit amplifies sensing current
for memories (1964) 9550

transportation problems solution by approx-
imation method using conditional-
optimal plans, USSR study (1961) 19640

tree measurement data compilation (1965)

2159
turing machines, problems in using, USSR

study (1963) 8603
UDOFTT mathematical procedures (1963)

7366
Univac

—

digital trainer, technical manuals (1965)

8206, 14941
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file computer 1, basic logic for air traffic

control/automatic data processing sys-
tem, description (1963) 18345

uppercase and lowercase computer printout
increases readability (1965) 18506

URAL—
experiment in nomograph construction,
USSR study (1962) 1103

use for predicting height of 700-MB iso-

baric surface, USSR study (1961) 4449
URAL-1—
application in meteorology, Hungarian
study (1962) 7918

computation of growth of droplets and
spherical ice particles in convective
clouds, USSR (1965) 1182

use for interpretation of magnetic and
gravitational anomalies, USSR study
(1965) 16516

URAL-2—
automatic input and oceanographic data
processing by, USSR study (1965) 11094

use for computing tidal parameters by
Hansen's method, USSR study (1965)
18364

use

—

as base of automation of industrial proc-
esses, USSR study (1962) 3080

for calculation of construction schedules
and priorities, USSR (1963) 14170

for earthquake epicenter determination,
USSR study (1963) 17896

for long-range prediction of railroad car
flows, USSR study (1961) 19776

for mutual orientation of aerial photo-
graphs, USSR study (1961) 10837

for phototriangulation, USSR study (1962)
5600

for substantiation of diagnosis (1965) 9430
in automating collection and processing of

meteorological information, problems
(1965) 18345

in medicine (1962) 15714
in mills for laying out without waste,
USSR study (1963) 15978

in State banks, USSR study (1962) 1156
in study of gyropilot, USSR (1961) 15391
of arbitrary quasi-orthogonals for calcu-

lating flow distribution

—

in meridional plane of turbomachine
(1965) 2894

on blade-to-blade surface in turbomachine
(1965) 11479

of computers in crystal structure analy-
sis, USSR study (1962) 17913

of mathematical and statistical methods
for study of national consumption prob-
lems, USSR study (1962) 2928

uses

—

calculating chemical composition of iron
being poured into converter (1964) 16202

determining forest investment
rates-of-return (1964) 8694

law field, USSR study (1964) 16500
technical supply, USSR study (1964) 12674

USSR-
abstracts journal, cybernetics, transla-

tions (1965) 14556
economics and education, technology

(1965) 7886
engineering (1962) 22051
equipment (1964) 16113

articles (1965) 12599
improvement (1962) 23629
scientific abstracts (1964) 21388; (1965)

806, 2492
studies (1964) 16312

EHectronic computers—Continued
utilization of time-line medical data from

man in space flight (1965) 18530
vibration finishing of edges of punched

parts. Communist Chinese study (1964)
11088

vital statistics, seasonal adjustment (1965)
11665

what is the letter A, USSR study (1962)
11967

see also Calculating machines—Cybernetics.

Electronic conversationalist, USSR (1963)
2540

Electronic counters:
Hewlett Packard 522B, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1962) 6374
Hewlett Packard 524B, 524C, 524D, or

FR-38A/U (AN/USM-26), test instrument
calibration procedure (1961) 15881

instrument calibration procedure, technical
manual (1964) 11499

plotting erythrocyte volume spectra, cali-

bration (1963) 20337
tunnel-diode counter for satellite applica-

tions, description (1962) 14483
Electronic data processing equipment in Fed-

eral government, inventory (1961) 11820

Electronic data processing systems:

adaptation of northwest range-plant sym-
bols, list (1961) 6135

additional overpayments of rentals for
automatic data processing machines at
Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA,
GAO report (1965) 10946

ADP training, services and sources of infor-

mation, directories (1964) 19333; (1965)
17248

air route traffic control centers, Boston,
Mass., and Washington, D.C., inadequate
administration by FAA, GAO report
(1964)8723

Apollo digital up-data link description (1965)
18525

Army

—

information and data system (1965) 10151
system operations at data processing in-

stallations, pamphlet (1965) 8515
automatic

—

commercially available auxiliary equip-
ments, catalog. Army pamphlet (1962)
16359

data procedure of rail form A, 11-63, using
IBM 7090—
input sheets and program (1965)

12576-577
textual explanation (1964) 14403

data processing

—

careers, VA (1965) 18824
case history, EHectronics Supply OflSce,

Navy Dept (1964) 15294
development and use

—

in Federal Government, GAO review
(1961) 4302

Ordnance Corps manual (1962)
3444-45, 12634-635. 16997, 22696,
24050

glossary (1963) 5956
of highway form B, 6-62, using RCA 301
computer, procedure (1964) 10713

of information, USSR study (1965) 11278
program for marine synoptic radio
weather reports (1965) 6231

systems guide for auditing (1962) 96
telemetry signals from satellites (1963)
21017

devices for recognition of visible

two-dimensional patterns, survey of field

(1962) 18442
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automatic—Continued

Highway form B. 6-62, using IBM 7090,

ICC explanation of procedure (1962)

21898
management in Federal Government,

report to the President (1965) 5627. 5987

recordkeeping for small marketers (1962)

22792
type-punch, readout control unit (1962)

6342
automation

—

in Federal Government (1961) 1184
inventory (1962) 20522

of processing of experimental data in in-

vestigating irregular ionosphere, USSR
study (1962) 5443

spacecraft telemetry test stand for Ex-
plorer XVll (1964) 13239

bibliography (1961) 20396; (1963) 18628
Burroughs D825 modular computer, NAREC

assembler (1964) 20708
cartridge drives coded tape at constant read-

out speed (1965) 1426

centra! facility for recording and processing
transient-type data (1963) 3121

classification, indexing, report bibliography
(1965) 17259

codes for California wildland plants (1964)

8661
coding and keypunching

—

biological data, manual (1965) 14922
geological information form for core,

grab, and dredge samples, manual (1965)

14923
computing for regulation. Federal Maritime

Commission (remarks) (1965) 16174
control lines maintenance, FAA handbook

(1963) 8218
coordination by GSA for economic and effi-

cient purchase, etc., by Govt, offices

—

hearing (1963) 11902
reports (1963) 13552, 13612

cost

—

due to excessive rentals, Lockheed Missiles

& Space Co., Sunnyvale, Calif., Defense
Dept., GAO report (1965) 2212

of unnecessary daily compilation of statis-

tical data. Army Dept., GAO report

(1965) 2195
costs of leasing by

—

Aerospace Division of Martin Marietta
Corporation, GAO report (1964) 8735

Bacchus Works, Hercules Powder Co., by
Defense Dept., GAO report (1964) 19763

Boeing Co., Airplane Division, GAO report

(1964) 10618
Chrysler Corporation, GAO report (1964)

10621
Continental Aviation and Engineering

Corporation, GAO report (1964) 10622
costs of leasing by

—

Defense Electronics Products, Radio Cor-

poration of America, GAO report (1965)

2213
General Dynamics/Astronautics, division

of General Dynamics Corp., San Diego,

Calif., Air Force Dept., GAO report

(1964) 19764
General Hectric Company, etc., by De-

fense Dept., GAO report (1965) 6297
General Electric Co., Light Military Elec-

tronics Dept., Defense Dept., GAO report

(1964) 18095
Lear Siegler, Inc., Instrument Division,

Grand Rapids, Mich., GAO report (1965)

6298
Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, Lexington, Mass.,

GAO report (1965) 6299
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costs of leasing by—Continued
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Sunny-

vale, Calif., Defense Dept., GAO report
(1965) 4842

McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, St.

Louis, Mo., GAO report (1965) 4847
Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

Defense and Space Center, GAO report
(1965) 7788

costs of leasing rather than purchasing at

—

Evanston Commodity Office, Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service,

GAO report (1964) 10620
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, GAO review

(1964) 10597
Kirtland Air Force Base, GAO report

(1964) 4758
Mare Island Naval Shipyard, GAO report

(1965) 4845
White Sands Missile Range, GAO report

(1964) 794
costs for equipment and services, Manned

Spacecraft Center, NASA, GAO report

(1965) 6302
costs incurred in management of automatic

equipment, National Aviation Facilities

Experimental Center, GAO report (1965)

16295
curricula, business, peripheral equipment

occupations (1964) 19631
curriculum, post high school (1963) 6332

data collected in immobilization study unit

for evaluation of effect of bedrest on
various parameters of physiological
function (1965) 6629

data handling system for Bendix G-15D digi-

tal computer (1965) 13159
Data Systems Technician School, class A,

trainee guide (1965) 8207
data systems technician 3 & 2, Navy train-

ing course (1965) 18658
Defense Department, unnecessary procure-

ment and supply management costs,

GAO review (1964) 19758
development and preliminary validation of

electronic data processing test-63 (1965)

18911
digital

—

filters (1965) 2830
recording system for satellite tracking

data, description, etc (1961) 11406

economic purchase, lease, etc., by Federal
departments and agencies

—

hearings (1965) 12181
reports (1965) 15720, 15747

EDPDF functional description (1963) 18344

effectiveness in streamflow records computa-
tions, evaluation (1963) 19303

electronic processing of Arms-II data (1965)

17083
engineering, science, and business suggested

techniques for determining courses of

study (1964) 8481
equipment

—

Federal Government, financial advantages
of purchasing over leasing, GAO study
(1963) 6542

Federal item identification guides for sup-

ply cataloging (1962) 9510; (1963) 3659;

(1964) 3477, 12296; (1965)3317
excessive costs

—

from delayed purchase, FAA, GAO report

(1965) 6263
in sale and leaseback by Aerojet-General

(Corporation, Sacramento, Calif., De-

fense Dept., GAO report (1964) 21335
of leasing as compared with buying by Air

Force Dept., GAO review (1963) 10266



Electronic data processing systems—Con.

failure to provide purchase options for, ad-

ditional costs, etc., FAA, GAO report

(1965) 14385
Federal Government

—

manpower requirements (1964) 2942

use, inventory, 1964 (1964) 15600
financial advantages of purchasing over

leasing automatic data processing sys-

tems used by Labor Statistics Bureau,
failure to adequately consider, GAO
report (1965) 10952

fire protection of AEG, special report (1962)

20513
Fortran code for calculation of eigenvalues

and eigenfunctions in real potential

wells (1962) 22623
Fortran programs

—

analysis of

—

ellipsoidal measurements and calcula-

tions of reflection coefficients from
thin films (1964) 13277

radioactive decay curves errata (1963)

7246
calculate flow field and performance of

axially symmetric deLaval nozzle (1965)

5182
calculations for comparing 2-point and

4-point probe resistivity measurements
on rectangular bar-shaped semiconduc-
tor samples (1964) 13276

code for solution of

problems in space by numerical methods,
N-body code (1963) 3130

space mechanics problems on IBM 7090
computer, n-body code (1964) 1453

programs computing principle moments of

inertia of rigid molecule (1964) 7508
crystal structure analysis (1963) 18237
DRC, direct reaction calculation (1964)

7537
empirical expression for measured
quantity on 2 variables (1965) 8148

F distribution, calculation of percentage
points (1964) 19161

NDC-nuclear design calculations for

rod-clustered pressure-tube lattices

(1963) 16834
spin zero elastic scattering with nuclear

optical model, analysis (1964) 9570
STX, program for estimates of tree popu-

lations (1964) 18083
use of arbitrary quasi-orthogonals for

calculating flow distributions on
blade-to-blade surface in turbomachine
(1965) 11479

Fortran- 11

—

for automated cross section data reduc-
tion and analysis of nuclear data, Army
pressurized water reactor code (1962)

11027
program for analysis of radioactive decay
curves (1962) 22571

functional approach, organization and
administration (1964) 681

German Democratic Republic, production of

data processing machines, development
(1965) 9400

inadequate planning resulting in ineffectual

utilization at National Flight Data Cen-
ter, FAA, GAO report (1965) 6276

installation at Hines, 111., Department of

Veterans Benefits, GAO report (1963)

12213
Kansas City and Evanston agricultural

commodity offices, inadequacies in plan-
ning, etc., GAO review (1963) 19281

leased automatic system in use at Sandia
Laboratory, AEC savings in purchasing,
GAO report (1964) 10616

Electronic data processing systems—Con.
long distance transmission of information.

East German study (1963) 2904
machine data processing of ships' surface

observations, USSR study (1965) 11093
MADREC electronic system components,

manufactured by Midwestern Instru-

ments, Inc., from Lockheed-Georgia Co.,

costs incurred in procurement. Air Force
Dept., GAO report (1965) 18188

management

—

and administration in Federal Govern-
ment, GAO review (1964) 10615

of automatic data processing facilities in

Federal Government, GAO report (1965)

16300
mark-sense cards used for collecting occupa-

tional information (1964) 15233
materials property development (1964) 4225
mathematics and data processing, Rumanian

study (1963) 10441
measurement of remanent magnetization of

igneous rocks (1965) 4863
mechanization and automation of processing

of oceanographic observations,
conference, USSR (1964) 10893

meteorological satellite radiation user's

manual

—

Tiros II (1962) 1697
Tiros III (1962) 24000

NAREC program for lease square error

curve fitting (1963) 3230
Naval data handling system

—

capabilities in position and rate-aided

target tracking (1962) 12571
circuits (1962) 8567

Navy

—

management information systems (1961)

20073
space surveillance system, radio-

interferometer, analog phase-channel
combiner MOD II for space angle meas-
urements (1965) 13111

occupations in electronic computing systems
(1965) 18018

optimized printer plotting system consisting

of complementary 7090 (FORTRAN) and
1401 (SPS) subroutines-

instructions for users (1964) 11383
systems programmers manual (1964) 11384

OSCAR system for optimum selection, classi-

fication and assignment of recruits

(1962) 20450
overpayments for rentals

—

by Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA,
GAO report (1963) 12209

of automatic machines caused by inaccur-

ate recording of machine use time, FHA,
GAO report (1965) 704

Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, increased
costs from ineffective use in supply
management, GAO review (1964) 18090

plan for teaching teachers (1964) 8490
planning for equipment, Washington, D.C.,

regional office. General Services
Administration, GAO review (1962)

19558
Post Office headquarters, Richmond and New

York offices, GAO review (1962) 9718
processing

—

activities, regional offices. General Serv-

ices Administration, GAO review (1962)

23580
operations, Chicago Regional Disbursing

Office, Accounts Bureau, Treas. Dept.,

GAO review (1963) 12212
programming

—

course, prediction of success (1963) 7684
IBM 650 RAMAC computer, report (1961)

2693
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project

—

Echo I steering system, description (1961)
19985

PERT—
contractor reporting personnel meetings,
summary minutes (1961) 6468-69

data processing lesson plan handbook for
technicians (1961) 6464

instruction manual, systems, procedures
(1961) 6465

purchase of leased components in use at mil-

itary installations, GAO report (1964)
6781

radiation standard for communication and
other information-processing equipment
(1965) 591

range vegetation information (1963) 6497
reading machines, employment effects (1964)

2943
rental

—

costs incurred because of delay in pur-
chasing components of 2 automatic data
processing systems. Social Security
Administration, GAO report (1965) 7790

of equipment at military installations
within Defense Dept., administration of
contracts, GAO review (1962) 15627

overpayments for automatic data process-
ing machines at George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center, GAO report (1965)
9235

reports on data acquisition instrumentation,
bibliography (1962) 22698

SDA equipment guide (1964) 18801
series E savings bonds, GAO review (1962)

11872
small office automation (1965) 5374
Social Security Administration, accounting

operations (1964) 13451
source data automation equipment guide

(1961) 9664
spacecraft information systems (1962) 22543

transistorized building blocks for data in-

strumentation (1963) 9213
UNIVAC file computer 1 basic logic for air

traffic control, description (1963) 18345
unnecessary costs because Navy failed to

purchase leased components offered at

reduced prices, GAO report (1963) 12216
use by IRS to improve enforcement and

collection of internal revenue taxes-
law (1961) 18766
remarks (1961) 21424
reports (1961) 18827, 19124

use in Federal Government-
hearings (1962) 23372; (1963) 15329, 17182
interim report (1963) 15265
inventory (1963) 20503
report (1963) 18912

use in mineral industry for high-speed data
reduction and processing techniques
(1962) 12377

using computer graphics in community re-

newal, manual for professionals in ur-

ban analysis and related fields (1963)

14764
USSR research (1963) 17602

Electronic devices for physiological investiga-
tions, USSR (1965) 2494

E3ectronic engineering. Bureau of Ships, influ-

ence of electronics on ship design (1962)

22779
Electronic engineers:
examination announcement (1961) 5532,

18412; (1962) 4842
job types in Air Force Systems Command

(1964) 13634
Electronic equations, see Equations.

Electronic equipment:
administration and supply, Navy training

manual (1965) 6828
airborne use, explosion-proof testing tech-

niques (1964) 7957
autodidactic diagnostic process, mathemati-

cal machines evaluation, USSR study
(1962) 13962

aviation. Communist Chinese study (1961)
20974

avionics test equipment, overstated needs.
Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia,
Pa., GAO report (1965) 2190

awards by GSA of contracts for rental of
data processing equipment, GAO review
(1962) 15630

communications, military standardization
handbooks (1965) 459, 2074, 12366

components

—

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 9507; (1963) 3656;
(1964) 3474; 12293; (1965) 3376

testing apparatus, military standard
(1962) 11684, 19412

cooling and coolants, bibliography (1961)
5425

costs

—

due to failure to obtain competition in

procurement of electronic parts of Qual-
ified Products Lists at Defense Electron-
ics Supply Center, etc., GAO review
(1965) 4833

for purchases from Honeywell, Inc., Den-
ver Division, GAO report (1965) 9220

of inefficient and uneconomical supply and
maintenance practices, 8th United
States Army, Korea, Defense Dept., GAO
report (1964) 10600

decreasing of volume of devices containing
classical components, East German
viewpoints (1962) 23902

design for maintainability (1961) 4999-5002
devices

—

application to forest fire detection (1962)
17559

miniaturized, application in complete den-
tures to study of tooth contact (1961)
3744

diagnostic problems, machine solution,

USSR study (1962) 9895
electrical-electronic supplies, etc.. Federal

supply catalog (1962) 21593
electronic

—

assembly rack panel snaps on and off

(1964) 14828
brain in service of man, USSR study

(1962) 14000
designer's shock and vibration guide for

airborne applications (1964) 1750
device simulates respiration rate and
depth (1965) 1429

medical devices, USSR studies (1964)
16211

test equipment, military standardization
handbook (1964) 19617

engineered performance standards, hand-
book (1961) 13740; (1964) 5773

ES-1, heart stimulator, effectiveness and
safety, USSR study (1962) 9941

exponential law in determination of reliabili-

tv, region of applicability, USSR study
(1962) 11977

fire protection (1962) 11878
for medical telemetry, experimental (1961)

2592
Government-owned inventions available for

license (1961) 10130
ground; RADC reliability notebook (1961)

134, 17965
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hermetically sealed, bacteriologic examina-
tion (1962) 6603

high temperature research, bibliography
(1961) 6774

hospital, list (196.3) 14666
installation and maintenance, test methods

and practices. Navy handbook (1964)

11601
joint electronics type, designation system

(1961) 9013
lack of proper inspection and effective

maintenance practices in certain stra-

tegic Army Corps units at Fort Hood,
. Army Dept., GAO report (1965) 9232

low frequency synchronizing system used in

tracking satellites, description (1961)
6380

maintenance, Coast Guard manual (1965)
5753, 8678, 17267

manufacturing

—

application of automatic technology, case
study (1962) 18160

employment outlook, etc (1963) 20928
market information on products

—

Australia (1964) 21066
Denmark (1964) 21069
Mexico (1964) 21083
Spain (1964) 21067
Sweden (1964) 21068
United Kingdom (1964) 21070
Western Germany and Berlin (1964) 8102
West Germany (1965) 355

medical

—

housings, USSR study (1964) 6943
reliability, USSR study (1965) 9447

miniature parts

—

and integrated circuit devices, handbook
(1965) 18750

handbooks (1961) 13652; (1963) 3320; (1964)
13440

Navy handbook cumulative supplement
(1962) 1801

miniaturi zation

—

bibliography (1962) 6735
price list, bibliography (1965) 1932

natural methods of cooling, design manual
(1962) 16158

Navy aeronautical, preferred circuits hand-
book, supp (1963) 16465

Navy Department supply management, GAO
review (1961) 6166

new, for printing industry (1963) 826
non-computer, maintenance, project FIST,

fault isolation by semi-automatic tech-
niques (1964) 18805

novel probe simplifies electronic component
testing (1965) 16633

patents, USSR (1964) 1207
radio frequency spectrum, characteristics,

techniques for measurement, military
standard (1962) 5076

regulating instruments, USSR study (1962)
11970

reliability

—

and accuracy in building of machinery and
instruments, USSR study (1962) 937

and quality control, bibliography (1963)
18626

RADC notebook, revised pages (1962)
18657; (1964) 69

stress and failure rate data (1963) 345
selected electronic and associated products,

current industrial reports (1965) 15311
shipboard

—

maintainability design criteria handbook
for designers (1963) 1443; (1964) 20781;
(1965) 18751

naval vessels (1965) 9818

Electronic equipment—Continued
shock- and vibration-resistant for shipboard

use, structural design manual (1962)
20270

soldering application. Navy technical
inspection manual (1962) 16092

standard general requirements, military
standard (1963) 2116

symbolic integrated maintenance manual,
using SIMM techniques (1965) 8266

synthesis of reliable systems from unrelia-
ble elements, USSR study (1962) 14076

technical, physical, and operational charac-
teristics, master maintenance reference
manual (1962) 23946

test equipment

—

application guide (1962) 12684
military standardization handbooks (1965)

6092, 9022
trouble-shooting

—

self-study textbook (1963) 9270, 11150;
(1965) 18671-672

strategies, evaluation (1964) 11493
systematic, training manual (1964) 13321
technical manual for oscilloscope TS-0

(1965) 18673
uneconomical procurement under contract

with Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation by Air Force, GAO report
(1964) 2406

U.S.S. Constellation, fire damage, etc., sur-
face chemical methods for salvaging
(1962) 6366

USSR and Chinese articles, English ab-
stracts (1961) 8442; (1962) 3788

devices, tabulation of data (1963) 12903;
(1965) 19961

new equipment for production planning
(1962) 12098

weapons systems, automated maintenance
theory, practice and implications for
training (1961) 11751

welded electronic module fabrication (1964)
14862

welding for electronic assemblies (1965) 2840
wire mesh isolator protects sensitive compo-

nents (1965) 14780
workmanship and design practices (1963)

5660
see also special types of equipment.

Electronic fire weather station (1964) 8659
Electronic heart stimulators, hazards and

complications in various forms of elec-

trostimulations of heart, USSR study
(1965) 2579

Electronic machine helps shop, USSR (1963)
5385

Electronic measuring instruments:
automatic control-measuring and regulating

instruments, USSR study (1962) 11970
DIU-256/1 with digital outlet, USSR study

(1961) 15277
electrometric device for measuring integral

absorbed energy of roentgen and gamma
radiation, USSR study (1965) 16486

herbage yield, new meter for measuring
(1965) 12502

industrial plant equipment handbook (1965)
10717

instrument calibrates low gas-rate flowme-
ters (1965) 9697

Seebeck coefficient and resistivity, system
for measuring (1964) 20711

Soviet patents on acoustical and magnetic
measuring instruments (1963) 676

time-resolved probe method in plasma (1961)
18055

wool staple length recorder, description
(1964) 13590
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Electronic nx)dules:

handtool facilitates extraction (1965) 14795
separation from heat sink (1965) 11457

Electronic monitoring of mine fans (1965) 2812

Electronic ohmmeter provides direct digital

output (1965) 16662
Electronic phase meters, see Phase meters.
Electronic scientists:

examination announcement (1961) 308, 5532;
(1962) 4842

Electronic switches, Soohoo-type ferrite cutoff

switch, study (1965) 13184
Electronic Systems Division:
technical documentary reports (1962)

16323-324, 20442 (1963) 58, 1769-70,
9614-15, 11507, 14914, 18486-487 (1964)
63-64, 1736, 5890-91, 7989, 9980-81,

11798, 16994, 20957 (1965) 100-101,
1791-93, 4173-74, 5545-48, 7080, 8480,
10109-111, 11874-877, 15216, 17012

technical report (1962) 12942; (1965) 4175-76,

5549, 7081-82, 8481, 13424, 17013, 18907

Electronic technicians:
apprenticeship program, report on training

at Raytheon Ck) (1961) 16155
aviation

—

1 & C, Navy training course (1961) 15856
repairman MOS evaluation test aid (1962)
6658

examination announcement (1961) 18403;
(1965) 13688

discontinuance notice (1962) 16605
suspension notice (1961) 18404

FAA manual (1961) 19288

maintenance personnel performance meas-
urement, bibliography (1965) 5524

Navy training course (1962) 1730
project PERT data processing lesson plan

handbook (1961) 6464
sample apprenticeship schedules (1961)

17979
3, Navy training course (1964) 3078
training

—

device technician, description (1961) 5001
use of high school record information in

predicting success of airmen (1965)
13428

2, Navy training course (1965) 6829

Hectronic warfare principles (1963) 51

Electronics:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet journals (1963) 12546, 14377
advances, USSR study (1965) 1236
American Merchant Marine (remarks) (1961)

7386
and associated products, current industrial

reports (1965) 1905
application in biology and medicine, USSR

study (1965) 7940
Army research task summary, 1961 (1962)

149
at service of economist, USSR (1964) 1093
autoelectronic emission, USSR symposium

(1961) 7652
automation and programming, USSR studies

(1964) 16044
basic

—

electricity and electronics training series

(1965) 1536-37
fire control technician training, trainees'

guide (1964) 20678-679
Navy training course (1962) 18349

battery, validation of experimental selection

of Army personnel (1964) 21008
broad road to industry. USSR study (1963)

10517
circuit analysis, AF manual (1963) 1744,

4383; (1964) 19136-137

Electronics—Continued
clinical medicine problems, achievements,

USSR study (1964) 11045
communications

—

doctrine

—

terminology, etc., listing, Air Force
manual (1961) 116

USAF manuals (1961) 115-116
communications

—

navigational aids planning and operation,
Air Force manual (1965) 4164

principles and applications, technical
manual (1962) 172

component industries, production, etc.,

1952-59(1961) 1767
constructive optimal coding methods for

noisy channels, USSR study (1964) 9363
coordination of information on current Fed-

eral research and development projects
(1961) 19167

criminology, USSR study (1962) 14197
DOFL technical review (1962) 3769
East European journals, abstracts (1962)

1085, 5661, 8003, 12032, 12198, 14080,
17686 (1963) 734, 922, 1069, 2646, 2728,
2876, 2928, 5384, 5420, 6714, 6880, 8523,
8586, 8688, 8779, 8884, 10429, 10534,
10606, 10713, 10793, 12305, 12669, 12687,
14110, 14326, 14412, 15745, 15884, 16139,
16204, 16220, 17780, 17857, 17914, 17990,
19613, 19648, 19706, 19760, 20874, 20888
(1964) 984, 1174, 1216, 1308, 1345, 2700,
2781, 2840

East European scientific abstracts (1964)
4966, 5070, 5196, 5232, 6902, 6954, 7338,
8982, 9100, 9132, 9224, 9368, 10809,
10872, 11000, 11064, 12644, 12721, 12739,
12867, 12889, 12908, 12942, 12955, 13010,
14426, 14524, 16043, 16085, 16218, 16461,
16541, 18215, 18424, 18527, 19982, 20142,
21416; (1965) 2418

education, Communist China (1961) 926
electromechanics, articles from USSR sym-

posium (1962) 12145
electronic

—

ampere-hour integrator is accurate to one
percent (1965) 19901

state of diatomic molecules (1964) 14890
equilibrium in free-air chambers and pro-

posed new chamber design (1962) 6355
fundamentals (1964) 20685-691; (1965) 14936,

16779-783, 18659-660
Air Force manual, change (1963) 5866
list of volumes for sale by Superintendent

of Documents (1965) 1566
tables and master index (1964) 20692;

(1965) 18661
Government publications, list (1961) 1428;

(1962) 20244
gunner's mates, trainee's guide (1962) 18353
history of communications-electronics in

U.S. Navy (1965) 3015
industries

—

contributions to American economic
growth (excerpts of address) (1961) 333

outlook (1961) 3879; (1962) 6727; (1963)
5980

industry

—

management problems (1963) 1486
study of small business (1962) 10646

installation and maintenance book (1965)

11675
instrument for electronic differentiation of

current-voltage characteristics (1964)

21760
integration of UK-1, international iono-

sphere satellite (1965) 18553
introduction, Navy training course (1964)

5584
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Electronics—Continued
invasion of chemotrons, USSR study (1965)

12745
Japanese industries (1964) 21078
maintenance, Coast Guard manual (1965)

5753, 8678, 17267
manufacturing occupations, employment

outlook (1962) 8362; (1964) 9444
medicine and electronics, USSR study (1963)

17910
microelectronic logic design, MRIR-PCM te-

lemetry systems, practical example
(1964) 14856

microelectronics

—

advances, USSR study (1965) 2620
conference on Navy laboratory program

(1963) 9271
dielectric films, review of U.S. Govt, re-

search reports (1965) 14882
final report of ONR study group (1961)

9646
modeling, Ukrainian SSR study (1963) 12653

nuclear, proceedings of International

Symposium on Nuclear Hectronics
(1962) 16384

PACAF basic bibliographies (1964) 1741;

(1965) 1795
package cooling systems, comparison of

methods (1962) 14546
physical bases of cathode electronics confer-

ence, USSR, proceedings (1964) 16489
Polish conference, 1958 (1962) 5482
precision measurement and calibration

standards, selected papers (1961) 6419,
11439-440

problems in modern electronics, USSR study

(1962) 8198
publications, price list (1961) 5073; (1962)

18406; (1963) 16491, 21076; (1965) 18699
radio, abstracts pertaining to Communist

China in Soviet abstracts journal (1962)

12079
recent developments abroad, USSR study

(1964) 2919
research areas important to national de-

fense, compilation of statements (1962)

7241
responsible for technical developments in

our economy (address) (1964) 8183
semiconductor

—

devices and transistors research and de-

velopment in Communist China, status

(1961) 254
technology and microelectronics, USSR
study (1964) 5307

solid-state fission probe, silicon wafer series

technique for increasing sensitivity

(1961) 15810
Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1963) 3625; (1964) 3443
spacecraft information systems (1962) 22543

spare parts, overpricing under Army Dept.
fixed-price contracts with Burroughs
Corporation, GAO review (1963) 8316

techniques

—

in physiology, USSR study (1962) 13966
of physiological monitoring, fundamentals

(1963) 20301
technologies, job descriptions and techniques

for determining courses of study (1964)

10466
use in medicine, USSR studies (1961) 15215;

(1962) 12069, 14214, 15714
USSR-
developments, translations (1963) 3003
research problems (1962) 5520
scientific abstracts (1963) 14106, 15949,

17809, 19682; (1964) 1016, 2733, 5169,

9035, 11240, 16198, 18193, 18498, 20092,
21389, 21490; (1965) 845, 2284, 2611

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Hectronics—Continued
translations (1963) 10380
Yugoslavia, financing projects (1962) 5526
see also Bioelectronics—Electronic equip-

ment—Radioelectronics

—

also subjects

for which electronics are used.

Electronics Research Directorate, technical

note (1961) 5302
Electronics Supply Office, Navy Department,

automatic data processing case history
(1964) 15294

Hectronography, image tube, development
(1965) 5525

Hectrons:
aflSnities for molecules found in high-

temperature chemical reactions, tabulat-

ed values (1963) 12874
application of method of partial separation

of variables to 2 equivalent p-electrons

(1963) 11083
auroral, diffusion in atmosphere (1965) 6688
backscattering and secondary emission from

metal targets of various thicknesses
(1965) 9727

bombardment

—

damage in silicon solar cells (1965) 11587
deposition of vacuum coatings (1963)

18180
bombardment ion

—

engine producing singly and doubly ion-

ized mercury, comparative measure-
ments (1962) 18259

rocket, effect of propellant-introduction
mode on performance (1965) 5188

source, fragmentation of anthracene (1965)
5192

thrustors

—

determining plasma-sheath configura-

tions and ion optics (1965) 13012
experimental evaluation

—

of array of three (1965) 5197
of size effects on steady-state control

properties (1964) 20597
filament deterioration (1964) 11382

heavy molecules as propellants (1964)

7493
screen and accelerator grids for, stud-

ies (1963) 16363
steady-state control properties (1964)

7538
Bremsstrahlung produced by electrons on

Apollo wall sections, measurements
(1965) 18524

computer program for microanalysis probe,

concentrations from X-ray intensities

(1965) 14712
crystals, electron theory research (1963)

7688
density

—

distribution

—

above F2 peak (1961) 15813; (1962) 6295

in plasma, determination using millime-

ter waves (1965) 14828
in upper F-region (1963) 9181

in ionosphere

—

at Alouette I orbit, calculation (1965)

14844
impedance probe on satellites for mea-

suring (1965) 7092
reduction of Alouette I ionograms (1965)

14824
of ionospheric wavemotions caused by

nuclear detonations (1963) 13198

over magnetic equator obtained using in-

coherent scatter technique (1963) 7312

profiles, from topside ionograms, parame-
ters obtained, method (1965) 19963

devices, measurement of bulk resistivity of

semiconductor materials, bibliography

(1964) 21785
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Electrons—Continued

diffusion in turbulent plasma (1962) 14480

dose rate, penetrating of outer belt, USSR
study (1964) 10719

during sudden commencement of magnetic
storm on Sept. 30, 1961, observation at

12 earth radii (1963) 9175
effect of optical transmission properties of

transparent materials (1965) 6692

electron

—

backscattering coefficients, empirical

equations (1965) 13056
bombardment ion rocket operated with

alternating-current supplies (1963) 1286
electron-Bremsstrahlung differential cross

sections for thin and thick targets
(1965) 6711

electron-hydrogen scattering, nonadiabat-
ic theory (1962) 16060; (1963) 14550

paramagnetic resonance method in bio-

chemistry, USSR study (1964) 18362
emission

—

and electron tube technology, physics of

(1964) 7995
data for critical surface temperature ion
currents (1962) 14478

Soviet research, annotated bibliography
(1961) 4970; (1964) 5550

USSR study (1964) 3035
energy

—

deposition on thin-film polymeric materi-
als, calculation (1963) 19938

spectra

—

and angular distributions of electrons
transmitted through sapphire foils

(1964) 9539
pion-muon-electron decays in interstel-

lar space (1965) 5102
equatorial spread F (1962) 22616
excitation of electroacoustic waves in iono-

sphere (1963) 12871
flux in trapped radiation belts originating

from orbiting nuclear reactor (1965)
1790

high energy

—

accelerator installations shielding (1964)
14932

in radiation belt (1963) 21024
radiation damage to semiconductors (1964)
14775

hydrogen phase shifts just below inelastic
threshold (1963) 12861, 18138

impact excitation of hydrogen atom to 2s
and 2p levels, theory (1964) 13220

injection into annular machines (1963) 5936,
7699

interaction of electrons and positrons at
high energies, USSR study (1963) 7055

intermolecular electron transfer in tetrapyr-
role pigments during pulsed illumina-
tion, USSR study (1963) 20811

ion recombination in nitrogen, air, and ar-

gon, microwave interferometer measure-
ments (1962) 8514; (1964) 1452

ion rocket

—

with electron-bombardment ion source
(1961) 4913

with lO-centimeter-diameter bombardment
ion source (1962) 6294

ion sheath effects near antennas radiating
within ionosphere (1963) 11049

ionospheric concentration, using artificial

satellites for measurement, USSR study
(1964) 19874

ionospheric densities

—

reevaluation derived from rocket measure-
ments of refractive index and attenua-
tion (1961) 1304

simultaneous measurement by CW propa-
gation and RF impedance probe tech-
niques (1962) 6289

Electrons^Continued

ionospheric density

—

profile up to 620 kilometers, rocket meas-
urement (1961) 19941

use of hf lunar reflection circuit in study
(1964) 5609

irradiation

—

effects on

—

capacitor-type micrometeoroid detectors,
study (1965) 18481

properties of Echo II laminate (1964)
21765

transient effects in dielectric materials
(1965) 19925

longitudinal oscillations in thermal plasmas,
dispersion and damping factors (1963)
12867

low-energy, multiaxial analyzer detects
(1965) 14777

magnetic breakdown in finite 1-dimensional
model (1965) 2900

mean electron density variations of quiet
ionosphere (1962) 22610; (1963) 11098-99,
19952; (1964) 3047

optical studies of low-pressure gases (1963)
16420

outer radiation belt, energy spectrum (1963)
7289

paramagnetic resonance, used with irradia-
tion-induced active sites on magnesium
oxide, study (1965) 6719

physics of electron and atom collisions,

all-Union conference, USSR (1965) 19713
probe microanalysis of diffusion systems B-

titanium-vanadium, B-titanium-niobi-
um, and chromium-vanadium (1965)
13156

radiation

—

effect on TV lens components (1965) 16678
from nuclear weapons, shielding, review
and bibliogrphy (1964) 7577

range-energy relations in Al, Si, and Si02
(1963) 12952

rocket measurements with electron and ion
probes in Aurora (1965) 1794

slow, probability of collision for momentum
transfer in nitrogen plasma afterglow
(1964) 20526

spectra of uranyl nitrate, oscillational
structure, Polish study (1962) 7803

spectrum, special features of superconduct-
ing compounds (1964) 4902

Stanford linear accelerator, technical back-
ground and financial aspects of projects
report (1961) 6954

tables of

—

energy losses and ranges (1965) 2838
radial functions and tangents of phase

shifts for light nuclei (1964) 18804

temperature

—

deduced from rocket-borne Langmuir
probe experiment (1961) 13499

in barium plasma, measurement (1965)
17103

in ionosphere (1963) 18122, 19892

thermal, field emission with terminated im-
age potential (1965) 9729

thermionic electron sources (1962) 6359

three-body collisional recombination of ces-

ium seed ions and electrons in

high-density plasmas with argon carrier
gas (1964) 21752

transmission and reflection by aluminum
foils (1963) 9217

trapped radiation measurements by Relay I

satellite (1965) 2877
vacuum ultraviolet radiation from N+- and

0-t-- electron recombination in high-tem-
perature air (1965) 13011
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Electrons—Continued
zero-field, work function of metal immersed

in gas, application to cesium thermionic
diode (1964) 14886

see also Matter.
Electronystagmography, in vestibular stimu-

lation, factors affecting quality (1965)
18923

Electrophoresis:
blood serum proteins, electrophoretic

changes, USSR study (1962) 5619
electrical dewatering of dilute clay slurries

(1964) 16632
investigation of blood serum proteins in

hypertensive patients, USSR study
(1961) 4609

micro, apparatus for studying bacteria by
microscope method, design and perform-
ance (1961) 1394

paper, used for separation of brain proteins,

USSR study (1962) 2819
staphylococcal antiphagin, treatment of

pustulous skin diseases, USSR study
(1965) 7922

study of

—

blood protein fractions in stenocardia,
diagnostic significance, USSR study
(1961) 12896

fractions of proteins, lipo- and gluc-
o-proteids of blood serum in epidemic
hepatitis, USSR (1962) 2827

trimetallic film preparation by electrophor-
etic deposition (1963) 9595

see also Immunoelectrophoresis.
Electrophotometers:
aurorae and airglow researches (1963) 3165;

(1965) 18591
description, etc., USSR study (1962) 14249

Electrophysiological research in Hungary on
subcortical structure (1962) 7593

Electrophysiology, see Physiology.
Electroplaters, employment outlook (1962)

8363; (1964) 7386
Electroplating:
mercury in caustic solutions (1962) 10471
tungsten, preparation of thick coatings

(1964) 13130
Electroplethysmography:
optimum conditions for recording, for parts

and organs of human body (1964) 11424
theory (1963) 11084

Electropneumatic signals, see Signals.
Electropolishing, see Polishing (electrolytic).

Electroreduction of uranium (VI) compounds
in carbonate solutions, Poland (1962)
7805

Electrorefining, see Smelting.
Electroshock therapy, electrosleep problem,

conference of physicians of Moscow City
and Moscow Oblast (1965) 19769

Electroslag:
build-up of certain forms of forging dies,

USSR study (1964) 11143
melting, electrodes, consumable, USSR study

(1964) 10989
process, determination of bath temperature

by calorimetric method, USSR study
(1964) 2754

processes, USSR studies (1965) 12622
refining, role in special weldments, USSR

study (1963) 8849
remelting

—

and metal quality, USSR study (1965)
14548

effect on technical plasticity of
iron-nickel-chromium base alloys, USSR
study (1964) 1014

for steel production, USSR studies (1964)
1166

Electroslag—Continued
remelting—Continued
method for steel production, USSR study

(1963) 19592
strip rolling and resmelting, USSR study

(1964) 2653
USSR conference (1963) 2756
USSR study (1964) 2585

slag composition effect on melting of elec-

trode of large cross section in electros-
lag process, USSR study (1964) 1237

smelting

—

for use in machine building (1964) 9013
of titanium ingots, USSR (1963) 686

steel, heat resistant stainless, USSR study
(1964) 2517

welding applications, USSR study (1963)
20777

Electroslag remelting of steel, USSR (1961)

13188; (1962) 22295
Electroslag welding, see Welding.
Electrosleep, see Electroshock therapy.
Electrosleep price list (1965) 1935
Electrostatic accelerators, see Van de Graaff

generator.
Electrostatic fields, impressed, effects on salt

water/air interface (1963) 5050
Electrostatic painting, see Painting.
Electrostatic precipitators:
characteristics of positive corona at high

temperatures and pressures (1964) 9514
feasibility of electrical precipitation at high

temperatures and pressures (1964) 2993
Electrostatic separation:
granular materials (1963) 7202
high conductivity minerals (1964) 9521

adsorption of ions, USSR study (1964) 14456
aircraft

—

discharge, theoretical analysis (1965)
18808

protection, optimum number, etc., of static

dischargers (1963) 20297
arctic clothing, accumulation of static elec-

tricity (1963) 14912
helicopter main rot or blades, measurement

program to determine static electricity

charging currents (1964) 20855
high-performance electrostatic discharger

for helicopters (1964) 13493
oscillations, excitation in magnetic field

(1964) 13698
static electricity, detection, control, etc., in

industry (1963) 12780
thrustors with analytic space-charge flows,

theoretical performance (1964) 9617
Electrostimulation of heart, USSR (1961)

15382
Electrostimulus, hazards and complications in

various forms of electrostimulations of

heart, USSR study (1965) 2579

Electro-Technical and Mechanical Engineers
and Technicians Association, see Me-
chanical and Electro-Technical Engi-
neers and Technicians Association.

Electrotherapy interference-impulse therapy
at internal disease clinic, USSR study
(1962) 1197

Electrothermal engine propellant storage and
feed system study (1964) 13148

Electrothermic equipment:
AC-DC transfer instruments (1965) 6787
cryogenic feed systems for electrothermal

engines (1964) 13153
used for heat treatment of metals,

USSR classification (1962) 12104

Electrowinning, see Electrolysis.
Elektron space system, USSR (1964) 9084
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Elektron studies of earth's radiation belt,

USSR (1964) 10998
Elementary education:

adult, bibliography (1962) 2409
aeronautics and space bibliography (1963)

19884
aerospace

—

bibliography (1961) 19918
teaching to meet challenges of space age
handbook (1964) 7569; (1965) 12978

aid to strengthen and improve educational
quality and opportunities

—

background material, etc (1965) 14130
guidelines

—

school library resources, etc., under PL
89-10 (1965) 19561

supplementary educational centers, etc.,

under PL 89-10, 18006 (1965)
hearings (1965) 5955, 7539
law (1965) 8723
maximum basic grants under PL 89-10

(1965) 19515
reports (1965) 5943, 7462, 7524
summary and background paper on PL
89-10 (1965) 14429

auditory perception of musical sounds by
children in first six grades, development
(1961) 19228

city schools, conference report (1963) 19098
Clearinghouse Exchange of publications of

State departments of education (1963)
17360

composite picture of elementary school
(1971)7330

curriculum guides, kindergarten (1961) 12559
desegregation, general statement of policies

under title VI of civil rights act of 1964

(1965) 10738
disaster areas, financial assistance

—

hearings (1965) 15795, 17950
reports (1965) 13912, 19416

educating disadvantaged children in primary
years (1965) 19557

educationally deprived children, basic facts
for school administrators, programs
under 1965 act (1965) 19558

enrollment

—

in schools, 1950-80 (1962) 23440
teachers, schoolhousing

—

and expenditures, fall 1964, statistics

(1965) 9039
fall statistics (1961) 5929; (1962) 9543;

(1963) 10070; (1964) 15844
evaluating elementary schools, selected ref-

erences (1963) 17372
facilities for elementary schools (1965) 12388
foreign languages

—

in elementary school, reference (1961) 4151

references (1963) 12079
teachers with inadequate knowledge, tech-

nique evaluation, etc., final report (1963)
20632

grants for instructional research, hearings
(1963) 13645

grouping children

—

for instruction in elementary schools
(1964) 6569

research and implications, selected refer-

ences (1963) 17376
guidance

—

for children (1963) 13852
in elementary school (1963) 376

implications, follow up on 1960 White House
Conference on Children and Youth
(1961) 20683

improve quality

—

hearings (1962) 11448, 13698; (1963) 13645
of teacher training, communication from
the President (1965) 15541

reports (1962) 13443

Elementary education—Continued
Indian children, basic goals (1965) 11011
inservice mathematics education, promising

practices for elementary school teachers
(1964) 19630

mathematics

—

instruction, new directions (1963) 17370
library, recent titles, selected bibliogra-
phy (1963) 358

nongraded

—

primary unit program (1962) 13740
schools (1964) 19635

personnel, summer institutes, 1963 (1963)
3197

programmed instruction, USSR experience
(1964) 7147

public

—

Federal grants to States for schools, hear-
ings (1962) 11447, 23364

school approval and accreditation (1964)
14192

staffing and constructing elementary
schools, aims in education, 1959-69
(1963) 6349

publications, list (1963) 20084; (1964) 14193
Puerto Rican students, general ability tests,

in elementary and secondary schools
(1961) 19226

quality of teaching in elementary schools,
development of means for assessing
(1961) 19229

reading research for middle grades, biblio-
graphy (1964) 599

research in reading, primary level, biblio-
graphy (1963) 19116

school

—

libraries, bibliography (1963) 4814
science program, evaluation (1965) 488

science

—

equipment and materials for schools,
suggestions (1961) 20689

programs, evaluation (1964) 15843
teaching in elementary schools (1965) 6121

selected

—

bibliography, 1959-64 (1965) 9046
references

—

and briefs (1962) 5108
education briefs, etc (1964) 14197

social studies, unit planning and teaching
(1963) 13871

space-oriented mathematics for early grades
(1964) 19625

State, structure and organization (1965)
4661

statistics of nonpublic elementary schools,
1961-62 (1965) 4662

talented children in schools (1962) 23437
teachers, amend National defense education

act to permit partial cancellation of

student loans, reports (1962) 21469;
(1963) 20585

team teaching (1962) 11712
see a/so Schools.

Elementary forest sampling (1963) 1681

Hements:
double actuating, used in control system to

ensure greater reliability, USSR study
(1964) 14573

functional systems, capacity, USSR study
(1962) 1038

magnetic, USSR study (1962) 15814
orbit secular variations dependence on air

resistance (1961) 1324
Elements (chemical), see Chemical elements —

Fission products.
Elephant Butte Reservoir:

recreational facilities, establish

—

law (1962) 16768
reports (1961) 16995; (1962) 15166
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Heutherococcus, and ginseng, symposia,
USSR (1964) 2560

Elevation circle (1961) 4768
Hevator constructors, see Mechanics (per-

sons).

ELevators:
country, handling pea beans (1961) 11712
systems of Eiffel Tower, 1899 (1961) 6433
see aiso Grain elevators.

ELey, James H., jr., photosynthetic gas ex-

changer, quantitative repetition of

Priestly experiment (1965) 4210
Elgelbart, Douglas C, automation of sensori-

motor skill training (1965) 14947
E3gin, 111., census of housing, 1960, city blocks

(1961) 13943
Elias, Andrew:
labor force of

—

Czechoslovakia, scope and concepts (1964)
10070

Yugoslavia (1965) 11948
Himinating radiostrontium from organism,

USSR (1963) 10637
Elista Plague-Control Station, scientific

works, USSR collection (1962) 22276
Elizabeth, N. J., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16377
Elizabeth River:

basin, flood control, eng^ineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16112
document edition (1965) 15545

Elizabethton, Tenn., area, geology and ground
water resources (1963) 5025

EHizabethtown, Ky., redevelopment area, sta-

tistical profile (1962) 13184
Elk:
national elk refuge, general information

(1962) 15599
use of natural openings in Arizona pine for-

est (1963) 4986
Elk Ck)unty, Pa., coal carbonizing properties

(1963) 16333
Elk Grove Village, 111., population, special

census (1962) 2183
Elk Ridge, Utah, geology and uranium depos-

its (1965) 6343
Elk River, Idaho, metamorphism of Belt series

in area (1964) 4784
Elk River, nuclear-reactor site, geology and

hydrology (1963) 14016
Hkhorn River, flow characteristics near Wa-

terloo, Nebr (1962) 15644
Elkin, Robert:

cost analysis of Cylburn, 1963 (1965) 15328
cost and time studies in child welfare, and

related subjects, cost analysis project
(1965) 10270

Elkin, William F., maternal and child health
services, 1963 (1965) 11952

Elkind, Jerome I., determining time-invariant
and time-variant dynamic characteris-
tics of human pilots (1963) 11078

EHkins, Douglas A., estimated cost of exploit-
ing manganese ore from Maggie Canyon
deposit, Mohave County, Ariz (1964)
13115

Hko County, Nev., railroad mining district,

geology (1963) 17527
Elkton, Md., aircraft accident (1965) 7299
Ellard, J.A., organic coolants essential data,

4th quarterly report, Jan. 1-Mar. 30,

1962 (1963) 5934
Ellender,AllenJ.:
explanation of Food and agriculture act of

1965 (1965) 19478
report on United States foreign operations

in Africa (1963) 8021
Ellender report (1961) 5771

print as document, reports (1961) 7073, 7215

Ellenville, N.Y., census of housing, 1960, city
blocks (1961) 18274

Hlertsen, Birger W.:
evaluation of forestry opportunities on

farms in Beech River watershed (1965)
18799

guide to planning farm forestry activities

on Coastal Plain and associated soils in

west Tennessee and adjoining areas
(1965) 18800

Ellicott City, Md., aircraft accident (1963)
7773

Ellinger, Joseph E., union constitutions and
election of local union officers, analysis
(1965) 14609

Ellingrton, Buford, nomination, hearing (1965)
6039

Ellington, Jesse I., relief (1964) 4445, 12181,
13843

Elliopoulos, Anastasia, relief (1964) 2020,
6414, 6166

Elliopoulos, Teresa, relief (1964) 2020, 6414,
6166

EHliott, Douglas H., memorial services (1961)
337

Elliott, Lois L.:

apparent change in repetitive noise bursts
(1964) 5897

hearing of Air Force pilots, 1955-62 (1963)
4417

prediction of speech discrimination scores
(1963) 4423

reliability of skin tests for nasal allergy, etc

(1963) 7632
Elliott, R. Paul, psychrophilic micro-organisms

in foods, review (1965) 4131
Elliott, Rodney P., alloying characteristics of

rare earth elements with transition ele-

ments (1964) 19233
Elliott, William P.:

height variation of vertical heat flux near
ground (1964) 20958

operational prediction of diffusion downwind
from line sources (1964) 13627

Elliott County, Ky., soil survey report (1965)
6913

Ellipsoidal optical reflectors reproduced by
electroforming (1964) 20544

Ellipsoids:

blunt body solutions, in equilibrium gas mix-
tures (1965) 9725

international, natural function tables for
computing geographic positions (1964)
10117

rotation, arbitrary normal section, USSR
study (1963) 10405

Hlipsometry in measurement of surfaces and
thin films, symposium proceedings (1964)
21782

Hliptic functions, see Mathematics.
EUliptic integrals, see Mathematics.
Ellis, A. B.:

microminiaturized instrumentation package
(1963) 5858

miniaturized FM/FM bioinstrumentation
systems AF 04 (611)-9086 (1965) 94

EUlis, Charlotte, hospital insurance coverage
of aged beneficiaries (1963) 9304

EHlis, Doris J., multiplicative congruence meth-
od of generating pseudo-random num-
bers on NAREC computer (1965) 13193

Ellis, Frank B., nomination hearing (1961)
4079

Ellis, James P., jr.:

blood lactate analysis (1963) 16806
detection of in-flight hyperventilation by

blood and urine analyses (1963) 5891
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EQlis, Robert A., jr., plasma heating at 500
megahertz (1965) 17104

Ellis County, Tex., soil survey report (1964)

20808
Ellis Island:

develop as part of Statue of Liberty Nation-
al Monument

—

law (1965) 15477
reports (1965) 13910, 15909

New York Harbor, disposal (1964) 10423
hearings (1963) 6299
report (1965) 12270

Ellison, Harry K, relief (1962) 7170, 9231,
11260

Ellison, Ralph, lecture (1964) 20455
Ellman, Robert C, freezeproofing lignite (1965)

19863
Ellsworth Air Force Base, erroneous payments

for military pay, leave, and travel, by
Department of Air Force, GAO report
(1965) 6260

Hlyett, C, radar investigation of meteors at

high rates of detection (1964) 5522

Ellzey, Eddis G., relief (1961) 14236
Hm, American, kiln drying without excessive

warping, possibility (1961) 656
see aiso Dutch elm disease.

Elm spanworms, see Spanworms.

Hman, Phillip, nomination, hearings (1964)

4576
EQmendorf Air Force Base, Alaska erroneous

payments made for military pay, leave,

and travel, by Department of Air Force,

GAO report (1965) 4822
Elmendorf, N. M., railroad accident (1965)

14476
Hmer, Elizabeth, identification of abused chil-

dren (1963) 20365
Elmers, Bernhard F., relief (1961) 7061
Elmhurst, 111., population, special census

(1963) 9725
Elmhurst, N.Y., aircraft accident (1962) 16590
Elmira, N.Y., surficial geology and soils of

region (1963) 19313
E3more County, Ala.:

relief

law (1962) 23253
reports (1962) 19157, 21473

Elmore County, Idaho:
Camas Prairie, ground-water resources

(1962) 21841
ground-water reconnaissance of Sailor

Creek area (1964) 15944
H Morro National Monument:
general information (1963) 1350; (1965)

16769
water supply (1965) 2251

El Paso County, Ck)lo., Fountain and Jimmy
Camp Valleys ground water (1964) 12516

El Paso County, Tex.:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14199
document edition (1965) 13831

El Paso, Tex.:

area, cotton, season, 1960-61, effects of de-

foliation, harvesting, and ginning
practices on Micronaire reading, fiber

properties, manufacturing performance,
and product quality (1965) 4110

census of business, standard metropolitan
area, central business district statistics

(1961) 5438; (1965) 13560
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18338
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18378
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20584

E[ Paso, Tex.—Continued
censuses of population and housing, 1960

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6799

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14199
document edition (1965) 13831

International Airport, weather observa-
tions, hourly, decennial census (1963)

11403
land conveyance

—

law (1962) 23178
reports (1962) 17040, 21441

relocation of Rio Grande, convention with
Mexico (1964) 2137, 7799

implement

—

hearings (1964) 4580-81, 8378
law (1964) 10143
reports (1964) 4521, 4566, 6332, 8342

wholesale fruit and vegetable market,
organization (1962) 14754

Elqui-Vicuna, Chile, uranium reconnaissance
of area (1961) 20360

Hrod, Charles W., design handbook for liquid

and gaseous helium handling equipment
(1964) 5870

Elrod, Warrick E., jr., monetary effects of

financing agricultural exports (1964) 568
El Salvador:

agricultural trade, agreement (1962) 18495;
(1963) 14717

alliance for progress programs, report on
study mission (1963) 8023

print as Senate document, report (1963)
20571

Ambassador, nomination of Murat W. Wil-
liams, hearings (1961) 4093

Army mission agreement (1963) 14726
background notes (1965) 6919
defense, furnishing articles and services,

agreement (1962) 18494
economic, technical and related assistance,

agreement (1962) 14617
economy, basic data (1964) 4856
foraminferal fauna collected off coast (1963)

12230
foreign trade regulations (1963) 15650
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 18614

health and sanitation, cooperative program,
agreement (1963) 11327

labor

—

conditions (1965) 7984
law and practice (1965) 7968

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12864

Peace Corps Program, agreement (1962)

8675
preparing shipments to (1961) 9189
radio communications, agreement (1962)

18470

sending gift packages to (1961) 601
shrimp fisheries, survey (1963) 2292
surplus agricultural commodities, sales un-

der title 4 of act, agreement (1961)_21404

telecommunications, market for U.S. equip-
ment (1962) 14916

trade agreement (1962) 22826

Eisner, Elizabeth K., awards of 1962 National
Crushed Stone Association safety con-

test (1964) 1397

Eisner, Robert W., thermal and metabolic re-

sponses to cold of Peruvian Indians
(1963) 18478

Elson, Jo A., abstracts of Personnel Research
Laboratory (1963) 7624; (1964) 7993

E3son, Jo Ann, abstracts of personnel research
reports, v. 1964 (1965) 4196
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EUstad, Leonard M., broadening our education-
al horizons for the deaf (1965) 12384

Elterman, L., altitude variation of Rayleigh,
aerosol, and ozone attenuating compo-
nents in ultraviolet region (1964) 19149

Elterman, Louis:
atmospheric

—

aerosol observations with searchlight
probing (1965) 109

attenuation model, 1964, in ultraviolet,

visible and infrared regions (1965) 103
model of clear standard atmosphere for

attenuation in visible region and in-

frared windows (1963) 20302
parameters for attenuation in atmospheric

windows for 15 wavelengths (1965) 105
Elton, R.C., stark profile measurement of

Lyman-a and Lyman-B lines of hydrogen
(1964) 5608

Elva L. (ship):

documentation with full coastwise privileges

(1965) 10578
Ely, Nev.:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 475
document edition (1961) 352

g:razing district, hydrology of stock-water
development (1963) 5026

E3y quadrangle, Nev., mineralization associat-
ed with magnetic anomaly (1964) 18122

Elyria, Ohio:
census of housing, 1960, standard

metropolitan statistical area, tenure,
rooms, condition and plumbing, etc

(1962) 20597
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 11167

EM series see listings under Engineers Corps,
Army, in the monthly issue, 1961-65

Emancipation centennial, 1962, brief antholo-

gy of preliminary proclamation (1962)
20668

Emancipation Proclamation:
America is for everybody, commemoration of

100th anniversary (1963) 4831
5-cent commemorative postage stamp (post-

er) (1963) 14643
Emancipation Proclamation Day, designate,

report (1962) 13470
Emanuel, Carl, hestianic acid, biologically re-

sistant pigment from aerobic waste di-

gesters (1964) 1743
Embalming, Navy Hospital Corps, handbook

(1962) 22462
Embalming fluid, procurement report (1965)

7443
Embankments, overflow, Arkansas River, sta-

bility of riprap, etc (1964) 14212
Embarkation (1962) 14408
Embassies, see Foreign service.
Embezzlement, criminological analysis of docu-

ments, USSR study (1963) 8914
Emblems:
misuse to indicate District of Columbia gov-

ernment agency, prohibit

—

law (1962) 23237
report (1962) 11589

slow moving vehicle, use and identification
(1965) 10096

Embolism:
air, intrapulmonary air trapping in

submarine escape training casualties
(1962) 10432

gas and fat, pathogenic mechanisms (1963)
5885

Embree, Ruth G.:

PACAF [Pacific Air Forces] basic bibliogra-
phies for base libraries: Pacific area
(1963) 62; (1965) 15218

Embree, Ruth G.—Continued
Pacific area, PACAF basic bibliography

(1965) 15218
Embrittlement, see Fracture of metals.
Embry, Robert S., what happens to nonmer-

chantable trees left after clearcutting?
(1965) 2168

Embryogenesis, messenger RNA, USSR study
(1965) 2445

Embryologists:
fourth conference, USSR (1964) 16408
international conference in Helsinki (1964)

9031
Embryology:

aff'erent and effector innervation of somatic
musculature development, USSR study
(1963) 19717

archives of anatomy, histology and embryol-
ogy (USSR periodical) (1962) 15736,
19776

developments, USSR study (1962) 1117
dynamics of glycogen distribution in regen-

erating skeletal muscle during postem-
bryonic development in rats, USSR
study (1962) 5593

gypsy moth fully developed embryos, deter-
mining sex (1963) 10233

histological and embryological mechanisms,
USSR studies (1965) 9345

immunology of embryogenesis, USSR study
(1963) 954

life born in a laboratory, development of
human embryo on film, USSR study
(1962) 956

modern, problems, USSR studies (1963) 921
Moscow Society of Naturalists, activities,

1963-64 (1965) 11085
problem of action of X-rays on rabbit em-

bryogenesis, USSR study (1961) 2341
progress, USSR study (1965) 16505
rat embryos, action of X-rays on develop-

ment under conditions of denervation of
uterus, USSR study (1961) 2199

reduction of digits in mouse embryos follow-
ing X-ray irradiation, USSR study
(1961) 12958

see also Space embryology.
Embryos:

bird, measurement of heartbeat (1964) 11364
chick heart, isolated, survival when exposed

to high relative centrifugal forces (1961)
6724

DNA in duck embryos, USSR translations
(1964) 2597

embryo develops in flask, biological cradle,
USSR study (1965) 14579

higher nervous system of progeny, effects of
ionizing radiation on functions (1963)
14957

whale sharks, morphology (1964) 7597
Emerald mines, Ural Mountains, general infor-

mation (1961) 994
Emerald Mound, Natchez Trace Parkway,

general information (1964) 13300
Emergence tipburn, see Pine.
Emergencies, see Disasters.
Emergency boards:
maritime emergency boards, appointment

—

Department reports on H.R. 1897 (1964)
10332

hearings (1963) 9942-43, 15323
report

—

Akron and Barberton Belt Railroad and
other carriers (1962) 13745

Belt Railway Company of Chicago (1963)
8190

Chicago and North Western Railway Co
(1962) 19447

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
RR (1962) 2415
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Emergency boards—Continued
report—Continued

Eastern Airlines, Inc (1962) 13744
Eastern, Western, and Southeastern Car-

riers' Conference Committees (1963)

12082
Eastern, Western, and Southern Carriers

Conference Committee (1964) 10478
Eastern, Western, and Southwestern Car-

riers Conference Committees (1961)

14792
Florida East Coast Railway (1964) 6583

National Railway Labor Conference (1964)

19644; (1965) 499, 4668
New York Central Railroad Co. System,

and Pittsburgh and Lake Erie Railroad
Co (1962) 21667

New York Harbor Carriers' Conference
Committee (1961) 4153, 7344

Northwest Airlines, Inc (1961) 12578

Pan American World Airways, Inc (1961)

14791; (1962) 2418
Pullman Co (1962) 2415; (1964) 2290
Railway Express Agency, Inc (1963) 391

Southern Pacific Co (1961) 20693
(Pacific Lines) (1963) 6351

Trans World Airlines, Inc (1962) 2417,

13746
United Air Lines, Inc (1964) 4653

Emergency broadcast system, see Warning
systems.

Emergency distress signaling devices (1965)

13197
Emergency economic stabilization (1961) 1831

Emergency health care, family guide (1962)

312; (1963) 4605
Emergency health preparedness publications

catalog (1964) 18905
Emergency Planning Office:

appropriations, hearings (1962) 13494,

19369; (1963) 18919, (1964) 10290; (1965)

8869
assistant director, nomination of James D.

O'Connell hearings (1965) 430
comprephensive program for survival of

Government and management of re-

sources (address) (1963) 392
deputy director, nomination of

—

Franklin B. Dryden, hearing (1964) 17866

Justice M. Chambers, hearing (1962) 11652

director, nomination of Buford Ellington,

hearing (1965) 6039
general information (1962) 21668
Government information plans and policies,

hearing (1963) 17169
information bulletin (1962) 3947; (1963) 3788

manganese stockpiling program, GAC re-

view (1963) 10263
naming

—

hearing (1961) 20626
law (1961) 18687
reports (1961) 16684, 17051

newsletter (1965) 3712
OEP circular (1965) 500
preparedness program. Executive orders

prescribing responsibilities (1963) 13872

press releases (1963) 4046; (1964) 3879;

(1965) 3795
stockpiling cordage fibers, questionable

need, GAO report (1964) 21339

summary report on regional conferences

(1962) 21670
sundry nominations, hearings (1963) 2090

Emergency powers, see War and emergency
powers.

Emergency repatriation assistance act, see

Repatriates.—Repatriation.
Emergency stockpile requirement for proc-

essed food (1965) 9050

Emergency Transportation Office:

focal point for mobilization of Nation's civil

transportation resources (remarks)
(1963) 9791

responsibilities, etc. (remarks) (1963) 13380
Emergency welfare services for civil defense

(address) (1965) 11795
Emerson, J. A., irradiation preservation of

fresh-water fish and inland fruits and
vegetables (1965) 1829

Emerson, John P., nonagricultural employment
in mainland China, 1949-58 (1965) 7279

Emerson, Lynn A., technical training in U.S
(1963) 13844

Emerson, T. E., development of reversible

hematuria and oliguria following eleva-

tion of renal venous pressure (1963)

7721
Emerson, Thomas E., jr., mechanisms of action

of insecticide endrin (1964) 5994
Emery, James C, transonic compressor cas-

cade and test results for 4 blade sec-

tions (1963) 10999
Emery, K. 0., Atlantic Continental Shelf and

slope, program for study (1963) 19307
Emery, Philip A., geology and ground-water

resources of Richardson County, Nebr
(1964) 21360

Emery County, Utah, uranium deposits, geolo-

gy of (1962) 210
Emery, see Corundum.
EMF, see Electromotive force.

Emigration, see Immigration and emigration.
Eminent domain:

coal slurry pipeline, acquisition, amend In-

terstate commerce act, hearings (1962)
15433

equitable acquisition practices, fair compen-
sation, relocation assistance, hearings
(1965) 19501

procedural guide for acquisition of real

property by governmental agencies
(1965) 6532

progress, property and just compensation
(1963) 10882

real property acquisition practices and ade-

quacy of compensation, hearings (1964)

14016, 15602-603
Emission:

airglow, Lord Rayleigh's data, reexamina-
tion (1963) 16771

anomalous field, size and shape of cross sec-

tions of molecular complexes in organic
semiconductors (1965) 7876

characteristics of diffuse spherical enclo-

sures (1962) 16046

field, charging of metallic colloids (1964)

5516
, .

, . . ^•
field-ion emission, applying to electrostatic

rocket engines (1963) 5585

solar radio emission

—

bursts, USSR study (1965) 12596

velocity of corpusular streams in solar

corona based on observations (1964)

20624
spectrum analysis of atomic materials (1964)

5952
stability of electron tube (1962) 10924

tester for high-power vacuum tubes (1964)

20559
see also Electrons—Photoelectric emis-

sion—Thermionic emission.

Emission spectra, see Spectra.

Emissivity, radiant energy, angular distribu-

tion from gray asymmetric grooves

(1963) 20992
see also Radiation.

EMIT (electromagnitnyy izmeritel' techeniy),

see Electromagnetic current meter.
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Emittance:
and solar absorptance for selected materi-

als, apparatus for measuring (1965)
5185

hemispherical

—

effects of sputtering with hydrogen ions
on total hemispherical emittance of
metallic surfaces (1963) 5598

spectral, of ablation chars, carbon and
zirconia to 3700° K (1965) 8097

ratio of absorptance, method for estimating
(1965) 9703

spectral normal and total normal, of inconel,

Inconel-X, and type 347 stainless steel,

effects of preoxidation treatments 16684
surface, effects on turbulent skin friction at

supersonic and low hypersonic speeds
(1965) 6748

thermal

—

of spacecraft coatings, dynamic thermal
vacuum, technique for measuring (1963)
9179, 18137

surfaces from spectral reflectance meas-
urements, automatic system for deter-
mining (1965) 14807

Emmons, Richard H., photometric measure-
ments of surface characteristics of Echo
I satellite (1965) 8037

Emmons Glacier, history of recession, botani-
cal evidence (1961) 12791

Emotional problems of children facing heart
surgery (1965) 13658

Emotions:
disciplining, USSR study (1965) 12757
dynamics of emotional-volitional processes

in astronauts during parachute jumps,
USSR study (1965) 2460

Empalme-Guaymas tracking station, agree-
ment (1965) 9959

Emphysema:
cigarette smoking effects (1965) 18700
gaseous composition of gas bubbles in

high-altitude tissue emphysema, USSR
study (1962) 1323

pathogenesis (1965) 4208
Empire, Ga., tektite specimens (1961) 20140
Empire, Oreg., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 13977
Empirical equations for electron backscatter-

ing coefficients (1965) 13056
Empirical investigation of effects on

nonnormality upon sampling distribu-
tion of product moment correlation coef-
ficient (1962) 5096

Employed mothers, see Mothers.
Employee appraisal, see Efficiency ratings.
Employee benefit plans:
amend Davis-Bacon act to include fringe

benefits in prevailing wages

—

hearings (1963) 11892; (1964) 8452
law (1964) 13897
report (1963) 11796

code of Federal regulations (1961) 10600;
(1962) 5178; (1963) 4908; (1964) 10537;
(1965) 9109

current trends in fringe benefits (address)
(1962) 8437

estimated coverage, 1962 (1964) 9774
experience (1963) 7430; (1965) 8283
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,

assumption of costs report (1964) 356
fringe benefits for Federal employees,

supervisory training course (1964) 20796
practical guide to fringe benefits amend-

ments to Davis-Bacon act (1965) 8291
retirement credit and fringe benefits for

Federal-State service, hearings (1964)
15601

Employee benefit plans—Continued
supplemental unemployment benefits, digest

(1963) 16289
welfare and pension plans

—

characteristics of 144,700 filed with Secre-
tary of Labor (1962) 6188

disclosure act amendments (1962) 18118
hearings (1961) 14455, 17141
law (1962) 9160
legislative history (1963) 5723
reports (1961) 16714, 17091; (1962) 4950,
7066

text (1962) 15975
general information (1965) 11323
highlights (1962) 18120
questions and answers (1962) 18123;

(1964) 11248
Employee development officer, examination

announcement (1963) 16940
Employee-management cooperation in Federal

Service, basic training materials (1962)
16612

Employee pensions, see Pensions.
Employee suggestions, see Suggestion sys-

tems.
Employee training:
accounts analyst guardianship program,

training guide (1962) 22897
Army Department, supervisor's guide to job

instruction, civilian personnel pamphlet
(1963) 18541

electronic occupations, Raytheon Co. ap-
prenticeship program (1961) 16155

Federal

—

employee training, report of Civil Service
Ck)mmission (1962) 17126

printing plant and lithographic trainee,
examination announcement (1961) 313

how child care workers are trained in Eu-
rope (1965) 7292

masonry construction, apprenticeship and
training program (1961) 11757

1965-66 labor and price statistics training
program for statisticians and econo-
mists of other countries, Washington,
D.C., Sept. 1964-Aug. 1966 (1965) 5059

on-the-job

—

and vocational education training pro-
grams, reports (1961) 16662; (1962) 7037

student trainees, cooperative and vacation
work-study programs, examination an-
nouncement (1962) 23105

training package (1961) 5307, 8339-41,
16143-144; (1962) 20446

under manpower development and training
act (1963) 18530; (1965) 2977

weather observer. Air Force guide (1961)
8340

orientation in Branch of Education, Indian
Affairs Bureau (1964) 835

skilled workers in Communist China (1961)
13032

staff development, supervisor's job (1963)
17539

updating and upgrading technical workers
to increase their effectiveness, extension
courses (1961) 7311

see also Apprentices—Training.
Employees:
earnings

—

and hours in nonmetropolitan areas of
South, Mar. 1964 (1965) 12795

in nonmetropolitan areas of Central
States, June 1962 (1963) 14480; (1965)
1281

retail general merchandise stores (1964)
9455

retail trade

—
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Employees—Continued

building materials, hardware, and farm
equipment dealers

—

departmental edition (1963) 3025
document edition (1963) 2009

drug and proprietary stores

—

departmental edition (1963) 3031
document edition (1963) 2015

food and grocery stores

—

departmental edition (1963) 3027
document edition (1963) 2011

furniture, home furnishings, and house-
hold appliance stores

—

departmental edition (1963) 3030
document edition (1963) 2014

selected metropolitan areas of South,
June 1961-June 1962 (1964) 16608

50 selected health and insurance plans, di-

gest, spring 1963 (1964) 9454
handling problem employee (1962) 10644
health and insurance benefits and pension

plans, spring 1963 (1964) 14704
hospital workers in North Vietnam,

self-sacrificing devotion (1961) 13387
how payroll savings help (1961) 20132
in bona fide executive capacity, etc., terms

defined, under fair labor standards act

(1962) 10730
industry group by occupation, census of

population, 1960 (1963) 155
occupational health services, guide for State

and local governments (1963) 18287
performance improvement, FAA handbook

(1965) 2119
recognition, supervisor development pro-

gram, basic course (1963) 4447
retirement planning, growing employee rela-

tions service (1961) 16506
State laws about time off to vote during

working hours (1962) 18127
successor, credit against unemployment tax,

report (1961) 17067
see also Airline employees—Government

officials and employees—Railroad em-
ployees—also names of departments,
etc., where employed.

Employees' Ckjmpensation Appeals Board
decision (1961) 9051; (1962) 7286; (1963)

4830; (1964) 4654; (1965) 6126
index digest, v.1-12 (1965) 16095

Employees' (Compensation Bureau, directory
(1965) 9053

Employer-employee relations, see Industrial

relations.

Employers:
contributions into joint industry promotion-

al funds

—

hearings (1962) 11443; (1964) 4494; (1965)
12169

reports (1962) 13422; (1964) 12094; (1965)

8853; 15649
cooperation in supporting Armed Forces

Reserve program, memo (1961) 9439
entering collective bargaining relationship

for 1st time, information (address)

(1963) 11113
expenditures for supplementary compensa-

tion practices for

—

production and related workers, manufac-
turing industries (1964) 20443; (1965)

12785
production workers in mining industries,

1960
departmental edition (1963) 10895
document edition (1963) 9316

production workers, meatpacking and
processing industries (1964) 14706

expenditures for supplementary remunera-

Employers—Continued

tion practices in finance, insurance, and
real estate industries (1963) 18044;
(1964) 21670A

Fair labor standards act, how to keep time
and pay records (1965) 3078, 20143

guide to on-the-job training under Manpower
development and training act (1964)
20977; (1965) 5573

household workers, social security tax guide
(1963) 626

insurance, pension and vacation payments,
building trades in 100 cities, Jan. 2, 1964
(1964) 7421

manufacturing industries, expenditures for
supplementary remuneration practices
for production workers (1962) 14392

procedures in work force adjustments to
technological change (1963) 6353

record check as to accuracy of occupation
and place of work information in 1960
census (1965) 7275, 10255

record-keeping requirements under Fair la-

bor standards act (1962) 10728
records kept under Fair labor standard

general requirements (1963) 5767; (1964)

5750, 16915; (1965) 13334
miscellaneous exemptions, etc (1963) 5768;

(1964) 5751; (1965) 3082
records, miscellaneous exemptions, etc (1962)

1893
reports required. Labor management report-

ing and disclosure act (1961) 6237; (1963)

12777; (1964) 16577
rights and limitations during union organi-

zational campaigns (address) (1964) 5561

successor, credit against unemployment

law (1961) 18711
reports (1961) 10273, 14698

supplementary remuneration practices for
production workers in manufacturing
industries

—

departmental edition (1962) 6201
document edition (1962) 4910

Virgin Islands, Guam and American Samoa,
Federal social security tax guide (1962)
21859

Employers' associations:
consultation and cooperation with public

authorities, ILO recommendation, text

(1961) 6994
multiemployer association bargaining, im-

pact on collective bargaining process,
report (1965) 8878

Employers' liability and workmen's compensa-
tion:

agricultural workers and workmen's com-
pensation (1964) 11253

attorneys' fees, report of standards and
procedures in State legislation (1961)
1165

Canal Zone employees, appeal rights

—

law (1964) 17367
reports (1964) 15517, 17731

controverted cases. New York State work-
men's compensation (1964) 16909

disability and death compensation

—

extend benefits to Air National Guard

—

law (1961) 18626
reports (1961) 14523, 18819

extend benefits to Army National Guard

—

law (1961) 18626
reports (1961) 14523, 18819

employer expenditures for supplementary
compensation practices for production
and related workers (1965) 12785
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Employers' liability and workmen's compensa-
tion—Continued

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation as-

sumption of costs, hearing (1964) 400
Federal employees' compensation act

—

amend to permit services of chiropractors,
hearings (1962) 13695; (1964) 17885

amendments to Sept. 13, 1960 (1962) 17412
correct inequities

—

law (1961) 18727
reports (1961) 16805, 19067; (1962) 19301

work injury benefits (1962) 21671
Federal work injury facts reported, 1964

(1965) 19569
injury compensation guide for USDA

supervisors (1964) 1538
injuries experienced by minors (1962) 6213
laws, compilation (1962) 2289
Longshoremen's and harbor workers' com-

pensation act, amendments

—

hearings (1961) 5742, 12525
law (1961) 14087
reports (1961) 5696, 12471
as extended

—

benefits provided under (1964) 17930
text (1963) 393

hints for employers reporting injuries

(1963) 16270
medical

—

care under workmen's compensation (1962)
23929

rehabilitation of injured workers (1963)

3019
payments and costs, 1962 (1964) 3134
prisoners compensation for injuries connect-

ed with maintaining institutions

—

law (1961) 18708
reports (1961) 10316, 19085

problems (1964) 16578
publications

—

list (1963) 12980
price Ust (1962) 12657; (1964) 13390; (1965)

16806
radiation

—

exposure and delayed injury, claims, inci-

dence, nature and adjudication (1965)
18960

radiation

—

workers compensation act, hearings (1962)
9377

rehabilitating disabled worker (1963) 20224
State laws

—

comparison of major provisions with rec-

ommended standards (1962) 10383; (1964)
7365

compilation, supplement (1962) 8314
history and coverage benefits, summary

(1964) 11264
summarization of main provisions (1965)

1271
workmen's compensation

—

and physically handicapped (1962) 6187,
8315

and radiation injury, studies (1965) 18960
coverage of public employees (1962) 18128
enactments (1964) 7422
law, commemorative stamp (poster) (1961)

15919
payments and costs (1963) 1501; (1965)
3021

problems (1961) 21134; (1962) 18131; (1963)
12778

Employer's tax guide (1964) 6837
Employment:
abroad, reference sources (1961) 4257
accelerated public works program (1962)

20473
act of 1946, amend

—

hearings (1961) 8978, 10350; (1965) 17701
law (1961) 12105; (1964) 21153

Employment—Continued
act of 1946, amend—Continued
reports (1961) 8765, 8785, 8955; (1964)

19567; (1965) 1968
adequate data needed for evaluating etc.,

training under Manpower development
and training act of 1962, Labor and
Health, Education, and Welfare Depts.,
GAO report (1964) 10610

adult Indians, amend act^
law (1961) 18664
reports (1961) 7244. 16716

aerospace, job market developments (1965)
14189

aged, vocational rehabilitation for economic
independence (1961) 21434

aging, disabled worker, rehabilitation pro-
grams (1964) 3185

aliens in scientific or technical capacity

—

law (1964) 17407
reports (1963) 13753; (1964) 17551, 17806;

(1965) 8951
temporary admission study (1964) 2115

among young workers, Oct. 1961 (1962) 8323

annual averages, 1960, and year-end review
(1961) 6242

Appalachia, survey (1965) 9030
apprentices under Fair labor standards act

of 1938, code of Federal regulations
(1962) 1895, 14683; (1964) 1654

area

—

labor supply classifications (1963) 19123
redevelopment approach to creating jobs
(remarks) (1963) 18531

trends in employment and unemployment
(1965) 3148

assistance for workers under Trade expan-
sion act of 1962 (1963) 3013

atomic energy field, occupational survey
1962 (1964) 8092

attracting new industry (1963) 7656
automation

—

impact, hearings (1961) 10345
relationship, current developments in U.S.
(paper) (1964) 14713

benchmarks for BLS payroll employment
statistics, 1959 (1963) 5458

benefits for VA employees (1962) 1887

BLS industry employment statistics pro-
gram, errors in data collection (1965)
6566

boys and girls, what to do this summer?
vacation jobs may be answer (1965)
12394

brighter future through job training (1964)
610

broadening vista of jobs for blind (1965)
15126

building

—

jobs, SBA's role in area redevelopment
(1963) 9381

trades, skilled (1963) 1187
census of population, 1960 data (1962) 13035
certificates

—

annulment or withdrawal of learners,

handicapped persons, etc., under Fair
labor standards act (1962) 8738

for learners, handicapped persons, etc.,

annulment or withdrawal under Fair
labor standards act (1963) 18366; (1965)
5461, 11769

challenges of the sixties (address) (1961)
2606

changing occupational patterns in railroad
industry, 1947-60—

departmental edition (1963) 9053
document edition (1963) 7836

city (1961) 5490; (1962) 6754; (1963) 6005;
(1964) 8136; (1965) 7278, 8622, 10256
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Employment—Continued
civil rights report, 1961 (1962) 316
civilian, magnitude and distribution in

USSR (1961) 10039
coal mines, monthly report (1961) 3438;

(1962) 3676; (1963) 3519; (1964) 3332;
(1965) 3219

coal mining injury experience, related data
(1961) 9446; (1962) 6232; (1963) 1207;
(1964) 2983; 20477

college

—

graduates, 1958, report of 1960 survey
(1963) 16448

woman, job-finding techniques (1961) 2763
community program, developments (1963)

394
comparison of U.S. and U.S.S.R. employment

in industry (1964) 10069
competitive, work shops in front lines

preparing handicapped (remarks) (1965)
18394

condition for Negroes in U.S. (address)
(1961) 12580

conditions affecting performing artists, in-

vestigation, hearings (1962) 7086
currently employed persons, illness and

work-loss days, statistics (1962) 12662
deaf

—

and hard of hearing vocational, rehabili-
tation opportunities (1962) 18559

driving and employability, symposium
(1964) 9871

decade of rehabilitation and full employment
in 60's (address) (1962) 4568

demonstration manpower programs, general
information (1963) 19781

development, community organization for
(1965) 7599

dimensions of problem (remarks) (1965) 1293
domestic

—

attributable to U.S. exports (1962) 6204
State distribution (1962) 15990

impact of imports and exports, hearings
(1962) 4961, 7087
print additional copies, reports (1962)
9309, 17013, 17282

relationship to U.S. imports (1962) 12346
dual compensation-dual employment laws,

modernize

—

hearings (1963) 17181; (1964) 6523
law (1964) 17307
reports (1964) 331, 6279, 6485
statement of purpose, etc (1964) 12152

durable goods manufacturing, trends (1963)
14482

economic conditions and Government policies
for improvement, hearings (1962) 20935

print additional copies, reports (1962)
21126, 21376

economic

—

indicators relating to equal pay (1962)
22913; (1963) 20255

problem of future (1964) 1386
effect of importation of petroleum and petro-

leum products, advice regarding, hear-
ing (1965) 17701

effects of proposed Quality stabilization act,

summary analysis (1963) 20449
elderly, increase opportunities

—

hearings (1964) 8435, 10409
recommendations and comment, report
(1964) 21236

electrical industry workers and foreign ex-

port trade (1962) 6176
Emergency acceleration act of 1961, hear-

ings (1961) 14751
employment and earnings (periodical) (1961)

3377; (1962) 3777; (1963) 3614; (1964)
3433; (1965) 3328

Employment—Continued
employment and labor force (1961) 11351;

(1962) 22443
employment and unemployment

—

problems in Idaho (remarks) (1962) 14797
situation, 1960-61, significance of
seasonal, etc., factors (1961) 6258

statistics

—

measuring, hearings (1963) 13440
review

—

hearings (1962) 2282
report (1962) 4889

employment and wage supplement, farm la-
bor market developments (1962) 3806

employment situation, monthly release
(1961) 3387; (1962) 3781; (1963) 3618;
(1964) 3437; (1965) 3333

epileptics

—

gateway through total rehabilitation
(1962) 14675

good risks (remarks) (1961) 4787
Federal Government, rules and regulations
by President's Committee on Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity (1963) 3259, 14648

investigation and compliance reviews,
guide (1963) 1389

equal employment opportunity

—

hearings (1963) 17323, 18931
reports (1962) 7047; (1963) 15233

goal of President's Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity (1963) 12973

Post Office Department (1963) 11207
USDA progress, pictorial review (1963)
18266

equal job opportunities

—

Federal contracts, rules and regulations
of President's Committee on Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity (1963) 20079

Federal Government

—

address (1962) 8308
Federal Government and on Federal con-

tracts. President's program (1962)
22714

guide to investigation of complaints
(1962) 6409

rules and regulations of President's
Committee on Equal Employment Op-
portunity (1961) 15922; (1962) 3449-50,
1^)589

goal of President's Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity (1961) 21298

hearings (1962) 2336
how to file a complaint with President's
Committee on Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity (1962) 12651

in Federal Government and on Federal
contracts. President's program (1961)
11524

report, 1960 (1961) 2653

on Federal contracts, rules and regula-
tions of President's Committee on-Ekjual
Employment Opportunity (1961) 15923

proposed Federal legislation to prohibit
discrimination because of race, religion,

color, national origin, ancestry, age or

sex, hearings (1962) 4960, 9376
equal job opportunity pledge (poster) (1961)

17782

equal opportunity (remarks) (1964) 9702,
15034; (1965) 6859

for all qualified persons (address) (1963)
19775

hearings (1965) 15796
President's Committee, general informa-

tion (1963) 20077; (1965) 5321

expand opportunities through revision of
tax structure (address) (1963) 19778
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fair sex workers around globe profit from

expertise of Women's Bureau after 20
years of international work (1965) 4895

farm labor developments (1964) 3459; (1965)
3352

farm labor employment and wage supple-
ment (1963) 3642-43; (1964) 3460; (1965)

3353
farmers self-employed, are you getting so-

cial security credit? (1962) 1746; (1963)

1376; (1964) 1587, 21875
Federal

—

civilian, by county, Dec. 31, 1960, addition-

al report (1961) 12369
print additional copies report (1961)

16951
complaint procedure for insuring equal
opportunity (1965) 9844

employment
and pay (1965) 426
statistics bulletin (1961) 3015; (1962)

3810; (1963) 3648; (1964) 3466; (1965)
3368

equal opportunity (1965) 7327
Forest Service jobs, nonprofessional

(1962) 16303
graphic presentation (1961) 10107; (1962)

13103' (1963) 9752
jobs overseas (1961) 10108; (1962) 9119;

(1963) 4627; (1964) 4391; (1965) 1714,
5745

monthly report (1961) 3019; (1962) 4077;
(1963) 3920; (1964) 3744; (1965) 3659

of mentally retarded, report to the Presi-

dent (1965) 11972
openings for college graduates (1961) 6909

opportunities. Forest Service, nonprofes-
sional (1961) 5274

position classification, basic training
course (1961) 5530

programs for community assistance, vet-
erans preference, handbook for counse-
lors (1962) 14996

publications providing useful information
(1963) 11228

scientists and engineers (1961) 20035
State Dept., information (1961) 6555
State service system, role in matching
workers and jobs (1965) 19796

summer, of college students in Federal
Government, 1961 (1963) 9954

summer

—

opportunities, etc (1961) 6910; (1962)
4851; (1963) 4628

temporary, extending apportionment
requirement, hearing (1961) 18969

veterinarian trainee, examination an-
nouncement (1963) 20385

thinking about your first job? remember
Uncle Sam (1961) 14016; (1963) 9754;
(1964) 10107; (1965) 15352

top-level positions, increase number

—

hearings (1961) 16854
law (1961) 18748
reports (1961) 18847, 18912

travel costs for applicants, payment

—

hearings (1963) 15312; (1965) 15812
report (1965) 15678

violation of statutes under contract for
technical writing and related services
awarded by Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter, NASA, GAO report (1965) 6321

way to job in Government (1963) 4629
working for U.S.A. (1962) 13105; (1963)

9753; (1964) 11950; (1965) 10299
Forest Service nonprofessional jobs (1963)

13177; (1964) 9954; (1965) 10073

Employment—Continued
fuel industries, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 11371; 21161; (1962) 20075; (1963)

19829; (1965) 1327
full employment

—

(addresses, etc.) (1964) 1359, 14666
and economic growth (address) (1961)
21128

for all American workers in period of au-

tomation, etc. (address) (1962) 22410
proposals

additional copies, report (1964) 15688
report (1964) 15817

Government

—

avoiding conflicts of interest, report (1964)

354
employment series (1961) 5490, 6830;

(1962) 6754, 11100; (1963) 6005, 9728;

(1964) 8135-36; (1965) 7277-78, 8622,

10256
governmental, historical statistics, census

of governments (1964) 19287
announcement and order form (1964) 19283

graduates of Norfolk MDTA project (1965)
19792

growth and price levels, hearings, index
(1961) 1857

handicapped persons

—

code of Federal regulations (1963) 16653
Fair labor standards act (1965) 5460, 15136
new dimensions in services to applicants
(remarks) (1964) 18619

high school graduates (1961) 7894; (1962)
3273

and dropouts (1962) 15987, 15989; (1964)
14709

hire mentally

—

restored (1964) 7369

retarded workers (1964) 7370
home economics graduate, status (1965) 6111

homeworkers in industries under Fair labor
standards act (1964) 11682

hours and earnings in nonagricultural in-

dustries, measurement (1962) 3271
household statistics, concepts and methods

used (1964) 16589
how to get

—

and hold right job (1961) 1942
prepare yourself for job interviews (1965)

19572
impact of

—

automation report (1962) 13511
changing defense programs (1964) 14710

implication of automation and related tech-
nological change (address) (1963) 3012

import relationship, analysis of competing
industries (1962) 14398

importance of education (address) (1963)
9022

improved programs for manpower utiliza-

tion and income maintenance (address)
(1961) 12579

in atomic energy field

—

departmental edition (1961) 15727
document edition (1961) 14158

in United States (paper) (1965) 1294
Indians, adult^
amend act

—

law (1964) 1959
reports (1963) 17260; (1964) 335

program, appropriations, increase, report
(1965) 7453

industrial, USSR, magnitude and structure,
1933-55(1961) 10036

industry, growth since World War II (1963)
16267

investing in jobs through area redevelop-
ment (1962) 14795
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iron blast-furnace slag industry (1961) 2477;

(1962) 10440
job

—

dislocations caused by changes in technol-

ogy (address) (1963) 19776
finding, help for disabled through voca-

tional rehabilitation (1962) 8731; (1963)

9484
placement of the mentally restored, guide

(1965) 16548
security in longshore industry in ports

of—
Baltimore (1965) 1264
Boston (1965) 1261
Houston and Galveston (1965) 1262
New Orleans (1965) 1265
Philadelphia (1965) 1263

tenure of American workers, Jan 1963

(1964) 5447
vacancy statistics in England and Israel

(1964) 11288
more where most needed (1965) 7131

overseas (1961) 1714
joint, relationship under Fair labor stand-

ards act (1964) 19015; (1965) 13332
keep children in school for greater job secu-

rity (1963) 12781
Labor Dept. programs (address) (1962) 477

labor force

—

and employment (1963) 16296
components seasonal adjustment factors

(1961) 9420
learners, code of Federal regulations (1963)

16651
local government in relation to population

(1961) 10040
announcement and order form (1961) 11837

manpower

—

crisis (address) (1965) 1259
program needed for future economic sta-

bility (address) (1963) 19780
resources of Nation, training and utiliza-

tion

—

hearings (1961) 4124; (1963) 17327,

19066; (1964) 543, 2247, 4589
index (1965) 16043

utilization

—

in Soviet automobile industry (1961)

10034
problems, people, skills and jobs (1963)

20924
manufacturing, diversification for States

and metropolitan areas (1961) 237
maternal, effects on child rearing, personal

and family factors (1964) 8144
mathematics, professional work, industry

and Government (1961) 21148; (1962)

14531
mature woman, job finding memo (1961)

2762; (1962) 12794
meeting challenge of changing skills (1964)

10479
mentally

—

handicapped, jobs (address) (1962) 23932
retarded

—

conference proceedings (1963) 3395
guide to job placement (1963) 14448

messengers

—

code of Federal regulations (1964) 16917;

(1965) 15135
under Fair labor standards act, code of

Federal regulations (1962) 18567; (1963)

16652
metal and nonmetal industries, minerals

yearbook chapters (1961) 11372.
21162-163; (1962) 23950; (1963) 19830;

(1964) 20471; (1965) 19836

Employment—Continued
metropolitan Washington, technical and

skilled workers, estimates of future
demand (1964) 611

mineral industries

—

census 1958, industry bulletin (1962) 4720
minerals yearbook chapter (1963) 1200,

20946; (1964) 21688
multiple jobholders (1961) 4801, 21147; (1963)

16294; (1964) 5449
National Park Service

—

career (1964) 5566; (1965) 5275
seasonal (1964) 3065

national program, training and education of

workers, young and old (address) (1963)

3014
Naval personnel, retired, reference guide to

legal restrictions (1965) 16541
Negro

—

women workers in 1960 (1964) 11722
youth, preparation and motivation. Labor
Department sponsored conferences with
college presidents and executives (1963)

5430, 14443, 18017
Negroes in marketing field, economic trends

(remarks) (1964) 10128
new potentials, convertibility of space and

defense resources to civilian needs, read-

ings (1965) 441
New York City (1962) 22441
no new opportunities within redevelopment

area from Federal loan assistance for

plant acquisition and improvement, GAO
report (1965) 9223

nonagricultural, mainland China (1965) 7279

nonfarm, effect on agricultural development
(paper) (1961) 19202

nuclear scientific era (paper) (1964) 13087
older workers, leaders guide for conducting

institutes (1961) 4154
opportunities

—

atomic energy field (1962) 11035
binational centers abroad (1964) 20864
created by ARA projects, inadequate eval-

uation, GAO report (1965) 4831
educators overseas (1965) 1818
Federal mediator positions (1963) 12113
federally aided project, restricted to indi-

viduals having funds to invest in busi-

ness, ARA, GAO report (1964) 21333
foreign, linguistic, travel, list (1962) 22911

information (1964) 8503; (1965) 4671

mechanics and repairmen (1963) 20937

missile and spacecraft manufacturing
(1963) 3039

Naval Weapons Bureau (1961) 3514; (1962)

3779; (1963) 3616; (1964) 3435; (1965)

3330
provided by federally assisted project,

inadequate analysis, Area Redevelop-

ment Administration, GAO report (1965)

2197
Public Health Service (1962) 12658; (1963)

12984
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife Bureau (1965)

606
women in business (address) (1963) 18018

outlook

—

accountants (1962) 10392; (1964) 9382
administrative and related occupations

(1961) 7900
advertising, marketing research and pub-

lic relations workers (1962) 8333; (1964)

9383
agricultural occupations (1962) 10393;

(1964) 13057
air conditioning and refrigeration mechan-

ics (1962) 8334; (1964) 9430
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air transportation (1962) 8335
aircraft, missile, and spacecraft manufac-
turing occupations (1962) 10394; (1964)
7392

apparel industry (1962) 8336; (1964) 9438
appliance servicemen (1962) 8337; (1964)
9431

architects (1962) 8338; (1964) 9384
atomic energy field (1962) 8339; (1964)
9439

automobile
manufacturing occupations (1962) 8340
mechanics, diesel mechanics (1964) 7387

baking industry (1962) 8341; (1964) 9440
banking occupations (1962) 8342; (1964)
9441

barbers, beauty operators (1962) 8343;

(1964) 9414
beauty operators (1961) 16054
biological scientists (1962) 8344; (1964)

7375
bookkeeping workers (1962) 8345

office machine operators (1964) 9415
bricklayers, stonemasons, etc (1962) 8346;

(1964) 13056
building trades (1961) 7901; (1962) 8347
business machine servicemen (1962) 8348;

(1964) 9432
carpenters (1962) 8349; (1964) 9419
cashiers (1964) 13054
cement masons (1962) 10399
chemical industry (1962) 8373; (1964) 7393
chemists, physicists, astronomers (1962)
8350

chiropractors (1962) 8351; (1964) 9392
civil aviation (1964) 9442
clergymen
Protestant (1962) 8400; (1964) 9385
rabbis, Jewish (1962) 8404; (1964) 13047
Roman Catholic priests (1962) 8409;

(1964) 13048
clerical occupations (1961) 7902
commercial artists (1962) 8352; (1964) 9386
construction

—

electricians (1962) 8353
elevator constructors (1964) 7383

laborers and hod carriers (1962) 8354;
(1964) 9420

counselors, school, rehabilitation, voca-
tional (1964) 9387

dental
hygienists (1961) 16055; (1962) 8355;

(1964) 7376
laboratory technicians (1962) 8356;

(1964) 9393
dentists (1962) 8357; (1964) 9394
dietitians (1961) 13729
dispensing opticians and optical laborato-

ry mechanics (1962) 8358; (1964) 9425
draftsmen (1962) 8359
driving occupations (1962) 12342; (1964)
9426

earth scientists, geologists, geophysicists,
meteorologists oceanographers (1964)
9388

electric light and power occupations (1962)
8360; (1964) 9443

electronic computer operating personnel,
programmers (1962) 8361; (1964) 9415A

electronics manufacturing occupations
(1962) 8362; (1963) 20928; (1964) 9444

electroplaters (1962) 8363; (1964) 7386

elevator constructors (1962) 8353

engineers (1962) 10396; (1964) 9389
operating (1962) 8415

Employment—Continued
outlook—Continued
factory

—

jobs, requiring little or no experience or
training

—

departmental edition (1961) 7893
document edition (1961) 6973

occupations not requiring specialized
training (1962) 8364; (1964) 9427

FBI agents (1962) 8365; (1964) 9416
floor covering installers (1964) 7384
foresters (1962) 8366; (1964) 9390
forge shop occupations (1964) 9428
blacksmiths (1962) 8367

foundry occupations (1962) 10397; (1964)
9445

gasoline service station attendants (1964)
9429

geographers (1962) 8368; (1964) 9391
geologists, geophysicists, meteorologists

(1962) 8369
government occupations (1962) 8370;

(1964) 13058
health service occupations (1961) 7903
home economists (1961) 13730

dietitians (1962) 8371; (1964) 9395
hospital administrators (1963) 20933;

(1964) 13049
hotel occupations (1962) 8372; (1964) 9446
industrial designers (1964) 13053
instrument repairmen (1962) 8374; (1964)
9433

insurance
and real estate agents and brokers

(1962) 8375; (1964) 7381
occupations (1962) 8376; (1964) 7394

interior designers and decorators (1962)
8377; (1964) 9400

iron and steel industry (1962) 8378; (1964)
9447

iron workers, structural, ornamental, and
reinforcing (1962) 8415

landscape architects (1964) 9401
lathers (1962) 10399
lawyers (1962) 8379; (1964) 9402
librarians (1961) 13731; (1962) 8380; (1964)
7378

machining occupations (1962) 8381; (1964)
7388

maintenance electricians (1962) 8382;
(1964) 9434

mathematicians, statisticians, actuaries
(1962) 8383; (1964) 9403

mechanics, automobile and diesel (1962)
10395

medical

—

record librarians (1961) 16056; (1962)
10398; (1964) 9396

technologists (1961) 13732; (1962) 10398;
(1964) 9396

X-ray technicians (1961) 16057; (1962)
10398; (1964) 9396

millwrights, industrial machinery repair-
men (1962) 8384; (1964) 9435

motor vehicles manufacturing (1964) 7395
newspaper reporters (1962) 8385

technical writers (1964) 7379
nurses, registered professional and practi-

cal (1964) 13052
occupational therapists (1961) 16058
oceanographers (1963) 9065
office machine operators (1962) 8345
optometrists (1962) 8386; (1964) 7377
older worker (address) (1961) 19801
osteopathic physicians (1962) 8387; (1964)

13050
painters, paperhangers^

—

etc (1962) 8388
glaziers, asbestos and insulating work-

ers (1964) 9421
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performing arts (1962) 8389

musicians, singers, actors, actresses,

dancers (1964) 7380
personnel workers (1962) 8390; (1964) 9404

petroleum

—

production (1962) 8391
and refining occupations (1964) 9448

refining (1962) 8391
pharmacists (1962) 8392; (1964) 14692
photographers (1962) 8393; (1964) 9405
physical

—

and earth sciences (1961) 7904
scientists, chemists, physicists, astrono-
mers (1964) 9406

therapists (1961) 13733
occupational therapists (1962) 8394;

(1964) 13051
physicians (1962) 8395; (1964) 9397
plasterers (1962) 10399

lathers, cement masons (1964) 9422
plumbers and pipefitters (1962) 8396;

(1964) 9423
podiatrists (1962) 10400; (1964) 9398
policemen

—

firemen (1962) 8397
policewomen, firemen (1964) 13055

Post Office occupations (1962) 8398; (1964)
9449

practical nurses and auxiliary nursing
workers (1961) 13734

printing occupations (1962) 8399; (1964)
7389

protective service occupations (1961) 7905
occupational outlook brief (1965) 8004

psychologists (1962) 8401; (1964) 9407
pulp, paper, and paper products industry

(1962) 8402; (1964) 9450
purchasing agents, industrial traffic

managers (1962) 8403; (1964) 9408
radio and television broadcasting occupa-

tions (1962) 8405; (1964) 7396
railroad occupations (1962) 8406; (1964)
9451

range managers (1963) 20934
registered professional nurses (1961)

13735
practical nurses (1962) 8407

restaurant occupations (1962) 8408; (1964)
9452

roofers (1962) 10401; (1964) 7385
salesmen, retail stores, wholesale trade,

manufacturing (1964) 9417
sales workers in retail stores, wholesale

trade, manufacturing (1962) 8410
secretaries, stenographers and typists

(1961) 16059; (1962) 8411
service occupations (1961) 7906
sheet metal workers (1962) 10401; (1964)
7385

shipping and receiving clerks (1964) 7382
skilled workers (1963) 5459

implications for guidance and counseling
(address) (1961) 15694

social scientists (1962) 8412
anthropologists, economists, historians,

political scientists, sociologists (1964)
9409

social workers (1961) 13736; (1962) 8413;

(1964) 9410
stationary engineers (1962) 8414; (1964)

7390
stenographers, secretaries, typists (1964)
9418

structural-, ornamental-, and reinforcing-
iron workers, operating engineers (1964)
9424

Employment—Continued
outlook—Continued
teachers (1964) 9411

school counselors (1962) 10402
technicians
engineering and science technicians,
draftsmen and surveyors (1964) 9412

who work with engineers and physicial
scientists (1962) 10403

telephone occupations (1962) 8416; (1964)
9453

television and radio servicemen (1962)
8417; (1964) 9436

urban planners (1964) 9413
veterinarians (1962) 8418; (1964) 9399
watch repairmen, jewelers, etc (1962) 8419;

(1964) 9437
welders, oxygen and arc cutters,
boilermakers (1962) 8420; (1964) 7391

overseas. Air Force pamphlet (1963) 5867
Pacific Northwest

—

forest industries (1965) 3855
log exports to Japan (1965) 19646

part-time

—

for older people (statement) (1965) 16922
work force, growth and characteristics

(1961) 9422
personnel in State and Federal institutions,

national prisoner statistics (1961)
11525; (1962) 16116; (1963) 9328; (1965)
2979

picture, lights and shadows (address) (1962)
22442

planning for new growth, new jobs, overall
economic development program (1962)
12970

policy in U.S., history (1965) 4619, 9002
President's job development program (re-

marks) (1965) 8697
program for

—

changing times (speech) (1963) 13875
needs of maturing society (address) (1961)
11327

public

—

compendium (1964) 11889
announcement and order form (1964)

11884
State distribution (1961) 6830; (1962)

11100; (1963) 9728; (1964) 190, 8135;
(1965) 7277

works acceleration act

—

areas eligible for immediate public
works assistance, list (1964) 413

hearing (1962) 11473, 11672, 13542;
(1964) 412

law (1962) 20833
reports (1962) 11592, 13447, 17048;

(1964) 2092
putting more workers into more jobs, pur-

pose of administration's legislative pro-

gram (address) (1962) 6178
railroad industry (address) (1963) 1184
reading machines for data processing, ef-

fects (1964) 2943
recreation specialists with Air Force (1963)

16777
research projects of USES (address) (1962)

23449
retired naval personnel, reference guide

(1963) 12771
rural youth, perspectives (address) (1963)

18019
sand and gravel industry, data (1963) 9115
role of American labor and Department of

Labor in life of this country, (address)

(1965) 14605
school

—

age youth (1964) 9470, 18642
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graduates, on-the-job training for future
USSR (1962) 17944

personnel

—

Federal Government, 1961-62 (1965)
11552

industry (1961) 1359; (1964) 16613
long-range demand (1962) 1725
State government agencies (1961) 11462;

(1964) 14705
or else, employment opportunities are re-

lative to education secured (1965) 16101
scientific and technical

—

manpower resources, summary informa-
tion, etc (1965) 13092, 16777

scientists and engineers at colleges and uni-

versities, 1958, preliminary report (1961)
13581

seasonal. National Park Service (1961)

21268; (1965) 1519
security

—

adjusting to present day needs (address)
(1961) 17197

program for future (address) (1962) 1560
research
exchange (1962) 7287; (1963) 395
methods (1964) 2292
handbook (1961) 9052

projects (1961) 467, 10559
and retirement of older worker, reports
from White House Conference on Aging
(1961) 14979

system

—

attack on unemployment (remarks)
(1961) 13394

challenges at every level (remarks)
(1965) 12393

selected readings in employment and man-
power (1964) 10430, 15813; (1965) 441,
4919

vols. 1-2, print additional copies, reports
(1964) 15683, 17513

self-employed

—

individuals

—

retirement plans, guides for qualifica-
tion of pension, profit-sharing and
bond purchase plans (1965) 9302

tax retirement act

—

hearings (1961) 14729
law (1962) 23192
provisions (1963) 1497
reports (1961) 8806, 19055; (1962)
21075

summary (1962) 23380
nonagricultural, etc., area, estimating,
handbook (1963) 19126

social security information (1962) 1741,
12626; (1963) 7374; (1964) 7736; 21872

workers under social security (1964) 16863
self employment

—

and social security (1961) 2625
in U.S., 1948-62 (1965) 5060
objectives, techniques and procedures of

rehabilitating severely disabled people,
final report (1962) 8729

senior citizens, statistics (1964) 10072
service adviser, examination announcement

(1961) 10100; (1963) 6027, 11667; (1965)
316-317

industries, ARA staff study (1965) 10138
occupations employ more than 8 million
workers, chart (1963) 1188

development program for smaller commun-
ities (1963) 17407

for veterans

—

Federal-State (1965) 503, 19571
through public employment offices (1961)
17200; (1962) 17419

Employment—Continued
service adviser, examination announcement

—Continued
retail trade, 1958 census of business (1961)
8484

wholesale trade 1958, census of business,
subject report (1961) 13871

smaller communities program

—

in Fulton County, Ark (1963) 2175
in operation (1964) 4660

Soviet logging industry (1961) 10035
spectral study of overadjustment for season-

ality (1965) 13654
State—
and assistant State veterans employment

representatives, examination announce-
ment (1961) 12020; (1962) 4857

and local government employment and
payrolls (1961) 3395; (1962) 4353; (1963)
4205; (1964) 4050; (1965) 3956

Employment Service career guidelines for
high school students (1961) 5942

security agencies, aptitude test develop-
ment program (1961) 19254

veterans representative

—

assistant, examination announcement
(1961) 3973

examination announcement (1961) 8564
statistics BLS

—

labor turnover etc., guide (1961) 15733;
(1962) 14393

seasonal factor method (1963) 12791
Manpower and Employment Statistics Di-

vision, progress report (1961) 1187
measuring, report of President's Commit-

tee to Appraise Employment and Unem-
ployment Statistics (1962) 22715

States and areas (1963) 14476; (1964)
18629; (1965) 16553

U.S. (1963) 19792; (1965) 5047
departmental edition (1962) 1583
document edition (1962) 389

status

—

and geographic mobility (1964) 13074,
21677

and work experience, census of population,
1960 (1963) 18705

weeks worked, year last worked, popula-
tion of U.S., census 1960 (1963) 1883

students (1962) 18156
estimates (1961) 9415; 13409
in retail or service establishments

—

at special minimum wages (1962) 20367;
(1965) 1708

regulations under Fair labor standards
act (1965) 9991

student-learners, code of Federal regula-
tions (1962) 14682; (1963) 14771; (1964)
11680; (1965) 16911

student workers, under Fair labor stand-
ards act (1962) 8737, 20366; (1963) 16654

summer jobs, general information (1962)
10389

summer

—

of college students in Federal government,
1961, print as Senate document, report
(1963) 6282

students in social work, guide (1964) 13533
temporary, extend apportionment require-

ment, of Civil service act, hearing (1964)
4591; (1965) 10556

taxes, poverty, jobs, and profits (speech)
(1964) 11829

teenagers can be hired (1965) 14611
termination, at initiative of employer, ILO

recommendations (1965) 1979
total

—

in major centers, statistics (1961) 9056;
(1962) 7289
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Employment—Continued
total—Continued
private economy and private nonfarm sec-

tor, comparisons of payments, prices,

etc (1964) 16615; (1965) 19809

training for future employment, suggestions
to women and girls (1961) 6618

trends

—

and manpower requirements in Govern-
ment (1963) 14438

in industrial and occupational structure
(1961) 19798

truckdrivers make up four-fifths of workers
in driving jobs, chart (1962) 22448

TV and radio broadcasting offers variety of

job opportunities, programming person-
nel, engineers, technicians, office person-
nel, chart (1962) 22447

unemployment

—

programs for solving problem (address)

(1961) 6233
terminology and classification (1962) 2287

unnecessary costs to Federal Government as
result of supplanting existing employ-
ment services by federally financed serv-

ices, Employment Security Bureau, GAO
report (1965) 718

vacation-time jobs in Commissioned Officer

Student Training and Extern Program
offered by PHS (1962) 6420

Veterans Administration, benefits for em-
ployees (1964) 21916

veterans, services through State-Federal
affiliated agencies, July 1962-June 1963,

report (1963) 17404
wage-employment guarantees (1965) 14626

white-collar workers

—

and other occupations, trends, structure,
personal characteristics (1961) 9425

in 20th century (1961) 13411
women

—

Federal Employment Policies and Prac-
tices Committee, report (1964) 3090

in nonagricultural industries (1962) 20053
under old-age, survivors, and disability

program (1962) 14544
workers

—

in 1960, geographical differences (1962)
24135

in U.S., background facts (1963) 1595
workers covered by State unemployment

insurance laws (1961) 3119; (1962) 3778;
(1963) 3615; (1964) 3434; (1965) 3329

young workers under 18 (1961) 1168
your future with National Labor Relations

Board (1962) 22637
youth

—

challenge of jobless (1963) 9327
design for community action (1962) 22426;

(1963) 3017
East Los Angeles training and employ-
ment project, evaluation study (1965)
1269

employment act

—

hearings (1963) 8128, 9931
reports (1963) 7960, 8062

employment opportunities act

—

hearings (1961) 14460. 14752
reports (1961) 14377, 17107; (1962) 9338

importance of education (1962) 18137
job guide for young workers (1963) 4835
Labor Dept. programs (1962) 12338
list of publications (1961) 1167; (1963)
5434

new employment service focus (1965) 505
President's Committee on Youth
Employment, reports of subcommittees
(1963) 18274

problems (remarks) (1962) 1558, 15015

Employment—Continued
youth—Continued
problems and programs (address) (1964)

1360
profile of youthpower in Cincinnati (1964)

10480
programs

—

in perspective (1965) 20148
message from the President (1963) 4728
of U.S. Employment Service (1962) 7290

service for youth (1963) 4833
sources of help, handbook (1965) 18393
special training needs (1963) 10885

see aiso Child labor—Discrimination in em-
ployment—Farm labor—Government
officials and employees—Handicapped

—

Labor — Manpower — Occupations —
Veterans — Women— Work.

Employment agencies, see Employment offices.

Employment and Manpower Subcommittee,
Labor and Public Welfare Committee,
Senate, publications, index (1965) 16043

Employment certificates:

help you, help youth (1964) 18612
where to obtain, requirements, etc (1963)

19784; (1964) 16584
Employment management:
contractor-furnished personnel use instead

of Government personnel, excessive
costs incurred by Pacific region. Ground
Electronics Engineering Installation
Agency, Air Force Logistics Command,
Air Force Dept., GAO report (1964) 8718

Federal Aviation Agency, redeployment of
personnel, 1963, report (1964) 8337

Federal (iovernment, manpower utilization,
hearings (1962) 13538; (1963) 13665,
20504

hearings, employee relations, how to conduct
(1961) 6205; (1963) 6574

Employment offices:

agency planning for next 10 years (address)
(1961) 19248

District of Columbia, private, regulate

—

hearings (1962) 17322
report (1962) 21508

Employment Service local offices

—

directory (1963) 19127
organization handbook (1963) 19128

private agencies. State laws regulating

—

map series (1963) 9037
suggested language (1964) 13038
summary (1964) 11258; (1965) 5036

public employment service, duties and res-

ponsibilities

—

hearings (1965) 2012
readings (1965) 7482

Ehnployment Policy, Government, President's
Ck)mmittee on, see President's Committee
on Government Employment Policy.

Employment, President's Emergency Commit-
tee for, see President's Emergency
Committee for Employment.

Employment security activities, see Unemploy-
ment insurance.

Employment Security Bureau:
accomplishments and services to workers

and employers (address) (1963) 19122
appropriations

—

1961, supplemental, proposal (1961) 5607
1964, supplemental

—

law (1964) 8234
report (1964) 8416

aptitude test development program (1961)
19254

BES series (1961) 466, 4154, 5941, 7345,
9052-53, 12581, 17198-199, 19249; (1962)
5119-20, 11714, 13749, 15511, 17414,
21672-673, 23450; (1963) 4832, 6353-54,
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Employment Security Bureau—Continued
BES series—Continued

12084, 13873, 19124-126; (1964) 2292,
4656, 8498, 21276; (1965) 6128, 7598,
19570

budget, amendment (1963) 11922
expanding role (address) (1962) 15510
handbook series (1963) 19128
mission (remarks) (1965) 4673
practice of concurrent payments and unem-

ployment benefits to retired members of

Armed Forces, GAO report (1963) 15591
press releases (1961) 3126; (1962) 4198
publications, list (1963) 19125
smaller communities program in Fulton

County, Ark (1963) 2175
uneconomical

—

practices in administration of Employment
Service and unemployment compensation
programs (1963) 10271

use for Federal funds in reorganization
and expansion of Chicago employment
offices, Illinois State Employment Serv-
ices, GAO report (1965) 14402

unnecessary costs

—

from preferential treatment of Federal
retirees in unemployment compensation
payments, GAO report (1965) 9244

to Federal Government as result of
supplanting existing employment serv-
ices by federally financed services, GAO
report (1965) 718

Veterans Employment Service, State and
assistant State veterans employment
representatives, examination announce-
ment (1961) 12020

Employment security offices, see Unemploy-
ment insurance.

Employment security review (1961) 3120;
(1962) 3780; (1963) 3617; (1964) 3436

Employment Service:
administration, uneconomical practices,

GAO report (1963) 10271
assistance to Government agencies (1962)

13750
duties and responsibilities

—

hearings (1965) 2012
readings (1965) 7482

Employment Service review

—

journal of Federal-State employment serv-
ice programs and operations (1965) 3331

(periodical) (1964) 8499
supplements (1964) 8500; (1965) 3332

local

—

occupational information, reports by
State agencies, list (1962) 21675

offices

—

directory (1963) 19127; (1965) 501
organization handbook (1963) 19128

meeting—
manpower challenges of future (address)

(1961) 12579
training needs of hard-core unemployed

(address) (1963) 19122
participation in labor market (1963) 4834
professional placement service (1962) 17418
reorganization of local offices, articles (1962)

17417
research projects (address) (1962) 23449
role and mission of Federal-State employ-

ment service in American economy
(1965) 5956

services for special worker groups,
supplement (1963) 4833

statistics (periodical) (1964) 8500; (1965)
3332

training services to disadvantaged youth
(1965) 9054

Employment Service—Continued
veterans

—

employment program (1962) 17419
Federal-State cooperative program, July

1962-June 1963, report (1963) 17404
Employment taxes:

credits for successor employers

—

law (1961) 18711
reports (1961) 10273, 14698, 17067

IRS looseleaf regulations system (1961)
7550, 14999; (1962) 19593; (1963) 12250,
15641; (1964) 3696, 4836, 8805, 12545,
15798; (1965) 3613, 6369

net receipts under Federal unemployment
tax act, 1964, estimates (1963) 13464

rates by industry, 1962 (1964) 8498
reduction of temporary additional unemploy-

ment tax-
law (1963) 11723
reports (1963) 7971, 9869, 9989

temporary unemployment compensation act
amounts, restoration, revise law

—

law (1964) 253
reports (1963) 20470; (1964) 456

Emsweller, S. L., roses for the home (1963)
16738; (1964) 9943; (1965) 11839

Emulsions, fat, additive effects on A-a Pco2
difference (1962) 14787

Enamel:
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 276
porcelain, weather resistance, effect of expo-

sure site (1962) 10542
see also Teeth.

Enargite, compounds, thermoelectric proper-
ties (1963) 9129

Encapsulation process sterilizes and preserves
surgical instruments (1964) 16671

Encephalitis:
contemporary, Bulgaria's modest

achievements in study (1962) 6057
diphtheritis, in rats, cytochemical study of

neuronal Golgi apparatus (1963) 7193
epidemic encephalitis B, research. Commun-

ist China (1962) 17786
Japanese B virus, pathogenicity of different

strains isolated from human, swine and
mosquitoes (1964) 8939

primary, present forms, Polish study (1962)
7608

tick-borne

—

immunization of black grouse (1965) 9326
virus in jays, USSR study (1965) 11063

tick-
encephalitis, clinical forms in Belorussian
SSR(1965) 11136

problem from internist's point of view
(1962) 1142

Encephalogram, see Electroencephalogram.
Encephalography, axial transverse, new con-

cept in pneumoencephalographic inter-
pretation (1964) 5553

see also Electroencephalography.

Encephalomyelitis:
equine, site of synthesis of Venezuelan virus

(1965) 19786
infectious, equine (1961) 13765; (1962) 18615

Encephalopathy anoxic and anoxic-ischemic, in
rats, cytochemistry (1962) 12367; (1963)
7195

Enclosures, diffuse spherical, absorption and
emission characteristics (1962) 16046

Encoders, PFM telemetry, design (1964) 13211

Encores for ACT 1 system for LGP-30 digital
computer compiler (1962) 16089

Encyclopedias:
insect anatomy, contribution (1963) 16561
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Encylopedias—Continued

USSR-
biographic information from Bol'shaya
Sovetskaya entsiklopediya (1963) 6744

great medical, translations 5168 (1963)
5371, 8620. 8773; (1964) 2806, 2814,
18419, 20136, 21599

End Results of Cancer Therapy, International
Symposium, see International Symposi-
um of End Results of Cancer Therapy.

Endarteritis:
endarteriosis, USSR study (1961) 11005
lumbar sympathectomy as method of thera-

py of obliterating, USSR study (1961)
10860

obliterans

—

arteriography during, USSR study (1962)
6153

effect on carbohydrate metabolism, USSR
study (1962) 7623

therapy

—

intravenous drip administration of
novocain solution, USSR study (1961)
4640

subcutaneous administration of

—

novocain and blood transfusion, USSR
study (1961) 4641

oxygen, USSR study (1961) 10875
obliterating, ambulatory treatment with

pachycarpine, USSR study (1961) 11012
peripheral vessels, complex therapeutic

method of treatment, USSR study (1961)
10940

Enderson, Laurence W., lunar landing sites
and associated stay times (1965) 11470

Enderwick, T. P., enhancement of fire control
technician proficiency by use of training
devices (1964) 18852

"

Endocarditis, see Heart diseases.

Endocrinology:
Aleksandr A. Bogomolets' works, impor-

tance, USSR study (1962) 1373
androgenic and myogenic endocrine bioassay

data (1965) 3138
Bratislava, 10 years of institute, Czechoslo-

vakian study (1962) 14278
breast, occurrence of pathological processes,

effect of endocrine preparations, USSR
study (1963) 17985

clinical and experimental, USSR study
(1965) 4929

coenzyme A in endocrine glands and liver of
rats following X-ray irradiation, USSR
study (1961) 11014

endocrine and metabolic effects of
short-duration hyperoxia (1964) 8001

ionizing radiation effect on endocrine sys-
tem, USSR study (1962) 2859

Lubochna Endocrinological Institute, 10
years of activity (1962) 7814

problems

—

in endocrinology and hormone therapy
(USSR periodical), translations (1962)
21980

USSR articles (1962)9891
radiation, news, USSR study (1965) 16461
research activities, Stefan Milcu, Rumania

(1964) 6997
Rumanian achievements (1965) 2290
USSR, handbook on endocrine, enzyme, and

special raw materials and production of
organic preparations, table of contents
(1962) 21976

see aiso Neuroendocrinology.

Endodontics, Navy training course (1965) 2963

Endogeny, pathogenic bacteria in endogenous
medium, detection, USSR study (1964)
20219

Endotoxins:
induction in cold-exposed mice, influence of

cortisone injection on lethality (1965)
5542

poisoned mice

—

enzyme induction and cortisone protection
at 25° C compared with that at 5° C
(1965) 8467

iron metabolism and tryptophan pyrrolase
activity (1965) 17010

poisoning, implication of tryptophan
pyrrolase (1964) 4248

potentiation in mice by exposure to cold
(1963) 18477

treatment, effect on Coxsackie B virus infec-
tion (1964) 7983

Endrin:
chronic effects on bluntnose minnows and

guppies (1962) 15601
fate of residues during processing of raw

sugarbeets (1965) 15169
insecticide, acute and chronic effects on ren-

al function and renal hemodynamics
(1964) 13728

mechanisms of action (1964) 5994
tests of arasan 75-endrin 50W rodent

repellent on acorns (1963) 12184
treated Douglas-fir seed spotting in north-

western California, results (1962) 7447
Endurance barrier of pilots (1965) 11227
Enemies of the forests (1962) .5231

Enemy agents and you (1961) 159
Enemy property:
administration of Trading with the enemy

act, reports (1963) 8075; (1964) 10398
heirless, claims under Trading with the ene-

my act, payment to successor organiza-
tion, report (1962) 16970

interests vested under International claims
settlement act, return, report (1965)
19412

return of Austrian property, rights, and
interests, agreement (1963) 20515; (1964)
15113

report (1964) 10365
Trading wth the enemy act

—

administration expenses, reports (1962)
5053, 11597

amend

—

law (1962) 23261
reports (1961) 19088; (1962) 23350, 23352

vested, sale, reports (1962) 16982, 17031
Energy, see Atomic energy—Electricity—Force

and energy—Radiant energy.
Energy and society (remarks) (1965) 5623
Energy balance and water use (1963) 7548
Energy conversion:

direct

—

chemical energy into electrical energy,
problem (1964) 5531

conversion of electricity, USSR study
(1965) 2580

solar, thermal energy storage, heat-
transfer analysis (1964) 9659

literature search (1963) 7708
niagnetogas dynamic, effects at cathode of

plasma diode, USSR study (1963) 12498
plasma expanding in vacuum in presence of

magnetic field (1964) 16733
sea water battery plus tunnel diode convert-

er as power source (1964) 5606
Energy dissipation:

stilling well design dissipator for

storm-drainage outfalls, hydraulic model
investigation (1963) 10091

systems, use of cellular aluminum (1964)
18719

Energy losses associated with abrupt enlarge-
ments in pipes (1961) 9256
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EInergy metabolism, see Metabolism.
Energy resources, see Power resources.

Energy spectrum, see Spectra.
Enforcement of law, see Law enforcement.
EING, see Electronystagmography.
Engelmann spruce, see Spruce.
Engel, Olive G., collisions of liquid drops with

liquids, crater depth in fluid impacts
(1963) 11516

Engeles, Friedrich

—

imaginary conversation with Marx and En-
gels (1962) 12209

views on medicine, USSR study (1961) 15567
E^gelwood, Colo., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 11907
Engineer battalion:

armored

—

division, field manual (1961) 8354
mechanized and infantry divisions, field

manual (1962) 2003
Engineer Research and Development Labora-

tories, report (1962) 5127
see aiso Army Engineer Research and

Development Laboratories.
Engineered performance standards:
bibliography (1963) 15030; (1964) 11658
carpentry

—

formulas (1962) 22915
handbook (1962) 22916

determination of staffing for maintenance of
instrument landing systems, etc., report
(1965) 4700

electrical and electronic handbook (1961)

13740; (1964) 5773
engineer's manual (1964) 5774
general formulas, all crafts (1963) 1607
heating, cooling, and ventilating

—

formulas (1962) 14704, 22917; (1964) 7870
handbook (1961) 13741; (1962) 1901, 22918;

(1964) 7871
janitorial

—

formulas (1962) 14705
handbook (1961) 13742

machine shop machine repair, handbook
(1961) 6619

masonry

—

formulas (1961) 16065; (1962) 9519
handbook (1961) 16066; (1962) 3568; (1963)

11420
moving rigging handbook (1963) 1609
paint

—

formulas (1964) 5775
handbook (1961) 16067; (1964) 5776

pipefitting plumbing

—

formulas (1962) 24136
handbook (1963) 1610

public works maintenance, general handbook
(1965) 5489

railroad track maintenance

—

formulas (1962) 14706; (1964) 1670
handbook (1962) 14707; (1964) 1671

roads, grounds, pest control

—

formulas (1963) 11421
handbook (1961) 6620, 17884; (1963) 11422

sheetmetal, structural iron, and welding
(1961) 6621

wharfbuilding

—

formulas (1962) 9569
handbook (1961) 16068

Engineering:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet journals, electronic and power
series (1962) 22065

address (1964) 13819
administration. Navy training manual (1965)

8202
aides employed by soil and water conserva-

tion districts in Oklahoma, validate so-
cial security coverage, amend act

—

Engineering—Continued
law (1964) 21142
reports (1964) 8316, 17833

Air Force officers, mathematical prediction
(1962) 12948

air pollution control, status of engineering
knowledge as factor (1963) 1423

and equipment

—

Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-
stracts (1964) 3442

USSR scientific abstracts (1965) 877
and medicine

—

combine for more accurate diagnosis,
USSR study (1962) 10030

USSR study (1962) 10180
and rescue work in nuclear strike zone,

USSR study (1965) 1050
Army jobs, monitor performance task,

status report (1962) 18691
atomic

—

defense, studies (1962) 12809, 18602
Hungary (1963) 798
strike rescue operations, USSR study

(1965) 12740
automation problems. East Ciermany study

(1965) 2586
career opportunities, TVA (1963) 7475-76
careers

—

in government, descriptions of beginning
jobs for young people (1965) 8664

selected bibliography (1961) 7316
civil service, cooperative work-study posi-

tions, opportunities for college students
(1964) 17132

cold regions science and engineering (1965)
6134, 10773

Communist China (1961) 17371
computer

—

engineering problems, USSR studies (1963)
1016

equipment, magnetic elements, USSR
study (1962) 19666

mathematics and engineering, USSR study
(1964) 20247

probability theory and mathematical sta-

tistics abstracts, USSR study (1965)
11309, 12721

USSR (1962) 22051
considerations in GSR research (1965) 4207
contributions of Wendel Bollman (1964)

21798
coordination of information, central regis-

tration of projects, report (1961) 8956
cost targets, regulation (1963) 17411
courses, written materials, films, mathemat-

ics, science, engineering, studies sup-
ported by National Science Foundation
(1964) 20668

cybernetics, USSR study (1961) 7722; (1963)
2894

data, northern Alaska exploration (series)

(1964) 19782
defense communications system installation

standards manual (1963) 17340-341;
(1964) 6536; (1965) 10714

degrees earned, 1949-60 (1963) 17365
degrees, and enrollments (1965) 19559, 19560

design handbook

—

research and development of materiel
(1964) 94-95

series (1964) 20989; (1965) 4236, 8512-13;
(1965) 11898-900, 13448-450

development

—

of national economy (address) (1962) 11189
program for civil defense, highlights

(1964) 15345

disciplines, teaching theory and methods,
USSR study (1965) 9352
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Engineering—Continued
dissertations for degrees at USSR educa-

tional institutions, list (1961) 913
drawings

—

preparing for publication (1965) 8410
types, definitions and requirements, mili-

tary standard (1964) 15832
early reminiscences, 1815-40, George Escol

Sellers (1965) 5271
East European

—

journals, abstracts (1963) 734, 922, 1069,
2646, 2728, 2876, 2928, 5384, 5420, 6680,
6714, 8523, 8586, 8688, 8779, 8884, 10429,
10534, 10606, 10713, 10793, 12305, 12669,
12687, 14110, 14412, 14326, 15745, 15884,
16139, 16204, 16220, 17780, 17857, 17914,
17990, 19613, 19648, 19706, 19760, 20874,
20886-889; (1964) 984, 1174, 1216, 1308,
1345, 2700, 2781, 2840

scientific abstracts (1964) 4966, 5070, 5196,
5232, 6902, 6954, 7338, 8982, 9100, 9132,
9224, 9368, 10809, 10872, 11000, 11064,
12644, 12721, 12739, 12867, 12889, 12908,
12942, 12955, 13010, 14426, 14524, 16043,
16085, 16218, 16461, 16541, 18215, 18424,
18527, 19982, 20142, 21424; (1965) 2389

education

—

proposed revision of curriculum, USSR
(1962) 5731

3-2 plan, liberal and technical education
(1961) 19243

trends in 1949-59 (1961) 7343
electrodialysis process adapted for computer

methods for water desalination plants,
evaluation (1965) 16343

electronic data processing, suggested tech-
niques for determining courses of study
(1964) 8481

engineering

—

and equipment, Soviet and Chinese arti-

cles, English abstracts (1963) 3624
circulars (1963) 3236, 9276
conservation practices, SCS national engi-
neering handbook (1965) 15045

design handbook series (1963) 20322-324;
(1965) 11898-900, 13448-450

journal (USSR periodical), translations
(1963) 14214; (1964) 9004, 18322; (1965)
9417, 9448

monographs (1961) 6516, 10562-564; (1962)
10625; (1963) 5706; (1964) 9743-44, 11593

enrollments and degrees (1961) 12562; (1963)
6333

advance report (1961) 5920; (1962) 5093;
(1963) 6320; (1964) 8478; (1965) 9035

environmental

—

for school, recommended practice, manual
(1962) 3456

health, training program, bulletin (1965)
13230

research grants (1964) 21856; (1965) 18724
equipment

—

preventive maintenance indicators for
commanders. Marine Corps manual
(1964) 5460

repairman, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)
14816

evaluation of long-tube vertical falling-film

distillation process (1965) 11029

financial aid for students, listing (1963)
18284

flight test inspector examination an-
nouncement, discontinuance notice (1964)
4844

foreign-language and English dictionaries,
selected bibliography 1952-63 (1964)
16737

geological mapping methods in USSR (1962)
7665

Engineering—Continued

graduate training grants (1963) 3260
guidelines for architectural-engineering

documents for health research facilities
construction grants (1965) 5261

handbook series E, Post Office Dept (1961)
9675

heavy water moderated power plants, evalu-
ation studies (1962) 211

highway

—

muskeg and its associated problems, re-
view (1964) 8514

safety action program, report (1961) 13637
snow removal and ice control (1965) 10773

history in Eastern countries, translations
from Russian book (1962) 821

Hungarian research on telecommunication
engineering components, achievements
(1962) 5544

Hungary, recent statutes (1963) 6702
hydraulic mining of anthracite (1965) 9589
industrial practice at metal mines in west-

ern States (1962) 22478
information

—

resources in U.S., directory (1965) 5066
systems, design, management and use.

Federal plans for improvement, hearings
(1963)12017

journal of

—

engineering physics (USSR periodical)
(1963) 19594

research. National Bureau of Standards
(1961) 3491, 6420, 11441; (1962) 3976;
(1963) 3817; 9205, 12895; (1964) 3630,
13271; (1965)3548, 14872

manual

—

military construction (1961) 17206
survey investigations and reports, general
procedures (1965) 6138

Maritime Administration future potential of
value engineering program (1964) 2977

mechanization, problem of paramount im-
portance, USSR study (1962) 5727

method for calculating protection afforded
by structures against fallout radiation
(1964) 14938

mine

—

production schedules, determining by line-

ar programming (1964) 13117
systems analysis, design and applications

of some mathematical models (1963) 5485
mineral, adaptation of research techniques

to problems (1961) 18075
new materials, USSR study (1964) 2552
Novosibirsk Institute, 30th anniversary,

USSR study (1963) 19420
ordnance design handbook (1962) 1751
armament engineering (1961) 9668
experimental statistics

—

basic concepts and analysis of measure-
ment data (1962) 24052

planning and analysis of comparative
experiments (1963) 7379

standard techniques for analysis of

enumerative and classificatory data
(1963) 5664

special topics (1963) 9315
servomechanisms (1961) 8133-35, 9669

personnel, role in raising labor productivity,

USSR study (1963) 19503
physics, journal, translations, USSR (1963)

14103; (1964) 5320, 5327, 8979
power

—

abstracts pertaining to Communist China
in Soviet journals (1963) 1032, 12546

engineering in USSR (1962) 17681
problems of application of technical cy-

bernetics, USSR study (1965) 9443
properties of heat-resisting steels, USSR
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Engineering—Continued

present and future needs for the Nation (lec-

ture) (1965) 19041
principles for reforming wages (1962) 10152
process chemistry and engineering, bibliog-

raphy (1962) 23043
professional opportunities, examination

announcement (1965) 19028
psychology

—

central problems, USSR study (1963) 5408
scientific organization, USSR study (1964)

18238
USSR study (1961) 19681

public health engineering abstracts (1961)

3541; (1962) 4261; (1963) 4114; (1964)

3944; (1965) 3860
public works maintenance, engineered

performance standards, manual (1964)

5774
publications, price list (1961) 15928; (1963)

3265; (1964) 7683; (1965) 6866
Puget Sound earthquake, engineering report

(1965) 15362, 17266
quarterly engineering seismology bulletin

(1965) 3872
R-N process application to Lake Superior

region iron ores (1964) 8018
reactor critical facility control system, test

manual (1962) 14842
Reclamation Bureau

—

laboratories (1964) 9742
research, methods and materials (1964)

9749
refrigeration, translations from Kholo-

dil'naya Tekhnika (1961) 17373
reliability

—

engineering handbook (1964) 16801
fundamental concepts. Navy Dept. tech-

niques (1962) 8579-80
Naval Weapons Bureau data (1963) 9280

prediction, elements (1965) 1548
reliability monitoring, brochure of materi-

al presented in film MN 8770h, Naval
Weapons Bureau (1965) 8210

specifications, etc.. Naval Weapons Bu-
reau film brochure (1964) 18867

statistical concepts and reliability analy-
sis (1962) 12609

research

—

and engineering problems (1965) 8209
cooperation (remarks) (1961) 9965
proposals submitted to sponsors by New
York University, etc., case study of

support (1963) 19984
Rumania, recent statutes (1963) 7127
safety

—

engineering and program services, fiscal

year 1964 (1965) 6551
in chemical enterprises, USSR studies

(1965) 14568
schools, transfers to (1961) 10557
sciences

—

Army research task summary, 1961 (1962)
148

research objectives '65, OAR (1965) 11880
seismology, problems, USSR study (1964)

9325
shells, general theory, and its application in

engineering (1964) 11423
Soviet

—

and Chinese articles, English abstracts
(1961) 6768

science, translations (1961) 20893
specialists, duty afloat. Navy training man-

ual (1961) 4993
specifications, ' standardization require-

ments
detail presentation (1962) 20224
general presentation (1962) 20223

Engineering—Continued
standard instructions for Army facilities

(1963) 4839
students, C&GS training program in photo-

grammetry (1963) 1952
survey, aircraft structural failures caused

by corrosion, fatigue, and abrasion
(1964) 19001

teachers, summer institutes and conferences
(1963) 1363

technical aids, examination announcement
(1965) 13685

technician, examination announcement
(1961) 18403

technology, 2-yr. college programs, ECPD
accredited (1963) 13870; (1964) 4619

tests of T 13 plastic airplane landing mat
(1965) 16132

traffic, long range planning and challenge
(address) (1961) 16514

trainee, examination announcement (1964)
19338

ultra centrifuges, increase revolutions per
second, Hungarian study (1962) 7818

urban development, evaluation of soils and
use of soil surveys (1964) 2319

USSR—''
Lenin prizes (1962) 15735; (1963) 12446;

(1964) 2743, 16030
planned regulation of wages (1962) 5925
scientific abstracts (1963) 14106, 15949,

17809, 19682; (1964) 1016, 2733, 5169,
9035, 11240, 16198, 18193, 18498, 20092,
20353, 21498; (1965) 2366

use of semiconductors (1961) 13166
USSR journal (1965) 12677

value engineering concepts and techniques,
handbook (1963) 10039

with nuclear explosives, 3d Plowshare sym-
posium (1964) 17063

see also Aeronautical engineering—Agricul-
tural engineering—Bridges—Chemical
engineering—Civil engineering—Earth-
work and structures—Electric engineer-
ing—Geology—Human engineering

—

Hydraulic engineering—Marine engineer-
ing—Mechanical engineering—Mineral
engineering—Mining engineering—Naval
petroleum reserves—Nuclear engineer-
ing—Petroleum engineering—Radio engi-
neering—Sanitary engineering—Tele-
phone engineering—Value eng^ineering

—

Watershed engineering.

Engineering aids:

and technicians, examination announcement
(1962) 9112, 13107

examination announcement (1961) 18402

1 & C, Navy training course (1964) 14999
technician, examination announcement

(1965) 13688
3 & 2, Navy training course (1963) 14628

Engineering and design, manuals (1961)

477-480, 1945-46, 4156-63, 5945-49,

7351-53, 9058-61, 12594, 14797-802.
19262-268, 20699-703; (1962) 2431,

5128-31, 7293-96, 9557, 11719-728,
17424-426; (1964) 12350-351, 15872,

19654-657; (1965) 515-520, 7610, 12412

Engineering and design, regulations (1962)

5133, 11729; (1963) 6376
Engineering equipment:
East European scientific abstracts (1964)

21424; (1965) 2389
Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1964) 3442
Engineering journal (USSR periodical):

translations (1964) 2935, 7019, 16300, 19946;

(1965) 9417, 9448
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EngineeririK journal (USSR periodical)—Con.

unnecessary procurement overstated by
White Sands Missile Range, N. Mex.,

Army Dept., GAO report (1964) 6790
USSR scientific abstracts (1964) 20353,

21498; (1965) 877, 2366
Engineering materials lists (1961) 1718, 5389;

(1962) 2091; (1965)4272
index (1962) 23055; (1964) 8072; (1965) 4273

Engineering psychology, USSR study (1962)

14001
see also Human engineering—Psychology.

Engineers:
architects and engineers qualified in fallout

shelter analysis, directories (1962) 9109
architect-engineers

—

contracts, how to obtain consideration
with Defense Dept (1963) 6313

on AEC projects, list (1961) 8433; (1963)
13252

Army, contract instructions (1961) 4164;
(1963) 2217

automotive relationship with patent system
through information retrieval (address)
(1962) 10587

career opportunities

—

building tomorrow's weather systems
(1964) 15150

civilian. Air Force Dept (1962) 10893;
(1963) 1748

Federal Government (1961) 14011; (1963)

1944-45; (1964) 10110
Forest Service, your gateway to future
career (1964) 37

Interior Department (1962) 9767
patent career (1961) 21294
Public Health Service (1963) 16495; (1965)

5332
Public Roads Bureau (1962) 10621; (1963)

3302; (1964) 20775
Reclamation Bureau 9706 (1961) 18405
Soil Conservation Service (1965) 4113
TVA (1963) 7475-76

conducting research and development in col-

leges and universities (1963) 9251
Conference on Scientific Manpower, papers

(1963) 16447
Corps of Engineers, Army, career develop-

ment program (1962) 488
education and engineer (remarks) (1964)

1784
electronic computers, programming courses,

USSR article (1962) 23904
employed

—

at colleges and universities, 1958, prelimi-

nary report (1961) 13581
industry, survey report (1961) 1359
State government agencies, survey report

(1961) 11462

employment

—

employment outlook (1962) 10396; (1964)

9389
in Federal Government, Oct. 1958 (1961)

20035
in industrial research, etc.

—

full-time equivalents, Jan. 1962, prelimi-

nary report (1962) 22652
final report (1963) 12934; (1964) 13306
preliminary report (1963) 18212; (1965)

2954
engineers from abroad, 1962-63, as immi-

grants (1965) 19985
examination announcements (1961) 308,

1841, 14012, 14014; (1964) 10100, 13806,

13810; (1965) 17243, 19017
salary supplement (1965) 17255

fallout shelter analysis, director (1963) 7777,

18713

Engineers—Continued

Federal, personnel system. Federal merit
system of interest to (1964) 6101

field data, field manual (1962) 20493
Forest Service, your gateway to future ca-

reer (1961) 6698
geological, training at Moscow Geological

Prospecting Institute (1964) 21594
honors and award practices of Federal Gov-

ernment (1963) 20380
hospital, in construction sequence (1963)

7404
human scientific and technical capabilities

at HoUoman Air Force Base, their ori-

gins and development (1961) 130
Hungary, regulations on training (1962)

5522
in engineering schools (1963) 21044
Indian health program (1963) 11232
invitation to attend defense design courses

in fallout shelter analysis, protective
construction, environmental engineering
(1965) 17238

labor market conditions

—

bimonthly (1961) 3118
in engineering, etc (1961) 7346, 19251
semiannual study (1962) 21674; (1964)

4657, 19647
survey (1962) 9551

long-range demand for personnel, NSF study
(1962) 1725

manpower

—

resources in colleges and universities

(1963) 3194
studies, utilization, salaries (1964) 6123

Marine Corps, operations. Fleet Marine
Force manual (1963) 20940; (1965) 14654

mobilizing skills for civil defense (address)

(1963) 6019
overseas

—

Air Force pamphlet (1963) 5868
handbook (1965) 15263

partial list of government publications of

interest to (1962) 17547
pay, survey (1965) 1283
personnel employed in, 1961 survey (1965)

18644
Poland, bonus payments at industrial

enterprises, new regulations (1961) 1098

postgraduate training, regulation, Hungary
(1962) 7614

project, confidence levels and confidential

limits in planning and executing ord-

nance experimental programs (1961)

8122
Public Roads Bureau, junior engineer hand-

book (1961) 21328
publications of interest to, list (1965) 14358
recruitment by defense contractors, cost

investigation (1961) 5751
requirements and supply in 1960's (1964)

7624
research and development (1961) 20033;

(1963) 11132, 19986
in colleges and universities, 1958 (1961)

9634
positions, increase limitation

—

hearings (1961) 17143
report (1961) 17108

research, design, and development activities,

technical occupations concerned (1961)

7345
scientific manpower from abroad (1962)

22654
errata (1963) 1360

shelter development, highlights of activities

(1965) 19011
Soil Conservation Service (1964) 5840
Soviet, awards (1963) 15740
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Engineers—Continued
space, biographical and bibliographical list-

ing (1962) 22538
supply and demand, 1960-70 (1964) 2971
technicians, employment outlook (1962)

10403
troop units, organizations and operations,

field manual (1961) 11764; (1962) 16354
Yugoslav

—

association, honorary, etc., members
(1963) 944

biographies (1962) 21939
see also Agricultural engineers—Chemical

engineers—Civil engineers—Electric

engineers—Engineering aids—Highway
bridge engineers—Highway engineers

—

Marine engineers—Operating engineers
—Radio engineers—Sanitary engineers

—

Stationary engineers.

Engineers Corps, Army:
annual summary 1960, civil works program

(1962)481

^

appropriation, 1962, supplemental proposal
(1961) 18987

appropriations, amendment (1964) 12030;
(1965) 12060

budget, amendments (1961) 6986; (1962) 16837,

21233; (1964) 422, 15613
career development program for engineers

and scientists (1962) 488
circular EC series (1963) 4839; (1964) 2295-96
civil functions, budget

—

1963, decrease (1962) 9195
1964, amendment (1963) 13462

compressed gas cylinders, procurement and
disposal, GAO review (1961) 12764

construction and construction-support units,

field manual (1961) 8355
domestic emergency operations using Army

resources, manual (1961) 19261
finance and fiscal accounting and reporting,

civil works activities

—

manual (1962) 17424; (1963) 2209
regulations (1964) 17955

flood control, rivers and harbors, new projects
and monetary authorizations

—

hearings (1965) 7546, 10703, 12349
reports, (1965) 14086, 17609, 17642, 19270

investigations and studies, engineering and
design regulation (1963) 17412

labor and material requirements for civil

works construction (1964) 13069
laboratory investigational and research fa-

cilities (1964) 17952
manuals (1961) 477-481, 1945-46, 4156-63,

5945-49, 7351-53, 9058-61, 10562-565,
12594, 14797-802, 17203-208, 19260-268,
20699-703 (1962) 488-492, 2431, 5128-31,
7293-96, 9556-57, 11719-727, 13754-756,
15519-523, 17424-426, 21682-687, 23477
(1963) 724-734, 2209-11, 4859-65, 6369-74,
8196, 10085-88, 12088-91, 13878-879,
17408-410, 19142-144 (1964) 616-622, 2298,
4664-69, 6592-94, 12350-351 14204-206,
15871-872, 19654-657, 21279 (1965)
514-520, 2111, 4680-81, 6138, 7610, 12412,
14203,16117-119

military

—

science, basic construction principles (1963)
5919

security and foreign relations policies and
procedures (1962) 13755

nondivisional engineer combat units, field

manual (1961) 6739
Ohio River Division Laboratories, publica-

tions, list (1962) 19449
pamphlet EP series (1964) 17952
press releases (1965) 3796
publications available for purchase (1965)

16123

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Engineers Corps, Army—Continued
radiological monitoring training (1961) 19260
regulations, ER series (1961) 4164; (1962)

5133, 11729; (1963) 2217, 6376, 13881,
17411-412; (1964) 17955; (1965) 2113

report, civil works activities

—

departmental editions (1961) 10560, 12583;
(1962) 17420, 23451; (1963) 8192, 13876;
(1964) 8506, 10481; (1965) 9055-56

document editions (1961) 10200A, 12141;
(1962) 16828, 23297; (1963) 7846, 13454;
(1964) 8253, 10177; (1965) 8733-34

Southeastern Power System

—

activities, GAO audit, reports (1961) 20804;
(1965) 12519

Southwestern Power System

—

activities, GAO audit, reports (1963) 12197;
(1965) 19649

specifications, military construction, manual
(1962) 15522; (1963) 17410

staff tables of functional components system,
technical manual (1962) 11013; (1963)
13241

Engineers Corps Board of Contract Appeals:
digest of decisions (1962) 5125-26; (1963) 4853;

(1964) 4663; (1965) 10775

Engineers Council for Professional Develop-
ment:

accredited

—

programs engineering technology (1963)

13870; (1964) 4619
technical institute programs (1961) 9048;

(1962)5116
Engineer's digest (periodical) (1961) 3032; (1962)

3783; (1963) 3620; (1964) 3438; (1965) 3334

Engineers, Mechanical and Electro-Technical
and Technicians Association, see Mechan-
ical and Electro-Technical Engineers and
Technicians Association.

Enginemen:
1 & C, Navy training course (1961) 6458;

(1965) 14935
qualified members of engine department,

manual (1961) 1846; (1965) 8681
3 & 2, Navy training course (1964) 13316

Engines:
accessories

—

Federal
item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7236; (1963) 3652;
(1964) 3470, 12289; (1965) 3372

supply schedule (1961) 6041
chamber walls of liquid reaction chamber,

USSR study (1962) 7945
defective rocker arm assemblies for combat

vehicle engines, procurement from Hawk
Tool and Engineering Co., Clarkston,
Mich., by Army Dept., GAO review (1963)

19285

engines and components. Federal item identi-

fication guides for supply cataloging
(1962) 7236; (1963) 3652; (1964) 3470,
12289

fluid engine power systems, design study
(1964)5978

gasoline, additional costs from failure to

competitively procure for military 5-ton

truck. Army Dept., GAO report (1965)
10966

gasoline-powered, emission pollutants, con-

trol-
hearings (1965) 9004, 15820
reports (1965) 10643, 17597, 17641

generating and charging plant repair parts
and tool lists, technical manual (1961)
3782

internal combustion

—

current industrial reports (1962) 16460;
(1963) 20354; (1965) 277, 18980
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Engi nes—Continued
internal combustion—Continued

radio interference shielding

—

catalog (1963) 9521
installation, etc., handbook (1963) 9520

maintenance of engine generator plants, FAA
handbook (1965) 7625

operating problems in space, space environ-
ment (1965) 18468

space, for Air Force fire-crash vehicles, pric-
ing by Continental Motors Corporation,
GAO review (1962) 17610

standardized industrial gasoline, above 20
BHP, military standardization handbook
(1965)7560

steam, census of manufactures 1958, industry
report (1961) 3924

see aiso Caloric engines—Diesel engines

—

Engines (aircraft)—Locomotives—Tur-
bines.

Engines (aircraft):

aircraft engines under Air Force contract
with Allison Division, General Motors
Corp., Indianapolis, Ind., examination of
prices by GAO (1961) 4298

airworthiness

—

airworthiness standards (1964) 19671
civil aeronautics manual (1962) 13767;
(1963)8213

civil air regulations amendment (1962)
9580; (1963) 4879; (1964) 12360

bearings, uneconomical procurement by Navy
Department, GAO review (1963) 5009

certification, delegation option procedures,
regulations of FAA administrator (1961)
5980

constant-thrust, direct-return rendezvous
trajectories, and rendezvous or maneu-
vering thrusters, study (1965) 19922

conversion to turboprop, civil air regulations
amendment (1961) 19284

costs resulting from failure to procure parts
used in overhauling directly from over-
hauling subcontractor, GAO report (1965)
4817

current industrial reports (1961) 2989, 8504;
(1962) 3736, 11075; (1963) 3574, 7752;
(1964) 3390, 8114; (1965) 3273, 8607

diesel Packard DR-980 of 1928 (1965) 9760
electrothermal, effects of nonuniform flows on

performance (1963) 12866
finite-thrust, use for abort during launch of

space vehicles (1962) 3348
flight-model ion, performance evaluation of

mercury-propellant feed system (1962)
14469

gaseous-hydrogen-liquid-oxygen rocket en-
gine, relations of combustion dead time to
engine variables (1961) 11418

Government-owned test, leasing by Air Force
to General Electric Company, G.A.O.
examination (1961) 10675

industry, aircraft engines and engine parts,
outlook for 1963 and review of 1962 (1963)
5971

inlets designed for inlet-engine matching up
to Mach 3, performance at Mach nos. 3.07,
1.89 and 0(1963) 16355

interservice supply management and utiliza-

tion within Defense Dept., GAO review
(1962) 13861

J34 engine in combination with adjustable
supersonic inlet up to Mach 2.0, investi-
gation (1962) 1660

jet

—

and rocket, use of acoustic scale models for
investigating near field noise (1962) 128

configuration with tail boom at Mach nos.
1.15 to 1.37, lateral stability characteris-
tics and power effects, rocket-model in-

vestigation (1961) 4927

Engines (aircraft)—Continued
jet—Continued

electrothermal, theoretical performance of
propellants suitable (1961) 7975

engine components purchased from Bendix
Aviation Corporation, South Bend, Ind.,

by General Electric Co., Aircraft Gas
Turbine Division, Cincinnati, Ohio, under
Dept. of Air Force contracts, GAO exami-
nation of prices paid (1961) 4299

ineffective interservice utilization of engine
parts, Defense Dept., GAO report (1965)
9230

management by Air Training Command in

ground training programs for Air Force
Dept., GAO review (1963) 592

overprocurement of selected accessories by
military services. Defense Dept., GAO
report (1964) 2402

reaction controls for use at high altitude,

simulator studies (1961) 6325

KC-135A heavy weight 3 engine performance
test (1964) 4232

liquid jets, periodic oscillation of velocity and
density of medium on disintegration
(1961)8041

miniature valveless pulsejets (1964) 16895
Navy Department, excess engines, use for

spare parts, GAO review (1962) 5287
one-stage turbine with downstream stators,

design charts constructed from aerody-
namic analysis (1961) 6313

operation

—

turbine

—

at constant rotative speed, effect of in-

creasing blade speed on velocity dia-

^ams (1961) 2540
design requirements (1961) 2536
with constant exhaust-nozzle area,
velocity-diagram study (1961) 2538

2-stage and downstream-stator turbines at
constant rotative speed (1961) 2539

overhaul and modification, unnecessary costs,
from awarding contract without competi-
tion. Army Dept., GAO report (1964) 6786

procurement of engine cylinder assemblies
without consideration of actual usage
experience. Navy Dept., GAO report
(1965) 16303

ramjet

—

afterburner using gaseous hydrogen as fuel
(1963)3106

and turbojet combustor, boric oxide deposi-
tion rate on surfaces immersed in exhaust
gas stream (1961) 6318

combustor, can-type flame holder, altitude
investigation (1963) 5512

control (1961) 13539
diborane as fuel, experimental and analyti-

cal evaluation, preliminary (1961) 1254
dynamic relations, investigation (1961)

17674
end-and radial-burning solid fuels, evalua-

tion (1961) 17684
free jet investigation of 2-shock side-inlet

diffuser at Mach 2.75 and comparison
with single-shock diffuser (1961) 2552

gaseous hydrogen fuel evaluation (1961)
9501

nuclear ramjet test reactor, Tory II-A
(1963)4495

pentaborane combustion performance in

connected-pipe altitude facility (1961)
1259

pentaborane fuel investigation (1963) 5518
pressures and fuel flow, simplified theory

for dynamic relation (1963) 7231
16-inch diameter, direct control of diffuser

pressure, investigation (1961) 1261
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Engines (aircraft)—Continued
reciprocating

—

failure of Army to separate accessories
from spare parts, GAO report (1964) 6773

spare parts procurement and repair re-

quirements. San Antonio air materiel
area, Department of Air Force, GAO re-

view (1961) 9239
rocket

—

MB-3 propulsion systems, examination of

target price of Air Force contract with
North American Aviation, Inc., report
(1961)6160

using exhaust diffuser and conventional
techniques for altitude simulation, per-

formance measurements, comparison
(1961) 19928

simulation methods for operational flight

trainers (1963) 18227, 19998-20000
space reciprocating, failure of Air Force to

separate accessories from, GAO report
(1964)4767

spare parts, reclamation in Army, Navy, Air
Force Depts, GAO review (1962) 15629

specifications (1961) 3136; (1962) 3782; (1963)
3619

and type certificate data sheets (1963)
15464, 17417; (1964) 3241; (1965) 3125

supersonic

—

turbofan, investigation of rotating-stall
limits (1963) 5525

turboreactors, characteristics features,
Rumanian study (1962) 7722

surface blast effects. Waterways Experiment
Station research capabilities (1964) 639

test stands modification, overestimated costs
under fixed-price contracts with Air Force
Department, GAO report (1964) 4768

T-37/J-69, vibration tests (1963) 9607
turbine, semistrut corrugated air-cooled

blade for operation at tip speed of 1300
feet per second, design and evaluation
(1961)2554

turbojet

—

acceleration regulating control, experimen-
tal and analytical investigation (1961)
1264

air-cooled turbine

—

blades with tip cap for improved lead-

ing edge cooling (1961) 17698
operating at inlet temperatures up to

2500° F (1961) 15806
axial-flow compressor

—

effect of

—

inlet temperature on rotating stall and
blade vibrations (1961) 6315

interstage air bleed on performance
characteristics (1961) 9506

rotating-stall and rotor-blade vibration
survey (1961) 9499

basic XJ79-GE-1, and its components, per-
formance (1961) 11400

bucket materials cast from nickel-base al-

loys tested at 1650° F, performance data
(1962)20132

combustion

—

characteristics of fuel, evaluation, USSR
study (1961) 15223

performance of annular combustors
(1963)14530

combustors, effect of fuel injectors and liner
design on performance (1963) 14529

compressor stall and acceleration charac-
teristics, effect of inlet flow distortion
(1961)6316

cooling-air temperatures, reducing with
ram-air heat exchangers, study (1961)
4851

Engines (aircraft—Continued
turbojet—Continued

engine parts purchased from Solar Aircraft
Co. by General Electric Co., overstated
costs in price, GAO report (1965) 2205

flame-holder design effect on altitude per-
formance of louvered-liner afterburner
(1961)9498

high Mach number, turbine stator adjust-
ment required for compressor design-
point operation (1961) 4846

hydrogen as fuel, effect of combustion gas
properties on performance (1963) 1259

inlet-guide-vane angle

—

effect on

—

blade vibration and rotating stall of

13-stage axial-flow compressor (1961)
9503

performance characteristics of

13-stage axial-flow compressor (1961)
9504

J-69, spare parts, examination of pricing
under Air Force contract with Continen-
tal Aviation & Engineering Corp (1961)
6159

J71-A-2 (600-Dl), component performance
at several Reynolds number indices (1961)
2547

noise generation, effect of multiple-nozzle
geometry (1961) 19948

one-spool, analysis of limitations imposed
on designs by compressors and turbines
at flight Mach nos. 0,2.0, and 2.8 (1961)
4847

operational reliability, factors affecting

(1961)6405
overriding control to effect recovery from
surge and stall, investigation (1961) 4853

performance

—

and operation at high altitudes with hv-
drogen and Jp-4 fuels (1963) 1260

in combination with external-
internal-compression inlet (1963) 5562

power plants wind tunnel design require-
ments for full scale fire-testing (1962)
4653

short combustor, performance with hydro-
gen fuel in quarter-annulus duct, etc
(1963) 10976

surge control (1961) 4848
temperature

—

control of turbine region, including tur-
bine-blade time constants and starting
characteristics, study (1961) 9505

schedule acceleration control

—

for use with speed control (1961) 9509
investigation (1961) 1265

transients at inlet (1961) 17679
thrust augmentation

—

afterburner performance with hydrogen
peroxide injection (1961) 17676

by combined compressor coolant injection
and afterburning (1963) 5513

transient temperature profiles and thermal
strains of turbine buckets (1961) 13516

TU-124 Soviet passenger aircraft, USSR
study (1962) 14251

turbine

—

single-state, with downstream stator,
performance affected by low air density
(1962) 12427

with variable-area stator, performance
investigation and high-flight-speed
application (1961) 6314

turbines suitable for use with high com-
pressor pressure ratio and low compres-
sor-tip speed, investigations (1961) 2536,
2539-40, 2549-50, 2556
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Engines (aircraft)—Continued

2-spool

—

fliKht-determined induction-system and

surge characteristics (1961) 2559

nuclear powered, effect of design com-

pressor pressure ratio on performance
(1962)6251

weight-flow and thrust limitations due to

use of rotating combustors (1961) 4850

turboprop, cooling characteristics of corru-

gated-insert air-cooled turbine blade,

cascade investigation (1963) 1268

UH-2 jet augmented high-speed research heli-

copter maneuverability and dynamic sta-

bility evaluation (1965) 16896

utilization of engines on stored aircraft in

Navy Dept., GAO review (1961) 17325

working parts of aircraft, exportation

—

law (1964) 13884
reports (1964) 8305, 12230

see also Rockets—Turbines.
England, see Great Britain.

Engle, Clair, memorial services (1965) 12011

Engle, Clair, Lake, see Clair Engle Lake.

Engle, Glen B., high-energy neutron-induced
changes in carbon and graphite (1963)
4477

Engle, Harry C, relief (1965) 17550

Engleman, Finis E., adult education, dimensions
and necessities (1963) 20629

Engler, Kyle, artificial recharge in Grand Prai-

rie region, Ark., environment and history

(1964)816
Englewood, N. J., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16378
English, Arlin D., relief (1961) 16658; (1962)

5002, 6898
English, Robert E., effect of combustion gas

properties on turbojet-engine perform-
ance with hydrogen as fuel (1963) 1259

English Channel, lights and fog signals, lists

(1961) 9274; 14990; (1962) 666, 17641;

(1963) 3209, 21052; (1964) 11478, 14992,

21815; (1965) 6821, 11561, 18652
English language:
and other Western languages, periodicals on

USSR and Eastern Europe (1964) 20454
as foreign language, NDEA institutes for

advanced study (1965) 4665
Ayo visits USA, story for students, USIA

(1964) 1645
communication skill, USAFI

—

exercise book (1964) 10443
teacher's guide and key (1964) 8462
textbook (1964) 557

dictionary, Chinese-English, modern Com-
munist China usage (1963) 17846

improving skills of culturally different youth
(1964)2274

labor terms (1964) 8835
lunar terms, glossary, English-Russian, Rus-

sian-English (1961) 17614
National defense education act

—

instruction, financial assistance guidelines

(1965)9042
NDR.\ institutes for advanced study (1965)
4665,6114,7595,10744

title 3—
grants to strengthen instruction, ques-

tions and answers (1965) 7591
national defense language institute program,

English as second language (1964) 10468
loans to private nonprofit schools for
equipment (1965) 12389-

naturalization candidates, home study course
(1962) 669-670, 2548; (1963) 14043-45,
15628, 17542, 19343; (1965) 11009-10,

18238. 19690

English language—Continued
needed research in teaching, proceedings of

Project English Conference (1963) 10076
new materials useful in teaching as foreign

language (1961) 20679
oral, conservation classes and discussion

groups, planning and conducting (1964)

5737
our own language barrier (1965) 10745
Project English

—

newsletter (1962) 15496; (1963) 381, 12072,

20640; (1965) 496
report (1964) 2286

resources of teaching (series) (1963) 364
teachers, advanced study, national defense

institutes, manual (1964) 21267
teaching forum

—

articles of interest to teachers of English as
foreign language (1964) 20865; (1965)

9982,11755
facts and ideas for teachers of English as a
foreign language (1963) 14762; (1964)

5733-34, 13505, 19010; (1965) 1693, 18616
teaching study unit, Ralph Bunche, world

servant (1964) 5735
translation of Russian serials, list (1961)

15737
workbook, USAFI manual (1964) 555

English literature, classification, Library of

Congress (1964) 18650
Englund, Eric, summary and evaluation of Unit-

ed Kingdom, projected level of demand,
etc., of farm products in 1965 and 1975
(1963)17356

Englund, K.J., geology of Ewing quadrangle,
Ky.-Va (1963) 6551

Engraving and Printing Bureau:
audit, 1959 and 1960, GAO report (1961) 12752
financial statements, 1961-63, GAO report

(1964) 8713
history, 1862-1962 (1965) 2116
printing plant worker, examination an-

nouncement (1965) 10287
worker, examination announcement (1961)

20476
Eniwetok Atoll:

fossil algae (1962) 5296
planktonic foraminifera, fossil corals, bryo-

zoa, and brachiopods (1964) 15945
proving ground, biological and related sam-

ples, gross beta radioactivity (1961) 3814
subsurface geology (1963) 19308

Enlisted men, see Army.
Enlisted personnel, see Armed Forces

—

Army—Army Reserve—Navy—National
Guard.

Enlistment, see Recruiting and enlistment.

Enochian, Robert V., present and potential use

of egg products in food manufacturing
industry (1963) 13175

Enochson, Loren D., frequency response func-

tions and coherence functions for multi-

ple input linear systems (1964) 9534
Enolase, effects of ionizing radiation, inactiva-

tion and chemical protection (1965) 17020

Enriching the added years (1961) 20822

Enrollment, see Colleges and universities—High
schools—Schools.

Enrollment in selected trade and industrial oc-

cupations, 1963 (1964) 10462
Enroute IFR peak day charts (1964) 1751
Ensilage, see Silage.
Ensminger, M.E., light horses (1963) 24

ENTAC (ENgin-Teleguide Anti-Char), see Mis-

siles.

Entamoeba histolytica, life cycle, self-in-

structional lesson for diagnosis of amebi-

asis (1964) 20740
Entente States, import tariff system (1963) 2393
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Enteritis:
occurrence of Proteus in captive Macaca

mulatta (1961) 8330
proteus organisms, activity mechanism in

food poisoning from animal products,
Yugoslavian study (1962) 7828

Enterline, Philip E., occupational disease epide-

miology (1965) 11649
Enterobacteriaceae, biochemical methods of

group differentiation (1962) 20250
Enteropathogenic bacteria, see Bacteria and

bacteriology.
Enterovirus:

Arctic ground squirrels, effect of hibernation
on retention (1963) 18476

human, susceptibility of baboon kidney cells

(1963)1775
isolation from baboon (1963) 5892
tests in connection with 1959 polio epidemic in

Hungary (1962) 5848
Enterprise Rancheria no. 2:

sell and distribute proceeds of sale

—

law (1964) 17312
reports (1964) 15428, 17710

Enterprise statistics, (1963) 9727; (1964) 184,

19306
announcement and order form (1964) 153;

(1965) 1879
Enterprise (U.S. S.):

material price increases, unwarranted allow-

ances to Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Company, GAO report (1964)

21344
propulsion machinery, overcharges by West-

inghouse Electric Corporation, GAO re-

port (1963) 19283
tour, hearing (1963) 208

Enterprise, Utah:
soil survey of Beryl-Enterprise area (1961)

1475
corrected map (1961) 8198

Entertainments, see Amusements.
Enthalpy:

air flows from electric-arc heaters (1964) 9574
determining enthalpies of fluids, survey of

experimental methods (1965) 5075
distribution of air in steady flow along axis of

direct-current electric arc (1962) 18276
high—

real-gas air flows generated with flow times
of about 180 milliseconds in Ames 1-foot

hypervelocity shock tunnel (1962) 22564
stream of partially dissociated nitrogen,

effects of surface recombination on heat
transfer to bodies (1962) 1688

high-temperature subsonic streams, pressure
and flowrate measurements (1965) 18563

total, of 1-dimensionaI nozzle flow with var-
ious gases (1964) 7549

various gases in equilibrium, charts of isen-

tropic exponent as function (1965) 18494
Enthoven, Alain C, nomination, hearing (1965)

14117
Entomological Society, Academv of Sciences,

USSR, account of activity, 1963 (1964)
19960

Entomologists:
contributions to human welfare through pest

control (paper) (1961) 5229
medical, examination announcement, discon-

tinuance notice (1963) 15104
plant pests, examination announcement

(1961)14020
public health scientist, examination an-

nouncement (1964) 209
Entomology:
All-Union Congress of Entomological Society,

USSR (1961) 4366

Entomology—Continued
All-Union Entomological Society, 4th confer-

ence (1961) 4624
reports on general entomology (1962) 6096

engineer services program of instruction,

Army Dept. pamphlet (1962) 166
foreign-language terms, glossary (1962) 1931
microbiological method of pest control,

all-Union Entomological Society 4th con-

ference resolution (1961) 20975
Mongolian Peoples Republic, research (1963)

17630
radioisotopes uses, bibliography (1961) 5385;

(1964) 15283
scientific career opportunities (1962) 1949
Soviet Union, report of technical study group

(1961)9903
USSR research (1964) 10818

Entomopathogenic fungi, see Fungi.
Entries of land, see Homesteads.
Entropy:
akermanite, cordierite, gehlenite, and merwin-

ite (1964) 5489
andalusite, kyanite, and sillimanite (1964)

7448
antimony and indium sulfides at 298.15° K

(1962)20105
at 298.15° K of anhydrous sulfates of cobalt,

copper, nickel, and zinc (1965) 18454
bismuth chloride and cerous chloride (1962)

3322
calcium vanadates at 298.15° K (1962) 6247
calculating of output processes of automatic

control systems with use of logarithmic
amplitude characteristics, USSR study
(1963) 12332

concept in landscape evolution (1962) 11693
constant, properties for approximate model

of equilibrium air (1961) 4886
crystalline silicates of barium and strontium

(1965) 1373
elements and inorganic compounds (1961)

15741
gallium phosphide, indium phosphide, and in-

dium sulfide (1965) 6602
high temperature heat contents of carium

dioxide and columbium dioxide (1961)
13447

lead molybdate and lead tungstate (1964) 7437
low temperature heat capacity and entropy at

298.15° K. of red mercuric sulfide (1962)

14444
magnesium metavanadate and magnesium

pyrovanadate (1963) 3088
monomolybdates of sodium, magnesium, and

calcium (1963) 3101
monotungstates of sodium, magnesium, and

calaium, low-temperature heat capacities

(1961) 13448
muscovite (1963) 16347; (1964) 7449
penetration of arbitrary pressure into com-

pressible fluid in isentropic case, USSR
study (1962) 2662

physical, relative to entropy of information
processes, USSR study (1965) 12683

scandium (1962) 12403
sesquioxides of

—

erbium, holmium, thulium, and ytterbium
(1963)5501

europium, gadolinium, neodymium, samar-
ium and yttrium (1962) 20100

lutetium, dysprosium, and cerium (1963)
14513

scandium and cerium (1963) 14511
sodium and calcium-aluminum silicates (1962)

3321
sodium dimolybdate and sodium ditungstate

(1963)9122
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Entropy—Continued
sodium vanadates, low-temperature heat

capacities (1961) 7926
sulfides of arsenic, germanium, and nickel

(1964) 18694
298.15° K of diaspore, kaolinite, dickite, and

halloysite (1961) 19872
vanadium silicide (1963) 12837
zirconium fluoride and zirconium sulfate

(1962) 12387
see also Thermodynamics.

Entry into atmosphere, see Atmospheric entry.
Enumerators:
census, reimbursement of telephone tolls and

charges, authorize

—

hearing (1964) 10335
law (1964) 17394
reports (1964) 10261, 17791

Envelopes:
dedication of 1-1/4 cent and 4-cent embossed

envelopes (remarks) (1965) 2976
8-cent air mail stamped (poster) (1962) 24062
5-cent embossed (poster) (1962) 24063
printed and plain, Federal supply schedule

(1961)6036
stamped

—

history (1962) 22712; (1965) 11619
Post Office Department, improper cost allo-

cation practice resulting in selling at
substantial loss, GAO report (1965) 9226

Environment:
AEC environmental research program, (1965)

18956
analysis

—

N.S. Savannah operation at Camden, nucle-
ar merchant ship reactor final safeguards
report (1962) 14859

Pennsylvanian limestones from central
Texas (1963) 19309

Antarctic, and gingival health (1965) 1314
Arctic region, Pole Hop 1960 operation, re-

port (1961) 9806
carbon monoxide, light-induced in closed sys-

tems of space vehicles (1963) 18506
changing, decisions, modifiability (1965) 4175
characteristics of environmental test equip-

ment at Langley Research (Center (1965)
14810

conditions

—

affecting military logistics in Thailand
(1963) 1434

effect on heritability of characteristics,
USSR study (1963) 12331

contamination, off-site, from nuclear explo-
sives, Nevada Test Site, Sept. 15,

1961-Sept. 15,1962 (1963) 18599
controlled

—

clean room and work station requirements.
Federal standards (1964) 4723

facilities, survey (1963) 16526
earth's atmosphere as part of space field

(1963)3125
effects

—

at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, comparative
analysis (1965) 5601

on fatigue strengths of selected alloys
(1965) 14750

on military operations. Waterways Experi-
ment Station capabilities for evaluating
(1964)628

environment and national interest (speech),
(1965)351

environmental

—

factors in Thailand, literature survey
(1965)16134

health series

—

air pollution (1965) 2987-88, 11647-648,
14992, 18703, 20025

radiological health (1965) 2989-90, 5338,
13231, 14993-994, 18704, 20026-27

Environment—Continued
environmental—Continued
research papers (1964) 11799, 13628-630,

16995-998, 19149-155, 20958-966; (1965)
102-109, 1794, 4177-85, 5550-53, 7083-91,
8482-83,10772-114

sciences research objectives '65, OAR (1965)
11880

temperature and energy expenditure, re-

port (1963) 116
factors affecting ground mobility in Thailand

(1963)13888
frictionless, simulating with use of various

types of air bearings, design (1962) 12455;
(1963) 7243

gamma radiation, spectrometric techniques
for measuring (1965) 11916

gaseous, selection for spacecraft (1965) 5163
Great Plains field, shelterbelt influence on

(1962)20417
health-

activities. Public Health Service (1963)
12989

coordinating community study (1964) 18896
factors, nursing homes (1963) 12999-13019
programs of Public Health Service, career
information (1964) 5652

sciences
& engineering training program, bulletin
(1965)13230

research and training grants, announce-
ment (1964) 1554, 21843

series

—

air pollution (1964) 15047
radiological health (1963) 3279, 9338,

12990, 20093; (1964) 9713, 16833, 21847
homogeneous, orientation accuracy, effects of

stimulus and field size (1964) 20701
hypodynamic, sleep characteristics, study

(1961)3736
industrial

—

and human organism, USSR study (1965)
11149

evaluation and control, syllabus (1965)
20039

interplanetary lunar and near planet (1963)
4392

man must take into space (1962) 20123
milieu therapy, nursing service (1961) 3786
natural, for Manned Orbiting Laboratory

system program (MOD (1965) 129
near-space, exhaust backflow from simulated

cluster of 3 wide-spaced rocket nozzles
(1965) 18566

nuclear, effect of heavy ions on LF propaga-
tion (1965) 13066

operation report, desert convoy (1962) 8707
operation. Swamp Fox 1 (1962) 18541
pathogenic microbes, survival and detection,

USSR study (1963) 19548
physical and intellectual, present and future

problems (address) (1965) 11016
problems of space flight structures (1962)

22579
radiation

—

measurements in southeastern, central, and
western United States, 1962-63 (1964)
21012

surveillance (1964) 20748

radioactive contamination (1964) 10023
public health action, report (1962) 18422
USSR study (1963) 12497

radiological surveillance, determination of

stable elements and radionuclides in envi-

ronmental samples (1965) 2990

reentry, electric-arc simultators, operating
capabilities (1964) 18723

relevance of heredity and environment in

world of today (remarks) (1962) 11799
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Environment—Continued
sciences, organization in Federal Government

(address) (1964) 13531
simulated

—

Martian, bacterial synergism studies (1963)
7638

space, human reactions, USSR study (1963)
14355

space

—

biological aspects, bibliography (1964) 1799
effects on plastics, summary with bibliogra-

phy (1963) 348
engine operating problems (1965) 18468
environments, handbook. Air Force (1965)

17014
facility for electric propulsion systems re-

search (1965) 9720
lubrication requirements (1964) 4253
research, laboratory techniques (1963) 5552
simulator, construction problems (1964)
7495

spacecraft cabins, reaction of human orga-
nism (paper) (1965) 2922

sport fishery research, 1961 progress (1962)
11815

State radiological surveillance activities,

summary (1965) 3004
surveillance laboratory for radionuclide ana-

lyses (1964) 21847
temperature alterations, effect on absorption

of calcium, iron and vitamin B12 (1963)
18484

tests, satellite reliability (1963) 16388
Transportation Corps presents environmen-

tal program, 1962-66 (1962) 18543
various, multiple test chamber exposes mate-

rials (1965) 16656
Venus and Mars, advanced manned planetary

mission programs, nominal natural envi-
ronment, establish numerical values
(1965)11419

vibratory, localized, of rocket vehicles, statis-

tical techniques for describing (1964)
14847

see also Life support systems.
Environmental:
and chemical hazards series (1961) 2461,

21133; (1962) 18130; (1964) 5419, 18614;
(1965)11330

Engineering and Food Protection Division,
research grants (1964) 21856; (1965)
18724

health planning guide (1961) 8150
Problems Committee, report (1962) 8610

hygiene, see Hygiene,
physiology, manned environmental system

assessment (1965) 1398
problems of space flight structures (1963)

3137
safety, see Safety of life.

Environmental Science Services Administra-
tion:

administrator, nomination of Robert M.
White hearing, (1965) 16011

deputy administrator, nomination of H. Ar-
nold Karo, hearing (1965) 16011

hearings (1965) 15813
message from the President (1965) 10399

Enz, Richard W.:
snow survey measurements for Arizona,

1938-64(1964)18955
water supply outlook and Federal-State-

private cooperative snow surveys for

Arizona (1963) 4284; (1964) 4137 (1965)
4049

Enzymes:
activity—analysis as method for evaluation

of action of oral preparations (1964) 72
of rat brain, effect of central nervous sys-
tem drugs (1961) 5293

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Enzymes—Continued
animal, USSR study (1964) 19992
deoxygenating, new concept in corrosion pre-

vention (1964) 1533
dried, inactivated by action of fast carbon

and heavier ions on biologic materials
(1961)6718

enzymatic classification of poisons, USSR
study (1964) 21453

enzymatic diagnosis of myocardial infarction,
USSR study (1965) 11103

enzyme induction and cortisone protection in
endotoxin-poisoned mice at 25° C com-
pared with that at 5° C (1965) 8467

formation in pancreas, effect of X-ray irra-
diation, USSR study (1961) 4636

functional evolution of systems in cellular
metabolism of nerve tissue of verte-
brates, USSR study (1965) 2422

in cardiology, USSR study (1965) 19726
influence of supplementation on digestibility

of algae (1961) 20355
liver, associated with amino acid metabolism,

effect of protein intake and cold exposure
(1963)11502

nature and mechanism of action, USSR study
(1961)20978

proteolytic, application in treatment of deep
burns, USSR study (1964) 20004

serum enzyme levels of whole-body irradiated
primates, effect of massive doses of
32-Mev protons and Co-60 gamma radia-
tion (1965) 17021

unique, USSR study (1964) 12732
USSR-
handbook on endocrine, enzyme, and special
raw materials and production of organic
preparations, table of contents (1962)
21976

research, literature review (1961) 6427
utilization for detection of biologically harm-

ful agents, USSR study (1964) 18289
see also Cholinesterase-Collagenmucopro-

teinase—Dehydrogenase — Elastase

—

Nucleotidases—Proteinases.

Enzymology in USSR, review of literature

(1961)6427,9615
endocranial cast of Bridger middle Ek)cene

primate, Smilodectes gracilis (1965) 13264
Eocene period:

Ishigaki-shima, Ryukyu-retto—algae (1964)
21353

lower

—

mammalian faunas of southwestern Wyo-
ming, study (1962) 3482

niegafossils (1964) 18128
stratigraphy and geologic history in Wind

River basin, Wyo. (1965) 18212
southwestern Wyoming and adjacent parts of

Colorado and Utah, geology (1965) 2247
Upper, Foraminifera from Viti Levn, Fiji

(1961)6180,9254
uraniferous phosphatic lake beds in inter-

montane basins of Wyoming and Utah
(1965)2245

Eolian deposits of Matanuska Valley agricul-

tural area, Alaska (1961) 10685

Ephedrine, simulation of hypertensive disease
with large doses, USSR study (1961) 4662

Ephemerides:
American ephemeris and nautical almanacs

(1961) 17753; (1962) 18347; (1963) 18213
(1964) 18835; (1965) 19986

Army ephemeris, 1963, technical manual
(1962) 16376

calculation from initial values (1963) 1277
ephemeris of sun, polaris, etc. (1961) 17608;

(1962) 15991; (1963) 14486; (1964) 16616
lunar transfer orbit deviation, technique

(1964)21747
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Epicenter, see Earthquakes.
Epicormic branching:

in north Louisiana Delta (1964) 18077
on sycamore (1962) 9697

Epidemics:
reports from world press (1964) 2501
JPRS publication notice (1964) 1355

Soviet, hepatitis and Q-fever research (1965)
11125

see also names of contagious diseases.
Epidemiologists:
all-Union congress, USSR (1964) 19961; (1965)

11130
congress of Ukrainian SSR report (1961) 2117
standardization of work, USSR (1964) 4948

Epidemiology:
and

—

clinical correlations of typhoid and an-
thrax, USSR studies (1965) 9427

health problems of ravon head doctor,

Rumania (1962) 7613
statistics of tuberculosis, USSR study
(1964)16551

animal parasites, Rumanian study (1963)
19436

chronic diseases (1965) 9876
communicable diseases, USSR handbook

(1965)1032
control stations, work of radiology groups,

USSR (1964) 9089
Czechoslovakia, epidemic situation reports

1960-61(1962)5590
dangerous infectious diseases, USSR study

(1962)13974
developments, USSR studies (1965) 9405
focus of infection, investigation, USSR study

(1963) 16010
Hungary, 15-year development (1962) 5385
infectious disease studies, USSR (1964) 2627
journal of microbiology, epidemiology, and

immunobiology (USSR periodical), trans-
lations (1963) 15933

New Jersey radium cases, epidemiological fol-

low-up

—

current data (1964) 11862
progress reports (1964) 11863; (1965) 1839

occupational disease, estimation of expected
rates (1965) 11649

radium dial pointers, N.J. epidemiological fol-

low-up (1962) 23041
reports from world press (1964) 5172, 7245,

9364, 12895, 16386, 20091; (1965) 1234
research at Military Institute of Hygiene and

Epidemiology, Warsaw (1962) 7535
Rumania, Dr. I. Cantacuzino Institute, activi-

ties (1964) 16016
Stalinabad Institute, research (1961) 15598
transmissible diseases of wild animals affect-

ing man, complexes of combined natural
and intrapopulation foci, USSR study
(1962)9850

USSR-
organization of sanitary epidemiological
work under new conditions, USSR study
(1961)15473

research (1965) 2383
studies (1964) 14638

view of chronic pulmonary insufficiency in

U.S. (1963) 3280
work of Department of Hygiene, Microbiolo-

gy, and Epidemiology, Academy of Medi-
cal Sciences, 1960-61, USSR (1961) 21010

Epidemiology and Hygiene, Military Institute
of, see Military Institute of Hygiene and
Epidemiology.

' Epidemiology and Microbiology Institute,

USSR, Division of Immunology and On-
cology, work (1961) 787

Epidemiology and Microbiology, Scientific Re-
search Institute, Bulgaria, basic outlines
of work (1962) 10024

Epidermis, see Skin.
Epifani, Antonia A.Z. relief (1962) 11514
Epilampridae, see Cockroaches.
Epilepsia, esperanza en la investigacion (1964)

21850
Epilepsy:

child with epilepsy (1962) 301
explosion of a myth, unique community serv-

ice (1965) 18705
general information (1965) 6350
hope through research (1963) 1406; (1964)

16838
Spanish edition (1964) 21850

infantile, explained to parents (1964) 21542
status epilepticus, treatment with muscle re-

laxants and artificial respiration, Hun-
garian studv (1962) 7864

what hope for child? (1965) 8639
Epileptics:
acupuncture, effect on encephalograms.

Communist Chinese study (1961) 2182
good risks for employment (remarks) (1961)

4787
interviewing guides for specific disabilities

(1961)14795
private institutions (1961) 1341

public institutions (1962) 3390
rehabilitation

—

1st National institute, papers, excerpts
(1961)2741

gateway to employment (1962) 14675
Epinephrine:

effects on EEC activation response (1963)
5886

in urine, modification of trihydroxyindole
method for estimation (1961) 3737

output, effect of cold and smoking (1963)
16804

Epistemological problems of biological systems
modelling, USSR (1961) 15018

Epistemology, pragmatic analysis as theory of

epistemological discipline. East German
study (1964) 10836

Epithelial cells:

changes under influence of radiation, USSR
study (1964) 2924

cornea, study of mitotic cycle by means of

tritium-tagged thymidine, USSR (1963)
16153

nx)use cornea, effect of suprarenal hormones
on radiation sensitivity of chromosomal
apparatus, USSR study (1964) 2890

tumors of renal pelvis, USSR studv (1961)
11010

Epithelium, large intestines, histogenesis and
age changes (1964) 18353

Epizootiology:
general, USSR study (1962) 14045
practical exercises, USSR textbook (1963)

10816
Epoxy resin, see Resins.

Eppley, Charles V.:

history of USAF Experimental Flight Test
Pilot School (1963) 7610

rocket research aircraft program, 1946-62
(1963)5862

Eppley, Richard W.:
evaluation of marine algal flagellates for

mass culture (1964) 5902
growth and culture characteristics of certain

marine algal flagellates for mass culture
(1965)4212

Epstein, Edmund N., adjustment to submergence
aboard submarine (1963) 7198
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Epstein, Lenore A.:

money income of the aged (1963) 14699
retirement income and measures of need

(1964)7740
State variations in income of the aged (1963)

1500
Epstein, Leo:
occupational wage survey

—

Boston, Mass (1963) 5442; (1964) 7405;
(1965)2796

Burlington, Vt. (1963) 12797; (1964) 13064;
(1965)11346

Lawrence-Haverhill, Mass.-N.H. (1963)
16288; (1964) 18634; (1965) 14637

Manchester, N.H. (1963) 1172; (1964) 1378,
20442

New Haven, Conn., Jan. 1963 (1963) 9059;
(1964) 11278; (1965) 7973

Portland, Maine (1963) 9054; (1964) 7411;
(1965)5051

Providence-Pawtucket, R.L-Mass (1963)

16281; (1964) 16598; (1965) 14632
Waterbury, Conn. (1963) 12796; (1964)

13065; (1965) 9514
Worcester, Mass. (1963) 18035; (1964)

18637; (1965) 14638
Epstein, Leo F.:

deposition of matter from flowing stream, etc.

(1963) 18568
liquid metal studies in France and Great Brit-

ain (1963) 12846
EPUT meters; Berkeley, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1961) 15880, 15884
Equal employment opportunity, see Discrimina-

tion in employment.
Equal Employment Opportunity Administra-

tion:

establish

—

hearings (1963) 17323
report (1964) 4565

Equal Employment Opportunity Board:
establish

—

hearings (1963) 17323
report (1964) 4565

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission:
appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 14112
reports (1965) 15929, 17579

continuance, authorize, report (1965) 15680

hearings (1963) 17323, 18931; (1964) 4502,
4507,6514,14017

law (1964) 13900
reports (1962) 7047; (1964) 351, 4479, 13959

members, nominations, hearing (1965) 12347
Equal Employment Opportunity, President's

Committee on, see President's Committee
on Ekjual Employment Opportunity.

Equal Employment Opportunity Regional
Community Leaders' Conferences: (1964)
16818,20733

Equal Opportunity Day, observance, Washing-
ton, D.C., 1963 (1964) 1358

Equal opportunity:
in apprenticeship programs, hearings (1962)

393
in Federal employment (1964) 17138
in housing (1964) 21367

Equal pay act of 1962:
hearings (1962) 11445, 13510, 19395
reports (1962) 13418, 13458

Equal pay facts (1964) 13548

Equal pay for equal work, hearings (1962)
11445,13510

Ekjual protection of laws in public higher educa-
tion (1961) 3963

Equal rights, see Women.
Ekjualant II:

data report, tropical Atlantic Ocean (1965)
5282

Equalant II—Continued
oceanographic observations of tropical At-

lantic Ocean (1965) 1936
Equality for agriculture, address (1962) 8827
Equality of Opportunity in Employment Com-

mission, create, hearings (1963) 17323
Equalization teaching machine (1963) 11 183
Eiquations:

algebraic axioms, programed text for
self-study (1965) 18667

solution of Kepler equation without itera-

tion, Hungarian study (1962) 7633
axially symmetric vibrations of liquid-filled

cylindrical shell (1964) 14924
balance, use of statistical methods in study-

ing finite-difference structure, USSR
study (1964) 7043

battery discharge, primary and secondary
cells, theoretical design (1963) 18244

board-foot and cubic-foot volume computing
equations for southeastern tree species
(1963) 10243

Boltzmann, radio frequency propagation
through inhomogeneous, magnetoactive,
nonlinear plasma medium (1965) 117

coUisionless, and derived moment, corre-
spondence between solutions (1961) 16198

complex Fresnel integral tables (1964) 14797
convergence of method of integral ratios,

problem (1965) 18597
cubic-foot volume, estimating, interior Alas-

ka tree species (1965) 2167
difference method of computing shock waves,

USSR study (1961) 4513
differential

—

computer technique for solving reaction
rate in E ionospheric region (1963) 1737

Ist-and 2d-order, numerically stable inter-

polation formulas with favorable error
propagation (1961) 7962

in linear normed space, uniqueness theo-
rems, and mean value theorem of differen-
tial calculus of vector valued functions
(1962) 10575

longitudinal dispersion in porous media
(1961)12793

numerical integration

—

by power series expansions (1964) 21773
self-starting multistep methods (1965)

14854
problems, USSR (1962) 12006
rocket booster control of plants containing

derivatives of control variable (1964)
13145

2d-order, error propagation of interpola-
tion formulas (1963) 14568

solution of
boundary value problems on B.G. Galer-

kin's method (1964) 9626
unsteady flow in unconflned aquifer (1961)

12798
stability in the large of nonlinear system
(1964)20592

efficient use of predictor-corrector methods in

numerical solution of differential equa-
tions (1965) 16689

empirical
for electron backscattering coefficients

(1965) 13056
for turbulent forced-convection heat trans-

fer for Prandtl nos. 0.001-1000 (1961)
2576

flight-time shift, analytic solutions (1964)
13637

flow through nozzle calculations (1964) 13250
Fokker-Planck, in spherical harmonics, ex-

pansion (1965) 13008
formulation and numerical evaluation of set

of 2-phase flow equations modelling cool-

down process (1965) 5259
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Equations—Continued

governing, for radiation-resisted shock
waves, direct solution (1964) 5519

ground-water motion, extending Darcy's con-
cept (1965) 728

guidance, for space maneuvers (1964) 18736
Hugoniot, generalization for nonstationary

flame propagation processes in tubes,
USSR study (1961) 10960

hydrodynamic, forecasting atmospheric pres-
sure fields, USSR study (1964) 4960

integral

—

relating general time-dependent lift and
downwash distributions on finite wings in

subsonic flow (1963) 3141
relations application to supersonic none-
quilibrium flow past wedges and cones
(1964) 18794

theory of light scattering in atmosphere,
numerical solution (1965) 18602

isentropic and plane shock flows of mixtures
of undissociated planetary gases (1965)
8131

law of mass action equation, proof of unique-
ness of solution, USSR study (1961) 2335

limiting principles of heat transfer in inter-

nal problem at low velocities, USSR study
(1961)4616

linear

—

airfoil characteristics in nonequilibrium
ambient stream (1964) 13258

linear-induction or traveling-wave electro-

magnetic pump of annular design (1965)
9735

multiple regression model used for exploita-
tion of Air Force personnel data (1961)
9919

nonhomogeneous differential, with constant
coefficients, algorithm defining initial

conditions, USSR study (1962) 11995
propeller whirl instability analytical trend
study (1962) 12447

theorems of theory of -stability in coopera-
tive games, USSR study (1964) 7152

wind-tunnel jet-boundary corrections and
ground effect of VTOL-STOL aircraft
(1963) 1322

Liouville's equation and n-body problem
(1965)8129

longwave fluxes in troposphere in case of
cloudless sky (1965) 9745

matrix equation arising in statistical filter

theory (1965) 14753
maximum principle in theory of optimum

processes with delay (1961) 13067
multiple correlation and regression, one de-

pendent and up to five independent varia-
bles on IBM digital computer (1962) 4466

Newtonian aerodynamics for blunted
raked-off circular cones and raked-off el-

liptical cones (1965) 11463
Newtonian, application of generalized theory

to 3-dimensional sharp-nose shock-
detached bodies (1965) 2897

nonlinear

—

algebraic balance, of gas-mixture, solution
by UNrVAC-60 digital computing ma-
chine, Yugoslavian study (1962) 7832

attitude control systems for space vehicles,
techniques for analysis (1963) 47

boundary-layer type, satisfaction of
asymptotic boundary conditions in nu-
merical solution (1965) 19921

differential

—

and integral, introduction (1961) 16226
and Ricatti equations, near-periodic solu-

tions, Rumanian study (1962) 7703
approximate solution of 3d order with
N.N. Bogolyubov asymptotic method
(1963)3168

Equations—Continued
differential—Continued

deduction from their solutions (1965) 9724
theory, rtwment method, USSR study
(1962)9839

function generators, practical application
of logic systems, Polish remarks (1962)
7776

functions, simple methods of estimating
with emphasis on agricultural data (1963)
18417

negative exponential curves in biology
(1965)10122

optimum, control of 2d order nonlinear sys-
tem (1961) 8030

physical librations of moon (1965) 6626
series circuit with nonlinear inductor (1961)

138
solution of systems by method of differen-

tiation with respect to parameter (1965)
16722

systems, numerical method for transient
response (1964) 5589

normal, algorithm for solving large systems
by means of multigroup method on elec-

tronic computer, USSR study (1963) 1085
one-dimensional

—

numerical analysis of transient response of
thermal protection systems (1965) 18539

radiation-transfer, application of double
spherical harmonics method (1965) 5190

Orr-Sommerfeld equation for case of plane
Poiseuille flow, numerical method (1964)
16717

oscillation matrices and kernels and small
vibrations of mechanical systems (1961)
11779

P 1. for slowing down neutrons, used as basis
for IBM 704 computer program (1962)
1684

Poisson equation

—

axially symmetric, theory and application
to ion-thrustor analysis, numerical solu-

tion (1963) 12859
two-dimensional, numerical solution, theory
and application to electrostatic-ion-
engine analysis (1962) 22542

power series solutions of 1-dimensional flow
equation for exponential and linear diffu-

sivity functions (1963) 1629
propagators of quantum field theories as

Green's functions for boundary value
problems in partial differential equations
(1965)13114

pulse-radar range calculation (1963) 12957,
18232

radiation dosage absorbed (1961) 9651
radionuclide analysis of gamma-ray spectra

by stepwise multiple regression (1964)
9713

rainfall-erosion losses, aid to conservation
farming in humid regions (1961) 6664

reaction rate, in atmosphere below 150 kilo-

meters, solution (1964) 55
resistive instabilities and microinstabilities

in inhomogeneous plasmas, relationship
(1965)17102

Runge-Kutta type, higher order approxima-
tions (1965) 16679

simultaneous

—

and implicit functions, solved with Bendix
DA-1 digital differential analyzer (1962)
22675

onboard optical measurements for lunar
vehicle position in earth-moon space
(1963)5596

solution of system for short-range weather
forecasting, USSR study (1965) 6395

solutions, 3-dimensional equation of radiative
transport (1963) 11176
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Equations—Continued

tables

—

of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Hamil-
tonian describing combined static mag-
netic dipole and electric quadrupole inter-

action of nuclear level (1963) 138
of Gauss' hypergeometric function 2F1

(a,b,c;c;z),etc., with comments on closed

forms of 2F1 (a, b; c; z) (1963) 18139
relating to radial Mathieu functions (1963)

84, 4397; (1965) 10129
transport

—

partially ionized gas in electric field (1964)
11406

properties of partially ionized gas in pres-

ence of electric and magnetic fields (1964)

14893
transverse vibrations of liquid-filled shells

(1964) 14923
Wiener-Hopf, solving method (1965) 7100
wind erosion, aid to conservation farming

(1961)11675
see also Harmonic functions—Poisson equa-

tion
Ekjuations of motion:

air humidity influence on development of

convective motions in cloudless atmos-
phere, USSR study (1964) 975

aircraft vertical/short takeoff and landing
study (1964) 15005, 21826-827

analog or digital simulation of helicopter and
V/STOL aircraft, summary (1965) 11569

close earth satellites, critical inclination

theory (1963) 19914
convective streams, freely-rising, limiting

principles (1961) 2396
despin of vehicle by radial release of weights

and cables of finite mass (1962) 6285
dislocation, USSR study (1963) 5351
drift of 24-hour equatorial satellites in earth

gravity field through 4th order (1964)

7515
fall-off with height of terrain-induced vertical

motions (1965) 7087
flight-path angle of reentry vehicle in upper

atmosphere, approximate solutions (1964)

16696
gas, ideal, exact solutions of equations for

one-dimensional nonstationary motion,
USSR study (1961) 10962

generalized problem of 2 fixed centers and its

application for artificial earth satellites,

USSR study (1963) 12315
helicopter analysis report, simulation (1964)

13322
helium flow at Mach number range from 40 to

100, ideal-gas tables for use in analysis
(1962) 12479

in-plane vibrations of flat spinning disk, cor-

rected copy (1963) 1269

kinematic, of coordinate trihedron relative to

earth's surface with its axes stabilized in

inertial space, USSR study (1962) 5431
liquid layer of uniform thickness spread over

rigid circular cylinder subjected to later-

al accelerations, stability criterion (1964)
18776

long-period motion of the Trojans as restrict-

ed three-body problem, Thuering's theory
(1963) 12847

magnetic triodes for direct-energy conversion
having flat-plate cathodes and anodes
arbitrary angle (1961) 1314

meteorology, transformation into arbitrary
orthogonal coordinates (1963) 9602

new formulation and equilibrium deduced
from integral of motion of moon's libra-

tion (1965) 6626

Equations—Continued

nonlinear systems, graphical-numerical meth-
od for transient response (1963) 3228

normal mode theory for 3-directional motion
(1965)13171

restricted three body problem representing
Keplerian elliptic motions (1963) 11072

rotating space station, analytical and experi-

mental investigation (1965) 18542
Scout vehicle during 4th-stage reentry flight,

analysis (1964) 13236
similarity type relativistic motions in case of

point symmetry, USSR study (1962) 9915
simple

2-dimensional linear vehicles moving on
random track, statistical analysis (1961)
2639

vehicles moving on random track, statisti-

cal analysis (1961) 2638
simultaneous computation of secular and res-

onance effects in motion of celestial bod-
ies (1964) 13223

six-degree-of-freedom required for maneuver-
ing re-entry vehicle (1962) 20206

spinning vehicle with variable mass and iner-

tia properties acted upon by disturbing
parameters (1962) 18301, 23999

three-dimensional optimal ascent from lunar
surface (1963) 12852; (1965) 16674

transform to standard form, etc (1963) 1316
tumbling motion of probe vehicles entering

planetary atmospheres (1962) 23996
Z-function solutions for motion, etc., during

atmosphere entry from equatorial orbits

of rotating planet (1963) 5583
Equations of state, propylene properties, USSR

study (1961) 948
Equatorial:
balloon flights, agreement with India (1963)

3352
launch sites

—

acquire, hearings (1961) 10361
mobile sea launch capability, report (1961)

14293
regions, stratosphere, effects of periodic

heat sources (1965) 104
spread F (1962) 22616

Ekjuatorial Customs Union, foreign trade regu-

lations (1964) 21073
Equilibrium:
characteristics of sand beaches in offshore

zone (1962) 497
charts of

—

carbon dioxide (1965) 14757
isentropic exponent as function of

enthalpy for various gases (1965) 18494

chemical

—

IBM 704 or 7090 computer program for

computation (1962) 23992; (1963) 7247,

19909
zirconium-dysprosium diagram (1961) 1237

distribution of dyprosium nitrate-erbium
nitrate-nitric acid-tributyl phosphate
systems, studies (1962) 2049

dynamic variables behind primary and re-

flected shock waves in argon and nitro-

gen (1965) 13053
electronic, in free-air chambers and pro-

posed new chamber design (1962) 6355

flow charts of carbon dioxide (1965) 16627

lanthanum nitrate-praseodymium nitrate-

nitric acid-water-tributyl phosphate sys-

tems, extraction characteristics study
(1962)2051

liquid free surface under low gravity and
centrifugal forces (1964) 20598

liquid-liquid, for ternary systems of acids-

ethyl acetate water. Communist China
(1961)19484
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Equations—Continued

P-T univariant pressure curves for reaction
forsterite + calcite-monticellite + peri-
clase + CO2, experimental studies on
Bowen's decarbonation series, II (1963)
16385

physical equilibria and related properties of
cryogenic systems, bibliography (1962)
8534

radiative algorithm for semi-infinite atmos-
pheres (1961) 5304

spheres and ellipsoids in gas mixtures, blunt
body solutions (1965) 9725

temperature of slender bodies in supersonic
stream, USSR study (1961) 10890

thermodynamic

—

hypersonic conical flow parameters for
air, approximate calculation (1964) 7504

local, departures in AO star atmosphere
(1964) 7519

vapor-liquid, for binary systems of acetic-
propionic acid, propionic-butyric acid and
acetic-butyric acid. Communist China
(1961)19484

zirconium-gadolinium, equilibrium diagrams
(1961)21192

zirconium-nitrogen, at high temperatures,
USSR study (1962) 5597

Equine abortion, virus infection of human
amnion grafted on chorical-lantois of
chick embryos, Polish study (1962) 7714

Equine encephalomyelitis, see Encephalomye-
litis.

Ekjuipment characteristics and their relation
to system performance for tropospheric
communication circuits (1963) 3176

Equipment for neurophysiological investiga-
tions, USSR (1964) 19845

Equipment operators, Navy training course
(1961) 4994, 8083; (1965) 6830

Equipment specialists, examination announce-
ment (1963) 9742; (1964) 210

Equipments, see Dental instruments and appa-
ratus—Electrothermic equipment

—

Engineering equipment—Handling
equipment—Hospital apparatus and
supplies—Inspection equipments

—

Medical instruments and apparatus

—

Military supplies—Optical instruments
and apparatus—Production equipment

—

Veterinary instruments and apparatus.
Equity, small manufacturing firms, sources

(1963) 1477
Ex^uity Cooperative Livestock Sales Associa-

tion, Wisconsin, activities (1968) 2238
Equivalent transformations of contact net-

works, USSR (1962) 7786
.
ER series (1961) 247, 1736-66. 3825-82; (1962)

235, 2117-53, 4661-93, 6716-33; (1963)
146, 1859-62, 4514-51, 5963-82, 7732-33;
(1964) 185, 4326-34, 6002-25, 8099-8101,
10067, 15299

ER 60 series (1964) 15322-323; (1965) 4351,
7275, 10255

Erati circumscription, Mozambique, popula-
tion and agricultural situation, 1961
(1965) 2717

Erb, R. A., dropwise condensation bibliogra-
phy (1965) 9294

Erbium:
and thulium separation, temperature and

flow rate effects on ion-exchange (1962)
4634

physics changes of electric resistance under
pressure of up to 250,000 kg/cm, USSR
study (1962) 1090

sesquioxide, high-temperature heat content
and entropy (1963) 5501

thermochemistry (1962) 3327

Erbium oxide, high temperature spectral emis-
sivity (1963) 14987

ERD-TN series (1961) .5302

Erdelyi, Anna M., relief (1962) 11516, 20981,
23127

Erdmann, Gayne G., weed control and fertiliza-
tion in white pine plantings of western
Iowa (1965) 16247

Ereaux unit, see Fort Belknap project.

Erectable Yagi disk antennas for
space-vehicle applications (1962) 23989

Ergin, E. I., techniques for analysis of non-
linear attitude control systems for space
vehicles (1963) 47

Ergograph, method for creating work fitness,

reflection of human typological charac-
teristics during USSR course (1962)
15809

Ergun, Sabri, X-ray diffraction data for aro-
matic, etc., structures of carbon (1965)
19830

Erickson, Porter W., glass fiber surface treat-
ments, theories and Navy research
(1964) 13349

Erickson. R. L.. geochemical exploration near
Getchell mine, Humboldt County, Nev
(1964) 15943

Erickson, Ralph L., geochemistry, etc., of

Magnet Cove alkalic igneous complex
(1963) 12229

Erickson, Wayne D.:

composition and thermodynamic properties
of reacting gas mixtures under high
pressure using Lewis and Randall rule
(1965) 5200

extension of estimated hypersonic flow pa-
rameters for helium as real gas (1963)
9164

vibrational-nonequilibrium flow of nitrogen
in hypersonic nozzles (1963) 12880

Ericson, Anna-Stina, labor law and practice in

Bolivia (1963) 9044
Erie, Pa.:

area redevelopment manpower report (1965)
16096

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5439
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13561
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16406
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16507

censuses of population and housing. 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6800

harbor, engineer report

—

departmental wdition (1962) 23468
document edition (1962) 23299

port, harbor, conditions, etc (1961) 19269

Erie County, N.Y., truck crop production prac-
tices (1965) 7568

Erie County, Pa., soil survey (1961) 2711

Erie, Lake:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 487
document edition (1962) 364

commerce. Council of Lake Erie Ports (re-

marks) (1964) 6638
fisheries explorations, May-Nov. 1964 (1964)

14273
Pelee Passage, channel improvements agree-

ment with Canada (1962) 3515
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Erie, Lake—Continued

pollution report-
Lake Erie and its tributaries (1965) 16829
Michigan waters of Lake Erie, and their

tributaries (1965) 9894
sources in

—

New York and Pennsylvania (1965)18722
Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan (1965)

16830
port, harbor conditions, etc (1961) 19269
small craft, gale and whole gale warning

facilities charts (1961) 13726; (1962)
16229; (1963) 13129; (1965) 15148

Erie-Lackawanna R. R., accidents (1961)
12853, 12835; (1963) 5106, 15660-661;
(1964) 876; (1965) 11048

Erie National Wildlife Refuge, general infor-

mation (1962) 7408; (1963) 6457
Erie Railroad Co., accident (1961) 750
Elrikson, Leif, award, commemorating discov-

ery of America (remarks) (1965) 4286
Eritrea, see Ethiopia.
E>osion:
and sedimentation in semiarid environment

(series) (1961) 10690
Arizona pine forest following wildfire (1962)

23575
chemical degradation on opposite flanks of

Wind River Range, Wyo (1961) 10696
electroerosion machining

—

of metals (1964) 8007
USSR studies (1965) 12597

erosion and sedimentation in semiarid envi-

ronment (series) (1964) 10637
flow testing of defected stainless steel clad

compacted U02 powder fuel (1963) 16838

in ephemeral-stream channels, effect of sedi-

ment characteristics (1961) 10690
predicting rainfall-erosion losses from crop-

land east of Rocky Mountains, guide
(1965) 10051

rainfall, equation for preducting losses, aid

to conservation farming in humid re-

gions (1961) 6664
resistance of nozzle materials in solid-

propellant rocket engine (1963) 5603
wind, equation for measuring, aid to farm-

ing in Great Plains (1961) 11675
see also Beach erosion—Soil erosion.

Erosion control, see Soil erosion.
&ror-correcting codes:
Bose-Chaudhuri, application (1964) 18858
noise immunity of communcations with error

correcting feedback, USSR systems
(1964) 16531

PCM error correction and synchronization
code (1964) 14860

&ror function, see Mathematics—Probabilities
(mathematics).

&rors:
analysis

—

in bubble chamber track measurements
(1965)13163

least mean square, PCM transmission
(1965)1803

of humidlity-temperature measuring set,

AN-TMQ-11 (1963) 18490
circuit detects errors in address currents for

magnetic core arrays (1965) 6651
constant percentage, analog variable coding

(1964)9605
first-order error statistics for 3 and 4-station

hyperbolic fixes on spherical earth (1964)
19166

fold over, reduction in flux-gate magnetome-
ters (1964) 21758

keys, reference aids in image interpretation
(1965) 17076

Errors—Continued

manually recording transit times of stars and
distant planets (1964) 18761

nonlinear-averaging, in radiation pyrometry
(1964) 16711

propagation, interpolation formulas for
2d-order differential equations (1963)
14568

ranking, effect of sorting procedure (1965)
8486

rates in multiple FSK systems and sign-

al-to-noise characteristics of FM and
PCM-FS systems (1963) 9212

systematic, in ultrasonic propagation param-
eter measurements and effect of free-field

diffraction (1965) 11580
ERS, see Economic Research Service.
ERS-foreign series (1961) 10528-531, 12546-549,

14773-774, 17160-162, 19213, 20664-665;
(1962) 5085-87, 7260, 9528-29, 11690-693,
13726-728, 15474, 17377, 21614-615,
23427; (1963) 2132-35, 15420-421, 17357,
19092, (1964) 2264, 6556-57, 8471-76,

10456, 12314-316, 14172, 15837,
17907-910, 21261; (1965) 474-476, 2086-89,
6106-7, 7572-74, 9033, 10725-727,
12381-382, 14172, 16083, 17998-999

ERS series (1961) 10525-527, 14771-774,
17154-159, 19203-212, 20661-663; (1962)
438, 5082-84, 7251-59, 9523-27, 11689,
13723-725, 15468-473, 17370-376,
21607-613; (1963) 354-355, 2124-31,
8147-53, 10051-53, 12048-51, 15415-419,
17356, 19090-91, 20626; (1964) 2260-63,
6555, 8469-70, 12310-313, 14168-171,
17903-906, 19621, 21260; (1965) 472-473,
2083-85, 4637-40, 6103-5, 7566-70,
12376-380, 14169-171, 17994-997

Erskine, Julian A., relief (1964) 2005, 6437
Erskine, Mrs. Julian A., relief (1964) 17231
Erston, Walter F., rolling liquid transporter

trailer kit (1963) 7483
Erythrininae, seeCharacidae.
Eh-ythrocytes, see Blood.
ESC (series), (1965)547
Escalator clause, see Wages.
Escalona, Siblylle K., children's responses to

nuclear war threat (1963) 16913
Escanaba, Mich:

port, harbor conditions, etc (1963) 2215
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13152
Escape capsules, rocket-propelled pilot-escape

capsule (1965) 14835
Escape (law):

juvenile deliquents, amend U.S. code

—

law (1964) 1979
reports (1961) 19080; (1964) 507, 2045

Escapees, see Refugees.
Escapeways and other emergency measures in

coal mines (1963) 1202
Esch, Harriette H.

Federal Trade Commission

—

decisions, findings, etc (1963) 6448, 19219;
(1964) 6696, 21316; (1965) 10846

statutes and court decisions, 1963 supple-
ment (1964) 15909

Escherichia coli:

hexachlorophene-resistant mutant

—

chemical and physical agents effect (1961)
5300

cross-resistance and filament reversal stud-
ies (1961) 5299

filamentous isolation and characterization
(1961)5298

membrane system in cells, USSR study (1964)
20255

mutagenesis of ozone (1961) 20315
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Eschmeyer, Paul H., lake trout (Salvelinus
namaycush) (1964) 15920

Eschner, A.E., snow deposition and melt under
different vegetative covers in central
New York (1964) 8649

Escobar, Denise J. (nee Arnoux):
relief (1963) 18831; (1964) 1880, 2153

ESD, see Earth Sciences Division—Electronic
Systems Division.

La Esfera (periodical):

exposes Venezuelan University's School of

Journalism as Marxist Indoctrination
Center (1963) 2695

Esgar, Jack B., materials-research ar«^as of

importance to missile and space vehicle

structures (1963) 21007
Eskildsen, C.R., address, May 24, 1963 (1963)

15545
Eskimos, Anchorage area, Alaska, information

digest (1963) 14661
Eskin, Stephen A., relief (1962) 11336
Esophageal cooling as technic of selective brain

hypothermia (1963) 13216
Esophagojejunoduodenoplasty, use of biactive

electrodes (1962) 9971
Esophagus:

alloplasty of, porous and nonporous pros-

thesis, USSR study (1961) 15297
carcinoma

—

Ck)mmunist China, clinical studies (1962)
17817

diagnosis, role of cytological method of in-

vestigation, USSR study (1961) 2348
problem of esophageal alloplasty, USSR

study (1962) 1254
veins, varicose dilatation in portal hyperten-

sion, USSR study (1961) 10874
ESP, see Extrasensory perception.
Espenshade—Gilbert H.:

geology of

phosphate deposits of northern peninsular
Florida (1963) 8329

some copper deposits in North Carolina,
Virginia, and Alabama (1964) 800

Esperanto, Aggressor, maneuver enemy, lan-

guage, grammar and vocabulary (1962)
8920

Espinosa Canyon quadrangle, Calif., geology
(1964) 12506

Espionage:
American spies in space, USSR study (1962)

12093
Communist patterns

—

House documents, print additional copies,

report (1961) 12287
report, additional copies, report (1963)

11855
Federal laws, your duty (1965) 19546
Kremlin's organizations, testimony of Petr S.

Deriabin, print additional copies, report
(1961) 12283

laws

—

administration, investigation
authorization, report (1962) 5038
expenses, reports (1961) 5788, 19057;
(1964)4558,17813

extend application

—

law (1961) 20519
reports (1961) 10298, 19079

offenders under act, place of indictment and
trial, amend U.S. Code, report (1961)
16721

reflections concerning Lithuanian bourgeo-
isie, USSR study (1963) 17865

security sense (1965) 2968
subjective study, USSR study (1965) 9460
see a/so Spies.

ESRO, see European Space Research Organiza-
tion.

Essays, national high school contest, award
winning essays on civil defense, an Ameri-
can tradition (1961) 6892

Essences and essential oils, experimental unit
for recovery of volatile flavors (1965)
10034

Essential United States trade routes (1963)
14489

Essentials of social security in United States
(1962) 22691; (1964) 9773

Essex, Burton L., forest area in Illinois, by
counties, 1962 (1964) 18051

Establishment between United States and
France, convention of, see Convention of
establishment between United States and
France.

Estate tax, see Income tax—Inheritance and
transfer tax.

Estates, see Decendents' estates.
Estep, Eldon M., lumber yield and log values of

white fir (1965) 7750
Estep, Raymond, aerospace bibliography (1963)

48
Esters:

high-toxic organic phosphoric-acid, analysis,
Hungarian study (1964) 5257

nitric acid (nitro-bodies), hydrolysis and ana-
lytical control, Hungary (1962) 5381

obtained from flue-cured tobacco (1961) 50
organic phosphoric acid

—

instructions for determination and treat-
ment of poisoning (1965) 18358

pharmacology and toxicology. East German
study (1962) 7751

polyester, aromatic, irradiation improves
properties (1965) 11437

polymerization and copolymerization of un-
saturated fatty acids and their esters

(1963) 16714
saturated polyesters, effect of ionizing radia-

tion on (1965) 1403
synthesis

—

characterization, and ester-ester inter-

change study of mixed ester 2-ethylhexyl
benzyl azelate (1965) 13162

of phosphonic polyesters by transesterifi-
cation (1965) 14861

Estes, Billie S.:
' grain storage operations, Agriculture Dept.

handling

—

hearings (1964) 14001
subcommittee report (1964) 19509

operations, report (1965) 7457
pooled cotton allotments. Agriculture Dept.

handling

—

hearings (1962) 21551, 23415; (1963) 330,
4780; (1964) 532
print additional copies, reports (1962)
21127,21377

report (1964) 19584
Esthetic training in primary school, USSR

(1961)19792
Estimado amigo, informacion sobre sanidad

para los viajeros que visiten los Estados
Unidos (1963) 7400

Estimates for appropriations, see Appropria-
tions.

Estimating occupational disease hazards
through medical care plans (1963) 9339

Estoesta, Teofilo, relief (1962) 4930. 7180, 11242
Estonia, church and state under Communism

(1965) 12336
Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic:
Academy of Sciences

—

activity (1965) 11132
scientists in ideology general meeting

(1963) 19692
CPSU draft program as stimulus of commu-

nism, USSR, study (1962) 1363
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Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic—Con.

industry

—

development, translation (1962) 8242
in Estonian SSR and its key cities (1963)
5332

tasks and plans (1964) 9349
medical

—

conferences in USSR (papers) (1962) 1138
news (1962) 1074
science news (1962) 864

oncological research and cancer control
(1962)21974

Rakhva Vyyt kolkhoz, increased production
through use of fertilizers (1964) 8885

Soviet public health service (1961) 12966
Tallin, capital description and general infor-

mation (1962) 12172
tourist trip around Estonia (1962) 12218

Estop, Raymond, Latin American nations to-

day, political developments since World
War 11(1965)4189

Estrada, Alfred, relief (1965) 8768, 13755, 14024
Estrada, Emilio, Jambeli culture of south coast-

al Ecuador (1964) 18820
Estrogens, variation in coumestrol content of

alfalfa as related to location, variety,
cutting, year, stage of growth, and dis-

ease (1965) 10095
Estrous cycle, control in domestic animals, con-

ference proceedings (1965) 15201
Estuaries:
Delaware, comprehensive project for water

pollution control (1965) 20022
eastern United States, ecology, bibliography

with KWIC index (1965) 10899
estuarine nurseries, Atlantic menhaden, early

life history, studies (1965) 12469
radionuclide studies, symposium (1963) 12990
salinity intrusion, one-dimensional analysis

(1961) 17202
tidal-
determining pollutant distribution (1964)

19791
hydraulic geometry (1963) 15612

Etched circuits, see Printed circuits.

Batching:

alkali-etching of aluminum, electroless nickel
resist used (1965) 11435

chemical etching kinetics of monocrystalline
gallium arsenide, USSR study (1965)
18311

dislocation etch pits on sodium chloride, eval-
uation of etchants and techniques used to
produce (1964) 13242

modified developer increases line resolution in

photosensitive resist (1965) 16666
Eternal outsider (1963) 17782
Ethanes, shipments in 1962 (1965) 6611
Ethanol, extractive of tobacco, total (1963) 1639

see a/so Alcohol.
Etherane-66, new herbicide, USSR study (1962)

12114
Ethers:

diethyl, explosion hazards (1962) 22497
infrared spectra between 15 and 35 microns

(1963)11474
physical properties, literature survey (1962)

8461
trimethylsilyl

—

determination of alcohols (1962) 12398
use in determining phenols in coal tar oils

and hydroxyl content in coal (1963) 9110
see also names of ethers.

Ethics:
application in business world (address) (1962)

22892; (1963) 1958
art and morality interaction, problems in

development of socialist awareness,
Rumania (1961) 7670

Ethics—Continued
Bulgarian moral education aims and methods

(1961)7728
business

—

challenge (address) (1963) 20391
problems today (address) (1961) 10121
(remarks) (1962) 2273
statement and call for action (1962) 13140

code of ethics for Government service, poster,
print additional copies, reports (1965)
7415,8921

codeless, Polish study (1962) 19853
commerce and business (address) (1962) 6865
duty, honor, country, character guidance dis-

cussion (1961) 6742; (1963) 102
duty of citizens under Federal laws relating to

sabotage, espionage, security regula-
tions. Government property or contracts,
and photographing of defense installa-
tions (1965) 19546

employee conduct (1964) 15081
ethical conduct in Government, message from

the President (1961) 8648
government officials and employees, code of

conduct, enact, hearings (1961) 14485
interim code for Members of Congress, etc.,

establish, hearings (1964) 14156
moral strength in business (address) (1963)

6049
morals and society, Italian lectures, transla-

tion (1964) 21476
Polish People's Army, code for officer (1964)

16544
Rumanian

—

discussion (1961) 19722
novels, profile of present-day hero (1962)
3126

soldiers' honor. Army pamphlet (1963) 11540
unemployment, moral issue for America (ad-

dress) (1961) 9398
Ethics, Joint Committee on, establish, hearings

(1964) 14156
Ethiopia:

agricultural commodities, agreement (1963)
16585; (1965) 20094

Army area handbook (1964) 1921

1

background notes (1965) 5386
Commission on Education between United

States and Ethiopia, agreement (1962)
8680

economic developments (1961) 14908
economy, basic data (1963) 17560
establishing business (1963) 5081
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1963) 2431
household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market (1962) 11050
import tariff system (1962) 5359
investment guaranties, agreement (1962)

24101
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 639
mapping, cooperative program, agreement

(1963)9437
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965)12865
nutrition survey (1961) 14993
official publications, exchange agreement

(1965)5407
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962) 20309
preparing shipments to (1962) 7510
sending gift packages to (1962) 699
surplus agricultural commodities, agreement

(1962)24100
truth about Ethiopia, excerpts from book

(1961)4516
Zula Plain project, Eritrea, report (1962)

15663
Ethnic minorities of southern China, list of ref-

erences (1964) 9779
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Ethnographical and Anthropological Society,

International Congress, see Internation-

al Congress of Anthropological and Eth-
nographical Society.

Ethnography, see Ethnology.
E^thnology:
Academy of Sciences, USSR, studies in eth-

nography (1962) 23901
Angola, Province of, ethnic distribution

(1965) 2724
Communist China, ethnography and national

minorities (1963) 960
ethnic groups, French Indochina (1962) 7976
ethnographical information on Kirgiz popula-

tion in Sinkiang-Uigur Autonomous Ob-
last of Chinese People's Republic (1964)

11192
Huron Indians, 1615-49

—

departmental edition (1964) 11814
document edition (1964) 12019

Indochina (1962) 12254, 14016
Mohave ethnopsychiatry and suicide

—

departmental edition (1962) 1992
document edition (1962) 2294

Portuguese Guinea, ethnological studies

(1965)2310
problems

—

of ethnography, etc., presented at confer-

ence on history of Siberia and Far East
(1961)15615

use of folklore as historical-ethnographic
source material, USSR study (1961) 15141

publications, price list (1961) 8147; (1962)

16121; (1963) 18279; (1965) 13223
Russian kolkhoz peasantry of eastern Siber-

ia, ethnographic study (1961) 15616
South China ethnological information (1963)

664
Soviet ethnography

—

recent articles (1963) 12271
research (1962) 10269
translations (1961) 20923; (1962) 6098, 8014,

8018
tasks of Soviet ethnographers in building so-

cialism (1961) 15614
Tibet, information (1962) 23695
USSR, selected translations from Sovetskaya

etnografiya (1961) 12878, 15039, 15042

Ethnology Bureau, American, see American
Ethnology Bureau.

Ethyl acetate, water, ternary systems, liquid-

liquid equilibria. Communist China (1961)

19484
Ethyl benzene, toxicology and hygienic rating

in atmosphere of industrial buildings,

USSR study (1965) 12696
Ethylene:

air mixtures, hydrocarbon fuel mixture
burned in air, calculation for thermody-
namic transport and flow properties
(1962)6272

calculations, errata (1965) 11461
computed compositions of ethylene-air flames

(1965) 19859
flammability characteristics (1965) 16594
production by pyrolysis of gaseous paraffinic

hydrocarbons in salt bath (1961) 19485
Ethylene dibromide:

emulsifiable, packaged for bark beetle con-
trol, preventing metal corrosion (1965)
670

for control of European chafer in soils (1962)
12821

use for fumigation of Mexican fruits, manual
(1963)20267

Ethylene glycol:

cavitation, incipient, in tunnel Venturi (1965)
6755

Ethylene glycol—Continued

montmorillonite complex, x-ray study (1965)
19577

Ethylene oxide, gaseous, sterilization of medical
materials and equipment, evaluation
(1962)14579

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, see Acetic
acid.

E^tiology:

and pathological physiology of decompres-
sion sickness (1962) 10433

animal parasites, Rumanian study (1963)
19436

complete atrioventricular block, USSR study
(1961)11107

multiple sclerosis, USSR study (1961) 4386
organic, congestive heart failure (1965) 1574
USSR book, critical review (1963) 17966
virus, of leukoses, USSR study (1962) 989

Etivluk River, geology of region (1964) 10636
Etiwanda, Calif., railroad accident (1962) 15697

Etkin, Seymour:
deep-sea domestic waterborne traffic (1964)

4874, 14400; (1965) 18279
ETO, see European theater of operations.
Etzler, Dorsey H., testimony, hearings (1964)

6526
Eubank, Bernard F., Project Shoal, on-site

health-and-safety report (1965) 1859
Eucalyptus:
robusta

—

eucalyptus wood, its properties and uses
(1964) 18082

lumber, air-drying (1965) 664
Eucyclops serrulatus, see Crustaceans.
Eufaula, Ala., census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities
(1961) 16428

Eufaula Dam, Canadian River, Okla., hydraulic
model investigation (1961) 19273

Eufaula district, Ala., bauxite deposits (1965)
6336

Eufaula National Wildlife Refuge, designate,
report (1964) 17606

Eufola, N. C, railroad accident (1964) 12570
Eugene, Oreg.:

aging, problems, hearings (1962) 11645
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11927
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16508

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 558;
(1963)519

principal electric facilities, map (1964) 676;
(1965)16180

Eugenie II (steamship):
documentation, with coastwise privileges,

reports (1962) 23396; (1964) 2204
Eulogies, see Memorial services.

Euonymus Europaea L., see Spindle-tree.
EURATOM, see European Atomic Energy Com-

munity.
Eureka, Calif., consumer expenditures and in-

come (1964) 11271
Eureka, Nev., mining district, geology and ore

deposits, etc (1962) 17629
Eureka (Ilounty, Nev.:
ground water potentialities (1961) 14974
Paleozoic rocks of area (1963) 10291

Eureka quadrangle, Utah, geology (1964) 8755
Eureka to Point Conception, Calif., coastal

warning facilities, charts (1961) 13725;
(1962) 18571; (1963) 11383; (1964) 11686;
(1965) 13340

Europe:
agricultural exports from U.S., increase in

1960(1961)17162
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Europe—Continued

and Atlantic Alliance (address) (1964) 15259
arthritides and public health (1965) 1573

beef, fresh, transporting to European mar-
kets, interim report (1965) 701

1

Berlin situation, U.S. policies report (1963)

4774
capital markets, description and analysis

(1964)6191
care of aged, observations, 1960 (1962) 7104

central, new NATO map at scale 1:250,000

review (1962) 21946
civil aviation survey (1965) 13547
Communist China's propaganda activities

(1963) 17868
east central and southeastern, newspapers in

Library of Congress, list (1965) 18413
Eastern

—

abstracts and translations from legal pub-
lications Yugoslavia (1961) 19587

agriculture, forestry, and food industries,

translations (1961) 15634, 15651, 15666,
15681, 17524, 17547, 19704, 19720, 20991,
21002-3, 21018, 21080; (1962) 1003, 1180,

1204, 1308, 1335, 1391, 1449, 1461, 1486,

1510, 1531, 3013, 3062, 3151, 3187, 3241,

3253, 5909, 5979, 6126, 7972, 8027, 8051,
8218, 8255, 8269, 8272, 8297, 10131,
10169, 10174, 10208, 10322, 10359, 12044,
12067, 12125, 12183, 12204, 14044.
14171-172, 14181, 14213, 14258-259,
14300, 14313, 14347, 15849, 15901, 15936,
15962-963, 17810, 17858, 17960, 17982,
17997, 18034, 19668, 19732, 19795, 19902,
19905, 19948, 19988, 20026, 22043,

22195, 22269, 22307, 22406-407, 23653,
23731, 23807, 23847, 23852, 23885; (1963)

688, 770, 818. 884, 942, 994, 1050, 1071,

2498. 2512, 2563, 2671, 2715, 2765, 2849,
2871, 2927, 2951, 3000, 5117-18, 5228,
5303, 5394, 6660, 6727, 6776, 6831. 6847,
6907. 6926. 6977, 7009. 7059, 7093, 7111,
8581, 8607, 8628, 8680, 8725-26, 8780,
8796, 8818, 8830, 8933, 8961, 10362, 10421,
10510, 10530, 10543, 10565. 10577, 10588,
10594, 10631, 10650, 10740, 10743, 10781,
10790, 10829, 10833, 10874, 12394. 12403,
12434, 12450, 12473, 12541, 12563, 12647,
12692, 12718, 12729, 12739, 14091, 14119,
14156, 14169, 14275, 14316, 14416. 15686,
15747, 15818, 15876, 15921, 15958, 15975,
16011, 16040, 16227, 17653, 17727, 17758.
17788, 17832, 17870. 17941, 17978, 19405,
19460, 19481, 19510, 19542, 19609, 20783,
20908; (1964) 896, 944. 1010. 1045, 1066,
1137, 1210. 2536, 2551, 2564, 2693, 2879,
4919, 4944, 5124, 5185, 5213, 5227. 5318.
5395. 7084. 7099. 7115. 7136, 7214. 7240,
7304, 8873, 8960, 9057, 9086. 9241. 9313,
9358, 10721, 10773. 10830. 10857, 10873,
10897. 10923. 11048, 11059, 11074, 11146.
11157. 11217. 12599. 12620, 12673, 12693,
12714, 12749, 12766, 12793, 12814, 12831.
12871. 12894. 12915, 12947. 13006. 14439,
14459, 14501, 14559, 14589, 14611, 14625,
16040, 16058, 16098, 16227, 16321, 16350,
16378, 16403. 16528, 16550, 18195, 18247,
18272, 18299, 18328, 18352, 18427, 18463,
18493, 18510. 18537. 19879, 19980. 20074.
20178. 20192. 20328. 20349. 20361, 21386,
21417, 21512, 21531, 21563. 21572, 21581,
21616, 21627; (1965) 810. 814. 819, 857,
921, 954, 969, 999, 1116, 1130, 2327, 2375.
2477,2538,2573,2628

agricultural situation (1962) 21614; (1963)

12047; (1964) 8474; (1965) 7571
American surplus wheat sales (1963) 18812
antireligious activities

—

hearings (1965) 12171
report (1965) 13881

Europe—Continued
Eastern—Continued

captive nations

—

trends and current conditions, report on
hearings (1963) 9880. 18940

VOA broadcasts, objectives and effec-

tiveness, hearings (1962) 21206
change, impact on Atlantic partnership

(address) (1965) 15058
communist and socialist activities (1962)

3115
conditions in Baltic States and in other

countries, hearings (1965) 12172
demographic changes (1964) 2115
development of Socialist Slovakia (speech)
(1963)2536

East European accession index (1961) 3403;
(1962)3771

Eastern and Southeastern. Austrian re-

search (1961) 15126
economic organization and management

(1963) 674, 677, 768, 800, 890, 904, 923,
955, 1022, 1028, 1119, 1139, 1149,
translations (1961) 15635, 15652, 15670,

15676, 17544, 17556, 17564. 19709,
19721, 19728, 19752, 20989, 20998,
21020, 21040, 21109 (1962) 1119, 1179,

1239, 1241, 1307. 1446. 1489, 1493, 1506,

2957, 3008, 3048, 3063, 3131-32, 3152,

3189, 3212. 3242, 3248, 5910, 6008, 6118,

6143, 7973, 8022, 8049, 8151, 8217,

8219, 8256, 8273. 9954. 10027. 10133.

10175. 10227, 10258, 10303-304, 10354,

10360, 12126, 12192-193, 12205-206,

12234, 14062, 14065, 14102, 14104,

14121, 14129, 14218, 14260, 14314,

14321, 15748, 15776, 15797, 15878,

15902, 15908, 17742, 17837, 17910,

17929, 17992, 18067, 18109, 19646,

19662, 19714. 19743. 19823, 19850,

19899, 19929. 21965. 22032-33. 22075.

22124. 22165, 22229, 22240, 22300,

22328, 22352, 23655, 23678, 23774.

23788, 23792, 23832, 23876; (1963)

2456, 2548, 2623, 2631, 2641, 2656,

2682. 2692. 2749, 2902, 2922, 5113,

5126, 5132, 5226, 5233, 5264, 5270,

5340, 5362, 5406, 5417, 6735, 6780,

6826, 6846, 6863, 6874, 6928, 6957,

6992, 7005, 7027, 7050, 7121, 8469,

8481, 8495, 8558, 8593, 8631, 8638.

8671. 8706. 8728. 8753. 8757, 8764,

8781. 8789. 8802, 8875. 8888. 8900.

8913, 10382. 10407, 10435, 10449,

10474, 10508, 10557, 10559, 10580,

10586, 10595, 10628, 10662, 10670,

10681, 10735. 10841. 12280. 12327,

12329-330, 12393, 12470, 12472. 12480,

12485, 12542, 12565, 12583, 12601,

12603, 12625, 12643, 12676, 12707,

12763. 14131. 14176, 14228, 14248,

14260, 14288, 14305, 14315, 14318,

14420, 14425, 15730, 15750, 15758,

15773, 15809, 15830, 15888, 15899,

15942, 15965, 16042, 16077, 16110,

16148, 16163, 16188, 16211, 16241,

17613, 17725, 17744, 17823, 17850.

18005, 19380, 19418, 19430, 19550,

19591. 19652, 19687, 19701, 19716,

19756, 20797, 20820, 20856; (1964) 920,

959, 995, 1107, 1136, 1199, 1275, 1348,

2531, 2561, 2652, 2676, 2782, 2821,

2898, 2909, 4928, 4995, 5083, 5181,

5215, 5379, 6920, 6941, 6989, 7017,

7049, 7067, 7102, 7144, 7213, 7242,

7269, 7277, 7333, 8899, 9065, 9081,

9097, 9160, 9216, 9244, 9258, 9318,

10737, 10788, 10795, 10811, 10907,

10931, 10980, 11014, 11034, 11081,

11102, 11125, 11186, 11195. 11220,
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Europe—Continued
Eastern—Continued

12612. 12635, 12649, 12681, 12702,

12711, 12734, 12742, 12764, 12780,

12828, 12844, 12858. 12916, 12944,

14408, 14446, 14466, 14484, 14505,
14560, 14588, 14602, 14610, 16008,

16094. 16124. 16175. 16190, 16256.

16298, 16333, 16417, 16425, 16507,

16547, 18229. 18254, 18284, 18351,

18415. 18445, 18459, 18488, 18507,

18559, 18597, 19872. 19881. 19968,

19987, 20033, 20086, 20099, 20198,

20204. 20251. 20278, 20285. 20311,

20347, 20380, 20404, 21381. 21423.
21474, 21511, 21530, 21544, 21557,

21570, 21626, 21649; (1965) 816, 890,

939. 966, 1014, 1025. 1062, 1088, 1112,

1129, 1209, 1229. 2302, 2344, 2367,

2468, 2537, 2602, 2613. 2633, 2652,

2671, 2690

economic

—

reevaluations, winds of change (1965)

4234
translations (1961) 885, 988, 992-993,

1087, 1122-24, 1128-30, 1136, 1140,

1142-43, 1145, 1147-48, 1150-51. 2288,

2290, 2387, 2403, 2409-11, 2419, 2422-23,

2428, 2433-35, 2437-38, 2440, 4469, 4479,

4515, 4531, 4542, 4550-51, 4567. 4676-77,

4691, 4704-5, 4707-8, 4716-17, 4728-31,
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925, 1135, 1274, 2675, 2901, 5189, 5312,
5358, 6931, 6950, 6975, 6999, 7143, 7274,
7288, 8867. 8871. 8951. 8969. 9043. 9185,
9248, 9299, 10808, 10860, 10892. 10926,
11026. 11036. 11091. 11152. 11204. 11232,
12638, 12667, 12722. 12743. 12765, 12786.
12989. 13022, 14490, 14527, 14598, 16011,
16053. 16196. 16216, 16246, 16374, 16388,
18217, 18378, 18461, 18499, 18566, 18605,
19862, 19925, 19978, 20020, 20083, 20213.
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Europe—Continued
Eastern—Continued

20238, 20308, 20397, 20402, 21418, 21456,
21565, 21571, 21580, 21618; (1965) 841,
1052, 1117, 1212, 2411, 2476, 2497, 2601,
2630,2642

U. S. trade relations, special committee,
report to the President, (1965) 11634

winds of change (1965) 8508 '

economic policy evolution, eflFect on United
States (1963) 9395, 9646

Europe and space, French study (1964) 1133
European and British Commonwealth series

(1961) 15975A, 17831, 20166, 21382; (1963)
9395, 13061

European theater of operations. World War
II, Ardennes, Battle of the Bulge (1965)
11381

flight information publication

—

enroute-high altitude (1962) 3855; (1963)
3690

enroute-low altitude (1961) 2893; (1962)
3860; (1963) 3694

planning, air traffic control procedures
(1961) 136, 1673; (1962) 3865; (1963) 3699

foreign operations appropriations hearings
(1962) 19169; (1963) 18918

foreign relations of U.S.

—

departmental editions (1961) 11572; (1962)
14601; (1964) 13463; (1965) 13280

document editions (1961) 10199; (1962)
13333; (1964) 12016; (1965) 12039

health information for travel (1961) 11532;
(1962) 18416; (1963) 16499

housing, intensity of development, etc., of
multi-family projects (1963) 13911

how child care workers are trained (1965)
7292

isostatic anomalies, data indicates nature of
vertical movements of earth's crust,
USSR study (1964) 6879

labor organizations, directories (1965)
18268-269

languages

—

fellowships (1961) 19237; (1962) 19433
law of employed inventors, study (1963) 6303
market indicators (1961) 14919; (1964) 4850
new dimension in Atlantic partnership (ad-

dress) (1964) 5698
news service for fish markets (1965) 10881
paint, varnish, and lacquer, production, con-

sumption, and trade (1962) 13026
President Kennedy's report on trip. May

30-June 6, 1961 (address) (1961) 13678
shipbuilding, fall of 1961, study, report (1962)

21163
social security systems (1965) 17449
socialist countries, hydrometeorological serv-

ices, 7th conference of directors (1965)
11088

study mission report, 1964, report (1965) 5875
tide tables (1961) 16510; (1962) 13116; (1963)

11674; (1964) 13813; (1965) 10314
trade union federations, strained relations

(1964) 18358
United States relations, etc (1963) 13061
Upper Cretaceous strata, correlation with

U.S. by means of ammonites (1964) 18138
Veterans Administration offices, establish,

report (1962) 9283
VHF ionospheric scatter system loss meas-

urements (1965) 2939
west coast, lights and fog signals, list (1961)

4330, 12813, 19442; (1962) 665, 19587;
(1963) 11140; (1964) 5578, 16780, 21814;
(1965) 1531, 8195, 13096, 19988

Western

—

agricultural

—

economies of 17 countries (1961) 7454
situation (1963) 10060; (1963) 6106

Europe—Continued
Western—Continued
apprenticeship role in manpower develop-
ment (1964) 10430

automotive industry, USSR report (1963)
8535

cartelization, general information (1964)
16872

communist and leftist activities (1962) 3222
competition between cotton and man-made

fibers (1961) 12688
conditions in selected countries, study mis-

sion report (1963) 9866
direct investment and U.S. balance of pay-
ments program in relation to economy
(remaks) (1965) 13706

economic programs for labor surplus areas
(1961)3993

Exiucational Materials Laboratory report
(1963)12061

floras of world, annotated list (1961) 5271
food balances

—

estimates (1961) 4250
for 16 countries, 1959-61 (1964) 17908

foreign policy of U.S., hearings (1961) 8983
gas characteristics and factors of gas dis-

tribution (1965) 17282
grain market competition (1962) 13845
liberalization of dollar imports progresses
(1961)20503

markets

—

for men's and boy's clothing (1965) 216
for U.S. soybeans and soybean meal

(1964) 766
profiles (1965) 15374

military aid, subcommittee report (1963)
11900

mortality compared with U.S. (1965) 1618
population study (1964) 2115
rehabilitation programs and facilities

(1964) 1651
research studies

—

completed, list (1964) 7754
currently in progress, list (1961) 15980
in progress, list (1964) 9790

social science research studies,

—

completed, list (1965) 8300
in progress, list (1964) 20814

Soviet economic offensive, special study
mission, report (1963) 4749

standardizing package dimensions (1965)
7180

strategic importance, report (1964) 19453
trade in manufactured products, 1961-62

(1964) 14392-394
U.S. poultry, market-promotion program

increases sales, pictures story (1962)
10862

United States trade (1961) 647, 14918;
(1962)5360,19610

Western and USSR, Soviet plans (1961)
15640

white collar unionism (1963) 19802
women's employment (1964) 7863

European Atomic Energy Community:
AEC-EURATOM conference on aqueous cor-

rosion of reactor materials, papers (1961)
227

and U.S. research program, summaries (1961)
9962

atomic energy cooperation for civil uses,
agreement (1961) 8212; (1962) 22834,
24097; (1964) 1615

hearing (1963) 1968

Euratom cooperation act of 1958, amend

—

hearings (1961) 16611
laws (1961) 18599; (1964) 17253
reports (1961) 16700, 16972; (1964) 13957,

14078
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European Atomic Energy Community—Con.

EURATOM reactor fuel management pro-
gram

—

fuel cycle analysis (1964) 5977
physics analysis (1964) 5976
Euratom reactor fuel management pro-
gram, synthesis of results (1964) 8064

joint research with AEC, power reactor devel-

opment (1962) 2033
USAEC-EURATOM 2-phase flow meeting,

proceedings (1965) 13492
European chafer, see Beetles.

European Common Market, see European Eco-
nomic Community.

European corn borer, control (1963) 1695

European earwigs control around home (1961)

76, 11702; (1964) 19079

European Economic (Community:
agricultural

attache's post, establish (remarks) (1962)

16309
policies, report (1962) 19166
policy (1964) 1324
proposals, Sept.-Oct. 1960, study mission

report (1961) 4090
trade and

finance, statistics (1964) 14172, 15837
Atlantic partnership (remarks) (1962)

14598
antitrust developments, hearings (1963)

13814,17315
Arab communist's criticism, translation

(1962) 22402
area redevelopment policies and economic

research (1965) 11893
business machines. Common Market, trade

patterns, statistical data and graphical
analysis (1961) 18117

commercial relations, joint declaration (1962)
14655

common external tariff, rates and revisions

resulting from 1960-61 tariff negotiations
(1963)11294

Common Market

—

agricultural policy and its adverse effects

on our markets in Western Europe (re-

marks) (1962) 6584
American retailing and Common Market
(1962)13127

and international economies, problems,
Soviet views (1963) 2867

and U.S. balance of payments (remarks)
(1963) 7487

articles (1964) 15370

challenge of new era in world trade (re-

marks) (1962) 8712
Ck)mmon Market and its effect on

—

Labor Department programs (address)
(1962) 20049

our economv and growth (address) (1962)

4873, 978i
(Common Market and our national security

(remarks) (1962) 13129
developments and U.S. farm exports (re-

marks) (1962) 8826
doing business with, selected reading list on
European regional economic organiza-
tions (1963) 8379

effect on U.S. (1963) 13344

France's key role in grain sector (1963)

10206
impact on U.S. economy (address) (1962)

11217
import duties on tobacco and effects on U.S.
tobacco (1962) 13841

Italian communist comments (1962) 19689
its challenge and our response (address)

(1962) 16627

European Economic Community—Continued
Common Market—Continued
maintain and expand market, vital to our
national economy (address) (1962) 16625

potential demand as challenge to American
advertisers (address) (1963) 9771

President's program for competition on
equal terms with Common Market (re-

marks) (1962) 8719
shopping world market (address) (1962)
20695

tobacco exports and Common Market (re-

marks) (1962) 17540
today and tomorrow (address) (1963) 10328

USSR views (1963) 695
U.S. agriculture and Common Market (ad-

dress) (1962) 13224, 14599
U.S. poultry exports, hearings (1963) 18915

competitive aspects of U.S. agriculture and
Common Market (remarks) (1962) 11841

cotton textile industry and consumption,
prospects in EEC (1964) 21323

EEC area, impact of Common Market propos-
als on competitive status of U.S. bread
and feed grains (1961) 20756

effect on U.S. agriculture (1963) 565—
address (1963) 9557

European Economic Community and United
States, study paper (1962) 354

evolving agricultural policy and internation-
al trade (address) (1963) 1727

extension, new U.S. look at foreign economic
policy in light of cold war (1961) 20532

fishing industry, structure in European (Com-
mon Market (1961) 2006

free trade and future of America (address)
(1962)2272

general agreement on tariffs and trade, nego-
tiation under trade expansion act of
1962—

departmental edition (1962) 6463
document edition (1962) 4913
hearings (1962) 11481, 17324, 19386
law (1962) 23194
President's message with analysis and
summarv (1962) 9413

reports (1962) 13482, 15221, 21151, 23399
testimony (1963) 2066
grain

—

livestock economy, compendium of basic
statistics (1965) 58

production and trade statistics, 1950-51
through 1961-62 (1963) 6476

regulations (1963) 12149
Ireland's application for membership (1961)

20494
is Europe our market? (address) (1964) 861
maintenance of American agriculture's posi-

tion. Administration's program (address)
(1962)14738

market for U.S. agricultural products, prob-
lems and benefits (address) (1963) 9566

opportunities for expanding our economy
through overseas trade (address) (1962)
13124

possible impact on U.S. economy (address)
(1963)5814

private trade barriers, description and analv-
sis (1964) 10150

problems and trends in Atlantic partner-
ship

—

EEC and NATO, staff study (1962) 21230
print as Senate document, report (1962)
21375

staff study (1963)11921
print as Senate document, report (1963)

11989
progress report (1962) 23111
proposed patent convention, legal questions,

etc. (address) (1963) 9322
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European Economic Community—Continued

protocol to GATT, agreement (1963) 18330
quality wheat, trade agreements (1965) 6934
Soviet press comment (1962) 17880
trade

—

agreements

—

corn, sorghum, wheat, rice and poultry
(1962) 14656

interim relating to GATT (1962) 16178
quality wheat (1962) 18489
text, schedules, etc (1962) 11297
supplementary report (1962) 11296
with U.S. (1962) 18482

relations between United States and Com-
mon Market nations (1962) 9421
print as Senate document, report (1962)

11570
with United States, 1956-60, statistical

report (1962) 9799
U.S.—

agricultural trade (1963) 2142
business and government programs to
meet competition (address) (1962) 18897

compensatory renegotiations (1962) 8663
fishing industry and European (Common
Market (1963) 8273

investment shows growing trend (1962)
20701

poultry exports, impact of regulations,
statements (1964) 6506

reciprocal negotiations (1962) 8662
on agricultural products (1962) 11843

trade

—

1962-63 (1964) 18178
policy (address) (1962) 14597

wage costs and trade advantage compared
with Great Britain and U.S. (1964) 10305

what is it and what does it mean to U.S.?
(1962) 143

wheat in Common Market, setting agricul-
tural price (speech) (1963) 1722

European Free Trade Association:
business machines. Outer Seven, trade pat-

terns, statistical data and graphical
analysis (1961)18117

United States trade, 1959-63 (1964) 21077
European military museums, survey of their

philosophy, facilities, programs, man-
agement (1961) 13662

European pine shoot moths:
damage

—

as related to red pine growth (1961) 670
reduced on sheared Christmas trees (1961)
673

description, control, etc (1961) 19355
eradicating, testing partial atmospheric fu-

migation on baled and bagged pine seed-
lings (1965) 7731

eradication

—

on ornamental pines with methyl bromide
(1962) 17578

with methyl bromide in commercial nurser-
ies (1963) 15582

fumingating on ornamental pines, procedures
and equipment (1963) 6493

ponderosa pine region, potential damage,
economic evaluation (1965) 12501

European Space Research Organization, desig-
nate as international organization for
purposes of immunities act report, (1965)
19225

E}uropean War, 1914-18, see aiso Pensions.
EXiropean War, 1914-18, veterans, see Veterans.
Europeans, social democrats, economic-

political ideas, 1964 (1964) 7250
Europium:

oxide, thermal expansion (1963) 7217

Europium—Continued
sesquioxide

—

and europium trichloride, heat of forma-
tion, (1965) 14704

high-temperature heat content and entropy
(1962)20100

Europium oxide, crystallographic modifications
and phase transformation rates (1965)
11389

Eurymelidae, catalogue (1965) 4094
Euteriadou, Athena N., relief (1961) 12394
Euxenite: extraction and separation of yttrium

and rare-earth elements (1962) 3341
Idaho concentrate, extraction and separation

of rare-earth elements (1965) 5089
Evacanthidae, catalog (1963) 1650
Evacuation:

air, of patients with head injuries (1961)
17951

coastal areas for Hurricane Carla, Sept. 3-14,

1961, civil defense report (1963) 180
dependents of Armed Forces from Panama

and Cyprus, payments of expenses, au-
thorize

—

hearing (1964) 19591
law (1964) 19421
reports (1964) 13937, 19563

dependents of uniformed services from danger
areas

—

hearings (1965) 7475, 8974
law (1965) 10361
reports (1965) 5876, 10630

evacuation pattern analysis of survivable
commercial aircraft crash (1962) 16422

see a/so Japanese in United States.
Evaluating ecological trends on campgrounds

(1963) 19262
Evaluation and research program of U.S. cen-

suses of population and housing (1964)
185, 10067, 15322-323; (1965) 4351, 7275,
10255

Evaluation and testing in teaching modern for-

eign languages (1963) 4815
Evaluation of contractor quality control sys-

tems (1961) 4139
Evaluation of Wage Data for Interarea Com-

parisons Committee, report (1965) 16570
Evaluation of washery performance (1962)

22477
Evaluation reports, Puget Sound Naval Ship-

yard (1962) 6446
Evang, Karl, Karl Evang and communism, Nor-

wegian comments (1961) 15181
Evans, Allan, research in action, Department of

State's Bureau of Intelligence and Re-
search (1965) 20083

Evans, Dallas E., Venus and Mars, nominal
natural environment for advanced
manned planetary mission program
(1965)11419

Evans, Dilys, relief (1962) 11326
Evans, Francis L. Ill, bibliography on synthetic

detergents in water and wastes (1964)
7690

Evans, Harold E., gold plated miniature ball

bearings for high speed vacuum perform-
ance (1964) 1478

Evans, Joanne M., relief (1965) 10416
Evans, John S.,:

investigation of effect of high temperature on
Schumann-Runge ultraviolet absorption
continuum of oxygen (1963) 1321

radio attenuation due to plasma sheath on
hypersonic blunt-nosed cone (1964) 3021

Evans, R.L.:
determining mass of liquid propellant within

space vehicle tank subjected to zero grav-
ity (1963) 7259, 12850
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Evans, R.L.—Continued
launch deflector design criteria and applica-

tion to Saturn C-1 deflector (1963) 9145
Evans, Richard V. and wife, land conveyance

(1961) 14233; (1962) 6923, 7121

Evans, Thomas G., geometric-analogy intelli-

gence-test questions (1965) 4199
E^vans, Thomas G., geometric-analogy intelli

gence-test questions (1965) 4199
EXfans, W. Duane, remarks May 21, 1964 (1964)

13076
Evans, W.H.:
small office automation (1965) 5374
bibliography (1963) 11277

Elvans, William T., analytical investigation of

helicopter rotor driven and controlled by
jet flap (1965) 18576

Evans County, Ga., cardiovascular disease field

study (1964) 11551
E>anston, 111.:

agricultural commodity office, electronic data
processing system, inadequacies, GAO
review (1963) 19281

beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 10761
document edition (1965) 10389

E>ansville, Ind. census of business, 1963, major
retail centers, standard metropolitan
statistical area (1965) 17169

standard metropolitan area, central busi-

ness district statistics (1961) 8461
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13944, 13955
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20585

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4789

Dress Memorial Airport, weather observa-
tions, hourly, decennial census (1963)

21158
railroad accident (1964) 879
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

15021
Evaporated milk, see Milk.
Evaporation:
and transpiration, bibliography (1961) 12802
composition of volatile proaucts released by

plastics after exposure to high tempera-
tures, USSR study (1965) 11257

control research (1961) 714; (1963) 6569
distribution in Communist China, application

of meteorological records in economic
construction, study (1961) 2207

from exposed water surfaces of 17 Western
States (1962) 9731

human waste, volatility at elevated tempera-
tures (1963) 18473

liquid film, during nucleate boiling, nature
(1964)21750

pan and lake, national atlas sheet (1961) 2753
physiologic water loss, measurement (1964)

13727
rates (1962) 9731
organic lubricants in vacuum (1964) 5517

reservoir, utilizing mass-transfer theory for

measuring, practical field technique
(1962)9732

rhenium volatilization in molybdenite concen-
trates. USSR study (1963) 14331

selenium and tellurium volatization studies,

radioisotopes as tracers (1962) 14445
studies (series) (1962) 9731-32; (1964) 8763
surface energy balance in arid lands agricul-

ture (1964) 4219
Tennessee River basin, 1935-59, observations

(1961)6591

Evaporators:
maple sap, oil-fired, construction of arches

and burners (1963) 4341
multi-stage flash, chamber geometry (1964)

19816
sea water, scale control (1965) 12568
wiped film distillation, economic and technical

evaluation (1964) 19815
Evaporites, see Sedimentary rocks.

Evapotranspiration:
and soil moisture-fertilizer interrelations,

with irrigated grain sorghum (1965)
16945

studies (series) (1965) 12546
vegetation, Blaney-Criddle method for esti-

mating, analysis and simplification (1963)

17488
E^vapo-transpiration reduction (1961) 416
Evenson, R.E., geology and ground water of

Point Arguello Naval Missile Facility

(1963) 6565
Everett, F.D.:

mineral industry of Wyoming (1963) 3071;

(1965) 1363; (1964) 1427
mining practices at four uranium properties

in Gas Hills, Wyo (1963) 9112
tellurium resources in Arizona, etc (1964)

5493
Everett, N.B.:

cell proliferation in adrenal of control and
cold exposed rats (1964) 4247

recirculation of lymphocytes (1964) 19141

red cell formation rate in rats at 24° C and 5°

C (1963) 13203
Everett, Wash.:
census of business, 1963, major retail centers,

standard metropolitan statistical area
(1965)17183

port (1965) 18035
Everglades National Park:
general information (1961) 17747; (1962)

10557; (1963) 19976; (1965) 9793
land addition

—

law (1964) 19396
reports (1964) 14054, 17537

Evergreen Park, 111., population, special census
(1963) 1899

Everhart, Philip E.:

flows past blunt bodies at transonic speeds
(1963)5561

heat transfer distribution on swept slab delta

wings (1964) 21772
Evers, Arthur H., injuries and accident causes

in sawmills (1963) 16275
Everybody needs water (1961) 11564
EVESR (Esada Vallecitos experimental super-

heat reactor), see Reactors (atomic).

Eviction, dependments of servicemen, protec-
tion, hearing (1963) 8126

Evidence:
admission of confessions and statements in

District of Columbia courts

—

hearings (1961) 12344
report (1961) 12222

documentary material pertinent to antitrust
investigations, compel production

—

hearing (1961) 12521
law (1962) 20839
reports (1961) 19113; (1962) 7051, 9257,

15189,19131,
material evidence, photographic and physical

methods for investigating, USSR study
(1963)5164

microfilmed records held in custodial or fidu-

ciary capacity, permitted

—

law (1961) 16601
reports (1961) 16956, 20543

military justice, Army pamphlet (1961) 11769;
(1962) 18684
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Evidence—Continued

pertaining to assassination of President
Kennedy, preserving reports (1965)
17581,19447

preservation in Federal elections, hearing
(1961)17146

rules discussed in transportation proceedings
of ICC (1962) 9810; (1964) 6873

testimony
by employees and production of records in

legal proceedings, Federal aviation regu-
lations, change (1964) 4683

by FAA employees in legal proceedings,
FAA regulations (1962) 13774

Chao Fu, defector from Communist China,
hearing (1963) 334

in investigations of violations of Hobbs act
and Taft-Hartley act, compel and grant
immunity to witnesses

—

hearings (1961) 17135
report (1961) 14616

uniform rules for district courts, preliminary
report (1962) 6515

Evins, Joe L., address. May 4, 1965 (1965) 10561
Evitts Creek quadrangle, Md. and Pa., geology

(1965)2225
Evjen, Victor H., presentence investigation

report, (1965) 11814
Evolution:

algae, and nucleic acids, literature data (1963)
18516

animal organs, USSR studies (1964) 21415
avian genus (Dlamator, evolutionary trends

(1964)21869
functional, of enzyme systems in cellular

metabolism of nerve tissue of verte-
brates, USSR study (1965) 2422

genus Mya, and Tertiary migrations of Mol-
lusca (1965) 9269

insects, correlation between development rate
in and nucleotide composition of their
ribosomeRNA(1965) 11205

landscapes, relation of entropy to changes in

space and time (1962) 11893
ontogeny, factors which determine changes,

USSR study (1961) 2200
paths of the genotype (1962) 1016
processes of self-reproduction and evolution,

attempt at modelling, USSR study (1963)
5244

value of axiomatic method in studying direc-
tions of change in living systems, USSR
study (1962) 3081

Evolution of rising responsibility (address)
(1965)8311

EJvonuk, Eugene:
cardiovascular effects of norepinephrine

thermogenesis in warm- and cold-accli-
matized rats (1963) 13206

pulmonary effects of cold acclimatization and
norepinephrine calorigenesis (1963) 18474

Evtushenko, Eugene, Fidel Castro interview
(1963)2791

Evvard, John C, limits on observational capa-
bilities of aerospacecraft (1965) 14851

Ewashinka, John G., thermal cycling and heat
damage tests of thin-film cadmium sulfide
solar cells (1965) 18579

Ewes, see Sheep.

Ewing, C.T.:

high temperature properties of sodium and
potassium (1963) 3234, 16463; (1964) 5614

progress reports (1965) 11578, 11590
Bowing, Faye, USAF officer career decisions,

predictability (1965) 7098
EXving quadrangle, Ky.-Va., geology (1963) 6551

Examination system of Patent Office (1961)
10513

Elxaminations:
Armed Forces Qualification Test, job perform-

ance of enlisted men scoring low (1964)
15276

Army

—

enlistment screening test, feasibility of
abbreviated forms (1964) 15275

simulated branching tests, preliminary
evaluation (1964) 15274

Foreign Service

—

career reserve officer, USIA, sample ques-
tions (1964) 7748

officer, State Department, sample questions
(1964)7748

Patent Office, requirements for registration
to practice (1961) 21292

professional service for vocational rehabili-
tation agencies (1964) 9872

selective service college qualification test,
bulletin of information (1961) 5086; (1962)
6443

see also Ability—Civil service— aiso type or
subject of examinations

Elxaminers, see Hearing examiners—Patent
examiners.

Elxcavation:
comparison of State safety codes wdth ASA,

chart (1964) 2947
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7236; (1963) 3652; (1964)
3470, 12289; (1965) 3372

Fort Churchill frozen ground, critical depth
shots of 100 and 500 lb charges of dyna-
mite (1961) 14810

frozen ground,

—

Alaska, 1960-61 (1965) 12403
igloo foxholes (1961) 9068
methods (1961) 9069

nuclear excavation technology, progress
(1965)13535

Ogotoruk Creek area, Alaska, effects of nucle-
ar detonations proposed (1963) 4494

operations, investigation of occupational
hazards to young workers (1963) 18027

penetration of shaped charges into frozen
ground (1964) 8516

rock, for underground installations, engineer-
ing manual (1961) 14802

snow tunnels, production analysis of cut-
and-cover trench construction (1965) 9064

tunneling in permafrost (1964) 10487
Rosewell, Gloucester County, Va., 1957-59

(1962)14513
Excelsior Springs, Mo.:
Fishing River and tributaries, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 18029
document edition (1965) 17478

Exceptional children, see Children.
Excess property, see Surplus property.
Exchange offering of U.S. savings bonds, series

H(1964) 11670
Exchange stabilization, see Money.
Elxchanges, see Foreign exchange.
Elxchanges (international), see International

exchanges.
Ebccise taxes:
compendium of papers on structure (1964)

12163
computing constructive sales price, amend

act

—

law (1964) 17429
reports (1964) 17615, 17748

Federal
excise tax data (1965) 7497
structure-
hearings (1964) 19522
panel discussion (1964) 14020
summary, hearings (1965) 8910, 12209
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Excise taxes—Continued
interest equalization tax on foreign securi-

ties

—

description and technical explanation
(1963) 15336

digest of testimony, etc (1964) 10348
interest equalization tax act on foreign secur-

ities

—

extend

—

hearings (1965) 14000
law (1965) 17435
reports (1965) 13925, 15681, 15957, 17618

impose

—

hearings (1963) 18962; (1964) 14134

law(1964) 17421
reports (1964) 2075, 6302, 15724, 17592
statement (1963) 21 148

IRS looseleaf regulations system (1961) 7551,
19456, 20858; (1962) 679-680, 2555, 7497,
9772, 17656, 19594, 23605-606; (1963) 629,
5055, 6582, 8372, 10325, 12251, 14064-66,
15642, 17551; (1964) 855-856, 2447, 3697,
4837, 12546, 15979; (1965) 768, 3614, 4887,
6370, 7829, 9299-9300, 16347, 18259-260

miscellaneous, payable by return, IRS loose-
leaf regulations system (1961) 7551

hearings (1962) 13678; (1963) 13801; (1964)
12164

laws (1961) 12125; (1962) 16734; (1963)
13426; (1964) 15384

reports (1961) 10296, 10303, 10478; (1962)
13433, 13450, 15222, 15347, 15358; (1963)
11831, 11840, 13718; (1964) 12083, 12089,
13955, 14057

reduction act of 1965

—

law (1965) 12032

recommendations, draft bill and analysis
(1965) 10564

reports (1965) 10502, 10505, 12142
Senate amendments, summary (1965) 12210
statements of Secretary of Treasury Fow-

ler and Assistant Secretary of Treasury
Surrey, (1965) 17919

reduction, questions and answers for consum-
ers (1965) 13317

reductions, message from the President (1965)
10400

technical changes act of 1958, amend internal
revenue code

—

law (1962) 23258
reports (1961) 18916; (1962) 21175, 21415

see also names of items taxed.
Elxcitation (psychology):
nervous activity, changes in physico-chemical

properties of cerebral proteins, USSR
study (1964) 10739

Excitation of living cells as disturbances of
steady state of open systems, USSR
(1963) 19399

Exciters (voltage regulating):
static regulator, technical manual (1964) 7730

Ebccreta, see Feces.
Executive, see President of United States.
Executive Branch of the Government, Commis-

sions on Organization of, see Organiza-
tion of Executive Branch of the (jovern-
ment Commissions.

Ebcecutive departments, see Government of-

fices—Government reorganization plans
—Government supplies.

Ebcecutive Mansion:
appropriation, 1962, supplemental, proposal

(1961) 18986
reports (1961) 16762, 17025

Benjamin Latrobe and Dolley Madison deco-
rate the White House, 1809-11 (1965)
18632

Executive Mansion—Continued
care and preservation of historic contents of

White House

—

law (1961) 18677
White House First Ladies dresses

—

in First Ladies Hall (1962) 3480
general information (1961) 4986; (1962) 18340;

(1963) 7339
National Museum exhibit (1964) 1583

White House police force, establish by perma-
nent law

—

hearing (1962) 11671
law (1962) 15068
reports (1962) 11373, 11403, 11601

Executive Office Building, historical study
(1965) 1564

Executive Office of the President:
appropriations
hearings (1961) 10330, 12501 (1962) 7081,

9479; (1963) 7985, 9997; (1964) 6341,
12251; (1965) 7474, 10667

law (1961) 14125; (1962) 16800; (1963) 13413
(1964) 17251; (1965) 13787

report (1961) 12454; (1962) 9252, 9442,
16971; (1963) 7941, 9983, 11814; (1964)
8297, 14048, 15497; (1965) 8789, 12152,
12261

see also President of United States.
Ebcecutive offices, see Government offices.

Ebcecutive orders, see President of United
States

—

also subjects.
Ebcecutive Papers, Joint (Committee on Disposi-

tion of, reports (1961) 5690, 7083, 7107,
8768, 8816, 10287, 12252, 14312, 14353,
14369, 16728, 18896, 18913, 20554 (1962)
4947, 7032-33, 7048, 7063, 9261, 9321,
11349, 13421, 15225, 16946, 17050, 19117,
21033, 21069, 21138, 21145, 23348 (1963)
7920-22, 9881, 11793, 13591, 15251, 17102,
17140, 18845, 18884 (1964) 2043, 4463,
4481, 6294, 8293, 8333, 10207, 10214,
10251, 12074, 13931, 15488, 15499, 17593,
17620, 19462 (1965) 5887, 5891, 8770, 8787,
8800, 10473, 13913, 13942, 15709, 17605,
17612,19223,19247

Ebcecutive Seminar Center, Kings Point, N.Y.,
general information (1965) 1929

Ebcecutives:

definition under fair labor standards act
(1965)15137

Federal Government

—

introduction to
new executives (1965) 4404
personnel and pay systems (1961) 5526;
(1963)6030

future in savings and loan industry (address)
(1964) 19684

guide for selection (1962) 327
training and development. Army pamphlet

(1964)13677
Exemplary rehabilitation certificates, award to

certain discharged service personnel,
report (1961) 12227

Exercisability of tactile sensitivity, USSR
(1963) 12342

Exercise:
athletic exercises and nutritional require-

ments of sportsmen, USSR study (1961)
17509

carbonic anhydrase inhibition, effect in exer-
cising rats (1963) 14921

leading to mastering horizontal support on
crossbars, USSR electrophysiologic
study (1962) 15712

physical

—

and electric activity, USSR study (1962)
12076

work of muscles during excercises, method
of analysing, USSR study (1962) 7941
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Elxercise—Continued
plan prepared by President's Council on

Physical Fitness

—

vigor, for boys (1964) 11539
vim, for girls (1964) 11540

shape up program for Navy personnel (1963)
19996

teaching and training, consideration of indi-

vidual differences in activity of sports-
man-acrobat, USSR study (1965) 2783

Exercise therapists:
examination announcements (1962) 2258,

23102; (1965) 19020
discontinuance notice (1963) 187

Veterans Administration, career opportuni-
ties (1961) 5160

Exfoliative cytology, see Cytology.
Exhaust nozzles, see Nozzles.
Exhaust systems:

aircraft, lift/cruise fan, research program
(1965)3066

emission control, for automotive vehicles.
Federal standard (1965) 16198

jet

plumes, effects on flow over cone-
cylinder-flare bodies, exploratory tests
(1962)6280

transport, 4-engine, tests of exhaust inges-
tion due to thrust reversal during ground
rolI(1961)4941

Elxhibitions:

American Civil War, catalog of exhibit (1961)
19828

Canadian Universal and International, Unit-
ed States participation, appointment of
commissioner general, authorize

—

law (1964) 19394
reports (1964) 15708, 17520

FVench exposition at Moscow and Soviet expo-
sition at Paris, 1961 (1961) 13061

Main Street U.S.A. opening ceremonies (re-

marks) (1963) 4653
Smithsonian Institution, traveling service,

Daniells in India, catalog (1963) 3327
United States scientific geographical explora-

tions of Pacific basin, 1783-1899 (1961)
19997

USSR-
achievements of national economy (1962)

1437
awards for entries in 1960 exposition of
achievements in national economy (1961)
19501
plastics and products used in machine

building (1962) 5693
see subjects.

Exhibits:
Agriculture Department, 50 years of market-

ing services (1963) 9528
American Civil War, catalog (1961) 19828
atoms at work. South American tour (1961)

13839
cotton, 28th official International Samples

Fair, U.S. participation (1961) 596
display catalog, civil defense (1965) 13669
displays and supplementary services inciden-

tal thereto, term contract (1961) 20746;
(1963)2283

historic and scientific displays in naval ships
and stations (1961) 9635; (1965) 1532

international trade fairs, U.S. participation
(1961) 3330; (1962) 3801

Library of Congress (1961) 3404; (1962) 3794;
(1963)3631

public welfare, catalog (1965) 11794
show and sell, where, when, guide to exhibits

around world (1965) 14460
smoking, medical research and practice (1962)

3457

Exhibits—Continued
technicians and specialist, examination an-

nouncement (1962) 321; (1963) 15101
amendment (1964) 6079
discontinuance notice (1965) 7323

traveling, framed reproductions from Nation-
al Gallery of Art (1964) 7584; (1965) 13068

U.S. exhibits, international trade fairs, 1964
(1964)6862

Weimar Electrotechnical Conference in East
Germany, measuring techniques (1962)
10143

Eximbank:
broadens commodity, country coverage (1961)

9163
offers two new programs of assistance to U.S.

exporters (1962) 687 i

Elxits (aircraft):
'

ejector with various spacing ratios and corre-
lation with small-scale tests, flight inves-
tigation (1961) 1253

external stream effects on performance of
isentropic plug-type nozzles at Mach
numbers of 2.0, 1.8, and 1.5 (1962) 12423

flush and shield auxiliary exits, performance
(1961)17702

helicopters, illumination of passenger emer-
gency exit markings, civil air regulations,
amdt (1962) 7323

illumination of passenger emergency exit
markings, civil air regulations, amdts
(1962)7317,7319,7321

jet effects on base drag of cylindrical after-
body with extended nozzles (1961) 1279

multiple jet, effect on base pressure of simple
wing-body combination (1963) 5555

slotted and round jet, effects of various ar-
rangements on lift and pitching moment
of rectangular-base model (1961) 4936

Exobiology, see Life on other planets.
Exodontia:
crevicular depth of 2d molar in impacted 3d

molar surgery (1963) 82
hematologic changes following simple exodon-

tia (1964) 5900
stress patterns in dental patients—
adrenocortical responses in operative den-

tistry and impacted surgery (1963) 7639
effect of local anesthetic administration
upon serum free 17-hydroxycorticoster-
oids (1962) 10919

serum and urine 17-hydroxycorticosteroid
responses in impaction patients (19(52)

14790
surface contour changes after tooth extrac-

tion (1963) 7640
Elxosphere:
planetary, density in (1961) 15805
spectrum of hydromagnetic waves (1964) 7554

Expandable space structures, see Spacecraft.

Bxxpanded vinyl fabrics, see Textiles.

Expanding distribution and warehousing in
Alaska (1961) 9726

Expansion (thermal):
allowed by flexible fastener (1964) 14831
alpha alumina (1961) 7946
anisotropy and preferred orientation in rolled

zinc alloys containing copper and titan-
ium (1965) 16597

behavior, of alkali-metal and mercury vapors
flowing through nozzles (1964) 18789

boron-containing fuel, expansion processes
involving combustion products with equi-
librium condensation (1961) 19906

cantilever springs maintain tension in ther-
mally expanded wires (1965) 11423

coefficients of recrystallized rods (1961) 18014
effect on built-up roofing (1964) 3053, 7581
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Expansion (thermal)—Continued
fastener used in high-temperature environ-

ment, cooling and compensation (1965)

5147
magnesium oxide, interlaboratory study

(1963)3076
measurements of 2000° F with automatic re-

cording dilatometer (1963) 20295
oxides of yttrium, cerium, samarium, euro-

pium, and dysprosium (1963) 7217
rare-earth oxides (1961) 19881

refractory oxides (1962) 12402

seal allows blind assembly and thermal ex-

pansion of components (1965) 5157
technical solids at low temperature, compila-

tion from literature (1961) 11443
Ebcpansion of polynomials in Bessel operators

(1965)18595
Ebcpansion tubes:

isentropic 1-dimensional unsteady expansions
in equilibrium real air with particular
reference to shock-initiated flows, charts
for analysis (1964) 11420

modification, perfect-gas analysis of expan-
sion tunnel (1965) 8132

new device for producing high-enthalpy
short-duration hypersonic gas flows

(1963)5614
Expedience and goal in social development,

USSR (1964) 10781
Ebcpenditures:

capital

—

funds for research and development in col-

leges and universities, 1958 (1961) 13580
trade and service establishments in U.S.,

1963, current business reports (1965)

17211
census data, response errors in collection by

household interviews (1965) 5715
consumer expenditures and income

—

Anchorage, Alaska (1964) 2951
Athol, Mass (1964) 11269
Atlanta, Ga. (1963) 1166, 7151
Austin, Tex (1963) 7156
Bakersfield, Calif (1964) 9381
Baltimore, Md. (1963) 7160, 12786
Baton Rouge, La (1964) 7372
Boston, Mass (1963) 1167, 7152
Buffalo, N.Y. (1963) 9050
Cambridge, Ohio (1964) 11272
Cedar Rapids, Iowa (1963) 10890, 14455
Champaign-Urbana, 111 (1963) 12790, 14459
Chicago, 111 (1963) 1165, 7150
Cincinnati, Ohio (1963) 18031-32
Cleveland, Ohio (1963) 12787-788
Crookston, Minn (1964) 11272
Dallas, Tex (1963) 10892, 14457
Dayton, Ohio (1963) 19788-789
Denver, Colo (1964) 1368-69
Detroit, Mich (1963) 7145-46
Durham, N.C. (1964) 2956, 5427
Eureka, Calif (1964)11271
Fairbanks, Alaska (1964) 1366
Florence, Ala. (1964) 11270
Gainesville, Tex (1964) 11270
Gallup, N.Mex., Klamath Falls, Oreg (1963)

16274
Green Bay, Wis (1964) 2957, 5428
Hartford, Conn (1963) 19790-791
Honolulu, Hawaii (1964) 1370-71

Indianapolis, Ind (1963) 7154, 14452
Ketchikan, Alaska (1964) 1367, 5426
Lancaster, Pa (1964) 2952-53
Las Vegas, Nev (1964) 9379-80
Logansport, Ind (1964) 11272
Los Angeles, Calif (1963) 12789, 14458
Mangum, Okla (1964) 11270
Manhattan, Kans (1964) 11272
Martinsville, Va. (1964) 11270

Expenditures—Continued
consumer expenditures and income—Con.

Menasha, Wis (1964) 11272
Millville, N.J. (1964) 11269
Nashville, Tenn (1963) 19786-787
New Jersey, Northern (1963) 7157, 12784
New York, N.Y. (1963) 1164, 7149
tables to be used with supp. 3 to BLS re-

ports 237-84 to 237-88 (1965) 7965
Okmulgee, Okla. (1964) 11270
Orem, Utah (1964) 11271
Orlando, Fla. (1963) 10891, 14456
Philadelphia, Pa. (1963) 5437, 12782
Pittsburgh, Pa (1963) 7155, 14453
Portland, Maine (1963) 7158, 14454
rural farm population

—

north central region (1965) 11826, 18868
northeastern region (1^65) 11825, 18867
southern region (1965) 11827, 18869
United States (1965) 11829, 18870
western region (1965) 11828

rural nonfarm areas

—

north central region, supp. (1965) 11338
northeastern region (1964) 18626
supp. (1965)11337

southern region (1964) 18627
supp. (1965) 11339

United States (1964) 16586
supp. (1965) 11341

western region (1964) 14687
supp. (1965) 11340

St. Louis, Mo (1963) 7159, 12785
San Francisco, Calif (1963) 7147-48
Seattle, Wash (1963) 7153, 12783
Sebring, Fla. (1964)11270
small cities in southern region, Cleveland,
Tenn., etc (1963) 14460

Southbridge, Mass (1964) 11269
urban and rural, 1960-61

—

north central region, supp. (1965) 14620
southern region, supp. (1965) 14621
total north central region (1965) 14619
total northeastern region (1965)

14617-618
total southern region (1965) 12784
total United States (1965) 11342
western region, (1965) 14622-623

urban places, 1960-61

—

North central region (1964) 13044; (1965)
14614

northeastern region (1964) 13043, 18621;
(1965) 14613

southern region (1964) 13045; (1965) 1277,
16550

western region (1964) 14686, 18622; (1965)
14615

urban United States (1964) 11268; (1965)
14616
detail (1964) 18623-625

Washington, D.C. (1963) 1163, 14451, 16273
Wichita, Kans (1964) 2954-55

consumer- 1960-61 low-consumption families
(paper) (1965) 18398

House Members, oflice expenses outside Dis-

trict of Columbia, reimburse, report
(1964)17590

Kansu Province, China, 1959 final accounts
and 1960 draft budget, report (1961) 794

nonprofit organizations for scientific re-

search and development (1961) 21272
nursing in small health agencies, procedures

using work units (1962) 12664
planned for higher education facilities,

1961-65(1962)19425
residential properties, additions, alterations,

etc (1964) 17084
USSR, social and cultural measures, prevent-

ing inefficiency (1963) 12425
working mothers, job-related expenses (1964)

6053
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Expenditures—Continued

see also Finance

—

also subject for which ex-

penditures are made.
Expenditures of United States Government:
combined statements (1961) 3655; (1962) 4460;

(1963) 1612; (1964) 4175; (1965) 1731

monthly statements (1961) 3620; (1962) 4081;

(1963) 3924; (1964) 3747; (1965) 3662
see also Budget of United States.

Experienced workers, see Labor.
Experiences with submarine atmospheres (1963)

7188
Experiment planning, see Planning.

Experiment stations, see Agricultural experi-

ment stations

—

also names of stations.

Experimental biology and medicine bulletin

(USSR periodical):

translations (1964) 16142
Experimental Data Processing and Display

Facility, National Aviation Facilities

Experimental Center, Atlantic City, N.J.,

functional description of laboratory
(1963) 18344

Experimental production of lightweight basic
refractories (1962) 18224

Experimental Scientific Research Institute of

Metal Cutting Machine Tools (ENIMS)
and Order of Lenin Stankokonstrukysiya
plant (1962) 17726

Elxperiments and experimentation:
animal cerebral cortex (1963) 19471
control of liquid hydrogen hazards at experi-

mental facilities, review (1965) 17098
experimental

design work, USSR, legal aspects (1963)
17997

statistics, handbook (1963) 18187
experiments on human beings in modern for-

eign medicine, USSR translation (1963)
19710

field, for control of cabbage insects (1964)
13563

high school students, water intake by soil

(1963) 14877
humane treatment of animals used in re-

search, provide, hearings (1963) 294
magnetic mirror experiments, 2 direct-

methods of plasma production, evalua-
tion (1965) 11506

multiple comparison procedures (1965) 12510
opportunities for participation in space flight

investigations (1965) 6767, 16732
pharmacology, USSR studies (1964) 20246
plutonium-239, Soviet, articles (1963) 2708
statistics, planning and analysis of compara-

tive experiments (1965) 13449
velocity-selected atomic-beam apparatus

(1965)2903
Experiments and experimentation, see Factorial

experiment designs.
Ebcperts:

academic, views on East-West trade, compila-
tion, print additional copies, report (1964)
19573

employment and compensation, guide for Fed-
eral executives (1965) 327

Ebcplanatory bulletins. Wage and Hour and Pub-
lic Contracts Divisions (1961) 16044;
(1962) 8740-41, 14676; (1963) 14770-771,
18362; (1964) 7836; (1965) 16909

Exploding conductors, final report, June 30,
1960-June 30, 1963 (1964) 13333

Explorations:
archeological, Mongolia, 1961-62 (1964) 10911
assistance. Minerals Exploration Office pro-

gram (1963) 12821
China, articles from Jen-min Jih-pao (1961)

7645

Explorations—Continued

electrical, principles of, USSR study (1964)
6983

explorers' routes, trails and early roads in

U.S. maps, list (1963)
geochemical

—

analytical methods used by Geological Sur-
vey (1963) 2343

near Getchell mine, Humboldt County, Nev
(1964) 15943

geographical

—

and mapping of Pacific Basin 1783-1899,
exhibit (1961) 19997

in deserts of central Asia (1961) 15388
in aerospace (1961) 8333; (1962) 8898
Gulf of Alaska scallop (1964) 14272
marine geophysical, USSR report (1963) 6866
mineral deposits

—

Habersham County, Ga (1965) 4230
White County, Ga (1965) 4231

moon, systems for Apollo (1964) 7471, 9536
outer space, practical values, report (1961)

20559
see also Outer space.

Explorations in measurement and prediction of
contributions of one sample of scientists

(1962) 1975
Ebcplore the woodland. Rock Creek Nature Cen-

ter, Washington, D.C. (1963) 1351
Elxplorer, see Satellites.

Explorer (ocean survey ship):

oceanographic cruise report, 1960 (1962) 6853
Ebcploring Hopewell Village, tour guide (1962)

22643
Ebcplosibility of agricultural dusts (1961) 9453
Ebcplosion of a myth, unique community epilepsy-

service (1965) 18705
Explosions:
Atlas F ICBM, hearings (1965) 429
blasting agent mix building, Norton, Va.

(1962) 10476
calculation of

—

characteristics of detonation, etc., USSR
study (1961) 2100

point detonation with counterpressure tak-
en into account (1961) 902

charge casing effect on stability of detonation
and its action, USSR study (1961) 4714

close-in air blast from row charge in basalt
(1965)17123

compressor, causes (1963) 18075
constants, heat transfer in closed containers

for purpose of determining ignition condi-
tions, USSR study (1961) 19530

dependence of probability of transmission on
distance between charges and on area of

passive charge, USSR study i(1961) 4618
detonation

—

in gas mixtures, effect of tetraethyllead
(1961)2368

spin theory, USSR study (1961) 923
effect on plastics (1961) 13597
energy parameter B for strong blast waves

(1962)22621
explosibility of

—

carbonaceous dusts (1965) 6606
metal powders, study (1964) 18698

explosion-generated motion scaling laws va-
lidity, case study (1964) 14754

explosion-proof testing techniques (1964)
7957

explosive properties of gasless systems (1961)
10923

fluidized-bed thermal coal dryers, hazards
(1965)9569

gas, hazards associated with bulk storage of
molten sulfur (1963) 7221

gasdynamics of combustion (1964) 21779
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Explosions—Continued

gaseous detonation structure in tubes, USSR
study (1961) 4615

generation in NCI 3 under effect of ultrasonic
vibrations USSR study (1961) 4613

glove-box facilities, protection (1965) 189
hazards

—

associated with liquefied natural gas (1962)
23982

of diethyl ether (1962) 22497
of flight vehicle combustibles, review (1963)
5470

of gasfreeing of cargo tanks (1961) 6272
helicopter downwash blast effects study

(1965)529
hydrogen-air mixtures, USSR study (1961)

4629
hydrogen peroxide system containing organic

substances, detonability studies (1962)
1640

in hard dry rock for design of Schooner 100-kt
nuclear experiment (1965) 17120

in ice, technical report (1962) 9560
jet-blast effects on dust-covered surface at

low ambient pressure, exploratory inves-
tigation (1962) 8494

laboratory dust explosions, pressure develop-
ment (1965) 1378

limits of gas mixtures, USSR study (1961)
2366

local effects, methods of evaluation, USSR
study (1961) 4702

luminescence temperature measurements by
optical method, USSR study (1961) 4658

Mach reflection of detonation waves in solid

explosive material, experimental detec-
tion (1962) 1091

mechanism of genesis of detonation of explo-
sives upon impact, USSR study (1961)
4715

motion of objects translated by classical
blast waves, model designed to predict
(1961) 13836

munitions truck, between Smithfield and Sel-

ma, N.C., damage to property (1962)
15115,21267,23115

optical study of transverse detonation waves
(1961) 10880

physical fundamentals and utilization in

USSR (1961) 981
physics of seismology, USSR studies (1963)

16099
plastic dusts, factors affecting (1962) 12393
point, theory, USSR study (1962) 17691
possibility of using deep explosions for seis-

mic investigations in deep-sea regions by
reflected waves method, USSR study
(1964)16513

potential aircraft fuel tank explosions caused
by atmospheric electricity (1964) 7550

processes, theory, USSR study (1961) 12970
Project Dugout, summary report (1965) 11917
Project Pre-Buggy II, apparent craters (1965)

13511
Project Pre-Schooner

—

crater measurements (1965) 13512
field cratering experiment (1964) 21013

reaction products, state, determination by
measurement of shock wave parameters,
USSR study (1961) 2174

research

—

and technologic work (1961) 4815, 6273;
(1962) 23952; (1964) 1403, 14738; (1965)
6591, 19842

on mechanical action of shock waves, USSR
study (1961) 10832

S-IV all systems vehicle, investigation (1964)
20567

scientific and technical problems (1965) 19747

Explosions—Continued

seismic effect under conditions of weak
ground and monolithic structure, USSR
study (1961) 2103

seismically dangerous zones, evaluation,
USSR study (1961) 2096

simulated outer containment vessel for nucle-
ar reactor, effectiveness of suitable lining
materials in increasing blast resistance
(1961) 17776

space-cabin atmospheres, blast hazards
(1964)11358

static electricity accumulation on arctic clo-

thing (1963) 14912
tear test studies of high strength quenched

and tempered steels (1963) 12953
temperature of initial heating foci in impact

initiation, USSR study (1961) 10906
theoretical calculation of work, basic princi-

ples, USSR study (1961) 4653
thermal

—

autocatalytic reactions, USSR study (1961)
2374

monomolecular reactions, German study
(1961)19529

theory

—

(^rman study (1961) 19529
USSR study (1961) 19530

transformation of slow burning into detona-
tion, USSR study (1961) 784

transmission

—

between initiating substances, USSR study
(1961)4618

of detonation between initiating explosive
substances, USSR study (1961) 4612

see also Atomic bombs—Detonations—Mine
explosions—Nuclear explosions—Re-
actors (atomic).

Explosive forming:
metal, bibliographies (1965) 4413, 11984
metal parts hydrosized by explosive force

(1965)11442
Ebcplosive forming, ASTIA report bibliography

(1963) 4438

Explosives:
actuate nonmagnetic indexing device (1965)

5131
and blasting devices, active list of permissi-

bles approved before Jan. 1,1965 (1965)
5077

and other dangerous articles, transportation,
civil aeronautics manual (1961) 10577,
17224; (1962) 9573, 17446

casings, effect on velocity of detonation,
USSR study (1961) 4714

Civil War ordnance, identification text (1961)
1407

coal-mine, gallery variables affecting proba-
bility of ignition by, statistical analysis
(1961)7947

combustion theory, USSR study (1961) 4697
depth charge and underwater sound signal,

description, launching and storage in-

structions (1961) 13599
detonation

—

and explosive combustion, USSR study
(1961) 10924

upon impact, probability studies, USSR
(1961)4715

excavations. Fort Churchill frozen ground,
critical depth shots of 100 and 500 lb

charges of dynamite (1961) 14810
explosion welding, theory of cumulative proc-

esses (1963) 7299
explosive

—

and thermic compositions or charges, clas-

sification (1962) 6401
metalworking, its applications status
(1962)4694
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Explosions—Continued

explosives and combustibles, U.S. code,

amend, hearing (1965) 16010
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9511; (1963) 3660; (1964)

3478, 12297; (1965) 3380
Federal supply schedule (1961) 544
field testing of explosive-anchored rockbolt

(1965) 6605
fumes, methods for detecting and analyzing,

comparison (1961) 19888
high, seismic measurements by Geological

Survey during Pre-Gnome tests near
Carlsbad, N. Mex (1961) 5383

in granite, determination of detonation prop-
erties, comparative studies (1964) 131 14

in limestone, comparative studies (1964) 9512
industrial, consumption in United States,

1959(1961)2494
marble, determination of detonation proper-

ties (1961) 9485
maximum density, relationship with value of

charge diameter, USSR study (1961) 4713
military transportation on vessels, rules and

regulations (1962) 20676
mobile handling equipment (1962) 18364
nuclear materials (1962) 13969
of military interest, properties, AMC engi-

neering design handbook (1963) 20324
ordnance

—

disposal, technical manual (1963) 113
reconnaissance, preparations (1961) 6897

penetration of shaped charges into frozen
ground (1964) 8516

permissible

—

approved before Feb. 28, 1961, list (1962)
12375

reducing incendivity by sodium chloride
(1961)1235

relative efficacy of stemming materials
(1961) 19886

power-activated tools on Capitol grounds,
permit use

—

hearing (1963) 2057
law (1962) 16797
reports (1962) 13440, 17217

products, electromagnetic method designed to

measure speed, USSR study (1961) 1117
Project Dugout, concrete, grout, and shot-

crete support, and design and postshot
evaluation (1965) 13514

propagation velocities, electrical method for

continuous measurement (1963) 9133
publications, price list (1961) 2658; (1962)

20247; (1963) 18280; (1965) 18698

and technologic work (1961) 4815, 6273,
7918; (1962) 23952; (1964) 1403, 14738;
(1965)6591,19842

with pulse-forming circuitry (1962) 14430
rock bolt anchored by explosive forming

(1963) 14515
rock, decoupling effect on explosion-generated

strain pulses (1964) 5481
safety, covering laboratory, pilot plant, and

production operations (1963) 1373
salt, detonation properties, comparative

studies (1962) 20106
splice plate design assures structural separa-

tion by mild explosive (1965) 11439
stethoscope, ordnance disposal, description

and operation (1962) 14541
supply facilities

—

design manual for Naval Shore Establish-
ment (1962) 3566

Yards and Docks Bureau design manual,
change (1963) 1601

testing, abatement of noise (1964) 5494

Explosions—Continued
trains, explosive series, engineering design

handbook, AMC pamphlet (1965) 8513
use for excavations in frozen ground, igloo

foxholes (1961) 9068
see aiso Atomic blasting—Blasting—also

names of explosive substances.

Explosives Technology Division, Mines Bureau,
research and technologic work (1961)

4815,6273

Ebcponential curves, see Mathematics.

Exponential functions, see Mathematics.

Export Banner (steamship):
launching, address (1961) 4191

Ebcport control act of 1949, see Exports.

Ebtport Control Act of 1949, Select Committee
to Investigate Administration, Opera-
tion and Enforcement of, create, reports

(1961) 18821, 18885

Elxport Control, Select Committee on. House:
funds, report (1962) 16972
hearings (1962) 4962, 7089, 23366
report (1962) 13444

Elxport Credit Guaranty Corporation, see

American Export Guaranty Corporation.

Export Ebcpansion Council, West Virginia,

drive towards greater economic growth
and prosperity (address) (1965) 1939

Export Expansion, White House (Conference
on, see White House Conference on Ex-
port Ebcpansion.

Export-Import Bank of Washington:
act of 1945, as amended through Sept. 26,

1961 (1962) 11734
annual report (1964) 21285; (1965) 16135
appropriations

—

hearings (1961) 19143; (1962) 21528; (1964)

2229
law (1961) 20510; (1962) 23272; (1964) 1985

reports (1961) 18828, 18921, 19054; (1962)

21074, 21456; (1964) 2069, 2098-99, 2103,

2220, 12045
audit report— (1961) 4032; (1962) 5278, 6964
departmental edition (1963) 10255; (1964)

6755; (1965) 6254
document edition (1963) 11759; (1964)

10171; (1965) 7392
Board of Directors, member, nomination of

—

Charles M. Merither, hearing (1961) 5850
Lilley, Tom, hearing (1965) 19485
Taylor, Hobart, jr., hearing (1965) 17908

broadens commodity, country coverage
(1961) 9163

budget, 1962, amendments (1962) 14163
cotton export financing (1962) 17537; (1963)

15542
director, nomination of George Docking,

hearing (1961) 4087
foreign assistance appropriations,

—

hearings (1964) 19588; (1965) 12156. 17905
law (1964) 21126; (1965) 19149
reports (1964) 13950, 13952, 19582; (1965)

15758
foreign operations appropriations

—

hearings (1962) 19169; (1963) 18918; (1964)

12117
guaranty of obligations of Communist coun-

tries, prohibit

—

hearings (1964) 524
report (1964) 485

increase lending authority and extend life

—

hearings (1963) 7987, 10001
law (1963) 17031
reports (1963) 6165, 9868, 13585, 13700,

15239, 15293
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Export-Import Bank of Washington—Con.

insurance of exports, clarify provisions of

hearing (1961) 18940
law (1961) 18702
reports (1961) 16799, 17007

loan and guarantee operations, reports
(1962) 2314; (1963) 9834, 17072; (1964)
12027, 17448; (1965) 7390

offers two new programs of assistance to

U.S. exporters (1962) 687
president, nomination of Harold F. Linder,

hearing (1961) 5851
program operations appropriations, 1962,

hearings (1961) 16828
promote foreign commerce of U.S.

—

hearings (1961) 17120
report (1961) 16970

reports (1961) 10569; (1962) 502, 13761,
21701-702; (1963) 8199; (1964) 644-645,
10495; (1965) 9073

Ebcport insurance:
credit insurance and guarantees, clarify

provisions of Export-Import Bank act

—

hearing (1961) 18940
law (1961) 18702
reports (1961) 17007, 16799

Export Promotion Council, establish, hearing
(1961) 18940

Export trade, see Commerce.
Exporters:
American firms, sources of information for

international buyers (1962) 21871
denial of export privileges, regulations

(1963) 14068
enforcement provisions and denial of export

privileges, regulations (1964) 12550
overseas, confessions of a new exporter or

what is a trade center? (1965) 7833
U.S. cattle, guide (1961) 13773; (1963) 1679
U.S., eximbank offers two new programs of

assistance (1962) 687
Exports:

agricultural

—

exports under Government financed pro-
grams (1963) 6319

products, market potentials (1965) 9034
trade expansion (address) (1963) 20273

airborne, foreign trade reports (1962)
16480A, 18793; (1963) 3735-36; (1964)
3533-34, 4110; (1965) 3447-48, 4021,
13649

airworthiness approval procedures (1965)
18166

American, and role of American ships (text

of address) (1961) 332
barter program, report from trade to Secre-

tary of Agriculture (1962) 6562, 13840
BDSA export potential study (series) (1963)

16870; (1964) 143-144, 19279
broad national effort to expand (remarks)

(1965) 19049
by air, foreign trade reports (1965) 11947
challenge of foreign markets for economic

growth (address) (1963) 6047
commodity

—

agreements, partial answer to trade prob-
lems of developing countries (1965)
16867

code book (1964) 12564
(Dommodity Credit Corporation transactions,

investigation, hearings (1961) 8840
Common Market developments and U.S.

farm exports (remarks) (1962) 8826
comprehensive schedule (1961) 7461; (1962)

9568; (1963) 8376; (1964) 8809; (1965) 782

Connecticut's export potential, increasing
(address) (1964) 223

Exports—Continued
control

—

act of 1949—
and related acts, investigate administra-

tion, etc.

—

hearings (1962) 4962, 7089, 23366
report (1962) 13444
extend—

-

hearings (1962) 11653, 13506
law (1962) 16741
reports (1962) 13645, 15170, 15203,

15233, 15239
amend

—

hearings (1965) 10530, 12310, 12312
law (1965) 13793
reports (1965) 10503, 12109, 12292

carrier's role (1963) 12252; (1964) 860;
(1965) 11038

hearing (1963) 15303
highlights, for use of foreign freight for-
warders and traders (1965) 16352

quarterly reports (1961) 330, 3988, 8581;
' (1962) 3795; (1963) 3632; (1964) 3448;

(1965) 3338
regulations

—

comprehensive schedule (1961) 7461;
(1962) 9568; (1963) 8376

summary (1961) 7462; (1962) 17436;
(1963) 6622; (1964) 10708; (1965) 6377,
11041

technical data (1962) 17434; (1965) 16350
why we have export control (1965) 7834,

12572
controls, in United Kingdom, France, Italy,

Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium,
and Netherland, report (1962) 9500

credit insurance and guarantee programs
(1963) 14071

crops, surplus removal (1965) 5507
current export bulletin (1961) 3275; (1962)

3735; (1963) 3573; (19'64) 3389; (1965)
3272

declarations, elimination of oath require-
ment

—

hearings (1962) 9399
law (1961) 16604
reports (1961) 8936, 14391

directory of combination export managers
(1962) 9776-80

enforcement provisions and denial of privi-

leges, regulations (1964) 12550
Elximbank broadens commodity, country

coverage (1961) 9163
expanding markets abroad through interna-

tional trade fairs program (1961) 20493
expansion

—

(addresses, remarks, etc.) (1964) 4414,
11977, 15365, 19347, 19353, 21097

and control (remarks) (1963) 8421
developing opportunities (remarks) (1963)
18355

for peace and prosperity (remarks) (1963)
6054

Government's share in program (address)
(1963) 6623

importance to U.S. economy (remarks)
(1963) 6055

matter of commerce and finance (remarks)
(1961) 331

program (addresses, etc.) (1965) 349, 363,
8689, 13697, 15370, 19037

program, problems and opportunities open
in international trade field (address)
(1963) 18747

through private enterprise, promote, hear-
ing (1961) 18940

vital national goal (address) (1963) 18749
export success story (periodical) (1965) 3341
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Eicports—Continued
exporting

—

for profit, where and how to begin (1961)

6540
how-to-get-started handbook (1963) 632
to United States (1963) 12032; (1965) 16061

exports and world market, 1960, small busi-

ness problems

—

hearings (1961) 5907
report (1961) 7234

fact sheet (1963) 10054
facts (1963) 19359
farm (address) (1964) 20907
financed by Government agency, carriage in

United States vessels, opinion of Attor-
ney General (1965) 12779

Florida's export potential, nr)eans for in-

creasing (address) (1964) 8179
foreign trade

—

reports (1961) 2963-64, 2993; (1962)
3891-92; (1963) 3732-33; (1964) 3531;
(1965) 3445-46

summary reports, nnonthly (1962) 4409-12,

4416; (1963) 4258-67; (1964) 4113-16,

4120; (1965) 4024-27, 4031
fruit acts

—

questions and answers (1965) 10080
regulations established (1963) 6

impact on domestic employment

—

hearings (1962) 4961, 7087
print additional copies, reports (1962)

9309, 17013, 17282
import-export overtime law, clarify, report

(1964) 15514
importance (address) (1964) 8182
increasing, E award winners (remarks)

(1962) 20694
information for American business, reports

prepared by Foreign Service, list (1964)
4868

licenses approved and reexportations author-
ized, list (1962) 17435; (1963) 3633; (1964)
3449; (1965) 3340

low cost marketing aids for higher profits,

services available through Commerce
Department field offices (1962) 23112;
(1963) 19354

manufactured products, survey of origin,

1960, current industrial reports (1963)
7760

manufacturers' sales and orders— current
industrial reports (1964) 3390; (1965)
3273

durable goods, summary 1963 current in-

dustrial reports (1964) 8119
market potentials (remarks) (1964) 21098
marketing problems (address) (1963) 15545
meeting challenge of trade (address) (1964)

15372
mutual defense assistance control act of

1951—
amend, report (1961) 8933
reports (1961) 5105; (1962) 10671; (1964)

3144; (1965) 5391
New England expansion program (remarks)

(1961) 18434
new

—

look at export markets (1962) 22784
opportunities for U.S. (address) (1962)

17662
one world, one market (address) (1964) 11971
opportunities

—

and trade barriers (address) (1962) 20699
for increasing (address) (1961) 20862

our multi-billion dollar export trade (ad-
dress) (1964) 21372

phytosanitary export certification of apples
and pears, guide (1965) 8406

Exports—Continued
President's E award for export excellence,

presentation to

—

Aerospace Industries Assoc, of America,
Inc. (remarks) (1965) 13732

Anchor Hocking Glass Corp. (remarks)
(1965) 8701

Bacharach Industrial Instrument Co. (re-

marks) (1964) 17159
Blue Bell, Inc. (remarks) (1965) 7361
Concrete Pipe Machinery Company, Inc.,

(address) (1965) 7339
Crutcher-Rolfs-Cummings, Inc. (address)

(1964) 19349
Freedco Products, Inc. (remarks) (1965)
7358

Galveston Wharves Board of Trustees
(remarks) (1965) 8014

International Telephone and Telegraph
Export Corporation (remarks) (1964)
19357

Jenks Metal Export, Inc. (remarks) (1964)
19360

Norgren C.A., Co. (remarks) (1965) 7362
Nu-Tex Corporation (remarks) (1965) 1876
Overseas Automotive Club, Inc. (remarks)

(1965) 8698
Sierra Talc and Chemical Co. (remarks)

(1964) 17160
Smith, Allen V., Inc. (remarks) (1965)

13724
Smith, Kirkpatrick & Co., Inc. (remarks)

(1964) 19362
Society of Plastics Industry, Inc. (1965)
15392

Thew Shovel Co. (remarks) (1964) 4413
Veeco Instruments, Inc. (remarks) (1965)

7346
West Penn Power Company (remarks)

(1965) 19048
Willson International Ltd., Inc. (remarks)

(1964) 19361
privileges, denial

—

and probation orders currently affecting
(1961) 2018, 9161, 12689; (1962) 2442,
5141; (1963) 5056, 17553; (1964) 6842,
15981; (1965) 4890

regulations (1963) 14068
profits, low cost marketing aids (1964) 19822

programmes d'assurance et garantie de cred-

it applicables aux exportations des
Etats Unis (1964) 13824

Puerto Rico's and Virgin Islands' export
potential, increasing (address) (1965)
4419

regulations, extend authority

—

hearings (1965) 10530, 12312
law (1965) 13793
reports (1965) 10503, 12109, 12292

relation to U.S. production (1961) 20880;
(1963) 2396, 17561

selling around world, how Commerce Depart-
ment helps (1963) 7810; (1964) 19364

services through Commerce Department
(remarks) (1961) 9164

small business, use of combination export
management firms, advantages, etc

(1962) 8631
small firms, marketing manual (1963) 13042

smaller company, profit opportunities of in-

ternational business, seminar (1962)
13705

southeast Asian rice bowl and its relation to

U.S. farm exports (1965) 16084
Soviet aircraft (1962) 23631
special agricultural programs (remarks)

(1961) 6075
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Exports—Continued

statistical classification

—

schedule B (1964) 4007, 13748, 13770;
(1965) 289, 3916, 8602
changes (1961) 1809, 16262; (1962) 262.
4723

description (1962) 16476
schedule S (1962) 4741
schedule X (1962) 6759
schedule Z (1965) 7281

statistics, United States, 1957-60 (1961)
20399

correction (1962) 9006
strengthening promotion activities at home

(address) (1964) 4410
technical data exportation, regulations, etc

(1964) 8810
total trade

—

of U.S. (1961) 2034, 4270, 6094, 7471,
9210-11, 12704, 14917, 17287, 20878,
20881; (1962) 2573, 2578, 7513, 11947,
15690, 15692, 19612, 21895, 23621

summary monthly (1962) 4416; (1963) 4265;
(1964) 4120; (1965) 4031

trade

—

by commodity, summary reports, monthly
(1962) 4410; (1963) 4259; (1964) 4114;
(1965) 4025

by country, summary reports, monthly
(1962) 4411; (1963) 4260; (1964) 4115;
(1965) 4026

by customs district, summary reports,
monthly (1962) 4412; (1963) 4261; (1964)
4116; (1965) 4027
1961-64, calendar years (1965) 13650

competitive status and program to prom-
ote growth (address) (1961) 8577

education program, curriculum guide
(1963) 15436

U.S.—
commodities as related to output— (1961)

13994; (1962) 2244; (1963) 4595; (1964)
8141
announcement and order form (1964)

10071
commodity exports and imports as related

to output, 1960 and 1959 (1962) 13088
farm, importance to balance of payments

(1962) 21619
working day and seasonal adjustment fac-

tors and months for cyclical dominance,
1948-63 (1964) 10075

United States

—

balance of international payments deficit

study (1961) 5744
tax policies to make more competitive (re-

marks) (1963) 12123
Utah's role in international trade (remarks)

(1964) 8178
Virginia, origin study (1962) 20689
well maintained, 1st half 1961 (1961) 20502
what you should know about exporting, how

to get started, handbook (1963) 6624;
(1964) 19826; (1965) 19702

why export? (address) (1965) 4891, 5775
working day and seasonal adjustment fac-

tors (1961) 3953
world regulations (1962) 16665
see also Commerce—Export insurance

—

also
names or classes of articles exported

—

aiso names of countries, etc.

Expositions, see Exhibitions.
Ebcposure, effect on body of prolonged expo-

sure to conditions of artificial atmos-
phere (1965) 1487

see also Cold.
Express, see Letters.

Express companies:
long and short haul charges, exempt, amend

hearing (1962) 17114
law (1962) 20882
reports (1962) 19099, 19315

revenue received by railroad companies,
repeal provisions, relating to furnishing
information to Postmaster General by
ICC^

hearings (1961) 8854, 12533
law (1961) 14108
reports (1961) 8807. 10266, 14581

American-owned property by foreign gov-
ernments in 20th century report (1963)
18935

losses, tax treatment, reports (1964) 19579;
(1965) 17670

ten-year carryover for corporations of capi-
tal losses

—

law (1964) 17429
reports (1964) 17615, 17748

Ebcsanguination, acute, functional state of
myocardium under conditions of, and
effect of transfusion of blood and blood
substitutes on coronary circulation,
USSR study (1965) 11235

Ebc-servicemen, see Veterans.
Extendible column can be stowed on drum

(1965) 12994
Extension education, see Education.
Extension Service, Federal, see Federal Exten-

sion Service.
Elxtension Service review (periodical) (1961)

3161
Extension team in Latin America (1961) 4249
Elxtension work:

activities and accomplishments, 1961 (1962)
13787

agents and specialists, working with
low-income rural families (1964) 14237

agricultural, laws, compilation (1963) 216
career exploration, guide for extension

workers (1963) 4371
cooperative agricultural extension work,

amend Smith-Lever act, hearings (1962)
13489

cooperative extension service, today and
tomorrow (address) (1962) 17469

cooperative extension's role in economic
growth (address) (1961) 20730

cooperative service with low-income fami-
lies (1964) 2314

aging persons (1964) 2316
in low rent public housing (1963) 20662
migrant workers (1964) 2315

county extension organization and financing
procedures (1964) 6629

development around world, conference re-

port, 1961 (1962) 5156
education, communication and organization

for action in rural areas (address) (1963)
14888

educational courses for technological devel-
opment of workers (1961) 7311

extension work among Indians, importance
(talk) (1962) 11766

Federal-State relations and Cooperative
Extension Service (1963) 492

food demonstration with tips for TV, guide
(1963) 5837

forward with confidence (address) (1962)
7333

funds distribution

—

law (1962) 20924
reports (1962) 17001, 19354

health for better living, guide for workers
(1965) 15207
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Extension work—Continued
home economics

—

extension around the world, ways to better
rural living (1962) 5157

program, how it works (1965) 10082
implications and applications of behavioral

sciences in education (talk) (1962) 17472
let's take high road (address) (1961) 5262
national cooperative dairy herd improve-

ment program, handbook for extension
workers (1963) 18416

programs benefit many (address) (1964) 5812
result demonstration manual (1962) 6559,

18620
review of research (1961) 14848; (1962) 21729
Smith-Lever act, as amended, amendment,

law (1962) 20924
training around world, handbook (1963) 491
young men and women, statistical summary,

1961 (1962) 17470
your career as extension agent (1964) 20930
youth, using studies as tool in 4-H program

building (talk) (1961) 5992
see also subjects.

Elxtent of spraying and dusting on farms,
1958, with comparisons (1962) 12929

External-stream effects on gross thrust and
pumping characteristics of ejectors op-

erating at off-design Mach numbers
(1961) 2548

Exton, Reginald J., variable exposure photo-
graphic pyrometer (1965) 6712

Extraction (chemistry):
alumina from ferruginous bauxite by dou-

ble-leach process (1963) 18098
aluminum

—

from calcium aluminates in water, sodium
hydroxide, and sodium carbonate solu-

tions (1964) 20504
from 2NA20.3Ca0.5A1203 in water, etc.

(1965) 6603
beryllium from low-grade ores, anhydrous

methods, studies (1962) 20102
chemical composition of urea-extractable

components of plague virus EV, USSR
study (1964) 20387

extractional colorimetric determination of
small amounts of thorium in atmos-
phere, USSR study (1965) 12693

germanium, cadmium, lead, recovery as sul-

fides from zinc concentrates by batch
and fluid-solids roasting (1962) 3326

gold and silver from California and Nevada
ores (1961) 11392

lanthanum nitrate-praseodymium nit-

rate-nitric acid-water-tributyl phos-
phate systems, equilibrium data (1962)
2051

liquid-liquid

—

extraction with high-molecular-weight
amines (1961) 11791

of rare-earth elements by amines (1962)
6245

manganese from

—

low-grade dolomitic materials by
roast-leach process (1963) 3079

ore with ferrous sulfate and pickle liquor
(1964) 13128

metallurgy research, use of radioactive trac-
ers in beryllium extractive (1962) 12400

rare earth

—

elements in Idaho euxenite concentrate
(1965) 5089

products of fission with organophosphorus
compounds, USSR study (1961) 15230

Ru-106 in liquid run-off by adsorption of

fine-particled multiklon. East Germany
(1962) 7795

Extraction (chemistry)—Continued
solvent

—

beryllium, Spor Mountain, Utah, ore
(1963) 5499; (1964) 14751

cerium, metathesis of bastnaesite (1964)
7457

chelating agents in separation of
rare-earth compounds with amines
(1963) 7226

cobalt and nickel (1963) 5486
extraction, separating tantalum and co-
lumbium, HF-HCl-diethyl ketone system
(1962)6243

fission product separation, final report
(1964) 5983

metallurgical application process, funda-
mentals (1963) 1205

napthenic acid, of rare-earth sulfates
(1964) 9513

of coals by abietic acid at atmospheric
pressure (1961) 1230

recovery of thorium and yttrium from sili-

ceous Colorado ores (1964) 13133
repeated automatic extraction of porous

solids with hot solvent (1963) 16802
strategic components from S-816 alloy

scrap, experimental (1961) 11390
tar acids, extracting with monoethanolamine

(1961) 6280
theory, symposium, USSR (1961) 2210
tri-n-octylphosphine, separations by sol-

vents (1961) 16202
tungsten from ore concentrates by chlorina-

tion (1965) 9591
uranium from pulp and solutions, USSR

study (1961) 7850
zirconium from Nigerian high-hafnium con-

centrate (1961) 7940
Extraction apparatus:
determination of total serum lipids (1963)

4420
development of countercurrent, multistage,

fused salt-molten metal extractor (1962)
23036

repeated automatic extraction of porous sol-

ids with hot solvent (1963) 16802
Extractors, see Extraction.
Extracts, see substances from which extracts

are made.
Elxtradition:

convention with

—

Belgium, supplementary (1964) 14027
Israel (1964) 7774
report (1964) 424

Sweden (1962) 17147; (1964) 7783
report (1964) 424

treaty with

—

Belgium (1965) 6931
Extradition:

Brazil (1962) 21245, 21259
additional protocol (1962) 21253; (1964)

424; (1965) 5400
Elxtragalactic radio sources (1965) 14826
Ebctrapolation, 1 kc values of secondary stand-

ards to higher frequencies (1904) 1498
Extrasensory perception:
psychical research and cybernetics, Czecho-

slovakia (1965) 12707
Soviet research on ESP (1961) 15576

Elxtraterrestrial life:

bibliography, pt. 1, report literature (1965)
6642

concepts for detection (1965) 1402
detection

—

by means of absorption of polypeptides in

far-ultraviolet (1965) 14812
problem, analysis (1965) 18493

Bi(traterrestrial matter, microscopic particles,
data survey (1965) 8104
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Extreme control systems, USSR (1963) 2648
Ebctreme value data, see Statistics.

Extrusion presses:
dies eliminates straightening operation,

guide (1965) 1415
integral ribs formed in metal panels by

cold-press extrusion (1965) 9683
Ebctrusion processes:
bibliography (1961) 8452
coextrusion of Zircaloy-clad U-2w/o Zr rod

for EBR-1 Mark 3 core loading (1961)
1713

die development, titanium and steel (1961)
8331

Dynapak extrusion of I & E fuel elements
(1962) 23012; (1963) 18565

electron-beam-melted tungsten, mechanical
properties, investigation (1963) 12857

hot extrusion of U0-' fuel elements (1962) 8968
hydrostatic pressure (1962) 2068
metals, USSR study (1961) 11770
optimum methods for primary working of

refractory metals (1963) 7648
refractory

—

alloys

—

development at temperatures of 5000° F
(1962) 18564

extrusion, etc (1963) 13196
metals, rapid billet loader aids (1964)

13179
steel extrusions, improved methods, etc., for

producing (1963) 9613, 18488
ultrasonic

—

reduction in vehicle and plasticizer re-

quirements for non-clay ceramics (1962)
8974

tube drawing with niobium, ZircaIoy-2,

and copper (1962) 8976
uranium, uranium alloys and uranium com-

pacts, literature search (1961) 16209
zirconium and zircaloy-2 tubing, texture

study (1961) 203

Elxurban development in selected areas of

Appalachian Mountains (1963) 12049

Eyelet reinforcement, gummed cloth. Federal
standard (1964) 2331

Eyes:
amblyopia ex anopsia robs children's eye-

sight (1965) 8236
anterior chamber, heterotransplantations of

female breast tumor in guinea pigs,

USSR study (1962) 5631
care, frauds and quackery affecting the el-

derly, hearings (1964) 17862
dark adaptation, effect of glare on behavior

during growth and blackout conditions
(1961) 20055

diseases, medico-industrial evaluation of
disability, USSR articles (1965) 1178

disorders

—

caused by foreign substances, problems of
treating, USSR study (1965) 16473

summary of progress (1964) 18816
examination, comparison of sight-screener

and Sloan letter chart (1963) 14673
examining and testing instruments, defini-

tions, classification bulletin (1965) 2969
exposure to high intensity flashes, recovery

of visual discrimination (1962) 10909
glaucoma test, protective assurance of vi-

sion (1963) 11240
human, circulating blood, method of photo-

graphing fluorescence (1961) 3738
intraocular tension and blood pressure,

USSR study (1965) 9414
lasers, biological effects, concept of ocular

damage (1964) 20702

Eyes—Continued
mammalian

—

posterior cortex of lens, migration of nu-
cleated elements, USSR study (1964)
16152

radiation effects, literature survey (1963)
18591
index (1964) 21015

ocular movements and their relation to
brain lesions, USSR study (1965) 1198

oxygen and the eye, toxicity effects (1964)
11805

perception of depth from binocular disparity
(1964) 4313

pilots, movements

—

camera for recording (1961) 9707
helicopter (1961) 5081

preschool child's eyes, care, safety precau-
tions, etc (1964) 21041

protection

—

from nuclear detonations, use of photo-
tropic materials as self-attenuating
light values (1962) 16334

in school shops and labs (1965) 19797
pupillary orientation, photoreaction, and

motion of human eyeball and eyelid,
USSR instrument for clinical study
(1962) 9649

radiomethionine incorporation in proteins of
crystalline lens as function of age,
USSR study (1961) 12965

reaction time under 3 viewing conditions,
binocular, dominant eve, and non-domi-
nant eye (1965) 1321

strain on visual analyzers, USSR study
(1964) 11212

threshold of visual sensation in comparison
wath that of photodetectors, its quantum
aspect, color perception, etc (1965) 4222

tumors of eye, clinical material of Azerbayd-
zhan Scientific-Research Institute of
Ophthalmology, USSR, 1946-56 (1962)
15765

vision testing methods and binocular visual
acuity findings, by age, sex, and race
among adults aged 18-79 years. United
States, 1960-62 (1964) 13424

visual

—

accommodation, ciliary muscle, neural
control (1963) 15022

control system, physiology (1965) 11412
impairments, interviewing guides for spe-

cific disabilities (1964) 8502
visually handicapped children, directory of

special school programs, fall 1964 (1965)
4645

see also Lens (eyes)—Ophthamology

—

Retina.
Eyges, Leonard J., physics of Mossbauer effect

(1965) 123
Eyles, Don E., aquatic plants of southeastern

United States (1963) 6451
Eyre, Dorothy, relief (1964) 10380; (1965)

10600

F

F.A.A., see Federal Aviation Agency.
F.A.O., see Food and Agriculture Ch-ganization

of United Nations.
F.B.L, see Federal Bureau of Investigation.

F.C.A., see Farm Credit Administration.
F.C.C., see Federal Communications Commis-

sion.

F.C.S., see Farmer Cooperative Service.

F.D.A., see Food and Drug Administration.
F.D.C. regs. (1961) 9156-57, 10643, 12685,

20754; (1962) 17532-534, 19535; (1963)

4975, 10203, 12143-145; (1964) 4749;
(1965) 631, 7707
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F.D.I.C, see Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo-
ration.

F.F.C., see Federal Facilities Corporation.

F.H.A., see Farmers Home Administrat-
ion—Federal Housing Administration.

F.I.S.E., see International Federation of

Teachers' Trade Unions.
F-layer, see Earth—Ionosphere.

F.N.M.A., see Federal National Mortgage As-
sociation.

F.P.C., see Federal Power Commission.
F.P.C.P. series (1961) 19309
F.P.C.R series (1961) 19310; (1962) 21743;

(1963) 19192; (1964) 4702, 8552; (1965)

2138, 6180, 7638, 18083

F.P.C.S. series (1961) 520-521, 4195, 19311,
20736; (1962) 532, 2463-64, 9608; (1963)
506, 2265, 4902, 8241, 13915, 19193;
(1964) 663, 2321, 6641, 12392, 19690;
(1965) 568-569, 6181, 7639-40

F.P.L., see Forest Products Laboratory.
F.R.L., see Feltman Research Laboratories.

F.S.L.I.G., see Federal Savings and Loan In-

surance Corporation.
F.T.C., see Federal Trade Commission.

Fabricated materials:
fabricated metal products, except metal

cans, commodity transportation survey,
shipper series (1965) 18971

nonmetallic

—

Federal item identification guides for sup-

ply cataloging (1962) 9509
supplements (1963) 3658; (1964) 3476;

(1965) 3378
Federal supply schedules (1961) 1992-93

see also names of materials fabricated.

Fabrication instructions series (1961) 11474-
475,13595,15866-873

Fabricius, E.D., solid state solar generator
(1963) 5873

Fabrics, see Airplane fabrics—Textiles—Fence
fabrics— also names of fabrics

Fabry and Perot interferometer, resonator in

LASER oscillators (1963) 7605
Fabuss, Bela M., thermodynamic properties of

saline water (1965) 18251
Face fly, see Flies.

Facial paralysis, electromyographic investiga-

tions of Bell's palsy victims, USSR
study (1964) 1172

Facilities and equipment fact sheet (series)

(1963) 13158; (1964) 18

Facilities and Material Bureau: Federal Avia-
tion Agency, airport and air navigation
program, region 1, GAO review (1961)

12758
Facilities and Materiel Depot, Aeronautical

(Henter, Oklahoma City, Okla., activities,

GAO review (1961) 19403

Facilities drafting manual, Apollo program
(1965) 2828

Facilities handbook series (1962) 18392, 20240,
24065; (1964) 20728-729, 21834; (1965)
5313

Facilities maintenance cost accounting hand-
book (1964) 649

Facility outage and equipment failure report
(RIS SM 6040-5): (1965) 532

FAA form 3092 (1964) 12380
Facility planning factors for naval shore ac-

tivities (1962) 18601, 24137; (1963)
16698; (1964) 11729

Facing power shift in Africa (1962) 2558

Factor analysis:
Air Force Officers, factors underlying peer

ratings of personality traits (1962) 1970
combat potential, experimental noncognitive

measures (1965) 5597

Factor analysis—Continued
factor structure of semantic differential

responses to visual forms and prediction
of factor scores from structural charac-
teristics of stimuli (1962) 4547

hierarchical factors in course grades in

aviation high school (1963) 4407
job satisfaction and morale, reanalysis

(1961) 3753
use in statistical analysis of multiple time

series (1963) 4419
WAF peer nominations (1961) 1677
see also Factorial experiment designs.

Factorial experiment designs:
fractional, for factors at 2 and 3 levels

(1961) 19998
method of complete confounding of interac-

tions with sub-blocks in factorial experi-

ments with 2, 3, 4, 5 levels of each fac-

tor, Polish study (1963) 2799
Factorial structure of basic training perform-

ance variables (1961) 20328
Factories:
automatic design, USSR study (1962) 12189
average weekly earnings reach $100 (1963)

18045
Cambodia, basic data (1961) 7805
fed by farmers (1963) 4889
jobs, employment outlook for workers with

little or no experience or training

—

departmental edition (1961) 7893
document edition (1961) 6973

labor turnover, monthly release (1961) 3388;
(1962) 3799; (1963) 3637; (1964) 3454;
(1965) 3347

new establishments in Indonesia (1961) 986
North Vietnam, production protection at

construction sites, additional material
(1964) 6877

occupations, not requiring specialized train-

ing, employment outlook (1962) 8364;
(1964) 9427

processing farm food products, output per
man-hour (1961) 8313

toxicology and hygienic rating of ethylben-
zene in atmosphere of industrial build-

ings, USSR study (1965) 12696
Factors influencing agency effectiveness (1963)

11376
Factors related to college attendance (1961)

20681
Factory workers, see Labor.
Facts about America (1964) 11908
Facts about Community Relations Service as

provided under 1964 Civil rights law
(1964) 17158

Facts about nutrition (1963) 9223
Facts about USIA audience, the world (1964)

5736
Facts about VISTA volunteers (1965) 6097

Facts about United States (1961) 148

Facts about USIA (1964) 20866; (1965) 11756

Facts for industry (Tariff Commission) (1961)

3610; (1962) 3800
Facts of life and death, selected statistics on

Nation's health and people (1963) 20094;

(1965) 20028
Facts on aging series (1963) 5039-40, 9505-6,

11409, 20247; (1964) 3191, 16922; (1965)

11796, 15152, 16921
Facts on mental health and mental illness

(1962) 12523
Factual campaign information (1964) 8404A,

14021, 19524
Faculae, precise determination of source func-

tion (1964) 20627
Faculty (schools):

and other professional staff in institutions

of higher education, 1st term, 1961-62,

final report (1965) 4648
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Faculty (schools)—Continued
changes in number of faculty members in

1058 institutions of higher education, by
rank and length of contract, 1960-61 and
1962-63 (1964) 17911

college, status and career orientation,
1962-63, survey (1963) 2171

institutions of higher education, statistics,
1957-58 (1963) 2144

instructional staff in institutions of higher
education, projections, 1970-71 (1963)
15432

land-grant colleges and State universities,
salaries (1965) 7583

changes (1963) 368
professional staff in

—

institutions of higher education

—

1st term (1963) 17373
summary reports (1962) 5111; (1964) 608,

12327
public elementary and secondary schools,

aims, 1959-69 (1963) 6349
professional staffing for higher education,

10-year objectives, 1960-70 (1963) 6350
salaries in

—

colleges and universities, 1963-64, prelimi-
nary report (1964) 2278

junior colleges, 1961-62 (1962) 19441
teaching in higher education, 1962-63, pri-

mary teaching areas and contract sala-
ries (1964) 6575

white and Negro colleges (1965) 11000
FADAC (field artillery digital automatic com-

puter), see EHectronic computers.
Fading, see Receivers (radio).
Fading correlation bandwidth and short-term

frequency stability measurements on
high-frequency transauroral path (1963)
5620

Fagann, Betty S., relief (1962) 20795, 21016,
21288

Fagus grandiflora, see Beech.
Fahnestock, George R.:

logging slash flammability after 5 years
(1963) 10215

Texas forest fires, in relation to weather, etc
(1965) 14379

Fahnestock, Robert K., morphology and hy-
drology of glacial stream. White River,
Mount Rainier, Wash (1964) 4791

Fahrenbruch, Christine, relief (1961) 7018-
(1962) 7168, 11238

Failure mechanisms in silicon semiconductors
(1963) 11513

Fair, Gale, Bethe-Peierls- Weiss approxima-
tion and model for ferromagnetic thin
films (1965) 18541

Fair employment practice, see Discrimination
in employment.

Fair Employment Practice Commission, create,
hearings (1963) 17323

Fair Employment Practice Committee, records,
preliminary inventory (1963) 1327

Fair housing laws, summaries and text of
State and municipal laws (1965) 6355

Fair labor standards act, see Labor stand-
ards.

Fair Play for Cuba Committee:
Castro's network in United States, hearings

(1963) 10019, 12022, 15393, 19062: (1964)
538

print additional copies, report (1963) 17289
communist activities, hearings (1961) 7292,

12522,14746,20642
Greater Los Angeles Chapter, communist

and Trotskyist activity, report and tes-
timony (1962) 23377

additional copies report (1963) 11857

Fair sex workers around globe profit from
expertise of Women's Bureau (1965) 4895

Fair trade, see Prices.
Fairbanks, Alaska:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

10048
consumer expenditures and income, 1959

(1964) 1366
frost heaving of piles (1963) 10278
ground-water resources of area (1963) 8344
ice fog and ice-fog nuclei (1965) 507, 9062
International Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census (1963)
7511

jet drilling in area (1961) 7530
land previously conveyed, terminate restric-

tion on use for urban renewal project

—

law (1964) 17268
reports (1964) 8300, 15735

land withdrawal from public domain in area
for Army Dept. use

—

hearings (1961) 8843. 17129
law (1961) 18710
reports (1961) 8742, 17097

paper birch, white spruce, and aspen, sea-
sonal growth data, 1958 (1961) 7474

soil survey of area (1964) 1593
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., overoricing of K-27

tube sheet assemblies, GAO report
(1963) 19284

Fairbrook, Paul, starting and managing small
restaurant (1964) 7731

Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corporation,
overpricing CAX-12 aerial reconnaiss-
ance cameras under negotiated contract,
Air Force Dept., GAO report (1964) 8729

Fairfax County, Va.:
farm taxes on rural-urban fringe, case study

(1963) 10053
soil survey (1963) 13051

Fairfax, Va., quadrangle, geology and ground
water resources (1963) 609

Fairfield, Conn.:
hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2196
document edition (1963) 2017

Fairmont, W. Va., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 9048
Fairport, Ohio, port, harbor conditions, etc

(1961) 19269
Fairs:

Detroit, Mich., world's fair 1972, hearing
(1964) 6353

international, Leipzig, Germany, lasers are
operational new quantum instruments
sent by USSR (1965) 9437

International Samples Fair, U.S. cotton ex-

hibit (1961) 596
international trade

—

fairs

—

1963, list (1963) 2381
program, simple way to begin exporting

(1961) 20493
U.S. exhibits, 1964 (1964) 6862

United States exhibits overseas (1961)

3330; (1962) 3801
mobile trade, assistance to promote foreign

commerce

—

hearings (1962) 23410; (1963) 298
law (1962) 23239
reports (1962) 17269, 21111, 21171

mobile trade, continue program

—

hearings (1965) 10552, 17910
law (1965) 13796
report (1965) 10472, 14046

mobile trade, guide to prospective operators
(1965) 16351

science fairs, atoms (1965) 18961
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Fairs—Continued
trade, America's showcase abroad, and how

it helps you sell your products around
world (1962) 732

U.S. trade, show world, sell world (1964)

4849, 14371
Fairweather Range, Alaska, 2 layered gabbro

stocks, geology and petrology (1963)

10279
Faith, Ruth L., simulation of helicopter and

V/STOL aircraft (1965) 11569
Fakan, John C, degradation effects in short

samples of hard superconductors (1964)

14878
Fake medical devices, FDA reports (1963)

8286, 20690
Falanga, Ralph A.:

free-flight heat-transfer investigation at

supersonic speeds of 2 slender

cone-cylinder bodies at angle of attach

of 8" with one body rotating (1963)

14541
spinning and nonspinning model of Cajun (or

Apache), rocket vehicle with roll-control

tabs (1965) 5179
Falby, William, relief (1962) 9246, 13289, 13582

Falcon Dam:
construction, claims of inhabitants of area

inundated by floods of Rio Grande, set-

tlement

—

law (1964) 17306
reports (1964) 2033, 17705

Fales, Cornelia, relief (1961) 7016, 12092,
12374

Falke, Wilbert L., hydrometallurgical recovery
of manganese from manganiferous
slimes and limestones (1964) 7440

Fall armyworms, see Armyworms.
Fall-off with height of terrain-induced vertical

motions (1965) 7087
Fall out, see Radioactivity.
Fall River, Mass.:
area redevelopment manpower report (1964)

12333
census of business

—

standard metropolitan area, central busi-

ness district statistics (1961) 6790,;

(1965) 13562
census of housing

—

city blocks (1961) 20462
standard metropolitan statistical area, ten-

ure, rooms, condition and plumbing, etc

(1962) 20586
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4790

port (196.5) 16122
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13199
Fall River County, S.Dak.:
Angostura quadrangle, geology (1963) 6544
Burdock quadrangle, geology (1963) 10275
diamond drilling in southern Black Hills

(1961) 5381
geology (1964) 21348

Fallot's tetrad, see Heart diseases.
Fallout shelter medical kit, instructions to

shelter managers for use of basic medi-
cal supplies for special medicines (1962)
18879

Falls, why do young feople fall? (1965) 18396
see also Free fall.

Falmouth, Mass.:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1964) 15867
document edition (1964) 15412

Falter, Kenneth H.:

measurement of iodine-131 in bovine thy-
roids (1964) 7697

Falter, Kenneth H—Continued
radioactive decay, correction factors (1965)

14993
Falvey, J. P., NAREC program for least square

error curve fitting (1963) 3230
Falwell, R.C., precision endless-loop, magnetic

tape recorder for space applications
(1963) 5579

Familial aggregation of lung cancer among
hospital patients (1963) 12991

Familiarity, effects in Air Force job evalua-
tion "system (1961) 3758

Families:
AFDC—

4 in every 100 get help (1963) 20655
with incapacitated father, target for spe-

cial emphasis (1965) 6991
agriculture's forgotten families, credit needs

(address) (1962) 15536
and persons in U.S., income (1962) 11070;

(1963) 6002
Armed Forces members, prohibiting threaten-

ing and abusive communications, hearing
(1965)19513

breadwinners, special training needs (1964)

11247
budget, retired couple, BLS interim (1961)

9421
budgeting guide (1965) 18879
by type, population characteristics (1961)

13916; (1962) 20549; (1963) 15071; (1964)

15314; (1965) 13640
campers using Huron-Manistee National

Forests, characteristics (1965) 19645
characteristics (1961) 3936: (1962) 2179,

11091
long-term unemployed 1961-62 (1962) 5120,

11714, 21673; (1963) 4832, 6354, 12084;

(1964)4656
workers (1961) 9419; (1963) 9078; (1964)

11297
child-rearing and family relationship pat-

terns of the very poor (1965) 6987
city workers

—

budget notes (1961) 7898
interim budget (1961) 1185

coordination in location of absent parents of

children receiving aid (1964) 4672
day care for your child in family home

(1964) 21043
dinner service specialist, suggested training

program (1964) 15845
economic position, effect of working wife

(1962) 14395
expenditures and income, cross-classification

of characteristics
urban places

—

northeastern region (1965) 14613
southern region (1965) 16550
western region (1965) 14615

urban United States (1965) 14616
fallout shelter designs (1962) 4828
family

—

economics review (1961) 2861; (1962) 3802;

(1963) 3638; (1964) 3455; (1965) 3348
in times of stress (address) (1964) 8784
living in high apartment buildings report

(1965) 18733
service agencies, staff losses, study (1961)

3955
service for civil defense, handbook (1964)

10094
status, population characteristics (1962)

4735; (1963) 7761; (1965) 8612
farm

—

adequate and fair income (address) (1964)

5803
family employment, 1910-59 (1963) 16763
have mixed or diversified incomes (address

notes) (1961) 68
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Families—Continued
farm—Continued

income, employment etc., in low production
areas (1961) 66

increasing incomes (address) (1961) 5260
older family and medical costs (1961) 67
opportunities provided under manpower
development and training act (1962)
22414

social security

—

effect (1961) 5052
questions and answers (1961) 20075

unemployment and low income (remarks)
(1961) 9901
what they should know about credit

(1965) 5509
feeding, on public assistance budget (1965)

13347
financial management, helpful information

(1963) 13168
food

—

budget costs, intercity differences (1964)
2970

budgeting for good meals and good nutri-
tion (1964)4204

families with

—

school children (1961) 13780; (1962) 8831,
22933; (1963) 16737

young children (1961) 17912; (1962)
18625; (1963) 4353

plans and costs (1963) 1698
production

—

livestock products (1961) 6635
vegetables and fruits (1961) 6633

stockpile for survival (1964) 16953
food supply, planning guide (1961) 3713;

(1962) 16306
foster-family care for the aged (1965) 18056
fruit and juice consumer purchases by fami-

ly characteristics (1961) 17153
group therapy, method for psychological

treatment of older children, adolescents,
and their parents (1961) 20103

guard against accidents (1963) 20095
home conditions hazardous to children,

AFDC program to protect (1963) 19155
Spanish edition (1965) 6149

home economist services to families with
mental retardation, study (1963) 9732

housing and Negro serviceman (1964) 10099
in United States. 1960, census of population

(1963) 1885
income

—

and related characteristics among low-
income counties and States (1964) 21926

average (1963) 13300; (1965) 10253
increases in 1961 (1962) 18790
in metropolitan areas, 1960 (1964) 6034
median family income and related data, by

counties, including rural farm income
(1964) 5861

size by family characteristics, 1960 (1964)
8106

sources and structure, 1960 (1964) 10074
trends, 1947-60 (1963) 13304
under $3,000 in 1959, by counties of U.S.,

1960 map (1965) 7287
interim revised projections of number of

households, 1965-80 (1963) 7762
law, Vietnam, strengthen propaganda on

implementation (1961) 13237
life insurance, explanation of (1965) 4707
living in public housing, health, education,

and welfare services (1963) 19339
low-consumption, expenditure patterns,

1960-61 (paper) (1965) 18398
low income

—

cooperative extension service work with

—

aging (1964) 2316
families (1964)2314
migrants (1964) 2315

Families—Continued
low income—Continued ^

improving home and family living (1963)
10304
Spanish edition (1965) 14427

in low rent public housing, cooperative
extension service work (1963) 20662

1960, statistics (1964) 6033
rural families, working with (1964) 14237
rural family spending and consumption,
Kentucky (1964) 19081

new programs in health, education, and
welfare (1965) 14428, 19687

work experience program (1965) 4691
maternal employment and child rearing, per-

sonal factors (1964) 8144

at low cost (1962) 16307
using donated foods (1965) 13401

demonstrations featuring donated foods
(1965) 10705

medical and dental expenditures, develop-
ment of questionnaire (1963) 14674

migrant

—

and their children, report (1962) 2360
grants for health service (1962) 22738;

(1965) 20029
national and regional statistics on social,

economic and housing characteristics,
by type (1964) 192

needy

—

food consumption and dietary levels under
pilot food stamp plans (1962) 15465

with dependent children, aid (1963) 20654
Negro family, case for national action (1965)

18392
nonwhite, homeowner properties, census,

1960 (1963) 13306
number in United States, 1960 (1962) 13039
parent and family life education, extension

publications, list (1962) 15547
parents of momgoloid children, problems

(1963) 7770
persons by family characteristics, family

members by social, economic, and hous-
ing characteristics of their families

(1964) 15326
plan for managing your money (1965) 6162
population characteristics (1963) 18687;

(1965)11939
protect against poisoning (1965) 6240
public assistance

—

for dependent children. State cost stand-
ards for basic needs (1964) 10496, (1965)
18055

under social security act, monthly cost
standards used by States, Jan. 1961
(1963) 3328

public welfare services, staff training pro-
ject (1964) 7852

Puok people of northwest Vietnam, materi-
als on social and family organization
(1964) 10976

receiving AFDC, what do they live on?
(1965)1710

relocation

—

and community services (1965) 2079
from urban renewal areas (1965) 15120

research relating to children, studies in
progress (1961) 296, 10088; (1963) 176,
11647; (1964) 17120; (1965) 17231

retired serviceman's family protection act,
designating and amending

—

hearing (1961) 19150
law (1961) 18759
reports (1961) 8784, 19097

retired serviceman's family protection plan
(1964) 20982

rural

—

income opportunities from outdoor recrea-

Page 776
tion enterprises (1965) 7564
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Families—Continued
rural—Continued
low income, loans to cooperatives serving

(1965) 10085
major health problems (1964) 5o55
underemployment and resulting low in-

come, causes (talk) (1961) 17220
with low incomes, opportunity Ijans (1965)

11865
services for families living in public hous-

ing, selected bibliography (1965) 9284
shopping, publications, list (1964) 15038
social security protection (1962) 6390
State law, summary

—

Colorado (1965) 15160
Massachusetts (1965) 18849

strengthening family life, homemaker serv-

ice (1965) 7291, 15324
surveys in conservation areas for renewal

treatment (1961) 2733
unemployed parents of dependent children

—

impact on general assistance caseloads of

extending AFDC (1962) 22798
statistical summary of aid (1962) 7305

unemployment among husbands and wives.

Mar. 1961 (1961) 15698
unpaid employment, estimating, handbook

(1963) 19126
urban, food expenditures, 1950-61 (1965)

11343
when you use credit (1965) 6164
with dependent children

—

AFDC in review 1936-62 (1964) 7845
implications of AFDC eligibility review

(address) (1964) 13534
public assistance for education, AFDC
survey (1964) 11714

receiving aid, eligibility sampling
Jan.-Apr. 1963 (1963) 20746

State public assistance plans under social

security act, staff development provi-

sions (1964) 12355
workers, marital and family characteristics,

Mar. 1960 (1961) 7897
see aiso Income.

Family breadwinners, their special training
needs (1964) 7360

Family court (1964) 8142
Family farms, see Farms.
Family Services Bureau:
general information (1964) 12354
how it goes about its job (1964) 2302
memorandum of understanding with volun-

tary organizations for civil defense
emergencies (1963) 21178

public assistance, organization and manage-
ment, guides to improving caseworker's
manual (1965) 530

publications, list (1965) 9074, 10787
Fancher, P.S., engine simulation methods for

operational flight trainers (1963) 18227,
19998, 20000

Fand, R.M., acoustical vibrations influence on
convective heat transfer to liquids

(1964) 8801
Fandaoutsaki, E^vangelia G., see Baker, Eva.
Fanglomerate, Geyser Creek, stratigraphic

and structural history (1965) 18205
Fankhauser, James C, on motion and predicta-

bility of convective systems as related

to upper winds in case of small turning
of wind with height (1964) 20879

Fannie Mae, see Federal National Mortgage
Association.

Fanning, John H.:

addresses (1963) 5630, 7321
Fanning Magnetic Observatory, magnetic

hourly values (1962) 6847
Fanny Peak quadrangle, Wyo.—S. Dak., geolo-

gy (1964) 2412

Fans:
aerodynamics of tilting ducted fan configu-

ration (1961) 6403
buried, and jets, induced interference effects,

VTOL configurations, in transition
(1961) 7991

ducted 4-foot-diameter, mounted on semispan
wing tip

—

aerodynamic characteristics (1962) 12498
wind-tunnel investigation (1961) 6402

high disk-loading lifting, mounted in fuse-
lage, aerodynamic characteristics (1961)
21212

see Ducted fan— Electric fans—Mechanical
fans—Wind machines.

Fante, Ronald L.:

kinetic equations for plasma including ra-

diation in external magnetic field (1964)

13699
spectral density of radiation scattered by

non-equilibrium plasma (1964) 13697
FAO, see Food and Agriculture Organization

of United Nations.
Fappiano, Helen, relief (1962) 7021, 11508,

13253
Far East, see East (Far East).

Far East Symposium on Nutrition, transac-
tions (1965) 11014

Far infrared bibliography (1963) 12948
Far Rockaway, N.Y., railroad accident (1965)

16371
Faraday effect, prediction of Faraday rotation

angles at VHF and UHF (1965) 16790

Farber, David J.:

apprenticeship and economic change (1964)
4274

estimated number of apprentices, 1962
(1964) 85

Farber, Eduard, history of phosphorus (1965)
9782

Farerow, Norman L., suicide among general
medical and surgical hospital patients
with malignant neoplasms (1963) 9478

Farbstein, Leonard, Arab refugees from Pales-
tine, report (1963) 7957

Fargo, N.Dak.:
census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 20587

Hector Airport, weather observations, hour-
ly decennial census (1963) 21169

tornadoes of June 20, 1957, analysis (1961)
2748

Faris, Gene, improving learning environment,
local preparation of visual instructional
material (1963) 20636

Farish, George G.:

occupational wage survey

—

Atlanta, Ga (1964) 18632
Birmingham, Ala (1964) 16596
Greenville, S.C. (1964) 16601
Jackson, Miss (1964) 11282
Jacksonville, Fla (1964) 9465
New Orleans, La (1964) 11283
Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport News,
Hampton, Va (1964) 18635

Richmond, Va (1964) 7412
Savannah, Ga (1964) 16602

Farkas, Ann (Anka) B., relief (1963) 13471,
16997, 17218

Farkas, John (Ivica) B., relief (1963) 13471,
16997, 17218

Farley, Marjorie, international research admin-
istered by Welfare Administration (1965)

11799
Farm accidents in United States (1962) 23425

Farm animals, see Livestock.
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Farm buildings:
building plans

—

cabins

—

frame, slab-on-grade construction (1963)
7577; (1965) 47

corral and feed lots for beef cattle (1962)
8854

dairy barn fallout shelter (1963) 20288
electric brooder for pigs (1961) 17925
electric water system and plumbing (1962)

67
ewe stanchion (1962) 1950
fallout shelter and storage areas (1963) 36
fencing, feeding, and creep panels for
sheep (1962) 4522

5-bedroom farmhouse with basement
(1964) 1709

4 bedroom farmhouse

—

frame construction (1964) 19098
with basement (1964) 19093

garages (1963) 11462
hay storage and feeding shed (1963) 13183
mineral feeder for

—

cattle (1961) 17924
sheep (1962) 4521

open hay storage (1961) 3711
pole corn cribs (1961) 6697
portable self-feeder for sheep (1962) 70

poultry house for laving hens (1961)
8302

sheep and lambing shed (1962) 6579
sheep feeder and lamb shelter (1961) 17928
shelter for sheep (1962) 6581
solar-type cottage (1965) 11863
storage, storm and fallout shelter (1964)

1711
3-bedroom farmhouse (1961) 6699

brick veneer (1965) 13398
pole and panel construction (1965) 11862

veneer construction (1965) 11861
with basement (1963) 1713; (1964) 19094
with kitchen-workroom (1965) 10075

3-stall milking plant for 20-40 cows (1963)
14879

2-bedroom farmhouse with

—

basement (1961) 17926
carport (1962)8855
slab-on-grade construction (1961) 17927

utility trusses, lap-nailed construction
(1962) 18637

weighing crate for sheep (1961) 17923
construction guide supplement, farm labor

housing (1963) 8210
cooperative farm building plan exchange

(series) (1961) 97, 1636, 3711, 5272, 6697,
6699, 8303-6, 16111-112, 17923-928,
20301; (1962) 68-70, 1950, 4519-22. 6579,
6581, 8854-57; (1963) 38, 1711-13, 7577,
11462, 13183, 14879, 20288; (1964) 1710,
4214-15, 7935, 19093-99; (1965) 5518,
10075, 11861-863, 13398

farmstead

—

operations, materials, new designs and
methods, study and investigations of use
(1962) 21567

sewage and refuse disposal (1964) 22
fire emergency plan (1963) 14896
fire-resistant construction (1962) 4506
foundations (1965) 10056
framing lumber, selecting for strength

(1961) 85
plumbing repairs (1964) 19072
roofing, general information (1962) 42
use of stabilized earth block in farm con-

struction (1964) 7953
Farm credit, neglected farms, credit assist-

ance, Polish article (1964) 2551
see a/so Agricultural credit.

Farm Credit Administration:
appropriations

—

continuing resolution, reports (1962)
21184, 21515

hearings (1961) 10325, 10496; (1962) 11430,
17301, 19368; (1963) 9921, 17301; (1964)
10286, 15790; (1965) 10515, 12302, 14111

laws (1961) 14112; (1962) 23279; (1964) 1978,
17431

reports (1961) 10294, 10490, 14309; (1962)
16967, 19303, 21066, 21147, 21187; (1963)
11816, 17294; (1964) 10258, 15771; (1965)
12097, 14070

audit report (1961) 5596; (1962) 6963; (1963)
15180; (1964) 4754, 10163; (1965) 4818,
5807

bulletin (1964) 10501
circulars (1961) 1951, 9076, 14818; (1962)

11735-736, 15531; (1963) 2236, 10098
farm loan system

—

hearings (1961) 12500
law (1961) 18731
reports (1961) 16793, 16973

GAO audit report, 1961 (1962) 5279
report

—

departmental editions (1961) 7362; (1962)
13762; (1963) 10097; (1964) 8527; (1965)
12420

document editions (1961) 6963; (1962)
13348; (1963) 9830; (1964) 8242; (1965)
12041

rules and regulations for production credit
associations (1962) 5142

Farm Demonstration Work, result manual for
extension workers (1962) 6559, 18620

Farm Elconomics Division, publications re-

ceived (1962) 4269
Farm Economics Research Division, publica-

tions currently available (1961) 3682
Farm employees, see Farm labor.

Farm equipment, see Farm implements and
machinery.

Farm equipment stores, see Stores.
Farm families, see Families.
Farm houses, see Farm buildings—Farm-

houses.
Farm implements, see Farm implements and

machinery.
Farm implements and machinery:

agricultural

—

equipment, planning need and use, with
linear programming and computers,
USSR (1965) 1193

machine building, need for reorganization
in North Caucasus (1965) 14518

automatic driving units, study by simula-
tion, USSR study (1963) 5398

census of manufacturers, 1958, industry
report (1961) 3924

combine, buying versus renting (1962) 7258
Communist China, spur production and dis-

tribution of spare parts (1961) 2181
cost-price squeeze, report (1962) 11427
current industrial reports (1961) 2990,

18148; (1962) 3737, 20541; (1963) 3575.
4578; (1964) 3391, 13754; (1965) 3274

changes (1964) 17091, 21029
facilities and equipment, census of agricul-

ture, 1959 (1962) 18796
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7237; (1964) 12290
supplements (1963) 3653; (1964) 3471;

(1965) 3373
foreign manufacturers, directory (1961) 245
hog-lot equipment (1963) 13166
industry, outlook for 1961 and review of

1960 (1961) 3881; (1962) 4691; (1963)
5970
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Farm implements and machinery—Continued

machine for picking up filled grape boxes
(1963) 14836

operators, training, pioneer farm effort

(1962) 21677
ownership and custom work, survey (1961)

6706
planter-sprayer assembly for precision

placement of herbicides in cotton rows
(1963) 18400

Polish agricultural machinery catalogue
(1961) 4385

precision planter and fertilizer applicator
for experimental plots (1965) 8439

preharvest equipment, costs of owning and
operating. Delta area. Miss., 1957 (1962)
5079

price and questions of effectiveness (1963)
20873

production specialization in Rostov Sovnar-
khoz, USSR (1962) 2671

requirements for closely spaced peanut
plantings (1964) 4220

RSFSR farm equipment problems (1964)
1194

tillage and traction, publications list (1965)
1738

traction, publications list (1963) 9
USSR-

industrial development, translations (1961)
2225, 2227, 2233, 2252, 2257, 4435, 4493,
7727, 7739, 7785, 9318, 9337, 13091,
13336-337, 17543, 17558-559, 17577,
17582, 17587, 17591-592, 19680, 19745;
(1962) 1110. 1189, 1194, 1306, 1533, 2698,
3134, 3156, 8112, 10167, 10223, 12142,
12233, 12268, 14151, 14310-311, 15806,
17796, 17934, 17955, 19963, 21966, 22099,
22103, 22170, 23690, 23789; (1963) 840,
872, 902, 976, 1009, 1106, 2473, 2635,
2782, 2919, 2939, 5190, 5345, 6654, 6664,
7010, 8675, 8743, 8985, 10381, 10422,
10540, 10602, 10664. 12283, 12325, 12551,
12645, 14132, 14138, 14255, 15695, 15702,
15757, 15792, 15795, 15807, 15822, 16018,
16126, 16198, 16221, 16228, 17660, 17750,
17765, 17804, 17998, 19694, 19715, 20791,
20821, 20873, 20898; (1964) 926, 938,
1194, 1273, 1317, 2574, 2635, 2801, 2822,
2836, 2878, 4916, 4953, 5014, 5036, 5052,
5180, 5222, 6967, 7273, 7313, 8927, 8937,
8998, 9047, 9175, 9268, 10915, 11053,
12609, 12704, 12777, 12825, 14570, 16021,
16385, 16401, 16511, 18287, 18409, 18432,
19904, 20022, 20042, 20260, 20279, 20282,
20306, 20379, 21436, 21501, 21643, 21651;
(1965) 983, 1007, 1026, 1075, 1104, 1139,
1228, 2285, 2296, 2464, 2528, 2593, 2696

new organization of material-technical
supply of kolkhozes and sovkhozes
(1961) 4438

planning cost and tenative prices (1964)
2635

wheat growers' machinery costs. North
Dakota (1963) 6315

see a/so Harvesting machinery—Tractors

Farm income, see Income.

Farm index (periodical) (1963) 356, 3640; (1964)
3457; (1965) 3350

Farm insurance, see Agricultural insurance.

Farm labor:
agricultural workers and workmen's com-

pensation (1964) 11253
Brazil, rural unionization (1963) 2583
census of agriculture, 1959, general report

(1962) 16487
changes and problems (remarks) (1965) 4674
characteristics of population of hired farm-

worker, households (1965) 17988

Farm labor—Continued
child labor provisions of fair labor stand-

ards act, extend to agricultural employ-
ment

—

hearings (1963) 10021
reports (1961) 14702; (1962) 19071, 21108;

(1963) 11970
commuting to jobs, day-haul program, sug-

gested standards and practices (1962)
23930

contractor

—

laws. State and Federal, major provisions
(1965) 16547

registration, reports (1961) 14326, 14701;
(1962) 11370

cotton harvest mechanization, effect (1962)
15511

coverage of agricultural workers under
State and Federal labor laws (1964)
13032

crops requiring seasonal hired workers by
agricultural reporting area (1961) 20696

developments (1965) 3352
employment and wage supplement (1965)
3353

economic security for agricultural labor
(address) (1962) 2420

employment trends and training needs (1963)
16266

family and hired workers, 1910-59 (1963)
16763

farmer lead foreman, examination announce-
ment, discontinuance notice (1961) 18411

farmwork, safety, and you, discussion for
youth leaders, teachers, etc (1963) 5433

good day-haul practices, standards (1964)
16585

hired farm workers in U.S., numbers, char-
acteristics, (1961) 17199; (1965) 6128

hired farm working force (1961) 3665, 6678;
(1962) 12840, 16279; (1963) 6317, 12042,
20624; (1964) 2263; (1965) 10723, 17987

housing

—

assistance, hearings (196n 14723; (1964)
2231

construction guide (1963) 8210
for seasonal farm workers, designs and

design suggestions (1965) 8424
labor camp standards (1963) 9035
loans (1964) 15218

importation of foreign agricultural workers.
proposed criteria, hearings (1965) 4595

improving

—

economic and social conditions of migrant
workers and their families (address)
(1962) 5118

labor conditions (address) (1961) 15691
increasing wage costs in farm production

(paper) (1961) 19215
index numbers of farm production per

man-hour, by groups of livestock and
crops, for each farm production region,
1939-64, supplement (1965) 16998

local Employment Service and claims offices,

directory (1963) 19127
man-hours used in production of livestock,

estimates, 1959 (1963) 18444
market developments (1961) 3121; (1962)

3806; (1963) 3642; (1964) 3459
employment and wage supplement (1961)

3121; (1963) 3643; (1964) 3460
market, today's realities (address) (1964)

6585
methods of protecting health of rural work-

ers, USSR study (1964) 20118
Mexican farm labor program, extend

—

hearings (1963) 9917. 17159
law (1964) 1932
reports (1963) 9887. 9915, 13788, 15362,

17139, 18900
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Farm labor—Continued

Mexican workers

—

agreement with Mexico (1961) 20196;
(1962) 8687

agricultural, entry into U.S., law (1962)
5122

Dona Ana case (1962) 17415
importation program, extend

—

hearings (1961) 7122, 14714
law (1961) 18733
reports (1961) 8740, 8762, 14647, 18853,
20556

importation program, proposed regula-

tions, hearing (1962) 4956
program, report of operations (1961)

19253
protection of domestic workers, hearings

(1961) 14714
migrant

—

demand areas by month and crops (1962)

2421
health services, interim, report (1965) 4617

migratory

—

.

community efforts to improve conditions

(1964) 18613
guide (1963) 14447

community facilities importance (address)

(1961) 9393, 17201
concern of government (address) (1961)

15690
contractor registration (1965) 504

appropriation, 1965, proposal, report
(1964) 19527
pt. 1, print additional copies, reports

(1961) 12296, 12435
hearings (1961) 8995, 16835; (1963)

10021, 11895
law (1964) 19390
reports (1963) 11819, 11972

crew leaders registration, hearings (1961)

5898, 16835
pt. 1, print additional copies, reports

(1961) 12296, 12435
day-care services for children

—

hearings (1963) 10021
report (1963) 11968

domestic, families, problems and pro-

grams, selected references, 1955-60
(1961) 6240

domestic workers, public health program
for improving report (1961) 14704

educational opportunities

—

hearings (1961) 8995
report (1961) 14703

fair labor standards act coverage

—

hearings (1961) 5898, 16835
reports (1961) 14326, 14701; (1962) 11370

farm workers and their families, national
organizations programs (1962) 10384

health services

—

grants, hearings (1961) 8995
public health program for improving

—

hearings (1962) 11467
law (1962) 20867
print additional copies, report (1962)
21125

reports (1961) 14704; (1962) 19105,
19147

improve educational opportunities

—

hearings (1962) 19179; (1963) 10021
reports (1962) 15245; (1963) 11971

interstate transportation, ICC regulations
(1963) 12269

Mexican workers, agreement with Mexico
(1963) 1529, 13074; (1964) 7781

midcontinent streams (1961) 1640
problem in U.S., reports (1961) 19120;
(1962) 9431; (1963) 9982; (1964) 6484;

(1965) 8944

Farm labor—Continued
migratory—Continued

recruitment, transportation, and distribu-
tion, improve programs, hearings (1962)
11669

sanitation facilities

—

hearings (1963) 4789, 10021
report (1963) 11969

selected references (1963) 6343
situation today and background data

(1961) 396
monthly report (1961) 2821; (1962) 3805;

(1963) 3641; (1964) 3458; (1965) 3351
old-age, survivors and disability insurance,

1955-61, farm workers under (1965)
15043

operators and workers, opportunities prov-
ided under manpower development and
training act (1962) 22414

potato harvest mechanization effect (1961)
19249

recruitment act of 1961, fact sheet (1962)
10385

safety tips (1963) 20925
seasonal work areas guide, eastern seaboard

(1962) 15513
selected activities, wage rates (1962) 4431
Soviet agricultural workers

—

awards (1963) 15740
urged to make full use of mechanized
equipment and increase productivity
(1964) 21421

Spanish-American wage workers on U.S.
farms, economic, social, and demograph-
ic characteristics (1963) 8144

State committees on seasonal agricultural
labor, organization and programs (1965)
16546

status of agricultural workers under State
and Federal labor laws (1964) 16580;
(1965) 6548

teenage employees, supervision that stresses
safety (1962) 6189

termination of bracero program, effects

(1965) 10724
training farm machine operators, pioneer

farm effort (1962) 21677
used to produce

—

field crops estimates by States (1964) 9965

vegetables, estimates by States, 1959
(1964) 9963

USSR-
boarding school trainees, organization

(1961) 10866
meetings with top agricultural workers

(1961) 19504
productivity, reserves for ways to raise

(1961) 10763
reducing expenditures (1965) 2528
wage level of sovkhoz workers and factors

of its growth (1962) 10095
utilization in USSR, statistics (1963) 8798
voluntary methods of recruiting, training,

distributing, etc., authorize hearings
(1964) 10431

your guide to farm jobs, intermountain
States (1964) 4662

Farm legislation, see Agriculture.

Farm loans, see Agricultural credit.

Farm management, see Farms.
Farm mechanics, see Mechanization.
Farm milk tanks, see Tanks.
Farm mortgages, see Agricultural credit

—

Mortgages.
Farm papers, see periodicals.

Farm ponds;
manure disposal lagoons (1963) 16713
safety, ways and means of improving (ad-

dress) (1961) 6549
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Farm ponds—Continued

sealing in Ozark highlands, etc (1963) 14833
see also Fish ponds.

Farm prices, see Prices.

Farm products, see Agricultural products

—

aiso names of products.
Farm relief, see Agriculture.
Farm reservoir fishes (1962) 17499
Farm-retail spreads for fruits and vegetables

(1965) 10726
Farm Safety Week, National, see National

Farm Safety Week.
Farm silos (1963) 18436
Farm supplies, production, major regional

cooperatives, handbook (1963) 4877
Farm supply cooperatives, see Farmers' coop-

erative organizations.
Farm surpluses, see Agricultural products.

Farm tenancy:
leases

—

cash (1961) 9893
contract (1961) 11699
crop-share-cash (1961) 9895
livestock-share (1961) 9894

Farm tenure, see Land tenure.

Farm work, see Farm labor.

Farm workrooms, house planning aids (1965)

16982
Farm youth, see Youth.
Farmakologiya i toksikologiya (periodical):

articles (1963) 12072-73
translations (1962) 817, 5352; (1963) 12658,

15743
Farmer, Evelyn M., United States Department

of Commerce publications (1963) 18760;
(1964) 17164

Farmer, Janet L., relief (1963) 9851, 16983,

17216
Farmer, Robert E., jr., cottonwood improve-

ment system for commercial planters
(1964) 18076

Farmer, William M., relief of estate (1961)

5630, 10404, 12059
Farmer Cooperative Service:

appropriations. Agriculture Dept., hearings
(1961) 8826; (1962) 11430; (1963) 7979;
(1964) 10286; (1965) 8865

bulletin reprint (1961) 20710
bulletins (1962) 21705; (1965) 12421, 14223
educational aid (1962) 15532
evolution, helping farmers build coopera-

tives (1962) 17437
FCS circulars (1961) 1952, 7364; (1962)

9569-70, 17437; (1963) 2238; (1964) 646;

(1965) 7621, 9077, 16139
FCS educational circulars (1965) 18059,

19596
general reports (1961) 489, 1953, 4171-72,

10571, 14819-824, 17214-215; (1962) 5143,

11738, 13763, 17438, 19455, 21706; (1963)

4877, 6379-80, 8204, 10099, 12093,
15461-463, 17416, 19158, 20656; (1964)
123.57-358, 15879, 17961; (1965) 12422,
14224-225, 16140, 18060

^ how it works (1962) 17440
information series (1961) 17216, 19278,

20711; (1962) 5144, 7306-8, 15533,
17439-440, 19456; (1963) 6381-82, 8205-7,

10100, 12094, 19159; (1964") 2303, 6606,
14220

publications, list (1961) 19278; (1962) 17439;

(1963) 19159; (1964) 14220
State statutes authorizing assistance to

farmer cooperatives (1962) 7308
way it works (1^63) 10100

Farmer cooperatives. North Carolina, tobacco
and cotton industry problems (address)

(1964) 1692

Farmers;
advisory committees, provide for, hearings

(1961) 10324, 10495, 12499
agricultural problems and conditions (ad-

dress) (1964) 1691
American

—

big customers (1962) 21727
scientific accomplishments (address) (1963)

18
and consumer, agricultural marketing, vital

link (1965) 18881
attack on poverty includes farmers (address)

(1965) 8416
bargaining power in relation to poultry pro-

ducer's market power (address) (1962)

9530
cash expenditures for production supplies

and equipment, by States, 1960 (1963)

2237
census of agriculture, 1959 age, residence

etc., off-farm work (1962) 16486

checklist for pesticide safety (1964) 15219

civil defense farm emergency action plan-

ning steps (1963) 10144
cooperation with government to solve prob-

lems (address) (1961) 16089

cost-price squeeze (1962) 11427

crop and livestock reports, how crop report-

ers help you (1965) 20106
disaster areas, permit to comply with

acreage reduction agreements

—

law (1965) 15460
report (1965) 14088

electing farmer committeemen to administer

ASCS programs, general information

(1965) 16990-991
emergency plans of Government, concern of

everyone (1963) 10140
examination announcement (1965) 4410
family, loans for recreational enterprises

(1963) 471
farm

—

family agriculture will survive (address)

(1965) 8414
operator, color, race, and tenure (1962)

23076
people and old-age, survivors, and dis-

ability insurance in U.S., nature and
scope of program (1963) 11285

farmers under old-age survivors and disabil-

ity insurance, 1955-61 (1965) 15043
farmer's world, yearbook of agriculture,

1964—
departmental edition (1964) 16952
document edition (1964) 17450

feed our factories (1963) 4889
fertilizer science and American farmer

(1964) 21899
financial calculations and physical measure-

ments, handbook (1962) 12839; (1964)

7911
errata (1964) 13579

future jeopardized by prejudice and destruc-

tive partisanship (excerpts from ad-

dress) (1962) 20421
gas tax refund (1964) 19819
hopeful outlook, most essential element in

agriculture (address) (1961) 20311
income maximization by allocation principle

(address) (1961) 6654
income-producing recreational facilities, lia-

bility and insurance protection (1963)

15418
income tax reduction, significant provisions

(1964) 8470
increased farm output and declining income

(excerpts from speech) (1961) 16101

insurance facts (1962) 41; (1963) 13165;

(1965) 8426
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Farmers—Continued

liquid petroleum fuel used in 1959, etc (1964)
9964

loans for shifts in land use (1963) 470
major health problems (1964) 5655
Michigan

—

urban expansion, township study (1962)
15469

uses of marketing information (1961) 19
migration, annotated bibliography, 1946-60

(1964) 38
needs, training and services in agriculture

(1964) 19091
opportunities for people on the land (re-

marks) (1962) 8859
popular publications, list (1962) 19589
population, facts and trends (1963) 2259
price of success, new farm legislation, agri-

cultural act of 1961 (address) (1961)
17932

prices paid for

—

commodities and services, 1910-60 (1962)
16312

seed, spring averages, 1926-61, etc (1963)
7582

publications, list (1961) 17347; (1964) 4830;
(1965) 18177

resource requirements on farms for specified

incomes (1962) 5081
role in development of national economy

(address) (1962) 21617
self-employed

—

are you getting your social security cred-

it? (1962) 1746; (1963) 1376; (1964) 1587,
21875

social security information (1964) 5688,
20797

significance of changes in food marketing
today (1961) 491

small, bulk purchase of agricultural pro-
duce, East European translations (1962)
22406

social security

—

are you getting credit due you? (1963)
18314

farm rental income (1961) 5055; (1962) 1745
information (1961) 6477
questions and answers (1961) 20075
retirement test (1961) 2626; (1962) 12628
self-employed (1962) 1749

are you getting credit due you (1961)
2630

stake in wheat referendum (address) (1963)
1696

tax guide (1965) 764
wheat, adjustment to different programs

(1961) 9900
worker and farmer share role in building

Great Society (addresses) (1964) 13575-
576

see also Farmers' cooperative organizations.

Farmers' bulletins, see listings under Agricul-
ture Department in separate issues of

monthly Catalogue.

Farmers' cooperative organizations:
adjustable revolving capital plan (1963)

12093
broiler and turkey feed financing (1963) 20656

-Con.

series

4220;
(1961)
(1964)

California co-op creamery sets fast pace in

membership service (1961) 10572

contributions to agricultural well-being
(1963) 12094

cooperative destiny, it's up to you! (talk)

(1963) 6381

co-ops help provide better seed stock (1961)

5960

cotton ginning costs at single-gin and 2-gin

plants (1964) 5835

Page 782 Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Farmers' cooperative organizations-

court cases, summary, legal
3130; (1962) 4366; (1963)
4067

credit unions, keys to effective organization
(1962) 7306

current challenges, income tax problems, etc

(1963) 10101
dairy cooperatives

—

criteria for evaluating (1962) 21705
impact on Federal order milk markets

(1962) 15462
use of multiquart containers, packaging
and handling costs (1961) 10571

dairy co-op of North Texas, operation meth-
ods in 5 markets (1961) 7366

director committees, use and effectiveness
(1961) 490

directors

—

developing for effective leadership (1961)
17219

understanding duties and responsibilities,

true- false test (1963) 2239
eastern, lawn and garden services (1963)

6379
effectiveness in agricultural economy (re-

marks) (1963) 1689
eggs-

cost of handling and labor output in

northeast, north central and western
areas (1961) 4171

why handling costs vary (1962) 18633
electric

—

financial planning and forecasting (1961)
2697

management (address) (1961) 6527
middle road (remarks) (1961) 11547
REA financing

—

and growth (remarks^ (1962) 6436
hearing (1964) 15578

REIA responsibilities in a time of change
(remarks) (1962) 14585

right to have non-profit rural system (re-

marks) (1962) 10634
rural development pays big dividends

(notes used in address) (1961) 5281
secure supply of power (remarks) (1961)
11550

employee incentive plans, 5 case studies
(1962) 19455

equal versus fair treatment for large and
small members, recommendations (1962)
7307

exploring communication processes, case
study (1961) 14824

farm

—

business tools (1964) 4196
policy in cooperative age (address) (1965)

10055
supply operations of cooperative gins and

elevators in Texas (1961) 14820
feed milling, mobile, in Northeast (1962)

5143
fertilizer bulk blending plants in

Midwest (1964) 15879
frozen food locker, improves rural

(1961) 17218
helping farmers build cooperatives,

tion of Farmer Cooperative
(1962) 17437

how they can contribute to rural develop-
ment? (1963) 6382

how to start a cooperative (1965) 7621
India, cooperatives, general information

(1961) 7364
integrated feed operations, 1959 (1962)

11738
land grant university and Agriculture Dept.,

changing programs to serve farmer
owned cooperatives (presentation) (1962)

21730

upper

ing

evolu-
Service



Farmers' cooperative organizations—Con.

Latin American, progress, problems, poten-
tials of co-ops (1961) 17217

liquid fertilizer distribution in Pacific

Northwest (1961) 14823
livestock marketing in California (1961)

17215
major regional cooperatives handling farm

supplies, handbook (1961) 4172; (1965)
14225

management (1964) 646
improving (1964)12357

meat packing and processing, recent devel-

opments (1961) 20711
meeting today's changing marketing condi-

tions, background facts (1961) 491
member relations improvement, challenge of

sixties (speech) (1961) 5959
mergers

—

as a lawyer sees them (1962) 11739
for stronger cooperatives (1961) 10573

milk cooperatives, group bargaining, exempt
from antitrust laws, hearings (1961)
12327

motortruck

—

leasing (1961) 17216
operating costs (1964) 12358
operations (1963) 10099

new challenges, effects of wheat referendum
(address) (1963) 5810

new frontiers (talk) (1961) 8173
news for farmer cooperatives (1961) 3128-29;

(1962) 4123; (1963) 3966; (1964) 3794;
(1965)3711

reprints (1961) 490-491, 5960, 7365-66,
10572-573, 17217-219; (1962) 9571,
11739-740, 15534; (1963) 469, 2239-40,
6383, 8208, 10101; (1965) 16141

Oklahoma cotton cooperatives (1963) 6380
opportunities

—

and decisions facing (notes for speech)
(1961) 5961

in rural area development (address) (1964)
5804

Pacific Northwest, piggyback transporta-
tion (1961) 1953

plunkett Foundation overseas courses (1963)
8208

power in partnership, new dimensions in

cooperation (address) (1963) 18443
production supplies, major regional coopera-

tives, handbook (1963) 4877
progress (address) (1965) 8419
publications, no uncertain aims (1961) 492
regional

—

farm supply cooperatives, financial struc-
ture (1965) 14224

handling under $10 million of supplies,
1960-61 (1963) 15463

revenue act of 1962 effect (1962) 21706
role in agricultural policy and programs

(address) (1961) 17937
rural

—

America needs cooperatives (remarks)
(1962) 20266

development approach (remarks) (1961)
13643

electric borrowers, property records (1962)
12678

sample legal documents for new coopera-
tives (1965) 14223

school-related activities (1962) 5144
State councils' programs, let's look at rec-

ord (1962) 9571
statistics (1961) 14821; (1962) 17438; (1963)

15461; (1964) 17961; (1965) 12422
stepping stones to good member relations

(1963) 8205
Sunkist Growers, Inc., California adventure

in agricultural cooperation (1961) 1952

Farmers' cooperative organizations—Con.

trends in growth, 1950-60 (1963) 8204
United States, FCS bulletin (1965) 12421
USDA policy and programs (address) (1964)

5805
using cooperative directors to strengthen

member relations (1965) 16139
way Farmer Cooperative Service works

' (1963) 10100
what are patronage refunds? (1963) 8207
what can they offer farmers for the future?

(1964) 2303
when members talk about likes and dislikes

(1961) 7365
will farmers invest enough in co-ops? (talk)

(1961) 9076
wool cooperative, using (1965) 19596
see also Production credit associations

—

a/so names of organizations.
Farmers Home Administration:

activities of farmers who have received
loans through FHA (1962) 12863

administrator, nomination of Howard
Bartsch hearing (1961) 8970

appropriations. Agriculture Dept., hearings
(1961) 10325; (1962) 11430; (1963) 9921;
(1964) 10286, 15790; (1965) 10515, 12302,
14111

consolidated act of 1961, amend—
hearings (1964) 15581; (1965) 12300, 14110,

17678
law (1965) 19131
reports (1965) 15730, 15902, 19211

consolidation act of 1961

—

hearings (1961) 12327
law (1961) 16561
reports (1961) 14335, 14342, 14383, 14597

farm

—

management supervisors, examination
announcement (1965) 17254

mortgage lending experience (1961)
5216-17, 8275, 17163; (1962) 7261,
17378-379; (1963) 2136, 6318, 15422;
(1964) 8477, 12317, 19622; (1965) 4641

ownership loans (1964) 9957; (1965) 18887
insured housing loan program for elderly in

rural areas, extend

—

law (1964) 13889
reports (1964) 12091, 14058

loan insurance limitation, increase

—

hearings (1965) 7468, 10665
report (1965) 5930

loan limitations, increase

—

hearing (1962) 21194
law (1962) 23198
reports (1962) 21063, 21487; (1964) 13949

loan programs (1962) 17441
and rural renewal (1963) 472

loans

—

for farm labor housing (1964) 15218
general information (1963) 5839; (1964)

5842
on leased lands in Hawaii, authorize, hear-

ing (1965) 10664
thumbnail sketch (1962) 4525
to cooperatives serving families with low
incomes (1965) 10085

loans to water supply and waste disposal
systems serving rural areas

—

law (1965) 19131
reports (1965) 15730, 19211

loans to water supply systems serving rural
areas

—

hearings (1965) 14110, 17678
report (1965) 15902

opportunity loans to rural families with low
incomes (1965) 11865

record, 1962 (1963) 8209
rural housing

—

loans (1965) 16985
reports (1965) 12098, 14044
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Farmers' cooperative organizations—Con.

strengrthening for greater service (state-
ment) (1961) 20712

thumbnail sketch, general information
(1961) 20713

Farmhouses:
design and equipment for summer comfort

(1963) 9563
family fire safety training (1962) 13788
farm building plans

—

cabins

—

A-frame (1965) 47
frame, slab-on-grade construction (1963)

7577
5-bedroom house with basement (1964)

1709
4-bedroom farmhouse-
frame construction (1964) 19098
with basement (1964) 19093

1-bedroom, slab on grade, frame construc-
tion (1963) 1711

solar-type farm cottage (1965) 11863
3-bedroom(1961) 6699
brick veneer construction (1965) 13398
pole and panel construction (1965) 11862

slab-on-grade

—

frame construction (1962) 20414
masonry construction (1963) 38

veneer construction (1965) 11861
with basement (1963) 1713; (1964) 19094
with kitchen-workroom (1965) 10075

2-bedroom

—

masonry construction (1963) 1712
with basement (1961) 17926
with carport (1962) 8855
with slab-on-grade construction (1961)

17927
fire emergency plan (1963) 14896
heating systems (1962) 6577
plan, selecting and using (1961) 20301

Farming, see Agriculture—Stubble-mulch
farming.

Farming communities, see Collectives.
Farmingdale N.Y., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 18275
Farmington-Granby area, Ck)nn., geology and

ground water (1964) 10654
Farmington River:

flood control of basin, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 472
document edition (1961) 360

Farms:
administration's

—

farm legislation, alleged threats to influ-

ence testimony, hearing (1961) 19166
policy and program (address) (1961) 16092

agro-climatological basis for classifying,
USSR conference report (1962) 2998

Alaska, establishing (1962) 3280

American, size and number, magnitude and
changes since World War I (1965) 12371

assessing farmland in rural urban fringe
(address) (1961) 20669

Beech River watershed, forestry opportuni-
ties, evaluation (1965) 18799

beef slaughtering, cutting, and processing
(1965) 15189

calculation of optimal structure of sown
areas within framwork of agrotechnical-
ly well-founded crop rotation alterna-
tives, USSR study (1962) 19751

census of agriculture (1961) 3940, 5492,
8526-27, 10041-46, 11890-893, 13926-930,
16322-329, 18153-158, 20456-460; (1962)
273-278, 2187-92, 4743-46, 9061

economic class (1962) 23077
expenditures, general report (1962) 16487
facilities and equipment (1962) 18796

Farms—Continued
census of agriculture—Continued

final report, announcement (1961) 6784
land in farms, general report (1962) 16485
operators, color, race, and tenure (1962)
23076

size, general report (1962) 18797
Central

—

and Southern States, fallout facilities and
fuels (1963) 13092

cotton-tobacco area of North Carolina,
costs of crop production by size (1962)
21603

changing geographic location of agricultur-
al production (paper presented) (1961)
20660

chickens raised, 1961, preliminary estimates
(1961) 17851

clams, development, problems (1961) 21360
commercial

—

costs and returns, long-term study (1962)
1954

wheat. Pacific Northwest, Northern and
Southern Plains, costs and returns, 1962
(1963) 15413

conservation reserve program and land use
adjustment program, statistical summa-
ry, 1963 (1964) 9928

cost situation (1961) 14775; (1962) 3803,
13730, 23428; (1963) 10056; (1964) 566-
(1965)477

costs and returns (1962) 17363-368; (1963)
2123, 10050, 12045-46, 15412-413; (1965)
12373-375, 16080-81, 17991-992

commercial

—

broiler farms, 1964, Maine, Delmarva,
and Georgia (1965) 17991

by type, size, and location (1961) 9870;
(1962) 22930; (1963) 16731; (1964)
13582; (1965) 15182

Corn Belt (1962) 17367; (1963) 8146;
(1965) 17992

cotton farms, 1961 (1963) 2123; (1963)
12046; (1965) 16081

dairy. Northeast and Midwest (1962)

17363; (1965) 12375
egg-producing farms. New Jersey (1962)

17365; (1963) 10050
tobacco

—

coastal plain, North Caroline (1965)
12374

livestock, Bluegrass area, Ky (1965)
12373

Kentucky (1962) 17366
North Carolina (1962) 17364; (1963)
12045

wheat. Pacific Northwest, Northern and
Southern Plains (1962) 17368; (1965)
16080

cotton, San Joaquin Valley, 1947-59, organi-
zation, etc (1962) 5080

debt, technical appraisal of 1960 sample
survey estimates (1965) 2083

elements of successful program (address
(1961) 16091

equal opportunities in programs

—

appraisals (1965) 7316, 8654
summary (1965) 7317

families, workers, etc., opportunities provid-
ed under manpower development and
training act (1962) 22414

family

—

and larger-than-family farms, their rela-

tive position in American agriculture
(1962) 7248

backbone of American agriculture (ad-

dress) (1964) 5802
essential to American unchallenged world

leadership in agriculture (address)
(1964) 5807
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Farms—Continued
family—Continued

farm records (1961) 9876

hearings (1963) 17154
in American agriculture (1964) 11754
income-producing recreation enterprises,
report of Task Force (1962) 20420

sustaining values (address) (1962) 8879
farm

—

and nonfarm origin, characteristics of

U.S. population (1965) 2081
enterprise input-output data publications,

list (1963) 10059
family agriculture (address) (1964) 5803
operator level-of-living indexes for coun-

ties, 1950-59 (1962) 18640
program

—

administration and development (re-

marks) (1961) 6675
Committee for E^conomic Development,
hearings (1962) 21192

continue and strengthen (statement)
(1963) 1724

foreign governments, summary (1962)
11428

message from the President (1961) 6975
comments by Secretary of Agriculture

(1961) 8292
their future (remarks) (1964) 7905

vacation enterprises in Ohio (1964) 14168

where do we stand? (1962) 4504

father-son operating agreements (1962) 1937

flooded, first aid (1964) 20908
forestry planning through linear program-

ming (1961) 6592
handling and storing soft corn (1961) 69
hired working force, 1963, with supplemen-

tary data for 1962 (1965) 10723
irrigated, soil and water conservation prac-

tices as recommended by Soil Conserva-
tion Service (1962) 12866

irrigation water, distribution, etc (1963)
13178

Lac du Flambeau Reservation school and
agency reserve, revoke, report (1961)
7104

land in farms

—

by States, 1950-59 (1962) 12931
U.S. 1950-63, by States, 1961-62 (1963)
9446

cash (1961) 9893
checklist, series of questions (1961) 8295
contract (1961) 11699
crop-share-cash (1961) 9895
livestock-share (1961) 9894

lightning protection (1963) 7563
look at farm policy (address) (1965) 11851
lumber consumption and use data, needs and

methods of estimating (1962) 5238
management

—

Agricultural Economics Bureau records
(1963) 7309

guidelines for suggested program (1964)
21265

publications, price list (1961) 2659; (1962)

12656; (1963) 11225; (1964) 15036
supervisors, examination announcement

(1963) 16956; (1965) 17254
milk production and milk cow numbers,

1930-59 (1961) 11727
mortgage debt and taxes, report (1963) 1901
new areas for picnicking, camping, hiking,

etc (1962) 8852
non-real-estate, debt owed to nonreporting

creditors, etc., revised estimates, 1949-64

(1964) 17906
number
by States, 1910-59 (1962) 12931

Farms—Continued
number—Continued

in U.S., 1950-63, by States 1961-62 (1963)
9446

operating loans for better farming, etc

(1963) 5836; (1965) 14226
operators, age, residence, etc., off-farm work

(1962) 16486
organization and structure of some repre-

sentative farms in 1975 (talk) (1961)
1618

our 100,000 biggest farms, their relative
position in American agriculture (1964)
6553

ownership, FHA loans (1964) 9957; (1965)
18887

peanut-cotton, Southern Coastal Plains,
organization, etc (1962) 11687

pioneering and other basis research (talk)
(1961) 11687

planning, for profit and stability (1964) 4199
Poland, income of farm population from agri-

cultural production, 1956-60 (1962) 10019
10019

policy

—

alternatives, programs (1963) 10124
for future (address) (1965) 8425
in cooperative age (address) (1965) 10055
in years ahead (1965) 29

Polish State, 1959-60 (1962) 23730
population

—

by age and sex, 1960 and 1964 (1965) 16921

census data, 1960, effect of definition

changes on farm residence (1961) 6647
changes in low-income farming areas

(talk) (1961) 5208
effect of definition changes on size and
composition (1961) 6828

estimates (1961) 6829; (1963) 6004; (1964)
10062, 17904; (1965) 11938, 14170

older, 1960-63 (1964) 16922
revised estimates, 1941-59 (1962) 21612
series Census-AMS (1961) 6828-29
series Census-ERS (1961) 16273; (1962)

14943; (1963) 6004; (1964) 10062; (1965)
11938

preferential assessment of farmland

—

Maryland experience (talk) (1961) 19216
rural-urban fringe of Maryland (1961)

17157
production and efficiency, changes, summary

report (1961) 11726; (1962) 20422; (1963)

14891; (1964) 13598; (1965) 15208
supplement (1961) 20307; (1965) 16996-998

production, trends, prospects, and programs
(1961) 9871

profits, improvement by cutting costs

(1961) 11698; (1964) 1700
program

—

decisions (address) (1965) 8415
food and agriculture act of 1965

—

explanation (1965) 19478
hearings (1965) 13961, 14109
reports (1965) 15654, 15712, 17668, 17859

message from the President (1965) 4479
statement of Secretary of Agriculture on

legislative proposals (1965) 15772
programs and dynamic forces in agriculture

(1965) 8967
protecting through plant quarantines (1965)

16987
radioactive fallout defense (1961) 6679;

(1964) 19068
REA programs to help build sound rural

economy (remarks) (1961) 17805
real estate

—

debt (1962) 439
market, current developments (1961) 5218,

14770; (1962) 3733; (1963) 3644; (1964)

3461; (1965) 3354
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Farms—Continued
real estate—Continued

taxes, recent trends and developments
(1961) 17164; (1963) 2137, 20627

rent determination problem (1961) 9874
renting problem (1961) 9873
rents, theory and practice, bibliography

(1962) 10843
replenishing underground water supplies

(1964) 20925
resource requirements for specified operator

incomes (1962) 5081; (1965) 466
rope uses, etc (1964) 20916
Rumania, ways of increasing output (1962)

10130
safety week (1963) 7579; (1964) 9956
small, exempt from wheat program, 1963

—

law (1962) 23201
reports (1962) 21134, 21491

social security statistics, 1955-61 (1965)
15043

socialized, expanding arable area (1964)
18427

spraying and dusting, 1958 (1962) 12929
standby electric power equipment (1965)

7032
summer fallow, eligibility in 1962 feed grain

program

—

law (1962) 11263
reports (1962) 7187, 9296

supplying live chickens to processing plants,
reducing costs of handling and hauling
(1962) 17375

taxation

—

farmland in rural-urban fringe

—

address (1961) 20668
finance review, supplement (1961) 14769
State action (1961) 19204

taxes, teaching, student's handbook (1965)
4888

tourism in small family farm areas (paper)
(1963) 2141

type, census of agriculture, 1959, general
report (1963) 171

use of

—

concrete (1965) 10059
single-phase electric motors (1961) 17911;

(1964) 19070
USSR, supplemental wages on experimen-

tal-demonstration farms (1963) 2531
vacation

—

associations, why, how (1965) 547
businesses
New England (1964) 19620
planning helps (1964) 5848

vegetable gardens (1961) 20293; (1964) 4203
water problem (1961) 1639
wheat storage, insect control (1965) 13388
where and how to get farm, questions and

answers (1962) 4511
Farms, see also EHectricity—Fences—Forests

and forestry — Homesteads — State
farms

—

also headings beginning Agri-
cultural—Farm

Farmsteads, see Farm buildings.
Fames, Philip E.:

water supply outlook

—

and Federal-State-private cooperative
snow surveys for Montana (1964) 4140;
(1965) 4052

snow surveys for Montana, etc (1965)
13272

Farnsworth, Virginia M., prices, etc., of pea-
nuts in peanut butter (1964) 1706

Faroe Islands:
air navigation services, joint financing

—

agreement with other Governments (1963)
14724, 16591

multilateral agreement (1961) 20187

Faroe Islands—Continued
gazetteer, official standard names (1961)

17327
Farrar, C.L., large cage-design for insect and

plant research (1963) 9539
Farrar, John:
mechanism of electrode demineralization

(1965) 11024
nucleation and growth of ice crystals (1965)

11025
Farrell, Donald F., relief (1965) 17553
Farrell, John H.:

small-woodland owner in Missouri Ozarks,
close-up (1964) 12473

timber income potential from small forests
in Missouri OzarRs (1965) 672

Farrell, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13167
Farrell, Thomas A., and others, relief (1965)

10415, 13761, 15872
Farrenkopf, Thomas 0., Montana Christmas

tree exports decline for 3d straight year
(1963) 20698

Farrior, Gilbert M., corrosion resistance of

diborides in pseudobinary system
TiB2-CrB2 (1964) 11324

Farris, Kabalan, relief (1961) 16880, 18560
Farwest Fisheries, Inc., Federal participation

in unnecessary project costs resulting
from failure to properly recognize effect

of intercorporate ownership, GAO re-

port (1965) 9224
FAS, see Foreign Agricultural Service.
FAS-M series (1961) 584-585, 2012-13, 4250-54,

6071-72, 7453-55, 9158-59, 10644-645,
12686-687, 14895, 17274-275, 20755-756;
(1962) 2501-2, 5218-19, 7431-32, 9660-64,
11842, 13842-845, 15615, 17537-538,
21792-793; (1963) 4977, 6477-78, 10207,
12148-149, 13981, 15542-544, 20692;
(1964) 766, 2347-48, 8627, 10583,
12429-430, 14289-292, 18042, 19744,
21323; (1965) 633, 10907, 14350-353,
16230, 18173

Fasching, W.A., lift/cruise fan exhaust system
(1965) 3066

Fascia, surgery, USSR study (1965) 9361

Fascism, Vatican blamed for condoning, USSR
views (1964) 11038

Fast neutrons, see Neutrons.
Fast reactor mobile blankets, see Reactors

(atomic).
Fast reactors, see Reactors (atomic).

Fasteau, I. Jack, two-year progress report,
Joint Task Force on Health, Education,
Welfare Services and Housing (1965)
4874

Fasteners, see Bolts and nuts—Fastenings

—

Rivets
Fastenings:
cooling and thermal expansion compensation

(1965) 5147
glass reinforced structural plastics, design

manual for joining (1962) 16157
flexible, allows thermal expansion (1964)

14831
performance of container fasteners subject-

ed to statis and dynamic withdrawal
(1965) 16279

threaded, self-locking device made with
coiled spring (1965) 9677

wood in house construction symposium
proceedings (1962) 17552

Fastie, William G.:

instrumentation for far ultraviolet rocket
spectrophotometry (1964) 9601

rocket spectrophotometer airglow measure-
ments in far ultraviolet (1964) 14889
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Fasting, total, body fluid steroid responses,

Porter-Silber chroinogen interference in

measurement (1965) 128

Fat:
consumption in Calanus, USSR study (1963)

16136
content of some mass Black Sea planktonic

algae grown in cultures (1963) 17738

food, consumption trends (1961) 5180
hogs carcass value prediction, accuracy of

back-fat probes, etc (1962) 10883

human body, measurement methods (1963)

16803
variations of intake, effects on character-

istics of growth (1964) 9976
see also Fats

Fat embolism, see Embolism.
Fateful months when life begins, nationwide

collaborative mother-child study (1962)

10601
Father Marquette Tercentenary Commission:

establish

—

law (1965) 19123
report (1965) 12276

Father-son agreements for operating farms
(1962) 1937

Fathers:
incapacitated, in AFDC (1965) 6991
support from absent fathers of children re-

ceiving aid to dependent children (1961)

1423
Fathometers depths measured, use of Ladoga

apparatus for recording, USSR study
(1963) 6795

Fatibene, Maria, relief (1962) 13389, 15314,

16686
Fatigue:

auditory, pure tone, central factor (1964)

4317
conclusions from problems of fatigue, USSR

study (1962) 7984
effect of noise on muscular efficiency of indi-

viduals, USSR study (1962) 2692
effects in 24-hour simulated transport flight,

changes in pilot proficiency (1965) 10127

oxidation of high-temperature alloys,

USSR study (1964) 12783
stress under conditions of isolation from

external stimuli, USSR study (1964)
12918

mental, electrical reactivity of brain change
in children after school classes, USSR
study (1961) 15488

occupational psychology, reflexometric and
tremometric methods, USSR study (1964)
1228

physical, mitigation with spartase (1964)
4314

SAM-MATS study, 1962, personalized tele-

metry, medical monitoring, etc (1965)
13433

work rate and functional state of analyzers
during work requiring great amount of
precision, USSR study (1962) 2747

see also Anti-fatigue drugs
Fatigue of materials, see Strains and stresses.

Fats:
added to feeds, economic analysis (1961)

20300
animal and vegetable, effect on blood coagu-

lants in patients with arteriosclerosis

and persons not affected. USSR study
(1961) 4610

census of manufacturers, 1958, industry
report (1961) 3908, 13889

current industrial reports (1961) 2989, 5482,

10016, (1962) 3736; (1963) 3574, 7756;

(1964) 3390, 10051; (1965) 3273, 4343,
10241, 11936

Fats—Continued
change (1963) 11619
production, consumption, etc (1962) 4729,

13042, 20542; (1963) 1891, 16894
summary, 1961 (1962) 13046; (1965) 17215

economic potential of soaps, detergents, and
surfactants (1964) 10455

edible, market potentials (1964) 11771
fats and oils

—

daily spot market price index, Jan.

1957-Sept. 1962 (1962) 22439
situation (1961) 2783; (1962) 3807; (1963)

3645; (1964) 3462; (1965) 3355
food

—

consumption continues stable in 1960
(1961) 9839

fat consumption high in 1961 (1962) 13725
fats and oils, outlook 1962-63 (remarks)

(1963) 2140
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520,
(1965) 3433

high fat diet, effect on theiamine excretion
and plasma cholesterol (1963) 1761

household use in United States (1961) 6630
intravenous emulsion, effects on O2 trans-

port and alveolar-arterial gas tensions

(1962) 87
Japan's industry (1962) 7431
market in

—

Egypt and Syria, analysis (1961) 4253
Iran for U.S. fats (1962) 2502
Pakistan (1961) 17275
Turkey (1962) 9660

markets for inedible animal fats (address)

(1962) 15476
nutritional problem, all-Union conference,

USSR (1962) 5707
soap decline as outlet for fats and oils

(1962) 17374
storage facilities, expansion during 1950's

(1961) 17
trends in industrial markets (address) (1961)

3675
United States production in relation to

world demand (remarks) (1962) 8804
vegetable, diet, effect on cholesterol, lipopro-

teins, and protein fractions of blood
serum of a atheroselerotic patients,

USSR study (1961) 11105
world market development efforts (summary

of remarks) (1961) 7452
see aiso Fat

FATT, transient temperature computer pro-

gram for EGGR core (1964) 11858
Fatty acids:

blood content in radiation sickness, USSR
study (1962) 2706

coconut and palm oil derivation, processing
tax, permanent suspension

—

law (1962) 23259
reports (1962) 19091, 21408

composition of plasma and liver lipid compo-
nents as influenced by dietary protein

and cholesterol (1963) 1811

content and composition in dogs, ionizing

radiation effects, USSR study (1962)

1071
detergency of 12 to 18 carbon saturated fat-

ty acids (1963) 12963
fluorinated, properties of monolayers of

w-monohalo-genated adsorbed on water
(1965)11592

fluorination, effect on wettability of ad-

sorbed, condensed monolayer (1962)

20211
monolayers on metals by contact of poten-

tial measurements, investigation (1965)

13187
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Fatty acids—Continued
oral unsaturated, effects on arterial pres-

sure-volume curve of human extremity
measured in vivo (1961) 122

plasma nonesterified, in rates subjected to
gravitational acceleration (1964) 16729

progressively fluorinated, behavior of mono-
layers adsorbed on water (1964) 5592

unsaturated, and their esters, polymeriza-
tion and copolymerization (1963) 16714

Faucett, Philip M., management audit for
small manufacturers (1963) 7428

Faucher, G.A., upper atmosphere density ob-
tained from falling sphere drag meas-
urements (1963) 11479

Faught, C.K. remarks (1963) 9791; (1964)
15374

Faulkner, Norman A., advice on purchase and
sale of home (1965) 12778

Faulkner, Rafford L.. remarks (1963) 11594;
(1964) 19262; (1965) 1866

Fault isolation techniques, see Project FIST
(fault isolation by semi-automatic tech-
niques).

Fauna:
Abrigo formation (1965) 2243
Aral Lake, USSR study (1965) 9469
China, economic (1964) 8904
enrichment in reservoirs, USSR study (1963)

6723
fauna and carboniferous formations of cen-

tral Montana (1962) 13874
series (1962) 8551

lower Eocene mammalian, of southwestern
Wyoming, study (1962) 3482

North American (1962) 9658
reconstruction in Caspian Sea, USSR study

(1964) 7178
trilobite

—

Lower Cambrian, from Nevada (1964) 21356
Upper Cambrian of northeastern Tennes-

see (1965) 13262
western Pacific, conference on joint investi-

gations of, USSR study (1964) 7172
see also Avifauna—Fresh-water fauna

—

Mammals—Marine fauna—Vertebrates
Faust, George T., physical properties and min-

eralogy of samples of sediments from
vicinity of Brookhaven National Labo-
ratory (1963) 17526

Faust, Mattie M.:
comparability of mortality statistics for

—

5th and 6th revisions. United States, 1960
(1964) 1568

6th and 7th revisions. United States, 1958
(1965) 9900

comparability ratios based on mortality sta-
tistics for 5th and 6th revisions. United
States, 1950 (1964) 7710

Faust, William R.:

effective lengths of antennas in magneto-
ionic media (1965) 14953

electrodynamics in magneto-ionic environ-
ment (1965) 9824

exploding condctors (1964) 13333
solutions to three-dimensional equation of

radiative transport (1963) 11176
Favorite, Felix, North Pacific oceanography,

Feb.-Apr. 1962 (1964) 10576
Fav, Elmer R., sr., relief (1963) 19006; (1964)

4447, 6141
Fay, Paul B., jr., nomination, hearing (1961)

4081
Fayda, Arma, and wife, relief (1961) 12380
Fayette County, Ind., soil survey (1961) 6551
Fayette County, Pa., pilot food stamp pro-

gram, effect on retail food store sales
(1963) 8145

Fayette County, Tenn., soil survey report
(1964) 16867

Fayette County, W. Va., preparation charac-
teristics of coal (1965) 16596

Fayetteville, Ark:
land convevance for park and recreation,

report (1961) 20605
land transfer to

—

law (1963) 20431
reports (1963) 6236, 18869

population, special census (1963) 162
Fayetteville, N.C.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

16389
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13185
Fay's gravitational anomalies and isostasy,

USSR (1962) 1211
FBI, see Federal Bureau of Investigation.
FBM, see Fleet Ballistic Missile program.
FCA, see Farm Credit Administration.
FCC, see Federal Communications Commission.
FCIC, see Federal Crop Insurance Corpora-

tion.

FCR series (1962) 17363-368; (1963) 2123, 8146,
10050, 12045-46, 15412-413; (1965)
12373-375, 16080-81, 17991-992

FCS, see Farmer Cooperative Service.
FCST, see Federal Council for Science and

Technology.
FDA, see Food and Drug Administration.

FDA memo for consumers, CM (series): (1965)
4782, 6239, 12471-491 14348, 19635

new consumer, information series (1965)
12471

FDIC, see Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion.

Feakes, F., gauge calibration study in extreme
high vacuum (1965) 6625

Feasibility of Krupp-Renn process for treat-

ing lean iron ores of Mesabi Range, dig-

est (1964) 13665
Feather River:

Oroville project, flood control, etc.

—

departmental edition (1962) 23482
document edition (1962) 23313

Feathers:
chemical modification

—

Tan-0-Quil-QM process (1963) 11252
Werner type chromium complexes (1963)

11253

feathers

—

and down, disposal from national stock-

pile-
hearings (1963) 18921, 18924
law (1963) 20435
reports (1963) 15361, 18840

filling material, classification, identification,

and testing. Federal standard (1965)
4726, 18102

waterfowl feathers and down, immediate
disposal from national stockpile

—

law (1961) 18660
reports (1961) 14352, 16992

Featherston, E. Glenn, requirements and train-
ing programs for school bus drivers
(1965) 14185

Feces:
bile acid and sterol excretion of rats, effect

of dietary pectin and saponin (1963)
11549

determination of dinitrophenol chemical poi-

sons in (1965) 14493
hatchery-reared salmonids, effects of accu-

mulated excretory products (1965) 2156
human waste

—

combustion and product recovery (1964)
7986

gross chemical changes while undergoing
thermal decomposition (1964) 7985
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Fecundity:
fertility measurement, report of United

States National Committee on Vital and
Health statistics (1965) 20052

fish fertility and roe size, USSR study (1964)
4917

mouse fertility

—

effect of centimeter radio waves (1963)
19502

of male exposed to gamma radiation dur-
ing embryonic growth and viability of

their oflFspring, USSR study (1962) 18084
population

—

census 1960 (1963) 7747
characteristics, Aug. 1959 (1961) 13195

women, fertility by social, economic, and
housing characteristics, census of popu-
lation, 1960 (1964) 11914

Fedde, Gerhard P., elm spanworm (1964) 767
Feder, William A., Thielaviopsis basicola asso-

ciated with declining sweet orange seed-
lings in Florida (1963) 20270

Federal, see headings beginning Federal

—

Government—National—Public.
Federal activities in education, list (1961)

19232
Federal Advisory Council on the Arts:
establish

—

hearings (1961) 10343; (1962) 21563
reports (1961) 14314; (1962) 21502

Federal agencies, see Government offices.

Federal aid, see Grants-in-aid— also subjects.
Federal Air Pollution Control Laboratory:

establish

—

hearings (1965) 9004, 15820
reports (1965) 10643, 17641

Federal airport act, see Airports.
Federal airways, see Airways.
Federal and State game and fish agencies

(1961) 14893
Federal assistance:

for projects in aging (1964) 7848-50,
15166-167; (1965) 6989, 11797

in outdoor recreation available to States,
their subdivisions, organizations, indi-

viduals (1964) 9689
Federal Aviation Agency:

activity, FAA airways system, summary,
1963 (1964) 8530

additional costs incurred in management of
automatic data processing equipment,
GAO report (1965) 16295

administrator

—

appointment of William F. McKee

—

hearings (1965) 10548, 12314, 17913
law (1965) 13776
reports (1965) 10499, 10508, 10660

nomination of Najeeb E. Halaby, hearing
(1961) 5880

advisory circulars (1964) 17020, 17021
air safety activities

—

and programs, responsibilities, aims, and
accomplishments (speech) (1961) 20726

hearings (1961) 10508
air service and flight safety (remarks) (1962)

21718
air traffic activity

—

reports (1965) 6151, 16142
summaries (1961) 499, 5975, 17228; (1962)

7324, 21713; (1963) 8216, 17421; (1964)
17963

aircraft

—

accident report (1963) 7772
procurements, utilization, etc., deficiencies,

GAO report (1964) 8711
airspace advisory plan. Project Shoal (1965)

202
airspace closure

—

Project Gnome (1962) 14867
Project Sedan (1963) 11572

Federal Aviation Agency—Continued
airway and flight procedures inspection pro-

gram (1963) 20661
airworthiness directives (1962) 3797, 19470;

(1964) 3247, 3451, 21287; (1965) 3132.
16148

biweekly (1963) 3635; (1965) 3344
large aircraft, summary (1965) 16157
small aircraft, summary (1965) 18072
summary (1963) 17427

appropriations

—

amendment (1964) 10160
hearings (1961) 10331, 12502; (1962) 13494,

19369; (1963) 18919; (1964) 10290; (1965)
8869

aviation forecasts, fiscal years 1963-68
(1963) 2241

bibliographic lists (1964) 6607-15, 17962
budget, 1964, amendment (1963) 13460
civil aeronautics manuals (1961) 494-498,

1955, 4173-74, 5965-67, 7368-71,
10574-577, 12605-606, 14825-831,
17223-224, 19281-282, 20716-717; (1962)
506-507, 2443-45, 5146, 7312-15, 9572-73,
11743-744, 13766-769, 15537, 17443-447.
19457-459, 21707-711, 23501-502; (1963)
474-476, 2242, 6389-90, 8212-13, 10105,
13892, 15465, 17418, 19161; (1964) 647,
6616

status (1961) 7375; (1962) 5151; (1963) 481,
4884, 12096, 20660; (1964) 6622, 12385,
21293

civil air regulations (1961) 12607, 17225,
19283, 20719; (1962) 9574, 15538, 17448,
19460-461; (1963) 6391, 15466; (1964) 648,
4675, 19667

amendments (1961) 4175-76, 5968-74, 7372,
9077-81, 17226-227, 19284-287,
20720-722; (1962) 2446-50, 5147-49,
7316-23, 9575-84, 11745-749, 13770-771,
17449-450; (1963) 2243-45, 4879-80, 6392,
8214-15, 10106-109, 15467, 17419,
19162-163, 20657; (1964) 2304, 4676-78,
8528-29, 10504-506, 12359-378,
14222-225; (1965) 2118

special regulations (1961) 504
conduct and discipline program handbook

(1964) 12379
consolidated listing of FAA certificated re-

pair stations (1965) 4781
contractions used in air traffic control,

etc.

—

handbook (1963) 9641; (1964) 4267
change (1965) 132

manual, amdt. 2 (1962) 12963
costs incurred because of inappropriately

assigning flight data processing duties
to assistant air traffic controllers, GAO
report (1965) 4841

definitions and abbreviations, FAA regula-
tions (1962) 13773; (1963) 13894; (1964)
6617, 10510, 14227, 17964; (1965) 6153,
7626, 9080, 14227, 16144

deputy administrator, nomination of David
D. Thomas, hearings (1965) 17913

Dulles International Airport, financial and
administrative activities relating to

development and construction, GAO re-

view (1962) 9721
efficiency and economy in operation

—

hearings (1963) 2050
report (1964) 4452

electronic

—

air traffic control simulator systems, ex-

cessive costs incurred because of extend-
ed contractor furnished technical serv-
ices etc., GAO report (1964) 10596

technician's manual (1961) 19288
employee performance improvement (1965)

2119
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Federal Aviation Agency—Continued
employees

—

arming, hearing (1964) 21206
claims (1962) 16902, 20783, 21358

enforcement procedures (1963) 13895
regulations (1962) 21715; (1965) 12423.

14228 19597
establishment, text of 1958 act (1963) 18712
excessive costs

—

from delayed purchase of automatic data
processing equipment, GAO report
(1965) 6263

incurred in acquiring building site and in

renting space, GAO report (1965) 695
FAA community- response studies over

6-month period, Oklahoma City area,

sonic-boom exposures (1965) 1477
FAA course for radiological

—

meter operators (1961) 1956, 14833
monitors (1961) 14834-836

FAA handbook series (1962) 19462-464;

(1963) 477, 4882, 6393, 8217-18,

10110-111, 12095, 13893, 15468-471,
19164-169, 20658-659; (1964) 649, 4680,

10507, 12379-382, 14226, 19668, 21286;

(1965) 532-534, 2119, 4694-95, 6152,
7623-25, 9078-79, 10790-792, 16143,
18062-64

FAA news (1961) 3139-40
T series (1961) 3141

facilities, operational radiological recovery
procedures, handbook (1963) 8217

failure to provide purchase options for auto-

matic data processing equipment, addi-

tional costs, GAO report (1965) 14385
Federal aviation act enforcement, proce-

dures, regulations of administrator
(1962) 5150

Federal aviation regulations (1962)

13773-774, 17451-455, 19465-468.
21714-717. 23503-508; (1963) 478-480,
2247-52, 4883, 8219, 10112-113,
13894-901, 15473, 17423-424; (1964) 650,

2305-7. 8531-33, 4681-83, 6617-21,

10510-512, 12384, 14227-230, 1.S883-885,

17964-968, 19670-675, 21287-291; (1965)

535-541, 2121-22, 4697-99, 6153-57,

7626-28, 9080-83, 10794-796, 12423-427,
14227-241, 16144-155, 18066-71,

19597-603
status (1963) 481, 4884, 12096, 20660;

(1964) 6622, 12385, 21293; (1965) 4703,
12428

fees for copying and certifying FAA records,

FAA regulations (1962) 13774; (1964)

15885
field facility directory (1963) 15474; (1964)

3506; (1965) 3418, 10797
flight service stations, evaluation

—

hearings (1964) 17654
report (1964) 17533

general aviation inspection aids, summary
(1964) 15886; (1965) 16156

inadequate

—

administration of automatic data process-
ing operations, air route traffic control

centers, Boston, Mass., and Washington,
D.C., GAO report (1964) 8723

planning resulting in effectual utilization

of automatic data processing system at

National Flight Data Canter, GAO re-

port (1965) 6276
information retrieval list (1964) 17970
maintenance surveillance procedures hand-

book (1965) 10791
management for supervisors workbook

(1962) 13778
master index, manufacturer's identifying

number and Government specification

type designators (1963) 2246

Federal Aviation Agency—Continued
modernized flight service station system

(1964) 17017
news features (1961) 3142
nominations, hearings (1961) 4108
nondiscrimination in federally assisted pro-

grams (1965) 4697
organization, administration, services, etc

(1961) 1957, 19289; (1964) 19669
patent practices, report (1961) 4115
personnel

—

problems, report to Congress (1961) 18990
redeployment, 1963, report (1964) 8337

policy statement, handbook (1965) 10790

press releases (1962) 4199; (1963) 4047;
(1964) 3880

procurement of inoperative radar target
simulators, GAO report (1965) 7779

publications, lists (1961) 500; (1963) 19170;
(1964) 12383; (1965) 2120, 18065

regulations of administrator (1961) 502-503
4178-79, 5979-81, 7374, 14837, 19291
(1962) 512-513, 5150, 9587, 19470-471
(1963) 485, 8220, 13902, 17427

rental of punched card machines, excessive
payments, GAO report (1964) 12489

reports (1961) 5976; (1962) 9585; (1963) 6394;
(1964) 10509; (1965) 10793

representatives of administrator, regula-
tions (1961) 5981; (1962) 13774

rule making procedures, FAA regulations
(1962) 21714; (1963) 8219; (1964) 19670

rules of flight (1962) 21720

safety in construction, etc., handbook (1963)
6393

scientific information activities (1962) 18345
sonic booms in Greater St. Louis area, re-

sults of flight program to study commu-
nity responses (1965) 9696

SRDS—
abstracts of technical reports, general

distribution, supplement (1964) 15132
organization handbook (1963) 15470

statistical handbook of aviation (1961)

20723; (1963) 17422; (1964) 10508; (1965)
4696

sundry nominations, hearings (1963) 2090

surplus airport disposal program and relat-

ed programs, GAO review (1962) 21817
systems maintenance study

—

management and organization (1962)
11751

technical report (1962) 11752
technical order authorizations, regulations

(1965) 536
technical reports, consolidated abstracts,

1957-62
general distribution (1963) 14738
Government distribution (1963) 13093

technical standard order-system, index of

materials, etc (1961) 7373
technical standard order TSO (series) (1961)

1958-59. 14840, 19293; (1963) 8221,

13903; (1964) 4684
index (1961) 5978

unnecessary costs incurred under semiauto-
matic flight inspection program, GAO
report (1964) 8738

use of communications systems, FAA regula-
tions (1962) 13774

user charges required by prescribed Govern-
ment policies not assessed against recip-

ients of Government services, GAO re-

port (1964) 8708
written examination guide, ground instruc-

tor

—

instrument (1963) 2303
link rating (1961) 17268
radio navigation (1961) 17269
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Federal Aviation Agency Academy, Oklahoma
City, Okla., excessive costs incurred for
training activities, GAO report (1965)
6262

Federal bail procedures, hearings (1965) 4614
Federal Banking Commission:
create analysis of bill (1965) 8875
establish, hearings (1963) 20496

Federal Boxing Commission, establish, report
(1965) 17568

Federal buildings, see Public buildings.
Federal Bureau of Investigation:
agents, employment outlook (1962) 8365;

(1964)9416
director, presidential appointment of succes-

sors, provide, reports (1963) 11980;
(1965) 10651

investigations, obstruction, amend U.S.
Code, reports (1962) 11404, 13432

National Academy graduating class of 1961
(address) (1961) 21127

report, 1965 (1965) 19601
Federal careers: (1962) 16611; (1963) 18734
directory, guide for college students (1963)

4623, 16945
in sixties, directory for college students

(1961) 1835
service at your service (1961) 5526; (1963)

6030; (1965) 4405
Federal catalog system publications, for sale

by Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office (1962) 19409

Federal civil defense act of 1950, see Civilian
defense.

Federal civil defense guides (1963) 9737-38,
13316, 16924-933, 20374-375; (1964) 203,
1835-37, 4366-70, 8148-50, 10089-93,
11926, 15340-341, 19319-325; (1965)
309-312, 1924, 5731-33, 7308-11, 8645-50,
10279, 13667-668, 15334-335, 19002

Federal civil service, see Civil service.
Federal Coal Mine Safety Board of Review:

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497; (1962) 7076,
11648; (1963) 6184, 9995; (1964) 6338,
8436; (1965) 5950, 8972

law (1961) 14122; (1962) 18954; (1963)
15158; (1964) 13904; (1965) 13782

reports (1961) 7120, 10455, 14357; (1962)
9266, 11642; (1963) 7939, 11951, 13616;
(1964) 8288, 8420, 13951; (1965) 8773,
8960

member, nomination of Trevorrow, George
C, hearing (1963) 8127

reconstitute

—

hearings (1965) 16041
report (1964) 4457; (1965) 7444, 10483

Federal Commission on Boxing, establish,
hearings (1965) 15819

Federal Commission on Disposition of Alca-
traz Island, see Alcatraz Island, Com-
mission on Disposition of.

Federal Communications Commission:
achievements in past year (address) (1962)

21721
actions

—

in docket cases, reports (1961) 3149; (1962)
3573; (1963) 3646; (1964) 3464; (1965)
3357

on motions, reports (1961) 3150; (1962)
3574; (1963) 3646; (1964) 3464; (1965)
3357

amateur service, FCC rules and regulations
(1963) 10120, 15480

appropriations, hearings (1961) 8833, 12502;
(1962) 13494, 19369; (1963) 18919; (1964)
10290; (1965) 8869, 17716

authorization for certain nonbroadcast op-
erations

—

hearings (1963) 19049; (1964) 10320
law (1964) 12002

Federal Communications Commission—Contin-
ued
authorization for certain nonbroadcast op-

erations—Continued
reports (1963) 19007; (1964) 10226

budget, 1963, amendment, proposal (1962)
11309

calendars, hearings (1962) 3808
commissioners, employees, etc., financial in-

terests, amend law

—

hearing (1965) 17716, 19487
report (1965) 14102

decisions and reports (1961) 9083-84, 10580,
12609; (1962) 19472, 21722, 23511; (1963)
8222, 10115, 17971; (1964) 19676

bound volumes (1965) 542, 9086, 14242,
19605

weekly (1961) 3145; (1962) 3809; (1963)
3647; (1964) 3465; (1965) 3358, 16160

experimental, auxiliary and special broad-
cast services, rules and regulations
(1964) 10515

facilitate conduct of business

—

law (1961) 16605
reports (1961) 14306, 14379, 14607, 16712

fairness doctrine

—

current interpretation (address) (1964)
2309

principle and application (address) (1964)
15887

FCC-positioned transosonde flights (1962)
18593

frequency allocations, etc., rules and regula-
tions (1961) 12611

hearing calendars (1963) 3646
Inf bulletin (1965) 14243
instruction in docket cases (1961) 3153;

(1962) 3686; (1963) 3646
legal problems in administrative procedures

(address) (1964) 21294
maritime services, radio stations on land,

shipboard, etc., rules and regulations
(1963) 6398, 10119; (1964) .3990; (1965)
3362

member, nomination of

—

Cox, Kenneth A., hearings (1963) 6291
Ford, Frederick W. hearings (1965) 430
Loevinger, Lee, hearing (1963) 12013
Minow, Newton N., hearing (1961) 5879
Wadsworth, James J., hearings (1965)

12322
memorandum opinions, etc (1961) 3148;

(1962) 4047; (1963) 3895; (1964) 3718;
(1965) 3635

nominations, hearings (1961) 4108
nonbroadcast and general actions, reports

(1961) 3156; (1962) 4126; (1963) 3646;
(1964) 3464; (1965) 3357

organization statement, etc., rules and regu-
lations (1961) 4182, 5984, 7376, 9085,
12610, 14843, 19294, 20727; (1962) 514,
2455, 7328, 17458, 19473; (1963) 487,
2257, 6396, 8223, 12098, 15479; (1964)
3987, 6624; (1965) 3359

patent practices, preliminary report (1963)
332

petitions for intervention before FCC

—

hearings (1963) 19049; (1964) 10320
law (1964) 12001
reports (1963) 19008; (1964) 10227

policy on local live programming (address)
(1963) 13905

power to improve broadcast programming
based on public support (address) (1963)
12097

practice and procedures, rules and regula-
tions (1961) 4182, 5984, 7376, 9085,
12610, 14843, 19294, 20727; (1962) 514,
2455, 7328, 9590, 13780, 17458, 19473;
(1963) 487, 2257, 6396, 8223, 12098,
15479; (1964) 3987, 6624; (1965) 3359
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Federal Communications Commission—Con.
press releases (1961) 3155; (1962) 4200;

(1963) 4048; (1964) 3881; (1965) 3797
problems, procedures and policies (address)

(1964) 2311
progress report, 1965, hearings (1965) 12323

progress report on telephone rates, etc.,

hearings (1963) 10004

prohibit from making rules rel. broadcast
advertising length, etc.

—

hearings (1964) 2114
reports (1964) 2080, 4483

promote efficient, fair, and independent oper-
ation, hearings (1961) 14481

public notices (1961) 3149-58; (1962) 3573-74,
3642-43, 3686. 3689, 4126, 4168, 4200,
4312, 4351; (1963) 3646, 4048; (1964)
3464, 3881; (1965) 3357, 3797

radio

—

broadcast services, rules and regulations
(1962) 23513; (1963) 488, 6397, 10118,
12099; (1964) 10515

engineer, examination announcement, dis-

continuance notice (1961) 8560
station, frequency and equipment lists

(1965) 14243
regulatory authority over communications,

common carriers, hearings (1964) 17653
reorganization plan 2 of 1961

—

disapproval, report (1961) 10292
hearings (1961) 10351, 10504, 12355, 14727,

16844
message from the President (1961) 8650

reports (1961) 4181; (1962) 5152; (1963) 2255;
(1964) 4686; (1965) 4705

reports and forms, eliminate oath require-
ment

—

hearings (1962) 11465
law (1962) 11281
reports (1961) 5820; (1962) 9355

responsibilities and problems (address)
(1963) 2253

review of orders, law, text (1961) 5983
rule making, petitions filed (1961) 3157;

(1962) 4168; (1963) 10114
rules and regulations (1961) 505-509,

1961-62, 4182-88, 5984-89, 7376-80,
9085-88, 10581-582, 12610-613, 14843-846,
17230-232, 19294-296, 20727-728; (1962)
514-519, 2455-56, 5154, 7328-30, 9590-92,
ll"755-758, 13780-785, 15543, 17458-463,
19473-474, 21724-726, 23512-517; (1963)
487-488, 2257-58, 4886-87, 6396-99,
8223-24, 10117-121, 12098-100, 13906-907,
15479-481; (1964) 6624-26. 8534,
10515-516

sheets (1964) 3987-95; (1965)

authority to impose small

transmittal
3359-67

violations,

fines

—

hearing (1962) 11465
law (1962) 13301
reports (1961) 10470; (1962) 9353

scientific information and activities (1961)
8080

short history of electrical communication
(1964) 12386

sundry nominations, hearings (1963) 2090
workload, personnel, etc., comparative oper-

ating data for 1949 and 1959 (1961) 8846

Federal Council for Science and Technology:
COSATI subject category list (1965) 6894
Government patent policy, annual report

(1965) 16164
natural resources, research and develop-

ment, report (1963) 20122
proceedings of 1st symposium, current prob-

lems in management of scientific person-
nel (1964) 8540

Federal Council for Science and Technology

—

Continued
proceedings, 2d symposium

—

environment of Federal laboratory, Dec.
7-8, 1964 (1965) 14244

technical information and Federal labora-
tory. Apr. 13-14, 1964 (1965) 544

report, 1962 (1964) 7724
Federal Council on Aging:
how Government works for older people,

report to the President. 1962 (1962)
11759

programs for older people, report to the
President. 1960 (1961) 1964

Federal Council on Arts and Humanities:
establish

—

law (1965) 17405
reports (1965) 12265, 1.5645

Federal courts, see Courts of United States.
Federal Credit Programs Committee, report

(1963) 7389
Federal credit unions:
accounting manuals (1963) 489; (1965) 16165
act, amended (1963) 6400, 10122; (1964)

19680
act, amendments

—

hearings (1964) 6346, 12253
law (1963) 20433; (1964) 13901
reports (1963) 15284, 19011; (1964) 2055,

12227
anniversary reports (1961) 12616; (1962)

15545; (1963) 13908; (1965) 10798
bylaws, specimen copy (1962) 11760; (1964)

10517
Spanish edition (1965) 16166

collection procedure (1965) 16167
credit manual (1964) 19679
emergency preparedness guidelines (1964)

652
general information (1962) 11761; (1964)

14234; (1965) 19606
Spanish translation (1962) 11762

handbooks (1961) 20729; (1964) 21296
revised pages (1965) 12430

ley federal de cooperativas de credito (1963)
6400

organization and conducting board of direc-

tors meeting (1961) 510
report of operations (1964) 14235; (1965)

10798
Romney Federal Credit Union and its contri-

butions to community (1964) 6606
rules and regulations (1962) 9594
supplement (1961) 5990

supervisory committee manual (1962) 2457
type of membership classification (1962)

2458
Federal Credit Unions Bureau:
accountants, opportunities (1965) 6161
rules and regulations for Federal credit un-

ions, supplement (1961) 5990
Federal Crop Insurance Corporation:

appropriations, Agriculture Dept., hearings
(1961) 10325; (1962) 11430; (1963) 9921;
(1964) 10288; (1965) 10515

audit reports (1961) 5597; (1962) 11298;
(1963) 13992, 15185; (1964) 10161, 10592

financial report, 1964, GAO examination
(1965) 8745

Florida citrus growers, information on in-

surance (1961) 17233
report, 1961 (1962) 17466
wheat program, what crop is really worth to

you (1963) 13909
Federal Dairv Advisory Committee, create,

hearings (1963) 11869
Federal Dairy Stabilization Board, create,

hearings (1963) 11869
Federal Deposit and Savings Insurance Board,

establish, hearings (1963) 20496
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Federal deposit insurance act, see Banks and

banking.
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation:

annual reports (1961) 12617; (1963) 12101;

(1964) 17972; (1965) 14246

assumption of employee benefits and change
in audit dates, hearing (1964) 400

assumption of employees benefits costs, re-

port (1964) 356
audit, change dates, report (1964) 356

audit reports (1961) 4020; (1962) 6960; (1963)

7853; (1964) 6756, 10165

GAO review (1963) 4997
Board of Directors, nomination of Kenneth

A. Randall, hearing (1964) 6497

deposits and share accounts, increase maxi-

mum coverage for each depositor

—

hearings (1963) 15304
reports (1964) 4465, 10281

estabhsh Federal Deposit and Savings In-

surance Board to manage FDIC, hear-

ings (1963) 20496
insured banking oflfices, Hst (1961) 5991;

(1962) 11763; 6401; (1964) 6628; (1965)

7632
changes (1961) 3159; (1962) 4022; (1963)

3871; (1964) 3684; (1965) 9087
supplements (1965) 3600

member, nomination of Joseph W. Barr,
hearing (1964) 4574

press releases (1961) 3160; (1962) 4201;
(1963) 4049; (1964) 3882; (1965) 3798

report (1962) 17467
report of call (1964) 654, 10518; (1965) 2129,

14245
report series (1961) 511, 10583; (1962) 520,

13786; (1963) 490, 12102
reports to insured banks (1961) 7381, 17234

taxation of mutual savings banks and sav-
ings and loan associations, report (1962)
15286

Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund, see
Board of Trustees of Federal Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance and Disability
Insurance Trust Funds.

Federal Elducation Agency for the future
(1961) 9033

Federal employees, see Government officials

and employees—Salaries.
Federal employees' compensation act, see Em-

ployers' liability and workmen's compen-
sation.

Federal Employees, National Federation of,

see National Federation of Federal Em-
ployees.

Federal employment, see Employment.
Federal Employment Opportunity Commission,

establish, report (1963) 15233
Federal Employment Policies and Practices

Committee, report (1964) 3090
Federal executive pay act of 1956, see Sala-

ries.

Federal expenditures, see Exronomies in Na-
tional Government—Finance,

appropriations, 1962, Agriculture Dept.,
hearings (1961) 8826; (1962) 11430;
(1963) 7979; (1964) 10286; (1965) 8865

Federal Extension Service:
activities and accomplishments, 1961 (1962)

13787
circular (1961) 14848; (1962) 13787, 17470,

21729; (1963) 20662-663; (1964) 2314-16,
14237; (1965) 547

direction and shift of emphasis (remarks)
(1962) 9596

Bbctension Service review (periodical) (1962)
3796; (1963) 3634; (1964) 3450; (1965)
3343

Federal Extension Service—Continued
Federal-State relations and Cooperative

Extension Service (1963) 492
funds distribution

—

law (1962) 20924
reports (1962) 17001, 19354
opportunity for service in search for social

and economic progress in rural commu-
nity (address) (1962) 8808

role in rural areas development (notes)

(1961) 12618
Federal Facilities Corporation:

audit reports (1961) 4033; (1962) 9190, 9711
dissolve

—

law (1961) 18589
reports (1961) 14288, 16967

Federal fair employment practice act, see Dis-

crimination in employment.
Federal Farm Credit Board, members, nomina-

tions of Julian B. "Thayer and Joe B.

Zeug, hearing (1961) 8970
Federal farm loan act, see Agricultural credit.

Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation:
abolish

—

hearings (1961) 20564
law (1961) 20513
reports (1961) 10467, 16791

Federal Fire Council:

fire experience, 1961 (1963) 2336; (1964) 4773;

(1965) 2220, 19658
fire

—

loss experience of Federal Government,
1960 (1961) 12771

safety training and speakers directory
(1964) 6793

forcible entry practices involving Federal
properties (1965) 14406

information brochure (1962) 11879
joint meeting with Federal Safety Council,

minutes. May 17, 1962 (1962) 21818
library material received (1962) 11877;

(1963) 3863; (1964) 3682; (1965) 3596
minutes of meeting (1961) 12770; (1962)

13863, 19561, 21819; (1963) 8327, 15601;
(1964) 4772; (1965) 7794, 16309

recommended practices series (1962) 11878;
(1963) 10272

Federal focal point in outdoor recreation
(1964) 20714

Federal fund-raising manual (1964) 17136
Federal funds for research, development, and

other scientific activities (1964) 14988;
(1965) 16776, 18643

Federal Government, see Government.
Federal guidance for State and local civil de-

fense, FG series (1963) 7777, 18713;
(1964) 6065

Federal Hall National Memorial:
commemorative medal, liberty series

—

law (1964) 6173
reports (1964) 460, 2094

general information (1963) 5635; (1965) 8167
Federal handbook for small business, survey

of small business programs in Federal
Government agencies (1962) 22782

Federal Home Loan Bank Board:
accomplishments (remarks) (1963) 493
and its advisers (address) (1962) 13789
appropriations, hearings (1961) 10331,

12502; (1962) 13494, 19369; (1963) 18919;
(1964) 10290; (1965) 8869

audit report (1961) 5600; (1962) 6961; (1964)

8706, 10186; (1965) 19648
GAO review (1963) 4998

budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 10218
digests (1961) 3162; (1962) 3811, (1963) 3649;

(1964) 3467; (1965) 3369
index (1963) 2260
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Federal Home Loan Bank Board—Continued
inquiry into mortgage insurance companies,

statement (1964) 14238
investigation and study

—

Alice, Tex.

—

hearings (1962) 4965. 9384
report (1963) 13571

Atlanta, Ga., hearings (1963) 2049
Clovis, N. Mex.

—

hearings (1962) 15270
report (1962) 21129

legislative program, etc. (speech) (1965) 6169

management and supervision face challenge
(address) (1965) 10799

member, nomination of

—

John deLaittre, hearing (1962) 17312
Michael Greenebaum, hearing (1965) 7530
John E. Home, hearing (1963) 15377
Joseph P. McMurray, hearing (1961) 5853

objectives, progress, and partnership
(speech) (1962) 11769

organization and functions (1961) 514
policies and actions, retrospect and pros-

pects (address) (1965) 553
preparedness guidelines for emergency sav-

ings and loan operations, in cooperation
with OEP and OCD (1965) 10801

press releases (1961) 3172, (1962) 4202;
(1963) 4050; (1964) 3883; (1965) 3799

recent and proposed regulations (remarks)
(1963) 10149

reorganization plan 6 of 1961

—

hearings (1961) 12351
message from the President (1961) 10226

reports (1961) 14849; (1962) 13792; (1963)
19173; (1965) 552, 14249

report on—

-

mortgage credit, study recommendation
(1961) 8977

taxation of mutual savings banks and
savings and loan associations (1962)
15286

reserve regulations, amendments (address)
(1964) 8543

responsibility to Government to fit opera-
tion into national policy and obligation
to public to maintain a sound efficient

industry (address) (1962) 523
revisionist process, techniques, etc. (address)

(1963) 494
role, growth of savings in U.S. (address)

(1962) 21735
savings and loan examiners, examination

announcement (1964) 10102
seizure of Long Beach Federal Savings &

Loan Association, hearings (1961) 14470
year ahead (address) (1962) 23521

Federal Home Loan Bank of Cincinnati:
savings in interest costs to Government at-

tainable by greater use of Treasury
checking account

—

departmental edition (1965) 10960
document edition (1965) 13827

Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco:
savings in interest costs by greater use of

Treasury checking account

—

departmental edition (1965) 4840
document edition (1965) 5802

Federal Home Loan Bank System:
activities (1962) 17473

in changing world (address) (1964) 10519
members of Federal Home Loan Bank Sys-
tem (1965) 9088
assets and liabilities (1962) 21734; (1963)
20664

combined financial statements (1962) 521
income and expenses (1962) 23518; (1964)
655

Federal Home Loan Bank Systenv—Continued
members savings and loan association
(1961)19298
advance highlights (1962) 21733; (1963)
15484; (1965) 549

credit mechanism (address) (1965) 9089
member savings and loan associations, fi-

nancial statements, 1960, advance re-
port (1961) 19298

practitioner's evaluation (address) (1964)
19682

purpose (speech) (1965) 7633
recent and proposed regulations (remarks)

(1963) 10149
reconsideration (address) (1963) 19172
sound practices as key to success (speech)

(1965) 9092
what goals should we pursue (speech) (1965)

9094
why savings bank membership (address)

(1962) 525
Federal home loan banks:

act, amend
hearing (1961) 14452
law (1961) 18603-604
reports (1961) 14368, 14370, 16998-999

audit reports (1961) 4026; (1962) 2512, 4911;
(1963) 4999, 7855; (1964) 6757, 10168

directors, improve and simplify election

—

hearing (1961) 14452
law (1961) 18604
reports (1961) 14370, 16999

GAO audit, change to calendar year basis,
amend act

—

hearing (1964) 10314
law (1964) 17377
reports (1964) 12054, 17746

grant Puerto Rico recognition as State on
board of directors

—

hearings (1962) 15262
law (1962) 20851
reports (1962) 15159, 19337

operations reports (1961) 14849; (1962)
13792; (1963) 19173; (1965) 552, 14249

Federal Housing Administration:
ABC's of FHA facts (1961) 515
accounting manual for acquired properties

(1965)2131
air travel by personnel, GAO review (1963)

5004
audit reports (1962) 618, 6958, 13854, 20957;

(1964) 21164
authority to make payments in lieu of taxes

upon acquisition of military housing

—

law (1962) 20931
report (1962) 21058

Commissioner, nomination of Neal J. Hardy,
hearing (1961) 5852

consumer bulletin (1965) 10805
dealers' and contractors' guide, property

improvement loans, title 1 (1965) 4710
highlights, etc (1965) 13976

extend and add new programs
law (1965) 15465
reports (1965) 12098, 13943, 14044, 15643

experience with mortgage foreclosures and
property acquisitions, report (1963) 4893

FHA and home-buving serviceman (1962)
11770; (1965) 9095, 10804

FHA housing for the elderly, projects and
people (1964) 15893

FHA mortgage insurance on housing for
elderly (1965) 9096

FHA news release (1963) 4051; (1964) 3884

FHA quick guide for buying a home (1965)
12432

Spanish edition (1965) 16173
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Federal Housing Administration—Continued
' FHA regulations (1962) 527-530, 7338-46,

9604, 11772-774, 15553-555, 17479-481:
(1963) 503-504, 4895-98, 8234, 10154,
13910, 15487-488, 19176-183; (1964) 2320,
4695-96, 6633-35, 10521, 14243-245,
15892, 17974-977; (1965) 557-559, 2132,
6171-74, 7635-37, 9097-98, 12433-436,
18075-80

FHA's new home improvement plans (1961)
20733

financing for home purchases and home im-
provements

—

consumer bulletin (1965) 4711, 10805
guide (1962) 19478; (1963) 4894

forbearance provisions, fact sheet (1962)
15551

handbook for FHA multifamily projects
(1965) 12437

home mortgage insurance

—

area trends (1965) 4709, 10803
consumer bulletins (1965) 4712, 10806
fact sheets (1962) 5160, 13794; (1963) 6404
State trends (1965) 4713, 10808

home owner's guide (1961) 10587; (1962)
19479

housing act of 1961, summary (1961) 17338
housing for you when you're 62 (1961) 17237
how to do business with FHA, message to

builders, fact sheets (1962) 11771; (1963)
502

increased costs incurred by Government
purchase of credit reports rather than
insistence that lenders submit accepta-
ble credit reports, GAO report (1965)
14394

insurable loans, digest (1961) 20732; (1963)
4892, 17430; (1965) 6170

lack of information on construction costs by
sponsor-controlled subcontractors may
unduly increase insured mortgages, GAO
report (1965) 7775

laws

—

national housing act, text, amendments
(1963) 8236

pertaining to FHA (1962) 2460
management and disposition of acquired

properties, GAO review (1962) 9723
manual, mortgagee's handbook, home mort-

gage programs— (1962) 21739
revisions (1963) 4899, 6405; (1964) 660,

8549; (1965) 6175-76, 12439-440
minimum property standards for urban re-

newal rehabilitation (1963) 13913; (1964)
4699

monthly payments to finance purchases and
improvements, guide for home buyers
and owners (1962) 7348

mortgage

—

credit analysis guide (1962) 17478
foreclosures, hearings (1964) 8438
insurance

authorization, increase

—

law (1961) 12100
report (1961) 10436

insurance

—

expenditures to correct defects, hearings
(1964) 2233

for urban renewal, fact sheet (1963)
10153

on housing for elderly, fact sheet (1962)
15552

program for urban renewal housing,
need to revise procedures in adminis-
tration, GAO report (1963) 20718

servicing activities inadequacy, increased
risk of loss, GAO report (1964) 6770

multifamily rental housing mortgage insur-
ance, amend act, report (1963) 15285

Federal Housing Administration—Continued"
new home improvement programs (1962)

9605; (1963) 2261
news release (1962) 4203
nursing-home mortgage insurance

—

general information (1963) 15490; (1965)
16172

notes (1961) 1970, 14854; (1962) 11775
overpayments for rental of automatic data

processing machines caused by inaccur-
ate recording of machine use time, GAO
report (1965) 704

potential savings through use of govern-
ment-owned housing to meet military
requirements, GAO reports

—

Jacksonville, Fla., area (1965) 10968
Orlando, Fla., area (1965) 7778
Tampa, Fla., area (1965) 9240

press releases (1965) 3800
properties of 3 or more units, minimum re-

quirements (1961) 12620
property improvement loans, dealers and

contractors guide (1962) 17477
relocation housing program for small homes,

GAO review (1961) 9240
rental housing program, what is is, how it

works (1961) 19302; (1963) 12110
report, 1959 (1961) 516; (1962) 5159, 21736;

(1964) 4691
self-insurance on acquired multifamily prop-

erty, hearing (1963) 13643
technical studies

—

lists (1963) 17431; (1964) 658, 6637
program (series (1963) 13911
report (1964) 14240

transfer

—

hearings (1962) 7093, 7220
message from the President (1962) 4916
report (1962) 7038

underwriting

—

procedures, multifamily mortgages manual
(1963) 19185

training handbooks (1961) 12621, 14855
what is is, what it does (1962) 15647

Federal Interagency Committee, report to Na-
tional Commission on Technology, Auto-
mation, and Ek-onomic Progress (1965)
2940

Federal Interagency Committee on Recreation,
report (1962) 5163

Federal Inter-Agency Sedimentation (Confer-
ence, proceedings (1965) 15200

Federal intermediate credit banks:
expedite return of Government capital and

improve operations, amend laws

—

hearings (1965) 7469, 12301
law (1965) 17430

reports (1965) 5929, 15965
Federal Inventions Administration, establish,

hearings (1961) 20643: (1962) 419

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 5075, 7235-39, 9507-11;
(1964) 8463-65, 12288-297

supplements (1963) 3650-60; (1964)
3468-78; (1965) 3370-80
monthly (1961) 3107; (1962) 3812
weekly (1961) 3108; (1962) 3813

Federal item identification guides (FUG) im-
provement program (1965) 14158

procedures manual (1965) 19532

Federal jobs overseas (1961) 10108; (1962)
9119; (1963) 4627

Federal land bank associations:
long-term mortgage loans (1962) 11735
reports (1961) 10570; (1962) 503; (1963) 468;

(1964) 4673
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Federal land banks:
farnvmortgage lending experience (1961)

5216-17, 8275. 17163; (1962) 7261,

17378-379; (1963) 2136, 6318, 15422;

(1964) 8477, 12317. 19622; (1965) 4641

loans, report (1961) 10570; (1962) 503
long-term mortgage loans (1962) 11735
system, how it operates (1961) 14818; (1962)

11736
Federal lands, see Public lands.

Federal manual for supply cataloging (1961)

14785. 17149; (1963) 8138; (1965) 453,
7558

Federal Maritime Board:
abolish

—

hearings (1961) 14473. 14494; (1962) 2365

message from the President (1961) 10227
cases (1961) 3173; (1962) 3814
contracts for construction-differential subsi-

dy, etc.. GAO review

—

departmental edition (1961) 6161
document edition (1961) 8641

current regulations, index (1961) 10595

decisions (1963) 15491, 19186; (1964) 8550,
21297

separates (1964) 3410
fleet replacement program (remarks) (1961)

10591
leadership in maritime development (re-

marks) (1961) 6000
member, nomination of Ralph E. Wilson,

report (1963) 20541
nominations, hearings (1961) 4108
operating procedures, amend merchant ma-

rine act, hearings (1961) 10510
releases MA NR series (1961) 3174
report

—

departmental edition (1961) 4190; (1962)
6219

document edition (1961) 4005; (1962) 4908
responsibilities and discharge of duties (ad-

dress) (1961) 7385
review of orders, law, text (1961) 5983
shipbuilding program (remarks) (1961) 9098

SP series (1961) 517-519, 1971, 4191-94,
5997-6000. 7384-87. 9096-9102. 10590-594,
14856

tariff schedules, suspension, extend time

—

hearings (1963) 297
report (1961) 5823

Federal Maritime Commission:
activities

—

(address) (1964) 4701
and how it can help maritime industry
(remarks) (1965) 6178

hearings (1964) 19518
appropriations. 1963

—

hearings (1962) 15253, 21525; (1963) 11874;
(1964) 515. 10288. 15791; (1965) 10517.
14112

law (1962) 23243; (1964) 1974, 17386; (1965)

15511
reports (1962) 16956. 21179. 21493; (1963)

11848; (1964) 511, 10245, 21193. 21233;
(1965) 10497, 15929. 17579

authority over dornpstic off-shore rates (re-

marks) (1964) 21302
commissioner, nomination of

—

Ashton C. Barrett

—

hearings (1963) 15378
report (1963) 18970

James V. Day, hearings (1965) 17913
John Harllee, hearings (1965) 17913
George H. Hearn. hearings (1965) 430

commissioners

—

provide 5 year terms

—

hearing (1965) 10552
law (1965) 13786
report (1965) 10464

Federal Maritime Commission—Continued
commissioners—Continued

term, lengthen to 5 years, hearings (1965)
17910

create

—

hearings (1961) 14473, 14494; (1962) 2365
message from the President (1961) 10227

decisions (1965) 19609
separates (1963) 19187; (1964) 3410

duties and jurisdiction (remarks) (1961)
19308

functions and—

•

goals (remarks) (1961) 19307
services (remarks) (1962) 21741

news releases NR series (1963) 4052; (1964)
3885

plans and policies of new commission (re-

marks) (1962) 5164
press releases (1965) 3801
program to eliminate barriers to U.S. trade

presented by discriminatory freight
rates, etc. (remark) (1965) 14251

progress report, hearing (1963) 295
regulation for dynamic trade growth (re-

marks) (1965) 563
regulatory

—

and promotional
functions (address) (1962) 5165
responsibility to maritime industry (re-

marks) (1965) 565
aspects of governmental contracts with
maritime industry (remarks) (1963)
19189

responsibilities to encourage export of

American goods to find new markets, etc.

(remarks) (1963) 19191
reorganization plans (remarks) (1961) 20734
report

—

departmental editions (1963) 4900; (1964)
4700; (1965) 6177

document editions (1963) 4711; (1964) 4443;
(1965) 5799

role in

—

our expanding economy (remarks) (1964)
8551

regulation and promotion of trade (ad-

dress) (1963) 19188
shipping and shipper problems (text of ad-

dress) (1962) 9606
sound cost accounting methods for shipping

industry (remarks) (1965) 562
SP series (1961) 19307-308, 20734-735. (1962)

2461-62. 7349, 9606, 11776-777,
13795-797. 15556. 21740-742; (1963) 505,
2262-63, 4901. 10155-160. 12112.
19188;191: (1964) 661, 4701, 6638-39,

8551, 10522, 12390. 19687. 21298-302;

(1965) 562-565. 4715. 6178. 10809-814.
14251. 16174. 18081;82, 19610

sundry nominations, hearings (1963) 2090
terminal industry problems (remarks) (1964)

661
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service:

answers to questions about (1961) 12622
appropriations.

—

hearings (1961) 8830; (1962) 7077. 15426;
(1963) 7981; (1964) 8361. 17864; (1965^

8867. 14113
laws (1961) 18681; (1962) 16804; (1963)

20425; (1964) 19413; (1965) 15504
reports (1961) 8820. 14646; (1962) 9306,

17007, 17178; (1963) 9874, 15356, 18855;
(1964) 8343, 17778; (1965) 8836, 14104,
15715

director, nomination of William E. Simkin,
hearing (1961) 7299

employment opportunities, mediator posi-

tions (1963) 12113
report. 1960 (1961) 6001; (1962) 9607; (1963)

10161; (1964) 12391; (1965) 10815
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Federal merit promotion program (1965) 17250

Federal mutual savings bank act, see Banks
and banking.

Federal National Mortgage Association:
abolish and transfer functions, report (1961)

16754
audit report (1961) 12753, 14161; (1962)

6967; (1963) 7859; (1964) 6758, 10175;

(1965) 5800
character act

—

amend, hearings (1965) 19486
secondary market for housing mortgages,

Federal laws (1965) 4716
financial statements, GAO examination

(1963) 5002; (1965) 2187
housing act of 1961, summary (1961) 17338
increase authority

—

law (1965) 15465
highlights (1965) 13976
reports (1965) 15643, 12098, 13943, 14044

leaders of housing and home industry, ac-

complishments, etc., industry salute (re-

marks (1963) 5760
news (1961) 3175; (1962) 3816; (1963) 3662;

(1964) 3480
press releases (1965) 3802
program activities of Fannie Mae, fact sheet

(1963) 8238
report, semi-annual 1961 (1962) 11778
what it is, what it does (1962) 15647

Federal news clip sheet (1961) 20479; (1962)
3817; (1963) 3663; (1964) 3481; (1965)
3382

Federal offenders in United States District
Courts (1965) 5491

Federal Office Space Committee, report (1962)
14561; (1963) 17186

secondary market facility for conventional
mortgages, develop as, hearings (1964)
526

transfer

—

hearings (1962) 7093, 7220
message from the President (1962) 4916
report (1962) 7038

Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and
Federal Disability Insurance Trust
Fund, see Board of Trustees of Federal
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
Fund and Federal Disability Insurance
Trust Fund.

Federal paperwork jungle: (1964) 12150, 14014,
15599; (1965) 5895

print additional copies, report (1965) 15739
Federal payments to older persons in need of

protection (1965) 9846
Federal personnel manual, see Civil service.
Federal Pest Control Review Board, activities

(address) (1962) 23603
Federal Power Commissioi/:

additional members, rate regulation, etc.,

message from the President (1961) 6996
administrative pi'ocess, sug;^ested improve-

ments, hearings (1963) 13661
annual report

—

departmental editions (1963) 2264; (1964)
6640; a965) 6179

document editions (1963) 2030; (1964) 6221;
(1965) 5797

appropriations hearings (1961) 10331,
12502; (1962). 13494, 19369; (1963) 18919;
(1964) 10290; (1965) 8869

approval requirement for abandonment of
interstate electric facilities, etc., report
(1961) 14679

charges for professional ^lervices, hearings
(1961) 1887

daily news digests (1961) 3182; (1962) 4121;
(1965) 3964; (1964) 3792; (1965) 3709

Federal Power Commission—Continued
delegate functions, report (1962) 11610
ex parte communications, and other prob-

lems, hearings— (1961) 1887
index (1961) 18958

Federal power act— (1963) 8239
insert sheet (1961) 12624

forms and publications list (1961) 12625
FPC R series (1962) 21743
jurisdiction, amend act

—

hearings (1964) 15804
report (1964) 17712

jurisdiction, exempt nonprofit cooperatives,
clarify

—

hearings (1965) 12320
report (1965) 14067

member, nomination of

—

Bagge, Carl E., hearings (1965) 12322
Black, David S., hearings (1964) 4576
Morgan, Howard

—

hearings (1961) 8991
report (1962) 21260

O'Connor, Lawrence J., hearing (1961)
14726

Ross, Charles R. hearings (1962) 411;
(1965) 12322

Swidler, Joseph C, hearings (1961) 8992
Woodward, Harold C, hearing (1962) 9488

national power survey, 1964 (1965) 579
advisory reports (1965) 580

nominations, hearings (1961) 4108
P series (1961) 19309
practice and procedure rules (1962) 21754;

(1963) 4903, 13923; (1964) 15901; (1965)
3393, 6183

inserts (1961) 1977, 9106-7; (1962) 563,
5173-74, 9610, 15568-570, 17489

press releases (1965) 3803
procedures, study, hearing (1965) 4600
promote efficient, fair, and independent oper-

ation, hearings (1961) 14481

publications, lists (1962) 2469, 9609, 19484;
(1963) 8240; (1964) 8553, 14252, 15900;
(1965) 6182, 10820

R series (1961) 19310; (1963) 19192; (1964)
4702, 8553; (1965) 2138, 6180, 7638

regulations under

—

Federal power act (1961) 1976; (1962) 2470,
19485-486; (1964) 12396; (1965) 3885,
7641, 19617

natural gas act (1961) 4196, 12630; (1962)
2471
inserts (1962) 5172, 7350-51

reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 1973; (1962)
5168

document editions (1961) 1869; (1962) 4907
reports, opinions, decisions, and orders

—

bound volumes (1961) 6002, 7388-89; (1964)
662, 19688-689, 21303; (1965) 567,
2135-37, 4717

monthly (1961) 3178; (1962) 3819; (1963)
3665; (1964) 3483; (1965) 3392

rules of practice and procedure (1964) 3996,
6643, 10528

S series (1961) 520-521, 4195, 19311, 20736;
(1962) 532, 2463-64, 9608; (1963) 506,
2265, 4902, 8241, 13915, 19193; (1964)
663, 2321, 6641, 12392, 19690; (1965)
568-569, 6181, 7639-40, 18083

workload, personnel, etc., comparative oper-
ating data for 1949 and 1959 (1961) 8846

Federal power policy (1961) 9277
Federal Prison Industries, Inc.:

annual report, 1960 (1961) 5070; (1962) 8598;
(1963) 12975; (1964) 16823; (1965) 14981,
18693

appropriations, 1962, report (1961) 10288
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P\>deral Prison Industries, Inc.—Continued
appropriations, 1968, law (1962) 23243
audit reports (1961) .^Ol; (1962) 6968; (1963)

7856; (1964) 6759, 10170; (1965) 4472
GAO review (1963) 5000; (1965) 2185

Federal probation (periodical) (1961) 2767;
(1962) 3820; (1963) 3666; (1964) 3484;
(1965) 3394

Federal procurement regulations:
FPR amendments (1965) 3395
FPR circular (1961) 3284; (1962) 3821; (1963)

3667; (1964) 3485, 19770; (1965) 3396
FPR notice (1961) 3285; (1964) 3486; (1965)

3397
index (1965) 6327

Federal programs for the deaf (1964) 10463
Federal programs of assistance to labor sur-

plus areas (1961) 4336
Federal property, see Public property.
Federal property and administrative services

act, see Public property.
Federal Radiation Cxjuncil:

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 8867
law (1965) 15504
reports (1965) 8836, 15715, 14104

position on current fallout levels (1963) 6409
reports (1961) 19319; (1962) 13804; (1963)

13924; (1964) 15902, 19702; (1965) 10821
Federal Regional Water Pollution Control

Research Laboratory, establish in Pa-
cific Northwest, hearings (1961) 10519

Federal register (1961) 3183; (1962) 3822;
(1963) 3668; (1964) 3487; (1965) 3398

act, amend

—

law (1964) 270
reports (1963) 6152, 9965

code of Federal regulations (1963) 15502
codification guide (1961) 3183; (1962) 3823;

(1963) 3669
and parallel table (1964) 3488; (1965) 3399

indexes (1961) 3183; (1962) 3824; (1963) 3670;
(1964) 3489; (1965) 3400

publication of list of defense facilities, elimi-

nate requirement

—

hearing (1962) 7103
law (1962) 13326
reports (1962) 7040, 11624

Federal regulations, see Code of Federal regu-
lations— also subjects.

Federal Republic of Cameroon, see Cameroun.
Federal Republic of Germany, see Germany.
Federal reservations, see Public lands.
Federal reserve agents fund, transactions

(1961) 3208; (1962) 3053; (1963) 3792;
(1964) 3600; (1965) 3514

Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, dis-

appearance of U.S. securities from
vault, report (1963) 11815

Federal reserve banks:
branch bank buildings, approval by board

—

hearing (1962) 13507
law (1962) 18989
reports (1961) 16964; (1962) 16995. 17036

branch bank buildings, repeal provision that
blocks required expansion, support S.

1005 (statement) (1962) 11801
check clearing and collection, regulation,

amendment (1964) 17988
condition, weekly statement (1961) 3221;

(1962) 3798; (1963) 3636; (1964) 3453;
(1965) 3346

credit extension, amend law as to security
acceptable

—

hearing (1965) 17907
report (1965) 15923

direct purchase of U.S. obligations, extend
authority

—

hearings (1962) 15431. 17096; (1964) 13996

Federal reserve banks—Continued
direct purchase of U.S. obligations, extend

authority—Continued
law (1962) 16732; (1964) 13893
reports (1962) 15180, 15205, 15349; (1964)

12092,14059
hours, opening and closing, and holidays

(1964) 3811
interdistrict settlement, transactions (1961)

3208; (1962) 3953; (1963) .3792; (1964)
3600; (1965) 3514

issue and cancellation of capital stock, reg-
ulations 1(1963)4926

nonmember banks that maintain clearing
accounts, list (1962) 5196

purchase of foreign govt, obligations, au-
thorize

—

hearing (1965) 17907
report (1965) 15919

reserves in gold certificates against deposit
liabilities, eliminate requirement

—

hearings (1965) 5954, 7529
law (1965) 8716
reports (1965) 4495, 6025

San Francisco, disappearance of $7.5 million

U.S. Government securities, investiga-
tion, hearing (1963) 9927

State member banks, 1960, list (1961) 4210;
(1963) 4927; (1964) 4719; (1965) 4724

stock, retirement, hearing (1961) 4046
see also other headings beginning Federal

reserve.

Federal reserve bulletin (1961) 3184; (1962)

3825; (1963) 3671; (1964) 3490; (1965)
3401

Federal reserve chart book on financial and
business statistics (1961) 3185; (1962)

3826; (1963) 3672; (1964) 3491; (1965)

3402
historical supplement (1961) 20739; (1962)

21756; (1963) 20677; (1964) 21312; (1965)
18094

Federal reserve member banks:
assets and liabilities

monthly report (1961) 3193; (1962) 3631;
(1963) 3470; (1964) 3269; (1965) 3155

summary report (1962) 3632; (1963) 3471;
(1964) 3270; (1965) 3156

bank service arrangements, regulation S
(1963) 8260

changes in State bank membership, weekly
announcement (1961) 3191; (1962) 3665;
(1963) 3508; (1964) 3313; (1965) 3205

condition, weekly statement

—

banks in

—

central reserve cities (1961) 3197; (1962)
3694

leading cities (1961) 3198; (1962) 3695;

(1963) 3534; (1964) 3348; (1965) 3236
New York and Chicago (1962) 17491;

(1964) 3349; (1965) 3237
demand deposits, currency, etc (1962) 3755;

(1963) 3592; (1964) 3213
deposits, reserves, and borrowings, semi-

monthly report (1961) 3204; (1962) 3761;
(1963) 3599; (1964) 3419; (1965) 3309

earnings (1961) 3209; (1962) 5191, 7376
free reserve concept. Federal Reserve's at-

tachment (1964) 15585
income (1962) 5192

1963 statistical release (1965) 6199
loans (1961) 3210; (1962) 4045; (1963) 3893;

(1964) 3716; (1965) 3633
loans to executive officers-

limitation, amend

—

hearing (1965) 17907
report (1965) 15920

regulations (1961) 535
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Federal reserve member banks—Continued
maximum interest payable on time and sav-

ings deposits, regulation Q, supp (1962)
566; (1963) 15507

measures of member bank reserves (1963)
15504

member bank call report (1961) 3187
ownership structure (1965) 2009
reserves and

—

credit, weekly averages (1961) 3221; (1962)
3798; (1963) 3636; (1964) 3453; (1965)
3346

related items (1963) 2276
of member banks

—

regulations (1961) 532; (1962) 2476,
19490
amdt (1964) 4717

State member banks

—

list (1962) 5196; (1963) 4927; (1965) 3957,
4724
supplements (1961) 3189; (1962) 4354;

(1963) 4206; (1964) 4051; (1965) 6200
securities, regulation (1965) 6200

twenty largest stockholders (1964) 21204
Federal reserve notes:

unfit for circulation, destruction

—

hearing (1965) 17907
report (1965) 15916

Federal reserve par list (1961) 3186, 20740;
(1962) 3827, 23530; (1963) 3673, 20678,;
(1964) 3492, 21313; (1965) 3403, 19622

Federal Reserve statistical release (series)

(1963) 19203
Federal reserve system:
accomplishments (statement) (1964) 4720

activities, and ways of improving system
(remarks) (1964) 12405

after 50 years, bills to amend act

—

hearings (1964) 8369, 10300, 15584
print additional copies, report (1964)

17562-563,17817, 17819
staff report (1965) 2008
proposals for improvement (1965) 2008

Federal reserve act, amend

—

hearing (1965) 17907
reports (1965) 15919-920
compilation, Oct. 1961-May 1965 (1965)

10838
foreign exchange operations (1962) 19493;

(1963) 8261, 19209; (1964) 17990; (1965)
9138, 18100

and gold pool (1964) 8588
monetary policy making, analysis (1964)

21202
open market

—

operations, 1962 (1963) 10179
policy process (1964) 4716

operations in perspective, statement (1961)
6022

security transactions, 1954-63 (1964) 15903

State banking institutions, membership,
regulations (1963) 15506

see aiso National banks.

Federal Reserve System Board of Governors:
applications received, or acted on, during

week (1964) 3259; (1965) 3144
attachment to free reserve concept (1964)

15585
balance of achievement (remarks) (1962)

2475

chores and choices (remarks) (1963) 526
defense planning for money and credit sys-

tem continuity (remarks) (1962) 5193
functions, delegation, authorize

—

hearing (1965) 17907
report (1965) 15918

hours, opening and closing, and holidays
(1964) 3811

interpretations (1963) 12121

Federal reserve system Board of Governors

—

Continued
members, nominations, hearings

—

Daane, J. Dewev (1964) 525
Maisell, Sherman J. (1965) 8978
Mitchell, George W. (1961) 17118
Robertson, James L. (1964) 8439

press releases (1965) 3804
prevalent monetary policy and its consequ-

ences, analysis (1964) 13997
publications, list (1961) 1980; (1963) 2270,

17436; (1965) 14264
regulation series (1961) 532-535, 12645-646,

14871; (1962) 566, 2476-77, 9640,
15574-475, 19490, 21760-761; (1963) 4926,
8259-60, 15506-507, 17438, 19208; (1964)
682-683, 4717, 17987-988; (1965) 585,
6200-1, 9137, 16187

reports (1961) 6020; (1962) 7372; (1963) 8256;
(1964) 8580

operations (1965) 6196
review, hearings (1961) 14129

report on

—

mortgage credit, study recommendation
(1961) 8977

taxation of mutual savings banks and
savings and loan associations (1962)
15286

research library, additions (1961) 3188;
(1962) 4296; (1963) 4146; (1964) 3974;
(1965) 3895

rules of organization and procedure (1962)
5195

statement for the press (1961) 3219; (1962)
4204; (1963) 4053; (1964) 3886

statistical releases, guide to retention (1963)
528

Federal retirement systems, see Civil service
pensions—Retirement.

Federal role in air pollution (1963) 3281
Federal Safety Council:

joint meeting with Federal Fire Council (1962)
21818

progress report, 1963 (1964) 14258
recommended safety standards digest (1963)

17439
Federal Salary Review Commission:

establish

—

hearings (1965) 13995
reports (1965) 17573, 19463

Federal Salary Systems, Advisory Panel on,

see Advisory Panel on Federal Salary
Systems.

Federal savings and loan associations:
combined financial statements

—

advance highlights (1962) 21733; (1963)
15484; (1965) 549

assets and liabilities (1962) 21734; (1963)
20664

income and expenses (1962) 23518; (1964)
655

conventional loans made in excess of 80 per-

cent of property appraisal (1961) 3166;

(1962) 3712; (1963) 3553; (1964) 3366;

(1965) 3253
dynamics of education and success of sav-

ings and loan industry (address) (1962)

7334
I

financial statements, 1960, advance report
(1961) 19298

investment powers, broaden

—

hearings (1964) 6346, 17870
reports (1964) 4467, 6277

lending opportunities (address) (1965) 548
loans to finance land acquisition and devel-

opment (1961) 3167; (1962) 3713; (1963)

3554; (1964) 3367; (1965) 3254
management and supervision face challenge

(address) (1965) 10799
new approach to current concerns and

long-term problems (speech) (1962) 11769
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Federal savings and loan, associations—Con.
operations, report (1961) 14849; (1962)

13792; (1963) 19173; (1965) 552, 14249

recent and proposed regulations (remarks)

(1963) 10149
rules and regulations (1962) 7335; (1964)

4690; (1965) 16170
insert sheets (1961) 5994, 9091-93, 12619,

19299, 20731; (1962) 15550; (1963)

495-497, 12104-107, 19174, 20668; (1964)

12387-388, 15890-891; (1965) 554-556,

6168, 9091, 12431

test appraisals (address) (1963) 64()3

see also Savings and loan associations.

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion:

audit report, 1960 (1961) 4031; (1962) 6957;
(1963) 7854; (1964) 19751

deposits and share accounts, increase maxi-

mum coverage for each depositor

—

hearings (1963) 15304
reports (1964) 4465, 10281

establish Federal Deposit and Savings In-

surance Board to manage FSLIC, hear-

ings (1963) 20496
financial statements, June 30, 1965 (1965)

16168
GAO audit (1963) 5001
change to calendar year basis, amend

act

—

hearing (1964) 10314
law (1964) 17377
reports (1964) 12054, 17746

now let's look at record (address) (1963)

20666
operations, report (1961) 14849; (1962)

13792; (1963) 19173; (1965) 552, 14249
reserves, strengthen

—

hearing (1961) 14452
law (1961) 18603
reports (1961) 14368, 16998

savings and loan associations insured sav-

ings and mortgage activity, selected

balance sheet items (1961) 3169; (1962)

3902; (1963) 3745; (1964) 3543; (1965)

3457
Federal service, see Civil service.

Federal Services Finance Corporation, investi-

gation, hearings (1965) 15786
Federal ship mortgage insurance:
advance payments to avoid defaults, hear-

ings (1961) 1888
include tugboat types among eligible vessels

for coverage
law (1961) 18694
reports (1961) 16677, 19037

issuance on fishing vessels, clarify functions
of Interior Dept., hearings (1961) 378

Federal Small Business Administration, nam-
ing, hearings (1964) 2109

Federal Social Insurance Trust Fund, create,

hearings (1962) 401
Federal specifications, see Government sup-

plies.

Federal standards (1961) 539-543, 1982-83,

4212-15, 6026, 7413-14, 10609, 12649,

19327; (1962) 568, 5198-5200, 9643,
15577-578, 21764; (1963) 533-536, 2281,

4931, 6444-46, 12125-129, 13940-942,
15510-512, 17441-442, 19211-218; (1964)
687-689, 2329-31, 4722-24, 6690-91,

12407-410, 14260, 19710-712; (1965)
590-591, 4726, 6204, 9140-46, 10844-845,

12446, 16189-201, 18102-109
Federal-State-local relations, see Intergovern-

mental relations.

Federal statistical directories (1963) 13256;

(1965) 17151

Federal statistics program for 1960's (1962)
23288

Federal stock number reference catalog (1964)
4725; (1965) 16202

Federal supply catalog (1961) 9010-11; (1962)
15461-464, 19410-411, 21587-593; (1963)
19076-77; (1964) 4601, 14161, 15829-830

cataloging manual

—

format and content (1963) 10034; (1964)
10444
and preparation (1965) 17973

NASA system, indoctrination charts (1963)
12841

Federal supply classification handbook:
alphabetic index (1961) 7304; (1963) 19074
groups and classes (1965) 450

Federal supply code, see Government supplies.
Federal supply schedules:

checklist and guide (1961) 544-556, 1984-93,
4216-19, 6027-42, 7415-17, 9129-34, 10610-
619, 12650-656

check list and guide (1961) 3224; (1962) 3842;
(1965)3411

Federal Supply:
excessive costs incurred by leasing rather

than purchasing teletypewriting equip-
ment, GAO report (1964) 21334

mission, organization, etc (1964) 6692
motor vehicle report, 1961 (1962) 21762
office copying machines, potential savings

through purchasing rather than leasing,

GAO report (1965) 6284
savings resulting from elimination of require-

ment that general office desks be equipped
with locks, GAO report (1965) 19656

uneconomical practices relating to brand
name procurements, GAO report (1964)
12494

unnecessary depot handling and transporta-
tion costs of supply items, GAO report
(1963)17513

Federal system as seen by State and local offi-

cials, results of questionnaire dealing
with intergovernmental relations (1964)
2238

Federal tax policy, see Budget of United States
—Taxation.

Federal Telecommunications System:
unnecessary costs

—

by Federal agencies in Dallas region for
commercial long-distance calls, GAO
report (1965) 719

of not using system, GAO report (1964)
8739

Federal test method standards (1961) 557-558,
4220, 10620, 12657-658; (1962) 2480,
5201-2, 9644, 11803, 21765; (1963)
537-538, 2282, 8263, 13943, 20682; (1964)
8590, 15907, 17992; (1965) 9147, 9290,
11009-10, 12565, 18110, 18238. 19690

Federal textbooks on citizenship (1961)
10706-708. 19446, 20850; (1962) 669-671,
2548, 21854; (1963) 620-622, 8360-65,
14043-45, 15628-630, 17542-543, 19343;
(1964) 12535-536, 14360, 18157-158,
19810

Federal Trade Commission:
act, amend

—

hearings (1961) 7287; (1962) 17115; (1963)

328, 13660; (1965) 2038
reports (1962) 19165, 21153; (1963) 15232

act, applicability to professional sports
fpQ ITIS

hearings (1965) 14127
report (1965) 14085

advisory opinion on joint ads, hearing (1963)

9949
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Federal Trade Commission—Continued
appropriations, hearings (1961) 10331,

12502; (1962) 13494, 19369; (1963) 18919;
(1964) 10290; (1965) 8869

budget, 1962, amendment (1961) 8656
commemorating 50th anniversary (1965)

7686
commissioner, nomination of Everette Mac-

Intyre, hearings (1962) 411
created in 1914 by (Congress is charged with

keeping competition both free & fair

(1965) 16203 "^

decisions

—

(bound volume) (1961) 14875; (1962) 15579;
(1963) 6448, 19219; (1964) 6696, 21316;
(1965) 10846

(separates) (1961) 3227; (1962) 3843; (1963)
3679; (1964) 3500; (1965) 3412

general information (1964) 15908
guides

—

against deceptive pricing (1964) 4726
for mail order insurance industry (1964)

12411
investigation of chainstore practices, au-

thorize, hearings (1964) 10415
look for that label! it contains plain facts

about furs and fabrics you buy, consum-
er warning (1965) 2143

member, nomination of Mary G. Jones, hear-
ing (1965) 12318

releases (1961) 3228; (1962) 4205; (1963)
4054; (1964) 3887

summaries (1961) 3229; (1962) 3844; (1963)
3680; (1964) 3501; (1965) 3413

nominations

—

hearings (1961) 4108, 8993
of John R. Reilly, Philip Hman, hearings

(1964) 4576
opinion on joint ads

—

hearing (1964) 8457, 19607
report (1963) 17119

organization, procedures, rules of practice,
and statutes (1964) 4727

press releases (1965) 3805
promote efficient, fair, and independent oper-

ation, hearings (1961) 14481
reorganization,—
hearings (1962) 2365
plan 4 of 1961—
hearings (1961) 10351, 10504
message from the President (1961) 8659
reports (1961) 12225, 12468

report,

—

departmental edition (1961) 7421; (1962)
9645; (1963) 4933; (1964) 6695; (1965)
7685

document edition (1961) 6962; (1962) 9175;
(1963) 4706; (1964) 6219; (1965) 7386

statutes and decisions— (1961) 559; (1962)
9646

stipulations— (1961) 3231
and agreements to cease, etc (1962) 3846

sundry nominations, hearings (1963) 2090
supplements (1963) 540, 19220; (1964)

15909
trade regulation rules

—

deceptive advertising and labeling

—

previously used lubricating oil (1964)
15911

size of tablecloths and related products
(1964) 15910

deceptive use of leakproof, guaranteed
leakproof, etc., as descriptive of dry cell

batteries (1964) 12413
relating to deception as to nonprismatic
instruments being prismatic binoculars
(1964) 12412

workload, personnel, etc., comparative oper-
ating data for 1949 and 1959 (1961) 8846

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Federal training policy, see Training.
Federal wage hour law, see Labor standards.
Federal Water Pollution Control Administra-

tion, establish

—

hearings (1961) 8855, 10519; (1963) 13824;
(1964) 8395; (1965) 4622, 7493

law (1965) 17427
reports (1964) 4530, 17627; (1965) 4546,
8782,8810,17643

Federal youth corrections act, see Crime and
criminals.

Federation of Free Trade Unions, see Interna-
tional Federation of Free Trade Unions.

Federation of Malaya, see Malaya.
Federation of Malaysia, see Malaysia.
Federation of Nigeria, see Nigeria.
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland:
economy, basic data (1963) 5083
establishing business (1962) 17667
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1963) 6596
import tariff system (1963) 5070
living conditions (1962) 11941
plant quarantine import requirements (1962)

16264
preparing shipments to (1963) 2394
sending gift packages to (1961) 603; (1963)

2406
see also Malawi—Rhodesia—Zambia.

Federation of South Arabia, see South Arabia,
Federation of.

Fedor, Joseph V.:

analytical theory of stretch yo-yo for
de-spin of satellites (1963) 9169

solar radiation pressure effect on spin of
Explorer XII (1963) 18147

Feed, see Food for livestock—Food for poul-
try—Pellets

—

also certain other head-
ings beginning Food— a/so names of
feeding stuffs

Feed grain, see Grain.
Feed mechanisms:
automatic equipment for livestock and poul-

try (1964) 7918
mechanical vibratory feeder for small seeds

(1961) 8274
Feed mills:

cooperative, mobile milling in Northeast
(1962) 5143

processing feed ingredients, costs, labor, and
capitol requirements (1965) 18883

Feed-through has polyterminal feature (1965)
6656

Feed water, see Boilers.
Feed-water compound, see Boiler feed-water

compound.
Feedback, see Learning.
Feedback control systems, 1st all-Union con-

ference on multivariable control theory,
USSR (1965) 6527

Feedljack oscillator functions as low-level
pulse stretcher (1965) 6667

Feeder cattle pooling (1963) 1702

Feeder pig pooling, improved marketing
through grading and commingling (1963)
4357

Feeder steers, see Cattle.

Feeders:
cattle feeding shelter, building plan (1964)

19099
feedlot equipment for beef cattle (1963) 1691

hay and grain, for 10 sheep, building plan
(1961) 16112

hay wagon for cattle, self-feeding, farm
building plan (1962) 68

hog feeding unit, building plan (1964) 19096
lamb, farm bui'ding plan (1962) 4519
lock-hopper feeder, development for hydrau^

lie hoisting of coal (1964) 7431
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Feeders—Continued
mineral

—

for cattle, farm building plan (1961) 17924

for sheep, farm building plan (1962) 4521
sheep

—

farm building plan (1962) 69
portable self-feeder, farm building plan

(1962) 70
wth lamb shelter, farm building plan

(1961) 17928
swine unit for dry lot feeding, farm building

plan (1961) 8303

Feeding dairy cattle (1961) 73, 9872; (1962)
20403

Feeding habits of Aral zander, USSR (1965)
973

Fees:
attorneys for U.S. nationals' claimants

against Cuba, limit amount to be collect-

ed for services rendered

—

law (1964) 21158
report (1964) 17837

attorneys in bankruptcy proceedings, court
to examine

—

law (1963) 11709
reports (1962) 9358; (1963) 6176, 9964 '

attorneys', in workmen's compensation, re-

port of standards and procedures in

State legislation (1961) 1165
collection for certain services rendered to

ship owners, repeal laws prohibiting,
hearings (1961) 4049

consular officers, for services to American
vessels and seamen, authorize, report
(1961) 7233

Copyright Office, increase, reports (1965)
17594, 19444

courts in and for D.C., exempt D.C. from
paying-

law (1961) 18736
reports (1961) 10481, 18877

day care services (1964) 4357
dental, selected schedules, U.S. and territo-

ries (1961) 17799; (1964) 1565
FAA records, copying and certifying, FAA

regulations (1962) 13774
foreign countries for visa of U.S. passports

(1963) 9397; (1964) 7760, 15097; (1965)
3042

grand and petit jurors, increase

—

law (1965) 15512
reports (1963) 11808; (1965) 5900, 17838

higher education, basic student charges, tui-

tion and fees, board and room (1965)
4650, 16091

jury commissioners

—

in district courts, increase, report (1965)
5936

serving in U.S. district courts, increase,
report (1961) 14663

land-grant colleges and State universities,
1962-63 (1963) 13862; (1964) 14105;
(1965) 14179

marshals, charges to private litigants, in-

crease

—

law (1962) 18988
reports (1962) 13426, 17222

motor vehicle operators in D.C, assess upon
restoration of permits

—

law (1962) 20920
reports (1962) 11586, 21093

motor vehicle operators learners' permits in
D.C, increase

—

law (1962) 20912; (1964) 8226
reports (1961) 10479, 18879; (1964) 480,
6322

Patent Office, increase

—

hearings (1962) 15275, 23420; (1964) 14147;
(1965) 10698

Page 802

Fees—Continued
Patent Office, increase Continued

law (1965) 15438
reports (1962) 13486, 15251, 21446; (1964)

376, 2073; (1965) 5928, 7429, 12266
registration, under securities act of 1933,

increase

—

hearings (1965) 17718, 17909
law (1965) 19164
reports (1965) 17637, 19443

United States commissioners, increase statu-
tory ceiling, etc., report (1965) 15652

United States employees, jurisdiction of dis-

trict courts over actions to recover

—

law (1964) 17378
limitation, increase, amend Tucker act,

report (1965) 19411
report (1964) 17734

user fee criteria and standards, etc., regula-
tions issued in connection with land and
water conservation fund act of 1965
(1965) 13209

visa, agreement with

—

Belgium (1962) 20313
United Arab Republic (1963) 20184

witnesses

—

in habeas corpus cases and forma pauper-
is proceedings, payment by U.S. mar-
shal, report (1963) 11810

proceedings in forma pauperis, payment

—

law (1965) 15509
reports (1965) 5899, 17837

see also Talent fees.

Feet see Foot.
Fege'r Seafoods, relief (1961) 7050, 14070,

14534
Fehlberg, Erwin:
error propagation of interpolation formulas

for 2d-order differential equations (1963)
14568

numerical integration of differential equa-
tions by power series expansions (1964)
21773

Feibush, Arthur M.:
applications of radiation-induced reactions

in gases (1965) 17114
research on applications of krypton-85 and

other radioactive isotopes (1965) 1840
Feigenbaum, Irwin:
occupational wage survey

—

Trenton, N.J. (1963) 9056
York, Pa (1963) 10903

Feiler, Charles E.:

effect of oscillations on heat transfer (1963)
5615

heat-transfer, etc., with flow oscillations

(1965) 2879
Fein, M.L., determining glutaraldehyde, etc., in

tanning solutions (1963) 7547
Feinberg, Paul M., MRIR-PCM telemetry sys-

tem (1964) 14856
Feistal, Terrell W., flight tests of one-man hel-

icopter and comparison of its handling
qualities with those of larger VTOL air-

craft (1965) 18585
Feitler, Stanley A.:

mineral industry of

—

New Hampshire (1963) 19850; (1964) 20490;
(1965) 19855

New York (1964) 1421; (1965) 1350
Feldesman, William, addresses (1963) 19971;

(1964) 9648
Feldman, Dieter, bibliography on solid state

optical and infrared maser materials
(1964) 7956

Feldman, Lloyd:
family breadwinners, their special training

needs (1964) 11247
mentally retarded, their special training

needs (1964) 20427; (1965) 5031

Do not order from index; see indicated entry



Feldman, Lloyd—Continued

young workers, their special training needs
(1963) 10885

Feldspar:
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12823
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 19845;

(1962) 22473; (1963) 18070; (1964) 18664;
(1965) 19837

Fellenz, Dietrich W., weight parameters influ-

ence on propulsion requirements of or-

bit-launched vehicles (1963) 11020
Feller, Ralph P., human sympathoadrenal re-

sponsiveness in autumn, etc (1963) 16804
Fellowships:
acceptance by members of Armed Forces,

amend law

—

law (1962) 16781
reports (1961) 14321; (1962) 15382

cardiovascular research (1962) 10551
doctoral study, and capacity of graduate

schools (1961) 14781
foreign languages

—

approved under national defense education
act (1963) 19104

fellowships, postdoctoral awards, 1964-65

(1963) 12069
programs (1961) 19237-238; (1962) 19433-

434
under national defense education act lan-

guage development program

—

activity reports (1962) 21646, 21648
report (1961) 9037

leadership preparation in education of men-
tally retarded children, graduate pro-
gram (1963) 10071

national defense education act of 1958

—

graduate fellows, addresses, schools, and
fields of study, list (1963) 10074

graduate programs, 1961-62 (1961) 1935;
(1962) 2411; (1963) 2165; (1964) 2275
activity report (1962) 21645
manual for schools (1962) 15495
NDELA and higher education (periodical)

(1962) 21641; (1963) 3954; (1964) 3782
two-year report (1962) 2410

modern foreign language program, 1965-66
(1964) 17917; (1965) 18009

NDELA at a glance, graduate fellowships,
etc (1965) 6115

status report, June 1960 (1961) 7136
national defense graduate program, your

national defense graduate fellowship
(1962) 11708; (1964) 10477

national defense, programs 1965-66 (1965)
2100

National Institutes of Health, review and
approval procedures (1962) 10548

National Science Foundation (1965) 6813
and national defense education act, re-

quire additional information, etc—
law (1962) 23235
report (1962) 21422

awards, 1962 (1962) 10565; (1963) 9249
cooperative graduate program, adminis-

trator's guide (1962) 24023
graduate programs— (1961) 6452; (1962)

10567; (1963) 7343
administrator's guide (1963) 11127

require additional information, etc

—

hearings (1961) 16859
report (1961) 16737

nursing research (1964) 9712; (1965) 9874
PHS special research (1965) 18628
postdoctoral research. Public Health Service

(1965) 18626
predoctoral research Public Health Service

(1965) 18627

Fellowships—Continued

provide training programs for elementary
and secondary school personnel, commu-
nication from the President (1965) 15541

provided by National Institute of Dental
Research (1964) 9644

Public Health Service-
fellows, 1938-58, current professional

status (1962) 20179
grants, funds (1963) 21034; (1964) 7589;
(1965)8158

teachers, elementary and secondary, for
graduate study, provide

—

hearings (1965) 15800
report (1965) 15757

water pollution control, research and train-
ing grants, awards (1964) 7711, 21860

Felsentreger, Theodore L., 2d-order solution of
artificial satellite theory without air

drag (1964) 20576
Felt:

current industrial reports (1964) 3391,
21032; (1965) 3274

polishing felts, provide duty-free entry for
wools used in manufacturing

—

law (1964) 13881
reports (1964) 8307, 12231

Feltman Research Laboratories:
technical

—

memorandums (1964) 13369-370
note (1961) 17777
report (1961) 13614; (1963) 7378

Felton, Jean S., man, medicine and work (1964)
7699

Felton, Joseph M., large solid propellant
boosters (1963) 6203

Feltz, H.R., preparation of water sample for

carbon-14 dating (1964) 802
Females, see Women.
Femia, Maria G., relief (1965) 15596, 17322

Femur, diaphysis, experimental replacement of
large defects with lyophilized tubular
homotransplant, USSR study (1961)
15233

Fence fabrics, steel galvanized chain link

(1963) 144
Fence posts:
bamboo (1962) 616
preservative treatments

—

and service life in Puerto Rico (1965)
18183

by double diffusion process (1961) 20763
wood, pressure treated with oil-type preser-

vatives, standard of trade (1961) 8440,
11830

Fences:
aluminum alloy chain link fencing, standard

of trade (1965) 8138
farm fences (1962) 44
Ireland, electromechanical fishing and count-

ing fence used (1964) 14267
panels for sheep, farm building plan (1962)

4522
range utilization patterns as affected by

fencing (1965) 665
self-feeding for cattle, farm building plan

(1961) 8304
small deer and hare exclosures, construction,

effectiveness, etc (1961) 4281
wire, do they stop ground fires? (1965) 16267

see also Fence posts.

Fencing, see Fences.

Feng Ting's Communist life philosophv (1964)
20199

Fenlason, Audra S., selected publications of

Bureau of Labor Standards (1963) 5435
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Fenton, Richard H.:

eflfects of storage treatments on ripening
and viability of Virginia pine seed
(1965) 14374

production and distribution of sweetgum
seed in by four N. J. stands (1964) 8654

7-year results in managing small woodlot in

southern Maryland (1963) 20703
silvics and silviculture of Virginia pine in

southern Maryland (1965) 7747
Fenuron, injury to plants, description (1965)

18182
Feraca, Stephen E., Wakinyan, contemporary

Teton Dakota religion (1965) 7815
Ferberite, ores, Colorado, froth flotation and

chemical processing (1962) 1632

Ferentz, M., low energy protons from cosmic
ray collisions in space (1965) 5104

Fergus County, Mont., geology (1964) 8756
Ferguson, Earl E., telemetry receiving system

for Alouette satellite (1964) 21783
Ferguson, Eugene S., early engineering remin-

iscences, 1815-40, of George Escol Sell-

ers (1965) 5271
Ferguson, H.K., Co., relief (1961) 18796
Ferguson, Marion, availability of services for

nursing care of sick at home (1965) 6870
Ferguson, Mo., census of housing, 1960, crty

blocks (1961) 13971
Ferguson, Roland H.:

timber resources of

—

New Hampshire (1964) 8700
West Virginia (1964) 21329

Ferguson, T. M., amino acid analyses of len-

ses, etc., following exposure to catarac-
togenic agents (1965) 5559

Fermentation, acids, production, properties &
utilization, technical literature & pat-
ents (1961) 49

Fermi age theory, see Neutrons.
Fernald, Arthur T., surficial geology of central

Kobuk River Valley, northwestern Alas-
ka (1964) 18111

Fernandez, Antonio Gutierrez, see Gutierrez
Fernandez, Antonio.

Fernandez, Ce'sar, habituation of vestibular
reflexes, effect of caloric stimulation in

decorticated cats (1963) 20312
Fernandez, Guillermo Castrillo, see Castrillo,

Guillermo F.

Fernandez, Kenneth L.:

overseas business reports, licensing and
exchange controls of Federation of Rho-
desia and Nyasaland (1963) 6596

preparing shipments to Federation of Rho-
desia and Nyasaland (1963) 2394

Fernandez, Rafael I., relief (1963) 11936
Fernandina Beach, Fla.:

hurricane survev, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2426
document edition (1962) 2299

Fernando Po, gazetteer, official standard
names (1962) 17617

Fernley, Nev., ground-water conditions in area
(1963) 8351

Fernow Experimental Forest:
accuracy in streamflow measurements (1965)

14372
general information (1964) 19747
ten-year earnings from 2 small woodlands

(1961) 14935
Ferns, Hawaiian tree, commercial uses and

volume (1963) 6503
see a/so Bracken fern.

Ferrara, Anthony J.:

area wage survey, Scranton, Pa., metropoli-
tan area (1965) 19806

occupational wage surveys

—

Buffalo, N.Y. (1964) 9466

Ferrara, Anthony J.—Continued
Pittsburgh, Pa. (1965) 9506
Scranton, Pa (1964) 20440

Ferraro, Carmelo G., relief (1961) 10413, 12089
Ferrell, Kenneth R., H-43B, category 2 per-

formance tests (1963) 14902
Ferrell, William R., remote manipulation with

transmission delay (1965) 6716
Ferrer, Olga M., relief (1962) 21021; (1963)

8026, 9856
Ferric chloride, corrosion of zirconium (1962)

10460
Ferric sulfate:

acidified, leaching Michigan copper ore
(1962) 8472

anhydrous, heat of formation (1965) 19867
Ferries:
Army, reimburse New York City for cost of

reconstructing ferry slip 7

—

law (1962) 9149
reports (1961) 12219; (1962) 11568

see a/so Marine Highway.
Ferrimagnetic materials, see Magnetic materi-

als.

Ferrimagnetic resonance relations in magneto-
crystalline anistropy in cubic crystals
(1964) 15243

Ferris, Eleanor, shopper's guide to U.S. grades
for food (1963) 1697; (1964) 7920

Ferris, Richard T., storing fruits and vegeta-
bles on pallets in wholesale warehouses
(1964) 4209

Ferris-Prabhu, A.V.M., Pade approximant cal-

culation of singularity in magnetic sus-
ceptibility of Ising square lattice (1965)
11489

Ferrites:
calcium, magnesium, sodium and lithium,

heats and free energies of formation
(1961) 9451

circuit for producing high-voltage nanosec-
ond pulses (1964) 20309

cores

—

flux switching mechanisms and their de-

pendence on core geometry (1961) 13549

for memory devices, USSR studv (1964)
16154

magnetic elements of computer engineer-
ing equipment, USSR study (1962) 19666

crystals, growth, spontaneous and forced
direction in growing, German studv
(1962) 7716

ferrite-loaded open transmission line (1963)
18231

ferrite sphere in coaxial waveguide, USSR
study (1965) 9423

geometries, high power characteristics

(1962) 22671
hysteresis loop of cobalt-nickel ferrites

(1963) 20314
irradiation effects on magnetic properties

(1962) 6368
manganese-zinc, research in Hungary (1962)

5462
Mg-Mn, spectroscopic splitting factor in

microwave area, (ierman study (1962)

7718
phase shifter, study (1965) 13141
rectangular loop cores magnetic behaviors,

effects of small quantities of rare earth
oxides. Communist China (1961) 2324

Soohoo-type ferrite cutoff switch, study
(1965) 13184

Ferroalloys:
industry

—

outlook (1961) 3839; (1962) 2118
Pacific Northwest (1962) 8456
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Ferroalloys—Continued
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12824
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 11373,

21164; (1962) 20076; (1963) 19831; (1964)

20472; (1965) 18431
ores, census of mineral industries, 1958, in-

dustry report (1961) 8495
Ferrochromium:
produced from western metallurgical-grade

chromite (1962) 3332
production, pyrometallurgical beneficiation

of offgrade chromite (1962) 16020
Ferroelectrics:
bibliography (1961) 1770
ferro-electric matrix storage devices, select-

ed Soviet works (1961) 15295
Ferrokinetics, cross-circulated dogs, effect of

irradiation (1965) 7111
Ferromanganese, electric furnace smelting of

high-iron manganiferous materials for
producing ferromanganese (1963) 10958

Ferromagnetic materials, see Magnetic materi-
als.

Ferromagnetic metals:
catalog of properties at microwave frequen-

cies (1962) 1803
crack depth leakage flux characteristics

(1961) 9671
remagnetization time of ferromagnetic film

elements, USSR study (1962) 7877
thin films, USSR symposium (1961) 10741
various solid-state phenomena and effects,

application in electronic system, scien-

tific research and findings (1962) 124

Ferromagnetism, see Magnetism.
Ferromagnets, see Magnets.
Ferronickel, Philippine nickeliferous ores,

economic analysis of production (1962)
18198

Ferroquartzites:
open pit mining possibilities of Kursk mag-

netic anomaly, USSR study (1962) 7695
processing at Mikhaylovskoye deposit of

Kursk magnetic anomoly, USSR study
(1961) 17502

Ferrosilicon:

cost of producing in electric furnaces, USSR
study (1961) 4454

mineral industry survey, quarterly (1963)
3684; (1964) 3504; (1965) 3416

reports, quarterly (1961) 3445; (1962) 3849

Ferrous metallurgy, see Metallurgy.
Ferrous metals:
castings industry, outlook for 1962 and re-

view of 1961 (1962) 2122: (1963) 4528
economic efficiency of capital investment,

USSR study (1961) 7651
flotation methods for enriching ferrous ores,

Soviet plans (1962) 23684
metallurgy

—

conference on coordination of major scien-
tific research in ferrous metallurgy,
USSR (1961) 19479

development in central Asia, USSR study
(1965) 9487

excerpts from Soviet monograph (1961) 2317
industrial development, USSR, translations

(1961) 15414, 20969; (1962) 22040
new materials USSR study (1961) 19658
production cost planning in development,

USSR (1961) 815
utilization of natural gas, USSR study

(1963) 2466
rolled stock distribution, inter-regional im-

provement in USSR (1962) 1379
scrap, mineral market report I.S.P. (series)

(1961) 3446; (1962) 3850

Ferrous metals—Continued
Soviet industrial development, translations

(1961) 19778
speed up rate of planned and research oper-

ations, USSR study (1961) 19772
ways of saving in national economy, USSR

(1961) 10768
Ferrous oxide, determination in rocks and

minerals including garnet, improved
method (1962) 21828

Ferrous sulphate:
crystalline hydrates, heats of formation

(1963) 16332
use in manganese extraction (1964) 13128

Ferrous vanadates, heat of formation (1965)
9596

Ferrum Junior College, Ferrum, Va., 50th an-
niversary (address) (1964) 11963

Ferry County, Wash.:
Bald Knob quadrangle, geology (1964) 18108
geology of Curlew quadrangle (1965) 6330

Ferrysburgh, Mich., sand and gravel opera-
' tions and costs (1962) 12376

Fersmite, see Calcium niobate.
Fertility, see Fecundity.
Fertilization of plants:

agricultural fertilization, USSR studies
(1964) 14594

alfalfa, two-clone crosses, performance and
self-pollination problem (1964) 5864

increase forage on Ozark forest ranges
(1962) 5228

pollination of non-emasculated flowers, bio-

logical characteristics of hybrids, USSR
study (1963) 5176

self- and cross-pollination of western white
pine, comparison of height growth of

progeny (1964) 18065
white pine plantings of western Iowa (1965)

16247
winter wheat in western Kansas, irrigation

water management, consumptive use and
nitrogen fertilization (1963) 16759

young slash pine in cultivated plantation
(1963) 10246

Fertilizer machinery, chemical equipment in-

dustry, Communist China, production
acceleration problems (1961) 4376

Fertilizers:

agricultural use, developments (1965) 6518
ammophos type produced by ammonia-

phosphoric acid method of refining sul-

phur gases, USSR study (1962) 5643
and agrochemistry research, USSR studies

(1964) 16089
applicator, for experimental plots (1965)

8439
applying to corn and potatoes, USSR study

(1964) 9222
attachment for tree-planting machine, prog-

ress report (1963) 10
bibliography (1964) 1800
census of agriculture, 1959, general report

(1962) 16487
chemical and fertilizer mineral mining, cen-

sus of mineral industries, 1958, industry
report (1961) 1807

chemical, industry (1961) 3834; (1962) 2144
commercial

—

consumption in U.S., 1962 (1964) 1678;
(1965) 7008

used on crops and pasture in United
States, 1959 estimates (1964) 16971

Communist China, rural areas' struggles
against shortage (1962) 1136

complex liquid and solid, testing and pros-
pects for utilizing them, USSR study
(1964) 18240
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Fertilizers—Continued

compound and simple, use in light sandy
soils, comparative evaluation, USSR
study (1964) 16487

cooperative bulk blending plants in upper
Midwest (1964) 15879

directory of combination export managers
(1962) 9776

disposal of poultry manure and other waste
(1964) 16932

effect on

—

crops, USSR study (1965) 2581
growth of dogwood (1963) 7472
nutritional quality of plants (1965) 16959
pasture forage production (1961) 6595

effective use of granulated carbonated nitro-
phoska, USSR study (1964) 10762

efficient use increased production at kolkhoz,
Estonian SSR (1964) 8885

equipment manufacture, accelerate. Com-
munist China (1965) 956

fertilized yellow-poplar seedlings maintain
growth (1962) 17598

fission product concentration in milk effected
by optimal fertilization of land (1964)
16833

how much shall I use? gardener's guide
(1963) 13169

inorganic, response of hardwood seedlings
(1963) 7471

irrigated winter wheat, southern High
Plains, interrelationship study (1965)
16944

lawns and gardens, selecting (1963) 9571
liquid-

distribution by cooperatives in Pacific
Northwest (1961) 14823

production from 10-34-0, urea-ammonium
nitrate solution, and potash by cold mix-
ing (1961) 21416

manufactured, trade of United States, West-
ern Europe, Canada and Japan, 1961-62
(1964) 14392

manufacturing, industry wage survey (1963)
14473

mineral

—

and crop yields, USSR study (1964) 10917
organizing transportation in USSR (1964)

10825
principal types, agricultural effectiveness,
USSR study (1964) 9294

transport, USSR studies (1964) 5069
ways of improving use, USSR study (1964)

10724
nitrogen, residual effects on crop yields in

southeastern United States (1962) 77
of petroleum origin, uses, USSR study (1964)

16026
organic

—

and inorganic mixture fertilizer on rice in
Szechwan, application methods and
problems. Communist China (1962) 2868

fossils use, USSR study (1964) 16078
phosphorus and potassium, effects on yield

and botanical and chemical composition
of grass-legume mixtures (1963) 16712

potato and sugar beet, USSR studies (1964)
16524

production at Hungnam Chemical Fertilizer
Plant, North Korea (1961) 19731

publications, price list, survey (1961) 1426;
(1962) 10595; (1963) 7393; (1964) 16826

research and educational programs by
States (1961) 2726

role in creating material-technical basis of

Communism, USSR study (1964) 10757
science and American farmer, TVA research

and educational programs (1964) 21899

Fert ili zers—Continued
simple and compound fertilizers for grain

crops, USSR study (1964) 12877
situation (1961) 6925; (1962) 12831; (1963)

11445; (1964) 7904; (1965) 10044
sorghum, rel. to soil moisture and evapo-

transpiration (1965) 16945
source of raw materials for microfertilizers

in Kazakh SSR (1965) 2761
Soviet, translations (1961) 4498, 9337
summary data by States and geographic

areas, 1964 (1965) 5428
trends, 1962, and scope of TVA's activities

(1963) 9464
T\^A_1964 trends and activities (1965) 15096
TVA's national educational program, manu-

factures, distribution, etc., statistical
summary by States and geographic
areas (1964) 13492

uptake, radioisotopes uses, bibliography
(1961) 5385; (1964) 15283

urea utilization for late fertilization of win-
ter wheat, USSR study (1964) 16366

USSR-
campaign for greater production, transla-

tion (1964) 1143
drive for greater output (1964) 2883
research (1965) 5009
studies in use (1965) 6456

see also names of substances.
Feryn, Maurice O., effects of wing dihedral and

planform on stability characteristics of
research model at Mach numbers from
1.80 to 4.63 (1965) 14840

FES, see Federal Extension Service,
creeping red, seed, trade agreement escape-

clause, investigation (1962) 12752
response to natural moisture gradient on

artificial slope (1961) 12747
Fessler, Theodore E., subnanosecond time reso-

lution single-channel pulse-height ana-
lyzer (1965) 6724

Festivals:
National Poetry Festival, Library of Con-

gress, Oct. 22-24, 1962, proceedings
(1964) 13093

9th World Youth Festival, USSR prepara-
tions (1965) 11200

Fetal death, see Still-birth.

Feth, John H.:

ancient lake deposits, Precambrian to Pleis-

tocene in Western States (1964) 15940
chemical composition of snow in northern

Sierra Nevada, etc (1964) 15954
reconnaissance of headwater springs in Gila

River drainage basin, Ariz (1963) 8347
sources of mineral constituents in water

from granitic rocks. Sierra Nevada,
Calif, and Nev (1964) 12513

Fetner, Robert H., mitotic inhibition induced
by exposure to ozone (1963) 16799

Fetterman, David E.:

delta-wing hypersonic stability, etc (1963)
7262

favorable interference effects on maximum
lift-drag ratios of half-cone delta-wang
configurations at Mach 6.86 (1965) 16688

studies relating to attainment of high
lift-drag ratios at hypersonic speeds
(1965) 16694

Fetus, drug effects on foetus (1963) 1923
Feuer, Roza, relief (1964) 2178
Feulner, Alvin J., galleries and their use for

development of shallow-ground water
supplies, etc (1964) 18152

Feustel, I.C., processing of frozen freneh fried
potatoes and other frozen potato prod-
ucts (1963) 14838
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Fever:
pyrogen-induced hyperpyrexia, cardiopul-

monary consequences (1965) 212
tick-borne central Asian relapsing fever,

significance of birds and reptiles in

maintaining foci, USSR study (1961)
7599

see also names of fevers.

Fever ticks, see Cattle ticks.

FFC, .see Federal Facilities Corporation.
Ffolliott, Peter F.:

determining growth of ponderosa pine in

Arizona by stand projection (1965) 16269

multiple BAF angle gage (1965) 12509
snow in natural openings and adjacent pon-

derosa pine stands on Beaver Creek
Watersheds (1965) 16270

FG series (1964) 8151-5.S, 13793, 17127; (1965)
313, 1925, 5734, 7312, 11956, 19003-5

FHA, see Farmers Home Administration

—

Federal Housing Administration.
FHA home mortgage insurance (1965) 4712,

10806
FHLBB, see Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
Fiarica, Pasquale, relief (1964) 294
Fiber board, see Pulpboard.
Fiber boxes, see Boxes.
Fiber optics (1965) 14883
Fiber stresses, see Strains and stresses.
Fiberboard, see Pulpboard.
Fiberglas, current industrial reports, 1960

(1961) 13912
see also Glass fibers.

Fibers:
abundance, right use can shape future of

world (address) (1961) 8289
bonded fabrics, nonwoven .textiles, current

industrial reports (1962) 20535; (1963)
15059; (1964) 21032

carpet wool and related stocks, current in-

dustrial reports (1962) 3737; (1963) 3575
ceramic, continuous filament (1961) 20334
chemical

—

for use in rubber industry, USSR creative
discussion (1961) 19502

industry, tasks (1961) 9295
quality, USSR study (1961) 21099

fibrous composites, mechanical properties
(1964) 11352

glass, physiochemical properties, USSR
study (1963) 10823

handbook of fibrous materials (1962) 16333
long, burnishing, ribboning, and cleaning

machine, description (1961) 8272
man-made

—

broad-woven goods, average weight and
width of fabrics (1964) 10055

woven goods finished, current industrial
reports (1963) 18680; (1964) 137.53

modification of textile properties by radia-
tion-induced graft polymerization (1965)
1836

natural and competing, used in wearing
apparel, young people's use and apprais-
als, preliminary report (1965) 1672

new organic high temperature, thermal and
gamma radiation behavior (1962) 104

production to supply high standards for all

Americans (address) (1961) 8290
properties of El Paso area cotton, season

1960-61, effects of defoliation, harvest-
ing, and ginning practices (1965) 4110

synthetic

—

antibacterial action, USSR study (1965)
6430

broad woven goods industry, outlook for
1961 and review of 1960 (1961) 38,53

census of manufactures, 1958, industry
report (1961) 1793

Fibers—Continued
synthetic—Continued
competition with cotton in Western Europe

(1961) 12688
materials review (1961) 292
plant built by self regeneration. Commun-

ist China (1961) 2116
protective apparel at installations manu-
facturing or consuming acids, USSR
study (1961) 10938

Soviet-bloc development (1962) 8621
specific chemical groups, antifungal ac-

tion, USSR study (1964) 992
woven goods finished, current industrial

reports (1961) 20445
textile

—

bibliographies (1965) 8667, 8669
manufactures entering U.S. foreign trade,

quantities used (1961) 13791
tariff classification study, explanatory and
background materials (1961) 1549

United States demand (1964) 44
tungsten composites containing fibered or

reacted additives, studies (1965) 9707
unusual inorganic, electron micrographs

(1962) 14452
vegetable, foreign agriculture circular

(1961) 3274; (1962) 3876; (1963) 3720;
(1964) 3.520; (1965) .3433

wild plant, utilization, Communist China
(1961) 797

woven goods finished, current industrial
reports (1962) 20540

vielding plants. Communist China (1962)
14301

see also Wood fiber

—

also names of certain
plants, textiles, etc.

Fibrinolytic drugs, see Blood.
Fibrinolytics and their opposites, NHI sup-

ported research grants (1963) 19961
Fibroblasts, ribonucleic acid and collagen syn-

thesis during connective tissue growth,
USSR study (1964) 16345

Fibrosis:
cystic, facts (1964) 7694
myocardial, work prognosis with different

pathogenesis, USSR study (1961) 15245
Fibrous glass, see Glass.
Fichtel, C.E., September 26, 1960 solar cosmic

ray event (1963) 3157
Fichter, Wilbur B., buckling of Echo A-12 pas-

sive communications satellite (1964)
16687

Ficken, Roy W., relief (1964) 321, 6168, 6417
Fiction:

classification. Library of Congress (1964)
18650

on thin ice (Soviet novel) (1965) 995
recent American fiction (lecture) (1963)

16303
science fiction and science, USSR literature

(1962) 14245
Fiduciaries, see National banks.
Fiduciary, gift, and estate tax returns, statis-

tics of income, 1958 (1961) 6210; (1964)
6840

Fiduciary relations:
District of Columbia code, pt. 3, enact

—

law (1965) 19119
reports (1964) 1,5484; (1965) 8799, 15955

Field, J. H., transient effects in fast reactor
fuels, UO2 irradiations (1963) 14982

Field, William, Banking and Currency Commit-
tee, Senate, 50th anniversary, 1913-63
(1963) 9957

Field, William D., moths of genus Rhabdatomis
Dyar (1964) 7600

Field army, see Army.
Field artillery, see Artillery.
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Field artillery digital automatic computer, see
Hectronic computers.

Field crops, see Crops.
Field employees, see Governmental officials

and employees.
Field facility directory (1963) 15474; (1964)

.3.S06; (1965) 3418, 10797
Field fortifications, Army field manual (1965)

7142
Field glasses, prismatic binoculars, deception

as to nonprismatic, etc., instruments,
FTC trade regulation rule (1964) 12412

Field intensity (radio):

meters, AN/URM-6, AN/URM-6B, or Stod-
dart Aircraft Co. NM-lOA, test instru-

ment calibration procedure (1961) 15900
Field letters, Veterans' Reemployment Rights

Bureau (1962) 6498
Field maneuver sense (1964) 103
Field manuals, see names of departments, etc.,

issuing manuals, e.g. Agriculture Dept.,
Army Dept., etc.

Field measurement of alkalinity and pH (1964)
4805

Field of stones, study of art of Shen Chou
(1427-1509) (1963) 583

Field peas, frozen, U.S. standard for grades
(1961) 11671

Field representative, field examiners, VA,
training guide (1962) 6496

Field reversals of paleomagnetic type in cou-
pled disk dynamos (1963) 11189

Field seeds, supply and disappearance (1964)
7803; (1965) 6947

Field theory, see Quantum field theory.
Fielder, William L., thermal decomposition of

linear perfluoroalkanes (1963) 14552
Fielding, G.H.:

analysis of gas identification training sets
of E17 series (1965) 9831

field decontamination studies with chemical
warfare decontaminating solution DS2
(1965) 13178

Fields, J. Arthur, relief (1963) 13696, 15220,
17012

Fields, W.E., remarks, June 24, 1964 (1964)
13041

Fienup, Darrell F., economic effects of U.S.
grades for lamb (1963) 6316

Fiering, Myron B., use of correlation to im-

prove estimates of mean and variance
(1963) 5023

Fife, William P.:

catheter for right heart and pulmonary ar-

tery implantation (1964) 8004
stomach and other estrathyroidal, extraren-

al avenues of iodide loss during thyroid
uptake tests (1963) 16789

Fifth wheel, see Wheels.
Fifty-cent piece, see Half dollar.

50 States report (1961) 16494
Fifteen years after college, study of alumnae

of class of 1945 (1962) 18595
Figge, I.E.:

residual strength of alloys potentially use-

ful in supersonic aircraft (1965) 5210
residual static strength of titanium and

stainless-steel alloys (1964) 5514
Fight against cattle fever ticks (1964) 9961
Fighter planes:
automatic

—

escape systems, comparison of operation
of component sections (1962) 1963

interceptors

—

attack phase investigation, aerodynamic
and dynamic representation at super-
sonic speeds (1961) 13479

tolerable limits of oscillatory accelera-
tions experienced by pilot (1961) 9580

Fighter planes—Continued
automatically controlled interceptor, effects

of changes in command computations
and filter location during attack phase
(1962) 12505

configuration employing tail-boom assembly,
jet effects on longitudinal stability and
trim at low supersonic Mach numbers
(1961) 4863

cryogenic cooling systems, procurement^
hearings (1965) 12182
report (1965) 19261

delta-wing interceptor, approach and land-

ing investigation at lift-drag ratios of 3

to 4 (1963) 10997
flight and analytical study of roll require-

ments (1961") 6339
F-4—
procurement of selected subsystems. Navy

Dept., GAO report (1965) 18192
stabilator assemblies, oversupply, poten-

tial savings through use, Navy Dept.,
GAO report (1965) 18194

subsystem procurement costs, GAO report
(1965) 9246

unnecessary costs in procurement of se-

lected subsystems, etc., GAO report
(1965) 2215

F-IOOA, control deflections, airplane re-

sponse, and tail loads (1962) 10480
F-102A aircrew, standardization/evaluation

manual (1962) 4536
F-105, multiple-ejector bomb-rack assem-

blies, cost of indirect procurement, GAO
report (1965) 16296

F-105F, limited category 2 performance and
stability tests (1965) 1787

F-106A, modified with drag plates, low L/D
subsonic approach and landing perform-
ance (1965) 89

interceptor roll performance and maneuver-
ability, effects on success of collision-
course attacks (1961) 15798

jet, maneuver loads, applications of power
spectral analysis methods (1961) 11428

low speed, sideslip effects on static longitu-
dinal trim and static lateral stability

characteristics (1961) 19915

normal-acceleration automatic longitudinal
control system (1961) 9534

single-engine, investigation at transonic
speeds of fixed divergent ejector (1962)
6260

spin and recovery characteristics modern
high-speed fighter design with low as-

pect ratio as determined from dynamic-
model tests (1962) 3352

swept-wing

—

director-type radar fire-control system and
scope presentation, tracking perform-
ance (1963) 10971

45°, low speed characteristics of sideslip-

ping, rolling, yawing, and pitching,

wind-tunnel investigation (1961) 6334
lift and drag at transonic and supersonic

speeds (1963) 10983
with leading-edge droop, aerodynamic

characteristics, transonic investigation
(1961) 9592

tailless model, low-aspect-ratio swept-back
wing-stability and control, wind-tunnel
investigation (1963) 14528

trapezoidal and circular side inlets, experi-

mental investigation of performance
(1961) 2527

unswept-wing, effect of rearward body
strakes on transonic aerodynamic char-

acteristics (1965) 18561
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Fighter planes—Continued
wing-control configuration, rolling effective-

ness at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.5

(1963) 14532
wing model, transonic flutter investigation

and comparison vnth systematic
plan-form series (1961) 2563

Figs:

dried

—

quality, survey in retail markets (1962)
1942

survey in retail markets (1962) 1942
Tariff Commission reports (1961) 17864;

(1962) 20339
growing in South— (1961) 11692

for home use (1963) 29
production, use, value, 1959-60 (1961) 11619;

(1962) 16180; (1963) 16615; (1964) 15129
prospects for fig industry (address) (1962)

8865
Figura, Wladyslaw, relief (1961) 7053, 8899,

10169
Fiji Islands:

agricultural

—

economy (1961) 584
trade agreement (1962) 14644

Eocene and Oligocene fossils (1961) 6180, 9254
Geniostoma, description (1962) 3395
import tariff system (1963) 6613
insured parcel post, agreement (1965) 15087
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14673
plant quarantine import requirements (1963)

1652
Filament-winding plastics:
molecular structure and tensile properties

(1964) 18862
role of resin in glass-fiber-reinforced struc-

tures under tensile stress (1965) 16789
Filamentary materials:

filament wound construction, OTS bibliogra-
phy (1964) 9853

strength of sheets with one or more broken
fibers (1963) 9158

Filaments:
continuous, ceramic fibers (1961) 20334
copper, impact into aluminum targets at

velocities to 16,000 ft per second (1964)
7496

fiberglass parts cured during filament wind-
ing eliminates oven, saves time (1965)
8072

filament-reinforced composites for aerospace
structural applications, evaluations
(1965) 11403

filament winding bibliography, evaluated
and annotated (1965) 6094

filamentary structures

—

axisymmetric, rotating, pressurized, anal-

ysis (1963) 11081
theory and applications (1963) 3163

hollow multipartitioned ceramic structures
(1965) 2836

optimum wound composites (1962) 107
strength of glass fibers and failure of fila-

ment wound pressure vessels (1965)

13115
stress concentrations in filamentary struc-

tures (1961) 11421
uniform-stress spinning filamentary disk

(1964) 20527
wound construction, OTS bibliography

(1964) 9853
wound glass-reinforced plastics and liners

for cryogenic pressure vessels (1965)
8121

wound structures, plastic reinforced, mili-

tary applications design (1964) 2255

Filaments (electric):

deterioration in electron-bombardment ion

sources (1964) 11382
Filariasis, research on prevention and treat-

ment. Communist China (1962) 17700
Filchner Ice Shelf, traverse, magnetic results,

1963-64 (1965) 8671
Filefishes, monacanthidae of western North

Atlantic (1961) 7433
Files and filing (documents):

alphabetical, by D.C. Recorder of Deeds of

liens on motor vehicles and trailers,

eliminate

—

law (1963) 17019
reports (1962) 17244; (1963) 13625, 13733

current records management in PHS, guide
(1961) 6502

Federal agencies, FPM supp (1961) 10106
managing

—

current files, operations, records manage-
ment handbook (1964) 11428

noncurrent files. Federal records centers

(1964) 7572
noncurrent, managing

—

applying records schedules (1961) 13546
President's Committee on Equal Employment

Opportunity, classification and proce-

dural manual (1963) 18271
Files and rasps:
standard stock sizes, etc., recommendation ot

trade (1963) 4556
Swiss pattern files, standard stock sizes,

standard of trade (1963) 18633
Filing cabinets, shelf filing equipment, devel-

opment and proper use (1961) 7420
Filipinos, see Philippine Islands.

Filipinos in United States, social and economic
statistics, census of population, 1960
(1963) 18702

Filipowsky, Richard F.:

space communications, theory and applica-
tions

—

coding and detection theory (1965) 14764
information processing and advanced tech-

niques (1965) 16631
modulation and channels (1965) 12987
satellite and deep space applications

(1965) 16632
Filler device for handling hot corresive mate-

rials (1964) 20561
Fillers (in wood, metal, etc.):

mineral fillers for California pesticide indus-

try (1965) 9571
Filling machines, automatic pallet-box filler

for apples (1963) 34
Filling stations, see Service stations.
Fillo, P.V., manganese mining and milling

methods and costs (1963) 5472
Film badges, see Dosimeters—Photographic

film detectors.
Film collections, see Motion pictures.

Film condensation with and without body
force in boundary-layer flow of vapor
over flat plate (1961) 8022

Film cooling, see Cooling.
Film Festival of Agriculture, see Centennial

Film Festival of Agriculture.
Film libraries, see Motion pictures.

Film permeability requirements for storage of

apples (1962) 4532
Film slides, see Filmslides.

Film strips, see Filmstrips.
Films, see Motion pictures.

Films (chemical):
chemical formation of inorganic films on

contact lenses, method for producing
wettable surfaces (1961) 13807
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Films (chemical)—Continued
enKineerinp; evaluation of long-tube vertical

falling-film distillation process (1965)
11029

force-area study of catalase films (1961)
1391

fortran program for calculations and meas-
urements from thin films (1964) 13277

gummed film results in measuring radioac-
tive fallout (1961) 195

magnetic properties of films, USSR study
(1965) 12691

source contamination effects on epitaxy of

Ge films on Ge (1965) 13168
Films (coatings):

binary and ternary gallium alloy, friction
and wear in argon and vacuum (1965)
6754

dielectric films in microelectronics, review of

U.S. Govt, research reports (1965) 14882

ellipsometry in measurement of surfaces and
thin films, symposium proceedings (1964)

21782
ferromagnetic, structural and magnetic

properties (1963) 87
polymer films for saline water conversion,

"investigation (1962) 19592; (1963) 8369
thin-film resistors used in functional elec-

tronic blocks (1965) 19899
thin films obtained by vacuum spraying,

thickness monitor (1964) 5917
thin metal, as corrosion indicators (1961)

13811
trypsin and ovomucoid, mixed, force-area

study (1964) 20710
ultra thin gauge polymeric films for space

applications (1965) 16602
see also Monomolecular films.

Films (coverings):
polychlorvinyl, employment for treatment of

wounds and burns, USSR study (1963)

19506
shrink films for prepackaging frozen cut-up

chickens', evaluation (1964) 11772
thin transparent films formed from pow-

dered glass (1965) 14781
vapor-deposited thin gold, as lubricants in

vacuum (10-11 mm Hg) (1965) 18581
Films (metallic), see Metallic films.

Films (photography):
agriculture

—

list (1962) 7487
migrants (1961) 17789

Arctic meteorology photo probe (1962) 10497

distortion compensation for photogramme-
tric use (1961) 3980

eruption of Kilauea volcano, Hawaii, Geo-
logical Survey film, 1955 (1962) 17625

heart research news, NIH film, information
booklet (1963) 19963

occupational health, catalog (1962) 22761
panchromatic sensitization of evaporated

films of silver brcpmide (1965) 4133
processed records, inspection for aging

blemishes (1964) 7575
radiation exposures by means of photo-

graphic films, evaluation (1962) 22624
see also Motion pictures.

Filmslides:
Agriculture Dept., lists (1962) 1932; (1963)

18414
color slides and filmstrips with texts to be

borrowed from National Gallery of Art
(1964) 9640

housing and community development, bibli-

ography (1965) 11005
index of American design, traveling exhibi-

tions and color slides (1965) 2941

Filmslides—Continued
neurological and sensory disease, film guide

(1963) 16514
slide lectures and color filmstrips with text,

to be borrowed from National Gallery of
Art (196.5) 11.532

UNESCO worldwide programs (1962) 20288
see also Filmstrips—Lantern slides.

Filmstrips:
aeronautics and space

—

adult, list (1963) 19886
elementary grades, list (1963) 19884
secondary grades, list (1963) 19885

aging, selected references, list (1962) 23599:
(1965)16923

Agriculture Dept., lists (1962) 1932; (1963:
18414

Army motion pictures, slides, and phono re-

cordings, index (1962) 6673
changes (1962) 11006, 22993

captioned films for deaf

—

catalogs (1964) 572, 12320
research activity report, 1965 (1965) 9036

Children's Bureau, 1st 50 years, script (1962)
23092

clean water is everybody's business, speak-
er's guide (1964) 13420

colored, with texts, to be borrowed from Na-
tional Gallery of Art (1964) 9640; (1965)
11532

copyrighted, July-Dec. 1960 (1961) 7301;
(1962) 428; (1963) 2109-10, 13829; (1964)
653(), 14158; (1965) 4626

descriptive cataloging rules in Library of
Congress (1965) 19817

film strip printer, description (1965) 13065
Government films for public educational use,

1963 (1964) 17929
housing and community development, bibliog-

raphy (1965) 11005
Library of Congress catalog (1961) 3408;

(1962) 4017; (1963) 3865; (1964) 3678;
(1965)3591

medicine and allied sciences, film reference
guide (1961) 13561; (1962) 18128; (1963)
14662; (1964) 18898; (1965) 14995

neurological and sensory disease, film guide
(1963)16514

occupational health, catalog (1962) 22761
office education use (1961) 10551
Public Health Service film catalog (1961)

21308; (1962) 14570; (1963) 16518; (1965)
8250

safety, list (1963) 15508

simple circuit positions film frames in projec-

tor (1965) 9674
UNESCO worldwide programs (1962) 20288
U.S. Government, for public educational use

(1961)19246
Filosofskiye nauki (periodical):

translations (1964) 20077

Filter paper, with and without pinholes, aerosal
penetration (1964) 4297

Filter-wheel solar simulator (1965) 2906
Filters and filtration:

air filter media used for monitoring airborne
radioactivity (1965) 13120

air filters, non-destructive measurement of U-
235 content (1964) 13704

air filtration of microbial particles (1962)

22724
automatic super-rapid filtering stations,

USSR study (1961) 19655
biological filters, microflora, effect of

storntium««, USSR study (1964) 9177
broad-band ultraviolet filters for use in rock-

et-borne photometers, requirements
(1961)7980
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Filters and filtration—Continued

carbon filter for color removal from surface
waters (1965) 4242

coaxial low-pass filters microlab LA(FL) se-

ries, instrument calibration procedure,
technical manual (1964) 13366

constant amplitude, variable phase filters

(1965)9708
cryogenic filter method produces super-pure

helium and helium isotopes (1964) 9547
distant objects detected visually with optical

filters (1965) 16641
distillate fuels filterability, effect of fuel vis-

cosity, etc (1964) 5610
evaluation by filter methods of quality of

waters injected in waterfloods (1964)
11332

filter, low pass, fabrication instructions, cali-

bration procedure (1961) 13595
filter pack technique for classifying radioac-

tive aerosols by particle size

—

isotopic fractionation with particle size

(1965)9825
preliminary report, etc (1965) 9819

fine-particle filter prevents damage to vacu-
um pumps (1964) 13192

FPP-15, filter material used in USSR for envi-
ronmental radioactivity monitoring,
characteristics (1965) 11596

glomerular filtration and renal plasma fiow
during hyperthermia (1961) 1662

high frequency, particulate air filter units
(1962)2093

high-pressure gas filter has easy take-down,
assembly (1964) 7483

molecular

—

filters, Hungarian study (1962) 7750
preparation of marine phytoplankton for
microscopic examination and enumera-
tion (1963) 6467

new type, "mikrofil," for recovery of bacteria
from air, water, and soil, USSR study
(1962)14014

NS Savannah ventilation system filter test-

ing (1964) 19252
Operation Plumbbob, blast effects on air-

cleaning system (1963) 141
porosity, development of methods and effect

(1961)6463
porous stainless steel filters for removing

dust from hot gases (1961) 19876
quadrupole mass filter, design and operation,

colloid thruster beam analysis (1965)
18578

reproducing systems correction with aid of
filters based on lag elements, USSR study
(1961)19496

salt smoke filtration from chlorate candle
oxygen (1965) 13192

soils suitable for septic tanks (1962) 39
streams, simple filter dam (1961) 6120
technique for visual detection of distant ob-

jects by use of optical filtering (1965) 1475
tin recovery from hardhead by filtration

(1964)20505
vibrating filter for liquid filtration, USSR

study (1962) 2714
towed pump and shipboard filtering system

for sampling small zooplankters, opera-
tional status (1963) 13975

zinc recovery from dross and scrap (1964)
11323

see also Band-pass filters—Digital filters

—

Light filters—Microwave filters—Radio
frequency filters.

Filtration, see Filters and filtration.
Finance:

accounting, Engineer Command management
system (1962) 15519

Finance—Continued

agreement with Philippines (1961) 11603
agricultural

—

outlook, 1965(1965)471
review (1962) 9519; (1963) 2122, 15411;

(1964) 15836; (1965) 11990
supplement (1964) 2259; (1965) 2082

agriculture balance sheet, 1961 (1961) 16098,
17239; (1962) 18624, 19487; (1963) 18421;
(1964) 20911; (1965) 15183

aid for students in environmental science and
engineering, listing (1963) 18284

aids to students, financial and other assist-
ance through programs of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, guide (1964) 21365

Army, service and administration, pamphlet
(1962)22992

assistance available for undergraduate and
first-professional degree college students,
directory (1965) 10736

assistance

—

for students in higher education (1961)
12565

in gold and silver exploration (remarks)
(1964) 1396

programs administered by Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare Dept (1961) 6191; (1962)
9752; (1963) 17537; (1965) 9281

Atomic Energy Commission, reports (1963)
20331; (1964) 21019; (1965) 18957

balance sheet of production and distribution
of products between departments. Com-
munist China study (1963) 850

cash

—

management in small plants (1961) 8185
planning in small manufacturing compa-

nies (1961) 2704
transactions of U.S. Gov't, regulations
governing reports (1963) 14756

census of business, 1958, selected services,
receipts size (1961) 9991

charges for consumer credit, disclosure of
interest rates, hearings (1961) 19156;
(1962) 19382

city finances (1961) 13904, 16263; (1962)
16456, 18780; (1963) 16887-888; (1964)
19288; (1965) 273, 10231

city government

—

compendiums (1961) 16263; (1962) 18780;
(1963) 16888; (1965) 273

summaries (1961) 13904; (1962) 16456;
(1963) 16887; (1964) 19288; (1965) 10231

code of Federal regulations (1961) 7396; (1962)
11789; (1963) 6430; (1964) 8574; (1965)
10827

college and university

—

finance series (1962) 19441; (1963) 368,
13842, 13855, 13862; (1964) 573, 10458,
10475, 14185, 14195, 17911, (1965) 10731.
10742,14179

financial aid (1965) 16333
combined financial statements

—

member savings and loan associations,
advance highlights (1962) 21733; (1963)
15484; (1965) 549

members of Federal Home Loan Bank Sys-
tem (1965) 9088
assets and liabilities (1962) 21734; (1963)
20664
income and expenses (1962) 23518; (1964)
655

Communist China

—

appropriations, better controls (1963)
14367

commercial (1963) 14100
comprehensive

—

financial planning, review (1962) 19671
planning and its internal relationships
(1962)22397
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Finance—Continued
Communist China—Continued
translations (1962) 17841. 17850, 17895,

17972, 18008-9, 18019, 18030, 18062,
19654, 19690, 19716, 19818, 19941, 22013,
22125, 22155, 22174, 22213, 22401, 23668,
23720, 23737, 23771, 23790; (1963) 652,

913, 2577, 2621, 2641, 2837, 2886, 5375,
6740, 6869, 6937, 6984, 7092, 8455, 8532,
8599, 8844, 8984, 10439, 10529, 12699,

14182, 14241, 14367, 14378, 15754, 16015,
16090, 16189, 17685, 17754, 17903, 19374,
19462, 19488, 19666, 19702, 19738, 20799,
20877; (1964) 914, 939, 986, 1110, 1185,

1222, 2575, 2613, 2722, 2794, 2838, 2927,
4934, 4957, 4991, 5061, 5241, 5262, 5352,
5391, 6946, 6988, 7029, 7050, 7105, 7312,
8944, 9142, 10906, 12602, 12659, 12744,

12826, 13019, 14531, 14548, 14641, 16061,
16131, 16214, 16287, 16476, 16555, 18396,

18426, 18448, 18599, 19856, 19995, 20338,
20401, 21475, 21520; (1965) 987, 1019,

1202, 2374, 2415, 2570, 2637, 2691
community action program guide, financial

instructions (1965) 14166
community improvement workable program,

answers on financing (1965) 11008

consumer credit statistics, materials pre-
pared for use in hearing on S.1740 (1962)
15430

consumer survey, 1963, characteristics (1964)
8587

county governments, statistics, census of

governments, 1962 (1964) 11890

Cuban trade and payments agreement with
Mali (1963) 2864

current expenditures per pupil in public
schools, urban systems (1961) 9027; (1963)
2150

daily statements of Treasury (1961) 3619;
(1962) 3744; (1963) 3581; (1964) 3401;
(1965)3288

Defense Establishment manpower utilization
in financial management functions, re-

port (1964) 12079
distribution of OASDI contributions within

calendar year, particularly when change
in financing is made (1965) 9922

domestic and international determinants of

financial policy (remarks) (1965) 18093

DSA civilian career program for comptroller
and financial management (1965) 9015

DSA manual (1965) 6087, 9019-20, 14155,
16066, 19534-535

effect on export expansion (remarks) (1961)

331
family finances, price list (1964) 21842
farmers cooperative, what are patronage

refunds (1963) 8207

farmers' financial calculations and physical
measurements handbook (1962) 12839;
(1964)7911

errata (1964) 13579

farming in Great Plains, situation, 1957
(1961)9899

supplement (1962) 1952

Federal-State programs, inadequate controls
over funds used. Labor Dept., GAO report
(1965)7772

financial

—

analyst, examination announcement (1962)

4856
area redevelopment projects (1962) 14796
assistance

—

programs for State and local govern-
ments, institutions, etc., administered
by Office of Education (1964) 582

Finance—Continued
financial—Continued

to industrial or commercial projects, pos-
sible need for clarification of statutory
provision limiting amount. Area Re-
development Administration, GAO
report (1965) 9238

management

—

improved in Federal Government (ad-

dress) (1962) 20684
in Federal Government, analysis of legis-

lation (1961) 5767
in Navy (1962) 22660
of Federal-State education programs

(1962) 17401
policies and balance of payments (remarks)

(1963) 13105
protection for Federal employees (1964)

11945
services, use at enterprises, USSR study

(1964) 6966
financial statements

—

Bonneville Power Administration, 1963,
GAO report (1965) 4823

Commodity Credit Corporation

—

GAO examination (1965) 4824
statements, 1964 (1965) 4471

Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, GAO
examination (1965) 8745

Federal National Mortgage Association,
GAO examination (1965) 2187

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-
poration (1965) 16168

form and content (1961) 8179; (1962) 18438;
(1965)5371

Government Printing Office, examination,
GAO report (1965) 16298

interpretation, ABC's for RElA-financed
rural electric systems (1962) 22773

members of Federal Home Loan Bank Sys-
tem (1962) 521

National Capital Housing Authority, GAO
examination (1965) 4825

Panama Canal Co (1964) 10156
Public Housing Administration (1964)
10176

Southwestern Power System, examination,
GAO report (1965) 19649

submission by Government agencies. Treas-
ury Dept. regulations (1965) 13314

Tennessee Valley Authority

—

GAO audit, 1964 (1965) 4819
statements, 1964 (1965) 5429

Veterans Canteen Service, GAO audit
(1965)6255

financing

—

and marketing, Siamese twins (remarks)
(1964) 17989

of assistance under alliance for progress,
agreement with Pan American Union
(1962)3517

undergraduate education (1964) 8485;
(1965)10737

your social security benefits (1963) 5663
fiscal and monetary policy, proceedings of

conference, sponsored by President's
Advisory Committee of Labor-Manage-
ment Policy (1963) 3257

fiscal policy

—

and outlook for price stability (remarks)
(1965) 13707

as agent in fostering economic growth
(remarks) (1964) 13504

for years of challenge and danger (re-

marks) (1962) 8720
issues of coming decade

—

hearings (1965) 19171
statements (1965) 5788

message from the President (1961) 6985
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Finance—Continued
fiscal policy—Continued

requirements of Federal executive agen-
cies, joint committee to evaluate

—

hearings (1963) 8112
reports (1961) 8957; (1963) 8087

flows of funds through financial intermedi-

aries (1964) 12404
foreign

—

increase for U.S. corporations operating
abroad to defend U.S. gold reserves
(1964) 11538

operations under Federal reserve act, reg-

ulations (1961) 533
General Accounting Office findings, etc., for

improving Govt, operations,

—

departmental edition (1964) 8709
document edition (1964) 10173; (1965) 5811

Government

—

budget administration in developing coun-
tries, technical assistance (1962) 17663

compendium, census of governments,
1962— (1964) 19286
announcement and order form (1964)

19282
errata (1965) 1890

governmental

—

census of governments, 1962 (1964) 4344
Financial Management Institute, proceed-

ings (1961) 3967
historical statistics, census of govern-

ments, 1962— (1964) 19287
announcement and order form (1964)

19283
in United States (1961) 8520, 13922, 18152;

(1962) 13060, 16481, 23073; (1963) 16901,
20361; (1964) 11909; 17111; (1965) 286,

5709, 10257, 17227
correction notice (1961) 281

1963-64 (1965) 10257
correction notice (1965) 17227

relation of census statistics to original
sources (1965) 5711

graduate education, financing (1964) 14184
higher education

—

statistics (1962) 7266; (1963) 15437
planning and management data, 1957-58 to

1959-60, tuition and fees, analysis of
changes (1961) 17195

highway

—

bond financing, analysis 1950-62 (1963)
21097

1921-1962 (1964) 16849
industry

—

employer expenditures for supplementary
remuneration practices (1963) 18044;
(1964) 21670A

financial and operating ratios (1963) 1471
institutions of higher education, 1959-60,

statistics

—

receipts, expenditures and property (1965)
489

summary report (1962) 21659
interbusiness financing, economic, implica-

tions (1962) 18446
internal and external policies (remark)

(1962) 3548
international capital transactions of United

States (1963) 2278
Kuwait's international role, Soviet view

(1964) 18532
labor organizations, reporting guide (1963)

5431
lest we forget great international financial

crisis of 1931 (remarks) (1963) 19206
local government

—

finances. State sources of data, bibliogra-
phy (1962) 11068

Finance—Continued
local government—Continued

in relation to population, 1957 (1961)
10040
announcement and order form (1961)

11837
1960's, past trends and future prospects
(paper) (1963) 7526

local participation in area redevelopment
projects, lack of compliance with statu-

tory requirement, Area Redevelopment
Administration GAO report (1965) 9231

long-term financing for small manufacturing
firms, sources (1963) 1477

manufacturing corporations, quarterly re-

port (1961) 3226; (1962) 4275; (1963)

4125; (1964) 3955; (1965) 3873
materials on management, listing from mar-

keting information guide (1964) 4335
meaning of international cooperation (re-

marks) (1964) 20860
medical care, source book of data through

1961 (1963) 5685
monetary policy and

—

balance of payments (remarks) (1964) 2326
international payments (remarks) (1963)
2272

Mongolian People's Republic, decisions of

Council of Ministers and instructions of

Minister of Finance (1963) 10699
municipal highways, quarter century of

financing, 1937-61 (1964) 18928
municipalities and township governments,

statistics, census of governments,
1962 (1964) 15305

announcement and order form (1964) 21025
National Guard, quarterly review of State

financial plan, reporting procedures

(1963) 19954
North Vietnam, financial management must

be improved (1964) 7318
ordnance command management system

financial reporting, Ordnance Corps
manual (1962) 12638

problems relating to Soviet trade (1964)

12882
public education, trends in financing,

1929-60 (1962) 471
public school finance programs

—

Alabama (1963) 19111
Alaska (1963) 6339
American Samoa (1964) 4634
Arizona (1963) 15441
Arkansas (1963) 13857
California (1963) 6338
Canal Zone (1964) 4635
Colorado (1964) 593
Connecticut (1963) 12073
District of Columbia (1964) 4636
Florida (1963) 13856
Georgia (1964) 2280
Guam (1964) 4637
Hawaii (1963) 19113
Idaho (1963) 12074
Illinois (1963) 15442
Indiana (1963) 17388
Iowa (1963) 12075
Kansas (1963) 12076
Kentucky (1963) 20641
Louisiana (1964) 2281
Maine (1964) 4638
Maryland (1964) 4639
Massachusetts (1963) 19112
Michigan (1964) 2282
Minnesota (1964) 2283
Mississippi (1963) 17386
Missouri (1963) 10077
Montana (1963) 19114
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Finance—Continued
public school finance programs—Continued
Nebraska (1964) 17922
Nevada (19(53) 6340
New Hampshire (1964) 2284
New Jersey (1964) 4640
New Mexico (1963) 17389
New York (1963) 12077
North Carolina (1964) 4641
North Dakota (1964) 4642
Ohio (1963) 12078
Oklahoma (1964) 594
Oegon (1963) 13858
Pennsylvania (1963) 13859
Puerto Rico (1964) 4633
Rhode Island (1964) 595
South Carolina (1963) 15443
South Dakota (1963) 15444
Texas (1964) 596
Utah (1963) 13860
Vermont (1963) 15445
Virgin Islands (1964) 4643
Washington State (1963) 10078
West Virginia (1963) 17390
Wisconsin (1964) 8493
Wyoming (1963) 17387

publications, price list (1961) 17786; (1963)

1395; (1964) 1551; (1965) 6863
REA financing, hearing (1964) 15578
REIA technical assistance program (remarks)

(1965)20059
REIA telephone program borrowers, planning

(excerpts of remarks) (1961) 6265
receipts and expenditures of U.S.

—

combined statement, 1960 (1961) 3655;
(1962) 4460; (1963) 1612; (1964) 4175;
(1965) 1731

monthly statement (1961) 3620; (1962)

4081; (1963) 3924; (1964) 3747; (1965)
3662

receipts. Federal, 1965 and 1966, estimates
(1965) 17752

regulations relating to cash held at personal
risk, including imprest funds by disburs-
ing officers and cashiers of United
States Government, amdt. (1965) 15113

reporting requirements under Maritime
.A.dministration programs (remarks)
(1962) 22458

reports of I.C.C. consolidated index-digest

(1964) 8836
residential

homeowner properties
census, 1960 (1963) 4574
of nonwhite families, census, 1960 (1963)

13306
rental and vacant properties, census, 1960

(1963) 16881
school districts, census of governments, 1962

(1964) 4344
schools, profiles, decennial overview (1965)

18011
scientific research and technology, USSR

study (1963) 6770
service and administration. Army pamphlet

(1961) 9928, 16168, 20345; (1962) 162-163,
6672, 11005

sewage treatment facilities, problems (1962)
3465

small business

—

analysis (1961) 13659
facts (1961) 9731
financing, short and long term needs (1965)

18752
handbooks (1962) 3478, 24087; (1965) 8272
problems, report (1962) 21137

small manufacturing firms, equity financing
(1963) 1476

Finance—Continued
special districts in rural areas (1961) 1616
employee- retirement systems (1964) 11909;

(1965) 5709
State reports (1963) 16878

State finances (1961) 288, 6833, 8525; (1961)
16321, 20455; (1962) 9045. 11103. 18794,
23075; (1963) 7767, 9730, 16904; (1964)
190-191, 8139, 10073, 21036; (1965) 7282,
8626

compendium (1961) 8525; (1962) 11103;
(1963) 9730; (1964) 190, 10073; (1965)
8626

reports, bibliography (1963) 5991
summary (1961) 6833; (1962) 9045; (1963)

7767; (1965) 7282
State payments to local governments (1963)

20342
State sovereignty and fiscal policy (address)

(1964) 15905
statements of Federal National Mortgage

Association, GAO examination (196.3)

5002
statements of Public Housing Administra-

tion, 1963 and 1962, GAO examination
(1964) 8715

statistics, Federal reserve chart book
(1961) 3185; (1962) 3826; (1963) 3672;
(1964) 3491; (1965) .3402

historical supplement (1961) 20739; (1962)
21756; (1964) 21312; (1965) 18094

structure of regional farm supply coopera-
tives (1965) 14224

Tennessee Valley Authority, statements
(1962) 1863, 24119; (1964) 1631

Treasurer of United States financial state-
ments, 1963, GAO examination (1964)
19753

treasury bulletin (1961) 3621; (1962) 4393;
(1963) 4244; (1964) 4093; (1965) 4003

U.S. balance of payments

—

questions and answers (1961) 15990; (1962)
18465

summary (address) (1961) 20226
union statistics, 1959-60 (1962) 18126
United Nations

financial situation, 1962, semiannual re-

port (1963) 19051
financing, information (1962) 7216
operations, information (1962) 15439

United States

—

agricultural exports under Government
programs (1963) 6319

Government central accounting system,
regulations (1962) 16199-202; (1963)
147,57

USSR, financial organs, tasks (1964) 14533
see also Accounts and accounting—Banks

and banking—Budget of United States
—Credit—Inflation (finance—Revenue
—Revolving funds

—

also names of coun-
tries, etc.

Finance Committee, Senate:
calendar (1961) 3093; (1962) 4007; (1963)

3853; (1964) ,3667; (1965) 3579
committee prints, see subjects
hearings, see subjects
investigations and studies. State taxation

on interstate commerce activities

—

authorization

—

law (1961) 8605
reports (1961) 7077, 7232

extend time for filing reports-
law (1962) 11272; (1963) 13416; (1964)
8225

reports (1962) 7035, 9450; (1963) 11987;
(1964) 6296, 6486

reports, see subjects
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Finance Committee, Senate—Continued
summary of

—

provisions of Tariff schedules technical
amendments act of 1965 (1965) 19494

public welfare amendments of 1962 (1962)
13674

Senate amendments to revenue act of 1962
(1964) 12264

Finance companies:
consumer credit at consumer finance compa-

nies (1964) 3360
exception from personal holding company

law (1962) 23168
reports (1962) 13477, 21390

insurance premium, license and regulate in

D.C., report (1965) 15694
motor vehicle manufacturers, supplement

antitrust laws, hearings (1961) 16845
sales finance companies (periodical) (1961)

3217; (1962) 4316; (1963) 4167; (1964)
4004; (1965) 3913

Shantung's finance units help fight drought
(1961) 4353

survey, mid-1960, Federal reserve bulletin

reprint (1961) 20742
Finance decisions, see Interstate Commerce

Commission.
Finance Division, Interior Dept., appropria-

tion ledgers, 1853-1923, index (1963)
16416

Finance Office, General Administration Dept.,

D.C., tax and other revenue collection

activities, GAO review (1962) 15634
Finance, Office of Chief of (Army) records, pre-

liminary inventory (1962) 22601
Finance officers, see Disbursing officers.

Financial analysts:
career opportunities. Housing and Home

Finance Agency (1963) 16965
discontinuance notice (1964) 21057
examination announcement (1964) 10113

Financial assistance, see Foreign aid.

Financial columnists, see Columnists.
Financial Institutions Committee, report

(1963) 10028
Financial law of Bulgaria (1962) 141.56

Financial Management Institute, digest of

proceedings 1960 (1961) 3967
Financial procedures under Public law 480

(1964) 12318
Financial protection for Federal employees,

sickness, accidents, unemployment (1963)
16946

Financial statements, see Finance.
Financial statistics, see Finance.
Financing capital investment, USSR (1961)

15408
Financing college science education (1965)

9805
Financing vour social security benefits (1965)

11689
Finchum, R.N.

fire insurance economies through plant
management (1965) 4649

school building maintenance procedures
(1964) 10470

school fires, prevention, control, protection
(1963) 384

Findlay, Robert M.:
occupational wage surveys

—

Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton, Pa.,-N.J.

(196.5) 9513
Newark and Jersey City, N.J. (1963) 12793
Paterson-Clifton-Passaic, N. J. (1964)

16595
Philadelphia, Pa.-N.J. (1963) 10896; (1965)
6560

Pittsburgh, Pa (1964) 11279
York, Pa (1965) 9511

Findlay, Ohio:
Maumee River basin flood control, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1963) 19145
document edition (1963) 18809

Findlen, H.:

Irish cobbler and Kennebec potatoes (1964)

.5836

vine killing in relation to maturity of Red
River Valley potatoes (1964) 15223

Fine, Burton D., sampling studies downstream
of hydrogen-nitrous oxide-diluent flames

(1963) 1308
iron ore pellet binders from lignite deposits

(1965) 1381
prereduced iron ore pellets, new blast fur-

nace raw material (1963) 3104
smelting prereduced iron ore pellets (1964)

20499
Fine, Paul M., coping and developmental theo-

ry (1965) 13429
Fine art, see Art.
Fine arts, see Art—Paintings.

Fine Arts Commission:
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497; (1962) 7076,

11648; (1963) 6184, 9995; (1964) 6338,

8436; (1965) 5958, 8972
laws (1961) 14122; (1962) 189.54; (1963)

151.58; (1964) 13904; (1965) 13782
reports (1961) 7120, 104.55, 14357; (1962)

9266, 11642, 16985; (1963) 7939, 11951;

(1964) 8288, 8420, 13951; (196.5) 8773,

8960
brief history, 1910-63 (1964) 17993
laws and Executive orders (1962) 2481;

(1964) 6697
publications, price lists (1961) 8147; (1962)

16121; (1963) 18279; (1965) 13223
reports (1964) 8591; (196.5) 16204

Fine-screening of coal, testing of sieve bend
(1961) 4828

Finger, Harold B., remarks, Jan. 23, 1963

(1963) 4500
Finger pads, rubber. Federal standard (1961)

541
Fingerprints, waiver of fingerprinting require-

ments for nonimmigrant visas, agree-

ment (1963) 9423
Finishes and finishing:

aluminum finish, high temperature
non-reflective erosion resistant (1964)

18869
fire control materiel, military standard

(1962) 7?46
Forest Products Laboratory, natural finish

(1961) 17295
natural finish developed at Forest Products

Laboratory (1964) 180.59

textile industry, earnings (1961) 17602
vibration finishing of edges of punched

parts. Communist Chinese study (1964)

11088
Finishing beef cattle (1964) .5826

Finite element solution for thin shells of revo-

lution (1964) 14768
Fink, Marvin P., aerodynamic data on large

semispan tilting wing with 0.6-diameter

chord, etc (1964) 7540, 18747, 20571

Finke, Robert C, space environment facility

for electric propulsion systems, research
(1965) 9720

Finland:
bibliography of periodicals and monograph

series, 1950-62 (1964) 186
civil aviation, survey (1963) 5985
Communist Party conducts secret purge

(1964) 12852
economic developments (1961) 12699; (1962)

11928; (1963) 8391
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Finland—Continued
economy, basic data (1964) 8826
educational data (1964) 580
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 21883
Finnish—

editor criticized as anti-Soviet, USSR
study (1964) 11029

Lapps and their diet, cesium-137 and po-
tassium content, body and dietary (1964)
13392

foreign trade regulations— (1965) 1946
erratum (1965) 4423

gas appliances, household and commercial,
U.S. market (1963) 13263

gazetteer, official standard names (1962)
15635

import tariff system (1962) 21884
international Communist movement grows

stronger (1962) .5809

licensing and exchange controls (1961) 6088
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12868
national defense and national planning

(1961) 15174
plant quarantine import requirements (1963)

5804
preparing shipments to (1963) 5084
radio and television, 1959 (1961) 13167
record of signs of our times (1961) 13070
sending gift packages to (1961) 604
Soviet methods unmasked (1962) 9985
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 20189, 21399
topographic and cartographic work and its

geodetic control (1961) 11272
trade, interim agreement relating to GATT

(1962) 14651
United States Exlucational Foundation

agreement (1961) 5118
U.S. reciprocal negotiations, concessions

obtained and granted (1962) 8662
war veteran's trip to American continent

(1961) 17461
who's who extracts (1962) 10342

Finley, Amanda H.:

higher education aids for Indian young peo-
ple (1963) 5045

scholarships for American Indian youth
(1964) 2440

Finley, Hugh 0.:

measurement of M/E positions for mass
spectrometer using rotating coil

gauss-meter (1963) 11564
thermionic emission ion sources for isotopic

analysis of lithium (1964) 8061
versatile 6-inch radius mass spectrometer

for isotopic analysis of solids, liquids, or
gases (1963) 9682

Finn, Charles C, relief (1961) 18808; (1962)
4998, 6894

Finn, George C, relief (1961) 18808; (1962)
4998, 6894

Finnall, Tommy L., geology, ore deposits, etc..

Deer Flat area, Utah (1963) 12223
Finneran, Helen T., records of Bureau of Agri-

cultural and Industrial Chemistry (1963)
3170

Finnev, R. Gordon, jr.:

claim (1963) 13494
relief (1964) 6399, 8258

Finnish dissident-Communist views (1962)
14294

Finnish war veteran's trip to American conti-
nent (1961) 17461

Finocchiaro, Maria, relief (1965) 17503
Fins (aircraft):

conducting, radiative interchange with mu-
tual irradiations, numerical predictions
(1962) 8.526

Fins (aircraft)—Continued

fin-flare combinations, effect on aerodynamic
characteristics of body at Mach num-
bers of 1.61 and 2.20 (1965) 6694

fin-plate interference model, heat transfer
and pressure investigation at Mach
number of 6 (1964) 16679

finned-vehicle attitude control system, ana-
lytical study (1963) 7266

heat transfer measurements on flat plate
and attached fins at Mach nos. of 3.51

and 4.44 (1964) 14873
load, aerodynamic forces of 1/8-scale model

simulating 1st stage of Scout research
vehicle (1961) 13531

radiating effectiveness of one-dimensional '

variable thermal property on heat
transfer (1963) 19915

roll controls applicable to fin-stabilized vehi-
cles (1964) 18793

stabilizing, static longitudinal stability of
rocket vehicle having rear-facing step
ahead (1962) 1680

Trailblazer II 3-stage rocket vehicle having
various fin configurations, static aerody-
namic characteristics at low subsonic
Mach numbers and angles of attack up
to 28° (1963) 11062

unswept and 38° swept cylindrically blunted
wedge, heat transfer '(1964) 18739

wing-tip fins on delta configuration, rolling

motions (1963) 20996
Fins (cooling)

central finned-tube radiator, analysis and
design procedures (1964) 20601

Fins (cooling):

double fin-tube flat condenser-radiator and
central fin-tube radiator, analysis and
comparison (1965) 2904

heat rejection and weight characteristics

—

fin-tube space radiators with tapered fins

(1964) 7535
radiator fin-tube configurations (1964)

14898
heat-transfer

—

characteristics of several radiator
finned-tube configurations (1963) 1279

from fin-tube radiators including longitu-
dinal heat conduction, etc (1964) 3028

radiating fin profiles, USSR articles (1963)
5386

thermostatic fins-analysis, spacecraft tem-
perature control (1964) 18717; (1965)
5108

vapor-chamber fin-tub radiator for
high-power Rankine cycles, analysis and
evaluation (1965) 11498

Finucane, John H., distribution and seasonal
occurrence of Gymnodinium breve on
west coast of Florida, 1954-57 (1965)
4773

Fiorica, Pasquale, relief (1964) 6145, 6407
Fir:

balsam

—

pulpwood, calculating volume loss from
wood-boring insects (1961) 9223

sulfate pulping (1961) 20764
thickets, thinning with soil sterilants

(1961) 20776
viability of seed depends on age of tree

(1961)672
broom rusts

—

effects (1964) 8675
general information (1964) 15936

Douglas

—

and true fir, Salmon National Forest,

spruce budworm epidemic (1965) 16243
beams, stress-strain distribution within

plastic range (1962) 9675
bolted joints, performance (1963) 15577
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Fir—Continued
Douglas—Continued

change of grade and volume (1963) 2315
coast-type, shrinkage (1965) 16280

commercial thinning in Pacific Northwest
(1961)3723

cooperative level-of-growing-stock study
(1965) 10909

dwarfmistletoe, description, etc (1961)
9216

endrin treated seed spotting in northwest-
ern California (1962) 7447

estimating

—

defoliation by budworm (1962) 601
site quality from aerial photographs
(1962)9682

fir subregion, hardwood timber resources
(1965) 9209

grades for inland saw logs in standing
trees (1965) 7732

growth and yield records from
well-stocked stands, summary (1964)
8682

harvesting for maximum income (1964)
2359

heart rots (1962) 21798
individual trees response to release (1961)

19371
laminated bolts used in joints, perform-
ance (1964) 8674

light thinning does not stimulate regener-
ation (1965) 2169

mapping guide, 2-story forest type (1962)
19544

mergers and economic concentration in

lumber industry (1964) 14331
moisture patterns (1965) 7735
natural regeneration using modified
clear-cutting systems in Oregon Cas-
cades (1963) 20708

old-growth, economic significance of mor-
tality in management (1961) 7489

Pacific Northwest, aerial photo volume
tables (1962) 7442

partial cutting, behavior of ground vege-
tation (1961) 6134

planting on decayed wood in coastal Ore-
gon (1961) 6133

plywood
commercial standard— (1961) 8438
amendments (1962) 2114, 9001

standard of trade (1962) 13018
amendments (1963) 4511, 5958

pressure-treated marine piles (1963) 5961
pruning to increase timber value (1964)

2361
pulpwood, cost of thinning at Voight
Creek Experimental Forest (1962) 9680

seasoning and surfacing degrade in

kiln-drving in Eastern Washington
(1961) 19372

seed, predicting insect-caused damage
from samples of voung cones (1964)
18072

seed production

—

and dispersal (1961) 6143
increased by thinning (1961) 19373

seedlings, toxic effects of compounds
leached from shingle tow (1964) 8656

shrubs and herbaceous vegetation after
clear cutting in Oregon Cascades (1961)
680

spruce budworm, insect enemy in Montana
(1965) 16292

squirrels cut Pacific silver fir cones in

Washington Cascades (1965) 661
stand and western larch infiltration fol-

lowing cutting and slash treatment
(1962) 17558

Fir—Continued
Douglas—Continued
stresses within curved laminated beams

(1964) 8640
toxicity of diesel oil to cones (1963) 17485
veneer grade yield from pruned trees

(1962) 17579
volume growth percent tables (1965) 2179
white, and California red, rooting cut-

tings, factors affecting (1963) 6498
wire nails, sixpenny and eightpenny, spac-

ing in multi-nail joints (1961) 660
woodland, 13 years of thinning (1964) 8657
voung-growth, effect of thinning on form

(1961) 6130
grand fir

—

insect damage to cones (1964) 8643
specific gravity and tree weight (1963)

17501
Noble-
bibliography with abstracts (1962) 17577
cone maturity, exploratory, study (1965)

12500
Pacific silver

—

bibliography (1965) 7751
heart-rot hazard from logging injuries

(1961) 6132
red and white, heart rot (1961) 7480
Shasta red, lumber yield and log values

(1964) 789
subalpine

—

bibliography (1961) 12746
fir stand, results of regeneration cutting

(1965) 19637
supplemental treatments to aid planted

Douglas-fir in dense bracken fern (1964)
12465

true firs in California, losses, etc., caused bv
dwarfmisletoe (1964) 21324

volume killed by spruce budworm in north-
ern Minnesota, aerial survey (1964)
12472

white

—

kiln drying rate by type of wood (1961)
6141

lumber yield and log values (1965) 7750
mortality and growth reduction following

defoliation by tussock moth (1964) 12478
segregation for kiln-drying, study (1961)

6140
Fire alarms, systems, uneconomical proposed

procurement by Goddard Space Flight
Center, NASA, GAO report (1965) 6295

Fire ants, see Ants.
Fire blight susceptibility of Stewart strain of

Bartlett pear (1965) 1746
Fire control, see Fires—Forest fires.

Fire control (gunnery):
course, fire control radar technician train-

ing, trainee's guide (1963) 1367; (1964)
7638

equipment. Federal item identification guides
for supply cataloging (1962) 9511; (1964)
12297

supplements (1963) 3660; (1964) 3478;
(1965) 3380

fire-control systems, air-borne target simu-
lator for use with systems (1961) 19901

MOS evaluation test aid

—

air defense missile crewman (Hawk) (1962)
10973

field artillery missile fire control crewman

—

(Corporal) (1962) 10970

(Lacrosse) (1962) 10971

light air defense artillery crewman (1962)

10975

radar special circuits, trainee's guide (1964)

20683
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Fire control technicians:
basic electricity, trainee's guide (1965) 1534
basic electronics, trainee's guide (1964)

20678-679
1 & C, Navy training course (1964) 20684
Navy training course (1962) 12558
proficiency by use of training device, en-

hancement (1964) 18852
2, Navy training course (1963) 14629

Fire-cured tobacco, see Tobacco.
Fire damp:
formation and flammability of stratified

methane-air mixtures (1964) 7432
reducing incendivity of permissible explo-

sives by sodium chloride (1961) 1235
Fire Department of D.C.:

Firefighting Division, reduce workweek

—

law (1961) 18767; (1962) 20872
reports (1961) 16809, 17072; (1962) 11583,

16966
fireman (firefighter), examination announce-

ment (1961) 314; (1963) 6025
mutual-aid agreements with adjacent com-

munities, amend act

—

law (1964) 17332
reports (1963) 7976; (1964) 15785

relief or retirement compensation of former
members,

—

report (1962) 21098
their widows, widowers, and children, in-

crease

—

law (1962) 18970
reports (1961) 17058-59; (1962) 17053
veto (1961) 18991

retirement and disability act, amend to cre-
ate additional category of service-
connected disability

—

law (1962) 23257
reports (1961) 14432; (1962) 21510

salaries, increase

—

law (1962) 23282; (1964) 17433
reports (1962) 21170; (1964) 15569, 17613,
17716

Fire Department of N.Y.C., accident analysis,
water testing, firefighter safety (1962)
19562

Fire departments:
2d and 3d class postal rates for volunteer

fire companies, extend, reports (1964)
15768; (1965) 8919

volunteer, surplus Government property for
use, hearings (1965) 17704

Fire detectors:
FAA, technical standard order (1961) 19293
flame surveillance-type, evaluation report

(1961) 2694
Fire extinguishers:
Army replacement program, excessive costs,

GAO review (1963) 8314
cartridge and stored pressure types, packed

with potassium bicarbonate dry chemi-
cal, performance (1963) 16460

dry chemical
filling with vacuum pneumatic system

(1965) 13128
vacuum pneumatic process for filling

(1963) 18253
portable, how good are they (1965) 7794

Fire extinguishing, see Fires.
Fire extinguishing agents:

aircraft installation and operation of con-
centration recorder (1961) 1456

chemicals, new weapons for fire suppression
crew (1961) 19375

flammable-liquid, new vapor-securing agent
(1964) 13344

multipurpose powders aspects, evaluation
(1963) 11161

Fire extinguishing agents—Continued

potassium bicarbonate dry chemical, dis-
charge characteristics (1963) 16460

technology

—

bibliographies (1964) 16890
review of Govt, reports (1965) 2936

Fire fighting, see FMres.
Fire-fighting apparatus:

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7238; (1964) 12291

supplements (1963) 36.54; (1964) 3472;
(1965) 3374

fire fighting and prevention, publications
(1961) 20092

inspection, etc.. Army technical manual,
changes (1961) 20352; (1962) 4622

motorized, current industrial reports (1961)
2990; (1962) 3737; (1963) 3575; (1964)
3391

pumps, operating procedure (1964) 11874
runway foaming-tanker vehicle (1963) 18238

Fire insurance:
act of D.C., amend relative to false state-

ments

—

law (1963) 13431
reports (1962) 19110; (1963) 6157, 13731

District of Columbia rate regulation laws,
amend, hearings (1963) 17308; (1964)
10417

economies through plant management (1965)
4649

Fire Island Inlet:

beach erosion study and hurricane survey,
engineer

—

departmental editions (1961) 9071; (1965)
9057

document editions (1961) 8627; (1965) 8741
Fire Island National Seashore:

establish

—

hearings (1964) 12141, 12268
law (1964) 19395
reports (1964) 15529, 15756, 17574

land donations as additions, accept

—

law (1965) 17436
report (1965) 17884

Fire prevention, see Fires.

Fire protection, see Fires.

Fire-resistant construction on farm (1962)
4506

Fire trucks:
aircraft crash fire trucks in Defense Dept.,

development and management, GAO re-

view (1962) 13859
Fire-retardant coatings, see Coating materials,

failure of Air Force to consider available
army aircraft crash fire trucks in its

planned procurements, GAO report
(1965) 6266

Firearms:
amend act to restrict interstate shipment,

etc., hearings (1964) 8441
Federal firearms act, amend

—

hearings (1965) 17751, 17942, 19323
law (1961) 18730
reports (1961) 10472, 18876

Federal firearms act, amend to relieve li-

cense applicants under conviction of fel-

ony

—

law (1965) 19120
reports (1965) 15676, 15981

Federal firearms act, amend when necessary
for national security, report (1964)
17758

Federal laws under IRS, guide for law en-
forcement officers (1963) 5051; (1964)
14366

gun series (1964) 8024
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Firearms—Continued
importation without license, prohibit, hear-

ings (1965) 17942
injuries caused by, mandatory reporting in

D.C., provide, reports (1965) 15699,
19420

interstate traffic, internal revenue regula-
tions (1963) 2379; (1965) 779. 7830

laws enforcement guides (1965) 12569
mail order, interstate traffic, juvenile delin-

quency investigation

—

hearings (1964) 539,; (1965) 4615
report (1964) 21231

national firearms act

—

amend, hearings (1965) 17751, 19323
code of Federal regulations (1961) 10715;

(1963) 6583
national and Federal acts, text (1962) 17657
small arms ranges. Air Force Manual (1963)

9608
technician, on-the-job training package

(1962) 20446
ukase on proclamation of law on procure-

ment, possession, and bearing of arms,
Yugoslavia study (1965) 1094

Firebrats, control (1962) 1940
Firemen (firefighters):

Day of Recognition, designate May 4 of each
year, report (1965) 17868

District of (Columbia

—

examination announcement (1961) 314;
(1963) 6025, 9747: (1964) 11935
discontinuance notice (1961) 1834; (1965)
7322

increase salaries, etc., report (1962) 21481
medical care for all injuries and diseases

—

law (1962) 20883
reports (1962) 17058, 23398

overtime pav, provide

—

hearings (1965) 12324
law (1965) 19157
reports (1965) 19248, 19426

residence restrictions, repeal

—

law (1964) 17376
reports (1964) 13976, 17717
sick leave benefits

—

law (1964) 17330
reports (1964) 6323, 15773

employment outlook (1962) 8397; (1964)
13055

Government, reduce time in standby status,
hearing (1965) 19318

Maine, social security coverage, report
(1962)21166

mutual aid agreements, D.C. and adjacent
communities, amend act

—

law (1964) 17332
reports (1963) 7976; (1964) 15785

new weapons, firefighting chemicals, for fire

suppression crew (1961) 19375
New York City Fire Dept., accident analysis,

water analysis, and firefighter safety
(1962) 19562

overpayments of wages made to firefighters
by Forest Service

—

GAO report (1964) 8727
law (1965) 12026
validate, reports (1964) 15512, (196.5) 8826,

10654
premium pay in lieu of pay at saved rates

—

hearing (1963) 15326
report (1963) 15264

radiation hazards training

—

basic course

—

charts (1961) 19245
instructor's guide (1961) 20686
resource manual (1961) 20687
study guide (1961) 19240

Firemen (firefighters)—Continued
radiation hazards training—Continued

orientation unit

—

'

instructor's guide (1961) 7339
student manual (1961) 7340

salaries, conversion to annual premium rate
of pay by election

—

hearing (1961) 18968
report (1961) 18846

i salary trends (1963) 1162; (1965) 11355
Texas, social security coverage

—

law (1964) 13898
reports (1964) 8308, 12232

Firemen (stockers):

boilerman 1 & C, Navy training course (1965)
2960

boilerman 3 & 2, Navv training course (1963)
9266

Fireplaces:
fireplaces and chimneys (1963) 16735
safety, literature survey (1964) 3044

Fireproof paint, see Paint.
Fires:

accidents in aerial fire-fighting (1962) 303
area burned bv wildfire in Calfifornia wa-

tersheds, 1940-59 (1964) 8666
aspects of civil defense (1964) 15346
blasting agent mix building, Norton, VA

(1962) 10476
Civil Defense's national fire study. Federal

Fire Council, minutes of meeting (1965)
16309

control, testing and evaluating chemical fire

retardants in laboratory (1962) 5256
crash fire-inerting system for reciprocating

engine helicopters (1964) 7816
damage to records, salvaging and restoring

(1963) 10272
effects of nuclear weapons (1963) 10147
farm homes, safety training (1962) 13788

farms, emergency plan (1963) 14896
Federal Fire Council

—

forcible entry practices involving Federal
properties (1965) 14406

recommended practices series (1962) 11878;
(1963) 10272

safety training and speakers directory
(1964) 6793

staff program management, related to fire

safety (1964) 4772
Federal fire experience (1963) 2336; (1964)

4773; (1965) 2220, 19658
Fires:

fire fighting

—

and prevention, publications (1961) 20092
and rescue operations. Armv technical
manual (1965) 18949

for householders (1961) 3962
forms mechanically produced, influence of

temperature on viscosity and drainage
rates (1961) 20048

helpful tips about survival, must list for
every American (1961) 20089

Navy structural fire fighting manual
(1961)9638

New York City Fire Dept. accident analy-
sis, water testing, and firefighter safety
(1962) 19562

fire retardants, operational tests of 2 vis-

cous DAP (1964) 2376
fire weather damage in California, 1961

(1963) 6494
fireproof your family (1964) 21849
flame extinguishment by chemical and physi-

cal agents, literature research (1963)
11470

flammable materials, lecture demonstration
(1961) 15744
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Fires—Continued

fluidized-bed thermal coal dryers, hazards
(1965)9569

glove-box facilities, protection (1965) 189
hazards

—

associated with liquefied natural gas (162)

23982
of flight vehicle combustibles, review

(1963) 5470
incidence & inhibition, report bibliography

(1965) 15356
inspect your heating system (1965) 16983
introduction to fundamentals of fire behav-

ior, programed course (1965) 16241
answer sheet (1965) 16240

liquid-fuel flames, extinguishing with
high-expansion foams, report (1962)

22513
loss to Government property in U.S., 1960

(1961) 12771
mass fires and conflagrations, study (1964)

2379
Mingus Mountain burn, vegetation changes

following fire (1964) 12471
nx)tor carrier accidents involving, 1959-62,

ICC analysis (1964) 12566
nuclear weapon fire-fighting procedures,

technical bulletin (1962) 11011
only you can prevent (1964) 16963
peacetime radiation hazards in fire service

—

basic course

—

charts (1961) 19245
instructor's guide (1961) 20686
resource manual (1961) 20687
study guide (1961) 19240

orientation unit

—

instructor's guide (1961) 7339
student manual (1961) 7340

performance of wood in fires (1961) 6110
pinyon-juniper type of Arizona, effects of

fire (1964) 16969
potential aircraft fuel tank vent fires caused

by atmospheric electricity (1964) 7550
prevention

—

effective activities, helps and ideas (1962)

19561
engineering manual, military construction,
change (1961) 17206

roadside signs, standard and new designs
compared (1965) 16263

safeguarding your home and farm (1961)

13797
train to save lives (1962) 18643

Project Skyfire, picture story (1962) 10847
protection

—

AEC electronic data processing systems,
special report (1962) 20513

engineering. Navy design manual (1962)

8749; (1964) 3196
essential electronic equipment (1962)

11878

new developments (1963) 8327
safety man (1962) 3260

rate of burning, effect of densitv and ther-

mal diffusivity of wood cribs (1962) 9690

recovery of vegetation following wildfire on
chaparral area in Arizona (1962) 17589

roadside hazard reduction with fire retar-

dant chemicals (1964) 2378

rural fire defense preparation for survival

(1963) 4370

safety and fire protection

—

bulletin (1961) 236; (1962) 3550, 8722,
18549, 22895; (1963) 9476, 20220; (1964)

5743, 9866, 20869; (1965) 3075, 8355,
18821

technical bulletin (1962) 20513

Fires—Continued
safety

—

nursing homes (1963) 13006
residential chimneys and fireplaces, litera-

ture survey (1964) 3044
school, prevention, control, protection (1963)

384
space-cabin atmospheres, fire hazards (1964)

11358
suppressing ignition of RP-1 and hydrogen

under flow conditions, effectiveness of
various agents (1965) 2912

wildfire

—

burn damage, trapezoidal flume models at
San Dimas, study (1965) 2170

burns bitterbrush seed spotting (1962)
17582

in July, sprouting in December (1962) 5260
see a/so Forest fires—Mine fires.

Firms, see Business.
Firn, see Snow.
Firor, Thomas W.:

basic data on economy of

—

Aden and Federation of South Arabia
(1964) 18169

Iraq (1964) 6847
Saudi Arabia (1964) 10703
Syrian Arab Republic (1964) 6856

First aid:

and emergency procedures. Navy handbook
(1965) 12811

artificial respiration, mouth-to-mouth rescue
breathing (1962) 22727

cardiopulmonary resuscitation, Coast Guard
pamphlet (1963) 16960

emergency aid in cases of accidental poison-
ing from rat poisons, USSR study (1961)
12841

flooded homes and farms (1964) 20908
for soldiers, field manual (1963) 9653
guide for USDA employees (1962) 22928;

(1963) 18415
helpful tips about survival, must list for

every American (1961) 20089
measures in modern warfare, civil defense

pamphlet, USSR (1964) 20001
medical self help, training course, student

handbook (1961) 20474
national first-aid and mine rescue contest,

1961 (1963) 1203
publications relating to (1962) 22722
standard training course (1962) 14537
training and emergency medical treatment

training (1965) 1820'

1st Continental Expedition, 1955-57, Soviet
Antarctic expedition, translations (1962)
852

First day covers (1961) 5066
First homesteader, 1862-1962, United States

(1962) 12354
First Ladies Hall, see Smithsonian Institution.

First Ladies of White House, dresses. National
Museum exhibit (1964) 1583

First National Conference on Wheat Utiliza-

tion Research, report of conference
(1963) 14842

First time Uncle Sam counted his flock (1965)

13710
First 2 years, problems of small firm growth

and survival (1961) 17815
Fiscal accounting, see Accounts and account-

ing.

Fiscal codes, see names of departments, etc.,

issuing codes.
Fiscal policy, see Finance.
Fischel, Jack, flight-informational sensors,

display, and space-control of X-15 air-

plane for atmospheric and near-space
flight missions (1964) 16712
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Fischer, Heinz:
afterglow tails and stability of high-density

nanosecond arc channels (1965) 1800
high speed kinematography of nanosecond

exposure (1965) 7101
Fischer, John J., investigation of vanad-

ium-gallium system between 50 and 100
atomic percent vanadium (1965) 6703

Fischer, Louis, relief (1961) 7050, 14070, 14534
Fischer, Victor, remarks, June 18, 1965 (1965)

12563
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis:

carbides, nitrides, and carbonitrides of iron

as catalysts (1963) 19824
iron catalysts

—

kinetics (1964) 13103
sulfur poisoning of fixed beds (1965) 9550

oil-circulation process, experiments with
massive-iron catalyst (1963) 9124

using gas recycle, studies (1962) 1634
Fiscus, Clifford H.:

observations of cetaceans off California,

Oregon, and Washington (1965) 6229
pelagic fur seal investigations, Alaska wa-

ters (1964) 8622; (1965) 6226
titanium resources of Nelson and Amherst

Counties, Va

—

nelsonite(1964) 11335
saprolite ores (1963) 1234

Fish and fisheries:

acclimatization of fish, USSR translations
(1963) 16133, 17805

acid mine pollution in U.S. affecting fish and
wildlife, extent (1964) 17998

administration of Public law 480, 1963 fish-

ery amendment, hearing (1964) 8357
aerial fish spotting in U.S. commercial fish-

eries (1962) 7393
Alabama landings (1961) 3233, 10625; (1962)

3608, 13824; (1963) 3449, 15517; (1964)
3248, 12420; (1965) 3133, 14280

Alaska

—

annual summaries (1961) 4222; (1962) 572;

(1963) .543, 8264; (1964) 8593; (1965) 2147
bottomfish industry, market research
study (1965) 7130

Alaskan problems, hearings (1964) 10330
America goes fishing (1964) 12425
anadromous fish, program for conservation,

development, etc.

—

hearings (1964) 15597; (1965) 12196, 12315
report (1964) 17546; (1965) 17629, 19449

antimycin A toxicity (1964) 19721
Aral Sea, fortuitous settlement of bullheads

and aterina, and their relationship with
acclimatized and native species, USSR
study (1964) 10804

Argentina's industry (1963) 2293; (1965)
4754

Atlantic menhaden, purse seine fishery, bio-

logical investigations (1965) 18162
bathyplan for studies in fish breeding, USSR

study (1965) 18305
Belgian industry, 1963 (1965) 4759
bibliography, PL-480 translation program

(1964) 11662
Biological Laboratory, Honolulu, progress

(1962) 7389; (1963) 15518; (1965) 10858
biologists, electrical oxygen-temperature

meter (1962) 19527
biology of White Sea (1962) 22015
bionics and fishing, USSR study (1964) 10766

Black Sea fish differentiating ability, USSR
statistical analysis (1963) 17736

blue-sac disease of fish (1963) 13963
bottom fish survey off Oregon coast,

Apr.-June 1961 (1963) 19228
botulinous fish poisoning cases caused by

type E strains, Polish study (1962) 7702

Fish and fisheries—Continued
Brazil's industry, 1962 (1963) 19237; (1965)

10875
breeding, population dynamics, and health

of fish, USSR study (1964) 11051
British Borneo, fisheries, 1961 (1962) 23552
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries research

vessel, George B. Kelez, activation
(1964) 4731

California landings (1961) 3235; (1962) 3652;
(1963) 3493; (1964) 3299; (1965) 3186

Canada's industry, 1961 (1962) 19510
canned fish and byproducts

—

annual summary (1961) 7429; (1962) 5204
lists of producers (1961) 3261; (1962) 3684;

(1963) 3527
canned fishery products, annual summaries

(1962) 11811; (1963) 4936, 8268; (1964)
8596, 19715; (1965) 4728, 7691

care of tropical aquarium fishes (1964)
15919; (1965) 6222

Cartagena, Colombia, conditions affecting
development, survey (1965) 4757

cesium-137, accumulation and retention by
marine fishes (1962) 23538

chemical composition and laboratory fillet

yield of 13 species of middle and south
Atlantic (1961) 563

Chesapeake Bay fishing harbors economic
study, Maryland and Virginia (1961)
14796

Chesapeake fisheries, annual summaries
(1961) 1996; (1962) 571; (1963) 544; (1964)
695, 19720

Chile (1962) 23548
central and south (1965) 4748-49
north (1965) 10869

code of Federal regulations (1963) 4925;
(1964) 6683; (1965) 7675

collections by exploratory fishing vessels,
Oregon, Silver Bay, etc., in southwest-
ern North Atlantic, 1956-60 (1965) 19632

Columbia River fishery program, 1963 (1965)
9148

commercial

—

dealers lists (1961) 3261; (1962) 3684;
(1963) 3527

fish stocks in Baltic Sea, USSR study
(1964) 7171

fisheries

—

abstracts (1961) 3236; (1962) 3682;
(1963) 3525; (1964) 3340; (1965) 3228

big bite. Middle Atlantic Coast (1965)
18122

census, 1963, publications program
(1965) 271-272, 13617

factual information, conservation notes
(1961) 4231

Gulf and South Atlantic region and
their needs (1965) 2148

legislative actions affecting, 88th Con-
gress (1965) 4741

outlook— (1964) 4734, 6714, 10565;
(1965) 14299
general fishery situation, etc (1962)

15596, 17508; (1963) 4955, 17452-455
market, supplies, etc (1961) 568,

17249-251
research

—

and development in Great Lakes and
Central region (1963) 13953

in Pacific Northwest region (1965)
12456

review (1961) 3237; (1962) 3683; (1963)
3526; (1964) 3341; (1965) 3229
separates (1961) 563, 1998-2006, 4232,

6051-56, 7432, 9139-43, 12665-666,
14879-881, 17248, 19337; (1962)
576-583, 2487-89 7392-94, 9656,
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Fish and fisheries—Continued _^.

commercial—Continued
fisheries—Continued

11818-820, 13826-827. 15585-589,
17501-504. 19502; (1963) 546-547,
4944-47, 8270-74, 13956-962,
15519-520, 17448-450. 19228-229;
(1964) 2338. 4729-33, 6705-11, 8601-3,

10558, 14267-273, 17999, 19723-724;
(1965) 603-605, 2152, 4735-36,

6208-17, 7696-98, 9149-51, 10861-862,
12459-461, 14289-290, 16208,
18120-121
lists (1962) 7400; (1964) 19727

TL series (1963) 4948
treaties and international agreements,
compilation (1965) 17916

United States (1965) 4737
Commercial Fisheries Bureau

—

Alaska, research and services (1964) 6702
North Atlantic region, research and serv-

ices (1964) 2336
Technology Branch publications, 1960,

bibliography (1962) 17514
commercial fisheries research and develop-

ment act

—

1963—report (1963) 13756
1964—
hearings (1964) 10330
Interior Dept. reports on legislation

(1964) 12149
law (1964) 12004
report (1964) 10234

commercial fishing

—

for dolphin, USSR studv (1965) 2532
gear, U.S. (1961) 19331

common names of fish, USSR translation
(1963) 10709

C/ommunist China

—

fish industry, development (1961) 15675
ichthvologv (1963) 15664
production and policv (1962) 6129

conservation notes (1963) 2286, 4949,
64.52-53; (1964) 6712, 12425-426, 14274;
(1965) 4737, 6218, 18122

conservation

—

of fish in dam reservoirs, establish re-

search program, hearings (1961) 378
of game and food fish in dam reservoirs,

research program, hearings (1962) 11470

protection, and propagation of endangered
native species of fish, report (1965)
19269

publications (1965) 6225
selected Federal laws (1962) 19530

conserve and protect domestic fishery re-

sources

—

hearings (1965) 12315
report (1965) 12253

cookerv, tips and recipes, publications list

(1965) 13224
cooperatives in U.S.. 1960-61, list (1962)

5211
Cuban Center of Fishery Research (1964)

12621
Cuban fisheries (1965) 2723
culture and related subjects, bibliography

(1962) 17509; (1964) 19726

current fishery statistics, CFS series (1961)
1995-96, 3233, 3235. 3238-47, 3249-52,

3254-56, 3258-59, 4222-30. 6045-46,

7422-31, 9135-37. 10622-627, 12660-663.

17242; (1962) 570-573. 2482-85. 3608.
3652. 3852-53. 3872. 3899, 3911. 4032.

4034. 4039-40, 4050. 4060-61. 4114. 4120,
4128. 4143, 4305, 4338. 4343, 4379, 4431.

4449. 5204-5, 7384-88, 9648-53,

11806-814, 13820-824, 15581-582. 19498.

21769. 23.534-535; (1963) 541-544. 2285.

3449. 3493. 3686-87. 3712. 3742, 3755.

Fish and fisheries—Continued
current fishery statistics, CFS series—Con.

3879. 3881. 3887-88. 3897. 3903-4. 3957.
3963, 3971, 3986, 4156, 4191, 4197, 42.33.

4280, 4310. 4935-39, 6449-50, 8264-69,
10185-188, 12130-135, 13946-951,
15515-517. 17444-445. 19222-224,
20683-686; (1964) 691-695, 2334-35, .3248,

3299. 3508-9, 3512, 3541, 3556, 3699,
3701, 3711-12, 3720, .3728, 3785, 3791,
3798. 3814, .3983. 4035. 4042. 4081. 4133.
4162. 6698-6701. 8592-98. 10547-552,
12414-422. 14263-266. 15912-915.
17994-996. 19714-720; (1965) 593-597.
2144-47, 3133. 3172. 3186, 3421-23, .3425,

3455, 3470, 3475, 3616, 3618, .3629-30,

3637-38, 3646, 3701, 3708. .3717. 3732.
3904, 3942, .3947, .3988, 4045, 4074.
4728-32. 6205-6. 7688-92, 10847-855,
12448-4.52, 14277-283. 16205. 18111-115,
19628

cybernetics in fishing industry, problem,
USSR study (1965) 7935

data collected by fishing vessels Hugh M.
Smith and M/V Paragon in central
North Pacific, July-Sept. 1958 (1961)
6063

DDT spray, effects-
fish in Gallatin River (1961) 19344
stream bottom organisms. Georgia (1961)

19344
deep-sea fishes. USSR study (1963) 8792

deep-sea fishing and whaling, international
regulations, new treaties, etc.. USSR
articles (1963) 7079

Denmark. trends (1963) 19233; (1965) 4742

detecting schools of fish, hydroacoustical
station Paltus. USSR (1964) 12592,
15996

development of John N. Cbbb, pelagic trawl,

progress report (1964) 4730

developments in ichthyology. USSR studv
(1964) 6930

diphyllobothriasis distribution in Yenisey
River, USSR study (1964) 9180

drip formation in fish (1965) 14294

Eastern Pacific marine game fishing, atlas

(1963) 19227
Ecuador. 1962-63. 1st qtr. 1964 (1965) 4756

effect of

—

benthonic fauna and zooplankton on fish

supplies. USSR study (1964) 16493

ionizing radiation on lipids of fish (1964)

19251
electrical fishing with electric field and ot-

ter-trawl net (1965) 18121

endangered native species, conservation,
protection, propagation, provide, hear-
ings (1965) 17720

endrin effects (1962) 15601

exploratory fishing and gear research buoy
(1965) 14290

facilitate operation of fishery loan fund

—

hearings (1962) 2339
law (1961) 18611
reports (1961) 14389, 17030

fair labor standards act provisions applica-

ble to fishing and operations on aquatic
products (1965) 133.30

farm reservoir fishes (1962) 17499

Federal aid in restoration program, regula-

tory announcement (1962) 13833
Federal Republic of Germany, fisheries,

annual survey (1962) 23553; (1965) 4753
Federal-State fish agencies. Hst (1961) 14893

financial aid to industries by various coun-
tries (1962) 2489
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fish-
aboard fishing vessels, chlorinated sea
water use to improve quality (1961) 1999

and shellfish, over the coals (1965) 12470

and water resources, report (1961) 413
and wildlife act

—

excerpt (1964) 2340
of 1956, facilitate application and oper-

ation

—

hearings (1961) 391; (1963) 299
report (1962) 21135

consumption by food-stamp and related
low-income families (1963) 13958

control investigations (1964) 19721
culture as a livelihood (1962) 13830

embryos, radiation, effect on synthesis of
ribonucleic acid, USSR study (1964) 9218

farming industry (1963) 4948
growi;h and composition of fishery com-

plexes, effect of food organisms on,
USSR study (1963) 8932

passage report

—

Bonneville, The Dalles and McNary
Dams (1961) 1944; (1962) 480; (1963)
396; (1964) 613, 17936

Rock Island Dam (1962) 5215, 19526;
(1963) 6464; (1964) 21319; (1965) 9164

press cake, hydraulic press for laboratory
preparation (1963) 8274

protein concentrate

—

consider not adulterated within meaning
of food, drug and cosmetic act, hear-
ings (1962) 21216

Federal Government's research pro-
gram, hearing (1964) 19597

for human consumption, production
studies (1964) 8601

report (series) (1964) 10559-563
recipes (1961) 7435

for Lent (1961) 4233-40
regulations for District of Columbia (1964)

14276
schools in central Pacific Ocean, 1950-61

(1964) 15930
spoilage (1961) 1998
sticks and fish portions, firms producing

(1964) 760; (1965) 10896
transplantation, 1962, USSR study (1965)
9425

use for animal food (1961) 4241
fisheries

—

code of Federal regulations (1961) 10602;
(1962) 7371

cooperative marketing act, amend, hear-
ings (1961) 378

loan fund, report, 1957 (1961) 9138
management and fish by-products in live-
stock feeding, USSR study (1964) 12833

of world (1965) 1761
Fisheries Center leaflet (1965) 16209
fishery

—

. and oceanography translations (periodi-
cal) (1965) 4738

associations, U.S. list (1961) .567; (1962)
7395; (1963) 549

biological papers in nongovernmental pub-
lications, 1940-56, index (1963) 19226

bulletins (1961) 564-566, 2007-8, 6057,
7433, 20749-750; (1962) 584, 2490-92,
5207-10, 9657, 11821-826, 13829,
15590-592, 17505-506, 19.503, 21771-773,
23538-540; (1963) 2287-88, 4952, 12137,
19230; (1965) 4739, 6219, 18123
Lists (1961) 10631; (1962) 21775
title page, contents, and index (1963)

2289-91, 4953-54, 15.521; (1965) 18124
industrial research (1963) 10190, 19231;

(1964) 10564; (1965) 6220

Fish and fisheries—Continued
fishery—Continued

industries, world trade, aspects of interest
(1963) .547

leaflets, available, list (1961) 12667; (1962)

21776, 23541
leaflets see in Monthly catalogs
market news, separate (1962) 19505
marketing specialist, examination an-
nouncement, amendments (1965) 19019

motion pictures, list (1961) 17252
occupations training programs, develop-
ment information (1961) 19244

products

—

delicatessen (1964) 2339
firms canning fish and shellfish special-

ties, lists (1964) 745; (1965) 14324
firms manufacturing

—

marine animal scrap, meal, oil, solu-
bles, and homogenized condensed
fish, lists (1964) 754; (1965) 18158

miscellaneous industrial fishery prod-
ucts, lists (1964) 756; (1965) 14335

5 years' voluntary inspection (1964)
8602

food for animals, from marine-animal
products, firms canning, lists (1964)
751; (1965) 14330

fresh and frozen, exempt trucking in

interstate commerce (1962) 11816
addendum (1962) 19499

imports and exports (1961) 10623; (1962)
13823; (1963) 13951; (196,5) 2145

industrial, annual summaries (1962)
9653; (1963) 4937, 8269; (1964) 8597;
(196,5) 7692

inspection (1965) 12457
irradiated-pasteurized, Oct. 1963-Sept.

1964 (1965) 8,562

manufactured, annual summaries (1961)
4229; (1962) 2484; (1963) 4938; (1964)
14266; (1965) 4732

manufacturers lists (1961) 3261; (1962)
3684; (1963) 3527

packaged, annual summaries (1965)
7690, 16205

wholesale dealers, lists

—

Alabama (1964) 717, 734, 18017, 18024
Arkansas (1964) 733, 18023; (1965)

10892
California (1964) 721; (1965) 9155,

18151
Connecticut (1964) 705, 18006; (1965)
18145

Delaware (1964) 709, 18010; (1965)
18149

Florida (1964) 716, 19735
Georgia (1964) 715, 18016
Illinois (1964) 726, 8610, 8613; (1965)

10883, 10889
Indiana (1964) 727, 1.5927; (1965) 9158,
10895

Iowa (1964) 4739; (1965) 9160
Kansas (1964) 8614; (1965) 9161
Kentucky (1964) 1.5926; (1965) 10893
Louisiana, coastal area (1964) 719,

18019
Maine (1964) 701, 18002; (1965) 14315
Maryland (1964) 710, 18011
Massachusetts (1964) 703, 18004;

(1965) 18143
Michigan (1964) 728; (1965) 10884
Minnesota (1964) 724, 4738, 8609;

(1965) 9156, 9159
Mississippi (1964) 718, 735, 18018,

18026; (1965) 10894, 18157
Missouri (1964) 8615; (1965) 9162
Nebraska (1964) 18025
New Hampshire (1964) 702, 18003;

(1965) 18142
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New Jersey (1964) 707, 18008; (1965)
18147

New York

—

coastal area (1964) 706, 18007;
(1965) 18146

Great Lakes area (1965) 18154
New York State (1964) 731; (1965)

10887
North Carolina (1964) 713, 18014
North Dakota (1964) 8611, 18022
Ohio (1964) 729; (1965) 10885
Great Lakes area (1965) 18152

Oklahoma (1964) 732; (1965) 10891
Mississippi River and tributaries

(1965) 18156
OreRon (1964) 722, 18020
Pennsylvania (1964) 708, 730, 18009;

(1965) 10866, 18148
Great Lakes area (1965) 18153

Rhode Island (1964) 704, 18005; (1965)
18144

South Carolina (1964) 714, 18015
South Dakota (1964) 15928, 18028
Tennessee (1964) 8616; (1965) 10890

Mississippi River and tributaries

(1965) 18155
Texas (1964) 736, 18027, 19736

coastal area (1964) 720
Virginia (1964) 712, 18013
Washington, D.C (1964) 711, 18012;

(1965) 18150
Washington State (1964) 723, 18021
Wisconsin (1964) 725, 8612; (1965)

9157, 10888
and manufacturers, lists (1965) 9154

research and rehabilitation, additional
Federal assistance to States, provide
hearings (1961) 19157; (1962) 9484

resources and Fish and Wildlife Service
(1961) 2011; (1963) 8285

statistics of United States (1961) 12683;
(1962) 15609; (1963) 15538; (1964) 19740;
(1965) 14344

fishes of our time reveal earth's past, hy-
potheses, etc., USSR study (1964) 7325

fishing

—

and operations on aquatic products, fair
labor standards act, provisions applica-
ble (1962) 8739, 12781; (1963) 9486

exploratory, report 1963 (1965) 7694
grounds in Franco-British sector of Atlan-

tic (1961) 1099
importance as attraction and activity in
Quetico-Superior area (1965) 14367

in U.S. territorial waters, prohibit by oth-
ers than U.S. nationals, hearings (1963)
19047

industry

—

advancing international relations,
USSR study (1963) 14127

Denmark (1965) 16210
development, USSR problems (1963)
8509

People's Republic of China (1962) 3053
USSR general studies (1964) 16259

operations, northeastern Pacific Ocean,
agreement with USSR (1965) 5412

regions, most promising on basis of ocean-
ological research, USSR study (19£3)
14187

fishway design, 1-On-lO slope Ice Harbor,
laboratory evaluation (1965) 16222

Florida landings (1961) 3240, 10622; (1962)
3872, 13822; (1963) 3712, 12135, 15516;
(1964) 3512; (1965) 594, 3425, 10853

food fishes

—

Jewish dietary regulations (1962) 11831
propagation and distribution, statistics

(1962) 11839; (1964) 18031

Page 824 Do not order from index;

foreign fisheries briefs (1964) 4733, 6711,
8603, 14270

foreign fishing vessels, prohibit fishing with-
in territorial waters of U.S.

—

hearings (1964) 8390
law (1964) 12003
reports (1963) 17295; (1964) 10229

foreign governmental protection against
competition from imports, committee
print (1963) 2088

formation of conditioned reflex response to
magnetic field in fish (1964) 5533

France's fishing industry, 1963 (1965) 4755
freezing fish in home (1964) 1701; (1965) 34
fresh and frozen fish

—

buving guide (1965) 16206
Chicago receipts, 1961 (1963) 546

fresh fish, radiation and pasteurization
process, research and development pro-
gram (remarks) (1963) 18610

freshwater fish

—

distribution, USSR study (1964) 4917
irradiation preservation (1965) 1829

frozen fish

—

importers in France, list (1965) 10879
monthly report (1961) 3241; (1962) 3899;

(1963) 3742
preliminary (1961) 3262; (1962) 3900;

(1963) 3743; (1964) 3540; (1965) 3454
production, annual summaries (1961) 7422;

(1962) 9648
frozen fishery products (1964) 3541; (1965)

3455
annual summaries (1963) 6449; (1964)

12414; (1965) 14277
frozen glazed fish, net-weight determination

(1964) 6708
fungi, saprolegnia and relatives, of fish and

fish eggs (1964) 6716
Galveston Biological Laboratory, research,

1961 (1962) 7391; (1963) 13955; (1964)
12424; (1965) 19629

game-fish and sport fishing, publications,
list (1962) 19504

garden pool, construction (1961) 14888;
(1965) 9153

gas metabolism of cold-blooded animals,
USSR studies (1964) 7061

Georges Bank-Gulf of Maine area, fish eggs
and larvae, etc., distribution (1962)
11838, 17525, 19524

Georgia

—

blue crab trawl fishery (1962) 15586
landings (1961) 3242, 7424; (1962) 3911,
9652; (1963) 3755; (1964) 3556, 14263;
(1965)3470, 12450

Ghana, survey (1963) 19236
Great Britain, industry (1965) 4745, 10867
Great Lakes

—

commercial fisheries, economic review,
1940-59 (1963) 13952

fisheries, annual summaries (1961) 4227;
(1962) 7385; (1963) 13950; (1964) 693;
(1965) 595

sea lamprev, chemical control, use of mo-
bile equipment (1962) 19525

Greece, fisheries, 1961 (1962) 23550; (1963)
19235

Greenland, 1963, trends 1964 (1965) 4761
ground fish flakes, firms canning, lists (1965)

14331, 16219
groundfish industries, New England and

Canada, comparative economic analysis
(1961) 17247

Guinean trawling survey (1965) 604
Gulf fisheries, annual summaries (1961)

4225; (1962) 2483; (1963) 2285; (1964)
2335; (1965) 2146

Gulf of Mexico trawl fishery for industrial
species (1961) 9142

see indicated entry
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hatchery

—

at OrangebuTK, S.C., acceptance by U.S.,
hearings (1961) 378

in Tennessee, establish, hearings (1962)
11470

national, list, 1961 (1961) 7434
program of Bureau of Sport Fisheries and

Wildlife, weakness in administration,
GAO report (1964) 21346

reared salmonids, accumulated excretory
products, effects on (1965) 2156

State list, 1964 (1965) 4740
Hawaii, annual summaries (1962) 573; (1963)

6450, 19224
Honduras, fisheries, 1961 (1962) 23551
Hong Kong industry, 1962-63 (1964) 6720
home preparation time of fish, yield and

composition of various market forms
(1965) 15191

Hungary, fishing (1961) 2397, 2439, 4741,
11166, 12971, 15351, 15542, 15645, 17545,
19715, 21043; (1962) 1484, 8054, 10003,
10166, 10349, 14117, 15805, 19638, 21937,
22268, 23751; (1963) 731, 2454, 2669,
5227, 6882, 8769, 8960, 10707, 12605,
14393, 15897, 17657, 19613, 20876

Icelandic fisheries (1962) 21779; (1965) 4751
Ichthyological Laboratory, research pro-

gram (1962) 575
impact of water pollution on fish (address)

(1961) 2674
indexes of cost of transportation for fishery

products (1961) 19337
Indian fishing rights, hearings (1964) 19602
Indian River, Del., small fisheries in tribu-

tary creek, seasonal occurrence, 1957-58
(1965) 12469

India's fishing industry, 1963 (1965) 10866
industrial

—

bottomfish fishery, northern Gulf of Mexi-
co, 1959-63 (1965) 19633

fishery products, sanitation guidelines for
salmonella, control in processing (1965)
13369

products, 1962, annual summary (1964)
19716; (1965) 2144

industry

—

mechanization and automation, urgent
task, USSR study (1963) 10472

scientific studies, USSR (1964) 18296
injury from use of insecticides, etc., prevent

or minimize

—

hearings (1965) 17720
report (1964) 10216

international fishing activities in western
and southern Africa, 1964 (1965) 10878

ionizing radiation, effects on lipids of fish

—

annual report (1963) 18595
final summary (1963) 18598

Iran's industry, 1962-63 (1964) 6719
Ireland, electromechanical fishing and count-

ing fence used (1964) 14267
Italian fishing industry, 1960-61 (1962)

23546; (1965) 10868
Ivory Coast and Dahomey, fisheries survey

reports (1962) 23554
Japan, imports and exports, 1961-62 (1965)

4758
jellyfishes and related animals (1962) 17516
Kaliningradskiy Sovnarkhoz, shortcomings,

USSR study (1961) 15656
Kazakhstan, industry, plans for developing

(1961) 17447
king crab fisheries, agreement with

—

Japan (1965) 3057
USSR (1965) 8327

Korean Republic's fishing industry, 1961
(1962) 19509

Fish and fisheries—Continued

Lake Erie explorations, May-Nov. 1960
(1964) 14273

legislation, hearings (1963) 12011; (1965)
12315

legislative actions affecting commercial fish-

eries, 87th Congress (1963) 553
Lewis and Clark Lake, Missouri River,

1956-62, population studies (1964) 12427
Liberia, fisheries survey (1962) 23556
line trawl fishery for cod and haddock,

Chatham, Mass (1963) 17450
lipids of fish, effects of ionizing radiation

(1965) 10188
loan fund

—

reports (1961) 14877, 19333; (1962) 574
loan program, extend

—

hearings (1965) 12315, 17720
law (1965) 15440
reports (1965) 12284, 13923

loans for vessels, gears, and research, poli-

cies, etc (1962) 23543
Louisiana landings (1961) 3243; (1962) 4032;

(1963) 3879; (1964) 692, 3699, 17995;
(1965) 3616, 18112

Maine herring, exploratory fishing (1964)
10571

Maine landings (1961) 3244, 9136, 12660;
(1962) 4034, 11808-809; (1963) 3881, 13947-
948; (1964) 3701, 10551, 12415; (1965)
3618,10851,12449

revised pages (1962) 2482
Malaya, 1962-63 (1965) 4760
Malta's fishing industry, 1964 (1965) 10877

management of fisheries and dynamics of
fish populations, USSR study (1963)
14113

marine and fresh-water resources of U.S.,

authorize survey, report (1964) 17787
marine products, evaluation of mic-

ro-diffusion method for determination of
tertiary volatile base (1965) 14297

market news leaflets (1962) 19506-511,
21777-780, 13546-557; (1963) 553-554,
2292-93, 10196, 15524-525, 19233-237;
(1964) 6718-20, 19729-730; (1965) 4741-61,
10864-882, 16210

marking

—

and tagging of fishes (1962) 17515
fish and invertebrates (1963) 10195

Maryland landings (1961) 3245, 10627; (1962)
4039, 11812; (1963) 3887, 19222; (1964)
691, 3711, 15915; (196.5) 3629, 12451

Massachusetts landings (1961) 3246, 12661-

662; (1962) 4040, 13821, 15581; (1963)

3888, 15515, 17444; (1964) 3712, 14264,
15913; (1965) 3630

by gear and subarea, annual summary,
1964 (1965) 18111

by ports, annual summary (1965) 10855
Mexican fisheries, 1961 (1962) 19506; (1965)

10864
Michigan

—

downstream movement of fish in Carp
Lake River (1961) 19343

landings (1962) 40.50; (1963) 3697; (1964)
3720; (1965) 3637-38

Michigan, Ohio & Wisconsin landings, an-
nual summary, 1964 (1965) 14282

Middle Atlantic States fisheries, annual
summaries (1961) 1995; (1962) 570,

21769; (1963) 20685; (1964) 10547, 17996;
(1965) 14283

minimize injurious effects of insecticides,

etc., hearings (1963) 15324; (1965) 4597
mink, fed dish diets, effect of antioxidants

and other feed additives on reproduction
and steatitis (1961) 6701
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Minnesota landings (1961) 7431; (1962) 4060;
(1963) 3903

miscellaneous legislation, hearings (1961)
378; (1962) 2339; (1963) 4757; (1964)
10330; (1965) 17720

Mississippi landings (1961) 3247, 10626;
(1962) 4061, 7388, 15582; (1963) 3904,
20683; (1964) 3728, 12421; (1965) 3646,
14281

Mississippi River

—

backwater areas, fish populations, charac-
teristics (1965) 14286

fisheries, annual summaries (1961) 4228;
(1964) 6698; (1965) 6205

Moroccan fishing industry, 1962-63 (1965)
10871

mosquitofish Gambusia alfinis (1962) 17512
Nantucket Shoals to Cape Hatteras, Alba-

tross III cruise, annotated list of fishes

(1962)21783
national conservation areas, increase use

for public recreation

—

hearings (1962) 2339, 21544
law (1962) 20889
reports (1962) 9293, 17277

national fish hatcheries

—

list (1963) 10191
6 questions everybody asks (1963) 4943

Netherlands (1963) 10196; (1965) 10873
New England

—

annual summaries (1961) 4224; (1962) 2485,
23534; (1964) 694, 19718

commercially-important fish, composition
(1961) 9143

New Jersey landings (1961) 3249, 7426;
(1962) 4114, 11806; (1963) 3957, 12131;
(1964) 3785, 17994; (1965) 3701, 10847

New York landings (1961) 3250, 7425; (1962)
4120, 11807; (1963) 3963, 12130; (1964)
3791, 15912; (1965) 3708, 10848

news service for Europe's fish markets
(1965) 10881

Nigeria, survey (1963) 15525
Norris Lake fishing (1964) 11665
North Carolina

—

exploratory fishing, Sept. 1959-July 1960
(1962) 13826

landings (1961) 3251, 7423; (1962) 4128,
9651; (1963) 3971, 13946; (1964) 3798,
12418; (1965) 3717, 14279

North Korea, establishment of scientific sys-
tem on fisheries (1964) 18400

North Pacific

—

fisheries problems, hearings (1962) 7213,
9484

high seas fisheries, international conven-
tion, amendment (1962) 14637; (1963)
16607

northeast Brazil, fishing industry, unexploit-
ed opportunity (1962) 23555

northwest Atlantic, international convention
of 1949—

amend

—

report (1962) 7116
text (1961) 16873

multilateral understanding (1963) 16602
protocol (1964) 10361

report (1964) 14029
Norway's fisheries and current subsidy sys-

tem, general agreement (1965) 10882
Norwegian fisheries (1962) 19508; (1965)

4752
ocean fish, conservation, hearings (1961) 391

ocean fisheries off Delaware Bay, survey,
supplemental, report, 1954-57 (1961) 576

Ohio landings (1961) 3252; (1962) 4143;
(1963) 3986; (1964) 3814, 6699; (1965)
3638, 3732

Fish and fisheries

—

Continued
Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge fishes,

list (1964) 19733
olfaction in fish, USSR study (1963) 8858
ophidioid fish genus Oligopus from West Af-

rica, review (1964) 20656
Oregon landings (1961) 9137; (1963) 541,

19223; (1964) 10549; (1965) 19628
outdoor fish cookery (1964) 17997

recipes (1961) 12671
Pacific Coast, commercial fisheries (1964)

12426
Pacific Coast States, annual summaries

(1961) 4226; (1962) 7384; (1963) 8625;
(1964) 8595; (1965) 7688

Pacific marine fisheries compact, amend-
ment

—

hearings (1963) 4757
law (1962) 23166
reports (1962) 17192, 21103

Pacific region of Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, research activities, etc (1961)
20747

packaged fish

—

annual summaries (1961) 7430; (1962) 5205
producers, lists (1964) 759,; (1965) 18159

packaged products, annual summaries (1962)
11810; (1963) 8267; (1964) 8598, 19714;
(1965) 4729

Panama, industry, 1963 (1965) 4746
Panama's fisherv resources, program for

more effective use (1962) 19511
Panama's fishing industry, developments,

1961 (1962) 23547
papers on fishes, etc., National Museum bul-

letin, title page, etc (1963) 11114
parasites of

—

fishes (1962) 19501
freshwater fish (1964) 6716; (1965)

608, 6223
Hawaiian Acanthuridae (1964) 7602

Passamaquoddy

—

investigations, 1957-58, report (1961) 577,
6064

region, economic survey of U.S. fisheries,

1956-57 (1964) 10575
Peru's fishing industry, major developments,

1960-62 (1963) 554
pesticides

—

investigations of effects, 1960 (1962) 15584
research findings of effects, 1964 (1965)
18118

poisonous and dangerous fish, USSR book
(1965) 14539

pollution-caused fish kills summaries (1961)

13634; (1962) 12668; (1963) 11244; (1964)

13414; (1965) 13237
polychloropine, effect on fish content in

small lakes, USSR study (1965) 11119

pondfish hatchery for sport fishery re-

sources, general information (1963)
12136

pond-reared fish, technological investiga-
tions (1965) 14345

Portugal's industry (1962) 21777; (1963)
19234; (1965)4743

Potomac River compact, entry of Maryland
and Virginia to regulate fishing in

area

—

law (1962) 23183
reports (1962) 16953, 21437

processing industries, list of manufacturers
of equipment (1961) 14882

progressive fish-culturist (1961) 3253; (1962)
4260; (1963) 4113; (1964) 3942; (1965)
3858

properdin content in fish, USSR studv (1963)
17817
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Fish and fisheries—Continued
protection of fish from pesticides, increase

authorization for research

—

hearing (1965) 4597
law (1965) 17425
reports (1964) 12216; (1965) 8957, 17624

protozoa, microsporidia of fish (1965) 608
provide better fishing by improvements on

small watershed projects (1961) 6050
publications, price lists (1962) 12655; (1963)

12978; (1964) 13388; (1965) 18695
radiation of fish, annual report (1963) 18595
radiation preservation of fishery products

—

irradiated fishery products (1964) 8087
low-level (1964) 8083

radiation processed fishery products, mar-
keting feasibility study (1961) 3815

radioactive carbon absorption and secretion
by fish, USSR study (1964) 8878

radioactive isotopes and fish, USSR studies

(1964) 1243
radiobiology, references (1961) 216
radioisotope accumulation, role of metabo-

lism (1962) 23707
radionuclide content of oceanic fish, etc., in

vicinity of Christmas Island, Mar.-Aug.
1962 (1965) 11919

radiosterilization of edible fish, literature

search (1961) 16211
rains of fishes (1961) 10633
recent developments in Soviet ichthyology

(1964) 2590
recreational fishing in national wildlife re-

fuges (1962) 23536
Red Sea fisherv off Massawa, Ethiopia

(1962) 23557
report, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Bio-

logical Laboratory, 1961 (1963) 13954
research (1961) 17262; (1962) 2493, 5212-14,

15601-602; (1963) 2297-98, 17462; (1964)

10570, 14282, 21317; (1965) 2156, 4770,
12468

list (1962) 23544
research technology. East Boston Laborato-

ry, report (1961) 560
reservoir fishery

—

biology in North America, bibliography
(1965) 12468

research strategy and tactics (1965) 601
resources

—

affected by John Day lock and dam project
(1963) 8275

conservation and development, compila-
tion of Federal laws (1965) 19491

review of industrial bottomfish fishery in

northern Gulf of Mexico, 1959-62 (1965)
7696

Rhode Island landings (1961) 3254, 9135;
(1962) 4305, 13820; (1963) 4156, 10187;
(1964) 3983, 12416; (1965) ,3904, 10852

Rock Island Dam, Columbia River, Wash.,
fish passage report, 1964 (1965) 10900

role of lake fishes in infestation of humans
with Diphyllobothrium latum in Yenisey
River, USSR study (1964) 9180

Rumania, Bistrita River fish, prospects for
development in Bicaz storage lake (1962)
12122

Rumanian Institute for Piscicultural Re-
search and Planning, activities, transla-
tion (1963) 17908

Russia's far eastern fisheries activities, ob-
servations of U.S. delegation (1961) 7432

Saginaw Bay fishes, distribution and season-
al movements (1962) 15608

sale of special permits for fishing in nation-
al forests, unauthorized diversion of
revenues by Forest Service, GAO report
(1963) 2335

Fish and fisheries—Continued
salmon hatchery, helping to maintain impor-

tant sport and commercial fisheries

(1965) 12453
salt water angling survey, 1960 (1962) 23537
Saltonstall-Kennedy act, amended

—

excerpts (1964) 4735
hearings (1961) 19157; (1962) 9484

scup fishery with special reference to fluc-

tuations in yield and their causes (1964)
15929

sea fish, effect of constant magnetic fields on
conditioned reflexes (1964) 3040

seafood merchandising training program,
guide (1965) 498

seasonal occurrence of marine fishes near
Beaufort, N.C., 1957-60 (1962) 7416

seasonal variations of physical characteris-
tics and chemical composition of fish

from Middle Atlantic States (1961) 563
Senegal fishery developments (1963) 15524
serological studies of fish, use of plant ex-

tracts (1964) 10574
shrimp fisheries in Guatemala, El Salvador

and Nicaragua, survey (1963) 2292
shrimp landings, annual summary (1965)

10849
Singapore and British Borneo fisheries, 1961

(1962) 21780
small fish, attempts to guide with underwa-

ter sound (1962) 15605
smokehouse, inexpensive construction and

operation (1961) 2003
smoking of chub, experimental, preliminary

report (1965) 6209
something about fish, wildlife and you, infor-

mation for Girl Scouts (1962) 17523
sounds

—

fish, significance, USSR study (1963) 8662
produced by certain Black Sea fish, USSR
study (1962) 5764

South Africa and territory of South West
Africa (1965) 4747

South Atlantic fisheries, annual summaries
(1961) 4223; (1962) 17242, 23535; (1963)
20686; (1965) 597, 18114

South Carolina landings (1961) 3256, 6046;
(1962) 4343, 9649; (1963) 4197, 13949;
(1964) 4042, 12417; (1965) 3947, 12452

Soviet and Japanese fishing activity off

Alaska in 1964 (1965) 14289
Soviet

—

fisheries, activities off U.S. coasts, 1963
(1965) 6211

industry (1964) 1091
studies on fish (1964) 5380

Spanish industry (1962) 19507; (1965) 4744

special fisheries marketing bulletins (series)

(1963) 13965-966

special scientific reports

—

fisheries series, see listings under Fish and
Wildlife Service in separate issues of

Monthly catalog
li.st (1961) 12669

spiny and sand lobsters, and scallops explor-
atory fishing in Panama (1965) 12460

sport fisheries, national survey, 1960 (1961)
19335

sport fishery

—

abstracts (1961) 3257; (1962) 4349; (1963)
4203; (1964) 4047; (196.5) 39.53

research progress (1961) 10628; (1962)
11815; (1963) 10189; (1964) 10556; (1965)
10859

sport fishes, study genetics and carry out
selective breeding

—

hearings (1962) 21544; (1963) 4757
report (1962) 17276
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Fish and fisheries—Continued
sport fishing

—

today and tomorrow (1962) 20234
treaties and international agreements,
compilation (1965) 17916

sportsman's stake in conservation (1964)
5847

standards and inspection programs (1965)
4735

State commercial fishery research and devel-
opment, promote, hearings (1963) 12011

State fish agencies, list (1965) 620
State fish hatcheries and rearing stations,

list (1961) 9144
statistical digest (1961) 10641, 12683; (1962)

11839, 15609; (1963) 15538; (1964) 18031,
19740; (1965) 14344

stockfish, South Africa fisheries (1963) 8271
Strigeoidea of fishes and their life cycles

(1961) 564
structure of fishing industry in European

Common Market (1961) 2006
study marine sciences

—

hearings (1961) 10509
report (1961) 12439

Swedish fisheries (1964) 6718; (1965) 10865
Taiwan fisheries (1962) 23549; (1965) 4750
tariff concessions, GATT negotiations,

1960-61 (1962) 19502
taxonomic analysis, role of otoliths, USSR

study (1964) 4979
technological

—

laboratory, Gloucester, Mass., report 1961
(1962) 17.500

publications index, 1918-55 (1961) 6047
Tennessee Valley development, 1962 (1962)

22871
test kitchen series (1965) 12470, 19634

Texas landings (1961) 3258; (1962) 4379;
(1963) 4233; (1964) 2334, 4081; (1965)
596, 3988, 4731, 18113

Thailand, industry (1965) 10880

thiaminase activity in fish, improved assay
method (1965) 14346

top o' the mornin' with fish and shellfish,

recipes (1965) 19634
Tracy F^sh Collecting Facility, efficiency

evaluation (1961) 6515
transplanting activity of Central Produc-

tion Acclimatization Station, USSR
(1963) 20848

treatment tips, how to determine quantities
for chemical treatments in fish farming
(1965) 18163

tropical aquarium fishes, care (1962) 15597

trout fisheries in Shenandoah National Park
(1962) 2494

trout hatcherv, description and purpose
(1963) 4941

TVA, valuable natural resources (1964) 5720
United Arab Republic, 1963-64 (1965) 10874

United States

—

advance reports (1962) 7404; (1963) 4939;
(1964) 6700

annual summaries (1961) 4230; (1962)
7387; (1963) 10186; (1964) 10550; (1965)
6206

fishing industry and European Common
Market (1963) 8273

preliminary reviews (1961) 10630; (1962)
11814; (1963) 10188; (1964) 10552; (1965)
10854

use of radioactive isotopes, USSR study
(1963)19411

USSR-
acclimatization of fish and invertebrates

to water bodies, results and prospects
(1964) 1003

Fish and fisheries—Continued
USSR—Continued

aid to Indonesian and Bulgarian fishing
industries (1965) 6446

developments (1964) .5296
Far East expansion (1965) 6210
fish-catching, fish-breeding, and piscicul-

ture, studies (1964) 16283
fishery research, translations (1963) 15683
fishing industry (1965) 603
use of rapid-freezing methods (1963)

177.55

hydrometeorological service in Barents
Sea and Atlantic Ocean (1963) 795

ichthyological research (1965) 7944
industry, recent developments (1964) 16348
lake and river fishing, recent developments

(1963) 12372
new developments in fishing industry

(1965) 11258
Pacific Ocean, fishing industry plenums on
research (1963) 10658

postwar expansion of industry (1964)
122.58

research on increasing and using fish pop-
ulations (1963) 17911

role of vouth in creating an abundance of
fish (1963) 16232

translations from

—

Problems of ichthyology (1963) 10482,
10800, 14174

Rybnoye khozyaystvo (1963) 12652,
12722, 14209

underwater fishery research (1963) 8860
Venezuela, commercial catch

—

foreign trade, and major developments
(1964) 19729; (1965) 10870

processed fishery products, foreign trade,
1960-61 (1962) 21778

Virginia landings (1961) 3259, 7427; (1962)
4430, 9650; (1963) 4280, 12132; (1964)
4133, 19717; (1965) 4045, 14278

warm water

—

fishes, bioassay and use of pituitarv mate-
rials to spawn (1963) 2298

ponds for fishing (1965) 10061
Washington State landings (1961) 7428;

(1963) 542, 20684; (1964) 8594; (1965)
18115

water pollution's impact (1962) 10602
water resource development projects, plan-

ning policy, hearings (1963) 13653
water resource projects, uniform policies

and cost allocation

—

briefing (1965) 17733
hearings (1964) 6361; (1965) 7532
law (1965) 13802
report (1964) 6304; (1965) 8818, 8938,

10469
white spot disease of fish eggs and fry (1963)

6455
Wisconsin landings (1962) 4449; (1963) 4310,

12134; (1964) 4162, 12419; (1965) 3638,
4074

world fishing, current status and prospects,
USSR study (196,5) 4994

zoobenthos and nutrition of benthophagous
fish in Lake Dalaynor, Chinese People's
Republic (1964) .5001

Fish and fisheries, see also Diseases of

fish—Marine fauna—Shellfish—Sponges
—aiso headings beginning fish—fishing—also names or classes of fish.

Fish and Wildlife Service:
act of 1956, excerpt (1964) 2340
and your fishery resources (1961) 2011
Circulars, see listings in separate issues of

Monthly catalog
list (1961) 14886; (1962) 11828, 23.542
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Fish and Wildlife Service—Continued
commissioner, nomination of Clarence F.

Pautzke, hearings (1962) 411
conservation-education needs, survey sum-

mary (1961) 562
conservation education publications, list

(1965) 613
consultation with before pesticide use, hear-

ings (1963) 15324; (1965) 4597
fishery

—

biological papers by Service authors in

nongovernment publications, 1940-56,
index (1963) 19226

bulletins (1964) 19725; (1965) 6219
list (1961) 10631; (1962) 21775-776
title page, and indexes (1963) 4953-54

leaflets available, list (1961) 12667
resources (1963) 8285
technological publications, index, 1918-55

(1961) 6047
historical statistics H.S. series (1961)

7436-38
illustrations in publications (1962) 5206
informational leaflets on wildlife, selected

list (1961) 19346
laboratories, research (1961) 1999
literature citations in publications (1961)

19334
migratory bird population, wildlife manage-

ment, hearings (1963) 15325
pesticide-wildlife studies, review of investi-

gations (1963) 17747; (1965) 602
correction (1964) 2337

press releases (1961) 3263; (1964) 3888;
(1965) 3806

publications

—

limnology, 1940-60 (1961) 12668
physical and chemical oceanography, pa-

pers, list (1961) 12670; (1964) 18000
printed and duplicated, monthly list (1961)

3248; (1962) 4072; (1963) 3915; (1964)
3740; (1965) 3658

refuge leaflets (1961) 569-575, 4242-43,
6058-62, 7439-42, 9147-48, 10634-639,
12672-682, 14887-890, 17253-261; (1962)
7405-13, 11832-836, 15599. 17518,
19512-523, 21781, 23558-562; (1963) 555,
2294-95, 4958-68, 6456-62, 8278,
10197-198, 12138, 13967-971, 15526-534,
17456-460, 19238-240; (1964) 697-700,
4737, 6721-27, 8605-8, 10568-569,
14278-280, 15922-924, 18001, 19731-733;
(1965) 609-612, 2155, 4762-69, 6224,
7700-3, 12463-466, 14311-314, 18127-140,
19630

regulatory announcement (1961) 19339;
(1962) 13832-833, 17519, 21782; (1963)
15535, 17451; (1964) 15925, 19734; (1965)
16211, 18141

releases (1962) 4206; (1963) 4055
reports (1961) 12659; (1962) 19497; (1963)

15514; (1964) 14262
responsibilities and functions (1961) 6048
scientific information activities (19(52) 3401
SL series (1964) 701-760, 4738-39, 8609-16,

15926-928, 18002-28, 19735-736; (1965)
9155-62, 10883-896, 16212-221, 18142-159

something about series (1962) 17520-523
special scientific report

—

fisheries series, see listings under Fish and
Wildlife Service in separate issues of
Monthly catalog

wildlife series, see listings under Fish and
Wildlife Service in separate issues of
Monthly catalog
list (1962) 23545

special scientific reports and special scien-
tific reports

—

fisheries, list (1961) 12669; (1962) 7397;
(1963) 8276

Fish and Wildlife Service—Continued
Technology Branch publication^, bibliogra-

phy (1963) 15523
work, research and management for food

and recreation (1963) 4950
Fish as food, see Fish and fisheries.

Fish bait, see Bait.
Fish culture, see Fish and fisheries.

Fish farming industry (1963) 4948
Fish flour, fish protein concentrate, high quali-

ty animal protein (1962) 17502
Fish hatcheries, see Fish and fisheries

—

also
names of hatcheries, or places where
located.

Fish Lake Drainage and Levee District:

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 451
document edition (1963) 259

Fish meal:
azeotropic method of obtaining, USSR study

(1964) 7246
factors that may influence demand (1963)

13961
fish meal and scrap, imports, 1937-59 (1961)

7436
production, 1929-59 (1961) 7437

improved rapid method for determining total
lipids (1964) 19724

Peru, report, 1963 (1964) 19730
production

—

annual summaries (1961) 10624; (1962)
11813; (1963) 12133; (1964) 14265, 15914;
(1965) 10850

monthly reports (1961) 3238; (1962) 3852;
(1963) 3686; (1964) 3508; (1965) 3421

supply and price trends (1963) 8153
world production and trade (1961) 9146
comparison of salmon catches in monofila-

ment and multifilament gill nets (1965)
6208

haul seining in Great Lakes (1965) 18125
how tuna see a net (1965) 10862
monofilament

—

and multifilament, comparison of salmon
catches in gill nets (1963) 15520

gill net fishing for skipjack tuna in
Hawaiian waters, 1961-62 (1964) 15916

gill netting, duty-free entry

—

law (1962) 23190
reports (1962) 15416, 21077

otter-trawl and electric field for electric

fishing (1965) 18121
purse seine

—

Atlantic menhaden fishery, biological in-

vestigations (1965) 18162
bluefin tuna. New England commercial

season, 1958 (1961) 9139
distribution of fishing for Atlantic men-
haden, 1955-59 (1963) 8281

sink gill-net fishing in New England, devel-
opments (1961) 6053

Fish oil:

applying to ore flotation, possibilities (1961)
2001

clue to causes of odor (1961) 1998
foreign trade, 1925-59 (1961) 7438
marine oils

—

new avenues for venture (1962) 7403
prospects for foreign trade (1964) 6738

menhaden, prices. New York City, 1953-64,
and Jan. 1965 (1965) 10872

Peru, report, 1963 (1964) 19730
production

—

annual summaries (1961) 10624; (1962)
11813; (1963) 3686, 12133; (1964) 14265,
15914; (1965) 10850

monthly reports (1961) 3238; (1962) 3852;
(1964) 3508; (1965) 3421

world production and trade (1961) 9146
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Fish ponds:
pond-raised carp, parasitofauna infestation,

USSR study (1964) 4917
rotenone management (1965) 10863
warm-water ponds for fishing (1965) 10061

Fish scales, see Scales (fishes).

Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1963) 4962
general information (1962) 23562

Fish sticks:

and portions
annual summaries (1961) 6045; (1962)

7386; (1963) 8266; (1964) 10548; (1965)
7689

current fishery statistics (1965) 3422-23
report (1961) 3239; (1962) 3853; (1963)
3687; (1964) 3509

firms producing fish sticks and fish portions,
list (1964) 760; (1965) 10896

Fish traps:
fyke trapping as means of indexing salmon

escapements in turbid streams (1963)
6466

weir, construction (1965) 18120
Fisher, Cecil P., and wife, relief (1962) 21302,

23117
Fisher, David, von Zeipel and modified Hansen

methods as applied to artificial satellites

(1963) 21005
Fisher, Frank L.:

ferroalloys (1963) 19831
silicon (1963) 18105

Fisher, Frank R.:

foamed plastics, proceedings of conference
(1964) 11657

radiation research, proceedings of interna-
tional conference (1<)63) 14613

Fisher, Gail F., diabetes source book (1964)
15046

Fisher, Glenn, soil survey report. Carbon
County, Pa (1963) 1505

Fisher, H.H.:
survey of

—

apple clones in United States (1963) 11433
pears, nuts, and other fruit clones in U.S.

(1964) 15196
stone fruit clones in United States (1964)

1676
Fisher, Harold G., jr., relief (1965) 10420
Fisher, Jack B., relief (1964) 320, 17695, 19382
Fisher, K.H., dietary conditioning for nutrient

restriction (1963) 1753
Fisher, Lewis R., blunt bodies at transonic

speeds, aerodynamic characteristics
(1963) 10986

Fisher, R.E., salt concentration at surface of
tubular reverse osmosis membranes
(196,5) 19692

Fisher, R. L., worldwide collection and evalua-
tion of earthquake data, final report on
evaluation of 1960 seismicity (1964)
17016

Fisher-Galati, Stephen A., Rumania, biblio-

graphic guide (1963) 19812
Fisheries, see Fish and fisheries.
Fisheries Center and Aquarium, National, see

National Fisheries Center and Aquari-
um.

Fisheries Center, National, see National Fish-
eries Center and Aquarium.

Fisheries Council, Indo-Pacific, see Indo-Pacific
Fisheries Council.

Fisheries-Engineering Research Laboratory,
fishway research (1961) 14876

Fisheries Instrumentation Laboratory, resume
operation, hearings (1961) 10.509

Fishermen:
anglers' guide to sharks of Northeastern

U.S., Maine to Chesapeake (1964) 10557

Fishermen—Continued
commercial, on-the-job training program

(196.5) 12461
declaration of estimated income, time of fil-

ing, amend internal revenue code

—

law (1962) 20857
reports (1961) 8774; (1962) 17248

fisherman looks at reservoirs (1965) 18119
fishing boat owners, medical care, restore

eligibility

—

hearings (1962) 17318, 19189; (1963) 12011,
(1964) 10324

law (1964) 17283
reports (1962) 13632; (1963) 11964; (1964)

12086, 13971
marketing act, hearings (1963) 19046
New England fishing vessel owners safety

manual (1963) 4942
Sakhalin, compete to increase fish catches,

USSR study (1964) 7070
Fishermen's and fish shore workers' unions:

collective bargaining, voice in ex-vessel sale
of fish, hearings (1963) 4773, 19046

Fishermen's and fish shore workers' unions:
United States, list (1962) 7396; (1963) 550

Fishery economy (USSR periodical):

translations (1964) 16521
Fishery industrial research (1963) 10190
Fishery Management Service Branch, annual

report, 1961 (1962) 21768, (1963) 19221
Fishery Management Services Division, an-

nual report, 1963 (1965) 600
Fishery marketing specialists, examination

announcement (1962) 329
Fishery products, see Fish and fisheries.

Fishery Resources, International Conference
on Conservation of, see International
Conference on Conservation of Fishery
Resources.

Fishing, see Fish and fisheries.

Fishing economy (USSR periodical):

translations (1963) 9006
Fishing gear:
commercial, of U.S. (1961) 19331
development of hydraulically-driven block

speeds hauling crab-pot warps (1961)
9141

developments, general description (1962)
15589

electrical trawl cables, experiments utilizing
(1961) 14879

electrofishing with variable voltage pulsator
for lake and reservoir studies (1965)
2150

Fall River clam dredge equipped with bridles

and accumulators increases effective-

ness in deep water (1961) 6055
hard crab, types used in Chesapeake Bay

(1963) 4945
loans, policies, etc (1962) 23543
otter-trawling, use for red snapper fishing in

Gulf of Mexico (1961) 6051
publications, list (1962) 19504
research, report 1963 (1965) 7694
sea sled to towing vessel communication

method (1962) 583
sink gill-net fishing in New England (1961)

6053
trends and developments (1962) 580, 17504
usage in shrimp fishery of southeastern

U.S., study (1962) 578
weir, construction (1965) 18120
see also Air-bubble curtains—Trawls and

trawling.
Fishing River:
and tributaries, flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 18029
document edition (1965) 17478
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Fishing vessels:

airlift for harvesting oysters (1965) 9149
construction assistance, extend, correct ine-

quities in program, etc.

—

hearings (1963) 20501, (1964) 14011
law (1964) 17357
reports (1963) 17279; (1964) 13956, 15506

construction assistance program, hearing
(1963) 13796

developments, general description (1962)
15589

documentation and inspection laws, amend

—

hearings (1962) 2339
law (1961) 18579
reports (1961) 10439, 14384

electrofishing boat wdth variable voltage
pulsator for lake and reservoir studies

(1965) 2150
exploratory fishing and gear research buoy

(1965) 14290
Fall River clam dredge equipped with chain

bridles and accumulators for effective-

ness in deep water (1961) 6055
Federal ship mortgage insurance, clarify

functions of Interior Dept., hearings
(1961) 378

fish aboard washed in chlorinated sea water
helps to improve quality (1961) 1999

foreign flag, permit to land catches in Vir-
gin Islands in certain circumstances

—

hearings (1962) 2339
law (1961) 18612
reports (1961) 14374, 17032

foreign, prohibit fishing within territorial

waters of U.S.

—

hearings (1964) 8390
law (1964) 12003
reports (1963) 17295; (1964) 10229

loan program, extend

—

hearings (1965) 17720
law (1965) 15440
report (1965) 12284, 13923

loans, policies, etc (1962) 23543
New England, safety manual for fishermen,

captains, and owners (1963) 4942
North Pacific, trends and developments, re-

search (1962) 11819
Oregon, Silver Bay, Combat and Pelican,

exploratory collections made in south-
western North Atlantic, 1956-60 (1965)
19632

purse seine, distribution of fishing for At-
lantic menhaden, 1955-59 (1963) 8281

2d World Fishing Boat Congress (1962)
15585

shrimp, concentration in Tortugas grounds.
Gulf of Mexico (1961) 4244

sink gill-net fishing in New England (1961)
6053

trends and developments (1962) 580, 17504
tuna long-line fishery from small boats

(1961) 2005
usage in shrimp fishery of southeastern

U.S., study (1962) 578
Fishman, Jacob R., training for new careers

(1965) 18692
Fishman, Mosess, testimony, hearing (1964)

2126
Fishmeal, see Fish meal.
Fishwavs, research at Fisheries-Engineering

Research Laboratory (1961) 14876
Fiske, Minnie M., papers in Library of Con-

gress, register (1962) 15996
Fission:

gases, their measurement and evaluation
(1961) 1700

sintering, boride powders (1962) 23020
spontaneous and synthesis of

far-transsuranium elements, USSR
study (1963) 7024

Fission—Continued

uranium, USSR study (1961) 2115
see also Nuclear fission.

Fission products:
airborne. North American networks em-

ployed in monitoring, intercalibration
(1964) 18860

artificial radioactive elements, chemical
technology, principles (1964) 7126

behavior with TBP/kerosene solvent dam-
aged by radiation (1962) 18697

concentrations in milk

—

effect of farming practices (1964) 16833
rapid methods for estimating (1963) 9338

extraction of rare earth products of fission

with organophosphorus compounds,
USSR study (1961) 15230

monitoring in atmosphere, intercalibration
of systems employed (1963) 11181

metabolism, research on physico-chemical
state and metabolic path of radiocerium
solutions (1963) 4470

radioactive

—

after-effects on harvest and quality of
grain of certain crops, USSR study
(1965) 6484

liquid wastes injected into aquifer through
wells, temperature rise determination
(1961) 12790

radioactivity in air, measurements along
80th meridian (1961) 1404; (1962) 12583,
(1963) 16461; (1965) 13138

reactor, releases under various meteorologi-
cal conditions (1965) 1832

release and transport under accident condi-
tions, international symposium, Oak
Ridge, Tenn., Apr. 5-7, 1965 (1965) 17089

separation bv solvent extraction, final re-

port (1964) 5983
variation in content of cystoseira in Black

Sea, USSR study (1964) 5028
Fissionable materials:

recovery, bibliography (1962) 18727
reprocessing irradiated fission reactor fuel

and breeding material, literature search
(1962) 2085

Fissures, see Earth.
FIST, see Project FIST (fault isolation by

semiautomatic techniques).
Fistulas, treatment in children after medicinal

injections, USSR study (1961) 7583
Fitchburg, Mass., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18250
Fitchville quadrangle, Conn., petrochemistry

and bedrock geology (1964) 18109
Fitness for leadership (1964) 18881

Fitting coats and suits (1963) 13167

Fittings (auxiliary parts):

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7238; (1964) 12291

supplements (1963) 3654; (1964) 3472;
(1965) 3374

forged steel welding industry, Belgium and
Luxembourg (1962) 237

gas, manual, change (1962) 9557
Fitz, Henry, 19th century American telescope

maker, biology (1962) 6316
Fitz, John F., solid state, sequential camera

trigger circuits (1965) 13015
Fitzhugh, H. Naylor, problems and opportuni-

ties confronting Negroes in field of busi-
ness (1963) 6050

Fitzpatrick, John, biaxial device for determin-
ing modulus of elasticity of stress-relief
cores (1963) 3086

Fitzpatrick, R., materials for laser applica-
tions (1963) 9627

Fitzpatrick, Thomas J., relief (1962) 9239,
21350, 23150
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FitzPatriek, Thos. K., rehabilitation programs
and facilities of western Europe (1964)
1651

Fitzsimmonds, Robert S., factors affecting U.S.
fruit markets in Japan (1964) 18042

Fitzsimmons, Robert J., hospital outpatient
services, references (1963) 16507

Fitzsimons General Hospital, Medical Re-
search and Nutrition Laboratory re-

ports (1961) 9935-37, 1177.5, 20354-359;
(1963) 1811-13, 7685-87, 11547-549,
13245-246; (1964) 110, 8044-45,
19223-224; (1965) 18951-952

Five goals of U.S. foreign policy (1962) 22816
5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid, see Acetic acid.

5-oxytryptamine prepared from hippophae
rhamnoides and tested as antiblastic
preparation in experiments on animals,
USSR study (1962) 2704

Fixed capital, amortization and capital re-

pairs in ferrous metallurgy, USSR
(1963) 5124

Fixtures (for offices, etc.):

manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)
18131

Fizika metallov i metallovedeniye (periodical):

translations (1963) 6698
Fizika tverdogo tela (periodical):

translations (1963) 6772, 7063, 7114
Fiziologicheskiy zhurnal SSSR (periodical):

translations (1962) 15884
Fiziologichnyy zhurnal (periodical):

translations (1962) 5861, 18099; (1963)
10556; (1965) 6423, 11115

Flags:
Air Force battle streamers, presentation to

Armed Services Committee, House, hear-
ing (1961) 7130

American, 5-cent postage stamp (poster)

(1963) 3254
our flag, story, etc (1962) 19024; (1964) 4429

Defense Dept., pamphlet (1964) 8021
print additional copies of House document,

reports (1964) 6314, 8422
print as House document, report (1962)

9312, 11572; (1963) 7929, 8081
pennants, and customs, naval service (1965)

14930
pledge of allegiance, print additional copies,

report (1963) 13632
popular publications available from Supt. of

Documents (1964) 11545
provide for burial of veterans of Mexican

border service

—

law (1961) 18632
reports (1961) 14419, 17021

provide for Members of House of Represent-
atives, report (1961) 12302

size of flags furnished by VA to drape cas-
kets of veterans, amend U.S. Code, re-

port (1965) 13868
State flags, reproductions (1964) 4429
United States

—

design and dimensions, clarify law and
procedure, report (1961) 8734; (1963)
6151

display at grave of William Driver report
(1965) 19257

display at Lexington, Mass., reports (1964)
17516; (1965) 19255, 19468

how to display and respect (1963) 3212
surrounding Washington Monument, cere-

monies in connection with raising and
lowering

—

hearings (1963) 13640
report (1963) 13601

Flagstaff, types, design manual (1962) 6511
Flaherty, Richard J., heat-transfer and weight

analysis of moving-belt radiator system
for waste heat rejection in space (1964)
16677

Flakeboard, see Pulpboard.
Flame holders, design, effect on altitude per-

formance of louveredliner afterburner
(1961)9498

Flame-photometric determination of strontium
in natural water (1962) 9742

Flame-retardant textiles (1965) 2937
Flameproofing, household fabrics (1963) 5825
Flames:
Bunsen, turbulent, structure and propaga-

tion (1963) 1197
burning rate, pressure oscillations induced

by changes (1961) 8009
carbon disulfide, spectroscopic investigation,

USSR study (1961) 10909
chain-thermal flame propagation (1961)

10905
CO and O2, investigation, USSR study (1961)

4652
cold, propagation in fuel mixtures contain-

ing 0.03% carbon disulfide, USSR study
(1961) 10910

computed compositions of ethylene-air
flames (1965) 19859

decomposition of liquid hydrazine, effect of
pressure on rate of burning (1965) 6742

deuterium-air, composition and thermodyn-
amic properties (1961) 11391

extinguishment, literature research (1963)
11470

flame cultivation equipment and techniques
(1965) 5522

hydrogen

—

nitrous oxide, diluent, sampling measure-
ments downstream (1963) 1308

OH radicals in low-pressure region, USSR
study (1961) 2370

spectrum, USSR study (1961) 2367
inhibition, hydrazine-nitrogen tetroxide re-

action (1963) 11475
predetonational propagation in rough tubes,

mechanism, USSR study (1961) 912

premixed stoichiometric cyanogen-oxygen
flame, stability limits (1962) 22584

propagation in tubes, generalization of

Hugoniot equation for nonstationary
processes, USSR study (1961) 10960

radiation and mechanism of CO + Oa reaction
(1961)10831

research and technologic work (1961) 4815,
6273, 7918, (1962) 23952; (1965) 6591,
19842

on explosives, explosions, and flames, fiscal

years 1961 and 1962 (1964) 1403, 14738

transformation of slow burning into detona-
tion, USSR study (1961) 784

Flaming Gorge area, Utah-Colo.-Wyo., geology
(1965) 10992

Flaming Gorge Dam:
general information (1961) 15950; (1965)

1597
waters impounded

—

designate as Lake O'Mahoney, report
(1963) 13716

designate as Lake O'Mahoney and Lake
Ashley, report (1963) 20487

Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area,
general information (1965) 13082

Flammability, see Inflammable materials.
Flammable gases, see Gases.
Flammable liquids, see Liquids.
Flammable materials, lecture demonstration

(1961) 15744
Flanders, Ned A., teacher influence, pupil atti-

tudes, and achievement (1965) 6122
Flanders, Russell B., employment outlook and

changing occupational structure in elec-

tronics manufacturing (1963) 20928
Flandreau Boarding School:
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Flandreau Boarding School—Continued
law (1964) 17342
reports (1964) 15491, 15781

Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe, see Sioux Indi-

ans.

Flange on microwave antenna subreflector

cuts ground noise (1964) 13168
Flanges, forged steel welding industry, Bel-

gium and Luxembourg (1962) 237
Flaps (aircraft):

blowing, and leading-edge slats of swept-
wing airplane, static longitudinal charac-
teristics, low speed wind-tunnel tests

(1962) 12408
blowing boundary-layer-control trailing- and

leading-edge flap, ground effect tests of
35° sweptback wing jet transport (1963)

11074
control profile effects on oscillating

hinge-moment and flutter characteristics
at transonic speeds (1961) 17693

effect on wing buffet response of transonic-
transport model (1961) 7966

full-span, VZ-2 tilt-wing aircraft, flight in-

vestigation (1965) 6731
leading and trailing-edge, 45° sweptback

wing of aspect ratio 2.8 employing high
velocity blowing (1961) 1251

leading edge

—

effect of deflection on wing load, etc., at
transonic speeds (1961) 2560

triangular wing, conical camber effects on
lift, drag, and pitching moment (1961)
9526

midchord boundary-layer-control flaps, on
delta-wing model, wing-tunnel tests

(1965) 2898
parachutes, 18-foot-diameter with extenda-

ble flaps, wind-tunnel tests (1962) 18278
partial-span jet augmented model, aerody-

namic and flow characteristics at low
speed (1961) 9583

performance, operation, and use of

low-aspect-ratio jet-flapped wings (1965)
1687

trailing-edge

—

BLC, blowing, on tilt-wing propell-

er-driven model, tests of effectiveness

(1961) 11433
control-aspect-ratio effects (1963) 14536
of 35° swept-wing carrier-type airplane,

area-suction and blowing boundary-
layer control (1961) 2530

on arrowhead wing, transonic flutter in-

vestigation (1961) 4866
split, effects on aerodynamic characteris-

tics of wing-fuselage combination (1961)
6307

sweptwing airplane, lift effectiveness with
use of slotted and area-suction flaps

(1962) 12407
Flares:
chromospheric, nuclear processes (1964)

14921
conical, on bodies with conical noses, stabi-

lizing effectiveness (1961) 19923
fin-flare combinations, effect on aerodynamic

characteristics of body at Mach num-
bers of 1.61 and 2.20 (1965) 6694

landing, requirements, civil air regulations
amdt (1961) 19285-287

pocket pen, evaluation (1963) 11506
see also Solar flares.

Flashers, four way, for automotive vehicles.

Federal standard (1965) 16192
Flashlight cases, current industrial reports

(1961) 8506; (1962) 13047; (1963) 16895

Flasks:
embryo develops in flask, biological cradle,

USSR study (1965) 14579
removable well in reaction flask facilitates

CO,, collection (1965) 14579
Flat, Alaska, Yukon River region mercury-

antimony deposits (1962) 14435

Flat River, Mo., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 15022
Flathead Indians, Confederated Salish and

Kootenai Tribes of Flathead Reserva-
tion, set aside lands for, reports (1962)

13453; (1963) 20480
Flathead project:

construction, appropriation authorization,

increase, report (1962) 15360
irrigation and power systems, increase au-

thorization

—

law (1964) 21132
reports (1964) 12106, 15716, 19485

Flathead River and Valley, Knowles Dam pro-

ject, hearings (1963) 15330
Flatjacks, use in stress determination (1964)

9517
Flatley, Thomas W., high speed vacuum per-

formance of miniature ball bearings
lubricated with combinations of barium,
gold, and silver films (1964) 13232

Flatt, W.P., energy metabolism research prog-

ress report (1964) 9919
Flatware stainless-steel, Tariff Commission

report (1961) 21414; (1962) 24117; (1963)

21140; (1965) 8345
Flavors:

fruit-flavor concentrates, production, code of

Federal regulations (1963) 8374
volatile, experimental unit for recovery

(1965) 10034
Flax, Alexander H., nomination, hearings

(1964) 521
Flax, Lawrence, magnetic field from finite thin

cone by use of Legendre polynomials
(1964) 16708

Flax toweling, see Toweling.
Flaxseed:

standards, official United States (1964) 11739

revised pages (1965) 12359
straw, potential for extending utilization

(1963) 11431
Tariff Commission report (1961) 5144

Fleas:
ecology problems, use of radioactive iso-

topes, USSR study (1963) 17806
how to control (1963) 1699; (1964) 11764
Monopsyllus kolenati, revision of species in

North America (1961) 6708
of Rhombomys opimus at sites of endemic

plague epizootics, USSR study (1965)

4944
plague, jerboas as hosts, distribution of

species in Aral area, USSR studies

(1965) 6478

public health importance and their control,

training guide (1962) 16129
red-tailed gerbils and their fleas,

autumn-vinnter migration in Bozdag
Mountain Ridge area, USSR study

(1964) 12969

repellants, methods of laboratory selection

and evaluation of activity, USSR study

(1962) 12016
Siphonaptera of Alaska, feeding habits and

potential as vectors of pathogenic orga-

nisms (1965) 17007
Fleet, Chris, household trip production, results

of nationwide survey (1965) 15022
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Fleet, see Navy—White fleet.

Fleet Air Western Pacific Repair Activity mili-

tary inspection representatives at

—

civilian contractors' plants, relief (1964)

12038
Japanese civilian contractors' plants, re-

lief (1965) 10436, 17370. 17817
Fleet Ballistic Missile program:
naval training program, general informa-

tion (1965) 1542
Polaris

—

management (1961) 9658; (1963) 3238
movement plan (1962) 16181

program evaluation, research task metho-
dology

—

summary report, phase 1 (1961) 1406
summary report, phase 2 (1961) 6466

project PERT—
contractor reporting personnel meetings,
summary minutes (1961) 6468-69

coordination task group meetings, pro-

ceedings (1961) 6467
data processing lesson plan handbook for

technicians (1961) 6464
instruction manual, systems, procedures
(1961)6465

Fleet Marine Force Medical Department sup-

port (1963) 7187
Fleet Marine Force manual FMFM series

(1962) 1594, 14408; (1963) 1193, 3045,

20940; (1964) 1393-94, 5459, 9486-87,

11309, 16619. 18653, 20456; (1965) 8011,

9527. 12807, 14652-654, 16576-578, 18415,

19820
Fleischer, H. O., overlays for lumber, old prod-

uct in new dress (1964) 14311
Fleming. Robert V.:

reappointment

—

law (1965) 15471
report (1965) 8814

Fleming, Roscoe, sickening story of water pol-

lution (1963) 11246
Fleming, W.A., turbojet performance and oper-

ation at high altitudes with hydrogen
and Jp-4 fuels (1963) 1260

Fleming, Walter E., Japanese beetle in United
States (1963) 9562

Flessas, Demetrios. and wife, relief (1963)

20555; (1964) 304, 1901
Fletcher, E. Royce, nuclear bomb effects com-

puter, including slide-rule design and
curve fits for weapons effects (1963)

5929
Flewellen, William G., jr., selling and servicing

mechanical refrigeration and air condi-

tioning (1965) 15032
Flexibility in undergraduate curriculum (1963)

6336
Flexible coaxial cable (1964) 13343
Flexible fastener allows thermal expansion

(1964) 14831
Flexible magnetic planning boards are easily

transported (1965) 14783
Flexure support system protects thermally

and dynamically loaded models (1965)

6649
Flies:

activity of Musca domestica in relation to

temperature, USSR study (1964) 2641

adult house flies, residual effectiveness of

some insecticides (1965) 8391
Australian conopid, descriptions (1961)

13563
biological control of oriental fruit fly (Dacus

dorsalis Hendel) and other fruit flies in

Hawaii (1965) 7045
black-fly larvae, migration, USSR study

(1964) 12974

Flies—Continued
Caddis flies

—

larvae of genus Rhyacophia in eastern
North America (1962) 14520

Neotropical region, Rhyacophilidae and
Glossosomatidae (Trichoptera), studies

(1963) 9235
chironomid midges of California (1964) 7601
citrus blackfly in Mexico, biological control

(1965) 61

controlling hibernation. USSR study (1964)

1322
culture of midges of genus Culicoides under

laboratory conditions. USSR study
(1964) 2555

diptera of America north of Mexico, catalog
(1965) 13380

drosophila. controlling on tomatoes grown
for canning (1963) 25

face flv populations on cattle, estimating
(1963) 1625

genus Sphaerocera Latreille in Central and
South America (Diptera, spheroceridae),
contribution to study (1965) 9787

Heleomvzid, of America north of Mexico.
nornenclatorial history (1962) 20184

Hemerobiidae

—

neotropical, in National Museum (1965)

14906
western North America, contributions to

knowledge (1965) 5273
Hessian fly. how to control it (1965) 5514

horn flies on cattle, how to control (1961)

11704; (1963) 14862; (1965) 8435
house

—

and other synanthropic species, ability to

cross water barriers, use of radioactive

tracers in studying, USSR study (1963)

1124
how to control (1961) 6681; (1963) 5824

larvae, compounds affecting development,

studies (1963) 16711

ichneumonid, America north of Mexico, sub-

family Gelinae. tribe Mesostenini (1962)
8544

labeling, with radioactive phosphorus.
USSR study (1964) 2554

melon

—

general information (1963) 14886
oriental, and mediterranean fruit flies,

methods of mass culturing (1965) 10024

Mexican fruit

—

compounds affecting reproductive capacity

(1965) 18863
how we fight it (1964) 15216
United States, development and potential

distribution (1965) 13414
narcissus bulb fly damage in home gardens,

prevention methods (1963) 11454
Nearctic Psychomyiidae, notes with special

reference to their larvae (Trichoptera)

(1964) 7609
pine sawfly larvae destroy shortleaf pine

strobili in Virginia (1965) 9192
public health importance and control, train-

ing guide (1962) 18413
red-headed pine sawfly. description and con-

trol (1965) 2161
RNA variations in giant chromosomes of

Chironomus dorsalis during metamor-
phosis. USSR study (1964) 4980

Simuliidae, annotated list of genus-group
names (1963) 9592

symbovine, significance in dissemination of

causative agents of mastitis. East Ger-

many study (1962) 5834
Tabanidae, Diptera, of Florida, general in-

formation (1964) 16973
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Flies—Continued Fl

tachinid, Masicera zimini Kol, parasite of

Siberian silkworm moth, biology (1962)
792

Virginia pine sawflv

—

life history, studies (1964) 14333
special report (1961) 12729
yellow-headed spruce sawfly, description,

control, etc (1962) 5232
Flight:

ability of physiological instrumentation sys-

tem to obtain data under conditions of

varying accelerations (1961) 4885
aerospace safety (periodical) (1961) 2882;

(1962) 3583;' (1963) 3422; (1964) 3217;
(1965) 3105

Air Force, excess proficiency flying, cost,

GAO review (1961) 6162
airplanes at supersonic speeds, calculated

flow fields generated (1961) 1316
all-weather manual, revised pages (1961)

9657
America's manned space flight program,

general information (1963) 12844
analog study of coupled _ motions of

boost-guide type of hypersonic glider

configuration at supersonic speeds
(1963) 18132

assistance service

—

ATS handbook changes (1964) 15246;

(1965) 7119, 13439
ATS manual (1962) 132
changes (1963) 13227, 14924; (1964) 5920,

9990, 13653, 15246
automatic flight control theory, USSR study

(1965) 6490
aviation weather for pilots and operations

personnel (1965) 10902
ballistic missile series, aerodynamics, AMC

pamphlet (1965) 11900
bird, biophysics (1961) 21347
calibrations of fuselage static-pressure-vent

installations for transports (1962) 12507

career oflScers, accrual flight pay, amend
law

—

hearing (1961) 12337
reports (1961) 12271, 14414

civil aircraft, over Cuba, special civil air

regulation (1961) 504
control, hyperbolic coordinate converter,

application (1961) 1455
control system

—

using sinusoidal test signal (1961) 13528
Liapunov direct method application, guide

(1965) 11404
controllability limits and related human

transfer functions as determined from
simulator and flight tests (1961) 9558

Convair YF-102—
flight evaluation of lateral stability and

control characteristics (1962) 6256
with 2-spool turbojet engine, induction-
system and surge characteristics (1961)
2559

conversion maneuver of tilt-duct VTOL air-

craft, study (1961) 1294
cosmic

—

and biology, USSR study (1961) 17507
medico-biological control, USSR' study

(1963) 739
psychology, USSR report (1962) 23810
2d flight of man (1962) 834
Vostok-5 and Vostok-6, USSR study (1963)

19440
cruising supersonic transport, dynamic sta-

bility characteristics, pilot evaluation
(1964) 18764

data processing duties assigned to assistant
air traffic controllers, unnecessary an-
nual costs incurred, GAO report (1965)
4841

Do not order from index;

ight—Continued
deflected slipstream V/STOL aircraft, per-

formance characteristics (1963) 14575
Delta 9 launch vehicle, vibration data (1963)

20978
delta wing airplane

—

configuration test at Mach at Mach num-
bers from 1.23 to 1.62, effect of under-
wing propulsive jets on lift, drag, and
longitudinal stability (1961) 9514

having violent lateral-longitudinal cou-
pling in aileron rolls (1962) 6255

earth orbital, orbital flight handbooks (1965)
16624-625, 18485

equatorial balloon, agreement with India
(1963) 3352

evaluation

—

eff'ects of present air traffic system on
operation of simulated supersonic trans-
port (1965) 1451

lunar landing trajectories, VTOL test ve-

hicle (1963) 5601
X-15 ball-nose flow-direction sensor as

air-data system (1965) 14846
facilities flight check manual (1961) 10642
facts of flight, private aircraft operation

(1963) 15472
first nonstop coast-to-coast flight (1965)

2926
fixed wing, principles, technical manual,

change (1961) 20351; (1965) 18947
flight information publication, planning

—

air traffic control procedures

—

Europe (1961) 136, 1673
United States and Alaska (1961) 1672

planning data

—

Alaska, Canada, and North Atlantic
(1961) 135

United States (1961) 137, 1671, 1674
quarterly check list (1961) 2901

flutter results of flat rectangular panels
(1962) 8501

flying apparatus, eff'ect of changes in

weights and aerodynamic characteris-
tics of construction of flying weight,
USSR study (1961) 10891

flying fitness sense, Navy training (1962)
3408

flying stress in relation to flying proficiency

(1965) 7113
foods, tubed, suitability (1963) 4394
free flight

—

aerodynamic-heating data for modified
Von Karman nose shape (1961) 9606

at Mach numbers 1.90 to 3.07, heat trans-
fer to swept blunt leading edges (1961)
13480

eff'ects of simulated sonic turbojet exhaust
on drag of twin-jet boattail bodies at

transonic speeds (1961) 6337
heat transfer measurements on two

20''-cone-cylinders at Mach numbers
from 1.3 to 4.9 (1961) 6317

investigation of deployinent, dynamic sta-

bility and control characteristics of

1/12-scale dynamic radio-controlled
large boster and parawing (1963) 18151

laminar flow on blunted cone-cylinder,
observations (1961) 17675

measurements of

—

drag and static stability for blunt-nosed
10° half angle cone at Mach no. 15

(1963) 5566
stagnation-point convective heat trans-

fer at velocities to 41,000 ft/sec (1965)
13035

static and dynamic stability and drag of
10° blunted cone (1962) 12496

paragliders, manned, unpowered, prelimi-

nary evaluation (1963) 9188
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Flight—Continued
free flight—Continued

skin-temperature and surface-pressure
measurements on highly polished nose
(1961) 8027

supersonic measurement of heat transfer
and transition on 10° cone with low tem-
perature ratio (1961) 6341, 15797

test results on performance of cork as
thermal protection material (1964) 18766

tests of 45° swept wings of aspect ratio
3.15 and taper ratio 0.54 to measure
wing damping, etc (1963) 16357

transition results for 74° swept delta wing
(1961) 15814

frontal clouds and flight conditions in them,
USSR book review (1965) 2321

full-scale aircraft ejector with various spac-
ing ratios and correlation with
small-scale tests, investigation (1961)
1253

handbooks, improvement (1962) 1735
helicopter private and commercial pilot

flight test guide (1962) 2498
helicopters, H 21C, HU-IA, and H-34C

equipped with XM-153 armament kit,

evaluation (1963) 1741
high speed

—

structural dynamics, symposium proceed-
ings (1961) 20042

with XH-51A rigid rotor helicopter, explo-
ration (1965) 15107

hovering

—

and forward, helicopter efficiency, consid-
erations of methods of improving per-
formance (1961) 7993

and transition, division of aerodynamic
loads on semispan propeller model (1962)
12482

tests of 2 methods of controlling
man-carrying ducted-fan vehicle of
flying-platform type (1961) 13514

hypersonic vehicles, solution for oblique
shock-wave system in real gas including
atmosphere (1961) 6407

in-flight

—

gains realized by modifying twin side-inlet
induction system (1963) 10978

research, longitudinal control feed system
on response feel (1961) 4925

shock-wave pressure measurements above
and below bomber airplane at Mach nos.
1.42 to 1.69 (1963) 20990

information manual (1962) 509; (1963) 91,
7650; (1964) 17018; (1965) 3424

amendments (1961) 4177, 9082; (1962) 508,
13776; (1963) 1782, 5900, 9642, 13229,
16810, 18526, 20316; (1964) 84, 3510,
4269, 8011, 13655

Hawaiian and adjacent Pacific area

—

(1961) 3133

notices to airmen (1961) 3134; (1962)
3606

international (1961) 501; (1962) 10931A,
16337, 20459; (1963) 9643; (1964) 3606,
11811; (1965) 3522, 13440
amendments (1963) 4427, 14927, 18527;

(1964) 4270, 15248, 20976; (1965) 4225,
18926

Pacific supplement (1962) 510, 7311, 13775;
(1963) 483

information publications

—

dates of latest prints (1962) 3750; (1963)
3586; (1964) 3406; (1965) 3300

enroute

—

Alaska (1963) 3688
Caribbean and South America (1962)

3854, 16325; (1963) 3689

Flight—Continued
information publications—Continued

enroute
high altitude

—

Europe (1962) 3855
Europe and north Africa (1963) 3690
Northeastern and Southeastern U.S.

(1961) 2890; (1962) .3856; (1963) 3691
Northwestern and Southwestern U.S.

(1961) 2891; (1962) 3857; (1963) 3692
intermediate altitude, U.S. (1962) 3858;

(1963) 3693
low altitude

—

Alaska (1962) .3859

Alaska, Canada and North Atlantic
(1961) 2895

Caribbean and South America (1961)
2892

Europe (1961) 2893; (1962) 3860
Europe and North Africa (1963) 3694
Pacific and Far East (1961) 2894;

(1962) 3861
Pacific and southeast Asia (1962) 3862;

(1963) 3695
foreword (1962) 10894
planning

—

basic regulations (1962) 3868A; (1963)
3706

foreword (1963) 4398
international rules and procedures

(1962) 3868; (1963) 3705
quarterly check list (1962) 3868B; (1963)
3707

planning, air traffic control procedures

—

Alaska (1963) 3701
Canada and North Atlantic (1962) 3867;

(1963) 3702
Europe (1962) 3865
Europe and North Africa (1963) 3699
Pacific and southeast Asia (1963) 3708
United States (1963) 3704

planning data

—

Alaska (1962) 3863; (1963) 3696
Canada and North Atlantic (1962) 3864;

(1963) 3697
Pacific and southeast Asia (1963) 3698
United States (1962) 3866; (1963) 3700

terminal high altitude, Pacific and south-
east Asia (1962) 6611; (1963) 3708

terminal low altitude

—

Africa and southwest Asia (1962) 3869;
(1963) 3709

Pacific and southwest Asia (1962) 6612;
(1963) 3710

inspection manual (1965) 16224, 18167
U.S. standard (1963) 12142

instruction, Reserve Officers Training Corps
members, permanent authority, report
(1964) 15739

instructor practical test guide (1964) 21321
instructors certification. Federal aviation

regulations (1962) 19465; (1964) 650;
(1965)16150

anidts (1963) 478, 10112-113; (1964) 10511,
17967, 19673; (1965) 537, 10794, 14235,
19599

instructor's handbook (1965) 623
international rules and procedures (1962)

3868; (1963) 3705
interplanetary

—

and orbital, clinical and physiological
aspects, USSR study (1965) 9429

statistical data-adjustment and logic tech-
niques applicable to midcourse guidance

.
problem (1962) 14489

investigation

—

deflected slipstream STOL transport air-

plane having 4 interconnected propellers
(1964) 9594
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Fl ight—Cont inued
investigation—Continued
Scout 4th-stage diaphragm separation dis-

turbances (1965) 5193
VZ-2 tilt-wing aircraft with full span flap

(1965) 6731
load data by city pair, frequency grouping,

aircraft type by local service air car-
riers, 1963 (1965) 4381

low-subsonic

—

characteristics of supersonic airplane
configuration with parawing as landing
aid (1964) 1462

of model of reentry vehicle with thick flat

75° swept delta wing and half-cone fuse-

lage (1962) 8491
lunar flight handbooks (1965) 18486-488
lunar return, effect of lift on entry corridor

depth and guidance requirements (1961)
8043

man's flight into cosmic space, preparation,
USSR study (1962) 809

maneuver, contribution of part-task train-

ing to relearning (1961) 13588
maneuvers, comparison of measured and

calculated sonic-boom ground patterns
(1965) 9698

MATS flyer (periodical) (1961) 2899; (1962)
4041; (1963) 3889; (1964) 3713; (1965)
3631

Means, James, and problem of manflight,
1882-1920 (1964) 18944

measurements

—

and calculations of wing loads and load
distributions at subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds (1961) 6324

correlation with sonic-boom theory (1965)
2915

medico-biological conditions and training,
USSR studies (1965) 11073

meteor, effect of cooling by radiation and
ablation (1965) 13036

mountain flying sense (1962) 16366
natural pilot model for proficiency evalua-

tion (1963) 18225-226
Navy flight surgeon, who, what, why, where,

how, when (1962) 3287
nuclear rocket flight operations, environ-

mental safety aspects (1965) 1837
operating problems and aerodynamic and

performance characteristics of fixed-
wing, tilt-duct VTOL research aircraft
(1963) 14557

operational trainers, Naval Training Device
Center dynamic test program for pilot

training, summary of project (1961)
20043

operations and airworthiness inspector,
examination announcements (1961) 3965;
(1962) 4844

optimal coplanar flight between orbits (1964)
20623

parabolic maneuvers

—

behavior of visual target and visual af-

ter-image (1962) 22964
exclusion of angular accelerations as
cause of visual illusions (1964) 79

path

—

characteristics for decelerating from su-

percircular speed (1962) 3361
information about navigation of private

aircraft (1963) 15476
physiology of flight, Air Force pamphlet

(1961) 1658
planetary flight handbooks (1965) 18489-491
pressure distributions on vertical stabilizers

and speed brakes of X-15 airplane at
Mach numbers from 1 to 6 (1965) 18584

Flight—Continued
pressure measurements on forward fuselage

compared with wind-tunnel data and
theory (1964) 5521

private pilot's handbook of aeronautical
knowledge (1964) 6732

prohibited and restricted area, definition,

civil air regulations amendment (1961)
5972

qualification of parachutes ribless guide
surface to produce low lift to drag ra-

tios (1964) 5882
Rx to keep you healthy (1965) 17150
radio controlled dynamic spacecraft, deploy-

ment investigation of parawing recov-
ery device (1964) 1466

realm of flight, weather in relation to pilot-

ing (1963) 17426
research program, UH-2 helicopter high-

speed jet thrust augmentation (1965)
13311

rocket and satellite, investigation of cosmic
rays and terrestrial corpuscular radia-
tion, USSR study (1961) 10816

rules (1962) 21720
Federal aviation regulations (1964) 21290;

(1965) 538, 6154
safety and weather, USSR study (1964)

20053
scaled-speed elastic swept-wing bomber and

fighter models coupled wing tip to wing
tip, investigation (1963) 5532

Scout launch vehicle in-flight aerodynamic
noise measurements (1963) 14561

semiautomatic inspection program of FAA,
unnecessary costs incurred, GAO report
(1964) 8738

shock and vibration data of Echo A-12 ap-
plication vertical tests AVT-1 and
AVT-2 (1963) 19923

simulated low altitude high-speed, pilot per-

formance, effects of task loading (1965)
11741

simulator, generalized contract, to improve
visual time-sharing (1965) 14944

slow flight sense, precision practice (1961)
13600

small vehicles entering earth's atmosphere
at small flight-path angles (1961) 15825

Smithsonian annals of flight (1965) 2926,

9760
sonic booms from aircraft in maneuvers

(1964) 16691
space flight handbooks (1965) 16624-625,

18485-491
space structures, environmental problems

(1962) 22579
stability, effects of modified roll-command

system (1961) 6308

standard flying sense (1964) 10005

stress responses of pilots (1963) 4413
study of

bird flight, USSR (1964) 10977
roll requirements for fighter airplanes

(1961) 6339

supersonic

—

aircraft, path and atmospheric variations
effects on boom propagation (1964) 7562

airplane with low-aspect-ratio unswept
wing and tee-tail, stability and control
derivatives (1963) 14539

6-engine, hull-type seaplane model, tran-
sonic, aerodynamic characteristics
(1962) 12437

sweptwing airplane, calculated responses to

continuous atmospheric turbulence
(1961) 9609
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Flight—Continued
tandem- rot or configurations, power measure-

ments (19(i3) 19931
terrain flying to promote safety (1961) 1960
test data

—

determination of stabity derivatives by
means of high speed repetitive operation
analog matching (1964) 11786

display techniques, feasibility study (1963)
14905

preliminary (1965) 1680-81, 1683, 5434-35
test facilities. AFFTC handbook (1964) 7972
test guides (1962) 2496-98
commercial pilot, single-engine airplane

(1961) 4248; (1963) 2302; (1965) 624
glider, private and commercial pilot (1962)

5216
multiengine class or type rating (1962)

588; (1963) 17465
norma! utility and acrobatic airplanes,

civil aeronautics manual, appendix
(1962) 19457

private pilot, single-engine airplane (1963)
12141

tests

—

aircraft, representation and calculation of
spectral density of field of atmospheric
turbulence, results (1965) 2920

Altair-IICl rocket motor, temperature
data (1965) 16691

bibliography of AFFTC technical publica-
tions, etc., 1952-62 (1963) 5863

flow-visualization techniques (1964) 20858
one-man helicopter and comparison with

its handling qualities with those of larg-
er VTOL aircraft (1965) 18585

performance flight testing theory (1965)
4159

rotary wing aircraft (1965) 1682, 5433,
5436, 8347, 11740, 15098, 15100, 18801,
18803, 20111

SERT I ion rocket, results (1965) 8103
spacecraft in SERT I ion thrust or flight

test, description and operation (1965)
8085

spinning vehicle for pitch control (1963)
14576

T-39A aircraft, limited stability and con-
trol qualities (1964) 7969

trailblazer rocket vehicles, results of ap-
plication of wind-compensation method
(1964) 9566

twin-duct induction system for Mach num-
ber range of 0.78 to 2.07 (1963) 11001

UH-1 compound research helicopter (1965)
18802

UH-1 helicopter, compound high perform-
ance (1965) 20112

UH-2 jet compound research helicopter
(1965) 15099

YAT-28E limited category II performance,
stability and control (1965) 4162

Thor-related vehicles, shock and vibration
data (1965) 6637

time-of-flight mass spectrometer, charge
transfer studies and kinetic analysis
(1964) 13645

time shift equations, analytic solutions
(1964) 13637

trainers, operational engine simulation
methods, study (1963) 18227

training, air navigation, Air Force man-
uals (1963) 4381-82, 5865

change (1964) 4235
transition and hovering characteristics of

tilt-duct VTOL research aircraft (1963)
1291

transosonde, FCC-positioned (1962) 18593
transport, 24-hour simulated fatigue effects,

changes in pilot proficiency (1965) 10127

Flight—Continued
turbulent, urinary catecholamines (1964)

1742
variable-stability and variable-control-

system airplanes, dynamic characteris-
tics, investigation (1961) 8015

vehicles, composite construction, design pro-
cedures, military handbook (1963) 19080

vibration data of Aerobee 150A sounding
rocket (1964) 14858

visual, investigation of hovering and
low-speed VTOL control requirements
(1965) 9731

Voskhod-2, USSR (address) (1965) 9333
V/STOL flying qualities, suggested require-

ments (1965) 15109
winter flying glove, experimental design

(1963) 11505
Wright brothers, historical handbook (1961)

20022
X-15 control system, operational experiences

and characteristics (1963) 3128
X-15 research airplane

—

measured launch characteristics (1961)
6393

measurements of stability and control de-

rivatives to Mach number of 6.02 and
angle of attack of 25° (1965) 1476

sensors, display and space control for
atmospheric and near-space missions
(1964) 16712

XH-51A rigid rotor high speed program
(1965) 1680, 1683, 5434

YUH-ID helicopter, adverse weather tests

(1963) ^6767
see aJso Air speed—Aircraft—Instrument

flying

Flight charts, see Maps and charts.

Flight crews:
air carriers engaged in overseas and inter-

national operations, flight time limita-

tions and rest requirements, civil air

regulations amendment (1964) 8529
aircraft maintenance crews, weather factor

effects in Arctic areas (1963) 18482
aircrew station signals, military standard

(1965) 14159
attendants, include within definition of air-

man, amend act, hearing (1962) 13527
closing and locking compartment doors, civil

air regulations, amendments (1964)
12365, 12370, 12375

crewmember qualifications, civil air regula-
tions amendment (1962) 17450

duty-time limitations, civil air regulations
amendment (1965) 2118

electroencephalogram, use in selection (1964)
7998

employment of aircrew trainers (1962) 10889

flying stress in relation to flying proficiency
(1965) 7113

hypoxia-warning system (1962) 10918
members other than pilots, certificates. Fed-

eral aviation regulations (1962) 19466,
23503

Navy feeding guide (1962) 8703

opportunities with Air Force Reserve flying

program (1962) 22956
oxygen mask use requirements and altitude

training, civil air regulations amend-
ments (1961) 5968-69, 5971

performance, rough-air effect, simulated
low-altitude high-speed surveillance mis-
sion (1963) 16398

recent flight experience requirements, civil

air regulations amendment (1961) 5970
recurrent training requirements, civil air

regulations, amdt (1962) 19460
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Flight crews—Continued
requirements and constraints of potential

roles of supersonic transport crews
(1965) 5100

corrected copy (1965) 8028
errata (1965) 18464

standardization/evaluation manual

—

C-41 (1962) 4535
F-102A (1962) 4536
T-38 (1962) 4534

threshold of vestibular coriolis effect and its

significance to aircrew (1965) 17031
use of oxvgen masks, Federal aviation regu-

lations (1965) 19600
validity of flight blood pressure data (1965)

17022
weather for air crews, Air Force manual

(1963) 52
change (1964) 11792

Flight engineering, rocket, principles, etc.

(1965) 16717
Flight Engineers International Association:
emergency board report (1962) 13744
PAA chapter, emergency board report (1961)

14791
TWA chapter, emergency board report

(1962) 13746
Flight navigators, see Aviators—Instrument

flying-

Flight recorders, use in certain airplanes used
by air carriers and commercial opera-
tors civil air regulations amendment
(1961) 9081

Flight Safety Foundation, Inc., Aviation
Crash Injury Research, final report,
Sept. 16, 1961-Dec. 15, 1962 (1963) 20204

Flight service stations:
evaluation of FAA facilities

—

hearings (1964) 17654
report (1964) 17533

FAA's modernized system (1964) 17017
Flight simulators:
acceptable representation of airplane dy-

namic responses in pilot training (1963)
7367

Ames midcourse navigation and guidance
simulator, investigation of manual sex-

tant-sighting task (1965) 13022
analog computer approach to V/STOL simu-

lation employing variable-stability heli-

copter (1964) 5509
analog or digital for

helicopters and V/STOL aircraft, equa-
tions of motion, summary (1965) 11569

real-time simulation (1962) 12560
attitude

—

control requirements for hovering deter
mined (1961) 8023

stabilization of manned spacecraft by
twin gyros and pulse-modulated reaction
jets (1964) 20574

contact landing skill learning, programmed
perceptual training (1961) 17760

controllability limits and related human
transfer functions, simulator study and
flight tests (1961) 9558

fixed-base

—

effect of lateral-directional-control cou-
pling on pilot control of airplane in

flight (1961) 21243
pilot's terrain-following display (1965)

1442
study of ability of pilots to perform soft

lunar landings (1965) 19918
height control requirements for VTOL air-

craft, study (1962) 8519
investigation of pilot performance during

extended periods of low-altitude
high-speed flight (1964) 14776

Flight simulators—Continued
jet reaction controls for use at high altitude,

studies (1961) 6325
jet-transport simulators for investigation of

landing-contact conditions (1963) 1293
kinetic cueing in simulated carrier ap-

proaches (1965) 13105
moving cockpit, study of piloted entries into

earth's atmosphere for capsule-type
vehicle at parabolic velocity (1963)
11068

performance measurements studies (1964)
14790

pilot-controlled satellite rendezvous, investi-
gation (1961) 8003

pilot-vehicle system simulation for
low-altitude, high-speed flight (1965)
11469

piloted

—

entry into earth's atmosphere at parabolic
velocity (1965) 6749

motion, investigation of VTOL height-
control requirements (1964) 18777

study of loss of altitude by jet transport
in go-around from instrument-landing
approach (1964) 1471

supersonic transports in high-speed cruis-
ing flight handling-qualities require-
ments (1963) 11075

with several degrees of freedom, coordi-
nate-transformation equations (1962)
6292

SAM 2-man cabin, psychiatric aspects (1963)
18500

studies

—

human performance during low-altitude,
high-speed flight (1964) 7817

lateral-directional handling qualities of
STOL transport airplane (1963) 11053

pilot's ability to control failures of stabil-

ity augmentation system on high per-
formance aircraft (1963) 1312

trainers, operational engine simulation
methods (1963) 19998-20000

UDOFTT mathematical procedures (1963)
7366

visual presentation, point light source tech-
nique, device 2FH4 (1964) 11494

Flight Standards Service:
aircraft accident notification procedures, etc

(1963) 10102
glider criteria handbook, basic (1962) 2495,

21787
press releases (1961) 3264; (1962) 387t);

(1963) 3711; (1964) 3511
quality control digest (1961) 580

Flight Standards Service, aircraft accident
and notification procedures (1961) 20715

Flight surgeons, see Surgeons.
Flight Test Pilot School, Experimental, USAF,

see USAF Focperimental Flight Test
Pilot School.

Flink, Salomon J., equity financing of small
manufacturing firms (1963) 1476

Flinn, Robert H., silicosis in metal mining in-

dustry (1964) 15066

Flint, Helen M., planning for retirement, uni-
versity-labor union program (1964) 9888

Flint, Oliver S., jr.:

Nearctic Psychomyiidae with special refer-

ence to their larvae (1964) 7609
Neotropical caddis flies, Rhyacophilidae and

Glossosomatidae (Trichoptera) studies
(1963) 9235

Flint, Mich.:
Bishop Airport, weather observations, hour-

ly, summary, decennial census (1963)
21163
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Flint, Mich.—Continued

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5440
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13563
census of housing, 19()0

—

city blocks (1961) 13963
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18817

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6801

water resources of area (1964) 4801
Flint Hills, Kansas and Oklahoma, bluestem

and Osage pasture report (1964) 16881;
(1965) 15090

Flint River:
flood control, etc.

—

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4855
document edition (1963) 4685

hearings (1963) 13667
FLIP, see Flight.

Flip flops, fluid flip flops and counter (1963)

16472
Flitters, N.E.:

design and operation of bioclimatic cabinet
for simulating variable temperature,
humidity, and light conditions (1964)

19051
effect of temperature and humidity on devel-

opment, etc., of Mexican fruit fly in U.S.

(1965) 13414
Flittner, Glenn A.:

albacore tuna off Pacific Coast in 1963
(1965) 6215

review of 1962 seasonal movement of alba-

core tuna off Pacific Coast of United
States (1963) 17449

Float coal, see Coal dust.

Float dust deposits in return airways in Amer-
ican coal mines (1963) 7208

Floating bridges, see Bridges.

Floating equipment:
floating shock platform at San Francisco

Naval Shipyard, operations and instru-

mentation calibration study (1965) 11582

plant li.st, Engineers Corps manual, appen-
dix (1961) 17208

Flood control, see Floods— a/so names of cer-

tain rivers.

Flood season flow, Columbia River near The
Dalles (1965) 3965

Floodlights, trap for capturing blackbirds and
starlings at roosts (1964) 6731

Floods:
Alaska, south of Yukon River, magnitude

and frequency (1965)9263
Beech River Watershed, effects of agricul-

tural flood reduction on most profitable

farm organization (1965) 5427

botanical evidence (1965) 2246
casualties, income tax deductions (1962)

11910
Ching Chiang dispersion project, Communist

China (1963) 5316
Cimarron River channel widening and

flood-plain construction in southwestern
Kansas (1963) 19310

Columbia River, flood season flow near The
Dallas (1963) 4212; (1964) 4058; (1965)
3965

Communist China, prevention in reservoirs,

hydrologic work (1961) 11026

Floods—Continued
control

—

act of 1958, amend

—

hearings (1961) 20584
law (1961) 20.522

reports (1961) 16761, 19104
Amur River area, planned hydropower

projects, USSR study (1962) 23639
economics and financing (paper) (1962)

18458
emergency employment of Army resources,
engineer manual (1961) 19261

flood-routing methods and unsteady flow in

channels, bibliography and discussion
(1964) 18140

materials, new designs and methods in

public works, study and investigations
of use (1962) 21569

miscellaneous bills, hearing (1964) 21211
Mississippi River maps (1961) 13466
public works on rivers and harbors, hear-

ings (1963) 13667, 15330, 17183
rivers and harbors, and multipurpose pro-

jects, public works authorizations,
1965—
hearings (1965) 7546, 10703, 12349
reports (1965) 14086, 17609, 17642, 19270

rivers and harbors, omnibus bills, 1965,
hearings (1965) 15831, 17734

Susquehanna River Basin, authorize sur-

vey, hearings (1961) 20585
vegetation and engineering structures

(1962) 9708
watershed, trapezoidal flume models at

San Dimas, study (1965) 2170
control projects

—

hearings (1962) 9366, 21566
law (1962) 23274
reports (1962) 21141, 21148, 21180, 21190,
21500

Yazoo River Basin, inspection report
(1962) 9409

damage prevention, indexed bibliography
(1964) 1632

disaster areas, permit farmers to comply
with acreage reduction agreements

—

law (1965) 15460
report (1965) 14088

disasters. Federal financial assistance to

victims, authorize study by HHFA

—

hearing (1962) 17310
reports (1962) 17203; (1964) 461

eastern Nebraska and adjacent States.
Mar.-Apr. 1960 (1965) 16326

effect of reservoir storage on peak flow

(1962) 9748
effects of flooding on forest trees, references

(1965) 671
far western States, Dec. 1955-Jan. 1956

(1963) 6568
description (1963) 15618

Federal financial assistance to victims, au-
thorize study by HHFA

—

hearing (1965) 13978
reports (1965) 4547, 15655

flood control act, sale of hydroelectric power
by Interior Dept. at rates not approved
by FPC, GAO report (1965) 712

flood-plain planning, hydraulic and hydrol-

ogic aspects (1962) 637
flood plain type of natural tularemia focus,

structure, USSR study (1964) 1242
flood and flood control programs, report

(1961) 410
floods (1963) 8352; (1964) 2429-31, 4803, 8778,

15525, 15962; (1965) 10996, 16326
frequency

—

analysis methods, evaluation (1962) 9747
studies for coastal basins in California

(1965) 18217
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Floods—Continued
highway, emergency relief, hearings (1965)

12203
homes and farms, first aid (1964) 20908
hydrology (series) (1962) 9747-48; (1963)

2355; (1964) 12515; (1965) 18217
income tax deduction rights (1962) 5328
Indiana, Jan.-Feb. 1959 (1961) 12782
Louisiana and adjacent States, Apr.-May,

1958 (1964) 2430
Mississippi and adjoining States, Dec. 1961

(1962) 17624
Montana, damage, hearing (1964) 19521
Nebraska, magnitude and frequency on

small drainage areas (1962) 13871
New England, historical floods (1964) 6825
New York, magnitude and frequency (1961)

19415
North Vietnam, flood control policies (1961)

2285
northwestern United States, Dec. 1964-Jan.

1965, report (1965) 17737
occurrence

—

humid region of diverse terrain, factors
influencing (1963) 2355

Southwest, factors affecting (1964) 12515
Ohio and adjacent States, Jan.-Feb. 1959

(1964) 12525
Oregon

—

highlight State water conditions (1961)
13669

Nov. 24-25, 1960 summary of discharges
(1961) 709

Pacific Northwest disaster relief act of

1965—
hearings (1965) 9005, 12202
law (1965) 13772
reports (1965) 8859, 8954, 10480, 12123,

12262, 13869
veto (1965) 12218

peak runoff and associated precipitation in

selected drainage basins in U.S. (1965)
18229

Piedmont streams, frequency related to

channel geometry (1964) 10642
plain data, sampling, coding, and storage

(1962) 20398
Portland, Oreg., district, special release,

1961 (1961) 10691
prevention

—

and watershed protection, economic guide
(1964) 11611

joint surveys of areas by Army and Agri-
culture Depts.

—

hearings (1961) 18975
law (1962) 19001
reports (1961) 16775; (1962) 19305

wildiand management, model for evaluat-
ing (1963) 6502

problems and management in Tennessee
River Basin (1961) 411

Puerto Rico, Sept. 6, 1960 (1961) 12788
rain, forecasting, use of electronic analog

computer, USSR study (1961) 15316
reducing national damage potential, TVA

program, newspaper, etc., excerpts
(1961) 5147

rivers and harbors control, 1962, hearings
(1963) 301

runoff, use of analog models in analysis
(1965) 7804

San Antonio, Tex.. May 1965, report a965)
17738

season flow, Columbia River near the Dalles,
preliminary values for 1961 (1961) 7521

Skagit River basin, Washington (1962) 638

southeastern

—

Kentucky and adjacent areas, Jan.-Feb.
1957 (1964) 8778

States, Feb.-Mar. 1961 (1961) 10689

Floods—Continued
southern Idaho
and northeastern Nevada, Feb. 1962 (1964)

18118
summary of discharges, Feb. 1962 (1962)
7472

stages of surface streams, ground-water
movements and bank storage (1963)
19322

storms in Ohio River basin, meteorology
(1961) 16048

Tennessee River basin, Mar. 1963 (1964)
9856

Texas and adjacent States, Apr.-June 1957
(1963) 8352

TVA control operations (1961) 11636
United States

—

magnitude and frequency

—

Cumberland and Tennessee River basins
(1964) 4816

lower Mississippi River basin (1964)
4817

Maine to Connecticut (1964) 21359
New Mexico (1964) 18116
Ohio River basin except Cumberland and
Tennessee River basins (1965) 12553

Pacific slope basins in Oregon and lower
Columbia River basin (1964) 4818

Pacific slope basins. Wash (1964) 10658
St. Lawrence River basin (1965) 18218
Snake River basin (1964) 6822
south Atlantic slope basins, James River

to Savannah River (1964) 12521
upper Columbia River basin. Wash

(1964) 10658
Western Gulf of Mexico Basins (1965)

14419
Wyoming (1964) 6800

summaries (1962) 5307; (1964) 2429, 2431,
4803, 15962; (1965) 10996

title page and contents (1962) 5307
Upper French Broad River basin, Aug.

24-25, 1961 (1962) 1864
Utah, magnitude and frequency (1962) 15637

watershed protection and flood prevention
act

—

administration, hearing (1961) 19141
amend

—

hearing (1965) 8968

to authorize utility relocation costs,

report (1964) 6489; (1965) 10653
to increase capacity of flood-detention

structures

—

hearing (1963) 12005; (1964) 12114
report (1964) 10238

to permit new organizations to sponsor
works

—

hearings (1961) 16825
law (1961) 18575
reports (1961) 10466, 12318

as amended

—

State legislation status (1961) 9758
text (1962) 8659

see also names of rivers, etc.

Floodwater detention capacity of watershed
project structures, hearing (1965) 8968

Floor covering mills, census of manufactures
industry report (1961) 269

Floor coverings, installers, employment out-

look (1964) 7384
Floors and flooring:

care and maintenance. Post Office Dept. fa-

cilities handbook (1962) 18392
concrete, precast cellular, fire tests (1962)

10543
laminated hardwood block flooring, standard

of trade (1961) 5420; (1963) 7730
openings, comparison of State codes with

ASA standards, chart (1961) 1166
portable flooring protects finished surfaces.

etc (1964) 9556
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Floors and flooring—Continued

sound insulation (1965) 2931
errata (1965) 19957

wood floors for dwellings (1961) 17903
F^lora, Donald F.:

economic evaluation of potential European
pine shoot moth damage in ponderosa
pine region (1965) 12501

volume growth percent tables for Douglas-
tir trees (1965) 2179

Flora, see Plants.

Floral Park, N.Y., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 16383

Florence, Ala., census of housing, 1960, special

reports for local housing authorities

(1961) 13985
Florence, Oreg., ground water in coastal dune

area (1963) 5031
Flores, Adela M.. relief (1961) 10259, 14068,

14532
Flores, Joseph, nomination, hearing (1961)

1898

Florida:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural conservation handbook (1962)

1918
agriculture, prospects for more foreign

trade (remarks) (1962) 7433
annual surveys of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

18773; (1963) 4568; (1964) 6029
avocados

—

marketing, economic aspects (1963) 14869
and limes, improved loading methods for

truck shipments (1961) 6691
ripening and storage (1965) 16974

census, county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16280
census of agriculture, 1959. counties (1962)

4743
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15301
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5640
errata (1965) 13602

selected services, area statistics (1965)
7203

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7231

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4314

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
6775

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 9994
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1962) 252
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 18872
general characteristics (1961) 10064
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4770
number of inhabitants (1961) 5498

censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-

tions (1962)" 14969
geographic identification code scheme

(1961) 6858
central and southern

—

Boggv Creek, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 399
document edition (1963) 320

Comanche series and associated rocks in

subsurface (1965) 10987

Florida—Continued
central and southern—Continued
Cutler Drain area, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 407
document edition (1963) 318

Hendry County, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 12085
document edition (1963) 11755

South Dade County, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2184
document edition (1963) 2072

southwest Dade County, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 10759
document edition (1965) 10570

water-control project spillway structure,
model investigation (1964) 642

Chicora quadrangle, economic geology (1963)
20730

citrus

—

freeze damage report (1962) 10698
fruit

—

marketing (1962) 12900
piggyback transportation problems,

etc., interim report (1962) 14716
growers, FCIC information on crop insur-

ance (1961) 17233
shippers, coordinated marketing (1961)

16109
climate (1963) 3399
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1964) 19017
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
Coast Guard, inspection report (1964) 14012
construction industries (1963) 1451
county business patterns

—

activities covered by OASDI program
(1961) 11879, 204.39; (1963) 15052

Duncan grapefruit grown, variations in

quality (1961) 20
early potatoes, prepackaging at production

points (1963) 4358
east coast, lights and fog signals, list,

change (1965) 18650
eastern

—

coastal warning facilities chart (1963)
.3400; (1964) 5756; (196.5) 6986

storm warning facilities chart, 1961 (1961)
5165; (1962) 14688

electric rate book (1961) 12627; (1962) 15560;
(1964) 665, 15894; (1965) 14253

emergency loans to

—

nurserymen (1963) 6384
vegetable growers (1963) 6385

export trade potential (address) (1964) 8179
Federal-aid highways, permit toll charges

hearings (1961) 18973
fishery products, wholesale dealers, lists

(1964) 716, 19735
5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 11692, 15127
Four River Basins area, flood control, etc.,

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4856
document edition (1963) 4689

fresh grapefruit, competitive practices in

marketing (1964) 33
grapefruit, October test shipment from

Tampa to Hamburg, Germany (1963)
9533

harvesting sweet corn (1962) 12891
home buying opportunities $7,000-$15,000

(1964) 657
housing loans made under VA loan guaranty

program, inadequate management action
to collect debts resulting from default,

GAO report (1965) 4832
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 6239; (1964) 16571
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Florida—Continued
Lafayette and Suwannee River area, tourist

and recreational potential (1965) 5302
landings

—

fish and shellfish (1964) 3512, (1965) 3425,
10853

fishery products (1961) 3240, 10622; (1962)
3872, 13822; (1963) 3712, 12135, 15516;
(1965) 594

marketing vegetables, 1962 summary (1963)
18385

maturity in sugarcane varieties, progress
report (1965) 16934

middle judicial district, create

—

law (1962) 16788
reports (1961) 16968; (1962) 15250

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1961) 1202; (1962) 1608; (1963) 1212;
(1964) 1409; (1965) 1335, 19851

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3104

municipal water facilities (1964) 18909
inventory (1961) 6504

Murcott honey oranges, seasonal changes
(1962) 20426

northwest

—

coastal sands, humate (1965) 12536
structural clay products industry, redevel-
opment area A, feasibility study (1965)
7129

oranges

—

consumer acceptance with and without
color added (1962) 14752

forecasting quality and pounds-solids
(1964) 9911

pecan production, economic aspects (1964)
17900

phosphate

—

deposits, geology (1963) 8329, 20730
' rock slime, electro-dewatering tests (1964)

13127
slimes, chemical and physical beneficiation

(1963) 5490
application of statistical analysis in eval-

uating data (1964) 20502
pine plantations, tip moth damage (1963)

17497
pink shrimp, early development stages,

study (1962) 2491
plankton abundance in Naples red tide area

and associated hydrographic data (1961)
9151

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
15041

potatoes, preparing for market (1962) 12893
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program, 1961-62
(1963) 13856

quadricentennial, 5-cent commemorative
stamp (poster) (1965) 14973

red tide outbreak (1961) 9145
road department employees, relationship

with contractors

—

hearings (1961) 5753
report (1961) 18899

roads, right-of-way improvements, disposi-
tion

—

hearings (1961) 8856
report (1962) 4939

role in radiation control (speech) (1965) 1867

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16643
St. Augustine Quadricentennial Commission,

establish

—

law (1962) 16808
reports (1961) 19086; (1962) 15216

Florida—Continued
sale of phosphate rights to record owners of

surface (1965) 13847
sandstones and shales of Paleozoic age, pe-

trography (1963) 1,5613

shipping points, reducing costs of packing
mature-green tomatoes (1966) 10()68

south, unmanaged slash pine stands, yield

(1961) 19388
south range, effect of burning (1963) 10244
Southeast hurricane disaster relief act of

1965, report (1965) 19266
sweet orange seedlings decline, associated

with Thielaviopsis basicola (1963) 20270
Tabanidae, Diptera, general information

(1964) 16973
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10738

Tertiary echinoids from Caloosahatchee and
Tamiami formations (1963) 16560

territorial paper, 1839-45 (1962) 22604

timber, general information (1961) 17312
truck crops, marketing (1962) 12902
west coast

—

counts of red tide organisms, Gymnodi-
nium breve, and associated oceano-
graphic data 1957-59 (1961) 9149

distribution and seasonal occurrence of
Gymnodinium breve. 1954-57 (1965) 4773

women

—

labor laws, summary (1965) 1717
legal status (1965) 10009
workers, I960 data (1965) 7003

ZIP code directory (1963) 20033
Florida (barge):
admit to American registry (1962) 15186,

18934, 19208
Florida East Coast R.R.:

accidents (1961) 10723, 17358; (1962) 9606,
15699

emergency board report (1964) 6583
Florida Keys:

wildlife refuges, National Key Deer Refuge,
Great White Heron National Wildlife
Refuge, Key West National Wildlife
Refuge, general information (1965)
19630

woods and flora, capparaceae (1963) 21041
Florida Keys Aqueduct Commission, agree-

ment, change, hearing (1965) 17687
Florida State University, union (remarks)

(1965) 1951
Florin, Alvin A., epidemiological follow-up of

New Jersey radium cases (1965) 1839
Florists:

marketing flowers, credit and financing
problems, in 4 Iowa cities (1965) 8437

retail, bibliographv (1964) 16857
wholesale facilities for Boston (1963) 35

Florofl", Moni P., relief (1964) 15437, 17228,
17684

Flory, John A.:

characteristics of big citv industries (1964)
13661

growth and labor characteristics of manu-
facturing industries (1965) 145

iron and steel industry as related to area
redevelopment (1965) 7132

pertinent characteristics of disposable cup
industrv as related to area redevelop-
ment (1964) 11825

Flotation:
alkvl-dithiocarbamic acid amine salts as col-

lectors for sulfide lead slime (1963) 1232
anionic, silica from

—

goethitic iron-bearing materials, Cuyuna
Range, Minn (1963) 9128
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Flotation—Continued
anionic, silica from—Continued

iron ores, western Mesabi and Menominee
Range (1964) 9516

anionic-cationic, mica ores from Alabama
and North Carolina (1965) 6599

artificial magnetite concentrates, experimen-
tal upgrading (1964) 7433

barite-fluorspar ore (1963) 10948
from Tennessee (1964) 16641

bertrandite and phenacite from Mount
Wheeler, Nev., beryllium ore (1962) 1638

beryl

—

from northeastern pegmatites (1961) 9462
from spodumene mill tailing, Foote Miner-

al Co., Kings Mountain, N.C. (1964)
14748

calcareous scheelite ores (1964) 9503
California mica ore (1965) 18453
characteristics of reentry capsule (1961)

6376
coal

—

effect of temperature, laboratory investi-
gation (1961) 19883

effects of selected operating variables
(1962) 14434

separations, selectivities (1961) 2518
collectors for slimed lead minerals, poly-

ethoxylated amines effectiveness (1964)
9509

continuous, bertrandite and phenacite from
Mount Wheeler beryllium ores (1964)
9504

copper-nickel sulfide ores, tests (1961) 9482
enriching ferrous ores, Soviet plans (1962)

23684
froth—

(Colorado ferberite ores (1962) 1632
washability data of various Appalachian

coals using timed release analysis tech-
nique (1965) 16590

ground requirements for aircraft landing
gear (1965) 18045

hematite ores, northeast Birmingham, Ala
(1963) 3081

ilmenite, from Virginia saprolite and un-
weathered diorite ores (1963) 5498

iron ores at Ta-Ku Shan plant. Communist
China study (1963) 8990

kyanite-quartzite rock. Graves Mt. Ga
(1963) 16338

lead-zinc sulfides, fine-grained, from Idaho
and Washington State (1961) 13446

limestone, effect of ions common to natural
water (1963) 9121

manganese ores stockpiled at Deming, N.
Mex., and Wenden, Ariz., studies (1963)
1242

magnetic, method of iron ore concentration,
used at Olenegorsk Mill, economic effec-
tiveness, USSR study (1962) 22176

ore, possibilities for applying fish oils (1961)
2001

selective, barite-fluorspar ores from Kentuc-
ky (1963) 9120

siegenite in complex sulfide table middling
from southeast Missouri (1963) 5475

spodumene from pegmatites of Cleveland
County, N.C. (1962) 22515

tertiary amine, of zinc silicate from Mis-
souri (1961) 19884

titanium minerals from Roseland anortho-
site near Roseland, Nelson County, Va
(1962) 10467

treatment of iron ore tailing from Champion
mine, Marquette Range, Mich (1964)
20.508

unoxidized manganiferous material from
Cuyuna Range, Minn (1961) 9487

Page 844

Flounders:
industry. New Bedford, Mass.

—

marketing study (1965) 5577
technical study (1964) 17028

jellied from Gulf of Mexico, report (1962) 579

Pacific, application of radiation-pasteuri-
zation processes (1964) 19250; (1965)
135.30

annual report (1963) 18595
Flour:

cereal and related products, definitions and
standards (1964) 10643

domestic wheat flour bulletin (1965) 3319
export wheat flour bulletin (1965) 3342
U.S. exports under Government programs

(1961) 12686; (1962) 7432; (1963) 4977;
(1964) 14290; (1965) 16230

unnecessary cost from donations of flour
instead of wheat because of inflexible

policy etc., GAO report (1965) 6308
wheat, American surplus commodities, sales

to Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
(1963) 18812

Flour beetles, see Beetles.
Flour mills:

products, current industrial reports (1961)
2989, 10017; (1962) 3736, 9040; (1963)
3574, 5994; (1964) 3390, 13755; (1965)
3273, 13621

products, industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1963) 1168
document edition (1963) 273

Flow:
about flat-top wing-body configurations, so-

lutions (1963) 5510
air

—

along axis of direct-current electric arc,

enthalpy distribution (1962) 18276
blast loading on airfoil in Mach number

0.7 airflow, experimental investigation
(1963) 7263

equilibrium, constant entrophv properties
(1961) 4886

flow properties in equilibrium and frozen
flows in hvpervelocity nozzles, charts
(1961) 9548"

high-enthalpy, real-gas, generated wnth
flow times of about 180 milliseconds in

Ames 1-foot hvpervelocity shock tunnel
(1962) 22564

injection through discrete slots, reduction
in turbulent skin friction on flat plate
(1965) 1446

inlet distortions, factors controlling (1961)
1263

into partially-cased snow trench (1964)
19650

isothermal

—

into partially cased rectangular snow
trench (1965) 19576

isothermal
through snow of variable permeability

(1964) 19649A
nonequilibrium, applicability of model for

chemically reacting nitrogen-oxygen
mixtures (1965) 16706

pressure distributions on blunt cylinders
at hypersonic speeds (1963) 20991

properties in equilibrium and frozen flows

in hypervelocity nozzles, charts, errata
(1963) 3117

secondary, effects on annular base force
of supersonic airplane (1963) 5515

vibrations in tube clusters of boiler as-

semblies, USSR study (1965) 11282
alluvial channels, bed roughness effect on

depth-discharge rtlations (1962) 9743
angles, measurements in vicinity of 2 lifting

configurations at Mach no. 2.01 (1963)
11035
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Flow—Continued
angularity, measuring at supersonic and

hypersonic speeds with use of conical

probe (1961) 19965
annular, without liquid entrainment (1963)

18572
asymmetric transonic, past sharp leading

edge, study (1961) 4957
axial-flow compressors

—

aerodynamic design (1965) 9635
rotor with inlet hub-tip radius ratio of

essentially zero, design and investiga-
tion (1962) 10483

use of single turning vane to eliminate
flow separation in space-limited 90° in-

take elbow (1965) 16671
with inlet rotor, high performance de-

signed for 37.5 pounds per second per
square foot of frontal area (1961) 2561

with hub-tip ratio of 0.75 and blades hav-
ing NACA A2 I8b mean lines, transonic
investigation (1961) 6350

axial, hub-tip radius ratio rotor designed for

40 pounds per second per square foot
with design tip diffusion factor of 0.20,

investigation (1963) 5559
axial inlet-guide-vane angle effect on

—

blade vibration and rotating stall of com-
pressor in turbojet engine (1961) 9503

performance characteristics of compressor
in turbojet engine (1961) 9504

axial pump

—

stage designed by blade-element theory-
blade-element data, performance (1962)
1685

2-stage, with tandem-row inlet stage, de-

sign and performance (1965) 13043
axial 13-stage compressor, effects of inter-

stage air bleed on performance charac-
teristics (1961) 9506

axial turbines, single state with downstream
stator, effects of low Reynolds number
operation on performance (1962) 12427

axial 2-stage turbine with downstream sta-

tor performance, experimental (1961)
2545

axially symmetric deLaval nozzle, Fortran
program to calculate flow field (1965)
5182

axisymmetric

—

free jets, experimental and theoretical
studies (1961) 4954

internal-compression inlet, M-2.75 (1961)
8018

B-52 flow field, aerodynamic characteristics
of X-15 airplane in (1963) 5539

base, characteristics for 4-clustered rocket
configurations (1962) 1683

base region of axisymmetric and
2-dimensional configurations (1961) 6412,
19989

behind axisymmetric shock waves, constant
density approximations (1961) 9597

boiling

—

fluid, and heat transfer studies, progress
report (1961) 5394

photographic study (1964) 8063
regimes, and critical heat flux, investiga-

tion, final report (1965) 17113

boundary-layer

—

free-convection, stability (1964) 3032
on yawed cylinders at Mach no. 4.15 and

high Reynolds nos (1962) 12513
separation over bodies of revolution with

conical tail flares (1961) 9497
similar 3-dimensional (1961) 8038
vapor over flow over flat plate, film con-
densation with and without body force
(1961) 8022

Flow—Continued
bow-wave profiles of blunt bodies, correla-

tion study (1962) 8508
capacities of stacks in sanitary drainage

systems for buildings (1961) 13548
cavity, symposium (1961) 4998
characteristics about thin wings of low as-

pect ratio determined from surface pres-

sure measurements (1961) 17700
choking 2-phase flow literature summary

and idealized design solutions for hydro-
gen, nitrogen, oxygen, and refrigerants
12 and 11 (1963) 18191

clinging, ventilated phenomenon, investiga-
tion (1963) 20206

compressible

—

boundary layer on yawed cylinder with
transpiration cooling (1961) 1327

effect of uniform longitudinal strain rate
on weak homogeneous turbulence (1965)
9732

penetration of arbitrary pressure in isen-

tropic case, USSR study (1962) 2662
pressure penetration below surface, inves-

tigation, USSR study (1961) 983
unsteady motion of wing of finite span

(1961) 9608
compressibility effects on fluid entrainment

by turbulent mixing layers (1965) 1395
control valve, independent of pressure drop

(1965) 9663
controlled, for ground effect machines (1963)

5758
criteria for extending streamflow records by

correlation (1963) 5023
curved jet (1965) 15106
distribution, use of arbitrary quasi-

orthogonals for calculating on blade-
to-blade surface in turbomachine (1965)
11479

duration measurements in low-pressure
shock tube, evaluation (1962) 12465

effect on nose bluntness and controlled
roughness, on 2 hypersonic inlet center
bodies without cowling at Mach 5.98

(1965) 14834
effects of fine sediment on flow phenomena

(1963) 10295
ejector pumping characteristics for hot and

cold primary flow (1963) 5514
equations

—

exponential and linear diffusivity func-
tions, power series solutions (1963) 1629

isentropic and plane shock flows of mix-
tures of undissociated planetary gases
(1965)8131

equilibrium

—

and frozen, of carbon dioxide across plane
shock waves, charts (1965) 16627

properties of carbon dioxide in hyperveloc-
ity nozzles (1965) 8054

sonic-flow method for evaluating electric-

arc air-heater performance (1964) 9574
evaluation in arc-heated hypersonic wind

tunnel (1964) 14877
exhaust backflow from simulated cluster of 3

wide-spaced rocket nozzles in near-space
environment (1965) 18566

facilities available for investigation at In-

stitute for Applied Aerodynamics of

Technical University, Dresden, East
Germany (1963) 16012

field instability in presence of buffeting by
partial-mode model technique, detection
(1965) 6737

fields

—

calculation from bow-wave profiles for
downstream region of blunt-nosed circu-

lar cylinders in axial hypersonic flight

(1962) 1689
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Flow—Continued
of blunted cones at hypersonic Mach num-

bers, investigations (1965) 16704
flood-control tunnel 10, Fort Randall Dam

(1963) 13886

flow

—

and heat transfer between heated plates

of finite lenjyth in free-molecule flow en-

vironment (1964) 21766
over oscillating airfoil models at Mach
number 7.0 in helium (1962) 3357

fluid-
amplification of jet attachment distance as

function of adjacent wall off'set and an-

gle (1964) 5628
basic studies, quarterly progress report

(1961) 220
dynamic response of long hydraulic line,

experimental determination (1961) 2583
electrically conductive, in plane magneto-
hydrodynamic channel (1964) 20630

electromechanical flowmeter accurately
monitors (1965) 16661

high-velocity, effect on bending vibrations,

etc., of pipe (1965) 14823
hydrogen properties, formulation and digi-

tal coding (1963) 12854
movement in earth materials (series)

(1961) 12793-794; (1962) 11891, 21833;
(1964) 4789

performance of boiling water reactors,

effects of ship's motion, experimental
and analog results (1961) 18040

potential-flow analysis of unsteady out-

flow from tank and effect on dynamics of

fluid system (1962) 16036
forced convection, prediction of critical heat

flux (1963) 14976
formulation and numerical evaluation of set

of 2-phase flow equations modelling cool-

down process (1965) 5259
free- molecule

—

flux patterns resulting, through converg-
ing and diverging slots (1964) 20581

in converging and diverging tubes and
slots, numerical solutions (1964) 13244

free stieam properties, laminar skin-friction

and heat transfer parameters for flat

plate, errata (1962) 10495
frozen boundary layers, regime in stagna-

tion region of blunt reentry todies
(1961)9601

'frozen nozzle, of carbon dioxide, charts
(1965) 14757

fuel, simplified theory of dynamic relation of

ramjet pressures (1963) 7231
gas—

at high supersonic speeds, USSR study
(1961) 10834

effect on
heat release of burning liquid drops in

rocket combustor (1963) 9153
nitrogen atom surface recombination

(1961) 19982
in channels in presence of heat transfer

(1965) 19948
spiral motion between cylinders in pres-

ence of magnetic field (1964) 20628
ground water

—

dispersion through heterogeneous materi-
als (1963) 10288

Snake River Plain, analysis (1962) 9744
heat transfer

—

and boundary-layer transition of highly
polished hemisphere-cone in free flight

(1961) 6342
and pressure drop for gas flowing through

set of multiple parallel flat plates at

high temperatures, analysis (1962) 3375

Flow—Continued
heat transfer—Continued

characteristics of blunt two- and
three-diiTiensional bodies at supersonic
speeds (1961) 9495

for laminar non-Newtonian flow in circu-

lar tube with variable circumferential
wall temperature or heat flux (1965)
6725

on lifting surfaces of 60° delta wing at

angle of attack for Mach number 1.98

(1961) 6336
to electrically conducting fluid flowing in

channel with transverse magnetic field

(1961) 17720
helium at Mach number range from 40 to

100, ideal-gas tables for use in analysis
(1962) 12479

high-enthalpy short-duration hypersonic
gas, expansion tube for producing (1963)

5614
high-speed, calculation of laminar heat

transfer on bodies with yaw and large
pressure gradient (1961) 4923

hypersonic

—

conical flow parameters for air in thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, approximate calcu-
lation (1964) 7504

fields about cylinders, parametric study
(1964) 14875

frozen dissociated, heat transfer to sur-

faces of finite catalytic activity (1961">

4884
induced pressures and shock shapes on

blunt cones (1964) 9584
magnetohydrodynamics with or without
blunt body (1964) 16656

parameters for helium as real gas (1963)
9164

shock-heated, parameters as function of

flight velocity and altitude (1964) 14900
turbulent skin-friction and heat-transfer

coefficients for inclined flat plate

—

(1961) 9604
errata (1962) 3350

viscous shock wave of nonequilibrium dis-

sociating gas (1961) 21252
idealized wind profiles applicable for study

of vehicle performance between 60 km
and 80 km altitude. Cape Canaveral, Fla
(1961)4903

incompressible nonviscous blade-to-blade,

through pump rotor with splitter vanes
(1962) 12459

induced, of electrically conducting liquid in

rectangular duct by electric and mag-
netic fields of finite extent (1961) 4882

inlet flow distortion, use of rotating rotor at

cowl face of supersonic conical inlet to

reduce (1961) 17703
inlet noise studies for axial-flow single-stage

compressor (1965) 6689
instabilities of boiling liquid (1965) 6623
interference from upstream body, heat

transfer to unswept cylinder (1961)
19968

internal, 2-stage turbine with downstream
stator(1961) 2556

jet effects on cylindrical afterbodies housing
sonic and supersonic nozzles which ex-

haust against supersonic stream at an-

gles of attack from 90° to 180° (1962)

10500
jet plumes, effects over cone-cylinder-flare

bodies (1962) 6280
jet pluming, effect on static stability of

cone-cylinder-flare configurations at

Mach number of 9.65 (1962) 20137
Knudsen flow entering circular tube through

orifice (1964) 7521
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Flow—Continued
Lagrangian characteristics of turbulence

(1961) 10836
laminar

—

and turbulent boundary layer around
2-dimensional and axisymmetric bodies
with suction or blowing, calculation

(1964) 21910
and turbulent, hydrogen over parallel

tungsten plates (1964) 18763
boundary-layer separation induced by

flores on cylinders (1965) 5208
coaxial streams of greatly different densi-

ties, numerical solutions of problem of

mixing (1963) 7251
combined forced and free laminar convec-

tion in vertical tube (1962) 3363
compressible viscous fluid in pipe acceler-

ated by axial body force application to

magnetogasdynamics (1961) 8036
heat-generating fluid in rectangular chan-

nels, temperature distribution (1965)
18580

hypersonic airplanes, prospects (1962)
12411

incompressible fluids, heat transfer (1963)
5577

instability problem due to heating
para-hydrogen in long, slender tubes,

steady-state analysis (1964) 7507
observation on air-launched 15° cone-

cylinder at local Reynolds numbers
to 50x106 at peak Mach number of 6.75

(1961) 9507
on blunted cone-cylinder in free flight,

observations (1961) 17675
laminar slip

—

between parallel plates at unequal temper-
atures, heat transfer characteristics
(1965) 16712

heat transfer in parallel-plate channel or
round tube with uniform wall heating
(1964) 16704; (1965) 5162

heat transfer of rarefied gas between par-
allel plates with unsymmetrical wall
heat flux (1964) 16719

rarefied gas in parallel-plate channel etc.,

writh uniform wall temperature heat
transfer characteristics (1964) 21770

linearized supersonic nonequilibrium flow
past arbitrary boundary (1962) 14490

liquid, transverse dispersion through porous
media (1962) 11691

low-density plasma, direct velocity measure-
ments (1963) 11060

mass-flow-rate measurements in high-

temperature subsonic streams, enthalpy
(1965) 18563

measurement in well bores, inethods (1962)
21837

mixed, past blunt bodies at transonic speeds
(1963) 5561

mixing coaxial streams of dissimilar fluids

including energy-generation terms,
analysis (1964) 9572

modified method of integral relations for
supersonic nonequilibrium flow over
wedge (1965) 6708

modulator using piezoelectric crystal as
driving element (1961) 15779

molecular, influence of opposing slits from
isothermal enclosure (1965) 18545

nonequilibrium, over pointed bodies, applica-
tion of Dorodnitsyn's integral method
(1963) 16406

nonuniform, effects on performance of elec-

trothermal thrustors (1963) 12866
nonviscous, through pump impeller on

blade-to-blade surface of revolution
(1962) 8505

Flow—Continued
nonwetting condensing, mercury vapor in

constant-diameter tube, pressure drop in

1-G and zero-gravity environment (1965)
13019

oblique-shock, ideal-gas tables for parame-
ters in air (1964) 9592

one-dimensional, total enthalpy with various
gases (1964) 7549

open-channel

—

design charts (1961) 17803
laboratory studies (series) (1961) 12804

oscillations

—

effect on heat transfer (1963) 5615
energy flow as criterion for mechanism's

vibration, USSR study (1965) 19749
heat-transfer and boundary-layer behav-

ior (1965) 2879
parallel, vibration of fuel rods (1963) 9676

parameter model, digital distributed, analy-

sis of unsteady flow in liquid filled lines

(1965) 9734
parameters, charts for conical and

2-dimensional oblique-shock flow in heli-

um at Mach numbers from about 1 to

100 (1961) 13510
partial-span jet-augmented flap model at low

speed, wind tunnel investigation (1961)

9583
perfect gas about blunt-nosed bodies, com-

parison of experimental and numerical
results (1962) 22562

precipitation of aerosol particles in case of

subcritical Stokes numbers, USSR study
(1965) 14501

propagation of plane acoustic waves in ra-

diating gas (1963) 12889

properties

—

about blunt bodies moving at supersonic
speeds in equilibrium gas, numerical
analysis (1964) 16725

of thermally perfect carbon dioxide and
nitrogen mixtures, tables (1964) 11361

radial-flow

—

Hall current magnetohydrodynamic gener-
ator, analysis (1965) 16708

off-design performance prediction with
experimental verification for radial-

inflow turbine (1965) 5214
rates from cylindrical tubes in free-molecule

and slip flows, and efflux patterns, meas-
urements (1964) 20606

reactor studies, full scale model tests (1962)
8960

real-gas

—

effects in critical-flow-through nozzles and
tabulated thermodynamic properties
(1965) 5172

hypersonic-nozzle, parameters for nitro-

gen in thermodynamic equilibrium (1963)
20997

recovery factor and analytical solution of

conical flow field for 20° included angle
cone at Mach numbers 4.6 and 6.0 (1961)
11401

relaxing gas around thin cone of revolution
(1965) 16726

resistance and sediment transport, Rio
Grande near Bernalillo, N. Mex. (1964) 10

648
river ice and shifts, USSR studies (1964)

18288
satellite, frequency in formation of cavita-

tion in, USSR study (1962) 1264
saturated vapor, determining velocity of

average-size condensate drop (1965)

13058
secondary fields embedded in hypersonic

shock layers (1962) i2500
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Flow—Continued
secondary flow study, 0.6 hub-tip radius ra-

tio transonic turbine

—

low-velocity-turning stater and standard
rotor, performance and design (1962)
12413

rotor loss patterns as determined by
hot-wire anemometers (1962) 12416

standard turbine, performance and design
(1962) 12412

stator configurations designed to eliminate
blade wakes, etc (1962) 12414

separated and reattached, heat transfer in

regions (1963) 10980
separation due to rocket jet pluming effect

on aircraft dynamic stability during
atmospheric exit (1961) 13490

separation studies for 2-dimensional wedges
and curved surfaces at Mach nos. of 4.8

to 6.2 (1962) 6286
shear, turbulent temperature fluctuations

and 2-dimensional heat transfer (1965)
1465

shock-initiated, charts for analysis of isem-
tropic 1-dimensional expansions in equi-

librium real air (1964) 11420
similarity solutions for small cross flows in

laminar compressible boundary layers
(1962) 23998

errata (1963) 11088
sinusoidally perturbed

—

in line including 90° elbow with flexible

supports, study (1962) 16037
liquid in line, effect of closed-end side

branch (1963) 18148
slipstream, tilt-wing VTOL models operating

near ground (1962) 20145
small drainage basin flood peaks, inflow-

outflow-reservoir storage (1962) 9748
smooth rectangular channel, resistance

coefficients and velocity distribution
(1961) 12804

springs in southwestern Wisconsin (1963)
6508

stability of

—

gas-solids suspensions, final report (1965)
13506

two-fluid wheel flows (1965) 14816
steady, through nonhomogeneous aquifers,

calculation of resistance and error in

electric analog (1963) 5032
steam-water

—

effect of heat addition in empirical corre-
lation of void fractions (1963) 1282

empirical relation for predicting void frac-
tion (1962) 6300

streams, low-flow characteristics in Missis-
sippi embayment (1965) 732

structure within constant pressure com-
pressible turbulent jet mixing region
(1963) 11076

studies of flow in alluvial channels (series)

(1962) 9743; (1963) 10295; (1964) 4799,
10648

subcooled water under conditions of zero
gravity, instabilitv effect on 2-phase
heat transfer (1964*) 21771

subsonic

—

continuum and slip flow, hot-wire heat-loss
characteristics and anemometry (1961)
6401

finite wings, integral equation relating
general time-dependent lift and down-
ward distributions (1963) 3141

mode shapes and pressure distributions at
flutter for highly tapered horizontal tail

(1962) 12449
vortex movements about wing undergoing
large angle-of-attack change in

blast-induced gust (1962) 12471

Flow—Continued
supersonic

—

aerodynamic characteristics of

—

bodies having circular, elliptical, etc.,

cross sections and same longitudinal
distribution of cross-sectional area
(1961) 1268

body near tip of circular-arc wing (1962)
10492

aerodynamic heating of aircraft compo-
nents (1961) 6335

aeroelastic loads and deflections of thin
45° delta wing (1961) 21229

around blunt bodies, accompanied by de-

tached shock wave, computing (1965)
6762

around right circular cones

—

small angle of attack, tables (1964)
14796

zero angle of attack, tables (1964) 11360
zero yaw in air as perfect gas, correla-

tion graphs (1964) 14872
calculated effects of body shape on
bow-shock over pressures in far field of
bodies (1961) 13542

inlets, computer program for calculating
(1965) 14832

effects of roughness on stagnation-point
heat transfer at Mach no. 2, stagnation
temperature 3,530°F. and Reynolds no.

2.5x106 per foot (1961) 4867
expanded to 5th power of frequency, veloc-

ity potential and forces on oscillating
slender bodies (1962) 12466

external-internal compression inlet with
abrupt internal turning at Mach nos. 3.0

to 2.0, performance (1961) 6319
external, overexpanded performance of

conical nozzles with and without (1963)
5558

flight performance of Cajun rocket motor
(1961) 9516

force, moment, and pressure-distribution
characteristics of rectangular wings at

high angles of attack and supersonic
speeds (1961) 9494

friction and pressure drag of boundary-
layer diverter systems (1962) 12428

ideal gas around blunt two-diniensional
bodies, numerical solutions (1961) 15774

inclined bodies of various cross sections,

aerodynamic characteristics (1961)

13494
inlets

—

double-ramp side, investigation (1961)

1258
efficient angle-of-attack operation using

pivoting-cowl-and-spike technique
(1961) 6322

jet exhaust and Reynolds number effects

upon flow over vertical stabilizer and
rudder (1961) 6327

jet stream interaction effects on annular
base pressure and temperature (1962)

18304
linearized slender-body theory (1961) 9599
low-density plasma, ionization and deioni-

zation processes in decay region (1961)

7998
nonequilibrium, past wedges and cones,

application of integral relations, method
(1964) 18794

past angle of incidence of delta wings and
elliptic cones with subsonic leading
edges, USSR study (1961) 10889

perfect gas over bodies of revolution at

small angles ofyaw (1964) 16702
phenomena over bodies at high angles of

attack at Mach number of 2.01 (1961)
9513
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Flow—Continued
spiked blunt bodies (1961) 16132
store side forces attached to configura-

tions, theoretical prediction (1962) 6258
translating-double-cone axisymmetric in-

lets with cowl projected areas 40 and 20
percent (1961) 17678

turbulent boundary layer, heat transfer to

surfaces and protuberances (1961) 4868
twin-duct side-intake system with

2-dimensional double-shock inlets, evalu-
ation (1961) 1256

2-dimensional and axisymmetric nonequili-
brium flow, theoretical studies (1964)
13250

upwash characteristics at several stations
on blunted cone-frustum-cylinder model
at Mach numbers from 1.60 to 4.65
(1962) 1666

use of cones as stabilizing and control
surfaces at hypersonic speeds (1961)
4862

theoretical performance of electrostatic
thrustors with analytic space-charge
flows (1964) 9617

three-dimensional, around blunt bodies

—

by supersonic stream of perfect gas (1965)
"5238

with allowance for equilibrium physico-
chemical reactions (1965) 2924

three-dimensional to wells and its applica-
tion to unconfined aquifiers, electric ana-
log (1963) 2353

three-percent-thick 60° delta-wing-body com-
bination (1961) 11413

through nozzle, calculations (1964) 13250
transonic

—

fields surrounding hot and cold sonic jets

(1961) 8035
pressure distributions on wings of finite

span for Mach numbers near 1, theoreti-
cal prediction (1961) 11436

transparent gas in tube with sinusoidal axi-

al wall heat flux distribution, effects of
radiation and forced convection (1962)
23991

transverse gas, breakup of liquid jet in

(1964) 18755
turbomachine, distribution in meridional

plane, use of quasi-orthogonals for cal-

culating (1965) 2894
turbulence in ground-water flow (1964) 6805
turbulent—

air-bromine coaxial-flow experiment, corre-
lation (1964) 7524

airflow in transverse rectangular notch-
es (1965) 1461
errata (1965) 9692

boundary layer, effects of transpiration
through angled slots on development
(1964) 21909

mass transfer

—

in liquid streams (1963) 11561
through orifice of chamber (1963) 10457

pressure loss and heat transfer (1961) 167
shear flow, wave-guide model (1965) 18483
surface finishes, heat transfer rate to se-

ries of 20° cones at Mach number of

4.95, errata (1961) 21207
wall pressure fluctuations in cylindrical

pipe, measurements of longitudinal
space-time correlations (1963) 11263

two-dimensional and axisymmetric

—

with free-stream Mach number 1 in choked
wind tunnel, simulation study (1961)
1328

supersonic, over blunt-nosed and flared

bodies, numerical methods and computer
programs (1965) 16705

Flow—Continued
two-fluid single phase gas mixture, density

profile, establishment (1965) 19886
two-phase

—

annular flow in vertical pipe, stability

(1965) 13067
annular of various types, analysis (1963)

18572
gas-liquid flow patterns, literature survey

(1961) 11809
in vertical tube with heat addition, visual

study (1963) 5586
loops, stability, and response to ship's

motion (1961) 16185
2d joint USAEC-EURATOM meeting, pro-
ceedings (1965) 13492

uniform coplanar flow with arbitrary direc-

tion effect on flutter of flat rectangular
panels, theoretical analysis (1962) 6293

unsteady airflows, device for direct measure-
ment (1965) 9976

vapor condensing at high velocities in small
straight tubes, heat transfer studies
(1964) 21736

velocity, thermal flowmeter for measuring in

well (1962) 23593
venturi, effects of air content and water puri-

ty on liquid tension at incipient cavita-
tion (1963) 9146

vertical, oil and gas mixtures in

small-diameter siphon-type flowstrings
(1965) 18455

vibrational-nonequilibrium, of nitrogen in

hypersonic nozzles (1963) 12880
errata (1964) 14837

viscous

—

effects on balanced jets in ground proximi-
ty (1964) 1636

in inlets (1961) 1252
over flat plate, asymptotic expansions for
singular perturbation problems (1963)
14572

over spiked-nose hemisphere cylinder at
Mach number of 6.8, errata (1961) 6365

unsteady vortex motion toward center
(1965) 18574

visualization

—

compressible fluids (1963) 14637
techniques in helium (1963) 9183
techniques used in full-scale flight tests

(1964) 20858
vortex, prediction of effects on loading,

forces, and moments of slender aircraft
(1961) 21250

Flow of water, see Hydraulics.
Flow-through porous electrodes for redox cou-

ples (1964) 7664
Flower induction and stimulation in western

white pine (1963) 13989
Flowers, Robbie L., soil survey, Fayette Coun-

ty, Tenn (1964) 16867
Flowers:
cut

—

shipped from California, transit tempera-
tures (1962) 4465

production and sales, 1963 and 1964 (1965)
11730

growing flowering annuals (1963) 16741;
(1965) 4105

insects, control (1962) 16275; (1964) 19063
marketing, credit and financing problems in

4 Iowa cities (1965) 8437
national flower or floral emblem, designat-

ing, hearing (1964) 14005
stock, treated with benzylaminopurine, qual-

ity and respiration rates (1964) 13560
transcontinental cut-flower shipments,

transit times and temperature (1963)

5833
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Flowers—Continued
see also Horticulture

—

also names or classes
of flowers.

Flowmeters:
catheter-tip, for nieasurement of coronary

arterial flood flow (1964) 17011
electromechanical flow meter accurately

monitors fluid flow (1965) 16661
for measuring: ground water seepage from

road cuts (1964) 10589
liquid-hydrogen, calibration facility, prelimi-

nary calibrations (1961) 21210
low gas-rate, instrument calibration (1965)

9679
measurement in well bores, methods (1962)

21837
meter accurately measures flow of

low-conductivity fluids (1964) 13174
rugged, ball bearing used in design (1965)

2849
strain-wire, fast response time (1965) 18520
thermal, for measuring velocity of flow in

well (1962) 23593
thermoelectric heat, construction (1965)

18919
Flows through financial intermediaries (1964)

12404
Floyd, Patrick, relief (1961) 10407; (1962) 9201,

11251
Floyd, Ga., railroad accident (1961) 4348
Flue-cured tobacco, see Tobacco.
Flue dust:

alkali content of fly ash, effectiveness in
preventing expansion of concrete (1963)
13890

frost heave characteristics of slag-fly
ash-lime base-course mixture (1963)
12086

particles, nature and distribution of various
sizes (1962) 5140

Fluent handling material, see Handling equip-
ment.

Fluffed maple products, new use for maple sir-

up (1963) 1640
Fluhr, F.R.:

four-frequencv master radar console (1964)
5590

four-frequencv radar master console II

(1965) 13123
symmetry pattern recognition system 2

(196.3) 18228
Fluid amplifier handbook (1963) 9312-13
Fluid amplifier symbols, nomenclature, and

specification (1965) 5101
Fluid amplifiers:

amplification

—

review of U.S. Govt, reports (1965) 11526
symposium, 1965 proceedings (1965) 20003

application studies (1965) 2831
bibliography (1965) 7331
dynamic characteristics, analytical investi-

gations (1965) 14733-34
state of the art

—

bibliography (1964) 21726
research and development, fluid amplifiers
and logic (1964) 21725

Fluid bearings, see Bearings (machinery).
Fluid bed processes, see Fluidization.
Fluid flow, see Flow.
Fluid fuels, see Liquid fuels.

Fluid-level indicator for liquified gases, E^ast
Germany (1962) 6120

Fluid mechanics, see Mechanics (science).

Fluid movement in earth materials (series)
(1961) 12793-794; (1962) 11691, 21833;
(1964) 4789, 19785; (1965) 728, 2242

Fluid-pressure measurement apparatus uses
short-length manometer tubes (1965)
6644

Fluid-pressure meter can be calibrated with-
out removal from flow line (1964) 9559

Fluid process, particle-fluid interactions, sym-
posium (1961) 3810

Fluidization:
chlorination of titaniferous slags and ores

(1964) 1436
fluidized-bed thermal coal dryers, fire and

explosion hazards (1965) 9569
organic coating using fluidized bed technique

(1963) 20014
zone, use with pilot-scale fluidized-coal feed-

er (1964) 16638
Fluidized-bed coating with plastics, technology

and potential for military applications
(1964) 6551

Fluidized bed reactors:
gypsum, decomposition (1963) 19859
sulfatization of manganiferous carbonate

slates (1963) 16330
Fluidized conveying of seed (1965) 5523
Fluids:

bibliography (1961) 9979
biological, procedures for graphic recording

of quantity, USSR study (1965) 14521
caloric cost and fluid and electrolytic bal-

ance in simulated subarctic survival
situations (1964) 19140

conductive

—

flow in plane magnetohydrodynamic chan-
nel (1964) 20630

movement in plane channel, problems con-
cerning (1964) 20629

confined, behavior when subjected to nonuni-
form source and wall heating (1964)
1476

density, coaxial capacitor used to determine
(1965) 18516

determining enthalpies, survey of experimen-
tal methods (1965) 5075

fluid amplifications

—

basic principles (1963) 11197
flow visualization, compressible fluids

(1963) 14637
fluid flip flops and counter (1963) 16472

heat-generating, laminar flow in rectangular
channels, temperature distribution
(1965) 18580

hydraulic

—

all-weather brake fluid development, 1st

interim report (1963) 18264
brake

—

corrosion inhibitor (1963) 21064
require meeting certain specifications,

hearings (1961) 14482
safety standards, establish

—

law" (1962) 18999
reports (1962) 9364, 19314

effects in spontaneous heating of coal

(1963) 10954
fire-resistant, for underground use, recent
developments (1961) 21171

high temperature fire-resistant (1965)
18612

improved fluid control valve extends dia-

phragm life (1965) 9689

incompressible, heat transfer in laminar
flows (1963) 5577

low-conductivity, meter accurately measures
flow (1964) 13174

low-viscosity, journal bearings of various
materials, evaluation (1965) 1454

mechanism, oscillations in circular cylindri-

cal ring tank filled with liquid, theory
4901

multiphase

—

in porous media, theories pertinent to

hydrologic studies (1964) 4789
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Fluids—Continued
mixtures, application of Burnett method of

compressibility determinations (1963)
14524

non-Newtonian, viscous, similar solutions of

boundary layer equations for flows

(1964) 11396
. errata (1964) 14849
organic

—

heat transfer, studies (1962) 6365
radiation stability, progress report (1963)
4493

resonant, nonlinear, nonplanar, free surface
oscillations in tank (1963) 11073

spiraled channels improve heat transfer
(1965) 18511

vented piston seal prevents leakage between
2 chambers (1965) 2842

Flukes:
Alaria alata (Dunker's muscle-fluke) experi-

mental transmission to apes. East Ger-
man study (1962) 7797

index, catalogue, Trematoda and trematode
diseases (1963) 16716; (1964) 7898; (1965)
21, 18866

Strigeoidea of fishes and their life cycles
(1961) 564

see also Liver flukes.

Flumes:
critical depth, measuring runoff from semi-

arid rangelands, field performance (1963)
9541

studies using medium sand (1961) 9257
trapezoidal models at San Dimas, study

(1965) 2170
Fluro, John A., controlling mosquitoes in your

home and on your premises (1965) 11841
Fluorenylenebisacetamide, N, N'-2, 7-., carcino-

genicity (1961) 13554
Fluorescence:

acridine dyes, determination of degree of
spiralization of transport RNA (1964)
2889

analysis in agriculture, USSR study (1965)
2746

anthracene compounds, mechanism of effect

of aromatic amines on fluorescence and
photochemical oxidation (1963) 10778

antibodies

—

influenza and rickettsial diseases research,
USSR articles (1963) 15845

use of microbiological research, USSR
study (1963) 16252

bacterioscopic diagnosis of tuberculosis,
USSR study (1963) 12520

circulating blood of human eye method of
photographing (1961) 3738

detection

—

of group A streptococci in throat cultures
by immunofluorescence (1963) 12987

view box, description (1961) 8329
excitation using isotopic X-ray emission

(1965) 15249
fluorescent pigments, as marks for shrimp,

evaluation (1965) 14342
K. yield determination by proportional-

counter spectrometry (1961) 13550
paraagglutinating E. coli strains ability to

stain by fluorescent sera of different
specificity, USSR study (1963) 12370

photographic X-ray, data for fixed-crystal
cameras (1965) 11591

processing bacteriological preparations with
fluorescent antibodies, USSR study
(1963) 12494

specific brightness of bacteria stained with
fluorescent antibodies, criteria, USSR
study (1963) 17689

Fluorescence—Continued
staining dysenteric bacteria with aid of an-

tibodies marked with fluorescent sub-
stance, Bulgarian study (1962) 7852

temperature effect on luminance (1961) 1372
ultraviolet, of muscles, USSR study (1963)

12377
use in microbiological studies, USSR studies

(1963) 15862
using fluorescent antibodies for accelerated

diagnosis of typhoid fever and paraty-
phoids, USSR study (1963) 12492

X-ray-
fluorescence camera (1965) 6837
spectrometry, report, July 1964-June 1965

(1965) 19962
Fluorescent antibodies and microbiology (sur-

vey), USSR (1963) 14095
Fluorescent lamps, see EHectric lamps.
Fluorescent X-ray spectrograph for dynamic

selective oxidation rate studies, design
and principles (1961) 7932

Fluoridation:
annual census report, national. State and

community experience, 1963 (1964) 15042
census, 1965 (1965) 9875
school dental care in community with con-

trolled fluoridation (1964) 11576
school water, effect on dental caries, St.

Thomas, V. I (1965) 13229
water supplies in small rural communities

(1965) 8239
Fluorides:
bibliography (1962) 11060
drinking waters

—

index (1963) 7314
papers (1962) 12661

fused coatings as solid lubricants in liquid
sodium, hydrogen, vacuum, and air
(1964) 16686

melts, direct electrolysis of uranium dioxide
to uranium metal in (1964) 11340

mixed salts, oxygen analysis (1962) 22496
molten, oxide solubility determination (1962)

1641
physiological effects, analysis and chemical

reactions on enamel and dentin (1962)

12661
stannous

—

effect of aqueous fluoride prophylaxis
paste on enamel solubility (1962) 22971

prophylaxis paste and topical solution in

vitro performance, alone and in combi-
nation (1963) 4416

see aiso names of fluorides.

Fluorimetry, beryllium determination in urine

by ion exchange separation and fluori-

metric measurement (1963) 14984
Fluorinated compounds, reduction of polymeric

friction of minor concentrations (1965)

13199
Fluorination;
electrochemical, of organosilicon compounds

(1961) 19981
fatty acid, effect on wettability of adsorbed,

condensed monolayer (1962) 20211
new partially fluorinated compounds (1963)

11158
Fluorine:

addition to oxidant in ignition of hydrogen-
oxygen rocket engine (1962) 18272

analyses (1963) 20970
and fluorine compounds, bibliography (1962)

11059
chemical displacements in spectra of mag-

netic resonance on nuclei of F19 fluoro-

phosphates and fluorophosphonates,
USSR study (1964) 20205
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Fluorine—Continued
compounds

—

partially fluorinated (1963) 11158
additives effect on wettability of solid

polymers (1964) 5601
platinum-tube method for oxygen determi-
nation (1963) 18706

recovering from aluminum plant residues
(1961) 9472

determination in various materials, methods,
review of articles (1962) 17549

environment, influence on mechanical prop-
erties of sheet alloys (1963) 9176

gas, analysis by reaction with mercury
(1962) 20154

injections processes for 15-percent fluorine-

85-percent oxygen and heptane in 200-

pound-thrust rocket engine (1963) 5524

irradiation, and tumors, USSR study (1964)
18581

liquid

—

and liquid ammonia propellant combina-
tion performance in 1000-pound-thrust
rocket engines (1961) 1257

crvogenic solutions and solubilities (1964)
14850

fluorine inducer and main-stage pump
combination (1965) 6675

fluorine svstem components, experimental
evaluation (1963) 12864

friction, wear, and dynamic seal studies
(1964) 18779

performance in 100-pound-thrust rocket
engine, investigation (1961) 4845

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
9559

nitrogen compounds, chemonuclear synthesis
(1965) 14957

organic

—

compounds, surface activity at organic-
liquid/air interfaces, effect of struc-
ture and homology (1962) 12593

derivatives, purification, purity estimation
and spectra (1965) 14700

reaction with copper from 800° to 1200''F
(1961) 8011

uptake of fluorocarbon greases (1965) 2868
Fluorine isotopes, F-20 level structure, group

theoretic model interactions as ap-
proach to 2s-ld shell nuclei (1965) 13205

Fluorite, infrared studies of oleic acid adsorp-
tion (1963) 9130

Fluormicas:
lead and barium disilicic (1963) 10961
melting temperatures (1962) 12401
water-swelling synthetic, synthesis and de-

scription (1963) 19856
Fluormontmorillonoids, water-swelling syn-

thetic, synthesis and description (1963)
19856

Fluoroborates, alkali metal, USSR study
(1962) 2866

Fluorocarbons:
bibliography (1962) 11061
greases, fluorine uptake (1965) 2868
industry, trade practice rules (1961) 4221
perfluorocarbon polymers, frictional proper-

ties (1963) 14633
polymers, metals plated on surface (1965)

1413
Fluorochrome, purification of fluorescent con-

jugates bv using ion exchange resins,
USSR study (1963) 15798

Fluorocompounds, dyes, medicinals, and toxic
substances, USSR study (1964) 927

Fluoroesters, antioxidant action of metals and
organometal compounds (1963) 7370

Fluoroethylenes, tetra, copolymers, wetting
properties (1961) 1381
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Fluoropropylenes, hexa, copolymers, wetting
properties (1961) 1381

Fluoroscopy, use in inspection of thick poly-
ethylene sections (1964) 13369

Fluorosis, dental, control bv fluoridated drink-
ing water (1962) 12661

Fluorspar:
acid grade, disposal from supplemental

stockpile

—

law (1965) 17443
reports (1965) 8807, 17895

defluorination— (1962) 20098
by pyrohydrolysis at LSOO'C (1962) 20099

deposits

—

Crittenden County, Kv (1962) 21826
Northgate district, Colo (1961) 6170

flotation

—

concentration of complex barite-fluorspar
ore (1963) 10948

of barite-fluorspar ore from Tennessee
(1964) 16641

industry, investigation under sec. 332 of tar-

iff act, report (1962) 12754
mineral industry survev, quarterly (1963)

3714; (1964) 3514; (1965) 3427
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 21165;

(1962) 20077; (1963) 19832; (1964) 20473;
(1965) 18432

Mines Bureau to study utilization of

low-grade ores (1961) 17639
mining

—

methods and costs, Ozark-Mahoning Co
(1961) 2478

milling, etc., methods, Rosiclare Fluorspar
Works, Aluminum Co. of America (1961)
13435

ores, Nevada and California, experimental
treatment (1961) 7943

production, etc (1961) 2491, 15748; (1962)
1622, 20078; (1963) 18071; (1964) 16623

preliminary report (1964) 5471
report, quarterly (1961) 3447; (1962) 3874
selective flotation of barite-fluorspar ores

from Kentucky (1963) 9120
siliceous

—

defluorination at elevated temperatures
(1961) 13456

used for preparation of aluminum fluoride

(1962) 20098
Fluosilicates, process for treating beryl-

spodumene concentrates containing 10 to

30 percent beryl (1963) 5480
Fluothane anesthesia with hypothermia in dry

heart surgery, USSR (1962) 2841
Flushing Bay:
and creek, commercial navigation improve-

ments, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 408
document edition (1963) 263

Flutes, Dayton C. Miller collection, checklist
of instruments (1961) 19830

Flutter (aircraft):

aerodynamically heated aluminum-alloy and
stainless steel panels (1962) 18281

at very high speeds (1961) 15796
buckled rectangular panels at Mach num-

bers 1.2 to 3.0, experimental studies

(1961) 9591
calculation for swept and unswept wings

through transonic speed range by use of
steady-flow aerodynamic parameters
(1963) 10998

camber, characteristics of monocoque and
multiweb wings (1964) 1482

characteristics of

—

cantilevered 45° sweptback untapered
wing with 3 different external store con-
figurations (1961) 4861

flap type control at transonic speeds, con-
trof-aspect-ratio effects (1963) 14536
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Flutter (aircraft)—Continued
characteristics of—Continued

jet-flap helicopter rotor in hovering and
forward flight (1963) 14752

curved and flat sandwich panels subjected to

supersonic flow (1964) 11388
delta-planform surfaces, effects of leading

edge sweep at Mach number of 15.4

(1964) 14888
factors affecting flutter characteristics cal-

culated for swept wings bv piston theo-

ry, etc (1963) 11067
finite-span

—

swept or unswept wings at subsonic and
supersonic speeds, calculation of charac-
teristics by modified strip analysis
(1962) 10484

wings, flutter calculations by modified-

strip-analysis (1963) 14566
flat rectangular panels

—

flight results (1962) 8501
uniform coplanar flow with arbitrary

direction, theoretical analysis (1962)
6293

flat single-bay panels, effects of thermal
stress and buckling (1963) 1290

flap-type control

—

effects of control profile on oscillating
hinge-moment at transonic speeds (1961)
17693

effects on wing thickness and sweep on
oscillating hinge-moment at transonic
speeds, characteristics (1961) 19931

flat fiber-glass sandwich panels with foamed
cores, supersonic test results (1961)
11411

low aspect-ratio flat-plate surfaces (1962)
10487

at Mach numbers from 0.62 to 3.00 (1963)
21002

low-aspect-ratio, high-density, unswept
wings at high subsonic speeds and zero
angle of attack, comparison between
analytical and wind-tunnel results (1961)
2528

low mass ratios with possible application to

hydrofoils (1961) 9590
mode shapes and pressure distributions for

highly tapered horizontal tail in subson-
ic flow (1962) 12449

orthotropic panels, flat rectangular with
biaxial loading and arbitrary flow direc-
tion (1963) 19924

oscillating control surfaces, hinge moment,
data at transonic speeds (1961) 6333

panels

—

buckling at Mach number 3.0 (1961) 19955
corrugation-stiffened, results at Mach
number of 3 (1964) 11414

effects of compressive stress at supersonic
Mach numbers (1962) 22547

effects of differential pressure, thermal
stress, and buckling (1964) 3022

research (1964) 1479, 14788
tests on full-scale X-15 lower vertical sta-

bilizer at Mach number 3.0 (1962) 22546
titanium skin, flat and curved, at super-

sonic speeds (1963) 5595
predicting flutter and divergence of unswept

wings of finite span (1964) 3024
propeller whirl flutter of power plant on

flexible wing, investigation (1964) 18744
requirements, civil air regulations amend-

ment (1964) 19667

rigid unswept diamond-airfoil-section, effects

of angle of attack and thickness ratio at
Mach number 10.0 (1962) 18269

sandwich-type flat panels (1963) 10985

simply supported rectangular panels, post-
buckling effects (1963) 7272

Flutter (aircraft)—Continued
spring-mounted cone configurations at su-

personic speeds (1962) 12451
square-planform double-wedge airfoils, ef-

fects of leading-edge bluntness at Mach
number 15.4 (1962) 23994

status, flat and curved panels (1961) 1275
streamwise oriented arrays of curved panels

under compressive loading and aerody-
namic heating, investigation (1965)

14838
subsonic and supersonic

—

calculations, effects of variations in densi-

ty and aerodynamic parameters (1962)
10490

characteristics of swept wing with flutter

suppressor (1961) 2579
subsonic and transonic, 45° sweptback wing

planform in air and in Freon-12 (1963)
7273

supersonic, thermally stressed flat panel
with uniform edge loads (1965) 19943

swept wings at transonic speeds, character-
istics (1961) 6332

sweptback

—

T-tail of large multijet cargo airplane
(1964) 9583

wing with and without inboard modifica-
tions at leading and trailing edges, at
transonic speeds (1962) 10481

thin flat-plate arrow wings, effect of aerody-
namic heating (1963) 11064

transonic

—

arrowhead wing with tip ailerons and
trailing-edge flaps (1961) 4866

characteristics of
aspect-ratio-4, 45° sweptback, tap-

er-ratio-0.2 plan form (1961) 4877
45° sweptback wing with distributions of

ballast along leading edge (1961) 4876
tee-tail

—

effects of Mach no., stabilizer dihedral
and fin torsional stiffness (1961)
19956

of patrol bomber, investigation (1961)
1270

effects of

—

mass ratio on untapered 45° sweptback
wings of aspect ratios 2 and 3.5 (1962)
10485

sweep and aspect ratio on series of thin
cantilever wings having taper ratio of
0.6 (1963) 5.593

50° semispan modified-delta wings with tip

ailerons (1961) 19916
fighter airplane wing model and compari-
son with systematic plan-form series

(1961) 2563
highly swept arrow wing with and without
simulated trailing-edge-mounted engine
masses, tests (1962) 8497

64° delta wings with
simulated streamwise rib and orthogon-

al spar construction (1961) 9515
with spars along constant-percent chord

lines, etc (1961) 4865
transtability concept, application to flutter

of finite panels and experimental re-

sults— (1963) 18153
errata (1965) 2869

wing-aileron characteristics of 1/4-scale
dynamic model of X-IE airplane (1961)
4859

wing-fuselage configuration at Mach no.

15.4, etc. (1965) 19931
wing-store configuration, effect of store

pitch flexibility (1964) 20605
wings

—

modified strip analysis, subsonic kernel
function, and experiment, comparisons
of characteristics obtained (1964) 13231
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Flutter (aircraft)—Continued
wings—Continued
of varying aspect ratio, etc., at Mach nos.

0.60 to 1.10, investigation (1961) 1248
X-15 airplane, structural dynamic experi-

ences (1962) 10.507

Fluvial sediment in Kiowa Creek basin, Colo
(1964) 21364

Flux:
ceramic, in welding some alloys (1964) 20167
electron and proton fluxes in trapped radia-

tion belts originating from orbiting nu-
clear reactor (1965) 1790

electroslag welding, USSR study (1964)
12726

meteoric

—

and density fields about finite attractive
center generated by stream monoener-
getic and monodirectional at infinity

(1965) 2910
distribution about attractive center, as-

pects (1965) 2911
particle, patterns resulting from free-

inolecule flow through converging and
diverging slots (1964) 20581

solder flux leaves corrosion-resistant coat-
ing on metal (1964) 20564

Flux, switching mechanisms in ferrite cores
and their dependence on core geometry
(1961) 1.3549

use in soldering aluminum, literature re-

search (1964) 8070
Flux (neutron), see Neutrons.
Flv, deceased Lower Brule Indian allottee, re-

lief of heirs and devisees (1962) 20974;
(1965) 17799

see also Flies.

Fly ash, see Flue dust.
Flvback voltage regulator (1965) 5216
Flyer, Eli S.:

prediction

—

bv career field of airman performance
(1964) 11802

of unsuitability among first-term airmen
from aptitude indexes, etc (1963) 18495

Flying, see Aeronautics—Flight—Instrument
flying.

Flying schools, see Aeronautics.
Flying Tiger Line, Inc., accident (1963) 9735,

13314, 18711; (1964) 6058
Flvnn. Bernard W., jr., relief (1963) 11937,

13490, 16974
Flynn, Gordon:
improved handling of dairy products in re-

tail food stores (1964) 16957
packaging bulk cheese at store and central

warehouse (1965) 16976
FM (radio), see Radio frequency modulation.
FM oscillator uses tetrode transistor (1965)

6655
FMB, see Federal Maritime Board.
FMC series (1961) 517-519, 1971, 4191-94,

5997-6000, 7384-87, 9096-9102, 10590-594,
14856

FMC SP series (1961) 19307-308, 20734-735;
(1962) 2461-62, 7349, 9606, 11776-777,
13795-797, 15556, 21740-742; (1963) 505,
2262-63, 4901, 10155-160, 12112,
19188-191; (1964) 661, 4701, 6638-39,
8551, 10.522, 12390, 19687, 21298-302;
(1965) .562-565, 4715, 6178, 10809-814,
14251, 16174, 18081-82, 19610

FMFM series (1962) 1594
FNMA, see Federal National Mortgage Asso-

ciation.

Foam:
concentration of scandium (1962) 10457
elastic-rigid, shock-wave attenuation (1964)

5893

Foam—Continued
fighting mine fires, procedure, etc (1962) 12374
errata (1962) 22476

fire-fighting agent mechanically produced,
influence of temperature on viscosity
and drainage rates (1961) 20048

foaming agents for removing problem liq-

uids from gas wells (1965) 18448
high-expansion, use on Pennsylvania

coal-mine fire (1961) 7922
intravascular antifoam A, physiologic ef-

fects (1961) 5295
non-oxidic refractory, development (1962)

10923
resin polymers synthesized for precision

radomes bv controlled branching (1961)
13606

rigid foam for mines (1964) 7445
separation process for removal of strontium

and cesium from nuclear waste solutions
(1961) 8405

technology and application, review of U.S.
Government research reports (1965)
16739

use in extinguishing liquid-fuel flames, re-

port (1962) 22513
vapor-securing agent for flammable-liquid

fire extinguishment (1964) 13344
Foam-drive process for increasing recovery of

oil (1962) 1631
Foam generators:
compact assembly generates plastic foam,

inflates flotation bag (1965) 8074
runway forming-tanker vehicle for fire

fighting (1963) 18238
Foamed plastics, see Plastics.

Foard County, Tex., soil survey report (1965)
11697

Focal infection, see Infection.
Focus on clean water (1964) 13397
Focus on research, a look into wood utilization

research activities of Forest Service
(1964) 7939

Focus on these publications relating to pho-
tography (1962) 24067

Focusing, antipodal, note (1963) 18193
Fodder, see Food for livestock.
Foetus, see Fetus.
Foft, John W., chromosomes from human and

animal peripheral blood leukocytes
(1963) 20310

Fog:
attenuation of visible and infrared radiation

by artificial water fogs, USSR study
(1965) 19737

coagulating fog droplets with acoustics os-

cillations, USSR study (1965) 1183
comparative measurements of concentration

and distribution function of water aero-
sol particles, USSR study (1961) 4502

forecasting bv atmospheric electricity meas-
urements"(1963) 11175

ice fog and ice-fog nuclei, Fairbanks, Alaska
(1965) .507, 9062

measuring humidity and water content,
USSR study (1961) 7644

microstructure measurement by method of
small angles (1965) 9743

project fog drops, warm properties and mod-
ification concepts (1964) 14785

northwestern Greenland, size, distribution
and water content (1963) 4841

steam, use of monomolecular films for de-

creasing intensity, USSR study (1965)
2323

Fog signals:
barges in special vessel anchorage areas,

amend rules

—

hearing (1963) 13798; (1965) 419
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Fog signals—Continued
barges in special vessel anchorage areas,

amend rules—Continued
law (1963) 17014
reports (1963) 11829, 11965

Hvdrographic Office, list (1961) 735, 4328-31,

6201, 10704, 12813-814, 14990-991,
19441-442, 20849; (1962) 664-666, 5317,
7483, 17641-643, 19585-587, 21852, 24035;
(1963) 1364, 3208-9, 19990

Naval Oceanographic Office, list (1963) 5651,
7353, 9258-59, 11140, 21052

Naval Oceanographic Office list

—

Baltic Sea with Kattegat, etc (1964) 13312,
16781, 21817; (1965) 5292, 8196, 14929

British Isles, etc (1964) 11478, 14992,
21815; (1965) 6821, 11561, 18652

Ehirope and Africa, west coasts, etc (1964)
5578, 16780, 21814; (1965) 1531, 8195,
13096, 19988

Greenland, etc (1965) 11560
North America

—

east coast, etc (1964) 1523, 13310, 20674
west coast, etc (1964) 3074, 13311, 18845;

(1965) 2958
North and South America

—

east coasts, etc (1965) 1530, 8193,
18650

west coasts, etc (1965) 8194, 14927
Norway, etc (1964) 11479, 21816; (1965)

5291, 9811. 14928
Pacific Ocean, western, etc (1964) 9674,

16779, 21813; (1965) 5290, 9810, 18651
Fogelson, David E., effects of decoupling and

type of stemming on explosion-generated
pulses in mortar (1965) 19865

Fogle, H.W., peach production east of Rocky
Mountains (1965) 7022

Fohrman, Melvin J., static aerodynamic char-
acteristics of short blunt 10° semivertex
angle cone (1963) 5600

Foiles, Marvin W.:
appraisal of logging damage to advance

reproduction of ponderosa pine (1963)
6485

natural establishment of ponderosa pine in

central Idaho (1965) 10934
Foils, see Aluminum foil—Metal foils

—

Sapphire.
Fokker, Anthony H.G., airplane designer

(1965) 2926"

Fokker-Planck equation, see Bkjuations.

Folding, deformations in expandable struc-
tures with particular application to to-

roidal shells (1963) 3161
Foley, Eugene P.:

address, Oct. 1, 1965 (1965) 17270
nomination, hearing (1963) 15377; (1965)

17958
Foley, Francis, and wife relief (1962) 16894
Foley, W.D., optical inertial space sextant for

advanced space navigation system
(1965) 1397

Foliage, see Brush.
Folja, Ana, relief (1965) 15864
Folk, Hugh, private pension plans and man-

power policy (1963) 12806
Folk religion in southwest China (1961) 21365
Folk songs, phonograph records catalog. Unit-

ed States and Latin America (1965)
1303, 19815

Folklore literature, historical-ethnographic
source for problems of general ethno-
graphy and anthropology. USSR study
(1961) 15141

Folkman, William S., levels and sources of for-

est fire prevention knowledge of Califor-
nia hunters (1964) 8690

Folley, John D., jr.:

development of improved method of task
analysis, etc (1964) 18853

guidelines for task analysis (1964) 18854
Follis, R. Gwin, contributions to petroleum

and natural gas industries (remarks)
(1965) 7819

Follow-up study of head wounds in World War
II (1962) 16206

Fomes annosus:
treat stumps to prevent, in shortleaf pine

planatations (1965) 10920
what it is and how to recognize it (1961)

14936
Fomes igniarius, sporophores, Colorado aspen

decay associated with (1963) 17490
Fond du Lac, Wis., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 16423
Fond du Lac County, Wis., geology and ground

water resources (1962) 9749
Fond du Lac Reservation, convey Minnesota

Chippewa tribal lands to SS. Mary and
Joseph Church (1962) 15052, 15107,'

15293
Fonda, N.Y., railroad accident (1963) 2450
Fong Chun Hong, relief (1961) 14218; (1962)

11500, 13245
Fong Kai Dong, relief (1962) 7001, 11502,

13246
Fong, Kock Kong, relief (1965) 15623
Fong, Peter, see Fong, Ping-Kwan.
Fong, Ping-Kwan, relief (1965) 17564, 19111,

19383
Fong Yee Hin, relief (1962) 11518, 21294, 23142
Fonseca, Elisabete M., relief (1964) 8273,

12204 13858
Fonseca, Mario R., relief (1962) 20986; (1963)

9849, 13400, 13690
Fontana, Anthony, flight investigation of so-

lar orientation control system for space-
craft (1964) 5506

Fontanna, M.G., lectures. Mar. 1, 8, 22, 29,

1962 (1963) 7592
Food:
abundance

—

basis of U.S. power (address) (1963) 9559
nation's pride and responsibility (address)

(1963) 14889
right use can shape future of world (ad-

dress) (1961) 8289

additives

—

analysis of residual hydrocyanic acid

(1964) 763
double isotope derivative dilution analysis

(1964) 5974
facts for consumers (1965) 627
transitional provisions amendment of

1964—
law (1964) 19433
reports (1964) 17548, 17610. 19570

what consumers should know (1961) 7448;
(1962) 19534

Agriculture Department, distribution pro-
grams (talk) (1962) 6527

alleviation of world hunger (remarks) (1965)
10046

and nutrition, proposed program for expand-
ed research, ARS report (1963) 18966

Army adviser, technical manual (1964) 15272

Army's irradiated food wholesomeness pro-
gram, review (1963) 13246

balances, Africa and west Asia, 1959-61
(1965) 7574

balances in foreign countries, estimates

—

for 16 countries of western Europe (1961)
4250

for 20 Latin American republics (1961) 585
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Food—Continued
balances in foreign countries, estimates-

Continued
for 28 countries of Africa and western
Asia (1961) 4254

bibliography, PL-480 translation program
(1964) 11662

buying guide for type A school lunches
(1964) 9959

canned and frozen, and other food products,
except meat and dairy products, com-
modity transportation survey, shipper
series (1965) 17208

caterer's ideas on personal welfare and ideo-
logical discipline. Communist China
study (1963) 2852

census of manufacturers, 1958, special re-

port (1961) 13890
chain relationship of

—

iodine-131 following 2 nuclear tests in
Nevada for Project Sedan (1964) 123

radiostrontium in Sedan fallout field. Pro-
ject Sedan (1965) 13510

chains, uptake of radioisotopes and their
transfer by marine organisms (1961)
18090

chemical additives, amend food, drug and
cosmetic act, law, transitional provi-
sions, amend

—

hearings (1961) 7141
law (1961) 8607
reports (1961) 7067, 7069, 7231

• chemical additives amendment of 1958, views
of USDA (talk) (1961) 54

chemical and biological warfare, field protec-
tion (address) (1962) 16259

chemicals and food, picture story (1962)
10870

code of Federal regulations (1961) 9116;
(1962) 11788; (1963) 10167; (1964) 12401;
(1965)9110-11

cold facts about home food protection (1965)
6874

colors, consumer protection, etc. (1965)
16229

Communist China

—

analysis of situation (1961) 4700
translations (1964) 16295, 16423, 18208,

18399, 18474, 19941, 20155, 20177, 20395,
21467, 21526; (1965) 843, 1017, 1144,
1161, 2270, 2385, 2417, 2518, 2569, 2636,
2692

composition

—

data, problems involved in assembling and
evaluation (paper) (1961) 20276

of foods, raw, processed, prepared (1964)
9930

tables, formulation (paper) (1961) 20272
compression of dehydrated foods, review of

literature (1961) 11544
consumer

—

information, price list (1964) 21842
protection packets, A, price list (1965)

18694
consumption

—

and dietary levels under pilot food stamp
program (1962) 15465

and expenditures, India, Japan, and U.S.
(1963) 2134

elasticity associated with changes in in-

come in developing countries (1965) 7575"

income and household size efl^ects, errata
(1961) 5265

in West (1961) 6631
measures and procedures for analysis

(1961) 13770
of selected items in U.S. households (1964)
5649

Food—Continued
consumption—Continued

older households (1965) 7030
scientific seminars on use of mathematical
and statistical methods for study of na-
tional problems, USSR study (1962) 2928

trends and patterns in U.S. (1961) 17905
United States 1909-52, supplements (1961)

16094; (1962) 20394; (1963) 18413
United States, sources of data and trends,

1909-63(1965)13413
supplement (1965) 18896

containers, aluminum, individual, for astro-
nauts, engineering evaluation phase
(1962) 6618

contamination, Czechoslovak use of oscillo-

polarography in study (1962) 7576
contribution of imports to U.S. food supplies

(1962) 11944
control, microscopic-analytical methods

—

errata (1961) 582
index (1962) 13838

convenience

—

and home-prepared, comparative cost to

consumers (1963) 14865
in grocery basket (1962) 18631
relationship between sales volume and

factors influencing demand (1965) 16078
costs, retail prices, farm prices, etc (1961)

6700; (1965) 16980
Cuba, situation (1962) 11692
Czechoslovakian Congress on hygiene, Oct.

1960 (1962) 5413
daily food guide, picture story (1962) 10853
days' supply

—

in establishments that serve food for
on-premise consumption, civil defense
study (1965) 10070

in warehouses, 1963, civil defense study
(1964) 35

demand for manufactured foods, manufac-
turers' services, and farm products in

food manufacturing, statistical analysis
(1965) 4129

demonstrations

—

featuring donated foods in family meals
(1962) 4467; (1965) 10705

TV tips (1963) 5837
dietary evaluation, in U.S. households (1961)

20295
directory of combination export managers

(1962) 9776
distribution

—

changes and CPI (1964) 7419
U.S. food to needy overseas by voluntary

agencies (address) (1961) 1621
small business problems, report (1961)
4042

statutes, compilation (1961) 17902
to needy people, expansion (1962) 12913
utilization of agricultural resources
through public programs (1962) 7259

domestic distribution program expansion
(address) (1961) 8288

donated

—

by U.S., improper payment of port
charges on shipments to Colombia, by
International Development Agency, GAO
report (1965) 10955

distribution program, educating homemak-
ers in use (1961) 20274

for disasters, guide for State and local

officials (1965) 13402
donation programs. Agriculture Dept. (1965)

13408
dressings, mayonnaise, etc., FDC regs (1961)

20754
amdts (1963) 12143-144
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Food—Continued
East European industries, translations

(1961) 15634, 15651, 15666, 15681, 17524,
17547, 19704, 19720, 20991, 21002-3,
21018, 21080; (1962) 1130, 1180, 1240,

1308, 1335, 1391, 1449, 1461, 1486, 1510,
1.531, 3013, 3062, 3151, 3187, 3241, 3253,
5909, 5979, 6126, 7972, 8027, 8051, 8218,
8255, 8269, 8272, 8297, 10131, 10169,
10174, 10208, 10322, 10359, 12044, 12067,
12125, 12183, 12204, 14044, 14171-172,
14181, 14213, 14258-259, 14300, 14313,
14347, 15849, 15901, 15936, 15962-963,
17810, 17858, 17960, 17982, 17997, 18034,
19668, 19732, 19795, 19902, 19905, 19948,
19988, 20026, 22043, 22195, 22269, 22307,
22406-407, 23653, 23731, 23807, 23847,
23852, 23885; (1963) 688, 770, 818, 884,
942, 994, 1050, 1071, 2498, 2512, 2563,
2671, 2715, 2765, 2849, 2871, 2927, 2951,
3000, 5117-18, 5228, 5303, 5394, 6660,
6727, 6776, 6831, 6847, 6907, 6926, 6977,
7009, 7059, 7093, 7111, 8581, 8607, 8628,
8680, 8725-26, 8780, 8796, 8818, 8830,
8933, 8961, 10362, 10421, 10510, 10530,
10543, 10565, 10577, 10588, 10594, 10631,
10650, 10740, 10743, 10781, 10790, 10829,
10833, 10874, 12394, 12403, 12434, 12450,
12473, 12541, 12563, 12647, 12692, 12718,
12729, 12739, 14091, 14119, 14156, 14169,
14275, 14316, 14416, 15686, 15747, 15818,
15876, 15921, 15958, 15975, 16011, 16040,
16227, 17653, 17727, 17758, 17788, 17832,
17870, 17941, 17978, 19405, 19460, 19481,
19510, 19542, 19609, 20783, 20908; (1964)
896, 944, 1010, 1045, 1066, 1137, 1210,
2536, 2551, 2564, 2693, 2879, 4919, 4944,
5124, 5185, 5213, 5227, 5318, 5395, 7084,
7099, 7115, 7136, 7214, 7240, 7304, 8873,
8960, 9057, 9086, 9241, 9313, 9358, 10721,
10773, 10830, 10857, 10873, 10897, 10923,
11048, 11059, 11074, 11146, 11157, 11217,
12599, 12620, 12673, 12693, 12714, 12749,
12766, 12793, 12814, 12831, 12871, 12894,
12915, 12947, 13006, 14439, 14459, 14501,
14559, 14589, 14611, 14625, 16040, 16058,

16098, 16227, 16321, 16350, 16378, 16403,

16528, 16550, 18195, 18247, 18272, 18299,

18328, 18352, 18427, 18463, 18493, 18510,

18537, 19879, 19980, 20074, 20178, 20192,
20328, 20349, 20361, 21386, 21417, 21512,
21531, 21563, 21572, 21581, 21616, 21627;
(1965) 810, 814, 819, 857, 921, 954, 969,

999, 1116, 1130, 2327, 2375, 2477, 2538,
2573, 2628

economics of controlling salmonellae in

foods by use of ionizing radiation, study
(1965)17115

economization of food stuffs, Kweichow
Province (1961) 2277

emergency import and agricultural problems
in Communist China (1961) 19591

examination for enteropathogenic and indi-

cator bacteria, manual (1964) 13396
excess cost and inequities due to furnishing

flight meals without charge to certain
personnel of military services, Defense
Dept., GAO report (1965) 10948

expenditures of urban families, 1950-61
(1965) 11343

F.D.C. regs (1961) 9156-57, 10643, 12685,
20754; (1962) 17532-534, 19535; (1963)
4975, 10203, 12143-145; (1964) 4749;
(1965) 631, 7707

facts

—

about some ingredients, meat tenderizers,
artificial sweeteners, monosodium gluta-
mate (1965) 12486

Food—Continued
facts—Continued
and fallacies (1962) 2500, 21790; (1964)
8626

fallout

—

and your farm food (1963) 4368
in food chains, HASL contributions to
study (1964) 15282

family

—

budget costs, intercity differences (1964)
2970

budgeting for good meals and good nutri-
tion (1964) 4204

dinner service specialist, suggested train-
ing program (1964) 15845

meals at low cost (1962) 16307
using donated foods (1965) 13401

on public assistance budget, diet problems,
etc (1965) 13347

plans and costs for nutritionists, etc
(1963) 1698

stockpile for survival (1961) 13783; (1963)
14859; (1964) 16953

supply, planning, guide for county exten-
sion workers (1961) 3713; (1962) 16306

with school children (1961) 13780; (1962)
8831, 22933; (1963) 16737 '

with young children (1961) 17912; (1962)
18625

farm

—

originating, output per man-hour in distri-

bution (1965) 8451
prices and price spreads, seasonal varia-

tion (1961) 5273
fat consumption trends (1961) 5180
feed the hungry through food for peace pro-

gram (remarks) (1962) 6566
fish protein concentrate, food, drug and

cosmetic act, amend (1962) 21216

flavor and texture. Eastern Ebcperiment Sta-
tion collaborators' conference, proceed-
ings (1963) 16721

food and agriculture act of 1962

—

digest (1962) 11425-426
hearings (1962) 7074, 9477, 11423
laws (1962) 20878, 23201
reports (1962) 11418; 11599, 13459, 16949,

16957, 17224, 19129, 21070, 21134

food and agriculture act of 1965

—

explanation (1965) 19478
hearings (1965) 13961, 14109
reports (1965) 15654, 15712, 17668, 17859
statement of Secretary of Agriculture

(1965) 15772
summary and analysis of H.R., 7097 (1965)
8864

food and agriculture program for 1960's dic-

tated by need (remarks) (1962) 8878
food and drug law history (1963) 19249
food

—

and people (1962) 355
peace, progress, and prosperity (re-

marks) (1965) 4123
and related products, regulation by State
governments, report (1964) 358

food balances, 1959-61—
Far East and Oceania (1964) 17909
for 8 East European countries (1965)

12381
Western Europe (1964) 17908

Western Hemisphere (1964) 17907
food-borne disease investigation, analysis

of field data, training lesson (1964)
16835

food costs, farm price, information relating
to agriculture compilation (1964) 10284,

15582; (1965) 13963
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Food—Continued
food, drug and cosmetic act

—

amend

—

hearing (1964) 12147
hearing (1965) 16039
law (1964) 19433
reports (1964) 13981, 15547, 17548,

17610, 19570; (1965) 12101
definitions and standards for fruit butters,

jellies, preserves (1963) 4975
democratic process of rule-making (1965)

19636
Enforcement

—

and compliance report (1961) 3268
monthly (1962) 4295A; (1963) 4143;

(1964) 3463; (1965) 3356

bibliography (1965) 16226
regulations (1961) 19349
changes (1962) 17536

enforcing (1965) 7711

FDA enforcement and compliance (1961)

6070; (1962) 5217; (1963) 6472
notices of judgment (1961) 3267; (1962) 591,
4132, 21791; (1963) 3976; (1964) 3803;
(1965)3722
summarizing judicial review of orders

(1963) 10205

requirements, guide for foreign manufac-
turers, etc (1961) 17270; (1964) 18037

text (1961) 19348; (1963) 4976
and enforcement regulations (1964) 762;
(1965) 16225

revised pages (1964) 14287

food, drug, and cosmetic laws. State officials

enforcing, directory (1963) 13979
food for family with young children (1963)

4353
food for fitness (1962) 10853

daily food guide (1963) 16743; (1964) 7925

food for peace

—

activities under Public law 480 (1964)
13923, 19452; (1965) 12045

American abundance goes abroad (1961)
9877

around world, community feeding pro-
grams, manual (1963) 5093

challenge (address) (1963) 9560
5-cent freedom from hunger commemora-

tive postage stamp (poster) (1963) 11203

from America's abundance, picture story
(1962) 10872

helps feed 92 million hungry people (1964)
16968

less developed nations (address) (1965)
15186

moral responsibility to combat hunger and
starvation in other lands (remarks)
(1964) 7942

newsletter about activities under PL 480
(1963) 10094; (1964) 3515; (1965) 3428

operation and administration of Public
law 480—
GAO compilation of information (1965)
689

GAO summary of organization and pro-
cedures (1965) 723

program (speech) (1963) 20293
report, Jan 1-30, 1961 (1961) 18782
role of our abundance in assisting devel-

oping nations (address) (1964) 7943
U.S. agriculture helps to feed world (1962)
4572

U.S. Government (summary of remarks)
(1961) 7451

use of abundance in international develop-
ment (1963) 8423

Food—Continued
food for young couple (1963) 27
food in relation to foreign trade and foreign

policy (address) (1962) 8829
food preservation and storage (address)

(1964) 11747
food we eat (1961) 13796; (1962) 20412;

(1963) 14876
food you eat and heart disease (1963) 18285
freeze-drying

attitudes (speech) (1965) 7576
awakening industry (speech) (1965) 9031
bibliography (1963) 14593
prospects for industry (1963) 19091
selected writings (1965) 6103

freezing, combination main dishes (1965)
8427

from hand to mouth, precautionary meas-
ures (1961) 17790

gamma radioactivity in foodstuffs, 1958-60,

details of construction of Walter Reed
whole body counting facility (1961)
18011

guide for older folks (1962) 46, 18627; (1963)
7565

habits, researches, bibliographic review
(1961) 8163

health and disease, requirements. Navy
Hospital Corps, handbook (1962) 22461

helpful tips about survival, must list for
every American (1961) 20089

home canning and preservation, helpful
Government publications, list (1963)
11213

home-delivered meals, survey (1965) 15011

home production

—

livestock products (1961) 6635
vegetables and fruits (1961) 6633

homemakers' estimates of how long food on
hand could be made to last, civil defense
study (1964) 15215

household consumption and dietary levels,

United States, survey (1963) 4355
household consumption survey, 1955, report

(1961) 20295; (1963) 4355
identity of synthetic color additives (1965)

18172

import detentions, reports (1963) 12147;
(1964) 3968; (1965) 3889A

importance of imports as source (1965)
12379

imported by United States (1961) 2032;
(1963) 8388

increasing world output, problems and pros-
pects (1965) 10730

industry

—

all-Union interinstitutional conference on
theory and practice of rectification,

USSR (1962) 1000
all-Union inter-vuz conference on theory
and practice of process of rectification,

USSR (1962) 5439
civil defense, management guide (1964) 20
Communist China (1962) 14263
coordination of scientific research, USSR

study (1962) 12112
lease-financing and returns to capital of
food marketing firms (1962) 9523

outlook for 1961 and review of 1960 (1961)
3855

student training (1961) 14780
time for more understanding (address)

(1961) 20264
Ukraine (1961) 21078
USSR, developments (1962) 14051

International Food Congress and Exhibition
(remarks) (1963) 22
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Food—Continued
international

—

reserve, establish, report (1961) 10452
standards, development, progress report

(1965) 2152
inventory of food products

—

establishments that serve food for
on-premise consumption (1965) 15193

warehouses, 1962, civil defense study
(1964) 5833

irradiation

—

AEC and Army programs, review, hear-
ings (1962) 13330

Armv program, review, hearing (1963)
15164

diet of mice, harmful effects (1964) 110
effects on reproductive function of rats
and their progeny (1961) 17363

irradiator, high intensity, report on design
(1962) 8985

is a bargain (1961) 11706
keynote address, 1964 Food Ekiitors Confer-

ence, New York City (1965) 35
kosher products industry, trade practice

rules (1962) 19496
labels, symbols (1965) 12482
manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)

20409
manufacturing industries

—

scientific workers (1961) 17156
present and potential use of egg products

(1963) 13175
market in nation's schools (1965) 11854
marketing

—

chainstore practices, authorize, FCC in-

vestigation, hearings (1964) 10415
changes, meaning for farmers and co-ops

(1961) 491
domestically in Jamaica (1962) 21610
economic inquiry (1963) 13944
industries

—

concentration and ownership (1962)
21611

recent changes and prospects (1962)
9527

study

—

hearings (1964) 10416, 13987
print additional copies, reports (1964)

15761-762
law (1964) 13902
reports (1964) 10272, 10406, 12063

meals on wheels, dietitian, etc., to serve the
aged (1961) 21325

microflora of gamma-irradiated products,
USSR study (1964) 10807

money-saving main dishes (1962) 22934
national food situation (1961) 2794; (1962)

4095; (1963) 3938; (1964) 3765; (1965)
3679

Navy flight feeding guide (1962) 8703
North Vietnam

—

distribution of 5th-month harvest (1961)
21075

production and distribution, articles (1961)
13174

production program, promotion (1961)
13192

nursing home service (1963) 13008
nutrition

—

facts (1963) 9223
up to date, up to you (1961) 98

nutritive value (1964) 19077
conserving (1963) 16740; (1965) 16970

organisms, eff'ect on fish growth and compo-
sition of fishery complexes, USSR study
(1963) 8932

operations reference manual (1965) 9969
perishable, storing in home (1961) 17914

Food—Continued
Pittsburgh wholesale distribution facilities

(196.5) 37
plentiful foods. PF-series (1961) 2840; (1962)

4171; (1963) 4021; (1964) 3852; (1965)
3769

point-of-purchase advertising and factors
influencing use in supermarkets (1965)
4111

policies to maximize use at home and abroad
(address) (1962) 7434

policy and food law (address) (1964) 5827
population, land and food, USSR study

(1965) 14601
power in managed abundance (address)

(1962) 8864
preparation and serving equipment

—

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 9510; (1964) 12296
supplements (1963) 3659; (1964) 3477;
(1965)3519

Federal supply schedule (1961) 10619
preparations, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 3909
biochemical aspects of radiation method,
USSR study (1963) 6640

by irradiation (1965) 18962
bibliography (1963) 4553; (1965) 4412,

11981
by low-dose ionizing energy (1961) 21330
except by irradiation, bibliography (1962)

16442; (1965) 11982
use of antibiotics, USSR study (1962) 8275

prices, 1964 (1965) 19802
prices of intermediate goods and services

used in marketing farm foods (1962)
17372

processed

—

emergency stockpile requirement, NREC
analysis report (1965) 9050

expenditures by employee food services in

manufacturing plants (1961) 6692
processing and handling equipment, market

in Austria (1964) 12560

produce in Thailand, foreign market survey
(1965) 17155

production to supply high standards for all

Americans (address) (1961) 8290
products

—

and processes. Government-owned inven-
tions available for license (1961) 8588

effect on sales by combining kinds of re-

tailer promotions (1963) 355
farm-retail spread between farmers and
consumers, costs, prices (1961) 3710

sale structure, changes, USSR study
(1964) 1058

program for 1960's (1962) 6565

proper feeding of tumor patients during ra-

diation treatment (1963) 20880
prospective world production and distribu-

tion (address) (1961) 5235
protection

—

against nuclear attack, guide for agricul-
ture leaders (1962) 16274

environmental health training program,
bulletin (1965) 13230

research grants (1964) 21856; (1965) 18724

psychrophilic micro-organisms (1965) 4131
publications, price lists (1961) 20090; (1963)

1393; (1965) 11639
purchasing guide for group feeding (1965)

13381
pure, U.S.A., quality control, consumer pro-

tective service (1962) 20418
quality, difference meter for measuring inte-

rior of foods (1965) 18897
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Food—Continued
Quartermaster Food and Container Institute

for Armed Forces, list of institute serial
publications (1961) 20111

radiation

—

effect (1963) 10134
FDA memo (1965) 12484
pasteurization, mobile gamma irradiator
(1965)8551

pasteurization program

—

summaries of accomplishment, 2d annual
contractors meeting, 1962 (1963) 15009

3d annual contractors meeting, 1963
(1964) 11868

4th annual contractors meeting, 1964
(1965) 7164

preservation

—

current status, commercial prospects
(1965) 10199

low dose processing, research program
(remarks) (1961) 16229

research, international conference (1963)
14613

sterilization, microbiological response to
varying types and methods of applica-
tion of ionizing radiation (1963) 7416

radioactive substances in food, content and
distribution, USSR study (1963) 12497

radioactivity in, facts (1965) 12472
rationing in Cuba (1962) 10330
read labels, FDA publication (1961) 17271;

(1963) 19264; (1965) 10904
regulations

—

Bolivia (1963) 2430
Chile (1962) 5355
Federal Republic of Germany and West

Berlin (1961) 9187
Panama (1962) 2568
Sweden (1961) 18451

research

—

and management for food, work of Fish
and Wildlife Service (1963) 4950

bibliography (1961) 8163
reserves in under-developed countries, use of

surplus agricultural commodities, amend
act, hearings (1961) 7123, 7263

retail prices

—

and indexes, 1961-63 (1965) 16562
by cities (1961) 3382; (1962) 4297; (1963)

4148; (1964) 3976; (1965) 3336
calculation of average (1965) 6581
1959-60—

departmental edition (1962) 1575
document edition (1962) 374

retail stores, estimated number of days'
supply, 1963 (1965) 13395

retailers, number and sales (1965) 12380
retailing future (1961) 6650
Rumanian industry, development under

6-year plan, 1959-65 (1964) 5190
safety standards, etc. (talk) (1961) 5241
sanitation

—

general principles (1962) 13837
naval preventive medicine, manual (1965)

12812
science to work to improve world production

(paper) (1962) 9535
service

—

nursing homes and homes for the aged,
guide (1965) 18707

private elementary and secondary schools
(1965) 38

provision to college students, etc., 1961-62
(1963) 13855

public schools (1965) 40
sanitation manual (1962) 14571

shopper's guide to U.S. grades (1963) 1697;
(1964) 7920

shopping, publications, list (1964) 15038

Food—Continued
short countries, land resources and living

requirements (remarks) (1962) 21795
stamp program, initial evaluation of pilot

projects (1962) 8762
standards

—

facts for consumers (1965) 626
what consumers should know (1962) 589;

(1963) 19247
strontium-90

—

concentration in U.S. supplies, effect of
deposition rate and cumulative soil level

(1962) 2100
content

—

changes after cooking, USSR study
(1964) 10759

of foods in U.S., summary of available
data (1961) 194

in foods at intermediate stages of prepa-
ration for canning and freezing (1964)
20770

supplies

—

available by counties in case of national
emergency (1964) 17902

in retail stores, 1962, civil defense study
(1963) 1708

supply management, Military Subsistence
Supply Agency, Defense Dept., activi-

ties, GAO review (1962) 2517
surplus

—

use in home economics courses in col-

law (1961) 18581
reports (1961) 12491, 14423

use to assist needy peoples in underdevel-
oped countries, amend act

—

law (1961) 14092
reports (1961) 10451, 12265

technology, career development for engi-
neers. Public Health Service (1965) 5332

tubed, suitability for in-flight feeding (1963)
4394

understanding what goes into your food bill

(paper) (1961) 10534
United States grades, shopper's guide (1961)

3698
USDA-donated, teaching people use of (1962)

16246
use abundance to relieve world deficit (re-

marks) (1961) 9902
utilization of wheat (1963) 15423
values, their derivation and use (paper)

(1963) 1645
vending machines, sanitation ordinance and

code (1965) 16832
vitamin B12 distribution (1961) 11703
warehousemen, good housekeeping rules to

protect stored food products (1965) 630
weight and food (1961) 75; (1964) 19078
wholesale distributors

—

accounting methods (1961) 6689
evaluating delivery operations (1962) 59

wholesale food-distribution facilities

—

Baton Rouge, La., status report (1964)
11737

Detroit area, research study (1963) 14864
New Bedford, Mass (1963) 14868

wholesalers, meat distribution programs
(1965) 13366

wild plants of Yugoslavia (1961) 12876
worktime required to buy (1962) 10417;

(1963) 7179; (1964) 21679; (1965) 11360
world budget

—

idea and implications (talk) (1962) 6594
1962 and 1966 (1961) 20666; (1962) 7262

world deficit, approximation (1961) 7459
world economics (summary of remarks)

(1961) 7460
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Food—Continued
world food budget, 1970 (1964) 19623
World Food Program

—

to banish hunger from world (statement)
(1962) 44; (1963) 5809

new opportunity for United Nations (1962)

8670
world forum, proceedings (1963) 4378
world needs

—

future, man, land & food (1964) 567
where are shortages? (1962) 10824

world population and food crisis, hearing
(1965) 17925

world research, present status and goals in

ERS (talk) (1962) 11695
world's supply and usage, role of wheat,

report of conference, Apr. 30-Mav 2,

1962 (1962) 18616
veast from wood-processing byproducts

(1965) 7721
you can buy quantity and still control quali-

ty, food acceptance service (1965) 18894
young children

—

day care groups, selection, preparation, etc
(1961)294

education of tropical mother in feeding
(1964) 10080

Yugoslav food products market, 1956-60,
examination (1963) 10565

see aiso Canned food—Diet—Dried foods

—

Nutrition—Rations—School lunches

—

aiso certain headings beginning Food

—

aiso names of foods.
Food and Agriculture Organization of United

Nations:
anniversary dinner commemorating found-

ing (address) (1963) 14711
constitution, amendments and text (1961)

21392; (1963) 5739; (1965) 1649
greatly expanded multilateral activity, war

against hunger (address) (1962) 6554
organization, work and U.S. participation

(1964) 19744
Peace Corps program, use of volunteers in

FAO-sponsored projects, agreement
(1962) 22832

United States

—

contribution, remove monetary ceiling
hearing (1961) 12348

report to FAO on progress made toward
purpose of organization (1961) 20758;
(1964) 14293

Food and Drug Administration:
administered prices, investigation, hearings

(1961) 394; 4109
approval of new drugs, facts for consumers

(1963) 15540; (1965) 4783
career opportunities

—

chemists (1962) 15612
inspectors (1962) 15613

careers, general information (1965) 16227
Citizens Advisory Committee, report (1963)

6474
consumer information materials, lists (1963)

17468; (1964) 6735, 12492
Detroit district headquarters, better, more

efficient service to consumers, etc (1963)
6471

drug policies, interagency coordination,
hearings (1963) 4781, 10014, 19054;
(1964) 8445. 19598; (1965) 2039

enforcement

—

and certification activities, GAO review
(1961) 19398

FDC act, bibliography (1965) 16226
enforcing FDC act (1965) 7711
fake medical devices, reports (1963) 8286,

20690

Food and Drug Administration—Continued

fakes and swindles in health field, catalog
(1963) 19248; (1964) 19743

FDA chemistry project (series) (1965)
18169-172

FDA conference on Kefauver-Harris drug
amendments, and proposed regulations,
proceedings (1963) 8288

FDA industry information materials (1965)
10906

FDA memo for consumers, CM (series) (1965)
4782, 6239, 12471-491, 14348, 19635

new consumer information series (1965)
12471

FDA protecting consumers of foods, drugs,
cosmetics (1961) 6070; (1962) 5217

FDA publications (1961) 17270-271; (1962)

589, 13836-837, 19534; (1963) 6473,
12146, '15540, 19246-248, 20691; (1964)
6734, 14286, 18037, 19743; (1965)
626-630, 4783, 10903-905

FDA report on enforcement and compliance,
monthly (1964) 3463; (1965) 3356

FDA's role in sound nutrition (1965) 16228
FDA, what it is and does, general informa-

tion (1962) 11840, 15611; (1963) 12146;
(1965) 10903

F.D.C. regs (1961) 9156-57, 10643, 12685,

10754; (1962) 17532-534, 19535; (1963)
4975, 10203, 12143-145; (1964) 4749;
(1965) 631, 7707

how consumer may report to FDA (1965)
4782

leaflets (1961) 7448-49; (1962) 590, 2500,
11840, 13839, 15611, 21790; (1963) 8287,
17467-468, 19249; (1964) 6735, 8626;
(1965) 4784, 6240, 10906, 12492-493

museum (1963) 563
organization charts (1964) 18041
protecting consumers of food, drugs, cosmet-

ics, and household chemicals, 1963 (1963)

6472
program, problems, resources (1964) 12145
report, 1959 (1961) 581, 7447; (1962) 17535;

(1963) 13980; (1965) 632, 14349
reports on enforcement and compliance,

monthly (1961) 3268; (1962) 4295A;
(1963) 4143

scientific information system, integrated
agency-wide, feasibility of establishing
(1964) 18038

student reference sheet SR series, (1965)
7708-12, 12495, 16226-229, 19636

technical bulletin (1961) 582; (1962) 13838
veterinarians and FDA, guardians of animal

health (1964) 14286

Food and Drug Building, Baltimore, Md., dedi-

cation (1964) 18036
Food and drug officer:

Food and Drug Administration, examination
announcement (1964) 13803

suspension notice (1965) 4408
Food, drug, and cosmetic act, see Consmetics

—

Drugs—Food.
Food for animals:

firms canning, from marine-animal products,
list (1964) 751

fishery resources (1961) 4241
from marine-animal products, firms canning,

Hst (1965) 14330
international symposium, papers (1961)

588-591
periodicity of humpback whale feeding in

south Atlantic Ocean, USSR study
(1963) 8767

poultry byproducts, processing and utiliza-

tion (1962) 78
see also Food for livestock.
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Food for cattle, see Food for livestock.
Food for fish:

albacore tuna food in Pacific (1963) 2288
benthophaKous fish in Lake Dalaynor (1964)

5001
trout feeds and feeding (1964) 4728

correction (1964) 12423
Food for livestock:
consumption of feed (1961) 102; (1964) 5856
custom feed grinding and mixing in north-

western Illinois (1961) 19203
dairy cattle

—

concentrate rations fed. 1960 (1961) 5197;
(1962) 8698; (1963) 11337; (1964) 11649;
(1965) 13304

feeding (1961) 73, 9872; (1962) 20403
feeding practices, preliminary survey

(1964) 9720
roughage fed to milk cows (1961) 13700;

(1963) 1564, 16617
decontamination of fodder contaminated

with anthrax pathogen, USSR study
(1962) 2688

directory of combination export managers
(1962) 9776

fats added to feeds, economic analysis (1961)
20300

feed

—

additives, needs for dairy cattle (1963)
14837

concentrates, demand, statistical analysis
(1965) 12378

manufacturers, ingredient handling, capi-
tal and labor requirements (1965) 13396

market news, weekly (1961) 2822; (1962)
3847; (1963) 3682; (1964) 3502; (1965)
3414

mixing industry, current structure and
practices in selected States (1962) 63

relationships, 1909-63 (1964) 40
supplement (1965) 57

situation (1961) 2785; (1962) 3848; (1963)
3683; (1964) 3503; (1965) 3415

finishing beef cattle (1964) 5826
formula feeds, labor and capital for

—

mixing center (1962) 20411
pelleting (1961) 8300

grain and feed statistics (1962) 14762
supplements (1961) 6705; (1963) 13188;

(1964) 7946; (1965) 7041
influence of total feed and protein intake on

reproductive performance of beef female
through 2d calving (1965) 4128

errata (1965) 7044
integrated feed operations through farmer

cooperatives, 1959 (1962) 11738
least-cost feed formulation with linear pro-

gramming, managerial aspects (1965)
15199

livestock fed annually, statistics (1962)
1955; (1963) 4376

livestock feeding and feed industry

—

Belgium (1961) 588
Denmark (1961) 589
Great Britain (1961) 591
Switzerland (1961) 590

Midwest feed contract programs, gains and
losses for manufacturers, etc (1963)
81.50

milk cows, roughage fed feeding season
(1964) 3163, 13485; (1965) 11732

nitrates in corn ensilage, USSR study (1965)
5023

operating costs in packing mixed feeds with
emphasis on labor and capital (1964)
9953

pelleted rations for beef cattle (1963) 4375
preparation and preservation of fodder,

USSR studies (1964) 5152

Food for livestock—Continued
processing

—

feed ingredients, costs, labor, and capitoi
requirements (1965) 18883

livestock feeds, research studies of alter-
native methods (remarks) (1961)3673

production (1963) 9719; (1964) 13757; (1965)
4344

analysis of ingredients (1963) 15057
protein fodder concentrates, manufacture

from wastes of alcohol industry, USSR
study (1962) 2756

sale by CCC for maintenance of foundation
herds

—

establish penalties for misuse, etc., law
(1964) 19393

penalties for misuse report (1963) 13721
sold in emergency areas, facilitate pricing,

establish penalties for misuse, etc., re-

port (1964) 15566
State feed laws, officials enforcing, directory

(1963) 13979
use of microorganisms in feed production,

USSR studies (1963) 17619
see also Silage— also names of feeding

stuffs
Food for Peach Council, see American Food

for Peach (Council.

Food for poultry:
broiler and turkev feed financing bv cooper-

atives (1963) 20656
medicated feeds, pre-slaughter withdrawal

rules for poultrymen, poultrv and egg
producers (1964) 6737

production (1963) 9719; (1964) 13757; (1965)
4344

analysis of ingredients (1963) 15057
soybean meal, cooked unextracted, its eco-

nomic feasibility (1962) 5084
Food lockers, see Cold storage.

Food Marketing, National Commission on, see
National Commission on Food Market-
ing.

Food poisoning:
animal products, activity mechanism of pro-

teus organisms, Yugoslavian study
(1962) 7828

botulinous fish poisoning cases caused by
type E strains, Polish study (1962) 7702

enteropathogenic and indicator bacteria,
examination for, manual (1964) 13396

you can prevent foodhorne illness (1964)
7712

Food preservation, see Food.

Food processing:
agricultural processing plant in your com-

munity? aid in rural areas development
(1965) 13382

costs and productivity (1962) 9525
farm products, factories, output per

man-hour (1961) 8313
feasibility study (1961) 12824
food composition data, problems involved

assembling and evaluation (paper)
(1961) 20276

freeze-drying cost projections (1964) 4210
fresh meat, centralized, for retail stores

(1963) 18435
long-run projections in West (1965) 12372
output per man-hour and labor costs (1961)

17155
plant feasibility, economic studies, bibliog-

raphy (1964) 14236
potatoes, bulk handling and shipping to

plants (1963) 18432
poultry

—

byproducts, utilization in feeds (1962) 78
for convenience foods (1962) 12922
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Food processing—Continued
radiochemistry techniques, application in

removal of pesticide residues from foods
(1964) 19243; (1965) 15252

South Carolina processors, problems and
prospects (1963) 1474

Southeastern vegetable processing indus-

try

—

location and number of plants, etc., 1960
(1962) 4517

marketing practices and management
problems, 1960 (1963) 5829

raw product procurement, 1960 (1962)

16302
sweeteners used by U.S. industries (1963)

351; (1964) 4613
techniques. Eastern Experiment Station Col-

laborators' Conference, proceedings
(1964) 7902

vegetable processing plant in Jackson Coun-
ty, Fla., feasibility (1964) 5924

United States inspected meat plants, guide
to construction, equipment, etc (1961)
11690

Food processing machinery:
market in Austria (1964) 12560
Soviet industrial development, translations

(1962) 17731, 21956, 23742; (1963) 7120
Food service aides, examination announcement

(1961) 18416
supplement (1962) 4855

Food service facilities, see Restaurants, lunch
rooms, etc

Food service managers:
supervisor lead foreman, examination an-

nouncement (1961) 6912; (1964) 11955
discountinuance notice (1961) 18411

Food service workers, examination announce-
ment (1961) 18416

supplement (1962) 4855
supervised, suggested training program

(1964) 15858
Food stamps:
act of 1964—
hearings (1964) 14124
law (1964) 17384
reports (1964) 8286, 8303, 14074

Agriculture Department's program

—

method for sharing our abundance (1965)
4118

sharing our abundance (1965) 13404
fish consumption by food stamp families, etc

(1963) 13958
food stamp program

—

guide for retailers and wholesalers (1965)
5521

remarks (1965) 13411
pilot program, effects on

—

food consumption and dietary levels of

needy families (1962) 15465
retail food store sales (1962) 11688
Avoyelles Parish, La (1964) 12309
Fayette County, Pa., and McDowell
County, W. Va (1963) 8145

plan, operation, hearings (1963) 15295
statutes, compilations (1965) 5507

Food stores, see Stores.
Food, World Congress, see World Food Con-

gress.

Foot:
care for diabetic patient (1964) 11556
feet of mice frozen at various temperatures,

determination of amounts of ice formed
(1965) 4168

watch your footing, hints for longshore
safety (1961) 13395

Foot-and-mouth disease:
expanded session of Coordination Council on

Problem of Foot-and- Mouth Disease,
USSR study (1965) 16519

Foot-and-mouth disease—Continued
foreign threat to U.S. livestock (1964) 4217
virus, action of physical and chemical fac-

tors, USSR study (1965) 9472

Foot rot in sheep, cause, detection, treatment,
and prevention (1965) 15188

Football:
mouth protectors

—

acceptability by high school players (1964)

7687

play it safe (1964) 16841
your best defense (1964) 16848

professional leagues, authorize television
contracts

—

hearing (1961) 18963
law (1961) 18719
reports (1961) 18855, 19111

professional teams, antitrust laws applica-
bility-

hearings (1965) 14127
report (1965) 14085

Foote, Lydia A., relief (1963) 18974 .

Foote Creek Formation, Laramie basin, north
part, Wyo (1965) 2234

Foote Mineral Co., continuous flotation of

beryl from spodumene mill tailing (1964)

14748
Foothills Parkway:
transfer lands from Cherokee National For-

law(1964) 17274
reports (1964) 503, 15516

Footlight (periodical) (1962) 20173; (1963)

3715; (1964) 3516; (1965) 3429
Footwear, see Boots and shoes.

Foppiano, Elena M., see Fappiano, Helen.

For all to see, report to President of United
States on Federal employment of men-
tally retarded (1965) 11972

For benefit of man (1965) 11384

For commanders, this changing world (1961)

13817, 16161, 17988-992, 20341; (1962)

142-144, 1999-2000, 4572-73, 6629-31,

8913, 10946-947, 12980-981, 14801-802,
16343-345, 18675, 20474-476, 22982-983;

(1963) 97, 1789-91, 4434-35, 5906-7,

7661-62, 9645-46, 11528-529, 13232-233,

14934, 16819-820, 18535-537, 20318-319;

(1964) 91-92, 1758, 3517, 4276-77,

5934-37, 8022, 9997-99, 11831-832, 13667,

15258-260, 17031-32, 19199, 20984-985;
(1965) 148-150, 1817, 3430, 4233-34, 5584,

7135-38, 8508-9, 10141-142. 11895-896,

13444-445, 1.5232, 170, 37-38, 18930-932

For the reader on your holiday gift list (1962)

24068
Forage plants:
and cattle management in longleaf-slash

pine forests (1964) 13583
colbalt deficiency, how it affects cattle and

sheep (1961) 6684
Communist China, illustrated manual (1963)

8853
deer browse resources of north Georgia

(1964) 8697
dehydrated, composition (1961) 1651

field research equipment and evaluation of

methods of establishing (1963) 9591
geobotanical maps and principles involved

in making them, USSR study (1964) 2774

irrigation of crops in eastern U.S (1962)
16308

Ozark

—

forest ranges, spraying, seeding, fertiliz-

ing increase forage (1962) 5228
wooded range, increase forage (1961) 4274

principal of Southwestern ranges (1962)
23576
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Forage plants—Continued
production and

—

preference on subalpine sheep ranges,
Bighorn National Forest, Wyo (1961)
7491

stocking rates on southern Arizona ranges
can be improved (1965) 4804

response to month of burning (1965) 2172
trends in crops varieties (1961) 7382; (1963)

8228; (1965) 6163
wheat pasture, monthly (1963) 4304; (1964)

4156; (1965) 4068
see also names of plants.

Forage programs and cattle systems, Colorado
mountain-meadow cattle ranches (1963)
8147

Foraminifera:
Alaska Arctic slope (1962) 17626
from Late Pleistocene clay near Waterville,

Maine (1965) 6902
Long Island Sound, distribution and abun-

dance (1965) 11683
Monmouth Group, Upper Cretaceous, Long

Island, N.Y. (1965) 9270
northern Olympic Peninsula, Wash (1964)

8766
Onotoa Atoll, Gilbert Islands (1962) 5299
Pacific collections of the Albatross (steamer)

(1965) 5270
planktonic

—

from deep-sea cores off Eniwetok Atoll
(1964) 15945

from western north Atlantic (1965) 6903
recent, off Central America (series) (1963)

12230; (1964) 14342
small, late Tertiary, southern Okinawa

(1964) 10645
Tertiary larger species from Guam (1963)

10289
Upper Eocene and Oligocene, from Viti

Levu, Fiji (1961), 6180, 9254
Forbearance, FHA provisions, fact sheet

(1962) 15551
Forbs, species for seeding chaparral burns,

comparison (1963) 17492
Force and energy:
aerodynamic force

—

characteristics of spheres and cones at
Mach 7.0 in methane-air combustion
products (1965) 11473

on rectangular wings deforming symmetri-
cally in supersonic flight with indicial or
sinusoidal time dependence, method for
calculating (1962) 10517

aerodynamics, rectangular wings, press-
ure-distribution characteristics at high
angles of attack and supersonic speeds
(1961) 9494

calibration, force to 60,000 lbs.

—

compression only, measurement system
operation procedure (1961) 15907

tension only instruments, measurement
system operation procedure (1961) 5040

concentrated forces, effect on elastic shell of
arbitrary shape, USSR study (1963)
19386

direct conversion of energy, USSR study
(1962) 22392

energy-absorbing structural element of
spacecraft, development from radio-
frequency transparent materials (1965)
14739

energy-
absorption, concepts of multiple-impact
study (1965) 16601

and mass transfer in partial-pressure dis-

tillation (1965) 11027
attenuation from shallow earthquake foci,

USSR study (1964) 6904

Force and energy—Continued
energy—Continued

balances for United States, 1947-62 (1965)
2810, 5072

budget at earth's surface (1963) 16756-757

disposition on thin-film polymeric materi-
als, calculation (1963) 19938

exchange in collision of particles with sol-

id wall (1965) 18599
expenditure and environmental tempera-

ture, report (1963) 116
in U.S., assessment of available informa-

tion (1962) 23389
print as document, report (1962) 23404

momentum conservation and consequences
for classical particle (1965) 4202

parameter B for strong blast waves (1962)
22621

spectrum of electrons in outer radiation
belt (1963) 7289

transfer from liquid to gas bubbles form-
ing at submerged orifice (1965) 5168

expenditures of women performing selected
activities (1961) 77

force

—

and pressure measurements on canopy-
fuselage configurations (1963) 5531

controlled solenoid drives microweld tester

(1965) 11453
forces

—

and pitching moments and aspect-ratio-3.1
wing-body combination (1961) 6310

on sphere accelerating in viscous fluid

(1964) 15865
high accelerative forces, response of squir-

rel monkeys (1965) 14730
local redistribution of total energy in bound-

ary layer of compressed gas near sur-

face of burning solid, USSR study (1962)
10038

longitudinal forces response, spring-mass
representation of free-free nonuniform
bar (1964) 18749

migration of energy, ISSR study (1962) 9853

national fuels and energy study (1962) 23389

print as document, report (1962) 23404
potential-energy curves, numerical calcula-

tion by Rydberg-Klein-Rees method
(1965) 2883

prediction of energy cost of treadmill work
(1962) 16418

sources and energy, armament elements,
AMC engineering design handbook
(1964) 20989

structural energy characteristics of tur-

bulence in clouds, some results of experi-

mental investigation, LSSR study (1965)
2744

supply, tor physiological functions (1965)
5243

system measures unidirectional forces, ex-

cludes extraneous forces (1965) 12988
torque-producing forces acting on satellites,

observations (1964) 16723
vibrational energy transfer in higher energy

collisions (1965) 16615
see also Jets.

Force-area study of mixed films of trypsin and
ovomucoid (1964) 20710

Force-test investigation:

—

1/4-scale model of modified VZ-2 aircraft

(1964) 16699
stability and control characteristics of

4-propeller tilt-wing VTOL model with
programmed flap (1962)20148

Forced convection heating of steel scrap in

fuel-fired vertical furnace (1962) 1639
Forces of change in Latin America (1961) 8208
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Forcible entry practices involving Federal
properties (1965) 14406

Ford, A., bioelectronic foundations for human
engineering (1963) 11262

Ford, Frank B., evaluation of recruiting strat-

egy with fluctuating availability, etc

(1963) 4406
Ford, Frederick W.:

addresses, lectures, etc.

—

Apr. 19, 1963 (1963) 10116, 13904. 13905;
(1964) 2309, 6623, 14233, 21294

nomination, hearings (1965) 430
Ford, Gerald R., record of press conference

statements for Joint Senate-House Re-
publican Leadership (1965) 19334

Ford, Maurice E., jr., elimination of thermal
stratification in reservoirs and resulting
benefits, with special emphasis on study
of Lake Wohlford, Calif (1965) 12559

Ford, Richard G., area resource development
(1963) 10123

Ford, T.F., adhesion-shear strength of ice fro-

zen to clean and lubricated surfaces
(1963) 11174

Ford, William F., effects of shielding on Cou-
lomb T matrix (1965) 9726

Ford City, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13144
Ford County, Kans., soil survey report (1965)

20076
Ford Instrument Co., pricing of repair parts

for computers under Navy contract,
GAO review (1962) 19555

Ford Motor Co.:

cost of welding equipment improperly includ-

ed in price redetermination proposal
under contract, GAO report (1965) 6257

Rawsonville, Mich., raising of President
Johnson's E pennant for export (re-

marks) (1964) 21098
tractors, distributors franchises, termina-

tion, hearing (1964) 17891
wage chronology, 1941-64 (1965) 9500
wood pallets use (1963) 575

Ford Motor of Canada, Ltd., production, etc.,

under U.S.—Canadian tariff elimination
agreement, letter of undertaking (1965)
17917

Ford's Theatre National Historic Site, resto-

ration, history structures report (1964)
7614

Fordham, Richard, relief (1961) 12216, 16934,
18538

Fore mine, methods and costs of producing
brown iron ore (1961) 1196

Forecasting in small business planning (1961)
15961

Forecasts:
forecasting transportation development,

prolegomenon (1965) 18806
hydrodynamic forecasting of pressure fields

in mid-level of atmosphere for entire
sphere of earth considering orography,
USSR study (1964) 6884

a look at world in year 2000 (1962) 10189
population forecasting methods (1964) 20776
statistical, of annual seismicity of Kur-

il-Kamchatka and California zones for 1

to 5 years in advance (1964) 10913
see also Weather forecasts.

Foreclosure of mortgages, see Forebearance

—

Mortgages.
Foreign affairs, see International relations.

Foreign Affairs Committee, House:
activities (1962) 394, 23367; (1964) 12131;

(1965) 407
additional employee, report (1961) 12292
calendar (1961) 3072; (1962) 3990; (1963)

3834; (1964) 3648; (1965) 3563

Foreign Affairs Committee, House—Con.
committee prints (1963) 4754, 6195, 11900,

18934-940; (1964) 2111, 4495-96, 6354,
8377, 10312-313, 12130, 12132; (1965)
2013-14, 4516-17, 7484, 8883, 8887, 8989,
12175-178

hearings, see subjects
investigations and studies

—

expenses, report (1963) 6125
foreign policy operations, etc.

—

authorization, report (1961) 5648
expenses, report (1961) 5676

U.S. foreign policy, authorization, report
(1963)6106

U.S. foreign policy

—

authorization, report (1965) 4491
expenses, reports (1964) 4472; (1965)
5923

reports, see subjects
subcommittee reports (1965) 10539, 13845

Foreign Affairs, National Academy of, see
National Academy of Foreign Aifairs.

Foreign affairs outline (series) (1964) 11623,
18957, 21880; (1965) 3041, 8305, 25049-50

Foreign agents:
nondiplomatic

—

activities of representatives of foreign
governments, study (1962) 17327

representatives in U.S., activities, hear-

ings (1963) 6295, 10009, 13802, 15384,
17309, 19050, 20608

registration act

—

administration, report (1961) 15685; (1963)
1154: (1964) 1356, 11243; (1965) 12780
hearing (1961) 18979; (1964) 2237; (1965)

7531
law (1961) 18747
reports (1961) 8730, 8756, 19087; (1964)

6468; (1965) 8933
Foreign agricultural research grant program

of Agriculture Department (1961) 3686
Foreign Agricultural Service:
appropriations

—

1962, Agriculture Dept., hearings (1961)
10325

1963, Agriculture Dept., hearings (1962)
11430

1964, Agriculture Dept., hearings (1963)
9921

1965, Agriculture Dept., hearings (1964)
10286

1966, hearings (1965) 10515
biographic register (1961) 5103; (1962)

12704, 24091; (1964) 1595
general information (1961) 20759; (1962)

7435
market promotion activity, review, report

(1965) 19267
miscellaneous, FAS-M series, see listings

under Foreign Agricultural Service in

separate issues of Monthly catalog
list (1965) 4785

overseas marketing activities (remarks)
(1961) 20757

special reports, list (1965) 4785, 18174
world market development efforts (summary

of remarks) (1961) 7452
Foreign agricultural trade, see Agricultural

products.
Foreign agricultural trade of United States

(1964) 3518; (1965) 3431
Foreign agricultural workers, see Farm labor.

Foreign agriculture, see Agriculture.
Foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;
(1965) 3433

Foreign aid:

A.I.D. and U.S. voluntary agencies, growing
partnership (1963) 12259
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Foreign aid—Continued
Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign

Aid, register of agencies (1961) 2069;
(1962) 11919, 15662

Afghanistan highway contracts, construc-
tion project, hearings (1961) 189.50

Africa, U.S. operations (196.3) 8021
print as Senate document, reports (1963)

6273, 7918
agreement with

—

Chile (1962) 18.51

Colombia (1961) 11600
Ecuador (1961) 17844
Togo (1961) 11579

aid in action

—

Afghanistan (1962) 3496
Bolivia (1962) 3493
Cambodia (1962) 3490
Ceylon (1962) .3497

Colombia (1962) 10672
Iran (1962) ,3498

how U.S. aid lends a hand around the
world (1961) 13679

aid transport development programs (ad-

dress) (1965) 11042
alleviation of world hunger (remarks) (1965)

10046
alliance for progress

—

remarks, declaration, charter (1961) 20170
report of Adlai E. Stevenson (1961) 20169

America's commitment to peace in freedom
through technical and economic assis-

tance (address) (1961) 19806
appropriations, 1965, budget amendment

(1964) 8257
assistance from U.S. and international orga-

nizations, obligations and other commit-
ments, report 1945-60 (1961) 17352

bibliography of reports. Geological Survey
technical assistance program, 1940-65
(1965) 10982

budget, 1964, amendment (1963) 7871
building a better world (address) (1965)

11045
Cambodian port highway, construction pro-

ject-
hearings (1961) 189.50

report (1961) 18902
Clentral Treaty Organization for rail link

between Turkey and Iran, GAO follow-

up examination (1965) 9225
charting new course (address) (1961) 13681
Chile-
emergency relief assistance, agreement

(1961) 6575
reconstruction and rehabilitation assis-

tance, proposed supplemental appropria-
tion (1961) 5619

civic action, military role in nation building
(1964) 4277

claim for postwar economic assistance to

Germany, settlement agreement (1961)
13687

commingling of U.S. and communist aid

—

hearings (1962) 13516
report (1962) 15207

Communist China's economic aid (1963) 5405
community development review (1961) 3323;

(1962) 3690; (1963) 156.54; (1964) 2463
special issue (1962) 21872

cooperative action for free world community
(1961) 20,534

controversy and reality (remarks) (1964)
4869

counterpart funds

—

and AID foreign currency accounts (1962)

11917; (1963) 3569; (1964) 3384
and ICA foreign currency (1961) 3324;

(1962) 3728

Foreign aid—Continued

decade of technical assistance program
(1962) 19423

deficiences related to inadequate administra-
tion of military budget support funds
provided to certain foreign countries,
GAO report (1964) 19761

development programs, appropriations, 1966,
amendments, proposals (1965) 12058

development research digest (1964) 14396;

(1965) 3310
economic aid program

—

changes in recent years (address) (1965)
11043

in Panama, staff survey team report
(1964) 10313

economic

—

and

—

financial assistance to Soviet dominated
countries, amend Battle act, report
(1961) 8933

military assistance program, 1963, mes-
sage from the President (1962) 9186

social development

—

in Brazilian northeast, agreement
(1962) 14635

Sino-American fund, agreement with
China, Republic (1965) 16870

technical assistance, agreement with

—

Mali (1961) 9772
Yugoslavia (1961) 9779

technical assistance program for Korea,
1957-61, GAO review (1962) 21804

assistance

—

agreement with

—

Iceland (1961) 8211
Libya (1961) 1512
Senegal (1961) 16002
Sierra Leone (1961) 16000
United Arab Republic (1964) 12316

in Africa (address) (1965) 11044
programs, guiding principles (1963)

19361
cooperation

—

agreement with

—

Austria, ERP counterpart settle-

ment (1963) 3343
Burma (1961) 1533
Panama (1962) 14618
Republic of China (1962) 20316
Republic of Korea (1961) 11598
Ryukyu Islands, Japan (1964) 16880
Spain, modification of counterpart
deposit requirement (1962) 24099

Viet-Nam (1962) 20318
informational media guaranty program,
agreement with Afghanistan (1961)
11613

program in territories under jurisdiction

of West Indies, agreement with Great
Britain (1961) 8216

development agreement with

—

Pakistan (1962) 24102
Tunisia (1963) 7445

development

—

organization, planning and program-
ming, papers prepared for United Na-
tions conference (1963) 2440

projects for assistance to Central
Treaty Organization Agency for Inter-

national Development, State Dept.,

GAO report on examination (1964)

8712
developments in South America, hearings

(1962) 13331
technical, and related assistance, agree-
ment with

—

Cameroun (1961) 20185; (1962) 14619
Central African Republic (1963) 11313
Colombia (1963) 1518
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Foreign aid—Continued
economic—Continued

Costa Rica (1963) 1524
Dahomey (1962) 14634
Dominican Republic (1962) 16685
Ecuador (1962) 14647
El Salvador (1962) 14617
Guinea (1961) 1535
Honduras (1961) 20184
Iran (1962) 10681
Ivorv Coast (1961) 21389
Jamaica (1964) 3152
Korea, Republic of (1961) 20186
Malagasy (1961) 20190
Nicaragua (1962) 20307
Niger (1961) 17839
Paraguay (1963) 3346
Upper Volta (1961) 17840

excess personal property in foreign assis-

tance program, effective utilization.

International Development Agencv,
State Dept., GAO report (1965) 7774

expenditures, study, authorization, report
(1965) 4555

facts and fallacies (1961) 17832
financing (remarks) (1963) 19206
financing assistance under alliance for prog-

ress, agreement with Pan American
Union (1964) 9825

Food for Peace program, agricultural ex-

ports (1961) 17161
foreign assistance act of 1961

—

hearings (1961) 14462, 14733
Humphrey amendment, implementation

(1962) 17144
report, print as Senate document, report

(1964) 8425
International Development Agency guar-

anties, opinion of Attorney General
(1963) 19773

law (1961) 16607
reports (1961) 14640, 16779

foreign assistance act of 1962

—

analysis (1962) 11452
hearings (1962) 9378, 11450, 11662-663
law (1962) 16791
Ramseyer rule print of executive branch
proposal (1962) 11451

reports (1962) 13461, 13626, 15157, 16965
foreign assistance act of 1963

—

analysis (1964) 2111
hearings (1963) 9933, 11899, 13647, 13804
law (1964) 1934
message from the President (1963) 7868
reports (1963) 15282. 15292, 20584; (1964)

384
foreign assistance act of 1964

—

analysis (1964) 12130
hearings (1964) 8379, 10310, 12128, 14136
law (1964) 21125
reports (1964) 12068, 12075, 15676, 19489,
21197

foreign assistance act of 1965

—

analysis (1965) 8887
background material, fiscal year 1966,
compilation (1965) 8883

hearings (1965) 5957, 7483, 8885, 8988,

10537
title page and contents (1965) 10538

law (196.5) 17377
Ramseyer rule print (1965) 12176
reports (1965) 8862, 8958, 10486, 15724

foreign assistance activities of Federal Gov-
ernment, investigation, expenses, report
(1965) 15942

foreign assistance appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1964) 2229
law (1964) 1985
reports (1964) 2069, 2098-99, 2103, 2220,

12045

Foreign aid—Continued
foreign assistance appropriations, 1964

—

Continued

foreign assistance appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 19588
law (1964) 21126
reports (1964) 13950, 13952, 19582

foreign assistance appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 12156, 17905
law (1965) 19149
reports (1965) 15758, 19229

foreign assistance program

—

authorizations and appropriations, staff

memorandum (1965) 4516-17
hearings (1965) 8988

foreign assistance program, reports-
departmental editions (1963) 19362; (1965)

785, 14461
document editions (1963) 18802; (1965) 392,

13824
foreign operations appropriations, 1963,

hearings (1962) 19169
foreign operations appropriations, 1964,

hearings (1963) 18918
foreign operations appropriations, 1965,

hearings (1964) 12117
forms and means of development aid, Ger-

man viewpoint (1961) 13093
French, to underdeveloped countries, wasted

or productive? (1964) 11022
Ghana students in U.S. oppose aid to Nkhru-

mah (1964) 6518
Humphrey amendment to foreign assistance

act of 1961—
implementation report, 1963 (1964) 10355
implementation report, 1964 (1964) 21219

print as Senate document, report (1964)
19574

ICA health summary (1961) 3325; (1962) 3930
industrial activities bulletin (1961) 3326;

(1962) 3940
integrate programs into single administra-

tion, message from the President (1961)
6983, 9768

inter-American social and economic coopera-
tion program

—

appropriations, 1961

—

hearings (1961) 7125, 8971
law (1961) 10186
message from the President (1961) 5621
reports (1961) 8735, 8935

questions and answers (1961) 8210
international agricultural development,

monthly newsletter to cooperators
(1965) 11036

international development

—

highlights of President Kennedy's new act
(1961) 11576

program for decade (1961) 11575
Iran, economic and technical assistance pro-

gram. International Cooperation Admin-
istration 1956-60, examination (1961)
12755

Korea, Vietnam, and Turkey, staff survey
team report (1962) 9379

Laos, United States contribution for super-
vision and control

—

hearings (1964) 8380
law (1964) 17327
reports (1963) 13773; (1964) 13967, 15.564

major authorizations and appropriations
since World War II, staff memorandum
(1965) 7484

make more effective, suggestions (address)
(1961) 16088

Middle Eastern and African countries, re-

port of study (1963) 19055
print additional copies, report (1964)

1.5682, 17512
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Foreign aid—Continued
mutual defense and assistance programs

—

appropriations, amendment (1964) 10193
proposed, 1964, summary presentation

(1963) 10347; (1964) 8834; (1965) 7836
mutual security act of 1954, as amended

—

opinion of Attorney General (1961) 11324
provisions omitted from foreign assistance

bill and reasons therefor (1961) 18944
mutual security act of 1960

—

amend, hearings (1961) 14461; (1962) 4963
hearings (1962) 4963

mutual security act of 1961, reports (1961)
14395, 16663

print additional copies, report (1961)
18835

mutual security appropriations^
hearings (1961) 19143; (1962) 21528
law (1961) 20510; (1962) 23272
reports (1961) 18828, 18921, 19054; (1962)

21074, 21173, 21456
mutual security in action, fact sheet

—

Burma (1962) 1828
Jordan (1961) 15994
Morocco (1961) 21379
Nepal (1962) 1833
Sudan (1962) 1823
Tunisia (1961) 1494
Turkey (1961) 21386

mutual security program

—

analysis (196*1) 18945
background material, staff memorandum

(1961) 18947
. draft legislation (1961) 18943

Korea, Pakistan, Vietnam economic assis-

tance, 1961, GAO review (1961) 7510
reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 5107; (1962)
17664

document editions (1961) 4025; (1962)
16835

new program, message from the President
(1961) 6983, 9768

new U.S. program for underdeveloped areas
of world (1961) 11574

operations

—

in Latin America, hearings (1963) 4755
report on various countries (1961) 5771

print as document, reports (1961) 7073,
7215

reports (1961) 3327; (1962) 4152, 11918;
(1963) 3996; (1964) 3823; (1965) 3741

patents and technical information agree-
ments, study (1961) 1914

Peru, operations

—

hearings (1961) 14474
report (1961) 14355

productivity centers

—

industry institutes, industrial development
centers, list (1961) 4337

list (1962) 688
program

—

aspects (text of address) (1961) 6559
background material (1964) 4495; (1965)
8377

1966, message from the President (1965)
1985
supplement (1965) 10391

operations appropriations, 1962, hearings
(1961) 14440, 16828

today, answers to basic questions (1963)
19360

programs under mutual security act, investi-

gation

—

authorization, report (1961) 5648
expenses, report (1961) 5676

programs under mutual security act,

through lOAB, hearing (1961) 10348

Foreign aid—Continued
Ramseyer rule print of H.R. 7372, foreign

aid bill of 1961 (1961) 20574
recommendations, message from the Presi-

dent (1964) 8252
relief agencies registered with Advisory

Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid,

income and expenditures, commodities
and funds used, summary report (1961)

3328, 12826
relief supplies, agreement with

—

Afghanistan (1961) 9776
Paraguay (1961) 11590

role of agricultural commodity assistance in

international aid programs (1965) 7573
scope and distribution of U.S. military and

economic assistance program, report of

committee to the President (1963) 9401
settlement of postwar economic assistance,

agreement with Japan (1963) 1523, 11316

southeast Asia program, proposal, message
from the President (1965) 10411, 12573

technical assistance

—

to less developed countries, ICA proposed
outline for study (1961) 9284

training program in education, annual
reports (1962) 11697; (1965) 9049

under area redevelopment act, questions
and answers (1962) 20471

technical cooperation, agreement with

—

Afghanistan (1961) 9774; (1962) 14625;
(1963) 7449; (1964) 9809; (1965) 15074

Brazil (1964) 9822-23; (1965) 13299
special services (1962) 18502

Cyprus (1961) 17845
Libya (1962) 14620
Mexico (1962) 24105
Somali Republic (1963) 14715; (1964) 7793;

(1965)6942.15080
United Kingdom, program in British
Guiana (1964) 18972

technical cooperation programs

—

Trust Territory of Somaliland, agreement
with Italy (1962) 8691

United Nations system (1963) 20169
technical cooperation, vocational education,

etc., agreement with Brazil (1962) 18503
technical cooperative, agriculture and live-

stock program, agreement with Chile
(1961) 5126

Thailand, economic and technical assistance
program administered by ICA, 1955-60,

GAO examination report (1961) 17320
through private initiative, report (1965)

16359
to finance development planning Indonesia

(1961) 19764
trade and aid

—

essential to free-world leadership (address)

(1962) 14605
in troubled world (remarks) (1964) 1724

underdeveloped countries

—

aid for agriculture first, opinion of Knud
Caesar, West Germany (1961) 13099

economic assistance program (statement)
(1961) 13714

need to know what they want. West Ger-
man study (1961) 13219

surplus agricultural products, use to

promote economic development, amend

law (1961) 14092
reports (1961) 10451, 12265

U.S.—
foreign assistance and assistance from

international organizations, obligations
and loan authorizations, July 1,

1945-June 30, 1962 (19^) 2263
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Foreign aid—Continued
U.S.—Continued
overseas loans and grants and assistance
from international organizations, obli-

gations and loan authorizations, July 1,

1945-June 30, 1963 (1965) 2264
private programs, unselfish American

(1962) 21239
print as Senate document, report (1962)

21455
USSR-

aid to Indonesian and Bulgarian fishing

industries (1965) 6446
problem of aid to underdeveloped coun-

tries, translation (1963) 683
technical aid in developing medical indus-

tries (1963) 19727
technical assistance to foreign countries

(1961) 21059
Vietnam

—

additional amount, message from the Pres-

ident (1964) 10195
amended request, message from the Presi-

dent (1964) 12563
voluntary programs

—

activities of registered agencies (1962)

13912, 15664; (1963) 5098
register of agencies (1963) 14073; (1964)

10710; (1965) 14462
reports of American registered agencies

(1963) 14074; (1964) 10711, 15990, 18188;
(1965) 4894, 16360, 18267
errata (1964) 21375; (1965) 16358

White Fleet to provide emergency assistance
to other nations in case of disaster, re-

port (1961) 10453
see also Military aid

—

also names of coun-
tries.

Foreign air transportation, hearing (1962)
19187

Foreign and internal affairs in Cuba (1962)

18025
Foreign assets control regulations (1964)

13500
commodity supplement (1964) 13501

Foreign assistance, see Foreign aid.

Foreign born:
adults, social security reader for English

classes (1963) 11282
population of U.S., census, 1960 (1963) 1876

Foreign Buildings Office, construction of Em-
bassy office building and ambassadorial
residence, Rabat, Morocco, GAO review
(1963) 14004

Foreign claims, see Claims.
Foreign Claims Settlement Commission:
appropriation authorization, amend interna-

tional claims settlement act, hearing
(1965) 13984

appropriations, 1962, general Government
matters

—

hearings (1961) 10330, 12501
law (1961) 14125
report (1961) 12454

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 15253, 21525, 21528
laws (1962) 23243, 23272
proposal (1962) 19029
reports (1962) 21074, 21173, 21456, 21493

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11874; (1964) 515
law (1964) 1974
report (1963) 11848; (1964) 511, 2082

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 10288
law (1964) 17386
reports (1964) 10245, 21193, 21233

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10517

Foreign Claims Settlement Commission—Con.
appropriations, 1966—Continued

law (1965) 15511
reports (1965) 10497, 15929

claims programs administered, memorandum
(1963) 8109

foreign operations appropriations, 1963,
hearings (1962) 19169

index-digest of decisions, Bulgaria, Czecho-
slovakia, Hungary, Italy, Panama,
Rumania, Soviet Union, Yugoslavia,
1949-62 (1964) 19745

investigate claims of U.S. citizens for prop-
erty damage resulting from raising wa-
ter level of Lake Ontario

law (1962) 18956
reports (1962) 17206, 21027

member, nomination of

—

Dilweg, LaVern R., hearings (1961) 7294
JafFe, Theodore, hearings (1961) 7294
Re, Edward D,. hearings (1961) 7294

regulations pertinent to international claims
settlement act (1961) 597

reports, semiannual (1961) 6077; (1962) 9669,

19536; (1963) 15549; (1964) 10584; (1965)

9169, 16235
Foreign commerce, see Commerce.
Foreign Commerce Bureau:
press releases (1961) 3277; (1962) 4207
publications, check list (1961) 6079, 17278

Foreign Commerce Corps:
establish

—

hearings (1961) 17120
report (1961) 16970

Foreign competition in jewelry and silverware
industry in United States (1965) 6982

Foreign consular offices in United States
(1963) 11295; (1964) 7749; (1965) 8297

errata (1964) 11615
Foreign countries:
advance funds to members of Armed

Forces

—

hearing (1965) 13987
law (1965) 19142
reports (1965) 13960, 19434

American-owned property, expropriation by
foreign governments in 20th century,
report (1963) 18935

American studies abroad (1963) 18374
Armed Forces, uniforms insignia, and orga-

nization (1961) 147
banks, U.S. national, foreign branches, reg-

ulation (1963) 17438; (1965) 6201
boycotts

—

against friendly foreign countries, amend
export control act, hearings (1965) 12310

or other restrictive trade practices, re-

quest for information or action, etc

(1965) 18263
business investments in United States (1962)

20530
central banks, economic policies and prac-

tices, materials (1963) 18791
chanceries, etc., in D.C., location in residen-

tial districts, hearing (1963) 13800
changing roles of youth in the developing

nations (1965) 8296
coffee producing, situation, programs and

policies (1963) 13981
consular offices in U.S (1965) 8297
copyright protection of authors, etc (1961)

7291
courts, judgments, payment

—

law (1961) 18587
reports (1961) 10276, 16961

current epoch and methods of developing
liberated countries, USSR study (1962)
19645
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Foreign countries—Continued
debts owed U.S. Government and certain

international organizations, Dec. 31,

1962 (196.5) 2262
decorations, acceptance by members of U.S.

Armed Forces for service in Vietnam-
hearing (1965) 14116
law(196.S) 19134
reports (1965)8803, 19433

designation used in compiling U.S. foreign
trade statistics, code classifioation

(1964) 4353
change (1964) 8109
schedule C (1962) 13091; (1963) 11641;

(196.5) 43.53

developing countries, cost-of-living indexes,
computation (1964) 21670

developing, training nationals for employ-
ment with U.S. companies (1965) 6538

dollar assets growth slows as U.S. payments
position strengthens (1961) 20665

dollar reserves, strengthing U.S. balance of

payments slows rise (1961) 17160
elasticity of food consumption associated

with changes in income in developing
countries (196,5) 7575

employment opportunities

—

abroad, reference sources 1,1961) 4257
in binational centers abroad (1964) 20864

estimated annual growth rates of developed
and less developed countries, 1957-58
average to 1963-64 average (1965) 7835

exportabilitv of American system of in-

dustrial relations (1963) 10922
farm programs summary (1962) 11428
Food for Peace program, U.S. agricultural

exports (1961) 17161
food shortage, land resources and living

requirements (remarks) (1962) 21795
foreign assets control regulations (1964)

13500
commodity supplement (1964) 13501

Government civilians, standardized regula-
tions (1961) 3604: (1962) 4352

government securities, purchase by Federal
reserve banks

—

hearing (1965) 17907
report (1965) 15919

heads of foreign states and other officials,

provide authority to protect

—

hearing (1964) 10327
law (1964) 17352
reports (1964) 10231, 14108

imports from U.S., control regulations,
summary (1962) 5337

institutions of higher education, decree on
acceptance of diplomas issued, Hungary
(1964) 7251

insufficient amounts claimed from foreign
governments for recovery of ocean
transportation costs financed under ag-
ricultural trade development and assis-
tance act of 1954, Commodity Credit
Corp., Agriculture Dept., GAO report
(1965) 14395

international

—

comparison of ratios of social security
expenditures to gross national product
(1965) 6911

law of sovereign immunity, study (1964)
11625

job opportunities, list (1962) 22911
less developed

—

terminating designation for purposes of
interest, equalization tax, nriessage from
the President (1965) 7411

U.S. economic policy, study (1962) 353
major political entities of world (1962) 20290
market development program (remarks)

(1961) 10647

Foreign countries—Continued
markets for U.S. agricultural products (ad-

dress) (1965) 4102
medical libraries, directory (1963) 12913
ministries of education, function and organi-

zation (1962) 19431
money market and exchange rate's (1963)

2278
Mongolian People's Republic, agreements

(196.5) 19770
national bank branches, improve useful-

hearings (1961) 14722, 18939; (1962) 17098,
10380

laws (1962) 18957, 20892
reports (1961) 16965; (1962) 16983-984,
21384

nations of world, status, official nomencla-
ture, etc., State Dept. geographic bulle-

tin (1963) 16.574; (1964) 9797; (1965)
11713

nations, peoples and countries, USSR (1965)
416

new bond issues in U.S. market (1963) 12120
newly independent States

—

geographic report (1962) 20291
profiles (1963) 13068

1965-66 labor and price statistics training
program for statisticians and econo-
mists from developing countries, Wash-
ington, D.C., Sept. 1965-Aug. 1966 (196.5)

.5059

nondiplomatic activities of representatives,
study

—

authorization, reports (1963) 2083, 6243
reports (1962) 15386, 15405

officials visiting U.S., Senate Members as-

sistance in responsibilities of reception,
reports (1961) 4068, 5783; (1962) 2355,
5027

overseas living, guide for personnel. Army
pamphlet (1964) 13676

passenger travel to and from U.S.

—

1960 (1961) 6203; (1962) 4293, .5319; (1963)
4140, 5044, 14046; (1964) 3970, 4829,
12537; (1965) 3891, 14443

monthly reports (1961) 737, 3310
revised pages (1965) 16336-340

plant quarantine import requirements

—

logs and lumber (1963) 1653; (1965) 5.502

oak logs and lumber (1961) 8280
addition (1964) 16938

summaries, list (1963) 9545; (1965) 5500
pocket guides, list for servicemen, students,

etc (1961) 21303
ports, code classification by geographic

area, etc (1962) 6757
schedule K (1964) 6049; (1965) 7280

prices in key industries, economic policies

and practices, materials (1963) 20448
profiles of newly independent states (1964)

18956; (1965) 13282
purchasing agencies in U.S (1961) 17284

radio communications, authorize to con-
struct and operate in D.C.—

hearings (1962) 19188, 21545
law (1962) 23195
reports (196'^j 19100, 19145, 19279, 21492

recent foreign social security developments
(1965) 6910

sending gift packages (1962) 13138 (1965)

15037
abroad. U.S. export regulations, summary

(1965) 10.340

social security

—

developments (1962) 13138
medical benefits for old-age pensioners
(1962)22801

programs (1962) 6455; (1964) 15088
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Foreign countries—Continued
social security—Continued

recent developments (1962) 20279; (1963)
1499, 9387

soil and water conservation (1962) 16305
statistical

—

briefs (1965) 3958
publications, accession list (1961) 2959;

(1962) 3887; (1963) 3726; (1964) 3525;
(1965) 3438

sugar, exporting, data (1963) 15296
tax barriers on foreign investments in U.S.,

remove, hearings (1965) 15835
teaching positions, list of sources of infor-

mation concerning (1961) 7338; (1963)

13853
technical

—

aid of Soviet Union in development of med-
ical industry (1963) 20826

assistance, ICA proposed outline for study
(1961) 9284

technological unemployment, experience in

dealing with problem (1963) 19124
tort claims arising, settlement by VA re-

ports (1965) 8822, 19446
trade restraints in Western Community,

study paper (1962) 2286
TVA interchange of ideas on resource devel-

opment and economic improvement, di-

gest and selected bibliography (1961)

17868
underdeveloped

—

assistance received from international
organizations, report 1945-60 (1961)
17352

economic, social, and political change, and
implications for U.S. policy, hearings
(1961) 8983

problem of State capitalism (1961) 13265
Russian journal reports (1961) 1032
Soviet and Communist Chinese policy to-

wards, list of publications (1964) 9783
United States business investments (1961)

257
United States operations

—

report (1961) 5771
print as document, reports (1961) 7073,
7215

visa of U.S. passports, fees charged, lists

(1963) 9397; (1964) 7760, 15097; (1965)
3042

when Americans live abroad (1965) 13277
women in high-level elective and appointive

positions in national governments (1964)
5765

Foreign countries, see also Foreign agents

—

Foreign aid—Military aid

—

also names
of countries— aiso subjects involved

Foreign credential service of Comparative
Research Branch (1965) 19562

Foreign crops and markets (periodical) (1961)

3272; (1962) 3881; (1963) 2305, 3721;
(1964) 3519; (1965) 3432

monthly summaries (1961) 3273; (1962) 3882;
(1963) 3722

Foreign currencies, see Foreign exchange

—

Money.
Foreign developments in machine translation

and information processing (1962) 790,

796, 823, 826, 828, 833, 838-39, 1040,

1044, 1063, 1145, 1470, 1550, 2642, 3021,

3058, 3190-92, 3227, 5446-47, 5457,

5603, 5608-9, 5614, 5620-21, 5623,
5625-26, 5630, 5818, 5866, 5919, 5967-71,

6035, 7548, 7588, 8045, 10033, 10122-124,
10184, 10216, 10232-233, 10266, 10311,

11979, 11983, 11988-990, 12007-8, 12086,

12091, 12118, 12147, 12175, 1.3997, 14006,

14026, 14054, 15756, 15785, 15838, 17683,

Foreign developments in machine translation
and information processing—Con.
17770, 17945, 21921, 22377, 23676; (1963)
2981, 8478, 8651, 8765, 8817, 10754,
10809, 10852, 12383, 12484, 14097, 14148,
14195, 14254, 14321, 14341, 14368, 15825,
15992, 16226, 17582, 17705, 17802. 19748,
20819; (1964) 949, 1018, 1059, 1139, 2578,
2716, 2783, 2852, 2915, 6921, 6981, 8914,
9093, 9125, 11056, 11127, 16090, 16147,
16527, 18512, 20169; (1965) 2357, 9357,
11051, 11070, 12598, 12653, 14551, 16502,
19789

abstracts (1965) 16484
errata (1965) 19712

Foreign exchange:
controls

—

Afghanistan (1961) 18449
Australia (1962) 17669
Austria (1962) 9792
Belgium (1962) 5354
Brazil (1962) 7507; (1963) 6607
Cambodia (1961) 18453
Central African Republic (1962) 11940
Ceylon (1961) 9199
Chad (1962) 11940
Chile (1962) 15673
Congo (Brazzaville) (1962) 11940
Congo (Leopoldville) (1962) 21880
Denmark (1961) 641; (1962) 13938
Ecuador (1962) 7508
Ethiopia (1961) 639; (1963) 2431
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

(1963) 6596
Finland (1961) 6088; (1962) 21883
France (1962) 15687
Gabon Republic (1962) 11940
Greece (1961) 10662
Guinea (1962) 15681
Hong Kong (1961) 636
Indonesia (1963) 5076
Iran (1961) 635; (1962) 724, 21882
Ireland (1961) 6090
Israel (1961) 10664
Italy (1961) 20875
Ivory Coast (1962) 19606
Japan (1961) 9197; (1963) 2388
Libya (1963) 8420
Luxembourg (1962) 5354
Mozambique (1961) 2028
New Zealand (1961) 18446
Norway (1961) 637; (1962) 21881
Pakistan (1963) 2387
Philippines (1961) 6091; (1963) 2384
Portugal (1962) 21892
Republic of South Africa (1963) 10334
Senegal (1963) 6612
South Africa (1962) 13937
Sudan (1961) 20874
Sweden (1961) 6089
Switzerland and Liechtenstein (1962)

19608
Taiwan (1962) 15676
Turkey (1962) 2566
United Kingdom (1961) 6086; (1963) 2383
Venezuela (1963) 8415
Vietnam (1962) 726
Yugoslavia (1963) 2434

gold reserves, current situation and
long-term trends (1964) 14175

rates

—

Communist China (1963) 5405
monthly (1962) 3883; (1963) 3723; (1964)

3521; (1965)3434
weekly (1962) 3884; (1963) 3724; (1964)

3522; (1965) 3435
regulations governing operations (1964)

5729 190()3

department circular (1961) 21420
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Foreign exchange—Continued
special foreign currency authorization, ap-

propriations, 1966, hearings (1965)
10517

strengthening U.S. balance of payments
slows rise in foreign dollar reserves
(1961) 17160

transactions, Indonesian law (1965) 14458
Treasury and Federal reserve operations

(1962) 19493; (1963) 8261, 19209; (1964)
8588, 17990; (1965) 9138, 18100

United States transactions for monetary
purposes (remarks) (1962) 12769

USSR-
state monopoly, translation (1961) 15180
system (1963) 6909

see a/so Monev.
Foreign fisheries briefs (1964) 4733, 14270
Foreign Labor Conditions Division, BLS, its

program and publications (1962) 20050;
(1964) 18645; (1965) 16569

Foreign language specialists, examination
announcement (1961) 8555; (1962) 2255,
14985

Foreign Language Supervisors, National
Council of, see National Council of State
Foreign Language Supervisors.

Foreign languages, see Language and lan-

guages— aiso names of languages.
Foreign market survey (series) (1965)

17153-161
Foreign Operations Administration, field staff,

foreign service list (1962) 3886
Foreign policy, see International relations.

Foreign pre-diploma probationary work of
students, USSR (1963) 8544

Foreign relations, see International relations.
Foreign Relations Committee, Senate:
calendars (1961) 3094; (1962) 4008; (1963)

3854; (1964) 3668; (1965) 3580
committee prints, see subjects
consultative subcommittees, scope of cover-

age (1963) 13803; (1965) 6046
hearings, see subjects
investigations and studies

—

nondiplomatic activities of foreign govern-
ments, authorization, reports (1962)
15386, 15405; (1963) 2083, 6243

U.S. foreign policy

—

authorization reports (1961) 4069; (1962)
2354, 5026; (1963) 2082, 6244; (1965)
4540, 4552

expenses, report (1961) 5784; (1964)
4544, 6443

legislative history, 86th Congress (1961)
4059

legislative history, 87th Congress, commit-
tee print (1963) 2092

reports, see subjects
statement of John J. McCloy on creation of

disarmament agency (1962) 10663
statement of Secretary of State on creation

of disarmament agency (1962) 10662

subcommittees, membership, jurisdiction, etc
(1961) 5867

Foreign Scholarships Board:
continue

—

analysis of act (1961) 7274
hearings (1961) 8981, 14463
law (1961) 18647
reports (1961) 12427, 18872, 20555

see also Board of Foreign Scholarships.
Foreign Service:

act, amendments of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 15802
Ramseyer rule print of H.R. (1965) 6277,

12177
reports (1965) 15728, 17599

Foreign Service—Continued
act of 1946, as amended (1963) 4754; (1965)

2013
proposed amendments submitted by State
Dept (1963) 18937

reports (1961) 374, 7237
act of 1946, as amended

text (1961) 377
hearings (1963) 2091; (1964) 10311
reports (1964) 2226, 13968, 19465; (1965)

12134, 15966
biographic register (1961) 5103; (1962)

12704, 24091; (1964) 1595
buildings act, 1926, amend

—

hearings (1962) 13513, 19387; (1963) 7995,
10010

law (1963) 17024; (1964) 17273; (1965)
10357

message from the President (1965) 7406
reports (1962) 13468, 17012, 19319; (1963)

7955, 7962, 9992, 13598, 15237; (1964)
13969, 15710; (1965) 8791, 8961

career opportunities (1961) 20152; (1962)
15986; (1963) 16569

department and foreign service series (1961)
1484, 5103, 6555, 9762, 15973, 20151-152;
(1962) 8664, 12704, 18464, 20287, 22813,
24091; (1963) 7433, 11295, 14703-704,

16570-571, 18324-325; (1964) 1595, 7748-

49, 9778, 11615, 15095, 16869, 20811;
(1965)8297,13277,20083

employees, relief (1963) 7911, 18998, 20412;
(1965) 15583, 17365, 17819

history, work, etc (1962) 8664
list (1961) 3598; (1962) 3886, 14602, 22815;

(1963) 1510, 3340; (1964) 3524; (1965)
3437

members, income tax deductions (1963) 10315
officers

—

appointment, hearing (1961) 12513
career, State Department (1963) 14703
examination, sample questions (1964) 7748
key, of foreign posts, guide for business-
men (1964) 9801; (1965) 3550

nominations, hearing (1965) 6048
windows, provide annuities, report (1961)

7239
operations, report on various countries

(1961) 5771
print as document, reports (1961) 7073,
7215

origins, development, functions (1961) 20151
panorama of change (address) (1961) 15991
personnel, free entry privileges, agreement

with

—

Indonesia (1961) 11594
Peru (1961) 11587

personnel policies, message from the Presi-
dent (1965) 10391

Rabat, Morocco Embassy office building and
ambassadorial residence construction,
GAO review (1963) 14004

Ramseyer rule print of proposed Foreign
Service buildings legislation (1963)
18939

retired officers, accept employment by for-

eign governments, report (1963) 13774
retired officers or employees reemployed,

payment of salary, report (1961) 7237
secretarial career in United States Informa-

tion Agency (1965) 20122
United States Information Agency officers,

nomination, hearings (1965) 10683
USIA, career opportunities for young people

(1964) 3179
see also Ambassadors—Consuls.

Foreign Service (USIA):
career opportunities for young people (1962)

12770
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Foreign Service Academy establish, hearings
(1963) 13805

Foreign Service Institute:

basic courses

—

African languages, announcement (1963)

11216
Amharic language (1964) 15094; (1965)

9931
Chinyanja language (1965) 18777
French units 1-24, text (1961) 11573
Fula language (1965) 13281
German (1962) 1831
Hausa (1963) 14707
Hungarian (1963) 13069; (1964) 13069,

13464
Igbo (1963) 5726
Kirundi language (1965) 9942
Kituba(1963) 21118
Lingala (1964) 1601
Serbo-Croatian (1965) 15064
Shona language (1965) 15065
Spanish (1962) 1835; (1964) 15104-105
Swahili (1963) 7438
Twi (1963) 7457
Yoruba language (1963) 13735

examination, GAO report (1961) 19396
facilities and training porgrams, staff mem-

orandum (1961) 7139
general information, bulletin, 1962 (1962)

12706
Greek, intermediate reader (1964) 1597
Thai reference grammar (1964) 9807

Foreign social science bibliographies series

(1961) 11888, 13921, 18151; (1962) 4738,
9044, 11099, 13059, 14944, 16478; (1963)

1900, 7764; (1964) 186, 6047, 15324;

(1965) 7276, 8620-21, 13644-645, 17226
Foreign trade, see Commerce

—

also names or
classes of commodities^a/so names of
countries or places.

Foreign trade routes, see Trade routes.
Foreign Trade Zones Board, reports (1961)

4271; (1962) 9670; (1963) 12150; (1964)
14294; (1965) 12496

Foreign-trade zones
Anchorage, Alaska, establish, hearings

(1962) 9486
laws, regulations, etc (1963) 2309
Toledo, Ohio, establish

—

report of examiners' committee (1961) 651
report on physical requirements (1961) 652

Foreign understanding and interpretation of

United States education (1964) 6566
Foreign versions of English names (1962)

15651
Foreign wood series (1961) 4277, 6105
Foreigners, see Aliens.

Foreman, Louise, strengthening family life

(1965) 7291, 15324
Foreman, small industry (1962) 6452
Forensic medicine, see Medical jurispru-

dence—Medicine
Forest conservation, see Forests and forestry.

Forest experiment stations, see names of sta-

tions.

Forest fires:

Alabama, determining fire cause by sam-
pling, TVA study (1962) 6487

Alaska (1964) 10590
Arizona pine forest, effect of wildlife or ero-

sion, etc (1962) 23575
bark characteristics and fire resistance of

trees, literature survey (1963) 12195
Beddington area, natural regeneration and

succession on burned-over land (1961)
20772

behavior

—

as affected by warm sea breeze (1964) 8660

Forest fires—Continued
behavior—Continued
fundamentals, programmed course (1965)

16241
answer sheet (1965) 16240

calculating national fire-danger rating
spread index by computer (1964) 12456

California

—

first-year effects of land treatment on
dry-season streamflow (1962) 9686

fuel-break fire control broadcast spraying
of chamise sprouts (1962) 17585

survival of fire-damaged trees (1962) 5257
weather severity (1961) 6136; (1962) 17580

causes and behavior of tornadic fire-

whirlwind (1965) 16259
chemical retardants, laboratory tests (1962)

13850
comparing severity of fire seasons (1964)

18067
control

—

air attack (1961) 65
and management, applications of danger

ratings (1962) 5269
California, anti-lightning operations, eval-

uation (1961) 4290
effective logging slash treatment, errata

(1961) 2041
effectiveness of model II Michigan sand
caster (1963) 13987

fuel temperature counter (1963) 19258
fire control notes, quarterly (1961) 3279;

(1964) 3507
selecting fire control planning levels by
burning index frequencies (1961) 12742

southern California

—

effect of humidity patterns in coastal
mountains (1961) 6138

grasses for fuel-breaks (1962) 5255
danger rating 2-index system, how to use

(1962) 615
do wire fences stop ground fires? (1965)

16267
electronic devices, application to fire detec-

tion (1962) 17559
enemies of forests (1962) 5231
fire control notes

—

index, Jan. 1956-Oct. 1963 (1965) 7714

quarterly (1962) 3851; (1963) 3685; (1964)

3507; (1965) 3420

fire-fighting

—

activities of Forest Service (1962) 12868
cargo dropping installation for De-

Haviland Beaver DHC-2 seaplane (1962)

11865
external water tank installation for De-

Haviland Beaver DHC-2 seaplane (1962)
11866

fuel beds, pine needle, reproducible, prepar-

ing (1965) 14364

fuel-moisture

—

indicator sticks, predicting moisture con-

tent (1961) 19374
percentages as guide for evaluating sever-

ity of fire seasons (1964) 12455
fuel weights of pond pine crowns (1961) 698

hourly variation in fire danger in Lake
States (1964) 12463

Hughes fire, 1962, chronology and analysis

(1965) 660
intermountain area, national fire-danger

rating system, using conversion tables

(1964) 12454
Lake States research program (1963) 12153
litter-and-duff fuel in shortleaf pine stands

in southeast Missouri (1961) 9214
litter fuels in red pine plantations (1963)

12179
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Forest fires—Continued
logginf? slash flanimability after 5 years

(1963) 10215
Missouri Ozarks, problems (1961) 2036
moisture content of fine fuels and relative

humidity (1963) 19255
national fire danger rating system, spread

index for Eastern and Southern States,

derivation (1965) 4814
on the lookout, forest fire control on State

and private land (1965) 18891
Pacific Northwest, fire season, 1961 (1962)

9672; (1963) 8292; (1964) 14304
prevention

—

knowledge of California hunters (1964)

8690
roadside signs, designs (1965) 16263
woodland protection (1964) 2364

Project Skyfire progress report, 1958-60
(1963) 17473

protecting forest from fire (1964) 5817;

(19.65) 15181
prototype fuel-break in eastside ponderosa-

JefTrey pine type (1963) 8297
Redmond Air Center, aerial firefighting oper-

ations (1965) 644
report, 1960 (1962) 594; 17542; (1963) 17470
San Dimas Experimental Forest

—

erosion control treatments, results (1962)

17581
fuel-break system (1962) 9685

seasonal moisture fluctuations in pocosin
vegetation (1963) 10245

Sierra National Forest Basin, July 13-22,

1961, fire behavior (1962) 19540
spread mechanisms, research progress re-

port (1964) 12474
statistics (1961) 19353; (1962) 17546; (1965)

18176
TB-25N evaluation as. air tanker (1963)

10249
Texas, relation to weather, etc (1965) 14379
thermocouples for forest fire research (1965)

10930
timber losses (1964) 2367
time-temperature relationships of test head

fires and backfires (1961) 697
weather

—

and computed fire occurrence in western
Oregon and western Washington, 1960
(1961) 6129

in eastern Oregon and central Washing-
ton, 1960 (1961) 7487

\wildlife effects in young stand of Virginia
pine and hardwoods seven years later

(1961) 675
wind-caused fuels, measure (1965) 662
you and forest fires (1965) 4116

Forest Genetics, Southern Institute of, see
Southern Institute of Forest Genetics.

Forest Genetics Institute, see Institute of For-

est Genetics.
Forest Glen Station, Chicago, 111., railroad

accident (1962) 15696
Forest Haven:

sale of right-of-way, authorize

—

law (1963) 20396
report (1963) 13739

voluntary admissions, etc., report (1962)

17243; (1963) 17122; (1965) 4503

Forest insects and diseases in Northern Great
Plains, survey (1962) 19549

Forest lands, see Forests and forestry—a/so

National forests.

Forest nurseries:
facilities, etc., transfer to States

—

law (1962) 16718
reports (1962) 11367, 13644

Forest nurseries—Continued

forest tree. United States, 1960, list (1961)

6152; (1962) 9706; (1963) 8307; (1964)

8703
Hawaii, site investigation, etc., for central-

ized nursery, report (1961) 6145
nursery

—

practices, articles (1961) 4295, 9228
temperature as factor in root elongation

of ponderosa pine seedlings (1965) 16264

Southeastern, diseases and their control
(1962) 17602

tree nurseries in U.S. 1964, list, etc (1965)

7762
tree planters' notes (1962) 17606, 21802;

(1963) 2316-17, 6527, 10250, 20712; (1964)

791, 8702-3, 12483-484, 14335, 21330;
(1965) 7761-62. 9212-13. 12518, 14381,
18185

index (1964) 12483; (1965) 14381
tree, root lesion nematode infestation and

control (1962) 23574
TVA, operations, guide (1961) 6594

Forest Park. 111., aircraft accident (1961)

18394
Forest pest leaflets (1961) 2037, 7480, 9215-16,

14925, 17290-293, 19354-356; (1962)
597-600, 2508, 5232, 11848, 19541,

21796-799; (1963) 4981, 8293. 10210.
15551-552. 17472; (1964) 767, 12433-434,
14298-300, 15936, 18043-45, 21324; (1965)

637-638, 2161-62, 4788, 9170, 10910-911,
14355-356, 16239

Forest pest observer (1961) 3280
Forest plantations, see Trees.

Forest planting:
black walnut for timber (1961) 5261
California

—

northwestern, endrin-treated Douglas fir

seed spotting (1962) 7447
reforestation, chemicals for brush control

(1963) 6495
Central States

—

forest tree improvement guide (1965) 7746
practice (1964) 1694

conifers, direct seeding in Lake States (1963)

12188
cypress, seedling size affects survival and

height growth (1961) 17313
direct seeding

—

bitterbrush, growth of single plants vs.

multiple groups (1962) 13848
northern red oak, variable stocking as

problem in experiments (1964) 8645
pine and spruce in southwestern Maine

(1965) 4809
scarlet oak in North Carolina nwuntains
(1965)9191

slash pine, guides (1965) 7756
experimental designs for simple planting

and other reforestation experiments
(1963) 6496

field planting, articles (1961) 4295, 9228
furrow seeders (1964) 14327
jack and red pine, seeding depth test (1965)

14370
Knutson-Vandenberg act (1965) 2165
lodgepole pine, 10 vear results of spot seed-

ing and planting (1961) 9219
Minnesota red pine, growing-stock density,

experiments (1962) 19547
New Mexico, western, seeding test with

fourwing saltbush (1964) 2380
Ozark forest ranges, spraying, seeding, etc.,

increase forage (1962) 5228
Piedmont and Southern Appalachians, N.C.,

oak, direct seeding tests (1962) 7453
preplanting treatments for brushy old fields

in southern Rlinois (1963) 13986
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Forest planting—Continued
rangeland drill used in reforestation in Cali-

fornia (1961) 682
reforestation, effect on streamflow in central

New York (1961) 9263
regeneration and succession on burned-over

land by Beddington area (1961) 20772
seeding test of direct depths for slash and

longleaf pine (1963) 12185
sites in Northeast, tentative classification

(1962) 5243
Sitka spruce and Douglas-fir on decayed

wood in coastal Oregon (1961) 6133
southwestern Wisconsin, ground preparation

costs and Ist-year survival of planted
red pine (1964) 775

spruce and hemlock, effect of seedbed prepa-
ration on natural reproduction under
dense shade (1962) 4245

strip-mined lands in Pennsylvania's bitumi-
nous region (1961) 6125

tree planters' notes (1961) 4295, 6152, 9228,
14939, 19392; (1962) 5277, 9706, 13853.
17606, 21802; (1963) 2316-17, 6527, 8307,
10250, 20712; (1964) 791, 8702-3,

12483-484, 14335, 21330; (1965) 7761-62,
9212-13, 12518, 14381, 18185

index (1962) 9707; (1964) 12483; (1965)
14381

trends in reforestation and its cost in Pacif-
ic Northwest (1964) 12485

wetland species, planting on upland soil

(1965) 16275
windbarrier and seeding, report, lists (1961)

6152; (1962) 9706; (1963) 8307; (1964)
8702; (1965) 7761

Wisconsin, northern red oak, seeding and
planting tests (1964) 12475

Forest products:
American forests (1961) 17921
authorizing national survey

—

hearings (1962) 21191
law (1962) 20860
reports (1962) 13636, 16997

calculating optimum combinations from
standing trees (1963) 20705

carload waybill statistics (1961) 2070, 6218;
(1962) 5367, 13942; (1963) 6628, 103.50;

(1965) 16364, 18272
census of agriculture, 1959 (1962) 20561
co-op shows sturdy growth (1963) 469
demand and price situation (1963) 20289;

(1965) 48
eastern Kentucky, forest industry process-

ing and marketing complex (1964) 13666
fungus defects, list of publications (1961)

6101; (1964) 6740
harvested

—

Hawaii, 1958 and 1960 (1963) 10224
Pacific Northwest (1961) 6131

industries, SBA services (1962) 1809
International Union of Forestry Research

Organizations proceedings, meetings of
sec. 41, Sept. 11-13, 1963 (1965) 7716

marketing (1963) 575
marketing laboratorv, research facility at

Princeton, W. Va"(1964) 768
output

—

Utah, 1960 (1962) 17557
Utah and Nevada, 1962 (1965) 9197

production in Nevada, 1960 (1963) 570
profitable projects for woodlot owners,

self-help suggestions (1963) 18420
promote flow in commerce

—

hearings (1962) 23361
report (1962) 17279

uses for forest residues (1965) 16252
see also Forests and forestry.

Forest Products Laboratory:
aircraft components, publications, list (1961)

6115
annual report (1962) 17556
development of natural finish (1961) 17295;

(1964) 18059
dynamic compression testing equipment for

testing package cushioning materials
(1962) 7722

hardwood veneer grading system (1964) 8642
its work and aims (1963) 1684
notes on treatment of wood with polyethyl-

ene glycol (1963) 12171
preparing cross sections of paper and pa-

perboard, methods used (1964) 12443
publications, lists (1961) 4275, 19357; (1962)

7437, 19542; (1963) 6484, 19251; (1964)
8632, 19748; (1965) 6242

box and crate construction and packaging
data (1963) 121.54

chemistry of wood (1964) 18046
drying of wood (1964) 8631
furniture manufacturers, woodworkers,

etc (1965) 2163
glue, glued products, and veneer (1965)

14359
growth, structure, and identification of
wood (1964) 6741

interest to architects, etc (1962) 17547;
(1965) 14358

lumbering, milling, and utilization of tim-
ber products (1963) 12155

special interest to farmers (1965) 18177
structural sandwich, plastic laminated,
and wood-base components (1964) 18047

wood fiber products research (1965) 14357
wood finishing (1963) 12156
wood preservation (1963) 12157

reports (1961) 655-664, 2038-40, 4276-78,

6100-11, 7481-83, 12710-723, 14926,
17294-300, 19358-362, 20760-765; (1962)
5233-36, 9673-78, 17547-555; (1963) 12158

research for developing wood utilization
program in West Virginia (1964) 6744

show-through comparator for furniture
panels (1961) 666

technical notes (1961) 665-666, 6112; (1962)
9679

wood identification (1962) 5235
Forest Products Marketing Laboratory, gen-

eral information (1964) 768
Forest rangers:

at work, 1961 yearbook. Forest Service in-

termountain region (1963) 568
in your service, story of their work (1963)

16730
Forest reserves, see National forests.
Forest resources, see Forests and forestry.
Forest Service:
administration of recreation and other se-

lected land use activities, GAO review
(1963) 8320

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497
law (1961) 14122
reports (1961) 7120, 10455, 14357

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7076, 11648
law (1962) 18954
reports (1962) 9266, 11642, 16985

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 6184
law (1963) 15158
reports (1963) 7939, 11951, 13616

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 6338, 8436
law (1964) 13904
reports (1964) 8288, 8420, 13951
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Forest Service—Continued
appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 5950, 8972
law (1965) 13782
reports (1965) 8773, 8960, 12139

authorities for carrying out work

—

hearings (1962) 21191
law (1962) 23269
reports (1962) 17232, 21062

beech utilization series (1961) 4272
career opportunities

—

management (1965) 8441
nonprofessional (1961) 5274; (1962) 16303;
(1963) 13177; (1964) 9954; (1965) 10073

construct and maintain roads and trails for
national forest

—

hearings (1963) 17331; (1965) 7492
law (1964) 21149
reports (1964) 14103, 19487

deficiencies in award, etc., of timber sales
contracts, California region, GAO report
(1964) 19752

engineer, your gateway to future career
(1961) 6698; (1964) 37

entomolgist, and plant pathologist, examina-
tion announcement (1961) 14020

Federal timber sold in Pacific Northwest by
oral auction bidding, GAO review (1965)
4839

field offices, listings (1965) 6241
films available for educational purposes, list

(1962) 19543
firefighters, overpayment of wages

—

GAO report (1964) 8727
validate

—

law (1965). 12026
report (1964) 15512
reports (1965) 8826, 10654

health and safety code (1962) 21800
land conveyance to Mount Shasta, Calif.

—

law (1962) 16725
reports (1962) 11377, 13643

land exchanges in Pacific Northwest region,
GAO review (1963) 2325

lands administered by, regulations govern-
ment grazing (1963) 17475

laws relating to establishment and adminis-
tration of national forests and to other
activities (1964) 13578

logging operations and fire-fighting activi-
ties (1962) 12868

management systems, description (1963)
4984

national forest

—

log scaling handbook (1964) 14302
timber, in regions 1 and 5, aspects of bid-
ding by sealed bids and oral auction,
GAO report (1965) 18186

national forests and other lands adminis-
tered, sheet of national atlas (1962)
17592

on the lookout, forest fire control (1965)
18891

organization and management, summary
from manual and handbook (1962) 5250

paperwork management systems, review,
Interagency Records Administration
Conference, 1960-61 season (1961) 13544

poster (1963) 10252
publications, price list (1961) 13626; (1962)

16120; (1963) 18278
range resource on lands administered by,

court cases related to administration
(1964) 15935

rental of employees' property

—

law (1965) 19147
report (1965) 15731

reports (1961) 690, 17310; (1962) 15621;
(1963) 13983; (1964) 18049; (1965) 10918

statistical supp (1965) 14363

Forest Service—Continued
research notes (1963) 6504-13, 10231-236,

12166-185, 13984-985, 15559-574.
17476-499, 19253-264, 20694-704; (1964)
772-783, 2374-87, 8635-70, 6743-49,
10589, 12441-472, 14308-329, 18050-78,
21326-328; (1965) 645-671, 2166-75,
4792-4806, 6244-49, 7717-45, 9172-94,
10919-937, 12500-513, 14364-375,
16246-275, 18178-182, 19637-642

research papers (1963) 6514, 10237-239,
12186-193, 13986-990, 15575-585,
17500-501, 19265-270, 20705-710; (1964)
784-790, 2388-91, 6750-51, 8671-94,
10590, 12473-481, 14330-333, 18079-86,
19749-750; (1965) 376-379. 672-683.
2176-77, 4807-14, 6250, 7746-57,
1195-9206, 10938-943, 12514-517,
16276-286, 18183-184, 19643-646

resource bulletins (1963) 15586-588,
17502-504, 19271-273; (1964) 8695-8700,
12482, 21329; (1965) 684-686, 9207-9,
14380, 16287-288, 19647

service and support, Intermountain Region
(1965) 16290

Southern Region, deficiences in appraising
southern pine sawtimber, GAO report
(1965) 692

technical equipment reports (1962) 11865-866
timber appraisal policies and procedures,

general review (1964) 2351
unauthorized diversion of revenues from

sale of special permits for hunting and
fishing in national forests, GAO report
(1963) 2335

use of pesticides for disease and insect con-
trol, value, safeguards, etc (1963) 16755

wood utilization research activities (1964)
7939

Forest taxation in Louisiana (1962) 5275
Foresters:
employment outlook (1962) 8366; (1964) 9390
examination announcements (1963) 15112;

(1964) 211, 11946
forestry aide, suggested training program

(1964) 15846
safety inspections of trees in recreational

areas, guide (1963) 15583
Forestry, see Firests and forestry.

Forestry Development Division, TVA annual
report 1963, forestry activities and ac-

complishments (1964) 1630
Forestry Relations Division, TVA, annual

report 1961, forestry activities and ac-

complishments (1961) 20219
Forestry Research Advisory Committee, re-

port and recommendations (1962) 14735
Forestry Research Institute, Poland, activities

(1962) 5880

Forests and forestry:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet abstracts journal (1963) 17977
Adirondacks, snow accumulation and melt

under certain conditions (1961) 12733
aerial photography (1962) 11857
accuracy of ground point location (1963)

17481

aerial spraying, etc. of pesticides, value,

safeguards, etc (1963) 16755
agricultural programs in forestry (address)

(1964) 13577
Alabama forests (1964) 8698

Alaska interior, early conditions (1963)
19250

Arizona ponderosa pine forest

—

effect of logging on understory vegetation
and deer use (1963) 4987

use of natural openings by deer, elk, and
cattle (1963) 4986
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Forests and forestry—Continued
Arkansas forests (1961) 6149

bibliography, PL-480 translation program
(1964) 11662

BLM forestry operation program (remarks)
(1961) 2473

blueprints, advantages for field use (1963)
17480

burning slash, tests of wind machine (1964)
14324

California

—

forest pest conditions, 1959 (1961) 654
seed lot information, recording system

(1963) 17486
careers in forestry (1962) 66; (1964) 7933;

(1965) 18884
Caribbean forester (1961) 3278; (1962) 3657;

(1963) 3498; (1964) 3305
Chelan and Douglas Counties, Wash.,

1959-60, statistics (1963) 15587
chemical light meter, description and evalua-

tion in forest research (1963) 10221
chipping of thinning slash on fuel-breaks

(1965) 16257
Coastal Plain, and associated soils in west

Tennessee, etc., farm forestry activities,

guide to planning (1965) 18800
Colorado's forest area (1964) 6745
Communist China

—

alpine forests of southwest, study (1963)
15719

comprehensive use of wood (1961) 1023
forestry developments (1961) 13059

conditioning loblolly pine stands for rege-
neration (1964) 787

conservation

—

highlights in history (1961) 11693
history highlights (1964) 9934
list of publications (1964) 5641
list of publications (1964) 5641
materials to help teach (list) (1963) 6489
on farm woodlands (1961) 17930
teaching aid, in our forests are many
mansions (1964) 2356

USSR conference (1963) 15670
cooperative State-Federal research (1964)

19065
cooperative technical assistance, amend

hearings (1962) 21191
law (1962) 20855
reports (1962) 19076, 19351

crown intercept, densiometer for measure-
ment above line transect (1961) 7486

Cuba (1962) 22214
cull development under management of

hardwood stands (1964) 788
cutting methods in mixed conifer swamps,

Michigan (1963) 15579
Douglas-fir, light thinning does not stimu-

late regeneration (1965) 2169
East Europe, translations (1961) 15634,

15651, 15666, 15681, 17524. 17547, 19704,
19720, 20991, 21002-3, 21018, 21080;
(1962) 1130, 1180, 1240, 1308, 1335, 1391,
1449, 1461, 1486, 1510, 1531, 3013, 3062,
3151, 3187, 3241, 3253, 5909, 5979, 6126,
7972, 8027, 8051, 8218, 8255, 8269, 8272,
8297, 10131, 10169, 10174, 10208, 10322,
10359, 12044, 12067, 12125, 12183, 12204,
14044, 14171-172, 14181, 14213,
14258-259, 14300, 14313, 14347, 15849,
15901, 15936, 15962-963, 17810, 17858,
17960, 17982, 17997, 18034, 19668, 19732,
19795, 19902, 19905, 19948, 19988, 20026,
22043, 22195, 22269, 22307, 22406-407,
23653, 23731, 23807, 23847, 23852, 23885;
(1963) 688, 770, 818, 884, 942, 994, 1050,
1071, 2498, 2512, 2563, 2671, 2715, 2765,

Forests and forestry—Continued
East Europe, Translations—Continued

2849, 2871, 2927, 2951, 3000, 5117-18,
5228, 5303, 5394, 6660, 6727, 6776, 6831,
6847, 6907, 6926, 6977, 7009, 7059, 7093,
7111, 8581, 8607, 8628, 8680, 8725-26,
8780, 8796, 8818, 8830, 8933, 8961, 10362,
10421, 10510, 10530, 10543, 10565, 10577,
10588, 10594, 10631, 10650, 10740, 10743,
10781, 10790, 10829, 10833, 10874, 12394,
12403, 12434, 12450, 12473, 12541, 12563,
12647, 12692, 12718, 12729, 12739, 14091,
14119, 14156, 14169, 14275, 14316, 14416,
15686, 15747, 15818, 15876, 15921, 15958,
15975, 16011, 16040, 16227, 17653, 17727,
17758, 17788, 17832, 17870, 17941, 17978,
19405, 19460, 19481, 19510, 19542, 19609,
20783, 20908; (1964) 896, 944, 1010, 1045,
1066, 1137, 1210, 2536, 2551, 2564, 2693,
2879, 4919, 4944, 5124, 5185, 5213, 5227,
5318, 5395, 7084, 7099, 7115, 7136, 7214,
7240, 7304, 8873, 8960, 9057, 9086, 9241,
9313, 9358, 10721, 10773, 10830, 10857,
10873, 10897, 10923, 11048, 11059, 11074,
11146, 11157, 11217, 12599, 12620, 12673,
12693, 12714, 12749, 12766, 12793, 12814,
12831, 12871, 12894, 12915, 12947, 13006,
14439, 14459, 14501, 14559, 14589, 14611,
14625, 16040, 16058, 16098, 16227, 16321,
16350, 16378, 16403, 16528, 16550, 18195,
18247, 18272, 18299, 18328, 18352, 18427,
18463, 18493, 18510, 18537, 19879, 19980,
20074, 20178, 20192, 20328, 20349, 20361,
21386, 21417, 21512, 21531, 21563, 21572,
21581, 21616, 21627; (1965) 810, 814, 819,
857, 921, 954, 969, 999, 1116, 1130, 2327,
2375, 2477, 2538, 2573, 2628

eastern Kentucky, industry processing and
marketing complex (1964) 13666

eastern Oregon's forest resources (1964)
8696

economics of forestry, U.S. and Canada,
1960-62, bibliography (1965) 18885

effects of flooding on forest trees, references
(1965) 671

elementary sampling (1963) 1681
Elmira-Williamsport region, comparison of

forest types and great soil groups (1963)
19313

enemies of forests (1962) 5231
fair labor standards act, application in for-

estry operations (1962) 3555; (1963)
16648; (1964) 16913; (1965) 15133

family farm forestry, new opportunities (ad-

dress) (1962) 12860
farm planning through linear programming

(1961)6592
farm woodland management cost and re-

turns, southern Piedmont of Virginia
(1965) 9204

farms. Beech River watershed, forestry op-
portunities, evaluation (1965) 18799

field analysis of soil texture, importance of

organic matter (1963) 12174
forage and cattle management in long-

leaf-slash pine forest lands (1964) 13583
forest area and timber volume

—

Arizona (1965) 10932
New Mexico (1965) 10931
western South Dakota (1964) 14320

forest

—

area trends in Minnesota counties (1963)
15572

cover improvement influences upon hydrol-
ogic characteristics of White Hollow
Watershed, 1935-58 (1962) 20342

diseases in California, problems, etc (1962)
5262
research in northeast, guide (1964) 769
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Forests and forestry—Continued
forest—Continued

ecology, central Appalachian nnountain
region (1961) 7524

genetics, bibliography (1962) 17605
research, 1927-61 (1963) 2312

industry prospects. Upper French Broad
Watershed, N.C (1965) 13310

industry statistics, 1962

—

Louisiana (1963) 19273
Mississippi (1964) 8699

insect research (1962) 17567
inventory statistics

—

Alcorn County, Miss (1962) 16185
Bear Creek watershed in Alabama and

Mississippi (1962) 3538
Buncombe County. N.C (1962) 18534
Coflfee County, Tenn (1961) 13709
Colbert County, Ala (1962) 16186
Franklin C<)unty, Ala (1962) 3540
Grainger County, Tenn (1961) 6593
Hancock (bounty, Tenn (1961) 13708
Henderson County, N.C (1962) 20343
Houston (bounty, Tenn (1961) 1558
Lewis County, Tenn (1961) 2728
Limestone County, Ala (1962) 3539
McNairy County, Tenn (1962) 12759
Madison County, N.C (1963) 3380
Marshall County, Tenn (1961) 17867
Polk County, Tenn (1961) 2729
six-countv area, southeastern Tenn

(1961) 1557
Stewart County, Tenn (1961) 2727
Tennessee Valley (1961) 16031
Transylvania County, N.C (1962) 12758
12-county area, southwestern Tennessee
Valley (1963) 3379

land gully in driftless area, natural or
man-caused? (1961) 20770

litter, effect on growth of hardwood seed-
lings (1965) 7727

management

—

demonstration, Hassel and Hughes
Lumber Co (1965) 1678

winds over wildlands, guide (1965) 26
plant geography of China (1963) 14294
recreation research. Pacific Southwest

Forest and Range Experiment Station
(1963) 20704

regions of U.S (1961) 667
research notes

—

Northeastern Station (1961) 675-676,
4285-87

Pacific Southwest Station (1962)
17.582-585; (1963) 10226-229, 12162-163,
15557

resource report (1964(18048; (1965) 6243

resources of western Montana (1963)
17502

resources

—

Colorado (1965) 684
saving from insects and diseases (1965)

13407
Tennessee Valley (1961) 20221

survey releases

—

Intermountain Station (1962) 17557;
(1963) 569-570

Rocky Mountain Station (1961) 19379
Southeastern Station (1961) 10670,

17312; (1962) 7452; (1963) 10242
Southern Station (1961) 6149; (1963)

12194

survey report. Pacific Northwest Station
(1961) 7485; (1962) 17575; (1963) 2311

type areas by counties, Minnesota, 1962
(1965) 659

Forests and forestry—Continued
forestry

—

aide, suggested training program .(1964)

15846
associations, identifying need (1965) 9077
bulletins, Tennessee Valley Authority

(1961) 1557-58, 2727-29, 6593, 13708-709,
16031, 17867; (1962) 3538-40, 12758-759,
16185-186, 18534, 20343; (1963) 3379-80

conservation activities, guide for youth
group leaders (1961) 11718

development, conservation, etc., mutuality
of interest (address) (1962) 4t.23

investigation notes (1963) 7471-72
of China (periodical), translations (1963)
6975

publications, price list (1961) 13626; (1962)
16120; (1963) 18278

research program, Forestry Research
Advisory Committee report and recom-
mendations (1962) 14735

forests in rural areas development (1962)
8862

fragmentation, absentee ownership, and
turnover of forest land in northern low-

er Michigan (1965) 14377
fuel temperature counter (1963) 19258
Georgia Piedmont area, management of

small woodland holdings, 12 year report
(1963) 10247

Great Plains

—

bibliography (1961) 19380
forest insects and diseases, survey (1962)

19549
hardwood

—

culls, methods and costs of killing (1963)
8291

forests of South, use, protect (1965) 14361
logging slash deterioration in South (1965)
7048

sprout, development on cleared sites (1962)
5274

Hawaii, products harvested, 1963 (1965)
4799

Hemlock Elxperimental Forest guide (1963)
19252

hickory task force reports. Southeastern
station (1965) 7759, 9210

how our forests serve us (1961) 6113; (1963)
4982

humus depths under cut and uncut northern
hardwood forests (1961) 12728

Hungary (1961) 2397, 2439, 4741, 11166,

12971, 15351, 15542, 15645, 17545, 19715,
21043; (1962) 1484, 8054, 10003, 10166,

10349, 14117, 15805, 19638, 21937, 22268,

23751; (1963) 731, 2454, 2669, 5227, 6882,

8769, 8960, 10707, 12605, 14393, 15897,
17657, 19643, 20876

hybrids between eastern and western white
pine, growth and perforjnance (1963)

10214
Illinois, forest area, by counties (1964) 18051

industries

—

Black Hills area (1961) 20788
Brazil (1964) 18048
forest-based in Pennsylvania, opportuni-

ties (1965) 11894
northeastern Minnesota, labor potential

(1963) 6513
Pacific Northwest, production, prices, em-
ployment, and trade (1965) 3855

Southeast river basins, potential timber
supplies and development (1962) 19553

Tennessee Valley (1961) 20220
USSR, report of U.S. technical study
group (1961) 6703
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Forests and forestry—Continued
infiltration in western larch-Douglas-fir

stand following cutting and slash treat-

ment (1962) 17558
insects

—

calculating volume loss in balsam fir pulp-
wood (1961) 9223

California cooperative pest detection re-

ports, 1959 (1961) 6142
central and southern Rockv Mountains,

conditions 1960 (1961) 7495
conditions in

—

Pacific Northwest (1965) 12497
United States reports (1963) 17471;

(1964) 12432; (1965) 14354
damage to white spruce cones and seeds

(1961) 9226
forest pest observer (1961) 3280
Lake States, 1960 (1961) 9221
research publications or articles, 1961

(1962) 13846
2 plot transfer devices developed for aeri-

al photographic trend surveys (1964)
14328

Intermountain Region timber story (1964)
12436

internationally dangerous forest tree di-

seases (1963) 18437
inventory and woods utilization standards in

southeast Alaska, comparison (1963)
12159

investment opportuni^'ies in forest land
management (1963) 3382

investment rates-of-return, determining by
electronic computer (1964) 8694

Lake States, rational for small woodland
research (1964) 8634

larch casebearer in western larch forests
(1965) 14356

Liberia, progress report 1951-59 (1961) 17351
lithographed forest sterograms, evaluation

(1962) 7440
loans (1964) 15220
logging slash flammability

—

after 5 years (1963) 10215
errata (1961) 2041

look at forests of American Samoa (1965)
4800

making forest land ownership profitable
(address) (1964) 12435

managed forests create inductrial opportun-
ity (1965) 15097

management-
activities of Portland Area Office, Indian

Affairs Bureau, GAO review of adminis-
tration (1962) 5282

assistance on private land. State and pri-
vate forestry cooperation, fact sheet
(1963) 8306

challenge of our time (address (1961) 74
Interior Department's responsibility in
forest conservation (1963) 8367

northern hardwoods, 4 intensities of man-
agement (1963) 15580

Tennessee Valley (1961) 11633
volume inventories, test of aerial photo

classifications (1963) 13990
woodland, north Mississippi, appraisal

(1961) 20797
managing family forest (1962) 10830
managing your woodlands, how to do it

guides (1964) 2359-68

mapping guide, Douglar-fir, 2-story forest
type (1962) 19544

maps for forest areas of Siberia, compila-
tion and edition (1961) 2453

mathematical methods, perspectives, Ruma-
nian study (1964) 18285

Forests and forestry—Continued
Michigan

—

forest owners and timber management
(1964) 12477

residual density and early development of
northern hardwood stand (1961) 674

small forest ownership in urban fringe
area (1963) 574

militarv installations, woodland manage-
ment (1963) 9662

Minnesota, commercial forest land, owner-
ship, 1962 (1964) 12462

miscellaneous papers

—

Alaska Forest Research Onter (1962)
5227

Pacific Southwest Station (1961) 681-682,
6136, 12742, 19375; (1962) 5255-56,
9683-85, 17580;581; (1963) 2312-13,
6494-96, 10224-225, 12161

miscellaneous publications series, Inter-
mountain Station (1961) 19363; (1962)
13847; (1963) 10212

miscellaneous releases. Central States Sta-
tion (1961) 2036, 6097, 10667; (1963) 566

Mississippi's resources (1963) 1475
Missouri

—

counties, forest area (1963) 6507
resources (1965) 16287

multiple use of family forests, make wood-
lands pay (1963) 18420

national bank loans on forest tracts, liberal-
ize restrictions

—

hearings (1964) 6346, 12255
law (1964) 13890
reports (1964) 4466, 12226

national forestry research program (1964)
11774

natural

—

regeneration by controlling seed-eating
rodents (1964) 18070

resources conservation, highlights in his-

tory (1963) 2368
nematode population in soils (1961) 676
New Hampshire, products (1963) 1449
new opportunities for forestry (talk) (1963)

5835
northeast Washington, statistics (1963)

15586
northeastern U.S., ash dieback (1962) 5248
northern Lake States, more forest land

available (1961) 9224
observation technique for forest recreation

research (1965) 4790
occasional papers. Southern Station (1961)

699, 6150, 20796-797; (1962) 5274-76,
9703, 17603-605; (1963) 8305, 12195

octal accounting, byproduct of forest
grovrth studies (1964) 14323

Ohio-
forest picnic business, survey (1965) 16248
private recreation enterprises, directory

(1963) 15556
Oregon, herbicides, use on forest lands

(1962) 17576
Pacific Northwest

—

commercial thinning of Douglas-fir (1961)
3723

tentative ecological provinces within true
fir-hemlock forest areas (1965) 16282

parasites and predators of forest insects
liberated in U.S. through 1960 (1962)
14741

photo-choice method for recreation research
(1965) 9201

Piedmont, hydrologic properties of Cecil and
Lloyd soil series (1963) 6519

plants in Hawaii, common native and intro-
duced, check list (1963) 12161
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Forests and forestry—Continued
point-sample cruising, field test (1962) 17565
Poland, Forestry Research Institute, activi-

ties (1962) 5880
pretreatinent of eastern white pine seed

(1962) 17599
private forest management trends in Ten-

nessee Valley (1961) 20222
production

—

and industry under area redevelopment
act (1963) 12243

management and inventory of southern
hardwoods (1961) 62

public forestry assistance for small wood-
lands (1964) 19101

publications, price list (1965) 6854
Intermountain Forest and Range Ebcperi-

ment Station (1962) 602-603
Northern Rocky Mountain Forest and
Range Experiment Station (1962) 602

recreation for profit (1962) 16278
red oak borer damage silviculturally reduced

(1962) 19537
reference book for forestry, USSR (1962)

10244
reproduction losses from slash disposal at

Challenge Experimental Forest (1963)
19261

research

—

breakthrough (1965) 7713
cooperative program

—

. hearings (1962) 21191
law (1962) 23188
reports (1962) 16999, 19352

Institute of Forest Genetics, bibliography,
1927-65 (1965) 16245

midsouth(1965) 14360
research notes (1963) 6504-13, 10231-236,

12166-185, 13984-985, 15559-574,

17476-499, 19253-264, 20694-704; (1964)

772-783, 2374-87, 6743-49, 8635-70,

10589, 12441-472, 14308-329, 18050-78,

21326-328; (1965) 645-671, 2166-75,

4792-4804, 6244-49, 7717-45, 9172-94,

10919-937, 12500-513, 14364-375,

16246-275, 18178-182, 19637-642
Intermountain Station (1961) 668-669,

6114, 9218-19, 19364-365; (1962) 601,

11854, 13848, 15619, 17558-564, 19545;

(1963) 571-572, 6485-86, 10213-214
Northeastern Station (1961) 6118-23,

12726-731, 19366-368, 20772-773; (1962)
606-610, 2510, 17569-570; (1963) 6490,
10217-220

Pacific Northwest Station (1961) 677-679,

6128-34, 7486-88, 12740, 17304-306,
19370-373; (1962) 5251, 7440-42, 9680-81,

17576; (1963) 6491, 8297-98, 10222
Pacific Southwest Station (1961) 683-686,

4290, 6137-42, 7490, 17308, 19376-377,
20783-784; (1962) 5258-49, 7443-45,

9686-87; (1963) 6497-99
Rocky Mountain Station (1961) 691-692,

204'3-44, 7491-94, 12744-745, 20785-787;

(1962) 612-613, 7448-50, 9691-94,

17588-590, 23573-575; (1963) 4985-89,

6515-17, 17505
Southeastern Station (1961) 697-698,

4291-92, 12747-748, 17313, 19382-385,
20791-793; (1962) 5263-68, 9697,

17593-599; (1963) 6518-23
research papers (1963) 6514, 10237-239,

12186-193, 13986-990, 15575-585,
17500-501, 19265-270, 20705-710; (1964)

784-790, 2388-91, 6750-51, 8671-94,

10590, 12473-481, 14330-333, 19749-750;

(1965) 376-379, 672-683, 2176-77, 4807-14,

6250, 7746-57, 9195-9206, 10938-943,
12514-517, 16276-286, 18183-184,
19643-646

Forests and forestry—Continued
research papers—Continued

Intermountain Station (1961) 2041; (1962)
602-604, 11855, 13849-850, 19546, 21801;
(1963) 4983, 6487, 10215, 17473

Pacific Northwest Station (1961) 680, 4289,
6135, 7489, 12741, 14938, 19374,
20781-782; (1962) 5252-54, 9682,
17577-579; (1963) 6492-93, 10223

to tame rain, watershed management re-

search at Southern Forest Elxperiment
Station (1965) 7758

resource bulletins (1963) 15586-588,
17502-504, 19271-273; (1964) 8695-8700,
12482, 21329; (1965) 684-686, 9207-9,

14380, 16287-288, 19647
resources

—

Nebraska (1961) 19379
Northeast China (1962^ 22187

response of

—

55-year-old lodgepole pine to thinning
(1961) 17306

individual Douglas-fir trees to release

(1961) 19371
role of forestry in prosperity of rural Amer-

ica (address) (1964) 1718
Rumanian Forestry Research Institute,

progress in silviculture (1963) 20918
schools in U.S., lists (1961) 12724; (1962)

23567
SCS point of view on use of small private

woodlands (talk) (1961) 21375
selected references on forests and related

natural resources (1961) 17311; (1963)
10241

silvical characteristics

—

beech (1962) 5246
black cherry (1961) 12734
chestnut oak (1962) 9701
commercial hickories (1965) 9210
giant sequoia (1963) 8299
koa (1965) 680
mountain hemlock (1963) 12160
paper birch (1961) 12736
pignut hickory (1962) 9700
red maple (1961) 14934
shagbark hickory (1962)9698
shumard oak (1961) 4294
southern magnolia (1962) 9702
Virginia nine (1961) 4288
white basswood (1962) 9699
white pine (1964) 8677

silvical series. Pacific Northwest Station
(1963) 12160

silvics and silviculture of Virginia pine in

southern Maryland (1965) 7747
silvicultural limitations of shallow soils

(1961) 19363
silviculture

—

control of dwarfmistletoe on southwestern
ponderosa pine (1962) 614

controlling specific gravity of wood (1963)
13191

Silviculture Laboratory, Bend, Oreg., re-

search (1965) 2178
site preparation, what do you mean? (1964)

14318

slash burning in Oregon Cascades, occurrnce
of shrubs and herbaceous vegetation
after clear cutting old-growth Douglas-
fir (1961) 680

slash weight tables for Westside mixed coni-
fers (1961) 689

small deer and hare exclosures, construction,
effectiveness, etc (1961) 4281

small owners, special problems (paper)
(1961) 700

small ownerships, program outlines (ad-

dress) (1961) 6127
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Forests and forestry—Continued
small-woodland owners

—

Missouri Ozarks, close-up (1964) 12473
Ohio (1962) 595

soil freezing, influence of management prac-
tices, northern Minnesota (1963) 12187

soil organic layers, development in relation

to time in southeast Alaska (1961) 7475
soils research in Oregon and Washington,

bibliography (1965) 4811
South, major forest types, map (1964) 2357
southern

—

deer browse plants (1963) 4980
forest research. Southern Station (1961)

7498
forest type, identifying on aerial photo-
graphs (1961) 4293

forestry notes. Southern Station (1962)

4345; (1963) 4198
wood density survey, 1965 status survey

(1965) 16277
southwest Oregon, statistics (1965) 685
Soviet abstracts (1961) 2390
station notes, Central States Station (1961)

6098, 7479. 14920-923, 17288, 19350;
(1962) 5228, 15616, 19537-539. (1963)
6481

station papers

—

Alaska Research Center (1961) 7472
Lake States Station (1961) 670-671,
4279-80, 9220-21, 14927, 17302,
20766-767; (1962) 5237-39, 11856-859,
19547-549; (1963) 573-576, 6488

Northeastern Station (1961) 4288, 6124-25,

7484, 12732-739, 14934-937, 19369,
20774-780; (1962) 611, 5243-49, 17571,
23568-572; (1963) 10221

Rocky Mountain Station (1961) 693-695,
6146-47, 7495, 12746, 19380-381,
20788-790; (1962) 614-615, 7451, 9695-96,

17591, 23576; (1963) 4990-92, 10240
Southeastern Station (1961) 4293-94,

7496-97, 17314, 19386-391, 20794-795;
(1962) 5269-73, 7453, 9698-9702, 17600
602; (1963) 6524-25, 8301-4, 10243-247

Grant County, Oreg (1961) 7485
King County, Wash (1963) 2311
Okanogan County, Wash (1962) 17575

streamflow frequency measurements re-

quired to determine forest treatment
effects (1965) 7728

strip cuttings, snow accumulation (1965)
16254

team work in forestry research area (re-

marks) (1962) 13852
technical notes

—

Alaska Research Center (1961) 7473-78
Lake States Station (1961) 672-674,
4181-84, 9222-27, 14928-933, 20768-771;
(1962) 2509, 5240-42, 11860-864, 17566,
19550-552; (1963) 577-579

Northern Forest Ebcperiment Station
(1962) 17572-574; (1963) 12159

Tennessee Valley Authority (1961) 5148
technical papers

—

Central States Station (1961) 4274, 9214,
12709, 14924, 17289, 19351; (1962) 595,
5229-30, 11846-847, 15617-618; (1963)
567, 4979, 6482, 8291

Pacific Southwest Station (1961) 687-689,
6143-44, 12743, 17309, 19378; (1962)
5260-62, 7446-47, 9688-90, 17586-587;
(1963) 2314-15, 6500-3, 8299, 12164,
15558

ten-year earnings from 2 small woodlands on
Fernow Ebcperimental Forest (1961)
14935

Forests and forestry—Continued
Tennessee Valley development, 1962 (1962)

22871
tree diseases of eastern forests and farm

woodlands (1962) 10822
tree seed crop averages

—

fair in Lake States, 1962 (1963) 12173
poor in Lake States, 1961 (1962) 5240

tropical forest notes (1961) 6153; (1962) 616,
11850-853; (1963) 8294-96

TVA activities (1961) 20219; (1964) 1630
and forestry, 20th century goals (1962)
20344

Ukrainian Poles'ye, lowland forest area,
description (1963) 17888

underplanting tests in pine stands (1961)
20791

Upper Peninsula of Michigan, small private
forest landowners, characteristics, etc

(1962)11856
USSR-

forest economy, administrative structure
(1961) 4497

forest protection, current state and tasks
(1962) 6093

Utah's forest area and timber volume (1965)
4798

water yield losses due to snow interception
on closed conifer forest, analysis (1965)
14378

west central Oregon, statistics (1965) 16288
West Virginia

—

forestry research (1963) 15581
mountains, four forest practices, effect on
streamflow (1963) 10238

western white pine

—

silvics (1963) 10212
stands, 2d-growth (1961) 1648

wilderness land allocation in multiple use
forest management framework in Pacific
Northwest (1965) 16256

Wisconsin's forest resources (1961) 20766
woodland, Douglas-fir, 13 years of thinning

(1964) 8657
woodland protection

—

fire prevention (1964) 2364
grazing (1964) 2365

Wyoming resources (1964) 12482
see also Chaparral—Forest fires—Forest

nurseries—Forest planting—Forest
products—Land—National forests—Site
indexes—Timber—Trees—Volume and
yield tables—Wood lots— also names of
forests

Forestville Elementary School, United States
to purchase school facilities and pay
claims connected with operation of air-

craft at Andrews Air Force Base, Md.
(1961) 18848

Forge shops, see Forges.
Forged checks, see Checks.
Forgeries:
and counterfeiting, Japanese scientific police

research (1964) 9064
Communist, hearing (1961) 10511

print additional copies, report (1965)
14066

print translations into Spanish, French,
and Italian languages, reports (1961)
18884, 19060

criminal investigation of materials, USSR
study (1962) 1429

secret documents and reports used to dis-

credit Western Powers, Danish writers'
report (1961) 13126

Forges:
employment outlook, forge shop occupations

(1962) 8367; (1964) 9428
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Forges—Continued
uranium, heating to forging temperature

(1962) 11973
Forging links, report on international dimen-

sion of American voluntary organiza-
tions associated with U.S. National
Commission for UNESCO (1965) 20084

Forgings:
dies, electroslag build-up, USSR study (1964)

11143
high energy rate development (1962) 12941
Hungarian industry, current status and fu-

ture, translations (1964) 7203
metalwork, bibliography (1961) 8451
military aircraft, noncompetitive procure-

ment from ALCOA, GAO report (1963) .

15595
steel, current industrial reports (1962) 3736;

(1963) 3574; (1964) 3390; (1965) 3273, 4341,
11935

see also names of metals, etc., forged.
Form class, inexpensive and accurate esti-

mates (1965) 7755
Form letters, see Correspondence.
Form perception in video viewing, effects of

form content and stereo on recognition
(1965)4174

Formaldehyde:
perfusion and methylene blue gross staining

technique in dry fixation of lung tissue

(1963) 5889
wet finishing process for cotton wash-wear

fabrics (1962) 22926
Formamide, phosphorylation, USSR study

(1965) 19735
see also Azobisformamide.

Forman, David H.:

suit against U.S. for land title

—

law (1963) 9803
reports (1963) 7872, 8042

Forman, Julia:
suit against U.S. for land title

—

law (1963) 9803
reports (1963) 7872, 8042

Formosa, see Taiwan.
Forms (concrete construction), see Molds

(forms).
Forms and instructions for 1959 input/output,

USSR (1962) 14339
Forms, blanks, etc.:

census of manufacturers, 1958, industry
report, supplement (1961) 8491

design, records management handbook (1961)
4961

FOSDIC machine and 1960 census (1961)
15828

guide (1963) 20010
index of AMC blank forms, military (1965)

11897
management guide, change (1964) 5624
manifold business

—

census of manufactures, 1958, industry
report (1961) 272
change (1961) 5462

manufacture, earnings, summary release
(1961)6262

operating forms. Federal manual for supply
cataloging (1963) 8138

standards, stores stock catalog, supplement
(1961) 14873; (1962) 17497

see also names of departments, etc., issuing
or using forms— also subjects.

Formula for computing transmissibility caus-
ing maximum possible drawdown due to
pumping (1962) 21834

Formulas for radiant heat transfer between
nongray parallel plates of polished re-

fractory metals (1965) 13051
Formulation of policy (address) (1962) 20404

Formulation of probability of two economic
problems, USSR (1963) 2560

Forney, Albert J.:

catalyst developments in hot-gas-recycle
process (1965) 8026

large-diameter reactor use in synthesizing
pipleine gas, etc (1963) 3084

Forray, M.J., thermal stresses and deflections
in rectangular panels (1964) 4227

Forrester, Anne N., educational data, Algeria
(1964) 14182

Forsterite, P-T univariant equilibria of reac-
tion forsterite + calcite-monticellite +
periclase + CO2, experimental studies on
Bowen's decarbonation series, II (1963)
16385

Forsyth, Gordon J., reclamation era (1964)
3964; (1965) 3881

Fort, E.F., relief (1964) 21183; (1965) 10435
Fort, W.R., relief (1964) 21183; (1965) 10435
Fort, see name of fort, except when occurring

as first word of name of town, etc
Fort Belknap Indian Reservation, nutrition

survey (1965) 7818
Fort Belknap project:

Big Warm Springs unit. Peoples Creek units.

Hays and Ereaux, transfer to landown-
ers within irrigation project

—

law (1961) 18629
reports (1961) 14622, 16751

Fort Belknap Reservation, improve land ten-
ure patterns, report (1962) 11606

Fort Bend County, Tex.:

transfer from Galveston division to Houston
division of southern district of Texas

—

law (1964) 8221
reports (1964) 4528, 6284

Fort Berthold Reservation:
Three Affiliated Tribes, use of land in Garri-

son Dam project

—

law (1962) 20870
reports (1962) 17180, 21037

Fort Bowie National Historic Site:

establish

—

hearing (1964) 14143
law (1964) 17369
reports (1962) 17230; (1964) 8324, 15737

Fort Brooke Military Reservation, convey
land located in to Puerto Rico, report
(1965) 1.3904

Fort Campbell, Ky., military maintenance per-

sonnel, inefficient and uneconomical uti-

lization. Army Dept., GAO report (1964)
12491

Fort Caroline National Memorial general in-

formation (1963) 1352; (1964) 13301
Fort Carson, Colo., airstrip construction pro-

ject, hearings (1963) 15310
Fort Churchill, Canada:
bomb penetration tests (1961) 14809
excavations in frozen ground, critical depth

shots of 100 and 500 lb. charges of dy-
namite (1961) 14810

Fort Clatsop National Memorial, general in-

formation (1962) 24018; (1963) 21042
Fort Cobb Dam, design and construction

(1964) 1574
Fort Collins, Colo., Cs-137 in milk from dry-lot

and pasture-fed cows (1965) 9872
Fort Davis, Tex.:

acquisition of land in Jeff Davis County for

establishment and maintenance of Fort
Davis National Historic Site

—

law (1961) 18605
reports (1961) 12304. 16994

Fort Davis National Historic Site:

establish

—

law (1961) 18605
reports (1961) 12304, 16994
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Fort Davis National Historic Site—Continued

general information (1963) 18204; (1964)
20662; (1965) 16773

Fort Devens Military Reservation:
Army to adjust legislative jurisdiction exer-

cised by U.S.

—

law (1964) 17243
reports (1964) 365, 14111

Fort Dodge Limestone Companv, Inc., mining
methods (1962) 8457

Fort Donelson National Military Park, gener-
al information (1962) 12542; (1965) 13083

Fort Frederica National Monument, general

information (1962) 8552; (1965) 5276

Fort Greely, Alaska, mesoclimatic temperature
differences in area (1963) 1436

Fort Hall Indian Reservation, ground water
for irrigation (1964) 2426

Fort Hall project:

amend act establishing irrigable land

—

law (1961) 16587
reports (1961) 7245, 14299

Fort Hancock Military Reservation:
lands, relinquish jurisdiction to New Jer-

sey

—

law (1962) 19002
reports (196Z) 13476, 19311

legislative jurisdiction, relinquish, hearing
(1962)21538

Fort Jay Military Reservation:
YMCA building, acquire, authorization

—

law (1964) 17430
reports (1964) 17524, 17828

Fort Jefferson National Monument, general
information (1961) 11455: (1964) 7611

Fort Laramie National Historic Site, general

information (1962) 16075

Fort Laramie, Wyo., geology of area (1963)
19294

Fort Larned National Historic Site:

establish

—

law (1964) 17400
reports (1964) 344, 17775

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18228
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18818

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 6589
document edition (1964) 6205

retirement income of the aging, hearings
(1963) 2084

Fort Leavenworth Military Reservation:
State highways bordering, retrocede juris-

diction to Kansas

—

law (1964) 17360
reports (1964) 14110, 17522

Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., Government-owned
housing, failure to use, GAO report
(1965) 6267

Fort McHenry National Monument and Histor-
ic Shrine, general information (1965)

14909

Fort Macon State Park:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 265
document edition (1963) 409

Fort Matanzas National Monument, general
information (1963) 5636; (1965) 8168

Fort Miles Military Reservation:
Army to convey lands to Delaware

—

hearing (1964) 6496
law (1964) 1957
report (1964) 2209

Fort Miles Military Reservation—Continued
land, convey to Delaware by quitclaim

deed

—

hearing (1963) 18922
report (1964) 2071

Fort Mojave Indian Reservation:
except from 25-year lease limitations

—

law (1964) 247
reports (1963) 7919, 19038

Fort Necessity National Battlefield Site:

acquisition of additional land

—

law (1961) 16567
reports (1961) 12.303, 14632

general information (1962) 22644
redesignate Fort Necessity National Battle-

field-
law (1961) 16567
reports (1961) 12303, 14632

Fort Niobrara National Wildlife Refuge, gen-
eral information (1963) 13971

Fort Peck area, Mont., geology (1964) 8767
Fort Peck Reservoir, wave observations (1963)

6360
Fort Pierce, Fla.:

beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 6135
document edition (1965) 5814

Fort Pulaski National Monument, general in-

formation (1964) 13302; (1965) 6807
Fort Raleigh National Historic Site:

boundaries, revise

—

law (1961) 16581
reports (1961) 12307, 14638

excavations for Cittie of Ralegh (1963) 1344
general information (1961) 1352; (1962)

20187
Fort Randall Dam, flow characteristics in

flood-control tunnel 10 (1963) 13886
Fort Randall Reservoir:
change name

—

law (1963) 17027
reports (1963) 13629, 13703

change name to Lake Francis Case, report
(1962) 17212

Fort Rock Basin, geologic factors that control
occurrence and availability of ground
water (1964) 19783

Fort St. Marks National Historic Site:

designate

—

law (1962) 23189
report (1962) 17075, 21440

Fort Shaw division, see Sun River porject.

Fort Sheridan Military Reservation:
Army to adjust legislative jurisdiction exer-

cised by U.S.

—

law (1961) 18570
reports (1961) 14323, 14706

Fort Smith, Ark.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

11897
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2216

population, special census (1962) 20552;
(1964) 17107

Fort Smith National Historic Site:

establish

—

law (1961) 18607
reports (1961) 16693, 17020

general information (1965) 16770
Fort Stevens, D.C., general information (1962)

20188
Fort Sumter National Monument, general in-

formation (1963) 5638; (1965) 19977
Fort Totten Indian Reservation:

Devils Lake Sioux Tribe, donate land to

—

law (1964) 1923
reports (1962) 13454; (1963) 9910; (1964)
496
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Fort Town (ferry boat):
admit to American registry (1964) 1910,

2001, 4523
and to permit use in coastwise trade

—

hearings (1962) 17313; (1965) 419
report (1962) 23395

Fort Union National Monument:
general information (1964) 11464
historical handbook (1962) 24019

Fort Union Trading Post National Historic
Site

establish

—

hearing (1963) 19058
reports (1964) 14062; (1965) 13905

Fort Vancouver National Historic Site:

general information (1962) 14523; (1964)
14968

redesignate

—

law (1961) 12130
reports (1961) 8746, 12442

Fort Vancouver National Monument:
revise boundaries and change name

—

law (1961) 12130
reports (1961) 8746, 12442

Fort Walton Beach, Fla.:

land conveyance, from Eglin Air Force Base,
change designated use

—

law (1964) 17247
reports (1964) 366, 14113

Fort Wayne, Ind.:

Baer Field, weather observations, hourly,
decennial census (1963) 21159

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5441
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13564
city blocks (1961) 13956
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20588

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical, area (1962) 4791

Fort Worth, Tex.:

Amon Carter Field, weather observations,
hourly, summary, decennial census
(1963) 20241

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 8462
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13565
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18339
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18379
census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 18819

census of population and housing, 1960, cen-
sus tracts in standard metropolitan sta-

tistical area (1962) 9086
community improvement, workable pro-

grams, HHFA, GAO review (1963) 2333
electric facilities of area, map (1962) 560;

(1963) 521
occupational wage survey (1964) 7408; (1965)

7971
departmental editions (1961) 4800; (1962)

8422; (1963) 7166
document edition (1961) 4018; (1962) 6939;

(1963) 6077
principal electric facilities of area, map

(1963) 2266; (1964) 678; (1965) 16182

Fort Worth, Tex.—Continued
Trinity River flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 23492
document edition (1962) 23323

wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-
nization (1962) 18635

Fort Worth & Denver Ry., accident (1961) 7561

Fort Yukon, Alaska, ground temperature ob-
servations (1963) 4844

Fortas, Abe, nomination, hearing (1965) 16034

Fortifications:
field. Army manual (1965) 7142
foreign research in protective construction

(1964) 7872
Fortini, Anthony, experimental and predicted

heat transfer in bell-shaped nozzle
(1963) 16371

Fortran, see Electronic data processing sys-
tems.

Forts, see names of forts.

Forty-hour week, see Hours of labor.
Forums (discussion and debate):

syphilis and other treponematoses, proceed-
ings (1964) 11567

Forwarders, see Freight forwarders.
Fosberg, Michael A., warm sea breeze (1964)

8660
Foschetti, John A., vehicle technology consid-

erations for solar probe (1963) 11050
Foss Aqueduct, design and construction (1965)

13256
Fossil fuels in future (1961) 229
Fossils:

algae from Eniwetok, Funafuti, and Kita-
Daito-Jima (1962) 5296

Canal Zone and adjoining parts of Panama
(1964) 6803

carboniferous formations and faunas of cen-
tral Montana (1962) 13874

contribution." to paleontology (series) (1964)
4798, 6799, 15951-952, 18137-138, 21356;
(1965) 736, 9274, 16323, 18213

Eniwetok Atoll, Marshall Islands (1964)
15945

Ek)cene megafossils from Ishigaki-shima,
Ryukyu-retto (1964) 18128

fossil marine mammals from Miocene Calvert
Formation of Maryland and Virginia
(1965) 18633

in Ordovician tuffs, northeastern Maine
(1964) 14338

Lower Cretaceous megafossils from north-
ern Alaska (1962) 5297

Middle and Late Turonian oysters of Lopha
lugubris group (1965) 18759

organic, utilization to increase yield of agri-
cultural crops, USSR study (1964) 16078

Paleontological section of Moscow Society
of Naturalists, report on 1960 meeting
(1962) 2817

paleontology

—

of Ishigaki-shima, Ryukyu-retto (series)

(1964) 18128, 21353; (1965) 14413
of Pennsylvanian and Permian rocks,
Kansas (1963) 8334

publications, list (1964) 9768
Permian, determinative studies (1965) 19670
Witts Springs Formation of Morrow age in

Snowball quadrangle, north-central Ar-
kansas (1965) 2230

see also Birds—Mesozoic era—Paleoroic
era—Plants, fossil—Trilobites

Foster, Albert B.:

soil and water conservation activities

—

for Boy Scouts (1964) 16964
guide for leaders of Girl Scouts (1965)

11866
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Foster, Albert B.—Continued
teaching soil and water conservation, class-

room and field guide (1964) 9960
Foster, Eileen G., relief of estate (1964) 6237,

21223
Foster, George H., dryeration, corn drying

process (1964) 9910
Foster, Gerald V.:

effects of wing vertical location on stability
and control characteristics at Mach
numbers of 2.01 of canard airplane con-
figuration, etc (1963) 5556

winged reentry configuration, effect of longi-

tudinal, etc., controls (1963) 11011
Foster, Helen B., services in public assistance,

role of caseworker (1965) 19595
Foster, Helen L., geology of Ishigaki-shima,

Ryukyu-retto (1965) 14413
Foster, John S., jr., nomination, hearing (1965)

19484
Foster, Lee R., jr., tensile properties and

sheet-bending properties of refractory
metals at room temperature (1963) 3153

Foster, Margaret D.:

composition of natrolite group, etc (1965)
2248

water content of micas and chlorites (1964)
12512

Foster, Norman G.:

mass spectra and correlations with struc-
ture for

—

23 alkylthiophenes (1964) 13113
14 alkylthiophenes (1965) 18456

Foster, William C.:

address, Dec. 19, 1962 (1963) 4441
communication to Washington Post regard-

ing nuclear testing (1962) 10954
Foster care for delinquent girls (1963) 1924
Foster-family care for the aged (1965) 18056
Foster home care, see Aged—Child placing.
Foster Reservoir:
South Santiam River flood control, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1961) 473
document edition (1961) 382

Foster Wheeler Corporation, overpricing of
ship propulsion boilers, GAO report
(1964) 6778

Fosters, Ohio, motor carrier accident (1961)
19463

Fott's textbook on algology and problems con-
nected with Soviet survey on algae,
USSR (1964) 5409

Fougere, Paul F.,

mutually consistent magnetic charts based
on orthogonal functions (1964) 20964

spherical harmonic analysis (1963) 16770
Fouling:

antifouling paints, destruction of
film-founding base by marine microor-
ganisms, USSR study (1963) 17739

marine

—

in Soviet waters of Sea of Japan (1963)
15679

USSR, study (1962) 7893
poisons in antifouling paints, USSR studies

(1963) 17675
Foulke, William K., exploration of high-speed

flight with XH-51A rigid rotor helicopter
(1965) 15107

Foulois, Benjamin D.:

Air Force medal presentation, authorize

—

law (1963) 17037
report (1963) 15208
Distinguished Flying Cross, presentation

—

hearing (1961) 19150
report (1961) 16971

Foundations (charitable and educational):
expenditures for medical and health-related

research and education, 1960 (1963) 3178

Foundations (charitable and educational)

—

Continued
foundations and their grants, selected irvfor-

mation (1962) 5107
private

—

research and other activities, 1960 (1964)
18834

scientific research and other programs,
1960 (1962) 22651

Treasury Department report (1965) 10677

see aiso Charitable institutions

—

also names
of foundations.

Foundations (construction):
airfield and helicopter pavements, etc., engi-

neering and design manual (1961) 5949
continuity in foundation models and related

problems (1965) 16108

design of buildings and other structures,
procedures (1961) 19263

change (1965) 4681
farm buildings (1965) 10056
grouting, field technique and inspection, en-

gineering and design manual (1964) 617

soil mechanics, foundations, and earth struc-

tures, design manual (1962) 12802
change (1964) 3197; (1965) 20158

viscous, settlement and tilting of footings
(1962) 17421

Founding:
epoxy-resin patterns speed shell moldings of

aluminum parts (1965) 11449
handbook for foundry worker, shape casting

of aluminum and magnesium alloys
(1961) 5308

investment and chill casting, problems,
USSR articles (1964) 14476

investment casting

—

new technology, USSR study (1964) 14513
technology, new developments, USSR
study (1964) 20226

Foundlings, Washington Home for, see Wash-
ington Home for Foundlings.

Foundries:
China, production (1962) 19824
copper-base products, current industrial

reports (1961) 2990; (1962) 3737, 11076;
(1963) 3575; (1964) 3391, 11894; (1965)
3274, 7263

cupolas, use of calcined anthracite (1963)
16339

foundry occupations, employment outlook
(1962) 10397; (1964) 9445

iron and steel

—

census of manufacturers, 1958, industry
report (1961) 1797

current industrial reports (1961) 2989,
16269; (1962) 3736, 16461; (1963) 3574,
16897; (1964) 3390; (1965) 278, 3273

industry wage survey (1964) 2965
nonferrous, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 5467
Fountain Valley, Colo.:

computations of drawdowns caused by
pumping of wells (1964) 12516

ground water resources of area (1964) 12516

Four-dimensional derivation of electrodynamic
jump conditions, tractions, and power
transfer at moving boundary (1965)
6691

Four-frequency radar master console (1964)
5590

4-H clubs:

conserving our national resources, leader's

guide (1964) 11778; (1965) 11864
general information (1962) 20415; (1964)

15217
health for better living, guide for health

education programs (1965) 15207
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4-H clubs—Continued
heart H spiritual emphasis, guide for lead-

ers (1961) 11717
home furnishings program, objectives, etc

(1964) 5849
horse program, guide for leaders (1963)

13185; (196.S) 7038
ideas, 4-H and youth development (newslet-

ter) (1964) 6630; (1965) 3497
members, responsible leadership in war on

rural poverty (address) (1965) 10048
recruiting club leaders, guide for extension

agents (1965) 18891'

report to Nation 1914-64 (1965) 2130
rural civil defense, club leader's guide (1963)

10125
using studies as tool in 4-H program build-

ing (talk) (1961) 5992
vocational training through rural youth

work, possibilities and methods (talk)

(1962) 21731
work, 1961, statistical summary (1962) 17470
youth, citizenship in action (notes in ad-

dress) (1961) 1623
Four River Basins area, Fla.:

flood control, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4856
document edition (1963) 4689

Four River Basins project, modify, reports
(1963) 17106; (1965) 5890

Four steps to peace, address (1965) 15054
Fourche Bayou:
East End, Little Rock Levee, Ark., flood con-

trol, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19580
document edition (1965) 19328

Fourier coefficients, .see Coefficients.

Fourier synthesis of crystals and their appli-
cation in chemistry (1962) 22998

Fourmile quadrangle, S. Dak., geology and
pegmatites of Black Hills (1963) 14020

Fournier. Paul G.:

pressure distributions on rigid wings simu-
lating parawings (1963) 9159

static longitudinal stability characteristics
of winged reentry vehicle having large
negatively deflected flap-type control
surfact (1963) 21001

14-B, see Industrial relations.
Fourth-class mail matter, see Parcel post.
Fourth-class mail rates, .see Postage.
Fourth dimension (Army Crafts Program)

(1962) 1903
Fourth of July, ring bells, reports (1963)

11978. 13577
Fousse, Kenneth E., and others, relief (1962)

19067,21360,23140
Fowl, see Poultry.
Fowl pest, control, Yugoslav rules (1963)

10685
Fowl ticks, control (1962) 16293
Fowl typhoid. Salmonella reports (1965) 4091
Fowler, Bruce, charts for approximate thermo-

dynamic properties of nitrogen-oxygen
mixtures (1965) 12984

Fowler, E. Eugene, remarks, June 17, 1965
(1965) 11925

Fowler, Elizabeth, relief (1961) 7003
Fowler, Henry H.
nomination, hearing (1961) 4089
addresses, lectures, etc (1963) 5759, 7498,

7499, 7500, 9469, 9470, 11362, 11363,
14759, 16634, 18356; (1964) 1643, 3178,
5732, 7825; (1965) 8352, 8353, 9979, 11750,
13319, 13320, 16904, 17919, 17920, 18809,
18810,20120

Fowler, K.A., effect of uranium on isothermal
transformation and hardenability of
low-alloy steel (1964) 18697

Fowler, Laurie G., further studies of protein
and calorie levels of meat-meal, vita-
min-supplemented salmon diets (1964)
8623

Fowler, Marvin E., forest disease research in
the northeast, guide (1964) 769

duty-free entry

—

law (1962) 23170
reports (1961) 18910; (1962) 1.53.50, 21076

Fowlis, D.C., solid state image intensifiers
(1965) 14945

Fox, Bernard H., alcohol and traffic safety
(1964) 5552

Fox, Carl G., U.S. Government purchasing and
sales directory (1965) 16855

Fox, Clara L., corporate author entries used
by Division of Technical Information in

cataloging reports (1965) 193
Fox, Gertrude W., design of clean rooms, clas-

sified list of selected references, 1955-64
(1965) 3000

Fox, Gordon D., forest products co-op shows
sturdy growth (1963) 469

Fox, Jay,
boundary layers on rotating spheres and

other axisymmetric shapes (1964) 20614
surface pressure and turbulent airflow in

transverse rectangular notches (1965)
1461

turbulent temperature fluctuations and
2-dimensional heat transfer in uniform
shear flow (1965) 1465

Fox, R.B.:

photodegradation of high polymers, pt. 4,

photolysis of polymethyl acrylate in

vacuum and in air (1963) 11191
solvent eff'ects in photolysis of poly

(d-methylstyrence) (1965) 13142
Fox, R.L., using your wool cooperative (1965)

19596
Fox, Wyatt R., tactical decision-making, ac-

tion selection as function of track load,

threat complexity, etc., and weapon un-
certainity (1963) 11507

Foxglove aphid, see Aphids.

Foxworthy, R.L., ground water, Pullman area.
Whitman C-ounty, Wash (1963) 8353

Foy, Bernard L., bibliography for TVA pro-
gram (1964) 1629

Foy, CD., toxic factors in acid soils of south-
eastern U.S. as related to response of

alfalfa to lime (1964) 5857
FPC. see Federal Power Commission.

FPC P series (1961) 19309

FPC R series (1961) 19310; (1962) 21743; (1963)

19192; (1964) 4702, 8552; (1965) 2138,

6180, 7638
FPC S series (1961) 520-521, 4195, 19311,

20736; (1962) 532, 2463-64, 9608; (1963)

506, 2265, 4902, 8241, 13915, 19193;

(1964) 663, 2321, 6641, 12392, 19690:

(1965) 568-569, 6181, 7639-40. 15083
FPL, see Forest Products Laboratory.

FPL linear deadweight accelerometer calibra-

tor (1962) 17550
FPR notice (1961) 3285

Fraas, Foster, calculation of adsorption ener-

gy (1965) 14703
electrostatic separation

—

granular materials (1963) 7202
of high-conductivity minerals (1964) 9521

linear correlation of magnetic susceptibility

with chemical composition of minerals
(1964) 7456

linearization of adsorption data (1963) 1229
magnetization delay in separation of miner-

als (1964) 9527
Fractional distillation, see Distillation.
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Fractional factorial designs for experiments
with factors at 2 and 3 levels (1961)
19998

Fractionation:
chemical fractionations in meteorites (1965)

16620
determination of fractioning coefficients and

biological availability of products of
nuclear explosions in radioactive fall-

outs, USSR study (1965) 11284

isotopes, with particle size, filter pack tech-

nique for classifying radioactive aero-

sols (1965) 9825
vapor, of tektite melts (1964) 20570

Fractions, see Mathematics.

Fracture of metals:
aluminum alloys wetted with liquid zinc

amalgam (1963) 20012
brittle fracture

—

arrest by riveted stiffeners (1961) 11739
cyrstal, theory of initiation of cracks
formed, USSR study (1963) 5419

fracture toughness of stretch-oriented
polymethyl methacrylate, effect of dif-

ferential temperatures (1961) 8089
initiation in mild steel (1963) 20124
iron eyrstals, effect of substructure on
cleavage (1962) 6444

NRL drop-weight test (1963) 11173
of steel, tendency at high and low temper-

atures, conformities of, USSR study
(1965) 2546

pressure-vessel materials, evaluation of

fracture toughness (1961) 20053
propagation

—

strain distribution in rectangular plate
with crack, numerical solution (1961)
20124

studies (1964) 1575-76
wide steel plates (1961) 21339
reactor construction materials, effect of
neutron irradiation (1963) 9690

review of fracturing theories, technical
report (1962) 18745

slow growth and rapid propagation of

cracks (1961) 20056
steel

—

effects of carbon, manganese content,
and grain size on dynamic strength
properties (1962) 8630"

hot-rolled plate, influence of mechanical
fibering (1962) 6445

list of literature, 19.50-61 (1962) 8953
low temperature fatigue cracks as delib-

erate fracture origins (1963) 11168
mild, effects of speed and temperature
on crack toughness and yield strength
(1962) 22673

neutron embrittlement, engineering and
basic research aspects (1962) 22674

plate, influence of hot-rolling conditions
(1961) 5087

size effect of notched plates in tension
(1962) 1798

stress gradient and stress biaxiality
effect on behavior of materials (1963)
7602

true stress-strain properties of brittle

materials to 5000° F (1962) 4641
catastrophic, of liquid-filled tanks impacted

by high-velocity particles (1963) 12848
cleavage fracture of polycrystalline iron,

micromechanisms (1964) 13437
crack extension force dependence on crack

length for single-edge-notch tension
specimen (1964) 16707

E-steel, exhaustion of ductility and brittle

fracture caused by prestrain and aging
(1964) 16853

Fracture of metals—Continued
effect of variations in silicon and iron con-

tent on embrittlement of cobalt-base
alloy (L-605) (1965) 16715

fatigue-crack propagation of titanium and
stainless-steel alloys, etc (1964) 20587

fracture toughness testing (1965) 5199
glass and lucite materials, impact damage

with high velocity projectiles (1965) 8105

heat-treated 4340 steel, effect of fatigue
crack on notch strength and fracture
development (1964) 5588

in-depth embrittlement, of simulated pressure
vessel wall of A302-B steel (1965) 13164

local yielding and extension of crack under
plane stress (1965) 5372

low cycle fatigue crack propagation of mo-
nel 400 and monel K-500 alloys (1965)
13194

low-stress brittle fracture in mild steel

(1964) 5677
neutron embrittlement

—

and embrittlement relief of reactor pres-
sure vessel steels (1965) 13169

of reactor pressure vessel steels (1964)
5613

plane strain fracture toughness of 18 Ni
(250) and 18 Ni (200) maraging welded
steel plate (1965) 18473

pressure vessels, test criteria application to
fracture-safe design (1964) 13339

salt-stress-corrosion cracking of residually

stressed Ti-8Al-lMo-lV sheet (1965)
8086

steel, heat-treated 4340, speciment size effect

on fatigue crack strength (1964) 13335
steel structure, fracture analysis diagram

procedures for fracture-safe-engineering
design (1963) 18250

stress corrosion cracking of vanadium, mo-
lybdenum, and titanium-vanadium alloy

(1965) 19866

stress-intensity factors for single-edge-notch
tension specimen by boundary collocation
of stress function (1962) 16706

testing of weldments (1965) 2834
titanium alloys, hot-salt stress-corrosion

cracking phenomenon (1964) 21730
ultrasonic technique for detection and meas-

urement of fatigue cracks (1965) 18557
Fracture testing of high-strength sheet mate-

rials under c'onditions appropriate for

stress analysis (1961) 1389

Fracture whiskers, see Whiskers.
Fractures:
comminuted, healing following administra-

tion of different doses of radioactive
phosphorus, USSR study (1961) 12942

surgical treatment, USSR study (1963)
15731

Fraenkel, Ernst, and wife, relief (1962) 11522,
13397, 16676

Fragmentation of anthracene in electron-
bombardment ion source (1965) 5192

Fraise, Georges, relief (1964) 19544: (1965)
5992

Fralich, Robert W.:
postbuckling effects on flutter of simply

supported rectangular panels (1963)
7272

skid-rocker landings of space vehicles (1963)
11027

Frame houses, .see Houses.
Frames:

door, steel, standard of trade (1962) 9004
film, simple circuit positions in projector

(1965) 9674
wood, tilting table for handling calves (1965)

8440
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Frames—Continued
tennis racket, trade agreement escape clause

investigation report (1961) 8228
see also Hotbeds.

Framework for future (remarks) (1961) 9715
France:

agriculture compared to Soviet failures,
French study (1963) 752

air transport services, agreement (1963)
9430

Army's research and testing resources,
translation (1965) 18341

atomic energy cooperation for civil uses,
agreements (1961) 11586; (1962) 22856;
(1964) 20839

atomic reactors (1961) 18016
atomic weapons systems cooperation, agree-

ment, immediately effective

—

hearing (1961) 20530A
law (1961) 18744
reports (1961) 18858, 18867, 19068
text (1962) 3507

aviation transport services, agreement
(1962) 22858

Caribbean Organization, agreement (1962)
3504

cherry production (1964) 12429
C!ommunist Party

—

documents relating to Sino-Soviet contro-
versy (1963) 6851

propagandizing against deGaulle's consti-
tutional proposal, translation (1962)
23637

proposals on immigrant labor problem
(1964) 11151

16th Congress, translations (1962) 3087
17th Congress, proceedings and comments,
translations (1964) 16059

convention of establishment

—

report (1963) 20546
text, protocol and joint declaration (1961)

6566; (1963) 20521
D-1 satellite, structure (1965) 16447
DeGaulle-Adenauer pact (1963) 7129
delegations interview with Mao Tse-tung

and impressions following Asian tour
(1964) 8987

development problems, contrast between
north and south (1963) 17633

dollar problem, report on factfinding trip
abroad (1964) 10412

economic developments (1961) 10659; (1962)
15665; (1963) 10332

economy, basic data (1964) 8818
education (1964) 577
electricity tax on surplus commodity hous-

ing, agreement (1964) 16876
establishing business in FVance (1962) 21878
experimental communications satellites in-

tercontinental testing, agreement (1961)
13688

export controls, report (1962) 9500
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 15687
exposition at Moscow, 1961 (1961) 13061
fishing industry, 1963 (1965) 4755
foreign aid to underdeveloped nations, wast-

ed or productive? (1964) 11022
foreign trade (1962) 2572

regulations (1965) 1947
France-British fishing grounds of Atlantic

(1961) 1099
French army, changes in policy, structure,

etc., since Algerian war (1963) 15779
French Communists and antifascist unity

(1962) 8287
French dissident communist views (1962)

12241

France—Continued
French nuclear research and developments

(1964) 10861
Franco-Soviet cooperation reviewed (1965)

901
frozen fish importers, list (196.5) 10879
gasification patents, index (1964) 18660
gazetteer, official standard names (1965)

4853-54
German assets in Spain, termination of obli-

gations, protocol (1961) 5111
(ierman external debts, agreement (1961)

5114
heating equipment, U.S.-type residential,

market (1965) 360
household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market (1962) 16434
housing allowances paid U.S. military per-

sonnel, GAO review (1962) 2516
import tariff system (1961) 9196; (1963)

10342
intellectual French left (1962) 12277
International Tracing Service, administra-

tion, continue, agreements (1961) 15997
Italy boundary, study (1963) 20149
key role in grain sector of European Ck)m-

mon Market (1963) 10206
leftist, national union of students faces cri-

sis (1965) 7893
liquid metal studies (1963) 12846
liquidation of German property in Switzer-

land

—

accord with Great Britain and Switzerland
(1962) 18509

agreement between United States, France,
and Great Britain (1962) 20303

livestock and meat industry (1963) 6477
living conditions (1961) 6087, 9186
machine translation and information proc-

essing, developments (1962) 5603
market factors (1965) 13716
market for photographic products (1964)

19279
military

—

and nuclear developments, press reports
(1964) 14581

industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12869

mutual defense assistance equipment, mate-
rials, and services, agreement (1962)

north coast, sailing directions, changes
(1961) 4325; (1962) 24029; (1964) 7631

nuclear

—

armaments, scientific and economic as-

pects (1963) 19752
development

—

and Force de Frappe, press information
(1964) 12725

and policy, press reports, etc (1965) 2765
press reports (1965) 5019

installations, armament, press informa-
tion (1965) 11175

policy and developments, translations
(1965) 951

policy developments, press reports (1965)

2449
power, development of striking force

(1964) 12761
preparations in Pacific (1965) 16480
program, press reports and comments

(1965) 7900
research and installations (1964) 12627
strategy, installations, expenditures (1964)

19897
outdoor recreation survey (1963) 1380
Paris and the 3d world (1964) 10995
passport visas, agreement (1962) 10697
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France—Continued
pharmaceutical regulations (1961) 6092;

(1962) 5352
plant import requirements (1963) 4344
pocket guide (1964) 20986
press reports on French nuclear policy and

installation (1964) 18325
rayon staple fiber, determination of no inju-

ry or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry
(1961) 11627

scientific

—

and technical research, 4th plan (1963)

19484
research, expansion (1962) 9886

sending gift packages to (1962) 700; (1963)

2407
social bases of political parties (1963) 12435
social security and social services (1965)

5380
steel wire rods, determination of no injury

or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry
(1963) 14739

surplus agricultural commodities-
agreements (1961) 5136, 11602
closing of accounts, etc., agreement (1962)
3499

survey of French Republic (1965) 15059
Switzerland boundary, study (1963) 20156
titanium dioxide, determination of no injury

or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry
(1963) 20201

today's problems (1961) 13029
trade missions to, 1963 (1963) 15653
treaties concluded with United States, con-

tinued application to Congo (Brazza-
ville), agreement (1963) 1530

United States, France, and NATO (address)
(1965) 7135

viewpoint of French Left, Italian Socialist
interviews (1964) 12970

weapons production program, agreement
(1961) 5115

weather stations, agreements (1961) 2720;
(1964) 7778

Franceschetti, Alfred P., oceanographic obser-
vations, Kennedy Channel, etc (1965)
1937

Franchise tax, District of Columbia, amend
act, hearing (1965) 13979

Franchises (business):

franchise company data (1965) 10323, 15372
franchising agreements, effect on small busi-

ness, hearings (1965) 17941
Francis, Howard T., space batteries (1964)

9540
Francis Case, Lake
naming

—

law (1963) 17027
reports (1963) 13629, 13703

South Dakota, change name from Fort Ran-
dall Reservoir, report (1962) 17212

Francis Case Memorial Bridge:
designate

—

law (1965) 17399
reports (1964) 15782; (1965) 10637

Francis E. Walter Dam:
designate-
law (1963) 13430
reports (1961) 12239; (1963) 13709

Francisco, Charles C, modification and testing
of temperature-humidity measuring set
AN/TMQ-11(A) (1964) 7961

Franco, Cristina, relief (1962) 19230; (1965)
14015

Franco, J.J.

navigation and sedimentation conditions at
typical lock and dam, Arkansas River
(1963) 15457

Franco, J.J.—Continued
navigation conditions at Maxwell Locks and

Dam, Monongahela River, hydraulic
model investigation (1965) 6146

Francolins, see Partridges.
Frank, John E., school dental care in communi-

ty with controlled fluoridation (1964)
11576

Frank, Robert M.:
guide for screen and cover planting of trees

on anthracite mine-spoil areas (1965)
4807

sawmill residues, etc., as raw materials for
W. Va. wood-using industries (1963)
12189

Frank, Waldo, testimony, hearing (1964) 538
Franke, Fritz R., 4th status report on fuel

cells (1964) 3124
Frankel, Harry M.:
cerebral arteriovenous differences in meta-

bolic substrates during hyperthermia
(1964) 17015

development of tissue hypoxia during pro-
gressive hyperthermia (1963) 18501

Frankenberger, Zdenek, Czechoslovak biolo-

gist, etc., biography (1962) 15820
Frankenstein, Guenther E., load test data for

lake ice sheets (1963) 19137
Frankfort, Ky., accident (1964) 14405
Frankfort, Mich.:
engineer report on harbor

—

departmental edition (1965) 7608
document edition (1965) 7500

Frankfort Arsenal:
memorandum report, MR series (1964) 9687
reports (1962) 6397; (1963) 20012-13
technical memorandum (1962) 6398

Frankfurt, Germany, normal phase variations
of 18 kc/s signals from NBA observed
(1964) 3052

Franki, Guido E., soil survey of Nueces Coun-
ty, Tex (1965) 18772

Franking privilege:

Kennedy, Jacqueline B., provide, law (1964)
1924

telegraph and telephone, FCC rules and reg-
ulations (1961) 7380; (1964) 3995; (1965)
3367

see also Penalty mail.
Franklin, Edeltraud E., relief (1964) 15426,

17224, 17681
Franklin, Jerry F.:

cone maturity in noble fir (1965) 12500
Douglas' squirrels cut Pacific silver fir cones

in Washington Cascades (1965) 661
mountain hemlock, bibliography with ab-

stracts (1963) 10223
natural regeneration of Douglas-fir, etc.,

using modified clear-cutting systems
(1963) 20708

tentative ecological provinces within true fir-

hemlock forest areas of Pacific North-
west (1965) 16282

Franklin, Ga.:
Chattahoochee River, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2185
document edition (1963) 2000

Franklin Association of Chicago wage chro-
nology, 1939-61 (1962) 18138

Franklin County, Ala.:

forest inventory statistics (1962) 3540;
(1963) 3379

soil survey report (1965) 13271

Franklin County, Nebr., geology (1965) 4857

Franklin D. Roosevelt Library:
general information (1962) 24001
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Franklin D. Roosevelt Library—Continued
transfer functions

—

hearing (1963) 11905
message from the President (1963) 11761
report (1963) 13546

Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commis-
sion:

appropriation authorization, increase, re-

ports (1965) 17648, 19455
consider possible changes in proposed de-

sign, report (1962) 21520
raise funds for memorial

—

hearings (1962) 15271
law (1962) 23242
reports (1962) 17039, 21107

Franks, G.N., seed cotton cleaner without mov-
ing parts (1965) 1741

Franseth, Jane:
does grouping make difference in pupil

learning? (1963) 8161
grouping children in elementary school, bib-

liography (1963) 17376
supervision

—

and leadership, selected references (1965)

9047
in rural schools, report on beliefs and

practices (1965) 18014
Franz, O.G.:

photographic measures of double stars

(1964) 9668
tables of X and Y, elliptic rectangular coor-

dinates (1964) 16773
Fraser Alpine area, Colo., soil survey (1962)

12699
Fraternity of the impatient (1964) 20821
Fraud:

affecting older citizen, hearings (1963) 8089
fakes and swindles in health field, FDA cat-

alogs (1963) 19248; (1964) 19743
foreign, unlawful, and lottery mail orders

(1962) 1756. 18393-395
fraud and mailability

—

cases releases (1961) 3527
enforcement actions (1962) 3895; (1963)

3738; (1964) 3536; (1965) 3450
frauds and deceptions affecting the elderly,

investigations, findings, and recommen-
dations, 1964, report (1965) 4594

print additional copies, report (1965)
12254

health, affecting the elderly, hearings (1964)
14122, 15788, 17862

interstate mail order land sales, hearings
(1964) 19586, 21237

mail

—

how postal inspection service protects you
(1964) 20731

inspection program of Post Office Depart-
ment (remarks) (1963) 21073

medical quackery advertising sent through
mail, legal problems (address) (1961)
20082

preneed burial service, hearing (1964) 19587
Frazier, Dale, relief (1962) 13576, 15056, 15110
Frear, J. Allen, jr., nomination, hearing (1961)

5853
Freche, John C:
advanced-temperature, tantalum- modified,

nickel-base alloy (1963) 9150
progress in superalloys (1964) 20617

Frederick, Lee M., teaching opportunities,
directory of placement information
(1964) 12328

Frederick, Ralph H., Saratoga Springs, N.Y.,

climatic summary (1963) 14774
Frederick, Md., relief, hearings (1961) 14488
Frederick County, Md., soil survey (1961) 1479
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National

Military Park, general information
(1963) 7331

Fredericksburg Magnetic Observatory, magne-
tograms and hourly values (1961) 3975;
(1962) 6849, 15001; (1963) 197; (1964)
1848, 4402; (1965) 335

Fredin, R.A., ocean mortality and maturity
schedules of Karlud River sockeye salm-
on and some comparisons of marine
growth and mortality rates (1965) 14309

Fredkin, Eklward, programming needs for auto-
mated laboratory for psychological re-

search (1964) 1736
Fredriksen, R.L., case history of mud and rock

slide on experimental watershed (1963)
12180

Free, G.R., conservation for soils of Ontario-
Mohawk plain, etc (1965) 8421

Free association norms by discrete and contin-
ued methods, technical report (1965)
14942

Free energy:
formation

—

anhydrous silicates (1962) 8466
barium oxide and strontium oxide (1963)

5497
calcium and magnesium vanadates (1962)

20114
calcium tungstate, calcium molybdate, and
magnesium molybdate (1963) 3098

gallium sesquioxide and scandium ses-

quioxide (1962) 12388
germanium dioxide (1962) 18229
hydrated and anhydrous sodium- and cal-

cium-aluminum silicates (1962) 8465
muscovite (1964) 7436
sulfides of manganese, iron, zinc and cad-
mium (1964) 16644

values of vanadium oxides (1961) 19885
vanadates of lead and manganese (1963)
9126

vanadium nitride and vanadium carbide
(1963) 7214

gibbsite, kaolinite, halloysite, and dickite

(1961) 17650
Free enterprise, see Laissez faire.

Free fall:

drop tests of F-IOOD ejection seat occupied
by articulated dummy or live jumper
(1964) 5884

human survivability (1964) 1791
human trajectories (1964) 13617

Free-flight:

aerodynamic-heating data to Mach num-
ber 10.4 for modified Von Karman nose
shape (1961) 2565

measurements of static and dynamic sta-

bility and drag of 10° blunted cone at
Mach numbers 3.5 and 8.5 (1962) 12496

tests of 5th-stage scout entry vehicle at
Mach numbers 5 and 17 (1962) 22561

Free homesteads for all Americans, Homestead
act of 1862 (1963) 4632

Free Pan-Cyprian Federation, constitution

(1961) 4465
Free radicals:

interactivation, USSR study (1964) 1246

radicals in chain reactions, USSR study

(1961)764
reactions for production of ultra-high purity

materials, survey of literature (1961)

5302
Free-swelling and grindability indexes of Unit-

ed States coals (1961) 21167
Free-world growth and progress (address)

(1962) 3489
Freeburger, Adela R.:

education in

—

Chile (1964) 6563
Ecuador (1963) 6327
Peru (1965) 2097
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Freed, Roy N., electronic data-processing
equipment use, attorney's point of view,

hearing (1963) 15329
Freedco Products, Inc., President's E award

for excellence in exporting, (remarks)
(1965) 7358

Freedmen's Hospital:
transfer to Howard University

—

hearings (1961) 10346
law (1961) 18653
reports (1961) 14324, 14392, 17074

Freedmen's Hospital School of Nursing, an-

nouncements (1961) 21307; (1963) 11231
Freedom, see Liberty.

Freedom Academy
establish

—

hearings (1963) 13805; (1965) 424, 13999
report (1965) 13941

Freedom and scientific society, 3d revolution
(1962) 13008

Freedom Commission:
establish

—

hearings (1963) 13805; (1965) 424, 13999
report (1965) 13941

Freedom of choice and national labor policy

(address) (1962) 16071
Freedom to the free, 1863 century of emanci-

pation 1963 (1963) 4609
Freeland, Mich., aircraft accident (1965) 5722

Freeman, Frankie M., nomination, hearing
(1964) 17881

Freeman, J. A., monitoring psychomotor re-

sponse to stress by evoked auditory re-
sponses (1965) 18917

Freeman, J.J., real-time compensation for tro-

pospheric radio refractive effects on
range measurements (1964) 20530

Freeman, Orville L.:

addresses, lectures, etc (1963) 18, 19, 22, 41-2,

44, 1669-78, 1687-89, 1696, 1716-17, 1721-

24, 5809-13, 5841, 7554-56, 9558-60,11464,
11468, 13038, 14846-848, 14854, 20271-
275, 20282, 20292-293; (1964) 23, 1689-91,
1712-16, 5907-10, 5812, 5824-5866, 7907,
7917, 7942-45, 11748-750, 11781, 13575-

576, 16943, 16949, 20907; (1965) 31, 35, 54,

55, 4102, 4123-26, 7018-20, 8416-19, 8431,
8444, 10046-048, 10086-088, 11831-832,
11868-870, 13377-378, 13411, 15186,
16993, 16995

nomination, hearing (1961) 4075
testimony, hearing (1962) 7074

Freeman, R.M., independence of serum and
parotid fluid inorganic phosphate levels

during hemodialysis on artificial kidney
(1965) 17026

Freemasons, see United Supreme Council, 33d
Degree, Ancient and Accepted Scottish
Rite of Freemasonry, Southern Jurisdic-

tion.

Freeport, N.Y. census of housing, 1960, special
reports for local housing authorities
(1961) 11956, 13990

Freeport, Tex.:

hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 410
document edition (1963) 239

saline water demonstration plant, reports
(1963) 14058; (1964) 19813; (1965) 14448

Freeport Harbor:
navigation project, amend act wnth respect

to maintenance of public terminal facili-

ties

—

hearings (1961) 20584
law (1961) 20529
reports (1961) 16752, 19132

Freer Gallery of Art:
Armenian manuscripts (1964) 6752
brief guide (1963) 1495
oriental studies (1963) 583; (1964) 6752
Whistler Peacock Room and Princess from

Land of Porcelain, description (1963)
4993

Freese, Frank, elementary forest sampling
(1963) 1681

Freeways, see Roads and highways.
Freeze-dried foods, palatability tests (1963)

14870
Freeze-drying of foods, cost projections (1964)

4210
see Lyophilization.

Freezeproofing lignite (1965) 19863
Freezers:
home freezers, selection and use (1962) 47;

(1964) 19075
household, industry outlook for 1963 and

review of 1962 (1963) 1860
provisioners^

credit as aid (1962) 15533
merchandising practices (1961) 9888

provisioning industry, highlights and trends
(1961) 13787; (1962) 18632

Freezing:
bakery products, commercial, current prac-

tices, problems, and prospects (1964)
19086

concrete, laboratory tests (1965) 10783
development of direct freeze separation

process, saline water conversion (1965)
18249

food, combination main dishes (1965) 8427
home freezing of fruits and vegetables

(1965) 10063
injury, comparative study in hibernator and

nonhibernator (1965) 4169
mean length of freeze-free period, national

atlas sheet (1962) 16228
multiple-phase ejector freezing process de-

salination system, study (1965) 11021
osseous heterogeneous material for trans-

plantation, USSR study (1961) 15290
particles, vertical migration in front of mov-

ing plane (1963) 4842
rat muscles, recovery from frozen state

(1965) 4170
saline water conversion, research (1964)

10679
soils, trafficability forecasting, pilot study

(1964) 14211
time factor in initiation and in penetration

and propagation of ice in tissues of
mouse limbs (1965) 4167

trees, resistenee, USSR study (1961) 20961
see also Refrigeration and refrigerating

machinery—aiso names of commodities,
etc., frozen.

Frege, Gottlob, theory of meaning, USSR
study (1962) 2892"

Fregly, Melvin J., chronic exposure to hypoxia
effect on blood pressure and thyroid
function (1963) 9629

Freight:
air, role in developing local economies (re-

marks) (1963) 11525
carload waybill statistics

—

agricultural products (1961) 6217; (1962)
2581, 7514; (1963) 8427; (1965> 14467

all commodities, traffic and revenue (1965)
16362

animals and products (1961) 4343; (1962)
5365, 13941; (1963) 6626, 8426; (1965)
14466, 18270

distribution by commodity classes (1961)
20882; (1962) 19614; (1965) 14465
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Freight—Continued
carload waybill statistics—Continued

forest products (1961) 2070, 6218; (1962)

5367, 13942; (1963) 6628, 10350; (1965)

16364. 18272
manufactures, etc (1961) 7558; (1962)

11948; (1963) 10349; (1965) 16363
mileage block progressions—
by commodity groups and classes (1961)

19459; (1962) 13999; (1963) 14075
for traffic and revenue by commodity
groups and classes (1965) 18274

mileage distribution by type of car (1961)
15005; (1962) 13940; (1963) 8425; (1965)
18275

mine products (1961) 4342; (1962) 13943;
(1963) 8428; (1965) 16365

quarterly comparisons (1961) 3332
territorial distribution by type of car

(1963) 8429; (1965) 18276
tons of revenue freight originated and
terminated bv States and commodity
class (1961) l'9460; (1962) 13945; (1963)
10351; (1965) 16366

traffic and revenue (1962) 734, 9801, 21897;
(1963) 10348; (1965) 12574
errata (1961) 15007
supp (1961) 10717

weight distribution by carloads (1961)
19461; (1962) 11949; (1963) 6630; (1965)
18277

carloadings, Federal Reserve Board revised
indexes (1962) 2478

commodity statistics

—

annual reports (1962) 737, 23623; (1964)
8839; (1965) 2266

motor carriers (1961) 2075; (1962) 5372;
(1964) 12568, 19829; (1965) 6382

quarterly (1961) 3339; (1962) 3896; (1963)
3739; (1964) 3537; (1965) 3451

cost study of motor carriers

—

Middle Atlantic region (1962) 7515
middlewest region (1965) 4898
Pacific region (1961) 2071; (1965) 4899
Southwest region (1965) 4900
transcontinental service (1965) 6381

dangerous, shipment regulations. Communist
China (1961) 15521

description guide. Defense Dept (1963) 19075

handling by motor carriers, cost (1962)

11955, 19618
intercity ton-miles, 1939-59 (1961) 10718
international socialist railway freight traffic

agreement (1961) 10724

movement of special freight. Army technical

manual (1965) 13476
rail service costs (1963) 20758
relief shipments, made by overseas subsidy

programs (1961) 6213, 10716
revenue and wholesale value at destination

of commodities, analysis, 1959 (1962)

7517
tonnage, Mississippi River and tributaries,

etc., chart, announcement (1961) 4837
traffic examiner, examination announce-

ments (1962) 322, 16599
traffic management activities in civilian

agencies, summary report and recom-
mendations (1961) 6596

see also Shipments.
Freight cars:
adequate supply, insure

—

hearings (1963) 17306
report (1964) 15677

bulk products, portable recirculation system
for fumigating (1963) 13172

industry outlooks (1961) 3832; (1962) 2131;
(1963) 4546

Freight cars—Continued
insure adequate supply

—

hearings (1965) 16009, 19313
report (1965) 14052

overhaul, regulations, (Communist China
(1961) 15517

private car lines, transport statistics (1962)
2590; (1963) 2453

railway car building industry, review of
1963, outlook for 1964 (1964) 8099

rules governing pool of CEMA countries,
summary (1964) 16410

shortage, hearings (1962) 2364

Freight forwarders:
air

—

development and progress (remarks) (1965)
7305

air, etc., carriers of bonded merchandise,
designate

—

laws (1962) 18967, 23254
reports (1961) 18897; (1962) 15336, 19097,
21174, 21414

transportation services to the public (ad-

dress) (1961) 6889
Alaska, grandfather rights, etc., hearings

(1961) 5873
carload waybill statistics (1961) 6215; (1962)

5366; (1963) 2446; (1965) 19704
common carriers, reparations in interstate

commerce, hearings (1961) 12353
competition between direct air carriers and

air freight forwarders (address) (1962)
9104

control, clarity act, hearings (1962) 17114,
21548

foreign, highlights of export controls (1965)
16352

major contributor to international trade
(remarks) (1963) 10156

ocean, licensing and compensation

—

hearings (1961) 17121, 18966
law (1961) 18645
reports (1961) 14697, 16782

ownership and control, amend interstate
commerce act

—

hearings (1963) 8001, 10005
reports (1962) 19118; (1963) 11982

prohibit control of or by other carriers, re-

port (1963) 13545
relationships with other carriers, amend in-

terstate commerce act, hearings (1961)
5875

revenues, expenses, and statistics (1961)

3352; (1962) 4302; (1963) 4153; (1964)

3981; (1965)3301
transport statistics (1962) 740; (1963) 641;

(1964) 4881; (1965) 4905

Freight rates:
changes made, 1960-64 (1964) 15993
amendments (1964) 15991

computing for regulation, Federal Maritime
Commission (remarks) (1965) 16174

cost of transportation by class 1 and 2 mo-
tor common carriers

—

by region or territories (1964) 18189;
(1965) 16367

Central region (1961) 6220; (1964) 8837
East-South territory (1963) 5101, 10352
eastern-central territory, 1961 (1963) 5102,

10353
New England region, 1962 (1964) 4872-73
Rocky Mountain region (1961) 748; (1965)
7838

south-central territory, 1961 (1963) 8430,
10355

Southern region (1963) 5103, 10354
transcontinental service, 1959 (1961) 2072
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Freight rates—Continued

discriminatory ocean rates and balance of

payments

—

hearings (1963) 17054, 20447; (1964) 6190,

10149, 19435; (1965) 13816
report (1965) 6017

discriminatory ocean freight rates effect,

hearings (1965) 15520
dual-rate contract agreements

—

authorize use by steamship conferences

—

extend law

—

law (1963) 7824
report (1963) 8047

hearings (1961) 10356, 14728, 17124
law (1961) 18734
legislative history index (1962) 15289

print as Senate document, report

(1962) 11640
reports (1961) 10306, 17060, 18900, 19047

continue in effect

—

hearing (1961) 389
laws (1961) 12128, 18644
reports (1961) 12463, 17110

filing in foreign commerce, problems of regu-
lation (remarks) (1963) 505

ocean, barrier to expanding exports of U.S.
beef and beef products, hearings (1965)
12356

railroad carload traffic, indexes (1961) 20885;
(1962) 7518; (1963) 6634

railroad

—

commodities to and from Alaska, establish
equality, hearing (1962) 19384

indexes for farm products, 1957-63 (1965)
8446

traffic, fluctuations compared with produc-
tion, 1958-60 (1963) 6633

regulations, foreign trade (remarks) (1963)
4901

restructuring for computer age (remarks)
(1963) 13349

routing card, traffic management guide
(1961) 5149

rule of ratemaking, amend sec. 15a, inter-

state commerce act, hearings (1962) 9483
transportation

—

act of 1963, hearings (1963) 15319, 17176
acts amendments, 1962, hearings (1963)
2054

Freight trains see Railroads.
Freitag, Dean R., wheels on soft soils, analysis

of existing data (1965) 6147
Freitag, Ruth S.

agricultural development schemes in

sub-Saharan Africa, bibliography (1963)
18053

union lists of serials, bibliography (1964)
20453

Fremont, Calif.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
18173

clay mining, processing, and utilization,

methods and practices (1964) 1404
Fremont Canyon powerplant and power con-

duit, technical record of design and con-
struction (1963) 11256

Fremont County, Calif. Iron Mountain titani-

ferous magnetite deposits (1961) 21197
Fremont County, Wye:
Crooks Gap area, geology and uranium de-

posits (1964) 14337
geology of Shotgun Butte area (1964) 8757
land conveyance by quitclaim deed

—

law (1961) 18700
reports (1961) 14429, 17088

Fremont County, Wyo., tertiary geology of

Beaver Rim area (1965) 2224
Fremont National Forest, western pine beetle

damage, survey (1964) 2395

French, Judson C, measurement of bulk resis-

tivity of semiconductor materials for
electron devices (1964) 21785

French, Robert R.

activation of Bureau of Commercial Fisher-
ies research vessel George B. Kelez
(1964) 4731

salmon escapements above Rock Island Dam,
1954-60 (1965) 9163

salmon research cruise in western North
Pacific (1965) 9150

French army after Algeria (1963) 15779
French Broad River basin, flood of Aug. 24-25,

1961 (1962) 1864
French (Communist Party

—

and polycentrism (1962) 23813
declaration and Thorez speech at Moscow
conference of Nov. 1960 (1962) 17883

French communist-socialist ideological polemic
(1962) 14328

French Creek Basin:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 411
document edition (1963) 311

French dressing:
definitions and standards of identity (1961)

20754
amdts (1963) 12143-144

standard, petition to amend (1965) 12487
French Equatorial Africa, official publications,

1946-58, guide (1964) 11306
French fried potatoes, see Potatoes.
French Guiana:
economy, basic data (1964) 21085
labor conditions (1965) 6576

French Gulch quadrangle, Calif., geology
(1964) 8754

French Indonesia, ethnic groups (1962) 7976
French Institute of Black Africa, program of

work, etc (1962) 10119
French language:

basic course, units 1-24, text (1961) 11573
labor terms (1964) 8835
machine translation to Russian, USSR study

(1963) 12721
French Polynesia, economy, basic data (1961)

9172
French PSU socialist on post-Stalin socialist

unity (1962) 12306
French Republic, see France.
French Somaliland, economy, basic data (1961)

10655
French West Africa, Islam and Christianity

Cooperation (1961) 13115
French West Indies, see West Indies.

Frenchie Creek quadrangle, Nev., geology
(1965) 4858

Frenchman-Cambridge division, see Missouri
River Basin project.

Frenchman Creek, ground-water geology and
pump irrigation in basin (1963) 15615

Frenolon and perphenazine in psychiatric
practice, Hungary (1962) 3150

Frenzel spy case, West Germany (1961) 13207
Freon:

freon-12, flutter characteristics of 45° swept-
back wing planform measured in Lan-
gley transonic dynamics tunnel (1963)
7273

incipient cavitation of freon-114 in tunnel
venturi (1965) 6713

113, film boiling heat-transfer coefficients

obtained in forced flow, correlation
study (1964) 13230

Frequencies:
beat, use for detection of transverse modes

of ruby lasers (1964) 19165
liquids in oblate spheroidal tanks (1961)

11430
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Frequencies—Continued
low and very low frequencies, numerical

values of path integrels (1965) 18618
low frequency standard, test instrument cal-

ibration procedure (1962) 6375
measurements and resolutions (1965) 2870
measurements in pulse frequency modulation

telemetry (1965) 2871
methods of calculating, corner-supported

rectangular plates (1965) 18577
microwave, phase and amplitude diversity in

over-water transmission (1965) 9770
natural

—

fixed base, resonance testinp: in determina-
tion of shipboard equipment (1965) 9830

4-stap:e solid-propellant rocket vehicle,

investigation (1962) 18282
in coupled bending and torsion of twisted

rotating and nonrotating blades (1964)
14778

uniform rectangular-cross-section free-

free sandwich beams, analytical and ex-

perimental investigation (1963) 20989
oscillator, voltage generator sweeps linearly

with time (1965) 2861
research methods on theory of automatic

control, USSR study (1962) 10109
standards and measurements, engineering

circular (1963) 3236
ultrahigh, biological action, USSR (1962)

8067
vibration of buckled circular plates (1964)

7568
see also Radio frequencies—Television chan-

nels.

Frequency changers, Hewlett Packard 525B
etc., test instrument calibration proce-
dure (1961) 15882

Frequency correction device uses digital cir-

cuitry (1965) 18521
Frequency distribution (statistics):

techniques for fitting to hydrologic data
(1964) 9931

Frequency dividers, unijunction, free of back-
ward loading (1965) 9654

Frequency meters:
AN/URN-32, technical manual. Navy cali-

bration program (1963) 20003
cavity

—

H-band and X-band, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1961) 20070
standard cavity technique, test instrument

calibration procedure (1962) 22688
2.60 through 26.50 GC (KMC), instrument

calibration procedure, technical manual
(1964) 13365

combined heterodyne, and crystal controlled
calibrator, model LR, test instrument
calibration procedure (1961) 11483

developed at National Bureau of Standards
(1964) 9639

Gertsch FM 3, instrument calibration proce-
dure (1962) 3412

heterodyne, test instrument, calibration
procedure (1961) 8100

Hewlett Packard 500B, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1962) 3413
J-band microwave, calibration measurement

system operation procedure (1962) 3432
megacycle meter, 59, 58LF, 59UHF, test in-

strument calibration procedure (1962)
3414

microwave, calibration measurement system
operation procedure

—

G-band(1961) 8114
J-band (1961) 8113
S-band (1961) 8115

precision, portable, design (1961) 20051

Frequency niters—Continued
radio frequency wattmeter, AN/URM-43A

and AN/URM-43B, test instrument cali-

bration procedure (1961) 11490
radio interference and field intensity meters,

AN/URM-6, AN/URM-6B, and Stoddart
Aircraft Radio Co. NM-IOA. test instru-

ment calibration procedure (1961) 15900
reed-type, test instrument calibration proce-

dure (1961) 15885
TS-33/AP, technical manual. Navy calibra-

tion program (1963) 9297
Frequency modulation, see Radio frequency

modulation.
Frequency multipliers, 10:1, input range and

automatic fine tuning, design (1962) 6350
Frequency of maximum water equivalent of

March snow cover in North Central U.S.-

(1964) 21922
Frequency ranges for existence of waves in

cold, collisionless hydrogen plasma
(1964) 11403

Frequency response:

airplane, calculated to continuous turbu-

lence with flight-test comparisons (1961)

9609
functions and coherence functions for multi-

ple input linear systems (1964) 9534
generator, VTVM, Hewlett Packard, test

instrument, calibration procedure (1961)
17765

measurement system operation procedure
(1961) 5034

nucleate pool boiling heat transfer (1964)
19238

sinusoidal frequency-sweep method of vibra-
tion testing, selection and performance
(1961) 19946

Frequency shift keying, see Radio frequency
modulation.

Frequency spectrum of square lattice (1962)
14439

Frequency standards:
portable rubidium vapor, technical note

(1964) 11439
transistorized, Polish study (1964) 21597

Frequency steering of beam in antenna ar-

rays, USSR study (1963) 5123
Fresh fruits on London market, comparative

appraisal of selected fruits from select-

ed countries (1962) 2503
Fresh Products Standardization and Inspec-

tion Branch, progress report, 1960
(1961) 1598

Fresh-water fauna, characteristics of aquatic
fauna composition in relation to salinity

of the medium, USSR study (1963) 17749

Fresh water fishes, see Fish and fisheries.

Freshwater Bay, geology of area (1963) 6545
Freshwater and Marine Primary Productivity

Measurement Conference, see Primary
Productivity Measurement, Marine and
Freshwater, Conference.

Fresnel cup reflector directs maximum energy
from light source (1964) 13173

Fresnel integrals, modified, arising in theory
of diffraction by variable screen, compu-
tation (1964) 21784

see also Equations.
Fresnel reflectors, see Reflectors.
Fresnel zone plates, see Zone plates.
Fresno, Calif.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 8463
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13566
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Fresno, Calif.—Continued
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18174
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18359
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18820

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 13077

Fresno Air Terminal, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1963) 9494

Fresno County, Calif:

geomorphology of segmented alluvial fans
(1964) 10637

western, alluvial fans and near-surface sub-

sidence (1965) 2244
Fresno River:
basin project, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2427
document edition (1962) 2348

Fretting corrosion, greases, reduction by pres-

sure and antiwear additives (1964) 9688
Freud, Sheldon L.:

duration as measure of spiral aftereffect

(1965)214
spiral aftereffect duration as function of

retinal size, etc (1965) 213
Freud, Sigmund, teachings with respect to

assessment of occupational activities,

criticism, USSR study (1961) 15210
Freund, George A., irradiation to prevent po-

tato sprouting, addendum (1965) 10167
Freund, William H., milk and milk products in

Nation's schools (1965) 11856
Frey, H. Thomas, State-owned rural land,

1962, acreage, distribution, use (1965)
10090

Frey, J.J., preselect address unit for IBM 1620
computer (1964) 11859

Freynik, Henry S., jr., nonlinear response of

windows to random noise (1964) 3018
Friant division, see Central Valley project.

Friction:
analog-computer investigation of effects on

dynamic longitudinal characteristics of

pilot-airplane combination (1961) 9605
and wear of nickel-aluminum alloys and sul-

fur-modified steels in vacuum (1964)
13235

axis bearings of gyroscope motor, determin-
ing, USSR study (1961) 10827

ball spinning, apparatus for studying (1965)
11471

beryllium, hafnium, etc., in vacuum, relation

of lattice parameters (1965) 6721
braking, of aircraft tires, influence of tread

pattern and runway surface condition
(1962) 20144

characteristics of

—

alloys and coatings at elevated tempera-
tures (1963) 4496

copper-gold alloys in vacuum, influence of

order-disorder transformation (1965)
16713

coefficients

—

and wear properties of cermet materials
for X-20A nose gear skid (1964) 5877

of friction and wear for skids made of var-
ious metals on concrete, asphalt, and
lakebed surfaces (1962) 6279

of wire brush skids constructed with Rene
41 bristles, investigation (1964) 19134

elevated temperature tests (1961) 6734
liquid lubricants in plastic compression

(1963) 20015
low, synthetic materials, use, properties, etc

(1962) 21971

Friction—Continued
low-melting binary and ternary gallium al-

loy films in argon and in vacuum (1965)
6754

nickel and iron in vacuum to 10- ^ millimeter

of mercury, influence of microstructural
inclusions (1963) 11046

polymeric, reduction by minor concentra-
tions of partially fluorinated compound
(1965) 13199

properties of polyethylenes and perfluoro-
carbon polymers (1963) 14633

rare earths and related metals, influence of

crystal structure (1965) 1467
surface of elastomers, reducing, studies

(1963) 18246
theory of metal, Czechoslovakian study

(1964) 2797
titanium

—

and alloys in vacuum, influence of crystal

structure (1965) 6722
single crystals in vacuum, influence of

crystal orientation (1965) 18546
transfer temperature gradients effect for

laminar flow of gases through heated
channels (1963) 15011

turbulent and laminar flow of hydrogen over
parallel tungsten plates at SOOO^R (1964)

18763
vehicular measurements of effective aircraft

runway friction (1963) 9456
wear

—

and decomposition mechanisms for poly-

mer compositions in vacuum (1964) 3027
and dynamic seal studies in liquid fluorine

and liquid oxygen (1964) 18779
behavior of refractory materials for

high-temperature seals and bearings,
characteristics governing (1961) 16153

of metals, effect of inert, reducing, and
oxidizing atmospheres (1961) 21240

see also Internal friction—Skin friction (air-

craft).

Friction layer, atmospheric, of wind profiles,

analysis (1963) 18453
Frictional wedge shock mount is inexpensive,

has good damping characteristics (1964)

14802
Fridy, Robert W., production of eoronene from

coal (1965) 1380
Fried, Charles, color notation systems hand-

book (1963) 9314
Friedlander, Alan L., guidance perturbations

for low-thrust Mars orbiter mission us-

ing Snap-8 (1963) 1278
Friedman, Daniel, periodic variations of tem-

perature and water currents in tongue
of ocean, Bahamas (1965) 11589

Friedman, Jesse A.:

labor law and practice in

—

Costa Rica (1963) 9045
Guatemala (1963) 9047

Friedman, Manfred P., computer program for

study of atmospheric effects on sonic

booms (1965) 6616
Friedman, Robert, performance of short turbo-

jet combustor with hydrogen fuel in

quarter-annulus duct, etc (1963) 10976
Friedman, Sam, hydrogenation of New Mexico

coal (1964) 14752
Friedman, Sidney, determination of phenols in

coal tars and hydroxyl content in coal

by forming trimethylsilyl ethers (1963)

9110
Friedmann, Herbert:
evolutionary trends in avian genus Clama-

tor (1964) 21869
host relations of parasitic cowbirds (1963)

12915
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Friedmann, Zoltan, relief (1963) 18827; (1964)
1888, 2147

Friedrich, Otto M., jr., current sheath dynam-
ics and magnetosonic oscillations in

maRnetoplasmas (1965) 18479
Friend, Albert G., behavior of certain radionu-

clides released into fresh-water environ-
ments (1965) 20026

Friend, Reed E., Spanish-American wage work-
ers on U.S. farms, economic, etc., char-
acteristics (1963) 8144

Friendly American, a book of hope (1964) 9684
Friends of British Guiana:

activities, hearings (1963) 4759, 13772
print additional copies of pt. 1 and 2, re-

port (1963) 11862
Friendship:
Americans extend hand to visitors from

throughout world (1965) 11758
establishment wnth France, convention, text,

protocol, and joint resolution (1961) 6566
friendly American, 50 personal stories (1964)

9684
Soviet-Chinese

—

agreement, significance (1961) 13045
indissoluble (1961) 1029, 1036
stronghold of peace and security of na-

tions (1961) 7683
therapy of helping troubled youth (address)

(1964) 10086
treaty with

—

Belgium (1961) 18995; (1962) 21247; (1964)
1605

Denmark (1961) 21391
Italy (1961) 11584
Luxembourg (1962) 21250, 21264; (1963)

11323
Muscat and Oman, text, report (1963)
20527

Pakistan (1961) 8220
report (1963) 20546
text, protocol, etc (1963) 20520

Vietnam (1961) 18995; (1962) 21249
Friendship International Airport:
misrouting flights to Dulles International

Airport, hearings (1965) 2018
weather observations, hourly, decennial cen-

sus (1962) 18580
Frietag, Dean R., dimensional analysis of per-

formance of pneumatic tires on soft
soils (1965) 19591

Friichtenicht, J.F.:

ionization associated with hypervelocity
impact (1963) 18165

particle parameter selection system for elec-

trostatic particle accelerator (1965)
14747

Fringe benefits, see Employee benefit plans.
Frio River:

vicinity of Three Rivers, Tex., flood control,
authorize survey

—

law (1964) 13915
report (1963) 15248; (1964) 14088

Frisch, Harold P., spring-mass representation
of free-free nonuniform bar in response
to longitudinal forces (1964) 18749

Frish, S.E., transition probabilities and level

population densities by self-absorption
of radiation (1963) 20303

Fritch, D.J.:

bending moment data from ships at sea
(1964) 7725

measurements of midship bending stresses
on 2 C4-S-B-5 dry-cargo ships operating
in North Atlantic service (1964) 18938

unmanned system for recording stresses and
accelerations on ships at sea (1963)
16556

Fritz, Raymond L., silver hake (1963) 552

Fritz, Wilbert G., role of ARA technical assist-
ance in major iron ore problems of re-

development areas (1964) 11826
FRL, see Feltman Research Laboratories.
Froemming, Alice A., relief (1962) 15316,

16893, 16712
Frogfishes, 3 new species from Indian and Pa-

cific Oceans, with notes on other species
(family Antennariidae) (1964) 18823

Frogs:
can cognitive self-learning system determine

moment at which tadpole changes into
frog? USSR study (1964) 894

frozen tissues, distribution of ice (1965) 8465
labyrinthine efferent impulses (1964) 4259
oil growth substance, effect upon isolated

frog heart, USSR study (1965) 16409
oocytes

—

nuclear structures, investigation, USSR
study (1964) 5269

quantitative data, USSR study (1963)
17922

raising, commercial possibilities and limita-

tions (1963) 10192; (1965) 9152
Rana temporaria, oocytes, localization of

nucleoprotides, detection by means of

ultraviolet and luminescent microscopy,
USSR study (1964) 5007

Frohlich, William, establishing business in

Venezuela (1965) 4431
From airplane to spaceship, notes of astro-

naut flight instructor, USSR (1964)
12617

From hand to mouth (1961) 17790
From Plaine des Jarres to Ban Ban, Laos

(1961) 15441
From school to work (1964) 5846
Froman, Jane, relief (1962) 19047, 23156
Frome, Julius, ASTIA chemical thesaurus

(1963) 1792
Frommer, Donald W.:

anionic flotation of silica from iron ores
(1964) 9516

experimental upgrading of artificial magne-
tite concentrates by flotation (1964)
7433

Lake Superior iron resources, further metal-
lurgical evaluation of Mesabi Range
nonmagnetic taconites (1963) 1243

Front Range:
Colorado

—

altered wallrocks in central part of miner-
al belt (1964) 4795

east flank, structural geological survey
(1963) 14025

geology of uranium deposits (1964) 18106
mineral belt, petrography of radioactive

Tertiary igneous rocks (1961) 14946
Precambrian quartzite-schist sequence

along Coal Creek, relationship to Idaho
Springs Formation (1964) 18135

quaternary deposits and fossils in relation
to geomorphology (1963) 10290

uranium deposits geology of central part of

mineral belt (1964) 806
Front Royal Station, beef cattle research,

progress report (1963) 1656
Frontier Airlines, Inc., accidents (1964) 13789;

(1965) 7300
Frost, E.M., apparatus for determining helium

content of gas mixtures (1964) 21715
Frost, K.J., detector for low energy gamma-

ray astronomy experiments (1963) 9172

Frost, Paul D., technical and economic status
of magnesium-lithium alloys (1965)
14758

Frost, Robert:
a backward look, lecture by Louis Unter-

meyer (1964) 9485
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Frost, Robert—Continued
medal, coin and sell duplicates

—

law (1961) 10185
reports (1961) 7220, 8801'

Frost, W.T.:
summary of snow survey measurements for

Oregon (1964) 3136
water supply outlook and Federal-State-

private cooperative snow surveys for

Oregon (1963) 4289; (1964) 4142; (1965)
4054

Frost:
conditions, pavement design, engineering

manuals (1962) 13756; (1963) 10085;

(1964) 14204
damage to red pine conelets (1963) 6512
freeze damage report

—

Florida citrus (1962) 10698
south Texas citrus and vegetable (1962)

10706
heave characteristics of slag-fly ash-lime

base-course mixture, laboratory evalua-
tion (1963) 12086

heaving of piles, Fairbanks, Alaska (1963)
10278

mean temperature in autumn, national atlas
sheet (1962) 16226

mean temperature in spring, national atlas

sheet (1962) 16227
melting period, performance of subsurface

drains at selected airfields (1965) 509
observations of in Adirondacks (1961) 12731
soils, behavior effects, test results (1962)

9553; (1963) 2189
soil, relationships among air, snow, and soil

temperatures (1963) 10234
vertical migration of particles in front of

moving freezing plane (1963) 4842

Frost Effects Laboratory, see Arctic Construc-
tion and Frost Effects Laboratory.

Frostbites:
Arctic medicine and biology symposia, pro-

ceedings (1965) 10119
description and treatment, USSR study

(1963) 5166

Frosty Peak Volcano, geologic reconnaissance
(1961) 20809

Froth flotation and chemical processing of

Colorado ferberite ores (1962) 1632
Frozen foods:
bibliography (1961) 16114
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5454
commercially frozen, consumer practices in

handling and storing, two cities, two
seasons (1963) 16742

commodity transportation survey, shipper
series (1965) 17208

delivery truck refrigeration, test of liquid

nitrogen sprayed directly on cargo
(1961) 3664

distribution, photo series (1962) 12877
freeze-dried and frozen food industry (1964)

2267
margins, costs and returns in relation to

display space (1965) 17994
pies and TV dinners, transit temperatures,

effect of new trailer design (1961) 9842
precooked, bacteriological survey (1963)

2304
quality, conference report (1961) 5225
strontium-90 in foods at intermediate stages

of preparation (1964) 20770
trailer, liquid carbon dioxide refrigeration,

test (1964) 8

see aiso Cold storage

—

also names or classes
of foods frozen.

Frozen ground:
bibliography on freezing and thawing of

soils (1963) 14832
bomb penetration tests. Fort Churchill,

Canada (1961) 14809
digging (1961) 9069
excavations

—

Alaska, 1960-61 (1965) 12403
igloo foxholes (1961) 9068

forest soil freezing and influence of manage-
ment practices, northern Minnesota
(1963) 12187

penetration of shaped charges (1964) 8516
permanent and seasonal, in Mongolia (1964)

16027
projectiles penetration (1965) 12402
sand, water permeability (1961) 9070
Tsinghai-Tibetan Plateau, preliminary stud-

ies (1963) 8870
visual resolution and optical scintillation

over (1964) 12344
Fruchter, Benjamin:
open-ended inventory in eliciting task state-

ments from job incumbents (1963) 18493
prediction of airman success from responses

to items of Kelley activity preference
report (1963) 64

Fruchter, Dorothy A.:

counseling form for use by supervising offi-

cers (1964) 15234
development of airman classification test,

1963 (1963) 9623
Fruehauf Trailer Co., semitrailers procure-

ment by Army Dept., examination by
GAO(1961) 4300

Frugoni, Emilio, views on Cuban revolution
(1962) 6039

Fruit:

and fruit products, homemakers' use of and
opinions (1965) 13307

availability in retail food stores (1961) 1596
canned and dried, on London market, com-

parative appraisal of quality, etc., from
selected countries (1962) 5220

canned, foreign agriculture circulars (1964)

3520; (1965) 3433
canning industry, outlook and review (1963)

4514; (1964) 15299
canning, injuries and accident causes (1961)

15699
carlot conversion factors, table, supp (1963)

1619
carlot unloads (1961) 2812
census of agriculture, 1959 (1961) 3940,

5492, 8526-27, 10041-46, 11890-893,
13926-930, 16322-329, 18153-158; (1962)
273-278, 2187-92. 4743-46, 9061, 20561

final report, announcement (1961) 6784
conditions affecting export, summary (1961)

17277
consumer purchases

—

family characteristics (1961) 17153
monthly report (1961) 2774
quarterly report (1961) 2775

consumer quality characteristics, yield, and
preparation time of various market
forms (1965) 13386

containers, additional standard sizes, amend

hearings (1964) 2124
law (1964) 17375
reports (1964) 2037, 17749

crops, salt tolerance (1965) 15184
culture, etc., publications, price lists (1962)

8601; (1963) 11223; (1964) 16825
deciduous

—

canning industry of Spain (1961) 17274
canning industry of Spain (1961) 17274
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Fruit—Continued
collaborators' conference proceedings

(1962) 6546
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;
(1965) 3433

dehydrated, gun for explosive puffing, design
(1965) 8401

dried, foreign agriculture circulars (1961)

3274; (1962) 3876; (1963) 3720; (1964)
3520

export acts (1963) 6

export fruit acts, questions and answers
(1965) 10080

farm-retail spreads (1965) 10726
firmness, mechanical thumb for measuring

(1963) 11456
foreign trade prospects (1961) 9160; (1962)

2504; (1963) 2306; (1964) 15934
fresh

—

and frozen, specifications (1965) 18822
are market growers ready for future? (re-

marks) (1961) 6643
California-Arizona, interstate hauling by

rail and truck (1964) 16959
fruits on London market, comparative

appraisal (1962) 2503
market news, weekly summaries (1961)

2824; (1962) 3898; (1963) 3741; (1964)

3539; (1965) 3453
prices (1961) 8311; (1962) 8875; (1963)
11466; (1964) 13599
Chicago and New York City (1965) 8447

radiation-pasteurizing, costs and benefits,

estimates (1965) 13531
radiation pasteurization process, research
and development program (remarks)
(1963) 18610

seasonal movement guide for reporting
unloads (1963) 1618

shipments

—

by commodities, etc (1961) 8259
by States, commodities, etc (1961) 8260;

(1962) 10796-797; (1963) 9525, 13136;
(1964) 9907, 11734; (1965) 10707-708

sold in selected markets, 1956-62, prices

and spreads (1964) 7947
Tariff Commission investigation (1961)

17863
trade practice rules for industry (1965)

7687
unloads

—

eastern cities, by commodities. States, etc

(1961) 5181, 6637, 13748, 20259; (1962)
6521, 10799, 16243, 22921; (1963) 5784,
7531, 14817, 20258; (1964) 5789, 7879;
(1965)6072

41 cities, 1963 (1964) 7877; (1965) 7552
100 cities, (1961) 6625; (1962) 8758; (1963)
7528

midwestern cities, by commodities, States
and months (1963) 5786, 9527, 14819,
20260; (1964) 5791, 7881; (1965) 6074

southern cities by commodities, States
and months (1963) 5792, 7882; (1965)
6075

western cities, by commodities. States,
etc (1961) 5182, 8263, 13749; (1962) 14,

4463, 10800, 16244, 22922; (1963) 5785,
9526, 14818, 20259; (1964) 5790, 7880;
(1965) 6073

wholesale market facilities, Milwaukee,
Wis (1964) 15214

frozen

—

economic inquiry into marketing (1963)

13944
interstate trucking, under agricultural
exemption (1961) 16106

jelled fruits (1964) 7896

Fruit—Continued
fruit situation (1961) 2786; (1962) 3901;

(1963) 3744; (1964) 3542; (1965) 3456
fruit thinning with chemicals (1965) 7024
grower, perishable agricultural commodities

act, information (1961) 13750
growing in mountainous areas, USSR (1965)

2296
harvesting and handling, use of cushioning

materials (1964) 13567
harvesting and orchard handling of fruits,

mechanization (1964) 5796
home canning (1965) 5511, 10062
home freezing (1965) 10063
home gardens

—

northern Great Plains, northern Mountain
States, and Intermountain States (1965)
8433

Southeastern and Central Southern States
(1965) 8432

home production, variations in importance
and use (1961) 6633

imports under quarantine (1961) 20667
industry, fair trading under perishable agri-

cultural commodities act (1963) 18382
irradiation preservation (1965) 1829
market news service (1962) 14710; (1963)

11425
marketing

—

agreements and orders (1962) 13

Blue Anchor moves with marketing cur-

rents (1962) 11740
facilities of San Francisco (1963) 20281
margins (1961) 6629
orders, hearing on various bills (1965)

17677
Mexican, fumigation with ethylene dibro-

mide, manual (1963) 20267
noncitrus

—

prices received by farmers, 1944-58 (1962)
20423

production, use, value, by States (1961)
11619, 16124, 17852; (1962) 16180, 18518;
(1963) 16615, 18340; (1964) 15129

official grade standards and inspection
(1964) 4182

outlook for 1961 (statement) (1961) 5201
pickled, household processing and storage,

effect on quality (1965) 5512
processed

—

and related products, regulations govern-
ing inspection and certification (1963)
13153

inspection. Agriculture Department serv-
ices (1963) 7537

plants under USDA continuous inspection,

lists (1961) 13746; (1962) 14711; (1963)
13137; (1964) 13558; (1965) 16059
supplement (1963) 7530

road to good quality (talk) (1961) 9849
standards for grades (1961) 13747; (1963)

16703; (1964) 19044; (1965) 17969
USDA inspection service (1962) 18604

processing industry, industrial waste g:uide

(1963) 1410
produce, radiopasteurization, mobile gamma

irradiator, conceptual design study
(1964) 5986

products, contract terms and conditions for
purchase (1965) 14139

quality of dried fruits, quality of apricots,

etc., survey in retail markets (1962) 1942

rail shipments, protection (1961) 13768
receiving in wholesale warehouses (1961)

20298
sales, effects of promotional programs for

apples (1961) 3705
sanitation inspection program (address)

(1961) 8270
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Fruit—Continued
search for hardier fruits (1964) 4188
shelf life, extending by radiation technology

(1964) 5987
in conjunction with postharvest proce-
dures (1965) 4277

shipping point packaging trends (talk)

(1961) 5207
small fruit, market diseases (1961) 64
storing fruits and vegetables on pallets in

wholesale warehouses (1964) 4209
supplying metropolitan area, photo series

(1962) 12875
terminal velocities of small fruits (1963)

20264
Texas, truck-rail and sea-land shipping tests

(1963) 5832
tips on selecting (1961) 6686
tree fruits for high altitude section of cen-

tral Great Plains (1963) 1627
trees

—

bridge grafting and inarching (1962) 12850

dwarf, selection and care (1961) 9882

U.S. markets in Japan, factors affecting

(1964) 18042
weight loss, effects of storage temperature

and humidity (1962) 10840
western

—

frozen, geographic distribution (1961) 95
marketing, long-term outlook (1963) 10051

wholesale market, organization

—

Albany, N.Y. (1962) 22939
Albuquerque, N. Mex (1962) 14754
Boston, Mass (1962) 4514
Butte, Mont (1962) 14754
Dallas, Tex (1962) 18635
Denver, Colo (1962) 14754
Detroit, Mich (1962) 22939
El Paso, Tex (1962) 14754
Fort Worth, Tex (1962) 18635
Houston, Tex (1962) 18635
Little Rock, Ark (1962) 18635
Miami, Fla (1963) 7574
Minneapolis-St. Paul and Duluth-Superior

(1964) 5838
New York City (1962) 14755
Philadelphia, Pa (1962) 18636
Pittsburgh, Pa (1962) 18634
St. Petersburg, Fla (1963) 7574
Salt Lake City, Utah (1962) 14754
Schenectadv, N.Y. (1962) 22939
Seattle-Tacoma, Portland, Spokane (1962)
22940

Tampa, Fla (1963) 7574
Troy, N.Y. (1962) 22939
Washington, D.C. (1962) 6574
West Virginia (1962) 22939

wholesale warehouses, layout and design
(1961) 16107

see also Citrus fruit—Stone fruit

—

also
names of fruits.

Fruit butters, definitions and standards (1961)

91.56; (1963) 4975
Fruit flavor concentrates:

volatile, use in cellar treatment of wane

—

law (1964) 21145
reports (1964) 10205, 15711

Fruit flies, see Flies.

Fruit juices:

availability in retail food stores (1961) 1596
canned and frozen, consumer purchases

—

monthly report (1961) 2774
quarterly report (1961) 2775

consumer purchases (1961) 1597; (1962) 3711;
(1963) 3551; (1964) 3364; (1965) 3251

frozen, economic inquiry into marketing
(1963) 13944

Fruit juices—Continued
standards proposed for diluted fruit juice

beverages, fruit flavored noncarbonated
beverages, canned pineapple-grapefruit
juice drink, and canned fruit nectars
(1965) 12488

see also names of fruit juices

Fruitland Mesa project:

construction, etc.

—

hearings (1964) 6360, 12137
law (1964) 17426
reports (1963) 17071; (1964) 15493, 17797

Fruits, see Fruit.
FruTize, USSR, radioactive background of aer-

osols in atmospheric air, study (1962)
965

Frunzenskiy Rayon of Moscow, party educa-
tional work (1964) 20122

Frustration, induced, energy discharge result-
ing, individual differences (1963) 7196

Frutiger, Hans:
avalanche control in starting zone, transla-

tion of Swiss guidelines (1963) 4990
snow avalanches along Colorado mountain

highways (1965) 681
Frutkin, Arnold W., international cooperation

in space (1963) 9645
Fry, Clara B., relief (1962) 13402
Fry, Edward R., measures of member bank

reserves (1963) 15504
Fry, Glenn A., visual recovery from brief ex-

posures to verv high luminance levels

(1964) 19177
Fry, Z.B.:

Procedure for determining elastic moduli of

soils by field vibratory techniques (1963)

13883
soil compaction investigation (1964) 641

Frye, Robert E.:

advertising procedures and practices of ag-
ricultural commodity promotion groups
(1963) 1703

point-of-purchase advertising and factors
influencing use in supermarkets (1965)
4111

promotion of farm products by agricultural
groups (1963) 7571

Fryer, John, labor in Cyprus (1963) 14461
Fryingpan-Arkansas project:

construction, operation, and maintenance

—

hearings (1962^ 17336, 23371
law (1962) 18959
reports (1961) 12326; (1962) 11363, 17198

operating principles adopted by Colorado
(1961) 6993

print as House document, report (1961)
5724

Fryklund, Verne C, jr., ore deposits of Coeur
d'Alene district, Shoshone County, Idaho
(1964) 15948

FSC, see Farmer Cooperative Service.

FSK (frequency-shift-keying), see Radio fre-

quency nwdulation.
FSLIC, see Federal Savings and Loan hisur-

ance Corporation.
FTC, see Federal Trade Commission.
FTC-TIH series (1963) 12036, 16774; (1964)

7972; (1965) 1786, 4159
FTS, see Federal Telecommunications System.
FT-2 panoramic camera, USSR (1962) 14222

Fu Chao, see Chao Fu.
Fu River Basin, development and plans (1962)

14200
Fubini, Eugene G., nomination, hearings (1964)

521
Fuccio, Gaetano, relief (1963) 20552
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Fuchs, Franziska A., relief (1962) 7018, 13293,
21265

Fuchsberg, Robert R.:

family income in relation to selected health
characteristics. United States (1963)
16538

illness, disability, and hospitalization among
veterans, July 1957-June 1961 (1965)
8258

Fuchu Air Station, Japan, uneconomical re-

placement of vehicles, GAO report (1964)
6783

Fuel:
additives, for bearing lubrication (1962)

6371
aircraft, preparation by thermal reaction of

diborane with trimethylborane (1961)
6321

AMF on-power refueling system for Douglas
Point Plant, component feasibility test
(1963) 120

anthracite agglormerate metallurgical fuel
study (1961) 19877

atomic (1964) 8097
autoignition of hydrocarbon jet fuel (1965)

14715
blast furnace, anthracite metallurgical bri-

quets (1964) 7459
briquets and packaged fuel

—

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 17629;
(1962) 18190; (1963) 16321; (1964) 18665;
(1965) 14663

plants in United States, 1959 (1962) 14415
producers, 1961 (1964) 1401

chemistry and cosmic flights, USSR study
(1962)3090

Communist China

—

developments in research (1962) 1469
translations (1964) 910, 1102, 1213, 1339,

2603, 2611, 2723, 2787, 2929, 4933, 4958,
4988, 5077, 5235, 5265, 6918, 6933, 7031,
7104, 7154, 7281, 8936, 8970, 10796,
12642, 12830, 14412, 14537, 14643

consumption for electric energy (1961) 3176
conventional and nuclear fuels, competitors

or partners? (remarks) (1963) 11587
costs for driers in cotton gins, Arkansas and

Missouri (1964) 2261
cycle costs for specific power reactors (1962)

2097
directory of combination export managers

(1962) 9777
distillate, filterabilitv (1961) 6463; (1964)

5610
end-and radial-burning solid fuels, evalua-

tion in ram jets (1961) 17684
energy resources and Government, compila-

tion (1961) 1858
energy study by Congress (statement) (1961)

10714
farm, use, storage capacitv, stocks in Cen-

tral and Southern States (1963) 13092
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9508; (1964) 12294
supplements (1963) 3657; (1964) 3475;

(1965) 3377
Federal supply catalog

—

identification list (1963) 19076
change (1964) 15829

management data list (1963) 19077
changes (1964) 4601, 14161, 15830

Federal supply schedule (1961) 6042
flow, dynamic relation of ramjet pressures

and fuel flow, simplified theory (1963)
7231

forest fires, weights of pond pine crowns
(1961) 698

Fuel—Continued
fuel and electric energy

—

consumed, census of manufactures, 1958,
subject report (1962) 4710

consumed in manufacturing industries,
1962 census of manufacturers, 1963
(1964) 17078

used, annual survey of manufactures, 1960
(1962) 16451

used by industry groups, annual survey of
manufactures, 1961 (1963) 4572

green-fuel moisture trends in southern Cali-
fornia, 1959 (1961) 685

high-ash boiler, coals from Roslyn-Cle Elum
field, Wash., amenability to production
(1965) 11394

hydrocarbon

—

rapid solidification, study (1965) 9975
under static and dynamic conditions,

flammabilitv and autoignition (1962)
14436

industrial development, USSR, translations
(1961) 10974, 11141, 11156, 12927, 12929,
15272, 15427

industries, employment and injuries, miner-
als yearbook chapter (1961) 11371,
21161; (1962) 20075; (1963) 19829; (1965)
1327

industry

—

Communist China, Translations (1962)
17920, 17970, 18029, 19772, 19942, 21951,
22056, 22180, 22184, 22388, 23709, 23791;
(1963) 651, 914, 1030, 1102, 2553. 2699,
2792, 2913. 6739. 6870, 7044, 8456, 8482,
8533. 8842. 8983. 10440. 12347. 12724,
14135, 14181, 15966, 16089, 19382, 19560,
19667, 19742, 20861, 20913

Czechoslovakian workers, 1st meeting
(1961) 1104

USSR. 1959-65, production, etc (1961) 7828
jet-

atomization. theory (1963) 21010
boron-containing, thermal relations for
2-phase expansion processes with com-
bustion products and equilibrium con-
densation (1961) 19906

combustion characteristics for turbojet
engines and small-size mono-chambered
units, USSR study (1961) 15223

diborane, experimental and analytical
evaluation, preliminary (1961) 1254

nitric acid rockets, chemical igniters for
starting (1961) 17681

synthetic from coal for supersonic air-

craft (1962) 3334
T-1 brand, effect upon skin, USSR study

(1962) 23883
T-type, stabilized by antioxidizing agent
FCh-16, operational properties, USSR
study (1961) 15222

water systems, microbial inhibitors (1961)
5003. 6462

litter fuels in red pine plantations (1963)
12179

measure of wind-caused fuels (1965) 662
mineral fuels and hvdropower in U.S.. since

1800. production (1963) 7211
mineral-fuels industries review, minerals

yearbook chapter (1961) 1238; (1962)
1649; (1963) 1255; (1964) 1445; (1965)
1383

minerals yearbook

—

departmental editions (1961) 2508; (1962)
1624; (1963) 9116; (1965) 1365

document editions (1961) 1872; (1962) 386;
(1963) 7850; (1965) 394
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Fuel—Continued
mixtures containing 0.03 % carbon disulfide,

use for propagation of cold flame, USSR
study (1961) 10910

national, study by special committee

—

hearings (1961) 12517
report (1961) 19042

national fuels and energy study (1962) 23389
print as document, report (1962) 23404

packaged

—

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 11374
plants in United States (1961) 19856;

(1962) 14415
peat

—

development of resources in USSR (1962)
12237

used in Soochow (1961) 10725
publications, price lists (1961) 2658; (1962)

20247; (1963) 18280; (1965) 18698
resources of U.S., study

—

authorize, report (1962) 5045
reports (1961) 5667, 17004

retail prices and indexes (1961) 3383; (1962)
4299; (1963) 4150; (1964) 3978; (1965)
3898

retail price indexes, 1913-59 (1961) 1189
solid fuels industries, civil defense (1964)

16622
Soviet industrial development, translations

(1962) 1376, 5891
statistics of railroads (1961) 3341; (1962)

3903; (1963) 3746; (1964) 3544; (1965)
3458

taxes, recommendations, draft bill and anal-
ysis (1965) 10564

temperature counter (1963) 19258
turbojet performance and operation at high

altitudes with hydrogen and Jp-4 fuels

(1963) 1260
used in mineral industries, census of mineral

industries, 1958 (1962) 4722
USSR—
fuel-power balance (1963) 6858
mineral-fuels industries, 1928-58, statisti-

cal survey (1963) 6006
utilization at metallurgical plants, technical

progress and trends, USSR study (1964)
8947

viscous fuel film, decomposition in air (1965)
9757

wood, preparation (1965) 9177
see also Fuel oil—Liquid fuels—Motor fuel

—

Reactor fuels

—

also names of fuels.

Fuel-break system for San Dimas Experimen-
tal Forest (1962) 9685

Fuel briquets, see Briquets.
Fuel cells, see Electric batteries.

Fuel elements, see Reactor fuel elements.
Fuel gas, see Gas.

Fuel oil:

ammonium nitrate mixtures, bullet sensitivi-

ty, studies (1963) 10945
bunker oil, foreign trade reports (1961)

2993; (1962) 4409; (1963) 4258; (1964)
4113; (1965)4024

burner fuel oils, 1961, petroleum products
surveys (1961) 21190; (1963) 1228, 18088;
(1964) 20495; (1965) 18443

cycloheximide concentration, effect of water
(1965) 10929

desulfurizing residual fuel oil (1963) 7212
diesel

—

fuel filtration, USSR study (1963) 6899
fuel oils, 1964 (1965) 6594
petroleum products surveys (1961) 4822;

(1962) 10447; (1963) 9117; (1964) 1432
toxicity to Douglas-fir cones (1963) 17485

Fuel oil—Continued
distribution systems, slow-flow-meters as

measuring device, evaluation, report
(1963) 18195

Federal supply schedule (1961) 555
hydrorefining coal-oils to fuels for superson-

ic aircraft (1965) 16592
injection in experimental blast furnace

(1963) 3103
insoluble precipitates formed while heating,

dispersion, USSR study (1963) 6839
liquid fuel rocket engine, stability of opera-

tion, USSR study (1961) 15349
liquid fueling and dispensing

—

facilities. Navy design manual, changes
(1964) 3198, 20892; (1965) 5488

for naval shore facilities, design manual
(1962) 12804

liquid, gas-synthesis demonstration plant to

produce from coal, performance (1961)
1.3450

liquid petroleum fuel used by farmers in

1959, etc (1964) 9964
petroleum distillate

—

effects of polar components on storage
stability (1961) 11394

separation and characterization of polar
material (1963) 19869

petroleum jet fuels thermal stability re-

search, survey (1963) 1206
residual, imports and exports, impact on

American employment, hearings (1962)
4961

print additional copies, report (1962) 9309
separation of Soviet heavy oils, German

study (1965) 18314
sulfur-containing fuel distillates, influence

of products of combustion on construc-
tion materials of gas turbines (1963)
18512

Fuel plates, see Reactor fuel plates.

Fuel pumps, see Pumps.

Fuel rods, see Reactor fuel rods.

Fuel systems:
ceramic, homogeneous, development and

testing (1961) 18032
contamination, general aviation accident

prevention bulletin (1965) 13662
nitric acid, combustion, effects of chemical

and physical factors (1961) 17682
propellant feed systems for ion engines, re-

search and development (1964) 13147
repairman, MOS evaluation test aid (1962)

6663

Fuel tanks, see Tanks.
Fuels, see Fuel—Reactor fuels.

Fuentes, Jose, relief (1961) 14271; (1962) 20801,
21347

Fuentes-Marins, Rafael A , isolation and en-

teroviruses from baboon (1963) 5892
Fugate, Arden D., recovery of low-silica cry-

olite from siliceous fluoride offgases

(1963) 7222
Fugitives from justice, see Crime and crimi-

nals.

Fujita, Tetsuya:
analysis of selected aircraft data from

NSSP operations, 1962 (1964) 11706
index to NSSP surface network (1964) 11697

Fukien, China, economic geography (1962)
19715

Fula language. Foreign Service Institute, ba-
sic course (1965) 13281

Fulani language, see Fula language.

Fulbright, J. William, Yugoslavia 1964, report
(1965) 16022

Fulbright program, see Education.
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Fulkerson, Frank B.:

aluminum fabrication in Pacific Northwest,
economic survey (1963) 1201

economic aspects of silver production in

Coeur D'Alene mining region (1964) 5476
economic trends in Pacific Northwest alumi-

num mill products industry (1965) 16586
mineral industry of

—

Idaho (1963) 20956
Montana (1963) 3064; (1964) 1418
Oregon (1963) 1222, 19851; (1964) 21704
Washington State (1963) 1224; (1964) 1426

Fulks, J.R., on mechanics of tornadoes (1964)
11695

Full field seismic modelling (1963) 18450
Full partnership of women in our democracy

(1962) 12647
Fullam, Marie G., earned degrees by field of

study and level projected to 1975 (1964)
14181

Fuller, Dennis E.:

aerodynamic characteristics of several pro-

posed versions of Saturn V launch vehi-

cle, etc (1964) 14883
effect of

—

afterbody geometry and sting diameter on
aerodynamic characteristics of slender
bodies (1964) 1465

cross-section shape on aerodynamic char-
acteristics of bodies at Mach numbers,
etc (1963) 7275

static stability investigation of proposed
Project Fire space-vehicle and reentry
package configurations (1963) 1295

supersonic lateral-directional characteris-
tics of 45° swept wing-body-tail model
with various body cross-sectional
shapes (1964) 16693

three-rocket vehicle at Mach numbers from
1.80 to 4.63 including effects of fin size,

fin cant, etc (1963) 14579
Fuller, Harry C, metallurgical studies of rho-

donite ores, Silverton district, Colo
(1964) 13118

Fuller, Theodore E., employment, unemploy-
ment, and low incomes in Appalachia
(1965) 9030

Fuller's earth, processing plant in Marshall
County, Ky., feasibility of establishing
(1965) 8500

Fullerton, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18175

Fulmer, Hampton P.:

portrait, presentation, proceedings before
Committee on Agriculture (1962) 20963

printing, authorization, report (1962)
21029

Fulton, Joseph F.:

employment impact of changing defense
programs (1964) 14710

new job horizons in missile and spacecraft
manufacturing (1963) 3039

Fulton, Patti J., relief (1962) 15125; (1963)
7881: (1964) 19380, 19555

Fulton, R..A.., respiratory devices for protec-

tion against pesticides (1963) 9538

Fulton, Robert:

5-cent commemorative stamp (poster) (1965)
14975

Fulton's Steam Battery, blockship catama-
ran, 1st steam man-of-war, general de-

scription and history of vessel (1965)
1513

Fulton, Robert E., effect of face-sheet stiffness
on buckling of curved plates and cy-
lindrical shells of sandwich construction
in axial compression (1965) 9728

Fulton, Illinois:

bridge across Mississippi River

—

report (1964) 10210
revive act, etc. report (1965) 13932

Fulton, Iowa, bridge across Mississippi River,
hearings (1964) 17663

Fulton air-to-ground pickup system for Cari-
bou aircraft (1964) 11667

Fulton County, Ark., smaller communities
program of Employment Security Bu-
reau (1963) 2175

Fulton County, Ky., soil survey report (1964)
20809

Fulwider, Charles W., bibliography on winter
construction, 1940-63 (1965) 14197

Fumaric acid, metabolism in radiation sick-

ness, effect of vitamins Bi and PP,
USSR study (1962) 2685

Fumes:
explosives, method for detecting and analyz-

ing, comparison (1961) 19888
fiberglass plastics, physiological effects,

USSR studies (1965) 12719
Fumich, George, jr.:

remarks

—

Dec. 14, 1962 (1963) 1195
Dec. 6, 1963 (1964) 1396

Fumigants:
candidate, effectiveness to stored-product

insects (1964) 11769
soil, difTusion, theoretical aspects (1964) 15

Fumigation:
bulk products in freight cars, portable recir-

culation system (1963) 13172
European pine shoot moths on ornamental

pines, procedures and equipment (1963)
6493

Mexican fruits with ethylene dibromide,
manual (1963) 20267

partial atmospheric, for eradicating EXirope-
an pine shoot moth on baled and bagged
pine seedlings, testing (1965) 7731

sulfur dioxide, grapes loaded in railway re-

frigerator cars (1964) 4211
Funafuti Atoll, fossil algae (1962) 5296
Function generators, zener diode, requires no

external reference voltage (1965) 5127
Functional analysis, convex functions and Or-

licz spaces (1961) 8381
Functions (mathematical), see Mathematics.
Functions (trigonometrical), see Trigonometry.
Fund for Social Analysis, investigation, hear-

ings (1961) 18978
print additional copies, reports (1962)

9318. 9466
Fund raising:

voluntary health and welfare agencies with-

in Federal service, manual (1963) 11666,

20382; (1964) 3705, 17136; (1965) 3623,

8661, 11971
Fundamentals of electricity for aircraft main-

tenance (1963) 1743

Fundamentals of electronics (1964) 20685-692;

(1965) 14936, 16779-783, 18659, 18661

Funds:
centralized system, misuse criticized, USSR

industrial development, translation

(1964) 20288
commitment to revised Pakistan 2d 5-year

plan, economic development agreement
(1962) 24102

Federal

—

for education and related activities (1963)

17374; (1965) 16090
new series (1964) 19708

flows through financial intermediaries (1964)

12404
land and water conservation program (1965)

1549. 11604
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Funds—Continued
research, used in Nation's scientific endeav-

or, 1963 (1965) 13091
stock and related consumer. Defense Dept.,

GAO review (1963) 2334
USSR, enterprises, turnover analysis (1963)

19734
waste, in D-Day augmentation forces. Naval

Reserve Surface Program, Navy Dept.,

GAO report (1965) 6270
see also Land conservation funds—Money

—

Public funds—Revolving funds—Wel-
fare funds— also names of departments,
etc., for which funds are used

—

also sub-
jects for which funds are used.

Fundy, Bav of, drift bottle records (1961)
19341

Funeral directors, see Undertakers and under-
taking.

Funeral Peak quadrangle, Calif., geology
(1963) 14024

Funeral rites and ceremonies:
funeral industry, antitrust aspects, hearings

(1965) 435
preneed burial service, hearing (1964) 19587
see also Naval funerals.

Fung Wan, relief (1961) 10419, 14208, 16534
Fungi:
antifungal action of synthetic fibers con-

taining specific chemical groups, USSR
study (1964) 992

entomopathogenic, use in control of harmful
insects, USSR national economy study
(1962) 22133

protecting bulk-piled green lumber by dip

treatment (1961) 6109
white-rot and brown-rot decay of sweet gum

sapwood (1962) 1958
wood-rotting, copper tolerance (1961) 19361
see also Chaetomiaceae— aiso names of fun-

gi, or fungous diseases.
Fungicides:
amend transitional provisions of act includ-

ing nematocides, etc.

—

hearings (1961) 7141
laws (1961) 6947, 8607
reports (1961) 5699, 7067, 7069, 7219, 7231;
(1964)4480,10216

antibiotic, for plant protection, Hungarian
results (1962) 7831

controlling decay of sweetpotatoes during
marketing (1965) 13392

development and study, USSR conference,
report (1964) 21507

Federal insecticide, fungicide and rodenticide
act, amend

—

hearings (1963) 18917, 19041
law (1964) 12000
reports (1963) 19034; (1964) 4480, 10216

in agriculture, USSR study (1965) 6453
injurious effect on fish and wildlife, prevent

or minimize, hearings (1965) 17720
minimize injurious effects, hearings (1963)

15324; (1965) 4597
notices of judgment (1961) 6672, 13764;

(1962) 6543, 20389; (1963) 9549, 16718;
(1964) 13572; (1965) 22, 16948

produced and recommended, USSR, 1961, list

(1962) 6051
relationship to Botrytis neck rot of onions

(1964) 20900
treatment of Porto Rico sweetpotatoes for

control of decay during marketing, prog-
ress report (1961) 13751

use in agriculture, USSR studies (1965) 6456
see also names of fungicides.

Fungous diseases:
dry face condition of naval stores pines

(1961) 2037

Fungous diseases—Continued
forest products and decay in trees, list of

publications (1964) 6740
yellow birch seeds and seedlings (1963) 20707

see also Medical mycology.
Funk, David T.:

hybrid poplars on Ohio spoil banks (1963)
15559

premium yellow-poplar seedlings, 8 vears
after planting (1964) 18050

revised bibliography of strip-mine reclama-
tion (1963) 566

Funsch, Robert W., seasonal temperature and
precipitation data for interior forested
area of Alaska (1965) 9187

Fuquay, Donald M., project Skyfire progress
report, 1958-60 (1963) 17473

Fur:
catch in U.S. (1961) 17267; (1962) 19531;

(1963) 17464; (1964) 19741
furs. Federal item identification guides for

supply cataloging (1962) 9510; (1964)
12296

supplements (1963) 3659; (1964) 3477;
(1965) 3379

hatters' fur. Tariff Commission report (1963)
7467

look for that label! consumer warning from
Federal Trade Commission (1965) 2143

skins, home tanning (1962) 8828
Fur-bearing animals, breeding practice, sperm

studies as guide (1965) 7013
see also Seals (animals).

Fur seals, see Seals (animals).
Furbay, Walter, bibliography of dissertations

and theses on cooperatives (1965) 18060
Furfural:
and derivatives, raw material for plastics

industry, USSR study (1962) 1505
yield and decomposition in sodium 2,

4-dimethylbenzenesulfonate-sulfuric
acid-water solutions (1965) 16281

Furnace Creek Wash, geologic and hydrologic
reconnaissance (1964) 21361

Furnace Creek:
water rights and related matters of area,

Death Valley National Monument

—

hearings (1965) 5958
report (1965) 7454

Furnaces:
arc-image, oxidation of materials, study

(1961) 4932
brazing of metals

—

using controlled atmosphere (1965) 2730
with controlled atmospheres, USSR study

(1965) 904
continuous, automation, metallurgy, USSR

study (1963) 17640; (1964) 14629
cyclone, hydrothermal refining of phos-

phates, USSR study (1962) 2858
double paraboloidal mirror image, perform-

ance and operating characteristics

(1962) 10461
equipment, Federal item identification guides

for supplv cataloging (1962) 7239; (1964)

12292
supplements (1963) 3655; (1964) 3473;

(1965) .3375

forced warm air, industry review of 1963,

outlook for 1964 (1964) 4333
fuel-fired vertical, forced convection heating

of steel scrap (1962) 1639
furnacing methods and costs, Abbott Mine,

COG Minerals Corp., Lake County, Calif

(1962) 22480
high-temperature, for X-ray diffTactometers

(1961) 6300
investment casting, USSR studies (1964)

2543
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Furnaces—Continued
laboratory. for studying casting of

high-meltinK-point metals (1961) 6291
laboratory-scale pulverized-coal-fired, proc-

ess development in removing sulfur diox-
ide from hot flue gases, design and oper-
ation (1963) 20964

open hearth, automatic control of thermal
processes, USSR study (1962) 7903

Tehran oil-barrel melting furnace (1961)
20864

vacuum arc, USSR study (1964) 12710
vertical, improvement in sintering technolo-

gy, USSR study (1963) 12519
wall design, application of computers to

heat flow and cost analysis in (1964)
18699

warm air, industry, outlook for 1961 and
review of 1960 (1961) 1742

see also Blast furnaces— Electric fur-
naces—Fluidized bed reactors—Solar
furnaces—Vacuum furnaces.

Furnishings (household), see Household goods.
Furniture:
and fixtures, census of manufactures, 1958,

special report (1961) 13892
beech uses (1961) 4272

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 9510; (1964) 12296

supplements (1963) 3659; (1964) 3477;
(1965) 3379

Federal supply schedules (1961) 1987, 4216
4218, 6035

glass plastics and plasticized wood use,
USSR industrial development (1964)
16252

good serviceable, disposal by IRS due to
inadequate management action, GAO
report (1965) 14390

household

—

census of manufactures, 1958, industry
report (1961) 270

current industrial reports (1962) 20543;
(1963) 4583; (1964) 462

industry outlook and review (1961) 1743;
(1962) 4665; (1963) 4525

trade practice rules (1964) 2332
wood, industry wage survey (1963) 16290

industry expansion in Tennessee Valley
(1964) 5721

maintenance and repair. Navy policy, proce-
dures, etc (1964) 15180

manufacturers, publications for (1965) 2163
manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)

18131
manufacturing, job skill, size of firm and

unionization effect, variables in retire-
ment policy case study (1961) 15730

Panama, wood furniture industry, activities
and observations (1961) 15004

panels

—

FPL show-through comparator (1961) 666
portable apparatus for surface evaluation

(1964) 8638
plants in North Carolina, sources of lumber

(1961) 696; (1965) 16291
retail furniture report (1961) 3216; (1962)

4298; (1963) 4149; (1964) 3977; (1965)
3897

retailing, bibliography (1961) 11555
see also Office furniture and equipment

—

Stores.

Furno, Aldo L.:

gas explosion hazards associated with bulk
storage of molten sulfur (1963) 7221

limits of flammability of hydrazine-
hydrocarbon vapor mixtures (1964) 16646

Furry, Margaret S.:

detergents for home laundering (1963) 18424;
(1965) 8428

how to prevent and remove mildew, home
methods (1964) 11762

Furs, see Fur.

Furutsu, K., on statistical theory of electro-
magnetic waves in fluctuation medium
(II), etc (1965) 2932

Fusarium, Fusarium oxysporum F. vasinfec-
tum (Atk.) Snyder et Hansen in cotton in
Kiangsu Province, occurrence and con-
trol (1965) 7852

Fusco. Gene C:
citizens committees for better schools (1964)

17912
preparing citv child for his school (1964)

15854
school-home partnership in depressed urban

neighborhoods (1964) 10471
Fused salts, see Salts.

Fuselage:
addition, effect on wing buffet response of

transonic-transport model (1961) 7966
circular, performance of conical supersonic

scoop inlets on frontal area (1961) 19907
F-101 airplane aft fuselage assemblies pur-

chased from Temco Aircraft Corpora-
tion by McDonnell Aircraft Corporation,
pricing examination by GAO (1962)
21805

force and pressure measurements on cano-
py-fuselage configurations (1963) 5531

forward parts, static pressure and bounda-
ry-layer characteristics of various
cross-sectional shapes at Mach number
of 2.01 (1963) 5533

helicopter, wind-tunnel tests (1962) 22591
errata (1963) 72.56

indentation, effect on zero-lift drag of 52.5°

sweptback-wing-body configuration test-

ed in free- flight at Mach numbers from
0.8 to 1.5 (1961) 6352

jet aircraft in flight, sound pressures and
correlations of noise (1961) 15818

longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
helicopter fuselage models, wind-tunnel
investigation (1962) 16058

noncircular cross sections, effects of
bomb-bay configuration upon aerody-
namic characteristics (1961) 17688

rocker-type, skid landings of airplanes
(1961) 9564

side inlets, factors affecting performance
and comparison with nose inlets, studv
(1961) 4840

slender, with circular, elliptical, etc., cross
sections and same longitudinal distribu-
tion of cross-sectional area, force and
pressure-distribution measurements
(1961) 1268

Fuses (ignition devices):

aircraft bomb, ordnance pamphlet (1963)
12959

general and mechanical, ammunition series,

engineering design handbook (1964) 94
overprocurement of spare components used

for repair of Tartar and Homing Terrier
missiles, Navy Dept., GAO report (1964)
6780

Fuses (safety devices):

ballistic-missile fuse mechanisms, insulated
and uninsulated, subjected to simulated
reentry as aerodynamic heating, heating
and impact tests (1963) 18127

cam operated limit switch features safe fuse
replacement (1965) 19913
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Fusion:
alkali-chloride, use in purification of haf-

nium tetrachloride (1962) 1633
Atomic Energy Ck)mmission research pro-

grams (1964) 133
controlled

—

and plasma research, literature search
(1962) 20508

literature search (1965) 5608
nuclear fusion (1964) 13723
nuclear research conference, proceedings,
Salzburg, Sept. 4-9, 1961 (1963) 14958

weldability of heat-resistant material SAP,
USSR" study (1964) 20322

Fussell, William B:
dynamic thermal vacuum technique for mea-

suring solar absorptance, etc., of space-
craft coatings (1963) 9179

errata (1963) 18137
portable integrating sphere for monitoring

reflectance of spacecraft coatings (1963)
9178

temperature of gray body most closely fit-

ting solar extraterrestrial spectrum
(1964) 18730

Futral, Samuel M., jr., off-design performance
prediction with experimental verification

for radial-inflow turbine (1965) 5214
Future environment of business and Govern-

ment relations (remarks) (1965) 10324
Future of alliance for progress (1963) 5906
Future of Nation's atomic power program

(1963) 4499
Future parks for nation (1962) 20189
Future trade of United States (address) (1962)

14596
Futures, see Commodity exchanges

—

Speculation.
Futures and features for editors and writers,

summer 1964 (1965) 5472
Futures in Federal Government (1961) 12012
Fuzes, artillery, destroyed in testing, duplicate

payments to Westclox Division, General
Time Corp., by Army Dept., GAO report
(1965) 10947

see aiso Fuses (ignition devices).

G
G-force, see Gravity.
G-I, see Reactors (atomic).

G.P.O., see Government Printing Office.

G.R.D., see Geophysics Research Directorate.
GABA, see Aminobutric acid.

Gabbro, 2 layered stocks in Fairweather
Range, .4laska, geology and petrology
(1963) 10279

Gabelman, John W.:
geology of Cuzco-Anta-Urubama area, Cuzco

Department, Peru (1965) 17127
petroleum resources etc., Pucallpa region,

Peru (1963) 14998
reconnaissance for uranium in

—

Cuzco-Anta area (1963) 11581
Mato Grosso State, Brazil (1965) 13517
Perus area, Sao Paulo, Brazil (1964) 17058

west-central Peru (1965) 1850
reconnaissance

—

Iquitos area, Peru (1963) 14999
Peruvian coast, etc (1963) 14997
southern Peru (1963) 9685

Sayapullo Mine area, Cajamarca Depart-
ment, Peru (1963) 16854

uranium in Peru (1964) 21014
Vilcabamba uranium deposits, Peru (1965)

4264
Gabler, Robert C, jr., spectrochemical analy-

sis of tungsten (1965) 12950
Gabon:
economy, basic data (1964) 865, 16144

Gabon^Continued
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 11940
foreign trade regulations (1964) 21073
gazetteer, official standard names (1962)

11882
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

14713
investment law (1963) 5065
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12870
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1963)

9394
Peace Corps program, agreement (1963) 1557

Gabriel, Richard F., using generalized contact
flight simulator to improve visual time-
sharing (1965) 14944

Gaddis, A. M., aging of farm-cured hams as
affected by method of cutting, curing,

and smoking (1964) 7954
Gadeberg, Burnett L., surveying star back-

grounds for space mission simulators
(1965) 13028

Gadolinium:
alloys

—

iron-gadolinium phase diagram (1962)
10448

nickel-gadolinium phase diagrams (1965)
2816

stainless steel, phases, etc (1965) 14701
chromium-gadolinium system, analyses of

alloys to determine probability of com-
ponents alloying (1964) 18687

sesquioxide, high-temperature heat content
and entropy (1962) 20100

titanium-gadolinium phase diagram (1961)

11393
zero field magnetic properties (1962) 2050
zirconium-gadolinium, equilibrium diagrams

(1961) 21192
Gadolinium oxide:

crystallographic modifications and phase
transformation rates (1965) 11389

high temperature spectral emissivity (1963)
14987

Gadsden, Ala.:

census of housing, 1960, citv blocks (1961)
13932

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts, standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2217

Gadsden County, Fla., soil survey (1962) 6461

Gafafer, W. M., occupational diseases, guide to

their recognition (1964) 21853

Gaffney, George W., strontium 90 in human
bone (1965) 5357

Gagarin, Yuriy A.:

space flight

—

announcements and congratulatory notes
(1962) 2648

USSR articles (1961) 13169; (1962) 281

Gage County, Nebr., soil survey report (1964)
16866

Gages:
angle multiple basal area factors (1965) 12509

blanks, standard of trade (1961) 13843
borehole deformation, device for placing in

horizontal hole (1964) 21714
calibration study in extreme high vacuum

(1965) 6625
nfc'chanical, measures electrical connect-

or-pin retention force (1965) 5143
metrology in radio engineering, USSR study

(1964) 19990
metrotechnology in Czechoslovakia (1965)

16528
piezoresistive, tests pin-connector sockets

(1965) 9670
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Gages—Continued
plug, plain cylindrical

—

go, etc., military standard (1963) 19083
not go, military standard (1961) 441;

(1963) 20620
plug, thread

—

go, class X, military standard (1961) 444;
(1963) 20618

HI not go, military standard (1963) 20619
LO (not go), military standard (1963)

20622; (1965) 461
not go, military standard (1961) 445
setting, class W, go, military standard

(1963) 20621; (1965) 460
precision measurement and calibration

standards, selected papers (1961) 6419;
(1963) 9201

rain

—

tamper proof (1964) 6749
trough-type, evaluation (1964) 14322

ring, plain

—

go, military standard (1961) 442; (1963)
10042

not go, military standard (1961) 443;
(1963) 10043

ring thread

—

go, class X, etc., military standard (1961)
446; (1963) 19081

LO (not go), military standard (1963)
19082

used bv Weather Bureau, description (1963)
7516

see also Electric gages—Height gages—Ioni-

zation gages—Liquid-level gages—Piston
gages—Pressure gages—Rivers—Strain
gages—Vacuum gages.

Gaging:
manual for determining quantity of distilled

spirits by proof and weight (1962) 15660

manual for gauging of distilled spirits (1965)
4889

manual, table 4 (1965) 774
manual, text, etc (1961) 2066

Gaging stations:
Columbia River basin, base flows as of Nov.

1, 1962 (1963) 2338
Pacific Northwest, annual peak discharge

(1961) 19409; (1962) 21821; (1963) 17520
polar, protection of bench marks by reliable

datum point construction (1961) 12586

stream

—

gaging control structure for Rio Grande
conveyance channel near Bernardo, N.
Mex (1964) 21357

low-flow frequency curves in eastern U.S
(1963) 14035

research on small watersheds (1964) 13581
submerged section controls, discharge rat-

ings for streams (1964) 18150
Gagliardi, Ugo 0.:

data file size and its relation to Bayesian
effectiveness of information retrieval

system (1965) 13424
two extensions of statistical decision theory

(1965) 11877
Gainer, Patrick A., computing effect of addi-

tional observation on previous least-

squares estimate (1963) 3156
Gaines, Edward M.:
grading ponderosa pine and sugar pine saw

logs in trees (1963) 15558
pocket guide to improved grading system for

ponderosa pine and sugar pine saw logs
in trees (1964) 14306

Gaines, Jerry L., total cloud activity measure-
ments (1965) 15250

Gainesville, Fla., aircraft accident (1965) 4370

Gair, Jacob K, geology and ore deposits of
Nova Lima and Rio Acima quadrangles,
Minas Gerais, Brazil (1963) 601

Gajdl, Agneza, see Geidl, Agnes.
Galactosemia:
bibliography (1964) 4358
management of newborn siblings of patients

(1962) 14977
Galagan, Donald J.:

dental health status of children 5 years af-

ter completing school care programs,
Richmond, Ind., and Woonsocket, R.I
(1965) 6872

trends in dental public health in U.S. and
Canada (1964) 9730

Galant, David C, basal area table for diame-
ters from 1 to 240 inches (1963) 10225

USSR studies (1961) 12910, 15580
Galascorbine, see Vitamins.
Galaxies:

extragalactic radio sources (1965) 14826
rotating galactic arms and leading-edge

shock waves in H-III (1965) 11480
studies in Galactic astronomy, including

magnetic fields (1965) .5526

Galaxy, see Milky way.
Galberry, H. S., soil survey, Panola County,

Miss (1964) 5695
Galbraith, Frank W., project Gnome, shock

spectrum measurements (1965) 13537
Galbraith, J. Kenneth, nomination, hearings

(1961) 7269
Galena, Alaska, ground temperature observa-

tions (1964) 17938
Galena:

chloridization by contact with chlorides
(1963) 20967

hydrogen reduction (1965) 16595
recovery of lead and sulfur by combined

chlorination and electrolysis (1965) 1371
Galerkin, B. G., method for solution of bounda-

ry value problems (1964) 9626
Gales, see Storms.
Gallon, Ohio, railroad accident (1961) 12835
Gall bladder, inflammatory processes, mor-

phological changes in hepatic tissues,

USSR study (1962) 5619
Gall rust:

eastern

—

description, control, etc (1963) 15552
susceptibility of jack pine and lodgepole

pine and their hybrids (1965) 9181
Gallagher, C. C, output power from GaAs las-

ers at room temperature (1964) 19175
Gallagher, Cornelius E., reports of meetings of

Canada-United States Interparliam-
entary Group (1964) 15540; (1964) 17669

Gallagher, James J., research trends and needs
in educating the gifted, critique (1965)
6120

Gallagher, Ursula M., interprofessional team-
work to safeguard adoptions (1964)
13778

Gallant Ship Unit Citation, award to SS Mere-
dith Victory and crew, hearings (1961)
1888

Gallates:
antiradiation properties, USSR study (1964)

9108
anti-ray effect under conditions of irradia-

tion with 1000 roentgens, USSR study
(1964) 14615

Gallatin, Albert, anniversary (address) (1961)
21423

Gallatin River, drainage, effects of DDT spray
on fish and aquatic insects (1961) 19344

Gall away, Lowell E., retirement decision, ex-

ploratory essay (1965) 15041
Gallberry, see Holly.
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Galleries and their use for development of

shallow-ground water supplies, with
special reference to Alaska (1964) 18152

Galley equipment, see Kitchen equipment.
Gallic acid, reduction and complexing of man-

ganese (1965) 14418
see also Sodium gallate.

Gallinules:
hunting, possession, transportation, impor-

tation. Federal regulations, Alaska
(1962) 17519; (1963) 15535; (1964) 15925;
(1965) 16211

hunting regulations 1961-62, digest (1961)
17245

Gallitto, Lucia C, relief (1963) 13473, 16985,
17226

Gallium:
bibliography (1961) 3886
binary and ternary alloy films, friction and

wear in argon and vacuum (1965) 6754
dental-amalgam-type alloys, detailed tech-

niques for preparing and using (1962)
14499

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
9560

super-purity, new method of zone melting
for refining, Communist China study
(1961) 19474

useful bearing lubricant in high-vacuum
environment (1964) 13177

vanadium-gallium system between 50 and
100 atomic percent vanadium, investiga-
tion (1965) 6703

Gallium arsenide:
lasers, output power (1964) 19175
monocrystalline chemical etching kinetics,

USSR study (1965) 18311
photovoltaic device, new method used to

fabricate (1964) 14819
Gallium isotopes, radiochemistry (1961) 9950
Gallium phosphide, high-temperature heat

contents and entropies (1965) 6602
Gallium sesquioxide:

heats and free energies of formation (1962)
12388

thermodynamic data (1963) 9127
Galloway, Eilene, international cooperation

and organization for outer space (1965)
17758

Galloway, Emmet V., marketing information
guide, annotated bibliography (1965)
3628

Galloway, George B.:

history of United States House of Repre-
sentatives (1965) 17459

limitation of debate in Senate (1963) 17194
Gallun, R. L., Hessian fly, how to control it

(1965) 5514
Gallup, N. Mex.:

availability of ground water in area (1961)

12783
consumer expenditures and income, 1960,

advance report (1963) 16274
Galotta, Mary R., relief (1962) 7012
GaltsofT, Paul S., American oyster (1965) 4739
Galvanic corrosion reduced in aluminum fabri-

cations (1965) 9682
Galvanic skin response:
automatic GSR analyzer (1964) .5898

B/GSR module, technic for combined record-
ing of base resistance and galvanic re-

flex activity (1965) 15225
influence of cooling of adjacent areas on

GSR and base resistance of an isother-

mal site (1963) 20313
psychogalvanic skin response monitoring

devices, use in dentistry (1965) 8490
research, engineering considerations (1965)

4207

Galvanization, galvanizers' dross, use for zinc
recovery (1964) 11323

Galvanized ware, fabricated from pregalvan-
ized steel sheets, standard of trade
(1961) 16233

Galvano;
commemorating 50th anniversary of naval

aviation

—

law (1961) 10188
reports (1961) 8803, 10440

commemorating golden anniversary of Na-
val Air Station, Pensacola, Fla

—

law (1964) 13868
report (1964) 10268

Galvanomagnetic effects in polycrystalline
many valley semiconductors (1963)
19913

Galvanometers, electronic. Navy calibration
program, technical manual (1963) 9290

Galvanostagometry, new techni((ue based on
negative pressure of liquids for investi-
gating electrochemical phenomena at
electrode (1964) 5894

Galveston, Tex.:

aerial radiological measuring survey,
ARMS-2, of area (1963) 5930

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18340
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18821

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6802

climatic guide (1962) 16210
municipal airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1963) 7508
port, manpower utilization and job security

in longshore industry (igeSI 1262
Galveston Biological Laboratory, see Biologi-

cal Laboratory, Galveston.
Galvin, C. J., experimental study of longshore

currents on plane beach (1965) 10762
Galvin, Cyril J., jr., wave-height prediction for

wave generators in shallow water (1964)
12341

Gambel oak, see Oak.

Gambia:
import tariff system (1961) 9202
official publications, bibliographv (1963)

19810

Gambino, Charles, relief (1962) 16892, 19253,
20733

Gambling:
devices, interstate transportation, prohibit,

amend law

—

hearings (1961) 17135; (1962) 7095
law (1962) 23240
reports (1961) 14662; (1962) 15162, 15190,

19152
forfeit property to D.C)

—

law (1961) 18650
reports (1961) 12255, 17057

organized crime, legislation relating to,

hearings (1961) 20581
professional, and organized crime

—

hearings (1961) 20632; (1962) 414, 2368
report (1962) 9445

transmission of bets by wire communica-
tions, prohibit

—

hearings (1961) 17135
law (1961) 18608
reports (1961) 14617, 16704

wagering paraphernalia, interstate trans-
portation, prohibit

—

hearings (1961) 17135
law (1961) 18610
reports (1961) 18816, 20606
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Game and game birds:

big game animals in Idaho and Washington,
DDT residues in fatty tissues (1965)

15168
big game inventory for 1963 (1965) 621
black and gray francolins, study and review

(1964) 15931
common Indian sandgrouse (1965) 618
Federal-State game agencies, list (1961)

14893
foreign, propagation and liberations, sum-

mary 1960-63 (1964) 10580
imperial sandgrouse (1965) 618
inventories (1962) 7429, 21785; (1964) 2344
Japanese green and Korean ring-necked

pheasants (1965) 617
migratory

—

endangered native species, conservation,
protection, propagation, provide hear-

ings (1965) 17720
regulations (1961) 17245; (1962) 17519,

21782; (1963) 1553.5, 17461; (1964) 15925,

19734; (1965) 16211, 18141
salvage of sick, injured, etc., special per-

mits (1964) 2346
treaty act, increase penalties for viola-

tions, hearings (1961) 4050
wading and upland birds, identification

guide (1961) 19336
resident and migratory birds and other wild-

life, emergency feeding of surplus
grain

—

law (1961) 16585
reports (1961) 12448, 14329

State game agencies, list (1965) 620
wild turkeys on southeastern farms and

woodlands, general information (1963)

20285
see also Water birds—Wildlife.

Game fish, see Fish and Fisheries.

Games:
Bayesian decision theory, game theory, and

group problem solving (1965) 10110
between finite automaton and partner using

mixed strategy, USSR study (1963)

12333
classroom, etc (1962) 2408
current industrial reports (1962) 268
for automata, USSR study (1964) 2887
game theory and its application to social

sciences, bibliography (1964) 9784
industry, outlook and review (1961) 3830;

(1963) 4529
nature games (1961) 13573
solution of discrete 2-person game with

bluffing, USSR study (1964) 14562
theorems of theory of X-stabilitv in coopera-

tive games, USSR study (1964) 7152
theory of games, USSR studies (1963) 12464;

(1964) 20409
see also Olympic games—Pan American

games.
GAMLOG (Gamma-ray logs) computer pro-

gram, see Electronic computers.
Gamma-emitting radionuclides in tuna samples

from Tokyo central fish market, 1962
(1965) 10190

Gamma functions, see Mathematics.
Gamma globulin, antirabic, new highly effec-

tive prophylactic remedy, USSR study
(1962) 987

Gamma irradiator, see Irradiators.
Gamma rays:
adsorbed dose, mixtures of neutrons and

gamma rays, measurement (1961) 6417
adsorbed doses in external and internal irra-

diation, measurement and computation,
USSR study (1965) 1158

Gamma rays—Continued
abundance in radioactive decay of Kr-85

(1961) 16186
air-scattered, barrier attenuation (1965)

13489
alleviation of radiation damage by AETT in

combination with pentobarbital (1962)
1964

angular correlation measurements, finite

geometry corrections (1965) 2896
atomic explosions, physics, estimation of

dose (1962) 187
biological applications of gamma radiation,

bibliography (1965) 10182
capture from infinite slab, 2-group calcula-

tion (1962) 18699
Co-60 gamma radiation, effects on serum

enzyme levels of whole-body irradiated
primates (1965) 17021

cobaIt-60, scattering in air ducts (1961) 1339

comparison of gamma irradiation facilities

(1963) 7600
depression of antibody production after high

dosage irradiation, USSR study (1964)
2489

determination of densities of reservoir sedi-

ments in situ with gamma probe (1962)
14727

determination of sediment densitv (1963)
1628

effect of gamma irradiation on thin metallic
films, study (1962) 6398

effect on biological characteristics of B.
breslau, USSR study (1961) 2355

effect on dry cultures of Lactobacilli, USSR
study (1962) 997

effect on lipoproteins of tumors, USSR study
(1962) 5604

effect on viscosity and enzymatic activity of
urease solutions (1961) 20317

effects of gamma radiation

—

damaging on seed, influence of cysteine
(1964) 2515

on

—

anthracite (1964) 9508
parent wheat seed, influence on radi-

osensitivity of progeny, USSR study
(1964) 9008

progeny of irradiated insects (1964) 2475

vestibular analyzer function, USSR
study (1964) 2488

electrometric device for measuring integral

absorbed energy, USSR study (1965)
16486

exposure dose to non-urban populations
from surface deposition of nuclear test

fallout (1962) 23060
gamma-detecting wrist-carried ratemeter,

description, etc (1962) 3476
gamma/neutron detection systems, survey

(1961) 3954

gamma-neutron pulsed radiation, early ef-

fect on primates (1965) 17024

gamma-only assaying for disequilibrium
corrections (1961) 3801

gamma radiation

—

barriers charge-level control measure-
ments in liquid-chlorine vessels. East
(German study (1962) 11960

biological effects, USSR study (1963)
19472

of vegetables to extend market life (1965)

18882
used to induce polymerization of

wood-plastic combinations (1965) 13508

gamma rays and fertilitv, USSR study
(1965) 14601
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Gamma rays—Continued

gamma rays and neutron transport in infi-

nite homogeneous media, Monte Carlo
studies (1961) 21214

gasification of coal (1964) 7442
graft polymerization of polyethylene by

x-ray (1962) 16382
hemato-encephalic barrier of progeny of

irradiated animals, USSR study (1961)
11180

hematologic effects induced by periodic expo-
sures of monkeys (Macaca mulatta)
(1961) 11744

high energy, from cosmic ray collisions in

space (1965) 5103
high-level dosimetry at Albany cobalt-60

facility (1964) 14747
inelastic neutron gamma angular correla-

tion for C-12(n,n'X) (^12 reaction (1962)

12587
installations, large, all-Union scientific con-

ference on application of radioactive

and stable isotopes and radiation, etc

(1961) 18027
intense irradiation, effects on electric break-

down in helium (1961) 224
intermittent low-level Co-60, irradiation

effect on hemopoiesis (1962) 20451

log sample data from uranium deposit. Am-
brosia Lake area, statistical analysis

(1965) 14709
low energy, detector for astronomy experi-

ments (1963) 9172
measuring environmental gamma radiation,

spectrometric techniques (1965) 11916
microflora of gamma-irradiated products,

USSR study (1964) 10807
neutron-capture, from radial beam port and

tangential port of NRL reactor, compar-
ison of properties (1961) 20063

neutron-gamma ray spectrometer, descrip-

tion (1963) 7587
new collimators and isodoses of apparatus

gamma GUT-Co-400-1, Czechoslovakia
(1962) 5847

new high temperature organic fiber behavior
(1962) 104

penetration through slab shields, stochastic

estimates (1965) 11574
potentiation of gamma radiation with ener-

gy from ruby laser (1965) 17027
preparation of wood-plastic combinations

(1964) 8066
quality control cross-check analyses of

gamma emitters in milk. Radiological
Health Division (1965) 1588

quanta, energy distribution in atmospheric
layer near earth's surface, USSR study
(1961) 909

radiation

—

accompanying bombardment of Mg^"*, Mg^^,
Mg26 Po-alpha radiation in Hungary
(1962) 7772

detected in people and foodstuffs, 1958-60,

details of construction of Walter Reed
whole body counting facility (1961)
18011

fertility of male mice exposed during em-
bryonic growth and viability of their

offspring, USSR study (1962) 18084
flux, inorganic reactions, industrial appli-

cations (1964) 7458
from nuclear weapons, shielding, review
and bibliography (1964) 7577

Radiation Surveillance Network external
gamma radiation data, 1959-63, evalua-
tion (1965) 5339

scanning techniques for fast breeder reactor
safety studies (1961) 20060

Gamma rays—Continued
scattering by nuclei (1961) 4971
sealed sources, safety standard (1964) 7574
spectra, radionuclide analysis by stepwise

multiple regression (1964) 9713
spectrometry, automatic fuel element enrich-

ment differentiator (FEED) based on
(1964) 5969

standard source for radiac detectors (1961)

1377
structures for protection from fallout gam-

ma radiation, design and review (1965)
5735

testicles of rats after irradiation with Co-
balt-60, histochemical characterization
of distribution of ribonucleic (RNA) and
deoxyribonucleic (DNA) acids, USSR
study (1964) 1271

total absorption spectrometry symposium,
proceedings (1961) 8414

transport from point source, boundary effect

(1965) 8545
twenty-four hour periodicity of mitoses in

mice following action of gamma rays
(1963) 17677

Gamma spectra, see Spectra.
Gamma spectrometers, see Spectrometers.
Gammelgaard, Arne, rare, weak A antigens, in

man (1964) 21011
Gammograph, physician's assistant, USSR

study (1961) 15577
Gamse, Berl, low-speed wind-tunnel tests of

large-scale inflatable structure paragli-

der (1965) 11505
Gamser, Howard G., nomination, hearing

(1963)8127
Ganas, loanna, relief (1964) 6263, 10384, 11992

Gandhi, Mahatma:
champion of liberty, commemorative stamp

(poster) (1961) 2643
commemorative stamp, ceremony (address)

(1961) 5067
Gangleron, therapeutic action in coronary

insufficiency (1961) 853
Gangliolytics in therapy of ulcerous diseases,

USSR (1961) 792
Ganglionic-blocking agents:
new ganglionics, USSR studies (1965)6402
Soviet application in surgery (1964) 1111

Gann, Robert B., and others, relief (1965)

15553, 19089, 19344
Ganslen, R. V., effects of some tranquilizing,

analeptic and vasodilating drugs on
physical work capacity and orthostatic
tolerance (1964) 13736

Gansmuller, Erich, relief (1965) 17541, 19063
Gansner, David A.:

charcoal production in Central States, 1961

(1963) 6504
consumption and harvest of pulpwood in

Central States, 1964 (1965) 16251
consumption and harvest of veneer logs in

(Central States, 1963 (1965) 6246
consumption of cooperage logs in Central

States, 1964 (1965) 16250
cooperage logs and bolts, production, etc., in

Central States, 1962 (1965) 645
handle log consumption in Central States,

1962 (1965) 10919
Kentucky produces 466 million board feet of

lumber in 1962 (1965) 6244
Missouri's forests (1965) 16287
pulpwood production & consumption in Cen-

tral States (1963) 6482; (1965) 646

timber

—

cut from Missouri's eastern Ozark region

(1965) 16246
resources of southern Cumberland region,

Kentucky (1963) 19271
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Gansner, David A.—Continued
timber—Continued
volume in Missouri counties (1963) 15560

Gant, Duplain R., statistics on public institu-

tions for delinquent children, 1962 (1963)
15092

Ganz electrical works, product development,
1964, Hungarian study (1965) 12761

GAO, see (General Accounting Office.

Gapcynski, John P.:

lunar return mission, analysis (1963) 16403
pressure-distribution investigation at Mach

no. 2.01 of 45° sweptback-wing airplane,
etc (1963) 7232

Gapped toroid provides infinite resolution of

delay-line pickup (1965) 16646
Gaps in distribution of asteroids (1961) 9749
Gaps in State programs for juvenile offenders

(1963) 1925
Garages:

farm, building plan (1963) 11462
parking, blast resistant community shelter,

underground type design (1963) 13318
Garbage, see Refuse.
Garcia, F. F., kinematic analysis of engine and

pump inlet duct gimbal joint system in

S-IC stage of Saturn V vehicle (1964)
20568

Garcia, Fernando S., aerodynamic analysis of

Saturn 1, Block 1 flight test vehicles

(1964) 7498
Garcia, George:

controlling cane cactus with 2, 4-DP (1964)
12468

inexpensive runoff plot (1964) 782
Garcia, Lee R., relief (1962) 7129
Garcia, Lino R., see Garcia, Lee R.

Garden City Beach, S.C:
hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 21694
document edition (1962) 20949

Garden Oeek:
hurricane survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition 6590
document edition (1964) 6204

Garden Grove, Calif.:

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17165
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

18176
Gardenias, culture (1961) 20296; (1963) 18428;

(1965) 4107
Gardening, see Gardens—Hotbeds.
Gardens:

ant control (1963) 5820
cabbage insect control (1961) 17913
colonial, George Washington Birthplace

National Monument (1964) 20663
eastern farmer co-ops, services (1963) 6379
fertilizer, how much to use (1963) 13169
fertilizers, selecting (1963) 9571
gardening, consumer information, price list

(1964) 21842
Home and garden bulletins, see listings under

Agriculture Department,
home fruit

—

northern Great Plains, northern Mountain
States, and Intermountain States (1965)

8433
Southeastern and Central Southern States

(1965) 8432
home gardens

—

cabbage insect control (1963) 7566
iris growing (1962) 16286; (1965) 33
nematodes, control (1963) 7561; (1965)

16963
indoor, for decorative plants (1965) 11844
iron deficiency in plants, how to control

(1965) 11843

Gardens—Continued
muskmelon growing (1965) 10066
protecting through plant quarantines (1965)

16987
safe use of pesticides (1964) 11777
suburban and farm vegetable gardens (1961)

20293; (1964) 4203
vegetable, growing in town and city (1962)

45, 18626
watermelons (1964) 11767

Gardner, H. B., signal-simulator for Navy
space surveillance svstem combiners
(1965) 13202

Gardner, John W., A.I.D. and universities
(1964) 12561

Gardner, Kelsey B.:

managing farmer cooperatives (1964) 646
trends in growth of farmer cooperatives,

19.50-60 (1963) 8204
what are patronage refunds (1963) 8207

Gardner, Paul L., proceedings, national con-
ference for State Department of Educa-
tion guidance directors (1965) 6638

Gardner, Richard N.:

addresses, etc (1963) 5727; (1964) 1599; (1965)
13284

Aug. 5. 1963 (1964) 1599
Apr. 23, 1965 (1965) 13284

Gardner, William I., report of task force on
behavioral and social research (1964)
15029

Gardner, William N., Trailblazer I reentry
physics research vehicles (1964) 11386

Garelis, Edward, pulsed neutron application to

power reactor startup procedures (1963)
9679

Garfield, Frank R., economic change and eco-
nomic analysis (1963) 19205

Garfield, James A., assassination, general in-

formation (1965) 2054
Garfield County, Colo., Rifle Creek area, vana-

dium-uranium deposits (1961) 6171
Garfield County, Mont.:
geology of Fort Peck area (1964) 8767
geology of Winnett-Mosby area (1964) 8756

Garfield Countv, Utah, geology of Capitol Reef
area (1963) 20732

Garfinkle, Marvin, affinity and kinetic behav-
iour of some chemical reactions (1965)
13039

Garfinkle, Stuart H.:

length of working life for males, 1900-60
(1963) 14437

table of working life for men, 1960 (1963)
14483

Garland, James D.:

occupational wage surveys

—

Atlanta, Ga (1963) 16282
Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex (1963) 16278;

(1964) 18630
Charlotte, N.E. (1964) 14697
Chattanooga, Tenn.-Ga (1963) 3033; (1964)

1382; (1965) 1287
Dallas, Tex (1963) 7162; (1964) 7404
Fort Worth, Tex (1963) 7166; (1964) 7408
Houston, Tex (1963) 18037; (1964) 18639
Jackson, Miss (1963) 10905
Memphis. Tenn (1963) 10900
Miami, Fla (1963) 9058; (1964) 9462
New Orleans, La (1963) 10906
Oklahoma City, Okla (1964) 1379, 21671
San Antonio, Tex (1963) 18033; (1964)

16604
Garland, W. F., enzymatic deoxygenation, new

concept in corrosion prevention (1964)
1533

Garland City, Ark.:
Red River survey, engineer report

—

departn»ental edition (1961) 10566
document edition (1961) 10217
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Garlock, Fred L.:

balance sheet of agriculture, 1964 (1964)
20911; (1965) 15183

revised estimates of non-real-estate farm
debt owed to nonreporting creditors,

etc., 1949-64 (1964) 17906
technical appraisal of 1960 sample survey,

estimates of farm debt (1965) 2083
Garments, see Clothing.
Garner, T. Estelle, thermodynamic properties

of sodium bromide and sodium iodide at
low temperatures (1964) 11339

Garner, W. W.. effects of light on plants (1963)
7540

Garner, Warren E., effects of certain drying
treatments in ginning on fiber proper-
ties and spinning performance of South-
eastern cotton crop, 1960 (1965) 53

Games, Alva A., relief (1964) 433; (1965)
14011, 15613, 17336

Garnet:
determination of FeO (1962) 21828
ferri magnetic, magnetization in transparent

magnetic crystals, observations (1961)
21364

mineral facts and problems chapter (L965)
9561

single-crystal iron, magnetic anisotropy
fields (1965) 7104

spin-wave anisotropy in parallel pumping
experiments on YIG (1964) 9970

yttrium iron garnet, ferrimagnetic crystals,

study by parallel pumping (1965) 7115
Garnierite, electron diffraction study (1961)

19874
Garnishment, see Attachment.
Garren. John F., jr.:

analog computer approach to V/STOL simu-
lation (1964) 5509

effects of gross changes in static directional
stability on V/STOL handling character-
istics (1964) 20603

visual flight investigation of hovering and
low-speed V/STOL control requirements
(1965) 9731

Garren, Kenneth R.:

measurement of errors in manually record-
ing transit times of stars and distant
planets (1964) 18761

technique for visual detection of distant
objects in space by use of optical filter-

ing (1965) 1475
Garrett, J. L., engineering tests of experimen-

tal T 11 aluminum airplane landing net
(1963) 20653

Garrett, W. D.;:

collection of slick-forming materials from
sea (1965)13106

constitution and chemical properties of sea
slicks, pt. 1, Bay of Panama (1964) 7650

damping of water waves by insoluble organ-
ic monolayers (1965) 11577

organic chemical composition of ocean sur-

face (1965) 5299
physical and chemical parameters affecting

damping of capillary water waves by
monomolecular layers of organic materi-
als (1965) 9821

Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufactur-
ing Division, overpricing of valves for
Atlas ICBM, GAO report (1965) 6282

Garrick, B. J.:

study of research reactor operating and
safety experience (1965) 8548

studv of test reactor operating and safety
experience (1964) 5963

Garrick, J. A. F., additional information on
morphology of embryo whale shark
(1964) 7597

Garrison, W. L., prolegomenon to forecasting
of transportation development (1965)
18806

Garrison Dam:
lands use by Three Affiliated Tribes of Fort

Berthold Reservation

—

law (1962) 20870
reports (1962) 17180, 21037

Garrison diversion unit, see Missouri River
Basin project.

Garver, Harry L., lightning protection for
farms (1963) 7563

Gary, Howard L.:

sprouting characteristics of 5-stamen ta-

marisk (1965) 12505
tamarisk removal reduces water-table fluc-

tuations in central Arizona (1963) 4988
Gary, James H., chemical and physical benefi-

ciation of Florida phosphate slimes
(1963) 5490

Gary, Ind.:

census of business, 1958,. standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 6791
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17170
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13957
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20589

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4792

principal electric facilities, maps (1962) 556;

(1963) 517, 2266; (1964) 674; (1965) 16178
Garza, Sergio, geology and ground-water re-

sources of Winkler County, Tex (1963)
5034

Garza-Little Elm Reservoir:
land, reconvey to former owners

—

law (1961) 20522
reports (1961) 16761, 19104

Garza Lopez, Jesus, relief (1961) 14182, 16914
Gas:
and petroleum industries, civil defense and

emergency planning (1965) 4390
breakup of liquid jet in transverse flow

(1964) 18755
brown coal gasification in conventional gasi-

fier for better grade coals. Communist
China (1962) 5436

characteristics and factors of distribution
in Western Europe (1965) 17282

condensate fluids, effect of additives on cri-

condenbar and other phase-boundary
pressures (1962) 8470

drilling, etc., expenses, deduction for income
tax purposes, extend option time, report
(1962) 21505

equilibrium composition of water-carbon
dioxide mixtures over iron at pressures
of 1 to 30 atmospheres and tempera-
tures of 800° to 1,300° K., calculations
(1962) 6239

exploratory well in Azerbaydzhan, USSR
study (1964) 5344

explosions, experimental (1964) 5490
extraction, census of mineral industries

(1962) 4716
extractive industries of Rumania, research

results (1964) 21502
field services, census of mineral industries,

1958, industry report (1962) 2171
fields, all-Union Conference, USSR (1962)

5812
flows at high supersonic speeds, USSR study

(1961) 10834
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Gas—Continued
gas fitting, manual, change (1962) 9557
gas-flame brazing of metals, USSR study

(1964) 10965
gas wells

—

foaming agents for removing problem liq-

uids (1965) 18448
removal of waterblocks from gas-
producing formations (1965) 18458

gaseous composition of bubbles in

high-altitude emphysema, USSR study
(1962) 1323

gasification of coal

—

bituminous, with oxygen and steam (1964)
7443

bituminous, with oxygen in pilot plant
equipped for slurry feeding (1963) 1251

by hot recycled helium in laboratory-scale
exchanger-type gasifier (1962) 16016

coal-water slurries in metallic tube coil

(1961) 4833
design and initial operation of slagging,

fixed-bed, pressure pilot plant (1962)
23979

hydrogasification of high-volatile A bitumi-
nous (1964) 7453

in place, estimated costs (1961) 11377
in presence of gamma rays (1964) 7442
patents, indexes (1962) 16003; (1964) 18660
solid-fuels using nuclear heat, evaluation

(1963) 11565
suspended specimen method for determin-

ing rate of steam-carbon reaction (1962)
14443

to hydrocarbons (1962) 18225
underground-
bibliography (1964) 5472
experiment in preparing path through
coalbed by hydraulic fracturing (1961)
13455

operation of multiple-path system (1961)
17652

USSR, economic analysis (1962) 8459
USSR, stations (1962) 14079
with oxygen-enriched air (1962) 20107

generating, Army technical manual (1964)
8039

high-BTU, production bv pressure carboni-
zation of coal (1964) "11330

hot stream, probe measures characteristics
(1965) 9675

ideal, exact solutions of equations for
one-dimensional nonstationary motion,
USSR study (1961) 10962

ignition, application of propagation theory
of arbitrary discontinuity, USSR study
(1961) 2154

industry

—

in Wyoming, FPC procedures, study hear-
ing (1965) 4600

injurv experience (1962) 3290; (1962)
18202; (1963) 20944; (1964) 18663; (1965)
18430

Komi ASSR, prospects (1962) 12256
Kuban, USSR, production increase (1962)

1263
Nauchno-Tekhnichestivo-Scientific Re-
search Society, fourth plenary session
of central board, USSR (1962) 2857

Warsaw, Poland, establishment of central
laboratory, accomplishments (1962)
19630

injection near stagnation point, film cooling
on blunt bodies, analysis (1961) 19949

interstate compact to conserve, consent of
Congress-

hearings (1963) 13659, 19057
law (1963) 17045
reports (1963) 15357. 17110

Gas—Continued

ionized collision-dominated, spherical elec-

trostatic probes theory (1963) 18577
leak detector

—

NRL model E-5753, description and appli-
cation (1961) 8098

portable thermistor-bridge (1961) 20066
lease no. Sacramento 037552-C, reinstate

and validate (1963) 15279; (1961) 1868,
2162

leases, agreement with Navajo Tribe of Indi-

ans, approve

—

law (1964) 262
reports (1963) 17270, 20485

leases, public records, hearing (1962) 17339
leases, reinstate

—

law (1962) 23222
reports (1962) 16991, 21444

leases, timely payment of rentals, report
(1964) 17835

liquefied petroleum, predicting suitability of
variable-composition for use in appli-

ances (1962) 22479
liquefied petroleum gas, foreign trade (ad-

dress) (1965) 15368
lubrication, 1964 State prizes awarded to

research projects, Rumania (1965) 6443
methods of prospecting and survey opera-

tions, USSR, table of contents of book
(1965) 2346

methyltrichlorosilane effect on permeability
of sandstone cores (1961) 17656

natural

—

act

—

amend, hearing (1962) 7096
amendments, hearings (1963) 2086
regulations under (1961) 4196-97, 9104-5,

12630; (1962) 2471, 5172. 7350-51,
15567, 17488, 23529; (1963) 2267;
(1964) 14253; (1965) 3886. 7642

text (1962) 17487; (1965) 10819
uniform accounting provisions (1964)

17984
analyses. U.S (1964) 11316. 20481
census of minerals. 1958, industry report

(1961) 5478
contributions of R. Gwin Follis to industry
(remarks) (1965) 7819

deposits in U.S., potential of nuclear ex-

plosives as stimulant for hydrocarbon
production (1964) 13110

effect of concentration of ignitibility of

gallery atmospheres (1964) 5487
exploration, development, and dry hole,

maps, lists (1962) 632; (1965) 4868
helium bearing

—

analyses, etc (1964) 1398
low-temperature

Cliffside gas (1961) 15756
Exell gas (1962) 14447
Hansford gas (1963) 3099
Hogback gas (1963) 18096

helium in, continuous analysis by chroma-
tography (1962) 1636

inert-gas cushions in storages, feasibility

(1964) 18705

liquefied, fire and explosion hazards asso-

ciated with (1962) 29982

liquids and liquefied refinery gases,

monthly reports (1961) 3462; (1962)

4101; (1963) 3943: (1964) 3771; (1965)

3687
liquids, census of mineral industries, 1958,

industry report (1961) 8496
liquids, minerals yearbook chapters (1961)

11387; (1962) 1627, 23974; (1964) 1431,

21708
low-temperature phase equilibria of low
helium content (1964) 18683
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Gas—Continued
natural—Continued

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12940

mineral industry surveys

—

monthly (1964) 3769; (1965) 3685
minerals yearbook chapters (1962) 1626;

(1963) 1227, 20963; (1964) 21707
pipeline, exchangeability with synthetic
gases from solid fuels (1965) 12948

pipelines, United States, map (1961) 9103
plants, processing, in U.S., Jan. 1, 1962

(1962) 22493
preshot and postshot safety survey of fa-

cilities, Salmon event, Project Dribble
(1965) 17142

producers sales to pipeline companies
(1963) 8241; (1964) 12392; (1965) 7640

production and consumption 1962 (1965)
6593

production, wage structure (1961) 11336
publications, list, 1910-62 (1964) 21692
quarterly reports (1961) 3463; (1962) 4100;

(1963) 3942; (1964) 3770; (1965) 3686
rate change procedure, hearings (1963)
2086

rate schedules, lawfulness, hearings (1963)
2086

resale for industrial use, FPC to suspend
changes in rate schedules

—

hearing (1962) 7096
law (1962) 13307
reports (1961) 14681; (1962) 9340, 11364

small producers, exempt from FCC rate
regulation, message from the President
(1961) 6996

statistics of companies (1962) 532; (1963)

506; (1964) 2321
uniform system of accounts for companies

(1961) 529, 14865-866; (1964) 17984;
(1965) 570
property units list (1962) 13798

United States maps, list (1962) 629
United States, 1963, analyses (1965) 5071
use as atmosphere in heat treatment for

sealing porous materials, USSR study
(1965) 9355

USSR, prospects of super deep drilling

(1962) 1163
utilization in ferrous metallurgy, USSR
study (1963) 2466

natural gas companies

—

depreciation practices (1963) 19193
records, preservation, regulations (1963)

10163
oil and water-oil systems, relative permea-

bility, studies (1962) 16004
petroleum-and-gas chemical societies meet-

ing, USSR study (1961) 7580
pipeline, synthesizing by hot-gas-recycle

process, use of large-diameter reactor
(1963) 3084

processing in Yugoslavia, development and
problems, translations (1963) 15705

production in human tissues at low pres-
sures (1962) 1966

pseudo-liquefied layer techniques, 1st inter-

national conference, Prague, Czechoslo-
vakia (1962) 12153

publications, price lists (1961) 2658; (1962)
20247; (1963) 18280; (1965) 18698

quitclaim U.S. rights to Alaskan homestead-
ers, hearings (1961) 388

radiating, propagation of plane acoustic
waves (1963) 12889

recycle cooling, Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
studies (1962) 1634

retail prices and indexes (1961) 3383; (1962)
4299; (1963) 4150; (1964) 3978; (1965)
3898

Gas—Continued
sale from South Barrow gasfield to Barrow,

etc

—

hearings (1962) 11652, 17306
law (1962) 18968
reports (1962) 15369, 17034, 17076

sequenced sampling experiment (1964) 118
Siberia, tectonics and prospects for produc-

tion of platform regions, USSR study
(1965) 6434

storage, performance of partly depleted oil

reservoirs during gas repressuring and
gas cycling (1961) 9480

supersonic flow around blunt two-dimensional
bodies, numerical solutions (1961) 15774

synthesis

—

demonstration plant for producing liquid
fuels from coal, performance (1961)
13450

production by steam-iron process (1962)
6237

production by 2-stage gasification of coal
under pressure (1961) 19485

removing acid gas impurities by agitated
absorption (1961) 7929

removing hydrogen sulfide with iron oxide
at elevated pressure (1962) 18223

Ukrainian institute of design and planning
(1962) 1400

Ukrainian institute of utilization (1962)
1399

unsteady-state flow, laboratory test method
(1963) 19872

USSR-
accomplishments (1962) 1283
areas, schematic map for prediction (1964)
1327

industry conferences, information (1961)
10730

industry, studies (1962) 1101
news (1962) 768

vertical flow of oil and gas mixtures in
small-diameter siphon-type flowstrings
(1965) 18455

well drilling machinery and equipment indus-
try trends (1961) 3889; (1963) 150

well stimulation and techniques to prevent
formation damage in oil and gas produc-
tion (1964) 21690

see also Gases—Pipe lines.

Gas analyzers:
infra-red, Hungary (1962) 7820
medical use, conference on gas exchange,

USSR study (1961) 12839
multi-contaminant, for determination of pu-

rity and contaminants in oxygen, nitro-
gen, helium, and air, development (1962)
1988

optico-acoustic, carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide, and methane, description and
instructions for assembling and opera-
tion, USSR study (1965) 6410

partial pressure system (1965) 5536
rapid helium-air analyzer can measure other

binary gas mixtures (1964) 7491
thermochemical, for continuous detection of

oxygen (1963) 18521
use of ionization gage as quantitative ana-

lyzer for Bl-gaseous mixtures (1963)
3155

Gas appliances:
and equipment, outlook for American manu-

facturers in Netherlands (1964) 21071
household and commercial, U.S. markets in

—

Australia (1963) 147
Austria (1963) 13262
Belgium (1963) 7737
Brazil (1962) 16431
Cambodia (1962) 16432
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Gas appliances—Continued
household and commercial, U.S. markets in

—

Continued
Canada (1962) 20525
Chad (1962) 14915
Colombia (1962) 16433
Costa Rica (1962) 11048
Egypt (1962) 11049
El Salvador (1963) 18614
Ethiopia (1962) 11050
Finland (1963) 13263
France (1962) 16434
Greece (1962) 16435
Honduras (1963) 18615
Hong Kong (1962) 16436
Iceland (1962) 14914
Iran (1963) 18616
Iraq (1963) 18617
Italy (1963) 7735
Ivory Coast Republic (1963) 18618
Japan (1964) 145
Lebanon (1962) 16437
Malagasy Republic (1962) 16438
Mexico (1963) 18619
Netherlands (1964) 146
New Zealand (1963) 18620
Nicaragua (1962) 16439
Norway (1962) 11051
Panama, Republic of (1963) 18624
Paraguay (1963) 18621
Peru (1963) 18622
Philippines (1963) 18623
Portugal (1962) 11052
Senegal (1962) 16440
Singapore (1962) 16441
Sweden (1964) 147
Switzerland (1963) 13264
Uruguay (1963) 20339
West Germany (1963) 7736

tested and approved for burning liquefied

petroleum gases of variable composi-
tion, theoretical analysis of problem
(1962) 22479

Gas bearings, see Bearings (machinery).
Gas burners, flame burner mountings, field

evaluation of 2 types (1962) 10805
Gas chromatographs, see Chromatographs.
Gas chromotography, see Chromatography.
Gas-cooled reactors, see Reactors (atomic).

Gas diffusion cell removes carbon dioxide from
occupied airtight enclosures (1965) 2860

Gas dynamics in space exploration (1963) 5551

Gas ejectors, see Ejectors.
Gas embolism, see Embolism.
Gas exchangers:

photosynthetic, gravy-independent, design
study (1964) 11784

photosynthetic, quantitative repetition of
Priestly experiment, study (1965) 4210

Gas filters, see Filters and filtration.

Gas generators:
burning liquid hydrogen with liquid oxygen,

performance and operating problems
(1962) 12443

liquid-hydrogen, liquid-oxygen, for driving
1000-housepower turbine, design and
performance (1962) 18275

research and development, survey and evalu-

ation (1965) 19034
Gas Hills, Wyo., mining practices at 4 uranium

properties (1963) 9112
Gas hydrates:
compounds, bibliography (1963) 19348
new agents for use in demineralizing sea

water (1962) 13901
properties and use in demineralizing sea

water (1961) 740

Gas indicators, combustible, operation and
interpretation of readings, maritime
safety data (1964) 18616

Gas masks:
defense against chemical warfare, Bulgarian

study (1962) 17922
for chemical plant workers, USSR study

(1965) 19782
Gas metabolism, see Metabolism.
Gas pipe line, see Pipe lines.

Gas turbines, see Turbines.
Gas utilities:

industry output indexes per man-hour,
1932-62 (1965) 1295

indu.stry wage survey (1963) 19793
State commission jurisdiction and regulation

(1961) 19311
Gas warfare, see Chemical warfare.
Gas wells, see Gas.
Gascoigne, H., wide-temperature-range springs

(1963) 7598
Gasdynamics of combustion (1964) 21779
Gases:

ablation-gas injection, effect on shock layer
of blunt bodies at Mach nos. 3 and 5
(1965) 16692

absorbing

—

enclosed between parallel flat plates with
flow and conduction, radiant heat trans-
fer (1964) 1483

enclosed in circular pipe with conduction,
etc., radiant heat transfer (1964) 1484

absorption by active metals (1963) 18508
added to 4 oils at 1000° F, boundary lubrica-

tion, analysis (1965) 6735
analysis, with helium analyzer, portable

(1965) 6607
analyzers, quantitative, use for Bl-gaseous

mixtures (1963) 3155
atmospheric, congeries of absorption cross

sections for wavelengths less than 3000
A° (1963) 19895

autoionization spectra of gases observed in

vacuum ultraviolet (1965) 4201
automobile exhaust, chemical analyses for

oxygenates (1961) 15755
blast furnace top gas, gravimetric method

for analyzing (1963) 5494
bubbles forming at submerged orifice, ener-

gy transfer from liquid (1965) 5168
carrier, opacity of small particles (1965)

9615
clearance from cargo tanks, explosion haz-

ards (1961) 6272
combustible, flammability charactertistics

(1965) 14660
combustion

—

flammable atmospheres, biological forma-
tion (1963) 3085

gas properties, effect on turbojet-engine
performance with hydrogen as fuel

(1963) 1259
methane-air products, heat transfer and
pressure distributions compared with
air (1963) 1299

products of boron-containing fuel, thermal
expansion with 2-phase equilibrium con-
densation (1961) 19906

products, radiometer-pyrometer for analy-
sis (1964) 16710

comparison of 2 melting-pressure equations
constrained to triple point using data
for 11 gases and 3 metals (1963) 21028

composition in tektite bubble (1962) 18279
compressed, near surface of burning solid,

local redistribution of total energy,
USSR study (1962) 10038

compressed, use and handling (1964) 5419
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Gases—Continued
compression waves formed during burning

of gaseous mixtures, investigation,
USSR study (1961) 10823

current industrial reports (1965) 276
dense, solubility of solids (1965) 16746
deposition at 4.2" K, experimental data

(1961) 2601
detectors, East German translation (1964)

1025
diffusion at moderate flow rates in circular

conduits (1962) 200
diffusion parameters in atmosphere, Czecho-

slovak study (1964) 5081
dissolved, effects of evolution at surfaces of

heated vertical cylinders, thesis (1961)
5392

dissolved in sea water, gas chromatography
determination techniques (1962) 20220

dissolved in water, instrument for on stream
stripping and analysis (1962) 12575

effusion phenomena applied to lifting sys-

tem (1961) 17870
electrically conductive, spiral motion be-

tween cylinders in presence of magnetic
field (1964) 20628

electronegative, breakdown voltages at low
pressures (1963) 12872

encountered under pressurized air condi-
tions, physiological effects, safe use of
respiratory protective equipment (1964)
18706

equilibrium, charts of isentropic exponent as
function of enthalpy (1965) 18494

equilibrium mixtures, spheres and ellipsoids,

blunt body solutions (1965) 9725
exchange, determining through surface of

skin, USSR study (1965) 6529
explosion hazards associated with bulk stor-

age of molten sulfur (1963) 7221
fission, their measurement and evaluation

(1961) 1700
flammable, physical properties, maritime

safety data (1964) 18615
flammable, safe use and storage on farm

(1961) 5257; (1964) 9942
flexibility along solid surfaces under action

of changing temperatures, USSR study
(1962) 11981

flow about blunt-nosed bodies, comparison of
experimental and numerical results
(1962) 22562

flow, effect on nitrogen atom surface recom-
bination (1961) 19982

flow of gas in channels in presence of heat
transfer (1965) 19948

flow past conical bodies supporting elliptic

conical shock waves at finite angles of
incidence, numerical calculation (1961)
1291

flows, application of oblique shock parame-
ters for ratios of specific heats from 1

to 5/3 (1964) 11421
flows, NRL air resistance meter, model II

(1965) 11597
flue, sulfur dioxide removal, process develop-

ment (1963) 20964
furnace brazing of metals with controlled

atmospheres, USSR study (1965) 904
gas/solid interaction at various degrees of

surface coverage (1965) 14954
gas-solids suspensions, flow stability, final

report (1965) 13506
gas-suspension coolant project (1961) 18030
heat-transfer measurement for binary gas

laminar boundary layers with high rates
of injection (1964) 20600

helium content of mixtures, apparatus for
determining (1964) 21715

Gases—Continued
high temperature

—

partition functions and thermodynamic
properties (1964) 7988

research, bibliography (1961) 6774
stream, cooled-tube pyrometer results

(1961) 17718
viscosities and thermal conductivities

(1963) 19945
hot, removing dust with porous stainless

steel filters (1961) 19876
hot flue, bench-scale experimentation proc-

ess for removing sulfur dioxide (1961)
7931

hot-gas-recycle process, catalyst develop-
ments (1965) 8026

ignition of combustible mixtures by laminar
jets of hot gases (1963) 19865

in metals, study, literature survey (1961) 206
increased pressure, physiological bases of

man's survival, USSR study (1962) 7946
industrial

—

current industrial reports (1961) 16268;
(1962) 18786; (1963) 18682; (1964) 19292

industry outlook, and review (1961) 3867;
(1962) 6728; (1964) 6015, 19292

sulphyr dioxide adsorption and recovery
by using synthetic zeolites (1964) 1439

inert, and their binary mixtures, heat-
transfer coefficients and pressure drops
(1965)6728

inert, permeability of cladding materials
(1961) 8392

inert radioactive, use as tracers for petrole-
um reservoir studies (1961) 6296

infrared analysis during molten salt elec-

trolysis of" metals (1964) 14758
inorganic, current industrial reports (1961)

20446; (1962) 9037; (1963) 1890, 1892,
7757; (1964) 163, 10053

ionized

—

boundary conditions at surface of contact
with solid (1965) 5237

continuum radiation process (1961) 1703
electromagnetic penetration (1962) 6344
heat transfer measurements (1965) 8041
low-density, Monte Carlo method for cal-

culation of transport properties (1965)
16697

partially and fully, critical evaluation of
methods for calculating transport coef-

ficients (1965) 5209
partially, in electric field, transport equa-

tions (1964) 11406
partially, transport properties, in pres-

ence of electric and magnetic fields

(1964) 14893
rarefied, flowing through channel with
transverse magnetic field, Monte Carlo
solution for characteristics (1964) 21768

isotopic analyses with 6-inch radius mass
spectrometer (1963) 9682

kinetics of chemical gas reactions (1962)
14832

laminar flow, heat transfer and friction,

effect of transverse temperature gra-
dients (1963) 1,5011

leak detector, NRL thermistor-bridge, tem-
perature compensation, etc (1965) 13151

least squares to pressures, volume, and tem-
perature data, application method (1964)
16626

light absorption during low resolution stud-
ies, USSR (1961) 4611

liquid-gas flow patterns, literature survey
(1961) 11809

liquefied, fluid-level indicator. East Germany
study (1962) 6120
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Gases—Continued
low gas-rate flowmeters, instrument calibra-

tion (1965) 9679
low pressure, electron optical studies (1963)

16420
lubrication, bearings

—

description, etc (1962) 12952
symposium (1961) 13586

measurement of moisture, radio-release tech-
nique (1964) 13705

mixtures

—

approximate formulas for viscosity and
thermal conductivity (1965) 1462

detonation, effect of tetraethyllead (1961)
2368

dilute, transport properties (1965) 5183
explosion limits, USSR study (1961) 2366
extension of Chapman-Enskog method,
with internal degrees of freedom and
chemical reactions (1965) 16724

for analytical instruments, preparation of
primary standard (1965) 18457

reacting gas, under high pressure, compo-
sition and thermodynamic properties
using Lewis and Randall rule (1965)
5200

solution of system of nonlinear algebraic
balance equations by UNrVAC-60 digi-

tal computing machine, Yugoslavian
study (1962) 7832

two-fluid single phase, density profile, es-

tablishment (1965) 19886
nonequilibrium dissociating, hypersonic vis-

cous shock layer (1961) 21252
nonpolar and gas mixtures at low density,

alignment charts for transport proper-
ties, viscosity, thermal conductivity and
diffusion coefficients (1961) 8044

NRL thermistor-bridge gas leak detector
and its sensitivity to gases, operational
performance (1963) 3232

oblique shock-wave system for surfaces at
various angles of attack, sweep, and
dihedral in equilibrium real gas includ-

ing atmosphere (1961) 6407
of physical adsorption and adsorption prop-

erties of adsorbents of differing nature
and having porous structure, USSR
study (1962) 2675

oxygen consumption by animal tissues after
combined action of certain gases, USSR
study (1965) 11254

penetration into blind slits, USSR study
(1962) 19910

perfect

—

analysis of expansion tunnel, modification
to expansion tube (1965) 8132

supersonic flows over bodies of revolution
at small angles of yaw (1964) 16702

supersonic stream, 3-dimensional flow
around blunt bodies (1965) 5238

physiologic analysis at high altitude by
adaptation of chromatography (1965)
10121

planetary

—

convective heat transfer (1965) 14858
equations for isentropic and plane shock

flows of undissociated mixtures (1965)
8131

poisonous, chemical weapons and principles

of antichemical defense, USSR studv
(1962) 19855

postulated anomalous dissolved atmospheric
gas concentration in Arctic Ocean (1965)
14959

propagation of shock waves, USSR study
(1961) 4659

properties predicted in shock layer ahead of

capsule-type vehicles at angles of at-

tack (1962) 22560

Gases—Continued
radiation-induced reactions, applications,

research (1965) 17114
radio-protective action, USSR studies (1964)

16381
rare, photoionization cross sections (1964)

14781
rarefied
heat transfer for laminar slip flow in par-

allel plates with unsymmetrical wall
heat flux (1964) 16719

laminar slip flow in parallel-plate channel
or circular tube with uniform wall tem-
perature, heat transfer characteristics
(1964)21770

real-gas effects

—

in critical-flow-through nozzles and tabu-
lated thermodynamic properties (1965)
5172

on hypersonic nozzle contours (1963) 9160
relaxing, flow around thin cone of revolution

(1965) 16726
respiration by skin, USSR study (1965) 6468

separation, classification bulletin (1962)
12643

separation of isotopes by nozzle process
(1962) 18696

sound transmission at low pressures (1964)
19180

spacecraft atmosphere selection (1965) 5163

spectrometric method for determination of

permeability coefficients (1965) 13175

spectroscopic investigation by means of
shock waves, USSR study (1961) 2322

steam-gas mixtures, condensation of water
vapor, USSR study (1962) 15713

suspended droplets in gas streams, appara-
tus measures concentration (1965) 2852

synthetic, from solid fuels, exchangeability
with pipeline natural gas (1965) 12948

tables, thermodynamic properties to 6000°K
for 210 substances involving first 18

elements (1963) 19903
temperature measured in shock tube by

infrared monochromatic radiation pyro-
metry (1965) 16693

temperatures in arc-heated jets and tunnels,

spectrometric measurements (1963)
20987

test, use in shock tunnel for pressure and
convective heat-transfer measurements
(1965) 18567

thermal conductivity, pressure effects (1963)
18243

thermal diffusion in porous media, negative
concentration effect, USSR study (1963)
8539

thermodynamics of combustion, computed
compositions of methane-air, propane-
air, and ethylene-air flames (1965) 19859

total enthalpy of 1-dimensional nozzle flow
(1964) 7549

toxic war gases, treatment of poisoning, Pol-

ish study (1965) 2278
transparent, radiation and forced convec-

tion combined for flow in tube with sinu-

soidal axial wall heat flux distribution
(1962) 23991

tungsten inert gas equipment, refractory
metals welded or brazed with (1965)
19910

ultra-relativistic, class of automodel mo-
tions, USSR study (1961) 15429

unsteady diffusion with recombination in

ternary mixture of diatomic molecules,
dissociated atoms, and inert gas (1963)
7278

USSR study (1962) 8061
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Gases—Continued
war gases, rules of behavior of population

in contaminated area, USSR study
(1961)974

weakly coupled, kinetic theory (1964) 11861
see a/so Chemical warfare—Ideal gas—Mine

gases—Noble gases—Plasma— aiso
names of gases.

Gasification, see Gas.
Gasifiers:

pressure-gasification pilot plant using pul-

verized coal and oxygen (1962) 12384
pressure, pilot plant for feeding coal slurry

(1961) 6287
Gasior, S. J., destroying caking quality of bi-

tuminous coal (1965) 8023
Gasoline:

airdrop of remote area refueling system on
airdrop platform, technical manual
(1965) 13474

aviation fuels, petroleum products survey
(1961) 7924; (1962) 16012; (1963) 14504;
(1964) 9497; (1965) 9581

Federal supply schedule (1961) 555
Federal tax refund, nonhighway and transit

users (1964) 18165
motor, petroleum products surveys (1961)

2510, 7923, 13443; (1962) 6235, 16013;
(1963) 5474, 14505; (1964) 5479, 14741;
(1965) 2814, 14697

motorboat, transfer to land and water con-
servation fund, hearing (1963) 15338

natural gasoline and cycling plants in U.S.,

Jan. 1, 1960 (1961) 6274
publications, price list (1961) 2658; (1962)

20247; (1963) 18280; (1965) 18698
quantitative changes in sebiagogic function

of sebaceous glands under effects of
gasoline, etc., in industrial workers,
USSR study (1965) 9397

safe use and storage on farm (1961) 5257;
(1964) 9942

storage stability studies

—

radiotracer techniques (1964) 13104
use of tritium tracer techniques (1964)
7450

synthesizing by hot-gas-recycle process, use
of large-diameter reactor (1963) 3084

tax, increase for D.C. highway construction
financing, hearings (1964) 12125

tax, increase in District of Columbia, report
(1965) 19251

tax refund

—

aerial applicators, report (1964) 10213
farmers (1964) 19819
nonhighway and transit users (1964) 849

world retail prices and taxes, annual reports
(1961) 15761; (1962) 20120; (1963) 16348

Gasoline engines, see Engines.
Gasoline pumps, see Pumps.
Gasoline service stations, see Service stations.

Gasoline tanks, see Tanks.
Gast, R. T., mechanical devices to expedite boll

weevil rearing in laboratory (1964) 4189
Gaston Ck)unty, N.C., spodumene recovery

from pegmatites (1961) 6294
Gastric center, see Cancer.
Gastric juice, secretion, effect of anticholi-

nergic substances, Czechoslovakian
study (1961) 19468

Gastric polyps, see Polyps.
Gastric ulcers, see Ulcers.
Gastrobamat drug, Hungary (1962) 7800
Gastrointestinal tract:

bioelectric currents in gastric stump follow-
ing resection, USSR study (1962) 19746

diseases, nitrogen balance of infants fed on
ionite milk (1964) 5027

Gastrointestinal tract—Continued
infants, effectiveness of use of low-molecular

polyvinylpyrrolidone in treatment of
acute diseases, USSR study (1962) 14230

resorption processes, mechanism of action of
ultrasound, USSR study (1964) 16278

secretory and excretory gastric functions in
chronic alcoholism (1961) 11080

tumors induced by radioactive cerium
(Ce-144), USSR study (1963) 15844

Gastrojejunoduodenoplasty, use of biactive
electrodes (1961) 9971

Gastropods:
archeogastropoda, Mesogastropoda and

stratigraphy of Ripley, Owl Creek, and
Prairie Bluff formations (1961) 6177

from Coffee Sand (Upper Cretaceous) of
Mississippi (1964) 18126

late Cretaceous gastropods in Tennessee and
Mississippi (series) (1961) 6177; (1964)
18125-126

marine Jurassic, central and southern Utah
(1965) 18213

neogastropoda from Ripley, Owl Creek, and
Prairie Bluff formations (1964) 18125

Tertiary and Quaternary, of Okinawa, de-
scription, etc (1961) 6178

tertiary mollusks of Canal Zone and Pana-
ma (1964) 6803

see also Nassarius—Rapana.
Gatchell, C. J., free-close molding versus mold-

ing to stops in wood-resin blend process-
ing (1965) 16253

Gate valves, see Valves.
Gates, David M., line parameters and comput-

ed spectra for water vapor bands at
2.7u (1964) 14937

Gates, George L.:

instrumental techniques for rapid analysis
of California oil well scales (1965) 6609

oil well scale formation in water-flood opera-
tions using ocean brines, Wilmington,
CaHf (1965) 18447

Gates, John, testimony, hearings (1964) 8456
Gates, Joseph S., hydrogeology of Middle Can-

yon, Oquirrh Mountains, Tooele County,
Utah (1963) 19324

Gates, Paul W., free homesteads for all Ameri-
cans, Homestead act of 1862 (1963) 4632

Gates:
lock emergency gate, Barkley Lock and

Dam, Cumberland, Ky. (1965) 18050
miter-type lock, operating forces on (1964)

14213
vertical lift crest gates, engineering and

design manual (1963) 2210
Gates (circuits):

complexity of gate circuits realizing boolean
matrices with indefinite elements, USSR
study (1965) 16440

NOR, combined with pulse-stretching circuit
(1964) 20557

Gates town, N.Y., population, special census
(1963) 18696

Gateway to citizenship (1962) 21855
Gateway Transportation Co., motor vehicle

accident (1961) 12831
Gatewood, J. S., drought effects on water re-

sources of Southwest (1964) 4787
GATT, see General agreement on tariffs and

trade.
Gatti, A., growth parameters involved in syn-

thesizing boron carbide filaments (1965)
14737

Gauges, see Gages.
Gauging, see Gaging.
Gaule, Gerhart K., occurrence of superconduc-

tivity among elements, etc (1963) 18306
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Gault, Donald E., spray ejected from lunar sur-
face by meteoroid impact (1963) 9182

Gaultier tacheometer, see Tachymeters.
Gauss, hypergeometric function, see Ekjua-

tions.

Gauss-Kruger coordinate system:
non-logarithmic calculation procedure in

calculating correction terms (1961)
11255

use for problem of successive adjustment of

trigonometric networks (1961) 11267
use in mine surveying, USSR (1961) 2451

Gaussian function, see Normal probability
function.

Gaussmeters, rotating coil, measurement of M/
E positions for mass spectrometer (1963)

11564
Gaut, Marvin J., testimony, hearings (1965)

6067
Gavett, EarleR:

labor used to produce vegetables, estimates
by States, 1959 (1964) 9963

truck crop production practices

—

Berrien and Van Buren Counties, Mich
(1965) 7567

Broward and Palm Beach (bounties, Fla.,

labor, power, and materials by operation
(1963)2126

Cameron and Hidalgo Counties, Tex (1963)
15415

Colquitt County, Ga (1963) 2127
Erie County, N.Y. (1965) 7568
Monterey County, Calif (1964) 2260
Yakima County, Wash., labor, power, and

materials, by operation (1964) 17903
Gavin Leon H., memorial services (1964) 6131
GavrisheflF, Ellen, basic data on economy of

Mozambique (1964) 10695
Gawkowski, Alicja Z., relief (1961) 14246, 14542,

18468
Gayle, J. B.:

agents for suppressing ignition of RP-1 and
hydrogen, etc (1965) 2912

laboratory investigation of effect of oxida-

tion on coal flotation (1965) 11391
S-FV all systems vehicle explosion (1964)

20567
Gayskiy, V. N., Lenin prize candidate (1964)

9253
Gazarian, Mirham, relief (1962) 15141; (1963)

8040, 13486; (1965) 10594, 15617
Gazenko, 0. G., physiological effects of gravita-

tion (1965) 14860
Gazetteers, see (Geographical names—aiso

names of localities.

Gazin, C. Lewis:
early tertiary condylarthran mammal, Men-

iscotherium (1965) 11684
endocranial cast of Bridger middle Eocene

primate Smilodectes gracilis (1965)
13264

GDR, see Germany.

Gdynia State Institute of Hydrology and Me-
teorology, Oceanography Department,
activities (1961) 17361

GE series (1965) 3043

Gealy, E. J., mineral industry of Sweden (1965)
12922

(Gearing, pinion gear wear and failure problem
in X-15 research vehicle auxiliary power
unit (1964) 20947

Gears:
AN-1 roller gear drive, endurance test (1965)

20115
conformal. for helicooter nower transmis-

sion, investigation (1964) 20856
plastic, use in ammunition items, feasibility,

memorandum (1964) 17897

Gears—Continued
propulsion reduction, purchased from West-

inghouse EHectric 0)rp., Sunnyvale,
Calif., excessive price paid by Navy
Dept., GAO report (1964) 4759

quadrant (P R N D L) for automotive vehi-
cles equipped .with automatic transmis-
sions. Federal standard (1965) 16195

roller gear reduction drive, parametric
study (1965) 16895

spur, technology manufacture by rolling,
USSR study (1963) 12363

teeth, device measures curved surface, finish
(1965) 6662

Geary, A. L., high-temperature properties of
refractory alloys (1964) .5971

Gebel, Radames K. H., threshold of visual sen-
sation in comparison with that of photo-
detectors, etc (1965) 4222

Gedanken, Irving L., handbook on development
of basic labor market information for

small areas (1964) 2292
Gedney, Donald R., Oregon's forest resources

(1964) 8696
Gee Chek Lin, see Lin, Gee Chek.
Gee Ming Lin, see Lin, Gee Ming.
Geer, Max R.:

amenability of coals from Roslyn-Cle Elum
(Washington) field to production of
high-ash boiler fuel (1965) 11394

washability studies, etc., coals from Pierce
County, Wash (1964) 21711

(ieese:

Canada goose, recent approaches to man-
agement (1963) 558

determining cumulative goose kill on special
areas (1963) 13977

Geese, see Nene geese.
Gegenschein, origin, Hilton-Moulton hypothe-

sis, communication on present status of
question of existence of Hilden-Moulton
cluster (1965) 6760

(jehlbach, Frederick R., herpetology of Zuni
Mountains region, northwestern New
Mexico (1965) 6805

Gehlenite:
heat of formation (1963) 14516
high-temperature heat contents and entro-

pies (1965) 1372
low-temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies at 298.15"" K (1964) 5489
Gehman, Clayton:

industrial production measurement in U.S.

(1964) 10543
measuring and analyzing economic growth

(1963) 17437
(ieidl, Agnes, relief (1962) 16934
Geiger, Frances M., development research dig-

est (1964) 14396; (1965)3310
Geiger Field, weather observations, hourly,

decennial census (1962) 16224
Gelado, Aurora M., relief (1964) 6424; (1965)

5996
Gelatin:
current industrial reports (1961) 2989; (1962)

3736, 11079; (1963) 3574
gelatin under pressure, USSR study (1961)

2375
Gelb, Abraham, relief (1962) 7006, 11525,

13259
(iclder, Thomas F., incipient cavitation of

freon-114 in tunnel venturi (1965) 6713
Gelechiodea, see Stenomidae.
Gelinae, see Flies.

Gelinas, Wilfrid E., relief (1964) 319, 12180,
13842

Geller, Miriam R., treatment of psychiatric
disorders with metrazol, bibliography
(1963) 16517
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Gellhorn, Alessandro, relief (1961) 7168. 8694,

10152
Gels, see Methacrylicpolyethyleneglycol.
GEM, see Ground effect machines.
Gemini, see Spacecraft.
Gemini project, see Project Gemini

(man-in-space program).
Gemini 1-ton, amphibious, off-highway, air-

transportable vehicle concept evaluation
program (1964) 21908

Gemmill, Robert F., new foreign bond issues in

U.S. market (1963) 12120
Gems, see Precious stones.
Genealogy:

records in National Archives (1961) 15827;
(1962) 16063

guide (1964) 14931
sources outside National Archives (1962)

14492; (1964) 1490; (1965) 8136
General Accounting Office:

accountant and auditor, examination an-
nouncement (1961) 312

accounting forms, manual for guidance of

Federal agencies (1961) 10672, 20803
appropriations, 1962, hearings (1961) 8833,

12502
appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 13494,

19369
appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 18919
appropriations, 1965, legislative

—

hearings (1964) 8365, 15794
law (1964) 17313
reports (1964) 8334, 15699

appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 8869
audit of Federal home loan banks and Feder-

al Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion, change to calendar year basis

—

hearings (1964) 10314
law (1964) 17377
reports (1964) 12054, 17746

audits of defense contracts, hearings (1965)
15806

Comptroller General

—

decisions

—

B-series (1961) .3283; (1962) 3693; (1963)

3533; (1964) 3347; (1965) 3235
contractor technical services use in De-
fense Dept., report (1965) 7450

July 1, 1959-June 30, 1960 (1961) 7502
July 1, 1960-June 30, 1961 (1962) 11867
July 1, 1961-June 30, 1962 (1963) 19274
July 1, 1962-June 30, 1963 (1965) 690
July 1, 1963-June 30, 1964 (1965) 16293
daily synopses (1961) 3282; (1962) 3745
digests (1963) 3602; (1964) 3422; (1965)
3312

index-digest, July 1, 1956-June 30, 1961
(1963) 4996
monthly (1961) 3281; (1962) 3692; (1963)

3532; (1964) 3346; (1965) 3234
report on Portland, Oreg., post office facil-

ity regarding fund requirements for

lease and direct Government acquisition
(1962) 17124

electronic data processing equipment use,
hearings (1963) 15329, 17182

findings and recommendations for improving
Government operations (1961) 16621

departmental edition (1962) 9715; (1963)
8310; (1964) 8709

document edition (1962) 13356; (1963)
17070; (1964) 10173; (1965) 5811

print as House document, report (1961)
12282

functions (1962) 13555
print as Senate document, report (1962)

13617

General Accounting Office—Continued
manuals for guidance of Federal agencies

(1961) 103, 6155, 7503, 9229-33,
10671-672, 12749-750, 17315-318,
19393-394, 20798-803; (1962) 617,
7454-56, 9710, 17607, 19554; (1963)
584-585, 4994-95, 10253, 19275-278;
(1964) 792-793, 2398-2400, 3551-53,
6753-54, 8704, 10591, 12486, 21331;
(1965) 2182-83, 3466, 6251, 9214,
14382-383

opportunities for progress and success in
professional accounting (1963) 17515

principles and standards and internal audit-
ing guidelines, manual for guidance of
Federal agencies (1964) 3551

reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 6154; (1962)
9709; (1963) 6528; (1964) 2397; (1965)
2181

document editions (1961) 5575; (1962) 9176;
(1963) 6081; (1964) 1997; (1965) 1977

submissions of agency accounting systems
for GAO approval

—

hearings (1964) 17651
report (1965) 7442

supergrade positions, increase number,

hearings (1961) 10358, 17143
law (1961) 18712
reports (1961) 12261, 19051

transportation, manual for guidance of Fed-
eral agencies (1964) 3552; (1965) 3465

General Administration Department, D.C.,
Finance Office, tax and other revenue
collection activities, GAO review (1962)
15634

General Advisory Committee to Atomic Energy
Commission, Panel on High Energy Ac-
celerator Physics, report (1963) 15016

General agreement on tariffs and trade:
article-by-article analysis in layman's lan-

guage (1961) 15972
articles to be considered for negotiation

(1963) 21117
commercial relations, joint declaration be-

tween U.S. and European E)conomic
Community (1962) 14655

corn, sorghum, wheat, rice and poultry,
agreement with European Economic
Community and member States (1962)
14656

declaration between contracting parties and
Polish People's Republic (1961) 6574

declaration giving effect to provisions of
article 16:4 (1963) 9409

declaration on provisional accession of

—

Argentina (1963) 1552; (1965) 8318
Switzerland (1965) 6941
Tunisia (1965) 15076
United Arab Republic (1965) 6940
Yugoslavia (1965) 3048

extending declaration on provisional acces-

sions of

—

Argentina (1963) 9421
Swiss confederation (1962) 12728
Tunisia (1962) 12729

GATT tariff conference and American agri-
culture, results of U.S. negotiations
(1962) 11843

how it works to foster better understanding
of international trade (1964) 10689

Kennedy Round

—

and trade expansion act (address) (1965)
16208
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General agreement on tariffs and trade—Con.
Kennedy Round—Continued

progress report (address) (1965) 11702
what it is (address) (1965) 11701
world trade at crossroads (1964) 8022

Latin American free trade association (1962)
16183

making trade act work (address) (1963) 202
negotiations, fishery tariff concessions,

1960-61 (1962) 19502
negotiations under trade agreement act of

1934, concessions, products to be consid-
ered, etc., supplementary list (1961) 2716

protocol for accession of Israel to agree-
ment (1963) 11300

protocol for accession of Portugal to agree-
ment (1963) 9413

quality wheat, agreements with European
Elconomic Community and Member
States (1962) 18489; (1965) 6934

sessions of contracting parties, reports
(1961) 16628; (1963) 4718, 20458

summary of facts about GATT (1961) 2019
tariff conference, 1960-61

—

analysis of U.S. negotiations (1962) 8663,
16175; (1963) 11294

reciprocal concessions obtained and grant-
ed (1962) 8662

schedules of U.S. concessions negotiated
at Geneva (1962) 24090

text (1961) 13674
trade agreement between U.S. and European

Economic Community (1962) 18482
trade agreement with

—

European Ex!onomic Community, Japan,
and Switzerland (1963) 18330

Iceland (1965) 3056
trade agreements program and GATT, re-

ports (1964) 21166; (1965) 5319
trade, interim agreement with

—

Austria (1962) 20308
Canada (1962) 18483
Denmark (1962) 14650
European Ekronomic Community (1962)
16178

Finland (1962) 14651
Haiti (1962) 18500
India (1962) 18486
Israel (1962) 18485
Japan (1962) 18484
New Zealand (1962) 14652
Norway (1962) 14653
Pakistan (1962) 14654
Peru (1962) 20300
Portugal (1962) 14649
Spain (1963) 11305
Sweden (1962) 22857
Switzerland (1962) 18487
United Arab Republic (1963) 11326
United Kingdom (1962) 16179

trade, protocol of supplementary conces-

sions to agreement with Japan and New
Zealand (1963) 18337

trade. United States compensatory conces-

sions (1962) 18488
agreements with)
Great Britain (1963) 11304
Japan (1963) 11303

General Assembly of United Nations, see Unit-
ed Nations.

General Aviation accidents, statistical re-

view

—

calendar year I960 (1963) 7774
calendar year 1961 (1963) 11649

General Conference on Weights and Measures,
11th, transactions of meetings, Oct.

11-20. 1960, Paris, France (1964) 20622

General Council of Japanese Labor Unions,
visit of SOHYO president Ota in East
Berlin (1961) 9326

General Counsel, Agriculture Dept.:
appropriations, 1962, hearings (1961) 10325

appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 11430
appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 9921

appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964) 10286
nomination of Robert E. Giles, hearing

(1961) 5880
General Journal, Health, Education, and Wel-

fare Dept., nomination of Alanson W.
Willcox, hearing (1961) 5856

General Counsel of Treasury Department:
digest of opinions (1962) 3762; (1963) 3600;

(1964) 3420; (1965) 2051
v.1-10, index (1962) 21586

report on Coast Guard Military Justice
Jan. 1-Dec. 31, 1960 (1962) 15458
1961 (1962) 13712
1962 (1963) 8134
1963 (1964) 8461
1964 (1965) 6082

General Dyestuffs Corp.:
stockholders' claims, amend Trading with

the enemy act

—

hearings (1964) 12143
law (1964) 17349
reports (1963) 20590; (1964) 13982, 17539

General Dynamics Astronautics, leasing of
electrical accounting machines, GAO
review (1965) 715

General Dynamics Corp:
B-58 aircraft bomber recording system,

overpricing by Melpar, Inc., on fixed-price
purchase order 509, GAO report (1964)
6775

leasing of electronic data processing sys-
tems by General Dynamics, Astronautics
division, San Diego, Calif., Air force
Dept., GAO report (1964) 19764

overpricing of valves purchased from Gar-
rett Corporation Air Research Manufac-
turing Division, GAO report (1965) 6282

pricing of screwjack assemblies for F-106
airplanes under Air Force Dept. negoti-
ated fixed-price subcontracts awarded
by Convair division of General Dynam-
ics Corp. to Lear, Inc., GAO examination
(1962) 21807

retention of refunds related to illegally im-
posed taxes, GAO review (1963) 832i

TFX contract investigation, hearings (1963)

10015, 12019, 13809, 15386, 19056; (1964)
4584

General Electric Co.:

Cincinnati, Ohio, prices paid to Bendix Avia-
tion Corp. in purchase of jet engine
components under Dept. of Air Force
Contracts, examination by GAO (1961)
4299

GETR-helium loop-1 reactor design summa-
ry, technical report (1961) 18041

leasing of electronic data processing sys-
tems, unnecessary costs to Government,
GAO report (1964) 18095

procurement of aluminum caps and cans
without adequate pricing data under
AEC contracts, GAO review (1963) 12211

radar equipment, overstatement of target
cost under fixed-price incentive con-
tracts. Defense Dept., GAO report (1965)
708

turbojet engine parts purchased from Solar
Aircraft Co., overstated costs in price,

GAO report (1965) 2205
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General Hectric Co.—Continued
unnecessary cost through leasing of elec-

tronic data processing systems, by De-
fense Dept., GAO report (1965) 6297

General Grant National Memorial, general
information (1963) 1353; (1965) 18637

General Land Office, cartographic records, list

(1964) 7573

General Medical Sciences Division:

elevate to status of institute

—

hearing (1962) 21564
law (1962) 23238
reports (1962) 15249, 21453

research projects, etc (1961) 4972
General Medical Sciences Institute:

establish

—

hearing (1962) 21564
law (1962) 23238
reports (1962) 15249, 21453

General Mitchell Field, weather observations,
hourly, decennial census (1962) 18590

General Motors Corp.:
Allison Division, Indianapolis, Ind., prices

for aircraft engines under Dept. of Air
Force contract, examination by GAO
(1961) 4298

common stock, divestiture by Du Pont, etc.,

tax aspects, hearings (1965) 8986
wage chronology (1961) 11337; (1964) 9377

General Motors of Canada, Ltd., production,
etc., under U.S.-Canadian tariff elimina-
tion agreement, letter of undertaking
(1965) 17917

General Plywood Corp., Tariff Commission
reports (1965) 20109

General Services Administration:
abaca fiber program, audit report (1961)

6982; (1962) 2330
acquisition of Matomic Bnj^^g, District of

Columbia, hearing (19i^^^4
acquisition of property in D.C. for Interna-

tional Monetary Fund

—

hearing (1962) 15261
law (1962) 16778
reports (1962) 15226, 17179

additional costs resulting from failure to
consolidate certain Federal communica-
tions services in Washington, D.C. area,
GAO report (1964) 12487

administrator, nomination of Lawson B.
Knott, jr. hearing (1965) 12331

administrator to sell part of Cheli Air Force
Station to Chanslor-Western Oil & De-
velopment Co., report (1964) 4543

aircraft tires, uneconomical procurement by
military services under Federal supply
schedules issued, GAO review (1963)
6539

appointment of nonuniformed special police-

men

—

hearing (1961) 18974
law (1961) 18666
reports (1961) 8962, 16768

appropriations, 1962, hearings (1961) 8833,
12502

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 13494, 19369
supplemental, proposal (1962) 21240

appropriations, 1964

—

construction, proposed provision for pay-
ment of contractors claims (1964) 10359

deficiency, hearings (1964) 10285
hearings (1963) 18919

appropriations, 1965

—

amendment (1964) 10192
hearings (1964) 10290

appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 8869
awards of contracts for rental of electronic

data processing equipment, GAO review
(1962) 15630

General Services Administration—Con.
budget, 1963, amendment (1962) 17146
closedown and current status of Government

nickel plant at Nicaro, Cuba

—

hearings (1962) 2337
report (1962) 9298

contract DMP-78 with Harvey Aluminum,
Inc., audit, GAO review (1962) 21803

contracts DMP-49, 50, and 51 with Hanna
companies, Cleveland, Ohio, GAO audit
report (1961) 9234

coordination of purchase, etc., of automatic
data processing equipment

—

hearing (1963) 11902
reports (1963) 13552, 13612

court quarters and accommodations for U.S.
District Courts, provide

—

hearing (1962) 11671
law (1962) 23164
reports (1962) 11603, 19160

donable surplus property program, hearings
(1965) 17927, 19498

drugs and pharmaceutical products pur-
chased, violations of price reductions
clause in Federal supply schedule con-
tracts, GAO report (1965) 6322

excess and surplus personal property utili-

zation and disposal at selected installa-
tions, GAO review (1963) 595

Federal records management, clarify author-
ity-

law (1964) 6176
reports (1963) 18890; (1964) 4548

Federal standardization, handbook (1965)
14405

functions, basic laws and authorities, compi-
lation (1964) 18096

authority to pay transportation costs,
etc., of supplies for gov't, agencies

—

law (1962) 18969
reports (1961) 18891; (1962) 17255

GAO audit report (1961) 14941; (1962)
15624; (1963) 8308
law (1961) 18750
report (1961) 18890

GSA news releases (1961) 3286
GSA supply services to military activities

(1963) 596
handbook for training guards (1964) 7680
investigative officers to administer oaths

—

law (1962) 18986
reports (1961) 8959; (1962) 17052

Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. procurement
of operating supplies from (ISA sources,
GAO report (1965) 10967

manganese stockpiling program, GAO re-

view (1963) 10263
negotiated sale of Mitchell Field, hearing

(1963)8113
press releases, news (1962) 4208; (1963) 4056;

(1964) 3889; (1965) 3807
public buildings appropriations, 1963, hear-

ings (1962) 17087
public buildings, design and construction

program (1961) 19407; (1963) 17516
region 6, Kansas City, Mo., irregularities,

hearings (1961) 1885

regional office, San Francisco overpayments
to vendors, GAO report (1965) 705

regional offices, automatic data processing
activities, GAO review (1962) 23580

reports (1962) 621; (1963) 5011; (1964) 4771;
(1965) 4852

San Francisco region, unnecessary costs for
commercial long distance telephone calls

made by Federal agencies, GAO report
(1965)6310

services available to Federal Agencies (1964)
8747
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General Services Administration—Con.
sites for Federal buildings, acquisition, in-

formation (1964) 4774
sources not utilized, excessive costs incurred

by Panama Canal Company, GAO report
(1965) 12523

telephone, Dallas region, unnecessary costs
for commercial long-distance calls be-

tween cities served by PTS, GAO report
(1965)719

transfer certain functions of Treasury
Dept.—

law (1965) 10365
reports (1965) 5918, 10652

unnecessary costs resulting from failure to

consolidate leasing of intercity commu-
nications lines of civil agencies, GAO
report (1964) 21343

unnecessary costs to Government for com-
mercial long distance telephone calls

made by civil agencies between cities

served by Federal Telecommunications
System, GAO report (1964) 8739

Washington, D.C., regional office, planning
for automatic data processing equip-
ment, GAO review (1962) 19558

General supplies, policies and procedures
manual (1962) 18367

General Time Corporation, Westclox Division,
duplicate payments for artillery fuzes
destroyed in testing. Army Dept., GAO
report (1965) 10947

General von Steuben Memorial Day, proclaim,
report (1961) 19076

Generao, Pedro A., relief (1961) 16889
(Jreneration of coherent light using solid bodies

(1962) 7709
(ieneration of random correlated quantity on

high-speed electronic computer (1961)
2170

Generative organs:
cancer, methodology of using inhibiting be-

tatron irradiation, USSR study (1961)
11033

centimeter band radio waves effect on re-

productive organs, USSR study (1961)
11126

destruction of reproductive organs of her-
ring caused by ultrasound under natural
conditions, USSR study (1961) 9316

external, female, macro-microscopic study of
intraorgan lymphatic system of skin
and mucous membrane, USSR (1961)
11086

female, tumors, pathology (1961) 9008
statutory award to veterans for loss, pay-

ment without filing claim, report (1961)
5657

X-ray dose load on reproducing organs in

diagnosis, Hungarian study (1962) 7829
Generators, see names or types of generators,
(ienes:

mutation of gene possible, USSR study
(1965) 14504

rice, symbolization and linkage group (1963)
1626

Genesis and hardening of laterite in soils

(1963) 1730
Geneticists, public health scientist, examina-

tion announcement (1964) 209
Genetics:
achievements, certain mental diseases,

USSR study (1965) 9457
adaptation and genetics, USSR articles

(1962) 19932
analysis of some basic mechanisms of immu-

nity, radiation sickness and carcinoge-
nesis (1962) 812

Genetics—Continued
bacteria, effectiveness of space factors on

life, USSR studies (1964) 10979
chronic diseases (1965) 9876
Cottonwood improvement system for com-

mercial planters (1964) 18076
cytogenetic study of radium dial painters and

progeny (1963) 13214
danger of small radiation doses for man and

their effect on heredity of monkeys and
rodents (1961) 9943

effect of radiation by study of chromosome
disease in human, USSR investigation
(1962) 5858

forest, and forest tree improvement, bibliog-

raphy (1962) 22941
forest genetics, bibliography (1962) 17605
gatherings in East Europe (1964) 18237
genetics and radiation, use of vital and

health statistics (1963) 1431
genetics and selection of microorganisms,

principles of molecular biology, USSR
study (1965) 2763

hereditary irvformation, analysis of struc-
ture, USSR study (1963) 19390

human biochemical, translation (1964) 20106
immunity, theories of control mechanisms

for antibody formation, etc. (1964) 9006
mathematical models for determining combi-

native ability, USSR study (1965) 16457
medical gazette (USSR periodical), transla-

tions (1965) 9421
medical introduction, USSR study (1965)

9453
methodological problems, USSR studies

(1965) 6496, 9393
microorganisms, USSR study (1963) 6774
molecular and radiation, effect on heredity,

USSR studies (1964) 4895
mutagenic and antimutagenic action of so-

dium gallate, USSR study (1964) 9061
ophthalmological, international congress,

Brno, Czechoslovakia (1965) 16515
philosophical problems, USSR study (1961)

10992
physiology and genetics, USSR studies

(1963) 15752
plant, radioisotopes uses, bibliography

(1964) 15283
pima cottons, varietal improvement program

(1962) 12822
population structure change through selec-

tion in case of overdomination, USSR
study (1964) 12811

problems of modern genetics, USSR study
(1965) 19768

protein synthesis, RNA and genetics, rela-

tionships, USSR studies (1963) 17992
radiation effects, role of heredity and chro-

mosomal diseases (1965) 16400
radiation, problems, USSR book (1963) 4472
research program of AEC (1961) 1717
Soviets debate genetic role of DNA (1962)

19825
sport fishes, study

—

hearings (1962) 21544; (1963) 4757
report (1962) 17276

transfer of information, participation of

both strands of DNA, USSR study
(1964) 16355

transplantable tumors, USSR study (1961)

4666
USSR-
history of ideas (1965) 12773
news (1965) 14540
recent attitude on Mendelism (1965) 18295
research (1965) 11271
studies (1965) 12687, 14590, 16389
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Genetics—Continued
USSR—Continued
teaching, in secondary schools (1965)

16469
World Collection of Barleys, evolutionary

aspects of certain morphological charac-
ters (1963) 7583

Geneva, Switzerland:
conference on discontinuance of nuclear

weapons tests

—

address (1962) 14807
guide (1963) 3341
history and analysis of negotiations (1961)
21381

history of negotiations (1961) 2717
progress, etc., analysis (1961) 387
State Department press release (1962)

10952
U.S. note to USSR on resumption of nego-

tiations (1962) 4593
Conference on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space,

staff study (1963) 6204
International Labor Organization confer-

ence

—

House delegates to attend, appoint, re-

ports (1963) 11812; (1964) 10235
U.S. participation, hearings (1963) 20498;

(1964) 19504
new disarmament plans and measures

—

messages from Khrushchev to the Presi-
dent and Harold MacMillan (1962) 10957

texts of message from the President to
Khrushchev (1962) 10958, 14803

nuclear test ban negotiations

—

in relation to Project Vela hearings (1962)
11285
summary analysis (1962) 11286

renewed at Geneva disarmament confer-
ence, hearings (1963) 4777

report (1962) 4584
Soviet note, Aug. 9, 1961 (1962) 10661

United Nations conference on trade and de-
velopment, conclusions and lessons
(1965) 1011

Genghis Khan, translations from Li-shih
yen-chiu (1963) 8641

Gengozian, N.:

hematologic and cytogenetic evidence for
chimerism in marmoset, Tamarinus ni-

gricollis (1965) 5562
human A- and B-like antigens on red cells of

marmosets (1965) 4211
Geniculate body, external, of primates, struc-

tural and histochemical characteristics,
USSR study (1965) 9334

Geniostoma, species, in New Hebrides, Fiji,

Samoa, and Tonga (1962) 3394
Genital organs, see Generative organs.
Genito-urinary organs:

tuberculosis, clinical studies. Communist
China (1962) 17851

urogenital system in cetaceans, certain fea-
tures, USSR study (1965) 2354

Genocide, nations, peoples, and countries in
U.S.S.R. (1965) 416

Genotype, paths of evolution, USSR study
(1962) 1016

Gentry, Dwight L., bakery products, bibliogra-
phy (1964) 5679

Gentry, Joseph W., crop insects of northeast
Africa-southwest Asia (1965) 5505

Geobotany, see Phytogeography.
Geochemical prospecting, see Geochemistry.
Geochemical prospecting, see Prospecting.
Geochemistry:

analytical methods in geochemical investiga-
tions of Pierre shale (series) (1961)
20813-814; (1964) 18127

Geochemistry—Continued
Coeur d.Alene mining district (1961) 7517
contributions to geochemical prospecting for

minerals (series) (1963) 17521; (1964)
15943; (1965) 12534, 14411-412

contributions to geochemistry (series) (1961)
7516, 9249, 12777-778; (1962) 21827-828;
(1963) 8333, 15605, 17525, 19295; (1964)
21350; (1965) 4864, 12536

contributions to geochemistry of sedimenta-
ry processes (series) (1962) 9737

data (series) (1963) 2349-51, 5024, 6558, 8339;
(1964) 14343

earth's shells, origin (1963) 18178
exploration, analytical methods used by Geo-

logical Survey (1963) 2343
exploration near Getchell mine, Humbolot

County, Nev (1964) 15943
geochemical aspects of artificial recharge at

Grand Prairie region. Ark (1963) 20740
geochemical ecology, USSR study (1964)

12935
geochemical prospecting methods at Malach-

ite mine, Jefferson County, Colo (1963)
17521

geochemistry of water (series) (1961)
6186-87, 7529, 9259, 10696; (1962) 639,
17632; (1964) 4805, 12513, 15954

geology and geochemistry of Steamboat
Springs area, Nev (series) (1964) 19788;
(1965) 734

ground water in mine drainage problems
(1964) 2423

Magnet Cove alkalic igneous complex (1963)
12229

minor elements in coals of northern Great
Plains coal province (1961) 14949

natural waters. Blue Grass region, Ky
(1964) 14350

platinum metals (1965) 4864
present status, current tasks and future

development. Communist Chinese study
(1965) 6407

prospecting investigations in copper belt of
Vermont (1965) 14411

regions of Belorussian Soviet Socialist Re-
public, conference, USSR study (1961)
10879

rocks and related soils and vegetation in

Yellow Cat area, Utah (1964) 21351
Steamboat Springs area, Washoe County,

Nev (1964) 19788
Steamboat Springs thermal area, Washoe

County, Nev (1965) 734
talc-bearing ultramafic rocks and adjacent

country rocks in north-central Vermont
(1963) 603

transactions of V. G. Khlopin Radium Insti-

tute (1961) 9942
uranium in marine black shales, review

(1961) 19416
work of Nikolay S. Jurnakov, USSR study

(1962) 936
see also Hydrogeochemistry.

Geochronology, see Geologic time.
Geodesists, Polish Society of, see Society of

Polish Geodesists.
Geodesy:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet journals (1962) 9874; (1963)
12366; (1964) 1248

accuracy of method of geodetic intersec-
tions, East German study (1962) 7769

algorithm for solving large systems of nor-
mal equations by means of multi-group
method on electronic computer, USSR
study (1963) 1085

application of occultations (1963) 20649
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Geodesy—Continued
calculations, standard method (1961) 11224
cartographic-geodetic work in Transcauca-

sus, outline of development (1961) 11319
celestial (1962) 10505
Chinese People's Republic geodetic network,

basic regulations (1961) 17400
Ck)ast and Geodetic Survey as central depos-

itory of data

—

hearings (1963) 4756
report (1962) 21092

computation of horizontal surveys (1961)
8323

conferences and awards, Hungary (1965)
18347

coordinates, table of o corrections (1961)
11239

Czechoslovak Central Administration, carto-
graphic activities (1961) 19785

datum shifts, derived from camera observa-
tions of satellites (1963) 12885

determining dimensions of reference ellipsoid
and geodetic datum on basis of artificial

satellite observation, Czechoslovak
study (1963) 7057

development, Bulgarian Academy of Sci-
ences (1962) 5496

Dneiper River construction project (1961)
11258

East Germany, development of operations
(1962) 5555

eastern Europe, Hungarian studies (1962)
10245

elastic deformations of geodetic standards,
effect on accuracy of their measure-
ments (1961) 11263

equalization of USSR astronomic-geodetic
network, problems (1964) 12686

error interval, estimate. East German study
(1962) 7755

geocentric latitude of space point, USSR
study (1964) 16449

geodesy and cartography in Hungary (1965)

16426
(USSR periodical), abstracts (1961) 2931

geodetic utilization of satellites, analysis of
gravitational and geometric aspects
(1961) 7960

geoid and world geodetic system based on
combination of gravimetric, ast-
ro-geodetic, and satellite data (1961)
9551

gravimetric and magnetic photos interpreta-
tion bv Polish automatic calculating
machines (1962) 7557

Hungary, personalities in field (1962) 7660
Hungary, work (1964) 1002
individual adjustment of angles and lines in

theodolite traverses by method of least
squares (1961) 4757

Institute of Geodesy and Cartography, ac-
tivity for 1929 (1961) 2458

interpolation error determination of astro-
nomic-geodetic plumb-line deflections

—

in west Bohemia Kraj, Czechoslovakia
(1964) 2906

in western Czechoslovakia (1964) 12623
Israeli in 1959-60 (1961) 15147
magnitude of mean square error of meas-

ured values after their adjustment
(1961) 11311

natural function tables for computing geo-
graphic positions on international el-

lipsoid (1964) 10117
network and artificial earth satellites, USSR

study (1965) 19718
nomographs, use in checking calculations

(1961) 11209

Geodesy—Continued
nomography

—

application, USSR study (1961) 11211
problem of use (1961) 11216

Project ANNA optical observations (1965)
8483

Novosibirsk Institute, 30th anniversary,
USSR study (1963) 19420

papers prepared at AFCRL, 1962, compen-
dium (1963) 18454

parameters, review (1963) 12884
Poland, development, problems, activities

(1962) 5481, 5571, 10064, 15905
Potsdam Geodetic Institute, research activi-

ty (1962) 7617
radiogeodesy in marine geophysical explora-

tion, USSR study (1963) 1087
radiogeodetic operations, graphoanalytical

method of constructing hyperbolic net,

USSR study (1963) 6943
ratio between amplitude and length of me-

ridian arc (1961) 1156
research and development activities (1961)

3735
results in development of geodetic computa-

tions (1961) 11320
role in regional reorganization of East (Ger-

many, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Bul-
garia (1962) 7661

satellite, ANNA-1, optical beacon, evolution
(1963) 9617

satellite system. Project ANNA

—

hearings (1962) 15282
report (1962) 17042

satellite tracking system for use in satellite

triangulation, research (1962) 13113
side computation in electronic geodetic trila-

teration by circular surveying system,
Polish study (1963) 7004

solution of 2-point problem, by graphic
method (1961) 1158

Soviet, 1925-40, translations (1961) 1154-58,
2442-55,4746-79, 11204-320

space coordinates, transformation to
three-dimensional rectangular coordi-
nate system (1961) 6914

standards of notation and method of least
squares (1961) 11300

technician, examination announcement
(1965) 13688

topographic and cartographic work in Fin-
land and its geodetic control (1961)
11272

topographic-geodetic work, organizing and
planning in USSR (1961) 2213

U.S. and in other areas, operations through
international cooperation, 1960-62 (1963)
13332

uniform letter symbols (1961) 4759
use of artificial earth satellites for geodetic

purposes, USSR studies (1965) 2767,
18383

USSR-
aerial surveying and geodesy (1962) 8095
astronomic-geodetic highlights (1962) 7545
developments (1962) 6028
problems and developments (1962) 17693

worldwide space triangulation network,
plan, USSR study (1965) 14562

Yugoslavia projects (1962) 5539
see also Surveying.

Geodetic aids, examination announcement, dis-

continuance notice (1965) 11970
Geodetic astronomy, see Astronomy.
Geodetic instruments, graduating engines,

automatic, detecting of errors in toothed
disc (1961) 11241

(xeodetic surveying, see Maps and charts.
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Geodetic technicians, examination announce-
ment, discontinuance notice (1965) 11970

Geodetics, see Geodesy.
Geodimeters:

operator, organizational, field and depot
maintenance, technical manual (1961)
8366

singular geodetic survey measuring (1961)
1844

Geofizicheskaya razvedka (periodical):

translations (1963) 5294
Geographers:
economic rayon research problem, Hungari-

ans debate (1962) 7373
employment outlook (1962) 8368; (1964) 9391

Geographic aspects of modern weather fore-

casting, Hungary (1962) 5417
Geographic bulletins (1963) 13068, 16574;

(1964) 9797, 18956; (1965) 11713-715,
13282, 15059

Geographic explorations in deserts of central
Asia (1961) 15388

Geographic mobility:
and employment status. May 1962-Mar. 1963

(1964) 13074, 21677
cost (1964) 13663
mobility of population of United States

—

Mar. 1962-63 (1965) 7268
Mar. 1963-Mar. 1964 (1965) 17223

Geographic Names Board:
decision lists (1961) 6168, 9243, 17326; (1962)

622, 11881, 19563; (1963) 5012, 12218;
(1964) 796, 8749-50; (1965) 724, 2221,
10976, 14407, 18197

gazetteers (1961) 9244, 12772-773, 14944,
17327-328, 19408; (1962) 5291, 7466,
11882, 13865-866, 15635, 17617-620,
21820, 23585; (1963) 2337, 10273,
17517-519, 19289-291; (1964) 8751, 15939,
18097-100, 21347; (1965) 4853-56, 7795,
9254, 10977-978, 14408, 16310

75th anniversary 1890-1965 (1965) 18196
Geographic note GE series (1965) 3043
Geographic reports:
Census Bureau (1963) 7765, 13302, 20360;

(1965) 4352
State Department (1962) 20289-296; (1965)

11716
Geographic study of rural settlements in

USSR (1962) 12265
(ieographical atlases, see Atlases,
(geographical Institute of University of Co-

penhagen, description, etc (1961) 17482
Geographical names:

Africa (1961) 5102; (1962) 4569
Asia, south and east regions (1964) 11617
Austria (1962) 17620
Belgium (1963) 17518
Brazil (1963) 17517
Burundi (1965) 4855
Cambodia (1963) 17519
Cameroon (1962) 13865
Central African Republic (1962) 17618
Chad (1962) 17619
Ch'i-lien Mountains, geological gazetteers.

Communist, Chinese study (1963) 14104
China, Communist, administrative divisions,

1965, handbook (1965) 18323
Congo (Leopoldville), Republic of (1964)

18099
Cuba (1963) 19289
Dahomey (1965) 14408
decision lists (1963) 5012, 12218; (1964) 796,

8749-50; (1965) 724, 10976, 18197
Finland (1962) 15635
France (1965) 4853-54
Gabon (1962) 11882

Geographical names—Continued
gazetteers (1963) 2337, 10273, 17517-519,

19289-291; (1964) 8751, 15939, 18097-100,
21347; (1965) 4853-56, 7795, 9254,
10977-978, 14408, 16310

Guinea (1965) 10978
Iceland (1962) 5291
Ivory Coast (1965) 10977
Kenya (1964) 18098
Korea, Republic, standard place names

(1965) 4991-92
Laos (1963) 2337
Mainland China (1963) 10273
North Korea (1963) 19291
Northern Vietnam (1964) 15939
Norway, Svalbard and Jan Mayen (1964)

18097
Pakistan (1962) 21820
Republic of Congo (Brazzaville) (1962) 13866
Rio Muni, Fernando Po, and Sao Tome (1962)

17617
Rwanda (1965) 4856
Senegal (1965) 9254
southern Vietnam and South China Sea

(1962) 7466
Sudan (1962) 23585
Sweden (1963) 19290
Tanzania (1965) 16310
Tunisia (1964) 18100
Uganda (1964) 21347
United States, decision lists (1962) 622,

11881, 19563; (1964) 796, 8749-50; (1965)
724, 2221, 10976, 14407, 18197

Upper Volta (1965) 7795
Zanzibar (1964) 8751
see also Geographic Names Board

—

also
names of localities.

Geographical Society activities, Poland (1962)
5659

Geography:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet journals (1963) 847, 8848, 12366,
12544, 14405, 15995, 17620

acta geographica Sinica, translations (1964)
5021

Acta geographica Sinica (Chinese periodi-

cal), translations (1963) 10502, 10592,
16084

regional economics, articles from Ti-li (pe-

riodical) (1963) 14274
translations from Chung-Kuo hsin-wen

(1964) 7334, 9109
translations from Ti-li (1963) 15753, 15815,

16085, 20916; (1964) 7294, 12756
aerial photography, use for study of terrain,

USSR study (1963) 12514
agricultural. Communist China (1961) 13014;

(1963)2719
agricultural, Rumania (1962) 12203
Belorussian medico-geographic study (1965)

11077
boundary concepts and definitions, report

(1962) 20289
Communist China

—

abstracts in Soviet journal (1962) 5973,
9846, 10228-229, 12154, 19731, 19865,
22277, 23705, 23856

geography (Chinese periodical, transla-
tions) (1965) 6422, 6493, 18300, 18343

Hunan Province gazetteer (1963) 916
natural geography of northwest China

(1962) 986
translations (1963) 8694

Communist Chinese periodical, articles

(1963) 10738
Czechoslovak krajs, economic-geographic

review (1962) 3182
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Oeography—Continued
economic

—

East China (1962) 3035
for communes, Communist China (1963)
6864

French Indochinese mihtary territory,
FYench study (1963) 17609

Maphiar autonomous regiune contribu-
tions, Rumanian study (1962) 12160

of transportation, USSR study (1965)
16403

report on meeting of Economic Geography
Section of GDR Geographic Society
(1962) 7999

geographic activities of Natural and Geo-
graphic Sciences Association of Ruma-
nian People's Republic (1965) 12724

geographic bulletins (1963) 13068, 16574;
(1964) 9797, 18956; (1965) 11713-715,
13282, 15059

geographic note GE series (1965) 3043
geographic reports

—

Census Bureau (1963) 13302, 20360; (1965)
4352

State Department (1962) 20289-296; (1965)
11716

geographical factors affecting regimes of
rivers of USSR (1964) 20048

geographical sciences, Poland (1962) 10164

Hungarian Academy of Sciences, research
(1962) 14292

Hungary, relationship between vegetation
and relief (1963) 17830

industrial, Chinese People's Republic (1962)
5775

instruction, financial assistance guidelines
under NDEA (1965) 9042

Korea, Republic, statistics (1964) 20098
linguistic, problems in theory, USSR study

(1965) 16475
maps, mathematical basis (1962) 14024

medical-geographical sciences and geograph-
ical pathology, USSR study (1965) 838

medical geography, USSR study (1962)
22262

Mongolia

—

distribution of magma deposits (1964)
14528

economic geography (1964) 10835
Mongolian People's Republic, translations

(1961) 12985, 13211
National defense education act

—

grrants to strengthen instruction, ques-
tions and answers (1965) 7591

institutes for advanced study (1965) 6114,
7595, 10744

loans to private nonprofit schools for
equipment (1965) 12389

Northern Hemisphere regions, geographic
distribution of clear sky occurrence dur-
ing IGY, principal features, USSR study
(1965) 12629

publications of various countries, bibliogra-
phy. Communist China (1962) 1210

reports of interest from USSR (1961) 15155
Rumania

—

during people's regime (1965) 852
scientific geographic research (1965) 799

Rumanian People's Republic, monograph,
translations (1962) 5781

Rumanian villages (1961) 4532
sciences, articles (1962) 8020
sciences, development in Communist China

(1961) 15166
selections from Herald of Moscow Universi-

ty (1962) 17766

Geography—Continued
Slovak Geographical Society

—

activities (1962) 5708
establishment of East Slovak Branch

(1962) 5495
soil and geography, USSR studies (1964)

11108
Soviet bloc changes (1962) 17962
teachers, advanced study, national defense

institutes, manual (1964) 21267
teaching, rediscovering the earth (1965)

12391
translations from Chung-kuo hsin-wen

(1963) 14093
transportation, research (1961) 6597
use of large-scale maps in research, USSR

(1961) 15552
USSR, methods of investigation (1962) 5587
world, USAFI course, study guides (1961)

12540, 17147
Yugoslavia, textbook (1962) 2972
see also Physical geography

—

also names of
places.

Geography (Chinese periodical):

translations (1963) 10738, 14402, 14404,
15753, 15815, 16085. 20916; (1964) 7294,
12756; (1965) 6422, 6493, 18300, 18343

Geography Institute, see Institute of (Geogra-
phy.

Greohydrology, see Hydrogeology.
Geoid and world geodetic system based on

combination of gravimetric, astrogeo-
detic, and satellite data (1961) 9551

Geologic time, stratigraphy and chronology of

late interglacial and early Vashon gla-

cial time in Seattle area. Wash. (1965)
4862

Geological Commission of East Germany, see
Germany.

Geological Survey:
bibliography of reports resulting from par-

ticipation in U.S. technical assistance
program, 1940-65 (1965) 10982

bulletins, see listings under (Geological Sur-
vey in the monthly issues,

title page and contents, no. 1096 (1963)
10277

circulars, see listings under (jeological Sur-
vey in the Monthly issues.

elevation information, sources (1961) 14959
film of eruption of Kilauea volcano, 1955

(1962) 17625
geochemical exploration, analytical methods

used (1963) 2343
geologists, examination announcements

(1963) 16955; (1964) 19339
long range plan for resource surveys, inves-

tigations and research programs (1964)
4782

MIO series (1961) 14953-968; (1962) 17625,
21830

perform work outside national domain, ex-

tend authority

—

law (1962) 18992
reports (1961) 14666; (1962) 17045

press releases (1961) 3293; (1962) 4209;

(1963) 4057; (1964) 3890; (1965) 3808
professional papers, see listings under Geo- ^

logical Survey in monthly issues,

program review, hearing (1964) 15591
publications

—

June 1958-Mav 1961, supp (1961) 19418
1879-1961 (1964) 15953
1962 (1963) 20738
1964 (1965) 19674

. monthly lists (1961) 3288; (1962) 4117;

(1963) 3960; (1964) 3788; (1965) 3705
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Geological Survey—Continued
publications—Continued
on geology of radioactive deposits (1961)

11797
reports and maps released only in open files,

lists (1961) 14952; (1962) 15638; (1963)
19302; (1965) 2237; (1965) 16316

research, 1961

—

short papers in geologic and hydrologic
sciences (1961) 19417, 20816-817

synopsis of geologic and hydrologic re-

sults (1961) 20815
research, 1962

—

series (1963) 608, 6559
short papers in geology and hydrology

(1962) 17630
short papers in geology, hydrology and
topography (1962) 23591

studies (1962) 11892
research 1963

—

geology and hydrology papers (1963)
14026, 20737; (1964) 8772, 14347, 19790

summary of investigations (1964) 812

research 1964

—

geology, hydrology, and topographic
maps, short papers (1965) 4867

scientific and economic results, summary
(1965) 738

research 1965

—

chap. B (1965) 6345
chap. C (1965) 18215

stratigraphic nomenclature, changes, 1963
(1965) 6334

water supply papers, see listings under Geo-
logical Survey in monthly issues.

Geologists

—

electronic companion, USSR study (1964)
7023

employment outlook (1962) 8369; (1964) 9388

examination announcements (1961) 8556,
18414; (1962) 13110, 20665; (1963) 16955;
(1964) 4397, 19339; (1965) 17258

amendment (1963) 183
discontinuance notice (1962) 13102

opportunities, etc., in nuclear age (1961) 706
Rumanian, activity abroad (1962) 13957
training at Osman University, India (1965)

11144
Geologiya i geofizika (periodical):

translations (1965) 12610
Geology:
Abajo Mountains area, San Juan County,

Utah (1964) 18132
achievements in research in hydrocarbons,

Rumanian study (1964) 21464
aeromagnetic survey, USSR study (1964)

6928
Agua Caliente Spring, Palm Springs, Calif

(1963) 8346
Ahtanum Vallev, Yakima County, Wash

(1962) 13880
Alaska

—

Alaska Highway, Delta River to Tok Junc-
tion, Alaska, reconnaissance (1965) 7796

Anchorage area (1964) 15964
Chandler River region (1964) 804
geology of water power sites in Alaska

(series (1965) 9262
Good Friday earthquake, Mar. 27, 1964,
preliminary evaluation (1964) 10634

Imuruk Lake area (1964) 2416
iron prospect. North Bradfield River

(1964) 2414
Lost River tin mine area (1964) 8752
northwestern, surficial, central Kobuk

River Valley (1964) 18111

Geology—Continued
Alaska—Continued
quaternary deposits of Kenai Lowland and

glacial history of Cook Inlet region
(1964) 10644

quaternary, of Mount Chamberlin area.
Brooks Range (1965) 16315

southeastern, geology and ore deposits of
Bokan Mountain uranium-thorium area
(1964) 6798

southeastern, Sunxlum copper-zinc pros-
pect (1964) 18101

Alvord Mountain quadrangle, San Bernardi-
no County, Calif (1961) 2050

American Falls quadrangle, Idaho (1963)
10280

Amur Basin, brief geomorphological charac-
terization, USSR study (1965) 2658

Angostura Reservoir quadrangle, S. Dak
(1963) 6544

Anlauf and Drain quadrangles, Oreg (1963)
5015

Antelope-Ashwood area, Oreg (1964) 4778
Antler Peak quadrangle, Nev. (series) (1963)

63.39, 12543
Apache County, Ariz., central part (1965)

6347
Aral Sea, geomorphological characteristics,

USSR study (1963) 702
Arctic regions and Siberia, USSR studies

(1963) 19650
area south of Telluride, Colo (1963) 6546
areal

—

and aeroradioactivity survey

—

east-central New York and west-central
New England (1965) 180

Georgia nuclear laboratory area, north-
ern Georgia (1963) 11552

Hanford Plant area. Wash, and Oreg
(1962) 18704

national reactor testing station area,
Idaho (1965) 5600

Oak Ridge National Laboratory area,
Tenn. and Ky (1963) 1827

North Park basin, Jackson County, Colo
(1965) 10981

northern Alaska, exploration (series)
(1961) 7523; (1964) 10636, 19781

northwestern Alaska, exploration (series)
(1961) 17330

Savannah River plant area. South Caroli-
na and Georgia (1962) 11024

artesian water in Malabar coastal plain of
southern Kerala, India (1964) 12518

ash-flow tuffs, origin, etc (1961) 6179
Ash Meadows quadrangle, Nev.-Calif (1965)

6331
aspects of high-explosive test at Project

Chariot site, northwestern Alaska (1963)
2079

Atlantic Ocean, investigations on ship Po-
lyus, USSR study (1965) 5016

Bald Knob quardrangle. Ferry and Okano-
gan Counties, Wash (1964)"l8108

Bannock thrust zone, southeastern Idaho
(1963) 8336

Baranof and southern Chichagof Islands,
geologic mapping, stratigraphic and
structural studv (series) (1963) 10284

Bartow County, Ga (1963) 19326
Basin quadrangle, Mont (1963) 20729
Beaver Rim area, Fremont and Natrona

Counties, Wyo., tertiary geology (1965)
2224

bedrock

—

Coventry Center quadrangle, R.I (1963)
19298
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Geology—Continued
bedrock—Continued

Crompton quadrangle. R.I (1963) 19299
Fitchville quadrangle, Conn (1964) 18109
Kassler quadrangle, Colo (196,"?) 14025
Kingston quadrangle, R.I (1964) 18105
Penn Yan and Keuka Park quadrangles,
N.Y(]964) 12505

Salem quadrangle and vicinity. Mass
(1964) 10631

Tiverton quadrangle, R.I.-Mass (1964)
15942

valleys of New England coast as related
to fluctuations of sea level (1964) 19787

Wickford quadrangle, R.I (1964) 10630
Belmont and Calamine quadrangles. Wis

(1964) 18103
Belmont County, Ohio (1963) 19314
Belo Horizonte, Ibirite, and Macacos quad-

rangles, Brazil (1964) 10638
beryllium deposits in Thomas Range, Juab

County, Utah (1963) 10286
Bexar County, Tex (1963) 14029
Bikini and nearby atolls, Marshall Islands

(series) (1964)'l5945
Birmingham red-iron-ore district, Ala., stud-

ies (1965) 18210
Bishop district, Calif (1965) 14415
Bluewater Springs area. Carbon County,

Mont (1964) 15969
Bonita Creek area, Graham County, Ariz

(1961) 14975
Bonner quadrangle, Mont (1961) 19412
Bradley, Calhoun and Ouachita Counties,

Ark (1964) 12528
Bradley River, Kenai Peninsula (1962) 11884

Bristol-Plainville-Southingron area. Conn
(1965) 7805

Brookhaven National Laboratory and vicin-

ity (163) 14018
Buckboard Mesa (plowshare program) (1965)

4262
Buffalo-Lake DeSmet area, Wyo (1961) 6169
Bulgarian Academy of Science, Geological

Institute, services, etc (1964) 5158
Bulgarian, successes in 20 years of Com-

munist power (1965) 950
Bullfrog quadrangle and ore deposits relat-

ed to Bullfrog Hills caldera, Nye Coun-
ty, Nev. and Inyo County, Calif (1964)
18133

Burdock quadrangle, S. Dak (1963) 10275
Butte Valley region, Siskivou County, Calif

(1961) 6184
Cachoeira do Campo, Dom Bosso, and Ouro

Branco quadrangles, Minas Gerois, Bra-
zil (1963) 602

Calamity Peak area (1963) 5018
Camp Ripley Military Reservation, Morrison

County, Minn (1964) 4813

Canal Zone and adjoining parts of Panama
(1964) 6803

Capitol Reef area, Wayne and Garfield
Counties, Utah (1963) 20732

Carlisle quadrangle, Wyo (1961) 9248
Carolina slate belt (196"3) 15602
Cave Hills area, Harding County, S. Dak

(1965) 12545
Cedar Mesa-Boundary Butte area, San Juan

County, Utah (1965) 9257
Cedar Mountain quadrangle. Iron County,

Utah (1962) 15642
Onozoic, part of area inundated by late

Pleistocene lake (1963) 2345
central Great Smoky Mountains, Tenn (1964)

8764
Cerro Gordo mining district, Inyo County,

Calif (1964) 4788
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Cheyenne and Kiowa Counties, Colo (1965)
742

Ch'i-lien Mountains, gazetteer (1963) 14104,
14279

China (1963) 12299
China, articles from Jen-min Jih-pao (1961)

7645
China geology (periodical), translations

(1963) 15944
Christmas quadrangle, Gila and Pinal Coun-

ties, Ariz (1964) 19774
Ciales quadrangle, Puerto Rico (1965) 6333
Claiborne Group, western Tennessee (1965)

18226
Clark Fork quadrangle, Idaho-Mont (1963)

17523
Clear Creek, Gilpin, and Larimer Counties,

Colo, (series) (1961) 10680, 14946
Cleveland quadrangle, Bearpaw Mountains,

Blaine County, Mont (1964) 18104
Clifton quadrangle, Wyo. and S. Dak (1963)

20727
coal, Seitz quadrangle, Ky (1963) 598
Coast Ranges, Calif., mineral composition of

stream waters (1961) 6187
Coeur d'Alene district (1961) 7517
Communist China

—

abstracts in Soviet journal (1962) 6011.
7993, 10262, 12060, 19704, 19876, 22289,
23689, 23705; (1963) 753, 847, 12362,
14405, 17620; (1964) 1248

accomplishments in geological science
(1961) 11067

coal deposits in Shantung, Ninghsia, and
Hunan Provinces (1962) 15874

translations from geological review (1963)
10614

contributions to Brazilian geology, nonfer-
rous metals (series) (1962) 5294; (1964)
6796

contributions to economic geology (series)

(1961) 4309, 6170, 9248, 10680, 10683,
12776, 14947; (1962) 627, 5295, 7467,
11886, 13870, 21826, 23586; (1963) 598,

5013, 5015-16, 5018. 6546. 6550-52,
10285-286, 14019, 15602-604, 15607,
17524, 17527, 19292, 19300, 20730; (1964)
799-800, 2418, 4781, 6797, 8755, 12508,
19775; (1965) 4859, 18199

contributions to general geology (series)

(1961) 705, 4307-8, 6172-73, 7515, 7518,
9245-47, 10681, 10685, 14950, 19412;
(1962) 628, 9730, 19566-567, 19569,
23588-589; (1963) 2339, 2342, 2344, 6547,
6549, 8330-32, 10278-280, 10284, 12221,
12225, 17523, 19294, 19301, 19317, 20728;
(1964) 801, 2410, 2415-16, 4775-78, 4780,
8754, 8760, 12505-507, 14338-339, 18104,
18108-109, 18111-112, 19773-774,
19776-778; (1965) 2228, 6331-32, 7796-98,
9255, 10983-985, 16315

contributions to geology of Antarctica (se-

ries) (1963) 19318; (1965) 12542
contributions to geology of uranium (1961)

14948; (1962) 5293", 13868-869, 17622,
21822, 21824-825, 21829; (1963) 19296;
(1964) 2413, 10629, 14337

Ck)ok Inlet area, Alaska, aeromagnetic re-

connaissance (1963) 6553
copper deposits, N.C., Va., and Ala (1964)

800
Cortez quadrangle, Nev (1965) 18198
Cosio Knob and Espinosa Canyon quadran-

gles, Monterey County, Calif (1964)
12506

Craig quadrangle, Alaska (1962) 2520
Creede district, San Juan Mountains, Colo

(1965) 19671
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Crittenden County, Ky (1962) 21826
Crook County, Wye, northern and western,

resources (1964) 19795
Crooks Gap, Fremont County, Wyo (1964)

14337
Cross Plains quadrangle. Brown, Callahan,

Coleman, and Eastland Counties, Tex
(1961) 19410

Cuba Citv, New Diggins, and Shullsburg
quadrangles, Wis. and 111 (1965) 2222

Curlew quadrangle. Ferry County, Wash
(1965) 6330

Cuyuna North range, Minn (1963) 20734
Cuzco-Anta-Urubama area, Cuzzo Depart-

ment, Peru (1965) 17127
Dane County, Wis (1965) 12555
Darwin quadrangle, Inyo County, Calif

(1963) 2347
deep drilling as method of studying earth's

crust, USSR study (1963) 14289
Deer Flat area, Utah (1963) 12223
denudation and orogeny, disparity between

present rates (1963) 15614
Dewey quadrangle, Wyo.-S.D (1962) 2519
Dickinson County, Mich., central area (1961)

20812
Dickson, Lawrenceburg, and Waverly areas,

western Highland Rim, Tenn., ground
water (1964) 19799

Dingus area, Ky. (series) (1963) 10274
Dougherty County, Ga (1963) 12232
Dragoon quadrangle, Cochise County, Ariz

(1965) 2243
Dubuque North quadrangle (1963) 10281
Dubuque south quadrangle, Iowa-Ill (1961)

12780
Duck Creek Pass quadrangle, Mont (1963)

12221
East Shasta copper-zinc district, Shasta

County, Calif (1962) 7470
eastern Los Angeles basin, southern Califor-

nia (series) (1964) 10641; (1965) 16322
eastern Puente Hills area, southern Califor-

nia (1964) 10641
eastern Tennessee and southern Kentucky,

gravity and magnetic fields, regional
geologic implications (1965) 739

economic

—

Alaska, contributions to (1963) 19297
Central City district, Colo (1963) 19311
Chicora quadrangle, Fla (1963) 20730
Keysville quadrangle, Fla (1963) 10282

Lakeland quadrangle, Fla (1964) 19775
Plant City quadrangle, Fla (1964) 799

Exlgemont NE quadrangle. Fall River and
Custer Counties, S. Dak (1963) 12219

Edgemont quadrangle, Fall River County, S.

Dak (1964) 21348
Edison-Maricopa area, Kern County, Calif

(1964) 15957
Edwards County, Tex., ground-water (1963)

12235
effects of high-explosive tests in USGS tun-

nel area, Nevada test site (1963) 5021
electromagnetic profiling, USSR study (1965)

6471
Elizabethton-Johnson City area, Tenn (1963)

5025
Elk Ridge and vicinity, San Juan County,

Utah (1965) 6343
Hk River, Minn., nuclear-reactor site (1963)

14016
engineering

—

Communist China

—

growth of institute since establishment
of country (1962) 766

Geology—Continued
engineering—Continued
Communist China—Continued
information on conditions for dam areas

at Nan-chin Pass in San-hsia (1962)

2829A
research (1962) 5851
translations (1961) 17368, 15077, 19647;

(1962) 759, 767, 774, 837, 1020, 1168,

2593, 2596, 2600, 2611, 2623, 2980,

5681
mapping methods in USSR (1962) 7665

SCS handbook (1963) 20139
Eureka mining district, Nevada (1962) 17629

Eureka quadrangle, Utah (1964) 8755
Evitts Creek and Pattersons Creek quadran-

gles, Md., Pa., and W. Va (1965) 2225

Ewing quadrangle, Ky.-Va (1963) 6551

Fairfax quadrangle, Va (1963) 609

Fanny Peak quadrangle, Wyo.-S. Dak (1964)

2412
Farmington-Granby area. Conn (1964) 10654

Flaming Gorge area, Utah-Colo.-Wyo. (1965)

10992
Fond du Lac County, Wis (1962) 9749
Fort Laramie area, Wyo (1963) 19294

Fort Peck area, Garfield, McCone, and Val-

ley Counties, Mont (1964) 8767
Fort Rock Basin, Lake County, Oreg.,

ground water, factors that control oc-

currence and availability (1964) 19783

Fourmile quadrangle. Black Hills, S. Dak
(1963) 14020

Franklin, Webster, and Nuckolls Counties,
Nebr (1965) 4857

French Gulch quadrangle, Calif (1964) 8754
Frenchie Creek quadrangle, north-central

Nevada (1965) 4858
Freshwater Bay area, Chichagof Island,

Alaska (1963) 6545
Funeral Peak quadrangle, Calif., on east

flank of Death Valley (1963) 14024
Furnace Creek Wash area. Death Valley

National Monument, Calif., reconnais-

sance (1964) 21361
geologic environment of oxidized uranium

deposit in Black Hills, S. Dak (1962)

15636
geologic factors, effects on steamflow of

Yakima River basin (1964) 4807
geologic investigations in Mexico (series)

(1962) 625, 19565
geologic investigations of southern Califor-

nia deserts (series) (1961) 9250
geologic investigations related to nuclear

explosions (series) (1963) 5021, 19315
geologic studies for Project Gnome (1962)

14866, 23046
geological exploration, Poland, law (1962)

5390
geological formation, absolute age determi-

nation, USSR commission bulletin (1961)

3791
geological information form for core, grab,

and dredge samples, coding and key-
punching instructions, manual (1965)

14923
geological investigations, engineering and

design manual (1961) 4156
geological prospecting methods at Malachite

mine, Jefferson County, Colo (1963)

17521
Geological Survey research (1963) 14026,

20737; (1964)" 8772; (1965) 738, 4867,

6345, 18215
geological surveying, USSR method (1962)

14184
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geologiya i geofizika (periodical), transla-
tions (1965) 12610

geology and coal resources of coal-bearing

rocks ol Alabama (1964) 12508
geology and geochemistry of Steamboat

Springs area, Nev. (series) (1964) 19788;
(1965) 734

geology and ground-water conditions of

Clark County, Wash., with description
of major alluvial aquifer along Colum-
bia River (1964) 12517

geology and hydrology of Guam, Mariana
Islands (series) (1962) 19572; (1963)

19316; (1964) 10640, 14340, 19784
geology and uranium deposits in southern

Black Hills (series) (1962) 2519, 15636;
(1963) 6544, 10275; 12219, 20727; (1964)
2411-12, 21348

geomorphology and general systems theory
(1962) 23592

geomorphology of Front Range, Colo (1963)

10290
geomorphology of segmented alluvial fans,

Fresno County, Calif (1964) 10637
Georgetown Canyon-Snowdrift Mountain

area, southeastern Idaho (1964) 12504

Georgia Nuclear Laboratory, Dawson Coun-
ty, Ga., geologic investigation at site

(1965) 2223
Gila Bend Indian Reservation, Maricopa

County, Ariz (1963) 6567
Glenwood Springs quadrangle, Colo (1963)

17524
Globe-Miami district, Ariz (1962) 15640
Glynn County, Ga (1965) 19675
Gnome (Carlsbad) area, New Mexico and

Texas (1965) 7163
Government publications relating to, list

(1961) 2656
Grand Junction area, Colo (1965) 10988
Grayson County, Tex (1963) 10300
Great Smoky Mountains, Tenn. and N.C. (se-

ries) (1962) 5298; (1964) 2421, 8764;
(1965) 19664

Green River formation and associated
Exjcene rocks in southwestern Wyoming
and adjacent parts of Colorado and
Utah (1965) 2247

Greybull River-Dry Creek area, Wyo (1963)
8345

Grosvenor quadrangle, Brown and Coleman
counties, Tex (1961) 704

ground-water

—

Bunker Hill Air Force Base and vicinity,

Peru, Ind (1963) 19323
Frenchman Creek basin (1963) 15615

Guadalupe Mountains, N. Mex (1964) 15949

Guam, Mariana Islands (series) (1963) 10289,
15611; (1964) 19784

Haldenian and Wrigley quadrangles, Ky
(1963) 5016

Hale County, Tex (1963) 6563
Hallam Nuclear Power Facility site (1963)

2341
Hamme tungsten district, N.C. and Va (1963)

15602
Hartford Research Center, CANEL site,

Middletown, Conn (1965) 10979
Hays County, Tex (1963) 14030

Hualapai Indian Reservation (1963) 5033
Hugo pegmatite, Keystone, S. Dak (1962)

21832
hydrogeology and engineering geology

(Chinese periodical), translations (1962)
2640-41

Independence quadrangle, Inyo County, Cal-

if (196.5) 6332

Geology—Continued
interpretation and mapping of aerial photo-

graphs, guide (1961) 7526
investigations for proposed powersites at

Baranof and Carbon Lakes, Baranof
Island, Alaska (1962) 11883

investigations in support of AEC Project
Chariot in vicinity of Cape Thompson,
Alaska (1961) 11798

Ishigaki-shima, Ryukyu-retto (series) (1964)
18128, 21353; (1965) 14413

Island Park caldera of rhyolite and basalt,
eastern Idaho (1965) 12550

Itabira district, Minas CJerais, Brazil (1963)
15609

Jackson Mountains, Humboldt County, Nev
(1963) 12225

Jarbridge quadrangle, Nev.-Idaho (1964)
4775

Jefferson City quadrangle, Mont (1964) 4793
Jewel Cave National Monument, S. Dak

(1961) 12795
Jewel Cave SW quadrangle, S. Dak (1964)

2411
Jolon and Williams Hill quadrangles, Monte-

rey County, Calif (1965) 9255
Karnes County, Tex., ground water (1963)

8340
Kassler quadrangle, Jefferson and Douglas

Counties, Colo, (series) (1963) 10290,
14025

Khar'kov economic region (1962) 1088
Killik-Etivluk Rivers region, Alaska (1964)

10636
Killik-Itkillik Rivers region, Alaska (1964)

19781
Klondyke quadrangle, Graham and Pinal

Counties, Ariz (1965) 735
Lake Dakota plain area, South Dakota

(1963) 8342
Lake Mead and Davis Dam, reconnaissance

of area between (1963) 15610
Lava Mountains, San Bernardino County,

Calif (1965) 7801
Lee and Sumter Counties, Ga (1964) 2432
Lees Ferry area, Coconino County, Ariz

(1964) 798
Lehighton, Pa., quadrangle (1963) 19293
Lemhi Range, southern part, Idaho (1961)

10681
Linville Falls quadrangle, N.C (1964) 19773
Linvi'lle quadrangle, N.C,-Tenn., preliminary

report (1962) 19566
Little Cone quadrangle, Colo (1961) 4309
Littleton quadrangle, Colo (1962) 19567
Lloyd quadrangle, Bearpaw Mountains,

Blaine County, Mont (1961) 9246
Long Island, south shore, geomorphology

(1962) 499
Los Alamos area, N. Mex (1964) 19798
Los Angeles basin, Calif., introduction

(1965) 16322
Los Angeles region, Calif., related to aerora-

dioactivity survey (1963) 5927
Lost Creek schroeckingerite deposits (1962)

21822
Luke area, Maricopa County, Ariz (1964)

14356
Lyman-Mountain View area, Wyo (1963)

20744
Lyon County, Minn (1964) 818
McMullen Valley, Ariz (1964) 4811
Maddux quadrangle, Bearpaw Mountains,

Blaine County, Mont (1961) 4308
magnesite belt of Stevens County, Wash

(1962) 13870
magnetic and gravity data in Copper River

Basin, Alaska, interpretation (1964)
21352
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major principles for general education, eval-

uation list (1963) 4826
Maple and Hovey Mountains area, Aroos-

took County, Maine (1963) 6554
maps, compilation and preparation, USSR

manual (1962) 22353
Matra Mountains, Hungary (1962) 3014
marine, Guam (1962) 19572
Maynard, Mass., ground-water of area

(1963) 2354
measurement of specific electrical resistance

of natural waters in solution of geologi-
cal problems, USSR study (1965) 11134

Metaline zinc-lead district, Pend Oreille

County, Wash (1965) 9271
metamorphism in Riggins region, western

Idaho (1965) 20735
Minas Gerais, Brazil (series) (1963) 601-602,

15609; (1964) 10638
mineralization associated with magnetic

anomaly in part of Ely quadrangle, Nev
(1964) 18122

Mississippi embayment (1964) 12511
Mongolia, new landmark in study, USSR

study (1964) 7165
Montezuma Canyon area, San Juan County,

Utah (1965) 14409
Montfort and Linden quadrangles. Wis

(1962) 11887
Montgomery County, Ala (1964) 6812
Monument Valley area, Ariz (1963) 12220
Mount Fairweather quadrangle. Glacier

Bay, Alaska (1963) 6547
Mount McKinley quadrangle, Alaska (1962)

626
Mount Morrison quadrangle, Calif (1964)

6804
Mount Pinchot quadrangle, southern Sierra

Nevada, Calif (1963) 10283
Mount Rainier National Park, Wash (1964)

4796
Nash Draw quadrangle, N. Mex (1963) 6549
Naval Air Missile Test Center area. Point

Mugu, Calif., appraisal (1964) 2427
Nefsy Divide quadrangle. Crook County,

Wyo (1963) 83.30

New Almaden District, Santa Clara County,
Calif (1964) 8765

New Hampshire, southeastern (1964) 19794
Newcastle area, Weston County, Wyo (1963)

OQTOg

Niobrara County, Wyo (1965) 9275
Nobles and Jackson Counties, Minn (1964)

18146
North American, bibliography (1961) 7519;

(1962) 2522; (1964) 18114; (1965) 9258,
19661

North Vietnam survey, work (1961) 15512
northern Aral region (1962) 993
northern part of Tenmile Range, Summit

County, Colo (1963) 19300
Northgate district, Colo (1961) 6170
northwestern North Park, Colo (1965) 10981
Nova Lima and Rio Acima quadrangles,

Minas Gerais, Brazil (1963) 601
Omaha-Council Bluffs area, Nebr.-Iowa

(1965) 6342
ore zones, USSR studies (1964) 16084
Oregon, northwestern, geologic sketch and

interpretation of surveys (1964) 18112
Osgood Mountain quadrangle, Nev (1964)

8768
Otero County and southern part of Crowley

County, Colo (1965) 18223
Otter Creek quadrangle, Mont (1962) 9730
Owens Valley region, Calif., structural geolo-

gy and volcanism (1965) 731

Geology—Continued

Owensboro quadrangle, Ind.-Ky, geomorphol-
ogy and quaternary geology (1965)
19672

Owl Creek area, Hot Springs County, Wyo
(1961) 10695

Pacific Ocean ore belt, USSR conference
(1962) 2655

Paleozoic and Tertiary rocks, eastern and
western facies of Roberts thrust, etc

(1965) 18198
Paradise quadrangle. Cache County, Utah

(1964) 19778
Parana, Brazil, geological and geo-economic

conditions (1965) 16529
Permian rocks in western phosphate field

(series) (1964) 2420, 15946
phosphate deposits of northern Florida

(1963) 8329
Pica area, Tarapaca Province, Chile (1965)

16312
Pierre shale of Great Plains region, investi-

gation (1962) 9737
Pinal Ranch quadrangle, Ariz (1963) 15603
Pinto Basin, Joshua Tree National Monu-

ment, Calif., reconnaissance (1963) 5028
Piqua area, Ohio (1962) 2521
Platte Canyon quadrangle, Colo (1964) 12507
Platte County, Wyo (1961) 10694
Platteville quadrangle, Wis (1963) 17522
Plum Island, Suffolk County, N.Y (1962)

2534
Point Arguello Naval Missile Facilitv (1963)

6565
Portage County, Wis (1965) 19678
Portland, Oreg., and adjacent areas (1963)

14015
Powder River basin, southern part (1964)

10629
powersites at Sheep Creek, Carlson Creek,

and Turner Lake, Alaska (1962) 19564
preshot geologic investigation, nuclear cra-

tering expermient (1965) 13515
Prince of Wales Island, southeastern Alas-

ka, Craig C-2 quadrangle (1961) 12774
Prowers County, Colo (1965) 12554
publications, list (1964) 9768
publications, price list (1961) 9683; (1963)

9332; (1964) 11546
Pumpkin Buttes area of Powder River Ba-

sin, Wyo (1964) 15941
quaternary and geomorphic history of Kas-

sler quadrangle, Colo (1963) 10290
radioactive deposits investigations, 1942-60,

bibliography (1961) 11797
railroad mining district, Hko County, Nev

(1963) 17527
rainwater as agent of geologic processes,

review (1962) 17632
Rattlesnake quadrangle, Bearpaw Moun-

tains, Blaine County, Mont (1965) 2228
Red Devil Quicksilver Mine. Alaska (1963)

15604
Red Lake area, Navajo reservation (1962)

5310
Redwood Falls area, Minn (1964) 15958
reflection shooting data, interpretation,

USSR studies (1961) 12886, 19648
Reliz Canyon, Thompson Canyon, and San

Lucas quadrangles, Monterey County,
Calif (1964) 4776

research, 1961

—

short papers in geologic sciences (1961)
19417, 20816-817

synopsis of results (1961) 20815
research, 1962

—

short papers (1962) 17630, 23591; (1963)
6559
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research, 1962—Continued

synopsis of results (1963) 608
research 1964, short papers (1964) 14347,

19790
Rewey and Mifflin quadrangles. Wis (1964)

18102
Richardson County, Nebr (1964) 21360
Richardson Cove and Jones Cove quadran-

gles, Tenn (1962) 5298
Rock County, Wis (1964) 2428
Rocky Mountain, head of Missouri River

(1963) 12228
Rogers Lake and Kramer quadrangles, Calif

(1961) 9250
Rumanian research (1964) 9217; (1965) 18331
Russian River Valley areas, Sonoma and

Mendocino Counties, Calif (1965) 18216
Sacramento Valley, Calif (1961) 19421
St. Lawrence County magnetite district,

northwest Adirondacks, N.Y (1963) 2348
St. Regis-Superior area, Mont (1961) 10682
Salyersville North quadrangle, Ky (1963)

10274
San Antonio Creek Valley, Santa Barbara

County, Calif (1964) 12520
San Bernardino area, (Dalif., features (1964)

8774
San Gabriel Mountains (1963) 18102
San Manuel area, Pinal County, Ariz (1965)

6341
San Nicolas Island, Calif (1963) 14021
Santa Fe area, N. Mex (1963) 19321
Savannah area, Ga.-S.C (1964) 4808
Scenery, Cascade, and Delta Creeks, near

Petersburg, Alaska (1962) 11885
sciences, articles (1962) 8020
scientific notes and summaries of investiga-

tions (1962) 11892; (1963) 6559
Scottsville area (1963) 10296
seismic and gravity surveys of Naval Petro-

leum Reserve No. 4 and adjoining areas,
Alaska (1963) 5020

selected articles from Russian geological
journal (1961) 2249

selected quadrangles in Massachusetts (se-

ries) (1964) 10631
selected quadrangles in Rhode Island (series)

(1963) 19298-299; (1964) 10630, 18105
Seminole, Decatur, and Grady Counties, Ga

(1965) 19680
Shaviovik and Sagavanirktok Rivers region,

Alaska (1961) 7523
Shenandoah Valley, geomorphology (1965)

10991
shorter contributions to general geology

(.series) (1961) 4315-16, 6180-81, 9254;
(1962) 630-631, 2526, 2529-30, 5299,
5301-2, 9735, 17628; (1963) 606, 5022,
6555, 6560, 8336, 15610, 15613-614,
17529, 20736; (1964) 810, 6807, 8766-67,
8770-71, 10645, 12512, 14344-345, 15950,
18134-135, 19787; (1965) 2245, 2248,
6343-44, 12548-550

Shoshone Range, northern, tectonic and ig-

neous geology (1965) 12544
Shotgun Butte area, Fremont County, Wyo

(1964) 8757
Siberia, conference report (1962) 5955
Sierra Blanca area, Hudspeth County, Tex

(1965) 19669
Sierra Diablo region, Tex (1965) 19670
Sierra Nevada metamorphic belt, Calif.,

stratigraphy, etc (1965) 7800
south-central Hidalgo and northeastern

Mexico, Mexico (1962) 19565
south-rim of Grand Canyon National Park,

water availability (1961) 19420

Geology—Continued
South Silverton area, Colo (1962) 11890
South Silverton mining area, Colo (1963)

8337
title page and contents (1963) 10287

southeastern bauxite deposits (1965) 726
southeastern Ventura basin, Los Angeles

County, Calif (1962) 9734
southern Black Hills pegmatites (1964) 4783
southern Cache Valley, Utah (1963) 2345
southern Carson Desert, Nev (1964) 10639
southern Nassau and southeastern Queens

Counties, Long Island, N.Y (1963) 12234
southern Utah Valley, Utah (1963) 5019
Southold, N.Y (1963) 20742
Soviet, recent news of geological sciences

(1962) 10284
Spruce Pine district, Avery, Mitchell, and

Yancey Counties, N.C (1962) 23586
State map indexes, list (1961) 14965
Steamboat Springs area, Washoe County,

Nev (1964) 19788
Steamboat Springs thermal area, Washoe

County, Nev (1965) 734
strata in western interior, Haresiceras as

means of correlating units (1964) 8770
stratigraphy and structure of northern and

western flanks of Black Hills uplift,

Wyo., Mont., and S. Dak (1964) 21354
Strawberry Hill quadrangle, Wyo (1963)

2340
structure of earth's crust in zone of transi-

tion from Asian continent to Pacific

Ocean, USSR study (1963) 12657
studies in Puget Sound lowland, Wash, (se-

ries) (1964) 809
subsurface, Eniwetok Atoll (1963) 19308
subsurface. National Reactor Testing Sta-

tion, Idaho (1964) 12503
subsurface, northern Alaska exploration

(series) (1964) 19782
Summitville district, San Juan Mountains,

Colo (1961) 708
superdeep, drilling problems for study of

structure of earth's crust in Azerbayd-
zhan, USSR study (1963) 12354

surficial, and geomorphology of Lake Tapps
quadrangle. Wash (1964) 809

surficial, Elmira-Williamsport region, and
Pa (1963) 19313

surficial, Kingston quadrangle, R.I (1961)
9245

Tennessee, Chattanooga shale (1961) 17332
Tennessee, northeasternmost (1961) 9253
theoretical papers in hydrologic and geo-

morphic sciences (series) (1962) 11893,
23592

Thomas and Dugway Ranges, Juab and
Tooele Counties, Utah (1964) 14341

thorium-bearing deposits of Lemhi Pass
area, Idaho-Montana (1963) 6548

Three Forks quadrangle, Montana (1963)
12228

Tintic Junction quadrangle, Utah (1964)
6797

training of geological engineers at Moscow
Geological Prospecting Institute (1964)
21594

Tremont quadrangle. Pa., rocks of Pennsyl-
vanian age (1963) 5013

Tualatin Valley, Oreg (1965) 7808
Turtle Lake quadrangle. Wash (1963) 12222

Twin Crags quadrangle, Idaho (1963) 6550
two-layered gabbro stocks in Fairweather

Range (1963) 10279
Umatilla River basin, Oreg (1964) 8777
Unalaska Island and adjacent insular shelf

(1962) 5292
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Geology—Continued
underwater, USSR studies (1963) 14310
upper Colorado River basin, water re-

sources, basic data (1964) 19786
upper Grand Ronde River basin, Union

County, Oreg., resources (1964) 8776
upper Missisquoi Valley and vicinity, Vt

(1963) 19292
upper Mississippi Valley zinc-lead district

(series) (1964) 18102-i03
Upton quadrangle. Crook and Weston Coun-

ties, Wyo (1964) 19776
uranium-bearing veins in conterminous

United States (series) (1964) 4797; (1965)
9267

uranium deposits, Fi'ont Range, Colo (1964)
806, 18106

uranium deposits. Green River Mining Dis-

trict, Emery and Grand Counties, Utah
(1962) 210

uranium deposits, relation to tectonic pat-
tern of central Cordilleran foreland
(1961) 14948

uranium in coaly carbonaceous rocks (1962)
9736

uranium in marine black shales, review
(1961) 19416

urban, growing importance (1964) 6802
USSR-

aerial surveying and geology (1964) 5387
Aral Sea bottom (1962) 18070
institutes of geological sciences (1962)
5396

investigations, improving organization
(1963) 14141

research (1964) 1082
sciences, development, present and future

(1963) 7040
studies (1962) 17762

Ute Mountains area, Colo (1965) 9268
Utukok-Corwin region, Alaska (1961) 17330
Uvalde County, Tex (1964) 10652
Valle Grande and Valle Toledo, Sandoval

County, N. Mex (1963) 19325
Verde Valley, Mogollon Rim region, Ariz

(1964) 2419
volcanic rocks of Truk Islands (1963) 8338
Washington, D.C., and vicinity (1964) 12527
Washington County, Colo (1965) 741
water power sites, Trask River basin, Oreg

(1963) 17531
waterpower sites in Alaska (series) (1962)

11883-885, 13867, 19564
watershed, relationship to beach radioactivi-

ty (1963) 19132
Waushara County, Wis., resources (1965)

18225
Wayland quadrangle, Stephens and Eastland

"Counties, Tex (1965) 10983
West Creek damsite near Skagway, Alaska,

reconnaissance (1965) 9262
West Milton area, Saratoga County, N.Y

(1964) 12524
Western Cascade Range, central and north-

ern parts, Oregon (1965) 733
western Great Smoky Mountains, Tenn

(1965) 19664
White Canyon area, San Juan and Garfield

Counties, Utah (1965) 6329
Willow Springs and Rosamond quadrangles,

Calif (1963) 10276
Wilmington-Reading area, Mass (1964) 18141

Wilson River basin region, Oregon (1962)
7473

Wind River basin, central Wyoming (series)

(1965) 18212
Winkler County, Tex (1963) 5034

Geology—Continued
Winnett-Mosby area, Petroleum, Garfield,

Rosebud, and Fergus Counties, Mont
(1964) 8756

Yampa Canyon in Uinta Mountains, Colo
(1962) 17628

Yankton area (1961) 4314
Yugoslavia, Federal Geological Institute

established (1962) 7682
Yukon Flats region, Alaska (1965) 511

Yuma County, Colo (1964) 10651
zinc, oxidized deposits of U.S. (1962) 19568
see also Carboniferous period—Cenozoic

era—Cretaceous period—Devonian peri-

od—Drakes formation—Earth—Glacial

period—Hydrogeology—Jurassic peri-

od—Mesozoic era—Mississippian peri-

od—Moraines—Naval petroleum re-

serve—Oak Spring formation—Ordo-
vician period—Paleocene period—Pale-
ozoic era—Permian period—Phosphoria
formation—Pre-Cambrian period—Stra-
tisgraphy.

see aiso Eocene period—Glacial period—Hy-
drogeology—Moraines—Naval petroleum
reserve—Oak Spring formation—Phos-
phoria formation—Reconnaissance (geo-

logic)—Stratigraphy—Tertiary period.

see also Ashlock formation—Cretaceous peri-

od—Drakes formation—Mesozoic era

—

Pre-Cambrian period—Stratigraphy.
see also Carboniferous period—Cretaceous

period—Devonian period—Glacial peri-

od—Hydrogeology—Jurassic period

—

Paleocene period—Paleozoic era—Permi-
an period—Pre-Cambrian period—Stra-
tigraphy—Mississippian period.

see also Carboniferous period—Cenozoic peri-

od—Devonian period—Hydrogeology

—

Paleozoic era—Phosphoria formation

—

Stratigraphy.

see also Cenozoic era—Earth—Ordovician
period—Pre-Cambrian period—Strati-
graphy.

Geomagnetic field:

boundary and distortion in steady solar
wind (1964) 13253

boundary in steady solar wind, ring current
effect (1964) 13252

magnetosphere and boundary, information
(1965) 13010

stability of boundary (1965) 9737
terminal shape, effect of uniform external

pressure, etc., of solar wind (1964) 13254
Geomagnetism, see Terrestrial magnetism.
Geomagnetizm i aeronomiya (periodical);

translations (1962) 9907. 12015; (1963) 10770

Geometric effects of plate thickness (1964)
9761

Geometric study of coherence properties of

partially polarized electromagnetic ra-

diation (1964) 17007
Geometrical and inertial properties of class of

thin shells of general type (1965) 16599
Geometrical and inertial properties of class of

thin shells of revolution (1964) 20522
Geometrical representation for high frequency

dielectric tensor of temperate plasma
(1965) 5159

Geometry:
algebraic description of forms in space

(1965) 4787

alkali-metal turbine, as affected by
blade-speed limitations (1965) 9722

annular, single rod burnout conditions, wa-
ter at 600 to 1400 psia (1964) 5960
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approximate determination of effects on
ball-bearinif torque and fatigue life

(1965) 11468
chamber, in multi-stage Hash evaporators

(1964) 19816
channel, of Piedmont streams as related to

flood frequency (1964) 10642
configuration, effects on transonic aerody-

namic characteristics of canard airplane
configurations (1964) 20595

determination of technological channels of

2d Polish research reactor (1962) 7759
differential, studies at Al.I.Cuza University

of lasi, Rumania (1965) 2699
finite corrections to gamma-ray angular

correlation measurements (1965) 2896
first-order error statistics for 3- and

4-station hyperbolic fixes on spherical
earth (1964) 19166

first stage, of 2-stage rocket vehicles, effect

on aerodynamic characteristics in pitch
(1965) 8099

geometric shape factors for planetary-
thermal and planetary-reflected radia-
tion incident upon spinning and nonspin-
ning spacecraft (1965) 11497

hvdrologic, Thailand, ground mobility (1963)
13888

image dissector aperture geometries and
scan patterns for star tracker systems
(1965) 16716

integral, in Riemann spaces, Hungarian
study (1962) 9820

lay-flat irrigation tubing (1964) 19103
planetary, papers prepared at AFCRL, 1962,

compendium (1963) 184,54

solar-system geometric parameters for use
as interplanetary navigation aids, study
(1965) 14827

stream, in Ontonagon area, Mich (1965)
12549

surface, Thailand, ground mobility (1963)
13888

tubes, detonation of waves with variable
geometry tubes (1963) 12887

variations, effect on lift augmentation of

simple-plenum-chamber ground-effect
models (1961) 9561

see also Microgeometry.
Geomorphology, see Geology—Physical geo-

graphy
Geophysical Methods of Ebcploration Depart-

ment, Leningrad University, work re-

port (1964) 7041
Geophysical Observatory, USSR, transactions

(1961) 9914
Geophysical prospecting, see Prospecting.
Geophysical Prospecting Methods Department,

Leningrad University, work report
(1964) 10966

Geophysical Year, see International Geophysi-
cal Year, 1957-58.

Geophysicists:
employment outlook (1962) 8369; (1964) 9388
training at Osman University, hidia (1965)

11144
Ukrainian, work (1964) 21593

Geophysics:
abstracts pertaining to Communist China in

Soviet journals (1962) 9902, 15780,
22263; (1963) 12733, 17620, 17740, 17766,
17977

Air Force surveys in geophysics (1961) 121,

3735. 8323-24, 11743, 13805; 4543,
8887-88, 12939, 14773, 18651-652, 20439,
22953-954; (1962) 4543, 8887-88, 12939,
14773, 18651-652, 20439, 22953-954;

Geophysics—Continued
Air Force surveys in geophysics—Con.

(1963) 1749-50, 4390; (1964) 7479,
13626-627, 16993, 19139; (1965) 1790,
7076-77

Atlantic Ocean and modern geophysics,
USSR study (1963) 14298

China, conference on neotectonics, USSR
report (1963) 14217

cold regions science and engineering (1964)
19653, 21278

collision phenomena, paper (1962) 6311
earth's crustal structure studies in

—

Antarctic north of Novolazarevskaya sta-

tion, USSR (1964) 6883
Siberia and Far East, USSR (1964) 6909
transition zone from Antarctic Continent

to Indian Ocean (1964) 5202
electromagnetic field in wave zone of hori-

zontal low-frequency electrical dipole
for 3 layer medium, "USSR study (1965)
9385

experimental and theoretical geophysics (se-

ries) (1961) 4310; (1963) 597
exploration, Santa Fe area, N. Mex (1963)

19321
Explorer satellites (1963) 3109
field investigations (series) (1961) 14969;

(1963) 2346, 6553; (1964) 21352
geologiya i geofizika (periodical), transla-

tions (1965) 12610
geophysical abstracts (1961) 3287; (1962)

3910; (1963) 3754; (1964) 3555; (1965)
3468

geophysical exploration (USSR periodical),

translations (1963) 5294
geophysical explorations in aerospace (1961)

8333; (1962) 8898
geophysical field investigations (series)

(1965) 739
geophysical prospecting methods at Malach-

ite mine, Jefferson County, Colo (1963)
17.521

geophysical research, ineasuring informa-
tion systems, USSR studies (1965) 11223

geophysical research papers (1961) 1667,
5303, 8334, 11746, 16138; (1962)
10895-897, 22960

geophysical study, structural geology and
volcanism of (Wens Valley region, Calif

(1965) 731
geophysics and space data bulletin (1964)

20967; (1965) 3469
geophysics and space environments, hand-

book, Air Force (1965) 17014
Hungary, 8th symposium (1963) 15685
instrumentation for research (1961) 5305-6,

8337-38, 13809, 17960; (1962) 4551,
10898, 14775, 20443; (1963) 59, 5877,
7618, 9616-17, 18490; (1964) 65-66,

1737-39, 4254
Kazakhstan, status of research, USSR

study (1962) 15738
magnetotelluric investigations in Georgia,

USSR (1964) 14430
marine exploration, LISSR report (1963) 6866

news of Academy of Sciences, USSR, trans-

lations (1963) 2535
North Vietnam, research during past 4

years (1962) 5817
nuclear, USSR, translations from Yader-

naya geofizika (1961) 7606
orbiting observatory, new tool for space

research (1962) 20158
physical parameters of earth's crust, USSR

investigation (1965) 16534
prospecting in Communist China (1964) 9361
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prospecting of minerals, USSR studies

(1965) 12697
radiological mechanisms for geophysical

research, annual report (1964) 19240
radiological mechanisms for research, an-

nual report (1965) 13507
research in space exploration, papers (1963)

5541
seismic and gravity surveys of Naval Petro-

leum Reserve No. 4 and adjoining areas,

Alaska (1963) 5020
Siberia and Far East, USSR research (1963)

12353
solar-geophysical data (1961) 3488; (1962)

.3731

Soviet and Chinese articles, English ab-

stracts (1961) 8441; (1962) 3784, 20524;
(1963) 3627; (1964) 3445

Soviet bloc international cooperation infor-

mation (1961) 2937

Soviet bloc research (1961) 11323; (1962)
4346; (1963) 4200; (1964) 4044; (1965)
3949

Soviet developments, translations (1961)
4501

studies and conferences, USSR articles

(1965) 2361
telluric bays and disturbances, USSR study

(1964) 9323
theoretical and experimental geophysics (se-

ries) (1965) 4863
USSR-
atmospheric observations during IGY

(1963) 12365
current research (1965) 1227
developments in technology (1961) 2223
Main Geophysical Observatory, report

(1963) 10397
recent developments (1963) 10520
research (1963) 8760; (1964) 1221

Geophysics Research Directorate:
Air Force surveys in geophysics (1961) 121,

3735, 8323-24, 13805
annual report, 1960 (1961) 16139
geophysical research papers (1961) 1667,

5303, 8334, 11746, 16138; (1962)
10895-897, 22960

research notes (1961) 3746-48
surveys in geophysics (1961) 11743
technical note (1961) 5304
technical report (1961) 8335

Georgalas, Helen M., relief (1964) 10377,
15443, 17199

George, John L., pesticide-wildlife studies
(1965) 12458

George, Lawrence C, servomechanical system
for measuring vapor pressure of metal
halides (1964) 11327

George B. Kelez (Bureau of Commercial Fish-
eries research vessel):

activation (1964) 4731
salmon research cruise in western North

Pacific (1965) 9150

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Ala.:

pathway to universe (1962) 6303
rental overpayments for automatic data

processing machines, GAO report (1965)
9235

George G. Meade, Fort, see Meade, George G.,

Fort.
George W. Norris National Centennial Confer-

ence:
proceedings, May 16-17, 1961 (1961) 12373

print as document, report (1961) 12432
George Transfer & Rigging Co., Inc., accident

(1965) 11047

George Walton Elxperimental Forest, pine
pulpwood, value growth (1962) 17600

George Washington Birthplace National Mon-
ument:

colonial garden, general information (1964)
20663

general information (1964) 11465
George Washington Carver Commemorative

Commission, establish, report (1961)
19077

George Washington Carver National Monu-
ment:

general information (1963) 19977; (1965)
19978

George Washington Memorial Parkway:
acquire Great Falls property

—

law (1965) 17446
reports (1965) 12286, 17616

administer Great Falls property in Virginia,
report (1963) 13726

Mount Vernon Memorial Highway, general
information (1962) 18333

Mount Vernon section, general information
(196.5) 16771

George Washington University Hospital, Dis-

trict of Columbia:
authorizing grant and extending time in

which grants may be made

—

law (1961) 12131
reports (1961) 12237, 124.56

authorizing grants for expansion and reno-
vation of facilities

—

law (1962) 13313
reports (1962) 11314, 11580

Georges Bank:
drift bottle records (1961) 19341
fish eggs and larvae, etc., distribution (1961)

11838, 17.525, 19524
haddock landings, length and age frequency

samples collected (1963) 8282-83
Georgetown, D.C., preservation of buildings in

area, regulate height, etc., amend, re-

port (1962) 19085
Georgetown, Ohio, redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 15020
Georgetown Canyon, southeastern Idaho, geol-

ogy (1964) "12504

Georgia:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
air pollution, statewide survey (1962) 18409
annual survey of manufactures, 1960, stand-

ard metropolitan statistical areas, and
large industrial counties, statistics

(1962) 18773
annual survey of manufactures, 1961, stand-

ard metropolitan statistical areas, and
large industrial counties, statistics

(1963) 4.568

annual survey of manufactures, 1962, statis-

tics for States, standard metropolitan
statistical areas, and large industrial
counties (1964) 6029

area measurement reports (1965) 5633, 7186
blue crab trawl fishery (1962) 15586
census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16281
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)

2188
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15301
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5641
selected services, area statistics (1965)
7204

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
8590

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4315
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census of housing, 1960, State and small

areas (1962) 4753
census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11845
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1962) 253
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 16552
general characteristics (1961) 10065
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4771
number of inhabitants (1961) 6839

censuses of population and housing, 1960^
census county division boundary descrip-

tions (1962) 14970
geographic identification code scheme

(1961) 6859
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1964) 19018
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
coastal areas, hurricane survey, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1963) 6361
document edition (1963) 6085

commercial broiler farms, 1964, costs and
returns (1965) 17991

congressional districts, 89th Congress (1965)
5712

conservation reserve program, effects in

Piedmont and Coastal Plain areas (1962)
7251

cotton, results of 1963 regional variety tests
(1965) 12

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11879, 20439;
(1963) 15052

electric rate book (1961) 523; (1962) 538,

21746; (1964) 666; (1965) 572
fishery products, wholesale dealers, lists

(1964) 715, 180, 16
5B redevelopment area, statistical profiles

(1963) 13360, 13361
job-related expenditures and management

practices of gainfully employed wives in

4 cities (1962) 6567
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 6239; (1964) 16571
landings, fish and shellfish (1961) 3242, 7424;

(1962) 3911, 9652; (1963) 3755; (1964)
3556, 14263; (1965) 3470, 12450

legal status of women (1963) 20253
management of small woodland holdings in

Piedmont area, 12 year report (1963)
10247

middle coastal plain, timber management
(1965) 9205

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ters (1962) 1609, 23963; (1963) 20955;
(1964) 21697

municipal water facilities inventories (1961)
6504; (1964) 3104, 18909

north, deer browse resources (1964) 8697
northern, aeroradioactivity survey and

areal geology of nuclear laboratory
area (1963) 11.552

peaches

—

harvesting and marketing (1962) 12899
marketing, 1961 season, summary (1962)

12816
marketing, 1962 season, summary (1963)

13152
pecan production, economic aspects (1964)

17900
Piedmont upland, roadbank erosion and its

control (1963) 20262
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

15042

Georgia—Continued

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program (1964) 2280
recreation on TV'A lakes (1961) 11634
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16646
salt-water encroachment, geology, and

ground-water resources of Savannah
area (1964) 4808

Savannah River area, aeroradioactivity
survey and areal geology (1962) 11024

Savannah River dam projects, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1961) 17211
document edition (1961) 16869

sediment transported by streams (1964) 4812
selected characteristics of marriages, statis-

tics (1961) 21324
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10739

timber (1963) 19272
water pollution control and abatement,

hearings (1965) 4521
watermelons, marketing (1962) 12895
women, legal status (1963) 13133
women workers (1963) 5773; (1965) 7004
ZIP code directory (1963) 20034

Georgia-Carolina Council, Inc., BSA, convey
lands to (1961) 16983; (1962) 20813,
21023

Georgia Nuclear Laboratory:
Dawson County, Ga., geologic and hydrolog-

ic investigation at site (1965) 2223
Dawson County, weathered crystalline

rocks, infiltration and permeability
(1964) 8753

Georgia, Strait of, torpedo test range, agree-
ment with Canada (1965) 15072

Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic:
ceramics industry since World War II (1961)

19614
chemistry, contribution of Georgian scien-

tists to development (1962) 998
conference of scientific workers (1962) 10196
economic progress (1964) 20256
machine building, translations (1962) 1477
magnetotelluric investigations (1964) 14430
public health, 40th anniversary (1961) 20980
public health over last 40 years (1962) 2949
radiation, problem of climatological compu-

tation (1962) 15851
7-year plan, successful fulfillment (1961)

17381
soil reporting and mapping procedure (1962)

5502
Georgoulia, Joanna K., relief (1965) 12250
Geostrophic wind, see Winds.
Geotechnics, compendium of papers in field of

geotechnics prepared at AFCRL during
1963 (1965) 5570

Geothermal energy:
geothermal power, economic evaluation

(1964) 18670
steam deposits, issuance of leases, hearing

(1963) 19059; (1964) 4586, 17826; (1965)
16025, 17856

USSR, 2d all-Union geothermic conference
(1964) 21540

Gerard, George, aerospace pressure vessel de-

sign synthesis (1965) 16611
Gerbils, red-tailed, autumn-winter migration in

Bozdag Mountain Ridge area, USSR
study (1964) 12969

Gerdes, Ronald M., piloted motion simulator
investigation of VTOL height control
requirements (1964) 18777
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Gergen, John A., stereotaxic atlas of squirrel

monkey's brain (1963) 7318
Gerhards, C.C.:

limited evaluation of physical and mechani-
cal properties of Nepal alder grown in

Hawaii (1964) 18054
strength and related properties of western

hemlock (1965) 16278

Geriatrics:
aging, OTS bibliography (1964) 11661
cardiac and geriatric problems, USSR study

(1965) 6510
orthopedics and traumatology problems,

USSR study (1964) 20002
problems of gerontology and geriatrics

(USSR periodical), translations (1963)
6947

program for county health department
(1961) 20831

2d conference, Moscow, 1960, Russian trans-

lation (1962) 3391
UkrSSR, scientific conference (1962) 2786

Gericke, Otto R., point-contact transducers for

ultrasonic testing (1963) 12965
Gering Valley:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23463
document edition (1962) 23302

Gerken, J.M., welding columbium alloys (1963)
5850

German language:
Foreign Service Institute basic course (1962)

1831
labor terms (1964) 8835
transliteration of proper names from Slavic

languages using Cyrillic alphabet (1961)
15034

transliteration of Russian names (1962) 1397
German measles, see Measles.
German population in Soviet Union (1961)

17478
Germanium:
bibliography (1961) 3885
chlorination kinetics (1965) 14713
damage due to 20 and 40 MeV proton bom-

bardments (1965) 8110
diode rectifers, direct-current computer

power sources, USSR study (1961) 2169
dioxide, crystalline and glassy, high-

temperature heat content (1961) 6283
6283

doped with gold and zinc, photoelectric prop-
erties, USSR study (1963) 7037

effect of mechanical strain on p-n junctions
(1965) 16603

effects of energetic photon irradiation (1965)
8488

field test (1962) 8467
heated to temperatures in evaporation

range, simultaneous contamination and
conversion effects (1964) 5607

linear dislocations, recombination, USSR
study (1963) 5234

low-temperature far-infrared spectra (1965)
114

microwave propagation characteristics
(1961)9721

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
9563

semiconductor materials, bulk resistivity

measurement for electron devices, bibli-

ography (1964) 21785
silicon-germanium thermoelectric modules

for Transportation Corps silent boat
design, optimization (1963) 16633

source contamination effects on epitaxy of

Ge films on Ge (1965) 13168
structural defects, USSR study (1964) 2810

Germanium—Continued
sulfides, low-temperature heat capacities

and entropies at 298.15° K (1964) 18694
Germanium fluorphlogopite, synthesis and

properties (1964) 13119
Germanium isotopes, Ge-72, nuclear electric

monopole transitions (1961) 184
Germanium oxide:

heats and free energies of formation of ger-
manium dioxide (1962) 18229

system magnesia-magnesium fluoride-

germania-lithium fluoride (1964) 9515
Germanium sulfide, recovery from zinc concen-

trates by batch and fluid-solids roasting,
extration studies (1962) 3326

Germany:
and Communism, Prof. Havemann's views

(1965) 2641
Army area handbook (1964) 19212
Belgium boundary, study (1963) 20152
claims of U.S. in World War I, records, pre-

liminary inventory (1962) 22602
customs valuation under revised German

law, 1962 (1963) 5067
Democratic Republic, see below, Soviet Zone,
documents on, 1944-61 (1962) 2366, 9490
East, see, below, Soviet Zone.
Federal Republic

—

assets in Spain, termination of obliga-

tions, protocol (1961) 5111
assistance for foreign students, especially
from Asia, Africa, and Latin America
(1963) 5365

atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,

agreements (1962) 22839, 22849
aviation maps, their creation and use

(1962) 19896
background notes (1965) 9934
certificate of airworthiness for imported

aircraft, application to land, Berlin,

agreement (1962) 12731
comments on Cuban socialism (1962) 2912
communist underground activities, con-

spiracy against freedom (1961) 9377
costume jewelry, U.S. export market (1964)

144
Cypriot workers emigration, PEO position

(1961) 7864
DeGaulle-Adenauer pact (1963) 7129
disposition of equipment and materials,
agreement (1962) 22824

dollar bonds, validation, agreement (1961)

5775, 20183; (1962) 21256
domestic agricultural assistance program,
evaluation (1963) 15421

double taxation, convention, protocol

(1965) 17763
hearing (1965) 19495

economic developments (1961) 12696;

(1962) 9788; (1963) 8396
economic statistics, handbook (1961) 3599;

(1962) 3916; (1963) 3761; (1964) 3564;

(1965) 3477
Economics Ministry, research and develop-
ment activities (1964) 5572

economy, basic data (1964) 6849
education, commission for educational
exchange and financing programs,
agreement (1964) 9820

educational data (1963) 8164
electronic products, market information

(1965) 355
establishing business (1962) 9787
experimental communications satellites,

intercontinental testing, agreement
(1962) 6471

export controls, report (1962) 9500
external debts, agreement (1961) 5114
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Federal Republic—Continued

federal association of German aerospace
industry, proceedings (1963) 7107

fisheries, annual survey, 1961 (1962) 23553
fisheries, 1963 (1965) 4753
food regulations (1961) 9187
foreign trade and payments, law (1961)

18442
foreign trade 1960-61 (1963) 5085
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14379
Frenzel spy case (1961) 13207
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 7736
gasification patents, index (1964) 18660
goals for Atlantic community, address by

President Kennedy (1963) 14934
handwriting analysis and code of criminal
procedure (1964) 10816

import tariff system (1961) 2025
income tax convention, text (1962) 5329
International Tracing Service, administra-

tion, continue, agreements (1961) 15997
lease air service equipment, agreement

(1962) 1844; (1963) 21125
legal assistance in penal matters, etc.,

agreement (1961) 20203
library developments since 1945 (1962)

12356
liquidation of German property in Switz-

erland, agreement (1962) 20303
livestock and meat industry (1963) 6478
living conditions (1961) 18448
loan of vessel, extension, agreement (1963)

1549
machinery trade mission to West Germany

(1962) 16628
maps printed on textiles and synthetic
paper (1962) 7600

maritime matters, use of territorial wa-
ters and ports by N.S. Savannah, agree-
ment (1963) 5736

market factors (1965) 8691
market for semiconductor devices (1964)
13740

market for U.S. electronic components
(1964) 8102

marking and labeling requirements (1961)
7466

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ter (1965) 12866

motion picture industry (1965) 15385
mutual defense assistance

—

disposition of military equipment and
materials, agreement (19(}1) 11591

military equipment, materials, and serv-
ices, agreement (1962) 8678

new dimension in Atlantic partnership
(address) (1964) 5698

ornamental plant explorations (1963)
11432

outdoor recreation survey (1963) 1380
partnership in development programs

(1961) 13219
patent licensing agreements with firms

(1962) 19607
patent rights and technical information
interchange, agreement (1964) 18965

patents on conversion of coal to fluid

fuels, abstracts (1962) 6231
plant quarantine import requirements

(1964) 9924, 19058
preparing shipments to (1961) 640; (1963)
5072

press items on international Communist
movement (1963) 10378

press service news briefs from East Berlin
(1963) 10367

Germany—Continued
Federal Republic—Continued
purchase of military equipment, materials,
and services, agreement (1961) 1531

rayon staple fiber, determination of no
injury or likelihood thereof to U.S. in-

dustry (1961) 13705
regional economic policy, need for guide

lines (1961) 1075
residence and business rights of aliens

(1962) 7506
rehabilitation practices (1964) 5749
science, organization of training, re-

search, etc (1963) 16445
self-service store and supermarket equip-

ment, foreign market survey (1965)
18966

sending gift packages to (1961) 12692;
(1962) 7504; (1963) 2408

sense of U.S. Congress to defend rights
and freedom, reports (1962) 21156,
21161, 21523

settlement of claims against members of

U.S. Armed Forces insured by Brandaris
Insurance Co., agreement (1963) 13079

settlement of United States claim for post-
war economic assistance, agreement
(1961) 13687

Soviet terrorism in free Germany, hearing
(1961) 1916

status of forces, agreement (1963) 16577
steel wire rods, determination of no injury

or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry
(1963) 13096

surplus agricultural commodities, closing
of accounts and payment of adjustment
refunds, agreement (1962) 1841

test ban treaty acceptance, German arti-

cle (1963) 17782
trade mission report, 1964 (1964) 10707
U.S. compensatory concessions under
GATT, agreement (1962) 18488

U.S. forces, status, agreements (1963)
16578; (1964) 1603

U.S. trade mission, businessmen needed
(1962) 7502

Ulbricht seeks aid from (1962) 19727
views of Social Democratic Party on hu-

manistic socialism, Leninism and Soviet
foreign policy (1962) 17977

foreign policy, documents (1961) 9763; (1962)
24092; (1963) 3339; (1965) 1641

German Democratic Republic, see, below,
Soviet Zone,

income tax withholding regulations under
German convention, text (1962) 5329

market for U.S. farm products (1961) 592
Netherlands boundary, study (1964) 11622
pocket guide (1965) 8510
property of Germans in Switzerland, liquida-

tion accord with France, Great Britain,

and Switzerland (1962) 18509
Quartermaster Corps operations in war

against (1965) 19825
selling in Germany (1965) 17288
Soviet Zone

—

accidents at work, in traffic, and in sports,

from viewpoint of people's economy
(1962) 5698

agricultural situation (1961) 14773
air defense against chemical and biological
weapons, instruction material (1963) 705

anthrax discovery through bacterial
inspection of meat (1962) 7558

Berlin air access sovereignty claimed
(1962) 5980

bibliography of social science periodicals
and monograph series (1965) 13645
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Germany—Continued
Soviet Zone—Continued

biographies of political figures (1964)
18i:G5

Bonn reports on eastern Germany (1962)
8114

chemical students training in economics,
questions (1962) 7839

chemistry program in petroleum industry
and petroleum chemistry (1962) 7760

civil air defense commanders' manual
(1961) 7811

civil aviation law of July 31, 1963 (1963)
17714

civil aviation regulations (1965) 6435
clinical -aspects of brucellosis in man,
study (1962) 5762

congress of ophthalmologists of German
Democratic Republic, USSR study (1965)
7861

constitution (1963) 12738
control of rabies, directive no. 3 (1965)

14495
Council for Planning and Coordination of

Medical Science at Ministry of Public
Health, order concerning (1963) 12308

CPSU Congress, review by Ulbricht (ad-

dress) (1962) 1551
crisis in domestic economy and difficulties

in foreign trade (1962) 7958
cybernetic character of new economic sys-

tem, etc (1965) 11081
cybernetics, publications (1965) 6516
cybernetics significance in science

—

technology and economy (1963) 7085
technologv and industry (1963) 5343,

10506
cybernetics in sciences, engineering and
economy (1964) 5245

decree on delivery conditions pertaining to

radioactive substances (1962) 7691
dermatomycoses and their current status
problem for medicine and veterinary
inedicine (1962) 7787

development of agricultural statistics,

East Germany problems (1964) 10830
development of medical science, translation
(1961)20971

development of photogrammetry and aeri-

al photography (1962) 5528
dollar bonds, with assets of issuer in Fed-

eral Republic, agreement with Federal
Republic (1961) 5775

duck farm, source of ornithosis in humans
(1962) 7618

East European legal journals, abstracts
(1962) 22046; (1963) 12345, 12556, 16075,
16088, 17867, 20867; (1964) 907, 953,
1119, 2788, 2831, 7066, 7094, 9173, 9273,
11035, 11174, 12663, 16074, 202.57, 21535

East German Chamber of Technology,
USSR delegation's visit (1965) 14522

East German friendship societies efforts

to establish contacts with western and
neutral countries (1962) 14123

East German yearbook, 1961 (1962) 10280
East German youth law draft (1963) 20806
economic consequences of disarmament

(1961) 17480
economic crisis (1962) 18028
Economic Geography Section of Geograph-

ic Society, meeting (1962) 7999
economic plan, 1964, State Council decree

(1963) 20820
economic planning, etc., new system,

guidelines (1963) 16097
economic system, result of party work,
translation (1963) 15758

economic-technical information (1963) 7058

Germany—Continued
Soviet Zone—Continued
economics of domestic trade (1962) 12243
educational psychology research (1962)
5416

8th German Peasant Congress, resolution
(1964) 10923

electrical technology (1962) 7666
electrochemical research (1963) 7035
geodesy, role in regional reorganization

(1962^ 7661
geodetic operations, development (1962)
5555

geographic maps, technology of producing
(1962) 5399

German Democratic republic in system of
international socialist division of labor
(1964) 16438

industry, inter-plant projects for punch
card organization, factors influencing
(1965) 16379

infectious diseases of animals, summary
charts (1962) 10125

infectious hepatitis control (1962) 5391
Institute of Length Measurements, organi-

zation, etc (1964) 7204
Karl Gustav Carus obstetrics and gynecol-

ogy clinical abortion case histories and
influence of maternal and child rights

and protection law (1962) 7873
lacquer, paint and coating-technology
committee of Federation of Chemi-
cal-Industry Unions (1962) 7794

law concerning defense (1962) 19993
legal journals, abstracts (1962) 10308,

17754, 17946, 19667, 19906, 22181, 22260,
23671; (1963) 696, 941, 980, 2660, 5138,
6730, 6897, 7076, 8528, 8575, 8812, 8819,
8854, 10808, 14337, 20904; (1965) 1038,
2332

legal publications, abstracts and transla-
tions (1961) 13054, 13152, 13363, 15125,
17464, 21023, 21049; (1962) 1428, 2989,
3228, 6160, 8244, 14219, 18058

long-range outlook for lubricants industry
(1965) 1143

medical congresses schedule for 1965
(1965) 7925

milk production, effect of mastitis, etc.,

East German study (1962) 7874
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ter (1965) 12862
national liberation movement, some prob-

lems (1961) 7742
National Veterinary Medicine Testing In-

stitute, Listeriosis Control Center, re-

port, 1960 (1962) 7796
natural sciences, decree on training of

technical assistants in field (1962) 7638
Newcastle disease, prophylaxis and coun-
termeasures against (1962) 7799

nuclear research and technology (1963)
7118

nuclear scientist defects to U.S., hearing
(1965) 10697

passport laws, implementing regulations
(1964) 1351

peasant Congress, resolution (1962) 10268
penitentiaries (1964) 5406
pharmacist in public health organization

(1962) 10023
pharmacists training (1962) 5824
pharmacology of staphylococcus toxin
(Wood 46) (1962) 7655

plant quarantine import requirements
(1962) 10811

police and border troops of National Peo-
ples Army, decree governing authoriza-
tion and activity (1964) 11233
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Germany—Continued
Soviet Zone—Continued

polio, regulations for prevention (1962)
5503

preventive health protection for man and
animal (1962) 5822

price policy and formation (1962) 8152
production of data processing machines,
development (1965) 9400

public health, translations (1962) 5393
rabies prophylaxis (1962) 7886
rabies, status report (1962) 5663
radiation accidents due to equipment dam-
age or breakdown, organization of medi-
cal countermeasures against, study
(1964) 18324

radiation injuries, problems of surgical
treatment (1962) 23899

radio, technical development (1962) 9924
railroad construction progress (1962)

14242
research and analysis in metallurgy (1962)
5557

Ru-106 extraction in liquid run-off by ad-
sorption of fine-particled multiklon
(1962) 7795

scientific and technical journals, informa-
tion (1962) 5859, 10126

scientific relations with Hungary (1962)
9882

Section of Institute for Plant Biochemis-
try of German Academy of Sciences of
Berlin, dedicated May '22, 1960 (1962)
7766

SED Central Committee, 14th plenum (ad-
dresses) (1962) 5724

selected economic translations (1961) 993,
1124, 1136, 1150, 2288, 2387, 2409-11,
2422, 2433, 2435, 4469, 4515, 4531, 4542,
4551, 4567, 4704, 4707, 4728-31, 4735-36,
4743, 10990, 11019, 11074, 11087,
11089-90, 11138

selected military translations (1961) 2138
selected sociological translations (1961)

1091, 1105, 4490, 4552
semi-conductor components, standardiza-

tion (1962) 7700
sending gift packages to (1962) 7504;

(1963) 2408
Socialist People's Party, program for 6th
Congress (1963) 981, 5108

soldiers of chemical service, handbook,
excerpts (1964) 20294

speech by Ulbrecht to FDGB congress
(1964) 2702

stable isotopes significance to scientific

research (1962) 7559
statute of Central Institute for Nuclear
Physics (1962) 5464

statute of State Geological Commission
(1962) 5415

students in Ukraine (1963) 17938
synthetic poisona(1962) 19658
surveying and mapping (1965) 2774
tissue preservation, symposium (1961)

19526
tourist travel in German Democratic Re-

public (1962) 8267
Ulbricht report to 6th SED Congress

(1963) 5216
Ulbricht's terror justice, trial of Harry

Seidel (1963) 5129
use of radar technology in meteorology

(1963) 969
veterinary affairs and livestock breeding,
proposed laws (1962) 9833

views on African questions, selected arti-
cles (1961) 13308

water economy enterprises, local organiza-
tion (1962) 5642

Germany—Continued

Third Reich, 1st phase, foreign policy docu-
ments (1963) 3339

topographic map, new, at scale of 1:50,000,
description (1962) 23692

suicides in East and West, comparative stud-
ies on frequency translation (1962) 5650

West, see, above, Federal Republic.
Germicides, see Antiseptics.
Germination:

birch seeds under water-light treatment
without pre-chilling (1962) 607

bitterbrush seed

—

effect of endrin-Arasan 75 and thiourea
treatments (1961) 17308

interaction effects of gibberellic acid and
cold treatments (1961) 678

black cherry seed, effect of pre-germination
treatment (1963) 17498

effect of hydrogen peroxide in western coni-
fers (1961) 669

fourwing saltbush, some factors affecting
(1965) 669

gallberry seed, some observations (1964)
18073

loblolly and slash pine seed, effect of hydro-
gen peroxide (1962) 17601

pine, lodgepole, on prepared seedbeds (1965)
10928

sedges (1965) 16268
seed, light effects, experiments, etc (1961)

16117
seed of phreatophyte species (1961) 693
shortleaf pine seed, treated (1963) 15576
southern pine seeds repellent-treated, before

and after storage (1964) 8668
southwestern ponderosa pine seeds, survival

relationships (1962) 7449
Gerontis, Apostolos, and vkife, relief (1964) 432

Gerontology:
aging, fact and fancy (keynote address)

(1965) 18844
aging of organism at molecular level, USSR

(1962) 2834, 22628
aging, OTS bibliography (1964) 11661, 13491

basic reference books and journals (1963)
20248

gerontology and geriatrics, USSR confer-
ence (1961) 17375

highlights of legislation on aging (1963)
9508-9, 11410; (1964) 11715

longevity and physiological old age, USSR
study (1964) 19891

orthopedics and traumatology problems,
USSR study (1964) 20002

problems of gerontology and geriatrics
(USSR periodical), translations (1963)
6947

program, to stimulate community health
services, etc (1965) 16811

research

—

biological and medical (1961) 20838
projects conducted or supported bv Na-

tional Institutes of Health (1961) 11444;
(1962) 22723

psychological and social sciences (1961)
19429

role and training of professional personnel
in field of aging, reports from White
House Conference on Aging (1961) 14984

science of aging and long life, USSR study
(1961) 19668

2d conference, Moscow, 1960, Russian trans-
lation (1962) 3391

.social, future of research (1963) 18368
social, suggested university curriculum

(1965) 10008
UkrSSR, scientific conference on, problem

(1962) 2786
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Gerontologry—Continued

USSR, history of development of study

(1962) 1177
vital problems, USSR study (1961) 11151

Gerontology Branch, Public Health Service,

pilot project contracts and cooperative
agreements available (1964) 9884

Gerridae, see Hermatobates.
Gershenson, Sidney, mentally retarded teenag-

ers in social group (1965) 4363
Gerstein, Melvin, potential aircraft fuel tank

vent fires and explosions caused by at-

nx)spheric electricity (1964) 7550
Gertel, Karl, economic potentials of irrigation

in North Carolina, based on soil classifi-

cation and acreage estimates from na-

tional inventory of soil and water con-

servation needs (1965) 2084
Gertler, Diane B.:

offerings and enrollments in grades 9-12 of

nonpublic secondary schools (1963)

15438
statistics of nonpublic elementary schools,

1961-62 (1965) 4662
statistics of nonpublic secondary schools,

1960-61, type of school, enrollment, and
staff (1963) 15448

subject offerings and enrollments, grades
9-12, nonpublic secondary schools,

1961-62 (1965) 4664
Gertsma, L.W., inlets designed for inlet-engine

matching up to Mach 3, performance at

Mach nos. 3.07, 1.89 and (1963) 16355
Gervin, Leon M., relief (1963) 11772, 18770,

18992
Gesneriaceae, see Trichantha.
Gessner, Anne L., statistics of farmer coopera-

tives (1963) 15461; (1964) 17961
Gesu, Chiara Di, see Di Gesu, Chiara.
GETOL (ground effect take-off and landing),

see Aircraft.
Getting out of jail, remarks (1965) 7301
Gettysburg Address Centennial Day, proclaim

Nov. 19, 1963, report (1963) 18891
Gettysburg, Battle of, 5-cent commemorative

stamp (poster) (1963) 14642
Gettysburg National Military Park:

general information (1961) 8064; (1962) 6320;
(1964) 16765; (1965) 18638

historical handbook (1962) 12544
Getzendaner, C. W., European earwig (1964)

19079
Geun, Kim Hyoung, see Kim Hyoung Geun.
Geyer, Anna M., relief (1962) 7008; (1964) 6244
Geyser Creek, Fanglomerate, stratigraphic

and structural history (1965) 18205
Geysers and hot springs:
Shui-mo-kon hot springs of Urumchi, inves-

tigation of origin. Communist China
(1962) 1033

thermal springs of United States and other
countries of world, summary (1965)
18211

Ghana:
Commission for Educational Exchange be-

tween United States and Ghana, agree-
ment (1962) 10691

economy, basic data (1963) 2391
establishing business in (1964) 8820
fact sheet (1963) 16567
fisheries survey (1963) 19236
foreign trade regulations (1964) 2457
health, program of scientific cooperation in

field of bio-medicine, agreement (1962)
12714

import tariff system (1962) 15686
is U.S. money aiding another Communist

state?, hearing (1963) 13816

Ghana—Continued
labor bibliography (1962) 8324
labor situation, summary (1962) 6209
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12911
newly independent nation, fact sheets (1961)

2715; (1962) 1825
Peace Corps program, agreement (1961)

20193
preparing shipments to (1963) 10340
scientific institutions, USSR study (1963)

20866
sending gift packages to (1962) 701
situation in, Italian reviews (1962) 19759
students in U.S. oppose aid to Nkrumah

(1964)6518
treaties, continued application of certain

treaties concluded between United
States and United Kingdom, agreement
(1962) 12735

Ghosh, A.K., metal complexes -1, preparation
and physical properties of transition
metal complexes of 6-mercap-topurine
and 4-mercapto-6, 7-diphenyl pteridine
(1965) 120

Ghosn, Hanna, relief (1961) 19026; (1962)
16881, 18922

GI bill of rights, see Veterans.
Gl-loans, see Loans.
Giacceni, R., X-ray telescope (1965) 6613
Giamati, C. C:

Fortran program for analysis of spin zero
elastic scattering (1964) 9570

proton-alpha scattering experiments at 40
Mev (1965) 5227

Giambusso, Angelo, remarks, Nov. 13, 1964
(1965) 207

Giammalva, Santa, relief (1962) 19041; (1965)
15602

Giangrande, Alfonso, relief (1961) 7019
Gianino, Peter D.:

drastic reduction of warm-up rate within
Dewar system by helium desorption
(1964) 13639

magnetic anisotropy fields in single-crystal
iron garnets (1965) 7104

Giannini, Vittorio, musical treasure hunt
(1965) 10743

Giannos, Efstahia, relief (1965) 17356, 17500,
17811

Giannos, Frank, see Gianoutsos, Fotios.
Gianoutsos, Fotios, relief (1961) 7176
Giant sequoias, see Sequoias.
Giazikis, Anthony H., relief (1963) 13477,

16990, 17233
Gibberellic acid:

and cold treatments, interaction effects on
germination of bitterbrush seed (1961)
678

effect on growth of bacteria of intestinal
group, USSR study (1962) 934

effect on plant growth and development,
USSR study (1961) 942

Gibberellins:
and gibberellin-like substances, USSR study

(1962) 7816
physiological activity, compared with activi-

ty, etc., of molecule, USSR study (1964)
20370

testing and application in cultured plants,
instructions (1964) 20330

Gibbons, W.S., survey of piping failures for
reactor primary coolant pipe rupture
study (1965) 17094

Gibbs, Carter B., field trial of tree injector in

weeding in West Virginia (1963) 20701
Gibbs, James E., dual enrollment in public

and nonpublic schools (1965) 10733
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Gibbs, Katye M., explosive forming, ASTIA
report bibliography (1963) 4438

Gibbs, W.R., direct reaction calculation (1964)

7537
Gibbsite, heat of formation and free energies

(1961) 17650
Gibson, Burdett, mining machinery and equip-

ment, shipments and related data,
1955-61 (1963) 1863

Gibson. F.C., electrical method for measure-
ment of propagation velocities in explo-

sives, etc (1963) 9133
Gibson, Forrest L., relief (1962) 19065, 20775,

21313
Gibson, J.E., brightness temperature of Venus

(1963) 18252
Gibson, James J., theory on visual perception,

analysis of selected papers (1964) 15002
Gibson. Kenneth E., beet leafhopper control in

southern Idaho by seeding breeding
areas to range grass (1963) 9540

Gibson, 0. Hoyt, sales management for manu-
facturers, bibliography (1964) 9767

Gibson, Richard S., modifiability of decisions

made in changing environment (1965)

4175
Gibson, Robert C., relief (1964) 15661; (1965)

10595. 15426, 15568
Gibson, William A.:

microorganisms in human gingival tissue

a964) 1748
reductase activity and sulfhydryls in dehy-

drogenase histochemistry of human gin-

giva (1965) 126
simulation with carbon particles of bacteri-

al invasion of human gingival tissues

(1964) 8000
Gideon, D. N., exploratory studies of mechani-

cal cycling fatigue behavior of materi-

als for supersonic transport (1964)

11351
Gielisse, Peter J., low-temperature far-in-

frared spectra of germanium and silicon

(1965)114
Gierhart, G.D., interference predictions for

instrument landing system (1965) 19965
Giese, Fred P., titanium in southeastern Unit-

ed States (1964) 16624
Giesler, Harold W., low-power tests of Plum

Brook reactor (1963) 7258
Giffin, Jeannine, selling in Switzerland (1964)

21082
Giflford, Chloe, woman's viewpoint concerning

air pollution (1963) 3300
Gifford Pinchot National Forest:

report 1962 (1964) 2352
Spirit Lake & Mt. St. Helens recreation

guide (1964) 2372
timber management plan, report (1964) 2373

Gift shops, see Stores.

Gift tax, see Inheritance and transfer tax.

GIFTI, see Electronic computers.
Gifts:

acceptance by Government to reduce public

debt-
law (1961) 12113
reports (1961) 8794, 8966

acceptance by Merchant Marine Academy

—

law (1961) 18601
reports (1961) 10434, 16675

businessmen, income tax deduction, ques-

tions and answers (1963) 15643
expenses, 1962 rules for deducting, and new

1963 recordkeeping rules for substantia-
tion (1963) 6584

expenses, rules for deducting from income
tax (1965) 772; (1964) 2448

Gifts—Continued
gifts and bequests, acceptance by Secretary

of Commerce for Department, author-
ize

—

law (1964) 19419
reports (1964) 10403. 17628

Government publications for holiday gifts,

list (1962) 24068
holiday gift list for reader (1964) 20735;

(1965)20017
presentation pieces in Museum of History

and Technology (1965) 18631
sending packages abroad, U.S. export regu-

lations, summary (1964) 6122; (1965)
10340

sending packages to

—

.Algeria (1962) 689
Argentina (1962) 690
Austria (1962) 691
Belgium-Luxembourg and Netherlands

(1962) 692
Berlin (1962) 7.504; (1963) 2408
Bolivia (1963) 2401
Burma (1962) 693
Cameroon (1963) 2402
Canada (1961) 598; (1962) 694; (1963) 2403
Chile (1961) .599; (1962) 695
Congo (Leopoldville) (1963) 2404
Costa Rica (1963) 2405
Cyprus (1962) 696
Czechoslovakia (1961) 12691
Dominican Republic (1962) 697
Ecuador (1962) 698
Egyptian region (UAR) (1961) 600
El Salvador (1961) 601
Ethiopia (1962) 699
Finland (1961) 604
foreign countries (1962) 13138
France (1962) 700; (1963) 2407
Germany (1961) 12692; (1962) 7504; (1963)

2408
Ghana (1962) 701
Greece (1961) 605; (1962) 702; (1963) 2409

Guatemala (1961) 606
Honduras (1962) 703
India (1962) 704
Indonesia (1961) 607
Iraq (1962) 705
Israel (1962) 706
Italy (1962) 707
Jordan (1962) 708
Kenya, Zanzibar, Uganda and Tanganyika

(1962) 709
Korea (1962) 710
Malaya (1961) 602
Mexico (1961) 608; (1963) 2410
Morocco (1961) 609; (1962) 711
New Zealand (1962) 712; (1963) 2411
Nicaragua (1961) 610
Nigeria (1961) 611
Norwav (1961) 612; (1963) 2412
Pakistan (1961) 613
Panama (1962) 713
Paraguay (1961) 614; (1963) 2413
Philippines (1961) 615
Portugal (1961) 617
Poland (1961) 616; (1962) 714
Rhodesia and Nyasaland (1961) 603; (1963)

2406
Sierra Leone (1961) 618; (1963) 2414
Singapore (1961) 619
South .Africa, Republic of (1962) 715
South Africa, Union of (1961) 626
Spain (1961) 620
Sudan (1962) 716
Sweden (1961) 621; (1963) 2415
Switzerland (1963) 2416
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Gifts—Continued
sending packages to—Continued
Syria (1961) 622
Taiwan (Formosa) (1961) 623
Thailand (1961) 624
Tunisia (1962) 2560
Turkey (1961) 625; (1962) 717
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (1961)

12693
United Arab Republic (Egypt) (1963) 2417
United Kingdom (1961) 627
Uruguay (1962) 718
Venezuela (1961) 628; (1962) 9785
Viet-Nam (1961) 629

suggested Government publications, list

(1961) 1429; (1962) 1767
Gigiyena i sanitariya (periodical):

translations (1962) 13996, 19734, 22273,
22311, 23754; (1963) 835, 2574, 5141,

8851, 10768; (1964) 18385; (1965) 831,

6505, 9458
Gigiyena truda i professional'nyye, excerpts

(1962) 15863
Gigiyena truda i professional'nyye zabolevani-

ya (periodical):

translations (1962) 22114
Gila Bend Indian Reservation, geology and

ground water conditions (1963) 6567
Gila County, Ariz.:

copper mining, block-caving methods at

Miami mine (1965) 19841
geology of Christmas quadrangle (1964)

19774
mining methods and costs. Inspiration Con-

solidated Copper Co. open-pit mine
(1963) 7210

mining methods etc., Miami Copper Co (1961)
2479

Regal Asbestos Mine, mining methods and
costs (1961) 13433

tungsten deposits (1962) 6234
Gila River and Valley:

basin, flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16113
document edition (1965) 15529

basin, Indian Bend Wash, Ariz., flood con-

trol, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 10489
document edition (1964) 10191

Camelsback Reservoir flood control, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2197
document edition (1963) 2070

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental editions (1961) 474; (1963)
412

document editions (1961) 384; (1963) 313
headwater springs in drainage basin

—

quality of water (1963) 8347
reconnaissance (1963) 8347

snow survey and water supply forecasts
(1962) 3828

summary of snow survey measurements
(1964) 18955

water supply outlook and snow surveys
(1963) 4284; (1964) 4137; (1965) 4049

Gilbert, A., mechanical properties of chromi-
um, chromium-rhenium, and derived al-

loys (1964) 21731
Gilbert, Arnold, health needs of migrant chil-

dren in Kansas day-care program (1964)
9717

Gilbert, C.R., hydrologic studies of small wat-
ersheds. Honey Creek basin, Collin and
Grayson Counties, Tex (1964) 15967

Gilbert, Irwin H., effect of insect repellants on
plastics, paints, and fabrics (1963) 1623

Gilbert, L.O., organic coating using fluidized

bed technique (1963) 20014

Gilbert Islanr^s, Onotoa Atoll, Foraminifera
(1962) 5299

Gilbert, Mount, aircraft accident (1962) 9107
Gilbreath, William P., vapor pressure of mag-

nesium (1965) 8106
Giles, Robert E.:

nomination, hearing (1961) 5880
remarks (1963) 6052; (1964) 7425

Gilfillan, Olga B.B., relief (1965) 12066. 17309,
17787

Gilkey, M.M., water requirements and uses in
Arizona mineral industries (1963) 12824

Gill, James R., stratigraphy of Pierre shale
(1965) 9265

Gill, Lake S., dwarfmistletoe of lodgepole pine
(1965) 2162

Gill, Thomas G., wood used in manufacturing
industries (1965) 7042

Gill nets, see Fish nets.

Gillespie, Arthur S., jr., dissolved oxygen ana-
lyzer, final report (1965) 8552

Gillespie, Julian E., relief of widow (1961)
16891

Gillespie, Karen R., apparel and accessories
for women, misses and children (1965)
9915

Gillilland, Whitney:
remarks (1965) 7301, 7305

Gillingham, Kent K., threshold of vestibular
coriolis eff"ect and its significance to air-

crew (1965) 17031

Gilluly, James:
geology of Cortez quadrangle, Nev (1965)

18198
tectonic and igneous geology of northern

Shoshone Range, Nev (1965) 12544

Gilman, Donald L., weather and climate modi-
fication (1965) 16919

Gilman, G. Udell, antitrust laws with amend-
ments, 1890-1964 (1965) 382

Gilman, Merritt, training for juvenile proba-
tion officers (1963) 174

Gilmore, J.E., screening tests of organic insec-

ticides against California red scale

(1963) 18394
Gilmore, Voit:

address, etc (1963) 5762, 11366; (1964) 5739-40
nomination, hearing (1961) 14726

Gilpatric, Roswell L., nomination, hearing
(1961) 4083

Gilphin, Gladys L., meat, fish, poultry, and
cheese, home preparation time, etc

(1965) 15191

Gilpin County, Colo.:

altered wallrocks in central part of Front
Range mineral belt (1964) 4795

economic geology of Central City district

(1963) 19311
geology and ore deposits (series) (1961)

10680, 14946
Gimbal geometry and attitude sensing of

ST-124 stabilized platform (1962) 14465
Gimbals, ball-and-socket joints provide accur-

ate biaxial gimbal (1965) 14769
Gin motes, see Motes (in cotton).

Gingival tissues, see Tissues—Gingivitis.

Gingivitis:
gingival tissue health relationship to ascor-

bic acid plasma levels in IGY personnel
wintering in Antarctica, dental research
program (1962) 10437

screening examination for detection of gingi-

val and periodontal breakdown and local

irritants (1963) 18503
Gingrich, Samuel F., adjusting shortleaf pine

volume tables for different limits of top
utilization (1963) 567
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Ginn, John L., prepackaKing Alabama and
Florida potatoes at production points
(1963) 4358

Ginning, see Cotton gins and pinning.
Ginocchio, Stephen, development of orally

eflfective insect repellent (1963) 14950
Gins, see Cotton gins and ginning.
Ginseng:
growing (1964) 19071
study, USSR symposia (1964) 2560

Girders:
bridge girder assembly by high strength

screw bolt method. Communist Chinese
study (1963) 10489

welded steel, electronic computer program
for analysis and design (1964) 13426

Girdling, methods and costs of killing hard-
wood culls (1963) 8291

Girdner, Charles L., jr., soil survey of Bailey
County, Tex (1963) 13057

Girl Scouts of America:
annual reports (1961) 12150; (1962) 13358;

(1964) 13922; (1965) 13825
commemorative postage stamp (poster)

(1962) 18389
equipment for encampment

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 16582
reports (1961) 14320, 14677

50th anniversary, report 1962 (1963) 13456
50th birthday luncheon (remarks) (1962)

8595
military equipment for 1965 Senior Roundup

encampment

—

law (1964) 17291
reports (1964) 13945, 15728

soil and water conservation activities, guide
for leaders (1965) 11866

Girls:

adolescent delinquent girls (1965) 4367
delinquent, community therapy in institution

(1965)294
delinquent, foster home care (1963) 1924
deprived adolescent, proceedings of work

conference, Aug. 20-21, 1964 (1965) 3090
feasibility of establishing camps on Indian

reservations (1965) 7814
future employment, suggestions on training

(1961) 6618
high school, future jobs (1965) 18852
job futures in biology (1961) 11661
mentally retarded, experimental training

programs by nurse educators (1964)

13785
preemployment courses and training oppor-

tunities (1961) 1576
retarded, training programs, by nurse edu-

cators (1965) 7297
status and activities in labor market today

and tomorrow (address) (1963) 14807
vim, exercise plan (1964) 11540
what to do this summer? vacation jobs may

be answer (1965) 12394
who are disadvantaged girls 16-21 years

old? (1964) 16926
Girroux, Richard W., textual records of Pana-

ma Canal (1963) 9200
Gitlin, Joseph N., population exposure to

X-rays, system to obtain data (1964)

11555
Giulianetti, Demo J., wdnd-tunnel tests of duct-

ed lift cruise fan (1965) 1458
Giulion. Francisco, peasant leagues, Brazil

(1961)19784
Giusti, Ennio V., distribution of branches in

river networks (1965) 10986
Givens, E. Rouzee, polyurethane as erosion

resistant material for helicopter rotor

blades (1965) 15108

Giving food demonstration with tips for TV,
guide for extension workers (1963) 5837

Gjupanovich, Fran, church and state under
Communism, Yugoslavia (1965) 8997

Glacial period:
bedrock valleys of New England coast as

related to fluctuations of sea level (1964)
19787

Forami nifera from Late Pleistocene clay
near Waterville, Maine (1965) 6902

geology of south-central Nebraska (1965)
4857

Ice Age National Scientific Reserve, Wis.,
establish, proposal (1963) 9240

Illinoian outwash in southeastern Pennsyl-
vania (1961) 705

lake deposits in Western States, review and
annotated bibliography (1964) 15940

northeastern Montana and northwestern
North Dakota, history (1961) 4313

Pleistocene ice sheet in northern Boulder
Mountains, Mont., description (1962)
19569

postglacial drainage evolution and stream
geometry in Ontonagen area, Mich.
(1965) 12549

reef-associated limestones of Pleistocene age
(1964) 14340

stratigraphy and chronology of late inter-

glacial and early Vashon glacial time in

Seattle area, Wash. (1965) 4862
water in Pleistocene aquifers, Nassau and

Queens Counties, N.Y. (1964) 6816
see also Quaternary period.

Glaciated Allegheny Plateau, soil conservation
methods (1965) 8421

Glaciation:
Lake Bonneville, Quaternary stratigraphy

of eastern Jordan Valley, south of Salt
Lake City, Utah (1965) 19668

Little Cottonwood and Bells Canyons, Was-
atch Mountains, Utah (1964) 15950

Glacier Bay, Alaska, geology of Mount Fair-
weather quadrangle (1963) 6547

Glacier National Park, general information
(1962) 16076; (1963) 7332

Glacier Peak Wilderness Area, general infor-

mation (1964)2353
Glaciers:

botanical evidence of activity (series) (1961)
12791

Camp Century, Greenland, vicinity, studies

(1965) 10766
deposits, Puget Sound lowland and foothills

of Cascade Range study (1964) 809
electrical D-C resistivity measurements on

glacier ice near Thule, Greenland (1963)
4843

ice sheet elevations of southern Greenland
(1964) 8515

ice sheet fringed by mountain ranges, profile

and heat balance at bottom surface
(1964) 19649

ice tunnel, closure phenomena (1962) 17428
idealized ice cap, temperature distribution

study (1961) 9062
corrections (1961) 14805

nx)rphology and hydrology of glacial stream
(1964) 4791

movement studies by seismic soundings,
Greenland ice sheet (1965) 14196

polar, drilling measurement of strain rates

in deep bore holes (1965) 9061
polar, dry snow densification theory (1963)

6362'
quaternary, advances and recessions, and

their relations to rises and falls of Lake
Bonneville, study of sequences (1964)
15950
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Glaciers—Continued
rate of growth or shrinkage of nonequili-

brium ice sheets (1964) 19651
recession, USSR study (1965) 11166

Sequoia National Park, Calif., reconnais-

sance (1965) 12548
shear zones in ice cap margin, Thule, Green-

land (1964) 12343
sliding (1965) 4678
Taylor Glacier region, Victoria Land, Ant-

arctica, diabase sheets (1965) 12542
see aiso Moraines.

Glade oil reservoir, hydraulic fracture treat-
ments (1964) 14753

Gladewater, Tex., and vicinity, census of hous-
ing, 1960, special reports for local hous-
ing authorities (1961) 13991

Gladiolus, production and sales, etc. (1962)
18516; (1965) 117.30

Glands, see Adrenal glands.
Glanz, Milton, average value of invested

funds, OASI trust fund, fiscal year 1962
(1965) 1622

Gladstone, Mich.:
harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23475
document edition (1962) 23329

Glahulin, anti-Aujeszky serum, use in preven-
tion of Aujeszkv disease in suckling pig-

lets (1962) 7765
Glands:

endocrine, activity of coenzyme A in rats
following X-ray irradiation (1961) 11014

glandular research, USSR (1964) 8877
parotid, flow rate responses of human (1961)

1663
parotid, human decentralized and denervated

pre- and post-ganglionic denervation,
reactions to reflex stimulation, pilocar-
pine, prostigmine and atropine, USSR
study (1962) 2722

see also Adrenal glands—Mammary glands.
Glare reduction surfaces, instrument panel

and windshield wipers, Federal standard
(1965)16197

Glaser, Peter E., materials for vacuum insula-
tion (1963) 11472

Glaser, Rudolf F., vibration, etc., analysis of
compressed rocket vehicles (1965) 5167

Glass, Andrew C:
statistical summary of 1962 inventory mu-

nicipal waste facilities in U.S. (1964)
15068

statistical summary of water facilities in

United States, Jan. 1, 1958 (1963) 18293

Glass:
absolute viscosity, penetrometer for measur-

ing (1964) 7438
angular glass tubing drawn from round tub-

ing (1965) 14799
bibliographies (1962) 239; (1965) 15359
brittle materials, damage by impact with

high-velocity projectiles (1965) 8105
crystal materials made from slag, USSR

study (1963) 655
trade agreement escape-clause investiga-

tion, report (1961) 11622; (1962) 3.532
cylinder, crown, and sheet

—

Tariff Commission report (1963) 20198
devitrification of vacuum-melted glasses of

lithium metasilicate-silica compositional
series (1965) 16589

fibrous glass, current industrial reports
(1963) 18681; (1964) 100.52; (1965) 10242

filaments, wetting behavior of epoxy resins
(1965) 131.55

Glass—Continued

flat-
current industrial reports (1961) 2990;

(1962) 3737, 6745; (1963) .3.575, 4,582;

(1964) 3391, 6042; (1965) 3274, 7264
industry, outlook and review (1961) 3871;

(1962) 2143
glass and ceramics (USSR periodical), ab-

stracts (1961) 2932
glass and ceramics in USSR (1962) 12115
glassy state, USSR studies (1964) 14635
heat-protection shield, of re-entering IRBM,

ablation at stagnation point (1961) 4905
imports and exports, impact on American

employment, hearings (1962) 4961
print additional copies, reports (1962)

17013, 17282
industry, Indonesia (1961) 2082
industry growth and link with technology

(address) (1962) 16624
inorganic, structure, 4th all-Union confer-

ence, USSR report (1964) 20265
IR-transmission, formed from oxides of bis-

muth and tellurium (1965) 12993
laminates

—

1930-58, bibliography (1962) 4656
OTS selective bibliography (1962) 2156

manufacturing, classification bulletin (1963)

1381
optical, radiation-energy conductors, USSR

study (1962) 19921
optical transmission properties, eff'ect of

electrons (1965) 6692
powdered, thin transparent films formed

from (1965) 14781
pressed or blown, industry wage survey

(1965) 1284
products

—

census of manufactures, 1958

—

industry report (1961) 278
special report (1961) 13895

manufacturers' sales, 1958 census (1961)

20413
properties at elevated temperatures (1963)

9636
reactor fuel bearing, notes from meeting

(1962) 218
resin composites, surface chemical aspects

(1965) 13155
rolled, trade agreements escape-clause inves-

tigation, report (1961) 11628
sheet, determination of no injury to U.S.

industry, Czechoslovakia (1963) 1568
sheet, drawn or blown. Tariff Commission,

report (1965) 11735
shields of re-entering ICBM, heating and

melting process at stagnation point
(1963) 11037

Soviet industry, recent news (1961) 15031
thermodynamic, chemical, etc. nature, ques-

tions in theory (1961) 15406
window glass from Czechoslovakia, determi-

nation of no injury to U.S. industry
(1965) 1676

window glass from USSR, determination of

no injury to U.S. industry (1964) 20851
see also Glass fibers—Stained glass

—

also
names of manufactured articles and
materials.

Glass fibers:

containing fissionable and fertile materials
(1962)14858

fiber glass and glass laminates, bibliogra-

phy (1962) 21.56, 46.56

fiberglass boat building, USSR study (1964)
16253
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Glass fibers—Continued
fiberglass building materials, USSR study

(1963) 8739
fiberglass composites, maximum strains in

resin (1962) 22670
fiberglass dies speed forming of large metal

sheets (1965) 14774
fiberglass motor case in Polaris program

(1962) 6357
fiberglass-reinforced sandwich structure for

airframe use, research (1964) 20857
fiberglass ships

—

Soviet designs (1962) 23824
vibrations, characteristics, USSR study

(1965) 12651
fibrous glass, production, consumption,

trade, foreign counties (1962) 236
fuel bearing fiberglas in aluminum-base fuel

elements, fabrication properties, report
(1963) 4492

glass plastics, USSR study (1963) 10591
glass plastics in furniture and decoration,

USSR industrial development, transla-
tion (1964) 16252

laminates, application in aircraft (1965) 622
parts cured during filament winding elimi-

nates oven, saves time (1965) 8072
physiochemical properties, USSR study

(1963) 10823
physiological effects caused by inhalation of

fibreglass plastics fumes, etc., USSR
studies (1965) 12719

plastic laminates, fibrous glass reinforced.
Ships Bureau inspection manual (1964)
16854, 20780

plastics, glass fiber reinforced, USSR study
(1963) 12479

plastics reinforced

—

glass-resin interface problem patent sur-

vey, patent list, and general bibliogra-
phy (1965) 2076

surface chemistry (1965) 13130
test data, helicopter rotor blade applica-

tions (1964) 13495
resin in reinforced structures under tensile

stress, filament-winding plastics (1965)
16789

strength, and failure of filament wound pres-
sure vessels (1965) 13115

subscale internally insulated fiber-glass

propellant tank for liquid hydrogen,
evaluation (1965) 19941

surface treatments, theories and Navy re-

search (1964) 13349
unwoven, for reinforcement of plastic lami-

nates in flexure, evaluation methods
(1964) 12445

unwoven, plastic laminates reinforced with,
evaluating shear strength (1964) 18052

vinyl-coated insect screening and louver
cloth, standard of trade (1963) 4513;
(1964) 11430

Glass workers, see Glaziers.
Glasser, R.G., analysis of errors in bubble

chamber track measurements (1965)
13163

Glassett, Charles H., jr. relief (1964) 15466,
17698, 19385

Glassman, Arthur J.:

alkali-metal turbine geometry as affected by
blade-speed limitations (1965) 9722

Brayton cycle analytical studies for

space-power system applications (1964)
20610

expansion and condensation behavior of
alkali-metal and mercury vapors flowing
through nozzles (1964) 18789

Glassman, Arthur J.—Continued
thermodynamic and turbomachinery con-

cepts for radioisotope and reactor Bray-
ton-cycle space power systems (1965)
16703

turboelectric space power systems, alkali
metal, effect on turbine geometry (1963)
11047

Glasstone, Samuel:
controlled nuclear fusion (1964) 13723
effects of nuclear weapons (1964) 17065

Glassware:
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 278
fabulous showcase glass exhibition, Morgan-

town, W. Va. (remarks) (1965) 17297
pressed and blown

—

current industrial reports (1961) 10022;
(1962) 13051; (1963) 20356; (1964) 10057

industry, outlook and review (1961) 3874;
(1962) 6726

industry wage survey (1965) 1284
see also names of articles manufactured

from glass.

Glassy state, USSR (1964) 14635
Glaucoma:
and its effect on eyesight (1963) 11233
hope through research (1961) 8151; (1964)

1558
screening, to prevent blindness (1962) 16138
test of eyes, protective assurance of vision

(1963) 11240
Glawe, George E., steady-stage, stagnation-

point, heat-transfer-rate measuring de-

vice (1963) 11045
Glaziers, employment outlook (1962) 8388;

(1964) 9421
Glazing:

effects on hospital air-conditioning costs
(1965) 18712

safety materials for automotive vehicles.

Federal standard (1965) 16193
transparent materials, plastics for flight

vehicles, military handbook (1962) 9516
Gleason, John S., jr., nomination, hearing

(1961) 4089
Gleason Creek:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 475
document edition (1961) 352

Gleeson, Geraldine A.:

disability days due to injury. United States,

July 1959-June 1961 (1963) 5687
impairments due to injury by class and type

of accident (1964) 5666
selected health characteristics by occupa-

tion, U.S., July 1961-June 1963 (1965)
18730

Glen Canyon Dam:
general information (1961) 8165; (1962) 6432;

(1963) 16546; (1965) 13255
land acquisition by exchange with Navajo

Indians, amend act, hearing (1961) 1899
powerlines, etc., hearings (1961) 17132

Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, gener-
al information (1964) 18827; (1965) 11545

Glen Cove, N.Y., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18276
Glenbrook (steamship):

United States-flag commercial vessel under
cargo preference law, hearings (1963)
2087

Glendale, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18177
Glendale, Wis., population, special census

(1961) 8518
Glendo, Wyo., hydrologic conditions (1965)

10997
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Glendo Dam and powerplant, technical record

of design and construction (1962) 1794

Glenn, Dean C, minimum oil-flow requirements
of high-speed ball bearings at tempera
tures to 800° F (1963) 2099.3

Glenn, John H., jr.:

astronaut, orbits earth for America, Feb. 20,

1962 (1962) 10478
orbital flight, hearings, etc (1962) 7114, 7208

space flight, orbital, results (1962) 1053.5

Glenn, John, Day, see John (ilenn Day.
(Jlenn, Lowell M., revision of bank debits and

deposit turnover series (1965) 7682
Glenn, William G., TELUS (telemetric univer-

sal sensor) (1965) 1.5222

Glenview, 111., population, special census (1963)

15076
Glenwood Springs quadrangle, Colo, geology

(1963) 17524
Click, Ernest E., Witts Springs Formation of

Morrow Age in Snowball quadrangle,
north-central Arkansas (1965) 2230

Glick, Marvin:
area wage survey. Green Bay, Wis. metro-

politan area ("1965) 19807
occupational wage survey

—

Green Bay, Wis. (1963) 1173; (1964) 1381,
20441

Indianapolis, Ind (1963) 7165
Kansas City, Mo.-Kans. (1963) 7163; (1964)

9459; (1965) 5055
Milwaukee, Wis. (1963) 14466; (1964) 14698;
(1965)12787

Omaha, Nebr.-Iowa (1963) 5440; (1964)

7403; (1965) 2797
South Bend, Ind. (1963) 12799; (1964)

14694; (1965) 11349
Glicman, Adela, relief (1962) 9219
Glidden Company, Lakehurst Mine, explora-

tion and pilot plant testing of ilmeni-

te-bearing sands (1964) 2981
Glide path systems:

indicators, installation and testing (1961)

2695
maintenance of ILS glid slope equipment,

handbook (1963) 20659
Gliders (aircraft):

airworthiness

—

and air regulations amendment (1962) 9577

manual (1962) 13766
basic criteria, FAA handbook (1962) 2495,

21787
blunted reentry configuration, static longi-

tudinal stability characteristics (1963)
11000

certification, delegation option procedures,
regulations of FAA administrator (1961)

5980
delta boost-glide configuration, free-flight

investigation at supersonic speeds of

stability and drag (1963) 18132
design of sailplanes for optimum thermal

soaring performance (1964) 7502
flexible wing air cargo glider delivery sys-

tem (1965) 15111
hypersonic boost-glide configurations, static

stability characteristics (1962) 1669
hypersonic configuration at Mach number of

6 and full-scale Reynolds numbers, aero-

dynamic characteristics (1961) 4879
hypersonic configuration, low-speed aerody-

namic characteristics, wind-tunnel in-

vestigation (1961) 6311
lightweight M2-F1 lifting body, flight-

determined low-speed lift and drag char-
acteristics (1965) 18569

Gliders (aircraft)—Continued
low-speed wind-tunnel tests of large-scale

inflatable structure paraglider (1965)
11505

manned satellite reentry, completed with
glide landing, operational concept (1961)
1.3497

manned, unpowered, flight evaluation, pre-

liminary (1963) 9188
paragliders

—

configuration and canopies with inflation

at Mach no. 6.6, aerodynamic character-
istics (1962) 10501

flexible-canopy, aerodynamic characteris-
tics (1963) 11056

low subsonic pressure distributions on 3

rigid wings simulating, with varied can-
opy curvature and leading-edge sweep
(1961)21233

nwdels at supersonic speeds, wind-tunnel
investigation (1962) 1678

transonic pressure distributions on 3 rigid

wings simulating (1962) 6284
parawing towed air cargo delivery system,

dynamic stability (1964) 16682
parawing towed mode', dynamic stability,

investigation (1963) 7271
pilot examination guide (1965) 16223
private and commercial, flight test guide

a962) .5216

radio-controlled models with parawings,
free-flight investigation (1961) 19957

Glikowsky, Moses, and wife, relief (1961) 7005
Globe, Ariz., geology and ore deposits of dis-

trict (1962) 15640
Globulin, cold agglutinins and cryoglobulins in

dermatoses associated with effects of

cold, USSR study (1962) 15729
Clock, Waldo S.:

soil-moisture fluctuations under 2 ponderosa
pine stands in northern Arizona (1965)

7752
uniformity among growth layers in 3 ponde-

rosa pine (1963) .5721

Glomerular filtration and renal plasma flow

during hyperthermia (1961) 1662
Glomerulonephritis
bibliography (1964) 1564

selected references (1964) 15043, 18918

Gloria, Hermilo R., initial weight loss of plas-

tics in vacuum at temperatures from 80°

to 500°F (1963) 1273
Glorioso, Guisseppe, relief (1961) 10408, 16653,

18495
Glossaries:
abbreviations and terms used in Indonesian

press (1963) 20775
abbreviations relating to African affairs

(1965) 5004
aerospace age language (1962) 8897
aerospace age terms (1963) 13208
air traffic control terms (1962) 19469
automatic data processing (1963) 5956
cardiovascular diseases (1962) 6426
Chinese-English, current reading texts

(1961)21380
entomology, foreign-language terms (1962)

1931
fabric imperfections. Federal standard

(1964) 19710
heart terms (1964) 11446
human electroencephalography, USSR study

(1965) 9324
industrial relations and wage terms (1965)

14639
Latin American press abbreviations (1963)

12696; (1964) 18542
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Glossaries—Continued
legal terms for secretaries (1962) 5290
lunar terms, English-Russian and Russian-

English (1961) 17614
NLKB election report (1965) 6799
nuclear terms (1964) 11876
ordnance technical terminology (1963) 12962
packaging terms. Federal standard (1961)

74 1:?

photographic terms including document re-

production, military handbook (1962)
436

programming, for NAREC users (1963)
11155

relay devices, terminology of theory (1965)
"11516

Russian-English, motor-transport, etc.,

terms (1963) 12690
space terms (1962) 16033
standardized terms and definitions, Air

Force manual (1962) 6595; (1964) 7973
statistical bulletin of National Bank of

Yugoslavia (1964) 9290
stratigraphic terms (1964) 8771

Glossoscopy, diagnostic technique of Chinese
traditional medicine (1962) 2597

Glossosomatidae, see Caddis flies.

Glottis, logical techniques for glottal source
measurements (1964) 19159

Gloucester, Mass.:
harbor project, authorize modification, re-

port (1962) 17214
technological laboratory. Commercial Fish-

eries Bureau, report (1962) 17500
Gloucester County, N.J., soil survey (1962)

16171
Gloucester Countv, Va., Rosewell, excavations,

1957-59 (1962) 14513
Gloucester Harbor:

navigation improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23464
document edition (1962) 23300

Glove boxes:
AEC, and containment enclosures, design

criteria, report (1962) 18744
facilities, fire and explosion protection

(1965) 189
Glover, Fred A., waterfowl status report

(1964) 8625
Glover, Robert E.:

computations of drawdowns caused by
Dumping of wells in Fountain Vallev,
Colo. (1964)12516

dispersion of dissolved or suspended materi-
als in flowing streams (1964) 4794

ground-water movement (1964) 9744
Glover-Archbold Parkway:

right-of-way, transfer to National Capital
Parks system

—

hearings (1962) 13673, 19176
report (1962) 15341

Gloversville, N.Y., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 13165
Gloves:

baseball and softball, including mitts, trade
agreements, escape clause investigation,
report (1961) 9802

supplemental information (1962) 3529
current industrial reports (1961) 8507; (1962)

13048; (1963) 11623; (1964) 11895
fabric and leather glove industry in Puerto

Rico, findings of fact and recommenda-
tions (1961) 9824

leather, census of manufactures, 1958, in-

dustry report (1961) 277, 162.53

winter flying handwear, experimental design
(1963) 11505

see also Rubber gloves.

Glowacka, Krystyna. relief (1965) 8762

Glowegee Creek, hydrology, effects of waste
water from A.E.C. plant. West Milton,
N.Y., 1958-61 (1965) 12560

Glucose:
absorption changes in combined radiation

injuries, USSR study (1961) 886
differences in determinations obtained from

plasma or whole blood (1965) 20024
effect on glycogen content of liver in radia-

tion sickness, USSR study (1961) 4637
micro screening for diabetes, rapid automat-

ed technique (1965) 8252
one-hour oral tolerance test (1963) 16537
oral, cortisone-supplemented, tolerance re-

sponses (1964) 19186

oral tolerance responses in males as to car-
ies experience and periodontal status
(1964) 4260

oxidation, in vitro, by rat spleen and bone
marrow suspensions, effect of AETT
(1965) 13436

postprandial serum levels and fasting as
related to periodontal status and caries
experience (1964) 19181

production, USSR conference (1962) 2981
tolerance test of adults. United States,

1960-62 (1964) 11585
tolerance test standardization simplified by

urinary ketone testing (1965) 11650
Glucosides, cardiac, syreniotoxin, employed on

patients suffering from circulatory in-

sufficiency, USSR study (1961) 11109
Glude, John B., survey of Japanese research

on shellfisheries and seaweeds (1964)
10555

Glue:
animal, current industrial reports (1961)

2989; (1962) 37.36, 11072; (1963) 3574;
(1964) 3390, 8111; (1965) 3273

summary, 1962, current industrial reports
(1963) 7751

control of conditions in gluing with protein
and starch glues (1964) 14316

experiments in gluing southern pine veneer
(1964) 12451

publications, list, glue, glued products, etc

(1965) 14359
Glushkov, V.M., portrait of cyberneticist

(1964) 16393
Glutamate, effects of arginine, 1-glutamate,

and pyridoxine on toxicity of Aerozine
(1964) 19182

Glutamic acids:

effect of oxygen starvation and acceleration
on content in brain tissue, USSR study
(1965) 5017

effect on oxidation in cases of circulatory
insufficiency in patients with rheumatic
valve defects, USSR study (1961) 4607

Glutamine, cerebral cortex content during
dying and revivification, effect of hy-
pothermia. USSR study (1962) 1070

Glutaraldehyde, quantitative analytical proce-
dure for determining in tanning solu-

tions (1963) 7547
Glutathione, irwdification in liver and spleen in

rats fed synthetic food dyes, Rumanian
study (1962) 9816

Gluten, vital wheat, from Canada, determina-
tion of no injury or likelihood thereof to

U.S. industry (1964) 11655
Glycerides, serum, determination, method to

eliminate influence of cholesterol (1961)
9935

Glycera dibranchiata, see Bloodworms.
Glyceryl trinitrate, see Nitroglycerin.
Glycine':

revision of genus and immediate allies (1963)

1729. 16765
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Glycogen:
blood, in mammals after single whole-body

X-irradiation, cvtochemistrv, USSR
study (1963) 8838

'

content change in liver and muscles of ani-

mals adapted to cold and not adapted to

cold, USSR study (1962) 15710
dynamics of distribution in regenerating

skeletal muscle during early postem-
bryonic development in rats, USSR
study (1962) 5593

stores in liver in radiation sickness, insulin
and glucose effect, USSR study (1961)
4637

Glycol, see Ethylene glycol—Polyethylene gly-

col.

Glycolysis, in brains of albino rats, influence
of low-intensity ultrasonic waves, USSR
study (1962) 2705

Glyconeogenesis. influence of cortisone on liv-

er glycogen in cold-exposed mice (1965)
5542

Glycoproteins:
component of neurosecretion, USSR study

(1962) 14240
ovomucoid and catalase mixed films,

force-area study (1963) 12956
surface chemical behavior of ovomucoid film

(1962) 12600

trypsin and ovomucoid in mixed films,

force-area study (1964) 20710
Glycosides, cardiac experiments with olitori-

side and corchoroside, USSR study
(1964) 12664

Glynn County, Ga., geology and fresh and
brackish ground water (1965) 19675

Glvptagnostus and associated trilobites in

United States (1963) 606
Gnaedinger, R. H., thiaminase activity in fish,

improved assay method (1965) 14346
Gniewek, John J., spark planing damage in

copper (1965) 18619
Gnoseology:

Marxist-Leninist, and problem of sign and
meaning, USSR study (1964) 5139

nature of information modelling, USSR
study (1964) 2886

pragmatism and semiotics, Charles W. Mor-
ris' theory, USSR study (1963) 10471

Go, Welles, P., and wife, relief (1961) 12196
Go and find the wind (remarks) (1965) 11368

Goals for Atlantic community (1963) 14934
Goat Rocks Wild Area, general information

(1964) 2354
Goatfish, development and distribution of lar-

val and juvenile fishes of western North
Atlantic (1963) 2287

Gochev, Petur V., biographic information,
Bulgarian study (1963) 7101

Goddard, Brent B., development of aircraft
investigations of squall lines from
1956-60 (1964) 11693

Goddard, Grover C, jr., water-supply charac-
teristics of North Carolina streams
(1964) 2435

Goddard, Robert H.:

commemorative 8-cent air mail postage
stamp

—

poster (1964) 20726
unveiling of design (address) (1964) 20723

memorial statue, erect, hearings (1964) 4510;
(1965) 17743

reports (1965) 15761, 19456

Goddard Day:
designate Mar. 16, 1965—
law (1965) 8718
reports (1962) 15176; (1965) 5925, 6020

Goddard Space Flight Center:
additional overpayments of rentals for auto-

matic data processing machines, GAO
report (1965) 10946

• chronology, 1964 (1965) 11400
contributions to COSPAR meetings (1963)

12855; (1964) 14854; (1965) 14820
contributions to 1961 Kyoto conference on

cosmic rays and earth storm (1962)

16034
• early years, historical origins and activities

(1964) 7465
earth satellites, thermal-vacuum testing

(1963) 16372
5th anniversary of international tracking of

space vehicles (1963) 5507 •

general information (1963) 9140; (1964) 7466
launch operations, rendezvous for space and

the West, story (1965) 13059
leasing of electric power facilities, GAO re-

port (1965) 6309
Nimbus spacecraft, unnecessary costs in-

curred, obsolete design of goal used for

design, integration, and test, NASA,
GAO report (1965) 6300

overpayment of rentals for automatic data
processing machines, GAO review (1963)

12209
publications, 1963 (1965) 14862
satellites and sounding rockets, projects

summary (1964) 13137, 18716
solar simulation testing of earth satellite

(1965) 5211
telephone directory (1965) 1492, 11520
uneconomical proposed procurement of fire

alarm system, GAO report (1965) 6295
violation of statutes governing Federal em-

ployment and excess costs incurred un-

der contract for technical writii^ and
related services, NASA, GAO report

(1965) 6321
Godderis, Henry E., relief (1961) 8890, 10260,

14047
Godfrey, Beryl, orientation of social workers

to problems of deaf persons (1965) 3077
Godfrey, Horace D.:

addresses, etc (1963) 1666-67; (1964) 7905
nomination, hearing (1961) 7262

Godin, Alfred J., review of literature on moun-
tain beaver (1964) 10578

Godin, Gerda, relief (1962) 11325, 15321, 16688
Godman, R.M.:

influence of regular spacing on growth of
red pine plantation (1963) 15564

red pine cone production stimulated by
heavy thinning (1963) 578

Goditiabois-Deacon, Laura M., relief (1965)
17337, 17499

Godzevich, V.G., free oscillations of circular

conical and cylindrical shells reinforced
by rigid circular ribs (1965) 6759

Goebel, Wallace B., preliminary inventory of
records of National Bituminous Coal
Commission (1963) 14597

Goeddel, Walter V., preparation of (Th,U) C2
fuel particles for HTGR (1963) 14961

Goedertier, P.V., volume recombination of ces-

ium ions (1963) 7482
Goedicke, Jean, relief (1961) 14220, 14516,

16526
Goerke, V.H., VHF ionospheric scatter system

loss measurements, European-Medi-
terranean area (1965) 2939

Goethite, heat of formation (1965) 9596
Goetz, Robert C:

flutter characteristics of deltaplanform
surfaces at Mach number of 15.4 (1964)
14888
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Goetz, Robert C.—Continued
flutter study of winR-fuselapre configuration

(1965) 19931
Gogel, Walter C:

perception of depth from binocular disparity
(1964) 4313

size cues and adjacency principle (1964)
13730

visual perception of spatial extent (1964)
5996

GogRin, Daniel T., general records of Depart-
iTient of State (1963) 1X183

Goggles, see Spectacles.
Going, Bettv H., relief (1965) 15570, 17366,

17810
Goiter:

simple, health information series (1962)
22743

toxic, glandular research, USSR study
(1964) 8877

toxic, patients under influence of lytic cock-
tail, change in basal metabolism, USSR
study (1961) 20994

Gold, Harold, description and operation of
spacecraft in SERT I ion thrustor flight

test (1965)8085
Gold, Ruth Z., comparing multinomial proba-

bilities (1963) 68
Gold:

articles, fraudulent misrepresentation con-
cerning quality marking

—

hearings (1961) 17123, 18956
law (1961) 20514
reports (1961) 16990, 18865

California and Nevada ores, experimental
extraction (1961) 11392

copper-gold alloys in vacuum, influence of
order-disorder transformation on fric-

tion characteristics (1965) 16713
domestic mining industry. Interior Dept. to

study, hearings (1964) 534
electrodes, hydrogen overvoltage, research

(1963) 11473
exploration, financial assistance (remarks)

(1964) 1396
exports and imports, summaries (1961) 5491;

(1962)6767
films, vacuum performance of ball bearings

lubricated with (1964) 13232
geophysical work, conditions and tasks,

USSR study (1962) 19822
gold-iron electrode pair for electrochemical

recording of tissue oxygen in vivo,
USSR study (1965) 12661

industries, USSR, activities (1964) 2656
mine production

—

m<jnthly reports (1961) ,3456; (1962) 4055;
(1963) 3756; (1964) 3557; (1965) 3471

preliminary annual figures (1961) 2498
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9564
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 21166;

(1962) 22475; (1963) 19833; (1964) 21689;
(1965) 19838

mining industry revitalization act-
hearings (1964) 534, 4587
report (1964) 2222

mining on Chukotka, USSR industrial devel-
opment (1963) 8711

ore deposits

—

paragenesses of ore minerals of
Verkhne-Indigirskiy region, USSR study
(1965) 19720

scientific seminar, USSR study (1965)
19719

ores and concentrates, marketing in U.S.
(1964) 13105

ores, census of mineral industries, 1958, in-

dustry report (1961) 20427

Gold—Continued
production and consumption, reports (1961)

9489; (1962) 144,54; (1963) 10968; (1964)
9529; (196.5) 11398

production incentives, hearings (1962) 17337
appendix (1963) 2095

radioactive, treatment of brain tumors,
USSR study (1963) 19388

radiochemistry (1961) 11790
regulations (1961) 6601, 17873; (1962) 28885;

(1963) 21147; (196,5) 11747
Soviet Far East, southern, mineralization,

relationship to main structural elements
(196.5) 12718

speculation in Tashkent, Soviet press exam-
ines implications (1962) 22343

structure in textured gold films (1965) 13143
Tofty tin belt, Manley Hot Springs district,

Alaska, cassiterite-bearing deposits
(1961) 7514

United States movements (1961) 2994; (1962)
4419; (1964) 4123, 6051; (196.5) 4034,
13652

used to dope germanium, photoelectric prop-
erties (1963) 7037

vacancy formation under high pressure
(1964) 14894

vapor-deposited thin films as lubricants in
vacuum (10-11 mm Hg) (1965) 18581

Gold (money):
and dollar transfers (1961) 7408
balance of payments (1961) 20744

certificates. Federal Reserve banks to main-
tain against deposit liabilities, eliminate
requirement

—

hearings (1965) 5954, 7529
law (1965) 8716
reports (1965) 4495, 6025

deficits in our balance of payments and re-

sulting outflow of gold, hearings (1965)
8976, 16006

dollars, gold, and international payments
(remarks) (1965) 4722

domestic and international arrangements,
improve and strengthen, message from
the President (1961) 5604

foreign countries assets (1961) 20665

foreign gold and exchange reserves, current
situation and long-term trends (1964)
14175

gold and dollar reserves

—

foreign (1963) 12053; (1964) 12319
foreign holdings abroad continue to rise

1st half 1962 (1963) 2139
great liquidity debate, international aspects

(remarks) (1965) 10840
international balance of payments and our

gold position, review, inessage from the
President (1965) 5813

Mint Bureau report (1961) 9489; (1962)
14454; (1963) 10968; (1964) 9529; (1965)
11398

purchases by U.S. from International Mone-
tary Fund, arrangements for payments
of interest and charges

—

hearings (1962) 9375, 11661
law (1962) 15077
reports (1962) 9303, 11631
statement (1962) 9641

situation, holdings of U.S., etc.

—

report (1965) 15671
subcommittee report (1965) 15809

Treasury and Federal reserve foreign opera-
tions and gold pool (1964) 8.588

U.S. stock, etc (1963) 2277
United States balance of international pay-

ments deficit study (1961) 5744
United States movements (1963) 4268
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Gold (money)—Continued

United States reserves, defend by promoting
increased foreign investment in U.S.

corporate securities and increased for-

eign financing for U.S. corporations

abroad (1964) 11538
Gold isotopes, producing radioactive colloidal

gold '^** Au in Boris Kidric Institute at

Vinca, Yugoslavia (196.5) 7881

Gold Procurement and Sales Agency, estab-

lish, hearings (1964) 534

Gold star lapel buttons, see Lapel buttons.

Goldberg, Arthur J.:

address. Mar. 4, 1963 (1963) 7133
nomination, hearings (1961) 4122; (1962)

21556
Goldberg, Theodore J.:

center-line pressure distributions of

2-dimensional bodies with leading-edge

angles, etc (1963) 14556

effects of rounding corners and leading
edges on windward-surface pressures of

delta wing swept 6.5°, etc (1963) 14589
Golden eagle, .see Eagles.
Golden nematode, see Nematoid worms.
Golden Spike National Monument:

establish

—

hearing (1965) 10692
law (1965) 15456
reports (1965) 12288, 13895

Goldenthal, A. J., future of travel in U.S.
(1963) 3250

Goldfarb, P. M., instruction manual, glass
reinforced plastic coating for propeller

shafting (1964) 9763
Goldfein, S.:

computation of high-rate tensile strength of

plastics from static strength data (1964)

10482
plastic fibrous reinforcement for portland

cement (1964) 14201
Goldfish, care (1962) 11827; (196.5) 6221

Goldman, Aaron, testimony, hearings (1964)

10438
Goldman, Eric F., address, Apr. 2, 1964 (1965)

8256
Goldsborough, George H., seed flax straw, po-

tential for extending its utilization

(1963) 11431
Goldschmied, F. R., analytical investigation of

fluid amplifier, dynamic characteristics

(1965) 14733-7.34

Goldstein, Arthur W.:
generation of alternating current by power

diode (1965) 11460
sheath near plane electrode bounding colli-

sionless plasma in magnetic field (1963)
19936

Goldstein, Charles M., Monte Carlo method for

calculation of transport properties in

low-density ionized gas (1965) 16697
Goldstein, Harold:
economic setting for vocational guidance

(1963) 20931
industrial classification, comparison of U.S.

and international standards (1965)

13648
paper, Apr. 25, 1964 (1964) 13087
testimony, Sept. 26, 1963 (1964) 1388

Goldstein, Leon G., accident prevention re-

search, what it takes, who can do it

(1963) 20090
Goldstein, Philip:

occupational wage surveys

—

Allentown - Bethlehem - Easton, Pa.-N.J.

(1964) 13068
Newark and Jersey City, N.J. (1965) 9510

Goldstein, Philip—Continued
occupational wage surveys—Continued
Paterson-Clifton-Passaic, N.J. (1963)

16287; (1965) 16555
Philadelphia, Pa.-N.J. (1964) 9464
Washington, D.C.-Md.-Va. (1963) 5443
York, Pa. (1964)13062

Goldstein, Sidney, highways and economic and
social changes (1965) 5364

Goldston, Stephen, concepts of community
psychiatry, framework for training
(1965) 14890

Goldy, Daniel L.:

addresses, etc (1963) 200, 9776, 9778, 9780
11683; (1965) 7348, 17281

Goleniewski, Michal, relief (1963) 13476, 17005,

17231
Golgi apparatus:
neuronal

—

alterations identified by nucleoside diphos-
phatase activity (1963) 7195

cytochemical study in experimental diphth-
eritis encephalitis in rats (1963) 7193

GoUey, Frank B.:

bibliography of mice of genus Microtus

(1963) 11584
onsite ecological research of Division of Bi-

ology and Medicine at Savannah River

Ecology Laboratory (1965) 15255

Golub, Alvin, occupational wage survey, Pitts-

burgh, Pa (1963) 12792
Gombas, Pal, discussions on Hungarian phys-

ics prospects (1962) 7564

Gomel, USSR, general information (1963) 2840

Gomes, John M., electrolytic extraction of

tungsten from western scheelite (1964)

18695
Gomez, Manuel:

distribution of phenols in low-temperature
tar from low-rank coals (1965) 6596

heat content and specific heat of coals and
related products (1965) 8025

Gomulka, Wladyslaw, Gomulka's Poland, reac-

tion to Witold Jedlicki's article Churls

and kikes, author's glossary (1963) 8807

Gonads:
female, of Coelenterate polypodium hydri-

forme, cytomorphological study, USSR
(1964) 1153

seasonal gonadal cycle of male soft-shell

clam, Mya arenaria, in Maryland (1965)

6232
Gonella, Luigi:

injections of electrons into annular ma-
chines

—

dynamics of injected beam and cent-

ral-shift capture-mechanism (1963) 5936
experimental results (1963) 7699

Gongola, Victor J., dilute solution properties

of poly(n-octyl methacrylate) (1963) 7378

Gonionota melobaphes Walsingham, restric-

tion, with descriptions of new species

(1964) 96.50

Gonioterma, see Moths.
Gonnardites, see Zeolites.

Gonococcus, procedures for isolation and iden-

tification (1961) 2662; (1963) 1405

Gonon, J. P., bibliography of human factors

research (1963) 18487
Gonorrhea:

description, care of (1961) 11533
management guide for physicians (1961)

21317
Gonzalez, Juan G., planktonic copepods from

Bahia Fosforescente, Puerto Rico and
adjacent waters (1965) 16767

Gonzales, Leobardo L., relief (1964) 10375,

21110
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Good, J. M., chemical control of plant-
parasitic nematodes (1965) 16956

Good, Robert C:
Africa's unfinished struggle for freedom,

real issues (1963) 7432
nomination, hearing (1965) 6048

Goode, Henry P.:

applying MIL-STD-105D sampling plans to
life and reliability testing (1965) 16072

sampling procedures and tables for life and
reliability testing based on Weibull dis-

tribution (1963) 8142
Goode, R. J., metallurgical characteristics of

high strength structural materials,
quarterly reports (1965) 11594, 19998

Gooding, R. M.:
production of mineral fuels and hydropower

in U.S. since 1800 (1963) 7211
raft for direct subsurface observation at

sea (1965) 18161
Goodlett, John C, forest regions and great soil

groups, Elmira-Williamsport region,
N.Y. and Pa (1963) 19313

Goodman, John M., prediction of Faraday ro-

tation angles at VHF and UHF (1965)
16790

Goodman, Kenneth V., soil survey, Penobscot
County, Maine (1964) 7744

Goodman, M. W., syndrome of decompression
sickness in historical perspective (1963)
7191

Goodpaster, Andrew J., nomination, hearing
(1964) 6496

Goodpasture, Bruce, human factors in small
business (1965) 20062

Goodsell, Wylie D.:

costs and returns, western livestock ranch-
es, 1962 (1963) 15412

farm costs and returns, commercial farms
by type, size, and location (1963) 16731;
(1964) 13582; (1965) 15182

Goodwill Industries of America, Inc., training
and employment of handicapped persons,
rehabilitation programs, progress (ad-
dress) (1962) 8732

Goodwin, Leonard, American professors in

Asia, selection and adaptation (1965)
8292

Goodwin, Robert C:
addresses, etc (1963) 13875, 17405, 19122;

(1964) 6585; (1965) 4673-74, 12393

Goodwin, Robert D., comparison of 2 melting-

pressure equations constrained to triple

point using data for 11 gases and 3 metals

(1963)21028
Goodwin, Thomas C:

laboratory-industrial cleaning techniques
and materials (1964) 14167

lubricants and lubrication, report bibliogra-

phy (1964) 15833
Goodyear, H. V., probable maximum precipita-

tion, Susquehanna River drainage above
Harrisburg, Pa (1965) 15147

Goodyou, Mrs. Tom, see Yee, Mrs. Sun, and
children.

Googins, Helen J., relief (1964) 6235
Goon, Mrs. Jung Gum, see Fung Wan.
Goose, see Geese.
Gooseberries, white pine blister rust spread

from Ribes to sugar pine in California
and Oregon (1961) 20310

Gordon, Donald T.:

fuel-break in ponderosa-Jeffrey pine type
(1963) 8297

growth response of east side pine poles to

removal of low vegetation (1963) 12163
Gordon, Exlward S., training commercial sales-

men (1965) 20067

Gordon, Gerald F., market for automatic vend-
ing machines in United Kingdom (1964)
143

Gordon, Kermit, nomination, hearing (1961)
4087

Gordon, Mackenzie, jr.:

California carboniferous cephalopods (1964)
15951

carboniferous cephalopods of Arkansas
(1965) 4866

Gordon, Sanford, IBM 704 or 7090 program
for computation of chemical equilibrium
compositions, rocket performance, etc
(1963) 19909

Gordon, Tavia:
blood pressure of adults by

—

age and sex, U.S., 1960-62 (1964) 15071
race and area (1964) 16846

coronary heart disease in adults, U.S.,
1960-62 (1965) 20054

glucose tolerance of adults, United States,
1960-62 (1964) 11585

heart disease in adults. United States,
1960-62 (1964) 18926

serologic test for syphilis in adults. United
States, 1960-62 (1965) 13248

Gordon, Vivian V., publications of Education
and Labor Committee, House, selected
bibliography (1963) 11894

Gordon, W. B., error analysis of naval space
surveillance system (1963) 18229

Gordon, William A.:

determination of less than 10 parts per mil-

lion carbon in tungsten (1964) 21754
use of temperature buffered argon arc in

spectrographic trace analysis (1965)
5198

Gordon, William G.:

Great Lakes trawler conversion (1963) 4957
haul seining in Great Lakes (1965) 18125
trawling survey of southern Lake Michigan

(1963) 13959
Gordon, Winsome E., relief (1965) 17311, 17789
Gordon, Fort:
high value land, unnecessary retention by

Army Dept., GAO report (1965) 9252
unauthorized use of military personnel, etc.,

for activities related to Masters Golf
Tournament, GAO report (1965) 2211

Gore, Lillian L.:

educating children in nursery schools and
kindergartens (1965) 485

for young children in changing world, notes
on 10th World Assembly of OMEP (1965)
6112

what is a good nursery school (1963) 20646
Gorfain, Abel, and wife, relief (1962) 15122;

(1963) 7893
Gorfain, Ruth, relief (1965) 10424
Gorgas, William C, brief biography (1965)

2057
Gorgas Memorial Institute of Tropical and

Preventive Medicine, Inc., audit report,

1964 (1965) 2184
Gorgas Memorial Laboratory:

appropriations, increase authorization

—

hearing (1965) 15803
law (1965) 17387
reports (1965) 12293, 15673

audit reports (1961) 5572; (1962) 6951; (1963)

4707; (1965) 4459
reports (1961) 5572; (1962) 6951; (1963) 4707;

(1964) 4437; (1965) 4459
Gorges, see Rivers.
Gorgonolaureus, see Barnacles.
Gor'kiy, Russian SFSR:

automobile plant, scientific organization of

labor (1965) 2555
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Gor'kiy, Russian SFSR—Continued
educational institutions and establishments

of culture (1965) 11263
milling machine plant, improvements and

innovations (1964) 5159
motor vehicle plant, new bonus system

(1965) 1168
Gorland, Sol, hemispherical metal diaphragm

for single-cycle liquid-metal positive

expulsion systems (1965) 13046
Gorman, John L., soil survey report, Monroe

County, W. Va (1965) 8289
Goshen, Edward E.:

remarks (1963) 4429, 5902, 7653, 14931; (1964)
87

Goshen County, Wyo., Fort Laramie area, ge-

ology (1963) 19294
Gossett, C. R., determination of spin and pari-

ty of nuclear excited states by experi-

mental measurement of triple correla-

tions in (p, yy) reactions (1965) 13177
Gossett, F. R., geodetic operations in U.S. and

in other areas through international
cooperation, 1960-62 (1963) 13332

Gossett, William T., nomination, hearing
(1963) 4776

Gosstroy SSSR (State Bureau of Construc-
tion), see Union of Soviet Socialist Re-
publics.

Gossweilerodendron balsamiferum, see Agba.
Gotsky, Rivvard R., mechanical resonance dis-

persion, etc., of ionic single crystals
(1965) 5173

Gott, Garland B., geology of Edgemont NE
quadrangle, S. Dak (1963) 12219

Gottlieb, Sylvia B., statement, Dec. 28, 1963
(1964) 2974

Gouck, H. K., compounds affecting develop-
ment of house fly larva^ (1963) 16711

Gould, Augustus A., recent mollusca, illustra-

tions of types described, etc (1964) 14962

Gould, Harold A., Panel on Science and Tech-
nology, 6th meeting, report (1965) 7465

Government:
American Federal system, improve effective-

ness, role of Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations (1963) 1,

18373; (1964) 16929
American Indians and Federal Government

(1965) 14444
American, special districts, problem (1965)

1732
annual reports scheduled for issuance in

1963, list (1962) 16452
books on many subjects (1963) 7391
budget administration in developing coun-

tries, technical assistance (1962) 17663
business of our Government, Federal text-

book (1961) 10706-708
buying methods and opportunities to sell to

it (1965) 3016
census, 1962

—

announcements and order forms (1963)
5986, 15032; (1964) 4310, 11884-885,
19282-283; (1965) 5629-30

countv, finances (1964) 11890
final reports (1963) 5990, 15035, 16878,
20342; (1964) 4344, 11889-890, 15305,
19285-287; (1965) 1890-91

governmental organization (1963) 5990
graphic summary (1965) 231
local, metropolitan areas (1965) 1891
announcement and order form (1965)
4294

preliminary reports (1962) 2167, 11068,
14921, 16453; (1963) 152-154, 5991
announcement and order form (1962)

18778

Government—Continued
census, 1962—Continued

publication program, lists (1963) 18698;
(1964) 13771

State reports (1965) 1892-96, 4309-35,
5677-94, 7256-57

taxable property values (1963) 15035
topical studies (1963) 18642; (1964) 19287;

(1965) 231
announcement and order form (1963)

20341; (1965) 224
Census Bureau publications

—

annual reports scheduled 1962, list (1961)
18123

price list (1963) 9334; (1964) 13389
recurrent reports scheduled (1963) 15034;

(1964) 15304; (1965) 10258
city finances, compendiums (1962) 18780;

(1963) 16888
city finances in 1963-64 (1965) 10231
competition with private enterprise (1963)

13807
Constitution and Government, Federal text-

book on citizenship (1964) 18158
county, governing boards, 1965 (1965) 8625
energy resources and governmental policy,

compilation (1961) 1858
English and Government

—

Federal textbook (1962) 669-670, 2548;
(1963) 14043-45, 15628, 17542, 19343;
(1965) 19690

home study course (1965) 11009
Federal

—

and education (1963) 18810
print additional copies, report (1963)

15235
print as House document, reports (1963)

17127, 17290
automatic data processing equipment use
inventory (1964) 15600

cost reduction through better management
(1963) 7723

education directory, 1962-63 (1963) 15427
effort to improve the lives of older people

(1962) 11759
electronic data processing equipment,

financial advantages of purchasing over
leasing, GAO study (1963) 6542

electronic data processing equipment
use

—

inventory (1963) 20503
report (1963) 18912

financial management, analysis of legisla-

tion (1961) 5767
improved financial management (address)

(1962) 20684
information plans and policies, hearings

(1964) 401
interests in group health practice (1964)

11554
management of automatic data proces-
sing report to the President (1965) 5627

medical officers in Canal Zone, opportuni-
ties (1962) 18772

medical and health-related program, spe-

cial analysis (1964) 142
naturalization candidates home study
course (1965) 11010

needs best fulfilled by (address) (1964)
15023

office automation (1963) 14479
organization and employees, title 5, U.S.

code, enact, report (1965) 15752
organization for conduct of educational
programs, annotated bibliography
(1964) 141

organization for scientific activities (1963)
7342
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Government—Continued
Federal—Continued
organizations measuring productivity

(1964) 19273
paperwork jungle, hearing (1964) 12150,

14014, 1.5599

patent policies, latest developments (re-

marks) (1964) 13831
procedural guide for acquisition of real
property by governmental agencies
(1965) 6532

research and development facilities (1965)
409
report (1965) 397

research programs, conflicts with goals
for education

—

academic communities, etc., responses to
inquiry (1965) 1.3986, 17703

hearings (1965) 17702
report (1965) 17676

role in collective bargaining negotiations
(address) (1962) 20033

role in combating juvenile delinquency
problem, hearings (1961) 14747

role in control of air pollution (1963) 1426
role in field of public recreation (1962)
5163

role in metropolitan areas, hearings (1963)
6300, 19053

role in providing medical care to citizens
of U.S. (1963) 17195

role toward building Greater Society (ad-
dress) (1964) 15022

scientific and technical information,
status, report (1964) 8541

significance of productivity measurement
(lecture) (1965) 4292

specifications and standards guide (1962)
11804

State, local

—

finances (1961) 281, 13922, 18152
problems, advisory commission recom-

mendations, etc., report (1961) 14471
public employee credit transferability
among (government units, commission
report (1963) 9524

State overlapping in cigarette taxes (1965)
2

system, improve effectiveness, role of Ad-
visory Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations (1965) 15167

universities and scientific progress, report
of President's Science Advisory (Ilommit-

tee (1961) 2655
use of polygraphs as lie detectors

—

hearings (1964) 10315, 14003, 15588;
(1965) 12184

preliminary study (1964) 8384
report (1965) 7459

finances

—

compendium, census of governments, 1962
(1964) 19286; (1965) 1890
announcement and order form (1964)

19282
in United States (1961) 18152; (1962)

13060, 16481, 23073; (1963) 16901, 20361;
(1964) 11909, 17111; (1965) 286, .5709,

10257, 17227
relation of census statistics on govern-
mental finances to original sources
(196,5) .5711

Government and business, new projection of
principal features of American economy
in 1975 (remarks) (1965) 10324

Government and science (1965) 5970-73
hearings (1964) 4509, 17665; (1965) 19320
reports (1965) .5921, 7413
statement of purpose (1964) 4508

Government—Conti nued
Government and the arts, hearings (1962)

21563
how Government measures unemployment

(1964) 9472
how to submit ideas & inventions to United

States Government (1965) 11524
Indonesia (1961) 939
industry and government, partners in prog-

ress (addresses) (1964) 7924, 8093
information plans and policies, hearings

(1963) 13650, 17169
intergovernmental relations in U.S., print

additional copies, reports (1961) 14280,
14591

intergovernmental responsibilities for water
and sewage disposal in metropolitan
areas (1963) 4327

interlocal governmental cooperation, bibli-

ography (1964) 5841
Italian Communist views (1963) 2946
local

—

adaptation to changing urban needs, me-
tropolis in transition (1964) 831

construction expenditures

—

Jan.-Mar. 1965 (1965) 13646
Apr.-June 1965 (1965) 17229

Federal contributions available for civil

defense (1964) 15342
finances and employment in relation to
population, 1957 (1961) 10040
announcement and order form (1961)

11837
financing, 1960's, past trends and future
prospects (paper) (1963) 7526

law enforcement. Federal assistance

—

hearings (1965) 13993
law (1965) 17393
reports (1965) 13953, 15983

organization and planning, impact of Fed-
eral urban development programs (1964)
14139

State constitutional and statutory restric-

tions upon structural, functional, and
personnel powers (1963) 4329

maps, general information (1961) 14968
measures of State and local fiscal capacity

and tax effort (1962) 22919
tnetropolitan areas

—

alternative approaches to reorganization
(1962) 20376

approaches to organization (paper) (1964)

15971
factors affecting voter reactions (1962)

20378
summary (1965) 18860

legal problems of planning (1963) 3292
problems report, commentaries on (1962)

4964
proposals for improving, stake of rural

people (1961) 16115
structure, organization, and planning,
suggested action (1965) 11815

municipalities and township, finances, cen-

sus of governments, 1962 (1964) 15305
announcement and order form (1964) 21025

national, women in high-level elective and
appointive positions (1964) 5765

new frontiers in business relationships (ad-

dress) (1963) 18751
North Korea, local organs of power and

administration (1962) 19649

North Vietnam, report on 1960 State plan
before national assembly (1962) 7530

obligation and capability of private citizens

to further public good (remarks) (1965)
4439
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Government—Continued
operations, improving, GAO findings and

recommendations

—

departmental editions (1961) 7506; (1962)
9715; (1963) 8310; (1964) 8709; (1965)
4820

document editions (1961) 16621; (1962)
13356; (1963) 17070; (1964) 10173; (1965)
5811

print as House document, report (1961)
12282

organization and procedure, effectiveness in

contest with world communism, investi-
gation, authorization, report (1961) 5804

our American Government, questions and
answers (1963) 9955; (1965) 10387

what is it? how does it function?, print as
House document, reports (1965) 7417,
8923

our Constitution and Government, Federal
textbooks (1961) 19446; (1962) 21854;
(1963) 621, 15629-630, 17543; (1964)
18157, 19810; (1965) 9290. 12565

our Government, troop topics (1964) 8033
partnership, people and government (ad-

dress) (1963) 1716
patent policies, economic aspects, hearings

(1963) 12028
progress to date, present situation, and

prospects for future (address) (1962)
1556-57

provision for quarters, furniture, etc., to
civilian employees, clarify authority,
report (1964) 12078

publications, lists (1961) 6493; (1962) 18403;
(1963) 20086; (1965) 13222

relocation, unequal treatment of people and
businesses displaced by governments
(1965) 10022

role, vesterday, today, and tomorrow (ad-
dress) (1965) 56

science and distracted scholar (remarks)
(1964) 134

services, user charges required by pre-
scribed Government policies not as-

sessed against recipients. Federal Avia-
tion Agency, GAO report (1964) 8708

space operations, civil-military roles, report
(1965) 10510

speaks to business (address) (1964) 13823
State-
education directories (1962) 7271; (1964)
6562

Federal contributions available for civil

defense (1964) 15342
Federal textbook (1965) 18238
finances, annual summaries (1961) 6833;

(1963) 7767; (1964) 8139
regulation of foods and related products,

report (1964) 358
women as secretaries of state and mem-

bers of State legislatures, list (1961)
13738

State and local

—

continunity, constitutional amendment to
assure, explanation (1964) 19646

continuity in emergency (1963) 4829
Federal aid in 1962 budget, analysis (1961)
3819

Federal grants-in-aid, congressional re-

view, hearings (1961) 16839
Federal grants, provide periodic congres-

sional review

—

hearings (1965) 10685
report (1965) 15922

finances. State reports (1963) 16878
financial assistance programs adminis-

tered by Education Office (1965) 14183

Government—Continued
State and local—Continued

fiscal years in 1962 (1965) 10259
help assure continuity in emergency (1962)
21669

investment of idle cash balances, report
(1961) 9836

investment of idle cash balances, report

—

summary (1965) 16930
supplement (1965) 5493

long-term debt (1963) 154
occupational health services for employ-

ees, guide (1963) 18287
regulation of drugs and related products,
report (1963) 13569

regulation of weights and measures, hear-
ings (1962) 23368

revenues and expenditures in Great Plains
(1963) 4802

short-term cash balances, interest bearing
U.S. Government securities available for
investment (1964) 1637

special studies (1961) 10040; (1963) 15079;
(1965) 290, 8625, 10259

State technical assistance to local debt
management (1965) 5492

tax revenue (1963) 15079, 16903, 20362;
(1964) 1824, 8138, 13772, 19307; (1965)
1909, 8624, 13647, 18991

States, education directory, 1962-63 (1963)
2155

statistical programs, Federal-State coopera-
tive (1963) 16292

subsidy and subsidylike programs, report
(1961)3995

transfer of information, responsibilities of
technical community and Government
(1963) 5677

units in 1962, census (1963) 153
university, government and human problems

(1965) 8256
urban research under Federal auspices, sur-

vey (1965) 6052
your Government, Defense Dept. pamphlet

(1964) 90
Yugoslavia, function of local committee in

local community (1962) 5856
see also Intergovernmental relations

—

Military government— aiso headings be-

ginning Government.
Government buildings, see Public buildings.
Government contractors, discrimination in

employment on basis of age by Federal
contractors, etc.. Executive order
against (1964) 14669

Government contracts:
administration, DSA civilian program (1965)

16064
Air Force Dept. with Continental Motors

Corporation, GAO review (1962) 17610
Air Force research contracts, negotiation

and award, case study

—

hearings (1964) 6343
report (1964) 8366

architect-engineer contracts with Defense
Dept., how to obtain consideration
(1963) 6313

armed services procurement act of 1947,
amend

—

hearings (1961) 7129; (1962) 11438, 17304
law (1962) 20828
reports (1962) 11384, 13431, 19291

Army prime contracts, monthly listing
(1961) 2910; (1962) 37.56; (1963) 3593

Army, research and development, guides
(1961) 16164, 8916

assignment or withholding of contractors'
filings (1961) 20117
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Government—Continued
Atomic Energy Commission, bidder mailing

list, application form (1961) 8433; (1963)
13252

bidding irregularities at General Services
Administration in region 6, Kansas City,

Mo., hearings (1961) 1885
BPR labor compliance manual, direct Feder-

al construction contracts (1962) 16146
cases and materials. Army Dept. pamphlet

(1962) 4620
claims, primer for small businessmen (1962)

2378
code of Federal regulations (1961) 7392;

(1962) 9620; (1963) 6418; (1964) 8558-59;
(1965) 7653-54, 9119, 10828

commercial exemption as applied to alumi-
num, steel and copper products (1961)
20116

configuration management during definition

and acquisition phases. Air Force man-
ual (1965) 7078

conservation reserve program and land use
adjustment program, statistical summa-
ry, 1963 (1964) 9928

conservation reserve, release of land (1963)
13839

construction contractors (1961) 8433; (1963)
13252

construction, etc., services, AEC guides
(1962) 8989; (1965) 17145

construction of public buildings, etc., waive
performance and payment bonds re-

quired under Miller act, report (1961)
18850

construction, wages, etc., laws (1961) 5101
contract and subcontract work

—

how obtained by small businesses (1964)
1579

small business qualifications (1964) 3126

contractor's inspection system, evaluation.
Defense Supply Agency (1965) 14153

contractor's quality program, evaluation,
handbook (1965) 17983

cost of recruiting scientists and engineers,
investigation, report (1961) 5751

cost-type and incentive-type contracts held

by Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corp., improper charges to Navy Dept.,

GAO report (1964) 10601
Davis-Bacon act

—

administration, hearings (1962) 19177,

21203; (1963) 4753
amend

—

hearings (1962) 11442; (1963) 11892;
(1964) 8452, 21205

law (1964) 13897
reports (1962) 9347; (1963) 11796; (1964)

2047, 8413
legislative history (1964) 10307
practical guide to fringe benefits amend-
ments (1965) 8291

defense contracting, avoiding conflicts of

interest, report (1964) 354
defense contractors

—

air-travel policies in use of less costly

Ist-class accomodations with respect to

Government savings, GAO review (1961)
10674

employment of civilian personnel, hearings
(1961) 20565

defense contracts

—

audits by GAO, hearings (1965) 15806
placing, impact on labor surplus areas,

1964, hearing (1965) 446

Government—Continued
Defense Department

—

and National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration contractors, relocation
costs incurred for recruiting salaried
personnel, etc., GAO review (1963) 6537

procurement negotiations, lack of competi-
tion and impact on small business, re-

port (1961) 5781
royalty charges by Hazeltine Corporation,
GAO" examination (1962) 15625

use of contractor personnel

—

hearing (1965) 15830
report (1965) 5931

use of contractor technical services, GAO
decision, report (1965) 7450

with Martin Marietta Corporation, GAO
report (1963) 19280

defense, geographic distribution (1962)
17356

defense materials system program identifi-

cation, use in segregating renegotiable
and nonrenegotiable subcontracts (1965)
15027

defense procurement, trends, 1958-62 (1964)
12302

defense spending shifts and curtailments,
impact on small business, hearings
(1965) 6069

discrimination in employment, eliminate
(statement) (1961) 9397

District of Columbia and other National
Capital region subdivisions, joint con-
tracts, authorize, report (1965) 19430

District of Columbia Commissioners to dele-

gate function of approval

—

law (1962) 23202
reports (1961) 10483; (1962) 21050

Dyna-Soar contract cancellation, statistical

summary (1965) 15233
economic impact of Federal supply and serv-

ice activities, report (1964) 17441

Education Office, cooperative research pro-
gram, application instructions (1963)
15424

electric power for Yellowstone National
Park, hearings (1961) 1884

engineer contract instructions (1961) 4164;
(1963) 2217

equal employment opportunity

—

goal of President's Committee on Equal
Emplovment Opportunity (1961) 21299;
(1963) 12973

pledge (poster) (1961) 17782
President's program (1961) 11524; (1962)
22714

rules and regulations of President's Com-
mittee on Equal Employment Opportuni-
ty (1961) 15923; (1962) 3450; (1963) 3259,
14648, 20079

evaluation of contractor quality control
systems (1961) 4139

evaluation of contractor's calibration sys-
tem, handbook (1964) 19616

excessive relocation payments to employees
transferred from one company location

to another by Lockheed Missiles &
Space Company, Sunnyvale, Calif., De-
fense Dept. and NASA, GAO report
(1964) 12490

Federal Aviation Agency, ineffective admin-
istration of contracts for rental of ma-
chines, GAO report (1964) 12489

Federal laws to safeguard national security,
your duty (1965) 19546
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Government—Continued
Federal Maritime Board, construction-

differential, subsidy, GAO review, re-

port
departmental edition (1961) 6161
document edition (1961) 8641

fixed equipment in Federal buildings, con-
tracts for inspection, etc.

—

law (1965) 19151
reports (1964) 6462; (1965) 12259, 17621

General Services Administration contracts
DMP-49, 50, and 51 with Hanna compa-
nies, Cleveland, Ohio, GAO audit report
(1961) 9234

Government contracts and subcontract
work, how small business can obtain
(1962) 22783

Government property in possession of con-
tractors, administration manual (1961)

5042, 8123
Grand Valley Water Users' Association,

repayment contract, modify

—

law (1963) 13417
reports (1963) 6153; (1964) 4525

guide for businessman doing business with
Federal Government (1961) 10621; (1963)

531, 8326
guidelines for architectural-engineering

documents for health research facilities

construction grants (1965) 5261
highway construction contracts for Feder-

al-aid programs in areas of substantial
unemployment (1964) 9996

housing, etc., for employees of contractors

—

hearings (1961) 14501^ (1964) 12151
laws (1962) 18990; (1963) 18774; (1964)

17318
reports (1961) 14400; (1962) 15334, 17079;

(1963) 17285; (1964) 4549, 12078
how SBA helps small construction firms

(1965) 1605
ICA construction and technical service, ne-

gotiation and administration, GAO re-

view (1961) 7511
identical bidding in public procurement

(1962) 20030
identical bidding, report of Attorney Gener-

al (1962) 410; (1964) 20422; (1965) 6531
identical bids, 1955-60, listing (1961) 20533
identical bids, provide publicity

—

hearings (1961) 14472
report (1961) 16707

illegal payment provisions and other defi-

cient contracting practices employed by
United States Travel Service, GAO re-

port (1964) 10599
incentive contracting guide (1964) 6544;

(1965) 6088
independent nonprofit Federal research con-

tractors (1963) 6205
International Development Agency, Re-

search, Evaluation and Planning Assist-
ance Staff operations

—

hearings (1962) 21209; (1963) 288
reports (1962) 21085, 21118

labor compliance manual, direct Federal and
Federal-aid construction (1965) 16843

mail transportation, etc., provide labor
standards for persons employed

—

hearing (1965) 19518
law (1965) 19161
reports (1965) 17600, 19431

major defense contractors, cost reduction
actions (1965) 12363

military procurement and supply, economic
aspects, 1964 (1964) 8237

military services

—

cost of morale and recreation benefits for

defense contractor employees

—

Government—Continued
military services—Continue

hearings (1964) 19632
subcommittee report (1964) 21200

equal employment opportunities

—

hearings (1964) 8394
report (1964) 8336

missile procurement program, pyramiding of
profits and costs, hearings (1962) 13680,
15440,17334

NASA guide to policies and procedures
(1965) 19878

NASA incentive contracting guide (1965)
8050

NASA industrial property control manual
(1964) 7474; (1965) 1400

NASA procurement directive (1964) 16663;
(1965) 3675

NASA procurement regulations (1964) 9538;
(1965) 3676

national forest timber, aspects of bidding,
by sealed bids and oral auction, in For-
est Service regions 1 and 5, GAO report
(1965) 18186

National Science Foundation, 1964 (1965)
6813

Navy contract clause book, firm fixed-price
supply contracts (1964) 13489; (1965)
3062

Navy contract law, supp (1962) 12625
Navy Department

—

contracts awarded to Douglas Aircraft
Co., Inc., GAO examination of pricing
and administration (1962) 17611

provisional payments by Hazeltine Corpo-
ration, GAO review (1963) 2330

retention by General Dynamics/Pomona,
Division of General Dynamics Corpora-
tion, Pomona, Calif., of refunds related
to illegally imposed local taxes included
in prices of contracts, GAO review
(1963) 8321

Navy prime contractors, selling to (1961)
15912; (1963) 11196

negotiated, examination-of-records clause
requirement, exempt foreign contrac-
tors

—

hearing (1965) 13973
report (1965) 13951

negotiated fixed-price, unnecessary costs of
insurance on inventories, etc., held by
Defense Dept. contractors, GAO review
(1964) 19767

negotiation of noncompetitive fixed-unit-
price contracts for procurement of heli-
um-bearing gas. Mines Bureau, GAO re-
port (1965) 10962

New York Shipbuilding Corporation, exces-
sive premium pav costs, etc., GAO re-

view (1961) 19397
nuclear components, subcontract awarded

by Plant Apparatus Dept of Westing-
house Electric Corp. to another dept of
Westinghouse and charged to Navy,
GAO examination into pricing (1962)
17609

nuclear materials management, AEC-con-
tractor meeting (1965) 197

nuclear submarine components. Westing-
house subcontracts, GAO investigation
into pricing (1963) 2321

overcharges included in prices negotiated
for change orders issued under
fixed-price contracts awarded to Avon-
dale Shipyards, Inc., New Orleans, La.,

Navy Dept., GAO report (1965) 6281
overpricing involving Navy and Air Force,

hearings (1961) 20568
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Government contracts—Continued

overpricing of spare electronic parts under
Army Dept. fixed-price contracts with
Burroughs Corporation, GAO review
(1963) 8316

patent royalty costs improperly charged for

use of auxiliary fuel tank invention de-

veloped with Lockheed Aircraft Corp.,
GAO report (1965) 12527

President's committee, final report (1961)
2653

prices, accuracy and completeness of cost
data, extend of certifications obtained,
GAO review (1962) 21813

procedures, statement of Hyman G. Rickov-
er, hearings (1964) 2104

procurement

—

award by advertising without effective

competition. Post Office Dept, GAO re-

port (1965) 691
code of Federal regulations (1965) 7652
economic impact-
compilation (1965) 8728
hearings (1965) 12036
report (1965) 13817

information on guided missile programs,
etc (1961) 17151

law. Army pamphlet (1961) 9927
matters, report (1965) 7443
property and nonpersonal services by ex-

ecutive agencies, amend Federal proper-
tv and administrative services act of

1949, reports (1964) 12222; (1965) 12260,
19268

quality assurance for contract adminis-
tration services, DSAM manual (1965)
2050

production manual for Contract Administra-
tion Services (1965) 4630

prohibition of award to persons suspended
froni participation in veterans' home
loan program, report (1962) 17015

project PERT contractor reporting, person-
nel meetings, summary minutes (1961)
6468-69

provisioning technical documentation and
procedural requirements for DSA pro-
cured equipment (1965) 17976

purchase of natural gas, coal, or oil for pro-

duction of public utility services, pro-
vide equality, report (1963) 11953

renegotiation

—

act of 1951, as amended (1963) 3308; (1964)
21863
extend

—

laws (1962) 16746; (1964) 13888
reports (1962) 13478, 15378; (1964)

8348, 10222, 14055
regulations (1965) 3887
report on (1962) 4918

allowance and allocation of advertising
expenses (1963) 3311

bulletins (1961) 1454, 20116-117; (1963)
3311; (1964) 18930; (1965) 15027

concurrent (1964) 18930
report, extend time for filing-
laws (1961) 6941, 12111
report (1961) 10471

rulings (1961) 15956; (1962) 8626, 24083;
(1963) 5710, 20121; (1964) 7720, 11595;
(1965) 20058

rulings and bulletin, index (1962) 8626,
24083; (1963) 20121

what it is, how it works (1963) 3312
Renegotiation Board regulations, amend-

ments (1961) 6521, 21333; (1962) 8625,
22772

Government contracts—Continued
research and development

—

hearings (1962) 21212, 23370; (1963) 290,
13652

policies and procedures, report (1965) 1998

small business opportunities, guide (1962)
20274

with colleges and universities, payment of
indirect costs

—

hearings (1962) 9385
law (1962) 19000
reports (1962) 9304, 17254

safeguarding classified information, in-

dustrial security manual (1963) 4796
scientific research sponsored by NASA, gen-

eral information (1961) 4953; (1962)
23986

selling to NASA (1962) 12511; (1963)11087;

(1964)11425
service contract act oi 1965

—

hearings (1965) 17695, 19518
law (1965) 19161
reports (1965) 17600, 19431

Small business act, amend to exempt Gov-
ernment construction contracts from
SBA set-aside program hearings (1962)
19379, 21199; (1963) 13793, 18930

small business opportunities from Army
Materiel Command, guide (1962) 16823

small business participation in Government
procurement, 1963, conference (1964)
12283

small business proprietary rights and data,
report (1961) 4038

star route mail, cost-of-living adjustments,
provide, hearings (1965) 8898, 16049

subcontracting clauses in major collective

bargaining agreements

—

departmental edition (1961) 19825
document edition (1961) 18787

subcontractors' claims, conference with De-
fense Dept. representatives, etc (1964)
2248

synopsis of proposed procurement invita-

tions, subcontracting leads, etc (1965)
3226

synopsis of proposed procurement, sales,

and contract awards (1961) 2943; (1962)

3681; (1963) 3524; (1964) 3339
term contract TC series (1961) 20746; (1963)

2283
termination, etc.. Navy administration man-

ual (1961) 11508;' (1962) 10578; (1963)

7373; (1964) 5625, 9685
TFX contract investigation, hearings (1963)

10015, 12019, 13809, 15386, 19056; (1964)
4584

transportation of mail

—

extension of routes

—

law (1962) 23265
reports (1962) 19120, 21518

modernize laws

—

hearings (1961) 16851; (1963) 15328;
(1964) 545

laws (1962) 15078; (1964) 1968
report (1961) 18845; (1962) 13627, 17123;

(1963) 15241; (1964) 2193
unnecessary interest costs incurred by Post

Office Dept. because of excess progress
payments, GAO report (1965) 6313

value engineering contract clause (1965) 465

value of prime contracts awarded in areas
of substantial labor surplus (1961) 9981,
11760; (1962) 4426; (1963) 4274; (1965)

4040
value of prime contracts awarded in ARA

redevelopment areas, 1963 (1964) 9996
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Government contracts—Continued
violation of statutes governing Federal em-

ployment and excess costs incurred un-

der contract for technical writing and
related services awarded by Goddard
Space Flight Center, NASA, GAO report
(1965)6321

Walsh-Healey public contracts act

—

administrative decisions, index-digest
(1942-64 (1965) 16864

handy guide (1962) 14677
questions and answers (1962) 14681
regulations (1962) 18564
rulings and interpretations (1961) 9826;

(1963) 16655
sheltered workshops, questions and an-
swers (1962) 6736; (1965) 18827

text, as amended Aug. 25, 1958 (1963)

14772
water supply contracts, repayment, compila-

tion (1964) 17669
print as Senate document, report (1964)

17706
water supply contracts, renewal

—

law (1963) 13418
reports (1963) 6164, 11984

Westlands water district contract for con-
struction of water distribution etc., sys-

tem in San Luis unit. Central Valley
project, Calif., hearing (1964) 19603

X-22 (VTOL) contract award, hearings
(1963) 15374

Government control, see Government regula-
tions and control.

Government documents, see Government publi-

cations.
Government employees, see Government offi-

cials and employees.
Government Employees, American Federation

of, see American Federation of Govern-
ment Employees.

Government employment, see Employment.
Government Employment Policy, President's

Committee on, see President's Committee
on Government Employment Policy.

Government indemnity, see Indemnity.
Government life insurance, see Insurance

—

Life insurance.
Government news from anonymous sources

(1964) 12134
Government occupations, employment outlook

(1964) 13058
Government of District of Columbia, see Dis-

trict of Columbia.
Government offices:

accounting adjustments between appropria-

tions, authorize

—

hearing (1965) 15811
report (1965) 15684

accounting, illustrative procedures (1962)

23577; (1965) 14384
accounting forms, GAO guidance manuals

(1961) 10672, 20803
accounting policy and procedures, GAO guid-

ance manual (1964) 3553; (1965) 3466
accounting principles, etc., and internal au-

diting guidelines, GAO guidance manual
(1964) 3551

accounting systems, submissions for GAO
approval

—

hearings (1964) 17651
report (1965) 7442

activities relating to use of pesticides, hear-

ings (1965) 6050
administrative agencies

—

interlocutory relief against orders, rea-

sonable notice

—

law (1961) 18617
reports (1961) 8733, 17039

Government offices—Continued
administrative agencies—Continued

interlocutory relief against orders, rea-

sonable notice—Continued
simplifying and speeding of work (re-

marks) (1961) 14000
administrative practices and procedures

—

amend act, hearings (1965) 434
investigation

—

authorization and expenses, report
(1961) 5789; (1962) 5031; (1963) 6250;
(1964) 4556, 17807; (1965) 4557, 14094

hearings (1961) 5885; (1965) 10696, 19508
reports (1961) 7261; (1962) 11634; (1963)

8059; (1964) 6479; (1965) 7516
administrative proceedings, statistics (1962)

16113
administrative procedure act amendments,

hearings (1962) 2374
administrative procedure act, text (1961)

5983
aeronautical and space activities, investiga-

tion, authorization and expenses, report
(1961) 5785; (1962) 5021

allocation of radio spectrum, hearings (1962)

412
annual budgets, eliminate requirements for

detailed estimates for passenger vehi-

cles and aircraft

—

hearings (1962) 11454
law (1962) 23174
reports (1962) 11347, 21463

appropriations, 1962, supplemental, propos-
al (1962) 16842

appropriations, 1964, supplemental, propos-
al (1964) 4433

appropriations, 1965, supplemental, propos-
al (1965) 4481, 15551, 17761

automatic data processing

—

developments and use in Federal Govern-
ment, GAO review (1961) 4302

equipment, economic purchase, etc.

—

hearings (1965) 12181
inventory (1961) 11820; (1962) 20522
reports (1965) 15720, 15747

automation in Federal Government (1961)

1184
biomedical research, coordination of activi-

ties

—

expenditures and personnel, budgeting and
accounting (1961) 7251

hearing (1961) 4096
bonding of employees, annual report, repeal

requirement, report (1961) 8796
career opportunities, futures in Federal

Government (1961) 12012
civilian agencies employees guide for ship-

ping household goods (1962) 13864,

22873; (1965) 19659
civilian executive agencies, traffic manage-

ment activities, summary report and
recommendations (1961) 6596

claims settlement by Federal agencies

—

laws (1964) 17416; (1965) 19121
reports (1962) 7055; (1963) 13581; (1964)

17744; (1965) 10494, 15980
commercial long distance calls, unnecessary

costs to Government made between ci-

ties served by Federal Telecommunica-
tions System, GAO report (1964) 8739

competition with private business, report
(1961) 4067

consumer protection activities, report (1961)

18895
consumers' protection and interest program,

message from the President (1962) 9187
cost reduction through better management

(1963) 7723
credit programs, study (1964) 8372
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Government offices—Continued
current manpower issues, report (19b5)

17584
defense agencies

—

appropriations, 1963, military construc-

tion

—

hearings (1962) 13495. 19370

law (1962) 20859
reports (1962) 17059,21041

appropriations, 1964, military construc-

tion, hearings (1963) 15298

appropriations, 1965, military construc-

tion, hearings (1964) 10291

spending impact on labor surplus areas,

1964, hearing (1965) 446

defense mobilization organization and tele-

phone directory (1962) 6932

disposal of waste water at Federal installa-

tions, report (1964) 15527

drug policies, interagency coordination,

hearings (1963) 4781, 10014, 19054;

(1964) 8445, 19598; (1965) 2039

electronic computers, regional sharing plan

in Philadelphia, Pa., area (1964) 140

electronic data processing equipment use,

interim report (1963) 15265

emergency preparedness program, Executive

order's prescribing responsibilities (1963)

13872
emergency sales to aircraft owners, hear-

ings (1961) 393
employment service assistance (1962) 13750

excess and surplus personal property utili-

zation and disposal at selected installa-

tions, GAO review (1963) 595

executive agencies

—

decentralization of facilities and person-

nel, provide orderly program, hearings

(1962) 9383
procurement of property and nonpersonal

services, amend law, report (1964) 12222;

(1965) 12260, 19268

executive branch—
.

appropriations and limitations in 1965

budget, reduction proposals (1964) 6216

appropriations, 1961, supplemental, pro-

posals (1961) 8660, 7158; (1962) 9423

apuropriations, 1962, supplemental pro-

posals (1961) 16627, 18985; (1962) 9423

appropriations, 1963, supplemental, pro-

posals (1962) 16842, 19030

appropriations, 1964, supplemental, pro-

posals (1964) 282, 8256
appropriations, 1965, proposal (1964) 8256

appropriations, 1965, supplemental, pro-

posals (1964) 17465, 19528

appropriations, 1966

—

proposal (1964) 17465
supplemental proposal (1965) 17483

management improvement, progress re-

port (1961) 9969
reorganization, study

—

authorization and expenses, reports

(1965) 4554, 15943

fallout shelters, construction, statement by

the President (1961) 14001
.

Federal activities, decentralization criteria,

recommended by President's Ad Hoc
Committee, report (1962) 21119

Federal agencies and outdoor recreation

(1962) 18375
. .

Federal agency programs and 2-year institu-

tion of higher education (1965) 15797

Federal aids to communities, handbook and

checklist (1961) 13814

Federal budgeting for research and develop-

ment, hearings (1962) 2367

Federal contracting for research and devel-

opment, report to the President (1962)

13554

Government offices—Continued
Federal contracting for research and devel-

opment, report to the President—Con.

print as Senate document, report (1962)

13610
Federal installations

—

disposal of sewage and industrial wastes,
report (1965) 121.53

facilities, and equipment control act

—

hearings (1965) 7545
report (1965) 7523

Federal services to help communities plan
with youth (1964) 5846

financial statements, submission. Treasury
Dept. regulations (1965) 13314

fiscal matters, etc.. Budget Bureau censor-

ship and control, staff study (1961) 8844
fiscal procedures, CJAO guidance manuals

(1961) 19393-394, 20802
fiscal requirements, joint committee to eval-

uate

—

hearings (1963) 8112
reports (1961) 89.57; (1963) 8087

forcible entry practices involving Federal
properties (1965) 14406

freight traffic management guide, rate rout-

ing card (1961) 5149
general Government matters appropriations,

1962—
continuing laws (1961) 14079, 18584
hearings (1961) 10330, 12501
law (1961). 14125
reports (1961) 12279, 12454, 14327, 20542

general Government matters appropriations,
1963—

laws (1962) 16739, 16790, 20821, 20899
reports (1962) 15229, 17226, 193.30

general Government matters, appropria-
tions, 1964

—

laws (1963) 13429, 17039, 20443; (1964) 268

reports (1963) 13572, 13743
general (Government matters, appropria-

tions, 1965

—

continue, report (1964) 19484
laws (1964) 13875, 17347
report (1964) 14066

general Government matters, appropria-
tions, 1966, continue

—

hearings (1965) 19479
laws (1965) 13788, 15450, 19129, 19133
reports (1965) 13948, 17587, 19221, 19260,

19429
Government agencies engaged in interna-

tional activities (1964) 15103
Government organization manuals (1961)

6018-19, 9117, 12642; (1962) 15573,

17490; (1963) 13934; (1964) 14256; (1965)

14261
GSA services available (1964) 8747
headquarters of Federal agencies, manage-

ment analysis inventory (1961) 13842
health activities, general survey, report

(1961) 7251
independent offices

—

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8833, 10331, 12502
law (1961) 16574
reports (1961) 10295, 14394, 20607

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 13494. 17087, 19369,

19371
law (1962) 20916
reports (1962) 16986, 19317, 21061, 21114

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 18919; (1964) 516
law (1964) 1944
reports (1963) 18887; (1964) 383. 468

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 10290, 15793
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Government offices—Continued
independent offices—Continued

law (1964) 17366
reports (1964) 12048, 15726, 17559
appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 8869, 12;i04

law (1965) 15476
reports (1965) 8861, 14050, 15689

budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 6992
independent regulatory agencies act of 1961,

hearings (1961) 14481
information and records, regulating availa-

bility, hearings (1965) 10541, 17936
information availability, etc.

—

investigation, reports (1961) 14364, 18888,
18909; (1962) 15202

progress of study Sept. 1961-Dec. 1962,
report (1964) 355'

information dissemination, etc., background
materials on comprehensive law (1961)
395

interagency coordination

—

arms control and disarmament matters
(1962) 20484

economy, and efficiency, expenses, report
(1964) 6445

in environmental hazards, hearings (1964)
6510, 17878; (1965) 6050, 17928, 19499
print additional copies, reports (1964)

15689, 17511
in research and development, report (1965)

1995
investigation, authorization and expenses,

reports (1961) 5809, 19059; (1962) 5054;
(1963) 6246, 20586

of information, hearings (1963) 12017
interagency growth studies program (re-

marks) (1964) 13076
interagency motor pool system for use of

Federal agencies, guide (1964) 15938
interagency training programs (1961) 1836,

14015;"(1962) 4849, 16608; (1963) 4625,
13328; (1964) 6098, 13804; (1965) 10298

Financial Management Institute proceed-
ings digest (1961) 3967

investigations, obstructing, amend U.S.
Code, hearings (1961) 17135

joint financial management improvement
program

—

annual reports (1961) 2045; (1962) 2511;
(1963) 586

highlights of progress, 1964 (1965) 10944
progress 1948-63 (1964) 4752

licensed attorneys' automatic admission to

practice before Federal agencies

—

hearings (1963) 17316; (1965) 2019
report (1964) 2189

managing noncurrent files. Federal records
centers (1964) 7572

manpower management plans, etc., improve-
ments, 1963 (1964) 10337

manpower management, practices, etc., im-
provements, July-Dec. 1964 (1965) 12199

manpower utilization in Federal Govern-
ment

—

hearings (1962) 13538; (1963) 13665
symposium (1964) 17662

manufacturing establishments, census of

manufactures, 1958, supplementary re-

port (1961) 5477
meetings of Banking and Currency Commit-

tee, House, with officials, hearings (1963)
7988

mental health directory, 1964 (1965) 2944
meteorological research and development,

current activities (1963) 16657; (1964)
15153

Government offices—Continued

national plan for civil defense and defense

mobilization, delegations and assign-

ments (1961) 6896
national security methods, investigation of

certain aspects, expenses, report (1962)

11636
national security operations, investigation

authorization, report (1963) 6248
nuclear education, interrelated role of uni-

versities and Federal agencies, confer-

ence proceedings (1964) 11867
organization and employees, title 5, U.S.

code, enact, report (1965) 15752
organization of Federal executive depart-

ments and agencies (1962) 9494; (1963)

8115; (1964) 8447; (1965) 8995
charts (1961) 7276; (1962) 9493; (1963)

8114; (1964) 8446; (1965) 8994
reports (1961) 7277; (1962) 9447; (1963)

8061; (1964) 8415
pay in advance for subscriptions for re-

quired publications

—

law (1961) 14091
reports (1961) 8961, 12246

personnel records and files system, FPM
supp (1961) 10106

personnel security practices, rules and regu-

lations, hearings (1963) 15398

policies and procedures. General Accounting
Office guidance manual (1961) 703, 6155,

7503, 9229-33, 10671-672, 12749-750,

17315-318, 19393-394, 20798-803; (1962)

617, 7454-56, 9710, 17607, 19554; (1963)

584-585, 4994-95, 10253, 19275-278;

(1964) 792-793, 2398-2400, 6753-54, 8704,

10591, 12486, 21331; (1965) 2182-83,

6251, 9214, 14382-383
programs and procedures to accomplish

goals (remarks) (1961) 16121

projects, management research and improve-

ment, directory (1961) 5413
provision for quarters, furniture, etc., to

civilian employees, clarify authority

—

hearings (1961) 14501; (1964) 12151

law (1964) 17318
reports (1961) 14400; (1964) 4549

provisions for advancing of minority groups

(address) (1961) 20695
public land withdrawals, congressional re-

view, hearings (1962) 17113
quality assurance provisions for NASA in-

stallations (1964) 14794
records and papers, disposition, reports

(1961) 5690, 7083, 7107, 8760, 8816,

10287, 10317, 12252, 14312, 14353, 14369,

16728, 18896, 18913, 20554; (1962) 4947,

7032-33, 7048, 7063, 9261, 9321. 11349,

11386, 13421, 15225, 16946, 17050, 19117,

21033, 21069, 21138, 21145, 23348; (1963)

7920-22, 7969, 9881, 11793, 11852, 13591,

17102, 17140; (1964) 339, 2043, 4463,

4481, 6294, 8293, 8333, 10207, 10214,

12051, 12074, 13931, 15488, 15499, 17593,

17620, 19462; (1965) 5887, 5891, 8770,

8787, 8800, 10473, 13913, 13942, 15709,

17605, 17612, 19223, 19247
reductions in force in Federal agencies (1961)

8562; (1964) 10109; (1965) 11974

regulatory agencies

—

comments on Hector memorandum (1961)

18396
investigation

—

comparative operating data for 1949

and 1959 (1961) 8846
report (1961) 4045
staff report (1961) 8847
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Government offices—Continued
regulatory agencies—Continued

message from the President (1961) 6996
report to the President-elect (1961) 7296

reimburse owners, etc., of land acquired for
Federal projects for moving expenses

—

hearing (1961) 18974
report (1964) 14076

reorganization, see in main alphabet. Gov-
ernment reorganization plans,

reports on obligations, regulations (1963)
11353

reports to be made to Congress, discontinue
or modify requirements, report (1965)
15927

representation by attorneys, etc., in matters
before Federal agencies, provide for

—

hearings (1965) 17936
reports (1965) 17881, 19253

research and development programs, hear-
ings (1964) 6357, 10316

print additional copies, report (1964) 6317
research expenditures, create select commit-

tee to investigate

—

hearings (1963) 17187
reports (1963) 17136, 18880

safeguarding classified information, in-

dustrial security manual (1963) 4796
scientific and technological communication,

organization and coordination of infor-

mation (1963) 18275
scientific information activities (1961)

1360-62, 8080, 11463; (1962) 1728, 3401,
18344-345, 22653, 24026; (1963) 12935;
(1964) 1515-17, 3069, 5573, 7621-23,
11475; (1965) 1523-24, 8182, 9806

seals used in Government Printing Office

(1965) 14422
selected activities, survey, hearings (1962)

21211; (1963) 289, 2050, 13578
service contract acts

—

hearings (1964) 12127; (1965) 17695, 19518;
(1965) 19161

reports (1964) 12112; (1965) 17600, 19431
small business procurement practices and

programs, hearings (1964) 12155
small business programs, survey (1962)

22782
statistical activities, personnel, equipment,

costs, report (1964) 6276
statistical services (1963) 15023
summer employment, extending apportion-

ment requirement, hearing (1961) 18969
summer employment of college students,

1961(1963)9954
print as Senate document, report (1963)
6282

summer employment opportunities (1961)
6910; (1962) 4851; (1963) 4628

survey of selected activities, reports (1963)
7966-67, 11794-795; (1964) 4452

traffic safety role, hearings (1965) 14121
training of employees, report of Civil serv-

ice Commission (1963) 17126
transportation, GAO manual for guidance of

Federal agencies (1961) 12749; (1964)
3552; (1965) 3465

vouchers, statistical sampling procedures in

examination, permit

—

hearing (1964) 12136
law (1964) 17380
reports (1964) 15534, 17745

Washington Agencies Recruiting Confer-
ence, proceedings (1963) 7793

weather programs

—

report (1965) 7440
responses of executive agencies (1965)
15810

Government offices—Continued
winning cold war, U.S. ideological offensive,

hearings (1964) 8382
see also Government supplies

—

also names of
offices.

Government Officials and Employees:

Alaskan duty, transportation of private
motor vehicles

—

hearing (1963) 15311
law (1964) 6177

achievements and future goals of new ad-
ministration (address) (1961) 9389

reports (1963) 18852; (1964) 4547
appeals, functions of hearing, committee

members conducting hearings, guides
(1963) 190; (1964) 17139

automation, impact on employees, etc (1961)
1184

back pay acts

—

hearing (1962) 13535; (1963) 11911; (1964)
6520

reports (1962) 13439; (1963) 11802
benefits and beneficiaries under public em-

ployee retirement system, 1962 (1963)
11287

blue collar occupational families and series,

handbook (1962) 325; (1963) 16951-952
bribery, graft, and corruption, strengthen

criminal laws

—

law (1962) 23249
reports (1961) 14331; (1962) 21480

career opportunities offered through Federal
service entrance examination (1961)
12012

careerman and policy making (remarks)
(1962) 10585

careers (1962)16611: (1963) 18734
careers in sixties, directory for college stu-

dents (1961) 1835
challenges and rewards of service (address)

(1964) 11936
city taxes, withholding by Federal agencies,

amend internal revenue code, reports
(1961) 8795; (1963) 4747

civilians, allotment and advancement of pay
in emergency evacuations

—

hearing (1961) 8852
law (1961) 18695
reports (1961) 12269, 19044

civilians, foreign areas, regulations (1961)

3604; (1962) 4352
claims settlement by Federal agencies

—

laws (1964) 17416; (1965) 19121
reports (1962) 7055; (1963) 13581; (1964)

17744; (1965) 10494, 15980
classification act, amend, hearing (1961)

14496
classification act employees, wage chronolo-

gy, 1924-64 (1965) 12793
classification act of 1949, and related provi-

sions, compilation, report (1962) 11354
classified employees, salary trends, 1939-64

(1965) 12794
code of ethics, enact, hearings (1961) 14485
code of ethics for Government service, post-

er, print additional copies, reports
(1965) 7415, 8921

collective bargaining agreements, late sum-
mer 1964 (1965) 16564

compensation act, amend to permit services

of chiropractors, hearing (1962) 13695;
(1964) 17885

compensation for injuries, correct inequi-

ties

—

law (1961) 18727
reports (1961) 16805, 19067

contributions to attainment of equality (ad-

dress) (1961) 21126
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Government Officials and Employees—Con.

cost of living allowances

—

Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands, require
survey before reducing, report (1965)

17665
terminating

—

analysis (1965) 421
hearings (1964) 10342; (1965) 17726
purpose, justification, and analysis of

legislation (1965) 17731
current workforce data, as of June 1964

(1965) 8658
Defense Department, domestic air travel in

Ist-class accommodations, GAO review
(1962) 9720

Defense Department labor cost, control,

hearings (1964) 17661
detailing field employees into District of

Columbia, repeal law prohibiting, report

(1965) 12272
downgrading and related personnel matters,

hearings (1961) 8853
dual compensation-dual employment laws,

modernize

—

hearings (1963) 17181; (1964) 6523
law (1964) 17307
reports (1964) 331, 6279, 6485
statement of purpose, etc (1964) 12152

electronic data processing equipment use by
Government, manpower problems, hear-

ing (1963) 17182
employee conduct (1964) 15081
employees of detective agencies prohibited

employment in any Government service,

repeal portion of act of Mar. 3, 1893,
report (1963) 17247

employment and payrolls, monthly releases

(1961) 3395; (1962) 4353; (1963) 4205;

(1964) 4050; (1965) 3956
equal employment opportunity

—

goal of President's Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity (1961) 21298;
(1963) 12973

guide to investigation of complaints (1962)
6409

pledge (poster) (1961) 17782
erroneous overpayments, waiver, reports

(1961) 14376; (1964) 15509
executive, guide for selection (1962) 327
executive pay act of 1956, as amended, text

(1961) 5707
extension workers, writing words that work,

guide (1962) 1951
Federal career directory for college students

(1963) 4623, 16945
Federal civilian employment by county, Dec.

31, 1960, additional report (1961) 12369
print additional copies, report (1961)

16951
Federal employee facts (1962) 4846, 18887;

(1963) 7787, 15106, 16946; (1964)
10103-104, 11945, 17135; (1965) 13681,
17250

Federal employees

—

allotments of pay for State income tax
withholding, regulations (1963) 21210

financial protection (1963) 16946
Federal employment

—

graphic presentation (1961) 10107; (1962)
13103

monthly reports (1961) 3019; (1962) 4077;
(1963) 3920; (1964) 3744; (1965) 3659

role of Civil Service Commission (1963)
18732

statistics bulletins (1961) 3015; (1962)
3810; (1963) 3648; (1964) 3466; (1965)
3368

Government Officials and Employees—Con.
Federal executive act of 1956, and related

provisions, compilation, report (1962)

11354
Federal news clip sheet (1961) 20479; (1962)

3817; (1963) 3663; (1964) 3481; (1965)

3382
Federal personnel, bimonthly statistics (1961)

3084; (1962) 3576; (1963) 3414; (1964)
3211; (1965)3098

Federal personnel, 1954-64 (1965) 426
Federal service, employee-management coop-

eration, basic training materials (1962)
16612

Federal top-level positions, increase num-
ber

—

hearings (1961) 16854
law (1961) 18748
reports (1961) 18847, 18912

Federal workforce outlook, fiscal years
1965-68 (1965) 5742

fees, salaries, or compensation, jurisdiction

of district courts over actions to re-

cover

—

law (1964) 17378
reports (1964) 15501, 17734; (1965) 19411

financial protection (1964) 11945

forfeiture of annuities, limit to cases involv-

ing national security

—

hearings (1961) 12361, 17144
law (1961) 18690
reports (1961) 12228, 12272, 17062

fringe benefits, supervisory training course
(1964) 20796

government organization and employees,
title 5, U.S. Code, enact, report (1965)
15752

Government unions, rights and responsibili-

ties (address) (1962) 6183
Great Britain, salary determination of white

collar civil servants (1961) 4804

group life insurance

—

act of 1954—
amend, increase Government contribu-

tions, etc.

—

hearings (1965) 8903, 16047
report (1965) 8819

amend to provide for additional unit

—

hearings (1961) 12535; (1962) 17121
reports (1961) 14578; (1962) 21068

amend with regard to filing designation
of beneficiary

—

hearing (1964) 6521
report (1964) 17790; (1965) 12135

equitable settlement and escheat

—

hearing (1962) 9403
law (1962) 18979
reports (1962) 11358, 17294

FPM manual supplement (1963) 15109;
(1965) 3388

health benefits, retired Federal employees
health benefits, report, 1964 (1965) 4407

program, actuarial valuation and financial
condition (1965) 17727

program, operations, GAO review (1962)
13858

guide for shipping household goods (1965)

19659
hazardous duty pay, amend classification

hearings (1962) 17122; (1963) 8008
reports (1962) 19119; (1963) 7950; (1965)

5877
health benefits act

—

additional choice of plans

—

hearings (1962) 15277; (1963) 8005, 10022
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health benefits act—Continued
additional choice of plans—Continued

law (1963) 13433
reports (1962) 19134; (1963) 7951, 11994

amendments

—

hearings (1963) 15401. 17178-179; (1965)
17725

law (1964) 8223
reports (1963) 18867; (1964) 469, 6286

health benefits act and life insurance act,

extend coverage to United States com-
missioners

—

hearings (1964) 10338
law (1964) 17390
reports (1964) 12080, 17795

health benefits, FPM manual supplement
(1963) 15110; (1965) 3389

health benefits program

—

Government contribution, increase, hear-
ing (1963) 15401

need of CSC to curtail overinsurance, etc.,

GAO report (1963) 12207
progress report (1961) 324

imported household and personal effects,

customs requirements (1965) 12361
incentive awards program (1962) 18887;

(1964) 17135
income, etc., filing annual reports, hearings

(1964) 14156

interagency training programs (1963) 4625,
13328; "(1964) 6098, 13804; (1965) 10298

jurisdiction of U.S. Distrct courts in certain
actions

—

law (1962) 20923
reports (1961) 10318; (1962) 19340

knowledgeable plastics personnel, directory
(1963) 17352

legislative program for coordination of

transportation and industry (talk)

(1962) 11224
maladministration at General Services Ad-

ministration in region 6, Kansas City,

Mo., hearings (1961) 1885
manpower utilization in Federal Govern-

ment

—

hearings (1962) 13538; (1963) 13665, 20504
symposium (1964) 17662

medical facilities available to injured in per-

formance of duty under Federal employ-
ees compensation act (1962) 17413;
(1964) 15861; (1965) 18016

motor vehicle operators, defense of suits

against

—

law (1961) 18649
reports (1961) 8747, 16963

moving and storage expenses of household
goods of Federal employees assigned to

isolated dutv stations, reimburse, hear-
ings (1965) l'7709

non-discrimination in hiring and promotion
policies (address) (1961) 19807

occupations

—

blue collar workers (1961) 5529; (1963)
18733

white-collar workers (1961) 20483; (1965)
13683

older worker in Federal service (1961) 1963

orienting new employees in Indian Affairs

Bureau (1964) 835
pay checks drawn in favor of banks, etc.,

for credit of Federal employees' ac-

counts, authorize

—

hearings (1964) 19508; (1965) 15805, 17907
law (1965) 15493
reports (1965) 15672, 15917

pay increases, message from the President

(1965) 10397

Government Officials and Employees—Con.

pay legislation, hearings (1965) 17953
pay levels, increase, letter from the Presi-

dent (1964) 8250
payment of expenses of attendance at cer-

tain nwetings

—

hearing (1961) 16852
law (1962) 16792
reports (1961) 16701; (1962) 17196

personnel and pay systems, introduction to

new executives (1961) 5526; (1963) 6030;
(1965) 4405

personnel officer, position classifiers, etc.,

examination announcement (1961) 12001
physical standards, checklist for public offi-

cials (1961) 21137
political activity under Hatch act

—

permit less drastic penalties

—

law (1962) 20928
reports (1962) 7203, 16976

restrictions, civil service pamphlet (1962)
2265; (1963) 9755; (1964) 10108

revised text (1962) 13552; (1964) 10357
print as Senate document report (1962)

13611; (1964) 8430
rules for Federal employees (1962) 4846;

(1963) 7787; (1964) 10103
position-classification, principles and opera-

tion (1961) 6900
position-classification standards (1961) 3022;

(1962) 4174; (1963) 4022; (1964) 3853,
(1965) 3770

position classifiers manual (1963) 12241
postal employees, instructions and informa-

tion (1962) 4176; (1963) 4024; (1964;
3855; (1965) 3771

postal field service employees, exemption
from Whitten amendment

—

hearings (1965) 8899, 14135
law (1965) 15462
reports (1965) 8786, 14090

preference, retirement, and salary classifi-

cation laws (1961) 1861
premium pay in lieu of pay at saved rates

—

hearing (1963) 15326
report (1963) 15264

present administration's efforts to stimulate
economic growrth and relieve burden of

unemployment (address) (1961) 19804
President's award for distinguished Federal

civilian service, 1962 (1962) 18890
principal officials in executive branch, sup-

plement to Government organization
manual (1961) 6018-19, 9117

privacy, invasions of, hearings (1965) 10696,
19508

private citizen and national service, study
(1961) 7278

proposed premium rates for Government-
wide health benefit plans (1962) 2340

Public Health Service civilian field employ-
ees, medical services furnished without
charge, need to consider modification of
law, GAO report (1965) 9234

Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands, excessive
cost-of-living allowances paid, Civil

Service Commission, GAO report (1965)
7767

purchase goods from Indians, amend law,
report (1963) 20579

readers for blind persons, employment with-
out compensation

—

hearing (1962) 13536
law (1962) 18982
reports (1962) 13460, 17284

recruitment, retention and retraining of

economists and statisticians in Federal
Government, quest for excellence (re-

marks) (1965) 13723
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reductions in force in Federal agencies

(1961) 8562; (1964) 10109; (1965) 11974
reemployment rights for those who perform

duty in Armed Forces (1962) 4852; (1963)

9757; (1964) 15359
remarriage tables, based on experience un-

der U.S. employees compensation system
(1963) 14696

retired

—

accept and wear decorations, etc., from
foreign governments, reports (1962)

11579; (1964) 17474, 21235
health benefits act, amend with respect to

Govt, contributions for administration

—

law (1965) 13775
report (1965) 14029

health insurance program, act of 1960

—

administrative expenses

—

hearings (1963) 9945; (1964) 8454
report (1963) 7952

comparison with other plans (1961) 2469

evaluation of premium rates (1962) 9501
to accept positions as teachers in D.C.
without reduction of Federal retirement
pay, report (1961) 19040

retirement credit and fringe benefits for
Federal-State service, hearings (1964)
15601

retirement credit for service in Federal-

State cooperative programs

—

hearings (1962) 15277, 15452
reports (1962) 17296, 19135

retirement systems

—

benefits and beneficiaries, 1964 (1965)
11694

State and local employees contributions,
benefits, and beneficiaries, calendar
years 1957-63 (1964) 13455

State and local government employees
(1963) 18642

rights and responsibilities of Government
unions (1962) 8303

rights in intellectual property (1962) 14666

salaries

—

annual report on statutory salary sys-
tems

—

Federal-private-industry comparisons
(1965) 10401

message from the President (1963) 9839
guaranteeing minimum increase upon
promotion

—

hearing (1961) 14496
report (1961) 14403

increase

—

message from the President (1962) 6973
revise Federal statutory salary sys-
tems

—

hearings (1962) 15278, 17125
law (1962) 23193
reports (1962) 21144, 21158, 21165,
21425

overpayments, validate, report (1961)
16727

preservation of basic rates in cases in-

volving reductions in standing

—

law (1961) 18661
report (1961) 12254

report of advisory panel (1964) 2119
review of acceptable level of competence
and qualitv increase features of Federal
salary reform act of 1962 (1964) 10341

summary analysis of President's proposal
for reform of Federal statutory salary
systems (1963) 13666

salary act of 1963—
hearings (1963) 18957, 20502
reports (1964) 340, 6320

Government Officials and Employees—Con.

salary act of 1963—Continued
statement of purpose, analysis, etc (1964)
2120

salary act of 1964

—

amend act to provide pay increases be
made retroactively effective in case of

employee whose pay is established
through administrative action

—

law (1964) 21123
reports (1964) 17794, 19461

hearings (1964) 12279
law (1964) 17285
reports (1964) 10259, 12058, 14071, 15522,

15537
salary act of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 13995
reports (1965) 17573, 19463

salary classification laws, compilations
(1963) 210; (1964) 21160

salary trends, BLS reports, directory (1962)
14390

scientific and technical personnel

—

1959-60 (1963) 1362
1961-62 (1965) 11552

scientists and engineers in Federal Govern-
ment, Oct. 1958 (1961) 20035

social security and gaps in retirement, etc.,

protection, possible adjustments (1965)

19324
social security offices, aid you can expect

(1962) 8584
State and local

—

finances of retirement systems, 1963-64
(1965) 5709

full-time, coverage by group life insurance
and health or hospital insurance, Oct.

1962 (1964) 20800
how they get social security credit (1962)

10580
State and Territorial income tax withhold-

ing regulations (1961) 20228-233
State agencies, scientific and technical per-

sonnel, employment in 1962 (1964) 14705
State, health benefit programs (1964) 14663
State officers appointed by their Governors,

make Hatch act inapplicable, hearings
(1962) 21213

trades and crafts, employment opportunities
(1964) 13805

training act, clarify application

—

hearing (1961) 16852
law (1962) 16792
reports (1961) 16701; (1962) 17196

transportation allowances for house trail-

ers

—

hearing (1962) 9381
law (1962) 23176
reports (1962) 9305, 21464

transportation of remains, etc., of Federal
employees dying in Alaska and Hawaii

—

hearing (1962) 9405
reports (1961) 12474; (1963) 17282

travel and transportation expenses for stu-

dent trainees, report (1961) 18889
travel expenses outside U.S., amend act,

report (1962) 19083
travel on official business, increase per diem

allowances

—

hearings (1961) 8841, 10518
law (1961) 16572
reports (1961) 8770, 8813, 14595

travel regulations (1961) 6761
traveling on official business, to favor air

travel on U.S.-Flag air carriers, reports
(1962) 19316, 21071

Trust Territory of Pacific Islands, Federal
employees compensation act, extend
benefits, report (1962) 19301
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unemployment compensation appropriations,

1961, supplemental, proposal (1961) 5607
unemployment compensation, appropria-

tions, 1964, supplemental

—

law (1964) 8234
report (1964) 8416

unemployment compensation by industry
and State (1961) 3119; (1962) 3778;
(1963) 3615; (1964) 3434; (1965) 3329

unemployment insurance programs (1963)
17406

United States ideological effort and relation-

ship to foreign policy, study (1964)
12132

United States personnel security practices

—

appendix, departmental rules and regula-
tions, hearings (1964) 12277

hearings (1963) 17321
unnecessary costs from use of stateside per-

sonnel in civilian positions at naval in-

stallations on Guam, Mariana Islands,

GAO report (1965) 4846
utilization of manpower in Federal govern-

ment, hearings (1961) 14498
variation of 40-hour workweek for educa-

tional purposes, report (1965) 12273
voluntary pay roll savings plan for pur-

chase of U.S. savings bonds (1963) 3386;
(1964) 9860; (1965) 3068, 6965, 11745

wage board pay rates, report (1965) 7449
Washington, D.C., housing and living costs

(1962) 9118
white collar exemptions under fair labor

standards act (1962) 3558
white-collar workers (1963) 9758
withholding on compensation of Federal

employees for State and territorial in-

come tax purposes, regulations (1965)
3069, 11746, 13313, 16902, 20117

women in Federal service (1963) 3406
women, occupations and salaries (1962)

13106
work injury benefits (1962) 21671
work injury facts

—

distribution of occupational groups, 1961
(1963) 8191

number, duration, etc., reported under
Federal employees' compensation act

—

1962 (1964) 4655
1964 (1965) 19569

rates and costs of injuries, by establish-
ments, 1937-62 (1964) 8497

work stoppages. Government employees,
1942-61 (1963) 10893

workmen's compensation coverage of public
employees (1962) 18128

your employment future with National
Labor Relations Board (1962) 22637

see also Bonds of officers—Civil service

—

CJivil service pensions—Conflict of in-

terests — Consultants — Government
offices — Postal service

—

also names of
departments, etc., where employed.

Government Operations Committee, House:
activities, interim report, 1963 (1964) 4498
activities report

—

1959-60 (1961) 7086
1961-62 (1963) 6196
1963-64 (1965) 13985

calendars (1961) 3073; (1962) 3991; (1963)
3835; (1964) 3649; (1965) 3564

committee prints, see subjects,
hearing room in Rayburn House Office Build-

ing, dedication ceremonies (1965) 17477
print as House document, report (1965)

17574
hearings, see subjects.

Government Operations Committee, House

—

Continued
investigations and studies

—

expenses, report (1961) 5679; (1962) 11420;
(1964) 6311; (1965) 5908

report (1963) 6126
travel authorization, report (1963) 6110

recommendations made

—

during 86th Congress, results (1962) 11458
during 87th Congress, results (1964) 12135

reports, see subjects,
travel authorization, report (1965) 12121

Government Operations Committee, Senate:
activities, reports (1961) 5825; (1963) 8048;

(1965) 6029
calendars (1961) 3095; (1962) 4009; (1963)

3855; (1964) 3669; (1965) 3581
committee prints, see subjects,
financial management in Federal Govern-

ment (1961) 5767
hearings, see subjects,

investigations and studies

—

effectiveness of governmental organiza-
tion and procedure in contest with world
communism, authorization, report (1961)
5804

executive branch reorganization

—

authorization or expenses reports (1965)
4554-55, 15943

foreign assistance activities of Federal
Government, expenses, report (1965)
15942

interagency coordination, etc., authoriza-
tion or expenses, reports (1961) 5809,
19059; (1962) 5054; (1963) 6246, 20586;
(1964) 6445

intergovernmental relations authoriza-
tion, or expenses reports (1963) 6247;
(1964) 6446; (1965) 4581

national security administration, compila-
tion, authorize printing, reports (1965)
14097, 15716

national security operations authorization
or expenses, reports (1963) 6248; (1964)
6447; (1965) 4582

national security methods, aspects of,

expenses, report (1962) 11636
permanent subcommittee operations, au-

thorization or expenses, reports (1961)
5810; (1962) 5029, 15402; (1963) 6245;
(1964) 6444; (1965) 4553, 15941

National Policy Machinery Subcommittee,
print compilation of hearings, etc., re-

ports (1961) 16803, 17036
organization charts of Federal executive

departments and agencies (1962) 9493;
(1963) 8114; (1964) 8446; (1965) 8994

reports, see subjects,

staff reports and hearings (1965) 19496
Government organization law, Republic of

Korea (1962) 12291
Government organization manual (1961)

6018-19, 9117, 12642; (1962) 15573,
17490; (1965) 14261

Governments Patents Board, transfer, hear-
ings (1961) 20643; (1962) 419

Government periodicals, see Periodicals.

Government Personnel, Commission on Politi-

cal Activity of, see Political Activity of
Government Personnel Commission.

Government personnel manual, see Civil serv-
ice.

Government printing and binding, see Public
printing and binding.

Government Printing Office:

apprentices, increase number

—

hearing (1961) 19189
report (1961) 17085

J
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appropriations, 1962, legislative-
hearings (1961) 10332. 12503
law (1961) 16563
reports (1961) 10267, 14378, 14601

appropriations, 1963, legislative

—

hearings (1962) 17302
law (1962) 20905
reports (1962) 9350, 19149. 19284

appropriations, 1964, legislative

—

hearings (1963) 11879, 13791
law (1964) 1976
reports (1963) 11830, 13750; (1964) 337

appropriations, 1965, legislative

—

hearings (1964) 8365, 15794
law (1964) 17313
reports (1964) 8334, 15557, 15699

appropriations, 1966, legislative

—

hearings (1965) 10522, 12306
law (1965) 15445
reports (1965) 12108, 14071, 15653

audit report (1961) 6156; (1962) 9712; (1963)
8309; (1964) 10593

budget, 1964, amendments (1963) 9838

Composing Division, wage adjustment ap-
peal, hearing (1961) 7151

financial statements, examination, GAO re-

port (1965) 16298
fireproof annex building, construct

—

hearing (1961) 18974
law (1961) 18751
reports (1961) 16709. 19126

general information (1965) 14421
leaflet concerning (1963) 11219

100 GPO years. 1861-1961. history of United
States public printing (1961) 12806

printer proofreader, examination announce-
ment (1964) 8169

printing plant worker, examination an-

nouncement (1965) 10287
proposed wage increase for GPO composi-

tors, hearing (1962) 11482
Public Printer, nomination of James L. Har-

rison, hearing (1961) 7300
salaries, allotment and assignment of pay to

cover union dues and State income tax,

extend act to cover

—

hearings (1964) 10334; (1965) 10553
law (1965) 13777
reports (1964) 12081; (1965) 10488, 12271

Superintendent of Documents Office, budget,
1962, amendment (1961) 8646

training series (1963) 12237-238, 17536
worker, examination announcement (1961)

20476
Government property, see Public property.
Government publications:

best sellers, representative lists (1961)
17785; (1962) 20245

big step along road to knowledge, list (1964)
9706

brush up on your writing, list (1965) 8229
classified lists (1961) 11530; (1962) 12653;

(1964) 11543; (1965) 9864
copyright protection (1961) 7291

displayed at U.S. pavilion. New York
World's Fair (1964) 15039

distribution to depository libraries, revise
laws

—

hearings (1962) 11673
law (1962) 16802
reports (1961) 14307; (1962) 13653, 15455

documents having general legal effect, pre-
liminary inventories (1964) 9629

aocuments illustrative of formation of
Union, print additional copies, reports
(1965) 12126, 14062

Government publications—Continued

exchange agreement with

—

Ethiopia (1965) 5407
Norway (1964) 20829
Viet-Nam(1961) 11605

factual reading for home, school, or busi-

ness, list (1963) 20088
guide to oflFicial publications

—

Madagascar and adjacent islands (1965)
18409

Rhodesias and Nyasaland (1965) 18414
holiday gifts for reader, list (1962) 24068;

(1964) 20735
home canning and food preservation, list

(1963) 11213
how to obtain (1964) 13075
hunting for facts? (1964) 1548
international exchange of publications and

documents, conventions concerning,
message from the President (1963) 13675

Joint Economic Committee, released after
Aug. 1962, supplement (1963) 4667

monthly catalogs (1961) 3536; (1962) 4064;
(1963) 3907; (1964) 3731; (1965) 3649

popular publications available from Supt. of

Documents (1964) 11545
price lists, Public Documents Division, PL

series, see listings under Public Docu-
ments Division in the monthly issues.

price lists, selective bibliography of Govern-
ment research reports and translations

(1965) 1931-35, 4412-14, 7331, 8667-70,

10304-307, 11981-986, 13690-692, 15357-

360, 17262-265
list (1965) 11979

publications management, naval establish-
ment (1964) 5627

scientific documentation sponsored by NSF,
price list (1965) 2928

selected, list (periodical) (1961) 3537; (1962)
4333; (1963) 4186; (1964) 4030; (1965)
3936

small business suggestions, list (1963) 20085
special documents, preparation, manual

(1961) 4305C
splendors and heritage of United States

(1963) 11227
State publications, monthly checklist (1961)

3409; (1962) 4065; (1963) 3908; (1964)

3732; (1965) 3650
subscription services available concerning

radio, electricity, etc., announcement
and order form (1962) 22719

subscription services, price lists (1961) 5072,
15927, 21304; (1962) 6412, 12654, 18400,

24070; (1963) 5679, 16490, 21078; (1964)

5642; (1965) 5328. 9866
suggested gifts, list (1962) 1767
technical reports, keywords index, semi-

monthly (1962) 14913; (1963) 3819; (1964)
3632

top 25, list (1965) 1567
way to new knowledge (1963) 11214
when digging for facts uncover government

publications (1964) 5644
Government publications, see aiso Congres-

sional documents, numerical lists and
schedules of volumes of reports and
documents

—

also names of departments,
etc., issuing publications— aiso subjects.

Government regulation and control:

business and government have entered into

a new era of responsible cooperation
(remarks) (1965) 13731

methods, content, and structure of scientific

knowledge in field of control, USSR
study (1965) 12618
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programs, U.S. grain exports (1962) 7432;
(1963) 4977

1954-55 through 1959-60 (1961) 12686
public policy on administered prices, hear-

ings (1964) 537
CJovernment reorganization plans:

act of 1949—
extend

—

hearings (1963) 9936; (1965) 8996
laws (1964) 13899; (1965) 13774
reports (1961) 7092; (1963) 11799, 11813;

(1964) 12220; (1965) 8943. 12087
make authority permanent

—

hearings (1965) 7485, 8996
message from the President (1965) 4480

reenact-—
law (1961) 8606
reports (1961) 5801, 7098

Business and Defense Services Administra-
tion (address) (1963) 200

Civil Aeronautics Board

—

hearings (1961) 10351, 10504; (1962) 2365
message from the President (1961) 8653
reports (1961) 12224; 12467

civil defense, plan no. 1 of 1958, text. Execu-
tive orders, etc (1963) 13316

Coast and Geodetic Survey

—

hearings (1965) 15813
message from the President (1965) 10399

Customs Bureau

—

hearings (1965) 8889, 10687
message from the President (1965) 7401
reports (1965) 8860, 10649

executive branch, study

—

authorize, report (1965) 4554
disapproval, report (1961) 10292
expenses, report (1965) 15943
hearings (1961) 10351, 10504, 12355, 14727,

16844
message from the President (1961) 8650

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

—

hearings (1961) 12351
message from the President (1961) 10226

Federal Trade Commission

—

hearings (1961) 10351, 10504; (1962) 2365
message from the President (1961) 8659
reports (1961) 12225, 12468

Franklin D. Roosevelt Library

—

hearing (1963) 11905
message from the President (1963) 11761
report (1963) 13546

locomotive inspection activities

—

hearing (1965) 17706, 17929
message from the President (1965) 10409
report (1965) 15670

maritime functions

—

hearings (1961) 14473, 14494; (1962) 2365
message from the President (1961) 10227

National Labor Relations Board

—

hearings (1961) 10504, 12350, 14738
message from the President (1961) 10219
reports(1961) 12262, 14602

National Science Foundation

—

hearing (1965) 17708
Office of Science and Technology

—

hearing (1962) 11457
message from the President (1962) 11300
report (1962) 11381

plans and statutes, 1945-62 (1963) 13651
Public Health Service, hearings (1964) 17655

Science and Technology Office, staff study
(1963) 2058

Securities and Exchange Commission

—

hearings (1961) 10351, 10501, 10504, 16844;

(1962) 17116
law (1962) 18961

message from the President (1961) 8649

Government reorganization plans—Continued
Securities and Exchange Commission—Con.

reports (1961) 12223, 12436, 16996; (1962)
16981, 17032

State Department, passport functions, staff

report (1962) 15441
Urban Affairs and Housing Department

—

hearings (1962) 7093, 7220
message from the President (1962) 4916
report (1962) 7038

various committees and similar bodies

—

hearing (1965) 17707
message from the President (1965) 10410

Weather Bureau

—

hearings (1965) 15813
message from the President (1965) 10399

Government Research, Select Committee on.

House:
activities, staff resume, report (1965) 5874
committee prints, see subjects,

hearings, see subjects,

report under House resolution 504, extend
time, report (1964) 15539

reports, see subjects.

Government securities:

dealer market study, materials (1961) 3994
direct purchase by Federal reserve banks,

extend authority

—

hearings (1962) 15431, 17096; (1964) 13996
laws (1962) 16732; (1964) 13893
reports (1962) 15180, 15205, 15349; (1964)

12092, 14059
income from, exempt foreign central bank of

issue from taxation

—

law (1961) 8617
reports (1961) 7068, 7257

investment of war risk insurance fund

—

law (1962) 20918
reports (1962) 13646, 17082

market, statistics (1961) 9127
$7.5 million, missing from Federal Reserve

Bank of San Francisco, investigation

—

hearing (1963) 9927
report (1963) 11815

United States, general regulations (1963)

13101; (1965) 5439
United States interest bearing securities

available for investment of short-term
cash balances of local and State Gov-
ernments (1964) 1637

United States, 1964 (1965) 2141
veterans home loan securities, issue, hear-

ings (1961) 7148
yields and prices (1961) 3220; (1962) 4401;

(1964) 4102-3; (1965)4011-12
see also Treasury notes.

Government specifications, see Government
supplies.

Government supplies:

brand name procurements by FSS, GAO re-

port (1964) 12494
common shipping faults and their remedies

(1964) 1635
Defense Department procurement negotia-

tions, lack of competition and impact on
small business, report (1961) 5781

economic impact of Federal supply and serv-

ice activities, report (1964) 17441
Federal catalog system deficiencies within

Defense Dept., GAO review (1963) 12204
Federal catalog system publications (1962)

19409
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7235-39, 9507-11

abbreviations and symbols (1964) 8465
alphabetic index of names (1964) 8463
description patterns (1964) 12288-297
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Government supplies—Continued
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging—Continued
numeric index of description patterns and
item name codes (1962) 5075; (1964) 8464

supplements (1961) 3107-8; (1962) 3812-13;
(1963) 3650-60; (1964) 3468-78; (1965)
3370-80

Federal item identification guides improve-
ment program (1965) 14158

procedures manual (1965) 19532
Federal manual for supply cataloging

—

book tvpe catalog (1961) 14765
format and content (1963) 10034; (1964)

10444; (1965) 17973
operating procedure (1963) 8137; (1964)
21249

supply classification (1965) 453
Federal procurement regulations

—

FPR amendments (1965) 3395
FPR circulars (1961) 3284; (1962) 3821;

(1963) 3667; (1964) 3485, 19770; (1965)
3396

FPR notices (1961) 3285; (1964) 3486;
(1965) 3397

index (1965) 6327
Federal specifications (1961) 20745; (1962)

23533; (1963) 532, 2280, 4930, 6443, 8262,
10184, 12124, 13939, 15509, 17440, 19210,
20679; (1964) 686, 2328, 4721, 6689, 8589,
10546, 12406, 14259, 15906, 17991, 19709,
21314; (1965) 589, 2142, 4725, 6203, 7683,
9139, 10843, 12445, 14268, 16188, 18101,
19627

in-office reproduction methods using GSA
supplies (1963) 539

manufacturer's identifying number and
type designators, FAA master index
(1963) 2246

Federal specifications and standards

—

guide (1963) 14014
specifications, standards and handbooks,

index (1961) 6043; (1962) 5203; (1963)
6447; (1964) 6693; (1965) 7684
supplements (1961) 3225; (1962) 3934;

(1963) 3778; (1964) 3585; (1965) 3500
where to obtain (1963) 9704

Federal standards (1961) 539-543, 1982-83,
4212-15, 6026, 7413-14, 10609, 12649,
19327; (1962) 568, 5198-5200, 9643,
15577-578, 21764; (1963) 533-536, 2281,
4931, 6444-46, 12126-129, 13940-942,
15510-512, 17441-442, 19211-218,
20680-681; (1964) 687-689, 2329-31,
4722-24, 6690-91, 12407-410, 14260,
19710-712; (1965) 590-591, 4726, 6204,
9140-46, 10844-845, 12446, 16189-201,
18102-109

Federal stock number reference catalog
(1964) 4725; (1965) 16202

Federal supply catalogs (1961) 9010-11;
(1962) 15461-464, 19410-411, 21587-593;
(1963) 19076-77; (1964) 4601, 14161,
15829-830

format and content, cataloging manual
(1963) 10034; (1964) 10444; (1965) 17973

Federal supply classification

—

directory and planning schedule of class
and area assignments (1963) 2119, 6314,
12039, 19087; (1964) 2256, 6552, 12306,
17898; (1965) 2077

directory of class and area assignments
(1961) 9016; (1962) 2393, 19413
alphabetic index (1961) 3110, 7304;

(1962) 3839; (1963) 3676, 19074; (1964)
3495; (1965) 3406

groups and classes (1961) 5912; (1962)
7234; (1963) 15407; (1964) 558; (1965)
450

Government supplies—Continued
Federal supply classification—Continued

numeric index (1961) 3109, 5913; (1962)
3837-38; (1963) 3674-75, 17343; (1964)
3494; (1965) 3405

Federal supply code for manufacturers

—

excluding United States and Canada (1963)
4794; (1964) 3497; (1965) 452, 3408

United States and Canada

—

code to name (1961) 3112; (1962) 3841;
(1963) 3678; (1964) 2251, 3498; (1965)
3409

name to code (1961) 3111; (1962) 3840;
(1963) 3677; (1964) 559, 3499; (1965) 3410

Federal supply schedules (1961) 544-556,
1984-93, 4216-19, 6027-42, 7415-17,
9129-34, 10610-619, 12650-656

check list and guide (1961) 3224; (1962)
3842; (1965) 3411

Federal test method standards (1961)
557-558, 4220, 10620, 12657-658; (1962)
2480, 5201-2, 9644, 11803, 21765; (1963)
537-538, 2282, 8263, 13943, 20682; (1964)
8590, 15907; (1965) 9147, 18110

item identification, cataloging manuals
(1961) 17149; (1965) 7558

NASA procurement directives (1964) 16663;
(1965) 3675

NASA procurement regulations (1964) 9538;
(1965) 3676

Navy procurement directives (1964) 13368
appendices (1963) 16470, 20011
revisions (1961) 3517; (1962) 4110; (1963)

3953; (1964) 3781; (1965) 3697
NIH supply services guide (1961) 15833

Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, increased
costs in supply management, GAO re-

view (1964) 18090
preservation, packaging and packing levels,

Federal standard (1963) 6445
procurement

—

and small business, report (1963) 2036
economic impact

—

compilation (1965) 8728
hearings (1965) 12036
report (1965) 13817

Greek procedures (1965) 17290
practices and programs and small busi-

hearings (1964) 12155; (1965) 422
report (1965) 1993

small business role

—

hearings (1961) 10521; (1962) 21574;
(1964) 21244

report (1961) 10464
purchasing, specifications and sales directo-

ry (1961) 5095; (1962) 11804; (1963) 1493;

(1965) 16855

scientific inventory management, simplified

economic order quantity (1961) 7419
selling to NASA (1962) 12511; (1963) 11087;

(1964) 11425
standard guides for preparation of item

identification (1962) 9643

stores stock catalog (1961) 1994, 7418,
14874, 19328; (1962) 7380, 13819, 17498,
21766; (1963) 6442, 15513, 17443; (1964)
690, 4059, 6694, 21315; (1965) 592, 3966

hand-tool (1965) 14269-270
special information on availability of

items (1963) 4932
standard forms supplement (1961) 14873;

(1963) 17497
synopsis of proposed procurement, sales,

and contract awards (1961) 2943; (1962)

3681; (1963) 3524; (1964) 3339; (1965)
3226
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Government supplies—Continued
uneconomical management of commercially

available items within Defense Dept.,

GAO report (1964) 2405
unnecessary depot handling and transporta-

tion costs of supply items, Federal Sup-
ply Service, GAO report (1963) 17513

yields and prices (1963) 4251
see also Military supplies—Surplus proper-

ty.

Governmental units in 1962 (1963) 153
Governors' commissions on status of women

(1964) 7864; (1965) 3091
Governor's School of North Carolina, progres-

sive move in education, experimental
school for young people of unusual cap-
abilities, establish (address) (1963) 13339

Gow, Anthony J., age hardening of snow at
South Pole (1965) 9060

Gowen, Justin B.:

mineral industry of

—

Austria (1965) 12844
United Kingdom (1965) 12930

Gown of Mrs. John F. Kennedy (1964) 1583
GPO, see Government Printing Office.

Grabar, Oleg, ars orientalis (1964) 4751
Graber, Joe B., Public Health Service pro-

grams on aging (1965) 1586
Grabert, George A., relief (1964) 17492; (1965)

5866, 13760, 15860
Grace, J. L., jr.:

impact-type energy dissipator for storm-
drainage outfalls stilling well design,

hydraulic model investigation (1963)
10091

operating forces on miter-type lock gates
(1964) 14213

spillway for Amistad Dam, Rio Grande, Mex-
ico and United States, hydraulic model
investigation (1964) 19662

spillway for typical low-head navigation
dam, Arkansas River, Ark (1964) 21282

spillway structure for central and southern
Florida water-control project (1964) 642

Grace Line, "E" award winner, contribution to
development of commerce in our export
expansion drive (address) (1965) 10318

Gracey, William:
altimeter-system accuracy effect on collision

probability (1963) 9162
calibrations of aircraft static-pressure sys-

tems by ground-camera and ground-
radar methods (1963) 18163

Grade crossings, see Railroad crossings.
Grade defects in hardwood timber and logs

(1963) 14852
Grade names used in U.S. standards for farm

products (1962) 20396; (1963) 4346;
(1965) 11834

Graders:
agricultural commodity (fruit, etc.), exami-

nation announcements (1963) 18722;
(1964) 15361

agricultural commodity (meat), examination
announcements (1963) 4615, 7784, 18723;
(1965) 8659, 13672

Gradients (mathematics):
dynamics of continuous optimalizing control

systems based on gradient method,
USSR study (1962) 10058

magnetic field in solar photosphere (1964)
7564

measurements at sea, methods, USSR study
(1965) 2772

transverse, temperature, effect on heat
transfer and friction for laminar flow of
gases (1963) 15011

Grading (earthwork):
surface grading problems, calculation of

volume of earthwork, etc (1961) 11279
Grading of commercial products, grades at

crossroads (remarks) (1961) 3678
see also names of products.

Graduate academic facilities program, an-
nouncement (1965) 6108

Graduate study admissions announced by
Academy of Sciences Ukrainian SSR
(1962) 15957

Graduate study in public administration, guide
to graduate programs (1961) 7333

Graduate work, see Colleges and universities.
Graduates:
advanced students grants for study, re-

search and summer seminars abroad in
modern foreign languages, 1964-65
(1964) 4622

college

—

career opportunities

—

in Federal service (1962) 9117
in Public Health Service (1963) 12984

careers through Atomic Energy Commis-
sion's

—

intern program (1965) 17143
internship and training programs (1964)

19259
entering upon literally fantastic time in

affairs of mankind of this Nation (re-

marks) (1965) 11328
1958, work and study patterns, 1960 sur-

vey report (1963) 16448
training programs for youth centers

(1965) 10753
woman, job-finding techniques (1961) 2763

enrollment and Ph.D. output in scientific

fields at 100 leading institutions, 1959-60
to 1963-64 (1965) 14898

fellowship program

—

leadership preparation in education of

mentally retarded children (1963) 10071
manual for participating schools (1962)

15495
NSF fellowship awards and applicants
accorded honorable mention (1961) 6452;
(1962) 10567; (1963) 7343

fellowships. National Science Foundation
cooperative program, administrator's
guide (1962) 24023; (1963) 11127

field instruction for schools of social work,
guide (1964) 13533

financing graduate education (1964) 14184
graduate academic facilities program, insti-

tutional manual, title 2 of higher educa-
tion facilities act (1965) 12386

high school

—

employment (1961) 7894; (1962) 3273,
15987 15989

employment in 1963 (1964) 14709

farm and nonfarm, college attendance,
related factors, 1960 (1962) 14943

requirements for graduation (1961) 7341

high school and college

—

educational opportunities in Air Force
(1962) 20441

graduation age, 1960 and 1950 (1964) 1820
institutions approved for post-graduate

training, USSR, list (1963) 8937
liberal arts colleges, 5th-year preservice

programs (1962) 19426
organized occupational curriculums in high-

er education, 1958 (1961) 9040
organized occupational curriculum in higher

education, July 1961-June 1962, institu-
tional data (1965) 9041
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Graduates—Continued
school, advanced work allocation, regula-

tions on labor ministry organization and
state council notice, Communist China
study (1963) 5314

school, on-the-job training of future work-
ers, USSR report (1962) 17944

trends in graduate enrollment and Ph.D.
output in scientific fields at 100 leading
institutions, 1961-62 and 1962-63 (1964)
20651

women, 15 years after college, study report
(1962) 18595

Grady County, Ga., ground water resources
and geology (1965) 19680

Graff House:
acquire for Independence National Histori-

hearing (1964) 14144
law (1964) 17336
reports (1964) 4453, 15736

Graft (in politics), see Political corruption.
Grafting (botany):

bridge grafting and inarching damaged fruit

trees (1962) 12850
clonal variation in western white pine (1963)

6486
Grafting (physiology):

alloplasty of aortic arch segment with os-

tium and trunk portion of left subclavi-
cular artery, USSR study (1962) 2874

autogenous bone transplants in treatment
of osseous defects (1964) 15242

bone grafting, Soviet studies (1964) 16397
bone marrow transplantation problems in

radiation affections, USSR study (1964)

16028
closing penetrating defect of gastric wall by

homotransplant in combined experimen-
tal radiation injury, USSR study (1962)
1348

diaphragmatic grafts for plastic purposes,
USSR study (1961) 11113

extremities, autoplastically transplanted in

dogs, morphological changes in tissues,

USSR study (1961) 15425
intestinal transplants in urinary system,

physiological and histochemical study of

adaptation, USSR (1963) 5235
new break in barrier of tissue incompatibili-

ty, USSR study (1964) 21412
ovarian transplant, importance of nervous

factor in accretion, USSR study (1961)
17498

preserved homotransplants, new plastic

packaging for storage, USSR study
(1962) 2878

preserved intestinal grafts, treatment of

burns and trophic ulcers, USSR study
(1961) 17511

transplantation of tissues and organs, basic
problems, USSR study (1962) 9964

transplants, bone marrow, recent USSR re-

search (1965) 19753
vascular and bone grafts, USSR articles

(1964) 20175
vascular defects, replacement with prosthes-

is prepared from combined auto-
alloplastic and porous alloplastic materi-
al, USSR study (1962) 2873

Gragg, Donald B.: occupational survey of air-

man career ladder, supply warehousi-
ng-inspection (1963) 1773

using mark-sense cards for collecting occu-
pational information (1964) 15233

Graham, C^ecil:

relief

—

reports (1965) 10431, 17804
veto (1965) 17484

Graham, Donald P.:

dwarfmistletoe survey in northeastern
Washington (1963) 10213

dwarfmistletoe survey in western Montana
(1964) 14317

what is known about disease potential of

wind-thrown timber (1964) 2396
Graham, Julia G.:

economy of Republic of Mali (1964) 8824
establishing business in Switzerland (1965)

5760
market factors in France (1965) 13716

Graham, Paul H., Maine's potential for wood
particle board manufacture (1963) 1472

Graham, Richard, nomination, hearing (1965)

12347
Graham, Richard C, Sudan, market for U.S.

products (1963) 10345
Graham, Robert W.:

multi-g accelerations, effect on nucleate-

boiling ebullition (1963) 11017
pool heating of liquid hydrogen over range

of accelerations (1965) 6678
transient boiling of subcooled water and

alcohol on horizontal surface (1965)

5164
Graham, Ronald J., numerical smoothing

weights (1965) 5230
Graham, W. J., sheath instability in

high-density rf induction plasma, study
(1963) 11177

Graham Burke pumping plant:

designate

—

hearing (1964) 21211
law (1964) 21138
reports (1964) 17753, 19467

Graham County, Ariz.:

geology and availability of water (1961)

14975
Klondyke quadrangle, geology (1965) 735

Grahovac, Anka, see Super, Ann.
Grain, Clark F., mechanism of monoclinic to

tetragonal transformation of zirconium
dioxide (1965) 11390

Grain:
aeration in commercial storages (1961) 89
aeration systems, operating in

—

Central Plains States (1962) 56
Southeast (1961) 20299
Southwest (1962) 8845

agricultural research, role in development of
industry (talk) (1962) 12925

barriers to international trade in selected
foreign countries (1965) 10908

bulk cargoes, rules and regulations (1964)
17154

bulk irradiator, preliminary design report
(1965) 15247

bulk treatment against insects, method and
equipment (1962) 22936

California stored, trogoderma and dermes-
tids commonly encountered, illustrated
key to species (1961) 56; (1963) 7550

CCC (chlorocholine chloride) used for cereal
grain damping-off, USSR study (1965)
7890

cereals, etc., trade agreement with Great
Britain (1964) 15117

coarse, U.S. exports under Government pro-
grams (1962) 7432; (1963) 4977; (1964)
14290; (1965) 16230

Common Market, production and statistics,

1950-51 through 1961-62 (1963) 6476
competition in market of western Europe

(1962) 13845
consumption in rural areas, effective provi-

sions. Communist China (1961) 799
cooperators in clean grain program, notes

(1962) 5155
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Grain—Continued
crops, Soviet, selected translations (1961)

9318
culture, etc., publications, price list (1962)

8601; (1963) 11223; (1964) 16825
emergency feed for livestock

—

law (1961) 16560
reports (1961) 14334, 14580

emergency relocation, appropriations, 1962,
supplemental proposal (1961) 16623

European Economic Community regulations
(1963) 12149

export facilities location, St. Lawrence Sea-
way's impact (1961) 1633

export programs, analysis, report of Techni-
cal Committee (1962) 12859

exports, St. Lawrence Seaway shipping
(1963) 14873

farm storage, additional costs incurred,
Commodity Credit Corporation, GAO
report (1965) 16294

feed grain

—

acreage reduction program for 1962

—

hearings (1961) 20564
report (1961) 18842

American surplus commodities, sales to
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe (1963)
18812

extend program, act of 1963

—

hearings (1963) 7978, 9994
law (1963) 11718
reports (1963) 7942, 7974, 9987

for Austria under barter program, investi-
gate diversions, hearing (1963) 17157

foreign trade prospects (1961) 10650;
(1962) 11844; (1963) 10208; (1964) 8629

impact of Common Market proposals on
U.S. competitive status in EEC area
(1961) 20756

legislation, hearings (1965) 13961
market for U.S. feed grains in Greece

(1962) 9664
market news dissemination in Southwest,
how industries obtain and evaluate
market information (1965) 9029

Nation's workable program (address)
(1961) 8287

new improvement programs for future
(address) (1962) 8842

price support program for 1962, hearings
(1961) 14438

program, 1961

—

economic appraisal (1963) 13840
general explanation (1961) 16618

program, 1962

—

eligibilitv of summer fallow farms

—

law (1962) 11263
reports (1962) 7187, 9296

long range management program kickoff
meeting (statements)

—

Atlanta, Ga (1962) 8871
Omaha, Neb (1962) 4527, 8870
Spokane, Wash (1962) 8872
statistical summary (1963) 16726

program, 1963

—

statistical summary (1964) 7906
program, 1964 (1964) 5852

stabilizing production and needs (ex-

cerpts from talk) (1963) 16734
statistical summary (1965) 5504

program, 1965, general information (1965)
4120

program, problems, etc. (remarks) (1964)
1712, 1714,1716

programs, new to achieve balance between
production and demand, message from
the President (1962) 4919; (1963) 4721

sales to Soviet bloc, benefits to U.S.
(statement) (1964) 1639

Grain—Continued
feed grain—Continued

special price support and acreage pro-
gram for 1961

—

fact sheet (1961) 8597
hearings (1961) 5729, 5845
law (1961) 6942
message from the President (1961) .5768
reports (1961) 5670, .5697, .5830, 7079

stabilization program

—

law (1961) 16561
reports (1961) 14335, 14342, 14.597

storage activities of CCC investigation,
hearings (1961) 12349

U.S., market in Japan (1961) 592
fertilizers for grain crops, USSR studv

(1964) 12877

flat storage facilities in Kansas, economics
(1965) 1765

flours, and related products, definitions and
standards (1961) 10643

foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;
(1962) .3876; (1963) 3720; (1964) 3520;
(1965) .3433

grain-livestock economy of European Eco-
nomic Community, compendium of basic
statistics (1965) 58

hard winter wheat area, receiving grain at
country elevators (1964) .5834

harvest and quality of certain crops, after-
effects of radioactive fission products,
USSR study (1965) 6484

hybrid, blight resistance, USSR study (1965)
5023

insects, concentrations of methyl bromide
lethal (1962) 6570

inspection

—

and grading (1962) 12901
crops, carload, cargo and trucklot receipts
and shipments (1963) 1616, 13144

points under grain standards act, list

(1964) 7887
standardized, backgrounds and artificial

lighting (1963) 14863
irradiated with radio-active cobalt, hygienic

study, USSR (1961) 2377

market news

—

quarterly summary and statistics (1961)
2787; (1962) 3912; (1963) 3757; (1964)
3559; (1965) .3473

weekly summary and statistics (1961)
2788; (1962) 3913; (1963) 3758; (1964)
3560; (1965) 3474

marketing channels, changes since 1939
(1962) 7254

marketing in Soviet Union (summary of
remarks) (1961) 26, 17167

marketing in Soviet Union, U.S. technical
study group report (1961) 11723

marketing research (talk) (1962) 4468
moisture content, determining, oven method

compared with meters (1963) 18379
North Vietnam problem (1961) 2405,4689
ocean transportation to Russia, hearings

(196.5) 418
off'-farm sales in Missouri, factors influenc-

ing (1961) 14819
permit flexibility in use of acreage diverted

from wheat and feed-grain program

—

law (1962) 13304
report (1962) 11380

price support. Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion activities, investigation, hearings
(1961) 12349

production

—

Communist China (1961) 13003
France's key role in European Common
Market (1963) 10206
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Grain—Continued
production—Continued

increasing: in Tadzhikistan, USSR study
(1964) 10882

North Vietnam (1961) 11145
regional adjustments, linear programing

analysis (1961) 9907
supplement (1961) 11732

products, household market (1961) 6634
protection of grain products from radioac-

tive chemical, and bacterial substances
discussed, USSR study (1964) 14591

purchase of processed food products by
CCC, permit-

law (1964) 17408
reports (1964) 17764, 21191

Research Institute for Grains and Industrial
Crops Rumania, activities (1964) 9124

screenings, prohibit importation, report
(1964) 21190

small grains harvesting, data on practices
(1965) 60, 4127

small, chinch bug control (1964) 19083
Soviet, translations (1961) 7759
standardization and inspection (address)

(1961) 8266
standards, act as amended and regulations

thereunder (1965) 16058
standards of U.S., historical view of changes

(1963) 16705
standards, official, handbook (1962) 8771;

(1964) 11739; (1965) 12358-359
statistics (1962) 14762
supplements (1961) 6705; (1963) 13188;

(1964) 7946; (1965) 7041
stocks

—

farm and off-farm, bv States, 1954-60
(1962)6590

in all positions, quarterly reports (1961)

2850; (1962) 4359; (1964) 4056; (1965)
3964

in deliverable position at Chicago, 111

(1962) 6874; (1963) 4211; (1964) 4057;
(1965) 3963

reduce surpluses (remarks) (1964) 23
storage operations of Billie Sol Estes, Agri-

culture Dept. handling

—

hearings (1964) 14001
report (1964) 19509

storage operations of Billie Sol Estes, re-

port (1965) 7457
storage regulations for warehousemen

(1961) 1602; (1963) 9534
stored

—

grain pests, descriptions (1962) 12842;
(1965) 11838

insect control, effects of high-frequency
electric fields (1961) 6690

sampling methods for determining insect
populations (1963) 7534

temperature effects of artificial hotspot
(1962) 14714

threatened by Khapra beetle, picture
story (1962) 10869

surplus CCC, emergency feeding of

—

birds and other wildlife

—

law (1961) 16585
reports (1961) 12448, 14329

livestock

—

law (1961) 16560
reports (1961) 14334, 14580

Tibet's 1960 provisional law of levy (1961)
2360

toxic effect of molds on. USSR studies (1964)
14.523

trade in futures (1961) 3045; (1962) 4390;
(1963) 4241; (1964) 4089

Grain—Continued
transportation

—

in north central region (1961) 13790
in Northwest, analysis (1965) 2085
present situation (speech) (1961) 8269
recent developments (speech) (1961) 17166
research findings (talk) (1961) 5204

troughs for sheep, farm building plan (1962)

8857
unloading faster from trucks with com-

plete-opening endgate (1963) 7570

U.S. exports under Government programs,
1954-55 through 1959-60 (1961) 12686

world trade (1962) 2,501; (1965) 10907
yields, effects of alfalfa, crop sequence, and

tillage practice (1965) 15175
see also names of grains.

Grain boundary creep, see Creep of metals.

Grain Division, AMS, programs and Federal-

State relations problems (address) (1961)

3667
Grain elevators:
cooperative elevators, farm supply opera-

tions in Texas (1961)14820

country

—

loading boxcars in hard winter wheat area

(1964) 19088
in Southwest, receiving grain sorghum

(1965) 8436
receiving grain in hard winter wheat area

(1964) 5834
selecting best capacity truck receiving

facilities (1964) 13592
selecting dump pits and elevator legs

(1965) 13367
Kansas, economics of grain drying, study

(1961) 3708
transportation changes used, 1958-63, north

central region (1965) 15198
Grain mills:

products, census of manufactures, industry

report (1961) 268
products, industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1963) 1168
document edition (1963) 273

Grain size, effects of several metal and com-
pound additions on grain growth of ox-

ides (1965) 11487
Grain sorghum, see Sorghum.
Grainger, E.H., asteroidea of the Blue Dolphin

expeditions of Labrador (1964) 7599
Grainger County, Tenn., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1961) 6593
Grama grass, black, grazing values and man-

agement of ranges of Southwest (1962) 20
425

Grams, Armin, directory of specialists in par-

ent education (1964) 1828
Gran, Mount, coal deposits (1963) 12834

Gran Quivira National Monument:
excavations in 17th century Jumano Pueblo,

Gran Quivira (1964) 20660
general information (1961) 8065; (1963)

18205

Granath, Benjamin A., BRL shock tube piezo-

electric blast gages (1963) 9311
Grand Army of the Republic, see National

Women's Relief Corps.
Grand Banks, oceanography of region, 1964

(196.5) 17269

Grand Caillou Bayou:
flood control survey, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2178
document edition (1963) 2006
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Grand Canyon National Monument, Bridge
and Marble Canyon Danis relationship
(1964) 18929

Grand Canyon National Park:
Bridge and Marble Canyon Dams relation-

ship (1964) 18929
general information (1961) 9626; (1964)

18828; (1965) 11546
geologv in relation to water availability

along south-rim (1961) 19420
patented mining claim, acquire

—

law (1962) 13810
reports (1961) 19072; (1962) 4940, 11391

visitor's guide

—

north rim (1962) 12551; (1963) 12931
south rim (1962) 18339; (1963) 12932

Grand Coulee Dam:
third power plant, construction, etc., author-

ize

—

hearing (1965) 10694
report (1965) 14030

Grand County, Utah:
geochemistry of rocks and related soils and

vegetation. Yellow Cat area (1964)
21351

uranium deposits, geology of (1962) 210
Grand fir, see Fir.

Grand Forks, N. Dak., petroleum storage facil-

ity, excessive prices, GAO report (1964)
19755

Grand Island, Nebr., aircraft accident (1964)

13789
Grand Isle:

and vicinity, hurricane survey, engineer
report

—

departmental editioji (1965) 12404
document edition (1965) 12053

Grand Junction, Colo.:

geology and artesian water supply of area
(1965) 10988

land, convey by quitclaim deed

—

law (1964) 19411
reports (1964) 10243. 17767

Grand Junction Operations Office Analytical
Laboratory, handbook of analytical pro-
cedures (1962) 2076

Grand jury, see Indictments.
Grand (Neosho) River:
John Redmond Dam and Reservoir

—

hydraulic model investigation (1963) 2227
modification, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12408
document edition (1965) 12213

Grand Portage National Monument, general
information (1964) 14969; (1965) 11547

Grand Prairie, Tex.:
airport, relocate

—

hearings (1964)M04, 12256
law (1964) 13906
reports (1964) 345, 12218

Grand Prairie region. Ark.:

artificial recharge of ground water (series)

(1963) 10298, 14032, 20740; (1964)
816-817, 4809; (1965) 10993

ground water, artificial recharge

—

environment and history, studies (1964)

816
equipment and controls used (1963) 10298
geochemical aspects (1963) 20740
testing procedures and results of studies

(1965) 10993

hydrogeology (1964) 4809
principles of siphons, artificial-recharge

studies (1963) 14032

Grand Rapids, Mich.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5442

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Continued
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 17171

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16364
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20590

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6803

Cuban refugee problem, hearings (1964) 2242
Kent County Airport, weather observations,

hourly, summary, decennial census
(1963) 21164

Michigan National Bank to operate and es-

tablish branch offices, hearing (1964)
19593

Grand River and Valley:
and tributaries. Mo. and Iowa, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 14200
document edition (1965) 13846

chemical quality of surface waters, and sedi-

mentation in drainage basin, N. and S.

Dak (1964) 18148
flood control at Grandville, Mich., engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1964) 615
document edition (1964) 278

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2198
document edition (1963) 2002

flood control project, hearings (1965) 17734
Grand River (Neosho River), see Neosho River.

Grand Teton National Park:
general information (1961) 6444; (1962)

18330; (1963) 14609; (1964) 16766
ground water east of Jackson Lake (1965)

18206
Grand Trunk Western RR, accidents (1961)

6225; (1964) 6870
Grand Valley, Colo., irrigation development,

role in community economic structure of

trade area (1963)" 13035
Grand Valley Water Users' Association:
repayment contract, modify

—

law (1963) 13417
reports (1963) 6153; (1964) 4525

Grande Ronde River and Valley:
and tributaries, Oreg., engineer report-
departmental edition (1965) 19578
document edition (1965) 19181

upper, Union County, Oreg., geology and
ground water resources (1964) 8776

Grandone, Peter, mineral industry of Louis-
iana (1963) 3063; (1964) 2985; (1965)
1341

Granduc, Grazia, relief (1962) 11557, 16873,
18924

Granduc, Renato, relief (1962) 11557, 16873,
18924

Grandville, Mich.:
Grand River flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 615
document edition (1964) 278

Granger, H. C, stratigraphy of Dripping
Spring quartzite (1964) 8758

Granick, Neal, material damping of aluminum
by resonant-dwell technique (1965) 16676

Granite, Idaho, railroad accident (1962) 21905
Granite:

crushed, methods, etc., for producing. Pal-

metto Quarries Co., Columbia, S.C (1962)

8460
explosives, determination of detonation

properties, comparative studies (1964)

13114
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Granite—Continued
impregnated-streaked semimetallic minerali-

zation in granites of Chu-Iliyskiye
Mountains, USSR study (1963)2763

Kazakhstan, central region, uranium and
thorium distribution (1962) 23915

subsurface fracturing from nuclear detona-
tion, Project Shoal (1965) 1849

Granite Creek:
land withdrawal from public domain for

Army Dept. use

—

hearings (1961) 8843, 17129
law (1961) 18722
reports (1961) 8741, 17099

Granitic soils, see Soils.

Grano, Charles X., growing loblolly and
shortleaf pine in mid-South (1964) 19067

Grant, Frederick C:
flank losses, effects in theory of space-probe

entry under conditions of high mass loss

(1964) 1469
space-probe entry under conditions of high

mass- loss (1964) 7558
Grant, M. M., Explorer XVII (1963 9A) real

time PCM telemetry data processing and
display test stand (1964) 13239

Grant, Marguerite Q., California delinquency
research project experiments with alter-

nates to institutionalization (1963)

15091
Grant, Murray, countywide screening pro-

grams for chronic disease (1964) 13395
Grant, Richard A., public offenders (1965)

15129
Grant, Richard E., brachiopod superfamily

Stenoscismatacea (1965) 9919
Grant, Ulysses S., papers, index (1965) 14650
Grant City Station, see New York City.

Grant County, Oreg., forest statistics (1961)

7485
Grant County, Wis.:

lead diggings (1961) 4825
soil survey (1961) 20146

Grantham, John B., lumber yield and log val-

ues of Shasta red fir (1964) 789
Grantham, William D.:

aircraft relative density effects on spin and
recovery (1965) 8091

spin and recovery characteristics of North
American X-15 airplane, investigation,
etc (1963) 7239

Grants-in-aid:
acceptance by members of Armed Forces,

amend law

—

law (1962) 16781
reports (1961) 14321; (1962) 15382

administered by

—

Health, Education, and Welfare Dept
(1961) 6191; (1962) 9752; (1963) 17537

Public Health Service, State and territori-

al health authorities participating,
directories (1962) 16127; (1963) 14659

awarded by NIH (1962) 1711
indexes (1961) 21260; (1962) 11111, 12526;

(1964) 11451-452; (1965) 16761
fiscal year 1961 (1962) 14507

summary tables for total extramural pro-
gram

—

fiscal years 1959 and 1960 (1961) 21259
awarded by National Institute of Mental

Health (1962) 10547
between Peoples' Democracies (1962) 3160
bibliography, selective references, 1861-1960

(1962) 9753
congressional review, periodic, provide

—

hearings (1965) 10685
report (1965) 15922

equalization, role in Federal grants (1964)
7876

Grants-in-aid—Continued
Federal aids to State and local governments,

catalog (1964) 10421
print additional copies, reports (1964)

15681, 17859, 19480, 21189
supplement (1965) 10684

print additional copies, reports (1965)
8929, 12091. 15741,15945

Federal grants, 1963-64, preliminary review
(1965) 6908

Federal, to State and local Governments,
congressional review, hearings (1961)
16839

intergovernmental relations

—

comparative summary of recommendations
by commissions and study groups (1962)
20377

problems

—

hearing (1962) 23416
report (1962) 15412

report of subcommittee (1963) 8051
results of questionnaire (1964) 2238

measures of State and local fiscal capacity
and tax effort (1962) 22919

overseas, U.S., obligations and loan authori-
zations, July 1, 1945-June 30, 1963 (1965)
2264

periodic congressional reassessment of Fed-
eral grants to States and local govern-
ments (1962) 7

programs enacted by 2d session of 88th
Congress (1965) 7007

public works accelerated program to reduce
unemployment

—

areas eligible for immediate public works
assistance, list (1964) 413

hearings (1964) 412
maximum for eligible areas (1964) 88,

11818
report (1964) 2092

public works and economic development act
of 1965 (address) (1965) 17270

public works and economic development fa-

cilities

—

compilation of documents (1965) 14137
hearings (1965) 10702, 12205
law (1965) 15484

highlights, legislative history, etc (1965)
17736

message from the President (1965) 8743
reports (1965) 10644, 12146, 15691

public works, maximum, for eligible areas
under accelerated program (1962) 22980;
(1963) 16815

supplement (1963) 4430
State and local governments. Federal aid in

1962 budget, analysis (1961) 3819
timing of payments for Federal grants, con-

tributions, and other programs, regula-

tions (1964) 13499
URA demonstration grant summary (1965)

15116
see also subjects for which grants have been

made.
Grantz, Arthur:
aeromagnetic reconnaissance of Cook Inlet

area, Alaska (1963) 6553
Alaska's Good Friday earthquake. Mar. 27,

1964, preliminary geologic evaluation
(1964) 10634

stratigraphic reconnaissance of Matanuska
formation in Matanuska Valley, Alaska
(1964) 14339

Granular insecticides research developments
and uses (1962) 8773

Granular materials:
aqueous slurries, bibliography (1963) 14497
electrostatic separation (1963) 7202

Granulocytopenia, see Agranulocytosis.
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Granuloma iriKuinak', management guide for
physicians (1961) 21317; (1964) 16840

Grape berry moths, see Moths.

Grapefruit:
economic feasibility of radiation-pasteuriz-

ing (1963) 19090
Florida grown, variations in quality (1961)

20
Florida, October test shipment from Tampa

to Hamburg, Germany (1963) 9533
fresh, Florida and Texas, competitive prac-

tices in marketing (1964) 33

fresh, packaged and labeled Indian River,
sales test (1965) 7569

radiation pasteurization in southern region
(1965) 13533, 17139

Grapefruit juice:

and orange juice, canned blended, standards
for grades (1965) 4087

canned, standards for grade, amendment •

(1964) 4

pineapple-grapefruit juice drink, standard
proposed (1965) 12488

Grapes:
diseases and insect control in Eastern U.S

(1961) 13777
economic feasibility of radiation-

pasteurizing (1963) 19090
export, minimum standards of quality, es-

tablish, amend act

—

law (1961) 14105
reports (1961) 10447, 12319

filled boxes, machine for picking up (1963)
14836

growing American bunch grapes (1963) 7562
insecticide residues (1961) 13758; (1963) 4337
loaded in railway refrigerator cars, im-

proved fumigation with dioxide (1964)
4211

market diseases (1961) 64
muscadine, fruit for the South (1961) 5258
nursery products, production and sales, 1961

and 1962 (1963) 14736
production, use, value, by States (1961)

11619; (1962) 16180; (1963) 16615; (1964)
15129

South Carolina marketing picture (1961)
5199

vines, nursery products, production and
sales (1962) 18523; (1964) 15130

vinifera, chip-bud method of propagating on
rootstocks (1962) 16297

Grapevine Reservoir:
land, reconvey to former owners

—

law (1961) 20522
reports (1961) 16761, 19104

Graphic arts, see Art.
Graphic determination of coefficients of part

and multiple correlation in three-
variable problems (1962) 1974

Graphic pamphlets series (1961) 18386; (1964)
187, 17115

Graphic presentation of Federal employment
(1961) 10107; (1962) 13103; (1963)9752

Graphic summary of world agriculture (1964)
19090

Graphic symbols for electrical and electronics
diagrams, military standard (1963)
17348

Graphical determination of response of simple
line hydrophone to 2 sources (1963)
18240

Graphical-numerical method for transient re-

sponse of nonlinear systems (1963) 3228
Graphidaceae, see Lichens.
Graphite:

ablation rates and surface temperatures

Graphite—Continued
during reentry, analytical and graphical
prediction (1964) 9974

amorphous, temporary suspension of duty

—

law (1962) 16723
reports (1962) 11399, 15337

amorphous, temporary suspension of duty,
continue

—

law (1964) 13879
reports (1964) 8351, 12242

assembly with internal cavity, neutron flux

distributions (1962) 22572
B4C control-rod materials for HTGR, devel-

opment and evaluation (1962) 23016
bibliography (1962) 16403
carbon-graphite materials at 20-3200°C, ex-

perimental techniques in investigation,
USSR (1964) 21548

determination of thorium and uranium by
instrumental neutron activation analy-
sis (1962) 16390

disposal from national or supplemental
stockpile, or both, reports (19(35) 17650,
19451

element serves as radiant heat source (1965)
14782

explosibility of carbonaceous dusts (1965)
6606

heat shields, environmental tests (1961)
19951

high density, recrystallized by hot forming
(1964) 13652

high-energy neutron-induced changes (1963)
4477

industries, USSR activities (1964) 2656
low permeability properties for reactor ap-

plication, techniques and procedures
(1963) 14966

materials, nondestructive tests (1961) 9917
materials, research and development (1962)

105; (1964) 13652
matrix fuel compacts for HTGR, develop-

ment and evaluation (1962) 4625
matrix fuels development for AVR, final

report (1964) 13693
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9565
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 19847;

(1962) 16006; (1963) 14496; (1964) 18666;
(1965) 14664

oxidation-resistance coatings tested in two
arc-powered facilities (1961) 13512

permeability to gases at high temperatures,
process for reducing (1963) 14960

pitch binders, literature survey (1963) 14969

plates and tubes, hypervelocity impact dam-
age characteristics (1965) 18568

porous cai'bon-graphite materials, sealing
by pyrolytic carbon, USSR study (1965)
9355"

production, etc., 1960, preliminary report
(1961) 2502

reaction with hydrogen, rates between 1550°

and 2260° (1965) 8118
reactions between manganous oxide, graph-

ite, and manganese carbide (1965) 2817
reactor material, ultrasonic impregnation,

preparation of low permeability graph-
ite (1962) 8977

refractories containing (1964) 4261
research, annual report, Apr. 1, 1963-Mar.

31, 1964 (1965) 13493
single crystals, lubrication studies (1962)

1981
subcritical reactor laboratory for nuclear

engineering (1965) 8560
subsurface coatings for fueled spheres, re-

port (1961) 5377
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Graphite—Continued

titanium nitride, oxidizable coating for
high-temperature protection (1961) 6392

ultrasonic inspection (1962) 8940
Graphoanalytical method of constructing hy-

perbolic net during radiogeodetic opera-
tions, USSR (1963) 6943

Graphs, see Charts.
Graptolites, Ordovician, of Basin Ranges in

California, etc (1963) 12224
Grass, L.A., superpressure balloon for con-

stant level flight (1963) 59
Grass, see Grasses.
Grass fires, see Forest fires.

Grass roots, general aviation meetings (1961)
20724-725

Grasses:
beet leafhopper control in southern Idaho by

seeding breeding areas to range grass
(1963) 9540

competition with bitterbrush, effects (1964)

8664
cost of converting brush cover to grass for

increased water yield in watersheds
(1963) 17482

culture, etc., publications, price list (1962)

8601; (1963) 11223; (1964) 16825

grass-legume mixtures, effects of phospho-
rus and potassium fertilizers on yield,

etc (1963) 16712
Great Plains, northern and central, dryland

cropping systems, review of literature
(1964) 7934

lawn diseases, and how to control them
(1963) 18426

lawns, description (1963) 26; (1964) 11760
natural, duty-free importation, report (1962)

21149
pasture, effect of soil salt on growth and

composition. Communist China study
(1962) 5679

perennial cover, changes following conver-
sion from year long to summer-deferred
grazing in west central New Mexico
(1965) 7738

phenology of northern Arizona pinyon-
juniper type (1965) 12513

ponderosa pine seedling establishment, ef-

fects (1963) 10227
range. New Mexico, use of grazed-plant

method for estimating utilization (1965)
666

seed exports (1961) 595
seed losses in harvesting crops in Willa-

niette Valley (1961) 9856
species for seeding chaparral burns, com-

parison (1963) 17492
species for southern California fuel-breaks

(1962) 5255
summer annual forage in United States

(1963)4348
varieties in United States (1965) 15179

see also Bluestem—Eelgrass—Ekra—Fescue
—Grama grass — Khagra — Lawns —
Nal—Natural resources—Tobosa grass.

Grasshopper (automatic weather station), see
Weather stations.

Grasshoppers:
control (1964) 4201
hatching period, forecasting from weather

data (1965)8390
major defoliator of trees and shrubs in

northern Great Plains (1961) 4283

mitotic inhibition induced in neuroblasts by
exposure to ozone (1963) 16799

replacement of 1 species by another (1961)
1641

their habits and damage (1965) 28

Grasslands:
national development program (1962) 71
National Grasslands story (1964) 5850
national, range survey story and planning

for management (1964) 13596
national, rules and regulations for protec-

tion, etc., enforcement in petty offense
cases, provide

—

law (1964) 7396
reports (1964) 10249, 17765

North China (1963) 15708
subalpine, eastern Oregon, vegetation and

soil condition changes (1961) 20781
Gratian, J.W.:

magneto-acoustic information storage sys-
tem, research (1964) 13142

research on ferroacoustic information stor-

age system (1965) 12975
Gratuities:

death. Architect of Capitol employees as-

signed to House of Representatives,
authorize payment to beneficiaries, re-

port (1963) 13535
death benefits for reservists, authorize

—

law (1964) 19424
reports (1964) 15542. 19565

Federal prisoners discharged or paroled,
increase

—

law (1962) 20847
reports (1962) 13448, 19327

State policy under minimum wage laws and
orders (1965) 13355

tips as wages under social security, brief
explanation (1965) 18768

veterans, lump sum settlement for reduction
of life expectancy, hearings (1961) 10363

Gravel:
census of minerals, 1958, industry report

(1961) 11866
industry, injury experience, 1960 (1963) 9115
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12956
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 21200;

(1962) 22527; (1963) 19877; (1964) 21719;
(1965) 19868

operations and costs

—

Martin Marietta Corp (1964) 5474
Minneapolis-St. Paul area, Minn (1963)

10936
plants, safety competition awards (1961)

19851; (1962) 22466
processing operations and costs. Construc-

tion Aggregates Corp (1962) 12376
production, etc., 1960, preliminary report

(1961) 2504
sandy, well-graded, subjected to alternate

freezing and thawing cycles, results in-

dicate tendency to become

—

horizontal sorting (1963) 2189
vertically sorted (1962) 9553

Graves, Albert H.:

complete-opening endgate for faster unload-
ing of grain from farm trucks (1963)
7570

loading boxcars at county elevators in hard
winter wheat area (1964) 19088

receiving grain at country elevators, hard
winter wheat area (1964) 5834

Graves, E., scope of chemical explosive crater-
ing experiment (1963) 16853

Graves, Randolph A., jr., free-flight test re-

sults on performance of cork as thermal
protection material (1964) 18766

Graves, Richard D., hydrogenation of pitch
from low-temperature carbonization of
coal (1963) 3082

Graves Mountain, flotation of kyani-
te-quartzite rock (1963) 16338
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Gravimeters:
acceleration of gravity from submarine, de-

termination, USSR study (1963) 6676
astatized quartz, USSR studies and systems

(1965) 6442
GAK-2M, improvements, USSR study (1963)

732
GAK-6M precision gravimetric apparatus,

Soviet development (1962) 14185
Gravimetric analysis, see Chemistry.
Gravimetry:

investigations at sea (1962) 14007
prospecting, determining density of rock

near surface, USSR study (1965) 2410
surveys in mountain regions, computing

effect of relief, USSR study (1964) 7279
work in Czechoslovakia (1963) 8625

Gravitation:
acceleration, plasma nonesterified fatty

acids in rats subjected to (1964) 16729
biological effects of gravitational accelera-

tion (1964) 18232
changes of receptor cells of utricle under

conditions of altered gravitation field,

USSR study (1964) 9111
effects of sun and moon on close satellite,

mathematical developments (1962) 3366
Fay's anomalies and isostasy, USSR study

(1962) 1211
gravitational field measurement while in

motion (1965) 11203
gravitational radiation of explosive origin,

USSR study (1965) 19739
hydromagnetic stability (1965) 11467
hydrostatic stability of liquid-vapor inter-

face in gravitational field (1964) 11399
law governing propagation of shock waves

of gravitational field (1962) 7635
lunar and planetary gravitational fields

simulation technique (1964) 21774
open forum of bold hypotheses (1963) 7643
overloads, influence on arterial system of

extremital nerves, USSR study (1964)
14616

particle-like solution (1965) 9742
physiological effects (1965) 14860
USSR study (1965) 12686

Soviet research on gravitation, analysis of

published literature (1961) 13416
tesseral harmonics, etc., derived from cam-

era observations of satellites (1963)
12885

vestibular apparatus under altered condi-
tions, structure and function (1965) 1489

waves and superstars, USSR study (1964)
16077

Gravity:
accelerations

—

reduction of direct measurements, USSR
study (1964) 7279

vertical oscillations effects on perform-
ance of T7 natural circulation boiling
water reactor (1962) 8943

with gravimeters from submarine, deter-

mination, USSR study (1963) 6676
anomalies

—

basis for calculation of plumb-line deflec-

tions, USSR study (1964) 902
determination of representation error by
mean gradient method, USSR study
(1962) 10037

earth figure determination, USSR study
(1963) 15801

eastern Tennessee and southern Kentucky,
interpretation in terms of fault tecton-
ics, etc (1965) 739

interpretation using Ural-1 computer,
USSR study (1965) 16516

Gravity—Continued
cerebral hypoxia in response to gravity ef-

fects while breathing oxygen, USSR
study (1964) 1238

Cortez quadrangle, Nev., survey (1965)
18198

earth potential through 4th order, drift of
24-hour equatorial satellite (1964) 7515

earth satellite environment, gravitational
fields of earth, sun, moon (1962) 18261

eastern Tennessee and southern Kentucky,
regional geologic implications (1965) 739

effect of G-force on structure of vascular
system (1964) 5270

effect of gravitational stress on arterial

wall, USSR study (1965) 4967
effects on body functions and problems of

space flight (1965) 1486
equilibrium free surface of contained liquid

under low gravity (1964) 20598
G-load, physiological reactions of cosmo-

nauts, USSR study (1964) 9191
geoid and world geodetic system based on

combination of gravimetric, astro-
geodetic, and satellite data (1961) 9551

independent photosynthetic gas exchanger
design study (1964) 11784

Long Valley study (1964) 6804
measuring from airplane using 3 string

transducers with orthogonal axes of
sensitivity, USSR study (1965) 14505

model for any size urban area, calibration
and testing (1963) 14679

moon, simulated, landing-impact tests (1965)
6684

moon, simulation technique for studies of

man's self-locomotion (1964) 9581
network at USAF air bases (1963) 5855
normal and reduced conditions, forces acting

on bubbles in nucleate boiling (1964)
16683; (1965) 2873

Oregon, northwestern, geologic interpreta-
tion (1964) 18112

Owens Valley, study (1965) 14415
radiation effects on plants and gravity ef-

fects on animal organism, USSR study
(1965) 4948

receptors, mammalian responses to sus-
tained tilt (1962) 6605

reduced, nucleate and film boiling (1965)
5231

reduced, technique simulating effect (1964)
14832

satellite motion in asymmetrical gravita-
tional field, theory (1961) 4908

seismic and gravity surveys of Naval Petro-
leum Reserve No. 4 and adjoining areas,

Alaska (1963) 5020
survey along central and southern Wasatch

front, Utah (1961) 14969
survey and seismic studies in Crooks Gap

area (1964) 14337
surveys at sea (1958-60), USSR study (1965)

5022
USSR study (1965) 12634
walking under zero-gravity conditions (1961)

9915
see also Pendulum.

Gravity model trip distribution formula, see
Transportation.

Gravity, specific, see Specific gravity.
Gray, David H., rapid automated micro screen-

ing for diabetes (1965) 8252
Gray, Fred C, relief (1963) 15205
Gray, J.H., III, direct precipitation synthesis

of strontium titanate (1965) 15248
Gray, Jerry J.:

mineral industry of Idaho (1964) 21699
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Gray, Jerry J.—Continued
mineral industry of Washington (1965) 1360

Gray, Leo R., marketing spreads for eggs and
frying chickens in United States and
selected cities (1963) 8149

Gray, Stephen, effect of weightlessness and
radiation on growth of wheat coleoptile,

etc (1965) 18474
Gray, Thomas E.:

preparation characteristics of coal from

—

Kanawha County, W.Va (1963) 19867
Nicholas County, W.Va (1963) 3093

Gray, Vernon H., aerodynamic penalties
caused by ice formations on airfoils

(1964) 7534
Gray, William R., nietalworking machinery,

summary for 1962 (1963) 15064
Gray body, nx)st closely fitting solar extrater-

restrial spectrum, temperature (1964)

18730
Gray iron, see Cast iron.

Graybill, Lois, relief (1964) 15473, 19386,
19556

Grayhek, V.G., high power density develop-
ment, interim report, 300 MWe HPD
conceptual design study (1963) 1828

Grayling, arctic, of North America, bibliogra-

phy (1965) 14287
Grays Harbor, Wash., port (1965) 2112
Grayson, Helen D., foreign trade regulations

of Syrian Arab Republic (1965) 15384
Grayson, Ky., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13145
Grayson County, Ky., opportunity for econom-

ic growth (1965) 15228
Grayson County, Tex.:

ground-water geology (1963) 10300
hydrologic studies of watersheds. Honey

Creek basin, 1953-59 (1964) 15967
oil recovery, effects of water injection (1963)

9135
Grazed-plant method for estimating utilization

of some range grasses in New Mexico
(1965) 666

Grazing:
adjustments in use on Federal range, evalua-

tion (1962) 22452
changes in perennial grass cover following

conversion from yearlong to summer-
deferred grazing in west central New
Mexico (1965) 7738

drought hurts less with rest-rotation man-
agement (1962) 17584

early-and-late-season grazing versus sea-

son-long grazing of short-grass vegeta-
tion on central Great Plains (1965) 7754

ground water in Cow Creek and Soldier
Creek grazing units, Malheur County,
Oreg(1961) 17334

hydrologic, etc., characteristics of grazed
and ungrazed watersheds of Badger
Wash Basin (1964) 4804

land policies in 10 Western States, study
and evaluation (1961) 21151

land policy (remarks) (1962) 6216
lands administered by Forest Service, regu-

lation governing (1963) 17475
moderate grazing pays (1961) 80
National Advisory Board for Grazing Dis-

tricts

—

proceedings, special meeting (1962) 1590
proceedings, 21st annual meeting (1961)

9431
public land management, 22d annual meet-

ing (1962) 22453
national land reserve adjustments in range

livestock industry (remarks) (1961)
15734

northern Great Plains, vegetation, soil, and
cattle responses (1962) 1956

Grazing—Continued
permits, cancellation, fix compensation, re-

port (1962) 9433
pinyon-juniper type of Arizona, effects

(1964) 16969
publications, price list (1961) 13626; (1962)

16120; (1965) 6864
range livestock industry stabilization (ad-

dress) (1962) 5322
range resource on lands administered by

Forest Service, court cases related to
administration (1964) 15935

rest-rotation, management system for peren-
nial bunchgrass ranges (1961) 17933

season-long, on mountain range in Wyoming
(1965) 18184

spring, crested wheatgrass in northern New
Mexico, cattle gains, etc (1963) 16758

Taylor grazing act

—

amend, hearings (1963) 19060
as amended and supplemented

—

through Feb. 1, 1962 (1962) 10419
through Feb. 1, 1964 (1964) 9483

review, hearings (1963) 8120, 10016
values and management of black grama and

tobosa grasslands and associated shrub
ranges of Southwest (1962) 20425

woodland, downward trend in southern Mich-
igan (1962) 2509

woodland protection (1964) 2365
see also Pasture lands—Public lands.

Grazing districts, Ely, Nev., hydrology of
stock-water development (1963) 5026

GRD, see Geophysics Research Directorate.
Grease:

bibliography (1961) 9979
fluorocarbon greases, fluorine uptake (1965)

2868
fretting corrosion, reduction by pressure

and antiwear additives (1964) 9688
inedible, world market survey (1961) 20402
infrared spectra (1963) 20296
lubrication (1965) 5252
output continues upward (1961) 5183
see aiso Lubricants.

Greasewood, livestock poisoning in Western
States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;
(1964) 20915

Great Basin:
graptolites, Ordovician (1963) 12224
Pterocephaliid biomere, trilobites (1965)

9272
surface water records to Dec. 31, 1963, index

(1965) 16319
surface water supply (1961) 720, 19426
surface waters of U.S., compilation of re-

cords, Oct. 1950-Sept. 1960 (1964) 4820
Great Basin National Park:

establish

—

hearing (1961) 19169
report (1961) 17112

Great Bend, Kans.:
Arkansas River, flood control, engineer re-

port-
departmental edition (1965) 12395
document edition (1965) 12052

Great Britain:
agricultural products, demand, etc.

—

projected levels, 1965 and 1975 (1962) 5086
summary and evaluation (1963) 17356

agricultural trade agreement on behalf of

Fiji Islands (1962) 14644
area redevelopment policies and economic

research (1965) 11893
Atlantic undersea test and evaluation cen-

ter, establishment in Bahama Islands,

agreement (1964) 1612
atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,

agreement (1963) 18333; (1965) 5402,
16874
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Great Britain—Continued
automatic vending machines, U.S. export

market (1964) 143
Bacon's Rebellion, effect on government in

England (1962) 6315
Beane Field Airport, St. Lucia, use, agree-

ment (1964) 20837
British Commonwealth

—

foreign relations of U.S., 1943

—

departmental edition (1964) 1596
document edition (1964) 275

new policies as related to agriculture
(1962) 23429

research studies currently in progress, list

(1961) 15984
Caribbean Organization, agreement (1962)

3504
civil aviation, survey (1965) 7182
civil servants, white-collar, salarv determi-

nation (1961) 4804
colonial policy, Soviets criticize, Lancaster

House is arena of hypocrisy (1964)
16564

communications satellites, intercontinental
testing, agreement (1961) 11592

compatibility problems of gas-cooled reac-
tors, US/UK meeting (1961) 9957

defense areas on St. Lucia, agreement (1964)
21882

dollar problem, report on factfinding trip to
England (1964) 10412

double taxation convention, application to
Southern Rhodesia, etc (1964) 7788

east coast of England, sailing directions
(1961) 728; (1962) 13889; (1964) 5575

economic cooperation program in West In-
dies, agreement (1961) 8216

economic developments (1961) 12701; (1963)
8402

economy, basic data (1963) 6614
education for all children, what U.S. can

learn from England, hearings (1962)
19168

print additional copies, report (1962)
21496

education in England (1961) 12575
Exiucational Commission and financing of

exchange programs, agreement (1965)
15073

educational data, England and Wales (1963)
20633

England's level of achievement in automa-
tion and cybernetics, USSR report
(1961) 12943

electronic products, market information
(1964) 21070

establishing business (1962) 11932, 19601;
(1964) 12554

European and British Commonwealth series
(1961) 15975A, 17831, 20166, 21382;
(1963) 9395, 13061

export controls, report (1962) 9500
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1963) 2383
fishing industry (1965) 4745, 10867
foreign relations of U.S., 1944

—

departmental edition (1965) 13280
document edition (1965) 12039

foreign trade (1961) 12703; (1962) 15691
foreign trade regulations (1964) 8821
Franco-British fishing grounds of Atlantic

(1961) 1099
gasification patents, index (1962) 16003
German assets in Spain, termination of obli-

gations, protocol (1961) 5111
German external debts, agreement (1961)

5114
German property in Switzerland, agreement

(1962) 20303

Great Britain—Continued

home maintenance equipment and supplies,
foreign market survey (1965) 17156

housing, publicly owned, administration
(1961)6512

income taxation (1962) 11922
incomes, national commission, functions and

problems, etc (1963) 19804
International Tracing Service, administra-

tion, continue, agreements (1961) 15997
job vacancy statistics in England (1964)

11288
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 6086
lights and fog signals, lists (1961) 9274,

14990; (1962) 666, 17641; (1963) 3209,
21052; (1964) 11478, 14992, 21815; (1965)
6821, 11561, 18652

liquid metal studies (1963) 12846
liquidation of German property in Switzer-

land, accord with France and Switzer-
land (1962) 18509

livestock and meat industry (1962) 9663
livestock feeding, technological advances

(1961) 591
living conditions (1963) 2432
logistical support for UN operations in Ko-

rea, agreement (1964) 11627
maritime matters, use of United Kingdom

ports and territorial waters by N.S.
Savannah, agreement (1964) 20832

market for photographic products (1964)
19279

market for selected U.S. electric housewares
(1962) 2154

market for U.S. microwave, forward scatter,
and other radio communications equip-
ment and radar (1962) 11055

meteorological research projects in Barba-
dos, agreement (1963) 9426

MIDAS station, agreement (1961) 20191
military aircraft, use of Wideawake Airfield

in Ascension Island (1962) 24113
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12930
mutual defense assistance, disposition of

equipment and materials

—

agreement (1962) 3519
machine tools, agreement (1963) 20181

Northern Ireland, educational data (1964)
584

outdoor recreation survey (1963) 1380
patent licensing agreements with firms

(1962) 15683
plant quarantine requirements (1965) 15176
plastic sheet from United Kingdom, determi-

nation of no injury to U.S. industry
(1964) 20850

pocket guide (1964) 4278
Polaris sales agreement (1963) 13076
preparing shipments to (1962) 7512

records relating to Civil War claims, prelim-
inary inventories (1962) 16064

research studies completed, list (1964) 7758
research studies in progress, list (1964) 9794
reusable ammunition containers procured

from savings to Army from resale, GAO
report (1965) 2209

selling in United Kingdom (1965) 10331
sending gift packages to (1961) 627
social science research studies, completed,

list (1965) 8300
social science research studies in progress,

list (1964) 29814
south coast of England, sailing directions

(1961) 7534; (1963) 3202; (1964) 20671
Soviet-British tests with USW space radio

communication (1965) 19722
space research program, agreement (1961)

21405
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Great Britain—Continued
space vehicle tracking stations, agreement

(1961) 11583
on Ascension Island, agreement (1965)
20104

on Bermuda (1961) 9792; (1963) 21135
on Canton Island (1961) 11606; (1964) 1609

on Zanzibar Island (1961) 11.585

surplus agricultural commodities, closing of

accounts, etc., agreement (1962) 8693
technical cooperation, program in British

Guiana, agreement (1964) 18972
trade agreement (1963) 2035
trade agreements of Nov. 17, 1938 and Oct.

30, 1947, terminate, agreement (1962)
22852

trade agreements, text, schedules, etc (1962)
11297

supplementary report (1962) 11296
trade in cereals, etc., agreement (1964) 15117
trade, interim agreement relating to GATT

(1962) 16179
trade with United States, 1956-60, statisti-

cal report (1962) 9799
U.S. compensatory concessions, under GATT,

agreement (1962) 18488; (1963) 11304
U.S. machinery and equipment mission,

doing business with United Kingdom,
report (1962) 17661

U.S. reciprocal negotiations, concessions
obtained and granted (1962) 8662

use of oceanographic research stations and
parts of long range proving ground in

United States defense areas in Federa-
tion of West Indies, agreement (1961)
13686

wage costs and trade advantage compared
with EEC and U.S (1964) 10305

weapons production program, agreement
(1962) 22820

weather stations, agreement (1962) 1845
west coast of England and Wales, sailing

directions (1962) 5313; (1963) 21048;
(1965) 11556

Great circle, calculations of paths and sun-
rise-sunset times (1965) 8150

Great debt of science (1962) 14137
Great Divide Basin, uraniunvbearing coal,

Sweetwater County, Wyo. (series) (1962)
7468, 21823

Great Falls, Mont.:
aircraft accident (1964) 11922
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

10055
International Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly, summary, decennial census
of climate (1963) 14790

Great Falls of the Potomac:
acquire property for parkway

—

law (1965) 17446
reports (1965) 12286, 17616

Great Lakes:
bridges of navigable waters (1961) 19258
catalog of charts (1961) 4807
commercial fisheries

—

economic review, 1940-59 (1963) 13952
research and development (1963) 13953

development program, review and prospects
(1964) 13.398

fisheries

—

annual summaries (1961) 4227; (1962)
7385; (1963) 10185, 1,39.50; (1964) 693;
(1965) 595

conservation, etc., report (1965) 19449
harbor study, engineer reports

—

Alpena Harbor, Mich.

—

departmental edition (1963) 19140
document edition (1963) 18807

Great Lakes—Continued
harbor study, engineer reports—Continued
Ashtabula Harbor, Ohio

—

departmental edition (1965) 18030
document edition (1965) 17471

Buffalo Harbor, N.Y.—
departmental edition (1962) 23465
document edition (1962) 23321

Burns Waterway Harbor, Ind.

—

departmental edition (1963) 20650
document edition (1963) 20455

Calumet Harbor and River

—

departmental edition (1963) 2199
document edition (1963) 2005

Chicago Harbor, 111.

—

departmental edition (1962) 23466
document edition (1962) 23333

Cleveland Harbor, Ohio

—

departmental edition (1963) 413
document edition (1963) 254

Conneaut Harbor, Ohio

—

departmental edition (1962) 23467
document edition (1962) 23308

Erie Harbor, Pa.

—

departmental edition (1962) 23468
document edition (1962) 23299

Great Sodus Bay. N.Y.—
departmental edition (1962) 2428
document edition (1962) 2297

Green Bay Harbor, Wis.

—

departmental edition (1963) 414
document edition (1963) 232

Huron Harbor, Ohio

—

departmental editions (1962) 484
document edition (1962) 369

Indiana Harbor, Ind.

—

departmental edition (1965) 16114
document edition (1965) 15532

Kenosha Harbor, Wis.

—

departmental edition (1962) 23469
document edition (1962) 23334

Manitowoc Ha 'bor, Wis.

—

departmental edition (1963) 415
document edition (1963) 236

Milwaukee Harbor, Wis.

—

departmental edition (1962) 485
document edition (1962) 367

Muskegon Harbor, Mich.

—

departmental edition (1962) 23470
document edition (1962) 23328

Oswego Harbor, N.Y.

—

departmental edition (1963) 416
document edition (1963) 233

Rouge River

—

departmental edition (1963) 2200
document edition (1963) 1980

Saginaw River

—

departmental edition (1963) 2201
document edition (1963) 1988

haul seining (1965) 18125
light lists and other marine aids (1961) 5542;

(1962) 6860; (1963) 6041; (1964) 8172;
(1965) 8679

low water levels, economic impact, hearing
(1964) 19,595

navigation all year, study^
hearings (1964) 2123
reports (1963) 13707, 18909

navigation, rules of road (1962) 18894
notice to mariners (1961) 3033; (1962) 4130

(1963) .3974; (1964) .3801; (1965) 3720
pilot, survey (1962) 10418; (1963) 7180

(1964) 9480; (1965) 9522
supplements (1962) 17429, 19450, 22451:

(1963) 1189, 10090, 12814, 14485, 16299
180.52, 19807; (1964) 1389, 11300, 1.3088

14714, 18647-648, 20450; (1965) 1.301

11361-362, 14645, 16572, 18408, 19813
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Great Lakes—Continued
pilotage regulations, etc (1963) 11687
pilotage regulations and rules and orders

(1965) 352
pilotage services, agreement with Canada

(1961) 21393; (1963) 11320; (1964) 3162
recreational shoreline opportunities, report

(1962) 18336
remaining shoreline opportunities, recrea-

tional values (1962) 18337
rules concerning sailing vessels, etc., report

(1965) 178.S0

Saint Lawrence Seaway transportation
study

—

hearings (1964) 17873-874; (1965) 431
report (1965) 17915

shipping. Maritime Administration plans for
emergencies (remarks) (1962) 3286

shipping, what can be done to attract more
U.S. vessels? (remarks) (1965) 18419

small craft gale, and whole gale warning
facilities charts (1961) 13726-727; (1962)
16229-230; (1963) 13129-130; (1965)
15148-149

trade routes (remarks) (1962) 12359
transportation lines (1961) 10568; (1962)

13758; (1963) 13882; (1964) 14210; (1965)
16129

trawler conversion (1963) 4957
United States and Canadian fleets, steam

and motor ships, etc (1961) 11362; (1962)
18175

waterborne commerce (1961) 291, 19837;
(1962) 5136, 17430, 22457; (1963) 12817,
15087, 19149; (1964) 7424, 19661; (1965)
11366, 16130, 18992

waterway to Hudson River

—

completion, authorization, law (1965)
13773

improvement, complete, hearing (1963)
19068

Great Lakes Express Co., accident (1965)
14469

Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin, St. Lawrence
Seaway project. International Seaway
Festival (address) (1961) 14030

Great Lakes Shoreline Recreation Area Sur-
vey, over-all findings and recommenda-
tions (1962) 18336-337

Great Lakes States:
bean production (1965) 18874
botanical and commercial range of jack pine

(1963) 15562
conifer insects, identification by type of tree

injury (1962) 19548
conifers, direct seeding (1963) 12188
conifers, releasing with chemicals (1961)

3694
eastern white pine, botanical and commer-

cial range (1965) 14369
forest fire research program (1963) 12153
forest insect and disease situation, 1960

(1961) 9221
forest tree seed crop (1961) 9222; (1962)

5240; (1963) 12173
hardwoods, feasibility of using for news-

print and other pulp and paper products
(1961) 10668

hourly variation in fire danger (1964) 12463
jack pine seed sources differ in susceptibility

to attack of white pine weevil (1961)
4282

labor organizations, reporting, registers
(1961) 6238; (1964) 16572

more forest land available (1961) 9224
Northern

—

economic development, etc., for job ahead
(address) (1963) 20282

Great Lakes States—Continued
Northern—Continued

regional land and people conference, key-
note address (1963) 20283

resources and recreation (1964) 15221
outdoor recreation, proceedings of seminar

in research needs (1961) 17302
principal electric facilities, maps (1962) 556;

(1963) 517; (1964) 674; (1965) 16178
production, 1960, miscellaneous timber prod-

ucts (1961) 14932
production of charcoal and charcoal bri-

quettes, 1961 (1962) 19552
pulpwood cut continues to climb (1964) 18068
pulpwood production (1961) 4279, 14930;

(1962) 19551; (1963) 15570; (1965) 14371
counties (1962) 5239; (1963) 6488; (1964)

6750; (1965) 9207, 19647
red pine

—

botanical and commercial range of (1965)
14368

needle rust disease (1965) 9183
reporting labor organizations, register, 1960

(1961) 6238
sapstreak in sugar maple, current status

(1963) 12175
small woodlands, rationale for research

(1964) 8634
tart cherry industry, production costs (1964)

14170
timber growth estimates (1961) 14928
upper, iron ore industry problems, hearing

(1961) 19173
veneer log production continues general dec-

line, 1963 (1965) 658
veneer log, production of standard grades,

etc., 1960 (1961) 14933
white pine blister rust, economics of control

(1961) 653
white pines, blister rust spread, relationship

to night breezes (paper) (1965) 14366
wood-products, imports and exports via St.

Lawrence Seaway (1963) 6511
Great Northern Ry., accident (1965) 793
Great Plains:

alluvial rivers, similarities and differences
(1963) 19305

central

—

early-and late-season grazing versus sea-
son-long grazing of short-grass vegeta-
tion (1965) 7754

herbaceous perennials (1965) 13364
operating grain aeration systems (1962)

56
ornamental hedges (1964) 20914
shelterbelt tree and shrub species under
dryland culture (1964) 4221

tree windbreaks (1964) 5815
commercial wheat farms, costs and returns

(1962) 17368; (1963) 15413; (1965) 16080
conversation farming, wind erosion equa-

tion as aid (1961) 11675
eastern, owner characteristics and distribu-

tion of land ownership (1965) 4638
farming, survey of financial and tenure situ-

ation, 1957 (1961) 9899
supplement (1962) 1952

forestry, bibliography (1961) 19380
fruits for high altitude section of central

region (1963) 1627
northern

—

and central, legumes and grasses in dry-

land cropping systems, review of litera-

ture (1964) 7934'

coal province, geochemistry of minor ele-

ments in coal (1961) 14949
forest insects and diseases, survey (1962)

19549
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Great Plains—Continued
northern—Continued
grasshoppers major defoliator of trees
and shrubs (1961) 4283

hedges, description, etc (1964) 25
home fruit garden (1965) 8433
ornamental hedges (1965) 10057
relationship of soil moisture and precipa-

tion to spring wheat yields (1962) 6583
shelterbelts (1962) 1934
studies of Pierre shale (series) (1965) 9265,

19665
vegetation, soil, and cattle responses to

grazing (1962) 1956
paleocene flora (1962) 23590
Pierre shale of region, geologic setting and

chemical composition (1962) 9737
programs to stabilize farm production, pic-

ture story (1062) 10866
progress in program (address) (1961) 16120
rural credit unions (1961) 14822
shelterbelt influence on field environment

and crops (1962) 20417
southern

—

morphological, physical, chemical and
mineralogical properties of soils (1964)
1680

oranmental shrubs (1964) 24
woody vines (1964) 20913

State and local governments, revenues and
expenditures (1963) 4802

States, soil and water conservation research
(1963) 4366

superior trees for shelterbelts in Prairie
Plains, guide for selecting (1965) 674

western, hailstorms and hailstones (1961)
21353

wind erosion and dust storms (1961) 6682
windbreaks, necrotic ring spot virus content

of American plum (1962) 23573
Great River Road:

interstate planning and coordination, in-

crease Federal assistance

—

law (1964) 21152
reports (1964) 14091, 19490

Great Salt Lake:
aircraft accident (1963) 18710
meander line, confirm lands lying below in

Utah, hearings (1965) 12335
Great Salt Lake National Park, establish,

hearings (1961) 5871
Great Sand Dunes National Monument, gener-

al information (1961) 20021; (1964)
14970; (1965) 9794

Great Smoky Mountains:
central, geology (1964) 8764
eastern, geology (1964) 2421
geology of Great Smoky Mountains, Tenn.,

and N.C. (series) (1962) 5298; (1964)
2421; (1965) 19664

western, geology (1965) 19664
Great Smoky Mountains National Park:
general information (1965) 8169

Great Smoky Mountains National Park:
land donations for roadway entrance, ac-

cept

—

law (1963) 17050
reports (1963) 9876, 17263

naturalist program (1961) 9632, 11458,
13572, 15849, 17748, 20027; (1962) 12549,
16078, 18335

Great Society:
outdoor recreation program (address) (1965)

10045
rural America (statement) (1965) 16995
what we Americans can ask of each other in

1965 (remarks) (1965) 11629
Great Sodus Bay Harbor, N.Y.:

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2428
document edition (1962) 2297

Great White Heron National Wildlife Refuge,
general information (1965) 19630

Greater Aneth area, Utah, reservoir oil char-
acteristics, saturation-pressure varia-
tions (1963) 10944

Greater Southeast Community Hospital Foun-
dation, Inc., relief (1964) 15657, 17212,
17476

Greathouse, William K., performance charac-
teristics of several divergent-shroud
aircraft ejectors (1963) 5519, 10974

Greebler, P., Doppler calculations for large
fast ceramic reactors (1963) 14981

Greece:
agricultural commodities, agreements (1962)

12724; (1963) 7444; (1964) 3157, 20824;
(1965) 5403-4; 13298

air conditioning and refrigeration equip-
ment, production, consumption, trade
(1961) 5414

atomic energy cooperation for civil uses,

agreements (1961) 21403; (1963) 9414-15
bibliography of social science periodicals

and monograph series, 1950-61 (1962)
9044

cotton textiles, trade agreement (1964) 18981

disposition of military equipment and mate-
rials, agreement (1961) 13691

doing business in Greece, report of 1962 U.S.
Trade and Investment Development Mis-
sion (1963) 5057

double taxation convention, text, correction,

agreement (1962) 12722
economic developments (1962) 13929; (1963)

8403
economy, basic data (1964) 8827
Eklon Central Secretariat activities, report

(1961) 13313
educational data (1963) 6329
Exiucational Foundation and financing of

exchange programs, agreement (1964)

7779
report (1965) 17671

establishing business (1963) 2392
estate tax, convention of Feb. 20, 1950, pro-

tocol (1964) 10360
report (1964) 14030

fisheries (1962) 23550; (1963) 19235
foreign trade regulations (1964) 15986
Government procurement procedures, selling

in Greece (1965) 17290
household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market (1962) 16435
import tariff system (1962) 725
instrumentation (1961) 13848
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

13089
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 10662

living conditions (1963) 6592
loan of 1929, settlement acceptance, report

(1965) 17671
loan of vessels

—

agreements (1962) 6469, 18496
extension, agreement (1965) 11727

maritime matters, use of ports and territori-

al waters by N.S. Savannah, agreement
(1962) 22830

market for U.S

—

feed grains, oilmeal and vegetable oils

(1962) 9664
microwave, forward scatter, and other

radio communications equipment and
radar (1962) 11053

market factors (1965) 4435
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12871
nx)tion pictures, market information (1965)

359
plant quarantine import requirements (1965)

13371
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Greece—Continued
political problem, socialist views (1961)

13279
preparing shipments to (1961) 10663
sending gift packages to (1961) 605; (1962)

702; (1963) 2409
surplus agricultural commodities

—

adjustment refunds of drachmae, agree-
ment (1961) 13692

agreements (1961) 5123, 11618, 17846;
(1962) 3512

Turkey boundary study (1965) 5394
United States foreign aid program, report of

study (1963) 19055
Greece Town, N.Y., population, special census

(1964) 171

Greek language, Foreign Service Institute,
intermediate reader (1964) 1597

Greek literature, nwdern, classification. Li-
brary of Congress (1965) 1302

Greeley, Horace, famous American, commem-
orative stamp (poster) (1961) 2644

Greeley County, Kans., soil survey (1962) 1819
Greely, Fort:
Army Dept. training, land withdrawal for

use

—

hearings (1961) 8843, 17129
laws (1961) 18716, 18722
reports (1961) 8741, 8745, 17099, 17101

Green, A.H., jr., millimeter technology (1964)
7661

Green, A.J.:

measuring soil, properties in vehicle mobili-
ty research (1964) 19664

stresses under moving vehicles (1964) 15878;
(1965) 16131

Green, A. Rice, magnitude and frequency of
floods in United States north Atlantic
slope basins, Maine to Connecticut
(1964) 21359

Green, Alan W., thinning fails to stimulate
50-year-old white pine (1963) 12166

Green, Bernal L., summaries of selected publi-
cations on rural outdoor recreation
(1965) 4637

Green, Francis L., Lee County, S.C. (1963)
13059

Green, Howard H., functions of medical officer

aboard fleet ballistic submarine (1965)
11373

Green, J.H.:

artesian-pressure decline and land subsid-
ence (1964) 10661

ground-water pumpage and water-level
changes in Milwaukee-Waukesha area.
Wis., 1950-61 (1965) 14420

Green, John G., nomination, hearing (1962)
13675

Green, Marshall, Communist China problem in

U.S. policymaking (1965) 11709
Green, Melville S., scientific and engineering

manpower studies (1964) 6123
Green, Owen L., relief (1963) 13520
Green, Ralph J., jr., mint farming (1963) 5815
Green, Richard G., jr., relief (1964) 8275,

12177, 13851
Green, Richard S., storage and retrieval of

data for water quality control (1964)
15069

Green, Thomas E., determination of copper in

tungsten metal, etc (1963) 16346
Green, William E.:

methods for determining cumulative goose
kill on special areas (1963) 13977

waterfowl utilization and hunting kill,

1946-60, Upper Mississippi River Wild-
life and Fish Refuge, etc (1963) 15537

Green, William J., jr., memorial services (1964)
13837

Green Bay, and adjacent waters, whitefish,
age, growth, sex ratio, and maturity
(1965) 14275

Green Bay, Wis.:
area wage survey, metropolitan area (1965)

19807
Austin Straubel Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census (1963)
20243

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16424
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16509

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4793

consumer expenditures and income, 1961
(1964) 2957, 5428

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 556;
(1963) 517

ground water conditions in area, 1950-60
(1964) 6819

harbor improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 414
document edition (1963) 232

occupational wage surveys (1964) 1381,
20441

departmental editions (1961) 1172; (1962)
1577; (1963) 1173

document editions (1961) 365; (1962) 376;
(1963) 278

port, harbor conditions, etc (1963) 2215
principal electric facilities, maps (1964) 674;

(1965) 16178
water resources of area (1964) 4802

Green glow diffusion program (1962) 10896,
22960

Green June Bettles, see June bugs.
Green Mountains, comparative site indices for

northern hardwoods (1962) 23572
Green River formation:
and associated Eocene rocks in southwestern

Wyoming and adjacent parts of Colora-
do and Utah, geology (1965) 2247

Green River and associated Tertiary forma-
tions (series) (1965) 2247

oil shale

—

from Colorado, physical structure (1963)
7220

in Utah, yields 1952-62 (1964) 11326
oil yields from core and drillcutting sam-

pling (1963) 19870
ultimate composition of organic material

(1961) 6290
saline minerals

—

study (1962) 9738
X-ray powder data (1962) 9738

Green River Mining District, uranium depos-
its, geology of (1962) 210

Greenawalt, Ross D., soil survey report, Wash-
ington County, Nebr (1964) 20804

Greenaway, W.T., changes in sedimentation
value of stored wheat (1964) 6

Greenbelt Park, convev lands (1962) 16915,
21327, 23123

Greenberg, Arnold E., radiostrontium in Cali-
fornia milk, Jan. 1960-June 1963 (1965)
20044

Greenberg, Jacob, regenerative, molten-salt,
thermoelectric fuel cell (1964) 18768

Greenberg, Leon:
addresses, etc (1964) 1387, 11298, 14713, 18644

automation, nationwide studies in United
States (1964) 5425 I
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Greenberg, Leon—Continued

data for measurement of industrial produc-
tivity in U.S (1964) 14707

Greene, Mark R., insurance and risk manage-
ment for small business (1964) 5684

Greene, Omar V., jr., correlation of dissolved
nitrogen in whole blood with selected
whole blood constituents (1964) 5903

Greene, Wallace M., jr., nomination, hearings
(1964) 523

Greenebaum, Michael:
address, July 19, 1965 (1965) 14248
nomination, hearing (1965) 7530

Greeneville, Tenn., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 13216
Greenewalt, Crawford H.:

reappointment

—

law (1962) 11268
reports (1962) 7190, 9323

Greenhalgh, Ravmond G., relief (1961) 7042,
8903, 10173

Greenhall, Arthur M., bamboo mongoose trap
(1963) 19245

Greenhouses:
plastic, control of carbon dioxide content

(1964) 7891
plastic covered, building plan (1964) 7935

Greenland:
air navigation services, joint financing

—

agreement with other Governments (1963)
14724

international agreement (1963) 16591
multilateral agreement (1961) 20187

approach roads, 1956-57 program (1963)
10093

Camp Century Movement record (1964) 6588
east, ice-free sites for aircraft landings,

investigations (1962) 8887
East, sailing directions (1961) 4322; (1963)

5649; (1964) 20669
fisheries 1963, trends 1964 (1965) 4761
glaciological studies. Camp Century vicinity

(1965) 10766
ice sheet

—

movement studies by seismic soundings
(1965) 14196

southern dome, structures in upper snow
layers (1965) 506

stratigraphic studies in snow and firn

(1963) 2188
lights and fog signals, list, changes (1965)

11560,18650
mineral, industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ter (1965) 12872
near Thule, electrical D-C resistivity meas-

urements on glacier ice (1963) 4843
north, physical environment of Nyeboe Land

(1962) 16187, 18540 .

north, Polaris Promontory, suitability of
ice-free site for aircraft landings (1961)
13805

northeast, arctic earth science investiga-
tions (1963) 1749

northwestern, fog, size distribution and
water content (1963) 4841

permafrost tunnel. Camp Tuto (1961) 9067
Project Ice Way, summary report (1962)

18652
relationship between 4 ground patterns, etc.,

of ice in permafrost near Thule (1962)
15515

seismic refraction soundings in permafrost
near Thule, applicability (1962) 9555

shear zones in Thule ice cap margin (1964)
12343

southern, ice sheet elevations (1964) 8515
surface traverse and aerial survey of Army

Transportation Environmental Opera-
tions Group (1961) 20224

Greenland—Continued
theory of densification of dry snow on high

polar glaciers (1963) 6362
tide tables (1961) 10114; (1962) 13115; (1963)

9766; (1964) 11960; (1965) 10313
tunneling in permafrost in Tuto area (1964)

10487
undersnow structures, N-34 radar station

(1964) 17941
whiteout modification experiments, 1960

(1962) 15518
Greenland Sea, floor relief, new explorations

(1962) 891
Greenlee, Marvin M., relief (1962) 16850; (1963)

7886; (1964) 1913, 2167
Greenlee, R.E., electron-beam welding, its in-

dustrial potential, etc (1963) 5983
Green's function, propagators of quantum

field theories, for boundary value prob-
lems in partial differential equations
(1965) 13114

Green's theorem, see Mathematics.
Greensboro, N.C.:

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13567
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16390
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16510

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2218

Greensboro-High Point Airport, weather
observations, hourly, summary, decenni-

al census (1963) 21167
Greenshields, David H., spectrometric meas-

urements of gas temperatures in

arc-heated jets and tunnels (1963) 20987
Greenspon, Joshua E., modelling of spacecraft

under random loading (1965) 1396
Greenspun, Reba B., chips and other food

items from deep-fat fried mushrooms
(1965) 18

Greenup Locks and Dam:
dedication (address) (1962) 16623
spillway, hydraulic model investigation

(1961) 14814
Greenville, N.C., Voice of America complex

(1963) 5761; (1964) .5738

Greenville, S.C:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11940
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18822

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4794

occupational wage surveys (1964) 16601;

(1965) 14634
departmental editions (1961) 15710; (1962)

18150; (1963) 16279
document editions (1961) 14138; (1962)

16827; (1963) 15170
Greenwich, Conn., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 16333
Greenwood, Michael, behavioral periodicity,

bibliography (1965) 11374
Greenwood, Ind., railroad accident (1963)

10361
Greer, Edith S., pupil marks and school mark-

ing systems, selected bibliography (1963)

19115
Greeson, Lake, general information (1962)

14455
Greeting cards, census of manufactures, 1958,

industry report (1961) 273
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Gregg, H. Raymond, appendix to proposal,
Ozark Rivers National Monument (1963)
3185

Gregoras, Constantinos A., see Grigoras, Con-
stantinos A.

Gregory, Donald T., static longitudinal stabili-

ty, etc., 3-stage missile (1963) 10996
Gregory, Hugo H., speech clinic helps adult

stutterer (1965) .54.56

Gregory, Keith E., beef cattle breeding (1964)
19064

Gregory, Robert A., equations and tables for
estimating cubic-foot volume of interior
Alaska tree species (1965) 2167

Gregory, Mich., railroad accident (1961) 6225
Greif, Richard K., wind-tunnel tests of circular

plan-form aircraft with peripheral jet,

etc (1963) 7245
Greif Brothers Cooperage Corporation, adjudi-

cate claim to land (1961) 14252, 14544,
18478

Greig, R.A., technological investigations of
pond-reared fish, extension of shelf life

of buffalo fish products through use of
antioxidants (1965) 14345

Greiner, W.A., educational data, India (1964)
579

Grenada, labor organizations, directory (1964)
21376

Grenades:
rocket experiment, temperature, pressure,

density, and wind measurements, 1960-63
(1964) 20621; (1965) 2913

rocket-grenade experiment system (1964)
7516

Grenke, W.C., observing, analyzing, etc., state
of ground (1965) 12418

Gresseth, Elbridge W., determination of princi-

pal stress directions through analysis of

rock joint and fracture orientations.
Star Mine, Burke, Idaho (1964) 11320

Greybull River, geology and ground-water
resources of area (1963) 8345

Greyhound Corporation, motor carrier acci-

dent (1964) 6864
Greyhound Lines, Inc., see Western Greyhound

Lines.
Grice, Darrell G., soil survey report, Hockley

Ck)unty, Tex (1965) 20078
Grid systems, see Maps and charts.
Grids (screens):

electron-bombardment ion-thrustors, studies
(1963) 16363

Griem, H.R.:
coulomb approximation oscillator strengths

of spectral lines from light and medium
elements (1965) 11586

Stark broadening of hydrogen and hydro-
genic neutral and ionized helium lines in

plasma (1965) 13108
Stark broadening of isolated spectral lines

in plasma (1965) 14949
Grier, Norman T., equilibrium hydrodynamic

variables behind primary and reflected

shock waves in argon and nitrogen
(1965) 13053

Griest, Jeanne:
salary trends. Federal classified employees,

1939-64 (1965) 12794
summary of manufacturing earnings series,

1939-Mar. 1965 (1965) 14612
Grievance procedures:
DSA manual (1965) 19531
major collective bargaining agreements

(1965) 2793
Griffin, A.C., storage of seed cotton in trailers

(1964) 7941

Griffin, Donald T., to work again, to live again,
vocational rehabilitation of homebound
veterans (1965) 11763

Griffin, James J., relief (1965) 10444
Griffin, Jeannine, basic data on economy of

British Leeward Islands (1964) 8823
Griffin, Nelda:

financial structure of regional farm supply
cooperatives (1965) 14224

how adjustable revolving fund capital plan
works (1963) 12093

Griffin, Noyce L.:

electronic and related electrical equipment
in hospitals (1963) 14666

hospital electrical facilities (1965) 6877
hospital electroencephalographic suite

(1963) 14667
Griffin, Verna E., technical assistance in area

redevelopment (1963) 11524
Griffin, Ga., consumer expenditures and in-

come, 1960 (1963) 14460

Griffith, Eugene, plant inventory 163, plant
material introduced, 1955 (1964) 15200

Griffith, J.R.:

filament-winding plastics, molecular struc-
ture and tensile properties (1964) 18862

polyurethane linings for steel fuel-storage
tanks (1965) 13154

Griffiths, Raymond C, study of ocean fronts
off Cape San Lucas, Lower California
(1965) 10898

Griggs, Roy L., geology and ground-water re-

sources of Los Alamos area, N. Mex
(1964) 19798

Griggsville, 111., railroad accident (1965) 12581
Grigoras, Constantinos A., relief (1961) 16631;

(1963) 9857; (1964) 1912, 2179
Grimaldi, LAC 74, Lunar chart (1963) 7620

Grimes, Hubert H., vacancy formation in gold
under high pressure (1964) 14894

Grimes, W.V., relief (1963) 17094; (1964) 1905,
2170

Grimwood, James M., Project Mercury, chro-
nology (1963) 19904

Grinders:
precision grinding, effect of thermal defor-

mations of machine units on machining
accuracy (1963) 13220

ultrasonic grinding techniques in micromi-
niaturization (1962) 6395

Grinding and polishing:
burnishing of aerodynamic surfaces, synthe-

sis of mechanisms, USSR study (1964)

9326
burnishing technique improves lubrication

of threaded fasteners (1965) 19897
continuous attrition grinding of course ka-

olin (1964) 2994
lathe converted for grinding aspheric sur-

faces (1964) 14814
rotating holder permits accurate grinding of

metallurgical microsamples (1965) 16650

submicron metal powders production by ball

milling with grinding aids (1962) 8487
use of attrition grinding process to convert

coarse Georgia kaolins to paper-coating
clays (1961) 6279

Grinding machines, see Grinders.
Grinding wheels, see Abrasives.
Grisaffe, Salvatore, J., particle-substrate

bonding of plasma-sprayed materials
(1963) 18136

Grissom, Virgil I.:

space flight, results (1962) 6304
2d successful U.S. flight into space (1961)

19900
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Gristede, Johanna, relief of estate (1964) 6228;
(1965) 5837

Griswold, Erwin N., nomination, hearing (1961)
14749

Griswold, S. Smith, community approach to air

pollution control, role of control officials

(1963) 3275
Griswold, Ga., railroad accident (1962) 2587
Grits, corn grits in family meals (1964) 7883
Grizzell, William G.:

filling polyetheylene film bags with citrus
fruit (1963)"l3146

reducing costs of packing mature-green
tomatoes at Florida shipping points
(1965) 10068

Groceries:
handling from warehouse to retail store

shelves, cost study (1961) 9891
institutional wholesale warehousing, im-

proving (1964) 7928
wholesale business. Federal wage-hour law

application (1964) 1652
Grocers' paper bags, recorded voluntary rec-

ommendation of trade (1961) 11835
Grocery stores, see Stores.
Grocery trade, see Stores.
Grodno, USSR, architecture, translations

(1962) 3096
Groemping, Franz A.:

labor law and practice in

—

Austria (1964) 5432
Sweden (1965) 11344

Groen, Joseph M., effect of aerodynamic heat-
ing on flutter of thin flat-plate arrow
wings (1963) 11064

Grogger, Harold E., soil survey, Daviess Coun-
ty, Mo (1964) 16865

Gromada, Jozef, relief (1961) 8682, 12094,
12390

Groninger, Herman S., blueing of king crab
(1965) 14308

Gronouski, John A.:

addresses, etc (1963) 20024, 21068, 21070-73;

(1964) 5632-33, 7674-75, 9694-95, 11534,

13373-74, 13376, 15020-024, 15028, 16807-

813, 18876-879, 20718-723, 21835; (1965)

1553, 2971-74, 2976, 5308-10, 5314, 8220-

22, 9837, 11612-615, 11621, 13212-216,

14969-971,16799,18688

nomination, hearings (1963) 19067; (1965)
7544

Groom, Phyllis, American labor in 1962, retro-
spect (1963) 7141

Grose, William L., isentropic 1-dimensional
unsteady expansions in equilibrium real
air with particular reference to
shock-initiated flows (1964) 11420

Grosenbaugh, L.R.:

instant octal accounting, byproduct of for-

est growth studies (1964") 14323
STX, Fortran 4 program for estimates of

tree populations from 3P samp-
le-tree-measurements (1964) 18083

Grosh, Wesley A.:

lightweight aggregates, expansion proper-
ties of clays, etc., of Minnesota (1964)
1434

mineral industry of Wisconsin (1963) 20962;
(1965) 1362

Gross, Bernard, stress-intensity factors for
single-edge-notch tension specimen by
boundary collocation of stress function
(1964) 16706; (1965) 5203

Gross, Donald S., aerodynamics of ground
effect machines, experimental studies
(1963) 3385

Gross, H.R.:
contested election, dismissal, etc.

—

letter from Clerk, House of Representa-
tives (1965) 17473

report (1965) 17672
Gross national product:
and international comparison of ratios of

social security expenditures (1965) 6911
calendar year 1963, current market prices

(1965) 6379
estimated annual growth rates of developed

and less developed countries, 1957-58

average to 1963-64 average (1965) 7835
estimates, calendar year 1962, current mar-

ket prices, free world summary (1964)

14397
output per man-hour for private economy,

indexes (1964) 7417, 20445
in Soviet Union, comparative growth rates

(1963) 7734
relation to research and development (1961)

6454
Gross receipts tax. State taxation of inter-

state commerce, reports (1965) 12154,

17601
Grossman, R.E.:

NS Savannah ventilation system filter test-

ing (1964) 19252
static commutator (1963) 5871

Grossman-Cooper, Anna:
air pollution publications, selected bibliog-

raphy, 1955-63 (1964) 18892
sulfur oxides, etc., bibliography (1965) 6880

Grosvenor quadrangle. Brown and Coleman
Counties, Tex., geology of area (1961)

704
Groton, Conn., census of housing, 1960, stand-

ard metropolitan statistical area, ten-

ure, rooms, condition and plumbing, etc

(1962) 16527
Ground, see Earth^Soils.
Ground accident abstracts (1961) 2896
Ground conductivity, see Hectric conductivity.

Ground-cover changes in relation to runoff

and erosion in west central New Mexico
(1965) 7739

Ground effect:

aerodynamic characteristics of full-scale

fan-in-wing model writh nose-fan pitch

control (1964) 18737
aerodynamic characteristics of model with

high disk-loading lifting fan mounted in

fuselage (1963) 3149
GETOL configuration take-off and landing

feasibility and potential, research pro-

gram (1963) 9465
interference of deflected jet with free stream

on aerodynamic characteristics of del-

ta-wing VTOL model (1961) 15787
interference for VTOL aircraft (1961) 7989
sweptback wing jet transport with blowing

boundary-layer-control trailing- and
leading-edge flaps (1963) 11074

VTOL-STOL aircraft, tables of interference
factors for use in wind-tunnel and
ground-effect calculations (1962) 6273-76

Ground effect machines:
aerodynamic characteristics of aspect-

ratio-1 airfoils with and without end
plates (1961) 21226

aerodynamics, experimental studies (1963)

3385
annular jet configuration in ground proximi-

ty, low-speed wind-tunnel investigation

(1963) 9186
application of inflatable structures (1962)

20348
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Ground effect machines—Continued
application of modular sectional structures

(1962) 20349
dominant aerodynamic characteristics (1965)

1689
dynamic instability of winged GEM, investi-

gation (1965) 6963
heave stability and heave damping, thick

annular jet and plenum types (1965)
18805

hovering static stability and performance
experiments of 3-dimensional annular jet

itiodels (1962) 18542
jack Conex mover, cost, etc (1963) 20208
man-carrying, response characteristics

(1962) 16191
models, geometric variations in plenum-

chamber effects on lift augmentation
(1961) 9561

optimized propellers, determination (1963)
18350

propulsion, radial-flow fans application
(1965) 5437

recirculation principle

—

for man-carrying test vehicle and compo-
nent testing (1963) 7484

improvements by major modifications to

man-carrying test vehicle (MCTV), in-

vestigation (1963) 18352
preliminary design of research vehicle

(1965) 1686
preliminary flight test results (1963) 11350
three-dimensional wind-tunnel tests (1962)
20353

two-dimensional tests (1962) 20352
research and development in U.S (1961)

13650
research, hearings (1962) 23373
roll stability, thick annular jet and plenum

types (1965) 16897
viscous and forward speed effects on unbal-

anced jets in ground proximity (1964)
3173

viscous effects on balanced jets in ground
proximity (1964) 3174

winged, general characteristics (1964) 9857
see aiso Air-cushion vehicles.

Ground facility requirements for subcooling
liquid hydrogen (1962) 16044

Ground-fish, see Fish and fisheries.

Ground instructors:
examination guide, basic-advanced (1964)

761
FAA written examination guide

—

link rating (1961) 17268
instrument (1963) 2303
radio navigation (1961) 17269

Federal aviation regulations (1962) 17452
rating, civil aeronautics manual (1972)

13769
Ground operation equipment for Orbiting As-

tronomical Observatory (1964) 3007
Ground rent, see Rent.

Ground schools, see Aeronautics.
Ground squirrels:

Alaskan

—

blood variations during hibernation and
induced hypothermia (1964) 19142

cell cultures for virus propagation (1965)

8469
excretion of animal or bacterial viruses

(1964) 4252
experimental infections, influence of hiber-

nation (1964) 19144

intubation of abnormal aorta (1964) 7984

low temperature effect on isolated hearts
of Citellus leucurus and C. Mohavensis
(1964) 4245

Ground squirrels—Continued
Arctic, retention of viral agents, effect of

hibernation (1963) 18476
autonomic control of circulation during hi-

4,bernating cycle (1963) 13204
hibernation, changes in intestinal flora

(1963) 11500
Ground substance, composition and functional

significance, USSR study (1962) 2743
Ground temperature observations:

Aniak, Alaska (1963) 12087
Barrow. Alaska (1965) 18023
Big Delta, Alaska (1964) 17940
Fort Yukon, Alaska (1963) 4844
Galena, Alaska (1964) 17938
Gulkana, Alaska (1965) 18024
Kotzebue, Alaska (1965) 18025
McGrath, Alaska (1964) 17939
Northway, Alaska (1965) 510

Ground water, see Water.
Ground waves, see Radio waves.
Groundfish, see Fish and fisheries.

Groundlessness of idealistic theory of stress
by Selye, USSR (1961) 15211

Grounds, see Public property.
Group behavior:
animal societies, from slime molds to man

(1961) 21345
children, research and informed judgment,

guide (1964) 14186
hunger in groups, Arctic experiment, interim

report (1962) 20262
military small group performance under iso-

lation and stress

—

analysis of sociometric indices of group
interaction at Alaskan AC&W sites

(1965) 8466
critical review (1963) 1762-66

rules of conduct in contaminated area,
USSR study (1961) 974

your children and their gangs (1961) 3956
Group insurance, see Life insurance.
Group Services, Workshop on, see Workshop

on Group Services. /

Group theoretic model interaction^ as ap-
proach to 2s-ld shell nuclei, level struc-

ture of fluorine-20 (1965) 1320^
Grouse, black, special features in immuniza-

tion in natural focus of tick-borne en-

cephalitis, USSR study (1965) 9326
Grouting:

design, testing and field pumping of grout
mixtures, project Gnome (1962) 14863

foundation, field technique and inspection,

engineering and design manual (1964)
617

grout fluidifiers, testing, procedures (1965)
14215

shrinkage-resistant grout mixtures, investi-

gation (1962) 21700; (1963) 2231
Grove, D.J., variation of neutral density with

time in C^-stellarator discharges (1963)
14988

Grove, Frank, relief (1963) 17094; (1964) 1905,

2170
Groveland Mine, open-pit iron mining, milling,

and costs (1963) 14501
Grover, Helena M., relief (1961) 18809; (1962)

17167, 18929
Groves, Rees D., copper powder from leach

solutions after precipitation with iron

(1964) 16637
Growth:

children, research programs, studies in prog-
ress (1961) 296, 10088; (1963) 176, 11647;

(1964) 17120; (1965) 17231
equation system and certain other systems

modelling biological objects, USSR
study (1965) 16404
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Growth—Continued
newborn infants, physical development

among native peoples of northern Ob'
region, USSR study (1965) 19736

rate and body weight influence on fasting-
induced changes in nitrogen and elec-
trolyte excretion in rats (1961) 3743

related changes in zinc content of human
blood, USSR study (1964) 16042

stimulants, development and study, USSR
conference, report (1964) 21507

"

stimulation factors from petroleum, USSR
studies (1964) 16207

Growth and Kansas City (remarks) (1961)
19323

Groznensk Petroleum Institute, USSR:
4th scientific-methodical conference, report

(1961) 4437
research, etc (1962) 2630

Grubbs, Eloyse, key new educational media
personnel in public school and library
systems in States, etc., 1962-63 (1963)
17379

Grubs, see names of insects, etc.

Grudnaya khirurgiya (periodical):
excerpts (1962) 12135
translations (1962) 18107; (1963) 6808, 10745

Gruff, R.W., comparison of methods used in
flood-frequency studies for coastal ba-
sins in California (1965) 18217

Grumer, Joseph, exchangeability of synthetic
gases from solid fuels with pipeline nat-
ural gas (1965) 12948

Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.:
group insurance premiums, improper dispo-

sition of refunds, GAO report (1964)
4762

improper charges to Government cost—type
and incentive-type contracts. Navy
Dept., GAO report (1964) 10601

income received from airlines for use of
Government-owned facilities, GAO re-
view (1962) 9716

spare parts, etc., purchased, overpricing,
GAO review (1963) 8317

uneconomical procurement of electronic
equipment under contract with Air
Force, GAO report (1964) 2406

Grun, Susanna, relief (1963) 18981; (1964) 301,
1908

Grunwald, Kalman J., wind-tunnel wall effects,
etc., for V/STOL tilt-wing model with
flap (1965) 14825

Gruskovnjak, Marija, relief (1962) 7134
Gruson, Sydney, relief (1961) 14171; (1962)

13277, 13566
Gruszkos, Janina T., relief (1962) 19054, 20760,

21298
Gruver, William J., nxjdern science and your

child (1963) 19105
Grzybowski, Kazimierz, peaceful settlement of

international disputes in Communist
bloc (1965) 151

GSA, see General Services Administration.
Gschneider, Karl A., jr., rare earths, fraternal

15 (1965) 18963
GSR, see Galvanic skin response.
GTP bulletin (1963) 16642
Guadeloupe Island, weather stations, agree-

ment with France (1961) 2720; (1964)
7778

Guadalupe Mountains, geology (1964) 15949
Guadalupe River and Valley, water and land

resources development, study commis-
sion report (1962) 19027

Guaje Canyon, evaluation of aquifer and well
characteristics of municipal well fields

(1965) 16328

Guam:
acting government secretary, appointment

of—
law (1962) 9159
reports (1962) 9250, 9429

agricultural services, establish

—

hearings (1962) 23361; (1964) 6336
law (1964) 19392
reports (1962) 15355; (1964) 502, 17573,
21188

aircraft accident (1962) 16595; (1963) 9735
algae, fossil and recent (1964) 10640
applicability of automobile information dis-

closure act, clarify, report (1962) 13649
appointment of U.S. nationals to Military

Academy, Naval Academy, Air Force
Academy

—

law (1962)" 20838
reports (1962) 19133, 19292

basaltic and andesitic volcanic rocks, and
relation to rocks of Saipan and Japan
(1963) 15611

benefits for certain Guamanians, amend war
claims act

—

law (1962) 18984
reports (1962) 15171, 17205

census, 1958, retail trade area statistics,
errata (1962) 11184

census of agriculture, 1959, districts (1961)
16329

census of housing, 1960, tenure, rent, plumb-
ing, etc (1963) 1919

bound volume (1964) 1806
census of population, 1960

—

counts and selected characteristics (1961)
20429

general characteristics (1961) 18384
number of inhabitants (1961) 1825

construction authority for customs and im-
migration facilities

—

law (1965) 15442
reports (1965) 8953, 13914

criminal law enforcement, enter interstate
compacts

—

law (1962) 6927
reports (1961) 10280; (1962) 5055

disasters, authorizing Federal assistance

—

hearing (1962) 15279
law (1962) 16728
reports (1961) 16984; (1962) 13438

Federal social security tax guide for employ-
ers (1962) 21859

geology and hydrology of Guam, Mariana
Islands (series) (1963) 10289, 15611,
19316; (1964) 10640, 14340, 19784

geology, marine (1962) 19572
Governor, nomination of

—

Daniel, William P., hearing (1961) 7283
Flores, Joseph, hearing (1961) 1898
Guerrero, Manuel F.L., hearing (1963)
4782

Governor's reports (1961) 7540; (1962) 9764;
(1963) 10311; (1964) 12539; (1965) 6361

labor organizations, reporting, register
(1961) 4783; (1964) 16574

legislative salaries and expenses, payment

—

law (1965) 15454
reports (1965) 13907, 15891

motorboat act of 1958, make applicable

—

hearings (1962) 9399
law (1961) 16598
reports (1961) 8923, 14405

nurses in public health, number and educa-
tional preparation (1965) 8247

organic act, amend

—

laws (1962) 9159; (1965) 15454
reports (1962) 9250, 9429; (1965) 13907,

15891
organic act, text (1961) 5748
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Guam—Continued
petrology of limestones (1964) 14340
petrology of volcanic rocks (1962) 15611
population, 1960 characteristics (1963)

20349
practical nurse training extension act, re-

port (1961) 7095
public school finance programs, 1962-63

(1964) 4637
rehabilitation

—

law (1964) 250
reports (1963) 17112, 17116, 20582

representation in House of Representatives
by Territorial Deputy, report (1961)
18901

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 18912

shipping legislation, hearings (1964) 15596
soils, mineralogy and description of profiles

(1962) 19316
submerged lands, place jurisdiction within

—

law (1964) 263
reports (1962) 15161; (1963) 9862, 19040

Tertiary larger Foraminifera from Guam
(1963) 10289

United States military operations and mu-
tual security programs overseas, report
(1961) 19147

unnecessary costs from use of stateside per-
sonnel in civilian positions at naval in-

stallations, Mariana Islands, GAO re-

port (1965) 4846
urban renewal and housing, authorize public

authority

—

law (1964) 251
reports (1963) 13567, 20583

volcanic rocks, trace elements (1963) 15611
Guam Magnetic Observatory, magnetograms

and hourly values (1963) 20388; (1964)
10115; (1965)8672

Guantanamo Naval Base:
and international law, Cuban study (1962)

18072
excess cost of milk, GAO report (1963) 12201

Guaranties and sureties:
AID quarterly report

—

applications in process (1963) 4129; (1964)
3957

investment guaranties issued (1963) 4128
bonding of employees, annual report, repeal

requirement, report (1961) 8796
Communist countries obligations, prohibit

guaranty by Export-Import Bank, etc.,

hearings (1964) 524
companies acceptable as sureties on Federal

bonds, lists (1961) 13711; (1962) 16198;
(1963) 16635; (1965) 15112

credit insurance and guarantees, clarify
provisions of Elxport-Import Bank act of
1945—

hearing (1961) 18940
law (1961) 18702
reports (1961) 16799, 17007

export credit insurance and guarantee pro-
grams (1963) 14071

Federal guaranties of small business leas-

hearings (1962) 5072
report (1962) 13624

housing investment guaranty program in

Panama, staff survey team report (1964)
10313

informational media, agreement with

—

Guinea (1963) 9406
Pakistan (1964) 9837

international lending and guaranty pro-
gram, staff memorandum (1965) 2014

Guaranties and sureties—Continued
investment agreement with

—

Bolivia (1964) 11637
Central African Republic (1965) 9943
China (1964) 7794
Colombia (1963) 3358
Cyprus (1963) 16586
Dahomey (1965) 16877
Ecuador (1963) 21130
Gabon (1963) 14713
Greece (1963) 13089
Guatemala (1963) 1527
Ivory Coast (1963) 7448
Jamaica (1963) 9422
Jordan (1963) 20171
Kenya (1964) 13479
Korea, Republic (1965) 13293
Laos (1965) 8325
Liberia (1965) 3055
Malagasy Republic (1963) 20176
Malaysia (1965) 18794
Mali (1964) 20835
Mauritania (1965) 8316
Morocco (1964) 3151
Nepal (1963) 16611
Niger (1963) 1555
Republic of Congo (1963) 11325
Sierra Leone (1964) 5701
Somali Republic (1964) 7797
Sudan (1964) 11633
Tanganyika (1964) 3160
Trinidad and Tobago (1963) 9428
Tunisia (1963) 13088
Turkey (1965) 5413
Uganda (1965) 15084
United Arab Republic (1963) 16605
Upper Volta (1965) 18791
Venezuela (1963) 13086
Vietnam (1963) 20187

investment guaranties

—

AID under foreign assistance act, opinion
of Attorney General (1963) 19773

countries where available (1963) 2436,

15655
specific risk, issued through June 1963,

report (1963) 15656
mutual deposit guarantee corporations, tax

exemption

—

hearing (1964) 15805
report (1963) 13580

performance and payment, required under
Miller act, for construction of public
buildings, etc., waive, report (1961)
18850

private investments, agreement with

—

Argentina (1961) 17849
Chile (1961) 11595
Dominican Republic (1962) 18471
Guinea (1962) 18505
Panama (1962) 14622

programmes d'assurance et garantie de cred-

it applicables aux exportations des

Etats Unis (1964) 13824
transit revenue bond guarantee act, hear-

ings (1962) 13668
union safeguards, labor-management report-

ing and disclosure act of 1959 (1963)

18024
Guardian and ward:

State laws governing natural guardianship
and support of minor children (1964)

19037
State laws governing right of miner, 14

years of age or over, to nominate own
guardian (1964) 21928

Guarding United States and its outposts
(1964) 11312
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Guards (persons):
protective service occupations, occupational

outlook (1961) 7905; (1965) 8004
public building, training handbook (1964)

7680
Guatemala:

agricultural production and trade (1961)
19213

agricultural trade agreement (1962) 18507
aid in action, fact sheet (1962) 3492
alliance for progress programs, report on

studv mission (1963) 8023
print as S. doc, report (1963) 20571

background notes (1965) 6920
British Honduras boundary, study (1963)

20153
defense, furnishing articles and services,

agreement (1963) 1542
economy, basic data (1961) 634; (1963) 6588
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14374
import tariff system (1963) 5078
Inter-American Highway agreement (1964)

3158
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

1527
labor conditions (1965) 7985
labor law and practice (1963) 9047
labor organizations, directory (1964) 21376
living conditions (1963) 6601
military mission, status of personnel, agree-

ment (1965) 15070
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12873
Peace Corps program, agreement (1963)

11324
PGT strongly condemns Carlos Manuel

(1963)2866
plant quarantine import requirements (1963)

9551
press evaluation of Francisco Villagran

Kramer (1963) 2693
sending gift packages to (1961) 606
shrimp fisheries, survey (1963) 2292
telecommunications, market for U.S. equip-

ment (1962) 9008
Guatemala City, Guatemala, atomos en accion,

Aug. 28-Sept. 24, 1965 (1965) 13540
Guay, Anneliese F., relief (1961) 8707, 12396,

14039
Guayama, P.R., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 18898
Guayule, Parthenium argentatum, research,

1942-59 (1965) 10092
Gubik formation of Quaternary age in north-

ern Alaska (1964) 10635
Gudeman, Edward, nomination, hearing (1961)

4107
Gudera, Catherine, relief (1962) 13561, 16883,

18937
Gudera, Heinz H., relief (1962) 13561, 16883,

18937
Gudera, Susan, relief (1962) 13561, 16883,

18937
Guenago Anchustegui, Carmen, relief (1961)

10414, 14204, 16546
Guenter Loeser memorial lecture (series)

(1961) 3746-48
Guenther, Kenneth A.:

basic data on economy of Philippines (1964)
8816

economic developments in Philippines, 1962
(1963) 6619

establishing business in Philippines (1964)
8819

licensing and exchange controls in Philip-

pines (1963) 2384
market for U.S. products in Philippines

(1965) 11039

Guernsey cattle, see Cattle.

Guerrero, Manuel F.L., nomination, hearing
(1963) 4782

Guerrilla warfare:
counter-guerrilla operations, readings (1962)

18686
operations against guerrilla forces, FMFM

manual (1963) 1193; (1964) 1394, 16619;

(1965)9527
Philippines, lessons learned 1946-53, facts

for Armed Forces (lecture) (1963) 18534
South Vietnam, 2 months of observation

(1965) 7887
special warfare, U.S. Army, selected articles

(1962) 16374
third challenge, facts for Armed Forces

(1963) 7658
Guerrillas, see Communist guerrillas.

Guest, Raymond R., nomination, hearing (1965)

6048
Guest, S.H., acoustic efficiency trends for high

thrust boosters (1964) 14841
Guevara, Che, speech, Aug. 1961 (1964) 1289
Guhse, Richard D., experimental investigation

of thrust vector control by secondary
injection (1965) 16619

Guia rapida de la AFH para la compra de un
hogar (1965) 16173

Guiana, timber, commercial, present and po-

tential (1962) 8815
Guida, J.A., flexible coaxial cable (1964) 13343
Guidance:

able students, State programs, regulations

(1965) 7585
career exploration, guide for extension

workers (1963) 4371
career guidance for rural youth (1963) 14875
character,

discussion topics, Army pamphlets (1961)

6742; (1962) 14818; (1963) 102, 7668,

18545
field manual (1961) 8358

children in elementary schools (1963) 13852

commitment to youth, progress under na-

tional defense education act, 1958-63,

report (1964) 17913
educational, for stronger schools (1964) 607
educational, in space age, conference pro-

ceedings (1965) 6638
guide lines, careers (1961) 14782-783

help for disabled through vocational reha-

bilitation (1962) 8731; (1963) 9484

military, in secondary schools, suggestions
for teachers, principals and counselors
(1961) 20342; (1962) 22988

national defense education act of 1958, insti-

tutes

—

basic facts (1965) 4658
evaluation of counselor education (1965)

9038
program, 1965-66 (1965) 4659
program, policies and procedures manual

(1965) 14184

NDEIA and higher education (periodical)

(1962) 21641; (1963) 3954; (1964) 3782
provisions and impact of title 5-A (1961)
7334

status report, June 1960 (1961) 7136
suggestions for evaluation of programs
under title 5-A (1961) 17183

training institutes

—

announcements (1961) 4148; (1962) 5103;
(1964) 4628

program, policies and procedures man-
uals (1962) 19435; (1964) 14191

recent trends, Ekiucation Office survey, re-

port (1962) 7283
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Guidance—Continued
report of President's Commission on Status

of Women and report of Committee on
Education, excerpts (1965) 13351

services in elementary school (1963) 376
State departn)ent of education personnel,

directory (1961) 9029; (1963) 19096
underachiever with superior ability (1962)

456
VRA, 15th annual workshop, proceedings

(1963) 9483
VRA workshops, proceedings dealing with

small business enterprises (1963) 16644
workers certification requirements (1963)

15431
workers in State Department of Education

(1965) 490
see also Counselors— Personnel services in

education—Vocational guidance.
Guidance systems:
Ames midcourse navigation and guidance

simulator, investigation of manual sex-
tant-sighting task (1965) 13022

Bomarc subsystems, pricing under Air Force
contract with Boeing Company, GAO
review (1962) 21806

booster, manned guidance and control (1964)
14789

circumlunar mission

—

midcourse guidance using radar tracking
and on-board observation data (1964)
9597

optimal filtering and linear prediction ap-
plied to midcourse navigation system
(1962) 10518; (1965) 14813

circumlunar vehicle, application of statisti-

cal filter theory to optimal estimation of
position and velocity (1962) 22595

contactor control systems, 3d order, with
zeros in their transfer functions, inves-
tigation (1961) 4942; (1963) 11016

continuous prediction of landing point of
low L/D vehicle during atmosphere
re-entry, piloted simulator tests (1961)
8()20

equations for quasi-optimum space maneu-
vers (1964) 18736

guidance of low L/D vehicle entering earth's
atmosphere at speeds up to 50,000 feet
per second (1965) 11485

guidance perturbations for low-thrust Mars
orbiter mission using Snap-8, analysis
(1963) 1278

interplanetary, midcourse guidance problem,
data-adjustment and logic techniques
(1962) 14489

interplanetary navigation and guidance
problem, application of statistical filter

theory (1965) 6743
iterative guidance scheme, application to

lunar landing (1965) 14822
manual backup, for aborting lunar landing

mission (1965) 8107
midcourse guidance for rendezvous with

earth satellites, evaluation of method
(1961) 13522

optical guidance technique for approaches
to atnx)spheric entry with interplane-
tary vehicles, analysis of errors and
requirements (1962) 3380

optimization problems, linear filtering solu-
tion (1961) 6388

optimum velocity change to intercept and
rendezvous (1962) 8500

orbital rendezvous for least fuel and least
energy, analytical study (1962) 8520

reentry of capsule-type vehicle, use of ter-
minal controller "technique (1961) 9589

Guidance systems—Continued
reentry vehicle, aerodynamic skip flight,

approximate solutions of trajectory
equations to control, study (1963) 16397

reference trajectories for lifting reentry at
supercircular velocity (1964) 13247

satellite rendezvous, design philosophy
(1961) 15791

Saturn vehicle attitude resolver computer
error, analysis (1962) 20125

self-adaptive missile, for statistical inputs
(1961) 1292

sensitivity study for various low-thrust
transfers from Earth to Mars (1962)
6297

servo loop design for air bearing inertia!
components (1962) 14466

space vehicle approaching earth, effect of
deadband about desired perigee (1963)
5597

spacecraft (1963) 5545
surface-to-air missile weapon control, engi-

neering design handbook, ORD pamphlet
(1963) 3245

techniques for ballistic missiles (1961) 16141
terminal control techniques for guidance

during direct and skip entries for cap-
sule-type vehicle (1964) 7503

terminal, for lunar landing, error progres-
sion (1961) 13500

testing at Air Force Missile Development
Onter, 1960 (1961) 8336

see also Homing guidance.
Guide books:
ARA overall economic development pro-

grams, guidebook for area redevelop-
ment organizations (1964) 13662

election law, 1964 (1964) 10356
boardinghouses and campsites for motor

tourist, USSR study (1963) 8719
Caucasus coastal resorts (1963) 14160
Commerce Department, agency of business,

promotes economic growth, guidebook
(1965) 17276

contractor's guide to equal employment op-
portunity (1965) 7634

Crimea, USSR (1963) 15710
election law, 1960, print as Senate document,

report (1962) 11574
election law, 1962 (1962) 13550

print as Senate document, report (1964)
8431

foreign countries, pocket guides, list (1961)
21303

Kishinev, Moldavian SSR (1962) 10100
Kuybyshev, RSFSR (1963) 6766
Moscow clubs and houses of culture (1962)

19679
Moscow oblast (region) (1962) 17798
nutrition and food service for nursing homes

and homes for the aged (1965) 18707
occupational information, local, listings

(1962) 21675
Soviet aircraft, recognition guide (1965)

7073; (1965) 17001
step into action, for above-knee amputee

(1963) 9356; (1965) 3003
travelers' handbooks and guides, list (1962)

1881
Yenisey River area, USSR (1963) 10730
see aiso Pocket guides.

Guide cards, file, pressboard. Federal standard
(1964) 688

Guidebooks, see Guide books.
Guided missilemen, see Missilemen.
Guided missiles, see Missiles.

Guidry, Nelson P., graphic summary of world
agriculture (1964) 19090
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Guild of Variety Artists Week, see National
American Guild of Variety Artists
Week.

Guilfoy, Richard F., liquid carbon dioxide
refrigeration in frozen-food trailer
(1964) 8

Guillou, R.B.:

aerial radiometric survey (1963) 14995
Arguello area (ARMS-2) (1965) 11913
Camden-Delaware Valley area (ARMS-II)

(1964) 111
Galveston area (ARMS-2) (1963) 5930
Las Vegas area (ARMS-II) (1964) 4292
Norfolk-Peninsula area (ARMS-II) (1964)

4293
Guinea:

agricultural commodities, agreements (1962)
12720, 18508; (1963) 18332; (1964) 5707;
(1965) 1657, 5409-10, 6928

ambassador, nomination of William Att-
wood, hearings (1961) 7269

defense, agreement (1965) 18792
economic developments, 1961 (1962) 19605
economic, technical, and related assistance,

agreement (1961) 1535
economics and finances (1961) 15287
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 15681
gazetteer, official standard names (1965)

10978
informational media guarantees agreement

(1963) 9406
investment law(1962) 23616
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12874
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

8201
Pan-African and Guinean events reported in

Guinean Democratic Party daily, Hor-
aya, Sept. 4-11, 1962 (1963) 1043

Peace Corps program, agreement (1963) 9412
Portuguese, ethnological studies (1965) 2310
preparing shipments to (1964) 868
private investments, guaranty, agreement

(1962) 18505
Sekou Toure interviewed by Francois Mit-

terand (1962) 8010
social and economic organization of Portu-

guese Guinea, USSR study (1962) 22207
surplus agricultural commodities, agreement

(1962) 22854
telecommunication, radio facilities for trans-

mission of official messages, agreement
(1963) 16587

translations from Sovremennyy vostok
(1961) 10761

Guinea fowl, raising, marketing, etc (1963)
7569

Guinea pigs:

raising (1962) 10834
tissues, histochemical responses to cold

(1965) 8468
Guinean trawling survey (1965) 604
Guinto, Ricardo S., leprosy (1965) 15121
Guira, Elena B., relief (1965) 14013, 15614,

17325
Gula, Martin, agency operated group homes

(1965) 297, 4357
Gulam, Ante, relief (1961) 7212
Gulf, see name of gulf, or place where located.
Gulf Coast:

coast pilot, supplements (1961) 5536; (1962)
6856

coastal warning facilities chart

—

Morgan City, La. to Apalachicola, Fla.,

1965 (1965) 16912
Morgan City, La. to Brownsville, Tex

(1965) 8363

Gulf Coast—Continued
giant Upper Cretaceous oysters (1965) 736
light lists. Little River, S.C. to Rio Grande,

Tex., and Antilles (1961) 3983; (1962)
68.58; (1963) 4641; (1964) 6112; (1965)
7336

port series report (1965) 11370
shrimp data (1964) 3562, 6701; (1965) 3475,

4730, 12448
storm warning facilities chart

—

Morgan City, La. to Apalachicola, Fla
(1962) 22902; (1963) 5770; (1964) 9879

Morgan City, La. to Brownsville, Tex
(1961) 11654; (1962) 12783; (1963) 14777

transportation lines (1961) 1950; (1962)
5134; (1963) 6377; (1964) 6596; (1965)
6143

waterborne commerce (1962) 5135, 19452;
(1963) 19148; (1964) 17958; (1965) 19588

see a/so Gulf States.
Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Ry., accident

(1965) 9311
Gulf Farmer (SS):
launching ceremonies at Avondale Ship-

yards, New Orleans (remarks (1963)
18059

Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, see Intracoastal
Waterway.

Gulf of Alaska, see Alaska, Gulf of.

Gulf of Mexico, see Gulf of.

Gulf of Tehuantepec, see Tehuantepec, Gulf of.

Gulf Shipper (SS):

launching ceremonies at Avondale Shipyards
(remarks) (1964) 7425

Gulf States:
bridges over navigable waters (1961) 19257
coastal plain. Upper Cretaceous strata, cor-

relation with Western interior and Eu-
rope (1964) 18138

commercial fisheries and their needs (1965)
2148

earnings in shellfish processing industry
(1963) 9064

fisheries, annual summaries (1961) 4225;
(1962) 2483; (1963) 2285; (1964) 2335;
(1965) 2146

shrimp canning industry (1963) 13960
strawberry culture (1961) 17908; (1963) 1690
western Gulf of Mexico basins, surface wa-

ter records basins to Dec. 31, 1963, index
(1965) 16318

see also Gulf Coast.
Gulf stream, USSR study (1964) 7139

Gulich, A.R.:

egg grading manual (1964) 11751
poultry grading manual (1965) 18871

Gulkana, Alaska, ground temperature obser-
vations (1965) 18024

Gullies:

causes, control, and prevention. New Eng-
land area (1965) 16943

prevention and control (1962) 43
Gully-control structures, study of early struc-

tures in Colorado Front Range (1961)
6147

Gum, see Gums.
Gum chemicals, see Chemicals.

Gum naval stores, see Naval stores.

Gummed and pressure-sensitive tapes, methods
of testing (1964) 15907

Gums:
formation fundamentals, study of gasoline

storage stability (1964) 13104
turpentines of pine, composition (1961)

11731
wide spacing of slash pine produces early

yields (1962) 5268
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Gums—Continued
yields from slash and longleaf pines, effect

of air temperature (1962) 5267
Gun carriages, elevating mechanisms, ord-

nance engineering design handbook
(1962) 16099

Gun mounts, see Gun carriages.
Gun tubes, design handbook, AMC pamphlet

(1964) 8024
Gunderson, Doris V.:

check list of practices for teaching English
(1963) 364

research in reading at primary level (1963)
19116

research in reading readiness (1964) 600

Gunderson, R.W., frequency tracking square
wave oscillator (1964) 20619

Gunners, Army, selection of anti-tank missile

gunners, status report (1963) 4467
see also Gunner's mates.

Gunner's mates:
electricity, electronics, and hydraulics,

trainee's guide (1962) 18353

G 1 & C, Navy training course (1963) 14630
G 3 & 2, Navy training course (1964) 18847

school, class A course, trainee's guide. Navy
(1964) 3079, 7639

Gunnery:
battery alinement CL type ships (1962)

16091
cannon. Army field artillery (1965) 4238
field artillery digital automatic computer

FADAC (1965) 5593
naval gunfire support, manual (1963) 3045
naval ordnance and gunnery principles

(1965) 6834
small arms ranges. Air Force manual (1963)

9608

Gunnison County, Colo.:

Cebolla Creek titaniferous, iron deposits
(1961) 1231

diamond-drill sample data statistical analysis

(1963) 14508
Gunnison River:

basin, water and related land resources
(1963) 13193

Black Canyon, Curecanti pluton, unusual
intrusive body (1964) 4780

Gunpowder:
ball powder for .30 caliber blank ammuni-

tion, excessive costs in procurement
from Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp., by
Army Dept., GAO report (1965) 7768

combustion theory, USSR study (1961) 4697
Guns:

accelerated reservoir light-gas, design and
operation modifications (1962) 8507

designs for explosive puffing of fruits and
vegetables (1965) 8401

gun series, engineering design handbook,
AMC pamphlet, general (1965) 4236

interior ballistics, engineering design hand-
book (1965) 8512

light-gas gun compression, comparison of

shock and isentropic heating (1965)
13125

polyethylene glycol stabilized wood gun-
stocks in Marine Corps marksmanship
competition, research data and evalua-
tion (1962) 17554

tubes, crack depth leakage flux characteris-
tics in ferromagnetic materials (1961)
9671

see also Firearms—Machine guns—Shot-
guns—Spray guns.

Gunsight Mark 31 Mods 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 etc.,

overhaul (1963)11194
Guppies:

chronic effects of endrin (1962) 15601
effects of DDT chronic exposure (1962) 13834

Gupton, Earl, relief (1961) 10244, 14572, 16555
Gura, Benjamin, Providencia, case study in

economic censuses (1964) 15325
Guralnick, Lillian:

mortality among men 20 to 64 years of
age-

by industry and cause of death (1963)
20114

by occupation level and cause of death
(1963) 20113, 20115

Gurnee, 111., motor carrier accident (1965) 790
Gushard, Foster M., relief (1965) 8756, 13762,

15853
Gustafson, Arthur F., Soviet publications on

numerical prediction for 1962 (1964)
11691

Gustavson, Samuel A.:

mineral industry of

Delaware (1964) 20488; (1965) 19850
Rhode Island (1964) 21705

Gusts, see Winds.
Gut Dam:

claims, agreement with Canada

—

hearing (1965) 16020
text, etc (1965) 12222

Guthrie, Nobel, immunization status of
2-year-old infants in Memphis and Shel-
by County, Tenn (1963) 16509

Guthrie, Robert, phenylketonuria detection in

newborn infant as routine hospital pro-
cedure (1964) 15332; (1965) 7294

Gutierrez Fernandez, Antonio, relief (1962)
15298, 21301; (1963) 6223

Gutowska, Bozena, relief (1964) 6253, 10381,
11989

Guttenberg, Iowa: Mississippi River survey,
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2432
document edition (1962) 2326

Guy, H.P., storm-period variables affecting
stream sediment transport (1964) 10646

Guyandot River:
bank protection project, authorize construc-

tion

—

law (1963) 17051
reports (1963) 15247, 17254

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2202
document edition (1963) 1999

flood control project, hearings (1962) 21566
Justice Reservoir, designate as R.D. Bailey

reservoir

—

hearing (1964) 21211
report (1964) 19468

Gwin, J.W., sr., relief of estate (1964) 6230
Gyalostethus, see Millepeds.

Gymnastics, USSR medicinal, treatment prob-
lems, translations (1962) 15857

see also Horizontal bar.
Gymnodinium brave:
counts of red tide organisms and associated

oceanographic data from Florida west
coast

—

1957-59 (1961) 9149
1960-61 (1964) 4745

distribution and seasonal occurrence on
west coast of Florida, 1954-57 (1965)

4773
occurrence and control, Florida red tide out-

break (1961) 9145
Gynecologists, congress of RSFSR (1961)

10733
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Gyorgak, Charles A., extrusion at tempera-
tures approaching 5000 °F (1965) 18564

Gyorgy Marczell Aerological Observatory,
Hungarian evaluation of Observatory's
importance (1962) 7595

Gyponidae, catalog (1963) 1647
Gypsum:
and products, mineral industry survey,

quarterly (1961) 3449; (1962) 3915;
(1963) 3760; (1964) 3563; (1965) 3476

board products, recommendation of trade
(1964) 5548

census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5465
decomposition in fluidized-bed reactor (1963)

19859
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

12825
minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 19848;

(1962) 20079; (1963) 19834; (1964) 18667;
(1965) 19839

products, production, etc., 1960, preliminary
report (1961) 2496

Gypsy moth, life history and control, picture
sheet (1961) 57

Gypsy Moth Control and Eradication Pro-
gram, State-U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, cooperative, activities (1962) 12871

Gyprocompass:
J-2 gyro magnetic compass components

available in military supply systems,
unnecessary procurement and repair
costs by Army Dept., GAO report (1963)
20724

Kurs type, effectiveness of using attenua-
tion switch, USSR study (1961) 10958

2-degree, with jewel bearings, USSR study
(1961) 10912

Gyropilots, see Aircraft automatic pilots.

Gyroplanes:
commercial pilot flight test guide (1962) 2496
private pilot flight test guide (1962) 2497

Gyroscopes:
GG49, purchased from Honeywell, Inc.,

Aeronautical Division, unreasonable
prices, GAO report (1965) 4849

integrating gyros as torque sources for sat-

ellite attitude control system, study
(1961) 19978

motor, aerodynamic resistance and friction
in axis bearings, determination, USSR
study (1961) 10827

Soviet research (1962) 883
suspension moment about axis of rotation,

mechanics of no movement, USSR study
(1962) 1102

twin-gyro attitude control system for space
vehicles (1964) 16718

two-degree integrating, errors caused by
angular oscillations of its base, USSR
study (1961) 10911

two-degrees-of-freedom, use as satellite yaw
sensor (1964) 7531

Gyroscopic motion of unsymmetrical satellite

under no. 1 external forces (1961) 4918
Gyroscopic recorder, small size for measuring

rolling of ships, USSR study (1961)
10957

H

H bombs, see Hydrogen bombs.
H.E.L., see Human Engineering Laboratories.
H.E.W., see Health, Education, and Welfare

Dept.
H.H.F.A., see Housing and Home Finance

Agency.
H.L. Abbot lock, naming of Old River, La.,

navigation lock, report (1962) 17208

H.O. publications (1961) 727-736, 2063, 4322-32,
6193-6201, 7433-35, 9272-74, 10702-704,
12809-816, 14986-992, 17340-345,
19439-445, 20843-849; (1962) 659-668,
2544-47, 5312-18, 7480-83, 9759-60.
11907, 13889-893, 15650, 17636-643,
19583-587, 21849-853, 24028-35; (1963)
1364, 3201-9

H.S. series (1961) 7436-38
Ha Chow Chui, see Chow Chui Ha.
Haack, Paul M.:
compilation of tree measurement data by

hand or computer (1965) 2159
volume tables for trees in interior Alaska

(1964) 2375
Haas, John T.:

feeder pig pooling, improved marketing
through grading and commingling (1963)
4357

veal calf pooling, improved marketing
through grading and commingling (1963)
16747

Haas, Maddalena, relief (1961) 12187; (1962)
11509, 13256

Haase, Herta, educational data. Federal Re-
public of Germany (1963) 8164

Haase, Kenneth W., persons injured in home
and associated disability (1963) 5686

Haase, Kurt H., symbolic notation applied to
unbalanced ladder networks (1965) 10117

Habeas corpus, applications, amend U.S. code,
report (1964) 10255, 12090

Haber, Lawrence D., disabled worker under
OASDI (1965) 5379

Haberle, Jacob, relief (1961) 10252, 18562,
19003

Habersham County, Ga.:
mineral deposits, exploration (1965) 4230
soil survey report (1963) 14701

Habib, E.J.:

development of range and range rate space-
craft tracking system (1964) 13214

ground operation equipment for Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory (1964) 3007

Habit-forming drugs (1965) 7708
Habitat relations of vertebrates of Sierra

Ancna Experimental Forest (1964) 12479
Hack, John T.:

geomorphology of Shenandoah Valley, etc
(1965) 10991

postglacial drainage evolution and stream
geometry in Ontonagon area, Mich
(1965) 12549

Hackensack River:
navigation channels, maintenance, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1964) 8518
document edition (1964) 8260

Hacker, Paul T., adhesives for sealing metallic
and plastic films for use at liquid-

hydrogen temperatures (1965) 5160
Hacknev, Loneta, relief (1965) 15642
Hackney, Woody W., relief (1961) 12162, 16894,

18491
Hacksaw blades, see Blades.
Hadley, Jarvis B., geology of eastern Great

Smoky Mountains. N.C. and Tenn (1964)
2421

Hadley, Richard F., hydrology of stock-water
development in southeastern Idaho
(1964) 814

Haddock:
fillets-

effects of sub-sterilization doses of radia-
tion on storage life extension, final

summary (1963) 4486
sub-sterilization doses of radiation effect

on storage life (1964) 5988
general information (1965) 18126
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Haddock—Continued
lengrth and age frequency samples

—

Georges Bank and Gulf of Maine landings
(1963) 8283

Georges Bank landings (1963) 8282
line-trawl fishery, Chatham, Mass (1963)

17450
New England fishery biostatistics (1962) 585
New England, proximate analyses (1961)

9143
young, determining age from their scales

(1962)11822
Haddon, William, jr., skiing injuries (1963)

14672
Hadji-Christou, Evanthia S., see Christou,

Evanthia.
Hadjichristofas, Aphrodite, relief (1965) 17504,

19092, 19359
Hadjichristofas, Michael, relief (1965) 17504,

19092, 19359
Hadjichristofas, Paniote, relief (1965) 17504,

19092, 19359
Hadley, James W., Tory H-A, nuclear ramjet

test reactor (1963) 4495
Hady, W.F., friction, wear, and dynamic seal

studies in liquid fluorine and liquid oxy-
gen (1964) 18779

Hady, William F., boundary lubrication char-
acteristics of bearing steel in liquid
oxygen (1963) 5589

Hae, Jung, relief (1962) 13404, 20744, 21270
Haeusserman. Ernst, relief (1962) 15142,

15302, 16710, 17166
Hafnium:

alloys, columbium-hafnium equilibrium dia-

gram (1964) 16642
bimetal-reduced, production (1961) 6297
casting technology (1961) 2515
columbium-hafnium binary alloys for ele-

vated temperature service (1963) 1240
compact, production by iodide method, USSR

study (1964) 2665
content of domestic and foreign zirconium

minerals (1962) 14427
effects on properties of vanadium (1962)

10463
electron-beam purification (1965) 1377
electrorefining (1961) 21193
hafnium-tantalum equilibrium diagram

(1964) 18703
hafnium-vanadium system (1965) 6604
high-purity, analysis by optical emission

spectrography (1964) 7460
lattice parameters relation to friction char-

acteristics in vacuum (1965) 6721
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9566
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 11398,

13465; (1962) 16028; (1963) 16349; (1964)
16648; (1965) 14725

Nigerian high-hafnium concentrate, extrac-
tion of zirconium (1961) 7940

tantalum-carbon, at 2050° C, ternary system
(1965) 9717

vapor pressure of hafnium (IV) iodide by
metal diaphragm technique (1964) 9500

Hafnium carbide:
fused, preparation and evaluation (1963)

19874
heat of formation (1964) 18700
solid solutions, TaC-HfC system, vaporiza-

tion at 2500° to 3000° K (1965) 1466
Hafnium tetrachloride, purification by alkali-

chloride fusion (1962) 1633
Hagarty, J.H., history of Weather Bureau cli-

matological record forms for surface
synoptic and airwav observations (1964)
13529

Hagemann, F.T., carbon-14, measurements in
atmosphere, 1953-64 (1965) 8547

Hagenstein, Perry R.:

location decision for wood using industries
in northern Appalachians (1964) 8680

timber industry opportunities in West Vir-
ginia (1965) 7748

Hagerman National Wildlife Refuge:
birds, list (1964) 6723
general information (1963) 13967

Hagermann, Madeline G., education directory,
1964-65, pt. 1, State governments (1965)
10734

Hagerstown, Md.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

16349
redevelopment area

—

opportunities for economic growth (1965)
143

statistical profile (1962) 13197
Haggard, John V., Quartermaster Corps

inspection (1963) 3306
Hagopian, N., nuclear explosions, timing and

firing system (1964) 121

Hague, John L., standard reference materials,
sources of information (1965) 6778

Hague Conference on Private International
Law.

United States participation

—

hearing (1963) 18943
law (1964) 1973
reports (1963) 20481; (1964) 2216

Hague protocol to Warsaw convention, hear-
ings (1965) 10680

Hahn, A.D., mineral industrv of New Mexico
(1963) 20960

Hahn, G.T., local yielding, etc., of crack under
plane stress (1965) 5372

Hahn, Wilfred J., development of direct freeze
separation process (1965) 18249

Hahne, Gerhard E., vacuum ultraviolet radia-
tion from N-t-- and O-i-- electron re-

combination in high-temperature air

(1965) 13011
Hai-yang yu hy-chao (periodical):

translations (1962) 5684, 5830
Hai Yung Jung, see Jung, Hai Yung.
Haida Indians:

defined, amend act of June 19, 1965

—

hearings (1965) 12185
law (1965) 15478
reports (1965) 8947, 12141

Haidar, Walter:
basic data on economy of

—

Argentina (1963) 10333
French Guiana (1964) 21085

foreign trade regulations of

—

Argentina (1964) 14380
Jamaica (1965) 7355
Mexico (1965) 361

Hail, William J., jr., geology of northwestern
North Park, Colo (1965) 10981

Hail:

cloud-seeding, USSR research, translation
(1963) 17807

development of phenomena over American
SSR (1965) 4956

hailstones of western Great Plains (1961)
21353

spongy, radar reflectivity of storms contain-
ing (1964) 19152

Hainan Island, tropical conditions, articles

(1961) 15182
Haines City Citrus Growers Association, story

(1963) 2240
Haiphong, Vietnam, labor conditions, etc.,

improvement under socialism (1961)

10849
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Haiphong cement plant renovation, North
Vietnam (1961) 7859

Hair, Dwight:
demand and price situation for forest prod-

ucts (1963) 20289; (1965) 48
economic importance of timber in United

States (1963) 14880
Hair, follicles, cyclic changes and their role in

experimental carcinogenesis, USSR
study (1963) 9015

Haise, H.R., pneumatic valves for automation
of irrigation systems (1965) 15171

Haiti:

Dominican Republic boundary, study (1963)
20150

foreign trade regulations (1964) 2454
import tariff system (1962) 21888
labor conditions (1965) 7986
labor law and practice (1964) 2958
labor organizations, directory (1965) 2265
living conditions (1961) 1845()

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12875

trade, interim agreement relating to GATT
(1962) 18500

transfer of military equipment, etc., agree-
ment (1961) 1502

U.S. reciprocal negotiations, concessions
obtained and granted (1962) 16175

Hajime Misaka, see Misaka, Hajime.
Hake:

silver

—

general information (1963) 552
morphometric study (1961) 6068

Halaby, Najeeb E., nomination, hearing (1961)
5880

Haladjian, Marie, relief (1961) 14216
Halazone, for inactivating botulinum toxin,

Polish study (1965) 12746 ,

Halberg, Henry N.:

ground water resources of eastern Arkansas
in vicinity of U.S. Highway 70 (1964)
19802

water resources

—

of Albany-Schenectady-Troy area, N.Y
(1964) 4800

of Utica-Rome area, N Y (1963) 5030
Hald, Helen F., seasonal adjustment factors,

wholesale price index, selected series,

1948-61 (1964) 1375
Haldeman, Jack C, nursing homes, related fa-

cilities, and programs (1963) 15623
Haldeman quadrangle, Ky., geology and re-

fractory clay deposits (1963) 5016
Hale, D.P.:

meteoric flux and density fields

—

about finite attractive center generated by
stream monoenergetic and monodirec-
tional at infinity (1965) 2910

about infinitesimal attractive center, etc
(1965) 5178

Hale, E. A., economic aspects of U.S. albacore
fishing industry (1965) 14295

Hale, Henry B.:

catecholamine excretion in heat-acclimatized
men (1963) 9634

endocrine and metabolic effects of
short-duration hyperoxia (1964) 8001

flying stress in relation to flying proficiency
(1965) 7113

Hale, Mason E., jr.:

monograph of Parmelia subgenus Amphi-
gymnia (1965) 9786

studies on Parmelia subgenus Parmelia
(1964) 18819

Hale, Philip W., shipping containers for ice-

packed poultry (1963) 5830

Hale, Samuel, relief (1961) 19030; (1962) 6906,
20967

Hale County, Tex., geology and ground-water
(1963)6563

Haleakala National Park:
descriptive folder (1961) 9627
general information (1962) 14524; (1964)

11466
Haleck, Max, relief (1961) 14564, 18553
Haleiwa Beach:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 9067
document edition (1965) 8740

Haley, Joseph L., jr.:

crash injury investigation, C-131E (1964)
13494

personnel restraint systems study

—

basic concepts (1963) 11349
CH-47 Vertol Chinook, crash injury evalu-

ation (1964) 21905
CV-2 DeHavilland Caribou (1964) 20854
UH-IA and UH-IB Bell Iroquois helicop-

ters (1965) 1684
Half dollar:

commemorating John F. Kennedy

—

law (1964) 1983
proposal (1964) 1992
report (1964) 2067

Half Moon Bay Harbor, wave action and wave
location, hydraulic model investigation
(1965) 4684

Halfway houses:
delinquent youth (1964) 4359
ex-mental patients (1964) 13508

Halibut:
eastern Bering Sea, open fishing to Japa-

nese, hearing (1963) 8101
Pacific fishery, economic aspects (1963)

10190
steaks, frozen glazed, accuracy of net-

weight determinations (1963) 4947
Halides:

metal, vapor pressure, servomechanical sys-
tem for measuring (1964) 11327

of 65 elements, thermodynamic properties
(1963) 16318

rare-earth, preparation and metallic reduc-
tion (1962) 1643

titanium, thermodynamic values (1961)
19871

yttrium, metallothermic reduction (1963)
16331

Halite, see Salt.

Halkias, Irene N., relief (1964) 6258; (1965)
12074

Hall, Albert W., steep instrument approach
capabilities of C-47 airplane under man-
ual control (1965) 2905

Hall, Dale 0.:

effect of advance growth on ponderosa pine
seedling nwrtality at Challenge Ebcperi-

mental Forest (1963) 19257
reproduction losses from slash disposal at

Challenge Eb<perimental Forest (1963)
19261

Hall, Elizabethe H.:

handbooks, report bibliography (1964) 14166

PERT (program evaluation and review tech-

nique) (1964) 93
Hall, G. L., satellite track computation for

display purposes (1963) 7368
Hall, Jay V., concrete block revetment near

Benedict, Md (1964) 12336
Hall, L.A.:
thermophysical properties of argon from

to 300° K(1964) 14941
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Hall, L.A.—Continued
ultraviolet absorption measurements in

upper atmosphere (1965) 10112
Hail, Milton, staff development, supervisor's

job (1963) 17.539

Hall, Pauline P.:

behavior of liquids on cords for seams of

protective overgarments (1964) 11590
Quarpel application and test methods for

cotton thread (1964) 5671
Hall, Richard, future for cotton in laminated

plastics (1963) 14871
Hall, Robert, sampling of Lynch Creek beryl-

lium-tungsten prospect, Lander County,
Nev (1963) 1252

Hall, Robert J., visual display enhancement
and techniques of color filtering (1964)
9980

Hall, W. J., brittle-fracture propagation (1964)
1576

Hall, William F.:

agriculture in

—

India (1964) 8471
Pakistan (1965) 14172

Hall, Wayne E., geology and ore deposits of
Darwin quadrangle, etc (1963) 2347

Hall County, Nebr., soil survey (1962) 6458
Hall coefficient of superconducting and normal

Nb-25% Zr (1963) 18234
Hall effect:

coefficient and resistivity of Mg2Si single
crystal from 4<'K to 300''K (1961) 16197

devices as magnetometers in cryogenic ap-
plications (1964) 11402

sensitivity indices for Hall generators (1964)
7582

Hall-Gurney oilfield, Russell County, Kans.,
petroleum engineering study (1963) 5476

Hall of Fame, National Aviation, see Aviation
Hall of Fame.

Hall of Honor, Labor Department, dedication
ceremony (remarks) (1964) 13029

Hallam Nuclear Power Facility, geology and
hydrology of site (1963) 2341

Halleck, Charles A, record of press conference
statements for joint Senate-House Re-
publican leadership (1961) 20595; (1962)
21243; (1964) 19535

Haller, Henry C:
analysis of double fin-tube flat condenser-

radiator and comparison with central
fin-tube radiator (1965) 2904

comparison of heat-rejection and weight
characteristics of several radiator
fin-tube configurations (1964) 14898

heat-rejection, etc., characteristics of
fin-tube space radiators (1964) 7535

vapor-chamber fin-tube radiator for
high-power Rankine cycles (1965) 11498

Hallford, Fred, testimony, hearings (1964)
8456

Hallicrafters Co., improper application of
Government's share of vendor credits
for volume discounts under AF con-
tracts, GAO report (1965) 6271

Hallinan, Steven M., relief (1961) 12218, 16940,
18547

Hallock, Hiram, sawing accuracy in circular
mills (1964) 14310

Halloysite:
heat of formation and free energies (1961)

17650
low-temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies at 298.15°K (1961) 19872
Halls, L.K., forage and cattle management in

longleaf-slash pine forests (1964) 13583
Halls, Lowell K., deer browse plants of south-

ern forests (1963) 4980

Hallucinogen, agents, synoptic survey, Israel-
ite study (1962) 19847

Hallucinogen, anticholinergic, psychopatholo-
gy, etc., of psychoses produced, Czecho-
slovak study (1964) 7072

Hallucinogen, hallucinogenic drugs, FDA stu-
dent reiference sheet (1965) 12495

Halma, Minn., ground-water exploration and
test pumping in area (1963) 14033

Halogens:
additive to four oils 1000° F, boundary lubri-

cation analysis (1965) 6735
compounds, microhydrogenation identifying

technique (1963) 1236
dipole moments of some halogenpolyni-

troalcanes, USSR study (1961) 1116
organic compounds, thermochemistry and

photochemistry (1961) 6711
Halogeton glomeratus, control, chemical, influ-

enced bv ecological and physiological
factors (1965) 7047

Halogeton glomeratus, livestock poisoning in

Western States, reducing losses (1963)
14856; (1964) 20915

Halohexadecanoic acids, synthesis (1963)
18233

Halpern, Carl, bibliography of temperature
measurement, Julv 1960-Dec. 1962 (1963)
18190

Halpert, Harold P.:

bibliography of informational publications
issued by State mental health agencies
(1965) 2945

public opinions and attitudes about mental
health (1963) 19968

Ham, Norman D., rotor harmonic airloads, etc

(1965) 15104
Ham, farm-cured, aging as affected by cutting,

and curing, and smoking method (1964)
7954

Hamaker, Frank M., Ames atmosphere entry
simulator and its application to determi-
nation of ablative properties of materi-
als for ballistic missiles (1963) 11006

Hamann, John A., multiple-occupancy ware-
houses for poultry and egg wholesalers
(1964) 7929

Hamareneh, Sami, history of Division of Medi-
cal Sciences (1964) 21801

Hamarneh, Fares S.S., relief (1961) 14561,
18558

Hamburg, (^rmany, October test shipment of

Florida grapefruit from Tampa (1963)
9533

Hamel, Harvey R.:

job tenure of American workers (1964) 5447
labor force status of youth (1965) 18407

Hamer, Harold A.:

error analysis of several methods of deter-

mining vehicle position in earth-moon
space from simultaneous onboard opti-

cal measurements (1963) 12878

manual procedure for determining position

in space from onboard optical measure-
ments (1965) 2866

trajectory entry conditions at lunar sphere
of influence for application to near-moon
trajectory and impact conditions (1963)
14563

Hamer, James Kim, see Kim Hyoung Geun.

Hamer, Walter J., standard cells, their con-
struction, maintenance, and characteris-
tics (1965) 5251

Hamerschlag, Robert W.:
economic developments in United Kingdom

(1963) 8402
economy of United Kingdom (1963) 6614
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Hamerschlag, Robert W.—Continued
establishing business in United Kingdom

(1964) 12554
Hamilton, Alexander:
contributions to American history (address)

(1963) 14754
establish former dwelling house as national

memorial

—

law (1962) 11275
reports (1962) 9336, 9443

Hamilton, James E., effect of observer eleva-

tion on moon illusion (1965) 17028
Hamilton, Martin A., multiple comparison pro-

cedures (1965) 12510
Hamilton, Robert W., jr.,:

carbon dioxide, oxygen, and acidity, interac-
tion, effects on breathing, factors in

arterial blood (1965) 10120
continuous sampling of arterial blood of

unanesthetized animals (1965) 5565
Hamilton, Warren:
Columbia River basalt in Riggins quadran-

gle, western Idaho (1963) 2342
diabase sheets of Taylor glacier region,

Antartica (1965) 12542
geology and petrogenesis of Island Park

caldera of rhyolite and basalt, eastern
Idaho (1965) 12550

metamorphism in Riggins region, western
Idaho (1963) 20735

type section of Beacon sandstone of Antarc-
tica (1963) 19318

Hamilton, Ohio:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16399
standard metropolitan statistical area, ten-

ure, rooms, condition and plumbing, etc

(1962) 20591
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9087

center for older people, education and com-
munity organization for aging (1961)
12551

Hamilton County, Kans., soil survey (1962)
1817

Hamilton County, Nebr., ground-water re-

sources and chemical quality (1962) 7475
Hamilton County, Tenn., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1961) 1557
Hamilton Grange National Memorial:
establish

—

law (1962) 11275
reports (1962) 7201, 9336, 9443

Hamilton Standard Division, United Aircraft
Corp., costs from indirect procurement
of transmitters, GAO report (1965) 717

Hamiltonian functions, see Equations.
Hamlet, N.C.:

railroad accident (1965) 14473
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13154
Hamm, Harry, trip to Communist China, Ger-

man articles (1965) 7851, 7918, 7924
Hammarskjold, Dag, 4-cent commemorative

stamp (poster) (1962) 22710
Hamme tungsten district, geologic setting

(1963) 15602
Hammel, H.T.:

thermal and metabolic measurements on
reindeer at rest and in exercise (1963)
1751

thermal and metabolic response of Kalahari
Bushmen to moderate cold exposure
(1964) 4243

Hammer, Charles H., coding updated alpha-
numeric information in individual
and group displays (1965) 8537

Hammer, J.J., volume recombination of cesium
ions (1964) 5725

Hammerman, Herbert:
case studies of displaced workers, experi-

ences after layoff (1964) 16610
paper, Nov. 1, 1962 (1963) 1182

Hammers, hydraulic, for stamping parts, new
creation, USSR study (1965) 14561

Hammond, Alexander D., aerodynamic charac-
teristics of spoiler-slot-deflector control
on 45° sweptback wing-fuselage model
(1964) 1464

Hammond, Bayard L., research on guayule,
Parthenium argentatum, 1942-59 (1965)
10092

Hammond, Joseph, relief (1962) 19044, 20806,
21318

Hammond, Leigh H., feasibility of expanding
sweetpotato canning industry in South
(1963) 11458

Hammond, Nora M., relief (1961) 10241

Hammond, Ind.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 6791
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 17170
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13958
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16446, 18367
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20589

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4792

Hammond, La., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13217
Hammons, Donald R., cattle killing-floor sys-

tems and layouts (1964) 9952
Hamori, Laszlo, relief (1961) 8706, 16908,

18506
Hampton, E.R.:

geologic factors that control occurrence and
availability of ground water in Fort
Rock Basin, Lake County, Oreg (1964)

19783
geology and ground-water resources of Up-

per Grande Ronde River basin. Union
County, Oreg (1964) 8776

ground water in coastal dune area near
Florence, Oreg (1963) 5031

Hampton, Norman F., rail-highway grade-
crossing accidents for year ended Dec. 31,

1963(1965)6384
Hampton, Robert E., nomination, hearing

(1961) 14753
Hampton, Va.:
census of business, 1963 major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13579
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13978
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18843

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4802

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 17601; (1962)
22431; (1963) 16286; (1964) 18635; (1965)
16558

document editions (1961) 16619; (1962)
20942; (1963) 15177
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Hampton Creek:
engineers report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12405
document edition (1965) 12061

Hampton National Historic Site, general in-

formation (1964) 14971
Hampton Roads, Va.;

port, harbor conditions, etc (1961) 12595
tide calendars (1961) 3305; (1962) 4382

Hamza, Vladimir:
numerical evaluation of ion-thrustor optics

(1963) 11042
numerical solution of axially symmetric

Poisson equation, theory and applica-
tion to ion-thruster analysis (1963)
12859

Han-ch'uan Hsien, China, brief gazetteer,
translation (1963) 802

Han, Linus, relief (1964) 14033, 21111
Han, Sang Man, relief (1961) 12392, 14235,

18467
Han Sol-ya, and his literature (1961) 2175
Han Sor-ya, literary works, contributions to

modern Korean literature (1961) 893
Hancock, Claire:

children and neglect, hazardous home condi-

tions (1963) 19155
Spanish edition (1965) 6149

Hancock, Eugene A., testimony, hearings
(1964) 6526

Hancock, Glendal W., relief (1962) 11339;
(1963) 7908

Hancock, J.C:
information transfer efficiency of wideband

communications systems

—

pt. 2, binary communication systems using
wideband signals (1963) 7595

pt. 3, Wideband communication system
(1963) 9598

Hancock, Krvstvna S., relief (1965) 13768,

15867
Hancock County, Tenn., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1961) 13708
Hancock County, W. Va., coal, preparation

characteristics (1964) 14746
Hanczaryk, Edwin W., expanding employment

in service industries (1965) 10138
Hand, J.E., aerial radiological monitoring sys-

tem, pt. 3, electronic processing of

Arms-H data (1965) 17083
Hand, Mich., railroad accident (1962) 11953
Hand County, S. Dak., soil survey (1963) 13052
Hand, see Hands.
Hand-in-glove, American exports in American

ships (1961) 332
Hand tools:

basic. Navy training course (1963) 9265
bends component leads accurately (1965)

11452
census of manufactures, 1958, industrv re-

port (1961) 5468
change (1961) 5469

facilitates extraction of circuit modules
(1965) 14795

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging (1962) 7237; (1964) 12290

supplements (1963) 36.53; (1964) 3471;

(1965) .3373

Federal supply schedules (1961) 1984, 10614
general use, for Air Force, review of pro-

curement and storage by General Serv-
ices Admin.. GAO review (1962) 7460

power-driven

—

current industrial reports (1962) 2178
industry, outlook for 1962 and review of

1961 (1962) 4670
industry, trends (1962) 9013

stores stock catalog (1965) 14269-270
use and care, technical manual (1961) 3784

Handbags, self-closing, squeeze-type coin
purses (1962) 12757

Handbooks:
cataloged by ASTIA, report bibliography

(1964) 14166
Federal, index, supplements (1962) 3934;

(1963) 3778; (1964) 3585; (1965) 3500
see a/so names of departments, etc., issuing

handbooks

—

also subjects.

Handford, John F., basic data on economy of

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland
(1963) 5083

Handicapped:
ability counts, program guide for women's

groups (1964) 21665
ambulatory, standards providing access to

buildings (statement) (1962) 10391
automation implications, summaries of read-

ing materials and training projects
(1965) 6533

books for retarded readers, list (1962) 21639
child and doctor (1962) 20642
child, relationship of doctor in treating

(1965) 13657
children

—

and youth, organization and implementa-
tion of programs (1964) 17920

blind, etc., home and school programs,
developments and trends (1963) 19121

education

—

hearing (1965) 10699
facilities and equipment, selected refer-

ences (1963) 20642
grant program for preparation of profes-

sional personnel in education (1964) 6567
purpose, policies and procedures (1965)

16094
program for preparation of professional
personnel in education (1964) 19637

research and demonstration projects in

education, grants-in-aid program (1964)

6568; (1965) 6116
special education

—

programs (1965) 10749
teacher shortage (1965) 4666

special services (1963) 13111
visually, directory of special school pro-

grams, fall 1964 (1965) 4645
chronic conditions causing limitation of ac-

tivities, U.S. statistics, July 1949-June
1961 (1962) 24075

coordinator's scoreboard, review of place-

ment (1965) 19023
effects of technology and automation on

employment (paper) (1962) 20052

employment

—

accomplishments of President's Commit-
tee, 1947-62 (1962) 22423

Advisory Council of President's Committee
on Employment of the Handicapped,
special report to the President (1964)

20431; (1962) 8322
discrimination and ethics (remarks) (1962)

12336
employment and results of automation

(address) (1962) 8321

mentally handicapped (group discussion)

(1962) 12337
new dimensions in services to applicants
(remarks) (1964) 18619

practices, etc., of Federal Government
(address) (1963) 18730

program guide (1961) 15697
program, support from community com-

mittees (remarks) (1962) 1572
progress in past 15 years (remarks) (1962)

22425
recommended policy (1961) 21137
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Handicapped—Continued
employment—Continued

regulations under Fair labor standards
act (1963) 16653; (1965) 5460, 15136

role of volunteer in Governors' committees
(speech) (1962) 15974

selection on merit and ability (remarks)
(1961)6241

sheltered workshops under Fair labor
standards act (1961) 11651; (1962) 14684;
(1964) 11681; (1965) 13335

speakers handbook (1964) 7371
workshops, 1961 directory (1962) 12777

grants as instrument of national concern
(address) (1965) 11001

handicapped

—

as automobile drivers (1965) 8240
in our democracy (address) (1963) 13327

help open the doors, suggested changes in

public buildings (1964) 11266
housing for, direct loans (1965) 6357
housing, include in loan program for elderly

hearing (1964) 392
how community benefits from abilities of

handicapped workers, 1963 report theme
contest, 11th- and 12th-grade school

students (1962) 12333
how handicapped are overcoming barriers to

employment in my community, 1965 re-

port theme contest, 11th and 12th grade
students, announcement (1964) 11251

how handicapped workers in community
prove that ability counts, 1964 report
theme contest, llth-and 12th-grade stu-

dents, announcement (1963) 9034
industry, reading list (1962) 10386
inventories of jobs in business and industry

that can be filled by qualified handi-
capped men and women (address) (1962)
13123

job and independence, reading list (1962)
10388

jobs for handicapped, program guide (1962)
20036

pathways to action (1963) 18029
steps to action (1965) 18395

jobs for mentally handicapped (address)
(1962) 23932

librarians can help the handicapped who
have low incomes (1965) 11336

minimum wage amendments, hearings (1965)
16040

National Ability Counts Contest, announce-
inent (1963)'ll57

no more architectural barriers (1965) 9988
older workers, vocational rehabilitation

(1963) 13112
operation-volunteers, program to help (1963)

10889
people's attitude toward the disabled (ad-

dress) (1965) 11335
performance, story of the handicapped

(1961) 3369; (1962) 4165; (1963) 4014;
(1964) 3845; (1965) 3762

persons, employment under Fair labor
standards act (1962) 3556

physically

—

clothes for homemaker (1961) 9879
design features to make buildings and in-

stallations accessible to and usable by,
engineering manual (1962) 21683

rehabilitation in homemaking activities,

proceedings of workshop (1964) 3186
schools, surplus property donation, clarify
law

—

law (1962) 23186
reports (1962) 21082, 21465

physically and mentally, milieu rehabilita-
tion (1963) 14768

Handicapped—Continued

President's Committee on Employment of the
Handicapped, general information (1962)

20038; (1964) 18620
President's Committee on Employment of the

Physically Handicapped

—

general information (1961) 19818
minutes of meetings, 1961 (1961) 17598

publicity handbook, program guide 1964-65
(1964) 18618

rehabilitation-special education cooperation
on prevocational programs, conference
proceedings (1963) 20225

reservoir of talent (address) (1963) 18730
selected impairments by etiology and activi-

ty limitation, U.S. statistics, July
1959-June 1960 (1962) 18417

selective placement, hiring according to abil-

ities (1963) 18735
special education and vocational rehabilita-

tion services, expand

—

hearings (1961) 18942; (1962) 11449
report (1962) 16944

State committee organization and financing,

guide to committee service to and em-
ployment of the handicapped (1965) 1274

supervisor's role in selective placement
(1962) 11208

vehicle walks on varied terrain, can assist

handicapped persons (1965) 1434
vocational rehabilitation and employment of

disabled (address) (1964) 11244
war against poverty is simultaneously war

against disability (remarks) (1965) 9859
what handicapped workers are contributing

to my community, 1966 report theme
contest, 11th and 12th grade students,
announcement (1965) 9496

workmen's compensation and the physically
handicapped (1962) 6187

errata (1962) 8315
workshops in front lines preparing handi-

capped for competitive employment (re-

marks) (1965) 18394
see also Disabled.

Handicapped Children and Youth Division,

special education personnel, directory
(1965) 7580

Handicraft:
bibliography (1963) 11272, 21105; (1964)

18943
Indian handcraft series (1964) 2439
industries. Communist China (1961) 2282
industry in socialist reorganization of Com-

munist China (1962) 12146

Lhasa's industry growth. Communist China
study (1961) 878

North Vietnam industry, reform and devel-

opment (1961) 4442
production firms, Hanoi, North Vietnam,

registration (1961) 2120
quill and beadwork of western Sioux (1962)

19588
spruce root basketry of Alaska Tlingit

(1963) 15632
Handling and storage of liquid propellants

(1961) 12542; (1963) 13834
corrections (1964) 4597

Handling and storing soft corn on farm (1961)

69; (1965) 7025
Handling equipment:

aircraft

—

ground. Federal item identification guides
for supply cataloging supplements
(1962) 9511; (1963) 3660; (1964) 3478,

12297; (1965) 3372, 3380
support equipment, general handling &

safety manual (1963) 11193
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Handling equipment—Continued
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 1799
citrus fruit, improved place-packing station

(1961) 11665
country elevators, pea bean studies (1961)

11712
hydrogen, handbook, supplement (1962)

14791
liquid and gaseous helium, design handbook

(1964) 5870
livestock facilities, safety-checking to re-

duce losses (1962) 19456
machines solve problems in oyster plants

(1962) 15588
materials

—

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging, supplements (1962) 7236;
(1963) 3652; (1964) 3470, 12289

Navy maintenance manual (1962) 8702
meat, plastics for construction (1963) 13159
mobile, for ammunition and explosives (1962)

18364
petroleum, technical manual (1965) 17046
seed processing and treating (1961) 5250
self-balancing beam permits safe, easy load

handling under overhang (1964) 9561
storing, transfer, etc., of liquid hvdrogen,

handbook (1961) 5304A
weight, and service craft, design manual

(1962) 14703
Handling groceries from warehouse to retail

store shelves (1961) 9891
Handling hazardous materials (1965) 19892
Handling qualities and operational problems

of large 4-propeller STOL transport
airplane (1963) 5599

Handling qualities experience with several
VTOL research aircraft (1961) 7994

Hands:
immersion in cold water, effects on digital

blood flow (1964) 20955
longshore safety, take them home with you

(1961) 7886
suturing nerves of hand and fingers, func-

tional results, USSR study (1965) 4953
see also artificial limbs.

Handsheets, tensile properties, effect of re-

straint during drying (1964) 18079
Handwriting:

analysis and code of criminal procedure.
West Germany (1964) 10816

crime detection with aid of script analysis,
Switzerland (1962) 7524

Italian and French articles on reporting
handwriting analysis (1962) 7551

see also Penmanship.
Hanel, Rudolf A.:

exploration of atmosphere of Venus by sim-

ple capsule (1964) 14839
infrared horizon of planet earth (1963)

18146
probe which enters atmosphere of Mars

(1964) 3008
radiative equilibrium in planetary atmos-

pheres, application of strong line ab-
sorption law to atmosphere of Venus
(1964) 18742

Hanes, John K., organization of wholesale
fruit and vegetable markets in Minneap-
olis-St. Paul, and Duluth-Superior (1964)
5838

Hanes Corporation, citation, "E" award for
excellence in exports (remarks) (1965)
10337

Haney, George E.:

problems and trends in migrant education
(1963) 20639

Haney, (ieorge E.—Continued
selected

—

references on migrant education and mi-
gratory labor (1963) 6343

State programs in migrant education
(1963) 19118

Haney, Glenn P., revised shortleaf pine bibli-

ography (1963) 8303
Hanford, Calif., isotope production plant engi-

neering study (1964) 8057
Hanford reactors, see Reactors (atomic).
Hanford Works, savings attainable by discon-

tinuing nonessential bus transportation
services, GAO report (1965) 14400

Hangars:
aircraft, doors, commercial standard

—

(1961) 3824, 11829
errata (1961) 13846

Air Force, pumping station for fire protec-
tion, engineering manual, change (1964)
4667

doors

—

full group power-operated horizontal slid-

ing type, standard of trade (1963) 7728
partial group power-operated horizontal

type, standard of trade (1963) 7727
power-operated unbraced-canopy type,
standard of trade (1963) 7729

Hangartner, Hans, relief (1961) 8666, 12090,
12388

Hangchow, China, travel handbook, general
information (1965) 1005

Hanish, S.:

analytic formulas for acoustic pressure dis-

tribution between spherical transducer
and concentric spherical baffle (1964)
18859

Neliac program for calculating

—

prolate radial spheroidal wave functions
(1965) 13139

spheroidal wave function eigenvalues and
expansion constants (1965) 13140

numerical computation of radiation imped-
ance of zonal arravs on hard prolate
spheroidal bafl^e (1965) 14951

wave functions, digital computer program

—

prolate radial spheroidal, calculating
(1964) 13326

spheroidal eigenvalues, calculating (1964)
13324

Hankel functions, see Bessel functions.
Hanks, Robert W., soft-shell clam (1964) 10554

Hanlon, Frederick R., ten-year chronology of

U.S. Court of Military Appeals, 1951-61
(1963) 4799

Hann, Louis W., relief (1965) 17495, 19088,
19343

Hanna, Norman E., active list of permissible
explosives and blasting devices ap-
proved before Jan. 1, 1965 (1965) 5077

Hanna, William, proceedings of Nuclear Pro-
pulsion Conference (1963) 18592

Hanna, M.A., C^., contract DMP-51 with GSA,
GAO audit report (1961) 9234

Hanna Mining Co.:

contract DMP-49 with GSA, GAO audit re-

port (1961) 9234
open-pit iron mining, milling, and costs

(1963) 14501
Hanna Nickel Smelting (3o., contract DMP-50

with GSA, GAO audit report (1961) 9234
Hannah, Margery E., factors affecting accura-

cy of position fix for lunar trajectories
(i964) 7539

Hannan, P.J.:

effect of high magnetic fields on respiration
and photosynthesis in algae (1965) 13166
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Hannan, P.J.—Continued
feasibility of oxygen production by algae

for nuclear submarines (1964) 5602
Hannaway, P.H., effects of energetic photon

irradiation on germanium (1965) 8488
Hannibal, Mc, retirement income of the aging,

hearings (1962) 19367
Hannifin, Rieck B., Communist infiltration in

Latin American educational systems
(1965) 4612

Hannon, John P.:

comparative physiology of temperature reg-

ulation (1963) 13209
effects of cold acclimatization of liver di-

and triphosphopyridine nucleotide (1963)
11498

seasonal variations in blood volume, etc., of

Husky dog (1963) 14910
Hanoi, North Vietnam:
census figures (1961) 7819
history since 1954 (1961) 19735
history, translation (1961) 15177
life, articles (1961) 898
public order and sanitation, regulations

(1962) 8222
registration of industrial and handicraft

production branches (1961) 2120
Hanover, James W., clonal variation in west-

ern white pine, graftability (1963) 6486
Hanover, N.H.-Norwich, Vt., Interstate School

District:

establishment, granting consent of Con-
gress

—

law (1964) 257
report (1963) 17108, 20594

Hanrahan, D.J., three-phase static inverter
with waveform synthesis (1963) 18235

Hansen, Hans E.T., relief (1961) 6998, 8896,
10165

Hansen, Henry A., waterfowl report, Alaska,
1961 (1964) 2333

Hansen, K.F., multi-group diffusion methods
(1963) 1835

Hansen, P.A.:

his theory of satellite orbit calculation as
modified by Musen (1964) 5524

modification of his lunar theory (1963) 12868

Hansen, Q. Marion, inertial navigation errors
during reentry to earth's atmosphere
(1963) 11052

Hansen, Russell K., relief (1963) 13511; (1965)
10432

Hansen, Wallace R.:

Black Canyon of Gunnison, today and yes-
terday (1965) 14410

Curecanti pluton (1964) 4780
effects of earthquake of Mar. 27, 1964 at

Anchorage, Alaska (1965) 19673
geology of Flaming Gorge area, Utah-

Colo.-Wyo (1965) 10992
stratigraphy and structure of Rainier and

USGS tunnel areas, Nevada Test Site

(1963) 19315
Hansen, Warren G., farming practices and

concentrations of fission products in

milk (1964) 16833
Hansen Air Activities, accident (1965) 5723
Hansen's disease, see Leprosy.
Hansford County, Tex., natural gas, low tem-

perature phase equilibria (1963) 3099
Hansley, Margaret W.:
education directory, higher education

—

1961-62, pt. 3 (1963) 373
1962-63, supp (1964) 2270

Hanson, A.A.:
grass varieties in U.S. (1965) 15179
summer annual forage grasses in United

States (1963) 4348

Hanson, Ardell M., accident (1963) 14076
Hanson, C.H.:
performance of two-clone crosses in alfalfa,

etc (1964) 5864
relative performance of alfalfa varieties, etc

(1964) 5859
saponin content of alfalfa (1963) 11434
variation in coumestrol content of alfalfa as

related to location, variety, cutting,
year, stage of growth, and disease (1965)
10095

Hanson, Lincoln F., guide to programmed in-

structional materials, 1963 (1963) 17384
Hanson, Morgan P., filament-wound glass-

reinforced plastics and liners for cry-
ogenic pressure vessels (1965) 8121

Hanson, Perry W.:
aerodynamic damping, etc., of aeroelastic

model of Saturn 1 block H launch vehi-

cle (1965) 8100
aerodynamic damping of Saturn SA-1 model

vibrating in 1st free-free bending mode
(1963) 19926

flutter of very low aspect-ratio flat plate
surfaces, etc (1963) 21002

Hanson, Walter H., relief (1961) 12181; (1962)
4996, 6892

Hap Hawkins Lake, naming waters impounded
from Clark Canyon Dam, reports (1962)
17209; (1963) 13711

Hara, Elie, relief (1961) 8720, 12084, 12383
Harap, Henry, teacher preparation, 5-year

programs (1963) 13868
Harbeck, Richard M.:
aerospace career and scholarship informa-

tion (1963) 4824
aerospace periodicals for teachers and pu-

pils (1963) 13864
Harbin Industrial University, ten years devel-

opment. Communist China (1961) 15668
Harbor workers, see Longshoremen.
Harbors:

Atlantic Coast, waterborne commerce (1961)

7354; (1962) 11730, 21697
customs code classification, schedule D

(1962) 13091; (1963) 11641
facilities. Navy design manual (1964) 3201,

20893; (1965) 5488
facilities design, Yards and Docks Bureau

manual (1962) 14699; (1963) 1600
flood control

—

and multi-purpose projects, public works
authorizations

—

hearings (1965) 7546, 10703, 12349
reports (1965) 14086, 17609, 17642, 19270

hearings (1963) 301, 13667, 15330, 17183
Great Lakes, waterborne commerce (1962)

5136
Gulf Coast, Mississippi River system, and

Antilles, waterborne commerce (1962)
19452

harbors and rivers

—

flood control, omnibus bills, 1965, hearings
(1965) 15831, 17734

miscellaneous bills, 1964, hearings (1964)
17663

miscellaneous legislation, hearings (1961)
20584

Pacific Coast, waterborne commerce (1961)
4168

public works for navigation, etc

—

hearings (1962) 21566
law (1962) 23274
reports (1962) 21141, 21148, 21180, 21190,
21500

river and harbor act of 1962, amend, report
(1964) 19470

selected, climatology (1961) 16047
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Harbors—Continued
small boat, developing in 6 Oregon counties,

study (1965) 7134
waterborne commerce (1963) 19148-150;

(1964) 626. 17958, 19661, 21281; (1965)
525. 16130, 19588-589

world port index (1963) 18217
see also names of harbors, or places where

located.

Harcourt, Brace & World, testimony of Wil-
liam Jovanovich, president, hearing
(1962) 15449

Harcsik, Tibor, relief (1964) 292
Hard, John S.:

frost damage to red pine conelets (1963)
6512

vertical distribution of cones in red pine
(1965) 655

Hard compounds of refractory metals (1962)
16062

Hard-core unemployment and poverty in Los
Angeles (1965) 15230

Hard of hearing, see Deaf.
Hard wheat, see Wheat.
Hard woods, see Hardwoods.
Hardaway, George D., study of water yield

from Santa Fe River watershed (1963)
10240

Hardboard, see Pulpboard.
Harden, C.S., mass spectra of positive and

negative ions in nitrous and nitric ox-

ides (1965) 2901
Harden, Sharon L., relief (1961) 12209; (1962)

5006, 6902
Hardhead (alloy):

filtration process for recovery of tin (1964)
20505

recovering tin from, by selective oxidation
of iron, effective refining methods (1961)
7945

Hardie, G.:

feasibility of using scintillating fibers for
low energy beta counting (1965) 17101

reasonance integrals of Re and Tm (1965)
8550

Hardin County, 111., Ozark-Mahoning Co.,

fluorspar mining methods and costs
(1961) 2478

Hardin County, Tenn.:
forest inventory statistics (1963) 3379
soil survey report (1963) 18319

Harding, FVancis D.:

attitudes and career intentions of Air Force
Officer Training School students (1963)

63; (1965) 4195
career experiences of AFIT classes of 1955

and 1956 (1963) 9625
electronic engineer job types in Air Force

Systems Command (1964) 13634
Markov chain theory applied to prediction

of retirement rates (1964) 15235
prediction of retirement of Air Force officers

(1963) 4403
Harding, Lowry W., reading instruction in

Armed Forces, teaching guide (1964) 556
Harding, Paul L., Florida oranges, forecasting

quality and pounds-solids (1964) 9911
Harding County. S. Dak.:
geology and uranium deposits in Cave Hills

area (1965) 12545
uranium investigations in Cave Hills area

(series) (1965) 12545
Hardison. C.H.:

low-flow frequency curves, stream-gaging
stations in eastern U.S. (1963) 14035

water supply characteristics of streams in

the Delaware River basin and southern
New Jersey (1964) 824

Hardness:
component differential hardnesses effect

on

—

residual stress and rolling-contact fatigue
(1965) 6715

rolling-contact fatigue and load capacity
(1965) 6702

Knoop indentations, replica electron micro-
scopic method for measuring (1963) 9119

low-alloy steel, isothermal transformation
and hardenability, effect of uranium
(1964) 18697

Hardrath, Herbert F., NASA research on ma-
terials applicable to supersonic trans-
ports (1964) 20566

Hardware:
builders', engineer manual (1962) 5129;

(1965) 515
appendix 1. samples on file in D.C (1962)

5130; (1963) 430; (1964) 6592, 19656
builders' samples on file in Washington,

D.C, chart (1964) 1648
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5468-469
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9509; (1963) 3658;
(1964) .3476, 12295; (1965) 3378

Federal supply schedule (1961) 6031
retailing (1964) 13444

Hardware stores, see Stores.
Hardwick, William R.:

block-caving copper mining methods and
costs at Miami mine (1965) 19841

mining methods and costs. Inspiration Con-
solidated Copper Co. open-pit mine, Gila
County, Ariz. (1963) 7210

open-pit copper mining, etc., American
Smelting & Refining Co. (1963) 9113

Hardwoods:
additional pulp and paper mills in Tennessee

Valley, comparative data (1961) 17866
all-aged northern, age-size relationships

(1962) 608
benches, design (1963) 17478
burning does not control on shortleaf pine

sites in Cumberland Plateau (1964)
14308

butt-log grade improvement with increase in

tree size (1965) 12514
Coastal Plain loblolly pine stands, pre-

scribed burning for control (1961) 7496
cove, species composition changes under in-

dividual tree selection cutting (1965)
14373

cull development under all-aged management
of stands (1964) 788

cull trees, methods and costs of killing

(1963) 4979, 8291
cull, what happens after heavy cutting in

mixed stands? (1964) 8648
decorative or imitation products, misbrand-

ing, etc., protect consumer hearings
(1961) 20578

decorative or simulated products, misbrand-
ing, etc., protect consumers, hearing
(1962) 13669

deer browsing in Northeast (1965) 12516
dense, nailing (1964) 18055
doors, veneered, standards of trade (1962)

9003, 18760
epicormic branching in north Louisiana Del-

ta (1964) 18077
forest litter in southern Appalachians, rain-

fall interception (1964) 14332
forests of South, use, protect, manage (1965)

14361
industry, enthusiam, hard work, and brains

will pay off (remarks) (1962) 21759
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Hardwoods—Continued
introducing: white pine into poor-site stands

in West Virginia (1961) 20778
labeling act, hearings (1962) 13669; (1964)

6364, 6500
Lake States, feasibility of using for news-

print and other pulp and paper products
(1961) 10668

laminated block flooring, standard of trade
(1963) 7730

log grading, guide (1963) 10211; (1965) 12498
logging slash deterioration in South (1965)

7048
logs, sawing effect of defect placement and

taper setout on lumber grade yields
(1961) 19360

logs, simplified procedure for developing
grade lumber (1965) 10924

lumber, cargo, tariff requirement, restore,
report (1965) 19460

measuring light in uneven-aged stands
(1962) 5229

mountain, managing, 10 year appraisal
(1961) 12737

nectria canker (1964) 18044
neutral sulfite semichemical pulps, 2-stage

nonchlorination bleaching (1964) 18057
northern

—

Bartlett Ebcperimental Forest, develop-
ment of 2d growth, 25 year record (1961)
20779

comparative site indices in Green Moun-
tains of Vermont (1962) 23572

demonstration of 4 intensities of manage-
ment (1963) 15580

epicormic branching in young trees (1963)
20702

hemlock stands, porcupine winter feeding
activity (1963) 15563

interception of precipitation (1962) 611
leaf fall, humus depth, and soil frost inter-

relationships (1963) 6490
old-growth, development on Bartlett Ebc-

perimental Forest (1961) 7484
pattern of defect associated with stem
stubs (1965) 14375

stand density and development of repro-
duction in upper Michigan (1961) 674

10-year-old weeding, methods and time
requirements (1963) 10220

Northern Appalachian stands, appraisal of
early reproduction after cutting (1962)
5247

plywood

—

current industrial reports (1961) 2990,
8508; (1962) 3737; (1963) 13292; (1964)
161, 11896; (1965) 13622

standard of trade (1961) 11825
pulps, strength and fiber fractions (1964)

12444
regeneration after patch cutting (1965)

12515
rigid-frame picnic shelter (1965) 6248
seedlings

—

effect of forest litter on growth (1965)
7727

response to inorganic fertilizer (1963) 7471

southern, production management and in-

ventory (1961) 62
sprout development on cleared sites (1962)

5274
structural characteristics (1963) 12170
sweetgum blight and dieback, evaluation of

disease at Beltsville Experimental For-
est (1961) 6119

timber and logs, grade defects (1963) 14852
timber resources of Douglas-fir subregion

(1965) 9209

Hardwoods—Continued
tropical, suspension of duty, report (1965)

17657
underplanted trees lack merchantable

growth (1963) 20694
United States, machining and related char-

acteristics (1962) 18642
unwanted, chemical control, southern Appa-

lachians, studies (1962) 5265
use in making picnic tables, advantages, etc

(1963) 17500
utilization centers, potential for Tennessee

Valley (1965) 6955
value losses in southern hardwood lumber

from degrade by insects (1964) 18085
veneer grades recommended for development

of log grades (1964) 8673
West Virginia

—

cost of marking sawtimber (1964) 8651
tree diameter poor indicator of age (1964)
8647

western Kentucky, establish hardwood pulp
mill in an 8-county area, technical and
economic feasibility (1964) 17027

white trunk rot (1964) 18045
wildfire effects in young stand seven years

later (1961) 675
wood brick strip paneling, new way to deco-

rate (1963) 17477
Hardy, Arthur E., measuring capacity to

work, report on seminar for physicians
in Rhode Island (1964) 7734

Hardy, Catherine E., list of publications of
FCS (1964) 14220

Hardy, Charles E., forest fires in Alaska (1964)
10590

Hardy, Eklward P., jr.:

Health and Safety Laboratory fallout pro-
gram, quarterly summary reports (1963)
4479, 9680, 14985; (1964) 5962, 11860,
15281; (1965) 4255, 8546, 13498

strontium-90 on earth's surface H (1963)
1842

Hardy, Gordon H., pilot's ability to stabilize

flexible launch vehicle during first-stage
boost (1965) 11477

Hardy, Neal J., nomination, hearing (1961)
5852

Hardy, R.C., NBS viscometer calibrating liq-

uids, etc (1963) 3174
Harein, Phillip K., effectiveness of fumigants

to stored-product insects (1964) 11769
Haren, Claude C, median family income and

related data, by counties, etc (1964) 5861
Hares, see Rabbits.
Hargreaves, John, water recycling system for

use in sealed environments (1964) 75
Harian rakjat (periodical):

translations (1961) 13051, 13155
Harlan, Cleveland, address (1963) 14711
Harlan, James H., exploration of space (1965)

13427
Harlan, Neil E., nomination, hearing (1962)

5062
Harlan, Ky., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 9058
Harlingen, Tex.:

census of housing, 1960

—

special reports for local housing authori-
ties (1961) 18380

standard metropolitan statistical area,
tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18810

Harllee, John:
addresses, etc (1963) 10156, 10157, 19188,

19189, 19191; (1964) 4701, 6638, 6639,
8551, 10522, 19687, 21298, 21300, 21301;
(1965) 562, .563, 564, 4715, 6178, 10809,
10814
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Harllee, John—Continued
nomination, hearings (1965) 17913

Harlow, Arthur A., factors affecting price and
supply of hogs (1963) 4377

Harmar, Pa., railroad accident (1962) 21904
Harmon, Hubert R., memorial lectures in mili-

tary history (series) (1961) .S285; (1962)

20429; (1963) 13194; (1964) 9966; (1965)
13417

Harmond, J.E., precision planter and fertilizer

applicator for use on experimental plots

(1965) 8439
Harmonic functions, radiation at 2d optical

harmonic, USSR study (196.5) 2643
Harmonic generation of microwave phonons in

quartz (1965) 7099
Harmony, musical, traditional material pres-

entation. Navy training course (1962)

6333
Harmony Week, see National Harmony Week.

Harms, G.F., soil survey, Wabasha County,
Minn (1965) 13269

Harms, William R., spacing-environmental re-

lationships in slash pine plantation
(1963) 8301

Harness, Vernon L.:

cotton in

—

Afghanistan (1965) 14353
Mexico, trends and outlook (1965) 633
Thailand (1965) 18173

Harnesses, restraint systems in Army air-

craft, basic concept study (1963) 11349
Harney. Stanley L.. relief (1964) 8283, 15634,

17187
Haroian, Helen, relief (1961) 14565, 18500
Harold D. Roberts tunnel, Colorado, sinking

large-diamenter, concrete-lined access
shaft (1962) 6228

Harp, Harry H., convenience foods, relation-

ship between sales volume and factors
influencing demand (1965) 16078

Harpacticoidea, new species from Santa Ca-
tarina, Brazil (1962) 14516

Harper, Charles W., stall characteristics of

swept wings (1964) 14896
Harper, David S., longwall mining with Ger-

man coal planer, etc (1963) 19863
Harper, Harrison T., relief (1961) 18812; (1962)

5007, 6903
Harper, John C, H, better lawns (1963) 26;

(1964) 11760
Harper, Paul, spare-time education for work-

ers in Communist China (1964) 15856

Harper, Thelma H., community efforts to im-

prove conditions for agricultural work-
ers (1964) 18613

Harper, W.H., fixed-array, high-data-rate,
search and height-finding radar, etc

(1965) 13157-158
Harpers Ferry National Historical Park:
naming

—

law (1963) 11725
reports (1962) 19345; (1963) 8065, 9904

Harpers Ferry National Monument:
changing name to Harpers Ferry National

Historical Park

—

law (1963) 11725
reports (1962) 19345; (1963) 8065, 9904

general information (1962) 3397; (1963) 9239
Harper Woods, Mich., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 13964
Harpsichords, Italian, building in 16th and

17th century (1961) 1343
Harrell, Shelley, crystallized glass ceramic,

rolling-contact fatigue process (1964)
3030

Harrer, Clarence M.:
reconnaissance of iron resources in

—

Arizona (1965) 1328
New Mexico (1963) 20948

Harriman, W. Averell, nomination, hearing
(1961) 4094

Harriman, Tenn., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13213
Harrington, Don A., services for child who is

hard of hearing (1963) 16917
Harrington, Jean C, search for Cittie of Ra-

leigh, archeological excavations at Fort
Raleigh National Historic Site, N.C
(1963) 1344

Harrington, T.A., planting wetland species on
upland soil (1965) 16275

Harris, A.T., jr., quartzite mining and process-
ing methods and costs at Honey Brook,
Pa., plant of George F. Pettinos, Inc.

(1965) 5076
Harris, Cyril M., absorption of sound in air

below 1000 cps (1965) 11411
Harris, D. Lee, characteristics of hurricane

storm surge (1963) 13131
Harris, David D., stream gaging control struc-

ture for Rio Grande conveyance channel
near Bernardo, N. Mex (1964) 21357

Harris, E.E., effect of urban growth on
streamflow regimen of Permanente
Creek, Santa Clara County, Calif (1964)
18139

Harris, Frederick B., prayers offered in Sen-
ate, 87th and 88th Congresses (1965) 428

Harris, George L.:

Army area handbook for

—

Nepal, with Sikkim and Bhutan (1965)
4246

Vietnam (1965) 1824
Harris, Gordon L., effects of transpiration

through angled slots on development of
turbulent boundary layer (1964) 21909

Harris, J. Donald, compensatory and pursuit
tracking of pitch (1964) 5466

Harris, Jack E., finned-vehicle attitude control
system, analytical study (1963) 7266

Harris, James E., jr., relief of legal guardian
(1961) 7027; (1962) 19265, 20720

Harris, James W., jr., smaller communities
program in Fulton County, Ark (1963)
2175

Harris, Julius E., force-coefficient and mo-
ment-coefficient correlations and air-

helium simulation for spherically blunt-
ed cones (1965) 1148

Harris, Norman 0., stannous fluoride topically
applied in aqueous solution in carriers
prevention in military population (1964)
13649

Harris, Ronald J.:

nuclear vehicle for escape and planetary
missions (1963) 12849; (1963) 19908

trajectory simulation applicable to stability
and control studies of large multi-engine
vehicles (1963) 18143

Harris, Roy V., jr, effects of distributed rough-
ness height on aerodynamic characteris-
tics and boundary-layer transition of
wing-body-tail configuration at Mach
number L61 (1964) 13245

Harris, Russell D., relief (1964) 8276; (1965)
5857

Harris, Susan, new educational media, re-

search reports (1965) 6123
Harris, W.D., analytical aerotriangulation

(1963) 1956
Harris, William H., house-to-house selling

(1965) 20066
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Harris County, Tex., land conveyance to Texas
for historic monument use, etc, report

(1962) 21462; (1963) 11952
Harrisburg, 111., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13205
Harrisburg, Pa.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18320

standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18823

censuses of population and housing, 1960
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9088

Harrisburg State Airport, weather observa-
tions, hourly, decennial census (1963)

13125
Harrison, Benjamin, papers, index (1964) 13095

Harrison, Edwin F., static stability tests in

Langley 24-inch hypersonic arc tunnel on
blunted cone at Mach no. of 20 (1963) 1301

Harrison, Eveard T., soil survey report, Walla
Walla County, Wash (1964) 9775

Harrison, Forrest W., profiles in school sup-

port, decennial overview (1965) 18011
Harrison, Gordon F., Senate manual contain-

ing standing rules, orders, laws, and
resolutions affecting business of Senate,
etc (1963) 9953; (1965) 10568

Harrison, Henry T., mountain wave (1965)

19881
Harrison, J.E., geology of Clark Fork quad-

rangle, Idaho-Mont (1963) 17523
Harrison, James L., nomination, hearing (1961)

7300
Harrison, Roland H., perfluorocyclobutane,

thermodynamic properties (1964) 14757
Harrison, Thomas J., training for village

health aides in Kotzebue area of Alaska
(1965) 20048

Harrison, Wyman:
beach changes at Virginia Beach, Va (1965)

7602
dynamic properties of immersed sand at

Virginia Beach, Va (1965) 7605
interactions of beach-ocean-atmosphere sys-

tem at Virginia Beach, Va (1965) 7603
nearshore tidal and nontidal currents, Vir-

ginia Beach, Va (1964) 12342
numerical calculation of wave refraction

(1965) 2109
sedimentation at inlet entrance, Rudee Inlet,

Virginia Beach, Va (1965) 7604
Harrison, N.J., railroad accident (1964) 14406
Harrison County, Ohio, oilfields (1965) 5078
Harrison County, W. Va., coal, preparation

characteristics (1961) 15752
Harrisonburg, Va., census of housing, 1960,

city blocks (1961) 13979
Harrisonville and Ivy Landing drainage and

levee district:

drainage improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 419
document edition (1963) 261

Harrold, Lloyd L., water intake by soil, etc

(1963) 14877
Harry, David P., Ill:

formulation and digital coding of hydrogen
properties for application to heat trans-
fer, etc., computations (1963) 12854

steady-state analysis of laminar instability

problem due to heating para-hydrogen
in long slender tubes (1964) 7507

Harry Diamond Laboratories:
fluid amplification symposium, 1965 proceed-

ings (1965) 20003
general information (1965) 20002
technical reports (1964) 5628, 7663-64, 13371

Hart, Arthur, Penobscot management-
intensity demonstration plots, evalu-

ation of treatments and their effects on
growth, etc., of mixed softwood stands in

Maine (1965) 2176
Hart, Donald H., geology and ground water of

Tualatin Valley, Oreg (1965) 7808
Hart, George:

leaf fall, humus depth, and soil frost in

northern hardwood forest (1963) 6490
some relationships among air, snow, and soil

temperatures and soil frost (1963) 10234

Hart, Josephine F.L., shrimps of genus Be-

taeus of Pacific Coast (1964) 7608
Hart, Marice C:

additional interest earnings of OASDI trust

funds resulting from changed interest

rate provided in 1960 amendments (1965)

9921
conversion of existing benefits under formu-

la changes (1965) 1624
maximum benefits under social security

amendments (1965) 16857
Hart, Philip A., testimony, hearings (1964)

14156
Hart, Virginia S., manpower training in Nava-

jo land (1963) 12067
Hart County, Ga., soil survey report (1964)

3140
Hart Mountain National Antelope Refuge:

birds (1961) 12680
general information (1961) 6060

Harteck, Paul, photochemical problems of

Venus atmosphere (1963) 14591
Hartenstein, Raymond G., mechanical imped-

ance study of X-259 rocket motor (1963)

14549
Harter, Eugene C, relief (1961) 5640; (1962)

7159, 11236
Harter, H. Leon, tables of incomplete gamma-

function ratio, etc (1964) 11800
Hartford, Conn.:
Bradley Field, weather observations, hourly,

decennial census (1963) 11389
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central

business district statistics (1961) 8464
1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 15277

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16334
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16511

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2219

consumer expenditures and income (1963)

19790
supplement (1963) 19791

nursing homes, conditions and problems
(1962) 11644

water resources of area (1964) 10649

Hartford City, Ind., railroad accident (1964)
21379

Hartford County, Conn.:
clay, examining and testing for lightweight

aggregate use (1964) 18668
soil survey (1962) 8653

Hartford Research Center, CANEL site, Mid-
dletown, Conn., geology and hvdrologv
(1965) 10979

Hartigan, William J., nomination, hearing
(1961) 14754

Hartkopf, Stewart E., BAK-6/F-27A aircraft
arresting barrier absorber evaluation
(1963) 16773
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Hartley, Jack L., new electronic instrumenta-
tion in dentistry, miniature monitoring
devices (1965) 8490

Hartley, John C, electronic monitorinK of

mine fans (1965) 2812
Hartman, Bryce O.:

fatigue effects in 24-hour simulated trans-

port flight, changes in pilot proficiency

(1965) 10127
human factors aspects of 30-day extended

survivability test of Minuteman missile

(1965) 5563
Hartman, Carl G., mammalian reproduction

(1965) 9890
Hartman, Francisco, relief (1961) 8722, 12088,

12387
Hartman, Richard A., relief (1961) 8712, 12099,

12405
Hartman, William J., mutual interference be-

tween surface and satellite communica-
tion systems (1963) 16421

Hartmann, Mary A. relief (1965) 15627, 19075,
19351

Hartstack, Albert W., jr:

electrical conductance hav moisture meter
(1965) 16

fiber length determination of cotton by elec-

trical resistance measurements (1963)

7573
Hartt, Barbara H.:

basic data on economy of Cyprus (1963) 6598
economic developments in Turkey, 1962

(1963) 8393
Hartwell, John W.:
diatomite (1963) 14495
gem stones (1963) 18072
iron oxide pigments (1963) 18078
perlite (1963) 18087
pumice (1963) 18091
vermiculite(1963) 18113

Harvey University, Russian Research Center,
USSR article (1962) 5831

Harvest of hope (1962) 18366
Harvesting:

apples, literature review (1965) 16938
Christmas trees. Pacific Northwest (1964)

2366
corn, small grains, and related crops, data

on practices (1965) 60
cotton, mechanically harvested, how pro-

ducers can preserve qualitv (1963) 11455
errata (1965) 4127

differential, of cotton (1963) 1630
Douglas-fir for maximum income (1964) 2359
effects on Micronaire reading, fiber proper-

ties, manufacturing performance, and
product quality of El Paso area cotton,
season 1960-61 (1965) 4110

fruit, mechanization (1964) 5796
fruits and vegetables, use of cushioning

materials (1964) 13567
Hawaii, forest products harvested (1965)

4799
hay and silage crops, methods used, 1959

and comparisons (1962) 5083
high-speed harvesting with Khersonets-3

combine and MTZ-80 tractor, USSR
study (1965) 16477

logs, improved methods, equipment survey
notes (1961) 12711

mechanical, and ribboning of ramie fiber
(1963) 4373

mixed-conifer stands, seed-tree and selection
harvesting costs, comparison (1964)
2377

practices, Yazoo-Mississippi Delta, effects
on fiber and spinning properties of cot-
ton, 1959-60 (1964) 13587

Harvesting—Continued
rice (1962) 12897
small fruits, terminal velocities (1963) 20264
timber, improved methods, equipment survey

notes, Wyssen cable system (1961) 655
timber-products, eastern United States and

Canada, bibliography (1965) 2158
Harvesting machinery:

airlift for harvesting oysters (1965) 9149
combine, buying versus renting (1962) 7258
combine cutting and feeding mechanisms in

Southeast (1963) 4374
contamination of cotton by lubricants (1965)

16^35
cotton, effect on seasonal hired labor (1962)

15511
harvesting machines propelling agents,

USSR study (1965) 19743
high-speed harvesting with Khersonets-3

combine, USSR study (1965) 16477
mechanical picker attachments for harvest-

ing cotton research plots (1964) 4191
potato harvesters, blade and blade-substi-

tutes to reduce spill-out losses (1962)
18638

Soviet, translation (1961) 4450
Harvey, A. D'Arcy, air traffic patterns and

community characteristics (1964) 83
Harvey, C.A.:

measurement of state vector (1963) 1316
modes of control (1963) 1315

Harvey, Exlward J., water resources of Pasca-
goula area. Miss (1965) 6346

Harvey, John M.:
ripening of early-season Bartlett pears

shipped at various transit temperatures,
1962 season (1963) 13145

transit times and temperatures of transcon-
tinental cut-flower shipments (1963) 5833

Harvey, Lulie V.:

natural gas (1963) 1227
natural gas production and consumption

1962 (1965) 6593
Harvey, O.L., anvil and plow, history of Labor

Dept (1963) 7134
Harvey, William D.:

contamination-induced luminosity ahead of
blunt body in Langley hotshot tunnel
(1964) 18775

effects of leading-edge bluntness on pressure
and heat-transfer measurements over
flat plate at Mach number of 20 (1965)
18534

Harvey Aluminum, Inc., audit of GSA contract
bMP-78, GAO review (1962) 21803

Hasbrouck, Frank F., moths of family Acrolo-
phidae in America north of Mexico (Mi-
crolepidoptera) (1964) 20655

Hasegawa, Andrew T., radioprotective action
of sodium nitrite in mice (1965) 13432

Hasel, Lowell E., static pressures and bounda-
ry-layer characteristics on forward
parts of 9 fuselages, etc (1963) 5533

Hasenberg, Werner, international comparison
of ratios of social security expenditures

to gross national product (1965) 6911
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, see Jordan.
Haskell, Henry H.:

recommended techniques for photographing
log and lumber characteristics (1965)

647
using FPL hardwood veneer grades (1964)

8642
Haskell County, Tex., soil survey (1961) 15970
Haskell Institute, bulletin of information

(1961) 7536
Haskin, W.L., explosion-proof testing tech-

niques (1964) 7957
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Haskins, Caryl P.:

reappointment

—

law (1962) 15061
reports (1962) 7189, 9322

Hassam, Childe, lithographs, catalog (1962)

18325
Hassan, H.A., transport properties of partial-

ly ionized gas in presence of electric and
magnetic fields (1964) 14893

Hassell, James L., jr., low-subsonic stability

and control characteristics of 0.34-scale

free-flying model modified half-cone reen-

try vehicle (1963) 14545
Hassell and Hughes Lumber Co., forest man-

agement demonstration, forest restored,

industry expanded, 20 years of progress
(1965) 1678

Hastings, Earl L., Tallahatta diatomite, Ala
(1963) 16341

Hastings, Robert P., air drop test of XM551
Army full tracked vehicle from C-130
aircraft (1965) 93

Hastings, Minn., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18258
Hatch, Winslow R.:

reporter, clearinghouse of studies on higher
education (1964) 598; (1965) 10746

what standards do we raise (1963) 17383
Hatch, N. Mex., motor carrier accident (1961)

4346
Hatch experiment station act, see Agricultural

experiment stations. _
Hatch political activities act, see Politics.

Hatchell, Glyndon E., small-mammal species

and populations in loblolly-shortleaf

pine forest type of Louisiana (1965) 683
Hatcher, Norman M., development and testing

of proposed infrared horizon scanner for

use in spacecraft attitude determination
(1965) 18549

Hatcheries, see Chickens—Fish and fisheries

—

Poultry—Salmon—Shellfish—Turkeys.
Hatfield, Jimmy L., noise problems associated

with operation of Army aircraft (1964)

5949
Hats, uniform rate of duty for headwear of

fiber of carludovica palmata (Panama)
and ramie (1963) 13565

see also Headgear.
Hatta, Sode relief (1961) 10233, 12419, 14055
Hattendorf, Gerald A., flight qualification of

ribless guide surface drag parachutes,
etc (1964) 5882

Hatteras Inlet Channel:
navigation improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 458
document edition (1963) 228

Hatters' fur, see Fur.
Hatton, T.T., jr.:

fruit weights and corresponding diameters
for Florida avocados (1963) 18381

ripening and storage of Florida avocados
(1965) 16974

seasonal changes in Florida avocados (1964)
19104

Hatzihristofas, Afrodite E., see Hadjichristo-
fas. Aphrodite.

Hatzihristofas, Mihail E., see Hadjichristofas,
Michael.

Hatzihristofas, Panagiotis E., see Hadjichris-
tofas, Paniote.

Hauch, Charles C:
current situation in Latin American educa-

tion (1963) 17364
foreign understanding and interpretation of

U.S. education (1964) 6566
Hauck, J. P., testimony, hearings (1965) 4624
Hauft, Milton L., testimony, hearings (1964)

6526, 8456; (1965) 7547

Haugen, Duane A., Ocean Breeze and Dry
Gulch diffusion programs (1964) 5871

Haul seines, see Fish nets.

Haulage, designing coal-haul roads for good
drainage (1965) 16238

see also Mine haulage.
Hauling, see Haulage.
Haupt, H.F.:
determining downward movement of seed on

road fills (1963) 13985
eff'ect of severe rainstorms on insloped and

outsloped roads (1963) 10231
Hausa language. Foreign Service Institute,

basic course (1963) 14707
Hauser, Philip M., presentation on population

of world (1963) 296
Haut-Ohhlong Province, Cambodia, description

(1961) 7608
Havana declaration, banner of struggle of

people of Latin America, Communist
Chinese attitude (1961) 2132

Havas, Nick:
combining kinds of retailer promotions, ef-

fect on sale of selected food products

(1963) 355
paper (1963) 15414
pilot food stamp program

—

impact on retail food store sales in Avoy-
elles Parish, La (1964) 12309

its effect on retail food store sales in Fay-
ette County, Pa., and McDowell County,
W. Va (1963) 8145

Havasu Lake National Wildlife Refuge, birds

(1963) 4959
Havelock, Thomas, collected papers on hydro-

dynamics (1965) 18674
Havemann, Robert H.G., Germany and Commu-

nism, views (1965) 2641
Havens, Richard, bertrandite, etc., from

Mount Wheeler ores flotation (1964) 9504

Haverhill, Mass.:
census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-

tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-

dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 20595
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2220

occupational wage survey

—

departmental edition (1961) 15724; (1962)

22432; (1963) 16288; (1964) 18634; (1965)
14637

document edition (1961) 14152; (1962)

20943; (1963) 15179
Haviland, Ariz., railroad accident (1965) 9310

Haviland, Virginia, children's books, 1964, list

of 200 books for preschool through
junior high school age (1965) 6582

Havill, C. Dewey, emergency midcourse navi-

gation procedure for space vehicle re-

turning from moon (1963) 7291A

Havill, Jerry R., twin-gyro attitude control

system for space vehicles (1964) 16718
Hawaii:
acanthurid caligoid copepods (crustacea),

parasitic on fishes (1964) 7602
adventitious rooting of exotic forest trees

(1965) 7734
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural conservation handbook (1962)

1919
agricultural products, marketing (1961)

19209
air transportation

—

certification and operation rules, civil air

regulations amendment (1964) 10505
local service in retrospect and prospect

(address) (1963) 20372
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Hawaii—Continued
airmen's guide (1961) 3133; (1962) 3607,

7311; (1963) 3447; (1964) 3245
notices to airmen (1961) 3134; (1962) 3606
Pacific supplement (periodical) (1965) 3129

annual survey of manufactures standard
metropolitan statistical areas, and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

20531; (1963) 5989; (1964) 8104
audio-visual education, status and needs,

survey report (1961) 1939
authorize sale of real property at former

navai air station, Kahului, Maui, Ha-
waii

—

hearing (1962) 21538
law (1962) 20829
reports (1962) 13473. 19307

biological control of oriental fruit fly (Dacus-
dorsalis Hendel) and other fruit flies

(1965) 7045
carriers rendering freight transportation,

ICC permits, through routes and joint

hearing (1962) 13526
law (1962) 18964
reports (1961) 12455; (1962) 13451, 15193,

17229
carriers, through routes and joint routes,

hearings (1961) 5873
census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16282
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)

278
census of business, 1958-1963

—

retail trade, area statistics (1961) 11839;
(1965) 1883

census of business, 1958

—

selected services (1962) 248, 4705
wholesale trade (1962) 249

census of business, 1959, subject report
(1961) 13870

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 13606
selected services, area statistics (1965)
7205

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
7232

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4316

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)

4754
census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 20408
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 10007
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 14958
final volume (1963) 13275
general characteristics (1961) 11963
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 6784
number of inhabitants (1961) 5499

censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-

tions (1962) 16567
geographic identification code scheme

(1961) 6860
Center for Cultural and Technical Inter-

change between East and West, pro-

grams, operations hearings (1962) 4963
certification and operation rules for certifi-

cated route air carriers, civil air regula-

tions (1962) 9574; (1963) 6392, 8214-15,

10107, 17419; (1964) 12367-370
civil defense adult education programs, con-

ducted (1961) 7322

Hawaii—Continued
claim to land or property within State, adju-

dicate, report (1963) 20589
climate (1961) 8245
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1965) 16916
climatologic observations, types, histories,

etc., resume (1961) 21437
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
coast pilot (1964) 1850
supplements (1961) 5537; (1962) 4864;

(1963) 6038; (1965) 5751
coastal warning facilities chart (1961)

11653; (1962) 18572; (1964) 5757, 11687
coasts, interim survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 19648
document edition (1964) 19444

countv business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 13908, 20443;
(1963) 15055, 18678

drying of silk-oak (1962) 17587
electric rate book (1962) 539
FHA district, minimum property, require-

ments for 1 or 2 living units (1963)
12111

fishGri6s

—

annual summaries (1962) 573; (1963) 6450,
19224; (1964) 19719

flight information manual. Pacific supple-
ment (1962) 510, 13775

forest nursery, site investigation, etc., re-

port (1961) 6145
forest plants, common native, etc., check list

(1963) 12161
forest products harvested (1963) 10224;

(1965) 4799
high-risk maternity cases are brought into

care through prenatal clinic in rural
area (1965) 1915

Hilo Harbor, tidal wave protection, modify
project, report (1962) 21468

hospitalization of veterans, hearing (1963)
8126

Kilauea Volcano, 1961 eruption (1964) 14345
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4783; (1964) 16574
leased lands, authorize FIL\ loans, hearing

(1965) 10664
lights and fog signals, lists (1961) 4328,

10704; (1962) 664, 19585-586; (1963)

5652; (1964) 3074, 13311, 18845; (1965)
2958, 8194, 14927

manufacturing and investment opportunities
(remarks) (1965) 5768

map of U.S. showing principal islands of

Hawaii, inset (1965) 2805
marriage, divorce, natality, fetal mortality

and mortality statistics (1962) 8614
metallurgical testing of ferruginous baux-

ites (1962) 16018
military personnel of U.S. Army ordered to,

helpful hints, DA pamphlet (1961) 11767
change (1962) 156

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ters (1961) "11384, 19861; (1962) 20090;
(1963) 19848; (1964) 21698

monofilament gill net fishing for skipjack
tuna, 1961-62 statistics (1964) 15916

mortalitv data, 1959, national summary
(1961) 15846

municipal water facilities inventories (1962)

3463; (1964) 3109, 18914
National Tropical Botanic Garden, study

feasibility of establishing, report (1961)
16688

nene goose, conservation and restoration
program

—
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Hawaii—Continued
nene goose, conservation and restoration

program—Continued
appropriations, increase, hearings (1965)

17720
extend, hearings (1962) 2339

Nepal alder, physical and mechanical prop-

erties, limited evaluation (1964) 18054
oceanographic and biological data, Hawai-

ian waters, Jan-July 1961 (1963) 557
oceanographic climate, atlas (1962) 17505
participate in Pacific Marine Fisheries

Commission compact

—

hearings (1963) 4757
law (1962) 23166
reports (1962) 17192, 21103

port series report (1961) 21157
precipitation, probable maximum (1963)

16667
principal electric facilities, maps (1962) 562;

(1963) 523, 2266; (1964) 680; (1965) 16184

public lands, revise procedures established
by statehood act

—

hearings (1964) 535
law (1964) 1962
reports (1964) 501, 2035

public school finance program, 1962-63

(1963) 19113
radiotelephones on certain cargo vessels on

voyages between ports, permit, hearings
(1964) 10326

rainfall frequency atlas (1963) 1593
rainfall, 2- to 10-day duration for return

periods of 2 to 100 years (1965) 10000
real property, convey to

—

law (1961) 16608
reports (1961) 14318, 16991

routes of U.S. air carriers, maps (1962) 308,

23098; (1964) 1832; (1965) 4377
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16660
salaries of white-collar workers, May-June

1963 (1964) 7415
secondary nonferrous metals industry, data

(1963) 5471
silk-oak, hardness, etc (1965) 4796
skipjack fishery, distribution and abun-

dance, 1952-53 statistics (1962) 5208
slum clearance and urban renewal projects,

overallocation of public facility costs
GAO report (1965) 16299

soil moisture and soil strength characteris-
tics of 5 Hawaiian soils (1962) 5258

soils

—

moisture constants and physical proper-
ties (1964) 2389

water storage capacities under 4 different

land uses (1963) 17484
statehood act, scope of duty to report on

property retained by U.S., opinion of

Attorney General (1961) 19797
storm warning facilities chart (1961) 11653
surface water supply (1961) 9265; (1962)

5305, 11902; (1964) 14355; (1965) 16321
temperature and precipitation, monthly

normals, decennial census (1962) 10774
tide tables (1961) 6915; (1962) 6855; (1963)

6040; (1964) 6109; (1965) 8674
timber production, opportunities (1963) 2313
timber, quality evaluation (1962) 5234
trade, impact on economy (remarks) (1965)

10809
transportation home, etc., of remains of

dependents of military personnel

—

hearings (1961) 14443, 19151
report (1961) 14289

transportation home of remains of Federal
employees

—

hearing (1962) 9405
reports (1961) 12474; (1963) 17282

Hawaiii—Continued
truck inventory and use survey (1965) 258
United States military operations and mu-

tual security programs overseas, report
(1961) 19147

veterans' programs hearings (1962) 7105
volcano observatory, summaries (1964) 3568;

(1965) 3481
volcanoes during 1955 (1964) 4779
waterborne commerce (1961) 4168; (1962)

5137, 19453; (1963) 19150; (1964) 21281
water resources, report (1961) 415
wildlands, watershed management research,

program (1963) 12164
women, labor laws, summaries (1962) 16234;

(1965) 6997
wood species, calibration of electric mois-

ture meters (1965) 4793
ZIP code directory (1963) 20035

Hawaii Housing Authority, payment in lieu of

taxes to city and county of Honolulu,
report (1963) 6234

Hawaii National Guard, facilities, uneconomi-
cal use. Defense Dept., GAO review
(1965) 714

Hawaii National Park:
general information (1961) 11456
Hawaii Island portion, change designation

—

law (1961) 18669
reports (1961) 8965, 14406

Hawaii National Wildlife Refuge, general in-

formation (1963) 6462
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park:
designate

—

law (1961) 18699
reports (1961) 8965, 14406

general information (1962) 12543; (1963)
16434; (1964) 11467; (1965) 16772

mountain recreation facilities, expensive
operation at Armed Forces recreation
center, Kilauea Military Camp, Defense
Dept., GAO report (1965) 697

Hawaiian Islands, see Hawaii.
Hawaiian Volcano Observatory, summary,

quarterly (1964) 3568; (1965) 3481
Hawk, Charles O.:

flash irradiation of coal (1963) 14523
hydrogenation of coal in batch autoclave

(1965) 6588
hydrorefining coal-oils to fuels for superson-

ic aircraft (1965) 16592
vapor-phase hydrogenation of oils derived

from coal and oil shale (1965) 5083

Hawkes, Glenn R., absolute identifications of

cutaneous stimuli varying in both inten-

sity level and duration (1963) 4502

Hawkes, Terence, proportion of aged persons
receiving OASDI benefits and proportion
receiving OAA payment, by State, June
1963 (1965) 1623

Hawkfishes, family Cirrhitidae, review (1963)
12916

Hawkins, Gerald S., velocity of faint meteors
(1964) 18945

Hawkins, Murphy E.:

analyses of brines from oil-productive for-

mations

—

Mississippi and Alabama (1963) 5493
South Arkansas and North Louisiana

(1963) 18099
chemical analyses and electrical resistivities

of oilfield brines from fields in east Tex-
as (1964) 11328

Hawkins, R.S., TIROS II infrared radiation
measurements (1965) 7089

Hawkins, William C, aerospace maintenance
safety (1965) 3104

Hawkins, Willis M., jr., nomination, hearings
(1964) 523
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Hawks, something about, information for
young people (1962) 17521

Hawksworth, Frank G., Black Hills ponderosa
pine susceptible to southwestern dwarf-
mistletoe (1963) 17487

Hawley, C.A., jr., controlled environmental
radioiodine tests, National Reactor
Testing Station (1965) 1833

Haworth, Leland J.:

nomination, hearing (1963) 12027
remarks, Apr. 24, 1963 (1963) 9700

Hawsers, force measurements, Jackson Lock,
Tombigbee River (1965) 18048

Hawthorne, Daniel J., jr., relief (1961) 18807;
(1962) 11511, 13258

Hawthorne, J.R., in-reactor studies of low cy-
cle fatigue properties of nuclear pres-
sure vessel steel (1965) 13147

Hay, Chu Chai-ho, see Chu Chai-Ho Hay.
Hay, Donald G., independent health insurance

plans in United States (1963) 21114
Hay, Ernest, relief (1961) 12200, 14567, 18470
Hay, Mah Ngim, see Nah Ngim Hay.
Hay, Robert D., management staffing needs in

Arkansas sawmills (1963) 1457
Hay:
bromegrass-crested wheat grass hay produc-

tion, interrelationships of nitrogen,
phosphorus and precipitation (1964)
5858

harvesting, comparison of methods (1962)
5083

harvesting on conservation reserve
acreage

—

laws (1961) 12117, 16560; (1962) 16747
reports (1961) 12264, 12449, 14334, 14580;

(1962) 13635, 15235
hay-crop silage, making and feeding (1962)

22931
moisture meter electrical conductance (1965)

16
open storage building, farm building plan

(1961) 3711
stocks, farm and off-farm, by States,

1954-60 (1962) 6590
storage and feeding shed, farm building plan

(1963) 13183
trefoil production for pasture and hay

(1963) 5819
United States, quantities grown in normal

year, surplus and deficit areas (1964)
15222

Hay fever, health information series (1962)
16131

Hay Hollow, Ariz., ground water in Coconino
sandstone, Snowflake-Hay Hollow area,
Navajo County, Ariz (1962) 9745

Hayashi, Chushiro, evolution of massive stars,
hydrogen exhaustion through onset of
carbon burning (1964) 9613

Hayashi, Masami, electrochemical recovery of

coljalt-nickel alloy from superalloy
scrap (1964) 13121

Haycock, O.C., impedance probe on satellites

(1965) 7092
Hayden, Carl:

history of Pima Indians and San Carlos irri-

gation project (1965) 8914
tributes to commemorate 50th anniversary

of congressional service (1962) 9419
Hayden Lake Irrigation District:

pipelines, replace

—

law (1961) 18680
reports (1961) 14354, 17001

Haydn, Joseph, biographies, discrepancies
(1963) 1190

Hayes, Alfred S., language laboratory facili-

ties, technical guide (1963) 10072
erratum (1964) 2272

Hayes, Clyde, effect of fin-flare combinations
on aerodynamic characteristics of body,
etc (1965) 6694

Hayes, J.N., propagators of quantum field

theories as Green's functions for bound-
ary value problems in partial differen-
tial equations (1965) 13114

Hayes, Maria del Rosaria de Fatima L., relief

(1965) 17508, 19067. 19361
Hayes, Marion, century of change, Negroes in

U.S. economy, 1860-1960 (1963) 19795
Hayes, Murray L., movements of king crabs

tagged and released in Shumagin Is-

lands area (1964) 6728
Hayes, Philip T.:

geology of Guadalupe Mountains, N. Mex.
(1964) 15949

lower Mesozoic extrusive rocks in southeast-
ern Arizona, Canelo Hills Volcanics
(1965) 2236

paleozoic stratigraphy of southern part of
Mule Mountain, Ariz (1965) 10985

Hayes, Richard L., oral cancer and occupa-
tional health (1964) 20766

Hayes, Wayland J., clinical handbook on eco-
nomic poisons, emergency information
for treating poisoning (1963) 16493

Hayford spheroid, see International spheroid.
Hayley, Mildred L., relief (1962) 13290, 13371,

13573
Hayman, Stanley, & Co., Inc., relief (1961)

18802
Haynaldia, see Wheat.
Hayner, Norman S., one-hour oral glucose tol-

erance test (1963) 16537
Haynes, Donald D., reconnaissance for urani-

um in central Tucano basin, Bahia, Bra-
zil (1965) 2229

Haynes, George W., on optimality of totally
singular vector control, extension of
Green's theorem approach to higher
dimensions (1965) 18476

Haynes, Gilbert A., effect of electrons on opti-

cal transmission properties of transpar-
ent materials (1965) 6692

Haynes 25 alloy:

operation of forced circulation

—

loop to study effects of hydrogen in simu-
lated Sunflower system (1965) 9622

mercury loop to study corrosion product
separation techniques (1965) 14732

Hays County, Tex., geology and ground water
resources (1963) 14030

engineer report on Big Creek

—

departmental edition (1965) 10757
document edition (1965) 10572

Hays unit, see Fort Belknap project.

HAYSTA(3, mechanized system for searching
chemical information (1965) 19960

Haythornthwaite, R.M., stress effect on failure
of metals (1963) 11517

Haytko, Alexander, relief (1964) 2006, 6146,

6408
Hayward, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18178
Haywood, F.F.:
spatial distribution of dose in air-over-

ground geometry (1965) 181

technical concept. Operation Henre (1965)
11914

Hazard, John W.:
forest statistics

—

Chelan and Douglas Counties, Wash.,
1959-60 (1963) 15587

northeast Washington (1963) 15586
southwest Oregon (1965) 685
west central Oregon (1965) 16288

Hazard, Ky., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 9046
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Hazard Park, Calif.:

land exchange

—

law (1964) 17293
reports (1964) 361, 15751

Hazardous duty pay, see Pay, allowances, etc.

Hazardous occupations, see Occupations.
Hazardous substances:
dangerous freight, shipment regulations.

Communist China (1961) 15521
fluids, quick-disconnect coupling provides

safe transfer (1965) 13003
handling hazardous materials (1965) 19892
in-plant storage and handling (1962) 22793
labeling act, notices of judgment (1963)

17469; (1964) 6736, 18040; (1965) 12494
movement of dangerous cargoes (1965) 12004

petroleum products, how to comply with
Federal hazardous substances labeling
act (1963) 6473

transportation of dangerous articles, etc.,

Federal aviation regulations (1963)
13901

water pollution, removal of hazards, reim-
bursement of Government expenditures
report (1964) 15524

Hazards in using liquid hvdrogen in bubble
chambers (1963) 2096(5

Haze, smoke, Siberian, 1959, USSR study
(1962) 15836

Hazel, Joe T.:

effect of sorting procedure on ranking error
(1965) 8486

evaluation of officer jobs versus evaluation
of specialties (1965) 11882

Hazeltine Corporation:
provisional payments of Hazeltine Electron-

ics Division under Navy contract, GAO
review (1963) 2330

royalty charges by Hazeltine Electronics
Division under Defense contracts, GAO
review (1962) 15625

Hazen, Soctt W., jr.:

sample, etc., data, Phosphoria formation
deposits (1964) 9518

statistical analysis of churn-drill and dia-

mond-drill sample data from San Manuel
copper mine, Ariz. (1963) 18093

using unequal sample interval lengths and
weighted averages in estimating grade
of ore for bedded deposits (1964) 9523

Hazleton, Pa.:

census of housing, 1960, standard metropoli-
tan statistical area, tenure, rooms, con-
dition and plumbing, etc (1962) 16545

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6823

community attack on chronic unemployment,
case study (1961) 243

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
13173

Hazlett, R.N., chemonuclear synthesis of nitro-
gen-fluorine compounds (1965) 14957

Head:
injuries, air evacuation of patients (1961)

17951
wounds in World War H, follow-up study

(1962) 16206
Head nurses, see Nurses and nursing.
Head start child development program, how to

apply (196.5) 19548
Headaches:

effects on tonus of intracranial arteries of
certain pharmacological agents used
(1963) 9195

hope through research (1962) 10605
Headgear, exclude headwear from wool prod-

ucts labeling act, reports (1964) 15713;
(1965) 10639

Headliner series (1961) 16486; (1963) 4597
Headquarters and headquarters company,

quartermaster depot (1962) 20495
Headsets, relation of earphone transient re-

sponse to measurement of on-set-dura-
tion (1963) 16868

Heald, W.R., soil and plant analysis, with ref-

erence to strontium 90 contamination
(1965) 16957

Healer, J., biological mechanisms for applica-
tion to instrument design (1964) 16654

Healing art:

miracle cures, do they exist, USSR refuta-
tion (1961) 818

pathological physiology and experimental
therapy in USSR, articles (1961) 15592

Healing of comminuted fractures following
administration of diff'erent doses of radi-

oactive phosphorus (1961) 12942
Healing time for pruning wounds in red pine

plantation (1963) 15571
Health:

activities of Federal Government, general
survey, report (1961) 7251

advancing Nation's health, message from
the President (1965) 1982

Africa (1962) 14053
aged

—

chart book (1961) 12498
financing costs, reports from White House
Conference on Aging (1961) 14981

health services and facilities act of 1961—
hearings (1961) 14479, 17140
law (1961) 18764
reports (1961) 14277, 14313, 17049, 18882

needs, background facts relating to fi-

nancing problem (1962) 12694
needs, highlights of testimony (1961) 20646

agencies and Tower of Babel (1965) 13233
air, new health frontier (paper) (1965) 8235
animal, veterinarian and FDA, guardians

(1964) 14286
Armenian Soviet Socialist Republic, public

health for 40 years (1961) 7634
aspects of nuclear weapons testing (1964)

13721
Baku city parks and gardens, establishment

of zones (1962) 9871
Belorussia

—

public health, articles (1961) 2236
public services (1961) 4467

Belorussian SSR, translations (1962) 12036,
19928 (1963) 6941

better eating for better health (1962) 17468
brief outline on USSR minister of health,

Boris V. Petrovskiy (1965) 19765
building for research, NIH health research

facilities program (1965) 2943
business and professional men, characteris-

tics (1962) 18608
care, Czechoslovakia, 1965, research plan

(196.5) 19745
care for the aging, estimated expenditures,

1960-61 (1963) 11409
CEMA public health ministers, 6th confer-

ence held Budapest, June 5-14, 1961, In-

tra bloc (1962) 7895
characteristics by area

—

geographic divisions and large metropoli-
tan areas, survey, statistics (1961) 8152

geographic regions and urban-rural resi-

dence, survey, statistics (1961) 6500
characteristics by occupation, July

1961-June 1963, U.S., statistics (1965)

18730
chart book of basic health economics data

(1964) 7693
child, teachers contribute to (1962) 13742
children of school age (1964) 19313
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Health—Continued
children, promoting (remarks) (1962) 9755
Communist China
organization in communes (1961) 10975
public health (1961) 7672
public health and medicine (1961) 929
services, urban and rural communes (1961)
4400

community facilities

—

and hospitals, aid through Federal grants
or loans, facts for Hill-Burton appli-
cants (1962) 18408

facts for Hill-Burton applicants (1965)
11641

local hospital planning agency (1961)
20093

meeting needs under hospital and medical
survey and construction program (1961)
15937

community health emergency preparedness
(1964)20755

community health research, report (1965)
1590

community health services

—

activities, outpatient psychiatric clinics.

State and U.S. (1964) 13286; (1965)
16757

bibliography (1963) 11230
Chronic Diseases Division research grants
program (1965) 11663

chronically ill and aged

—

PHS project grants program (1964)
15166

project grants to develop better methods
of providing (1962) 1778

through project grants to develop, etc.,

better methods of providing (1961)
20101

older people, pilot project contracts and
cooperative agreements. Federal assist-
ance (1964) 9884
out-of-hospital health services, project
grants (1965) 9889

Public Health Service grants for research
(1964) 1555

community health services extension amend-
ments of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 4618; 8892
law (1965) 15457
reports (1965) 6034, 8813, 8832, 15663

community participation in medical self-help
training program (1963) 21089; (1965)
16821

community's interest in health and safety of
health workers (remarks) (1964) 14672

comprehensive services for children and
youth, project grants (1965) 15327

conditions and programs, reference facts
(1964) 8789; (1965) 6353

Congo Republic, problems and resources;
study (1961) 1447

construction of research facilities, 1962
funds (1963) 11109

consumer information, price list (1964) 21842
control systems and man's health, USSR

study (1965) 11164
cooperation in examination surveys (1965)

15016
cooperative program, agreement with El

Salvador (1963) 11327
cybernetics as safeguard, USSR study

(1962) 9994
Czechoslovak Ministrv of Health research

plan, 1964-65 (1964) 1203
Czechoslovakia

—

tasks in third 5-year plan (1962) 5404,
7533

translations (1962) 5393

Health—Continued
day care for children of migrant workers

(1965) 8241
dental programs in local health depart-

ments, census, 1962 (1964) 16830
Division of Occupational Health activities

(1964) 11562
documents and committee reports (1965)

18729, 20052
East Germany

—

pharmacist in public health organization
(1962) 10023

translations (1962) 5393
economics research

—

grants training (1965) 20030
guide to areas where needed (1965) 13232

education in health, Asian Health Confer-
ence material (1965) 6378

education of tropical mother in feeding her
young child (1964) 10080

effect of discharges from motor vehicle ex-

hausts. Surgeon General to study

—

hearings (1962) 19186; (1963) 11907
law (1962) 23161
reports (1961) 19108; (1962) 19115

effects from repeated exposures to low con-
centrations of air pollutants (1963) 3283

effects of automation and technological
change, abstracts (1964) 7358

efforts with modern theories of communica-
tion (1964) 4360

emergency activities, appropriations, hear-
ings (1964) 10290; (1965) 8869

emergency care, family guide, reference
guide for students of medical self-help
training course (1965) 17236

emergency preparedness publications cata-
log (1964) 18905

emergency service preparedness check list

(1965) 11653
engineer in American Indian health program

(1963) 11232
environmental

—

activities in Public Health Service (1963)
12989

coordinating community study (1964)
18896

environmental problems committee, report
to Surgeon (^neral (1962) 8610

health programs of Public Health Service,
career iiiformation (1964) .5652

planning guide (1961) 8150
objectives and procedures (1962) 10599

practice in recreation areas (1965) 5337
research needed in solid wastes, public
health aspects (1964) 13415

sciences & engineering training program,
bulletin (1965) 132.30

Seattle and King County study, 1963
(1965) 18726

environmental factors, nursing homes (1963)
12999-13019

environmental health series

—

air pollution (1964) 15047; (1965) 2987-89,
11647-648. 14992, 18703, 20025

radiological health (1963) 3279, 9338,
12990, 20093; (1964) 9713, 16833, 21847;
(1965) 2990, 5338, 13231, 14993-994,
18704, 20026-27

environmental sciences, research and train-

ing grants, announcements (1964) 1554,
21843

Estonia, 20 vears of Soviet public health
service (1961) 12966

examination survey

—

and vour child (1963) 9362; (1964) 9736
children, 6-11 years (1964) 13400
cycle 1, sample and response (1964) 9734
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Health—Continued
examination survey—Continued

first cycle prog:ram, description (1965)

15013
expenditures, public and private (1962)

22800; (1963) 3330, 20136
facilities

—

areawide planning procedures, guide
(1963) 20101

equal opportunity, civil rights policies

under Hill-Burton program (1965) 7315
SBA loans to privately owned (1965) 1606

facts and figures, grants, etc (1962) 21843;
(1964) 829, 18153; (1965) 14423

fakes and swindles in health field, catalog
(1963) 19248; (1964) 19743

fallout shelters, guidelines for care of

—

infants and children (1963) 11642
newborn infants and mothers (1963) 11643

farm population, major problems (1964) 5655

Federal medical and health-related pro-

grams, special analysis (1964) 142
Federal surplus personal property acquisi-

tion (1962) 9754; (1963) 6570
food requirements, Navy Hospital Corps,

handbook (1962) 22461
Forest Service safety code (1962) 21800
frauds and quackery affecting the elderly,

hearings (1964) 14122, 15788, 17862
gingival, Antarctic environment (1965) 1314
giving babies healthy start in life, materni-

ty and infant care projects (1965) 18999
goals for community services, planning

(1963) 19333
group practice. Federal Government inter-

ests (1964) 11554
hazards and toxicity of plastics, bibliogra-

phy (1963) 347
hazards to health workers (remarks) (1964)

13034
health and safety statistics, HSS series

(1961) 2477, 7630, 19849-851; (1962) 3290,
10440

health economics series (1963) 5685, 14663;
(1964) 7693, 16837; (1965) 11651

health education of workers (1965) 8242
health for better living, guide for extension

workers and 4-H health education pro-

grams (1965) 15207
health information leaflets and pamphlets,

list (1961) 21313; (1962) 12665; (1963)

20105; (1964) 15058, 20761; (1965) 5336
health information series (1961) 1438, 2665,

6499, 8151, 9688-89, 11533-535, 15934,
17791-792, 20097. 21309-10; (1962)
3458-59, 10603-605, 16131-135, 20251,
22739-745, 24074; (1963) 1406, 3284,
9341-42, 11234-235, 12993-994, 16501-505,
18285-286, 20097-100, 21082; (1964)
1557-59, 7694, 9716, 11557-558, 13401,
15048-50, 16838. 18889-904, 20750-753,
21850; (1965) 1576-77, 2993, 5342-44,
6874, 9879, 11652, 14997, 16812-814,
18708-710, 20031-32

health interview survey

—

concepts of morbidity disability, and utili-

zation of medical services and facilities,

questionnaire development, etc (1964)
11582

current estimates

—

Julv 1962-June 1963 (1964) 9733
July 1963-June 1964 (1964) 21859

illness and hospitalization experience
among health plan enrollees, interview
response compared with medical records,
study (1965) 1.5015

reporting of hospitalization, methodologi-
cal study (1965) 15014

Health—Continued
health manpower source books (1961) 1439,

13632; (1962) 3460, 6416; (1963) 1407,
11236, 12995; (1964) 5653, 20754; (1965)
14998

health mobilization series (1963) 21083;
(1964) 5654, 7695, 11559, 13402,
15051-53, 18905, 20755-756, 21851-852;
(1965) 1578, 5345-48, 9880-82, 11653-656,
14999, 16815-816, 18711, 20033-35

health of the Nation, message from the
President (1964) 6209

health professions educational assistance
act of 1963—

amendments of 1965, hearings (1965) 13989

hearings (1963) 6199, 17326
law (1963) 18776
reports (1963) 6180, 7945, 17283
summary (1963) 19335

health professions in Peace Corps (1962)
16105

health-related research support, years since
1947, national time series (1965) 14897

health service occupations, occupational
outlook brief (1961) 7903; (1965) 8003

health survey procedure, concepts, question-
naire development, and definitions in

health interview survey (1964) 11582
health (USSR periodical), translations (1965)

2567
higher education in Rumanian People's Re-

public (1964) 16080
hints for travelers abroad (1962) 18426
home care services, guides and recommended

standards (1965) 7619
hot weather comfort (1962) 22739
human, and laws of biology and sociology,

USSR study (1964) 18318
human health, object of research, USSR

study (1962) 15793
Hungary

—

affairs, organizational development (1962)
5375

developments in past 15 years (1962) 7550
education, higher and secondary, 15-year
development (1962) 5387

medical science and social public health
activities, relationship (1964) 21588

Ministry of Health report, translation
(1962)5384

public health and epidemiological work,
1.5-year development (1962) 5385

statistical data on situation, 1961 (1963)
2888

statistical report, 1960 (1962) 6122
hygienic problems, meteorological and hy-

drological observations and data, USSR
study (1961) 2399

ICA heafth summary (1961) 3325; (1962) 3930

implications of fallout from nuclear weap-
ons testing through 1961 (1962) 13804

improvement of public health in RSFSR,
USSR study (1964) 20270

index to health, mathematical models (1965)
9896

Indian highlights (1964) 15054
Indians

—

free medical services to individuals able to
pay, GAO report (1963) 12206

home nursing course, instructor's guide
(1965) 20037

Navajo problems (1961) 20851

Navajo Reservation, orientation, guide for
hospital and public health workers
(1961) 9692

program, 195.5-65 (1965) 20038
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Indians—Continued
program. Public Health Service nurses,
examination announcement (1961) 6913

Public Health Service program (1963)
11239
review, hearings (1963) 15314

questions and answers (1961) 6204; (1962)

17645
indicators (1961) 3296; (1962) 3920; (1963)

3765; (1964) 3.570; (1965) 3484
Indonesia, public health and midwifery

(1961) 7663
industrial

—

engineers and chemists syllabus for short
courses (1965) 20039

health in thorium handling (196,5) 13487
industrial workers, publications price list

(1962) 12657; (1963) 12980; (1965) 16806
information for travel in

—

Africa, including Malagasy Republic and
neighboring islands (1962) 18414

Asia, etc., Australia, and New Zealand
(1962) 18415

Europe (1962) 18416
Mexico, Central and South America, and
Caribbean (1962) 16130

US A(1962) 8604
FVench edition (1963) 7397
German edition (1963) 7407
Japanese edition (1963) 7399
Italian edition (1963) 7396
Portuguese edition (1963) 7410
Spanish edition (1963) 7400

international programs, veterinary medical
science and human health (1961) 14739

international study, hearings, appendix
(1961) 7279

Israeli services (1961) 19573
juvenile, problems in Soviet Union (1965)

7906
Kazakh SSR, translations (1962) 9974, 18049
Kit Carson County, Colo., study (1962) 8605
legislation. People's Republic of Slovenia

and People's Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Yugoslavia (1962) 9825

longevity, USSR excerpts (1962) 1498
longshoring

—

regulations (1962) 6192
ship repairing, etc., administration, report

1960 (1961) 21132
low income groups, new programs (1965)

19687
maintenance programs for small business

(1964) 13447
Mali, public health and social affairs, semi-

nar reports (1964) 21583
man, medicine, and work, historic events in

occupational medicine (1964) 7699
manpower, national plan for civil defense

and defense mobilization (1961) 3960
manpower planning, community emergency

(1964) 13402; (1965) 5346
materiel and facilities, planning guide for

emergency management (1965) 20033
maternal and child

—

aspects in developing regions (1965) 4358
nursing positions (1965) 7296
research grants, etc (1965) 8631
announcement (196.5) 15322

services (1965) 11952
maternal and child health increase serv-

ices

—

comments (1964) 2128
law (1963) 20437
reports (1963) 15275, 17118, 19017
statistics (1961) 11982

Health—Continued
medical activities, need to realign organiza-

tional and management structure, Dis-
trict of Columbia Government, GAO
report (1964) 8726

medical and health-related research. Federal
support, 1962-65(1965) 1510

medical and health related sciences, thesau-
rus (1963) 12998

medical care, public and private expendi-
tures, preliminary estimates, 1963-64
(1964) 16862

metallic and nonmetallic mines, authorize
study

—

hearings (1961) 20571
law (1961) 18691
reports (1961) 16713, 19061

methods of protecting health of rural work-
ers, USSR study (1964)20118

metropolitan program, research opportuni-
ties (1964) 9722

migrant health project in Pennsylvania,
1963 (1965) 1583

migratory farm workers, interim report on
program (1965) 4617

migratory farm workers public health pro-
gram for improving health services and
conditions

—

hearings (1962) 11467
print additional copies, report (1962)
21125

law (1962) 20867
reports (1961) 14704; (1962) 19105, 19147

migratory labor, grants hearings (1961)
8995

mobilization, training literature, list (1964)
15051

Moldavian SSR—
rural public, present status, etc (1962) 933
tasks from program of 22d Congress of

CPSU (1962) 12013
motor vehicles, air pollution and health,

report of Surgeon General of Public
Health Service (1962) 20961

print as House document, reports (1962)
19072, 19281

national and individual programs (address)
(1964) 7688

national education, Ck)mmunist China (1962)
8143

national expenditures for health care pur-
poses by object of expenditures and
source of funds, 1960-63 (1965) 11693

National Reactor Testing Station, Idaho,
Health and Safety Division, progress
report (1965) 1834

'

national survey (1963) 7408
attitudes toward cooperation in health
examination survey (1961) 15935

California, methodology (1963) 13024
evaluation of single-visit cardiovascular
examination (1962) 6417

origin, program and operations (1963)
18296

patients discharged from short-stav hospi-

tals, etc., 1958-60, statistics (1962) 12663

plan and initial program of examining
(1962) 14572

statistics (1961) 1440-41, 2666-67, 6500,
8152, 9690, 11536-537, 15935, 17793,
20098, 21311; (1962) 3461, 6417,
12662-663, 14572-573, 16136, 18417,
22746-747, 24075; (1963) 5686-89, 7402

national trends (1965) 4872
needs of migrant children in Kansas day

care program (1964) 9717
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new directions, current and emerging issues,

background papers (1963) 15622
new programs for persons and families of

low income (1965) 14428
noises are harmful, USSR study (1961)

15578
nursing in occupational health (1965) 9884
nutrition, science, health, Hungarian study

(1965) 16413
occupational

—

and oral cancer (1964) 20766
Federal units, professional guide (1965)
20042

50 years (1965) 2991
films and filmstrips, catalog (1962) 22761
national health survey findings (1963)

9344
occupational safety and health

—

legislation, summaries (1964) 11263,

14674; (1965) 7963, 19798
State law, suggested language (1964)

13039-40
services for employees, guide for State
and local governments (1963) 18287

training program, bulletin (1965) 13230
older Americans, basic facts, staff report

(1961) 12497
people act through community participation

and by working together, exhibit depicts
advances (1964) 1646

periodic examinations, abstracts from litera-

ture (1963) 13020
personal expenditures, measurement (1963)

14674
personal expenses. United States, July-Dec

1962, statistics, etc (1965) 18731
physical culture and health, USSR studies

"

(1964) 20070
physical fitness elements in recreation,

suggestions for community programs
(1962) 24066

physicians, 2nd all-Russian congress in
" Kemerovo (1965) 11211

physics at service of health, USSR study
(1965) 18304

Poland

—

population (1962) 1389
public health program (1962) 5595

population, methods of studying, USSR
study (1965) 4943

portraits in community health (series) (1965)
18718

professions education, hospital and medical
facilities series (1964) 13403, 16839

professions

—

educational assistance, extend and ex-

pand

—

hearing (1965) 17946
law (1965) 19165
reports (1965) 17.565, 17583, 19422

message to graduates (address) (1964)
7833

student loan program (1965) 16817
program, message from the President (1963)

4724
program of scientific cooperation in field of

bio-medicine, agreement with Ghana
(1962) 12714

protection of women, Soviet immediate tasks
(1962) 1084

psychological aspects of the city (speech)
(1965) 2992

public

—

activities of collegium. Ministry of Health
RSFSR (1965) 12619

advisor, examination announcement (1961)
14019; (1964) 21050; (1965) 13687
discontinuance notice (1965) 13680

Health—Continued
public—Continued
agricultural migrants (1964) 5645
air pollution hazard (1963) 3272
analyst, examination announcement (1961)

14019; (1964) 21050; (1965) 13687
discontinuance notice (1965) 13680

arthritides and public health in Europe
(1965) 1573

Bulgaria, organization of services (1963)

5209
care in Azerbaydzhan SSR (1965) 11231
code of Federal regulations (1961) 6011;

(1962) 7370; (1963) 4923; (1964) 6680;

(1965) 9128
community services, research grants pro-

gram (1964) 11574
conference, proceedings, 10th national
meeting (1965) 5350

Cuban Republic (1964) 7173
dental programs, State, 1961, digest (1962)

3455
dental public health, U.S. and Canada,

trends (1964) 9730
engineering abstracts (1961) 3541; (1964)

3944
Georgian SSR, 40 years progress (1961)

20980; (1962) 2949
grants for graduate training program,
extend authorization

—

hearings (1964) 10321, 15816
law (1964) 17356
reports (1964) 13984, 17725

home nursing services in selected cities

(1962) 10611
improve through revising hospital, etc.,

provisions of PHS act

—

hearings (1964) 8.387, 14153
law (1964) 17.302

reports (1964) 10217, 10256, 15731
in Kirghiz SSR (1965) 1033
in USSR (1965) 4963
Indian dental services, presentations to

Council of Federal Dental Services

(1963) 9349
information in RSFSR (1965) 936
laws, compilation (1964) 12144
local health organization and staffing

within standard metropolitan areas
(1964) 3110

medical science contribution to health
services (1961) 15308

motor vehicles and air pollution (1963)

1413
non-Soviet Asia, USSR translation (1965)

16.503

outdoor recreation, policy (1964) 15032
plans for visiting professionals from for-

eign countries (1963) 13022
problems of chemistry in Turkmenistan,
USSR study (1965) 2677

problems resulting from expansion of

chemical industry, USSR study (1964)

20123
professional personnel graduate training
program, extend authorization

—

hearings (1964) 10321, 1.5816

law (1964) 17356
reports (1964) 13984, 17725

professional personnel, increase opportun-
ities for training

—

hearings (1962) 9394; (1963) 6199, 17326
law, summary (1963) 18776; 19335
reports (1962) 9307, 211.52; (1963) 6180,

7945, 17283
projected measures for improvement in

Soviet Union (1964) 199.50

public health agencies of RSFSR, statis-

tics, 1964 (1964) 21.590
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public health bibliogfraphy series (1961)
6509, 11538, 20102, 21320; (1962) 14578,
16140, 20256; (1963) 1429, 16517, 18292,
20110, 21093; (1964) 1562, 9721, 11568,
13416, 15043, 16842, 18916-918, 21854;
(1965) 3000, 6879-80, 8249, 9890, 13239,
16828, 18719-720, 20043

public health engineering abstracts (1962)
4261; (1963) 4114; (1965) 3860

public health in Russian Federation (1965)
2380

public health monograph series (1961)
20103-104; (1962) 1779, 3466, 14579,
16141; (1963) 13024; (1964) 1563, 11569;
(1965) 9891, 15007
index, no 61-63 (1961) 3542
public health nursing services, how to
study patient progress (1964) 13406

public health reports (1961) 3542; (1962)
4262; (1963) 4115; (1964) 3945; (1965)
3861
reprint (1962) 12669

public health service act, amend, hearing
(1964) 12146
excerpts (1961) 15944, 17798; (1962) 10608

Public Health Service grants, etc funds

—

construction of health research, hospital
and medical facilities (1963) 21036;
(1965) 8159

formula and project grants (1965) 5265
health services, formula and project

(1963) 9229
mental health training (1963) 9228;

(1964) 13283
research (1963) 9227, 21035; (1965) 2949
research, construction of cancer re-

search facilities, etc (1963) 11109
research projects, policy statement

(1965) 9878
training grants, traineeships, fellow-

ships, etc (1963) 21034; (1964) 7589;
(1965) 8158

training projects, policy statement
(1965) 9892

Public Health Service poster (1962) 3467

Public Health Service, Radiological Health
Division's mission and goals in radiolog-
ical health (1961) 21321

public health services, economic benefits,
objectives, methods and examples of
measurement (1964) 21846

recreational areas in western States, ad-
ministrative guide covering problems
(1962) 24072

research grant programs, guide for appli-
cants (1963) 16426

research training programs, NIH grants
and awards, information (1962) 1712

role in radiation health problem (paper)
(1965) 13240

RSFSR, improvement in public health
measures, report (1964) 20049

Russian Federation (1965) 9344

sanitation, importance in control of ro-

dents and insects (1961) 1448
scientists, examination announcement

(1964) 209
service in

—

Kirghizia, accomplishments and short-
comings (1965) 9471

Moldavian SSR (1964) 21406
Russian Federation, USSR studies

(1964) 20203
services. Federal grants-in-aid (1962) 6

Health—Continued
publ i c—Continued
services for migrant workers and their

families (1962)22802
grants (1962) 22738

short-term training grants, general infor-
mation (1964) 1556

Soviet news (1965) 9347
Soviet organizational problems (1965)
2748

Soviet public health (USSR periodical),
translations (1965) 6401

Soviet Union, articles (1965) 1080
State and public agencies, class specifica-

tions for nursing positions, guide (1964)
13393

state legislations, summary 1962 (1964)
1566

State salary ranges (1962) 13885; (1963)
616, 10305, 19340; (1964) 10667, 19807;
(1965) 9285

successful fulfillment of CPSU program
(1964) 18516

Surgeon General's conference on health
communications (1963) 9358

theory and practice in Soviet Union, prob-
lems of (1965) 4987

today and tomorrow in public health (ad-
dress) (1962) 6427

traineeship awards, individual (1962) 1773;
(1965) 1570

traineeships for professional personnel
(1962) 1781; (1964) 11580

training, national conference, report
(1963) 21090

USSR-
diverse regions (1964) 19974
expanding chemical industry (1964) 5335
organizations, work (1965) 9454
party program (1964) 19965
problems (1964) 9172
studies (1964) 16560, 18286, 20224

publications

—

of congressional committees, list (1962>
17137

price list (1961) 2657; (1962) 18402; (1963)
14654; (1964) 13390; (1965) 2981

radiation, health protection manual (1965)
1312

radiation safety standards, literature
search (1961) 18086

radio electronics in service of, USSR study
(1965) 12684

radioactive contamination precautions,
on-site health-and-safety report (1965)
1859

radiological

—

assessment and recovery of contaminated
areas (1961) 182

bibliography (1964) 13413
data, monthly reports (1961) 3543; (1962)

4283; (1963) 4132; (1964) 3959; (1965)
3876

dental (1962)6413
summary of State activities (1963) 9357

handbook (1961) 6510
iodine-131 surveillance measurement in

milk, analytical quality control service
of Radiological Health Division, interla-

boratory study (1964) 20743
Public Health Service activities, high-

lights, 1958-62 (1963) 12996
radiological health manual for experimen-

tal gas-cooled reactor (1964) 13691
university curriculums (1961) 5077
and fellowships (1964) 18923
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radiological health

—

career development for engineers, Public
Health Service (1965) 5332

manual for experimental gas-cooled reac-
tor (1965) 4252

program, (jregon. X-ray protection tech-
niques (1965) 16838

Public Health Service activities, high-
lights (1965) 11657

State programs, summary, fiscal year 1964
(1965) 9895, 20046

training program, bulletin (1965) 13230
recent translations, selected list (1963)

11110; (1964) 3963; (1965) 3880
referral program for Armed Forces medical

rejectees (1965) 20036
related research, foundation expenditures,

1960 (1963) 3178
research

—

and training, activities of NIH, hearings
(1961) 18949

and training grants and awards by NIH,
administration, investigation

—

hearings (1962) 11435
reexamination of management deficien-

cies, report (1962) 15241
report (1961) 8761

facilities act, extend

—

law (1962) 23238
report (1962) 21453

facilities amendments of 1965, " hearing
(1965) 4618

facilities construction program

—

GAO review (1963) 2326
extend

—

hearings (1965) 8892
law (1965) 15463
reports (1965) 8811, 8830, 12295, 15664

summary of activities. Surgeon General's
report (1961) 6976; (1962) 11302; (1963)
13457

facilities construction projects, grants by
NIH, 1961(1962)1710

Federal expenditures (1962) 22663; (1963)
19970

for health, report from NIH (1964) 16751
laboratory and clinical technicians, NIH,
examination announcement (1963) 13330

medical technologists, NIH, examination
announcement (1963) 15114

mission of Research Facilities and Re-
sources Division, National Institutes of
Health (1964) 3058

on electromagnetic radiowave fields in

RSFSR (1962) 14021
projects supported by PHS, 1951-62 (1963)

16535

respiratory, relationship to air pollution
(1963) 1415

results of development of public health serv-
ice in FSFSR beginning 1965, statistical
data (1965) 18384

Rumania

—

problems of rayon head doctor (1962) 7613

scientific research (1962) 5512
rural, selected references, Jan 1953-June

1960 (1961) 9896

Russian SFSR—
organs and institutions, indicators of in-

crease in medical personnel (1964) 2639
Presidium of Scientific Medical Council of
Ministry of Health, actions taken, etc
(1963) 2461

Rx to keep you healthy in flight (1965) 17150

school children, USSR studies (1965) 19767

Health—Continued
schools

—

bibliography (1961) 21320
program outline for school and community

(1961) 11540
references (1965) 18719
the world over (1961) 10553

science, technology and development in less
developed areas (1963) 5096

services

—

families living in public housing communi-
ty (1963) 19339

migrant workers and their families grants
(1965) 20029

mothers and children, view (1965) 8640
project grants manual, amended to serve

as guide for agencies having grants for
air pollution control projects (1965)
16818

research relating to children, studies in
progress (1961) 296, 10088; (1962) 6832;
(1963) 176, 11647; (1964) 17120; (1965)
17231

unmarried mothers (1965) 10272
shopping, publications, list (1964) 15038
small plants, checklist (1961) 13654
smoking, USSR study (1961) 4661
smoking and health

—

authorize research by Agriculture Dept

—

hearings (1964) 8353
report (1964) 4484

bibliography, 1963-64 (1965) 18720
Surgeon General's Advisory Committee
report (1964) 5664
excerpts on smoking and oral cancer

(1964) 16845
quick reference guide (1965) 9893
summary (1964) 21858

smoking, health, and you, facts for teenag-
ers (1964) 19312

socialist countries

—

conference of ministers, USSR (1961) 2338;
(1963) 2901

scientific research coordination, USSR
study (1961) 10970

Socialist Cuba, public health (1963) 2627
Soviet Armenia, during last 40 years (1962)

1387
Soviet health care (periodical), translations

(1965) 7916, 11167
State departments, role in medical care

(1964) 9726
State school laws and regulations (1964)

17924
statistics

—

analytical studies (1964) 7705, 9732; (1965)
20051

data evaluation and methods research
(1963) 14673-674, 16537; (1964) 7704;
(1965) 9896, 15014-17, 16833, 20049-50

data from national health survey (1963)
14675-676, 16538, 20112; (1964) 5666,
7706, 9733-34, 11583-585, 13423-424,
15071, 16846, 18924-926, 21859; (1965)
5360, 8258, 9897-98, 11668, 13247-248,
15018, 16834-835, 18730-732, 20053-54

data from National Vital Statistics Sys-
tem (1964) 20771; (1965) 9899, 15019,
16836, 20055

organization, etc., of National Center
(1961) 21318; (1963) 21092; (1964) 5661

programs and collection procedures (1963)
18296; (1964) 11582; (1965) 8257, 15013

U.S., facts of life and death (1963) 20094;
(1965) 20028

use for genetic and radiation studies
(1963) 1431

status and health manpower, chart book
(1961) 20096
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status. United States, medical care and fam-

ily income (1964) 11584
studies of human populations, bibliography

(1963) 1429
supervisor development program, basic

course (1963) 4448
supporting tissues in complete denture con-

struction (1963) 11145
surplus property

—

hearings (1962) 13518; (1965) 15807
report (1962) 15228

surveys

—

illness and hospitalization experience
among health plan enrollees, interview
response compared with medical records,
study (1961) 11537

illness and work-loss days of currently
employed persons, Julv 1959-June 1960
(1962) 12662

Tadzhik SSR, public health organs, yearly
plan and budget, fulfillment results
(1962) 1366

Tadzhikistan, translations (1962) 12004
today's health problems, series for teachers

('1962) 22765
travel information

—

Africa, including Malagasy Republic and
neighboring islands (1961) 2663, 15931
(1963) 16497

Asia, etc., Australia, and New Zealand
(1961) 1437, 15932; (1963) 16498

hints for travelers abroad (1961) 1449:
(1963) 16534

Europe (1961) 11532; (1963) 16499
Mexico. Central and South America, and
Caribbean (1961) 2664, 15993; (1963)
16500

trends (1961) 10698; (1962) 19576; (1963)
19334

State data and rankings (1965) 14425
Tunisia, public health and medical services.

translation (1962) 17871

T\'A, program (1965) 6956

Ukrainian SSR

—

historv of public health, USSR study
(1962) 2703

main tasks in, 1961 (1962) 2804
public institutions, inter-relationship with
Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute

of Clinical Medicine (1962) 9976
resolution on improvement (1962) 1185

United States, summary (1961) 2611

USSR-
achievements (1961) 19528
all-Union conference of active public

health workers (1962) 1227, 8109
plan for medical industry (1961) 12953

Board of Ministry of Health, work (1965)

11277
care of very young (1961) 7626
children's protection, constant improve-

ment, translation (1962) 2796

conferences and congresses on public

health and medical trade union work,
news (1964) 1310

conference on statistics (1961) 20959
development of thematic program in 1961

(1961) 15213
developments (1965) 6421
forensic medicine in public health prob-

lems (1962) 12035
housing construction on territory slopes,

comparative hvgienic evaluation of

standards (1961)" 21102
medical service and preservation of

health, improvement (1961) 7633

Health—Continued
USSR—Continued
medical service and protection of health,
provisions for improving (1961) 20953

new stage in Soviet public health (1962)
887

nurses training manual (1962) 23784
organizations and establishments, assist-
ance by Institute for Advanced Training
of Physicians (1961) 19499

personnel engaged in production of chlor-
indan. problems (1961) 4431

population (1964) 7166
protection measures (1961) 944

progress, etc (1963) 2639
prophylactic survey of population (1961)
20942

protecting nation, translation (1962) 5998
protection developments (1964) 12797
providing public dispensary services for

all. study (1963) 17944
public health (1964) 2550

agencies, assistance given by scientific

research institute (1962) 9870
and medical activities (1963) 12306
in national economic plan, 1964-65 (1964)

12855
organizations and conferences, news.
USSR studies (1964) 1245

problems (1965) 11279
system, information service (1965) 11192
translations (1961) 7618, 15035

recent developments in Soviet public
health (1962) 5791, 22186

results of works on history (1962) 2702
service in rural districts, problems (1961)

11036
statistical handbook (1961) 7780
tasks at current stage (1961) 19660
translations from Soviet public health

(1962) 3157, 21957, 23732
of Kirgiziya (1962) 19639
USSR (1963) 689

translations from Sovetskove zdravookra-
neniye (1963) 6643

workers', research (1962) 19687
Uzbek SSR, problems at 4th session of Su-

preme Soviet Uzbek SSR (1962) 912
voluntary health and welfare agencies.

fund-raising within Federal services.

manual (1963) 11666; (1964) 3705, 17136;
(1965) 3623

change (1963) 20382; (1965) 8661, 11971

water pollution problem and its impact on
our national life (1961) 1435; (1962)
12659

women, influence of work connected with
carrying of light loads, problem, USSR
study (1962) 2769

workers

—

capitalist countries, deterioration due to

automation of production, USSR study
(1963) 5400

opportunities overseas (1961) 20865

working conditions in concrete plants and
shops, USSR, improvements to protect
workers health (1962) 2768

World Health Organization, regulations
(1965) 20103

Yugoslavia

—

organization of services (1962) 5823, 7810
statistics (1962) 9958

see also Hygiene—Medical care—Mental
health.

Health aides, village, training in Kotzebue
area of Alaska (1965) 20048
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Health and Safety Division, AEC:
annual report (1962) 18719
standard health and safety requirements, ID

manual (1964) 5964
Health and Safety Laboratory:
AEC fallout program, quarterly summary

reports (1961) 196, 5353, 8390, 16195;
(1962) 197A, 6692, 23032; (1963) 4479,
9680, 14985; (1964) 115, 5962, 11860,
15281; (1965) 183, 4255, 8546, 13498

bone program, 1961-64 (1965) 17100
carbon- 14 measurements in atmosphere,

1953-64 (1965) 8547
contributions to study of fallout in food

chains (1964) 15282
radioactive fallout, results of measuring

with gummed film, summary (1961) 195
standard procedures manual (1964) 5975;

(1965) 184, 17116
surface air sampling program, summary

report (1965) 5603
Health boards and departments:
county, geriatric program (1961) 20831
directory, local units (1962) 22736; (1964)

20746
glass door accidents, survey made in 16

communities (1963) 21084
"

local, community interaction wnth traveling
demonstration project utilizing child
development (1962) 14974

local departments, attribute sampling meth-
ods, with special reference to immuniza-
tion surveys (1965) 8237

local health services, organization and
staffing (1961) 15943

metropolitan areas, organization and staff-

ing (1964) 3110
national, records, preliminary inventory

(1962) 22600
nursing expenditures in small health agen-

cies, costing procedures (1962) 12664
nursing home programs (1963) 13019
State and local, research projects supported

by PHS, 1951-62 (1963) 16535
State and territorial health authorities,

directories (1961) 13630; (1962) 16127;
(1963) 14659; (1964) 18897; (1965) 16809

State and territorial health officers confer-
ence with Public Health Service and
Children's Bureau, 1963, preliminary
report of actions (1964) 5662

Health centers:
Asia, education in health (1965) 6378
International Ladies' Garment Workers'

Union anniversary medal

—

law (1964) 265
reports (1963) 18848; (1964) 458

planning and constructing medical, mental
retardation, and other health facilities,

opportunities, proceedings of 1964 an-
nual conference (1965) 16819

survey and construction program, meeting
community health needs (1961) 15937

Yugoslavia, organization (1962) 7810
Health, E/lucation, and Welfare Department:

activities to combat mental retardation
(1962)13884

aids to students, financial and other assist-
ance through programs administered by
HEW, guide (1964) 21365

air pollution control program support under
clean air act (1964) 11548

air pollution prevention and control activi-
ties

—

hearings (1963) 17330
law (1964) 1935

description (1964) 4825
reports (1963) 13609, 13619; (1964) 382,
465

Health, Education, and Welfare Department

—

Continued
alcoholism programs, HE^W role in (1964)

20769
appropriations, 1961

—

limitation, increase, proposal (1961) 5607
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8828-31, 14716
law (1961) 18681
reports (1961) 8820, 10455, 14357, 14646,

16812
appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7077-79, 15426, 21528
law (1962) 16804, 23272
reports (1962) 9306, 17007, 17178, 21074,

21173, 21456
supplemental, proposal (1962) 21236

appropriations, 1964

—

deficiency hearings (1964) 10285
hearings (1963) 7982, 9923-24, 15373
law (1963) 20425
reports (1963) 9874, 15356, 18855
supplemental

—

hearings (1964) 4489, 4570, 6342
law (1964) 6179
reports (1964) 2070, 4536

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 8359-60, 17864
law (1964) 19413
mental retardation programs (1965) 750
reports (1964) 8343, 17623, 17778
supplemental

—

hearings (1964) 19589
proposal (1964) 15417, 15609, 19529,
21165

appropriations, 1966

—

amendments (1965) 8748
hearings (1965) 7471, 8868, 12156, 14113
law (1965) 15504
reduce, proposal (1965) 7410
reports (1965) 8836, 14104, 15715
supplemental

—

hearings (1965) 15776, 17680, 17904
law (1965) 17395
proposal (1965) 12065, 19189, 19332
reports (1965) 15727, 15768, 15986

Assistant Secretaries, additional

—

authorize 3, hearing (1965) 4618
hearings (1965) 8892
law (1965) 15463
provide for

—

hearings (1962) 9391
report (1961) 14649

reports (1965) 8811, 8830, 12295, 15664
Assistant Secretary

—

nomination of James M. Quigley, hearing
(1961) 5855

nomination of Wilbur J. Cohen, hearings
(1961) 7267

bibliography of mental retardation publica-
tions (1965) 14426

budget, 1962 amendments (1961) 5620, 6995,
10367, 12371

budget, 1964—
amendment (1963) 11919
decrease, proposal (1963) 7864

budget, 1965, amendments (1964) 8255, 15614
budget, 1966, amendments, proposal (1965)

8747
conditions and programs, reference facts

(1964) 8789
directory, field (1961) 7531; (1962) 13882;

(1963) 14039; (1964) 12530; (1965) 7810
donable surplus personal property pro-

gram

—

educational and public health purposes in
Missouri, deficiencies in administration,
GAO report (1965) 16297

hearings (1965) 17927, 19498
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Health, Education, and Welfare Department

—

Continued
Education Office, programs (1962) 21649
emergency relocation, appropriations, 1962,

supplemental proposal (1961) 16623
employment data needed for evaluating, etc.,

training under Manpower development
and training act of 1962, GAO report
(1964) 10610

facts and figures (1961) 4321; (1962) 21843;
(1964) 829, 18153; (1965) 14423

federally aided public assistance programs
of Kansas City regional office, GAO re-

view (1962) 15631
foreign assistance appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1964) 2229
laws (1964) 1985, 21126
reports (1964) 2069, 2098-99, 2103, 2220,

12045
foreign assistance appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 19588
reports (1964) 13950, 13952, 19582

foreign assistance appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 17905
law (1965) 19149
reports (1965) 15758, 19229

General Counsel, nomination of Alanson W.
Willcox, hearing (1961) 5856

gradual retirement plan (1961) 6190
grants administration under NDEA, GAO

report (1964) 4763
grants-in-aid and other financial assistance

programs administered (1961) 6191;
(1962) 9752; (1963) 17537; (1965) 9281

grants-in-aid to States, etc., actual, estimat-

ed (posters) (1963) 10303; (1964) 10665;

(1965) 11002
handbook on programs (1961) 2062; (1962)

13883; (1963) 17538
organization and fact sheets (1965) 14424

legislative achievements and activities in

fields of health and education, 88th (Con-

gress, 2d session (1965) 4873
loan service of captioned films for deaf, ex-

pand

—

hearings (1965) 17948, 19306
law (1965) 19135
reports (1965) 17644, 17845

manpower development and training act,

reducing costs through increasing hours
of instruction per week, GAO report
(1965) 710

mental retardation activities (1963) 19337;
(1965) 6351

mental retardation grants awarded, lists

(1965) 11003
mental retardation program (1963) 6571;

(1964) 10666
in response to recommendations of Presi-

dent's panel (1964) 8790

new directions, papers commemorating 10th
anniversary (1963) 15622

patent policy, analytical history (1961) 4111
press releases (1961) 3297; (1962) 4210;

(1963) 4058; (1964) 3891; (1965) 3809
program, hope, anchor of life (1961) 4321
programs. Education Office (1964) 2279

programs for senior citizens (1963) 2360
publications (1962) 19578
recommendations for amendments to social

security act, text and justifications

(1965) 17921
regional offices, directory (1964) 16742,

20648
report of Secretary to Congress, air pollu-

tion (1965) 6349
reports (1961) 2061; (1962) 15646; (1963)

10302; (1964) 19806; (1965) 9278

Health, Education, and Welfare Department

—

Continued
scientific information activities (1964) 3069,

7621-22; (1965) 1524
Secretary, nomination of Abraham Ribicoff,

hearing (1961) 4088
Special Assistant on Health and Medical

Affairs to Secretary, nomination of

Boisfeuillet Jones, hearings (1961) 7267
Special Assistant to Secretary, abolish, re-

port (1961) 14649
State mental health personnel and regional

offices, directory, revised pages (1965)
5260

10th anniversary, chronology of growth
(1963) 12239

Under Secretary, nomination of Ivan A.
Nestigen, hearing (1961) 5856

welfare, legislative and program objectives,

8th Interfaith Consultation, minutes
(1965) 18234

Health, education, and welfare indicators
(1964) 3570; (1965) 3484

Health, education, and welfare trends (1962)
19576; (1963) 19334

Health houses, see Clinics.

Health insurance:
aged

—

amend social security act hearing (1962)
401

insurance for aged persons (1961) 17335
needs, highlights of testimony (1961) 20646
program for meeting medical costs (1961)

10823
quality of coverage, findings of 1963 sur-
vey (1965) 6909

aged persons

—

information for providers of services,
hospitals, etc (1965) 18763

new program questions and answers (1965)
16860, 18764

social security act amendments of 1964,
hearings (1964) 17876

social security amendments of 1965

—

actuarial cost estimates (1965) 17747,
19322

analysis (1965) 8985
brief explanation of medicare (1965)

15035, 18762
entitlement and benefits available (1965)

17755
hearings (1965) 7495, 10676
law (1965) 15451
reports (1965) 7464, 8792, 13945, 14055
summary (1965) 7496, 12208, 14001,

15836, 18767
text and justifications recommended by
HEW (1965) 17921

benefits for salaried employees, spring 1963
(1964) 14704

Blue Cross and Blue Shield, age limitations

for coverage in U.S. and Puerto Rico
(1962) 16165

Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans, enroll-

ment (1963) 16563; (1964) 13454; (1965)
8284

by States (1962) 22799
Blue Cross and other private insurance for

the elderly

—

hearings (1964) 14121, 15787
report (1964) 17860

collective bargaining plans

—

digest of 100 selected, winter 1961-62

—

departmental edition (1962) 18152
document edition (1962) 16833

life insurance and accidental death and
dismemberment benefits

—

departmental edition (1961) 15726
document edition (1961) 14157
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Health insurance—Continued
collective bargaining plans—Continued
major medical expense benefits

—

departmental edition (1961) 13404
document edition (1961) 12152

surgical and medical benefits

—

departmental edition (1961) 4789
document edition (1961) 3999

Connecticut 65 extended health insurance
plan, summary (1962) 18455

credit, regulate in D.C.

—

law (1962) 20861
reports (1962) 11587, 17054

coverage. United States, July 1962-June
1963 (1964) 18924

deceptive or misleading methods in sales,

hearing (1964) 17861
enrollment and income of community inde-

pendent plans, 1950-63 (1965) 3019
evaluation of proposed premium rates for

Government-wide health benefit plans
for Federal employees (1962) 2340

Federal employees

—

additional choice of plans

—

hearings (1963) 8005, 10022
law (1963) 13433

reports (1962) 19134; (1963) 7951, 11994
amend act to extend benefits to temporary

D.C. teachers

—

hearing (1963) 11910; (1964) 6522
law (1964) 21123
reports (1963) 11841; (1964) 17794, 19461

amend act to include additional benefit

plans, hearings (1965) 17725
benefits act, amendments

—

hearings (1963) 15401, 17179
law (1964) 8223
reports (1964) 469, 6286

extend coverage to United States commis-
sioners

—

hearing (1964) 10338
law (1964) 17390
reports (1964) 12080, 17795

Federal personnel manual, supp (1963)

15110; 91965)3389
Government contribution, increase, hear-

ing (1963) 15401
health benefits, retired Federal employees

health benefits, report (1965) 4407
overinsurance, etc., need of CSC to curtail,

GAO report (1963) 12207
program, extend to House of Representa-

tives folding room temporary employees,
report (1964) 352

retired, benefits act, amend with respect to

Govt, contributions for administration

—

law (1965) 13775
(1965) 14029

transfer funds from administrative expen-

ses, amend act of 1959

—

hearing (1963) 17178
report (1963) 18867

50 selected health and insurance plans for

salaried employees, digest, spring (1964)

9454
group benefits, extend to certain legislative

employees, hearing (1964) 408
group, coverage of full-time State and local

government employees (1964) 20800
Grumman Aircraft Engineering (Corporation

group plan, improper disposition of re-

funds of premiums, GAO report (1964)

4762
health benefit plans under collective bar-

gaining (1964) 7739
independent plans (1963) 21114; (1963)

14698; (1964) 15087; (1965) 15040
by States, list (1962) 20277
enrollment, 1940-62 (1964) 13454

Health insurance—Continued
insuring organization type, and multiple

coverage, U.S., July 1962-June 1963
(1965) 11668

interim report, U. S., July-Dec. 1959 (1961)
1441

mental, coverage, improving (1965) 16752
nongroup coverage for older people under

Blue Cross, Jan. 1962 (1962) 16168
older persons, comparison of proposals

(1961) 10492
program for Federal employees

—

additional plans, hearings (1962) 15277
progress report (1961) 324

program for older persons under social secu-

rity system, message from the President
(1961) 5605; (1962) 6975

program for retired Federal employees, act

of 1960—
administrative expenses, hearing (1964)
8454

comparison with other plans (1961) 2469
evaluation of premium rates (1962) 9501

proportion of short-stay hospital bill paid
by insurance, statistics (1961) 21311

proposals for older persons (1962) 13657
retired employees under pension plans,

amend internal revenue code, reports
(1962) 19150, 21505

retired Federal employees, administrative
expenses, amend act of 1960

—

hearing (1963) 9945
report (1963) 7952

State employees' benefit programs (1963)
14663

tax deduction allowance of insurance compa-
nies

—

law (1962) 23190
reports (1962) 15416, 21077

union contracts, coverage (1962) 18140
Yugoslav regulations on obtaining benefits

abroad (1963) 16194
Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council,

create, hearings (1962) 401
Health officers:

medical care administration (address) (1964)
3097

nonmedical, licensing in New Jersey, State
and local experiences (1963) 3294

State and Territorial, conference, 1960, with
Surgeon General, PHS, and chief. Chil-

dren's Bureau, proceedings (1961) 9693;

(1962) 14577; (1963) 18290
see also Sanitarians.

Health Organization, World, see World Health
Organization.

Health physics, see Physics.
Health resorts:

USSR-
general information (1963) 15788

history, geography, and lists (1961) 11077

Institute of Medical Climatology and Cli-

matotherapy, 50th anniversary (1965)

11262
Miskhor, Koreiz, Gaspra, guide (1963)

12488
problems (1962) 2748
physicians and physiotherapeutists con-

ference (1961) 20973
science, physiotherapy, and therapeutic

physical culture, studies (1964) 14462
treatment of rheumatism in children

(1962)7940
treatment problems, translations (1962)

15857
Health services for mentally retarded children,

progress report, 1956-60 (1962) 2246
Health Statistics, National Center, see Na-

tional Center for Health Statistics.
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Health Technology Institute TNO, see Insti-

tute for Health Technology, TNO.

Healy, M.S., fatigue behavior of materials for
supersonic transports (1965) 8048

Heanue, Kevin E., calibrating gravity model
with data from selected zones (1965)
15022

Heard, Estelle L., relief (1962) 11341, 19248.
20728

Heare, Gertrude:
basic data on economy of Brazil (1964)

18172
economic developments in Brazil (1963) 8407
establishing business in Brazil (1964) 4860

Hearing:
acuity, relationship of industrial noise in con-

trolled population (1961) 21316: (1962)
1777

Air Force pilots, 1955-62 (1963) 4417
apparent change in repetitive noise bursts

(1964) 5897
auditory fatigue, pure tone, central factor

(1964) 4317
auditory medical research, USSR studies

(1964) 11139
binaural beat perception problem (1964)

4316
electronic means of providing binaural indi-

cation of direction of radio transmis-
sions (1965) 19937

evoked auditory responses used to monitor
psychomotor response to stress (1965)
18917

guidelines for screening programs, calibra-
tion of audiometers (1965) 15323

hearing ability interview survey (1965)
20050

hearing loss, hope through research (1964)
11557

intral-aural temporary threshold shift dif-

ferences (1961) 20320
measurement of functional ability, develop-

ment and use of set of scale questions
(1965) 20050

measures, comparative evaluation (1962)
18658

neurodynamics of human auditory system,
USSR study (1965) 4916

non-job-noise-exposed, Air Force personnel
(1961) 8327

perstimulatory adaptation relation to other
short-term threshold-shifting mecha-
nisms (1964) 5467

primary auditory abilities in pitch and loud-
ness (1964) 5462

problems, early detection to conservation
(1963) 12988

sensorineural losses

—

critical view of SAL test (1962) 20456
reliability and equivalency of CID W-22

auditory tests, evaluation (1962) 10906
speech discrimination scores, prediction

(1963) 4423
speech discrimination test (1963) 7634
speech disorders, summary of progress

(1964) 14952
see also Deaf.

Hearing aids:

choosing, general information (1965) 13659
distribution and use, statistics (1961) 11536
prices

—

hearings (1962) 19392
report (1962) 21483

trade practice rules for industry (1965)
14273

Hearing defects, see Deaf.

Hearing examiners:
administrative procedure act, promotion to

Chief Hearing Ebcaminer at increased
compensation, opinion of Attorney Gen-
eral (1965) 5027

appointment by Indian Claims Commission,
report (1961) 8942

compensation

—

hearings (1961) 17143
report (1961) 17108

decisions, amend act, hearings (1962) 2374
examination announcements (1964) 4400,

13811; (1965) 4398, 10303
amendment (1964) 6082

salaries and standards, increase, message
from the President (1961) 6996

selective certification method of appointing,
hearings (1961) 5746

Hearings:
calendars. Federal Communications Commis-

sion (1962) 3808; (1963) 3646
congressional committee, index, Jan. 7,

1959-Jan. 3, 1963, supplement (1963)
13387

congressional, relating to civil service, bibli-

ography—
19th-84th Congress (1961) 6901
85th Congress (1961) 6902
86th Congress (1961) 6903

how to conduct, employee relations hearings
guide (1961) 6205; (1963) 6574

Hearn, B. C, geology of Rattlesnake quadran-
gle, Mont (1965) 2228

Hearn, George H.:

nomination, hearings (1965) 430
remarks (1964) 21299, 21302; (1965) 10811,

10812, 10813, 14251, 18082, 19610
Hearn, Jackson B.:

basic data on economy

—

Burma (1964) 4861
Nepal (1963) 15647

foreign trade regulations

—

Ceylon (1964) 21090
Iraq (1965) 1945
Jordan (1964) 21089
Pakistan (1965) 12000

Heart:
acute cardiac dilatation under conditions of

extracorporeal circulation, mechanism,
USSR study (1961) 15422

arrest

—

long-range consequences, USSR study
(1964) 1266

restoration of cardiac activity, USSR
study (1964) 1264

artificial, research grants supported by Na-
tional Heart Institute, 1949-64 (1965)
16750

atherosclerosis

—

blood supply in coronary, problem, USSR
study (1961) 15072

conductive system, changes of arteries,

USSR study (1961) 11055
coronary, effect of castration, USSR study

(1961) 11058
ballistocardiographic analysis of time inter-

relationships, USSR study (1961) 962
bedrest effect, cardiac response to bicycle

ergometer test (1965) 8030
blood flow rate, oxygen consumption and

work, methods of studying, USSR study
(1962) 2852

blood supply, types, USSR study (1961)
19665

cardiac activity

—

after prolonged anemia, effect of cardi-
oplegic drugs and regimens of artificial

circulation on restoration, USSR study
(1961) 4693
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Heart—Continued
cardiac activity—Continued

changes with application of neuroplegic
preparations and physical cooling,
USSR, study (1961) 10952

rabbits, influence of low concentrations of

light aeroions (1964) 5373
restoration after prolonged stoppage and
anemia of heart, USSR study (1961)
10950

cardiac

—

excitability investigation, techniques,
USSR study (1963) 19447

experiments with olitorside and corchoro-
side, USSR study (1964) 12664

insufficiency, employment of syreniotoxin
on patients, experience, USSR study
(1961) 11109

problems, USSR study (1965) 6510
prostheses, USSR studies (1965) 14499

cardiopulmonary consequences of pyrogen-
induced hyperpyrexia (1965) 212

cardiopulmonary resuscitation, training
(1965) 15012

catheter for right heart and pulmonary ar-

tery implantation (1964) 8004
coronary insufficiency, therapeutic action of

gangleron (1961) 853
digital-output cardiotachometer measures

rapid changes in heartbeat rate (1965)

9685
dry surgery, fluothane anesthesia with hy-

pothermia, USSR study (1962) 2841

electric defibrillation of auricles in patients

with mitral cardiac lesions, USSR study

(1962) 2986
electric stimulation

—

atrio-ventricular blocks, USSR study
(1964) 12731

USSR study (1964) 9357
electrical activity, influence of high alti-

tudes (1961) 124; (1963) 71

electrocardiographic study of injured rat
heart after stimulation of regeneration
process with certain biologicals, USSR
study (1962) 1327

electrokymographic study of cardiac activi-

ty, USSR study (1961) 19656
electrokymography, analysis of mechanical

activity, USSR study (1961) 12898
electronic model, USSR study (1965) 2776
electrostimulations

—

hazards, etc., USSR study (1965) 2579
USSR study (1961) 15382

electrostimulator ES-1, USSR study (1962)
3071

embryonic chick, isolated, survival when
exposed to high relative centrifugal
forces (1961) 6724

ES-1, electronic stimulator, effectiveness and
safety, USSR study (1962) 9941

failure and shock, causes and cure, NHI
supported research grants (1964) 11445

frog, transmembrane potentials, effects of
calcium deficiency and excess on (1962)
20457

functional state of myocardium under condi-
tions of acute exsanguination, and effect

of transfusion of blood and blood substi-
tutes on coronary circulation, USSR
study (1965) 11235

handbook of heart terms (1964) 11446
heart and vessels, morphology, all-Union

conference, USSR (1961) 2091
heart research news

—

NIH film, information booklet (1963) 19963
(periodical) (1962) 20177; (1963) 3766; (1964)

3571; (1965) 3485
heartbeat, new motion picture on heart re-

search progress (1965) 15004
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Heart—Continued
human heart center of circulatory system

(1965)457

humoral isolation as method of investigating
coronary circulation, USSR study (1962)
1253

inborn defects (1964) 20753

inexpensive stable circuit to measure rate
(1965)5124

interauricular cardiac septum, experimental
defect, USSR study (1961) 15424

intercardiac operations analyzed, USSR
study (1964) 12772

ionizing radiation, effect on heart, USSR
study (1962) 23708

isolated deep hypothermia as method of deep
cardioplegia, USSR study (1962) 1255

isolated frog, effect of oil growth substance,
USSR study (1965) 16409

isolated, of Citellus leucurus and C. Mohaven-
sis, effect of low temperature (1964) 4245

living pump, poster (1962) 3467
massage, external, clinical assessment, USSR

study (1964) 1268
metabolic and functional changes in heart

during prolonged hypothermia (1965) 98
mitral

—

cardiac defects, vectorcardiogram varia-
tions in patients depends on amount of
pressure in pulmonary circulation, USSR
study (1961) 11078

lesions, significance of phono-, vector-, and
ballistocardiography, USSR study (1963)
2968

stenosis, oxygen debt as objective index of
functional state of cardiopulmonary sys-
tem of patients, USSR study (1962) 19682

valve, replacing with artificial tricuspid
valve, USSR study (1964) 9178

muscle, biochemical processes in myocardial
infarcts, USSR study (1962) 18108

myocardial infarction, Thebesius vessels, in
left ventricle, structure and compensato-
ry significance (1961) 11061

myocardium, functional condition, compari-
son of electrical and mechanical systoles
as investigation method, USSR study
(1961) 12899

normal duration of electric systole in man
(1965) 18598

open heart surgery

—

extracorporeal circulation, adrenal cortex
function, USSR study (1964) 12759

in children, study of nursing care (1965)
5719

pharmacology of coronary circulation (1965)
16727

portable cardiac electrostimulator, USSR
study (1962) 2877

progress, highlights (1962) 18317
puncture of left ventricle

—

methods of and indications, USSR study
(1961)4685

with catheterization of aorta, USSR study
(1961) 10864

rate patterns observed in medical monitoring
(1965)13435

research instrument, ballistodynamocar-
diograph type BDKG-01, USSR study
(1962) 14036

revascularization, in experiment, USSR study
(1961) 10983

smoking and the heart (1964) 14957
surgery

—

cardiac, problems, USSR study (1962) 923
current problems, USSR study (1962) 2668
emotional problems of children (1965) 13658
hypothermia and extracorporeal circula-

tion, USSR study (1961) 20951
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Heart—Continued
surgery—Continued

new method of extracorporeal blood circula-
tion, USSR study (1961) 4683

open, under hypothermia, prevention of
complications, USSR study (1961) 11004

open, use of extracorporeal circulation,
experimental experience (1962) 9946

operation on dry heart, USSR study (1961)
904

surgery in (Communist Clhina (1962) 818
treatment of defects, operations on open
heart under hypothermia, USSR study
(1961)19756

USSR articles (1964) 12999
USSR studies (1965) 4932
what social services offer to patients (1965)
3006

with extracorporeal circulation, USSR
study (1961) 12913
hematological data (1961) 15423

thermoregulation and cardiopulmonary func-
tion, effect of induced hypoxia (1963)
11495

thoracic cage impedance measurements

—

cancellation of respiration effects on
transthoracic impedance (1964) 5906

impedance production systems (1964) 76
tonus of cardiac center of vagus nerve in X-

irradiated dogs, USSR study (1961) 2114
transplantation of cardiac muscle, USSR

study (1961) 19742
vectorcardiography method during medical

study of sportsmen, USSR study (1962)
14176

ventricular fibrillation in experimental dis-
turbance of coronary circulation, USSR
study (1965) 9482

see also Ballistocardiography—Kineto-
cardiography.

Heart diseases:
adults, United States, 1960-62 (1964) 18926
and drugs, review of research grants by

National Heart Institute (1963)
19961-962; (1964) 11445, 16743

anesthesia for dental patient with heart dis-
ease (1964) 11549

angina pectoris

—

blood protein fractions, diagnostic signifi-
cance of electrophoretic study, USSR
study (1961) 12896

effect of nitranol on tone of large arterial
vessels according to rate of propagation
of pulse wave (1961) 916

therapy with kvateron, Armenian studies
(1964) 12671

arteriosclerotic, mortality and geographic
distribution (1965) 8246

atherosclerosis of coronary vessels, pro-
longed ascorbic acid therapy of pa-
tients, USSR study (1961) 11104

C-reactive protein in differential diagnosis
of myocardial infarct and stenocardia,
USSR study (1961) 10857

Oreactive protein test in angina pectoris
and myocardial infarction, diagnostic
value problems, USSR study (1961) 4608

cardiac

—

arrhythmia, electric pulse therapy, USSR
study (1965) 16533

changes in cardiosclerosis, USSR study
(1961) 2393

infarction, combatting, Czechoslovak re-

port (1962) 7658
insufficiency therapy with convallatoxin,
USSR study (1961) 958

surgery problems, USSR study (1962) 923
cardiopulmonarv resuscitation techniques

(1965) 5331

Heart diseases—Continued
changes in right ventricle occurring in hy-

pertensive disease and atherosclerosis
(1961) 11053

children with congenital heart disease
served in regional centers, 1952-56
(1965) 293

chronic cornary insufficiency and myocardial
infarction before and after bilateral
ligation of internal mammary arteries,
biochemical shifts in patients, USSR
study (1961) 10997

combating, provide assistance

—

hearings (1965) 6064, 15821
law (1965) 17432
reports (1965) 12296, 17607, 17640

congenital cardiac defects

—

blue type, gas metabolism changes in
physical stress in children, USSR study
(1961) 11117

cyanotic patients, hematopoiesis charac-
teristics, USSR study (1961) 19634

cyanotic type, new surgical method of
treating interarterial anastomosis in
patients, USSR study (1961) 11001

microscopic structure of stenosed arterial
conus of right ventricle and changes
which develop after direct surgery on it,

USSR study (1961) 4692
pathological anatomy of complications fol-

lowing surgical therapy, USSR study
(1961) 11184

congenital heart disease, rheumatic diseases,
bacterial endocarditis, etc., NHI sup-
ported research grants (1964) 16743

congestive heart failure

—

etiology, prevention, management (1965)
1574

guide for patient (1963) 20098
management, outline for health agency
personnel (1963) 16536

coronary care units, acute myocardial in-

farction patients, specialized intensive
care (1965) 5335

coronary circulation in hypertension, effect
of reserpine, USSR study (1961) 957

coronary deficiencies, USSR studies (1962)
22254

coronary heart disease in adults, U.S.
1960-62 (1965) 20054

coronary insufficiency

—

diagnostic and prognostic value of ballis-
tocardiography, USSR study (1962) 7968

problems and future research, USSR
study (1961) 2392

scientific studies on problems, 1961-62,
USSR (1962) 8024

coronary sclerosis, collateral cardiac circu-
lation their significance in coronary in-

sufficiency, USSR study (1961) 11054
diagnosing by special methods, USSR study

(1963) 2668
diagnosis, with single-visit cardiovascular

examination, evaluation (1962) 6417
dietary factors (1963) 18285

diffuse cardiac myofibrosis in hypertensive
vascular disease, histopographical
study, USSR (1961) 4599

economic costs, 1962 (1965) 11651
electrical and mechanical systoles diagnostic

value of comparison in evaluation of
functional condition of myocardium,
USSR study (1961) 12899

endocarditis, bibliography, 1957-62 (1963)
21081

enzymatic diagnosis of myocardial infarc-
tion, USSR study (1965) 11103

facility designed for coronary care (1965)
15000
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Heart diseases—Continued

Fallot's tetrad

—

phonocardiographic changes prior and
subsequent to operation of application
of cava-pulmonary anastomosis, USSR
study (1961) 10978

treatment by aorto-pulmonary anastomo-
sis by means of alloplastic prosthesis,
USSR study (1961) 11112

hypertrophy of left ventricle, use of electro-
cardiographic diagnostic method for
detection, USSR study (1961) 917

myocardial

—

arterioles in hypertensive disease, USSR
(1961) 11052

fibrosis, work prognosis with different
pathogenesis, USSR study (1961) 15245

hypertrophy of left ventricle, evaluation
of vectorcardiogram in diagnosis, USSR
study (1961) 2158

myocardial infarcts

—

ballistocardiographic changes (1961) 2394
biochemical processes, USSR study (1962)

18108
changes in QRS complex, USSR study

(1961) 960
diagnosis, problem, USSR study (1961)

15242
rational therapv during convalescence

(1961) 11106
routine of rest and protection, USSR
study (1961) 921

structure and compensatory significance
of Thebesius vessels of left ventricle
(1961) 11061

national program to conquer, report (1965)
2978, 9861

puncture of left cardiac ventricle, methods
of and indications for, USSR study
(1961) 4685

regional congenital heart center statistics,
1957-63 (1965) 299

research, prevention and control program,
summary (1961) 20006

rheumatic

—

valve defects, effect of glutamic acid on
oxidation processes in cases of circula-
tory insufficiency, USSR study (1961)
4607

rheumatic heart disease among U.S. college
freshman, prevalence, prophylaxis,
1956-60 (1965) 2999

rheumatoid

—

bicuspid valve strictures, research on
blood dynamics, Communist China (1962)
17789

incidence rate. Communist China (1962)
17776

water and electrolyte excretion rhythms in

patients, USSR study (1961) 4606
screening children with portable tape re-

corder (1965) 13243
smoking in relation to heart disease, re-

search grants. National Heart Institute,
1949-62 (1963) 18197

tiphen effect on ballistocardiogram in pa-
tients suffering from coronary insuffi-

ciency, USSR study (1961) 919
triad of Fallot, clinical picture, diagnosis,

and surgical treatment, USSR (1963)
•16155

valvular, recording and analyzing ballisto-

cardiogram rates, USSR study (1962)
7967

Heart rot:

Abies amabilis, hazard from logging injuries

(1961) 6132
Douglas fir (1962) 21798
red and white fir (1961) 7480
western hemlock (1965) 637

Heart sounds, see Phonocardiography.
Heart valves, see Mitral valve.

Heartbeat, story of heart research progress
around world, new motion picture (1965)
15004

Hearth, Donald P., thrust, etc., of ejector-type
exhaust nozzles (1963) 5516

Heaslet, Max A., approximate predictions of
transport of thermal radiation through
absorbing plane layer (1965) 1469

Heat:
air-transmitted energy effect vs. radiated

energy on strength of reinforced plastic
laminates (1961) 12714

and cold effects, control (1964) 11569
balance, climatology, USSR study (1964)

9198
balance of Lake Baykal (1965) 19741
caloric, conversion into mechanical effect,

tests in mid-19th century (1961) 6434
capacity thermodynamic functions, simulta-

neous least-squares approximation of

functions related as integrals, applica-
tion (1961) 9566

catecholamine excretion in heat-acclimatized
men (1963) 9634

content of uranium tetrafluoride (1961) 7925
contents and entropies of crystalline and

glassy germanium dioxide (1961) 6283
corrosion of materials for nuclear superheat

applications (1965) 17097
critical thermal tolerances, insulated con-

tainers for transport of materials (1961)
127

damage tests of thin-film cadmium sulfide

solar cells (1965) 18579
effects on living plants (1961) 20796
effects on organism, USSR studies (1965)

2623
electron temperatures in ionosphere (1963)

19892
electronic modules easily separated from

heat sink (1965) 11457
energy-generation terms, mixing of coaxial

streams of dissimilar fluids, analysis
(1964) 9572

entropies of elements and inorganic com-
pounds (1961) 15741

equatorial stratosphere, effects of periodic

heat sources (1965) 104

550°F (56rK), stability of 4 titanium-alloy
and 4 stainless-steel sheet materials
after exposures up to 22000 hours (1965)
6686

flow, application of computers in furnace wall
design (1964) 18699

flowmeters, thermeolectric, construction
(1965) 18919

heat and moisture balances in territory of
China, characteristics (1961) 4601

Heat content and specific heat of coals and
related products (1965) 8025

heat-rejection and weight characteristics

—

fin-tube space radiators with tapered fins

(1964) 7535
radiator fin-tube configurations (1964)

14898
high-temperature

—

refractory metal thermocouples, instabili-

ty (1965) 13201
sodium, potassium and cesium properties

(1965) 13191
utilization in industry (1961) 16207

high temperature applications, columbium
and tantalum alloys (1964) 7461

high-temperature contents—andalusite, kya-
nite, and sillimanite (1964) 7461

bismuth chloride and cerous chloride
(1962) 3322
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Heat—Continued
high-temperature contents—andalusite, kya-

nite, and sillimanite—Continued

gallium phosphide, indium phosphide, and
indium sulfide (1965) 6602

muscovite and dehydrated muscovite
(1964) 7449

sesquioxides of erbium, holmium, thulium,
and ytterbium (1963) 5501

sesquioxides of europium, gadolinium, neo-
dymium, samarium, and yttrium (1962)
20100

sesquioxides of lutetium, dysprosium, and
cerium (1963) 14513

vanadium silicide (1963) 12837
zirconium fluoride and zirconium sulphate

(1962) 12387
intense fluxes, flexible curtain shields equip-

ment (1965) 6650
internal friction increase in uranium in

process of increasing temperature,
USSR study (1961) 7752

low-temperature capacities

—

and entropies at 298.15° K of

—

calcium vanadates (1962) 6247
red mercuric sulfide (1962) 14444

diaspore, kaolinite, dickite, and halloysite

(1961) 19872
sodium- and calcium-aluminum silicates

(1962) 3321
magnetic capacity and susceptibility of thu-

lium ethylsulfate (1962) 8955
metallography and heat treatment of metals

(USSR periodical), abstracts (1961) 2938
nuclear, for solid-fuel gasification (1963)

11565
nuclear radiation transfer and heat deposi-

tion rates in liquid hydrogen (1962)

18256
precision measurement and calibration

standards, selected papers (1961) 6419
properties of materials at elevated tempera-

tures, measurement apparatus (1961)

6729
protective ablative coatings for radomes

(1962) 10926
rapidly heated metals in compression, pre-

dicted behavior (1961) 2594
reduction temperature of metals and heat

resistance of alloys, USSR study (1963)
10432

resistance of

—

cast aluminum alloys, USSR study (1965)
12609

hydras and their cells, effect of mainte-
nance temperature, USSR study (1963)
14184

organism, significance of adrenal glands
(1963) 5142

plant organisms, interrelationship to su-

per-faint chemoluminescence (1964) 9009

alloys, research, USSR studies (1964)

12802
steels and alloys, Soviet research (1964)

5095
resisting materials, collection of USSR

works (1963) 5325
sensible-heat space radiators, computer

program details for design (1965) 13021
shield calculations, methods and data (1965)

5236
shields, environmental tests (1961) 19951
sink, provided by mounting for diodes (1965)

1438
subsurface, of earth, utilization, USSR

study (1964) 924
temperatures from 500° to 1700° F, improved

ceramic-bonded calcium fluoride coatings
for lubricating nickel-base alloys (1965)

6736

Heat—Continued
thermal

—

analysis of type 3 elements in SM-1,
SM-IA, PM-2A cores (1962) 18702

balance, maintaining in man (1963) 11496
behavior of manganese minerals in con-

trolled atmospheres (1961) 7948
degratation of oil shale (1962) 8477

thermal explosions, theory

—

German study (1961) 19529
USSR study (1961) 19530

treatment for recovery of properties of irra-

diated steels (1961) 15863
waste heat rejection in space, moving-belt

radiator system, heat-transfer and
weight analysis (1964) 16677

weld affected zones in titanium-6Al-6V-2Sn
alloy, study (1963) 9318

see aiso Expansion (thermal)—Gas—Heat
transfer—Insulation—Melting points

—

Thermochemistry—Thermodynamics.

Heat (specific), see Specific heat.

Heat capacity:
low-temperature, and entropies at 298.15° K

of—
anhydrous sulfates of cobalt, copper, nick-

el, and zinc (1965) 18454
crystalline silicates of barium and stron-
tium (1965) 1373

low-temperature, antimony and indium sul-

fides at 298.15°K (1962) 20105
low-temperature heat capacities and entro-

pies at 298.15° K of—
akermanite, cordierite, gehlenite, and
merwinite (1964) 5489

lead molybdate and lead tungstate (1964)
7437

monomolybdates of sodium, magnesium,
and calcium (1963) 3101

muscovite (1963) 16347
sodium dimolybdate and sodium ditungs-

tate (1963) 9122
sulfides of arsenic, germanium, and nickel

(1964) 18694

low temperature heat capacity

—

and high-temperature content of mullite
(1963) 19860

sesquioxides of scandium and cerium
(1963) 14511

scandium (1962) 12403

Heat engineering:
and hydrodynamics (1961) 181

heat power engineering, USSR (1962) 2025
properties of heat-resisting steels, USSR

studies (1965) 6413

simulated nuclear reactor system for
high-temperature process (1962) 1647

steam generation problems, USSR study
(1965) 18344

USSR studies (1965) 2461

Heat exchange, see Heat transfer.

Heat exchangers:
bibliography (1961) 5426
ceramic, suitability for heat transmission

from helium at high temperatures (1962)
22503

compact finned-tube gas-side performance
(1961) 17699

high-temperature pebble-bed wind-tunnel,
evaluation of refractory oxide materials
(1964) 20615

Langley 11 -inch ceramic-heated tunnel, de-

sign, operation, etc (1963) 5594

light-weight, for rocket motor, new method
used to fabricate (1964) 9554

liquid-liquid, and vapor reheat, saline water
conversion research (1964) 845
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Heat exchangers—Continued
liquid metal to air, air-side performance

(1961) 2546
pressure suit, bacteriologic potability of

condensate water (1965) 4213
ram-air, for reducing turbine cooling-air

temperature, study (1961) 4851
sodium to sodium intermediate heat exchan-

ger and sodium to water steam genera-
tor, research and development report
(1962) 6688

thermoelectric, demonstration unit, final
report (1964) 8089

30 megawatt, for sodium cooled reactor sys-
tem

—

chemical and stress analysis (1964) 5955
material and welding specifications (1962)
23007

operation and maintenance procedures
(1962) 23008

thermal and mechanical final design (1962)
23006

tubes, mechanized brazing, USSR study
(1963) 17676

Heat of adsorption, low-coverage (1964) 18758-
759, 18784

Heat of combustion:
cerium sesquioxide and bismuth sesquioxide

(1961) 6278
formation of carbides of tungsten and mo-

lybdenum (1964) 5484
hexamethyldisiloxane, calorimetric system

and techniques (1961) 6710
methyl nitrate vapors, USSR study (1961)

2331
Heat of formation:
aluminum carbide (1964) 11322
anhydrous

—

ferric sulfate and indium sulfate (1965)
19867

silicates (1962) 8466
sulfates of cadmium, cobalt, copper, nick-

el, and zinc (1965) 9595
antimony sesquioxide and tetroxide (1962)

12394
barium oxide and strontium oxide (1963)

5497
calcium and magnesium vanadates (1962)

20114
calcium tungstate, calcium molybdate and

magnesium molybdate (1963) 3098
cerium sesquioxide and bismuth sesquioxide

(1961) 6278
crystalline hydrates of ferrous sulfate

(1963) 16332
europium sesquioxide and europium trichlo-

ride (1965) 14704
ferrites and aluminates of calcium, magne-

sium, sodium, and lithium (1961) 9451
gallium sesquioxide and scandium sesquiox-

ide (1962) 12388
gehlenite and talc (1963) 14516
germanium dioxide (1962) 18229
gibbsitc, kaolinite, halloysite and dickite

(1961) 17650
goethite, ferrous vanadate, and manganese

molybdate (1965) 9596
hexamethyldisiloxane, calorimetric system

and techniques (1961) 6710
hydrated and anhydrous sodium- and cal-

cium-aluminum silicates (1962) 8465
lithium chloride and lithium oxalate (1965)

5095
muscovite (1964) 7436
sodium molybdates and tungstates (1962)

12395
sodium vanadates (1961) 2520
sulfides of manganese, iron, zinc and cad-

mium (1964) 16644

Heat of formation—Continued
tantalum carbide (1965) 14716
vanadates of lead and manganese (1963)

9126
vanadium nitride and vanadium carbide

(1963) 7214
vanadium oxides (1961) 19885
zirconium carbide and hafnium carbide

(1964) 18700
Heat of solution, cerium metal in hydrochloric

acid (1963) 3100
zirconium-nitrogen system, USSR study

(1962) 5597
Heat of vaporization:

correlation of dissociation energies of gas-
eous molecules and heats of vaporiza-
tion of solids, homonuclear diatomic
molecules (1963) 9638

vapor-deposited tungsten coatings for
MERM rocket nozzles (1964) 13135

Heat pumps, thermoelectric, research (1964)
846

see also Pumps.
Heat transfer:
ablative properties of materials in

free-flight ranges, determination (1962)
14481

advanced test reactor burnout heat transfer
tests (1965) 10171

aerodynamics

—

and boundary-layer transition on 10° cone
in free flight, measurements (1961) 9557

blunt two-and three-dimensional bodies at
supersonic speeds (1961) 9495

blunted 15° cone-cylinder in free flight
(1961) 17675

compressible laminar boundary layer on
yawed cylinder vdth transpiration cool-
ing (1961) 1327

cone-cylinder-flare configuration, measure-
ments (1961) 9588

cone cylinders in free flight, measurements
at Mach numbers from 1.3 to 4.9 (1961)
6317

cone of free flight at supersonic Mach
numbers up to 5.2, measurements (1961)
4855, 15782

distribution of surface roughness over
sphere-ellipsoid bodies at Mach number
3.0 (1961) 15785

flat windshield canopy on RM-10 research
vehicle (1961) 17687

flow over spiked-nose hemisphere-cylinder
at Mach number of 6.8, errata (1961)
6385

heating of aircraft components (1961)
6335

highly polished hemisphere cone in free
flight (1961) 6342

laminar flow observation on air-launched
15° cone-cylinder at local Reynolds num-
bers 50x106 at peak Mach number of
6.75 (1961) 9507

measurements in turbulent separated re-
gions at Mach no. 1.8 (1961) 9522

measurements on flat-face cylinder at
Mach num'ier range of 2.49 to 4 44
(1963) 5554

parameters for flat plate at hypersonic
speeds in terms of free-flow properties,
errata (1962) 10495

subsonic, to surface recessed within for-
ward stagnation region slit (1964) 3020

swept blunt leading edges in free flight
(1962) 12431

water-film cooling, air stream total tem-
peratures up to 3,000" R (1962) 6263

wing sections, reduction to nonporous sur-
faces behind porous leading edge
through ejected coolant (1962) 12434
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Heat transfer—Continued
aerodynamics—Continued
wing surfaces and wing leading edges at
high speeds (1962) 12419

air-side performance of liquid-metal to air

heat exchangers (1961) 2546
airfield pavement surfaces, atmospheric fac-

tors affecting flow (1961) 12585
analytical determination of temperature os-

cillations in wall heated by alternating
current (1962) 18266

arbitrary axisymmetric body, effects of
ablation (1961) 7999

artificial hotspot embedded in stored grain,
temperature effects (1962) 14714

ballistic reentry at speeds of 26,000 to
45,000 feet per second, charts depicting
kinematic and heating parameters (1961)
21224; (1962) 14461

base, Saturn model (1963) 11021
basic studies

—

quarterly progress report (1961) 220
with forced flow boiling water, progress

report (1961) 5394
behavior with 100-CPS flow oscillations

(1965) 2879
bell-shaped nozzle with upstream flow dis-

turbances, experimental compared to
predicted (1963) 16371

between fluids, spiraled channels improve
(1965) 18511

bibliography (1961) 5426
biphenyl liquid, and vapor deposition studies

at 700° and 800° F (1964) 10032

blunt

—

axially symmetric bodies (1963) 7240
conical bodies having cavities to promote
separation (1963) 14590

nose shapes with laminar boundary layers
at high supersonic speeds (1961) 4843

noses at Mach number of 2 (1961) 4857
bodies in high enthalpy stream of partially

dissociated nitrogen, effects of surface
recombination (1962) 1688

bodies with conical flares and extensive flow

separation at Mach number of 6.8 (1962)

12485
boiling

—

correlation from nucleation theory (1962)

6707
for oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and heli-

um (1965) 18617
heat transfer to liquid hydrogen and ni-

trogen (1962) 20131
in tubes, hydrodynamics (1961) 11780

local tests, PM development (1962) 4637

sulfur, power-reactor study (1961) 11782

water reactors, effects of ship's motion,

experimental and analog results (1961)

18040
boundary layer transition

—

effect of controlled surface roughness at

Mach numbers of 4.8 and 6.0 (1964)

11378
on highly polished hemisphere-cone in free

flight (1961) 19963
ceramic coated boat, chemically inert to

evaporants (1965) 6661
characteristics of

—

cryogenic hydrogen from 1000 to 2500
psia flowing upward in uniformly
heated straight tubes (1965) 16711

naturally compacted snow (1965) 16109
several finned-tube configurations (1963)

1279
ventilated snow (1965) 6130

coefficients

—

for inclined flat plate at high hypersonic

Heat transfer—Continued
coefficients—Continued

speeds in terms of free-stream flow prop-
erties (1961) 9604; (1962) 3350

inert gases and binary mixtures (1965)
6728

on combustion side of ammonia-oxygen
rocket (1961) 19972; (1962) 1681

with annular flow during once-through
boiling of water to 100 percent quality
(1962) 2040

combined

—

forced and free laminar convection in ver-
tical tube, experimental study (1962)
3363

radiation and forced convection for flow of
transparent gas in tube with sinusoidal
axial wall heat flux distribution (1962)
23991

component in vacuum sublimation, radiant
heat effect (1963) 18179

conduction problems, solution by grid meth-
od (1964) 9623

cone-cylinder-flare configuration with bound-
ary-layer separation (1962) 22568

convection, conical shapes entering atmos-
phere of Venus and Mars at suborbital
speeds (1964) 3026

convective

—

and radiative heat loads, effect on per-
formance of subliming and charring
ablators (1962) 16055

coefficients for clustered sonic nozzles
(1965) 16682

effects of uncertainties in thermal conduc-
tivitv of air for stagnation tempera-
tures to 30,000° K (1965) 6729

heat exchange, USSR study (1962) 2647
in nuclear rocket nozzle (1963) 18141
liquids, influence of acoustical vibrations

(1964) 8801
measurements in shock tunnel using test

gases (1965) 18567
planetary gases (1965) 14858
velocities to 41,000 ft/sec. free-flight meas-
urements (1965) 13035

correlations for hydrogen and nitrogen flow-
ing through tungsten wire mesh at tem-
peratures to 5200° R (1965) 14847

critical evaluation of methods for calculat-

ing transport coefficients of partially

and fully ionized gases (1965) 5209
critical heat flux and flow pattern, charac-

teristics of high pressure boiling water
in forced convection (1963) 122

cryogenic boiling (1965) 12973
data for hemisphere-cylinder flown at Mach

numbers to 5.6 (1961) 17680
data on irradiation of Santowax OMP in

M.I.T. in-loop reactor

—

equipment design, etc (1963) 4483
summary (1963) 4482

delta wing

—

80° sweep slab, in hypersonic flow (1965)
8098

half-cone combination at Mach 7 and 10

(1964) 7545
measurements at Mach numbers and an-

gles of attack (1964) 18740
dissociating hydrogen, calculation (1962)

23990; (1963) 7244
distribution, delta wing in hypersonic flow

(1964) 11418
distribution on 70° swept slab delta wings at

Mach number of 9.86 and angles of at-

tacks up to 90° (1964) 21772
distributions at Mach nos. 6.0 and 9.6 over 2

reentry configurations for 5th-stage
Scout vehicle (1963) 11066
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Heat transfer—Continued
effect of multi-g accelerations on nucleate-

boiling ebulHtion (1963) 11017

effective heat of ablation of ammonium chlo-

ride, theoretical and experimental values
(1961) 2581

effects

—

in rocket nozzles operating with very
high-temperature hydrogen (1965) 6756

of dissolved gas evolution at surfaces of

heated vertical cylinders, thesis (1961)
5392

on laminar sublayer of turbulent bounda-
ry layer (1964) 20584

electrically conducting fluid flowing in chan-
nel with transverse magnetic field (1961)
17720

empirical correlation of critical boiling heat
flux—

for channels of various cross sections and
orientation (1963) 14548

in forced flow upward through uniformly
heated tubes (1962) 20129

energy budget at earth's surface (1963)
16756-757

equilibration temperature of slender bodies
in supersonic stream, USSR study (1961)
10890

film boiling, coefficients obtained with hydro-
gen, nitrogen, and freon 113 in forced
flow, correlation study (1964) 13230

fin-plate interference model at Mach number
of 6 (1964) 16679

flat-face-cone and hemisphere cone, Mach
nos. to 2.2 (1961) 13483

flat-faced conical nose, measurements at
Mach nos. to 14.6 (1963) 14535

flat-plate central-fin-tube sensible-heat
space radiators, design analysis (1965)
13020

flow between heated plates of finite length in

free-molecule flow environment (1964)
21766

flow of gas in channels in presence of heat
transfer (1965) 19948

fluids, materials research (1962) 1989
forced convection nucleate boiling of water

for nozzle cooling at high heat fluxes

(1962) 12464
forced-convection, quality burnout data with

calculated Reynolds numbers, compila-
tion (1961) 11793

free-flight investigation at supersonic
speeds of 2 slender cone-cylinder bodies
at angle of attack of 8° with one body
rotating (1963) 14541

friction data for hydrogen and helium flow-
ing in tube at surface temperatures up
to 5600° R (1964) 11407

gas flexibility along solid surfaces under
action of changing temperatures, USSR
study (1962) 11981

gas flowing through set of multiple parallel
flat plates at high temperatures, analy-
sis (1962) 3375

gas-side performance of compact finned-tube
heat-exchanger, investigation (1961)
17699

gas space reflective insulations (1962) 219
gas-suspension coolant project (1961) 18030
ground surface, heat exchange (1964) 19653
heat

—

conduction through skin of vehicle upon
entering planetary atmosphere at con-
stant velocity and entry angle (1962)
22580

conductivity of solid solutions of semicon-
ductors, USSR study (1961) 10881

Heat transfer—Continued

in melting of ice, USSR study (1964) 9293
patent classification (1963) 1382

heat transfer

—

and corrosion characteristics of capillary
fluted aluminum tubes (1965) 11019

and pressure loss for turbulent flow (1961)
167

and transition on 10° cone with low tem-
perature ratio, supersonic free-flight

measurement (1961) 6341
at high Reynolds numbers, effects of re-

sonant vibrations (1962) 2102
from fin-tube radiators including longitu-

dinal heat conduction, etc (1964) 3028
heating encountered by manned reentry ve-

hicles and structures for dealing with
problem, summary (1961) 19933

height variation of vertical heat flux near
ground (1964) 20958

helium at high temperatures, physical char-
acteristics of ceramic heat exchangers
(1962) 22503

hemisphere-cylinder and bluff-afterbody
model in methane-air combustion prod-
ucts and in air (1963) 1299

hot-gas side heat-transfer rates for hydro-
gen-oxygen rocket (1965) 13017

hydrocooled peaches, thermal characteris-
tics (1963) 18447

hydrogen, formulation and digital coding
(1963) 12854

in radiating fins, effect of variable thermal
properties (1963) 19915

laminar

—

and turbulent hydrogen, over parallel
plates at 5000° R (1964) 18763

blunt bodies, with gaseous film cooling on
blunt bodies near stagnation point
(1961) 19949

boundary layer similar solutions and cor-

relation equations for distribution in

equilibrium air at velocities up to 41,100
ft. per second (1963) 19943

calculation on bodies with yaw and large
pressure gradient in high-speed flow
(1961) 4923

convective, cones at speeds to 24 km/sec
(1964) 18786

flows of incompressible fluids (1963) 5577
fully developed, in thin rectangular chan-

nels with heating on broad walls except
near corners (1964) 16716

non-Newtonian flow in circular tube with
variable circumferential wall tempera-
ture or heat flux (1965) 6725

over melting plate, modified Leveque prob-
lem (1964) 10485

reentry nose shapes, study (1961) 13524
sharp and blunt 15° half angle cones at

angles of attack up to 90°, Mach. no. 6

(1961)21221
slip flow

—

between parallel plates at unequal tem-
peratures (1965) 16712

parallel-plate channel or round tube
with uniform wall heating (1964)
16704; (1965) 5162

rarefied gas between parallel plates with
unsymmetrical wall heat flux (1964)
16719

rarefied gas in parallel-plate etc., with
uniform wall temperature (1964) 21770

large-amplitude oscillations effect on (1963)
5615

lifting surfaces of 60° delta wing at angle of

attack for Mach number 1.98 (1961) 6336
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Heat transfer—Continued
limiting principles in internal problem at

low velocities, USSR study (1961) 4616
liquid-liquid spray tower (1965) 11022
liquid parahydrogen flowing through heated

tube, experimental data (1961) 9565
local boiling heat transfer tests (1961) 18059
local, on yawed cylinder at Mach no. 4.15

and high Reynolds nos (1962) 12513
low rates, simple transducer measures (1965)

1419
Mach 4.7, effect of flow field over blunted flat

plates (1961) 8391
measurements

—

and recovery factor of compressible tur-

bulent boundary layer on sharp cone
with foreign gas injection (1964) 9593

apexes of 60° sweptback delta wings (1961)
4899

attached protuberances in supersonic tur-
bulent boundary layer at Mach numbers
2.65, 3.51, and 4.44 (1963) 3124

binary gas laminar boundary layers with
high rates of injection (1964) 20600

bodies of revolution in free flight by use of
catcher calorimeter (1963) 14574

flat face of blunted 10° half-cone body
(semidisk) (1963) 11028

flat plate—
and attached fins at Mach nos. of 3.51
and 4.44 (1964) 14873

and attached protuberances in turbulent
boundary layer at Mach numbers of
2.65, 3.51, and 4.44 (1964) 20589

surface for range of Mach numbers and
boundary layer thicknesses (1963)
3124

in partially ionized gases (1965) 8041
Mach number of 8 in vicinity of 90° interi-

or corner alined with free-stream veloci-
ty (1964) 18750

over flat plate at Mach number of 20, effects

of leading-edge bluntness (1965) 18534
radiative, with thin-film resistance ther-
mometers (1964) 9532

ratio of absorptance to omittance, method
for estimating (1965) 9703

resistance thermometer (1964) 9531

swept delta wings with blunt leading edges
and dihedral angles of 0° and 45° (1961)
4898

thermal properties (1962) 12960
of metals at elevated temperatures

(1961) 5088
method of improving in rigid coaxial lines

(1962) 12591

microwave energy conversion, problems
(1962) 119

molten salts, problems in recovering thermal
energy (1961) 13458

monoisopropylbiphenyl, studies on forced
convection loop (1961) 1371

moving belt radiator system for waste heat
rejection in space (1964) 16677

nucleate pool boiling, frequency response
(1964) 19238

one-dimensional analysis of thermal energy
storage for solar direct-energy-conver-
sion systems (1964) 9569

peripheral wall conduction effects for lami-
nar forced convection in thin-walled rec-

tangular channels, analysis (1965) 13030

precooled hydrogen and helium at surface
temperatures up to 5300° R (1965) 5195

prediction of critical heat flux in forced
convection flow (1963) 14976

Heat transfer—Continued
prediction of surface temperatures in hydro-

gen-cooled nuclear rocket reactor at
high surface-to bulk-temperature ratios,
improved method (1965) 5194

pressure drop in eccentric annuli, research
program (1962) 18724

pressure level effect on afterburner-wall
temperature (1963) 5527

pressure measurements on Project Fire mod-
el at Mach 3.51 (1965) 1445

pressures in closed containers for purpose
of determining explosion constants,
USSR study (1961) 19530

problems, USSR studies (1962) 6686
Project Fire reentry vehicle, convective and

equilibrium radiation predictions (1965)
13033

radiant

—

absorbing gases enclosed between parallel
flat plates with flow and conduction
(1964) 1483

absorbing gases enclosed in circular pipe
with conduction, etc (1964) 1484

between nongray parallel plates of

—

polished refractory metals, formulas
(1965) 13051

tungsten (1961) 17730
interchange view factors and limits of vis-

ibility for differential cylindrical sur-
faces (1965) 2902

2-dimensional gray-gas, in coaxial-flow gas-

eous reactor (1964) 7525
radiating fin profiles, USSR articles (1963)

5386
radiation emission effects of equilibrium

boundary layer in stagnation region
(1961) 19969

radiative

—

and absorption behind hypersonic normal
shock wave (1962) 20156

between planar surfaces with filleted junc-
tures (1964) 13248

cooling of hypersonic aircraft, measure-
ment of emissivity (1961) 19991

during atmosphere entry at parabolic ve-
locity (1962) 1682

interchange between conducting fins with
mutual irradiations, numerical predic-

tions (1962) 8526
rates

—

improve with use of acoustic vibrations
and reduce scaling in distillation units
used for saline water conversion (1963)
625

on blunted cylinder-flare configuration in

free flight (1964) 18738
with various thermal-protection systems

for liquid-cryogenic-propellant tanks
(1962) 22594

reactor experiment (1962) 23009
reactor hot channel factors and burnout,

literature search (1963) 5944
reattachment zone of separated laminar

boundary layers (1961) 19977
recombination, effect of Tesla discharge

(1963) 3151
recovery temperature, transition, and heat-

transfer at Mach 5 (1961) 17727
regions of separated and reattached flows

(1963) 10980
relationships among coefficients of turbulent

moment, heat, and matter transfer in

atmosphere (1963) 5188
resistance of copper and beryllium tested on

hemispherical nose-shape models in air

at stagnation temperatures of 2,000° to
3,600° F (1961) 19926
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Heat transfer—Continued
Scout spacecraft, reentry flight into atmos-

phere, trajectory and angles of attack
determined (1965) 9721

secondary media of vapor compression proc-

ess for saline water conversion (1962)

9770
sheet metal structure designed to cope with

heating and air loads encountered by
reentry vehicle study (1961) 19934

shock impingement effect on distribution on
right circular cylinder (1961) 4930

skin friction relation for compressible turbu-
lent boundary layer with gas injection

(1965)11504
solid-in-gas suspensions as heat transport

mediums (1963) 14520
solid surfaces to cryogenic fluids, literature

survey (1963) 9210
sphere with retrorocket exhausting into free

stream (1963) 1310
stable organic fluids in forced convection

loop, studies (1962) 6365
stagnation point

—

ballistic range measurements in air and
carbon dioxide (1961) 8014

Mach no. 2 and 3, 530°F temperature ef-

fects of surface roughness (1961) 4867
measurements in arc-heated subsonic
stream, theoretical and experimental
comparison (1964) 14840

two wing-body combinations (1963) 7233
shielding against radiation by transpira-

tion of absorbing gas (1961) 15826
stagnation region, solutions of ionized ra-

diating shock, layer, etc (1964) 1485
steady-state, stagnation-point, heat-trans-

fer-rate measuring device (1963) 11045
streamwise heat conduction effects in aero-

dynamic heating of thin-skinned bodies
(1961) 19950

subcooled boiling, under forced convection in

heated tube (1963) 9156
sub-ice heat sink for cooling power plants

(1961) 1947
superheat process tube, tests (1961) 187
supersonic free-flight measurement of 10°

cone with low temperature ratio (1961)
15797

surface

—

ablating materials ability to reduce, inves-
tigation (1963) 11019

cooling due to bubble growth (1964) 11413
surfaces

—

and protuberances in supersonic turbulent
boundary layer (1961) 4868

of finite catalytic activity in frozen disso-
ciated hypersonic flow (1961) 4884

swept blunt leading edges in free flight at
Mach numbers 1.90 to 3.07 (1961) 13480;
(1962) 12481

swept cylinder in vicinity of its intersection
with wedge and flat plate (1964) 16678

temperature

—

control of turbine region of turbojet en-
gine, including turbine-blade time con-
stants and starting characteristics,
study (196U9505

rise within radioactive liquid wastes in-

jected into deep formations (1961) 12790
10° cone, rocket-propelled, limited results

determined at Mach numbers up to 9
(1961) 17690

terminology, USSR study (1961) 15495
tests of 20-millimeter projectiles at Mach

number of 5 (1961) 9562
thermal calculation of pressurized water

power reactor, USSR study (1963) 14299

Heat transfer—Continued
thermal conductivity

—

air up to 5000° K, experimental and theo-

retical study (1961) 6389
argon, shock-tube heat-transfer experi-

ments to measure (1964) 7522
gas mixtures, approximate formulas (1965)

1462
gas, pressure effects (1963) 18243
gases at high temperatures (1963) 19945
honeycomb-core and corrugated-core sand-
wich panels (1961) 7984

honeycomb-core panels (1965) 13032
nonpolar gases and gas mixtures at low
density (1961) 8044

reactor materials (1961) 16179
rock, measured by transient line source
method (1965) 8022

UO2, effect of solid solution additions on
measurement (1961) 18081

vacuum gage calibration in range of lO"'*

to 1 Torr lower limits (1963) 12865;
(1964) 3006

ventilated snow (1963) 19133
thermal loading along reactor channel with

consideration of nonuniformities of

heating of heat transfer agent, USSR
study (1962) 13968

thermal operating performance of nuclear

reactors (1964) 8076
thermal protection systems transient re-

sponse, numerical analysis (1962) 18286

thermal radiation, in nuclear-rocket nozzle,

analysis (1961) 4914
thermally conductive metal wool-silicone

rubber material, used as a shock and
vibration damper (1964) 11370

transfer temperature gradients effect for

laminar flow of gases through heated
channels (1963) 15011

turbulent

—

coefficients associated with sinusoidal pro-

tuberances on flat plate at Mach no. 3

(1963) 9161
forced-convection, for Prandtl nos.

0.001-1000, empirical equation (1961)

2576
heated streams in atmosphere, trajecto-

ries, USSR study (1965) 6396
separated flow up to Mach 8.5, free-flight

investigation (1961) 19940
surface finishes, rate to series of 20° cones

at Mach numbers of 4.95 (1961) 21207
two-dimensional, and turbulent temperature

fluctuations in uniform shear flow (1965)

1465
two-phase flow meeting (1965) 13492

two-phase, for subcooled water flowing un-

der conditions of zero gravity, instabili-

ty effect (1964) 21771
unswept and 38° swept cylindrically blunted

wedge fins (1964) 18739
unswept blunt plates in helium at high Mach

numbers (1961) 6390
unswept cylinder subjected to incident shock

and flow interference from upstream
body (1961) 19968

vapor condensing at high velocities in small

straight tubes (1964) 21736
vertical transfer of momentum and heat at

and near earth's surface (1965) 130

visual study of 2-phase flow in vertical tube
with heat addition (1963) 5586

wall temperatures in tube with forced

convection, internal radiation exchange
and axial wall heat conduction (1964)

9568
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Heat transfer—Continued
water-film cooling of 80° total-angle cone at

Mach number of 2 for airstream total
temperatures up to 3,000° R (1963) 21000

water injection test simulating moderator
flooding of BONUS superheater assem-
bly (1962) 8948

wing-body combinations at 7° angle of at-

tack, etc (1961) 4864
with laminar flow in concentric annuli (1963)

18158
yaw effect, blunt cone-cylinder configuration

at Mach no. 1.98 (1961) 9528
see also Temperature—Thermal radiation

—

Thermodynamics.
Heat treatment:

chemical, steel, theoretical bases, USSR
study (1964) 16199

high temperature

—

effect of 3 metal additions on grain size of
magnesium oxide (1965) 11490

thermomechanical treatment of metals and
alloys, USSR study (1965) 9446

metal science, USSR studies (1965) 1142

bibliography (1961) 6775
electrothermic equipment, USSR classifi-

cation (1962) 12104
USSR conferences on, translations (1961)

17380
niobium, USSR study (1964) 2772
reduction of postharvest decay of peaches

and nectarines (1964) 13586
steel, for restoration of ductility (1965) 9912
steels to high strength through control of

quenching temperature (1962) 14553
titanium alloy, oxygen effect on properties

(1964) 4909
uranium, beta properties (1962) 181
welded joints of lKhl8N9T steel, with high

frequency current, influence on corro-
sion, USSR study (1963) 5241

work of heat treatment and physical metal-
lurgy section of 7th republic conference,
USSR (1962) 22367

Heaters:
domestic, combustion of North Dakota lig-

nite (1961) 1233
heater decomposes oil backstreaming from

high-vacuum pumps (1965) 14788
high-temperature synthetic-air, for use with

Mach 8 to 9 hypersonic tunnel (1965)
13042

performance of multiple-chamber arc heater
with 4 magnetically spun direct-current
arcs (1965) 13049

see also Air heaters-Superheaters—Unit
heaters—Water heaters.

Heath, Atwood R., wind tunnel investigation
of wing loads due to deflected inboard
ailerons on sweptback wing at transonic
speed (1963) 3108

Heath, Jo Ann, bibliography of reports result-
ing from Geological Survey participa-
tion in U.S. technical assistance pro-
gram, 1940-65 (1965) 10982

Heath, Richard W., Atlas solid fuel retarding
rocket during Atlas-Centaur separation
tests (1965) 14808

Heath Crossing, Tex.:
bridge across Rio Grande, construction

—

law (1962) 16751
reports (1962) 9254. 15377

Heating:
acoustic, polar night mesophere (1964) 1456
aerodynamics

—

free-flight data for modified Von Karman
nose shape (1961) 9606

nose shape in free flight at Mach numbers
up to 6.7 and free-stream Reynolds
numbers up to 16 x 106 (1961) 17692

building maintenance (1965) 1727
earth's interior during earth's formation

(1965) 6765
emergency construction, design, engineering

manual (1963) 6372
engineered performance standards

—

formulas (1962) 14704, 22917; (1964) 7870
handbooks (1961) 13741; (1962) 1901,
22918; (1964) 7871

farmhouses, types of equipment, etc (1962)
6577

induction

—

application
in micrometallurgy, USSR study (1965)
7870

to rock deformation apparatus (1964)
13631

vacuum hot press (1961) 3794
inductive and capacitive radiofrequency

heating in magnetic field (1965) 6753
isentropic, comparison with shock in

light-gas gun compression (1965) 13125
mechanical design, engineering manual

(1961) 481; (1964) 620, 4666
metal, induction with aid of high frequency

tube generators, hygienic appraisal of

work conditions, USSR study (1962)
14178

microclimate of standard apartments with
central hot-air heating system, USSR
study (1965) 14519

nonuniform source and wall, behavior of

confined fluid subjected to (1964) 1476
nuclear

—

of liquid hydrogen (1965) 14852
servo calorimeter measures material heat-
ing rate (1965) 16636

peak and average, effects in cascade-arc jets

(1965) 6707
plasma, at 500 megahertz (1965) 17104
polar upper atmosphere, investigation (1964)

7553
pool, liquid hydrogen over range of accelera-

tions, study (1965) 6678
solar, effect on built-up roofing (1964) 3053,

7581
spontaneous, of coal, effects of hydraulic

fluids (1963) 10954
see also Aerodynamic heating—Electric

heating—Electron heating—Radiant
heating.

Heating apparatus and supplies:
current industrial reports (1961) 2989,

16267; (1962) 2176, 3736, 6744; (1963)
3574, 9717; (1964) 3390; (1965) 1903,

3273, 17216
electric heating equipment industry, outlook

for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962) 4685
equipment. Federal item identification guides

for supply cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963)

3655; (1964) 12292, 3473; (1965) 3375
except electric and plumbing fixtures, census

of manufactures, 1958, industry report
(1961) 5470

industrial heating equipment industry, out-

look for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
4671

industrial heating equipment, trends,
1955-61 (1961) 18118

installation of heating equipment, 1959
(1961) 8444

Italy, residential equipment, outlook for

U.S. sales (1964) 21087
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Heating apparatus and supplies—Continued
job shop (1965) 1613
plumbing and heating job shop, bibliography

(1961) 9743
refractory materials, apparatus for heating

to high-temperatures in vacuum during
tensile testing (1964) 14805

U.S.-type residential heating equipment,
market in France (1965) 360

see also Heaters aiso names of special appa-
ratus and supplies

Heating degree days, see Temperature.
Heating elements, see Hectric heating ele-

ments.
Heating plants:
central heating and steam electric generat-

ing plants. Navy manual (1965) 13357
high-frequency equipment in industrial

premises, electromagnetic fields, USSR
study (1961) 10936

inspect your heating system (1965) 16983
maintenance of heating systems, FAA hand-

book (1964) 10507
return-line corrosion in Federal heating sys-

tems (1962) 8474
Heavy Duty Haulers, Inc., accident (1965) 7842
Heavy elements, see Chemical elements.
Heavy minerals as guides to uranium-

vanadium ore deposits in Slick Rock dis-

trict, Colorado (1962) 5293
Heavy oils, see F\iel oil.

Heavy water:
behavior of thermal neutrons in lattices of

uranium metal rods (1965) 4259
boiling D2O pressure tube indirect and direct

cycle power reactor plants, 200 MWe
(1961)8403

heavy water-organic cooled reactor pro-
gram, Canadian-U.S. cooperation
(speech) (1965) 10196

internal friction of H2O, D2O and natural gla-
cier ice (1965) 12399

isotopic composition (1961) 5337
lattice project annual report (1964) 19234
moderated power reactor plants, engineering

evaluation studies (1961) 16221
production, annotated bibliography of se-

lected literature (1964) 17060
USSR modern methods of producing (1962)

9876
Heavy water reactors, see Reactors (atomic).
Heber, Rick:
mental retardation bibliography (1964) 5634
proceedings of conference on special prob-

lems in vocational rehabilitation of
mentally retarded (1965) 1702

Hebert, L.P., culture of sugarcane for sugar
production in Louisiana (1964) 13580

Hebgen Lake:
earthquake

—

Aug. 17, 1959 (1964) 8769
causes and results (1962) 16304

Hecalidae, catalogue (1963) 16715
Hecht, Reuben W., labor used to produce live-

stock, etc (1963) 18444
Hechter, H.H., mortality and geographic dis-

tribution of arteriosclerotic heart dis-

ease (1965) 8246
Heckler, C.H., jr., PCM telemetry, new ap-

proach using all-magnetic techniques
(1965) 9626

Hecla Mining Co., mining methods and tech-
niques (1961) 15743

Hedges, Bob A., real estate and insurance
(1964) 20788

Hedges, Irwin R.:

address, Feb. 11, 1965 (1965) 11701
European Common Market and U.S. agricul-

ture (1963) 565

Hedges, Janice N.:

clerical occupations for women, today and
tomorrow (1964) 20884

future jobs for high school girls (1965) 18852

Hedges:
ornamental

—

Central Great Plains (1964) 20914
northern Great Plains, description, care,

etc (1964) 25; (1965) 10057
Hedging (speculation), see Speculation.
Hedlund, Arthur, epicormic branching in north

Louisiana Delta (1964) 18077
Hee, Choi Sun, see Lerke, Susan H.
Hee, Kim Sook, see Kim Sook Hee.
Heebink, E.G.:
importance of balanced construction in plas-

tic-faced wood panels (1964) 8641
linear movement of plywood and flakeboards

as related to longitudinal movement of
wood (1965) 7723

portable apparatus for surface evaluation
of furniture panels (1964) 8638

Hebink, T.B.:
some observations of plywood pallets in use

(1965) 9180
suitability of 7 West Coast species for pal-

lets (1965) 10939
Heede, Burchard H., multipurpose prefabricat-

ed concrete check dam (1965) 12517
Heedt, Frederick W., relief (1961) 14223
Hefferman, Maria E. A., relief (1964) 17494;

(1965) 15598, 19105, 19393
Hefferman, Paul J., analysis of nori-linear

noise in FDM telephony transmission
over SSB-PM satellite communication
system (1964) 14892

Heffernan, Robert E., apple storage and pack-
ing facilities for southern Illinois (1963)
13176

Heffner, R.L., soil survey, Allen County, Ohio
(1965) 20077

Hefner, Lon D., effective advertising, adminis-
trative management course program
(1965) 18754

Heflin, Leo G., fresh fruit and vegetable prices
(1963) 11466; (1964) 13599

Hegarty, Daniel M., sighting problem associat-
ed with sextant-type measurements for
space navigation, effect of field of view
on star field identification (1963) 9165

Heid, Marjorie, bulgur wheat recipes (1964)
16934

Heid, Walter G., jr., changes in market struc-
ture of breakfast foods industry (1963)
16749

Heidbreder, Hizabeth:
basic library reference sources for business

use (1963) 3325
retailing (1964) 9764

Heidelberg, Laurence J., evaluation of sub-
scale internally insulated fiber-glass pro-
pellant tank for liquid hydrogen (1965)
19941

effects of rock mulch and scalping on surviv-
al of planted ponderosa pine (1964) 781

heavy pruning reduces growth of southwest-
ern ponderosa pine (1963) 17489

Heidmann, Marcus F.:

gas flow transients effect on heat release of
burning liquid drops in rocket combus-
tor (1963) 9153

injection processes for 15-percent fluorine-

85-percent oxygen and heptane in 200
pound-thrust rocket engine (1963) 5524

oscillatory combustion of liquid-oxygen jet
with gaseous hydrogen (1965) 8127

oxygen-jet behavior during combustion in-

stability in 2-dimensional combustor
(1965)8108
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Heifers, see Cows.
Height gages, improved precision height gage

(1964) 5503
Height variation of vertical heat flux near

ground (1964) 20958
Heighway, John E., Brayton cycle mangne-

trohydrodynamic power generation with
nonequilibrium conductivity (1965) 6705

Heiland, Anna M., relief (1965) 14025, 15603,
17338

Heiland, Wolfgang K., new gun for explosive
puffing of fruits and vegetables (1965)
8401

Heilungkiang Province, China:
agricultural work (1961) 2130
economic geography (1962) 22026
landforms (1962) 1341

Heim, Richard H., personal affairs and invest-

ment, PACAF basic bibliographies for
base libraries (1963) 5880

Heimann, Harry, air pollution and respiratory
disease (1965) 6869

Heimbuch, Alvin H., scintillating anion ex-

change resin (1964) 13702
Heimel, Sheldon, thermodynamic properties of

cesium (1965) 13054

Heimerl, (George J., stability of 4 titanium-

alloy and 4 stainless-stell sheet ma-
terials after exposures up to 22000
hours at 550° F (561° K) (1965) 6686

Heimlich, Richard W.:
Japanese electronic industries (1964) 21078
market information on electronic products

in

—

Australia (1964) 21066
Denmark (1964) 21069
Mexico (1964) 21083
Spain (1964) 21067
Sweden (1964) 21068
West Germany (1965) 355

Heimstra, Stephen J., U.S. food consumption,
sources of data and trends, 1909-63
(1965) 13413

Hein, Lester W., and wife, relief (1964) 19539;
(1965) 6000

Heindl, L.A.:

(Denozoic geology in Mammoth area, Pinal

County, Ariz. (1963) 8332
geology and ground water conditions, Gila

Bend Indian Reservation (1963) 6567
Mesozoic formations in

—

Comobabi and Roskruge Mountains, Papa-
go Indian Reservation, Ariz. (1965)
19660

Vekol Mountains, Papago Indian Reserva-
tion, Ariz. (1965) 2232

Heine, Irwin M.:

contribution of Federal aid programs to

oceanborne foreign trade of U.S.,

1959-62 (1964) 16620
subsidies to shipping by 11 countries (1964)

15400
Heinen, Harold J.:

conversion of metal of dimolybdenum car-

bide electrosynthesized from molybden-
ite (1965) 6600

electrodeposition of molybdenum metal from
molten electrolytes (1964) 13120

Heinrich Hertz Institute, contribution to In-

ternational Year of Quiet Sun, East
German translation (1964) 7002

Heinsohn, Frank P., illustrated summary of

geology of Yukon Flats region, Alaska
(1965) 511

Heising, Leonard F.:

Lake Superior iron resources, preliminary
sampling and metallurgical evaluation
of central Mesabi nonmagnetic taconites
(1965) 14714

Heising, Leonard F.—Continued
mineral industry of Minnesota (1965) 1343,

19853
Heinstein, Martin I., influence of breast feed-

ing on children's behavior (1963) 15094
Heising, Leonard F.:

open-pit iron mining, milling, and costs,
Groveland Mine, etc (1963) 14501

sampling iron ores for R-N process tests
(1964) 8018

HEL, see Human Engineering Laboratories.
Helderberg Group, see Devonian period.
Helena Valley Unit, see Missouri River Basin

project.

Heleomyzidae, see Flies.

Helfand, Sol D., retail sales, 1964 (1965) 13643
Helical coaxial-resonator makes excellent RF

filter (1965) 5126
Helical tube separates nitrogen gas from liq-

uid nitrogen (1964) 13171
Helicopter mechanics, see Mechanics (persons).

Helicopter technician, on-the-job training pro-
gram (1961) 16143

Helicopters:
airline transport pilot rating, examination

guide (1962) 19532
and other V/STOL aircraft uses in

short-haul commercial air transport
service, report, Project Hummingbird
(1961) 19290

Army H-23B and H-23C, inspection require-
ments, technical manual (1962) 6677

Army landing pads, anchor systems for pre-
fabricated membrane surfacing, engi-
neering tests (1965) 10786

Army models

—

H-37A and H-37B, organizational mainte-
nance instructions (1962) 16378

HU-lA(Ben) operator's manual (1962) 4623

Army, portable surfacing for landing pads,
engineering field tests (1965) 18052

battery service simulator (1964) 18810
certification and operation rules, civil aero-

nautics manual supplement (1961) 14831;
(1962) 7322-23, 9584, 11744, 17450,
19459; (1963) 10105

certification and operations of scheduled air

carriers with helicopters (1964) 21291;

(1965)6156,12427,19602
CH-21A airframe deformation under dynam-

ic crash condition (1964) 9858
CH-47 Vertol Chinook, crash injury evalua-

tion, personnel restraint systems study
(1964) 21905-906

CH-47A category 2 stability and control
tests (1965) 88

cockpit visibility requirements pilot's eye
movements (1961) 5081

cycloidal cam transmission (1965) 15102
downwash blast effects study (1965) 529

efficiency, hovering and forward flight, con-

siderations of methods of improving
performance (1961) 7993

endurance test of AN-1 roller gear drive

(1965) 20115
flying-crane type, hovering characteristics

of rotor having airfoil section designed
for flying-crane helicopter (1961) 8000

fuselage models, drag and static stability

characteristics, wind-tunnel investiga-

tion (1962) 16057

H-13 model, downwash effect on ground envi-

ronment, investigation (1961) 21231 I

H-13E accident. Amity ville, N.Y., crash inju- I

ry investigation report (1962) 22879 t

Ur21—
litter-patient installation, dynamic crash

test (1963) 13098
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Helicopters—Continued
H-21—Continued

seat installation, dynamic test (1963)

18351; (1964) 7818
H-21C, HU-IA, and H-34C equipped with

XM-153 armament kit, flight evaluation
(1963) 1741

H-21B sideward takeoff test (1964) 7970
H-23B accident, Clorpus Christi, Tex., crash

injury investigation report (1963) 20203
H-23D aircraft, inspection requirements.

Army technical manual (1962) 6678
H-43B, category 2 performance tests (1963)

14902
handling qualities, size effects (1965) 20113
harmonic drive, speed reducers, feasibility

applications (1964) 15137
helicopterborne operations. Marine Corp

manual (1964) 1393; (1965) 16577
HH-43B—
category 2 stability and control tests

(1964) 13612
with 60° tailpipe, limited performance,
evaluation (1964) 1730

high-performance electrostatic discharging
system (1964) 13493

high-performance program, summary re-

port

—

phase 1 (1963) 21142
phase 2 (1964) 20859

history and aerodynamics (1961) 3745
hovering in yaw, maneuver to ascertain

effect of cross coupling on handling
qualities (1961) 21228

HU-1—
strength analysis of carriage attachment

fitting on crew seats and recommenda-
tions for improvement (1962) 24125

weapon system flight evaluation (1963)
14903

HU-lb, equipped with rocket weapon system,
flight test evaluation (1963) 11482

IFR capability, mechanical stability and
trim augmentation, investigation (1963)
13100

improved external-sling-load capability
(1962) 6488

instrument flying (1962) 14767
jet flap controlled and rotor driven (1965)

18576
jet-flap rotor, flutter characteristics in hov-

ering and forward flight (1963) 14752
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of

helicopter fuselage models, wind-tunnel
investigation (1962) 16058

manifold uses in commercial service (ad-

dress) (1962) 6834
medium-weight, utility, wind-tunnel tests at

forward speeds (1963) 12886
multiengine, turbine engines, type certifica-

tion, civil air regulations amendment
(1964) 12360

noise, origin and means of reducing (1963)
3383

one-man, flight tests and comparison of its

handling qualities with those of larger
VTOL aircraft (1965) 18585

pilot examination guide, private, commer-
cial, flight instructor (1964) 4748

plastic canopies, reduction of relectivity
from transparent materials, techniques
evaluation (1963) 2118

power transmission, investigation of confor-
mal gear (1964) 20856

private and commercial pilot flight test
guide (1962) 2498

reciprocating engine crash fire-inerting sys-
tem (1964) 7816

rotary wing flight, technical manual (1965)
13469

Helicopters—Continued

rotor-blades

—

differential pressures, stresses and mo-
tions as measured in flight tabulation
(1964) 9564; (1965) 9690

effects of selected operating conditions on
bending and torsional moments (1961)
9563

fiberglass-reinforced plastics test data
(1964) 13495

protective covers (1961) 5150
response in variable inflow environment,
analysis and correlation (1965) 20116

static electricity charging currents, meas-
urement program to determine (1964)
20855

tip vortex, effect on blade airloads (1963)
11032

use of polyurethane as erosion resistant
material (1965) 15108

rotor harmonic airloads including effects of
rotor-rotor interference and blade flexi-

bility (1965) 15104

rotor having airfoil section designed for
utility type, hovering characteristics
(1963) 1307

rotor, response to increase in collective
pitch for case of vertical flight (1961)
4951

rotor systems

—

articulated and rigid, hingeless, aerody-
namic aeroelastic characteristics, para-
metric investigation (1964) 21907

nonarticulated, full-scale wind tunnel tests
(1964) 16703

salvaging after submersion at sea, surface
chemical methods of displacing water
and oils (1965) 11595

scheduled air carrier certification and opera-
tion rules, civil air regulations amend-
ment (1964) 12377

scoop attachment makes recoveries easier
and safer (1965) 14793

seats, survivability seat design dynamic test

program (1965) 18807
seed sowing, distribution in swath (1962)

7445
shore party and support team operations.

Fleet Marine Force manual (1964) 5459
simulation

—

analysis report, study
equations of motion, etc (1964) 13322,

15005
feasibility of reduction in number of
azimuth stations used in helicopter
rotor simulation (1965) 6836

computational methods analog, study,
equations of motion, etc (1964) 21826

computational methods digital, study,
equations of motion, etc (1964) 21827

equations of motion using analog or digital
computer summary (1965) 11569

Soviet, news (1963) 5212
spray distribution, etc.. Agricultural Re-

search Service tests (1961) 20267
stand-on type, with rigid blades, static sta-

bility measurements (1962) 3345
tail rotor, effect of erosion resistant boots

(1965) 11743
tandem-rotor configurations, performance,

blade motions, and blade air loads meas-
urements (1963) 19931

tandem-rotor transport, stability character-
istics as determined by flight test (1965)
13023

technician. Air Force, on-the-job training
package (1961) 16143

transportation, air service programs, hear-
ings (1965) 8981
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Helicopters—Continued
trim requirements and static-stability deriv-

atives of lifing rotor in transition (1965)

6709
touch-down release hook for cargo transfer

from portable ship's wing (1962) 14665
twin-rotor configurations with and without

overlap, hovering measurements (1961)

1307
two-bladed, vibration absorber (1961) 1321

UH-1, compound

—

flight test (1965) 18802
high performance, flight data (1965) 20112

UH-1A and UH-IB Bell Iroquois, personnel
restraint systems study (1965) 1684-85

UH-IA, second harmonic feathering device

(1963) 16632
UH-IB—
equipped with XM-5 armament kit, flight

evaluation (1964) 13621
high performance, flight test data (1965)

1681
with 60-gallon external fuel tanks, evalua-

tion (1964) 13623
UH-1B/AN/ASW-12V automatic flight con-

trol system, flight evaluation (1963)
13200

UH-ID, 48-foot rotor-
equipped with XM-6E2 armament kit, eval-

uation (1964) 13620
helicopter-armament subsystem XM3,

2.75-inch rocket, evaluation (1965) 91

Kellet 60-gallon external fuel tanks, evalu-

ation (1964) 13622
UH-IF, system operational test and evalua-

tion, final report (1965) 17011
UH-2—
highspeed jet thrust augmentation, flight

research program (1965) 13311
jet-augmented high-speed research, maneu-

verability and dynamic stability evalua-
tion (1965) 16896

jet compound, flight test (1965) 15099
UH-2A jet augmented research, maneuvera-

bility and dynamic stability evaluation,
flight test data (1965) 5435

universal transmission test stand (1963)

7481; (1963) 16631
variable-stability employment in analog

computer approach to V/STOL simula-
tion (1964) 5509

vibration indicator, final report (1964) 5723
wake as potential operational hazard to air-

craft, brief evaluation (1962) 8522
wind-tunnel tests of full-scale fuselages

(1962) 22591; (1963) 7256
XH-51A rigid rotor high-speed flight

—

exploration (1965) 15107
program (1965) 5434, 1680, 1683

YH-41 stability and control re-evaluation
(1963) 20304

YHU-IB category II performance tests

(1963) 5856

extreme temperature tests in Climatic
Laboratory, category 2 evaluation (1963)
11476

44-foot rotor, category 2 performance and
limited handling tests (1965) 1783

48-foot rotor, performance tests (1965) 90

low temperature evaluation in Arctic
(1964) 49

YUH-ID—
adverse weather tests (1963) 16767
category 1 performance, stability and con-

trol tests (1964) 7968

see aiso Convertiplanes.
Heliothis virescens, see Tobacco budworms.

Heliports:
arctic and subarctic regions, surface drain-

age design (1965) 17069
Army airfield-heliport design, general provi-

sions and criteria, technical manual
(1965) 8534

Army, operational and maintenance facili-

ties, engineering and design manuals
(1961) 4158, 19262; (1962) 15521; (1964)
21279

design, construction, and maintenance, bibli-

ography (1964) 6615
design guide (1965) 11886
drainage and erosion-control structures,

engineering and design manual (1965)
518

planning, management and operations, safe-

ty, bibliography (1964) 17962
planning, site selection, and design in thea-

ter of operations, technical manual
(1963) 20328

portable surfacing for U. S. Army helicopter
landing pads, engineering field tests

(1965) 18052
rigid and overlay pavement engineering and

design manual (1961) 4157, 9058; (1963)
428-429, 4862

rotor blade fatigue-crack propagation rates
under equivalent-lifetime fatigue load-

ings (1962) 8495
structural foundations, pavements and

drainage facilities, engineering and de-

sign manual (1961) 5949
Helium:

air simulation of aerodynamic force coeffi-

cients of cones at hypersonic speeds
(1962) 22578

analyzer, portable (1965) 6607
and helium nitrogen mixtures, compressibili-

ty factors (1961) 19879
apparatus for detecting leaks (1964) 5495
bearing gas, negotiation of noncompetitive

fixed-unit-price contracts. Mines Bureau,
GAO report (1965) 10962

bearing natural gases, Cliffside gas,
low-temperature phase equilibria (1961)
15756

behavior in C stellarator discharges (1965)
10173

boiling heat transfer (1965) 18617
briefings on activities in Mines Bureau,

hearings (1965) 15814
computing volume in cylindrical steel con-

tainers (1963) 16325
concentrations downstream of vent exhaust-

ing helium at sonic velocity into super-
sonic stream (1963) 11063

content of gas mixtures, apparatus for de-

termining (1964) 21715
content of natural gas, low-temperature

phase equilibria data (1964) 18683
continuous analysis in natural gas by chro-

matography (1962) 1636
cooling cone by ejection from its apex at

Mach 7 (1964) 20604
desorption, drastic reduction of warm-up

rate within dewar system (1964) 13639
electric breakdown, effects of intense gamma

irradiation (1961) 224
excitation functions, ion-production rate for

helium plasma (1964) 13241
film cooling on hemisphere at Mach no. of 10

(1963) 1311
flow at Mach number range from 40 to 100,

ideal-gas tables for use in analysis

(1962) 12479
flow over hemisphere, effects of laminar-

boundary-layer displacement (1964) 9587
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Helium—Continued
gasification of coal by hot recycled helium in

laboratory-scale exchanger-type gasifier

(1962) 16016
GETR-helium loop-1 reactor design summa-

ry, technical report (1961) 18041
heat transfer and friction data at surface

temperatures up to 5600° R (1964) 11407

heat transfer at high temperatures, physical
characteristics of ceramic heat exchan-
gers (1962) 2503

high-temperature centrifugal compressor,
performance characteristics (1963)
16342

hydrogen vapor-liquid system, thermodyn-
amic consistency of solubility data
(1962) 18291

hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of
winged shapes in air and helium, com-
parison (1964) 14866

injection, streamwise, study in friction drag
reduction (1961) 4880

ions, in upper atmosphere, evidence based on
Explorer satellite data (1962) 16052

liquid and gaseous, handling equipment de-
sign handbook (1964) 5870

low-temperature phase equilibria of helium-
bearing natural gases

—

Exell gases (1962) 14447
Hansford gas (1963) 3099
Hogback gas (1963) 18096

mass spectrometer leak detector, use (1964)
14834

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
9567

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 11375;
(1962) 14414; (1963) 12823; (1964) 14735;
(1965) 12826

national conservation program, dedication
(remarks) (1962) 21858

natural gases, analyses, etc (1964) 1398,
11316

nitrogen mixtures, supercompressibility fac-
tors (1963) 9123

nuclei, in 1960 solar cosmic ray event (1963)
11051

operations of Bureau of Mines, GAO audit
report (1961) 17319

oxygen-hydrogen-helium mixtures, combus-
tion tests at loading pressures up to
8,000 pounds per square inch (1963)
19918

Panhandle gas field, Tex (1964) 6807
partial wave calculation of diatomic nwle-

cule (HeH) + + (1965) 19933
precooled, heat-transfer data at surface

temperatures up to 5300° R (1965) 5195
procurement by Mines Bureau under negoti-

ated fixed-price contracts, GAO examina-
tion (1963) 2323

production, at Mines Bureau Plant, Keyes,
Okla (1961) 6275

production, use, etc (1962) 20229
purity and contaminants, development of

multi-contaminant analyzer for determi-
nation (1962) 1988

rapid helium-air analyzer can measure other
binary gas mixtures (1964) 7491

reactor coolant, contaminant removal feasi-
bility study (1962) 4648

real gas, extension of hypersonic flow pa-
rameters (1963) 9164

release and swelling in irradiated borides
(1963) 14972

600-A band (1964) 13644
sound transmission at low pressures (1964)

19180
speech during respiration of mixture of heli-

um and oxygen (1964) 5469

Helium—Continued
Stark broadening of hydrogen and hydro-

genic neutral and ionized helium lines in
plasma (1965) 13108

static longitudinal stability and perform-
ance of several ballistic spacecraft con-
figurations (1962) 18288

super-pure, produced by cryogenic filter

method (1964) 9547
thermodynamic properties from

—

3 to 300° K between 0.5 and 100 atmos-
pheres (1962) 22620

6 to 540° R between 10 and 1500 psia
(1962) 24009

turbulent skin friction at high Mach num-
bers and Reynolds numbers (1961) 8045

use as coolant at stagnation temperatures
of 40° double wedge (1961) 9555

vapor-liquid equilibria for helium-
nitrogen-methane system (1963) 7215

wind tunnels, flow visualization techniques
(1963) 9183

Helium flow, see Flow.
Helium ions, layer, thickness (1963) 7286
Helium isotopes, super-pure, produced by cry-

ogenic filter method (1964) 9547
Helle, John H., intertidal ecology, etc., of pink

salmon at Olsen Creek, Alaska (1965)
4771

Heller, R.C., identification of tree species on
large-scale panchromatic and color aeri-
al photographs (1964) 15207

Heller, Walter W., nomination, hearing (1961)
4087

Helme, William H.:

Army school training performance of EM
scoring low on AFQT (U) (1965) 4249

job performance of EM scoring low on AFQT
(1964) 15276

new classification techniques (1963) 4465
research to improve enlisted classification

techniques (1965) 175
tests to predict success in Army clerk course

(1963) 14948
Helmets:
APH-5, design criteria, crash injury evalua-

tion report (1962) 20351
safety, lightweight, holds radio transmitter,

receiver (1964) 13206
Helminthiasis:
morbidity rate and control measures in cen-

tral regions of RSFSR, USSR study
(1964) 9159 _

vaccines, immunization of animals, Yugo-
slavian study (1962) 7648

Helminthologists, All-Union Society of Helmin-
thologists, USSR anniversary session
(1964) 19962

Helminthology, see Worms.
Helminths:
chemical structure and antihelminth activi-

ty, USSR study (1964) 18495
intestinal, of man, life cycle charts (1965)

11646
Helms, H.H., jr., aluminum-iron magnetic al-

loys, etc (1963) 12958
Helms, Richard:
nomination, hearing (1965) 8974
testimony, hearing (1961) 10511

print translations into Spanish, French,
and Italian languages, reports (1961)
18884, 19060

Help assure continuity of your State and local
government (1962) 21669

Help open the doors (1964) 11266
Help prevent loss and damage (1963) 7480
Helping farmers build cooperatives, evolution

of Farmer Cooperative Service (1962)
17437
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Helping people in groups, 6 background pa-
pers from Workshop on Group Services,
Apr. 19-23, 1965 (1965) 16138

Helping people to help themselves in country
and in towns (1963) 4352

Helping rural youth choose careers (1963)
14875

Helsinki, Finland:
colloquium on brazing of metals at 16th

congress, 1963 (1964) 18257
Communist youth festival (1962) 10947,

14165. 19748, 22001, 22022, 22373
Communist activities, hearings (1963) 2065

publication, print additional copies, report
(1963) 11856

Heltemes, C.J., jr., proceedings of meeting on
fast reactor control mechanisms (1965)
10191

Helvey, J. D., rainfall interception by hard-
wood forest litter in southern Appa-
lachians (1964) 14332

Hely, Allen G.:

precipitation, etc., lower Colorado River-
Salton Sea area (1965) 737

streamflow characteristics, etc., in Delaware
River region (1964) 2422

Hem, John D.:

chemical equilibria and rates of manganese
oxidation (1963) 8354

deposition and solution of manganese oxides
(1964) 6817

reduction and complexing of manganese bv
gallic acids (1965) 14418

Hemagglutination, cold agglutinins and cryo-
globulins in dermatoses associated with
effects of cold, USSR study (1962) 15729

Hematite:
beneficiation of red iron ore fines from Pyne

mine, Bessemer, Ala (1961) 9474
experimental conversion to magnetite with

solid reductants (1964) 5485
ores, flotation, northeast Birmingham, Ala

(1963) 3081
Hemato-encephalic barrier:

permeability to inorganic phosphate in

acute radiation sickness, USSR study
(1963) 20920

progency of animals irradiated with gam-
ma-rays, USSR study (1961) 11180

Hematology, see Blood.
Hematophagous insects, see Insects.

Hematopoiesis, see Blood.
Hembree, C.H., chemical quality of surface

waters and sedimentation in Grand Riv-
er drainage basin, N. and S. Dak (1964)
18148

Hemerobiidae, see Flies.

Hemimorphite, see Zinc silicate.

Hemiptera:
stinkbug Eurygaster integriceps Put., tag-

ging with radioactive isotopes (1963)
17929

subfamily Mezirinae of aradidae, notes on
National Museum collection (1964) 7603

see aiso Hermatobates—Lace-bugs.
HemisFair, 1968:

U.S. participation, provide

—

hearing (1965) 17700
law (1965) 19159
reports (1965) 17611, 17627, 17888

Hemisphere, Eastern:
high-sulfur crude oils, hydrocarbon-type

relationships with oils of Western Hemi-
sphere (1964) 21712

lacebugs, hemiptera, tingidae, new genera
and species (1961) 15839

routes to U.S. authorized to foreign air car-
riers of Eastern Hemisphere countries
under permit, map (1965) 4384

Hemisphere, Northern:
daily synoptic weather maps (1961) 3641,

3651; (1962) 3742-43; (1963) 3579-80;
(1964) 3398-99; (1965) 3285-86

edge of polar plateau for galactic cosmic
rays and their charged albedo (1964)
9599

geographic distribution of clear sky occur-
rence during IGY, USSR study (1965)
12629

kinetic energy of geostrophic wind, USSR
study (1965) 12628

lower stratosphere, seasonal changes in

temperature field, USSR study (1965)
12626

upper winds, meridional cross-sections (1962)
1899

weather maps, for IGY (1963) 20244; (1964)
5758, 7842, 9880, 11688, 13527-528;
(1965) 8364-66, 9996-97, 11790-791

Hemisphere, Southern:
citrus producers and markets (1964) 765
climate, effect of Antarctica, USSR article

(1961) 15590
edge of polar plateau for galactic cosmic

rays and their charged albedo (1964)
9599

sky survey payload (1963) 7290
Soviet cataloging of faint stars (1963) 12352

Hemisphere, Western:
agricultural situation (1963) 8156; (1964)

6556; (1965) 6105
Canadian and Mexican population trends

(1963) 11909
Caribbean demographic position (1963)

13663
Castro-Communist subversion in Western

Hemisphere

—

hearings (1963) 6194
reports (1963) 6195, 7956

Central and South American population
growth (1963) 13663

communist subversion (statement) (1963)
7435

education, bibliography (1962) 11711
food balances, 1959-61 (1964) 17907
free trade, tariff legislation, and common

markets, excerpts and selected refer-

ences (1962) 23340
high-sulfur crude oils, hydrocarbon-type

relationships with oils of Eastern Hemi-
sphere (1964) 21712

international Communism, express sense of

House of Representatives-
hearings (1965) 17698
report (1965) 17614

labor organizations, directory (1961)
7556-57; (1964) 21376; (1965) 2265

routes to U.S. authorized to foreign air car-
riers of Western Hemisphere countries
under permit, map (1965) 4385

tensions, inter-American efforts to relieve,

1959-60(1962)18467
United States Army in World War II, guard-

ing United States and outposts (1964)
11312

Hemispherical radiators, see Radiators.
Hemlock:
anatomy of hemlock ring shake associated

with sapsucker injury (1965) 679
eastern, electric moisture meters, calibra-

tion (1961) 12718
estimating d.b.h. from stump diameter (1962)

17572
fir-hemlock forest areas of Pacific North-

west, tentative ecological provinces
(1965) 16282

mature, economic comparison of relogging
and clean logging (1965) 16284
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Hemlock—Continued
mountain

—

bibliography with abstracts (1963) 1022.3

silvical characteristics (1963) 12160
strengrth and related properties (1963)
20706

northern hardwood merchantable stands,
porcupine winter feeding activity (1963)
15563

seedbed preparation, effect on natural re-

production under dense shade (1962)
5245

western-

—

seasoning and surfacing degrade in

kiln-drying, in Western Oregon (1961)
19370; (1964) 8655

strength and related properties (1965)
16278

yield of even-aged stands (1962) 20428
western, heart rots (1965) 637
western hemlock looper control project in

—

Clatsop County, Oreg., evaluation of lar-

val populations (1965) 636
southwest Washington

—

evaluation of larval populations (1965)
635

pilot test results of Sevin, Phosphami-
don, and DDT (1965) 643

results of entomological aspects (1965)
687

Hemlock Bbcperimental Forest, guide (1963)
19252

Hemodialyzers, see Artificial kidney.
Hemodynamics in aged, USSR study (1961)

4679
Hemodynamics, see Blood.
Hemoglobin:
biochemistry of abnormal human, control

mechanisms for antibody formation,
etc., theories (1964) 9006

comparative physiology and biochemistry,
USSR translation (1964) 18517

human, abnormal, control mechanisms of
antibody formation in immunity genetics
and biochemistry, USSR study (1962)
9858

physico-chemical and biochemical properties,
changes during radiation sickness (1963)
2462

saturation, nomogram relating P02, pH,
temperature in dog (1965) 18916

types in young sturgeons (1964) 2638
use in culture media for Trypanosoma cruzi,

USSR study (1964) 2477
Hemolysis and hemolysins:

effects of intravascular hemolysis on specific

activity of iron-containing fractions of
rat blood (1962) 14781

thiol poisons, hemolytic action, USSR study
(1963) 837

tissue hemolysins formation under normal
conditions and after radiation injury to
animals, mechanism, USSR study (1962)
12071

using tissue hemolysins to indicate efficacy
of radioprotective preparations con-
traindicated, USSR study (1965) 6485

Hemopoiesis, see Blood.
Hemorrhage, prevention, adaptability of syn-

thetic vascular prostheses (1962) 1968
Hemostatics, properties of polyglucin, USSR

study (1962) 927
Hemotransfusion reactions and complications,

caused by transfusion of bacteria-
contaminated blood, their prophylaxis
and therapy, USSR (1963) 10854

Hemp toweling, see Toweling.

Hempfling, Gerald L.:

arctic meteorology photo probe polarized
light experiment (1963) 16364

scanning mechanism for satellite-borne
X-ray spectrometer (1963) 1271

Henbury meteorite craters (1965) 9918
Henderson, Arthur W., extraction of tungsten

from ore concentrates by chlorination
(1965) 9591

Henderson, Edward P., hexahedrites (1965)
13263

Henderson, Harry W., terms used in interna-
tional agricultural trade (1963) 20692

Henderson, John M., controlled environment
facilities, survey (1963) 16526

Henderson, Peter L., promotional campaign
for frozen concentrated orange juice
(1965) 5516

Henderson, William P.:

longitudinal stability characteristics of
low-aspect-ratio wings having varia-
tions in leading- and trailing-edge con-
tours (1964) 20577

pressure distributions over forward portion
of Project Fire space-vehicle configura-
tion (1963) 7269

Henderson, Nev.:
convey land to

—

law (1963) 15152
Henderson, N.C., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13179
Henderson County, N.C., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1962) 20343
reports (1963) 11803, 13760

Hendon, Raymond C, relief (1962) 19227,
20985, 23132

Hendricks, E. L., compilation of records of
surface waters of United States, Snake
River basin (1964) 4821

Hendricks, H.D., measurements of bremsstrah-
lung produced by 0.75 and 1.25 Mev elec-
trons incident on typical Apollo wall
sections (1965) 18524

Hendricks, Haruo T., relief (1961) 7175, 8699,
10156

Hendricks, Paul:
small business development in New Hamp-

shire (1963) 1465
vacation-travel businesses in New Hamp-

shire (1963) 1485
Hendricks, Robert C:
evaluation of injector principles in

2400-pound-thrust rocket engine using
liquid oxygen and liquid ammonia (1963)
10987

heat-transfer characteristics of cryogenic
hydrogen from 1000 to 2500 psia flowing
upward in uniformly heated tubes (1965)
16711

initiation of cooling due to bubble growth on
heating surface (1964) 11413

Hendrickson, B.H.:
conservation methods for soils of southern

Piedmont (1963) 11450
runoff and erosion control studies on Cecil

soil in southern Piedmont (1963) 7584
Hendrickson, Clendon L., Project Rough Road

Alpha (1963) 11484
Hendrickson, E. R., panel presentation, Dec.

11, 1962 (1963) 1421
Hendrickson, Gerth E.:

geochemistry of natural waters of Blue
Grass region, Ky (1964) 14350

ground water for public supply in St. Croix,
V.I (1964) 820

Hendrix, George D., performance flight testing
theory (1965) 4159
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Hendrix, V. V., operational documentary pho-
tography manual (1964) 8058

Henry County, Fla.:

west, central and southern Florida project,
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 12085
document edition (1963) 11755

Henkel, Anne S., relief (1964) 12036, 15637,
17188

Henle, Peter, decline of a controversy, chroni-
cle of trade union positions on Govern-
ment ownership (1965) 18406

Henley, John W., recommended veneer grades
for development of hardwood veneer log
grades (1964) 8673

Hennig, Charles E., petroleum refineries in

U.S., Jan. 1, 1963 (1963) 14506; (1964)
14742

Hennigan, T.J., use of sealed silver-cadmium
battery on Explorer XII (1963) 3145

Hennigh, Keith E., field wind weighting and
impact prediction for unguided rockets
(1964) 7532

Henning, Allen B.:

Doppler tracking method using simple CW
beacon (1964) 9585

wind-compensation method and results of its

application to flight tests of 12 Trailbla-
zer rocket vehicles (1964) 9566

Henning, Harold E., relief (1965) 15586, 17371,
17802

Henning, John F.:

addresses, etc (1963) 3012, 9029, 19779,

19780; (1964) 7363, 20429; (1965) 16542
nomination, hearing (1963) 2103

Hennings, Glen, low-temperature chemical
starting of 200-pound-thrust JP-4, nitric

acid rocket, etc (1963) 5517
Hennings, Thomas C, jr., memorial services

(1961) 12029
Henre, Operation, see Operation Henre (high

energy neutron reactions experiment).
Henri-Chapelle American Cemetery and Memo-

rial, general information (1962) 4564
Henrie, T.A., reaction rate of titanium and

titanium subchlorides in molten sodium
chloride (1963) 5489

Henrietta Town, N.Y., population, special cen-

sus (1963) 18695
Henriksen, S.W., application of occultations to

geodesy (1963) 20649
Henry, David M., precipitation changes re-

sulting from proposed Rampart Dam
Reservoir (1965) 10768

Henry, E. William:
addresses (1963) 2253, 4885, 12097; (1964)

2308, 10514, 15887, 21295; (1965) 2123,
7629, 9085, 18073

Henry, James P., results of Project Mercury
ballistic and orbital chimpanzee flights

(1964) 5501
Henry, John R., subsonic-diffuser data (1963)

16360
Henry, Kenneth A., biological investigations

of purse seine fishery for Atlantic men-
haden (1965) 18162

Henry, Robert M., statistical model for syn-
thetic wind profiles for aerospace vehi-

cle etc (1963) 14559
Henry, Patrick, American credo commemora-

tive postage stamp (poster) (1961) 1417
Henry, Varice F., television tests with Syncom

II synchronous communications satellite

(1965) 14839
Henry G. Shirley Memorial Highway:
convey to Virginia

—

hearings (1961) 18973
law (1961) 18698
reports (1961) 16772, 19048

Henryetta, Okla.:
redevelopment area

—

opportunities for economic growth (1965)
11890

statistical profile (1962) 13203
travel service center, economic feasibility,

ARA study (1964) 11820
Hens, see Poultry.
Henshaw, Lerner B., mechanism of autoregula-

tion in intact kidney (1964) 13734
Hensley, Martha L., annotated list of litera-

ture references on carpets and rugs,
1940-63 (1965) 13362

Henson, P.R., lespedezas, culture and use
(1964) 11755

Henson, Paul A., crownvetch, soil conserving
legume and potential pasture and hay
plant (1963) 11436

Heparin:
effect on experimental renal hypertension in

rats, USSR study (1961) 10964
hypoxic lactacidemia, prevention with hepa-

rin (1965) 5566
Hepatic functions, see Liver.

Hepatitis:
description, etc (1961) 9688; (1963) 9341
epidemic

—

electrophoretic study of fractions of pro-
teins of blood serum, USSR study (1962)
2827

laboratory diagnosis, USSR study (1965)
9367

Soviet research (1965) 11125
infectious

—

Botkin's disease in children, USSR confer-
ence (1963) 19474

Communist China study (1962) 17761
control, translation (1962) 5391

destruction of chimpanzee kidney cells by
sera from patients with acute cases
(1962) 10912

outbreak among chimpanzee handlers
(1961) 5301

patients, tungsten metabolism, USSR
study (1965) 12727

Hepatolenticular degeneration, copper metabo-
lism variation, USSR study (1964) 16343

Hepatoma, see Tumors.
Hepatotoxicity, acute, carbon tetrachloride,

current aspects (1963) 7628
Hepler, Chester W., training disadvantaged

groups under manpower development
and training act (1964) 11246

Hepner, Josef, biographic information (1962)
17886

Hepper, James P., world magnetic survey
(1964) 7518

Heptachlor, labor hygiene of persons when
using in agriculture, USSR study (1961)
888

Heptane:
heptane-oxygen combustor, effect of nozzle

convergence length on performance
(1961) 4911

injection processes for 15-percent fluorine-

85-percent oxygen and heptane in 200
pound-thrust rocket engine (1963) 5524

n-heptane use as reference substance for
low-temperature calorimetry (1961)
19842

Heptanoic acid:

import duties, suspension, continue

—

law (1963) 17023
reports (1963) 13550, 15350

Her Growth, deceased Lower Brule Indian al-

lottee, relief of heirs and devisees (1962)
20974; (1965) 17799
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Herald of Academy of Medical Sciences (USSR
periodical):

translations (1961) 15396, 19670; (1962)

22091; (1963) 2590, 6794, 6994, 8511,

10643, 10675, 12682, 16224, 17768, 19530,

20818; (1964) 2509, 5025, 11018, 14549,

14582
Herald of Academy of Sciences, USSR, articles

(1962) 15740
Herald of Academy of Sciences, (USSR periodi-

cal):

translations (1961) 2224, 10731, 15259,

17370; (1963) 8847, 12373; (1965) 6450,
6461, 6482, 6522, 7934, 12632, 16448,

18318, 18361
Herald of communications (USSR periodical):

translations (1961) 840, 1019, 2185-86, 2202,

2206, 2219, 2323, 4416, 4418, 4420-21,

4423, 4441, 4446-47, 4452, 4456, 4505,

4511, 4514, 4582-84, 4586, 4588, 7688-89,

7694-96, 7706, 7708, 7712, 7724-25,

7735-38, 7741, 7746, 7768, 7781, 7806,

7861, 9315, 9333, 9370, 10780-10801,
12883-885, 13109, 13119, 13181, 15057-
15068, 15385, 19531-532, 19659, 19673-

674, 20899-902, 20956; (1962) 776-785,

903, 944, 1222, 1411, 2633-35, 5442, 5714,
5975, 7620-21, 12021, 12062, 13973,
14131, 14153, 15718, 17811, 22194, 22234,
23269; (1963) 2651, 6700, 7110, 8690,
10746, 12443, 12673, 14173, 17951, 19547,

19660; (1964) 1096, 2542, 5013, 5225,
7264, 9255, 12622, 12717, 13016, 16233,
18514, 20085, 21567; (1965) 2315

Herald of higher education (USSR periodical):

translations (1964) 4987
Herald of higher schools (USSR) (periodical):

translations (1965) 7908, 7942
Herald of Moscow University:

selections, geography (1962) 17766
translations (1965) 6517

Herald of opthalniology (USSR periodical):

excerpts (1962) 12134, 14182
Herald of roentgenology and radiology (USSR

periodical):

translations (1963) 6642

Herald of surgery (USSR periodical):

editorial board, summary of work for 1961
and plans for 1962 (1962) 12110

excerpts, translation (1961) 15609
translations (1962) 9892, 19698; (1963) 2463

Herald of surgery imeni I.I. Grekov (Russian
periodical):

excerpts (1962) 17908
translations (1963) 1054, 10613

Herath, Kent A., relief (1965) 15555, 17364,
17818

Heravi, Mehdi, relief (1965) 12226
Herbaceous perennials, see Perennials.

Herbage, measurement of yield with new elec-

tronic meter (1965) 12502
Herbarium, see National Herbarium.
Herber, Hmer C, correspondence between

Spencer F. Baird and Louis Agassiz
(1963) 14691

Herbert Hoover Library, general information
(1963) 12891

Herbert Hoover National Historic Site:

establish

—

hearing (1965) 16026
law (1965) 15467
reports (1965) 13927, 14092

Herbicides:
agricultural use, developments (1965) 6519
application, effectiveness, USSR (1962)

11999
aquatic, data (1963) 1680

aquatic, in irrigation water, tolerance of

certain crops (1964) 5863

Herbicides—Continued
chemical control of weeds in crimson clover

(1964) 7950
controlling lawn weeds (1962) 8833; (1963)

18427
development and study, USSR conference,

report (1964) 21507
injurious effect on fish and wildlife, prevent

or minimize

—

hearings (1965) 17720
report (1964) 10216

manual for noncropland weeds (1965) 7021;

(1965) 13379
minimize injurious effects, hearings (1963)

15324; (1965) 4597
p-chloro- and p-bromoformanilides, USSR

study (1965) 7880
precision placement in cotton rows by use of

combination planter and sprayer assem-
bly (1963) 18400

produced and recommended, USSR, 1961, list

(1962) 6051
reports given at Scientific-Technical Council

of Ministry of Agriculture, USSR (1962)

6094
residue in milk, problem (paper) (1961) 4189
response of waterstargrass (1965) 16933
soil action, problem of interaction with soil,

USSR study (1965) 11069
soil (root) acting, effect on plant nutritive

elements in soil, USSR study (1965)

11121
toxicity on northwestern conifers (1961)

20782
use in agriculture, USSR studies (1965) 6456

use on forest land in southwestern Oregon
(1962) 17576

USSR testing (1965) 6454
see also Etherane-66—Fenuron—Phenoxy

herbicides—Trichlorophenoxyacetic acid

—2, 4-DP.
Herbs, occurrence of herbaceous vegetation

after clear cutting old growth Douglas-
fir in Oregon Cascades (1961) 680

Herbst, W., radiobiological problems of aero-

sols, etc (1965) 15245
Hercules Powder Co., Bacchus Works, unneces-

sary cost to Government through leas-

ing electronic data processing systems
by Defense Dept., GAO report (1964)

19763
Herdsmen:

little herder in autumn, spring, summer,
winter, Indian reader (1965) 18240-243

Tibet, Na-mu Lake area, improved living

conditions (1963) 2546
Heredity:
and ionizing radiation, genetic theory of

radiation sickness, USSR study (1962)

22303
characteristics, effect of environmental con-

ditions, USSR study (1963) 12331

combining with changing environment to

serve man (1962) 11799
cytoplasmatic inheritance, USSR study

(1965) 16456
dogs, inheritance of intelligence and temper-

ament (1965) 16937
effects of radiation on hereditary molecular

structures, USSR study (1964) 1008
factor on course of hypertensive disease,

USSR study (1961) 11197
hereditary information, analysis of struc-

ture, USSR study (1963) 19390
information, philosophical problems of

form-development and theory, USSR
study (1962) 9904

inheritance in kenaf as related to selection

of inbred lines for composite varieties

(1965) 1774
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Heredity—Continued
inheritance of branch len^h in young loblol-

ly pine progeny (1963) 12181
molecular genetics and effect of radiation,

USSR studies (1964) 4895
pathology, problems of modern genetics

(1965) 11206
plant, heredity control laboratory and its

problems, USSR study (1962) 7871
role in analysis of genetic effects of radia-

tion, USSR study (1965) 16400
role in etiology of hypertensive disease,

USSR study (1961) 11196
see also Genetics—Micro-organisms

—

Variation (biology).

Hereford cattle, see Cattle.
Herget, Paul, rectangular coordinates of

Ceres, Pallas, Juno, Vesta, 1960-80
(1963) 7344

Hering, Wayne S., ozonesonde observations
over North America (1964) 7966

Heritage of freedom, facts for Armed Forces
(1963) 7659

Herman, Celia I.:

economic developments in India (1963) 8394
establishing business in India (1965) 13717

Herman, Francis R., epicormic branching of
Sitka spruce (1965) 4812

Herman, Leon M.:
background study on East-West trade (1965)

10678
growing strength of Soviet merchant fleet

(1965) 6043
postwar expansion of Russia's fishing indus-

try (1964) 12258
Hermann, Annemarie, relief (1961) 16904,

18559
Hermann, F.J., revision of genus Glycine and

immediate allies (1963) 1729
Hermann, Frank V.;

population forecasting methods (1964) 20776
report on forecasting and estimating methods

(1965) 13253
Hermann, Louis F., butterfat sampling and

testing problems, 9 market study (1965)
13415

Hermatobates, new generic record, descrip-
tions of new species, (Jerridae (1965)
13079

Hermens, Ferdinand A., relief (1962) 13299,
13388, 13581

Hermosa Beach, Calif., census of housing,
1960, city blocks (1961) 18179

Hermosilla, Sebastian S., relief (1962) 11321,
15308, 16682

Hernandez Aguilar, Carmen, relief (1963)
17201; (1965) 12245

Hernandez, Aileen, nomination, hearing (1965)
12347

Hernandez, G. J.:

airglow calibrations symposium (1965) 8494
Rayleigh's data on airglow emission (1963)

16771
Hernandez, Gabriel A. S., see Sanchez, Gabriel

A.
Hernando de Soto Week, designate, report

(1961) 14684
Hernia:

alloplasty with capron, USSR study (1962)
12033

postoperative, alloplasty with fluroplast-4
plastic, USSR study (1961) 19758.

prevalence in U.S., statistics based on data
reported July 1957-June 1959 (1961) 2666

Heroux, Leon, proportional counter spectonie-
ter for solar X-rays (1963) 7618

Herpes zoster, see Shingles (disease).
Herpetology, see Reptiles.

Herr, Lester A., capacity charts for hydraulic
design of highway culverts (1965) 9902

Herrick, Joseph F., jr.:

apple packing and storage houses, layout
and design (1964) 4207

automatic pallet-box filler for apples (1963)
34

state-of-the-art of electroencephalography
and its role in manned space flight

(1965) 18527
Herrin, 111., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 15019
Herring, Jon L., Hermatobates, new generic

record for Atlantic Ocean with descrip-
tions of new species (1965) 13079

Herring:
immature, tagging method (1964) 2342
lake herring in Lake Superior, life history

(1965) 14304
living conditions, exploration of Severyan-

ka, USSR (1962) 5783
Maine, exploratory fishing (1964) 8620,

10571
Passamaquoddy region, fishery (1964) 21320
thread, fishery development in Gulf of Mexi-

co (1962) 582
Hersch, Martin:
interchanging propellants effect on rocket

combustor performance (1964) 7536
mixing model for rocket engine combustion

(1965) 13044
Hersh, Donald M., soil survey of York County,

Pa (1963) 16564
Hershey, Lloyd A., ground water investiga-

tions in lower Cache la Poudre River
basin, Colo (1964) 6821

Hersko, Marvin, community therapy in institu-

tion for delinquent girls (1965) 294
Herter, Christian A.:

address (1965) 11702
nomination, hearing (1963) 4776

Herud, Eric, television multiple insertion tech-

niques (1963) 3217
Hervey. John G., Federal textbook on citizen-

ship, our Constitution and Government
(1963) 621, 15630; (1964) 18158

Herzberg, Noble W., testimony, hearings
(1965) 444

Herzbrun, Phillip I., English teaching study
unit, Ralph Bunche, world servant
(1964) 5735

Herzegovina, see Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Herzog, B., vibration of buckled circular

plates (1964) 7568
Herzog, Elizabeth:
Health services for unmarried mothers

(1965) 10272
why so few Negro adoptions? (1965) 5720

Herzog, Godofredo M., relief (1961) 12408,
14242. 18466

Herzog, R.F.K., determination of atmospheric
parameters by use of rocket-borne mass
spectrometers (1963) 18123

Hess, Arthur, address, June 23-29, 1963 (1965)
3023

Hess, Joseph, parachute descent times and
impact locations for high altitude bal-

loon pavloads (1963) 18455
Hess, Wilmot N.:

artificial radiation belt made on July 9.

1962, characteristics, status report
(1963) 9171

effects of high altitude explosions (1964)
20588

energetic particles in inner Van ,\llen belt

(1963) 16373
energy spectrum of electrons in outer radia-

tion belt (1963) 7289
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Hess, Wilmot N.—Continued
neutrons in space (1963) 5608
symposium on physics of solar flares (1964)

20537
Hessian flies, see Flies.
Hester, FVank J.:

bathykymograph (1963) 6469
how tuna see a net (1965) 10862

Hester, 0. C, market potentials for modified
edible fats and oils (1964) 11771

Hestianic acid, biologically resistant pigment
from aerobic waste digesters (1964) 1743

Heterogeneous reactors, see Reactors (atomic).
Heterophoria, alcohol and hypoxia effects

(1964) 7997
Heteroplastics, embryonic blood vessels, immu-

nological basis, USSR study (1962) 1250
Heterosis:
nature and methods of utilization in plant

selection, USSR study (1963) 8692
scientific conference, USSR (1961) 20979

Heterotransplantation, malignant tumors,
conclusions from USSR article (1962)
9831

Hetzler, F.J., sodium mass transfer, metallur-
gy screening test data and analysis
(1963) 14971

Heung, Horn Bok, see Horn Wah Yook.
Heuristic activity of man, USSR (1965) 2313
Hevelius, LAC 56, lunar chart (1963) 13210
HEW, see Health, Education, and Welfare

Department.
Hewell, Grace L.:

addresses (1964) 8784, 12533
Hewes, Donald E., lunar gravity-simulation

for locomotion studies (1964) 9581
Hewes, Laurence L, jr., outdoor recreation and

megalopolis needs of New York-New
Jersey-Philadelphia region (1963) 7382

Hewitt, Spencer E., relief (1962) 7003, 11503,
13247

Hewlett, Richard P.:

application of simulation in evaluating
low-grade mineral deposits (1964) 18685

computer program for computing grade and
tonnage of ore, etc (1963) 19864

computing ore reserves by triangular meth-
od using medium-size digital computer
(1963) 7213

design, etc., mathematical models for
mine-systems analysis (1963) 5485

design for drill-hole grid spacings for evalu-
ating low-grade copper deposits (1965)
12951

polynomial surface fitting using sample data
from underground copper deposit (1964)
18704

simulating mineral deposits using Monte
Carlo techniques, etc (1964) 16643

Hexachloride, see Tungsten hexachloride.
Hexachlorocyclohexane, use of hexachlorane in

insecticidal aerosols, USSR study (1962)
1019

Hexachlorophene:
resistant mutant of Escherichia coli—
chemical and physical agents effect (1961)
5300

cross-resistance and filament reversal
studies (1961) 5299

isolation and characterization (1961) 5298
Hexadecyl alcohol as spindle moistening agent

for Mechanical cotton pickers (1965)
8398

Hexafluoracetone, pinacol from, USSR study
(1965) 2645

Hexagrammids, meristic variation (1965) 14305
Hexahedrites, worldwide distribution (1965)

13263

Hexamethyldisiloxane, heats of combustion
and formation (1961) 6710

Hexane, extractive of tobacco, total (1963)
1639

Hexokinase, activity of brain and muscle tis-

sue of rats, effect of fractional X-ray
irradiation, USSR study (1964) 16308

Hexonium, effect on ascorbic acid content in
adrenal glands of rabbits with athero-
sclerosis, USSR study (1961) 10810

Heyburn, Idaho:
releasing title, etc., of U.S. in certain

streets

—

law (1963) 9810
reports (1963) 6168, 8069

repeal provision for return of certain
streets to U.S. if not used as public
property, report (1962) 17257

Heydrich, Alfred E., see Estrada, Alfred.
Heyl, Allen V.:

oxidized zinc deposits

—

Colorado (1964) 21349
Utah (1963) 14017

Heyson, Harry H., linearized theory of
wind-tunnel jet-boundary corrections
and ground effect for VTOL-STOL air-
craft (1963) 1322

Heywang, Burt W., poultry management in
subtropical, semiarid climate (1963) 1718

HFRB, see Human Factors Research Branch.
HFRB technical research notes (1961) 8256

20250-255
HFRB technical research reports (1961) 11662

20256
HHFA, see Housing and Home Finance Agen-

cy.

HHFA program guide (1962) 18918; (1964) 8191
Hi, Cha Mi, see Cha Mi Hi.
Hi Sook Lee, see Lee Hi Sook.
Hibbard, Robert R., method for estimating

ratio of absorptance to emittance (1965)
9703

Hibernation:
artificial, electroencephalographic observa-

tions, USSR study (1962) 1256
birds, USSR study (1965) 9409
comparative study of freezing injury in hi-

bernator and nonhibernator (1965) 4169
ground squirrels

—

Alaskan, blood variations (1964) 19142
Alaskan influence upon experimental infec-

tions (1964) 19144
Arctic, effect on retention of viral agents

(1963) 18476
autonomic control of circulation (1963)

13204
changes in intestinal flora (1963) 11500
effect of low temperature on isolated

hearts of Citellus leucurus and C. Mo-
havensis (1964) 4245

mammalian, control of circulation (1963)
11488

mammals and birds (1964) 4246
mammals, bibliography (1964) 19145
mosquitoes in Szechwan (1962) 1006

Hibiscus cannabinus, see Kenaf.
Hickam Air Force Base, Hawaii, employees,

relief (1964) 324, 6430, 8211
Hickey, David H., aerodynamic characteristics

of model with fans mounted in wing
(1963) 5602

Hickey, Wayne C, jr.:

changes in perennial grass cover following
conversion from yearlong to summer-
deferred grazing in west central New
Mexico (1965) 7738

range utilization patterns as affected by
fencing and class of livestock (1965) 665
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Hickey, Wayne C, jr.—Continued

tamper proof rain gages (1964) 6749
Hickory:
commercial, silvical characteristics (1965)

9210
hickory task force report (1965) 7759, 9210
nails and spikes in hickory (1965) 7759
pignut, silvical characteristics (1962) 9700
shagbark, silvical characteristics (1962)

9698
use in making picnic tables (1963) 17500
wood with a future (1965) 1679

Hicks, J. R., whiteout studies (1965) 10771
Hicks, Raymond M., spanwise variation of

leading-edge sweep effects on lift, drag,
and pitching moment of wing-body com-
bination (1964) 9596

Hicks, Roger, old-age, survivors, and disabili-

ty insurance, family benefits in cur-

rent-payment status, June 30, 1963 (1965)
1625

Hicks, Steacy D., physical oceanographic stud-
ies of Narragansett Bav, 1957 and 1958
(1964) 2343

Hidalgo, Mexico, geology of south-central area
(1962) 19565

Hidalgo County, Tex.:

soil bank programs, questionable participa-
tion (1963) 10261

truck crop production practices (1963) 15415

Hidatsa Indians:
social and ceremonial organization

—

departmental edition (1965) 17034
document edition (1965) 17455

Hides and skins, see Leather, hides, and skins.
Heimstra, Stephen J.:

importance of imports as source of food
(1965) 12379

number and sales of food and beverage re-

tailers (1965) 12380
rising depreciation of assets in agricultural

marketing firms (1964) 4612
Hierarchical factors in course grades in avia-

tion high school (1963) 4407

Hierarchical grouping procedure applied to
problem of grouping profiles (1962) 1972

Hierarchical grouping to maximize payoff
(1961) 16150

Hiester, N. K., operating capabilities of elec-

tric-arc reentry environment simulators
(1964) 18723

Hietanen, Anna:
anorthosite and associated rocks in Boehls

Butte quadrangle and vicinity, Idaho
(1964) 805

Idaho batholith (1964) 4785
metamorphism of Belt series in Elk River-

Clarkia area, Idaho (1964) 4784
Hietbrink, Bernard E., X-irradiation influence

on microsome oxidose and reductase ac-
tivity in livers of young male rats
(1964) 13651

Higbee, Kenneth B.:

aluminum (1963) 19821
bauxite (1963) 19823
metallurgical technology review (1964) 11345

Higgins, C. C, dynamic pressure and thrust of

cold jets discharging from exhaust noz-

zles designed for VTOL downward sup-
pression (1964) 11397

Higgins, E. Arnold, effects of tranquilizer on
body temperature (1964) 5998

Higgins, E. Eugene:
assignable area of college and university

buildings, etc (1963) 13841
classroom facilities planning aids (1964)

14178

Higgins, E. Eugene—Continued
college and university, ratio of equipment

investment to building investment (1963)
17392

non-residential buildings, by facilities cate-
gory (1963) 12064

residence hall planning aids (1965) 10747
science facilities planning aids (1964) 14196

Higgins, James A., surface effect ships, new
era in commercial ocean transportation
(1965) 9.534

Higgins, James W., bituminous coal mining,
labor market developments (1964) 4658

Higgins, Ralph V., five-spot waterflood,
two-phase flow performance (1964) 1433

High Dam project, Aswan, Egypt, progress
(1961) 13000

High Energy Accelerator Physics Panel, see
Panel on High Energy Accelerator Phys-
ics.

High energy physics, see Atomic energy.
High energy physics program, report on na-

tional policy and background informa-
tion (1965) 5"786

High energy propellants, continuing bibliogra-
phy (1964) 13159; (1965) 8057

High energy rate forging development (1962)
12941

High energy rate forming, see Metalwork.
High-frequency telephone equipment, USSR

(1961) 2372
High-gain amplifier has excellent stability and

low power consumption (1965) 9680
High magnetic field bubble chamber (1962)

4640
High Point, N.C.:
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13567
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16391
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16510

censuses of population and housing, 1960.
census tracts, standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 2218

High pressure regulating system prevents
pressure surges (1964) 14801

High pressure research equipment, USSR
(1962) 22356

High-quality control of some nonlinear objects
with variable parameters, USSR (1962)
22386

High school pupils, see Youth.
High-school students, see Students.
High schools:
advanced standing program of college level

courses available (1961) 9038
aerospace education, bibliography (1962)

11696
aid to strengthen and improve educational

quality and opportunities

—

background material, etc (1965) 14130
hearings (1965) 5955, 7539
law (1965) 8723
maximum basic grants under PL 89-10

(1965) 19515
reports (1965) 5943, 7462, 7524
summary and background paper on P.L.

89-10 (1965) 14429
airman qualifying examination norms for

seniors (1965) 15220
aviation, hierarchical factors in course

grades (1963) 4407
aviation, validation of Air Force classifica-

tion tests against academic grades
(1962) 90
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High schools

—

Continued
characteristics of school dropouts and high

school graduates, farm and nonfarm
(1965) 470

debate on medicare, 1963-64, excerpts print

as Senate document, reports (1963)

13698, 17130
debate topics, preparation and printing of

compilations of materials

—

law (1964) 4420
reports (1964) 2102, 2200

debates, 1964-65 (1964) 12167
desegregation, general statement of policies

under title VI of civil rights act of 1964
(1965) 10738

driver education, challenge as separate
course within curriculum (1961) 11543

dropouts, 20th century tragedy (1963) 17378
education act of 1965, grants for planning

and establishing supplementary educa-
tional centers and services, guidelines
(1965) 18006

educationally deprived children, basic facts
for school administrators, programs
under 1965 act (1965) 19558

employment of high school graduates and
dropouts, in 1963 (1964) 14709

enrollment

—

fall (1965) 5702
size and educational effectiveness (1964)
8483

enrollment, teachers, schoolhousing, fall

1960, statistics (1961) 5929; (1962) 9543;
(1963) 10070; (1964) 15844; (1965) 9039

foreign language teachers, source material
(1962) 15499; (1963) 2169; (1963) 8157

general usage facilities and equipment, se-

lected references (1963) 12080
girls, future jobs(1965) 18852
graduates

—

employment (1961) 7894; (1962) 3273
farm and nonfarm, college attendance,

related factors (1962) 14943
Federal Government should guarantee
opportunity for higher education to all,

1963-64 national college debate topic

(1963) 20456
print as House documents, reports

(1963) 17128, 17291
Presidential scholars (1965) 1561

technical aids in science and engineering,
examination announcement (1965) 13685

graduates and dropouts, employment (1962)
15987, 15989

graduation, median age, 1960 and 1950
(1964) 1820

home economics in public secondary schools,
report of national study (1962) 11705

home economics programs, studies (1961)
1938

industrial arts courses, grades 7-12, prelimi-
nary, report (1964) 17916; (1965) 7592

inservice mathematics education, promising
practices for secondary school teachers
(1964) 19630

library facilities for secondary schools
(1965) 12388

mathematics, emerging 12th-grade programs
(1965) 4647

mathematics teachers, inservice education,
conference report (1961) 10542

military guidance

—

in secondary schools (1962) 22988
suggestions for teachers, principals and
counselors (1961) 20342

modern foreign languages, teaching in lan-

guage laboratory (1962) 459

High schools—Continued
national defense education act of 1958,

suggestions for evaluation of guidance,
testing, and counseling programs under
title 5-A(1961) 17183

nonpublic

—

directory 1960-61 (1963) 4820
enrollment, etc., statistics, 1960-61 (1963)

15448
offerings and enrollments in grades 9-12,

1961-62 (1963) 15438
offerings and enrollments in science and

mathematics, 1958 (1961) 5934
personnel, science teaching aids, references,

list (1962) 21655
private, food service (1965) 38
public

—

Federal grants to States, hearings (1962)
11447, 23364

science and mathematics teachers, basic
information (1963) 17393

secondary day schools, 1958-59, directory

(1961) 17178
secondary schools, statistics, 1958-59

(1962) 5110
staffing and constructing secondary

schools, aims in education, 1959-69

(1963) 6349
Puerto Rican students, general ability tests,

in elementary and secondary schools

(1961) 19226
pupil programs, national survey (1962) 457,

19446
quality secondary schools (1965) 7590
record information, use in predicting success

in electronics training, airmen (1965)
13428

requirements for graduation in States and
large cities (1961) 7341

research participation for high school teach-
ers of science and mathematics, summer
(1962) 24025

science and mathematics teachers
characteristics and service loads (1963)
9252

summer institutes, 1963 (1963) 3198
survey (1963) 8177

science education, current trends (remarks)
(1961) 6755

secondary education

—

act of 1965, guidelines, school library re-

sources, etc (1965) 19561
State, structure and organization (1965)
4661

secondary summer school, mathematics,
offerings and enrollments (1964) 570

small rural, revitalizing (1961) 9042
social climates, how they affect students'

academic achievement (1961) 5937
space oriented mathematir-s, from here,

where? source book for secondary levels

(1965) 11399
students, identification and development of

talent (1963) 19094
subject offerings and enrollments

—

grades 9-12, non-public secondary schools

(1965) 4664
in public secondary schools (1965) 19568
summary (1964) 14198

summer science training for high-ability

secondary school students, 1963 (1963)
3199

teachers

—

amend national defense education act to

permit partial cancellation of student
loans, report (1962) 21469; (1963) 20585

annual demand between 1960 and 1970,
chart (1962) 22449
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High Schools—Continued
USSR, social science, textbook for second-

ary schools (1964) 12945
see also Junior high schools—Schools.

High seas, see Ocean.
High seas, jurisdiction over, see Maritime law.

High-speed image shutter unit (1961) 17972
High temperature materials, see Refractory

materials.
Higher education, see Colleges and universi-

ties—Junior colleges.

Higher Education Board of District of Colum-
bia, see District of Columbia.

Highland Bayou:
flood control project

—

departmental edition (1965) 10776
document edition (1965) 10395

Highland Falls, N.Y., water filtration plant,
additional payment toward cost report
(1961) 20546

Highland, Ind., population, special census
(1963) 15077

Highland Park, Mich.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

18257
civil rights, public schools (1963) 181

Highlands County, Fla., phosphate interests,

sell to record owners of surface (1961)
14365, 16554, 16878

Highlighting the heart H in 4-H, guide for
leaders (1961) 11717

Highlights from survey of residence and mi-
gration of college students, fall 1963
(1964) 10465

Highlights in history of forest and related
natural resource conservation (1963)
2368

Highlights of Architectural & Engineering
Development Program of Civil Defense
Office (1964) 11927

Highlights of developments in mental health
programs, 1962 (1963) 19965

Highlights of legislation on aging:
Bills affecting older persons, introduced

(1963) 9508-9, 11410, 16693-694; (1964)
5761, 11715, 15168

enacted by States (1965) 8369
Federal legislation affecting older persons

—

87th Congress, 2d session (1963) 5041
88th Congress, 2d session (1965) 3087

State legislation enacted in 1962 (1963) 615
Highlights of President Kennedy's new act for

international development (1961) 11576
Highlights of symposium on child welfare

(1965) 4361
Hightower, F. J., trends and development, fish-

ing vessel and gear developments, ex-

ploratory fishing and gear research
buoy (1965) 14290

Hightower, J. V., world petroleum statistics

(1963) 18114
Highway bridge engineers, opportunities in

Public Roads Bureau (1962) 6431; (1964)
1569

Highway bridges, see Bridges.
Highway Conference on Research and Devel-

opment of Quality Control and Accept-

ance Specifications, Materials and Con-
struction Using Advanced Technology,
Apr. 5-7, 1965, proceedings (1965) 18734

Highway engineers:
aide, suggested training program (1964)

14188
opportunities in Public Roads Bureau (1962)

6431; (1964) 1569
Highway machinery, see Road machinery.
Highway Officials, State, American Associa-

tion of, see American Association of

State Highway Officials.

Highway planning notes (1963) 9365; (1964)
3573; (1965) 3487

Highway post office service, see Postal service.

Highway-railroad grade crossings, see Rail-
road crossings.

Highway robber diplomats (1961) 4382
Highway safety, see Safety of life.

Highways, see Roads and highways.
Highways and Traffic Department, D.C., opera-

tions, GAO review (1961) 9242
Higley, Leo W., jr.:

reclaiming S-816 high-temperature alloy
scrap (1963) 10963

uranium alloyed steels, their fabrication and
mechanical properties (1964) 9520

Hikes, backpacking in national forest wilder-
ness, a family adventure (1963) 16753

Hiking, see Walking.
Hiland-Clarkson Hill, Wyo., reconnaissance

geology of area (1962) 21825
Hilbrand, Howard C, comparison of block

shear methods for determining shearing
strength of solid wood (1964) 12449

Hildebrand, Richard R., KC-135B (EC-135C)
limited category 2 performance test

(1965) 10105
Hilden-Moulton hypothesis of origin of gegen-

schein (1965) 6760
Hilding, Winthrop E., heat transfer studies of

vapor condensing at high velocities in

small straight tubes (1964) 21736
Hildreth, A. C, ornamental hedges for Central

Great Plains (1964) 20914
Hilgar, Arthur G., androgenic and myogenic

endocrine bioassay data (1965) 3138
Hill, Arthur, relief (1965) 15636
Hill, Chester A., relief (1965) 8760, 15862,

17513
Hill, Elmer D., testimony, hearings (1964) 2244
Hill, George W.:
method of general planetary perturbations,

modification (1964) 14897
remarks on his lunar theory (1963) 7253-54

Hill, J. H., altimeter display evaluation, final

report (1965) 11601
Hill, Jacques A. F., compressibility effects on

fluid entrainment by turbulent mixing
layers (1965) 1395

Hill, James E., review of mining technology
(1964) 13136

Hill, Lawrence W.:
cost of converting brush cover to grass for

increased water yield (1963) 17482
San Dimas Experimental Forest (1963) 20711

Hill, R. H., aluminum hard coating of ordnance
materiel (1963) 9317

Hill, Ralph L., testimony, hearings (1964) 6526

Hill, Richard M., operating costs and ratios,

wholesale bibliography (1963) 11275
Hill, Robert C, testimony hearings (1961)

14744
Hill, Robert L., remarks, Aug. 3, 1964 (1964)

15375
Hill, Roger L., transistorized building blocks

for data instrumentation (1963) 9213

Hill, Stephen D., high-level gamma-ray dosime-
try at Albany cobalt 60 facility (1964)
14747

Hill, Thomas E., jr., polyethoxylated amines as
flotation collectors for slimed lead min-
erals (1964) 9509

Hill, Wilhemina: i

teaching about human rights (1963) 10081 I
unit planning and teaching in elementary '

social studies (1963) 13871
Hill-Burton program:

aid for community hospitals, etc., facts for
applicants (1965) 11641
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Hill-Burton program—Continued

civil rights policies (1965) 7315
extension and revision

—

hearings (1964) 8387, 14153
law (1964) 17302
reports (1964) 10217, 10256, 15731

hospital and medical facilities series under
Hill-Burton program (1962) 20252,
22749-756, 24076-78; (1963) 1408-09,
3285-88, 5690-93, 7403-5, 9343,
11237-238, 14664-667, 16506-508,
20101-104, 21085-86; (1964) 3099-3100,
7696, 9718, 11560, 13404-405. 20757;
(1965) 1579-80, 6876-77, 8244, 15000-1,
18712

progress report, July 1, 1947-June 30, 1961

(1962) 3462; (1963) 5690; (1964) 3098;

(1965)2994
Hill-Burton project register (1962) 3922; (1963)

3768; (1964) 3574; (1965) 3488
publications, annotated bibliography (1962)

22756; (1963) 20104
State plan data for hospitals and related

medical facilities, national summary as

of Jan. 1, 1964 (1965) 1580
Hillebrand, Gunter H., relief (1962) 15324,

20793, 21007
Hiller, Charlotte H., pattern of variation of

fibril angle within annual rings of Pinus
attenuradiata (1964) 18053

Hiller, Robert E., relief (1961) 18797; (1962)

5004, 6900
Hilliard, D. K., observations on sewage oxida-

tion pond in southcentral Alaska (1965)
8472

Hills, Keith, relief (1964) 12034, 14045, 17172
Hills, Orin A.:

cantaloupe insects in Southwest, how to

control them (1964) 13585
insects affecting sugarbeets grown for seed

(1964) 1695
Hills Beach:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 420
document edition (1963) 272

Hillsboro Inlet, Fla.r

beach erosion control study and hurricane
survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 6129
document edition (1965) 5819

Hillsborough River:

flood control, etc., engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4856
document edition (1963) 4689

Hillsman, Gladys M., now I am a person (1964)
13785

Hillson, Louise H.:

establishing business in Malaysia (1964)
18175

foreign trade regulations of Malaysia (1965)
8693

Hilmon, J. B.:

effect of burning on south Florida range
(1963) 10244

plants of Caloosa Elxperimental Range
(1965) 682

Hilo, Hawaii:
aging, problems, hearings (1962) 11645
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

10051
General Lyman Airport, weather observa-

tions, hourly, decennial census (1963)
7513

Hilo Harbor, Hawaii:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 486
document edition (1962) 372

Hilo Harbor, Hawaii—Continued
tidal wave protection, modify project, report

(1962) 21468
tsunami model

—

design, pilot study (1965) 10784
selection and design of bore generator

(1965) 14217
Hilsmeier, William F., Oak Ridge meteorologi-

cal data (1963) 7705
Hiltner, W. A.:

electronographic image tube (1965) 5525
studies in galactic astronomy, etc (1965)

5526
Hilton, David A.:

in-flight aerodynamic noise measurements on
Scout launch vehicle (1963) 14561

sonic-boom exposures during FAA communi-
ty-response studies over 6-month period
in Oklahoma City area (1965) 1477

Hilton, G. S., water-resources reconnaissance
in southeastern part of Honey Lake
Valley, Lassen County, Calif (1963) 8350

Himmel, L., perspectives in materials research
(1963) 11151

Hin, Fong Yee, see Fong Yee Hin.
Hind, James F., promotional programs for

winter pears, etc (1963) 14866
Hinds, Martha E., computer program for iono-

spheric mapping by numerical methods
(1964) 3048

Hinds, Russell H., jr.:

airflow loading patterns for truck shipments
of early potatoes (1965) 7033

better loading pattern for trailer shipments
of citrus fruit (1965) 16977

Hinds, Thomas E., decay associated with
Fomes igniarius sporophores in Colora-
do aspen (1963) 17490

Hiner, R. L, physical composition of fryer
rabbits of prime choice, and commercial
grades (1965) 8405

Hiner, Richard L., slaughtering, cutting and
processing beef on farm (1965) 15189

Hines, Bob, ducks at a distance (1963) 17451

Hing, Hom Hong, see Hom Hong Hing.
Hinges:

builders' template, standard of trade (1965)
8137

safety door, for automotive vehicles. Federal
standard (1965) 16191

Hinsdale, 111., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 13945
Hinsdale County, Colo., land conveyance to

Vickers Brothers (1961) 14253, 16552,
16875

Hinshaw, Lerner B.:

effect of increased venous pressure on renal
hemodynamics (1963) 4503

intrarenal hemodynamic changes following
acute arterial occlusion (1964) 5997

Hinson, William F., jet-pluming interference
by computer simulation of measured
flight motions of 2 RAM A fourth stages
(1964) 3016

Hinteregger, H. E.:

environmental research papers (1964) 20960
solar XUV, from 310A to 55A (1964) 20965

Hints for hikers (1962) 11849
Hints on bobcat trapping (1962) 2486
Hintze, F. F., relief (1965) 17808, 19094, 19194
Hip joints, see Joints (anatomy).
Hipsley, Elmer, testimony (1962) 23421
Hired farm workers, see Farm labor.
Hired farm working force of 1963, etc (1965)

10723
Hiring practices, see Employment.
Hirose, Shoji, relief (1961) 7203
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Hiroshima, Japan:
immediate environmental effects of explosion

(1965) 5601
nuclear bomb survivors, dosimetry program

(1964) 15279
Hirota, Lloyd K., relief (1964) 15652; (1965)

10616. 15424, 15561
Hirsch. Edward, relief (1962) 16903, 20779,

21338
Hirsh, N. B., aircraft design, X\'-9A hot cycle

research aircraft (1965) 20114
Hise, Barbara H., investment factors in Tur-

key (1964) 2459
Hisler, Abrom, sounding rocket reliability

reassessment (1965) 1453
Hispanic Foundation, bibliographical series

(1961) 2474; (1964) 1391, 5456, 13090
Histadrut, executive committee session, Nov.

1961, speeches (1962) 8263, 8292
Histamine:

flare test re-examined as screening measure
for allergic sensitivity (1962) 4544

shock, effect of dibenamine, Hungarian
study (1962) 7928

Histidine, effect on conditioned-reflex activity

of animals under normal conditions and
in presence of cholesterol-induced ath-
erosclerosis, USSR study (1961) 12889

Histidinemia:
general information (1965) 4362
study (1964) 19309

Histochemistry:
dehydrogenase, of human gingiva, reductase

activity and sulfhydryls (1965) 126
device for quantitative evaluation of histo-

chemical reactions, USSR study (1965)
9486

external geniculate body of primates, char-
acteristics, USSR study (1965) 9334

index of brain neuron excitation, USSR
study (1963) 6800

problems

—

conference reports, USSR (1961) 15362
USSR study (1962) 5691

responses of guinea pig tissues to cold

(1965) 8468
Histogenesis and age change in epithelium of

large intestine (1964) 18353
Histology:

archives of anatomv, histology and embryol-
ogy (USSR periodical) (1962) 19776

changes in skin following homoplasty to

burns of irradiated rabbits, USSR studv
(1963) 2539

formaldehyde perfusion and methylene blue
gross staining technic in dry fixation of

lung tissue (1963) 5889
histological and embryological mechanisms,

USSR studies (1965) 9345
joint capsule receptors, USSR study (1962)

5582
Moscow Society of Naturalists, activities

(1965) 11085
organ, altitude influence (1961) 125

organ and cell, problems, USSR study (1962)
9869

research conducted by Yugoslavian scien-

tists (1965) 9476
synthetic vascular prostheses, USSR study

(1965) 9387
USSR, translations from Arkhiv anatomii,

gistologii i embriologii (1962) 15736

Histopathology:
mice fed irradiated food (1964) 110
poliomyelitis anterior subacuta (1964) 16066

Historians:
all-Union conference, Dec. 18-21, 1962, pro-

ceedings (1964) 21613

Historians—Continued
employment outlook (1964) 9409
examination announcement (1965) 332, 10301
social scientists, chart (1963) 1186
Soviet, reflections (1962) 14231

Historic American Buildings Survey, general
information (1964) 1513

Historic Capitol Hill, Citizens Committee for,

see Citizens Committee for Historic Cap-
itol Hill.

Historic Preservation in United States, Na-
tional Trust for, see National Trust for
Historic Preservation in United States.

Historic sites:

Kansas, commemoration of historical
events

—

law (1965) 15503
reports (1965) 8829, 15948

national landmarks, sites eligible for regis-

try (1965) 19981
national survey of sites and buildings

—

colonials and patriots, 1700-83 (1965) 5277

general information (1964) 14975
preservation through urban renewal (1963)

9473
publications, price list (1961) 6492; (1962)

18399; (1963) 9333; (1965) 8234
registry of national historic landmarks

(1964) 14976; (1965) 6808
topographic maps, list (1961) 14961
see also names of historic sites.

Historic structure report (1964) 7614
Historical and economic data on Vologda ob-

last, USSR (1962) 8236
Historical research (Chinese periodical):

translations on Genghis Khan (1963) 8641
Historical review of trunkline suspensions and

deletions at points served by local serv-

ice carriers, 1949-63, supplements (1965)
5726-27, 10273

Historical statistics H.W. series (1961) 7436-38

Historical statistics of veteran population,
1865-1960, compendium of facts about
veterans (1961) 12364

Historical statistics on governmental finances
and employment (1964) 19287, 19283

Historical summary of United States-Korean
relations with chronology of important
developments, 1834-1962 (1963) 1508

History:
AMC historical studies (1964) 20987
American

—

grants for documentary source material

—

hearings (1963) 13649; (1964) 10422
law (1964) 17242
reports (1963) 15243, 18856; (1964) 12221

proceedings

—

departmental editions (1963) 18528;
(1965) 1809, 18928

document editions (1963) 18800; (1965)
1975 19178

publications, price list (1961) 8146; (1963)

1396; (1964) 3095; (1965) 5329
writings

—

departmental editions (1962) 136; (1963)

16813; (1964) 11815; (1965) 11887
document editions (1962) 363; (1963)

17058; (1964) 12017; (1965) 12040
American labor, important dates, list (1961)

7135
auxiliary sciences, classification. Library of

Congress (1961) 15736
climatological record books (1961) 1571
historical handbook series (1961) 13568-569,

20022; (1962) 2544, 18331, 24019; (1963)
5638, 7333; (1965) 1517. 16773

historical science, application of electronic
computing machines in research, USSR
study (1962) 23921
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History—Continued
historical study series (1964) 7681, 13384;

(1965) 1564
history and operations of U.S. sugar pro-

gram (1962) 13491
History and Technology Museum, papers

—

index (1964) 1509
title page, etc (1964) 1510

Hospital Corps, Navy, handbook, chapter
(1962) 8451

Hungarian phamaceutical research (1962)
5444

instruction, financial assistance guidelines
under NDEA (1965) 9042

Latin American, USAFI course, study guides
(1962) 19406-407

national defense education act

—

grants to strengthen instruction, ques-
tions and answers (1965) 7591

institutes for advanced study (1965) 6114,
7595

loans to private nonprofit schools for
equipment (1965) 12389

Pima Indians and San Carlos irrigation pro-
ject (1965) 8914

problems in history of international worker
and national liberation movement,
USSR (1963) 1130

Research Analyses Office (1963) 16782
research, application of electronic comput-

ers (1962) 1452
Soviet Union, war, 1941-45, USSR review

(1963) 20815
studies in Plains anthropology and history

(1965)7815
teachers, advanced study, national defense

institutes, manuals (1964) 21267; (1965)
10744

Ukrainian SSR, medical science and public
health, USSR study (1962) 2703

under the sea, underwater exploration hand-
book (1965) 9916

United States, colonial times to 1957, statis-
tics, continuation to 1962, and revisions
(1965) 5710

United States public printing, 100 GPO
years, 1861-1961 (1961) 12806

world history 2, study guide (1964) 6537
world historical development and interna-

tional revolutionary liberation move-
ment (1965) 7888

see also Military history—Naval history

—

also names of departments, etc.—a/so
subjects.

History and Technology Museum:
construction

—

final report (1965) 17759
progress, reports (1961) 10473; (1962)

15399; (1963) 20509; (1965) 2034

contributions from (series) (1961) 4977, 8059,
17745, 20011; (1962) 6315, 6317, 8545,
22639; (1964) 20654, 21796, 21798, 21800;
(1965) 1513-14, 5272, 9782-85, 18631

dedication (1964) 9649
Medical Sciences Division, history (1964)

21801
papers, index (1964) 1509
papers on history, title page, etc (1964) 1510

presentation pieces (1965) 18631
Red Cross ambulance of 1898 (1965) 9785
science and technology papers, title page,

etc (1964) 1511

History of mathematical statistics research at
Aeronautical Research Laboratories
(1963) 4400

Histotopograhical study of diffuse cardiac
myofibrosis in hypertensive vascular
diseases, USSR (1961) 4599

Hitch, Charles J., nomination, hearing (1961)
4084

Hites, Donovan, Guthrie, Minn., accident
(1964) 10715

Hiteshue, Raymond W.:
hydrogasification of

—

bituminous coals, lignite, anthracite, and
char (1963) 3083

high-volatile A bituminous coal (1964)
7453

pressure carbonization of high-volatile A
bituminous coal to produce high-BTU
gas (1964) 11330

Hitler, Adolph, former headquarters now tour-
ist attraction in Poland (1964) 9030

Hitz, Charles, R.:

bottom fish survey off Oregon coast (1963)
19228

field identification of northeastern Pacific
rockfish (1965) 10857

Ho Chi Minh, newspaper articles (1961) 1095
Ho Chi Minh, speech at Nam Dinh party

chapter conference, translation (1963)
15721

Ho, Hsie K. Y., make each person count, guide
for nursing home administrators (1963)
21088; (1964) 11563

Ho, Kim Sun, see Kim Sun Ho.
Ho, Koon Chew, relief (1962) 21290; (1963)

6228; (1965) 5997, 15862
Ho-tzu-k'o-hsueh (periodical):

article titles, list (1962) 5594
Hoag, Ralph L., training for teachers of deaf

(1963) 10082
Hobbies:
construction and operation of hobby craft

shops (1964) 5582
free time activities, reports from White

House Conference on Aging (1961) 14982
hobby shop, bibliography (1961) 17812
publications, list (1963) 3268; (1964) 16828

Hobbs, Dale Z., methods used in preparing
boron (1964) 13132

Hobbs, Harold W., hydrologic data for experi-
mental agricultural watersheds in Unit-
ed States, 1956-61 (1964) 4213; (1965)
10076

Hobbs act, see Racketeering.
Hobson, Carol J.:

fall 1964 statistics of public elementary and
secondary day schools (1965) 9039

fall 1962 statistics on enrollment, teachers,
and schoolhousing, public elementary
and secondary day schools (1963) 10070;
(1964) 15844

preliminary report on statistics of State
school systems (1964) 592

statistics of State school systems, 1959-62
(1963) 8188; (1964) 19640

Hobson, Julius W., variable annuity in retire-
ment income (1963) 3331

Hoc tap (North Vietnam periodical):
translations (1961) 19580, 19595, 19598,

19626, 19628, 19787, 21077; (1962) 1124,
1456, 1496, 1.529, 3164, .3215, .3239, .3244,
6030. 8028, 8039, 8290, 9927, 10150,
10320, 10341, 12139, 12275, 14042, 14157,
14266, 15752, 17926, 18041, 22297;
(1963) 644, 790, 2516, 2626, 5183, 5422,
6749, 6925, 7070, 8701, 8987, 12534,
12622, 15711, 15955, 17646, 17681, 17704,
17763, 19504, 19769; (1964) 898, 1160,
2606, 2779, 2918, 5188, 6877, 7318, 7322,
7336, 9040, 9264, 9350, 10859, 10883,
11006, 12682, 16005, 160.57, 18221, 19979,
20003, 20319; (1965) 1083, 2329, 2612,
4907, 4914, 6462, 651.5, 9356, 9422, 11152,
12624, 14482, 16388, 16537, 18284, 18319,
18388
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Hochbaum, Godfrey M.:

health agencies and Tower of Babel (1965)
13233

modern theories of communication (1964)
4360

Hochheiser, Seymour:
air pollution measurements

—

Duquesne, Pa., Sept.-Oct (1965) 9870
Indianapolis (1965) 1569

measuring and monitoring atmospheric sul-

fur dioxide (1965) 2987
Hock, Joseph R., remarks, Jan. 18, 1963 (1963)

3050
Hockersmith, Forrest D., remarks, Apr. 3, 1963

(1963) 8421
Hockey:
professional leagues, authorize television

contracts-
hearings (1961) 18963
law (1961) 18719
reports (1961) 18855, 19111

professional teams, antitrust laws applica-
bility-

hearings (1965) 14127
report (1965) 14085

Hocking River:
basin, flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 19579
document edition (1965) 19183

Hockley County, Tex., soil survey report
(1965) 20078

Hod carriers, employment outlook (1962) 8354;
(1964) 9420

Hodde, Walter L., Wool Department of Indiana
Farm Bureau Cooperative Association,
Inc (1963) 17416

Hodge, B. Leon, pressure distribution of

0.0667-scale model of X-15 airplane
(1963) 3116

Hodge, Carleton T.:

Hausa, basic course (1963) 14707
Serbo-Croatian, basic course (1965) 15064

Hodge, Paul W.:
Henbury meteorite craters (1965) 9918
space density of atmospheric dust in alti-

tude range 50,000 to 90,000 feet (1963)
1496

Hodge, Ward F., magnetic field encountered by
satellites in circular orbits (1964) 7501

Hodges, Earl F.:

animal units of livestock fed annually,
1909-61 (1963) 4376

consumption of feed by livestock 1940-59
(1964) 5856

livestock-feed relationships, 1909-63 (1964)
40

livestock production units, 1910-61 (1963)
5843

supplement for 1964 to livestock-feed rela-

tionships, 1909-63 (1965) 57
Hodges, James D., relief (1961) 5627, 8908,

10177
Hodges, Luther H.:

addresses, remarks, etc (1963) 201-2, 1958,
4645, 4649, 4650, 4653, 6045-46, 6047,
6049, 6053, 6055, 7805, 7808, 9770,
9771-75, 9777, 9785, 9788, 11682, 11686,
13337-43, 13347, 15122, 16963-64, 18755,
18757, 20391; (1964) 224-25, 227, 229,

1853-54, 1856, 4410. 6115-20, 8180-83.
10124-125, 11963-11966, 11973,
13817-819, 15366-367, 17156, 19347-352,
19355, 19363; (1965) 346-49, 1855, 1941,
1948, 13701-703, 13729

nomination hearing (1961) 4106
Hodges, Ronald W., review of North American

moths of family Walshiidae (1964) 9651

Hodgkin's disease:
symptoms, treatment (1961) 21310; (1963)

12994; (1965) 5343
USSR studies (1964) 1164

Hodgson, J. M., ditchbank weeds control on
irrigation systems (1963) 40

Hodograph:
acceleration, and its application to space

trajectory analysis, research study
(1963) 19899

analysis of free-flight trajectories between 2
arbitrary terminal points (1965) 5107

median, estimation of regional corrections,
USSR (1965) 4946

Hodson Day Center, community program for
older persons in public agency (1962)
19577

Hoekstra, P. E.:

simple inexpensive pollen trap (1965) 9190
Virginia pine response to release (1964) 2384

Hoekstra, Pieter, movement of water in film

between glass and ice (1965) 12401
Hoenack, August, guidelines for hospital mod-

ernization (1965) 15001
Hoertel, Frederick W., vapor disposition of

tungsten on MERM rocket nozzles (1964)
13135

Hoess, E. A., synthesis of polvamides contain-
ing S-triazine rings (196*4) 13370

Hofacker, Gerhard, relief (1964) 19540; (1965)
7510

Hofer, Lawrence J. E.:

effect of lead deposits on activity of automo-
tive exhaust catalysts (1963) 14509

X-ray powder diffraction patterns of solid

hydrocarbons, etc (1963) 20941
HoflFa, James R.:

improper activities investigation, hearing
(1962) 7227

print additional copies, report (1962) 7184
underworld control of New York Teamster

local 239—
hearings (1961) 8984
report (1962) 17221

Hoflinger, Erich, relief (1962) 11554, 21296;
(1964) 10374

Hoffman, Carolanne H.:

disability among persons in labor force
(1964) 7706

health insurance coverage. United States,
July 1962-June 1963 (1964) 18924

health insurance, type of insuring organiza-
tion and multiple coverage (1965) 11668

volume of physician visits by place of visit
and type of service. United States, July
1963-June 1964 (1965) 16834

Hoffman, Gertrude, 4-H home furnishings pro-
gram (1964) 5849

Hoffman, Glenn L., parasites of freshwater
fish (1964) 6716

Hoffman, Paul P., jr., transportation research
and service activities of Bureau of

Commercial Fisheries, 1961, report
(1963) 10194

Hoffman, R. A., protons and electrons at 12
earth radii during sudden commencement
(1963) 9175

Hoffman, Richard L.:

revision of annelid worms of genus Cambar-
incola (1963) 7323

revision of milliped genera Boraria and Gy-
alostethus (Polydesmida: Xystodesmi-
dae) (1965) 18635

Hoffman, Robert B., fuel fabrication processes
used in high power density program
(1964) 8055
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Hoffman, Sherwood, stability and drag of 79°

chipped delta boost-glide configuration,
etc (1963) 18132

Hoffmaster, Merideth R., testimony, hearings
(1964) 6526

Hofmann, R. W., behavior of neutral hydrogen
and helium in C stellarator discharges
(1965) 10173

Hofmann, Walter:
floods of Dec. 1955-Jan. 1956 in far western

States

—

description (1963) 15618
streamflow data (1963) 6568

Hog cholera:
Bulgaria's active fight to combat (1962) 5556
effect on foreign pork markets (summary of

remarks) (1961) 583
eradication

—

program (1962) 4490
progress report (1964) 11745; (1965) 8404
questions and answers (1964) 16967

interstate shipping rules to prevent spread,
guide (1965) 4121

national eradication program, establish

—

hearings (1961) 14713, 16826
law (1961) 18602
reports (1961) 14408, 16742, 16974

number 1 killer, eradication information
(1963) 11440; (1965) 15173

research in Department of Agriculture

—

1884-60, history (1962) 4499
1903-53, history, supplement (1962) 8819

what you should know about disease (1961)
20271; (1963) 14883

Hogan, Earl H., and wife, relief (1965) 19338
Hogan, Thomas, testimony, hearings (1965)

7547
Hogenson, G. M.:
geology and ground water of Umatilla River

basin, Oreg (1964) 8777
ground water in east Portland area, Oregon

(1965) 10998
Hogerton, John F.:

atomic fuel (1964) 8097
atomic power safety (1964) 17068
nuclear reactors (1965) 4284

Hog-lot equipment (1963) 13166

Hog plague, see Swine plague.
Hog Rock nature trail, Catoctin Mountain

Park, Md (1961) 9628
Hogan, John B., relief (1962) 4933, 11541,

13274
Hogback gas, see Gas.

Hogs, see Swine.
Hoisington, Earl, report of task force ABLE,

agricultural biological literature exploi-
tation, systems study of National Agri-
cultural Library and its users (1965)
13060

Hoists:
aircraft maintenance hoisting equipment,

portable, study and evaluation (1961)
13710

capstan for deep-sea equipment (1963) 16462
comparison of State safety codes with ASA

(1962) 18133
heavy loads, buckle joins web straps quick-

ly, adjusts easily (1964) 14827

hoisting vehicles, safety data for stevedor-
ing (1963) 14449

jack lifting method, use for erecting con-
crete truss in one unit. Communist
China (1961) 803

mine hoist and shaft installation, inspection
and maintenance (1961) 9447

Hok Yuen Woo, see Woo, Hok Yuen.

Hokanson, John R.:

basic data on economy of Liberia (1964)
12553

market for U.S. products in Liberia (1965)
9304

Hokkaido, archeology, cultural sequence (1961)
1346

Holanda, Raymond:
calibration of thermal-conductivity vacuum

gage in range of IQ-^ to 1 Torr by
means of volume-ratio calibration sys-
tem (1963) 12865; (1964) 3006

Holbrook, W. F., extraction of alumina from
ferruginous bauxite by double-leach
process (1963) 18098

Holbrook, Ariz., soil survey of area (1964)
13456

Holcomb, Amasa, 19th century American tele-

scope maker, autobiography (1962) 6316
Holcomb, Luther, nomination, hearing (1965)

12347
Holder, Shelby H., jr.:

costs of electric power and fuel for driers in

cotton gins, Arkansas and Missouri
(1964) 2261

reclaiming and marketing cotton gin motes
(1964) 14169

Holders:
carbon arc rod holder, long life (1965) 8078
crystal protected during high acceleration

and impact (1965) 5146
work, classification bulletin (1962) 1754

Holding companies:
act of 1935, releases, SEC (1961) 3567; (1962)

3923; (1963) 3769; (1964) 3575; (1965)
3489

laws relating to, compilation (1965) 383
personal, tax, exception of certain consumer

finance companies

—

law (1962) 23168
reports (1962) 13477, 21390

see also Banks and banking—Public utili-

ties.

Holding our own in agriculture through re-

search (talk) (1962) 16260
Holding pattern criteria (1963) 4882; (1964)

4680
Holding the line, forests and pesticides (1963)

16755
Hole, Clifford J., world survey of civil avia-

tion, Nordic area (1963) 5985
Hole, Erling:

costs and returns, commercial cotton farms
(1965) 16081

wheat growers' machinery costs, by size of
farm in central North Dakota (1963)
6315

Holeski, Donald E., three stage 4.54-inch-
mean-diameter reverse-flow reentry tur-
bine (1964) 1475

Holiday, R. W., iron ore (1963) 19842
Holidays:
books useful in school programs (1963)

12059
Federal, consideration, authorization, report

(1964) 6452
gift list for reader (1964) 20735; (1965) 20017
investieration, authorization, report (1961)

5807; (1962) 5035; (1963) 6253; (1965) 4560
paid leave provisions in major contracts,

1961—
departmental edition (1962) 23935
document edition (1962) 23339

Holla Bend National Wildlife Refuge, birds,
list (1964) 8608

Holland, Robert C, research into banking
structure and competition (1965) 586
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Holland, Thomas W., labor-management rela-

tions bibliography (1968) 12775
Holleman, Euclid C., piloting performance dur-

ing boost of X-15 airplane to high alti-

tude (1964) 11412
Holleman, Jerry R., nomination, hearing (1961)

4123
Hollenberg, A. H., instruction in farm mechan-

ics, suggestions for developing training
programs in vocational agriculture
(1964) 15849

Holley, Irving B., jr., buying aircraft, materiel
procurement for Army Air Forces (1964)
20462

Holliday, John P., proceedings of sodium com-
ponents information meeting, Palo Alto
(1965) 5607

Holliday, R. W.:
chromium (1964) 20470; (1965) 9554. 18428
iron ore (1963) 3058, 16327
molybdenum (1964) 20493; (1965) 12936,

14666
Holliday, Kans., railroad accident (1963) 10360
Hollinger, James A., separation tests of rock-

et-propelled models of pilot-escape cap-
sule (1965) 14835

Hollingsworth, E. B., response of waterstar-
grass to herbicides (1965) 16933

Hollingsworth, J. P., electric insect traps for
survey purposes (1963) 7543

Hollingsworth, R. T., survey of large space
chambers (1963) 9168

Hollis, Ernest V., State legislation relating to
higher education (1965) 2103

Holloman, J. Herbert:
addresses, remarks, etc (1963) 1960, 4646-48,

15138; (1964) 8190; (1965) 351, 7367,
8703, 13720, 17277, 19041

Holloman Air Force Base, human scientific and
technical capabilities, their origins and
development (1961) 130

HoUon, Dan H., household consumers' accept-
ance of instant sweet-potato flakes

(1964) 13588
Hollow plastic hoops protect thermocouple in

storage and handling (1965) 16644
Holloway, Irmagene N., fireproof your family

(1964) 21849
Holloway, Paul F.:

controlled surface roughness effect on
boundary-layer transition and heat
transfer (1964) 11378

Scout vehicle, 5th-stage, heat transfer and
pressure distribution data (1963) 11066

Holly, gallberry seed, some observation on
germination (1964) 18073

Hollywood, Fla.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18229
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18818

Holm, Henrietta M.:
agriculture in Tunisia (1964) 8472
Israel's agricultural economy in brief (1965)

474
Turkey's agricultural economy in brief

(1965) 475
Holmes, Ann C:

basic data on economy

—

Denmark (1963) 17556
Norway (1964) 14387
Sweden (1964) 6851

foreign trade regulations of Iceland (1964)
21081

living conditions in Sweden (1963) 2389
Holmes, Emma G., job-related expenditures and

management practices of gainfully em-
ployed wives in Ohio (1965) 4106

Holmes, G. William, quartenary geology of
Mount Chamberlin area. Brooks Range,
Alaska (1965) 16315

Holmes, George H., jr.:

beryllium

—

deposits in northern Virgin Mountains
(1965) 5084

investigations in California and Nevada,
19.59-62 (1963) 9114

Holmes, George W., geologic reconnaissance
along Alaska Highway, Delta River to
Tok Junction, Alaska (1965) 7796

Holmes, Julius C, nomination, hearings (1961)
8982

Holmes, Robert W., preparation of marine
phytoplankton for microscopic examina-
tion and enumeration on molecular fil-

ters (1963) 6467
Holmes, Wesley T., II, electric smelting of ti-

taniferous iron ores from Alaska, Mon-
tana, and Wyoming (1964) 18681

Holmes County, Fla., redevelopment area,
opportunities for economic growth
(1965) 7125

Holmium, sesquioxide, high-temperature heat
content and entropy (1963) 5501

Holms, Arthur G., micrometeoroid penetration
experiments (1964) 9565

Holmstrom, Fritz M. G., decompression sick-

ness and its medical approach to study
of aviator's neurocirculatory collapse
(1965) 5544

Holscher, Clark E., employment outlook for
range managers (1963) 20934

Holstein cattle, see Cattle.
Holt, A. B., neutron irradiation effects of brit-

tle-rupture properties of construction
materials of reactor vessels (1963) 9690

Holt, C. L. R., jr., geology and water resources
of Portage County, Wis (1965) 19678

Holt, Dean C, titanium placer resources in

western Montana (1964) 7444
Holt, T. W., and Co., relief (1962) 7029; (1963)

7878; (1965) 5833, 19.340

Holt Import & Export Co., see Holt, T. W. &
Co.

Holt Lock and Dam:
hydroelectric generating facilities, engineer

report

—

departmental edition (1963) 12092
document edition (1963) 11752

Holtgrewe, Marian M., guide for public health
nurses working with mentally retarded
children (1964) 11918

Holton, Richard H.:

addresses, etc (1963) 7806, 11688, 13345,
18752, 187.59; (1964) 8189, 10133, 11967,
13820, 13823, 13825, 19365; (1965) 366,
13721, 13722

nomination, hearings (1963) 8096
Holtzclaw, Ralph W., wind-tunnel investiga-

tion of devices to improve static direc-

tional stability of unswept-wing air-

plane model at Mach numbers from 0.8

to 2.2 (1963) 10984
Holualoa, Hawaii, water supply potential,

asphalt-lined catchment (1965) 19679
Holum, Kenneth:

addresses, etc (1963) 19347; (1964) 840, 844
nomination, hearing (1961) 4103

Holy Cross Lutheran Church, Greenbelt, Md.,
convey lands to (1962) 16915, 21327,
23123

Holyoke, Mass.:
census of business

—

major retail centers, standard metropoli-
tan statistical area (1965) 17184

standard metropolitan area, central busi-

ness district statistics (1961) 8481
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Holyoke, Mass.—Continued
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16352
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing
(1962) 16539

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9098

water problems (1962) 23597; (1963) 19330
Holz, William C, decision making with free

operant responses (1965) 1791
Holzhauser, Curt A., flight etc., study of han-

dling qualities of deflected slipstream
STOL seaplane (1965 18538

Hom Bok Heung, see Hom Wah Yook.
Horn Hong Hing, relief (1961) 16650; (1962)

7152, 13234
Hom Wah Yook, relief (1962) 13560; (1963)

6217
Hom You Fong, see Woo You Lyn.
Homan, Sheldon W.:

control of electrical shock hazards (1963)

5432
maintenance and safety (1963) 1156
safety in industry, fundamentals of accident

prevention (1963) 3016
Homann-Herimberg, Claude, relief (1962)

11334, 15060, 15313
Home and (i!ommunity Committee, President's

Commission on Status of Women, report
(1964) 5638

Home business, see Business.
Home canning of fruits and vegetables (1965)

5511, 10062
Home care, see Medical care.

Home chicken flock (1962) 6569

Home economics:
and related fields, titles of theses completed

(1961) 3714; (1962) 6582; (1963) 5838
canning and food preservation, helpful Gov-

ernment publications, list (1963) 11213
career guide (1961) 14783
colleges to use surplus foods in training

courses

—

law (1961) 18581
reports (1961) 12491, 14423

consumer information, price list (1964) 21842

degree-granting colleges (1963) 369; (1964)
17915

degree-granting institutions, 1959-60 (1961)
10541

education for family living (address) (1961)
1966

education series (1961) 19236

enrollment in and employment status of

graduates first year following gradua-
tion 1962-63 (1965) 6111

extension, howit works (1965) 10082
extension work around the world, ways to

better rural living (1962) 5157
facilities (1965) 4651
family economics review (1961) 2861; (1962)

3802; (1963) 3638; (1964) 3455; (1965)
3348

high school and adult education programs,
studies (1961) 1938

home and family living among low-income
families, suggestions for improvement
(1963) 10304

Spanish edition (1965) 14427
home and garden bulletins (1961) 75-76,

3698, 9878, 11701-2, 13780-783, 16104,
17912-914, 20293-294; (1962) 45-47, 4509,
8831-33, 10831, 12845, 14749, 16286-287,
18625-627, 22933-934; (1963) 26-29, 1697,
4353-54, 5820-21, 7565-67, 9571, 11452,
13167, 14858-859, 16737-741, 18423-427;

Home economics—Continued
home and garden bulletins—Continued

(1964) 28, 1701, 4203-4, 5828, 7919-23,
9943-44, 11758-762, 16953-955, 19074-79,
20920-923; (1965) 32-34, 4104-5, 5511,

7028-29, 8427-30, 10062-63, 11839-843,
13384-385, 15190, 16967-971, 18878, 879

home furnishings program, 4-H, objectives

(1964) 5849
homemaker service in public welfare. North

Carolina experience (1965) 4688
homemakers

—

assistant, suggested training program
(1964) 15847

clothes for physically handicapped (1961)

9879
educating in use of donated commodities

(1961) 20274
employed outside the home, management

problems, resource materials for teach-
ing (1961) 19236

estimates of how long food on hand could
be made to last, civil defense study
(1964) 15215

5-cent commemorative postage stamp
(1964) 20725

national need (paper) (1965) 3088
publications (1961) 17347, 19449; (1962)

7486, 17653, 19589, 21856; (1964) 4830
services, agencies in U.S., directory (1962)

16126
visiting, suggested training program

(1964) 15860
use of and opinions about fruits and fruit

products (1965) 13307
homemaking

—

around the world (1964) 10709
status of women, report (1964) 5638

housekeeping in Indian boarding and day
schools (1962) 17647; (1964) 833

institutions granting bachelor's or higher
degrees (1964) 4623

nursing home housekeeping (1963) 13014
programs, rural civil defense work (1963)

10126
public secondary schools, report of national

study (1962) 11705
publications

—

determining need, Agriculture Dept. report
(1962) 4503

price lists (1961) 20090; (1962) 1761, 17652;
(1963) 1393, 20269; (1964) 1550; (1965)

11639
rehabilitation of physically handicapped in

homemaking activities, proceedings of

workshop (1964) 3186
research reports (1961) 77, 9879, 11703;

(1962) 48, 6567, 8834, 10832, 12846,

16288; (1963) 1698, 13168, 14860, 16742;

(1964) 19080-81; (1965) 4106, 5512, 7030,
13386, 15191

Home Economics Education Interregional
Workshop, report. Mar. 6-10, 1961 (1962)

5102
Home Economics Institute, publications, list

(1961) 20277
Home economists:
employment outlook (1961) 13730; (1962)

8371; (1964) 9395
services to families with mental retardation

(1963) 9732
Home freezers, see Freezers.
Home labor:

fair labor standards act, employment of

homeworkers in industries (1964) 11682
industrial homework. State laws regulating,

summary (1964) 11262
State laws regulating industrial homework,

brief summary (1965) 2790
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Home Loan Bank Board, policies, etc. (ad-
dress) (1962) 11767

Home loans, see Loans.
Home making, see Home economics.
Home Mortgage Corporation, establish, hear-

ings (1964) 526
Home of Franklin D. Roosevelt National His-

toric Site, general information (1961)
6445; (1962) 10558; (1963) 12925

Home propagation of ornamental trees and
shrubs (1962) 4509

Home rule:

District of Columbia

—

hearings (1964) 19500; (1965) 8984, 15789
print additional copies, report (1965)

19279
message from the President (1965) 17462
referendum, provide procedure report

(1965) 15759
report (1965) 14047

Home sanitation, see Sanitation.
Home tanning of leather and small fur skins

(1962) 8828
Home-to-work travel (1965) 7258, 10201
Homemaker service, see Visiting housekeepers.
Homemakers, see Home economics.
Homemaking, see Home economics.
Homeostasis:
blood pH and pC02 in chronic respiratory aci-

dosis related to use of amine and
other buffers (1962) 12368

comparative physiology with reference to
problem, USSR study (1961) 19685

Homeowners, see Homes.
Homer, Winslow, 4-cent commemorative stamp

(poster) (1963) 1385
Homes:
agency operated group homes, specialized

resource for serving children and youth
(1965) 297

air pollution and its control (1963) 1414
all-electric annual bills (1963) 19192; (1965)

2138
ant control (1963) 5820
builders, control methods (1961) 11552
conditions hazardous to children, AFDC

program to protect (1963) 19155
Spanish edition (1965) 6149

construction

—

maintenance, community development,
publications, price list (1961) 9685;
(1963) 3267; (1964) 7686

protecting shade trees (1965) 13385
conventional, etc., residences, damage from

nuclear blasts (1961) 8427
cooling equipment (1964) 20922; (1965) 15190
District of Columbia, repair tax incentives,

hearings (1963) 20497
economical financing, today and tomorrow

(address) (1963) 19171
estimating ability to pay, FHA mortgage

credit analysis guide (1962) 17478; (1963)
501

family, day care for your child (1964) 21043
FHA-

financing for home purchases and home
improvements

—

consumer bulletin (1965) 4711, 10805
guide (1962) 19478; (1963) 4894

home owner's guide (1961) 10587; (1962)
19479

insured homes, payment of claims for de-
fects, hearing (1964) 2233

insured loans for major home improvement
(1965) 10807

insured mortgages

—

area trends (1965) 4709, 10803
FHA data for selected housing areas

(1963) 12108; (1964) 4693, 14241

Homes—Continued
FHA—Continued
insured mortgages—Continued
FHA data for States (1961) 19301; (1962)

5162, 21738; (1963) 10152, 12109;
(1964) 4694, 14242

FHA trends (1961) 19305-306; (1962)
4279H; (1963) 4130; (1964) 3505; (1965)
3417

State trends (1965) 4713, 10808
monthly payments to finance home pur-
chases and home improvements, guide
for home buyers and owners (1962) 7348

new home improvement

—

plans (1961) 20733
programs (1962) 9605; (1963) 2261

quick guide for buying a house (1965)
12432
Spanish edition (1965) 16173

home-delivered meals programs, survey
(1965) 15011

homeownership of nonwhite families, 1960
census of housing, final report, an-
nouncement and order form (1963) 15033

home associations, what every builder
should know (1965) 19608

improvement and rehabilitation loans to be
used under National housing act, amor-
tization and insurance premium tables
(1962) 2459

low-cost, septic tank systems (1963) 13914
maintenance equipment and supplies in

United Kingdom, foreign market survey
(1965) 17156

debt and financing activity (1961) 3168;
(1962) 3791; (1963) 3629; (1964) 3446,
8544; (1965) 3335, 9090

foreclosures in 6 metropolitan areas (1964)
10669

insurance, FHA regulations (1962) 528,
7338-42, 9604, 11772-774, 15553-555,
17479-480; (1963) 503-504, 4895-96,
10154, 13910, 15487, 19176-179; (1964)
2320, 4695, 6633, 14243, 17974-975;
(1965) 557-558, 9097-98, 12433-434,
18075-77

interest rates and terms (1963) 10148;
(1964) 3576; (1965) 3490

programs, mortgagee's handbook, FHA
manual (1962) 21739; (1963) 4899, 6405;
(1964) 8549; (1965) 12440

one-family, sales, 1963 annual statistics

(1965) 11934
planning bathrooms (1964) 20921
plumbing repairs (1964) 19072
preparedness, have you earned vour award

(1961) 303
property improvement loans, dealers' and

contractors' guide (1965) 4710
purchase and sale, legal advice (1965) 12778
safe use of pesticides (1964) 11777
SBA disaster loans (1964) 20785
school-home cooperation in low-income

neighborhoods in preparing city child

for his school (1964) 15854
school-home partnership in depressed urban

neighborhoods (1964) 10471
serviceman, home-buying information, insert

(1961) 14853; (1962) 11770; (1965) 9095,
10804

shell, guides for advertising (1962) 11805
shopping, publications, list (1964) 15038
soil conservation, tips for citv and suburban

dwellers (1962) 12839A
see also Families—Housing.

Homes (institutions), see (Children's homes

—

Nursing homes—Veterans homes.

Homestead National Monument, general infor-

mation (1962) 16077; (1963) 18206
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Homesteads:
act, centennial of enactment in 1962

—

hearing (1961) 19179
law (1961) 18663
reports (1961) 14686, 16730

act, commemorative postage stamp (poster)

(1962) 12646
act of 1862, free lands for all Americans

(1963) 4632
Alaska mineral lands, quitclaim oil and gas

rights, hearings (1961) 388
first homesteader, 1862-1962, general infor-

mation (1962) 12354
general information (1962) 8443; (1962)

14401
homesteading, past and present (1962) 3281;

(1964) 9481
law, anniversary, brief sketch of history,

1862-1962 (1962) 12353
Homing guidance, infrared equipment for mis-

sile homing, USSR study (1964) 12904
Homewood, 111., population, special census

(1963) 1.5078

Hominy grits:

corn, recipes for schools and institutions

(1964) 5793
domestic corn (hominy) grits bulletin (1965)

3317
Homme, Lloyd E., teaching machine applica-

tions (1963) 3219
Homme, Vernon E., producing titanium lower

chlorides (1964) 9499
Hommel, Carlton 0., SO2 monitor for air pollu-

tion studies, design of instrument and
field testing, final report (19'65) 17109

Homogeneous reactors, see Reactors (atomic).

Homographs, see Grafting (physiology).
Homolitic reactions in liquid phase, USSR

(1962) 3000
Homologous transplants, see Grafting (phy-

siology).

HomonofT, Harold, materials for thermionic
converters (1964) 11496

Homoplasty:
burns of irradiated rabbits, histological

changes in skin, USSR study (1963) 2539
cutaneous, experimental use, USSR study

(1961) 15239
peripheral nerves, USSR study (1965) 16505
skin

—

homoplasty in burned, USSR studv (1962)

978
used in treatment of burns, clinical re-

sults, USSR study (1961) 19661; (1962)

2987
Hemopoiesis, see Blood.
Homoptera general catalogs (1963) 1646-51,

7549, 16715; (1964) 11744; (1965) 4092-94

see aiso Cuerna—Leafhoppers.
Homotransplants, see Transplantation (phy-

siology).

Honaker, William C, irradiation effects of 40

and 440 Mev protons on transistors

(1963) 5574
Honan Province, China:

agricultural work (1961) 2130
northern and eastern, saline soils (1962)

1267
Honda, N.:

adrenaline and noradrenaline effects on ear
vessel in cold- and warm-adapted rab-

bits (1963) 18470
influence of ambient temperature on relation

between skin temperature and blood flow

in rabbit ear (1963) 14907
Honduras:

agriculture and trade (1962) 13728

Honduras^—Continued
alliance for progress programs, report on

study mission (1963) 8023
print as S. doc, report (1963) 20571

Communist infiltration in educational sys-

tems, report (1965) 4612
disposition of equipment and materials,

agreement (1962) 10689
economic, technical, and related assistance,

agreement (1961) 20184
economy, basic data (1962) 2562; (1965)

13712
establishing business (1962) 23615
fisheries (1962) 23551
foreign trade regulations (1964) 8828
furnishing defense articles and services,

agreement (1963) 3361
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 18615
import tariff system (1963) 2385
investments (1961) 4260
labor conditions (1965) 7987
labor law and practice (1961) 21140
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12877
Nicaragua boundary, study (1965) 1644
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)

24107
plant quarantine import requirements (1962)

8795
reciprocal trade agreement of Dec. 18, 1935,

termination in part, agreement (1961)

8218
sending gift packages to (1962) 703

Honey:
American, composition (1962) 8880
crop, production, 1962 summary (1963) 7460
dried, producing commercially, estimated

cost (1961) 17897
honey bee stock lines, relationship between

colony populations and production
(1962) 1953

market news, semimonthly report (1961)

2828; (1962) 3924; (1963) 3770; (1964)

3577; (1965) 3491
production

—

and stocks, 1960 (1961) 3669
Louisiana Crop Reporting Service (1961)

3668
summary (1962) 10699

reports (1961) 1599, 17853; (1962) 18519
some ways to use it (1964) 28

Honey bees, see Bees.

Honey Brook, Pa., quartzite mining, proces-
sing, and costs, plant of George F. Petti-

nos.lnc (1965) 5076
Honey Creek, watershed program evaluation

(1965) 7566
Honey Creek basin, hydrologic studies of wat-

ersheds, Collin and Grayson Counties,
Tex., 19.53-59 (1964) 15967

Honey Lake Valley, water-resources recon-
naissance of southeastern part (1963)
8350

Honeycomb structures, see Laminated materi-
als.

Honeylocust, see Locust trees.

Honeysuckle, control. Forest Service studies

(1961) 17314
Honeywell, Inc.:

Aeronautical Division, unreasonable prices

for gyroscopes, GAO report (1965) 4849
ammunition components, overpricing, GAO

report (1965) 9237
Denver Division, excessive costs for pur-

chases of electronic equipment, GAO
report (1965) 9220
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Hong, Fong Chun, see Fong Chun Hong.
Hong, Yee Mee, see Yee Mee Hong.
Hong Kong:
bibliography of social science periodicals

and monograph series, 1950-61 (1962)
1.3059

China boundary, study (1963) 20158
economic developments (1961) 14904; (1962)

13933; (1963) 8385
economy, basic data (1964) 15984
establishing business (1964) 8817
fishing indu.stry (1964) 6720
foreign trade (1961) 14915

regulations (1964) 18174
household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market (1962) 16436
investment in (1963) 5061
labor conditions (1965) 2799
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 636
living conditions (1961) 18452; (1963) 12254
market for selected U.S. electric housewares

(1961) 20383
market for U.S. products, international

commerce, supplement (1964) 15982
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14674
new Chinese Wall (1962) 14308
parcel post agreement (1961) 13683
plant quarantine import requirements (1962)

10812
preparing shipments to (1963) 8392
refugee problem

—

hearings (1962) 21560
report (1962) 4938

trade with, trade mission report (1964) 4865
travel information for Chinese going to

Communist China (1964) 9319
U.S. foreign policy and operations, report

(1962) 7111

Honokahau, Hawaii:
harbor, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 7609
document edition (1965) 7389

Honolulu, Hawaii:
aging, problems, hearings (1962) 13658
census of business
major retail centers, standard metropoli-
tan statistical area (1965) 15278

standard metropolitan area, central busi-
ness district statistics (1961) 9988

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 10052
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18366
standard metropolitan statistical area

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing
(1962) 16512

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9089

consumer expenditures and income (1964)
1370-71

harbor, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 6136
document edition (1965) 5820

International Airport

—

aircraft accident report (1963) 16920
weather observations, hourly, decennial
census (1962) 18591

payment in lieu of taxes by Hawaii Housing
Authority, report (1963) 6234

Honolulu Biological Laboratory, see Biologi-
cal Laboratory, Honolulu.

Honolulu County, Hawaii, payment in lieu of
taxes by Hawaii Housing Authority,
report (1963) 6234

Honolulu International Airport, overseas visi-

tor survey, Nov. 1962 (1964) 11673

Honolulu Magnetic Observatory, magneto-
grams and hourly values (1962) 6850;
(1963) 4633; (1964) 4403, 19341

Honolulu Memorial National Cemetery of Pa-
cific, general information (1964) 19195

Honor, see Ethics.
Honorable service certificates:

Coast Guard Reserve temporary members

—

law (1962) 20879
report (1962) 19329

Honors (military), see Military ceremonies,
honors and salutes.

Honors (naval), see Naval ceremonies, honors,
and salutes.

Honors courses in colleges, see Colleges and
universities.

Hood, James W.:
saline ground water in Roswell Basin, N.

Mex. (1963) 8341
saline-water resources of New Mexico (1963)

5035
water wells in Frenchman and Yucca valley,

Nevada Test Site, Nye County, Nev
(1963) 130

Hood County, Tex., relief, report (1961) 12306
Hoods (laboratory), see Laboratory apparatus

and supplies.

Hoods (machinery):
machining natural uranium metal, special

design (1962) 180
Hook, Marion E., time required for airmen

crosstraining (1963) 4401
Hooker, J. R., pitch binders for graphite (1963)

14969
Hooker County, Nebr., soil survey (1964) 7747
Hooker Siding, Vt., railroad accident (1965)

6389
Hooks:
aircraft-mounted arresting, feasibility tests

(1961) 6522
threading hook facilitates recovery of heavy

loads (1964) 20563
Hookworm diseases. Communist China (1962)

15843
Hoopa Valley, water-resources reconnaissance

(1962) 643
Hooper, Edward T., jr., microwave parametric

amplification (1964) 5620
Hoosic River, flood control project. North

Adams, Mass., hydraulic model investi-

gation (1962) 17432
Hoover, Ethel, food distribution changes and

CPI (1964) 7419
Hoover, Herbert:

5-cent commemorative postage stamp (post-

er) (1965) 14974
90th birthday commemoration, Aug. 10,

1964, proclamation, law (1964) 17262
Hoover, Herbert, Library, see Herbert Hoover

Library.
Hoover, Herbert, National Historic Site, see

Herbert Hoover National Historic Site.

Hoover, Keith K., relief (1961) 7064
Hoover, Linn, geology of Anlauf and Drain

quadrangles, Douglas and Lane Coun-
ties, Oreg (1963) 5015

Hoover, Marvin D., more water from moun-
tains (1963) 14895

Hoover Commissions on Government Organiza-
tion, see Organization of Ebcecutive

Branch of the Government Commissions.
Hoover Dam:
general information (1963) 11254
story of Hoover Dam (1961) 14994

Hope, Bob:
gold metal, award

—

hearing (1962) 13506
law (1962) 15065
reports (1961) 10446; (1962) 13420
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Hope, John, speech (1965) 11622
Hope, anchor of life, program of Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare (1961)

4321
Hopeh Province, China, agriculture, expanding

(1962) 14149
Hopewell Village, exploring, tour guide (1962)

22643
Hopewell Village National Historic Site, gen-

eral information (1963) 14610; (1965)

8170
Hopi Indian Reservation, tourist potential and

water supply, survey (1965) 7124
Hopi Indians, little Hopi (1962) 17648
Hopkins, D. M., geology of Imuruk Lake area,

Alaska (1964) 2416
Hopkins, Maria G., relief (1961) 7177, 14059,

14189
Hopkins, Philip S., masters of space (1964)

21868
Hopkins, Ralph L.:

extraction of sulfides from petroleum frac-

tions by conversion to sulfonium salts

(1964) 13134
improved procedure for synthesis of thiola-

cetic acid (1964) 18701
Hopkins, Robert E., optical design, military

standardization handbook (1964) 561

Hopkins, Walter S., address, Feb. 1, 1965
(1965) 16244

Hopkins, William B.:

geology and ground-water resources

—

Lake Dakota plain area (1963) 8342
Scottsville area, Ky (1963) 10296

Hopkins County, Tex.:

inclusion within Paris division of eastern
district for district courts in Texas

—

law (1964) 17371
reports (1964) 6285, 17738

Hopkinsville, Ky., redevelopment area, statis-

tical profile (1962) 9054
Hopkinton, Mass., founding, observing 250th

anniversary, report (1965) 13946
Hopla, Cluff E.:

.A.laskan hematophagous insects

—

feeding habits and colonization of subarc-
tic mosquitoes (1965) 17008

Siphonatera of Alaska (1965) 17007
Hops:
foreign agriculture circulars (1961) 3274;

(1965) 3433
foreign trade prospects (1961) 10650; (1962)

11844; (1963) 10208
production (1962) 37

stocks (1961) 5209, 20213; (1962) 10707, 20335;
(1963) 9449, 20194; (1964) 9845, 21895;
(1965)8340,20108

Horalek, Eva, relief (1964) 12041; (1965) 19370
Horalek, Mary, relief (1964) 12041; (1965)

19370
Horcsik, Tibor, relief (1964) 6157, 6401
Hord, Richard A., atmosphere as part of space

environment (1963) 3125
Hord, Warner H., jr., environmental test pro-

gram for Ariel I (1964) 7514
Horecky, Paul L., newspapers of Soviet Union

in Library of Congress (1963) 5465
Horicon National Wildlife Refuge, birds (1963)

6459
Horizon:

infrared, of planet earth (1963) 18146
radiometric observations of earth's horizon

from altitudes between 300 and 600 kilo-

meters (1965) 2884
Horizon sensor performance in measuring alti-

tude above moon (1961) 13503

Horizontal bar, exercises leading to mastering,
USSR electrophysiologic study (1962)
15712

Horizontallv supported planar surfaces (1963)

7383
Horling, John W., relief (1963) 11774; (1964)

438, 1872
Hormones:

all-Union corvference of internists on use in

medicine, USSR (1961) 15465
and enzymes in cardiology, USSR study

(1965) 19726
internal human system, dynamic systems

response (1965)' 2835
sex, effect on cholesterol level in blood serum

of patients with atherosclerosis, USSR
study (1961) 15347

sex hormones, effect on acute radiation sick-

ness, USSR study (1964) 1254
suprarenal, effect on radiation sensitivity of

chromosomal apparatus of epithelial

cells of mouse cornea, USSR study
(1964) 2890

synthetic, asteroid, and their analogs,
all-Union conference on chemistry and
technology (1961) 19539

therapy

—

all-Russian conference of therapeutists
(1961) 10734

carcinoma of mammary glands, USSR
study (1961) 4644

internal diseases, all-Russia conference of

therapeutists (1961) 9296
problems, USSR, translations (1962) 21980

thyroid

—

effect on formation of vitamin A from car-

otene, USSR study (1961) 12948
role in healing burns, USSR study (1963)

9016
use in medicine, USSR study (1964) 18293

USSR study (1964) 18388
see aiso Adrenal cortical extract

—

Adrenocorticotrophic hormone,
clinical programs for mentally retarded chil-

dren (1963) 16914; (1965) 8628
community clinics for mentally retarded

(1965)" 7298
proposed program to combat mental retar-

dation (1963) 4598; (1965) 8632
Horn, Allen F., opportunities for forest-based

industries in Pennsylvania (1965) 11894
Horn, Arthur G.:

changes in northern Minnesota timber har-

vest (1963) 12176
Lake States pulpwood production

—

cut continues to climb, Wisconsin takes
lead (1964) 18068

in counties (1963) 6488; (1964) 6750; (1965)

9207, 19647
levels off (1965) 14371
up while Canadian imports drop to

all-time low (1963) 15570
Horn, Helmut J., iterative guidance scheme

and its application to lunar landing
(1965) 14822

Horn, Richard A., methods used at Forest
Products Laboratory for preparing
cross sections of paper and paperboard
(1964) 12443

Horn flies, see Flies.

Hornbeck, James W.:
accuracy in streamflow measurements on

Fernow Experimental Forest (1965)

14372
importance of dew in watershed-management

research (1965) 7729
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Home, John E.:

addresses, etc (1965) 548, 6166, 6169, 7633,
9092, 9094

nomination, hearings (1961) 4085; (1963)
15377

Horne, Walter B., phenomena of pneumatic
tire hydroplaning (1964) 1470

Hornets, see Wasps.
Horns (radio), see Antenna horns.
Hornworms, effect of light traps on popula-

tions in large areas (1964) 11

Horology, see Clocks and watches.
Horowitz, Herschel S., effect of school water

fluoridation on dental caries, St. Thom-
as, V.I (1965) 13229

Horowitz, Milton W., James J. Gibson on vis-

ual perception, analysis of selected pa-
pers (1964) 15002

Horr, C. Albert, chemical quality of

ground-water (1965) 742
Horse meat:

duties, amend act

—

law (1961) 14110
report (1961) 12470

Horse trailers, see Trailers.
Horsebrush, livestock poisoning in Western

States, reducing losses (1963) 14856;
(1964) 20915

Horsepower, power equipment in manufactur-
ing industries, census of manufactures,
1963 (1964) 11891

Horseradish, production and preparation
(1961) 1629; (1965) 7031

Horses:
African horsesickness (1962) 8784
fed ensilaged food, role in botulinic intoxica-

tions, Rumanian data (1962) 7746
4-H club program, guide for leaders (1963)

13185; (1965) 7038
infectious encephalomyelitis (1961) 13765

incidence reported in U.S., 1961 (1962)
18615

light, breeds, how to select, etc (1963) 24
Horseshoe Bend National Military Park, gen-

eral information (1963) 18207; (1965)
9795

Horsfall, C. T., electronic computer programs
for analytical aerial triangulation
(1965) 15361

Horsford's Army ration of 1864 (1961) 15949
Horst, K. M.:
plutonium-uranium carbide and plutoni-

um-uranium oxide as reactor fuels (1963)
1829

southwest experimental fast oxide reactor
development program (1965) 13496

Horticultural Crops Branch, AMS, publica-
tions, list (1964) 4186

Horticultural products, census of agriculture,
1959, horticultural specialties (1962)
20561

Horticulture:
specialties, census of agriculture (1962)

16483
tropical and sub-tropical, handbook (1964)

14398
Horticulturists, emergency loans to Florida

nurserymen (1963) 6384
Horton, Jerome S.:

deciduous tamarisk (1964) 12469
guide for surveying phreatophyte vegeta-

tion (1964) 9933
Horton, Victor W.:

F-104a airplane, use as Ist-stage-booster for
air-launching solid-fuel sounding rockets
(1963) 5568

flight-determined low-speed lift and drag
characteristics of lightweight M2-F1
lifting body (1965) 18569

Horton, W. H., buckling load, imperfections,
main contributor to scatter (1964) 19000

Horwitz, Solis, nomination, hearing (1964)
14127

Hose:
containing liquid under pressure, special

pliers to connect (1964) 9551
deployed, dispensing system eliminates tor-

sion (1965) 11456
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7239; (1963) 3655;
(1964) 12292, 3473; (1965) 3375

identification of hose lines for aircraft, mis-
sile, and space systems, military stand-
ard (1964) 21255

resin flexible, wire braid reinforced, incorpo-
rating polyetrafluoroethylene extruded
tubing (1963) 1858

ruptured high pressure, safety restrainer
prevents whipping action (1965) 2864

Hosiery mills:

industry wage survey

—

departmental edition (1963) 5448
document edition (1963) 4704

Hoseh, Mordecai, directory of biomedical insti-

tutions in USSR (1965) 16763
Hoshizaki, Chizuyo, relief (1965) 17506
Hospital administrators, employment outlook

(1963) 20933; (1964) 13049
Hospital and Medical Facilities Division:

built-in equipment, checklist (1963) 1408;
(1964) 7696

civil defense emergency hospital

—

central supply section (1964) 11559
operation of generators (1964) 20756

deficiencies in supply management proce-
dures resulted in overstocking at supply
depots, Veterans Administration, GAO
report (1965) 12520

equipment symbols, list. Veterans Adminis-
tration (1965) 20124

Hill-Burton publications, annotated bibliog-
raphy (1962) 22756; (1963) 20104

hospital planning guide (1961) 15936; (1962)
24076; (1964) 13405

nursing equipment handling, examination
announcement (1962) 20663

packaged disaster hospital materials, illus-

trated catalog and guide for distribution
(1965) 18711

prepositioned civil defense emergency hospi-
tals, inspection and maintenance pro-
gram (1962) 8607

project register (1961) 3540
VA equipment guide list (1965) 11761, 20125

Hospital Corps, Navy:
defense against chemical agents, handbook

chapter (1964) 1395
embalming, handbook, chapter (1962) 22462
handbooks (1961) 1194, 15740; (1962) 1597,

8451, 16001, 18176, 22462; (1963) 7187,
10934, 18060; (1964) 1395, 2979, 3565;
(1965) 3478, 12811

history, handbook, chapter (1962) 8451
laboratory techniques and procedures, hand-

book, "chapter (1963) 18060

Hospital corpsman:
hospitalman. Navy training courses (1961)

15859, 21275
independent duty (1963) 10934
Navy training course (1962) 20199

Hospital facilities, Veterans, see Veterans
hospitals.

Hospital profiles, decade of change 1953-62,

non-Federal short-term, general hospi-
tals (1964) 20757

Hospitalization, see Hospitals—Veterans hos-
pitals.
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Hospitalization insurance:
act of 1965, actuarial cost estimates (1965)

5376
actuarial cost estimates (1963) 18311
aged persons

—

new program, questions and answers
(1965) 16860, 18764

social security amendments of 1965

—

actuarial cost estimates (1965) 17747,
19322

analysis (1965) 8985
brief explanation of medicare (1965)

15035, 18762
entitlement and benefits available (1965)

17755
hearings (1965) 7495, 10676
law (1965) 15451
reports (1965) 7464, 8792, 13945, 14055
summary (1965) 7496, 14001, 15836
condensed (1965) 12208

text and justifications recommended by
HEW (1965) 17921

group, coverage of full-time State and local

government employees (1964) 20800
maternity care utilization and financial, U.S.

data," 1950-62 (1964) 16837
program for aged, enact, message from the

President (1965) 1982
Hospitalmen, see Hospital corpsmen.
Hospitals:
administrative research (1965) 1579
administrators, emplovment outlook (1963)

20933
air-conditioning costs, effects of glazing and

building orientation (1965) 18712
Air Force, planning and operation (1962)

12956
approved for Federal construction fund

(1961) 3540
Cambodia, description (1961) 4565
Cambodia, Khmer-Soviet Friendship Hospi-

tal, report (address) (1963) 20789
Cambodian-Soviet friendship hospital, regu-

lations (1961) 2228
care for veterans residing abroad, furnish

for wartime service-connected disabili-

ties, report (1962) 9283
center in D.C., extend time during which

appropriations may be made

—

law (1962) 18962
reports (1962) 15343, 17246
veto message (1962) 17140

central services, current literature (1963)
16503

civil defense emergency

—

central supply section (1964) 11559
custodian's handbook (1964) 15053
equipped and prepositioned in communi-

ties, etc (1962) 18411
establishing (1963) 21083
laboratory section (1964) 21851
operation of generators (1964) 20756
plans and training (paper) (1963) 21080
pre-positioned and training, storage loca-

tions (1964) 15052
storage structures (1964) 5654
X-ray section (1964) 7695

clinics, teaching experience, USSR study
(1962) 2823

community, and other health facilities, aid
through Federal grants and loans, facts
for Hill-Burton applicants (1962) 18408

community facts for Hill-Burton applicants
(1965) 11641

construction

—

does not meet requirements for cities and
villages, USSR study (1962) 988

labor requirements

—

departmental edition (1962) 23934; (1963)
14463

Hospitals—Continued
construction—Continued

labor requirements—Continued

document edition (1962) 23338; (1963)
14463

research facilities, 1962 funds (1963) 11109
1963 funds (1963) 21036

constructive uses of hospital experience
(1965) 10264

departments, programing and equipping
(1963) 21086

design features affecting maintenance of

asepsis (1963) 9343
design of facilities for long-term patients,

references (1964) 3100
dits, technical manual (1965) 13473
discharges, U.S., current estimates (1964)

9733, 21859
District of Columbia Government programs,

admission and collection practices, GAO
review (1961) 7508

earnings and supplementary benefits during
mid-1960—

departmental edition (1961) 13405
document edition (1961) 12153

electrical facilities (1961) 6501; (1965) 6877
electroencephalographic suite, design, lay-

out, etc (1963) 14667
electronic and related electrical equipment

(1963) 14666
emergence service, criteria for organization

(1963)14664
engineer in construction sequence (1963)

7404
equal opportunity, civil rights policies under

Hill-Burton program (1965) 7315
establishing packaged disaster hospital

(1965) 5345
fallout protection (1962) 12660
for rural people (1964) 26
general

—

Hill-Burton State plan data for hospitals
and related medical facilities, national
summary, Jan. 1, 1962, reports analyses
(1962) 24078

labor-delivery unit, planning (1964) 11560
laboratory planning (1963) 11237
long-term care facilities, standards of

construction and equipment (1962) 22751

planning and design, selected references
(1963) 5693

planning nurseries for newborn, design
equipment (1962) 24077

planning patient care unit, design-
equipment (1962) 20252

psychiatric facilities, mentally ill patients
(1961) 6430; (1963) 12906; (1964) 7588

requirements, standards of construction
and equipment (1962) 22750

utilization by State and region (1962)
20278

hospital and medical facilities

—

areawide planning procedures, guide
(1963) 20101

design manual for Naval Shore Establish-
ment (1962) 3567

(Hill-Burton) program

—

equipment planning guide (1962) 24076;
(1964) 13405

extend construction program

—

hearings (1964) 8387, 14153
law (1964) 17302
reports (1964) 10217, 10256, 15731

facility designed for coronary care
(1965) 15000

hospital profiles, decade of change
1953-62 (1964) 20757

progress reports (1962) 3462; (1963)
5690; (1964) 3098; (1965) 2994
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Hospitals—Continued
hospital and medical facilities—Continued
(Hill-Burton) program

—

Continued
projects register (1962) 3922; (1963)

3768; (1964) 3574
series (1962) 20252, 22749-756. 24076-78;

(1963) 1408-09, 3285-88, 5690-93,
7403-5, 9343, 11237-238, 14664-667,
16506-508, 20101-104, 21085-86; (1964)
3099-3100, 7696, 9718, 11560.
13404-405, 20757; (196.5) 1579-80,
6876-77, 8244, 15000-1, 18712

State plan data, national summary, Jan.
2. 1963, reports and analysis (1963)
20102; (1965) 1580

Navy design manual, changes (1964) 3200
survey and construction (Hill-Burton)
program, applicant's guide (1961) 13628

Yards and Docks Bureau design manual,
change (1963) 1602

hospital and medical facilities series

—

facilities for mentally retarded, planning
(1965) 6875, 8243

health professional education, medical
education planning (1964) 13403, 16839

hospital care, expenditures, per capita, by
region and State (1965) 5378

hospital engineering, career opportunities.
Veterans Administration (1964) 20870

hospital utilization review committees, se-

lected references (1965) 18727
hospitalization costs, impact on aged benefi-

ciaries, national survey (1963) 9302
hospitalization experience among health

plan enrollees (1965) 15015
hospitalization in last year of life. United

States (1965) 16836
hospitalization reporting, comparison in 3

survey procedures (1963) 5689
hospitalization, reporting in health interview

survey (1961) 9690; (1965) 15014
house staffs, health manpower source book

(1962) 6416
how to study nursing activities in patient

unit, manual to aid in making use of

personnel (1965) 5349
human radiation counters, design (1961) 210
industry wage survey (1964) 16611
inpatient and outpatient workloads of facili-

ties, Division of Hospitals, PHS, statis-

tical summary (1965) 1575
installations, zonal distribution of patho-

genic microorganisms in atmospheric
air, USSR study (1962) 20001

insurance coverage of aged beneficiaries.

national survey (1963) 9304
inventory, national, development and main-

tenance (1965) 8257
lighting needs for patient rooms, report of

joint project (1963) 1409
local planning of community's health facili-

ties (1961) 20093
medical education facilities, planning consid-

erations and architectural guide (1964)
13403

medical facilities available to Federal em-
ployees injured in performance of duty
(1964) 15861; (196.5) 18016

medical facilities survey and construction
legislation, regulations, implement
(1962) 22749; (1963) 21085

medical facility projects approved for Feder-
al aid under Hill-Burton program, regis-

ter (196.5) 3488
medical records, criteria for administrative

evaluation (1963) 16506
modernization, guidelines (1965) 15001
multiple disability rehabilitation facilities

planning, compilation of studies (1963)
5691

Page 1062

Hospitals

—

Continued
noise, acoustical study of types affecting

patients (1963) 14665
nongovernment, minimum wage, feasibility

of extending to, study (1965) 5459
nurses and other personnel, earnings and

employment conditions (1962) 3565
nursing home relationships, annotated refer-

ences (1962) 22755
nursing service, disaster nursing prepara-

tion (1965) 11654
outpatient services

—

clinic procedures surveying guide (1964)
9718

facts and trends (1964) 13404
references (1963) 16507

packaged disaster

—

component listing and storage data (1965)
14999

custodian's handbook (1965) 9881
excessive procurement of equipment and

supplies, GAO report (1965) 14391
facts and figures (1965) 15005
nurses' ward management guide (1965)

9882
therapeutic guide for pharmaceuticals

(1965) 20034
water supply management (1965) 20035

patient care, methods of studying (1964)
15061

patients hospitalization stay, reporting pro-
cedures in 3 surveys (1965) 16833

personal health expenses. United States,
July-Dec. 1962, statistics (1965) 18731

personnel, report of research project (1965)

6876
persons hospitalized by number of hospital

episodes and days in year, U.S., July
1960-June 1962 (1965) 15018

planning and constructing medical, mental
retardation, and other health facilities,

opportunities, proceedings of 1964 an-

nual conference (1965) 16819

planning and equipping for 50-, 100-, and
200-bed general hospitals

—

administration department (1962) 6418
pharmacy department (1962) 6419

prepositioned federally-owned civil defense
emergency, inspection and maintenance
program (1962) 8607

procedure, phenvlketonuria detection in

newborn infant (1964) 15332; (1965) 7294

progressive patient care, estimating bed
needs (1963) 7403

Public Health Service

—

act, construction of hospitals, laws and
regulations (1962) 8609

closings

—

hearings (1965) 8897
proposal, hearings (1965) 12183
proposal report (1965) 13931

dental internships (1961) 9686
grants, etc., for construction (1965) 8159
grants for research (1964) 1555
medical internships (1961) 17796; (1962)

227.59; (1963) 20107; (1965) 18715
pharmacy internships (1961) 17797
pharmacy residencies (1964) 9719; (1965)

18717
physical therapists (1963) 9347; (1965)

1584

records, disease classification adapted for
indexing (1963) 3289-90

recreation specialist, examination announce-
. ments (1962) 2267, 6840, 11195; (1963)
18728

Red Cross field hospital in Korea, agreement
with Sweden (1962) 22848
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Hospitals—Continued
regional medical complexes for research and

treatment in heart disease, cancer,
stroke, and other major diseases, estab-
lish through grants

—

hearings (1965) 6064, 15821
law (1965) 17432
reports (1965) 12296, 17607, 17640

related health facilities

—

areawide planning (1961) 13629
for long-term treatment and care, area-
wide planning (1963) 7395

research grant program, administrative
weaknesses, GAO review (1963) 19288

research in hospital use, progress and prob-
lems, conference report (1963) 3286;
(1964) 3099

research, new horizons (1962) 12667
resident in hospital administration, exami-

nation announcement (1963) 4610; (1964)
6078

short-stay, bills, proportion paid by insur-
ance, etc., statistics (1961) 21311

short-stay, patients discharged, etc.,

1958-60, statistics (1962) 12663
stroke rehabilitation program, inservice

training for medical care facility per-

sonnel in Oregon (1964) 11561
student infirmary planning aids (1962) 21658

suburban community, vocational rehabilita-

tion (1963) 21153
survey and construction act with amend-

ments, compilation (1962) 359; (1965)
7382

survey and construction grant program,
administrative weaknesses, GAO report
(1965) 6324

survey and construction program, meeting
community health facilities needs (1961)
15937

third party liability for cost of care, etc.,

furnished by U.S.

—

law (1962) 20868
party (1962) 9335, 19324

tuberculosis beds, index (1961) 1442; (1963)
5698; (1965) 11666

utilization in last year of life, data collec-

tion method (1961) 2667; (1965) 15017
utilization studies, annotated bibliography

(1963) 3287
Veterans Administration, unnecessary costs

resulting from excessive dental services
to patients, GAO report (1965) 4844

workers, coverage under Fair labor stand-
ards act, extend investigation, hearings
(1963) 7994

workers in North Vietnam, self-sacrificing

devotion (1961) 13387
Hospitals, see also Mental institutions

—

Military hospitals—Naval hospitals

—

Veterans hospitals also names of hospi-
tals, or places where located.

Host (biology):

parasitic cowbird relations (1963) 12915
Hosterman, John W., geology and refractory

clay deposits, Haldeman and Wrigley
quadrangles, Ky (1963) 5016

Hot air engines, see Caloric-engines.
Hot cycle rotor duct closure valve system

(1963) 14751
Hot laboratories, see Radiation laboratories.
Hot line ties (1965) 9907
Hot machining (1965) 2933
Hot pressing technology in Soviet machine

building and metallurgical industries
(1963) 6865

Hot springs, see Geysers and hot springs.

Hot Springs, Ark., population, special census
(1962) 20557

Hot Springs County, Wyo., geology and
ground water resources (1961) 10695

Hot Springs National Park, general informa-
tion (1961) 21265; (1962) 22645; (1964)

9656; (1965) 14910
Hot-water tanks, nursing homes needs (1963)

13005
Hot weather comfort (1962) 22739
Hot-wire calorimetry, theory and application

to ion rocket research (1961) 21249
Hot-wire heat-loss characteristics and anemo-

metry in subsonic continuum and slip

flow (1961) 6401
Hotbeds:

electric heating (1962) 8838; (1965) 1762
hotbed and propagating frame, plan (1965)

5518
Hotchkiss, Neil, bulrushes and bulrushlike

plants of eastern North America (1965)
14288

pondweeds and pondweedlike plants (1964)
15917

Hotel housekeepers, aide, suggested training
program (1964) 15848

Hotel Restaurant Employees and Bartenders
International Union, 1st annual Nation-
al Legislative Conference (address)

(1962) 8302

Hotels:
Air Force-leased, need for increased use of

quarters by military personnel on duty
in London, England, Department of De-
fense, GAO report (1965) 16301

census of business, selected services (1961)
20405

errata sheet (1962) 4703
employees

—

coverage under Fair labor standards act,

provide, hearings (1964) 19507
evaluation of exemption under Fair labor
standards act, data (1962) 8734

industry

—

wage'survey (1964) 18640
document edition (1962) 15095
departmental edition (1962) 15985

occupations, employment outlook (1962)
8372; (1964) 9446

work injuries and work-injury rates (1963)
1160

workers, coverage under Fair labor stand-
ards act, extend investigation, hearings
(1963) 7994

Hotz, Preston E., geology and mineral depos-
its, Osgood Mountain Quadrangle, Nev
(1964) 8768

Houbolt, John C, dynamic response of air-

planes to atmospheric turbulence (1964)
13257

Houghton, Hubert W., directory of counselor
educators (1965) 10732

Houghlan, Marilyn J., mentally retarded con-
tribute also (1964) 13785

Houk, Vernon N., chronic thrombotic obstruc-
tion of major pulmonary arteries (1965)
211

Hourani, May, relief (1963) 11927, 13406,
13479

Hourly rawinsondes for week (1965) 4217

Hours of labor:
automotive parts wholesaling. Federal

wage-hour law application (1963) 5766
Canal Zone, Federal wage and hour law,

application (1963) 9485
computing overtime pay under fair labor

standards act (1962) 3553; (1963) 9488
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Hours of labor—Continued
construction industry, fair labor standards

act, coverage (1962) 3554, 10726
durable goods manufacturing:, trends (1963)

14482
8-hour laws compilation (1962) 2289; (1965)

4452
employer expenditures for selected supple-

mentary compensation practices for
production and related workers, manu-
facturing industries (1964) 20443

employment and earnings (periodical) (1962)
3777; (1963) 3614; (1964) 3433; (1965)
3328

experience of converting industrial enter-
prises to 7 and 6 hour workday in

1956-58, USSR (1961) 15673
fair labor standards act (1962) 14680

agriculture, etc., exemptions (1963) 18365;
(1965) 13329

as amended 1961 highlights (1961) 11650
application to forestry or lumbering oper-

ations (1963) 16648;" (1964) 16913; (1965)
15133

automotive parts wholesaling, application
(1965) 3080

background information (1961) 16041
basic rates for computing overtime pav
(1962) 14676; (1963) 18362

construction industry coverage (1963)
18364; (1964) 11678

dairy products industry, application (1965)
3079

extend coverage

—

hearings (1961) 5743, 5895
law (1961) 8618
reports (1964) 5712, 7084, 7254, 8767;

(1965) 15738
summary (1961) 16045
text (1961) 16042

handy reference guide (1965) 6983

hours worked (1961) 20243; (1964) 1653,
15146, 15149; (1965) 13331, 15134

how to keep time and pay records (1965)
3078, 20143

maximum hours standards, evaluation
report (1965) 5457
manufacturing industries (1965) 5458
wholesale trade (1965) 5464

motor carriers employees, exemption from
maximum hours, code of Federal regula-
tions (1964) 7839

overtime compensation (1963) 16645;
(1964) 9875; (1965) 1706, 16910

overtime pay, basic rates for computing
(1964) 7836, 9877, 20875; (1965) 16909

overtime pay requirements, exempt in
wholesale or bulk distribution of petro-
leum products (1963) 1591

overtime penalty rate, increase, hearings
(1964) 6352, 17645, 19505

radio and television station employees,
exemption from overtime pav (1965)
3081, 13333

reduce maximum workweek, hearings
(1963) 15307; (1964) 6352

reference guide (1961) 16043; (1962)
18565; (1964) 13512

Firefighting Division of D.C. Fire Depart-
ment, reduce work week

laws (1961) 18767; (1962) 20872
reports (1961) 16809, 17072; (1962) 11583.

16966

forestry or logging operations, application
of fair labor standards act (1962) 3555

general coverage of fair labor standards act
provisions (1964) 11677

Hours of labor—Continued
Government officials and employees (1963)

20383; (1965) 3391
variation of 40-hour workweek for educa-

tional purposes report (1965) 12273
hotels and motels, evaluation of need for

and feasibility of maximum hour stand-
ards, data (1962) 8734

hours and earnings, nonagricultural indus-
tries, measurement of employment (1962)
3271

import-export overtime law, clarify, report
(1964) 15514

labor force, monthly report (1962) 4078;
(1963) 3921; (1964) 3745; (1965) 3660

long hours and premium pay (1963) 19799
manufacturing. Mar. 1964 (1965) 9518
maximum under Fair labor standards act,

exemption of employees of motor car-
riers (1964) 19014

motor carriers employees, exemption from
maximum hours. Code of Federal regula-
tions (1962) 14679, 22899; (1963) 16647

output per man hour

—

aluminum industry (1965) 11358
in total private economy and private non-
farm sector, 1947-64, comparisons of
indexes (1965) 19809

industry indexes (1964) 2969; (1965) 12797,
19812

overtime

—

building and construction workers guide
to overtime, etc., applicable to federally
financed contracts (1961) 5101

compensation under fair labor standards
act (1962) 6500, 16208

protection, extend fair labor standards act
coverage
hearings (1964) 15586
message from the President (1965) 10403

overtime pay

—

exempt petroleum products distribution,

interpretation (1962) 12782
provide double time, hearings (1965) 15799,

16040
under Federal service contracts, compli-
ance with fair labor standards act

—

hearings (1965) 17695, 19518
law (1965) 19161
reports (1965) 17600, 19431

payroll hours in manufacturing

—

departmental edition (1961) 1171
document edition (1961) 364

police and firemen of D.C, compensation for
overtime work

—

law (1965) 19157
reports (1965) 19248, 19426

postmasters, 5-dav workweek, establish

—

hearings (1965) 8900, 14136
law (1965) 15464
reports (1965) 8854, 14091

production workers in manufacturing indus-
tries, employer expenditures for selected

supplementary renumeration prac-
tices

—

departmental edition (1962) 6201-

document edition (1962) 4910
reduction of work hours, ILO convention and

recommendations, text (1963) 20457
restaurants, etc., need of applying maximum

hours standards (1962) 10732
seafarers, other than masters, ILO recom-

mendation, text (1961) 4019
seafaring premium pav on privately operat-

ed U.S. flag merchant ships (1963) 16315
seamen on board ship, recommendations

adopted at ILO convention text (1963)
20526
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Hours of labor—Continued

shorter workday, higher labor productivity,

USSR (1961) 10767
shorter workweek, selected references (1964)

1362; (1965) 6543
statistics of BLS, guide (1962) 14393
supplementary compensation practices for

production workers, employer expendi-

tures, meatpacking and processing in-

dustries (1964) 14706
table of contents of handbook on duration of

working day of workers employed in

public health service, USSR study (1965)

853
union

—

building trades (1963) 12804; (1965) 7980;
(1964) 13071
departmental editions (1961) 11347;

(1962) 14384
document editions (1961) 10214; (1962)

13353
local transit operating employees (1963)

7169; (1964) 11285
departmental editions (1961) 6256; (1962)
8432

document edition (1961) 5603; (1962)
6965

motortruck drivers and helpers (1963)

12805; (1964) 14701; (1965) 9515
departmental editions (1961) 11348;

(1962) 14383
document editions (1961) 10215; (1962)

13352
printing industry (1963) 14472; (1964)

14702; (1965) 11352
departmental editions (1961) 11349;

(1962) 15983
document editions (1961) 10216; (1962)

15092
wholesale grocery business. Federal wage-

hour law application (1964) 1652
wholesale trade, Mar. 1964 (1965) 6579
women. State laws (1961) 17881
Work hours act:
and Contract work hours standards act

—

hearings (1962) 13699
law (1962) 16803
reports (1962) 9346, 15417

establish uniformity in existing 8-hour
laws, hearings (1962) 11442

workers' leisure time under shorter work-
day, USSR scientific conference (1961)
9303

Hours of operation in retail stores (1961) 9732
Housatonic River:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 15868
document edition (1964) 15410

House, Arthur S., articulation-testing meth-
ods, consonantal differentiation with
closed-response set (1965) 8480

House, Kenneth W., UNIVAC file computer 1

air traffic control/automatic data proc-
essing system (1963) 18345

House, Peter, farm taxes on rural-urban
fringe, case study of Fairfax County,
Va (1963) 10053

House, Stephen P., and family, relief (1962)
4986

House Administration Committee, House:
additional funds, report (1961) 12301
calendar (1961) 3074; (1962) 3992; (1963)

3836; (1964) 3650
House Administration Committee, House:
committee prints (1965) 5961-62, 17710
expenses, funds, report (1963) 6127; (1964)

6308
funds, report (1961) 5677; (1965) 5926
hearings, see subjects

House Administration Committee, House re-

ports, see subjects.
House bills (1961) 1863, 3997, 5566, 6958, 8625,

10197, 12138, 14132, 16614-616, 18775;
(1962) 2292, 4894, 6936, 9164, 11289,
13332, 15084, 16817, 19015, 20937; (1963)
1976, 4669, 6066, 7831, 9814, 11734,
13442, 15166, 17057, 18793, 20451; (1964)
274, 1988, 4426, 6194, 8241, 10152, 12015,
13918, 15402, 17444, 19439; (1965) 1972,
4454, 5791, 7383, 8731, 10372, 12038,
13821, 15523, 17454

House documents:
printing as documents, convention proceed-

ings, etc., of chartered organizations,
discontinue, reports (1965) 15760

see listings under House of Representatives
in the monthly issue.

House flies, see Flies.

House manual, .see House of Representatives.
House of Representatives:
appropriations, 1962, legislative

—

hearings (1961) 10332
law (1961) 16563
reports (1961) 10267, 14378, 14601

appropriations, 1963, legislative

—

law (1962) 20905
reports (1962) 9350, 19149, 19284

appropriations, 1964, legislative

—

hearings (1963) 11879
law (1964) 1976
reports (1963) 11830, 13750; (1964) 337

appropriations, 1965, legislative

—

amendments (1964) 10185
hearings (1964) 8365, 15794
law (1964) 17313
reports (1964) 83.34, 15699

appropriations, 1966, legislative

—

hearings (1965) 10522
law (1965) 15445
report (1965) 12108

assistant tally clerks no. 1 and 2, additional
salary report (1961) 18926

budget

—

1962, amendments (1961) 8651
1963, increase (1962) 9191
1964, amendments (1963) 9838, 11762

calendars and history of legislations (1961)
3066; (1962) 3985; (1963) 3828; (1964)
.3642; (1965) 3.557

candidates, campaign expenditures, special
committee to investigate

—

expenditures, pay from contingent fund,
report (1964) 17509

report (1964) 15483; (196.5) 4482
Cannon's procedure (1963) 9829

print additional copies
reports (1961) 16801, 17093

print copies
law (1961) 18713

classification of certain positions

—

law (1964) 21144
reports (1964) 17.549, 19486

Clerk, report, omitting names of witnesses

—

law (1964) 21148
report (1964) 19576

congratulations to Chilean Congress upon
150th anniversary, extend, report (1961)

12267
contested elections

—

Mississippi, dismissal, etc.

—

letter from Clerk, House of Representa-
tives (1965) 17480

report (1965) 17630
Odegard vs. Olson, notice of dismissal,

etc

—

document (1963) 4725
hearing (1963) 9938
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House of Representatives—Continued
contested elections—Continued

Peterson vs Gross, dismissal, etc

—

letter from Clerk, House of Representa-
tives (1965) 17478

report (1965) 17672
Roush V. Chambers, report (1961) 10311

contingency fund

—

certain payments, report (1964) 17587
transfer, report (1962) 15178

delegate from District of Columbia

—

hearings (1965) 8984
provide, hearings (1962) 11658
report (1965) 14047

Delegates from D.C., amend Constitution,
hearings (1962) 15445

delegates to attend International Labor
Organization conference in Geneva,
appoint, report (1963) 11812

delegations to

—

conferences of NATO parliamentarians

—

implement act of 1956, report (1963)
20476

Paris, reports (1961) 5706; (1962) 11383;
(1963) 9913; (1964) 12097; (1965) 12137

1st meeting of Mexico-United States Inter-
parliamentary Group, report (1961) 7094

4th meeting of Canada-United States In-
terparliamentary Group, report (1961)
7117

4th meeting of Mexico-United States Inter-
parliamentary Group, report (1964)
13963

5th meeting of Canada- United States In-
terparliamentary Group, report (1962)
4951

6th meeting of Canada-United States In-
terparliamentary Group, report (1962)
16977

disbursements, detailed statement (1962)
9386-87; (1965) 5961-62, 17710

doorkeeper, employ additional doormen, re-
port (1964) 8326

Doorkeeper Office

—

additional laborers, report (1962) 13414
additional personnel, report (1962) 21117
special assistant, etc., report (1962) 9325

elections, 1962, investigate, report (1962)
17049

employees, issuing identification cards, re-
port (1965) 13898

filling vacancies during emergency, constitu-
tional amendment

—

hearing (1961) 20582
report (1962) 11625

flag for Members, report (1961) 12302
folding room temporary employees, extend

civil service retirement and insurance
benefits to, report (1964) 352

former Members, gratuitous copies of con-
gressional record

—

law (1961) 6939
reports (1961) 5816, 7072

funds, transfer, report (1963) 13573
history (1962) 4904; (1965) 17459
manuscript print as House document, re-
ports (1961) 16802, 17096

pictorial story (1963) 18795
print additional copies, reports (1961)

17094, 18831
printing revised edition, authorize, report

(1965) 12128
journal

—

86th Cong (1961) 5565
87th Cong (1962) 2290; (1963) 4668
88th Cong (1964) 8239; (1965) 4453

House of Representatives—Continued
legislative employees, extend benefits of civil

service retirement and group life and
health insurance programs, hearing
(1964) 408

majority and minority rooms, exempt from
D.C. sales and use taxes, report (1964)
17618; (1965)4500

manual (1961) 5567
Members

—

and employees, transportation expenses,
provide reimbursement

—

law (1965) 15495
reports (1965) 15686, 15939

clerk hire allowance, increase, report
(1961) 5717; (1964) 17589

election, redistricting —
by Census Bureau, hearings (1961)

18962
proposals, hearings (1964) 17657
standards, establish, reports (1965)

5941, 5948
elections, investigation—

hearings, reports (1961) 4044; (1963)
2044

electric typewriters allowances, increase

—

law (1961) 14107
reports (1961) 12277, 14592

electric typewriters furnished, increase
number

—

law (1965) 17440
reports (1965) 17631, 17889

employ annually, on temporary basis, stu-

dent congressional intern, report (1965)
13875

expand types of equipment furnished,
amend joint resolution of Mar. 25,
1953—
law (1965) 15470
reports (1965) 13874, 14093

office equipment furnished, remove certain
limitations, reports (1965) 19246, 19465

office expenses outside District of Colum-
bia, reimburse, report (1964) 17590

office space in home districts, amend act of
July 2, 1954—
law (1965) 17407
reports (1965) 15688, 15996

postage allowance, additional, report
(1963) 18875

stationery allowance, additional, report
(1963) 18874

telephone and telegraph service, addition-

al allowances, report (1962) 16975;
(1963) 18876

telephone and telegraph service furnished,
amend act

—

law (1965) 15479
reports (1965) 15687, 15940

transportation expenses, reimbursement,
amend law

—

law (1963) 15149
reports (1963) 13583, 13764

membership-
apportionment based on 1960 census. Cen-

sus Bureau statement (1961) 4022
increase, hearings (1961) 18962
increase reports (1962) 4955, 7044, 9256

nominees, Nov. 8, 1960 election, statistics

(1961) 8624
nonvoting delegate for District of Columbia,

message from the President (1965) 4478
office buildings, designate names, law (1962)

13306
official picture, grant U.S. Capitol Historical

Society permission to take color photo-
graph, report (1963) 20477
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House of Representatives—Continued
payment of compensation to committee staff

members

—

authorize, report (1965) 4484
provide, report (1965) 5916

post office, additional clerks, report (1964)
17588

postmaster, employ additional mail clerks,

report (1964) 8325
Postmaster Office

—

additional mail clerks and laborers, re-

ports (1961) 5720, 12300; (1962) 9326
additional personnel, report (1962) 21117

prayers offered by chaplain (1961) 6961
87th and 88th Congresses (1965) 15527

print as House document, report (1965)
7423

Rayburn Building

—

Carl Vinson Room, dedication ceremony
(1965) 19174

hearing room, dedication ceremonies (1965)
17477

rule 11, paragraph 26 (1965) 7486
rules

—

amend relative to amending bills, report
(1961) 14411

amend rule 35, report (1962) 7036
and manuals (1963) 6080; (1965) 5794

seal and press, new, report (1964) 2083
Sergeant at Arms, employ additional police,

report (1964) 12069
Sergeant at Arms Office, adjust U.S. Treas-

ury account, report (1962) 11421
stationery clerk and assistant stationery

clerk, increase salary, report (1961)
18924

Stationery Room, employ additional clerk,

report (1961) 18925
telephone directory (1961) 6956, 14130;

(1962) 6935; (1963) 7830; (1964) 12014;
(1965) 13820

Territorial Deputies from Virgin Islands
and Guam, report (1961) 18901

House planning aids (series) (1963) 13179-182,
18438

House plants, see Plants.

House reports, see listings under House of
Representatives in the monthly issues.

House Rock Valley, stratigraphy and struc-

ture of area (1961) 7515
House slippers, see Boots and shoes.
House-to-house selling, see Salesmen and

salesmanship.
House trailers, see Trailers—Transportation.
House where Lincoln died (1965) 11548
Household appliance stores, see Stores.
Household appliances:
census of housing, 1960, advance reports

(1962) 3661; (1963) 3504
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 3925
china tableware and kitchenware (1963) 9461
consumer information, price list (1964) 21842
dealers, control methods (1963) 1452
Federal item identification guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 9510; (1963) 3659;
(1964) 3477, 12296; (1965) 3379

gas, U.S. market in

—

Australia (1963) 147
Austria (1963) 13262
Belgium (1963) 7737
Brazil (1962) 16431
Cambodia (1962) 16432
Canada (1962) 20525
Chad (1962) 14915
Colombia (1962) 16433
Costa Rica (1962) 11048
Egypt (1962) 11049

Household appliances—Continued
gas, U.S. market in—Continued
Ethiopia (1962) 11050
Finland (1963) 13263
France (1962) 16434
Greece (1962) 16435
Honduras (1963) 18615
Hong Kong (1962) 16436
Iceland (1962) 14914
Iran (1963) 18616
Iraq (1963) 18617
Italy (1963) 7735
Ivory Coast Republic (1963) 18618
Japan (1964) 145
Lebanon (1962) 16437
Malagasy Republic (1962) 16438
Mexico (1963) 18619
Netherlands (1964) 146
Nicaragua (1962) 16439
New Zealand (1963) 18620
Norway (1962) 11051
Panama, Republic of (1963) 18624
Paraguay (1963) 18621
Peru (1963) 18622
Philippines (1963) 18623
Portugal (1962) 11052
Republic of Senegal (1962) 16440
Salvador (1963) 18614
Singapore (1962) 16441
Sweden (1964) 147
Switzerland (1963) 13264
Uruguay (1963) 20339
West Germany (1963) 7736

industry

—

midyear review and outlook (1961) 13853
outlook, 1961, and review of 1960 (1961)

1741
outlook for 1962 and review of 1961 (1962)
2128

production, consumption, etc., foreign coun-
tries (1961) 249

selling and servicing, bibliography (1962)
1812

see also Electric apparatus and appliances.
Household employees, see Servants.
Household employer's social security tax guide

(1963) 626
Household equipment, see Household goods.
Household goods:
and commercial furnishings and appliances.

Federal item identification guides for
supply cataloging (1962) 9510; (1963)
3659; (1964) 3477; 12296; (1965) 3379

Armed Forces members, advance return

—

hearing (1964) 17866
law (1964) 17290
reports (1963) 13540; (1964) 15740

brought into U.S. under Govt, orders, exemp-
tion from duty, extend

—

laws (1964) 23190; (1964) 13873
reports (1962) 1.5217, 15416, 21077; (1964)

8349, 12239
consumer buying intentions (1963) 6003,

11635, 16900; (1964) 183, 8132, 11907,
17108; (1965) 285, 5708, 10254, 15317

electric housewares, current industrial re-

ports (1964) 1812, 15308
expanding ownership of equipment (1965)

5042
Federal employees assigned to isolated duty

stations, moving and storage expenses,
reimburse, hearings (1965) 17709

4-H home furnishings program, objective,
etc (1964) 5849

furnishings

—

Federal supply schedule (1961) 9131
maintenance and repair. Navy policy,

(1964) 15180
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Household goods

—

Continued
furniture, Federal supply schedule (1961)

6034
imported, civilian and military personnel,

customs requirements (1965) 12361
military and civilian personnel of Defense

Dept., shipping regulations (1962)
8914-15

military personnel, unnecessary costs for

temporary storage, GAO report (1964)
2408

Navy personnel, moving information (1962)
6484

preparation for shipment and storage, mili-

tary standard (1962) 21599
retail trade, employee earnings home fur-

nishings and equipment stores

—

departmental edition (1963) 3030; (1964)
13060

document edition (1963) 2014
retired personnel of uniformed services,

transportation to homes of selection

—

hearing (1961) 19152
law (1961) 16573
reports (1961) 8775, 14674

shipment improperly classified as profes-
sional items by military personnel.
Army Dept., GAO report (1964) 8732

shipments for Air Force, Navy, and Marine
Corps personnel, unnecessary costs to

Government for packing, GAO review
(1963) 8325

shipping

—

guide for employees of civilian agencies
(1962) 13864, 22873; (1965) 19659

review of collection of excess-weight costs.

Army Dept., GAO report (1965) 14398
uncrated

—

military traffic management in bill of lad-

ing transportation (1962) 10961-962
traffic, Defense Supply Agency regulations

(1962) 21585; (1963) 10036, 17346; (1965)
7559

unnecessary transportation costs incurred
because available government-owned
containers were not for movement of.

Defense Dept., GAO report (1965) 4848
see a^so Furniture.

Household linens, see Linens.
Household management, see Home economics.
Household workers, see Servants.
Households:
by type, population characteristics (1962)

20549; (1963) 15071; (1964) 15314; (1965)
13640

dietary evaluation of foods used in U.S.

(1961) 20295
employment and unemployment statistics,

concepts and methods used (1964) 16589
fire fighting for householders (1961) 3962
food consumption and dietary levels. United

States, survey (1963) 4355
food consumption survey, 1955, report (1961)

20295; (1963) 4355
Hungary, blue and white collar workers' and

peasants, income and consumption
(1961) 20931

insecticide recommendations for 1964 (1964)
7910; 15205; (1965) 10053

interim revised projections of number of

families, 1965-80 (1963) 7762
markets for

—

grain products (1961) 6634
poultry products (1961) 6632

number in United States, 1960 (1962) 13039
older households, food consumption and die-

tary levels (1965) 7030
older persons, living arrangements, 1950 and

1961 (1963) 9506

Households—Continued
populatiori characteristics—
household and family (1961) 3936, 13916;

(1962) 11091; (1963) 18687; (1965) 11939
households with telephones (1961) 13918

rural areas, subsidiary industry under so-

cialist system. Communist China report
(1962) 22275

size, effects on food consumption (1961) 5265

storage study (1964) 4697
television sets in U.S (1961) 16265
use of fats and oils in U.S (1961) 8630
unemployment rates, definitions, uses, and

limitations (1963) 12813
see also Families.

Housekeeper service, see Visting Housekeep-
ers.

Housekeepers, see Hotel housekeepers.
Housekeeping, see Home economics.
Housekeeping equipment, see Household goods.

Houseparents, what houseparents should know
about problems of children in their care
(1964) 11921

Houser, Leroy S., proceedings, 5th National
Shellfish Sanitation Workshop (1965)
15006

Houses:
Air Force, equipped with air-to-air heat

pumps, electric energy usage analysis
(1962) 18311

apple packing and storage, layout and de-

sign (1964) 4207
atomic energy community property disposal,

amend act

—

law (1961) 16599
reports (1961) 10448, 16699

bathrooms house planning aids (1965) 5519
bedrooms and clothes closets, planning aids

(1965) 18886
control of direct sunlight for comfort, plan-

ning aid (196.5) 16981
damage to residential structures from blast-

ing vibrations (1962) 12390
electrically heated and cooled insulation,

proceedings of conference (1964) 15198
emergency conversion of non-dwelling struc-

tures for use as dwellings (1965) 14435
expenditures on owner occupied residential

properties (1965) 8604
finance, homeowners properties

—

1960 census (1963) 4574
nonwhite families (1963) 13306

flooded, first aid (1964) 20908
household storage study (1964) 4697
Italy, residential heating equipment, outlook

for U.S. sales (1964) 21087
Japanese, distribution of weapons radiation

(1965) 17084
maintenance, government publications for

sale by Superintendent of Documents
(1965) 8230

multi-unit retirement, for rural areas, de-

sign considerations for architects, etc

(1965) 15185
new residential construction authorized in

permit-issuing places (1962) 20534
planning aids (series) (1963) 13179-182,

18438; (1964) 16960-961; (1965) 46, 13397,
16981-982, 18886

prefabricated, North Korean experiences
(1964) 5122

private one-family, labor and material re-

quirements for construction (1964) 14703

purchase of residence in Tokyo for -financial

attache. Treasury Dept., GAO report
(1965) 12529

reducing vulnerability to effects of nuclear
weapons (1963) 18716
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Houses—Continued
residence for Capitol and Supreme Court

pages

—

hearing (1964) 546
report (1964) 14087
staff report (1964) 10436

residential alterations and repairs, con-
struction reports (1962) 3703, 14925;
(1963) 3544, 15048; (1964) 4346, 17084

residential property

—

conservation standards (1961) 8238
surveys in conservation areas (1961) 6604

sales, construction reports (1963) 156, 3542;
(1964) 3356; (1965) 3244

storage for cleaning equipment, planning
aids (1965) 13397

Tangier, Morocco, construction of official

residence for Consulate General, GAO
review (1964) 10614

temperature in wood parts of houses
throughout U.S (1964) 6743

Vice President, official residence, require,
hearing (1965) 17959

wood construction, development of better
fasteners and fastening methods, sympo-
sium proceedings (1962) 17552

wood-frame 2-story and basement, atomic
explosion effects (1964) 131

workrooms, house planning aids (1965) 16982
see a/so Farm buildings—Farm-

houses—Homes—Houses.
Housewares, see Household goods.
Housing:

act of 1937 and related laws, amended (1965)
6889

act of 1949—
amend, hearing (1964) 2231
relocation from urban renewal project
areas (1962) 24131

title 1, relocation from urban renewal
project areas (1961) 9814

title 5, amend, to assist in provision of
housing for domestic farm labor, hear-
ings (1961) 14723

urban renewal programs authorized by
act operations report (1961) 3631; (1962)
4295; (1963) 4142; (1964) 3972; (1965)
3893

urban renewal project directory (1961)
3634; (1962) 4424

act of 1954—
amend, hearings (1962) 13668
urban planning assistance program, pro-

ject directory (1961) 8240
urban renewal project directory (1961)

3634; (1962) 4424
act of 1955, extend time for loans for mass

transportation facilities, law (1962)
23209

act of 1959, include handicapped families in

loan program for elderly, hearing (1964)
392

act of 1961—
community facilities program (speech)

(1962) 350
FHA's home improvement plans (1961)
20733

moderate and low-income families, urban
development, etc.

—

hearings (1961) 10338
law (1961) 14080
reports (1961) 10293, 10442, 12240, 12274

opportunities offered churches and their
congregations through urban renewal
programs (address) (1961) 19435

policies, etc., for Federal assistance,
open-space land program guide (1964)
20868

provisions (address) (1961) 17337
purposes, etc. (address) (1961) 20839

Housing—Continued
act of 1961—Continued

summary (1961) 17338
act of 1964—
law (1964) 17418
reports (1964) 15549, 15723, 17542, 17602
section-by-section analysis (1964) 14131,

17872
acts, compilation (1961) 1860; (1963) 214
administrative regulations under National

housing act

—

housing for the elderly mortgage insur-

ance (1961) 5996
nursing homes mortgage insurance (1961)
5996

rental housing mortgage insurance (1961)
5996

administrator, basic statutes, public regula-

tions and formal orders (1961) 723,

20841-842; (1963) 2361-62, 15624-625;

(1964) .3275, 12534, (1965) 3161, 4876-77,

12561-562, 14433
aged

—

architect's check list (1962) 10618
FHA mortgage insurance fact sheet (1962)

15552
Four Freedoms plan (remarks) (1961)

14985
government's role (speech) (1961) 18459
how they live, analysis of 1960 census
data (1962) 19581

problems, hearings (1962) 2358, 9473
reading list for architects (1963) 15627
relocation of elderly people, hearings

(1963) 6287, 8090
report of Subcommittee on Housing for

Elderly (1962) 19366
senior citizens. Federal programs, fact

sheet (1962) 19579
senior citizens housing loan program

—

fact sheet (1962) 18917; (1963) 9793
information (1962) 18918

aging nonwhites, how they live, analysis of

1960 census data (1964) 4827
allowances paid military personnel in

France, GAO review (1962) 2516
allowances. United Nations representatives,

report (1963) 13599
Appalachian region, quality of rural and

urban housing (1964) 10454
Austria, use of agricultural commodities

counterpart funds for permanent pro-

gram, agreement (1962) 20325

authorized, construction reports, summary
statistics (1965) 13618

authorized in individual permit issuing
places, annual summary (1963) 15047

better housing for future, report to Panel on
Civilian Technology (1963) 13040

Boston, civil rights report (1964) 1838
Capehart military family projects work

stoppages

—

hearings (1961) 10499
report (1962) 11649

Capehart project

—

Marine Corps Schools, Quantico, Va.,
Labor Department wage rate determina-
tions for construction, GAO review (1962)
13862

unnecessary costs incurred because of Air
Force Department's administrative neg-

ligence and poor design in construction,

GAO review (1963) 20721
career opportunities (1964) 19808

census, amend U.S. Code relative to duties of

enumerators

—

hearing (1963) 8007
law (1964) 17389
reports (1963) 11834; (1964) 17792
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Housing—Continued
census, 1960

—

advance reports

—

characteristics by standard metropoli-
tan statistical areas (1962) 3661;
(1963) 3504

characteristics by States (1961) 2975;
(1962) 3661; (1963) 3504

housing equipment, counties (1962) 243,
3661; (1963) 3504

metropolitan areas, housing characteris-
tics announcement and order form
(1962) 243

availability of published and unpublished
data (1962) 16488

built before and after 1950 in standard
metropolitan statistical areas of U.S.,

1960, map (1965) 7285
census county division boundary descrip-

tions (1962) 14966-970, 16566-578; 20532
census tracts (1961) 18385; (1962) 289-299,

2208-43, 4783-4819, 6793-6824, 9077-99,
11160-183, 1307.5-87, 16561-,564, 18874
final reports, announcement and order
form (1961) 20403

city blocks (1961) 10047-59, 11894-942,
13931-984, 16330-426, 18159-356,
20461-465; (1962) 279, 6769-71, 16489
announcement and order form, final re-

ports (1961) 6780
components of inventory change (1962)

4748-49, 6772, 9062-65, 11143-152,
13061-64, 14949-954, 16490-496, 20563;
(1963) 172, 1903-8, 4593-94, 7769
announcement and order forms (1963)

151, 4560
United States and regions (1962) 20563;

(1963) 172, 11638
data-collection forms and procedures

(1961) 8546
enumeration time and cost study (1963)

16909
evaluation and research program of U.S

(1964) 185, 10067, 15322-323; (1965) 4351,
7275, 10255
background, procedures, and forms

(1964) 185
final reports (1963) 173, 13272-273,

15036-38, 18643-646, 20343-347; (1964)
1806

geographic identification code schemes
(1961) 6852-88, 8536-45, 11978

homeownership of nonwhite families, final

report, announcement and order form
(1963) 15033

housing of senior citizens, final report and
availability of unpublished tabulations,
announcement and order form (1962)
14919

interim report, hearing (1961) 10357
metropolitan (1962) 16497-547,18799-870,
20564-623, 23079-84; (1963) 1909-18,
15080-81, 16879-881, 16907
announcement and order form (1962)

16446
United States, statistics, report (1963)
1909

metropolitan, analytical data

—

Abilene-Corpus Christi, Tex (1963) 15036

Dallas-Tex.-Kalamazoo, Mich (1963)
15037

Kansas City, Mo.-Kans.-New Orleans,
La (1963) 15038

Newport News-Hampton, Va.-Santa
Barbara, Calif (1963) 16879

Ponce-San Juan, P.R (1963) 18646
Savannah, Ga.-Youngstown-Warren,
Ohio (1963) 16880

United States and divisions (1963) 13272

Housing—Continued
census, 1960—Continued
metropolitan areas, announcement and
order form (1963) 18638

1/1,000 and 1/10,000 samples-
description and technical documentation

(1964) 21037
two national samples of population of

United States, description and techni-
cal documentation (1964) 11916

owned and rented in standard metropoli-
tan statistical areas of U.S., 1960, map
(1965) 7286

preliminary reports (1961) 2976
procedural report (1964) 1827
processing data (1962) 13090
announcement and order form (1962)
18875

Puerto Rico (1964) 1808
publication program, list (1961) 6831
residential finance, homeowner properties

(1963) 4574
announcement and order form (1963)

1874
nonwhite families (1963) 13306

residential finance, rental and vacant
properties (1963) 16881
announcement and form (1963) 13269

rural, analytical data, United States and
economic subregions (1963) 13273

selected characteristics for metropolitan
areas, advance reports, announcement
and order form (1961) 9984

selected equipment and facilities by States
for metropolitan areas and counties,
announcement and order form (1961)
9984

senior citizens, special text (1964) 194
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 10060, 11943-959, 13985-991,
16427-479, 18357-383; (1962) 16548
announcement and order form (1961)
6781

States and small areas (1962) 2193-2200,
4750-67, 6773-82, 9066-72, 11153-156,
13065-68; (1963) 1919-20, 15082, 18699
Alabama-Connecticut (1963) 20343
announcement and order form (1963)

16874
Delaware-Indiana (1963) 18644
final reports, announcement and order
form (1962) 2162

Iowa-Massachusetts (1963) 20344
Michigan-New Hampshire (1963) 20345
New Jersey-Ohio (1963) 18645
Oklahoma-Tennessee (1963) 20346
outlying areas, Puerto Rico, Guam, Vir-
gin Islands (1964) 1806

Texas-Wyoming (1963) 20347
United States summary (1963) 15082,

18643
survey of components of change and resi-

dential finance, data-collection forms
and procedures (1962) 4821

census publications, price list (1963) 9334;
(1964) 13389

censuses, sampling applications (1965) 15319
challenge of future (address) (1962) 13886
civil rights report (1962) 317
civilian employees of Federal agencies, rent-

al, etc., regulations

—

clarify authority

—

hearings (1961) 14501; (1964) 12151
law (1964) 17318
reports (1961) 14400; (1964) 4549, 12078
laws (1962) 18990; (1963) 18774
reports (1962) 15334, 17079; (1963) 17285

code administration for small communities
(1965) 16906
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Housing—Continued
code of Federal regulations (1961) 6007;

(1962) 13805; (1963) 6426; (1964) 8568;

(1965) 10826
college construction, labor and material

requirements (1965) 12792
college loans, Federal laws (1965) 6356
college program

—

amend act of 1950 to increase amount for

loans, hearings (1961) 10338
information (1963) 6057

Communist China

—

problems and design of units (1963) 671
translations (1964) 7031

community development

—

films, etc., bibliography (1965) 11005
legislation, hearings (1964) 8370
programs, chronology of major Federal

actions, July 1892 through 1963 (1964)

15972
community planning, 60 books, list (1963)

14040
construction, articles (1963) 10446
construction on territory slopes, compara-

tive hygienic evaluation of standards,
USSR study (1961) 21102

consumer buying intentions (1964) 183, 8132,
11907, 17108; (1965) 285, 5708, 10254,
15317

quarterly reports (1963) 6003, 11635,
16900

continued and growing needs for our elderly

population (address) (1965) 751
cooperative, FHA program, management

type, questions and answers (1961) 1968
costs'in Washington, D.C (1962) 9118
conventional loans, secondary market facili-

ties, establish, hearings (1964) 526
current housing reports (1965) 3275
current reports

—

housing characteristics (1961) 16265;
(1964) 17086-87

housing vacancies (1961) 284, 3933, 8498,

13909; (1962) 263, 6743, 11071, 18782;
(1963) 157, 5993, 15056; (1964) 159, 6038,

10017, 17085; (1965) 274, 5701, 10232,
15308

Czechoslovakia, future trends (1961) 2310
damaged, emergency repair (1965) 14437
dealers and individuals subject to certain

sections of title 1, National housing act,

Hst (1963) 8232; (1964) 4692
direct loans for housing for the elderly

—

hearings (1962) 17099
law (1962) 20898
reports (1962) 16987, 21392

displaced persons, relocation assistance,
hearings (1965) 19501

District of Columbia code regulations, en-
forcement and administration, report
(1963) 2037

domestic farm labor, assist, hearings (1961)
14723

drafts of bills, message from the President
(1964) 6200

drainage systems, military construction,
engineering manual (1965) 519

dwellings in credit shortage areas, V.A. di-

rect lending program for residential
dwellings (1961) 20238

dwelling units and room layout in residential
buildings. Communist China (1963) 12449

economic situation and housing construction
outlook, 1965 (remarks) (1964) 19354

Egyptian village, use of stabilized mud
bricks, demonstration (1961) 12823

Housing—Continued

elderly

—

direct loan program

—

(address) (1961) 19434
law (1963) 20439
reports (1963) 17149, 19024

report of Subcommittee on Housing for

EHderly, print additional copies, report
(1962) 21380

what's new (remarks) (1961) 17339
elderly people, annotated references (1965)

16335
emergency

—

community facilities, in event of attack
upon United States (1965) 14434

construction (barracks), in event of attack
upon United States (1965) 14439

guides for inventory and use of existing
stocks of tents and trailers (mobile
homes) (1965) 16334

management manual, policies, procedures,
and guidance for use by Federal, State,
or local governments (1965) 14436

environmental health planning guide, objec-

tives and procedures (1961) 8150; (1962)
10599

equal opportunity

—

case studies, series (1964) 21367
lecture (1963) 5042
President's executive order 11063 (1963)
2363

questions and answers (1963) 8359
equipment, counties, census of housing,

1960, advance reports (1962) 3661; (1963)

3504
fair housing laws, summaries and text of

State and municipal laws (1965) 6355
family

—

constructed at Air Force installations,

guide specifications for engineering
work, manual (1961) 6714

family housing and Negro serviceman
(1964) 10099

illegal use of operation and maintenance
funds for rehabilitation and con-
struction. Defense Dept., GAO report
(1963) 17508

in shore establishments. Yards and Docks
Bureau, design manual (1962) 10788;
(1963) 1604; (1965) 8382

military construction appropriations,
1966, hearings (1965) 13964

Navy design manual (1964) 3204
site planning. Army installations, engi-

neering manual (1962) 11720

farm, housing act of 1961, summary (1961)

17338
farm labor

—

assistance, hearing (1964) 2231
construction guide (1963) 8210
loans (1964) 15218

Federal activities coordinated with educa-
tion and welfare (1963) 12058

Federal laws

—

college loans (1962) 649
fact sheet (1962) 23113

elderly, direct loans (1962) 650; (1963) 5043

low rent public housing (1962) 654
mass transportation assistance (1962) 653;

(1965) 7812
open space land (1962) 651
secondary market for mortgages (1962)
656

urban planning grants (1962) 652
urban renewal (1962) 657; (196.5) 9287
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Housing—Continued

Federal laws, amend

—

hearings (1964) 12254
questions and answers on provisions of

S.2468 (1964) 14129
Federal-local relationships (address) (1962)

13887
Federal programs

—

review report (1961) 8973
study expenses, report (1962) 5017

federally financed construction, wage rates
improperly determined for Dallas-Fort
Worth, Tex. area, GAO report (1965)
7792

FHA—
housing for the elderly, projects and peo-

ple (1964) 15893
management and disposition of acquired

properties, GAO review (1962) 9723
mortgage insurance for urban renewal,

fact sheet (1963) 10153
multifamily projects, handbook (1965)

12437
regulations, general introduction to FHA
manual (1962) 527

FHA's rental housing program, what it is,

how it works (1961) 19302; (1963) 12110
Florida, homes in Florida (1964) 657
for elderly people

—

direct loan program, hearings (1964) 2232
handicapped, direct loans (1965) 6357
National Capital Housing Authority rec-

ommendations, report (1964) 7894
problems, hearings (1964) 8434, 12246,

14123
rural areas, insured loan program, ex-

tend

—

law (1964) 13889
reports (1964) 12091, 14058

senior citizens loan program, information
(1964) 8191

Fort Dix, unnecessary expenditures for exte-

rior storage facilities, GAO report
(1963) 14010

Government, rental rates at Los Alamos, N.
Mex., GAO review (1962) 9722

Government-owned

—

Brookhaven National Laboratory, AEC,
inadequate rental rates, GAO, report
(1964) 10605

family, at Fort Knox, Ky., unnecessary
vacancies, GAO report (1965) 2218

Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., failure to use,

GAO report (1965) 6267
Jacksonville, Fla., area, potential savings

to meet military requirements, GAO re-

port (1965) 10968
potential savings through use to meet mil-

itary requirements

—

Orlando, Fla., area, HHFA and Defense
Dept., GAO report (1965) 7778

Tampa, Fla., area, HHFA and Defense
Dept., GAO report (1965) 9240

Guam, public authority to undertake

—

law (1964) 251
reports (1963) 13567, 20583

Guam and Virgin Islands, officers and fami-
lies of Customs Service and Immigration
and Naturalization Service, construc-
tion authority

—

law (1965) 15442
reports (1965) 8953, 13914

home owners' loan act, amend, hearings
(1964) 6346

housing and planning references (1963) 3773;
(1964) 3580

housing and population censuses, 1960, geo-
graphic identification code scheme.
United States (1961) 11978

Housing—Continued
housing and urban affairs

—

coordinated programs of HHFA (1962)
9758

programs of HHFA, progress report hear-
ing (1962) 23409

housing and urban development act of
1965—

hearings (1965) 8874, 8977
highlights, analysis, history (1965) 13976
law (1965) 15465
reports (1965) 12098, 13943, 14044, 15643
correction of misleading statements

(1965) 17689
summary of main provisions (1965) 14441

Houston, how residents of project have been
working together for neighborhood im-
provement (1965) 1914

Indian tribes, make eligible for public
facility loan, amend housing amdts. of

J955
law (1962) 23208
report (1961) 17008

industry, strengthen growth through tax
reduction (remarks) (1963) 5760

insurable loans, digest (1963) 4892, 17430;
(1965) 6170

insured mortgage transactions, FHA data
for selected areas, reports (1961) 19300;
(1962) 5161, 21737

intern program planned for accelerated pro-
fessional growth and advancement
(1963) 10307

international programs, report (1962) 15432
international programs, study

—

committee print (1963) 13795
hearings (1963) 12008

investigation

—

authorization, report (1961) 5652; (1963)
4737

expenses, report (1961) 5674; (1962) 4942;
(1963) 18881; (1964) 12072

labor's role in better housing (address)
(1962) 7478

land purchased for low-rent project in De-
troit, Mich., transfer for urban renewal
purposes

—

law (1963) 18782
reports (1963) 17103, 17300

legislation of 1961, hearings (1961) 8973
legislation of 1964

—

hearings (1964) 12254
questions and answers on provisions of

S.2468 (1964) 14129
legislation of 1965, hearings (1965) 8977
living units

—

minimum property requirements (1961)
12620

minimum property standards (1961) 19304;
(1964) 8548, 17979; (1965) 12438

loans

—

inadequate management action to collect

debts resulting from default made in

Florida under loan guaranty program,
VA, GAO report (1965) 4832

insurable, digest (1961) 20732
local emergency service, aspects of

post-attack conditions (1965) 14438

low cost, minimum property standards (1962)
531

general revision (1963) 13912
low-income demonstration program (1964)

2438
guide (1963) 12240
project directory (1964) 19809; (1965)

18236
search for solutions (1965) 9289

low-rent, PHA bulletin (1962) 10619
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Housing—Continued

low-rent program, San Francisco Regional
office, Public Housing Administration,
GAO review of activities

—

departmental edition (1962) 9725
document edition (1962) 11303

low-rent projects

—

eligibility requirements, rents, and occu-
pancy. Public Housing Administration,
GAO review (1963) 10264

high costs of sites in San Francisco
regional area. Public Housing Adminis-
tration, GAO report (1964) 4761

proposed acquisition of unnecessary and
expensive property by St. Louis Housing
Authority, GAO report (1965) 2208

suggested training program for manage-
iTient aide (1964) 15851

undue increases in Federal contributions
resulting from method of financing
off-site community facilities, Public
Housing Administration, GAO review
(1963) 17511

unnecessary equipment for measuring
electricity and gas consumption, GAO
report (1963) 12205

low-rent public housing program, services
furnished children living in neigh-
borhoods (1962) 22768

market, understanding (address) (1962)
23520

mid-decade census, take in 1966 and 1975,
etc., hearings (1965) 12200

migrant agricultural workers, labor camp
standards (1962) 14358; (1963) 9035

migrant housing needs, termination of bra-
cero program, effects (1965) 10724

military, authorizing FHA to make pay-
ments in lieu of real estate taxes

—

law (1962) 20931
report (1962) 21058

military family housing program, appropria-
tion

—

hearings (1964) 15795; (1965) 15999
laws (1964) 17434; (1965) 17398
reports (1964) 12059; 12061, 15772, 17604;

(1965) 15696-697, 15956, 17639
minimum property standards for urban re-

newal rehabilitation (1963) 13913
moderate-income families (remarks) (1961)

9811
mortgages, secondary market, Federal laws

(1962) 656; (1965) 4716
multifamily

—

FHA self-insurance on acquired property,
hearing (1963) 13643

loans by savings and loan associations

—

hearings (1962) 21201, 21542
law (1962) 23179
reports (1962) 21057, 21410, 21472

minimum property standards (1964) 4698,
17978, 19686; (1965) 560, 2133

projects

—

European and American, intensity of

development, etc (1963) 13911
FAA, lack of information on construc-

tion costs by sponsor-controlled sub-
contractors may increase insured
mortgages, GAO report (1965) 7775

national housing act, amend

—

hearings (1961) 14452; (1962) 21200; (1963)
11892, 15.304; (1964) 2233, 8452

laws (1961) 18603, 12100; (1962) 18990;
(1963) 13428, 18774; (1964) 13897

property improvement loan insurance,
regulations (1962) 530

property improvement loans, general ad-
ministrative policy (1962) 23522

Housing—Continued
national housing act, amend—Continued

property improvement title 1 insured
loans, FHA fact sheet (1963) 8233

reports (1961) 10436, 14368, 16998; (1962)
15334, 17079; (1963) 13741, 15285, 17285;
(1964)4465,10281

text (1962) 2460; (1963) 8236
utilizing FHA sec. 221(d)(3) below market

interest rate (1964) 16903
national policy

—

concerning workers' housing, ILO conven-
tion and recommendation, text (1962)

11312
hearings (1961) 14469, 14736
message from the President (1961) 5618
reports (1961) 16754, 17076

naval land acquisition in Philadelphia, Pa.,

hearings (1961) 14719
new private units authorized, 1962 (1964)

158, 15307
new units authorized by local building per-

mits (1961) 20431; (1962) 18781
nonfarm residential properties in U.S.,

capital funds, FHA information (1961)

724
non-profit, for older people, financing (paper)

(1964) 230
nonwhite population, changes between 1950

and 1960 (1963) 14041; (1964) 832
open-space land, HHFA to assist States in

acquisition, hearings (1961) 10338

Panama, investment guaranty program,
staff survey team report (1964) 10313

paraplegic, program, expand

—

hearing (1964) 4573
law (1964) 17260
reports (1962) 9276; (1963) 6149; (1964)

15695
people act through community participation

and by working together, exhibit depicts

advances (1964) 1646
PHA 1964 honor awards for design excel-

lence (1965) 3007
planned-unit development with homes asso-

ciations (1964) 6636; 19685
planning references (1962) 3927; (1965) 3494
policies, effectiveness in poverty elimination

in U.S., research report on slums and
insecurity (1963) 14700

Prisons Bureau employees, inadequate rents

charged GAO report (1964) 10606
private. District of Columbia antidiscrimi-

nation regulations re sale or rental

hearing (1963) 7991
private, mortgage markets, recommenda-

tions of Federal agencies (1961) 8977
private units authorized, major metropolitan

statistical areas (1965) 7260
project mortgage insurance, FHA regula-

tions (1962) 529; (1964) 17977
amendments (1962) 7343-46, 17481,

19480-481; (1963) 4897-98, 8234,

19180-183; (1964) 4696, 6634-35, 10521,

14244-245, 15892, 17976; (1965) 559,

12436
revisions (1963) 15488

public

—

accelerated career growth through hous-
ing intern program (1965) 9901

attack on poverty, vocational rehabilita-

tion project operating in Pruitt-Igoe
development, St. Louis, Mo (1965) 8358

costs incurred in constructing low-rent
projects in Puerto Rico, GAO report

(1965) 4826
community service programs (1964) 21861
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Housing—Continued
public—Continued
Federal aid for low-income families, fact
sheet (1962) 20259

housing act of 1961, summary (1961) 17338
labor and material requirements in con-

struction (1964) 13072, 20436
low rent

—

cooperative extension service work with
low income families (1963) 20662

Federal laws (1965) 6889
local authorities participating in PHA
programs (1963) 16540; (1964) 3689;
(1965) 3606

local housing authorities, GAO reviews
(1961) 12769; (1962) 17616

personnel, leave, and travel policies ap-
plicable to non-Federal employees,
Public Housing Administration, GAO
review (1963) 2328

what and why (1961) 21326
115,000 senior citizens, story of what is

being done (1962) 3471
open occupancy, trends in low-rent pro-
grams (1961)'l7800; (1962) 20260; (1963)
21096

planning for health, education, and wel-
fare services in community (1963) 19339

program for senior citizens, fact sheet
(1963) 9363

project, low rent for elderly, case studv
(1961) 20835

projects, services for elderly (address)
(1964) 11718

public and private

—

investigation authorization reports
(1964) 4541, 4554

investigation, expenses, reports (1962)
5025; (1961) 5800, 5808; (1963) 6233,
6242

studv, expenses, reports (1965) 4545,
4551

services for families

—

increase quality, availability, etc (1965)
4874

living in public housing, selected bibliog-
raphy (1965) 9284

publicly owned, administration in Great
Britain, Netherlands, and Sweden (1961)
6512

references (1961) 3298
rehousing in urban renewal program (re-

marks) (1961) 13717
relocation housing, questions and answers

on section 221 of National housing act
(1961) 9095

relocation program for small homes, admin-
istered by Administrator of HHFA and
FHA, GAO review (1961) 9240

renovation and brick designs, Chinese studv
(1963) 14234

rural areas, loans for rental units for senior
citizens (1964) 20932

rural, Farmers Home Administration loans
(1965) 16985

rural residents and urban expansion (1963)
20626

sales, construction reports (1965) 11934
announcement and order form (1964) 13747

savings and home financing (1961) 14850;
(1962) 17475

chart books (1963) 15486; (1964) 12389
source books (1963) 20669; (1964) 17973;

(1965) 16171
seasonal farm workers, designs and design

suggestions (1965) 8424

Housing—Continued
senior citizens

—

golden age center program, case study
(1961) 20837

loan program, design guides (1963) 6058
management (1962) 6429
progress report (1962) 15648; (1965) 752
rental loans (1965) 16988
Rochford Terrace dedication (address)

(1962) 647
selected references (1965) 15155
statistics (1964) 10072

senior citizens act of 1962

—

hearings (1962) 17099
law (1962) 20898
reports (1962) 16987, 21392

servicemen's dependents, rental limitations,
increase, report (1963) 11961

services for families living in public housing
(1963) 19339

single-family properties, Wichita, Kans, ad-
ditional repair cost because of failure to
make timely repairs, GAO report (1965)
10954

specially adapted housing for blind veter-

ans, grants by VA

—

hearing (1964) 4573
law (1964) 17260
reports (1962) 9276; (1963) 6149; (1964)

15695
starts, construction reports (1961) 2985;

(1962) 3702; (1963) 3543; (1964) 3357;
(1965) 3245

announcement and order form (1964) 13747

State statutes, local ordinances, etc., prohib-
iting discrimination (1962) 15649

statistics

—

historical supplement (1962) 658
monthly (1961) 3299; (1962) 3928; (1963)

3774: (1964) 3581; (1965) 3495

student planning of dwelling units, USSR
study (1965) 9392

surplus commodity, electricity tax, agree-
ment with France (1964) 16876

Swedish homes for aged offer ideas for
Americans (1963) 14649

towards freedom of choice (address) (1961)
20840

temporary lodging allowances, excessive
payments to uniformed personnel on
Oahu, GAO report (1965) 10951

unit counts for places of 10,000 or more pre-
liminary reports (1961) 2976

United States AID missions, bibliography
(1963) 15626; (1964) 18156

units classified by 1959 income of occupants,
current housing reports (1964) 17087

units, condition by size of place (1963) 11370

revised table (1963) 18358
urban affairs and housing, coordinated pro-

grams (1962) 21847
urban frontier (address) (1962) 648
urban growth problems (addresses) (1961)

9270, 17336
urban planning assistance program, project

directory (1964) 3183, 9865
urban renewal and insured improvement

loans, FHA regulations, amendments
(1965) 6174

urban renewal directory (1963) 4272; (1964)

4125; (1965) 4036
USSR, development of microrayons (1963)

8857
VA program, operations, hearing (1962)

11478
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Housing—Continued
vacant units in United States (1961) 284,

3933, 8498, 13909; (1962) 263, 6743;
(1963) 157, 5993, 15056; (1964) 6038,
10047, 17085; (1965) 274, 5701, 10232,
15308

Veterans Administration program opera-
tion, hearing (1965) 15833

veterans

—

direct loan program, additional funds

—

hearings (1961) 7148
law (1961) 14084
reports (1961) 7091, 7114

direct loan program, withholding of funds,
hearing (1962) 11478

direct loans, VA to fix prices of loans for
resale, hearing (1964) 4573

home-buving guide (1961) 11649; 17877;
(1962) 6497, 6725; (1963) 16641; (1964)
7832; (1965) 1700

limit interest rate, hearings (1961) 7148
loan guarantee program defaults and fore-

closures, hearing (1962) 11478
loans, extend program, hearings (1961)

7148; (1962) 11670
voluntary home mortgage credit program

(1962) 21848; (1963) 19342
Washington, D.C.—

civil rights report (1962) 20651
hearings before Civil Rights Commission

(1962) 14983
when you're 62, what FHA does about it

(1961) 17237
wood floors for dwellings (1961) 17903
see also Barracks and quarters

—

Houses

—

also names of States, etc.

Housing and Home Finance Agency:
abolish

—

hearings (1962) 7093, 7220
message from the President (1962) 4916
report (1962) 7038

additional repair costs because of failure to
make timely repairs, GAO report (1965)
10954

administrator

—

accounting system and related matters,
GAO review (1961) 10677

basic statutes, public regulations and
formal orders (1961) 723, 20841-842;
(1963) 2361-62, 15624-625; (1964) 3275,
12534; (1965) 3161, 4876-77, 12561-562,
14433

make study of Federal assistance to flood
disaster victims

—

hearings (1962) 17310; (1965) 13978
reports (1962) 17203; (1964) 461; (1965)

4547, 15655
nomination of Robert C. Weaver, hearing

(1961) 4086
appropriations, 1962, hearings (1961) 10331,

12502
appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 13494, 19369
proposal (1963) 7863

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 18919
appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 10290
supplemental proposal (1964) 15420

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 8869
public works, reports (1965) 13876, 15967,
19265

approval of land-use projects for metropoli-
tan areas, hearings (1963) 17313

area redeveloDment, aids to communities
a962) 2542, 19580

Atlanta regional office, slum clearance and
urban renewal activities, GAO review
(1961) 12768

Do not order from index

Housing and Home Finance Agency—Con.
budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 8657
career opportunities (1962) 2543

auditors (1965) 7811
financial analysts (1963) 16965

community improvement program for Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, weaknesses in administra-
tion, GAO review (1964) 10626

coordinated programs (1962) 9758
cost allocation of parking facilities to urban

renewal projects in San Francisco re-

gion, GAO report (1965) 7765
costs of projects, controlling and sharing

with Urban Renewal Administration
GAO review (1962) 74.59

Fort Worth regional office, community im-
provement, workable programs, GAO
review (1963) 2333

grant and loan programs for urban trans-
portation hearings (1961) 8979

HHFA program

—

fact sheets (1962) 18915-917, 19579, 19582,
20259

guides (1962) 18918; (1963) 6057; (1964)
8191

title 6 of Civil rights act of 1964, ques-
tions and answers (1965) 11007

HHFA housing intern program planned for
accelerated professional growth and
advancement (1963) 10307

housing programs for senior citizens (1965)
752

inadequate policies and practices relating to
relocation of families from urban renew-
al areas, GAO report (1964) 19756

ineffective administration in rehabilitating
Hyde Park-Kenwood urban renewal
area, Chicago, 111., GAO report (1964)
19757

library catalog, subject headings used (1962)
23601

loans or grants for urban mass transporta-
tion systems in metropolitan areas, au-
thorize

—

hearings (1962) 13509, 13668, 21549; (1963)
6290, 7990, 8099

law (1964) 13913
reports (1962) 15244, 17271, 21424; (1963)

7964, 8049-50; (1964) 12057
summaries (1962) 21202; (1963) 8095
text, discussion, etc (1962) 17100

low-income housing demonstration program
guide (1963) 12240

mass transportation loan program guide
(1962) 9757

New York regional office, slum clearance and
urban renewal activities, GAO review
(1962) 23583

news releases (1961) 3300; (1962) 4211; (1963)
4059; (1964) 3892

office building, construct in District of Col-
umbia-

hearing (1962) 11671; (1963) 2057
report (1962) 11602

periodicals currently received in library and
index by subjects, list (1962) 21845;
(1965) 14440

Philadelphia regional office, slum clearance
and urban renewal activities, GAO re-

view (1962) 9727
planned public works, additional funds,

hearing (1964) 4573
potential savings tiirough use of Govern-

ment owned housing to meet military
requirements in Tampa, Fla., area,
GAO report (1965) 3810

press releases (1965) ?.S10
programs (1965) 18237
progress report on housing and urban af-

fairs programs, hearing (1962) 23409

; see indicated entry Page 1075



Housing and Home Finance Agency—Con.
public works acceleration, appropriations,

1966, hearings (1965) 12158
relocation housing program for small homes,

GAO review (1961) 9240
reports (1962) 2541, 17635; (1963) 20747;

(1965) 4875, 19689
reports on mortgage credit study recommen-

dations (1961) 8977
reports on taxation of mutual savings banks

and savings and loan associations (1962)
15286

supervisor and equal employment opportuni-
ty policy (1964) 8791

hearings (1961) 14469, 14736
reports (1961) 16754, 17076

urban and housing aids can make cities, etc.,

more attractive (1965) 11004
weekly news summary of releases issued

(1961) 3301; (1962) 3926; (1963) 3772;
(1964) 3579; (1965) 3493

what it is, what it does (1962) 15647; (1964)

2437; (1965) 9288
workable program for community improve-

ment, fact sheet (1965) 754

Housing and Urban Affairs Department, see
Urban Affairs and Housing Department.

Housing and Urban Development Department:
establish

—

hearings (1965) 10540, 12330
law (1965) 17380
message from the President (1965) 5824
reports (1965) 10467, 12138, 15744, 15921

Housing Corporation, records, preliminary
inventory (1962) 22599

Housing Department, see Urban Affairs and
Housing Department.

Housing for Senior Citizens Offices, report
(1963) 19341

Housing insurance, see Mortgage insurance.
Housley, Mrs. A. R, relief (1965) 17769
Housley, J. G., pilot model study for design of

Hilo Harbor tsunami model (1965) 10784
Houston, Billy J., nonmetallic waterstops

(1963) 13889
Houston, J. M., pyrometer correction due to

dimer absorption in Cs vapor (1964)
5876

Houston, Sam, 5-cent commemorative postage
stamp (poster) (1964) 1539

Houston, T. B., soil survey report, Suwannee
County, Fla (1965) 11698

Houston, Tex.:
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 8465
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 15279

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18341
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20592

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6804

climatic guide (1962) 16210
electric facilities of area, map (1962) 560;

(1963) 521
income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 5455

International Airport, weather observa-
tions, hourly, decennial census (1962)
18587

jet service, 5th anniversary in inauguration
(remarks) (1965) 308

Houston, Tex—Continued
occupational wage survey

—

departmental edition ("l961) 15723; (1962)
22434; (1963) 18037; (1964) 18639; (1965)
18401

document edition (1961) 14151; (1962)
20945; (1963) 17064

port, manpower utilization and job security
in longshore industry (1965) 1262

principal electric facilities, map (1963) 2266;
(1964) 678; (1965) 16182

residents of housing project, working
together, neighborhood improvement
(1965) 1914

wholesale fruit and vegetable market, orga-
nization (1962) 18635

Houston Belt & Terminal Railway Co., relief

(1961) 8713; (1965) 5000, 6905
Houston County, Tenn., forest inventory

statistics (1961) 1558
Houston Ship Channel:
Greens Bayou, navigation improvement,

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16115
document edition (1965) 15548

Hovenweep National Monument general infor-
mation (1963) 11119

Hovering and transition flight tests of
1/5-scale model of jet-powered vertical-
attitude VTOL research airplane
(1961) 9541

Hovering characteristics of rotor having air-

foil section designed for utility type of
helicopter (1963) 1307

Hovering static stability and performance
experiments of 3-dimensional annular jet

models (1962) 18542
Hovering, visual flight investigation (1965)

9731
Hovey Group of northeastern Maine (1964)

19779
Hovey Mountain, geology and manganese de-

posits of area (1963) 6554
Hovanian, Heripsime, relief (1961) 14548,

18556
How can farmer cooperatives contribute to

rural development? (1963) 6382
How consumer may report to FDA (1965) 4782
How earnings of over $1200 affect your social

security benefit payments for the year
(1962) 3442

How Farmer Cooperative Service works (1962)
17440

How foreign policy is made (1961) 15989;
(1965) 20085

How our laws are made (1963) 11756; (1965)
12048

explanation of procedure (1961) 10213
print as House document, report (1961)

5722; (1963) 7932, 8083; (1965) 7420, 8926
How safe are health workers? conference

workshop (remarks) (1964) 13031, 13034,
14672

How strong is your school? NDEA titles 3, 5-A
(1961) 7334

How to buy surplus personal property from
Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps
(1961) 5916; (1962) 9513

How to conduct a hearing (1961) 6205; (1963)
6574

How to control a gully (1962) 43
How to display and respect flag of United

States (1963) 3212
How-to-do-it for State committees for Children

and youth (1963) 6012
How to help older Americans in your communi-

ty, your guide to organizing council on
aging (1965) 11623
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How to keep electricity from killing you (1961)
20127

How to paint a room step bv step (1962) 18430
How to plan a shooting field" (1964) 20927
How to tailor a woman's suit (1964) 19074
Howard, C. L.:

fuel cycle program, boiling water reactor
research and development program
(1963) 16845; (1965) 1830

methods for improving critical heat flux for
BWR's (1964) 10029

Howard, Floyd G., heat transfer on unswept
and 38° swept fins (1964) 18739

Howard, Gene S.:

broadleaf deciduous trees for windbreaks,
effect of spacing distance, etc (1963)
20294

hardy, productive tree fruits for high alti-

tude section of central Great Plains re-

gion (1963) 1627
herbaceous perennials for central Great

Plains (1965) 13364
shelterbelt tree and shrub species under dry-

land culture in central Great Plains
(1964)4221

Howard, J. O., advanced test reactor, final
shielding design report (1965) 4257

Howard, Jack, Neighborhood Youth Corps
(1965) 5063

Howard, James C:
application of intrinsic differentiation to

orbital problems involving curvilinear
coordinate systems (1965) 13031

orbital element control with potential appli-
cations to manned space missions (1964)
11391

Howard, James H., Ponca tribe (1965) 18927
Howard, John, appraisal of Rayleigh (1965)

1804
Howard, Kayo F., relief (1964) 6381
Howard, Mildred S.:

Beltsville energy-saving kitchen, design 3
(1963) 4356

corner storage in kitchens (1963) 18438
household linen storage, house planning aids

(1965) 46
housing for the elderly, report of recommen-

dations made to National Capital Hous-
ing Authority (1964) 7894

kitchen arrangements

—

broken-U (1963) 13180
L-shaped (1963) 13181
parallel-wall (1963) 13182
U-shaped (1963) 13179

planning bathrooms for today's homes
(1961) 20921

Howard, Paul K., determination of uniformity
of mixing of portland cement and bitu-
minous concrete for various mixing
times by use of radioisotopes (1965) 1853

Howard, Paul W., surface roughness effect on
transition (1963) 16400

Howard, Roger H., diagnosis of lesions of oral
mucous membrane (1965) 2962

Howard University:
transfer of Freedmen's Hospital to—
hearings (1961) 10346
law (1961) 18653
reports (1961) 14324, 14392, 17074

Howden, Henry F., scarab beetles of genus
Oithophagus Latreille (1963) 3183

Howe, Bob, construction machinery and equip-
ment (1964) 15297

Howe, H. Herbert, magnetic surveys (1965) 334
Howe, John T.:

chemical relaxation behind shock waves in
carbon dioxide (1964) 7529

Howe, John T.—Continued
effects of uncertainties in thermal conduc-

tivity of air on convective heat transfer
(1965) 6729

mass addition in stagnation region (1964)
18795

nonequilibrium flow field behind normal
shock waves in carbon dioxide (1963)
14571

solutions of ionized radiating shock layer
(1964) 1485

transport of chemically reacting species in
classical capillary (1964) 3025

Howell, John R.:

directional behavior of emitted and reflected
radiant energy from gray, asymmetric
groove (1963) 16390

heat-transfer effects in rocket nozzles oper-
ating with very high-temperature hydro-
gen (1965) 6756

Howell, L. D., American textile industry, com-
petition (1965) 467

Howell, Leland L., advertising, retail store
(1963) 14688

Howell, Robert R., behavior of spheres ablat-
ing under constant aerodynamic condi-
tions, study (1963) 11030

Hower, Edwnn F., relief (1965) 17557
Howes, M. H.:

methods and costs of shaft sinking,
U.S.A.E.C., Project Gnome (1963) 20949

mineral industry of Utah (1963) 3068; (1964)
1425; (1965) 1358

Howes, Walton L., effect of initial velocity of
1-dimensional, ambipolar, space-charge
currents (1964) 16720

Howeth, Linwood S., history of com-
munications-electronics in U.S. Navy
(1965)3015

Howitzers:
155-mm, Ml towed, field manual (1961) 8356;

(1962) 10965
155-mm, M44 self propelled, field manual

(1962) 10966
Hoyt, Charles D.:

mineral industry of

—

Denmark (1965) 12860
Norway (1965) 12901

Hoyt, E. W., radiation effects in borides, heli-
um release, etc (1963) 14972

Hoyt, Elizabeth E., contribution to national
economy of use of resources within and
by the family (1963) 13846

Hozier, John B., professional guide for Federal
occupational health units (1965) 20042

HQM series (1964) 4602; (1965) 16068
Hrasky, William C, radiance of earth and its

limb in middle ultraviolet (1964) 14885
HRB-Singer, Inc., overpricing of buffer ampli-

fiers for B-47 aircraft, GAO report
(1965) 2204

Hromadka, Van G., how child care workers are
trained in Europe (1965) 7292

Hruschka, H. W., storage and shelf life of
packaged blueberries (1963) 14867

Hsiang-hsi T'u-chia and Miao Nationalities
Autonomous Chou, Hunan Province,
China, Historical development (1963) 780

Hsiang-Lin nunnery, bhiksunis agricultural
production, success under Communist
Party (1961) 4355

Hsiang, Ve-Shen, see Ve-Shen Hsiang.
Hsieh, A.C.L., effects of immersion of hand in

cold water on digital blood flow (1964)
20955

Hsieh, H. C, nonlinear interaction phenon-
mena in ionosphere (1965) 14743
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HSS series (1961) 2477, 17630. 19849-851;
(1962) 3290, 10440

Hsu, C.C:
unbalanced jets in ground proximitv (1964)

3173
viscous effects on balanced jets in ground

proximity (1964) 1636
Hsu, H.F., relief (1962) 11546
Hsu, Yih-Un:
transition of nucleate boiling from dis-

crete-bubble to multibubble regime (1965)
2907

visual studv of 2-phase flow in vertical tube
with heat addition (1963) 5586

HTGR (high-temperature gas-cooled reactor),

see Reactors (atomic).

Hu, Elizabeth Kam Oi, relief (1965) 15604,
15848, 17319

Hu, William C.L., free vibrations of conical
shells (1965) 6717

Hua-hai-tzu Basin, hvdrogeological conditions.
Communist China (1962) 5746

Hua-Hsin, Chao, see Chao Hua-Hsin.
Hua-hsueh hsueh-pao (periodical):

translations (1962) 21930
Hua-hsueh Kung-yeh (periodical):

articles and news briefs (1961) 10739, 11130,
17365

Hua-hsueh Shih-chieh (periodical):

translations (1961) 11144
Hualapai Indian Reservation, geology and

areas for ground-water development
(1963) 5033

Huallanca, Peru, uranium reconnaissance in

district (1962) 14873
Huan-pin Tso, see Tso, Huan-pin.
Huanco Department, Peru, uranium recon-

naissance in Huallanca area (1962) 14873
Huang, Chi-chou testimony (1962) 21223
Huang, Su-Shu:
boundary conditions of B Stars (1963) 21021
periodic orbits for moon probes (1963) 5609
series solution for some periodic orbits in

restricted three-body problem according
to perturbation method (1964) 20611

Huang, Thomas S., meteorological satellite

system analyses (1963) 14901
Hubbard, Arnold B., automated modified Fisch-

er retorts for assaying oil shale and
bituminous materials (1965) 19862

Hubbard, Charles R., mineral resources of
upper Missouri River basin, Mont (1964)
18669

Hubbard, Harvey, ground measurements of
sonic-boom pressures for altitude range
of 10,000 to 75,000 feet (1964) 14903

Hubbard, James P., relief (1964) 1.5469; (1965)
10429

Hubbard, Richard L.:

deer habitat research needs in California
(1965) 16237

guide to bitterbrush seeding in California
(1965) 4789

Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest, research
facility of Northeastern Forest Ebcperi-

ment Station (1965) 640
reports (1961) 19050; (1965) 13892, 15949

Hubbell, David W., apparatus and techniques
for measuring bedload (1964) 19797

Hubbell, J. H., shielding against gamma rays,

etc., from nuclear weapons (1964) 7577
Hubbell Trading Post National Historic Site:

establish

—

law (1965) 15496

Huber, Paul W., hypersonic shock-heated flow
parameters, etc (1964) 14900

Huber, R.W., consumable-electrode vacuum-
arc-melted electrolytic iron (1963) 18251

Huckle, H. F., soil survey of Washinprton
County, Fla (1965) 15048

Huddle, J.W., coal reserves of eastern Kentuc-
ky (1963) 5014

Huddleston, Edith M.:
comprehensive report on enrollment in high-

er education (1964) 19626
statistics of higher education, 1957-58, fac-

ulty, students, and degrees (1963) 2144
Hudson, C. Michael:
fatigue crack growth in alloys suitable for

elevated-temperature applications (1965)
8123

fatigue-crack propagation of titanium and
stainless-steel alloys (1964) 20587

fatigue of metals in vacuum environment
(1965) 5171

variable-amplitude loadings effects on fa-

tigue crack propagation patterns (1963)
16380

Hudson, R.Y., improvement of navigation con-
ditions, Conneaut Harbor, Ohio, hydrau-
lic model investigation (1963) 6378"

Hudson, S. Dak., railroad accident (1962)
15700

Hudson Bay:
surface water of basin

—

quality (1962) 5308, 21839; (1963) 20743;
(1965) 746

records, Oct. 1950-Sept. 1960 (1964) 18144
supply (1961) 4319; (1962) 11900

Hudson Cxjunty Laborers' Pension Fund, see
Laborers' Pension Fund of Hudson Coun-
ty, N.J.

Hudson-Mohawk Valleys Conference on In-

dustrial Modernization, report (1965)
219

spawning grounds, anadromous fish, 1965,
hearings (1965) 12196

tributaries, pollution, report (1965) 18721
Hudson River and Valley:
waterway to Great Lakes, improvement,

complete, hearing (1963) 19068
Hudspeth County, Tex., Sierra Blanca Area,

geology (1965) 19669

Huerfano County, Colo., coal resources of
Trinidad coal field (1962) 627

Huff, Lyman C:
comparison of geological, geophysical, and

geochemical prospecting methods at
Malachite mine, Jefferson County, Colo
(1963) 17521

geology and uranium deposits of Montezuma
Canyon area, San Juan (bounty, Utah
(1965) 14409

Huff, William R., pilot-scale fluidized-coal feed-

er utilizing zone fluidization (1964) 16638
Huffer, Elizabeth R.L.G., relief (1964) 2019,

6161, 6406
Huffman, Robert E.:

absorption coeflicients of carbon monoxide
(1965) 5555

autoionization spectra of gases observed in

vacuum ultraviolet (1965) 4201
nitrogen oxygen absorption cross-

sections in vacuum ultra-violet (1965) 124
Huffman Dam:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23476
document edition (1962) 23317

Huggins, Charles W., replica electron
microscopic method for measuring
Knoop hardness indentations (1963) 9119

Hugh M. Smith (fishing vessel):

oceanographic, biological, and fishing data
collected in central North Pacific,

July-Sept. 1958, comparison with pre-

vious years (1961) 6063
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Hughes, Carmel P., see Hughes, Vincent E.,

and family.
Hughes, Charles E., 4-cent commemorative

stamp (poster) (1962) 8592
Hughes, Donald L., flight evaluation of effects

of present air traffic control system on
operation of simulated supersonic trans-
port (1965) 1451

Hughes, Edward T., relief (1963) 13506. 18999,
20413

Hughes, J.C., testing of metal volumetric
standards (1963) 9208

Hughes, Jay, pulp-and papermaking opportun-
ities in west central Colorado (1963)
4992

Hughes, Jay M., wilderness land allocation in

multiple use forest management frame-
work in Pacific Northwest (1965) 16256

Hughes, Joe D., Inc., accident (1965) 9307
Hughes, Leon S., reconnaissance of chemical

quality of surface waters of Sabine Riv-
er bas"in, Tex. and La (1965) 18227

Hughes, Ralph H.:

fertilization of young slash pine in cultivat-

ed plantation (1963) 10246
germination of gallberry seed (1964) 18073

Hughes, Thomas L., addresses, etc (1964)
15260, 17031

Hughes, Vincent E., and family, relief (1962)
9223, 13300, 13600

Hughes, Alaska, fire, 1962, chronology and
analysis (1965) 660

Hughes Aircraft Co.:

Culver City, Calif., pricing of Falcon mis-

siles under Air Force Dept. contracts,
examination by GAO (1961) 9235

Falcon missile components purchased from
Avco Corp. under negotiated contract,
excessive costs included in prices, GAO
report (1963) 20714

microminiaturized instrumentation system,
evaluation (1964) 1728

Hughett, Maurice, testimony, hearings (1965)
4624

Hugler, Ekiward T., testimony hearings (1964)

8456; (1965) 4624, 6067, 7547
Hugo Reservoir:
Kiamichi River, flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 2203
document edition (1963) 2078

Hugoniot equations, see Exjuations.
Huich'on Machine Tool Plant, North Korea,

resolution to expand (1961) 19730
Huie, David L., relief (1961) 14552, 18552
Hu-lun-pei-erh League, Mongolia, economic

geography, translations (1962) 2903
Hull,A.C.,jr.:

pellet seeding on Western rangelands (1963)
11461

seeding southern Idaho rangelands (1965)
10940

Hull, A. N., Project Shoal, weather and sur-
face radiation prediction (1965) 200

Hull, Cordell, 5-cent commemorative stamp
(poster) (1963) 18267

Hull, J. Dean, how fare American youth in

1962? (1963) 8173
Hulls (ships):

molded composite for boat hulls, research
report (1961) 6117

steel, inspector's handbook (1961) 6537
steel, USSR (1962) 14281
structural materials for deep ocean vehicles,

etc., panel report (1965) 6840
structure, technical manual (1962) 16156
structures, sound-insulating capability of

ship hull coverings, USSR study (1963)
15953

Hulls (ships)—Continued
submarine construction, applicability of

high strength quenched and tempered
steels, determining factors (1963) 11190

Hulsing, Harry, Pacific slope basins in Oregon
and Lower Columbia River basin (1964)
4818

Human aging, biological and behavioral study
(1963) 16424

Human anatomy, overheating, influence of

high temperatures and humidity of air

on rate of overheating, USSR study
(1962) 7882

see Anatomy.
Human and Resource Conservation Council,

National, see National Human and Re-
source Conservation Council.

Human body, see Anatomy.
Human Development and Child Health Insti-

tute, see Child Health and Human Devel-
opment Institute.

Human engineering:
adaptive dynamic response characteristics

of human operator in simple manual
control (1964) 11395

application in design of instructional sys-
tems (1965) 1792

Behavioral Sciences Laboratory, bibliogra-
phy (1963) 18485

bibliographies
computer research (1961) 18116
human factors research (1963) 18487
related to human factors system program

(1964) 18729
reports (1961) 21279
Russian literature in manual control and
associated areas (1965) 9614

technical publications, 1949-60 (1961) 1666

bioelectronic foundations (1963) 11262
design of simulators for operator training

(1964) 7648
equalization teaching machine, design and

operation (1963) 11183
evaluation, air traffic control and communi-

cation mobile system, AN/TSQ-47 (1964)

5890
human factors

—

design standards for fleet ballistic missile

weapon system (1964) 5618-19
in maintenance (1961) 4999-5002
research and development, 10th annual

conference, Oct. 1964, proceedings (1965)

5596
isolation, impact upon personnel (1962)

12365
literature on stress, abstracts (1961) 6461

man's role in a system, acceptance data in

descriptive model utilization (1964)

20524
modern control system theory and human

control functions (1965) 14742
optimal deterministic characterization of

time-varying dynamics of human opera-
tor (1965) 6627"

organization of work in engineering psychol-

ogy in USA, translations (1964) 7224
principles of design for in-space mainte-

nance (1963) 7599
psychological and psychiatric research and

tests, catalog of technical reports (1962)

9000

SCIM meter for measuring performance of

speech communications systems (1965)

5548
tactical decision making, effects of track

load on damage, cost and kills, prelimi-

nary report (1962) 12942
USSR book, outline (1963) 10473
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Human engineering—Continued
weapon system test programs, testing and

malfunction data (1961) 9921
see also Man-machine system.

Human Engineering Laboratories, technical
memorandums (1963) 9314

Human exposed to extreme conditions of space
training, USSR study (1965) 14516

Human factors-
aspects of lightplane safety (1964) 13737
aspects of 30-day extended survivability test

of Minuteman missile (1965) 5563
research in 3-D data presentation (1965)

18907
small business, administrative management

course program (1965) 20062
studies in image interpretation, value of

stereoscopic viewing (1961) 20253
see also Man-machine system.

Human factors in engineering design, see
Human engineering.

Human Factors Research Branch:
research publications, abstracts (1961)

20255
technical research notes (1961) 8256,

20250-255
technical research reports (1961) 11662,

20256
Human free-fall trajectories (1964) 13617
Human performance as function of work-rest

cycle (1961) 16154
Human race, see Man.
Human reaction in simulated space environ-

ment, USSR (1963) 14355
Human relations:

and future of metropolitan community (re-

marks) (1965) 13737
brotherhood as means of creating better life

for all (address) (1963) 6046
brotherhood in age of abundance (address)

(1962) 8825
Community Relations Service role (address)

(1965) 367
how to turn talk into action, guide for effec-

tive commission on human relations
(1965) 13735

human motivation (talk) (1962) 11765
international meetings, world list (1961)

3419; (1962) 4454; (1963) 4315; (1964)
4168; (1965) 4080

new frontiers (address) (1961) 11332
political actions for meeting human needs

(address) (1963) 19779
plans for progress to promote healthy com-

munity relations, etc. (remarks) (1965)
4445, 5777

Southern Conference of American Jewish
Committee, (remarks) (1965) 5778

see also Industrial relations.
Human resources, see Ability.
Human rights, see Civil rights.

Human Rights Day, observance on Dec. 10,

suggestions, etc (1962) 8666; (1965)
16869

Human Rights Week, observance, Dec. 10-17,

suggestions, etc (1962) 8666; (1965)
16869

Human scientific and technical capabilities at
Holloman Air Force Base, their origins
and development (1961) 130

Human tolerances (1962) 16419
Human tracking performance under trans-

verse accelerations (1964) 7469
Human transfer functions:
measured variation of human pilot in sin-

gle-axis tasks (1963) 20986
measurements with various model forms

(1964) 16705
measuring (1963) 11059

Human work capacity under conditions of
weightlessness (1965) 16406

Humane atom, radioisotopes at service of med-
icine (1964) 11871

Humane slaughter, progress report (1962)
4484; (1963) 11441

Humane treatment of animals used in research
(1963) 294

Humanism, Yugoslav discourse (1961) 15312
Humanitarianism, Ck)mmunist China, Marxist-

Leninist doctrine (1961) 2183
Humanities, USSR, teaching (1963) 15451
Humates, in coastal sands of northwest Flori-

da (1965) 12536
Humble, L. V., nuclear propulsion of aircraft

(1963) 5511
Humboldt County, Calif., Hoopa Vallev, water

resources (1962) 643
Humboldt County, Iowa, soil survey (1961)

8199
Humboldt County, Nev.:
geology and mineral deposits (1964) 8768
geology of Antler Peak quadrangle (1965)

6339, 12543
geology of Jackson Mountains (1963) 12225
Getchell mine, geochemical exploration

(1964) 15943
ground water in alluvium of Kings River

Valley (1963) 8348
Humboldt River and Valley:

hydrogeologic investigations (1964) 15963
Quaternary alluvium, specific-yield and par-

ticle-size relations (1963) 14036
Humes, Donald H., effectiveness of single alu-

minum meteoroid bumpers, investigation
(1963) 11061

Humes, J. J., laboratory techniques and proce-
dures, handbook of Hospital Corps,
Navy (1963) 18060

Humes Construction Co., motor carrier acci-

dent (1963) 17569
Humidity:

air

—

influence on development of convective
motions in cloudless atmosphere, USSR
study (1964) 975

measurement, USSR study (1962) 5742
coastal mountains of southern California,

patterns at middle elevations (1961)
6138

control equipment in Govt, buildings, repeal
portion of act of 1943

—

hearing (1963) 17184
law (1963) 17048
reports (1962) 17225; (1963) 13715, 17105

ecologic-physiological factor, USSR study
(1962) 6063

effect on Mexican fruit fly development and
potential distribution in U.S (1965)

13414
humidity-controlled warehousing, review of

U.S. Government research reports (1965)

16736
mean annual midlatitude moisture profiles to

31 km, research report (1962) 22953
mean relative humidity (%) monthly and

annual, national atlas sheet (1961)

11657
measurements, comparison, in layer up to

1.5 km by mechanical meteorograph car-

ried aloft by helicopter and by A-22-IV
radiosonde, USSR study (1965) 2741

measurements of clouds and fog, USSR
study (1961) 7644

measuring set AN/TMG-11(A), modification
and testing (1964) 7961

moisture content of fine fuels in forest and
relative humidity (1963) 19255
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Humidity—Continued
occurrence of floods in humid region of c

verse terrain, factors influencing (1963;
2355

regulation by plants, effect of automatism
from standpoint of cybernetics, USSR
study (1963) 7020

relative, adjustment for differences in eleva-
tion (1962) 5252

storage temperature effects on weight loss
of fruit (1962) 10840

temperature measuring set, AN/TMQ-11,
error analysis (1963) 18490

using crop residues on soils of humid area
(1961) 5256

variable, bioclimatic cabinet for simulating,
design and operation (1964) 19051

see also Moisture.
Humiriaceae, taxonomic revision (1961) 8060
Humizol, biologically active drug, effect upon

phagocytic defense reaction of orga-
nism, etc., USSR study (1964) 16183

Hummingbirds, lice, new genus, study (1961)
1344

Humoral factors of natural immunity in dol-

phin Phocaena phocaena, comparative
characteristics, USSR study (1965)
14552

Humoral isolation of heart as method of inves-
tigating coronary circulation, USSR
(1962) 1253

Humpherys, Allan S., hydraulic and geometri-
cal relationships of lay-flat irrigation
tubing (1964) 19103

Humphrey, Hubert H.:

address'es, etc (1965) 5324; 6861, 9842,
9848-59, 11626-633

Humphrey, Judith M., index-catalogue of medi-
cal and veterninary zoology (1964)
19057; (1965) 5501

Humphrey amendment to foreign assistance
act of 1961, see Cooperatives.

Humphreys, A. A., spillway, see A. A. Hum-
phreys spillway.

Humphreys, Lloyd G., hierarchical factors in
course grades in aviation high school
(1963) 4407

Humphries, Robert L., study of movements of
channel catfish in Savannah River with-
in AEC operations area (1965) 15256

Humus depths under cut and uncut northern
hardwood forests (1961) 12728

Hunan Province, China:
agricultural work (1961) 2130
coal deposits, geology (1962) 15874
geographic gazetteer (1963) 916

Hundley, R. 0., ultraviolet spectroscopy of
upper atmosphere (1964) 14769

Hung-chi (periodical):

translations (1963) 704, 1113, 1144, 2793,
2962, 5407, 8564, 8702, 10549, 10725,
12407, 12536, 14238, 17950, 19455, 19525,
19676, 20851, 20853; (1964) 1131, 2545,
4974, 5217, 5389, 8925, 8957, 10912,
11165. 12646. 12885. 14436, 14481, 16188,
16302, 18290, 18301, 18314. 18451. 19844,
19991, 20138, 20199. 21383. 21630; (1965)
1008, 1108, 2398, 2462, 2498

Hungarian Academy of Sciences and Biometry,
translations (1963) 8751

Hungarian chemists journal (periodical):
translations (1963) 12588

Hungarian language:
abbreviations, selected list (1961) 7914
Foreign Service Institute, basic course

(1963) 13069; (1964) 13464
Hungarian literature, prose, trends in Ruma-

nia (1962) 7955

Hungarian Reformed Federation of America:
act to incorporate, amend

—

law (1962) 23157
reports (1962) 11588, 23356

Hungarian science (periodical):
translations (1962) 17887; (1963) 8751

Hungarian Society of Microbiologists, 4th in-

ternational congress. program and
speakers (1964) 21595

Hungarians:
physicists

—

anniversary meeting in Pecs (1962) 10112
9th congress held in Debrecen (1963) 8923

Hungary:
Academy of Sciences

—

achievements of Psychological Committee
(1965) 4960

activities (1961) 10759; (1962) 5378, 8058,
10083; (1963) 2932; (1964) 20266
Technical Sciences Dept (1962) 12159
transactions, and awards (1962) 5450

administrative staff of Dept. of Mathemat-
ics and Physics report on 10 years
achievements and future problems (1962)
7631

Agricultural Sciences Department, leader-
ship, annual report, translations (1965)
810

associations and societies (1963) 7060
awards

—

and events (1964) 16109; (1965) 14485
for achievements (1965) 5024
to outstanding scientists (1964) 7032

Biological Sciences Department, leader-
ship report (1964) 7257; (1965) 4930

chemical and biological research, transla-
tions (1964) 18456

Chemistry Division

—

activities (1962) 7606
reports (1964) 21458

committees, regulation and reorganiza-
tion, resolution of presidium (1965) 9435

congress and general assembly (1963)
19453

Division of Biological and Medical Sci-
ences, activities (1963) 6760

events (1962) 5406
geographic research (1962) 14292
international activity (1964) 18437
leadership of Mathematics and Physics

Dept., annual reports (1964) 8915. 12586

Mathematical and Physical Sciences Dept.,
report (1962) 7991

Mathematics and Physics Division, report
of leadership (1965) 2298

Medical Department leadership report
(1964) 21610

miscellaneous information (1964) 10744
new academicians (1964) 12779
organizational tasks after its 1961 gener-

al meeting (1962) 6137
presidium, annual report, 1961-63 (1964)
21405

presidium resolutions (1965) 976, 6491

proceedings of 1961 general meeting (1962)
6014

Psychology Committee, organization and
tasks (1962) 7569

publishing activities (1962) 9929
qualification and degrees, directive of

president (1964) 16054
speeches at plenary session (1965) 14487
Technical Sciences Department

—

reorganization (1965) 9390
work (1962) .5504

achievements in chemical sciences (1962)
5453
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Hungary—Continued

adult education, pedaBOKical-psycholoKical
problems (1962) 9815

aerology development and evaluation of
Gyorgy Marczell Aerological Observato-
ry (1962) 7595

agricultural plant protection scientific con-
ference (1962) 5902

agriculture, forestry, and fishing (1961)
2397, 2439, 4741, 11166, 12971, 1.5351,
15542, 15645, 17545, 19715, 21043; (1962)
1484, 8054, 10003, 10166, 10349, 14117,
15805. 19638, 21937, 22268, 23751; (1963)
731, 2454, 2669, .5227, 6882, 8769, 8960,
10707, 12605, 14393, 1.5897, 17657, 19643,
20876

air currents with large-scale weather situa-
tions of N-and S-steering (1962) 9834

analog computers I (1965) 12747
analytical use of radiochemical methods

(1962) 7768
Animal Health Administration development,

new stage (1963) 8799
atomic science and engineering (1963) 798
bibliography of social science periodicals

and monograph series, 1947-62 (1964)
6047

bicycles, determination of no injury to U.S.
industry (1965) 6951

biologists, .5th national session (1963) 6896
blood transfusion service (1965) 11090
Budapest Technical University-
chemical engineering achievements (1963)
8762

electrical engineering achievements (1963)
6913

organization of scientific research (1965)
6479

Bukk plateau, microclimatic measurements
on Great Meadow (1963) 17748

bulletin of Technical University of Heavy
Industry (1962) 7634

campaign against tuberculosis, development
(1962) 5405

cartographic enterprise, achievements of
Department of Photogrammetry (1962)
5542

Central Institute of Meteorology, general
information (1962) 5701

Central Physics-Research Institute

—

activities (1962) 12096
data (1962) 5383

chemical engineers, training (1962) 5569
chemical institutes mark 15th anniversary

(1965) 2736
chemists, biographic information (1962) 5509

chemists visit Soviet bloc chemical institu-

tions (1963) 12623, 14115
chronicle of events, meetings, study tours,

conferences in meteorology (1965) 11179
claims of inhabitants, payment, report

(1965) 19412

claims of U.S. in World War I, records, pre-

liminary inventory (1962) 22602
class struggle and new crisis of capitalism,

present development (1962) 1302
comments on new formulae for admissible

errors of closure (1962) 7845

communist discusses national goals (1962)
.5863

communist in workers' paradise, consulta-
tion with John Santo (1963) 8013

print additional copies, report (1964)
17568

conferences and awards in field of geodesy
and cartography (1965) 18347

construction industry, 1961-63, translation
(1964) 21625

Hungary—Continued
cosmic radiation research, results (1962)

22158
courses in clinical cybernetics offered (1965)

16472
courses on probability, mathematical statis-

tics and cytology (1965) 4935
cybernetics, investigations (1962) 7534
degrees awarded, Oct. 1963, list (1964) 8849
development of people's economy, 1949-55,

statistics and data for study (1961)
11119

development of physics since liberation
(1965) 16377

doctors and candidates

—

for doctor degree, list (1965) 2381
Kossuth-prize winners, 1963, list (1963)

17811
of science, lists (1962) 5407, 5412, 7556,

12095, 13964, 15803, 15865; (1963) 7036;
(1964) 12913, 16223; (1965) 7855, 7901,
18366

drinking water supplies, protection (1962)
5426

East European journals, abstracts (1962)
14267; (1963) 857, 2554, 2789, 5138, 8891,
10477, 12556, 14194, 14337, 16088, 17847,
17971; (1964) 941, 2685, 4893, 5261, 5404,
7181, 9151, 10831, 11159, 12937, 16091,
16270, 18497, 19940, 20164

economic geographic rayon research, signifi-
cance and problems (1962) 7694

economic geography, preparation of volume,
Soviet-Hungarian discussions (1961)
21068

economic rayon research problem, debate
(1962) 7573

economy, basic data (1964) 10702
electrochemical research (1963) 7035
electronic computers, practical application

(1962) 7990
engineers, regulations on training (1962)

5522
experimental antenna for wide-band micro-

wave connections (1962) 5543A
ferrous metallurgy (1962) 10211
forging industry, current status and future,

translations (1964) 7203
gamma radiation accompanying bombard-

ment of Mg2^ Mg2B, Mg26 with Po-
alpha radiation, investigation (1962) 7772

Ganz electrical works, 1964 product
development (1965) 12761

gazetteer, official standard names (1961)
14944

General Assembly of Forensic Medicine
Section of Pathologists, Anatomists of
Medical and Public Health Workers
Union (1964) 20389

geodesy and cartography (1965) 16426
geodetic work (1964) 1002
geographic research tasks on southeastern

Alfold region (1962) 7764
geographical division of labor in farming

and agricultural rayons (1962) 7767
geophysics, 8th symposium (1963) 15685
harsher political justice (1963) 14129
health affairs, organizational development

(1962) 5375
health and sanitation, translations (1962)

5384
health education, 15-year development in

higher and secondary schools (1962)
5387

health situation, statistical data (1963) 2688
hematology conference (1962) 9877
higher education

—

articles (1961) 19527
report of interview (1963) 6716
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higher learning institutions activities, etc

(1962) 5465
Hungarian Association of Societies of Tech-

nology and Natural Sciences, new na-

tional directorate and presidium,

election report (1962) 7644
Hungarian Chemical Society, spectroscopic

section conference report, excerpts

(1962) 7594
Hungarian Kossuth-prize winning scientists

(1962) 7726
Hungarian mathematics colloquium on line-

ar fields and linear operators (1965)

18365
Hungarian Microbiological Society

—

Allergology and Immunology Section, pro-

gram (1965) 6469
Bacteriology and Virology Section, scien-

tific meeting, invitation (1964) 16243
hydrological society, general assembly, 1961

(1962) 5905
Immunology Section of Microbiological So-

ciety, program (1962) 10331
income and consumption of blue and white

collar workers' and peasants' house-
holds (1961) 20931

index-digest of decisions, 1949-62 (1964)

19745
inorganic chemical research achievements

over past decade (1962) 5568
instrument industry

—

directorate, 1965 innovation plan (1965)

18348
new products (1965) 16378

international conference on nuclear physics,
meeting (1962) 5519

international medical relations (1962) 15850
labor force, characteristics and growth

(1962) 14946
lectures on current problems in cell regula-

tion (1964) 20087
legal journals, abstracts (1962) 17890, 17983,

18021, 19777, 19972, 20023, 22298; (1964)

941, 2685, 4893, 5261, 7181, 9151, 10831,
11159, 12937, 16091, 16270, 18497, 19940,
20164; (1965) 937, 2294

legal publications, abstracts and transla-
tions (1961) 13332, 15163, 17428; (1962)

1300, 1432, 2959, 3117, 5786, 6113, 8227,
9987

Light Industry Ministry, regulations, etc.,

translations (1964) 1199
liothyronin, new drug (1964) 16222
long-range research plans, preparation

(1962) 5411
manganese-zinc ferrites research results

(1962) 5462
map reproduction (1962) 5541
mathematics, practical application (1962)

5377
medical documentation (1963) 15992
medical science (1963) 2933
medical specialists, postgraduate training

and qualification, problems (1962)
5848A, 5860

medicine, meetings and personalities (1965)
11243, 14531

announcements, translation (1965) 12595
meteorological service, medium-range weath-

er forecasting (1962) 5537
Meteorological Society, miscellaneous activi-

ties, meetings, etc (1965) 16474
methods and problems of modern dosimetry

(1962) 5615
Microbiology Society, bacteriology and vi-

rology section, invitation to meeting
(1965) 7867

Hungary—Continued

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12878

miniature and transistor circuit components,
development and production (1962) 5547

Ministry of Metallurgy and Machine Indus-
try, organization and operational code
(1964) 16538

morphologists scientific research (1962) 7626
National Academy of Sciences, psychological

committee, national achievements in

field of psychology (1962) 14150
national economy, fixed assets (1964) 18518
national income and living conditions of

population (1964) 20067
national income and population income

(1962) 1203
national long-range research plan (1962)

15802
National Neurological and Mental Institute,

history (1962) 5846
National Patent Office applications (1964)

14515
natural geographic regional breakdown,

dabate(1962) 1123
natural sciences and national long range

research plan, status evaluation (1963)
15909

neurology (1961) 7563
optical conference on technical measuring,

lectures (1962) 5554
Optics, Acoustics, and Film Technology So-

ciety, reports (1962) 7653
organic chemical industry and plastics in-

dustry, 10 years work (1962) 5567
participation in IGY (1962) 15866
patents, new, list (1962) 772
penal code (1962) 10240
pharmaceutical

—

research, history (1962) 5444
services, 15-year development (1962) 5388

pharmacies, operation (1963) 2931
pharmacotherapy, 1st conference (1962)

7554
photochemical research, special methods

(1962) 7652
photogrammetry, survey engineer training

and geodetic and mapping personalities
(1962) 7660

photography and cinematography (1962)
14075

physicists defend dissertations (1962) 5572
physics, developments (1963) 12637
physics of atmosphere, research (1965)

11074
physics prospects. Professor Gombas

discussions (1962) 7564
polio epidemic, 1959, enterovirus tests (1962)

5848
potato eelworm, damage caused (1962) 10084

production and structure of industry,
1949-59 (1961) 19576

production and trade of isotopes (1965)
16532

progress in meteorology, translation (1962)
7539

propagation of climatic energy (1962) 7773
provincial press, summaries (1961) 1131,

1139, 1146, 2352-53, 2432, 4595, 4681,
4718, 10971, 10976, 10988, 11023, 11076,
11135, 11155, 11163, 11167, 12914, 12944,
15214, 15243, 15292-293, 15311, 15404,
1.5409-410, 15421, 15461, 15474, 1.5481,

15504, 15.560, 15.571, 15.593, 15617, 15649,
15671, 17539, 17.573, 17578, 17593, 19703,
19746, 21000, 21013; (1962) 1129, 1218,
1224, 1445, 1536-37, .3012, 3133, 3188,
5838-39, 5889, 5941, 6138-39, 8111, 8221,
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provincial press, summaries—Con.

8248-49, 9966, 10234, 10298, 10366,

12238, 14106, 14108, 14180, 14209, 15821,

15907, 15930, 17802, 17833, 17904, 17954,

19642, 19669, 19858, 19977, 20021, 21916,

22041, 22145-146, 22309, 23703, 23846;

(1963) 716-717, 771, 998, 1041, 1091,

2544, 2643. 2893, 2977, 5197, .5329, 6753,

6895, 6993, 7109, 8582, 8606, 8722, 8850,

8941, 10398, 10538, 10676, 10759, 10761,

10860, 12478, 12594, 12646, 12728, 14167,

14276, 14409, 15768, 15813, 15883. 15896,

16031, 16168, 16214, 16255, 17595, 17869,

17943, 19393, 19520, 19601, 19655, 20835,

20907; (1964) 950, 973, 1206, 2480, 2567,

2686, 2881, 4941, 5143, 5161, 6887, 6960,

7176, 7260, 8935, 9024, 9055, 9158, 9203,

9226, 10736, 10829, 10957, 11040, 11177,

12641, 12809, 12872, 12896, 12959, 14500,

14633, 16050, 16068, 16260, 16405, 16445,

16452, 18282, 18381, 18472, 18536, 19883,

19894, 20018, 20157, 20346. 20352, 21608;

(1965) 927, 1081, 1140, 1252, 2283, 2452,

2560, 2719
psychology, status (1962) 5508
public health

—

and epidemiological work. 15-year develop-

ment (1962) 5385
developments in past 15 years (1962) 7550
statistical report (1962) 6122

purity of water, decree on ensuring (1962)

5398
radiation protection, tasks, organization,

and regulations (1962) 15846
radioactive isotopes

—

preparation in 1st experimental nuclear

reactor (1964) 2753
state and possibilities of using (1962) 3185

radioactive pollution of surface waters
(1962) 5617

radioactive radiation sources (1963) 15763

radiological congress (1965) 12605
radiologist reports on study trip to Soviet

Union (1965) 1058
reform of training of chemical engineers and

demands of national economic planning
(1962) 9928

regulates use of title, medical specialist

(1962) 5445
regulation of postgraduate training for en-

gineers (1962) 7614
regulations for economic and scientific-

technical cooperation with other so-

cialist countries (1965) 11139
regulations governing salaries of scientific

personnel (1964) 12762
relationship between medical science and

social public health activities (1964)

21588
relationship between vegetation and relief

(1963) 17830
report on visits of Hungarian scientists to

bloc countries (1964) 20163
Research Institute of Organic Chemical In-

dustry activities (1964) 14514
research institutes, status and development,

1953-59 (1962) 5576
research on single and multi-component

crystalline carbon resistors (1962) 7692

research on telecommunication engineering

components, achievements (1962) 5544

research, preparation of annual plans, regu-

lations (1963) 15684
Rumania boundary (1965) 15062
science candidates and inventions at re-

search institutes (1962) 17887

Hungary—Continued
science candidates, qualifications (1965)

12725
science

—

development and problems (1963) 8549
engineering, and higher education, recent

statutes (1963) 6702
translations (1962) 19796

scientific achievements (1962) 5513
scientific and technical journals, irrformation

(1962) 9968
scientific conferences, news (1962) 5395
scientific cooperation with Soviets (1965)

5013
scientific developments and personalities

(1962) 5570
scientific meetings (1962) 17987
scientific personalities (1962) 7528; (1964)

1178
scientific qualification and training of aspi-

rants (1964) 5102
scientific relations with E^st Germany

(1962) 9882
scientific research

—

and economic development (1965) 4986
organization and cost (1962) 5697

scientists

—

and higher education, news and activities

(1962) 5374
and scientific organizations (1965) 9449
classifying system (1964) 8848

selected economic translations (1961)

992-993, 1087, 1124, 1128-29, 1151, 2288,

2411, 2419, 2423, 2428, 2437, 2440, 4469,

4515, 4550, 4677, 4704, 4708, 4729, 4731,

4735, 4738, 10990, 11090
selected military translations (1961) 782,

823, 4394
selected sociological translations (1961)

1028, 1105, 4490, 4552
settlements, new features (1962) 10297
Solid State Physics Laboratory, work, etc

(1962) 10144
standards and patents, report (1962) 7654

State Survey and Mapping Bureau, role

(1963) 7003
State Vaccine Producing Institute, opera-

tions and achievements (1965) 2755
statistical yearbook (1963) 12697
subsidies proposed for low-grade arable

land, translations (1965) 954
surveying and mapping, current problems

(1963) 12677
teaching system, problems of development

(1965) 2431
technical higher education, future develop-

ment (1962) 5409
Technical Sciences Department, report of

work (1965) 4979
technical universities, evaluation, organiza-

tion and planning of research, problems
(1963) 991

telecommunication patents (1965) 12737
Telecommunication Research Institute,

review of new patents registered (1965)

11252
telecommunications association news, trans-

lation (1962) 5382
Telecommunications Engineering, Scientific

Association for, report of secretary

(1962) 7684
typhoid occurrence and communal-hygienic

correlations (1962) 5709
under the Cardinal's mantle (Joseph Min-

dszenty); USSR article (1961) 816

universities, cooperation with Soviet Union
universities (1965) 14542
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University of Medical Sciences, practical

exercises in nursing for medical students
(1962) 3119

use of photogrammetrv in mapping at scales

of 1:10,000 or greater (1962) 5549
veterinarians, societv holds leadership elec-

tion meeting (196"5) 9436
veterinary medicine, 1945-65 (1965) 18313
wage regulations of research institute per-

sonnel (1962) 7598
water conservation, directive no. 24/1961 of

national chief directorate, concerning
organization of production sections

within directorates (1962) 7827
water supply and sewage treatment at

plants and public institutions (1961)

15115
weather, stationary fronts, role in causing

abundant precipitation during autumn
and early winter period (1962) 7824

Hungate, Joseph I., jr., guide for training local

public welfare administrators (1965)

4687
Hung-Ch'i (periodical), translations (1961)

1067, 2292, 4561, 7834, 11159, 12982,

12986, 13055, 13081, 13335, 13338, 13395,

15172, 15357-358, 17376, 17450, 19516,

19561, 19577, 19615, 19629. 210.55, 21073,

21113; (1962) 1427, 2896, 2971, 3075,

5498, 5894, 8044, 8260, 10046, 12039,

12231, 12273, 12301, 14162, 17745, 17824,

17868, 17963, 18079, 19784, 22127, 22368
Hunger, Herbert H., status report on fuel cells

(1963) 9380
Hunger:
food for peace, story of American food and

battle against world hunger (1964)

16968
Freedom from Hunger Week (remarks) (1965)

4124
hunger, man and seas (1964) 10561
struggle against, India, China, and south-

east Asia, observations (1964) 2730

Hunger in groups, Arctic experiment, interim

report (1962) 20262
Hungnam Chemical Fertilizer Plant, North

Korea, production (1961) 19731
Hungry Horse project, general information

(1962) 24082; (1965) 16847
Hunsaker, Jerome C:
reappointment as citizen regent of Smith-

sonian Institution

—

law (1961) 6948
reports (1961) 7071, 7224

Hunsicker, F. L., sonar transmitter using par-

allel inverter unit (1965) 13116
Hunt, Douglas C, thermal balance in F region

of atmosphere (1963) 1333

Hunt, Douglas L., seasoning and surfacing
degrade in kiln-drying western hemlock
in western Washington (1964) 8655

Hunt, Eleanor P.:

lags in reducing infant mortality (1964)
13536

trends in infant and childhood mortality
(1964) 21045

Hunt, Elizabeth V., foster care for delinquent
girls (1963) 1924

Hunt, Gerald L., static longitudinal stability

characteristics of air-to-surface canard
missile configuration (1963) 11003

Hunt, Graham R., lunar surface features,

mid-infrared spectral observations
(1965) 5553

Hunt, J. McVicker, how children develop intel-

lectually (1964) 13777

Hunt, L. Roane:
aerodynamic force and moment characteris-

tics of spheres and cones at Maeh 7.0 in

methane-air combustion products (1965)
11473

experimental technique for measuring total

aerodynamic heating rates to bodies of

arbitrary shape with results for Mach 7

(1964) 18773
Hunt, Mahlon S., prototype lunar transponder

(1964) 19157
Hunt, O. J.:

development of field research equipment and
evaluation of methods of establishing
forage crops (1963) 9591

effects of phosphorus and potassium fertiliz-

ers on yield, etc., of grass-legume mix-
tures (1963) 16712

Hunt, W. W., jr.:

charge transfer studies with time-of-flight

mass spectrometer (1964) 54
kinetic analysis (1964) 13645

ion dissociation in draft tube of

time-of-flight mass spectrometer (1965)
10118

ion dissociation processes occurring in drift

tube of time-of-flight mass spectrometer
(1964) 52, 4228, 5873, 13637, 19167

observation of 2, 1 charge transfer in TOF
mass spectrometer (1964) 19172

time-of-flight mass spectrometer adapted for

studying charge transfer, ion dissocia-

tion, and photoionization (1964) 66
Hunte, Carnetta G.T., relief (1963) 8028; (1965)

5990
Hunter, Charles J., experimental trawling for

high-seas salmon (1965) 9151
Hunter, Eklward, consultation with staff of

Un-American Activities Committee,
print additional copies, report (1961)
12286

Hunter, Elmer C:
changes in cattle-feeding industry along

North and South Platte Rivers, 1953-59
(1963) 10052

forage programs, etc., Colorado mountain-
meadow cattle ranches (1963) 8147

Hunter, Henry J.:

C-130 aircraft ramp unloading kit (1964)
5883

35-ft ring-slot parachute extraction system
development (1964) 16987

Hunter, J. Scott, beginning teacher one year
later (1964) 14177

Hunter, John H., jr., costs of operating exempt
for-hire motor carriers of agricultural
commodities, etc (1963) 8152

Hunter, Patricia P.:

education of handicapped children in resi-

dential schools (1965) 10749
State educational agency publications in

education of exceptional children and
youth (1963) 13847

Hunter, Paul A.:

maneuver accelerations experienced during
routine operations of commercial turbo-
jet transport airplane (1963) 11070

VG and VGH operational data from
twdn-engined turboprop transport air-

plane (1963) 14577
Hunter, Ronnie E., relief (1963) 6100, 11945,

13395
Hunter-Liggett Military Reservation:
land conveyance for construction of San

Antonio Dam and Reservoir

—

hearing (1962) 21538
law (1962) 19003
reports (1962) 17041, 17077, 19312
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Hunterdon County, N.J., carbonate rocks of

Cambrian and Ordovician age (1965)
2235

Hunting:
and possession of migratory game birds,

regulations (1962) 21782
Alaska (1962) 17519

automatic control systems containing logic

devices, USSR (1962) 1012
California hunters, forest fire prevention

knowledge (1964) 8690
improved by developments on small wat-

ershed projects (1961) 6050
know your ducks, field guide for hunters

(1961) 14878
migratory birds, regulations (1961) 19329;

(1963) 15535, 17461; (1964) 15925, 19734;
(1965) 16211, 18141

digest (1961) 17245
national survey (1961) 19335
present and future role in U.S., report (1962)

18372
sale of special permits for use in national

forests, unauthorized diversion of reve-

nues by Forest Service, GAO report
(1963) 2335

something about, information for young
people (1962) 17520

waterfowl harvest in—
Mississippi Flyway States during 1960-61
season (1961) 17266

1961-62 regulations, digest (1961) 17246
U.S., season 1960-61 (1962) 7419

waterfowl utilization and kill, 1946-60, Up-
per Mississippi River Wildlife and Fish
Refuge, etc (1963) 15537

Hunting for facts (Government publications)
(1964) 1548

Hunting Island Beach, S.C:
beach erosion control study, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1964) 17944
document edition (1964) 17457

Huntington, N.Y.:
hydrogeology of area (1964) 10655
population, special census of town (1964) 170

Huntingrton, W. Va.:
area redevelopment manpower report (1963)

17399
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18353
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20593

redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)
13178

Huntington Beach, Calif., population, special

census (1963) 165; (1965) 7273
Huntley project:

repayment contract approval

—

law (1961) 16596
reports (1961) 14407, 16955

Huntsville, Ala.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13933
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 13986, 18358
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16513

see also George C. Marshall Space Flight

Center, Huntsville, Ala.

Huntzinger, Harold J., germination, etc., of

black cherry under various seedbed and
supplemental treatments (1965) 9184

Hupeh Province, China:
Fu River Basin, development and plans

(1962) 14200
mosquito survey (1962) 1169

Hurd, Eklgar B costs and returns, commercial
wheat farms. Pacific Northwest, North-
ern Plains, Southern Plains (1963)
15413; (1965) 16080

Hurlburt, Evelyn M., radioisotope techniques
for instruction in biological sciences
(1965) 7169

Hurley Construction Co., relief (1963) 11777;
(1964) 441, 1889

Huron, Ohio:
harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 484
document edition (1962) 369

Huron, S. Dak., Municipal Airport, weather
observations, hourly, decennial census
(1963) 16660

Huron Indians:
ethnography, 1615-49

—

departmental edition (1964) 11814
document edition (1964) 12019

Huron, Lake, small craft, gale and whole gale
warning facilities chart (1961) 13726;
(1962) 16229; (1963) 13129; (1965) 15148

Huron National Forest, family campers, char-
acteristics (1965) 19645

Hurrell, Herbert G., simplified theory for dy-
namic relation of ramjet pressures and
fuel flow (1963) 7231

Hurricane Creek Bauxite Mine, mining meth-
ods and practices (1961) 11376

Hurricanes:
Anna, radiation view from Tiros III meteo-

rological satellite (1963) 9177
casualties, income tax deductions (1962)

11910
hurricane barriers, discharge characteris-

tics, Wareham-Marion, Mass., hydraulic
model investigation (1965) 527

Hurricane Carla, Sept 3-14, 1961, evacua-
tion, etc., civil defense report (1963) 180

Hurricane Dora, 1964, emergency actions,
information, etc., civil defense report
(1964) 21047

income tax deduction rights (1962) 5328
North Carolina, descriptive listing of tropi-

cal cyclones (1963) 9503
protect Narragansett pier, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 2434
document edition (1962) 2301

Southeast hurricane disaster relief act of

1965, report (1965) 19266
storm surge characteristic (1963) 13131
storm-tides in New York Bay, prediction

(1961) 487
discussion and reply (1961) 12587

surges, protection of Narragansett Bay,
hydraulic model investigation (1965) 526

survey of engineer reports

—

Atlantic City, N J—
departmental edition (1964) 10483
document edition (1964) 10188

Atlantic Coast, Del-Md line to Gargathy
Inlet, Va

—

departmental edition 14190
document edition (1965) 13826

Atlantic Coast, N Y City-
departmental edition (1965) 14191
document edition (1965) 13836

Atlantic Coast of southern New Jersey
and Delaware

—

departmental edition (1965) 4676
document edition (1965) 4467

Biscayne Bay

—

departmental edition (1965) 14193
document edition (1965) 13834

Broward County and Hillsboro Inlet, Fla

—

departmental edition (1965) 6129
document edition (1965) 5819
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survey of engineer reports—Continued

Brunswick and St. Simons Island, Ga

—

departmental edition (1962) 482
document edition (1962) 366

Carolina Beach and vicinity, N.C.

—

departmental edition (1962) 23454
document edition (1962) 23310

Cherry Grove, Tilghman, Ocean Drive,
Crescent, Atlantic, and Windy Hill

Beaches, S.C—
departmental edition (1962) 21679
document edition (1962) 20950

Chesapeake Bay

—

departmental editions (1964) 2294, 6595
document editions (1964) 1991, 6203

coastal areas, Ga.

—

departmental edition (1963) 6361
document edition (1963) 6085

Colonial Beach, Va.

—

departmental edition (1962) 23459
document edition (1962) 23324

Connecticut coastal and tidal areas

—

departmental edition (1965) 10774
document edition (1965) 10386

Delaware River and Bay, Pa., N.J., and
Del.—
departmental edition (1964) 17942
document edition (1964) 17467

Eastern Shore, Va.

—

departmental edition (1963) 2195
document edition (1963) 2016

Fairfield, Conn.

—

departmental edition (1963) 2196
document edition (1963) 2017

Fernandina Beach, Fla.

—

departmental edition (1962) 2426
document edition (1962) 2299

Fire Island Inlet to Montauk Point, engi-
neer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 9071
document edition (1961) 8627

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

—

departmental edition (1964) 6589
document edition (1964) 6205

Freeport, Tex.

—

departmental edition (1963) 410
document edition (1963) 239

Garden Creek, Va.

—

departmental edition (1964) 6590
document edition (1964) 6204

Grand Isle, La., and vicinity

—

departmental edition (1965) 12404
document edition (1965) 12053

Lake Pontchartrain

—

departmental edition (1965) 14202
document edition (1965) 13841

Massachusetts coastal and tidal areas

—

departmental edition (1965) 19582
document edition (1965) 19186

Mississippi River Delta

—

departmental edition (1963) 436
document edition (1963) 262

Morgan City, La.

—

departmental edition (1965) 12413'

document edition (1965) 12050
Myrtle Beach, B.C.—
departmental edition (1962) 21688
document edition (1962) 20948

Mystic, Conn.

—

departmental edition (1962) 23479
document edition (1962) 23305

Naples, Fla.

—

departmental edition (1965) 18033
document edition (1965) 17467

New Bern and vicinity, N.C.

—

departmental edition (1965) 10779
document edition (1965) 10406

Hurricanes—Continued
survey of engineer reports—Continued
New London, Conn.

—

departmental edition (1963) 441
document edition (1963) 235

Norfolk, Va.—
departmental edition (1962) 21689
document edition (1962) 20953

Okracoke Island, N.C.

—

departmental edition (1965) 7612
document edition (1965) 7395

Pawleys Island, S.C.

—

departmental edition (1963) 19146
document edition (1963) 18811

Point Judith, R.I.—
departmental edition (1963) 448
document edition (1963) 253

Port Arthur and vicinity, Tex.

—

departmental edition (1963) 449
document edition (1963) 243

Rhode Island, coastal and tidal areas

—

departmental edition (1965) 10781
document edition (1965) 10385

Staten Island, Fort Wadsworth to Arthur
Kill, N.Y.—
departmental edition (1965) 10782
document edition (1965) 10405

Stratford, Conn.

—

departmental edition (1964) 8519
document edition (1964) 8261

Surfside and Garden City Beaches, S.C.

—

departmental edition (1962) 21694
document edition (1962) 20949

Virginia, middle and lower peninsulas

—

departmental edition (1964) 8517
document edition (1964) 8259

Virginia Beach, Va.

—

departmental edition (1965) 18043
document edition (1965) 17470

Wareham and Marion, Mass.

—

departmental edition (1963) 2226
document edition (1963) 1991

Washington, D.C., metropolitan area

—

departmental edition (1964) 15877
document edition (1964) 15408

Westerly, R.I.—
departmental edition (1965) 6148
document edition (1965) 5815

Westport, Conn.

—

departmental edition (1962) 23499
document edition (1962) 23306

Wrightsville Beach, N.C—
departmental edition (1963) 467
document edition (1963) 248

tropical cyclones of North Atlantic Ocean,
tracks and frequencies of hurricanes
and tropical storms, 1871-1963 (1965)
18842

victims, additional aid by increasing SBA
revolving fund, hearing (1965) 19302

warnings, description, precautions (1962)
22904

Hurrle, Donald R., relief (1964) 17499; (1965)
10430, 17362, 17803

Hurst, Vernon J.:

exploration for mineral deposits in

—

Habersham County, Ga (1965) 4230
White County, Ga (1965) 4231

Hurt, George J., jr.

blast effects of twin variable-cant rocket
nozzles on visibility during landing on
particle-covered surface (1965) 2874

rough-air effect on crew performance, simu-
lated low-altitude high-speed surveil-
lance mission (1963) 16398

Hurt, H.H., jr., aerodynamics for Naval avia-
tors (1965) 11602

Hurt, Leslie C, coffee situation (1963) 13981
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Husack, Ralph, eflfect of gamma radiation on
anthracite (1964) 9508

Husbandry, see Agriculture—Animals.
Husbands and wives:
budgeting for young couple, guide (1964)

16955
civil service retirement benefits, amend act

relative to annuities for surviving
spouses without deduction from original
annuities, hearings (1964) 19520

demographic characteristics of persons
married between Jan. 1955-June 1958,
age and order of marriage, etc (1965)
9899

food for young couple (1963) 27
good member relations team for coopera-

tives (1965) 18059
maintenance of former wife by husband ob-

taining foreign divorce report (1961)
17078

number in United States (1962) 13039
of veterans who are U.S. citizens, naturali-

zation benefits (1961) 9275
older brides and grooms, characteristics

(1963) 5040
property rights in D.C., amendments of

1961—
law (1961) 18638
reports (1961) 14284, 17026

unemployment. Mar. 1961 (1961) 15698
Huske, William O., Lock and Dam, see William

O. Huske Lock and Dam.
Huss, Carl R., parameter study of insertion

conditions for lunar missions (1965)
19944

Huss, Ralph E., United States Government
documents having general legal effect
(1964) 9629

Hust, J.G., thermodynamic property values for
gaseous and liquid carbon monoxide
(1964) 3050

Huston, Robert J.:

wind-tunnel measurements of performance,
blade motions, etc., of tandem-rotor con-
figurations, etc (1963) 19931

wing and flap loads of large scale V/STOL
model, wind tunnel investigation (1963)
11029

Hutchins, (ieorge R., relief (1962) 7144, 13391,
16697

Hutchinson, Gerald:
disability and old-age benefits in current-

payment status, by State, Dec. 31, 1962
(1965) 1615

payees for lump-sum death payments award-
ed (1965) 1619

Hutchinson, Joseph C, language laboratory,
how effective is it (1964) 14189

Hutchinson, Samuel J., Columbia River fishery
program (1965) 9148

Hutchinson, T.Q., private motor carriers of
exempt agricultural commodities, num-
ber, length of time in business, types,
and capacity of vehicles (1965) 7034

Hutchinson, Kans., petrography of evaporites
from Wellington formation (1965) 7796

Hutchison, Boyd A., snow accumulation and
disappearance influenced by big sage-
brush (1965) 12512

Hutchison, S. Blair:

address (1964) 12435
management for commercial timber, Clark

Fork unit, Mont (1963) 6487
Hutchison, V. Vern, selected list of Bureau of

Mines publications on petroleum and
natural gas, 1910-62 (1964) 21692

Hutt, William E., basic data on economy of
Islamic Republic of Mauritania (1963)
6594

Hutton, R.E., resonant, nonlinear, nonplanar
free surface oscillations of fluid (1963)
11073

Huygelen, Paul, and wife, relief (1962) 19212,
20790, 21005

Hwang Tai Shik, relief (1965) 15626, 19083,
19350

Hwang, William S., relief (1965) 14005
Hyacinth, see Water-hyacinth.
Hyaline membranes, see Membranes.
Hyalurhonidase, antirhonidase serum effect on

metastatic process of Brown-Pearce
carcinoma, USSR study (1962) 880

Hyang Na Lee, see Lee Hyang Na.
Hybovodstvo i rybolovstvo (periodical):
translations (1964) 18421

Hybridization:
animals and hybrids, comparison of radi-

osensitivity, USSR study (1964) 12760
cattle, comparisons of Sindhi-Jersey and

Sindhi-Holstein crosses with purebreds
(1961) 3724

mathematical models for determining combi-
native ability, USSR study (1965) 16457

pine, botanical descriptions of 40 artificial

hybrids (1965) 18899
pollination of non-emasculated flowers, bio-

logical characteristics of hybrids, USSR
study (1963) 5176

polvploids of remotely-related species, USSR
study (1965) 839

poplars, leafing-out date not indicative of
growth rate (1962) 606

sorghum hybrids, selection, USSR study
(1964) 12834

survival and growth of 12-year hybrid aspen
compared to native Wisconsin stock
(1963) 15569

swine, combining abilities in crosses among
6 inbred lines (1961) 3725

wheat, inter-and intra-generic hybrids, ex-

hibit of crosses between species (1961)
8271

white pine, western and eastern, growth and
performance (1963) 10214

Hyde, C, sinterable oxide powders and ceram-
ics made from them (1963) 9639

Hyde, Earl K., synthetic transuranium ele-

ments (1965) 4285
Hyde, Rosel H., addresses, etc (1964) 2310,

15888; (1965) 2124
Hyde Park, Vt., Vermont Asbestos Mines min-

ing and milling methods and costs (1962)
12372

Hvden, Harold J., Foote Creek and Dutton
Creek Formations (1965) 2234

Hyderabad, India, water vapor vertical distri-

bution, and comparison with mid-
latitude distribution (1963) 12951

Hydras, heat resistance, effect of maintenance
temperature, USSR study (1963) 14164

Hydrates:
alumina, and dilute fluoride solutions, used

in preparation of aluminum fluoride

(1964) 20500
calcium aluminates encountered in lime-soda

sinter process (1964) 5482
clathrate, structure, and related topics, bib-

liography (1965) 7824
crystalline, of ferrous sulfate, heats of for-

mation (1963) 16332
hydrates and hydrating agents, new proper-

ties (1964) 8800
Koppers hydrate process for saline water

conversion, experimental and engineer-

ing studies (1964) 10674; (1965) 11023
systems, thermodynamics and kinetics (1965)

7825
see also Gas hydrates.
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Hydraulic brake fluids, see Fluids.
Hydraulic brakes, see Brakes.
Hydraulic cement, see Cement.
Hydraulic engineering:
apparatus and techniques for measuring

bedload (1964) 19797
circular (1965) 9902
design of reservoir outlet structures, man-

ual (1964) 616
design of roadside drainage channels (1965)

13250
Rumanian Black Sea littoral problems, sym-

posium (1964) 8859
trapezoidal flume models at San Dimas,

study (1965) 2170
see also Locks (hydraulic engineering).

Hydraulic fluids, see Fluids.

Hydraulic fracture treatments in Glade and
Clarendon oil reservoirs, Warren Coun-
ty, Pa (1964) 14753

Hydraulic fracturing, see Petroleum.
Hydraulic machinery, hydraulic device pro-

vides accurate displacements to mi-

croinches (1965) 14794
Hydraulic mine filling:

percolation rate test for use in physical
property testing of mine backfill (1965)
1379

properties of hydraulic backfills and prelimi-

nary vibratory compaction tests (1964)
14759, 18680

Hydraulic mining, see Coal mines and mining.
Hydraulic power amplifiers (1964) 81
Hydraulic presses, laboratory preparation of

fish press cake (1963) 8274
Hydraulic pressure indicators, coal mining,

device for measuring pressure changes
(1965) 2821

Hydraulic spray applications of insecticides
for control of slash pine cone and seed
insects (1964) 18084

Hydraulic systems:
automation, pneumatic-hydraulic, USSR

seminars (1963) 5347; (1964) 7210
corroded units performance, investigation,

USSR study (1963) 5145
long line, dynamic response, experimental

determination (1961) 2583
piping for power transmission equipment,

cleaning and protecting, military stand-
ard (1964) 10450

protect installations from overgrowth of

Dreissena, USSR study (1963) 12515
Hydraulic turbines, see Turbines.
Hydraulics:

agricultural watersheds, annual maximum
flows (1961) 16072

analysis of circular culverts, electronic
computer program (1965) 16840

and geologic factors, effects on streamflow
of Yakima River basin (1964) 4807

backfill systems, design, friction-head loss-

es

—

barite and limestone slurries during pipe-
line transport (1962) 22511

sand slurries during pipeline transport
(1962) 22510

basic studies with forced flow boiling water,
progress report (1961) 5394

bridge waterways (1961) 1451
capacity charts for design of highway cul-

verts (1965) 9902
characteristics of NASA Plum Brook reac-

tor, measuring techniques (1963) 16367
Committee on Tidal Hydraulics

—

reports (1965) 9070, 12415
technical bulletins (1961) 17202; (1963)

13877

Hydraulics—Continued
construction of Orlik hydraulic development

in Czechoslovakia (1965) 12710
cooling reservoirs, design, USSR study

(1964) 18364
depth-discharge relations in alluvial chan-

nels, bed roughness effect (1962) 9743
depth-discharge relations of alluvial

streams, discontinuous rating curves
(1961) 7528

depth of flow, effect on discharge of bed
material (1961) 12796

design of spillways, engineering manual
(1965) 12412

design of stilling basins and energy dissipa-
tors (1964) 9743

design series (1961) 1451, 9697; (1965) 13250
discharge ratings for streams at submerged

section controls (1964) 18150
electrochemical potentials and iron content

relation to ground-water flow patterns
(1965) 9273

energy losses associated with abrupt en-

largements in pipes (1961) 9256
flood-plain planning, aspects (1962) 637
flood-routing methods and unsteady flow in

channels, bibliography and discussion
(1964) 18140

flow characteristics of Elkhorn River near
Waterloo, Nebr (1962) 15644

flow through openings in width constrictions
(1962) 5306

fluvial, comprehensive study (1961) 9257
geometry of small tidal estuary (1963) 15612
ground water hydraulics (series) (1961)

12798-799; (1962) 9744, 13878, 21834-835;
(1963) 2353, 19322; (1964) 2424

gunner's mates, trainee's guide (1962) 18353
highway culverts, conventional (1962) 1789
horizontal drains in plumbing systems, in-

vestigation (1965) 1498
lay-flat irrigation tubing (1964) 19103
Mississippi River (1962) 17128
model investigations

—

Allegheny dam, spillway and sluices (1963)
10092

Amistad Dam, Rio Grande, Mexico and
U.S., spillway (1964) 19662

Arkansas River

—

navigation channel (1962) 21698
navigation sedimentation conditions

(1963) 15457
overflow embankments (1964) 14212

Barkley Lock and Dam (1965) 18050
Barnhart Island-Cornwall Island reach,

St. Lawrence River, navigation improve-
ments (1961) 17213

Belleville Locks and Dam, spillway (1965)
18049

Big Bend Dam, Missouri River, S. Dak.,
spillway (1962) 17433

Carlyle Dam, Kaskaskia River, 111 (1961)
12600

central and southern Florida wat-
er-control project (1964) 642

Columbia lock and dam, Chattahoochee
River, Ga. and Ala.

—

navigation conditions (1961) 17212
spillway and stilling basin (1962) 2440

Conneaut Harbor, Ohio, navigation im-
provement (1963) 6378

Dardanelle Lock and Dam (1961) 4169
intake studies (1961) 14815

DeGray Dam, Caddo River, Ark., outlet
works (1965) 18047

Duluth-Superior Harbor, wave action and
breakwater location (1963) 4874

Eufaula Dam Spillway (1961) 19273
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Hydraulics—Continued
model investigations—Continued

Greenup Locks and Dam, spillway (1961)

14814
Hilo Harbor tsunami

—

pilot study (1965) 10784
selection and design of bore generator

(1965) 14217
Hoosic River, North Adams, Mass., flood

control (1962) 17432
hurricane barriers, Wareham-Marion,
Mass (1965) 527

John Redmond Dam, Grand (Neosho) Riv-

er, Kans., spillway (1963) 2227
Jonesville Lock filling and emptying sys-

tem (1965) 14218
Kahului Harbor, breakwater repair (1964)

8520
Lorain Harbor, breakwater and naviga-

tion entrance (1963) 13887
low-head, navigation dam, Arkansas Riv-

er, Ark., spillway (1964) 21282
Marina del Rey, Venice, Calif., reduction

of wave action (1965) 6145
Maxwell and Opekiska Locks and Dams

(1962) 500
Maxwell Locks and Dam (1965) 6146
Miraflores Dam, Panama Canal Zone,
spillway modifications (1965) 4683

Mississippi River, new Lock no. 19, culvert
tainter valves (1961) 12598

New Cumberland Locks and Dam (1962)

5138
Oahe Dam, Missouri River, S. Dak.

—

outlet works (1961) 5953
spillway (1964) 19663

Ohio River, Kentucky and Indiana, Mary-
land Locks and Dam, spillway (1961)
12599

Pike Island Locks and Dam, Ohio River
(1962) 5139
navigation conditions (1961) 19274

protection of Narragansett Bay from hur-

ricane surges (1965) 526
Red Rock Dam, Des Moines River, Iowa,
spillway and sluices (1965) 9071

Siuslaw River, Oreg., stability of south
jetty (1963) 15458

Southwest Pass, Mississippi River, plans
for reducing shoaling (1965) 19590

stilling well energy dissipator (1963) 10091

Stockton Dam, Sac River, Mo., spillway
(1965) 18046

Waterways Experiment Station capabili-
ties for resolution of problems (1964)
629

wave action and breakwater location. Half
Moon Bay Harbor, Half Moon Bay,
Calif (1965)4684

Mokelumne River surges in natural stream
channels (1961) 10692

navigation of river channels (1962) 5309
physiographic and hvdraulic studies of riv-

'
ers (series) (1961) 4312; (1962) 2525;
(1963) 15612, 17528; (1964) 10642, 12510;
(1965) 10986

properties of earth materials (series) (1964)
819; (1965) 14417

properties of water-bearing materials, Otero
and Crowley Counties, Colo (1965) 18223

prototype analysis. Waterways Experiment
Station capabilities (1964) 633

prototype tests, Fort Randall Dam
flood-control tunnel 10 (1963) 13866

research in United States (1961) 17738;
(1962) 24007; (1963) 16418; (1964) 16738;
(1965) 18609

Hydraulics—Continued
research in Yugoslavia, 1954-62, review of

development (1963) 20875
rivers (series) (1961) 9256, 10692; (1962)

5306; (1964) 21357
stream channels composed of coarse nonco-

hesive sands, factors controlling size and
shape (1963) 2525

studies of flow in alluvial channels (series)

(1961) 7528, 12796; (1962) 9743, 15644
surface irrigation, proceedings of ARS-SCS

workshop (1961) 45
theory and application of rating curves for

section controls (1964) 18150
tidal—
and related phenomena, present state of
knowledge of factors affecting, evalua-
tion (1965) 12415

bibliography, supplement (1965) 9070
hydraulics, engineering manual (1965)

16118
problems in U.S., encountered bv Corps of
Engineers (1963) 13877

tide-affected streams, discharge measure-
ments, empirical method of determining
(1963) 15617

transitions for small canals, design (1964)
11593

types of flow in open channels (1962) 15528
USSR use of electronic computers (1964)

10885
water flow in natural channels, surface pro-

files, computer program (1965) 10027
Hydrazides, spasmodic, experimental analysis,

Hungarian study (1962) 7777
Hydrazine:
ammonia mixture performance in

100-pound-thrust rocket engine, investi-

gation (1961) 4845
catalytic decomposition over nickel sulfide

and its solid solutions, USSR studv
(1961) 15258

derivatives of thiophene and oxazole. East
German study (1962) 7825

exchange gas chromatography used in iden-

tification of carbonvls in cigar smoke
(1961) 13763

hydrocarbon vapor mixtures, limits of

flammability (1964) 16646
liquid, effect of pressure on rate of burning,

decomposition with flame (1965) 6742
nitrogen tetroxide reaction, mechanism and

chemical inhibition (1963) 11475
phenvl-, clinical aspects of acute intoxica-

tion, USSR study (1962) 22203
preparing anhydrous hvdrazine (II), simple

method, East German study (1962) 7883
pyridoxal phosphate method for determining

concentrations of 1, 1-dimethvlhydrazine
inrats'tissues (1962) 10917

supercooling (1965) 13149
toxicity in mice, structural requirements of

nitrogenous substances which have
protective effects (1965) 17019

use as propellant in performance of small
rocket motors, investigation (1962) 1692

X-irradiation (1964) 18778
preliminary study (1962) 8516

Hydrides:
diatomic, ideal gas thermodynamic functions

and isotope exchange functions (1961)
11442

transition metals (1963) 1819
volatile, mass spectra (1962) 8957

Hvdroacoustical station Paltus. USSR (1964)
12592, 15996

Hydroacoustics, see Sound.
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Hydroaeroionization:
effect on air microflora, USSR study (1962)

1279
problems in USSR (1962) 2748

Hydrobiology, see Limnology—Marine biology.

Hydrocarbons:
achievements in geological research, Ruma-

nian study (1964) 21464
air-mixtures explosion limits, USSR study

(1961) 2366
air pollution, chromathermographic method

for separate identification, USSR study
(1962) 20027

analyzer, development for nuclear subma-
rine atmospheres (1964) 13345

aromatic, content of nuclear submarine
atmospheres (1965) 13150

catalytic oxidation (1963) 3051
chemical thermodynamic properties (1962)

3289
chlorinated

—

effects on substrate-linked phosphoryla-
tion (1963) 16866

pesticides, identification and measurement
in surface water (1964) 20758

combustion, theory, USSR study (1961)
10914

destruction by microbes (1962) 17704
fuel mixture burned in air with results for

ethylene-air and methane-air mixtures,
thermodynamic, transport and flow
properties of combustion products, erra-
ta (1962) 6272; (1963) 11461; (1965)
11461

fuels

—

rapid solidification, study (1965) 9975
under static and dynamic conditions,

flammability and autoignition (1962)
14436

with red fuming nitric acid in rocket en-
gine, combustion rates study (1961)
17683

gaseous oxidation, adaptation of individual
species of saprophytic microflora, USSR
study (1963) 17701

gaseous paraffinic, pyrolysis in salt bath for
production of ethylene (1961) 19485

hydrazine vapor mixtures, limits of flamma-
bility (1964) 16646

hydrocarbon-oxidizing bacteria research.
East Germany study (1963) 8459

hydrocarbon-type relationships of Eastern
and Western Hemisphere high-sulfur
crude oils (1964) 21712

hydrocarbons and related substances, chemi-
cal thermodynamic properties (1961)
19842

jet fuel, autoignition (1965) 14715
light, added to oils and gas-condensate

fluids, effect on cricondenbar and other
phase-boundary pressures (1962) 8470

microbiology, problems, USSR study (1965)
16535

mixture, mass spectrometric determination
of aliphatic and aromatic content in

atmospheres of submarine boats (1965)
13172

platforming catalyst reactions with use of
dual properties. Communist China (1961)
19478

platforming reactions, mechanism and kinet-
ics, Communist China (1961) 19478

polycyclic, aromatic, oxidation, review of
literature (1965) 19958

producing from oil, natural gas, oil shale,
and tar sands deposits in U.S., potential
of nuclear explosives (1964) 13110

radiation thermal cracking (1963) 18517

Hydrocarbons—Continued
removal from automotive exhaust using

promoted uranium catalyst (1964) 1441
solid and derivatives, X-ray powder diffrac-

tion patterns (1963) 20941
soluble cerium and iron compounds, prepara-

tion and properties (1962) 12564
spontaneous ignition, effect of chemical

structure (1961) 5015
vapor phase oxidation in low-temperature

coal tar (1963) 10955
very rich air flames, carbon formation (1962)

18220
see also Aromatic compounds.

Hydrochemistry:
all-Union hydrochemical conference (1962)

2927
Aral Sea, USSR study (1962) 885
development in Communist China, study

(1963) 8682
method used in prospecting for ore deposits

(1963) 10803
Hydrochloric acid, heat of solution of cerium

metal (1963) 3100
Hydrocooling, see Cooling.
Hydrocooling vegetables, practical guide to

predicting final temperatures and cool-

ing times (1964) 1708
Hydrocortisone:

excretion with urine of 17-hydroxy-
corticosteroids and 5-hydroxyindo-
leacetic acid in pilots, USSR study (1964)
8881

intramuscular ACTH test based on parotid
fluid free 17-hydroxycorticosteroid levels

(1964) 17013
oral dosage, corticosteroids in human paro-

tid fluid following (1963) 9631
serum and urine 17-hydroxycorticosteroid

stress patterns in dental patients, re-

sponses in impaction patients (1962)
14790

serum free 17-hydroxycorticosteroid stress
patterns in dental patients administered
local anesthetic (1962) 10919

Hydrocracking low-temperature tar from
North Dakota lignite (1963) 10966

Hydrocyanic acid, residual, determination in
commodities (1964) 763

Hydrocyclones

—

clay beneficiation (1963) 16345
metallurgical industry, USSR (1963) 14261

Hydrodynamic wave tube (1964) 1738
Hydrodynamic waves, see Magnetohydrody-

namics.
Hydrodynamics:
and aerodynamic characteristics of model of

supersonic multijet water-based aircraft
equipped with supercavitating hydro-
foils (1962) 12430

and heat engineering (1961) 181
boiling heat transfer in tubes, problems

(1961) 11780

calculation of orographic cloudiness in sta-

ble and unstable atmosphere, USSR
study (1963) 10820

characteristics of model of 500,000-pound
high-subsonic multijet logistics trans-
port seaplane (1961) 7958

collected papers of Sir Thomas Havelock
(1965) 18674

equations

—

difference method for numerical calcula-
tion of discontinuous solutions, USSR
study (1961) 2400

forecasting atmospheric pressure fields,

USSR study (1964) 4960
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Hydrodynamics—Continued
eq uations—Continued

tides, numerical solution by means of

BESM-2 electronic computer for Pacific

area, USSR study (1965) 11079
equilibrium hydrodynamic variables behind

primary and reflected shock waves in

argon and nitrogen (1965) 13053
forecasting of pressure fields in mid-level of

atmosphere for entire sphere of earth
considering orography, USSR study
(1964) 6884

gross load effects on hydrodynamic charac-
teristics of high-subsonic mine-laying
seaplane (1962) 10488

liquid propellant sloshing in mobile tanks of
arbitrary shape (1965) 9620

naval

—

high-performance ships, symposium (1962)
20204

symposiums (1961) 4998; (1964) 18851
pulsed water jet, use for destruction of

rocks, results (1964) 8993
sloshing forces and moments on cylindrical

tank, nonlinear analysis (1965) 9619
stability of sloshing modes under transla-

tional and rotational excitation, analy-
sis (1965) 9618

structure of Mach lines in relaxing media,
USSR study (1961) 11123

Hydroelasticitv, naval hydrodynamics sympo-
sium (1964) 18851

Hydroelectric power, see Electricity.

Hydroelectric power plants, see Electric power
plants.

Hydroenergetic utilization of small rivers of

Ukraine (1962) 14299
Hydrofluoric acid, separation of tantalum

from columbium by hydrofluoric
acid-sulfuric acid-methyl isobutyl ketone
system (1961) 21196

Hydrofoils:
bibliography (1965) 4414
flutter at low mass ratios (1961) 9590
foreign-built vessels, permit use to coast-

wide trade of Puerto Rico, hearings
(1961) 1888

high-speed, with parabolic thickness distri-

bution and aspect ratio of 3 hydrody-
namic characteristics (1961) 6396

Maritime Administration program (1961)
7387; (1962) 14409

supercavitating

—

equipment, for aircraft, supersonic multi-
jet water-based model (1962) 12430

operating near free water surface, investi-

gation (1962) 1695
Hydrogasification of bituminous coals, lignite,

anthracite, and char (1963) 3083
Hydrogasification of high-volatile A bitumi-

nous coal (1964) 7453
Hydrogen:

absorption spectra of H2 in vacuum ultravi-
olet region

—

B'-X, B"-X, D-X and D'-X bands (1965)
7106

Lyman and Werner bands (1965) 122
activated adsorption of Ni surfaces, USSR

study (1961) 2369
air mixtures detonation, USSR study (1961)

4629
and nitrogen flowing through tungsten wire

mesh at temperatures to 5200° R,

heat-transfer and pressure drop correla-
tions (1965) 14847

and uranium, high-temperature mixtures,
viscosities and difFusivities (1965) 11405

atom, theory of 2s and 2p excitation induced
by electron impact (1964) 13220

Hydrogen—Continued
atomic inelastic scattering, comparison of

approximations (1965) 13052
atoms, stability of titanium nitride and ti-

tanium carbide (1961) 15809
atmosphere to 1,000 pounds pressure, effect

on low-temperature carbonization of
coal (1961) 13451

boiling heat transfer (1965) 18617
to liquid hydrogen in forced flow (1962)
20131

calculation of stationary bond energy of H2
molecule (1962) 9838

catalytic reduction of carbon monoxide v^^th

hydrogen (1964) 14773
chemically frozen expansion, rocket per-

formance (1964) 3029

choking 2-phase flow literature summary
and idealized design solutions (1963)
18191

combustion at 20 atmospheres, related to
ultraviolet radiation (1965) 2895

composition, opacity, and thermodynamic
properties at high temperatures tables
(1964) 5502

cooling cone by ejection from its apex at
Mach 7 (1964) 20604

cost estimates of processes for separating
mixtures of methane and hydrogen
(1964) 20506

cryogenic, heat-transfer characteristics
from 1000 to 2500 psia flowing upward
in uniformly heated straight tubes
(1965) 16711

cryopumping in vacuum chambers is aided
by catalytic oxidation of hydrogen
(1964) 14803

cryopumping technique (1961) 13518

detonation waves formation in

—

hydrogen-oxygen mixture (1964) 9604
stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixture,

high-speed photographic investigation
(1964) 11393

deuterium exchange in heterogeneous phase
through ion exchange, Hungarian study
(1962) 9814

diffusion in carbon steels, effect of carbon
content, USSR study (1964) 11003

dissociating, calculation of transport prop-
erties and heat-transfer parameters,
errata (1962) 23990; (1963) 7244

effect on stress-rupture and fatigue proper-
ties of iron-, nickel-and cobalt-base alloy

(1963) 1287
effect on structural transformations in ti-

tanium alloys, USSR study (1963) 7046
electromagnetic wave propagation in cold,

collisionless atomic hydrogen plasma
(1964) 11379

electron-hydrogen phase shifts just below
inelastic threshold, errata (1963) 12861,
18138

electron-hydrogen scattering, nonadiabtic
theory (1962) 16050; (1963) 14550

emission spectra from high-pressure hydro-
gen-oxygen combustion (1962) 18270

exhaustion in evolution of massive stars
through onset of carbon burning (1964)
9613

film boiling heat-transfer coefficients ob-

tained in forced flow, correlation study
(1964) 13230

flames

—

OH radicals in low-pressure region, USSR
study (1961) 2370

sampling measurements downstream
(1963) 1308

spectrum, USSR study (1961) 2367
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Hydrogen—Continued
frequency ranges for existence in cold, colli-

sionless hydrogen plasma (1964) 11403
fuel for turbojet-engine

—

effect of combustion gas properties on
performance (1963) 1259

performance and operation at high alti-

tudes (1963) 1260
performance of short turbojet combustor

in quarter-annulus duct (1963) 10976
fused fluoride coatings as solid lubricants

(1964) 16686
gaseous

—

ramjet engine fuel

—

evaluation (1961) 9501
investigation at Mach number 3 (1963)
3106

single fuel-vaporizing combustor with in-

jectors adapted for (1963) 10975
with liquid-oxygen jet, oscillatory combus-

tion (1965) 8127
handling equipment handbook, supplement

(1962) 14791
heat transfer

—

fluid-flow computations, formulation and
digital coding (1963) 12854

friction data at surface temperatures up
to 5600° R (1964) 11407

helium vapor-liquid system, thermodynamic
consistency of solubility data (1962)
18291

high pressure atmosphere for oxygen com-
bustion, relation to radiation processes
(1965) 2889

high-temperature, in rocket nozzles,
heat-transfer effects, analysis (1965)
6756

ignition, calculations of lower limit as func-
tion of temperature from spectroscopic
measurements of hydroxyl group, USSR
study (1961) 10819

laminar and turbulent heat transfer and
friction over parallel plates at 5000° R
(1964) 18763

liquid

—

aircraft-fuel-tank design (1963) 10973
control of hazards at experimental facili-

ties, review (1965) 17098
flowing through heated tube, heat transfer
and pressure drop characteristics (1961)
9565

flowmeter calibration facility, preliminary
calibrations (1961) 21210

fuel tank insulation, launch vehicles,
study under ground-hold conditions
(1965) 6730

gas generators, performance and operat-
ing problems (1962) 12443

handling equipment, handbook (1961)
5304A

hazardous research equipment, design and
operation procedures (1962) 13006

hazards associated with use in bubble
chambers (1963) 20966

hydrogen under simulated zero gravity
conditions, photographic study (1963)
11013

integrated hot wire-still well liquid level

sensor system (1964) 1474
nuclear heating (1965) 14852
nuclear radiation transfer and heat depo-

sition rates (1962) 18256
obtaining stationary magnetic fields in

coils cooled by (1961) 8372
orbital storage (1961) 17714
ortho- and para-hydrogen, measurement of

effects of fast-neutron radiation on con-
version (1965) 5191

Hydrogen—Continued
liquid—Continued
pool heating over range of accelerations,
study (1965) 6678

production and handling hazards (1961)
6281

propellant tank, internally insulated fila-

ment wound, design and fabrication
(1965) 1393

refractive index and dispersion (1965)
19964

S-IV all systems vehicle explosion (1964)
20567

storage problems for unmanned nuclear-
powered Mars vehicles (1962) 6271

subcooling, ground facility requirements
(1962) 16044

subscale internally insulated fiber-glass
propellant tank, evaluation (1965) 19941

tanks of boost vehicles, sealed-foam, con-
strictive-wrapped, external insulation
system (1965) 8094

temperature of Centaur flight vehicle, bal-
loon tank skin strain measurements
(1965) 18526

temperatures, evaluation of adhesives for
sealing metallic and plastic films (1965)
5160

molecular, intensity of singlet and triplet
lines (1965) 2880

montmorillonite, dual acidity and structure
(1963) 14023

negative molecular ions absorption and
emission of energy, Rumanian study
(1962) 7704

neutral

—

behavior, in C stellarator discharges
(1965) 10173

between galactic longitudes 200° and 265°
(1962) 22795

effect of thermal escape on distribution in
earth's thermosphere (1965) 18547

in earth's environs and in interplanetary
space (1964) 2699

normal, thermodynamic properties from low
temperature to 300 K and from 1 to 100
atmospheres tabulated (1963) 1331

nuclei, in 1960 solar cosmic ray event (1963)
11051

organic compounds, electroanalytical meth-
od for determination (1962) 1980

ortho-para composition, thermodynamic
properties from low temperatures to
540°R and from 10 to 1500 psia, tabula-
tion (1962) 22613

overvoltage

—

and electrochemical potentials of zirconi-
um and zirconium intermetallics (1963)
18571

on metallic single crystals, research (1962)
10928; (1963) 11473

oxidation at low pressures, effect of chain
cleavage on walls of container, USSR
study (1961) 10913

oxidation retardant in gas-cooled systems
(1962) 18230

oxygen-hydrogen-helium mixtures, combus-
tion tests at loading pressures up to
8,000 pounds per square inch (1963)
19918

oxygen reaction

—

effects of concentration and vibrational
relaxation on induction period (1965)
2888, 9693

ignition kinetics, analytic solutions (1965)
2890

parahydrogen, thermodynamic and related
properties (1965) 14875
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Hydrogen—Continued
partial wave calculation of diatomic mole-

cule (HeH) + + (1965) 19933
plasma, inductive and capacitive radiofre-

quency heating in magnetic field (1965)
6753

positron-hydrogen scattering (1963) 16386
potential of platinum electrode at low par-

tial pressures (1965) 13203
precooled, heat-transfer data at surface

temperatures up to 5300° R (1965) 5195
production by steam-iron process (1962)

6237
graphite, rates between 1550° and 2260°

(1965) 8118
iron and iron compounds (1961) 4823
oxygen atoms with, spectrometric investi-

gations (1965) 5226
platinum electrode in acid solution, kinet-

ics (1965) 6839
seven atmospheres, economic evaluation

(1962) 23981
recombination of atom in adsorbed layer,

USSR study (1961) 925
reduction of galena and sphalerite (1965)

16595
resistance-heated thrustors, research (1964)

11408
resonance, scattering at Lyman-alpha by

atomic hydrogen cell (1964) 13221
rotating galactic arms and leading-edge

shock waves in H-III (1965) 11480
spontaneous chain ignition with oxygen in

shock waves, USSR study (1964) 14444
stability of refractory compounds in hydro-

gen and their compatibility with tung-
sten (1961) 11416

Stark broadening of hydrogen and hydro-
genic neutral and ionized helium lines in

plasma (1965) 13108
Stark profile measurement of Lyman-a and

Lyman-B lines (1964) 5608
storage, servicing, transfer, and handling

(1963) 1742
suppressing ignition under flow conditions,

effectiveness of various agents (1965)
2912

surface tensions of normal and para hydro-
gen (1965) 18620

thermodynamic properties

—

from room temperature to 100,000° K
(1962) 6290

Mollier chart, 300° K to 20,000° K (1964)
11359

transport properties for hydrogen-oxygen
system (1964) 18727

two-phase density measurements by thermal
neutron attenuation (1965) 14819

see also Parahydrogen.
Hydrogen bombs:
detonation of 50-megaton device, excerpt

from Khrushchev's report (1962) 4585
United States views on ban-the-bomb resolu-

tion (1962) 20477
Hydrogen fluoride wet offgas, use in producing

aluminum fluoride, research studies
(1961) 15754

Hydrogen-ion-concentration:
association with wetwood in trees (1961)

17298
field measurement of pH (1964) 4805
luminescent examination of fluorchromized

cells at different pH values, USSR study
(1964) 7074

shrimp, iced for quality index (1962) 15587
Hydrogen ions:

atomic production in low-pressure radiofre-

quencv discharge, increased with 2-step
process (1965) 13057

Hydrogen ions—Continued

sputtering, effects on total hemispherical
emittance of metallic surfaces (1963)
5598

Hydrogen isotopes:
embrittlement of high strength steels, study

(1961) 11745
heavy, deuterium and tritium, properties,

etc., USSR study (1963) 20779
ideal gas thermodynamic functions and iso-

tope exchange for diatomic hydrides,
deuterides, and tritides (1961) 11442

water analysis (1961) 5337
Hydrogen-oxygen, rocket thrust chambers,

theoretical performance (1962) 14488
Hydrogen peroxide:

catalyst beds for 98-percent-concentration
H2O2 (1963) 14558

effect on germination

—

loblolly and slash pine seed (1962) 17601
western conifers (1961) 669

injection for thrust augmentation, after-
burner performance (1961) 17676

superperoxides, preparation (1961) 11738
systems containing organic substances,

flammability and detonabilitv studies
(1962) 1640

Hydrogen sulfide:

reactions of iron and iron compounds (1961)
4823

removal from synthesis gas with iron oxide
at elevated pressure (1962) 18223

removing with hot-carbonate process, pilot-

plant studies (1962) 6227
therapy in treating nervous illnesses, USSR

study (1964) 20411
Hydrogenation:

catalyst, for beta radiation evaluation, in-

terim technical status report (1965)
17110

catalytic, and polymerization of acetylene-
hydrogen mixtures, synthesis of isobuty-
lene (1961) 10926

coal

—

gaseous hydrocarbons (1962) 18225
in batch autoclave (1965) 6588
irradiated (1962) 18222
relative activity of impregnated and mixed
molybdenum catalysts (1962) 14453

short retention times (1962) 3339
unconventional methods (1964) 13108

coal tar, low-temperature and related mate-
rials, summary of literature (1962) 3291

destructive, on catalytic activity of molyb-
denum oxide catalysts, USSR study
(1961) 10925

iron-catalyzed, phenyl ether, benzyl ether,
and phenyl sulfide (1963) 7216

New Mexico coal, at short residence and
high temperature (1964) 14752

oils derived from coal and oil shale, va-
por-phase (1965) 5083

pitch from low-temperature carbonization of

coal (1963) 3082
reactions of 2-methylindole, carbazole, ben-

sonitrile, and 2-styrylquinoline, Com-
munist China (1961) 19490

reduction of coal by lithium-ethylenediamine
and reaction of model compounds with
metal-amine systems (1965) 9549

vapour-phase catalysis, evaluation of catal-
ytic activity, Communist China (1961)
19489

Hydrogeochemistry:
reconnaissance for uranium in Stanley area,

south-central Idaho (1962) 23048
Truckee Meadows area, Washoe County,

Nev., evaluation (1964) 18151
Bulgaria, tasks (1964) 5266
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Hydrogeochemistry—Continued
census work in limestone kai'st areas, expe-

riences (1962) 2829A
Communist China

—

coal fields in southwest, discussion (1962)
2993

karst coal fields, Szechwan Province, hy-
drogeologic exploration methods (1962)
5711

translations (1961) 17368; (1962) 759, 767,
774, 837, 1020, 1168, 2593, 2596, 2600,
2611, 2623, 2980. 5681

Communist Chinese institute, growth since
establishment of country (1962) 766

Grand Prairie region. Ark (1964) 4809
Hua-hai-tzu Basin, western part of

Chiu-ch'uan, Kansu Province, Commun-
ist China (1962) 5746

Humboldt River Valley near Winnemucca,
Nev (1964) 15963

Huntington-Smithtown area, Suffolk County,
N Y (1964) 10655

hydrogeology and engineering geology
(Chinese periodical), translations (1962)
2640, 2641

Karamai and Wu-erh-ho area. Communist
China (1962) 5682

layer sampling for water-bearing horizons,
USSR study (1964) 1247

Ma-tsung Mountain area of Kansu, summa-
ry of conditions. Communist China
(1962) 2825

Middle Canyon, Oquirrh Mountains, Utah
(1963) 19324

Nanchin Pass in San-hsia, information on
condition for dam areas Communist
China (1962) 2829A

Navajo Lake, Kane County, Utah (1964)
21355

northwestern Nassau and northeastern
Queens Counties, N Y (1964) 6816

prospective, applying radioactive well sur-
veying. Communist China (1962) 2993

reconnaissance of Poro Point and vicinity,
Luzon Island, Philippines (1964) 15955

research, Communist China (1962) 5851
San Nicolas Island, Calif., hydrogeologic

reconnaissance (1963) 6562
selected translations from Shui-wen Ti-chih

Kung-ch'eng Ti-chih (1961) 15077, 19647
spring in glacial terrane near Ashland, Ohio

(1962) 2536
stations in USSR, distribution (1961) 1011
Truckee Meadows area, Washoe County,

Nev., evaluation (1964) 18151
see also Radiohydrogeology.

Hydrograph Laboratory, computer program
USHL no. 2 (1965) 10027

Hydrographic manual (1963) 11673
Hydrographic Office:

chart correction lists (1961) 726; (1962)
11906, 24036

H.O. publications (1961) 727-736, 2063,
4322-32, 6193-6201, 7533-35, 9272-74,
10702-704, 12809-816, 14986-992,
17340-345, 19439-445, 20843-849; (1962)
659-668, 2544-47, .5312-18, 7480-83,
9759-60, 11907, 13889-893, 15650,
17636-643, 19583-587, 21849-853,
24028-35

name change

—

law (1962) 16759
reports (1961) 16670; (1962) 15376

Hydrography:
details shown on Polish topographical maps

(1964)12790
investigations in shallow sea bordering

Communist China, problem concerning
(1962) 2802

Hydrography—Continued
manual (1961) 3978
Naples, Fla., area (1961) 9151
river hydraulics, surges in natural stream

channels (1961) 10692
Hydrology:
Agua Caliente Spring, Palm Springs, Calif

(1963) 8346
Anchorage area, Alaska (1964) 15965
and biotic characteristics of grazed and

ungrazed watersheds, Badger Wash Ba-
sin, Colo., 1953-58 (1964) 4804

and geology of Guam, Mariana Islands (se-
ries) (1962) 19572; (1963) 1.5611

aquifer systems (series) (1965) 9273
aquifer systems, Memphis area, Tenn (1964)

19801
Arkansas River Valley (1965) 18223
Babylon-Islip area, Suffolk County, Long

Island, N Y (1964) 18147
Beaver Creek basin, influences of strip min-

ing (1964) 10643
Birmingham red-iron-ore district, Ala., stud-

ies (1965) 18210
Box Creek Basin, Wyo., effects of water

spreading (1962) 2533
Bulgaria (1964) 5266; (1965) 2287
Bunker Hill Air Force Base and vicinity

Peru, Ind (1963) 19323
California storms, meteorology (1963) 7515
career professional positions, examination

announcement (1964) 21060
Cecil and Lloyd soil series. Piedmont forests

(1963) 6519
Chekiang Province decade of work (1961)

9293
Claiborne Group, western Tennessee (1965)

18226
closed lakes (1962) 5304
Communist China

—

articles (1962) 1100
hydrological testing results (1961) 10861
work (1961) 7639

conditions in Wheatland Flats area, Platte
County, Wyo (1964) 19804

contributions to hydrology

—

Africa and Mediterranean region (series)
(1963) 14037; (1964) 6823-24; (1965) 2250

Asia and Oceania (series) (1962) 2535;
(1963) 17530; (1964) 815, 12518, 15955,
21358

Latin America and Antilles (series) (1963)
614, 15619; (1964) 820

contributions to hydrology of U.S. (series)
(1961) 7530, 9260-61, 14973, 12800-802;
(1962) 640, 2534, 2536, 5309, 7475, 9745,
11896-897, 13881, 21842. 23595-596;
(1963) 609, 613, 2354, 2356, 5025, 5031,
5037-38, 6562-63, 6565-66, 8340-43
8347-51, 8355-56, 10297, 10299, 12232,
12235-236, 14033-36, 15620, 17532,
19323-329, 20741, 20742, 20744; (1964)
818, 821-25, 827-28, 2427-28, 2433-34,
4813-15, 4824, 6815, 6819-21, 6825-26,
8780, 8783, 10651, 10655-657, 10661,
12528-529, 14356-357, 15958, 15965-966,
15968-969, 18149-152, 19793, 19800-803,
21360-362; (1965) 742, 9276-77, 10999,
12555, 12558-.560, 14420, 16328-330,
1822.5-228, 19679-681, 19683

contributions to stream-basin hydrology (se-
ries) (1962) 9739; (1964) 2422, 21355;
(1965) 729, 6338

correlation procedure for augmenting hv-
drologic data (1965) 730

effects of urbanization on hydrologic regi-
men (1961) 14976

Elk River, Minn., nuclear-reactor site (1963)
14016
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Hydrology—Continued

field manual for research in agricultural

hydrologv (1962) 14739
flood hydrology (series) (1962) 9747-48;

(1963) 2355; (1964) 12515; (1965) 18217

flood-plain planning, aspects (1962) 637

Fort Belvoir, Va., area, 1954-55, investiga-

tion (1961) 10697
frequency distributions, techniques for fit-

ting to hydrologic data (1964) 9931

Furnace Creek Wash area. Death Valley

National Monument, Calif., reconnaiss-

ance (1964) 21361
Geologic Survey research (1963) 14026,

20737; (1964) 8772, 14347, 19790; (1965)

738,4867,6345,18215
geology and hydrology of Guam, Mariana

Islands (series) (1963) 19316; (1964)

10640, 14340, 19784
geometry, Thailand, ground mobility (1963)

13888
Georgia Nuclear Laboratory, Dawson Coun-

ty, Ga., hydrologic investigation at site

(1965) 2223
glacial stream. White River, Mount Rainier,

Wash (1964) 4791

Glendo, Platte County, Wyo (1965) 10997

Glowegee Creek, eff'ects of waste water from
A.E.C. plant. West Milton, N.Y., 1958-61

(1965) 12560
ground water

—

electrical and radioactive well logging

application (1963) 14028

laboratory and field methods, bibliography

(1964) 12529
Hallam Nuclear Power Facility site (1963)

2341
Hartford Research Center, CANEL site,

Middletown, Conn (1965) 10979

Honey Creek basin, Collin and Grayson
Counties, Tex., watershed studies,

1953-59 (1964) 15967
Hungarian hydrological society, general

assembly, 1961 (1962) 5905
hydrologic data for experimental agricultur-

al watersheds (1964) 4213; (1965) 10076

hydrologic effects of land use (series) (1962)

2533; (1964) 4804
hydrologic effects of urban growth (series)

(1961) 14976; (1964) 18139
hydrological instrument-building, applica-

tion of FM information transmission,

USSR study (1965) 19787
hydrological service and studies, Soviet

Union (1962) 7596
hydrology monthly (Chinese periodical)

(1962) 2908, 3016, 5646, 5673

hydrology of aquifer systems (series) (1965)

12547
hydrology of public domain (series) (1963)

5026-28
hydrology of tidal streams (series) (1962)

21840
hydrology of volcanic-rock terranes (series)

(1964) 19783
influences of cabling juniper (1961) 20787

influences of strip mining (series) (1964)

4792, 10643
interior drainage of leveed urban areas, en-

gineering and design manual (1965)

16117
international conference of forecasting, in-

tra-bloc (1962) 13961
literature published in 1962, USSR (1964)

2749
Little Lost River Basin, Idaho, reconnais-

sance (1963) 10297
Little Plover River basin. Portage County,

Wis (1965) 19682

Hydrology—Continued

Maynard, Mass., ground-water of area

(1963) 2354
melt-water channels in southwestern Minne-

sota (1965) 18228
Memphis area, Tenn., Lichterman well field,

predicted effects of pumping (1965)

19683
meteorology and hydrology (USSR periodi-

cal), translations (1962) 831, 5992, 9908,

12026, 12057, 15892, 17941, 19957; (1963)

880, 1077, 2713, 5305, 8500, 8665, 10531,

14281, 15780, 16032, 17658; (1964) 1302,

11207; (1965) 836, 6487, 9316, 9371, 11188,

12600, 12698, 19777
mining hydrology (series) (1964) 2423, 6810;

(1965) 18210
multiphase fluids in porous media, review of

theories (1964) 4789
national network of bench marks, water

control and development, national pro-

grams, conservation networks series

(1962) 13873
Navajo Lake, Kane County, Utah (1964)

21355
numerical experiments, USSR study (1965)

2319
observations for hygienic purposes, USSR

study (1961) 2399
Pinto Basin, Joshua Tree National Monu-

ment, Calif., reconnaissance (1963) 5028

Piqua area, Ohio (1962) 2521
plotting positions for logarithmic-normal

frequency studies (1963) 18397

Poland, organization and activities of State

institute (1964) 922
Polish research (1964) 2737
prairie potholes, current studies (1963)

12227
production of mineral fuels and hydropower

in U.S. since 1800 (1963) 7211
progress, USSR studies (1964) 18442

Project Gnome, hydrologic studies (1962)

14866, 23046
public domain (series) (1961) 12795, 17334,

19420; (1962) 635, 2532, 13876, 15643;

(1963) 2352, 6561; (1964) 814; (1965)
14416

relationship of ice phase dates on some
lakes and rivers in western USSR (1964)

16553
research

—

short papers in hydrologic sciences (1961)

19417, 20816-817; (1962) 17630, 23591;

(1963) 6559
synopsis of results (1961) 20815; (1963)

608
Rumanian service (1965) 12758
San Bernardino area, Calif., features (1964)

8774
San Simon Basin, Ariz.

—

analysis and evaluation of data (1963)

10299
electrical-analog analysis of data (1965)

19681
scientific notes and summaries of investiga-

tions (1962) 11892; (1963) 6559

significance of 6 core holes in carbonate
rocks of Nevada test site (1962) 18731

snowmelt hydrology of Sierra Nevada
stream (1964) 6826

Soviet Union, survey (1962) 5454

statistical studies in hydrology (series)

(1963) 607, 5023, 6557, 10293; (1965) 730
stockrwater development

—

Ely grazing district, Nev (1963) 5026
public domain of western Utah (1963) 6561

Southeastern Idaho (1964) 814
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Hydrology—Continued
stream, related to optimum discharge for

king salmon spawning in northern Cali-

fornia Coast Ranges (1964) 14357
surface water, coastal basins of northern

California (1964) 12526
Sweden's institute, annual report (1962)

5644
synthesis in hydrology (series) (1965) 7804
Tampa Bay tributaries, hydrological char-

acteristics (1962) 19503
theoretical papers in hydrologic and geo-

morphic sciences (series) (1962) 11893,
23592

tidal streams (1961) 10697; (1963) 611, 15617;
(1964) 19791

tide-affected streams, discharge measure-
ments, empirical method of determining
(1963) 15617

United States and Canada, annotated bibli-

ography (1962) 23594; (1965) 758
upper Black Earth Creek basin, Wis (1964)

821
upper Cheyenne River basin (1961) 14972
USSR—
and USA (1965) 2430
articles (1964) 10822
bibliographies (1961) 2332, 2412, 10883,

10932: (1962) 2932
conferences, meetings, and seminars (1965)
2334

literature, 1951, list (1961) 15318; (1962)
2694, 14070; (1965) 2324, 2435

organization, plans and meetings (1964)
2746

research (1963) 17724
studies (1961) 20910; (1964) 7022
translations (1962) 2932, 5716; (1964)
20301

work (1962) 799
Valle Grande and Valle Toledo, Sandoval

County, N. Mex (1963) 19325
vegetation and hydrologic phenomena (se-

ries) (1965) 2246
volcanic-rock terranes (series) (1962) 2528
watersheds, Coshocton, Ohio, 1938-57 (1962)

4531
West Milton area, Saratoga County, N Y

(1964) 12524
Western States, small watersheds (1963)

2352
White Hollow Watershed, forest cover im-

provement influences upon hydrologic
characteristics, 1935-58 (1962) 20342

see also water—Water supply.
Hydrology and engineering geology (Chinese

periodical):

translations (1961) 19536 -
Hydrolysates, protein, effect of application on

protein forming functions of liver,

USSR study (1961) 7585
Hydrolysis:
amine salts, oil-dispersed (1965) 13129
and analytical control of nitric acid esters

(nitro-bodies), Hungary (1962) 5381
hydrolysis and wood pulp chemical industry

in new period of USSR development
(1962) 11974

pyrohydrolysis, boron scrap recovery (1964)
8062

rare-earth elements, distribution of alloys of

their oxides with ammonium thiocya-
nate, USSR study (1962) 2753

Hydromagnetic stability (1965) 11467
Hydromagnetic stagnation point boundary

layer with arbitrary pressure gradient
arid magnetic field (1963) 11044

Hydromagnetic systems, stability of stellar

atmospheres (1965) 2872
Hydromagnetic waves, see Magnetohydrody-

namics.

Hydrometallurgy:
hydrometallurgical recovery of manganese

from manganiferous slimes and lime-

stone (1964) 7440
treatment of complex mercury sulfide prod-

ucts (1965) 2819
Hydro meteorology:

analysis from river forecasting (1961) 420;

(1965) 10002
Aral Sea, USSR study (1961) 15532
European Socialist countries meteorological

services, 7th conference of directors

(1965) 11088
hydrometeorological report (1961) 16048;

(1962) 3.560; (1963) 16667; (1965) 15147,

16918
hydrometeorological service, basic law,

Yugoslavia (1965) 11138
regime of Lake Baykal (1965) 19741
reorganization, USSR study (1964) 11148
research vessel Yu. M. Shokal'skiy, maiden

voyage, results, USSR study (1962) 8085

scientific-research institutions of service,

1959 (1961) 2334
Soviet services, review (1962) 5992
USSR-

activities at main administration of hy-
drometeorological service (1965) 2777

Barents Sea and Atlantic Ocean, servicing
fishing industry (1963) 795

higher educational institutions, 1959
(1961) 15319

machine data processing of ships' surface
observations (1965) 11093

research developments (1962) 9917
research studies (1962) 13985
selected articles (1964) 12817
services, etc., observations for hygienic
purposes (1961) 2399

works of hydrometeorological service,

19.59 (1961) i.5320

Yugoslav service and industry (1962) 7674,
17739

Hydrophobia:
incidence reported in United States, 1960

(1961) 8282
psychic disturbances in rabies, USSR study

(1961) 19759
rabies in East Germany (1962) 5663, 7886

Hydrophobic and oleophobic fluoropolymer
coatings of extremely low surface ener-

gy (1964) 13341
Hydrophones:
"calibrator (1963) 21058
directional, response to multiple sources,

graphical determination (1963) 18240
infrasonic, calibration by null method (1963)

8801
Hydroplaning, pneumatic tire, phenomena

(1964) 1470
Hydroponics:
nutrient mixtures, USSR study (1964) 16524
rooting media for growing pine seedlings in

hydroponic culutre (1965) 18179
use in agriculture, scientific-methodological

conference, USSR (1965) 2297
Hydrops of the labyrinth, see Meniere's dis-

ease.
Hydrorefining coal-oils to fuels for supersonic

aircraft (1965) 16592
Hydro-skis, see Skis (aircraft).

Hydrostatic stability of liquid-vapor interface
in gravitational field (1964) 11399
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Hydrostatic stability of liquid-vapor interface
in low-acceleration field (1964) 18771

Hydrostatics:
hiph-pressure-high-temperature metallurgy,

research and development (1963) 7649
pressure to 18,000 KG/CM-, X-ray study of

effect on structure of lead titanate,

USSR (1962) 19936
Hydrotherapy, radon, USSR studies (1964)

9300
Hvdrothermal refining of phosphates in cy-

clone furnace, USSR (1962) 2858
Hydroxides, production, USSR study (1964)

12869
Hydroxycorticosterone,

17-hydroxycorticosteroids, plasma levels

and urinary excretion, effect of bedrest
(1965) 9612

Hydroxyl:
airglow, attempts to increase artifically by

release of ozone into upper atmosphere
(1965) 16707

comparisons of experimental hydroxy radi-

cal profiles with kinetic calculations in

supersonic nozzle (1965) 13045
OH radicals in low-pressure hydrogen

flames, USSR study (1961) 2370
Hygiene:

acclimatization problems in Far North,
USSR study (1962) 15815

aeroionization factors, USSR report (1962)
10075

beryllium and its relation to industrial hy-
"giene(1964) 21518

biological, medical, and environmental re-

search program (1962) 4649
cardiovascular system, pathologv, preven-

tive measures, USSR study (1961) 15632
chemical industry, interregional conference

(1962) 5422
children and adolescents, all-Russian con-

gress of hygienists and sanitation phy-
sicians (1961) 15490

children and adults, scientific conference on
problems, USSR (1962) 972

clinical syndromes arising under effect of

various radio frequency bands, USSR
study (1965) 9396

constant of ion disappearance and its hy-
gienic significance, USSR study (1965)
12664

environmental engineering for school, rec-

ommended practice, manual (1962) 3456
Hungary, typhoid occurrence and commun-

al-hygiene correlations (1962) 5709
hygienic standards for constant noise in

industry, USSR (1965) 1190
industrial

—

All-Union conference in Leningrad on
aeroionization (1965) 11253

and diseases, USSR selected translations
(1961) 2208

appraisal of working conditions during
induction heating of metal with aid of

tube generators, USSR study (1962)
14178

career development for engineers. Public
Health Service (1965) 5332

electromagnetic waves, all-Union confer-
ence on problem, USSR (1961) 2092

engineers and chemists, syllabus for short
courses (1965) 20039

environment and human organism, USSR
study (1965) 11149

investigations, USSR studies (1965) 6411
personnel engaged in production of chlo-

rindan, problems, USSR study (1961)
4431

Hygiene—Continued
industrial—Continued
rhenium aerosol, hygienic characteristics,
USSR study (1964) 18372

toxicity problems in using organic phos-
phorus insecticides, USSR study (1964)
6944

toxicology, USSR studies (1965) 11066
USSR chemical industry technological
progress (1964) 5045

USSR studies (1961) 20950; (1965) 2624,
6476

USSR translations (1962) 22324
workers, publications lists (1962) 12657;

(1963) 12980
institutes

—

RSFSR and medical institutes of Moscow,
meeting, reports (1962) 966

Yugoslavia, work plans (1962) 7770
knowledge and behavior, relation to prophy-

laxis of cardiovascular diseases, USSR
study (1961) 15375

labor

—

all-Russian conference (1961) 20952
and occupational diseases, USSR (1962)

12065; (1965) 6467, 16479
beryllium, toxicity, clinical aspects of dis-

eases, USSR study (1963) 1021
cement plants, USSR studies (1964) 20220
chemical industry, USSR studies (1964)
5359

major tasks set in plan for scientific re-

search in field, USSR study (1961) 20960
problems in

—

industrial automation, USSR study
(1962) 1547

production of metallic thallium and its

salts, USSR study (1964) 14547
USSR (1965) 16429

Soviet articles (1962) 10203; (1964) 21553
man and his environment, USSR study

(1962) 15747

manned environmental system assessment
(1965) 1398

military, USSR study (1961) 2204; (1963)
2736

Moscow, Kiev, and Leningrad, recent confer-
ences (1962) 19908

nutrition hygiene, USSR study (1965) 16466

occupational hygiene in work with polonium,
extracts from USSR booklet (1964) 7275

people of middle and advanced age, medical
and hygienic observations, USSR study
(1961)" 20963

Poland, National Conference on School Hy-
giene (1962) 8136

practice of sanitization of kolkhoz villages,

problems, USSR study (1962) 2792
principles of production microclimate in hot

workshops, USSR study (1965) 14496

problems in planning of joint preschool in-

stitutions, USSR study (1965) 2663
problems in radioactive contamination of

outer space, USSR study (1964) 7060

publications, price list (1961) 2657; (1962)
18402; (1963) 14654; (1964) 13390; (1965)
2981, 16806

quantitative changes in sebiagogic function
of sebaceous glands under effects of ace-

tone, gasoline, and white spirit in in-

dustrial workers, USSR study (1965)
9397

radiation, biogeochemistry, problems, USSR
study (1964) 7000

radiation hygiene, USSR studies (1964) 1053,
14455

radon baths, work conditions (1961) 4649
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Hygiene—Continued

research at Military Institute of Hygiene
and Epidemiology, Warsaw (1962) 7535

Rumania, protection, prospects for develop-

ment (1964) 9334
school, Polish evolution of views (1962) 6062

setting up standards for maximum permissi-

ble concentrations of industrial dust,

USSR study (1965) 9395
ski outfits, USSR study (1961) 15029
Soviet, studies (1962) 1332
Stalinabad Institute, research (1961) 15598

struggle for longevity, USSR study (1961)

1120
technical progress and industrial hygiene,

USSR study (1962) 22235
toxicology and hygienic rating of ethylben-

zene in atmosphere of industrial build-

ings, USSR study (1965) 12696
translations from Gigiyena i sanitariya

(1962) 13996, 19734, 22273, 22311, 23754;
(1963) 835, 2574, 5141, 8851

ultrasonic waves in industry, biological ef-

fects, USSR study (1961) 15487
underground uranium mining, aspects,

USSR study (1964) 7291
USSR-
characteristics of educational regime in

boarding schools (1961) 15262
labor, translations (1961) 15654; (1962)

973
law on protection of nature (1961) 15486
problems of children and adolescents in

school reorganization (1962) 12005
prolonged school day, significance (1961)

15489
reports (1963) 15935
school undergraduates at farm camps,
evaluation of various working routines
(1961) 21042

studies (1962) 17697; (1964) 19834; (1965)

7871, 11177, 12728
translations (1963) 10769
work of Department of Hygiene, Micro-

biology, and Epidemiology, Academy of

Medical Sciences, 1960-61 (1961) 21010
workers when using heptachlor in agricul-

ture (1961) 888
see also Health.

Hygiene and Epidemiology, Military Institute

of, see Military Institute of Hygiene and
Epidemiology.

Hygiene and sanitation (USSR periodical)

translations (1963) 10768; (1964) 18385;

(1965)831,6505,9458
Hygienic study of grain irradiated with radio-

active cobalt, USSR (1961) 2377
Hygienists, congress of Ukrainian SSR, report

(1961)2117
Hygienists, see Dental hygienists— Industrial

hygienists.
Hygrometers:
mortarboard psychrometer (1963) 19270
NBS standard instrument (1964) 11433

Hygroscopicity, seed, vapor pressure determi-
nation (1961) 3722

Hyland, Frances, basic data on economy of

Pakistan (1964) 4851
Hyland, James B., ground water in Cedar Rap-

ids division of lower Platte River basin.

Neb (1964) 19800
Hyland, Robert E., two-dimensional critically

calculations of gaseous-core cylindrical-

cavity reactors (1963) 7260
Hylebos Waterway:
Tacoma Harbor improvement, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 23491
document edition (1962) 23382

Hylicidae, catalog (1963) 1646
Hymenoptera, see Wasps.
Hynes, Kenneth N., economic developments in

Argentina, 1962 (1963) 8411
Hyoscine:
disposal from national stockpile

—

hearing (1965) 19482
reports (1965) 15707, 15964

scopolamine-chloralose mixture, to obtain
hypnosis, psychological and therapeutic
interest, USSR study (1965) 9412

Hyperbaric chambers for small animals (1965)

4214
Hyperbolas, geometry and Ist-order statistics

for 3- and 4-station hyberbolic fixes on
spherical earth (1964) 19166

Hypercapnia:
chronic, respiratory adaptation (1965) 1315

effect on pulmonary circulation (1965) 11375

electroencephalogram and reactivity of

brain changes under conditions of,

USSR study (1962) 1322
plasma and tissue electrolyte changes pro-

duced, air crash cause tests (1961) 3739

Hypercholesteremia, alimentary, lipoproteins

and blood protein fractions, USSR study

(1961) 4635
Hyperemia, inflammatory, effects of local ap-

plication of cold, USSR study (1963) 986

Hyperglycemia, postirradiation in primate
(1963) 16800

Hyperoxia, short-duration, endocrine and met-

abolic effects (1964) 8001
Hyperopyrexia, see Fever.
Hypersonic airplane, see Airplanes.

Hypersonic flow, see Flow.

Hypersonic speed, see Air speed.

Hypertension, cause and cure, NHI supported
research grants (1963) 19962

Hypertension, see Blood pressure.

Hyperthermia:
cerebral arteriovenous differences in meta-

bolic substrates (1964) 17015
dogs, its dependence on available body water

during muscular exercise at high envi-

ronmental temperature, USSR study

(1963) 17690
glomerular filtration and renal plasma flow

during hyperthermia (1961) 1662
progressive, development of tissue hypoxia

(1963) 18501

Hypertonic disease, patients, dynamics of bal-

listocardiogram and electrocardiogram,

USSR study (1962) 7966
Hypertonic urea, see Urea.
Hypertrophy:
compensatory, organs of mammalian ani-

mals and man (1964) 8999
regenerative, restoration of organs, USSR

study (1965)9413

Hyperventilation:
anesthetized dogs, cerebral excess lactate

production (1963) 80
in-flight, detection by blood 'and urine ana-

lyses (1963) 5891
Hypnosis:

animal, in intact and decorticated rabbits,

effect of X-ray irradiation on duration,

USSR study (1961) 17508
Italo-American seer says he travels to stars

under hypnosis (1962) 7602
obtained by scopolamine-chloralose mixture,

psychological and therapeutic interest,

USSR study (1965) 9412
Hypocapnia, plasma and tissue electrolyte

changes produced, air crash cause tests

(1961) 3739
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Hypochlorites:
color removal from surface waters (1964)

20956
field tests at Kotzebue Air Force Site

(1965) 8473
diet, effect on cholesterol, lipoproteins, and

protein fractions of blood serum of ath-
erosclerotic patients, USSR study (1961)

11105
Hypodermic needles, used to construct minia-

ture oxygen-hvdrogen cutting torch
(1964) 11376

Hypodynamics:
environment, sleep characteristics, study

(1961) 3736
induced by water immersion, physiologic

effects (1961) 1665
urolithiasis, hazard during weightlessness in

space travel (1962) 12940
Hypothermia:

artificial, use in surgical intervention in

severe shock, USSR study (1961) 10953
bicarbonate excretion during hvpothermia

(1963) 4415
blood variations in Alaskan ground squir-

rels (1964) 19142
brain, by esophageal cooling technic (1963)

13216
cardiac activity changes in patients operat-

ed with physical cooling, USSR study
(1961) 10952

deep, results of experiments (1961) 15237
dogs, elimination by high frequency cur-

rents, USSR study (1965) 12731
effects of vascular responses (1964) 9977
effects on

—

ammonia and glutamine content in cere-

bral cortex of dogs during dying and
revivification, USSR study (1962) 1070

magnesium metabolism (1963) 18471
regulation of extra-cellular potassium

(1963) 16794
extracorporeal circulation in cardiac sur-

gery, USSR study (1961) 20951
fluothane anesthesia in dry heart surgery,

USSR study (1962) 2841
heart, method of artificial cardioplegia,

USSR study (1962) 1255
management of bacteremic shock (1961)

17948
metabolic and functional changes in heart

during prolonged hypothermia (1965) 98
operations on open heart, USSR study

(1961) 19756
profound, induced and reverted with pump

oxygenator (1963) 11497
prolonged, in space flight, experiments (1961)

9911
rat, survival and tolerance to circulatory

arrest (1963) 13205
renal regulation of bicarbonate loads (1963)

4418
restoration of vital functions of organism 2

hours after clinical death, USSR study
(1961)11150

reversible peocess, cybernetic control, USSR
study (1964) 11124

significance of and prospects for use in dif-

ferent fields of medicine, USSR studv
(1962) 8105

Soviet research during oxygen starvation
(1962) 23819

structural and histochemical changes in cen-
tral nervous system neurons, USSR
study (1963) 1001

surface immersion, studies (1964) 8044
surgery of open heart, prevention of compli-

cations, USSR study (1961) 11004

Hypothermia—Continued
tolerance to prolonged deep hypothermia,

studies (1964) 9978
urine titratable aciditv and ammonia excre-

tion (1963) 13215
use in surgery of arteries in regard to or-

ganic, regional, and general extracorpo-
real circulation, USSR (1961) 15302

USSR studies (1963) 5154; (1964) 16328
Hypophthalmichthys, productivity, USSR

study (1963) 16233
Hypophysectomy, maintenance of successful

pregnancy during 12th week of gesta-
tion (1961) 16134

Hypophysis, see Pituitary gland.
Hypotension, see Blood pressure.
Hypothalamus:
and its connections, anatomy (1963) 11489
lesions, effects on shivering in cats (1963)

11494
stimulation, activation and suppression of

shivering (1963) 11492
stimulation of unanesthetized cats (1963)

11490

Hypothesis of undulating structure of errors,
Poland (1962) 7736

Hypoxemia, artificial, in patients suffering
from hypertension, pathogenesis, USSR
study (1961) 15329

Hypoxia:
acute, effect on pulmonary circulation (1965)

11375
and alcohol effects on heterophorias (1964)

7997
effect of rate of oxygen consumption of mice

at various environmental temperatures
(1963) 14917

effect of vitamin Bis on resistance of orga-
nism and cardiovascular system (1962)
19753

experimental, influence on permeability of
certain biological barriers of body to
radioactive phosphorus, USSR study
(1962) 1324

homeostatic reaction during hypoxic hypox-
ia in dogs at their various ages, USSR
study (1965) 6466

hypoxic lactacidemia, prevention with hepa-
rin (1965) 5566

induced, effect on thermoregulation and car-
diopulmonary function (1963) 11495

plasma and tissue electrolyte changes pro-
duced, air crash cause tests (1961) 3739

postmortem test, evaluation (1961) 13808
tissue, development during progressive hy-

perthermia (1963) 18501
white rats, effect of adrenalectomy on resist-

ance to radial acceleration, USSR study
(1964) 16279

see also Oxygen deficiency.

Hypsometers for constant-level balloons, to

measure atmospheric pressure in strato-
sphere (1961) 5306

Hypsothermometers, electrical, measurement
of atmospheric pressure, USSR studv
(1965) 2488

Hysteresis, loop of cobalt-nickel ferrites (1963)
20314

1

I.A.E.A., see International Atomic Energy
Agency.

I & N reporter:
index, July 1959-Apr. 1960 (1961) 3308
quarterly (1961) 3307; (1962) 3929; (1963)

3775; (1964) 3582; (1965) 3496
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I.B.R.D., see International Bank for Recon-
struction and Development.

I.C.A., see International Cooperation Adminis-
tration.

I.C.C., see Interstate Commerce Commission.
I.C.O., see Interagency Committee on Oceanog-

raphy.
I.C.R.U., see International Commission on

Radiological Unit.s and Measurement.
I Chin-chu, farming innovations, Communist

China (1961) 7614
I.D.A., see International Development Associa-

tion.

I.F.C., see International Finance Corporation.
I.F.F.T.U., see International Federation of

Free Trade Unions.
I.L.G.W.U., see International Ladies' Garment

Workers Union.
I.L.O., see International Labor Organization.
I.R.G.R., see International Research Group on

Refuse Disposal.
I.R.S., see Internal Revenue Service.

I.T.S., see International Trade Secretariats.
I.V. Grenbenshchikov Institute of Silicate

Chemistry, Academy of Sciences, USSR,
scientific personnel, bibliography of

work (1964) 12994
lADB, see Inter-American Defense Board

—

Inter-American Development Bank.

lAElA, see International Atomic Energy Agen-
cy.

lAF, see International Astronautical Federa-
tion.

lAGLO, see International Association of Gov-
ernmental Labor Officials.

lAGLO, see International Association of Gov-
ernmental Labor Officials.

lAIABC, see International Association of In-

dustrial Accident Boards and Commis-
sions.

lallonardo, Orsolina C, relief (1962) 7137,
11328, 13244A

lannazzi, F.D., irradiated wood-plastic materi-
al, final report (1965) 5618

lannuccilli, Battistina G., relief (1964) 8274
lannuzzi, Angelo, relief (1965) 12079, 17347,

17796
lannuzzi, Gerald P., occupational wage sur-

veys, Trenton, N.J (1964) 9460; (1965)
7974

latron tubes, projection iatron application to
high speed multi-channel plotter (1963)
12946

Ibach, D.B., commercial fertilizer used on
crops and pasture in United States, 1959
estimates (1964) 16971

Iberall, A.S.:

dynamic systems response of some internal
human systems (1965) 2835, 11406

general dynamics of physical-chemical sys-
tems in mammals (1964) 21738

Ibirite quadrangle, Brazil geology (1964)
10638

IBRD, see International Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development.

ICA, see International Cooperation Adminis-
tration.

ICAO, see International Civil Aviation Organi-
zation.

ICBM, see Missiles.
ICBM (Intercontinental ballistic missile), see

Missiles.

ICC, see International Commission for Super-
vision and Control in Laos— Interstate
Commerce Commission.

Ice:

adhesion on lubricated surfaces, apparatus
and techniques for bulk shear strength
measurements (1962) 6362

Ice—Continued
adhesive properties (1961) 4166
bibliography with abstracts (1961) 10567;

(1962) 9559, 17423; (1964) 8511, 19652;
(1965) 18022

cumulative index (19(4) 15866
bonding of flat surfaces preliminary results

(1961) 4165
ice bridge analysis (1965) 10765
Canada, lake and river locations, prediction

curves (1964) 17937
crystals

—

nucleation and growth (1965) 11025
washing brine (1965) 11026

determination of amounts formed in feet of
mice frozen at various temperatures
(1965) 4168

distribution in frozen tissues of frogs and
mice (1965) 8465

dry bubbly glacier ice, densification theory
(1965) 19574

electrical D-C resistivity measurements on
glacier ice near Thule, Greenland (1963)
4843

equipment for manufacture of block anti-

biotic ice, USSR study (1965) 6445
evaluation of snow, ice, slush removal, and

disposal equipment for Washington In-

ternational Airport (1963) 9454
flow rates and shifts in rivers, USSR studies

(1964) 18288
formation

—

extent of injury in feet of mice, observa-
tions and evaluation (1963) 1756

injury caused in rat muscles (1965) 4170
lake ice in temperate climate (1964) 8507
various airfoils, prediction of aerodynamic

penalties (1964) 7534
frozen to clean and lubricated surfaces,

adhesion-shear strength (1963) 11174

glaciological studies in vicinity of Camp
Century, Greenland (1965) 10766

ice fog and ice-fog nuclei, Fairbanks, Alaska
(1965) 507, 9062

ice sheets

—

fringed by mountain ranges, profile and
heat balance at bottom surface (1964)
19649

Greenland

—

movement studies by seismic soundings
(1965) 14196

southern dome, structures in upper snow
layers (1965) 506

stratigraphic studies in snow and firn

(1963) 2188
nonequilibrium, rate of growth or shrink-
age (1964) 19651

icing and snow accretion on electric wires
(1965) 6131

idealized ice cap, temperature distribution
(1961) 9062, 14805

in Ohio River at Cincinnati, 1874-1964 (1965)
5470

intensity of radio wave scatter from ice sur-
faces, USSR study (1965) 18377

International Patrol, North Atlantic (1963)
11678

invasion of living tissues by ice, direct ob-

servations of mode of propagation
(1965) 97

lake sheets, load test data (1963) 19137
lake, strength data (1961) 14811
load encountered by ship propeller blades,

determination, USSR study (1964) 18336

low stress creep measurements (1961) 9064
manufactured, sanitary standard relating to

manufacture, processing, etc., PHS rec-

ommendations, 1964 (1964) 13418
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Ice—Continued
mechanics of circular plates on elastic,

sealed foundations (1964) 8509
meltinp, heat exchange, USSR study (1964)

9293
model, laminar heat transfer over melting

plate, modified Leveque problem (1964)
1048.=5

natural glacier and H2O, D2O, internal fric-
tion (1965) 12399

on earth's surface (1964) 21278
perennially frozen lake in Greenland (1961)

8324
physics and mechanics (1964) 21278
possibility of existence on moon (1964) 20625
Project Ice Way, summary report (1962)

18652
properties (1962) 9552; (1964) 12345
reflection and transmission coefficients at

interface ice-solid (1964) 14202
refrigerated, processing and quality of

shrimp held, studies (1962) .576

relationship of ice phase dates on some
lakes and rivers in western USSR (1964)
16553

removal techniques, survey (1965) 9065
sea

—

growth, structure, and strength (1964)
21277

surface temperatures and growth (1961)
14808

sea and salt, structural control of vertical
variation of strength (1964) 14203

shear zones in ice cap margin (1964) 12343
sintering, study (1962) 17422
snow removal and ice control on roads and

highways (1965) 10773
solidification and separation from saline

water (1964) 10677; (1965) 19693
spheres in free fall, radar observations

(1965) 4183
strength, mathematical analysis, semi-

infinite plate on elastic foundation (1965)
12400

stresses, measurement of strain rates in

deep bore holes in polar glaciers (1965)
9061

Thule, Greenland

—

applicability of seismic refraction sound-
ings (1962) 9555

relationship between 4 ground patterns,
etc., in permafrost (1962) 15515

time factor in initiation, penetration, and
propagation in tissues of mouse limbs
(1965) 4167

tunnel closure phenomena (1962) 17428
visual resolution and optical scintillation

over ice (1964) 12344
water movement in film between glass and

ice (1965) 12401
Ice age, see Glacial period.
Ice Age National Scientific Reserve:
designation and administration

—

law (1964) 21147
reports (1964) 375, 19455, 19583

establish, proposal for cooperative conser-
vation (1963) 9240

Icebreakers, see Ice breakers.
Ice breakers:

Lenin, USSR, articles (1962) 6072
strength of screw propeller blades, USSR

study (1964) 18239
Ice calorimeters, see Calorimeters.
Ice cream, ices, etc.:

containers, amend D.C. act regarding size

—

law (1964) 17264
reports (1963) 18893; (1964) 14106

manufacturing plants in Midwest (1962) 55
plant, freezer capacity, etc., operation and

maintenance (1961) 15738

Ice Harbor Dam:
fish passage report (1964) 613, 17936
fishway design (1965) 16222

Ice skates and parts thereof. Tariff Commis-
sion report (1965) 6952

Iceland:

agricultural commodities, agreements (1962)
1849, .3.509, 6467, 14627, 24112; (1963)
11314; (1964) 9827-28; (1965) 6929, 6943

air navigation services, joint financing, in-

ternational agreement (1963) 16591
bibliography of social science periodicals

and monograph series, 1950-62 (1963)1900
civil aviation, survey (1963) .5985

economic assistance agreement (1961) 8211
economy, basic data (1962) 7.505

education exchange programs, financing,
agreements (1963) 16576; (1964) 11631

educational data (1964) 12322
fisheries, 1961 (1962) 21779
fishing industry, 1963 (1965) 4751
foreign trade regulations (1964) 21081
gazetteer, official standard names (1962)

5291
household and commercial gas appliances,

U.S. market (1962) 14914
import tariff system (1963) 2428
lights and fog signals, lists (1961) 4331,

12814, 20849; (1962) 17642; (1963) 1364,
21053; (1964) 11479, 21816; (1965) 5291,
9811, 14928

preparing shipments to (1963) 2429
relief from double taxation on earnings from

operation of ships and aircraft, agree-
ment (1963) 7453

sailing directions (1961) 4322; (1963) 5649;
(1964) 20669

surplus agricultural commodities, agree-
ments (1961) 11599, 11610, 20204

trade

—

agreement relating to GATT (1965) 3056
interim agreement, revising Schedule I

(1964) 18962
trade agreement (1964) 1607

ICEM, see Intergovernmental Committee for
European Migration.

ICFTU, see International Confederation of
Free Trade Unions.

Ichiban, desimetry program for nuclear bomb
survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
status report as of Apr. 1, 1964 (1964)
15279

Ichneumon flies, see Flies.

Ichthyofauna, see Marine fauna.
Ichthyological Laboratory, taxonomy studies

on marine organisms, research program
(1962) 575

Ichthyology, see Fish and fisheries.

ICIREPAT 1963, progress, pitfalls, and pros-
pects, text of address (1963) 20018

ICO, see Interagency Committee on Oceanog-
raphy.

Iconostases:
duty free entry

—

hearing (196"2) 15437
law (1962) 18972
reports (1961) 8811; (1962) 15415

ICRU, see International Commission on Radio-
logical Units and Measurements.

ICSU, see International Council of Scientific
Unions.

Ictalurus lacustris punctatus, see Catfish.

IDA, see International Development Agency

—

International Development Association
Idaho:
aeroradioactivity survey and a real geology

of national reactor testing station area
(1965) 5600

aged and aging, problems, background stud-
ies (1961)4120
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Idaho—Continued
agricultural conservation program hand-

books (1961) 4; (1962) 4494
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)
18776; (1963) 4571; (1964) 6032

area measurement reports (1965) 226
big game animals, DDT residues in fatty tis-

sues (1965) 15168
census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16283
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

11891
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade (1965)
15304

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 227
selected services, area statistics (1965)
7206

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
5671

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4317

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
2195

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-
tics (1961) 13876

census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 13899
census of population, 1960

—

characteristics of population (1963) 11608
detailed characteristics (1962) 13069
general characteristics (1961) 10066, 20466
number of inhabitants (1961) 3943

censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-
tions (1962) 16568

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6861

central

—

natural establishment of ponderosa pine
(1965) 10934

rainstorms, probable return periods (1965)
7726

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1964) 19019

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 10011, 20435;
(1963) 15054, 18677

electric rate book (1962) 540; (1963) 508,
13917; (1964) 21305

employment and unemployment problems
(remarks) (1962) 14797

5B redevelopment area, statistical profile
(1963) 13359

Federal-aid highway program, GAO review
of activities of Public Roads Bureau
(1962) 21816

geology of Clark Fork quadrangle (1963)
17523

labor organizations, reporting, registers,
(1961) 4783; (1964) 16574

lead-zinc sulfides, fine-grained, flotation
(1961) 13446

Lemhi Range, southern part, geology (1961)
10681

mineral and water resources (1965) 4609
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ters (1961) 21181; (1962) 23964; (1963)
20956; (1964) 21699; (1965) 19852

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3108

municipal water facilities (1964) 18913
inventory (1961) 6506

Idaho—Continued
national forests

—

pest control progress 1961 (1963) 10230
recreation (1964) 12437

natural resources (1965) 6362
northern

—

clay deposits, investigations (1961) 10684
range resources and management prob-

lems (1962) 19546
Operation Dugout, spruce budworm epidemic

(1965) 16243
Pacific Northwest disaster relief act of

1965—
hearings (1965) 9005, 12202
law (1965) 13772
reports (1965) 8859, 8954, 10480, 12123,

12262, 13864
veto (1965) 12218

participate in Pacific Marine Fisheries
Commission compact

—

hearings (1963) 4757
law (1962) 23166
reports (1962) 17192, 21103

Phosphoria formation, statistical analysis
of sample and assay data from bedded
deposits (1964) 9518

plane coordinate tables (1961) 327
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public lands along Snake River omitted from
Government surveys, sale

—

law (1962) 13321
reports (1962) 7056, 11614

public school finance program, 1961-62 (1963)
12074

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 16644

snow survey and soil moisture measure-
ments (1964) 18950

snow survey measurements, summary
1921-64 (1965) 20075

southeastern

—

Banock thrust zone, geology (1963) 8336
Georgetown Canyon-Snowdrift Mountain

area, geology (1964) 12504
hydrology of stock-water development

(1964) 814
southern

—

control of beet leafhopper by seeding
breeding areas to range grass (1963)
9540

flood discharges, Feb. 1962 (1962) 7472
floods, Feb. 1962 (1964) 18118

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-
gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10740

thorium recovery from ores (1962) 6241
timber products output, 1962 (1965) 9198
timber resources (1963) 569
titanium placer deposits (1964) 1438
truck inventory and use survey (1965) 240
water supply outlook and snow surveys

(1963) 9391; (1964) 4139; (1965) 4051
weather stations, decadal census (1964)

15157
western, upper Jurassic mollusks (1964)

15952
women

—

labor laws, summary (1965) 1718
legal status (1965) 10010

ZIP code directory (1963) 20036
Idaho batholith:
metamorphic and igneous rocks along north-

west border zone (series) (1962) 15641;
(1964) 805,4784-85

near Pierce and Bungalow, Clearwater
County, Idaho (1964) 4785
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Idaho batholith—Continued
reconnaissance petrographic cross-section in

Adams and Valley Counties, Idaho
(1964) 8760

Idaho Falls, Idaho:
explosion, SL-1 reactor, report (1961) 5407
National Reactor Testing Station, shipping

radioactive material (1961) 236
see also National Reactor Testing Station,

Idaho Falls, Idaho.

Idaho Springs, Colo.:

geology of Precambrian rocks in district

(1965) 4859
joints in Pre-Cambrian rocks (1961) 6181

Ideal Cement Co., factory, dedication (remarks)

(1964) 1856
Ideal gas:
decay of strong plane shocks (1964) 20528
tables for oblique-shock flow parameters in

air at Mach number from 1.05 to 12.0

(1964) 9592
Idealized and practical pandemonium, USSR

(1963) 5312
Ideals are like stars, address (1964) 20426
Ideals of American Freedom and International

Dimensions of Education Conference,
report of working committees (1962)

13733
Ideas:

at work, teaching people how to use
USDA-donated food (1962) 16246

how to submit to U.S. Government (1965)
11524

ideas, 4-H and youth development (newslet-
ter) (1964) 6630; (1965) 3497

in conflict, liberty and communism (1962)
6628

migration (remarks) (1962) 12857
small manufacturers, why not use every-

one's good ideas? (1962) 22785
Identical bidding in public procurement, report

of Attorney General under Ebcecutive

Order 10936 (1962) 20030; (1964) 20422;
(1965) 6531

Identification:

able students, State programs, regulations
(1965) 7585

aircraft and related products (1964) 8531
aquatic pests on irrigation systems (1965)

18739
by physical characteristics, police methods

in Spain (1961) 4427
crop and weed seeds (1963) 9561, 20277
deceased personnel, technical manual (1964)

8042
distillable tar acids and tar bases from

low-temperature bituminous coal tar
(1961) 11369

feather filling material, Federal standard
(1965) 4726, 18102

flue-cured tobacco varieties under price sup-
port program (1964) 9929

item identifications

—

guides for preparation (1962) 9643
supply cataloging manuals (1961) 17149;

(1965) 7558
item management responsibilities realign-

ment in Air Force Logistics Command to

implement Federal cataloging program,
GAO review (1963) 10269

marking

—

administrative, combat, and tactical

transport vehicles (1965) 2075
copper base alloy mill products, Federal
standard (1961)' 543

experimental grazing animals (1963) 10229

iron and steel products. Federal standard
(1962) 15578

Identification—Continued
marking—Continued
military property, military standard

(1962) 17358
rock types (1961) 2688
symbols, defense materials system program,

use to segregate purchase orders (1961)
1454

tree species on large-scale panchromatic and
color aerial photographs (1964) 15207

Identification cards:
and booklets, Mozambique regulations (1961)

13184
House of Representatives employees, issu-

ance, report (1965) 13898
issuance to spouses of Members of Congress,

report (1964) 6316
woven textiles, amend act, hearing (1965)

10546
Ideology:
and foreign aff'airs, hearings (1961) 8983
Bulgaria, Marxist-Leninist ideological devel-

opments (1961) 15093
Chinese Communist world outlook, state-

ments, public record of militant ideology
(1962) 22814

Communist, Albanian theorists on interna-
tional movement (1961) 20939

Communist China

—

agriculture is basic policy (1961) 825
articles (1961) 969
discipline and personal welfare, food ca-

terer's ideas on, study (1963) 2852
existence and errors, similarity (1961)

2163
conflict between Moscow and Peking (1961)

13268
Indonesian articles (1961) 2168
North Vietnam ideological developments

(1961) 9363
peaceful coexistence and struggle on ideolog-

ical front, Bulgarian study (1961) 4462
Peiping-Moscow dispute (1961) 17462
Red China's view (1962) 6629

Peking-Pankow axis (1961) 13066
scientists role, USSR study (1963) 19692
Sino-Soviet dispute and Moscow conference

(1961) 11097
Soviet documentary film content (1964) 8880
understanding policy of unity-criticism-

unity (1962) 6109
United States

—

ideological effort through Government
agencies and programs, study (1964)
12132

ideological offensive in winning cold war

—

hearings (1963) 7997, 11901; (1964) 2112,

4497, 8382
report on hearings (1964) 6354
reports (1964) 10228; (1965) 10489

ideological operations and foreign policy

report (1964) 10228
Yugoslavia, problems in education (1961)

9325
If you're in business (1965) 17278

IFAC, see International Federation of Auto-

matic Control.

Ifaluk Atoll, free-living Copepoda (1964) 14961

IFBCA, see Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative
Association, Inc.

IFC, see International Finance Corporation.
Iffert, Robert E., college applicants, entrants,

dropouts (1965) 19553

IFR, see Instrument flight rules.

IFR altitude usage, peak day 1960 (1961) 6738
Igbo language. Foreign Service Institute, ba-

sic course (1963) 5726
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Ignall, H.R., evaluation of frozen pork loins

and chops (1964) 5715
Ignatius, Paul R., nomination, hearings {19fil)

12507
Igneous rocks:

chemical comparison of glassy and crystal-
line volcanic rocks (1965) 10984

Chichagof and Kruzof Islands, Alaska, rec-

ognition criteria on aerial photographs
(1964) 6795

Columbia Plateau lavas, field, petrographic,
and chemical characteristics, study
(1963) 2342

fossils in Ordovician tuffs, northeastern
Maine (1964) 14338

geologv and petrography of volcanic rocks
of Truk Islands (1963) 8338

geologv of northern Shoshone Range, Nev
(1965) 12544

Magnet Cove alkalic igneous complex (1963)
12229

measurement of remanent magnetization
(1965) 4863

northwest border zone of Idaho batholith
(series) (1962) 15641; (1964) 805, 4784-85

petrography (1963) 12228
primary textures and mineral associations,

ultramafic zone, Stillwater complex,
Mont (1961) 7525

radioactive Tertiary of Front Range mineral
belt, petrographic characteristics (1961)
14946

see also Gabbro—Lava.
Igniters, chemical, for starting jet fuel-nitric

acid rockets (1961) 17681
Igniting system for mercury vapor lamps pro-

tects transistorized sustaining supply
(1964) 16669

Ignition:
activated carbon containing adsorbed hydro-

carbons (1965) 13134
and spark-ignition systems, bibliography

(1964) 1494
autoignition of

—

hydrocarbon jet fuel (1965) 14715
lubricants at elevated pressures (1963)

1248
carbon arc, improved by simple auxiliary

circuit (1965) 5132
coal dust-methane-air mixtures by hot-

turbulent-gas jets (1964) 7447
combustible mixtures by laminar jets of hot

gases (1963) 19865
dust dispersions, preventing by inerting

(1964) 21713
electric spark in carbon-vane fuel pumps

(1961) 6370
explosives, reducing incendivitv by sodium

chloride (1961) 1235
gallery variables affecting probability of

ignition by explosives, statistical analy-
sis (1961) 7947

gas, applications of propagation theory of
arbitrary discontinuitv, USSR study
(1961) 2154

hydrocarbon fuels under static and dynamic
conditions (1962) 14436

hydrogen, calculations of lower limit as
function of temperature from spectro-
scopic measurements of hydroxyl group,
USSR study (1961) 10819

hydrogen-oxygen rocket

—

combustor with chlorine trifluoride and
triethylaluminum, test results (1961)
7976

engine bv addition of fluorine to oxidant
(1962) 18272

kinetics of hydrogen-oxygen reaction (1965)
2890

Ignition—Continued
limits

—

carbon monoxide, disturbance with small
additions of hydrogen, USSR study
n961)4719

measured bv jet method, USSR studv
(1961) 472()

problems, general aviation accident preven-
tion bulletin (1965) 13663

solid propellants, with chlorine trifluoride

(1963) 3144
spontaneous

—

chain ignition of hydrogren with oxygen in

shock waves, USSR study (1964) 14444
effect of chemical structure studies (1961)
5015

reignition of previously extinguished solid

propellants (1964) 9580
suppressing agents, eff'ectiveness for RP-1

and hydrogen under flow conditions
(1965) 2912

see also Combustion.
Ignitrons, switch, .5-kilojoule, fast capacitor

bank, electrical characteristics (1965)
11478

IGY, see International Geophysical Year,
1957-58.

Ihnat, J., diode digital-to-analog conversion
technique (1963) 18230

lizuka, Keigo, traveling-wave V-antenna and
related antennas (1965) 12977

Ikels, Kenneth G.:

determination of solubility of nitrogen in

water, etc (1964) 7999
gas chromatographic determination of small

volumes of nitrogen dissolved in blood
(1965) 10123

solubility of neon in water and extracted
human fat (1964) 13650

Ilex glabra, see Holly.
ILGWU, see International Ladies' Garment

Workers' Union.
Hi River, general information (1963) 8654
IliflF, Robert L., laser-satellite reflection pa-

rameters (1964) 16996
nine. Nathalie, relief (1962) 16917; (1963)

15223; (196.5) 5839
Illegitimacy:
and dependency (1964) 21366
facts and observations (1964) 19315
unmarried parents, public welfare services

guide (1961) 20087

Illg, Walter:
axial-load fatigue properties of PH 15-7 Mo

stainless steel, etc (1964) 14887
fatigue of 4 stainless steels and 3 titanium

alloys before and after exposure to 550° F
(561° K) up to 8800 hours (1965) 14833

Illinoian outwash in southeastern Pennsylvan-
ia (1961) 705

Illinois:

aged and aging, problems background stud-

ies (1961) 4120

annual survey of manufactures, standard
metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

16449; (1963) 4566; (1964) 6027
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

16323
census of business

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade (1965)
15299

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5642,
10207, 17192

selected service trades, errata sheet (1961)

267
selected services, area statistics (1965)

8577
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Illinois—Continued
census of business—Continued
wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)

7233
census of governments, 1962, State report

(1965)4318
census of housing, 1960, State and small

areas (1962) 11153
census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 13877
census of mineral industries, 1958, area sta-

tistics (1961) 20418
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20625
general characteristics (1961) 11964
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 9073
number of inhabitants (1961) 6840

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6862

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1964) 19020

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11875, 20435;
(1963) 15049

distribution of minor elements in coal beds
of eastern interior region (1965) 725

electric rate book (1961) 12628; (1962) 13799;
(1963) 15493; (1964) 14247; (1965) 14254

5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 15126
forest area, by counties, 1962 (1964) 18051
Great Lakes area, fishery products, whole-

sale dealers, lists (1964) 726, 8610; (1965)
10883

labor organizations, reporting, registers,
(1961) 6238, 4784; (1964) 16572;573

lightweight aggregates, expansion proper-
ties of selected Illinois shales and clays
(1965) 9593

livestock, market news, reporting Federal-
State cooperative service (1961) 17887

low-flow characteristics of streams (1965)
18209

lumber production, 1961 (1963) 6506
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ters (1961) 1203; (1962) 3301; (1963)
1213; (1964) 1410; (1965) 1336

minor civil divisions, townships and election
precincts, census 1960, map (1961) 16284

Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery
products, wholesale dealers, lists (1964)
8613; (1965) 10889

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3105

municipal water facilities (1964) 18910
inventory (1961) 15940

national forests, amount of money available
to State, hearings (1964) 6336"

northeastern, plastic till soil, runoff and
erosion investigations (1962) 8775

northwestern, custom feed grinding and mix-
ing, preliminary report (1961) 19203

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
18649

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program, 1962-63 (1963)
15442

remaining recreational shoreline opportuni-
ties, report (1962) 18337

rural redevelopments areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16639

Illinois—Continued
southern

—

apple storage and packing facilities (1963)
13176

preplanting treatments for brushy old
fields (1963) 13986

State Employment Service, uneconomical use
of Federal funds in reorganization and
expansion of Chicago employment of-

fices, GAO report (1965) 14402
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, nrxjnthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10741

timber volume, 1962 (1965) 6245
truck inventory and use survey (1965) 1897
urban areas along Mississippi River, flood

control, engrineer reports

—

departmental editions (1963) 437-438
document editions (1963) 226-267

wheat, 1963, strontium-90 in plant parts and
milling fractions (1965) 1594

women

—

labor laws summary (1961) 1583; (1962)
10778; (1964) 19033

workers (1964) 1665
ZIP code directory (1963) 20037

Illinois Central RR., accidents (1961) 9286;
(1962) 9608, 19616; (1963) 12268, 15662

Illinois Harbor:
improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2199
document edition (1963) 2005

Illinois River:
and tributaries, flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1962) 21680
document edition (1962) 20960

Beardstown, 111., flood control project,
change name to Sid Simpson flood con-
trol project

—

hearings (1962) 15280
law (1962) 16796
reports (1962) 13435, 17218

Illinois, University, spectrometers, free entry
(1962) 17083, 20763, 21266

Illiteracy:

AFQT 7 and 8 failures, literacy screening
scales,development (1963) 14949

estimates by States, 1960 (1963) 4587
functional literacy and basic work skills

training for unemployed

—

explanation of bill (1964) 7354
hearings (1963) 17325; (1964) 397
law (1964) 1943
reports (1963) 17278, 18913; (1964) 2048,
4527

literacy education for adults, bibliography
(1962) 2409

voter requirements, literacy tests, hearings
(1962) 11668

Illness, see Diseases—Sick.

Illumination, see Lights and lighting.

Illustrations:
al-Zahrawi's 10th century surgical treatise

(1961) 20012
Fish and Wildlife Service publications (1962)

5206
technical illustrating, for contractor reports

for NASA (1964) 16666
see also Prints.

Illustrators:
examination announcements (1965) 17242

medical

—

suspension notice (1965) 13684
VA positions (1964) 15360

scientific, medical (1964) 15356
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llmenite:
electric smelting of titaniferous iron ores

from Alaska, Montana, and Wyoming
(1964) 18681

flotation from Virginia saprolite and un-

weathered diorite ores (1963) 5498
Idaho, chlorination (1961) 9459
resources, Iron Mountain area, Albany

Ck)unty, Wyo (1961) 15746
sands, Lakehurst Mine, Glidden Co., explora-

tion methods, etc (1964) 2981
titaniferous iron deposits, Cebolla Creek,

Gunnison County, C^lo (1961) 1231

diamond-drill sample data statistical analy-
sis (1963) 14508

ILO, see International Labor Organization.
ILWU-PMA, see International Longshoremen's

and Warehousemen's Union-Pacific Mar-
itime Association.

Im, Kim Jung, see Kim Jung Im.

Im, Lim Myung, see Zehr, Michelle S.

Image (psychology):
cybernetic approach to problem, USSR

study (1964) 16439
error keys as reference aids in image inter-

pretation (1965) 17076
nature, mental reflection in light of ideas of

cybernetics, USSR study (1964) 7146

Image intensifiers:

Fresnel zone plate forms images at wave-
lengths below 1000 angstroms (1965)
11443

internal trainer optical system, development
(1964) 7647

solid state (1964) 7647
solid state, annual report on program for

application of techniques to military
training (1965) 14945

Image orthicon camera tubes, see Cameras.
Image tubes:
electronographic, development (1965) 5525
signal generating, strong field focusing

(1965) 6744
Images:
converter camera for 0.5 to 10,000 micro-

second photographs (1965) 10172
dissector aperture geometries and scan pat-

terns for use in star tracker system
(1965) 16716

image interpretation task, status report,

June 30, 1962 (1963) 16830
Imagination in modern world, 3 lectures pre-

sented under auspices of Gertrude Clarke
Whittall Poetry and Literature Fund
(1962) 23945

Imeson Airport, accident (1962) 16591
IMF, see International Monetary Fund.

Imhoof, Helen I., relief (1961) 7188, 8690, 10148

Imirie, Joseph S., nomination, hearings (1961)
12507

Imitation, trace, comparison with conditioned
traces reflexes in chimpanzee, USSR
study (1964) 16170

Imizine, see Impramine.
Imlay, Ralph W.:
marine Jurassic pelecvpods from central and

southern Utah (1964) 18137
middle Bajocian ammonites from Cook Inlet

region, Alaska (1964) 18129
upper Jurassic mollusks from eastern Ore-

gon and western Idaho (1964) 15952
Imle, Ernest P., relief (1963) 11782; (1964)

12178, 13852
Immer, John R.:

small plant layout (1964) 20790
starting and managing small building busi-

ness (1963) 1491

Immersion:
partial, cold water, eff'ects on man in Arctic

(1963) 18483
water

—

hypodynamic effects (1961) 1665
orientation to gravitational vertical

(1962) 10435
weightlessness simulation with subject im-

mersed in rotating water tank, observa-
tions (1964) 20585

Immigration and emigration:
Cypriot workers to Germany, PEO position

(1961) 7864
educational exchange program, immigration

aspects, report (1961) 14304
France, immigrant labor problem, Commun-

ist Party proposals (1964) 11151
Immigration and nationality act

—

amend

—

analysis of act (1961) 7274
hearings (1961) 8981, 14463; (1962) 7099;

(1964) 17659, 19517, 21209; (1965)
15823, 16033, 17943
print additional copies, report (1964)

19478
laws (1961) 18647, 18692; (1965) 17429
message from the President (1965) 1984
reports (1961) 12427, 16777, 18849

18872, 20555, 20608; (1962) 7046, 9258;
(1965) 15701, 15725, 17875, 19227

judicial decisions (1964) 2115
text, including amendments (1962) 2338;

(1964) 15595
immigration patrol inspector, examination

announcement (1962) 20657
immigration quota areas according to Immi-

gration and nationality act of U.S., map
(1961) 8206

inquiry into entries of aliens relative to

individual hardship cases, recognized
international emergencies, and Russian
Old Believers, under administrative dis-

cretionary parole authority (1964) 6366
immigration to United States (1964) 2115

brief account (1962) 13894; (1963) 15631
investigations

—

authorization, reports (1961) 4071; (1962)

5037, 7205; (1963) 6255; (1964) 4557,
6483; (1965) 4562

expenses, report (1964) 17811
reports on findings (1961) 7241; (1963)

8052; (1965) 4592
Israel

—

immigration

—

problems, translations (1963) 6991
settlement and Arab minority (1963) 5354
statistical report (1962) 5640

laws

—

administrative decisions (1961) 10705;
(1963) 17540, 17544
indexes (1961) 4333, 9276, 19447; (1962)

5320, 9761, 15652; (1963) 20748; (1964)

8794, 21368
notice (1964) 8792

facilities for enforcement, increase au-
thorization

—

hearing (1962) 11671
law (1962) 13318
reports (1962) 9361, 11600

general information (1962) 672; (1963)
14047; (1964) 18159

manpower and immigration, report (1963)
12774

Mexican regulations (1962) 17807
national origins system for selection of U.S.

immigrants, abolish

—

hearings, (1965) 15823, 16033, 17943
law (1965) 17429
reports (1965) 15701, 15725, 17875, 19227
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Immigration and emigration—Continued
problems, study (1964) 2115, 6366; (1965) 416

print additional copies, report (1964) 19479
publications, price list (1961) 17787; (1963)

3266; (1964) 18888
refugees and escapees

—

from Communist tyranny, emigration
problems, investigation, authorization,
reports (1961) 5797; (1962) 7206

U.S. to participate in resettlement, amend
act of July 14, 1960—
hearings (1961) 16846, 17128; (1962) 423
law (1962) 16736
reports (1961) 16766, 19052; (1962) 15220

study of population and immigration prob-
lems

—

Asia (1963) 296
manpower in U.S (1963) 296
United States (1963) 296
world (1963) 296

Immigration and Naturalization Service:
annual report, 1964 (1965) 4879
construction authority, Guam and Virgin

Islands

—

law (1965) 15442
reports (1965) 8953, 13914

facilities for enforcement of immigration
laws along Canadian and Mexican bor-
ders, increase cost limitation, report
(1962) 9361

I & N reporter (1961) 3307; (1962) 3929;
(1963) 3775; (1964) 3582; (1965) 3496

index, July 1959-Apr. 1960 (1961) 3308
immigration patrol inspector, examination

announcements (1961) 12006; (1962)
20657; (1964) 208; (1965) 11968

interim decisions (1961) 3309; (1962) 3954;
(1963) 3793; (1964) 3601; (1965) 3515

supplemental index (1961) 4333, 9276, 19447
Immigration Board, establish, hearings (1965)

16033, 17943
Immigration Border Patrol, see Border Patrol,

Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Immobilization, see Rest.
Immunity:
anthrax, problem, USSR, selected transla-

tions (1961) 15021
antivirus, ionizing radiation effects (1963)

9669
USSR study (1962) 8032

basis for heteroplastics of embroyonic blood
vessels, USSR study (1962) 1250

cold environment interrelationship (1963)
14908

genetics, control mechanisms for antibody
formation, theories (1964) 9006

Hungarian Microbiological Society, program
of Immunology Section (1962) 10331

leucosis, immunology, USSR study (1962)
8025

malignant change in tissues, immunochemis-
try, USSR study (1961) 788

natural, humoral factors in dolphins Pho-
caena phocaena, comparative character-
istics, USSR study (1965) 14552

plants, general theory and principles of ra-
dioselection for resistance to infectious
diseases, USSR study (1962) 1017

plants to infectious diseases, natural laws
(1961) 20958

radiation illness, irreversible damage lower-
ing immunobiological resistance, USSR
study (1963) 10853

serum proteins, immunological characteris-
tics, USSR study (1961) 20972

see also Immunization.
Immunity (legal), see Evidence.

Immunization:
and resistance to toxins, USSR (1964) 20240
antibodies adsorbed on solid absorbents,

immunological activity, USSR study
(1962) 915

autoimmunization

—

and significance of autoantibodies in pa-
thology (1961) 15659

factors of body in burns, USSR study
(1963) 17891

in pathology, role in pathogenesis of burn
disease, USSR study (1965) 11141

phenomena, clinical importance, USSR
study (1961) 11116

black grouse in natural focus of tick-borne
encephalitis, USSR study (1965) 9326

brucella vaccine Dessau effectiveness on
dairy cows against brucellosis, East
German study (1962) 7846

conditioned reflex regulations of immuno-
biological reactions, USSR study (1962)
5434

conditioned reflex regulations of immun-
o-biological reactions, USSR study
(1962) 5434

disease prevention (address) (1965) 13228
health benefits for you and your family

(1965) 6873
immunobiological specificity of chemically

modified proteins, USSR study (1961)
15529

immunogenic properties of some fractions of
causative agents of plague, USSR study
(1963) 17682

immunohematology, laboratory procedures,
Air Force manual (1962) 18647

immunoprophylaxis of babesiasis in cattle,

Yugoslav study (1962) 7729
information for international travel (1961)

21312; (1962) 20253; (1963) 21087

intensive programs, hearings (1962) 13523
leukosis, translations, USSR study (1962)

1072
Memphis and Shelby County, Tenn., status

of 2-year olds (1963) 16509
plant immunity, scientific research, USSR

(1962) 969
role in control of infectious diseases (1961)

12973
subcutaneous, cutaneous, and aerogenic, of

human subjects immunized with live STI
anthrax vaccine, reactogenicity and
immunological effectiveness study,
USSR (1962) 942

surveys, attribute sampling methods for
local health departments (1965) 8237

translations from Pediatriya (1961) 10751
value of rabbit-passed pork pest virus in

pigs previously vaccinated with inacti-

vated vaccines, Rumanian study (1962)
7837

Immunobiology:
USSR research (1965) 2383
USSR studies (1964) 14638

Immunochemistry of coagulated antigen-
antibody complexes (1962) 8891

Immunoelectrophoresis, quantitative determi-
nations by, study of some factors (1965)
8491

Immunological methods of study of rheuma-
tism and other collagen diseases, USSR
(1962) 19897

Immunological reactivity of schizophrenia
patients to therapy with insulin and
neuroleptic substances, USSR (1961)
20946
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Immunology:
acute radiation injury, USSR study (1963)

8979
cancer, immunological aspects, USSR study

(1965) 19772
developments, USSR studies (1965) 9405
embryogenesis, USSR study (1963) 954
expanding role (1962) 16252
infectious disease studies, USSR (1964) 2627
journal of microbiology, epidemiology, and

immunobiology (USSR periodical), trans-
lations (1963) 15933

pest-allergen tests on animals and volun-
teers, Soviet study (1965) 11124

radiation problems, inter- Institute confer-
ence, USSR report (1961) 11153

rheumatism, research and unresolved prob-
lems, USSR book, conclusions and table
of contents (1962) 22134

Rumanian developments (1965) 2557
studies conducted by Institute of Epidemiol-

ogy and Microbiology, USSR (1961) 787
urgent problems, USSR study (1965) 9349
USSR research (1965) 912, 2657

IMP intra-industry management program helps
business help itself (1965) 15031

Impact:
acceleration technology for aviation crash

injury prevention, synthesis (1963)
18353

bibliography (1963) 18354
alleviation, landing characteristics of reen-

try vehicle with passive landing system
(1964) 5512

biomedical research studies, bibliography
(1964) 13732

copper filaments into aluminum targets
(1964) 7496

droplet, theoretical aspects of measurement
(1964) 13

flash at low ambient pressures (1964) 7548
high impact strength aluminum castings for

low temperatures (1964) 13151
high-speed-impact attenuation by gas bags,

theory (1962) 12495
high-velocity, into nonmetallic targets, cor-

relation of data for metallic and nonme-
tallic targets (1961) 6395

human survivability in free-fall (1964) 1791
hypervelocity

—

damage characteristics in

—

armored space radiator tubes (1964)
20599

beryllium and graphite plates and tubes
(1965) 18568

impact ionization effect (1963) 18165
liquid, effect on spacecraft propellant tanks

(1965) 18535
lunar landing, simulated gravity, tests

(1965) 6684
multiple-impact study of energy absorption

(1965) 16601
Newtonian theory used for evaluation of

hypersonic forces, moments, and stabili-

ty derivatives for combinations of flat

plates (1962) 10499
noise control in multifamily dwellings, guide

(1963) 8235
properties of maraging steel compositions

(1963) 18249
resistance of double-sheet structures at ve-

locities to 24,000 ft. per second (1962)
22567

seismic model impacter (1964) 1737
survival of extreme vertical impact in seat-

ed position (1963) 4504
textiles, phenomena (1963) 3307
thin sheet, meteoroid shielding study (1965)

16618

Impact—Continued
various materials obtained by acceleration-

time-history technique applicable to
evaluating remote targets (1962) 14474

Impedance:
commercial Leclanche dry cells and batteries

(1963) 14600
electrically short antennas in ionosphere

(1963) .5581

input, curves of change due to ground for
dipole antennas (1964) 5546

measuring equipment, audio frequency, OJ-1,
OJ-2, OJ-3 and general radio 650A, test
instrument calibration procedure (1961)
8105

mechanical

—

added to walls of cavity resonator by in-

side and outside liquid medium (1962)
12598

simulation in shock and vibration testing
(1963) 16389

X-259 rocket motor study (1963) 14549
microwave, measurements and standards

(1965) 16735
pneumograph calibration, thoracic cage

measurements (1963) 16801
probe on satellites, experiences (1965) 7092
radiation

—

mechanical, of multizone radiators in pro-
late spheriodal baffle (1961) 5008

zonal arrays on hard prolate spheroidal
baffle, numerical computation (1965)
14951

RF, probe technique, and CW propagation,
simultaneous measurement of ionospher-
ic electron densities (1962) 6289

thoracic cage measurement

—

cancellation of respiration effects on
transthoracic impedance (1964) 5906

cardiac output (1964) 9988, 15238
dynamic characteristics of pneumograph

(1964) 5907
impedance product systems (1964) 76
tissue resistivity (1964) 9987

Impedance bridges, see Electric bridges.
Impellers:
mechanical pump, operating in liquid metal

space power loops, cavitation damage
(1965) 14728

pump

—

method for design using high-speed digital
computer (1963) 3150

nonviscous flow on blade-to-blade surface
of revolution (1962) 8505

Imperial Airlines, Inc.:

accident (1962) 6835
Richmond air crash

—

hearings (1962) 4958
subcommittee report (1962) 7082

Imperial Council of Ancient Arabic Order of
Nobles of Mystic Shrine, see Ancient
Arabic Order of Nobles of Mystic
Shrine.

Imperial County, Calif.:

land withdrawal at Chocolate Mountain Aer-
ial Gunnery Range

—

law (1963) 17049
reports (1963) 11805, 17264

Imperial National Wildlife Refuge:
birds (1961) 17258
mammals, list (1965) 7702

Imperial Shrine Convention, Inc., 1965, per-

mits, authorize, report (1964) 14107
Imperial Valley, cotton, supply functions

(1963) 8155

Imperialism:
American, certain strategic military con-

cepts, USSR study (1962) 23634
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Imperialism—Continued
non-Communist manifesto of coraitemporary

imperialism. Czechoslovakian stud>-

(1962) 9986
U.S. imperialists to be defeated in South

Vietnam (1964) 5188

Implements, utensils, etc., vitreous china,

earthenware food utensils, census of

manufactures, 1958, industry report

(1961) 1796

Important historical document, USSR (1962)
7745

Importers, rodenticides and accessories, list

(1965) 6237

Imports:
airborne, foreign trade reports (1962)

16479-480; (1963) 3730-31; (1964)
3529-30, 4110; (1965) 4021. 13649

articles repackaged in U.S., mark with name
of country of origin report (1961) 16785

balance of payments problem (address)

(1961) 7410
beef cattle, hearing (1964) 8355
by air, foreign trade reports (1965) 3443-44,

11947
Cuban, prohibit shipment in interstate or

foreign commerce

—

hearings (1961; 18961
report (1961) 18857

cultural objects for temporary display, ren-

der immune from seizure

—

law (1965) 19136
reports (1965) 17653. 17874

ciistoms duty rulings on prospective imports
(1965) 19525

detentions, food, drug, and cosmetic prod-

ucts, reports (1963) 12147; (1964) 3968;
(1965) 3889A

economic growth of U.S. dependent on total

trade (remarks) (1962) 9131
exchange permit rules s\immarized for world

traders (1964) 11970
fact sheet (1963) 10058
foreign trade reports (1961) 2960-61, 2993:

(1962) 3888-89; (1963) 3727-28; (1964)

3526-27. 13768; (1965' -^439-44

notice to users of FT 125, changes in pre-

sentation of statistics (1964) 11910

foreigrn trade summary reports, monthiy
(1962) 4413-15, 4417; (1963 4262-64,

4266; (1964) 4117-21; (1965^ 4028-30.

4032
free and dutiable goods (1961) 4269; (1962)

5361; (1963) 2399
from U.S., foreign control regulations, sum-

mary (1962) 5337
impact on domestic employment, bearings

(1962) 4961, 7087
print additional copies, reports (1962)

9309, 17013, 17282
import-export overtime law, clarify, report

(1964) 15514
importance as source of food (1965) 12379
Netherlands, what can you sell (1964) 21075
relationship to employment, analysis of

competing industries, etc (1962) 14.398

requirements, general information (1965)

19526
rise, 1st half of 1961 (1961) 20502
statistical classification

—

schedule A (1961) 5480; (1962) 9035. 18779;

(1963) 7748; (1964) 157
commodity numbers, revisions. 1962

(1963) 9729
schedule T (1963) 7749, 9713; (1964) 4354
schedule Y (1962) 4742, 14924; (1964) 4355,

10046
schedule Z (1965) 7281

Imports—Continued

total trade of U.S (1961) 2034. 4270. 6094,
7471. 9210-11, 12704, 14917. 17287.
20878, 20881; (1962) 2573, 2578, 7513,
11947. 15690, 15692. 19612, 21895. 23621

total trade summar>- reports, monthly (1962)
4417; (1963) 4266; (1964j 4121; (1965)
4032

trade summary reports, monthly

—

by commodity (1962) 4413; (1963) 4262;
(1964)4117; (1965)4028

by country (1962) 4414; (1963) 4263; (1964)
4118; (1965) 4029

by ciistoms district (1962) 4415; (1963)
4264; (1964) 4119; (1965) 4030
calendar years 1961-64 (1965) 13651

trademark information for tourists (1961)

9006; (1962) 13710
U.S. commodities as related to output (1962)

2244, 13088; (1963) 4595; (1964) 8141
announcement and order form (1964) 10071

United States

—

balance of international payments deficit,

study '1961 1 .5744

for consumption, tariff schedules anno-

tated by country (1965) 15320
merchandise for consumption, TSUS
schedules by part by item, 1961 (1964)

1823
relative to domestic enq)loyment, 1960

(1962) 12346
working day and seasonal adjustment fac-

tors (1961) 39.53

months for cyclical dominance, 1948-63
(1964) 10075

see also (Commerce—Commercial products

—

Tariff

—

also names of classes of articles

imported—aiso names of countries, etc.

Impramine. effect on bioelectric activity of

brain, USSR study (1962; 12047
Inq>regiiated cathode (1963) 1778

Impressions and beliefs of new commissioner,
remarks (1961) 9966

Impressions of North Korea and its economy
(1961) 210.35

Improved damp pit for receiving farmers stock

peanuts (1962) 6522
Improved insertion-loss testCT (1964) 14824

Improvement of St. Dizabeth's Hospital Com-
mission, establish, hearings ( 1964) 6350

Improving home and family living among
low-income families (1963) 10304

Imuruk Lake, geology of area (1964) 2416

In-core power momtoring of nuclear reactors

(1963) 7692
In quest of clean air for Berlin, N.H (1962)

20257
In-service training series (1963) 7336

In situ determination of dynamic elastic con-

stants of rock (1962) 3323

In these hands, st ry of air traffic control

(1963) 6395
In vitro effectiveness of topical applications

of low concentration stannous fluoride

solutions (1964) 13647

In vitro performance of stannous fluoride pro-

phylaxis paste and topical solution,

alone and in combination (1963) 4416

In vivo measurement of total gas pressure in

mammalian tissue (1964) 1789

In %nvo method to measure relative blood vis-

cosity and factors associated with hin-

drance (1963) 7631

In your service, work of Uncle Sam's forest

rangers (1963) 16730
Inactivation and reactivation of facilities

(1964) 11730
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Inauguration of the President, see President
of United States.

Inbreeding:
and crossbreeding in rabbit production

a9«5) 7010
Hereford cattle, evaluation of response

(1965) "046

Incandescent lamps, see Eectric lamps.
Incendivity. see Ignition.
Incentive awards, see Rewards tprizes, etc.).

Incentive contracting guide il964) 6544; (1965)
6088. S050

liicoitive pay. see Pay allowances, etc.
Incentive payments;
extent in manufacturing (1961) 9416
farmer cooperative employee plans, 5 case

studies (1962') 19455
material incentives on collective farms.

USSR study (1963) 2723
Incentives in industry:
economic oroportions and material incen-

tive. USSR study (1965) 14563
water pollution atatement (1965) 18713

Incineration, engineering manual, changes
(1964) 621. 4668

Incinerators:
for solid combustible wastes containing

low-level radioactivity (1962) 23978
human waste disposal (1963) 18473

Income:
age and income distribution (1965) 13266
aged

—

measuring income security, sources and
amount of income (1961) 20141

State variations (1963) 1500; (1964) 3133
.Alaska (1961) 256
and expenses, combined financial statements.

members of Federal Home Loan Bank
System (1962) 23518

British National Incomes Commission, func-
tions and problems, etc (1963) 19804

Bulgaria, real income of blue- and
white-collar workers (1962) 22359

changes, effects on food consumption errata
(1961) 5265

dvil service annuitants, survey (1965) 17732
conditions affecting performing artists, in-

vestigation hearings (1962) 7086
consumer expenditures and income

—

Anchorage, .Alaska (1964) 2951
.\thol. Mass (1964) 11269
Atlanta. Ga (1963) 1166, 7151
.Austin. Tex (1963) 7156
Bakerslield. Calif (1964) 9381
Baltimore. Md (1963) 7160, 12786
Baton Rouge, La (1964) 7372
Boston, Mass (1963) 1167, 7152
Buffalo. N.Y (1963) 9050
Cambridge. Ohio (1964) 11272
Cedar Rapids, Iowa (1963) 10890, 14455
Champaign-Urbana. Ill (1963) 12790, 14459
Chicago, m (1963) 1165, 7150
Cincinnati, Ohio (1963) 18031-32
Qeveland. Ohio 1963> 12787-788
Crookston. W; 1272
Dallas, Tex i\ . .445-7

Dayton. Ohio .. _. '•S-7S9
Denver. Colo il=r64) 1368-69
Detroit, Mich (1963) 7145-46
Durham. N.C (1964) 2956, 5427
Eureka. Calif (1964) 11271
Fairbanks. -Alaska (1964) 1366
Florence. .Ala (1964) 11270
Gainesville. Tex (1964) 11270
Gallup. N. Mex (1963) 16274
Green Bay. Wis (1964) 2957, .5428

Hartford. Conn (1963) 19790-791
Honolulu. Hawaii (1964) 1370-n
Indianapolis, Ind (1963) 7154, 14452

Income—Continued
consumer expenditures and income—Con.

Ketchikan. Alaska (1964) 1367. 5426
Klamath Falls, Oreg (1963) 16274
Lancaster, Pa (1964) 2952-53
Las Vegas. Nev (1964) 9379-80
Logansport, Ind (1964) 11272
Los -Angeles, Calif (1963) 12789, 14458
Mangum. Okla (1964) 11270
Manhattan. Kans (11272
Martinsville, Va (1964) 11270
Menasha, Wis (1964) 11272
Millville, NJ (1964) 11269
Nashville, Tenn (1963) 19786-787
New Jersey, northern (1963) 7157, 12784
New York. N.Y (1963) 1164. 7149
Okmulgee, Okla (1964) 11270
Oem. Utah (1964) 11271
Orlando. Fla (1963) 10891, 14456
Philadelphia, Pa (1963) 5437. 12782
Pittsburgh. Pa (1963) 7155, 14453
Portland, Maine (1963) 71.58. 14454
rural farm population. 1961

—

north central region (1965) 11826. 11868
northeastern region (1965) 11825, 18867
southern region (1965) 11827, 18869
United States (1965) 11829. 18870
western region (1965) 11828

rural nonfarm areas

—

north central region (1965) 11338
northeastern region (1964) 18626; (1965)

113.37

southern region (1964) 18627; (1965)
11339

United States (1964) 16586; (1965) 11341
western region (1964) 14687; (1965)

11340
St. Louis. Mo (1963) 7159, 12785
San Francisco, Calif (1963) 7147-48
Seattle, Wash (1963) 7153, 12783
Seb ring, Fla (1964) 11270
small cities in southern region
Qeveland ( 1963) 14460
Griffin, Ga (1963) 14460
Mc.Allen, Tex (1963) 14460
Reserve, La (1963) 14460
Tennessee (1963) 14460
Union, S.C (1963) 14460
Vicksburg. Miss (1963) 14460

Southbridge. Mass (1964) 11269
Urban and rural. 1960-61

—

north central region (1965) 14620
southern region (1965) 14621
total north central region (1965) 14619
total northeastern region (1965)

14617-618
total southern region (1965) 12784
western region (1965) 14622-623
total U.S (1965) 11342

urban places

—

north central region (1964) 13044; (1965)
14614

northeastern region (1964) 13043. 18621:
(196.5) 14613

southern region (1964) 13045; (1965)
1277, 16550

western region (1964) 14686. 18622:
(1965) 14615

urban United States (1964) 11268,
18623-625; (196.5) 14616

Washington. D.C (1963) 1163. 14451. 16273
Wichita. Kans (1964) 2954-55

consumer income

—

families and persons at record high in
1963 (1964) 11906

families and persons in United States
(1964) 19305; (1965) 17225

low-income families and unrelated individ-
uals in United States. 1963 (1965) 11944
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Income—Continued
consumer income, series (1961) 1812, 10027;

(1962) 18790; (1963) 6002, 20359; (1964)
11906, 19305; (1965) 11945, 17225

cooperative extension service work with low
income families (1964) 2314

migrants (1964) 2315
the aging (1964) 2316

costs and returns

—

commercial broiler farms, Maine, Delmar-
va, and Georgia (1965) 17991

commercial Corn Belt farms (1965) 17992
derived from mercantile and manufacturing

corporations, State taxation, hearings
(1962) 7098

distribution

—

actual problems in system (1964) 16190
development, Hungarian study (1964)
21626

economic status of older Americans, basic

facts, staff report (1961) 12497
effects of proposed quality stabilization act,

summary analysis (1963) 20449
elasticity of food consumption associated

with changes in income in developing
countries (1965) 7575

elderly people, 1963 (1965) 11945
elderly population, statistics (1963) 15086
families (1961) 10027
families and persons

—

averages (1963) 13300; (1965) 10253
estimating requirements by types (1961)

4805
in relation to selected health characteris-

tics. United States (1963) 16538

in U.S (1961) 1812; (1962) 11070; (1963)
6002, 20359

trends, 1947-60 (1963) 13304
under $3,000 in 1959, by counties of U.S.,

1960, map (1965) 7287
family

—

income and related characteristics among
low-income counties and States (1964)

21926
increases in 1961 (1962) 18790
low income families in low rent public

housing, cooperative extension service

work (1963) 20662
metropolitan areas, 1960 (1964) 6034
per capita and median, 1959, for States,

standard metropolitan statistical areas,

and counties, census of population, 1960

(1965) 17207
sources and structure, 1960 (1964) 10074
United States, medical care and health

status (1964) 11584
farm

—

chronic low, relation to major national

economic problems (address) (1962) 7263
commercial farms bv type, size, and loca-

tion (1961) 9870
costs and retur-'s

—

commercial Corn Belt farms (1962)

17367; (1963) 8146
commercial cotton farms (1963) 12046;

(1963) 2123; (1965) 16081
commercial dairv farms. Northeast and
Midwest (1962) 17363; (1965) 12375

commercial egg-producing farms. New
Jersey (1962) 171365; (1963) 10050

commercial tobacco farms. North Caroli-

na (1962) 17364; (1963) 12045
coastal plain North Carolina (1965)

12374
commercial tobacco-livestock farms,
Kentucky (1962) 17366; (1965) 12373

commercial wheat farms, Pacific North-
west, Northern and Southern Plains

(1962) 17.368; (1963) 15413; (1965)

16080

Income—Continued
farm—Continued

effects of agricultural flood reduction on
most profitable farm organization and
income of flood plain farms, Beech River
Watershed (1965) 5427

families have mixed and diversified in-

comes (address notes) (1961) 68
family, increasing (address) (1961) 5260
net-income-situation, hearings (1961)

12329
new programs for improvement of price
and supply problems (address) (1962)
8842

operators, resources needed for specified

levels of earnings (1962) 5081; (1965) 466

parity standards for agriculture (1963)
2129

rental, social security payments, effect

(1961) 5055
reporting for social security credit (1963)

18314
situation (1961) 2782; (1962) 3804; (1963)

3639; (1964) 3456; (1965) 3349
social security payments, effect (1962)

1745
soil bank and corn allotment program

effects in southern Iowa (1961) 8307
State estimates, 1949-59 (1961) 2782
statistics, how to use (1963) 9584
teaching taxes program (1965) 777

Federal reserve member banks (1962) 5192;
(1965) 6199

how our income is divided, graphic pamphlet
(1964) 187

Hungary

—

blue and white collar workers' and peas-
ants' households in 1958 (1961) 20931

national and population, 1958 (1962) 1203
income and expenses, combined financial

statements, members of Federal Home
Loan Bank Systems (1964) 655

income-loss protection against short-term
sickness (1962) 1815; (1964) 5690; (1965)
3020

low income

—

librarians can help the handicapped (1965)
11336

parents, helping through parent education
groups and homemaking consultants
(1963) 15090

rural families

—

loans to cooperatives serving (1965)
10085

opportunity loans (1965) 11865
low-income families (1964) 6033
consumption-expenditure ratios, charts

(1961) 6671
new programs in health, education, and
welfare (1965) 14428

survey (1965) 9030

low-income housing demonstration pro-

gram

—

guide (1963) 12240
project directory (1964) 2438, 19809; (1965)

18236
search for solutions (1965) 9289

maintenance, including financing of health

costs, reports from White House Confer-

ence on Aging (1961) 14981
mathematical models and electronic comput-

ers in planning and economic calcula-

tions, USSR study (1961) 17379

median family income and related data, by
counties, including rural farm income
(1964) 5861

money income of aged by marital status, etc

(1963) 14699
money value of education (1963) 3036
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Income—Continued
national, US and USSR, antiscientific meth-

ods used by bourgeois economists in

comparing (1961) 13107
neighborhoods (1963) 5453-57, 7171-77,

9066-77, 10912-921; (1964) 2966-68
older people (1963) 20247; (1964) 3191, 7854
personal

—

small-area market analysis (1962) 2160
statistics on size distribution in U.S.,

study (1965) 5787
total and per capita by State, 1961 (1962)

20280
physicians and dentists from private,

self-employment practice, 1960-62 (1965)
15038

Poland, farm population, agricultural pro-

duction, 1956-60 (1962) 10019
railroads, selected items (1961) 3355; (1962)

4330; (1963) 4182; (1964) 4024; (1965)
3931

retirement and measures of need (1964) 7740
retirement, of the aging, hearings (1961)

19139; (1962) 9475, 11646, 15421, 19367;
(1963) 325, 2084

pt. 1, print additional copies, report (1962)
7204

rural families, opportunities from outdoor
recreation enterprises (1965) 7564

rural family spending and consumption,
low-income area in Kentucky (1964)
19081

senior citizens, statistics (1964) 10072
size by family characteristics, 1960 (1964)

8106
tax returns statistics

—

business (1961) 12822; (1962) 9773, 19596;
(1963) 2376, 14067; (1964) 2449, 12548;
(1965) 773, 18261, 19700

corporation (1961) 6211; (1962) 5333,
21866; (1963) 15644; (1964) 857; (1965)
6376

fiduciary, gift, and estate (1961) 6210;
(1964) 6840

individuals (1961) 15001, 20859; (1962)
17658, 23607; (1963) 15645; (1964) 4843,
18167; (1965) 6375, 14455
State and metropolitan area data (1962)

21867; (1965) 6374
sales of capital assets reported on individ-

ual returns, 1959 (1962) 19595
timber potential from small forests in Mis-

souri Ozarks (1965) 672
unemployed, work history and attitudes

(1964) 7418
USSR-

national, and state budget (1965) 5001
relationship between national income and

State budget (1963) 12313
working with low-income rural families

(1964) 14237
see also subject from which income is de-

rived.

Income tax:

abolish, fallacies and dangers of proposed
Liberty amendment (1964) 4519

print as Senate document, report (1964)
4537

aliens

—

dual-status tax years, guide (1963) 10316
information guide (1963) 10320

amendment to Constitution repealing 16th
amendment, study of proposal (1961)
4063

print additional copies, report (1962)
13618

amendments to internal revenue code, expla-
nation of H.R. 11450 (1965) 17749

aspects of national tax policy (remarks)
(1963) 20209

Income tax—Continued

business, unrelated taxable income, amend
internal revenue code

—

law (1964) 15397
reports (1964) 8344, 14068

collapsible corporations, amend tax laws

—

law (1964) 17343
reports (1964)) 8335, 15701

consolidated returns, tax benefits, treat-

ment, hearings (1965) 17922
convention with Federal Republic of Ger-

many, text (1962) 5329
corporate tax rate, extension

—

hearings (1962) 13678; (1963) 13801
laws (1961) 12125; (1962) 16734; (1963)
13426

reports (1961) 10296, 10303, 10478; (1962)
13433, 13450, 15222, 15347, 15358; (1963)
11831, 11840, 13718

corporations outside D.C. making loans se-

cured by D.C. property, clarify status,
reports (1961) 14433; (1962) 21412;
(1964) 15567

corporations to qualify as real estate in-

vestment trusts, report (1965) 12122
credit for political contributions

—

hearings (1961) 10520, 14755; (1962) 11459
report (1961) 17070

Cvprus, act of 1961, foreign persons (1963)
846

deductibility of accrued vacation pay, ex-

tend time

—

law (1964) 17412
reports (1964) 13946, 15700, 17616

deductions

—

accident and health insurance contract
premiums

—

law (1962) 23190
reports (1962) 15416, 21077

business, travel, entertainment and gift

expenses, questions and answers (1963)
15643

charitable contributions, unlimited, amend
internal revenue code, report (1961) 8823

child-care expenses in case of women de-

serted by husband

—

law (1963) 7823
reports (1962) 21113; (1963) 4744, 6277

Communist organizations, contributions to

or for use of, amend law, hearings (1961)
18978
print additional copies, reports (1962)

9318, 9466
contributions to certain organizations for

judicial reform, report (1962) 21030
depletion allowance, appointment between

parties, to certain contracts for extrac-

tion of minerals, report (1964) 13948
drilling, etc., expenses for gas and oil, ex-

tend option time, report (1962) 21505
employee pension plans, provisions of P.L.

87-863 (1963) 1498
how it applies to casualties, storms, floods,

etc (1962) 11910
increase limitations on medical expenses,
amend internal revenue code

—

law (1962) 23263
reports (1962) 21031, 21188, 21513

interest by certain savings institutions

paid on deposits, taxable year, report

(1962)21177
limitations on charitable contributions,

amend internal revenue code-
law (1962) 23258
reports (1961) 8810, 14614; (1962) 21175,
21415

medical and dental expenses (1965) 16348
organizations, contributions to which are

deductible, lists (1961) 12821; (1963)

17549; (1964) 3388; (1965) 3271, 11030
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1962 revision (re-

and rules (1962)

Income tax—Continued
deductions—Continued
private pension funds, report (1965) 10663

redeemable ground rent payment

—

hearing (1963) 6293
law (1963) 7828
reports (1962) 19101; (1963) 4741, 6280

self-employed individuals retirement act of

1961—
hearings (1961) 14729
reports (1961) 8806, 19055

self-employed retirement act of 1962

—

law (1962) 23192
summary (1962) 23380

provisions (1963) 1497

report (1962) 21075
travel and entertainment expenditures,

testimony of commissioner of internal

revenue (1963) 8104
travel, entertainment and gift expenses,

rules (1965) 772
depreciation guidelines,

marks) (1962) 20358
depreciation guidelines

15659,21860
tables for applying revenue procedure

(1962) 17659
tax purposes, revenue procedure 62-21,

1964 (1964) 21371
dispositions of property pursuant to orders

enforcing antitrust laws, reports (1962)

9365, 13412, 21474; (1963) 4745

District of Columbia, increase, report (1965)

19251
double taxation

—

agreement with

—

India (1963) 20522
Mexico (1964) 20834

earnings from operation of ships and air-

craft, agreement with

—

C^olombia (1962) 6477

double taxation, convention with

—

Belgium, protocol, supplementary, hearing

(1965) 19495
Federal Republic of Germany, protocol

(1965) 17763
hearing (1965) 19495

Greece, text, correction, agreement (1962)

12722
Israel, text (1961) 5773

Japan, protocol (1962) 21254; (1963) 20525;

(1965) 1650, 15068
ratification, report (1964) 15615

Luxembourg (1965) 11720
ratification, report (1964) 15615

Netherlands, extension to Netherlands

Antilles, protocol (1965) 1654

ratification, report (1964) 6377, 15615

Norway, ratification, report (1963) 20535

Sweden (1964) 6378, 21887
supplementary, ratification, report

(1964) 15615
United Arab Republic, text (1961) 5772

United Kingdom, application to Southern
Rhodesia, etc (1964) 7788

employer's tax guide (1964) 6837

exempt status for nonprofit nurses' profes-
sional registries, report (1964) 13962

exemption of nonprofit corporations provid-

ing reserve funds for building and loan
associations, report (1965) 17660

Federal income tax reductions and small
business (1964) 20783

fishermen, estimated, time of filing declara-
tion, amend internal revenue code

—

law (1962) 20857
reports (1961) 8774; (1962) 17248

foreign central bank of issue, exempt income
from obligations of U.S

—

law (1961) 8617
reports (1961) 7068, 7257

Page 1114

Income tax—Continued

foreign scholars and visitors on official edu-

cational and cultural exchange pro-

grams, tax advice (1963) 10319
Foreign Service personnel, deductions, guide

(1963) 10315
form for organization exempt, revenue rul-

ing, supplement (1961) 5990

Fulbright awards, information guide (1963)

10314, 12248
guide for farmers (1965) 764
history of Internal Revenue Service,

1862-1962 (1963) 6580
how it applies to hurricanes, floods, etc

(1962) 5328
incentive program for modernization of in-

dustry (address) (1961) 10136
individuals (1961) 747; (1963) 631
installment method of reporting income for

tax purposes, modify

—

law (1964) 17398
report (1964) 15702

installment obligations transmitted at

death, release of liability under bonds

—

law (1964) 17428
reports (1964) 10206, 15784, 17614

installment payments of D.C. tax, eliminate,

report (1962) 4954
instruction, general course, 1960 (1961) 745
Internal Revenue Service collection, brief

history (1963) 17552
interstate commerce employees, exempt non-

residents from State withholding tax

—

hearings (1964) 10413; (1965) 414
report (1964) 12225

IRS looseleaf regulations system (1961)

7548, 14997, 19455, 20856, 20857; (1962)

677-678, 2552-53, 5330, 7496, 9771, 11914,

13902-903, 17655, 21863-864, 23604;

(1963) 627, 628, 2372-73, 5052-54, 6581,

8371, 10323-324, 12249, 14062-63,

15637-639, 17550, 19349-350, 20755;

(1964) 851-852, 2446, 3694, 4835, 6839,

8803-4, 10684-685, 12542-543, 14367,

15975-976; (1965) 2257, 3611, 4885-86,

6367-68, 7827-28, 9296-98, 11033,

14450-451, 16346, 18255-258, 19699
life insurance companies

—

amend act, hearing (1964) 15806
hearing (1961) 14731
law (1962) 23258
reports (1962) 21175, 21415

membership organizations, prepaid dues in-

come, include in gross income of tax-

able years applicable

—

law (1961) 14109
reports (1961) 8809, 14594

missing persons, amend act

—

hearing (1964) 17866
law (1964) 17287
reports (1963) 13536; (1964) 15742

municipal withholding by Federal agencies,

amend internal revenue code, reports

(1961) 8795; (1963) 4747
National Computer Center dedication (re-

marks) (1961) 21422
new depreciation guidelines, realistic and

flexible (1963) 1445
nonprofit corporations, mutual deposit guar-

antee funds

—

exemption, report (1963) 13580
hearing (1964) 15805

nonresident aliens, preparation of Form
1040B, information guide (1963) 10318

Panamanian, withholding, agreement with
Panama (1964) 1616

personal holding companies, exception of

consumer finance companies

—

law (1962) 23168
reports (1962) 13477, 21390
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Income tax—Continued
President's tax proposals

—

Administration's economic program (re-

marks) (1963) 18356
Administration's tax programs, changing

directions in national tax policy (re-

marks) (1963) 16634
benefits and overall impact upon our econ-
omy (remarks) (1963) 20215

benefits to economy (remarks) (1963) 11357

designed to create jobs (remarks) (1963)
11360

economic stimulus (remarks) (1963) 9470
expand employment (remarks (1963) 14759
objectives (remarks) (1963) 7499
press releases (1964) 4513
program and balance of payments (re-

marks) (1963) 14760
program in 1963 (remarks) (1963) 9469
reduction and reform, economic goals (re-

marks) (1963) 1576
reduction as stimulus to economy (address)

(1963) 9468
reforms in income tax (remarks) (1963)
7497

small businessman's stake (remarks)
(1963) 11362

stimulus to construction industry (re-

marks (1963) 7498
tax and expenditures control, key to eco-

nomic policy in 60's (remarks) (1963)
5759

tax bill and Federal policy (remarks (1963)
21150

tax reduction and revision (remarks)
(1963) 11356

urgent need (remarks) (1963) 7496
vital to balance of payments (remarks)

(1963) 20214
program, questions and answers (1963)

20218
reduction and revision

—

hearings (1963) 4761, 11915, 20607; (1964)
529

law (1964) 6183
print additional copies, report (1964)
6318

message from the President (1963) 4716
explanation, exhibits, etc (1963) 4760
1963 summary (1964) 4514, 12263

program (remarks) (1964) 3178
provisions of significance to farmers

(1964) 8470
report (1964) 6441

print additional copies, report (1964)
6272

small business, impact of proposals

—

hearings (1963) 13825
report (1963) 17242

staff description of H.R. 8363, as passed
by House of Representatives (1964)
12262

summary of provisions of H.R. 8363 (1964)
12162
as agreed to by conferees (1964) 12260
as reported bv Senate Finance Commit-

tee (1964) 12'261

tax bill in perspective (remarks) (1964)
1643

timing of tax cut (remarks) (1964) 5732
reduction, question of expenditure control

(remarks) (1964) 3177
reforms

—

digest of testimony and statements (1962)
15287

hearing (1961) 14507
message from the President (1961) 8645
statement, etc (1961) 8863

Turkish system (1961) 13026

Income tax—Continued
retirement income credit, amend law

—

hearing (1962) 23413
law (1962) 23276
reports (1961) 16710; (1962) 21475

returns, statistics

—

business (1961) 12822; (1962) 9773, 19596;
(1963) 2376, 14067; (1964) 2449, 12548;
(1965) 773, 18261, 19700

corporation (1961) 6211; (1962) 5333,
21866; (1963) 630, 15644; (1964) 18166;
(1965) 6376

individuals (1961) 15001, 20859; (1962)
17658, 23607; (1963) 15645; (1964) 4843;
18167; (1965) 6375, 14455
State and metropolitan area date (1962)
21867; (1965) 6374

sales of capital assets reported on individ-
ual returns, 1959 (1962) 19595

selected financial data, 1960-61 (1962)
19597

returns, use of social security numbers as
identifying account numbers, amend in-

ternal revenue code

—

law (1961) 18766
reports (1961) 18827, 19124

small corporations, extend period for spouse
of shareholder to consent to not being
taxed as corporation, report (1961) 7257

State-
mercantile and manufacturing corpora-

tions hearings (1962) 7098
taxation of interstate commerce, reports

(1964) 13928; (1965) 17601
print additional copies, report (1964)

17822
withholding from salaries of Federal em-

ployees, regulations (1963) 20210
State and territorial, withholding on com-

pensation of Federal employees, regula-
tions governing (1961) 20228-233; (1962)
1870, 6490, 22882; (1964) 3176, 11669,
15140, 21912; (1965) 3069, 11746, 13313,
16902, 20117

tax benefits for older Americans (1965) 9303
taxable income and taxes withheld from pay

of military personnel, erroneous report-
ing, GAO report (1964) 2401

teaching taxes programs

—

farm (1964) 2450; (1965) 777
general (1964) 2451-52; (1965) 778

student's handbook (1965) 2260, 4888
timber owner and his Federal tax (1965)

1759
travel, entertaining and gift expenses, rules

for deducting (1964) 2448
new 1963 recordkeeping rules for substan-

tiation (1963) 6584
treatment of expropriation loss recoveries,

report (1965) 17670
treatment of losses sustained in converting

from street railway to bus operations,
reports (1961) 18868, 19123

treatment of small business investment
companies, etc., report (1964) 19579

treatment of terminal railroad corporations
and their shareholders

—

law (1962) 23270
reports (1962) 19154. 21176, 21512

treatment, uniformed services retirement
pay, election of annuity for survivors,
report (1965) 19242

Turkey, principles and changes of new law
(1961) 15516

turning point in tax policy (remarks) (1964)
7825

United Kingdom (1962) 11922
United States conventions, legislative histo-

ry (1962) 4970
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Income tax—Continued
withholding regulations under German con-

vention, text (1962) 5329
your Federal income tax for individuals

(1962) 686; (1964) 2453, 6841; (1965) 781
Incompatability, physiologic, new break in

barrier of tissue transplants, USSR
study (1964) 21412

Incompetents, adults, social security benefits,

inadequacies in selection of recipients to

administer their payments, GAO report
(1965) 6273

Inconel:
braze coatings, etc., effect on 1200° F

stress-rupture strength (1964) 1454
550, vacuum effect on fatigue and

stress-rupture properties at 1500° F
(1965) 13050

radiative cooling, emissivity measurement
(1961) 19991

718 sheet alloy, mechanical properties (1965)
14751

spectral normal and total normal omittance,
effects of preoxidation treatments (1964)
16684

Inconel X:

high temperature fatigue properties, envi-
ronmental effect (1962) 6364

radiative cooling, emissivitv measurement
(1961) 19991

spectral normal and total normal omittance,
effects of preoxidation treatments (1964)
16684

Incorporators, see Communications Satellite

(Corporation.
Indecent publications, see Obscene matter.
Indemnification of research contractors (1963)

18862
Indemnity:
and reactor safety, hearings (1962) 16810
Atomic energy act of 1954, extend and

amend—
law (1965) 17406
reports (1965) 15743, 15979, 17619

atomic energy act operations, hearings
(1961) 18770

legislation, AEC;

—

extension, hearings (1965) 15516
selected materials (1965) 10369

payments to sheep owners in scrapie slaugh-
ter program, hearing (1963) 17158

research contractors, indemnification by
VA—

law (1964) 17292
report (1964) 15753

space activities contractors, NASA authori-
ty, hearings (1961) 14504

Indemnity insurance, see Liability insurance.
Independence, Mo.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

13972
land, disposal by Postmaster General

—

hearing (1961) 16849
law (1961) 18762
reports (1961) 16765, 19121

Independence National Historical Park:
acquire Graff House site

—

hearing (1964) 14144
law (1964) 17336
reports (1964) 4453. 15736

addition of property, report (1962) 21443
Carpenter's Hall, general information (1961)

8063
general information (1961) 11457; (1964)

5565; (1965) 8171
property exchange

—

law (1964) 19412
reports (1964) 10260, 17845

Independence quadrangle, Calif., geology
(1965) 6332

Independent health insurance plans, 1964
(1965) 15040

Independent nonprofit Federal research con-
tractors, staff study (1963) 6205

Independent offices, see Government offices.

Index digests:
Civil Aeronautics Board, cumulative, eco-

nomic cases (1963) 15097
consolidated, I.C.C. reports (1963) 2447-48,

6631, 12264; (1965)788
decisions

—

Comptroller General (1961) 3281
General Accounting Office (1963) 4996

Foreign Claims Settlement Commission, deci-

sions, 1949-62 (1964) 19745
Interior Dept., decisions and opinions, quin-

quennial, addendum (1961) 5100
internal revenue cumulative bulletins, sup-

plements (1962) 11912; (1965) 19698
Labor Department administrative decisions

under Walsh-Healey public contracts
act, 1942-64 (1965) 16864

Presidential Railroad Commission's record
of hearings (1962) 16110

Index numbers, see subjects, e.g. Business.

Indexes:
abstracts of recent published material on

soil and water conservation (1963) 5790
AEC translation title list and cross refer-

ence guide (1961) 11803, 18089
aerospace medicine and biology, continuing

bibliography (1965) 8059
Aerospace Research Office, basic research

resumes, 1961-62, sbstracts (1963) 7621
agricultural production for Far East and

South Asia, average 1952-54 and annual
1959-64 (1965) 7577

agriculture bibliography, serial publications
indexed (1964) 14930

Air Force-Navy aeronautical and military
standards (1961) 2898, 3749

Air University periodical index (1961) 2887;
(1962) 3601; (1963) 3443

AMCJ publications and blank forms, military
(1965) 11897

AMC publications, military (1964) 17034,
20988; (1965) 7140

American design, traveling exhibitions and
color slides (1965) 2941

American Ethnology Bureau

—

authors and titles (1962) 16338
bulletins MOO—
departmental edition (1964) 4272
document edition (1964) 4427

applied mechanics reviews (1965) 15212
Armed Forces medical journal (1961) 3113
Armed Forces song folio and Army hit kit

for soldier shows (1962) 12810
Armed services papers (1961) 1881, 20566;

(1965) 2004
Army aviation digest (1961) 2913
Army information digest (1961) 2907
Army motion pictures, film strips, slides, and

phono-records (1962) 6673, 11006, 22993
Army procurement procedure and armed

services procurement regulation (1962)
12985

Army research task summary, 1961 (1962)
10963

Atomic Energy C-ommission

—

annual report (1963) 11588
engineering materials list (1962) 23055;

(1964) 8072; (1965) 4273
major activities (1961) 13840

Jan. 1958-June 1960 (1961) 3789
Jan. 1963-Dec. 1964 (1965) 10164
Jan. 1963-June 1965 (1965) 17079
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Indexes—Continued
Atomic Energy Commission—Continued

reports, 25 semiannual (1961) 18105; (1962)
13009

author index of publications, addresses, and
translations, Commercial Fisheries Bu-
reau (1965) 607, 14301

bibliography of agriculture (1961) 2879
serial publications indexed (1963) 11092

bibliography of North American geology,
1950-59 (1965) 9258

bibliography of technical reports (1961)
3883

broadcasting stations of world

—

amplitude modulation

—

country and city (1965) 16232
frequency (1965) 16233

by call letters and station name or slogan
(1962) 5225A

by country and city (1962) 5224; (1963)
15546

by frequency (1962) 5225; (1963) 15547
FM and TV, by country, city, and frequen-
cy (1962) 5226; (1963) 15548

frequency modulation, by country, city,

frequency (1965) 16234
television, by country, city, frequency

(1965) 18175
Bureau of Ships journal (1961) 3580
cancer chemotherapy reports (1962) 1707
Caribbean forester (1961) 3278
catalog of investment opportunities (1965)

4892
Chemical Corps

—

specifications

—

and standards (1961) 18387
cumulative quarterly supplements (1961)

2996; (1962) 3933
Children's Bureau publications

—

1912-Feb. 1965 (1965) 5718
1912-May 1964 (1964) 15329

Civil Aeromedical Research Institute, re-

ports (1964) 4312
Civil and Defense Mobilization Office publi-

cations (1961) 302
Civil Defense Office publications (1963)

15100; (1964) 6069, 15343; (1965) 4393,
17239

civil engineering reports, Coast Guard
(1963) 18743

civilian power reactor program (1961) 5397
classification bulletins of Patent Office

(1965) 18682
classification, indexing, report bibliography

(1965) 17259
Coast Guard, directives, publications and

reports (1061) 3981
code of Federal regulations (1961) 20738;

(1962) 13810; (1963) 15501; (1964) 12397;
(1965) 14258

Commerce Department publications (1963)
18760; (1964) 17164

Commercial Fisheries Bureau, Branch of
Technology publications, 1955-59 (1964)
14277

congressional committee hearings, Jan. 7,

1959-Jan. 3, 1963 (1963) 13387
congressional record

—

bound volumes (1961) 12025; (1962) 20705;
(1963) 18765; (1965) 370

daily (1961) 3064; (1962) 3697; (1963) 3537;
(1964) 3351; (1965) 3239

contract number index to reports announced
in STAR and TPA, cumulative (1964)
9541

contributions to North American ethnology,
introductions, etc

—

departmental edition (1964) 4272
document edition (1964) 4427

Indexes—Continued
copyright law revision, background studies

(1961) 10512
correlation of AD-PB technical reports

(1963) 4507
correspondence manual (1961) 4305D
Court of Claims, cases decided (1963) 8130;

(1965) 9011
CSC issuance system, universal key, FPM

supplement (1962) 2263
current regulations. Federal Maritime

Board, Maritime Administration, Na-
tional Shipping Authority (1961) 10595

Defense Department, specifications and
standards (1962) 3935, 21594-596; (1963)
3779, 8140, 19079; (1964) 3586, 19614;
(1965) 3501, 16069

Defense Supply Agency, publications, forms,
etc (1965) 19530

design manual, cumulative (1965) 10021,
20159

digest of public bills and resolutions (1962)
3763; (1963) 3601; (1964) 3421; (1965)
3311

diseases, international classification (1963)
3289-90

distribution data guide (1961) 2928; (1962)
3767 *

East European accessions (1962) 3771
echinoidea, fishes, and copepoda (1963) 11114
ecology of estuaries and coastal areas of

eastern U.S., KWIC index (1965) 10899
effects of radiation on mammalian eye, liter-

ature survey(1964) 21015
electron tubes, cross index and type identifi-

cation, military standardization hand-
book (1964) 4604

Employees' Compensation Appeals Board,
decisions, index digest (1965) 16095

engineer's digest (1961) 3032
FAA, manufacturer's identifying number

and Government specification type des-
ignators (1963) 2246

Federal Home Loan Bank Board digest
(1963) 2260

Federal item identification guides for supply
cataloging

—

alphabetic index of names (1964) 8463
numeric index of descriptive patterns and
item name codes (1962) 5075; (1964) 8464

Federal procurement regulations (1965)6327
Federal register (1961) 3183; (1962) 3824;

(1963) 3670; (1964) 3489; (1965) 3400
Federal reserve bulletin (1961) 3184

Federal specifications and standards (1964)
6693; (1965) 7684

Federal specifications, standards and hand-
books (1961) 3225, 6043; (1962) 3934,
5203; (1963) 3778, 6447; (1964) 3585;
(1965) 3500

Federal supply classification

—

alphabetic index (1961) 3110, 7304; (1962)
3839; (1963) 3676, 19074; (1964) 3495;
(1965) 3406

numeric index (1961) 3109; (1962) 3837-38;
(1963) 3674-75; (1964) 3493-94; (1965)
3405

numeric index of classes (1961) 5913;
(1963) 17343

ferrous and nonferrous alloys, chemically
equivalent specifications (1965) 10719

fire control notes (1961) 3279; (1965) 7714

fishery biological papers in nongovernment
publications, 1940-56 (1963) 19226

fishery bulletin. Fish and Wildlife Service
(1963) 2289-91, 4953-54, 15521

fishery technological publications, 1918-55
(1961) 6047
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Indexes—Continued
flood damage prevention, bibliography (1964)

1632
fluoride drinking waters (1963) 7314
Foreign assistance act of 1965, hearings

(1965) 10537
foreign commerce weeltly (1961) 3276
fundamentals of electronics (1964) 20692;

(1965) 18661
gasification patents

—

Belgian, French, German, Italian, and
Swedish (1964) 18660

United Kingdom, Australian, Canadian
and South African (1962) 16003

Government-wide index to Federal research
& development reports (1965) 11978

grain market news (1961) 2788
hearings on

—

D.C. stadium construction (1965) 12351
employment, growth and price levels

(1961) 1857
fallout from nuclear weapons tests (1961)

1854
military cold war education and speech
review policies (1963) 2085

military procurement (1961) 14718
Nation's manpower utilization (1965)

16043
organized crime and illicit traffic in nar-

cotics (1965) 12332
Revenue act of 1963 (1964) 529
television quiz shows, etc (1961) 18958
work stoppages at missile bases (1962)
9495

Historv and Technology Museum papers
(1964) 1509

hospitals and sanatoria with tuberculosis
beds (1961) 1442

I & N reporter (1961) 3308
Immigration and Naturalization Service

—

administrative decisions (1964) 8794, 21368
interim decisions (1961) 4333, 9276, 19447;

(1962) 5320, 9761, 15652; (1963) 20748
index-catalogue of Library of Surgeon Gen-

eral's Office (1961) 13562
index medicus (1961) 3498; (1962) 3931

(1963) 3776; (1964) 3583; (1965) 3498
journals indexed, lists (1964) 7595-96

(1965) 6801
medical subject headings used (1961) 3499

(1962) 4044; (1963) 3892
industrial education research studies,

1930-59 (1961) 14784
industrial production, 1961-64 (1965) 18095
instruction manuals for inspection aids

(1961) 10086
Interior Dept. Finance Division, appropria-

tion ledgers, 1853-1923 (1963) 16416
Interstate Commerce Commission, reports

involving finance, consilidated index-
digest (1964) 8836

journal of executive proceedings of Senate
(1961) 4054, 4056; (1962) 403-6. 13548;
(1965) 5980

journal of National Cancer Institute (1961)
3494

journal of research of National Bureau of

Standards

—

engineering and instrumentation (1961)
3491

mathematics and mathematical physics
(1961) 3490

physics and chemistry (1961) 3489
radio propagation (1961) 3492

Judge Advocate legal service. Army, Jan.
1-June 30, 1965, pamphlet (1965) 13464

Judge Advocates (General board of review
and Court of Military Appeals, court
martial reports, holdings, and decisions
(1962) 15460

Indexes—Continued
Judge Advocates General of Armed Forces

digest of opinions, v.1-10 (1962) 21586
keywords, to technical reports, semimonthly

(1962) 14913; (1963) 3819; (1964) 3632
labor and nonlabor payments, prices, and

output per man-hour in total private
economy and private nonfarm sector,

1947-64, comparisons (1965) 19809
labor developments abroad, 1956-63 cumula-

tive index (1965) 14624
labor market and employment security

(1961) 9055
Labor Statistics Bureau bulletins, 1915-59,

and annotated listing 1895-1959

—

departmental edition (1961) 1170
document edition (1961) 353

legibility of alphanumeric characters and
other symbols (1965) 1497

legislative history of steamship conference/
dual rate law (1962) 15289

Le Monde (1961) 1069, 4484, 4569, 7776,
13016, 13270, 13365, 15161, 17453, 20918;
(1962) 1383, 2975, 5784, 8012, 8181,
10121, 10327, 12244, 15764, 15937, 19725.
19852, 23758; (1963) 787, 2667, 5110,
5413, 8761, 8889, 10788, 14347, 15762.
17734, 20892; (1964) 892, 1116, 2622.
5084. 6980. 8946, 10756, 11200. 12988,
16177, 18222, 19954, 21384; (1965) 914,
2481

Library of Surgeon (jeneral's Office, Nation-
al Library of Medicine (1961) 13562,
15836

lunar charts (1962) 4554
mariners weather log (1961) 3645
Maritime Administration. Maritime Subsidy

Board, National Shipping Authority,
current regulations (1962) 12358; (1963)

10929; (1964) 13096; (1965) 11367
MATS flyer (1961) 2899
medical and health related sciences, thesau-

rus (1963) 12998
medical news letter (1961) 3423
medical translations, 1959-62 (1964) 18917
metallic and nonmetallic mineral deposits of

Alaska (1961) 19413
microfilm, summary technical report of

NDRC (1961) 6490
microscopic — analytical methods in food

and drug control (1962) 13838
military periodicals, Air University Library

(1963) 16779; (1964) 3238; (1965) 3122
military review (1961) 3036
Missouri Basin Inter-Agency Committee

meetings (1961) 1241; (1962) 18241;
(1964) 7463: (1965) 2824

nwnthlv catalog of Government publications
(1961) 3536

monthly labor review (1961) 3379
monthly labor review, v.72-83

—

departmental edition (1962) 23933
document edition (1962) 23312

monthly weather review (1961) 3647
tech briefs (1965) 5115, 16629
technical publications (1963) 1266, 5505-6,
5508

National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion

—

appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964)
10345

National Cancer Institute monographs
(1961) 3494

National Conference on Weights and Meas-
ures, reports, 1905-60 (1962) 16067

National Guard Bureau publications (1963)
16422; (1964) 14943; (1965) 19966

National Labor Relations Board decisions
(1961) 13559; (1963) 11112; (1965) 14900

National Museum bulletin 100, v.l4 (1963)
11114
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Indexes—Continued
national plan for emergency preparedness

(1965) 14188
naval aviation news (1961) 3515
naval research reviews (1961) 3511
Naval Training Device Center publications

(1961) 6460; (1963) 3216. 21056; (1964)

20700; (1965) 19997
Navy directives system, unclassified instruc-

tions (1961) 6475, 15911; (1962) 20228
Navy officer classifications manual (1964)

11481; (1965) 5295
Navy procurement information (1961) 1409;

(1962) 20227; (1964) 11526
news for farmer cooperatives (1961) 3129
notice to mariners (1961) 3304; (1963) 11141;

(1964) 1524, 11480, 21819; (1965) 19989
NSSP surface network (1964) 11697
nuclear energy for space propulsion and

auxiliary power, hearings (1963) 4665
nuclear science abstracts (1961) 2916; (1962)

4135; (1963) 3979; (1964) 3806; (1965)
3725

conferences abstracted (1964) 4300, 13709
cumulative corporate authors (1962) 8993
cumulative personal authors (1962) 8994
cumulative report numbers with public

availability citations (1962) 8995; (1963)

5953; (1964) 8095
cumulative, subjects (1962) 13012

nuclear science, conferences (1965) 17134
Oak Ridge National Laboratory master ana-

lytical manual (1964) 13712; (1965) 10184

OAR cumulative index of research results,

1964 (1965) 8484
OAR quarterly index of research results

(1965) 3727
occupations and industries, 1960 census

(1961) 1808
officers or employees, financial or business

interests, investigation, hearings, wit-

nesses and exhibits (1964) 15823
operational reliability of computer systems

used in automatic equipment, determina-
tion, USSR study (1961) 19687

output per man-hour in private economy,
methods etc., for developing (1964) 11296

patent abstract series (1963) 1959
Patent Office index to classification (1961)

1414; (1964) 1536
patents (1961) 9672; (1962) 14557; (1963)

12968; (1964) 9693; (1965) 13210
periodicals currently received, HHFA li-

brary, list (1962) 21845; (1965) 14440
personnel literature (1961) 3021
pesticides documentation bulletin (periodi-

cal) (1965) 8135
plastics, technical conference papers (1963)

1873, 17353; (1964) 564, 19619
President's papers

—

Cleveland, Grover (1965) 12805
Coolidge, Calvin (1965) 8010
Grant, Ulysses S. (1965) 14650
Harrison, Benjamin (1964) 13095
Johnson, Andrew (1963) 5466
Madison, James (1965) 2807
McKinley, William (1964) 1392
Monroe, James (1963) 19811
Tyler, John (1961) 19835
Washington, George (1964) 18652

President's papers series (1961) 19835;
(1962) 3284, 8446; (1963) 5466, 19811;
(1964) 1392, 13095, 18652; (1965) 2807,
8010, 12805, 14650

problems of communism (1961) 3626
proceedings of National Museum (1962)

6319; (1965) 6804
progressive fish culturist (1961) 3253

Indexes—Continued
psychiatric index for interdisciplinary re-

search, guide to literature, 1950-61

(1964) 19011
public health monographs (1961) 3542
public health reports (1961) 3542
publications. Subcommittee on Employment

and Manpower, Labor and Public Wel-
fare Committee, Senate (1965) 16043

quarterly journal of current acquisitions

(1961) 3414
radiation protection criteria and standards,

their basis and use, hearings and select-

ed materials (1961) 14126
radiological health data (1961) 3543
renegotiation rulings and bulletins (1962)

8626, 24083; (1963) 20121; (1964) 11595;

(1965) 20058
reports and documents, 68th Congress, 2d

session, errata (1965) 5326
research grants of N.LH (1961) 21260; (1962)

12526; (1963) 11111; (1964) 11451-452;

(1965) 16761
research results. Office of Aerospace Re-

search (1961) 12943; (1963) 3981; (1964)

11801, 15230-231, 20969
Russian accessions (1962) 4070; (1963) 3913;

(1964) 3738; (1965) 3656
Russian drugs (1961) 8057
school life (1961) 3115
School of Aerospace Medicine publications

(1962) 16326
School of Aviation Medicine, publications

(1961) 3750
scientific and technical aerospace reports

(1963) 11086; (1964) 4010; (1965) 3918
subject guide (1964) 13138

Smithsonian Institution annual reports
1849-1961—

departmental edition (1963) 5719
document edition (1963) 4671

snow, ice, and permafrost bibliography, with
abstracts (1964) 15866

Social Security Administration

—

regulations (1962) 8643
research reports and research and statis-

tics notes (1964) 7733; (1965) 6904
social security bulletin (1961) 3584
soil conservation (1961) 3592
specifications, etc.

—

Air Force Dept., military index (1961) 2897

Army Department, military index (1961)

2911
Defense Department (1961) 438, 7306,

19195-197
Navy Department, military index (1961)

3607
La Stampa and La Stampa sera (1961) 1027,

1059, 1076, 1094, 1111, 2273, 2299, 2305,
4559-60, 4562, 4577, 4481, 4489, 7777,

7809. 7844. 9361, 12987, 13002, 13031,

13048, 13087, 13114, 31199, 13208, 13240,

13275, 13302, 13331, 13350, 13384, 15097,

15153, 15176, 15187, 17440, 17454, 19563,

19571, 20921, 20936-937, 21054; (1962)

1158, 1246, 1538-40, 3076-77, 3179, 3238,

5807, 5869-70, 5931, 6033-34, 8126-27,

8182, 8225-26, 10017, 10060. 10096,

10136, 10155, 10264, 10328, 10363, 12185,

12197, 12257, 12302, 14087, 14288-289,

15782, 15893-894, 15938, 15949, 17845,

17901, 17967, 19749-750, 22086, 22267,

22361, 23669-670, 23682, 23777-778,

23879, 23903, 23927; (1963) 929, 1068,

1151, 2489-90, 2585, 2816, 2934, 5122,

5160, 5279, 5390, 6694, 6804, 6860, 6932,

8439, 8443, 8504, 8561, 8804, 8905, 9008,

10470, 10641, 12272, 12319, 12507,
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Indexes—Continued
La Stampa and La Stampa sera—Con.

12584-585, 12688, 14207, 14292, 14392,
15776, 16023, 16065, 16256, 17605, 17607,
17728, 17756, 17818, 19413, 19424, 19500,
19596, 196.57, 19691, 20830; (1964) 888,
1017, 1069, 1195, 1290, 1306, 2518, 2577,
2616, 2834, 4942, 4996, 5074, 5100, 5153,
5323, 5394, 6955, 7054, 7148, 7280, 8945,
9019, 9157, 9274, 9348, 10848, 10925,
11012, 11107, 11202, 12630, 12785, 12870,
12992, 14442, 14548,16020, 16086, 16157,
16229, 16347, 16432, 16549, 18292, 18407,
18520, 18584, 19906, 20054, 20147, 20296,
20388, 21472, 21564; (1965) 830, 918,
1036, 1204, 1242, 2409, 2568, 2616, 2662

State Department bulletins (1961) 3594-95
State geologic map, list (1961) 14965
statistics of Navy medicine (1961) 3424
surface water records to Dec. 31, 1963

—

Colorado River basin (1965) 12538
Great Basin (1965) 16319
Hawaii and other Pacific areas (1965)

16321
Mississippi River, lower basin (1965)

12537
Missouri River basin (1965) 16317
Pacific slope basins-
California (1965) 16320
Oregon and lower Columbia River basin

(1965) 12540
Snake River basin (1965) 12539
western Gulf of Mexico basins (1965)

16318
tariff classification study (1961) 20218
technical conference papers on plastics.

Mar. 2, 1964-Mar. 5, 1965 (1965) 14162
technical documentary reports

—

Air Force Office of Scientific Research
(1962) 4276

Air Force Research Division (1961) 2902
technical news bulletin (1961) 3493
technical standard orders (1961) 5978
technical translations (1961) 2946
topographic mapping, current, checklist

(1961) 14955
Trade expansion act of 1962, hearings (1962)

19386
trademarks (1961) 6482; (1962) 8590; (1964)

7671; (1965)8217
training materials, bibliography (1961) 3764
transactions of conferences on chemothera-

py of tuberculosis, 1946-60 (1961) 8241
translations, NIH library (1964) 16745.

(1965) 16756
tree planters notes (1964) 12483; (1965)

14381
tuberculosis beds in hospitals and sanatoria

(1963) 5698; (1965) 11666
Un-American Activities Committee, House,

publications

—

1938-54, print additional copies, reports
(1962) 15214, 15407

1955-60 (1962) 17136
print additional copies, reports (1962)

15213, 15406
uniform system of accounts prescribed for

natural gas companies (class A and
class B) (1965) 570

United States Army in World War H (1961)
7916

United States Code (1961) 8601; (1962)
11226; (1965) 19056-57

United States defense policies from World
War H, through 1963 (1964) 21169

USSR consolidated cost indices of value of
buildings and communications installa-
tions for reevaluation of basic funds
(1962) 19663

Indexes—Continued
Veterans Administration publications (1961)

1564, 13718; (1962) 3549; (1963) 1582;
(1965) 3074

weather stations (1961) 14992, 19445; (1962)
668; (1963) 16452; (1964) 16782; (1965)
18653

weekly weather and crop bulletin (1961) 3649
White House Conference on Children and

Youth, Golden anniversary, State re-

ports (1961) 2758
wildlife abstracts, 1956-60 (1964) 10581
world ports, basic charts and sailing direc-

tions (1963) 18217
Yards and Docks Bureau publications (1964)

3205, 5777, 19042; (1965) 5490, 20160
Indexing:
and abstracting experimentation support

(final report) (1964) 4257
and abstracting services received in Interior

Library (1965) 6365
automatic, state-of-the-art report (1965) 8142

8142
current federal research projects in field of

electronics, analysis (1961) 19167
nuclear science, conference proceedings

(1963) 1840
possibilities of using list of UDC numbers

for coordinate indexing, translation
(1965) 19789

procedures and retrieval effectiveness of
information storage and retrieval sys-
tem of Project SHARP (1965) 1601

scientific information, report (1961) 5770
additional copies, report (1961) 5834

scientific research project index, concept,
report (1961) 8956

Indexing (machine work):
indexing device ensures proper mating of

electrical connectors (1965) 16651
nonmagnetic device actuated by explosives

(1965) 5131
India:

accessions list. Library of Congress Ameri-
can Libraries Book Procurement Clenter,

New Delhi (1963) 7182; (1964) 3590;

(1965) 3505
agricultural commodities, agreement (1962)

18504; (1963) 3363, 9408, 11328, 16606,

21128; (1964) 5708, 13473; (1965) 1658,
6938, 13296, 18790

agricultural cooperatives, general informa-
tion (1961) 7364

agricultural trade

—

agreements (1962) 14639; (1963) 14718
trends (1964) 6558

agriculture (1964) 8471
air transport services, agreement (1965)

3052
ambassador, nomination of J. Kenneth Gal-

braith, hearings (1961) 7269
American professors who went under Ful-

bright-Hays program (1965) 8292
around world with Bob Poage, report on

recent trip (1963) 2046
artesian water in Malabar coastal plain,

southern Kerala (1964) 12518
Army area handbook (1965) 1823
atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,

agreement (1964) 1617
aviation, military aircraft flights, agree-

ment (1964) 1613
background, economic, political, social, etc

(1962) 24096
background notes (1965) 11704
Communist reflections on 13th year of inde-

pendence (1961) 7770
cotton textiles, trade agreement (1965) 1653

crisis in South Asia (1965) 18930
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India—Continued
Daniells in India, traveling exhibition, cata-

log (1963) 3327
dispute with China, Swiss comment (1963)

2768
double taxation, agreement (1963) 20522
economic development under Agricultural

trade development and assistance act of

1954 (1961) 10530
economic developments (1962) 11927; (1963)

8394
economy, basic data (1961) 18438
education, selected bibliography (1963) 8182
educational data (1964) 579
educational foundation and financing of ex-

change programs, agreement (1963)
16601

equatorial balloon flights, agreement (1963)

3352
establishing business (1965) 13717
fishing industry, 1963 (1965) 10866
food consumption, etc., compared with Japan

and U.S (1963) 2134
foreign trade (1961) 2031; (1963) 6620

regulations (1963) 20757
Government procurement procedures (1965)

4425
growing market for U.S. products and in-

vestments (1963) 5088
hunger and poverty, struggle against, obser-

vations (1964) 2730
identification of some members of Commu-

nist party (1961) 15114
import tariff system (1961) 643
Indian Ocean expedition

—

agreement (1963) 14721
International Meteorological Centre,
agreement (1963) 11301

investment factors (1963) 6590
investment information for businessmen

(1961) 9168
iron and steel industry (1961) 21173
labor (1961) 21139
labor conditions (1964) 5445
living conditions (1961) 4519
market for books (1965) 1943
military assistance, agreements (1963) 3354;

(1965) 8328
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14675
miniature paintings from collection of

Mildred and W.G. Archer, catalogue
(1964) 3055

nx)tion pictures (1962) 4696
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

1490
northern frontier, problem areas and related

questions (1961) 13264
nuclear power development (1965) 2710
Peace Corps program, agreement (1963) 7450
plant quarantine import recjuirements (1962)

8796
Radiation Medicine Centre, materials and

equipment, agreement (1963) 11308
relief supplies and packages, agreement

(1965) 11725
scientific activities organization (1963) 3193
selling in India (1965) 4425
sending gift packages to (1962) 704
Sino-Indian conflict (1963) 1789
Sino-Indian conflict region, visit (1963) 5146
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 1509, 1536, 5119, 9787
trade

—

cotton textiles, agreement (1964) 13470
interim agreement relating to GATT

(1962) 18486
training geologists and geophysicists at

Osman University, USSR study (1965)
11144

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

India—Continued
transportation facilities development termi-

nation, agreement (1963) 13077
USIA films recording Mrs. John F. Kenne-

dy's visit, make available in U.S., report
(1962) 19290

United States

—

military operations and mutual security
programs overseas, report (1961) 19147

reciprocal negotiations, concessions ob-
tained and granted (1962) 16175

west coast, sailing directions (1961) 6197;
(1962) 24032; (1964) 7633

wheat utilization mission, report (1961) 4256
Indian Affairs Bureau:
Branch of Eklucation, orienting new employ-

ees (1964) 835
development (1962) 17650
elementary teachers, examination announce-

ments (1963) 1943; (1965) 7325
employees, relief (1964) 323, 6431, 8214
field and central offices, directory (1961)

3311; (1962) 3765; (1963) 3605; (1964)
3425; (1965) 3315

nomination of Philleo Nash, hearings (1961)
17131

Portland area office, administration of for-

est management activities, GAO review
(1962) 5282

press releases (1961) 3314; (1962) 4212;
(1963) 4060; (1964) 3893; (1965) 3811

publications, price Hst (1964) 14362; (1965)
18244

report, 1964 (1965) 4880
scientific information activities (1962) 3401
termination of supervision over Indian af-

fairs, GAO review (1961) 7509
utilities, permit sale, etc.

—

law (1961) 18670
reports (1961) 14628, 20551

your Government and Indian (1962) 13895

Indian Arts and Crafts Board:
per diem payment to members, increase

—

law (1961) 8611
reports (1961) 7101, 7249

Indian Bend, Wash:
Gila River basin, Ariz., flood control, engi-

neers report

—

departmental edition (1964) 10489
document edition (1964) 10191

Indian Claims Commission:
amend act to extend life

—

law (1961) 12104
report (1961) 10272

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497
law (1961) 14122
reports (1961) 7120, 10455, 14357

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7076, 11648
law (1962) 18954
reports (1962) 9266, 11642

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 6184, 9995
law (1963) 15158
reports (1963) 7939, 11951

appropriations, 196.5—
hearings (1964) 6338, 8436
law (1964) 13904
reports (1964) 8288, 8420, 13951

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 5950, 8972
law (1965) 13782
reports (1965) 8773, 8960

cases before, revolving fund to finance as-
sistance

—

law (1964) 248
reports (1963) 13593, 17269

extend and amend act, report (1961) 8942
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Indian Creek:
engineers report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23471
document edition (1962) 23316

Indian hospitals, trained practical nurse ca-

reer for women of Indian descent (1965)

5362
Indian lands:

acreage, June 30, 1963 (1965) 4881
areas operating under some degree of Feder-

al responsibility, map (1965) 18239
California, rancherias and reservations, dis-

tribute, amend act

—

law (1964) 17278
reports (1964) 8332, 15721

flooding, prevent before provision made for

relocation of Indians, report (1964)

15502
heirship

—

land study, report (1961) 5749
problem, hearings (1961) 19170; (1962)

13685; (1963) 12020, 17277
proposed legislation, report (1961) 12352

Interior Department decisions— (1964) 3602;

(1965)3516
digest (1963) 20749

leases, increase terms, report (1961) 7243
leasing act, amend, report (1963) 17259
long-term leasing act, amend rel. to Pyramid

Lake Reservation, report (1965) 15896
population and land, U.S., 1962 (1964) 838
see also names of Indian tribes or reserva-

tions.

Indian Ocean:
bacteriogenic formations of iron-manganese

concretions, USSR study (1963) 15799
explorations of ocean survey ship

31/USC&GSS Pioneer (1964) 6110
international oceanological expedition (1964)

16407
islands, lights and fog signals, lists (1961)

4329, 9273, 19441; (1962) 7483, 21852
larvae of mackerel-like fish, USSR study

(1963) 14186
lights and fog signals, lists (1963) 9259,

19989; (1964) 9674, 16779, 21813; (1965)

5290, 9810, 18651
mackerel- and tuna-like fishes, preliminary

field guide, National Museum (1963)
16430

mapping, USSR study (1965) 11166
meteorological research, agreement with

India (1963) 14721
northeastern part, principal features of

structure of bottom of basin, USSR
study (1964) 10806

notice to mariners (1963) 3973; (1964) 3800;
(1965) 3719

oceanology, USSR studies (1964) 10933
radio

—

navigational aids (1962)
7355, 18216; (1964) 7636,

(1965) 5294, 8197, 13098
weather aids (1964) 3075, 13313, 21818;

(1965) 6823, 13099
research, USSR (1964) 7167
seismo-acoustic radiobuoys

earth's crustal structure in area, USSR
(1963) 8784

south, sailing directions (1961) 6198; (1962)

24033; (1964) 5576; (1965) 18649
Soviet oceanographic research (1962) 9840
3 new species of frogfishes (1964) 18823
tide tables (1961) 14025; (1962) 16618; (1963)

15119; (1964) 13812; (1965) 15365
Indian Ocean Ebcpedition, see International

Indian Ocean Expedition.
Indian reservations:

feasibility of establishing boys' and girls'

camps (1965) 7814

13893; (1963)
14994, 20676;

for studying

Indian reservations—Continued
looking for new concept in camping? publi-

cations for sale by Superintendent of
Documents, price list (1965) 14982

map of United States (1965) 2805
authorize printing, report (1962) 21497

offenses committed by Indians, amend U.S.
Code, reports (1962) 15172; (1965) 15683

Phoenix area and Nevada group, informa-
tion digest (1961) 8153

road and bridge construction, local govern-
ment cooperation

—

law (1961) 18673
reports (1961) 8947, 16781

vacationing with Indians, guide to camp-
grounds and tourist attractions (1965)
11012

water supply of Indian reservations (series)

(1962) 643, 5310; (1963) 5033; (1964)
2426, 12514

see also names of reservations.
Indian River, tributary creek, Del., juvenile

menhaden and other small fishes, season-
al occurence, 1957-58 (1965) 12469

Indian school journal (periodical) (1961) 3313
Indian School of Practical Nursing, enroll-

ment, eligibility, etc (1965) 5362
Cherokee, N.C., pamphlet (1962) 17649
elementary, basic goals (1965) 11011
goals, 1955, levels 7, 8, and 9 (1961) 19448
housekeeping in boarding and day schools

(1962) 17647
suggestions for employees (1964) 833

suggested books, annotated list (1962) 9762;
(1965) 16341

transfer of property to local agencies, re-

move 20 acre limitation—

•

law (1962) 9157
reports (1961) 7247; (1962) 7045

Indian trust funds:
unclaimed payments, restore to tribes

—

law (1961) 18674
reports (1961) 8968, 16720

Indian wars:
veterans, outpatient medical care

—

law (1961) 18755
reports (1961) 5660, 17113

Indiana:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agriculture and foreign trade (remarks)

(1962) 9666
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics

—

1960 (1962) 16449
1961 (1963) 4566
1962 (1964) 6027

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
16322

census of business, 1958, selected service
trades, errata (1961) 5452

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade (1965)
15299

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5643,
7191, 10208

selected service, area statistics (1965)
8578, 13610

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
8591

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 4319

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
13066

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 13878
census of mineral industries, 1958, area re-

port (1961) 18137
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Indiana—Continued
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20626
general characteristics (1961) 10067
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 9074
number of inhabitants (1961) 6841

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6863

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1964) 19021

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216

cooperative wool marketing (1963) 17416
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 11875, 20485;
(1963) 15049

distribution of minor elements in coal beds
of eastern interior region (1965) 725

electric rate book (1961) 1974; (1962) 541,
11781; (1963) 15494; (1964) 15895; (1965)
18085

5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 11695
floods of Jan.-Feb. 1959 (1961) 12782
Great Lakes area, fishery products, whole-

sale dealers, list (1964) 727; (1965) 9158
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 6238; (1964) 16572
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 1204; (1962) 3302; (1963) 1214;
(1964) 1411; (1965) 1337

minor civil divisions, townships, census
1960, map (1961) 16285

Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery
products, wholesale dealers, list (1964)
15927; (1965) 10895

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3105

municipal water facilities inventory (1961)
15940; (1964) 18910

northwestern, census of housing, 1960,
standard consolidated area, components
of inventory change (1963) 1905

150th anniversary of admission as State,
commemorative medals, amend act

—

law (1964) 264
reports (1963) 18847; (1964) 457

pollution of sources of Lake Erie (1965)
16830

population, 1960, characteristics (1963)
18650

precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)
3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program, 1962-63
(1963) 17388

REA program, freedom to grow (remarks)
(1962) 12674

remaining recreational shoreline opportuni-
ties, report (1962) 18337

rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-
files (1962) 16656

shales, lightweight aggregates, expansion
properties (1965) 5086

State conference on industrial mobilization
(remarks) (1964) 19275

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-
gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10742

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 1898
women

—

labor laws, summary (1962) 10779; (1964)
11724

workers, 1960 (1963) 18372
ZIP code directory (1963) 20038

Indiana Harbor, Ind., railroad accident (1961)
2077

Indiana, Pa., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1962) 9060

establishment, authorize—
hearings (1964) 12269; (1965) 6055
report (1964) 17711; (1965) 14034

Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative Associa-
tion, Inc., Wool Department, organiza-
tion and operations (1963) 17416

Indiana Harbor:
improvements, engineers report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2199
document edition (1963) 2005

navigation improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 16114
document edition (1965) 15532

port, harbor conditions, etc (1963) 2215

Indiana State Conference on Industrial Mod-
ernization, report (1965) 220

Indianapolis, Ind.

—

air pollution measurements, June-July 1963
(1965) 1569

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-

tistics (1961) 5443
census of business, 1963, major retail cen-

ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 15280

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13959
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 20594

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 4795

consumer expenditures and income, 1960
(1962) 7154, 14452

consumer practices in handling and storing
frozen foods, etc (1962) 16742

electric facilities of area, map (1962) 556;
(1963) 517, 2266

income, education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 10913
nursing homes, conditions and problems,

hearing (1965) 12299
occupational wage survey (1964) 9463; (1965)

6562
departmental editions (1961) 6252; (1962)

8429; (1963) 7165
document editions (1961) 5583; (1962) 6946;

(1963) 6076
principal electric facilities, map (1964) 674;

(1965) 16178
Weir Cook Airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1963) 11392

Indians:
adult, vocational training

—

and employment, amend act-
laws (1961) 18664; (1964) 1959
reports (1961) 7244, 16716; (1963) 17260;

(1964) 335
appropriations, increase

—

law (1965) 10351
reports (1965) 7453, 8940

affairs-
briefings on, hearings (1965) 8890
progress report, 1964 (1965) 4880

Alaska, tale of 2 totems (1964) 2444
American

—

and Federal Government (1965) 14444
calendar of events (1965) 9291
restrictions, removal, information (1965)
2017

unemployed (1964) 837
war against poverty (address) (1964)

10670
American Indian Day, establish, report

(1961) 14685
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Indians—Continued
Anchorage area, Alaska, information digest

(1963) 14661
answers to questions about American Indian

(1963) 19344
backgrounds, Patuxent Wildlife Research

Center (1962) 11817
California, review of affairs, hearing (1964)

403
code of Federal regulations (1961) 7395;

(1962) 5179; (1963) 6427; (1964) 8569;
(1965) 9122

constitutional rights

—

hearings (1963) 2098, 4785, 12023,; (1964)
6515

summary report (1965) 6059
dental patients (1962) 12669
dental services
annual reports (1962) 22734; (1964) 21844
presentations to Council of Federal Dental

Services (1963) 9349
education

—

for cross-cultural enrichment (1965) 14445
health, etc., questions and answers (1961)

6204; (1962) 17645
statistics (1961) 738; (1963) 2366; (1964)

836; (1965) 757
engineer in health program (1963) 11232
Federal facilities, reports (1962) 11647;

(1964) 2228
fishing rights, hearings (1964) 19602
gaining acceptance in community (talk)

(1962) 9597
handcraft book series (1963) 15632; (1964)

2439
health-

highlights (1964) 15054
home nursing course, instructor's guide

(1965) 20037
program (1965) 20038

free medical services to individuals able
to pay, GAO report (1963) 12206

Public Health Service (1963) 11239
nurses, examination announcement

(1961) 6913
review, hearings (1963) 15314

importance of extension work (talk) (1962)
11766

Indian

—

education (periodical) (1961) 17346; (1962)
15653; (1963) 14048; (1964) 12538; (1965)
12566

leader (periodical) (1961) 3312; (1962) 3938;
(1963) 3783; (1964) 3591

school journal (periodical) (1962) 3939;
(1963) 3784; (1964) 3592; (1965) 3506

industrial development program (1964) 14361
Latin America, aboriginal cultural develop-

ment (1963) 14695
make eligible for public facility loan for

public works, amend housing amdts. of
]^955

law (1962) 23208
report (1961) 17008

medicine, treatment of disease, etc (1965)
2063

nursing careers among American Indians
(1961) 8154; (1964) 3112

offenses committed in Indian country, amend
U.S. Code, reports (1962) 15172; (1965)
15683

Peruvian, native to high altitude, thermal
and metabolic responses to cold (1963)
18478

population and land, U.S. (1964) 838; (1965)
4881

property donated to, set off against claims,
report (1961) 10474

Indians—Continued
protect from flooding of lands before provi-

sion made for relocation, report (1964)
15502

publications, price lists (1961) 8147; (1962)
16121; (1963) 18279; (1964) 14362; (1965)
13223, 18244

purchase of goods from Govt, employees,
amend law, report (1963) 20579

revolving fund, assistance in cases before
Indian Claims Commission

—

law (1964) 248
reports (1963) 13593, 17269

revolving loan fund, increase, etc

—

law (1961) 18642
reports (1961) 14541, 16756, 16819

sanitation facilities

—

individual type (1962) 8606
PHS authority under P.L. 86-121 (1964)

15064
scholarships available, general information

(1964) 2440
social and economic statistics, census of

population, 1960 (1963) 18702
social security benefits (1961) 20076
Southern Plains, historical background

(1961) 6209
termination of Federal supervision over In-

dian affairs, aspects of program, GAO
review (1961) 7509

timber, amend act relative to sale

—

law (1964) 10144
reports (1962) 17067; (1964) 498, 8319

treaties, list (1965) 411
treaty study. Federal opinion on need, re-

port (1965) 17649
unemployment survey, questionnaire returns

(1963) 15316
U.S. policy, development (1962) 17650
Wakinyan, contemporary Teton Dakota reli-

gion (1965) 7815
women, opportunities for nursing career

(1965) 5362
young, higher education aids (1963) 5045
young hunter of Picuris, story (1964) 839
your Government and Indian (1962) 13895
see also headings beginning Indian

—

also
names of reservations or tribes.

Indicators:
devices for radar stations, USSR study

(1963) 19563
fault locating, Nike Hercules guided missile,

procurement, etc.. Army Dept., GAO
report (1965) 19654

visual glide path, installation and testing,

report (1961) 2695
see also Gas indicators—Liquid level indica-

tors—Pressure indicators—Standing
wave ratio indicators—Vibration indica-

tors—Tachometers.
Indictments:

defective, reindictment after dismissal,
amend U.S. Code

—

law (1964) 17379
reports (1963) 15257; (1964) 17743

Indies Terminal Co., marine terminal, Los
Angeles, Calif., dedication ceremony
(remarks) (1965) 18082

Indigirka River, parageneses of ore minerals
of gold-ore deposits of basin, USSR
study (1965) 19720

Indirect control system, USSR (1962) 22231
Indispensable weapon (1964) 59
Indium:
bibliography (1961) 3886
corrosion of silver-indium-cadmium in borat-

ed high temperature water (1961) 16224
effect on solid solubility of calcium and sili-

con in magnesium (1963) 5496
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Indium—Continued
foil with beryllia washer improves transis-

tor heat dissipation (1964) 11368
Indium, mineral facts and problems chapter

(1965) 9568
Indium phosphide, high-temperature heat con-

tents and entropies (1965) 6602
Indium sulfate, anhydrous, heat of formation

(1965) 19867
Indium sulfides:

high-temperature heat contents and entro-
pies (1965) 6602

low-temperature heat capacities and entro-
pies at 298.15° K. of sesqui-sulfide (1962)
20105

Individuality, individualism in changing world
(address) (1964) 20923A

Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council, establishment,
agreement (1963) 5731

Indochina:
economic geography, etc., of FVench military

territory, French study (1963) 17609
ethnology (1962) 12254
peoples, distribution, ethnic traits, etc.,

translation (1961) 9317
Indochinese ethnography (1962) 14016
Indole, series of derivatives, search for phar-

macologically active substances, USSR
study (1962) 15848

Indonesia:
activities of Armed Forces and rebels (1961)

7625
advanced schools, general studies (1961)

4509
agricultural

—

commodities, agreements (1962) 8673,
12723, 20302, 22847; (1963) 7452, 16603;
(1964) 20831

situation and policy (1962) 7260
air transport services, agreement (1961)

21395
Army area handbook (1965) 10156
around world with Bob Poage, report on

recent trip (1963) 2046
articles from Mimbar Indonesia (1961) 10949
aviation transport services, agreement

(1962) 18477
background

—

information for Armed Forces (1962) 10946
notes (1965) 5389, 18776

Bogor Botanical (iarden, Soviet botanical
trip, Apr. 2, 1963-Mar. 28, 1964 (1965)
12617

budget, 1960 (1961) 846
changes in Communist party constitution

(1961) 7628
Communist aims, achievements, etc (1961)

13200
Communist Party

—

activities (196i) 7648
Aidit's political report (1963) 12400
40 years old, history, articles (1961) 13145
4th plenum central committee decisions

(1962) 15743
performance praised by Italian Commu-

nists (1964) 4906
2d plenum. Central Committee

—

resolutions (1964) 8956
speeches (1964) 8913

conferences, congresses, etc., national cul-

tural conference, necessity for expan-
sion (1961) 7657

cooperative movement, development (1961)
1014

cooperatives, 1959 (1961) 1088
crisis in Southeast Asia (1964) 5936
Dawn of Hope Pioneer Organization, basic

regulations (1961) 4464

Indones ia—Continued
Dekon (economic declaration) and conditions

for its implementation (lecture) (1963)
14235

desa in national development (1961) 13195
developments

—

education, etc (1961) 11192
public works and power projects (1961)
866

State enterprises, and utilization of re-

sources (1961) 19525
economic

—

developments (1961) 951, 1037, 14909;
(1962) 13926; (1963) 8404

information (1961) 4410, 7622
problems of industry and mining (1961)
806

subjects, Harian rakjat articles (1961)
2166

economy

—

basic data (1964) 8815
translations (1961) 1090

exports and imports, licensing and exchange
controls (1963) 5076

foreign

—

aid to finance development planning (1961)
19764

capital investment. Communist attitude
speaks against, article (1961) 2214

plantations favor revenue to dissidents
(1961) 4471

Foreign Service personnel, free entry privi-

leges, agreement (1961) 11594
foreign trade (1961) 649; (1962) 17670
regulations (1964) 12552; (1965) 4433

function of culture in economic development
and part played by science and learning
(1961) 19525

general information fact sheet (1963) 13063
Gotong-Rojong Parliament peasant repre-

sentatives, biography (1961) 7797
Harian rakjat role in society (1961) 15122
health information for travel (1961) 15932;

(1962) 18415; (1963) 16498
higher education and industrial development

(1961) 7642
ideology, articles (1961) 2168
import tariff system (1962) 5349
Indonesia since 1956, selected works of A.N.

Aidit (1961) 19579
industrialization, aspects (1961) 985
information on petroleum, tobacco, cement

and sugar industries (1961) 1062
international Communist developments,

translations (1963) 7001, 7077, 14374
investment factors (1964) 18176
Japanese military administration (1963)

19661
job training within industries program

(1961) 796
joint Indo-United States balloon flight pro-

gram, 1961 (1963) 13197
labor

—

and banking, selected translations (1961)
2289

BLS report (1963) 20927
conditions (1963) 18049
information on SOBSI (1961) 10873

land

—

ownership problem (1961) 7620
reform still recognizes private ownership

(1961) 1089
law on foreign exchange transactions in

comprehensive form (1965) 14458
Madura development (1961) 7638
Malaysia boundary, study (1965) 15060
Marhaenism, doctrine of Marxism, theses on

explanations (1961) 884
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Indonesia—Continued
market for U.S. microwave, forward scatter,

and other radio communications equip-

ment and radar (1962) 11054
marketing agricultural products and its

problems (1962) 17919
medical and economic conditions, articles

(1961) 842
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 14676
national

—

army, development and problems, etc

(1963) 12275
higher technical education, trends (1961)

5938
new factories established (1961) 986
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

8205
overseas Chinese education, minority group

schooling in Asian context (1965) 16093
Pantjasila, five basic principles of the re-

public (1961) 7598
paper manufacture, articles (1961) 2179
parties, organizations, terminologies, trans-

lations (1962) 22375
Peace Corps program, agreement (1964) 9813

peasants and August revolution (1961) 2147
periodicals

—

Indonesian post, articles (1961) 4470
Indonesian tribune (1961) 882
translations (1961) 17407, 21093; (1962)

2997, 6042, 10108
personalities, biographies (1961) 4522
PKI support for 1945 constitution and guid-

ed democracy (1961) 15123
plant import requirements (1963) 1654
police and security affairs, information

(1961) 7870
politics

—

affairs 0961) 881
economic and sociological information,
translations (1962) 17849

economic publications, articles (1961) 883,
897, 2165, 2287, 2357, 4403, 4388, 4392,
10995

financial and military subjects, articles

(1961) 4745
information (1961) 4411
items (1961) 4521
manifesto (1961) 1015
parties and labor movement, articles

(1961) 843
population (1963) 14201

increase and rice production (1961) 2081
presidential decree 5 of 1960, concerning

regional legislatures (text) (1961) 4486
press

—

abbreviations and terms used, glossary
(1963) 20775

articles, translations (1961) 901
surveys (1961) 17470, 17497; (1962) 1214,

2861, 2970, 3214, 6115, 8235, 10230,
12220, 14203, 15896, 17961, 19631, 19834,

20005, 22129, 22326, 23795; (1963) 730,

983, 1152, 2746, 2965, 5357, 6790, 7033,
8562, 8865, 10412, 10737, 12381, 12631,
14146, 14365, 15834, 16146. 17644, 17873,
19414, 19595, 20790; (1964) 983, 1180,

2470, 2761, 4937, 5130, 5377, 7085, 7261,
8995, 9233, 10870, 11067, 12594, 12866,
14499, 14658
discontinuance, publication notice (1964)

12579
private and public economy (1961) 836
problems involved in development of Swasta

Development Bank (1961) 807
prominent citizens, biographic information,

translations (1961) 4402

Indonesia—Continued
public

—

administration (1961) 865, 939
health and midwifery (1961) 7663
schools, religious instruction, problems

(1961) 831
railroad employees, statistics (1961) 4383
regional developments (1961) 11191
resettlement efforts (1961) 1017
role at conference on formation of Malaysia

federation, German studies (1963) 17684
rule of waters determines destiny of country

(1961) 13194
salt factory, new mechanized, plans (1961)

4398
scientific cooperation with USSR (1964) 6987
selected works of D.N. Aidit (1961) 2319
sending gift packages to (1961) 607
socialism and

—

conditions for its implementation (1962)
23843

proverty (1961) 7799
Socialist aspirations and economic develop-

ment (1961) 849
socio-economic developments (1961) 13280
stabilization of prices, basic conditions

(1961) 7623
students in Moscow, talks (1961) 7798
Surabaja glass industry (1961) 2082
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 5120, 5127, 5135, 11.597,

21408
textile industry and local development (1961)

965
tobacco production, census preparations,

and foreign investments (1961) 1022
tour of Indonesian Navy installations in

Surabaya (1961) 15050
trade-union relations with Yugoslavia, let-

ters exchanged (1962) 15767
translations (1961) 13164-165, 13209-210,

13293
USSR aid to fishing industries (1965) 6446
what course now? (1965) 5584
wheat utilization mission, report (1961) 4256

whither the national front? (1961) 7655
women peasants, national seminar (1961)

13233
Indonesian Army, officers, biographic sketches

(1961) 4391
Indonesian Post (periodical):

articles (1961) 4470
Indonesian tribune (periodical):

translations (1961) 882
Indopane, effect on bioelectrical activity of

cerebrum, USSR study (1964) 2857
Induced interference effects on 4-jet VTOL

configuration with various wing plan-
forms in transition speed range (1962)

20153
Inducers:

flat-plate helical

—

cavitation and noncavitation performance
(1963) 1281

performance comparisons (1965) 2899
liquid fluorine inducer and main-stage pump

combination (1965) 6675
Inductance:

calibration, direct method

—

measurement system operation procedure
(1961) 5035
using inductance bridge (1961) 11501

Induction furnaces, refractory metal shielding
increases operating range (1965) 12991

Induction heating, see Heating.

Induction (military service), see Conscrip-
tion—Military service.
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Inductors, Boonton Radio Corporation 103-A
type, test instrument calibration proce-

dure (1962) 22685
general radio standard, 1482 series,

cross-check procedure (1961) 5018
monlinear, series circuit (1961) 138

toroidal, with dc bias, designing (1964) 14861

Indus Basin development fund:
agreements

—

multilateral (1961) 9775
supplemental (1964) 13477

Indus Plain, report on land and water develop-
ment (1964) 21837

Industrial accidents, see Accidents.
Industrial activities bulletin (1961) 3326;

(1962) 3940
Industrial agreements:
factory workers under bargaining agree-

ments (1965) 8000
voluntary, under Defense production act,

Attorney General's reports (1961) 5854,
7266

Industrial arbitration:
and N.L.R.B., happy marriage? (speech)

(1964) 13290
compulsory arbitration, selected references,

1951-65 (1965) 11322
jurisdictional disputes before N.L.R.B. (ad-

dress) (1962) 20182
Labor Board, hospitable reception for arbi-

tration (address) (1964) 14960
maritime interunion disputes settlement,

hearings (1965) 4599
railroad labor dispute

—

arbitration board to settle

—

law (1963) 17038
reports (1963) 17131-132, 17257

message from the President (1963) 13466
recent developments affecting arbitration

and NLRB (speech) (1964) 11455
State mediation laws, summary (1964) 11261
see also Collective bargaining.

Industrial arts:

analysis of 39 State curriculum guides,
1953-58 (1961) 17185

courses, grades 7-12

—

preliminary report (1964) 17916
public secondary schools, report (1965)
7592

education, issues and problems identified at
conference (1961) 5930

improving teaching, conference report, 1960
(1962) 5099

State curriculum guides

—

bibliography (1962) 19440
preparation and characteristics (1962)

7281
support of production in USSR (1965) 16463
why industrial arts in school curriculum?

(1964) 4652
Industrial Biochemicals, Inc., adjustment as-

sistance petition, Tariff Commission,
report (1963) 14742

Industrial capacity, measures of productive
capacity (1962) 16815

Industrial chemistry:
recovering metals occurring with uranium

ores, Polish study (1962) 5703
Soviet chemical machine building, selected

translations (1961) 17540

Industrial classification, see Industry.

Industrial College of Armed Forces:
catalogs (1962) 2592; (1964) 2467; (1965)

12583
publications (1961) 9290; (1962) 11957;

(1964) 12575
correspondence course offered on economics

of national security (1962) 21907; (1963)
20759; (1964) 12574; (1965) 7847

Industrial College of Armed Forces—Con.

application information (1963) 14082
information booklets (1962) 21908; (1963)

19372: (1965) 4906
monograph publication R series (1961)

9290; (1962) 11957; (1964) 12575
National Security Seminars (1961) 12837;

(1962) 15704
information guides for conduct (1963)

15663; (1964) 12576; (1965) 12584
presentation outlines and reading lists

(1961) 760-761, 19466-467; (1962) 741-742,
17677, 19621; (1963) 642, 17572; (1964)
881-882, 15995; (1965) 795-796, 16374

prospectus (1964) 12577; (1965) 14478
Industrial defense, see Civilian defense.

Industrial deferment, see Conscription.
Industrial designers, employment outlook

(1964) 13053
Industrial development laws of Central Ameri-

ca (1961) 7554
Industrial diamonds, see Diamonds.
Industrial diseases, see Occupational diseases.
Industrial education:
coded occupational titles, list (1963) 10063
research studies, summaries (1961) 14784;

(1962) 21654
State supervisors, directory (1964) 4617
teacher trainers, etc., directory (1964) 4618
teaching aids for trade and industrial in-

struction (1962) 2414
trade and industrial

—

curriculum materials, list (1962) 452;
(1964) 8479

education series (1961) 461
USSR, aspects (1964) 7150
see also Technical education.

Industrial engineers, hygiene, syllabus for
short courses (1965) 20039

Industrial equipment, see Production equip-
ment.

Industrial geography of Chinese People's Re-
public (1962) 5775

Industrial health, see Health—Hygiene.
Industrial homework, see Home labor.
Industrial hygiene, see Hygiene.
Industrial hygienists:
examination announcements (1963) 16938;

(1964) 6081
handbook on medical aspects of radiation

accidents (1963) 11589
Industrial Laboratory (USSR periodical):
translations (1962) 10199

Industrial lifts, see Lifts.

Industrial machinery, see Machinery.
Industrial management:
Arkansas sawmills, staffing needs (1963)

1457
civil defense course (1965) 15337
Communist China

—

diversified management and merging of
enterprises, translation (1961) 19592

translations (1964) 19856; (1965) 2637,
2691

economic

—

management of industrial enterprises in
USSR (1962) 17995

organizational management, etc., Eastern
Europe, translations (1961) 17544,
19752, 21040

financial, listing of materials from market-
ing information guide (1964) 4335

how SBA helps small construction firms
(1965) 1605

improved plant management, all-Union, re-
view (1964) 16310

improving by automation (1963) 2534
intra-industry management program helps

business help itself (1964) 3125; (1965)
15031
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Industrial management—Continued
line of balance technology, graphic method

of programming (1962) 18365
mechanization and automation, USSR stud-

ies (1964) 12929
Poland, current central plan, tentative op-

timization (1964) 9112
Southeastern vegetable processing, prob-

lems, 1960 (1963) 5829
Soviet firms in system, translation (1963)

2819
timber opportunities in Pennsylvania (1961)

12732
USSR proposals (1964) 6992
worker participation (1962) 15268

Industrial mobilization, see Industry.
Industrial organization, see Organization in

industry.
Industrial plants, see Plants (industrial).

Industrial production, see Production.
Industrial program control system, based on

relay drum, principle (1962) 13955
Industrial property, see Patents—Public prop-

erty.

Industrial Property, International Bureau for
Protection of, see International Bureau
for Protection of Industrial Property.

Industrial radioisotope tracer calculations,
guide in problem solving with typical
numerical examples (1962) 18723

Industrial relations:
aircraft industry (address) (1962) 8306
areas of cooperation between Federal and

State Boards (1961) 21262
Army Dept., supervisor relationships with

employee organizations (1964) 5941
automatic and technological advances, bene-

fits and problems (1962) 8596
automation challenges labor-management

harmony (address) (1962) 3258
automation (remarks) (1964) 7357
better communication between labor and

management, etc. (address) (1961) 19805
bibliography, labor-management relations

(1963) 12775
BLS studies, directories (1963) 1180; (1964)

11286
challenges of the sixties (address) (1961)

2606
collective bargaining and industrial peace

(address) (1962) 14357
concepts and principles. Navy applications

(1964) 20693
construction site picketing, hearings (1962)

2335
continuity of corporate management in

event of nuclear attack (1963) 11652
coordinated public and private action in

meeting developing problems (address)
(1963) 3010

court decisions relative to National labor
relations act (1961) 4974; (1962) 12530

development of national labor policy (ad-

dress) (1961) 11331
economic problems, and our domestic man-

power situation (address) (1961) 19800
editorial page in labor relations (address)

(1961) 11452
employee-management cooperation in Feder-

al service

—

basic training materials (1962) 16612
policy (1962) 3451

exportability of American svstem (1963)
10922

featherbedding, work rules, restriction of

output, selected references (1963) 18014
freedom of choice and national labor policy

(address) (1962) 16071
freshman looks at NLRB (remarks) (1965)

19975

Industrial relations—Continued
glossary of terms (1965) 14639
impact of change in Government's role in

labor-management affairs (address)
(1962) 22409

improper activities investigations

—

hearings (1961) 4097
report (1961) 5815

improvement of labor-management relations,
goals, in meeting domestic and interna-
tional needs (address) (1962) 18116

improving administration of National labor
relations act (remarks) (1962) 22636

industrial peace, cooperation between man-
agement and labor (address) (1962) 8309

inquiring courts and National labor rela-

tions act (address) (1962) 18320
jurisdictional guide (1962) 1714
jurisprudential view of NLRB policy (ad-

dress) (1963) 21038
labor management

—

and constructive working relationships
between public and private officials (ad-
dress) (1961) 19809

cooperation (address) (1961) 19802
delegation and review of cases (address)

(1962) 18323
disputes, role of National Labor Relations
Board (address) (1964) 9648

government relations
matter (address) (1964) 1357
new patterns on New Frontier (address)

(1962) 8312
irregularities, investigation, hearings

(1962) 2336
labor-management agreement coverage

—

metropolitan areas, 1963-64 (1965) 7969
wages and related benefits of industries

—

departmental edition (1963) 3024
document edition (1963) 1977

labor management relations

—

and Government responsibilities (address)
(1963) 5426

examiners, examination announcements
(1964) 17144; (1965) 13678

role of Labor Department, references
(1963) 14442

Labor-management relations act

—

amend

—

hearings (1965) 12169, 17694
amend rel. to union trust funds,
report (1965) 19218

repeal of sec. 14(b) of Taft-Hartley act

—

hearings (1965) 12168, 13983, 14133
message from the President (1965) 10403

report (1965) 15990

Labor-management relations (Taft-Hartley)
act

—

administration by NLRB

—

addresses (1962) 12527, 12532
hearings (1961) 16834, 20569
report (1962) 15265

amend

—

hearings (1962) 11443; (1964) 4494
reports (1962) 13422; (1964) 12094;

(1965) 8853, 15649
amended through 1959, summary (1961)
8056

rules of NLRB (1962) 18321; (1965) 9781
national emergency disputes (1963) 5436;

(1964) 2949
new problems in administration (1962)

1715
public interest, national labor policy, na-

tional high school debate topic 1965-66
(1965) 12216

labor-management relations today (address)

(1962) 8310
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Industrial relations—Continued
Labor-management reporting and disclosure

act

—

bonding provisions

—

hearings (1964) 4492
report (1964) 15498

bonding provisions, amend

—

hearings (1965) 14128
law (1965) 17412
reports (1965) 7445, 10484, 15991

bonding requirements (1962) 18125
investigation, hearing (1963) 11891

electing union officers, requirements (1964)
18611

employer and consultant reporting (1963)

12777; (1964) 16577
financial reporting, BLMR guide (1963)
5431

information documents (1961) 6237; (1963)
18021-22

multiemployer pension plans under collec-

tive bargaining (1961) 7907
reports required (1965) 7959-60
summary of operations, 1964 (1965) 6544
text (1964) 14668
union safeguards (1963) 18024
union trusteeships, report and study

(1962) 22422
were labor's fears myths or realities? (ad-

dress) (1961) 11334
major agreement expirations and reopenings

(1961) 2470; (1962) 3274; (1963) 3037
manpower utilization and job security (ad-

dress) (1963) 5427
multiemployer association bargaining, hear-

ings (1965) 8879
National labor relations act

—

administration by NLRB, hearings (1965)
19305

amend

—

hearings (1965) 17691
reports (1965) 15990, 17646

amended through 1959, summary (1965)
5268

board, and critics (address) (1963) 19971
layman's guide to basic law (address)

(1963) 3181; (1965) 5267
view from construction site (address)

(1963) 5630
National Labor Relations Board and state

decisions (address) (1963) 7321
NLRB policy toward current changes and

developments (address) (1963) 21039
Post Office Department and AFL-CIO, agree-

ments (1963) 9324; (1964) 15025
President's Missile Sites Labor Commission,

reports (1962) 14563; (1963) 20083
progress and accommodation in NLRB legal

problems (address) (1963) 16429
publications, lists (1961) 3393; (1962) 4116;

(1963) 3959; (1964) 3787; (1965)3703
relationship between Teamsters Union and

Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers, threat
to national security, hearing (1962) 7227

print additional copies, report (1962) 7184
remarks and answers to questions (1962)

22417
remedies available to NLRB, evaluation (ad-

dress) (1964) 13293
reminders for labor organizations in filling

out LM2 financial report form (1961)
11335

research opportunities, outline of possible
topics (1963) 14445

road to trustful cooperation between labor
and management (address) (1961) 7882

role and significance of expertise in adminis-
tration of National labor relations act
(address) (1964) 11456

Industrial relations—Continued
role of Government in collective bargaining

negotiations (address) (1962) 20033
role of the press (address) (1963) 10883
State labor relations acts (1961) 4786
State legislation

—

mediation laws, summary (1964) 11261
union regulatory provisions, summary

(1964) 16583
steel dispute, statistics bearing on revised

tables (1962) 12339
suggested outlines for new labor research

projects (1961) 9400
tale of 2 cities, or law in action (address)

(1962) 18322
voluntary adjustments under national labor

relations act (remarks) (1962) 14511
western conference of Government labor

officials. May 23-25, 1962, proceedings
(1962) 18124

Yugoslav organs of workers self-man-

agement, activity in solution of working
and personal relations (1961) 9305

Industrial Relations Research Association,
papers from annual meeting, excerpts
(1963) 10922

Industrial safety, see Safety of life.

Industrial security, see National security.

Industrial security manual for safeguarding
classified information (1962) 2387; (1963)
4796; (1964) 10446

Industrial tasks of Cuban revolution in future
years (1962) 14296

Industrial Tractor Parts Co., Inc., relief (1963)
18814; (1964) 17202, 17672

Industrial waste, see Waste products.

Industrial water desalination, USSR (1961)
7582

Industrial wire cloth, recorded voluntary
standard of trade (1961) 1735

Industrial workers, see Labor.

Industrialization of sugar cane derivatives
production moves ahead in 1962, Cuba
(1962) 18102

Industries, see Industry—Manufactures and
manufacturers

—

also names of indus-

tries.

Industry:
aircraft and missiles, research and develop-

ment, 1956-61 (1963) 11132
Albanian (1962) 8053
American

—

and international atomic power program
(remarks) (1964) 135

expansion and prosperity, new frontiers

(address) (1961) 10128
funds for performance of research and
development, preliminary reports (1961)

20034; (1965) 2954
apparel, employment outlook (1962) 8336
atomic power program, positive approach to

participation (remarks) (1963) 143
attracting new growth and new jobs in

community (1963) 7656
automation, Soviet, translations (1962)

12116
automation's impact

—

departmental edition (1961) 2465
document edition (1961) 1878

basic research findings published, 1957-59,

survey (1962) 1726
BDSA industry growth studies (1964) 6000
BDSA publications, list (1965) 17152
big city, characteristics (1964) 13661
BLS industry employment statistics pro-

gram, errors in data collection (1965)

6566
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Industry—Continued
Bulgaria, monthly reports (1961) 10755,

19793
business firms, decision-making on research

and development (1964) 9664
buying motives and intentions, new indica-

tors (speech) (1963) 11688
calculating specific capital investment,

USSR study (1965) 1210
Central America, industrial development

laws (1961) 7554
Chekiang Province, China, observation tour

report (1961) 7632
classification—
and sector measures of industrial produc-

tion (1965) 10262
manual, supplement (1963) 9702
of branches, clarify, USSR study (1965)

19751
system, purpose and principles (address)

(1964) 11912
classified information released to, protect

—

hearings (1962) 11476
reports (1962) 11400, 15230

collective form of wages, USSR book review
(1962) 15817

color identifications (1963) 1332
combined

—

action of high-frequency field and X-ray in
industry, USSR study (1962) 920

effect of high-frequency electromagnetic
field and X-ray, USSR study (1963)
17814

committee members, handbook (1965) 1705
Communist China

—

articles (1961) 1135, 2361
economic growth and industrial indices

(1962) 5959
industrial construction (1961) 1066
internal relationship between industrial
and agricultural production (1961) 855

research, developments (1961) 17424
Socialist and handicraft industries (1961)
2282

successful adjustment (1962) 15915
concentration, mergers and other factors

affecting, hearings (1965) 16032
translations (1963) 20861; (1964) 910, 1102,

1213, 1339, 2603, 2611, 2723, 2787, 2929,
4933, 4958, 4988, 5077, 5235, 5265, 6918,
6933, 7031, 7104, 7154, 7281, 8936, 8970,
10796, 12642, 12830, 14412, 14537, 14643,
16293, 16421, 16482, 18398, 18475, 18600,
19857, 19998, 20176, 20313, 21469; (1965)
862, 943, 1122, 1149, 1249, 2391, 2416,
2517, 2689

Congo, survey (1965) 1092
C-onnecticut, waste water disposal (1965)

cooling applied in (1965) 11308
credit expansion relations between State

banks and industrial enterprises in
Republic of Vietnam (1963) 2732

current economic expansion, policies (ad-
dress) (1965) 1938

current industrial reports (1961) 285-286,
1811, 2989-91, 3934-35, 5481-85, 6814-26,
8499-8515, 10012-26, 11881-886,
13910-914, 16266-271, 18147-149,
20444-451; (1962) 264-269, 2174-78,
3736-37, 4724-35, 6744-48, 9036-41,
11072-90, 13040-57, 14927-937, 16459-469,
18783-789, 20535-548, 23071; (1963)
158-159, 1888-95, 3574-75, 4578-84,
5994-97, 7750-60, 9714-23, 11615-630,
13287-298, 15057-70, 16890-899,
18679-686, 20350-358; (1964) 160-168,
189, 1809-19, 3390-91, 3706, 4347-48,
6039-46. 8110-21. 10048-61, 11892-904,

Industry—Continued
current industrial reports—Continued

13750-761, 15308-313, 17088-103,
19290-297, 21028-34 (1965) 212-222,
275-282, 288, 1902-5, 3273-4, 3624,
4341-47, 7261-7, 8605-11, 10233-49,
11935-37, 13619-39, 15309-312

Current industrial reports, see listings un-
der Census Bureau in monthly issues,

current industrial reports

—

announcement and order form (1965) 10243
currently essential activities, list used by

Selective Service System as guide for
deferment, etc (1961) 20495; (1962)
21678; (1965) 10755

Czechoslovak leaders, biographic informa-
tion (196.5) 14592, 16416, 18328

data from 1960 census by State, health
manpower source book (1964) 5653

defense industry bulletin (periodical) (1965)
6084

descriptions, census of manufactures, 1958
(1962) 4706

developing home grown industry (1963) 5904
development

—

papers prepared by United Nations con-
ference (1963) 2437

selected references (1961) 7555
dust formation control, USSR study (1965)

14593
East Europe

—

heavy translations (1961) 15044, 15048,
15053, 17388, 17399, 17403, 17420, 19509,
19520, 20898, 21029, 21062, 21095

materials industries, translations (1961)
15036, 15041, 15054, 17372, 17391, 17402,
17406, 17413, 19512, 19517; (1964) 5195,
21454

economic

—

accounting. Communist China report
(1962) 14264

use of mathematical methods in research,
etc., Hungarian study (1965) 2382

economics

—

BDSA publications, lists (1962) 230; (1964)
11878

USSR study (1965) 19729

Ecuador, industrial development law (1963)
5064

effect of water pollution (address) (1961)
2673

electrical equipment and communication,
research and development, 1956-62
(1965) 8181

electronics, broad road to, USSR study
(1963) 10517

employees, occupations, census of popula-
tion, 1960 (1963) 155

employment growth since World War II

(1963) 16267
Estonian SSR—
development, translations (1962) 8242;

(1963) 5332
tasks and plans (1964) 9349

facts for industry (Tariff Commission) (1961)
3610; (1962) 3800

FDA information materials (1965) 10906
financial and operating ratios (1963) 1471
foreign countries, prices, economic policies

and practices, materials (1963) 20448
foreman in small industry (1962) 6452
forest, Tennessee Valley '(1961) 20220
funds for research and development (1961)

2615, 17751; (1962) 10566
final reports on survey (1963) 12934;

(1964) 13306
preliminary reports (1961) 4990; (1962)
22652
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geared to growing economy (summary of

remarks) (1961) 6922
growth through technology (address) (1963)

4649
handicapped, reading list (1962) 10386
heavy

—

cost of production, USSR (1964) 16356
East European, translations (1962) 1150,

1294, 1330, 1396, 1404, 2925, 2996, 3054,

3092, 3170, 3202, 5853, 5900. 5965. 6025,
6101, 7933, 7959, 8017, 8029. 8069,
8190-92, 8195, 8229, 8276, 100.54, 10101,
10105, 10186, 10255, 10263, 10275, 10362,
10367, 12051, 12081, 12171, 12225, 12261,
12294, 14072, 14124, 14234, 14340, 15761,

15834, 15911, 15925, 15943, 17680, 17744,
17870, 18031, 19629, 19659, 19806, 19946,
19960, 19990, 21922, 21983 22000, 22024,
22060, 22077, 22120, 22198, 22304, 23633,
23677, 23878, 23906, 23925, (1963) 723,

741, 786, 797, 894, 950, 974, 1014, 1039,

1064, 1127, 1146, 2507, 2684, 2702, 2796,
2855, 2966, 5163, 5255, 5364, 6657, 6836,

6918, 6960, 6986, 7043, 7102, 8496, 8501,
8548, 8623, 8746, 8793, 8872, 8994, 10370,
10438, 10492, 10582, 10647, 10691, 10748,
10755, 10850, 12351, 12455, 12500, 12571,
12618, 14191; (1963) 14317, 14421, 15712,
15869, 15997, 16047, 17585, 17879, 17962,
19381, 19671; (1964) 917, 1106, 1315,
2532, 2725, 2899, 5187, 5219, 5316, 6961,
7009, 7203, 7331, 8963, 9262, 9353, 10823,
11071, 11121, 12631, 12698, 12829, 12843,
12941, 14485, 14502, 16130, 16261, 16363,
16377, 16460, 16538, 18255, 18395, 18558,
19841, 20045, 20323, 20350, 20381, 21457,
21562, 21574; (1965) 866, 909, 993, 1068,
1127, 1143, 1244, 2523, 2653

North Korea development, policy of Labor
Party (1963) 16137

USSR, geographic location (1962) 12286
home grown, fostering through State inven-

tors program (1965) 1495
Hungarian cities, problems (1962) 12202
Hungarian Ministry of Light Industry, regu-

lations, etc., translations (1964) 1199
Hungary

—

bulletin of Technical University of Heavy
Industry (1962) 7634

production structure, 1949-59 (1961) 19576

hygienic standards for constant noise in

industry, USSR (1965) 1190
impact of research and development (ad-

dress) (1962) 345
importance of non-weapons aspects of Unit-

ed States international endeavors (re-

marks) (1962) 226
index of occupations and industries, 1960

census (1961) 1808
Indian industrial development program

(1964) 14361
Indiana State conference on industrial mobil-

ization (remarks) (1964) 19275
Indonesia

—

aspects of industrialization (1961) 985
economic problems (1961) 806

industrial

—

buildings, data on toxicology and hygienic
rating of ethylbenzene in atmosphere,
USSR study (1965) 12696

development bond financing, intergovern-
mental relations (1963) 14813; (1965)
16929

establishments electrical-supply systems
installation of automation and remote
control, discussion concerning, USSR
study (1962) 1380

modernization (remarks) (1964) 10132

Industry—Continued
industrial—Continued
outlook (1964) 10044; (1965) 1877, 5628
preparedness program in thermonuclear
age (address) (1962) 4872

projects, financial assistance, possible

need for clarification of statutory provi-

sion limiting amount, area Redevelop-
ment Administration, GAO report (1965)

9238
prospects for your community, how to lo-

cate (1961) 9977
radio services, FCC rules and regulations

(1964) 8534
toxicology, USSR studies (1965) 19724

industrial development (1961) 7642
industry

—

and Commerce Department, new partner-

ship (address) (1961) 10129
and government, partners in progress (ad-

dresses) (1964) 7924, 8093
and opportunity in Italy, report of 1962

U.S. Industrial Automation Mission

(1963) 5060
manpower surveys (1965) 16098-100
organized, trade missions overseas (1965)

16353
outlook series (1964) 15299
reports (1961) 2933-36; (1962) 3941-44;

(1963) 3511, 3552, 3557, 4121,; (1964)

3317, 3365, 3371, 3952; (1965) 3209, 3246,

3252, 3258, 3672, 3852, 3867
surveys (1961) 2952; (1962) 3945; (1963)

3785; (1964) 3593
injury rates (1964) 14691; (1965) 2792, 16552
institutes and development centers, list

(1962) 688
international and U.S. standard industrial

classifications, comparison, with appli-

cation to Census Bureau (1965) 13648
intra-industry management program helps

business help itself (1965) 15031
isotope utilization (1962) 16412
isotopes, special sources of information

(1962) 14887
intra-industry management program helps

business help itself (1965) 15031
Japanese, nx)tion pictures (1965) 4436
jewelry and silverware, foreign competition

in U.S. (1965) 6982
joint industry promotional funds, employer

contributions

—

hearings (1962) 11443; (1964) 4494; (1965)
12169

reports (1962) 13422; (1964) 12094; (1965)
8853, 15649

labor force, civilian, experienced, census of

population, 1960, supplementary reports
(1963) 1881

labor productivity, 1958-59, Hungary (1962)
1245

lasers, application to, USSR study (1965)
798

leader in development of national economy.
Communist China translation (1963)
14306

light—
C-ommunist China

—

achievements in Chunking (1961) 824
important technical accomplishments

(1961) 826
qualitative development (1962) 14337
translations (1962) 14335, 15770, 15904,

15942
economic accounting problems (1962)
22225

Ukraine (1962) 2968
USSR-
development on basis of chemistrv

(1964) 20190
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light—Continued

developments (1962) 14051
enterprises, capital (1963) 8712
technical progress, 1966-70 (1965) 825

local financial participation in area redevel-
opment projects, lack of compliance with
statutory requirements, Area Redevelop-
ment Administration, GAO report (1965)
9231

managed forests create opportunity (1965)
15097

manpower needs to and including 1975 (1965)
11356

manual, and product classification, 1963
censuses (1964) 6036

manufacturing

—

costs and asset values, census of manufac-
tures, special report (1961) 6809

water use, census of manufactures, 1958
(1962) 4713

mathematical statistics application, Hun-
garian report (1965) 9450

measurement of technological change (pa-

per) (1965) 1299
Mexico, new program for development (1965)

16354
Michigan's Upper Peninsula economic devel-

opment, opportunities, study (1962)
13701

microbiological synthesis aspects, USSR
study (1965) 11272

midyear review MR series (1961) 13849-856,
16237-239

mobilization, BDSA publications, list (1962)
230; (1964) 11878

modernization

—

Central Tennessee Conference report
(1965) 217

Connecticut State Conference report
(1965) 218

Detroit Area Conference report (1965)
11926

Hudson-Mohawk Valleys Conference re-

port (1965) 219
Indiana State Conference report (1965)
220

key to new markets (addresses) (1964)
8181, 11880

Long Island Conference proceedings (1964)
13742

Mid-Gulf Conference, proceedings, summa-
ry (1965) 8571

Mid-Ohio Valley Regional Conference,
proceedings (1965) 1873

Narragansett Conference, report (1965)
11927

New England Conference on Moderniza-
tion for World Competition, proceedings
(1965) 1874

New Jersey Conference, proceedings (1965)
1875

New York State regional conference re-

port (1963) 18630
Portland Area Conference proceedings

(1964) 13743
Southwestern Conference proceedings

(1964) 13744
Tri-State Regional Conference, proceed-

ings (1964) 11881
Washington State Conference proceedings

(1964) 13745
Western Michigan Conference report

(1965) 221
Moldavian SSR (1962) 2933
Mongolia, development, translation (1961)

13012
Mongolian People's Republic, economic rela-

tionship between Socialist countries
(1961) 2222

Industry—Continued
mortality

—

among men, ages 20-64 (1963) 20114
by occupation and industry, title page and

contents, v. 53, nos. 1-5 (1964) 3116
statistics, men 20-64 years of age (1962)
24081

Moscow, problems of economics and organi-
zation of production (1962) 5943

national considerations on development of
industrial technology (address) (1963)
4651

nonagricultural employment

—

hours and earnings (1962) 3271
women (1962) 20053

North Korea, development (1962) 1148
North Vietnam

—

development of local industry in provinces
(1961) 896

economic problems and solution (1961)
10981

five-year plan outline (1961) 4694
industrial development, Workers Party

resolution (1962) 17897
responsibilities of industrial branches,

2d-half of 1960 (1961) 800
scientific development (1962) 17813
state, construction (1961) 7631

older workers, performance in retraining
programs (1963) 14475

output

—

cost and price, USSR study (1964) 21503
per man-hour
indexes— (1964) 2969, 5441; (1965) 12797,

19812
petroleum refining (1962) 6206

selected industries (1962) 3270
pamphlets (1963) 5766, 20229; (1964) 1652,

7838; (1965) 3079-80
personnel security program, background

materials (1961) 5894
pine lumber, Mississippi (1963) 1469
Poland (1962) 19720
bonus payments at industrial enterprises,
new regulations (1961) 1098

Polish-
development plan, optimalization (1964)

7303
interbranch balance for 1961 in physical

terms, study (1964) 9153
Post Office challenge (1962) 6406, 22711
price formation, in relation to cost, USSR

study (1964) 16182
private. Government procurement practices

and programs

—

hearings (1965) 422
report (1965) 1993
role in atomic energy development (re-

marks) (1963) 18611
water needs and obligations (address)

(1961) 2677
protection against chemical agents and ra-

diation, USSR studies (1964) 2522
punch card organization, inter-plant pro-

jects for, factors influencing. East Ger-
many (1965) 16379

questions and answers, QA-IND series (1961)
17879; (1962) 8736; (1965) 18827

radiation uses (1961) 11816
radio services, FCC rules and regulations

(1961) 7377, 9088, 12612, 17230, 19296;
(1962) 2456, 7329, 17460, 21726. 23515

rare elements and national economy, USSR
study (1962) 1011

regulated, monopoly problems, hearings
(1961) 4048, 14490-491

research and development

—

and innovation, inquiries into (1963) 11131

funds in relation to other economic varia-

bles (1965) 5279
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research and development—Continued

preliminarv reports (1962) 22652; (1963)

18212
Rhode Island, survival and revival (address)

(1965) 7179
roentgenology and radiology use, USSR

studv (1965) 12586
role in 1963 (remarks) (1965) 1861
Rumanian

—

application of

—

nuclear technology (1965) 6492
science, opinion survey (1965) 18296

combination with agriculture, translation
(1965) 969

excerpts, 1944-64 (1965) 4985
Rumanian Socialist, development (1961) 1026

safety

—

fundamentals of accident prevention
(1963) 3016

static electricity (1963) 12780
safety in industry, instructor outlines

—

accident cause analysis (1965) 11333
accident cost control (1965) 11332
appraising safety performance (1965)

12783
introduction to industrial safety (1965)

11331
safety of life

—

environmental and chemical hazards series

(1961) 2461, 21133; (1962) 18130; (1964)
5419, 18614

mechanical and physical hazards series

(1962) 1571, 3260, 18129, 20035; (1963)
1156

organization and administration series

(1961) 4785; (1963) 3016
scientific and technical personnel (1962)

1727; (1964) 9665, 16613
survey report (1961) 1359

seasonal nature. Fair labor standards act,

regulations (1962) 10729; (1964) 7840;
(1965) 18829

sector price index program, background and
general description (1965) 1298

significance of cybernetics in GDR (1963)
10506

site survey, how to make (1964) 1755
small suppliers and large buyers, survey of

relations (1963) 1459
Soviet development, translations

—

automotive industry (1962) 1311, 2963,
3038, 3247, 10041, 10168, 12255, 12288,
14031, 14255, 15775, 17737, 17768, 20004,
21979, 22070, 22169, 23874; (1962) 1459,

2964, 3109, 7998, 8203, 8232, 8270, 10087,
10147, 10224, 10353, 12066, 12187, 14256
14275, 15772, 15844, 15860, 17689, 17785,
18045, 19685, 19885, 19909, 19985, 19989,
23693, 23701, 23773, 23806

chemical machine building (1962) 1320,
8231, 10247, 14329, 17971, 19757, 22316

construction machinery (1962) 2956, 3083,
5826, 5978, 10248, 12239, 12282, 14030,
17728, 17862, 17989, 18004, 19812, 22315

electrical equipment (1962) 904, 1115, 1342,

1393. 1410, 1518, 1545, 2965, 3208, 6075,
8131, 12283, 17688, 17721, 17729, 17830,
19789, 19841, 22039, 23886

ferrous metallurgy (1962) 1465, 2966, 3249,
5977, 6054-55, 8033, 8271, 9819, 9969,
10088-89, 10146, 10286, 10302, 10321,
10335, 10351, 12143, 12188, 12242, 14027,
14033, 14105, 14107, 14126, 14190-192,
14211, 14257, 14276, 14279, 14312, 17727,
17736, 17751, 17794, 17800, 17863-864,
17957, 17969, 18014-15, 18091, 18098,
19635, 19730, 19789-790, 19840, 19844,
19861, 19952-953. 21933. 21963., 22009,

Industry—Continued
Soviet development, translations—Con.

ferrous metallurgy—Continued
22040, 22379, 23652, 23658, 23686,
23781-782, 23803-805, 23919

food processing machinery (1962) 17731,
21956, 23742; (1963) 7120

fuel industry (1962) 1376, 5891
metalworking equipment (1962) 1005, 1120,

1414, 1528, 1546, 2710, 7995, 8050, 8240,
10257, 10285, 10358, 12248, 14210, 17722,
17788, 19648, 19712, 19849, 20008, 21912,
22038, 22143, 22318, 23658, 23755, 23860,
23875

nonferrous metallurgy (1961) 2358, 2391,
2402, 4642, 4648, 4673-74, 10868-869,
10887, 10974, 11024, 11042, 11062, 11136,
11141, 11156, 11193, 12900, 12927,
12929-930, 12936, 12961, 12963, 12978,
15268, 15272, 15275, 15334, 15363, 15373,
15414, 15427, 15459-460, 15476-477,
15509, 15545, 15582, 15631, 15662,
17531-532, 17.534-535, 17538, 17543,
17550-551, 17553, 17558-560. 17566-567,
17569, 17571-572, 17576-577, 17580-582,
17584-592, 19653, 19666, 19672, 19675,
19680, 19714, 19716, 19723, 19739,
19744-745, 19777-778, 20948, 20957,
20965, 20969, 21014-16, 21026, 21028,
21030-32, 21034, 21036-38, 21065-66,
21084-85, 21103-4, 21110; (1962) 845, 847,
851, 884, 1409, 1490, 2984, 3252, 3254,
5892, 5907, 5940, 6080, 6172, 8164, 8239,
8296, 10026, 10042, 10300-301,
12141, 14032, 14049, 14188, 14307, 15845,
17707, 17738, 17787, 17801, 17861, 17881,
17903, 18046, 18105, 19637, 19816, 19843,
19903, 19955, 22230

power machinery (1962) 17951, 18011,
20003, 22317

precision equipment (1962) 888, 1121, 1196,
1258, 1343-44, 1392, 1491, 2938, 2967,
3025, 3186, .5562, 5908, 5960, 8254, 9919,
9995, 12240, 14189, 17812, 19842, 19845,
21985, 22140, 22383, 22783, 23785, 23845,
23908

rare metals (1962) 10040, 10086, 10246
refrigeration machinery (1962) 3108, 3155,

19786, 22164, 22227; (1963) 694, 2633,
8968, 10561, 14388, 15704

regional economy (1962) 2985, 5840, 8162,
10213, 10334, 10373, 12267, 14274, 17708,
17730, 17752, 17906, 19677, 21958, 22123,
22243, 22337

tractors and agricultural machinery
(1962) 1110, 1189, 1194, 1306, 1533, 2698,
3134, 3156, 8112, 10167, 10223, 12142,
12233, 12268, 14151, 14310-311, 15806,
17796, 17934, 17955, 19963, 21966, 22099,
22103, 22170, 23690, 23789

Soviet

—

economic management of industrial enter-
prises (1962) 17995

Soviet Lithuania, technical progress (1962)
5964

Soviet Ukraine new construction products
(1961) 19606

specialization and coverage ratios (1962)
20533

standard industrial classification for use in

distributive education (1963) 17394

statistics program guide and finder catalog,
census (1961) 20454

technical progress and hygiene, USSR study
(1962) 22235

technological

—

and production processes, use of comput-
ers, USSR study (1962) 3080

Do not order from index; see indicated entry Page 1133
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Industry—Continued *
technological—Continued
change, importance (excerpts from ad-

dress) (1965) 17277
changes, principal factors influencing

rates of diffusion (1961) 21271
trends in 36 major industries (1964) 11299

Tennessee, opportunities for modernization
program (address) (1964) 19274

Thailand, industrial promotion act (1961)
17282; (1963) 2424

tourist and redevelopment areas, statement
(1964) 15257

trade and industry publications (1961) 1681,
17979; (1962) 137, 8907, 20463

training programs, nationwide survey, 1962
(1964) 11817

transportation and distribution for selected
industries in northeast Minnesota and
northern Wisconsin (1965) 1811

travel a new world of industry, see U.S.A.
(1965) 8354

Turkmen SSR. industrialization (1962) 14302

TVA area, development (1961) 11632; (1962)
18535; (1963) 14744; (1965) 6957

Ukraine, chemical machine building, re-

serves for lowering production costs
(1965) 18363

unemployment insurance tax rates by indus-
try (1962) 13749; (1964) 8498

U.S. industrial outlook for 1961 (1961) 5430;
(1962) 9017; (1963) 7743

use of electron beams and lasers, USSR
study (1965) 9484

USSR development, translations

—

automotive industry (1963) 690, 2806,
2999, 6748, 8720, 8744, 8967, 10657,
12552, 12737, 14221, 14389, 15669, 15749,
15826, 16127, 16195, 19480, 19724; (1964)
1161, 2494, 2601, 2706, 2928, 5056, 5134,
6995, 7226, 7295, 9083, 9275, 10949,
12601, 14493, 16029, 16160, 16168, 16510,
18219, 18357, 18450, 19853, 19932, 20023.
20039, 20215, 20281, 20292; (1965) 1168,
2530
Moskvich, compact car (1963) 14314

chemical industry (1963) 698, 919, 1072,
1076, 2477, 2672, 2848, 2978, 5198, 5262,
6684, 6799, 6886, 6933, 7039, 7052, 7082,
7106, 7116, 8473, 8551, 8770, 8881, 8899,
8940, 8973, 9004, 10511, 10552, 10611,
10648, 10815, 12297, 12408, 12423, 12452,
12521-522, 12626, 12694, 12704, 14111.
14145, 14199, 14262, 14265, 14272, 14324,
14332, 14369, 14373, 14410. 15676, 15689,
15693, 15746, 15858, 15866, 15882, 15887,
15927, 1.5946, 15967, 16001, 16027, 16038,
16044, 16048, 16061, 16066, 16093, 16196,
17579, 17654, 17712, 17723, 17877, 17932,
17955, 19478, 19599, 19640, 20786, 20844;
(1964) 900, 1040, 1076, 1143, 1188, 1325,
2572, 2667, 2738, 2823, 2826, 2883, 4985,
4993, 5024, 5058, 5075, 5094, 5119, 5203,
5214, 5220, 6895, 6900, 6927, 7076, 7088,
7116, 8884. 8912, 8926, 8942, 9053, 9075,
9189, 9261, 9303, 10768, 10952, 11027,
11111, 12729, 14631, 16019, 16104, 16115,
16169, 16252, 16337, 16400, 16427, 16468,
16.546, 18276, 18355, 18379, 18452, 19887,
20041, 20129, 20144, 20162. 20194, 20200,
21462, 21628; (1965) 902, 980, 1118, 1251,
2454, 2502, 2577

chemical machine building (1963) 667, 728,
763, 805, 2771, 51.55, 6916, 7113, 8648,
10494, 10526, 10617, 10843, 12340, 12427,
14276, 15764, 15821 15914, 17584, 17623,
17949, 19573, 20805; (1964) 1068, 1204,
2646, 2865, 2911, 4947, 5329, 7155, 9013,
10752, 11242, 16111, 18210, 19889, 21435;
(1965) 1069, 1250, 2504

Industry—Continued
USSR development, translations—Con.

construction machinery (1963) 670, 789,
860, 961, 1094, 2680, 2770, 6834, 8493,
8602, 8647, 8729, 8868, 10616, 10842,
14130, 15766, 15819, 15903, 17670, 17819,
19461, 19568; (1964) 1146, 1277, 1311.
2544, 2721, 2917. 5048, 5053. 5071, 7180,
7314, 8958, 9333, 10732, 12784, 16101,
16339, 16426, 18.546, 20293; (1965) 942,
1125, 11.56, 2505, 2673

electric power and electrotechnical indus-
tries (1964) 5000

electrical equipment (1963) 750, 966, 1003,
1053, 2589, 2896, 2944, 5179, 8526, 8552.
8595, 8612, 8627, 8684, 8828, 8918, 8975.
10679, 10716, 10802, 10814, 12416, 12549,
12648, 14124, 14168, 14210, 14264, 14302,
14359, 14372, 14411, 15727, 15756, 15886,
15894, 16017, 16079, 16128, 16217, 17588,
17594, 17632, 17652, 17742, 17760, 17875,
17889, 17960, 19437, 19719; (1964) 1109,
2521. 2715. 2760. 5062, 5109, 5118, 5302,
5401, 6938, 7015, 7047, 7256, 14652.
16121, 16428, 16512, 16530, 18577, 20184,
21607; (1965) 2279, 2640, 2665, 2678

ferrous metallurgy (1963) 746, 848, 920,
1010, 2458, 2679, 2685, 2766, 2872, 2916,
2943, 5304, 5349, 6842. 7022, 7051, 7083,
8505, 8543, 8580, 8653, 8942, 10426,
10480, 10496, 10512, 10519, 10575, 10587,
10632, 10651, 10678, 10830, 12286, 12454,
12509, 12554, 12703. 12706, 12748, 14087,
14178, 14219, 14385, 15687, 15778, 15812,
15835, 15895, 15917, 15938, 15957, 15970,
16094, 16131, 16167, 16178, 17614. 17698,
17713, 17743, 17764, 17798, 17831, 17844,
17972, 18008, 19572, 19608, 19621, 19669,
19744, 20838; (1964) 897, 1072, 1127,
1169, 1316, 1349, 2504, 2835, 2923, 5009,
5050, 5067, 5111, 5197, 5221, 5299, 5314,
5331, 5384, 5413, 7133, 8891, 8947, 9134,
9149, 10733, 10751, 10896, 10954, 10990,
11093, 11138, 11211, 12660, 12676, 12839,
12865, 14491, 16002, 16087, 16194, 16225,
16284, 16306, 16324, 16359, 16434, 16556,
18206, 18260, 18408, 18531, 18565, 19971,
20097, 20267, 20307, 20378, 21427, 21525,
21637; (1965) 869, 897, 953, 1020, 1035,
1056, 1065, 1089, 1100, 1148, 1200, 2295,
2531

food processing machinery (1963) 7120
machinery industries (1963) 19684, 19721

machinery industries (1964) 997, 1022,
1236, 2511, 2541, 2871, 2922, 5086, 5125,
6906, 6924. 7108, 8923, 9148, 9213, 11068,
12603, 12615, 13002, 16017, 16041, 16289,
16310, 16367, 16509, 18211, 18509, 18538,
20288, 20377, 21426, 21460, 21623; (1965)

961, 985, 1041, 1078, 1105, 1136, 2501
metalworking equipment (1963) 838, 879,

907, 1007, 1132, 2601, 2924, 2998, 6785,
6890, 8660, 10387, 10423, 10507, 10636,
10783, 12326, 12428, 12510, 12604, 12708,
14283, 14358, 15703, 15811, 15971, 16016,
16106, 16246, 17575, 17608, 17773, 17858,
17887, 19404, 19551, 19656, 19761, 19768;
(1964) 1075, 1134, 1235, 1259, 2472, 2484,
2599, 2705. 2846. 2851, 2854, 4951, 5038,
5090, 5133, 5137, 5159, 5268, 9164, 9174,
10770, 11113, 11166, 12776, 12903, 13001,
14520, 14545, 16134, 16148, 16360, 16433,
16485, 16506, 18258, 18268, 18417, 18.585,

19840, 20007, 20231, 20341, 20393, 21506,
21591; (1965) 864, 1162, 1197, 1220, 1237,
2269, 2506, 2650, 2686

nonferrous metallurgy (1963) 685, 1052,
2628, 2907, 5200, 5202, 5367, 6652, 6665,
6883, 7023, 7056. 8579, 8711, 8771, 8921,
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Industry—Continued
USSR development, translations—Con.
nonferrous metallurgy—Continued

10576, 10784, 12323, 12503, 12581, 12698,
14134, 14171, 14222, 14256, 15681, 15820,
15915, 16057, 17638, 17706, 19576. 20781;
(1964) 2582, 2656, 4891, 4990, 5223, 5248,
6959, 7097, 9054, 9176, 9236, 10728,
10748, 10772, 11112, 11203, 14507, 16112,
16236, 16291, 16340, 16545, 18218, 18329,
18410, 18552, 18578, 19903, 20287; (1965)
998, 1077, 2503, 2578, 2705

power machinery (1963) 1020, 2480, 2769,
5353, 7103, 8492, 10618, 12285, 14271,
15713, 15806, 15824, 17683, 17973, 19570;
(1964) 1085, 2583, 5089, 7091, 18555,
21437; (1965) 2529

precision equipment (1963) 886, 1006, 1044,
1109, 1120, 2459, 2611, 2644, 2731, 2758,
2958, 6724, 6944, 7021, 7054, 7081, 8464,
8734, 8922, 8931, 8957, 8974, 8995, 9002,
9013, 10532, 10553, 10718, 10782, 10847,
12421, 12607, 12649, 12749, 14118, 14123,
14125, 14263, 14266, 14287, 14422, 15690,
15701, 15724, 15751, 15797, 15823, 15837,
15848, 15859, 15873, 15898, 15919, 15939,
15945, 15972, 16005, 16019, 16039, 16064,
16130, 16144, 16161, 16165, 16174, 16193,
16200, 16222, 16244, 17589, 17616, 17635,
17642, 17664, 17719, 17722, 17775, 17797,
17931, 19528, 19571, 19720; (1964) 2503,
2694, 2740, 5164, 5183, 6962, 7077, 10726,
18350, 18491; (1965) 978, 1113, 2280

regional economy (1963) 681, 979, 1008,
1081, 2722, 2748, 2820, 2853, 2860, 3008,
6663, 6793, 6877, 8676, 8855, 8902, 10462,
10504, 10821, 12284, 12502, 12553, 12712,
12730, 14257, 14282, 14285, 14320, 15771,
15836, 15850, 15856, 15861, 15867, 15891,
15993, 16029, 16056, 16101, 16107, 16125,
16216, 16229, 17586, 17626, 1779.5, 17852,
17861, 17884, 17974, 19552, 19569, 19670,
19686, 19743, 20854, 20906; (1964) 965,
999, 1027, 1157, 1208, 1258, 2474, 2486,
2629, 2677, 2776, 2815, 2829, 4896, 4950,
5085, 5099, 5147, 5160, 5174, 5239, 6958,
7078, 8898, 8919, 9120, 9146, 9285, 9304,
9349, 10938, 11120, 12707, 12770, 14432,
14458, 14570, 16135, 16161, 16273, 16353,
16415, 16465, 18308, 18511, 20012, 20186,
20256, 20284, 20327, 20414, 21425, 21524,
21622; (1965) 964, 1098, 1109, 2508

refrigeration machinery (1963) 694, 2633,
8968, 10561, 14388, 15704

tractors and agricultural machinery
(1963) 840, 872, 902, 976, 1009, 1106,
2473, 2635, 2782, 2919, 2939, 5190, 5345,
6654, 6664, 7010, 8675, 8743, 8985, 10381,
10422, 10540, 10602, 10664, 12283, 12325,
12551, 12645, 14132, 14138, 14255, 15695,
15702, 15757, 15792, 15795, 15807, 15822,
16018, 16126, 16198, 16221, 16228, 17660,
17750, 17765, 17804, 17998, 19694, 19715,
20791, 20821, 20873, 20898; (1964) 926,
938, 1194, 1273, 1317, 2574, 2635, 2801,
2822, 2836, 2878, 4916, 4953, .5014, 5036,
5052, 5180, 5222, 6967, 7273, 7313, 8927,
8937. 8998, 9047, 9175, 9268, 10915,
11053, 12609, 12704, 12777, 12825, 16021.
16385. 16401. 16511, 18287, 18409, 18432,
19904, 20022, 20042, 20260, 20279, 20282,
20306, 20379, 214.36, 21501. 21643. 21651;
(1965) 983. 1007. 1026, 1075, 1104, 1139,
1228, 2285, 2296, 2464, 2528. 2593. 2696

USSR-
design practices, need for improvement

(1963) 19680
financial services, use at enterprises

(1964) 6966

Industry—Continued
USSR—Continued
heavy, surveys (1961) 2108, 2146. 4375,

4389, 4395, 7568, 7607, 7629, 7649, 7659
9304, 9306, 9308, 9313, 10756, 10766!
10771-772, 12859-862, 12865, 12869-870

industrial

—

firms, essence and basic principles of
organizing (1965) 1164

instruction methods (1964) 10905
instrumentation problems (1964) 2765
locating industrial facilities near elec-

tric-powrer sources (1965) 1076
mechanization of engineering and control
operations (1962) 7553

need for improved standards (1964) 18438
new system of administration, advantages

(1962) 10270
North, development and transportation

(1963) 678
optimum planning of geographical distri-

bution, methodological problems (1963)
19625

output index based on production cost
norms (1963) 19538

technical developments in light industry
(1963) 19456

turnover funds of enterprises, analysis of
use (1963) 19734

upper Midwest development (address) (1961)
18426

utilization of high temperature heat (1961)
16207

vitamins of technical progress. USSR study
(1962) 754

wage and union scale studies, directories
(1961) 1.5731; (1962) 14391; (1963) 19796;
(1965) 5057

wage surveys

—

auto dealer repair shops (1965) 16565
basic iron and steel (1963) 5450
bituminous coal mining (1963) 19794
cigar manufacturing (1965) 11353
departmental edition (1962) 8433
document edition (1962) 6966

communications (1964) 5438; (1965) 2794
departmental editions (1962) 3267; (1963)

1171
document editions (1962) 2324; (1963) 276

contract cleaning services

—

departmental edition (1962) 14387
document edition (1962) 13364

cotton textiles (1964) 20437
eating and drinking places (1964) 16606
electric and gas utilities (1963) 19793
fertilizer manufacturing (1963) 14473
flour and other grain mill products

—

departmental edition (1963) 1168
document edition (1963) 273

hospitals (1964) 16611
hotels and motels (1964) 18640
departmental edition (1962) 15985
document edition (1962) 1.5095

iron and steel foundries (1964) 2965
laundries and cleaning services (1964j

16607
leather tanning and finishing (1963) 14478
life insurance

—

departmental edition (1962) 14385
document edition (1962) 13362

machinery manufacturing (1963) 9061;
(1964) 9468
departmental edition (1962) 3268
document edition (1962) 2325

men's and boys' shirts and nightwear

—

departmental edition (1962) 12345
document edition (1962) 11301

men's and boys' shirts (except work shirts)
and nightwear (1965) 19803
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Industry—Continued
wage surveys

—

Continued
paints and varnishes

—

departmental edition (1962) 8434
document edition (1962) 6969

plastics products (1965) 12791
power laundries and cleaning services

—

departmental edition (1962) 18153
document edition (1962) 16834

pressed or blown glass and glassware
(1965) 1284

pulp, paper, and paperboard mills

—

departmental edition (1963) 1170
document edition (1963) 275

southern sawmills and planing mills (1963)
12807

structural clay products (1965) 19804
suits and coats, men's and boys' (1965)
6558

synthetic textiles (1964) 20438
textile dyeing and finishing

—

departmental edition (1962) 3269
document edition (1962) 2329

women's and misses' dresses (1964) 9469
wood household furniture (1963) 16290
wool textiles (1963) 18041
work clothing (1965) 16561
departmental edition (1962) 10413
document edition (1962) 9182

water pollution effect, discussion of paper
(1961) 2671

water requirements (1962) 19574
water-using, future water requirements

(1961) 403
waterborne wastes and water uses, lower

Missouri River basin (1962) 20082
welfare and pension plans, statistics (1963)

7140
100 largest plans (1963) 18020

western Michigan, opportunities for modern-
ization program (address) (1964) 19276

Yugoslav radioactive products for industri-
al uses (1965) 12642

see a^so Incentives in industry—Industrial
capacity—Manufactures and manufac-
turers

—

also names of industries.
Industry manpower surveys (1961) 7347-49,

12582, 20697; (1962) 5121, 17416, 21676;
(1963) 13874; (1964) 4658; (1965) 14189

Industry outlook series (1964) 6002-25
Inelastic design of load carrying members

(1963) 9637
Inert-atmosphere chamber, see Dry boxes.
Inert gas spraying device aids in repair of

hazardous systems (1965) 9657
Inertia:

air bearing components, servo loop design
(1962) 14466

extremal control of objects of n'*' order,
reduction method, USSR study (1961)
10933

influence on precipitation of aerosol parti-
cles, USSR study (1965) 14501

rotary, method of determining modal data of

nonuniform beam with effects of shear
deformation (1965) 18536

wheel systems, suitability for determining
precise attitude control of satellite,

evaluation study (1961) 7977
Inertia, moments of, see Moments of inertia.

Inertia! guidance:
navigation systems. USSR study (1963) 7099
platform system for guidance, etc., of Sat-

urn launch vehicles (1965) 18544
reentry to earth's atmosphere, inertial navi-

gation errors (1963) 11052

Inf bulletin (1965) 14243

Infantile paralysis, see Poliomyelitis.

Infantry:
airborne and mechanized

—

battalions, field manual (1962) 6644
brigades, field manual (1962) 4603; (1965)

11902
rifle company, field manual (1962) 6642
rifle platoons and squads, field manual

(1962) 6643
division transportation battalion and trans-

portation tactical carrier units, field

manual (1962) 163.58

heavy weapons infantryman, MOS evalua-
tion test aid (1962) 6654

Third Regiment, history of Old Guard (1961)
13832; (1965) 7144

use of Davy Crockett weapons system (1962)
6650

Infants:
acute gastro-intestinal diseases, effective-

ness of use of low-molecular polyvinyl-
pyr-rolidone, USSR study (1962) 14230

and newborn, native to high altitudes, elec-

trocardiographic and vectorcardio-
graphic variability observations (1961)
124

babies and breadwinners, proposals for 1961
neighborhood polio vaccination cam-
paign (1961) 6496

baby sitters, guide, when teenagers take
care of children (1964) 17118

basal metabolic data, evaluation (1962)
12846

care during 1st year of life, USSR study
(1961) 811

care in fallout shelters

—

aged 1 month and older (1963) 11642
newborn (1963) 11643

childhood mortality trends, 1961 (1964)
21045

el primer ano de vida de su bebe (1963) 16916

encephalograms, recording techniques,
USSR study (1963) 1082

giving babies healthy start in life, materni-
ty and infant care projects (1965) 18999

health care, USSR brochure (1961) 7626
immunization status of 2-year olds, Memphis

and Shelby County, Tenn (1963) 16509
inborn heart defects (1964) 20753
infant care

—

Children's Bureau publication (1963) 13310

publications, list (1963) 16489
story of development of bestseller (1963)

15093
infantile epilepsy explained to parents

(1964) 21542
maternity and infant care projects, grants,

policies and procedures (1965) 13660
mientras su bebe esta en camino (1963) 6014
mortality

—

lags in reducing (1964) 13536
perinatal, means of reducing, USSR study

(1964) 21587
statistics (1962) 1787, 8614; (1963) 13031
United States (1965) 20051
Zhukovskiy, RSFSR (1964) 21552

newborn-
nurseries in general hospitals, planning,
design equipment (1962) 24077

pathology, primary problems, USSR study
(1963) 5261

phenylketonuria

—

blood screening at hospital (1965) 10269
detection in newborn as routine hospital
procedure (1964) 15332; (1965) 7294

or galactosemia, management of newborn
siblings of patients (1962) 14977

physical development among native peoples
of northern Ob' region, USSR study
(1965) 19736
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Infants—Continued
premature, behavior patterns, nursing study

(1961) 21306
prenatal care (1962) 20645
strontiurr)-90 and calcium in diets (1965)

8253
use of ionite milk in acute gastrointestinal

diseases, nitrogen balance (1964) 5027
weight at birth and cause of death in neona-

tal period early 1950 (1965) 15019
when your baby is on the way (1961) 16487
your baby's 1st year (1962) 23091
see also Pregnancy.

Infection, aerogenic, prevention and uses of
aerosols for disinfection therapy, USSR
study (1961) 19701

air-droplet, prevention with use of ultravi-
olet rays, USSR study (1962) 2839

alimentary, prevention, USSR study (1965)
18355

anthrax, of intestines, question of recovery,
USSR study (1962) 1277

experimental

—

Alaskan ground squirrel, influence of hi-

bernation (1964) 19144
analysis of infection process, results,

USSR study (1965) 1230
focus, epidemiological investigation, USSR

study (1963) 16010
institutionally acquired infections, proceed-

ings of national conference, Sept. 4-6,

1963 (1964) 20768
natural focalization of particularly danger-

ous infectious diseases, USSR study
(1962) 13974

parasitic, OTS bibliography (1962) 13025;
(1963) 18629

pathologic physiology of infectious process,
USSR study (1963) 8550

resistance, cold environment interrela-
tionship (1963) 14908

ribonucleic acid of influenza A virus, infec-

tious activity on susceptible animals,
USSR study (1965) 11170

streptococcal, bibliography (1964) 1564
Infectionists, congress of Ukrainian SSR re-

port (1961) 2117
Infectious diseases, see Contagion and conta-

gious diseases.

Infiltration, see Water.
Intiltrometer, hand portable rainfall-simu-

lator, development (1964) 8761
Infirmaries, see Hospitals.
Inflammable liquids, see Liquids.
Inflammable materials:
building finish materials, surface

flame-spread test methods (1962) 21819
combustible gases and vapors, flammability

characteristics (1965) 14660
flammability

—

characteristics of ethylene (1965) 16594
trichloroethylene (1963) 5502

flammable liquids and gases, physical prop-
erties, maritime safety data (1964) 18615

hydrocarbon fuels flammability under static
and dynamic conditions (1962) 14436

hydrogen peroxide system containing organ-
ic substances, flammability studies
(1962) 1640

lecture demonstration (1961) 15744
limits of flammability of hydrazine-hydro-

carbon vapor mixtures (1964) 16646
lip, face and hair preparations, flammability

in presence of 100% oxygen (1964) 13729
methyl ethyl ketone and methyl isobutyl

ketone, flammability limits in bromochlo-
romethane-air mixtures (1961) 1232

solvent mixtures containing methyl ethyl
ketone and tetrahydrofuran, flammabili-
ty in air (1962) 20113

Inflammation:
chemical and thermal, effect of cortisone on

development of processes of exudation
and emigration, USSR study (1962)
19907

scientific conference on regulation of inflam-
matory and regenerative processes,
USSR study (1961) 7581

Inflatable structures in space, hearing (1961)
12362

Inflation:

bubbles in space, dynamics problems (1965)
8040

Echo I system (1964) 13224
toroidal-space-station configuration, pack-

aging and deployment (1965) 9691
Inflation (finance):

administered prices

—

compendium of public policy (1963) 10018
hearings (1961) 394, 4109, 5882, 17134,

14743; (1964) 537
public policy, hearings (1964) 537
report (1961) 12460

additional copies, reports (1962) 7196,
9265

growth and inflation (address) (1963) 10181
impact

—

retired persons, reports from White House
Conference on Aging (1961) 14980

rising prices on younger and older con-
sumers (remarks) (1963) 18046

Latin America (1964) 2570
Inflight loss of consciousness, case report

(1964) 4318
Influence of early maturing females on repro-

ductive potential of Columbia River
blueback salmon (1962) 11821

Influenza:
Communist China, research (1962) 17777
dispensary treatment problems, USSR study

(1963) 19438
epidemic in Sofia, Bulgaria, 1959 (1962) 6004

fluorescent antibody research, USSR arti-

cles (1963) 15845
health information series (1962) 3459
in irradiated animals, effect of bone marrow

cell injections, USSR study (1964) 9330
ribonucleic acid of influenza A virus, infec-

tious activity on susceptible animals,
USSR study (1965) 11170

USSR study (1961) 2602
virus

—

cold relationship to biological properties,
etc (1964) 4252

vaccine strains, reaction-producing and
immunogenic properties observed in

preschool children, USSR study (1965)
11145

Influenza vaccine:
live, results of USSR study (1963) 6859
virus strains, reaction-producing and immu-

nogenic properties observed in preschool
children, USSR study (1965) 11145

Information, see Public information.
Information Agency, see United States Infor-

mation Agency.
Information and travel tips, do's and don'ts

(1964) 15095
Information assimilation from alpha-numeric

displays, amount and density of infor-

mation presented (1964) 13685
Information bulletins, see names of depart-

ments, etc., issuing bulletins.

Information centers, see Information services.

Information Office, Agriculture Dept.:

appropriations, 1962, hearings (1961) 10325
appropriations, 1963, hearings (1962) 11430
appropriations, 1964, hearings (1963) 9921
appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964) 10286
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 10515
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Information OflRce, Agriculture Dept—Con.
congressional guide to information services

(1962) 2549; (1963) 2367
congressional list (series) (1961) 2064, 7538

17347, 19449; (1962) 2550, 17651-653,
7485-86. 19589, 21856; (1963) 17545-
(1964) 4830

Information retrieval list (1963) 10104
Information selection systems retrieving repli-

ca copies, state-of-the-art report (1962)
24010

Information Service, Veterans Administration,
VA fact sheet, IS series (1961) 2738,
5157, 13721; (1962) 8724; (1963) 11373;
(1965) 5452

Information services:
activities under Agricultural trade develop-

ment act, limit use of foreign currencies
during 1961 hearings (1961) 7123, 7263

Agriculture Department, congressional
guide (1963) 2367

Armed Forces internal information program
(address) (1964) 20984

Business and Defense Services Administra-
tion, list of offices, divisions, and publi-
cations (1962) 8999

Commerce Dept., cooperative offices (1963)
7807

employment opportunities in binational cen-
ters abroad (1964) 20864

information resources in U.S. directory

—

physical and biological sciences, and engi-
neering (1965) 5066

social sciences (1965) 19814
informational media guaranties, agreement

with

—

Guinea (1963) 9406
Pakistan (1964) 9837

materials information centers (1962) 10922
organization and planning, USSR study

(1965) 4918
PACAF basic bibliographies (1961) 9913;

(1962) 12945; (1963) 11511; (1965) 18908
Post Office Department, IS series (1961)

6485-86
railroad computer centers system and re-

mote control transmission, USSR study
(1962) 3042

scientific and technical, documentation de-
velopments, USSR (1965) 14492, 16452

scientific-information institutions in member
nations of Council for Ex-onomic Mutual
Assistance, organizational principles
(1965) 12630

sources of information on .American firms
for international buyers (1963) 17562;
(1965) 16357

specialized science in U.S.. directory (1961)
21338

telling .America's story to the world, press
release (1961) 3628

United States programs, investigations

—

authorization, report (1961) 5648
expenses, report (1961) 5676

USSR centers, technical and bibliographical
(1962) 6614

world trade

—

economic reports, see listings under For-
eign Commerce Bureau, Commerce Dept.,
in the monthly listings,

operations reports, see listings under For-
eign Commerce Bureau, Commerce Dept.,
in the monthly listings,

statistical reports, see listings under For-
eign Commerce Bureau, Commerce Dept.,
in the monthly listings.

Information sources on international travel
(1961) 9165-67, 12690, 21429-430; (1962)
1881; (1963) 3389

Information specialists:
Armed forces internal information program

(address) (1964) 20984
examination announcement (1963) 9741

Information storage and retrieval systems:
ABLE, agricultural biological literature

exploitation, systems study of National
Agricultural Library and its users, re-

port of task force (1965) 13060
algorithm for organization of information,

USSR study (1963) 2937
.Army information and data systems, pam-

phlet (1965) 8515
Army systems, narrative description, pam-

phlet (1965) 10151
automated approach, library applications

(1964) 1.5078
automatic character recognition, state-of-

the-art report (1962) 8535
automatic indexing systems, state-of-the-art

report (1965) 8142
B-52H category 2 flight tests, evaluation of

data, acquisition systems, etc (1965)
10104

bibliographies (1963) 9707; (1965) 10305
capacity, USSR study (1964) 10935
chemical processes, parameters for informa-

tion retrieval system (1961) 9674
classification, indexing, report bibliography

(1965) 17259
coding and keypunching

—

biological data, manual (1965) 14922
drift bottle data, instructions, manual for
processing current data (1965) 14924

geological information form for core,
grab, and dredge samples, instructions,
manual (1965) 14923

coding updated alpha-numeric information
in individual and group displays (1965)
8537

complex information, organization and con-
trol, USSR study (1964) 18316

current and future approaches, analysis
(1961) 9610

cybernetic devices for information proces-
sing, USSR conferences on use (1965)
12590

data file size and its relation to Bayesian
effectiveness of information retrieval
system (1965) 13424

digital system (AI-2048), excerpts from
USSR book (1964) 5244

documentation sponsored by NSF, price list

(1965) 2928
Federal and non-Federal programs, report-
addendum (1961) 5770
additional copies, report (1961) 5834

ferroacoustic, research (1965) 12975
flood plain storage data, and coding (1962)

20398
foreign developments

—

information, USSR literature (1961) 2080,
2209, 2232, 4445, 4457, 4503, 7701-4,

7707, 7715, 7731, 7751, 7851, 9338, 9382,
13001, 13088, 13266, 20915

translations (1962) 790, 796, 823, 826, 828,

833, 838-839, 1040, 1044, 1063, 1145,
1470, 1550, 2642, 3021, 3058, 3190-92,
3227, 5446-47, 5457, 5608-9, 5614,
5620-21, 5623, 5625-26, 5630, 5818, 5866,

5919. 5967-71, 6035, 7548, 7588, 8045,

10033, 10122-124, 10184, 10216, 10232-

233. 10266, 10311, 11979, 11983, 11988-

990, 12007-8, 12086, 12091, 12118, 12147.

12175, 13997, 14006, 14026, 14054, 15756,
15785. 15838, 17683, 17770, 17945, 21921,
22377, 23676; (1963) 2981, 8478, 8651,
8765, 8817. 10754. 10809, 10852, 12383,
12484, 12701, 12721, 14097. 14148, 14195,
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Information storage and retrieval systems

—

Continued
foreign developments—Continued

translations—Continued
14254, 14321, 14341, 14368, 15825, 15992,
16226, 17582, 17705, 17802, 20819; (1964)
949, 1018, 1059, 1139, 2578, 2716, 2783,
2852, 2915, 6921, 6981, 7118, 8914, 9093,
9125, 11056, 11127, 16090, 16147, 16527,
18512, 20169; (1965) 2357, 6506, 9357,
11051, 11070, 11197-198, 12598, 12653,
14551, 14598, 16484, 16502, 19712, 19789

algorithm for recognition of machine-
written symbols (1963) 875

bibliography (1963) 14603
computer and information technology

(1963) 19748
France (1962) 5603
machine translation and language re-

form (1963) 10465
new electronic equipment for printing
industry (1963) 826

Russian-Chinese systems, comparison of
old and new programs (1963) 8691

USSR improves computers (1962) 23629
HAYSTAQ, mechanized system for search-

ing chemical information (1965) 19960
improved data handling techniques for spec-

trometer data (1965) 18477
in current use (1963) 3316
indexing and abstracting experimentation

support, final report (1964) 4257
Inforga-65 exposition on information and

orgination, USSR study (1965) 19783
information processing, foreign develop-

ments (1965) 7904
information retrieval and reproduction,

USSR study (1965) 11151
Information Systems Branch summaries

(1963) 18224
magneto-acoustic, research (1964) 13142
materials information processing capability,

developing (1962) 8902
materials program, electrical and electronic

properties (1964) 4224
manpower for technical information work,

pilot study (1965) 6536
opaque microfiche masthead permits easy

reading (1965) 19900
organization, application of computers in

coding and machine translation, USSR
study (1964) 1018

perception theory, USSR study (1964) 1059
physiological data, collection and analysis

procedures (1965) 14946
processing

—

bathythermograph data, instructions for
manually digitizing, data (1965) 5284-85

operations, mechanization and automa-
tion, USSR study (1964) 6964

physical and chemical data from oceano-
graphic stations, coding and keypunch-
ing (1965) 5283

Project SHARP—
computer aspects and programs (1965)
6897

indexing procedures and retrieval effoc
tiveness (1965) 1601

quantitative evaluation of operator's work
in information retrieval, USSR study
(1965) 14571

radiation standard for communication and
other information-processing equipment
(1965) 591

reduce access time for technological re-

search (address) (1962) 10587
reliability in automotive industry, USSR

study (1965) 18315

Information storage and retrieval systems

—

Continued
retrieving legal information by computers,

USSR study (1965) 18292
conference on learning automatic ma-

chines and information processing in
organisms. West Germany (1963) 7071

information
retrieval, USSR study (1962) 23760
system, integrated agency-wide, feasibil-

ity of establishing in FDA (1964)
18038

selection and retrieving replica copies,
state-of-the-art report (1962) 24010

speech intelligibility computation, USSR
study (1964) 1139

title listing of CAA publications (1964)
17970

transistorized control systems using piezo-
electric substances, USSR study (1963)
5211

urban planning information system (1965)
18820

USSR-
developments (1963) 2659
makers of memory device, press interview

(1963) 2509
water quality control data (1964) 15069

Information Systems Branch, ONR, informa-
tion systems summaries (1963) 18224

Information theory:
acoustical space-time information proces-

sing (1963) 7365
and perception, USSR studies (1964) 20368
entropy of processes, relative to physical

entropy, USSR study (1965) 12683
information and memory, USSR study (1964)

9295
in psychology, information processing under

task stress (1964) 5891

Lenin's theory of reflection, relative to con-

cept of information, USSR study (1964)

18315
problems in information transmission

(USSR periodical), translations (1965)
14603

neural impulse and chemical theorv of mem-
ory, USSR study (1965) 12608

transmitting discrete information, USSR
study (1965) 14497

using for studying human abilities, USSR
study (1963) 17622

value, USSR study (1962) 2760

voice communications, information extrac-
tion, work methods for single transcri-
bers (1965) 17077

Information theory in psychology:
conspicuity coding of updated symbolic in-

formation (1965) 13480

Information transfer efficiency of wideband
communications systems (1963) 7595,
9598

International media guaranties, agreement
between U.S. and Guinea (1963) 9406
Pakistan (1964) 9837

Inframicrobiology, see Microbiology.

Infrared astronomy review (1965) 6676

Infrared equipment for missile homing, USSR
(1964) 12904

Infra-red gas analyzer, Hungary (1962) 7820

Infrared horizon of planet earth (1963) 18146

Infrared lamps, brooding chicks (1964) 9945

Infrared lamps, use for brooding pigs (1961)
13784

Infrared radiation, see Radiation.
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Infrared rays:
absorption by carbon dioxide, water vapor

and minor atmospheric constituents
(1962) 22950

advanced solid state detection (1964) 5867
application of techniques to military train-

ing (1962) 1736-37
atmospheric

—

attenuation model, 1964 (1965) 103
band absorptions, interpolation procedure

for calculating: from laboratory data
(1963) 12902

scattering (1962) 6340
slant path transmission in ISuCCfe band

(1965) 9700
review (1962) 22954

attenuation of visible and infrared radiation
by artificial water fogs, USSR study
(1965) 19737

band model for radiation absorption by wa-
ter vapor, USSR study (1963) 19545

black body sources calibration, measure-
ment system operation procedure (1961)
8121

celestial backgrounds, research report
(1962) 20439

coetticients and differences in parameter
y = (kpc)-l/2 for seas and continents on
moon's surface, USSR study (1964) 20050

detector investigation (1965) 13112
drying rough rice (1962) 6525
effect of infrared heat on 45° tensile

strength of reinforced phenolic lami-
nates (1961) 12714

IR-transmission glasses formed from oxides
of bismuth and tellurium (1965) 12993

low-temperature far-infrared spectra of
germanium and silicon (1965) 114

maser materials, bibliography (1964) 7956

measurements of reflecting properties of
beaded screens (1962) 10576

metals, infrared properties, theory (1963)
9149

errata (1963) 19905
nondestructive testing technology (1963)

18263
quantum generators and "death rays",

USSR study (1963) 17901

reference source, Barnes engineering model
RS-6A, test instrument calibration pro-
cedure (1961) 11498

sea infrared radiation, interpretation in

terms of its boundary layer (1964) 13329
sea temperature, survey techniques (1965)

10856
selectively reflecting surfaces, producing on

plastic films for solar stills (1962) 15657
shield facilitates optical pyrometer measure-

ments (1965) 16660
stellar irradiance (1965) 5551
thermistor infrared detectors, properties

and development (1962) 8574
TIROS meteorological satellites radiation

climatology (1965) 11462
TIROS II radiation measurements, analysis

and interpretation (1965) 7089
see also Radiation.

Infrared receivers, see Metascopes.
Infrared spectra, see Spectra.
Infrared spectrometers, see Spectrometers.
Infrared spectrophotometry, see Spectrophoto-

metry.
Infrared spectroscopy, see Spectroscopy.
Infrared spectrum, see Spectra.
Infrared transmission of atmosphere (1961)

1375
Infrasonic waves from auroral zone (1964)

13216

Ingalls, Don, Pacific Northwest region of Bu-
reau of Commercial Fisheries (1965)
12456

Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp., ship construction
material, inadequate control, GAO re-

port (1962) 21809
Inglewood, Calif., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18180
Ingots, see Metals

—

also names of metals.
Ingram, Richard A., relief (1965) 10419
Ingram, William M., water pollution control,

sewage treatment, water treatment, se-

lected biological references (1963) 20110
Ingrova, Cilka E., relief (1961) 19031; (1964)

2139
Inhalation:

fibreglass plastics fumes, physiological ef-

fects, USSR studies (1965) 12719
iodine, Project Sedan study (1965) 188
poisoning of animals with radioactive aero-

sols, USSR study (1965) 14528
units, for administering airborne contami-

nants, design and system (1962) 8956
Inhalators, oxygen rebreather device, minia-

ture walk-around (1962) 20065
Inheritance and succession:
acceptance of bequests by Secretary of

Commerce for Department, authorize

—

law (1964) 19419
reports (1964) 10403, 17628

Inheritance and transfer tax:

capital gains at death and estate tax, etc.

(remarks) (1965) 8350
coordination of State and Federal inherit-

ance and gift taxes, report (1961) 5172
credit against estate tax for tax on prior

transfers, reports (1961) 18874; (1963)
4740

double taxation, convention with Canada

—

report (1962) 21263
text (1961) 5778; (1962) 14640

estate tax, agreement with Greece, protocol
(1964) 10360

report (1964) 14030
estate tax examiner, career opportunities in

IRS (1965) 763
Federal estate and gift taxation guides

(1961) 9282; (1963) 15636; (1965) 11031
IRS looseleaf regulation system (1961)

14998; (1962) 2554, 13904,; (1963) 15640;
(1964) 853-854, 3695, 10686, 12544,
15977; (1965) 3612, 14452

limitation, amendment to Constitution, study
of proposal (1961) 4063

print additional copies, report (1962)
13618

real property situated abroad, exclusion
from estate tax, terminate—^

digest of testimony and statements (1962)
15287

hearings (1961) 14507
message from the President (1961) 8645,
8863

returns, statistics of income (1961) 6210;
(1964) 6840

Inheritance (biology), see Heredity.

Inheritance of morphologic characters in Av-
ena (1964) 16974

Inhibition:
differentiated, limits, USSR study (1965)

7953
extinguishing in rabbits, effect of small X-

ray doses, USSR study (1961) 15581
interaction between supraliminal and exter-

nal forms, USSR study (1965) 7952
peripheral and central in course of ontoge-

nesis, analysis of its formation and
transformation, USSR study (1961)
15206
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Inhibitors:

and antioxidants mechanisms at elevated
temperatures, studies (1962) 4539

cholinesterase, mutation activity (1961) 2093

corrosion, multipurpose (1963) 21064
nonoaminoxidase in vitro and vivo, differ-

ences in effect, USSR study (1962) 980
trypsin, prevention of thrombosis, USSR

study (1961) 15528
volatile corrosion (1965) 6782

Injections:

filling ampoules, improved method at Tallin
Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals Plant,
USSR (1962) 19968

intravenous and intraarterial administra-
tion of oxygen in experiments on ani-

mals, USSR study (1961) 11181
Injectors:
adapted for gaseous hydrogen, performance

of single fuel-vaporizing combustor
(1963) 10975

comparison with 200-pound-thrust ammo-
nia-oxygen engine (1963) 5526

fuel, effect on performance of annular turbo-
jet combustor (1963) 14529

principles in 2400-pound-thrust rocket en-

gine using liquid oxygen and liquid

ammonia, evaluation (1963) 10987
tree, field trails for weeding in West Virgin-

ia (1963) 20701
Injunctions:

new problems in administration of Labor-
management relations act, Taft-
Hartley (1962) 1715

State anti-injunction laws, major provisions,
discussion (1963) 9036

Injuries:

accidental

—

crusade against, outline to develop safe
living (1965) 2985

statistics (1964) 15040
acute conditions, incidence and associated

disability, U.S. (1963) 14675; (1964)
13423; (1965) 9897

aircraft crash, C-131E, report (1964) 13494
all-Union conference on electrical trauma-

tism, USSR (1961) 914
burn trauma, changes in some internal or-

gans, USSR study (1962) 6151
canning of fruits and vegetables (1961)

15699
caused by ice formation in feet of mice, ob-

servations and evaluation (1963) 1756
cell substances, changes after injury and

excitation, USSR data (1964) 1148
coal mining, analysis of safety factors, etc

(1961) 9446; (1962) 6232. (1963) 1207;
(1964) 2983, 20477

coal mines, monthly report (1961) 3438;
(1962) 3676; (1963) 3519; (1964) 3332;
(1965) 3219

comparative study of freezing injury in hi-

bernator and nonhibernator (1965) 4169
compensation guide for USDA supervisors

(1964) 1.538

compression syndrome, USSR study (1965)
12733

disability days as result, U.S. statistics,
July 1959-June 1961 (1963) 5687

experienced by minors (address) (1962) 6213
fabricated structural steel and architectural

metalwork industries (1963) 1158
family income in relation to disability days,

hospital discharges, etc.. United States
(1963) 16538

Federal employees, work injury facts,
1937-62 (1964) 8497

firearms, etc., mandatory reporting in D.C.,
provide, reports (1965) 15699, 19420

Injuries—Continued
fluid-milk industry (1961) 19821
frequency rate table (1962) 15973
frequency rates in manufacturing industries

(1962) 3951; (1964) 18641
fuel industries, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 11371, 21161; (1962) 20075; (1963)
19829; (1965) 1327

gunshot injuries of the extremities, mecha-
nism, USSR study (1964) 20024

home, persons injured, type and associated
disability, U.S. statistics, July
1959-June 1961 (1963) 5686

impairments due to, July 1959-June 1961
(1964) 5666

international statistical classification, revi-

sion considerations (1964) 9727
iron blast-furnace slag industry, 1958-59

(1961) 2477
lightplane crashes, causative factors (1963)

3384
logging operations, causes (1964) 1373
medical statistics. Navy (1961) 11363; (1962)

20064; (1963) 18061; (1965) 9535
metal and nonmetal industries, minerals

yearbook chapters (1961) 11372, 21162;
(1962) 23950; (1963) 19830; (1964) 20471;
(1965) 19836

metal industries, experience (1962) 16009;
(1963) 16323, 18073

mineral industries, minerals yearbook chap-
ter (1961) 21163; (1963) 1200, 20946;
(1964) 21688

neurological surgery of trauma (1965) 11911

nonmetal industries except stone and coal
(1962) 20084; (1963) 19835; (1964) 1402

number of persons injured, U. S., current
estimates (1964) 9733, 21859

occurrence in water-supply utilities (1961)
1169

occurring in electron microscope objects
under action of electrons, USSR study
(1963) 15782

oil and gas industry (1962) 3290, 18202;
(1963) 20944; (1964) 18663; (1965) 18430

organization of medical treatment, USSR
(1963) 5194

orthopedics, traumatology, and prosthetics
(USSR periodical), translations (1963)
15781

persons injured

—

at work, U.S., July 1959-June 1961 (1963)
5688

by detailed type and class of accident,
U.S. statistics, July 1960-June 1961
(1962) 22746

in motor vehicle accidents and associated
disability, U.S., July 1959-June 1961
(1963) 7402

quarrying industry (1961) 1195; (1962) 6233;
(1963) 14499, 16322

radiation

—

caused by ionizing radiation, long term
effects (1962) 184

chemical prophylaxis, USSR studv (1965)
858

effect of various therapeutic agents,
USSR study (1962) 879

effects on metabolism, USSR study (1964)
20029

glucose absorption changes (1961) 886
problems in mechanics of, USSR study

(1965) 920
restorative processes, USSR studies (1964)
21408

treatment of animals with combination
injuries, USSR study (1963) 10551

treatment, USSR study (1964) 5193
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Injuries—Continued

rates by industry (1964) 14691; (1965) 2792,
16552

rates in manufacturing industries (1961)
3391; (1962) 3951; (1963) 3790; (1964)
3597; 91965) 3510

reporting work injuries under PL 85-742,
helpful hints for employers (1963) 16270

sawmills, survey, 1956-57 (1963) 16275
skiing injuries (1963) 14672
skin, pathogenesis aspects, USSR study

(1962) 13981
spinal cord, clinical conference, proceedings,

1963 (1965) 9984
surgical intervention, USSR studies (1964)

1167
thermal and electrical, to children, causes

and treatment, USSR study (1962) 10082
traumatic

—

clinic, reanimatology problems, USSR
study (1963) 19517

effects on response to subsequent total

body irradiation in albino rats (1965)
18952

shock, USSR study (1962) 20015
traumatology, gerontology and geriatric

problems, USSR study (1964) 20002
treating, organs of abdominal cavity, USSR

study (1965) 988
types, incidence and associated disability,

July 1957-June 1961 (1964) 11583
using injury statistics (1963) 12779
USSR—
all-Union conference of surgeons, trauma-

tologists, and anesthesiologists (1962)
23800

atomic bomb explosions, translations
(1963) 16145

work injuries and work-injury rates

—

highway and street construction industry
(1964) 2960

hotels (1963) 1160
X-ray, USSR study (1964) 10805
see also Accidents—Employers' liability and

workmen's compensation.
Ink:

as marks for shrimp, evaluation (1965)
14342

blue-black, Japanese studies (1964) 2825
chemical analysis of writing (1962) 7531
measurement and printing qualities (1961)

105
numbering machine, Federal standard (1964)

6691
Inkberry, see Holly.
Inkster, Mich., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 16365
Inland waterways:
challenging field of transportation (remarks)

(1961) 8592
emergency transport planning (1965) 6383
Great Lakes-Hudson River, improvement,

complete, hearing (1963) 19068
Pacific Coast, commerce, 1959 (1961) 4168
rules concerning sailing vessels, etc., report

(1965) 17850
rules of road (1962) 23109; (1965) 15367
waterborne commerce (1962) 5135,; (1963)

19148-150; (1964) 626, 17958, 19661,
21281; (1965) 525, 16130, 19588-589

what boat owner can do for clean water-
ways (1965) 5334, 20021

Inland Waterways Corporation:
act, repeal

—

hearings (1962) 13528; (1963) 10007
law (1963) 15146
reports (1962) 17074; (1963) 11811, 11977

audit reports (1961) 4029; (1962) 390; (1963)
2319, 7845; (1964) 4755, 10167

Inlets, sedimentation at entrance, Rudee Inlet,

Virginia Beach, Va. (1965) 7604
see also Air inlets (aircraft).

Inman, Robert M.:
heat transfer

—

for laminar slip flow of rarefied gas (1964)
16719, 21770

in thermal entrance region with laminar
slip flow between parallel plates at un-

equal temperatures (1965) 16712
to laminar non-Newtonian flow in circular

tube, etc (1965) 6725
laminar slip flow heat transfer in parallel-

plate channel, etc (1964) 16704
Inner Mongolia, China, see Mongolia.
Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region, see

Mongolia.
Inner tubes:

excise tax imposition at time of delivery to
manufacturer-owned retail outlet, re-

ports (1961) 18871; (1965) 19222
Federal item identifi^'ation guides for supply

cataloging (1962) 7236; (1963) 3652;
(1964) 3470, 12289; (1965) 3372

Federal supply catalog (1961) 6027, 10611;
(1962) 19410

industry

—

labor market developments (1965) 16098
output per man-hour, indexes, 1947-60

(1963) 1183
pneumatic, except aircraft. Federal supply

schedule (1961) 6028
Innovation and experiment in education (1964)

9701
Innovation in individual firms (1962) 18343
Innoculation, against contagious diseases,

Czechoslovak Ministry of Health direc-

tions (1962) 5429
Inorganic chemistry:
melting points of certain alloys belonging to

system Ni-Ti-Cr-Mo-W-Nb, USSR experi-

mental prediction (1962) 17780
research at Chemical Institute of Berlin

University (1962) 7757
USSR, developments (1963) 5231

Inorganic compounds:
catalysts, bibliography (1963) 1872
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 5463
current industrial reports (1961) 2989,

20446; (1962) 3736, 9037; (1963) 1890,

1892, 3574, 7757; (1964) 3390, 10053;
(1965) 276, 3273

entropies (1961) 15741
inter-vuz scientific conference of Depart-

ment of Technology of Inorganic Sub-
stances, reports (1962) 801

ion exchange membranes for electrodialysis
application (1965) 16344

salts, for high-temperature lubricants (1964)
9989

Inorganic fibers, see Fibers.
Inorganic Materials Research Laboratory,

dedication (remarks) (1965) 13545
Inoue, Kazuo, see Rabin, Robert.
Inouye, Mamoru:
blunt body solutions for spheres and ellips-

oids in equilibrium gas mixtures (1965)

9725
two-dimensional and axisymmetric superson-

ic flow over blunt-nosed and flared bod-
ies (1965) 16705

Input-output analysis, see Linear program-
ming.

Inquiries into industrial research, development
and innovation (1963) 11131

Inquiring courts and National labor relations

act (address) (1962) 18320
Insect attractants, see Insect traps.
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Insect pests, see Insects.

Insect repellents:

chemoreception of insects and ticks, USSR
study (1964) 9199

effect on plastics, paints, and fabrics (1963)

1623
flour beetles, laboratory evaluation of com-

pounds (1964) 5832
laboratory

—

investigations of effect on mature Derma-
centor pictus herm ticks, USSR study
(1962) 1080

selection and evaluation of activity in re-

lation to fleas, USSR study (1962) 12016
mosquitoes-
controlling in your home and premises

(1962) 16287
factors affecting protection period (1963)

13189
orally effective mosquito repellent, progress

report (1963) 14950
termites, field evaluation (1963) 11188

Insect traps:
electric, for survey purposes (1963) 7543
light traps, effect on hornworm populations

(1964) 11

materials tested as attractants (1963) 14851

Insect vectors, see Vectors (biological).

Insecticides:

aerial application, problems, effects of chlori-

nated hydrocarbons on substrate-linked
phosphorylation (1963) 16866

agricultural use of chemical poisons, USSR
study (1965) 16466

amend transitional provisions of act includ-

ing nematocides, etc

—

hearings (1961) 7141
law (1961) 6947. 8607
reports (1961) 5699, 7067, 7069, 7219, 7231

animal systemic, compounds screened at
Kerrville, Tex., 1953-59 (1961) 13757

banded cucumber beetle, laboratory tests of

toxicity to larvae (1962) 14725
candidate fumigants, effectiveness to

stored-product insects (1964) 11769
chemical plant protection agents research in

China (1961) 911
chlorinated hydrocarbon, bioassay of soil

containing residues (1962) 14766
chlororganic, production, degassing clothing

worn and protective properties of fab-
rics used, USSR study (1965) 19750

clover mite control (1962) 8837
codling moth, bioassay of toxicity of resi-

dues (1963) 20261
control of

—

bark beetles, deposits, structure and toxic-
ity (1965) 18898

California red scale, screening tests (1961)
13759; (1963) 18394

insects of public health importance, train-
ing guide (1962) 16137

slash pine cone and seed insects, hydraulic
spray applications (1964) 18084

southern corn rootworm in corn, etc (1961)
1630

development and study, USSR conference,
report (1964) 21507

diesel oil as solvent, toxicity to fir cones
(1963) 17485

Federal insecticide, fungicide and rodenticide
act, amend

—

hearings (1963) 18917, 19041

law (1964) 12000
reports (1963) 19034; (1964) 4480

granular, research developments and uses

(1962) 8773

Insecticides—Continued
injurious effect on fish and wildlife, prevent

or minimize

—

hearings (1965) 4597, 17720
report (1964) 10216

insecticide formulation, instructive commu-
nication (1964) 15055

laboratory tests at Brownsville, Tex (1963)
18392

materials evaluated, Brownsville, Tex (1964)
9932

methods of application, Soviet research and
developments (1961) 1033

minimize injurious effects, hearings (1963)
15324

narcissus bulb fly damage prevention (1963)
11454

new

—

effectiveness, USSR study (1962) 2880
testing, results, USSR study (1962) 21960

notices of judgement (1961) 6672, 13764;
(1962) 6543, 20389; (1963) 9549, 16718;
(1964) 13572; (1965) 22, 16948

organic phosphorus, toxicology and industri-

al hygiene during their use, USSR study
(1964) 6944

organophosphate, chronic exposure, effects

on central nervous system (1964) 5999
organophosphorous

—

changes in organism of animals following
poisoning, USSR study (1961) 10853

functional state of liver and stomach in

persons employed in production (1965)
16530

physiological effects, USSR studies (1965)
12719

selective toxicity, problem of mechanism
(1963) 16156

toxicity, Rumanian study (1964) 10849
treatment of poisoning, Polish study

(1965) 2278
produced and recommended, USSR, 1961, list

(1962) 6051
recommendations for control of insects at-

tacking crops and livestock (1961) 5249;
(1962) 6558; (1963) 7557

and households (1964) 7910, 15202; (1965)
10053

recommended and experimental, effectiveness

on cotton yields, 1928-58 (1962) 12935
residual, effectiveness on adult house flies

(1965) 8391
residues on

—

and in tomatoes (1965) 8389
grapes and in wines, studies (1963) 4337
treated grapes (1961) 13758

safe use and storage on farm (1961) 5257;
(1964) 9942

searching for and creating, USSR problems
(1965) 16382

Soviet research trends (1961) 11111
systemic, experimental phosphorus and car-

bamate compounds, evaluation (1965)
13363

USSR and Czechoslovak developments (1962)
5757

toxicity of new compounds to stored-product
insects (1962) 14756

see also Aerosols—Pesticides

—

also names of

insecticides.

Insects:

ability to distinguish circle, triangle, and
other simple figures, USSR study (1965)
11068

affecting

—

health and comfort of man, classification

and coding systems for compilations
from world literature (1963) 1437
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Insects—Continued
affecting—Continued
man and animals, summary (1962) 16269
slash and longleaf pines seed production,

their identification and biological anno-
tation (1964) 8691

sugarbeets grown for seed (1964) 1695
Alaskan hematophagous, feeding habits and

potential as vectors of pathogenic orga-
nisms (1965) 17007-8

anatomy, contribution toward encyclopedia
(1963) 16561

aquatic

—

concentration of radioisotopes, USSR
study (1965) 7882

effects of DDT spray, Gallatin River
(1961) 19344

attractive substance (attractants), USSR
study (1965) 9376

basic semiconductor circuitry for ecological
and behavioral studies (1964) 15195

behavior, influence of larval nutrition on
adults, USSR study (1964) 2662

biological controls, hearing (1964) 4485
blood-sucking, leucocytes of vertebrates in

intestines, survival, USSR study (1964)
9007

causing losses to western white pine cones
(1963) 572

chemoreception, USSR study (1964) 9199
compulsory measured feeding, USSR study

(1965) 19766
conifer, identification by type of tree injury,

Lake States (1962) 19548
control

—

biological, of fruit flies in Hawaii (1965)
7045

by radiation and radioisotopes, literature
search (1965) 4268

cabbage, in home garden (1961) 17913;
(1963) 7566

cantaloup (1964) 13585
crops and livestock, insecticide recommen-
dations (1961) 5249; (1962) 6558; (1963)
7557
and households, insecticide recommenda-

tions (1964) 7910, 15205; (1965) 10053
entomological contributions to human wel-

fare (paper) (1961) 5229
farm-stored wheat (1962) 20405; (1965)

13388
home orchards and vineyards (1962) 4488;

(1963) 9547
home vegetable garden (1961) 11701;

(1963) 11452
house plants (1963) 14858; (1964) 20920;

(1965) 16969
household and stored-food, public health
importance, training guide (1964) 1560

importance of sanitation (1961) 1448
in nursing homes (1963) 13010
insect control series, training guides

(1962) 16129, 16137, 16143; (1963) 18413,
14668, 20109; (1964) 1560

insecticidal equipment and methods used
for bulk treatment of grain (1962) 22936

lawn (1964) 7919
on flowers (1962) 16275; (1964) 19063
pecan (1963) 11448
plants processing dry milk (1962) 10798
potatoes (1961) 11700; (1963) 9570; (1965)

10058
rice, use of infrared radiation (1961) 9841
rough rice (1963) 18431
sterility method (1964) 20897

stored

—

grains, sampling methods, for determin-
ing insect populations (1963) 7534

Insects—Continued
contro 1—Continued

stored—Continued
stored peanuts, farmers' stocks (1961)

13752
stored products (1962) 12898
price (1964) 15206
tobacco, biology (1962) 20397

strawberry (1962) 12844; (1965) 5510,
16965

use of

—

air screens (1963) 13158
chlorophos, USSR study (1962) 19984

use of entomopathogenic fungi, USSR na-
tional economy study (1962) 22133

what our insect enemies can look for (talk)

(1962) 16271
without conventional insecticides, re-

search (1963) 18390
control and eradication, Federal-State coop-

erative administration and enforce-
ment

—

law (1962) 20893
reports (1962) 19357, 21064

cooperative economic insect reports (1961)

2859, 5227; (1963) 3714, 8785; (1963)
3555, 9546; (1964) 3368; (1965) 3255

pictorial keys (1961) 56; (1963) 7550
cotton

—

cost of control with insecticides at Tallu-
lah, La (1964) 13565

report of panel of President's Science Ad-
visory Committee, 1965 (1965) 9845

crop insects of northeast Africa, Southwest
Asia (1965) 5505

damage to wheat in small bins, malathion,
synergized pyrethrum and diatomaceous
earth as protectants (1965) 16978

development rate in insects and nucleotide
composition of their ribosome RNA, cor-

relation between (1965) 11205
dimensional relationships for flying animals

(1962) 10648
effect of organic phosphorus compounds on,

physiological mechanism, USSR study
(1963) 19389

egg masses, mechanical dehairing device
(1963) 10232

emerging from contaminated water bodies,

their radioactive contamination of land,

USSR study (1963) 6885
forest

—

California, cooperative pest detection re-

ports, 1959 (1961) 6142
central and southern Rocky Mountains,

conditions, 1960 (1961) 7495
conditions in Pacific Northwest, 1964

(1965) 12497
conditions in United States (1963) 17471;

(1964) 12432; (1965) 14354
damage to white spruce cones and seeds,

factor in regeneration (1961) 9226
enemies (1962) 5231
in Northern Great Plains, survey (1962)

19549
Lake States, 1960 (1961) 9221
parasites and predators liberated in U.S.
through 1960 (1962) 14741

pest observer (1961) 3280
research (1962) 17567

publications or articles, 1961 (1962)

13846
two plot transfer devices developed for

aerial photographic trend surveys (1964)

14328
grand fir cones, damage (1964) 8643
grape, control in eastern U.S. (1961) 13777
injury to yellow birch seeds and seedlings

(1963) 20707
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Insects—Continued
intercepted plant pests, list (1961) 11685;

(1962) 8789; (1963) 9548; (1965) 11823
irradiated, pathogenic effect of doses of

gamma rays on progeny (1964) 2475
lice, control and public health importance,

training guide (1961) 20099
life processes, etc., laboratory techniques

and equipment for studies, picture story

(1962) 10852
log cabins, etc., protection in eastern United

States (1963) 1692
not cause of post-emergence chronic tipburn

of white pine in eastern Tennessee
(1963) 12182

not known to occur in United States (1961)

5227; (1962) 8785; (1963) 9546
pests

—

peach east of Rocky Mountains (1963)

16732
plants and animals, control with radioiso-

topes and radiation, USSR study (1963)

16059
3-way chemical advance against, picture

story (1962) 10857
polyhedral viruses

—

how to control and process (1962) 17570
methods of collecting and processing

(1961) 6122
potato insects, their biology and biological

and cultural control (1964) 11752
predicting insect-caused damage to Doug-

las-fir seed from samples of young cones
(1964) 18072

protecting raisins during drying and storage
with malathion-treated trays (1963) 7575

public health importance, insecticides for

control, training guide (1962) 16137
publications, price Hst (1962) 18401; (1963)

11222; (1964) 20736
quarantine notices (1961) 2871; (1962) 4156;

(1963) 4000; (1964) 3828; (1965) 3746
research, large cage design (1963) 9539
resistance to ultra-low temperatures, USSR

study (1963) 8577
response to induced light, presentation pa-

pers (1961) 16074
saving forest and related wildlife from

(1965) 13407
simple methods of disinsectization, USSR

study (1962) 5712
slash pine cone and seed, hydraulic spray

applications of insecticides for control

(1964) 18084
soil-inhabiting injurious, conference on con-

trol, USSR (1961) 20976
species in herb stratum of sericea lespende-

za stand, AEC Savannah River project

(1964) 1781
stored-grain, effects of high-frequency elec-

tric fields on certain species (1961) 6690
stored-product, effectiveness of candidate

fumigants (1964) 11769
stored tobacco, biology and control (1965)

18873
sugarcane culture (1962) 1929
survey and detection system, picture story

(1962) 10863
tissues, method for cultivating, USSR study

(1963) 2508
value losses in southern hardwood lumber

from degrade (1964) 18085
wood-boring, calculating volume loss in bal-

sam fir pulpwood (1961) 9223
see also Aquatic insects—Entomology

—

Pests—Scale insects

—

also names of in-

sects.

Insects Affecting Man and Animals Research
Laboratory, activities and objectives,

general information (1963) 16717

Insertion loss, improved tester (1964) 14824
Inservice education of high school mathemat-

ics teachers, report of conference (1961)

10542
Insignia:
American military insignia, 1800-51 (1963)

14607
military, foreign countries (1961) 147

misuse to indicate District of Columbia gov-
ernment agency, prohibit, reports (1962)

11589, 21046
Insolation, USSR research (1965) 11294
Inspecting airways (1963) 20661
Inspection (industrial):

grain inspection points under Grain stand-

ards act, list (1964) 7887
motor carriers, vehicles road-check results

(1964) 14407
part rejection analysis (1962) 113
public, fulfillment of plans, USSR study

(1963) 2772
see also names of articles, etc., inspected.

Inspection (military):

contractor's inspection system, evaluation.

Defense Supply Agency (1965) 14153
inspections and investigations, value analy-

sis, AMC pamphlet (1965) 10143
sampling procedures and tables, military

standards (1962) 2390; (1963) 17349;
(1964) 12304

see also Military supplies—Ordnance—aiso

names of substances, objects, etc., in-

spected.

Inspection equipment:
belt for inspecting peanut kernels,

description and techniques (1961) 6688
design, military standardization, handbook

(1963) 20617
Inspection services:

Agriculture Department inspection of proc-
essed fruit and vegetables (1963) 7537

quality assurance provisions for NASA
inspection agencies (1963) 1263

semiautomatic flight inspection program of

FAA, unnecessary costs incurred, GAO
report (1964) 8738

suppliers of space materials, parts, compo-
nents, and services, inspection system
provisions (1963) 1265

Inspectional analysis, theory and application
to model study of fluid displacements in

petroleum reservoirs (1965) 1368

Inspector General Office, Agriculture Dept.:

appropriations, 1965, hearings (1964) 10286
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 10515

Inspectors:
air carrier operations, handbook (1964)

19668
aircraft, handbook for aviation mechanics

with inspection authorization (1963)

17425
career opportunities. Food and Drug Admin-

istration positions (1962) 15613
customs, guide for sampling seed (1963)

13149
poultry, handbook (1965) 1735
see also Immigration and Naturalization

Service

—

also types of inspectors.

Instability lines and their environments as
shown by aircraft soundings and quasi-
horizontal traverses (1964) 11694

Instability of induction (theta) pinch (1961)
176
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Installations (military):

administrative facilities, standards and cri-

teria for construction, Yards and Docks
Bureau design manual (1963) 1603

airfields, rigid pavements, engineering and
design, manual (1963) 4863

Air Force

—

commercial communication services, man-
ual (1961) 115; (1964) 5886

facilities

—

and installation of equipment construct-

ed, payments made, GAO examination

(1962) 7464
design and construction, standard out-

line specifications, manual (1962) 4538

military construction programming man-

ual (1962) 6596
payment of insufficient rental by Curt-

iss-Wright (Corporation, Wood-Ridge,

N.J., for commercial use, GAO report

(1963) 10262
structures, definitive designs applicable to

construction (1961) 17944; (1963) 4384

Alaska, inadequate rental rates charged for

Govt, quarters furnished to civilian

employees, GAO review (1962) 15626
Army

—

airfield construction at Fort Lee, Va., ille-

gal actions

—

hearings (1962) 11456
report (1962) 15174

Chemical Center, Edgewood, Md., mainte-
nance and construction projects, expend-
itures, GAO review (1961) 6163

continental United States, list (1961) 158,

9929; (1962) 2013, 14823; (1963) 109,

14943; (1964) 104; (1965) 4244
facilities, basic criteria and construction

standards, engineering and design man-
ual (1964) 618, 19655; (1965) 4680, 15242

field prepared designs for permanent type
construction (1962) 23462

food service facilities, engineering and
design manual (1962) 7294, 23477

laundries and dry-cleaning plants, design
and construction, engineering manual
(1962) 21686

National Guard program operating proce-

dures (1964) 9642
system operations at data processing in-

stallations, pamphlet (1965) 8515
3d Army Logistical Support Group, Flori-

da, accumulation of excesses and unnec-

essary procurement of missile spare
parts, etc., GAO report (1965) 4816

Army, Navy, Air Force, selected facilities

constructed, programming and financ-

ing, GAO review (1961) 4304
building maintenance, roofing manual (1964)

7869
buildings, design to make usable, etc. to the

physically handicapped, engineering
manual (1962) 21683

Capehart family housing projects work stop-

pages

—

hearings (1961) 10499
report (1962) 11649

closures, report and hearings (1961) 20567
commercial life insurance solicitation. Army

regulations (1963) 13236; (1964) 15263

community centers, site planning. Engineers
Cx)rps manual (1962) 13754

concrete for military structures, engineering

and design manual (1961) 5947, 9059;

(1962) 490
construction and family housing, appropria-

tions, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 15795
law (1964) 17434
reports (1964) 12059, 12061. 15772, 17604

Installations (military)—Continued
construction appropriations, 1962

—

budget amendments (1961) 14166
hearings (1961) 12333, 14717
law (1961) 18693
reports (1961) 16813, 16960, 18875, 20545

construction appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 13495, 17088, 19370
law (1962) 20859
reports (1962) 17059, 19341, 21041

construction appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 15298, 17161, 20494; (1964)
517

law (1964) 1949
reports (1964) 342, 512, 2066

construction appropriations, 1965, hearings
(1964) 10291, 12118

construction appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 12157, 13964, 15999
law (1965) 17398
reports (1965) 15696-697, 15956, 17639

construction authorization, 1963

—

clarify, report (1961) 16795
conference report (1962) 19202
hearings (1961) 5736, 7265; (1962) 9374,

13664
laws (1961) 12112; (1962) 16780
reports (1961) 5695, 7078, 8934, 10305;

(1962) 9351, 9363, 15340, 16950
construction authorization, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11880, 19043
law (1964) 254
reports (1963) 11809, 11818, 19032, 20490

construction authorization, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 6345, 12252
law (1964) 17249
reports (1964) 6334, 8289, 14053, 15487

construction authorization, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10529, 12308
law (1965) 19124
reports (1965) 10496, 10509, 14036, 17603
veto (1965) 17474

construction, investigational projects, engi-

neering and design, regulation (1963)
6376

construction projects

—

hearings (1963) 15310
laboratory investigations and materials

testing, engineering and design manual
(1961) 17204

construction surveying. Army technical
manual (1964) 8038

construction, use of proceeds from scrap,
salvage, and surplus property sales by
Air Force Logistics Command, GAO re-

view (1962) 17615
continental U.S., transportation services.

Army technical manual (1964) 19222
control of soils in military construction

(1963) 4458
deactivation in areas of substantial unem-

ployment, study, economic effects, hear-
ings (1962) 7212

Defense base act (1963) 393
defense communications facilities, penalties

for damaging

—

hearing (1961) 12524
law (1961) 18697
reports (1961) 12461, 16702-703, 18863

defense scrap yard handbook (1963) 2114

design analysis, engineering and design
manual (1961) 20703; (1962) 11726

disposal of waste water, report (1964) 15527

drawings, military construction. Army and
Air Force, engineering manual (1962)
11727, 21687; (1963) 6374

emergency construction, engineering man-
uals

—

garbage and rubbish disposal (1963) 13879
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Installations (military—Continued
emergency construction, engineering man-

uals—Continued
heating, ventilating, and air conditioning

(1963) 6372
interior electrical systems (1963) 17409
lightning-protection systems (1963) 6373
sanitary sewage system (1963) 17408
selection of sites (1963) 434

engineer

—

basic construction principles in theater of
operations (1963) 5919

entomology services program of instruc-

tion. Army Dept. pamphlet (1962) 166
functional components system, staff tables

(1963) 13241
engineering

—

instructions (1963) 4839
investigation and design services for con-

struction activities, manual (1961) 14797
weather data, Army, Navy, and Air Force
manual (1963) 16828

enlisted evaluation system MOS evaluation
test aid for construction machine opera-
tor (1964) 20991

family housing

—

and Negro serviceman (1964) 10099
construction appropriations, 1966, hear-

ings (1965) 13964
program, appropriation, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 15795
law (1964) 17434
reports (1964) 12059, 12061, 15772, 17604

Federal

—

disposal of sewage and industrial wastes,
report (1965) 12153

Facilities, and equipment control act

—

hearings (1965) 7545
report (1965) 7523

flexible pavement design for roads, streets,

etc., engineering manual (1961) 10564;
(1963) 4865, 19143

ground structures, maintenance, Navy man-
ual (1964) 11731

grounds maintenance and land management
training conferences, pamphlet (1962)
22994

harbor and coastal facilities, Yards and
Docks Bureau design manual (1962)
14699

hardened structures to resist effect of nucle-
ar weapons, Air Force design manual
(1963) 11487

Japan, manpower utilization, GAO review
(1963) 6535

land operations facilities. Yards and Docks
Bureau, design manual (1962) 10785

master planning principles and procedures
(1962) 9556, 21682; (1965) 514

military

—

fields, instrument approach procedure
charts (1965) 3640

personnel and civilian employees, labor
cost, control, hearings (1964) 17661

naval

—

building maintenance, furniture and fur-
nishings (1964) 15180

historic ships and scientific displays (1961)
9635; (1965) 1532

relief of civilian employees erroneously in

receipt of wages, report (1965) 17655
naval shore activities

—

facility planning factors (1962) 18601,
24137; (1963) 16698

maintenance management of public works
and public utilities (1962) 8753

maintenance of electric power distribution
systems (1963) 11419

safety precautions (1965) 19691

Installations (military)—Continued
naval shore facilities

—

building maintenance

—

galley equipment (1964) 7868
structures (1964) 5772

definitive designs (1963) 9518; (1964) 1669,
11728; (1965) 1729

electric power distribution systems, opera-
tion (1964) 11733

inactivation and reactivation (1964) 11730
mobilization structures, definitive designs

(1965) 1728
planning factors (1964) 11729
utilities conservation program survey
manual (1964) 5778

naval stations

—

disaster control (1965) 1538
Trinidad, agreement (1965) 8319
vigorous voluntary sports program, guide

(1964) 16790
Navy contract with Brown-Raymond-Walsh

for Spanish base construction pro-
gram

—

conversion from cost-plus-a-fixed-fee basis
to fixed-price basis, examination by GAO
(1961) 4297

failure to recover excessive administrative
costs included in negotiated fixed prices,
GAO review (1963) 13994
Defense Dept. reply (1964) 20713

photographing. Federal laws, your duty
(1965) 19546

planning dual-use shelters (1964) 9902
planting turf, manual (1962) 489
port construction and rehabilitation, techni-

cal manual (1964) 19216
protective construction, foreign research

(1964) 7872
relief well systems, design, engineer manual

(1963) 12088
rental of automatic data processing equip-

ment within Defense Dept., administra-
tion of contracts, GAO review (1962)
15627

repairs and utilities, work performance
standards for post engineering. Army
pamphlet (1964) 10009

rigid pavement design for roads, streets,
etc., engineering manual (1961) 17207;
(1962) 7296, 11725

roads, walks, storage areas, geometric de-

sign, etc., engineering manual (1961)
14800; (1962) 5131. 11724

sales of high-temperature alloy scrap by
Defense Dept in U.S., GAO review (1962)
23582

site planning, engineering manual (1962)
11719

specifications, military construction. Engi-
neers Corps, manual (1963) 17410

structural design (1963) 19144
structures to resist effects of atomic weap-

ons, engineering and design manual
(1963) 6370

thickness design for flexible highway pave-
ments (1962) 501

traffic study requirements, engineering and
design manual (1961) 19264

U.S. financed construction at Kharian and
Multan, Pakistan, report (1961) 7138

underground, in rock

—

design space layouts and excavation meth-
ods, engineering manual (1961) 14802

engineering and design (1961) 12594, 20702
protective features and utilities, engineer-

ing manual (1961) 19267
tunnels and linings, engineering and de-

sign, manual (1961) 14801
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Installations (military)—Continued
underground, utilization of nuclear power

plants, engineer manual (1963) 10088
undersnow structures, N-34 radar station,

Greenland (1964) 17941
unnecessary costs from use of stateside per-

sonnel in civilian positions on Guam,
Mariana Islands, GAO report (1965)
4846

water supply (1963) 12090
woodland management (1963) 9662

Installations (naval), see Installations (mili-

tary).

Installment credit:

can you afford installment selling (1962)
8635

commercial banks, holdings, monthly report
(1961) 3200; (1962) 3706; (1963) 3547;
(1964) 3361; (1965) 3248

consumer credit—
at consumer finance companies (1964) 3360
monthly releases (1961) 3199; (1962) 3705;

(1963) 3546; (1964) 3359; (1965) 3247
statistics materials prepared for use in

hearings on S.1740 (1962) 15430
truth in lending legislation, hearings

(1961) 19156; (1962) 19382
Instinct, modern problems in physiological

studies of instincts, USSR translation
(1964) 2598

Institute for Advanced Training of Physi-
cians, Leningrad, assistance to public
health organizations and establishments
(1961) 19499

Institute for Applied Aerodynamics, Technical
University in Dresden, facilities for flow
investigations (1963) 16012

Institute for Health Technology, TNO, depart-
ments, personnel, and operational func-
tions, list (1962) 19924

Institute for Plant Protection, Bulgaria 25th
anniversary (1962) 5729

Institute for Research in Nuclear Raw Materi-
als, decree, Yugoslavia (1962) 7552

Institute for State Control of Drugs and Phar-
maceutical Research, Rumania, research
work (1964) 11010

Institute for Study of Higher Nervous Activi-
ty, activities, Cuban study (1965) 16399

Institute for Water Economy, Berlin, dam con-
struction conference (1962) 15706

Institute, laboratory, and production, USSR
(1963) 2882

Institute of Advanced Training of Physicians,
staff training at Chair of Medical Par-
asitology (1961) 15208

Institute of Applied Mechanics, Rumania, re-

search, 1944-64 (1965) 4975
Institute of Atomic Physics, Rumanian Acade-

my, report (1964) 1092
Institute of Earth Physics, seismological in-

vestigations, USSR study (1965) 18381
Institute of Economics, USSR, Academv of

Sciences, work (1962) 6044
Institute of Forest Cienetics:

care of pine seedlings, methods (1964) 2386
research, bibliographv (1963) 2312; (1965)

16245
Institute of Geodesv and Cartography, USSR,

activity for 1929 (1961) 2450
Institute of Geography, Charles University,

Prague, Czechoslovakia, general infor-
mation (1965) 9490

Institute of Hydrotechnology and Melioration,
Bulgaria, 10th anniversary (1964) 11183

Institute of Inframicrobiology, Bucharest,
Rumania:

objectives, etc (1963) 8822
viruses study (1963) 8863

Institute of Length Measurement of Advance
Technical School for Machine Construc-
tion, East (Germany, organization, func-
tions, and achievements (1964) 7204

Institute of Metallurgical Research, Rumania,
activities (1965) 11321

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Rumania, report
(1964) 18524

Institute of Oceanology of USSR Academy of
Sciences, Black Sea Experimental Scien-
tific Research Station jubilee conference
report (1961) 777

Institute of Physical Chemistry, USSR, 25th
anniversary (1961) 10732

Institute of Physics of Metals, transactions,
issue 20, 1958 (1962) 22999

Institute of Therapeutics of USSR, Academy
of Medical Sciences, 12th scientific ses-
sion (1962) 2805, 9920

Institute of Thermodynamics, Poland, activi-
ties (1962) 5937

Institute of Tropical Forestry

—

annual report, 1963 (1964) 19746
tropical forest notes (1962) 11850-853; (1963)

8294-96

Institute of Virology, Czechoslovakia work
(1962) 5574

Institute of World Ekronomics and Internation-
al Relations, Academy of Sciences,
USSR, scientific investigations, 1960
(1962) 10156

Institutions:

aged and chronically ill, residents, Apr.-June
1963, characteristics (1965) 18732

California delinquency research projects
experiments with alternates to institu-
tionalization (1963) 15091

faculty and other professional staff, higher
education, 1st term 1961-62, final report
(1965) 4648

fish recipes for Lent, shrimp salad roll

(1961) 4234
health services inventory, national, develop-

ment and maintenance (1965) 8257
inmates, social and economic data, census of

population, 1960 (1963) 15085
institutional manual, title 2 of higher educa-

tion facilities act, graduate academic
facilities program (1965) 12386

institutionally acquired infections, proceed-
ings of national conference, Sept. 4-6,

1963 (1964) 20768
meat purchase specifications, approved by

USDA, fresh pork (1965) 14142
medical, in Cambodia, description (1962)

5469
preschool, hygienic problems in planning,

USSR study (1965) 2663
serving delinquent children, guides and

goals (1963) 11646
using radioactive substances in work, sani-

tation inspection problems, USSR study
(1962) 11968

Washington State, charitable, educational,
penal, or reformatory institutions, use
of funds from sale of land, for construc-
tion

—

law (1962) 13325
reports (1962) 9292, 13609

welfare, civil defense guide (1965) 1925
Yugoslavia public self-management, origin

and development (1962) 3255
see also Child welfare institutions—Mental

institutions.

Instruction, see Education—Programmed in-

struction—Teaching.
Instruction report. Waterways Experiment

Station (1961) 19272
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Instruction system and interesting system for

Setun machine, USSR (1962) 7904
Instructions for representative payee (1965)

1628, 11687
Instructor's guide IG series (1961) 6893; (1963)

4606, 11654, 18714; (1964) 6067, 8154,
13794; (1965) 19007-8

Instructors' journal (1963) 20308; (1964) 3598;
(1965)3511

Instructors, see Air Force—Teachers.
Instructors, see Instrument flying—Teaching.
Instrument approach procedure charts, see

Maps and charts.
Instrument building (USSR periodical):

translations (1964) 21576
Instrument flight rules:

enroute

—

air traffic survey, peak days (1962) 13772;
(1963) 17420; (1964) 4679; (196.5) 7622

IFR peak day charts, 1963 (1964) 1751
helicopter IFR capability, mechanical stabil-

ity and trim augmentation, investiga-
tion (1963) 13100

IFR altitudes. Federal aviation regulations

(1963) 15473
Instrument flying:

attitude. Army technical manual (1964)

19215
flight test guide for airplane instrument

pilots (1961) 14894; (1964) 21322
helicopter aircraft (1962) 14767
instructor examination guide (1962) 21788;

(1963) 2303
pilot examination guide (1961) 19347; (1964)

10582
rules, altitude usage, peak dav, 1960 (1961)

6738
techniques and procedures. Air Force man-

uals (1961) 1655, 16130
training. Air Force manual (1962) 8882;

(1963) 18458-459; (1964) 11790; (1965) 95
V/STOL aircraft impact on instrument

weather operations (1965) 6747
Instrument landing, see Landing (aircraft).

Instrument men, see Instrumentmen.
Instrument panels, see Panels and paneling.
Instrument performs nondestructive chemical

analysis, data can be telemetered (1965)
19908

Instrumental analysis, impurities in

rare-earth metals (1963) 1237
Instrumental program of Weather Bureau

(1962) 12787
Instrumentation:
and controls study for PM-1 nuclear power

plant (1961) 5358
bioinstrumentation

—

control of pressure chambers (1964) 21825
system recording of bedrest effect of

parameters of physiological function

(1965) 8029
Caribbean area (1961) 16235
Central America (1961) 3884
cosmic noise at 0.75, 1.225 and 2.0 Mc/s from

rocket (1965) 9625
data acquisition reports, bibliography (1962)

22698
flight, far ultraviolet rocket spectrophoto-

metry (1964) 9601
geophysics and astronautics (1961) 5305-6,

8337-38, 13809, 17960; (1962) 4551,
10898, 14775, 20443; (1963) 59, 5877,
7618, 9616-17, 18490; (1964) 1737-39,
4254

Government-owned inventions available for
license (1961) 8586

Greece (1961) 13848
ground motion instrumentation program,

analysis of Shoal data, safety program.
Project Shoal (1965) .5621

Instrumentation—Continued
in-core, for power reactors, meeting, 1960,

proceedings (1961) 8415
industrial, problems, USSR study (1964)

2765
ionosphere direct measurements satellite

Explorer VIII (1962) 12445
instrumentation papers (1964) 13631-632,

19156-159; (1965) 110-112, 4186-88, 7092
Japan (1961) 16236
journal of research, National Bureau of

Standards (1961) 3491, 6420, 11441;

(1962) 3976; (1963) 3817, 9205, 12895;

(1964) 3630, 13271; (1965) 3548, 14872
literature, guide (1965) 16734
measurement of structural behavior of con-

crete gravity structures, engineering
manual, change (1964) 19654

miniaturized FM/FM bioinstrumentation
systems AF 04 (611)-9086 (1965) 94

nuclear

—

effects measurenfeots, French underground
shelters (1961) 5403

literature search (1961) 11799
radar tracking systems, research (1963)

129.54

radiochemical analysis (1964) 16741
reactors, in-core, telemetering (1963) 4478
research, quality measurements of agricul-

tural products (1962) 12918
satellite, use of solid circuits (1964) 14836
structures for air-blast and ground-shock

effects (1961) 232
technology

—

present status and trends in development,
USSR (1962) 1.5944

suggested 2-year post high school curricu-
lum (1965) 492

telemetering transmittals for in-core power
monitoring, in-core instrumentation de-

velopment program, quarterly progress
report (1963) 18573

thermocouple-to-instrumentation connector
features quick assembly (1965) 16635

transistorized system for acoustical data
acquisition (1964) 20608

Turkey (1962) 9007
Waterways Experiment Station capabilities

(1964) 634
Weather Bureau's program (1962) 12787

Instrumentmen:
employment outlook, repairmen (1962) 8374;

(1964) 9433
Navy training courses (1962) 6335; (1964)

5583, 18848
Instruments:

adjustinent knob locks for instrument panels
to prevent accidental maladjustment
(1965) 1428

analytical, preparation of primary standard
gas mixtures (1965) 18457

apparatus for biological investigation and
medical diagnostics, USSR study (1964)
18340

atomic, engineering materials list (1964)
21017

biological research and medical diagnostics,
USSR study (1964) 16156

building, USSR-
news of higher education institutions

(1963) 8988, 10369, 10.522, 10644, 12276,
15855, 17956; (1964) 2847, 5178, 5347

translations from Izvestiya VUZov (1964)
11135, 11237, 18382, 20057

design, biological mechanisms, application
(1964) 16654

electromagnetic, earliest (1964) 21799

Hungarian industry, new products (1965)
16378
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Instruments—Continued
Hungary, industry directorate, 1965 innova-

tion plan (1965) 18348
laboratory equipment

—

Federal item identification guides for sup-
ply cataloging (1962) 9507; (1963) 3656;
(1964) 3474, 12293; (1965) 3376

Federal supply schedule (1961) 7415
maintenance course, suggested 1-year train-

ing program (1964) 575
making and automation, USSR study (1962)

18110
manufacturing industry, reliability and ac-

curacy of electronic equipment, USSR
study (1962) 937

more instruments, USSR study (1961) 15081
Navy, calibration series available through

CFSTI, list (1965) 11980
nuclear, literature search (1961) 11799
oceanographic, new, Sept. 1964 USSR exhi-

bition (1965) 12658
related products

—

census of manufactures, 1958, special re-

port (1961) 13898
distribution of manufacturers' sales (1961)

16256
selected, and related products, current in-

dustrial reports (1963) 15066; (1964)
1816; (1965) 13631

surgical techniques, drugs, and other surgi-
cal studies, USSR (1964) 6898

use of radioactive and stable isotopes and
radiations in instrument, making, USSR
(1962) 14831

used for stream stripping of dissolved gases
in water, analysis (1962) 12575

see also names and types of instruments.

Instruments and laboratory equipment. Feder-
al supply schedule (1961) 10617

Insular Affairs Bureau, records, preliminary
inventory (1961) 1334

Insulating board, see Corkboard—Pulpboard.

Insulation:
accelerates rate of cooling with cryogenic

fluid (1965) 14804
acoustical material, standard of trade (1961)

5429
aerodynamic and heating tests on insulating

heat shields (1962) 10528
cable and wire, thermoplastic. Federal

standard (1963) 6446
charring materials for reentry vehicles, in-

fluence of heating rate and test stream
oxygen content on efficiency (1963) 14573

containers for transport of materials hav-
ing critical thermal tolerances to heat
(1961) 127

cryostats, low-cost system eliminates need
for vacuum (1964) 13180

electric, TFE-fluorocarbon (polytetraf-
luoroethylene) resin, standard of trade
(1963) 13260

electrical

—

color limits, military standards (1964)
10449

high-temperature

—

inorganic coatings on wire (1961) 8343
insulation for wire (1961) 5309

electrically heated and cooled houses, pro-
ceedings of conference (1964) 15198

heat and sound proofing materials, produc-
tion, USSR (1963) 15726

liquid-hydrogen fuel tanks of launch vehi-

cles, study under ground-hold conditions
(1965) 6730

performance of cork as thermal protection
material, free-flight test results (1964)
18766

Insulation—Continued
porous ceramic cures at moderate tempera-

tures, is good heat insulator (1965) 5158
refractory

—

metal heat-shield panels, experimental
investigation (1965) 2867

metal shielding increases operating range
of induction furnace (1965) 12991

thermal, for smooth metal surfaces (1965)
1417

sound-insulating capability of ship hull
structures, USSR study (1963) 15953

sound, of wall, floor, and door constructions
(1965) 2931, 19957

structural airframes, radiant-heating ex-
periments (1961) 6344

system, external, sealed-foam, constrictive-
wrapped, for liquid-hydrogen tanks of
boost vehicles (1965) 8094

thermal, gas space reflective insulations for
reactors (1962) 219

vacuum, investigation of materials up to
4000°F(1963) 11472

workers, employment outlook (1964) 9421
see also Soundproofing.

Insulators:
physical properties of insulators, molecular

crystals and magnetic materials (1962)
108

pin type, transverse loading (1965) 1598
production technology problems, USSR re-

port (1961) 7579
Insulin:

effect on glycogen content of liver in radia-
tion sickness, USSR study (1961) 4637

inactivating substances of liver. Communist
China study (1962) 2628

therapy, immunological reactivity of schizo-
phrenia patients, USSR study (1961)
20946

treatment of psychiatric disorders, annotat-
ed bibliography (1962) 20256

Insurance:
agents and brokers, employment outlook

(1962) 8375; (1964) 7381
bibliography (1962) 22791; (1964) 20788
Canal Zone, business report (1961) 13864;

(1962) 14918; (1963) 11602
collective bargaining plans

—

digest of 100 selected, winter 1961-62

—

departmental edition (1962) 18152
document edition (1962) 16833

life insurance and accidental death and
dismemberment benefits

—

departmental edition (1961) 15726
document edition (1961) 14157

major medical expense benefits

—

departmental edition (1961) 13404
document edition (1961) 12152

surgical and medical benefits

—

departmental edition (1961) 4789
document edition (1961) 3999

District of Columbia, agents and brokers
licenses, make perjury applicable, report
(1961) 20614

earthquake, Alaska, provide for, hearings
(1964) 12267

facts for farmers (1962) 41; (1963) 13165;
(1965) 8426

FHA self-insurance on acquired multifamily
property, hearing (1963) 13643

hospital, coverage of aged beneficiaries, na-

tional survey (1963) 9304
industry

—

employer expenditures for supplementary
remuneration practices (1963) 18044;
(1964) 21670A

investigation, hearings (1961) 5888; (1963)
15395
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Insurance—Continued
industry—Continued
mail order, guides (1964) 12411
rates, etc., investigation report (1961)

17035
insurance and rehabilitation (address) (1961)

9820
insurance and risk management for small

business (1964) 5684
management in small retail firms (1963) 1481

miscellaneous bills and administration of

programs, hearings (1964) 12160
occupations, employment outlook (1962)

8376; (1964) 7394
on Government-owned inventories, etc., held

by Defense Dept. contractors, unneces-
sary costs, GAO review (1964) 19767

operations, veterans benefits manual (1964)
11674

premiums, license and regulate finance com-
panies in D.C., report (1965) 15694

publications, price lists (1961) 17786; (1963)
1395; (1964) 1551; (1965) 6853

school bus. State provisions (1961) 9044
selected health and insurance plans for sala-

ried employees, digest, spring 1963
(1964) 9454

Veterans Administration, selected opera-
tions, review by GAO (1961) 4305

see also Federal ship mortgage insur-

ance—Old age, survivors, and disability

insurance

—

also types of insurance.
Insurance companies:
accident and health insurance premiums, tax

deductions

—

law (1962) 23190
reports (1962) 15416, 21077

Canal zone, licensing laws (1963) 11602
District of Columbia

—

investment operations, amend act of
1934—
law (1961) 18637
reports 12258, 17016

permit investment of funds in obligations
of Inter-American Development Bank

—

law (1962) 20914
reports (1962) 21049, 21396

variable annuity contract owners, repre-
sentation, amend act of 1934

—

reports (1961) 12259, 17044
veto (1961) 18788

fidelity or surety business in D.C., amend,
capital stock requirements, report (1965)
15692

foreign, operations in U.S. investigation,
hearings (1961) 5888

life—
farm-mortgage lending experience (1961)

5216-17, 8275, 17163
nonfarm mortgage investments, 1960

(1961) 17236
see also Life insurance companies.

Insured banks, see Banks and banking.
Insured loans, see Mortgages.
Insured mortgages, see Mortgages.
Insured unemployed, personal and economic

characteristics (periodical) (1961) 3122;
(1962) 3952; (1963) 3791; (1964) 3599

Integral coolant channels simply made by
melt-out method (1964) 14807

Integral equations, see Equations.
Integral neutron thermalization (1963) 11553;

(1964) 13692
Integrals, see Doppler integrals—Fresnal inte-

grals.

Integrals (elliptic), see Mathematics.
Integrated circuits, see Circuits.

Integrated system for collecting and analyzing
environmental test data (1964) 14863

Integration, see Race problems.
Integration (mathematics):
numerical integration

—

differential equations by power series

expansions (1964) 21773
stability of multistep methods (1965) 9719

Integrators:
capacitive, solid-state switching used to

speed up input and output (1965) 11432
electronic ampere-hour, accurate to one per-

cent (1965) 19901
Intellect:

artificial intelligence, theory of automata
(1962) 1984

children's social power and intelligence, ef-

fects on their interpersonal relations
(1961) 12556

dogs, inheritance (1965) 16937
essence of human mind and object of psy-

chology, Bulgarian .study (1962) 7579
nf>ental development, problems, USSR studv

(1964) 10929
training mind for science and creativity,

USSR study (1963) 12650
Intellectual freedom. Red China style testi-

mony of Chi-chou Huang) (1962) 21223
Intellectuals:

French left (1962) 12277
Socialist, in North Korea, formation and

growth (1961) 15618
union staff, in labor movement (statement)

(1964) 2974
Intelligence, see Intellect.

Intelligence (military science):

PACAF basic bibliographies (1961) 16146
see also Military intelligence.

Intelligence and Research Bureau, research in

action. State Dept (1965) 20083
Intelligence Division, Treasury Dept., law en-

forcement agency, history, etc (1963)
15635

Intelligence specialists, armor, MOS evalua-
tion test aid (1962) 6656

Intelligence tests, see Mental tests.

Intelligent machines (1962) 2713
Intense purification of silicon tetrachloride by

rectification, USSR (1962) 7889
Intensity and intensity ratio of principal

singlet and triplet lines of molecular
hydrogen (1965) 2880

Intensity of vertical transfer of waters in

ocean. USSR (1964) 10810
Interaction of aerosols and air ions (1963)

7197
Interaction of expanding cylindrical plasma

wdth external magnetic field (1964) 20626
Interaction mechanical radiation impedance

between 2 pistons arbitrarily oriented in

space without baflfle (1962) 24044
Interagency Committee on Nutrition IDduca-

tion, nutrition and school lunch, bibliog-

raphy (1963) 18403
Interagency Committee on Oceanography:

effectiveness of Committee, hearings (1962)
11471

ICO pamphlet series (1964) 8535-39; (1965)
2126-28, 6159-60

Interagency Committee on Radiological Assist-
ance, plan for public safety (1962) 2107;
(1965) 4280

Inter-Agency Committee on Water Resources,
joint hydrology-sedimentation bulletin

(1965) 758
Interagency coordination in drug research and

regulation, hearings (1963) 4781, 10014,
19054; (1964) 8445, 19598; (1965) 2039

Interagency coordination in environmental
hazards (pesticides):

hearings (1964) 6510, 17878; (1965) 6050,
17928. 19499
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Interagency coordination in environmental
hazards (pesticides)—Continued

print additional copies, reports (1964)
15689, 17511

Interagency coordination in research and de-

velopment, report (1965) 1995

Interagency coordination of information, hear-
ings (1963) 12017

Interagency motor pool systems service guide
(1964) 15938

Interagency Records Administration Confer-
ence:

1960-61 season-
meetings (1961) 6414, 9610, 15828, 17733
proceedings (1961) 13544

bulletins (1961) 1836, 14015; (1962) 4849,
16608; (1963) 4625, 13328; (1964) 6098,
13804; (1965) 10298

digest of proceedings (1961) 3967
Executive Seminar Center, Kings Point, N Y

(1965) 1929
Inter-American Children's Institute:

United States' contributions, continue

—

law (1961) 18746
reports (1961) 7229, 16816

Inter-American Cultural and Trade Center:
participation by U.S., provide

—

hearing (1965) 17697
reports (1965) 17610, 17626, 19476

Inter-American Defense Board, Cuban partici-

pation, expressing sense of Congress,
report (1961) 8818

Inter-American Development Association, for-

eign assistance appropriations, 1965,

report (1964) 13952
Inter-American Development Bank:
achievements in assisting economic and so-

cial developments in Latin America (ad-

dress) (1962) 12762
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 19143
law (1961) 20510
reports (1961) 18828, 18921, 19054

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 19169, 21528
law (1962) 23272
reports (1962) 21456, 21074

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1964) 2229
law (1964) 1985
reports (1964) 2069, 2098-99, 2103, 2220,

12045
appropriations, 1965, supplemental, propos-

al (1965) 5828
appropriations, 1966, increase, proposal

(1965) 7403
capital stock, increase, report, print as

House document, report (1963) 17125
foreign assistance appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 12117, 19588
law (1964) 21126
reports (1964) 13950, 19582

foreign assistance appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 12156, 17905
law (1965) 19149
report (1965) 15758

foreign operations appropriations, 1964,
hearings (1963) 18918

obligations, permit investment of funds of

insurance companies of D.C.

—

law (1962) 20914
reports (1962) 21049, 21396

operations and policies (1961) 5588; (1964)
4432; (1965) 5803

participation of United States

—

increase

—

hearings (1963) 15305; (1964) 530; (1965)
4604, 7479

laws (1964) 6170; (1965) 8719

Inter-American Development Bank—Con.
participation of United States—Continued

increase—Continued
reports (1963) 15286; (1964) 2213; (1965)

4507, 5893, 6027
statement of Secretary of Treasury Dil-

lon (1964) 1640
semiannual reports (1961) 14155; (1962)

2314, 15094; (1963) 9834, 17072-73; (1964)
12027, 17448; (1965) 7390

program operations appropriations, 1962,
hearings (1961) 16828

releases, SEC (1961) 3568
resources, increase, special report (1964)

12020, 21163
role in social and economic development of

Western Hemisphere (address) (1964)
9859

social progress trust fund

—

additional interest costs to United States
because of premature release of funds,
GAO report (1965) 6253

agreement (1961) 16009
protocol (1964) 9824

special operations fund, participation of
United States, increase, hearing (1964)
17643

Inter-American Economic and Social Confer-
ence, Punta del Este 1961, Che Gue-
vara's speech (1964) 1289

Inter-American Economic and Social Council,
report of U.S. to 2d annual meeting,
Oct.-Nov. 1963 (1965) 786

see also Organization of American States.
Inter-American Economic Conference, Bogota,

Sept. 1960, report (1961) 5859
Inter-American efforts to relieve international

tensions in Western Hemisphere, 1959-60
(1962) 18467

Inter-American Highway:
agreement with, Guatemala (1964) 3158
completion and realization of great benefits

from improved international highway
transportation in Americas (address)
(1961) 8572

construction, authorize funds for comple-
tion, etc., hearing (1963) 303

Costa Rica

—

unauthorized expenditures for repair and
reconstruction of section, Public Roads
Bureau, GAO report (1965) 19657

unnecessary costs resulting from

—

deficiencies in construction activities,

Public Roads Bureau, Commerce
Dept., GAO report (1965) 6306

inadequacies in administration of right-

of-way activities, Public Roads Bu-
reau, (Dommerce Dept., GAO report
(1964) 12498

economic development within and between
countries of the Americas (address)
(1963) 9774

Panama, administration of program results
in unnecessary costs, GAO report (1965)
7787

partnership of purpose (address) (1963) 9781

questionable validity of $32 million estimate
of funds needed to complete. Public
Roads Bureau, GAO report (1965) 709

report

—

by Senator Chavez (1961) 20650
report on

—

Darien Gap and progress toward comple-
tion (1964) 10343

progress, committee print (1962) 7228
tourist facilities, present needs, etc., report

(1961) 4338
Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sci-

ences, convention, protocol of amend-
ment, ratification, report (1963) 20532
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Inter-American program for social progress,
see Latin America.

Inter-American republics, see American repub-
lics.

Inter-American social and economic coopera-
tion program, see Latin America.

Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission:
convention establishing, extend regulatory

authority under

—

hearings (1962) 17315, 21207
law (1962) 23214
reports (1962) 17193, 21073

Interama, see Inter-American Cultural and
Trade Center.

Interbranch balance of Polish industry for

1961 in physical terms, study (1964)
9153

Interbusiness financing, economic implications
for small business (1962) 18446

Intercalibration of major North American
networks employed in monitoring air-

borne fission products (1964) 18860
Intercardiac operations analyzed, USSR (1964)

12772
Interception of precipitation by northern

hardwoods (1962) 611
Interceptor planes, see Fighter planes.
Intercomparison measurements, technical re-

port (1961) 16193
Interconnections mean more power for all

users (1963) 11255
Intercontinental ballistic missiles, see Mis-

siles.

Interdepartmental Committee on:

Children and Youth, reports (1961) 19450;
(1963) 1922; (1964) 195, 21038

Nutrition for National Defense, nutrition
surveys, manual (1965) 2256

South Bend Studebaker Shutdown, report,

abstracts (1964) 13656
Status of Women, progress report on status

of women, 1964 (1965) 6360
Youth Conservation Corps, establish, report

(1963) 7960
Interest (psychology):
memory and attention, USSR study (1962)

1042
physiology of act of attention, USSR studv

(1964) 5206
range of visual search (1965) 1793
see also Psychology.

Interest and usury:
additional interest costs to United States

because of premature releases of funds
to social progress trust fund adminis-
tered by Inter-American Development
Bank, GAO report (1965) 6253

adjust rate of U.S. obligations purchased by
civil service retirement and disability
fund

—

hearings (1961) 14497, 19185
law (1961) 18737
reports (1961) 12485, 16698, 18894

bank

—

rates on short-term business loans (1963)
19203

savings, surge, rose with thorns (1963)
12122

bonds of United States, remove restrictions,
opinion of Attorney General (1961)
11325

civil service retirement funds, change formu-
la for establishing interest rate, hearing
(1961) 12531

deposits paid by certain savings institu-

tions, taxable vear of deduction

—

law (1962) 23276
report (1962) 21177

Interest and usury—Continued
equalization tax on foreign securities, im-

pose, description and technical explana-
tion (1963) 15336

excessive interest costs incurred on certain
income tax refunds. Internal Revenue
Service, GAO report (1965) 10950

Farmers Home Administration emergency
loans, defer payments, hearing (1965)
12300

higher interest rates on time deposits of
foreign governments

—

hearings (1962) 17097, 21543; (1965) 10531
laws (1962) 23227; (1965) 15434
reports (1962) 17051, 19146, 21420, 21470;

(1965) 10466, 10492, 14051
home mortgage interest rates and terms

(1964) 3576; (1965) 3490
interest bearing U.S. Government securities

available for investment of short-term
cash balances of local and State Gov-
ernments (1964) 1637

Interest equalization tax

—

evaluation of effectiveness on markets,
prices, and our balance of payments,
etc. (remarks) (1965) 11754

terminating designation of certain coun-
tries, message from the President (1965)
7411

Interest equalization tax act

—

digest of testimony, etc (1964) 10348
extend

—

hearings (1965) 14000
law (1965) 17435
reports (1965) 13925, 15681, 15957, 17618

hearings (1963) 18962; (1964) 14134
law (1964) 17421
reports (1964) 2075, 6302, 15724, 17592
statement (1963) 21148

interest rates

—

and monetary policy (1962) 21757
at home and abroad (remarks) (1964)

19706
in capital markets (1965) 18096
in current economic cycle (1962) 21758
OASDI trust funds, earnings (1965) 9921
on time deposits (1962) 7374; (1963) 13935

loss of interest on U.S.-owned foreign cur-
rencies in Republic of China, GAO re-

port (1965) 703
payments of interest on deposits, regulation

Q (1962) 566, 2477, 21761; (1963) 15507;
(1965) 585, 16187

rates in leading countries (1961) 17240

savings in interest costs to Government at-

tainable by greater use of Treasury
checking account, Federal Home Loan
Bank-

Cincinnati, GAO report

—

departmental edition (1965) 10969
document edition (1965) 13827

San Francisco, GAO report

—

departmental edition (1965) 4840
document edition (1965) 5802

United States-owned foreign currencies,
more equitable rates, additional income
possible, GAO report (1965) 18187

unnecessary interest costs incurred by Gov't
because of improper retention of over-
payments by Burroughs Corporation,
GAO report (1964) 10623

utilizing FHA sec. 221(d)(3) below market
rate (1964) 16903

veterans housing loans, limit rate, hearings
(1961) 7148

Interest rates, see Interest and usury.
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Interfaces:
dry run system, fabrication, research and

development (1965) 5619
liquid vapor

—

hydrostatic stability in low-acceleration

field (1964) 18771
motion in response to imposed acceleration

(1965) 18555
time response after entering weightless-

ness (1964) 18782
metal/oil, adsorption of oil/soluble sulfon-

ates (1961) 20058
Interfaith Conference on Housing for Senior

Citizens, proceedings, Apr. 20-21, 1964

(1965) 753
Interfaith Consultation:
community action programs of OEO and leg-

islative and program objectives of

DHEW. minutes (1965) 18234
5th, on social welfare programs, minutes

(1964) 6830
6th, on national welfare needs, minutes

(1964) 12532
Interfaith Day, designate, reports (1961) 8929,

14690
Interference, see Radar interference—Radio

interference.
Interference-impulse therapy, see Electrother-

apy.
Interference predictions for instrument land-

ing system (1965) 19965
Interference properties of photons (1964) 4230
Interference surface waves, USSR (1961) 9322
Interferometers:
combines laser light source and digital

counting system (1965) 11434
construction assures parallelism of critical

components (1965) 18512
laboratory, use to determine vapor concen-

tration of narcotic substances, USSR
study (1965) 12712

microwave measurements of electron-ion

recombination in nitrogen, air, and ar-

gon (1962) 8514; (1964) 1452
normal incidence, description (1965) 13065
radio

—

analog phase-channel combiner MOD II

for space angle measurements in Navy
space surveillance system (1965) 13111

phase-channel combiner for NRL space
surveillance system (1962) 24041

rocket interferometer tracking (RIT) system
(1965) 6732

shipboard unified S-band system for Apollo
entry tracking (1965) 16675

single station doppler-interferometer rocket
tracking technique (1963) 3123

unique construction, makes insensitive to

mechanical stresses (1965) 18515
see aiso Fabry and Perot interferometers

—

Michelson stellar interferometer.

Intergovernmental Committee for European
Migration:

field inspections of operations under Public

law 86-648 (Fair share refugee act), re-

port (1964) 2064
United States membership, continue

—

hearings (1961) 16846, 17128; (1962) 423
law (1962) 16736
reports (1961) 16766, 19052; (1962) 15220

Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative
Organization, convention, amendments,
text, etc (1965) 17762

Intergovernmental relations:

central cities and suburbs, social and eco-

nomic disparities (1965) 8387
Federal system as seen by State and local

officials, results of questionnaire (1964)

2238

Intergovernmental relations—Continued
Intergovernmental cooperation act of 1965

—

hearings (1965) 10685
report (1965) 15922

investigation, authorization, reports (1963)
6247; (1964) 6446

problems of Federal-State-local relations

—

hearing (1962) 23416
report (1962) 15412
subcommittee report (1963) 8051

recommendations by commissions and study
groups, comparative summary (1962)
20377

study, authorization, report (1965) 4581
Intergovernmental Relations, Advisory (Com-

mission on, see Advisory (Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations.

Intergovernmental Relations Commission:
activities, print additional copies reports

(1961) 14280, 14591
final report, document edition, print addi-

tional copies, reports (1965) 15740,
15944

Interim reports:
Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories (1965)

11740, 15098-100, 18801-803, 20111-112
Army Transportation Research Command

(1965) 1680-83, 5433-36, 6961, 8347
Interindustry economics, see Linear program-

ming.
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee,

House:
accomplishments

—

87th Congress (1963) 291
88th Congress (1965) 2015

calendars (1961) 3075; (1962) 3993; (1963)
3837; (1964) 3651; (1965) 3565

committee prints, see subjects,

hearings, see subjects.
investigations and studies, authorization or

expenses, reports (1961) 5662, 5678;
(1963) 6109, 6128; (1964) 6309; (1965)
5882, 5907

reports, see subjects,
rules (1965) 7486
travel authorization, report (1963) 18892

Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, Sen-
ate:

additional expenditures, authorize, report
(1961) 16989

calendars (1961) 3096; (1962) 4010; (1963)
3856; (1964) 3670; (1965) 3582

committee prints, see subjects,
hearings, see subjects.
investigations and studies, authorization or

expenses, reports (1961) 5786; (1962)
5023; (1963) 6249, 6448; (1965) 4556

fuels and energy resources of U.S. (1961)
17004; (1962) 5045

natural resource revenues (1962) 17195,
17220

reports, see subjects.
Interior decorating, bibliography (1961) 17813

Interior decoration for Veterans Administra-
tion hospitals (1964) 16907

Interior decorators, and designers, employ-
ment outlook (1962) 8377; (1964) 9400

Interior Department:
acreage limitation policy, study (1965) 4605
America's department of natural resources

(1962) 7489
annual reports (1961) 7543; (1962) 5323,

7492; (1963) 5047; (1964) 6833
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 7124, 10497
law (1961) 14122
reports (1961) 7120, 10294, 10455, 14357,

14389, 18919
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Interior Department—Continued
appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7076, 11648
law (1962) 18954
obligational authority (1962) 21238
proposal (1963) 7863
reports (1962) 9266, 11642, 16967, 16985,

19303, 21066, 21147
appropriations, 1963, supplemental, propos-

als (1962) 16844, 21234; (1963) 8022;
(1964) 1990

appropriations, 1964

—

deficiency, hearings (1964) 10285
hearings (1963) 6184, 9995
law (1963) 15158
reports (1963) 7939, 11951, 13616

appropriations, 1964, public works

—

law (1964) 1984
reports (1964) 343, 510, 4458

appropriations, 1965

—

amendments (1964) 12030, 15612
hearings (1964) 6338, 8436
law (1964) 13904
reports (1964) 8288, 8420, 13951
supplemental proposals (1964) 15415,

15419
appropriations, 1966

—

amendments (1965) 7407, 12060
hearings (1965) 5950, 8972
law (1965) 13782
reports (1965) 8773, 8960, 12139

appropriations, 1966, public works, reports
(1965) 13876, 15967, 19265

Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife,

nomination of Stanley A. Cain, hearing
(1965) 8980

Assistant Secretary, mineral resources,
nominations of

—

Kelly, John M., hearing (1961) 7281
Moore, J. Cordell, hearing (1965) 17931

Assistant Secretary, nomination of Harry R.

Anderson, hearing (1965) 16027
Assistant Secretary, Public Land Manage-

ment, nomination of John A. Carver, jr.,

hearing (1961) 4102
Assistant Secretary, water and power, nomi-

nation of Kenneth Holum, hearing (1961)
4103

budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 6979, 8662
budget, 1963, amendments (1962) 4924,

11304, 11486, 13366, 13368, 21232
budget, 1964—
amendment (1963) 9840
decrease, proposals (1963) 4729. 13459

budget, 1966, amendments (1965) 8751
careers

—

directory for college students (1963) 623;
(1965) 18246

for engineers (1962) 9767
code of Federal regulations (1961) 6012;

(1964) 6656; (1965) 9120
supplement (1964) 10541

conservation yearbook, quest for quality
(1965) 11017

decisions (1961) 3317, 17349; (1962) 3955,
19590; (1963) 3794, 14053; (1964) 3602,
18161; (1965) 3516

digest (1963) 20749; (1964) 4831
quinquennial, index to digest, addendum

(1961) 5100
Director, Geological Survey, nomination of

William T. Pecora, hearing (1965) 19505
efficiency and economy in operation

—

hearing (1963) 2050
report (1963) 11794

film catalogs (1961) 20854; (1963) 8368;
(1964) 12540

Finance Division, appropriation ledgers,
index (1963) 16416

Interior Department—Continued
forest conservation, management responsi-

bilities (1963) 8367
Gold Procurement and Sales Agency, estab-

lish, hearings (1964) 534
lands administered, classify for disposal or

interim management under multiple use
principles

—

hearings (1964) 15810
law (1964) 19415
reports (1964) 8294, 17824

Library

—

indexing and abstracting services current-
ly received (1965) 6365

list of accessions (1961) 3321; (1962) 4019;
(1963) 3868; (1964) 3681; (1965) 3594

user services policy survey (1965) 14449
loss in revenues from undercharges for

rents and utilities to employees occupy-
ing Government-owned quarters, GAO
report (1965) 7776

management training, appraisal (1962)
21857

minerals policies administration (remarks)
(1965) 18245

Missouri River Basin, progress (1961) 3318;
(1962) 4259; (1963) 4112; (1964) 3941;
(1965) 3857

nominations, hearings (1961) 8993
Pacific Southwest water plan, fact sheet

(1964) 7719
patent practices, preliminary report (1963)

331
policies, programs, and activities, hearings

(1961) 7140; (1963) 7999; (1965) 8890,
15814

power marketing agencies, hearings

—

appropriations, 1962, public works (1961)
19146

appropriations, 1963, public works (1962)
21530, 21533

appropriations, 1964, public works (1964)
519

appropriations, 1965, public works (1964)
15797
law (1964) 17370
report (1964) 17572

appropriations, 1966, public works (1965)
17906

press releases (1961) 3319; (1962) 4213;
(1963) 4061; (1964) 3894; (1965) 3812

program for conservation etc., of anadro-
mous fish in cooperation with several
States, authorize

—

hearings (1964) 15597; (1965) 12196
reports (1964) 17546; (1965) 17629, 19449

publications (1961) 14995; (1963) 12247;
(1964) 19817

research, etc., programs related to petrol-

eum industry (remarks) (1965) 11018
sale of hydroelectric power at rates not

approved by FPC, GAO report (1965)
712

saline water conversion program (1963) 624
saline water research and development prog-

ress reports, see listings under Interior
Department in the monthly issues.

scientific information activities (1962) 3401,
24026

Secretary, nomination of Stewart L. Udall,
hearing (1961) 4104

Solicitor, nomination of Frank J. Barry, jr.,

hearing (1961) 4100
specialized positions, examination announce-

ments (1961) 16498; (1962) 18889, 20660;
(1963) 18736

survey of federally owned lands for location
of strategic minerals, authorize, report
(1962) 21467
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Interior Department—Continued

take possession of and administer experi-

mental mine and plant on naval oil shale
reserves

—

law (1962) 23196
reports (1962) 17033, 19086, 21401

totem poles at entrance to Secretary's office,

stories (1964) 2444
Under Secretary, nominations of

—

Carr, James K., hearing (1961) 4101
Carver, John A., jr., hearing (1965) 4606

Interior quality of eggs (1963) 7535
Interlaminar properties of 5 plastic laminates

(1963) 12158
Interlevel and intralevel correlations of wind

components for 6 geographical locations

(1961) 2582
Interlocking directorates communication car-

riers, applications, FCC rules and regu-
lations (1961) 7380; (1964) 3995; (1965)
3367

interlocks in corporate management, staff

report (1965) 7489
prior approval by ICC, eliminate, reports

(1965) 12092, 12094
Interlocutory decrees, see Circuit Court of

Appeals.
Intermediate credit banks, see Federal inter-

mediate credit banks.
Intermetallic compounds, see Metals.
Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment

Station:
annual reports (1961) 9217; (1962) 17543;

(1963) 10209; (1964) 10585
forest survey releases (1962) 17557; (1963)

569-570
misc. pub. series (1961) 19363; (1962) 13847;

(1963) 10212
publications, lists

—

1953-55 (1962) 602
1956-60 (1962) 603
1964 (1965) 10914

research notes (1961) 668-669, 6114, 9218-19,

19364-365; (1962) 601, 11854, 13848,
15619, 17558-564, 19545; (1963) 571-572,

6485-86, 10213-214
research papers (1961) 2041; (1962) 602-604,

11855, 13849-850, 17565, 19546, 21801;
(1963) 4983, 6487, 10215, 17473

Intermountain region:
Forest Service, yearbooks (1963) 568, 580;

(1964) 14297; (1965) 16242, 16290
home fruit garden (1965) 8433
national fire-danger rating system, using

conversion tables (1964) 12454
timber story (1964) 12436

Intermountain States, vour guide to farm jobs

(1964) 4662
Internal combustion engines, see Engines.
Internal friction:

as function of orientation in magnesium
single crystals (1965) 14706

H2O, D2O and natural glacier ice (1965)
12399

increase in uranium in process of increasing
temperature, USSR study (1961) 7752

martensite-type transformations associated.

Communist Chinese study (1962) 5647
thermodynamics, general theorv, Communist

China (1962) 3044
Internal parasites of swine (1963) 5818
Internal revenue:
act of 1961, discussion draft (1961) 20590
act of 1962—
comparative analysis of prior law and act

of 1962 (1963) 309
comparative analysis with H.R. 10650 as

agreed to in conference (1962) 21224
effect on farmer cooperatives (1962) 21706

Internal revenue—Continued
act of 1962—Continued
hearings (1962) 11659, 13677, 15436

print additional copies, reports (1962)
9469, 11419

law (1962) 23234
print additional copies, report (1962) 9264
reports (1962) 7072, 9302, 17297, 23357
summary of Senate amendments to H.R.

10650 (1964) 12264
act of 1963—
hearings (1963) 20607; (1964) 529
provisions agreed upon, brief description,

press release, compilation, committee
print (1964) 4513

reports (1963) 17144, 17150
print additional copies, report (1963)

17142
staff description of H.R. 8363, as passed
by House of Representatives (1964)
12262

summary of principal provisions of H.R.
8363 (1964) 4512, 12162

act of 1964—
as reported by Senate Finance Committee

(1964) 12261
comparison of provisions of H.R. 8363,
with present law. Treasury recommenda-
tions. Senate Finance Committee ver-

sion. Senate version, and as agreed to
by conferees (1964) 6372

law (1964) 6183
print additional copies, report (1964)
6318

reports (1964) 6293, 6441
print additional copies, report (1964)
6272

summary of provisions of H.R. 8363, as
agreed to by conferees (1964) 12260

code of Federal regulations (1961) 746, 9112,
10601, 12632-638, 14868; (1962) 2556-57,
5180-85, 7362-64, 9626, 17660, 21868;
(1963) 2379, 4910-16, 6428-29, 6583, 8247,

8374; (1964) 4710-13, 4845-46, 6665-68,
8570-73, 8807, 10538, 10688, 12549;
(1965) 779, 6190, 7669-73, 7830, 9123-25,
10830, 19701

code of 1939—
amend

—

law (1962) 23270
reports (1961) 18874; (1962) 19154,

21176, 21512; (1963) 4740; (1965) 17604

release of liability under bonds with re-

spect to installment obligations trans-
mitted at death

—

law (1964) 17428
reports (1964) 10206, 15784, 17614

code of 1954—
cross-references as of Jan. 1, 1962 (1962)
9414

dividend information, etc., authorize free
use of mails for reporting, hearing
(1965) 17728

documentary stamp tax regulations (1962)
11911

reacquisitions of real property, limit

amount of gain and prevent deduction
for bad debts

—

law (1964) 17428
reports (1964) 15784, 17614

code of 1964, amend

—

analysis of act (1961) 7274
description of interest equalization tax

(1963) 15336
digest of testimony, etc (1964) 10348
explanation of H.R. 11450 (1965) 17749
hearings (1961) 8981, 10520, 12510, 14463,

14730-731, 14755, 19160; (1962) 11459,
11659, 13677, 15436, 23413; (1963) 18962,
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Internal revenue—Continued
code of 1964, amend—Continued

hearings—Continued

20607; (lit64) 529, 14134; (1965) 14000,
15835
print additional copies, reports (1962)

9469. 11419
laws (1961) 8617, 12116, 14109, 18647,

18711, 187(56. 20520; (1962) 4887, 20857,
23170, 23192, 23234, 23258, 23263, 23270,
23276; (1963) 7823, 7828; (1964) 6183,
17343, 17398, 17421, 17429; (1965) 17435
print additional copies, report (1964)
6318

reports (1961) 7068, 7257, 8766, 8772, 8774,
8789, 8809-10, 8823, 10454, 10475, 12250,
12427, 14.594, 14614, 16710, 16814, 16958,
17070, 18827, 18861, 18871-873, 18916,
18920, 19122, 19124, 20555; (1962) 7072,
9302, 936.5, 13412, 153.50, 17248, 17297,
19150, 19154, 21030-31, 21060, 21075-76,
21113, 21175-176, 21188, 21415,
21474-475, 21505, 21512-513, 23357;
(1963) 4741, 4744-45, 6280, 17144, 17150;
(1964) 2075, 6293, 6302, 6441, 8317-18,
8335, 12047, 13946, 13962, 15701-702,
15724, 17592, 17615, 17748, 19579; (1965)
12122, 13925, 15681, 15957, 17604, 17618,
17660, 17670. 19222, 19242
print additional copies, reports (1962)

9264; (1963) 17142; (1964) 6272
statement (1963) 21148
summarv (1964) 4512
text (1961) 5759
unrelated business taxable income

—

law (1964) 15397
reports (1964) 8344, 14068

code of 1958, amend

—

laws (1963) 20434; (1964) 17412
reports (1963) 11851, 17286; (1964) 15700,

17616
cumulative bulletins 1957-60, index-digest

supplements (1962) 11912; (1965) 19698
decisions, weekly (1961) 3622; (1962) 4394;

(1963) 4245; (1964) 4094; (1965) 4004
depreciation guidelines and rules (1962)

15659.21860; (1964) 21371
1962 revision (remarks) (1962) 20358
tables for applying revenue procedure

(1962) 17659
Federal receipts for 1965 and 1966, esti-

mates (1965) 17752
Federal system, facts and problems, 1961

(1961) 8621
committee print, additional copies, report

(1963) 15365
internal revenue bulletin

—

semiannual cumulative (1961) 743; (1962)
676, 11913, 21862; (1963) 10321-322,
20754; (1964) 10682; (1965) 765-766,
11032

weekly (1961) 3322; (1962) 3956; (1963)
3795; (1964) 3603; (1965) .3517

procedure and administration, IRS looseleaf
regulations system (1961) 7552, 15000,
19457; (1963) 2374-75, 10326, 19351;
(1964) .3698, 4838-39, 8806, 10687, 12547,
15980, 19821; (1965) 769, 6371-72, 9301,
11034, 1445.3-454

refunds and credits of taxes, reports (1961)
.5609; (1963) 9837, 15184; (1964) 21168

tax effects of conducting foreign business
through foreign corporations (1962)
19199A

tax laws, and committee reports (1965) 766
tax legislation, digest (1963) 10322
tax rate extension act

—

hearings (1962) 13678
laws (1961) 12125; (1962) 167,34; (1964)

15384

Internal revenue—Continued
tax rate extension act—Continued
reports (1961) 10296, 10303, 10478; (1962)

13433, 13450, 15222, 15347, 15358; (1964)
12083, 12089, 13955, 14057

tax system, history (1961) 2068
taxation of exchanges, etc., of stock pur-

suant to antitrust decrees, amend code
of 1954, hearing (1961) 16865

see also Taxation

—

also names of certain
taxes, e.g. Income tax

—

also names of
items taxed.

Internal revenue agents, tax specialist and
professional accountant (1964) 850

Internal Revenue Service:
administration program (remarks) (1964)

7824
administrative changes, hearing (1963) 8102
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division

—

firearms laws enforcement guides (1965)
12569

laws enforced, guide for law enforcement
officers (1963) 5051; (1964) 14366

permissive activities relating to manufac-
ture and taxation of distilled spirits,
wine, beer, and tobacco products, GAO
review (1961) 12763

career opportunities

—

estate tax examiner (1964) 4834; (1965) 763
revenue agent (1964) 4840; (1965) 770
revenue officer (1964) 4841; (1965) 771
secretarial, in Washington, D.C. (1965)
6373

special agent (1964) 4842
tax technician (1964) 4844; (1965) 776

careers

—

civil service (1964) 4833; (1965) 4884
in tax work (1963) 2370; (1965) 762, 19697

Chief Council, nomination of Mitchell Rogo-
vin, hearing (1965) 4603

circulars (1962) 21859; (1963) 626; (1964)
6837

Commissioner, nominations of

—

Caplin, Mortimer M., hearing (1961) 5856
Cohen, Sheldon S. hearing (1965) 4603

conference and practice requirements, code
of Federal regulations (1962) 17660;
(1964) 10688

conversion to automatic data processing
(remarks) (1961) 21424

disposal of good serviceable furniture, due
to inadequate management action, GAO
report (1965) 14390

dividend and interest information required
on returns, free use of mails for report-
ing, hearing (1965) 17728

effective writing course designed to help

—

experienced writers and reviewers cure
writing weaknesses (1961) 20855; (1962)
21861

review writing principles, grammar, and
punctuation (1962) 675

excessive interest costs incurred on certain
income tax refunds, GAO report (1965)
10950

history, 1862-1962 (1963) 6.580

information guides (1964) 10314-320, 12248

investigations, obstruction, amend U.S. code,
reports (1962) 11404, 13432

IRS, and U.S. taxes, brief history (1963)
17.552

liquor laws and regulations for retail deal-
ers (1965) 767, 12570

looseleaf regulations system

—

employment tax (1961) 75.50, 14999; (1962)
19593; (1963) 12250, 1,5641; (1964) 3696,
48.36, 12.545, 15978; (1965) 3613, 6369
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Internal Revenue Service—Continued
looseleaf regulations system—Continued

estate and gift tax (1961) 14998; (1962)

2554; (1963) 15640; (1964) 853-854, 3695,

10686, 12544, 15977; (1965) 3612, 14452
excise taxes (1961) 7551, 19456. 20858;

(1962) 679-680, 2555, 9772, 17656, 19594,
23605-606; (1963) 629, 5055, 6.582, 8372,
10325, 12251, 14064-66, 1.5642, 17551;
(1964) 85.5-8.56, 2447, 3697, 4837, 12546,

15979; (1965) 768, .3614, 4887, 6370, 7829,

9299-9300, 16347, 18259-260
income tax (1961) 7549, 14997, 19455,
20856-857; (1962) 677-678, 2552-53, 5330,

7496, 9771, 13902-903, 17655, 21863-864,

23604; (1963) 627-628, 2372-73, 5052-54,

6581, 8371, 10323-324, 12249, 14062-63,

1.5637-639, 17550, 19349-350, 20755;
(1964) 851-852, 2446, 3694, 4835. 6839.
8803-6, 10684-685, 12542-543, 14367,

15975-976; (1965) 2257, 3611, 4885-86,
6367-68, 7827-28, 9296-98, 11033,
14450-451, 16346, 18255-258, 19699

procedure and administration (1961) 7552,

15000, 19457; (1962) 5331-32, 21865;
(1963) 2374-75, 10326, 19351; (1964) 3698,
4838-39, 8806, 10687, 12547, 15980,
19821; (1965) 769, 3615, 6371-72, 9301,
11034, 14453-454

national office, air travel authorized. GAO
review (1963) 591

news releases (1963) 4062; (1964) 3895; (1965)

3813
office automation

—

impact (1963) 12809
manpower implications in changeover

(1963) 18040
publications containing helpful tax informa-

tion, lists (1962) 24069; (1964) 1549

report, 1960—
departmental edition (1961) 741
document edition (1961) 363

report 1961

—

departmental edition (1962) 674
document edition (1962) 384

report, 1962—
departmental edition (1963) 2371
document edition (1963) 2025

report, 1963—
departmental edition (1964) 6838
document edition (1964) 6218

report, 1964

—

departmental edition (1965) 6366
document edition (1965) 5793

rules governing practice of attorneys and
agents (1964) 19002

ruling on filing return of organizations ex-
empt from income tax (1961) 5990

special enrollment examination, 1964, gener-
al information (1964) 10683

statistical studies, Treasury Dept. to make
available, report (1962) 21060

statistics of income, 1958-59. link of corpo-
ration data and census establishment
data (1964) 19306

technical information releases (1964) 14368;
(1965) 3984

travel, entertainment, and gift expenses

—

rules for deducting, and new 1963 record-
keeping rules for substantiation (1963)
6584

rules for deducting from income tax (1964)
2448

Internal Revenue Taxation Joint Committee:
cross-references within IRC as of Jan. 1.

1962 (1962) 9414
digest of testimony presented and state-

ments, with respect to the President's
tax recommendations (1962) 15287

Internal Revenue Taxation Joint Committee

—

Continued
estimates of Federal receipts for 1965 and

1966 (1965) 17752
excise tax

—

data (1965) 7497
reduction bill. Senate amendments, sum-
mary (1965) 12210

summary of recommendations for revi-

sions (1965) 8910
internal revenue code (1961) 5759
legislative history of United States tax con-

ventions through 1961 (1962) 4970
renegotiation report, extend time for filing

—

law (1961) 6941, 12111
report (1961) 10471

reports, see subjects.
summary of the President's 1963 tax mes-

sage (1964) 4514
tax cases decided by Supreme Court (1963)

9951
tax effects of conducting foreign business

through foreign corporations (1962)
19199A

Internal review guide, Army pamphlet (1964)
15267; (1965) 7150

Internal security, see Confidential material

—

National security.

International agencies, see International orga-
nizations.

International agreements:
atomic energy, cooperation, hearings (1965)

8727
commercial fisheries, marine resources, sport

fisheries, and wildlife, compilation (1965)

17916
conduct of Communist China (1963) 18934

in force, lists (1961) 6585; (1962) 6478; (1963)

5743; (1964) 5710; (1965) 5417
space programs, texts of executive agree-

ments, etc (1965) 15843
1963 (1964) 7800

treaties and other international agreements
(1961) 1538, 9793; (1962) 1857, 18512,
20331, 22859; (1963) 5745, 16613; (1964)
5711, 7800; (1965) 6944-45

see also subjects, names of countries, etc.

International agricultural development,
monthly newsletter to cooperators
(1965) 11036

International Agricultural Development Serv-
ice:

appropriations, 1965, Agriculture Dept.,

hearings (1964) 10286
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 10515

International Airport:
weather observations, hourly, decennial cen-

sus
Honolulu, Hawaii (1962) 18591
Los Angeles, Calif (1962) 16213
New York Citv (1962) 18583
Philadelphia. Pa (1962) 18585
Portland. Oreg (1962) 16221
San Antonio. Tex (1962) 18588
Tampa. Fla (1962) 18577

International animal feed symposium, papers
(1961) 588-591

International arbitration, see. Arbitration.
International Association of Governmental

Labor CMficials:

convention proceedings (1961) 19817; (1962)

15971; (1963) 10886; (1964) 7366; (1965)
9498

crucial role in improving labor legislation

(remarks) (1964) 16576
International Association of Industrial Acci-

dent Boards and Commissions, conven-
tion proceedings (1961) 21134; (1962)

18131; (1963) 12778; (1964) 16578
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International Association of Machinists, emer-
gency board reports (1961) 12578; (1964)

4653
International Association of Navigation Con-

gresses, see Permanent International
Association of Navigation Congresses.

International Association on Geological Study
of Deep Zones of Earth's Crust, 8th ses-

sion (1965) 7926
International Astronautical Federation:

meeting, report (1961) 5756
significance, accomplishments, etc., observa-

tions on scientific meetings and interna-

tional cooperation (1961) 10359
International Atomic Energy Agency:
application of safeguards to cooperation

agreement with Thailand (1965) 20101
atomic energy safeguards, application to

United States reactor facilities, agree-
ment (1962) 14646; (1964) 18984

General Conference, remarks by Glenn T.

Seaborg (1965) 1865
research projects supported by IAEA, num-

ber and type (1961) 9963
role in development of nuclear power, U.S.

viewpoint (remarks) (1963) 18609
role in development of standards for peace-

ful international atom (remarks) (1964)

21020
safeguards to U.S.-Japan cooperation agree-

ment (1963) 21133
small power projects, cooperative program

with AEC (1962) 14895
statute, amend

—

report (1962) 9425
text (1962) 7115; (1963) 9434

strengthening working relationships be-

tween nations (remarks) (1962) 20511
toward open scientific community (remarks)

(1962) 18753
U.S. participation, report 1959

—

departmental edition (1961) 5109
document edition (1961) 4021

U.S. participation, report 1960

—

departmental edition (1961) 20173
document edition (1961) 18785

U.S. participation, report 1961

—

departmental edition (1962) 20298
document edition (1962) 19031

U.S. participation, report 1962 (1964) 6211
U.S. policy, hearing (1962) 23287

International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development:

approval of International Development As-
sociation, articles of agreement (1961)
5112

articles of agreement, agree to amend-

hearing (1965) 13977
law (1965) 15474
reports (1965) 13956, 14040, 15659

capital stock, increase

—

hearing (1963) 15305
law (1964) 258
proposal, special report (1964) 277
reports (1963) 17104, 20599

print as House document, report (1963)
17126

increased flexibility of international mone-
tary institutions, etc., to meet changing
economic problems of changing world
(remarks) (1964) 19704

instrument for free-world growth (address)
(1962) 3489

new bond issues in U.S. market (1963) 12120
operation and policies, reports (1961) 5588;

(1964) 4432; (1965) ,5803

International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development—Continued

participation of United States, reports
(1961) 6970, 14155; (1962) 2314, 15094;
(1963) 9834, 17072-73; (1964) 12027,
17448; (1965) 7390

International Bank of Ex;onomic Collabora-
tion, multilateral accounts in converti-
ble rubles and organization, agreement
(1965) 2274

International Bank of Mutual Economic Coop-
eration, East European, translations
(1964) 9305

International bibliography on crime and delin-

quency (periodical) (1965) 3518
International Biomedical Research, 1st Na-

tional Institutes of Health International
Symposium (1964) 18815

International Boundary and Water Commis-
sion, United States and Mexico:

appropriations, 1964, supplemental, propos-
al (1964) 10358

appropriations, 1965, supplemental proposal
(1964) 19532

flood control works, joint construction, etc.,

conclusion of agreements

—

hearings (1964) 14000
law (1964) 17270
reports (1964) 13966, 15709

power activities, GAO review (1961) 12765
United States Section

—

improper use of funds appropriated for

operation and maintenance expenses,
GAO report (1965) 10956

review of financial condition and opera-
tion, fy 1963 and 1962, GAO report
(1965) 7780

unnecessary costs incurred in relocation

of highways at Amistad Dam project,

GAO report (1965) 7784
International boundary studies (1963)

20146-167; (1964) 7762-67, 9799-9800,
11622, 15099-101, 18958; (1965) 1644-46,

3044, 5393-95, 8309, 11717, 15060-62
International broadcasting service, see Voice

of America.
International Brotherhood of Teamsters,

Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers
of America:

emergency board report (1963) 391
local 863 pension fund, tax relief (1962)

16853, 19275, 23121
New York local 239, underworld control

—

hearings (1961) 8984
report (1962) 17221

relationship with Mine, Mill & Smelter
Workers, threat to national security

—

hearings (1962) 7227; (1964) 15811
print additional copies, report (1962)

7184
report (1964) 17883

teamsters local 815, union welfare-pension
funds diversion, hearings (1965) 19497

International Bureau for Protection of In-

dustrial Property:
participation of U.S., increase ceiling of

contribution

—

hearing (1963) 11898
law (1963) 15148
reports (1963) 13555, 13759

International Bureau of Education, statutes

(1963) 13075
International Business Machines Corporation,

bombing-navigational system compo-
nents manufactured by, cost in procure-
ment from General Motors AC Spark
Plug Division. GAO report (1965) 716
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International Business Operations Bureau:
international trade publications, checklist

(19fi2) 21873
oPKanization (address) (1961) 20861

International Castings Week, designate week
of May 6, 1962, report (1962) 11621

International Civil Aviation Organization:
Convention on International Civil Aviation,

amend, protocol (1963) 11923
report (1964) 423

council enlargement, protocol, report (1962)
7117

financing air navigation services in Green-
land, etc., agreement (1963) 16591

memberships, enlargement, protocol, text
(1961) 18994

protocol, agreement with other governments
(1963) 1539

International claims settlement act of 1949,

see Claims.
International classification of diseases, adapt-

ed for indexing hospital records by dis-

ease and operations (1963) 3289-90
International code signals, .see Signals.
International coffee agreement, 1962 (1962)

21255; (1963) 8107, 18969, 20478, 20484;
(1964) 6490, 6505, 9816, 17581; (1965)
4589, 4602, 8816, 10358, 10453, 17750

International Coffee Organization:
establish

—

hearing (1963) 8107
report (1963) 18969
text (1962) 21255

International commerce (periodical): (1962)

15014; (1963) 3797; (1964) 3605; (1965)
3520

index, quarterly (1964) 4848; (1965) 3521
supplements (1963) 14069, 15653, 17563-565;

(1964) 4865-66, 6861, 10690, 10707,
12557-559; (1965) 9304, 18266

International Commerce Bureau:
international business publications, check-

list (1963) 2380, 8422; (1964) 4847, 14369;
(1965) 2261, 14459

press releases (1963) 4064; (1964) 3897;
(1965)3814

International Commission for Supervision and
Control in Laos:

U.S. share in cost of operations

—

hearing (1964) 8380
law (1964) 17327
reports (1963) 13773; (1964) 13967, 15564

International Commission on Radiological
Units and Measurements:

recommendations for

—

clinical dosimetry (1963) 16417; (1964)

1491
evaluating radiological equipment, etc

(1963) 18186
physical aspects of irradiation (1964) 9632

radioactivity (1964) 3043, 5544
radiobiological dosimetry (1963) 11095
reports (1961) 4966; (1962) 24006; (1965)

1496

International Committee of Red Cross:
contribution by U.S.

—

hearing (1965) 12173
law (1965) 17423
reports (1965) 15974, 17638

international tracing service, administra-
tion, continue, agreements (1961) 15997

International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions (ICFTU):

directory (1964) 4870
structure and composition (1961) 7895

International Conference of Directors of Safe-
ty in Mines Research, proceedings (1962)
18195

International Conference on Conservation of
Fishery Resources, proposal, report
(1962) 21417

International Conference on Public Education:
recommendations (1962) 464; (1964) 597
23d meeting, summary (1961) 5931
25th meeting, recommendations (1963) 383

International (Conference on Safety of Life at
Sea, international regulations for pre-
venting collisions at sea, 1960, agree-
ment (1965) 16871

International conferences, etc., see Confer-
ences, congresses, etc.

International Congress of Africanists, Soviet
view of congress (1962) 12259

International Congress of Anthropological
and Elthnographical Society, 1st confer-
ence of organization committee (1962)
5962

International Congress on Education of the
Deaf:

proceedings

—

print as Senate document, reports (1964)
15680, 19475

report (1965) 4534
International Congress on Home Help Serv-

ices, proceedings (1965) 15153
International Congress on Problems of Burn

Sickness, 1st meeting (1962) 9899
International Convention for Prevention of

Pollution of Sea by Oil:

amendments, text (1963) 8025
ratification, report (1963) 20540
text (1963) 20517

International Convention on Safety of Life at
Sea:

1958, agreement with Mexico (1962) 10682
1960 rules and regulations, implementing

—

hearings (1965) 12189, 19487
law (1965) 15469
reports (1962) 11489; (1965) 12103, 14101
text (1962) 21248

International cooperation:
American Republics in partnership, 75 years

of international cooperation (1965)
13283

and problems of transfer and adaptation
(1963) 2442

Antarctica, U.S. policy (1964) 19447
atom and international cooperation (ad-

dress) (1965) 18955
economic cooperation series (1961) 6556;

(1962) 3489
financial, meeting (remarks) (1964) 20860
importance for world peace (1961) 13203
international cooperation and organization

for outer space, study (1965) 17758
print as Senate document, report (1965)

15946
social welfare and social development activi-

ties, contribution of Welfare Adminis-
tration (1963) 20250

solutions to problems facing world's patent
systems (remarks) (1965) 20010

see also International exchanges.
International Cooperation Administration:

abolish

—

draft legislation (1961) 18943
reports (1961) 14395, 16663, 18835

biographic register (1961) 5103
Brazil, assistance program, GAO review

(1961) 19395
counterpart funds and foreign currency ac-

counts (1961) 3324; (1962) 3728
economic and technical assistance program,

GAO examination reports

—

Iran (1961) 12755
Korea GAO review (1962) 21804
Thailand (1961) 17320
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International Cooperation Administration

—

Continued
field staff, foreign service list (1961) 3598;

(1962) 3886
health summary (1961) 3325; (1962) 3930
negotiation and administration of selected

construction and technical service, con-
tracts, GAO review (1961) 7511

operations reports (1961) 3327, 5771; (1962)
4152

print as document, reports (1961) 7073,
7215

procurement information bulletin (1961)
3329

technical assistance to less developed coun-
tries, proposed outline for study (1961)
9284

Training Materials Service, information
(1961) 4339

International Cooperation Year:
5-cent commemorative postage stamp (post-

er) (1965) 11616
general information (1965) 15063
observance, expressing sense of Congress,

reports (1965) 12287, 13882
programs for, 1965 (1964) 11623, 21880

International Council of Scientific Unions:
amend act, concerning United States contri-

butions

—

hearing (1965) 12174
law (1965) 13808
reports (1965) 13872, 14087

International Court of Justice, juridical ques-
tions during 1959, USSR study (1961)
927

International Development Agency:
AID and universities, strengthening part-

nership (1964) 12561
AID-financed awards (1963) 3431; (1964) 3227
AID in summary (1965) 9305
AID program, general information (1964)

15989
Administrator, nomination of David E. Bell,

hearing (1963) 4776
and U.S. voluntary agencies, growing part-

nership (1963) "12259

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 19143
report (1961) 19054

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 21528
law (1962) 23272
reports (1962) 21074, 21456

appropriations, 1964—
hearings (1964) 2229
law (1964) 1985
reports (1964) 2069, 2098-99, 2103, 2220

assistance to CENTC) for rail link between
Turkey and Iran, GAO follow-up exami-
nation (1965) 9225

biographic register (1962) 12704, 24091;
(1964) 1595

budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 14163,
16626

budget, 1963, amendments (1962) 13367,
16841

commodity code book (1964) 12564
community development abstracts (1964)

21374
contract operations. Research, Evaluation

and Planning Assistance Staff

—

hearings (1962) 21209; (1963) 288
reports (1962) 21085, 21118

Cooley Fund lending under AID (1962) 11916
corn grant to United Arab Republic, GAO

report (1965) 14397
counterpart funds and foreign currency ac-

counts (1962) 11917; (1963) 3569; (1964)
3384

International Development Agency—Continued
disparities in transporting overseas person-

nel to and from work, GAO report (1965)
14388

donable surplus property program, hearings
(1965) 17927

donating flour instead of wheat, unnecessary
cost, GAO report (1965) 6308

economic

—

and technical assistance program for Ko-
rea, GAO review (1962) 21804

development projects for assistance to

C-entral Treaty Organization Agency,
State Dept., GAO report on examination
(1964) 8712

establish

—

draft legislation (1961) 18943
reports (1961) 14395, 16663

print additional copies, report (1961)
18835

failure to effectively utilize excess U.S.
owned foreign currencies to pay interna-
tional air travel ticket costs being paid
in dollars, GAO report (1965) 10953

field staff. Foreign Service list (1962) 14602,

22815; (1963) 1510, 3340; (1964) 3524;

(1965) 3437
foreign affairs personnel, transfer to unified

system

—

hearings (1965) 15802
reports (1965) 15728, 17599

foreign currencies, U.S.-owned, additional
income possible by obtaining more equi-

table rates of interest, (jAO report
(1965) 18187

guaranties under foreign assistance act of

1961, opinion of Attorney General (1963)
19773

improper

—

payment of port charges on shipments to

Colombia of food donated by U.S., GAO
report (1965) 10955

retention of dollar collections on loans
made by corporate Development Loan
Fund, GAO report (1965) 6272

ineffective utilization of excess personal
property in foreign assistance program,
GAO report (1965) 7774

Investment Guaranties Division, report,
quarterly

—

applications in process (1963) 4129; (1964)
3957

investment guaranties issued (1963) 4128
investment guaranties, specific risk, issued

through June 1963, report (1963) 15656
loan authorizations, etc.

—

semiannual reports (1963) 9834, 17072;
(1964) 12027

operations reports (1962) 11918; (1963) 3996;
(1964) 3823; (1965) 3741

opportunities for health workers overseas
(1961) 20865

participant training for development pro-

grams of cooperating countries (1963)
12262

personnel administration and operations

—

hearings (1964) 4569
report (1964) 4520

print as Senate document, report (1964)
4538

press releases (1965) 3815
principles of foreign economic assistance

(1963) 19361
procurement information bulletin (1962)

3593; (1963) 3432
program operations appropriations, 1962

hearings (1961) 16828
projects, by country and field of activity,

1962 (1963) 10346
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International Development Agency—Continued
questionable aspects of budget-support

loans made to Government of Ecuador,
GAO report (1965) 9242

report on foreign assistance program,
1964—

departmental edition (1965) 14461
document edition (1965) 13824

reports on implementation of Humphrey
amendment to Foreign assistance act of

1961 (1964) 10355, 21219
print as Senate document, report (1964)

19574
social progress trust fund administered by

Inter-American Development Bank, addi-
tional interest cost to United States
because of premature release of funds,
GAO report (1965) 6253

Spanish program, modification of counter-
part deposit requirement (1962) 24099

storv of AID (1962) 19599
telephone directory (1965) 1648, 8312, 13286,

15066
United States missions, housing, building,

and planning, bibliography (1963) 15626;
(1964) 18156

unnecessary dollar costs incurred in financ-
ing purchases of commodities produced
in Brazil, Agency for International De-
velopment, GAO report (1965) 6311

U.S. overseas loans and grants and assist-

ance from international organizations,
obligations and loan authorizations,
July 1, 1945-June 30, 1963, report (1965)
2264

winning cold war, U.S. ideological offensive,

hearings (1964) 8382
International development and securitv act,

hearings (1961) 14462, 14733
International Development Association:
appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 19143
law (1961) 20510
reports (1961) 18828, 18921, 19054

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 19169, 21528
law (1962) 23272
reports (1962) 21074, 21456

articles of agreement with other countries,
text (1961) 5112

foreign assistance appropriations

—

hearings (1965) 12156, 17905
law (1964) 21126; (1965) 19149
reports (1964) 13950, 13952, 19582; (1965)

15758
foreign operations appropriations, hearings

(1963) 18918; (1964) 12117, 19588
operation and policies, Apr. 1, 1958-Mar. 31,

1960 (1961) 5588
operations, Apr. 1960-Mar. 1962 (1964) 4432
operations, Apr. 1, 1962-June 30, 1964 (1965)

5803
participation of United States

—

increase resources

—

hearings (1964) 530, 2107, 8371
reports (1964) 514, 8339, 10236
statement of Secretary of Treasurv Dil-

lon (1964) 1640
semiannual reports (1961) 14155; (1962)

2314, 15094; (1963) 9834, 17072-17073;
(1964) 12027, 17448; (1965) 7390

program operations appropriations, 1962,
hearings (1961) 16828

resources, increase, authorize

—

hearing (1964) 4491
law (1964) 12005
proposal, special report (1963) 20454
reports (1964) 4460, 6290

International Dimensions of Education Confer-
ence, see Ideals of American Freedom
and International Dimensions of Educa-
tion Conference.

International Educational and Cultural Af-
fairs, Advisory (Commission on, see Advi-
sory Commission on International Edu-
cational and Cultural Affairs.

International exchanges:
agreement with

—

Iraq (1963) 20179
Rumania (1963) 13085
USSR (1962) 22842; (1964) 15118

agriculture delegation to USSR, report, 1963
(1964) 14173

American studies, abroad, report (1963)
18374

educational & cultural

—

diplomacy (1962) 3494, 24095; (1964) 3145
exchange-of-persons programs (1961) 6564,

15992, 20172; (1963) 14709
beacon of hope, sequel (1963) 18375;

(1965) 3

exchange program

—

annual report, July 1, 1960-June 30,

1961 (1963) 1514
special report on American studies
abroad (1963) 15186

special study of effectiveness, report
(1963) 9836

State Dept. program (1963) 18327
educational

—

exchange program in Italy, experiment in

international understanding (1964)
11616

selected bibliography (1961) 19235
foreign visitor programs. State Dept., objec-

tives, etc (1964) 7768
International Teacher Development Pro-

gram, report, 1961-62 (1963) 20637
Mutual educational and cultural exchange

act of 1961—
analysis (1961) 7274
hearings (1961) 8981, 14463; (1962) 13514
law (1961) 18647
reports (1961) 12427, 18872, 20555

plans for visiting professionals from foreign
countries (1963) 13022

teacher exchange programs (1964) 15859;
(1965) 18015

U.S. exchange program, teacher and scholar
abroad, Ist-person reports (1965) 4786

United States cultural and artistic ex-

changes, hearings (1964) 2112
United States student and leader exchanges,

hearings (1964) 2112
see also subjects.

International Exposition for Southern Califor-
nia, 1966:

recognition

—

law (1962) 18985
report (1961) 17079; (1962) 17029

International Ebcposition for Southern Califor-
nia, 1968:

recognition

—

law (1964) 17355
reports (1964) 17519, 17729

International fairs, see Fairs.
International Federation for Documentation,

work on 29th conference, Sept. 30-Oct. 6,

1963 (1964) 16282
International Federation of 'Automatic Con-

trol:

topics for discussion (1962) 7808
work of 1st Congress, June 27-Julv 7, 1961

(1962) 2626
International Federation of Christian Trade

Unions, directory (1963) 15657
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International Federation of Free Trade
Unions, conspiracies against African
and Arab workers, Egyptian study
(1961) 1008

International Federation of Teachers' Trade
Unions, trade-unionism in service of

Soviet policy (1961) 4436
International Finance Corporation:

articles of agreement, agree to amend-
ments

hearing (1965) 13977
law (1965) 15474
reports (1965) 13956, 14040, 15659

charter, amendment to permit investment in

capital stock, agreement (1962) 6475
hearings (1961) 10339, 14734
law (1961) 18586
reports (1961) 10309, 14695

operation and policies, Apr. 1, 1958-Mar. 31,

1960 (1961) 5588
operations (1964) 4432; (1965) 5803
participation of United States, semiannual

reports (1961) 6970, 14155; (1962) 2314,
15094; (1963) 9834, 17072-73; (1964)
12027, 17448; (1965) 7390

International flight information manual (1963)

9643; (1964) 11811; (1965) 13440
amendments (1963) 4427, 14927, 18527; (1964)

4270, 15248, 20976
International food and raw materials reserve

(1961) 10452
International Geophysical Year, 1957-58:
atmospheric ozone, results of IGY work,

USSR conference reports and result

(1962) 12092
aurorae and airglow

—

articles (1964) 13262
data reduction for stable auroral red arcs
observed at Rapid City, S. Dak (1965)
9771

research, results (1964) 9621, 13263
bibliography

—

of Russian literature, 1960 (1963) 7296
USSR IGY World Data Center Bl (1965)
5233

daily aerological cross sections pole to pole
along meridian 75''W (1962) 22903; (1963)
7506, 9492, 14778; (1965) 11787

geographic distribution of clear sky over
regions of Northern Hemisphere, USSR
study (1965) 12629

geomagnetic and ionospheric disturbances
symposium, articles (1961) 4947

Hungarian participation (1962) 15866
low frequency power spectrum of cosmic-ray

variations (1963) 9170
meteorological research, results, USSR con-

ference (1961) 2398
monthly mean aerological cross-sections,

pole to pole along meridian 75°W (1961)
20247

radar observations of meteors, program
(1961) 15821

results, USSR study (1961) 7719
rockets, upper atmosphere research, infor-

mation of Soviet IGY committee (1961)
19639

scientist's work in Antarctica, USSR study
(1963) 20823

Soviet IGY information bulletin, selected
translations (1961) 2591

stratospheric research in USSR, using me-
teorological rockets during Internation-
al Geophysical cooperation period (1965)
4938

terrestrial magnetism, Hungarian summary
of IGY, findings (1962) 7603

USSR atmospheric observations (1963)
12365

International Geophysical Year, 1957-58—Con.

world weather maps (1963) 20244; (1964)
5758, 7842, 9880, 11688, 13527-528;
(1965) 8364-66, 9996-97, 11790-791

International Hod Carriers' Building & Com-
mon Laborers' Union of America, status
of pension plan (1962) 20789, 21304

International Home Loan Bank, establish,
hearings (1964) 4490

International Ice Patrol (1963) 11678
International Indian Ocean Elxpedition:
Azov and Black Sea Research Institute of

Marine Fisheries and Oceanography,
summary of work (1964) 7170

International Meteorological Centre, agree-
ment with India (1963) 11301

ocean survey ship, USC&GSS Pioneer (1964)
6110

International Institute for Unification of Pri-

vate Law, charter (1965) 20090
International labor (periodical) (1963) 15658;

(1964) 3607; (1965) 3523
International Labor Affairs Bureau, operating

programs, outline (1963) 17567
International Labor Conference:

article (1962) 23939
International Labor Organization:
conference in Geneva

—

appoint delegates to attend, report (1964)
10235

appoint House delegates to attend, report
(1963) 11812

U.S. participation, hearings (1963) 20498;
(1964) 19504

constitution, amendment, acceptance by
U.S.—

hearing (1963) 9932
law (1963) 15144
reports (1963) 11949, 13557, 20173

conventions, etc., adopted, text (1961) 4019,
6994; (1962) 11312, 21251; (1963) 20457,
20526; (1964) 1994

recommendations (1965) 1979
general information (1964) 5442
Peace Corps, agreement (1964) 3153
recommendations and convention adopted at

conferences, text (1961) 6994; (1962)
11312, 21251; (1963) 20457, 20526

U.S. participation

—

hearings (1964) 2112, 6354; (1965) 19307
interim report, hearing (1964) 19503

women, equal pay in member nations (1964)
5768

International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union:

health center anniversary medal

—

law (1964) 265
report (1963) 18848; (1964) 458

International language for aviation, review of

Air Force sponsored research, 1952-61
(1962) 16323

International law:
and communication satellites, USSR study

(1965) 6438
concerning Guantanamo Naval Base, Cuban

study (1962) 18072
digests (1963) 14705; (1964) 5697; (1965)

1640, 13278
Dominican situation and international law

(address) (1965) 15232
information for military lawyers (1963) 107;

(1964) 19207
questions before International Court during

1959, USSR study (1961) 927
sovereign immunity, policy research study

(1964) 11625
Soviet Union and right of self-determination

(1963) 16175
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International law—Continued
State Dept. publications, list (1962) 3491
studies, criminal jurisdiction over visiting

Armed Forces (1965) 18679
studies, 1959-60 (1962) 6870
see also Maritime law.

International Law, Private, Hague Conference
on, see Hague Conference on Private
International Law.

International Lead and Zinc Study Group,
report on 7th session (1964) 10319

International Load Line Convention:
proposal

—

report (1962) 21258
text (1962) 21246

International Longshoremen's and Warehouse-
men's Union-Pacific Maritime Associa-
tion, dental program, report of first 3

years (1962) 8611
International Meteorological Centre, establish

at Bombay, agreement (1963) 11301
International Meteorological Satellite Work-

shop, proceedings, Nov. 13-22, 1961
(1962) 12510

International Monetary and Financial Prob-
lems, National Advisory Council on, see
National Advisory Council on Interna-
tional Monetary and Financial Prob-
lems.

International Monetary Fund:
acquisition and conveyance of property by

GSA—
hearing (1962) 15261
law (1962) 16778
reports (1962) 15226, 17179

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 19169, 21528
law (1962) 23272
reports (1962) 21074, 21173, 21456

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 12305
report (1965) 12152

Bretton Woods agreements act, amend

—

hearing (1963) 15305
law (1964) 258
report, print as House document report

(1963) 17126
reports (1963) 17104, 20599
to increase U.S. quota
hearings (1965) 7480, 10681
law (1965) 10366
message from the President (1965) 5831
proposal (1965) 10576
reports (1965) 8788, 8809, 10646

amendments

—

hearings (1962) 9375, 11661
law (1962) 15077
reports (1962) 9303, 11631
statement (1962) 9641

economic program to promote international
expansion, etc. (remarks) (1964) 19009

extending and improving svstem (address)
(1965) 18810

importance to world monetary stability and
economic growth (text of address) (1961)
20237

increased international cooperation, flexibil-

ity of monetary institutions and ar-

rangements, etc., benefits to be derived
(remarks) (1964) 19704

increases in quotas, proposal, special report
(1965) 7399

international monetarv reform, guidelines

—

hearings (1965) 1745"l

report (1965) 17450
international payments, imbalances, and

need for strengthening international
financial arrangements

—

hearings (1961) 14128
report (1961) 16612

International Monetary Fund—Continued
loans, appropriation, supplemental, proposal

(1962) 1.5099

monetarv matters, observations (address)
(1965) 12444

operations and policies, Apr. 1, 1958-Mar.
31, 1960 (1961) 5588

operations

—

Apr. 1960-Mar. 1962 (1964) 4432
Apr. 1, 1962-June 30, 1964 (1965) 5803

participation of United States-
loans to strengthen international mone-
tary system

—

hearings (1962) 9375, 11661
law (1962) 15077
reports (1962) 9303, 11631
statement (1962) 9641

semiannual reports (1961) 6970, 14155;
(1962) 2314, 15094; (1963) 9834. 17072-73;
(1964) 12027; (1965) 7390

progress made in strengthening internation-
al monetarv system (remarks) (1962)
20357

special borrowing arrangements, message
from the President (1962) 7085

International negotiations on ending nuclear
weapons tests, Sept. 1961-Sept. 1962
(1962) 22985

International notams, notice to airmen service
(1961) 3138; (1962) 3958; (1963) 3798;
(1964) 3608; (1965) 3524

International Organization Affairs Bureau,
structure and functions, hearing (1961)
10348

International organization and conference se-

ries, see listings under State Depart-
ment in the monthly issues.

International Organization of Masters, Mates,
and Pilots, Local 14, emergency board
report (1962) 2416

International organizations:
activities in which U.S. participates, investi-

gation

—

authorization, report (1961) 5648
expenses, report (1961) 5676

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 19143
law (1961) 20510
reports (1961) 18828, 18921, 19054

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 21528
law (1962) 23272
reports (1962) 21074. 21546

assistance for foreign aid, obligations and
commitments, report 1945-60 (1961)
17352

assistance to foreign countries, obligations
and loan authorizations, July 1,

1945-June 30, 1963 (1965) 2264
field staffs of U.S. mission, Foreign Service

list (1964) 3524; (1965) 3437
foreign assistance from, obligations and

loan authorizations, July 1, 1945-June
30, 1962 (1965) 2263

foreign debts owed U.S. (iovernment & cer-

tain international organizations, Dec.

31, 1962 (1965) 2262
foreign operations appropriations, 1962

hearings (1961) 16828
foreign operations appropriations, 1964,

hearings (1963) 18918
foreign operations appropriations, 1965,

hearings (1964) 12117
general information (1963) 13072
ILO, FAO, WHO, UNESCO, nations working

together to bring successful conclusion
to necessarv experiment in international
cooperation (address) (1962) 8300
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International organizations—Continued
immunities act, amend rel. to European

Space Research Organization, report
(1965) 19225

international organization and conference
series (1965) 8.310-11, 11718-719, 13284,
1.5063, 18778, 20088

legislation, amend

—

hearings (1963) 11898; (1965) 15804
law (1965) 17402
reports (1964) 2183; (1965) 14039, 15675,

15756
private, nonprofit American, overseas pro-

grams, survev of activities, report
(1965) 10489

public, USSR handbook (1963) 6868
scientific, library, documentation, and infor-

mation services guide (1963) 5464
staffing, report of Advisory Committee on

International Organizations (1963)
20168

United States contributions (1961) 18781;
(1962) 16836; (1963) 18801; (1964) 19441;
(1965) 15.534

United States missions, field staffs. Foreign
Service Hst (1963) 1510, 3340

United States participation and contribu-
tions through lOAB, hearing (1961)
10348

International Pacific Halibut Commission:
offices, authorize construction

—

law (1965) 17426
report (1965) 14049

International Passamaquoddy Fisheries
Board, scientific report (series) (1961)
6067; (1964) 8620

International Patent Office Workshop on In-

formation Retrieval, proceedings (1963)
5666-67

International payments, see Finance.
International payments and credit in foreign

trade, USSR (1962) 17975
International politics, see International rela-

tions.

International postal service:

agreement with Thailand (1963) 1519
directory of international mail (1961) 3521,

13621; (1962) 3766; (1963) 3606, .5671;

(1964) .3426; (1965) 3316, 9840
international mail, general information

(1961) 6485, 13622, 17780; (1963) 3255;
(1964) .5631

postal convention agreement with Canada
(1961) 13698

International Printing Week, designate, re-

ports (1962) 21405; (1964) 2221
International Programs Bureau, international

trade publications, checklist (1962)
21873

International Publishers Congress:
17th recognition and assistance

—

law (1964) 10141
reports (1964) 4551, 6333

International Radio and Television Organiza-
tion report of Berlin conference of 4th
study group, Polish report (1961) 17451

International Radio Consultative Committee,
report 322, numerical representation,
high frequency atmospheric radio noise
data (1965) 16747

International Red Cross:
commemorative stamp, dedication (remarks)

(1963) 21070
>5-cent commemorative postage stamp (post-

er) (1963) 20022
International relations:

activities in Africa of U.S. organizations,
hearings (1961) 12346

International relations—Continued
adaptation of U.S. tax system to interna-

tional tax rules (remarks) (1962) 24128
advancing in fishing industry, USSR study

(1963) 14127
Africa, U.S. operations report (1963) 8021

print as Senate document, reports (1963)
6273, 7918

Albania-U.S., resume diplomatic relations,
editorial (1962) 2977

alliance for progress (address) (1961) 9767
America as a great power (address) (1964)

11620
American intervention in Dominican Repub-

lic prevents all-out bloodbath (1965)
12690

American labor's role (address) (1962) 12324
American policy in international affairs

(1964) 9999
and domestic topics, North Vietnam, trans-

lations (1961) 4597
Antarctica, U.S. policy and international

cooperation (1964) 19447
Arab world and U.S. foreign policy (1962)

6630
aspects of Communist political warfare (re-

marks) (1961) 7156
print as Senate document, report (1961)
7216

Berlin, Germany, sense of U.S. Congress to

defend rights and freedom, reports
(1962) 21156, 21161, 21523

Berlin in changing Europe, U.S. policies,

report (1963) 4774
Brazil and U.S. policies, report (1962) 7215
Canada and United States, principles for

partnership (1965) 16868
changing patterns in world affairs, inter-

view with Secretary of State Dean Rusk
(1963) 1511

code of Federal regulations (1961) 6006;
(1962) 9625; (1963) 4909; (1964) 6664;
(1965) 6184

cold war

—

Laos, hot spot (1962) 12981
menace, use of military personnel and fa-

cilities to arouse the public

—

hearings (1961) 19149
print additional copies, report (1961)

19130
Swedish study (1962) 3135

Communist China, selected articles (1961)
934

Communist countries, why U.S. treatment
differs (address) (1964) 9806

Communist offensives, methods of combat-
ting (address) (1964) 7761

Congo policy of U.S. (1962) 3486, 6631
hearing (1963) 9934

Cuba, United States policies

—

law (1962) 20908
reports (1962) 21110, 21416

dangers of nostalgia (address) (1965) 8308
De Gaulle-Adenauer pact (1963) 7129
De Gaulle's policies, Aleksander Kawalkow-

ski's article (1963) 8806
diplomatic history, etc., State Dept. publica-

tions, list (1962) 3491
disarmament

—

composition of disarmament forum, memo-
randum (1962) 4576

general and complete

—

in peaceful world, principles that should
govern negotiations (1962) 4576

measures contributing to, Soviet memo-
randum (1962) 4580

importance of arms control and disarma-
ment in U.S. foreign policy (1962) 4579
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International relations—Continued
disarmament—Continued

increase prospects of success at new nego-
tiations, text of message from the Presi-
dent and Harold MacMillan to Nikita
Khrushchev (1962) 10955

negotiations, joint statement of agreed
principles (1962) 4575
McCloy-Zorin exchange of letters (1962)
4577

negotiations, US-USSR joint resolution
submitted to United Nations (1962) 4597

new disarmament plans and measures, text
of message from the President to

Khrushchev (1962) 10958, 14803
new plans and measures, messages from
Khrushchev to the President and Harold
MacMillan (1962) 10957

U.S. proposal, excerpts from the Presi-
dent's UN General Assembly address
(1962) 4578

disarmament and nuclear testing, excerpts
from President's press conference

—

Feb. 7, 1962 (1962) 10953
Feb. 14, 1962 (1962) 10959

documents on aspects of exploration and use
of outer space, 1954-1962, staff report
(1963) 9960

educational and cultural

—

affairs, national effort (1961) 15993
exchange

opportunities (1963) 14709
programs (1961) 6564, 15992, 20172
annual report, July 1, 1960-June 30,

1961 (1963) 1514
educational materials, periodicals related to

understanding, annotated list (1963) 374,
10069

effects on U.S. policy of political, economic,
etc., trends in Japan (1961) 5865

evolution of rising responsibility (address)
(1965)8311

five goals of U.S. foreign policy (1963) 13233
food for peace, use of America's abundance

(1963) 8423
food in relation to foreign trade and foreign

policy (address) (1962) 8829
for commanders, this changing world (1961)

13817, 16161, 17988-992, 20341; (1962)
142-144, 1999-2000, 4572-73, 6629-31,
8913, 10946-947, 12980-981, 14801-802,
16343-345, 18675, 20474-476, 22982-983;
(1963) 97, 1789-91, 4434-35, 5906-7,
7661-62, 9646, 11528-529, 13232-233,
14934, 16819-820, 18535-537, 20318-319;
(1964) 91-92, 1758, 3517, 4276-77,
5934-37, 8022, 9997-99, 11831-832, 13667,
15258-260, 17031-32, 19199, 20984-985;
(1965) 148-150, 1817, 3430, 4233-34, 5584,
7135-38, 8508-9, 10141-142, 11895-896,
13444-445, 15232, 17037-.38, 18930-932

foreign affairs excerpts from state of the
Union message (1961) 6562; (1963) 7434

foreign affairs outline (series) (1964) 13462,
20820; (1962) 24094; (1963) 7435, 9395;
(1965) 3041

foreign business investments in United
States (1962) 20530

foreign economic policies of administration
(address) (1961) 8582

foreign economic policy

—

basic reexamination, hearings (1962) 4891
report (1962) 4890
study (1962) 353

foreign labor market policies, lessons (1964)
15813

foreign policy

—

and operations, report, 1961 (1962) 7111
print as document, reports (1962) 7057,
7191

International relations—Continued
foreign policy—Continued
briefs (1961) 3597; (1962) 3885; (1963)

3725; (1964) 3523; (1965) 3436
developments, 1961, highlights (1962)

14603
guidelines (address) (1965) 15056
of British Labor Party, Soviet view (1965)

11110
of United States

—

addresses (1961) 17594, 21377; (1962)
1834

American foreign policy, current docu-
ments (1961) 6554; (1962) 14594; (1963)
14702; (1964) 11614; (1965) 15051

anatomy of decisions (address) (1965)

20086
five goals, security, progress, etc (1962)
23816; (1963) 13067

formulation and administration, hear-
ings (1961) 8983

how it is made, etc (1961) 15989
investigation, extension, reports (1964)

4544, 6443
major issues (address) (1961) 11578
operations abroad, ambassadors role

and print as Senate document, report
(1963) 17288
problem of coordination, study (1963)

15385, 18967
Soviet bloc developments, implications,
hearings (1964) 8381

State Department bulletin (1962) 3757;

(1963) 3594; (1964) 3414; (1965) 3304
studies, compilation (1961) 7161

print as Senate document, report
(1961) 5727

toward Cuba (1964) 11621, 11832
operations, etc., investigation

—

authorization, report (1961) 5648
expenses, report (1961) 5676

operations, etc., through lOAB, hearing
(1961) 10348

practice (address) (1962) 18466
study

—

authorization, reports (1961) 4069;

(1962) 5026; (1963) 2082, 6244; (1965)
4540, 4552

expenses, reports (1961) 5784; (1964)
4472

foreign relations of U.S., diplomatic
papers

—

American Republics

—

departmental editions (1961) 11571;
(1962) 16176; (1963) 1509, 11296; (1964)
3143; (1965) 6923, 11711

document editions (1961) 10198; (1962)
15085; (1963) 219, 9815; (1964) 1989;
(1965) 5792, 10373

Berlin or Potsdam Conference, 1945

—

departmental edition (1961) 9765
document edition (1961) 8626

British Commonwealth and Europe, 1944

—

departmental edition (1965) 13280
document edition (1965) 12039

British Commonwealth, Eastern Europe,
Far East, 1943—
departmental edition (1964) 1596
document edition (1964) 275

China, 1943—
departmental edition (1962) 10670
document edition (1962) 9165

conferences at Cairo and Tehran, 1943

—

departmental edition (1961) 13675
document edition (1961) 12151

departmental edition (1963) 20144
document edition (1963) 18794
Europe, 1942

—

departmental editions (1961) 11572;
(1962) 14601; (1964) 13463
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International relations—Continued
foreign policy—Continued

Europe, 1942—Continued
document editions )1061) 10199; (1962)

13333; (1964) 12016
Far East, 1941—
departmental edition (1962) 12705
document edition (1962) 11290

Near East and Africa

—

departmental editions (1963) 13066;
(1964) 11619

document editions (1963) 11735; (1964)
10153

Near East, South Asia, and Africa, Far
East, 1944—
departmental edition (1965) 11712
document edition (1965) 10374

price lists (1962) 1765; (1963) 11224; (1964)
16827; (1965) 20020

foreign scientific policy coordination, staff

study (1963) 6202
Foreign Service and panorama of change

(address) (1961) 15991
foul play in cold war, Danish writer's report

(1961) 13126
foundations of world partnership, U.S. poli-

cy, reappraisement (address) (1961)
13676

fresh look at formulation of foreign policy
(remarks) (1961) 9766

general foreign policy series (1961) 2717,
5105-7, 6560-62, 9766, 11574-576, 13676-

679, 15988-991, 17832; (1962)
3491, 10671, 14603, 18465-466, 22816;
(1963) 1511, 7434, 9398, 11297, 13067,
20145; (1964) 3144, 7761, 9796, 11620,
20819; (1965) 1643, 5391-92, 8307-8,
15056-58, 16868, 20085-86

Geneva test ban negotiations

—

history and analysis (1961) 21381
history of political and technical develop-

ment, etc (1961) 2717
United States note to USSR on resump-

tion of conference (1962) 4593
geodetic operations in U.S. and in other

areas through international coopera-
tion, 1960-62 (1963) 13332

German foreign policy documents

—

3d Reich, 1st phase (1963) 3339
war years (1961) 9763; (1962) 24092; (1965)

1641
Germany, documents, 1944-61 (1962) 2366,

9490
highway robber diplomats, USSR article

(1961) 4382
how foreign policy is made (1965) 20085
human rights and struggle against world

poverty, international implications (lec-

ture) (1965) 7837
ideological effort through Government agen-

cies and programs, study (1964) 12132
ideological operations and foreign policy,

report (1964) 10228
importance in international water transpor-

tation (remarks) (1964) 21301
importance of U.S. economy and education

in world leadership (address) (1965)
13701

international educational, cultural and re-

lated activities for African countries
south of Sahara (1961) 20171

international information and cultural se-

ries (1961) 6564, 15992-993, 20172; (1962)
3494-95, 24095; (1963) 1514, 14709,
18327; (1964) 3145, 7768; (1965) 5396,
9941

international politics, bibliography (1961)
3600; (1962) 3960

International relations—Continued
international stability and progress, Air

Force Academy Assembly, final report,
1959(1961)3726

investigations and studies, U.S. foreign poli-
cy, authorization, report (1962) 2354

Khrushchev speech of Jan. 6, 1961, analysis,
testimony of Stefan T. Possony (1961)
16872

hearing (1961) 12520
print as Senate document, report (1961)
20610

Labor Department role (address) (1961) 9396
language and area study programs in Amer-

ican universities, directory (1962) 22818
Latin America and United States policies,

report on study mission (1962) 9422
print as Senate document, report (1962)
9437

Latin America, United States relations, re-

gional and other documents (1962) 7092
Latin American comments on current politi-

cal events (1964) 7265
laws and related material, collection (1961)

7155
leadership and relationships in international

worker movement, problems (1962) 17848

left-wing Japanese views on world situation
(1961) 13341

legislation on foreign relations

—

collection (1962) 9491; (1963) 10011; (1964)
12266; (1965) 8989

compilation, print as document, report
(1961) 5835

Lenin on peaceful coexistence of capitalism
and socialism (1961) 1042

Libya, mutual security in action, fact sheet
(1961) 21378

look at some major world problems (inter-

view) (1965) 4233
making of foreign policy, interview with

Secretary of State Rusk (1964) 9796
making the world safe for diversity (ad-

dress) (1964) 15260, 17031
major financial aspects of international de-

velopment act (statement) (1961) 13714
medical, Hungarian participation (1962)

15850
Middle East, U.S. policies and programs, etc

(1964) 18961
military cold war education and speech re-

view policies

—

hearings (1962) 9481, 13663, 15429, 17307,
19375, 21537
index (1963) 2085
print additional copies, reports (1962)

19139, 19296
report (1962) 23408

military security and foreign relations poli-

cies and procedures of Corps of Engi-
neers (1962) 13755

mind your world, citizen's guide to interna-
tional understanding (1964) 18960

new diplomacy (address) (1965) 13444
new U.S. look at foreign economic policy in

light of cold war and extension of com-
mon market in Europe (1961) 20532

nonmilitary and noneconomic aspects of

world crisis, hearing (1962) 21208
North Africa, active crossroads (1965) 18774
nuclear tests, use of Christmas Island,

White House statement (1962) 10956
nuclear weapons test ban

—

cessation of tests, excerpts from USSR
statement to UN Disarmament Commis-
sion (1962) 10949

developments at Geneva Conference, State
Department press release (1962) 10952
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International relations—Continued
nuclear weapons test ban—Continued
discontinuance of nuclear and thermonu-

clear weapons tests, Soviet draft agree-
ment (1962) 4596

discontinuance of nuclear arms tests, text
of USSR resumption of talks (1962) 4594

ending tests, negotiations (1962) 22985
Geneva negotiations, Soviet note, Aug. 9,

1961 (1962) 10661
international inspection and control, Japa-

nese Prime Minister's letter to Khrush-
chev (1962) 14813

resumption of negotiations, U.S. state-
ment (1962) 4595

Soviet memorandum (1962) 4581
United States reply of Sept. 13, 1961 to
Japanese note of Sept. 6, 1961 (1962)
4574

urgent need for treatv (statement) (1962)
4586

urgent need for treaty under effective in-

ternational control, joint U.S.-United
Kingdom draft resolution (1962) 4582
resolution adopted by United Nations
General Assembly (1962) 4592

Paris and the 3d world (1964) 10995
Peace Corps and University of Kansas,

training programs and projects (1962)
24060

peaceful coexistence and struggle on ideolog-
ical front, Bulgarian study (1961) 4462

personnel capabilities of U.S. Govt, agen-
cies, strengthen, message from the Pres-
ident (1965) 10391

planning for peace, hearings (1965) 12328
policy, persistence and patience (interview)

(1965) 5392
political behavior, list of current studies

(1963) 21119
President Kennedy's report on his trip to

Europe (address) (1961) 13678
problems connected with present national

independence movements, Communist
Chinese views (1961) 4444

programs and services, 1965, report on Exiu-

cational Materials Laboratory, Division
of International Studies and Services
(1965) 19564

regional organization, planner's perspective
(1965) 15057

research studies completed, list (1964) 7759
research studies, currently in progress, list

(1961) 15985; (1964) 9795
responsibility of global power (1964) 20985;

(1965) 1643
responsibility of U.S. for preserving democ-

racy in underdeveloped countries (ad-

dress) (1961) 15687
road ahead (address) (1963) 9402
role of public (address) (1961) 6560
Rumanian foreign policy of peaceful coex-

istence, translation (1963) 17800
social science research studies completed,

list (1965) 8304
social science research studies in progress,

list (1964) 20818
social welfare in country development (ad-

dress) (1964) 19029
some U.S. Government agencies engaged in

international activities (1964) 15103
southern Asia, U.S. policy, Soviet view

(1962) 19892
Soviet economic offensive in Western Eu-

rope, special study mission report (1963)
4749

Soviet foreign policy

—

general line (1962) 12196

International relations—Continued
Soviet foreign policy—Continued
Khrushchev's correlation of forces, analy-

sis (1962) 9417
Soviet medical cooperation (1962) 10068
Soviet oil in cold war, study (1961) 8994
Soviet policy, background information

(1961) 20573
Soviets and world situation, Norway study

(1962) 8031
special features of era. North Vietnam

study (1961) 13010
State Department, 1963, report to the citi-

zen (1963) 11297
strategic importance of Western Europe,

report (1964) 19453
strengthening international financial system

(statement) (1961) 11641
two kinds of politics, domestic and interna-

tional (address) (1963) 14710
underlying crisis, coercion vs. choice (ad-

dress) (1961) 15995
understanding through trade and travel

throughout world (remarks) (1961) 12023
United Nations in fight for freedom (ad-

dress) (1963) 9403
United States

—

balance of payments, our international
accounts and how they affect our econo-
my, explanation (1964) 15371

United States and Africa (1964) 16868
United States and United Nations, reflec-

tions on 17th General Assembly (1962)
22817

United States, France, and NATO (address)
(1965) 7135

United States-Korean relations

—

chronology of important developments,
1834-1962 (1963) 1508

historical summary (1963) 1508
in Southeast Asia (1964) 11831
in the Pacific (1963) 20319

perspective (1965) 8305
in Vietnam (1964) 9997, 13462
investigation, authorization, reports

(1963) 6106; (1965) 4491
investigation, expenses, report (1965) 5923
policymaking problem. Communist China

(1965) 11709
United States relations with Latin American

countries (address) (1961) 5263
USSR-
international economic relations, transla-

tions (1963) 20833; (1964) 1041, 5168,
5402, 6923, 8975, 9263, 11039, 11078,
11214, 12954, 14518, 16466, 19852, 19929,
19938, 20032, 20105, 20325, 21479, 21636;
(1965) 832, 935, 1011, 1145, 2274, 2292

Soviet Armed Forces and internationalism
(1963) 15790

tempted by isolationism, French study
(1965) 18327

Vienna convention on diplomatic relations

—

hearing (1965) 17924
report (1965) 17764

Vietnam, United States, commitment (state-
ment) (1965) 15547

weapons system, international control, ex-
cerpts and bibliography for 19(54-65

high school debates (1964) 12167
Western Hemisphere, inter-American efforts

to relieve tensions, 1959-60 (1962) 18467
winning the cold war, U.S. ideological offen-

sive

—

committee print (1964) 6354
hearings (1963) 7997, 11901; (1964) 2112,

4497, 8382
reports (1964) 10228; (1965) 10489
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International relations—Continued

world economy and international relations,

translations (1963) 10384

world situation, joint communique from
Prime Minister MacMillan and President

Kennedy (1962) 6636

see also Balance of payments.

International report IR series (1964) 5765-68,
7861-63

International Research Group on Refuse Dis-

posal, information bulletin (1964) 15056

International Rice Commission, constitution

(1963) 3353

International Road Federation, Pacific Region-
al Conference, Tokyo, report (1965)
13998

International (Rome) Institute for Unification
of Private Law:

United States participation

—

hearing (1963) 18943
law (1964) 1973
reports (1963) 20481; (1964) 2216

International Rules of Judicial Procedure,
Advisory Commission on, see Advisory
Committee on International Rules of

Judicial Procedure.

International Rules of Judicial Procedure
Commission:

appropriations, 1963, proposal (1963) 7863
appropriations, 1966, hearings (1965) 10517
establishment, amend act

—

law (1964) 17381
reports (1964) 2077, 17730

extend

—

law (1961) 18714
reports (1961) 16729, 19089

reports (1962) 17672-674; (1963) 7865
print as House document, report (1963)
7934

International science notes (1963) 11130;
(1965) 3527

National Science Foundation (1964) 3610,
5572, 7770

International science reports. National Sci-

ence Foundation (1963) 3193, 16445

International Scientific Affairs Office, general
information (1963) 18324

International scientific organizations, guide to

their library, documentation, and infor-

mation services (1963) .5464

International security:
Indonesia and West New Guinea, informa-

tion (1961) 7870
Japan opposes U.S.-Japanese security pact

(1961) 12860
International Shoe Co., wage chronology

(1962) 8329; (1963) 19785

International spheroid, latitude functions, ra-

dii of curvature, etc (1961) 5330

International Symposium of Nuclear Electron-
ics, proceedings (1962) 16384

International Symposium on Control of Cell
Division and Induction of Cancer, pa-
pers (1964) 13285

International Symposium on End Results of
Cancer Therapy, papers (1964) 21792

International system of units:
physical constants and conversion factors

(1964) 20540

resolution no. 12 from proceedings of 11th
General Conference on Weights and
Measures, Paris, Oct. 11-20, 1960 (1964)
7551

International Teacher Development Program,
annual reports to Bureau of Education-
al and Cultural Affairs, Department of

State (1961) 12567; (1963) 2157, 20637
International Technical Conference on Light-

houses and Other Aids to Navigation,
6th, proceedings (1962) 13119

International Telecommunication Union, com-
memorative postage stamp (poster)

(1965) 18691
International Telephone and Telegraph E^xport

Corp., President's E award for export
excellence (remarks) (1964) 19357

International Tracing Service, administration,
etc., continue, agreements (1961) 15997

International trade, see Commerce— aiso

names or classes of commodities.
International Trade Fairs Office:

press releases (1962) 4215; (1963) 4065
TF series (1961) 3331

International Trade Secretariats, study series

(1962) 9783
International Travel and Tourism Office:

establish

—

hearings (1961) 8848
reports (1961) 8763, 8814

International Travel Office, establish, hearings
(1961)5877,8848

International Typographical Union:
apprenticeship program etc. (remarks)

(1963) 14931
promoting apprenticeship and journeyman

training programs, responsibility (re-

marks) (1962) 16339
International Union of Conservation of Na-

ture and Natural Resources, Poland,
general assembly and technical meeting
(1962) 3193

International Union of Forestry Research
Organizations:

Forest Products Laboratory meetings (1965)

7716
lUFRO provenance test with Scotch pine in

New York, 1938, results (1962) 17571
International Union of Mine, Mill & Smelter

Workers:
relationship with International Brotherhood

of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehouse-
men, and Helpers of America, threat to

national security

—

hearings (1962) 7227; (1964) 15811
print additional copies, report (1962)

7184
report (1964) 17883

International Union of Students, 6th Congress
held in Baghdad, Finnish student's com-
ments (1961) 2279

International upper mantle project, see Earth.

International Whaling Commission, conven-
tion, amendments to schedule (1962)
18479-480; (1963) 9427; (1964) 5703;
(1965) 15067

International Year of Quiet Sun, 1964-65:

conference (1965) 1194
contribution of Heinrich Hertz Institute at

Berlin-Adlershof, East German transla-
tion (1964) 7002

2-year cooperative effort of geophysical
observations, measurements, etc., of

solar-terrestrial relationships, guide
(1965) 1522

International Youth Solidarity Day, USSR
participation (1965) 11200

Internationally dangerous forest tree diseases
(1963) 18437

Interneuronal synapses, see Synapses.

Internists, see Physicians.
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Interns, House of Representatives, authoriz-
ing employment, report (1965) 13875

see also Dentists—Dieticians—Pharma-
cists—Physicians.

Inter-oblast conference on controlling trauma-
tism in petroleum industry (1961) 7601

Interoceanic Canal Commission, see Atlantic-
Pacific Interoceanic Canal Study Com-
mission.

Interoceanic Canal Study Commission, see
Atlantic-Pacific Interoceanic C'anal
Study Commission.

Interceptors:
conclusions, bibliography and table of con-

tents, USSR book (1962) 14008
pathways in evolution of interoceptive sig-

nalization, USSR study (1962) 22312
Interparliamentary Group, Canada-United

States, see Canada- United States Inter-
parliamentary Group.

Interparliamentary Group, Mexico-United
States, see Mexico-United States Inter-
parliamentary Group.

Interparliamentary Union:
Dublin conference, Apr. 19-25, 1965, report

of U.S. delegation (1965) 16021
U.S. participation, reports (1962) 7112;

(1963) 6215; (1964) 21167
Interplanetary dust, solar corpuscles and in-

terplanetary medium, USSR study (1965)
11064

see also Cosmic dust.
Interplanetary Explorer, see Satellites.
Interplanetary flight, see Astronautics.
Interplanetary medium, see Interplanetary

dust.
Interplanetary missions, see Planets.
Interplanetary navigation, see Navigation.
Interplanetary space, see Outer space.

Interpolation:
error determination of astronomic-geodetic

plumb-line deflections in west Bohemia
Kraj, Czechoslovakia. (1964) 2906

error propagation of formulas for 2d-order
differential equations (1963) 14568

errors of astronomical-geodetical deflections
of vertical in western Czechoslovakia,
determination (1964) 12623

formulas, numerically stable, with favorable
error propagation for Ist-and 2d-order
differential equations (1961) 7962

procedure for calculating atmospheric band
absorptions from laboratory data (1963)
12902

scale interpolator facilitates reading of
graphs (1965) 6668

Interpolator:
drafting device, description and use (1961)

11231
scale interpolator facilitates reading of

graphs (1965) 6668

Interpretation (law), see Law.

Interpretation of test results (1965) 2099

Interpretative bulletins. Wage and Hour and
Public Contracts Divisions (1961) 17878,
20242; (1962) 1890-91, 3554-55, 10727,
12781-782, 14678-680, 16208, 18566,
22899-900; (1963) 1591, 3396, 7504, 9486,
11378, 16645-649, 18364, 20230; (1964)
1653, 3187, 7839, 9875, 11677-679, 13513,
15146, 16913-914, 19013-15; (1965) 1706,
3081, 11767-768, 13329-333, 15132-133,
16910

Inter-Range Instrumentation Group, docu-
ments (1962) 22698

Interrelation of algae and microorganisms,
USSR (1963) 8451

Interstate agreements:
Arizona-Nevada boundary compact, approv-

al

—

law (1961) 12106
reports (1961) 7258, 10275

Breaks Interstate Park compact, amend-
ment

—

law (1964) 19410
reports (1964) 155.50, 17842

bus taxation proration compact. Conn., R.I.,

Vt., consent of Congress, reports (1965)
17595, 19454

compact to conserve oil and gas, consent of
Congress to extend

—

hearings (1963) 13649, 19057
law (1963) 17045
reports (1963) 15357, 17110

Costilla Creek compact, amendment

—

law (1964) 1927
report (1963) 18864; (1964) 492

Delaware-New Jersey Delaware River and
Bay compact, consent of Congress

—

hearing (1962) 19193
law (1962) 20853
reports (1962) 16954, 19321

Delaware-New Jersey Delaware River Port
Authority compact, consent of Con-
gress

—

hearing (1964) 4505
law (1964) 13870
reports (1964) 2087, 2187, 12210

Dela\yare River Joint Toll Bridge Commis-
sion, supplemental agreement

—

hearings (1963) 17174; (1965) 2043
report (1964) 346

library facilities, granting consent of Con-
gress, report (1961) 20602

Louisiana and Texas, relating to waters of
Sabine River, amend, consent of Con-
gress

—

law (1962) 9158
reports (1961) 16794; (1962) 7198

Minnesota-North Dakota boundary compact,
approval

—

law (1961) 18571
reports (1961) 10297, 14692

New York-Connecticut Rail Authority, con-
sent to compact, hearings (1965) 12316

Northeast Rail Authority act, hearings
(1965) 12316

Northeastern Water and Related Land Re-
sources Compact consent of Congress

—

hearing (1963) 6304
reports (1961) 14290, 14328

Pennsylvania-Ohio compact, Pymatuning
Lake, amend rel. to use of motorboats,
consent of Congress

—

laws (1961) 14115; (1964) 15388
reports (1961) 14599; (1964) 10230, 14081

river pollution compact cases, U.S. District
Court jurisdiction and venue

—

hearing (1962) 7100
law (1962) 23230
reports (1962) 11414, 21479

Southern Interstate Nuclear Compact,
granting consent of Congress

—

hearing (1962) 9396
law (1962) 16789
rep9rts (1962) 13425, 19280

taxation of motor fuel consumed by inter-
state buses, consent of Congress to
compact

—

law (1965) 8724
reports (1964) 17733; (1965) 5917, 7512,
8777

traffic safety compacts, consent of Congress
to permit District of Columbia to join

—

law (1964) 17325
report (1964) 12228
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Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee,
House:

activities

—

87th Congress, 1st and 2d sessions, re-

ports (1961) 20562; (1962) 21186
88th Congress, 1st and 2d sessions, re-

ports (1964) 4461, 19492
calendars (1961) 3076; (1962) 3994; (1963)

3838; (1964) 3652; (1965) 3566
committee prints, see subjects,

employees, authorize 2 additional, report

(1963) 6150
hearings, see subjects.
historical data regarding creation and juris-

diction (1965) 5964
index to hearings (1961) 18958
investigations and studies

—

authorization, reports (1961) 5651; (1963)

6103; (1965) 5881
expenses, reports (1961) 5680; (1963) 6121,

18879; (1964) 2085; (1965) 5909
travel authorization, reports (1963) 11817,

18858
reports, see subjects.

Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee,

calendar (1961) 3097
change name, report (1961) 7255
hearings, see subjects.
investigations and studies, matters within

its jurisdiction, expenses, report (1961)
5811

reports, see subjects.
Interstate carriers, see Carriers.
Interstate commerce, see Commerce.
Interstate commerce act, see Carriers

—

Commerce—Motor carriers—Motor vehi-

cles—Railroads.
Interstate Commerce Commission:

activities 1937-62, supplement to 75th an-
nual report

—

departmental edition (1962) 9802
document edition (1962) 9184

administration of Motor carrier act

—

investigation, hearing (1961) 1887A
stricter enforcement

—

hearings (1962) 17316
report (1962) 15335

anniversary, commemorate

—

law (1962) 11267
remarks (1962) 9129
report (1962) 9446

appropriations, hearings (1961) 8833, 12502;
(1962) 13494, 19369; (1963) 18919; (1964)
10290; (1965) 8869

for attorneys (1962) 7520
career opportunities (1965) 19703
Commissioners, nominations of

—

Brown, Virginia M., hearing (1964) 8442
Bush, John W., hearing (1965) 10672
Murphy, Rupert L., hearing (1965) 10672
Walrath, Lawrence K., hearing (1964) 8442

computer program for automatic derivation
of cost data for motor carriers as out-

lined in Highway form B, 6-62,

explanation of processing procedure
(1962) 21898

decisions

—

bound reports (1961) 2073, 6221-22, 9285,
12828-829, 20883; (1962) 735, 2582, 5369,
7516, 11950, 15694, 17675; (1963) 636,
5104, 6632, 10356, 19366; (1964) 872,
8838, 10712, 18190; (1965) 789, 7839-41,
9306, 12575, 18278, 19705

consolidated index digest

—

motor carrier operating rights (1963)
12264

rates and practices (1963) 2448, 6631;
(1965) 788

reports involving finance (1964) 8836

Interstate Commerce Commission—Continued
decisions—Continued
separates (1961) 3333-37; (1962) 3961-65;

(1963) 3800-4; (1964) 3611-15; (1965)
3528-32

duties, routine, further delegation to em-
ployee boards

—

hearing (1961) 14480
law (1961) 18639
reports (1961) 14332, 14380, 17043

employees, delegation of duties, report
(1965) 14084

furnishing information to Postmaster Gen-
eral concerning railroad revenue from
express companies, repeal provisions

—

hearings (1961) 8854, 12533
law (1961) 14108
reports (1961) 8807, 10266, 14581

jurisdiction over issuance of securities by
States, etc., which are carriers, ex-

empt

—

law (1965) 15441
reports (1965) 10461, 14077

loan guaranty authority, extend termination
date-

hearings (1961) 7286, 8845
law (1961) 6953
reports (1961) 5703, 5710, 7108, 7236

locomotive inspection activities, reorganiza-
tion

—

hearings (1965) 17706, 17929
message from the President (1965) 10409
report (1965) 15670

nominations

—

Brown, Virginia M., report (1964) 10367
hearings (1961) 4108, 8993
Murphy, Timothy J., report (1963) 20543
Tierney, Paul J., hearings (1963) 6291

observance of 75th anniversary, exercises

(1962) 16839
print as House document, report (1962)

16941
orders in judicial reference cases, jurisdic-

tion and venue of appeals

—

law (1964) 17372
reports (1964) 2046, 17737

press releases (1961) 3362; (1962) 4216;
(1963) 4066; (1964) 3898; (1965) 3816

promote efficient, fair, and independent oper-
ation, hearings (1961) 14481

railroad safety, operations, hearing (1965)

4519
railroad work rules, ICC approval, hearings

(1963) 15381, 17175
regulations for interstate transportation of

migrant workers (1963) 12269
regulations, modify definition of term car-

rier

—

hearing (1965) 12191
report (1965) 14076

regulatory powers as affecting decline of

coastwise and intercoastal shipping in-

dustry, hearings (1961) 1901
reports

—

departmental editions (1961) 6214; (1962)
2580; (1963) 2445; (1964) 6863; (1965)
4897

document editions (1961) 5573; (1962) 2316;
(1963) 2026; (1964) 6220; (1965) 4460

reporting requirements of transportation
industries, reduce, interim report, report
(1961) 12238

rules of evidence discussed in transporta-
tion, proceedings, compilation (1964)
6873

rules of practice (1961) 20884; (1963) 5105
safety regulation of interstate pipelines,

hearing (1965) 16010
75 years of regulatory service in public in-

terest (1962) 9803
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Interstate Commerce Commission—Continued
sundry nominations, hearings (1963) 2090
workload, personnel, etc., comparative oper-

ating data for 1949 and 1959 (1961) 8846
Interstate Commission on Potomac River Ba-

sin:

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 8830
law (1961) 18681
reports (1961) 8820, 14646

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 7077, 15426
law (1962) 16804
reports (1962) 9306, 17007, 17178

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 7981
law (1963) 20425
reports (1963) 9874, 15356

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 8361, 17864
law (1964) 19413
reports (1964) 8343, 17778

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 8867, 14113
law (1965) 15504
reports (1965) 8836, 14104, 15715

Interstate compacts, see Interstate agree-
ments.

Interstate Conference on Labor Statistics,
proceedings of conferences (1963) 14481;
(1964) 13086

Interstate Dress Carriers, Inc., Motor carrier
act administration by ICC, investiga-
tion, hearing (1961) 1887A

Interstate system route log and finder list

(1963) 11250
Interstate trucking, see Motortrucks in

freight service.

Interviewers, employment securitv, analysis of
appointments (1963) 20745

"

Interviewing and counseling, basic superviso-
ry training course (1964) 15082

Army interview (1965) 17066
guides for specific disabilities (1961) 14795;

(1964) 2293, 8501-2
health surveys

—

reporting of hospitalization (1961) 9690;
(1965) 15014

responses compared with medical records
(1965) 15015

job interviews, how to prepare yourself
(1965) 19572

response errors in collection of expenditures
data by household interviews (1965)
5715

social security, as practiced in administra-
tion of old-age survivors and disability
insurance (1961) 6476

Intestinal coccidiosis, see Coccidiosis.

Intestines:

adaptation of transplants incorporated in
urinary system, physiological and histo-
chemical study (1963) 5235

ameba, identification, self-instructional les-

son (1964) 20741
anthrax infection, question of recovery,

USSR study (1962) 1277
bioelectric activity, Polish study (1962) 7611
blood-sucking insects and ticks, vertebral

leucocytes survival in, USSR study
(1964) 9007

common helminths of man, life cycle charts
(1965) 11646

common protozoa of man (1964) 15045
flora, of ground squirrels, changes during

periods of hibernation (1963) 11500
intestinal tract of rabbit, motor function,

action of organophosphorus compounds,
USSR study (1965) 16483

Intestines—Continued
iron absorption, influenced by changes in

altitude (1962) 1967
large

—

histogenesis and age charffees in epitheli-
um, USSR study (1964) 18353

significance of roentgenology in diagnosis
of tumors, USSR study (1961) 2349

microflora, biocenosis, effect on development
of radiation sickness, USSR study (1963)
2967

preserved intestinal grafts, treatment of
burns and trophic ulcers, USSR study
(1961) 17511

small, decubitus ulcer from tube introduced
to feed patient after gastrectomy (1962)
9938

Intoxicants, see Liquors.
Intoxication, see Drunkenness (criminal

]aw)—also names of poisons.
Intracoastal Waterway:
Atlantic section, principal features (1961)

12593
Gulf section

—

channel to Victoria, Tex., navigation im-
provements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2429
document edition (1962) 2327

inland freight tonnage, waterway traffic

flow chart, announcement (1961) 4837
Louisiana and Texas, channel improve-
ment, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 418
document edition (1963) 266

New Orleans, La., to Port Arthur, Tex.,
etc., navigation maps, announcement
(1962) 18238

Palacios, Tex., channel improvement, engi-
neer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 417
document edition (1963) 242

principal features (1961) 9057
transportation lines (1961) 19271; (1962)

21695; (1963) 20652; (1964) 21280; (1965)
18042

Intra-industrv management program helps
business help itself (1964) 3125

Intraocular pressure, see Pressure.
Intrapulmonary air trapping in submarine

escape training casualties (1962) 10432
Intravascular thrombosis, see Thrombosis.
Intravenous injections, see Injections.
Intrieri, Peter F., study of stability and drag

at Mach numbers from 4.5 to 13.5 coni-
cal Venus-entry body (1965) 11492

Introducing BLM (1962) 6215; (1963) 3042,
19808

Introduction to Antarctica (1961) 20658
Introscopy, see Visibility.
Intrusion alarm systems (1964) 9901
Intubation of abnormal aorta of Alaskan

ground squirrel (1964) 7987
Intuition (psychology):
numbers instead of intuition, USSR study

(1962) 7951
Invalids, see Sick.
Invar:
low expansion type alloys, new achievements

(1961) 11284
wires

—

Finish, determining length by means of
Moscow comparator (1961) 11283

Jaderin-Guillaume apparatus, linear ex-
pansion coefficient determination (1961)
11221

Invasion of chemotrons, USSR (1965) 12745
Inventions:
and patent system, materials relating to

technology, economic growth, etc (1965)
4450
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Inventions—Continued
Armed Forces members, cash awards

—

hearings (1964) 17637. 19591
report- (1964) 17530

Bulgarian Jaw governing discoveries, elc

(1962) TC40
Children's Bureau, procedure (1965) 18997
economic concentration, hearings (1965)

19507
employed inventors, European law, study

(1963) 6303
examination system of Patent Office (1961)

10513
facts about National Inventors Council

(1963) 7319
Government-owned, available for license

—

ceramic, paper, rubber, textile, wood, and
other products and processes (1961) 8590

chemical products and processes (1961)

8587
electrical and electronic apparatus (1961)

10130
food products and processes (1961) 8588
instrumentation (1961) 8586
metal processes and apparatus (1961) 8589

ordnance (1961) 10131
patent abstract series (1962) 346; (1963)

9782, 13350; (1964) 15135
index (1963) 1959

how to submit ideas, etc., to U.S. Govern-
ment (1965) 11524

independent inventors and patent system,
study (1961) 5887

information aid for inventors (1964) 21830
invention, energy which drives economic

machine (remarks) (1965) 19053
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., inventions

not disclosed and confirmatory royalty-
free licenses not obtained, Defense
Dept., GAO report (1965) 702

National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion research, amend act, report (1962)
17069

needed in medicine, USSR (1962) 7863
not disclosed under contracts with certain

divisions of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge
Inc., Defense Dept., GAO report (196,5)

701
opportunities for small business (1961) 3581
preventing publication in national interest,

hearings (1965) 12192-193
products list circulars (1962) 42.58; (1963)

4111; (1964) 3940
new products development for small busi-

ness (1965) 3856
property rights under space research con-

tracts, amend act of 1958, hearings
(1962) 398, 11474

proprietary interest, national policy

—

hearings (1961) 20643; (1962) 419
report (1962) 11635

relating to defense, patents, safeguarding of
secrecy, agreement with other govern-
ments (1961) 8217

space research contracts, ownership, report
(1963) 2059

USSR, Inventions and Discoveries Commit-
tee of Council of Ministers, resolution
(1962) 14004

wanted by Armed Forces, etc., lists (1961)
2603, 13557, 20007; (1962) 8542; (1963)
1339, 9230; (1964) 1506, .5560

Inventories:
agricultural land resources, digest of na-

tional inventory (1962) 10825
and production management of southern

hardwoods (1961) 62
automatic data processing equipment in

Federal Government (1961) 11820; (1962)
20522; (1963) 20.503; (1964) 15600

Inventories—Continued
Census Bureau

—

machine-readable data and selected special
tabulations available (1965) 8623

machine-readable data, etc., available
(1964) 13769, 17112

changes, role during expansion and contrac-
tion (1962) 15082

chemical analyses, published and unpub-
lished, surface waters in continental
U.S. and Puerto Rico, 1961 (1964) 6827

children with phenylketonuria (1962) 16583
control systems for produce warehouses,

advantages, etc (1961) 8267
cyclical movements in textile industry (1961)

5421
department store, price indexes (1963) 7170,

18042; (1965) 1291
financial accounting, supplies, Ordnance

Corps, manual (1962) 3443, 12633, 18368,
20232

fluctuations and economic stabilization

—

hearings (1962) 20934
papers (1962) 2284, 16814

fluctuations, price level changes and econom-
ic growth (1962) 1.5080

food products and beverages in establish-
ments serving for on-premise consump-
tion (1965) 15193

Government-owned property in U.S., territo-

ries, etc., reports (1961) 20576; (1962)
11455; (1965) 59.59-60

higher education physical facilities (1962)
7274

hospital and institutions, national invento-
ry, development and maintenance (1965)
8257

interstate carrier water supplies, by States
and Public Health Service regions (1964)
7698

inventory control, bibliography (1965) 1614
livestock and poultry (1961) 3720, 5195;

(1962) 8697; (1963) 5747; (1964) 7804;
(1965) 8337

manufacturers

—

Census Bureau series, descriptions and
procedures (1964) 17109

census of manufactures, 1958 (1962) 2168
chart book, 1953-63 (1964) 15306
current industrial reports (1964) 189,

3706; (1965) 288, 3624
industry survey (1961) 29.52; (1962) 3945;

(1963) 3785; (1964) .3593

shipments and orders, 1947-63 (1964) 188
values, 1960, 1959 and 1958 (1962) 13032;

(1963) 4564; (1964) 1.55, 1805
municipal waste facilities, 1962 (1964) 3101-9

statistical summary (1964) 15068, 16834
municipal water facilities (1961) 6503-6,

15938-15941; (1962) 3463; (1964)
18906-914

national, school facilities and personnel,
spring 1962 (1964) 6572

nursing homes and related facilities, 1961

(1963) 20103
plant, material received by New Crops Re-

search Branch (1964) 15200
preliminary inventories series (1961)

1331-3.5, 2.595, 4959, ()415; (1962) 10539,
16064, 18307-308, 20168, 22598-602,
24002-4; (1963) 1327-28, 3170, 7305-7,
9200, 12892, 14.596-597, 18183; (1964)
.5.538, 9629, 20633-635

property, Post Office Department, installa-

tion of program for records, final report
(1961) 2648

real property

—

leased to U.S. throughout world (1961)

7513; (1962) 11880; (1963) 8328; (1964)
8748; (1965) 9253
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Inventories—Continued
real property—Continued
owned by U.S. throughout the world (1961)

6167; (1962) 7465; (1963) 6543; (1964)
6794; (1965)6328

scientific manaKement series (1961) 7419
State equal pay legislation (1964) 20885;

(1965) 11809
steel mill shapes, summary 1963 and 1962

(1964) 11897
Inventors:
earliest electromagnetic instruments (1964)

21799
employed, European law, study (1963) 6303
patent attorneys, etc., available to repre-

sent before U.S. Patent Office, lists

(1961) 5065; (1962) 12645
patents and inventions, information aid

(1964) 21830
State inventors program activities in foster-

ing home grown industry (1965) 1495
Invertebrates:

acclimatization, USSR translation (1963)
16133

benthic, of eastern Bering Sea, survey
(1963) 8279

close-in effects of underground nuclear deto-

nation (1963) 11576
ecological characteristics of bottom com-

munities of Sea of Okhotsk, USSR study
(1963) 5403

marking (1963) 10195
populations of simplest structure, analysis

of production process, USSR study
(1964) 18548

Inverters:
high power static, optimization study (1964)

13140
parallel inverter unit using sonar transmit-

ter, performance and analysis (1965)
13116

silicon controlled rectifier, circuit controls

transients (1964) 14815
static, utilizing digital techniques and har-

monic cancellation, description (1962)
14459

three-phase static, with waveform synthesis
(1963) 18235

tunnel diode static inverter

—

adaptation to higher input voltages (1963)
1372

design (1962) 12594
variable frequency transistor, use multiple

core transformers (1965) 9661
Investigations (congressional):
authority for District of Columbia Commit-

tee, House, report (1961) 16800
Senate committees, funds authorized for and

expended, staff study (1962) 13703
Investigative inspection and preliminary ex-

amination of documents, USSR (1962)

21975
Investigators:

accident, basic tort claim principles, factors

of safety (1961) 9280
CSC career opportunity (1964) 4380
wage-hour, career opportunities (1962)

10724; (1963) 20226
Investing in jobs (1962) 14795
Investing in scientific progress, 1961-70, con-

cepts, goals, and projections (1961)

13579
Investment casting, see Founding.
Investment comoanies:
act of 1940—
amend, hearings (1965) 4524
amended Mar. 31, 1961, text (1961) 9720
regulation S-X (1961) 8179; (1962) 18438;

(1965) 5371

Investment companies—Continued
act of 1940—Continued

releases, SEC (1961) 3570; (1962) 3967;
(1963) 3806; (1964) 3617; (1965) 3534

rules and regulations (1962) 12682; (1965)
16851

exemption from Bank holding company act,
remove, report (1965) 15666

mutual funds study, report (1962) 19124
registered, amend Bank holding company

act, hearings (1965) 13974
small business

—

conflict of interest problems, hearing
(1963) 19045

financing, explanation (1962) 12687
licensed by Small Business Administration

(1962) 6450, 12690, 24086; (1963) 11278,
20129; (1964) 1581

operations, report (1963) 9977
program

—

hearings (1964) 14018
report (1965) 1990

recommended system of account classifica-

tions (1961) 6541
review of operations, hearings (1962)

19400
SBA loans, increase authority

—

hearings (1965) 12164, 12313
law (1965) 15433
reports (1965) 10481, 12102, 14048

system of account classification (1962)
8636

tax treatment, amend act, report (1964)
19579

small business act of 1958

—

amend, hearings (1963) 13644
amendments

—

hearings (1964) 2109
law (1964) 6184
reports (1964) 466, 2097, 4482, 19571

Small business investment act

—

amendments of 1961

—

hearings (1961) 14453, 17119
law (1961) 18729
reports (1961) 16745, 16823, 17018

text, explanation, etc (1961) 20652; (1963)

12030; (1965) 9006
Investment Division, Small Business Adminis-

tration, reporter (1962) 12686; (1963)
4144

Investment Guaranties Division, see Interna-
tional Development Agency.

Investment insurance income for business-
minded farmers (1962) 15546

Investment trusts, see Trusts and trustees.
Investments:
advantages of series E savings bonds (1964)

18935
aids to business overseas (1963) 8424; (1964)

19827
basis for international profit (remarks)

(1963) 6053
Bolivia, law (1961) 9177
capital

—

assets, recent changes in liquidity (1963)
13937

calculating in complex industries, USSR
study (1965) 1210

effective use in large-scale chemical indus-
try, USSR (1965) 2779

effectiveness, problem of methodology of

calculating effectiveness (1962) 10350
expenditures at manufacturing establish-

ments, 1951-62 (1964) 11888
ferrous metallurgy, determining economic

efficiency, USSR study (1961) 7651
financing, USSR study (1961) 15408
increase effectiveness of use, USSR studv

(1962) 17875
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Investments—Continued
capital—Continued
increasing effectiveness problem of great

state importance, USSR study (1962)
23716

investments and production capacities,
USSR study (1965) 19746

irrigation construction, economic effec-

tiveness, USSR study (1963) 8879
new environment established (remarks)

(1962) 22889A
oil extractive industry, determination,
USSR study (1962) 2883

catalog of investment opportunities, index
(1965) 4892

Central America (1965) 18266
collective investment funds maintained by

banks, regulation, hearings (1965) 4524
Communist China, measures and opportuni-

ties for investments by overseas Chinese
(1962) 22308

direct, and balance of payments (remarks)
(1965) 8690, 13706

District of Columbia, legal investments for
trust funds, lists (1961) 4142, 14766;
(1963) 5078, 19414; (1963) 4800, 15410;
(1964) 4610, 15834; (1965) 4636, 14165

encouragement, conventions with

—

Israel, text (1961) 5773
United Arab Republic, text (1961) 5772

establishing business, Netherlands Antilles
(1962) 21879

factors in

—

India (1963) 6590
Indonesia (1964) 18176
Republic of Korea (1964) 14382
Turkey (1964) 2459

foreign bonds, new issues in U.S. market
(1963) 12120

foreign business in United States (1962)
20530

foreign

—

capital invested in Indonesia, Communist
attitude speaks against, article (1961)
2214

in U.S., remove tax barriers, hearings
(1965) 15835

influence on American financial condition
(remarks) (1962) 12767

organizations for promotion, directory
(1961) 9162

forest rates-of-return, determining by elec-

tronic computer (1964) 8694
funds of insurance companies in D.C., permit

investment in obligations of Inter-
American Development Bank

—

law (1962) 20914
reports (1962) 21049, 21396

future, aid to economic growth (address)
(1961) 10127

guaranties

—

agreement with

—

Bolivia (1964) 11637
Central African Republic (1965) 9943
Chad (1965) 15079
China (1964) 7794
Colombia (1963) 3358
Congo (Brazzaville) (1963) 1551
Congo (Leopoldville) (1963) 11325
Cyprus (1963) 16586
Dahomey (1965) 16877
Ecuador (1963) 21130
Gabon (1963) 14713
Greece (1963) 13089
Guatemala (1963) 1527
Israel (1963) 13078
Ivory Coast (1963) 7448
Jamaica (1963) 9422
Jordan (1963) 20171

Investments—Continued
guaranties—Continued
Kenya (1964) 13479
Laos (1965) 8325
Malagasy Republic (1963) 20176
Malaysia (1965) 18794
Mali (1964) 20835
Mauritania (1966) 8316
Morocco (1964) 3151
Nepal (1963) 16611
Niger (1963) 1555
Panama, housing program, staff survey
team report (1964) 10313

Nigeria (1963) 5742
Republic of Korea (1965) 13293
Sierra Leone (1964) 5701
Somali Republic (1964) 7797
Sudan (1964) 11633
Tanganyika (1964) 3160
Trinidad and Tobago (1963) 9428
Tunisia (1963) 13088
Turkey (1965) 5413
Uganda (1965) 15084
United Arab Republic (1963) 16605
Upper Volta (1965) 18791
Venezuela (1963) 13086
Vietnam (1963) 20187

guaranties

—

by AID under Foreign assistance act,

opinion of Attorney General (1963)
19773

countries where available (1963) 2436,
15655

Honduras (1961) 4260
Hong Kong (1963) 5061
idle cash balance by State and local govern-

ments, reports (1961) 9836; (1965) 5493,
16930

India

—

increase in U.S. trade and investment
opportunities (1963) 5088

information for U.S. businessmen (1961)
9168

individuals, in savings accounts, etc (1961)
3170; (1962) 3968; (1963) 3807, 12103;
(1964) 3618, 8546; (1965) 3535

Indonesia, foreign investments (1961) 1022
international, balance of payments of U.S.,

1870-1961, statistical supplement (1963)
4559

Investment advisers act of 1940

—

releases, SEC (1961) 3569; (1962) 3966;
(1963) 3805; (1964) 3616; (1965) 3533

rules and regulations (1965) 18747
text, as amended (1961) 8178

investment planning, financing abroad, and
U.S. balance of payments program (re-

marks) (1965) 13708
Iran (1963) 6597
law

—

Federal Republic of Cameroun (1963) 5074
Guinea (1962) 23616
Islamic Republic of Mauritania (1963)

5069
Ivory Coast (1962) 2563
Malagasy Republic (1963) 6616
Morocco (1961) 18439; (1962) 5342
Niger (1963) 15648
Republic of

—

Congo (Brazzaville) (1963) 5062
Dahomey (1963) 17554
Gabon (1963) 5065
Senegal (1963) 5073

Upper Volta (1963) 15649
national growth promotion (address) (1961)

8584
Nicaragua (1963) 2395
nonfarm mortgages, life insurance compa-

nies (1961) 17236; (1962) 17474; (1963)

15485; (1964) 15889; (1965) 16169
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Investments—Continued
operation of life insurance companies of

D.C., amend act of 1934—
law (1961) 18637
reports (1961) 12258, 17016

opportunities in Alaska

—

south central section (1965) 8501
southeastern section, technical study

(1965) 5582
PACAF basic biblioRraphies (1962) 10902;

(1963) 5880
Pakistan

—

climate (1962) 7501
factors (1962) 9786

private

—

guaranty, agreement with

—

Argentina (1961) 17849
Chile (1961) 11595
Dominican Republic (1962) 18471
Ethiopia (1962) 24101
Guinea (1962) 18505
Liberia (1961) 1506; (1965) 3055
Morocco (1961) 13684
Panama (1962) 14622
Sierra Leone (1961) 16006
Togo (1962) 14629

in Latin America (1964) 12013
hearings (1964) 6193

in plant and equipment, variability (1962)

4893, 6934
role in merchant marine replacement pro-

gram (remarks) (1962) 1596
U.S., improve flow to Latin America, re-

port (1963) 9783
Rumania, role of capital investments in cre-

ation and development of technical and
material basis of socialism (1965) 2726

Small business investment act

—

amend, hearings (1963) 12007
amendments, compilation (1962) 361; (1965)

387
amendments of 1962, hearings (1963) 13644

Taiwan, investment factors (1962) 721
Thailand, factors (1961) 18441; (1963) 2425
timber, uncertain, analyzing (1965) 4808
United States

—

in Common Market, growing trend (1962)
20701

trade and investment development mission,
doing business with Israel and Cyprus,
report (1962) 21869

United States business investments in for-

eign countries (1961) 257
USSR, capital, planning procedures (1961)

4579
will farmers invest enough in co-ops? (talk)

(1961) 9076
Yugoslavia, electric power sources, etc., in

relation to needs for power and energy,
translation (1965) 1067

Investors:
protection in securities markets

—

hearings (1964) 8388
law (1964) 17326
reports (1964) 12053, 13978
special study reports (1963) 11753-754,

18798-799; (1964) 276; (1965) 389, 4455
index (1965) 4456

protection, study adequacy of rules of na-

tional securities exchanges, etc

—

laws (1961) 18591; (1962) 16787
reports (1961) 14424, 16726; (1962) 13457,

13522, 15194, 15400
Inyan Kara Mountain quadrangle, Wyo., geol-

ogy (1963) 8331
Inyo County, Calif.:

beryl deposit (1962) 14450
geology and ore deposits, Darwin quadran-

gle (1963) 2347

Inyo County, Calif—Continued
geology of Cerro Gordo mining district

(1964) 4788
Independence quadrangle, geology (1965)

6332

Inzhenerno fizicheskiy zhurnal (periodical):

translations (1963) 10747, 14103, 1.5968;

(1964) 2689, 2921, 5029, 5320, .5.327. 7194,
8979, 9004

Inzhenernyv zhurnal (periodical):

translations (1962) 14214; (1964) 2935, 7019,
16300, 18322

Iodides:

compact hafnium production by iodide meth-
od, USSR study (1964) 2665

hafnium (TV) iodide, vapor pressure by met-
al diaphragm technique (1964) 9500

loss, importance of stomach and other extra-
thyroidal, extrarenal avenues during
thyroid uptake tests (1963) 16789

triiodide/iodide reaction on platinum-
electrode in neutral solution, kinetic

reactions (1964) 7653
see also Cesium iodide.

Iodine:

comparison of mineral excretion in arm and
total body sweat (1964) 19223

high polymer compounds, germicidal and
therapeutic properties, USSR study
(1963) 785

metabolism, in deer (1963) 18562
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

9574
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 17633;

(1962) 18203; (1963) 18077; (1964) 16629;
(1965) 12831

production, etc., 1960, preliminary report
(1961) 2485

vapor and chromium reaction process inves-
tigation, USSR study (1962) 22142

Iodine isotopes:
controlled environmental radioiodine tests.

National Reactor Testing Station (1965)
1833

dairy farm radioiodine study following Pike
Event (1965) 13534

inhalation study for Project Sedan (1965)
188

iodine- 131

—

children's thyroids from environmental
exposure (1965) 20027

content of milk, effect of evaporation and
powdering processes on (1964) 20747

food-chain relationships following 2 nucle-

ar tests in Nevada, for Project Sedan
(1964) 123

in post-mortem human thyroids (1964)
20759

measurement in bovine thyroids (1964)
7697

milk, farming practices effect on concen-
tration (1964) 16833

surveillance measurements in milk, ana-
lytical quality control service of Radio-
logical Health Division, inter-laboratory
study (1964) 20743

use in studies of basal metabolism and
thyroid gland function in atherosclero-
sis and hypertensive disease, USSR
study (1961) 11114

radio-active

—

dosimetric measurements in therapeutic
work, USSR study (1964) 2487

effect of, articles (1962) .5821

in diagnosis and therapy of cardiovascu-
lardiseases, USSR study (1961) 798

radioiodine, survey report (19(55) 15245
therapeutic doses, biological effects, USSR

study (1962) 2902
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lodometry, elementary selenium and sulfur
jointly present in cyanic solutions by
iodatomeiric method, USSR study (1962)
1055

loffe, Abram F., biographical information,
USSR (1961) 9368

Ion beams, design of new apparatus for in-

creasing power density (1964) 13187
Ion chambers, see Ionization chambers.
Ion dissociation:

in drift tube of time-of-flight mass spectro-
meter (1964) 4228

spurious fragments arising from
charge-transfer and dissociation reac-

tions of retarded ions (1965) 10118
time-of-flight mass spectrometer

—

adapted for studying (1964) 66
observation and identification of processes

in drift tube (1964) 52
• observation of 2,1 charge transfer (1964)

19172
reactions in drift tube (1964) 5873, 13637,

19167
Ion exchange:
adsorption of strontium on clay minerals

(1965) 16311
beryllium determination in urine by ion ex-

change separation and fluorimetric
measurement (1963) 14984

cation-exchange capacity of sediments from
selected streams (1965) 18208

cerium compounds, properties (1965) 5557
cesium-137, use in determination of cation

exchange capacity (1963) 599
comparison of distribution coefficients for

strontium exchange from solutions con-
taining 1 and 2 competing cations (1965)
10980

determination of

—

cobalt and nickel in tungsten (1963) 20965
trace metals in tungsten (1965) 1382

erbium and thulium separation, temperature
and flow rate effects (1962) 4634

inorganic exchange materials use for radio-
active waste treatment, meeting (1963)
7709

materials, use in demineralization of saline
water (1963) 14060

membrane

—

electrodialyzer treatment of radioactive
waste (1962) 18701

technology pertaining to saline water de-

salination, bibliography (1964) 848
membranes

—

for electrodialvsis application, inor<janic
(1965) 16344

USSR study (1961) 4396
metal, anion exchange separations in par-

tially nonaqueous solutions (1962) 4636
milk, USSR study (1964) 9001
mineral materials (series) (1963) 599, 5017;

(1965) 10980, 16311
minerals and disposal of radioactive wastes,

survey of literature (1962) 7477
rare-earth separation, ion exchange with

EDTA and DCTA, hvdrogen as retaining
ion (1963) 3089

reaction of hydrogen-deuterium in heter-

ogeneous phase, Hungarian study (1962)
9814

seawater softening, saline water conversion
pre-treatment (1962) 17654

separation of

—

impurities in rare-earth metals (1963) 1237
rare-earth elements and recovery of EDTA
from effluent solutions (1962) 1642

synthetic inorganic cation exchanger pro-
duction and application for selective
Plutonium isolation. East German study
(1962) 7788

Ion exchange resins, see Resins.

Ion pumps, see Pumps.
Ion rocket engines, see Rockets.
Ionic crystals, see Crystals,
lonite, use in milk fed infants suffering with

gastro-intestinal tract diseases (1964)

5027
Ionium, see Thorium isotopes.

Ionization:
aero- and hvdroaeroionization problems,

all-Union conference, USSR (1962) 1075
aero-, in medicine, USSR study (1961) 21008
aeroionization, effect of efficiency of health

person (1962) 9868
air

—

and aerosols interaction, dose-effect rela-

tionships (1963) 7197
effect on micro-organisms suspended there-

in, USSR study (1962) 951
influence on ability to do

—

mental work, USSR study (1962) 1108

physical work, USSR study (1962) 1109

Soviet equipment, development and pro-

duction information (1963) 12636
C-stellarator discharges, variation of neu-

tral density with time (1963) 14988
chemical relaxation behind shock waves in

carbon dioxide (1964) 7529
clouds connected with auroras, causes of

irregular motions, USSR study (1961)

15255
effect in hypervelocity impact (1963) 18165
gage, use as quantitative analyzer for

Bl-gaseous mixtures (1963) 3155
gases

—

continuum radiation process (1961) 1703
electromagnetic waves penetration (1962)

6344
ionization and deionization processes in

low-density plasma flows (1961) 7998
metals, USSR studies (1964) 20252
method, modification, for continuously re-

cording contact potential differences

(1963) 18248
Mo-W alloy components, USSR study (1963)

19708
photoionization

—

atomic oxygen (1964) 14779
atoms and molecules (1962) 8536
coefficients of propylene and butene-1 in

vacuum ultraviolet (1963) 19898
cross sections of rare gases (1964) 14781
time-of-flight mass spectrometer adapted

for studying (1964) 66
physics, USSR studies (1964) 12799
potentials

—

for molecules found in high-temperature
chemical reactions, tabulated values
(1963) 12874

tables (1961) 223
solutions of ionized radiating shock layer

(1964) 1485
2-dimensional ion rocket using through-feed

and porous tungsten ionizers (1961)

8010; (1962) 8486
volume ion production in tenuous helium

plasma (1964) 13241
Ionization chambers:
calibrated, determination of total x-ray

beam energy (1962) 14496

cavity chambers, stopping powers for use

with (1961) 17737
ceramic vacuum ultraviolet ion chamber,

fabrication, etc (1962) 10514
dosimetric examinations of diaphragm type

chambers for soft X-rav radiation,

USSR study (1961) 1.5307

electronic equilibrium in free-air chambers
and proposed new chamber design (1962)
6355
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Ionization chambers—Continued
environmental radiation measurements

(1964) 1770
free air, design (1961) 6416
full-range in-reactor-core neutron monitor-

ing system, topical report (1965) 1831
S-57 experiment with analog to digital con-

verter (1965) 13014
vacuum ultraviolet

—

ion chambers, characteristics and applica-
tions (1963) 16366

photoionization detector (1963) 7288
Ionization gages:
Bayard-Alpert, effects of cesium vapor

(1964) 9609
starts quickly, is unaffected by spurious

currents (1965)5145
Ionized air, see Air.
Ionized gases, see Gases.
Ionizing radiation:
and aging, effects on life span (1961) 6722
and heredity, genetic theory of radiation

sickness, USSR study (1962) 22303
and metabolism processes, summary (1964)

4262
and radionuclides in ornithology, selected

bibliography (1963) 7716
articles (1962) 5821
average diameter of erythrocytes during

chronic action of small doses, USSR
study (1963) 10639

biological action, USSR studies (1963) 16009
biological effects of

—

gamma-radiation, USSR study (1963)
19472

use of free phage and system
phage-bacterium in studying, USSR
study (1965) 9360

blastomogenic action on tumors of animals,
USSR study (1961) 4632

certain problems of effect on nervous sys-
tem, USSR (1963) 12374

changes in anterior lobe of hypophysis dur-
ing irradiation and cooling, USSR study
(1963) 15671

chemical dosimetry, USSR studies (1964)
19892

chemical protection of mammals, USSR
study (1963) 10619

clinical changes in cardiovascular system
during treatments, USSR study (1961)
977

control on atomic ships (1963) 2530
cosmic flights, USSR study (1963) 19440
Croatian industry, Yugoslavian study (1963)

12635

demyelinating lesions and focal vascular le-

sions in cerebral white matter of normal
and irradiated monkeys (1962) 4546

economic feasibility of pasteurizing fresh
strawberries, peaches, tomatoes, grapes,
oranges, and grapefruit (1963) 19090

effects and dynamic factors on functions of
central nervous system, problem of
space physiology (1965) 16730

effects on

—

adrenocorticotropic activity of peripheral
blood of rats, USSR study (1961) 11015

blood lipid composition and fatty acids in
dogs, USSR study (1962) 1071

chlorination of mixtures of rutile, carbon,
and various catalysts (1962) 14438

endocrine system, USSR study (1962) 2859
enolase, inactivation and chemical pro-

tection (1965) 17020
heart, USSR study (1962) 23708
hereditary molecular structures, USSR
study (1964) 1008

Ionizing radiation—Continued
effects on—Continued

higher nervous system function of pro-
geny (1963) 14957

human central nervous system (1961) 5338
human heredity by study of chromosome

diseases, USSR investigation (1962)
5858

human organism, Poland study (1962) 7590
immunity to virus infections, USSR study

(1962) 8032
lipids of fish (1964) 19251; (1965) 10188
annual report (1963) 18595
final summary (1963) 18598

low-level, repeated exposures and
long-term considerations (1961) 20319

metabolism of brain phospholipids, USSR
study (1962) 2707

mutability of microorganisms, USSR
study (1961) 2356

nervous system, USSR study (1963) 15951
organism, changes in hypophyso-adrenal
system (1962) 2914

plants (1961) 19734; (1964) 1769
propellants, preliminary study (1962) 8516
reaction of growing organism, character-

istics, USSR summary (1962) 9916
series of saturated polyesters (1965) 1403
serotonin concentration changes in blood

of animals during space flight, USSR
study (1965) 7939

virus infections and antivirus immunity
(1963) 9669

energy metabolism in restoration of irra-
diated cells, USSR study (1963) 20911

exposure during pregnancy, consequences,
USSR study (1964) 2768

extending shelf life of fruits and vegetables
(1964) 5987

external and internal irradiation, measure-
ment and computation of absorbed doses
(1965) 1158

higher nervous functions in animals antena-
tally irradiated, USSR study (1963)
17673

inactivation of encysting Azotobacter cells
(1963) 16793

influence on variation of microorganisms,
USSR study (1961) 4631

injuries, long term effects caused by action
(1962) 184

ionizing and X-ray irradiation, USSR stud-
ies (1963) 16055

irradiated food, effects on reproductive func-
tions of rats and their progeny (1961)
17363

irradiating effect, USSR study (1963) 14208
low doses, effect on reactions of body, USSR

study (1963) 10864
manned space flight, proceedings of confer-

ence on problems (1961) 2584
microbiological response to varying types

and methods of application (1963) 7416
organism reactions to small doses, USSR

study (1962) 2822
oxygen effect (1961) 1695
pathological anatomy of acute radiation

sickness in experiment, atlas (1964) 4291
possible cause of carcinogenesis, USSR

study (1963) 10832
preservation of food by low-dose ionizing

energy (1961) 21330
primary processes of radiation injury, USSR

study (1963) 12453
protection against, prophylaxis and therapy

(1963)4412
protection of workers against, ILO conven-

tion and recommendation, text (1961)
6994
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Ionizing radiation—Continued
protective measures when working with ra-

dioactive isotopes, USSR (1963) 17671
radiation health protection manual (1965)

1312
radiological health handbook (1961) 6510
sanitary regulations

—

and safety requirements in work with ra-

diation sources (1962) 189
relating to work, USSR study (1962) 7798

significance of plasma cells in antibody for-

mation process during (1963) 7073
sources

—

regulations pertaining to work, Yugosla-
via (1965) 16511

USSR new sanitary regulations (1962)

9932
space and its influence on spacecraft design

(1962) 22579
space, protecting human beings, USSR

study (1964) 7082
stability of functionally heterogenous por-

tions of DNA, USSR study (1964) 14623
state of vestibular analyzer in persons

working with sources, USSR study
(1965) 18302

sterilization of antibiotic preparations,
USSR study (1962) 6078

tissue regeneration after exposure, USSR
study (1965) 9475

use for control of dormancy in potatoes dur-

ing storage, USSR study (1962) 9918

controlling salmonellae in foods, study
(1965) 17115

sterilization of medicinal preparations
(1961) 15345

use of ACTH and adrenal cortical hormones
on individuals exposed to radiation ef-

fects, USSR study (1963) 10767
USSR studies (1964) 20061
utilization, sanitary control in USSR na-

tional economy (1962) 2731
X-irradiation, cytochemistry of blood glyco-

gen in mammals, USSR study (1963)
8838

Yugoslav regulations for protection (1962)
5456

see also Radiation,
lonograms:
Alouette I, reduction to electron density

profiles for computer programs (1965)
14824

topside, electron-density profiles, parameters
obtained, method (1965) 19963

lonography, see Radiography.
Ionosphere:
antenna radiating within, ion sheath effects

(1963) 11049
atlas of Fourier coefficients of diurnal varia-

tion of foF2, distribution of amplitude
and phase (1965) 8152

backscatter sounding

—

at Murmanski, RSFSR (1965) 16531
USSR study (1965) 14599

behavior during solar eclipse, July 20, 1963,
Bedford, Mass (1964) 7964

computer program for mapping by numeri-
cal methods (1964) 3048

CRPL predictions based on numerical meth-
ods of mapping, handbook (1963) 3172

D-region, mass spectrometry (1965) 7090
description of Ionosphere Beacon Satellite

S-45, study (1961) 7979
disturbances, studies with high frequency

Doppler technique (1965) 11529
ducting, investigating with ORBIS beacon

(1964) 5875
E region, reaction rate equations, computer

technique for solving (1963) 1737

Ionosphere—Continued
earth-ionosphere waveguide for VLF radio

waves, characteristics (1965) 5258
east-west propagation paths, sunrise effects

(1964) 13629
80-400 km atmospheric region wind flow,

measurement techniques (1963) 9151
electron and ion temperatures (1963) 18122
electron concentration, using artificial satel-

lites for measurement, USSR study
(1964) 19874

electron densities, reevaluation derived from
rocket measurements of refractive index

and attenuation (1961) 1304
electron density

—

and magnetic field parameters at Alouette
I orbit, calculation (1965) 14844

determination with impedance probe on
satellites (1965) 7092

profiles, reduction of Alouette I ionograms
(1965) 14824

simultaneous measurement by CW propa-
gation and RF impedance probe tech-

niques (1962) 6289
use of hf lunar reflection circuit in study

(1964) 5609
wavemotions caused by nuclear detona-

tions (1963) 13198
electron temperatures (1963) 19892
electronic integration of UK-1 satellite

(1965) 18553
equatorial spread F (1962) 22616
excitation

—

electroacoustic waves (1963) 12871
non-uniformity parameters relationship,
USSR study (1962) 2793

experiments results with sounding rocket
and Explorer 8 (1960) (1961) 15817

F-region, electron density distribution data
(1963) 9181

F region and polar cap, direct satellite

probe measurements of ionospheric ir-

regularities (1965) 7084
F2 layer disturbance in high latitude, esti-

mation, USSR study (1963) 6908
F2 peak, electron density distribution (1961)

15813; (1962) 6295
first topside soundings (1963) 7252
HF communication centers, engineering

guide for siting criteria (1962) 14498
impedance of electrically short antenna

(1963) 5581
interaction of charged satellite (1961) 21211
ionospheric data (1961) 3488; (1962) 3731
ionospheric Fi layer's maximum usable fre-

quency, monthly forecasts, USSR study
(1963) 12335

irregular, investigating, automation of proc-
essing of experimental data, USSR
study (1962) 5443

lower

—

effect of auroral bremsstrahlung (1963)
21006

elevated antennas over spherical earth
radiation patterns (1962) 10541

magnetic and ionospheric disturbances, IGY
studies (1961) 4947

Martian and Cytherian, theoretical study
(1964) 14868

measurements, instrumentation of satellite

Explorer VIII (1962) 12445
mode conservation in earth-ionosphere

waveguide (1962) 22618
mode sum for LF, VLF, ELF terrestrial ra-

dio wave fields (1964) 20639
night layer E according to observations at

Dikson Island (1962) 10534
nonlinear interaction phenomena, investiga-

tion (1965) 14743
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Ionosphere—Continued
observations of ionospheric wind patterns

through night (1964) 20962
penetration by very-low-frequency radio

signals, interim results of LOPTI I ex-

periment (1962) 12602
perturbations, solar flares, and geomagnetic

storms, correlations observed by prob-
ing (1964) 16995

predictions, Central Radio Propagation
Laboratory (1964) 8310; (1965) 3203

probability of radio communications
through layer Es (1964) 20058

quiet

—

mean electron density variations (1962)

22610; (1963) 11098-99, 19952; (1964)
3047

model (1963) 5605
radio propagation (1961) 17736; (1965) 11525

bibliography, 1955-61 (1962)22614
reaction rate equations, solution (1964) 55
research by satellites, agreement with

Canada "(1964) 15112
research, results of testing airborne iono-

spheric stations in Arctic, USSR study
(1962) 5923

researches, USSR (1962) 1385
satellite and rocket observations related to,'

summary (1961) 4940
satellite observations at magnetic equator

(1963) 12869
Soviet research (1964) 993
sporadic-E as observed with rockets (1961)

13534
structure, contribution to study (1965) 2919
studies with small multi-purpose rocket pay-

load (1964) 13240
sunrise and sunset times at ionospheric

heights along great circle path (1965)

1500
temperatures obtained from photography of

shock waves (1964) 20963
theoretical discussion of diffusion and drift

in F2 region (1962) 12951
topside, investigations (1963) 20984
topside sounder studies (1965) 14824, 14844
upper

—

Explorer VIII satellite measurements
(1964) 13222

rocket measurements by radio propaga-
tion technique (1962) 8506

VHF scatter system loss measurements,
European-Mediterranean area (1965)

2939
VLF radio waves propagation by ionospher-

ic disturbances (1964) 7580
winds, motions into night and sporadic E

correlations (1963) 18167
Ionosphere, Conference on Non-Linear Proc-

esses in the, see Conference on Non-
Linear Processes in the Ionosphere.

Ionospheric stations, airborne, Arctic regions,

results of testing, USSR studv (1962)
5923

Ions:

activity, calculation and use, processes by
which natural water acquires or relin-

quishes solutes (1961) 7529
alkali metal ions on tungsten, application of

atom-metal interaction theory to ad-
sorption (1964) 18784

anionic-cationic flotation of mica ores from
Alabama and North Carolina (1965)
6599

atmospheric, combination counter (1961)
9914

behavior in aqueous solutions, theoretical
studies of osmionic cells (1963) 14061

Ions—Continued
carbonate, determining in surface of crys-

talline solids by means of mass spectro-
metric gas analysis (1965) 9714

common to natural water, effect on flotation

of limestone (1963) 9121
concentrations in barium plasma, measure-

ment (1965) 17103
constant of ion disappearance and its hy-

gienic significance, USSR study (1965)
12664

critical surface temperature ion currents
from electron emission data (1962) 14478

density in D-region and interplanetary
space, rocket measurement technique
(1981) 15766

dissociation

—

in drift tube of time-of-flight mass spec-

trometer, identifying fragment ions

(1964) 4228
processes occurring in drift tube of

time-of-flight mass spectrometer, obser-

vation and identification (1964) 52

double layer and electrostatic adsorption,
USSR study (1964) 14456

electron and ion emission, USSR study
(1964) 3035

electron-bombardment sources, performance
correlation (1965) 18582

emission, Soviet research 1955-59, annotated
bibliography (1961) 4970

field emission, Soviet research, bibliography
(1964) 5550

fragmeiitation of anthracene in electron-
bombardment ion source (1965) 5192

heavy

—

dosimetry techniques for irradiation of

biologic samples (1961) 6717
effect on LF propagation, with special ref-

erence to nuclear environment (1965)

13066
incidence, sputtering at oblique angles

(1964) 9595
interaction of atomic particles with surface

of metal (1964) 8047
ion-atom collisions, lectures (1963) 7313
ion-trap results in exploration of upper

atmosphere with help of 3d Soviet sput-

nik (1961) 4938
mass spectrometry in D-region ionosphere

(1965) 7090
mobilities in fused salts (1962) 2057
multicharge, nuclear reactions, conference

reports (1962) 178
multiple charged ions survey (1964) 14942
positive

—

fluxes within earth's magnetosphere rela-

tion to variations in magnetic field with
satellite observations, USSR study
(1965) 6406

inobility in their own gas (1964) 16713
positive and negative, mass spectra in ni-

trous and nitric oxides (1965) 2901
removing from sea water by chelation (1961)

12820
rocket

—

comparative measurements of beam power
in research (1961) 9595

electron-bombardment ion source (1961)

4913
measurements with electron and ion

probes in Aurora (1965) 1794
performance, graphical method for esti-

mating errata (1961) 9542
sheath effects near antennas radiating with-

in ionosphere (1963) 11049
silicates with monovalent and bivalent ca-

tions, Berlin symposium (1962) 1278
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Ions—Continued
source

—

for molecular efTusion studies (1961) 5354

generates ions through impact ionization

of gas molecules (1963) 14923
thermionic emission, for isotopic analysis

of lithium (1964) 8061

spurious fragment peaks originating from
normal ions heavier than dissociating

parent ion (1964) 5873
temperature in ionosphere (1963) 18122
two-dimensional beams with small lateral

spreading (1961) 7974

see also ions by name, e.g. Helium ions.

Ion thrustors:
analysis, theory and application of numeri-

cal solution of axiallv symmetric Pois-

son equation (1963) 12859
cesium-coated electrodes, thermionic emis-

sion (1963) 19916
cesium, field-enhanced thermionic emission

from electrodes (1965) 5219
electron-bombardment

—

determining plasma-sheath configurations

and ion optics (1965) 13012
experimental evaluation of array of 3

(1965)5197
experimental evaluation of size effects on

steadv-state control properties (1964)

20597
filament deterioration (1964) 11382
heavy-molecules as propellants (1964) 7493

neutralizer tests on flight-model (1963)

16368
oxide-coated brush cathodes, preliminary

operation (1965) 13005
screen and accelerator grids (1963) 16363
steady-state control properties (1964) 7538

optics, numerical evaluation (1963) 11042
SERT I flight test-

results (1965) 8103
spacecraft, description and operation

(1965) 8085

lorns, W. v.:

water resources of upper Colorado River
basin

—

basic data (1964) 19786
technical report (1965) 19666

Iota, Explorer, see Satellites.

Iowa:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties, statistics (1962)

16450; (1963) 4567; (196-1) 6028
bigtooth aspen, promoting spread (1961)

14923
butter reporting, description and analysis

(1961) 11707
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)

16324
census of business, 1963

—

merchandise lines sales, retail trade (1965)
15300

retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5644
selected services, area statistics (1965)
5664

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
8592

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 72.56

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)

111.54

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1901) 9995
census of mineral industries, 1958. area re-

ports (1961) 10004. 16258

Iowa—Continued
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 23086
general characteristics (1961) 11965
general, social, and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 6785
number of inhabitants (1961) 3944

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6864

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1964) 19022"

climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;
(1963) 3517; (1964) .3329; (1965) 3216

county business patterns, activities covered
by OASDI program (1961) 11876, 20436;
(1963) 15050, 18673

egg prices, reporting at shipping points
(1961) 3704

electric rate book (1961) 14857; (1962) 15561;
(1963) 19196; (1964) 17980; (1965) 18086

floods of Mar.-Apr. 1960 (1965) 16326
flower marketing, credit and financing prob-

lems of florists (1965) 8437
jurisdiction over Ordnance Plant Reserva-

tion at Burlington

—

hearings (1963) 18921, 18924
report (1963) 18843

labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573
land conveyance

—

hearings (1962) 21191
report (1962) 21083

land sale by Secretary of Agriculture,
authorized

—

law (1961) 18754
reports (1961) 16667, 17089

limestone quarries, vibrations from delayed
blasting (1963) 16340

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ters (1962) "1610, 23965; (1963) 20957;
(1965) 1338

minor civil divisions, townships, census
1960, map (1961) 16286

Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery

products, wholesale dealers, list (1964)

4739; (1965) 9160
municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory

(1964) 3106
municipal water facilities inventory (1961)

6505; (1964) 18911
plane coordinate tables (1961) 328
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

15043
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

public school finance program, 1962-63

(1963) 12075
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16662
shales, clays, and loess, for lightweight ag

grega^^es. expansion properties (1964)
9510

southern

—

establishing vegetation on exposed subsoil

(1964)4197
soil hank and corn allotment programs

effect on income aiid resouice use (1961)
8307

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10743

truck inventory and use survey (1965; 241
untilled opportunity (transportation, re-

marks) (1965) 18416
urban areas along Mi'ssissippi River, flood

control, engine: r report

—

departmental edition (1963) 437
document edition (1963) 226
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Iowa—Continued
water pollution control and abatement,

hearings (1965) 4521
weather stations, decadal census (1963)

16670
white pine plantings, weed control and fer-

tilization (1965) 16247
women

—

family and property law (1961) 8250;
(1962) 10777; (1964) 5764

labor laws, summary (1964) 9893
women workers, 1960 (1963) 5774; (1964)

9897; (1965) 18855
ZIP code directory (1963) 20039

Iowa County, Wis., soil survey (1962) 22809

Iowa Indians, Iowa Tribe of Oklahoma, land

held in trust for heirs of grantor (1965)

15404, 15876, 17485
Iowa Ordnance Plant Reservation:

legislative jurisdiction, retrocede to Iowa

—

hearings (1963) 18921, 18924
report (1963) 18843

Iowa River:
flood control, Iowa and Minn., engineer re-

port
departmental edition (1965) 12406
document edition (1965) 12049

Iowa State University, progress of rural and
urban students, entering fall, 1955
(1962) 15466

Ips beetles, see Beetles.

Ips confusus (Lee), see Beetles.

Ips lecontei Sw, see Beetles.

IQSY, see International Year of Quiet Sun,
1964-65.

Iquique, Chile, uranium reconnaissance of

area (1962) 8982
Iquitos, Peru, uranium reconnaissance in area

(1963) 14999
IR, see Infrared rays.

IRAC, see Interagency Records Administration
Conference.

Iran:

Afghanistan boundary, study (1963) 20151
agricultural commodities, agreement (1962)

12727; (1963) 11319; (1964) 18964; (1965)
1660-61, 5405, 6935, 13295

aid in action, fact sheet (1962) 3498
Ambassador, nomination of Julius C.

Holmes, hearings (1961) 8982
background notes (1965) 3032
citizen, instruction at Military Academy,

West Point report (1964) 15518
cotton (1964) 14292
cultural exchange and financing of exchange

programs, agreement (1964) 1622
Development and Resources Corporation,

activities, hearing (1962) 11660
development of trade and friendly relations

with U.S. (address) (1965) 11037
economic and technical assistance program.

International Cooperation Administra-
tion, 1956-60, examination (1961) 12755

economic developments, 1961 (1962) 13921;
(1963) 8389

economic, technical, and related assistance,
agreement (1962) 10681

economy, basic data (1962) 15669
education (1963) 8163
exports and imports, licensing and exchange

controls (1962) 724, 21882
fishing industry, 1962-63 (1964) 6719
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 18616
import tariff system (1961) 642
investments in (1963) 6597
labor conditions (1964) 13080
labor law and practice (1965) 1280
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 63,j

Iran—Continued
market factors (1964) 8811
market for U.S. fats, oils, and oilmeal (1962)

2502
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12879
National Cartography Administration, plan

organization, report of activities,

1945-.55, 1960-61 (1961) 19567
penal code (1962) 21944
petroleum industry (1964) 7427
raisin industry (1961) 9159
reciprocal trade agreement termination,

agreement (1961) 1515
selling in (1964) 18182
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 1525, 1530, 11607, 16022;
(1962) 12711-712

trigonometric network calculation, report
(1961) 11321

Turkey rail link, U.S. assistance to CENTO,
GAO follow-up examination (1965) 9225

Turkish boundary, study (1964) 7766
U.S.S.R. boundary, study (1964) 7763
United States Commission for Cultural Ex-

change with Iran, agreement (1961)
20202

United States foreign aid program, report of
study (1963) 19055

Iraq:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1963)

20185; (1964) 5705
agricultural economy (1965) 17998
cultural relations, agreement (1963) 20179
Democratic Party of Kurdistan, 6th con-

gress (1964) 20121
economy, basic data (1961) 6082; (1964) 6847
educational data (1963) 6328
5 year agrarian reform plan (1965) 2459
foreign trade regulations (1965) 1945
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 18617
General Federation of Labor Unions, memo-

randum (1961) 4429
government target of critical Russian press

(1961) 19582
import tariff system (1961) 20873
Kurdish activities as reflected in organ of

Democratic Party of Iraqi Kurdistan
(1961) 2104, 7782, 13089, 13283

Kurdish vanguard party (1961) 938
labor activities, articles (1961) 7796
labor conditions (1964) 5443
labor law and practice (1963) 9046
labor movement (1961) 876
military personalities, identification (1961)

9314
military personnel (1961) 4512
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12880
preparing shipments to (1961) 9190
press, translations (1962) 3017, 6155, 8278,

10296, 10365, 12311, 19829
sending gift packages to (1962) 705
students, internal troubles, report (1963)

5368
Soviet press criticism of government (1961)

13036
translations from Sovremennyy vostok

(1961) 10761, 19779
Turkish boundary, study (1964) 7765

Iraqi Atomic Energy Commission, report
(1962) 7589

Irby, J. E., optimum correction of thrust tran-
sient measurement (1965) 14752

Iredell County, N.C., soil survey report (1964)
18954

Irelan, Burdge, chemical quality of surface
waters in Brazos River basin, Tex (1964)
18149
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Ireland:

agricultural trade agreement (1962) 14648
ambassador, nominations of

—

Guest, Raymond R., hearing (1965) 6048
Stockdale, Edward T., hearings (1961) 7269

atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,
agreement (1961) 9786; (1964) 7796

beef and veal, trade agreement (1964) 9830
civil aviation survey (1965) 13547
economic developments, 1961 (1962) 11937
economy, basic data (1964) 863
educational data (1963) 8167
electromechanical fishing and counting fence

used (1964) 14267
establishing business (1962) 5339
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14386
heritage and future potentialities (address)

(1962) 7337
import tariff system (1963) 6589
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 6090
livestock and meat industry (1962) 9661
living conditions (1962) 5353
maritime matters, public liability for dam-

age caused by N. S. Savannah, agree-
ment (1964) 20845

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12881

sailing directions (1961) 19440; (1963) 9254;
(1964) 20670

seeks larger trading environment as econo-
my prospers, through EEC membership
application (1961) 20494

IRGR, see International Research Group on
Refuse Disposal.

Irian, West, general information (1963) 8717
Iridium:
radiochemistry (1962) 205
titanium-iridium phase diagram (1962) 22524

IRIG, see Inter-Range Instrumentation Group.

Iris (plant):

growing in home gardens (1962) 16286;
(1965) 33

Irkutsk Ionosphere Station, USSR, observa-
tions of vertically moving turbulences
(1965) 18310

Irkutsk, Russian SFSR, general information
(1963) 8835

IRMA (information revision and manuscript
assembly system), see Electronic com-
puters.

Iron:

absorption during alterations in environ-
mental temperature (1963) 18484

alloys

—

aluminum, magnetic, and associated sys-
tems, review (1963) 12958

chromium, binary, high temperature oxida-
tion in water vapor, preliminary study
(1961) 5004

chromium, properties of arc-melted (1962)
8479

electroslag remelting effect on plasticity,
USSR study (1964) 1014

high temperature base, development (1961)
6731

hydrogen effect on stress-rupture and fa-

tigue properties, preliminary investiga-
tion (1963) 1287

iron-gadolinium phase diagram (1962)
10448

Arizona resources, reconnaissance (1965)
1328

basic iron and steel, industry wage survey
(1963) 5450

blast furnace

—

after quenching with nitrogen, examina-
tion (1963) 10951

thermochemical model (1963) 10965
developing (1964) 7454

Iron—Continued
blood fractions containing, effects of intra-

vascular hemolysis on specific activity

(1962) 14781
boride, molten, structure, etc., USSR study

(1965) 14507
brown ore resources, Barbour, Butler, Cren-

shaw, and Pike Counties, Ala (1965)
11385

carbon alloys, surface properties (1964) 3037

carbonyls, chemistry and catalytic proper-

ties (1962) 16005
catalysts

—

carbides, nitrides, and carbonitrides in

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (1963) 19824
Fischer-Tropsch oil-circulation process
experiments (1963) 9124

kinetics of Fischer-Tropsch synthesis

(1964) 13103
self-generated carbon-expanded for syn-

thesis of methane (1964) 11331
sulfur poisoning of fixed beds in FHscher-
Tropsch synthesis (1965) 9550

characteristics in lime soda sinter process
for recovering alumina from anorthosite
(1963) 1230

chemical composition, computer calculation
during pouring from mixer to converter,
USSR study (1964) 16202

chemistry in natural water (series) (1962)
11894

chlorination kinetics (1965) 14713
chromium-nickel system, oxidation behavior

in high-temperature steam, electron
beam microprobe studies (196,5) 8543

compounds, hydrocarbon-soluble, prepara-
tion and properties (1962) 12564

content and electrochemical potentials, rela-

tion to ground-water flow patterns
(1965) 9273

crystals, effect of substructure on cleavage
(1962) 6444

deficiency in plants, how to control in yards
and gardens (1965) 11843

deposits

—

Ceballa creek titaniferous (1963) 14508
Cuyuna North range, Minn (1963) 20734
Kasaan Peninsula (1962) 624
Precambrian, near Atlantic City, Wyo

(1963) 10285
dermal excretion, relation to balance, etc

(1963) 1813
determination of iron and radioiron in nor-

mal blood of rats (1962) 83
disclocations and plastic behavior of single

crystals (1962) 123
economics, in USSR (1962) 15742
electrolytic, purification (1963) 18251
elevated temperature diffusion in Fe-Mo sys-

tem (1961) 5010
ferrous alloys, cross-index of chemically

equivalent specifications (1965) 10719
foundries, current industrial reports (1961)

2989, 16269; (1962) 3736, 16461; (1963)
3574, 16897; (1964) 3390; (1965) 278, 3273

gold-iron electrode pair for electrochemical
recording of tissue oxygen in vivo,

USSR study (1965) 12661"

high purity, analysis with electrochemical
cell (1963) 7219

in cobalt-base alloy (L-650), effect of varia-
tions in content on embrittlement (1965)
16715

industry

—

automation of production processes, USSR
(1961) 15248

Communist China (1961) 858
Japanese studies (1961) 19733

employment outlook (1962) 8378; (1964)
9447
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Iron—Continued
industry—Continued

India (1961) 21173
North Korea (1961) 889, 11095
outlook and review (1961) 3854; (1962)

2130; (1963) 4523; (1964) 6010
influence of microstructural inclusions on

friction and wear (1963) 11046
intestinal absorption, influenced by changes

in altitude (1962) 1967
iron and steel industry, pertinent character-

istics as related to area redevelopment
(1965) 7132

iron and steel, mineral industry survey

—

annual (1963) 16326; (1964) 18671
annual, preliminary (1965) 5081

monthly (1963) 3808; (1964) 3619; (1965)
3536

iron and steel, minerals yearbook chapter
(1964) 21693

iron and steel report, monthly (1961) 3450;
(1962) 3969

iron and steel scrap, monthly

—

final data (1963) 3809; (1964) 3620; (1965)
3537

preliminary data (1963) 3810; (1964) 3621
iron and steel scrap. Pacific Northwest

(1965) 5073
iron ore trade agreement escape-clause in-

vestigation (1961) 2722
Lake Superior resources, metallurgical eval-

uation, etc (1962) 23977
low copper and sulfur content, recovered by

smelting copper reverbatory slags
(1964) 14762

manganese concretions, bacteriogenic for-

mations, Indian Ocean, USSR study
(1963) 15799

metallic binders (1963) 16334
method for determination in zinc-base alloys

(1961) 6292
microbiologic factors in solution and trans-

port (1961) 10693
mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)

11386
minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 21174;

(1962) 22484; (1963) 19840
open-pit mining, milling and costs. Grove-

land Mine, Mich (1963) 14501
ores

—

anionic flotation of silica, Mesabi and
Menominee Range (1964) 9516

ARA technical assistance in major prob-
lems of redevelopment areas (1964)
11826

beneficiating and smelting. Carter Creek,
Mont (1962) 8471

brown, methods and costs of producing at

southern Missouri mines (1961) 1196
census of mineral industries, 1958, indus-

try report (1961) 1806
concentration, magnetic flotation method

used at Olenegorsk mill, economic effec-

tiveness, USSR study (1962) 22176
concentration, USSR study (1961) 2327
deposits, China, present status (1962) 5400
deposits in St. Lawrence magnetite dis-

trict, northwest Adirondacks, N.Y (1964)

15947
flotation processes at Ta-Ku Shan plant,

Cx)mmunist China study (1963) 8990
fused granulated, from Korshunovka con-

centrates, USSR study (1962) 15758
Georgia manganiferous, differential sulfa-

tization (1962) 20111
industrialization, problems of Angaro-

Pitskiy Basin, USSR study (1961) 2248
industry problems in upper Great Lakes,
hearing (1961) 19173

Iron—Continued
ores—Continued
Kazakhstan, cheaper ore, USSR study

(1962) 21987
Kerch' peninsula, USSR (1963) 12516
Korshunovskiye, industrial flow chart for
concentrating, USSR study (1961) 4587

Krivoy Rog concentrating combines must
producp high quality concentrates,
USSR study (1961) 2328

Kursk magnetic anomaly deposits, largest
base of USSR (1962) 14023

Kursk magnetic anomaly, exploitation of
resources, USSR study (1962) 22364

Lake Superior region, R-N process appli-
cation, engineering studies (1964) 8018

Lake Superior resources (1961) 6277;
(1963) 1243; (1965) 14714

Mesabi Range, feasibility of Krupp-Renn
process for treating, digest (1964) 13665

mine workers. Tariff Commission report
(1963) 14741

mineral industry survey, monthly (1963)
3811; (1964) 3622; (1965) 3538

minerals yearbook chapters (1961) 11381,
21175; (1962) 22485; (1963) 19842; (1964)
21694; (1965) 19844

monthly report (1961) 3451; (1962) 3970
ore tailing from Champion mine, Mar-

quette Range, Mich., flotation treatment
(1964) 20508

pellet binders from lignite deposits (1965)
1.381

pelletizing (1962) 15885
prereduced pellets, production and smelt-

ing (1964) 20499
production, etc (1961) 2490; (1962) 3320,

20086; (1963) 3058, 16327; (1964) 5478;
(1965) 2813

reserves, USSR, new data (1962) 22055
USSR, metallurgical value as basis for

constructing wholesale price list (1962)

22208
USSR, steel industry (1962) 22109

Utah and Wyoming, smelting (1961) 13461
phase transformations in iron-vanadium

system, USSR study (1964) 19867
polished plates and sheets, duty

—

law (1963) 17016
reports (1963) 13564, 15349

polycrystalline, cleavage fracture, micro-
mechanisms (1964) 13437

prereduced pellets, new blast furnace raw
material (1963) 3104

production, etc., 1960 (1961) 15749

products, identification marking. Federal
standard (1962) 15578

prospect, North Bradfield River, Alaska,
geology (1964) 2414

pyrophoric hydrogen-reduced powder, incit-

ing for steel production (1964) 9522
radiation, quadratic functions, 0° to 180° 20

(1962) 3297
radiochemistry (1961) .5370

reactions with hydrogen and hydrogen sul-

fide (1961) 4823
reconnaissance of resources in New Mexico

(1963) 20948
Red Mountain formation, Ala., rocks, rela-

tion between specific gravity and iron
content (1964) 4781

red ore district, Birmingham, Ala., geologic
and hydrologic studies (1965) 18210

scrap, minerals yearbook chapters (1961)

17634; (1962) 20085; (1963) 19841; (1964)

20482; (1965) 18436
sludge from uranium plants, recovery of

scandium (1965) 5092
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Iron—Continued
solubility in liquid potassium and effect of

oxygen gettering agents (1965) 8115
stabilization of silicone lubricating liquids

above 'iOO" C (1961) 1383
steam process for production of synthesis

gas and hydrogen (1962) 6237
structural, engineered performance stand-

ards, handbooks (1961) 5170, 6621;
(1965) 20161-162

transport and deposition in water, effects of

larger types of aquatic vegetation
(1962) 11894

tubes and rods centrally located in homoge-
neous reactor, criticality effects (1962)
20134

vacuum induction melting oxygen and car-
bon in iron (1961) 5009

volumetric determination of uranium (1961)
2516

wettability of aluminum oxides and carbides
by metals of iron group, USSR study
(1962) 23865

whiskers of high average strength grown in

hydrogen contaminated argon atmos-
phere (1962) 109

see also Cast Iron—Ferrous metals.
Iron castings, see Castings.
Iron County, Utah, geology and coal resources

of Cedar Mountain quadrangle (1962)
15642

Iron County, Wis., economic development op-
portunities (1965) 1813

Iron Curtain area, see Soviet bloc.

Iron garnets, see Garnets.
Iron Mountain:
magnetite and ilmenite resources (1961)

15746
titaniferous magnetite deposits, Fremont

County, Colo (1961) 21197
ore, electric smelting tests (1961) 9471

Iron ores, see Iron—aiso name of special iron
ore, e.g. Ilmenite.

Iron oxides:
pellets, green strength, effect of particle size

(1961) 9458
pigments, minerals yearbook chapters (1961)

11382, 17635; (1962) 18204; (1963) 18078;
(1964) 18672; (1965) 19845

removal of hydrogen sulfide from synthesis
gas at elevated pressure (1962) 18223

selective oxidation, methods used in recover-
ing tin from hardhead (1961) 7945

Iron pentacarbonyl, thermodynamic properties
at high temperatures (1963) 5482

Iron phyllosilicates, Cuyuna and Mesabi dis-

tricts in Minnesota (1964) 9511
Iron sulfides:

discoloration in canned shrimp, control
(1961) 2002

heats and free energies of formation (1964)
16644

Iron titanate, physicochemical investigations,
USSR study (1961) 20964

Ironing, see Laundry and laundries.
Ironworkers, structural-, ornamental-, and

reinforcing-, employment outlook (1962)
8415; (1964) 9424

Iron workers, see Ironworkers.
Iroquois Indians:

culture, symposium

—

departmental edition (1961) 11756
document edition (1961) 12140

music and dance

—

departmental edition (1964) 9992
document edition (1964) 10154

Iroquois National Wildlife Refuge, general
information (1965) 4764

IRRA, see Industrial Relations Research Asso-
ciation.

Irradiation, see Gamma rays— Ionizing radia-
tion—Neutrons— Radiation—Ultraviolet
rays—X-rays.

Irradiation capsules, see Radiation target
cans.

Irradiation illness, see Radiation illness.

Irradiation sickness, see Radiation illness.

Irradiators:
bulk grain, design report (1965) 15247
gamma

—

!TX)bile, design report (1965) 8551
radiopasteurization of fruit produce, con-
ceptual design study 5986

marine products facility, design report
(1965) 5617

Irrationality of Communism, print additional
copies, report (1964) 17567

Irrigation:
agricultural lands, U.S., census of agricul-

ture, 1959 (1963) 170
and soil salinity in Soviet Union, report of

U.S. technical study group (1962) 20419
aquatic herbicides in water, tolerance of

certain crops (1964) 5863
aquatic pests on irrigation systems, identifi-

cation guide (1965) 18739
brackish water sources for irrigation along

eastern seaboard of U.S (1962) 20416
briefings on, hearings (1965) 8890
Bulgaria, regional breakdown of areas on

basis of aridity and natural water sup-
ply (1964) 12951

China, start early to prevent spring drought
(1961) 11088"

construction, economic effectiveness of capi-
tal investment in, USSR study (1963)
8879

cotton, in southeastern United States (1964)
11753

dry beans in West (1962) 51
economic potentials in N.C (1965) 2084
economics and financing (paper) (1962) 18458
economics of irrigated agriculture, transla-

tion (1964) 18468
effect of withdrawals on stage of Lake

Washington, Miss (1961) 6183
effect on ground water in southern Canyon

County, Idaho (1962) 13879
enterprises in northeastern Colorado, orga-

nization, etc (1963) 15416
forage crops in eastern U.S. (1962) 16308
Frenchman Creek basin (1963) 15615
grain sorghums (1962) 12852
ground water for Fort Hall Indian Reserva-

tion (1964) 2426
guides

—

northeastern Colorado, South Platte and
Republication River watersheds (1961)
1471

southeastern Colorado, Arkansas River
watershed (1961) 5098

western Colorado (1961) 5099
humid areas, census of agriculture, 1959,

special report (1962) 4747
intake rates of Pullman silty clay loam,

effects of alfalfa, etc (1965) 15175
laterals, lining, materials, etc (1962) 38
location of irrigated land, 18 States (1962)

16477
operation and maintenance bulletin (1965)

3539
policy and long-term growth functions (1965)

12377
potato cultivation in north Aral region,

USSR study (1965) 7877
publications, price lists (1961) 20091; (1963)

3263, 18277; (1965) 16805
Pueblo Indian lands, pay charges

—

law (1965) 15449
reports (1965) 8930, 13900
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Irrigation—Continued
quality of surface water, western U.S., 1957

(1961) 71fi; (1962) 17633; (1964) 4819
role in community economic structure.

Grand Valley, Colo., trade area (1963)

13035
SCS national engineering handbook (1962)

1816, 8651; (1964) 11612
Snake River basin, Idaho, use of ground

water (1964) 15956
sorghum, southern High Plains, evapotran-

spiration, etc (1965) 16945
Soviet systems, translations (1962) 19770
surface, hydraulics of, proceedings of

ARS-CSC workshop (1961) 45
systems—
ditchbank weeds control (1963) 40
pneumatic valves for automation of (1965)

15171
western, weed control (1961) 43

tobacco (1961) 5259
Transvolga area, development (1963) 2470
tubing, lay-flat, hydraulic and geometrical

relationships (1964) 19103
use of watershed resources (address) (1962)

6456
USSR, discussion of problems at February

plenum of Central Committee CPSU
(1964) 14650

utilization of vacuum wells. Communist
China (1962) 1406

utilizing radioactive sewage water on fields,

USSR study (1963) 17813
water evaporation reduction and seepage

control, report (1961) 418
water on farm, distribution, control, etc

(1963) 13178
water requirements (1963) 46
winter wheat

—

southern High Plains, interrelationship
study (1965) 16944

western Kansas, water management, con-
sumptive use and nitrogen fertilization

(1963) 16759
see also Canals—Reclamation of land— also

names of reclamation projects.

Irrigation districts, see names of districts.

Irrigation projects, see Reclamation of

land— aiso names of projects.

IRS, see Internal Revenue Service.
Irtysh River, reference and guide book, USSR

study (1963) 5225
Irvin, Ruth J., selected statistical series for

poultry and eggs through 1964 (1965)
10727

Irving, Donald R., technologic trends in miner-
al industries (metals and nonmetals ex-

cept fuels) (1963) 1257; (1964) 1446
Irving, Tex., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18342
Irving M. Sobin Chemical Co., Inc., see Sobin,

Irving M., Chemical Co., Inc

Irvingrton, N.J., census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18265
Irwin, Kirk S., lag in aircraft altitude measur-

ing systems (1964) 4233
Irwin, L. Mark, laboratory smelting of copper-

precipitator dust (1964) 5483
Irwinton, Ga., bauxite and kaolin deposits of

district (1965) 16314
Is Europe our market? (1964) 861
IS series:

Post Office Department (1961) 6485-86
Veterans Administration (1961) 2738, 5157,

13721; (1962) 8724; (1963) 11373; (1965)
5452

Is there control over Control Institute? (1962)
987

Is this a computer? (1963) 6761

Isaacs, L. G., photolysis of poly (alkylene po-
lysulfides) in vacuum (1965) 13183

Isaacson, Peter A.:

age composition of commercial California
bluefin tuna catch in 1963 (1965) 4736

length-weight relationship and stomach con-
tents of the swellfish in York River, Va
(1964) 6707

modification of Chesapeake Bay commercial
crab pot (1963) 13957

Isakson, G., natural frequencies in coupled
bending and torsion of twasted rotating
and nonrotating blades (1964) 14778

Ischemia, renal, role in hypertension patho-
genesis, USSR study (1961) 7577

Isei Sakioka, see Sakioka, Isei.

Iseley, Erwin E., soil survey report, Treutlen
County, Ga (1964) 13458

Isentropic process, charts of isentropic expo-
nent as function of enthalpy for various
gases in equilibrium (1965) 18494

Iseri, Yukio, relief (1963) 11933; (1964) 300,
1897

Ishigaki-shima, Ryukyu-retto, geology (1965)
14413

Ishmael, Mrs. David, relief (1961) 12182; (1963)
7883

Ishpingo, foreign wood (1961) 7482
Isla Verde Airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1962) 18592
Islam, see NIohammedanism.
Islam, Nation of, see Nation of Islam.
Islamic Republic of Mauritania, see Mauritan-

ia.

Islamoff, Ilia I., metal-forming techniques
(1965) 18496

Island lantern (periodical) (1961) 3532; (1962)
3971; (1963) 3812; (1964) 3623; (1965)
3540

Island Park, caldera, eastern Idaho, geology
and petrogenesis (1965) 12550

Islands, see names of islands.

Isle Royale National Park:
addition of donated lands, report (1963) 9867
general information (1962) 18332; (1964)

16767
Isler, D. A.:

spray distribution patterns from

—

Piper PA-18A airplane flying at 50 feet

(1964) 13566
Stearman airplane flying at 50 feet (1963)
14835

Isleta, N. Mex., railroad accident (1964) 8842

Isleta paintings:
departmental edition (1963) 93
document edition (1963) 220

Isleta Pueblo:
lands in trust

—

law (1961) 18623
reports (1961) 14619, 16755

lands in trust, correct land description er-

rors in Public law 231, 87th Congress

—

law (1962) 20862
reports (1962) 11607, 21038

Islets of Langerhans, see Pancreas.

IsUp, N.Y.:
hydrology of area (1964) 18147
population, special census of town (1964)

15321
Isobars, see Atmospheric pressure.

Isobutylene, synthesis from acetylene and
hydrogen (1961) 10926

Isocyanates, primer-sealer for masonry (1961)
20047

Isolation:
effect on performance of small military

group (1965) 8466
impact upon personnel (1962) 12365
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Isolation—Continued
isolation, purification and certain properties

of type B CI. botulinum proteinase,
USSR (1963) 5109

sensory and social, effects on humans (1961)
8346

stress and fatigue under conditions of isola-

tion from external stimuli, USSR study
(1964) 12918

vibration, satellite tape recorders (1964)
7492

Isolationism, USSR is tempted by isolationism,
French study (1965) 18327

Isomerism, rotational, thermodynamic func-
tions for internal rotations (1962) 8475

Isomers, optical isomerism, USSR study (1965)
6402

Isomorphism, automata, algorithmic solvabili-

ty, USSR study (1962) 820
Isonipecaine, regulatory taxes (1965) 2827
Isopach mapping by photogeologic methods as

aid in location of swales and channels in

Monument Valley area, Ariz (1961) 4306
Isostasy:
and Fay's gravitational anomalies, USSR

study (1962) 1211
European isostatic anomalies, data indicates

nature of vertical movements of earth's
crust, USSR study (1964) 6879

isostatic deformation of Lake Bonneville
(1963) 20736

Isostatic pressing of UO2 in high temperature
metals (1961) 5382

Isothermal flow of air into partially cased rec-

tangular snow trench (1965) 19576
Isothermal flow of air through snow of vari-

able permeability (1964) 19649A
Isothermal sintering of metallic powders under

pressure, USSR (1963) 8604
Isothermal study of concentration and trans-

port of radioactive stainless steel com-
ponents in liquid lithium (1962) 6341

Isotope separators, see Separators.
Isotopes:
AEC policy objectives and Government orga-

nization (remarks) (1963) 1847
all-Union conference on introduction of radi-

oactive isotopes into national economy
of USSR (1961) 7802

analysis of natural radioelements (1963)
5921

applications of radioisotopes in metallurgi-
cal research (1961) 2517

catalysis, all-Union conference, USSR (1962)
14050

development

—

AEC program, hearings (1964) 8235; (1965)
10368

isotope techniques for relocation of land
monuments, report (1964) 19253

program, contract scope statements (1964)
8074

developments (1964) 3624; (1965) 3541
double derivative dilution analysis for food

additives (1964) 5974
experiences in blending for isotopic adjust-

ment (1965) 7170
Hanford production plant engineering study

(1964) 8057
insect control, literature search (1965) 4268
interchange in dispersion type fuel element

(1961) 5375
isotopes and radiation technology, review of

recent developments (1963) 20332; (1964)
3625; (1965) 3542

Isotopes Development Division and contrac-
tor publications (1965) 5611

isotopic power development, conference
(1965) 8557

Isotopes—Continued
isotopic powered thermoelectric generator,

shipping and testing procedures for task
2, technical manual (1961) 3797

Japan Conference on Radioisotopes, proceed-
ings, 1958 (1961) 13834

myelographical uses in neurosurgery, USSR
study (1963) 16112

Oak Ridge Radioisotope Conference, pro-
ceedings, 1964 (1964) 11869

power, use on earth and in space (1963)
20336

production, all-union scientific conference on
application of radioactive and stable
isotopes and radiation, etc (1961) 18027

production and trade in Hungary (1965)
16.532

Project Gnome, program, final report (1965)
17118

radiation uses in industry and science (1961)
11816

radioactive

—

accumulation by fish, role of metabolism
(1962) 23707

accumulation in bodv and their excretion
(1963) 4469

application in metallurgy, Yugoslavia
(1963) 17747

application in Yugoslav economy, 3d sym-
posium (1965) 12641

biological activity, USSR study (1962)
21927

contamination, diagnosis and treatment,
USSR study (1964) 4924

crystallization of aluminum during contin-
uous casting, USSR study (1963) 12462

distribution (1963) 1821
effectiveness of use in national economy

(1965) 1827
fractionation with particle size, filter pack
technique for classifying aerosols (1965)
9825

further use in industry. Communist China
(1961) 900

industrial tracer calculations, problem
solving guide (1962) 18723

in marine biology, USSR study (1963)
17737

internally deposited in Marshallese people,
determination by excretion analysis
(1961) 185

marine organisms, accumulation coeffi-

cients data, USSR study (1964) 10847
medical and diagnostic use, USSR study

(1964) 5343

medical purposes, biological control in

Boris Kidric Institute, Yugoslavia
(1965) 2403

medical use, AEC licensing guide (1965)
11912

medical use, USSR study (1965) 93.36

methods of investigation of structure of

metals (1962) 185
preparation in 1st Hungarian experimen-

tal nuclear reactor (1964) 2753
problems of distribution, USSR study

(1962) 9884
production at Boris Kidric Institute, Vin-

ca, Yugoslavia (1964) 7055; (1965) 12640
production in Yugoslavia (1962) 17803
prospects for use (1962) 5441
protection of users from ionizing radia-

tions, USSR regulations (1963) 17671
radiochemical procedures (1962) 22997
relays, parameters, Polish study (1962)

7802
removing from organisms, USSR study

(1963) 10476
research on applications (1965) 1840
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Isotopes—Continued
radioactive—Continued
source fabrication, vibratory compaction

techniques development (1964) 19239
state and possibilities of using in Hunga-

ry (1962) 3185
tracers in volatization studies (1962)

1444')

uses in

—

determination of uniformity of mixing
Portland cement and bituminous con-
crete for various mixing times (1965)
1853

determining atmospheric turbulence,
USSR study (1961) 979

fishing industry, USSR study (1963)
19411

neurological practice, USSR study
(1962) 22034

study of problems of flea ecology, USSR
study (1963) 17806

tagging stinkbug, USSR study (1963)
17929

world industry, abstracts of selected for-

eign literature (1962) 11034
radioactive and stable

—

scientific technical conferenced on use of,

in national economy and science, trans-
actions on machine building and instru-

ment making (1962) 14831
use in chemistry, all-Union conference

(1962) 2026
radioactive isotopes and construction indus-

try (1964) 1768
radioactive isotopes and fish, USSR studies

(1964) 1243
radioisotopes

—

agriculture, bibliography (1961) 5385;
(1964) 15283

applications in life sciences-
hearings (1961) 12134
hearings, summary-analysis (1961)

12135
build-up factor in aquatic insects, USSR
study (1964) 1288

concentration, by various aquatic insects,

USSR study (1965) 7882
contamination of man, postmortem discov-

ery, USSR study (1963) 17930
customers, with summary of shipments,
AEC list, 1964 (1965) 7171

distribution in basic components of
fresh-water bodies, USSR studies (1964)
1070

dynamic clinical studies, symposium, pro-
ceedings (1964) 15286

effects on life processes, bibliography
(1964) 11865

humane atom, at service of medicine (re-

marks) (1964) 11871
in Yugoslavia (1963) 10545
measurement of piston ring wear and eval-

uations of engine oils (1964) 1777
medicine and physiology, bibliography

(1961) 18084
new servant of mankind (remarks) (1961)
20368

possible requirements as power sources
(1961) 16222

power from radioisotopes (1964) 15292
production, etc., developments in U.S. (ad-

dress) (1961) 18106
radioisotope fueled thermoelectric genera-

tor, final safetv analysis report (1961)
16200

radioisotope fueled turboelectric power
conversion system, summary (1961) 5361

radioisotopic methods for automatic con-
trol, reports of all-Union conference
(1964) 19228

Isotopes—Continued
radioisotopic methods potential in syn-

thetic detergent and soap industry
(1961) 221

shielding design manual (1964) 13703
short-lived tracer system for detection of

hidden materials (1965) 17108
sources, AEC licensing guide (1963) 14952
techniques for instruction in biological

sciences (1965) 7169
techniques, radiochemical analysis (1964)

16741
their varied uses (remarks) (1963) 1846
tracer techniques in evaluation, etc., of

industry practices for removal of pesti-
cide residues from foods (1964) 19243;
(1965) 15252

uptake and their transfer through food
chains bv marine organisms (1961)
18090

uptake by some aquatic insects, USSR
study (1963) 12513

usage, biomedical revolution (remarks)
(1963) 1845

use as source of X-rays to develop Ray-
leigh scattering method for analysis of
high Z atoms in low Z media (1964)
19254

use in control of insect pests of plants and
animals (1963) 160.59

use in soils, cells, space (remarks) (1961)
6758

utilization for saline water conversion
(1963) 12246

world industry, abstracts of selected for-

eign literature (1961) 5393, 20362; (1963)
134; (1964) 4302, 19248

separation

—

application of distillation techniques to
radiochemical separations (1963) 16849

application of multicomponent cascade
theory (1962) 14898

gas centrifuge technology, AEC report
(1961) 1726

in ultracentrifuges, Polish study (1962)
7536

nozzle process (1962) 18696
stable, Soviet research and development

(1962) 4699
theory of separation in columns, USSR
study (1962) 1519

short-lived, application to neutron activa-
tion analysis (1961) 1720

SNAP (systems for nuclear auxiliary power),
fact sheet (1962) 14906

stable, significance to scientific research.
East Germany (1962) 7559

systems development program, 6th annual
contractors meeting, 1964 (1965) 4251

techniques, biological sciences, list of refer-

ences (1965) 13520
technology development program, annual

contractors meetings (1963) 4489; (1964)
8081

used in industry

—

agriculture, medicine and research, special
sources of information (1962) 14887

physical and chemical research (1962)
16412

vibrational shift of nitrogen absorption
bands in vacuum ultraviolet region
(1965) 4203

world, technology, literature survey (1964)
116

X-ray emission, fluorescent excitation (1965)

15249
see also names of isotopes, e.g.. Hydrogen

isotopes.
Isotopes Development Division, publications

(1965) .5611
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Israel:

accessions list. Library of Congress, Ameri-
can Libraries Book Procurement Center,

Tel-Aviv (1964) 14717; (1965) 3543
agricultural commodities

—

agreements (1962) 14633; (1963) 1515,

1531, 1548, 5733, 11315, 14725; (1964)

5709, 13468, 16877, 18973; (1965) 6936,

15075
supply and demand projections to 1975

(1965) 17999
agricultural economy in brief (1965) 474

Ahdut 'Avodah Convention, Sept. 1962,

speeches, etc (1963) 2606
appraisal of UAR military potential (1961)

17466
atomic energy, cooperation for civil uses,

agreements (1962) 20321, 24098; (1965)

6937
atomic energy development, newspaper arti-

cles (1962) 5463
aviation and astronautics conference, trans-

lations (1963) 12398
background notes (1965) 3033
cardiovascular research, report (1964) 20647

central, Cenomanian-Turonian aquifer, its

development and use as storage reser-

voir (1964) 21358
Communist and Communist-sponsored activi-

ties, translations (1964) 20310
Communist leaders statements (1964) 5405
Communist Party

—

activities (1964) 5305
policy statements (1963) 794
proceedings of meetings and policy state-

ments (1961) 13329
Communist press comments on anti-Arab

riots, labor contracts, and nuclear weap-
ons (1963) 825

double taxation convention, text (1961) 5773
economic and sociological information (1963)

2880
economic developments, 1960 (1961) 14905
economy, basic data (1963) 10339
educational foundations and financing of

exchange programs, agreement (1962)

22828
establishing business (1962) 11924
establishment of Committee for Free Algeria

(1961) 13246
exports, preliminary appraisal, translation

(1963) 10515
extradition convention (1964) 7774

report (1964) 424
fact sheet (1963) 18329
foreign assistance program, aims, values,

etc (1961) 13128
foreign trade regulations (1964) 8833
geodesy and cartography in 1959-60 (1961)

15147
grant for nuclear research and training

equipment, etc., agreement (1961) 6579
health and medical services (1961) 19573
immigration problems, translations (1963)

6991
immigration, settlement and Arab minority

(1963) .5354

imports, selling in (1965) 4432
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

13078
Israeli Communist Party activities and Isra-

eli-Soviet relations (1965) 18368
Israeli tourists visit to Vil'nyus, Soviet

press report (1964) 20124
job vacancy statistics (1964) 11288
labor conditions (1964) 9474
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 10664

medical and biological research and develop-
iTient (1962) 14132

Israel—Continued
mentor of colored peoples of Afro-Asian

countries (1961) 13218
meteorological service, translations (1962)

10348
military information, translations (1963)

2988, 5366
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12882
Ministry of Defense, activities and personal-

ities (1961) 15482
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

1492
press reports (1961) 19725; (1962) 1231, 1544,

3207, 5640, 6156, 8263, 8292, 12144
Histadrut executive committee session

(1962) 3095
press, selected translations (1961) 17575
procurement

—

by non-appropriated fund activities,

"agreement (1965) 18786
of goods and services, agreement (1965)

16878
protocol for accession to GATT, agreement

(1963) 11300
radio communications between amateur sta-

tions on behalf of 3d parties, agreement
(1965) 18780

sailing directions (1964) 7632

scientific and technical

—

development (1964) 21495
information, translations (1963) 748, 1150,

2776
personalities (1964) 2884
biographic information (1963) 20899

sending gift packages to (1962) 706

settlement and professional training infor-

mation (1963) 6825
sociological information (1963) 1110, 5389,

6754
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 16001, 20199; (1962) 3511,

8681
telecommunication, facilities at embassy

sites, etc., agreement (1963) 16589

trade in cotton textiles, agreement (1964)

7780
trade, interim agreement relating to GATT

(1962) 18485
training activities of defense forces, mili-

tary organs review (1961) 4461
Trotskyite movement offers solution of Is-

rael-Arab problem (1961) 13170

U.S. reciprocal negotiations, concessions

obtained and granted (1962) 8662
U.S. schedules of concessions negotiated at

Geneva, 1960-61 (1962) 24090
U.S. trade and investment development mis-

sion, doing business, report (1962) 21869

United Arab Republic, armistice line, bound-
ary study (1965) 15061

United States Educational Foundation,
agreement (1961) 13694

United States foreign aid program, report of

study (1963) 19055
United States military operations and mu-

tual security programs overseas, report

(1961) 19147

United States nonfat dry milk, some factors

affecting its use (1961) 12687
water projects, development (1962) 14133

Israeli Institute of Technology, activities

(1964) 2696, 7341

Israeli Labor Party, ideological principles

(1964) 1300

Issaquena County, Miss., soil survey (1962)

1822
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Istle:

free importation, continue

—

law (1963) 17020
reports (1963) 13551, 15351

It pays to stay in, new Pay act of 1963 (1964)
11830

Itabira district, Brazil, geology and ore depos-
its (1963) 15609

Italian Communist comments on Common
Market (1962) 19689

Italian Communist Youth Federation, right,
center, and left factions (1963) 2953

Italian literature, classification, Library of

Congress (1965) 14647
Italian literature, recent perspectives (lec-

tures) (1961) 19834
Italian radical group views difficulties in Co-

mecon (1962) 20017
Italian Socialist interviews leaders of French

Left (1964) 12970
Italian Somaliland:

technical cooperation

—

assumption by Somali Republic of rights
and obligations, agreement (1962) 8689

program agreement with Italy (1962) 8691
Italo-American seer says he travels to stars

under hynosis (1962) 7602
Italy:

agricultural commodities, child- feeding pro-
gram, continuation, agreement (1963)
1532

air transport services agreement (1961) 1497
arbitration (1964) 20823

atomic energy

—

cooperation for civil uses, agreement
(1961) 9785

cooperation for mutual defense purposes,
agreement (1961) 16010
hearing (1961) 5560
reports (1961) 7076, 7217

background notes (1965) 13275
citrus industry (1962) 9665
Communist Party

—

communique on CPSU congress (1962)
3231

debate, Oct. 5-7, 1961 (1962) 3116
debates international Communist unity

(1964) 11096
Gramsci Institute lecture series on morals
and society (1964) 21476

Italian leftist review takes critical look
(1962) 17950

member expelled for doctrinaire and ex-
tremist views (1963) 2827

national conference on organization, Na-
ples, Mar. 12-15, 1964 (1964) 9296

Socialist position on relations with right
and left (1963) 3009

10th Congress, Panjetta's reply to Chinese
(1963) 2742

theses for 10th Congress (1962) 22306
Togliatti's report to 10th Congress (1963)

1128
views on peace, etc (1963) 2946
views on socialism (1962) 3127

Communist press articles on Sino-Soviet
dispute (1963) 16260

current political situation (1963) 10436
delegation frustrated at Moscow WFTU

congress (1962) 9862
dollar problem, report on factfinding trip

abroad (1964) 10412
economic developments (1961) 9175; (1962)

11934; (1963) 8397
economy, basic data (1962) 15672
education, progress and trends (1964) 8492
educational exchange program, experiment

in international understanding (1964)
11616

Italy—Continued
experimental communications satellites, in-

tercontinental testing, agreement (1963)
33.59

export controls, report (1962) 9500
female emancipation, progress (1961) 17473
fisheries, 1963, summary (1965) 10868
fishing industry, 1960-61 (1962) 23546
foreign trade, 1959-60 (1961) 14912
foreign trade regulations (1965) 4429
France boundary, study (1963) 20149
friendship, commerce and navigation treaty

(1961) 11584
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 7735
gasification patents, index (1964) 18660
harpsichord-building in 16th and 17th centu-

ry (1961) 1343
heating equipment, residential, outlook for

U.S. sales (1964) 21087
household and commercial pottery industry

(1961) 9975
import tariff system (1961) 9204
index-digest of decisions, 1949-62 (1964)

19745
industry and opportunity in Italy, report of

1962 U.S. Industrial Automation Mission
(1963) 5060

interchange of patent rights and technical
information, agreement (1961) 13682

Italian Communists view their party and
Moro government (1964) 4926

licensing and exchange controls (1961) 20875

loan of submarines, reports (1965) 13940,
17570, 17902, 19290

loan of vessels, extension, agreement (1965)
11729

machine tools industry and market potential
for U.S. specialized machine tool manu-
facturer (1964) 12551

maritime matters, use of ports and territori-

al waters by N. S. Savannah, agreement
(1965) 5408

market factors (1965) 10328
market for semiconductor devices (1964)

13740
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12883
mutual defense assistance, agreement, dispo-

sition of equipment and materials (1961)
1508

outer space cooperation, agreement (1963)
1541

pharmaceutical industry, data (1965) 16443
plant quarantine requirements (1964) 15203
pocket guide (1964) 8023
Pravda attacks Italian Socialist leader

Nenni for anti-Communist policy (1963)
876

Reno Serri's report to Communist Youth
Congress (1963) 2752

safeguarding of classified information,
agreement (1964) 20828

sending gift packages to (1962) 707
social bases of political parties (1963) 12435
Socialist Party, trade union policy (1964)

2591
Socialists and Communists, debate on unity

(1965) 12601
Socialists present their economic policy

(1964) 1062
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-

ments (1961) 1513, 21394
surrender. United States Army in World

War II (1965) 16582
Switzerland boundary, study (1963) 20157
technical cooperation program for Trust

Territory of Somaliland, agreement
(1962) 8691
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Italy—Continued
trade agreements, exports of cotton velve-

teen fabrics (1963) 1554; (1964) 20827

U.S. conpensatory concessions, under GATT,
aKreement (1962) 18488

war damage claims, agreement (1961) 20182
World Federation of Trade Unions, 5th Con-

gress, translations (1962) 3213
Itapicuru River and Valley, uranium recon-

naissance in central Tucano basin, Ba-
hia, Brazil (1965) 2229

Itawamba County, Miss., forest inventory sta-

tistics (1963) 3379
Itch, see Cattle scab.
Item analysis:
airmen

—

prediction of success from responses to

Kelley activity preference report (1963)

64
test items across forms, comparison (1964)

9984
keying self-report test items (1965) 1797

value analysis

—

inspection and investigations, AMC pam-
phlet (1965) 10143

Odnance Corps pamphlet (1961) 20081

Item identification, see Identification.

Item management coding manual (1965) 16065

Iteration (mathematics):
methods of accelerating convergence of iter-

ative schemes, USSR study (1965) 2756
Iterative item analysis (1962) 8896
Iterative technique for clustering criteria

which retains optimum predictive effi-

ciency (1961) 16151
Ithaca, N.Y.:
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

18277
population, special census of town (1964) 172

Itkillik River, geology of region (1964) 19781
Ito, Kazuo and wife, relief (1961) 12411; (1962)

9145, 9210
It's good business to know your men (1961)

8054
It's smart to protect your sight (1963) 11240
It's your career, professional development

guide for Supply Corps officers (1961)

8222; (1962) 18529
It's your Children's Bureau (1962) 9102; (1964)

10083
It's your choice, how to choose military serv-

ice program that will serve you best
(1961) 4136

It's your move! (1962) 6484

ITS, see International Trade Secretariats.

lUFRO, see International Union of Forest
Research Organizations.

lUS, see International Union of Students.
Ivalee (oil screw tug):

admit to American registry, etc (1962) 15186,

18934, 19208

Ivanov, Nikola M., Bulgarian mathematician,
biography, translation (1962) 7538

Ivanovo Medical Institute, work, USSR study
(1961) 19663

Iversen, Robert T. B., food of albacore Tuna
in Pacific (1963) 2288

Ivory, J. E., system for measuring Seebeck
coefficient and resistivity (1964) 20711

Ivory Coast:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1964)

11641; (196.5) 13290
agricultural economy (1964) 10456
business opportunities, report of 93d Dept

of Commerce Trade Mission (1961) 14896

economic, technical and related assistance,
agreement (1961) 21389

economy, basic data (1963) 6608

Ivory Coast—Continued
fisheries survey reports (1962) 23554
foreign trade regulations (1964) 14383
gas appliances, household and commercial,

U.S. market (1963) 18618
gazetteer, official standard names (1965)

10977
import tariff system (1963) 2393
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

7448
investment law (1962) 2563
licensing and exchange controls (1962) 19606
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12884
newly independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

13672; (1962) 12978
Peace Corps program, agreement (1964)

13472
Ivy, see Poison ivy.

Iwakuni, Japan, Marine Corps Air Facility,

supply management activities, GAO re-

view (1961) 6165
Iwamoto, Tomio, tuna observations in Gulf of

Mexico, 1950-63 (1965) 7697
Iwo Jima Memorial, care and maintenance on

Mount Suribachi, Volcano Islands, re-

port (1963) 17145
Izmirian, Elizbbeth K., relief (1963) 15189,

18771, 18977
Izvestiya (periodical):

translations on science (1962) 15830

Izvestiya Akademii Nauk SSR (periodical):

translations (1963) 6680
Izvestiya Akademii Nauk SSR, seriya biologi-

cheskaya (periodical):

translations (1962) 23728
Izvestiya Akademii Nauk SSR, translations

(1965)4972
Izvestiya Sibirskogo Otdeleniya Akademii

Nauk USSR (periodical):

selections (1962) 17809
Izvestiya VUZov (periodical):

translations (1964) 11135, 11237, 12590,

14479, 14509, 18382, 20021, 20057, 21440,

21484, 21576; (1965) 1176

J. Percy Priest Reservoir:
engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 422
document edition (1963) 312

Ja, Lee Kyong, see Lee Kyong Ja.

Ja Oh Wha, see Oh Wha Ja.

Ja, Son Chung, see Son Chung Ja.

Jaanimets, Viktor, relief (1963) 17237; (1964)

303
Jacavanco, Daniel J.:

antenna pattern distortion due to plasma
layer (1964) 9971

mutual coherence and array theorem (1964)

9972
plasma produced antenna pattern distortion

(1964) 17008
Jacchia, Luigi G., accurate drag determina-

tions for 8 artifical satellites (1963)

18310
Jack, John R.:

nonuniform flows, effects on performance of

electrothermal thrustors (1963) 12866
optimizing nozzle performance for nuclear

rockets (1963) 9154
resistance-heated hydrogen thrustors (1964)

11408
Jack County, Tex., oil recovery from water-

injection projects (1965) 8()21

Jack pine, see Pine.

Jackendoff, Nathaniel, study of industry fi-

nancial and operating ratios (1963) 1471
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Jacks, Ann M., printing and publishing, quart-
erly industry report (19fi5) 3852

Jacks, GEM jack Conex mover, cost, etc. (1963)
20208

Jackson, Andrew, 1-cent regular postage
stamp (poster) (1963) 7386, 11202

Jackson, Charlie M., jr.:

effects of peak deceleration on range sensi-

tivity for modulated-life reentry at su-

percircular speeds (1963) 18154
rendezvous capability of horizontal-take-off

launch vehicle with air-breathing pro-
pulsion (1965) 1460

Jackson, Donald C, reduced set point tempera-
ture in exercising dog (1964) 11785

Jackson, George H., log diagraming guide for

western softwoods (1964) 8633
Jackson, J. E., first topside soundings of iono-

sphere (1963) 7252
Jackson, John B., 18th-centurv master of color

woodcut (1962) 14512
Jackson, R.A.:

designs for rubble-mound breakwater repair,

Kahului Harbor (1964) 8520
stability of south jetty, Siuslaw River, Oreg.

(1963) 15458
Jackson, Samuel, nomination, hearing (1965)

12347
Jackson, Willard L., grading defects in ponde-

rosa and sugar pine logs (1963) 15553
Jackson, Mich.:

census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)
16366

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 6805

Jackson, Miss.:

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical

area (1965) 13568
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 11922, 16366
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 16514, 18824

Hawkins Field, weather observations, hour-
ly, decennial census (1963) 14789

occupational wage survev

—

departmental edition "(1961) 9409; (1962)
14376; (1963) 10905; (1964) 11282; (1965)
9509

document edition (1961) 8635; (1962) 13340;
(1963) 9826

Pearl River and tributaries, flood control,

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 483
docunK?nt edition (1961) 359

Jackson County, Colo., stratigraphy and areal
geology of part of North Park basin
(1965) 10981

Jackson County, Fla., vegetable processing
plant, feasibility (1964) 5924

Jackson County, Minn., geology and
ground-water resources (1964) 18146

Jackson County, Miss., soil survev report
(1964) 1.5093

Jackson County, Okla., soil survey (1961)
17827

Jackson County, W.Va., soil survey (1962)
6457

Jackson Lock, Tombigbee River, prototype
hawser-force measurements (1965) 18048

Jackson Memorial Laboratory, see Roscoe B.

Jackson Memorial Laboratory.
Jackson Mountains, Humboldt County, Nev.,

geology (1963) 12225
Jacksonville, Ark., population, special census

(1964) 177

Jacksonville, Fla.:

census of business, 1958, standard metropol-
itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 1776

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 15281

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16340
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 18825

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
area (1962) 4796

Government-owned housing, potential sav-
ings to meet military requirements, GAO
report (1965) 10968

harbor, improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 14201
document edition (1965) 13835

hourly observations, summary, decennial
census (1962) 14691

Imeson Airport, aircraft accident (1962)
16591

occupational wage survey

—

departmental edition "(1961) 7888; (1962)
6200; (1963) 10902; (1964) 9465; (1965)
7977

document edition (1961) 6965; (1962) 4902;
(1963) 9823

Jacobe, Juan C, and family, . relief (1962)
19224; (1963) 17200; (1965) 10591

Jacobs, Conrad J., typewriters, current in-

dustrial reports (1963) 5997
Jacobs, Donald P., evaluation of management

succession problem in commercial bank-
ing industry (1965) 2007

Jacobs, Haskell C, serving people in need
(1964) 10497

Jacobs, James M.:
fluxes and their use in soldering aluminum

(1964) 8070
heavy water production, annotated

bibliography of selected literature
(1964) 17060

power reactor demonstration program, liter-

ature search (1963) 15003
reactor hot channel factor and burnout

(1963) 5944
reprocessing of irradiated fission reactor

fuel and breeding materials (1964) 19245

Jacobs, Martin, establishing business in Ethio-
pia (1963) 5081

Jacobs, Rodney D., seasonal height growth
patterns of sugar maple, yellow birch,
and red maple seedlings in upper Michi-
gan (1965) 9182

Jacobsen, P.S., screw-type classifier-cyclone
combination performance (1963) 1247

Jacobson, G. A., Michigan Department of
Health reactor environmental surveil-

lance program, summary report (1965)
11660

Jacobson, Murray, explosibility of metal pow-
ders (1964)"l8698

Jacobson, Paul, farming terraced land (1963)
5822

Jacquot, Louis L., soil survev, Armstrong
County, Tex. (1965) 6914

Jaeger, M.J.:

effects of compressibility of alveolar gas on
breathing (1964) 1745

measurement of airway resistance with vol-

ume displacement body plethysomograph
(1964) 17010

Jaffe, Leonard, address, July 1963 (1963) 18115
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JafTe, Sidney A., statistical structure of re-

vised C P I (1964) 20447
Jaffe, Theodore, nomination, hearings (1961)

7294
JAG journal (1961) 3363; (1962) 3972; (1963)

3813; (1964) 3626; (1965) 3544
Jaggi, R.K.:

theoretical model for sunspot coolness (1963)

19921; (1964) 3009
Jai Sung Kim. see Kim Jai Sung.
Jai Yu! Sung, see Barker. David G.
Jaipur, hidia. cosmic ravs conference, USSR

report (1964) 21592"

Jaksic. Mirko. relief (1963) 11788; 17004. 17227

Jalili, James D., relief (1961) 12412, 14251,
16540

Jalpan, Mexico, geology of area (1962) 625
Jamaica:

agricultural production, indices (1963) 2135
aviation, scheduled services, agreement

(1963) 9410
defense, furnishing of articles and services,

agreement (1963) 14733
economic, technical and related assistance,

agreement (1964) 3152
foreign trade regulations (1965) 7355
import tariff system (1962) 5350
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

9422
labor conditions (1965) 7988
Lithoglyptes spinatus, burrowing barnacle

(1961) 4978
marketing food domestically (1962) 21610
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12885
newly independent nation, general informa-

tion (1963) 13071
Peace Corps program, agreement (1962)

12725
telecommunications, market for U.S. equip-

ment (1961) 20390
trade in cotton textiles, agreement (1963)

21136; (1964) 13471
weather stations, continuation of coopera-

tive meteorological program, agreement
(1965) 3051

Jamaica, N.Y., aircraft accident (1963) 20368;
(1964) 13786; (1965) 1922, 5724

Jamaica Bay, aircraft accident (1963) 4602
Jambeli culture of south coastal Ecuador

(1964) 18820
James, George A.:

instructions for using traffic counters to es-

timate recreation visits and use (1963)
12193

recreation use of Ocala National Forest in

Florida (1965) 16286
James, Ottilia B., relief (1965) 10622, 15405,

15,566

James, Thomas G., electron irradiation effect
on Echo II laminate (1964) 21765

James, William L.:

calibration of electric moisture meters for
wood species grown in Hawaii (1965)
4793

electric moisture meters for wood (1963)
19253

James, Wright G., relief (1965) 10610, 1.5427,
155.52

James Madison Memorial Building:
appropriations, 1966, supplemental, hear-

ings (1965) 17680
construct

—

hearings (1965) 12348
law (1965) 19137
reports (1965) 17843, 19213-214

James Means and problem of manflight,
1882-1920 (1964) 18944

James River:
and tributaries, flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1965) 18031
document edition (1965) 17468

channel improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2204
document edition (1963) 2008

Jameson, Donald A., phenology of grasses of
northern Arizona pinyon-juniper type
(1965) 12513

Jamestown, N.Y., redevelopment area, statisti-
cal profile (1962) 13162

Jamestown, Va., general information (1965)
9796

Jamison, D.K., inorganic exchange materials
use for radioactive waste treatment,
meeting (1963) 7709

Jamison, V.C., sealing farm ponds in Ozark
highlands, etc. (1963) 14833

Jamme, George B., testimony, hearings (1965)
4624, 7547

Jams:
homemade, methods used, picture storv

(1962) 10849
how to make at home (1965) 13384
packing, USDA's continuous inspection

(1962) 12907
JAN [judgment analysis], technique for

analyzing group judgment (1963) 9622
Jan-liao Hsueh-poa (periodical):

translations (1961) 11143
Jan Mayen, gazeteer, official standard names

(1964) 18097
Janavaras, Mark J., relief (1963) 11942, 15212
Janes, Alice H., helping families manage their

finances (1963) 13168
Janes, H.B., phase and amplitude diversity in

over-water transmissions at 2 micro-
wave frequencies (1965) 9770

Janezeck, Elizabeth G., survey of Federal
Government publications of interest to
small business (1965) 18757

Janis, Francis, and certain other Indians, re-

lief (1962) 4927; (1963) 7892; (1965) 5834
Janitors, engineered performance standards

handbook (1961) 13742; (1962) 14705;
(1963) 1608

Janos, Joseph J., effect of lift on separation
distance and loads for aborting vehicle,
etc., of lunar mission (1963) 11055

Janossy, Lajos, Hungary, biographic informa-
tion (1962) 22183

Janow, Seymour J., testimony, hearing (1964)
2245

Janssen, E., burnout conditions for single rod
in annular geometry (1964) 5960

Japan:
aerospace research laboratories (1965)

11286
agricultural commodities, agreement (1963)

16.593

agricultural economy (1961) 12549
agriculture experience, applicability (1964)

5250
archeological exploration on Hokkaido

(1961) 1346
atomic energy

—

cooperation for civil uses, agreement
(1964) 11642

safeguards by IAEA, agreement (1963)
21133

aviation certificates of airworthiness, agree-
ment (1963) 11309

azobisformamide, determination of injurv
(1965) 9971

background notes (1965) 5387
bibliography of social science periodicals

and monograph series, 19.50-63 (1965)
13644
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Japan—Continued

Center for Southeast Asia Studies, Kyoto
University, report (1965) 4928

commercial baking equipment, foreign mar-
ket survey (1965) 17154

communications satellites, intercontinental
testing, agreement (1963) 3360

Communist developments, translations
(1963) 6817, 8614

Communist objections to Socialist handbook
(1962) 15970

Communist Party

—

anti-party elements, crisis in structural
reform theory and plots (1963) 14189

appeal on welcoming new year (1962) 6169
attacks dissenters, translations (1962)

15799 •

Central Committee reply to Apr. 18, 1964
letter of Central Committee of Commu-
nist Party of Soviet Union (1964) 20421

defectors form new organization (1962)
7892

National Activist Conference, Secretary-
General Miyamoto's concluding remarks
(1963) 5152

opinion on Rostow theory (1963) 10514
resolution of 4th Central Committee plen-
um (1963) 682

consular convention with U.S. (1964) 18966
cotton textiles, typewriter ribbon cloth,

trade agreement (1962) 16177
doing business in Japan, report of 1962 U.S.

Machinery Trade Mission (1963) 5058
double taxation convention, protocol (1962)

21254; (1963) 20525; (1964) 15615; (1965)
1650, 15068

drugs, manufacture and export (1965) 11087
economic cooperation in providing assist-

ance to Ryukyu Islands, agreement
(1964) 16880'

economic developments (1961) 17280; (1962)
13922; (1963) 8406

economy

—

basic data (1962) 21875
comparison with that of USSR, observa-

tions of Kaoru Ota (1961) 7803
relations with U.S., etc., report (1961) 5745

education, financing exchange programs,
agreement (1963) 20190

electronic industries (1964) 21078
evaluation of Communist China's nuclear

explosion (1965) 6441
excessive payments of living-quarters allow-

ances to civilian emplovees. Air Force
Dept., GAO report (1965)" 6265

exports and imports

—

fisheries products, 1961-62 (1965) 4758
licensing and exchange controls (1963)
2388

fisheries, king crab, agreement (1965) 3057
fishing activity off Alaska in 1964 (1965)

14289
flora (1965) 18758
food consumption, etc., compared with India

and U.S. (1963) 2134
foreign developments in machine translation

and information processing (1962) 7588
foreign trade

—

1958-59 (1961) 9'207

1960-61 (1963) 8387
regulations (1965) 7351

gas appliances, household and commercial,
U.S. market (1964) 145

general election, Nov. 20, 1960, summary
(1961) 13191

grant of vessels, agreement (1963) 1521
growth of U.S.-Japanese trade (address)

(1965) 7832

Japan—Continued
guided missile research and development in

defense agency (1965) 11266
health information for travel (1961) 15932;

(1962) 18415; (1963) 16498
household and commercial pottery industry

(1961) 9976
import tariff system (1961) 20877
industrial economy, mineral development

(1962) 18196
information for Air Force personnel and

families (1962) 14770
infrared spectroscopy, translations (1964)

16034
instrumentation (1961) 16236
Japanese Association for Radiation Re-

search on Polymers, reports (1964)
11853, 13689-690; (1965) 13485, 17081

Japanese cotton textiles, arrangement be-
tween U.S. and Japan (1962) 8683

Japanese military administration in Indone-
sia (1963) 19661

Japanese-Soviet trade, current status,
translations (1962) 19882

Japanese trade union leader, German lan-
guage articles (1961) 7839

Joint United States-Japan Committee on
Trade and Economics, establish, agree-
ment (1961) 16017

Korea trade in 1st half of 1962, economic
report (1963) 10452

labor conditions (1963) 18048
labor situation, summary (1962) 6210
liberalization of dollar imports progresses

(1961) 20503
licensing and exchange controls (1961) 9197
livestock industry boom, market for U.S.

grain (1961) 592
living conditions (1963) 10341
loan of vessels, extension, agreement (1965)

18784
log exports to, hearing (1962) 2334
machine tool industry, foreign market sur-

vey (1965) 17157
machine translation, trends (1964) 9093
market for selected U.S. electric housewares

(1961) 20384
military assistance program, payment by

U.S. of costs properly chargeable to
Japan, GAO report (1963) 14012

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 14677

Ministry of Education, Research Section,
survey and research work (1963) 10079

motion picture industry (1965) 4436
mutual cooperation and security treaty

—

report (1963) 20542
text (1963) 20519
use of facilities, etc., understanding (1961)
2718

mutual defense assistance, agreements
(1962) 3513; (1965) 8314, 11728, 16872

cash contributions by Japan, agreements
(1963) 3344, 18334; (1964) 18974

National Democratization Movement Liaison
Council, activities (1964) 16070

North Korea trade, past and present (1965)
2365

north Pacific fisheries convention, amend-
ment (1962) 14637; (1963) 16607

north Pacific fur seals, protocol amending
interim convention of Feb. 9, 1957 (1964)
13469

oilseed and fats and oils industry (1962)
7431

opposes US-Japan security pact (1961)
12860

outdoor recreation survey (1963) 1380
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Japan—Continued

oyster drill food preference and rate of feed-

ing, study (1961) 6066
patent, trademark, industrial design and

copyright protection (1965) 15386
photographic products

—

industry, development (1961) 20375; (1963)

145; (1964) 6001
market information (1965) 4434

plastic baby carriers, determination of no
injury to U.S. industry (1964) 20849

pocket guide (1961) 3768
political, economic, etc., trends and their

relation to U.S. foreign policy, study
report (1961) 5865

political parties, lessons learned in election

struggle (1962) 19870
Portland cement, white, determination of no

injury to U.S. industry (1964) 15134
position in U.S. foreign economic policy

(1962) 357
postwar recovery spurs boom in trade with

U.S. (1962) 9774
radical elements, translations (1961) 13257
research on shellfisheries and seaweeds

(1964) 10555
residential structures, distribution of weap-

ons radiation (1965) 17084
rocks, relationship of volcanic rocks of

Guam (1963) 15611
Ryukvu Islands, consultative committee,

agreement (1965) 13294
sailing directions (1961) 9272, 12812; (1962)

24034; (1963) 3207; (1964) 18843
satellite no. 1, (1965) 19784
science arid technology, bibliography (1962)

6736; (1964) 1796
science and technology journals, list (1961)

4810
scientific information, status (1965) 12653
scientific police research on counterfeiting

and forgery (1964) 9064
scientists, 10 best in Japan (1962) 7526
serial publications in National Agricultural

Library (1962) 20166
settlement of claims of Japanese nationals,

agreement (1961) 16020
settlement of postwar economic assistance,

agreement (1963) 1523, 11316
shellfish, sanitary practices in processing

for shipment, agreement (1963) 3355
socialism reform movement, activities (1962)

10295
Socialism Reform Movement Preparatory

Council comments on peace movement,
nuclear tests, etc. (1963) 1038

Socialist committee protest to U.S. on Cu-
ban crisis (1963) 2688

Socialist Party Congress, Swiss comment
(1963) 2768

socialists congress, translations (1964) 8988
SOHYO president Ota visit in East Berlin

(1961) 9326
sounding rockets, development (1963) 7294
southern, sailing directions, change (1964)

13309
space development, government and private

agencies concerned (1965) 11096
space program. Kappa and Lambda observa-

tion rockets (1965) 6763
study on standard of living of peasants in

Communist China (1961) 9356
surface-to-air missile battalions for air de-

fense, agreement (1963) 21121
titanium dioxide, determination of no injury

or likelihood thereof to U.S. industry
(1964) 11656

Japan—Continued

agreement (1963) 2035
cotton textiles, arrangement between U.S.

and Japan (1963) 20177; (1965) 15071
export of zipper chain, understandings,
agreement (1963) 21126

interim agreement relating to GATT
(1962) 18484

manufactured products, 1961-62 (1964)
14392-394

protocol to GATT, agreement (1963) 18330
supplementary concessions to GATT,
agreement (1963) 18337

with North Korea (1961) 11096
trends and developments in economy affect-

ing market for U.S. farm products,
1950-62 (1964) 14174

United States

—

Army area handbook (1964) 17048
Army Japan Depot-Complex, supply activi-

ties, GAO review (1961) 6164
compensatory concessions under GATT,

agreements, (1962) 18488; (1963) 11303
cooperation in Asia (1965) .3041

Educational Commission, agreement (1961)

5138
5th Air Force, excessive stocks at selected

bases, GAO report (1964) 6766
foreign policy and operations, report, 1961

(1962) 7111
fruit markets, factors affecting (1964)

18042
military installations, manpower utiliza-

tion, GAO review (1963) 6535
military operations and mutual security
programs overseas, report (1961) 19147

reciprocal negotiations, concessions ob-

tained and granted (1962) 16175
reply of Sept. 13, 1961 to note of Sept. 6,

1961 on nuclear testing (1962) 4574
trade (1962) 2576; (1963) 2400

unnecessary procurement of air passenger
service on scheduled commercial airlines

to U.S., by Defense Dept., GAO report
(1965) 10973

value and employment associated with Pa-
cific Northwest log exports (1965) 19646

view on international nuclear problems
(1965) 6521

watch and clock industry (1965) 10330
wheat utilization mission, report (1961) 4256

Japan Conference on Radioisotopes, proceed-

ings, 1958 (1961) 13834
Japan, Sea of:

new data on structure of earth's crust in

Sea of Japan (196.5) 2596
Soviet waters, fouling, study (1963) 15679

Japanese:
left-wing, views on world situation and

Communist China (1961) 13341
nationals formerly resident in certain is-

lands, settlement, agreement (1961)

16020
Japanese beetles, see Beetles.

Japanese correspondent writes of experience

as prisoner of Viet Cong (1965) 11298

Japanese encephalitis, see Encephalitis.

Japanese flowering cherry, blossoms, general
information (1963) 7328; (1964) 5571

Japanese in United States:
evacuation claims act, awards received,

exempt from taxation, report (1962)
19106

social and economic statistics, census of

population, 1960 (1963) 18702
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Japanese langruage:
automatic recognition of characters, linguis-

tic problems. USSR study (1964) 16147
mathematical text, statistical study (1964)

16090
scientific and technical serial publications in

L.C. (1962) 22455
Japanese newsmen interview Ch'en I (1964)

1313
Japanese study on people's livelihood in Com-

munist China (1962) 21915
Jaquays Mining Corp., Regal Asbestos Mine,

Gila County, Ariz, mining methods and
costs (1961) 13433

Jaquet, Byron M.:
Scout research vehicle, effects of simulated

bending and 4th-stage size on local pres-
sures and normal-force distributions at
Mach number 3.10 (1963) 12876

static longitudinal and lateral stability
characteristics at Mach number 3.11 of
square and circular plan-form reentry
vehicles 0963) 3115

Jarbridge quadrangle, Nev.-Idaho, geology
(1964)4775

Jariash, Wahidi R., relief (1962) 7150
Jarosz, Wladvslawa P., relief (1964) 2029,

6147, 6416
Jarvinen, P.O., magnetohydrodynamics use

during high-speed re-entry (1965) 8043
Jarvis, Calvin R., X-15 reaction control and

reaction augmentation systems (1965)
11508

Jarvis, N. L.:

adsorption of surface-active material at
sea/air interface (1965) 13195

surface activity of fluorinated organic com-
pounds at organic-liquid/air interfaces
(1964) 5601

surface viscosity of monomolecular films of
long-chain aliphatic amides, amines, al-

cohols, and carboxylic acids (1965) 14960
surface viscosity of monomolecular films on

water at low film pressures (1963) 12949
Jarvis, Norman D.:

caviar and other fish roe products (1964)

19728
delicatessen fish products (1964) 2339
spiced and pickled seafoods (1964) 10566

Jarvis, Stephen, jr.:

formulation and numerical evaluation of set

of 2-phase flow equations modelling cool-

down process (1965) 5259
stability of two-phase annular flow in verti-

calpipe (1965) 13067
Jarvis Magnetic Observatory, magnetic hourly

values, corrigenda (1962) 6848
Jasper, Ala., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 9055
Jasper County, Ga.:

land conveyance, remove restriction on
use

—

law (1962) 16719
reports (1961) 14428; (1962) 13637

Jastrow, Robert, whv land on the moon? (1964)
11426

Java:
and islands east, sailing directions, change

(1961) 10703
sailing directions (1963) 3206; (1964) 18841

Javits, Jacob K., testimony, hearings (1964)
14156

Jaworowski, T.R., control augmentation
critical experiments (1964) 10026

Jaws:
self-aligning fixture used in lathe chuck jaw

refaeing (1965) 14766
tumors, pathology (1961) 435

JCH series (1965) 17986, 19.549

JCS pub. series (1961) 758-759, 6228; (1962)
11958, 19619-620. 21909; (1963) 12270,
17571; (1964) 4882-83, 6875-76, 8845;
(1965) 2267

Jean, Elinor A., relief (1965) 19375
Jean Lykes (SS):
new addition to American merchant marine

(remarks) (1961) 10.591

Jedlicka, James R., shape of magnetically ro-
tated electric arc column in annular gap
(1964) 217.56

Jeeps, M-151 air cushion conversion kit, test
and evaluation (1965) 15105

JefFers. Warren A., relief (1963) 18821; (1964)
6438, 8213

Jefferson City quadrangle, Mont., geology and
mineral deposits (1964) 4793

Jefferson Construction Co.:
claim (1962) 1.3378

relief (1965) 5859, 10602, 13746
Jefferson County, Colo.:

geology of—
Kassler quadrangle, Jefferson and Doug-

las Counties, Colo, (series) (1963) 10290,
14025

Littleton quadrangle (1962) 19567
Malachite mine area, geological, geophysi-

cal, and geochemical prospecting meth-
ods, comparison (1963) 17521

Jefferson County, III., development program,
proposals for making more effective,

ARA field report (1964) 11824
Jefferson C«unty, Mont.:
geology and mineral deposits (1964) 4793
geology of Basin quadrangle (1963) 20729
northern Boulder Mountains, Pleistocene ice

sheet, description (1962) 19569
Jefferson County, Ohio, oilfields (1965) 5078
Jefferson County, Pa.:

coal, carbonizing properties (1963) 16333
soil survey, (1965) 1635, 5383

Jefferson County, Tenn., mining methods and
practices. Young Mine, American Zinc
Co. (1965) 18434

Jefferson Countv, Tex., soil survey report
(1965) 1686"l

Jefferson formation, see Devonian period.
Jefferson National Expansion Memorial:

construction, appropriation, increase au-
thorization

—

law (1965) 19146
reports (1965) 15885, 17589, 17620

general information (1961) 1353; (1962) 6321;
(1963) 7334

Jefferson National Forest:
establish Mount Rogers National Recreation

Area as part - report (1965)
story (1964) 14334

Jefferson, Thomas, Memorial, see Thom.as Jef-

ferson Memorial.
Jefferson's manual, text (1961) 5567, 5765;

(1963) 6080, 99.53; (1965) 5794, 10568
Jeffrey pine, see Pine.

Jeglic, Frank A.:

onset of flow oscillations in forced-flow sub-
cooled boiling (1965) 11488

subcooled nucleate boiling of water flowing
in 1/4-inch-diameter tubes at low pres-
sures (1965) 5215

Jellicn, Tenn., redevelopment area, statistical
profile (1962) 13214

lecture. Mar. 20, 1964 (1965) 4358
Jellv:

definitions and standards (1961) 9156; (1963)
4975

homemade, nx>thods used, picture story
(1962) 10849

how to make at home (1965) 13384
packing, USDA's continuous inspection

(1962) 12907
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Jellyfish, and related animals (1962) 17516
Jemez Pueblo:

lands in trust

—

correct land description errors in Public
law 231, 87th Congress—
laws (1961) 18623; (1962) 20862
reports (1961) 14619, 16755; (1962)

11607, 21038
Jen-min jih-Pao (periodical):

translations (1961) 7645, 10826, 11100,
13390, 15478. 15501, 15537, 15.543. 15558,
1.5587. 15594, 15601, 15612, 1.5627, 1.5633,

15643-644, 15647, 15657, 15660, 15664,
17512-513, 17522-523, 19699, 19710-711,
19717, 19737-738, 197.50-751, 21041,
21071, 21086; (1962) 1122, 1188, 1447,
1497, 1516, 2962, 2988, 315.3-.54, .5849,

5906, .5951, .5961, 6056, 8000, 8034-35,
8079, 8101, 8113, 8135, 8154, 8163, 8176,
8199, 10065, 10249. 12269, 12285. 14243,
14330, 15900; (1963) 9014, 12.3.39, 15828,
16119, 17666, 17785, 179.57

Jena photogrammetric course in Prague (1958)
and Budapest (1961) (1962) 7899

Jeneid, M.E.. preparing shipments to Tunisia
(1963)8418

Jenkins, Edward D., ground water in Fountain
and Jimmy Camp Valleys, El Paso Coun-
ty, Colo (1964) 12516

Jenkins, Howard, jr.:

address, Nov. 8, 1963 (1963) 21038
nomination, hearing (1963) 17328

Jenkins, James H., population status of larger
vertebrates on AEC Savannah River
plant site (1964) 8086

Jenkins, Julian L.. jr.:

lifting rotor operating at tip-speed ratios
from 0.65 to 1.45 (1965) 6696

trim requirements, etc.. of lifting rotor in

transition (1965) 6709
Jenkins. Kenneth H., sewage and water works

construction, 1964 (1965) 1.5009

Jenkins, Reed B., Nike Apache performance
handbook (1963) 9174

Jenkins, Robert M.:
bibliography on reservoir fishery biology in

North America (1965) 12468
'

reservoir fishery research strategy and tac-
tics (1965) 601

Jenkins, Walter W.. testimony, hearings (1965)
6067

Jenkins, Ky., ground-water resources of area
(196.5) 9276

Jenkinson, Paul M.. buckling coefficients for
flat, rectangular sandwich panels with
corrugated cores under edgewise com-
pression (1965) 16276

Jenks Metals Elxport. Inc.. President's E award
for excellence in exporting (remarks)
(1964) 19360

Jennings, .^.H., maximum recorded U.S. point
rainfall, etc. (1963) 14802

Jensen, A.O., vapor thermionic converters for
nuclear application (1964) 14786

Jensen. Albert C:
haddock (1965) 18126
line-trawl fishery for cod and haddock at

Chatham, Mass (1963) 174.50

stockfish and spiny lobster fisheries of
South Africa (1963) 8271

Jensen, Chester E.:

algebraic description of forms in space
(1965) 4787

least squares fit of an algebraically unspeci-
fied form (1963) 6505

Jensen. Don C. relief (1962) 11344. 21356,
23154

Jensen, Eugene T.:

cooperative program for certification to in-

terstate shellfish shippers, sanitation of
harvesting and processing of shellfish
(1963) 1403

pollution of interstate waters of Blackstone
and Ten Mile Rivers (1965) 6884

sanitation of harvesting and processing of
shellfish, national shellfish sanitation
program manual (1965) 18716

sanitation of shellfish growing areas (1963)
3277

Jensen, Fred S., geology of Fort Peck area
(1964) 8767

Jensen. James W..
manganese-copper damping alloys (1965)

8017
Jensen. Malcolm W.:

examination of farm milk tanks (1964) 14933
examination of liquefied petroleum gas liq-

uid-measuring devices, manual for offi-

cials (196.5) 9765
examination of weighing equipment, manual

for State and local weights and meas-
ures agencies (1965) 6776

Jensen, Marvin E.:

effects of alfalfa, crop sequence, and tillage
practice on intake rates of Pullman silty

clay loam and grain yields (1965) 15175
evapotranspiration and soil moist-

ure-fertilizer interrelations with irrigat-
ed—

grain sorghum in southern High Plains
(1965) 16945

winter wheat in southern High Plains
(1965) 16944

Jennies to jets (1962) 13777
Jerboas as plague flea hosts and distribution

of flea species in Aral area, USSR (1965)
6478

Jernell. Lloyd S.:

aerodynamic loading of model of Scout vehi-
cle (1963) 14580

static stability characteristics of Blue Scout
and Blue Scout, jr., research vehicles
(1963) 14581

Jernigan, Jasper E., trends in forage crops
varieties, 1964 (1965) 6163

Jersey cattle, see Cattle.
Jersey City, N.J.:

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 15282

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 18266
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16462
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc. (1962) 18826

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
area (1962) 4797

occupational wage survey

—

departmental editions (1961) 7892; (1962)
14377; (1963) 12793; (1964) 13066; (1965)
9510

document editions (1961) 6969; (1962)
13341; (1963) 11737

Jersey Shore, Pa., railroad accident (1965)
14475

Jesenik, Czechoslovakia, 3d all-state psycho-
pharmacological seminar report (1962)
7735

Jessup, William C, relief (1963) 7896
Jet airplanes, see Airplanes.
Jet-boundary corrections for lifting rotors

centered in rectangular wind tunnels
(1961) 15823
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Jet drilling in Fairbanks area, Alaska (1961)
7530

Jet engines, see Engines (aircrafts).

Jet fuels, see Fuel.

Jet propulsion systems, periodic oscillations of
velocity and density of medium on disin-

tegration of liquid jets (1961) 8041
Jet stream, see Winds.
Jeter, Helen R., children problems and services

in child welfare programs (1963) 13311
Jets:

air

—

hypersonic, at stagnation temperature of

3,800''F, refractory materials tested for
deterioration (1961) 13527

loads induced on flat-plate wing deter-
mined by exhausting perpendicularly
through wing and normal to Mach
number 2.0 stream (1961) 7969

supersonic, behavior of beryllium and
beryllium copper (1961) 9578

*

annular configuration in ground proximity
low-speed wind-tunnel investigation
(1963)9186

atomized liquid fuel, coefficient of free tur-

bulence (1965) 9759
autoignition of hydrocarbon jet fuel (1965)

14715
axisymmetric free, experimental and theoret-

ical studies (1961) 4954
balanced, viscous effects in ground proximi-

ty, experimental investigation (1964)
3174

bypass, effects of temperature on noise,
measured in Langley noise research fa-

cility (1964) 16695
cascade arc, peak and average heating ef-

fects (1965) 6707
Coanda-deflected jet sheets, experimental

investigation into shape of thrust-
augmenting surfaces (1965) 6962 15110

cold air, issuing perpendicularly from plate
and normal to low-speed free-stream
flow, surface pressure distributions in-

duced on flat plate (1963) 7276
cold, discharging from exhaust nozzles de-

signed for V'TOL downwash suppression,

dynamic pressure and thrust charac-
teristics (1964) 11397

comparisons of experimental free-jet bound-
aries with theoretical results obtained
with method of characteristics (1964)
14865

constricted-arc supersonic jet, evaluation
(1964) 7506

curved jet flows (1965) 15106
deflected, interference with free stream

ground, effects on aerodynamic charac-
teristics of delta-wing VTOL model
(1961) 15787

effects at supersonic speeds on base and af-

terbody pressures of missile model hav-
ing single and multiple sets (1964) 1467

effects on cylindrical afterbodies housing
sonic and supersonic nozzles which ex-
haust against supersonic stream at an-

gles of attack from 90" to 180° (1962)
10500

effects on longitudinal stability and trim at
low supersonic Mach numbers (1961)
4863

exhaust and Reynolds number effects upon
flow over vertical stabilizer and rudder
(1961) 6327

exhausting from hull step of large, water-
based airplane, interference effects at
transonic speeds (1962) 10493

external stream effects on performance of
isentropic plug-type nozzles at Mach
numbers of 2.0, 1.8, and 1.5 (1962) 12423

Jets—Continued
formation by charges with lined conical cav-

ities, potential theory application,
USSR study (1961) 15276

forward-facing, effect on bow shock of blunt
body in Mach No. 6 free stream (1963)
7264

ground proximity viscous flow effects (1964)
1636

helicopter controlled by jet deflection alone
(1965) 18576

high-temperature axisymmetric, exhausting
into transonic and supersonic streams,
mixing characteristics downstream of
core region (1962) 12429

highly underexpanded free jets impinging
upon parallel flat surface (1964) 14864

highly underexpanded, interaction with sim-
ulated lunar surfaces (1962) 3362

hot and cold sonic, transonic flow fields sur-
rounding (1961) 8035

hot-turbulent-gas, ignition of coal dust-
methane-air mixtures (1964) 7447

impingement on surfaces of fine particles in
vacuum environment (1965) 6700

impinging uniform jets, theoretical and ex-
perimental studies (1963) 14753

impinging water, effect of ambient air veloc-
itv on atomization (1964) 7509

interference effects on jet and buried-fan
VTOL configurations in transition
(1961) 7991

interference on wings, tails, and fuselages,
steady loads due to (1961) 2567

jet effects on

—

annular base pressure and temperature in

supersonic stream (1962) 18304
base drag of cylindrical afterbody with
extended nozzles (1961) 1279

jet flaps, ventilated clinging flow phenome-
non, investigation (1963) 20206

liquid

—

breakup by shock waves and applications
to resonant combustion (1964) 18754

breakup in transverse flow of gas (1964)
18755

rate of breakup by transverse shock wave
(1963) 11048

method of measuring ignition limits, USSR
study (1961) 4720

multiple, configurations, effect of boattailing
and nozzle extension on thrust-

minus-drag (1961) 13523
near field noise, use of acoustic scale models

for investigating (1962) 128
pluming, effect on static stability of

cone-cylinder-flare configurations (1962)
20137

pluming interference by computer simula-
tion of measured flight motions of 2

RAM A 4th stages, analysis (1964) 3016
propulsive twin-jet boattail bodies,

free-flight effects of simulated sonic tur-
bojet exhaust on drag characteristics at
transonic speeds (1961) 6337

pulse, high-intensity, measuring pressure by
tensometer method, USSR study (1964)
9194

pulsed water jet, use for destruction of
rocks, results (1964) 8993

rectangular sonic, exhausting perpendicular-
ly from flat plate, aerodynamic interac-
tion effects (1963) 11069

rocket

—

effects on adjacent surfaces from firing

a 961) 2566
exhausting upstream and downstream,

pressure distribution induced on flat

plate (1963) 1300
shattering, critical conditions (1961) 6384
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Jets—Continued
slotted and round exits, effects of various

arrangements on lift and pitching
moment of rectangular vehicle (1961)

4936
sonic, exhausting perpendicularly from flat

plate into Mach number 6 free stream,
aerodynamic interaction effects ahead
(1961) 8001

sonic or supersonic, exhausting normal to

surface, loads induced on flat plate at
Mach number of 4.5 (1963) 14582

supersonic

—

blast effects on dust-covered surface at
low ambient pressure, exploratory inves-
tigation (1962) 8494

near and far fields noise measurements for
operation of blowdown-wind-tunnel su-

personic exhaust (1961) 7956
tests of missile stabilizers (1963) 5560

thick annular, and plenum types, roll stabili-

ty of ground effect machines (1965)
16897

turbulent, attachment distance as function
of adjacent wall offset and angle (1964)
5628

two-dimensional, viscous mixing with partic-
ular reference to jets in ground proximi-
ty (1964) 13496

UH-2 jet compound research helicopter,
flight test (1965) 15099

unbalanced, viscous and forward speed ef-

fects in ground proximity (1964) 3173
water, effect of impingement angle on

drop-size distribution and spray pattern
of 2 impinging water jets (1961) 13520

water vapor, measured steady-state per-

formance for use in space vehicle atti-

tude control systems (1962) 12499
Jetties:

engineering and design manual (1963) 13878
Siuslaw River, stability, hydraulic model

investigation (1963) 15458
wave forces, stability (1961) 20705
wave forces, stability

—

errata (1962) 7301

Jeung Sing, see Sing, Jeung.

Jewel bearings. United States trade (1962)
6737; (1963) 5984

Jewel Cave National Monument:
general information (1964) 16768; (1965)

16774
geology and occurrence of ground water

(1961) 12795
revise boundary

—

law (1965) 19132
report (1965) 17887

Jewel Cave SW quadrangle, S. Dak., geology
(1964)2411

Jewell, W.O., simulated meteor reentry (1964)
11400

Jewelry;
census of manufactures, 1958, industry re-

port (1961) 3930
costume, census of manufactures, 1958, in-

dustry report (1961) 3931
costume, U.S. market in West Germany

(1964) 144
industry

—

foreign competition in U.S. (1965) 6982
in Puerto Rico (1962) 12779
outlook and review (1961) 1748; (1962)
4675

jewelers, jewelry repairmen, employment
outlook (1962) 8419; (1964) 9437

retailing, bibliography (1965) 8271

Jewett, Arno, improving English skills of cul-
turally different youth (1964) 2274

Jewett, Douglas M., tensile strength of paper,
electrical strain gage for testing (1963)
12169

Jewish Restitution Successor Organization,
heirless property claims under trading
with the enemy act, payment, report
(1962) 16970

Jewish War Veterans of United States, incor-
porate, report (1963) 17244

Jews:
anti-Semitism in Soviet Union, hearings

(1965) 12171
Communist communities of East Berlin, po-

litical future (1961) 17487
dietary regulations rel. to food fishes with

fins and scales (1962) 11831
persecution in Soviet Russia, expressing

sense of Congress against, report (1965)
10642

protocols of Elders of Zion, fabricated his-

torical document (1964) 17882
sacred scriptures, Soviet critique (1963)

5424
Soviet anti-semitism, discussion by 2 Nor-

wegian Communists (1963) 10880
Jezewski, Donald J., guidance equations for

quasi-optimum space maneuvers (1964)
18736

on use of approximate analytical solutions
in solving optimum trajectory problems
(1965) 16699

Jicarilla Apache Tribe, see Apache Indians.
Jigs (machinery):

jig and fixture aid fabrication of tungsten
rivets (1965) 9646

Jigs (mining):
Baum jig performance in treating Rocky

Mountain coals (1964) 2992
Jimenez, Ligia P., relief (1964) 8265, 17168,

21220
Jimmy Camp Valley, ground water resources

of area (1964) 12516
Jin, Kim Sung, see Kim Sung Jin.

Jin, Pong Yong, see Pong Yong Jin.

Jindra, Fred, lateral stability of trailer trains
(1963) 21143

Jirkovsky, Rudolf, biographic information
(1962) 17986

Jiusto, James E.

project fog drops (1964) 14785
whiteout dissipation techniques (1965) 9066

Jo Daviess County, 111., loading and transpor-
tation at zinc-lead mines, Eagle-Picher
Co (1964) .5477

Job analysis:
Air Force (1961) 11752
Air Force oflicers, group ratings of impor-

tance and obtainability of selected job
characteristics (1964) 9985

Air Force specialties

—

evaluation, familiarity effect (1961) 5318,
20326

methods of rating-scale construction
(1961) 5317

atomic energy occupations (1961) 17198
bibliography'(1962) 16329
context effects in job evaluation (1961) 3755
effects on judgment of variations in job rat-

ing scale format (1963) 7626
electrical and electronic technologies, de-

scriptions (1964) 10466
evaluation

—

application of policy-capturing model for
analyzing individual and group judg-
ment (1963) 16787

methods and foundations in Air Force
(1962) 4550

of officer jobs versus specialties (1965)
11882
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Job analysis—Continued
evaluation—Continued
procedures, Air Force research (1961)

17957
identification of job types in personnel ca-

reer field (1965) 18910
incumbents, efficiency of open-ended invento-

ry in elicitinp: task statements (1963)
18493

job descriptions

—

ARNG technician program, NGB pamphlet
(1962) 1705, 18315; (1963) 5621; (1965)
8155

publications, price list (1962) 16119; (1963)
14653; (1965) 11640

judgment, literature review with implica-
tions for job evaluation (1961) 144

officer jobs

—

evaluation factors, Air Force, study (1963)
18494

evaluation in terms of merited pay versus
merited grade (1963) 16785

feasibility of identifying predictors of
success from personnel records, etc
(1963) 4402

rankings, prediction from ratings on 2

sets of job evaluation factors (1963)
16786

position and pay management, supervisor
development program, basic course
(1963) 5909

position classifiers manual (1963) 12241
rating of multidimensional factors (1961)

3756
reliability of job evaluation ratings as a

function of number of raters and length
of job descriptions (1961) 5315

research and development management offi-

cer (1965) 7097
simulated, use in identification of job re-

quirements (1964) 17002
skilled and unskilled labor force, case study

of variables affecting retirement policy
(1961) 15730

training and reference manual (1965) 19570
work activity statements, comparison (1961)

3761
worker activitv check lists, development

(1961) 3760
workers, worker and supervisor agreement

concerning job descriptions (1964) 15232
Job changing and manpower training (1964)

13027
Job Corps:
amend economic opportunity act, hearings

(1965) 16042
conservation centers

—

directory (1965) 17986, 19549
key part of camoaign against poverty
(address) (1965) 8431

establish

—

compilation of materials relevant to bill

(1964) 15610
print as Senate document, report (1964)

15684
hearings (1964) 10306, 12126, 14152
law (1964) 17311
message from the President (1964) 8246
reports (1964) 14120, 15482, 15523

expand program, etc.

—

law (1965) 17444
reports (1965) 12106, 12148, 15953, 17623,

17652
facts (1965) 6098
potential participants, disadvantaged girls

16-21 years old (1964) 16926
safety program, driver education manual

(1965) 16075
Job description, see Job analysis.

Job evaluation, see Job analysis.
Job guide for young workers (1963) 4835
Job horizons for college women in 1960's

(1964) 15175
Job insurance, unique plan for Marine Reserve

officers (1965) 5067
Job performance, see Work.
Job satisfaction, college teachers, study of

faculty members, Minnesota colleges
(1961) 17187

Job seekers, see Unemployed.
Jobs, see Civil service—Employment—Job

analysis— Occupations— Training

—

Women—Work.
Joe, Tommy, see Horn Hong Hing.
Joe D. Hughes, Inc., see Hughes, Joe D., Inc.

Joe Wheeler finds job and learns about social
security (1964) 13452

Joel, Mai L., plotting circles of constant over-
pressure around targeted points (1964)
21786

Johanningsmeier, Walter F., Project SHARP
information storage and retrieval sys-
tem, evaluation of indexing procedures
and retrieval effectiveness (1965) 1601

Johansen, Robert T.:

effectiveness of sodium tripolyphosphate for
improving injection rates of waterfloods
(1965) 1374

project Gnome, exposing petroleum industry
samples (1965) 1846

Johler, J. Ralph:
effect of heavy ions on LF propagation, with

special reference to nuclear environment
(1965) 13066

mode sum for LF, VLF, ELF terrestrial ra-

dio wave fields (1964) 20639
on plasma collision frequencies proportional

to energy in radio wave reflection and
transmission process (1963) 9211

John, James E.A., power transistor cooling in

space environment (1963) 16374
John A. Blatnik Lock, designate, report (1961)

16685; 1964) 8346
John Coffee Memorial Bridge across Tennessee

River on Natchez Trace Parkway, re-

port (1962) 17215
John Day Lock and Dam:

modification, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12407
document edition (1965) 12214

John Hliott Rankin Memorial Veterans Hospi-
tal, designate, reports (1964) 10275,
15543

John Ericsson and age of caloric (1961) 6434
John F. Kennedy Center for Performing Arts:

appropriations, 1964, supplemental, propos-
al (1964) 6213

board of trustees, report, 1965 (1965) 19520
designate

—

hearings (1964) 4506
law (1964) 6171
reports (1964) 2076, 2086, 2219, 4459

footlight (periodical) (1965) 3429
laws, compilation (1964) 12153

John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library, memoriali-
zation of John F. Kennedy (address)
(1964) 11534

John Glenn Day, designate Feb. 20 of each
year, repoVt (1962) 9359

John H. Kerr Dam and Reservoir:
archeological excavations in basin

—

departmental edition (1962) 22976
figures (1963) 11522

document edition (1962) 23296
designate reservoir created as Buggs Island

hearings (1962) 15280
report (1962) 13434
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John Day lock and dam project, fish and wild-
life resources affected (1963) 8275

John Day Waterfowl Management Area, pro-
posed, land acquisition justification

(1963) 8277
John Redmond Dam and Reservoir:

nwdification, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 12408
document edition (1965) 12213

spillway, hydraulic model investigation
(1963) 2227

John Shaw Billings Centennial, National Li-
brary of Medicine's commemorative pro-
gram and exhibition (1965) 11540

John H. Yourga Trucking, motor vehicle acci-
dent (1961) 10721

John Martin Reservoir project:
nwdification, to provide permanent pool for

recreation, fish, and wildlife purposes

—

hearing (1964) 21211
report (1964) 19471

John Muir National Historic Site:

establish

—

law (1964) 19389
reports (1964) 6299, 17781

John N. Coblj (fishing vessel):
pelagic trawl development, progress report

(1964) 4730
shrimp explorations off Vancouver Island,

Oct.-Nov. 1962 (1964) 19723
John Roen, jr. (tugboat):
documentation for coastwise trade (1962)

15184, 18931, 19205
John V. Boland Construction Co., relief (1962)

16906
John Weeks story (1961) 17301
Johne's disease, see Dysentery.
Johns, Robert H., some design considerations

for spin-stabilized satellites (1965) 114.59

Johns, Slaton L., YHU-IB category II per-
formance tests (1963) 5856

Johnsen, Irving A., aerodynamic design of axi-
al-flow compressors (1965) 9635

Johnson, A.I.:

bibliography on laboratory and field meth-
ods in ground-water hydrology (1964)
12529

field method for measurement of infiltration
(1963) 6564

specific yield, column drainage and centri-
fuge moisture content (1964) 819

Johnson, Andrew, papers, index (1963) 5466
Johnson, C, ceramic-metal seals for high-

power tubes (1963) 18498
Johnson, C. Curtis, rutile traveling wave mas-

er (1964) 20613
Johnson, CD., factor analysis of experimental

noncognitive measures of combat poten-
tial (U) (1965) 5597

Johnson, Carmen R., reference sources for
oceanographic station data (1965) 14920

Johnson, Charles B.:

real-gas effects on hypersonic nozzle eon-
tours with method of calculation (1963)
9160

real-gas inviscid nozzle contours for nitro-

gen (1965) 1457

Johnson, Clive E., consumer purchases of cit-

rus fruit, juices, drinks, and other prod-
ucts (1964) 3364; (1965) 3251

Johnson, Dale E., irradiation behavior of
BeO-OU2 fuel as function of
fuel-particle size (1963) 14970

Johnson, David P.:

testimony (1962) 15283
print additional copies, report (1963) 11858

Johnson, Dorothy H., relief (1962) 19066,
21353, 23152

Johnson, E. W.:
ornamental shrubs for southern Great

Plains (1964) 24
ornamental woody vines for southern Great

Plains (1964) 20913
Johnson, Elizabeth A., relief (1962) 13379,

17175, 18935
Johnson, Elizabeth S., dental findings in adults

(1965) .5360

Johnson, Essie V., relief (1961) 5639, 18525,
19004

Johnson, Floyd A., developing site index esti-
mating system from stem analysis data
(1964) 8685

Johnson, George H., San Manuel Mine, Pinal
County, Ariz., surface subsidence meas-
urements (1963) 9131

Johnson, George V., insects and related pests
of house plants, how to control them
(1963) 14858; (1964) 20920, (1965) 16969

Johnson, Harold E., relief (1962) 20995; (1963)
7910, 11946, 13396

Johnson, Harold K., nomination, hearing
(1964) 19592

Johnson, Harry, testimony, hearings (1964)
6526

Johnson, Howard B.:

hot water treatments, etc., effect on bacteri-
al soft rot in bell peppers (1964) 11735

truck-rail and sea-land shipping tests with
Texas fruits and vegetables (1963) .5832

Johnson, Hugh A.:

exurban development in selected areas of
Appalachian Mountains (1963) 12049

rural residential recreation subdivisions
(1964) 15835

tourism in small family farm areas (1963)
2141

Johnson, H. Thayne, electrical and electronic
properties of materials information re-

trieval program (1964) 4224
Johnson, J. Burlin, cratering, effects of me-

chanical properties of material (1963)
7223

Johnson, J. E.:

nuclear submarine atmospheres

—

analysis and removal of organic contami-
nants (1963) 11162

aromatic hydrocarbon content (1965)
13150

hydrocarbon analyzer (1964) 13345
Johnson, J. Harlan:
Eocene geology from Ishigaki-shima, Rvu-

kyu-retto (1964) 213.53
fossil and recent calcareous algae from

Guam (1964) 10640
Johnson, James E., cesium-137 in milk from

dry-lot and pasture-fed cows in Fort
Collins, Colo. (1965) 9872

Johnson, James H., automatic data processing
program for marine synoptic radio
weather reports (1965) 6231

Johnson, Jesse C, remarks, Feb. 8, 1963 (1963)
4.501

Johnson, Joseph L., jr.:

flexible-wing manned test vehicle (1963)
181.52

infrared analysis of gases produced during
molten salt electrolysis of metals (1964)
14758

low-subsonic flight characteristics of model
of supersonic-airplane configuration
with parawing as landing aid (1964)
1462

modified parawing utility vehicle investiga-
tion (1965) 6679

Johnson, L.C., measurement of ion concentra-
tion and electron temperature in barium
plasma (1965) 17103
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Johnson, Leonard J., airlift for harvesting

oysters (1965) 9149
Johnson. Lillian P., relief (1964) 6383

Johnson, Lloyd K., research in teaching of

science (1965) 6119
Johnson, Louis F., jr.:

effect of decreased barometric pressure on-
maximum pressure-volume relationships of

human respiratory system (1963) 16808
oxygen consumption (1963) 4411

maximum pressure-volume relationships of

human respiratory system (1964) 13648
physical transducers for sensing oxygen

(1963) 18499
Johnson, Lyndon B.:

public papers of the President, (1965)
19618-619

remarks
May 18, 1963 (1963) 12972
Nov. 14, 1963 (1964) 1544

see also President of United States.

Johnson, Marion M., record of 1961 inaugural
committee, preliminary inventory (1964)
20635

Johnson, Neil W., planning farm for profit and
stability (1964) 4199

Johnson, Nicholas:
nomination, hearings (1965) 430
remarks (1964) 13097, 14723, 14724, 18655,

20458, 20458, 20460; (1965) 1307, 1308,

5069, 6585, 8012, 8013, 8014, 9529, 9530,

11368
Johnson, Oscar V., relief (1964) 15464
Johnson, Paul G., perigee propulsion for orbit-

al launch of nuclear rockets (1963) 1325
Johnson, Paul W., producing alumina from

clay, evaluation of nitric acid process
(1964) 11337

Johnson, Richard D., absorption of polypep-
tides in far-ultraviolet as means of

extraterrestrial life detection (1965)

14812
Johnson, Richard L, recent mollusca of Au-

gustus Addison Gould, etc (1964) 14962
Johnson, Robert C:

fibrous silicon nitride synthesis and proper-
ties (1964) 14749

growth and properties of zirconia and titan-

ia whiskers from fused salt baths (1965)

18452
real-gas effects in critical-flow-through noz-

zles, etc (1965) 5172
synthesis and some properties of aluminum

borate whiskers (1965) 5087
water-swelling synthetic fluormicas and

fluormontmorillonoids (1963) 19856
Johnson, Robert E., jr., review of mineral-fuel

industries (1963) 1255; (1964) 1445
Johnson, Robert F., geology and ore deposits

of Cachoeira do Campo, Dom Basco, and
Oruo Branco quadrangles, Minas Gerais,
Brazil (1963) 602

Johnson, Ronald E., prices received by farmers
for sheep and lambs (1963) 5844

Johnson, Stuart H., jr., school prayers, Bible

reading, etc., proposed amendments to

Constitution (1964) 10328
Johnson, Victor J., properties of solids at low

temperature (1963) 11515
Johnson, Virginia A., electrets, bibliography

(1964) 7663
Johnson, Von J., chronology and analysis of

Hughes fire, 1962 (1965) 660
Johnson, W.M.:

explorations in germination of sedges (1965)

16268
rotation, rest-rotation, and season-long

grazing on mountain range in Wyoming
(1965) 18184

Johnson, Walter, American studies abroad
(1963) 18374

Johnson, Walter J.:

claim for benefits, waive time limitation, law
(1962) 23275

relief (1961) 16638
Johnson, William D., jr., geology of Winn-

ett-Mosby area, petroleum, Garfield,
Rosebud, and Fergus Counties, Mont
(1964) 8756

Johnson, Vt., Eastern Magnesia Talc Co., min-
ing and milling methods and costs (1963)
3057

Johnson City, Tenn., area, geology and ground
water resources (1963) 5025

Johnson County, Ky., geology and coal re-

sources (1963) 10274
Johnson & Johnson, aircraft accident (1961)

5509
Johnson, Lyndon Baines, Presidential Archival

Depository, see Lyndon Baines Johnson
Presidential Archival Depository.

Johnson Mine, mining and milling methods and
costs (1963) 3057

Johnston, Denis F.:

special labor force report, educational at-

tainment of workers. Mar. 1962 (1963)
16295

uptrend in workers' education (1963) 20938
Johnston, Helen L., major health problems

(1964) 5655
Johnston, J.F., size effects on VTOL handling

qualities criteria (1965) 20113
Johnston, Kenneth H.:

evaluation by filter methods of quality of
waters injected in waterfloods (1964)
11332

in situ combustion project and 3 waterflood
projects in Allen, Anderson, and Wilson
Counties, Kans., 1964 (1964) 20480

three-waterflooding projects and pressure-
maintenance project in Butler and Cow-
ley Counties, Kans., 1963 (1963) 12829

Johnston, Marjorie C, modern foreign
languages and your child (1965) 494

Johnston, Patrick J.:

lift-dray ratios of delta-wing-half-cone com-
binations (1965) 9712

longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of

5th-stage Scout reentry vehicles, etc., at

hypersonic speeds (1963) 11033

Johnston, Paul M.:

geology and ground-water resources

—

Fairfax Quadrangle, Va (1963) 609
Washington, D.C. and vicinity (1964) 12527

Johnston, Phillip A., performance of silicon

solar cells at high solar intensities, etc

(1965) 8114

Johnston, Robert L., relief (1964) 6232, 15649,
17219

Johnston, Terata K., relief (1961) 7037, 8906,

10176

Johnston, Mrs. William W., relief (1962) 11342

Johnstown, Pa.:

area redevelopment manpower report (1964)

17933
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16407
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,

etc (1962) 18827
censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9090

motor vehicle accident (1961) 10719
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1962)

13171
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Johnstown Flood National Memorial:
establish

—

law (1964) 17405
reports (1964) 2034, 17783

Joint Chiefs of Staff:

Air Force Chief of Staff, nomination of Cur-
tis E. LeMay, hearing (1961) 12506

Army Chief of Staff, nomination of

—

Johnson, Harold K., hearing (1964) 19592
Wheeler, Earl G., hearing (1962) 19378

Assistant to Chairman, nomination of Good-
paster, Andrew J., hearing (1964) 6496

Chairman, nomination of Taylor, Maxwell
D., hearing (1962) 19378

4 year term of appointment, establish

—

hearings (1963) 20495
report (1963) 20491

JCS pub. series (1961) 758-759, 6228; (1962)
11958, 19619-620, 21909; (1963) 12270,

17571; (1964) 4882-83, 6875-76, 8845;
(1965) 2267

organization, etc., brief (1963) 8135-36

Joint committees, see names of committees.
Joint Conference on Children and Youth, re-

port (1963) 4596

Joint financial management improvement pro-
gram

—

annual report for fiscal year 1962 (1963)
586

15 years of progress (1964) 4752
highlights of progress, 1964 (1965) 10944

Joint hydrology-sedimentation bulletin (1965)
758

Joint Nuclear Research Institute, USSR:
activities, summary report (1962) 810
Czechoslovak scientists activities (1962)

5410
Dubna, Russian SFR, scientific activities,

Bulgarian study (1965) 19731
proceedings of working conference on slow

neutron physics, 1961 (1963) 18563
visit to center in Dubna, Russian SFSR

(1962) 15768

Joint-life immediate annuities based on United
States life tables for white persons,
1959-61 (1965) 8275

Joint Military Packaging Training Center,
course outlines (1962) 9514-15; (1964)
6545-46

Joint motion measurement, technical manual
(1962) 2020

Joint Publications Research Service:
handbook, North Korean Communist terms,

standard translations (1964) 18540

Joint Publications Research Service:
JPRS series (1961) 762-1153, 2080-2441,

4352-4745, 7562-7878, 9291-9383,
10724-11203, 12838-13393, 15011-682,
17361-593, 19468-793, 20891-21120;
(1962) 743-1551, 2593-3257, 5374-6174,
7523-8299, 9812-10376, 11959-12315,
13955-14347, 15705-970, 17678-18113,
19623-20029, 21910-22408, 23626-927;
(1963) 644-1153, 2454-3009, 5108-5425,
6638-7132, 8437-9020, 10362-881,
12271-770, 14083-431, 15664-16264,
17573-18012, 19373-771, 20760-922;
(1963) 884-1353, 2468-2937, 4884-5414,
6877-7349, 8846-9372, 10719-11242,
12580-13023, 14408-659, 15996-16566,
18192-605, 19833-20421, 21380-652;
(1965) 797-1257, 2268-2783, 4907-5025,
6394-6529, 7849-7956, 9315-9490,
11051-321, 12586-777, 14480-604,
16376-540, 18284-388, 19712-789

JPRS (DC) L series (1961) 15683-684,
19794-795, 21121

Joint Publications Research Service—Con.

JPRS R (series) (1961) 1154-58, 2442-55,
4746-79, 11204-322

publication notices

—

Communist China, economic materials, se-

rial reports, repackaging (1964) 12578
conferences in Soviet bloc (1964) 1354
epidemic reports from the world press

(1964) 1355
Indonesian press survey, discontinuance

(1964) 12579
scientific abstract series (1964) 19831

publications, current, catalog (1964) 883,
10718; (1965) 6393

serial reports, publication notice (1963)
19772

Joint Senate-House Republican Leadership,
record of press conference statements
(1961) 20595; (1962) 21243; (1964) 2136,
19535; (1965) 19334

Joint Task Force on Health, Education, Wel-
fare Services and Housing activities,
progress report (1965) 4874

Joint United States-Japan Committee on
Trade and Economics, establish, agree-
ment (1961) 16017

Joints:

ball-and-socket, provide accurate biaxial
gimbal (1965) 14769

bolted, fatigue problems in aircraft applica-
tions (1962) 10545

bolted, performance in Douglas fir (1963)
15577

bonded, adhesives for use in design, determi-
nation of mechanical properties (1964)
2374

brazed, titanium treatment improves (1965)
11427

capsule receptors, electrophysiological and
histological characteristics, USSR study
(1962) 5582

concrete, large b ocks, tests (1963) 17414
concrete, large Liocks, tests

—

errata sheet (1964) 6601
construction

—

horizontal, in concrete, methods of prepar-
ing (1963) 17414

errata sheet (1964) 6601
large blocks, tests (1963) 17414
errata sheet (1964) 6601

glass, preventing capillary action (1965)
1503

interchangeable taper-ground, etc., commer-
cial standards, amdt (1961) 20372

microwelded, strength tested with probe
(1965) 9653

nail-glued of plywood to solid wood, perform-
ance (1964) 18056

nailed, for continuous timber beams, design
(1965) 8397

packing, classification bulletin (1962) 6402
performance with laminated Douglas fir

bolts (1964) 8674
precambrian rocks. Central City-Idaho

Springs area, Colo (1961) 6181
strength of weld joints from high-strength

steels, USSR study (1965) 19728
titanium alloy weld, structure and

properties, USSR study (1965) 6520
transition, welding procedure between heavy

forged sections of Cr-Mo steel and type
316 stainless steel (1961) 5339

weld leaks rapidly and safely detected (1965)
16653

weld, of austenitic steel steam pipes, in-

creasing reliability, USSR study (1965)
16449

welded, in tubing, sleeve and cutter simplify
disconnecting (1964) 13170
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Joints—Continued
welded, of lKhl8N9T steel, influence of heat

treatment on corrosion resistance,
USSR study (1963) 5241

wood, made with nails, staples, or screws,
strength (1965) 10926

Joints (anatomy):
hip joint, plastic surgery, use of preserved

bone-cartilage homotransplants, USSR
study (1962) 17902

nonrheumatic diseases, treatment at sanato-
ria and health resorts, USSR study
(1962) 23836

tuberculosis, clinical studies. Communist
China (1962) 17852

Joints (universal):
lightweight joint transmits torque and

thrust (1964) 7484
Joists, concrete, 2-way floor and roof construc-

tion forms, recommendation of trade
(1964) 5547

Joliet, 111.:

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13946
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16445
Jolley, Harold K., marketing Virginia white

potatoes, buyers' preferences and pra-c-

tices (1965) 1764
Jolon quadrangle, Calif., geology (1965) 9255
Jom, Lee Suey, see Lee Suey Jom.
Jonathan, Neville:

dark side airglow of Venus (1963) 19894
planetary physics, chemiluminescence from

atomic oxygen-nitric oxide reaction un-
der upper atmospheric conditions (1964)
14780

Jones, Adam, land conveyance to heirs (1965)
15403, 17768

Jones, Boisfouillet, nomination, hearings
(1961) 7267

Jones, C.W., relief (1961) 14231; (1962) 19243,
20756

Jones, Calvin M.. Tabanidae (Diptera) of Flori-
da (1964) 16973

Jones, Charles D., record check studies of pop-
ulation coverage (1964) 10067

Jones, Charles L., evaporites, Wellington for-
mation, Hutchinson, Kans (1965) 7798

Jones, Compton, relief (1961) 14200, 16937,
18542

Jones, D.C., interplanetary lunar and near
planet environments (1963) 4392

Jones, David L.:

cretaceous stratigraphy of McCarthy A-4
quadrangle, southern Alaska (1964)
18110

upper Cretaceous (Campanian and Maes-
trichtian), ammonites from southern
Alaska (1964) 6806

Jones, E. Walton, marketing farmers' stock
peanuts in Virginia and North Carolina
area (1963) 9579, 13174

Jones, Earle P., jr.:

test of direct seeding depths for slash and
longleaf pine (1963) 12185

timber management in middle coastal plain
of Georgia (1965) 9205

Jones, George W., jr., bufi'et pressures on mod-
els of large manned launch vehicle
configurations (1963) 12851

Jones, Hulbert. relief (1961) 14200, 16937,
18542

Jones, J.B., test your understanding of direc-

tors' responsibilities (1963) 2239

Jones, J.R., geology, etc.. Camp Ripley Mili-

tary Reservation (1964) 4813

Jones, John P.:

analysis of benefits under 26 selected pri-
vate pension plans (1963) 14697

remarriage tables based on experience under
OASDI and US employees compensation
systems (1963) 14696

Jones, John Paul, autopsy reports (1965) 18654
Jones, John W., visually handicapped child at

home and school (1963) 19121
Jones, Lawrence:

addresses, etc (1963) 3049; (1965) 5764, 13254

Jones, Lawrence A.:

economic impact of Federal crop insurance
in selected areas of Virginia and Mon-
tana (1965) 10722

what young farm families • should know
about credit (1965) 5509

Jones, LeRoy:
effect of various pre-germination treatments

on germination of black cherry seed
(1963) 17498

germination of repellent-treated southern
pine seed before and after storage (1964)
8668

Jones, Mary G., nomination, hearing (196.t)

12318

Jones, Mildred V.:

supplement for 1962 wool statistics and re-

lated data through 1957 (1963) 5842
wool statistics and related data, 1920-64

(1965) 15210
Jones, Peter T., speech, Oct. 22, 1964 (1964)

21094
Jones, R.N.:

extrapolating 1 kc values of secondary ca-
pacitance standards to higher frequen-
cies (1964) 1498

interior ballistics of guns (1965) 8512
Jones, Ralph J., selected measurement methods

for plutonium and uranium in nuclear
fuel cycle (1964) 4303

Jones, Robert A., heat transfer and pressure
investigation of fin-plate interference
model (1964) 16679

Jones, Robert E., constant-velocity traveling
magnetic wave plasma engine (1965)
6727

Jones, Roger W.:
nomination, hearing (1961) 4093
testimony (1962) 23421

Jones, Ruben L., transition matrix assump-
tions in circumlunar navigation theory
(1963) 20980

Jones, Rudard A., household storage studv
(1964) 4697

Jones, W. L., capstan for deep-sea hoists

(1963) 16462
Jones, W. Webster:

cottage cheese and frozen desserts, cost of

production in diversified milk plants in

Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma (19631
14872

economics of milk marketing in Alaska
(1964) 19087

Jones, William B., atlas of Fourier coefficients

of diurnal variation of foF2, distribu-

tion of amplitude and phase (1965) 8152

Jones, William Prichard:
graphical results for large-amplitude un-

steady one-dimensional waves in mag-
netized collision-free plasmas with dis-

crete structure (1965) 2886
radiative heat transfer between planar sur-

faces with filleted junctures (1964) 13248

Jones act, see Merchant marine.
Jones Cove quadrangle, Tenn., geology (1962)

5298
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Jones Inlet:

westerly shore, beach erosion study, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 9057
document edition (1965) 8741

Jones Point, Va.:
Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge over Po-

tomac River, maintenance and opera-
tion

—

law (1961) 18740
reports (1961) 12429, 18878

Jonesville Lock, Ouachita-Black Rivers, La.,

filling and emptying system, hydraulic

model investigation (1965) 14218

Jong Dae, see Kim, Jong Dae.

Jong Wan Lee, see Lee, Jong Wan.
Joo Yul Kim, see Kim Joo Yul.
Jordan, Charles B.:

corrosion inhibitor (1963) 21064
development of all-weather brake fluid (1963)

18264
Jordan, Dan H., Hart Countv, Ga., soil survev

(1964) 3140
Jordan, E.D., feasibility of short-lived radioi-

sotope tracer system for detection of hid-

den materials (1965) 17108

Jordan, Howard V., sulfur as plant nutrient in

southern U.S (1964) 5862
Jordan, P. F., investigation of pressurized

toroidal shells (1965) 14745
Jordan, Paul R.:

chemical quality of surface waters and sedi-

mentation in the Saline River basin,
Kans (1964) 4810

fluvial sediment of Mississippi River at St.

Louis, Mo. (1965) 16327

Jordan, Willis K., measurement of perform-
ance potential in manufacturing estab-
lishments (1965) 5717

Jordan:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1964)

11626
economy, basic data (1962) 23613; (1964)

21080
fact sheet (1964) 1602
foreign trade regulations (1964) 21089
Hashemite Kingdom, mineral industry, min-

erals yearbook chapter (1965) 12876
import tariff system (1962) 9791
information on politicians, translations

(1963) 10719
investment guaranties, agreement (1963)

20171
labor conditions (1965) 6569
mutual security in action, fact sheet (1961)

15994
newlv independent nation, fact sheet (1961)

149

1

point 4 program (text of address) (1961) 1493

press, translations (1962) 6155, 10296, 10365

sending gift packages to (1962) 708
translations (1961) 19779; (1962) 8278, 12311

United States foreign aid program, report of
study (1963) 190.55

Jordan River and Valley:
eastern Lake Bonneville, Quaternary stra-

tigraphy, south of Salt Lake City, Utah
(196.5) 19668

just solution of problem should be found,
USSR article (1964) 18281

Jorgensen, Daniel B., Air Force chaplains,
1947-60 (1963) 9606

Jorgensen, Leland H.:

charts for equilibrium flow properties of
carbon dioxide in hypervelocity nozzles
(1965) 8054

Jorgensen, Leland H.—^Continued

charts of isentropic exponent as function of

enthalpy for various gases in equilibri-

um (1965) 18494
total enthalpy of 1-dimensional nozzle flow

with various gases (1964) 7549
Jorgenson, Richard N., anatomy of hemlock

ring shake associated with sapsucker
injury (1965) 679

Joseph, John, relief (1962) 13577; (1963) 18972
Joshua Tree National Monument:

general information (1961) 20023; (1964)
9657

hydrologic and geologic reconnaissance
(1963) 5028

include within boundaries land presently
used

—

law (1961) 12132
reports (1961) 8748, 12443

Josselyn, Irene M., psychological changes in

adolescence (1965) 8633
Joule-Thomson process in cryogenic refrigera-

tion systems (1965) 6784
Jouriles, N., development of predistributed

azide base polyurethane foam for rigidi-

zation of solar concentrators in space
(1965) 12971

Journal of computer mathematics and mathe-
matical phvsics (USSR periodical):

translations (1965) 7884
Journal of engineering physics (USSR periodi-

cal):

translations (1963) 10747, 15968, 19594
Journal of evolutionary biochemistry and

physiology (USSR periodical):

purposes and tasks (1965) 11062
Journal of general biology (USSR periodical):

translations (1963) 14188; (1964) 21596
Journal of higher nervous activity imeni LP.

Pavlov (USSR periodical), translations
(1963) 1083, 2476, 6675

Journal of microbiology (USSR periodical):

translations (1965) 1102
Journal of microbiology, epidemiology, and

immunology (USSR periodical):

translations (1965) 12649
Journal of neuropathology and psychiatry

(USSR periodical):

excerpts (1962) 8036
Journal of pathoneurologv and psychiatry

(USSR periodical):

translations (1963) 10786
Journal ofTiciel du Cambodge (Cambodia peri-

odical):

official proclamations (1961) 13230-231,

13252, 13321
Journal 'Sovetskoye zdravookhraneniye', the-

matic program for 1961 (1961) 1521.3

Journalism, dissemination of news and ideas

as compared to broadcasting (address)
(1963) 17428

Journalists:
Navy training course (1961) 4996, 17756
Pan-African Union of Journalists (1962)

2976
Turkish, law providing for increased rights

(1961) 7822
Yugoslav association, international con-

tacts survey (1962) 15870
Journals:
Albanian theoretical, articles (1961) 19786
American trade union, list (1964) 16567
civil service (1961) 3013; (1962) 3671; (1963)

3515; (1964) 3327; (1965) 3214
colloid (USSR periodical), abstracts (1961)

2925
current acquisitions of Library of Congress

(1962) 4277; (1963) 4126; (1964) 3956
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Journals—Continued
East European

—

abstracts, Hungary (1962) 14267
legal, translations (1962) 8183
scientific and technical

—

abstracts (1962) 14187, 19991
bibliographic listings (1962) 17923,

18048, 19697, 22193
biology and medicine, abstracts (1962)

10022
engineering physics, translations, USSR

(1963) 14103
executive proceedings of Senate

—

63d Cong., 2d sess., index (1962) 403
64th Cong., 1st sess., index (1962) 404
69th Cong., 2d sess., index (1962) 405
70th Cong., 2d sess., index (1962) 406
71st Cong., 2d sess., index (1962) 13548
86th Cong., 1st sess., index (1961) 4054;

(1962) 4972
86th Cong., 2d sess (1961) 4055, 1890

index (1961) 4056
87th Cong., 2d sess (1963) 2067
88th Cong., 1st sess (1964) 10349

index (1964) 14022
88th Cong., 2d sess (1965) 2028, 5979

index (1965) 5980
House of Representatives

—

86th Cong.
2d sess (1961) 5565

87th Cong.
1st sess (1962) 2290
2d sess (1963) 4668

88th Cong.
1st sess (1964) 8239, 10349
2d sess (1965) 4453, 5979

Hungarian scientific and technical, infor-

mation (1962) 9968
indexed in index medicus, list

—

Jan. 1963 (1964) 7595
Jan. 1964 (1964) 7596
Jan. 1965 (1964) 6801

JAG journal (1961) 3363
journal of engineering physics (USSR peri-

odical), translations (1964) 2689, 2921,
5029, 5320, 5327, 7194, 8979

journal of research. National Bureau of
Standards (1961) 3489-92, 6420, 11441;
(1962) 3974-77; (1963) 3815-18; 9203-6,
12894-896, 18188, 11094; (1964) 3628-31,
13269-272; (1965) 3546-49, 14870-72,
18606

Library of Congress quarterly (1965) 3874
National Cancer Institute (1961) 3494; (1962)

3973; (1963) 3814 (1964) 3627; (1965)
3545

pharmaceutical, USSR, review (1961) 20892
Polish scientific and technical, information

(1962) 5761
science and technology published in Japan

and mainland China, list (1961) 4810
Ships Bureau (1961) 3580; (1962) 3645; (1963)

3485; (1964) 3290; (1965) 3177
Supreme Court (1961) 3608; (1962) 4368;

(1963) 4222; (1964) 4070; (1965) 3977
technical physics, USSR, articles, transla-

tion (1962) 22972
USSR, abstract, bibliography (1961) 7873
USSR, atomic energy, translations (1962)

9873
USSR, scientific, available in English, list

(1961) 5084A(1963) 7423
Journals (machinery), see Bearings (machin-

ery).

Journey to work, commutation streams and
social and economic characteristics of
commuters in standard metropolitan
statistical areas (1964) 1826

Journey without adventure and fantasy.
Communist China (1964) 14451

Jovanovich, William, president, Harcourt,
Brace & World, testimony, hearing
(1962) 15449

Joyce, Floyd E., jr.:

sulfatization of manganese minerals and
selected gangue materials (1964) 20498

sulfatization of nickeliferous laterites (1965)
14708

Joyner, William B., relief (1962) 4926, 11543,
13276

JPRS, see Joint Publications Research Serv-
ice.

JPRS series (1961) 762-1153, 2080-2441,
4352-4745, 7562-7878, 9291-9383,
10724-11203, 12838-13393, 15011-682,
17361-593, 19468-793, 20891-21120;
(1962) 743-1551, 2593-3257, 5374-6174,
7523-8299, 9812-10376, 11959-12315,
13955-14347, 15705-970, 17678-18113,
19623-20029, 21910-22408, 23626-927;
(1963) 644-1153, 2454-3009, 5108-5425,
6638-7132, 8437-9020, 10362-881,
12271-770, 14083-431, 15664-16264,
17573-18012, 19373-771, 20760-922;
(1965) 797-1257, 2268-2783, 4907-5025,
6394-6529, 7849-7956, 9315-9490,
11051-321, 12586-777, 14480-604,
16376-540, 18284-388, 19712-789

JPRS (DC) L series (1961) 15683-684,
19794-795 21121

JPRS R (Series) (1961) 1154-58, 2442-55,
4746-79, 11204-322

Juab County, Utah:
geology—
and mineral deposits (1964) 14341
beryllium deposits in Thomas Range (1963)

10266
Eureka quadrangle (1964) 8755
Tintic Junction quadrangle (1964) 6797

manganese deposits (1961) 14947
Juan Fernandez Island, microlepidoptera

(1965) 14905

Judaism:
contemporary, USSR translations (1965)

2405
critique, USSR book review (1963) 17680

Judge Advocate General. Air Force:
activities

—

Air Force manuals (1961) 17945; (1962) 80
space law bibliography. Air Force pam-

phlet (1962) 1962
digest of opinions (1961) 3106; (1962) 3762;

(1963) 3600; (1964) 2253, 3420; (1965)
2051

V. 1-10, index (1962) 21586
JAG law review (1965) 12778
report (1962) 13712, 15458; (1963) 8134;

(1964) 8461; (1965)6082

Judge Advocate General, Army:
digest of opinions (1961) 3106; (1962) 3762;

(1963) 3600; (1964) 2253, 3420; (1965)
2051

v.1-10, index (1962) 21586
legal service, pamphlets (1961) 154-156,

1684-86, 3774-77, 5323-25. 6743-44,
8361-62, 9925-26, 11768. 13822-824,
18003-4, 20344; (1962) 157-159, 2009-11,
4618-19, 6670-71, 8923-25, 11002-3,
12989-992, 14821, 16360-362, 18682-683,
20501, 22989-991; (1963) 106, 1801-4,
4453-55, 5912-13, 7670-73, 9656-57,
11535-536, 13237, 14941-942 (1964)
98-101, 1761, 4282-83, 5945-46, 8027-32,
10002-4, 11839-841, 13671-674, 17039,
19205-206, 20992-993; (1965) 159-163,
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Judge Advocate General Army—Continued
legal service, pamphlets—Continued

4239-43, 7146-49, 8518-20, 10152-155,
13460-463, 13465, 17052-55, 18939-941

semi-annual index, Jan. 1-June 30, 1965
(1965) 13464

reports (1962) 13712, 15458; (1963) 8134;

(1964) 8461; (1965) 6082

Judge Advocate General, Navy:
digest of opinions (1961) 3106; (1962) 3762;

(1963) 3600; (1964) 2253, 3420; (1965)

2051
v.1-10, index (1962) 21586

JAG journal (1961) 3363; (1962) 3972; (1963)

3813; (1964) 3626; (1965) 3544
organization and functions of office (1961)

6459
report (1962) 13712, 15458; (1963) 8134;

(1964) 8461; (1965)6082

Judge Advocate General's School, Char-

lottesville:

commandant to confer legal degrees-
hearing (1962) 13498
report (1962) 11408

Judge Advocates General of Armed Forces:

boards of review, court martial reports,

holdings and decisions (1961) 1923;

(1962) 2385, 21581; (1963) 17344; (1964)

10445; (1965) 6083
citators and index (1962) 15460

digest of opinions (1961) 1924, 3106; (1962)

2386, 3762; (1963) 3600, 4795; (1964)

2253, 3420; (1965) 2051
v.1-10, index (1962) 21586

Judge Francis Carr Powerhouse:
naming

—

law (1964) 17413
reports (1964) 10220, 17780

Judges:
Alaska district judge, including territorial

service in computing length of service

—

law (1965) 13800
reports (1965) 8823, 12269

chief. Municipal Court for D.C., etc., desig-

nation to be made with consent of Sen-

ate, clarify law

—

law (1962) 18965
report (1962) 17270

circuit and district

—

additional

—

hearings (1961) 7142
law (1961) 10183
law, amend to correct technical inaccu-

racy, law (1961) 14086
reports (1961) 7109, 7115, 8771, 20598;

(1965) 12267
circuit and district, retired, clarify status

—

law (1964) 256
reports (1961) 10270, 16969; (1963) 6172,
20591

Circuit Courts of Appeals, nomination of

—

Coleman, James P., hearings (1965) 14125
Edwards, George C, jr., hearings (1964)

2243
Court of Claims, provide for 2 additional,

report (1965) 17865
Court of Military Appeals, to hold office dur-

ing good behavior

—

hearings (1963) 11883
reports (1963) 13538, 13587

disqualification for prejudice or bias, amend
U.S. Code, report (1962) 21494

district

—

appointment of crier-law clerks, amend
U.S. Code—
law (1965) 19156
report (1965) 19210, 19445

Judges—Continued
district—Continued
District of Columbia retirement act,

amend

—

law (1964) 21136
reports (1963) 18897; (1964) 17786

nomination of

—

Cooper, Irvin Ben, hearings (1962) 19390

Morrissey, Francis X, hearing (1965)
19511

Ohio, make permanent for northern dis-

trict, report (1964) 17736
Puerto Rico, life tenure and retirement

rights report (1961) 12321; (1965) 5937
Puerto Rico, tenure, report (1965) 5937
representation on judicial councils of var-

ious circuits, reports (1961) 14305,
17084; (1962) 21419; (1963) 13701

tenure, report (1963) 6171
Federal, include in distribution of Congres-

sional record

—

law (1961) 14085
reports (1961) 8932, 12294

Juvenile Court of D.C., additional
law (1962) 9153
report (1961) 17045

Juvenile Court Branch of Municipal Court
of D.C., additional judges

—

hearings (1961) 18941
reports (1961) 16746

municipal courts for D.C., retired pay,
amend law, reports (1961) 18822; (1962)
21395

on becoming juvenile court judge, pamphlet
(1961) 11983

retired, court of appeals and court of gener-

al sessions of D.C., increase retirement
salaries, reports (1964) 15572; (1965)
4501

secretaries, basis of payment of annuities

—

hearing (1965) 13996
report (1965) 17575

Supreme Court Justices salaries, increase,

reports (1965) 5938, 7430
Supreme Court Justices' widows, increase

annuities, reports (1963) 20598; (1964)

15507, 17540
Tax Court of United States-

annuities to widows and dependent chil-

dren

—

law (1961) 20520
reports (1961) 8789, 16958, 18873

retired pay, change method of computing,
report (1965) 17604

Judgment (logic):

application to job evaluation of policy-

capturing model for individual and
group analyzing (1963) 16787

certitude judgments and accuracy of infor-

mation assimilation from visual displays

(1965) 1826
literature review with implications for job

evaluation (1961) 144

rating scale format variations, effects on
(1963) 7626

volume reduction from photographs of com-
plex, irregular shapes (1963) 11351

see aiso Reasoning.
Judgments, see Claims—aiso names of courts,

etc., rendering judgments

—

also special

subjects.

Judicial Conference of United States:

powers and responsibilities of judicial coun-
cils, report (1961) 12158

proceedings (1963) 4717, 6083, 9523, 11760
reports (1965) 1980, 5804, 8384

proceedings of annual meeting, 1961

—

departmental edition (1962) 4461
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Judicial Conference of United States—Con.
proceedings of annual meeting, 1961—Con.
document edition (1962) 4915; (1964) 1995

proceedings of regular annual meetings

—

departmental edition (1961) 5171; (1962)

4461; (1964) 1672
document edition (1961) 5599; (1962) 4915;

(1964) 1995
proceedings of special sessions

—

departmental edition (1961) 11663; (1962)

14709; (1965) 13361
document edition (1961) 12156; (1962)

15103; (1965) 13829
reports of annual and special sessions (1961)

12280, 13743; (1962) 10795; (1963) 4717,

6083, 6087, 9523. 11760; (1964) 9904,

13925; (1965) 1980, 5804, 8384
report to Supreme Court containing amend-

ments and notes of Advisory Committee
(1963) 6087

reports of proceedings, held at Washington,
D.C., March 13-14 and Sept. 20-21, 1961

(1962) 10795
representation of Court of Customs and

Patent Appeals

—

law (1961) 20507
reports (1961) 12317, 17083

Judicial councils, see Courts of United States.

Judicial decisions construing certain provi-

sions of Immigration and nationality act

(1964) 2115
Judicial procedure

—

see Civil procedure—Criminal procedure

—

District Courts.
International Rules Commission, see Inter-

national Rules of Judicial procedure
Commission.

Judiciary, see Courts of United States—State
courts.

Judiciary Committee, House:
additional funds, report (1962) 15177
calendar (1961) 3077; (1962) 3995; (1963)

3839; (1964) 3653; (1965) 3567
committee prints, see subjects,

copyright law revision, preliminary draft,

and discussions and comments (1964)

17660
defense of members on Un-American Activi-

ties Committee, report (1961) 18825
District of Columbia code, supp (1963) 6200;

(1964) 8389
hearings, see subjects,

investigations and studies

—

matters within its jurisdiction, authoriza-

tion or expenses, reports (1961) 5647,

5681; (1962) 4941; (1963) 6105, 6119;

(1964) 4471. 17576; (1965) 4489, 5910,

&308, 19231
population and immigration problems,

special series (1964) 2115, 6366
State taxation on interstate commerce

activities

—

authorization or expenses

—

law (1961) 8605
reports (1961) 7070, 7077, 7232; (1963)

6120, 18877; (1964) 12070; (1965)

5911
extend time for filing reports

—

law (1962) 11272; (1964) 8225
reports (1962) 7035, 9450; (1963)

11807; (1964) 6296
reports, see subjects.

study of population and immigration prob-

lems (1963) 296, 11909, 13663; (1965) 416

travel authorization, reports (1963) 7973,

17151; (1964) 2064, 8340
Judiciary Committee, Senate:

Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee, ac-

tivities, reports (1961) 8913; (1962) 9440;

Page 1208

(1963) 9980

Do not order from index; see indicated entry

Judiciary Committee, Senate—Continued
calendar (1961) 3098; (1963) 3857; (1964)

3671; (1965) 3583
committee prints, see subjects.

Constitutional Rights Subcommittee, list of

publications (1963) 19064
hearings, see subjects,

interim report (1965) 8998
Internal Security Subcommittee, various

publications, reprint, reports (1961)

10489, 12297
investigations and studies

—

administrative practice and procedure in

Federal agencies

—

authorization or expenses, reports
(1961) 5789; (1962) 5031; (1963) 6250;

(1964) 4556; 17807; (1965) 4557, 14094
reports on findings (1963) 8059; (1964)

6479; (1965) 7516
antitrust and monopoly laws, administra-

tion, authorization or expenses, reports
(1961) 5790; (1962) 5032; (1963) 6275;

(1964) 6449, 17808; (1965) 4558
codification of statutes of U.S., authoriza-

tion or expenses, reports (1963) 6261;

(1964) 4561, 17814
constitutional amendments

—

authorization or expenses, reports
(1961) 5795; (1962) 5033, 6251; (1964)

6450, 17809; (1965) 4583
reports on findings (1961) 7240-41

constitutional rights, authorization or

expenses, reports (1961) 5791; (1962)

5034; (1963) 6252; (1964) 6451, 17810;

(1965) 4559
criminal laws and procedures, authoriza-

tion, report (1965) 19458

Federal charters, holidays and celebra-

tions, authorization, reports (1961) 5807;

(1962) 5035; (1963) 6253; (1964) 6452;

(1965) 4560
Federal judicial system, authorization or

expenses, reports (1961) 5793; (1962)

5036; (1963) 6254; (1964) 6453; (1965)

4561
immigration and naturalization

authorization or expenses, reports

(1961) 4071; (1962) 5037, 7205; (1963)

6255; (1964) 4557, 6483, 17811; (1965)

4562
report on findings (1963) 8052; (1965)

4592
internal security law, etc., administration,

authorization or expenses, reports

(1961) 5788, 19057; (1962) 5038; (1963)

4768, 6256; (1964) 4558, 17813; (1965)

4584
juvenile delinquency, authorization or

expenses, reports (1961) 5787, 19116;

(1962) 5039, 15403; (1963) 6257 (1964)

4559, 17815; (1965) 4563, 19471
national penitentiaries

—

authorization or expenses, reports

(1961) 5794; (1962) 5040; (1963) 6258;

(1964) 4560; (1965) 4564
report of findings (1965) 7517

Patent Office administration and patents,

etc., statute;, authorization or expenses,

reports (1961) 5798; (1962) 5041; (1963)

6259; (1963) 8058; (1964) 6454, 10402;

(1965) 4565, 7515
refugees and escapes from communist ty-

ranny, authorization or expenses, reports

(1961) 5797; (1962) 7195, 7206, 21495;

(1963) 6260, 11983; (1964) 6455, 17812;

(1965) 4566, 12298
revision and codification of statutes of

U.S., authorization, report (1961) 5792;

(1965) 4585



Judiciary Committee, Senate—Continued
investigations and studies—Continued
trading with the enemy act, etc., authori-

zation or expenses, reports (1961) 5812;
(1962) 11597; (1963) 6262; (1964) 4562;
(1965) 4567

reports, see subjects.
reprinting certain publications to supply

demand, report (1961) 8951
Revision and Codification Subcommittee,

activities, reports (1962) 11629; (1964)
8410; (1965) 4593

Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, ac-

tivities, report (1961) 7260
Judkins, Beatrice A., rural civil defense work

carried through home economics pro-
grams (1963) 10126

Judson, George M.:
inexpensive and accurate form-class esti-

mates (1965) 7755
tree diameter growth in Alabama (1965)

10936
Judson, Lewis V., weights and measures stand-

ards of United States, brief history
(1964) 1492

Judy, Chester J.:

contribution of education to rated effective-

ness of weather officers (1964) 20970
education contribution to effectiveness of

officers in scientific, etc., assignments
(1963) 4404

use of high school record information in

predicting success in electronics train-
ing (1965) 13428

Juices, consumer purchases by family charac-
teristics (1961) 17153; (1963) 353

see also Fruit juices.

Jukeboxes:
musical compositions on coin-operated ma-

chines, provide royalties

—

hearings (1963) 15321
report (1963) 17141

Julia Pfeiffer Burns State Park:
mineral rights in land, convey to Califor-

nia

—

law (1964) 1945
reports (1963) 15281; (1964) 2190

Juliao, FVancisco:
Communist deputy says in hungry northeast

Brazil Fidel and Nasser are gods, study
(1961) 13322

emancipation letter to Brazilian peasants
(1961) 15092

what are the peasant leagues? book review
(1963) 2696

writes primer for Brazilian peasants to
unite against injustices (1961) 13306

Julius Caesar, LAC60, lunar chart (1963) 1771
Jullien, John M., labor-delivery unit in general

hospital (1964) 11560
Jun, Ki Sook, see Ki Sook Jun.
Junction boxes, metallic conduit system box,

extension, and cover. Federal standards
(1962) 568; (1965) 6204

June, Fred C:
age and size composition of menhaden catch

along Atlantic Coast of United States,
1958 (1964) 18029

comparison of vertebral counts of Atlantic
menhaden (1965) 18160

June bugs:
larvae, controlling in tobacco plant beds

(1962) 10835
white grubs in forest tree nurseries (1962)

597
Juneau, Alaska:

electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 562;
(1963) 523

geology of water power sites (1962) 13867

Juneau, Alaska—Continued
principal electric facilities, maps (1964) 680;

(1965) 16184
waterpower resources (1964) 7474

Juneau Indian village, Alaska:
townsite, establish

—

law (1963) 11726
reports (1963) 8074, 9907

Jung, Bay Kow, relief (1963) 17080; (1964) 437,
1870

Jung, Gum Goon, see Fung Wan.
Jung Hae, see Hae, Jung.
Jung, Hai Yung, relief (1963) 20567; (1964)

2023, 6139
Jung, Johnny, relief (1963) 20567; (1964) 2023,

6139
Jung Ngon Woon, relief (1961) 10247, 14062,

14526
Jung Yol Sohn, see Sohn, Jung Yol.
Junge, Charles 0., jr., factors influencing re-

turn of fall Chinook salmon (Oncorhyn-
chus tshwytscha) to Spring Creek
Hatchery (1964) 4742

Junghans, Caroline G., relief (1962) 19062;
(1964) 2010

Jungle fowl, red, description, etc (1962) 7423
Jungle warfare, jungle training and opera-

tions, field manual (1965) 18937
Jungletraes, see Traction devices.
Juniata River:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4857
document edition (1963) 4683

Junior College Division, establish in D.C.
Teachers College, reports (1961) 17011;
(1964) 482

Junior colleges:

District of Columbia, establish, message
from the President (1965) 7400

Federal agency programs and 2-year institu-
tions of higher education (1965) 15797

higher education, basic student charges, tui-

tion and fees, board and room (1965)
46.50, 16091

State directors and coordinators of State
systems, conference proceedings (1964)
605, 19638

student charges and facultv salaries,
1961-62 (1962) 19441

2-year college series (1964) 4619
2-year community, studies and surveys,

1957-61, annotated list (1963) 20645
Junior high schools, grades 7-9 in junior and

junior-senior high schools, 1959-60, sur-
vey (1963) 15433

Juniper, see Cedar.
Junkyards:
along Federal aid highways, control

—

hearings (1965) 17735, 17957
law (1965) 19160
message from the President (1965) 10408
reports (1965) 19219, 19237

Juno, see Satellites.

Juno (asteroid):

rectangular coordinates, 1960-80 (1963) 7344
Jupiter Missile, see Missiles.
Jurasic, Mate I., relief (1962) 4987
Jurasic, Mike, see Jurasic, Mate I.

Jurassic period:
Bathonian or early Callovian ammonites

from Alaska and Montana (1962) 5301
Late, ammonites from western Sierra Ne-

vada, Calif (1962) .5302

marine gastropods, central and southern
Utah (1965) 18213

marine pelecypods from centra! and south-
ern Utah (1964) 18137

nonopaque heavy minerals in sandstone.
Black Hills, Wyo. and S. Dak (1964) 4777
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Jurassic period—Continued
Theriosynoecum wyomingense (Branson,

1935T, possible guide ostracode to Salt
Wash Member of Morrison formation
(1963) 2844

upper Jurassic mollusks from eastern Ore-
gon and western Idaho (1964) 15952

see aiso Ammonites.
Jurisdiction:

courts-martial (1965) 17056
courts of U.S. in naturalization proceedings,

directory (1964) 8793
diversity, of Federal courts under direct ac-

tion statutes, eliminate

—

law (1964) 17298
reports (1964) 6329, 10208, 21229

Federal Power Commission

—

amend act

—

hearings (1964) 15804
report (1964) 17712

exempt nonprofit cooperatives, clarify

—

hearings (1965) 12320
report (1965) 14067

Iowa Ordnance Plant Reservation, retrocede
to Iowa

—

hearings (1963) 18921, 18924
report (1963) 18843

legislative

—

Camp McCoy Military Reservation, ad-

just—
law (1965) 15492
reports (1965) 13886, 15952

Eglin Air Force Base, Fla., adjust
hearing (1962) 21538
law (1962) 18998
reports (1962) 13474, 19310

Federal enclaves, adjust, hearings (1963)
20609
print additional copies, report (1964)2223

Fort Hancock Military Reservation, N.J.,

relinquish, hearing (1962) 21538
Pole Mountain district of Medicine Bow
National Forest, retrocede jurisdiction

to Wyoming

—

law (1964) 17353
reports (1962) 21490; (1963) 13719 (1964)

15536
Municipal Court for District of Columbia

—

in civil actions, increase

—

law (1962) 23273; (1963) 13434
reports (1962) 17030, 17241; (1963) 6163,

13734
over counterclaims and crossclaims
law (1961) 18634
reports (1961) 12316, 17013

Naval hospital, Portsmouth, Va., adjust

—

hearing (1964) 10296
law (1964) 17244
reports (1964) 10270, 14116

Supreme Court and all Federal Courts infe-

rior thereto, defining, report (1964)

17577
see aiso Criminal jurisdiction—Removal of

causes—Venue.

Jurisdictional disputes before N.R.L.B., ad-

dress (1962) 20182

Jurisprudence, application of cybernetics.
East German translation (1963) 12412

Jurors, see Jury.
Jury:
commissioners serving in U.S. district

courts, increase fees, report (1961) 14663

duty

—

paid leave provisions in major contracts,
1961—
departmental edition (1962) 23935
document edition (1962) 23339

women, eligibility, laws (1965) 15162

Jury—Continued
grand and petit jurors' fees, increase

—

law (1965) 15512
reports (1963) 11808; (1965) 5900, 17838

Jury commissions, see District Courts.
Juska, F. v., Bermudagrass varieties for gen-

eral-purpose turf (1964) 16947
Justice Department:

annual reports (1961) 2456; (1962) 10377;
(1963) 12772; (1964) 6530

appropriations, 1962

—

hearings (1961) 10327, 14715
law (1961) 18655
reports (1961) 10288, 16820, 16959

appropriations, 1963

—

hearings (1962) 15255, 21525-526
law (1962) 23243
reports (1962) 16956, 21179, 21493

appropriations, 1964

—

hearings (1963) 11876; (1964) 515, 10285
law (1964) 1974
reports (1963) 11848; (1964) 511, 2082

appropriations, 1965

—

hearings (1964) 8362, 15791
law (1964) 17386
reports (1964) 10245, 21193, 21233

appropriations, 1966

—

hearings (1965) 10517, 10519, 14112, 17680
law (1965) 15511
reports (1965) 10497, 15929, 17579

Assistant Attorney General

—

Antitrust Division, nomination of Donald
F. Turner, hearing (1965) 12339

Civil Division, nomination of John W.
Douglas, hearing (1963) 8124

Civil Rights Division, nomination of John
Doar, hearing (1965) 7535

nomination of

—

Clark, Ramsey, hearing (1961) 5893
Katzenbach, Nicholas de B., hearing

(1961) 5892
Loevinger, Lee, hearing (1961) 5890
Marshall, Burke, hearing (1961) 5889
Miller, Herbert J., jr., hearing (1961)
5886

Oberdorfer, Louis
5891

Orrick, William H.,

4118
Attorney General

—

acceptance of gift made to U.S. by Esther
C. Schmitt, authorize

—

law (1962) 13320
reports (1962) 7050, 21367

nomination of

—

Katzenbach, Nicholas de B., hearing
(1965) 7536

Kennedy, Robert F., hearing (1961) 4117
report on competition in synthetic rubber
industry (1962) 6175; (1964) 5416, 18606

Attorney (General's wiretapping program,
1962, hearing (1963) 4788

budget, 1962, amendments (1961) 5617
budget, 1964, amendment (1963) 7869
Deputy Attorney General, nomination of

—

Clark, Ramsey, hearing (1965) 7537
White, Byron R., hearing (1961) 4113

investigations, obstructing, amend U.S.
Code-

hearings (1961) 17135
report (1961) 14618

judgment collection practices and policies

—

hearing (1964) 15587
report (1964) 15531

judicial administration, code of Federal reg-

ulations (1961) 6008; (1962) 7366; (1963)

6417; (1964) 6654; (1965) 9112
opinions of Attorneys General (1961)

1159-60, 6229, 11324-325, 19796-797,

F., hearing (1961)

jr., hearing (1961)
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Justice Department—Continued
opinions of Attorneys General—Continued

21123; (1962) 12317-319, 20031; (1963)

9020, 18013, 19773-774, 20923; (1964)

3824, 5415, 7350, 20423; (1965) 3742,

5026-27, 12779
bound volume

—

departmental edition (1964) 14660
document edition (1964) 13919

report on testimony of Don B. Reynolds
(1965) 12352

Solicitor-General, nomination of

—

Cox, Archibald, hearing (1961) 4112
Marshall, Thurgood, hearing (1965) 16035

transfer certain functions of Treasury
Dept.—

law (1965) 10365
reports (1965) 5918, 10652

Justice Reservoir:
designate as R. D. Bailey Reservoir

—

hearing (1964) 21211
report (1964) 19468

Justices, see Judges.
Juvenile Court Branch, D.C.:

additional judges

—

hearings (1961) 18941
law (1962) 9153
report (1961) 16746, 17045

create wnthin Municipal Court of D.C.

—

hearings (1961) 18941
report (1961) 16746

Juvenile Court of District of Columbia:
chief judges, designation to be made with

consent of Senate, clarify law

—

law (1962) 18965
report (1962) 17270

retirement pay, amend law, reports (1961)

18822; (1962) 21395 (1963) 18897
Juvenile courts:

on becoming judge, pamphlet (1961) 11983
probation officers training problems, work-

shop report (1963) 174
social worker takes a case into court, re-

sponsibilities, etc (1962) 16586
statistics (1961) 20472; (1963) 4600; (1964)

4362; (1965) 4368
treatment of delinquents, order of disposi-

tion (1964) 8145
work with children coming before courts

(1961) 11983; (1962) 16586
Juvenile delinquency:

adolescent delinquent girls (1965) 4367
and youth offenses control act

—

functional categories of training projects

(1965) 11798
summaries of training projects (1965)

11803
California, research project experiments

with alternates to institutionalization

(1963) 15091
changing programs in institutions for delin-

quent children, problems (1963) 1928
commitment by court for observation and

study

—

law (1962) 11266
reports (1961) 19082; (1962) 7049

community therapy in institution for girls
(1965)" 294

control and treatment in United States
(1965) 10265

cottage-parent position and cottage work
situations (1962) 16584

counter-attack on delinquency (1964) 16819
delinquent children in penal institutions

(1965) 296
detention and shelter care of delinquent chil-

dren in Washington County, Oreg (1965)
295

Juvenile delinquency—Continued

District of Columbia institution for rehabili-

tation of older and more aggressive de-

linquent children, report (1961) 19039
double jeopardy and waiver in proceedings

(1964) 10077
escape of juvenile delinquents, penalty im-

posed

—

law (1964) 1979
reports (1961) 19080; (1964) 507, 2045

facts, facets (1961) 11979, 20471; (1962)
16584; (1965) 15325

Federal program, objectives and operation
under President's Committee and control
act of 1961 (1962) 2540

foster care for delinquent girls (1963) 1924

gaps in State programs for offenders (1963)
1925

halfway houses for delinquent youth (1964)

4359
institutional care and treatment of older

hyperaggressive delinquent children

(1965) 15325
institutions serving delinquent children,

guides and goals (1963) 11646
international bibliography on crime and de-

linquency (periodical) (1965) 3518

investigation

—

authorization or expenses, reports (1961)

5787, 19116; (1962) 5039, 15403; (1963)

6257; (1964) 4559, 17815, 19585; (1965)

4563, 19471
hearings (1961) 14747; (1963) 8122-23,

12024; (1964) 539 (1965) 4615, 19509
print additional copies, reports (1963)

13633, 13767
interim report (1965) 8998

interstate traffic in mail order firearms,

report (1964) 21231
reports (1961) 8914; (1962) 19298; (1964)

17836
juveniles under detention by D.C, provide

punishment as felony for assault on
supervisory personnel

—

law (1965) 19152
reports (1965) 17674, 17842

prediction and selection of delinquents
(1961) 11979, 20471

prevention and control

—

hearings (1961) 14456
law (1961) 18665
new approaches (1965) 5474
reports (1961) 7253, 16706, 16743

prevention and control, extend act

—

hearings (1963) 17324; (1965) 12170, 12343
law (1964) 15385; (1965) 13799
reports (1963) 17281; (1964) 6283, 12087;

(1965) 12096, 12147, 12280
prevention, control, and treatment, current

projects (1965) 9774, 13070
problem and implication for education

(speech) (1964) 5762
public institutions for delinquent children,

statistics (1963) 6015, 15092; (1965) 7295

public training schools serving delinquent

children, directory (1964) 198

publications, list (1961) 11529

references (1962) 4822

research projects, list (1962) 11187

role of Federal government in combating
problem, hearings (1961) 14747

school's role in prevention, research sympo-
sium (1963) 8181

selected bibliography (1965) 4366

services and facilities available (1965) 1918
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Juvenile delinquency—Continued

short-term juvenile problem institutes for

police, list (1963) 1926

social and economic trends (1964) 6054

treatment of offenders in court, order of dis-

position (1964) 814.=^

what houseparents should know about prob-

lems of children in their care (1964)

11921
workshop on consultation, selected papers

(1965) 11951
youth problems program (1961) 21299

Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime, Presi-

dent's Committee on, see President's

Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and
Youth Crime.

Juveniles, see Children—Youth.

K

K.M.A.G., see United States Military Advisory
Group to Republic of Korea.

Kaattari, George E.:

effect of simulated ablation-gas injection on
shock layer of blunt bodies at Mach nos.

3 and 5 (1965) 16692
shock envelopes of blunt bodies at large

angles of attack (1964) 3012
Kabardino-Balkaria (general information)

(1962) 1270
Kabeli Svyazi (publication):

excerpts (1961) 838

Kadib, Abdel-Latif:
beach profile as affected by vertical walls

(1963) 19131
calculation procedure for sand transport by

wind on natural beaches (1964) 12337
Kagarise, R.E., solvent-induced effects on in-

frared spectra (1964) 5587
dispersion analysis of optical reflectivity

(1965) 4200
optical absorption coefficient (1964) 9968
U.S.S.R (1965) 6556

Kahl, Anne S.:

labor law and practice in

—

Yugoslavia (1964) 5434
Kahl, Naife, relief (1962) 19215, 20794, 21014
Kahn, Alfred J., citizen's role in social welfare

policy (1963) 20364
Kahn, B., rapid methods for estimating fission

product in milk (1963) 9338
Kahn, Gerald, current expenditures per pupil

in large public school systems (1963)

2150
Kahng, Yun Soo, relief (1961) 14175
Kahului Harbor, breakwater repair, designs

(1964) 8520
Kai Dong Fong, see Fong Kai Dong.
Kaibab Lumber Co., land sale to (1964) 6227,

13863, 14031
Kaibab National Forest, general information

(1962) 13851
Kaiden, Morris L., relief (1965) 19204
Kaiden, Vivian C, relief (1965) 19205
Kaimal, J. Chandran
comparison of bivane and sonic techniques

for measuring vertical wind component
(1965) 4188

sonic anemometer for

—

measuring vertical components of wind
velocity (1963) 9616

study of turbulent wind loading on mis-

siles (1963) 1740
Kaiser, Donald R., modern sewage treatment

plants, how much do they cost? (1964)

20765
Kaiser, Henry J., Congressional Medal of Na-

tional Honor bestowal, issuance of gold

metal, authorize, report (1964) 10254

Kaiser Steel Corp., rock-dust disseminator
used in return air currents, Koehler
Mine, Koehler, N. Mex (1965) 6590

Kala-azar, prevention and treatment, Com-
munist Chinese study (1962) 17717

Kalahari Desert, Bushmen, thermal and meta-
bolic response to moderate cold exposure
at night (1964) 4243

Kalamazoo, Mich.:

census of housing

—

1960 city blocks (1961) 16367
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18828

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9091

Kalaycioglu, Mehmet V., relief (1962) 19055,

21301; (1963) 6102
Kale:

caterpillar control in South (1961) 1625;

(1964) 9939
see also Sea kale.

Kales, M.L., design considerations for

2-dimensional symmetric bootlace lenses

(1965) 11583
Kaliningrad Region, fish industry, shortcom-

ings, USSR study (1961) 15656
Kalish, Carol B., how Government measures

unemployment (1965) 5044

Kalispel Indians:
disposition of funds to Lower Pend D'OreiUe

or Kalispel Tribe

—

law (1964) 17271
reports (1964) 12109, 15743

Kalispell, Mont., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 6761
Kalkanis, George, transportation of bed mate-

rial due to wave action (1964) 12339
Kalkaska County, Mich., redevelopment area,

opportunities for economic development
(1964) 15252

Kalkstein, Marvin I., rhodium-102 high alti-

tude tracer experiment, stratospheric
results (1963) 1732

Kallander, J.W., NELIAC-N, tutorial report

(1964) 5610A
Kallek, Shirley:

chart book, manufacturer's shipments, in-

ventories, and orders, 1953-63 revised

(1964) 15306
manufacturers' shipments, inventories, and

orders, 1947-63 revised (1964) 188

Kalman, Herbert S., computing volume of heli-

um in cylindrical steel containers (1963)

16325
Kaloyanoff, Kaloyan D., relief (1964) 6380;

(1965) 15852
Kalter, Seymour S., susceptibility of baboon

(Papio doguera) kidney cells to human
enteroviruses (1963) 1775

Kaluzny, Czeslaw (Chester):

relief (1964) 12194, 17485, 19378

Kam, Lau Sau, see Wong, Lau Sau Kam.
Kam, William, geology, etc., of McMullen Val-

ley (1964) 4811
Kam, Yung Chong, see Chong, Kam Yung.

Kam Yust Moy, see Moy, Kam Yust.

Kamay, Gil'm K., biographic sketch (1962)
"1368

Kamchatka Peninsula:
earthquake zone, statistical forecasting of

annual seismicity in advance (1964)

10913

geography (1963) 6645
growth of intraspecies biological forms of

Arctic char Salvelinus alpinus of Kam-
chatka, USSR study (1963) 20812
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Kamel, Adel M., littoral studies near San
Francisco using tracer techniques (1963)

6359
Kamm, Irmin O., research on light-truck high-

way train (1964) 15136
Kammer, E.W., thermal shock evaluation of

refractory materials, as rocket nozzle

inserts (1964) 13331
Kammerer, J.C, water problems in Spring-

field-Holyoke, Mass., area (1963) 19330
Kampe, Ronald E., food balances for 30 coun-

tries in Africa and west Asia, 1959-61

(1965) 7574
Kampouris, Polly A.M., relief (1964) 14037
Kanawha County, W. Va.:

coal

—

carbonizing properties (1963) 14510
preparation characteristics (1963) 19867

Kanda Bay, and its inhabitants, USSR studv
(1964) 7169

Kandla, India, port water supply (1964) 815
Kane, Walter C, coordinating community

study of environmental health (1964)

18896
Kane Basin, oceanographic observations

(1965) 1937
Kane County, Utah, Navajo Lake, hydrology

and hydrogeology (M)64) 21355
Kang Soon Yang, see Yang, Kang Soon.
Kang T'ieh (periodical):

extracts (1961) 779-781
Kaniksu National Forest:

boundaries, extend

—

hearing (1965) 2041
law (1965) 12030
reports (1965) 8918, 12093

Kanninen, P. Toivo, wages and related bene-

fits, pt. 2, metropolitan areas, United
States and regional summaries, 1962-63

(1964) 16590
Kansas:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
agricultural conservation handbook (1961)

3658
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties

—

1960 statistics (1962) 16450
1961 statistics (1963) 4567
1962 statistics (1964) 6028

black walnut

—

climatic injurv to planted trees (1961)
14921

seeded taller than planted on spoil banks
(1961) 14922

bluestem, Flint Hills, pasture report (1964)

16881; (1965) 15090
census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1962)

2187
census of business, 1963

—

inerchandise lines sales, retail trade, sta-

tistics (1965) 15300
retail trade, area statistics (1965) .5645

selected services, area statistics (1965)
7207

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)

7234
census of governments, 1962, State reports

(1965) 4320
census of housing, 1960, State and small

areas (1962) 9067
census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11846
census of mineral industries, 1958, area

report (1962) 254
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20627

Kansas—Continued
census of population, 1960 —
general characteristics (1961) 10068
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 4772
number of inhabitants (1961) 5500

censuses of population and housing, 1960,

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6865

climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census
(1964) 19023"

climatological data (1961) 36.50; (1962) .3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) .3329; (1965) 3216
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 11877, 20437;
(1963) 13284

day care program for migrant children,

health needs (1964) 9717
diversified milk plants, production cost of

cottage cheese and frozen desserts

(1963) 14872
electric rate book (1961) 148.58; (1962) 23525;

(1963) 20672; (1964) 19691; (1965) 19612
flat grain storage facilities, economics (1965)

1765
floods of Mar.-Apr. 1960 (1965) 16326
grain drying at local elevators, economic

study (1961) 3708
highways bordering Fort Leavenworth Mili-

tary Reservation and U.S. Penitentiary

at Leavenworth, retrocede jurisdiction

to Kansas

—

law (1964) 17360
reports (1964) 14110, 17522

historical events, commemoration

—

law (1965) 15.503

reports (1965) 8829, L5948
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 4784; (1964) 16573
limestone mining and crushing, methods and

costs at quarries, Anderson-Oxandale
Rock Co (1962) 14416

marketing cottage cheese and frozen dairy
products (1962) 61

metal-processing industries, wastes and
water use (1962) 1604

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1961) 1205; (1962) 1611; (1963) 3062;

(1964) 1412; (1965) 13.39

minor civil divisions, townships, census
1960, map (1961) 16287

Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery

products, wholesale dealers, list (1964)

8614; (1965) 9161
Missouri River Basin project, Webster unit,

general information (1961) 15955

municipal water facilities inventory (1961)

6505; (1964) 18911
municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory

(1964) 3106
Pennsylvania and Permian rocks, strati-

graphy and paleontology (1963) 8334
plane coordinate intersection tables (1961)

8567
population, 1960. characteristics (1963)

16883

precipitation data, hourly (1961) .36.52; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) .3.578; (1965)

3492
psoroptic sheep scabies outbreaks, 1964

(1965) 1748
public school finance program, 1962-63

(1963) 12076
rural communities supplied with water

(1965) 10079
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16632
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Kansas—Continued
southwest, channel widening and flood-plain

construction along Cimarron River
(1963) 19310

State labor laws, summary (1961) 16064
statehood centennial commemorative post-

age stamp series (poster) (1961) 8139
strip-mined land, mixed or pure walnut

plantings, survival, etc (1962) 11847
sulfur, resources and production (1964)

20475
temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10744

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 1900
uranium in Pennsylvania age rocks (1962)

21829
water pollution control and abatement,

hearings (1965) 4.'j21

weather stations, decadal census (1963)
16671

western, water management, consumptive
use, and nitrogen fertilization of irrigat-
ed winter wheat (1963) 16759

women, labor laws, summary (1962) 12800
ZIP code directory (1963) 20040

Kansas City, Kans.:
census of business

—

1958, standard metropolitan area, central
business district statistics (1961) 5444

1963, major retail centers, standard metro-
politan statistical area (1965) 11931

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16343
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 23079

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9092

occupational wage surveys (1964) 9459;
(1965) 5055

departmental editions (1961) 4796; (1963)
7163

document editions (1961) 4014; (1963) 6074
principal electric facilities of area, map

(1963) 2266
Kansas City, Mo.:

aging, problems, hearings (1962) 13658
agricultural commodity office, electronic

data processing system, inadequacies,
GAO review (1963) 19281

Agriculture Dept. Building and Data Proc-
essing Center dedication ceremony (sum-
mary of remarks) (1962) 18641

aircraft accident (1964) 13788
area, agri-business leadership of America

(address) (1962) 20393
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 5444

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 11931

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 13973
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 16458
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 23079

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 9092

electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 557;
(1963) 518, 2266

growth (remarks) (1961) 19323
income education, and unemployment in

neighborhoods (1963) 7175

Kansas City, Mo.—Continued
municipal airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1963) 9497

Northside urban renewal project, streets
and facilities, excessive allocation of
costs, urban renewal administration,
HHFA, GAO order (1964) 19754

departmental editions (1961) 4796; (1962)
8426; (1963) 7163

document editions (1961) 4014; (1962) 6943;
(1963) 6074

occupational wage surveys (1964) 9459;
(1965) 5055

principal electric facilities, maps (1964) 675;
(1965) 16179

Kansas City Southern Rv., accident (1963)
6635

Kansas River:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 423
document edition (1963) 317

Kansu Province, China:
hydrogeological conditions for Ma-tsung

Mountain area, summary of conditions
(1962) 2825

1959 final accounts and 1960 draft budget,
report (1961) 7i»4

Kantarges, George T., temperature effects on
noise of bypass jets (1964) 16695

Kantas, Evangelia M., relief (1965) 12241,
15609, 17342

Kanter, G.S.:

bicarbonate excretion during hypothermia
(1963) 4415

effect of massive sodium bicarbonate infu-

sion on renal function (1963) 14920
regulation of extracellular potassium in

hypothermia (1963) 16794
renal regulation of bicarbonate loads during

hypothermia (1963) 4418
urine titratable acidity and ammonia excre-

tion during hypothermia (1963) 13215
Kantner, E., nickel-cadmium batteries (1963)

7588
Kantor, Arthur J.: tropopause definition and

hourly fluctuations (1964) 19154
zonal and meridional winds (1965) 7077

Kantor, Gideon, whistler-hydromagnetic exten-
sion of magneto-ionic theory (1964) 5874

Kao, Mrs. Chung-Huang Taug, relief (1961)
10262, 16918, 18516

Kao, Timoty W., establishment of density pro-
file for flow of 2-fluid single phase gas
mixture (1965) 19886

Kao-ch'an, China, archeological investigations
of ancient city (1963) 6638

Kaoliang, hybrid, utilization of male sterility

for select breeding. Communist China
study (1965) 842

Kaolin:
coarse, continuous attrition grinding (1964)

2994
coarse, conversion to paper-coating grade

clay by attrition grinding process (1961)
6279

deposits

—

Irwinton district, Ga (1965) 16314
Mississippi, exclusive of Tippah-Benton

district (1965) 9259
Kaolinite:
heat of formation and free energies (1961)

17650

low-temperature heat capacities and entro-
pies at 298.15 °K (1961) 19872

Kaoru Ota, to vour success, Soviet friends!
(1961) 7803

Kapadia, B.M., rolling history in relation to
toughness of ship plate (1965) 15028
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Das Kapital, structure and significance, Com-
munist Chinese view (1962) 23664

Kapitsa, P.L., man in the world of informa-
tion, USSR interview (1965) 18387

Kaplan, Gertrude M., relief (1962) 4928, 11510,
13257

Kaplan, Fotios S., relief (1962) 16878, 19241,
20719

Kaplan, Irving:
heavy water lattice project, annual report

(1963) 7702; (1964) 19234
measurements of reactor parameters in sub-

critical and critical assemblies, review
(1963) 11562

Kaplan, Martin, computer activated electrolu-

minescent display screen, etc (1965) 6835
Kaplar, Chester W., frost heave characteris-

tics of slag-fly ash-lime base-course mix-
ture (1963) 12086

Kapp, Kazuko, relief (1963) 9858, 16986, 17228
Kapp, Mrs. Joseph J., see Kapp, Kazuko.
Kara Kum Canal, channel completed, 1962

(1963) 10791
Kara Kum Desert, sulfur deposit, USSR inves-

tigations (1963) 14429
Karadag Biological Station, 50th anniversary

(1965) 11262
Karakum Canal, construction, changes in

mammalian fauna of southeastern Kar-
akum, USSR (1964) 2842

Karam, Nabhane M., see Nickley, Nabhane M.
Karam, Youssef M.B., see Stahl, Joseph M.
Karamai area, China, hydrogeology (1962)

5682
Karasawa, Kazuko, see Kapp, Kazuko.
Karasek, FVantisek, biographic data (1962)

15723
Karasick, Simon, relief (1962) 19061, 20799,

21312
Karboferogel-M, preparation, mechanism of

disinfecting action, Bulgarian study
(1962) 7622

Kardiologiya (periodical):

excerpts (1962) 17759
Kardos, Janos, relief (1963) 8041, 15194, 16976
Karelia:

industry, USSR study (1962) 8116
mineral resources and their industrial uses

in Karelian ASSR (1961) 19753
natural foci of parasitic and transmissive

diseases (1965) 14565
Karelian Autonomous Soviet Socialist Repub-

lics, see Karelia.
Karelis, Ernest G., true pikes (1965) 14300
Karelo-Finnish Soviet Socialist Republic, see

Karelia.
Karitas, James J., damage and breakage in

grocery warehouses and retail food
stores (1964) 11770

Karl, Max H., testimony, hearings (1964) 6526
Karlson Development Corp., conveyance of

mineral rights (1963) 11996
Karlstrom, Thor N.V., quaternary geology of

Kenai Lowland and glacial history of
Cook Inlet region, Alaska (1964) 10644

Karluk Lake, fecundity of red salmon (1961)
566

Karnes County, Tex., ground-water geology
(1963) 8340

Karo, H. Arnold, nomination, hearing (1965)
16011

Karp, Irving M., analysis of nuclear powered
supercritical-water cycle for aircraft
propulsion (1963) 7230

Karpathos, sailing directions (1964) 7632
Karpinos, Bernard D., qualification of Ameri-

can youths for military service (1963)
1814

Karro, Harold, and family, relief (1961) 16947;
(1963) 6220

Karski, Alexander P., see Kaznacheev, Alek-
sandr.

Karst:
East China types (1964) 9208

kegelkarst, morphology and development in

southern China and northern Vietnam
(1963) 17772

research, present and future. Communist
Chinese study (1963) 14144

Karstens, A. I., effect of weather factors on
aircraft maintenance crews in Arctic
areas (1963) 18482

Karvelis, Ernest G., true pikes (1965) 2154
Kasaan Peninsula, iron and copper deposits

(1962) 624
Karyokinesis:
bone marrow cells in mice, study of mitotic

cycle by autoradiographic method,
USSR (1963) 20921

epithelial cells of cornea in mice, study of
mitotic cycle by means of tritium-tagged
thymidine, USSR (1963) 16153

twenty-four hour periodicity of mitoses in

mice following action of gamma rays
(1963) 17677

Kase, Karel A.:

bibliography on structure of clathrate hy-
drates and related topics (1965) 7824

conversion of saline water, bibliography
(1964) 847

Kasile, Joseph D., wood charcoal production in

California for 1961 (1963) 15557
Kasilof-Kenai area, Alaska, soil survey (1962)

14593
Kaskaskia River:

Carlyle Dam, hydraulic model investigation
(1961) 12600

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1961) 20698
document edition (1961) 20591

levees, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 17945
document edition (1964) 17470

project, modify

—

hearing (1961) 20648
report (1961) 19106

Kasner, Djuro (George), relief (1961) 7185
Kasparek, Robert B., relief (1962) 4985, 7026,

11232
Kass, Jeffrey R., thermodynamics and kinetics

in hydrate systems (1965) 7825
Kassalow, Everett M., white-collar unionism in

Western Europe (1963) 19802

Kassler quadrangle, Colo.:

bedrock geology (1963) 14025
quaternary geology and geomorphic history

(1963) 10290
Kastanek, Michael T., experience of other

countries in dealing with technological
unemployment (1963) 19124

Kasten, Fritz, new table and approximation
formula for relative optical air mass
(1965) 4679

Kaszap, Terez, relief (1961) 10382

Katanga, and communists, translation (1961)
17449

Katell, Sidney, bibliography of investment and
operating costs for chemical and petro-

leum plants (1963) 12831; (1964) 13109;

(1965) 16585
Katmai National Monument, general informa-

tion (1964) 5567
Kato, Haruo, effect of impurity levels on zirca-

loy-2 microstructure, mechanical proper-
ties, and corrosion rates (1964) 20510
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Kato, Susumu, sharks of genus Carcharhinus
associated with tuna fishery in eastern
tropical Pacific Ocean (1965) 4733

Katon, J.E., infrared spectra of selected ke-

tones, ethers and alcohols between 15

and 35 microns (1963) 11474
Katsanis, Theodore:
arbitrary quasi-orthogonals for calculating

flow distribution on blade-to-blade sur-

face in turbomachine (1965) 11479

use of arbitrary quasi-orthogonals for cal-

culating flow distribution in meridional

plane of turbomachine (1965) 2894
Katsaros. Nicholas J., relief (1961) 14193,

16922, 18520
Katsuwonus pelamis, see Tuna fish.

Kattegat:
lights and fog signals, lists (1961) 735, 6201,

14991; (1962) 5317, 17643; (1963) 7353,

19990; (1964) 13312, 16781, 21817; (1965)

5292 8196 14929
sailing directions (1961) 4326; (1962) 19583;

(1964) 11476
Katz, Aaron, prediction of success in automat-

ic data processing programming course

(1963) 7684
Katz, Fred H., parotid fluid corticosteroids

(1964) 5901
Katz, Milton S.:

effects of stimulus and field size on accuracy
of orientation in homogeneous environ-

ment (1964) 20701
empty visual field studies, some effects of

corrective lenses, filters, and structure

(1964) 18856
Katz, Robert D., intensity of development and

livabilitv of multi-family housing proj-

ects, etc (1963) 13911
Katz, Samuel I., yield differentials in treasury

bills, 1959-64 (1965) 588
Katz, Saul M., list of U.S. readings on develop-

ment (1963) 5097

Katzen, Elliott D., aerodynamics of missiles

employing wings of very low aspect ra-

tio (1963) 18116
Katzenbach, Nicholas deB., nomination, hear-

ing (1961) 5892
Katzenbach, Nicholas deB., nomination, hear-

ing (1965) 7536
Katzoff, S., clarity in technical reporting

(1964) 16667
Katzoff, S., similitude in thermal models of

spacecraft (1963) 9163

Katzoff, S., thermal radiation of solids (1965)

12980

Kauai, climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial

census (1965) 16916

Kauffman, Albert J., jr., zircon, review, with

emphasis on west coast resources and
markets (1965) 19840

Kauffman, Erie G., Middle and Late Turonian
oysters of Lopha lugubris group (1965)

18759

Kauffman, J., effects of chemical treatment on
quality of prepackaged vacuum-cooled
cauliflower (1963) 13148

Kaufman & Broad Building Co., relief (1964)

2014, 6404, 21104

Kaufman, Albert:

elastic-plastic stress state around reinforced

opening in spherical shell (1965) 6723

electrical-resistance strain gage perform-

ance at cryogenic temperatures (1963)

7280
Kaufman, Alvin, geothermal power, economic

evaluation (1964) 18670

Kaufman, Harold R., performance correlation

for electron-bombardment ion sources
(1965) 18582

Kaufman, J., relationship of fungicides and
field spacings to Botrytis neck rot of

onions grown in New York (1964) 20900
Kaufman, L., high-pressure-high-temperature

metallurgy, research and development
(1963) 7649

Kaufman, M.G.:
electro-sonic delay line for Navy space sur-

veillance system (1965) 13109
radio-interferometer analog phase-channel

combiner MOD II for space angle meas-
urements in Navy space surveillance

system (1965) 13111
Kaufman, Milton:
United States waterborne foreign commerce

(1963) 13309
Great Lakes area (1963) 15087
review of 1962 (1964) 15328

Kaufman, Samuel, solubilization of polar spe-

cies by micelle-forming soaps in nonpo-
lar solvent (1965) 13144

Kaufmann, A.R.:

development of zirconium-base alloys

strengthened by SLIS techniques (1965)

13504
fundamental and applied research and devel-

opment in metallurgy, development of

uranium-base alloys strengthened by
SLIS techniques (1965) 13503

Kaula, William M.:

geodetic parameters (1963) 12884
tesseral harmonics of gravitational field,

etc., derived from camera observations
of satellites (1963) 12885

Kaunakakai, Molokai, Hawaii:
harbor improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23472
document edition (1962) 23332

Kaur, Bibi Daljeet, relief (1965) 17560, 19379
Kavanagh, David A., development of miniature

telemetry system (1964) 5899
Kaverina, V. N., pharmacology of coronary

circulation (1965) 16727
Kays, Charles L., relief (1962) 19063, 20778,

21315
Kaysinger Bluff Reservoir:

engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 4858
document edition (1963) 4687

Kaw Reservoir:
Arkansas River flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 2205
document edition (1963) 2076

Kawa, Walter:
iron-catalyzed hydrogenation of phenyl

ether, benzyl ether, and phenyl sulfide

(1963) 7216
unconventional methods of hydrogenating

coal (1964) 13108
Kawaihae, Hawaii:

harbor, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 6137
document edition (1965) 5809

Kawakami, Joe, relief (1961) 12206, 14750,

18471
Kawalkiewicz, Frank S., helicopter vibration

indicator (1964) 5723
Kaweah, Lake:
designating

—

hearings (1962) 15280
law (1962) 16794
reports (1962) 13436, 17216

Kawenski, Edward M., float dust deposits in

return airways in coal mines (1963) 7208
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Kay, Evelyn R., computation of cost-of-living

indexes in developing countries (1964)

21670
Kayahara, Uichi, relief (1964) 17491; (1965)

12071
Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic:
Academy of Sciences

—

activities (1962) 1021; (1963) 16034; (1964)

5198
Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic:
Academy of Sciences, activities (1964) 5198

candidates, list (1962) 12168
general meetings (1962) 12083, 22017;

(1963) 5205; (1965) 16478
scientific activities, results (1961) 1051,

10900
dermato-venerology, 40 years (1962) 5836
earth sciences, development (1965) 11122
East Kazakhstan area, construction lag

(1962) 18026
fish industry, plans for developing (1961)

17447
40th anniversary, achievements, etc (1962)

2813
geophysical research, USSR study (1962)

15"738

health, translations (1962) 9974, 18049
higher schools for large-scale chemical in-

dustry program (1964) 16498
honorary titles and awards, presentation by

presidium (1962) 6026
iron ore, cheaper, USSR study (1962) 21987
Kazakhstan steppes, survey (1961) 4767
Magnitka, construction of Karaganda me-

tallurgical plant, USSR study (1962)

5852
mountain massifs, effect upon dynamics of

atmospheric processes, USSR study
(1962) 992

railroads (1963) 6829
science, intensive development (1962) 22017
science news (1962) 5543
scientific activities (1963) 6788; (1964) 8954
scientific workers conference, reports (1962)

5686
soil erosion and measures to control it (1965)

4911
surgery, progress during 40 years of Soviet

rule (1962) 6103
source of raw materials for microfertilizers

(1965) 2761
Uigur, Tungan, and Korean minorities (1964)

20069
ukase on election districts (1963) 8673, 8714
uranium and thorium, in granites of central

region (1962) 23915
vanadium and alloys, prospects for produc-

tion, USSR study (1964) 1227
veterinary science development (1962) 13987
virology, theoretical, fundamental problems

in development (1962) 929
Kazakhstan, see Kazakh Soviet Socialist Re-

public.

Kazakhstan public health (periodical):

USSR, article (1962) 9974
Kazakhstan, Society of Surgeons, see Society

of Surgeons of Kazakhstan.
Kazan' Institute for Advanced Training of

Physicians imeni V.I. Lenin, scientific

conference (1961) 12840
Kazan' Veterinary Institute, activities (1964)

4943
Kazanowski, Edward J., wholesale prices and

price indexes (1964) 9457; (1965) 14625
Kazanskiv, Boris A., biography, USSR (1961)

19487
Kazi, A.H., survey of current methods for

analysis of fast reactor transients in-

cluding meltdown (1965) 17140

Kaznacheev, Aleksandr, relief (1965) 10586,
15413

KC-135B, see Airplanes.
Keane, Leo M., confidence levels for sample

mean and standard deviation of Ray-
leigh process (1964) 19176

Kear, John, Japanese watch and clock indus-

try (1965) 10330
Kearny, Robert M., relief (1962) 4985, 7026,

11232
Kearny, N.J.:

accident (1963) 2449
census of housing, 1960, city blocks (1961)

18267
Kearny County, Kans., soil survey report

(1964) 7745
Keat, Melborn, relief (1962) 21018; (1963) 7880,

11944, 13394
Keating, Gerald M.:
determination of mean atmospheric densities

from Explorer IX satellite (1965) 14830
vectorial reflectance of Explorer IX satellite

material (1964) 16701
Keating, Kenneth B., testimony, hearings

(1964) 14156
Keay, C.S.L., determining directivity of anten-

na systems (1964) 5504
Keech, C.F.:

geology and hydrology of site of Hallam
Nuclear Power Facility, Nebr (1963)

2341
ground-water conditions in proposed water-

fowl refuge area near Chapman, Nebr
(1964) 15966

Keefer, James F., Philippine supply and de-

mand for agricultural products with
implications for U.S. exports (1964) 2264

Keefer, William R.:

geology of Shotgun Butte area, Fremont
County, Wyo (1964) 8757

stratigraphy and geologic history of upper-
most Cretaceous, Paleocene, and lower
Eocene rocks. Wind River basin, Wyo
(1965) 18212

Keeling, Gerald F., address, Apr. 26, 1963
(1963) 9612

Keenan, Charles M., historical documentation
of major coal-mine disasters in United
States not classified as explosions of gas
or dust (1963) 14493

Keene, Ken A., relief (1965) 17821, 19098,
19200

Keep America Beautiful, National Conference,
see National Conference to Keep Ameri-
ca Beautiful.

Keep tab on the lab (1961) 9035-36
Keeping American dollar strong (1965) 17279
Keesee, Elizabeth, references on foreign lan-

guages in elementary school (1963)
12079

Keeton, Don C:
digital computer program for EGCR temper-

ature and neutron transient analysis,

ETNATA (1964) 15280
FATT, transient temperature computer pro-

gram for EGCR core (1964) 11858

Keffer, Clarence 0., packaging and deployment
characteristics of inflatable toroi-

dal-space-station configuration (1965)

9691
Kefauver, C. Estes, memorial services (1964)

6132
Kehr, August E., commercial potato produc-

tion (1964) 16946
Keighton, W.B., Delaware River water quality,

Bristol to Marcus Hook, Pa (1965) 16330

Keilin, B., mechanism of desalination by re-

verse osmosis (1964) 6835
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Keir, Peter M., open market policy process
(1964) 4716

Reiser, Henry E., relief (1962) 16900, 20781,
21332

Keith, George H., evaluation of electrowon
tungsten powder (1965) 5090

Keith's theater, use as municipal theater in

D.C., report (1963) 17121
Keldysh, M.V.:

address, at annual Academy of Sciences
USSR general meeting, 1965 (1965) 6451

address on Voskhod-2 flight, USSR (1965)

9333
Keller, Douglas V., jr., adhesion between atom-

ically clean surfaces (1964) 7547

Keller, M.:
aerotriangulation—
image coordinate refinement (1965) 13694
strip adjustment (1965) 338

Keller, Morton, tidal current surveys by pho-
togrammetric methods (1964) 4407

Keller, W.D., clay minerals in Morrison forma-
tion of Colorado Plateau (1963) 600

Kelley, Carl W., carbon black (1965) 16584

Kelley, Catherine M., foreign trade regula-
tions of Austria (1964) 14381

Kelley, Edward K., North High work-study
program for educable mentally retarded
(1964) 612

Kelley, Fern S., ideas, 4-H and youth develop-
ment (1964) 6630; (1965) 3497

Kelley, Henry L.:

flight operating problems and aerodynamic
and performance characteristics of

fixed-wing, tilt-duct, VTOL research air-

craft (1963) 14557
transition aj>d hovering flight characteris-

tics of tilt-duct VTOL research aircraft

(1963) 1291
Kelley, Jerry L., school and unmarried moth-

ers (1964) 19314
Kelley, John E., penetrometer for measuring

absolute viscosity of glass (1964) 7438

Kelley, K.K., heats and free energies of forma-
tion of vanadates of lead and man-
ganese (1963) 9126

Kelley, Pearce C, variety stores (1965) 20065
Kellogg, Frazier:
exploring dimensions of manpower revolu-

tion (1965) 441
history of employment and manpower policy

in United States (1965) 4619
Kellogg, Remington, fossil marine mammals

from Miocene Calvert Formation of

Maryland and Virginia (1965) 18633

Kellough, Kenneth L., testimony, hearings
(1964) 6526

Kelly, Mna F., United Nations in crisis

(1964) 6271
Kelly, Francis J.:

minerals and new tariff schedules of United
States (1965) 9572

technological and economic problems of

rare-earth-metal and thorium resources
in Colorado, New Mexico, and Wyoming
(1963) 3055

Kelly, Hal J.:

Bovill clay, etc., deposit (1964) 5480
electrical dewatering of dilute clay slurries

(1964) 16632
physical, etc., properties of Pacific North-

west halloysitic clays (1963) 10947

Kelly, James R., stability characteristics of

tandem-rotar transport helicopter (1965)
13023

Kelly. John M.:
nomination, hearing (1961) 7281

Kelly, John M.—Continued
remarks

—

Apr. 3, 1963 (1963) 8370
June 3, 1965 (1965) 11018

Kelly, Kenneth L., coordinated color identifica-

tions for industry (1963) 1332
Kelly, Oakley G., pilot, first nonstop coast-

to-coast flight (1965) 2926
Kelly, Pearce C, variety stores (1964) 13443
Kelly, Thomas C:
aerodynamic loading characteristics of

thin-trapezodial-wing-body combination
(1963) 16362

base pressures associated with shallow
3-dimensional rearward-facing steps
(1965) 16681

RAM B launch vehicle, aerodynamic charac-
teristics, etc (1964) 9590

static longitudinal aerodynamic characteris-
tics and surface pressure distributions
for 1/15 scale model of modified 4-stage
Scout vehicle (1963) 20999

transonic wind tunnel investigation, etc., of

Blue Scout launch vehicle (1963) 19927
Kelsay, Laura E., list of cartographic records

of General Land Office (1964) 7573
Kelsh plotter, see Plotters.

Kemeny, Irene, relief (1962) 9218, 11561, 13248

Kemnitzer, William J., petroleum coke on west
coast of United States (1965) 9570

Kemp, Robert F., neutralizer tests on
flight-model electron-bombardment ion
thrustor (1963) 16368

Kemp, Lake:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2208
document edition (1963) 2077

Kemper, Clarence A.:

multiphase, ejectors for distillation desalina-
tion systems (1964) 10680

study of multi-phase ejectors for freezing
process desalination systems (1965)
11021

Kemper County, Miss., titanium, reconnais-
sance (1961) 6285

Kenaf:
bibliography, 1950-62 (1964) 6555
inheritance as related to selection of inbred

lines for composite varieties (1965) 1774
Kenai, Alaska, quaternary geology of lowland

(1964) 10644
Kenai National Moose Range, birds (1963)

15534
Kenai Peninsula:
geology of waterpower sites (1962) 11884
moose, history of early occurrence (1962)

5227
soil survey (1962) 14593
waterpower resources (1961) 12805

Kendall, E.G., metals and alloys for cryogenic
applications, review (1964) 11809

Kendall, Nicholas A., mineral industry of Mis-
sissippi (1963) 20959; (1965) 1344, 19854

Kendrick, Douglas B., blood program in World
War H (1964) 21010

Kendrick, J.F., DHIA supervisor's manual
(1963) 20

Keneshea, Thomas J.:

computer program for solving reaction rate
equations in E ionospheric region (1963)
1737

solution of reaction rate equations in atmos-
phere below 150 kilometers. (1964) 55

Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens, general informa-
tion (1964) 21806

Kenline, Paul A., air pollution and kraft pulp-

ing indjstry (1964) 15047
Kennan, Walter E., soil survey report, Coving-

ton County, Miss (1965) 9929
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Kennard, Nebr., railroad accident (1964) 12572
Kennebunk River:

modification of project, eng:ineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23473
document edition (1962) 23325

Kennecott Copper Corp., construction of 5490
railroad tunnel, methods used in driving
(1962) 10443

Kennedy, E.M., jr., cadmium plating effect on
aircraft steels under stress concentra-
tion at elevated temperatures (1963)

5893
Kennedy, Harold W.,

panel presentation, Dec. 11, 1962 (1963) 1425

Kennedy, Harry G., jr., effects of acute hypox-
ia and hypercapnia on pulmonary circu-

lation (1965) 11375
Kennedy, Jacqueline B.:

inaugural gown. National Museum exhibit

(1964) 1583
office space, supplies, equipment, and frank-

ing privileges, law (1964) 1924
USIA films of visit to India and Pakistan,

make available in U.S. report (1962)
19290

Kennedy, John F.

assassination

—

preserving evidence, reports (1965) 17581,
19447

subpena power for investigating Ck)mmis-
sion

—

law (1964) 1931
report (1964) 2044

chronological list of references (1964) 16617
death, expenses incident to, appropriations,

law (1964) 1924
11 -cent aerogramme

—

dedication (address) (1965) 11614
poster (1965) 9839

eulogies, Nov. 24, 1963 (1964) 2132
50-cent piece commemorating

—

coinage proposal (1964) 1992
law (1964) 1983
report (1964) 2067

5-cent memorial stamp

—

dedication (address) (1964) 13374
poster (1964) 11535

Four Freedoms Award, posthumous presen-
tation to; (remarks) (1965) 10339

great power and diversity, perceptions and
policies (address) (1964) 7769

inaugural address, Jan. 20, 1961 (poster)
(1964) 13920

legislative program, enact (address) (1964)
283

memorial addresses and tributes in Congress
(1964) 15606

print as Senate document, reports (1964)
4476, 4535

memorial services, print as Senate docu-
ment, report (1964) 2198

motion picture, years of lightning, day of

drums, permit showing in U.S.

—

law (1965) 19150
reports (1965) 5940, 12120, 15977-978,

17667
public papers of the President (1962) 9633;

(1963) 13932; (1964) 10540
statements and speeches, 1947-60 (1964)

21216
see also President of United States.

Kennedy, John F., Center for Performing Arts,
see John F. Kennedy Center for Per-
forming Arts.

Kennedy, John F., President's Commission on
Assassination of, see President's Com-
mission on Assassination of President
John F. Kennedy.

Kennedy, John K.:

continuous zone refining (1965) 4219
continuous zone-refining apparatus (1965)

110
theory of continuous zone refining via

zone-transport method (1965) 1801

Kennedy, Joseph C.G., United States on eve of
Civil War (1964) 10114

Kennedy, Mabel C, relief (1963) 11786, 17003,
17225

Kennedy, Marjorie D., confectionery sales &
distribution, 1963 (1964) 11879

Kennedy, P.D., tests of T-33 aircraft engaging
MA-IA runway overrun barrier (1965)
92

Kennedy, Richard:
basic data on economy of Chile (1965) 4428
economic developments in Netherlands, 1962

(1963) 10331
Kennedy, Robert F., nomination, hearing

(1961)4117
Kennedy, Vance C:
mineralogy and cation-exchange capacity of

sediments from selected streams (1965)
18208

sediment transported by Georgia streams
(1964) 4812

Kennedy Channel, oceanographic observations
(1965) 1937

Kennedy Round, see General agreement on tar-
iffs and trade.

Kennesaw, Ga., railroad accident (1965) 6388
Kenneth, H. Connor, jr., shell egg grading and

inspection of egg products (1964) 11768
Kennewick division, see Yakima project.

Kenosha, Wis.:
census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16425
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 16515

harbor improvement, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23469
document edition (1962) 23334

Kent, Cappa C:
occupational wage survey

—

Little Rock-North Little Rock, Ark (1963)
1176

Oklahoma City, Okla (1963) 1175
Kent, Donald J., relief (1964) 6243, 15635,

17177
Kent, Donald P.:

addresses (1963) 617; (1965) 3089, 16922,
18844

Kent, Jack T., tables for eccentric and true
anomaly in elliptic orbits (1963) 11091

Kent, James A.:

preparation of wood-plastic combinations
(1964) 8066

using gamma radiation to induce polymeri-
zation (1965) 13508

Kent, Ohio:
railroad accident (1963) 15661
redevelopment area, statistical profile (1963)

7811
Kent, Thomas E., design of nailed joints for

continuous timber beams (1965) 8397
Kentor, William E., testimony, hearings (1964)

8456
Kentucky:
aged and aging, problems, background stud-

ies (1961) 4120
Allegheny Parkway, establish, hearing

(1962) 13681
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large

industrial counties

—

1960 statistics (1962) 18774
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Kentucky—Continued
annual survey of manufactures, standard

metropolitan statistical areas and large
industrial counties—Continued

1961 statistics (1963) 4569
1962 statistics (1964) 6030

area measurement report (1964) 17072

barite-fluorspar ores, selective flotation
(1963) 9120

black shales of New Albany formation, spe-
cific-gravity relationship to oil-yield

(1964) 20507

bluegrass area, tobacco livestock farms,
commercial, cost and return (1965) 12373

Breaks Interstate Park compact, amend-
iDcnts

law (1964) 19410
reports (1964) 15550, 17842

census county divisions, 1960, map (1961)

16288

census of agriculture, 1959, counties (1961)
20459

census of business, 1963

—

merchandise line sales, retail trade, statis-

tics (1965) 15302
retail trade, area statistics (1965) 5646
selected services, area statistics (1965)
7208

wholesale trade, area statistics (1965)
8593

census of governments, 1962, State report
(1965) 1895

census of housing, 1960, State and small
areas, tenure, rent, plumbing, etc (1962)
9068

census of manufactures, 1958, area statis-

tics (1961) 11847
census of mineral industries, 1958. area re-

port (1961) 18138
census of population, 1960

—

detailed characteristics (1962) 20628
general characteristics (1961) 10069
general social and economic characteris-

tics (1962) 6786
number of inhabitants (1961) 3945

censuses of population and housing, 1960

—

census county division boundary descrip-
tions (1962) 16569

geographic identification code scheme
(1961) 6866

central, Lexington limestone (1965) 19662
civil rights, public schools, 1962 (1963) 1935
climatic summary, 1951-60, decennial census

(1964) 19024
climatological data (1961) 3650; (1962) 3673;

(1963) 3517; (1964) 3329; (1965) 3216
commercial tobacco-livestock farms, costs

and returns, 1961 (1962) 17366
county business patterns, activities covered

by OASDI program (1961) 11880, 20440;
(1963) 15053, 18374

Cumberland highlands, economic survey
(1965) 4882

Eastern

—

coal reserves (1963) 5014
forest industry processing and marketing
complex (1964) 13666

14 counties, reconnaissance soil survey
(1965) 13267

electric rate book (1961) 524; (1962) 2465;
(1963) 6407; (1964) 667, 14248; (1965)
18087

5B redevelopment area, statistical profile

(1963) 11691, 13358
ground water resources

—

Eastern Coal Field region (1962) 19575
Jenkins-Whitesburg area (1965) 9276
Western Coal Field region (1962) 11895

Kentucky—Continued
labor organizations, reporting, register

(1961) 9401; (1964) 16571
low-flow characteristics of streams (1965)

18209
medical aspects of driver limitation, pro-

gram (1964) 20760
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1961) 1206; (1962) 3303, 23966; (1964)
1413; (1965) 1340

Mississippi River and tributaries, fishery
products, wholesale dealers, lists (1964)
15926; (1965) 10893

Mississippian Plateau region, ground-water
reconnaissance (1963) 12233

municipal waste facilities, 1962 inventory
(1964) 3103

municipal water facilities inventories (1961)
6503; (1964) 18908

opportunity for progress (1965) 1810
population, 1960, characteristics (1963)

18651
precipitation data, hourly (1961) 3652; (1962)

3925; (1963) 3771; (1964) 3578; (1965)
3492

primary wood industries of Kentucky, utili-

zation summary and directory (1964)
14307

produces 466 million bd. ft. of lumber in
1962 (1965) 6244

public school finance program, 1962-63
(1963) 20641

radiation control, opportunity and responsi-
bility (remarks) (1962) 4652

recreation on TVA lakes (1961) 11634
rural family spending and consumption in

low-income area (1964) 19081
rural redevelopment areas, statistical pro-

files (1962) 16641
south-central

—

Calloway Creek limestone and Ashlock and
Drakes formations (Upper Ordovician)
(1965) 18204

Clays Ferry formation (Ordovician), new
map unit (1965) 18203

rural, application of activity analysis to
regional development planning, case
study of economic planning (1965) 8452

southeastern, floods of Jan.-Feb. 1957 (1964)
8778

southern

—

Cumberland region, timber resources,
highlights (1963) 19271

gravity and magnetic fields, regional geo-
logic implications (1965) 739

State agency help with communities' worka-
ble programs (1965) 15116

temperature, precipitation, and heating de-

gree days, monthly normals, decennial
census (1962) 10745

truck inventory and use survey (1965) 242
western

—

distribution of minor elements in coal beds
of eastern interior region (1965) 725

technical and economic feasibility of es-

tablishing hardwood pulp and paper mill

in 8-county area (1964) 17027
women

—

legal status (1964) 3192
workers, 1960 (1964) 19040

ZIP code directory (1963) 20041
Kentucky River and Valley:

flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 424
document edition (1963) 223

middle area, opportunities for economic
growth (1964) 19197

Kenya:
agricultural commodities, agreement (1965)

8315, 9955
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Kenya—Continued
do business in, trade mission report (1964)

6861
gazetteer, official standard names (1964)

18098
general information (1965) 3043
investment guaranties, agreement (1964)

13479
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12886
Kenya, official publications, bibliography

(1963) 7184
Peace Corps volunteers, agreement (1965)

1655
plant quarantine import requirements (1965)

4096
sending gift packages to (1962) 709

Kepler, LAC 57, lunar chart (1962) 14776
Keppel, Francis:

address, Feb. 15, 1964 (1964) 6574
nomination, hearing (1963) 8127

Kerch' ores, USSR (1963) 12516
Kerenyi, Gabriel, relief (1963) 18982; (1964)

6260, 11988
Kerman, Max, projection iatron application to

high speed fnultichannel plotter (1963)
12946

Kern County, Calif.:

borate mining, underground (1963) 3073
Ekiison-Maricopa area, geology and ground

water (1964) 15957
land conveyance at Naval Ordnance Test

Station, China Lake, Calif

—

law (1964) 17359
reports (1964) 364, 15727

Kern National Wildlife Refuge, general infor-
mation (1965) 4769

Kernan, William J., accelerators (1963) 20333
Kernberg, Otto F., relief (1965) 12249, 15615,

19061
Kernel functions, see Equations.
Kernel splitter and inspection belt for peanuts

(1961) 6688
Kernenenergie (periodical) :

translations (1962) 7560; (1963)2561
Kerns, William H.:

salt, (1964) 20513; (1965) 18459
sodium (1965) 9601
sodium and sodium compounds (1965) 14718
water, (1964) 20517; (1965) 14724, 18462

Keroher, Grace C, glossary of stratigraphic
terms (1964) 8771

Kerosene:
Federal supply schedule (1961) 555
safe use and storage on farm (1961) 5257;

(1964) 9942
solvent, extraction and separation of

rare-earth elements and yttrium with
dodecyl phosphoric acid (1965) 6608

world retail prices and taxes, annual (1961)
15761; (1962) 20120; (1963) 16348

Kerper, Matthew J., properties of glasses at
elevated temperatures (1963) 9636

Kerr, Arnold D., continuity in foundation mod-
els and related problems (1965) 16108

Kerr cell, pyrometer use as shutter (1965) 6653
Kerr Dam, see Robert S. Kerr Lock and Dam.
Kerr, H.W., recent research on marketing of

sweetpotato flakes (1964) 21260
Kerr, James R.:

mineral industry of

—

Connecticut (1964) 20487
Pennsylvania (1965) 1354
Vermont (1963) 18081; (1964) 20492
West Virginia (1963) 3070; (1964) 2991;

(1965) 1361
sulfur and sulfuric acid industry of eastern

U.S (1965) 8018
vacuum melting of steel (1963) 3056

Kerr, John H., Dam, see John H. Kerr Dam.
Kerr-McGee Oil Industries, Inc., uranium min-

ing, method and costs (1961) 4818
Kerr-Mills program, see Medical care.

Kerr, Robert S., memorial services (1963)
18767

Kerr Water Research Center, see Robert S.

Kerr Water Research Center.
Kerrville, Tex., compounds screened as animal

systemic insecticides, 1953-59 (1961)
13757

Kerslake, William R.:

charge-exchange effects on accelerator im-
pingement of electron-bombardment ion
rocket (1963) 11040

preliminary operation of oxide-coated brush
cathodes in electron-bombardment ion
thrustors (1965) 13005

screen and accelerator grids for electron-
bombardment ion thrustors (1963) 16363

Kersten, Mary H., products obtained by oxida-
tion of anthracite with nitric acid (1964)
20509

Kerwin, William J., demodulation system for
vector measurements from spinning sat-
ellite (1965) 18528

Keshock, Edward G.:

bubbles in nucleate boiling under normal
and reduced gravity conditions (1964)
16683

comparison of absolute-and reference-sys-
tem methods of measuring contain-
ment-vessel leakage rates (1964) 20573

leak-rate testing of NASA Plum Brook reac-
tor containment vessel (1963) 14551

Kessenich, Gregory J., relief of estate (1961)
14515; (1962) 19043, 20754; (1963) 13492,
13676, 16978

Kessler, Donald J., determination of design
meteoroid mass for sporadic and stream
meteoroid environment (1965) 11493

Kessler, Edwin, purposes and programs of
National Severe Storms Laboratory,
Norman, Okla (1965) 5471

Kessler, K.J., jr., sugar maple dieback (1963)
12178

Kessler, Matthew A., special labor force re-

port, economic status of nonwhite work-
ers (1963) 16297

Kester, Gerald, soil survey, Holbrook-Show
Low area, Ariz (1964) 13456

Kesterke, Donald G.:

electrolysis of uranium dioxide to uranium
metal in fluoride melts (1964) 11340

electrowinning molten uranium metal from
uranium oxide, technical feasibility

(1963) 10959
Ketchens, Maisie M.L., relief (1964) 15429,

17214, 17676
Ketchikan, Alaska:
consumer expenditures and income, 1960

(1964) 1367, 5426
electric facilities of area, maps (1962) 562;

(1963) 523
port (1965) 14205
principal electric facilities, maps (1964) 680;

(1965) 16184
Ketchum, Harry W., current status & commer-

cial prospects for radiation preservation
of food (1965) 10199

Ketchum, Leon B., relief (1961) 10253, 14568,
16542

Ketchum, Thomas B., licensing and exchange
controls in United Kingdom (1963) 2383

Ketchup, see Tomato catchup.
Ketenjian, Yeghsa, relief (1964) 8266; (1965)

12078
Ketner, Keith B., geology of Railroad mining

district, Elko County, Nev (1963) 17527
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Keto, Jorma R., fluid ampilification, flow vis-

ualization, compressible fluids (1963)

14637
Ketones:
infrared spectra between 15 and 35 microns

(1963) 11474
methyl isobutyl, flammability in bromochlo-

romethane-air mixtures (1961) 1232
separation of tantalum from columbium by

hydrofluoric acid-sulfuric acid-methyl
isobutyl ketone system (1961) 21196

see also Butanone.
Kettering, Ohio, census of housing, 1960, city

blocks (1961) 18306
Kettle Creek Dam:
designate as Alvin R. Bush Dam

—

law (1962) 11271
reports (1961) 12236; (1962) 9454

Kety, Seymour S., report of mission to USSR
(1964) 9703

Keuka Park quadrangle, N.Y., bedrock geolo-

gy (1964) 12505

Key marketing words, what they mean (1961)

20130
Key to aviation weather forecasts (1964)

11689
Key to aviation weather reports (1961) 21436
Key to meteorological records documentation

(1961) 1571, 5166, 8246, 20246, 21437;

(1962) 20370, 22905; (1963) 7516, 11407,

13128, 14799-800, 16668-690, 20245;
(1964) 9881-82, 13529-530, 15156-162,
16919-920, 19026; (1965) 9998, 18840-841

notice (1965) 11792
Key to woody plants of eastern Oregon and

Washington (1961) 1621A
Key, Wallace W.:

mineral fillers for California pesticide indus-

try (1965) 9571
minerals for chemical manufacturing, in

California and Nevada (1965) 5074
Key West, Fla.:

harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23474
document edition (1962) 23384

Key West National Wildlife Refuge, general
information (1965) 19630

Key word in context, see Indexes.

Keyes, J. Wayne: aerodynamic characteristics

of lenticular and elliptic shaped configu-

rations at Mach number of 6 (1965) 5206

longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of

blunted cones (1964) 7546

Keyes, Okla., Mines Bureau Helium Plant,
production (1961) 6275

Keyfitz, Nathan, presentation on Canadian
population trends (1963) 11909

Keyserling, Mary D.:

addresses, ect. (1964) 15172, 15177; (1965)

1722, 1723, 5479, 8373, 10017, 10018,
11805, 15159, 18854

nomination, hearing (1964) 8453

Keystone Industrial Park, unnecessary grant
approved to assist in financing develop-

ment, GAO report (1965) 7789

Keystone, S. Dak., geology of Hugo pegmatite
(1962) 21832

Keystone, W. Va., longwall mining with Ger-
man coal planer, Pocahontas no. 3

coalbed (1963) 19863

Keystone mine, sinking methods and costs for

small vertical shaft with steel supports
(1962) 14417

Keysville quadrangle, Fla., economic geology
(1963) 10282

Keywords index to U.S. Government technical

reports (periodical) (1962) 14913; (1963)

3819; (1964) 3632

Khadzhiolov, Asen I., biographic data (1963)
10859

Khagra, Asian grasses, pulping and paper-
making with sulphate process (1961)
2039

Khapra beetle, see Beetles.

Kharian, Pakistan, U.S. financed military con-

struction, report (1961) 7138
Kharkov, Ukrainian USSR:
economic region

—

construction and building materials indus-

try, development (1961) 19789
geology and minerals (1962) 1088

plastics plant, products, plans, ideas, etc

(1962) 8288
Kharkov Oblast, Ukrainian SSR, economic

developments (1963) 12741
Khersonskaya Oblast, economy and culture

during years of Soviet power, USSR
study (1962) 3003

Khirurgiya (periodical):

translations (1963) 2676, 2712, 6703
Khlopin Radium Institute, see Radium Insti-

tute imeni V.G. Khlopin.
Khmer-American Friendship Highway:
foreign aid construction

—

hearings (1961) 18950
report (1961) 18902

Kholodil'naya Tekhnika (periodical):

translations (1961) 17373
Khorana, Har G., relief (1965) 10609, 13858,

17305
Khosrowkhah, Ali, relief (1962) 13405, 21294
Khoury, Georges, relief (1961) 14190; (1962)

19235, 20711
Khrushchev, Nikita S:

and balance of world power

—

analysis (1962) 9417
print as Senate document report (1961)

14652
Khrushchev's Communism, Chinese comment

(1964) 18314
retracts what he proclaimed in 1957 con-

cerning Soviet economic leadership

(1963) 10763
role in Battle of Dnepr, USSR study (1963)

20847
role in virgin lands policy, French anticom-

munist analysis (1964) 9092
shakeup in Kremlin, background informa-

tion and interpretation (1965) 148
speech of Jan. 6, 1961, analysis testimony of

Stefan T. Possony (1961) 16872
hearing (1961) 12520
print as Senate document, report (1961)

20610
speeches and writings (1963) 17838-842;

(1964) 16520
Ki Sook Jun, relief (1965) 19206
Kiaer, Edith, relief (1962) 21334
Kiamichi River:
Hugo Reservoir, flood control, engineer re-

port

—

departmental edition (1963) 2203
document edition (1963) 2078

Kiangsu Province, China:
agricultural regions (1961) 9375
Fu-chou special district mosquito survey

report (1962) 1006
occurence and control of Fusarium oxyspo-

rum F. vasinfectum (Atk.) Snyder et

Hansen in cotton (1965) 7852
water country, area, population, etc., char-

acteristics. Communist China book
(1963) 2718

Kibernetika (periodical):

translation (1965) 11292
Kibort, Bernard R., manual blind landing us-

ing closed circuit TV displays (1964)

13226
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Kickapoo, Lake, Navy space surveillance
high-power transmitter station (1962)
18357

Kickapoo River, Wis.:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 2206
document edition (1963) 1994

Kicksorters, see Pulse-height analyzer.
Kidd, W. Joe, jr.:

probable return periods of rainstorms in

central Idaho (1965) 7726
soil erosion control structures on skidtrails

(1963) 10237
Kidnaping, laws, compilation (1961) 347
Kidneys:
acute renal insufficiency, USSR study (1964)

20107
and drugs, NIH supported research grants

(1963) 19962
artificial apparatus, USSR study (1962)

19904
autoregulation, mechanism in intact kidney

(1964) 13734
bilateral involvement, disabled veterans,

compensation, report (1962) 17022
cells of baboons

—

isolation of enteroviruses (1963) 5892
susceptibility to human enteroviruses

(1963) 1775
change in renal function in patients suffer-

ing from burn disease during transfu-
sion of polyvinylpyrrolidone, USSR
study (1962) 5653

clinical physiology and functional diagnosis
methods, USSR study (1964) 20059

diseases (1965) 11652
effect of massive sodium bicarbonate infu-

sion on renal function (1963) 14920
epithelial tumors of renal pelvis, USSR

study (1961) 11010
experimental renal hypertension in rats,

effect of heparin (1961) 10964
functional condition after repeated thermal

trauma, USSR study (1964) 14468
human tissue cultures for virologic re-

search, Bulgarian study (1962) 9679
impairment of excretory function in burns,

use of urea for treatment, USSR study
(1964) 18231

intrarenal hemodynamic changes following
acute arterial occlusion (1964) 5997

iodide metabolism during thyroid uptake
tests (1963) 16789

morphology in certain forms of experimental
sensitization, USSR study (1962) 882

preserved, transplantation, remote results,

USSR study (1961) 11177
rauwolfia alkaloids, effect on renal hemody-

namics in hypertension, USSR study
(1961) 955

renal function and renal hemodynamics,
acute and chronic effects of insecticide
endrin (1964) 13728

rental hemodynamics, effect of increased
venous pressure (1963) 4503

renal ischemia role in pathogenesis of hy-
pertension, USSR study (1961) 7577

renal regulation of bicarbonate loads during
hypothermia (1963) 4418

reversible hematuria and oliguria following
elevation of renal venous pressure
(1963) 7721

salmonid fishes, bacterial kidney disease
(1964) 10567

symptomatic hypertension, USSR study
(1961) 10969

see a/so Artificial kidney.
Kieffer pears, see Pears.

Kier, Porter M., Tertiary echinoids from
Caloosahatchee and Tamiami forma-
tions, Florida (1963) 16560

Kies, J.A.:

fracture testing of weldments (1965) 2834
strength of glass fibers and failure of fila-

ment wound pressure vessels (1965)
13115

Kiev, Ukrainian SSR:
conveyer assembly of electric measuring

sets, at Tochelektropribor Plant, USSR
study (1963) 16193

economic administrative region, specialized
and overall development, translations
(1964) 5023

guidebook (1963) 10858
hygiene, recent conferences (1962) 19908
Institute for Cybernetics, mathematical

theory of self-learning computers, USSR
study (1965) 14489

Scientific Society of Otolaryngologists, re-

port on activity, 1962 (1963) 20883
Kil Ja Ahn, relief (1964) 15457
Kilau, Howard W., experiments in using elec-

trochemical cell to analyze high-purity
iron (1963) 7219

Kilauea Volcano:
eruption

—

1955, Geological Survey film (1962) 17625
1959-60 (1961) 21350
1961 (1964) 14345

Kilburn, Chabot, ground water in upper part
of Teton Valley, Teton Counties, Idaho
and Wyo (1965) 2253

Kilday, Paul J., proceedings paying tribute,
hearings, etc (1961) 14450

Kilgore, David B., relief (1962) 9245
Kill Van Kull:
entrance from Upper New York Bay, engi-

neer report

—

departmental edition (1965) 7611
document edition (1965) 7394

Killik River, geology of region (1964) 10636,
19781

Kiln drying, see Kilns.
Kilns:

dried lumber, effect of solid storage on uni-

formity of final moisture content (1961)
686

dry kiln operator's manual (1961) 6676
drying of Douglas-fir lumber, change of

grade, etc (1963) 2315
drying of segregated white fir (1961) 6140-41
drying periods for 1-inch lumber, tables

(1961) 6112
news and views of kiln drying business

(1961) 656-657
rotary, production of lightweight aggregate,

evaluating raw materials (1962) 23953
rotary, production of prereduced material

and its use in blast furnaces, USSR
study (1961) 4590

Kilpatrick, F.A., channel geometry of Pied-
mont streams as related to frequency of

floods (1964) 10642
Kilsby, E.R., jr., water reactor primary system

conditions pertinent to study of pipe
rupture (1965) 17092

Kim, Ai Ja, relief (1965) 17822
Kim Booshin, see Bell, Patricia K.
Kim Chong Koo, see Koo, Kim Chong.
Kim, Choun Seem, relief (1965) 10608, 13857,

15414
Kim, Chun Soo, relief (1965) 15629, 19071,

19364
Kim Chung Shim, see Rathbun, Mary.
Kim Dom Yong, relief (1961) 14186, 18566,

19023
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Kim, Emmy L., see Poison, Mary D.

Kim Hvoung Geun, relief (1961) 5622, 8894,

10163
Kim Hyung In, see Comstock, Kim Hyung In.

Kim Jai Sung, relief (1965) 15633, 17357, 17812
Kimmey, James W.:
heart rots of western hemlock (1965) 637
rust-red stringy rot (1965) 10910

Kim, Joe Yul, relief (1965) 12081, 17312, 17790
Kim, Jong Dae, relief (1962) 4980
Kim Jung Im, relief (1962) 16891, 19247
Kim Lou, relief (1964) 21113
Kim, Min Ja, relief (1965) 17822
Kim, Myung Ja, relief (1961) 10373
Kim Nam le, see Nam le Kim.
Kim Sa Suk, see Suk, Kim Sa.

Kim Sook Hee, relief (1964) 15656, 21113
Kim, Sook Ja, relief (1965) 17822
Kim Sun Ho, relief (1965) 15628, 19070, 19363
Kim Sung Jin, relief (1965) 19199
Kim, Tricia, relief (1963) 18835; (1964) 1879,

2151
Kim, Yon Ok, relief (1963) 18834
Kim, Young Soon, see Young Soon Kim.
Kimball, Elsie M.:

Interior Dept. decisions (1963) 14053
cases relating to public lands, digest

(1963) 20749; (1964) 4831
Kimball, Kenneth E., interlaminar properties

of 5 plastic laminates (1963) 12158
Kimball County, Nebr., soil survey (1962)

14592
Kimballion limestone mine. Standard Lime and

Clement Ck)., Giles (bounty, Va., mining
methods and costs (1964) 13107

Kimbell, Charles L., mineral industry of Cey-
lon (1965) 14671

Kimberlites, diamond mineral-satellites, genet-

ic conditions in Yakutia, USSR study
(1961) 15456

Kimberly, Nev., Tripp pit, Consolidated Cop-
permines Corp., open pit operations
(1962) 23956

Kim-Ok Yun, relief (1961) 14183, 16915, 18513
Kindergarten:

curriculum guides (1961) 12559
educating children (1965) 485
headstart for children in slums (1965) 10739
Soviet Union pre-school education methods

(1964) 12860
Kindswater, Carl E., discharge characteristics

of embankment-shaped weirs (1964) 6813

Kinematics:
behavior of human body during deceleration

(1962) 18754
engine and pump inlet duct gimbal joint sys-

tem in S-IC stage of Saturn V vehicle,

analysis (1964) 20568
equations of motion of coordinate trihedron

relative to earth's surface with its axes
stabilized in inertial space, USSR study
(1962) 5431

mechanisms from time of Watt (1962) 8545
properties of certain small-scale systems

(1964) 11701
studies of early type stars (1963) 21022
transport of chemically reacting species in

classical capillary (1964) 3025
see also Hodograph.

Kinematography, see Photography.
Kinetic cueing in simulated carrier approaches

(1965) 13105
Kinetics:
activated adsorption of hydrogen on Ni sur-

faces, USSR study (1961) 2369
analysis, including attenuation of both neu-

trals and ions by scattering (1964) 13645
autocatalytic chain reactions, mechanisms

(1961) 4654

Kinetics—Continued
carbothermic reduction of niobium pentox-

ide, problems, USSR study (1963) 8636
catalytic reactions, Soviet research (1963)

16873
chain reactions, types of curves, USSR

study (1961) 4654, 4711
chemical etching, of monocrystalline gallium

arsenide, USSR study (1965) 18311
chemical gas reactions (1962) 14832
chemical, problems in, USSR study (1963)

7002
chlorination, of germanium, silicon, iron,

tungsten, molybdenum, columbium, and
tantalum (1965) 14713

comparisons of experimental hydrox radi-

cal profiles with kinetic calculations in

supersonic nozzle, 1965) 13045
conditioned corrective and conditioned

switching functions of feedbacks, Bul-
garian study (1962) 7774

crystal formation, USSR study (1963) 8616
electrochemical analysis by emf conduct-

ance, kinetic methods (1965) 18615
electrokinetic phenomena in biology, USSR

lectures (1962) 11986
energy of atmospheric movements, USSR

study (1961) 10903

equations in classical mechanics (problems
of a dynamical theory in statistical

physics) (1961) 5303
equations for plasma including radiation in

presence of external magnetic field, solu-

tion (1964) 13699
experiments on deposition of gases at 4.2° K

(1961) 2601

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis on iron catalysts
(1964) 13103

formation of 2-phase systems near critical

point (1961) 2156
hydrate systems (1965) 7825

hydrogen-nitrous oxide-diluent flames, sam-
pling, measurements downstream (1963)
1308

ignition, hydrogen-oxygen reaction, analytic
solutions (1965) 2890

ignition of combustible mixtures by laminar
jets of hot gases (1963) 19865

interaction of active particles, chain reac-
tion theory, USSR study (1961) 4711

ion dissociation processes occurring in drift

tube of time-of-flight mass spectrometer
(1964) 52

kinetic-energy absorber employs frictional

force between mating cylinders (1964)

13188
kinetic energy of geostrophic wind over

Northern Hemisphere, USSR study
(1965) 12628

kinetic theory approach to studv of curved
shock-wave (1965) 13029

methods of analysis, USSR study (1962) 2632

nuclear reactor automation, existing meth-
ods of solution, Polish study (1962) 7910

oxidation in Mo-Si system (1963) 7589
oxidation mechanism of nickel and chromium

alloys (1961) 8039
oxidation, nickel metal in flowing air and

oxygen-nitrogen mixtures (1965) 1455

ozone decomposition and explosion, USSR
study (1962) 2608

platforming reactions of hydrocarbons.
Communist China (1961) 19478

processes of photoconduction and phospho-
rescence (1961) 8382

radicals in chain reactions, USSR study
(1961) 764
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Kinetics—Continued
reaction between true cholin esterase of

erythrocytes and phosphor-org:anic
compounds, USSR study (1962) 7870

reaction, gas solid, determining with sensi-

tive volumetric apparatus (1964) 7439
reactions of carbon dioxide and steam with

coke (1962) 12370
reactor kinetics and control, symposium

(1964) 13714
recovering tin from hardhead by selective

oxidation of iron (1961) 7945
relaxation mechanism of propagation of

combustion in heterogeneous exothermal
systems, USSR study (1961) 2362

thermal destruction of condensation resins,

thermal destruction of solidified epoxy
resins, investigation (1962) 12953

thermal explosions for mononuclear reac-
tions, German study (1961) 19529

triiodide/iodide reaction on platinum elec-

trode in neutral solution (1964) 7653
weakly coupled gases theory (1964) 11861
see also Chemical reactions.

Kinetocardiography, accelerometric precordial
ballistocardiogram in hvpertension
(1964) 14913

King, Basilio, and family, relief (1962) 20991;
(1963) 13469; (1964) 10393, 21114

King, CD., jr., biphenyl liquid heat transfer,
etc., studies (1964) 10032

King, David A., characteristics of family
campers using Huron-Manistee National
Forests (1965) 19645

King, Gene H., relief (1961) 18804; (1963) 7900
King, Gerald J., national cooperative dairy

herd improvement program handbook
(1965) 8420

King, Harold:
remarks

—

Dec. 15, 1962 (1963) 526
Jan. 14, 1963 (1963) 2279

King, James P., super-spruce seedlings show
continued superiority (1965) 19639

King, Joseph A., explanation of Superintend-
ent of Documents classification system
(1963) 9329

King, Margaret L.:

educational data

—

Austria, Federal Republic (1964) 578
Denmark (1963) 8165
England and Wales (1963) 20633
Finland, Republic of (1964) 580
Iceland, Republic of (1964) 12322
Ireland (1963) 8167
Ireland, Northern (1964) 584
Netherlands, Kingdom of (1964) 585
Spain (1964) .586

Switzerland (1964) 19628
King, Martin L., small business use of trade

association programs (1963) 1484
King, Philip B.:

geology of Great Smoky Mountains (1964)
8764

geology of Sierra Diablo region, Tex (1965)
19670

King, Ruth R., bibliography of North Ameri-
can geology, 1950-59 (1965) 9258

King County, Wash.:
environmental health survey, 1963 (1965)

18726
forest statistics (1963) 2311

King crabs:
blueing, observations (1965) 14308
growth of adult male (1962) 13829
fisheries, agreement with

—

Japan (1965) 3057
USSR (1965) 8327

King crabs—Continued
frozen meat, effect of processing conditions

on fluids freed upon thawing (1965)
14303

movements of king crabs tagged and re-

leased in Shumagin Islands area 1957-62
(1964) 6728

King salmon, see Salmon.
King Salmon Airport, weather observations,

hourly, decennial census (1963) 7512
Kingdom of Morocco, see Morocco.
Kingfisher County, Okla., soil survey (1962)

16173
Kings Canyon National Park:

additional lands

—

law (1965) 15459
reports (1965) 12105, 15901

general information (1962) 14526; (1963)
5644; (1964) 14979; (1965) 11549

maps (1963) 7337; (1964) 18833; (1965) 13088
map (1964) 18833
map (1965) 13088

Kings Lake Drainage District:
lump-sum payment

—

law (1961) 18585
reports (1961) 10307, 16986

Kings Mountain, manganiferous schists, re-

source investigation and leaching studv
(1962) 22514

Kings Mountain, N.C., Foote Mineral Co., con-
tinuous flotation of beryl from spodu-
mene mill tailing (1964) 14748

Kings Point, N.Y., see Executive Seminar Cen-
ter.

Kings River and Valley, ground water in allu-

vium (1963) 8348
Kingsolver, C.H., background and artificial

lighting for standardized grain inspec-
tion (1963) 14863

Kingston, Gary A., iron and steel scrap in

Pacific Northwest (1965) 5073
Kingston, R.I., research and field laboratory

for water pollution control (1964) 11573
Kingston, Wash.:
harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1963) 452
document edition (1963) 222

Kingston quadrangle, R.I.:

bedrock geology (1964) 18105
surficial geology (1961) 9245

Kinnamon, Kenneth E., effects of traumatic
injury on response to subsequent total

body irradiation in albino rats (1965)
18952

Kinnen, Edwin:
thoracic ca^e impedance measurements

—

cancellation of respiration effects on
transthoracic impedance (1964) 5906

determination of cardiac output (1964)

9988, 15238
dynamic responses of pneumograph (1964)
5907

impedance product systems (1964) 76
tissue resistivity, etc (1964) 9987

Kinney, Edward C:
acid mine pollution affecting fish and wildlife

(1964) 17998
annual report for 1962, Branch of Fishery

Management Services (1963) 19221
rotenone in fish pond management (1965)

10863
Kinney, Jo Ann S.:

discrimination in auditory and visual pat-

terns (1963) 9100
effect of field size and position on mesopic

spectral sensitivity (1965) 9538
factors affecting induced color (1964) 5464
night vision sensitivity during prolonged

restriction from sunlight (1964) 5465
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Kinnison, Allen F., orchard and vineyard land
use, Western States (1963) 11289

Kinnison, Hallard B., effects of hydraulic and
geologic factors on streamflow of Yaki-
ma River basin (1964) 4807

Kino, Eusebio F.:

statue

—

acceptance

—

proceedings (1965) 12047
reports (1964) 17554, 17802

place in Statuary Hall

—

law (1962) 18973
reports (1962) 9324, 17280

place temporarily in rotunda of Capitol
and hold ceremonies, reports (1964)

17553, 17801
proceedings at unveiling, authorize print-

ing, reports (1964) 17560, 17803
Kinston, N.C., redevelopment area, statistical

profile (1962) 13187
Kinsey, B.B., report on visits to some Euro-

pean laboratories (1964) 1779
Kinzua Dam:
Seneca Indian relocation, etc.

—

hearings (1964) 6359, 8448
law (1964) 17392
reports (1964) 6275, 8418, 17596

Kiowa County, Colo., geology and ground-
water resources (1965) 742

Kiowa Creek, fluvial sediment in basin (1964)

21364
Kipling, Mich.:
harbor improvements, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 23475
document edition (1962) 23329

Kiplinger, D.C., retail florist (1964) 16857
Kiras, Vera M.:

distribute land sale proceeds to

—

law (1964) 17312
reports (1964) 15428, 17710

Kirby, H.W., radiochemistry of radium (1965)

17105
Kirby, James G., crude petroleum and petrole-

"
urn products (1963) 20943; (1965) 1323

Kirbv, R.F., evaluation of stainless steel tub-

ing for fuel cladding (1963) 5933
Kirby, Richard N., basic data on economy of

Hong Kong (1964) 15984
Kirby, Robert H., aerial vehicle supported by

2 unshrouded propellers (1963) 18157

Kirby, Robert H., force-test investigation of

model of modified VZ-2 aircraft (1964)

16699
Kirghiz Soviet Socialist Republic:

Academy of Sciences, Tien Shan-High Moun-
tain Station for studies in physiological

geographv (1965) 6500
public health (1965) 1033
public health service, accomplishments and

shortcomings (1965) 9471
scandal among scientists (1965) 14541

science, further developments to strengthen
communism (1962) 12111

Kirin Province, China:
economic geography (1962) 22026
economic plan, 1960 (1961) 872
final accounts 1959 and 1960 draft budget

(1961) 801
natural geography of area (1962) 2885
production and procurement (1961) 2383

reports at 2d Provincial People's Congress
(1961) 820

transportation (1961) 821
work report (1961) 790

Kirk, Dudley, population of Western Europe,
presentation (1964) 2115

Kirk, I.W.:

differential harvesting of cotton (1963) 1630

Kirk, I.W.—Continued
evaluation of laboratory gin for processing

hand-snapped and machine-stripped cot-

ton (1963) 18399
Kirk, Jerry V., aerodynamic characteristics of

full-scale fan-in-wing model including
results in ground effect with nose-fan
pitch control (1964) 18737

Kirk, Samuel A., organization and implementa-
tion of programs for handicapped chil-

dren and youth, 1964 (1964) 17920
Kirkbyella, and related genera (1962) 9733
Kirkemo, Harold, molybdenum deposits in con-

terminous U.S (1965) 18199
Kirkpatrick, Lyman B., testimony (1962) 416
Kirov Oblast, Russian SFSR, Volga-Vyatka

region economic development (1962)
15835

Kirovsk, Russian SFSR, rayons and cities of
Murmanskaya oblast, translation (1962)
8237

Kirtland Air Force Base, electronic data proc-
essing equipment, excessive cost of leas-

ing compared with buying, GAO report
(1964) 4758

Kirundi language. Foreign Service Institute
basic course (1965) 9942

Kirwin National Wildlife Refuge, general in-

formation (1963) 13968
Kisacky, George A., service and self-service

bakery departments in retail food stores
(1965) 11819

Kish, John, relief (1964) 6254, 10382. 11990

Kishinev, Moldavian SSR, 7-year plan (1962)
14127

Kiska Island, geologic reconnaissance (1961)
14945

Kislovodsk, Russian SFSR, health resort, gen-
eral information (1963) 10865

Kiss, Elemer, bibliography on meteorological
satellites (1963) 1477"3

Kissinger, David G., weevils of genus Mae-
mactes (1963) 9236

Kister, L.R., sedimentation and chemical quali-

ty of water in Salt Creek basin, Nebr
(1964) 822

Kit Carson County, Colo., health study (1962)
8605

Kita-Daito-Jima Atoll, fossil algae (1962) 5296
Kitchen, J.P., pulse modulator (1965) 13127

Kitchen equipment, maintenance of galley
equipment at naval shore activities

(1964) 7868
Kitchen utensils:

china kitchenware. Tariff Commission report

(1963) 9461
cooking utensils, safety (1965) 12474
earthenware kitchen articles. Tariff (Commis-

sion report (1963) 9460

Kitchens:
arrangements, planning aids

—

broken-U (1963) 13180
corner storage (1963) 18438
L-shaped (1963) 13181
parallel-wall (1963) 13182
U-shaped (1963) 13179

Beltsville energy-saving design (1961) 8298;

(1963) 4356; (1964) 5830; (1965) 10075
central school lunch kitchens in urban

areas, establishing, problems and costs

(1965) 10721
Kites:
moored

—

Federal aviation regulations (1963) 13900;
(1964) 6619

operation rules, civil air regulations
(1962) 15538
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Kits:
adaptation for M-113 vehicles, overpricing

under Army Dept. contract negotiated

with FMC Corp., San Jose, Calif., GAO
report (1963) 13999

brake lining, improper disposal by Army
Department, GAO review (1964) 18089

lap-held display kit, for Apollo mission li-

brary of documents (1965) 6647

M-151 air cushion conversion kit, test and
evaluation (1965) 15105

pararescue medical kit (1964) 9979
see also Armament kits—Repair kits

—

Survival kits—Tension calibration kits.

Kittanning, Pa., redevelopment area, statisti-

cal profile (1962) 13144
Kittner, Dorothv R., supplemental unemploy-

ment benefit plans (1963) 16289
Kittredge, C.P., detection and location of cavi-

tation (1963) 4480
Kituba language, Foreign Service Institute

basic course (1963) 21118
Kitty Hawk (aircraft carrier):

crew members, improper or unnecessary
payments of pay, travel, and other al-

lowances by Department of Navy, GAO
report (1964) 10602

Kivel, Joseph, organometallic radiation dosi-

metry systems (1965) 17111
Kizel, Russian SFSR, coal basin, water, role of

microbiological factors in increasing
corrosiveness (1964) 2580

Klahr, Carl N.:

fabrication of semiconductor devices by neu-
tron transmutation doping (1963) 7704;
(1965) 1841

heterogeneous reactor calculation methods
(1964) 19237

Klain, George J.:

alterations of rat tissue cytochrome c levels

by chronic cold exposure (1963) 18480
interrelationships of cold exposure and ami-

no acid imbalances (1963) 11503
metabolic effects of methionine toxicity in

rat (1963) 18479
metabolic studies of amino acid imbalance in

cold exposed rats (1964) 4249
protein intake and cold exposure effect on

liver enzymes associated with amino
acid metabolism (1963) 11502

protein metabolism alterations during cold

acclimation (1963) 11501
Klamath Basin, national wildlife refuges

(1962) 11633
Klamath Falls, Oreg., consumer expenditures

and income, 1960, advance report (1963)
16274

Klamath Indians:

judgment funds, disposition

—

hearings (1965) 17711
law (1965) 17418
reports (1965) 8948, 17590

Klamath National Wildlife Refuge, see Lower
Klamath National Wildlife Ref-

uge—Upper Klamath National Wildlife

Refuge.
Klamath project:

cancel charges against non-Indian-owned
lands

—

law (1964) 17315
reports (1962) 15365, 21040; (1964) 372,

15776
Klann, John L., parametric exploration of axi-

al-flow turbines for Rankine cycle space
powerplants in megawatt range (1965)
2892

Klapthor, Margaret B.:

Benjamin Latrobe and Dolley Madison deco-

rate the White House, 1809-11 (1965)
18632

Klapthor, Margaret B.—Continued
gown of Mrs. John F. Kennedy as displayed

in National Museum (1964) 1583

presentation pieces in Museum of History

and Technology (1965) 18631
Klaus, David J., step size and error rate in

programmed instruction (1964) 20704
Klawitter, Ralph A., arasan-endrin rodent

repellent tests on acorns (1963) 12184

Klebsiella pneumoniae:
challenge, effect of acclimatization to 2° C

on host susceptibility (1964) 7981

space cabin environments effects on resist-

ance of mice to infection (1964) 11807

Klee, C.W., graphical determination of re-

sponse of simple line hydrophone to 2

sources (1963) 18240
Kleeb, Howard W.:

addresses

—

Oct. 23, 1963 (1963) 21039
Jan. 29, 1964 (1964) 5561

Mar. 5, 1964 (1964) 7594
Kleespies, Ernest K.:

titanium nitride preparation (1964) 13123

transfer of selected metals in titanium elec-

trorefining (1964) 11341

Klein, G.H., development of vibration test

specifications for spacecraft applica-

tions (1965) 11410
Klein, Jack E., drive-in dairies in Central Cali-

fornia, development, organization, and
operation (1964) 1707

Klein, Lawrence R., International Labor Con-

ference of 1963 (1964) 5442
Klein, W.H., procedures and equipment for

fumigating European pine shoot moths
on oranmental pines (1963) 6493

Klein, William K., application of synoptic cli-

matology and short-range numerical
prediction to 5-day forecasting (1965)

20145
Kleiner, Karol C:

labor law and practice in

—

El Salvador (1965) 7968
Nicaragua (1965) 1278

Klement, Alfred W., jr.:

atomic radiation bibliography (1963) 132;

(1965) 190
terrestrial and freshwater radioecology

(1964) 125, 15285; (1965) 8553
Klemic, Harry:
geology and uranium occurrences of Le-

highton. Pa. quadrangle (1963) 19293

geology of Belmont and Calamine quadran-
gles. Wis (1964) 18103

Klepfer, H.H.:
experimental and analytical program recom-

mendations, reactor pipe rupture study

(1965) 17093
materials for nuclear superheat fuel clad-

ding (1963) 5932
specific zirconium alloy design program,

progress reports (1963) 9672, 14979,

14983, 16843
USAEC symposium on zirconium develop-

ment, 1962 (1964) 5961, 10028

Klesment, Johannes, church and state under

Communism, USSR (1965) 436, 12337

Klett, Robert J., fission product separation by
solvent extraction (1964) 5983

Klich, George F., cooling 12.5° semivertex an-

gle cone by ejection of hydrogen and he-

lium from its apex at Mach 7 (1964)

20604
Klickman, A.E.:

fixed blankets for fast reactors (1964) 10025

(1964) 10025
mobile blankets for fast reactors (1964)

19230
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KlieRer, Walter A.:

correlates of disciplinary record in wide-

range sample (1963) 4463
peer ratings as predictors of disciplinary

problems (1963) 4462
Klier, E.P.:

fatigue crack effect on heat-treated 4340
steel (1964) 5588, 13335

Klima, Edward F., evaluation of biological

stains, inks and fluorescent pigments as

marks for shrimp (1965) 14342
Klima, Stanley J.:

preliminary investigation of effect of hydro-
gen on stress-rupture and fatigue prop-
erties of iron-, nickel-, cobalt-base alloy

(1963) 1287
ultrasonic technique for detection and meas-

urement of fatigue cracks (1965) 18557
Klimowski, Wieslawa A., relief (1961) 8679,

12401, 14050
Kline, John B., small business problem studies

(1963) 1473
Kline, Marvin S., relief (1964) 15474, 17699,

19387
Kline, R.E., F-105F limited category 2 per-

formance and stability tests (1965) 1787

Klinicheskaya meditsina (periodical):

translations (19621 12064, 14060, 15818.

19898; (1963) 5348; (1965) 6426, 9342,

11225
Klinger, F.L.:

mineral industry of—
Bahrain (1965) 12845
Federation of South Arabia (1965) 14672
Iraq (1965) 12880
Israel (1965) 12882
Italy (1965) 12883
Kuwait (1965) 12888
Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone (1965)

12889
Qatar (1965) 12907
Saudi Arabia (1965) 12916
Syrian Arab Republic (1965) 14690
Trucial Coast and Muscat and Oman

(1965) 14693
Klingman, C.L., apparatus for detecting heli-

um leaks (1964) 5495
Kliphuis, J., wake generating system for ASW

training device (1965) 11570
Klipple, Graydon E., early- and late-season

grazing versus season-long grazing of

short-grass vegetation on central Great
Plains (1965) 7754

Kljajin, Miladin, relief (1964) 10376, 15441,

17191
Klobuchar, J.A., AFCRL workshop on solar

eclipse proceedings (1965) 4218
Klondyke quadrangle, Ariz., geology (1965) 735

Klopp, William D., effects of purity and struc-

ture on recrystallization, grain growth,
ductility, tensile, and creep properties of

arc-melted tungsten (1964) 21776
Klorer, K.H., measurement of microvoltages

(1963) 9276
Klosky, Simon, index of gasification patents,

Belgian, French, German, Italian, and
Swedish (1964) 18660

Klotz, Herbert W.:
addresses, etc. (1964) 19356, 19357, 19366,

21095; (1965) 345, 4418, 7358, 13696, 13724

Klutznick, Philip M., nomination, hearing
(1961) 4094

Klyce, Donald F.:

mineral industry of

—

Indiana (1963) 1214; (1964) 1411; (1965)
1337

Michigan (1965) 1342; (1964) 1415

Klystrons:
electrostatically focused, research (1965)

18471
tubes, catalog prices, non competitive pro-

curements, negotiated by military de-
partments and contractors with Varian
Associates, GAO review (1963) 2322

tubes, unnecessary testing costs included in
prices from Radio Engineering Labora-
tories, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., Air
Force Dept., GAO report (1965) 6317

KMP-ase, see CoUagenmucoproteinase.
KMAG, see United States Military Advisory

Group to Republic of Korea.

Knanishu, J., high temperature non-reflective
erosion resistant aluminum finish (1964)
18869

Knape, Shandon D., confectionery sales and
distribution, 1962 (1963) 11596

Knapp, Joseph G.:

current challenges to farmer cooperatives
(1963) 10101

how farmer cooperatives contribute to agri-

cultural well-being (1963) 12094
talk, July 19, 1962 (1963) 6381

Kneeland, Natalie, practical research (1963)
8160

Kneppel, D.S. beryllium corrosion report
(1964) 5972

Knerr, Wallace J., relief (1963) 13503, 18997,
20411

Knestrick, G.L., comparison of underwater
attenuation of laser vnth nonlaser light

(1965) 11599
Knife action and storage loosen bark on pon-

derosa pine pulp chips (1965) 4802
Knifl[in, Fred W.:

distribution cost analysis (1965) 1611
retail credit and collections, bibliography

(1963) 21106; (1964) 20786
Knight, E>wart B., problems of Tennessee's

small meatpackers (1963) 1482
Knight, Herbert A.,

southern pulpwood production, 1963 (1965)
686

veneer log production and consumption in

Southeast, 1963 (1965) 2174
Knight, R.E.L., role and mission of Federal-

State employment service in American
economy, report (1965) 5956

Knight, Robert H., nomination, hearings (1961)
7267

Knight, S.J.:

forecasting trafficability of soils subjected
to freezing and thawing (1964) 14211

trafficability tests with Marsh screw am-
phibian on coarse and fine grained soils

(1964) 6600
Vicksburg mobility exercise A, vehicle anal-

ysis for remote-area operation (1965)
7618

Knipling, E.F., potential role of sterility meth-
od for insect population control (1964)
20897

Kniseley, Ralph M., dynamic clinical studies

with radioisotopes (1964) 15286
Knit goods, see Clothing—Textiles

—

also
names of clothing.

Knitting mills, census of manufactures, 1958,
industry report (1961) 5456

Knobbe, Robert, relief (1961) 12204; (1962)

20755, 21272

Knobs:
linkage permits one-hand control of several

operations (1965) 5136
maximum torque exertable (1963) 7604
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Knoebel, Robert M., plan for teaching teach-
ers of data processing (1964) 8490

Knoll, Ethel, relief (1962) 7027; (1963) 7877
Knostman, Richard W.:

mineral industry of

—

Idaho (1965) 19852
Montana (1965) 1346

Knott, Lawson B., jr., nomination, hearing
(1965) 12331

Know your ducks, field guide for hunters
(1961) 14878

Know your migratory gam birds, wading and
upland migratory birds (1961) 19336

Knowledge is power (USSR periodical):
translations (1961) 19481; (1965) 12775

Knowles, Doyle B.:

geology and ground-water resources of

Montgomery County, Ala (1964) 6812
ground-water conditions at Argonne Nation-

al Laboratory, 111., 1948-60 (1963) 19327
ground water conditions in Green Bay area.

Wis., 1950-60 (1964) 6819
water resources of Green Bay area, Wis

(1964) 4802
Knowles, Paul H., reconnaissance for uranium

in San Pedro de Atacama and Laco
areas, Chile (1963) 16855

Knowles Dam and Reservoir, construction pro-
ject, hearings (1963) 15330

Knox, J.B., Project Pre-Buggv, base surge
analysis (1964) 4298

Knox, Fort, unnecessary vacancies in Govern-
tnent-owned family housing, GAO report
(1965) 2218

Knoxville, III., motor vehicle accident (1961)
19462

Knoxville, Tenn.:
aircraft accident (1963) 20370
census of business, 1958, standard metropol-

itan area, central business district sta-
tistics (1961) 8466

census of business, 1963, major retail cen-
ters, standard metropolitan statistical
area (1965) 13569

census of housing, 1960

—

city blocks (1961) 16413
special reports for local housing authori-

ties (1961) 18375
standard metropolitan statistical area,

tenure, rooms, condition and plumbing,
etc (1962) 18829

censuses of population and housing, 1960,
census tracts in standard metropolitan
statistical area (1962) 292

McGhee Tyson Airport, weather observa-
tions, hourly, decennial census (1963)
13126, 16661'

real property acquisition practices and ade-
quacy of compensation, hearings (1964)
15602

Knunyants, I.L., biographic information (1964)
19876

Knutson, Robert G., veneer log production in

Lake States continues general decline,
1963 (1965) 658

Knuuttila, Kaino H., see Auzis, Kaino H.
Koa, silvical characteristics (1965) 680
Koberg, Gordon E.:

evaporation control research, 1959-60 (1963)
6569

long wave and reflected solar radiation from
atmosphere and water surface, etc
(1964) 8763

Kobett, D.R., panel flutter research (1964)
1479, 14788

Kobler, Aideh, relief (1961) 10376, 14210, 16549
Kobren, Lawrence, eff"ect of electron radiation

on TV lens components (1965) 16678

Kobuk River and Valley, central, northwest-
ern Alaska, surficial geology (1964)
18111

Koch, D.W., advanced test reactor, corrosion
behavior of materials of construction
(1965) 10169

Koch, George S., jr.:

estimating metal content, etc., of ore body
from diamond-drill-hole data (1964) 9502

statistical interpretation of sample assay
data from Mi Vida uranium mine. Big
Indian district, San Juan County, Utah
(1964) 21717

Koch, Jean A., atlas of VLF emission spectra
observed with hiss recorder (1965) 1501

Kochendorfer, Fred D., aircraft cooling ejec-
tors (1963) 10972

Kocher, Lester A., relief (1962) 19046, 21351,
23151

Kock Kong Fong, see Fong, Kock Kong.
Kodiak Airways, Inc., accident (1963) 9736
Kodiak, Alaska, atmospheric radioactivity

(1962) 6360
Kodiak Island, Alaska, aircraft accident from

Old Harbor, Kodiak Island (1963) 9736
Kodiak Island, northeastern area, Alaska, soil

survey and vegetation (1961) 1480
Koehler, Helga G.F., relief (1961) 12377, 14205

16533
Koehler, R.L., phase locked dual channel

spacecraft receiver for phase and group
path measurements (1965) 19885

Koehler Mine, rock-dust disseminator used in
return air currents, Kaiser Steel Corp.,
Koehler, N. Mex (1965) 6590

Koelling, Gordon, W., mineral industry of
Trinidad and Tobago (1965) 12926

Koenig, David G.:

wind-tunnel tests on aspect ratio 2.17 delta-
v^ang model equipped with midchord
boundary-layer-control flaps (1965) 2898

wingless vertical take-off' and landing air-

craft (1963) 5570
Koenigsberg, Lee, opportunities for economic

growth in Bradford County, Pa (1965)
1814

Koerber, Thomas W., toxicity of diesel oil to
Douglas-fir cones (1963) 17485

Koestel, Alfred, wetting and nonwetting mer-
cury condensing pressure drops (1965)
1468

Koesterer, Martin G., sterilization of space
probe components (1965) 6635

Kofa Game Range:
birds (1961) 17261
mammals (1963) 6461

Kofskey, Milton G., radial inflow turbine de-
signed for Brayton cycle space power
generation system (1965) 16714

Kogoj, Franjo, biographic data (1962) 15724
Kogon, Maurice:

basic data on economy of Taiwan (Formosa)
(1963) 6609

economic developments in Taiwan, 1962
(1963) 6611

investment in Hong Kong (1963) 5061
market for U.S. products in Hong Kong

(1964) 15982
Koh, Chao, Yao, relief (1962) 11512, 15127,

16695
Koh, Mi Sook, see Crabbs, Mary F.

Kohl, Douglas A., 500-kc./sec. sferics studies in
severe storms (1964) 11703

Kohl, Jessie W., research reported by Naval
Medical Research Laboratory (1964)
11311, 14728; (1965) 9,536

Kohn, Samuel, synthesis of phosphonic polyes-
ters by transesterification (1965) 14861
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K'o-hsueh Hsin-wen (periodical):

domestic news items (1961) 12891
translations (1961) 10877, 11037-38,

11063-66, 11068, 11093, 15091, 15301;
(1962) 1408, 5765, .5792, 10098, 10218,
10825, 12249, 14225, 15813

K'o-hsueh T'ung-pao (periodical):

translations (1961) 15301; (1962) 1408, 5765,
5792, 10098, 10218, 10325, 12249, 14225,
15813

Kojic acid, production with Aspergillus flavus
(1961) 5223

Kokosing River Basin:
flood control survey, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1962) 2430
document edition (1962) 2307

Kokrodua, foreign wood, information (1961)
4277

Kolb, Charles R., review of research on mili-

tary problems in cold regions (1965)
5543

Kolberg, Hugo, relief (1961) 19022; (1962) 6920,
6995

Kolde, H.E., quality control of radioactivity-
counting systems (1965) 18704

Kolkhozes, see Collectives.

KoUar, K.L.:

adequacy of public water utilities, 1959
(1963) 13257

engineers' overseas handbook (1965) 15263
size and regional trends for pressure pipe in

water and sewage systems (1965) 13546
sewerage utilities sewer service-pipe re-

quirements (1963) 16872
water and sewerage works pressure pipe

requirements, 1940-75 (1965) 223
water service-pipe requirements by water

utilities, 1950-80 (1964) 19280
Koller, Irena M., relief (1961) 7179
Kollman, George, distribution and chemical

forms of 2-mercapto-ethylguanidine,
etc., given in protective doses (1963)
7637

Kollmeyer, Ronald C:
oceanographic observations, tropical Atlan-

tic Ocean, Equalant 11 (1965) 1936
oceanography of Grand Banks region and

Labrador Sea in 1964 (1965) 17269
Kolloian, EHizabeth, see Izmirian, Elizabeth K.
Kolnick, Joseph J., random deviations from

stabilized cruise altitudes of commercial
transports at altitudes up to 40,000 feet
with autopilot in altitude hold (1963)
14587

Kolodrubetz, Walter W., labor mobility and
private pension plans (1964) 16609

Kolomensky, A. A., proceedings of Internation-
al Conference on High Energy Accelera-
tors (1965) 13490, 18953

Kolyma River, topographic and geodetic oper-
ations conducted by Kolyma expedition
of People's Commissariat of Communica-
tions, 1928-29 (1961) 11223

Komack, Roy L., magnetotelluric micropulsa-
tions at widely separated stations (1964)
7962

Komar, C.A.:

ultrasonic phenomena, etc (1963) 5473
velocity of sound in petroleum reservoir

rocks and other mediums (1963) 7205
Komi Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic:
economic study (1962) 14205
excerpts from Prospects of oil and gas in-

dustry in Komi ASSR (1962) 12256
Kommunist (periodical):

translations (1961) 1077, 2304, 2306, 4554,
7789, 9369, 9381, 12882, 12983, 1.3226,

13239, 13273, 13372, 1.3378, 13389, 15045,
17384, 19765, 19790; (1962) 1161, 1361,

Kommunist (periodical)—Continued
translations—Continued

1476, .3004, 5934, 6043, 8110, 8280, 10290,
10.369, 12055, 12136, 12258, 14039, 14265,
1.5824, 17854, 17985, 19998, 23667, 23672;
(1963) 708, 1062, 2457, 2779, 2974, 5341,
6773, 6902, 8705, 8980, 10625, 12344,
12595, 142.53, 15694, 16081, 17826, 17874,
19467, 20828; (1964) 1078, 1224, 2682,
4968, 5289, 7038, 8902, 9105, 9356, 11024,
12591, 13000, 16151, 16332, 18307, 19866,
20143, 21439, 21620; (1965) 1097, 2584

Komons, Nick A.:

Air Force and nuclear physics, history of
program (1964) 67

Air Force research grant program (1963)
14915

cadmium sulfide, history of semiconductor
research at Aerospace Research Labor-
atories (1965) 4191

Koncek, Mikulas, Czechoslovak meteorologist
and climatologist, biographic sketch
(1962) 5494

Konev, I., reminiscences of 1945 (1965) 18316
Koninklijke Java-China-Paketvaart Lijnen

N.V., relief (1961) 14179, 16556, 16885
Konkle, Ward W., agricultural science review

(1964) .547, 3224; (1965) 3112
Konko, Jack, relief (1961) 10231, 12417, 14054
Konopka, Gisela:

adolescent delinquent girls (1965) 4367
what houseparents should know (1964) 11921

Konyen, Wilhelm, and family, relief (1964)
15665; (1965) 6012

Koo, Kim Chong, relief (1962) 17152, 23144
Koon Chew Ho., see Ho, Koon Chew.
Koos, William M., soil survey of Foard Coun-

ty, Tex (1965) 11697
Kootenai Indians:

(Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of
Flathead Reservation, set aside lands
for, reports (1962) 13453; (1963) 20480

judgment funds, disposition

—

law (1964) 1960
reports (1963) 20580; (1964) 2030

Kootenai River, Libby Dam, construction au-
thorized (1964) 2297

Kopp, W. Brewster, nomination, hearing (1965)
14116

Koppers Company, Inc., hydrate process for
saline water conversion, experimental
and engineering studies (1964) 10674;
(1965) 11023

Kopstein, Felix F., auto-instructional devices
(1963) 5872

Koral, Kenneth F., empirical equations for
electron backscattering coefficients
f 196.5) 13056

Kordes, Eldon E., flutter tests of sandwich-
type flat panels (1963) 10985

Korea:
Academy of Sciences, report (1963) 8893
American professors who went under F\il-

bright-Hays program (1965) 8292
background notes (1965) 3034
China boundary, study (1963) 20162
Consular Convention with U.S., text, etc

(1963) 8024
fact sheet (1963) 18326
international Communist developments

(1963) 14366
military demarcation line, study (1963)

20167
North-
advisory material for party staff (1961)

11129
agrarian transformations (1961) 4374
agriculture, successes (1961) 7640
banking and currency system (1961) 12999
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Korea—Continued
North—Continued

bibliography of social science periodicals
and monograph series, 1945-61 (1962)
14944

central yearbooks, information (1963)

1122; (1964) 18489
changes in administrative districts (1961)

4564, 13309
coking bases expanded (1961) 786
Communism, articles (1963) 7001, 7077
(Communist education and language (1961)

11132
Ck)mmunist Party's agricultural policy

(1964) 11060
conferral of academic degrees (1962) 5559
credit and monetary circulation (1961)
4518

democratic youth organizations within
government organs (1961) 2192

economic development, 1961 (1963) 6904
economic reports (1961) 1118, 2415, 4688,

11009, 12904, 15539, 15281, 15419, 15629,
17533, 19754; (1962) 1243, 1448, 3226,
6005, 8201, 10113, 10332, 14081, 15771,
17866, 17932, 19815, 19922, 22035, 22399,
23811; (1963) 736, 782, 898, 2537, 2579,
2883, 2911, 5358, 5423, 6935, 6989, 8462,
8588, 8601, 8643, 8832, 8873, 8978, 10406,
10452, 10464, 12537, 12700, 14155, 14357,
15691, 15989, 16002, 16114, 16179, 16223,
16245, 17668, 17721, 17762, 17860, 17912,
17964, 20863, 20914; (1964) 956, 1142,
1190, 2604, 2625, 2698, 2795, 4889, 5078,
5122, 5340, 6937, 6991, 7189, 8900, 8920,
9003, 9103, 9276, 9289, 10930, 11060,
12824, 12983, 15998, 18226, 18400, 18601,
20152, 20262; (1965) 844, 960, 1206, 2316,
2365, 2515

economy and trade (1963) 12662
economy, expansion, 1960 (1962) 5922, 7878

electric power industry (1962) 3061, 19706
expanding iron and steel industry (1961)

11095
factional rivalry, history (1964) 8929
15 years of scientific progress (1962) 5563
finances (1961) 4409
formation and growth of socialist intellec-

tuals (1961) 15618
freight shipments to, international regula-

tions, Austrian study (1963) 19421
gazetteer, official standard names (1963)

19291
great vitality of spirit of Ch'ongsan-ni

(1961) 10944
growth rate and balance in economic de-

velopment, report (1963) 12489
heavy industry development, policy of La-
bor Party (1963) 16137

history, recent (1963) 10626
how to improve and strengthen adminis-

trative operations of national develop-
ment program (1965) 960

ideologistic theories concerning modern
revisionism serving American imperial-
ism (1961) 4425

impressions and its economy (1961) 21035
industrial geography, new features (1961)
4380

industries, development (1962) 1148
iron and steel industry (1961) 889
Japan trade, past and present (1965) 2365
labor conditions (1964) 9473
labor party policy for development of

light industry (1963) 17882
Labor Party's foreign trade policy, trans-

lation (1961) 17525
laws, development (1962) 22290
Leninist theory in post-liberation litera-

ture and arts (1961) 11133

Korea—Continued
North—Continued

living conditions of repatriated (1963)
19562

local government, translations (1962)
19649

machine translation, research (1963) 15825

metal and machine industries (1962) 8247
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-

ter (1965) 14684
modern literature and Han Sor-ya (1961)
893

national economy, reorganization of ad-

ministration, USSR article (1961) 12855
People's Army provides revolutionary
armed strength of party (1961) 13255

People's constitution, draft lecture (1962)
13661

People's educational system revision

(1961) 7680
periodicals, titles of technical articles

(1962) 5493
periodicals, translations of titles, scientif-

ic-technical articles (1961) 15012
political and sociological information

(1964) 942, 1141, 1301, 2471, 2547, 2645,
2671, 2680, 2695, 5054, 7145, 8949, 9049,
9150, 9227, 11153, 12975, 15997, 16455,
18401, 18598, 20261

political and sociological information,
translations (1962) 18016, 19649, 19684,

19765, 19873, 19893, 19992, 20010, 22154,

22341, 23747, 23880; (1963) 675, 709,

2538, 2903, 2909, 8461, 8587, 8644, 12426,

15959, 16115, 16187, 16202, 17925, 20864;

(1965) 848, 967, 1180, 1233, 2303, 2364,

2514, 2661
political translations (1962) 1353, 1467-68,

2990, 3057, 3163, 5816, 5930, 8048, 8173,

10014, 10118, 14055, 14119, 15955
politics and education (1961) 10943
prefabricated housing experiences (1964)

5122
Public Procurator duties and functions

(1962) 22073
reports of expanded plenums of municipal-

ities and provincial party committees
(1961) 11146

scientific and technical developments
(1961) 11069

scientific and technical development,
1945-60 (1962) 5476

scientific publications and their authors
(1963) 16028

7 year plan and trade with Japan (1961)

11096
socialism, growth, achievements, etc (1961)

1144
Soviet — North Korean scientific and

technical cooperation (1962) 5497
Soviet takeover, techniques, case study

(1961) 9764
standard translations of Communist
terms, JPRS handbook (1964) 18540

strengthen unity and solidarity of social-

ist camp (1961) 11131
structure of national economy and rate of

economic growth (1965) 2515
train and route schedules for 1963 (1963)

8678
training technical cadres, USSR study

(1961) 15390
translations (1961) 19610
university admission requirements and

curricula, 1961-62 (1962) 1514
water power resources and their utiliza-

tion (1961) 4485
yearbooks (1963) 6959; (1964) 885

People's Democratic Republic, see, above.
North.
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Korea

—

Continued

pocket guide (1962) 6632
political and economic developments in last

decade (1963) 19729
publications in National Agricultural Li-

brary (1963) 14594
Republic

—

administrative areas, demographic, eco-

nomic and geographic statistics (1964)
20098

agricultural commodities, agreements
(1962) 14615, 20324; (1963) 3356, 16597,
16609, 20174; (1964) 11636, 16878; (1965)
6939

agricultural economy (1961) 10529
bibliography of social science periodicals
and monograph series, 1945-61 (1962)
16478

consular convention with U.S (1964) 5700
cotton textiles, trade, agreement (1965)
8326

defense, rescind economic provisions,
agreement (1962) 14613

diving women, physical insulation (1963)
1759

economic and technical assistance pro-
gram, 1957-61, GAO review (1962) 21804

economic cooperation agreement (1961)
11598

economic developments (1962) 15666;
(1963) 8401

economic, technical, and related assist-

ance, agreement (1961) 20186
educational commission and financing ex-

change programs, agreement (1963)
16588

8th U.S. Army, inadequate maintenance,
etc., of aviation units, GAO review
(1965) 9227

fishing industry, 1961 (1962) 19509
foreign trade regulations (1964) 10693

government organization law (1962) 12291
import tariff system (1961) 4266
investment factors (1964) 14382
investment guaranties, agreement (1965)

13293
labor conditions (1964) 9476

law governing Bank of Korea, amdts
(1962) 17733

loan of vessels, agreement (1961) 6582
loan of additional vessels, agreement

(1963) 11317
military assistance program, overprocure-
ments resulting from ineffective supply
management. Defense Dept., GAO re-

ports (1965) 10965

mineral industry, minerals yearbook chap-
ter (1965) 14688

mutual security program, GAO review
(1961) 7510

newly independent nation, fact sheet

(1961) 5104
nuclear research and training equipment
and materials, grant for procurement,
agreement (1961) 5121

parcel post agreement (1961) 5133
passport visas, agreement (1962) 22837

petroleum, agreement (1964) 18977
relief supplies and equipment, inland
transportation charges, agreement
(1963) 7455

standard place names (1965) 4991-92
student movement, nature and direction

(1963) 10750
surplus agricultural commodities, agree-
ment (1961) 1507, 6580, 9791, 11589,
16004

surplus property disposal, agreement
(1963) 11318

Korea—Continued
Republic—Continued
United States aid, staff survey team re-

port (1962) 9379
United States Educational Commission in

Korea, agreement (1961) 16622
United States 5th Air Force, excessive

stocks at selected bases, GAO report
(1964) 6766

United States-Korean relations, historical

summary and chronology of important
developments, 1834-1962 (1963) 1508

United States local currency military
budget support program, GAO review
(1963) 2327

United States Military Advisory Group,
establishment, agreement (1961) 5117

United States Military Advisory Group,
KMAG in peace and war, history (1963)
5468

sailing directions (1961) 20848; (1963) 12939;
(1965) 5289

sending gift packages to (1962) 710
South, see, above. Republic.
unification peaceful, proposal (1961) 13241
unification record 1943-60 (1961) 1488
United Nations operations, logistical sup-

port, agreement with Australia, etc

(1964) 11627
U.S. Army area handbook (1965) 7152
United States military operations and mu-

tual security programs overseas, report
(1961) 19147

unnecessary procurement of air passenger
service on scheduled commercial airlin-

ers to U.S., by Defense Dept., GAO re-

port (1965) 10973
Korean languages, problems of linguistics at

25th Congress of Orientalists (1961)

19570
Korean literature:

contributions of Han Sor-ya (1961) 893
themes and national character (1961) 13348

Korean War, 1950-53:

history of U.S. Army, south to Naktong,
north to Yalu, June-Nov. 1950 (1961)

11364
history of U.S. naval operations (1962)

22655
Marine Corps operations (1963) 1194
role of U.S. Military Advisory Group (1963)

5468
USAF airborne operations (1964) 4264
veterans, see, in main alphabet. Veterans.
wound ballistics, history of Medical Depart-

ment, Army (1962) 14829
see aJso Pensions.

Koreans, minorities in Soviet (Central Asia and
Kazakhstan (1964) 20069

Kormanik, Paul P.:

comparison of loblolly, white, Virginia, and
shortleaf pine in Virginia Piedmont
(1964) 2381

international 1/4-inch board-foot volume
table for shortleaf pine in Virginia-

Carolina Piedmont (1963) 6518
trees and shrubs of Lee Experimental For-

est, Buckingham County, Va (1963)

10251
Kormilev, Nicholas A., Aradidae in National

Museum, subfamily Mezirinae (Hemip-
tera) (1964) 7603

Kornbacher, G.K., performance, operation, and
use of low-aspect ratio jet-flapped wings
(1965) 1687

Kornegay, B.H., transport of radionuclides in

fresh water systems, report of working
meeting (1964) 129

Koror Magnetic Observatory, magnetograms
and hourly values (1964) 10116
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Korshunovsk iron ore deposit, industrial flow

chart for concentrating (1961) 4587
Korth, Fred, nomination, hearing (1962) 5062
Koryokinesis, research on mitotic division of

cells, USSR (1962) 5811
Koski, Augustus A., Hungarian, basic course

(1963) 13069; (1964) 13464
Koss, Jan, relief (1963) 15196, 18975, 20398
Kostakis, loannis F., relief (1961) 8877
Kostanecki, Andrew T., relief (1961) 14274,

16887, 18481
Kostantoyannis, John G., relief (1964) 2028,

6169, 6418
Kostelac, Mike H., relief (1961) 12205
Kostides, Kalliope, relief (1964) 10373; (1965)

5993
Kot'atko, Jiri, eulogy on his 60th birthday

(1962) 7540
Kotin, Paul, panel presentation, Dec. 11, 1962

(1963) 1416
Kotzebue, Alaska:
ground temperature observations (1965)

18025
Kotzebue Air Force Site, color removal from

surface waters by hypochlorite, field

tests (1965) 8473
training for village health aides in area

(1965) 20048
Koumbouris, Aspasia A., relief (1961) 8882,

12197, 14049
Koumoutsos, Athanisia G., relief (1961) 16949
Kouniakis, Harry N., relief (1961) 7174, 8698,

10155
Koury, Rose, selected bibliography on elemen-

tary education, 1959-64 (1965) 9046
Koutsougeanopoulos, Vasileos, relief (1965)

17540, 19062
Kouyoumjiam, Mardiras, and wife, relief (1964)

12202
Kovacina, T.A.:

high temperature properties of sodium and
potassium (1963) 7371

solubility of columbium-1% zirconium in so-

dium by activation analysis (1965) 14948

Kovaleski, John S., basic data on economy of

New Zealand (1965) 354
Kovalik, Milan J.:

oxidizing Pittsburgh-bed coal (1963) 14522
studies of thickness of plastic layer of coals,

its determination and significance (1965)
2818

Kovtun, A.I., Sevastopol' diary (1964) 1279
Kowalczyk, George I., U.S.S. Thresher disas-

ter, actuarial analysis of survivor bene-
fits payable (1965) 1621

Kowalczyk, Wladyslawa, relief (1964) 6386;
(1965) 6010

Kozan, G.R.:
dustproofing and waterproofing of soils, lab-

oratory studies of soil waterproofing
materials (1963) 17413

soil stabilization, quicklime as stabilizing
material, investigations (1963) 15459-460

soil stabilizing systems for military purpos-
es (1965) 9072

Kozlov, F.R., speech, Feb. 26, 1963 (1963) 8880
Kracek, F.C.:

melting and transformation temperatures of

mineral and allied substances (1963)
19295

Kraft, Ivor, when teenagers take care of chil-

dren, guide for baby sitters (1964) 17118
Kraft paper, see Paper.
Kraftile Co., clay mining, processing, and uti-

lization, methods and practices (1964)
1404

Krakow, Poland:
cost of living, 1949-58 (1962) 14059

Krakow, Poland—Continued
nuclear physics institute, research, Polish

study (1962) 9997
Kramer, David, plankton grid studies off Baja

California (1964) 4740
Kramer, Francisco V., Guatemalan press eval-

uation (1963) 2693
Kramer, Henry H., research in activation

analysis (1964) 10034
Kramer, James P., generic revision of leafhop-

per subfamily Neocoelidiinae (Homop-
tera: Cicadellidae) (1964) 7604

Kramer quadrangle, Calif., geology (1961)
9250

Kramm, Elizabeth R., families of mongoloid
children (1963) 7770

Krammes, Jay S.:

effect of 2, 4-D and 2, 4, 5-T on water quality
after spraying treatment (1965) 2171

first aid for burned watersheds (1964) 8665
Krascella, N.L.:

absorption and scattering characteristics of

small particles (1965) 8045
tables of composition, opacity etc., of hydro-

gen (1964) 5502
Krasnaya zvezda (newspaper):
translations (1965) 11109

Krasnoyarsk Territory, Russian SFSR in-

dustrial Krasnoyarskiy Kray today
(1963) 17904

Krasovskiy, Ye. B., controversial works in
Lenin prize competition (1965) 6465

Krassilnikoviae, Kriss, microorganisms, new
class, USSR study (1963) 17702

Kraus, John F., Olustee Arboretum, perform-
ance of 67 species of forest trees (1963)
19269

Krause, Helmut G.L.:
astrodynamic constants (1963) 14547
astrorelativity (1964) 5528

Kraut, see Sauerkraut.
Krauthoff, Louis C, H, address, Feb. 23, 1965

(1965) 16208
Kravanja, Milan A., Soviet Far East fisheries

expansion (1965) 6210
Krawec, Roman:

direct-current methods of plasma production
for use in magnetic mirror experiments
(1965) 11506

instrument for electronic differentiation of

current-voltage characteristics (1964)
21760

Krebill, R.G., blister rust found on limber pine
in northern Wasatch Mountains (1964)
16935

Krebs, Richard P., analysis and design proce-
dures for flat, direct-condensing, central
finned-tube radiator (1964) 20601

Kreichelt, Thomas E., air pollution measure-
ments in Baltimore, Md., Mar.-Apr. 1964
(1965) 9869

Kreisman, Wallace, measurement of lowest
pressure in space and laboratory (1965)
6615

Kreiss, Edward E. relief (1964) 15467; (1965)
5855, 13752, 14018

Kreiter, Tim J., comparison of direct and indi-

rect ascent modes for 1966-67 Mars op-

portunity with Atlas-Centaur launch
vehicle (1965) 8119

Kreitlow, K.W., lawn diseases, and how to con-
trol them (1963) 18426; (1965) 4104

Kreitzberg, Carl W., occlusions structure de-

termination (1964) 7965
Kremlin:
espionage and terror organizations, testimo-

ny of Petr S. Deriabin, print additional
copies, report (1961) 12283
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inroads in Communist Cuba, German report

(1962) 9883
shakeup, background information and inter-

pretation (1965) 148
Krempasky, George T., precast concrete mine

supports (1963) 10943. 14518
Krendel. Ezra S., natural pilot model for flight

proficiency evaluation (1963) 18225
Kreuger, Paul H., writings of American au-

thors, I, USAFI study guide (1964) 21248

Krickich, Joseph:
mineral industry of

—

Connecticut (1963) 20954; (1965) 18439
Maine (1963) 19849; (1964) 20489
New York (1963) 1218
Ohio (1963) 1220; (1964) 2986; (1965) 1352
Rhode Island (1963) 19853

Kriesberg, Martin:
food service in

—

private elementary and secondary schools

(1965) 38
public schools (1965) 40

market for food in nation's schools (1965)
11854

Krinitzsky, E.L., groundwater in alluvium of

lower Mississippi Valley (upper and cen-

tral areas) (1965) 528
Krislov, Joseph:
coverage of supplemental unemployment

benefit plans, 1962 (1965) 1632
employee-benefit plans in 1962 (1964) 9774
survey of State and local government retire-

ment systems, covering workers also

covered under Federal old-age, survi-

vors, and disability insurance program,
1961 (1963) 3244

Kristall light range finder (1965) 16433
Krivickas, Domas, church and state under

Communism, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia
(1965) 12336

Krivoy Rog basin enterprise, capital invest-

ment effectiveness analysis, USSR
(1962) 22006

Krivoy Rog ore concentrating combines must
produce high qualitv concentrates,
USSR (1961) 2328

Kroger Co., accident (1964) 4878
Kroll, Brigitte M.L, relief (1961) 16948; (1962)

4936, 6914

Kromer, George W.:
implications of shifting U.S. soybean mar-

keting year to Sept. 1 (1965) 17997
remarks, summary, Nov. 29, 1962 (1963) 2140

tung oil supplies, scarcest since World War
II (1963) 8151

U.S. castorbean and oil production increases
again (1963) 12050

Kromprins Christian Land, Greenland, Arctic
ice-free land sites evaluation (1962) 4543

Krueger, G.P., experimental techniques for

determining mechanical behavior of flex-

ible structural adhesives in timber
joints (1965) 9196

Krueger, Gladys:
mental health directory, 1964 (1965) 2944
phenylketonuria, bibliography, 1963 (1964)

4361
Krueger, Kenneth W., compounds leached from

western redcedar shingle tow found tox-

ic to Douglas-fir seedlings (1964) 8656
Kruger, Paul, n>eteorological evaluation of

radioactive fallout (1963) 7715
Krugman, Stanley L., ten-year performance of

California planting of progenies of Pi-

nus radiata from Australia (1964) 12466

Krumholz, Louis A.:

ecological survey of

—

limnology of White Oak Creek and Lake
(1963) 11566

vertebrate fauna of White Oak Lake and
environs (1963) 11567

White Oak Creek, 1950-53 (1963) 9684
Krumwiede, Grace I., educational data, Cuba

(1963) 13848
Krupa, Maria C, relief (1961) 8684, 12404
Krupinski, Kazimierz, relief (1962) 16867,

21300; (1963) 9846, 16982, 17211
Krupp-Renn process, treating lean iron ores of

Mesabi Range, feasibility (1964) 13665
Kruse, Paul J., jr., remote controlled underwa-

ter photographic surveillance system
(1965) 4774

Krustanov, Lyubomir K., biography (1963)

14356
Krutsin, antibiotics, morphological action on

cells of ascitic form of Ehrlich's tumor,
USSR study (1963) 6704

Kruzof Island, aerial photographs, recognition
criteria of rock types (1964) 6795

Krypton isotopes:
chemical reactions, Kr-85 clathrate analyti-

cal techniques to measure oxidation-
reduction products in liquid state, devel-

opment (1963) 18594
Kr-85—
development as universal tracer (1964)

19235
gamma abundance in radioactive decay

(1961) 16186
research on applications of kr-85 as radia-

tion source (1965) 1840
Kryter, Karl D.:

effects of spectral content and duration on
perceived noise level (1963) 9191

SCIM meter for measuring performance of

speech communications systems (1965)

5548
Krzak, Wieslawa B., relief (1961) 7204, 12078,

12173
Krzyzowska, Marta, relief (1965) 12075
KSC, see Communist Party of Czechoslovakia.

Ku, Marshall, relief (1964) 19538; (1965) 7507
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, independence pro-

clamation, celebration (1963) 19624
Kuang-Ming daily, ideological subjects. Com-

munist China, articles (1961) 969
Kuang-ming Jih -pao (periodical):

translations (1961) 2382, 10825, 11134,

12871, 12875, 15051, 15056, 15278, 17390,
17417-418, 19513, 19873; (1962) 1359,

1436, 2992, 3171, 3201, 5658, 5795, 5873,

6162, 7932, 8068, 8107, 8209, 9942, 10107,

10192, 10316, 12080, 12163, 12293. 14071,

14096, 14136, 14145, 15760, 15899
Kube, Wayne R., technology and use of lignite

(1964) 20479
Kubicek, William, thoracic cage impedance

measurements, calibration of impedance
pneumograph (1963) 16801

Kubin, Robert F., thermodynamic properties

and Mollier chart for hydrogen from
300° K to 20,000° K (1964) 11359

Kublin, Gregoire A., relief (1961) 14197, 16928,

18529
Kuchta, J.M., autoignition of hydrocarbon jet

fuel (1965) 14715
Kuckes, Arthur F., monochromator wave-

length modulator (1963) 14989
Kuczkowski, Thomas J., friction and wear of

low-melting binary and ternary, gallium
alloy films in argon and in vacuum
(1965) 6754
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Kudirka, Joseph M., flight evaluation of
UH-IB helicopter equipped with XM-5
armament kit (1964) 13621

Kudzu, control, Forest Service studies (1961)
17314

Kuehn, Donald M.:
laminar boundary-layer separation induced

bv flares on cylinders

—

at zero angle of attack (1963) 9199
with highly cooled boundary layers (1965)
5208

pressures on blunt cylinders for equilibrium
and nonequlibrium air at hypersonic
speeds (1963) 20091

Kuenzi, Edward W.:
mechanical properties of adhesives for use

in design of bonded joints (1964) 2374
minimum weight structural sandwich (1965)

9173
Kuhli, Ralph, address, Oct. 29, 1962 (1963)

4929
Kuhns, Helen F., nuclear energy for water

desalting (1965) 17131
Kukachka, B. Francis:

angelique, Dicorynia guianensis Amsh
(1965) 4795

cativo Prioria copaifera Gris (1965) 10922
Spanish-cedar (1965) 7725

Kuklis, A., mineral industry of

—

Kansas (1963) 3062; (1964) 1412
Missouri (1965) 1345

Kukovodstvo po khirurgii, translations (1963)
12368

Kuleshova, Rosa, rare phenomenon, vision in
her fingers, USSR study (1963) 14414

Kulp, R.S., cavitation damage of mechanical
pump impellers operating in liquid metal
space power loops (1965) 14728

Kultura (periodical):
fifteenth anniversary, library, etc (1962)

19793
Kulunda Steppe, raw materials utilization,

scientific and technical conference,
USSR (1961) 10921

Kumabe, Kazuye T., Hawaii high-risk materni-
ty cases are brought into care through
prenatal clinic in rural area (1965) 1915

Kumai, Motoi:
ice fog and ice-fog nuclei at Fairbanks,

Alaska (1965) 507, 9062
size distribution and liquid water content of

fog, northwestern Greenland (1963) 4841
Kumar, Shiv S., models for stars of very low

mass (1963) 19922
Kumm, E.L., heat transfer and corrosion char-

acteristics of capillary fluted aluminum
tubes (1965) 11019

Kumpuris, Aspasia A., see Koumbouris, Aspa-
sia A.

K'un-ch'ung Hsueh-pao (Chinese periodical):
translations (1961) 15078, 19654; (1962)

2909, 5683
K'un Lun, sketches of natural conditions,

USSR papers (1962) 15807
Kundel, Harold L.:

effect of AETT on in-vitro oxidation of glu-
cose by rat spleen and bone marrow
suspensions (1965) 13436

eff"ect of total-body irradiation on DNA syn-
thesis in rat spleen and bone marrow in
vitro (1965) 10125

Kung-jen Jih-pao (periodical):
translations (1961) 2143, 12881. 15055,

17397, 17410, 17416, 19766, 21091; (1962)
1166, 1358, 2924, 2994, 3200, 6144, 6163,
7900, 8189, 8208, 9991, 10106, 10191,
15898

Kunkel, Fred, hydrologic, etc., reconnaissance
of Pinto Basin (1963) 5028

Kunkle, W. Merrill, soil survey of Chester and
Delaware Counties, Pa (1963) 13056

Kuo, Leslie T.C.:

Communist Chinese periodicals in agricul-
tural sciences (1963) 12890

Oriental serial publications in zoological
sciences (1963) 16414

Kuokka, Hubard D., U.S. marine operations in
Korea, 1950-53 (1963) 1194

Kupper, Donald H., geology of Calamity Peak
area, Custer County, S. Dak (1963) 5018

Kurath, Gertrude P., Iroquois music and
dance, ceremonial arts of 2 Seneca
longhouses (1964) 9992

Kurdistan:
Democratic Party of Kurdistan, 6th con-

gress, general information (1964) 20121
establishment of Iraqi Communist Party

(1961) 938
Kurdish activities as reflected in organ of

Kurdistani Democractic Party (1961)
2104, 7782, 13089, 13283

Kure Beach, N.C.:
relief

—

law (1965) 12029
reports (1965) 5898, 10650

Kurile Islands:
earthquake zone, statistical forecasting of

annual seismicity in advance (1964)
10913

seismicity and deep structure of southern
part of arc, USSR study (1964) 6878

Kurkowski, Richard L., second-order perturba-
tion angle techniques for accurately
simulating sighting problems of space
sextant (1965) 11500

Kurmas, Kazimierz, relief (1963) 15218, 20564;
(1964) 240

Kurmas, Stanislaw, see Kurmas, Kazimierz.
Kurmas, Zdzislaw, relief (1963) 15218, 20564;

(1964) 240
Kurnakov, Nikolay S.:

centennial of birth

—

all-Union conference of physico-chemical
analysis dedicated to, USSR study
(1962) 10198

significance of work for geochemistry,
USSR study (1962) 936

Kuroiwa, Daisuke:
icing and snow accretions on electric wires

(1965)6131
internal friction of H2O, D2O and natural

glacier ice (1965) 12399
Kursk Region, USSR:
magnetic anomaly

—

capital investment effectiveness analysis
(1962) 22006

exploitation of resources, USSR study
(1962) 22364

ferroquartzites processing at Mikhavlov-
skoye deposit (1961) 17502

iron ore reserves, new data (1962) 22055
largest iron-ore base of USSR (1962)

14023
rich ores and ferroquartzites open-pit min-
ing possibilities (1962) 7695

Kurtales, Evangelia, relief (1961) 8686, 12096,
12391

Kurtenacker, R.S., performance of container
fasteners subjected to statis and dynam-
ic withdrawal (1965) 16279

Kurtzrock, Roy C, pulverized coal-fired fur-
nace, process development in removing
sulfur dioxide from hot flue gases (1963)
20964

Kuryj, Stanislaw, relief (1964) 295, 6162, 6409
Kurzhals, Peter R.:

on-off' control svstem for rotating manned
spacecraft (1965) 8109
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spin dynamics of manned space stations
(1964) 11419

Kushan, Manchuria, flotation of iron ores at
Ta-Ku-Shan plant, Communist China
study (1963) 8990

Kushman, L.J.:

fungicidal treatments and shipping prac-
tices for controlling decay of sweetpota-
toes during marketing (1965) 13392

sodium o-phenylphenate concentration in

sweetpotato treating solutions (1964)
1675

sweetpotatoes, consumer packaging and
decay control (1964) 9947

Kuskokwim River basin:
flood control, engineer report

—

departmental edition (1964) 6591
document edition (1964) 6206

rhvolite mercury prospect, trenching and
sampling (1963) 3096

Kusler, David J., gravimetric method for ana-
lyzing blast furnace top gas (1963) 5494

Kussoy, Marvin, local pressure distribution
of blunt delta wing for angles of attack
up to 35° at Mach numbers of 3.4 and
4.7 (1963) 3148

Kuster, William V.:

fluorspar and cryolite (1963) 19832
fluorspar production, 1962 (1963) 18071
gypsum (1963) 19834

Kusulja, Bogdan, relief (1962) 13410, 16705,
17161

Kutch, India, ground water in sandstone of

Bhachau area (1964) 815
Kuwait:
background notes (1965) 11705
economic developments, 1960 (1961) 14901
economy, basic data (1964) 4857
establishing business (1963) 10338
international finance role, Soviet view (1964)

18532
Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone, mineral

industry, minerals yearbook chapter
(1965) 12889

labor conditions (1964) 11291
market for U.S. products (1963) 8377
mineral industry, minerals yearbook chapter

(1965) 12888
parcel post agreement (1964) 21889
nassport visas, agreement (1961) 6583
Persian Gulf Sheikdom, background (1961)

21387; (1962) 4573
Kuybyshev, Russian SFSR:

circulatory diseases, sick rate for 1958
(1962) 22212

guidebook of city (1963) 6766
Institute of Epidemiology, Microbiology, and

Hygiene, evaluation (1964) 16155
Kuybyshev Reservoir, hydrobiological regime,

USSR study (1963)" 16123
Kuzbas, see Kuznetsk Basin.
Kuznetsk Basin, Ural Kuzbas territory trian-

gulation (1961) 4765
K\' (Knutson-Vandenberg act) (1965) 2165
Kvaraceus, William C, poverty and underedu-

cation, what school and community can
do (1965) 9519

Kvateron, see Quaternary ammonium com-
pounds.

Kvichak River and Valley:
Kvichak River system

—

Bristol Bay, Alaska, spawning ground
catalog (1965) 616

red salmon, segregation in escapements
(1964) 10573

red salmon smolts, abundance and age (1962)

5209

Kwaan, Hau C, and family, relief (1961)
19002; (1962) 6922, 6977

Kwajalein Island:
atmospheric measurements using falling

spheres (1965) 9617
occupancy, compensation. Court of Claims

to adjudicate claims, reports (1962)
16988; (1963) 9861

Kwan Ho Lee, .see Lee, Kwan Ho.
Kwangsi Province, China:
climate (1963) 1117
economic geography (1962) 19715

Kwangsi Province, China:
topographic types, geographic study (1961)

15094
tropical conditions, articles (1961) 15182

Kwangtung Province, China:
brick shell construction (1961) 7621
economic geography (1962) 19715
industrial plants and enterprises, etc., ad-

vanced collective and producer units,

list (1963) 15842
party school. New Zealander speaks (1964)

9214
Kwauk, Molly, relief (1962) 9249, 21299, 23148
Kwei, Seto Yie, see Seto Yiu Kwei.
Kweichow of fatherland, Communist China

(1962) 1260
Kweichow Province, China:
conditions of engineering geologv of Meihua-

shan Tunnel (1962) 2850
economic geography (1963) 8438
economization of foodstuffs (1961) 2277

KWIC indexing, see Indexes.
Kwon Yong-hun, his impressions of West and

East Berlin (1962) 5924
Kyanite:
and related minerals

—

mineral facts and problems chapter (1965)
12833

minerals yearbook chapter (1961) 13439;

(1962) 16010; (1963) 14502; (1964) 14739;
(1965) 12832

deposits of Southeastern States (1961) 2054
flotation of kyanite-quartzite rock. Graves

Mt. Ga (19"63) 16338
high-temperature heat contents and entro-

pies (1964) 7448
materials survey (1961) 21169

Kybernetika (periodical):

translation (1965) 14490
Kymography, see Electrokymography.
Kyong Ja Lee, see Lee Kyong Ja.

Kyongje yongu (periodical):

translations (1963) 6889
Kyoto University, Japan, Center for South-

east Asia Studies, report (1965) 4928
Kyphosus incisor, see Rudderfishes.
Kvphosus sectatrix, see Rudderfishes.
Kyriakou, Chrysanthos, relief (1964) 293, 6158,

6402
Kyrklund, David V., relief (1962) 19045, 21344,

23139
Kyser, A.C.:

pressure stabilized structures (1963) 11080
rotornet, high-performance hypersonic decel-

erator for planetary entry (1965) 12974
uniform-stress spinning filamentary disk

(1964) 20527
Kytle, Calvin:
remarks

—

Apr. 23, 1965 (1965) 13736, 15397
May 10, 1965 (1965) 15396
Oct. 5, 1965 (1965) 19055

Kyzil-Kum, pyrite deposits, geological-

geochemical comparisons with those

of southern Urals, USSR study (1965)

6514
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